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Abstract

The solid complexes of Cu"II# with di}erent counterions and Ni"II# having no counterions with 2\4!dimethyl!0!N!methyl thi!
ocarbamylpyrazole "HL0# and 2\4!dimethyl!0!N!ethyl thiocarbamylpyrazole "HL1#\ the ligands having coordination function of the
pyrazole ring and the thiocarbamido group\ have been prepared and their geometries established on the basis of molar conductance\
magnetic susceptibility\ IR\ UV and visible spectral data[ Magnetic and spectral features indicate paramagnetic ðCu"HL0:HL1#X1Ł
"X � Cl\ Br#\ ðCu"HL0:HL1#1Ł "ClO3#1 as either planar or tetragonally distorted octahedral species with the ligands in the neutral
{{thione|| form\ while Ni"L0:L1#1 as the diamagnetic square planar species with the ligands in the deprotonated {{thiol|| form[ X!ray
crystallographic studies of Ni"L1#1 has unambiguously proved the distorted square planar environment around the central nickel"II#
ion^ the ligand molecules are cis!coordinated to the nickel"II# ion[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
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0[ Introduction

In the last two decades\ a substantial amount of
research has centred upon the coordination complexes of
ligands with NS donor sites ð0\1Ł[ The fungicidal and
bactericidal action of thiopicolinamide ð2Ł are often
related to the chelation phenomenon[ On the other hand\
the coordination chemistry of pyrazole derived ligands\
acclaiming for their medicinal values ð3Ł\ has received
much attention ð4Ð6Ł in the last few years[ Therefore\
primarily because of the biological implications\ the coor!
dination chemistry of pyrazole derived ligands has
attracted much attention[ Moreover\ the recent _ndings
of the presence of nickelÐsulphur and !nitrogen bonds at
the active sites of several hydrogenases ð7Ł and carbon!
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monoxide dehydogenases ð8Ł has stimulated interest in
nickel chemistry with mixed sulphur and nitrogen donor
ligands "ð09Ł and references therein and ð00Ð07Ł#[ There!
fore\ as a part of our programme\ devoted to a systematic
study of chelating tendencies of new pyrazole based
bidentates\ we report here the synthesis and phy!
sicochemical characterisation of Cu"II#\ Ni"II# com!
plexes with 2\4!dimethyl!0!N!methyl thiocarbamyl!
pyrazole\ "henceforth abbreviated as HL0#\ 2\4!dimethyl!
0!N!ethyl thiocarbamylpyrazole\ "henceforth abbrevi!
ated as HL1#[ The crystal structure of Ni"L1#1 complex
has been solved[

1[ Experimental

All the materials were of AR grade and were used
without further puri_cation[ N"3#!Methyl!2!thiose!
micarbazide\ N"3#!ethyl!2!thiosemicarbazide were pur!
chased from Aldrich Chemicals\ U[S[A[ Spectro!
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grade solvents were used for spectral and conductance
measurements[ DMF for electrochemical studies was
puri_ed using the established method ð08Ł[

1[0[ Preparation of the li`ands

The ligands HL0 and HL1 were prepared following a
similar procedure described in literature ð19Ł[ Instead of
a solid compound\ an oily layer in each case was isolated
which was found to be a single compound by thin layer
chromatography and was characterised by 0H!NMR
spectrum[

0H!NMR\ HL0 "CDCl2#] d 1[96 "s\ 2H\ NÐCH2#\ 1[52
"s\ 2H\ CH2 of 2!methyl#\ 2[95 "d\ 2H\ CH2 of 4!methyl#\
4[75 "s\ 0H#\ 8[07 "br\ 0H\ NÐH#[

0H!NMR\ HL1 "CDCl2#] d 0[04 "t\ 2H\ NÐCÐCH2#\
1[93 "s\ 2H\ CH2 of 2!methyl#\ 1[59 "d\ 2H\ CH2 of 4!
methyl#\ 2[45 "m\ 1H\ NÐCH1!#\ 4[71 "s\ 0H#\ 8[96 "br\
0H\ NÐH#[

1[1[ Preparation of the metal complexes

1[1[0[ Cu"II# complexes
ðCu"HL0#X1Ł\ ðCu"HL1#X1Ł where X�Cl\ Br]

Alcoholic "ethanol# solution of the hydrated Cu"II# salt
"9[994mol# was mixed with a soln[ of the corresponding
ligand "9[90mol# in the same solvent\ the resulting col!
oured mixture\ on stirring vigorously for about 4 min\
a}orded the green microcrystalline solid[ The complex\
in each case\ was _ltered o}\ washed with ethanol and
_nally dried in vacuo over fused calcium chloride[ The
yield of the complexes were within 59Ð69)[

ðCu"HL0#1Ł"ClO3#1\ ðCu"HL1#1Ł"ClO3#1] The same pre!
parative procedure as outlined above was adopted for the
preparation and isolation of the green microcrystalline
complexes in 69) yield using the hydrated Cu"II# per!
chlorate salt "9[994mol# and the corresponding ligand
"9[90mol#[

All attempts to prepare X!ray quality crystals for
Cu"II# complexes were in vain[

Caution; Care must be taken upon treating organic
compounds with Cu"II# perchlorate as potentially explos!
ive mixture may be formed[

1[1[1[ Ni"II# complexes
ðNi"L0#1Ł\ ðNi"L1#1Ł] A hot alcoholic solution of

NiCl1 = 5H1O "9[994mol# was mixed with a solution of
the corresponding ligand "9[90mol# in the same solvent[
The resulting solution "pH 2Ð3# was made neutral "pH
6# by dropwise addition of ammonia solution[ The red
solution ðfor Ni"L0#1Ł\ on vigorous stirring immediately
gave microcrystalline red solid whereas the violet solution
ðfor Ni"L1#1Ł on keeping in refrigerator overnight a}orded
violet crystalline compound[ The complex in each case
was _ltered o}\ washed with cold ethanol and air dried[
The yield was recorded to be 69Ð64) in each case[ Violet
crystals of Ni"L1#1 complex were found to be suitable for
X!ray di}raction[

1[2[ Physical measurements

Carbon\ hydrogen and nitrogen of the complexes were
analysed at IACS\ Calcutta with a Perkin!Elmer
CHNS:O analyser 1399[ Solution electrical conductivity\
IR and electronic spectra were obtained using a Sys!
tronics Model 293 digital conductivity meter\ Perkin!
Elmer Model 772 infrared spectrophotometer and a Hit!
achi model UV 1999 spectrophotometer\ respectively[ 0H!
NMR spectra of the ligands were recorded in CDCl2 with
Bruker AM 299L "299MHz# superconducting FT NMR[
Magnetic susceptibilities were measured on a Gouy bal!
ance using HgðCo"SCN#3Ł as the calibrant[ Diamagnetic
corrections were made using Pascal|s constants[ The
di}use re~ectance spectra of the reported complexes were
recorded with a Hitachi U!2490 spectrophotometer[ EPR
spectra were recorded on a Varian E!001 spectrometer[
Spectral ` values were calibrated with diphenyl!
picrylhydrazyl "dpph# standard[ Electrochemical studies
were carried out at room temperature in DMF for
approx[ 0×09−2 mol dm−2 solutions of the complexes on
a PAR model 269!3 electrochemistry system with
tetrabutylammoniumperchlorate as the supporting elec!
trolyte and a glassy carbon working electrode[

1[2[0[ X!Ray crystallo`raphy
Single!crystal X!ray data for the complex\ Ni"L1#1 were

collected at 182K on an Enraf!Nonius CAD3!Mach
di}ractometer using graphite!monochromated MoKa

radiation "l� 9[60962A� #[ The cell parameters were
determined by least!squares re_nement of di}ractometer
setting angles for 14 centred re~ections that were in the
range of 09>³ u³ 19>[ A summary of crystal data\ inten!
sity measurements and structure solution and re_nements
is given in Table 0[ Intensity data were corrected for
Lorentz and polarisation e}ects^ analytical absorption
corrections were applied[ The structure was solved by the
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Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement for the complex ðNi"L1#1Ł

Empirical formula C05H13N5NiS1

Formula weight 311[6
Temperature 19>C
Crystal system triclinic
Radiation\ Graphite!monochromated\ l "A� # MoKa\ 9[60962
Space group P0−

Unit cell dimensions a � 7[618"0# A� \ a � 76[19"0#>
b � 09[962"0# A� \ b � 60[13"0#>
c � 01[166"0# A� \ g � 66[32"1#>

Volume 886[3"1# A� 2

m "cm−0# 00[8
Z 1
Density "calculated# 0[398 g cm−2

Crystal dimensions "mm# 9[3×9[2×9[1 mm
u range for data collection 0Ð14>
Index ranges 9 ¾ h ¾ 09

−00 ¾ k ¾ 00
−02 ¾ l ¾ 02

Independent re~ections 2630
No[ of re~ections used 1780 ðI − 2s"I#Ł
Goodness!of!_t on F1 1[112
Ra 9[938
RW

b 9[951

aR � S==Fo=−=Fc==:S=Fo=[
bRW � ðSW"=Fo=−=Fc=#1:SW"Fo#

1Ł0:1

W � 0:s1"I#

direct methods and re_ned on F by full!matrix least!
squares techniques using the XTAL 2[1 program package
ð10Ł and a 375!DX personal computer working under
MS!DOS version 4 at 55MHz[ The linear absorption
coe.cients\ scattering factors for the atoms and the
anomalous dispersion corrections were taken from the
usual source ð11Ł[ Few H atoms could be located in the
di}erence Fourier maps^ the rest were calculated by
assuming ideal geometries of the atoms concerned[ The H
atom positions and thermal parameters were not re_ned[

2[ Results and discussion

The analytical data for the complexes along with their
e}ective magnetic moment values\ molar conductances
and `ave values are given in Table 1[ All the reported
copper"II# complexes are highly soluble in low!molecular
weight alcohols\ while those of nickel"II# are in DMF\
DMSO\ etc[

Molar conductance values of the methanolic solution
of majority of copper"II# complexes except for the per!
chlorates lie in the range quite close to that for 0]0 elec!
trolyte ð12Ł[ The perchlorate complexes show molar
conductance values "lM �064\ 071V−0 cm1 mol−0# which
indicate 0]1 electrolyte nature of the species ð12Ł[ The
molar conductance values of nickel"II# complexes in
DMF indicate their nonelectrolytic nature in the said
solvent[ Nitromethane solutions of the Cu"II# complexes
show lM values Table 1 which are signi_cantly lower than

those in methanol[ The high molar conductance values
in methanol may be reconciled in terms of equilibria of
the following types]

ðCu"HL0:HL1#X1 Ł¦MeOH"S#

� ðCu"HL0:HL1#X =SŁ¦¦X−

where X�Cl\ Br[

ðCu"HL0:HL1#1 ŁX1¦1MeOH"S#
�ðCu"HL0:HL1#1 ŁS1¦1X−

X�ClO3^
However\ the lower lM values in nitromethane are

indicative of the coordinated nature of the counterion
and of the partial release of the same at least in solution
of methanol[

2[0[ Copper"II# complexes

The room temperature magnetic moment values Table
1 of all the reported Cu"II# complexes are in the range
0[53Ð0[78 B[M[ Octahedrally coordinated Cu"II# com!
plexes generally have magnetic moment values in the
range of 0[8Ð1[9 B[M[ and the values are independent of
temperature ð13Ð15Ł[ The square planar complexes of
Cu"II# ion may be regarded as extreme cases of tetra!
gonally distorted octahedral geometry around the central
metal ion and in such environment the separation
between the ground term 1B0g and the components of
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Abstract

Bis"aminoethanethiol# "BAT# ligands\ containing the N1S1 donor atom set\ react with transition metal ions to form complexes with
a variety of coordination geometries[ The reaction of CuCl1 with the ligand\ BAT!TECH\ results in reduction of some of the copper
"II# centers to copper"I# and formation of a mixed valent pentamer[ The reaction of a ðReVOŁ2¦ reagent with the ligand results in
two constitutional isomers\ both with distorted square pyramidal coordination geometry[ One molecule "A# has an amine group a

to the cyclohexyl substituent and an amide group in the remote position[ The other molecule "B# has the amide group a to the
cyclohexyl group and the amine group in the remote position[ The two species apparently persist in CH2CN solution at room
temperature[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Aminoethanethiol^ Copper^ Rhenium

0[ Introduction

Bis"aminoethanethiol# ligands form stable\ neutral\
square pyramidal complexes with the ðTc1OŁ2¦ moiety\
which are useful in nuclear medicine ð0Ł[ One example of
a radiopharmaceutical based on the neutral Tc1O"N1S1#
core is the compound 88mTcO"ECD# where ECD is ethyl!
cysteine dimer "Scheme 0# ð1Ł[ The neutral 88mTc
1O"N1S1# passes across the bloodÐbrain barrier by pas!
sive di}usion^ stereospeci_c enzymatic hydrolysis of one
of the ethylester groups results in a charged complex
which is retained in the brain ð2Ł[

The ECD ligand also forms remarkably stable com!
plexes with gallium and indium^ the radioisotopes 56Ga\
57Ga and 000$ are useful in the nuclear medicine clinic for
SPECT and PET imaging[ In a recent multifaceted study
ð3Ł incorporating molecular mechanics\ stability constant
measurements\ radiochemistry and in vivo biodistribution
studies\ the ligand N\N?!ethylene!di!L!cysteine\ EC\
shown on Scheme 0 was found to form stable complexes
with Ga"III# and In"III#[

Another bisaminoethanethiol ligand\ BAT!TECH
"Scheme 0# appears to be a versatile ligand in the synthesis
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of transition metal complexes[ We have shown that this
ligand forms stable gallium complexes\ which\ as the
56Ga or 57Ga\ complex appears to provide high quality
images of the heart ð4Ł[ The reaction chemistry of this
ligand with the transition metals copper "II# and rhenium
are reported here as well as a comparison to the coor!
dination chemistry of gallium[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ General comments

The ligand was synthesized as described previously ð4Ł[
Solvents and reagents were reagent grade and were used
without additional puri_cation[ Distilled\ deionized
water was used throughout[ Infrared spectra were mea!
sured from KBr pellets on a Perkin Elmer 0504 Fourier
transform infrared spectrophotometer[ Mass spectra
were measured on a Hewlett Packard 4878A quadrupole
mass spectrometer[ Samples were run using electron
impact ionization at 69 eV[ Samples were introduced via a
heated _lament on a Scienti_c Instrument Services Direct
Exposure Probe[ NMR spectra were run on a Varian
Unity Plus 499MHz spectrometer[ The COSY spectra
were run in absolute value mode[ UV!visible spectra were
recorded in DMF on a Beckman DU!6 spec!
trophotometer at ambient temperatures[
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Scheme 0[

1[1[ Synthesis of compounds

1[1[0[ Preparation of ðCu"BAT!TECH#Ł1ðCuClŁ2 = 1DMF
The ligand BAT!TECH = 1HCl "091[6mg\ 9[125mmol#

was dissolved in 29ml water[ CuCl1 = 1H1O "39[7mg\
9[125mmol# was dissolved in 4ml water[ The copper
solution was added to the ligand solution to give a dark
blueÐblack solution[ Ammonium hydroxide "0[4ml\
0[9N# was added to give a _nal pH of 7[96[ Ethanol
"49ml# was added and the solution was heated and stirred
for 10

1
h[ As the ethanol boiled o}\ the reaction mixture

consisted of a blueÐblack solid in green solution[ The
reaction was cooled\ the solid was collected by _ltration\
washed with 2×09ml water followed by 2×09ml ether
and dried[ To recrystallize\ the solid was dissolved in
DMF "ca[ 2ml# and 2ml of dilute HCl was added drop!
wise[ Slow evaporation resulted in blackÐblue crystals[
Elem[ analysis] calcd[ for Cu4C33H89N5S3Cl2O1] C] 30[97^
H] 6[99^ N] 5[42^ S] 8[83^ Cl] 7[16[ Found] C] 39[82^ H]
5[85^ N] 5[50^ S] 09[14^ Cl] 7[48[ Melting point] 038Ð
041>C[ Infrared spectroscopy] 2199 cm−0 "m#^ 1849 cm−0

"s#^ 0564 cm−0 "s#^ 0359 cm−0 "m#^ 0284 cm−0 "w#^
0944 cm−0 "broad#[ UV!visible] "DMF\ room tem!
perature#] l�262nm\ o�0799mol l−0 cm−0^ l�359nm
"sh#\ o�764mol l−0 cm−0^ l�444nm\ o�549mol l−0 cm−0[

1[2[ Preparation of ReOðBAT!TECHŁ

The ligand BAT!TECH = 1HCl "014mg\ 9[177mmol#
was dissolved in 19ml methanol[ The colorless ligand
solution was added dropwise to a greenÐyellow solution
of ReO"PPh2#2Cl2 "139mg\ 9[177mmol# dissolved in
79ml of methylene chloride[ Immediately upon addition\
the solution turned orangeÐbrown and then redÐbrown[
Sodium acetate "1[1ml\ 9[64M in methanol\ 0[54mmol#
was added dropwise to the reaction solution[ Upon
adding the base to the reaction solution\ the color of the
solution turned pink[ The clear\ pink solution was stirred
and heated at ca[ 27>C "re~ux# for 1 h[ The reaction
mixture was _ltered to remove a small amount of a pre!
cipitate and the resulting solution was evaporated to dry!

ness under reduced pressure to form a _lm[ The _lm was
redissolved in methylene chloride and loaded onto a silica
gel column "0×14 cm#\ prepared in methylene chloride[
Elution with methylene chloride resulted in one purple
band[ The band was evaporated to dryness to yield
041mg "83) based on Re#[ The solid was recrystallized
with a 0]0 "v]v# methylene chloride:ethanol solvent
mixture[ PurpleÐred crystals were obtained from this
solution[ Elem[ analysis] calcd[ for C] 39[65^ H] 5[55^ N]
4[99^ S] 00[35^[ Found] C] 39[70^ H] 5[58^ N] 4[93^ S]
00[32[ Melting point] 064Ð066>C[ Infrared spectroscopy
"KBr pellet#] 835 cm−0 "s# "Re1O#\ 802 cm−0"s# "Re1O#\
0980 cm−0\ 0266 cm−0 "m#\ 0342 cm−0 "s#\ 1829 cm−0 "s#\
2093 cm−0 "s#\ 2337 cm−0 "b#[ Mass spectroscopy]
m:z�459\ M¦\ intensity] 099)[

1[3[ X!ray structural determination

1[3[0[ ðCu"BAT!TECH#Ł1ðCuClŁ2 = 1DMF
Crystallographic data are collected in Table 0[ A speci!

men mounted on a glass _ber was determined photo!
graphically to possess 1:m Laue symmetry[ Systematic
absences in the di}raction data indicated either of the
space groups Cc or C1:c[ The assignment of the cen!
trosymmetric alternative was based on the presence of a
crystallographic two!fold rotational axis aligned with the
b!axis and well!behaved re_nement statistics[ A semi!
empirical correction for absorption used 105 c!scan
re~ections[ The structure was solved by direct methods[
Two molecules of DMF reside in the lattice for each
ðCu"N1S1#Ł1ðCuClŁ2 cluster[ All non!hydrogen atoms were
re_ned anisotropically\ and hydrogen atoms were treated
as idealized\ updated contributions[ All computations
used the SHELXTL "3[1# program library "G[ Sheldrick\
Siemens XRD\ Madison\ WI#[

1[3[1[ RePðBAT!TECHŁ
Crystal\ data collection and re_nement parameters are

given in Table 0[ A suitable crystal was selected and
mounted in a thin!walled\ nitrogen!~ushed\ glass capil!
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Table 0
Crystallographic data

"a# Crystal data
Formula Cu4C33H89N5S3Cl2O1 C08H26N1OReS1

Formula weight 0176[4 448[7
Crystal color and habit blueÐblack brick red
Crystal size "mm# 9[25×9[31×9[49 9[13×9[27×9[33
Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic
Space group C1:c P10:n
a\ b\ c "A� # 02[554"2#\ 19[153"3#\ 10[123"3#\ 02[047"5#\ 08[197"7#\ 06[686"8#
b "># 87[56"2# 89[71"3#
V "A� 2# 4702"2# 3386"3#
Z 3 7
D"calc# "g cm−2# 0[360 0[543
m"MoKa# "cm−0# 10[1 44[88

"b# Data collection
Di}ractometer Siemens P3 Siemens P3
Radiation MoKa "l�9[60962 A� # MoKa "l�9[60962 A� #
Re~ections collected 4732 "2h\ ¦k\ ¦l# 6452 "204\ ¦10\ ¦05#
Independent re~ections 4574 5583
Observed re~ections 2202 "3sF# 3132 "3sF#

"c# Re_nement
R "F#\ R "wF# ")# 4[15\ 4[76 7[23\ 7[88
Goodness of _t 0[00 0[1

lary[ The unit!cell parameters were obtained by the least!
squares re_nement of the angular settings of 13 re~ections
"19>³1u³13>#[

The systematic absences in the di}raction data are
uniquely consistent for the reported space group[ The
structure was solved using direct methods\ completed by
subsequent di}erence Fourier syntheses and re_ned by
full!matrix least!squares procedures[ Semi!empirical
absorption corrections were applied[

Two independent molecules were located in the asym!
metric unit[ Both compound molecules each display a
planar and a pyramidal nitrogen atom[ One molecule
displays the nitrogen atom\ a to the cyclohexyl group\ as
planar while\ on the other unique molecule\ the cor!
responding nitrogen atom is pyramidal[ Nitrogen atoms
and non!macrocyclic carbon atoms were re_ned iso!
tropically[ All other non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned
with anisotropic displacement coe.cients[ Hydrogen
atoms were ignored[ The largest remaining peak in the
di}erence map "0[1 eA� −2# occurs at a chemically
unreasonable position and was considered as noise[

All software and sources of the scattering factors are
contained in the SHELXTL "3[1# program library "G[
Sheldrick\ Siemens XRD\ Madison\ WI#[

2[ Results

2[0[ ðCu"BAT!TECH#Ł1 ðCuClŁ2 = 1DMF

Reaction of CuCl1 with the BAT!TECH = 1 HCl ligand
in 0]0 ratio results in isolation of the Cu4Cl2 mixed valent

cluster in 64) yield based on CuCl1[ We are not certain
if the ligand or the solvent "boiling ethanol# reduces some
of the copper"II# atoms to copper"I#[ Three Cu"I#Cl moi!
eties bind to the sulfur atoms of the two Cu"II#N1S1

groups[ Figure 0 shows an ORTEP representation of
the ðCu"BAT!TECH#Ł1 ðCuClŁ2 molecule[ Selected bond
distances and angles are shown in Table 1[

The molecule is composed of two Cu"N1S1# neutral
moieties^ each thiolate sulfur is bound also to a copper"I#
chloride center[ Sulfur atoms S1 and S1a are bound to
two copper"I# centers\ while sulfur atoms S0 and S0a
are bound to one copper "I# center[ The two ðCu"BAT!
TECH#Ł units are {{stitched together|| by three Cu"I#Cl
moieties[ This structure is similar to a NiII1 CuI

2 cluster
where the ligand contains a cyclohexane incorporated
into two carbon atoms of the N1S1 backbone ð5Ł[

Figure 1 shows a representation of the Cu1N3S3Cu2Cl2
unit[ The copper "II# ions "Cu0 and Cu0a# are in very
distorted square planar coordination environments[ The
Cu"II#N1S1 monomeric species\ as expected\ is extremely
similar to a Cu"II#N1S1 unit found in the cluster com!
plex CuI

1CuII
2ð"SCH1CH"CO1CH2#NHCH1−#1Ł2 = 1ClO3 =

H1O ð6Ł as well as a similar Cu"II#N1S1 monomeric species
ð7Ł[ The Cu"II#ÐS and Cu"II#ÐN bond distances and bond
angles are very close to those reported for the CuI

1CuII
2

cluster and the monomeric species mentioned above[
Each copper "I# species in ðCu"BAT!TECH#Ł1
ðCuClŁ2 = 1DMF is bound to two thiolate sulfur atoms
and a chloride in distorted trigonal arrangement[ The
Cu"I#ÐS distances are comparable to the Cu"I#ÐS dis!
tances found in Cu"II#Cu"I# penacillamine clusters ð8Ł[
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Fig[ 0[ ORTEP representation of ðCu"BAT!TECH#1 ðCuClŁ2 = 1DMF[ The thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 29) probability level[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths and bond angles for ðCu"BAT!TECH#Ł1 ðCuClŁ2 = 1DMF

Bond lengths "A� #
Cu0ÐS0 1[123"1# Cu1ÐCl0 1[076"2#
Cu0ÐS1 1[156"1# Cu2ÐS0a 1[112"1#
Cu0ÐN0 1[995"4# Cu2ÐS1 1[170"1#
Cu0ÐN1 1[900"4# Cu2ÐCl1 1[157"1#
Cu1ÐS1 1[166"1#

Bond angles ">#
S0ÐCu0ÐS1 090[2"0# Cu0ÐN0ÐC02 096[6"3#
S0ÐCu0ÐN0 053[9"1# C02ÐN0ÐC03 000[0"4#
S0ÐCu0ÐN1 78[1"0# Cu0ÐN1ÐC01 002[0"3#
N0ÐCu0ÐN1 73[8"1# Cu0ÐN0ÐC03 009[7"3#
S1ÐCu1ÐS1a 87[4"0# Cu0ÐN1ÐC5 009[8"3#
S1ÐCu1ÐCl0 029[6"0# C5ÐN1ÐC01 006[7"4#
S1ÐCu2ÐS0a 007[2"0#
S1ÐCu2ÐCl1 006[9"0#
S0aÐCu2ÐCl1 013[2"0#
Cu0ÐS0ÐCu2a 000[8"0#
Cu0ÐS1ÐCu1 029[1"0#
Cu0ÐS1ÐCu2 79[5"0#
Cu1ÐS1ÐCu2 002[8"0#

A similar type of Cu"I# thiolate bonding is observed in
ðCo"en#1"SCH1CH1NH1# = Cu"CH2CN#1Ł15¦ where two
copper"I#"CH2CN#1 groups are bridged by the thiolate
sulfur atoms of the two Co"III#"SCH1CH1NH1# moieties
to form tetrahedral coordination geometry about the
Cu"I# center ð09Ł[ The Cu"I#ÐS distances in the latter
molecule are slightly larger than those observed for
ðCu"BAT!TECH#Ł1ðCuClŁ2 = 1DMF[

The UV!Visible spectrum is consistent with other
Cu"II# Cu"I# N1S1 cluster compounds ð6\ 8Ł[ Analogous
to the CuI

1CuII
2ð"SCH1CH"CO1CH2#NHCH1!#1Ł2 =

1ClO3 =H1O complex ð6Ł\ weak bands at 262 and 359 nm
are observed\ these can be assigned to s and p thiolate:
Cu"II# LMCT\ respectively[ The lowest energy absorp!
tion at 444 nm can be assigned to an LF band of the
Cu"II#"N1S1# unit[

2[1[ ReO"BAT!TECH#

The ReVO complex was prepared by a ligand exchange
reaction of ReOCl2"PPh2#1 with the BAT!TECH ligand
in similar fashion to the preparation of other RevO com!
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Fig[ 1[ A representation of the Cu1N3S3Cu2Cl2 unit[

plexes ð00Ł[ The complex is neutral and lipophilic[ Crys!
tals were grown by slow evaporation of a CH1Cl1:ethanol
solution[ The compound is oxygen and moisture stable[

The X!ray crystal structure reveals two unique
molecules\ labeled A and B in Fig[ 2[ Selected bond dis!
tances and bond angles are given in Table 2[ ORTEP
diagrams are given in Fig[ 2"A# for molecule A and Fig[
2"B# for molecule B[ Three protons of the ligand "two
thiolate protons and one amine proton# were ionized
upon complexation to the ðReOŁ2¦ unit resulting in a
neutral Re1O"N1S1#[ In molecule A\ the remaining pro!
ton is located on the nitrogen atom adjacent to the
cyclohexyl group and in molecule B\ the proton is located
on the nitrogen atom remote from the cyclohexyl group[
This is the _rst observation of the protonated amine
located in the remote position from the substituent on the
diamine backbone[ In all previous structures of similarly
substituted Tc or Re BAT molecules\ the protonated
amine is adjacent to the substituent on the diamine back!
bone ð00\01Ł[

As found for a number of other rhenium "and tech!
netium# N1S1 BAT compounds ð00Ð02Ł\ the rhenium
atoms in both molecules of ReO"BAT!TECH# are in
distorted square pyramidal coordination environment
with oxygen in the apical position[ This distortion results\
in part\ from the puckering of the chelate rings sur!
rounding the metal center[ Also contributing to the dis!
tortion of the square pyramid are the in~uences of the
two types of nitrogens "amine and amide# of the ligand
backbone[ The rheniumÐamide "ReÐN0 and Re?ÐN1?#

bond distances are short^ bond lengths of ReÐN0 and
Re?ÐN1? are 0[855"05# and 0[814"07#A� \ respectively\ com!
pared to ca[ 1[04A� \ typical of MÐN single bonds
ð03\04\05\06\07Ł suggesting multiple bonding character[
These bond lengths are within the range observed for
MÐNamide "M�Tc\ Re# bonds in MVoxo _ve!coordinate
square!pyramidal complexes ð00Ð02\06Ð19Ł[ The amide
nitrogen atoms are sp1 hybridized[ The amide nitrogen
atoms N1? "molecule A# and N0 "molecule B# are 9[15
and 9[91A� \ respectively\ out of the plane formed by the
metal and two carbon atoms adjacent to the amide nitro!
gen atom[ This should be compared with the sp2 hybrid!
ized amine nitrogen atoms N1? "molecule A# and N0
"molecule B# which show a larger deviation from the
plane described by the three atoms bonded to the amine
nitrogen atoms\ 9[41 and 9[42A� \ respectively[ The sum!
mation of the bond angles about the amide nitrogen
atoms are consistent with sp1 hybridization] these are
246[0> about N1? and 248[8> about N0\ for molecules A
and B\ respectively "see Table 2#[ For comparison\ the
summation of bond angles about the amine nitrogen
atoms are 222[3> and 222[4> for the angles about the
amine nitrogen atoms\ N0? and N1\ respectively[ The ReÐ
Namine bond distances are in the range observed for M!
amine nitrogen bonds[ The ReÐsulfur bond distances are
in the range 1[158"4#Ð1[203"5#A� \ also consistent with
other ReÐthiolate complexes ð10Ð17Ł[ The ReÐS bonds
"Re?ÐS0? and ReÐS1# trans to the ReÐNamide bonds are
signi_cantly longer than the ReÐS bonds trans to the ReÐ
Namine bonds[ The N0ÐMÐN1 bond angles are 79[3"6# and
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Fig[ 2[ "A# ORTEP representation of ReOBAT!TECH!molecule A[ The thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 29) probability level[ The N"0?# "a to
the cyclohexyl substituted group on the ethylenediamine backbone# is protonated[ "B# ORTEP representation of ReOBAT!TECH!molecule B[ The
thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 29) probability level[ The N"1# "remote to the cyclohexyl substituted group on the ethylenediamine backbone#
is protonated[

70[1"5# for A and B\ respectively\ which is consistent with
structures of molecules with a 4 membered NÐCÐCÐNÐ
Re chelate ring ð00\01Ł[

The Re1O bond distances are 0[600"05# and
0[559"03#A� \ for molecules A and B\ respectively[ These
bond distances are on the long side of the range generally
found for square pyramidal M"V# oxo complexes ð18Ł[
This is consistent with the low Re1O stretching fre!
quencies observed in the IR spectrum and re~ects the
strong s! and p!donating properties of the dithiolate sul!

fur atoms and the amide nitrogen atom of the ligand[
The observation of two Re1O stretching frequencies are
consistent with two species in the solid state[

The one dimensional NMR spectrum for ReOðBAT!
TECHŁ\ measured in CD2CN at room temperature is
shown in Fig[ 3 and the two dimensional COSY NMR
spectrum is shown in Fig[ 4[ The chemical shift data for
the two species is presented in Table 3[ Resonances for
the six protons on the framework of the BAT!TECH
ligand are seen for each species[ Six cross peaks cor!
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Table 2
Selected bond lengths and bond angles for ReOðBAT!TECHŁ

Molecule A Molecule B
Bond lengths "A� #
Re?ÐS0? 1[180"6# ReÐS0 1[158"4#
Re?ÐS1? 1[179"5# ReÐS1 1[203"5#
Re?ÐN1? 0[814"07# ReÐN1 1[055"05#
Re?ÐN0? 1[026"06# ReÐN0 0[855"05#
Re?ÐO? 0[600"05# ReÐO 0[559"03#

Bond Angles ">#
S0?ÐRe?ÐS1? 77[5"1# S0ÐReÐS1 78[7"1#
S1?ÐRe?ÐN0? 042[5"4# S1ÐReÐN0 018[4"4#
S1?ÐRe?ÐN0? 71[0"4# S0ÐReÐN0 71[5"4#
S0?ÐRe?ÐO? 006[7"5# S1ÐReÐN1 71[9"4#
N0?ÐRe?O? 85[0"6# S0ÐReÐN1 049[6"4#
S0?ÐRe?ÐN0? 73[7"4# N0ÐReÐN1 70[1"5#
S0?ÐRe?ÐN1? 012[6"4# S0ÐReÐO 096[0"4#
N0?ÐRe?ÐN1? 79[3"6# S1ÐReÐO 003[6"4#
S1?ÐRe?ÐO? 098[5"4# N0ÐReÐO 004[1"6#
N1?ÐRe?ÐO? 006[5"7# N1ÐReÐO 090[7"6#
Re?ÐN0?ÐC1? 002[7"01# ReÐN0ÐC1 015[1"01#
Re?ÐN0?ÐC2? 091[0"01# ReÐN0ÐC2 000[3"01#
C1?ÐN0?ÐC2? 006[4"06# C1ÐN0ÐC2 011[2"04#
Re?ÐN1?ÐC3ý 013[2"04# ReÐN1ÐC3 003[1"02#
Re?ÐN1?ÐC4? 013[8"02# ReÐN1ÐC4 004[7"2#
C3?ÐN1?ÐC4? 096[8"07# C3ÐN1ÐC4 092[4"07#

Fig[ 3[ 0H NMR Spectrum of ReOBAT!TECH measured in CDCl2 at room temperature[
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Fig[ 4[ COSY NMR spectrum of ReOBAT!TECH measured in CDCl2 at room temperature[

responding to the six protons of the methylene groups
for each species are observed in the COSY spectrum[ We
cannot distinguish the protons of methyl groups 3? and
4? of molecule A and methyl group 1 of molecule B from
the COSY as these are not coupled to any other protons[
Addition of D1O results in disappearance of the NH
resonances and the coupling to the methylene proton
adjacent to the NH protons[

A methylene proton of the species A\ observed as a
multiplet at 0[44 ppm\ is coupled to the NH at 4[13 ppm
and a doublet of doublets at 1[88 ppm[ Similarly\ in mol!
ecule B\ two methylene protons are observed as multiplets
at 1[92 and 0[89ppm^ these are coupled to doublet of
doublets at 2[88 and 2[10 ppm\ respectively\ as well as to
the NH proton[ Such up_eld chemical shifts have been
observed for methylene protons a to the NH in Tc and
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Table 3[ Proton NMR chemical shift data for ReO"BAT!TECH#b

d "ppm# Integration Multiplicity J "Hz# Assignmenta

Molecule A
4[13 0ðHŁ d N0?ÐH?
2[72 0ðHŁ d 09 H4? or H3? ðor H1 of BŁ
2[67 0ðHŁ d 8 H3? or H4? ðor H1 of BŁ
2[13 0ðHŁ d 8 H3? or H4? ðor H1 of BŁ
2[98 0ðHŁ d 09 H4? or H3? ðor H1 of BŁ
1[88 0ðHŁ dd 09[2 H1?

0[44 0ðHŁ m H1?

Molecule B
5[45 0ðHŁ b N1ÐH
2[88 0ðHŁ dd 09[4 H3 or H4

2[82 0ðHŁ d 8 H1 ðor H4?\ H3? of AŁ
2[16 0ðHŁ d 09 H1 ðor H4?\ H3? of AŁ
2[10 0ðHŁ dd 09[4 H4 or H3

1[92 0ðHŁ m H3 or H4

0[89 0ðHŁ m H4 or H3

aThe methylene groups H1\ H3? and H4? cannot be distinguished from COSY experiments[ See text[

ReOðBATŁ complexes ð00\01Ł[ In all of these molecules\ the
amine proton is syn to the ð!ylŁ M1O bond and the highly
shielded methylene protons are anti to the amine proton
ð00\01Ł[

3[ Discussion

The BAT!TECH ligand is quite versatile in forming
stable transition metal complexes as illustrated in this
report[ In the mixed valent copper pentamer\ the Cu"II#
ions are coordinated to the four donor atoms of the
BAT ligand in a distorted square planar coordination
geometry[ The three CuICl moieties in distorted trigonal
geometry are bound to the monomeric cupric species
through the thiolate sulfur atoms[

The ReO"BAT!TECH# complex shows a phenomenon
in the solid state and in solution which has not been
observed in similar MO"N1S1# "M�Re\ Tc# complexes
with monosubstitution on the diamine backbone[ Two
unique molecules exist in the unit cell^ in one ðFig[ 2"A#Ł
the proton is located on the amine a to the cyclohexyl
group and in the other ðFig[ 2"B#Ł\ the amine group is one

carbon removed from the cyclohexyl group[ In all of the
MO"N1S1# "M�Re\ Tc# complexes with mono!
substitution on the diamine backbone examined to date\
the protonation site of the amine was a to the substituent
ð00\01Ł^ NMR studies were consistent with solid state
studies ð00Ł[ The molecules examined in previous studies
ð00\01Ł were substituted with pyridyl or piperidyl groups
on the ethylenediamine backbone^ such substitution
would tend to make the amine group a! to the substituent
more basic\ thus easier to protonate or remain protonated
in the reaction of the ligand with the technetium or
rhenium[ The cyclohexyl group is not as strongly donat!
ing as the pyridyl or piperidyl groups and\ therefore\ the
two amine nitrogen groups in the BAT!TECH ligand
may have close to or the same basicity resulting in the
formation of two metal complexes which di}er in pro!
tonation of the amine groups[

The copper and rhenium metal ions dictate the
geometry of the complexes[ The electronic requirements
of copper"II# favor a distorted square planar coor!
dination geometry and the Cu"I# moieties favor coor!
dination with sulfur and chlorine ligands with low
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Scheme 1[

coordination numbers[ The combination of the ðReVOŁ2¦

moiety and the N1S1 BAT ligands favor the depro!
tonation of one of the amine nitrogen atoms "along with
two of the thiolate sulfur atoms# to form neutral com!
plexes with distorted square pyramidal coordination
geometry[

On the other hand\ the metal ions\ gallium"III# and
indium"III#\ derive no bene_ts from ligand _eld sta!
bilization energy[ In this case\ the steric requirements of
the ligand"s# determines the coordination geometry about
the metal ion and the geometry of the N1S1 ligand ð29Ł[
Scheme 1 shows a representation of the structure of
GaCl"BAT!TECH# ð4Ł^ the coordination geometry about
the gallium is a distorted square pyramid[ The base plane
consists of the two nitrogen atoms\ one of the sulfur
atoms and the chlorine atom and the axial ligand\ the
other sulfur atom\ is bent by about 09> toward one of the
nitrogen atoms[

4[ Conclusion

We have prepared two complexes of a bis"a!
minoethanethiol# "BAT# ligand[ The reaction of CuCl1
with the ligand results in reduction of some of the cop!
per"II# centers to copper"I# and formation of a mixed
valent pentamer[ The reaction of a ðReVOŁ2¦ reagent with
the ligand results in two diastereotopic molecules\ both
have a distorted square pyramidal coordination
geometry[ One molecule "A# has an amine group a to the
cyclohexyl substituent and an amide group in the remote
position[ The other molecule "B# has the amide group a to
the cyclohexyl group and the amine group in the remote

position[ The two species apparently persist in CH2CN
solution at room temperature[
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Abstract

The metalÐmetal triply bonded complexes "h4!RC4H3#1M1"CO#3 reacted with Ph1Se1 in re~uxing toluene to a}ord the metalÐ
metal doubly bonded isomers trans:syn!"h4!RC4H3#1M1"CO#1"m!SePh#1 "0a M�Mo\ R�H^ 1a M�Mo\ R�MeCO^ 2a M�Mo\
R�MeO1C^ 3a M�Mo\ R�EtO1C^ 4a M�W\ R�EtO1C# and trans:anti!"h4!RC4H3#1M1"CO#1"m!SePh#1 "1b M�Mo\ R�MeCO^
2b M�Mo\ R�MeO1C^ 3b M�Mo\ R�EtO1C^ 4b M�W\ R�EtO1C#[ In addition\ the isomers 1aÐb and 2aÐb could be also
produced through the reaction of "h4!RC4H3#1M1"CO#3 "M�Mo\ R�MeCO\ MeO1C# with Ph1Se1 in the solid state at ca[ 009>C in
comparable total yields\ but with a much higher isomer ratio "trans:syn]trans:anti# than through the corresponding solution reaction[
All the isomers are new and have been characterized by elemental analysis\ IR\ 0H NMR\ 66Se NMR and mass spectroscopic methods[
Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Metal multiple bond^ Molybdenum^ Tungsten^ Ph1Se1^ Synthesis^ Characterization

0[ Introduction

The metalÐmetal triply bonded complexes such as "h4!
RC4H3#1M1"CO#3 "h4!RC4H3�parent or substituted
cyclopentadienyl^ M�Cr\ Mo\ W# have been receiving
considerable attention over the last two decades ð0\1Ł[
This is most likely because such complexes are rich in
chemical reactivity and have been found very useful in
the synthesis of novel transition metal complexes\ par!
ticularly organometallic clusters ð0Ð5Ł[

As part of our project regarding the chemical reactivity
of transition metal multiple bonds ð6Ð01Ł\ we recently
initiated a study on the reaction of group 5 metalÐmetal
triply bonded complexes "h4!RC4H3#1M1"CO#3 "M�Mo\
W# with diphenyl diselenide\ which has led us to syn!
thesize a series of new trans:syn! and trans:anti!"h4!
RC4H3#1M1"CO#1"m!SePh#1 isomers in a combined good
yield[ Herein we report our results concerning this
study[

� Corresponding author[

1[ Results and discussion

Previously it was reported that the metalÐmetal triply
bonded complexes "h4!C4H4#1Mo1"CO#3 at r[t[ and "h4!
C4H4#1Cr1"CO#3 at 59>C reacted with Ph1Se1 to give "h4!
C4H4#1Mo1"CO#3"m!SePh#1 without metalÐmetal bonding
ð02Ł and "h4!C4H4#1Cr1"m!Se#"m!SePh#1 with a single
metalÐmetal bond ð03Ł\ respectively[ However\ we
recently found that reactions of an equimolar amount of
the metalÐmetal triply bonded complexes "h4!
RC4H3#1M1"CO#3 "M�Mo\ R�H\ MeCO\ MeO1C\
EtO1C^ M�W\ R�EtO1C# with Ph1Se1 in toluene at
re~ux for 0 h\ after removal of the solvent and subjection
of the residue to column chromatography under anaer!
obic conditions\ a}orded two types of isomers\ which
contain a double metalÐmetal bond i[e[\ trans:syn!"h4!
RC4H3#1M1"CO#1"m!SePh#1 "0aÐ4a# and trans:anti!"h4!
RC4H3#1M1"CO#1"m!SePh#1 "1bÐ4b# in moderate total
yield "Scheme 0#[

It is noteworthy that the reactions of the triply bonded
complexes containing acetyl or ester functionalities on
the cyclopentadienyl ligands produced isomers 1aÐ4a and
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Scheme 0[

1bÐ4b in macroscopic amounts\ whereas the reaction of
the triply bonded complex containing parent cyclo!
pentadienyl ligands gave isomer 0a in a macroscopic
amount and isomer 0b in an inappreciable amount[ This
implies that the acetyl and ester functionalities possess
some in~uence upon this kind of reactions[ In addition\
the functionalities in 1aÐ4a and 1bÐ4b might be useful in
the further preparations of a series of derivatives through
the conventional functional transformation reactions ð8Ł[

Interestingly\ the two types of isomers for the Mo
complexes have markedly di}erent physical properties[
For example\ the trans:syn isomers 0aÐ3a are brown in
color\ whereas the trans:anti isomers 1bÐ3b are green[
"However\ the tungsten isomers 4a and 4b are all brown[#
In addition\ while 1bÐ3b are hardly soluble in CH1Cl1
and THF\ 0aÐ3a are rather easily soluble in such polar
solvents[ In theory\ for complexes of "h4!
RC4H3#1M1"CO#1"m!SePh#1\ _ve isomers are possible\ on
the basis of trans or cis arrangement of the h4!RC4H3 and
CO ligands\ and anti or syn orientation of the two Ph
groups on the bridging selenium atoms with respect to
the four!membered M1Se1 ring[ Besides the two trans:syn
and trans:anti isomers\ three other possible isomers which
have the h4!RC4H3 and CO ligands in cis positions are
depicted in Scheme 1[ However\ for complexes 0Ð4 it is
reasonable to suggest that only the trans:syn and trans!
:anti isomers 0aÐ4a and 1bÐ4b exist\ on the basis of the
following facts] "i# Their sulfur analogues "h4!Me
COC4H3#1Mo1"CO#1"m!SPh#1 prepared through reaction
between "h4!MeCOC4H3#1Mo1"CO#3 and "m!PhS#1

Fe1"CO#5 exists only as trans:anti and trans:syn isomers
characterized by X!ray crystallography ð09Ł[ "ii# Known
complexes of the type "h4!RC4H3#1M1"CO#1"m!ER#1

"M�Mo^ E�Se ð04Ł\ M�Mo\ W^ E�S ð05Ð07Ł# have
not been isolated as cis isomers[ These facts imply that
the cis isomers are probably unstable and convert into
trans isomers readily under the reaction conditions[

The trans:syn and trans:anti isomers 0aÐ4a and 1bÐ4b

are all new\ although isomer mixtures of 1a and 1b\ and
of 2a and 2b were previously prepared by thermal reac!
tion of "h4!RC4H3#1Mo1"CO#3 "R�MeCO\ MeO1C# with
"m!PhSe#1Fe1"CO#5 in very low yields "2) and 8)\
respectively# ð01Ł[ In addition\ an isomer mixture of "h4!
MeC4H3#1Mo1"CO#1"m!SePh#1 was prepared by pho!
tolysis of "h4!MeC4H3#1Mo1"CO#5 and Ph1Se1 followed
by thermolysis of the intermediate product "h4!MeC4

H3#1Mo1"CO#3"m!SePh#1 ð04Ł[ It follows that no isomers
such as those now reported have been obtained pre!
viously and this synthetic route based on the thermal
reaction of the triply bonded complexes "h4!
RC4H3#1M1"CO#3 "M�Mo\ W# with Ph1Se1\ to our
knowledge\ is one most convenient and straightforward
for producing such complexes\ particularly their indi!
vidual isolated isomers in moderate high yields "for Mo
complexes 1Ð3 the total yield of isomers is ca[ 69)^ for
W complex 4 the total yield of 4a and 4b is 24)#[ The
new trans:syn and trans:anti isomers prepared above have
been characterized by elemental analysis and spec!
troscopic techniques[ For example\ the IR spectra of 0aÐ
4a all display two absorption bands in the range 0729Ð
0807 cm−0 for their terminal carbonyls\ whereas those of
1bÐ4b show one absorption band in the range 0741Ð
0828 cm−0 for their terminal carbonyls[ In addition\ the
0H NMR spectra of 1bÐ4b all show one set of signals
respectively for the CH2 of one acetyl substituent\ the CH2

of one methoxycarbonyl substituent and the CH2CH1 of
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Scheme 1[

one ethoxycarbonyl substituent\ whereas those of 0aÐ4a

all exhibit two sets of signals with an equal intensity for
these corresponding organic groups mentioned above[
These IR and 0H NMR data are consistent with the
structures of the trans:anti isomers being centro!
symmetric and those of the trans:syn isomers being non!
symmetric[

In order to further characterize products 0aÐ4a and
1bÐ4b\ the 66Se NMR spectra of 0a\ 2a\ 3a\ 4a and 3b

were recorded with reference to external Ph1Se1[ Each of
the 66Se NMR spectra of 0a "−192[2 ppm#\ 2a

"−078[8 ppm#\ 3a "−076[7 ppm#\ 4a "−253[0 ppm# and
3b "−110[3 ppm#\ shows a singlet\ which is in accordance
with both trans:syn and trans:anti isomers having vir!
tually the same two bridging Se atoms[ Just like other
selenolate!bridged bimetallic complexes ð08\19Ł\ the 66Se
NMR chemical shift values are mainly dependent upon
the nature of the transition metals and ligands\ and the
geometry of the compounds[ For example\ the 66Se NMR
chemical shifts are in the following sequences] "i# for the
same metal and the same ligands\ trans:anti isomer 3b

"d�−110[3 ppm#×trans:syn isomer 3a "−076[7 ppm#^
"ii# for the same metal and di}erent ligands\ trans:syn
isomers containing the electron!withdrawing substituents
of 2a "−078[8 ppm# and 3a "−076[7 ppm#³trans:syn
isomer 0a "−192[2 ppm# containing a parent cyclo!
pentadienyl ligand^ "iii# the tungsten isomer 4a

"−253[0 ppm#××all the molybdenum isomers men!
tioned above[

Finally\ it should be noted that since organic reactions
in the solid state usually show high selectivity compared
to corresponding solution reactions\ we carried out\
besides the solution reactions mentioned above\ two solid
state reactions of "h4!RC4H3#1M1"CO#3 "R�MeCO\
MeO1C# with an equimolar amount of diphenyl dis!
elenide Ph1Se1 at ca[ 009>C for 0 h[ As a result\ the solid
state reaction with R�MeCO gave the trans:anti isomer
1b in 4) yield and the trans:syn isomer 1a in 52) yield\
whereas the other with R�MeO1C a}orded the trans!
:anti isomer 2b in 5) yield and the trans:syn isomer 2a

in 46) yield[ It follows that the yield ratio "ca[ 0]09# of
trans:anti]trans:syn in the solid state reactions decreases
dramatically\ in comparison with that "ca[ 0]3# of trans!
:anti]trans:syn in the corresponding solution reactions[
Therefore\ such solid state reactions might serve as a

simple and convenient method for synthesizing virtually
a single trans:syn type of isomers[

2[ Experimental

All manipulations were carried out under a highly pre!
puri_ed N1 atmosphere using standard Schlenk and vac!
uum!line techniques[ Toluene was distilled from sodium
benzophenone ketyl^ dichloromethane and petroleum
ether were purged with nitrogen prior to use[ "h4!
RC4H3#1M1"CO#3 "M�Mo\ R�H ð10Ł\ MeCO\ MeO1C\
EtO1C ð7Ł^ M�W\ R�EtO1C ð6Ł# and Ph1Se1 ð11Ł were
prepared according to the published procedures[ The pro!
gress of reactions was monitored by TLC and products
were separated on deoxygenated silica gel "199Ð299mesh#
columns using CH1Cl1 as eluent\ unless indicated other!
wise[ IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet FT!IR 4DX
infrared spectrophotometer and 0H NMR spectra on a
Jeol FX 89Q NMR spectrometer[ 66Se NMR spectra were
recorded on a Bruker ARX!499 spectrometer in CDCl2
with Ph1Se1 as external standard[ Elemental analyses were
performed using a CHN Corder MT!2 analyzer[ Melting
points were obtained using a Yanaco Mp!499 instrument
and are uncorrected[ Electron impact mass spectra were
determined on a 6969E mass spectrometer[

2[0[ Preparation of 0a

A 099 cm2 three!necked ~ask equipped with a stir!bar\
a serum cap and a re~ux condenser topped with a nitro!
gen inlet tube was charged with 540mg "0[4mmol# of
h4!"C4H4#1Mo1"CO#3\ 357mg "0[4mmol# of Ph1Se1 and
39 cm2 of toluene[ The mixture was stirred at re~ux for
0 h\ during which time CO gas evolution and a gradual
color change from red to brown green were observed[
After removal of the solvent the residue was chro!
matographed on the deoxygenated column with
CH1Cl1:petroleum ether "1]2\ v:v# as eluent[ From the
_rst brown band was obtained 592mg "47)# of the trans!
:syn isomer 0a as a brown solid\ whereas the second green
band gave a trace of a green solid\ which was most likely
the trans:anti isomer 0b\ but could not be further char!
acterized[ "Note that\ in contrast to this\ the _rst bands
are green for 1bÐ4b and the second bands are brown
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for 1aÐ4a\ which shows the in~uence of the functional
substituent R on the cyclopentadienyl rings upon the
polarity of the isomers[# 0a\ m[p[ 035Ð037>C[ Found] C\
30[59^ H\ 1[83[ Calc[ for C13H19Mo1O1Se1] C\ 30[66^ H\
1[81)[ IR "KBr disc\ cm−0#] nC0O\ 0890s\ 0725s[ 0H
NMR "CDCl2\ d\ ppm#] 4[21\ 4[59 "s\ s\ 09H\ 1C4H4#\
6[05Ð6[37 "m\ 09H\ 1C5H4#[ 66Se NMR "CDCl2\ d\ ppm#]
−192[2 "s#[ MS "EI#\ m:z "87Mo\ 79Se\ rel[ int[#] 539
"M¦−1CO\ 00[2)#\ 452 "M¦−1CO−C5H4\ 20[3#\ 375
"M¦−1CO−1C5H4\ 10[8#\ 310 "C4H4Mo1Se1

¦\ 02[4#\ 245
"Mo1Se1

¦\ 01[0#[

2[1[ Preparation of 1a and 1b

"0# Solution reaction method[ To the ~ask described
above were added 666[2mg "0[4mmol# of "h4!MeC!
OC4H3#1Mo1"CO#3\ 357mg "0[4mmol# of Ph1Se1 and
39 cm2 of toluene[ The mixture was stirred at re~ux for
0 h[ The same workup as that for 0a and 0b was followed
but using neat CH1Cl1 as eluent[ From the _rst green
band was obtained 047mg "03)# of 1b as a green solid[
From the second brown band was a}orded 523mg "44)#
of 1a as a brown solid[

"1# Solid state reaction method[ A 49 cm2 Schlenk ~ask
was charged with 40 g mg "0mmol# of "h4!MeCO
C4H3#1Mo1"CO#3 and 201mg "0mmol# of Ph1Se1[ The
_nely powdered and uniformly mixed reaction mixture
was heated at 009>C for 0 h[ After the same workup as
mentioned above\ 39mg "4)# of 1b and 375mg "52)#
of 1a were obtained[ 1b\ m[p[ 193Ð195>C[ Found] C\
32[91^ H\ 1[78[ Calc[ for C17H13Mo1O3Se1] C\ 32[32^ H\
2[01)[ IR "KBr disc\ cm−0#] nC0O\ 0741s^ nC1O\ 0561s[
0H NMR "CDCl2\ d\ ppm#] 1[95 "s\ 5H\ 1CH2#\ 4[39Ð
4[59\ 4[57Ð4[85 "m\ m\ 7H\ 1C4H3#\ 6[05Ð6[59 "m\ 09H\
1C5H4#[ 1a\ m[p[ 197Ð109>C[ Found] C\ 32[06^ H\ 2[00)\
Calc[ for C17H13Mo1O3Se1] C\ 32[32^ H\ 2[01)[ IR "KBr
disc\ cm−0#] nC0O\ 0890s\ 0725vs^ nC1O\ 0561s[ 0H NMR
"CDCl2\ d\ ppm#] 0[83 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 1[13 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\
4[43 "t\ 1H\ H2\ H3#\ 4[53 "t\ 1H\ H2\ H3#\ 4[75 "t\ 1H\ H1\
H4#\ 5[90 "t\ 1H\ H1\ H4#\ 6[17 "s\ 09H\ 1C5H4#[ MS "EI#\
m:z "87Mo\ 79Se\ rel[ int[#] 613 "M¦−1CO\ 6[3)#\ 536
"M¦−1CO−C5H4\ 8[2#\ 469 "M¦−1CO−1C5H4\ 8[8#\
373 ""C4H3#1Mo1Se1

¦\ 4[6#\ 319 "C4H3Mo1Se1
¦\ 6[0#\ 245

"Mo1Se1
¦\ 6[3#[

2[2[ Preparation of 2a and 2b

"0# Solution reaction method[ To the ~ask described
above were added 449mg "0mmol# of "h4!MeO1CC4

H3#1Mo1"CO#3\ 201mg "0mmol# of Ph1Se1 and 39 cm2 of
toluene[ The solution was stirred under re~ux for 0 h
during which time the reaction ensued with CO gas evol!
ution and a gradual color change from red to brown
green[ After the solvent had been removed in vacuo\ the

resulting residue was subjected to column chro!
matography to give 005[1mg "03)# of green 2b "from
the _rst band# and 353[7mg "47)# of brown 2a "from
the second band#[

"1# Solid state reaction method[ To the Schlenk ~ask
above were added 449mg "0mmol# of "h4!MeO1CC4

H3#1Mo1"CO#3 and 201mg "0mmol# of Ph1Se1[ The _nely
powdered and uniformly mixed reaction mixture was
heated at 009>C for 0 h during which time a change from
a brown powdery mixture to a black granular mixture
was observed[ After the same workup as mentioned
above\ 34mg "5)# of 2b and 352mg "46)# of 2a were
obtained[ 2b\ m[p[ 063>C "dec[#[ Found] C\ 30[64^ H\
1[85)[ Calc[ for C17H13Mo1O5Se1] C\ 30[60^ H\ 2[99)[
IR "KBr disc\ cm−0#] nC0O\ 0745 vs^ nC�O\ 0600s[ 0H
NMR "CDCl2\ d\ ppm#] 2[41 "s\ 5H\ 1CH2#\ 4[13Ð4[39
"m\ 1H\ H2\ H3#\ 4[59Ð4[61 "m\ 3H\ H2\ H3\ H1\ H4#\ 4[65Ð
4[77 "m\ 1H\ H1\ H4#\ 6[95Ð6[47 "m\ 09H\ 1C5H4#[ 2a\
m[p[ 070Ð072>C[ Found] C\ 30[54^ H\ 2[21)[ Calc[ for
C17H13Mo1O5Se1] C\ 30[60^ H\ 2[99)[ IR "KBr disc\
cm−0#] nC0O\ 0807s\ 0733s^ nC1O\ 0610s[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\
d\ ppm#] 2[35 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 2[61 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 4[37 "t\
1H\ H2\ H3#\ 4[63 "t\ 1H\ H2\ H3# 4[71Ð5[93 "m\ 3H\ 1H1\
1H4#\ 6[93Ð6[45 "m\ 09H\ 1C5H4#[ 66Se NMR "CDCl2\ d\
ppm#] −078[8 "s#[ MS "EI#\ m:z "87Mo\ 79Se\ rel[ int[#]
645 "M¦−1CO\ 1[7)#\ 373 ""C4H3#1Mo1Se1

¦\6[8#\ 319
"C4H3Mo1Se1

¦\ 5[3#\ 245 "Mo1Se1
¦\ 3[1#[

2[3[ Preparation of 3a and 3b

To the ~ask described above were added 756[3mg
"0[4mmol# of "h4!EtO1CC4H3#1Mo1"CO#3\ 357mg
"0[4mmol# of Ph1Se1 and 39 cm2 of toluene[ The solution
was stirred under re~ux for 0 h[ After removal of the
solvent\ chromatographic separation of the resulting resi!
due using 2]0 CH1Cl1:petroleum ether as eluent a}orded
060[3mg "03)# of green 3b "from the _rst band# and
574[5mg "44)# of 3a "from the second band#[ 3b\ m[p[
074>C "dec[#[ Found] C\ 31[86^ H\ 1[88)[ Calc[ for
C29H17Mo1O5Se1] C\ 32[08^ H\ 2[27)[ IR "KBr disc\
cm−0#] nC0O\ 0766vs\ nC�O\ 0585s[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\ d\
ppm#] 0[19 "t\ J�6[1Hz\ 5H\ 1CH2#\ 3[05 "q\ J�6[1Hz\
3H\ 1CH1#\ 4[25Ð4[43 "m\ 1H\ H2\ H3#\ 4[65Ð5[91 "m\ 5H\
H2\ H3\ 1H1\ 1H4#\ 6[17Ð6[61 "m\ 09H\ 1C5H4#[ 66Se NMR
"CDCl2\ d\ ppm#] −110[3 "s#[ MS "EI#\ m:z "87Mo\ 79Se\
rel[ int[#] 673 "M¦−1CO\ 0[5)#\ 696
"M¦−1CO−C5H4\ 0[3#\ 529 "M¦−1CO−1C5H4\ 9[7#\
373 ""C4H3#1Mo1Se1

¦\ 2[8#\ 319 "C4H3Mo1Se1
¦\ 1[7#\ 245

"Mo1Se1
¦\ 0[8#[ 3a\ m[p[ 041>C "dec[#[ Found] C\ 32[11^ H\

2[37)[ Calc[ for C29H17Mo1O5Se1] C\ 32[08^ H\ 2[27)[
IR "KBr disc\ cm−0#] nC0O\ 0807s\ 0725vs^ nC1O\ 0602s[
0H NMR "CDCl2\ d\ ppm#] 9[85 "t\ J�6[1Hz\ 2H\ CH2#\
0[15 "t\ J�6[1Hz\ 2H\ CH2#\ 2[85 "q\ J�6[1Hz\ 1H\
CH1#\ 3[19 "q\ J�6[1Hz\ 1H\ CH1#\ 4[37 "t\ 1H\ H2\
H3#\ 4[61 "t\ 1H\ H2\ H3#\ 4[73Ð4[85 "m\ 3H\ 1H1\ 1H4#\
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6[05−6[33 "m\ 09H\ 1C5H4#[ 66Se NMR "CDCl2\ d\ ppm#]
−076[7 "s#[ MS "EI#\ m:z "87Mo\ 79Se\ rel[ int[#] 673
"M¦−1CO\ 0[3)#\ 696 "M¦−1CO−C5H4\ 0[3#\ 529
"M¦−1CO−1C5H4\ 9[86#\ 373 ""C4H3#1Mo1Se1

¦\ 2[4#\
319 "C4H3Mo1Se1

¦\ 0[7#\ 245 "Mo1Se1
¦\ 0[9#[

2[4[ Preparation of 4a and 4b

To the ~ask described above were added 0020mg
"0[4mmol# of "h4!EtO1CC4H3#1W1"CO#3\ 357mg
"0[4mmol# of Ph1Se1 and 39 cm2 of toluene[ The solution
was stirred under re~ux for 0 h\ during which time CO
gas evolution and a gradual color change from red to
red brown were observed[ After the solvent had been
removed in vacuo the resulting residue was subjected to
chromatography to give 096mg "6)# of red brown 4b

"from the _rst band# and 317[4mg "17)# of brown 4a

"from the second band#[ 4b\ m[p[ 094>C "dec[#[ Found]
C\ 25[09^ H\ 2[94)[ Calc[ for C29H17O5Se1W1^ C\ 24[56^
H\ 1[68)[ IR "KBr disc\ cm−0#] nC0O\ 0828m^ nC�O\
0694vs[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\ d\ ppm#] 0[13 "t\ J�6[1Hz\
5H\ 1CH2#\ 3[07 "q\ J�6[1Hz\ 3H\ 1CH1#\ 4[21Ð4[41 "m\
1H\ H2\ H3#\ 4[61Ð4[85 "m\ 1H\ H2\ H3#\ 5[45Ð5[73 "m\
3H\ 1H1\ 1H4#\ 5[77Ð6[59 "m\ 09H\ 1C5H4#[ 4a\ m[p[
037>C "dec[#[ Found] C\ 24[74^ H\ 1[31)[ Calc[ for
C29H17Mo1O5Se1W1^ C\ 24[56^ H\ 1[68)[ IR "KBr disc\
cm−0#] nC0O\ 0891vs\ 0729vs^ nC�O\ 0603s[ 0H NMR
"CDCl2\ d\ ppm#] 9[77 "t\ J�6[1Hz\ 2H\ CH2#\ 0[13 "t\
J�6[1Hz\ 2H\ CH2#\ 2[81 "q\ J�6[1Hz\ 1H\ CH1#\ 3[19
"q\ J�6[1Hz\ 1H\ CH1#\ 4[30Ð4[59 "m\ 1H\ H2\ H3#\ 4[57Ð
4[79 "m\ 1H\ H2\ H3#\ 4[73Ð5[93 "m\ 3H\ 1H1\ 1H4#\ 6[97Ð
6[59 "m\ 09H\ 1C5H4#[ 66Se NMR "CDCl2\ d\ ppm#]
−253[0 "s#[
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Abstract

The fully reduced "R# and mixed!valence "M# complexes ðXnRuIIÐLÐRuII\III"NH2#4Łn\"n¦0#¦\ with Xn�1\1?!bipyridine "bpy#\
1\1?]5?\1ý!terpyridine "terpy# and L�cyanide\ pyrazine "pz#\ 3\3?!bipyridine "3\3?!bpy#\ 3!cyanopyridine "3!CNpy# and trans!0\1"3!
pyridyl#ethylene "bpe#\ were prepared in aqueous solution[ The R complexes reacted with peroxydisulfate yielding the M complexes\
with oxidation at the RuII"NH2#4 fragment[ Both R and M were characterized through UVÐVIS spectroscopy and electrochemistry[
The one!electron oxidation reactions were measured under stopped!~ow conditions for L�pz\ 3\3?!bpy and 3!CNpy "T�14[9>C\
I�9[0 mol dm−2\ pH�3[7#^ the rate law was −dðRŁ:dt�k1ðRŁðS1O1

7
−Ł[ A plot of ln ket against E9

Ru "the redox potential at the
pentaammine fragments# showed a good linear behavior\ consistent with a Marcus LFE relationship for {{intramolecular|| electron!
transfer in the ion pairs "R::S1O7#[ The results _tted into a broader correlation including other binuclear and mononuclear
ðRuII"NH2#4LŁn complexes\ after due account of electrostatic corrections[ The mixed!valence complexes decayed slowly in excess of
peroxydisulfate\ suggesting a complete oxidation process through direct attack at the remaining RuII!polypyridine center[ These
oxidation rates could also be included in the Marcus plot[ A mechanistic analysis of both one!electron processes was made\
considering evidences favoring direct attack of S1O1

7
− on each metal center^ alternative paths with intramolecular electron!transfer

assistance for oxidation of the mixed!valence complexes were discarded[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Ruthenium binuclear complexes^ Electron transfer^ Mixed!valence^ Peroxydisulfate^ Kinetics and mechanism

0[ Introduction

In recent years\ interest in the structural properties of
mixed!valence transition metal complexes ð0Ł was
developed in parallel with increasing contributions to the
study of the redox reactivities of some binuclear\ bridged
systems ð1Ł[ Homobinuclear bis!pentaammine ruthenium
complexes ð2\3Ł\ as well as heterobinuclear species with
pentaammine\ pentacyano and pentadentate EDTAÐ
metal fragments were used ð4Ð00Ł[ The peroxydisulfate
ion was used as oxidant\ and an interesting pattern of
kinetically controlled redox reactions was found when
peroxydisulfate reacted selectively with each metal frag!
ment\ in the route from the fully reduced to the mixed!
valence and fully oxidized binuclear systems[ One of the

� Author to whom correspondence should be addressed[ Fax] ¦43!
06719330^ E!mail] olabeÝayelen[q2[fcen[uba[ar

key mechanistic features was the crucial role of the more
reactive electronic isomers containing the ðRuIIÐLÐFeIIIŁ
species compared to the ðRuIIIÐLÐFeIIŁ ones[ The _rst
species\ although sometimes being present in minor
amounts in the equilibria\ reacted much faster than the
second ones toward peroxydisulfate\ and this was associ!
ated to a striking\ high discrimination in favor of the
RuII"NH2#14¦ center\ probably associated to speci_c inter!
actions between the reactants ð1\01Ł[

The peroxydisulfate ion is a strong\ two electron
oxidant\ which is able to oxidize many organic and inor!
ganic compounds ð02Ł^ however\ the rate appears to be
very low in some cases\ and this has been ascribed to a
low potential for the S1O1

7
−:S1O2

7
− couple\ ca[ 9[0V ð02Ł^

the reactions of the one!electron reduction product\ SO=
3\

however\ are very fast and allow for the oxidations being
irreversibly driven[ The peroxydisulfate ion is a useful
oxidative quencher of excited Ru"bpy#1¦

2 ð03Ł^ in the
autocatalytic oxidation of p!phenylenediammines with
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peroxydisulfate\ the rate of the reaction was strongly
enhanced by irradiation in the presence of Ru"bpy#21¦\
the latter species acting both as a photosensitizer and a
photocatalyst ð04\ 05Ł[

Recently\ a series of binuclear complexes ð"terpy#
"bpy#RuIIÐLÐRuII"NH2#4Łn¦\ with terpy�1\1?]5?\1ý!ter!
pyridine\ bpy�1\1?!bipyridine and L�cyanide\ pyrazine
"pz#\ 3\3?!bipyridine "3\3?!bpy#\ 3!cyanopyridine "3!
CNpy# and trans!0\1!bis"3!pyridyl#ethylene "bpe#\ were
prepared "hereafter named ð"p#RuÐLÐRu"a#Łn¦# ð05Ð08Ł[
By using electrochemical and spectroscopic techniques\
the focus of the study was in assessing the distance depen!
dence of intramolecular electron transfer parameters in
the mixed valence complexes formed through oxidation
at the pentaammine!center\ in AcN solutions[ Among the
RuII!polypyridine complexes\ the derivatives with terpy
and bpy have been studied in connection with the excited!
state properties ð07Ł and the use as photosensitizers[ In
view of the mechanistic signi_cance of the reactions with
peroxydisulfate ð1Ł\ we report on its reactions with the
series of fully reduced and mixed!valence binuclear com!
plexes in aqueous solutions[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials

The binuclear complexes ð"p#RuÐLÐRu"a#Łn¦\ with
L�cyanide\ pz\ 3\3?!bpy\ 3!CNpy and bpe\ and mono!
nuclear ð"p#RuÐCNŁ¦ were prepared as their hexa!
~uorophosphate salts\ according to literature procedures
ð05Ð08Ł[ K1S1O7 "Merck# was recrystallized twice from
warm water and dried over silica gel prior to use[ KCl
"Mallinkrodt#\ acetic acid and KOH "Merck# were AR
grade and used as supplied[ Deionized water was used in
all experiments[

1[1[ Physicochemical measurements

UVÐVIS spectra were recorded on a HewlettÐPackard
7341A diode!array spectrophotometer with thermostated
0[99 cm quartz cells[ Kinetic measurements were followed
on a Hi!Tech PQ:SF!42 stopped!~ow spectro!
photometer[ Data were collected with a HewlettÐPackard
Digitizing Oscilloscope connected to a PC computer[
Pseudo!_rst order rate constants were evaluated by use
of a procedure based on the Simplex method\ pro!
grammed in our laboratory[ Cyclic and square!wave vol!
tammetries were obtained on a Princeton Applied
Research 162A potentiostat[ A three electrode cell of
small volume "with Pt as working and auxiliary electrodes
and Ag:AgCl as reference electrode# was used[ Both kin!
etic and electrochemical experiments were carried out
in aqueous solution at pH�3[73 "acetic:acetate bu}er\
9[94mol dm−2# and I�9[0mol dm−2 "KCl#[ Argon

passed through a Cr1¦ solution was bubbled in the work!
ing solution prior to electrochemical measurements[

Oxidation reactions at the RuII"NH2#4 centers were
carried out by mixing equal volumes of the binuclear
complex and peroxydisulfate solutions in the stopped!
~ow instrument\ and were followed for at least 6Ð7 half!
lives under pseudo!_rst order conditions\ with various
peroxydisulfate concentrations in the range 09Ð099!fold
excess[ The reactions were monitored as an absorbance
decrease of the dp"RuII"NH2#4#:p�"L# band "Table 0#[
Pseudo!_rst order rate constants\ kobs\ were obtained as
the average of the _tting of at least 09 experimental
absorbance vs time traces for each complex[ Fittings were
linear for at least 3Ð4 half!lives and the speci_c second
order rate constants\ kexp\ were obtained form the linear
plot of kobs against the concentration of peroxydisulfate
"14>C#[ For the binuclear mixed!valence complexes with
pz\ 3!CNpy\ 3\3?!bpy and cyanide bridges\ as well as for
mononuclear ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐCNŁ¦\ the slower oxi!
dation reactions were carried out in the diode!array
instrument\ under similar conditions as before\ by fol!
lowing the decay of the IV band "Table 0#[

2[ Results and discussion

Table 0 shows the absorption maxima and apparent
molar absorbances observed in aqueous solution for the
di}erent bridged complexes[ By comparing with pre!
viously reported data in AcN solutions\ it can be seen
that the far UV!manifold in the range 129Ð249 nm "cor!
responding to p:p� intraligand transitions associated to
terpy\ bpy or L# is little in~uenced by changing the
solvent[ The same can be said on the broad absorptions
with maxima at ca[ 319\ 379 nm\ corresponding to MLCT
transitions from dp"Ru# to the antibonding orbitals in
bpy and terpy ligands\ respectively[ All these bands are
also observed in the one!electron oxidation products[ On
the other hand\ the visible bands near 419Ð439 nm are
presently assigned to MLCT transitions from dp"RuII

"NH2#4#:p�"L#[ These bands are\ in all cases\ blue!
shifted with respect to the corresponding transitions
assigned in AcN solutions\ as expected from the lower
values of the redox potentials of the RuIII\II"NH2#4L cen!
ters in aqueous media compared to the values in AcN
solutions[ Besides\ these MLCT bands disappear upon
oxidation\ as expected if the latter process occurs at the
RuII"NH2#4 fragment[

In the one!electron oxidation products\ new spectral
features appear as weak shoulders in the 489Ð579 nm
region\ weakly dependent on L\ as was the case with the
MLCT bands "Table 0#[ We assign them as intervalence
transitions from Ru"II# at the polypyridine center to
Ru"III# at the pentaammine center[ The values are blue!
shifted with respect to the IV bands measured in ace!
tonitrile\ as expected from the pentaammineÐRu"III#
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Table 0
Electronic transitions of ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐLÐRuII\III"NH2#4Ł

n¦ "ð"p#RuÐLÐRu"a#Łn¦# complexes in acetonitrile and water solution "lmax:nm "09−2

omax:dm2 mol−0 cm−0##a

Complex Reduced species "II\II#

p:p� dp"Ru#:p�"terpy#\ dp"Ru#:p�"bipy# dp"Ru"NH2#4#:p�"L#

AcN water AcN water AcN water

ð"p#RuÐ3!CNpyÐRu"a#Ł3¦ 171 "06[9# 165 "20[9# 315 "sh# 389 "7[9# 427 "sh#
201 "04[9# 175 "23[6# 337 "01[4#

201 "29[9# 371 "sh#
ð"p#RuÐpzÐRu"a#Ł3¦ 124 "06[3# 147 "10[4# 354 "7[8# 313 "sh# 432 "07[9# 433 "06[8#

132 "07[0# 165 "20[2# 365 "01[5#
144 "05[6# 175 "23[4#
164 "12[6# 209 "29[9#
174 "14[7# 223 "sh#
200
222
259

ð"p#RuÐbpeÐRu"a#Ł3¦ 147 "39[9# 321 "6[9# 317 "4[6# 439 "7[0# 425 "6[6#
164 sh 376 "6[7# 383 "6[4#
209 sh
279 sh

ð"p#RuÐ3\3?!bpyÐRu"a#Ł3¦ 121 "24[5# 133 "sh# 314 "6[9# 319 "sh# 427 "00[1# 411 "00[5#
162 "13[7# 167 "13[6# 373 "8[8# 371 "01[6#
175 "14[0# 177 "15[2#
201 "11[5# 201 "13[6#
224 sh 223 sh
259 sh 259 sh

ð"p#RuÐCNÐRu"a#Ł2¦ 119Ð219 345 "5[9# 339 "4[2# 459 "sh#
379 sh

Complex Mixed valence species "II\III#

p:p� dp"Ru#:p�"terpy#\ dp"Ru#:p�"bipy# IV M:M?

AcN water AcN water AcN water

ð"p#RuÐ3!CNpyÐRu"a#Ł4¦ 174 165 "20[2# 321 315 "01[9# 574 481 "9[8#
209 175 "24[2# 353 335 ""00[4#
279 201 "29[2# 379 "6[6#

ð"p#RuÐpzÐRu"a#Ł4¦ 165 "23[2# 318 "00[7# 323 "01[1# 721 "799# 681 "9[3#
173 "25[8# 344 "00[5# 367 "00[9#
295 "29[6# 369 "00[3#
223 "sh# 469 sh

ð"p#RuÐbpeÐRu"a#Ł4¦ 120 "05[7# 165 "07[9# 324 "8[3# 327 "6[2# 464 "052# 483 "9[4#
132 "04[1# 189 "11[9# 379 sh 377 "sh# 599Ð899
163 sh 201 "10[8# 439 sh
178 "16[1# 225 "sh# 599 sh
200 "15[2# 277 "sh#
249 sh
279 sh

ð"p#RuÐ3\3?!bpyÐRu"a#Ł4¦ 121 "23[0# 133 "sh# 324 "8[3# 339 "8[7# 539 "249# 489 "9[7#
139 sh 165 "sh# 359 sh 371 "5[8#
164 "14[6# 177 "20[9# 449 sh
176 "17[9# 201 "17[9# 472 sh
201"14[7# 221 sh
269 "sh# 289 sh

ð"p#RuÐCNÐRu"a#Ł3¦ 131 "sh# 333 "5[4# 317 "s# 699 "1[9# 583 "0[7#
173 "13[5# 333 "4[2#
291 "11[1#
229 "sh#

a Acetonitrile data from Refs[ ð05Ð08Ł[ Water data measured at pH�3[73\ I�9[0 mol dm−2 and T�14>C\ complex concentration
½0×09−4 mol dm−2[ Errors] 21 nm in lmax\ 24) in omax[
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fragment becoming a weaker oxidant in aqueous solu!
tions\ while the potential of the Ru"III\II# polypyridine
fragment shows nearly the same value in both media[

The reactions of S1O1
7
− with the binuclear complexes

occur in two well de_ned steps[ The products of the _rst\
fast reaction "stopped!~ow time scale# are the mixed!
valence complexes with oxidation at the pentaammine
center\

1ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuII"a#Łn¦¦S1O1−
7

:1ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Ł"n¦0#¦¦1SO1−
3 [ "0#

Although S1O1
7
− is a two!electron reactant\ no oxidation

is observed at the RuII"p# center in this step[ Instead\ the
two oxidation equivalents are consumed at the RuII"a#
center[ As in related processes\ a fast one!electron transfer
leads to S1O7

2−\ with concomitant OÐO bond cleavage
ð2\3\04Ł^ then the SO3¾ radical reacts very fast with another
RuII"a# center\ leading to the above stoichiometry "see
below\ eqs[ "1Ð3##[ The preferential attack on RuII"a#
may be anticipated both on thermodynamic and kinetic
grounds[ The redox potentials at RuII"a# are in fact much
lower than at RuII"p# "Table 2#[ On the other hand\ spec!
i_c interactions "probably hydrogen bonds# between oxy!
gen at peroxydisulfate and ammine!hydrogens favor the
ion!pair precursor complex formation ð00Ł[

The rate law for reaction "0# was −dð"p#RuIIÐLÐ
RuII"a#Ł:dt�kobsð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuII"a#Ł[ A linear plot with
zero intercept was obtained by plotting kobs "s−0# against
the concentration of peroxydisulfate[ This result can
be accommodated on the basis of the following
mechanism]

ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuII"a#Łn¦¦S1O1−
7

0430

Kip

ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuII"a#Łn¦::S1O1−
7 \ "1#

ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuII"a#Łn¦::S1O1−
7

04
slow

ket

ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Ł"n¦0#¦::S1O2−
7 \ "2#

S1O2−
7 04

fast
SO1−

3 ¦SO−
3 \ "2?#

ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuII"a#Łn¦¦SO−
3

04
fast

ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Ł"n¦0#¦¦SO1−
3 [ "3#

Equation "1# is a rapid pre!equilibrium and eq[ "2# is
the slow\ rate!determining electron transfer step within
the precursor "outer!sphere# ion!pair[ On the basis of
this mechanism\ the rate of disappearance of the bi!
nuclear complexes is given by eq[ "4#\ and kobs is given by
eq[ "5#\

−
dð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuII"a#Ł

dt

�
1ketKip ðS1O7Łð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuII"a#Ł

0¦Kip ðS1O7Ł
\ "4#

kobs �
1ketKip ðS1O7Ł
0¦Kip ðS1O7Ł

[ "5#

In our reaction conditions\ eqs[ "4Ð5# reduce to
−dð"p#RuII Ð L Ð RuII"a#Ł:dt � k1ndð"p#RuII Ð L Ð RuII"a#Ł
ðS1O1

7
−Ł\ with k1nd�1ketKip and kobs�1ketKipðS1O1

7
−Ł[ The

results obtained for k1nd "Table 1# show that the rate of
oxidation depends on the type of bridging L ligand[ Thus\
k1nd increases in the order 3!CNpy³pz³3\3?!bpy[ The
values for L�bpe and CN− are even greater\ but unfor!
tunately out of our accessible measurement capabilities[
A closer inspection shows that the rate increase goes
parallel with the decrease of E9

Ru at the pentaammine
centers[

A quantitative insight into this kinetic performance can
be appreciated by using the Marcus| LFE relationship for
a series of closely related reactions where the key feature
is the redox process at the RuII center\ in mononuclear
and binuclear complexes containing ðRuII"NH2#4Ł[ Thus\
a relationship between ket and the standard free energy
change for the series of reactions described by eq[ "2# can
be established[ In a related way\ the plot of ln ket against
E9

Ru\ the redox potential at the RuII"a# center in the ion!
pair\ should give a straight line with a theoretical slope
of −08[3 ð7Ł[ In Table 2 we show the presently reported
values for ln ket and E9

Ru with a correction for ion!pairing
e}ects "this was performed according to k1nd�1ketKip and
literature procedures for estimating Kip ð3\ 7Ł\ assuming
radii of 5[1\ 5[4 and 6[0A� for the pz\ 3!CNpy and 3\3?!
bpy complexes\ respectively#\ together with a wide variety
of data coming from related binuclear complexes "of
signi_cantly di}erent charges#\ as well as mononuclear
RuII"NH2#4Ln¦ species[ Figure 0 shows the plot of ln ket

against E9
Ru for data in Table 2 with a slope of −07[8[0

Thus\ we show strong evidence on the mechanism dis!
played in eqs[ "1Ð3#\ involving a direct attack of S1O1

7
−

on the RuII"NH2#4 fragment[ The properties of the L
bridge have no speci_c relevance to the rates\ other than
determining the potential of the corresponding RuIII\II

couples[
Remarkably\ the mixed!valence complexes could also

0 We emphasize that the good _t relates to the adequate correction
of ket and E9

Ru values\ which are not certainly the same in the ion!pairs
compared to the free species[ If second!order experimental rate constant
values and measured "uncorrected# E9 values for the binuclear species
are used in the plot\ the dispersion is very great\ re~ecting the in~uence
of Kip eq[ "1# in the relevant parameters[
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Table 1
Rate constants for the oxidation of ðRuII"terpy#"bpy#ÐLÐRuII\III"NH2#4Ł

n¦ with peroxydisulfatea

Complex 093ðS1O7
1−Ł "mol dm−2# kobs "s−0# k1nd "dm2 mol−0 s−0#

ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐ3!CNpyÐRuII"NH2#4Ł
3¦ 1 0[10

3 1[17 4[129[0×092

5 2[26
7 3[21

ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐpzÐRuII"NH2#4Ł
3¦ 14 5[67

4 01[25
64 06[43 1[2929[95×093

09 11[91
01[4 16[12
14 46[87

ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐ3\3?!bpyÐRuII"NH2#4Ł
3¦ 1 16[21

3 41[23 0[2929[94×094

5 71[07
7 092[43

ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐCNÐRuIII"NH2#4Ł
3¦ 1[7××09−2

ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐ3CNpyÐRuIII"NH2#4Ł
4¦ 1[5××09−1

ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐpzÐRuIII"NH2#4Ł
4¦ 3×09−3

ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐ3\3?!bpyÐRuIII"NH2#4Ł
4¦ 7×09−1

ð"terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐCNŁ¦ 1[8×09−1

aMeasured at pH�3[73\ I�9[0 mol dm−2 and T�14>C[

be oxidized\ according to

1ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Łn¦¦S1O1−
7

:1ð"p#RuIIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Ł"n¦0#¦¦1SO1−
3 [ "6#

The rate law for reaction "6# is −dð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuIII

"a#n¦Ł:dt�kobsð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuIII"a#n¦Ł\ and a second order
rate constant was obtained^ the values of k1nd "Table 1#
were signi_cantly smaller for reaction "6# than for reac!
tion "0#[

A mechanistic insight into reaction "6# can be obtained
by _rst considering that the mixed!valence compound is
in fact a mixture of two electronic isomers\

ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Łn¦
F

Kis

ð"p#RuIIIÐLÐRuII"a#Łn¦[ "7#

Thus\ we consider that the oxidant may attack directly
the RuII"p# center in the more stable isomer\

ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Łn¦¦S1O1−
7

:ð"p#RuIIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Ł"n¦0#¦¦SO−
3 \ "8#

ð"p#RuIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Łn¦¦SO−
3

:ð"p#RuIIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Ł"n¦0#¦¦SO1−
3 \ "8?#

or\ alternatively\ react with the RuII"a# center in the
unstable isomer\ which\ although being present in small
concentration\ should be kinetically active\

ð"p#RuIIIÐLÐRuII"a#Łn¦¦S1O1−
7

:ð"p#RuIIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Ł"n¦0#¦¦SO−
3 \ "09#

ð"p#RuIIIÐLÐRuII"a#Łn¦¦SO−
3

:ð"p#RuIIIÐLÐRuIII"a#Ł"n¦0#¦¦SO1−
3 [ "09?#

In steady!state and limiting conditions\ as described else!
where ð7Ł\ we obtain k1nd�1k8¦1Kisk09[ The two parallel
paths account for the direct attack on RuII"p# and for the
{{assisted|| mechanism involving the unstable isomer\ as
described in eqs[ "8\ 8?Ð09\ 09?#\ respectively[

Consider that the direct attack is faster\ i[e[
1k8Ł1Kisk09\ then the k8 values should also _t into a LFE
plot\ with the rates depending on the redox potentials at
the RuII"p# centers[ By performing the corrections for the
electrostatic interactions on the k1nd values\ it can be seen
that the values of ket could be also included in the Marcus
plot "Figure 0\ inset#\ although the _tting is only fair[
This is not unexpected because the inclusion of complexes
with both the active RuII"p# or RuII"a# centers can be
accepted only if the reorganization energies are the same
and the possible speci_c interactions in forming the ion
pairs between S1O1

7
− and the binuclear reactants "which

have been omitted in the scheme "eqs[ "7Ð09## for the
sake of clarity\ but can be described as in eq[ "1# are
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Table 2
Experimental and corrected values E9

Ru and ket at the Ru site in the binuclear ðXnMÐLÐRuIII\II"NH2#4Ł
m and

mononuclear ðRuIIXnŁ speciesa

No[ XnMÐLÐ\ RuIIXn E9
Ru exp[b "V# E9

Ru corr[c "V# ln ket
d "s−0# Ref[

0 "NC#4FeIIIÐImÐ2− −9[94 −9[976 07[53 ð7Ł
1 "NC#4FeIIÐbpaÐ2− 9[18 9[124 01[70 ð5Ł
2 "NC#4FeIIIÐbpaÐ1− 9[18 9[142 01[37 ð5Ł
3 "EDTA#RuIIÐpzÐ1− 9[30 9[244 09[58 ð6Ł
4 "NC#4FeIIÐpzÐ2− 9[38 9[342 09[12 ð4Ł
5 "NH2#4RuIIÐpzÐ3¦ 9[39 9[345 7[76 ð3Ł
6 "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐ3\3?!bpÐ1¦ 9[39 9[347 7[09 this work
7 "NC#4FeIIÐ2pyCNÐ2− 9[44 9[402 7[47 ð8Ł
8 "NC#4FeIIÐ3pyCNÐ2− 9[44 9[402 7[31 ð8Ł

09 "NC#4FeIIIÐ2pyCNÐ1− 9[59 9[434 6[99 ð8Ł
00 "NH2#4RuIIÐpz1¦ "m# 9[42 9[452 4[45 ð3Ł
01 "NH2#3RuIIÐbpy1¦ "m# 9[41 9[468 4[69 ð3Ł
02 "NC#4CoIIIÐpzÐ1− 9[54 9[599 4[41 ð4Ł
03 "NC#4FeIIIÐ3pyCNÐ1− 9[55 9[594 5[37 ð8Ł
04 "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐpzÐ1¦ 9[59 9[556 5[14 this work
05 "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐ3CNpyÐ1¦ 9[53 9[693 3[71 this work
06 "NH2#4RhIIIÐpzÐ2¦ 9[64 9[794 3[59 ð3Ł
07 "NH2#4RuIIIÐpzÐ4¦ 9[70 9[747 2[74 ð3Ł
08 "NH2#4RuIIÐMepz2¦ "m# 9[81 9[845 9[53 ð3Ł
19 "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐ3\3?bpyÐ1¦ e 0[14f 0[20 −8[73 this work
10 "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐ3CnpyÐ1¦ e 0[14f 0[21 −6[0 this work
11 "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐCNÐ1¦ e 0[29f 0[26 −8[61 this work
12 "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐpzÐ1¦ e 0[23f 0[30 −6[09 this work
13 "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐCN¦ "m# 0[97f 0[02 −3[51 this work
14 RuII"bpy#2

1¦ "m# 0[26 0[33 −4[42 ð19Ł

a "m# denotes the mononuclear species[
b All potentials vs NHE[
c Corresponds to the redox potential within the ion!pair[ The corrections were done considering Kip values

for the formation and dissociation of the precursor and successor complexes\ respectively "cf[ Ref[ ð11Ł#[
d ket�kexp:Kip^ Kip was calculated according to Ref[ð11Ł\ by taking radii for Ru"NH2#4

1¦ and S1O7
1− as given

in main text and Ref[ ð3Ł[
e Correspond to the oxidation of RuII at the "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐL center in the "terpy#"bpy#RuIIÐLÐRuIII"NH2#4

dimer[
f Data from Refs[ ð05Ð19Ł[

also of the same order[1 Remarkably\ however\ the plot
highlights a coverage of ca[ 0[4V in the correlation com!
prising the oxidation at both metal centers\ with a range
of rate values that spans 13 logarithmic units[

A con_rmation that the direct path is operative is given
by the inclusion in the plot of two independent measure!
ments with mononuclear complexes comprising the same
RuII"p# centers[

1 By performing the corrections for the electrostatic interactions\
some of the points _tted quite well in the plot\ which includes a value
for oxidation of Ru"bpy#12

¦ ð19Ł\ although some others showed lower
values of ket than expected[ Probably\ slow decomposition reactions are
operative and\ besides\ the calculations based on the ion!pair model are
probably failing with such a broad range of charges a}orded by each
complex[ The di}erent kex values for the RuII\III"a# and RuII\III"p# are
also di}erent "0×094 s−0 and 4×094 s−0\ respectively# ð2\07Ł and\ also\
some in~uence of the speci_c interactions operating in a di}erent way
on each center should be considered ð00\11Ł[

The possibility of the assisted mechanism relates to
the values of Kis and k09[ The latter can be reasonably
estimated\2 con_rming that 1Kisk09 is e}ectively not sig!
ni_cant compared to k8[

The occurrence of a direct path in the oxidation of the
mixed!valence complex is novel\ considering the recently
studied set of reactions comprising the ð"NC#4FeIIÐLÐ
RuIII"NH2#4Łn complexes "L�m!0\1!bis"3!pyridyl#ethane
"bpa#\ imidazolate\ cyanopyridine\ cyanide# ð5\7\8\00Ł[ In
all these systems\ the direct attack on FeII showed to be
very slow compared to the assisted path provided by the
unstable electronic isomer containing RuII"a#[ Moreover\
for the binuclear complex with pentacyanoruthenate

2 According to a thermodynamic cycle ð00Ł\ we estimated
Kis�2×09−8 and kRu�ca[ 09−2 M−0 s−0 "the latter was calculated from
the plot\ for ERu�9[6 V#[ Thus k1nd gives a value of ca[ 09−01 M−0 s−0\
insigni_cant compared to the measured one[
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Fig[ 0[ Plot of ln ket against E9
Ru for {{intramolecular|| electron transfer

in the ion pairs "ðXnRuÐLÐRu"NH2#4Ł
n¦::"R::S1O

1
7
−#[ The XnRuIIÐL

moieties and numbering details are as in Table 2[ The inset shows an
extended plot\ including oxidation at the RuII"p# centers[

"L�3!cyanopyridine#\ no complete oxidation to the
"III\III# product could be attained "note the high redox
potential at the pentacyanide fragment\ 0[04V#[ Both
the direct and the assisted oxidations were estimated as
having values of the rate constants around 09−4 M−0 s−0

ð09Ł[ Therefore\ the presently reported direct oxidations
at the RuII"p# centers\ with even greater redox potentials
of ca[ 0[1Ð0[2V\ are apparently favored\ compared to
the above mentioned cyanide!complex\ because of the
positive charge\ and also\ probably\ by a more favorable
precursor complex formation ð00Ł[

A _nal comment has to do with the electronic com!
municating abilities of the bridging ligands for con!
summating the oxidation processes[ Both single electron
transfers\ namely the II\II:II\III and the II\III:III\III
reactions\ appear to occur through direct attack at the
corresponding fragments[ As shown in this and previous
work ð1Ð00Ł\ the nature of L in~uences the redox poten!
tials for the di}erent metal couples\ as well as the mag!
nitude of the equilibrium constant for the electronic
isomerization reaction of the mixed!valence species[ The

previous work on these binuclear systems\ included in
the comprehensive plot in Fig[ 0\ comprises ket values
obtained either by direct attack or through an estimation
based on the operativity of the assisted mechanism[ Inde!
pendently of the path\ the electron communicating abili!
ties of L were not relevant to the rates of oxidation within
the series of cyanide complexes ð4Ð00Ł[ The bridging
ligands\ however\ showed zero "bpa#\ weak "Im\ CNpy#
and moderate "CN−# degree of electronic coupling
between the metal centers\ as estimated from intervalence
band properties[
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Abstract

A novel copper"II# complex\ CuL1 "HL�N!ethoxycarbonyl!ðmethoxyl!"p!nitrophenyl#aminoŁaldimine#\ derived from the desul!
furization of N!"p!nitrophenyl#!N?!ethoxycarbonyl!thiourea "H1pet# has been synthesized and crystallographically characterized[
The Cu"II# atom is in a four!coordinate square planar geometry contributed by two deprotonated amine N and two carbonyl O
atoms from two L groups with CuÐN and CuÐO bond lengths of 0[857"2# and 0[815"1# A� \ respectively[ In terms of the ligand H1pet\
its structural asymmetric unit contains two crystallographically independent molecules formed by S===H hydrogen bonds[ Þ 0888
Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Synthesis^ Crystal structure^ CuII complex^ N?!"p!nitrophenyl#!N?!ethoxycarbonyl!thiourea

0[ Introduction

The biological activities of complexes with thiourea
derivatives have been successfully screened for various
biological actions\ and some N!substituted!N?!alkoxy!
carbonyl thiourea have been used in commercial fungi!
cides ð0Ð3Ł[ To date\ a lot of transition metal complexes
with such thiourea derivatives have been reported and the
structures with O\S!binding to the metal ions in alkaline
media were well proposed based on a series of phy!
sicochemical methods ð4Ð7Ł[ However\ to our knowledge\
no structure characterized by X!ray crystallography has
been published[ In our previous work\ we have prepared a
series of such thiourea derivatives\ e[g[ N!"o!nitrophenyl#!
N?!ethoxycarbonyl!thiourea ð8Ł\ N!"p!nitrophenyl#!N?!
butoxycarbonyl!thiourea ð8Ł\ N!"p!nitrophenyl#!N?!
methoxycarbonyl!thiourea ð09Ł and N!"p!nitrophenyl#!
N?!ethoxycarbonyl!thiourea "H1pet# ð09Ł\ and it was
found that the copper"I# complexes were all obtained
from the copper"II# salts by in situ reduction in the pres!
ence of such thiourea derivatives[ For our interest in the

� Corresponding author[

studies on the structures and biological functions of these
ligands and their metal complexes\ we have synthesized
some metal complexes with these thiourea ligands in
di}erent media conditions[ In this paper\ a new cop!
per"II# complex with HL derived from the desulfurization
of H1pet is reported[

N!"p!nitrophenyl#!N?!ethoxycarbonyl!thiourea "H1pet#[

N!ethoxycarbonyl!ðmethoxyl!"p!nitrophenyl#aminoŁaldimine "HL#[

1[ Experimental

All the reagents and solvents were of A[R[ grade and
used without further puri_cation[
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1[0[ Preparation of the ligand N!"p!nitrophenyl#!N?!
ethoxycarbonyl!thiourea "H1pet#

This ligand was prepared according to our previous
methods ð8\ 09Ł[ Yield\ 33)[ Found] C\ 33[39^ H\ 3[23^
N\ 04[51[ Calc[ for C09H00N2O3S] C\ 33[50^ H\ 3[98^ N\
04[50)[

1[1[ Synthesis of the copper"II# complex\ CuL1

To 29 cm2 of CH2OH containing H1pet "9[79 g\
2[99mmol# was added 9[22 g "5[99mmol# of NaOCH2[
After this resulting mixture was stirred at room tem!
perature for 1Ð2 h to obtain a clear yellowish solution\
CuCl1=H1O "9[15 g\ 0[4mmol# was added to it\ and then
the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 1 h[ It
was _ltered and the _ltrate was left to evaporate slowly
in air for several weeks to give green crystals\ which
were dried in air[ Yield\ 9[15 g "04)#[ m[p[ 116Ð118>C
"decomp[# Found] C\ 31[92^ H\ 3[33^ N\ 03[54[ Calc[ for
C19H13O09N5CU] C\ 30[88^ H\ 3[19^ N\ 03[69)[

1[2[ X!ray crystallography

X!ray measurements were carried out at room tem!
perature by using monochromatized MoKa radiation

Table 0
Summary of crystallographic data and parameters of the compounds H1pet and
CuL1

Compound H1pet CuL1

Formula C09H00N2O3S C11H13N5O09Cu
m 158[16 485[90
Crystal size "mm# 9[24×9[19×9[04 9[44×9[44×9[39
Crystal color yellow green
Crystal system triclinic monoclinic
Space group P!0 "è1# P10:c "è03#
Cell constants
a "A� # 7[982"2# 6[811"0#
b "A� # 00[664"4# 09[483"0#
c "A� # 02[754"4# 03[582"3#
a "># 62[73"2#
b "># 63[37"2# 86[57"1#
g "># 73[82"2#
V "A� 2# 0112"1# 0111[0"3#
Z 3 1
Dc "g cm−0# 0[35 0[51
F"999# 459 296
m "cm−0# 1[52 09[94
Di}ractometer EnrafÐNonius CAD3 Rigaku AFC4R
1u max[ "># 38[8 49[9
No[ of observations 1156 "I×2s"I## 0623 "I×1s"I##
No[ of variables 215 067
Temperature ">C# 12 12
R 9[945 9[930
Rw 9[955 9[959
GOF 0[43 0[64
Max[ shift in _nal cycle 9[994 9[99
Dr max\ min[ "e A� −2# 9[25\ −9[13 9[10\ −9[22

for the crystal[ A summary of crystallographic data and
details of the structure re_nements is listed in Table 0[ The
structures were solved by direct methods and Fourier!
di}erence techniques and re_ned by full!matrix least!
squares procedures with all non!hydrogen atoms treated
anisotropically[ The hydrogen atoms of the compounds
were located and added to the structure factor cal!
culations but not re_ned[ Calculations were performed
using the program packages TEXSAN[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Description of the crystal structures

The structure of the Cu"II# complex is shown in Fig[
0\ and selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table
1[ As presented in Fig[ 0\ the copper atom is in a four!
coordination square!planar geometry contributed by two
N and two carbonyl O atoms "N"1#ÐCuÐN"1#i�079[99>\
O"2#ÐCuÐO"2#i�079[99>#[ The CuÐN"1# bond length of
0[857"2# A� corresponds to a Cu"II#ÐN single bond ð00Ł\
and the CuÐO"2# bond distance of 0[815"1# A� lies within
the range of those found for CuÐO"carbonyl# ð01Ł[ The
bond lengths O"3#ÐC"7# of 0[218"3# A� and O"4#ÐC"6# of
0[228"3# A� are characteristic single bond distances of CÐ
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Fig[ 0[ ORTEP drawing of CuL1 with ellipsoids at 34) probability
with hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity[

O[ The facts of the almost equivalent bond lengths of
N"1#ÐC"6# "0[222"3# A� #\ C"6#ÐN"2# "0[224"3# A� # and
N"2#ÐC"7# "0[220"3# A� # within the range of C1N bond
distances ð02Ł as well as the coplane of the atoms N"1#\
C"6#\ N"2#\ C"7# and O"2# suggest the existence of con!
jugated system of N"1#ÐC"6#ÐN"2#ÐC"7#ÐO"2#[ The N"0#\
N"1# atoms and the phenyl ring are almost planar\ for!
ming a dihedral angle of 78[15> with the plane
N"1#N"2#C"6#C"7#O"2#O"3# deviated by 9[1335 A� for the
Cu atom\ nearly perpendicular to each other[

The structure of H1pet "Figure 1# consists of two crys!
tallographically independent molecules formed by NÐ
H===S hydrogen bonds "S"1# and N"2#\ S"0# and N"5##
across asymmetric centers[ The H1pet molecule\ though
non!planar as a whole\ divides up into two planar
fragments] the nitro!phenyl group and the
S"0#C"6#N"1#N"2#C"7#O"2#C"8# group[ The dihedral
angle between these two planes is 20[78>[ Selected bond
lengths and angles of H1pet are also listed in Table 1[

It is suggested that the formation of complex CuL1

could be depicted as shown in Scheme 0[
As shown in Scheme 0\ in step "0#\ compound HL

could be formed by the attack of the strong nucleophilic
reagent NaOCH2 with the desulfurization action[ The

Fig[ 1[ ORTEP drawing of H1pet with ellipsoids at 24) probability[

easy formation of L− could be explained by the existence
of the large conjugated group PhÐNÐCÐNÐCÐO[ Thus\
the formation of complex CuL1 derived from the desul!
furization of H1pet could be easily understood[

2[1[ ESR spectra

The solid powder ESR spectrum determined at room
temperature of CuL1 is typical for axial!type copper"II#
complex with two g values "gII�1[0424\ and g_�1[9228#\
indicating a dx1−y1 or likely a dxy ground state ð03\ 04Ł[
The calculated G value "G�"gII−1#:"g_−1## is above 3\
as expected for a mononuclear structure ð05Ł[

2[2[ IR and UV spectra

For the ligand H1pet\ bands in the range 2069Ð
2009 cm−0 are ascribed to the stretching frequencies
n"NH#\ and the amide!I band is found at about
0619 cm−0\ while n"C1S# is observed at about 845 cm−0[
As far as the IR spectra of CuL1 are concerned\ the
absences of the n"NH# and n"C1S# vibration frequencies
suggest the lack of NH and C1S groups in their struc!
ture[ Bands at 1033 and 1005 cm−0 are assigned to
n"N1C1N# or n"N1C1O# for CuL1 ð06Ł[ The shift of
n"C1O# at lower frequency of 0544 cm−0 compared with
that of the ligand H1pet indicates the complexation
involving the carbonyl oxygen atom to the metal ion[ In
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># of CuL1

CuL1

CuÐO"2# 0[815"1# N"1#ÐC"6# 0[222"3#
CuÐN"1# 0[857"2# N"2#ÐC"6# 0[224"3#
O"4#ÐC"6# 0[228"3# N"2#ÐC"7# 0[220"3#

O"2#ÐCuÐN"1# 78[4"0# C"7#ÐO"2#ÐCu 015[7"1#
O"2#ÐCuÐN"1#i 89[4"0# C"3#ÐN"1#ÐCu 010[1"1#
O"2#iÐCuÐN"1#i 78[4"0# C"6#ÐN"1#ÐCu 011[8"1#

H1pet
SÐC"6# 0[555"2# N"0#ÐC"0# 0[360"2#
O"0#ÐN"0# 0[114"2# N"1#ÐC"6# 0[231"2#
O"1#ÐN"0# 0[106"2# N"1#ÐC"5# 0[310"2#
O"2#ÐC"7# 0[199"2# N"2#ÐC"7# 0[263"2#
O"3#ÐC"7# 0[211"2# N"2#ÐC"6# 0[263"2#
O"3#ÐC"8# 0[333"3#

O"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"0# 008[9"1# N"1#ÐC"6#ÐN"2# 004[0"1#
O"0#ÐN"0#ÐO"1# 011[8"1# N"1#ÐC"6#ÐS 015[5"1#
O"1#ÐN"0#ÐC"0# 007[9"2# N"1#ÐC"0#ÐC"5# 010[6"1#
O"2#ÐC"7#ÐO"3# 013[8"2# N"1#ÐC"4#ÐC"5# 010[1"1#
O"2#ÐC"7#ÐN"2# 014[1"2# N"2#ÐC"6#ÐS 007[1"1#
O"3#ÐC"7#ÐN"2# 098[8"1# C"6#ÐN"1#ÐC"5# 015[2"1#
N"0#ÐC"1#ÐC"0# 005[1"1# C"6#ÐN"2#ÐC"7# 017[4"1#
N"0#ÐC"5#ÐC"0# 011[0"1# C"7#ÐO"3#ÐC"8# 005[0"1#

Symmetry operator] i] 1−x\ −y\ −z[

Scheme[ 0[ The formation of CuL1[

addition\ the absorption bands at 394 and 362 cm−0 for
CuL1 are attributed to n"CuÐS# and n"CuÐO#\ respectively
ð07Ł[

As for the UV spectra of the compounds H1pet and
CuL1\ the absorption bands at 153 and 239 nm for the
ligand H1pet are ascribed to 0Lb of the phenyl ring and
n:p� of the carbonyl group[ As regards complex CuL1\
the band appeared at 267 nm is attributed to the n:p�
transition of C1O\ such a large bathochromical result is
surely due to the complexation of a carbonyl oxygen
atom to Cu"II# ion\ which is in agreement with the IR

spectral result[ The absorption band at 169 nm for CuL1

corresponds to 0Lb of the phenyl ring\ and the dÐd spec!
trum involving the copper"II# ion is observed at 524 nm[

2[3[ Electrochemical studies

The voltammetric behavior of a solution of the ligand
H1pet and its complex CuL1 in DMF has been studied\
showing that for the ligand H1pet\ two cathodic peaks at
−0[99 and −0[27V and two anodic ones at −0[07 and
¦9[64V appear[ In view of the voltammographic values
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of complex CuL1\ the reduction waves of −0[10\ −0[65\
and −1[10V as well as the oxidation ones of −1[92\
−0[22\ ¦9[31 and ¦9[62V are tentatively ascribed to
the L group[ The irreversible cathodic peak at ¦9[23V
is ascribed to CuII:CuI\ while the one at ¦9[09V cor!
responds to CuII:Cu[
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Abstract

The preparation and the characterization of Ni1¦ and Fe1¦ complexes of the neutral\ N3 non!macrocyclic Schi} base ligand\
L�0\1!bis!"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino#benzene of formulae FeLCl1 and ðNiL"H1O#1ŁCl1 are reported[ The structure of the Ni complex\
ðNiL"H1O#1ŁCl1\ has been determined by X!ray di}raction methods[ The nickel atom has a six coordinate NiN3O1 chromophore with
distorted octahedral coordination[ The ligand L acts as tetradentate chelate\ with the ligated atoms in an essentially planar
arrangement around the metal with the remaining axial coordination sites occupied by water ligands[ In addition a series of ligand!
bridged LMCl1 oligomeric complexes of the type "ðLMEŁCl1#n "M�Ni\ Fe\ Cu and E�pyrazine\ 3\3?!bipyridine\ 0\3!dicyanobenzene\
0\3!cyanopyridine#\ have been synthesized and characterized by elemental analysis\ solid state conductivity\ magnetic susceptibility
measurements and IR\ UVÐVIS and ESÐMS spectroscopic techniques[ Doping of these complexes with iodine exhibited conductivities
in the solid state comparable to similar dimethylglyoxime derivative complexes[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Schi} base ligand^ Tetradentate ligand^ Ni"II# complexes^ Crystal structure

0[ Introduction

Through the years\ Schi} bases played a central role
as chelating ligands in main group and transition metal
coordination chemistry ð0Ł[ Transition metal complexes
of tetradentate Schi} base ligands _nd applications as
model analogues of certain metal enzymes ð1\2Ł and in
catalysis and materials chemistry ð3Ð7Ł[ Although a large
number of complexes of structural types M"N1O1# and
M"N1S1# have been synthesized and characterized\ com!
plexes of tetradentate N3 Schi} base ligands are rather
scarce ð0\8Ł[ On the other hand\ similar metal complexes
of the tetradentate N3 macrocyclic ligand phthalocyanine
"Pc# are rather common ð09Ł[ These complexes have been
extensively studied either as monomers or as inorganic
polymers which are formed by dehydration of the trans!
octahedral bis!aqua complexes M"Pc#"H1O#1\ or by

� Corresponding author[

replacement of the axial sites of the complexes with bridg!
ing molecules such as pyrazine\ 3\3?!bipyridine\ tetrazine
or 0\3!dicyanobenzene ð00Ł[

Recently we have begun to explore the coordination
chemistry of N3 type Schi} base ligands\ formed by a
condensation of 1!pyridyl aldehydes and ketones with a
variety of diamines ð01Ð03Ł[ In this paper we report on
the preparation and the characterization of Ni1¦ and
Fe1¦ complexes of the neutral\ N3 non!macrocyclic Schi}
base ligand\ L�0\1!bis!"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino# ben!
zene "Figure 0#[ The crystal structure of the complex
NiL"H1O#1ŁCl1 is also reported[

The reactions of the above complexes with bridging\
high p!donor capacity ligands E\ like pyrazine "pz#\ 3\3?!
bipyridine "bpy#\ 0\3!dicyanobenzene "dib#\ 0\3!cyano!
pyridine "pyCN#\ resulted to oligomers of the type
"ðMLEŁCl1#n[ Doping of the oligomeric compounds with
iodine\ gave complexes of the type "ðM1¦

0−xM2¦
x LEŁ

Cl1Ix#n\ of which the solid state electrical conductivities
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Fig[ 0[ The ligand L�0\1!bis"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino#benzene[

were similar to dimethylglyoxime derivative complexes
ð04\05Ł[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials and methods

All reagents were purchased from Aldrich and used
without further puri_cation[ The monomeric complex of
Cu1¦ and the ligand 0\1!bis"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino#
benzene were prepared according to published methods
ð03Ł[ The syntheses of FeLCl1 and ðNiL"H1O#1ŁCl1 are
described below[

IR spectra were taken in a Bruker IFS 002v FT spec!
trophotometer in KBr pellets\ in the region 3999Ð
199 cm−0[ Elemental analyses were performed in a CarloÐ
Erba elemental analyzer at the laboratory of Inorganic
Chemistry of the University of Ioannina[ Magnetic sus!
ceptibility measurements were obtained by the method
of Faraday in a CANN 6449 magnetic balance\ using
HgðCo"SCN#3Ł as a standard[ Di}use re~ectance spectra
were obtained in a Varian 523 spectrometer using MgO as
standard[ Mass spectra "electron spray ionization# were
obtained in a Fisons VG Quatro instrument\ with a VG
Biotech Electrospray source having a hexapole lens[ The
electrical conductivity of the complexes was measured in
compressed pellets of a 1 kbar pressure\ and were 6mm
in diameter and approximately 0mm in thickness[ The
pellet thickness was determined with a micrometer[ The
resistance of the pellet was measured with a Hewlett
Packard 3228A Ohmmeter and the speci_c resistance was
calculated using known equations ð06Ł[

1[1[ X!ray crystallography and structure solution

Several crystals were tested\ all had split re~ections
and were very wide mosaic spread[ Di}raction data were
collected at 10>C with an EnrafÐNonius CAD!3 di}ract!
ometer using graphite!monochromated MoKa radiation
"l�9[60962A� #[ The unit cell parameters were determined
from least!squares re_nement of the setting angles of 14

re~ections with 1u angles in the range 04>Ð17>[ A total
of 0531 unique re~ections were recorded in the range
1>³1u³49>[ Three reference re~ections monitored
throughout the data collection\ showed no signi_cant
decay[ All non!hydrogen atoms were anisotropically
re_ned[ Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon were included
at calculated positions\ but were not re_ned[ Hydrogen
atoms bonded to water oxygen could not be unam!
biguously located from Fourier di}erence maps and were
not included[ The full!matrix least!squares re_nement\
minimizing Sw"FoÐFc#1\ re_ning 012 parameters and
including 656 re~ections I×1s"I#\ converged at
R�9[975\ and Rw�9[951\ S�0[64[ In the _nal di}erence
Fourier map the residual maximum and minimum were
9[86 and −9[61 eA� −2\ respectively[ All calculations were
carried out on a MICRO!VAX II computer with the
EnrafÐNonius MolEN Programs ð07Ł[ The scattering
curves\ with anomalous scattering terms included\ were
those of Cromer and Mann ð08Ł[

1[2[ Preparation of complexes

1[2[0[ Dichloro!0\1!bis"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino#
benzene iron"II#\ FeLCl1

To an ethanolic solution "09ml# containing 0mmol
FeCl1=3H1O "9[199 g#\ an ethanolic solution "4ml# con!
taining 0mmol "9[175 g# of L was added[ After 1 h stirring
at room temperature\ a precipitate was formed[ It was
then _ltered and washed with cold ethanol "09ml# and
diethylether "1×4ml# and dried in vacuo\ over silica gel[
Yield 42) "9[119 g#[ Elemental analysis for
C07N3H03FeCl1] Calc[ ")# C\ 41[2^ N\ 02[5^ H\ 2[3^ Fe\
02[5^ Cl\ 06[1[ Found ")# C\ 41[0^ N\ 02[8^ H\ 2[3^ Fe\
02[3^ Cl\ 06[3[

1[2[1[ Bis!aquo!0\1!bis!"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino#
benzene nickel"II# dichloride\ ðNiL"H1O#1Cl1

9[1 g of NiLCl1 were dissolved in 19ml of a 0]0 mixture
of methanol]water[ To this\ acetone vapors were slowly
di}used[ After a few weeks suitable crystals were grown
and used for the X!ray di}raction[

1[2[2[ 0\1!bis"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino# benzene"m!0\3!
dicyanobenzene#iron"II# dichloride\ "ðFeL"dib#ŁCl1#n

To a methanolic solution "29ml# containing 0mmol
FeLCl1\ a solution of THF containing 0mmol "9[017 g#
of 0\3!dicyanobenzene "dib# was added[ After stirring for
13 h at 34>C\ a precipitate was formed[ After cooling it
was _ltered\ washed with cold methanol "1×4ml# and
THF "1×4ml# and dried in vacuo\ over silica gel[ Yield
59) "9[219 g# Elemental analysis for "C15N5H07FeCl1#n]
Calc[ ")# C\ 46[6^ N\ 04[4^ H\ 2[2^ Fe\ 09[3^ Cl\ 02[0[
Found ")#] C\ 46[4^ N\ 04[6^ H\ 3[9^ Fe\ 09[5^ Cl\ 02[2[
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1[2[3[ 0\1!bis"1?!pridylmethyleneimino#benzene"m!
pyrazine#nickel"II#dichloride\ "NiL"pz#Cl1=H1O#n

To a methanolic solution "09ml# containing 0mmol
NiLCl1 "9[319 g#\ a methanolic solution "4ml# containing
0mmol "9[97 g# of pyrazine "pz# was added[ After stirring
at room temperature for 13 h a precipitate was formed\
_ltered and washed with cold methanol "1×4ml#[ It was
then dried in vacuo over silica gel[ Yield 49) "9[149 g#[
Elemental analysis for "C11N5H19ONiCl1#n] Calc[ ")# C\
40[3^ N\ 05[3^ H\ 2[8^ Ni\ 00[3^ Cl\ 02[7[ Found ")# C\
40[4^ N\ 05[2^ H\ 3[9^ Ni\ 00[2^ Cl\ 02[8[

1[2[4[ 0\1!bis"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino#benzene"m!3!
cyanopyridine#nickel"II# dichloride\ ""NiL"pyCN#Cl1#n

To a methanolic solution "19ml# containing 0mmol of
NiLCl1 "9[319 g#\ a methanolic solution "4ml# containing
0mmol "9[093 g# of 3!cyanopyridine "pyCN# was added[
After stirring at room temperature for 13 h a precipitate
was formed\ _ltered and washed with cold water
"1×4ml# and dried in vacuo\ over silica gel[ Yield 34)
"9[129 g#[ Elemental analysis for "C13N5H07NiCl1#n] Calc[
")# C\ 44[3^ N\ 05[1^ H\ 2[4^ Ni\ 00[2^ Cl\ 02[6[ Found
")# C\ 44[0^ N\ 05[0^ H\ 2[5^ Ni\ 00[0^ Cl\ 02[5[

1[2[5[ 0\1!bis"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino#benzene"m!0\3!
dicyanobenzene#nickel"II# dichloride\ "ðNiL"dib#ŁCl1#n

To a methanolic solution "49ml# containing 0mmol
NiLCl1\ a solution of THF containing 0mmol "9[017 g#
of 0\3!dicyanobenzene "dib# was added[ After stirring for
13 h at room temperature\ a precipitate was formed[ After
cooling it was _ltered\ washed with cold methanol
"1×4ml# and THF "1×4ml# and dried under vacuo\ over
silica gel[ Yield 49) "9[179 g#[ Elemental analysis for
"C15N5H07NiCl1#n] Calc[ ")# C\ 46[3^ N\ 04[4^ H\ 2[2^ Ni\
09[7^ Cl\ 02[0[ Found ")#] C\ 46[1^ N\ 04[3^ H\ 2[3^ Ni\
00[9^ Cl\ 02[0[

1[2[6[ 0!"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino#!1!"1?!pyridyl!
methoxymethylamino#benzene"m!3\3?!bipyridine#
copper"II#dichloride\ "ðCu"L?#"bpy#ŁCl1#n

To a methanolic solution "29ml# containing 0mmol
CuL?Cl1 "9[354 g#\ an ethanolic solution "4ml# containing
0mmol "9[045 g# of 3\3?!bipyridyl "bpy# was added[ After
stirring for 13 h at room temperature a precipitate was
formed\ _ltered and washed with cold methanol "1×4ml#
and dried in vacuo over silica gel[ Yield 54) "9[399 g#[
Elemental analysis for "C29N5H17OCuCl1#n] Calc[ ")# C\
46[7^ N\ 02[4^ H\ 3[4^ Cu\ 09[1^ Cl\ 00[3[ Found ")#] C\
46[8^ N\ 02[6^ H\ 3[5^ Cu\ 09[3^ Cl\ 00[5[

1[2[7[ 0!"1?!pyridylmethyleneimino#!1!"1?!pyridyl!
methoxymethylamino#benzene"m!0\3 dicyanobenzene#
copper"II#dichloride\ "ðCu"L?#"dib#ŁCl1#n

To a methanolic solution "29ml# containing 0mmol
Cu"L?#Cl1\ a solution of THF containing 0mmol "9[017 g#
of 0\3!dicyanobenzene "dib# was added[ After stirring for

13 h at 34>C\ a precipitate was formed[ After cooling it
was _ltered\ washed with cold methanol "1×4ml# and
THF "1×4ml# and dried under vacuo\ over silica gel[
Yield 59) "9[213 g#[ Elemental analysis for "C17N5H13O!
CuCl1#n] Calc[ ")# C\ 45[4^ N\ 03[0^ H\ 3[9^ Cu\ 09[6^ Cl\
00[8[ Found ")#] C\ 45[6^ N\ 03[2^ H\ 3[1^ Cu\ 09[4^ Cl\
00[8[

1[3[ Doping of the oligomeric compounds

For the doping reactions of the oligomeric complexes\
I1 dissolved in n!hexane was used as an oxidant[ In a
sample experiment\ 0mmol of _ne powder of the complex
was suspended in a solution of n!hexane containing I1[
The suspension was stirred for 13 h in the dark at room
temperature in a sealed tube[ The product was _ltered\
washed many times with n!hexane for the removal of
excess I1 and dried under vacuo over silica gel[ Yield 89Ð
84)[

2[ Results and discussion

The reactions taking place for the preparation of the
compounds were

MCl1¦L:ðLMCl1Ł\ "0#

nðLMCl1Ł¦nE004
49Ð59>C

"ðLMEŁCl1#n\ "1#

LMCl1¦1E:E1MCl1¦L[ "2#

All monomeric complexes ðMLCl1Ł are soluble in ethanol
and react with an equivalent amount of the bridging
group E in this solvent\ producing insoluble oligomeric
compounds[ Chemical analyses were in agreement with
the assigned formulae "see Section 1#[ The complexes
were studied by UVÐVIS "di}use re~ectance# and IR
spectroscopic techniques\ as well as electron spray mass
spectroscopy "ESÐMS# and measurements of magnetic
susceptibility and electrical conductivity in the solid
phase[ The structure of the complex ðNiL"H1OŁ1Cl1 was
also solved[

Equation "2# applies in the cases of the reactions of
complexes ðCuL?Cl1Ł and ðFeLCl1Ł with pyrazine and
ðNiLCl1Ł and ðFeLCl1Ł with 3\3!bipyridine\ where the
ligand L "L?# was replaced by the bridging group "E#\
producing ME1Cl1 in a 59) yield[

2[0[ Crystal structure of complex ðNiL"H1O#1ŁCl1

Crystal parameters and re_nement results are sum!
marized in Table 0[

The complex has a distorted octahedral geometry
around the Ni1¦ ion\ coordinated with four nitrogen
atoms of L in the equatorial plane with two water mol!
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Table 0
Crystallographic data for ðNi"C07H03N3#"H1O#1ŁCl1

Formula C07H07Cl1N3NiO1

Mr "g mol−0# 340[875
Crystal size 9[092×9[985×9[953
Space group C1:c "No[ 04#
a "A� #a 01[915"8#
b "A� # 00[365"3#
c "A� # 02[621"8#
b "># 88[04"3#
V "A� 2# 0760"1#
Z 3
Dcalc "g cm−2 0[593
m "mm−0# 0[249
Temperature ">C# 10
max 1u "># 49
Scan type v

Scan speed "> min−0# 1
Scan range "># 1[49¦9[236 tan u

Re~ections collected hk2l
Re~ections unique 0531
Quantity minimized Sðw"Fo−Fc#

1Ł
k in weighing schemeb 9[91
Parameters re_ned 012

a Cell dimensions are calculated from a least!squares _t of the setting
angles of 14 re~ections with 1u in the region 04Ð17>[

b w�3F1
o:ðs

1
c¦"kF1

o#
1Ł\ where sc is the standard deviation in F1 based

on counting statistics alone[

ecules in the axial positions "Fig[ 1#[ Table 1 contains
selective bond lengths and angles[

The NiÐN and NiÐO bond lengths are within the
expected limits\ though the NiÐN0 and NiÐN1 bond leng!
ths are among the shortest for hexacoordinated com!
plexes of Ni1¦ ð19Ł[ Also the NiÐO bond lengths for the
two axially coordinated water molecules are relatively
longer than the average NiÐO bonds ð19Ł\ making the
whole structure distorted[

There is also a distortion from tetragonal geometry in
the equatorial plane around Ni1¦\ due to the rigidity of
the tetracoordinated equatorial ligand L[ Thus the angle
between the two pyridine nitrogens and Ni1¦ is 019[23>\
much larger than in other similar cases with non!mac!
rochelated ligands ð10Ð12Ł[ This large angle contributes
to the small deviation from the planar geometry around
Ni1¦[ Thus\ the angle that the two pyridine rings form
with the benzene ring is only 1[5>\ making the ligand L
practically planar[

The distance between the two hydrogens at the 5 pos!
ition of the two pyridine rings is relatively long "1[62A� #
and there are no steric hindrances between the two rings
as a result of the large angle N0ÐNiÐN0 of 019[23>[

In N3 coordinated complexes with Ni1¦ the geometry
is planar but the various angles depend on the size of the
rings ð13Ł[ For pentacoordinated chelate rings this angle
is around 89>[ Increasing the size of the chelated ring\
increases the angle around Ni1¦ ð14Ł[ Thus\ the largest
angle was observed in the case of a nine membered che!

Fig[ 1[ Structure of the complex cation ðNi"C07H03N3#"H1O#Ł1¦ with the
atomic numbering used[ The molecule has crystallographically imposed
C1 symmetry^ thermal ellipsoids are plotted at 49) probability level[

lated ring around Ni1¦ of 008[0>\ very near to the value
of 019[23> observed in the complex ðNiL"H1O#1Ł1¦1Cl−

ð14\15Ł[
Macrocyclic ligands are characterized by the size of the

hole of the ring\ depending on constant RH the hole radius
and de_ned as the distance from the center of the hole to
the center of the donor atoms and on constant RA\ which
is the contact radius and depends on the size of the donor
atoms according to Pauling ð16Ł RA³RH\ as shown in
Fig[ 2[

For complex ðNiL"H1O#1Ł1¦\ RH was estimated to
1[93A� and RA to 0[25A� as the mean bond lengths from
nickel to the appropriate donor atoms[ These values are
comparable with a class of macrocyclic compounds the
tetraazað03Łanulenes ð17Ł\ while the contact radius and
the hole radius are larger in the porphyrines and the
phthalocyanines ð18Ł[

2[1[ Infrared spectra Ð Degree of polymerization

Table 2 includes characteristic frequencies of the com!
plexes[ Characterization of the bands of the oligomeric
complexes was done in comparison with the monomeric
ones\ the bridging molecules and literature data ð29Ð21Ł[

The complex "ðNiL"pz#ICl1#n shows a medium inten!
sity band at 0488 cm−0 that can be assigned to the defor!
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Table 1
Selected bond distances "A� # and angles "># for the cation ðNiL"H1O#1Ł

1¦

Atoms Angle ">#:distance "A� # Atoms Angle ">#:distance "A� #

OÐNiÐO� 065[3"3# C"5#ÐN"1#ÐC"6# 017"0#
OÐNiÐN"0# 75[6"3# N"0#ÐC"0#ÐC"2# 014"0#
OÐNiÐN"0#� 80[4"3# C"0#ÐC"1#ÐC"2# 005"0#
OÐNiÐN"1# 81[9"3# C"1#ÐC"2#ÐC"3# 010"0#
OÐNiÐN"1#� 89[6"3# C"2#ÐC"3#ÐC"4# 008"0#
N"0#ÐNiÐN"0#� 019[2"3# N"0#ÐC"4#ÐC"3# 012"0#
N"0#ÐNiÐN"1# 68[7"3# N"0#ÐC"4#ÐC"5# 003"0#
N"0#ÐNiÐN"1#� 048[7"3# C"3#ÐC"4#ÐC"5# 012"0#
N"1#ÐNiÐN"1#� 79[1"3# N"1#ÐC"5#ÐC"4# 007"0#
NiÐN"0#ÐC"0# 021[0"7# N"1#ÐC"6#ÐC"6#� 003"0#
NiÐN"0#ÐC"4# 000[4"7# N"1#ÐC"6#ÐC"7# 016"0#
C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"4# 005"0# C"6#�Ð"C6#ÐC"7# 008"0#
NiÐN"1#ÐC"5# 005[4"8# C"6#ÐC"7#ÐC"8# 019"0#
NiÐN"1#ÐC"6# 004[3"6# C"7#ÐC"8#ÐC"8#� 010"0#

NiÐ"O# 1[020"7# C"1#ÐC"2# 0[26"1#
NiÐN"0# 1[982"8# C"2#ÐC"3# 0[25"1#
NiÐN"1# 1[99"0# C"3#ÐC"4# 0[24"1#
N"0#ÐC"0# 0[29"1# C"4#ÐC"5# 0[38"1#
N"0#ÐC"4# 0[25"0# C"6#ÐC"6#� 0[27"0#
N"1#ÐC"5# 0[13"1# C"6#ÐC"7# 0[27"1#
N"1#ÐC"6# 0[34"1# C"7#ÐC"8# 0[22"1#
C"0#ÐC"1# 0[28"1# C"8#ÐC"8#� 0[23"1#

� 0−x\ y\ 0:1−z[

Fig[ 2[ The radii RA and RH in a symmetrically macrocyclic ligand[

mation motion of the pyrazine ring when it is
monocoordinated through only one nitrogen atom ð29Ł[
It may be due to a terminal monocoordinated pyrazine
molecule[ The medium intensity of this band may indicate
that the degree of polymerization is small\ since in mono!
meric complexes of the type pzÐMÐpz this band is very
intense "strong# while in polymers it is weak ð29\22Ł[ This
is supported by the observation of a weak intensity band
at 0129 cm−0 that can be assigned to the centrosymmetric
stretching vibration of the pyrazine ring\ when it acts
monodentally ð23Ł[ When pyrazine acts bidentally it can!
not be observed\ since it is inactive in the IR spectra
ð22Ł[ Similarly\ the complex of Cu1¦ with 3\3?!bipyridine
"ðCu"L?#bpyŁCl1#n shows medium intensity bands at 0509
and 0489 cm−0 that can be assigned to the coordination

of 3\3?!bipyridine ð29Ł[ The medium intensity of these
bands may indicate a low degree of polymerization
ð22\29Ł[

The use of 0\3!dicyanobenzene as a bridging group
allows an easy approximate estimation of the degree of
polymerization of complexes "ðM"L#dibŁCl1#n\ with
M�Ni1¦\ Cu1¦ and Fe1¦ from the terminal ÐCN group
which absorbs at higher frequencies "1029 cm−0# when it
is free\ than when it is coordinated[ Thus\ two bands
appear in all three complexes\ which relative intensity can
give us qualitatively the ratio between free "terminal#
and coordinated cyano "CN# group[ Thus\ the degree of
polymerization of "ðNi"L#dibŁCl1#n and "ðFe"L#dibŁCl1#n

was n½4 and for "ðCu"L#dibŁCl1#n\ n½09\ con_rming
their oligomeric nature[ These values are smaller than
analogous complexes with octaethyloporphyrine "OEP#
ð22Ł[

Finally\ the use of 0\3!cyanopyridine "pyCN# as a
bridging ligand showed that both the ÐCN group and the
pyridine nitrogen are simultaneously coordinated to the
metal[ This is evidenced by the n"C1N# frequency\ occur!
ring at 1116 cm−0\ lower than in free ÐCN\ and the g"py#
and d"py# frequencies occurring at 529 and 311 cm−0

higher by about 04 cm−0 compared to free pyCN[ The
absence of a band that could be assigned to the free CN
group of pyCN\ may mean that either the degree of
polymerization is larger or that coordination is taking
place in a way as to not allow any terminal CN group\
like pyCNÐMÐ"CNpyÐM#nÐCNpy[
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Table 3
Magnetic susceptibility and electronic spectral data of the complexes

Complex me} "BM#a Bands "nm#b\c

"ðNi"L#"pz#ŁCl1IxH1O#n 2[07 637\ 396\ 444\ 499\ 359
"ðCu"L?#"bpy#ŁCl1Ix#n 1[24 639
"ðNi"L#"dib#ŁCl1Ix#n 2[32 634\ 309\ 459\ 409\ 359
"ðCu"L?#"dib#ŁCl1Ix#n 1[03 614
"ðFe"L#"dib#ŁCl1Ix#n 2[22 699\ 559\ 499sh\ 359sh
"ðNi"L#"pyCN#ŁCl1Ix#n 2[16 635\ 489\ 409\ 389\ 396

a Per metal ion at room temperature[
b Solid state "di}use re~ectance# spectra in the 899Ð279 nm region[
c sh � shoulder[

2[2[ Electronic spectra\ magnetic susceptibility

Electronic spectral data and magnetic susceptibility
values at room temperature of the complexes are included
in Table 3[

The me} values for the three nickel complexes lie at the
upper limit for hexacoordinated octahedral ones of high
spin[ The copper complexes are magnetically dilute\ while
for the complex of iron\ the me} value is higher than
the spin only value "1[71BM# and this implies orbital
contribution and high spin\ in an octahedral geometry
ð24Ł[ The electronic spectra of the Ni"II# complexes have
bands at 634 and 396 nm\ indicating octahedral geometry[
The Cu"II# complexes present one broad band\ indicative
of a distorted octahedral geometry ð25\26Ł[

2[3[ Electrospray mass spectroscopy "ESÐMS#

The oligomeric Ni1¦ and Fe1¦ complexes are slightly
soluble upon heating in CH2CN and thus their ESÐMS
spectra could be recorded[ These spectra show many
bands due to various fragments\ resulting from decompo!
sition of the complexes upon heating in CH2CN or their
ionization in the electrospray[ Monomeric and dimeric
fragments have also been observed[ For example\ frag!
ments containing the structural unit ðClMLEŁ¦ in all
complexes were detected[ In the complex "ðNi
L"pyCN#Cl1#n the negative ion "ðNi"LÐ1H¦#"pyCN#ŁCl−

was also detected[ The calculated fragment for the com!
plex "ðFeL"dib#ICl1#n was at nominal m:z�0091 which
corresponds to the dimer with the bridging group 0\3!
dicyanobenzene "dib# that was found experimentally
"Fig[ 3#[ Similar dimers were also found in the complex
"ðNiL"pz#Cl1#n[

The most important fragments\ identi_ed with theor!
etical patterns for the Fe"II# complex\ as an example\ are
given in Scheme 0[ The Cu"II# complexes had a low
solubility upon heating in most organic solvents\ thus it
was not possible to record their ESIÐMS spectra[
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Scheme 0[

2[4[ Solid state conductivity measurements

In order to improve the electrical conductivity of the
above oligomeric complexes\ we have partially oxidized
them with I1\ according to the following]

"ðM1¦LEŁCl1#n¦
0
1
xI1:"ðM1¦

0−xM2¦
x LEŁCl1Ix#n[ "3#

The speci_c electrical conductivity values of the above
complexes at room temperature are shown in Table 4[

These values are smaller than those of analogous poly!
meric complexes of phthalocyanine\ while partial oxi!
dation with iodine does not seem to increase their
conductivity considerably ð29\22\23\27Ł[

The initial monomeric complexes had lower con!
ductivities than the analogous phthalocyanine
complexes\ M"Pc# ð28Ð34Ł[ The conductivities of the
monomeric complexes are most probably due to stacking
e}ects of their aromatic rings in the solid state ð35Ł[

The oligomeric complexes show increase of their con!
ductivity by one to two magnitudes\ as compared to the
monomeric ones[ However\ this increase is lower than the
increase observed in the polymeric complexes of M"Pc#[
Analogous small conductivity values were observed in
polymeric complexes with naphthalenocyanine "Nc# as
the macrocyclic equatorial ligand ""Fe"0[1Nc#"dib##n\
sRT�5×09−09# ð39Ł\ octaethyloporphyrine "OEP\
"Fe"OEP#"pz##n\ sRT�0×09−09# ð30Ł as well as in poly!
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Fig[ 3[ ESÐMS spectrum of the complex "ðFeL"dib#ICl1#n at the m:z 0979Ð0934 region and calculated isotopic distribution pattern "inset#[

Table 4
Room!temperature pressed powder conductivities

Complex sRT "V m#−0

Cu"L?#Cl1 0[01×09−00

"ðCu"L?#"bpy#ŁCl1#n 1[49×09−09

"ðCu"L?#"bpy#ŁI9[08Cl1#n 8[37×09−09

ðNi"L#"H1O#1Cl1 0[91×09−03

"ðNi"L#"pz#ŁCl1H1O#n 0[95×09−01

"ðNi"L#"pz#ŁI9[10Cl1H1O 1[01×09−00

"ðNi"L#"pyCN#ŁCl1#n 3[30×09−01

"Ni"L#"pyCN#ŁI9[10Cl1#n 1[36×09−00

Fe"L#Cl1 1[00×09−01

"ðFe"L#"dib#ŁCl1#n 0[62×09−00

"ðFe"L#"dib#ŁI9[22Cl1#n 8[81×09−8

"ðNi"L#"dib#ŁCl1#n 3[89×09−02

"ðNi"L#"dib#ŁI9[11Cl1#n 1[26×09−09

"ðCu"L?#"dib#ŁCl1#n 2[20×09−00

"ðCu"L?#"dib#ŁI9[05Cl1#n 6[34×09−00

mer with non!macrocyclic N3 ligands\ like dime!
thylglyoxime "dmgH\ "Fe"dmgH#1"pz##n\ sRT�3×09−8#
and diphenylglyoxime "dpgH\ "Fe"dpgH#1"pz##n\
sRT�6×09−09# ð04\05Ł[

3[ Conclusions

"i# The crystal structure of complex ðNiL"H1O#1ŁCl1
allowed us to determine the RA and RH values for the non
macrocyclic N3 ligand L[ These values show that the
ligand L is similar to the macrocyclic ligands tetraa!
zað03Łanulenes\ while the angle NÐNiÐN with the two
nitrogen atoms of the pyridine rings is analogous to a 8!
membered ring[

"ii# Reaction of the monomeric complexes of type
MLCl1 with bidentate ligands led to oligomeric
complexes\ with polymerization degree n�4Ð09[

"iii# The oligomeric complexes have a higher con!
ductivity than the monomeric ones which was further
increased by their partial oxidation with I1[ However\ this
is smaller than the phthalocyanine ligand and is possibly
related to the di.culty to create conjugate bonds by the
neutral L\ and with the incapability of the circulation of
the electric current in the ring\ as this happens with the
macrocyclic ligands[
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Abstract

Treatment of ruthenium "III# chloride hydrate with N\N?!dicarboxamido!N\N?!dicarboxymethyl!0\1!diaminoethane "0# "EDTAÐ
diamide# in re~uxing HCl solution followed by cooling a}orded the crystalline complex NH3ðRu"EDTAÐH#ClŁ = 1H1O "1#\ the
EDTAÐH ligand and the ¦NH3 cation resulting from the hydrolysis of the amide groups in 0[ The crystal and molecular structure
con_rms that in this complex EDTAÐH acts as a pentadentate ligand\ bonded to the metal through the tertiary nitrogen atoms and
three carboxylate oxygens[ A chloride ligand completes octahedral geometry around the metal ion[ Reaction of K1ðPtCl3Ł with the
same ligand in hot basic solution followed by acidi_cation initially gave PtCl1ðHOOCCH1"1HNOCCH1#NCH1CH1

NCHCONHCOCH1Ł = H1O "2# which on standing gave PtCl1ð1"HOOCCH1#NCH1CH1NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł = 1H1O "3#\ the crystal
structure of which is also reported[ This is a square planar complex of platinum"II# formed as a result of an acidÐamide ring closure
of ligand 0 and subsequent hydrolysis of the second amide group[ The reaction of K1ðPtBr3Ł with 0 under similar conditions gave the
complex PtBr1ðHOOCCH1"1HNOCCH1#NCH1CH1NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł = H1O "4#[ The reaction of 0 with K1ðPtCl3Ł in neutral
solution at 29>C gave PtClðOOCCH1"1HNOCCH1#NCH1CH1N"CH1CONH1#CH1COOHŁ "5# which was converted to PtCl1ðHOOC!
CH1"1HNOCCH1#NCH1CH1N"CH1CONH1#CH1COOHŁ "6# on treatment with HCl solution[ The IC49 value of complex 6 against
murine P277 leukemia cells is 046226 mM compared to its value of 1[94 mM for cisplatin[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[

Keywords] Ruthenium"III#^ Platinum"II#^ EDTA^ EDTA!amide^ Complexes^ Pentadentate^ Ring!closure^ Antitumour

0[ Introduction

The discovery of the antitumour activity of cisplatin
over 29 years ago and the subsequent realisation of its
toxic side e}ects prompted an enormous amount of
research into the synthesis and anti!tumour testing of
cisplatin analogues[ Despite this only one analogue\
namely carboplatin\ has progressed to clinical use
although a few others are at advanced stages of clinical

� Corresponding author[

testing ð0Ł[ However\ the spectrum of anti!tumour activity
exhibited by carboplatin and other analogues was not
found to di}er greatly from that of cisplatin and this
combined with the fact that some tumours had built up
resistance to platinum!based antitumour drugs resulted
in the investigation of other metal complexes as anti!
tumour agents[ Much of this work has centred on
rutheniumÐimidazole ð1Ð3Ł and rutheniumÐpoly!
aminocarboxylate complexes involving ligands such as
EDTA\ PDTA and CDTA ð4\5Ł[

As an extension of this work we decided to attempt the
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synthesis of ruthenium complexes of ester and amide
derivatives of these polyaminocarboxylate ligands[ The
reaction of N\N?!dicarboxamido!N\N?!dicarboxymethyl!
0\1!diaminoethane "0#\ i[e[ EDTAÐdiamide\ with
RuCl2 =xH1O in re~uxing HCl solution resulted in
hydrolysis of the amide groups and the formation of
NH3ðRu"EDTAÐH#ClŁ = 1H1O "1#\ the structure of which
is reported herein[ The reaction of 0 with K1ðPtCl3Ł in
hot\ basic solution which was then acidi_ed gave the
imide!containing complex 2\ PtCl1ðHOOCCH1"1HNO!
CCH1#NCH1CH1NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł =H1O\ which was
converted to PtCl1ð1"HOOCCH1#NCH1CH1NCH1CON!
HCOCH1Ł= 1H1O "3# on standing[ The crystal structure
of the latter complex is also reported as well as the syn!
thesis of PtBr1ðHOOCCH1"1HNOCCH1#NCH1CH1!
NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł =H1O\ "4#[ In contrast to the
above\ the reaction of 0 with K1ðPtCl3Ł in neutral solution
at 29>C gave PtClðOOCCH1"1HNOCCH1#NCH1CH1!
N"CH1CONH1#CH1COOHŁ "5# which gave PtCl1
ðHOOCCH1 "1 HNOCCH1#NCH1 CH1 N"CH1 CONH1#
CH1COOHŁ "6# on treatment with HCl solution[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis

Ligand 0 was prepared by a previously reported
method ð6\7Ł[ The complex NH3ðRu"EDTAÐH#ClŁ = 1H1O
"1# was prepared by heating a solution of RuCl2 =xH1O
"149mg\ 0[1mmol# and ligand 0 "319mg\ 0[3mmol# in
HCl "14 cm2\ 9[0mol dm−2# under re~ux for 4 h during
which time the colour changed from brown to dark
yellow[ The solution was allowed to concentrate by slow
evaporation at room temperature and yellow crystals
of complex 1 suitable for structure determination were
obtained after 0Ð1weeks[ These were collected by suction
_ltration and dried over phosphorus pentoxide in a
vacuum desiccator[ Yield 9[27g\ 9[7mmol\ 55)[ Found
C\ 14[0^ H\ 3[3^ N\ 7[5^ Cl\ 6[5)[ C09H10N2O09ClRu
requires C\ 14[9^ H\ 3[3^ N\ 7[7^ Cl\ 6[3)[ IR bands at
2428\ 2306\ 2056 "broad#\ 0616 "sharp#\ 0522 "strong\
broad# cm−0[

The complexes PtCl1ðHOOCCH1"1HNOCCH1#N!
CH1CH1NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł =H1O "2# and PtCl1!
ð1"HOOCCH1#NCH1CH1NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł = 1H1O
"3# were prepared as follows[ Ligand 0 "249mg\ 0[1mmol#

and K1ðPtCl3Ł "499mg\ 0[1mmol# were ground together
using a pestle and mortar and suspended in water
"59 cm2#[ Dilute NaOH solution "0 cm2# was added drop!
wise to the suspension which was stirred at 59Ð79>C for
89min during which time an orange coloured solution
was obtained[ Concentrated HCl solution "6 cm2# was
then added and stirring at 59Ð79>C continued for a fur!
ther 29min whereupon the colour of the solution changed
to yellow[ On standing at room temperature over a 2!
day period yellow crystals of complex 2 "unsuitable for
structure determination# were obtained[ These were
_ltered and dried in vacuo over phosphorus pentoxide[
Yield 49mg\ 9[8mmol\ 7)[ Microanalysis] found] C\
10[2^ H\ 2[0^ N\ 09[3\ Cl\ 01[5)[ C09H07N3O5Cl1Pt\ i[e[
complex 2 requires C\ 10[5^ H\ 2[2^ N\ 8[8^ Cl\ 01[7)[ I[r[
bands at 2209\ 2199\ 0644\ 0619\ 0569 and 0519 cm−0[
The yellow _ltrate from the above preparation was left
at room temperature and gave a low yield of red crystals
"not collected# after a period of two weeks and yellow
crystals of complex 3\ which were suitable for structure
determination\ after about 5weeks[ These were collected
by suction _ltration\ washed with ice!cold water and
dried in vacuo over P1O4[ Yield 049mg\ 1[5mmol\ 11)[
Microanalysis] found] C\ 19[4^ H\ 2[0^ N\ 6[7\ Cl\01[5)[
C09H08N2O7Cl1Pt i[e[ complex 3 requires C\ 19[8^ H\ 2[2^
N\ 6[2^ Cl\ 01[2)[ IR bands at 0639 and 0619 cm−0[

The complex PtBr1ðHOOCCH1"1HNOCCH1#N!
CH1CH1NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł =H1O "4# was prepared
using the method for complex 2 except that K1ðPtBr3Ł
"499mg\ 9[73mmol# was used instead of K1ðPtCl3Ł[ Yield
84mg\ 9[04mmol\ 07)[ Microanalysis] found] C\ 07[7^
H\ 2[9^ N\ 7[1)[ C09H07N3O5Br1Pt\ i[e[ complex 4 requires
C\ 07[5^ H\ 1[7^ N\ 7[6)[ IR bands at 2499\ 2299\ 0639\
0609\ 0579 and 0489 cm−0[ The complex PtClðOOC!
CH1 "1HNOCCH1#NCH1 CH1 N "CH1 CONH1#CH1CO!
OHŁ "5# was prepared as previously described ð6Ł[ A sus!
pension of this complex "54mg\ 9[014mmol# in water
"4 cm2# when treated with concentrated HCl solution
"0[4 cm2# and stirred for 1 h gave complex "6#
PtCl1 ðHOOCCH1 "1HNOCCH1#NCH1 CH1N "CH1CO!
NH1#CH1COOHŁ as a yellow precipitate[ This was col!
lected by suction _ltration\ washed with ice!cold water
and dried in vacuo over P1O4[ Yield 40mg\ 9[981mmol\
62)[ Microanalysis] found] C\ 10[5^ H\ 1[7^ N\ 8[8^ Cl\
01[5)[ C09H07N3O5Cl1Pt requires C\ 10[5^ H\ 2[2^ N\ 09[0^
Cl\ 01[7)[ IR bands at 0619 and 0549 cm−0[

1[1[ X!ray structure determination

Crystal data for complex 1] C09H10ClN2O09Ru\
M�368[71\ monoclinic\ space group P10:a\ a�01[609"4#\
b�6[9936"00#\ c�08[533"5#A� \ b�095[172"2#>\
U�0567[6"8#A� 2\ Z�3\ F"999#�861\ Dc�0[787Mg:m2\
yellow prismatic crystal\ dimensions 9[24×9[14
×9[19mm\ absorption coe.cient�0[040mm−0\ 2459
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re~ections were collected at 182K on an Enraf Nonius
CAD!3 di}ractometer using the v:1U scan mode\ l"Mo!
Ka#�9[60962A� [ The structure was solved by direct
methods and re_ned on F1 by a full matrix least!squares
procedure using 2282 unique re~ections with I×1s"I#[
Absorption correction was applied by DIFABS[ Non!
hydrogen atoms were re_ned anisotropically[ The hydro!
gen atoms were located on a di}erence Fourier map and
re_ned isotropically "w�0:ðs1"Fo

1#¦"9[9113P#1Ł where
P�"Fo

1¦1F c
1#:2#[ Final R and wR values were 9[9236 and

9[9518\ respectively[ The molecular structure of complex
1 is shown in Fig[ 0 with the atom numbering scheme
used[ Table 0 lists selected bond lengths and angles and
Table 1 gives hydrogen bond distances[

Crystal data for complex 3] C09H08Cl1N2O7Pt\
M�464[16\ triclinic\ space group P0Þ\ a�7[488"1#\
b�09[083"1#\ c�09[064"2#A� \ a�89[54"1#\ b�092[34"1#\
g�093[30"1#>\ U�726[8"3#A� 2\ Z�1\ F"999#�441\
Dc�1[179Mg:m2\ yellow prismatic crystal\ dimensions
9[2×9[1×9[2mm\ absorption coe.cient�7[624mm−0\
5990 re~ections were collected at 182K on a Siemens
P2:PC di}ractometer using the 1UÐU scan mode\ l"Mo!
Ka#�9[60962A� [ The structure was solved by direct
methods and re_ned by full matrix least!squares pro!
cedure using 4982 unique re~ections with F×5[9s"F#[
The hydrogen atoms were re_ned isotropically
"w−0�s1"F#¦9[9994F1Ł#[ Final R and wR values were
9[9404 and 9[9527\ respectively[ The molecular structure
of complex 3 is shown in Fig[ 1 with the atom numbering
scheme used[ Table 2 lists selected bond lengths and
angles and Table 3 gives hydrogen bond distances[

2[ Results and discussion

The reaction of RuCl2 =xH1O with ligand 0 in re~uxing
aqueous HCl solution gave yellow prismatic crystals of
NH3ðRu"EDTAÐH#ClŁ = 1H1O "1# upon standing at room
temperature over a 0Ð1week period[ This complex con!
tains pentadentate EDTAÐH\ a ligand which results from
hydrolysis of the amide groups in 0[ These amide groups
are also the source of the ¦NH3 cation in the product[
The IR spectrum of the complex contains a sharp band
at 0616 cm−0\ characteristic of the free carboxylic acid
group of EDTAÐH and a broad\ intense band at
0520 cm−0\ due to coordinated carboxylate[ The complex
KðRu"EDTAÐH#ClŁ = 1H1O has been prepared previously
by direct interaction of RuCl2 =xH1O with EDTA and its
structure has been reported ð8Ł[

The crystal and molecular structure of complex 1

obtained by X!ray di}raction\ Fig[ 0\ con_rms the pres!
ence of EDTAÐH as a pentadentate ligand coordinated
through the two amino nitrogens and three carboxylates
oxygens with octahedral coordination around the metal
ion being completed by a chloride ligand[ The ruthenium
coordination geometry is a slightly distorted octahedron

with angles "Table 0# reduced from ideal octahedral
values\ i[e[ N"0#ÐRuÐO"30#\ 70[7"1#>\ N"1#ÐRuÐO"30#\
054[44"03#>[

The most noteworthy aspect of the bond lengths is the
di}erence found for the RuÐN bonds involving amine
nitrogens N0 and N1 trans to Cl− and COO−\ respec!
tively[ These values\ 1[938"3# and 1[005"3#A� \ are similar
to those reported for the complexes KðRu"EDTAÐ
H#ClŁ = 1H1O\ in which the corresponding lengths are
1[932"3# and 1[003"3#A� and KðRu"PDTAÐ
H#ClŁ = 9[4H1O where the lengths are 1[938"4# and
1[090"4#A� ð8Ł[ In these complexes the di}erence has curi!
ously been attributed to a {{trans e}ect for N0||\ pre!
sumably meaning that Cl− has a lower trans in~uence on
the strength of the RuÐN"0# bond than COO− has on the
strength of the RuÐN bond trans to it[ However based
on trans in~uence theories ð09Ł\ this seems an unlikely
reason and a more obvious explanation is that N0 is part
of three chelate rings which should draw it closer to the
metal\ in contrast to N1 which is part of only two chelate
rings[ We have made similar observations previously for
platinum"II# complexes with EDTA!derived ligands ð6Ł[
Further con_rmation for this view is the fact that in the
tetradentate PDTAÐH1 complex ðRu"PDTAÐ
H1#Cl1Ł = 3H1O\ in which the tertiary amino donor atoms
are both trans to Cl− and are each involved in two chelate
rings\ the RuÐN bond lengths are 1[011"2# and 1[031"2#A�
ð5Ł[ Similarly in the tetradentate EDTAÐH2 complex
ðRu"EDTAÐH2#Cl1Ł = 3H1O\ in which the amino groups
are also trans to Cl− ligands and are each involved in two
chelate rings\ the RuÐN bond distances are 1[004"4# and
1[011"4#A� ð00Ł[

The RuÐCl bond length of 1[245"1# is very similar
to those found in other ruthenium"III# complexes\ e[g[
KðRu"EDTAÐH#ClŁ = 1H1O which di}ers from the pre!
sent complex only in the nature of the cation and for
which the RuÐCl distance is 1[247"3#A� ð8Ł\ KðRu"PDTAÐ
H#ClŁ = 9[4H1O for which RuÐCl is 1[282"1#A� ð8Ł\
ImHðtrans!RuCl3Im1Ł for which RuÐCl bond lengths lie
in the range 1[231"0#Ð1[245"0#A� ð01Ł and 3!MeImHðtrans!
Ru"3!MeIm#Cl3Ł in which RuÐCl distances are 1[250"1#
and 1[255"1#A� ð02Ł[ The RuÐO bond distances in complex
1 are 1[997"3#\ 1[919"3# and 1[961"2#A� \ that trans to the
amino group N"1#\ i[e RuÐO"30# being longer than those
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Fig[ 0[ Molecular structure of NH3ðRu"EDTAÐH#ClŁ = 1H1O "1# showing atom numbering scheme used[

Table 0
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for NH3ðRu"EDTAÐH#ClŁ = 1H1O "1#

RuÐO"50# 1[997"3# RuÐN"0# 1[938"3#
RuÐO"10# 1[919"3# RuÐN"1# 1[005"3#
RuÐO"30# 1[961"2# RuÐCl 1[245"1#
N"0#ÐRuÐCl 064[80"02# N"1#ÐRuÐCl 85[23"01#
O"50#ÐRuÐO"10# 063[1"1# O"50#ÐRuÐN"0# 80[9"1#
O"10#ÐRuÐN"0# 72[2"1# O"50#ÐRuÐO"30# 89[69"03#
O"10#ÐRuÐO"30# 77[94"03# N"0#ÐRuÐO"30# 70[7"1#
O"50#ÐRuÐN"1# 70[68"03# O"10#ÐRuÐN"1# 87[1"1#
N"0#ÐRuÐN"1# 75[9"1# O"30#ÐRuÐN"1# 054[44"03#
O"50#ÐRuÐCl 81[69"01# O"10#ÐRuÐCl 82[92"01#
O"30#ÐRuÐCl 85[21"00# C"1#ÐO"10#ÐRu 004[1"3#
C"3#ÐO"30#ÐRu 001[8"2# C"5#ÐO"50#ÐRu 005[2"2#
C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"09# 001[4"3# C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"2# 009[5"3#
C"09#ÐN"0#ÐC"2# 002[4"3# C"0#ÐN"0#ÐRu 098[6"2#
C"09#ÐN"0#ÐRu 094[6"2# C"2#ÐN"0#ÐRu 093[3"2#
C"6#ÐN"1#ÐC"4# 009[8"3# C"6#ÐN"1#ÐC"19# 009[3"3#
C"6#ÐN"1#ÐRu 001[3"2# C"4#ÐN"1#ÐRu 094[8"2#
N"0#ÐC"09#ÐC"19# 098[7"3# C"09#ÐC"19#ÐN"1# 009[3"3#

Table 1
Hydrogen bond distances "A� # in NH3ðRu"EDTAÐH#ClŁ = 1H1O "1#

O"70# [ [ [ O"1# "−x\ −y\ −z# 1[591"5# N"2# [ [ [ O"31# "−x\ −y\ 0−z# 1[781"6#
N"2# [ [ [ O"0# 1[720"7# N"2# [ [ [ O"31# "x\ y−0\ z# 1[730"7#
O"0# [ [ [ O"11# "9[4¦x\ 9[4¦y\ 0−z# 1[623"7# O"1# [ [ [ O"51# 1[665"6#
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trans to the carboxylate groups[ These distances are simi!
lar to those previously reported for KðRu"EDTAÐ
H#ClŁ = 1H1O\ in which the values lie in the range 1[996"3#Ð
1[956"3#A� \ the RuÐO bond involving the oxygen trans to
the amino group being the longest[ The structure features
intermolecular hydrogen bonding between water mol!
ecules and "i# the carbonyl oxygen of a coordinated car!
boxylate group\ "ii# the OH oxygen of the uncoordinated
carboxylic acid group and "iii# the ¦NH3 cation\ Table 1[
In addition there are two further hydrogen bonds
between the ¦NH3 cation and the carbonyl oxygen of
coordinated carboxylate in neighbouring molecules[

The reaction of 0 with K1ðPtCl3Ł under hot basic fol!
lowed by hot acid conditions gave after standing at room
temperature yellow crystals of complex 2[ The IR spec!
trum of this complex shows n"C1O# bands characteristic
of unionized carboxylic acid "0644 cm−0#\ imide
"0619 cm−0# and amide "0569 cm−0# groups with an amide
II band at 0519 cm−0[ It therefore appears that this com!
plex is formed as a result of acid!catalysed imide for!
mation between an amide group and an acid group in
ligand 0\ a reaction of the type normally used to syn!
thesise imides ð03Ł[ The analogous dibromo complex "4#
was prepared by using K1ðPtBr3Ł as starting material[ The
_ltrate obtained after removing the crystals of complex 2

yielded complex 3\ another yellow crystalline product\
after several weeks at room temperature[ The IR spec!
trum of this contains n"C1O# bands characteristic of
unionized carboxylic acid "0639 cm−0# and imide
"0619 cm−0# groups with amide bands being absent[ The
crystal structure of this complex\ Fig[ 1\ con_rms that it
is a square planar complex of platinum"II# containing an
EDTAÐimide ligand resulting from the hydrolysis of the
amide group in complex 2[ The PtÐCl bond lengths\
1[291"1# and 1[182"1#A� \ are typical of chloroplatinum"II#
complexes whilst the PtÐN bond lengths\ 1[971"5# and
1[981"3#A� \ are similar to those observed for platinum"II#
complexes containing tertiary amine donor atoms which
are involved in one chelate ring ð6Ł[ There is extensive
hydrogen bonding in complex 3\ Fig[ 2 "hydrogen bonds
shown by dashed lines# and Table 3\ and this consists of
intermolecular hydrogen bonding in which water mol!
ecules "i# link carboxylic acid groups of one complex
molecule to imide groups of a neighbouring molecule\
"ii# link carboxylic acid groups of neighbouring complex
molecules and "iii# are linked together[

In contrast to the ring!closure reaction which results
in the formation of complex 2 at high temperature we
have found that the reaction of K1ðPtCl3Ł and ligand 0 in
neutral aqueous solution at 29>C does not involve ring!
closure but instead a}ords complex 5\ the crystal struc!
ture of which we have previously reported ð6Ł[ This com!
plex when suspended in HCl solution underwent
protonation of the carboxylate group and dechelation
a}ording complex 6[ The IR spectrum of this complex
has n"C1O# at 0629 cm−0 corresponding to the unionised

carboxylic acid groups and 0549 cm−0 corresponding to
the amide groups[

The antitumour activity of several rutheniumÐami!
nocarboxylate complexes have recently been reported[
These include Ru"EDTAÐH2#Cl1 = 3H1O\ HðRu
"PDTAÐH1#Cl1Ł = 3H1O ð5Ł and ðRu"CDTAÐH1#Cl1Ł =
1H1O ð4Ł[ For antitumour activity there appears to be a
requirement in such complexes for the presence of cis
chloride ligands ð4Ł and the CDTA and PDTA complexes
were found to be more active than the EDTA analogue[
Hence HðRu"PDTAÐH1#Cl1Ł = 3H1O showed noteworthy
activity against Ehrlich ascitic tumour\ murine leu!
kaemias L0109 and P277 and the MX!0 human mam!
mary tumour[ In view of the above the EDTA complex\
unintentionally prepared in the present work\ was not
investigated for antitumour activity since it does not con!
tain two cis chloride ligands and furthermore a Ru"III#Ð
EDTA complex had previously been investigated[
Despite the fact that the platinum complexes "2Ð6# do
not contain hydrogen atoms attached to the nitrogen
donors and that antitumour active cisplatin analogues
appear to require at least one such hydrogen atom "for
H!bonding to DNA# ð04Ł\ it was felt that the amide:
acid:imide groups in the ligands could instead ful_ll this
role[ Therefore the in vitro growth inhibitory e}ects of
the platinum"II# complexes 5 and 6\ which contain the
required cis leaving groups\ i[e[ chloride and carboxylate
or two chlorides ð04Ł\ were investigated on murine P277
leukaemia cells\ as previously described ð05Ł\ but the IC49

values\ ×1999mM for compound 5 and 046224mM for
compound 6 are much higher than for cisplatin "1[94mM#
which show that the compounds are not potentially anti!
tumour active[ Since this is probably due to the absence
of hydrogens on the amino groups\ compounds 2Ð4 were
not examined[
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Fig[ 1[ Molecular structure of PtCl1ð1"HOOCCH1#NCH1CH1 NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł "3# showing atom numbering scheme used[

Table 2

Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for PtCl1ð1"HOOCCH1#NCH1CH1NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł = 1H1O "3#

Pt"0#ÐC0"0# 1[291"1# Pt"0#ÐCl"1# 1[182"1#
Pt"0#ÐN"0# 1[971"5# Pt"0#ÐN"1# 1[981"3#
Cl"0#ÐPt"0#ÐCl"1# 89[9"0# Cl"0#ÐPt"0#ÐN"0# 065[6"0#
Cl"1#ÐPt"0#ÐN"0# 81[8"0# Cl"0#ÐPt"0#ÐN"1# 80[7"1#
Cl"1#ÐPt"0#ÐN"1# 064[3"0# N"0#ÐPt"0#ÐN"1# 74[4"1#
Pt"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"0# 093[6"3# Pt"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"6# 002[8"3#

Pt"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"09# 009[0"3#

Table 3

Hydrogen bond distances in PtCl1ð1"HOOCCH1#NCH1CH1NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł = 1H1O "3#

O"3# [ [ [ O"6# "x\ 0¦y\ z# 1[53"0# O"5# [ [ [ O"7# "0−x\ 1−y\ 0−z# 1[55"0#
O"6# [ [ [ O"2# "−x\ 0−y\ −z# 1[88"0# O"6# [ [ [ O"7# "0−x\ 0−y\ −z# 1[81"0#
O"7# [ [ [ O"1# "x\ y\ z# 1[63"0# O"7# [ [ [ O"2# "0−x\ 1−y\ −z# 1[81"0#
N"2# [ [ [ O"1# "0−x\ 0−y\ −z# 2[02"0#

Fig[ 2[ Molecular packing of PtCl1ð1"HOOCCH1#NCH1CH1NCH1CONHCOCH1Ł = 1H1O "3# showing hydrogen bonding "dashed lines#[
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3[ Supplementary material

Atomic coordinates\ thermal parameters\ bond lengths
and angles have been deposited at the Cambridge Crys!
tallographic Data Centre "CCDC#[
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Abstract

The dinuclear oxo!rhenium"V#\ m!OðReO"Me1pymS#1Ł1 species was prepared by the reaction of 3\5!dimethylpyrimidine!1"0H#!
thione "Me1pymSH# with trans!ðReI1"EtO# "PPh2#1Ł or trans!ðReO1py3ŁCl=1H1O in di}erent solvents[ The compounds were char!
acterized by elemental analysis\ magnetic susceptibility\ UV!VIS\ IR and 0H NMR spectroscopy and conductivity measurements[
Cyclic voltammetry shows that the m!OðReO"Me1pymS#1Ł1 species\ undergo a quasi!reversible single!electron process in which the
oxygen!bridged dimeric framework is maintained[ The structure of m!OðReO"Me1pymS#1Ł1 was determined by single!crystal X!ray
di}raction methods[ The dinuclear structure of ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł compound consists of two ðReO"Me1pymS#1Ł moieties bridged
by an oxygen atom[ The backbone O1ReÐOÐRe1O is almost linear and each rhenium"V# ion lies in the center of a distorted
octahedron achieved through two deprotonated N\S!chelate ligands in the equatorial plane[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[

Keywords] Thiopyrimidine^ Rhenium"V# oxo!bridged complex^ Crystal structure^ UV!VIS\ IR\ NMR spectra^ Cyclic voltammetry

0[ Introduction

Recently\ we devoted our e}orts to the synthesis of
3\5!dimethylpyrimidine!1"0H#!thione "Me1pymSH# base
complexes with rhenium ð0\1Ł to obtain information on
the chemical behaviour of the metal with this versatile
ligand[ In a previous work ð1Ł\ we have reported that the
reaction of Me1PymSH with trans!ðReOX1"EtO#"PPh2#1Ł
"X�Cl\ Br# precursors in 0]0 molar ratio\ in re~uxing
acetone\ proceeds step!wise a}ording rhenium"V#\
ðReOX1"Me1pymS#"PPh2#Ł "X�Cl\ Br#\ or rhenium"V#\
ðReOX1"Me1pymS#"PPh2#Ł and rhenium"III# trans!
ðReX1"Me1pymS#"PPh2#1Ł "X�Cl\ Br#\ mixed octahedral
complexes\ as a function of the reaction time[ At variance\
the reaction of Me1pymSH with trans!ðReOI1"EtO#
"PPh2#1Ł species\ carried out with the same procedure
outlined above\ leads to the exclusive formation of the
ðReOI1"Me1pymS#"PPh2#Ł species[

We have now found that\ by using a 0]1 metalÐligand

� Corresponding author[

molar ratio\ the Me1pymSH ligand reacts with trans!
ðReOI1"EtO#"PPh2#1Ł or trans!ðReO1"py#3ŁCl=1H1O in
methanol\ acetone or THF solution\ to form a green!
olive microcrystalline compound of stoichiometry
ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł[ Here\ we report the preparative
details of the ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł complex\ together with
the X!ray crystal structure and some electrochemical and
spectroscopic properties[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials

Trans!ðReOI1"EtO#"PPh2#1 ð2Ł\ trans!ðReO1"py#3Ł
Cl=1H1O ð3Ł and 3\5!dimethylpyrimidine!1!"0H#!thione
ð4Ł were prepared by literature methods[ Acetone\ meth!
anol\ tetrahydrofuran "THF# "RPE\ C[ Erba# and deut!
erochloroform "099) D\ Jansen Chimica# were used as
received[ N\N!Dimethylformamide "Fluka# used in the
electrochemical measurements was dried over molecular
sieves[
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1[1[ Preparation of the ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł complex

1[1[0[ Method "a#
Solid trans!ðReOI1"EtO#"PPh2#1Ł "9[3mmol# was added

to a solution of Me1pymSH "9[7mmol# containing
1[3mmol of N"C1H4#2 in 04 cm2 methanol "acetone or
THF#[ The mixture was re~uxed under stirring for 9[4 h[
On heating\ a green!olive microcrystalline solid pre!
cipitated immediately[ The product was collected\ washed
with methanol\ ether and dried in vacuum[ On standing
at room temperature\ the in THF mother liquor a}orded\
after 5Ð6 days\ a further amount of ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł
compound as dark!green crystals suitable for X!ray
di}raction analysis[ Found] C\ 18[3^ H\ 1[8^ N\ 00[3^ S\
02[0)[ Calc[ for ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł] C\ 18[4^ H\ 1[8^ N\
00[4^ S\ 02[0)[ Yield ca[ 54)[ Selected IR bands "cm−0#]
n"C0[ [ C#¦n"C0[ [ N#] 0489 vs\ 0414 vs\ 0317 vs^
n"NCN#¦n"NCS#¦n"CS#] 0154 vs\ 0087 mw\ 0079 mw^
n"Re1O#] 899 mw^ nas"ReÐOÐRe#] 698 vs^ 184 m\ 159 vs\
129 vs\ 119 s\ sh[ 0H NMR "CDCl2#\ d "ppm#] 1[73 "s#\
1[54 "s#^ 1[65 "s#\ 1[45 "s#^ 1[48 "s#\ 1[39 "s# ð13 H\ !CH2Ł^
6[94 "s#\ 5[86 "s#\ 5[89 "s# ð3 H\!CHŁ[

1[1[1[ Method "b#
Trans!ðReO1"py#3ŁCl=1H1O "9[47mmol# was dissolved

in 09 cm2 of methanol "acetone or THF#[ After addition
of solid Me1pymSH "0[05mmol#\ the solution was
re~uxed upon stirring for 04min[ On heating a green!
olive microcrystalline solid separated immediately[ The
product was _ltered\ washed with methanol and dried in
vacuum[ Found] C\ 18[4^ H\ 1[8^ N\ 00[2^ S\ 02[0)[ Yield
ca[ 55)[

1[2[ Analyses and physical measurements

Carbon\ hydrogen\ nitrogen and sulphur analyses were
carried out by a C[ Erba Elemental Analyzer Model 0095[
IR spectra were obtained by a Bruker!IFS 002 V FTIR
instrument in KBr pellets "3999Ð499 cm−0# and in pow!
dered polyethylene pellets "499Ð49 cm−0#\ respectively[
Di}use re~ectance spectra were recorded on a Perkin!
Elmer UV!VIS!NIR Spectrometer Lambda 08[ Magnetic
measurements on solids were carried out by Gouy
method at room temperature[ Molar conductivities were
measured at 14>C in DMF solutions with a Jenway 3919
Conductivity Meter[ 0H NMR spectra "CDCl2^ 16>C#
were obtained by a Bruker AMX!399 spectrometer at
399[02MHz[ Chemical shift values are referred to tetra!
methylsilane[ Cyclic voltammetry measurements were
performed on 1[09−3 mol dm−2 DMF solutions of the
complex with a PAR model 162A Potent!
iostat:Galvanostat under nitrogen at 1429[0>C Tetra!
buthyl!ammonium perchlorate "TBAP#\ was used as base
electrolyte and the ionic strength of the solutions was kept
constant "9[94mol dm−2#[ A three!electrode arrangement
was employed with a glassy!carbon working electrode

"GC^ PAR#\ a Pt disk "0 cm1# as a counter!electrode and
Ag:AgCl\ KClsat[ in DMF as reference electrode[ All the
potential values were referred to aqueous saturated calo!
mel electrode "SCE# with an accuracy of about 209mV[
A potential scan rate between 9[991 and 9[4V s−0 were
used[

1[3[ Crystal structure determination of ð"ReO"Me1

pymS#1#1OŁ

A dark!green crystal of the title compound was moun!
ted on P3:RA Siemens M07X single crystal di}ract!
ometer[ Intensity data were collected by using MoKa

radiation "l�9[60962A� # with scan width ranging from
Ka0−9[4 to Ka1¦9[4 and with variable scan speed in
the range 0[9Ð59[9 deg:min[ All data were corrected for
Lorentz and polarization e}ects and an absorption
correction based on the c scan was applied ðTminimum

"Tmaximum# 9[285 "9[888#Ł[

1[4[ Crystal data and re_nement

C13H17N7O2Re1S3\ Mw 866[07\ orthorhombic\ space
group Cmcm\ a�06[954"2#\ b�01[637"1#\
c�03[277"2#A� \ U 2029"0#A� 2[ Dcalc�1[96 g cm−2\
m"MoKa#�7[924mm−0\ Z�3\ F"999#�0753[ Crystal
size 9[2×9[3×9[4mm[ A total of 1155 re~ections were
collected at room temperature in the u range of 1[72Ð
29[01> "h\ 9Ð13^ k\ 9Ð06\ 0\ 9Ð19# corresponding to 0895
observed re~ections ðI×1s"I#Ł[

The structure was solved by conventional Patterson
and Fourier techniques and re_ned through full!matrix
least!squares calculations based on F1[ The organic moi!
ety was found displaced in two di}erent positions which
pivot on the C0ÐN1 bond[ All non!hydrogen atoms were
re_ned anisotropically by constraining the re_ned site
occupancy factors of the two ligand molecules add to
unity[ The hydrogen atoms were calculated and rode the
atoms to which they were bonded[ The R factor based on
F was 9[927 while the wR\ GoF on F1 0[911\ was 9[985
with w�0:ðs1F1

o¦"9[9433P#1¦3[1341PŁ where
P�"F1

o¦1F1
c#:2[ The largest features in a _nal di}erence

map were ¦0[906:−0[044 eA� −2[ All calculations were
carried out on a IBM 375 PC using SHELX65 ð5Ł\
SHELX82 ð6Ł and ORTEP ð7Ł programs[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ General

The oxo!bridged dimer ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł was
obtained in acetone\ tetrahydrofuran or methanol solu!
tion\ following di}erent procedures carried out to the
atmosphere\ at the boiling point of the solutions[ The
solid precursors trans!ðReOI1"EtO#"PPh2#1Ł or trans!
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ReO1"py#3ŁCl=1H1O were added to the ligand "molar ratio
0]1# solutions or vice versa with or without addition of
N"C1H4#2 as deprotonating agent[ All the preparation
procedures reported here\ led to solid diamagnetic com!
pounds "as found for similar ðRe1O2Ł3¦ species ð8Ł# which
are non!electrolytes in DMF solution and which show
identical analyses\ UV!VIS\ IR and proton NMR spectra[
All this implies that the same species were isolated in each
case[

2[1[ X!ray crystal structure

The structure of the title compound "Figure 0#\ contain
the oxo!bridged ð"ReO"Me1pymS#1#1OŁ dimer with the
bridging oxygen atom lying on the site of mm crys!
tallographic symmetry and the rhenium and the terminal
oxygen atoms on one of these mirror planes[ This way
the O1ReÐOÐRe19 backbone is quasi!linear\ the bond
angles O"1#1ReÐO"0# and ReÐOÐRe are 068[3"2#> and
067[6"3#>\ respectively[ The rhenium"V# ion in each half
of the dimer exhibits a distorted octahedral coordination
geometry with the oxygen atoms in the axial position
and the two symmetry!related ligand molecules in the
equatorial plane[ The ligand molecules\ which act as
bidentate in the deprotonated form through the sulphur
and nitrogen atoms\ are found to be disordered with
about 49) occupancy of two di}erent positions with
pivot around C"0#ÐN"1# bond[ This situation is rep!
resented in Fig[ 1[ Labels S\ N"0# and S?\ N"0#? indicate
the two con_gurations[ In both con_gurations the pairs
of nitrogen and sulphur atoms of the equatorial donor
set are cis!arranged around the rhenium ion in each half
of the dimer[ Figure 1 evidentiates the pseudo!symmetry
induced by the disorder in the ligand and shows that for
both con_gurations the equatorial ligands in one half of
the dimer are eclipsed with respect to the corresponding

Fig[ 0[ Labelling scheme of m!OðReO"Me1pymS#1Ł1 dimer[

other half[ Selected bond distances and angles in the
complex are quoted in Table 0[ The bonding ReÐO"0#
and ReÐO"1# distances of 0[804"4# and 0[577"6#A� \ respec!
tively\ are similar to those found for other compounds
containing the O1ReÐOÐRe19 framework ð8Ð06Ł[ The
ReÐS and ReÐS? bonding distances of 1[380"3# and
1[306"2#A� \ respectively\ as well as the rheniumÐnitrogen
distances ReÐN"0# 1[05"0# and ReÐN"0?# 1[933"8#A� \ fall
in the ranges found for ðReOCl1"Me1pymS#"PPh2#Ł and
trans!ðReCl1"Me1pymS#"PPh2#1Ł ðReÐS\ 1[398"3#Ð
1[496"1# and ReÐN 1[004"09#Ð1[006"1#A� Ł complexes ð0Ł[
Also bond distances and angles in the deprotonated
ligand are in the expected range[ Obviously\ the angles
around the C"0# atom are remarkably di}erent from the
theoretic 019> value\ because of the constraints induced
by the N\S!chelation of the ligand[ Regarding the other
structural parameters involving the four!membered che!
late ring\ we note that the deformation is comparable with
that of previously cited rhenium"V# and rhenium"III#
3\5 ! dimethylpyrimidine ! 1 ! thiolate:triphenylphosphine
mixed complexes ð0Ł and it is mainly due to the geometry
constraints[

2[2[ UV!Visible\ infrared and 0H NMR spectra

The di}use re~ectance spectrum of the diamagnetic m!
oxo complex exhibits intense absorption bands at ca[ 149
and 204 nm with a shoulder at ca[ 334 nm tailing into the
visible region[ These high!intensity peaks are the results
of interligand electronic transitions "n:p�\ p:p�# ð07Ł
of the Me1pymS− ligand\ which are probably mixed with
ligand!to!metal charge transfer transitions[ In the range
499Ð649 nm there are additional weaker peaks at 449\
463\ 509 sh\ 531\ 589\ 664 sh nm\ which show rather
similar features to those reported for mononuclear octa!
hedral ðRevOX1"Me1pymS#"PPh2#Ł "X�Cl\ Br\ I# com!
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Fig[ 1[ Perspective view of the m!OðReO"Me1pymS#1Ł1 dimer along the O1ReÐOÐRe1O backbone showing the two disordered position of the ligand
"solid and open bonds\ respectively#[

Table 0
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for the m!OðReO"Me1pymS#1Ł1 complex

ReÐO1 0[577"6# ReÐO0 0[804"4#
ReÐN0 1[05"0# ReÐN0? 1[933"8#
ReÐS 1[380"3# ReÐS? 1[306"2#
C0ÐN0 0[98"1# C0ÐN0? 0[08"0#
C0ÐS 0[87"0# C0ÐS? 1[99"0#

O1ÐReÐO0 068[3"2# ReÐO0ÐRe 067[6"3#
O1ÐReÐN0 83[8"1# O1ÐReÐN0? 80[5"1#
O1ÐReÐS 83[7"1# O1ÐReÐS? 81[1"1#
O0ÐReÐNI 74[2"1# O0ÐReÐN0? 77[0"1#
O0ÐReÐS 73[7"0# O0ÐReÐS? 77[0"0#
N0ÐReÐS 54[5"2# N0?ÐReÐS? 57[0"2#
N0ÐC0ÐS 096[7"6# N0?ÐC0ÐS? 090[2"6#
N0ÐReÐN0� 024[2"4# N0?ÐReÐN0?� 023[9"4#
N0ÐReÐS� 044[7"2# N0?ÐReÐS?� 046[3"2#
SÐReÐS� 80[3"0# S?ÐReÐS?� 78[4"1#

� −x\ y\ z[

pounds ð0Ł and which probably arise from ligand!to!
metal and dÐd transitions[

The IR spectrum of the ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł complex
shows no bands assignable to n"NÐH# and d"NÐH# modes
"at 1849 and 0457 cm−0\ respectively\ in the free ligand
ð4\07Ł#\ indicating that the thiopyrimidine molecules are
in the deprotonated form[ In addition\ the shifts to smal!
ler wavenumbers of the strong ligand bands between
0512Ð0327 cm−0\ characteristic of n"C1C# and n"C1N#
skeletal stretching motions of non!aromatic six!mem!
bered heterocyclic rings ð08Ð10Ł\ together with the shifts
in opposite direction of the ligand bands between 0129Ð
0073 cm−0\ assigned to mixed n"NCN#\ n"NCS# and n"CS#
modes ð0\ 4Ł\ strongly suggest\ in accordance with X!
ray structural results\ an N\S!chelation of the aromatic
Me1pymS− anions around the rhenium"V# ion[ Anal!

ogously to the complexes having a linear O1ReÐOÐ
Re1O framework ð8\ 11Ð14\ 14\ 15Ł\ the ðRe1O2"Me1

pymS#3Ł compound shows a very strong band at 698 cm−0

and a medium band at 899 cm−0 which can be assigned
to nas"ReÐOÐRe# and to n"Re1O# modes respectively[ In
the far!IR region "499Ð49 cm−0# the complex shows two
absorption doublets at 184\ 159 and 129\ 119 cm−0 which\
in line with an essentially equatorial cis!planar N1S1

arrangement around the rhenium"V# ion and with the
absorption bands found in the ranges 179Ð173 cm−0 and
116Ð111 cm−0 for the ðReOX1

"Me1pymS#"PPh2#Ł and trans!ðReX1"Me1pymS#"PPh2#1Ł
"X�Cl\ Br# ð0Ł complexes\ can be tentatively assigned to
the n"ReÐN# and n"ReÐS# modes\ respectively[

The 0H NMR signal observed in CDCl2 solution for
the free ligand at 1[33 ppm is ascribed to the equivalent
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C"3#!CH2 and C"5#!CH2 protons\ while the down_eld
resonances at 5[37 and at 01[89 "broad# ppm are assigned
to C"4#!H and !NÐH protons\ respectively ð1\16Ł[ An N\S!
chelation of the deprotonated 1!thio!3\5!dime!
thylpyrimidine should shift and split the C"3#ÐCH2 and
C"5#ÐCH2 proton signals to a low _eld\ with the !CH2

protons adjacent to the coordinating nitrogen shifted to
a greater extent than the other[ The 0H NMR spectrum
of a freshly prepared solution in CDCl2 of the dark!green
crystalline ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł compound shows\ besides
the disappearance of NÐH resonance\ three set of signals[
This indicates the presence of three isomeric forms in
solution\ one of which predominates over the others "rela!
tive abundance 74]09]4\ respectively#[ These extra res!
onances are not caused by impurities\ since the relative
intensities of the individual components of each set of
signals indicates that\ at room temperature\ the molar
ratio between the species changes with time[ In fact\ after
07 h the signals of two of the three isomers have approxi!
mately the same intensity\ while that of the third isomer
is only slightly increased "the relative abundance is about
34]34]09)#[ All the freshly prepared solutions "CDCl2#
of the other microcrystalline green!olive compounds give
signals closely similar in position\ but with intensities
comparable to those found in the spectrum of the dark!
green crystalline ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł compound after
07 h[

The di}erent isomeric ratios found for microcrystalline
compounds with respect to those observed for crystalline
dark!green compound in freshly prepared solution\ may
be ascribed to the reaction of the tautomeric thione and
thiol forms of the thiopyrimidine ligand with di}erent
ðReOI1"EtO#"PPh2#1Ł and ðReO1"py#3Cl=1H1O precur!
sors[ The polarity of solvents\ together with temperature
and reaction time\ may also play a signi_cative role on
the control of the isomer ratios[

2[3[ Electrochemistry

Independently of the potential scan rate "9[991Ð
9[499V s−0 range# the cyclic voltammogram of the
ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł compound in DMF solution displays

Table 1
Electrochemical data "under nitrogen# of the ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł complex in DMF
"C�1[09−3 mol dm−2#\ T�14>C\ base electrolyte TBAP 9[94 mol dm−2

Scan rate "mV:s# Epc "V# Ipc "mA# Epa "V# Ipa "mA# E9 "V#

499 −9[87 2[19 −9[68 2[99 −9[78
199 −9[85 1[39 −9[71 1[29 −9[78
099 −9[85 0[69 −9[71 0[69 −9[78
49 −9[83 0[29 −9[73 0[29 −9[78
4 −9[84 9[39 −9[74 9[24 −9[89
1 −9[84 9[24 −9[72 9[29 −9[78

only one cathodic peak which shows the anodic counter!
part[ The peak!to!peak separation varies from 099Ð
079mV "Table 1#[ At constant scan rate the Epc values
are independent of the _nal cathodic potential value and
do not change with time "Fig[ 2#[ The E9 values calculated
by the CV curves remain constant with increasing scan
rate[ The ratio between anodic and cathodic peak cur!
rents is close to unity "Table 1# and the dependence of
the currents on the square!root of the scan rate "9[991Ð
9[994V s−0# and on solute concentration\ suggests that
the overall process is di}usion controlled[ The number
of electrons involved in the process was determined by
comparing the cathodic Ipc value of the complex with the
Ipc value of paranitrotoluene\ recorded under the same
experimental conditions[ The electrochemical reduction
of the latter compound is mono!electronic\ reversible and
di}usion controlled[ Since the two Ipc values are quite
similar\ the reduction process of the ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł
complex turns out to be a quasi!reversible\ di}usion con!
trolled and mono!electronic process[ Also when a positive
scan is applied\ the cathodic peak does not change\ show!
ing the same behaviour described above[ These results
suggest the following reduction mechanism]

ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł¦e−
FðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł−

If we compare this behaviour with those shown by similar
ðRe1O2LxŁ complexes "x�3 for L�substitute dithio!
carbamates ð17\ 18Ł^ x�1 for L�N\N!ethylene!
bis"acetylacetone# diimine\ N\N?!ethylene"salicylidene#
diimine\ N\N?!phenylene!bis"salicylidene# diimine ð29Ł
and N\N?!1!hydroxypropane!0\2!bis"salicylidene!imine#
ð20Ł\ it appears that the reduction of the ðRe1O2

"Me1pymS#3Ł compound is a quasi!reversible one!electron
process in which\ like for the m!OðReO"N\N?!1!hyd!
roxypropane!0\2!bis!salicylidene!iminate#Ł1 species ð20Ł\
the dimeric oxo!bridged structure remains intact[ There!
fore\ the chemical cleavage of the ReÐOÐRe bridge\ which
gives rise to Me1pymS− and:or other rhenium
compounds\ does not occur at variance with that reported
for dithiocarbamates ð17\ 18Ł and other salicylidene!diim!
inate ð29Ł derivatives[
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Fig[ 2[ Cyclic voltammograms\ under nitrogen\ for 1[09−3 mol dm−2 solution of ðRe1O2"Me1pymS#3Ł species in DMF at 14>C at the potential scan
rate of 9[1 V s−0^ ionic strength 9[94 mol dm−2 "TBAP#[ "a# Fresh solution and "b# after 13 h[
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Abstract

Two Pd"II# complexes and two Pt"II# complexes of formula ðPdLCl1Ł\ ðPdL1Ł"ClO3#1\ ðPtLCl1Ł and ðPt1L1Cl1ŁCl1\ respectively\ where
L�ethylthioethylamine\ were synthesized and characterized by the usual spectroscopic techniques[ Crystal structures of the palladium
complexes were determined by X!ray di}raction[ The ligand binds to the metal ion in bidentate fashion through the sulfur and
nitrogen atoms\ in both cases[ The reactivity of the complexes with calf thymus and pBR211 plasmid DNA was studied by CD and
electrophoretic mobility respectively[ No changes a}ecting the secondary or tertiary DNA structure were observed[ Þ 0888 Elsevier
Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Pd complexes^ Pt complexes^ Bidentate 1!"ethylthio#ethylamine ligand^ Crystal structures^ Reactivity with DNA

0[ Introduction

In recent years\ the study of coordination compounds
of soft metals such as Pd"II# and Pt"II# to molecules of
biological interest containing sulfur donor atoms\ has
been developed ð0Ð3Ł[ The interest of ligands such as
methionine lies in the fact that methionineÐPt complexes
play an important role in the metabolism of platinum
anticancer drugs ð4Ł[ Furthermore\ methionine\ cysteine\
penicillamine and other sulfur donors are believed to be
determinant in the reduction of the nephrotoxicity of
CDDP ðcis!dichlorodiamminplatinum"II#Ł and other
chemotherapeutic drugs ð5Ł[ The e}ect of the esteri!
_cation of the acidic group in some of these molecules
has been studied ð1Ł[ Here\ we examine the coordination
of Pd"II# and Pt"II# to 1!"ethylthio#ethylamine "EEA# and
the e}ect of these complexes on the structure of DNA[
In the absence of the acid group\ EEA is expected to form
bidentate complexes by coordination of nitrogen and
sulfur atoms ð6\7Ł\ although the formation of a mon!
odentate "S# ð8\09Ł complex cannot be ruled out[

We synthesized and characterized two complexes of
Pd"II# of formula ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł and ðPd"EEA#1Ł "ClO3#1

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦23!2391!0114^ Fax] ¦23!2389!6614^
E!mail] vmorenoÝkripto[qui[ub[es

and two of Pt"II# of formula ðPt"EEA#Cl1Ł and ðPt1"EE!
A#1Cl1ŁCl1[ The crystal structures of the former pair were
resolved\ con_rming the chelate mode of binding of the
ligand by sulfur and nitrogen atoms[ The e}ect of these
compounds on the secondary and tertiary structure of
DNA was studied by circular dichroism and agarose gel
electrophoresis[

1[ Materials and methods

The complexes were prepared using K1ðPdCl3Ł and
K1ðPtCl3Ł from Johnson Matthey and 1!"ethyl!
thio#ethylamine hydrochloride from Aldrich[ Sodium salt
of calf thymus DNA\ used in the CD study\ was obtained
from Sigma and pBR211 plasmid DNA\ used in the elec!
trophoretic study\ was from Boheringer Mannheim[

Elemental analyses "C\ H\ N\ S# were carried out on a
Carlo Erba 0499 microanalyzer at the Serveis Cient(�_co!
Te�cnics at the University of Barcelona and chlorine was
analyzed on a Carlo Erba Instruments 0095 microan!
alyzer[ The conductivity of the solutions was recorded at
room temperature in DMF on a CRISON!414 con!
ductimeter[ Melting points were measured on a BU� ICHI
409 apparatus[ The infrared spectra were recorded in
solid state "KBr pellets# on a FTIR Nicolet 4DZ spec!
trometer in the 3999Ð399 cm−0 range and on a FTIR
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Bomem DA!2 spectrometer in the 399Ð049 cm−0 range[
0H"02C#\ 02C"0H# and 084Pt NMR spectra were obtained
on a Bruker 149 spectrometer\ using DMSO!d5 as solvent[
Chemical shifts were measured relative to TMS[ In 084Pt
NMR spectra\ chemical shifts were measured relative
to K1PtCl5[ FAB¦ or electrospray¦ mass spectra were
recorded in a FISONS VG Quattro spectrometer[ Sam!
ples for FAB¦ experiments were dissolved in DMSO
using a NBA matrix[ Samples for electrospray¦ experi!
ments were dissolved in acetonitrile[

X!ray data for crystals were collected on an Enraf!
Nonius CAD3 four!circle di}ractometer at the Serveis
Cient(�_co!te�cnics at the University of Barcelona[ The
structure was solved by direct methods\ using SHELXS
computer program ð00Ł and re_ned by full!matrix least!
squares method with SHELXS82 computer program ð01Ł[
The function minimized was Sw>Fo=1−=Fc=1=1\ where
w�ðs1"I#¦"9[9153P1Ł−0 and P�"=Fo=1¦1=Fc=1#:2\ f\ f? and
fý were taken from Ref[ð02Ł[ All H atoms were computed
and re_ned with an overall isotropic temperature factor
using a riding model[ A summary of crystal data and
data collection is given in Tables 3 and 5[

1[0[ Syntheses and characterization of the complexes

1[0[0[ ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł "0#
0mmol of K1ðPdCl3Ł and 0mmol of 1!"ethyl!

thio#ethylamine hydrochloride were dissolved in 14ml of
water at room temperature[ An orange solid was obtained
after 1 h stirring[ The pH of the solution was then 1[01[
The orange solid was _ltered\ washed in distilled water
and dried overnight under silica gel[ "Yield] 74)[# Anal[
calc[] C\ 06[9^ H\ 2[8^ N\ 4[9^ S\ 00[2^ Cl\ 14[0[ Found] C\
05[7^ H\ 2[8\ N\ 3[8^ S\ 00[2^ Cl\ 14[0[ Conductivity in
09−2 M solution of DMF] 00[1V−0 cm1 mol−0 "9 ions#[
M[p[] 101>C[ Prismatic orange crystals of 0 were suitable
for X!ray work[

1[0[1[ ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1 "1#
0mmol of 0 was dissolved in 39ml of water and 1mmol

of AgNO2 was added[ The AgCl solid formed was _ltered
and 1mmol of NaClO3 was added to the resultant yellow
solution[ After several days\ prismatic yellow crystals of
1\ suitable for X!ray di}raction\ were obtained[ "Yield]
24)[# Anal[ calc[] C\ 07[5^ H\ 3[2^ N\ 4[3^ S\ 01[3^ Cl\
02[7[ Found] C\ 07[6^ H\ 3[4^ N\ 4[3^ S\ 01[2^ Cl\ 03[9[
Conductivity in 09−2 M solution of DMF]
051[2V−0 cm1 mol−0 "0]1 electrolyte type#[ M[p[] 104>C[

1[0[2[ ðPt"EEA#Cl1Ł "2b# and ðPt1"EEA#1Cl1ŁCl1 "2a#
0mmol of K1PtCl3 and 0mmol of 1!"ethyl!

thio#ethylamine hydrochloride were dissolved in 14ml
of water at room temperature[ A pink solid "2a# was
immediately precipitated[ The pH of the solution was
then 0[7[ The pink solid was _ltered\ washed in distilled
water and dried overnight under silica gel[ "Yield] 59)[#

After several days\ yellow needles of 2b were collected
from the yellow mother solution[ "Yield] 04)[# Anal[
calc[ for 2b] C\ 01[8^ H\ 2[9^ N\ 2[7^ S\ 7[5^ Cl\ 08[0[ Found]
C\ 01[8^ H\ 1[8^ N\ 2[7^ S\ 7[3^ Cl\ 08[1[ Conductivity in
09−2 M solution of DMF] 05[3V−0 cm1 mol−0 "9 ions#[
M[p[] 064>C[ Calc[ for 2a] C\ 01[8^ H\ 2[9^ N\ 2[7^ S\ 7[5^
Cl\ 08[0[ Found] C\ 02[1^ H\ 2[9^ N\ 2[7^ S\ 7[6^ Cl\ 08[1[
Conductivity in 09−2 M solution of DMF]
039[6V−0 cm1 mol−0 "0]1 electrolyte type#[ M[p[] 119Ð
111>C[

1[1[ Formation of drug]DNA adducts

The ligand and complexes 0\ 1 and 2b were dissolved
in water\ but complex 2a was dissolved in an aqueous
solution of 1) DMSO[ The solutions were prepared
immediately before use[ Aliquots of these compounds
were added to the DNA in a bu}er solution containing
49mM NaCl\ 09mM Tris =HCl "pH 6[3# and 9[0mM
EDTA[ The amount of each drug added to the DNA
solution was expressed as ri "input molar ratio of Pd or
Pt to nucleotides# ð03\ 04Ł[ The compounds and the DNA
were incubated at 26>C for 13 h[

1[2[ Circular dichroism study

CD spectra were recorded on a JASCO J619 spec!
tropolarimeter "DNA concentration�19mg:ml\ ri�9[0
and 9[4# using a computer for spectral subtraction and
noise reduction[ The data are expressed as molar ellip!
ticity "u# in units of deg cm1 dmol−0×092[ The CD spectra
of the drugs were subtracted from the CD spectra of each
of the drug]DNA adducts by computer[

1[3[ Electrophoresis study

DNA aliquots of pBR211 "14mg:ml# were incubated
in the presence of the drugs in a bu}er solution containing
49mM NaCl\ 09mM Tris =HCl "pH 6[3#\ 9[0mM EDTA
at 9[0 and 9[4 ri values[ Incubations were carried out in
the dark at 26>C for 13 h^ 19ml aliquots of drug]DNA
adducts containing 9[6mg DNA were subjected to 0[4)
agarose gel electrophoresis for 4 h at 0[4V:cm\ in a bu}er
solution containing 34mM Tris!base\ 34mM boric acid
and 0mM EDTA[ Gel staining was performed in the
same bu}er containing ethidium bromide "9[4mg:ml# ð05Ł[
Gels were photographed with an MP!3 Polaroid camera
on a 556 Polaroid _lm using a red _lter[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Mass spectra

The positive electrospray mass spectral data of com!
plexes 0 and 2b are very similar[ As common features for
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analogous complexes\ the most important peaks in the
spectrum are assigned to ðMÐClŁ¦ "at 136 m:z ratio for 0

and 223 m:z for 2b# and ðMÐCl¦CH2CNŁ¦ "at 177 m:z
for 0 and 264 m:z for 2b#[ This latter peak is due to the
change of one of the chlorine ligands for an acetonitrile
molecule\ used as solvent[ The molecular peak was
observed in only one case\ probably because the MÐCl
bond is rather labile and although the electrospray
method uses weaker ionization than FAB\ the _rst chlor!
ine ligand can be easily lost in this process ð06\ 07Ł[ The
most intense peak in the spectrum corresponds to ðMÐ
ClŁ¦ species\ which indicates their relative stability\ since
this is the most intense peak at all the voltages recorded[
This consideration is consistent with the observation of
an aggregation peak of this species] ð1MÐClŁ¦ "at 417 m:z
for 0 and 694 m:z for 2b#[ The loss of the second chlorine
ligand also appears\ as a weaker peak "100 m:z for 0 and
188 m:z for 2b#[

The FAB¦ spectrum for compound 1 shows only three
peaks of high intensity[ The weakest appears at 405 "m:z
ratio# corresponding to the molecular peak ðMŁ¦ and a
more intense peak at 306 "m:z# is due to the loss of one
perchlorate group[ The most intense peak\ at 205 "m:z#\
corresponds to the loss of the second perchlorate group
in the molecule[

The electrospray¦ spectrum for compound 2a is more
complex and some weak peaks\ probably due to aggre!
gation species appear at high m:z ratios[ The most intense
signi_cant peaks were assigned as follows] ðMÐ1ClŁ¦ at
569 m:z ratio\ with weak intensity\ corresponding to the
loss of the two chlorine atoms acting as counterions\
probably in the process of ionization of the sample[ðMÐ
2ClŁ¦ at 523 m:z ratio involve the loss of a coordinated
Cl in the aforementioned species and ðMÐEEAŁ¦ at 454
m:z ratio is due to the loss of a 1!"ethylthio#ethylamine
molecule[ All the spectra were consistent with the theor!
etical isotopic pattern calculations[

2[1[ IR spectra

The FTIR data of the 1!"ethylthio#ethylamine and the
Pd"II# and Pt"II# compounds are shown in Table 0[ The

Table 0
Signi_cant IR frequencies "cm−0# of 1!"ethylthio#ethylamine and complexes 0\ 1\ 2a and 2b

Assignment EEA = HCl ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1 ðPt"EEA#Cl1Ł ðPt1"EEA#1Cl1ŁCl1

nsym"NH1# − 2129 s\ 2089 s 2049 s\ 2092 s 2109 s\ 2069 s 2138 s\ 2087 s
nas"NH2

¦# 2901Ð1679 s\br − − − −
dd"NH2

¦# 0485 m − − − −
dd"NH1# − 0488 w\ 0464 w\ 0459 w\ 0441 w 0484 m 0450 m 0461 m
d"CH1ÐS# 0333 m\sh\ 0313 m\sh 0342 m\ 0316 m 0347 m 0319 m\br 0312 s
wag"CH1ÐS# 0146 s 0152 m\ 0131 m 0164 m 0154 m\ 0129 m 0170 m\ 0157 m\ 0135 s
n"MÐN# − 428 w\ 429 w\ 410 w a 421 w 444 w
n"MÐS# − 266 w a 269 w 279 w
n"MÐCl# − 220 m\ 205 m − 229 m\ 297 m 208 m

s] strong\ m] medium\ w] weak\ br] broad\ sh] shoulder\ a] not observed[

most noticeable bands in the spectrum of 1!"ethyl!
thio#ethylamine hydrochloride are assigned to nst"NH2

¦#
at 2901Ð1689 cm−0\ dd"NH2

¦# at 0485 cm−0 and a com!
bination band of primary ammonium salts at 1921 cm−0

ð08Ł[ The vibrations corresponding at the thioether group
can also be observed with medium or weak intensity\
d"CH1ÐS# at 0330 and 0313 cm−0 and wag"CH1ÐS# at
0146 cm−0[ The shift of nst"NH2

¦# toward higher fre!
quencies in the spectra of the complexes\ typical for coor!
dination of NH1 ð19Ł and the changes in the bands related
to d"NH2

¦# con_rm the coordination through the nitrogen
atom ð10Ł[ Furthermore\ the split of the wag"CH1ÐS#
bands and the shift of d"CH1ÐS# bands to low frequencies
suggest a coordination through the sulfur atom[ In the
spectrum of 1\ two strong bands at 0034 and 0009 cm−0\
assigned to the perchlorate group ð11Ł\ can clearly be
observed[

The far IR zone "699Ð049 cm−0# shows some new bands
for the complexes[ The bands of n"MÐN# appear at 444Ð
410 cm−0 and those of n"MÐS# can be observed at 279Ð
269 cm−0 which con_rms the coordination through the
nitrogen and sulfur atoms\ respectively[ The bands
observed in the zone about 299 cm−0 were assigned to
n"MÐCl#[ These bands are split and slightly shifted to
lower values\ as corresponds to cis chlorine ligands ð19Ł[
In the case of compound 2a\ two bands were expected\
corresponding to bridged chlorine atoms\ since the com!
pound is assumed to have a D1h symmetry\ but only one
of these bands is observed in Pd"II# and Pt"II# compounds
ð11Ł[ Otherwise\ none of the bands expected for com!
pound 1 appears[

2[2[ 0H\ 02C and 084Pt NMR study

The chemical shifts "ppm# corresponding to the 0H
NMR spectra of 1!"ethylthio#ethylamine and the related
complexes are described in Table 1[ The numbering of
the EEA molecule is shown in Scheme 0[ Several common
features can be observed for all the complexes[ The signal
assigned to NH2

¦ proton in the free ligand is strongly
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Table 1
0H NMR shifts "ppm# of 1!"ethylthio#ethylamine and complexes 0\ 1\ 2a and 2b

Compound NH1 CH1 "0Ð2# CH2

EEA = HCl 7[09 br 1[70Ð1[49 m 0[01 t
ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł 3[87 s 1[80Ð1[48 m 0[25 t
ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1 4[54 br\ 4[33 br 2[02Ð1[89 m 0[30 t
ðPt"EEA#Cl1Ł 4[53 br\ 4[44 br 1[80Ð1[26 m 0[21 t
ðPt1"EEA#1Cl1ŁCl1 5[49 s\br\ 5[17 s\br 2[05Ð1[73 m 0[29 m

Scheme 0[

shifted up_eld due to the deprotonation and coordination
to the metal atom in the complexes[ Two other wide
signals can be observed for the NH1 coordinated group
in all the complexes\ except for 0^ this is because of the
coordination through the S atom in the complexes\ which
gives rise to two diasteroisomers[ This may also be
responsible for the broadening and splitting of the signals[
In complex 0\ only one signal appears for NH1 protons\
probably because their kinetic interconversion is faster in
the Pd"II# complexes than in Pt"II# ð0Ł[ The down_eld
shift observed for the CH2 group also indicates coor!
dination through the S atom[ The proton signals for the
three CH1 groups in the molecule appear together in a
narrow range and they could not be assigned individually[

The 02C NMR results for the ligand and complexes are
shown in Table 2[ In all cases\ all the signals are shifted
down_eld due to the coordination of the metal\ except
for CH2 carbon\ which is up_eld shifted[ In compounds
1 and 2a\ two signals of di}erent intensity appear for
each C atom\ which also indicates the formation of ster!
eocenters in the S coordinated atoms of the two EEA
molecules in the complexes[

The 084Pt NMR spectra were registered for compounds
2a and 2b[ For compound 2b a single\ intense signal was

Table 2
02C NMR shifts "ppm# of 1!"ethylthio#ethylamine and complexes 0\ 1\ 2a and 2b

Compound CH1 "0# CH1 "1# CH1 "2# CH2

EEA = HCl 30[06 29[40 16[46 05[52
ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł 36[74 25[65 20[46 02[53
ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1 36[50\ 35[49 25[41\ 23[42 20[49\ 29[83 03[99\ 02[75
ðPt"EEA#Cl1Ł 37[51 27[04 20[49 02[94
ðPt1"EEA#1Cl1ŁCl1 37[61\ 37[17 27[43\ 25[05 21[39\ 20[49 02[69\ 02[49

observed at −2971 ppm[ This value corresponds to an
NSCl1 environment for Pt"II# atom ð4\12Ł[

For compound 2a\ two structural possibilities\ con!
sistent with analyses\ were considered] ðPt1"EEA#1Cl1ŁCl1\
where each Pt"II# atom is coordinated to an EEA biden!
tate ligand and to two bridged chlorine atoms and
ðPt"EEA#1Ł ðPtCl3Ł where each Pt"II# is coordinated to two
EEA bidentate molecules and interacts electrostatically
with a ðPtCl3Ł1− group[ Some authors identi_ed the latter
as a kinetic product of the reaction ð13Ł\ but since no
signal at −0528 ppm appears in the 084Pt NMR spectrum\
this possibility can be ruled out[ Two signals appear in
the 084Pt NMR spectra of this complex\ the most intense
at −2972 ppm and the other at −1861 ppm\ both cor!
responding to an NSCl1 environment\ which rules out
the formation of adducts with the solvent[ The signal at
−1861 ppm corresponds to the compound 2a and the
other\ at −2972 ppm\ is probably due to a breakage of
the dinuclear compound in solution\ giving the cor!
responding mononuclear 2b compound[

2[3[ X!ray study for ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł

Crystal parameters for complex 0\ ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł and a
summary of the data!collection and re_nement process
are given in Table 3[ Table 4 reports the corresponding
bond distances and angles[ The structure of the complex
is depicted in Fig[ 0[ A view of the unit cell is shown in
Fig[ 1[

The asymmetric unit contains four independent mol!
ecules of very similar structure[ The square planar pal!
ladium atom is linked to the sulfur and nitrogen atoms
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Table 3
Crystallographic data and experimental details of the X!ray study of
ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł

Formula C3H00Cl1NPdS
Mr 171[38
Crystal system triclinic
Space group P!0
a "A� # 7[923"4#
b "A� # 03[217"2#
c "A� # 05[062"1#
a "># 81[363"03#
b "># 86[83"1#
g "># 092[80"2#
V "A� 2# 0673[0"01#
Dc "g cm−2# 1[092
Z 7
Radiation Mo Ka "l�9[60958 A� #
Absorption coe.cient "mm−0# 1[723
F"999# 0093
No[ measured re~ections 6470
No[ independent re~ections 6470
No[ parameters 216
Final R\ wR indices R0�9[9283\ wR1�9[9760

of an EEA molecule\ which acts as a bidentate ligand
and two chlorine atoms in a cis arrangement[ The _ve!
membered chelate ring shows a skew!envelope con!
formation\ with C"X0# atom "X�0\ [ [ [ \ 3# 9[47A� "aver!
age value# out of plane de_ned by the remaining four!

Fig[ 0[ Molecular structure of the four crystallographically independent molecules of ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł[

atoms and the magnitude of NX0ÐPdXÐSX0ÐCX1 tor!
sion angle alters from 1[7> in ring X�0 to 01[9> in ring
X�3[

Possible intermolecular hydrogen bonding were cal!
culated\ but only two distances were signi_cant\ N00Ð
Cl21 ð2[189"4#A� Ł and N10ÐCl00 ð2[239"4#A� Ł[ We thus
conclude that it could not be the main reason for the
adoption of the four independent conformations in the
structure[

Some signi_cant PdÐPd distances "2[346Ð3[090A� # were
found for Pd0\ Pd1 and Pd2[ The shorter intermolecular
PdÐPd distances are in all cases\ except for Pd0\ between
the two molecules related with the symmetry centre[ For
Pd3\ the distances are all greater than the sum of the van
der Waals radii "3[59A� #[

The adoption of the four independent conformations
seems to be a consequence of the steric enhancement in
the packing of the molecules in the crystal[

2[4[ X!ray study for ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1

Crystal parameters for complex 1\ ðPd"EEA#1Ł "ClO3#1
and a summary of the data!collection and re_nement
process are given in Table 5[ Table 6 reports the cor!
responding bond distances and angles[ The structure of
the complex is depicted in Fig[ 2[ A view of the unit cell
is shown in Fig[ 3[

The four equivalent molecules in the unit cell lie on 1!
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Fig[ 1[ View of the unit cell of ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł[

Fig[ 2[ Molecular structure of ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1[

Fig[ 3[ View of the unit cell of ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1[
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Table 4
Bond lengths "A� # and bond angles "># for ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł

Pd"0#ÐN"00# 1[943"3# S"10#ÐC"11# 0[719"5#
Pd"0#ÐS"00# 1[138"1# S"10#ÐC"12# 0[724"5#
Pd"0#ÐCl"01# 1[294"1# S"20#ÐC"21# 0[658"6#
Pd"0#ÐCl"00# 1[208"1# S"20#ÐC"22# 0[795"5#
Pd"1#ÐN"10# 1[937"3# S"30#ÐC"31# 0[796"5#
Pd"1#ÐS"10# 1[143"1# S"30#ÐC"32# 0[710"5#
Pd"1#ÐCl"10# 1[209"1# N"00#ÐC"00# 0[378"6#
Pd"1#ÐCl"11# 1[202"1# N"10#ÐC"10# 0[378"5#
Pd"2#ÐN"20# 1[930"4# N"20#ÐC"20# 0[385"6#
Pd"2#ÐS"20# 1[160"1# N"30#ÐC"30# 0[379"5#
Pd"2#ÐCl"20# 1[181"1# C"00#ÐC"01# 0[376"7#
Pd"2#ÐCl"21# 1[203"1# C"02#ÐC"03# 0[402"8#
Pd"3#ÐN"30# 1[907"3# C"10#ÐC"11# 0[372"7#
Pd"3#ÐS"30# 1[153"1# C"12#ÐC"13# 0[372"7#
Pd"3#ÐCl"30# 1[296"1# C"20#ÐC"21# 0[491"8#
Pd"3#ÐCl"31# 1[210"1# C"22#ÐC"23# 0[368"8#
S"00#ÐC"02# 0[713"5# C"30#ÐC"31# 0[492"7#
S"00#ÐC"01# 0[727"5# C"32#ÐC"33# 0[375"7#

N"00#ÐPd"0#ÐS"00# 75[84"03# C"01#ÐS"00#ÐPd"0# 88[2"1#
N"00#ÐPd"0#ÐCl"01# 064[45"02# C"11#ÐS"10#ÐC"12# 090[5"2#
S"00#ÐPd"0#ÐCl"01# 89[40"6# C"11#ÐS"10#ÐPd"1# 85[5"1#
N"00#ÐPd"0#ÐCl"00# 80[41"02# C"12#ÐS"10#ÐPd"1# 095[4"1#
S"00#ÐPd"0#ÐCl"00# 063[51"4# C"21#ÐS"20#ÐC"22# 094[0"3#
Cl"01#ÐPd"0#ÐCl"00# 80[23"6# C"21#ÐS"20#ÐPd"2# 86[6"1#
N"10#ÐPd"1#ÐS"10# 77[00"02# C"22#ÐS"20#ÐPd"2# 094[9"1#
N"10#ÐPd"1#ÐCl"10# 066[24"01# C"31#ÐS"30#ÐC"32# 090[6"2#
S"10#ÐPd"1#ÐCl"10# 78[33"6# C"31#ÐS"30#ÐPd"3# 85[5"1#
N"10#ÐPd"1#ÐCl"11# 77[66"02# C"32#ÐS"30#ÐPd"3# 091[9"1#
S"10#ÐPd"1#ÐCl"11# 065[35"5# C"00#ÐN"00#ÐPd"0# 001[7"2#
Cl"10#ÐPd"1#ÐCl"11# 82[54"5# C"10#ÐN"10#ÐPd"1# 000[6"2#
N"20#ÐPd"2#ÐS"20# 76[7"1# C"20#ÐN"20#ÐPd"2# 001[1"3#
N"20#ÐPd"2#ÐCl"20# 066[71"03# C"30#ÐN"30#ÐPd"3# 004[3"2#
S"20#ÐPd"2#ÐCl"20# 89[94"6# C"01#ÐC"00#ÐN"00# 009[6"4#
N"20#ÐPd"2#ÐCl"21# 78[7"1# C"00#ÐC"01#ÐS"00# 009[5"3#
S"20#ÐPd"2#ÐCl"21# 066[45"5# C"03#ÐC"02#ÐS"00# 009[3"4#
Cl"20#ÐPd"2#ÐCl"21# 81[28"6# C"11#ÐC"10#ÐN"10# 097[7"3#
N"30#ÐPd"3#ÐS"30# 76[91"03# C"10#ÐC"11#ÐS"10# 000[8"3#
N"30#ÐPd"3#ÐCl"30# 065[79"03# C"13#ÐC"12#ÐS"10# 098[6"3#
S"30#ÐPd"3#ÐCl"30# 89[26"5# N"20#ÐC"20#ÐC"21# 009[0"4#
N"30#ÐPd"3#ÐCl"31# 77[06"03# C"20#ÐC"21#ÐS"20# 001[4"3#
S"30#ÐPd"3#ÐCl"31# 063[53"4# C"23#ÐC"22#ÐS"20# 001[8"4#
Cl"30#ÐPd"3#ÐCl"31# 83[40"6# N"30#ÐC"30#ÐC"31# 096[7"3#
C"02#ÐS"00#ÐC"01# 090[7"2# C"30#ÐC"31#ÐS"30# 000[9"3#
C"02#ÐS"00#ÐPd"0# 094[6"1# C"33#ÐC"32#ÐS"30# 004[0"4#

fold axes[ The palladium atom displays a tetrahedral
distorted square planar coordination "longest deviation
from mean plane 9[63A� in N atom#\ being chelated to
two S\N ligands in a cis mode[

As in the case of complex 0\ the rings show a skew!
envelope conformation[ The C0 atom is −9[593"7#A� out
of the plane[ Another plane\ containing NÐPdÐSÐC2ÐC3
atoms can be observed[ This plane is practically per!
pendicular to that of the ring[

No indicative intermolecular PdÐPd distances were
found in the structure[

2[5[ Reactivity of the complexes with DNA[ Circular dich!
roism and agarose gel electrophoresis study

The CD data for the ligand and complexes registered
at the _nal time "Table 7# show only slight changes in
ellipticity[ This indicates that the compounds do not
induce marked structural changes in the secondary struc!
ture of B DNA ð14Ł\ at the incubation time and molar
ratios used[

Furthermore\ the gel agarose electrophoresis\ also indi!
cates no changes in electrophoretic mobility for DNA!
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Table 5
Crystallographic data and experimental details of the X!ray study of
ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1

Formula C7H11Cl1N1O7PdS1

Mr 404[69
Crystal system monoclinic
Space group C1:c
a "A� # 07[367"00#
b "A� # 01[309"1#
c "A� # 7[65"1#
b "># 009[68"8#
V "A� 2# 0766"3#
Dc "g cm−2# 0[714
Z 3
Radiation Mo Ka "l�9[60958 A� #
Absorption coe.cient "mm−0# 0[420
F"999# 0939
No[ measured re~ections 0598
No[ independent re~ections 0495
No[ parameters 004
Final R\ wR indices R0�9[9492\ wR1�9[9769

Table 6
Bond lengths "A� # and bond angles "># for ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1

PdÐN(0 1[943"5# C"0#ÐC"1# 0[435"00#
PdÐN 1[943"5# C"2#ÐC"3# 0[361"8#
PdÐS(0 1[174"1# ClÐO"1# 0[27"2#
PdÐS 1[174"1# ClÐO"0# 0[312"6#
SÐC"1# 0[653"7# ClÐO"3# 0[317"5#
SÐC"2# 0[797"7# ClÐO"2# 0[365"7#
NÐC"0# 0[372"8# ClÐO"1?# 0[42"2#

N(0ÐPdÐN 81[0"3# C"0#ÐC"1#ÐS 000[2"4#
N(0ÐPdÐS(0 76[9"1# C"3#ÐC"2#ÐS 002[0"4#
NÐPdÐS(0 065[1"1# O"1#ÐClÐO"0# 014[5"00#
N(0ÐPdÐS 065[1"1# O"1#ÐClÐO"3# 001[6"02#
NÐPdÐS 76[9"1# O"0#ÐClÐO"3# 003[1"3#
S(0ÐPdÐS 83[94"00# O"1#ÐClÐO"2# 81[0"01#
C"1#ÐSÐC"2# 091[4"3# O"0#ÐClÐO"2# 090[0"3#
C"1#ÐSÐPd 87[3"2# O"3#ÐClÐO"2# 093[8"3#
C"2#ÐSÐPd 094[2"2# O"0#ÐClÐO"1?# 099[0"00#
C"0#ÐNÐPd 001[4"4# O"3#ÐClÐO"1?# 012[4"03#
NÐC"0#ÐC"1# 097[8"5# O"2#ÐClÐO"1?# 000[9"03#

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms] (0 −x¦0\ y\
−z¦0:1[

Table 7
CD data of 1!"ethylthio#ethylamine and complexes 0\ 1\ 2a and 2b[ Molar ellipticity
"u# of maximum and minimum peaks in deg cm1 dmol−0×092 and wavelength "l# in
nm

Compound "ri# umax lmax umin lmin

DNA 7[85 164[9 −00[4 134[6
EEA = HCl "9[0# 8[35 165[7 −09[5 134[6
EEA = HCl "9[4# 8[46 165[9 −09[3 134[6
ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł "9[0# 8[28 163[5 −09[3 135[9
ðPd"EEA#Cl1Ł "9[4# 8[06 164[0 −09[8 135[3
ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1 "9[0# 8[21 164[1 −09[2 135[9
ðPd"EEA#1Ł"ClO3#1 "9[4# 8[57 164[5 −09[6 135[5
ðPt"EEA#Cl1Ł "9[0# 8[78 164[5 −09[2 135[9
ðPt"EEA#Cl1Ł "9[4# 09[0 164[9 −09[7 135[0
ðPt1"EEA#1Cl1ŁCl1 "9[0# 8[24 164[0 −09[6 134[6
ðPt1"EEA#1Cl1ŁCl1 "9[4# 8[52 164[6 −09[5 134[9
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complex adducts\ in comparison with the ligand and the
control DNA[ We conclude that the complexes do not
a}ect the tertiary structure of DNA in the conditions of
the study[
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Abstract

The complexes ðNi"LI#Ł1¦ and ðCu"LI#Ł1¦\ where LI is "0R\2S\8S\00R#!0\00!diamino!0\1\1\4\09\09\00!heptamethyl!0\2\8\00!
diethano!3\7!diazaundec!4!ene\ have been synthesised by the regioselective reaction of 0R\2S!diamino!0\1\1!trimethyl!cyclopentane
"R\S!tmcp# and methyl vinyl ketone "MVK# and subsequent complexation to M1¦[ The single!crystal X!ray structure of ðCu"LI#
OClO2ŁClO3 has been determined at room temperature[ The cation is _ve!coordinate\ square pyramidal\ with the four nitrogen
donors of the tetradentate in the plane and an oxygen atom of a perchlorate ion occupying the axial site[ The chiral secondary
nitrogen has absolute con_guration S[ The central chelate ring has the boat conformation and projects towards the axially bound
ClO3

−[ The C1N bond has been reduced stereoselectively to give the fully saturated species LII\ for which Cu"II# and Ni"II# complexes
have been prepared[ In addition to the crystal data\ NMR and CD techniques have been used to characterise the complexes[ Þ 0888
Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Copper"II#^ Nickel"II#^ Chiral^ Tetradentate^ Crystal structure^ CD

0[ Introduction

The commercial requirement for optically pure com!
pounds provides the impetus for the development of
increasingly e.cient and versatile catalytic systems for
the production of chiral substrates[ The asymmetric
hydrogenation of C1C double bonds using Rh"I#!diphos!
phines ð0Ł and the Sharpless dihydroxylation of alkenes
employing osmium catalysts ð1Ł are examples of metal!
mediated enantioselective catalysis approaching stereo!
speci_city^ the rate and selectivity of enzymatic catalysts
remains largely unsurpassed[

In the absence of a suitable system for asymmetric
synthesis of a particular reagent\ enantiomeric sep!
aration of a racemic mixture must be performed[ This
may involve the formation and fractional crystallisation
of diastereoisomers\ mechanical separation of con!
glomerate crystals or chromatographic resolutions ð2Ł[
In many instances\ metal complexes "inert and labile
systems\ respectively# have been used to e}ect this
resolution[

Chiral acyclic tetramines have been employed pre!

� Corresponding author[ E!mail] newmanp0Ýcardi}[ac[uk

viously for the asymmetric synthesis:resolution of chiral
compounds via the formation of internal dias!
tereoisomers[ The systems most commonly studied incor!
porate a bidentate substrate and a chiral Co"III#!
tetraamine nucleus ð3Ł[ We are interested in exploring
systems that have the potential to impart selectivity in
the binding and:or reactivity of monodentate substrates[
To this end we have investigated metal complexes of
rigid tetraazamacrocycles that possess a single vacant
coordination site by virtue of a judicious choice of steri!
cally demanding starting diamine ð4Ł[ Within this theme\
we proposed the synthesis of the C1 ligand LIII as a chiral
template[ This was prompted by the fact that\ in the non!
cyclic ðM"R\S!tmcp#1Ł1¦ species\ the cis!geometry was
formed stereoselectively ð5Ł[

In the present paper we report the results of the reac!
tion between R\S!tmcp and the ring closure reagent
methyl vinyl ketone in the presence of Ni"II# and Cu"II#
to give the open chain species LI[ Attempts to form a
macrocyclic product by reacting the two remaining pri!
mary amines with a number of reagents proved unsuc!
cessful[ The coordination chemistry of LI and its
saturated analogue LII with Cu"II# and Ni"II# has been
investigated by combining spectroscopy "electronic\ CD\
NMR# and single crystal X!ray techniques[
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1[ Experimental

Electronic and CD spectra were recorded on a PerkinÐ
Elmer Lambda 4 and a JobinÐYvon CNRS dichrographe
V\ respectively[ Infrared spectra were recorded as nujol
mulls using a Nicolet 409 FT!IR spectrophotometer[ 0H
and 02C NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker WM
259 spectrometer at 11>C in d5!DMSO\ using TMS as
internal standard[ Elemental analyses were performed by
Mrs[ A[ Dams of this Department[

1[0[ Syntheses

Caution] Perchlorates of complex ions can be explosive
and must be handled with care[

0R\2S!diamino!0\1\1!trimethylcyclopentane "R\S!
tmcp# was synthesised as described previously ð6Ł[

1[1[ ðNi"LI#Ł"ClO3#1

To a stirred\ ice!cold solution of R\S!tmcp "3[64 g\
22mmol# in MeOH "49ml#\ was added dropwise 0mol
equivalent of HClO3 "69)# and subsequently methyl
vinyl ketone "1[79ml\ 22mmol#[ The solution was left to
stir at 9Ð4>C for 1 h before adding Ni"CH2COO#1 = 3H1O
"3[00 g\ 05[4mmol# in MeOH "14ml#[ The mixture was
set to re~ux with stirring for 0 h\ then allowed to cool to
RT[ The resulting orange solid was _ltered o}\ washed
with MeOH then Et1O and air!dried[ The solid was
recrystallised from boiling H1O[ Yield�3[89 g "49)#[
Anal[] Calc[ for C19H39N3Cl1O7Ni ")#] C\ 39[31^ H\ 5[79^
N\ 8[32[ Found ")#] C\ 39[4^ H\ 5[6^ N\ 8[4[ 0H NMR
"d5!DMSO#] 3[59m "0H#\ 2[79d "0H#\ 2[55m "0H#\ 2[41br
"0H#\ 2[21m "0H#\ 2[95br "0H#\ 1[56m "3H#\ 1[30br "2H#\
1[15m "0H#\ 1[00s "2H#\ 0[85br "2H#\ 0[60m "0H#\ 0[51m
"0H#\ 0[30s "2H#\ 0[96s "2H#\ 0[90s "2H#\ 9[70s "2H#\ 9[58s
"2H#\ 9[45s "2H#[ 02C NMR "d5!DMSO#] 070[38 "C1N#\
57[90 "CH#\ 56[28 "CH#\ 51[03 "C#\ 48[47 "C#\ 36[12 "C#\
34[46 "C#\ 30[90 "CH1#\ 28[94 "CH1#\ 24[92 "CH1#\ 23[61
"CH1#\ 17[48 "CH1#\ 12[80 "CH2#\ 12[40 "CH1#\ 12[27
"CH2#\ 10[13 "CH2#\ 19[71 "CH2#\ 05[66 "CH2#\ 04[71
"CH2#[

1[2[ ðCu"LI#OClO2ŁClO3

This compound was prepared similarly to the Ni"II#
complex\ substituting the appropriate quantity of cop!
per"II# acetate hydrate for Ni"II# acetate[ The red solid
obtained after cooling was appreciably more soluble in
MeOH than the Ni"II# analogue\ and was isolated in a
similar manner[ Recrystallised from H1O[ Yield�2[4 g
"24)#[ Anal[] Calc[ for C19H39N3Cl1O7Cu ")#] C\ 39[09^
H\ 5[63^ N\ 8[24[ Found ")#] C\ 39[1^ H\ 5[7^ N\ 8[1[

1[3[ ðCu"LII#Ł"ClO3#1

Sodium borohydride "9[14 g\ 5[5mmol# was added in
portions over a period of 4min to a stirred solution of
ðCu"LI#Ł"ClO3#1 "9[4 g\ 9[72mmol# in MeOH "299ml#[
The solution was then set to re~ux overnight[ After allow!
ing to cool to RT\ the solution was _ltered\ and the _ltrate
reduced to small volume "09ml# in vacuo[ The blue!violet
solid that formed was isolated by _ltration\ washed with
MeOH and air!dried[ Recrystallisation was e}ected from
boiling H1O to give acicular purple crystals[ Yield�9[1 g
"39)#[ Anal[] Calc[ for C19H31N3Cl1O7Cu ")#] C\ 28[85^
H\ 6[95^ N\ 8[21[ Found ")#] C\ 39[0^ H\ 6[0^ N\ 8[1[ The
complex could be isolated in almost quantitative yield
from the addition of LII "after release as detailed below#
to copper"II# perchlorate hexahydrate in ethanol[
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1[4[ ðNi"LII#Ł"ClO3#1 = 1H1O

All attempts to prepare this compound by chemical
"NaBH3# or catalytic "H1:Pd on carbon or PtO1\ 0 atm\
49>C# reduction of ðNi"LI#Ł1¦ invariably gave a mixture
of starting material and the desired complex[ For this
reason it was more readily synthesised via the free ligand
as follows[ To a solution of ðCu"LII#Ł"ClO3#1 "9[4 g\
9[72mmol# in H1O "09ml# was added conc[ HCl "09ml#[
The solvent was removed in vacuo\ and the residue treated
with a little H1O[ The solution was then made basic with
4M NaOH "49ml#\ and extracted with Et1O "1×49ml#[
The organic phase was dried "Na1SO3#\ _ltered\ and the
solvent removed in vacuo to give the free amine as a
yellow oil[ This was immediately dissolved in MeOH
"09ml# and added to a stirred solution of ðNi"H1O#5Ł
"ClO3#1 "9[2 g\ 9[72mmol# in MeOH "19ml#[ The pre!
cipitated solid was _ltered o}\ washed with MeOH and
air!dried[ The complex was recrystallised from H1O to
give _ne salmon!pink needles[ Yield�9[2 g "59)#[ Anal[]
Calc[ for C19H31N3Cl1O7Ni ")#] C\ 27[99^ H\ 6[3^ N\ 7[8[
Found ")#] C\ 27[0^ H\ 6[0^ N\ 7[7[ 0H NMR "d5!DMSO\
methyls only#] 1[99s\ 0[51s\ 0[11s\ 0[00d\ 9[65s\ 9[58s[

1[5[ Crystallography

Data for ðCu"LI#OClO2ŁClO3 were collected on a
FAST TV Area Detector di}ractometer following pre!
viously described procedures ð7Ł[ The structure was solved
and developed via the heavy!atom method and re_ned
by full!matrix least!squares techniques using the
SHELXL 86 package ð8Ł[ A correction for absorption was
made using DIFABS ð09Ł[ The absolute con_gurations of
the chiral carbons were assigned from the known con!
_guration of the starting diamine and con_rmed on
inspection of the absolute structure factor[ All hydrogens
were placed in idealised positions[ Reliability factors
are de_ned as R0�S>Fo=−=Fc>:S=Fo= and wR1�
"Sðw"Fo

1−Fc
1#1Ł:Sðw"Fo

1#1Ł#0:1 where w�0:s1"Fo
1#[ Final

results are summarised in Table 0[ CCDC reference
number 090763[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Synthesis

The asymmetric diamine\ R\S!tmcp\ has two unique
primary amine functions of disparate reactivity^ the 2!
amino group behaves as a typical primary amine\ whereas
the 0!amino function has reduced nucleophilicity as a
consequence of steric hindrance by the rigidly disposed
a!methyl[ Such a di}erence in reactivity has been advan!
tageous for the synthesis of certain chiral auxiliaries used
in asymmetric alkylations ð00Ł[ In the present case\ the
steric constraints alluded to for the 0!amino group pre!

Table 0
Crystal data and details of data collection and re_nement for ðCu"LI#
OClO2ŁClO3

Formula C19H39N3Cl1O7Cu
Mr 488[900
Crystal system monoclinic
a "A� # 11[668 "4#
b "A� # 6[444 "1#
c "A� # 04[827 "1#
b "># 090[73 "4#
U "A� 2# 1573[4 "09#
Space group C1
Z 3
Dc "g cm−0# 0[371
F"999# 0159
T "K# 187
Wavelength 9[60958 A�

Crystal size "mm# 9[49×9[14×9[09
1u range for data "># 1[75Ð19[70
Re~ections collected:unique 1347:0778 "R"int#�9[9146#
Absorption correction Difabs
Re_nement method full!matrix least!squares on F1

Data:restraints:parameters 0778:78:202
Goodness of _t on F1 9[314
Final R indices "I×1s"I## R0�9[9276\ wR1�9[9825
R indices "all data# R0�9[9331\ wR1�9[0930
Absolute structure parameter −9[91 "2#
Largest di}[ peak and hole "e A� −2# 9[210 and −9[187

vent the isolation of the desired macrocycle "LIII#[ Only
the {{intermediate|| open chain analogue LI is obtained
"in moderate to good yield# as its Ni"II# or Cu"II# complex
"Scheme 0#[ The initial step\ where two moles of R\S!
tmcp are reacted with methyl vinyl ketone "0Ð1mol# in
the presence of H¦\ is requisite to the success of the
synthesis^ simply setting to re~ux the appropriate ratios
of metal salt\ diamine and methyl vinyl ketone "either
stoichiometrically or in excess# gave very low yields of
ðM"LI#Ł1¦[ Non!coordinated LI could not be isolated as
its hydrogenperchlorate salt\ and it is likely that the spec!
ies I and II are dominant in the equilibrium mixture prior
to addition of the metal ions[ This is further evidenced
by the fact that the tetradentate complex does not form
immediately upon addition of M1¦[ It would appear\
therefore\ that the metal is required as a thermodynamic
template for stabilisation of LI[
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Scheme 0[

The imine double bond in ðCu"LI#Ł1¦ can be reduced
satisfactorily using sodium borohydride in methanol[ The
same procedure is not applicable for ðNi"LI#Ł1¦^ a mixture
of starting material and reduced product being obtained\
even on addition of a large excess of BH3

−and prolonged
re~ux[ Neither was the Ni"II# complex reduced by mild
catalytic hydrogenation using Pd:C or PtO1[ This appar!
ent resistance to chemical or catalytic reduction is prob!
ably electronic in nature and contrasts the ease with
which other like systems become saturated ð01Ð03Ł[
ðNi"LII#Ł"ClO3#1 was obtained from the free ligand after
it had been removed from ðCu"LII#Ł1¦[ The unreacted 0!
amino groups in all the complexes could not be func!
tionalised by a number of ring closure procedures\
notably using aqueous glyoxal and the well known HCH!
O:CH2NO1:Et2N system[ It is apparent that the methyl
functions a to these terminal amines are su.cient steric
blocks to prevent ring closure to the desired macrocycle[

The coordination of LI generates a chiral nitrogen[
This has been shown by X!ray methods to possess the
S stereochemistry in ðCu"LI#Ł"ClO3#1 "vide infra# and is
proposed to adopt the same con_guration in the anal!
ogous complex of Ni"II#[ Reduction of the imine function
generates two new chiral centres comprising a tertiary
carbon and a second asymmetric nitrogen[ In conse!
quence\ eight isomers are theoretically possible for the
square planar complexes of LII[ Only a single species is
isolated after reduction of ðCu"LII#Ł1¦[ The same complex
is acquired from the reaction of uncomplexed LII "after
its release from the metal template# and a Cu"II# salt in
high yield[ Likewise for Ni"II#\ only a single isomer of
the complex with LII is obtained[

2[1[ Crystal and molecular structure of ðCu"LI#
OClO2ŁClO3

Table 0 gives details of the data collection with selected
bond lengths and angles presented in Table 1[ Figure 0
shows a view of the cation[ The complex is _ve!coor!

dinate\ square pyramidal with four basal nitrogens and
an axial oxygen "ClO3

−#[ The copper atom is raised slightly
out of the N3 plane[ As observed with a number of similar
complexes\ the MÐN"imine# bond is shorter than the
remaining MÐN bonds "Table 1#\ but the di}erence is
considered too small to suggest any signi_cant p bonding\
and is largely associated with the electronic di}erences
"sp1 vs sp2# between the two types of nitrogen donor[ The
axial CuÐO bond is elongated "1[45A� # as expected\ but
remains short for a CuÐOClO2 bond of this type ð04Ł[

The six!membered chelate ring of the R\S!tmcp unit
that contains the imine nitrogen has the chair confor!
mation\ whereas the equivalent ring of the opposing unit
has an envelope geometry\ the latter being ~attened in
the region of the CuÐN2ÐC6ÐC8ÐN3 plane[ The NÐCuÐ
N angle for the envelope ring is notably larger than that
for the chair ring "82[1> and 78[2>\ respectively#\ sug!
gesting a greater degree of strain in the former[ The
seven!membered chelates are twist!chair\ the one being
necessarily ~attened as outlined above[ This non!equiv!
alence of R\S!tmcp units exactly parallels that found in
ðNi"R\S!tmcp#1ŁCl = PF5 ð5Ł[

In macrocyclic complexes containing amine!imine six!
membered chelates "like the central chelate in ðCu"LI#Ł1¦#
the middle methylene group commonly distorts from the
strain!free tetrahedron ð05\06\07Ł^ the planar C1N func!
tion causing the CÐCÐC bond angle to distort beyond
019> ð07\08Ł[ In the macrocyclic complexes the six!mem!
bered rings invariably possess half!chair conformations[
The central six!membered chelate in ðCu"LI#Ł1¦ assumes
the boat0 conformation with an equatorially disposed
CH2 group\ and normal tetrahedral bond angles at the
central carbon "C09#[ Comparison with macrocycles is
to some extent invalid\ as inherently di}erent structural
e}ects operate[ It is pertinent that the much maligned

0 The planarity of the imine function prevents the adoption of a true
boat conformation as for saturated systems\ but in the present case is
as close to this geometry as possible[
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># with estimated standard deviations "e[s[d[s#
in parentheses for ðCu"LI#OClO2ŁClO3

CuÐO"0# 1[447"6# CuÐN"0# 1[955"5#
CuÐN"1# 0[863"7# CuÐN"2# 1[928"5#
CuÐN"3# 1[906"7#

N"0#ÐCuÐO"0# 65[3"2# N"1#ÐCuÐO"0# 87[1"2#
N"1#ÐCuÐN"0# 77[3"2# N"2#ÐCuÐO"0# 000[1"2#
N"2#ÐCuÐN"0# 061[3"2# N"2#ÐCuÐN"1# 89[2"2#
N"3#ÐCuÐO"0# 72[5"2# N"3#ÐCuÐN"0# 76[1"2#
N"3#ÐCuÐN"1# 063[6"2# N"3#ÐCuÐN"2# 82[6"2#

Fig[ 0[ Molecular structure of ðCu"LI#OClO2#Ł
¦[

boat conformation is adopted here\ and\ although some
torsional contacts are increased relative to the half!chair
form\ the strain mentioned for the macrocyclic systems
is released[ This does contribute\ in addition to the steric
demands of the tmcp units "vide supra#\ to the adoption
of the boat conformation[

The boat geometry is rare for six!membered chelates
ð19\10Ł\ particularly when an axial ligand is present[ One
of the few classes of compounds which include a boat
chelate are those involving small diazamacrocycles ð11Ł\
where the conformation is enforced sterically[ No boat
form is reported for these ligands where an axial ligand
is bound\ and the complexes are\ by and large\ square
planar[ In ðCu"LI#OClO2Ł¦\ the central methylene of the
boat chelate projects toward the axial perchlorate[ The
CuÐO vector is not perpendicular to the CuN3 plane^
angles range from 65[4> "N"0#ÐCuÐO"0## to 000[0> "N"2#Ð

CuÐO"0##[ This distortion may be associated with con!
straints within the crystal\ but is more likely a conse!
quence of the rigid ligand framework[ The axial
perchlorate is bent away from the internal nitrogens and
over the terminal nitrogens as a result of a close contact
with the centre methylene group of the central chelate
ring "O = = = H contact is 1[375A� # "vide supra#[ In
addition\ the CH2 and "CH1#1 groups on the same side of
the basal plane as the coordinated perchlorate are forced
away from the axial ligand[ Consequently\ the equivalent
substituents on the opposing side are pushed over the
metal ion further increasing congestion at this potential
coordination site[

The single secondary nitrogen assumes the S ster!
eochemistry\ as dictated by the conformational require!
ments of the central chelate^ this cannot adopt the boat
geometry without introducing highly unfavourable
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M = = = CH2 contacts if the said nitrogen has the R con!
_guration[ The N"S# isomer has\ therefore\ a more open
structure "less sterically crowded# than the N"R# form\
and the observed stereoselectivity is thus explained[

2[2[ Infrared spectra

The major bands in the infrared spectra are sum!
marised in Table 2[ Signi_cantly\ there are two d"NH#
bands in all the spectra "except for ðNi"LII#Ł"ClO3#1#[ This
observation re~ects the presence of two crys!
tallographically and possibly molecularly distinct NH1

groups consistent with the lack of symmetry within the
complexes[ The inequivalence is further evident in the
number of n"NH# bands at higher wavenumber[

2[3[ Electronic and circular dichroism spectra

Figure 1 presents the electronic and circular dichroism
spectra of the complexes with the details summarised in
Table 3[ The solution isotropic spectra of the Cu"II#
complexes consist of a single\ broad\ composite band
typical of this type of compound ð12Ł[ The position of
lmax is between 06349 and 07999 cm−0\ as expected for
square planar or tetragonal octahedral geometry ð13Ł[
The dÐd molar extinction coe.cients are large re~ecting
the low symmetry of the complexes[ Akin to the Cu"II#
species\ the isotropic spectra of the Ni"II# complexes

Table 2
Selected infrared data for the complexes of LI and LIIa

Complex Assignment "cm−0#

n"NH# d"NH# n"CN#

ðCu"LI#Ł"ClO3#1 2203 0590 0540
2172 0471
2165
2140
2196
2051

ðCu"LII#Ł"ClO3#1 2297 0595
2178 0468
2155
2142
2111b

ðNi"LI#Ł"ClO3#1 2189 0593 0533
2146 0472
2125
2074
2059

ðNi"LII#Ł"ClO3#1 = 1H1O
c 2137 0484

2087
2038

aRecorded as nujol mulls using NaCl discs[
bThis peak consists of a single maxima and a discernible but not

assignable shoulder[
cGenerally broadened spectrum[

reveal little intimate structural detail\ a single symmetric
band consistent with square planar Ni"II# being observed[
The ligand _eld "LF# for the complexes of LI is greater
than for LII\ in accord with previous observations ð4\14Ł[

Metal ion based CD spectra of complexes containing
multidentate ligands are composite manifolds highly
dependent upon the distribution of chelate rings about
the chromophore "con_gurational e}ect# and:or the pres!
ence of chiral elements in the ligand "vicinal e}ect#[ For
the square!based Cu"II# and Ni"II# systems discussed
here\ no con_gurational contribution is possible\ and the
CD spectra are the result of the chiral in~uence of the
asymmetric centres of the ligand[ Previous studies on cis!
ðM"R\S!tmcp#1Ł1¦ "M�Cu1¦\ Ni1¦\ Pd1¦ and Pt1¦# have
shown the dÐd based CD spectra to be of low intensity
"Domax²0[9 dm1 mol−0 for the metal ions studied here#
ð5Ł\ be_tting the contribution expected from meso ligands
with chiral carbons separated from the chromophore by
saturated nitrogen donors ð15Ł[ The CD spectra of
ðM"LI#Ł1¦ and ðM"LII#Ł1¦ bear no resemblance to those
of the related bis"R\S!tmcp# complexes[ The CD mani!
folds of the ðCu"LI#Ł1¦:ðCu"LII#Ł1¦ pair\ and similarly the
Ni"II# species\ are qualitatively analogous "Fig[ 1#[ This
suggests a common source of chiral in~uence in the
unsaturated and saturated species[ While a coordinated
imine can aid the electronic {{transmission|| of the chiral
sense of a non!coordinated centre to the metal ion\ the
large Domax value of the Cu"II# and\ in particular\ the
Ni"II# complexes of LI is incompatible with such aug!
mentation[ The major asymmetric source in~uencing the
CD pattern in the LI complexes is believed to be the
chiral secondary nitrogen^ this has the S con_guration
in the Cu"II# complex and the same stereochemistry is
inferred for the Ni"II# complex of LI on the basis of
arguments presented earlier[ The dominant CD in~uence
of coordinated chiral nitrogens has been commented on
previously ð16Ł[

The dissymmetry ratio\ ` "�Do:o#\ is larger for the LI

metal complexes than the LII species[ There are several
rationale for this] "i# the ligand _eld is greater for the
former\ and electronic {{sensing|| of the ligand asym!
metric centres by the metal may be enhanced accord!
ingly^1 "ii# inherent geometric di}erences between the two
systems may account for the intensity variance^ "iii# two
further chiral centres are present in ðM"LI#Ł1¦ and their
contributions may oppose that of the N"2# chiral nitro!
gen^ "iv# LII has a greater tendency to form cis octahedral
complexes\2 and their presence to even a small degree can
lead to apparently reduced ` factors[ Such lower ` values
for saturated ligands have been observed previously[ Fur!

1 This may be augmented by the more extensive MÐL bonding present
at the coordinated imine function\ although little p bonding is suggested
by the X!ray data[

2 Octahedral high!spin Ni"II# features were observed to a small extent
in the electronic spectrum recorded in water[
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Fig[ 1[ Electronic and CD spectra of "a# ðCu"LI#Ł1¦ "***# and ðCu"LII#Ł1¦ " = = = # and "b# ðNi"LI#Ł1¦ "***# and ðNi"LII#Ł1¦ " = = = #[

ther\ the Ni"II# species have much larger dissymmetry
factors than their Cu"II# counterparts\ again in accord
with previous observations ð4Ł[ For ðNi"LI#Ł1¦ and
ðNi"LII#Ł1¦ in D3h symmetry\ the dÐd based transitions
0A0g:

0A1g\ 0A0g:
0Eg and 0A0g:

0B0g are possible[ As
already stated\ a single symmetric band is observed in
both the isotropic and CD spectra[ It may be that the
two lower energy transitions are su.ciently degenerate
not to be observed as separate maxima\ or that the
observed peak represents a single transition\ the higher
wavelength transitions being lost in the intense CT
absorptions below 399 nm[ The latter may seem more
likely\ yet no absolute assignment of the electronic:CD
visible band is possible^ its large dissymmetry factor
would suggest a magnetic dipole allowed transition\ how!
ever both the 0A0g:

0A1g and the 0A0g:
0Eg are allowed in

D3h symmetry and\ as such\ may both be expected to give
large dissymmetry factors[ No attempt is made to analyse

the origins of the Cu"II# spectra beyond what has already
been alluded to\ except to comment that the much lower
=Do:o= values may be a result of transitions that are not
magnetically allowed[

The qualitative equivalence of the CD spectra of
ðM"LI#Ł1¦ and ðM"LII#Ł1¦ speaks for the retention of the
S stereochemistry at the unique chiral nitrogen in LI on
reduction to LII[ The new asymmetric centres present in
the complexes of the latter "one carbon\ one nitrogen#
may adopt either R or S con_guration[ Thus\ a total of
four isomers are possible^ only a single isomer is formed
upon reduction "vide infra#[

2[4[ 0H and 02C NMR spectra

The seven methyl groups in ðNi"LI#Ł1¦ give six distinct
singlets in the 0H NMR of the complex^ two being acci!
dentally coincident[ The absence of equivalent methyl
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Fig[ 1 "continued#[

Table 3
Electronic and CD spectral data for the complexes of LI and LIIa

Complex lmax
b Domax

c `d

ðNi"LI#Ł"ClO3#1 354 "713# 345 "−06[4# 101
ðNi"LII#Ł"ClO3#1 = 1H1O 378 "859# 359 "−6[7# 70
ðCu"LI#Ł"ClO3#1 446 "1155# 489 "−5[42# 18

497 "−8[46# 31
ðCu"LII#Ł"ClO3#1 461 "1901# 594 "−0[69# 7

404 "−2[68# 08

aRecorded as aqueous solutions[
bo "dm1 mol−0# given in parentheses[
cDo in dm1 mol−0[
dDe_ned as =Do:o=×093[

pairs suggests that the structural di}erences in the solid
state are maintained in solution[ The CH2 attached to the
imine carbon is deshielded by the anisotropy of the C1N
double bond and resonates at d�1[00 ppm[ In contrast\
the C"03#H2 hydrogens of the tmcp unit containing the
imine nitrogen reside partially over the C1N bond\ and
would be expected to resonate to high _eld^ the signal
at d�9[45 ppm is attributed to them[ The presence of
structurally unique tmcp units is again evident in the

02C NMR spectrum\ where clearly separated pairs of
peaks are observed[

The NMR spectra of the corresponding LII species are
not so clean[ The 0H NMR spectrum of ðNi"LII#Ł1¦ rec!
orded in d5!DMSO consists of broadened peaks\ with
only the methyl resonances being assignable[ The loss of
resolution may be a consequence of ~uxionality in the
system or result from the presence of a small quantity of a
paramagnetic species such as was observed in the aqueous
electronic spectrum[ Possible ~uxional behaviour could
not be examined by low temperature NMR as the com!
plex was only soluble in D1O and d5!dimethyl sulfoxide[
Of the six distinct CH2 resonances observed in the spec!
trum\ _ve are singlets\ with one integrating to 5 protons\
and one is a recognisable doublet[ The doublet is assigned
to the methyl projecting o} the central chelate which is
coupled to the methine proton generated on reduction of
the imine[ This pattern results from the presence of a
single isomer\ as no two possible isomers of ðM"LII#Ł1¦

are mirror images[

2[5[ Stereochemistry of the metal complexes

The structure of ðCu"LI#Ł"ClO3#1 has been determined
by X!ray methods "vide supra#[ The absolute con!
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Fig[ 2[ Proposed structure of the ðM"LII#Ł1¦ cations[

_guration of the chiral nitrogen is S\ and the con!
formation of the unsaturated six!membered ring pseudo!
boat[ An analogous structure is assumed for the
ðNi"LI#Ł1¦ cation\ as the possibility of the N"R# isomer
being formed is excluded on thermodynamic grounds
"vide supra#[ The presence of the C1N function and its
rigid requirement for a planar arrangement is the most
dominant factor determining the relative stabilities of
the N"S# and N"R# forms[ Formation of the latter is
precluded\ and the coordination of LI is stereospeci_c[

In theory\ reduction of the C1N double bond in
ðM"LI#Ł1¦ can give eight isomers[ This number reduces
to four if the chiral nitrogen in ðM"LI#Ł1¦ retains its ster!
eochemistry "S# on reduction[ The qualitatively anal!
ogous CD spectra of the ðM"LI#Ł1¦:ðM"LII#Ł1¦ pairs
would suggest that this is the case[ Molecular models
show that with the original nitrogen S\ the con_guration
N"1#"R#\C"3#"R# gives an {{open|| structure "steric con!
tacts minimised# with the central chelate adopting a chair
conformation and the methyl group equatorial[ The
N"1#"S#\C"3#"S# complex is also possible whereby the cen!
tral chelate adopts a symmetric skew!chair conformation[
The proliferation of tetradentate and macrocyclic amines
incorporating chair chelates suggests that the former is
more likely[ Isomers with inverted N"2# "S:R# are not
considered[ The most likely structure for the ðM"LII#Ł1¦

cations is shown in Fig[ 2[
Stereospeci_c reduction of C1N bonds in metal com!

plexes of multidentate and macrocyclic iminesÐamines is
not unknown ð01\03Ł[ Indeed\ even in apparently steri!
cally unrestricted systems ð01Ł\ stereoselectivity has been
observed[ Computer generated space!_lling views of the
environment of the two prochiral faces of the imine bond
in ðCu"LI#Ł1¦ reveal distinct di}erences in the steric crow!
ding of the two faces\ the pro!R face being more access!

ible[ Addition of H−"BH3
−# to this face would be more

facile\ and the observed stereoselectivity is explained[
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Abstract

In order to understand the metalÐpterin cofactor interactions in living systems\ a number of complexes with general formula
MIIX1"pteridine#1AnH1O have been obtained by reacting MIIX1 "M�Ni\ Cu\ Cd and Pd# and 0\2!dimethyllumazine "DLM# and
0\2\5\6!tetramethyllumazine "DLMD# "lumazine�"0H\2H#!pteridin!1\3!dione# in aqueous solution[ These compounds have been
characterized by means of analytical techniques "elemental analysis and TG#\ spectral methods "IR\ 02C and 0H NMR\ UVÐVISÐ
NIR\ EPR# and magnetic measurements "66Ð189 K#[ Single!crystal X!ray di}raction studies have been made on the complex
ðCuCl1"DLM#1Ł=1H1O[ The metal ion occupies an inversion center and exhibits a distorted octahedral coordination[ The coordination
octahedron is elongated\ the equatorial plane consists of two N"4# atoms of pteridine ligands and the two chlorine atoms^ the two
axial sites are occupied by the two O"3# atoms of the pteridine ligands[ The monomeric unit is completed with two non!coordinated
water molecules hydrogen!bonded to the chlorine ligands\ making zig!zag chains parallel to the ð009Ł direction in which the pteridine
planes are roughly perpendicular to the c axis[ The polymeric chains are linked to each other through Van der Waals interactions[
Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Crystal structure^ Complexes^ Pteridine^ Lumazine

0[ Introduction

Enzyme cofactors comprising a pteridine nucleus have
immense importance in biosynthesis and these systems
are involved in one carbon transfer and in redox reactions
ð0Ð00Ł[ Consequently\ there is a growing interest in the
design of inhibitors of enzymes in the folate pathway to
_nd new therapeutic agents[ Since the pteridine cofactors
are vitamins not biosynthesized by mamals\ the enzymes
in the early stages of folates biosynthesis would be attract!
ive therapeutic targets[

Pterins play an important\ but not always completely

� Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed[ E!mail]
mmorenoÝujaen[es

understood\ role in a series of metal containing enzymes[
Several amino acid hydroxilases\ such as phenylalanine
and tiroxine hydroxilase in mammals\ make use of a
mononuclear iron center in combination with a non!
protein bound pterin\ which may or may not be coor!
dinated to the iron center ð01\02Ł[

PteridineÐmetal complexes have recently been studied
to mimic both the metal environment and reactivity of
the metal site of the enzymes and some of these have been
characterized by X!ray crystallography ð03Ð12Ł[ Burg!
mayer et al[ reported the synthesis of several metal com!
plexes in organic solvents and determined the structures
of Co"II# and Cu"II# complexes by X!ray analysis ð13Ð
15Ł[ Because of the low solubilities of most pterins in
various solvents\ it is di.cult to synthesize and study
metalÐpterin complexes^ for this reason\ there are only a
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few X!ray determined structures ð13Ð24Ł[ In our studies\
to overcome such di.culties\ we have used lumazine
"pteridine!1\3"0H\2H#!dione# methylated derivatives\
whose solubility in organic solvents or water enabled us
to isolate crystals of a series of metalÐpteridine
complexes[ As a part of a greater program devoted to
the structural characterization of metal complexes with
lumazine methylated derivatives\ we have already
reported spectral and structural studies\ including X!ray
di}raction structures\ of several nitrato ð25\26Ł\ per!
chlorate ð27\28Ł and chloro ð39Ł complexes with 0\2!dime!
thyllumazine and 0\2\5\6!tetramethyllumazine "hereafter
denoted as DLM and DLMD\ respectively#\ in which
tridimensionally hydrogen bonded octahedral molecular
units were usually found[ In this paper\ we now report a
study of a number of new Co"II#\ Ni"II#\ Cu"II#\ Cd"II#
and Pd"II# dihalocomplexes with the general formula
MX1L1=nH1O "L�DLM\ DLMD^ X�Cl\ Br#\ including
the crystal structure of the complex
ðCuCl1"DLM#1Ł=1H1O\ which displays a mono!
dimensional hydrogen bonding pattern[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis

The pteridine!derived ligands were prepared as
described elsewhere ð25\26Ł[ The synthesis of the com!
plexes was carried out as follows] To a stirred solution
containing 0mmol of metal halide in aqueous solution
"ca[ 19ml# were added 9[4mmol of pteridine ligand dis!
solved in hot water "ca[ 29ml#[ After standing at room
temperature for a few days\ the solutions gave a solid\
which was _ltered o}\ washed with a small amount of
methanol\ and dried in the open air[

The proposed formulas "color\ conductivity value
mho cm1 mol−0# and analytical data were as follows ")#]
NiCl1"DLM#1=1H1O "green\ 52#[ Found] C\ 24[2^ H\ 2[5^
N\ 19[6^ H1O\ 5[0[ Calcd] C\ 23[8^ H\ 2[6^ N\ 19[3^ H1O\
5[4[ CuCl1"DLM#1=1H1O "green\ 17#[ Found] C\ 23[8^ H\
2[2^ N\ 19[0^ H1O\ 4[8[ Calcd] C\ 23[5^ H\ 2[5^ N\ 19[1^
H1O\ 5[4[ CuBr1"DLM#1=H1O "green\ 52#[ Found] C\ 29[5^
H\ 1[7^ N\ 07[9^ H1O\ 1[3[ Calcd] C\ 29[6^ H\ 1[8^ N\ 06[8^
H1O\ 1[8[ CdCl1"DLM#1 "yellow\ 22#[ Found] C\ 22[2^ H\
1[8^ N\ 08[6[ Calcd] C\ 22[7^ H\ 1[7^ N\ 08[6[
CuBr1"DLMD#1=1H1O "green\ 54#[ Found] C\ 23[1^ H\
2[7^ N\ 05[3^ H1O\ 3[5[ Calcd] C\ 23[2^ H\ 3[9^ N\ 05[9^
H1O\ 4[0[ PdCl1"DLMD#1=3H1O "brown\ 01#[ Found] C\
23[6^ H\ 3[7^ N\ 05[1^ H1O\ 09[1[ Calcd] C\ 23[7^ H\ 3[6^
N\ 05[1^ H1O\ 09[3[ Conductivity values obtained in DMF
solutions lie in the range indicated in the bibliography
for non!electrolytes ð30Ł[

1[1[ Crystallographic study

A prismatic green crystal of CuCl1"DLM#1=1H1O with
dimensions 9[449×9[172×9[049mm was mounted in a
Siemens P3 di}ractometer "T�182K# with MoKa radi!
ation "l�9[60962A� # monochromatized with a highly ori!
ented graphite crystal[ The intensities were collected using
the v−1u scan mode\ in the range 1[05>³u³29[92>[ A
total of 2929 re~ections were measured with
−09¾h¾09\ −00¾k¾00\ 9¾l¾03\ which were aver!
aged to 2929 independent ones[ Data were corrected for
Lorentz and polarization e}ects and empirically for
absorption "max[ and min[ transmission 9[6993 and
9[3519#[ Three standard re~ections were monitored every
sixty minutes with no signi_cative intensity decay[

Crystal data] C05H19N7O5Cl1Cu\ f[w[�443[73\ triclinic\
P0¹ space group\ unit cell dimensions] a�6[672"0#\
b�7[9643"8#\ c�09[141"1# A� \ a�88[22"0#>\
b�092[67"0#>\ g�007[369"8#>\ V�419[6"0#A� 2\ Z�0\
density"calc#�0[669Mgm−2\ absorption coe.cient
0[250mm−0\ F"999#�172[

Non!H atoms were re_ned anisotropically by full!
matrix least!squares on F1\ hydrogens from the ligand
were idealized whereas those of water molecules were
re_ned with _xed OÐH "9[75A� # and HÐH "0[39A� #
distances[ A common isotropic displacement coe.cient
for H!atoms was re_ned[ A weighing scheme
w−0�s1"F1

9#¦"9[96P#1¦P\ where P�0
2
"F1

9¦1F1
c#\ was

used and 048 parameters re_ned[ Final indices for re~ec!
tions with I×1s"I# were R�9[9581 and wR1�9[0467\
for all data R�9[9876 and wR1�9[0776\ goodness!of!
_t�0[064\ data to parameter ratio�08[9[ Largest di}[
peak and hole were −9[673 and 0[927 eA� −2[ All cal!
culations and drawings have been performed on a Mic!
rovax II computer using the SHELXTL PLUS system
ð31Ł[

1[2[ Apparatus

Microanalyses of C\ H and N were performed in the
Scienti_c Instrumentation Center of the University of
Granada^ the water content of the complexes were deter!
mined from the TG plot[ Conductivity measurements
have been carried out using 09−2 M freshly prepared
dimethylformamide solutions on a Hanna HI7719 instru!
ment[ TG studies were carried out under pure air on a
Mettler TG!49 thermobalance using ca[ 5mg of sample
and a 09>Cmin−0 heating rate[ Infrared spectra were
obtained on a Perkin!Elmer FT!IR 0659X "KBr pellets\
3999Ð399 cm−0# and Perkin!Elmer 872G spec!
trophotometer "polyethylene pellets\ 599Ð079 cm−0#[ The
0H and 02C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
AM!299 machine using freshly prepared DMSO!d5 solu!
tions of the samples[ The EPR spectra were obtained in
the X!band at room temperature on a Bruker ESP 299E
apparatus\ with a microwave frequency of 8[68GHz and
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a modulation frequency of 099 kHz[ Magnetic measure!
ments were carried out on a Manics DSM!7 system
between 66 and 189K[ Re~ectance di}use spectra "139Ð
0499 nm# were recorded on a Perkin!Elmer UV:VIS:NIR
Lambda!08 machine using a BaSO3 pellet as reference[

2[ Results and discussion

A view of the molecular unit of the copper complex is
shown in Fig[ 0[ In Table 0\ selected bond lengths and
angles in the coordination sphere and the pteridine ligand
are given[

In the crystal structure\ the complex possesses an inver!
sion center[ The metal ion has a six!coordinate octahedral
geometry\ in which two DLM molecules and two chloride
ions are coordinated[ The geometry around the Cu"II#
ion in the complex exhibits JahnÐTeller distortion\ with
elongated Cu"II#ÐO"3# bonds "CuÐO"3#\ 1[276"2# A� #\
since it is rather longer for Cu"II# complexes with chel!
ating pyridine ligands "0[849Ð0[862A� # ð32Ł[ This tetra!
gonal elongation is consistent with the arrangement of
both O"3# donor atoms in the z axis\ the Cu"II# ion
ground state being dx1−y1 [ The equatorial plane consists
of two N"4# atoms "CuÐN"4#\ 0[888"2# A� # from the pter!
idine ligands well within the reported range "0[889Ð
1[942A� # ð32Ł and two chloride atoms "CuÐCl\ 1[217"0#
A� #[ The water molecules are involved in the hydrogen
bonding pattern[

The puckering analysis ð33Ł of the _ve!membered che!
late ring reveals that it is practically planar with an aver!
age absolute torsion angle of 3>[ The greatest deviations

Fig[ 0[ Molecular drawing and numbering scheme for the monomeric unit of ðCuCl1"DLM#1Ł=1H1O[

from the mean plane are 9[094A� "O"1## for the exocyclic
atoms and 9[988A� "C"0a## for the endocyclic ones[ How!
ever\ both pteridines rings are parallel but not coplanar\
being distanced by 9[189A� to each other[ Due to the
centrosymmetric character of the molecular unit\ the dis!
tance of metal ion to the pteridine planes is 9[034A� [ As
it is expected\ all geometric data in the organic ligand
indicate a signi_cant electronic delocalization^ the C"1#Ð
O"1# distances "Table 0# are a little shorter than the one
of C"3#ÐO"3# as a consequence of the involvement of the
O"3# atom in the coordination[ This structure seems to
be similar to the one found for the analogous nitrato
complexes ð25Ð28Ł\ several lumazine complexes ð08\22Ł\
and complexes with monodeprotonated lumazine ð24Ł\
in which the only di}erence is the presence of chloride
counteranions due to the inability of DLM to undergo
deprotonation[

Hydrogen bonds play a very important role in the
packing scheme of this compound[ The hydrogen bond!
ing pattern is shown in Fig[ 1[ The molecular units are
linked mono!dimensionally\ making a zig!zag chain fol!
lowing the ð009Ł direction\ in which each non!coordinated
water molecule establishes two intermolecular hydrogen
bonds with chlorine atoms of neighbor units[ The poly!
meric chains are linked to each other through Van der
Waals interactions[

The most important features of IR spectra are given in
Table 1^ the assignable bands to the C1C\ C1N and
C1O stretching vibrations are shifted to a lower fre!
quency region than the ones of uncoordinated DLM and
DLMD[ In order to make proper assignments of the
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Table 0
Bond lengths "A� # and angles "># around the metal ion and in the pteridine ligands in the
crystal structure of ðCuCl1"DLM#1Ł=1H1O

Metal ion
CuÐN"4# 0[888"2# N"4#ÐCuÐCl 89[58"0#
CuÐCl 1[217"0# ClÐCuÐO"3# 78[83"8#
CuÐO"3# 1[276"2# N"4#ÐCuÐO"3# 66[23"0#

C"5#ÐN"4#ÐCu 014[4"2#
C"3A#ÐN"4#ÐCu 005[9"2#
C"3#ÐO"3#ÐCu 094[2"2#

Pteridine ligand
N"0#ÐC"0A# 0[264"4# N"2#ÐC"2# 0[370"4#
N"0#ÐC"1# 0[275"5# C"3#ÐO"3# 0[106"4#
N"0#ÐC"0# 0[365"4# C"3#ÐC"3A# 0[359"5#
C"0A#ÐN"7# 0[226"4# C"3A#ÐN"4# 0[230"4#
C"0A#ÐC"3A# 0[280"4# N"4#ÐC"5# 0[213"4#
C"1#ÐO"1# 0[195"4# C"5#ÐC"6# 0[289"5#
C"1#ÐN"2# 0[392"4# C"6#ÐN"7# 0[216"5#
N"2#ÐC"3# 0[262"4#

C"0A#ÐN"0#ÐC"1# 011[3"2# C"1#ÐN"2#ÐC"2# 006[8"2#
C"0A#ÐN"0#ÐC"0# 019[5"2# O"3#ÐC"3#ÐN"2# 011[0"3#
C"1#ÐN"0#ÐC"0# 005[5"2# O"3#ÐC"3#ÐC"3A# 011[8"3#
N"7#ÐC"0A#ÐN"0# 008[9"3# N"2#ÐC"3#ÐC"3A# 003[8"2#
N"7#ÐC"0A#ÐC"3A# 010[8"3# N"4#ÐC"3A#ÐC"0A# 019[4"3#
N"0#ÐC"0A#ÐC"3A# 008[0"3# N"4#ÐC"3A#ÐC"3# 007[9"3#
O"1#ÐC"1#ÐN"0# 010[8"3# C"0A#ÐC"3A#ÐC"3# 010[4"2#
O"1#ÐC"1#ÐN"2# 010[9"3# C"5#ÐN"4#ÐC"3A# 007[2"3#
N"0#ÐC"1#ÐN"2# 006[0"2# N"4#ÐC"5#ÐC"6# 019[0"3#
C"3#ÐN"2#ÐC"1# 013[7"2# N"7#ÐC"6#ÐC"5# 012[9"3#
C"3#ÐN"2#ÐC"2# 006[1"3# C"6#ÐN"7#ÐC"0A# 005[1"3#

Fig[ 1[ View of a monodimensionally H!bonded polymeric chain of ðCuCl1"DLM#1Ł=1H1O[ Hydrogen bonds are as follow] O"0W#ÐH"0#===Cl "1−x\
0−y\ 0−z#] d"O"0w#===Cl# 2[114 A� \ a"O"0w#ÐH"0#===Cl# 055>^ O"0w#ÐH"1#===Cl "x\ y−0\ z#] d"O"0w#===Cl# 2[297 A� \ a"O"0w#ÐH"1#===Cl# 060>[
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Table 1
Selected IR data "cm−0# for the title complexes MIIX1L1=nH1O

Compound n"C1O# n"C1N# n"C1C#¦n"CÐN# n"MÐXa#

DLM 0616\ 0571 0489 0362\ 0188 Ð
NiCl1"DLM#1=1H1O 0612\ 0530 0486 0364\ 0180 170
CuCl1"DLM#1=1H1O 0612\ 0545 0487 0364\ 0182 299
CuBr1"DLM#1=H1O 0613\ 0545 0485 0363\ 0181 149
CdCl1"DLM#1 0611\ 0542 0485 0361\ 0181 133
DLMD 0616\ 0576 0465 0357\ 0183 Ð
CuBr1"DLMD#1=1H1O 0619\ 0574 0450 0344\ 0180 117
PdCl1"DLMD#1=3H1O 0611\ 0556 0442 0348\ 0183 239

a X�Cl\ Br[

pteridine IR bands\ both AM0 and PM2 semiempirical
methods\ implemented in the HYPERCHEM 3[9 pro!
gram ð34Ł\ were used to calculate the corresponding theor!
etical vibrational spectrum of the free ligands[ The
vibrational activity of carbonyl groups is coupled and
appears as two bands[ The higher "over 0699 cm−0 and
weaker# is mainly due to n"C11O# and the other one "ca[
0549Ð0579 cm−0# must be assigned to n"C31O# ð35Ł[ In
all complexes\ both bands are shifted to lower wav!
enumber with respect to their position in the IR spectrum
of the free ligand\ but this displacement is quite stronger
in the second band as a consequence of the involvement
of the O3 atom in the coordination\ whereas the O1 atom
is perhaps only involved in hydrogen bonds[ In Table 1\
the bands assigned to the n"MÐX# mode\ consistent with
the presence of coordinated terminal Cl and Br atoms in
trans position ð36Ł\ are listed[

Within experimental error\ 02C and 0H NMR spectra
of Cd"II# and Pd"II# complexes display signals at the
same values of chemical shift as the free ligands ð25\26Ł\

Table 2
Electronic spectra and magnetic measurements

Complex Electronic spectra xM�C:"T−u#

n "cm−0# Transition Bc "cm−0# 09Dqc "cm−0# C "cgsu K:mol# u "K# m "BM#

NiCl1"DLM#1=1H1O 8899\ 2T1g"F#32A1g"n0#\ 488 8899 0[05"0# 6"2# 2[06"1# "2[08#a

04099\ 2T0g"F#32A1g"n1#\
12449c 2T0g"P#32A1g"n2#

CuCl1"DLM#1=1H1O 03199b 2T1g3
1E0g Ð 03199 9[206"6# 14"5# 0[72"1# "0[82#a

CuBr1"DLM#1=H1O 03999b 2T1g3
1E0g Ð 03999 9[128"5# 28"7# 0[61"3# "0[82#a

CuBr1"DLMD#1=1H1O 03649b 2T1g3
1E0g Ð 03649 9[186"0# 29"4# 0[70"2# "0[82#a

a Calculated from the expression mexp�mso"0−al:09Dq#[
b Broad band[
c Calculated by means of algebraic method ð35Ł[

clearly indicating that\ in DMSO solutions\ these com!
pounds undergo strong solvolysis\ although an alter!
native explanation on the basis of the unchanged p!
electronic density upon coordination cannot be
discarded[

The EPR powder spectra of CuCl1"DLM#1=1H1O gave
an axial signal in a dx1−y1 ground state "g>�1[10 and
g_�1[92#\ indicating that this complex has an axially
elongated octahedral geometry with JahnÐTeller dis!
tortion ð37\ 38Ł[ The other copper complexes display
poorly resolved axial EPR powder spectra in which g>

cannot clearly be measured with g_�1[99 "CuBr1

"DLM#1=H1O# and g_�1[91 "CuBr1"DLMD#1=1H1O#[
VisibleÐNIR re~ectance di}use spectra "Table 2# show

the expected bands for octahedral complexes[ The 09Dq
values are very close to those found for the analogous
nitrato complexes ð25\ 26Ł[ In the Ni"II# spectra\ only n0

and n1 were clearly measured[ The Racah parameter
values are around 46) of the corresponding to the free
ion\ indicating a strong covalent character in the metalÐ
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ligand bonds[ For Cu"II# complexes\ the observed broad
and asymmetric band is typical for 3¦1 tetragonal
"{{square!plane||# copper"II# complexes with the chro!
mophore group CuN1O1 ð49Ł[

As it is shown in Table 2\ molar magnetic sus!
ceptibility values at di}erent temperatures have been
_tted to the CurieÐWeiss law[ The values of u suggest
that an antiferromagnetic interaction could exist
between Cu"II# centers probably due to the existence
of H!bonded chains[ The e}ective magnetic moment
for the metal ions\ once diamagnetic corrections were
made\ is in accordance with the existence of mag!
netically dilute monomeric units ð40Ł[ Also\ for the terms
without orbital contribution\ the values of magnetic
moment calculated from electronic spectra data are in
good accordance with those measured[

3[ Conclusions

According to the obtained results\ we propose trans!
ðM"N4\O3#1Cl1Ł octahedral monomeric structures for this
compounds\ in which the water molecules must be linked
through hydrogen bonds[ The metal ion geometry is
de_ned suggesting the possible existence of tetragonal
distortions 3¦1\ in which the primary coordination
sphere is MIIN1X1\ as it is observed in the
ðCuCl1"DLM#1Ł=1H1O structure[ The O3 atom interacts
weakly with the metal in the same way as in analogous
nitrato complexes ð25\26Ł[

3[0[ Supplementary material

A list of structure factors and tables with atomic coor!
dinates and isotropic thermal parameters for non!H
atoms\ anisotropic temperature factors for non!H atoms\
hydrogen atom coordinates and equations of planes and
dihedral angles are available on request[
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Abstract

From waterÐethanol solutions of MVO2ÐH1O1ÐH1ceida\ where M is K¦ or NH3
¦and H1ceida is N!"carbamoylethyl#iminodiacetatic

acid\ the red crystalline complexes of vanadium"V# of composition MðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = xH1O "x�1 for M�K¦ and x�0 for M�NH3
¦#

were prepared[ The course of thermal decomposition of the potassium salt enabled us to isolate also the anhydrous KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ
from the dihydrate[ The X!ray structure analysis of KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O revealed a mononuclear structure of the complex anion
with a typical pentagonal bipyramidal arrangement around vanadium[ The heteroligand is coordinated as a tetradentate ceida"1−#
ion via imino nitrogen\ two carboxylic oxygens and oxygen from the carbamoyl group\ thus forming two _ve! and one six!membered
chelate rings[ The 40V NMR spectra of aqueous solutions "pH 2[0Ð3[8# exhibiting a single peak at approx[ −479 ppm showed that
the complex anion probably maintains its structure in solution upon dissolution[ The reactivity of the complex anion in the oxygen
transfer reaction from the peroxo ligand to the sulphur in the thiolato complex of Co"III# was studied[ The reactivity\ thermal
stability and the crystal structure are compared with those for other vanadium"V# monoperoxo complexes with heteroligands
containing an O2N!donor set[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Vanadium"V# monoperoxo complex^ N!"carbamoylethyl#iminodiacetato ligand^ N!"2!amino\2!oxopropyl#^ N!"carboxymethyl#glycine^
Thermal stability^ Crystal structure

0[ Introduction

The discovery and isolation of the vanadate!dependent
haloperoxidase ð0\1Ł\ in addition to insulin mimetic
properties\ were driving forces for an enormous devel!
opment in the bioinorganic chemistry of vanadium in the
last decade[ Besides solution studies of catalytic oxidation
of bromide by H1O1 in the presence of vanadate ions in
water or organic solvent media ð2\3Ł\ a number of solid
heteroligand oxovanadium"V# complexes ð4Ł and het!
eroligand oxoÐperoxo complexes of vanadium"V# ð5\6Ł as
functional models for this enzyme have been synthesized
and characterized[ As the X!ray studies of the enzyme
indicated the presence of a V1O group coordinated by
nitrogen and oxygen donor ligands in the active site ð7Ð
09Ł\ the majority of heteroligands used in these model
complexes contains a di}erent number of N and O donor
atoms[

� Corresponding author[ E!mail] sivakÝfns[uniba[sk

The recent crystal structure determination of the native
and peroxide form of the vanadium chloroperoxidase
from fungus Curvularia inaequalis ð00\01Ł showed that in
both forms vanadium"V# is coordinated by four non!
protein oxygens and one nitrogen from histidine[ In the
peroxide form\ one peroxo ligand is bound to vanadium
in a h1!fashion\ i[e[ in the same way as found in all struc!
tures of mononuclear vanadium"V# monoperoxo com!
plexes[ In spite of the fact that the coordination numbers
of vanadium atoms in the enzyme and monoperoxo com!
plexes di}er "4 and 6\ respectively#\ the monoperoxo com!
plexes with heteroligands containing an O2N!donor set\
providing an arrangement around vanadium closest to
that found in the enzyme\ can be considered to be the
most suitable models for the haloperoxidase[ From this
group of ligands\ we have previously studied the mono!
peroxo complexes with nitrilotriacetate"2−# "nta# ð02\03Ł
and N!"carbamoylmethyl#!iminodiacetate"1−# "ada#
ð04Ł[ In an extension of this work\ we describe here the
synthesis\ thermal and spectral properties\ and the crystal
structure of vanadium"V# oxoÐmonoperoxo complex
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with the N!"carbamoylethyl#!iminodiacetate"1−# "ceida#
as the heteroligand[ Moreover\ we present here kinetic
data on the reactivity of the complex in oxygen transfer
from the peroxo ligand to the coordinated sulphur in
an aqueous solution of the ðCo"en#1"SCH1CH1NH1#Ł1¦

complex which we consider to be a very good substrate
for the observation of this kind of reaction[ The data on
the oxidation ability of vanadium"V# peroxo complexes
in this reaction are scarce ð05\06Ł[ Therefore\ it is necess!
ary to enlarge the number of peroxo complexes to be able
to establish the factors "e[g[ dentacity of the heteroligand\
di}erent combinations of N and O donor atoms\ presence
of _ve or more membered chelate rings# which in~uence
the oxidation properties[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Reagents and apparatus

V1O4 was prepared by thermal decomposition of
NH3VO2 "Loba Chemie#[ KVO2 was prepared on drying
the product at 049>C to constant weight which crys!
tallized from aqueous solution of V1O4 and KOH
"pH½7#[ H1ceida was synthesized from 2!chlo!
ropropionamide and iminodiacetic acid "Aldrich# accord!
ing to Ref[ð07Ł[ All other chemicals of analytical grade
were supplied by Lachema[ K1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ = 1H1O and
KðVO"O1#adaŁ = 3H1O were prepared according to
Refs[ð04\ 08Ł[

Vanadium"V# was estimated volumetrically by FeSO3

and diphenylamine as indicator[ The sample was pre!
viously annealed and dissolved in concentrated KOH
solution[ Carbon\ hydrogen and nitrogen were estimated
on a Carlo Erba 0095 CHN!analyzer[ Peroxide was deter!
mined by iodometry as a di}erence between the sum of
peroxide and vanadium"V# content "the latter quan!
titatively reduced to V"IV##\ and vanadium content deter!
mined by FeSO3[ The iodine formed had to be extracted
into chloroform before being titrated with thiosulphate[
Potassium was estimated gravimetrically as potassium
tetraphenylborate after precipitation by sodium tetra!
phenylborate[

The IR spectra in Nujol mulls or KBr pellets were
recorded on a Nicolet Magna 649 FT IR spectrometer[
The electronic spectra were recorded on a Hewlett Pack!
ard 7341 spectrometer\ a d�9[0 cm cell was used[

The thermal analysis of K1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ = 1H1O\
KðVO"O1#adaŁ = 3H1O and KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O\ was
performed on a Q!0499 Derivatograph "MOM Buda!
pest#\ conditions] sample weight 099mg\ heating rate
9[5>Cmin−0\ air atmosphere[

The 40V NMR spectra were measured on a Bruker
DRX 499 spectrometer\ the chemical shifts being related
to VOCl2 as external standard[

A Specol 109 spectrometer "Zeiss\ Jena# with ther!

mostated "29[0>C# compartment was used in kinetic
measurements[ The oxygen transfer reaction was fol!
lowed at the 269 nm band characteristic of the sulfenato
complex\ ðCo"en#1"SOCH1CH1NH1#Ł1¦\ formed from the
thiolato complex\ ðCo"en#1"SCH1CH1NH1#Ł1¦[ The mon!
operoxo complex was used in an 09!fold excess over the
thiolato complex[ The rate constants were evaluated by
Guggenheim|s method[

1[1[ Syntheses of complexes

1[1[0[ Synthesis of KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O "0#
KVO2 "9[17 g\ 1mmol# was dissolved under stirring in

a solution of 2 cm2 of 29) H1O1 and 5 cm2 H1O in a
vessel kept in an ice bath[ In the resulting solution\ solid
H1ceida "9[30 g\ 1mmol# was dissolved[ To the red solu!
tion formed "pH 1[7#\ ethanol "85)# was added until
formation of a weak turbidity[ Within 0Ð2 days\ a deep
red microcrystalline product was formed from solution
being kept in refrigerator[ The complex can be prepared
as a pure substance from solutions with pH adjusted
either by HCl "1]0# or by 0M KOH within the range 0[8Ð
2[4[ Found] V\ 02[2^ C\ 11[9^ N\ 6[2^ H\ 2[7^ K\ 09[0^ O1

1−\
7[3)[ Calc[ for VC6H03N1O09] V\ 02[4^ C\ 11[2^ N\ 6[3^
H\ 2[6^ K\ 09[3^ O1

1−\ 7[4)[
The monocrystals for X!ray measurements were for!

med on crystallization from a _ltrate obtained after sep!
aration of the microcrystalline product[

1[1[1[ Synthesis of NH3ðVO"O1#ceidaŁ =H1O "1#[
The red reaction solution was prepared from NH3VO2

"9[12 g\ 1mmol#\ H1O1\ water and H1ceida as for 0 "pH
1[2#[ The red crystals of 1 can be obtained either by
crystallization from aqueous solution or from a reaction
solution to which ethanol was added[ Found] V\ 03[8^ C\
13[6^ N\ 01[4^ H\ 3[7^ O1

1−\ 8[2)[ Calc[ for VC6H05N2O8]
V\ 04[0^ C\ 13[8^ N\ 01[4^ H\ 3[6^ O1

1−\ 8[4)[
After separation\ both 0 and 1 were air dried[ They are

stable for months when stored in refrigerator[

1[2[ X!ray structure determination

Low!temperature X!ray measurements were made on
a KUMA KM3 di}ractometer with graphite mon!
ochromated MoKa radiation using the vÐ1u scan tech!
nique[ No signi_cant decay of the intensity of the three
standard re~ections recorded after every 89 re~ections
was observed[ The data were not corrected for absorption
e}ects[ 0754 re~ections with I×1sI\ of all unique re~ec!
tions obtained\ were classi_ed as observed[ The
additional crystal data and re_nement results are given
in Table 0[

The structure was solved by a combination of Pat!
terson and di}erence Fourier methods\ and re_ned by a
full!matrix least!squares procedure "SHELXL!82# ð19Ł on
=F=1[ Non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned anisotropically[
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Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement for KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O

Formula C6H03KN1O09V
Formula weight 265[13
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P10:n
T ">C# 047 K
a "A� # 6[007"1#
b "A� # 7[033"1#
c "A� # 11[835"2#
b "># 85[78"1#
V "A� 2# 0219[5"4#
Z 3
Dc "g cm−2# 0[781
m "mm−0# 0[011
l "A� # 9[60962
F"999# 657
Crystal size "mm# 9[59×9[49×9[04
u range "># 0[68Ð14[94
Index ranges −7¾h¾7\ −8¾k¾0\

9¾l¾16
Re~ections collected 1506
Independent re~ections 1227 "Rint�9[9174#
Goodness!of!_t on F1 0[913
Final R indices "I×1sI#

a R0�9[9172\ Rw1�9[9637
R indices "all data#a R0�9[9326\ Rw1�9[9728
Largest di}[ peak and hole 9[264 and −9[238 e A� −2

Data:restraints:parameters 1226:3:135

a R0�Sð>Fo=−Fc>:=S"Fo=[
Rw1�"Sðw"Fo

1−Fc
1#1Ł:S"Fo

1#1Ł#0:1

All hydrogen atoms were obtained from a di}erence
Fourier map and were re_ned isotropically[ The _nal
re_nement was carried out with a weighing scheme of
w�0:ðs1"Fo

1#¦"9[9264P#1¦0[6499PŁ where
P�"Fo

1¦1Fc
1#:2 and 1226 re~ections[

The _nal coordinates of atoms\ anisotropic dis!
placement parameters and the observed and calculated
structure factors are available from the Cambridge Crys!
tallographic Data Centre[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Syntheses

The conditions of synthesis for 0 and 1 were based
on our previous study of the pH dependence of in situ
formation of the vanadium"V# monoperoxo!ceida com!
plex in aqueous solution ð10Ł[ It showed that the complex
anion is formed\ at vanadium and ceida concentrations
09−1 mol dm−2\ within the pH range 0[9Ð2[4[ The low pH
values "approx[ 0[9Ð0[8# were found not to be convenient
for the synthesis\ because of the high rate of self!
decomposition of the complex anion[

2[1[ Thermal decomposition

To be able to compare the thermal stability of the
monoperoxo!ceida complex with the previously

described related monoperoxo!nta ð08Ł and monoperoxo!
ada ð04Ł complexes\ we have performed the thermal
analysis of potassium salts of all three complexes at same
conditions[ Similarly as for the nta and ada complexes\
the dehydration and active oxygen release are in 0 also
separated by a wide temperature interval "Table 1# in
which no thermal decomposition\ proved by constant
weight of the sample\ takes place[

Such course of thermal decomposition allowed us to
prepare the anhydrous monoperoxo!nta and mon!
operoxo!ada complexes ð04\08Ł[ By interruption of
dynamic heating of 0 at 029>C\ we have obtained a dark
red product of composition KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ "2# "found]
H\ 2[1^ C\ 13[5^ N\ 7[0)^ calcd[ for KVC6H09N1O7] H\
2[9^ C\ 13[6^ N\ 7[1)#\ with all IR bands characteristic
for the heteroligand monoperoxo complexes with coor!
dinated deprotonated carboxylates "Table 2#[ As follows
from Table 1\ the thermal stability of the vanadium"V#
monoperoxo complexes with derivatives of the imin!
odiacetic acid studied decreases in the following
sequence] ada×nta×ceida[ The thermal analysis of a
series of di}erent heteroligand vanadium"V# mon!
operoxo complexes performed so far in our laboratory
showed that only the potassium\ but not the NH3

¦"com!
plex 1# or Ba1¦ salts\ could be successfully used in the
preparation of anhydrous compounds by this method[ In
other than the potassium salts\ the water and oxygen
release\ and in the ammonium salts also the ammonia
release\ usually proceed simultaneously[

2[2[ Solution spectra

The UVÐVIS spectra of aqueous solutions of 0 exhibit
"in the pH range 0[0Ð3[8# an LMCT band at 327 nm\ i[e[ in
the 309Ð359 nm region characteristic for the monoperoxo
complexes of vanadium"V#[ The energy of the charge
transfer from peroxo oxygen to vanadium orbitals in the
monoperoxo complexes studied decreases in the same
sequence as their thermal stabilities "lmax�317 nm for the
ada ð04Ł and 323 nm for the nta complex ð10Ł#[

The 40V NMR spectra of 0 "c�09−2 mol dm−2# in water
"pH 3[8# and 09−2Ð09−1 mol dm−2 HClO3 "pH 2[0Ð1[0#
exhibit only one signal at chemical shift −479[4 and
−479[6 ppm respectively which obviously corresponds to
the ðVO"O1#ceidaŁ− anion[ The structure of the complex

Table 1
Temperature intervals for crystal water "A# and active oxygen "B#
release\ and Tmax of exothermic oxygen release "C# in >C

Compound A B C

KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O 74Ð094 064Ð074 070
K1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ = 1H1O 099Ð029 079Ð081 077
KðVO"O1#adaŁ = 3H1O 004Ð049 081Ð109 194
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Table 2
Characteristic IR bands "in cm−0# in ceida!oxo!monoperoxovanadates"V# and H1ceida

Compound n"VÐOp# n"OpÐOp# n"V1O# n"CÐN# ns"COO# n"COOH#

KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O 458 s 816 vs 843 vs 0010 m\ 0002 m 0264 vs Ð
KðVO"O1#ceidaŁa 459 s 813 vs 841 vs 0099 m\ 0959 m 0264 vs Ð
NH3ðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = H1O 456 s 805 vs 855 vs 0014 m\ 0004 m 0266 vs Ð
H1ceida Ð Ð Ð 0082 m Ð 0585 vs

aPrepared by thermal analysis of 0 by interrupting the dynamic heating at 029>C[

anion is thus maintained in solution upon dissolution[
In the spectrum of 0 in 09−0 mol dm−2 HClO3 "pH 0[0#
measured just after preparation of solution\ besides the
main peak at −471[0 ppm also a peak corresponding to
the presence of a small amount "to 09)# of a decompo!
sition product\ presumably ðVO"O1#
"H1O#xŁ¦ ð11Ł\ is observed at −425[6 ppm[

2[3[ Infrared spectra

The assignment of IR bands was based on comparison
of the solid complex spectra with the spectrum of H1ceida[
All characteristic bands "Table 2# appear in regions
expected for heptacoordinated mononuclear
vanadium"V# monoperoxo complexes ð5\02Ð06\08\12\13Ł[
The observed shift of the n"CÐN# vibration from
0082 cm−0 in H1ceida to lower wavenumbers in the com!
plexes is due to the coordination of the imino nitrogen to
vanadium ð14Ł[ The deprotonation of both carboxylic
groups of the ceida ligand is in the spectra of complexes
manifested by disappearing of the very strong band at
0585 cm−0 observed in the spectrum of free H1ceida[ All
spectra exhibit in the region 0599Ð0569 cm−0 a very
strong and broad absorption with maxima at 0501\ 0523
and 0554 cm−0 for 0\ 0488 and 0541 cm−0 for 1\ and 0504\
0529 and 0569 cm−0 for the anhydrous complex 2[ The
exact assignment to nas"COO#\ n"C1O#carbamoyl\ d"H1O#
and d"NH1# vibrations was\ however\ not possible[ The
IR data are in agreement with the structure found by X!
ray analysis[

2[4[ Crystal structure

We describe here the _rst structure of a vanadium"V#
monoperoxo complex with a tetradentate heteroligand
containing an O2N!donor set and forming two _ve! and
one six!membered chelate rings\ and compare it with
eight known similar structures in which the O2N!donor
set ligand forms three _ve!membered rings "Table 3#[

The crystal structure of 0 is built up of potassium
cations\ water molecules and ðVO"O1#ceidaŁ− anions held
together by electrostatic forces and hydrogen bonds[ The
structure of the complex anion "Fig[ 0# is mononuclear\
with a pentagonal bipyramidal arrangement around

vanadium which has been found so far in 10 of 11 crystal
structures of mononuclear\ and in 4 of 7 dinuclear mon!
operoxo complexes of vanadium"V# ð18Ł[ The pentagonal
plane of the bipyramid is formed by O"6# and O"7# oxy!
gens of the h1!peroxo ligand\ two carboxylic oxygens\
O"0# and O"2#\ cis to the peroxo oxygens\ and imino
nitrogen N"0# trans to the peroxo group[ The atoms in
these equatorial positions are almost coplanar\ with a
maximum deviation from the plane of 9[906"0# A� [ The
vanadium atom is displaced from this plane towards the
double bonded apical oxygen O"5# by 9[128"0# A� \ in
agreement with the average value\ 9[122A� \ calculated
from data on _ve structures of monoperoxo!nta
ð02\03\15\17Ł and monoperoxo!ada ð04Ł complexes[

Similarly as in the monoperoxo!nta and monoperoxo!
ada complexes\ the pentagonal bipyramid is not sym!
metrical[ The O"4#\ V"0#\ O"5#\ N"0# plane does not pass
through the midpoint between O"6# and O"7# peroxo
oxygens "deviations] −9[514"2# and 9[798"2# A� \ respec!
tively#[ The carboxylic oxygens O"2# and O"0# are devi!
ated from this plane by −0[824"1#\ resp[ 0[862"1# A� [

Selected bond lengths and bond and torsion angles in
0 are given in Tables 4 and 5[

The symmetry of the V"O1# group seems to be a com!
mon feature of this type of complex[ A great di}erence
in two VÐOp bonds was found only in the structure of
K1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ = 3H1O\ published by Djordjevic et al[ in
0884 "Table 3\ Ref[ð15Ł#\ but not in the structure of the
same complex published by us in 0882 ð03Ł[ The trans
e}ect\ i[e[ the elongation of the VÐOap bond trans to the
short VÐOt bond in comparison with the VÐOeq bonds\
generally observed for pentagonal bipyramidal oxop!
eroxometallates ð29\20Ł\ seems to depend in the structures
discussed on the nature of the Oap oxygen[ The VÐOap

distance for carboxylic oxygen is not essentially longer
than the VÐOeq distances] the di}erence between VÐOap

and average VÐOeq bond lengths is in the range 9[962Ð
9[032A� \ whereas for hydroxyl or carbamoyl oxygen as
Oap\ it is in the range 9[064Ð9[199A� [ The greatest elon!
gation in 0 "9[199A� # is obviously caused by the larger\
six!membered {{apical|| chelate[ This chelate also causes
an enlargement of the OtÐVÐOap bond angle from 054[76Ð
056[6> for nta\ heida and ada complexes with _ve!mem!
bered rings to 061[73"7#> in 0[
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Table 3
Selected interatomic distance "A� # in structures of monoperoxo complexes with vanadium polyhedron]

Compound OpÐOp VÐOt VÐOap VÐN VÐOeq VÐOp Refs[

KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O 0[325"2# 0[594"1# 1[112"1# 1[081"1# 1[906"1#\ 1[929"1# 0[761"1#\ 0[756"1#c this work
K1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ = 1H1O

a 0[317"0# 0[509"0# 1[002"0# 1[191"0# 1[939"0#\ 1[939"0# 0[751"0#\ 0[751"0#c ð03Ł
K1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ = 1H1O

a 0[327"3# 0[506"1# 1[010"1# 1[088"2# 0[847"7#\ 1[989"6# 0[689"7#\ 0[818"6#d ð15Ł
K1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ 0[320 0[596 1[069 1[085"3# 1[929"2#\ 1[932"3# 0[763"3#\ 0[768"3#c ð16Ł
BaðVO"O1#ntaŁ = H1O 0[340"00# 0[480"7# 1[097"7# 1[085"8# 1[902"7#\ 1[945"7# 0[723"7#\ 0[737"8#c ð02Ł
Na1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ = 4H1O 0[322"5# 0[509"4# 1[089"3# 1[061"3# 1[931"3#\ 1[940"3# 0[755"3#\ 0[754"2#c ð17Ł
KðVO"O1#adaŁ = 3H1O

b 0[346"2# 0[514"1# 1[128"2# 1[108"1# 1[941"1#\ 1[965"1# 0[781"1#\ 0[775"1#c ð04Ł
KðVO"O1#adaŁ = 3H1O

b 0[327"1# 0[500"0# 1[107"0# 1[082"0# 1[921"0#\ 1[944"0# 0[761"0#\ 0[765"0#c ð6Ł
KðVO"O1#heidaŁ = H1O 0[321"1# 0[590"0# 1[125"1# 1[083"1# 1[940"3#\ 1[927"0# 0[754"0#\ 0[753"0#c ð5Ł

a\bTwo independent structure determinations of the same complex[
V"Op#1 group] csymmetrical or nearly symmetrical "DVÐOp�9[990Ð9[903 A� #\ dasymmetrical[

Fig[ 0[ ORTEP presentation of the ðVO"O1#ceidaŁ− anion at the 49) probability[

Unlike in the structures of K1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ = 1H1O ð03Ł
and KðVO"O1#adaŁ = 3H1O ð04Ł\ where the K¦ cations
were found to be coordinated by eight oxygens with dis!
tances smaller than the sum of Van der Waals radii\ 2[1A� \

the potassium ion in 0 is surrounded by seven oxygens
with distances within the range 1[56Ð1[87A� given accord!
ing to ð21Ł for seven!coordinated potassium] one from
a water molecule\ one peroxo oxygen\ four carboxylic
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Table 4
Selected bond lengths "A� # for KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O

V"0#ÐO"0# 1[906"1# N"0#ÐC"2# 0[373"2#
V"0#ÐO"2# 1[929"1# N"0#ÐC"4# 0[385"2#
V"0#ÐO"4# 1[112"1# N"1#ÐC"6# 0[203"2#
V"0#ÐO"5# 0[594"1# C"0#ÐC"1# 0[404"3#
V"0#ÐO"6# 0[761"1# C"2#ÐC"3# 0[417"3#
V"0#ÐO"7# 0[756"1# C"4#ÐC"5# 0[412"2#
V"0#ÐN"0# 1[081"1# C"5#ÐC"6# 0[497"3#
O"6#ÐO"7# 0[325"2# K"0#ÐO"1#a 1[567"1#
O"0#ÐC"1# 0[299"2# K"0#ÐO"6#b 1[573"1#
O"1#ÐC"1# 0[111"2# K"0#ÐO"09# 1[604"1#
O"2#ÐC"3# 0[174"2# K"0#ÐO"5#c 1[718"1#
O"3#ÐC"3# 0[117"2# K"0#ÐO"3# 1[750"1#
O"4#ÐC"6# 0[141"2# K"0#ÐO"0#d 1[776"1#
N"0#ÐC"0# 0[371"2# K"0#ÐO"1#d 1[897"1#

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms]
a−x¦0:1\ y−0:1\ −z¦0:1[
bx\ y−0\ z[
c−x−0:1\ y−0:1\ −z¦0:1[
dx−0\ y−0\ z[

oxygens and the terminal Ot[ The eighth oxygen!to!pot!
assium distance\ 2[183"1# A� \ exceeds the value for any
higher coordination[

Table 5
Bond angles "># and torsion angles "># for KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O

O"5#ÐV"0#ÐO"7# 093[50"8# C"1#ÐO"0#ÐV"0# 005[3"1#
O"5#ÐV"0#ÐO"6# 092[50"8# C"6#ÐO"4#ÐV"0# 020[7"1#
O"7#ÐV"0#ÐO"6# 34[07"7# C"3#ÐO"2#ÐV"0# 007[8"1#
O"5#ÐV"0#ÐO"0# 83[83"8# C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"2# 002[1"1#
O"7#ÐV"0#ÐO"0# 68[11"7# C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"4# 094[7"1#
O"6#ÐV"0#ÐO"0# 013[91"7# C"2#ÐN"0#ÐC"4# 000[1"1#
O"5#ÐV"0#ÐO"2# 83[88"8# C"0#ÐN"0#ÐV"0# 092[3"1#
O"7#ÐV"0#ÐO"2# 014[99"7# C"2#ÐN"0#ÐV"0# 094[6"1#
O"6#ÐV"0#ÐO"2# 79[47"7# C"4#ÐN"0#ÐV"0# 006[4"1#
O"0#ÐV"0#ÐO"2# 049[96"7# N"0#ÐC"0#ÐC"1# 097[6"1#
O"5#ÐV"0#ÐN"0# 78[98"8# O"1#ÐC"1#ÐO"0# 012[5"1#
O"7#ÐV"0#ÐN"0# 041[15"7# O"1#ÐC"1#ÐC"0# 010[2"1#
O"6#ÐV"0#ÐN"0# 043[47"7# O"0#ÐC"1#ÐC"0# 004[0"1#
O"0#ÐV"0#ÐN"0# 64[50"7# N"0#ÐC"2#ÐC"3# 098[5"1#
O"2#ÐV"0#ÐN"0# 65[28"7# O"3#ÐC"3#ÐO"2# 013[3"1#
O"5#ÐV"0#ÐO"4# 061[73"7# O"3#ÐC"3#ÐC"2# 019[4"1#
O"7#ÐV"0#ÐO"4# 71[43"6# O"2#ÐC"3#ÐC"2# 004[0"1#
O"6#ÐV"0#ÐO"4# 70[45"7# N"0#ÐC"4#ÐC"5# 004[6"1#
O"0#ÐV"0#ÐO"4# 75[93"6# C"6#ÐC"5#ÐC"4# 001[6"1#
O"2#ÐV"0#ÐO"4# 79[74"6# O"4#ÐC"6#ÐN"1# 011[0"2#
N"0#ÐV"0#ÐO"4# 73[16"6# O"4#ÐC"6#ÐC"5# 019[4"1#
O"7#ÐO"6#ÐV"0# 56[12"09# N"1#ÐC"6#ÐC"5# 006[3"1#
O"6#ÐO"7#ÐV"0# 56[48"09#

V"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"0#ÐC"1# −39[6"1# V"0#ÐO"2#ÐC"3#ÐC"2# −01[1"2#
N"0#ÐC"0#ÐC"1#ÐO"0# 07[2"2# O"2#ÐV"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"2# −21[4"1#
V"0#ÐO"0#ÐC"1#ÐC"0# 07[2"2# V"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"4#ÐC"5# −44[6"2#
N"0#ÐV"0#ÐO"0#ÐC"1# −22[1"1# N"0#ÐC"4#ÐC"5#ÐC"6# 60[5"2#
O"0#ÐV"0#ÐN"0# C"0# 28[0"1# C"4#ÐC"5#ÐC"6#ÐO"4# −18[4"2#
V"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"2#ÐC"3# 24[6"1# V"0#ÐO"4#ÐC"6#ÐC"5# −11[1"2#
N"0#ÐC"2#ÐC"3#ÐO"2# −07[2"2# N"0#ÐV"0#ÐO"4#ÐC"6# 18[5"1#

In the Cambridge Structural Database there are regis!
tered only three structures with coordinated ceida
ligands]

H1N1 CH1COO0

% $

C0CH10CH10N0

& %

O3 CH1CO1O2

In KðCo"ceida#1Ł = 1H1O ð07Ł\ Co"III# is coordinated by
two tridentate ceida"1−#!N0\O0\O1 ligands[ In the tetra!
nuclear structure of ðCu"ceida# =H1OŁ ð22Ł\ four cop!
per atoms are bridged by four ceida"1−#!N0\O1\O2\O3

ligands via the carboxylic oxygen O2[ In ðNi
"imidazole#1ceidaŁ =H1O ð23Ł and in 0\ an N0\O0\O1\O3!
coordination mode of ceida"1−# was found[

2[5[ Reactivity

The study of kinetics of the oxygen transfer reaction]

ðVO"O1#L3Łn−¦ðCo"en#1"SCH1CH1NH1#Ł1¦
04

ðVO1L3Łn−¦ðCo"en#1"SOCH1CH1NH1#Ł1¦\ "0#

where L3 is tetradentate nta or ceida ligand\ was possible
due to the fact that the structure of the ðVO"O1#L3Ł−
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Table 6
Rate constants "l mol−0 s−0# for oxidation of ðCo"en#1"SCH1

CH1NH1#Ł
1¦ by mono!peroxo complexes of vanadium "V# in water at

187[1 K and I�9[94 mol l−0

Complex k Ref[

NH3ðVO"O1#adaŁ = H1O 9[92129[992 ð06Ł
K1ðVO"O1#ntaŁ = 1H1O 9[97129[993 this work
KðVO"O1#ceidaŁ = 1H1O 9[2329[92 this work

anion remains intact upon dissolution in water[ The 40VÐ
NMR spectra of 09−2 mol dm−2 aqueous solutions of all
three complexes given in Table 6 exhibit at 14>C only one
signal "at −436[7 ppm for ada and −436[3 ppm for nta#[
As follows from Table 6\ the reactivity of the mon!
operoxo complexes in eq[ "0# increases in the sequence]
ada³nta³ceida which is the same as found for the
decrease of thermal stability and the decrease of charge
transfer energy[ The approx[ tenfold higher rate constant
for the ceida complex when compared with the ada com!
plex can be explained only by the less stable six!membered
chelate in the ceida complex[ The con_rmation of a cor!
relation between composition\ structure and reactivity\
however\ requires a further study of new analogous com!
plexes[
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Abstract

Application of mild solvothermal conditions in the reaction of CrCl2=7H1O\ Sb1S2 and S in an aqueous solution of ethylenediamine
"en# yielded the two novel thioantimonate compounds Cr"en#1SbS2 "0# and ðCr"en#2ŁSbS3 "1#[ The crystal structure of 0 consists of
neutral chromium centered complexes\ where chromium is chelated by two ethylendiamine molecules and one bidentate SbS2

2− group
giving a distorted octahedral coordination[ Compound 0 is the _rst example of a transition metal complex with a SbS2

2− ligand[
Slightly di}erent synthetic conditions lead to the formation of 1\ which consists of isolated octahedral coordinated Cr"en#22¦ cations
and tetrahedral SbS3

2− anions[ The crystal structures were determined and the thermal decomposition was investigated[ Þ 0888
Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Chromium thioantimonates^ Solvothermal synthesis^ Crystal structures^ Thermal investigations

0[ Introduction

The coordination chemistry of main group chal!
cogenometalates with transition metals is yet a still less
developed area in inorganic chemistry ð0Ł in contrast for
example to the vast of polychalcogenide complexes ð1Ł[ A
number of combinations of thioarsenates"III# with metals
such as Ti\ Mo ð2Ł Ag ð3Ł\ Pt ð4Ł\ Cu ð5Ł or Hg ð6Ł have been
reported[ Analogous compounds involving the heavier
chalcogenoantimonates however are almost unknown
ð7Ł[ On the other hand thioantimonates"III# display an
enormous number of polymeric anions with intriguing
complex framework structures also associated with tran!
sition metals forming dense solid state compounds ð8Ð
03Ł[ But only very recently we successfully combined
manganese with thioantimonates and organic ligands
a}ording samples of a novel class of polymeric coor!
dination complexes ð04\05Ł[

The preparation of these compounds is _rmly con!
nected to the application of solvothermal methods ð07Ł[
The bene_ts of the solvothermal synthesis are that at
the elevated temperatures highly charged anions such as
SbS2

2− or SbS3
2− are kept in solution\ and on the other

hand the temperatures are low enough to keep them
intact during the reactions[ Under these conditions crys!

� Corresponding author[ Fax] ¦38!320!779!0419^ E!mail] wbensch
Ýac[uni!kiel[de

tals of polymeric species or of salts can be grown that are
nearly insoluble at room temperature[ A wealth of novel
chalcogenide compounds extending from thiometalate
clusters to open {{zeotype|| frameworks have been
accessed following this route[ The reaction pathways
however remain unknown\ and as a function of the reac!
tion parameters di}erent products are expected to form[

Our e}orts to combine the coordination chemistry of
transition metals with chalcogenoantimonates aiming at
the preparation of novel chalcogenide frameworks
resulted in a number of polymeric Mn thioantimonates
of the type Mn1"L#Sb1S4 with L�CH2NH1\ C1H4NH1\
NH1"CH1#1NH1\ NH1"CH1#2NH1 ð04\05Ł as well as an
example of a Mn!selenoantimonate complex
ðMn"en#2Ł1ðMn3"en#8"SbSe3#3Ł=1H1O ð06Ł[ Resulting from
our attempts to extend our chemistry to chromium we
obtained the new compounds 0 and 1[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis

The title compounds were prepared in stainless auto!
claves with te~on liners of 49ml volume from
CrCl2=7H1O\ Sb1S2 and S in 4ml of an aqueous solution
of 49 vol) ethylendiamine "en#[ A molar ratio of
0]9[4]1[4 on a mmol scale yielded Cr"en#1SbS2 "0# whereas
the ratio 0]0]2[4 gave Cr"en#2SbS3 "1#[ The starting
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materials were heated to 049>C for 6 days under auto!
genic pressure[ After _ltration the products were obtained
as dark violet needles "0# and orange cubes "1#[ For both
samples the yields were approximately 49) based on Cr[
Compound 0 forms in a temperature range of 039Ð059>C\
whereas 1 was only observed at 049>C[ If the temperature
exceeds 059>C inhomogeneous microcrystalline powders
of unknown identity were found[

In both syntheses di}erent byproducts were observed[
The samples giving 0 produced some yellow monoclinic
crystals at 039>C "cell parameters] a�04[05A� \
b�03[42A� \ c�06[50A� and b�002[72>#\ whereas
orange\ transparent tetragonal crystals were found
throughout the syntheses of 1 "cell parameters]
a�09[54A� and c�7[05A� #[ EDX analyses gave an
approximate composition of CrSbS3 in both cases[ How!
ever\ due to the poor quality of the crystals no further
structural details could be elucidated until now[ In
addition violet microcrystals were observed in all syn!
theses\ their proportions raising using higher chromium
to antimony ratios[ The use of elemental chromium inevi!
tably resulted in the growth of crystals of "enH#1Sb7S02

ð08Ł[

1[1[ Single crystal work

Intensity data were collected on a STOE AED II
"Cr"en#1SbS2# and a Philips PW 0099 "Cr"en#2SbS3# with
graphite monochromated MoKa radiation[ The lattice
parameters were determined using 63 re~ections in the
range 24>¾1u¾33> for 0 and 091 re~ections in the range
29>¾1u¾27> for 1[ Lorentz\ polarization as well as
absorption correction " face indexing# were applied[ The
structures were solved with direct methods using the pro!
gram SHELXS!75[ The re_nements " full matrix# were
performed with the software SHELXL!82 using aniso!
tropic displacement factors for all non!hydrogen atoms[
For 0 all hydrogen atoms were located from di}erence
map and re_ned with varying coordinates and varying
isotropic displacement parameters[ For 1 the positions of
the hydrogen atoms were idealized and re_ned with the
riding model and a _xed isotropic displacement
parameter[ For 1 the absolute structure was determined\
which was in agreement with the selected setting "Flack
x parameter] 9[994"07##[ In addition\ re_nement of the
inverted structure led to signi_cant poorer reliability fac!
tors] R0 for 1496Fo×3s"Fo#�9[9129^ wR1 for all
data�9[9486[ Technical details of data acquisition and
some selected re_nement results are summarized in
Tables 0Ð2[

Crystallographic data "excluding structure factors# for
the structure reported in this paper have been deposited
with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as sup!
plementary publication No[ CCDC 090847 for 0 and
CCDC 090848 for 1[ Copies of the data can be obtained\
free of charge\ on application to CCDC\ 01 Union Road\

Cambridge CB1 0EZ\ U[K[ " fax] ¦33!0112!225922 or e!
mail] depositÝccdc[cam[ac[uk#[

1[2[ Thermal investigations

Thermal investigations were performed on a Netzsch
318 DTA!TG measurement device[ The samples were
heated in Al1O2 crucibles with a rate of 5Kmin−0 up to
349>C and purged in an argon stream of approximately
49mlmin−0[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Crystal structure

The crystal structure of 0 consists of neutral chromium
centered complexes\ where chromium is chelated by two
ethylendiamine molecules and one bidentate SbS2

2−

group in a distorted octahedral coordination "see Fig[
0"A##[ The Sb of the SbS2

2− group adopts a trigonal
pyramidal coordination of sulfur which is well known for
other thioantimonate"III# compounds ð19Ł[ By sharing
their edges the CrN3S1 octahedra and the SbS2 pyramid
form a distorted CrÐSÐSbÐS square[ The two CrÐS dis!
tances of 1[257"6# and 1[275"6#A� are in good agreement
with those published in the literature ð10Ł[ The CrÐSÐSb
angles of 76[42> and 77[16> are rather small compared to
the tetrahedral angle that is most common for MÐSÐM
angles ð11Ł[ The SbÐS bond distances range from 1[288"6#
to 1[324"5#A� [ As expected\ the SbÐS"terminal# bond
length is shorter "SbÐS2# than the two SbÐS"bridging#
bonds[ The SÐSbÐS angles ranging from 77[16"1#> to
093[14"1#> are typical for SbS2

1− with pyramidal coor!
dination and demonstrate the presence of a ster!
eochemically active lone pair ð19Ł[ The terminal bound S
atom has a short intramolecular contact to a hydrogen
atom of one en ligand of 1[316"1#A� "H3N#[ This distance
and the N1ÐH3ÐS2 angle of 064[3"1#> indicate hydrogen
bonding[ Intermolecular hydrogen bonding with NÐH===S
distances of 1[549 and 1[642A� leads to the formation of
layers within the aÐc plane "see Fig[ 0"B##[ For the Sb
atom only van der Waals contacts to sulfur atoms in the
second coordination sphere are observed "Sb===S×3A� #[
The distances CrÐN1 of 1[970"1#A� and CrÐN2 of
1[982"1#A� are typical for Cr2¦ cations in an octahedral
environment of N atoms[ However\ the distances CrÐ
N0 "1[002"1#A� # and CrÐN3 "1[018"1#A� # are signi_cantly
elongated ð12\13Ł[ This enlargement may be caused by
the trans!oriented CrÐS0 and CrÐS1 bonds\ respectively[

The crystal structure of 1 consists of isolated Cr"en#2¦
2

cations "Fig[ 1"A## and SbS2−
3 anions "Fig[ 1"B##[ The

chromium ion is 5!fold coordinated by the six nitrogen
atoms of the chelating en ligands within a distorted octa!
hedron[ The CrÐN distances range between 1[948"2# and
1[976"2#A� and are typical for Cr2¦ cations in an octa!
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Table 0
Technical details of data acquisition and selected re_nement results for Cr"en#1SbS2 and
for Cr"en#2SbS3

Cr"en#1SbS2 Cr"en#2SbS3

a "A� # 5[3562"09# 04[4832"5#
b "A� # 04[1504"09# 04[4832"5#
c "A� # 01[2484"09# 02[6659"6#
a "># 89 89
b "># 85[397"09# 89
g "># 89 89
V "A� 2# 0101[2"1# 2249[0"1#
Z 3 7
m "mm−0# 2[596 1[642
Color dark!purple orange
MG "g:mol# 289[03 371[29
Space group P10:c "No[] 03# P31bc "No[] 095#
Density "calc[# "g:mol2# 1[027 0[802
1u!Range 1¾1u¾59 2>¾1u¾59>
Re~ections collected 3932 4454
Unique re~ections 2400 1616
Re~ections with Fo×3[9s"Fo# 2952 1496
Rint ")# 0[25 0[66
Min[:max[ transmission 9[04465:9[28746 9[5136:9[8206
Extinction correctiona] x 9[9920"3# 9[99015"7#
Weigthing shemeb] y 9[9351 9[9181
Dr "e:A� 2# 0[443:−0[106 9[43:−9[44
wR1 for all data 9[9609 9[9498
R for Fo×3[9s"Fo# 9[9147 9[9194
Goodness of _t 0[948 0[986

a F��Fc"kð0¦9[990xF1
cl

2:sin"1u#Ł−9[14[
b w�0:ðs1"F1

o#¦"yP#1¦9[99PŁ^ P�"max"F1
o\ 9#¦1F1

c#:2[

Table 1
Selected interatomic distances "A� # and angles "># for Cr"en#1SbS2

SbÐS"2# 1[288"6# CrÐN"0# 1[002"1#
SbÐS"1# 1[315"6# CrÐN"3# 1[018"1#
SbÐS"0# 1[324"5# CrÐS"1# 1[257"6#
CrÐN"1# 1[970"1# CrÐS"0# 1[275"6#
CrÐN"2# 1[982"1#
N"0#ÐC"0# 0[368"2# N"2#ÐC"2# 0[375"2#
C"0#ÐC"1# 0[495"3# C"2#ÐC"3# 0[400"2#
C"1#ÐN"1# 0[373"3# C"3#ÐN"3# 0[365"2#

S"2#ÐSbÐS"1# 87[30"1# N"1#ÐCrÐS"0# 80[45"5#
S"2#ÐSbÐS"0# 093[14"1# N"2#ÐCrÐS"0# 83[66"5#
S"1#ÐSbÐS"0# 77[16"1# N"0#ÐCrÐS"0# 062[95"5#
N"1#ÐCrÐN"2# 069[18"7# N"3#ÐCrÐS"0# 89[50"5#
N"1#ÐCrÐN"0# 70[40"7# S"1#ÐCrÐS"0# 89[67"1#
N"2#ÐCrÐN"0# 81[92"7# CrÐS"0#ÐSb 76[42"1#
N"1#ÐCrÐN"3# 80[10"7# CrÐS"1#ÐSb 77[02"1#
N"2#ÐCrÐN"3# 70[33"7# C"0#ÐN"0#ÐCr"0# 009[0"0#
N"0#ÐCrÐN"3# 78[37"7# N"0#ÐC"0#ÐC"1# 098[9"1#
N"1#ÐCrÐS"1# 86[00"5# N"1#ÐC"1#ÐC"0# 097[5"1#
N"2#ÐCrÐS"1# 89[05"5# C"1#ÐN"1#ÐCr 098[7"1#
N"0#ÐCrÐS"1# 89[48"5# C"2#ÐN"2#ÐCr 000[2"0#
N"3#ÐCrÐS"1# 060[48"5# N"2#ÐC"2#ÐC"3# 097[3"1#
N"3#ÐC"3#ÐC"2# 098[0"1# C"3#ÐN"3#ÐCr"0# 096[2"1#
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Table 2
Selected interatomic distances "A� # and angles "># for Cr"en#2SbS3

SbÐS"0# 1[205"7# SbÐS"1# 1[217"8#
SbÐS"3# 1[229"8# SbÐS"2# 1[223"0#
CrÐN"1# 1[948"2# CrÐN"2# 1[956"2#
CrÐN"0# 1[958"2# CrÐN"5# 1[969"2#
CrÐN"4# 1[965"2# CrÐN"3# 1[976"2#
N"0#ÐC"0# 0[354"4# N"1#ÐC"1# 0[358"4#
N"2#ÐC"2# 0[378"3# N"3#ÐC"3# 0[374"3#
N"4#ÐC"4# 0[371"4# N"5#ÐC"5# 0[377"4#
C"0#ÐC"1# 0[495"4# C"2#ÐC"3# 0[491"4#
C"4#ÐC"5# 0[492"5#

S"0#ÐSbÐS"1# 001[30"3# S"0#ÐSbÐS"3# 000[89"2#
S"1#ÐSbÐS"3# 094[52"2# S"0#ÐSbÐS"2# 095[57"3#
S"1#ÐSbÐS"2# 003[03"3# S"3#ÐSbÐS"2# 095[99"3#
C"0#ÐN"0#ÐCr 009[4"1# C"1#ÐN"1#ÐCr 000[9"1#
C"2#ÐN"2#ÐCr 097[4"1# C"3#ÐN"3#ÐCr 097[9"1#
C"4#ÐN"4#ÐCr 098[2"1# C"5#ÐN"5#ÐCr 096[3"1#
N"1#ÐCrÐN"2# 060[6"1# N"1#ÐCrÐN"0# 70[2"1#
N"2#ÐCrÐN"0# 80[2"1# N"1#ÐCrÐN"5# 83[0"1#
N"2#ÐCrÐN"5# 78[8"1# N"0#ÐCrÐN"5# 81[4"1#
N"1#ÐCrÐN"4# 82[8"1# N"2#ÐCrÐN"4# 82[7"1#
N"0#ÐCrÐN"4# 062[1"1# N"5#ÐCrÐN"4# 72[9"1#
N"1#ÐCrÐN"3# 82[7"0# N"2#ÐCrÐN"3# 71[8"1#
N"0#ÐCrÐN"3# 82[6"1# N"5#ÐCrÐN"3# 069[6"1#
N"4#ÐCrÐN"3# 80[4"1#

Fig[ 0[ Bis"ethylendiamine!chromium#!trithioantimonate with "A# view of the molecular structure with labeling and displacement ellipsoids drawn at
the 49) probability level and "B# crystal packing with view along the a!axis "Sb�ž^ S�&^ N��: ^ C��#[
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Fig[ 1[ Tri"ethylendiamine!chromium#!tetrathioantimonate with view "A# of the Cr"en#2 cation and "B# of the SbS3 anion with labeling and
displacement ellipsoids drawn at the 49) probability level and "B# crystal packing with view along the b!axis "Sb�ž^ S�&^ N��: ^ C��#[

hedral coordination of amine donor atoms ð12Ð14Ł[ The
SbÐS distances of the tetrahedral SbS3

2− anion range
between 1[205"7# and 1[229"0#A� and agree well with the
values reported for other thioantimonate"V# compounds
ð15Ł[ There are numerous NÐH===S hydrogen bonds with
H===S separations ranging from 1[327 to 1[474A� and NÐ
H===S angles between 035[0> and 069[7> resulting in a
three dimensional arrangement of the cations and anions
ð16Ł "see Fig[ 1"C##[

2[1[ Thermal properties

The thermal stability of the compounds was inves!
tigated using DTA:TG measurements[ Compound 0

starts to decompose at a temperature of about 169>C "see
Fig[ 2"A## as is evidenced by an endothermic peak and
the coinciding weight loss in the TG curve "Fig[ 2"B##[
The weight loss of 21[7) is slightly larger than expected
for the total removal of the en ligands "theoretical
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Fig[ 2[ "A# DTA and "B# TG curves for Cr"en#1SbS2[

29[7)#[ It is assumed that the discrepancy is due to the
loss of some sulfur as well[ The decomposition of 1 begins
at a nearly identical onset temperature of about 169>C
"see Fig[ 3"A##\ and is associated with a loss of weight in
the TG curve "Fig[ 3"B##[ The total weight loss of 25[7)
is in good agreement with the theoretical weight loss of
26[4) for the removal of all three en ligands[ However\
whereas 0 decomposes clearly in one step the TG curve
for 1 shows two distinct steps with weight changes of
about 14) and 01)[ This may be explained by the step!
wise removal of the en ligands[ The corresponding DTA
curve shows one marked endothermic signal with a
maximum at about 179>C[ In addition two weaker endo!
thermic events occur at 139 and 259>C[ The latter cor!
responds to the second step of the weight loss[ The
products of the thermal treatments were amorphous to
X!ray powder di}raction[

3[ Conclusion

From a synthetical point of view the in~uence of the
reaction temperature on product formation in sol!

vothermal chalcogenide chemistry ð04Ł is clearly dem!
onstrated in the syntheses of the title compounds[ The
unique Cr complex 0\ which displays the _rst structurally
characterized example of a single SbS2

2− group acting as
a bidentate ligand in a transition!metal complex\ forms
only in a limited temperature range of 039Ð059>C with
the other conditions held constant[ The tetra!
thioantimonate 1\ however\ crystallizes only at 049>C[
The source of the metal is another important factor con!
sidering the preparation strategies[ The Mn!thio!
antimonates reported previously ð04Ð06Ł were prepared
from elemental manganese\ whereas the use of elemental
chromium does not lead to comparable Cr!thio!
antimonates[ Therefore\ further studies are under way
in order to gain more information about the processes
involved in the formation of thiometalates under sol!
vothermal conditions and the in~uence of di}erent syn!
thesis parameters onto product formation and
speci_cation[

In further investigations we will try to change the syn!
thetic conditions in a way so that the di}erent by!prod!
ucts become the main phases with a crystallinity suitable
for single crystal work[
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Fig[ 3[ "A# DTA and "B# TG curves for Cr"en#2SbS3[
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Abstract

Two N\N?! bis"amide# derivatives of H3edta "ethylenedinitrilo!N\N?!diacetic acid#\ H1L0�bis"iso!propylamide# and H1L1�bis
"tert!butylamide#\ were synthesized[ Their protonation constants were determined by potentiometric titration in 9[09 mol dm−2 KCl
and by NMR pH titration at 14[929[0>C[ The stability constants of the complexes of calcium"II#\ copper"II#\ zinc"II#\ and
gadolinium"III# with H1L0 and H1L1 were also investigated quantitatively by the potentiometric technique[ The following stability
constant sequence has been obtained] Gd2¦×Cu1¦×Zn1¦×Ca1¦ for the ligands H1L0 and H1L1[ The proton NMR shift was
measured for the complexes of Lu2¦\ Y2¦ and Zn1¦ with H1L0[ These complexes are hexadentate\ possibly of octahedral geometry
and form various structural isomers[ 06O NMR shifts showed that the ðDyL0Ł¦ and ðDyL1Ł¦ complex had two to three inner!sphere
water molecules[ Water proton spin!lattice relaxation rates for the ðGdL0Ł¦ and ðGdL1Ł¦ complexes were also consistent with two
inner!sphere gadolinium"III# coordination positions[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Gadolinium complexes^ Contrast agents^ Relaxivity^ MRI^ Thermodynamics^ Paramagnetic complexes

0[ Introduction

Gadolinium complexes of poly"aminocarboxylate#
ligands present considerable interest in using as contrast
agents in magnetic resonance imaging "MRI# ð0Ð6Ł[ The
characterization of linear poly"aminocarboxylate# com!
pounds with an H3edta backbone that have di}erent
kinds of coordinating groups is the main goal in a series
of our studies ð7Ð09Ł[ To establish the basicity and con!
formation of the free ligand in~uence on the selectivity
of such metal chelate!forming reagents\ an investigation
of the addition of the neutral arm becomes important[
Also\ it is very important to understand the structural\
thermodynamic and selectivity properties of the linear
polyaminocarboxylates and their metal complexes to
design ligands for some particular application[ Therefore\
this report describes the characterization of two N\N?!
bis"amide# derivatives of H3edta\ i[e[ H1L0 and H1L1\
ðH1L0�the bis"iso!propylamide# and H1L1�the bis"tert!
butylamide#Ł[ The ligand protonation constants\ ther!
modynamic stability constants of the complexes of Ca1¦\

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦775!6!201!0090 ext[ 1107^ Fax]
¦775!6!201!4228^ E!mail] m714909Ýcc[kmc[edu[tw

Zn1¦\ Cu1¦ and Gd2¦\ the selectivity of the ligands\ the
proton NMR shift of the complexes of Lu2¦\ Y2¦ and
Zn1¦ with H1L0\ 06O NMR shifts of the ðDyL0Ł¦ and
ðDyL1Ł¦ complexes and water proton spin!lattice relax!
ivity will be investigated in this paper[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials

Metal nitrates of analytical reagent grade "×88[8)#
were obtained from either Aldrich Chemical Co[ or
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Merck Co[\ oven dried at 009>C for at least 13 h before
use and solutions were prepared in deionized water[ All
other reagents used for the synthesis of ligands were
purchased from commercial sources unless otherwise
noted[ Proton NMR spectra and elemental analysis are
used to con_rm the composition of the products[

1[1[ Preparations

1[1[0[ Ethylenediamine!N\N?!tetraacetic!N\N?!
dianhydride

The anhydride was prepared by modi_ed method of
Eckelman et al[ ð00Ł[ White solid "12[0 g\ 89)#^ d

ð199MHz^ solvent "CD2#1SO^ standard SiMe3Ł 2[69 "7H\
s\ NCH1CO1#\ 1[56 "3H\ s\ NCH1#[

1[1[1[ N\N?!Bis"amide# of H3edta\ H1L
0 and H1L

1

The compounds\ H1L0 and H1L1\ were synthesized by
the modi_ed procedure of Konings et al[ ð01Ł[ The dian!
hydride "4[9 g\ 02[88mmol# was added to ice!cold stirred
88) alkylamine "124mmol#[ The colourless solid that
formed was collected and recrystallized from waterÐace!
tone to give colourless crystals[

1[1[2[ N\N?!Bis"iso!propylamide# of H3edta\ H1L
0

White crystals "0[32 g\ 38)#\ m[p[ 067Ð068>C " found]
C\ 40[22^ H\ 7[96^ N\ 03[85[ C05H29N3O5 requires C\ 40[21^
H\ 7[96^ N\ 03[47)#^ d "199MHz^ solvent D1O:NaOD^
standard SiMe3# 2[68 "1H\ m\ NCH"CH2#1#\ 2[93 "3H\
s\ NCH1CON#\ 2[90 "3H\ s\ NCH1CO1#\ 1[40 "3H\ s\
NCH1CH1N#\ 0[90 "01H\ d\ NCH"CH2#1#[

1[1[3[ N\N?!Bis"tert!butylamide# of H3edta\ H1L
1

White crystals "0[70 g\ 42)#\ m[p[ 083Ð085>C " found]
C\ 38[01^ H\ 7[58^ N\ 01[50[ C07H23N3O5=1H1O requires
C\ 38[29^ H\ 7[62^ N\ 01[67)#^ d 2[95 "3H\ s\ NCH1CON#\
2[90 "3H\ s\ NCH1CO1#\ 1[46 "3H\ s\ NCH1CH1N#\ 0[12
"07H\ s\ CH2#[

1[2[ NMR experiments

Solutions of amides "9[934mol dm−2# for NMR pH
titration were made up in D1O and pD was adjusted
with DCl or CO1!free NaOD[ Proton NMR spectra were
measured in D1O solution on a Varian XL!199E spec!
trometer[ The _nal pD of the amide solutions were deter!
mined with a microelectrode[ The _nal pD was obtained
from the equation pD�pH¦9[39 ð02Ł[

Solution of the metal ion "Lu2¦\ Y2¦ and Zn1¦# com!
plexes "9[934mol dm−2# with H1L0 for proton NMR
studies were prepared by mixing an aliquot of the ligand
solution with an amount of the appropriate metal solu!
tion in D1O to have a 0]0mole ratio at a pD of 2Ð3 "using
NaOD#[

The 06O NMR spectra were recorded by a Varian
Gemini 299 spectrometer at 14>C[ The induced 06O shift

"d[i[s[# measurements were determined with respect to
D1O as external standard[ The hydration number of
ðDyL0Ł¦ and ðDyL1Ł¦ was determined by the method of
Alpoim et al[ ð03Ł[ An equimolar solution of Dy2¦ and
amides was prepared and a stoichiometric amount of
standardized NaOH was added so that the complex was
fully formed[ Solutions of Dy"III# complexes
"9[926mol dm−2# for 06O shift "d[i[s[# measurements were
made up in D1O^ six solutions of di}ering dysprosium
concentrations were prepared by serial dilution of the
stock solution[

1[3[ Solution preparations

Stock solutions of Ca1¦\ Zn1¦\ Cu1¦ and Gd2¦ were
prepared between 9[904 and 9[91mol dm−2 from the
nitrate salts with demineralized water "obtained by a
Millipore:Milli!Q system# and standardized by titration
with Na1H1edta "disodium salt of ethylene!
dinitrilotetraacetic acid# or atomic absorption spec!
trophotometer[

1[4[ Potentiometric measurements

Potentiometric titrations were performed with an auto!
matic titrator system to determine the protonation con!
stants of the amides and the stability constants of the
metal complexes[ The autotitrating system consists of
a 691 SM Titroprocessor\ a 617 stirrer and a PT!099
combination pH electrode "Metrohm#[ The con!
centrations of the metal!ion and amide solutions were
maintained between 1[9 and 9[5mmol dm−2[ The ratios
of ligand to metal used were 0]1 and 1]0 for H1L0 and
H1L1[ Each titration was performed at least three times[
Since the Gd2¦ chelate is completely or almost completely
formed at low pH\ their stability constant could not be
determined from the normal potentiometric titration
method[ Therefore\ these stability constants were evalu!
ated by a ligandÐligand competition potentiometric
titration in this study ð04Ð06Ł[ A 0]0]0 molar ratio of
Gd2¦\ amide and a reference ligand with a known metal
chelate stability was titrated[ A good reference ligand for
the Gd2¦ systems was found to be H3edta ð7Ł[ H3edta
forms a complex with Gd2¦ whose stability constant is
accurately known[

1[5[ Computational method

The protonation constants of the amides were cal!
culated using a FORTRAN computer program PKAS
ð07Ł[ The stability constants of normal metal chelates\
the protonated metal chelates and the hydrolyzed metal
chelates formed in aqueous solution were determined
from the titration data with the FORTRAN computer
program BEST ð07Ł[
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1[6[ Relaxation time measurement

The Gd"III# chelate solution was prepared by com!
bining equal molar amounts of the stock GdCl2 and the
amide solution[ A slight excess "2)# of the amide was
used and the solution was allowed to react for at least
13 h at 59>C to ensure completion of the complexation[
The Gd"III# chelate solutions under pH 5[44 value was
prepared by combining the bu}er solution with an appro!
priately diluted Gd"III# complex solution in a 0]0 "v:v#
ratio[ The following bu}er system was used] PIPES
"PIPES�piperazine!N\Ný!bis!1!ethanesulphonic acid#:
NaOH "pH 5[7#[ This bu}er solution was used to main!
tain constant ionic strength "i[e[ 9[09mol dm−2#[ The
bu}ered Gd"III# chelate solutions were all allowed to
equilibrate for at least 1 h[ The pH of these solutions
was determined immediately before relaxation time T0

measurements[
Relaxation times T0 of aqueous solutions of the com!

plexes of gadolinium"III# with H1L0 and H1L1 were mea!
sured to determine relaxivity R0[ All measurements were
made using a NMR spectrometer operating at 19MHz
and 26[929[0>C "NMS 019 Minispec\ Bruker#[ Before
each measurement the spectrometer was tuned and cali!
brated[ The value of T0 was measured from eight data
points generated by an inversion!recovery pulse
sequence[ The slopes of plots of 0:T0 versus concentration
give R0 in dm2 mmol−0 s−0[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Protonation constants

The ligand protonation constants are expressed as

Kn�ðHnLŁ:"ðHn−0LŁðH¦Ł# "0#

Table 0 summarizes the protonation constants of the
bis"amide# of H3edta[ The _rst protonation is reasonably
due to the protonation of one of the nitrogen atoms[ The

Table 0
Protonation constants log Kn with uncertainty "s# in parentheses

log Kn ð14[929[0>C\ I�9[09 mol dm−2 "KCl#Ł

Equilibrium H1L
0 H1L

1 H2dmdttaa H3edtaa H4dtpaa

ðHLŁ:ðLŁðHŁ 6[25"9[90# 6[08"9[93# 8[26"9[90# 09[06 09[38
ðH1LŁ:ðHLŁðHŁ 2[55"9[93# 2[70"9[98# 3[27"9[90# 5[00 7[59
ðH2LŁ:ðH1LŁðHŁ 0[88"9[93# 0[84"9[94# 2[20"9[93# 1[57 3[17
ðH3LŁ:ðH2LŁðHŁ 0[84 1[53
SpKa 02[90 01[84 06[95 19[81 15[90

a Data were obtained from Refs[ ð08\ 13Ł triacetic acid[

lower value of the second protonation constant could be
assigned to the protonation of one of the acetates[ The
replacements of the two carboxylate groups in H3edta
by the two N!iso!propyl! and N!tert!butyl!amide groups
results in the decrease of logK0 values "i[e[ 1[70\ 1[87
units#\ logK1 values "i[e[ 1[34\ 1[29 units# and SpKa values
"i[e[ 4[84\ 5[90 units# ð08Ł[ The SpKa "i[e[ log!
K0¦logK1¦logK2# values of H1L0 "02[90# and H1L1

"01[84# are very similar to those of H1medda "DL!0!
methylethylenedinitrilotetraacetic acid N\N?!diamide#
"02[95#\ H1eedda "DL!0!ethylethylenedinitrilotetraacetic
acid N\N?!diamide# "01[87#\ rac!H1dmedda "rac!0\1!
dimethylethylenedinitrilotetraacetic acid N\N?!diamide#
"03[00# and meso!H1dmedda "meso!0\1!dimethyl!
ethylenedinitrilotetraacetic acid N\N?!diamide# "01[99#\
but they are lower than that of H3edta "05[17# ð08\19Ł[

2[1[ NMR pH titration

The macroscopic protonation constants of the ligands
in Table 0 determined by the potentiometric titration
technique do not give a clue to the speci_c preference of
the protonation sites[ However\ the microscopic pro!
tonation scheme that is obtained by NMR spectroscopy
coupled with pH titration will ð10Ł[ The proton NMR
spectra of H1L1 as a function of pH are given in Fig[ 0[
This shows that the nitrogen atom is the most basic[ A
plot of the chemical shift values "d# of the methylenic
resonance of H1L1 as a function of pH was shown in Fig[
1[ The down_eld shift of d in the region of pH 3[9Ð6[9
indicates that the _rst observed protonation occurred on
the nitrogen atom\ which is common in all these studied
N!substituted carboxylic systems[ At about pH 2[7 a
down_eld d shift was observed for one of the acetate
groups which is the second protonation site[ These values
correlate quite well with the protonation constants of the
ligands given in Table 0 and re~ect stepwise protonation
of the bis"amides# of H3edta with the formation of the
species H0L− and H1L[
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Fig[ 0[ Proton NMR spectra of H1L
1 as a function of pH[

2[2[ Thermodynamic stability constants and selectivity
constants

The normal chelate thermodynamic stability constants
"KML# are expressed as in eq[ "1# where M represents the
free\ unhydrolyzed aquometal ion\

KML�ðMLŁ:"ðMŁðLŁ# "1#

L is the uncomplexed\ totally deprotonated form of the
ligand and ML is the normal unprotonated and unhy!
drolyzed complex[ The potentiometric titration curves

for the complexes of Ca1¦\ Cu1¦\ Zn1¦\ and Gd2¦ with
H1L0 and H1L1 have an in~ection point at 1mol base
added per mol ligand for the ligands bis"amide# of
H3edta[ Titration curves corresponding to other
mixtures\ like 1]0 or 0]1\ were not signi_cantly di}erent
from those of ratio 0]0[ All of the titration curves of metal
ions are lower in pH than that of the ligand\ indicating
competition between metal ions and protons for binding
with ligand[ In Table 1\ the thermodynamic stability
constants are presented for the linear poly!
"aminocarboxylates# H1L0 H1L1\ H3edta and H4dtpa[
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Fig[ 1[ Proton NMR titration curves for H1L
1[

Table 1
Stability constants of metal complexes of H1L

0\ H1L
1\ H3edta and H4dtpaa

Log K

Ion equilibrium H1L
0 H1L

1 H3edtab H4dtpab

Gd2¦ ðMLŁ:ðMŁðLŁ 01[68"8# 01[65"5# 06[21 11[35
ðM"HL#Ł:ðMLŁðHŁ − − − −
ðMLŁ:ðML"OH#ŁðHŁ − − − −
ðML1Ł:ðM\ L1Ł 07[85"8# 19[24"7# − −

Ca1¦ ðMLŁ:ðMŁðLŁ 5[40"1# 5[54"2# 09[54 09[64
ðM"HL#Ł:ðMLŁðHŁ 2[32"2# 2[35"1# 2[0 5[00
ðMLŁ:ðML"OH#ŁðHŁ 09[82"2# 00[98"2# − −
ðML1Ł:ðM\ L1Ł 01[55"2# 02[31"3# − −

Cu1¦ ðMLŁ:ðMŁðLŁ 09[30"6# 09[45"3# 07[67 10[39
ðM"HL#Ł:ðMLŁðHŁ 1[60"1# 1[64"2# 2[0 3[70
ðMLŁ:ðML"OH#ŁðHŁ 8[34"7# 8[67"6# 00[3 −
ðML1Ł:ðM\ L1Ł 04[82"8# 05[14"4# − −

Zn1¦ ðMLŁ:ðMŁðLŁ 8[63"1# 8[56"6# 05[49 07[18
ðM"HL#Ł:ðMLŁðHŁ 2[93"0# 1[61"1# 2[9 4[59
ðMLŁ:ðML"OH#ŁðHŁ 8[49"1# 8[86"0# 00[5 −
ðML1Ł:ðM\ L1Ł 06[67"4# 06[67"7# − −

a At 14[929[0>C\ I�9[09 mol dm−2 "KCl#[
b Data were obtained from Ref[ ð08Ł[
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The similar stability constant trends of the complexes of
Ca1¦\ Zn1¦\ Cu1¦ and Gd2¦ with H1L0 and H1L1 may
indicate the similar ligand basicity trends[

In most cases only the ML species is formed\ but the
hydroxo complex ðML"OH#Ł is also found for Ca1¦\ Zn1¦

and Cu1¦[ For the complexes of Gd2¦\ Ca1¦\ Zn1¦ and
Cu1¦ with H1L0 and H1L1\ as discussed\ the ðML1Ł species
seems to be formed[ The possibility of formation of other
species like polynuclear M1L has been examined\ but they
do not appear to be formed under our conditions[

For the N\N?!bis"amide# of H3edta\ H1L0 and H1L1\
the trend in the metal complex stability KML are]
Gd2¦×Cu1¦×Zn1¦×Ca1¦[ The trend is similar to those
of H3edta and H4dtpa\ respectively ð08Ł[ The logKML

values of the complexes of Ca1¦ with H1L0 "i[e[ 5[40# and
with H1L1 "i[e[ 5[54# are very similar to those of H1medda
"i[e[ 5[78# and H1eedda "i[e[ 5[57#\ but they are lower than
that of H3edta "i[e[ 09[54# ð08\19\11Ł[

When two neutral arms "i[e[ the amide group# are
added to H1ed!N\N?!da "ethylenediamine!N\N?!diacetic
acid#\ the logKGdL value "i[e[ 7[02# increases for H1L0 "i[e[
01[68# and H1L1 "i[e[ 01[65# ð08Ł[ The large increase in
logKML indicates that the added arm does participate in
complexation in each case ð12Ł[

The order of thermodynamic stability constants for the
same metal complexes is ðM"dtpa#Ł×ðM"edta#Ł×
ðM"dmdtta#Ł "dmdtta�N\Ný!di"methylcarbamoyl!
methyl# diethylenetrinitrilo!N\N?\Ný!triacetic acid#
ðML0Ł¼ðML1Ł ð13Ł[ It is found that the eight!co!ordinated
linear complexes have the greatest stability[ In other
words\ the lower stability of the bis"amide# derivatives of
H4dtpa and H3edta chelates when compared to H4dtpa
and H3edta chelates are assigned to the charge di}erence
of the ligand\ the weaker donor ability of the amide group
and the lower basicity of the ligands ð14Ł[

The logarithmic selectivity constant\ Ksel\ of ligands is
the di}erence of the thermodynamic stability constant of
the metal complexes "i[e[ logKML value# ð6Ł[ The log!
arithmic selectivity constant of H1L0 and H1L1 for Gd2¦

over Zn1¦\ Ca1¦ and Cu1¦ is the di}erence between the
logKGdL and logKML "M�Zn1¦\ Ca1¦ and Cu1¦# i[e[
logK"Gd:Zn#\ logK"Gd:Ca# and logK"Gd:Cu#[ The sel!
ectivity constant is a signi_cant factor when the metal
complexes are designed for magnetic resonance imaging
contrast media[ As obtained from the selectivity
constants\ bis"amide# derivatives of H4dtpa show more
favorable selectivity toward Gd2¦ over Zn1¦ than those
of H1L0 and H1L1 "i[e[ 0[50\ 0[62# because the basicity of
the bis"amide# derivatives of H4dtpa is higher than those
of H1L0 and H1L1 ð7\13Ł[

2[3[ Solution NMR studies

The proton magnetic resonance spectrum of the lute!
tium"III# complex was shown in Fig[ 2[ The spectra were
sharp at 14 and 39>C[ In the low!temperature spectrum

Fig[ 2[ Proton NMR spectra of ðLuL0Ł¦ at "a# 64>C\ "b# 59>C\ "c# 39>C
and "d# 14>C[
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Fig[ 3[ Proton NMR spectra of "a# ðYL0Ł¦ and "b# ðZnL0Ł at 14>C[
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of ðLuL0Ł¦\ the double doublet at 0[046\ 0[037\ 0[030 and
0[021 ppm with an intensity ratio of 0]0]0]0 is assigned to
the N!methyl protons[ This double doublet collapses into
a singlet as the temperature increase[ The protons of
the acetate groups "Ha# gave two AB patterns with the
baricenters at 2[27 ppm "J�06[1Hz# and 2[30
"J�05[7Hz# whereas the protons of the amide methylene
"Hb# also show two AB quartets with baricenters at
2[45 ppm "J�05[3Hz# and 2[47 ppm "J�05[9Hz#\
respectively[ This pattern of splitting implies long metalÐ
nitrogen and short metalÐoxygen bond lifetimes[ Increas!
ing the temperature to about 59>C results in a slight
shift of the ðLuL0Ł¦ peaks up_eld with little broadening[
Further increase in temperature to about 64>C leads to a
further small up_eld shift and total collapse of the _ne
splitting[ These changes probably re~ect an increase in the
rate of exchange between possible conformers in solution[

The proton NMR spectrum of complex of yttrium"III#
with H1L0 at 14>C shown in Fig[ 3 resembles closely that
of lutetium"III# with a slight shift down_eld as a result
of the increase in the charge density[ The protons of the
terminal acetate groups obtain two quartet patterns with
the baricenters at 2[24 "J�05[3Hz# and 2[27 "J�05[7Hz#
and the protons of amide methylene have two AB quar!
tets with baricenters at 2[42 "J � 05[3Hz# and 2[49
"J�04[5Hz#\ respectively[ The proton spectrum of zinc
complex was also shown in Fig[ 3^ the methylene protons
of the acetate groups lead to two AB systems with the
baricenters at 2[23 "J�07[9Hz# and 2[26 "J�06[5Hz#\
whereas for those of amide methylene two quartets with
the baricenters at 2[38 "J�05[3Hz# and 2[37 "J�05[7Hz#
were also observed[ The hydrogen atom resonance for
H"a#ÐH"b# all remained as AB quartets for these three
metal complexes\ suggesting that all six H1L0 and H1L1

donor atoms remain coordinated[

Fig[ 4[ The Dy"III#!induced water 06O NMR shift versus Dy"III# chelate concentration for solution of "0# ðDyL0Ł¦\ "1# ðDyL1Ł¦ and "2# DyCl2 in
D1O at 14>C[

2[4[ Dy"III#!induced 06O water NMR shifts

The Dy"III#!induced water 06O NMR shifts versus
Dy"III# chelate concentration for solution of DyCl2\
ðDyL0Ł¦ and ðDyL1Ł¦ in D1O at 14>C were shown in Fig[
4[ For the H1L0 and H1L1 ligand the slopes are −095[4
and −096[6 ppm\ respectively[ Under the conditions
applied in the present study\ the slope per Dy"III#!bound
water molecule is −35[0 ppm[ It can be concluded that
the ðDyL0Ł¦ and ðDyL1Ł¦ complexes contain 1[20 and
1[24 inner!sphere water molecules per Dy"III# ion\ respec!
tively[ The results are in good agreement with that of
H3edta by the same technique ð03Ł[ The number of
Ln"III#!bound water molecules in these complexes pro!
vides information on the coordination mode of the
ligand\ since the coordination number of the Ln"III# ion
in the poly"aminocarboxylate# complexes is in general 8
ð03Ł[ In the complexes of both ligands coordination sites
of each Ln"III# ion are occupied by two water molecules
and eight sites are available for the ligand[ By binding two
amine nitrogen atoms\ two carboxylate and two amide
oxygen atoms of the H3edta backbone\ a similar
coordination mode as found for the previously studied
bis"amide# of H4dtpa derivative is attained ð09Ł[

2[5[ Relaxometry studies

The spin!lattice relaxivities R0 of ðGdL0Ł¦ and ðGdL1Ł¦

are 6[1029[94 and 6[1429[96 dm2 mmol−0 s−0\ respec!
tively[ The R0 values are similar to the
5[89 dm2 mmol−0 s−0 determined for the complex of gado!
linium"III# with H3edta under the same experimental con!
ditions ð15\ 16Ł[ Since the complexes of gadolinium"III#
with H1L0 and H1L1 studied consist of gadolinium"III#
bound to similar amides for the current study[ The relax!
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ivity R0 of a paramagnetic metal chelate is governed by
an exchange between coordinated water molecule and
surrounding water molecules in solution ð16Ł[ With every!
thing else being equal the exchange process is only depen!
dent on the hydration number of the metal complex[ A
larger hydration number leads to a higher relaxivity R0[
However\ the hydration number of the complexes of
gadolinium"III# with H1L0 and H1L1 is the same with
ðGd"edta#Ł− ð03Ł leading to almost identical R0 values[ In
other words\ the similarity in the relaxivity R0 of ðGdL0Ł¦\
ðGdL1Ł¦ and ðGd"edta#Ł− indicate that the inner sphere
water molecule is identical for these complexes in the
aqueous solution[

3[ Conclusions

The stability constants of metal complexes formed with
the N\N?!bis"amide# of H3edta are intermediate between
ðM"ed!N\N?!da#Ł and ðM"edta#Ł "M�gadolinium ion#[
The proton NMR data support the behavior of hexa!
dentation by the bis"amide# of H3edta in the com!
plexation of lanthanide"III# and zinc"II#[ The hydration
number of lanthanide complexes with H1L0 and H1L1 is
two by the Dy"III#!induced 06O water NMR shifts[ The
spin!lattice relaxivity R0 is in good agreement with its
hydration number[
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Abstract

Starting from Cu"II# and Ni"II# perchlorate and Fe"III# chloride in the presence of 1\5!diacetylpyridine "dap# and semioxamazide
"sox#\ the ðCu"Hdapsox#H1OŁClO3 "I#\ ðNi"Hdapsox#"MeOH#1ŁClO3 "II# and ðFe"Hdapsox#Cl1Ł = 0

1ÐH1O "III# complexes with a singly
deprotonated ligand Hdapsox− of the acyl hydrazone class "with H1dapsox�1?\11!"1\5!pyridindiyldiethylidene#dioxamohydrazide#
have been obtained and characterized for the _rst time by a template synthesis[ The previously assumed ð0Ł square!pyramidal
structure of the Cu"II# complex with an asymmetrical coordination of Hdapsox− has been con_rmed by a single!crystal X!ray
analysis[ In II Hdapsox− is octahedrally coordinated around a Ni"II# ion\ while III is found to be a pentagonal!bipyramidal complex
with a symmetrically bonded Hdapsox−[ Causes of a ligand deprotonation occurring in a very acid medium "pH�9# and of a
di}erent coordination pattern in the case of Cu"II#\ Ni"II# and Fe"III# are interpreted by a dn con_guration and an e}ective nuclear
charge of the central metal ion "crystal _eld e}ects#[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Copper"II#\ nickel"II# and iron"III# complexes^ 1\5!diacetylpyridine derivative^ IR!spectra^ Crystal structure

0[ Introduction

Although pentagonal!bipyramidal "PBP# complexes of
all metals\ from Sc to Zn\ are known today\ a coor!
dination sphere of such a geometry around the _rst tran!
sition series metals ð1Ł is still quite rare[ For obtaining
such complexes macrocyclic or planar conjugation!sta!
bilized pentadentate ligands\ mostly derivatives of 1\5!
diacetylpyridine "Scheme 0#\ have been used ð2Ł[

The _rst among those are H1dapsc and H1dapb[ Using
these two ligands and having started from the _rst tran!
sition series metal nitrates\ chlorides or perchlorates PBP
complexes ð3Ð5Ł have been synthesized[ The resonance!
stabilized\ rigid planar position of the _ve donor atoms
forces the metals\ independent of their dn con_guration\
to favour a PBP geometry[ Introducing new\ potential

� Corresponding author[

donor atoms to the ligand systems "H1dapa\ H1daps\
H1dappc\ H1dapt# has not caused a change of the PBP
geometry except in ðCu1"dappc#Cl1Ł1 = 1H1O ð6Ł\ where a
spontaneous deprotonation of a ligand and its asym!
metrical coordination in a dianionic form has occurred[
It is to be noted that in the case of Ni"II# and Cu"II#\
very few stable PBP complexes have been separated and
characterized by X!ray di}raction ð4\7\8Ł[ These contain
H1dapsc and H1dapb ligands with neither new potential
donor positions\ nor a conformational ~exibility[ At the
same time\ a PBP geometry ð09Ð02Ł of the Ni"II# and
Cu"II# complexes containing H1dapa\ H1daps\ H1dappc
and H1dapt\ is only assumed[ The mentioned Ni"II# com!
plexes\ as well as ðCr"H1dapsc#"H1O#"OH#Ł1¦ ð03Ł\ dem!
onstrate a signi_cant PBP geometry distortion that is
explained with a JahnÐTeller e}ect ð4Ł[ In a subsequent
re!examination of the Cr"III# complex ð04Ł\ however\ it
has been found that actually an occurrence spontaneous
single deprotonation of the ligand caused a deformation
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Scheme 0[

of the structure[ So far this is the only known example of
single deprotonation "spontaneous or induced by adding
of a proton acceptor# of a ligand belonging to this class
ð05Ł[ The pyridylhydrazone deprotonation ability is what
enables the monitoring of a possible change in the 2d
metal coordination sphere geometry caused by an
increase of the ligand negative charge ð05\06Ł[ As men!
tioned before\ there have been only two cases of a spon!
taneous ligand deprotonation found in the literature\
where the deprotonation was caused by coordination of
a metal ion "in Cu"II# and Cr"III# complexes# while at the
same time quite a number of compounds of this type were
synthesized either by adding hydroxides to the reaction
mixture\ or by using acetates as proton acceptors[
Unfortunately it has been possible to determine the X!
ray crystal structure of very few complexes[ Mn"II# ð09Ł
and Co"II# ð05Ł complexes retain PBP geometry in spite
of the double ligand deprotonation[ Due to the double
deprotonation Zn"II# ð00\06Ł\ Cu"II# ð07Ł and Ni"II# ð07Ł
complexes build dimeric structures with deformed octa!

hedral coordination around metal ions\ while ðCu
"dapsox#H1OŁH1O ð0Ł has a monomeric square pyramidal
structure[

By synthesizing ligands with a greater number of
potential donor atoms\ as well as non!planar ligands with
increased conformational ~exibility\ one can investigate
to what extent the PBP geometry of a 2d metal coor!
dination sphere is favored by the rigidity of a ligand\ and
to what extent it is favored by the electronic con_guration
of the central metal ion[ Therefore H3dapscph builds the
PBP geometry around Co"II# and Zn"II# and in the case
of Ni"II# it forms a deformed octahedral structure ð08Ł[
In the case of a heptadentate ligand formed by con!
densation of dap with diethylenetriamine in a 0]1 molar
ratio by transmetalation\ the complexes of PBP geometry
with Mn"II#\ Fe"II#\ Co"II#\ Cu"II# and Zn"II# have been
obtained\ while the complex with Ni"II# is isomerized into
a deformed octahedral geometry causing an intra!
molecular nucleophilic addition of the secondary amine
group onto a coordinated azomethine center ð1\8Ł[ Similar
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changes of the ligands occur also on coordinating Ni"II#
with the pentadentate macrocyclic Schi} bases where\
besides the additions onto the azomethine group\ it is
possible to open the macrocyclic ring ð19Ł and to form an
octahedral structure around Ni"II#[ These macrocyclic
complexes with Ni"II# are not obtained by a template
synthesis\ but rather by transmetalation[ Synthesis with
the already formed cyclic pentadentates of increased
~exibility obtained by hydrogenation of a corresponding
macrocycle resulted in the Fe"III# heptacoordinated\ the
Ni"II# hexacoordinated and the Cu"II# pentacoordinated
complexes ð10Ł[

Our research ð0\05\11Ł is the continuation of the men!
tioned papers[ H1dapsox "Scheme 0# is a ligand that at
_rst sight does not show increased coordination ~exibility
as related to H1dapa\ H1daps\ H1dappc and H1dapt[ In
this paper it is shown that it spontaneously coordinates
in monoanionic form even at pH�9\ forming the stable
pentagonal bipyramidal Fe"III#\ the octahedral Ni"II#
and the square!pyramidal Cu"II# complexes[ The struc!
ture of the latter has been con_rmed by X!ray analysis[
These results indicate that H1dapsox allows a central
metal ion to form the complex of the geometry favored
by its dn con_guration[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Template synthesis

1[0[0[ ðCu"Hdapsox#"H1O#ŁClO3

A microcrystalline product\ synthesized according to
the above described procedure ð0Ł has been re!crystallized
in aqueous solution with an addition of HClO3 to pH�9[
The elementary analysis\ IR spectra and the value of
molar conductivity ð0Ł have con_rmed that no change of
the complex chemical composition occurred during the
re!crystallization[ me}�0[72BM[

1[0[1[ ðNi"Hdapsox#"MeOH#1ŁClO3

A suspension containing 9[19 g "0[1mmol# dap\ 9[13 g
"1[3mmol# sox and 9[25 g "0[1mmol# Ni"ClO3# = 5H1O
had been slightly heated in methanol for less than 4 min\
after which a clear orange solution was obtained[ Shortly
after cooling an orange microcrystalline product crys!
tallized which was _ltered and rinsed with methanol[
Yield] 59)[ "The same product is obtained when HClO3

was added to the reaction mixture\ to pH�9[# IR spec!
trum] "KBr^ n¹:cm−0#] 2307 "s#\ 2224 "s#\ 2174 "s#\ 2191 "s#\
1815 "w#\ 0579 "vs#\ 0592 "s#\ 0470 "s#\ 0409 "s#\ 0369 "m#\
0330 "m#\ 0265 "m#\ 0299 "s#\ 0168 "m#\ 0197 "m#\ 0977
"vs#\ 821 "w#\ 704 "m#\ 631 "m#\ 547 "m#\ 514 "s#\ 448 "m#\
409 "w#[ LM�73[4V−0 cm1 mol−0[ me}�1[80BM[ Analy!
sis[ Found] C\ 21[44^ H\ 2[79^ N\ 06[31)[ Calc[ for
C04H11ClN6NiO09] C\ 21[37^ H\ 2[86^ N\ 06[57)[

1[0[2[ ðFe"Hdapsox#Cl1Ł = 0Ð1H1O
9[19 g "0[1mmol# dap\ 9[13 g "1[3mmol# sox and 9[21 g

"0[1mmol# FeCl2 =H1O were added to 14 cm2 of meth!
anol[ The obtained suspension was re~uxed for about 19
min[ A dark red microcrystalline product was obtained
during re~uxing which was separated by _ltering[ Yield]
64)[ "The same product was obtained when HCl was
added to the reaction mixture to pH�9[# IR spectrum
"KBr^ n¹:cm−0#] 2310 "s#\ 2253 "s#\ 2292 "s#\ 2139 "s#\ 2046
"m#\ 1812 "w#\ 0601 "vs#\ 0573 "vs#\ 0520 "vs#\ 0597 "s#\
0475 "s#\ 0426 "s#\ 0409 "vs#\ 0329 "s#\ 0264 "s#\ 0206 "m#\
0178 "s#\ 0161 "m#\ 0132 "m#\ 0196 "m#\ 0053 "m#\ 0952
"w#\ 0919 "w#\ 0999 "w#\ 824 "w#\ 705 "w#\ 636 "w#\ 577
"m#\ 556 "s#\ 510 "m#\ 413 "w#\ 493 "w#\ 346 "w#\ 334 "w#\
306 "w#[ LM�22[9V−0 cm1 mol−0[ me}�4[77BM[ Analy!
sis[ Found] C\ 21[87^ H\ 2[49^ N\ 19[62)^ Calc[ for
C02H04Cl1FeN6O3[4] C\ 22[24^ H\ 2[10^ N\ 19[84)[

1[1[ Direct synthesis

9[16 g "0mmol# of FeCl2 = 5H1O were stirred into the
methanol solution containing 9[26 g "0mmol# of H1dap!
sox that had been previously synthesized according to
the method described ð11Ł[ The reaction mixture was
heated for about 29min\ after which a dark red powder
started to precipitate[ The elementary analysis\ IR spec!
trum and the value of molar conductivity con_rm that a
complex identical to III formed by template synthesis
was also obtained by a direct synthesis[

If the procedure is repeated with addition of
Ni"Cl#3#1 = 5H1O instead of FeCl2 = 5H1O\ a clear orange!
color solution is obtained upon re~uxing[ But\ as soon as
the solution starts to cool o}\ a white precipitate is noted[
The IR spectrum and microanalysis have con_rmed pre!
cipitation of H1dapsox ligand[

1[2[ X!ray crystallography

A red thin plate of approximately 9[2×9[1×9[92mm
was glued on a _ber glass and mounted on a Philips
PW099 di}ractometer[ Crystal data for ðCu"Hdap!
sox#H1OŁClO3 "I#] C02H05ClCuN6O8\ M�402[21\ tricli!
nic\ a�02[758"3#A� \ b�09[071"2#A� \ c�6[204"1#A� \
a�86[34"1#>\ b�67[36"1#>\ g�009[64"2#>\ V�833[4"4#A� 2\
T�182 K\ space group P0¹ "No[ 1#\ _ltered MoKa radi!
ation\ l�9[60958A� \ Z�1\ uÐ1u scan\ 5³1u³43>\ 3007
measured re~ections\ 3007 unique re~ections\ 0714
unique observed re~ections "I×1s"I##\ −06²h²06\
−02²k²02\ 9²l²8[ The phase problem was solved by
direct methods "SIR86# ð12Ł and the structure was re_ned
by full!matrix least!squares on all measured Fo

1 with
SHELXL86 ð13Ł[ Anisotropic thermal displacement par!
ameters were re_ned for all non!hydrogen atoms[ Hydro!
gens were located by inspection of the DF map and re_ned
isotropically[ Final re_nement on 233 parameters gave
R0�9[930 "on observed data#\ wR1�9[966\ gof�9[679
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"as de_ned in SHELXL86#[ Final di}erence Fourier map
was featureless[ Programs PARST86 ð14Ł\ ZORTEP ð15Ł
and PLUTO ð16Ł were used for analyzing and drawing
molecular structure and crystal packing[

All the calculations were performed on a Digital Alpha
144 workstation of the {{Centro di Studio per la Strut!
turistica Di}rattometrica del C[N[R[|| in Parma[ Aniso!
tropic displacement parameters\ hydrogen coordinates
and the full list of torsion angles have been deposited in
CIF format[

1[3[ Physical measurements

IR spectra were obtained on a PerkinÐElmer FTAR
0615X spectrometer with a KBr technique[ The molar
conductivity of the DMF solution "0×09−2 mol dm−2#
was measured at room temperature on a Jenway!3998
Digital Conductivity Meter[ The magnetic momentum
was determined "180 K# with a magnetic susceptibility
balance MSB!MK0\ manufactured by Sherwood\ Cam!
bridge[ The susceptibility is corrected for diamagnetic
contributions[

2[ Results and discussion

ðCu"Hdapsox#H1OŁClO3 ð0Ł "I#\ ðNi"Hdapsox#
"MeOH#1ŁClO3 "II# and ðFe"Hdapsox#Cl1Ł =

0
1
H1O "III#

have been obtained by a template synthesis starting from
Cu"ClO3#1 = 5H1O\ Ni"ClO3#1 = 5H1O and FeCl2 = 5H1O\
respectively\ with 1\5!diacetylpyridine "dap# and semiox!
amazide "sox# in a 0]0]1 molar ratio[ Elemental analysis\
molar conductivity and IR spectra have con_rmed that
during the reaction\ the condensation of dap and sox "in
the molar ratio 0]1# and the coordination of the formed
1?\11!"1\5!pyridindiyldiethylidene#dioxamohydrazide in
a monoanionic form occurred[ This ligand is coordinated
in a single!deprotonated form even when HClO3 or HCl
are added "pH�9# to the reaction mixture during re~ux!
ing[ In the literature there are so far only two other
complexes with single!deprotonated pyridylbis
"acylhydrazone#\ namely ðCr"Hdapsc#"H1O#1Ł"NO2#1
ð04Ł and ðCo"Hdapsox#"H1O#1ŁClO3 ð05Ł[ The molar
conductivity values indicate that the complexes I and
II are 0]0 electrolytes "LM�52[3V−0 cm1 mol−0

and LM�73[4V−0 cm1 mol−0\ respectively in DMF#[
The considerably lower value "LM�22[9V−0 cm1 mol−0#
obtained for III indicates that chloride ions are co!
ordinated to Fe"III# and that the complex can dissociate
to a certain extent replacing chlorides with DMF mole!
cules[

IR spectra of ðCu"Hdapsox#H1OŁClO3 were discussed
and compared with IR spectra of ðCu"dapsox#H1OŁ =H1O
in a previous paper ð0Ł[ On this basis an identical coor!
dination for the doubly and singly deprotonated ligand
was assumed[ The X!ray analysis carried out in the pre!

sent work shows that Hdapsox− is asymmetrically coor!
dinated as a tetradentate ligand through the pyridine
nitrogen\ deprotonated hydrazine nitrogen and the oxy!
gen of the terminal carbonyl group\ while the other neu!
tral chain in the coordination includes only the imino
nitrogen with the rest of the chain remaining pendant
"Scheme 1"a##[

Based on this experience and with regard to a sig!
ni_cant similarity of the IR spectra of the Ni"II# complex
to the IR spectra of the mentioned Cu"II# complexes\ our
conclusion is that the Hdapsox− is coordinated to Ni"II#
in the same manner "Scheme 1"a##[ More precisely\ the
two intensive bands "0579 and 0592 cm−0# appear in the
area 0599Ð0699 cm−0 in the Ni"II# complex spectrum[
The _rst is ascribed to the uncoordinated C1O groups of
a neutral chain\ while the second one is assigned to the
C1O groups of a deprotonated chain[ The coordinated
and uncoordinated carbonyl groups of this chain cannot
be told one from another\ because they are probably both
equally weakened^ one by coordination and the other
by deprotonation of the hydrazine NH group and by
participation of an a!oxyazine form "1C1NÐN1CÐO−#
in the structure[ Furthermore\ the mentioned coor!
dination is con_rmed by a band at 0299 cm−0\ appearing
in the IR spectra of copper complexes\ too "0188 and
0291 cm−0# ð0Ł\ which is attributed to the n"CÐO#
vibration of the a!oxyazine fragment[ The shift of this
band towards a higher frequency is remarkable\ as com!
pared to the same band present in the IR spectra of the
ðCo"dapsox#"H1O#1Ł = 5H1O and Co"Hdapsox#!
"H1O#1ŁClO3 complexes ð05Ł\ regarding to the fact that
for Cu"II# and Ni"II# the coordination of dapsox1− and
Hdapsox− does not go over an a!oxyazine\ as it is the
case for cobalt complexes ð05Ł[

Further comparison with IR spectra of the Fe"III#
complex demonstrates that the only similarity with the
spectra of I and II is in the occurrence of a band at
0409 cm−0 which is characteristic of an amide!II band
single!deprotonated form of a coordinated acylhy!
drazone[ In the area characteristic for the C1O group\
four intense bands appear[ The _rst "0601 cm−0# cor!
responds to an uncoordinated primary carbonyl group
of a neutral chain^ the second "0573 cm−0# to the same
group but of a deprotonated chain^ the third to the coor!
dinated hydrazide C1O group of a neutral "0520 cm−0#
and the fourth to the C1O hydrazide group of a depro!
tonated chain "0597 cm−0#[ On this basis\ as well as due
to the presence of a band at 0178 cm−0\ which is ascribed
to the coordinated N1CÐO− group ð05Ł\ it is concluded
that in spite of a single deprotonation\ Hdapsox− is sym!
metrically coordinated to Fe"III# as a planar pen!
tadentate "Scheme 1"b##\ similarly to the cobalt complexes
ð05\11Ł[

Based on the discussed Hdapsox− coordination\ the
presence of the two methanol molecules and the magnetic
momentum "1[80BM#\ complex II is assigned a deformed
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Scheme 1[

octahedral geometry[ On the other hand\ with regard to
the Cl− ion coordination and the pentadentate bonding
of Hdapsox− with a Fe"III# ion\ the complex III is
assigned a pentagonal bipyramidal geometry which is
in agreement with the measured magnetic moment of
4[77BM ð10Ł[

The square!pyramidal structure of ðCu"Hdap!
sox#H1OŁ = ClO3 has been determined by X!ray di}rac!
tion[ It is the only other known X!ray structure\ besides
ðCr"Hdapsc#"H1O#1Ł"NO2#1 ð04Ł\ with a monoanionic pyr!
idylbis"acylhydrazone#[ The asymmetric unit contains
one ðCu"Hdapsox#H1OŁ¦ cation and one perchlorate
anion[ A perspective view of the complex cation is shown
in Fig[ 0\ along with the labelling scheme[ Table 0 lists
relevant geometric features for the molecule[ The metal
presents a square pyramidal coordination\ with ligand
atoms N"2#\ N"3#\ N"5# and O"3# in the basal plane\ and
the water O"4# as apical ligand[ The metal is situated
practically in the plane de_ned by the four basal atoms\
and deviates from the plane only by 9[05A� in the direc!
tion of the apical water[ As a consequence\ the angles of
the coordination polyhedron involving the apical water

Fig[ 0[ ORTEP view of complex cation ðCu"Hdapsox#H1OŁ¦[ Thermal displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 49) probability level[

and the basal ligands are larger than 89>\ ranging from
81[5"0#> to 84[7"0#>[ In the equatorial plane\ the ideal
square pyramidal geometry is distorted by the steric
requirements imposed by the chelation rings^ thus the
angles belonging to _ve!membered rings N"2#ÐCuÐN"3#
and O"3#ÐCuÐN"5# are less than 89> "70[7"0#> and 73[4"0#>
respectively#[ The rigid ligand core "C"2#ÐC"02#\ N"2#Ð
N"6#\ O"2#\ O"3## is essentially planar\ and the maximum
discrepancies involve peripheral methyls C"3# and C"00#\
which deviate by 9[16 and 9[01A� from the mean plane\
in a direction opposite to the water O"4#\ as a consequence
of the slight deformation imposed by the shift of the
metal out of the ligand plane[ The uncoordinated pending
arm of the ligand "N"0#\ N"1#\ C"0#\ C"1#\ O"0#\ O"1## is
planar within 9[03A� and forms a dihedral angle of 53>
with the coordination plane[ This is the consequence of
a rotation around the N"1#ÐN"2# bond due to steric hin!
drance between O"1# and O"3# and to packing stab!
ilization[ The crystal packing is characterized by strong
intermolecular hydrogen bonds involving most of the
potential donors and acceptors[ A three!dimensional net!
work of hydrogen!bonded cations is formed by means of
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Table 0
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for I

CuÐN"5# 0[800"2# N"2#ÐC"2# 0[189"5#
CuÐN"3# 0[840"2# N"3#ÐC"8# 0[225"5#
CuÐN"2# 0[872"2# N"3#ÐC"4# 0[242"4#
CUÐO"3# 0[880"2# N"4#ÐC"09# 0[178"4#
CuÐO"4# 1[221"3# N"4#ÐN"5# 0[270"3#
O"0#ÐC"0# 0[119"4# N"5#ÐC"01# 0[240"4#
O"1#ÐC"1# 0[100"5# N"6#ÐC"02# 0[202"4#
O"2#ÐC"01# 0[114"4# C"0#ÐC"1# 0[430"5#
O"3#ÐC"02# 0[163"4# C"2#ÐC"4# 0[372"6#
N"l#ÐC"0# 0[214"6# C"8#ÐC"09# 0[492"5#
N"1#ÐC"1# 0[255"5# C"01#ÐC"02# 0[414"5#
N"1#ÐN"2# 0[397"5#

N"5#ÐCuÐN"3# 81[3"0# O"3#ÐCuÐO"4# 83[7"0#
N"5#ÐCuÐN"2# 056[5"1# C"02#ÐO"3#ÐCu 098[4"2#
N"3#ÐCuÐN"2# 70[7"0# C"2#ÐN"2#ÐCu 005[9"2#
N"5#ÐCuÐO"3# 73[4"0# N"1#ÐN"2#ÐCu 014[3"2#
N"3#ÐCuÐO"3# 061[2"0# C"8#ÐN"3#ÐCu 013[8"2#
N"2#ÐCuÐO"3# 88[7"0# C"4#ÐN"3#ÐCu 002[2"2#
N"5#ÐCuÐO"4# 84[7"0# C"01#ÐN"5#ÐCu 004[7"2#
N"3#ÐCuÐO"4# 81[5"0# N"4#ÐN"5#ÐCu 029[0"2#
N"2#ÐCuÐO"4# 84[3"0#

the interactions] N"0# = = = O"3#i "N = = = O�2[960"5#A� \
NÐH = = = O�050"3#>#\ N"1# = = = O"0#ii "N = = =
O�2[904"5#A� \ NÐH = = = 9�037"3#>#\ N"6# = = = O"0#i

"N = = = O�1[780"4#A� \ NÐH = = = O�061"2#>#\ N"6#
= = = O"4#iii "N = = = O�1[707"4#A� \ NÐH = = =
O�046"3#>#\ O"4# = = = O"2#iv "O = = = O�1[600"3#A� \
OÐH = = = O�047"2#># "with i�1−x\ 0−y\ 1−z^
ii�1−x\ 0−y\ 0−z^ iii�x\ y\ z¦0^ iv�0−x\ −y\ 1−z#[
The remarkable strength of the interaction involving the
water O"4# as a donor and the carbonyl O"2# as acceptor
justi_es the lowering of infra!red stretching frequency of
the latter\ as previously discussed[ The perchlorate anion
contributes to the network of hydrogen bonds by acting
as acceptor in the interactions] N"0# = = = O"7#v

"N = = = O�1[857"5#A� \ NÐH = = = O�097"2#>#\ N"1#
= = = O"7#vi "N = = = O�2[036"6#A� \ NÐH = = = O
�091"2#>#\ O"4# = = = O"7#v "O = = = O�2[975"4#A� \ OÐ
H = = = O�021"1#>#\ O"4# = = = O"8#v "O = = = O
�2[975"4#A� \ OÐH = = = O�021"1#>#\ "with v�1−x\
−y\ 1−z^ vi�x\ y¦0\ z#[ A view of the packing is in Fig[
1[

The heptacoordination of the Fe"III# complex "d4#\
hexacoordination of the Ni"II# complex "d7# and pen!
tacoordination of the Cu"II# complex "d8# are in accord
with a gradual reduction of the acceptor|s ability of d
orbitals due to an increase of the number of their elec!
trons[

The stability of the complexes with a PBP geometry in
ions with spherical electronic distributions ð7\10Ł\ as is
the case with our high!spin Fe"III# complex\ has been
noticed before[ So\ no matter whether the synthesis is
done by a template or a direct method\ the Fe"III# com!

plex retains its D4h symmetry[ However\ the Ni"II# and
Cu"II# complexes of this geometry "as we mentioned in
Section 0# are rare and unstable\ and it was not possible
to obtain them by a template synthesis\ but only by a
direct synthesis or a transmetalation method ð4\7\8Ł[ Syn!
theses of the pentadentate planar macrocyclic ligands
with Ni"II# or Cu"II# ions as templates were not successful
ð19Ł\ since these ligands impose a PBP geometry[ There!
fore\ in this work a direct synthesis with an already for!
med H1dapsox ligand that favors a PBP geometry results\
in case of the Ni"II# ion\ in a very unstable PBP complex
that disintegrates after a very short period of time[ Since
by a template synthesis we obtain an octahedral Ni"II#
complex\ we conclude that the coordination during a
template synthesis is primarily directed by the dn con!
_guration of the metal ion[ This is in agreement with an
already registered stereochemical preference of Ni"II# for
Oh over D4h symmetry ð8Ł[

The occurrence of a di}erent geometry around the
Cu"II#\ Ni"II# and Fe"III# ion may be explained by
observing the energy of d orbitals in a PBP geometry "dxz\
dyz^ dxy^ dx1−y1^ dz1# ð17Ł\ their supplementing with elec!
trons\ and also their direction towards the donor atoms
orbitals[ In the PBP geometry the orbitals of donor atoms
are directed toward dxy\ dx1−y1 and dz1 orbitals of the
central metal ion "Scheme 2"a##[

Symmetry of the electronic density distribution in these
orbitals is the very key to the PBP complex stability[
Consequently\ the d4\ d5 and d6 high!spin con_gurations
are stable in a PBP environment "Fe"III#\ Mn"II#\ Fe"II#\
Co"II##\ because their electronic density is symmetrically
distributed in the mentioned dxy\ dx1−y1 and dz1 orbitals[
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Fig[ 1[ Crystal packing of I\ viewed down the c direction[ Hydrogens have been omitted for clarity[

Scheme 2[

On the other hand\ with a new electron entering the dxy

orbital\ as in the case of a d7 con_guration\ an asym!
metrical electron distribution appears\ thus destabilizing

the PBP geometry[ If a ligand is actually the one favoring
this geometry\ then the geometry will become distorted
ð7\17Ł and inclined to an asymmetrical bonding which\ if
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the ligand allows\ leads to the change of the geometry
itself[

In the present Ni"II# complex\ both an asymmetrical
coordination and an asymmetrical single deprotonation
of a ligand occur[ Inclining towards a structure distortion
is noticed also in a d2 system for the same reasons\ except
that in case of ðCr"Hdapsc#"H1O#1Ł"NO2#1 ð04Ł\ the ligand
allows only an asymmetry in deprotonation[

In a d8 system there is also an asymmetric distribution
of electronic density in the orbitals directed towards
donor atoms "d1

xy\ d1
x1−y1\ d0

z1#\ with a new electron having
supplemented the dx1−y1 orbital\ which altogether weak!
ens the bonds in the xy plane\ and does not contribute
to the stability of a PBP geometry[ Due to the equal
supplementing of the dxy and dx1−y1 orbitals\ the dis!
tortion within the equatorial plane is smaller than in the
Ni"II# complex ð17Ł[ In the case when also N"1# and:or
N"5# atoms are deprotonated "Scheme 2"a##\ as in ðCu
"dapsox#H1OŁH1O ð0Ł and ðCu"Hdapsox#H1OŁClO3\ the
rebounding between the supplemented dxy and dx1−y1

orbitals and orbitals of the negatively charged donor
atoms is increased\ and this is what additionally desta!
bilizes the PBP geometry which is not formed in such
cases[

Scheme 2"a# shows that the electrons entering the dxy

orbital in d7 con_guration weaken the bonds of Ni"II#
with N"2#\ N"4#\ O"1# and O"2#\ while due to the lower
electronic density in the dx1−y1 orbital\ the bond with N"5#
and N"1# is stronger[ This causes the coordination of one
of these two nitrogen atoms "Scheme 2"b##[ Coordination
for the hydrazine NH group de_nitely leads to its depro!
tonation\ while deprotonation of a hydrazine NH group
does not require its coordination "see Cr"III# complex
ð04Ł\ Zn"II# dimeric complexes ð00\06Ł and ðFe"Hdap!
sox#Cl1Ł =

0
1
H1O#[ Coordination of a hydrazine nitrogen is

the favoring coordination of the primary C1O group
"O"3## of the same chain\ because a more stable _ve!
member chain is formed "Scheme 2"b##[ On the contrary\
coordination of a hydrazide C1O group "O"2## leads to
the forming of an unstable four!member chain[ Due to
the steric reasons\ the second chain can include in the
coordination\ only an imino nitrogen "N"2## ð0Ł[ These
are the reasons of the Hdapsox− single deprotonation
and asymmetric coordination[ In regard to an equal elec!
tronic distribution in dx1−y1 and dz1 orbitals "d1

xz\ d1
yz\ d1

xy\
d0

x1−y1^ d0
z1# the octahedral geometry around Ni"II# ion is

the most favorable[
Coordination of the N"5#\ O"3# and N"2# atom and

deprotonation of a N"5# atom occurs due to the same
reasons in a Cu"II# ion[ The di}erence is that the Cu"II#
additional electron\ if placed into the dx1−y1 orbital\
would lead to the structure destabilization in the xy plane
and it is\ therefore\ more feasible for this additional elec!
tron to supplement the dz1 orbital[ As the electronic den!
sity in the dz1 orbital is now higher only one ligand is
coordinated to a Cu"II# ion along the z axis\ resulting in

Table 1
Comparison of the crystal!_eld stabilization energies "in Dq# in D4h\ Oh

and C3v _elds for the Fe"III#\ Ni"II# and Cu"II# ions

Ion D4h Oh C3v

Fe"III# 9 9 9
Ni"II# 6[63 01 09
Cu"II# 3[82 5 8

a square!pyramidal geometry "d1
xz\ d1

yz\ d1
xy\ d1

z1\ d0
x1−y1#\ as

opposed to the octahedral geometry of Ni"II#[
In the Fe"III# complex\ the ligand deprotonation is not

caused by a tendency towards the structure asymmetry\
but by a high e}ective positive charge of the metal ions[
As the Cr"III# and the high!spin Fe"III# ion have almost
the same radius ð18Ł\ it is to be expected that the in~uence
on the acidity of a coordinated acylhydrazone is equal[
Thus a single deprotonation in the Fe"III# complex is to
be expected\ like in ðCr"Hdapsc#"H1O#1Ł"NO2#1 ð04Ł[ A
symmetric distribution of electrons in the dxy\ dx1−y1 and
dz1 orbitals favors a PBP structure and\ therefore\ the
ligand deprotonation is not going to disrupt it[ This is
also the case with the Mn"II# ð09Ł and Co"II# ð05Ł ions[

This agrees with the crystal!_eld stabilization energies
ð18Ł "Table 1#[
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Abstract

A series of 4!""3!heptyloxyphenyl#azo#!N!"3!alkoxyphenyl#!salicylaldimine and bisð4!""3!heptyloxyphenyl#azo#!N!"3!alkoxy!
phenyl#!salicylaldiminatoŁcopper"II# complex homologues "alkoxy�OnCmH1m¦0^ m�2Ð6# have been synthesized and characterized
by elemental analyses\ IR and NMR spectroscopy[ The thermal behavior of these homologous compounds was examined by
di}erential scanning calorimetry "DSC#\ polarizing microscopic observations and powder X!ray di}raction[ The complex homologues
cases of m�2 and 4 exhibit solid polymorphism but for m�5 a monotropic SA liquid crystalline phase on cooling from isotropic
liquid is seen[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

0[ Introduction

Metallomesogens\ metal complexes of organic ligands
which exhibit liquid crystalline "mesomorphic# character\
have recently attracted more attention ð0Ð4Ł[ Much of
this interest has been stimulated by the potential appli!
cations of metallomesogens ð5Ð7Ł[

Salicylaldimine!based ligands\ 0\ have been widely used
in the preparation of mesogenic complexes[ These ligands
can be chelated with Cu"II# in 1]0 ratio "L]M#[ Due to
the diversity of substituents\ R0 and R1\ and di}erent
positions of R0 in the salicylaldiminate ring "positions 3
and 4#\ a great variety of these mesogenic copper"II#
complexes have been reported ð8Ð10Ł[

We reported herein the syntheses and thermal proper!
ties of the new copper"II# bis"chelates#\ 2\ based on azo!
linked salicylaldimine\ 1 "see Scheme 0#[

0 A part of this work was presented at the 25th IUPAC Congress\
Geneva\ Switzerland\ August 0886[
� Corresponding author[ Fax] ¦87!30!239!080^ E!mail] tabrizÐuÝ

vax[ipm[ac[ir

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Reagents

All reagents and solvents were used as supplied by
Merck[ In order to prepare the 3!alkoxyanilline hom!
ologues\ 3!alkoxy nitrobenzene homologues were
obtained by standard etheri_cation of 3!nitrophenol ð11Ł
and reduced to 3!alkoxyanilline homologues as described
in the literature ð12Ł[

1[1[ Physical measurements

Elemental "C\ H and N# analyses were made on a
Perkin!Elmer automatic equipment model 139B[ Elec!
tron impact "69 eV# mass spectra were recorded on a
Finnigen!mat GC!MS!DS spectrometer model 7329[
Infrared spectra were recorded on a IR!397 Shimadzu
457[ Transition temperatures and enthalpy changes were
determined using a Mettler TA3999 system linked to
a DSC!00 di}erential scanning calorimeter[ The optical
observations were made with a Leitz Orthoplan!Pol pol!
arizing microscope equipped with a Linkam THMSG
599 heating and cooling stage[ A ~ow of liquid nitrogen
was used for the cooling[ The heating or cooling rates
were 09Kmin−0[ Powder X!ray di}raction patterns were
recorded on a Siemence X!ray difractometer model D499
with a CuKa source[ NMR spectra were measured in
CDCl2 on a Bruker ACE!149 or Bruker AC!79 NMR
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Scheme 0[

spectrometer\ 149 and 79MHz\ respectively[ All chemical
shifts are reported in d units down_eld from Me3Si[

1[2[ Materials

All homologue materials were prepared in similar man!
ners[ For convenience\ we have substituted the terms
aldehyde for 4!""3!heptyloxyphenyl#azo#!salicyl!
aldehyde\ ligand for homologues of 4!""3!alkoxy!
phenyl#azo#salicylaldimine!N!"3!alkoxypheny# and
complex for homologues of bisð4!""3!alkoxyphenyl#azo#!
N!"3!alkoxypheny#!salicyaldiminatoŁ copper"II# com!
plexes[

1[2[0[ Aldehyde
A 22[4mmol sample of a freshly distilled 3!heptyloxy

aniline was dissolved in 04ml of 5M HCl at 9Ð4>C[ The
reaction ~ask was immersed in an ice!bath for tem!
perature control[ 23mmol NaNO1 was dissolved in 04ml
cold water and added dropwise to the reaction mixture
for 29min under constant mechanical stirring[ Diazo!
nium salt was obtained and used for coupling to sal!
icylaldehyde[

22[4mmol of salicylaldehyde was added to 04ml cold
NaOH solution "09)# in a 2!necked ~ask immersed in
an ice!bath[ Freshly prepared Diazonium salt "9Ð4>C#
was added dropwise for 0 h to the reaction mixture under
constant mechanical stirring[ An brownish orange pre!
cipitate was formed[ During the coupling\ the reaction
mixture temperature was kept at 9Ð4>C[ Dilute acetic
acid was then added to the reaction mixture[ The brown!
ish orange precipitate was _ltered o}\ washed with water
and ethanol and recrystallized from ethanol:benzene[

Yield 64)^ m[p�029Ð020>C[ Mass] Found m:e ðfrag!
ment\ intensity)Ł^ 230[3 ðM¦0\ 49Ł\ 239[3 ðM\ 099Ł\ 010[3
ðM−C6H04OC5H3N1\ 09Ł[ Calc[ for C19H13N1O2] 239[3[

1[2[1[ Ligand homologues
Equimolar amounts of 3!alkoxy aniline and aldehyde

were condensed by re~uxing in ethanol[ The orange solu!
tion was left at room temperature[ Yellow ~at crystals
were formed\ _ltered o} and recrystallized from etha!
nol:chloroform[

Yield 79Ð74)^ m[p ">C#] m�2\ 028Ð039^ m�3\ 022Ð
023^ m�4\ 017Ð018^ m�5\ 013[4Ð015^ m�6\ 012Ð013[3
"m is the alkyl chain length\ see "Scheme 0#[

Mass m:e ðfragment\ intensity)Ł] m�2] Found] 363[6
ðM¦0\ 2Ł\ 362[6 ðM\ 11Ł\ 143[3 ðM−C6H04OC5H3N1\ 44Ł[
Calc[ for C18H24N2O2] 362[5[ m�4] Found] 491[7 ðM¦0\
5Ł\ 490[7 ðM\ 10Ł\ 171[4 ðM−C6H04OC5H3N1\ 04Ł[ Calc[
for C20H28N2O2] 490[6[ m�6] Found] 429[7 ðM¦0\ 4Ł\
418[7 ðM\ 02Ł\ 209[5 ðM−C6H04OC5H3N1\ 6Ł[ Calc[ for
C22H32N2O2] 418[6[

0HNMR for m�5] d 03[96 "br s\ 0 H\ OH#\ 7[70 "s\
0H\ CH1N#\ 7[94 "d\ 1H\ phenylazo\ J�5[4Hz#\ 6[85 "d\
1H\ phenylazo\ J�7[7Hz#\ 6[21Ð6[30 "1H\ salicylidene#\
6[08 "d\ 0H\ salicylidene\ J�8[4Hz#\ 6[92Ð6[09 "3H\ phe!
nylimine#\ 3[94Ð3[04 "3H\ OÐCH1\ s#\ 0[73Ð0[89 "3H\ OÐ
CÐCH1\ s#\ 0[30Ð0[46 "03H\ CH1\ s#\ 9[85Ð0[91 "5H\ CH2\
s#[ The same spectrum is observed for all ligand homol!
ogues[

1[2[2[ Complex homologues
A 9[4mmol sample of ligand was dissolved in 49ml

ethanol:chloroform[ To this was added an ethanolic solu!
tion of 9[15mmol cupric acetate monohydrate and the
mixture was re~uxed for 2 h[ The brown solution thus
obtained was left at room temperature and brown ~at
crystals were collected by _ltration\ washed with ethanol
and recrystallized from ethanol:chloroform[

Yield 79Ð76)[ Found "Calc[#] m�6\ C55H73N5O5Cu]
C\ 69[3 "69[64#^ N\ 6[2 "6[49#^ H\ 6[2 "6[49#[ m�4\
C51H65N5O5Cu] C\ 60[2 "69[62#^ N\ 6[4 "6[89#^ H\ 5[7
"6[04#[ m�2\ C47H57N5O5Cu] C\ 57[6 "58[97#^ N\ 6[89
"7[23#^ H\ 5[2 "5[64#[

2[ Results and discussions

2[0[ Syntheses

Aldehyde\ ligand homologues and copper"II# complex
homologues were obtained in good yields and purity[
Aldehyde and ligand homologues were characterized by
IR and mass spectroscopy and complex homologues were
characterized by elemental analyses and IR spectroscopy[
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In mass spectra of aldehyde and ligand homologues\
ðM¦0Ł\ M and ðM−C6H04OC5H3N1Ł were observed[
Some selected IR data for new materials are given in
Table 0[ The disappearance of the OH band of free
ligands in copper"II# complexes indicated that the OH
group has deprotonated and coordinated to the metal
ion as ÐO−[ On the other hand the stretching mode of
C1N shifted to a lower frequency by 02 cm−0 in com!
parison to the free ligand[ These observations and
elemental analyses results show that the ligand coor!
dinated to Cu"II# via N\ O in 1]0 ratio[ It is suggested
that the Cu"II# is square planar or nearly square planar
coordinated according to the common stereochemistry
of this kind of compounds ð2Ł[

2[1[ Thermal properties

Thermal properties of the ligand and complex hom!
ologues were examined by polarizing microscopic obser!
vations\ and the thermodynamic properties were
determined by di}erential scanning calorimetry[ The
transition temperatures and enthalpy data for complex
homologues are shown in Table 1[ None of the ligands
and related copper"II# complex homologues exhibited
liquid crystalline properties on heating[ All ligands and
related complex homologues clearly melted and trans!
ferred into an isotropic liquid as seen optically[ The com!
plexes m�4 and m�2 exhibited solid polymorphism
which was identi_ed by DSC and powder X!ray di}rac!
tion[ The virgin crystals of these complexes\ stored at
temperatures between solidÐsolid and solidÐliquid tran!
sitions\ are determined according to the DSC ther!
mograms "see Table 1# for several hours and then X!ray
di}raction patterns were recorded at ambient tempera!
ture[ X!ray di}raction patterns of virgin and annealed

Table 0
Selected IR data for compoundsa

Compound

aldehyde HL CuL1

OH 2149"m#b 2349"m# Ð
CÐH"aromatic# 2949"w#b 2949"m# 2949"m#
CÐH"aliphatic# 1849"s#b\ 1749"s# 1849"s#\ 1749"s# 1849"s#\ 1749"s#
C1O 0554"s# Ð Ð
C1N Ð 0512"s# 0509"s#
C1C 0599"s# 0599"s# 0599"s#
N1N 0494"s# 0494"s# 0494"s#
CÐO"etheric# 0134"s# 0134"s# 0134"s#
CÐO"phenolic# 0096"m# 0096"m# 0094"m#

a IR in KBr disk "cm−0#[
b s] strong\ m] medium\ w] weak[

Table 1
Transition temperatures and enthalpy changes of copper"II# complex
homologues

ma Transitionb T ">C# DH "kJ mol−0#

2 K0:K1 064 02[5
K1:Ic 192 47[4

3 K:I 069 43[0
4 K0:K1 78 15[0

K1===×K2 023 01[7
K2:Ic 053 34[0

5 K:I 045 39[1
"I:SA#d 039 1[8

6 K:I 049 49[1

a Alkyl chain length[
b K] crystal\ I] isotropic\ SA] smectic A[
c Determined with annealed sample[
d Monotropic transition[

crystals\ which have same IR spectra\ were completely
di}erent\ which indicates that new stable solid phases "K1

for m�2 and K2 for m�4^ see Table 1# are formed[ The
complex m�4 has another endothermic peak at 78>C on
heating cycle[ The virgin crystal of this complex was
stored at 019>C "the temperature between two solidÐsolid
transitions# and then the X!ray di}raction pattern for the
annealed crystal was recorded at ambient temperature[
The X!ray di}raction patterns of the virgin and annealed
crystal do not show any di}erence which indicated that
the new solid phase "K1# is stable between 78>C and
023>C and unstable below 78>C[

On a cooling cycle a monotropic liquid crystalline
phase was observed for the copper complex m�5[ Figure
0 shows a photomicroscopic picture of complex m�5\
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Fig[ 0[ Optical texture of complex m�5[ The photomicroscopic picture of the mesophase region "029>C# was obtained with a polarizing microscope
on cooling from the isotropic liquid[ 0 cm�09 mm[

obtained on cooling from the isotropic liquid[ The meso!
phase organizes as {{Maltese crosses|| at 039>C[ When the
polarizer is rotated the cross!like arms turn in opposite
direction[ Di}erent sizes of the {{Maltese crosses|| from a
few mm to ca[ 19mm were observed on the mesophase[
This mesophase is stable until the compound starts to
crystallize at 007>C[ These observations are not incon!
sistent with the existence of a smectic A mesophase
ð13\14Ł[ Under examination by polarizing microscopy the
ligand homologues and other complex homologues in the
series were found to crystallize directly from the isotropic
liquid phase upon cooling[

This complex represents a further example of a meso!
morphic complex derived from a non!mesogenic ligand[
Some non!mesogenic tetradentate Schi}|s bases which
also give mesogenic compounds when complexing copper
have been reported ð15\16Ł[
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Abstract

The reactions of palladium"II# salts with the primary ferrocenylamines] ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!"CH1#n!NH1#Ł ðwith n�0 "0a# or
1 "0b#Ł are reported[ These substrates react with Na1ðPdCl3Ł in methanol at room temperature giving] ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H3#!
"CH1#n!NH1Ł#1Cl1Ł ðwith n�0 "1a# or 1 "1b#Ł with the ferrocenylamine acting as a monodentate N!donor ligand[ However\ when
compounds 0 are treated with Pd"CH2COO#1 in toluene\ followed by the addition of LiBr and the subsequent treatment of the solids
formed with triphenylphosphine\ the cyclopalladated complexes] ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!"CH1#n!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#Ł ðwith n�0 "2a#
or 1 "2b#Ł were obtained[ NMR studies reveal that compounds 2 contain a _ve! "in 2a# or a six! "in 2b# membered metallacycle fused
with the ferrocenyl unit[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Cyclopalladation^ Palladacycles^ Ferrocenylamines^ Metallation

0[ Introduction

One of the areas of organometallic chemistry that has
seen great advances during the last years is the area
involving cyclopalladated derivatives ð0Ð3Ł[ A wide var!
iety of palladacycles containing] s"PdÐCsp1\aryl#\ s"PdÐ
Csp2#\ or s"PdÐCsp1\ferrocene# bonds have been described in
the literature[ Present interest in these compounds stems
for their multiple applications in several _elds[ For
instance\ it is well known that palladacycles are used
as precursors in the syntheses of new organic and:or
organometallic compounds ð4\5Ł and in the manufacture
dyestu} materials ð6Ł[ Some cyclopalladated compounds
have been also used in homogeneous catalysis ð7\8Ł[ In
addition\ metallomesogens ð09Ł and antitumoral drugs
ð00Ð02Ł containing cyclopalladated units have also been
described[ Optically active palladacycles derived from
amines "i[e[ substituted benzyl! or naphthyl!amines "Fig[
0"A#Ð"C## applied as auxiliar reagents for determining
enantiomeric excesses and even for resolving of racemic
mixtures of chiral phosphines arsines or amines have also
been reported ð03Ł[

In spite of the range of cyclopalladated compounds

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦23!8239!10163^ Fax] ¦23!8239!
6614^ E!mail] clopezÝkripto[qui[ub[es

containing a s"PdÐCsp1\ferrocene# bond described so far ð04Ð
25Ł and the prochiral nature of ferrocene derivatives ð26Ð
28Ł\ the number of articles dealing with cyclopalladated
compounds containing a s"PdÐCsp1\ferrocene# bond and fer!
rocenylamines are very scarce ð21Ð25Ł[ As far as we know\
only palladacycles derived from ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!
C"R#H!N"CH2#1#Ł "with R�H\ CH2 or CF2# ðFig[ 0"D#Ł
ð21Ð25Ł have been prepared and characterized[ However\
cyclopalladated complexes derived from primary or sec!
ondary ferrocenylamines have not been reported[

Therefore\ we decided to study the reaction of the
primary ferrocenylamines] ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!
"CH1#n!NH1#Ł ðwith n�0 "0a# or 1 "0b#Ł ðFig[ 0"E#Ł vs
palladium"II# salts[

1[ Results and discussion

1[0[ The ligands

The ferrocenylamines] ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!"CH1#n!
NH1#Ł ðwith n�0 "0a# or 1 "0b#Ł were prepared from N\N!
dimethylaminomethylferrocene following the sequences
of reactions described in the literature ð39Ð33Ł\ which are
summarized in Scheme 0[ In both synthetic methods\
the _rst step is to prepare the quaternary salt] ³"h4!
C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!CH1!N"CH2#2#×I ³39\ 30×[ In
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Fig[ 0[ Schematic view of the primary and secondary amines used in cyclopalladation reactions "AÐC#\ derivatives of N\N!dimethylaminomethyl!
ferrocene "D# and the ferrocenylamines under study[

Scheme 0[ i# CH2I\ in methanol[ ii# NaN2\ in H1O[ iii# LiðAlH3Ł\ diethylether[ iv# NaCN\ in H1O[

order to isolate ligand 0a\ this salt was _rst transformed
into its azide derivative\ which was later reduced to the
corresponding ferrocenylamine ³31×[ For ligand 0b\
the quaternary salt was converted into the nitrile] ³"h4!
C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!CH1!CN#× ³30\ 32× and its sub!
sequent reduction with LiðAlH3Ł in anhydrous diethy!
lether ³32\ 33× produced the desired ligand[ The two

ferrocenylamines were puri_ed by vacuum distillation\
which produced brownish oils[

1[1[ Palladium"II# compounds

In order to study whether palladium"II# salts could
induce the activation of the s"Csp1\ferroceneÐH# bond in the
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ferrocenylamines 0a and 0b\ several strategies were used[
The _rst one involved the reaction of the ligands with
Na1ðPdCl3Ł "in a 0]0 molar ratio# in methanol at room
temperature[ In both synthetic methods\ pale ochre solids
formed when the solution mixed[ Characterization data
of these solids were as expected for the coordination
compounds] trans!ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H3#!"CH1#n!
NH1Ł#1Cl1Ł ðwith n�0 "1a# or 1 "1b#Ł ðScheme 1\ equation
"A#×[ Compounds 1 were obtained in higher yields "61
and 57)# when the reaction was carried out using a
Pd]ligand molar ratio equal to 0]1[

Various reaction periods were used " from 0h to 0 day#\
but evidence of the formation of any other palladium"II#

Scheme 1[ i# Na1ðPdCl3Ł\ methanol\ room temperature 2 h[ ii# Pd"AcO#1 in toluene\ 2 h[ iii# LiBr in ethanol at room temperature[ iv# PPh2 in benzene[
v# SiO1*column chromatography\ for ligand 0b\ small amounts "³4)# of compound ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feðh4!C4H2#!"CH1#1!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#1Ł "3b# were
also isolated after the elution with a CHCl2 ] CH2OH "099 ] 4# mixture[

compound was not detected by NMR[ This _nding di}ers
from the results obtained in the reaction of primary and
secondary benzylamines such as] C5H4!C"R#"R?#!
NH"Rý# "with R�R?�Ph and Rý�H or Me^ R�H and
R?�Rý�Me or R�H\ R?�Me and Rý�CHMe1# or
the naphthylamine] C09H6!CH"Me#!NH"CHMe1# which
undergo orthopalladation of the aryl rings under ident!
ical experimental conditions "ligand]Na1ðPdCl3Ł in a 1]0
molar ratio in methanol at room temperature# ³34Ð
36×[

Although it is widely accepted that] "a# cyclo!
palladation of N!donor ligands proceeds in two steps] the
coordination of the nitrogen to the palladium followed by
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the electrophilic attack to the s"CÐH# bond ð37Ð40Ł and
"b# ferrocene derivatives are more prone to undergo elec!
trophilic attacks than benzene ð12\14Ł^ the reaction of
ligands 0 with Na1ðPdCl3Ł does not produce the cyclo!
palladated compounds in contrast with the results
obtained for N!benzylamines with bulky substituents
ð34Ð36Ł[ Thus\ the reactivity of ligands 0 is more alike to
that of the less hindered benzylamines] R!C5H3!CH"R?#!
NH1 "with R?�H or CH2# ð41Ð47Ł which do undergo the
activation of the ortho s"CÐH# bond in the presence of
Na1ðPdCl3Ł[

In view of these results\ we decided to test whether the
general procedure described for the cyclopalladation of
most N!donor ferrocenyl ligands ð04Ð25Ł could also be
extended to the ferrocenylamines 0[ This method\ which
consists of the reaction of equimolar amounts of the
ligand ðhereinafter referred to as "HÐCÐN#Ł\ Na1ðPdCl3Ł
and Na"CH2COO#=2H1O in methanol at room tempera!
ture\ produces the di!m!chloro!bridged cyclopalladated
complexes] ðPd"CÐN#"m!Cl#Ł1[ However\ when the reac!
tion was carried out using the ferrocenylamines "0a or
0b# as starting materials and di}erent reaction periods
" from 2 to 13 h#\ only the coordination compounds]
trans ! ðPd""h4 ! C4H4#Feð"h4 ! C4H3# ! "CH1#n ! NH1Ł#1Cl1Ł
ðwith n�0 "1a# or 1 "1b#Ł were formed in low yield "ca[
27)#[ Small amounts of starting materials were present
in the _ltrate but no evidence of the formation of any
other palladium"II# compound was detected by NMR
spectroscopy[

These _ndings di}er from the results obtained for the
tertiary amines] ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!CH"R#!NMe1#Ł
ðwhere R�H "0c#\ CH2 "0d# or CF2 "0e#Ł for which cyclo!
palladation of the ferrocenyl fragment occurs\ giving]
ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!CH"R#!NMe1Ł#"m!Cl#Ł1 in a
fairly good yield "79) for 0c\ 55) for 0d and 71) for
0e# ð21Ð23\25Ł[ In addition\ for amines 0c and 0d the
formation of] trans!ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H3#!CH"R#!
NMe1Ł#1Cl1Ł ðwith R�H "1c#\ Me "0d#Ł\ which are for!
mally analogous to compounds 1a and 1b\ could only be
formed when the reaction was carried out in the absence
of sodium acetate ð48Ł[

Recently\ some authors have reported that the acti!
vation of the s"CÐH# bonds in benzylamines] C5H4!CH1!
NHR "with R�H\ Me\ iPr\ CHEt1 or Ph#\ a!methyl!
benzylamines\ 1!phenylaniline or a!methylbenzylamine
can be achieved in fairly good yields " from 39 to 89)#\
using palladium"II# acetate as metallating agent and tolu!
ene as solvent ð41Ð45Ł[ On this basis\ we decided to test
whether this procedure could be extended to the fer!
rocenylamines ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!"CH1#n!NH1#Ł
ðwith n�0 "0a# or 1 "0b#Ł[ When ligands 0 were treated
with Pd"CH2COO#1 in toluene at room temperature for
08 h\ a deep brown solid formed[ Further reaction of
this material with LiBr in ethanol at room temperature
produced a highly insoluble brown solid\ which reacted
with PPh2 in benzene to give a redÐbrown solution[ Con!

centration of the solution in a rotary evaporator followed
by an SiO1 column chromatography allowed us to isolate
di}erent sorts of palladium"II# compounds[ When the
reaction was carried out using ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!
CH1!NH1#Ł "0a#\ elution with CHCl2 produced a yellow
band which contained ðPdBr1"PPh2#1Ł[ A second coloured
fraction was eluted with mixture CHCl2]CH2OH "099]0#[
Concentration to dryness of the solution in a rotary evap!
orator enabled the isolation of the cyclopalladated com!
pound] ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!CH1!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#Ł
"2a# in a 27) yield ðScheme 1\ equation "B#Ł[

Similar results were obtained when the reaction was
carried out using the ferrocenylamine 0b[ Complex]
ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!"CH1#1!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#Ł "2b#
was isolated from the second band\ but in this case the
yield was even lower[ Unlike the results obtained for
ligand 0a\ an increase in the polarity of the eluant
"CHCl2]CH2OH�099]4# allowed us to collect a narrow
additional band[ The concentration of this solution to
dryness in a rotary evaporator yielded a small amount
"³4)# of a pale orange solid[ Proton and 20P!NMR
studies of this material were consistent with those
expected for complex ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!"CH1#1!
NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#1Ł "3b#\ in which the ferrocenylamine acts
as a monoanionic C!donor ligand[ Compound 3b arises
from 2b by cleavage of the PdÐN bond and the incor!
poration of a second phosphine into the coordination
sphere of the palladium[

The yields of the syntheses of compounds 2 are slightly
lower than those reported for primary and secondary
organic amines\ particularly for substituted benzylamines
"which fall in the range] 33Ð89)# ð34Ð36\41Ð45Ł[ In order
to try to improve the yields of these reactions\ di}erent
strategies were used[ For instance\ reaction times were
increased up to two days\ but no signi_cant di}erences
were found[ In order to test whether the yield of syntheses
could be increased thermically\ the reaction was carried
out in re~uxing toluene for 0 h[ However\ under these
conditions\ the starting materials decomposed and a mir!
ror of metallic palladium became visible[ Consequently\
the low yield of the reactions shown in Scheme 1ðequation
"B#Ł could be attributed to several factors\ among which
the instability of the ferrocenylamines and:or their highly
reductive nature may be important[ Electrochemical
studies have demonstrated that compounds 0 are more
prone to oxidize than ferrocene ðthe half!wave potentials
"referred to ferrocene# are −9[914 and −9[920V for 0a

and 0b\ respectivelyŁ ð59Ł[ The instability of these two
ligands has been ascribed to this property since their
reductive character may be responsible for the formation
of metallic palladium in the course of the cyclo!
palladation process[ A similar argument has been used
to explain why cyclopalladation of the ferrocenylimines]
ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!"CH1#n!N�CHRŁ#Ł "with
n�0 or 1 and R�aryl or ferrocenyl groups# also occurs
at low yield ð12Ð20Ł\ though these ferrocenylimines are a
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bit more resistant to oxidation than the amines "the half!
wave potentials for the imines with n�0 and 1 range from
−9[979 to −9[919V and from −9[919 to −9[939V\
respectively ð59Ł#[ As far as we know compounds 2 are the
_rst examples of _ve " for 2a# and six! " for 2b# membered
palladacycles derived from primary ferrocenylamines[

The ortho!s"Csp1\phenylÐH# bonds of benzylamines C5H3!
C"R#H!NH1 "R�H or Me# can be activated using an
alternative pathway ð46\ 47Ł which consists of "a# the
reaction of the coordination compounds] trans!
ðPd"C5H3!CH"R#!NH1#X1Ł "with X�Cl or I# with sil!
ver"I# salts to give] ðPd"C5H3!CH"R#!NH1#"solvent#1Ł1¦

and "b# the subsequent electrophilic attack of the coor!
dinated palladium to the s"CÐH# bond^ however\ when
compounds 1 were treated with AgClO3 at room tem!
perature\ the formation of a metallic mirror was detected[
This can also be explained by the highly reductive nature
of the ferrocenylamines mentioned above[

The di}erence in the products obtained in the reactions
of 0 with Na1ðPdCl3Ł or Pd"CH2COO#1 can be interpreted
as due to the higher electrophilic character of the pal!
ladium"II# in the coordination complexes trans!ðPd""h4!
C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H3#!"CH1#n!NH1Ł#1"CH2COO#1Ł "with
n�0 or 1# formed in the _rst step of the cyclopalladation
reaction\ which may ease the activation of the
s"Csp1\ferroceneÐH# bond[

Finally\ it is worth noting that compounds 1 and 2 are
more stable than the free ligands\ since no signi_cant
variation in their colours or their NMR spectra was
detected after several weeks of storage[ This _nding is
consistent with the results obtained for related coor!
dination complexes such as] trans!ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!
C4H3#!CH1N!"CH1#1!NMe1Ł#1Cl1Ł or trans!ðPd""h4!
C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H3#!CH1N!NMe1Ł#1Cl1Ł ð50Ł[ For these
complexes\ electrochemical studies\ based on cyclic vol!
tammetry\ revealed that the binding of the palladium to
the N!donor ligand causes an increase in the half!wave
potential\ so reducing the propensity of the Fe"II# to
oxidize ð59Ł[

In order to check the stability of the PdÐN bond in the
cyclopalladated complexes 2 an excess of PPh2 was added
to their CDCl2 solutions[ These experiments were per!
formed in an NMR!tube and studied by 20P!NMR spec!
troscopy[ When the experiment was carried out using
complexes 2a and 2b\ the spectrum showed a singlet "at
18[1 and 16[4 ppm\ respectively#[ It is worth noting that
the position and multiplicity of these signals were con!
sistent with the values expected for compounds ðPd""h4!
C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!"CH1#n!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#1Ł ðn�0 "3a#
or 1 "3b#Ł in which the amine acts as a monodentate
anionic ligand bound to the palladium through the ortho!
C atom of the ferrocenyl fragment[ Compounds 3 arise
from the opening of the metallacycle and the coor!
dination of a second phosphine to the palladium"II#[ This
_nding di}ers from previous studies on _ve!membered
palladacycles ðPd"CÐN#Cl"PPh2#Ł ðwhere the "CÐN#

group represents a bidentate ferrocenylimine\ oxime or
azineŁ which do not react with large excesses of PPh2 ð04Ð
25Ł[ This suggests that in compounds 2 the PdÐN bond
is more labile than in the palladacycles derived from
ferrocenylimines\ azines\ oximes or hydrazones[ These
results are consistent with previous studies on the reac!
tivity of cyclopalladated and cycloplatinated complexes\
which showed that\ depending on the nature of the met!
allacycle and the basicity of the nitrogen\ the PdÐN bond
can be cleaved ð51\52Ł[ In particular\ for palladacycles
derived from organic imines\ an increase in the basicity
enhances the reactivity of the PdÐN bond[ This argument
can also be used to explain the higher lability of the PdÐ
N bond in 2 and in their analogues] ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!
C4H2#!C"R#�N!R?Ł#Cl"PPh2#Ł "with R�H\ Me or Ph
and R?�phenyl or benzyl groups#\ since imine nitrogen
is less basic than amine nitrogen[

1[1[ Characterization

The compounds prepared for this study are pale!ochre
" for 1#\ reddish " for 2# or orange " for 3b# solids at room
temperature[ Compounds 2 are highly soluble in most
common solvents and practically insoluble in alkanes or
diethylether[ Elemental analyses of all the complexes are
consistent with the proposed formulae "see Section 2#[
The most relevant feature of the infrared spectra of 1 and
2 is the presence of a band in the range 2299Ð2049 cm−0

due to the stretching of the NÐH bond[ The IR spectra
of compounds 2 showed a band at ca[ 806 cm−0 which is
according to Rosenblum|s criteria ð53Ł\ characteristic of
0\1!disubstituted ferrocene derivatives[ This band was
not observed in the infrared spectra of the coordination
complexes 1[ Proton!NMR spectroscopic data for com!
pounds under study are summarized in Table 0[ The
resonances due to the ferrocenyl fragment appeared as
one singlet and two triplets of relative intensities 4]1]1 for
the free ligands 0 and compounds 1 and as four singlets
of relative intensities 4]0]0]0 for complexes 2 and 3\ which
contain a s"PdÐCsp1\ferrocene# bond[ The high_eld shift of
the signal due to the H2 proton in 2 is consistent with
the results reported for palladacycles with the general
formula] ðPd"CÐN#Cl"PPh2#Ł ðwhere the "CÐN# groups
represent a metallated ferrocenylimine\ oxime\ hydra!
zone\ azine or a tertiary ferrocenylamineŁ[ It has been
interpreted in terms of the ring current of the phenyl rings
of the PPh2 ligand in a cis!arrangement to the metallated
carbon atom ð12Ð20Ł[ For complex 2a the two protons of
the !NH1 group were diastereotopic and appeared as two
singlets in the region] 3[4Ð4[2 ppm\ but the 0H!NMR
spectra of 3\ which arose from a ring!opening process
involving the cleavage of the PdÐN bond\ showed broad
singlets in the area 4[0Ð4[4 ppm[

Phosphorus!20 NMR spectra of 2 showed a singlet at
27[8 ppm " for 2a# and at 25[4 ppm " for 2b#[ The position
of these signals were consistent with the values reported
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Table 0
Selected 0H!NMR data "in ppm# for the ferrocenylamines] ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!"CH1#n!NH1#Ł and for their palladium"II# com!
pounds 1\ 2 and 3 and 20P!NMR data "in ppm# for compounds] ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!"CH1#n!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#Ł ðwith n�0 "2a#
and n�1 "2b#Ł and ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!"CH1#n!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#1Ł ðwith n�0 "3a# and n�1 "3b#Ł[ Numbering of the atoms refers
to the schemes shown below

Proton!NMR 20P!NMR

C4H4 H1 H2 H3 H4 !CH1ÐN!a !CH1!
b !NH1 others d20P

0a 3[99 3[09 3[95 3[95 3[09 2[45 − 3[61c −
0b 3[09 3[04 3[98 3[98 3[04 2[59 1[59 d −
1a 3[03 3[19 3[90 3[90 3[19 2[59 − d −
1b 3[09 3[21 3[97 3[97 3[21 2[54 1[57 d −
2a 2[81 − 2[18 3[07 3[16 2[61 − 4[19 6[29Ð6[79\ m "Ph# 27[8

3[99e 3[59
2b 3[02 − 2[27 3[95 3[39 2[77 2[09 4[17 6[14Ð6[64\ m "Ph# 25[4

3[09e 1[69 3[34f

3a 3[95 − 3[93 3[19 3[31 2[29 − 4[15c 6[19Ð6[64\ m "Ph# 18[1
3b 3[06 − 3[90 3[98 3[25 2[39 1[49 4[39c 6[18Ð6[74\ m "Ph# 16[4

a The signal due to the protons of the !CH1ÐN moiety appears as a singlet in compounds 0a and 1a\ as a doublet of doublets in 2a\
as a triplet in 0b\ 1b and 3b and as two multiplets in 2b "centered at the values given#[

b The signal due to the protons of the !CH1! group in complex 2b appears as two multiplets[
c Broad signal[
d Not observed[
e Partially overlapped by the signals due to the protons of the C4H4 ring and the resonance of H3[
f Partially overlapped by the signals due to the resonance of H4[

for related _ve! and six!membered cyclopalladated com!
plexes containing a s"PdÐCsp1\aryl# bond or a s"PdÐ
Csp1\ferrocene# bond in which the imine nitrogen and the
phosphine ligand are in a trans!arrangement ð12Ð20Ł[ For
compounds 3\ the spectrum showed a singlet in the range
16Ð29 ppm\ in good agreement with the results reported
for ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!CH1!NMe1Ł#Cl"PPh2#1Ł
ð18Ł[

Quite recently\ Albert et al[ ð45Ł have described the
syntheses and NMR spectra of the cyclopalladated com!
plexes] ðPd"C5H3!CH"Me#!NH1#Br"PPh2#Ł "4a# and

ðPd""C5H3!1!"C5H3#!NH1#Br"PPh2#Ł "4b#[ These two
compounds contain metallated primary amines and a
_ve! "in 4a# or a six! "in 4b# membered palladacycle[
Since the remaining ligands bound to the palladium in
compounds 2a\ 2b\ 4a and 4b are identical\ the di}erences
detected in the position of the signal observed in the 20P!
NMR spectra can be\ as a _rst approach\ indicative of
the e}ect of the chelate ligand in compounds ðPd"CÐ
N#Br"PPh2#Ł upon the phosphine group[ Such an e}ect
can be monitored through the coordination shift Dd of
the phosphine ligand]
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Dd�d"complex#−d"free PPh2#

Since d" free PPh2# is a constant value "−5[91 ppm in
CDCl2# the low_eld shift of the signal due to the PPh2 in
the complex is directly associated with an increase in the
coordination shift[ Comparison of the position of this
signal for compounds 2a "27[8 ppm#\ 2b "25[4 ppm#\ 4a

"30[6 ppm ð45Ł# and 4b "24[8 ppm ð45Ł#\ permit the chel!
ating ligands to be listed according to a decreasing order
of the coordination shifts Dd]

4b³2b³2a³4a

This variation can be ascribed to two major e}ects] "a#
the di}erent basicity of the nitrogen in a trans!arrange!
ment to the PPh2 and:or "b# the electronic e}ects due to
distinct ring!current density in the metallated rings "C4H2

in 2a\ 2b or a phenyl in 4a or 4b#[ These two e}ects
regulate the abilities of the chelated ligands to donate
electrons[

1[2[ Conclusions

The results reported in this paper show that the reac!
tion of the ferrocenylamines] ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!
CH1N!"CH1#n!NH1#Ł "0# with palladium"II# salts pro!
duces "depending on the experimental conditions and on
the nature of the initial palladium complex# di}erent sorts
of compounds] trans!ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H3#!"CH1#n!
NH1Ł#1Cl1Ł "1# or ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!"CH1#n!
NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#Ł "2#\ which di}er in the mode of coor!
dination of the amine ðwhich acts as an N!donor mon!
odentate in 1 or as a monoanionic "CÐN#− bidentate
group in 2Ł[ It is worth noting that compounds 2 are
the _rst examples of palladacycles derived from primary
ferrocenylamines containing a _ve ðfor "2a#Ł or a six!
membered ðfor "2b#Ł ring[ In addition\ the reaction of
compounds 2 with PPh2 in CDCl2 produces] ðPd""h4!
C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!"CH1#n!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#1Ł ðwith n�0
"3a# or 1 "3b#Ł where the ferrocenyl amines act as a
monoanionic C!donor ligand[

2[ Experimental

Elemental analyses "C\ H and N# were carried out at
the Serveis Cienti_co!Te�cnics "Universitat de Barcelona#
and at the Institut de Qu(�mica Bio!Orga�nica "C[S[I[C[#\
Barcelona[ Infrared spectra were recorded with a Nicolet
419!FTIR spectrophotometer using KBr pellets[ Proton!
NMR spectra were recorded with a Varian Gemini!
199MHz instrument using CDCl2 "88[8)# as solvent and
Si"CH2#3 as internal standard[ Phosphorus!NMR spectra
were obtained with a Bruker!149DXR instrument using
CDCl2 as solvent and P"OCH2#2 as internal reference "d
20P�039[06 ppm#[

2[0[ Materials and synthesis

N\N!Dimethylaminomethylferrocene was obtained
from commercial sources and used as received[ The
amines] ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!"CH1#n!NH1#Ł ðwith
n�0 "0a# or 1 "0b#Ł were prepared using the three!step
sequences previously described ð39Ð33Ł[ The synthesis of
0a requires the use and manipulation of large amounts of
highly hazardous materials "NaN2 and ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!
C4H3#!CH1!N2#Ł# which may explode[ To prepare 0b\
KCN is needed[ Consequently the two ferrocenylamines
must be prepared with maximum caution[ The fer!
rocenylamines were puri_ed by vacuum distillation
before their use[ Due to the instability of the amines 0a

and 0b\ all the preparations described below require the
use of freshly prepared and puri_ed samples of these
ligands[ The preparations of compounds 2 require ben!
zene which should be handled with care[

2[0[0[ Preparation of trans!ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!
C4H3#!"CH1#n!NH1Ł#1Cl1Ł ðwith n�0 "1a# or 1
"1b#Ł

To a solution containing 9[499mmol of the cor!
responding ferrocenylamine " freshly prepared and pur!
i_ed# and 29ml of methanol\ the stoichiometric amount
of Na1ðPdCl3Ł was added[ The resulting mixture was pro!
tected from the light with aluminium foil and stirred at
room temperature "ca[ 19>C# for 2 h[ The pale ochre
solids formed were collected by _ltration\ washed with
methanol "2 portions of ca[ 4ml# and air!dried[ "Yields]
61 and 57) for 1a and 1b\ respectively[# Characterization
data for 1a] Anal[ ")# calcd for C11H15N1Cl1Fe1Pd
" found#] C\ 32[38 "32[4#^ H\ 3[17 "3[2# and N\ 3[15 "3[19#[
IR] n"NÐH#�2125 and 2155 cm−0[ 1b] Anal[ ")# calcd
for C13H29N1Cl1Fe1Pd " found#] C\ 34[24 "34[1#^ H\ 3[65
"3[7# and N\ 3[39 "3[3#[ IR] n"NÐH#�2139 and
2157 cm−0[

2[0[1[ Preparation of ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!
"CH1#n!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#Ł ðwith n�0 "2a# or 1
"2b#Ł

A suspension containing 9[499mmol of Pd"CH2

COO#1\ 9[499mmol of the corresponding fer!
rocenylamine ð"h4!C4H4#Fe""h4!C4H3#!"CH1#n!NH1#Ł
ðwith n�0 "0a# or 1 "0b#Ł and 49ml of toluene was stirred
at room temperature for 07 h[ The resulting suspension
was concentrated to dryness in a rotary evaporator[ The
dark brown residue was suspended in 29ml of ethanol
and treated with 9[499mmol of LiBr[ The reaction mix!
ture was stirred at room temperature for 34min[ Then
the undissolved materials were removed by _ltration and
discarded[ The brownÐred _ltrate was concentrated to
dryness in a rotary evaporator[ The residue formed was
dissolved in the minimum amount of benzene ca[ 49ml
and treated with 9[4mmol of triphenylphosphine[ The
resulting mixture was stirred at room temperature for 0 h
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and then concentrated to dryness on a rotary evaporator[
The gummy materials formed were dissolved in the mini!
mum amount of chloroform and passed through a SiO1!
column "149×09mm#[ After elution with CHCl2 a yellow
band which containing ðPdBr1"PPh2#1Ł could be collected[
The cyclopalladated complexes 2a and 2b were isolated
after elution with a CHCl2]CH2OH "099]0# mixture[ Con!
centration to dryness of the eluted solutions in a rotary
evaporator produced red solids\ which were collected and
air!dried[ "Yields] 27 and 23)\ respectively[# Charac!
terization data for 2a] Anal[ ")# calcd for C18H16N!
BrFePPd " found#] C\ 41[5 "41[7#^ H\ 3[09 "3[04# and N\
1[00 "1[9#[ IR] n"NÐH#�2104 and 2059 cm−0[ 2b] Anal[
")# calcd for C29H18NBrFePPd " found#] C\ 42[13 "42[3#^
H\ 3[20 "3[24# and N\ 1[96 "0[84#[ IR] n"NÐH#�2086 and
2045 cm−0[

2[0[2[ Preparation of ðPd""h4!C4H4#Feð"h4!C4H2#!
"CH1#n!NH1Ł#Br"PPh2#1Ł ðwith n�0 "3a# or 1
"3b#Ł

These compounds were prepared in an NMR tube
and characterized by NMR spectroscopy[ They were
synthesised as follows] triphenylphosphine
"3[9×09−1 mmol# was added to a solution containing
3[9×09−1 mmol of the corresponding complex 2 and
9[6ml of CDCl2[ The resulting mixture was shaken vig!
orously for 4min giving a pale orange solution[ Complex
3b could also be isolated as a by!product "³4)# in the
preparation of 2b and its NMR data were identical to
those obtained when its preparation was carried out in
an NMR tube[
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Abstract

This work determines the crystal structure of meso!tetraphenylporphyrinato salicylato thallium"III#\ Tl"tpp#"1!OH!C5H3CO1#"or
Tl"tpp#"SA##[ The coordination sphere of the Tl2¦ ion is an approximately square!based pyramid in which a chelating bidentate 1!
OH!C5H3CO−

1 group occupies the apical site[ The average Tl"0#ÐN bond distance is 1[110 A� and the Tl atom is displaced 9[65 A�
from the porphyrin plane[ The Tl"0#ÐO"0# and Tl"0#ÐO"1# distance are 1[25"0# and 1[36"0# A� \ respectively[ Variable temperature
02C NMR measurements reveal that the salicylato group of Tl"tpp#"SA# in CD1Cl1 solvent undergoes a ligand exchange[ In the slow
exchange region\ the carbonyl and C0ý carbons of the salicylato group are separately located at 058[5 ppm ðwith a 1J"TlÐ02C# coupling
constant of 046 HzŁ and 000[4 ppm ðwith a 2J"TlÐ02C# coupling constant of 079 HzŁ for Tl"tpp#"SA# in CD1Cl1 at −89>C[ In the fast
exchange region\ the C�O and C0ý carbons of the 1!OH!C5H3CO−

1 ligand in CD1Cl1 at 13>C are singlets at 058[7 and 001[4 ppm\
respectively[ The 02C resonance of the axial isocyanato ligand in the compound thiocyanato "meso!tetra!p!tolyl!por!
phyrinato#thallium"III#\ Tl"tptp#"SCN#\ was observed at 009[6 ppm "13>C# with 1J"TlÐ02C# coupling constant 142 Hz[ This _nding
suggests that thiocyanato group is\ as thiocyanate type\ axially coordinated to the Tl atom in Tl"tptp#"SCN#[ In addition\ there is
no SCN− exchange in the same compound[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Crystal structure^ Thallium porphyrin complexes^ cis geometries^ Salicyato ligand^ Low temperature 02C NMR analysis^ Ligand exchange

0[ Introduction

Our earlier work reported on the benzoate exchange
in benzoato meso!tetra"3!methoxyphenylporphyrin!
ato#thallium"III#\ Tl"tmpp#"C5H4CO1# ð0Ł[ When replac!
ing C5H4CO−

1 with the salicylate group\ 1!OH!C5H3CO−
1 \

and replacing tmpp with tpp\ the complex
Tl"tmpp#"C5H4CO1# became meso!tetraphenyl!
porphyrinato salicylato thallium"III#\ Tl"tpp#"1!OH!
C5H3CO1# "0# ðor Tl"tpp#"SA#Ł[ The benzoato exchange
of Tl"tmpp#"C5H4CO1# encourages us to investigate a
similar salicylato exchange for Tl"tpp#"SA#[

In a related work\ Senge et al[ ð1Ł reported on meso!
tetraphenylporphyrinato thiocyanatothallium"III#\

� Corresponding author[

Tl"tpp#"SCN#\ and meso!tetra"3!methoxyphenylpor!
phyrinato#thiocyanatothallium"III#\ Tl"tmpp#"SCN#[
Both complexes are thallium "III# complexes with the
thiocynate\ SCN−\ being unidentately coordinated to Tl
atom[ When replacing the tpp and tmpp with meso!tetra!
p!tolyl!porphyrin "tptp#\ they became thiocyanato "meso!
tetra!p!tolyl!porphyrinato# thallium"III#\ Tl"tptp#
"SCN#"1#[ That investigation also reported on the
synthesis\ 02C and 0H NMR spectroscopic studies of the
new complex "1#[ The 02C signal of SCN− unam!
biguously solve the dichotomy of thiocyanate vs iso!
thiocyanate binding to the thallium centre[

In the light of above discussion\ this work performs
0H and X!ray analysis of 0[ The 02C NMR spectra at a
low temperature are examined to infer the apical ligand\
1!OH!C5H3CO−

1 \ exchange for 0 in CD1Cl1[ In addition\
the exchange for cis bidentately 5!coordinate thal!
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lium"III# complex "0# is compared with the no exchange!
able axial ligand for monodentately 4!coordinate
thallium "III# complex "1#[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Preparation of Tl"tpp#"SA# "0#

Tl"tpp#Cl "033[2mg\ 9[04mmol# in CHCl2 "29 cm2# was
treated with sodium salicylate "89[0mg\ 9[45mmol# in
CH2OH "14 cm2# and stirred under re~ux for 01 h[ After
concentration\ the mixture was dissolved in CH1Cl1 and
extracted four times with distilled water to remove excess
sodium salicylate[ The CH1Cl1 layer was then con!
centrated to dryness\ producing a purple prism "037[1mg\
80[4)#[ Next\ the crystals were grown by di}usion of
ether vapour into a CH1Cl1 solution[ This crystal was
dissolved in CDCl2 "or CD1Cl1# for 0H and 02C NMR
Table 2 measurements at 13>C[ 0H NMR d"ppm#] 8[96
"d\ 3J"TlÐH#�56Hz\ b!pyrrole H#\ 7[27 "s# and 7[05 "s#
for H1\5\ 6[79 "s# and 6[68 "s# for H2\4\ 6[65 "s# for H3\ 5[67
"t\ 2J"HÐH#�6[5Hz\ H3ý#\ 5[10 "d\ 2J"HÐH#�7[1Hz\
H2ý#\ 5[05 "d\ 2J"HÐH#�7[9Hz\ H5ý#\ 5[97 "t\ 2J"HÐ
H#�6[4Hz\ H4ý#[

1[1[ Preparation of Tl"tptp#"SCN# "1#

Compound 1 was prepared by substituting sodium sal!
icylate with KSCN "50[1mg\ 9[52mmol# and Tl"tpp#Cl
with Tl"tptp#Cl "056[3mg\ 9[07mmol# in the preparation
of 0[ Purple crystals "1# "032[8mg\ 74[5)# were obtained[
This crystal was dissolved in CDCl2 for 0H and 02C NMR
Table 2 measurements at 13>C[ 0H NMR d"ppm#] 8[06
"d\ 3J"TlÐH#�59Hz\ b!pyrrole H#\ 7[21 "d\ 2J"HÐ
H#�6[3Hz# and 7[95 "d\ 2J"HÐH#�6[1Hz# for H1\5\ 6[53
"d\ 2J"HÐH#�6[5Hz# and 6[44 "d\ 2J"HÐH#�6[5Hz# for
H2\4\ 1[60 "s\ CH2#[

1[2[ NMR spectra

0H and 02C spectra in CDCl2 "or CD1Cl1# were rec!
orded at 399[02 "or 599[05# and 099[50 "or 049[81# MHz\
respectively\ on a Bruker AM!399 "or Bruker DMX!599#
spectrometers at 13 and −89>C[ 0H and 02C NMR are
relative to CDCl2 "or CD1Cl1# at 6[13 "or 4[29 ppm# and
the central line of CDCl2 "or CD1Cl1# at 66[9 "or
42[5 ppm#\ respectively[

1[3[ Crystallography

Table 0 lists the crystal data and other information
for Tl"tpp#"SA#=H1O[ Measurements were taken on a
Siemens SMART CCD di}ractometer using mono!
chromatic MoKa radiation "l�9[60962A� #[ Next\
absorption corrections were based on 6916 symmetry!

Table 0
Crystal data for Tl"tpp#"SA#=H1O

Formula C40H24N3O3Tl
Formula weight 861[1
a "A� # 00[0081"2#
b "A� # 02[3736"2#
c "A� # 04[5916"3#
a "># 57[889"0#
b "># 60[275"0#
g "># 72[683"0#
V "A� 2# 1958[5"5#
Z 1
Dc "g cm−2# 0[459
Space group P0¹
F"999# 853
m "cm−0# 28[43
Ra 4[08)
Rw

b 4[21)
GOF 0[94
Ab 0
Bb 0[4×09−2

Crystal size "mm2# 9[21×9[39×9[49
Data collected 19589
1umax "># 46[6
Temperature "K# 185
Data used 5069 "Rint�9[9615#
Discrimination I×2s"I#

a R�ðS==Fo=−=Fc==:S=Fo=Ł[
b Rw�ðSw"==Fo=−=Fc==#1:Sw"=Fo=#1Ł0:1^ w�A:"s1Fo¦BF1

o#[

equivalent re~ections using the SHELXTL!PC program
package with "Tmin\max�9[263\ 9[817#[ The structures were
solved by direct methods "SHELXTL PLUS# and re_ned
by full!matrix least!squares[ All non!hydrogen atoms
were re_ned with anisotropic thermal parameters\
whereas all hydrogen!atom positions were located on
a di}erence map and included in the structure factor
calculation[ Table 1 lists selected bond distances and
angles for Tl"tpp#"SA#=H1O[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Molecular structure of ðTl"tpp#"SA#=H1OŁ

Figure 0 illustrates the skeletal framework of complex
Tl"tpp#"SA#=H1O with P0¹ symmetry[ This framework has
a cis six!coordinate thallium with four nitrogen atoms of
the porphyrinato group and the asymmetric bidentate
1!OH!C5H3CO−

1 ligand[ Bond distances "A� # are Tl"l#Ð
O"l#�1[25"0#\ Tl"l#ÐO"1#�1[36"0#\ O"1#ÐC"40#�0[29"1#\
O"0#ÐC"40#�0[04"1#\ C"49#ÐC"40#�0[46"1#A� and the
mean Tl"0#ÐN�1[110"7#A� [ The geometrical con!
_guration around the Tl2¦ ion is an approximately
square!based pyramid in which an asymmetric "chel!
ating# bidentate 1!OH!C5H3CO−

1 group occupies the api!
cal site[ The dihedral angles between the mean plane of
the skeleton "C19N3# and the planes of the phenyl group
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Table 1
Selected bond distance "A� # and angle "># for Tl"tpp#"SA#=H1O

Tl"0#ÐO"0# 1[25"0# Tl"0#ÐN"0# 1[114"5#
Tl"0#ÐO"1# 1[36"0# Tl"0#ÐN"1# 1[129"5#
O"1#ÐC"40# 0[29"1# Tl"0#ÐN"2# 1[102"6#
O"0#ÐC"40# 0[04"1# Tl"0#ÐN"3# 1[106"7#
C"49#ÐC"40# 0[46"1# C"38#ÐO"2# 0[36"1#

O"0#ÐTl"0#ÐN"0# 76[3"2# O"1#ÐTl"0#ÐN"0# 017[5"2#
O"0#ÐTl"0#ÐN"1# 002[8"2# O"1#ÐTl"0#ÐN"1# 73[6"2#
O"0#ÐTl"0#ÐN"2# 020[7"2# O"1#ÐTl"0#ÐN"2# 75[8"2#
O"0#ÐTl"0#ÐN"3# 090[5"2# O"1#ÐTl"0#ÐN"3# 029[6"2#
N"0#ÐTl"0#ÐN"1# 72[0"1# N"1#ÐTl"0#ÐN"2# 73[0"1#
N"0#ÐTl"0#ÐN"2# 039[4"2# N"1#ÐTl"0#ÐN"3# 030[3"2#
N"0#ÐTl"0#ÐN"3# 72[7"2# N"2#ÐTl"0#ÐN"3# 72[3"2#
O"0#ÐTl"0#ÐO"1# 42[3"2# O"1#ÐC"40#ÐO"0# 015"0#

Fig[ 0[ Molecular con_guration and atom!labeling scheme for Tl"tpp#"SA#=H1O\ with ellipsoids drawn at 29) probability[ Hydrogen atoms except
H"2A# are omitted for clarity[ Solvent is O"3#H"3A#H"3B#[

are 55[2> ðC"13#Ł\ 78[5> ðC"29#Ł\ 78[1> ðC"25#Ł\ and 57[0>
ðC"31#Ł[ The Tl atom lies 9[65A� from the 13!atom por!
phyrin plane "C19N3#[ The central hole|s radii "Ct?ÐN[ The
distance from the geometrical centre "Ct?# of the mean

plane of the 13!atom core to the porphyrinato!core N
atoms# is 1[983A� which is larger than 1[90A� suggested
by Collin et al[ ð2Ł[ The thallium"III# atom is bonded in
a highly expanded porphyrinato core "C19N3# and the
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distortion of the porphyrin "C19N3 and Tl# can be viewed
as a domed shape[

The observed H"2A#===O"1# and O"1#===O"2# distances
are 0[792 and 1[516A� \ respectively[ These distances are
shorter than those expected from the van der Waals dis!
tances "1[59 and 1[79A� \ respectively#[ The O"2#ÐH"2A#Ð
O"1# angle is 042[6> and its deviation from linearity is not
too severe[ Therefore\ an intramolecular hydrogen bond
exists between H"2A# and the O"1# atom[

2[1[ 02C and 0H NMR for Tl"tpp#"SA# "0# in CD1Cl1
and Tl"tptp#"SCN# "1# in CDCl2 solution

Figure 1 depicts the representative broad band 02C
spectra of 0 in CD1Cl1 solvent at 13 and −89>C\ respec!
tively[ Table 2 summarizes their 02C data[ At 13>C\ the
exchange of the 1!OH!C5H3CO−

1 group is rapid\ indicated
by singlet signals arising from carbonyl carbons at
058[7 ppm and C0ý carbons at 001[4 ppm shown in Fig[
1"a#[ At −89>C\ the rate of the exchange of 1!OH!
C5H3CO−

1 for 0 in CD1Cl1 is slower than the coupling
frequency of TlÐ02C\ i[e[ 058201Hz[ Hence\ C�O and
C0ý carbons of 1!OH!C5H3CO−

1 ðFig[ 1"b#Ł are observed
at 058[5 ppm ðwith 1J"TlÐ02C#�046HzŁ and 000[4 ppm
ðwith 2J"TlÐ02C#�079HzŁ\ respectively[

The exchange of the 1!OH!C5H3CO−
1 group is rapid

for "0# in CD1Cl1 at 13>C[ Whereas the rotation of phenyl
group along C0ÐCmeso bond is slow at the same tem!
perature on the NMR time!scale[ This slow rotation is
supported by assigning 023[8\ 023[1 ppm to the C1\5 car!
bons Table 2 and by assigning 7[27\ 7[05 ppm to H1\5

protons "or ortho!H#[
Owing to the ring current e}ect\ up_eld shifts for the

0H resonances of H5ý\ H4ý\ H2ý and H3ý in "0# are −0[48
ðfrom 6[64 "obtained from salicylic acid# to 5[05 ppmŁ\
−9[79 " from 5[77 to 5[97 ppm#\ −9[56 " from 5[77 to
5[10 ppm# and −9[57 " from 6[35 to 5[67 ppm#\ respec!
tively[ As the H5ý proton approaches the Ct?\ the shielding
becomes larger[

Isothiocyanate "!N�1C1S# carbon nuclei resonate
between 019 and 029 ppm[ Typical nitrile shift values
"009Ð004 ppm# are characteristic of thiocyanates "!S�Ð
C2N# ð3Ł[ The doublet signals for the SCN− carbons at
009[6 ppm with 1J"TlÐ02C#�142Hz for
Tl"tptp#"SCN#"1# in CDCl2 at 13>C "Table 2# indicate
that S�CN− exchange does not occur in compound "1#[
The thiocyanate might be\ as in the case of Tl"tpp#"SCN#
and Tl"tmpp#"SCN#\ unidentately coordinated to the Tl
atom for compound "1#[ Interestingly\ ligands "X# such
as CN− ð4Ð6Ł\ SCN−\ CH−

2 ð7Ł that are unidentately and
cis 4!coordinate bonded to Tl atom in Tl"por#X turn out
not to be exchangeable[ However\ the chelating bidentate
ligands "L# such as OAc− ð6\8\09Ł\ C5H4COO− ð0\00Ł\
CF2COO− ð01Ł\ SA− in Tl"por#L undergo either intra!
molecular or intermolecular ligand exchange[ T
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Fig[ 1[ 02C broad band NMR spectra for Tl"tpp#"SA# in CD1Cl1 "a# at 13>C "099[50 MHz# and "b# at −89>C "049[81 MHz#[

2[2[ The relative magnitude of mesomeric\ inductive and
intramolecular hydrogen bond effects on chelating biden!
tate and cis 5!coordinate complex\ Tl"tpp#L\ with
L�OAc−\ C5H4COO−\ CF2COO−\ and SA−

The mesomeric e}ect can account for the up_eld shift
of −5[3 ppm for carbonyl carbons from Tl"tpp#"OAc#
"at 063[8 ppm# ð8Ł to Tl"tpp#"C5H4COO# "at 057[4 ppm#
ð00Ł[ This is owing to the fact that the mesomeric inter!

action decreases electron de_ciency at the carbonyl car!
bon in Tl"tpp#"C5H4COO#[ The up_eld shift of
−06[3 ppm for carbonyl carbons from Tl"tpp#"OAc# ð8Ł
to Tl"tpp#"CF2COO# "at 046[4 ppm# ð01Ł is ascribed to
the inductive e}ect originating from the electronegative
~uorine atoms[ Moreover\ the down_eld shift of 0[2 ppm
for the same carbons from Tl"tpp#"C5H4COO# ð00Ł to
Tl"tpp#"SA# "at 058[7 ppm# is attributed to the intra!
molecular hydrogen bond in 0[
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Abstract

Nickel"II# thiazolidinedithiocarbamate complexes of the composition ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn\ ðNiX"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł "X�Cl\ Br\ I\ SCN#\
ðNi"tzdtc##"dppe#ŁY=nH1O "Y�Br\ I\ ClO3\NO 2^ n�9\ 0#\ ðNi"tzdtc#"dppb#ŁClO3=H1O and ðNi"tzdtc#"dpph#ŁClO3=H1O "tz�C2H5S^
dtc�S1CN−^ PPh2�triphenylphosphine^ dppe�0\1!bis"diphenylphosphino#ethane^ dppb�0\3!bis"diphenylphosphino#butane^
dpph�0\5!bis"diphenylphosphino#hexane# have been synthesized[ The compounds have been characterized by elemental analyses\
IR and electronic spectroscopies\ thermal analysis\ magnetochemical and conductivity measurements[ A single crystal X!ray analysis
of the ðNiCl"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł=9[4CHCl2 complex proved four!coordinated nickel in a distorted square!planar arrangement with the
NiS1PCl chromophore[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Nickel"II# thiazolidinedithiocarbamate complexes^ Synthesis^ Study^ X!ray structure

0[ Introduction

It is known from the literature ð0\1Ł that most bis"di!
thiocarbamato#nickel"II# complexes are square!planar
and diamagnetic[ However\ Sidiqi et al[ ð2Ł prepared
bis"4!aminoindazoledithiocarbamato#nickel"II# whose
magnetic e}ective moment is equal to 1[89me}:mB[Itis
also known that the reactions of bis"dithiocarba!
mato#nickel"II# complexes with triphenylphosphine
"PPh2# or 0\1!bis"diphenylphosphino#ethane "dppe#
ligands in the presence of NiX1=nH1O "Cl\ Br\ I# lead to
formation of square!planar\ diamagnetic complexes with
the NiS1XP or NiS1P1 chromophores ð3Ð6Ł[ In the frame!
work of our systematic study of Ni!dithiocarbamates we
focused attention to bis"thiazolidinedithiocarba!
mato#nickel"II#[ This complex is paramagnetic
"me}:mB�0[73# and has not yet been described in the litera!
ture[ The aim of the present work is to investigate the
reactivity of the compound towards monodentate or
bidentate P!donor ligands like PPh2 or dppe\ dppb
and dpph[ By using X!ray analysis of
ðNiCl"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł=9[4CHCl2 we want to extend our
knowledge about changes within interatomic parameters

� Corresponding author[

in the transformation of an S3 donor set to S1PX or S1P1

ones[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials

Nitromethane\ triphenylphosphine "PPh2#\ 0\1!bis
"diphenylphosphino#ethane "dppe#\ 0\3!bis"diphenyl!
phosphino#butane "dppb# and 0\5!bis"diphenyl
phosphino#hexane "dpph# were purchased from Fluka
Co[ All other reagents were obtained from Lachema Co[
and were of p[a[ purity[

1[1[ Syntheses

1[1[0[ Preparation of ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn

The compound was prepared by the reaction of CS1

"4mmol# with thiazolidine "4mmol# in 19 cm2 of EtOH[
A white precipitate was dissolved in a water solution
"04 cm2# of NaOH "4mmol#[ The reaction mixture was
_ltered and then a warm water solution "49 cm2#of
NiCl1=5H1O was added to it[ The brownÐgreen substance
I was formed and after standing for 29min it was _ltered
o}\ washed by warm water until negative reaction on
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Cl− ions and dried under an IR lamp at 39>C "nearly
quantitative yield#[

1[1[1[ Preparation of ðNiX"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł "X�Cl\
Br\ I\ NCS#

Fine pulverized ðNiX1"PPh2#1Ł ð7Ł "1mmol# was added
to a suspension of _ne pulverized ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn "1mmol#
in 09 cm2 of CHCl2[ The mixture was intensively stirred
until the reaction components were dissolved and then
_ltered[ An Et1O "1 cm2# was added to the solution in the
case of the complexes II and IV[ Violet crystals were
formed after standing for 1 days at room temperature[
The complexes III and V were obtained by adding an
excess of Et1O[ Crystals of ðNiCl"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł=9[4CHCl2
suitable for single crystal X!ray analysis were obtained
by recrystallization from a CHCl2:Et1O mixture "4]0#
"67Ð72) yield#[

1[1[2[ Preparation of ðNi"tzdtc#"P!P#ŁY "P!P�dppe\
dppb\ dpph^ Y�Br\ I\ ClO3\ NO2#

The complexes were prepared by the reaction of _ne
pulverized ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn "1mmol# in 099 cm2 of abs[ EtOH
with _ne pulverized NiY1=nH1O "1mmol# and P!P ligand
"1mmol#[ The reaction mixture was extensively stirred
and re~uxed for 3Ð4 h[ The red substance was formed in
the case of XI[ It was recrystallized from CHCl2\ washed
with Et1O and dried under an IR lamp at 39>C[ In the
cases of the complexes VI\ VIII and X the orangeÐbrown
substances formed after standing for 1 days[ They were
_ltered o}\ washed with Et1O and dried at 39>C[ Reaction
solutions of complexes VI and XI were concentrated to
small volumes and then an excess of water was added[
Brown precipitates were obtained by freezing out to
−14>C[ They were separated by _ltration\ dissolved in
EtOH and then water was added again[ After repeated
cooling in a freezer\ the obtained solids were _ltered o}\
washed with water and dried under an IR lamp at 39>C
"55Ð61) yield#[

CAUTION; Perchlorate salts of metal complexes con!
taining organic ligands are potentially explosive[ Only
small amounts of such compounds should be made and
should be handled with great care[

1[2[ Physical measurements

The content of nickel was determined by the chel!
atometric titration on murexid as an indicator[ Chlorine
and bromine were determined by the Scho�niger method
ð8Ł[ The elemental analyses "C\ H\ N\ S# were performed
on an EA 0097 instrument "FISONS#[ The room tem!
perature magnetic susceptibilities of all complexes were
measured by the Faraday method[ CoðHg"NCS#3Ł was
used as a calibrant[ Variable temperature magnetic sus!
ceptibility of the ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn complex was measured over
the 67Ð187K temperature region with the LeyboldÐ
Heraeus cryostat and Sartorius 3323 MP7!0 micro!

balance[ Diamagnetic corrections were made with Pas!
cal|s constants ð09Ł[ Conductivities were measured with
an OK 091:0 conductivity meter "Radelkis\ Budapest# at
14>C[ Di}use!re~ectance electronic absorption spectra
"34999Ð00999 cm−0# were carried out on a Specord M39
"Carl Zeiss\ Jena#[ IR spectra "3999Ð299 cm−0# were rec!
orded on a Specord M79 "Carl Zeiss\ Jena# using Nujol
mulls or on an ATI Mattson Genesis Series FTIR Spec!
trometer using the KBr technique[

1[3[ X!ray crystallography

X!ray measurements were made on a KUMA KM!3
di}ractometer equipped with graphite monochromated
MoKa radiation "l�9[60962A� # using an vÐ1u scan tech!
nique[ The unit cell dimensions were determined by a
least!squares re_nement from 24 centred re~ections in
the 06[9>³1u³14[7> region[ The structure was solved by
the heavy!atom method using the program SHELXS!86
ð00Ł[ The structure was re_ned anisotropically by the
full!matrix least!squares procedure on F1 with weight]
w�0:ðs1"F1

o#¦"9[9672P#1¦2[9499PŁ where P�"F1
o¦

1F1
c#:2\ using the SHELXL!86 program ð01Ł[ All H!

atoms were found from di}erential Fourier maps and
they were re_ned using a {{riding|| model[ Their U!values
were held at 0[1!times the equivalent isotropic U of the
atoms to which they are attached[ Sulfur atom of
thiazolidine ring is disordered with the occupation factors
9[63"5# for S"2a# and 9[15"5# for S"2b#[ All atoms of
CHCl2 have a factor equal to 9[4[ Crystallographic par!
ameters are summarized in Table 0[ Additional cal!
culations were made using PARST84 ð02Ł[

2[ Results and discussion

Composition and analytical data for the complexes are
listed in Table 1[ The results of physico!chemical studies
are summarized in Table 2[

All the prepared compounds are diamagnetic and
square!planar complexes\ except for ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn which
is paramagnetic "me}:mB�0[73#\ although it is known that
most of bis"dithicarbamato#nickel"II# complexes are dia!
magnetics ð0\ 1Ł[ The paramagnetism may be explained
as a consequence of interactions among the central nickel
atoms with free electron pairs localized on sulfur atoms
of the S1CN− moiety of the neighbouring molecules[
Thus\ the coordination number of the nickel increases to
six[ This fact probably points at the polymeric nature of
the complex[ Nejding et al[ ð03Ł allege that the e}ective
magnetic moments of this type of complex lie within the
0[6Ð1[3 B[M[ range[ Likewise\ the electronic absorption
spectrum of this complex is more similar to the spectra of
octahedrally coordinated complexes than square!planar
ð04Ł[ Authors ð2Ł in the study of "Ni"aidtc#1=H1O#n con!
cluded the same[ The polymeric character was also pro!
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Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement for ðNiCl"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł[9[4CHCl2 II

Empirical formula C11[4H10[4Cl1[4NNiPS2

Formula weight 479[28
Temperature 189"1# K
Wavelength 9[60962 A�

Crystal system\ space group triclinic\ P0
Unit cell dimensions a�8[780"1# A� \ a�78[66"2#>\ b�8[804"1# A� \ b�78[74"2#>\ c�03[185"2# A� \ g�52[11"2#>
Volume 0140[5"3# A� 2

Z\ Calculated density 1\ 0[439 Mg:m2

Absorption coe.cient 0[257 mm−0

F"999# 483
Crystal size 9[59×9[39×9[09 mm
1u range for data collection 1[7 to 49[0>
Index ranges −00¾h¾1\ −00¾k¾00\ −06¾l¾06
Re~ections collected:unique 4944:3307 ðR"int#�9[9884Ł
Re_nement method full!matrix least!squares on F1

Data:restraints:parameters 3307:9:201
Goodness!of!_t on F1 0[939
Final R indices ðI×1s"I#Ł R0�9[9448\ wR1�9[0492
R indices "all data# R0�9[0134\ wR1�9[0727
Largest di}[ peak and hole 9[439 and −9[405 e=A� −2

Table 1
The results of elemental analyses

Compound Found "calcd[# ")#

Ni C H N S Xa

I\ ðNi"tzdtc#Łn 04[1"04[1# 13[0"13[7# 2[1"2[0# 5[7"6[1# 37[8"38[6# −
II\ ðNiCl"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł=9[4CHCl2 09[5"09[0# 34[8"35[5# 2[5"2[6# 1[2"1[3# 06[5"05[5# 04[9"04[2#
III\ ðNiBr"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł=H1O 09[4"09[0# 34[2"34[2# 2[6"2[5# 1[2"1[3# 05[4"05[4# 03[2"02[6#
IV\ ðNiI"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł 8[2"8[5# 31[7"32[1# 2[3"2[4# 0[8"1[2# 04[1"04[6# −
V\ ðNi"NCS#"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł 00[2"09[7# 49[0"49[7# 2[8"2[8# 4[0"4[1# 12[2"12[5# −
VI\ ðNi"tzdtc#"dppe#ŁBr=H1O 7[6"7[1# 49[7"49[5# 3[5"3[4# 0[5"1[9# 02[6"02[3# 09[5"09[6#
VII\ ðNi"tzdtc#"dppe#ŁI=H1O 7[0"6[6# 36[9"36[9# 3[1"3[1# 0[6"0[7# 01[9"01[5# −
VIII\ ðNi"tzdtc#"dppe#ŁClO3 7[3"7[0# 49[5"49[3# 3[4"3[1# 0[6"0[8# 01[8"02[2# 3[5"3[8#
IX\ ðNi"tzdtc#"dppe#ŁNO2=H1O 7[1"7[3# 40[8"40[3# 4[9"3[5# 3[9"3[9# 02[7"02[6# −
X\ ðNi"tzdtc#"dppb#ŁClO3=H1O 7[0"6[5# 49[3"49[0# 3[7"3[6# 1[9"0[7# 01[8"01[4# 3[1"3[5#
XI\ ðNi"tzdtc#"dpph#ŁClO3=H1O 6[7"6[3# 40[1"40[3# 3[8"4[0# 0[5"0[7# 01[1"01[0# 3[9"3[4#

a X�Cl\ Br[

ven in the case of some Cu"II#!dithiocarbamates ð05Ł[
The ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn complex is almost insoluble in common
organic solvents and its polymeric nature also indicates
magnetochemical measurement[ The temperature depen!
dence of the magnetic susceptibility and e}ective mag!
netic moment over the temperature range of 67Ð181K
obeys CurieÐWeiss law\ although an application of
CurieÐWeiss model to obtained data does not allow
unambiguous interpretation of the results and leads to
results showing anomalous magnetic properties
"C�9[2 cm2 mol−0 K−0\ u�29K# ð06Ł[ This can be
explained\ owing to the chemical behaviour of the
ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn complex\ as a consequence of either poly!
meric nature or a partial tetrahedral distortion in the
NiS3 chromophore[ As can be seen from Fig[ 0\ me} values

do not vary distinctly over the temperature interval which
indicates the absence of an exchange interaction between
paramagnetic nickel centres[ Unfortunately\ our attempts
to prepare single crystals of the ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn complex
have so far been unsuccessful[ The compound was only
obtained in powdered form and for that reason we could
not use it for a single crystal X!ray analysis which could
prove unambiguously our proposals about the structure
of the above compound[

The complexes of the composition ðNiX"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł
"IIÐV# are diamagnetic and they behave as non!elec!
trolytes in a solution of nitromethane ð07Ł[ Somewhat
higher values of their molar conductivity can be explained
as a consequence of partial dissociation in the solvent
which the following equation represents]
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Table 2
The results of physico!chemical studies

IR "cm−0#d

lM UV:VISd TA ">C#
Compound me}:mB "S cm1 mol−0# "CÐS# "CÐN# ð×092 cm−0Ł Te Plateau Ef

I 0[73 u 0997 m 0424 m 04[9 59 − −
11[7
13[7
14[6
18[1
39[9

II dia 3[9a 889 w 0414 w 08[1 59 019Ð069 019
17[4
27[1

III dia 04[7a 887 w 0429 w 07[7 44 84Ð079 84
17[9
25[5
26[4

IV dia 17[3a 0990 w 0423 w 07[9 34 − −
17[9
25[3
26[5

V dia 6[6a 887 w 0414 w 19[9 79 − −
18[5
25[9

VI dia 008[1b 0999 0419 w 08[9 59 009Ð069 099
21[9

VII dia 019[9b 884 m 0424 w 08[3 49 099Ð079 79
21[7

VIII dia 031[8b 889 m 0418 w 19[2 no study
21[5

IX dia 001[0b 883 m 0420 w 19[4 49 099Ð059 79
21[5

X dia 82[3c 877 m 0420 w 08[7 no study
20[7

XI dia 67[3c 881 m 0421 m 08[7 no study

a Measured in nitromethane solution\ ðNi1¦Ł�09−2 mol dm−2[
b Measured in acetone solution\ ðNi1¦Ł�09−2 mol dm−2[
c Measured in nitromethane solution\ ðNi1¦Ł�4[09−3 mol dm−2[
d Measured using the Nujol technique[
e The beginning of thermal decomposition[
f The peak of endo!e}ect[fInsoluble[

ðNiX"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł_ðNi"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł¦¦X−

As can be seen from Table 1\ the dissociation increases in
the sequence X�Cl³Br³I[ Coordination of the NCS−

group to the nickel atom through nitrogen was con_rmed
by IR spectra[ The medium strong maxima at 1099 and
739 cm−0 are connected with the n"C2N# and n"CÐS#
vibrations which con_rm the coordination of the above
group through the nitrogen atom ð08Ł[ Moreover\ this
fact was also proven by X!ray analysis of
ðNi"NCS#"but1dtc#"PPh2#Ł ð4Ł and ðNi"NCS#
"plddtc#"PPh2#Ł ð19Ł where but�n!C3H8\ pld�C3H7[

The structure of ðNiCl"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł=9[4CHCl2 II was
con_rmed by a single!crystal X!ray analysis[ Selected
bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 3[ The mol!
ecule is shown in Fig[ 1[ As expected\ X!ray structure

analysis con_rmed four!coordinated nickel in distorted
square!planar arrangement[ Thus\ the central nickel atom
is coordinated by two sulfur atoms from tzdtc\ by one
phosphorus atom from PPh2 and by one chloride anion[
The NiS1PCl chromophore is practically planar[ This is
obvious from displacements of the Ni"0#\ S"0#\ S"1#\ Cl"0#
atoms "plane 0# from a least!squares plane _tted through
the above atoms[ The deviations are as follows] Ni"0#\
−9[940"5#^ S"0#\ 9[98"0#^ S"1#\ 9[90"0#^ P"0#\ 9[91"0# and
Cl"0#\ 9[04"1#A� [ An increase of p!electron density over
the S1CN− group of dtc\ which is typical for bidentate
coordinated dithiocarbamate anions\ was also observed
in the case of the ðNiCl"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł=9[4CHCl2 complex[
The delocalization of electron density is obvious from a
shortening of the CÐS ð0[619"5# and 0[692"5#A� Ł and CÐ
N ð0[204"7#A� Ł bond lengths considering the typical CÐN
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Fig[ 0[ Temperature variations of the magnetic susceptibility ðŽ\ xM "cm2 mol−0#Ł and e}ective magnetic moment ðR\ me}:mBŁ for ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn[

Table 3
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for ðNiCl"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł=9[4CHCl2 II

Ni"0#ÐCl"0# 1[071"1# Cl"0#ÐNi"0#ÐS"0# 055[80"8#
Ni"0#ÐS"0# 1[078"1# Cl"0#ÐNi"0#ÐP"0# 82[69"7#
Ni"0#ÐP"0# 1[1964"08# S"0#ÐNi"0#ÐS"1# 67[16"6#
Ni"0#ÐS"1# 1[1171"08# P"0#ÐNi"0#ÐS"1# 061[88"6#
S"0#ÐC"0# 0[619"5# C"2#ÐS"2a#ÐC"3# 81[3"5#
S"1#ÐC"0# 0[692"5# C"2#ÐS"2b#ÐC"3# 89[1"00#
S"2a#ÐC"2# 0[645"03# C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"3# 019[7"4#
S"2a#ÐC"3# 0[678"01# C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"1# 013[2"4#
S"2b#ÐC"2# 0[79"2# C"3#ÐN"0#ÐC"1# 003[7"4#
S"2b#ÐC"3# 0[70"1# N"0#ÐC"0#ÐS"1# 014[0"4#
N"0#ÐC"0# 0[204"7# N"0#ÐC"0#ÐS"0# 014[6"4#
N"0#ÐC"3# 0[355"7# S"1#ÐC"0#ÐS"0# 098[0"2#
N"0#ÐC"1# 0[363"8# C"2#ÐC"1#ÐN"0# 094[4"5#
C"1#ÐC"2# 0[367"00# C"1#ÐC"2#ÐS"2a# 098[1"6#

C"1#ÐC"2#ÐS"2b# 87[4"00#
N"0#ÐC"3#ÐS"2a# 096[0"5#
N"0#ÐC"3#ÐS"2b# 090[1"09#

"0[36A� # and CÐS "0[70A� # single bonds ð10Ł[ As an exam!
ple for comparison we can mention that the CÐN bond
distance found in pyridine and the CÐS bond lengths in
thiophene is equal to 0[228 and 0[607A� \ respectively ð11Ł[
Three phenyl rings of the PPh2 ligand are situated in three
di}erent planes "C"00#ÐC"05# ðplane 1Ł\ C"10#ÐC"15#
ðplane 2Ł\ C"20#ÐC"25# ðplane 3Ł#[ The dihedral angles
between the Ni"0#ÐS"0#ÐS"1#ÐP"0#ÐCl"0# plane and phe!
nyl rings are] plane 0Ðplane 1\ 39[8"7#>^ Plane 0Ðplane 2\
76"1#>^ plane 0Ðplane 3\ 006[1"6#>^ plane 1Ðplane 2\
65"1#>^ plane 1Ðplane 3\ 66"0#> and plane 2Ðplane 3\
74"1#>[

The complexes of the composition ðNi"tzdtc#"P!P#ŁY

"VIÐXI# are diamagnetic and in solution they behave as
the 0]0 electrolytes ð07Ł[ An ionic binding of the ClO3

and NO2 anions is also supported by IR spectra[ Strong
maxima at 0974 and 519 cm−0 were found in the IR
spectra of the complexes containing perchlorate anion
"VIII\ X\ XI#[ They can be correlated with n2"ClO3# and
n3"ClO3# vibrations[ In the case of
ðNi"tzdtc#"dppe#ŁNO2=H1O "IX# the strong maximum
observed at 0273 cm−0 indicates the ionic nature of the
NO2 group ð13Ł\ while the maxima which would prove
coordination of this anion to the metal centre were not
found[

The assumption of a square!planar arrangement in the
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Fig[ 1[ Molecular structure of ðNiCl"tzdtc#"PPh2#[9[4CHCl2 with the atom numbering scheme[ The hydrogen atoms are omitted for the sake of
lucidity[

coordination sphere in complexes ðNiX"tzdtc#"PPh2#Ł "IIÐ
V# and ðNi"tzdtc#"P!P#ŁY "VIÐXI# is also supported by
electronic absorption spectra[ Medium strong maxima
found in the 07799Ð19499 cm−0 region can be attributed
to the 0A0g:

0A1g electron transition ð04Ł[ The maxima
near 21 999 cm−0 are assignable to intraligand transitions
in the S1CN group ð15Ł[ In the IR spectra of all the
complexes the maxima at 0424Ð0419 and at 0997Ð
877 cm−0 were observed which are characteristic for dithi!
ocarbamate ligands and are connected with the ðn"CÐN#Ł
and ðn"CÐS#Ł\ respectively ð14\16Ł[

The thermal decompositions of the complexes start in
the 49Ð59>C range[ The _rst step of thermal degradations
of II and III\ VI\ VII\ IX are connected with the loss of
CHCl2 and water molecules\ respectively[ The elimination
is accompanied by endo!e}ects on DTA!curves "see Table
1#[ The next plateau corresponds with the existence of
desolvated substances[ Further thermal decompositions\
likewise decay of the starting ðNi"tzdtc#1Łn complex\ pro!
ceed without formation of thermally stable intermediates[
The decompositions of the complexes containing the per!
chlorate anion were not performed owing to their possible
explosivity[

2[0[ Supplementary material

Crystallographic data have been deposited at the Cam!
bridge Crystallographic Data Centre "CCDC# under the
deposition number 090861[
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Abstract

The reaction of ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł "tpy�1\1?]5?\1ý!terpyridine# with qpy "qpy�1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11]51\1ýý!quinquepyridine# or substituted
qpy ligands yields two species[ One product is the ðRuL"tpy#Ł1¦ cation which contains hypodentate qpy ligands in which a terminal
tpy domain is bonded to the metal and a non!coordinated bpy group is present[ Detailed 0H NMR studies on these complexes and
the model species ðRu"qtpy#"tpy#Ł1¦ "qtpy�1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11!quinquepyridine#con_rm the formulation and reveal unusual con!
formational properties[ The second complexes contain ð"tpy#Ru"m!L#Ru"tpy#ClŁ2¦ cations and the parent complex ð"tpy#Ru"m!
qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2 has been structurally characterized[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Helicates^ Ruthenium complexes^ Metallosupramolecular chemistry^ X!ray structure^ Oligopyridines

0[ Introduction

Self!assembly is an attractive methodology for the con!
struction of supramolecules and metalÐligand inter!
actions have proved to be of particular utility in
controlling such reactions ð0Ð4Ł[ We and others have
investigated the structural requirements of ligands which
give rise to helical co!ordination compounds ð5Ð7Ł and
have found that oligopyridines and molecules containing
oligopyridine metal!binding domains often form mul!
tiple!helical species ð8\09Ł[ In previous papers in this series
we have shown that 1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11]51\1ýý!quinque!
pyridine "qpy# has a rich transition metal coordination
chemistry ð00Ð16Ł[ Following our initial studies\ other
authors have also discussed aspects of the coordination
chemistry of qpy and substituted derivatives ð17Ð27Ł[ We
have recently reported our detailed studies of ruthenium
complexes of qpy ligands and we now extend these obser!
vations to heteroleptic complexes involving both qpy and
1\1?]5?\1ý!terpyridine "tpy# ligands[ A preliminary com!

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦30!50!156!0990^ Fax] ¦30!50!156!
0904^ E!mail] constableÝubaclu[unibas[ch

$ Current address] Department of Chemistry\ University of Warwick\
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munication has appeared describing some of the results
which we now present in full ð15Ł[

1[ Experimental

Infrared spectra were recorded on Perkin Elmer 0609\
Philips PU8513 or Mattson Genesis Fourier!transform
spectrophotometers with samples in compressed KBr
discs[ Proton NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker
WM149\ AM399 or Varian Gemini 299MHz spec!
trometers[ Fast atom bombardment "FAB# and electron!
impact "EI# mass spectra were recorded on Kratos MS!
49\ Kratos MS!789\ VG 69!149 or Kratos MS!891 spec!
trometers^ for FAB or FIB spectra the sample was loaded
using acetonitrile as a solvent and 2!nitrobenzyl alcohol
as supporting matrix[ Time of ~ight "MALDI# spectra
were recorded using a PerSeptive Biosystems Voyager!
RP Biospectrometry Workstation[ Electrochemical
measurements were performed with an Amel model 442
potentiostat connected to an Amel model 456 function
generator and an Amel model 459:A interface or an Eco
Chemie Autolab PGSTAT 19 system using platinum
bead or glassy carbon working and auxiliary electrodes
with an Ag:AgCl electrode as reference[ The experiments
were conducted using puri_ed acetonitrile as solvent and
freshly recrystallized 9[0M ðnBu3NŁðBF3Ł or ðnBu3NŁðPF5Ł
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as supporting electrolyte^ ferrocene was added at the end
of each experiment as an internal reference[ The ligands
1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11]51\1ýý!quinquepyridine "qpy#\ 3?\31!di!
phenyl!1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11]51\1ýý!quinquepyridine "dpqpy#\
and 3?\31!bis"3!chlorophenyl#!1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11]51\1ýý!
quinquepyridine "dcqpy# were prepared as previously
described ð10Ł[ All other chemicals were used as supplied[
Hydrated ruthenium trichloride was purchased from
Oxkem[

1[0[ ðRu"tpy#LŁðPF5Ł1 "L�qpy\ dpqpy\ dcqpy#

ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł "77mg\ 9[1mmol#\ the appropriate ligand
"9[1mmol# and N!ethylmorpholine "1 drops# were heated
to re~ux in 0]0 methanol:chloroform "14 cm2# until TLC
analysis "using a 0]6 "v:v# mixture of saturated aqueous
potassium nitrate solution and acetonitrile as eluent#
showed a major orange species with Rf value 9[5[ This
usually took about 07 h[ The reaction mixture was then
_ltered to remove any insoluble species and then con!
centrated in vacuo[ Separation by silica column chro!
matography using the same mobile phase gave a solution
of the orange product as the _rst band to be eluted[ This
was evaporated to dryness and the residue redissolved in
methanol[ Addition of a methanolic solution of
ammonium hexa~uorophosphate to the _ltered meth!
anolic solution caused precipitation of the products
which were collected by _ltration and recrystallized from
hot methanol "yields 19Ð29)#[

ðRu"tpy#"qpy#ŁðPF5Ł1] orange microcrystals[ Found] C\
35[4^ H\ 1[6^ N\ 00[0)[ Calc[ for C39H17F01N7P1Ru =H1O]
C\ 35[6^ H\ 1[8^ N\ 09[8)[ Mass spectrum "FAB#] m:z
0911 "Ru"qpy#"tpy#"PF5#1#\ 756 "Ru"qpy#"tpy#"PF5##\
610 "Ru"qpy#"tpy##[

ðRu"tpy#"dpqpy#ŁðPF5Ł1] orange microcrystals[ Found]
C\ 41[8^ H\ 2[3^ N\ 8[7)[ Calc[ for C41H25

N7RuP1F01 =H1O] C\ 41[7^ H\ 2[1^ N\ 8[4)[ Mass spec!
trum "FAB#] m:z 0054 "Ru"dpqpy#"tpy#"PF5#1#\ 0919
"Ru"dpqpy#"tpy#"PF5##\ 762 "Ru"dpqpy#"tpy##[

ðRu"tpy#"dcqpy#ŁðPF5Ł1] orange microcrystals[ Found]
C\ 38[6^ H\ 1[8^ N\ 8[1)[ Calc[ for
C41H23Cl1F01N7P1Ru =H1O] C\ 38[8^ H\ 1[8^ N\ 8[9)[
Mass spectrum "FAB#] m:z 0976 "Ru"dcqpy#"tpy#"PF5##\
831 "Ru"dcqpy#"tpy##[

1[1[ ðRu"tpy#LRu"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2 "L�qpy\ dpqpy\
dcqpy#

ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł "33mg\ 9[94mmol#\ the appropriate
ligand "9[94mmol# and N!ethylmorpholine "1 drops#
were heated to re~ux in 0]0 methanol:chloroform
"14 cm2# for 07 h[ Additional ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł "33mg\
9[94mmol# was then added\ and heating continued for a
further 13 h until TLC analysis "0]6 "v:v# mixture of

saturated aqueous potassium nitrate solution and ace!
tonitrile as eluent# showed a major dark redÐbrown band[
The mixture was then _ltered to remove any solids\ con!
centrated and separated by silica column chro!
matography using the same mobile phase[ The redÐ
brown band was the penultimate band to be eluted fol!
lowing the characteristic orange band of ðRu"tpy#LŁ1¦\
but preceding that of ðRu"tpy#1Ł1¦[ Evaporation to dry!
ness of the resulting red solution followed by addition
of methanol gave a dark redÐbrown solution[ This was
_ltered to remove the potassium nitrate and then treated
with a methanolic solution of ammonium hex!
a~uorophosphate to precipitate the products which were
collected by _ltration and recrystallized from hot meth!
anol "dcqpy or dpqpy# or DMF:ethanol "qpy# "yields
09Ð59)#[

ð"tpy#Ru"qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2] red microcrystals[
Found] C\ 32[7^ H\ 1[5^ N\ 8[8)[ Calc[ for C44H28

N00Ru1ClP2F07] C\ 32[2^ H\ 1[5^ N\ 09[0)[ Mass spectrum
"FAB#] m:z 0126 "Ru1"qpy#"tpy#1Cl"PF5##[

ð"tpy#Ru"dpqpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2] red microcrystals[
Found] C\ 35[0^ H\ 2[2^ N\ 8[1)[ Calc[ for
C56H36ClF07N00P2Ru1 = 2H1O] C\ 35[3^ H\ 2[0^ N\ 7[8)[
Mass spectrum "FAB#] m:z 0424 "Ru1"dpqpy#"tpy#1

Cl"PF5#1#\ 0277 "Ru1"dpqpy#"tpy#1Cl"PF5##[
ð"tpy#Ru"dcqpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2] red microcrystals[

Found] C\ 33[4^ H\ 2[9^ N\ 7[6)[ Calc[ for
C56H34Cl2F07N00P2Ru1 = 2H1O] C\ 33[6^ H\ 1[74^ N\
7[44)[ Mass spectrum "FAB#] m:z 0593
"Ru1"dcqpy#"tpy#1Cl"PF5#1#\ 0348 "Ru1"dcqpy#"tpy#1

Cl"PF5##[

1[2[ ðRu"tpy#"qtpy#ŁðPF5Ł1

ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł "9[918 g\ 9[955mmol# and qtpy "9[919 g\
9[954mmol# were heated to re~ux in methanol "09 cm2#
with 2 drops of N!ethylmorpholine for 09 h[ The deep red
solution was _ltered through cotton wool to remove trace
impurities and the _ltrate treated with excess methanolic
ðNH3ŁðPF5Ł[ A bright orange solid precipitated from the
solution and was collected by _ltration\ washed with
diethyl ether "19 cm2# and dried in vacuo[ Recrys!
tallization from hot methanol a}orded 9[917 g "35)# of
red crystals of ðRu"tpy#"qtpy#ŁðPF5Ł1[ Found] C\ 33[2^ H\
1[5^ N\ 09[5)[ Calc[ for C24H14N6RuP1F01 = 9[4H1O] C\
33[4^ H\ 1[7^ N\ 09[3)[ Mass spectrum "FAB#] m:z 680
"Ru"tpy#"qtpy#"PF5##\ 533 "Ru"tpy#"qtpy##\ 301
"Ru"qtpy##[

1[3[ X!ray crystallography of ðRu1Cl"qpy#"tpy#1ŁðPF5Ł2

Data relating to this crystal structure determination
ð15Ł are lodged with the Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre "CCDC# and may be retrieved under the
Refcode JEFSUI[
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2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ 1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11]51\1ýý!quinquepyridine complexes

1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11]51\1ýý!quinquepyridine forms a wide
range of mono!helical and multi!helical complexes upon
coordination to appropriate transition metal ions[
Detailed studies of the behavior of qpy ligands have lead
to an understanding of the interplay between the ligand
donor properties and the size and electronic requirements
of the metal center[ The use of non!labile ruthenium"II#
centers allows the interplay to be further investigated[ We
ð11\15\16Ł and others ð29Ł have shown that ruthenium"II#
forms two series of complexes with qpy ligands[ The _rst
series is mononuclear and of general formula ðRuL1Ł1¦

with the complexes containing a six coordinate metal
center coordinated to a terminal tpy domain of each of
two qpy ligands\ 0[ The consequence is that each qpy
ligand has a non!coordinated 1\1?!bipyridine "bpy#
domain available for binding to a second metal center[
These complexes were described ð16Ł as prehelicates
because\ upon coordination to a second ruthenium"II#
center\ dinuclear double!helical complexes result[ The
second series of complexes are indeed the dinuclear dou!
ble!helical species ðRu1L1X1Ł1¦ "X1�Cl1\ oxalate etc[# in
which 09 of the 01 coordination sites of two six!coor!
dinate ruthenium centers are occupied by the nitrogen
donors of two qpy ligands\ 1[ The remaining coordination
sites are occupied by additional mono! or didentate
donors[ Following our success with these complexes and
our previous characterization of a series of other hypo!
dentate complexes containing oligopyridine ligands in
which not all of the nitrogen donors are coordinated ð28Ð
30Ł\ we considered that it might also be possible to use
the exact coding for the number of donor atoms to con!

trol the formation of mixed!ligand complexes containing
qpy at ruthenium"II# centers[

2[1[ Reactions of ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł with qpy ligands

The complex ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł is a convenient starting
point for the synthesis of ruthenium"II# complexes[ The
complex possess three labile ligands which may be sub!
stituted by other donors under reductive conditions to
yield ruthenium"II# species[ As ruthenium"II# complexes
with oligopyridine ligands are almost invariably six!coor!
dinate\ assuming that the tpy ligand remains chelating
terdentate\ we would expect only three of the potential
_ve donor atoms of qpy ligands to be coordinated[ Three
ligands were investigated Ð the parent species "qpy#\ the
3?\31!diphenyl derivative "dpqpy# and the 3?\31!bis"3!
chlorophenyl# derivative "dcqpy#[

The reaction of ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł with qpy ligands in the
presence of N!ethylmorpholine as a reducing agent
resulted in the formation of dark!colored solutions which
were shown by thin layer chromatography to contain an
orange and a redÐbrown compound\ together with small
amounts of orange ðRu"tpy#1Ł1¦[ Preparative separation
of these various products was possible by column chro!
matography "SiO1 with a mobile phase consisting of 0]6
saturated aqueous potassium nitrate solution] ace!
tonitrile#[ The orange and redÐbrown compounds were
collected and treated with ammonium hex!
a~uorophosphate to obtain pure hexa~uorophosphate
salts of the various components[

The ratio of the two products formed could be modi_ed
by variation of the stoichiometry of the reactants] one
equivalent of ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł reacted with one equivalent of
ligand to give predominantly the orange product\ whilst
two equivalents of ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł gave a greater yield of
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the redÐbrown product[ It was also found that a greater
proportion of the redÐbrown product could be obtained
by _rst reacting a 0]0 mixture of ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł and the
ligand for 07 h\ then adding a second equivalent of ðRu"t!
py#Cl2Ł to the reaction mixture and _nally heating to
re~ux for an additional 13 h period[

2[2[ The orange ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 complexes

The FAB mass spectra of the orange compounds exhi!
bited intense peaks corresponding to "RuL"tpy#"PF5#n#¦

"n�1\ 0\ 9# and microanalysis indicated a formulation
ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 to be appropriate[ Assuming a six coor!
dinate ruthenium"II# center\ this formulation suggests
that the metal is coordinated to one terdentate tpy ligand
and a tpy domain from the quinquepyridine ligand[ Sup!
port for this bonding arrangement was obtained from
electrochemical studies on the complexes[ Two such

structures "2 and 3# are consistent with this formulation\
although our previous studies of qpy complexes ð16Ł sug!
gest that the structure with a non!coordinated bpy
domain\ 2\ is to be expected[ Electrochemical studies
support the proposal of a RuN5 coordination environ!
ment[ For each of the compounds\ the cyclic vol!
tammogram of an acetonitrile solution exhibits processes
in the region of ¦0[9V typical of a RuN5 center ð31Ł "all
potentials quoted vs Fc:Fc¦] L�qpy\ ¦9[86V^
L�dpqpy\ ¦9[85V^ L�dcqpy\ ¦9[83V# together with
ligand centered processes at −0[5 and −0[8V[ Before
discussing the 0H NMR spectra of these complexes\ a
model compound will be introduced[

2[3[ The hypodentate ðRu"qtpy#"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 complex

We have introduced the term hypodentate to describe
ligands in which not all of the possible donor atoms are
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coordinated to metal centers ð28\39\30Ł[ The qpy ligands
in complexes such as ðRu"qpy#1Ł1¦ are hypodentate as
only three of the _ve nitrogen donors are coordinated to
the ruthenium center[ In both of the structures 2 and 3\
the qpy ligand has two non!coordinated pyridine rings[
We commence this discussion with the simple complex
ðRu"tpy#1ŁðPF5Ł1[ This cation possesses D1d symmetry and
the 0H NMR spectrum consists of two sub!spectra\ cor!
responding to the central G ring and the equivalent ter!
minal F and H rings "Table 0\ structure 4#[ Symmetry
requires that H2G and H4G are equivalent[

Conceptually\ it is possible to add a non!coordinated
1!pyridyl group to the 5!position of one of the F:H rings
of ðRu"tpy#1ŁðPF5Ł1 "4# to obtain ðRu"tpy#"qtpy#ŁðPF5Ł1
"qtpy�1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11!quaterpyridine# "5# In ðRu"t!
py#"qtpy#ŁðPF5Ł1\ the qtpy ligand is hypodentate[ This
compound was prepared by the reaction of ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł
with qtpy in methanol in the presence of N!ethyl!
morpholine and was isolated as an orangeÐred solid ð39Ł[
Full preparative details for this compound are presented
in Section 1[ The complex exhibits a ruthenium"II#:"III#
redox process at ¦9[87V vs Fc:Fc¦\ which establishes
the RuN5 coordination environment[ The absorption
spectrum of ðRu"tpy#"qtpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 in acetonitrile shows
a broad peak in the visible region with an absorption
maximum at 365 nm "o�02\099# which is also evidence
for the RuN5 coordination environment "cf[ ðRu"tpy#1Ł
ðPF5Ł1\ lmax�363nm\ o�00\599#[Assuming the ruthenium
center to be six coordinate\ a terdentate tpy and a ter!
dentate qtpy ligand must be present ð28Ð30Ł[ The com!
pound does not exhibit any of the ~uxional behavior
associated with complexes containing ~uxional h1!tpy
ligands ð32Ð38Ł[

The 0H NMR spectrum of a CD2CN solution of ðRu
"tpy#"qtpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 "5# is presented in Fig[ 0[ There are\ in
principle\ seven non!equivalent rings\ four of which "A\
D\ F and H# possess an H5[ A COSY spectrum leads to
the assignments presented in Fig[ 0 and Table 0[ The
COSY spectrum reveals a total of only six non!equivalent
rings Ð one AB1\ system\ two three proton systems and

three four proton systems\ one of which is of twice the
intensity of the other ring systems[ The AB1 system is
immediately assigned to the G ring\ whilst the four proton
system of twice the intensity is assigned to rings F and
H\ which appear to be equivalent[ The two remaining
four proton systems may now be unambiguously
assigned[ One possesses an H5 at d 5[15 whilst the other
exhibits an H5 at d 7[94[ A projection of the cation along
the NAÐRuÐNC axis is presented in Fig[ 1[ This shows the
way in which the D ring is stacked with the tpy B ring
ð28Ð30Ł[ The two possible orientations of the D!ring
are shown^ in principle\ these should lead to a non!
equivalence of rings F and H[ Either the energy barrier
between the two rotamers is su.ciently small that they
are freely interconverting at room temperature "and at
−19>C# or the di}erence in environment of the F and
H rings is so small that it is not detectable[ In Fig[ 1\
all of the protons with the exception of H5D and H2D

are omitted[ In both of the rotamers\ H2D lies close to
ring F or H whilst H5D is held remote from the cation[
This analysis suggests that H5D should resemble a
{{normal|| non!coordinated pyridine H5 whereas H2D

might have unusual shifts associated with the magnetic
anisotropy of the F and H rings[ This allows the
assignment of the H5 at d 7[94 to the D ring\ and H2D

is found as a strongly shielded resonance at d 5[11[ The
overall up_eld shifting of the protons attached to the
G ring when compared to ðRu"tpy#1ŁðPF5Ł1 may be
rationalized in terms of the shielding e}ect of the
stacked D ring[ Finally\ the remaining four proton
system may be assigned to ring A[ The up_eld shifting
of H5A when compared to ðRu"tpy#1ŁðPF5Ł1 may also be
rationalized in terms of an increased shielding resulting
from the distortion of the complex to accommodate
the non!coordinated ring D by a bending of the tpy
system downwards towards ring A[ Additional con!
_rmation of the assignments comes from a 399MHz
0H NMR NOESY experiment "tmix�0[4 s# which reveals
only two NOE interactions Ð one between 4B and 2C
and the other between 2B and 2A[
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2[4[ 0H NMR spectra of the hypodentate
ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 "L�qpy\ dpqpy\ dcqpy# complexes

In order to distinguish between structures 2 and 3\ the
0H NMR spectra of CD2CN solutions of the orange
ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 "L�qpy\ dpqpy\ dcqpy# complexes
were studied[ The spectra all showed characteristic doub!
lets at d 7[8Ð8[1 and d 5[1 and Fig[ 2 shows the 399MHz
0H NMR spectrum of a CD2CN solution of
ðRu"qpy#"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1[ The spectra of all three of the
orange species were complex\ containing numerous\ over!
lapping "although well!resolved# resonances[ The num!
ber of resonances is always greater than would be
expected for the highly symmetrical structure 3[

Fig[ 0[ 399 MHz 0H NMR spectrum of a CD2CN solution of ðRu"tpy#"qtpy#ŁðPF5Ł1[

The 0H NMR COSY spectrum of a CD2CN solution
of ðRu"qpy#"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 was analyzed in a similar manner
to that described for ðRu"qtpy#"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 to give the
assignments presented in Table 0[ Not surprisingly\ the
shifts of the A\ B and C ring protons correlate extremely
well with ðRu"qtpy#"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1[ Most encouragingly\ the
shift of 2D is similar in both the qpy and qtpy complexes[
The most important di}erence arises from the tpy residue[
The COSY spectrum clearly indicates that rings F and H
are non!equivalent and that in the central G ring\ H2

and H4 are also non!equivalent[ This is clari_ed by a
consideration of the projection shown in Fig[ 3"a#[
Assuming restricted rotation about the interannular
bond between the C and D rings\ it is clear that the F
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Table 0
Chemical shifts "d# of 0H resonances observed in the 0H NMR spectra
of the complexes ðRu"tpy#"L#ŁðPF5Ł1 in CD2CN solution

ðRu"tpy#LŁ1¦

L�tpy L�qtpy L�qpy L�dpqpy L�dcqpy

5A 5[15 5[06 5[11 5[01
4A 6[94 6[94 6[94 5[87
3A 6[67 6[64 6[64 6[61
2A 7[24 7[29 7[41 7[35
2B 7[55 7[57 8[14 7[77
3B 7[34 7[37 Ð Ð
4B Ð 7[80 7[80 7[83 8[08
2C Ð 7[69 7[64 6[22 6[21
3C Ð 7[97 7[4 7[14 7[19
4C Ð 6[03 6[10 7[84 7[82
5D Ð 7[94 Ð Ð Ð
4D Ð 6[97 7[02 7[40 7[33
31 Ð 6[39 6[45 Ð Ð
2D Ð 5[11 5[13 5[47 5[49
5E Ð Ð 7[67 7[82 7[75
4E Ð Ð 6[46 6[44 6[59
3E Ð Ð 6[78 6[76 6[64
2E Ð Ð 6[41 6[41 6[71
5F:5H 6[21 6[31 6[40 6[44 6[44
4F:4H 6[03 6[19 6[19 6[10 6[19
3F:3H 6[80 6[83 6[82 6[58 6[69
2F:2H 7[63 7[24 7[24 6[52 6[59
2G:4G 7[37 7[24 7[24 7[99 7[9
3G 7[39 7[97 7[86 6[84 6[84
4G:2G 7[37 7[24 6[66 6[71 6[7
5H:5F 6[21 6[31 6[30 6[52 6[49
4H:4F 6[03 6[19 6[07 6[13 6[19
3H:3F 6[80 6[83 6[56 6[53 6[64
2H:2F 7[63 7[24 6[41 6[49 6[59
oI:J Ð Ð Ð 7[1 7[11
mI:J Ð Ð Ð 6[79 6[79
p? Ð Ð Ð 6[64 Ð
oJ:I Ð Ð Ð 6[59 6[59
mJ:I Ð Ð Ð 6[59 6[54
p1 Ð Ð Ð 6[59 Ð

Fig[ 1[ Views of the ðRu"tpy#"qtpy#Ł1¦ cation emphasizing the di}erent environments for H2D and H5D in the two rotamers[

and H rings are inequivalent as are H2G and H4G[ Free
rotation about the CÐD bond would render the F and H
rings equivalent[ In the case of the complexes with dpqpy
and dcqpy\ there is less of a di}erence between the F and
H rings and also less of a di}erence in chemical shifts
between H2G and H4G[ This is explained by a con!
sideration of Fig[ 3"b# which shows a projection of the
cation[ The phenyl substituent in the 3!position of the D
ring and the pyridine E!ring at the 5!position are similar
in terms of steric and anisotropy e}ects[ Regardless of
the actual orientation of the phenyl and the E rings\ the
environment of the F and H rings will be similar[

The restricted rotation about the CÐD ring bond also
has an unexpected consequence[ The two rotamers of
ðRu"qtpy#"tpy#Ł1¦ are presented in Fig[ 4and are seen to
be related as enantiomers[ With the achiral ligands used\
a racemic pair of enantiomers is formed in each case[ No
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attempts have been made to resolve these complexes[ We
have discussed elsewhere the development of chirality in
related systems ð16\ 49Ł[

2[5[ The redÐbrown dinuclear ðRu"tpy#LRu"tpy#ClŁ
ðPF5Ł2 complexes

The reaction of an excess of ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł with the qpy
ligands or alternatively with the hypodentate
ðRuL"tpy#Ł1¦ species resulted in the formation of deep
red solutions from which red solids could be precipitated
by the addition of ammonium hexa~uorophosphate[
Microanalysis suggested that an appropriate formulation
for the complexes was ðRu"tpy#LRu"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2 and
support came from the observation of peaks assigned to
"Ru1L"tpy#1Cl"PF5#1# and "Ru1L"tpy#1Cl"PF5#1# in the
FAB mass spectra[ This formulation indicates a total of
00 nitrogen and one chlorine donor for two six!coor!
dinate ruthenium"II# centers^ the most likely structure
is 6 in which one ruthenium is in an N5 environment
comprising a terdentate qpy and a terdentate tpy ligand
and the other is in an N4Cl consisting of the remaining
two qpy donors\ the second tpy and the chloride[

Electrochemical studies support the proposal of two
ruthenium environments[ For each of the compounds\ the
cyclic voltammogram of an acetonitrile solution exhibits
reversible processes in the region of ¦0[9V typical of a
RuN5 center ð31Ł "all potentials quoted vs Fc:Fc¦]
L�qpy\ ¦9[86V^ L�dpqpy\ ¦9[83V^ L�dcqpy\
¦9[85V#[ In addition\ there is a second reversible metal!
based reduction in the region of ¦9[4V which is typical
of a RuN4Cl center ð31Ł "L�qpy\ ¦9[36V^ L�dpqpy\
¦9[49V^ L�dcqpy\ ¦9[38V#[ There are also a number
of reversible or quasi!reversible ligand reductions
"L�qpy\ −0[68\ −1[09V^ L�dpqpy\ −0[48\ −0[66V^
L�dcqpy\ −0[51\ −0[65V#[

The 0H NMR spectra of the ðRu"tpy#
LRu"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2 complexes consisted of numerous
overlapping resonances[ A typical spectrum of ðRu"t!
py#"qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2 in CD2CN is presented in Fig[
5\ together with the assignment of the spectrum according
to the numbering scheme in 6[ The various spectra were
assigned by a combination of COSY and NOESY spec!
troscopy and the _nal assignments for the qpy and dpqpy
complexes\ together with the model compound ðRu"b!
py#"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł are presented in Table 1[ One of the
apparent features is a down!_eld resonance close to d

09[1 which is characteristic of H5 of a pyridine ring
arranged cis to a RuÐCl bond "observed at d 09[1 in
ðRu"bpy#"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł#[ This resonance may thus be
assigned unambiguously to H5E and the assignments of
the remaining E ring protons follow[ The remaining spin
systems were all identi_ed from the COSY spectra and
unambiguously assigned by NOESY spectra[ The key
NOESY peaks used in the assignment of the qpy ligand
were between H2A and H2B\ H4B and H2C\ and between

H2E and H4D[ As expected\ the large twisting between the
tpy and bpy domains means that no NOE was observed
between H4C and H2D[

2[6[ X!ray crystal structural analysis of ðRu"tpy#
"qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2

In order to con_rm the formulation of the red dinuclear
complexes\ we have determined the solid state structure
of the complex ðRu"tpy#"qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2[ The
structural determination con_rms the predicted structure
and two views of the structure of the cation are presented
in Fig[ 6"a# and "b#[ There is no direct metalÐmetal inter!
action and the Ru = = = Ru distance is 4[27A� [ Both
ruthenium centers are six coordinate\ with Ru"0# in the
predicted N5 environment and Ru"1# in a N4Cl coor!
dination sphere[ Bond distances and angles for the tpy
ligands are normal and they exhibit short RuÐN bonds
to the central rings "0[871\ 0[872A� # and longer bonds to
the terminal rings "1[939Ð1[983A� #[ The two ruthenium
centers are linked by the bridging qpy ligand which pre!
sents an N2 set to Ru"0# and a didentate N1 domain to
Ru"1#[ A dihedral angle of 094[0> separates the tpy and
bpy domains of the qpy ligand[ The bpy domain is sig!
ni_cantly non!planar with an interannular angle of 12[8>
between the two rings[ The tpy domain is also non!planar
with a dihedral of 08[6> between the rings containing
N"4# and N"5# and 1[2> between those containing N"3#
and N"4#[ As indicated in Fig[ 6"b#\ the bpy domain of
the qpy ligand is essentially coplanar with the tpy ligand
coordinated to Ru"0# with an interplanar graphitic dis!
tance of 2[308A� between the rings containing N"1# and
N"6#[ There are no short contacts between the hex!
a~uorophosphate counterions and the cations\ but the
cations are stacked in a head!to!head sense with a 2[744A�
distance between coplanar terminal tpy rings of the N4Cl
end of the dinuclear species "Fig[ 7#[

2[7[ Attempts to coordinate the vacant bpy site in the
orange ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 complexes

The presence of the non!coordinated bpy domain in
the ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 complexes suggested that it might
be possible to use these complexes as didentate li`ands[
Indirectly\ this has been shown by the conversion of
ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 to ðRu1L"tpy#1ClŁðPF5Ł2 upon reaction
with ðRu"tpy#Cl2Ł[

We commenced by investigating the protonation of the
free bpy site[ The addition of CF2CO1D to a CD2CN
solution of ðRu"dpqpy#"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 resulted in small but
reproducible changes in the 0H NMR spectrum[ The most
notable changes are shifts of the peaks assigned to H2D

and H4D "from d 5[34 and 7[4 respectively to d 5[64 and
7[24#\ consistent with a conformational change within the
bpy domain upon protonation[ In addition\ the res!
onances of the terminal E ring are also signi_cantly per!
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Fig[ 3[ Views of "a# the ðRu"qpy#"tpy#Ł1¦ cation emphasizing the di}erent environments for the tpy F and H rings and "b# the ðRu"dpqpy#"tpy#Ł1¦

cation showing how the similarity of the phenyl and pyridine E rings leads to a similarity in the tpy F and H ring environments[

Fig[ 4[ Possible rotamers of the complex cation ðRu"tpy#"qpy#Ł1¦[ "a# One of the possible conformers is converted into "b# the other by rotation
about the CÐC bond between coordinated C and non!coordinated D rings[ The new conformer is an enantiomer of the original conformer[
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Fig[ 6[ "a# The structure of the ðRu"tpy#"qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁ1¦ cation in ðRu"tpy#"qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁ ðPF5Ł2 showing the numbering scheme adopted[ The
hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity[ "b# A space!_lling representation of the ðRu"tpy#"qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁ1¦ cation showing the stacking of
the qpy and tpy ligands[
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Table 1
Chemical shifts "d# of 0H resonances observed in the 0H NMR spectra
of the complexes ð"tpy#Ru"L#Ru"tpy#ClŁðPF5Ł2 in CD2CN solution

ðRu"bpy#"tpy#ClŁ¦ L�qpy L�dpqpy

5A 6[96 6[9
4A 6[91 6[9
3A 6[74 6[74
2A 7[39 7[5
2B 7[64 8[9
3B 7[64 Ð
4B 7[24 7[4
2C 6[7 7[9
3C 6[5 6[5
4C 5[1 5[1
2D 5[83 4[74 5[94
3D 6[55 6[1 Ð
4D 7[22 7[3 7[54
2E 7[47 7[71 8[9
3E 7[14 7[25 7[3
4E 6[84 6[81 6[84
5E 09[1 09[1 09[1
o\ m\ p 7[1\ 6[8\ 6[74
o\ m\ p 6[24\ 6[44\ 6[54
5F:5H 6[55 5[6 5[80
4F:4H 6[15 6[2 6[2
3F:3H 6[77 6[6 6[8
2F:2H 7[26 7[1 7[1
2G:4G 7[38 7[24 7[40
3G 7[98 7[10 6[84
4G:2G 7[4 7[40
2H:2F 7[17 6[14
3H:3F 6[54 6[24
4H:4F 5[94 5[9
5H:5F 6[19 6[3
5I:5K 6[5 6[6
4I:4K 6[2 6[24
3I:3K 6[84 7[9
2I:2K 7[24 7[24
2J:4J 7[1 7[24
3J 6[84 7[04
4J:2J 7[04 6[84
2K:2I 6[50 6[50
3K:3I 6[34 6[44
4K:4I 6[04 6[1
5K:5I 6[70 6[7

turbed\ but the overlapping of these resonances does not
allow a facile analysis of the shifts[ Comparable results
were obtained upon treatment of ðRu"dcqpy#"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1
with CF2CO1D[ Attempts to isolate protonated species
by the reaction of the complexes with HPF5 gave solid
species which only contained ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1[

Treatment of solutions of ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 with
ðCu"MeCN#3ŁðBF3Ł or ðFe"H1O#5ŁðBF3Ł1 in re~uxing
methanol or acetonitrile followed by isolation of solid
hexa~uoro phosphate salts gave products which mass
spectrometry and 0H NMR spectroscopy showed to be
the starting ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 complexes[

Fig[ 7[ The head!to!head arrangement of two ðRu"tpy#
"qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁ1¦ cations in the lattice of ðRu"tpy#
"qpy#Ru"tpy#ClŁ ðPF5Ł2 showing the intermolecular stacking[

The only encouraging result was obtained upon the
reaction of ðRu"dpqpy#"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 with
ðPd"MeCN#1Cl1Ł in methanol\ when a brown precipitate
was obtained[ The 0H NMR spectrum of this material
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resembled that of the starting ruthenium complex in most
respects\ but exhibited signi_cant shifts of H2D "to d 5[44#\
H4D "to d 7[24# and H5E "from d 7[74 to d 8[26#[ Mass
spectrometry does not provide any evidence for the mixed
metal complex with the dpqpy ligand\ but the analogous
reaction with ðRuL"tpy#ŁðPF5Ł1 "L�3?\31!bis"3!tolyl#!
1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11]51\1ýý!quinquepyridine# yielded a brown
solid\ the FAB mass spectrum of which exhibited peaks
at m:z 0977 "ðRuL"tpy#PdCl"MeCN#Ł# and 0930
"ðRuL"tpy#PdClŁ#[

3[ Conclusions

We have shown that 1\1?]5?\1ý]5ý\11]51\1ýý!quin!
quepyridine ligands form mononuclear and dinuclear
ruthenium"II# complexes upon reaction with ðRu"t!
py#Cl2Ł[ The ruthenium"II# centers are six coordinate and
control the coordination mode of the qpy ligands and
determine whether additional ligands are required[ The
mononuclear complexes may be viewed as prehelicates in
that they have a non!coordinated bpy domain pre!
organized for coordination to a second metal center[ The
dinuclear complexes may be termed single!stranded hel!
icates and incorporate two six coordinate metal centers[
We are currently investigating the extent of confor!
mational e}ects in other hypodentate ligand systems and
are assessing the use of the prehelicates in the formation
of heterodinuclear complexes[
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Abstract

Tungsten"VI# complex ðW"eg#2Ł "eg�ethanediolate dianion# reacts with phenyl acetates leading to the displacement of one or
three diolato ligands[ Two types of phenoxides\ ðW"OÐC5H3R!3#5Ł "R�H\ Me\ Cl# and ðW"eg#1"OC5H2R1?!1\5#1Ł "R?�Me\ iPr# are
formed\ depending on the nature of phenyl group[ The X!ray crystal structure determinations of ðW"OC5H4#5Ł\ ðW"eg#1"OC5H2Me1!
1\5#1Ł and ðW"eg#1"OC5H2

iPr1!1\5#1Ł con_rmed the nature of the compounds[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Tungsten^ Phenoxide^ Alkoxide

0[ Introduction

Metal alkoxides and phenoxides are widely studied
due to their many applications in organometallic and
catalytic chemistry ð0\1Ł[ The general advantage of phen!
oxide ligands when compared with alkoxide ligands is
that changing the substituents on the ring can easily vary
their electron!withdrawing properties ð2\3Ł[ Changing the
bulkiness of the substituents in the ortho position on the
ring can also modify steric e}ects in the close neigh!
borhood of the metal[ These properties are one of the
reasons why phenoxide ligands have been very widely
used in the _eld of organometallic chemistry related to
metathesis ð4Ł[ For example\ tungsten phenoxides of the
type ðWCl5−x"OAr#xŁ and ðWOCl3−y"OAr#yŁ are used as
air!stable precursors for two!component catalyst
systems\ typically in the presence of tin or lead organo!
metal reagents ð0\2Ł[

The reaction of a metal alkoxide with alkyl or phenyl
esters can be presented by the following scheme]

M"OR#n¦xR?C"O#ORýt

M"OR#n−x"ORý#x¦xR?C"O#OR[ "0#

This reaction\ transesteri_cation\ has proved useful in the
preparation of phenoxides\ e[g[ Nb and Ta pen!
taphenoxides are prepared from metal isopropoxides and
phenyl acetate ð5\6Ł[ It is a very practical method

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦247!1!2225622^ fax] ¦247!1!
2225699^ e!mail] ari[lehtonenÝutu[_

especially if suitable metal alkoxides can be easily pre!
pared from oxides\ because it makes it possible to avoid
the use of air and moisture sensitive metal chlorides[
Transesteri_cation is also known to be less prone to steric
factors than alcohol exchange ð1Ł[

Tungsten phenoxides are commonly prepared by a
phenolysis reaction of WOCl3 or WCl5\ which both are
sensitive to air and moisture ð7\8Ł[ In the course of our
studies on the coordination chemistry of tungsten"VI#\
we have used the trisdiolato complex ðW"eg#2Ł "eg�0\1!
ethanediolate dianion# as air!stable starting material[ In
continuation of these studies\ we have now prepared
W"VI# phenoxides ðW"OÐC5H3R!3#5Ł "R�H\ Me\ Cl#
and ðW"eg#1"OC5H2R1?!1\5#1Ł "R?�Me\ iPr#[

1[ Results and discussion

Treatment of ðW"eg#2Ł with various phenyl acetates
ArOAc in chlorobenzene solutions led to the formation
of tungsten"VI# phenoxides ðW"eg#2−x"OAr#1xŁ "x�0 or
2#[ Several di}erent substituted phenyl acetates were
used\ and it was found that the number of diolato ligands
that may be substituted in ðW"eg#2Ł is strongly dependent
on the nature and position of the substituents on the
aromatic ring[ Depending on the phenyl group\ two types
of phenoxides ðW"OAr#5Ł and ðW"eg#1"OAr#1Ł were syn!
thesized[

1[0[ Syntheses of ðW"OAr#5Ł complexes

The complexes ðW"OÐC5H3R!3#5Ł "R�H "0#\ Me "1#\
Cl "2## have earlier been prepared from WOCl3 and
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the corresponding phenols in chlorobenzene solution ð7Ł[
We obtained these compounds according to the following
reaction using one equivalent of ðW"eg#2Ł with six equi!
valents of phenyl acetate in chlorobenzene at re~ux tem!
perature]

ðW"eg#2Ł¦5RC5H3OAc:

ðW"OÐC5H3R#5Ł¦2Ac1eg[ "1#

The reaction of ðW"eg#2Ł in the presence of less than six
equivalents of phenyl acetate with no 1\5!disubstitution
does not lead to the corresponding ðW"eg#1"OAr#1Ł or
ðW"eg#"OAr#3Ł complexes\ but gives ðW"OAr#5Ł and some
unreacted trisdiolato complex[ Complexes 0Ð2 are intense
red solids\ stable in air and soluble in hydrocarbons and
chlorinated solvents[

1[1[ Syntheses of ðW"eg#1"OAr#1Ł complexes

Mixed!ligand complexes ðW"eg#1"OC5H2R1?!1\5#1Ł
"R?�Me "3#\ iPr "4## were obtained by reaction of
ðW"eg#2Ł with two equivalents of phenyl acetates which
were disubstituted in the 1\5!positions by methyl or iso!
propyl groups\

ðW"eg#2Ł¦1R1?C5H3OAc:

ðW"eg#1"OC5H2R1?#1Ł¦Ac1eg[ "2#

Complexes 3 and 4 are intense yellow solids\ stable in
air at room temperature and soluble in hydrocarbons\
chlorinated solvents and ethers\ slightly soluble in ethanol
and non!soluble in water[ They are also stable in wet
ethanol although W"VI# complexes with eg ligands are
usually hydrolysed easily ð09Ł[ However\ they decompose
rapidly in basic or acidic solutions[

Our attempts to prepare tetraphenoxides ðW"eg#
"OC5H2R1?!1\5#3Ł were unsuccessful\ as the reaction of
four equivalents of 1\5!disubstituted phenyl acetate with
ðW"eg#2Ł gives ðW"eg#1"OC5H2R?1!1\5#1Ł and unreacted
phenyl acetate[ Under our experimental conditions\
1\5!dichlorophenyl\ 1\3\5!trichlorophenyl or 1\3\5!tri!
nitrophenyl acetates did not show any reactivity[

1[2[ X!ray crystal structures

The main structural parameters of complex 0 are
shown in Table 0[ The compound forms monomeric mol!
ecules in which the central tungsten atom is octahedrally
surrounded by six oxygen atoms "Fig[ 0#[ The structure
is closely similar to that of complex 1 described by Err!
ington et al[ ð00Ł[ The OÐWÐO angles of octahedral W"VI#
are more regular than in ðW"OPhMe!3#5Ł as the acute
angles in 0 vary from 76[4"1# to 81[5"1#> while in 1 they
vary from 75[0"1# to 83[6"0#>[ The reason for the variation
is probably a steric packing one because the OPh ligand
is smaller than the OPhMe!3 ligand[ In complex 0\ the
WÐO distances range from 0[772"3# to 0[806"3#A� being

Table 0
Selected bonding distances "A� # and angles "># for complex 0

WÐO"0# 0[772"3# O"1#ÐWÐO"5# 89[8"1#
WÐO"1# 0[773"3# O"2#ÐWÐO"3# 77[9"1#
WÐO"2# 0[786"3# O"2#ÐWÐO"4# 81[5"1#
WÐO"3# 0[897"3# O"2#ÐWÐO"5# 80[7"1#
WÐO"4# 0[894"3# O"3#ÐWÐO"4# 78[3"1#
WÐO"5# 0[806"3# O"3#ÐWÐO"5# 78[0"1#

O"4#ÐWÐO"5# 064[1"1#

O"0#ÐWÐO"1# 89[4"1#
O"0#ÐWÐO"2# 068[0"1# WÐO"0#ÐC"0# 035[5"3#
O"0#ÐWÐO"3# 81[5"1# WÐO"1#ÐC"6# 036[7"3#
O"0#ÐWÐO"4# 77[9"1# WÐO"2#ÐC"02a# 040[9"4#
O"0#ÐWÐO"5# 76[4"1# WÐO"2#ÐC"02b# 025[7"7#
O"1#ÐWÐO"2# 77[8"1# WÐO"3#ÐC"08# 032[5"3#
O"1#ÐWÐO"3# 065[8"1# WÐO"4#ÐC"14# 026[4"3#
O"1#ÐWÐO"4# 89[7"1# WÐO"5#ÐC"20# 023[7"3#

Fig[ 0[ ORTEP drawing of ðW"OC5H4#5Ł with 29) probability ellip!
soids[ Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity[

slightly longer than in the heteroleptic complexes
ðW"OPhiPr1#2Cl2Ł ð8Ł "0[721"1#Ð0[737"1#A� # and trans!
ðW"OPhMe1#1Cl3Ł ð01Ł "0[759"6#A� #[ The WÐO distances
in the W"V# complex anion ðW"OPh#5Ł− span from
0[821"4# to 0[845"3# ð02Ł[ Longer WÐO distances are due
to a lower charge on the tungsten ion and a negative
charge of the complex unit[ The WÐOÐC angles in 0 range
from 025[7"7# to 040[9"4#> showing a weak correlation
with WÐO distances[

There is some free space around the second coor!
dination sphere of W"VI# in 0 as two phenyl groups show
two di}erent orientations in the solid state[ One shows
two rotamers in a 0]0 ratio with a rotation angle of 12"0#>[
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The other is in two positions in a 9[59Ð9[39 ratio in a
plane with di}erent WÐOÐC angles\ as shown in Fig[ 0[
Compound ðNEt3ŁðW"OPh#5Ł consist of two crys!
tallographically independent anions of which one also
contains disordered phenoxide ligands ð02Ł[

The compounds 3 "Fig[ 1# and 4 "Fig[ 2# are six!coor!

Fig[ 1[ ORTEP drawing of ðW"eg#1"OC5H2Me1!1\5#1Ł with 29) prob!
ability ellipsoids[ Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity[

Fig[ 2[ ORTEP drawing of ðW"eg#1"OC5H2
iPr1!1\5#1Ł with 29) prob!

ability ellipsoids[ Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity[

Table 1
Selected bonding distances "A� # and angles "># for complexes 3

and 4

3 4

WÐO"0# 0[812"3# 0[808"3#
WÐO"1# 0[805"3# 0[896"3#
WÐO"2# 0[814"3# 0[813"3#
WÐO"3# 0[896"4# 0[811"3#
WÐO"4# 0[783"3# 0[781"3#
WÐO"5# 0[773"3# 0[776"3#

O"0#ÐWÐO"1# 67[4"1# 67[5"1#
O"0#ÐWÐO"2# 055[3"1# 052[1"1#
O"0#ÐWÐO"3# 82[9"1# 89[9"1#
O"0#ÐWÐO"4# 73[3"3# 73[5"1#
O"0#ÐWÐO"5# 093[3"1# 096[5"1#
O"1#ÐWÐO"2# 89[6"1# 78[8"1#
O"1#ÐWÐO"3# 89[3"1# 81[1"1#
O"1#ÐWÐO"4# 051[8"1# 051[6"1#
O"1#ÐWÐO"5# 81[7"1# 81[5"1#
O"2#ÐWÐO"3# 67[6"1# 67[0"1#
O"2#ÐWÐO"4# 095[2"1# 096[3"1#
O"2#ÐWÐO"5# 73[1"1# 73[7"1#
O"3#ÐWÐO"4# 80[0"1# 80[7"1#
O"3#ÐWÐO"5# 051[6"1# 051[2"1#
O"4#ÐWÐO"5# 89[8"1# 77[5"1#
WÐO"0#ÐC"0# 011[1"6#a\ 009"1#b 006[6"3#
WÐO"1#ÐC"1# 004[9"09#a\ 015"1#b 019[2"3#
WÐO"2#ÐC"2# 007[8"3# 007[7"4#
WÐO"3#ÐC"3# 008[9"3# 019[3"4#
WÐO4ÐC"4# 037[9"3# 035[3"3#
WÐO5ÐC"00# 036[4"3# 034[1"3#

O"0#ÐC"0#ÐC"1#ÐO"1# −24"2#a\ 27"6#b −21[0"7#
O"2#ÐC"2#ÐC"3#ÐO"3# 29[7"8# −08[4"00#

a Refers C"0a# and C"1a#[
b Refers C"0b# and C"1b#[

dinated W"VI# complexes with two bidentate eg ligands
and two phenolate ligands in cis!positions[ In compound
3 one eg ligand adopts two conformations A and B in a
9[61"1#]9[17"1# ratio[ In 4 the phenolate ligand is more
hindered and the eg ligands adopt only one confor!
mation[ Otherwise the structures of both compounds are
quite similar as seen from the bond parameters in Table
1[ The WÐO"diolato# bonds are slightly longer than the
WÐO"phenolate# bonds[

2[ Conclusion

The tungsten"VI# complex ðW"eg#2Ł "eg�ethanediolate
dianion# reacts with simple phenyl acetates leading to
the displacement of all diolato ligands and formation of
tungsten"VI# hexaphenoxides ðW"OAr#5Ł[ Phenyl acetates
with 1\5!disubstitution "dimethyl or di!iso!propyl# can
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form complexes having the formula ðW"eg#1"OC5H2R1?!
1\5#1Ł[

According to X!ray studies\ two phenoxide ligands in
the mixed complexes are in cis!positions[

3[ Experimental

Chemicals were from commercial origins and were
used without subsequent puri_cation[ ðW"eg#2Ł was pre!
pared as described earlier ð03Ł[ Substituted phenyl acet!
ates were prepared from phenols and acetic anhydride[
0H NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL GSX!399
spectrometer[ The products are pure according to NMR
measurements[ The C and H elemental analyses failed
due to incomplete decomposition of the compounds dur!
ing the analysis[

3[0[ Preparation of ðW"OC5H4#5Ł "0#

ðW"eg#2Ł "9[61 g\ 1[9mmol# and PhOAc "0[5 g\
01[4mmol# were dissolved in 49ml of chlorobenzene and
the mixture was allowed to re~ux for six hours[ During
this period the color of the solution turned intense red[
The solution was _ltered and the _ltrate was washed twice
with 09) aqueous NaOH "14ml# and twice with water
"14ml#[ Volatiles were evaporated in vacuum and the red
residue was dissolved in acetonitrile[ Slow evaporation of
solvent led to crystallization of ðW"OPh#5Ł as red needles
"619mg\ 37)#[ m[p[ 86>C "lit[ 84Ð85>C ð7Ł#[ NMR "sol!
vent CDCl2\ standard SiMe3#] dH 6[02 "m\ 1H#\ 5[68 "m\
2H#[

3[1[ Preparation of ðW"OC5H3Cl!3#5Ł "1#

3!ClPhOAc "0[0 g\ 5[4mmol# was added to the solution
of ðW"eg#2Ł "9[25 g\ 0[9mmol# in chlorobenzene "49ml#[
The reaction mixture was stirred under re~ux for eight
hours[ Washing of the _ltered solution with 09) aqueous
NaOH "14ml# and water "1×14ml# followed by evap!
oration and crystallization from hexane yielded 519mg
"54)# of dark red microcrystals[ m[p[ 044Ð045>C "lit[
046Ð047>C ð7Ł#[ NMR "solvent CDCl2\ standard SiMe3#]
dH 6[20 "m\ 1H#\ 5[89 "m\ 1H#[

3[2[ Preparation of ðW"OC5H4Me!3#5Ł "2#

3!MePhOAc "0[9 g\ 5[7mmol# and ðW"eg#2Ł "9[25 g\
0[9mmol# were dissolved in chlorobenzene\ and the reac!
tion solution was allowed to re~ux for eight hours[ The
solution was then _ltered and the _ltrate was washed
with NaOH!solution "09)\ 14ml# and water "1×14ml#[
Evaporation and crystallization from acetonitrile yielded
309mg of dark red crystals "56)#[ m[p[ 029>C "lit[ 029Ð

020>C ð7Ł#[ NMR "solvent CDCl2\ standard SiMe3#] dH

6[94 "m\ 1H#\ 5[70 "m\ 1H#\ 1[16 "d\ J�4Hz\ 2H#[

3[3[ Preparation of ðW"eg#1"OC5H2Me1!1\5#1Ł "3#

9[25 g "0[9mmol# ðW"eg#2Ł and 9[25 g "1[1mmol# 1\5!
Me1PhOAc were dissolved in 49ml of chlorobenzene and
the reaction mixture was stirred under re~ux for six
hours[ The yellow solution was _ltered and the solvent
was evaporated yielding yellow microcrystals[ Crystals
for X!ray analysis were grown from ether by slow evap!
oration "304mg\ 57)#[ The crystals decompose at tem!
peratures over 199>C in air[ NMR "solvent CDCl2\
standard SiMe3#] dH 6[02 "d\ J�7Hz\ 1H#\ 5[85 "t\
J�7Hz\ 0H#\ 4[32 "m\ 0H#\ 4[18 "m\ 1H#\ 4[06 "m\ 0H#\
0[06 "q\ 5H#[

3[4[ Preparation of ðW"eg#1"OC5H2
iPr1!1\5#1Ł "4#

ðW"eg#2Ł "9[43 g\ 0[4mmol# and 1\5!iPr1PhOAc "9[69 g\
2[1mmol# were dissolved in 49ml of chlorobenzene and
the reaction mixture was allowed to re~ux for four hours[
The yellow solution was _ltered and evaporated to
dryness[ The oily residue was washed twice with 4ml
of cold heptane and the remaining yellow powder was
extracted with ether "29ml#[ Yellow crystals precipitated
from ether solution at −07>C "439mg\ 44)# and decom!
pose over 199>C[ Crystals for X!ray analysis were grown
from hot heptane[ NMR "solvent CDCl2\ standard
SiMe3#] dH 6[00 "d\ J�7Hz\ 1H#\ 5[83 "t\ J�6Hz\ 0H#\
4[32 "m\ 0H#\ 4[16 "m\ 1H#\ 4[04 "m\ 0H#\ 2[50 "m\ 1H#\
0[06 "q\ 01H#[

3[4[0[ X!ray crystal determinations
Crystal data for compounds 0\ 3 and 4\ along with

other experimental details\ are summarized in Table 2[
Single!crystal data collections were performed at ambient
temperature on a Rigaku AFC4S di}ractometer using
graphite monochromatized MoKa radiation
"l�9[60958A� #[ The unit cell parameters were determined
by least!squares re_nement of 14 carefully centered
re~ections[ Data reduction and subsequent calculations
were performed with teXsan for Windows ð04Ł[ The data
was corrected for Lorenz and polarization e}ects and for
absorption "PSI!scans ð05Ł#[

The structures were solved by direct methods using the
SIR81 ð06Ł program and full!matrix least!squares
re_nements on F1 were performed using the SHELXL!
86 ð07Ł program[ Non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned with
anisotropic displacement parameters and the hydrogen
atoms were included in the calculations at _xed distances
from their host atoms[ Figures were drawn with Ortep!2
for Windows ð08Ł[
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Table 2
Crystal data and experimental details

0 3 4

Formula C25H29O5W C19H15O5W C17H31O5W
M 631[34 435[15 547[36
Crystal size "mm# 9[14×9[19×9[19 9[11×9[19×9[07 9[19×9[07×9[07
Crystal description red\ needle yellow\ prism yellow\ prism
Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic
Space group "No[# P10:n "03# P10:c "03# P10:c "03#
a "A� # 02[620"2# 7[2352"07# 09[7624"8#
b "A� # 05[104"3# 08[6325"06# 07[9582"02#
c "A� # 02[8240"02# 01[3739"04# 03[6054"7#
b "># 89[331"02# 86[828"02# 84[554"4#
U "A� 2# 2091[4"09# 1926[4"4# 1766[2"3#
Z 3 3 3
F"999# 0361 0961 0217
l"Mo Ka# "cm−0# 26[57 46[90 39[40
h\ k\ l ranges 9Ð05\ 9Ð08\ −06Ð06 9Ð09\ 9Ð12\ −04Ð04 9Ð02\ 9Ð10\ −07Ð07
Re~ections measured 4697 2718 4244
Unique re~ections 4369 2469 4961
Re_ned parameters:restrains 071:17 152:05 205:Ð
R0\ wR1 "I×1d# 9[924\ 9[966 9[920\ 9[953 9[924\ 9[967
R0\ wR1 "all data# 9[961\ 9[977 9[948\ 9[960 9[969\ 9[976
Goodness of _t on F1 0[930 0[930 0[903
Maximum\ minimum in _nal di}[ 9[40\ −9[69 0[99\ −9[78 9[89\ −0[05
map "e A� −2#

Calculations have been done with SHELX!86 and re_nements are based on F1[ Single!crystal data collections were
performed at ambient temperature on a Rigaku AFC4S di}ractometer using graphite monochromatized Mo Ka radiation
"l�9[60958 A� #[ The unit cell parameters were determined by least!squares re_nement of 14 carefully centered re~ections[
Data reduction and subsequent calculations were performed with teXsan for Windows ð04Ł[ The data was corrected for
Lorenz and polarization e}ects and for absorption "PSI!scans ð05Ł#[ The structures were solved by direct methods using
the SIR81 ð06Ł program and full!matrix least!squares re_nements on F1 were performed using the SHELXL!86 ð07Ł
program[ Non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned with anisotropic displacement parameters and the hydrogen atoms were
included in the calculations at _xed distances from their host atoms[ Figures were drawn with Ortep!2 for Windows ð08Ł[
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Abstract

The quadridentate {{N1S1|| Schi} base ligand\ H1L\ prepared by the condensation of S!benzyl dithiocarbazate with 0\3!bis"1?!
formylphenyl#!0\3!dioxabutane in a 1]0 molar ratio\ reacts with divalent metal ions to form the neutral metal complexes\ ML
"M�Ni\ Cu\ Zn#[ The complexes have been characterized by physico!chemical techniques and the single crystal X!ray structure of
the Cu"II# complex shows the geometry around the metal atom to be distorted square planar[ The monomeric units are weakly
associated into dimers via a long CuÐS interaction ð1[8408"7# A� Ł[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Syntheses^ Quadridentate Schi} base ligand^ Dimeric metal complexes^ ESR^ Crystal structure

0[ Introduction

The Schi}!base compounds derived from S!alkyl dithi!
ocarbazate are of interest because of their pronounced
biological activity against bacteria\ virus and cancer ð0\1Ł\
which has stimulated interest in their coordination chem!
istry[ In the past years there has been less work devoted to
the syntheses and characterization of quadridentate sulfurÐ
nitrogen ligands[ As part of our continuing study on new
chelating ligands containing mixed NS donors ð2Ð6Ł\ we
describe in this paper syntheses and complexation of
Cu"II#\ Ni"II#\ Zn"II# ions with the new N1S1 quadridentate
Schi}!base ligand derived from S!benzyl dithiocarbazate
"abbreviated as H1L# and the crystal structure\ ESR spec!
trum of its copper"II# complex\ CuL[

1[ Experimental

All chemicals were reagent quality and unless speci_!
cally noted\ were used as received[ The solvents were
puri_ed by conventional methods[

� Corresponding author[

1[0[ Physical measurements

IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet FT!IR!069sx
instrument "KBr discs# in the 3999Ð399 cm−0 region[
Elemental analyses were performed on a Perkin!Elmer
139C analytical instrument[ 0HNMR spectrum in
DMSO!d5 was obtained on a Bruker AM!499 spec!
trometer using TMS as internal standard[ Electronic
absorption spectra were obtained on a Shimadzu UV2099
spectrophotometer using a prepared dichloromethane
solution "09−4 mol=l−0#[ The solid state re~ectance spectra
were obtained on a Shimadzu UV139 spectrophotometer
using MgO as the reference material[ Room temperature
magnetic susceptibility data were collected with a CAHN
1999 magnetobalance and diamagnetic corrections for
the constituent atoms were made using Pascal constants[
The polycrystalline ESR spectrum at 009K was recorded
on a Bruker ER 199D!SRC spectrometer[

1[1[ Preparation of the ligand

1[1[0[ H1L] 0\3!bis"1? ! "S ! benzyl !P !N !meylenedithio!
carbazate#phenyl#!0\3!dioxabutane

0[14 g 0\3!bis"1?!formylphenyl#!0\3!dioxabutane ð09Ł
was dissolved in hot absolute ethanol "29ml#[ To this
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solution was added a solution of 0[87 g S!benzyl dithi!
ocarbazate ð00Ł in 29ml absolute ethanol[ On addition\
yellow solid precipitated[ The reaction mixture was stir!
red and re~uxed for 2 h[ After _ltration while hot\ the
product was washed with hot ethanol[ The reaction
almost gave quantitative yield[ Yield] 2[1 g[ m[p[ 104>C[
Anal[ found] C\ 59[6^ H\ 3[0^ N\ 8[1[ Calc[ for
C21H29N3O1S3] C\ 59[8^ H\ 3[7^ N\ 7[8[ IR] 2001 cm−0

"NÐH#\ 0487 cm−0 "aromatic C1C#\ 0411 cm−0 "C1N#\
0984 cm−0 "C1S#[ 0HNMR "DMSO!d5\ TMS#] d 3[39Ð
3[49 "7H\!OCH1\ !SCH1#\ d 6[99Ð6[68 "07H\ aromatic !
C1CH#\ d 7[50 "1H\ !CH1N#\ d 02[29 "1H\ C1NÐNH#[
Electronic spectrum] 115 "log o\ 2[620#\ 236 "2[89#\ 394 nm[

1[2[ Preparations of ML "M�Cu\ Ni\ Zn#

1[2[0[ CuL
9[05 g the ligand H1L "9[14mmol# was suspended in

09ml ethanol in the presence of 0Ð1ml DMF[ To this
suspension was added dropwise a solution of
Cu"OAc#1=H1O "9[3mmol# in 09ml ethanol under re~ux
and stirring[ The reaction lasted until the yellow sus!
pension completely disappeared and black crystalline
solid precipitated instead[ After _ltration while hot\ the
product was washed with hot ethanol[ Recrystallization
was done by slow evaporation of the complexes in meth!
ylene dichloride solution and a}orded pure product[ Sin!
gle crystals suitable for X!ray analysis were obtained by
slow evaporation of a THF solution at room tempera!
ture[

Yield] 9[02 g[ Anal[ found] C\ 44[0^ H\ 2[5^ N\ 7[1[
Calc[ for C21 H17O1N3 S3Cu] C\ 44[3^ H\ 3[3^ N\ 7[0[ IR[]
0371 cm−0 "C1N#[ Electronic spectrum] 116 "3[33#\ 412
"3[33#\ 395 nm[ Re~ectance spectrum] 479 and 579 nm[

1[2[1[ NiL
Prepared in a similar method as that of CuL and

Ni"OAc#1 = 3H1O used instead[ Yield] 9[04 g[ Anal[ found]
C\ 44[2^ H\ 2[8^ N\ 7[2[ Calc[ for C21H17N3O1S3Ni] C\
44[6^ H\ 3[1^ N\ 7[3[ IR] 0373 cm−0 "C1N#[ Electronic
spectrum] 113 "3[22#\ 213 "3[12#\ 275 "2[81#[ Re~ectance
spectrum] 479 nm[

1[2[2[ ZnL
Prepared in a similar method as above in the absence

of DMF and Zn"OAc#1=1H1O used instead[ Yield] 9[07 g[
Anal[ Found] C\ 44[9^ H\ 2[7^ N\ 7[4[ Calc[ for
C21H17N3O1S3Zn] C\ 44[1^ H\ 3[2^ N\ 7[0[ IR] 0338 cm−0

"C1N#[ 0HNMR "DMSO!d5\ TMS#] d 3[19Ð3[45 "7H\!
OCH1\ !SCH1#\ d 6[19Ð6[69 "07H\ aromatic !C1CH#\ d

7[16Ð7[21 "H?\ !CH?1N#\ d 7[66 "Hý\ !CHý1N#[ Elec!
tronic spectrum] 117 "3[40#\ 234 "3[47#[

0 Band maxima in mm "log o#[

1[3[ X!ray determination of CuL

A dark brown crystal of CuL having dimensions of
9[31×9[04×9[09mm was mounted on a glass _ber[ The
data were collected using a Siemens P3 four!circle
di}ractometer with monochromated MoKa

"l�9[60962A� # radiation using v:1u scan mode with a
variable scan speed 3[9Ð39[9>min−0 in v at 184"1#K[ The
data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization e}ects
during data reduction using XSCANS ð7Ł[

The structure was solved by direct method[ All non!
hydrogen atoms were re_ned anisotropically by full!
matrix least squares[ Hydrogen atoms were placed in
their calculated positions "CÐH\ 9[85A� #\ assigned _xed
isotropic thermal parameters "0[1 times they attached#
and allows to ride on their respective parent atoms[ The
contributions of these hydrogen atoms were included in
the structure factors calculations[ All computations were
carried out on a Pc!475 computer using the SHELXTL
Pc Program Package ð8Ł[

Crystal data] C21H17CuN3O1S3\ Mr �581[25\ triclinic\
space group P!0\ a�09[255"2#\ b�00[1338"03#\
c�04[796"3#A� \ a�75[439"01#>\ b�65[03"1#>\ g�
52[906"00#>\ V�0480[5"6#A� 2\ Z�1\ Dc �0[334
Mg:m2\ absorption coe.cient "m#\ 9[874mm−0[ In the
index range 09�h�9\ 01�k�−09\ 06�l�−05\ 3201
re~ections were collected\ of which 3922 were inde!
pendent[ Goodness of _t on F1 �0[968\ based on 3920
independent re~ections and 277 variable parameters[
RðI�1s"I#Ł�9[939\ wR�9[9800[ The maximum and
minimum residual Fourier peaks were 9[135 and
−9[298 eA� −2[ Selected bond lengths and bond angles are
given in Table 0[ Atomic coordinates thermal parameters
and bond distances and bond angles have been deposited
at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center
"CCDC#[

2[ Results and discussions

The schi} base H1L\ was obtained by reacting S!benzyl
dithiocarbazate with 0\3!bis"1?!formylphenyl#!0\3!diox!
abutane in a 1]0 molar ratio[ The IR spectrum of the H1L
does not display n"SÐH# at ca[ 1649 cm−0 and the 0H
NMR does not show any signal at ca[ d 3[9\ attributable
to the SÐH protons\ indicating that it remains as the
thione tautomer "I# both in the solid state ð01Ł and in
solution "see Fig[ 0#[ However\ in the presence of metal
ions\ the Schi}!base compound is rapidly converted into
the thiol tautomeric form to facilitate the formation of
metal complexes of the deprotonated ligand[

2[0[ Description of the crystal structure of CuL

Figure 1 shows the ORTEP drawing of the molecule
with the atomic numbering scheme[
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Table 0
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles ">#

Cu"0#ÐN"1# 1[917"1# Cu"0#ÐN"2# 1[943"1#
Cu"0#ÐS"1# 1[1614"8# Cu"0#ÐS"0# 1[1669"6#
S"0#ÐC"0# 0[620"1# S"1#ÐC"07# 0[618"1#
S"2#ÐC"0# 0[641"1# S"3#ÐC"07# 0[650"1#
N"0#ÐC"0# 0[176"1# N"0#ÐN"1# 0[394"1#
N"1#ÐC"1# 0[180"1# N"2#ÐC"06# 0[180"2#
N"2#ÐN"3# 0[305"1# N"3#ÐC"07# 0[174"2#
Cu"0#===S"0A# 1[8408"7# S"0A#ÐCu"0A#===Cu"0# 83[9"3#
N"1#ÐCu"0#ÐN"1# 092[25"5# N"1#ÐCu"0#ÐS"1# 048[02"5#
N"2#ÐCu"0#ÐS"1# 73[92"4# N"1#ÐCu"0#ÐS"0# 73[15"4#
N"2#ÐCu"0#ÐS"0# 061[15"3# S"1#ÐCu"0#ÐS"0# 78[16"2#

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms] 0−x\ 0−y\ 0−z[

Fig[ 0[ ThioneÐthiol tautomerism in the ligand[ "I# Thione form and
"II# thiol form[

The coordination geometry of Cu"0# atom basically\ is
distorted square planar ðthe bond angles of S"0#ÐCu"0#Ð
S"1# and S"1#ÐCu"0#ÐN"2# are 78[16"2#> and 73[92"4#>\
respectively^ the dihedral angle between the
S"0#C"0#N"0#N"1#Cu"0# chelate ring and its counterpart\
S"1#C"07#N"2#N"3#Cu"0# chelate ring\ 13[5>Ł[ The Schi}!
base ligand H1L is doubly deprotonated\ thus acting as a
double negatively!charged quadridentate NNSS chelate\
coordinated to the Cu"0# atom via both azomethine
N"1#N"2# atoms and thiolato S"0#S"1# atoms[ Cu"0#ÐS"0#\
Cu"0#ÐN"1# bond lengths are 1[1669"6# and 1[917"1#A� \
respectively\ which compare well with those found in
other related copper"II# Schi}!base complexes ð5\ 04Ł[
The bond lengths of C"0#ÐS"0# ð0[620"1#A� Ł\ C"07#ÐS"1#
ð0[618"1#A� Ł indicate a single bond and C"0#ÐN"0#
ð0[176"1#A� Ł\ C"07#ÐN"3# ð0[174"2#A� Ł\ a near double
bond\ compared with those in the free ligand S!benzyl
b!N!"p!dimethylaminophenyl#methylene dithiocarbazate
ð03Ł\ where the single bond CÐN�0[213"2#A� and double
bond CÐS�0[560"2#A� [ The phenyl ring ðC"2#ÐC"7#Ł and
the S"0#C"0#N"0#N"1#Cu"0# chelate ring are almost
coplanar\ with a small dihedral angle of 3[1>\ suggestive
of a large p!electron delocalization while the dihedral

angle between phenyl ring ðC"00#ÐC"05#Ł and the
N"2#N"3#C"07#S"1#Cu"0# chelate ring is 21[0>\ indicating
that they are less coplanar[

Unlike ML1 ðwhere M�Cu"II#\ Ni"II# and HL is a
NS bidentate Schi}!base derived from S!benzyl dithi!
ocarbazateŁ ð4Ł\ in the present case N"0#N"2#S"0#S"2# are
coordinated to the Cu"0# atom in the cis!fashion\ since
the two bulky dithiocarbazate groups are preorganized\
bridged by the !OCH1CH1O! group[ When coordinated
in this manner\ the molecule CuL is so congested that the
two dithiocarbazate groups are not completely equivalent
and that a centrosymmetric packing is adopted to reduce
the steric hindrance in the unit cell[

It should be noted that the Cu"0# atom is weakly coor!
dinated by the S"0A# atom from the other molecule in
the unit cell\ thus giving rise to a dimer[ The distance of
Cu"0#ÐS"0A# is 1[8408"7#A� \ indicative of a long CuÐS
interaction\ as compared with that of the bridging SÐCu
of 1[74A� in the dithiocarbamato complex ð05Ł[

2[1[ Spectroscopic characterization of the complexes

The absences of n"NÐH# at 2001 cm−0 and n"C1S# at
0984 cm−0 in the IR spectra of metal complexes ð4Ł\ sug!
gest that the ligand liberates two protons on complex!
ation\ thus acting as a double negatively!charged
quardridentate[ This observation can be explained by the
change in the nature of the C1S bond on coordination
of the ligand through the sulfur atom\ which is proved by
structure determination ðC"0#ÐS"0#�0[620"1#A� \ a single
bondŁ[

The electronic spectra in the range 199Ð399 nm in CH1

Cl1 solution are characteristic of LÐL� absorption[ The
MLCT band may be masked by the tail of the strong
absorption of the ligand[ The occurrence of dÐd tran!
sitions at the maximum 479 and 579 nm in the solid
state of CuL re~ects a _ve!coordinated square!pyramidal
geometry\ arising from the monomer associating to form
dimer via S!bridges\ which is con_rmed by the single
crystal X!ray analysis[ The room temperature magnetic
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Fig[ 1[ Molecular structure and atomic numbering scheme of ðCuLŁ1[ Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 29) probability level[

susceptibility of 0[78 BM is normal for CuL[ The poly!
crystalline ESR spectrum at 009K shows a typical axial
line shape\ with g> �1[007 and g_ �1[916[ The G value
of 3[26\ calc[ as the ratio "g>−1#:"g_−1# ð06Ł is a little
larger than 3\ indicating that the exchange coupling
between the Cu atoms in this complex is negligible in
accord with the fact that the spectrum displays no absorp!
tion in the low _eld[

The dÐd transition occurs around 479 nm and thus a
similar _ve!coordinated square!pyramidal geometry may
be expected for the diamagnetic complex NiL ð02Ł[

The disappearance of the signal at d 02[29 "attributable
to !C1NÐNH protons# and at ca[ d 3[9 in the 0HNMR
of ZnL in DMSO!d5\ con_rmed that the ligand was dou!
bly deprotonated[ It should be pointed out that the
chemical shifts of the two protons of !CH1N! are appre!
ciably di}erent at d 7[16Ð7[21 and d 7[66\ suggesting that
the two dithiocarbazate groups are not equivalent in the
complexes\ which is proved by the X!ray structural deter!
mination of CuL[ Unlike the related zinc"II# complexes
ð02Ł\ ZnL is easily soluble in CH1Cl1 and THF\ which
indicates that it may have a similar dimeric structure as
described for CuL[

3[ Supplementary material

Tables of structure factors\ thermal parameters\ non!
essential bond distances and angles are available from
the authors[
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Abstract

Reaction of phenylmercury"II# acetate with HPyTd "HPyTd�"4!"1!pyridinylmethylene#!1!thiohydantoin# yields ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł[
The complex has been characterized by elemental analysis and IR and NMR "0H\ 02C and 088Hg# spectroscopy[ The crystal structure
of ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł=DMSO has been established by X!ray analysis[ The mercury atom is coordinated to a phenyl carbon\ the
thiohydantoin N"0# and the pyridine N in a T!shaped arrangement and is additionally involved in weak Hg===S interactions "one
intra! and one intermolecular#[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Crystal structure^ Thiohydantoin^ Phenylmercury"II# complex

0[ Introduction

The coordination compounds of organomercury
derivatives are receiving growing attention for both
theoretical and toxicological reasons[ X!ray di}raction
studies show that the mercury atom in these compounds
is strongly bound to two atoms in an almost linear
arrangement and forms weaker secondary bonds with
other donor atoms ð0\1Ł[ It has been suggested that this
may be relevant to the mobility of the methylmercury"II#
ion in biological systems ð2Ł[

In our studies of secondary bonds in monoor!
ganomercuric compounds with S\N!donor heterocyclic
ligands capable of thione:thiol tautomerism we have
found that the mercury atom normally has two strong
bonds\ HgÐC and HgÐS\ and secondary intramolecular
interactions with a C1N group ð3Ł or with N atoms at
distances ranging from 1[606"5# to 2[04"2# A� ð4Ð8Ł\
besides intermolecular interactions[ However\ both HgÐS
and HgÐN bonds are strong in ð"HgPhPy#1"Tu#Ł "Tu�1!
thiouracilato# ð09Ł and in ð"HgMe#TuSMeŁ "TuSMe�1!
S!methylthiouracilato# ð00Ł[ To explore further the poss!
ible formation of strong HgÐN bonds in complexes of
heterocyclic S\N!ligands with phenylmercury"II# cation

� Corresponding author[

"which has received less attention than methylmercury
"II# ð01Ł# in this work we prepared and characterized the
phenylmercury"II# derivative of 4!"1!pyri!
dinylmethylene#!1!thiohydantoin\ a ligand for which
polyvalent coordination behavior was recently reported
ð02Ł and which\ like the ligands in ð"HgPhPy#1"Tu#Ł and
ð"HgMe#TuSMeŁ\ has more than one potential donor N
in addition to the S atom[ We found that the complex
prepared has two strong HgÐN bonds\ an HgÐC bond of
normal strength and two weak HgÐS bonds "one intra!
and the other intermolecular#[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Preparation of phenylð4!"1!pyridinylmethylene#!1!
thiohydantoinatoŁmercury"II#

ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł was prepared by reacting HPyTd ð02Ł
"9[49 g\ 1[3mmol# with phenylmercury"II# acetate "9[71 g\
1[3mmol# in ethanol "49 ml# at room temperature\ with
stirring\ for 37 h[ The yellow solid formed was _ltered
out and dried under vacuum[ M[p[] 129>C[
L�9[07 S cm1 mol−0[ Found] C\ 26[3^ H\ 1[3^ N\ 7[1)[
Calc[ for C04H00N2OSHg] C\ 26[3^ N\ 1[2^ N\ 7[6)[ IR
spectrum] 2079 m\b\ n"NÐH#^ 0614 s\ n"C1O#^ 0530 m\
n"C1C#^ 0474 m\ n"ring\ py#^ 0364 m\ n"ring\ Ph\ py#^
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0240\ nasym"CÐNÐC#^ 0044 w\ 772 w\ n"C1S#^ 514 m\
d"ring\ py#[ NMR spectra in dimethylsulfoxide "ppm#]
0H\ d"HÐN"2## 01[15\ d"HÐC"5## 5[30\ d"PhÐHg# 6[36
"Ho#\ 6[26 "Hp#\ 6[17 "Hm# "d"py# 7[10 "H8#\ 6[74 "H00#\
6[79 "H09#\ 6[16 "H01##^ 088Hg\ −0062[ Crystals of the
DMSO solvate suitable for X!ray crystallography were
obtained from the solution made up for NMR spectro!
scopy[

1[1[ Chemical analysis and physical measurements

Elemental analysis was performed with a Carlo Erba
0097 microanalyser[ The melting point of ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł
was determined in a Bu�chi apparatus[ IR spectra in KBr
pellets were recorded on a Bruker IFS 55V spectrometer[
Conductivity was measured with a WTW conductivity
meter "09−2 M\ DMSO#[ 0H and 088Hg NMR spectra
were obtained with a Bruker AMX 499 spectrometer at
499[03 and 78[47MHz respectively\ and were referred to
SiMe3 and HgMe1\ respectively[

1[2[ Crystal structure of ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł=DMSO

A yellow prismatic crystal 9[94×9[94×9[09mm in size
was studied at room temperature on a CAD3 EnrafÐ
Nonius di}ractometer with graphite!monochromated
MoKa radiation "l�9[60962A� #[

Crystal data] C06H05N2O1S1Hg\ M�459[94\ mono!
clinic\ space group P10:c "No[ 03#\ a�4[950"1#\
b�18[776"6#\ c�01[3246"09# A� \ b�87[55"1#>\
V�0748[3"8# A� 2\ Z�3\ Dc�1[990 g cm−2\
m"MoKa#�7[407mm−0[

1[3[ Data collection and structure re_nement

2275 re~ections in the u range 0Ð14> were collected
using the v:1u scan technique[ Corrections were applied
for Lorentz and polarization e}ects and for absorption
ð03Ł[ A total of 2139 re~ections were unique
"Rint�9[9787# and of these there were 0721 with I×1s"I#[

The structure was solved by direct methods and di}er!
ence Fourier techniques and re_ned by a full!matrix least
squares procedure on F1 ð04Ł[ The program SQUEEZE
ð05Ł was used to correct the re~ection data for di}use
scattering due to disordered solvent "DMSO#[ Aniso!
tropic displacement parameters were used to re_ne the
positions of all the non!hydrogen atoms while hydrogen
atoms were included at geometrically calculated
positions[ The _nal R "on F# was 9[9423\ Rw "on F1#
9[0253 and goodness of _t 0[917 for all re~ections[ Scat!
tering factors and corrections for anomalous dispersion
were taken from Ref[ ð06Ł[ Most calculations were per!
formed with SHELXS75 ð07Ł\ SHELXL86 ð04Ł and ZOR!
TEP ð08Ł[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Structure of ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł=DMSO

Figure 0 shows the ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł molecule with the
numbering scheme used[ The main bond lengths and
angles are listed in Table 0[ No Hg===S or Hg===O contacts
with the DMSO molecule were observed[ The mercury
atom is coordinated to a phenyl carbon "C"10##\ the
thiohydantoin N"0# atom and the pyridine N atom[ The
two HgÐN bonds give rise to a six!membered chelate ring\
with the mercury atom 9[018A� from the least!squares
plane "rms�9[9920# formed by
N"0#:C"4#:C"5#:C"6#:N"7#[ The HgÐC"10# bond distance
"1[946"00#A� # is close to the mean reported for phe!
nylmercury"II# compounds ð01Ł[ The HgÐN"0# distance
"1[094"09# A� # is similar to that observed in
ð"HgPh#1TbSMeŁ ð19Ł "TbSMe�1!S!methylthiob!
arbiturate# and close to the mean 1[00A� reported for
monomeric phenylmercury compounds with N!donor
ligands ð01Ł[ The HgÐN"7# distance is longer "1[481"00#
A� #\ but still less than the sum of the Van der Waals radii
"2[94A� # ð10\ 11Ł^ in fact\ it is shorter than that found in
acetatoð1!"pyridin!1?!yl#phenylŁmercury"II# "ðHg"PhPy!
#"AcO#Ł ð12Ł# and 1!thiouracilð1!"pyridin!1?!yl#!phe!
nylŁmercury"II# ð09Ł[ The HgÐC"10#\ HgÐN"0# and HgÐ
N"8# bonds form a distorted T\ with the two primary
bonds almost collinear "C"10#ÐHgÐN"0#�058[6"4#>#[
However\ if the distances Hg===S"0# "2[273"3# A� # and
Hg===S"0#? "2[178"3# A� \ i�0¦x\ y\ z# are taken as indica!
tive of additional weak interactions "both are shorter
than the sum of the Van der Waals radii\ 2[42A� ð10\
11Ł#\ the coordination polyhedron can be considered as a
distorted square pyramid in which the most distorted

Fig[ 0[ ORTEP diagram of the molecule of ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł\ showing the
intermolecular HgÐS"0#? interactions along the a axis[
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Table 0
Main interatomic distances "A� # and angles "># in ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł = DMSOa

HgÐS"0#? 2[178"3# N"0#ÐC"1# 0[265"05#
HgÐN"0# 1[094"09# N"0#ÐC"4# 0[287"05#
HgÐN"7# 1[481"00# N"2#ÐC"1# 0[264"03#
HgÐC"10# 1[946"00# N"2#ÐC"3# 0[255"06#
HgÐS"0# 2[273"3# N"7#ÐC"6# 0[220"05#
S"0#ÐC"1# 0[533"02# N"7#ÐC"8# 0[208"04#
O"0#ÐC"3# 0[113"03# C"3#ÐC"4# 0[490"05#

N"0#ÐHgÐN"7# 68[6"3# HgÐN"7#ÐC"8# 002[7"8#
N"0#ÐHgÐC"10# 058[6"4# C"6#ÐN"7#ÐC"8# 008[5"02#
N"0#ÐHgÐS"0#? 82[0"2# S"0#ÐC"1#ÐN"0# 016[9"8#
N"7#ÐHgÐC"10# 094[7"3# S"0#ÐC"1#ÐN"2# 014[5"09#
N"7#ÐHgÐS"0#? 74[3"2# N"0#ÐC"1#ÐN"2# 096[3"00#
C"10#ÐHgÐS"0#? 85[9"3# O"0#ÐC"3#ÐN"2# 017[3"0#
HgÐC"10#ÐC"11# 011[0"01# O"0#ÐC"3#ÐC"4# 014[8"02#
HgÐN"0#ÐC"1# 006[4"7# N"2#ÐC"3#ÐC"4# 094[6"09#
HgÐN"0#ÐC"4# 029[8"8# N"0#ÐC"4#ÐC"3# 093[2"01#
C"1#ÐN"0#ÐC"4# 009[8"09# N"0#ÐC"4#ÐC"5# 020[2"00#
C"1#ÐN"2#ÐC"3# 000[5"09# C"3#ÐC"4#ÐC"5# 013[3"01#
HgÐN"7#ÐC"6# 015[5"8# C"4#ÐC"5#ÐC"6# 018[7"01#

a Symmetry code] i�0¦x\ y\ z[

feature is the S"0#ÐHgÐN"0# angle[ The intermolecular
Hg===S? interaction links the molecules in chains along the
a axis Fig[ 0[

The PyTd ligand is practically planar "the dihedral
angle between the thiohydantoin and pyridine rings is
3[68># and its internal distances and angles are close to
those previously found in one of the forms of its dime!
thylthallium"III# complex[ The latter exhibits desmo!
tropic isomerism ð02Ł] in mode II the ligand coordinates
via N"2# and S\ and N"0# is protonated\ but in mode II?
the ligand is tridentate and N"2# is protonated\ as in
ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł=DMSO[ The main di}erences in ligand
geometry between the thallium derivative and
ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł=DMSO are that S"0#ÐC"1# and N"0#ÐC"1#
are slightly shorter in the latter\ in agreement with its
greater thione character\ and N"0#ÐC"4# is longer[ In
addition\ the two HgÐN bond lengths are less similar
than in the thallium compound\ and the oxygen atom is
not involved in any intermolecular interaction as it is in
the thallium complex[

2[1[ IR spectrum

In the IR spectrum the PyTd bands of ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł
"assigned following Refs[ ð13Ð16Ł# re~ect the coor!
dination mode identi_ed by X!ray di}raction[ Of the
three medium n"NÐH# bands in the spectrum of free
HPyTd\ the one at 2179 cm−0\ attributed to n"N"0#ÐH#\
disappears due to deprotonation\ and the bands n"N"2#Ð
H# at 2199 and 2059 cm−0 merge to form a broad medium
band at 2079 cm−0[ The non!coordination of O is shown
by the strong C1O band shifting only very slightly upon
complexation " from 0619 to 0614 cm−0#\ while the coor!

dination of the pyridine ring is shown by the shifts of the
n and d ring vibrations from 0479\ 0369 and 519 cm−0 in
the free ligand to 0474\ 0364 and 514 cm−0\ respectively[
The N"0#!coordination of the thiohydantoin ring causes a
large shift to higher wavenumber of nasym"CÐNÐC# " from
0159 cm−0 in the free ligand to 0240 cm−0#\ but the two
n"C1S# bands practically maintain the positions they
have in the spectrum of the free ligand "0059 and
779 cm−0#\ although their intensities are reduced[

Besides the PyTd bands\ the spectrum of
ðHgPh"PyTd#Ł shows the typical bands of the phe!
nylmercury moiety ð17Ł[ The t mode\ which seems to be
the most sensitive to the identity of the donor atoms
bound to Hg\ is a very broad band at 139 cm−0[

2[2[ Solution data

Due to the poor solubility of the title compound in
CDCl2\ NMR spectra were recorded in DMSO solutions\
whose low conductivity suggests only very slight ioni!
zation[ The most signi_cant feature of the 0H NMR is
the lack of the N"0#H signal of the free ligand spectrum
ð02Ł which is in keeping with its deprotonation and seems
to suggest that the coordination mode in solution is the
same as in the solid state "vide supra#[

The 088Hg spectrum shows a sharp signal at
−0062 ppm\ near the position of the Hg"0# signal in the
spectrum of ð"HgPhPy#1TuŁ\ −0036[2 ppm[ Note that in
solutions of the latter compound Hg"0# appears to retain
a bond to a second pyridinic nitrogen atom perpendicular
to the near!linear CÐHgÐN unit\ in marked contrast to
the S!coordinated Hg"1#\ whose 088Hg signal is located
at −829 ppm ð09Ł[
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Abstract

The silver"I# complex of pyrazine!1\2!dicarbonitrile "dcpz#\ ðAg"dcpz#Ł"ClO3# has been prepared and the molecular structure
determined by X!ray crystallography[ The silver ion prefers an octahedral coordination geometry comprising four nitrogen atoms
from four di}erent dcpz molecules and two oxygen atoms from ClO3

− anion[ Each dcpz in turn bridges four Ag"I# centres leading
to a square mesh arrangement of alternating metal cations and organic ligands[ The square mesh sheet accumulates along the c!axis
direction\ consisting of a channel structure[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Silver"I# complex^ Pyrazine!1\2!dicarbonitrile^ 1!dimensional square mesh structure

0[ Introduction

The development of new synthetic strategies for the
self!assembly of in_nite molecular components with spec!
i_c network topologies is of current interest ð0Ð3Ł[ Pyra!
zine and substituted pyrazines have long been known to
act as exo!bidentate ligands to linearly bridge metal ions\
generating oligomeric and polymeric metal complexes
with in_nite!chain and pleated!sheet structures ð4Ð00Ł\
wafer!like structure and square sheet structure ð01\02Ł\
double and triple interpenetrating frameworks ð8Ð00Ł\
interwoven honeycomb architecture ð03Ł\ helical struc!
ture ð04Ł and box structure ð05Ł[

Our group is exploring ways to modify the substituents
to tailor the copper:pyrazine and silver:pyrazine polymer
structures ð06Ð19Ł[ Also we have successfully obtained a
copper"I# ! bis"methylthio#methylene ! propanedinitrile
coordination polymer with a square grid arrangement in
which ClO3

− is located inside the grids through O[ [ [H
interactions ð10Ł[ In this paper using pyrazine!1\2!dicar!
bonitrile "dcpz# as a bridging ligand we report a silver"I#
coordination polymer with a square mesh arrangement
of alternating metal cations and organic ligands in which
nothing is incorporated in the cavity[ Interestingly this
complex was shown to be electroconductive[ Here we
describe the results of the reaction of the dcpz with

� Corresponding author[

AgClO3\ which has lead to the formation of a two!dimen!
sional coordination polymer[

1[ Experimental

Preparations were performed using the usual Schlenk
techniques[ All solvents were dried and distilled by stan!
dard methods before use[ The standard chemicals were
obtained from Wako Chemical Co[\ Japan and used with!
out further puri_cation[ IR spectra were measured as
CsI disks on a JASCO FT:IR!7999 spectrometer[ ESR
spectrum was recorded on a JES!TE199 spectrometer[
0H NMR were obtained with a JEOL GSX!169 FT!
NMR spectrometer at 12>C[ Tetramethylsilane was used
as an internal reference[

1[0[ Synthesis of dcpz ð11Ł

1[0[0[ Pyrazine!1\2!dicarboxylic acid amide
In a three!necked ~ask equipped with a magnetic stir!

ring bar was placed 4[9 g "18[7mmol# of pyrazine!1\2!
dicarboxylic acid "Aldrich Chemical Co[# and 69 cm2 of
dry ethanol containing 1 cm2 of concentrated H1SO3 and
re~uxed at 79>C for 1 h[ The solution was allowed to cool
to room temperature and then poured into a solution of
KOH aqueous solution[ Ether "49 cm2×3# was used to
extract the above solution[ The extracted organic solution
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was dried over MgSO3 and the solvent removed under
reduced pressure to give a oily light yellow liquid[ To
this oily product was added conc[ ammonium aqueous
"49 cm2# solution under 9>C[ After 1 days stirring at the
same temperature\ the white precipitate was _ltered and
dried under a vaccum at 099>C to yield 0[1 g "13)# of
white powder[

IR data "n:cm−0# on CsI disks] 2323 "s#\ 2201 "s#\ 2195
"s#\ 0567 "s#\ 0504 "m#\ 0450 "w#\ 0284 "w#\ 0092 "m#\ 632
"w#\ 549 "m#\ 448 "m#[

0H NMR data "d5!DMSO:TMS\ 169MHz#] d�6[53\
6[88 "s\ H of CONH1#\ d�7[63 "s\ ring!H of pyz#[

1[0[1[ Dcpz
In a three!necked ~ask equipped with a magnetic stir!

ring bar was placed 0[1 g "6[1mmol# of pyrazine!1\2!
dicarboxylic acid diamide and 19 cm2 of dry dime!
thyformamide[ The ~ask was cooled to −09>C and thion!
ylchloride was poured into solution for 29min[ The
temperature was controlled by the reaction heat and it
reached a maximum of 9>C[ After 1 days upon com!
pletion of the thionylchloride addition the contents were
poured into ice and water and upon _ltration of the solid
9[2 g "21)# of dcpz was obtained[ Recrystallization from
benzene:petroleum ether yielded white needles\ m[p[ 67Ð
79>C[

IR data "n:cm−0# on CsI disks] 2966 "m#\ 1252 "w#\
1136 "w#\ 0868 "w#\ 0442 "m#\ 0415 "w#\ 0282 "s#\ 0068
"m#\ 0010 "s#\ 0944 "s#\ 767 "s#[

0H NMR data ""CD2#1CO:TMS\ 169MHz#] d�8[03
"s\ ring!H of dcpz#[

EI!Mass spectrum] m:z 029 "099) M#[
Anal[ found] C\ 44[3^ H\ 0[4^ N\ 31[5)[ Calcd for

C5H1N3] C\ 44[3^ H\ 0[4^ N\ 32[0)[

1[0[2[ Preparation of metal complex
The preparation of the complex was carried out in

vessels from which light was excluded[ Silver"I# per!
chlorate "39mM# was dissolved in 4 cm2 of 1!methyl!
tetrahydrofuran and to this solution was added a 1!
methyltetrahydrofuran solution "4 cm2# containing dcpz
"39mM#[ The mixture was stirred for 29min and the
colorless _ltrate was transferred to a 6mm diameter glass
tube and layered with 1 cm2 of n!pentane as a di}usion
solvent[ After standing for 0week at −04>C colorless
plate crystals of ðAg"dcpz#Ł"ClO3# and colorless cubic
crystals were isolated[ The latter crystals cannot be chemi!
cal identi_ed yet[ Also\ the colorless crystals were isolated
from tetrahydrofuran in place of 1!methyl!
tetrahydrofuran[ The crystals were air sensitive and
unsuitable X!ray analysis[

IR data "n:cm−0# on CsI disks] 2954 "m#\ 1148 "w#\
0442 "w#\ 0415 "m#\ 0480 "m#\ 0286 "s#\ 0096 "s#\ 807 "s#\
765 "s#\ 512 "s#[

Anal[ found] C\ 10[4^ H\ 9[3^ N\ 05[4^ Ag\ 21[3)[ Calcd
for C5H1N3AgClO3] C\ 10[2^ H\ 9[5^ N\ 05[5^ Ag\ 20[8)[

1[1[ X!ray structure determination

1[1[0[ Crystal data
C2HN1Ag9[4Cl9[4O1\ M�057[60\ tetragonal\ space

group P31:nmc\ a�6[720"0#\ c�04[368"2#A� \
V�838[1"2#A� 2\ Z�7\ l"Mo!Ka#�9[60958A� [

A single crystal was mounted with para.n on a thin
glass _bre[ Intensity data were measured on a Rigaku
AFC!4R four!circle di}ractometer by an vÐ1u scan at
12>C and were corrected for Lorentz and polarization
e}ects[ Empirical absorption corrections were applied[
A total of 522 re~ections for which 1umax�44[9> were
collected[ Of these data 522 were unique[

The structure was solved by the direct method
"MITHRIL# ð12Ł and re_ned anisotropically for non!
hydrogen atoms by full matrix least!squares calculations[
Reliability factors are de_ned as R�S"Fo−Fc#SFo and
Rw�"Sw"Fo−Fc#1SwF1

o#0:1\ where w�3F1
os"F1

o#[
Atomic scattering factors and anomalous dispersion
terms were taken from Ref[ ð13Ł[ All calculations were
performed on a microVAX computer using the TEXSAN
crystallographic software package ð14Ł[ The _nal R and
Rw values are 9[934 and 9[955\ respectively[

2[ Results and discussion

Selected bond lengths and bond angles are given in
Table 0[ Figure 0 shows the perspective view and atom
labeling scheme of a segment of the structure[ Table 1
shows the coordination characteristics of silver"I# with a
pyrazine ligand[ References for the structures that have
appeared previously in the literature are also provided in
Table 1[

Similar reactions to that described in the synthesis of
ðAg"dcpz#Ł"ClO3# but performed in other solvents such
as tetrahydrofuran and acetone\ led to a mixture of pre!
cipitate and air sensitive crystals unsuitable for X!ray
analysis[ The elemental analyses were consistent with a
0]0 metal]ligand stoichiometry[ The molecule structure

Table 0
Selected bond lengths "A� # and bond angles "># for ðAg"dcpz#Ł"ClO3#

Ag"0#ÐO"0# 1[43"1# Ag"0#ÐN"0# 1[39"0#
Ag"0#ÐN"1# 1[41"8# Cl"0#ÐO"0# 0[31"1#
Cl"0#ÐO"1# 0[24"0#
O"0#ÐAg"0#ÐO"0#i 37[5"6# O"0#ÐAg"0#ÐN"0# 090[2"3#
O"0#ÐAg"0#ÐN"0#i 038[7"3# O"0#ÐAg"0#ÐN"1#i 89[1"1#
N"0#ÐAg"0#ÐN"0#i 097[8"4# N"0#ÐAg"0#ÐN"1#i 78[8"0#
N"1#iÐAg"0#ÐN"1#i 068[5"3#
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Table 1
Summary of the crystal structure coordination networks of silver"I#

Structure Dimension Coordination Coordination Structure Ag[ [ [Ag Refs[
number geometry of Ag"I# type "A� #

ðAg"pyz#Ł"BF3# 0 0 linear chain 3[172 ð09Ł
ðAg1"pyz#2Ł"BF3# 1"2# 2"2# T!shape wave sheet 6[504 ð09Ł
ðAg"pyz#2Ł"BF3# 0 3 tetrahedral zigzag chain 6[991 ð09Ł
ðAg"pyz#0[4Ł"CF2SO2# 0 3 saw!horse ladder ð7Ł
ðAg"pyz#Ł"PF5#9[4"OH#9[4 0 1 linear chain 2[46 ð7Ł
ðAg"pyz#1Ł"PF5# 1 3 saw!horse wave sheet 6[175 ð02Ł
ðAg"dcpz#Ł"ClO3# 1 5 octahedral square mesh 5[29 this work

pyz] 0\3!pyrazine[dcpz] pyrazine!1\2!dicarbonitrile[

Fig[ 0[ A portion of the polymeric structure of ðAg"dcpz#Ł"ClO3# with
atom numbering scheme[

together with the atomic numbering scheme is given in
Fig[ 0[ A single!crystal structure determination reveals
that the coordination compound contains an in_nite two!
dimensional cation and a interacting ClO3

− anion[ The
silver atom is six!coordinated by the nitrogen atoms of

four di}erent dcpz molecules and two oxygen atoms of
ClO3

−\ with the AgÐN distances lying in the range
1[39"0#Ð1[41"8#A� and AgÐO distances lying around
1[43"1#A� \ respectively[ The co!ordination chemistry
geometry at the silver atom is probably best described as
a distorted octahedral with the NÐAgÐO angles varying
from 89[1 to 090[2>[ Each of the dcpz ligands in turn
bridges four adjacent octahedral Ag centres with four
nitrogen donors[ Such an arrangement leads to the two!
dimensional network with a square mesh structure con!
sisting of alternating metal cations and organic ligands
as Fig[ 1[ The square mesh formed is undulating with
bridged silver cations 6[72 and 6[72A� apart[ The closest
distance between silver centres in adjacent grids is 5[29A� [
The square mesh sheets accumulate along the c!axis direc!
tion\ forming a channel structure as in Fig[ 2[ Although
the N"1# atoms cannot be viewed as directly bonded to
the metal ion\ the AgÐN distances is short enough to
suggest at least a weak coordinative interaction between
N and Ag[ Similar results of varying the pyrazine deriva!
tives upon self!assembly coordination compounds were
obtained with Ag"I#[

The IR spectrum of the free dcpz molecule shows the
CÐN stretching band at 1136 cm−0[ Upon coordination
with silver"I# this frequency shifts to 1148 cm−0[ This
indicates coordination between silver"I# and dcpz[

The complex exhibits 0H NMR chemical shifts of the
pyrazine ring!H at 8[03 ppm in d5!acetone solution\ the
same position of chemical shifts in ligand dcpz[ This
indicates non!coordination between silver"I# and dcpz in
this solution[ These results imply that the coordinate
bonding between a silver atom and a nitrogen atom in a
pyrazine ring is weak[

The electrical resistivity of compacted pellets was meas!
ured by the conventional two!probe technique[
ðAg"dcpz#Ł"ClO3# is an insulator ðs"14>C#³09−01 S cm−0Ł\
while the iodine!doped ðAg"dcpz#Ł"ClO3# behaves as a
semiconductor with a conductivity of 7[1×09−4 S cm−0[
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Fig[ 1[ Two view of the structure of ðAg"dcpz#Ł"ClO3# showing square
mesh network[

Interestingly the complex when isolated from tet!
rahydrofuran behaves as a semiconductor with a con!
ductivity of 0[6×09−0 S cm−0\ electrical resistivity of the
complex decreased with time and the _nal upper men!
tioned value changed after 13 h[ The color of this com!
pound changed from white to black during the
conductivity measurement[ The ESR spectrum for the
sample after conductivity measuring was measured at
room temperature which shows a typical signal pattern
for silver"9#[ Interestingly\ these results show a reduction
of silver"I# by the electric current[
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Abstract

A tridentate ligand L has been synthesised from salicylaldehyde and 0!dimethylamino!1!propylamine[ It undergoes partial
hydrolysis to regenerate salicylaldehyde in methanolic KOH solution[ Reaction of manganese"II# acetate with this solution\ followed
by addition of sodium thiocyanate\ produces a dark brown complex ðMn"L#"NCS#"o!"CHO#C5H3O#Ł "0#\ which has been crys!
tallographically characterised[ Coordination of Mn is JahnÐTeller distorted octahedral by L\ salicylaldehyde\ and thiocyanate[ The
coordinated aldehyde group reacts with 1!aminoethanol and with 1!aminophenol to give mononuclear neutral Mn"III# complexes 1

and 2\ respectively\ with mixed Schi}!base ligands\ ðMn"L#"L?#Ł[ Complexes 0 and 1 are high!spin\ while 2 is low!spin[ Þ 0888
Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Mn"III# complex^ Schi} base^ Salicylaldehyde^ Crystal structure

0[ Introduction

Manganese chemistry has been developed considerably
in recent decades to provide model complexes of bio!
logical systems[ Model complexes with one\ two\ or more
manganese centres in oxidation states ranging from ¦1
to ¦4 have provided information on mechanisms of
some oxygen transfer reactions and the role of manga!
nese!containing enzymes in vivo ð0Ł[ Our present interest
is focused on the synthesis\ structural characterisation\
and reactivity of monomeric Mn"III# mixed!ligand com!
plexes derived from aldehydes[ Aldehyde and ketone
complexes of other transition metals have been known
for many years\ and studies of their reactivity have been
reported ð1Ð3Ł[ In such complexes and\ it is believed\ in
reaction intermediates\ the aldehyde or ketone ligands
are generally coordinated in h0 or h1 fashion\ and rarely
with higher hapticity ð1\2\4Ł[ The catalytic activity of
metal aldehyde complexes in crossed aldol condensation
and in stereospeci_c and non!stereospeci_c complexation
of aldehydes by rhenium have been reported ð5Ð8Ł[ DielsÐ

� Corresponding author[

Alder reaction with simple h0!carbonyl coordinated tung!
sten nitrosyl complexes ð09\00Ł and the involvement of a
mixed!ligand aldehyde molybdenum complex ð01Ł as an
intermediate in homoallylic alcohol generation have also
been demonstrated[ An h0!aldehyde intermediate is for!
med in the reaction of a nickel enolate complex with
benzaldehyde ð02Ł[ Stereoselective coupling of two
di}erent but electronically similar adehydes has been
achieved by mediation of an h0!aldehyde vanadium"II#
complex ð03Ł[

In this context\ the mode of binding of carbonyl com!
pounds to metal centres is of interest ð1\2\7Ł[ Proposals
have been made on the basis of p!acidity\ steric strain ð2Ł\
and calculations based on the {{degree of slippage|| ð5Ł\
but crystal structures are lacking as experimental
evidence[ In almost all examples of aldehyde complexes
to date\ coordination is h1 in neutral complexes and h0 in
cationic complexes\ though one neutral organ!
omanganese aldehyde complex has been reported with
h0!coordination ð04\05Ł[ We report here the synthesis and
characterisation of a neutral complex of Mn"III# with the
aldehyde group of salicylaldehyde bonded to the metal in
an h0 fashion[ The salicylaldehyde ligand in this complex
shows enhanced reactivity towards primary monoamines\
to form mixed!ligand complexes[
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1[ Results and discussion

1[0[ Syntheses

The Schi} base prepared from salicylaldehyde and 0!
dimethylamino!1!propylamine su}ers partial hydrolysis
on stirring in methanolic KOH solution[ Re~uxing the
resultant mixture with manganese"II# acetate\ followed
by slow addition of NaSCN and cooling\ gives the com!
plex 0 containing the Schi} base and salicylaldehyde as
ligands[ The coordinated aldehyde group undergoes con!
densation when treated with primary amines such as 1!
aminoethanol and 1!aminophenol\ as shown in Scheme
0\ to give neutral mononuclear complexes "1 and 2# with
two di}erent Schi} base ligands[ All the complexes 0\ 1

and 2 are non!electrolytes in solvents such as MeOH\
MeCN\ and DMF[

1[1[ Infrared spectroscopy

The metal!bonded imine stretching frequency and that
for the h0!bonded aldehyde group are very similar ð06\ 07Ł[
A strong broad band appears at 0514 cm−0 for complex 0\
and this is attributed to these groups[ Several criteria
have been developed for ascertaining the bonding mode
of thiocyanate ð08Ł[ A n"CN# frequency below 1099 cm−0

has been shown to be characteristic of the N!bonded
ligand[ Correspondingly\ the n"CN# stretching frequency
is found at 1979 cm−0 for 0[ No such absorption band
occurs for 1 and 2\ indicating the loss of this ligand[

1[2[ Electronic spectroscopy

The electronic spectrum of 0 is dominated by an intense
peak at 274 nm "omax 0219M−0 cm−0# attributed to a
s"N#:Mn"III# LMCT transition[ One shoulder appear!
ing at 499 nm "omax 399M−0 cm−0# may be attributed to
the ligand!_eld transition\ with intensity stealing from
the nearby charge!transfer band ð19Ł[

Fig[ 0[ Reactions of 0 with monoamines[

1[3[ Molecular structure

Figure 0 shows the structure of complex 0\ and selected
bond lengths and angles are given in Table 0[ The Mn"III#
ion is hexa!coordinated with a N2O2 donor set arising
from one bidentate salicylaldehyde\ one tridentate Schi}
base L\ and one monodentate thiocyanate group[ The
ligand L occupies three mer sites\ as do similar manga!
nese!bound ligands in which a pendant CÐCÐN or CÐCÐ
O arm is attached to a salicylaldimine ð10Ð12Ł[ The atoms
O"2#\ N"0#\ N"1# of ligand L\ together with phenolate
O"1# of salicylaldehyde de_ne an equatorial plane\ with
aldehyde O"0# and thiocyanate N"2# in the more weakly
bound axial sites of the JahnÐTeller distorted geometry
for d3 Mn"III# ð13\14Ł[ Mn is displaced 9[968A� from the
equatorial plane\ towards the thiocyanate ligand[

Bond lengths are comparable to those of six!coordinate

Fig[ 0[ Reactions of 0 with monoamines[

Table 0
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for 0

MnÐO"0# 1[1333"06# MnÐN"0# 1[9990"06#
MnÐO"1# 0[7773"03# MnÐN"1# 1[9866"06#
MnÐO"2# 0[7764"04# MnÐN"2# 1[0861"08#

O"0#ÐMnÐO"1# 76[95"5# N"0#ÐMnÐO"0# 75[23"6#
O"2#ÐMnÐN"0# 81[41"6# N"0#ÐMnÐN"2# 81[60"7#
N"0#ÐMnÐN"1# 71[03"6# N"1#ÐMnÐO"0# 80[65"6#
MnÐN"2#ÐC"19# 057[87"06#
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high!spin Mn"III# complexes with similar ligands ð15Ł[
The thiocyanate and salicylaldehyde ligands are displaced
away from the _ve!membered chelate ring by steric inter!
actions[ This chelate ring is markedly non!planar\ in
accord with the expected staggered conformation for the
saturated CÐC linkage\ with C"06# and Mn lying 9[562
and 9[977A� from the plane of N"0#\ C"04#\ N"1#[ Both
six!membered chelate rings have Mn somewhat displaced
from the mean plane of the ligand atoms] r[m[s[ devi!
ations for these atoms are 9[901A� "O"2#\ C"7#\ C"02#\
C"03#\ N"0#^ D"Mn#�9[915A� # and 9[906A� "O"0#\ C"0#\
C"1#\ C"6#\ O"1#^ D"Mn#�9[394A� #[

1[4[ Magnetic studies

All magnetic measurements were made for solid
samples[ Complex 0 gives a me} value of 3[83BM at 187K\
indicating a high!spin "S�1# Mn"III# complex with par!
tial quenching of orbital angular momentum ð16Ð18Ł[ The
e}ective moment "2[90BM# of 2 shows that it is a low!
spin "S�0# complex ð29Ł\ while 1 is high!spin "3[81BM#[
Low!spin Mn"III# complexes are rare ð20\21Ł\ including
salts of the ðMn"CN#5Ł2− anion and the hydride
ðMnH2"dmpe#1Ł\ together with the polymeric imidazolato
complex of tetraphenylporphyrinmanganese"III# ð22\23Ł[
These _ndings may have a bearing on the understanding
of the S1 state of photosystem II\ for which the involve!
ment of low!spin Mn"III# has been proposed ð24Ł[

1[5[ Electrochemistry

Electrochemical studies of complexes 0 and 1 were
carried out at room temperature by cyclic voltammetry
in DMF "Figure 1#[ Complex 0 exhibits a quasi!reversible
behaviour\ assignable to a Mn"IV#:Mn"III# couple with
the following characteristics] E0:1�9[19V "vs SCE#\
DEp�049mV at a scan rate of 49mV s−0 with a platinum
working electrode\ ipa:ipc�0[9 within experimental error[

Fig[ 1[ Cyclic voltammogram of 0 and 1 in DMF solution using a
platinum working electrode at a scan rate of 49 mV s−0\ with tetra!
butylammonium perchlorate as supporting electrode[

No Mn"III#:Mn"II# couple is observed down to −0[4V\
showing the high stability of Mn"III# in this ligand
environment[

Complex 1 exhibits a quasi!reversible Mn"IV#:Mn"III#
couple with the following characteristics] E0:1�9[5V "vs
SCE#\ DEp�79mV at a scan rate of 49mV s−0 with a
platinum working electrode\ ipa:ipc�0[9 within exper!
imental error[ Complex 2 does not show any well!de_ned
response in the range −0[4 to ¦0[4V[

2[ Experimental

Reagent grade salicylaldehyde "Merck#\ 0!dime!
thylamino!1!propylamine "Fluka#\ manganese acetate
tetrahydrate Mn"O1CCH2#1=3H1O\ 1!aminoethanol\ 1!
aminophenol\ and sodium thiocyanate "Loba Chemie\
India# were obtained commercially and used as received[

Elemental analyses were carried out using a PerkinÐ
Elmer 139C elemental analyser[ Electronic spectra were
measured on a Hitachi U!2399 "UVÐVISÐNIR# spec!
trophotometer from solutions in methanol[ Infra!red
spectra were recorded on a PerkinÐElmer 772!IR instru!
ment from KBr pellets[ Electrochemical studies were car!
ried out with an EG+amp^G Princeton Applied Research
Potentiostat:Galvanostat model 162\ using n!tetra!
butylammonium perchlorate as supporting electrolyte[
Magnetic susceptibilities were measured for solid samples
at room temperature using a vibrating sample mag!
netometer[

2[0[ Synthesis of the ligand LH

This was obtained by re~uxing a methanolic solution
"14 cm2# of salicylaldehyde "0mmol# and 0!dime!
thylamino!1!propylamine "0mmol# for 0 h[ The oily Sch!
i} base thus produced was used for the synthesis of the
manganese complex without further puri_cation[

2[1[ Synthesis of ðMn"L#"NCS#"o!"CHO#C5H3O#Ł
"0#

The methanolic solution of LH "0mmol# was stirred
with KOH "0mmol# for 29min at room temperature\ and
then solid manganese acetate "0mmol# was added[ The
solution turned dark brown and was re~uxed for 0 h\
then allowed to settle at room temperature[ A methanolic
solution of NaSCN "0mmol# was added dropwise[ On
standing for a few days\ dark brown crystals of 0 were
obtained[ The solution was _ltered[ Another crop of crys!
tals of X!ray quality was obtained after several days[
Total yield 59)[ Found] C\ 43[49^ H\ 4[13^ N\ 8[49[ Calc[
for C19H11MnN2O2S] C\ 43[55^ H\ 4[94^ N\ 8[46)[
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2[2[ Synthesis of ðMn"L#"o!"OCH1CH1N1CH#C5

H3O#Ł "1#

Complex 0 "9[0mmol#\ 1!aminoethanol "9[0mmol#
and KOH "9[0mmol# were re~uxed in methanol "04 cm2#
for 0 h\ and the solution was _ltered[ On standing over!
night\ a dark brown solid was obtained[ Yield 38)[
Found] C\ 48[28^ H\ 5[27^ N\ 8[89[ Calc[ for
C10H16MnN2O2] C\ 48[26^ H\ 5[25^ N\ 8[78)[

2[3[ Synthesis of ðMn"L#"o!"C5H3N1CH#C5H3O#Ł
"2#

Complex 0 "9[0mmol# and 1!aminophenol "9[0mmol#
were re~uxed in methanol "04 cm2# for 0 h\ and the solu!
tion was _ltered[ On standing\ a dark brown solid was
obtained[ Yield 40)[ Found] C\ 52[42^ H\ 4[64^ N\ 7[75[
Calc[ for C14H16MnN2O2] C\ 52[49^ H\ 4[60^ N\ 7[78)[

2[4[ X!ray crystallography

Crystal data for 0] C19H11MnN2O2S\ monoclinic\ space
group P10:c\ a�09[1613"03#\ b�03[323"1#\ c�
02[3703"08#A� \ b�80[768"3#>\ Z�3\ MoKa radiation\
l�9[60962A� \ T�059K\ crystal size 9[25×9[05×
9[03mm[ Measurements were made on a Bruker AXS
SMART CCD area!detector di}ractometer[ Cell par!
ameters were re_ned from the observed v angles of all
strong re~ections in the complete data set[ Intensities
were integrated from several series of frames\ each 9[2>
in v\ covering more than a hemisphere of reciprocal
space[ A semi!empirical absorption correction was
applied\ based on symmetry!equivalent and repeated
re~ections "transmission 9[659Ð9[803#[ 01183 re~ections
were collected "umax�17[3>\ maximum indices 02\ 07\ 06#\
giving 3457 unique data with Rint�9[9156[

The structure was solved by direct methods and re_ned
by full!matrix least!squares on F1 values\ with weighing
w−0�s1"F1

o#¦"9[9241P#1¦0[064P\ where P�
"F1

o¦1F1
c#:2[ Anisotropic displacement parameters were

re_ned for all non!hydrogen atoms except minor disorder
components\ and isotropic hydrogen atoms were
included with riding model constraints[ A minor disorder
component was resolved and re_ned for the ethylene
bridge of the ligand L\ but corresponding disorder in
the substituent atoms could not be resolved[ Extinction
e}ects were negligible[ At convergence\ wR�
"Sðw"F1

o−F1
c#1Ł:Sðw"F1

o#1Ł#0:1�9[9773 for all data\ con!
ventional R�9[9262 on F values of 2568 re~ections with
F1

o×1s"F1
o#\ goodness of _t�0[936 for all F1 values and

155 re_ned parameters[ A _nal di}erence synthesis con!
tained no features outside the range 9[69 to −9[24 eA� −2[

Programs were standard Bruker AXS control
"SMART# and integration "SAINT# software ð25Ł\
SHELXTL ð26Ł\ and local programs[ Atomic coor!
dinates\ displacement parameters and full geometry have

been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre "deposition No[ 091118#[
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Abstract

Photolysis of a 0]1 mixture of M"CO#5 "M�Cr\ Mo# and diphenylvinylphosphine "DPVP# in tetrahydrofuran produces
"DPVP#M"CO#4\ cis! and trans!"DPVP#1M"CO#3\ "dppe#M"CO#3 "dppe�0\1!bis"diphenylphosphino#ethane\ and fac!"dppe#
"DPVP#Mo"CO#2[ The complexes have been characterized by elemental analysis\ infrared and 0H\ 02C"0H# and 20P"0H# NMR
spectroscopy and in four cases by X!ray crystallography[ The MoÐP bond lengths for cis!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3 "1[4498"09# A� \ ave[# are
longer than those for the trans!isomer "1[3602"6# A� # due to the greater trans in~uence of CO than of DPVP[ The MoÐP bond lengths
for "dppe#Mo"CO#3 "1[4919"00# A� \ ave[# lie between these two values[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Crystal structures^ Phosphines^ Molybdenum^ Photochemistry^ NMR Spectroscopy

0[ Introduction

The ligand trans!0\1!bis"diphenylphosphino# cyclo!
butane "DPCB# ð0Ł is useful in asymmetric homogeneous
catalysis ð0Ð3Ł\ but its synthesis is rather tedious and the
yield is low[ Due to the utility of this ligand\ a better
synthesis would be welcome[ Because the
"DMPP#1M"CO#3 complexes "M�Cr\ Mo\ W\
DMPP�2\3!dimethyl!0!phenylphosphole#readily under!
go ð4Ł ð1¦1Ł photochemical cycloaddition reactions\

"0#

we reasoned that analogous chromium and molybdenum
carbonyl complexes of diphenylvinylphosphine "DPVP#
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might undergo similar photochemical ð1¦1Ł cycload!
dition reactions eq[ "1# to form "DPCB#M"CO#3\

"1#

The "dppe#M"CO#3 "dppe�0\1!bis"diphenylpho!
sphino#ethane complexes were formed in low yield
instead[

1[ Results and discussion

The ð1¦1Ł photochemical cycloaddition reactions ð4Ł
of cis!"DMPP#1M"CO#3 eq[ "0# suggested that cis!
"DPVP#1M"CO#3 "M�Cr\ Mo# might undergo similar
ð1¦1Ł photochemical cycloadditions to form
"DPCB#M"CO#3 complexes eq[ "1#[ Accordingly\ tet!
rahydrofuran solutions containing a 1]0mole ratio of
DPVP and M"CO#5 were photolyzed for 01Ð03 h at 9Ð
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Table 0
Ratios of products as determined by 20P"0H#NMR spectroscopy of the crude product mixtures dissolved in CDCl2

Reaction conditions DPVP DPVP1O cis!"DPVP#1M"CO#3 trans!"DPVP#1M"CO#3 "dppe#M"CO#3 "DPVP#M"CO#4

M�Mo
Photolyzed in THF for 19 h 7 25 037 8 0 1
Re~uxed in THF for 07 h 3 7 037 22 0 5
Re~uxed in Bu1O for 07 h 185 75 59 34 8 15
M�Cr
Photolyzed in THF for 19 h 19 19 49 69 ³0 3
Re~uxed in THF for 07 h 7 7 42 038 0 09
Re~uxed in Bu1O for 07 h 47 19 037 27 1 23

2>C[ In addition to the expected "DPVP#M"CO#4 and cis!
and trans!"DPVP#1M"CO#3\ "dppe#M"CO#3 and in the
case of the Mo"CO#5 reaction fac!"dppe#
"DPVP#Mo"CO#2 were formed instead[

It is conceivable that the DPVP might have contained
dppe or Ph1PH impurities[ Accordingly\ the DPVP sam!
ple was investigated by 0H\ 02C"0H# and 20P"0H# NMR
spectroscopy and neither dppe nor Ph1PH were detected[
In order to gain support for the formation of the
"dppe#M"CO#3 complexes from the cis!"DPVP#1M"CO#3
complexes\ separate solutions of cis!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3
and the cis:trans mixture of "DPVP#1Cr"CO#3 in tet!
rahydrofuran and in di!n!butyl ether were heated at re~ux
for 07 h under a nitrogen atmosphere[ Additional solu!
tions of these complexes in tetrahydrofuran were also
photolyzed for 19 h at 9Ð2>C[ The solvents were removed
from the reaction mixtures by rotoevaporation and the
resulting oily semi!solid residues were then dissolved in
CDCl2[ In each case 20P"0H# NMR spectra of these solu!
tions "Table 0# showed major resonances for the starting
materials\ minor resonances attributable to traces of
"dppe#M"CO#3 and variable intensity resonances for
"DPVP#M"CO#4\ diphenylvinylphosphine "d�
−00ppm# and diphenylvinylphosphine oxide "d

Scheme 0[

17[9 ppm#[ Slightly greater amounts of the "dppe#M"CO#3
complexes were formed at the higher temperature "028>C#
in re~uxing di!n!butyl ether than in re~uxing tet!
rahydrofuran "51>C#[ Also\ photolysis of cis!
"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3 produced slightly more "dppe#
Mo"CO#3 than the amount of "dppe#Cr"CO#3 that was
produced by photolysis of the cis:trans mixture of
"DPVP#1Cr"CO#3[

A mechanism by which the "dppe#M"CO#3 complexes
might have been formed is outlined in Scheme 0[ This
mechanism does not di}er from that which we previously
proposed ³5× for the formation of "dppe#NiBr1 from
"DPVP#1NiBr1 except that the nickel reaction was ther!
mally rather than photochemically induced[ The _rst step
involves the formation of the cis!"DPVP#1M"CO#3 com!
plexes which we have isolated and characterized[ The
second step involves loss of acetylene from a coordinated
DPVP to produce a coordinated secondary phosphine\
Ph1PH\ via the microscopic reverse of a classical hyd!
rophosphination reaction ð6Ł to form the cis!mixed!
"diphenylvinylphosphine#"diphenylphosphine# tetra!
carbonyl complex[ In the _nal step\ an intramolecular
photoassisted hydrophosphination ð7Ł of DPVP by the
adjacent Ph1PH produces "dppe#M"CO#3[
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The infrared\ 0H and 20P"0H# NMR spectral data for
the two "dppe#M"CO#3 complexes are in accord with
those reported previously ð8Ł[ The X!ray crystal structures
also agree with those reported previously0[ The 02C"0H#
NMR spectra are second order ð01Ł and the values of 1J
"PP# "Cr\ 00[2Hz^ Mo\ 2[6Hz# are lower than might be
expected ð02Ł "15Ð67Hz for Cr and 01Ð44Hz for Mo#[
This is because the two coupling pathways for PÐP coup!
ling\ through the metal "1J# and via the ligand backbone
"2J# often have similar magnitudes and opposite signs
ð03Ł[

The infrared spectrum of fac!"dppe#"DPVP#Mo"CO#2
shows two CO vibrations ð04\05Ł and the 20P"0H# NMR
spectrum contains a doublet and triplet
"1J"PP#�13[9Hz# in a 1]0 integrated intensity ratio con!
sistent with the proposed facial geometry[ The 0H and
02C"0H# NMR spectra are also consistent with the pro!
posed structure[ In particular two CO resonances are
observed in the latter with PÐC coupling constants in the
range expected for CO|s cis to phosphorus ð06\07Ł[

The 0H and 02C"0H# NMR spectra of the cis! and
trans!"DPVP#1M"CO#3 complexes are very similar to
those of cis! and trans!"DPVP#1PdCl1 and assignments
were made in the same manner as for these compounds
ð08Ł[ The 02C chemical shifts of the carbonyl carbons
trans to DPVP are always down_eld of those cis to DPVP\
re~ecting greater metal COp!back!bonding for the trans
CO|s[ The magnitudes of 1J"PMC# to the trans CO|s are
always larger than those to the cis CO|s\ except for
"DPVP#Cr"CO#4[ This seemingly anomalous behavior
has been observed for several other "R2P#Cr"CO#4 com!
plexes ð07\19Ð11Ł[ The larger magnitude of the trans coup!
ling has been attributed ð11Ł to the larger mutual
polarizability when a phosphine is trans to CO[ The signs
of 1J"PWC# in tungsten carbonyl complexes of phos!
phines are positive for trans couplings and negative for
cis couplings ð12Ł\ and such is probably the case for cis!
"DPVP#1M"CO#3 and "dppe#M"CO#3 as well[

The structures of the cis! and trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3
complexes were con_rmed by X!ray crystallography and
are shown in Figs 0 and 1\ respectively[ Selected bond
distances and angles are given in Table 1[ Both complexes
exist as discrete molecules with no abnormal inter!
molecular contacts[ The cis!isomer has no symmetry
while the trans!isomer has Ci symmetry[ The MoÐP bond
lengths for the cis!isomer "1[4498"09#A� \ ave[# are longer
than those for the trans!isomer "1[3602"6#A� # due to the
greater trans!in~uence of CO than R2P ð13Ł[ The relative
20P chemical shifts for the complexes follow the order

0 M�Cr] Bennett et al[ ð09Ł report] a�05[62"5# A� \ b�03[45"3# A� \
c�11[21"5# A� \ Pbca\ Z�7\ R�9[955[ We _nd] a�05[577"2# A� \
b�03[458"0# A� \ c�11[240"1# A� \ Pbca\ Z�7\ R�9[9451[ M�Mo]
Bernal et al[ ð00Ł report] a�11[599"7# A� \ b�05[688"3# A� \
c�03[476"3# A� \ Pbca\ Z�7\ R�9[933[ We _nd] a�05[721"1# A� \
b�03[529"2# A� \ c�11[574"2# A� \ Pbca\ Z�7\ R�9[9283[

"DPVP#M"CO#4³cis!"DPVP#1M"CO#3³trans!"DPVP#1
M"CO#3 for the same reason[ The MoÐP bond lengths
for "dppe#Mo"CO#3 "1[4919"00#A� # lie between the values
for cis! and trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3 but the 20P chemical
shifts for "dppe#M"CO#3 are considerably down_eld of
those for cis!"DPVP#1M"CO#3\ as a result of a large down!
_eld contribution to the chemical shift on forming a _ve!
membered chelate ring ð14Ł[

2[ Experimental section

2[0[ Reagents and physical measurements

Commercially available\ reagent grade chemicals were
used as received[ Tetrahydrofuran was distilled under
nitrogen from sodium benzophenone ketyl[ Silica gel for
column chromatography "grade 01\ 17Ð199mesh# was
obtained from Aldrich[ Melting points were determined
on a Mel!Temp apparatus and are uncorrected[ Elemen!
tal analyses were performed by Galbraith Laboratories\
Knoxville\ TN[ Solution infrared spectra were obtained
on a PerkinÐElmer Paragon 0999 PC FT spectrometer in
sealed CaF1 cells[ 20P"0H#\ 02C"0H# and 0H NMR spec!
tra were recorded at 010[55 "191[24#\ 64[9 "014[69# and
299[05 "388[75#MHz\ respectively\ on either a General
Electric GN!299 or Varian Unity Plus!499 spectrometer[
Proton and carbon chemical shifts are relative to internal
Me3Si[ Phosphorus chemical shifts are relative to external
PPh2 "d 20P�−5[9 ppm#^ all shifts to low _eld "high
frequency# are positive[

2[1[ Reaction of DPVP with Mo"CO#5

A solution containing 1[49 g "8[36mmol# of Mo"CO#5
and 3[91 g "07[83mmol# of diphenylvinylphosphine in
499 ml of dry tetrahydrofuran was placed in a quartz
vessel\ purged with dry nitrogen and photolyzed for 03 h
"Hg lamps\ 124 nm# at about 9 to 2>C in a Rayonet
photochemical reactor[ The solvent was removed on a
rotary evaporator and the yellowÐgreen oily residue was
chromatographed on silica gel using 09) benzene in
hexanes as eluant[ Several fractions of 049Ð064 ml each
were collected and monitored by 20P"0H# NMR spec!
troscopy[ The _rst few fractions contained
"DPVP#Mo"CO#4 and diphenylvinylphosphine oxide[
These fractions were combined\ the solvent was removed
on a rotary evaporator and the colorless oily residue was
crystallized from hot hexane to yield 9[94 g "0[1)# of
"DPVP#Mo"CO#4[ The intermediate fractions\ which
contained a mixture of cis! and trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3\
were combined\ reduced in volume to about 49 ml and
placed in a freezer at −19>C for 01 h[ The pale yellow
crystals that formed were isolated by _ltration and dried
under vacuum to yield 3[9 g "55[7)# of a mixture of cis!
and trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3[ Repeated fractional crys!
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Fig[ 0[ Structural drawing of cis!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3 showing the atom numbering scheme "39) probability ellipsoids#[ Hydrogen atoms have an
arbitrary radius of 9[0 A� [

Fig[ 1[ Structural drawing of trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3 showing the atom numbering scheme "39) probability ellipsoids#[ Hydrogen atoms have an
arbitrary radius of 9[0 A� [

tallizations from benzene:hexanes a}orded 2[9 g "49[4)#
of the more soluble cis!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3 and 9[3 g
"5[6)# of the less soluble trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3[ The
later column fractions that contained "dppe#Mo"CO#3
and fac!"dppe#"DPVP#Mo"CO#2 were reduced in volume

to about 19 ml and placed in a freezer at −19>C[ The
solids that formed were isolated by _ltration\ vacuum
dried\ and fractionally crystallized from CH1Cl1:CH2OH
at −19>C to a}ord 9[03 g "1[3)# of "dppe#Mo"CO#3 and
9[09 g "0[2)# of fac!"dppe#"DPVP#Mo"CO#2[
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths and bond angles for cis! and trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3

cis trans

Bond lengths "A� #
Mo"0#ÐP"0# 1[4435"09# 1[3602"6#
Mo"0#ÐP"1# 1[4360"8#
Mo"0#ÐC"0# 1[920"4# 1[917"2#
Mo"0#ÐC"1# 1[937"4# 1[914"2#
Mo"0#ÐC"2# 0[878"8#
Mo"0#ÐC"3# 0[889"3#
C"0#ÐO"0# 0[026"4# 0[031"2#
C"1#ÐO"1# 0[025"5# 0[032"1#
C"2#ÐO"2# 0[035"4#
C"3#ÐO"3# 0[024"4#
Bond angles "deg#
P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐP"1# 86[40"2# P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐP"0A# 079[9
P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"0# 83[8"0# P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"0# 77[77"8#
P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"1# 74[8"0# P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"1# 78[64"7#
P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"2# 061[2"0# P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"0A# 80[01"8#
P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"3# 75[1"0# P"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"1A# 89[14"7#
C"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"1# 067[5"1# C"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"0A# 079[9
C"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"2# 76[7"1# C"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"1# 78[5"0#
C"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"3# 77[9"1# C"0#ÐMo"0#ÐC"1A# 89[3"0#
C"1#ÐMo"0#ÐC"2# 80[2"1# C"1#ÐMo"0#ÐC"0A# 89[3"0#
C"1#ÐMo"0#ÐC"3# 89[8"1# C"1#ÐMo"0#ÐC"1A# 079[9
C"2#ÐMo"0#ÐC"3# 75[6"1# C"1A#ÐMo"0#ÐC"0A# 78[5"0#

2[1[0[ "DPVP#Mo"CO#4

Mp 46>C[ IR"CH1Cl1#] nCO "cm−0# 1963 "w#\ 0877 "sh#\
0835 "s\ br#[ 20P"0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 191[24MHz#] d

15[13[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\ 388[75MHz#] d 6[35Ð6[43 "m\
09 H\ Ph#\ 5[61 "ddd\ 1J"PH#�10[1Hz\ 2J
"HaHb#�07[9Hz\ 2J"HaHc#�00[7Hz\ 0H\ Ha#\ 5[94
"ddd\ 2J"PH#�26[1Hz\ 2J"HaHc#�00[7Hz\ 1J
"HbHc#�0[9Hz\ 0H\ Hc#\ 4[49 "ddd\ 2J"PH#�07[9Hz\
2J"HaHb#�07[9Hz\ 1J"HbHc#�0[9Hz\ 0H\ Hb#[ 02C"
0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 014[69MHz#] d 109[02 "d\ 1J
"PC#�11[3Hz\ COax#\ 194[45 "d\ 1J"PC#�7[8Hz\ COeq#\
024[12 "d\ 0J"PC#�21[7Hz\ Ca#\ 023[74 "d\ 0J
"PC#�26[5Hz\ Ci#\ 021[28 "d\ 1J"PC#�01[2Hz\ Co#\
029[05 "d\ 3J"PC#�0[8Hz\ Cp#\ 018[74 "d\ 1J
"PC#�3[1Hz\ Cb#\ 017[69 "d\ 2J"PC#�8[5Hz\ Cm#[ Anal[
Calcd for C08H02MoO4P] C\ 49[81^ H\ 1[89[ Found] C\
49[68^ H\ 2[90[

2[1[1[ Cis!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3

Mp 81>C[ IR"CH1Cl1#] nCO "cm−0# 1910 "m#\ 0809 "s\
br#\ 0773 "sh#[ 20P"0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 010[55MHz#] d

17[13[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\ 388[75MHz#] d 6[18Ð6[39 "m\
19H\ Ph#\ 5[26 "apparent ddd\ 1J"PH#�14[4Hz\ 2J
"HaHb# � 07[9Hz\ 2J"HaHc#�01[9Hz\ 1H\ Ha#\ 4[63
"apparent ddd\ 2J"PH#�22[9Hz\ 2J"HaHc#�01[9Hz\
1J"HbHc#�0[4Hz\ 1H\ Hc#\ 4[09 "apparent ddd\ 2J
"HaHb# �07[9Hz\ 2J"PH#�05[4Hz\ 1J"HbHc#�0[4Hz\
1H\ Hb#[ 02C"0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 014[69MHz#] d 103[82
"AXX?\ =1J"PC#¦3J"PC#=�04[6Hz\ COeq#\ 198[76 "t\ 1J
"PC#�8[2Hz\ COax#\ 024[69 "AXX?\ 0J"PC#�29[1Hz\
2J"PC#�0[1Hz\ 1J"PP#�13[3Hz\ Ci#\ 024[97 "AXX?\
0J"PC#�16[2Hz\ 2J"PC#�6[4Hz\ 1J"PP#�13[3Hz\ Ca#\
021[86 "AXX?\ 1J"PC#�01[2Hz\ 3J"PC#�9[0Hz\ 1J
"PP#�13[3Hz\ Co#\ 018[46 "s\ Cp#\ 017[13 "AXX?\
=2J"PC#¦4J"PC#=�8[0Hz\ Cm#\ 016[33 "s\ Cb#[ Anal[
Calcd for C21H15MoO3P1] C\ 59[68^ H\ 3[00[ Found] C\
59[71^ H\ 3[92[

2[1[2[ Trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3

Mp 032Ð033>C[ IR "CH1Cl1#] nCO "cm−0# 0841 "w#\
0785 "s\ br#[ 20P"0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 010[55MHz#] d

30[12[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\ 388[75MHz#] d 6[16Ð6[47 "m\
19H\ Ph#\ 5[72 "apparent ddd\ 1J"PH#�10[9Hz\ 2J
"HaHb# �07[9Hz\ 2J"HaHc#�01[9Hz\ 1H\ Ha#\ 4[82
"apparent ddd\ 2J"PH#�25[4Hz\ 2J"HaHc#�01[9Hz\
2J"HbHc#�0[4Hz\ 1H\ Hc#\ 4[33 "apparent td\ 2J"PH#�
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2J"HaHb#�07[9Hz\ 1J"HbHc#�0[4Hz\ 1H\ Hb#[ 02C"
0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 014[69MHz#] d 109[71 "t\ 1J
"PC#�7[7Hz\ CO#\ 026[53 "AXX?\
=0J"PC#¦2J"PC#=�23[6Hz\ Ci#\ 026[49 "AXX?\
=0J"PC#¦2J"PC#=�29[1Hz\ Ca#\ 021[39 "AXX?\
=1J"PC#¦3J"PC#=�01[3Hz\ Co#\ 018[10 "s\ Cp#\ 017[06
"AXX?\ =2J"PC#¦4J"PC#=�8[1Hz\ Cm#\ 016[69 "s\ Cb#[
Anal[ Calcd for C21H15MoO3P1] C\ 59[68^ H\ 3[00[ Found]
C\ 59[56^ H\ 3[96[

2[1[3[ "dppe#Mo"CO#3

Mp 085Ð087>C "dec#[ IR "CH1Cl1#] nCO "cm−0# 1919
"m#\ 0814 "sh#\ 0801 "s\ br#\ 0783 "m#[ 20P"0H# NMR
"CDCl2\ 191[24MHz#] d 43[57[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\
388[75MHz#] d 6[46 "m\ 7H\ Ho#\ 6[26 "m\ 01H\ Hm\ Hp#
1[43 "ðAX1Ł1\ =1J"PH#¦2J"PH#=�07[9Hz\ 3H\ CH1#[
02C"0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 014[69MHz#] d 106[15 "AXX0\
1J"PC#�14[8Hz\ 1J"PC#�8[1Hz\ COeq#\ 198[14 "t\ 1J
"PC#�7[6Hz\ COax#\ 025[41 "dd\ 0J"PC#�22[2Hz\ 2J
"PC#�9[8Hz\ Ci#\ 020[37 "AXX?\ 1J"PC#�02[9Hz\ 3J
"PC#�−9[2Hz\ 1J"PP#�2[6Hz\ Co#\ 018[71 "AXX?\ =
3J"PC#¦5J"PC#=�0[7Hz\ Cp#\ 017[52 "AXX?\ 2J
"PC#�8[3Hz\ 4J"PC#�−9[93Hz\ 1J"PP#�2[6Hz\ Cm#
17[08 "AXX?\ =0J"PC#¦1J"PC#=�28[4Hz\ CH1#[ Anal[
Calcd for C29H13MoO3P1] C\ 48[33^ H\ 2[85[ Found] C\
48[25^ H\ 3[99[

2[1[4[ Fac!"dppe#"DPVP#Mo"CO#2

Mp[ 011Ð012>C[ IR "CH1Cl1#] nCO "cm−0# 0831 "s#\
0736 "s\ br#[ 20P"0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 191[2MHz#] d 38[11
"d\ 1J"PP#�13[9Hz\ 1P\ dppe#\ 14[28 "t\ 1J
"PP#�13[9Hz\ 0P\ DPVP#[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\
388[75MHz#] d 5[88Ð6[64 "m\ 29H\ Ph#\ 4[75 "ddd\ 1J
"PH#�17[4Hz\ 2J"HaHb#�07[9Hz\ 2J"HaHc#�01[9Hz\
0H\ Ha#\ 4[30 "ddd\ 2J"PH#�18[4Hz\ 2J
"HaHc#�01[9Hz\ 1J"HbHc#�0[4Hz\ 0H\ Hc#\ 3[26 "ddd\
2J"HaHb#�07[9Hz\ 2J"PH#�04[4Hz\ 1J
"HbHc#�0[4Hz\ 0H\ Hb#\ 1[53 "m\ 3H\ CH1#[ 02C"0H#
NMR "CDCl2\ 014[69MHz#] d 110[33 "m\
=1J"PC#¦1J"P?C#=�29[6Hz\ 1J"PC#�7[8Hz\ 1 COeq#\
107[05 "dt\ 1J"PC#�13[5Hz\ 1J"PC#�8[1Hz\ COax#\
028[17 "d\ 0J"PC#�13[2Hz\ Ci#\ 026[54 "d\ 0J
"PC#�24[5Hz\ Ci#\ 024[40 "d\ 0J"PC#�29[8Hz\ Ca#\
023[78 "d\ 0J"PC#�13[0Hz\ Ci#\ 022[14 "d\ 1J
"PC#�01[0Hz\ Co\ DPVP#\ 020[76 "AXX?\
=1J"PC#¦3J"PC#=�01[1Hz\ Co\ dppe#\ 020[99 "AXX?\ =
1J"PC#¦ 3J"PC#=�00[8Hz\ Co\ dppe#\ 018[16 "s\ Cp\
DPVP#\ 017[62 "s\ Cp\ dppe#\ 017[57 "s\ Cp\ dppe#\ 017[29
"AXX?\ =2J"PC#¦4J"PC#=�00[1Hz\ Cm\ dppe#\ 017[10
"AXX?\ =2J"PC#¦4J"PC#=�00[1Hz\ Cm\ dppe#\ 016[37
"d\ 2J"PC#�7[8Hz\ Cm\ DPVP#\ 15[81 "AXX?\ =0J"PC#¦
2J"PC#=�27[4Hz\ CH1#[ Anal[ Calcd for C32H26MoO2P2]
C\ 54[24^ H\ 3[57[ Found] C\ 54[39^ H\ 3[42[

2[2[ Reaction of DPVP with Cr"CO#5

A solution containing 1[37 g "00[2mmol# of Cr"CO#5
and 3[79 g "11[5mmol# of diphenylvinylphosphine in

499ml of dry tetrahydrofuran was placed in a quartz
vessel\ purged with dry nitrogen and photolyzed for 01 h
"Hg lamps\ 124 nm# at about 9Ð2>C in a Rayonet pho!
tochemical reactor[ Workup in the same manner as for
the analogous Mo"CO#5 reaction a}orded 9[01 g "1[5)#
of "DPVP#Cr"CO#4\ 3[9 g "64[1)# of a 0]1 mixture of cis!
and trans!"DPVP#1Cr"CO#3\ that could not be separated\
and 9[02 g "1[0)# of "dppe#Cr"CO#3[

2[2[0[ "DPVP#Cr"CO#4

Mp 42>C[ IR "CH1Cl1#] nCO "cm−0# 1961 "w#\ 0873 "sh#\
0832 "s\ br#[ 20P"0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 010[55MHz#] d

35[80[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\ 388[75MHz#] d 6[39Ð6[59 "m\
09H\ Ph#\ 5[63 "ddd\ 1J"PH#�12[4Hz\ 2J
"HaHb#�07[9Hz\ 2J"HaHc#�01[9Hz\ 0H\ Ha#\ 5[95 "dd\
2J"PH#�26[9Hz\ 2J"HaHc#�01[9Hz\ 0H\ Hc#\ 4[39
"apparent t\ 2J"PH#�2J"HaHb#�07[9Hz\ 0H\ Hb#[ 02C"
0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 014[69MHz#] d 110[37 "d\ 1J
"PC#�6[9Hz\ COax#\ 105[59 "d\ 1J"PC#�02[0Hz\ COeq#\
023[58 "d\ 0J"PC#�23[3Hz\ Ca#\ 023[23 "d\ 0J
"PC#�27[4Hz\ Ci#\ 021[22 "d\ 1J"PC#�09[7Hz\ Co#\
029[15 "d\ 3J"PC#�0[8Hz\ Cp#\ 018[18 "s\ Cb#\ 017[58 "d\
2J"PC#�8[3Hz\ Cm#[ Anal[ Calcd for C08H02CrO4P] C\
45[30^ H\ 2[11[ Found] C\ 45[49^ H\ 2[03[

2[2[1[ Cis! and trans!"DPVP#1Cr"CO#3

Repeated column chromatography and attempted
fractional crystallization from a variety of solvents did
not separate these two isomers[ Consequently\ they were
only characterized as a 0]1 mixture of the cis! and trans!
isomers\ respectively[

2[2[2[ Cis!"DPVP#1Cr"CO#3

IR "CH1Cl1#] nCO "cm−0# 1997 "w#\ 0803 "sh#\ 0776 "s#[
20P"0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 010[55MHz#] d 35[41[ 0H NMR
"CDCl2\ 388[75MHz#] d 5[7Ð6[7 "m\ 19H\ Ph#\ 5[57 "m\
1H\ Ha#\ 4[63 "m\ 1H\ Hc#\ 4[90 "m\ 1H\ Hb#[ 02C"0H#
NMR "CDCl2\ 014[69MHz#] d 115[24 "apparent t\
=1J"PC#¦1J"P?C#=�07[5Hz\ COeq#\ 110[01 "t\ 1J
"PC#�03[1Hz\ COax#\ 024[43"AXX?\ =0J"PC#¦ 2J
"PC#=�22[0Hz\ Ci#\ 024[93 "AXX?\
=0J"PC#¦2J"PC#=�24[3Hz\ Ca#\ 021[89 "apparent t\
=1J"PC#¦3J"PC#=�09[7Hz\ Co#\ 018[46 "s\ Cp#\ 017[05
"apparent t\ =2J"PC#¦4J"PC#=�8[9Hz\ Cm#\ 016[05 "s\
Cb#[

2[2[3[ Trans!"DPVP#1Cr"CO#3

IR "CH1Cl1#] nCO "cm−0# 0839 "w#\ 0776 "s#[ 20P"0H#
NMR "CDCl2\ 010[55MHz#] d 52[54[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\
388[75MHz#] d 5[7Ð6[7 "m\ 19H\ Ph#\ 5[78 "m\ 1H\ Ha#\
4[80 "m\ 1H\ Hc#\ 4[20 "m\ 1H\ Hb#[ 02C"0H# NMR
"CDCl2\ 014[69MHz#] d 111[25 "t\ 1J"PC#�01[5Hz\
CO#\ 025[77 "AXX?\ =0J"PC#¦2J"PC#=�25[2Hz\ Ca#\
025[64 "AXX?\ =0J"PC#¦2J"PC#=�22[2Hz\ Ci#\ 021[25
"apparent t\ =1J"PC#¦3J"PC#=�09[5Hz\ Co#\ 018[15 "s\
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Table 2
Crystallographic data for cis!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3\ and trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3

Cis!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3 Trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3

Chemical formula C21H15MoO3P1 C21H15MoO3P1

Formula weight 521[30 521[30
Color] habit pale yellow blocks pale yellow blocks
crystal size "mm# 9[54×9[79×9[64 9[13×9[34×9[39
Crystal system triclinic monoclinic
Space group P0¹ P10:n
a "A� # 6[2721"4# 8[565"0#
b "A� # 8[8298"7# 06[754"1#
c "A� # 00[1034"7# 07[044"1#
a "># 57[576"4# 89
b "># 76[043"4# 090[04"0#
g "># 71[221"4# 89
V "A� 2# 648[07"09# 2968[0"5#
Setting re~ections\ u"># 14\ 19Ð13 14\ 11Ð13
Z 0 3
rcalcd "g cm−2# 0[272 0[253
m "mm−0# 9[460 9[452
max 1u "># 49 49
data:restraints:params 1463:9:076 4394:9:241
R0"F#a 9[9297 9[9391
wR1"F

1#b 9[9602 9[0980
GOF 9[884 0[993
max:min Dr "e A� −2# 9[62:−9[27 9[15:−9[12

a R0"F#�S>Fo=−=Fc>:S=Fo=[
b wR1"F

1#�ðSðw"F1
o−F1

c#
1Ł:Sðv"F1

o#Ł
1Ł9[4[

Cp#\ 017[08 "apparent t\ =2J"PC#¦4J"PC#=�8[9Hz\ Cm#\
016[97 "s\ Cb#[

2[2[4[ "dppe#Cr"CO#3

Mp[ 195Ð197>C "dec[#[ IR "CH1Cl1#] nCO "cm−0# 1900
"m#\ 0813 "sh#\ 0800 "s\ br#\ 0785 "m#[ 20P"0H# NMR
"CDCl2\ 191[24MHz#] d 67[68[ 0H NMR "CDCl2\
388[75MHz#] d 6[45 "m\ 7H\ Ho#\ 6[26 "m\ 01H\ Hm\ Hp#\
1[59 "ðAX1Ł1\ =1J"PH#¦2J"PH#=�06[9Hz\ 1H\ CH 1#[
02C"0H# NMR "CDCl2\ 014[69MHz#] d 118[91 "appar!
ent t\ =1J"PC#¦1J"P?C#=�05[7Hz\ COeq#\ 119[98 "t\ 1J
"PC#�02[4Hz\ COax#\ 025[72 "AXX?\ 0J"PC#�22[4Hz\
2J"PC#�1[5Hz\ 1J"PP#�00[2Hz\ Ci#\ 020[08 "AXX?\
1J"PC#�09[2Hz\ 3J"PC#�9[5Hz\ 1J"PP#�00[2Hz\ Co#\
018[6 "s\ Cp#\ 017[53 "AXX?\ 2J"PC#�6[6Hz\ 4J
"PC#�0[5Hz\ 1J"PP#�00[2Hz\ Cm#\ 17[33 "dd\ 0J
"PC#�19[6Hz\ 1J"PC#�08[4Hz\ CH1#[ Anal[ Calcd for
C29H13CrO3P1] C\ 53[67^ H\ 3[20[ Found] C\ 53[28^ H\
3[13[

2[3[ X!ray data collection and processing

Pale yellow crystals of cis! and trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3
were grown by slow cooling of saturated solutions of
the complexes from hot hexane[ Pale yellow crystals of
"dppe#M"CO#3 "M�Cr\ Mo# were grown by slow evap!
oration of CH1Cl1:CH2OH solutions[ Suitable crystals
were mounted on glass _bers and placed on a Siemens

P3 di}ractometer[ Crystal data and details of data col!
lection are given in Table 2[ Intensity data were taken in
the v!mode at 187K with MoKa graphite mon!
ochromated radiation "l�9[60962A� #[ Three check
re~ections monitored every 099 re~ections showed ran!
dom "³1)# variation during the data collections[ The
data were corrected for Lorentz\ polarization e}ects and
absorption "using an empirical model derived from azi!
muthal data collections[ Scattering factors and cor!
rections for anomalous dispersion were taken from a
standard source ð15Ł[ Calculations were performed with
the Siemens SHELXTL PLUS version 4[92 software
package on a personal computer[ The structures\ except
for that of trans!"DPVP#1Mo"CO#3 "Patterson#\ were
solved by direct methods[ Anisotropic thermal par!
ameters were assigned to all non!hydrogen atoms[
Hydrogen atoms were re_ned at calculated positions with
a riding model in which the CH vector was _xed as 9[85A� [

3[ Supplementary material available

Tables of crystallographic data\ atomic coordinates\
bond distances and angles\ anisotropic thermal
parameters\ H atom coordinates and structural drawings
for "dppe#M"CO#3 "13 pages#[ Ordering information is
given on any current masthead page[
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Abstract

The compound ð"m!0\0\2!N2#1"Cu1"Me1Eten#1"N2#1#Łn "0# where Me1Eten is N\N!dimethyl!N?!ethylethylenediamine has been syn!
thesized and characterized crystallographically[ Each copper atom is placed in a pseudooctahedral environment with a terminal
azido and one diamine ligand[ The remaining coordination sites are occupied by N atoms of the unusual m!0\0\2 bridging azido
ligands giving a ferroÐantiferromagnetic alternating chain[ Magnetic susceptibility data\ measured from 1 to 299 K\ show bulk
ferromagnetic coupling[ These data were _tted by using the equation for S�0:1 ferromagnetic:antiferromagnetic systems\ giving the
parameters J0�−6[9 cm−0\ J1�13[7 cm−0\ g�1[97[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Copper"II# complex^ Azido complex^ Crystal structure^ Magnetic behavior^ Alternating chain

0[ Introduction

The azido ligand is an e.cient superexchange pathway
between paramagnetic ions such as copper"II# ð0Ł\ giving
dinuclear ð1Ð8Ł\ tetranuclear ð09Ł\ hexanuclear ð00Ł\ mon!
odimensional ð6\01\02Ł or bidimensional ð03Ł compounds[
Habitually\ the azido ligand bridges two metals in an
end!to!end "m!0\2# or end!on "m!0\0# fashion[ The end!on
"m!0\0# coordination modes involves usually fer!
romagnetic exchange ð0Ł at small bridge angles\ but for
angles �097> the coupling is antiferromagnetic ð1\3\04Ł[
The end!to!end "m!0\2# coordination mode shows anti!
ferromagnetic exchange ð0Ł[ Occasionally\ the azido
ligand may adopt two other coordination modes] m!0\0\0
ð05Ð07Ł and m!0\0\2 ð03\07Ð10Ł with asymmetric CuÐN
distances[

We now present the synthesis\ crystal structure and
magnetic characterization of the alternating m!0\0\2
bridging azido chain ð"m!0\0\2!N2#1"Cu1"Me1Eten#1
"N2#1#Łn "0#\ where Me1Eten is N\N!dimethyl!N?!ethyl!
ethylenediamine[ Each copper atom is placed in a pseudo!

� Corresponding author[

Structure 0[

octahedral environment with a terminal azido and one
diamine ligand in the basal plane[ The remaining coor!
dination sites are occupied by terminal N atoms of the
unusual m!0\0\2 bridging azido ligands\ giving a ferroÐ
antiferromagnetic alternating chain consisting of m!0\0
and m!0\2 Cu1"m!N2#1 consecutive units[ For this kind of
S�0:1 ferromagnetic:antiferromagnetic "F:AF# system
Borra�s et al[ ð11Ł have recently presented an ensemble of
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rational uni_ed expressions for the magnetic sus!
ceptibility data as a function of a�J1:=J0=[ J0 and J1 are
the coupling constants of the antiferromagnetic and fer!
romagnetic exchange interactions respectively[ For 0 the
magnetic measurements indicate a dominant fer!
romagnetic coupling[ We have used these expressions to
_t the experimental values[ The best _tting parameters
are J1�13[7 cm−0\ g�1[97\ a�2[42[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis of ðm!0\0\2!N2#1"Cu1"Me1Eten#1"N2#1#Łn

4[3mmol of sodium azide dissolved in a minimum
amount of water was added under stirring to an aqueous
solution of 1[6mmol of copper"II# perchlorate hex!
ahydrate and 1[6mmol of N\N!dimethyl!N?!ethy!
lethylenediamine "Me1Eten#[ The total volume was 49ml[
Slow evaporation of the resulting solution gave dark
green crystals of 0 several days later[ Found] C^ 16[3^ H\
5[1^ N\ 31[4[ Calc[ for C01H21Cu1N05] C\ 16[2^ H\ 5[0^ N\
31[4)[

1[1[ Spectral and magnetic measurements

The infrared spectrum "3999Ð399 cm−0# was recorded
from KBr pellets on a Nicolet 419 FTIR spec!
trophotometer[ Magnetic measurements were carried out
on polycrystalline samples with a Quantum Design
instrument with a SQUID detector\ working in the tem!
perature range 1Ð299K[ The magnetic _eld was approxi!
mately 2999G[ Diamagnetic corrections were estimated
from the Pascal Tables[

1[2[ Crystallography

ð"m!0\0\2!N2#1"Cu1"Me1Eten#1"N2#1#Łn "0#[ A prismatic
crystal "9[0×9[0×9[1mm# was selected and mounted on
a Philips PW!0099 four!circle di}ractometer[ The crys!
tallographic data\ conditions retained for the intensity
data collection\ and some features of the structure
re_nement are listed in Table 0[ Unit!cell parameters were
determined from automatic centering of 14 re~ections
"7>³u³01># and re_ned by least!squares method[ Inten!
sities were collected with graphite monochromatized
MoKa radiation\ using the v:1u scan!technique[ 2546
re~ections were measured in the range 1[26>³u³29[92>[
0847 re~ections were assumed as observed applying the
condition I×1s"I#[ Three re~ections were measured
every two hours as orientation and intensity control\
signi_cant intensity decay was not observed[ Lorentz!
polarization but no absorption corrections were made[
The structure was solved by Patterson synthesis\ using
SHELXS computer program ð12Ł and re_ned by full!

Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement for ð"m!0\0\2!N2#1"Cu1

"Me1Eten#1"N2#1#nŁ

Formula C01H21Cu1N05

fw 416[51
Space group Pna

a "A� # 8[840"1#
b "A� # 06[074"2#
c "A� # 5[755"1#
b "># 83[51"1#
V "A� 2# 0069[2"4#
Z 1
dcalc "g cm−2# 0[386
m"Mo Ka# "cm−0# 07[40
l"Mo Ka# "A� # 9[60958
T ">C# 14
Scan method v:1u

No[ of params re_ned 161
Rb 9[9336
wRc 9[9865

a The cell parameters have been selected according to the IUCr rules
for a reduced cell[ The standard group is Pc "No[ 6#[

b R"Fo#�S==Fo=−=Fc==:S=Fo=[
c Rw"Fo#�S==Fo=−=Fc==:S=Fo=[

matrix least!squares method with SHELX82 computer
program ð13Ł\ using 2596 re~ections[ The function mini!
mized was Sw==Fo=1−=Fc=1=1\ where w�ðs1"I#¦
"9[0645P#1¦2[7178PŁ−0\ and P�"=Fo=1¦1=Fc=1#:2[ f\ f ?
and f ý were taken from International Tables of X!Ray
Crystallography ð14Ł[ The extinction coe.cient was
9[999931[ The chirality of the structure was de_ned from
the Flack coe.cient\ which is equal to 9[92"3# for the
results given ð15Ł[ Atoms closer than 0[6A� were restrained
with a standard deviation 9[94 to have the same Uij ther!
mal coe.cients[ All H atoms were computed and re_ned
with an overall isotropic temperature factor using a riding
model[ The number of re_ned parameters was 161[ Max[
shift:esd�1[9[ Mean shift:esd�9[90[ Max[ and min[
peaks in _nal di}erence synthesis were 9[631 and
−9[477 eA� −2\ respectively[ Supplementary material
including re_ned atom coordinates\ calculated hydrogen
coordinates "×093# and anisotropic displacement par!
ameters for non!hydrogen atoms "A� ×092# have been
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre[ Observed and calculated structural factors are
available on request from the correspondence author[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ IR data

The nas of the azide group appear at 1928\ 1942\
1958 cm−0 "vs#\ and the other two bands of N2

− group
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"ns and d# at 0233 "w# and 542 "w# cm−0 respectively[ The
bands attributable to ligand appear at 2104\ 2057 "m#
"NÐH#^ 1873\ 1855\ 1808\ 1784\ 1767 "m# "CÐH# and 0356\
0326 "m# "CÐN#[

2[1[ Description of the structure

The structure of 0 consists of 0D copper"II# chains[
No hydrogen bonds are present between the chains[ A
labelled scheme is shown in Fig[ 0[ The main bond lengths
and angles are gathered in Table 1[ We can describe the
chain structure by considering alternating dinuclear m!
0\2 and m!0\0 azido bridged copper"II# units[ There are
two di}erent pseudooctahedrally coordinated copper
atoms\ Cu"0# and Cu"1#\ with the same environment but
di}erent bond parameters[ On the equatorial plane each
copper atom has two N atoms of the diamine ligand\ one

Fig[ 0[ ORTEP drawing with labelled scheme of ð"m!0\0\2!N2#1
"Cu1"Me1Eten#1"N2#1#Ł[

N atom of a terminal azido group and one N"0\0# atom of
the bridging azido ligand[ The distances CuÐN"diamine#]
Cu"0#ÐN"02#\ Cu"0#ÐN"03#\ Cu"1#ÐN"05# and Cu"1#Ð
N"04# are 1[978"7#\ 1[097"6#\ 1[939"5# and 1[908"6#A�

respectively[ The distances between the copper atoms and
the N"0\0# bridging atoms are 1[910"4# and 1[907"5#A� for
Cu"0#ÐN"3# and Cu"1#ÐN"2# respectively[ In the axial
positions there are single N"0\0# atoms of the bridging
azido ligand at distances of 1[503"7# and 1[736"7#A� for
Cu"0#ÐN"2#i and Cu"1#ÐN"3#ii respectively and single
N"0\2# atoms of the bridging azido ligand at distances of
1[315"7# and 1[542"7#A� for Cu"0#ÐN"0# and Cu"1#ÐN"5#
respectively[

2[1[0[ Magnetic results
The xMT vs T plot for 0 is shown in Fig[ 1[ The xMT

value "9[79 cm2 mol−0 K at room temperature# increases
when the temperature decreases\ reaching a broad
maximum ca 39K with a xMT value of 9[77 cm2 mol−0 K[
Below this temperature\ the curve decreases continuously
to zero\ reaching a value of 9[02 cm2 mol−0 K at 1K[
Consequently\ the magnetic behavior indicates a bulk
ferromagnetic coupling[ From the structural data\ in 0

there are two m0\2!N2 bridges between consecutive sym!
metrically unequivalent copper atoms Cu"0# and Cu"1#]
Cu"0#ÐN"0#ÐN"1#ÐN"2#ÐCu"1# and Cu"1#ÐN"5#ÐN"4#Ð
N"3#ÐCu"0# with axialÐequatorial "shortÐlong# CuÐN
distances in each bridge and two m0\0!N2 bridges between
the consecutive copper atoms Cu"1# and Cu"0#ii] Cu"1#Ð
N"2#ÐCu"0#ii and Cu"1#ÐN"3#iiÐCu"0#ii also with axialÐ
equatorial "shortÐlong# CuÐN distances in each bridge[
There are also another two m0\2!N2 bridges between sym!
metrically equivalent Cu atoms] Cu"0#ÐN"0#ÐN"1#ÐN"2#Ð
Cu"0#ii and Cu"1#iÐN"3#ÐN"4#ÐN"5#ÐCu"1# but all the
bonded N atoms occupy axial positions "long distances#
and these coupling pathways may be neglected[ From the
structural considerations\ in 0 "m0\2!N2#1 and "m0\0!N2#1
bridges alternate and\ consequently antiferro! and fer!
romagnetic coupling alternate[

From Borra�s et al[ ð11Ł\ when the ferromagnetic inter!
action dominates\ there is a maximum in the xMT vs T
plot\ as can be seen in Fig[ 1 for 0[ We have used the
expression derived by these authors for alternating
S�0:1 chains based in the exchange Hamiltonian

H�− s
i�0

N−0

ðJ0S1i=S1i¦0¦J1S1i=S1i−0Ł\

with the coe.cients for the polynomials valid in the range
1¾a¾7 to _t the experimental values[ a is J1:=J0=\ where
J1 and J0 are the ferro! and antiferromagnetic coupling
constants\ respectively[ The best _tting parameters are
J1�13[6 cm−0\ g�1[97\ a�2[42 which are consistent
with a dominant ferromagnetic coupling[
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and bond angles "deg# for ð"m!0\0\2!N2#1"Cu1"Me1

Eten#1"N2#1#Łn

Cu"0#ÐN"6# 0[854"09# Cu"0#ÐN"3# 1[919"5#
Cu"0#ÐN"02# 1[978"7# Cu"0#ÐN"03# 1[097"6#
Cu"0#ÐN"0# 1[315"7# Cu"1#ÐN"09# 0[863"6#
Cu"1#ÐN"2# 1[907"5# Cu"1#ÐN"05# 1[939"5#
Cu"1#ÐN"04# 1[908"6# Cu"0#ÐN"2#i 1[503"7#
Cu"1#ÐN"5# 1[542"7# Cu"1#ÐN"3#ii 1[736"7#
N"0#ÐN"1# 0[046"01# N"1#ÐN"2# 0[085"01#
N"4#ÐN"5# 0[009"01# N"6#ÐN"7# 0[000"01#
N"7#ÐN"8# 0[194"01# N"09#ÐN"00# 0[101"8#
N"00#ÐN"01# 0[026"8# N"3#ÐN"4# 0[036"01#

N"6#ÐCu"0#ÐN"3# 77[4"2# N"6#ÐCu"0#ÐN"I2# 066[0"3#
N"3#ÐCu"0#ÐN"I2# 89[3"2# N"6#ÐCu"0#ÐN"03# 85[3"3#
N"3#ÐCu"0#ÐN"03# 069[0"2# N"02#ÐCu"0#ÐN"03# 73[3"2#
N"6#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0# 89[3"3# N"3#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0# 80[2"2#
N"6#ÐCu"0#ÐN"2#i 83[2"2# N"02#ÐCu"0#ÐN"2#i 71[8"2#
N"0#ÐCu"0#ÐN"2#i 058[8"1# N"3#ÐCu"0#ÐN"2#i 68[7"2#
N"02#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0# 81[2"2# N"03#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0# 86[1"2#
N"09#ÐCu"1#ÐN"2# 83[9"2# N"09#ÐCu"1#ÐN"05# 78[7"2#
N"2#ÐCu"1#ÐN"05# 058[0"2# N"09#ÐCu"1#ÐN"04# 063[3"2#
N"2#ÐCu"1#ÐN"04# 80[4"2# N"05#ÐCu"1#ÐN"04# 73[7"2#
Cu"1#ÐN"5#ÐN"4# 019[1"6# Cu"1#iÐN"3#ÐN"4# 007[4"5#
Cu"0#ÐN"3#ÐCu"1#i 86[0"2# Cu"0#iiÐN"2#ÐN"1# 021[6"5#
N"1#ÐN"0#ÐCu"0# 024[4"5# N"0#ÐN"1#ÐN"2# 063[5"8#
N"1#ÐN"2#ÐCu"1# 010[5"5# N"4#ÐN"3#ÐCu"0# 007[6"5#
N"3#ÐN"4#ÐN"5# 065[0"00# N"7#ÐN"6#ÐCu"0# 029[2"8#
N"6#ÐN"7#ÐN"8# 057[1"01# N"00#ÐN"09#ÐCu"1# 007[9"5#
N"01#ÐN"00#ÐN"09# 063[2"09# N"03#ÐCu"0#ÐN"2#i 80[1"2#
N"09#ÐCu"1#ÐN"5# 89[3"2# N"09#ÐCu"1#ÐN"3#ii 84[5"2#
N"2#ÐCu"1#ÐN"5# 83[5"2# N"2#ÐCu"1#ÐN"3#ii 63[1"1#
N"04#ÐCu"1#ÐN"5# 77[6"2# N"04#ÐCu"1#ÐN"3#ii 75[3"2#
N"05#ÐCu"1#ÐN"5# 84[5"2# N"05#ÐCu"1#ÐN"3#ii 84[2"1#

Fig[ 1[ xMT vs T plot in the 1Ð299 K range of temperatures of a polycrystalline sample for ð"m!0\0\2!N2#1"Cu1"Me1Eten#1"N2#1#Łn[ xMT in cm2 K mol−0[
The solid line shows the best _t obtained by using the Borra�s equation "see text#[
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Structure 1[
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Abstract

The reaction of Kdtp"dtp�S1P"OC1H4#1\ S1P"OCH"CH2#1#1# with a mixed product\ prepared from the solid state reaction of
molybdenum\ tellurium and iodine\ produces two trinuclear molybdenum cluster compounds\ ðMo2Te6"S1P"OEt1#2ŁI "0# and ðMo2Te6

"S1P"iPrO#1#2ŁI "1#[ X!ray crystal structures of 0 and 1 reveal that both compounds containing a ðMo2Te6Ł3¦ core belong to the
ðMo2"m2!E#"m!E1#2Ł3¦"E�S\ Se\ Te# family and each Mo atom is further chelated by a terminated dtp− ligand[ The rather strong
interactions between the I and Te atoms lead to the formation of quasi!one!dimensional chains in the crystal[ Þ 0888 Elsevier
Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Cluster compounds^ Molybdenum complexes^ Tellurium!rich compounds^ Crystal Structures

0[ Introduction

Triangularmolybdenumchalcogenide clusters have been
studied extensively[ The molecular clusters of this family
are usually prepared by self!assembly of mononuclear star!
tingmaterial or by a ligand exchange reaction of an original
Mo2 cluster ð0Ð7Ł[ A route to these molecular derivatives
from solid state phases\ Mo2Y6X3 "Y�S\ Se^ X�Cl\ Br\
I#\ has also been developed ð8Ð03Ł[ In comparison with the
sul_de or selenide complexes\ the corresponding tellurium
compounds have been seldom studied[ The _rst reported
compound ð04Ł\ Mo2Te09I09\ containing a ðMo2Te6Ł3¦ core
was synthesized from a high temperature solid state reac!
tion by Fedin two years ago[ Then\ the ionic cluster
ðMo2Te6"CN#5Ł1− has also been obtained by the reaction
of aqueous cyanide with Mo2Te09I09[ We have prepared
ðMo2Te6"S1P"OEt#1#2ŁI "0# and ðMo2Te6"S1P"iPrO#1#2ŁI "1#
by similar processes and here the synthesis and crystal
structures of 0 and 1 are described[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis

All materials were reagent!grade purity and used with!
out further puri_cation[ The 20P\ 84Mo NMR spectra

� Corresponding author[

were obtained on a Varian Unity 499 in CH1Cl1 solutions
with H2PO3 and Na1MoO3 as internal standards\ respec!
tively[ The IR spectrum was recorded on a Nicolet Magna
649 FTÐIR spectrophotometer using KBr pellets "3999Ð
499 cm−0# and CsI pellets "599Ð019 cm−0#[ Element
analyses were carried out by the Elemental Analysis Lab!
oratory in our institute[

1[0[0[ Preparation of "0#
The mixture containing Mo2Te09I09 was prepared

according to literature ð04Ł[ Mo "9[47 g\ 5mmol#\ Te
"0[68 g\ 03mmol# and I "0[16 g\ 09mmol# were ground\
pressed and sealed in an evacuated quartz tube\ then the
tube was heated to ca[ 279>C and kept for 2 d[ The result!
ing amorphous products "0[99 g# and KS1P"OEt#1 "9[2 g\
0[3mmol# were ground fully and then heated "099>C\
01 h# under N1 atmosphere[ The _nal product was
extracted with CH1Cl1 "04ml# and the residual solid was
removed upon _ltering[ To the extract 09ml alcohol were
added and after standing overnight\ the formed brown!
black crystals suitable for X!ray structural analysis were
collected[ Yield] 9[1 g "08[2) base on Mo#[ Vibration
spectrum] n"P"CÐO#1# 0918"vs#\ 0909"vs#^ n"P�S# 537"s#\
525"s#\ 435"m#\ 423"m#^ 336"w#\ 284"w#\ 245"w#\ 176"w#\
163"w#\ 106"w#\ 086"w#\ 052"w#\ 034"w#\ 020"w#cm−0[
NMR spectrum] 20P 091[62 ppm relative to H2PO3^
84Mo 354[67 ppm relative to Na1MoO3[ Anal[ Calc[ for
C01H29IMo2O5P2S5Te6] C] 6[62\ H] 0[51\ P] 3[88\ S]
09[21)^ Found] C] 6[87\ H] 0[56\ P] 4[06\ S] 09[26)[
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Table 0
Crystallographic data for complexes 0 and 1

Complex 0 1

Chemical formula C01H29IMo2O5P2S5Te6 C07H31IMo2O5P2S5Te6

Crystal color brown!black brown!black
Crystal size "mm# 9[79×9[49×9[14 9[14×9[12×9[19
Space group P10:c P10:c
Unit cell parameters
a "A� # 03[3139"2# 03[5197"1#
b "A� # 05[0321"1# 12[8997"3#
c "A� # 07[8546"3# 04[0406"2#
b "># 000[601"0# 003[948"0#
V "A� 2# 3091[74"02# 3723[66"03#
Z 3 3
Temperature "K# 182 182
Radiation Mo Ka Mo Ka

u range "># 0[41Ð12[13 0[52Ð12[16
Absorption correction SADABS SADABS
Number of data 04519 07799
Number of unique data "Rint# 4705 "9[9841# 5819 "9[9379#
Number of observed data with I×1s"I# 2889 3502
Number of variables 232 286
R0\ wR1

a 9[9515\ 9[0379 9[9418\ 9[0334
Goodness of _t] S 9[845 0[908
Max[ shift "D:s#max in _nal cycle 9[991 9[9904
Largest:smallest peaks in _nal cycle 1[943:−1[915 9[865:−1[309
Di}erence map "e A� −2#
Weighing schemeb w−0�s1"F1

o#¦"9[9541P#1 w−0�s1"F1
o#¦"9[9786P#1¦13[5025P

a wR1�zSw"F1
o−F1

c #
1:Sw"F1

o#
1[

b P�"F1
o¦1F1

c#:2[

1[0[1[ Preparation of "1#
Complex 1 was prepared by a procedure analogous to

that just described[ Vibration spectrum] n"P"CÐO#1#878"vs#\
855"vs#^ n"P�S#535"m#\ 521[4"m#\ 442"m#\ 427"m#^ 340"w#^
284"w#\ 246"w#\ 184"w#\ 163"w#\ 106"w#\ 086"w#\ 051"w#\
034"w#\ 020"w#cm−0[ NMR spectrum] 20P 87[79 ppm
relative to H2PO3^ 84Mo 344[03 ppm relative to
Na1MoO3[ Anal[ Calc[ for C07H31IMo2O5P2S5Te6] C]
00[09\ H] 1[06\ P] 3[66\ S] 8[77)^ Found] C] 00[55\ H]
1[07\ P] 3[78\ S] 09[32)[

1[1[ X!ray crystallography

The rectangular!like crystals of complexes 0 and 1 were
mounted on the end of a glass _ber with epoxy glue[ Data
were collected on the Siemens SMART CCD are!
adetector di}ractometer using graphite!monochromated
MoKa radiation at 182K\ and an empirical absorption
correction by SADABS was applied[ Unit cell dimensions
were determined by a least!squares _t of all observed
re~ections in the complete data set[ The coordinates of
metal atoms were determined by direct methods and the
remaining non!hydrogen atoms were located from suc!
cessive Fourier di}erence syntheses[ The positions of all
hydrogen atoms were generated geometrically "CÐH
bond _xed at 9[85#\ and allowed to ride on their respective

Table 1
Selected interatomic distance "A� # for complex 0

Atom0Ðatom1 Distance Atom0Ðatom1 Distance

Mo"0#ÐS"0# 1[480"4# Mo"2#ÐTe"2# 1[701"1#
Mo"0#ÐTe"0# 1[554"1# Te"1#ÐTe"2# 1[5663"03#
Mo"0#ÐTe"1# 1[625"1# Te"3#ÐTe"4# 1[5560"03#
Mo"0#ÐTe"3# 1[627"1# Mo"0#ÐS"1# 1[457"3#
Mo"0#ÐTe"2# 1[708"1# Te"5#ÐTe"6# 1[560"1#
Mo"0#ÐTe"4# 1[714"1# S"0#ÐP"0# 0[871"5#
Mo"0#ÐMo"1# 1[786"1# S"1#ÐP"0# 0[889"6#
Mo"0#ÐMo"2# 1[890"1# S"2#ÐP"1# 0[878"6#
Mo"1#ÐS"3# 1[454"3# S"3#ÐP"1# 0[857"6#
Mo"1#ÐS"2# 1[476"3# S"4#ÐP"2# 0[872"6#
Mo"1#ÐTe"0# 1[565"1# S"5#ÐP"2# 0[867"6#
Mo"1#ÐTe"3# 1[632"1# P"0#ÐO"00# 0[459"02#
Mo"1#ÐTe"5# 1[635"1# P"0#ÐO"01# 0[472"01#
Mo"1#ÐTe"4# 1[791"1# P"1#ÐO"10# 0[35"1#
Mo"1#ÐTe"6# 1[796"1# P"1#ÐO"11# 0[44"1#
Mo"1#ÐMo"2# 1[776"1# P"2#ÐO"21# 0[45"1#
Mo"2#ÐS"4# 1[461"4# P"2#ÐO"20# 0[51"1#
Mo"2#ÐS"5# 1[599"3# Te"1#ÐI 2[426"1#
Mo"2#ÐTe"0# 1[568"1# Te"3#ÐI 2[2778"03#
Mo"2#ÐTe"1# 1[618"1# Te"5#ÐI 2[234"1#
Mo"2#ÐTe"5# 1[649"1# IÐTe"4#è0 2[692"1#
Mo"2#ÐTe"6# 1[687"1#

Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms] è0]
x\ 2:1−y\ z−0:1[
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Fig[ 0[ ORTEP drawing of Mo2Te6ðS1P"OEt#1Ł2I which 49) probability ellipsoids[

parent C atoms[ Full!matrix least!squares re_nement
with anisotropic thermal parameters for all non!hydro!
gen atoms and isotropic thermal parameters for all
hydrogen atoms led to convergence with
R0"wR1#�9[9515"9[0379# with 232 parameters for 0 and
R0"wR1#�9[9418"9[0334# with 286 parameter for 1\
respectively[ The _nal di}erence Fourier map of 0

revealed the largest residual of 1[94 eA� −2 which is the
ghost of tellurium atoms[ All calculations were performed
on a SGI INDY workstation using a SHELXTL!4 pro!
gram package ð19Ł[ The experimental crystallographic
data are listed in Table 0[

2[ Result and discussion

2[0[ Synthesis and reaction

During the reaction of the solid mixture with Kdtp\
three TeI2

− ligands of Mo2Te09I09 are replaced by three
dtp− and the ðMo2Te6Ł3¦ cores are left intact[ The result!
ing title complexes were dissolved in CH1Cl1 and isolated
easily from the solid residue[ Besides\ the mixture can be
extracted not only by methanol but results in a red!brown
solution in the presence of tributylphosphine[ The red!

brown solution was treated with "C1H4#3NI and some
black crystals were obtained after several days[ X!ray
single crystal analysis suggests that its composition is
"C1H4#3NTeI3OH ð06Ł\ implying strongly that it might
come from the TeI2

− ligand that was liberated from
Mo2Te09I09 and then further oxidized by air[ So it is
reasonable to show the above procedure as follows]

Mo2Te6"TeI2#2I¦2Kdtp

:Mo2Te6"dtp#2I¦2TeI−
2 ¦2K¦

2[1[ Description of the crystal structures of 0 and 1

The structures of both cluster molecules were shown
in Figs 0 and 1\ respectively[ The selected bond lengths
and angle data are listed in Tables 1 and 2 for 0 and
Tables 3 and 4 for 1 respectively[

The structures of both clusters are similar to their sul!
_de or selenide analogues[ Three Mo atoms form an
isosceles triangle with the side lengths of 1[786"1#\
1[890"1# and 1[776"1#A� for cluster 0 and 1[788"1#\
1[788"1# and 1[756"1#A� for cluster 1[ One capping Te
atom locates on one side of the Mo2 triangle with an
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Table 2
Selected bond angles "># for complex 0

Atom0Ðatom1Ðatom2 Angle Atom0Ðatom1Ðatom2 Angle

Te"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"1# 003[24"4# S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"5# 74[02"00#
Te"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 003[58"4# S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"4# 74[00"02#
Te"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 71[45"3# S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"4# 82[17"00#
Te"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"2# 70[19"4# S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"6# 72[05"02#
Te"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"2# 46[59"3# S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"6# 85[16"01#
Te"3#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"2# 028[73"4# Mo"2#ÐMo"1#ÐMo"0# 59[10"3#
Te"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 70[31"4# Te"0#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"1# 003[00"5#
Te"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 028[33"4# Te"0#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 004[98"4#
Te"3#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 46[17"3# Te"1#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 70[96"4#
Te"2#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 059[28"5# Te"0#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"6# 72[40"4#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐS"0# 64[28"03# Te"1#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"6# 027[33"5#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"0# 70[57"00# Te"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"6# 46[43"4#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"0# 046[99"00# Te"0#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 70[97"4#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"1# 022[64"00# Te"1#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 46[65"3#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"1# 70[21"00# Te"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 027[40"5#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 020[82"00# Te"6#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 051[91"5#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 71[74"09# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐS"5# 64[8"1#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"2# 74[90"09# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"0# 79[49"00#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"2# 83[75"00# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"0# 045[04"01#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 72[45"09# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"1# 024[13"02#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 86[59"00# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"1# 70[24"01#
Mo"1#ÐMo"0#ÐMo"2# 48[61"3# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 021[85"02#
Te"0#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"3# 003[03"5# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 73[19"00#
Te"0#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"5# 004[22"4# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"6# 71[66"02#
Te"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"5# 79[87"4# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"6# 85[65"01#
Te"0#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"4# 70[55"4# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 74[59"02#
Te"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"4# 46[38"3# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 82[52"01#
Te"5#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"4# 027[14"5# Mo"1#ÐMo"2#ÐMo"0# 59[96"3#
Te"0#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"6# 72[39"4# Mo"0#ÐTe"0#ÐMo"1# 54[60"3#
Te"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"6# 027[13"5# Mo"0#ÐTe"0#ÐMo"2# 54[65"4#
Te"5#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"6# 46[37"4# Mo"1#ÐTe"0#ÐMo"2# 54[14"3#
Te"4#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"6# 051[42"5# Mo"2#ÐTe"1#ÐMo"0# 53[01"3#
S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐS"2# 64[5"1# Mo"2#ÐTe"2#ÐMo"0# 51[90"3#
S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"0# 67[74"00# Mo"0#ÐTe"3#ÐMo"1# 52[71"3#
S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"0# 043[15"00# Mo"1#ÐTe"4#ÐMo"0# 50[87"3#
S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"3# 024[53"02# Mo"1#ÐTe"5#ÐMo"2# 52[26"3#
S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"3# 72[09"00# Mo"2#ÐTe"6#ÐMo"1# 51[90"4#
S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"5# 022[76"02#

average MoÐ"m2!Te# distance of 1[562A� [ Each pair of Mo
atoms is bridged by a Te1 group so that three Te atoms
of Te1 groups lie roughly in the plane of the Mo2\ and the
other three are situated on the plane opposite to the m2!
Te atom[ The average MoÐTe "out!of!plane# distance
"1[639A� for 0 and 1[631A� for 1# is shorter than that of
the MoÐTe "in!plane# "1[700A� for 0 and 1[799A� for
1#[ The same phenomenon has been observed in other
ðMo2E6Ł3¦"E�S\ Se# clusters[ In addition\ each Mo atom
further coordinates to two S atoms of the dtp− ligand to
complete a distorted pentagonal bipyramid coordination
geometry[

It is interesting to note that the ðMo2Te6Ł3¦ core has
C2v symmetry in ðMo2Te6"CN#5Ł1− and has lower sym!
metry "Cs# in the complexes 0\ 1 and Mo2Te09I09[ However
the 20P NMR spectra of 0 and 1 suggest that three phos!
phorus atoms of the three dtp− ligands in the cluster

molecule are in same magnetic environment
"d�091[6 ppm for 0\ d�87[7 ppm for 1#\ which was con!
formed by singlets in 84Mo NMR spectra "d�354[7 ppm
for 0\ d�344[0 ppm for 1#[ So it is assumed that the
ðMo2Te6Ł3¦ cores of complexes 0 and 1 also have C2v

symmetry in the solution and the lower symmetry in the
crystals might be due to the interaction between the clus!
ter and adjacent cluster molecules[

The I atom caps the top of the three out!of!plane Te
atoms of Te1 groups[ The TeÐI distances are 2[234"1#\
2[278"1# and 2[426"0#A� for 0 and 2[178"1#\ 2[258"1# and
2[323"1#A� for 1\ respectively\ which are remarkably shor!
ter than the sum of the van der Waals radii of the Te and
I atoms "3[24A� # ð10Ł\ indicating the existence of a rather
strong interaction[ The two compounds are insoluble in
water\ DMF and ethanol\ whereas soluble in CH1Cl1\
which further indicates that the TeÐI interaction has some
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Fig[ 1[ ORTEP drawing of Mo2Te6ðS1P"OiPr#1I which 49) probability ellipsoids[

Table 3
Selected interatomic distances "A� # for complex 1

Atom0Ðatom1 Distance Atom0Ðatom1 Distance

Mo"0#ÐS"0# 1[444"4# Mo"2#ÐTe"1# 1[673"1#
Mo"0#ÐS"1# 1[474"4# Mo"2#ÐTe"5# 1[719"1#
Mo"0#ÐTe"0# 1[571"1# Te"1#ÐTe"2# 1[526"1#
Mo"0#ÐTe"2# 1[627"1# Te"3#ÐTe"4# 1[540"1#
Mo"0#ÐTe"4# 1[634"1# Te"5#ÐTe"6# 1[557"1#
Mo"0#ÐTe"1# 1[672"1# P"0#ÐO"0# 0[43"1#
Mo"0#ÐTe"3# 1[674"1# P"0#ÐO"1# 0[442"01#
Mo"0#ÐMo"2# 1[756"1# P"0#ÐS"0# 0[866"7#
Mo"0#ÐMo"1# 1[788"1# P"0#ÐS"1# 0[878"6#
Mo"1#ÐS"3# 1[464"4# P"1#ÐO"2# 0[439"03#
Mo"1#ÐS"2# 1[474"4# P"1#ÐO"3# 0[45"1#
Mo"1#ÐTe"0# 1[560"1# P"1#ÐS"3# 0[881"6#
Mo"1#ÐTe"6# 1[631"1# P"1#ÐS"2# 0[888"5#
Mo"1#ÐTe"4# 1[638"1# P"2#ÐO"4# 0[443"01#
Mo"1#ÐTe"5# 1[685"1# P"2#ÐO"5# 0[461"00#
Mo"1#ÐTe"3# 1[718"1# P"2#ÐS"4# 0[872"5#
Mo"1#ÐMo"2# 1[788"1# P"2#ÐS"5# 0[878"5#
Mo"2#ÐS"5# 1[442"3# Te"2#ÐI 2[189"1#
Mo"2#ÐS"4# 1[463"3# Te"4#ÐI 2[258"1#
Mo"2#ÐTe"0# 1[567"1# Te"6#ÐI 2[323"1#
Mo"2#ÐTe"6# 1[621"1# IÐTe"5#è0 2[541"1#
Mo"2#ÐTe"2# 1[634"1#

Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms] è0 x¦0:1\
−y¦0:1\ z¦0:1[
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Table 4
Selected bond angles "># for complex 1

Atom0Ðatom1Ðatom2 Angle Atom0Ðatom1Ðatom2 Angle

Te"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"2# 004[45"5# S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"4# 74[65"01#
Te"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 003[45"5# S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"5# 74[32"01#
Te"2#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 70[10"4# S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"5# 81[45"02#
Te"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"1# 72[11"5# S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"3# 73[97"01#
Te"2#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"1# 46[94"4# S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"3# 87[80"02#
Te"4#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"1# 027[91"5# Mo"0#ÐMo"1#ÐMo"2# 48[16"4#
Te"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 71[63"4# Te"0#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"6# 003[30"5#
Te"2#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 027[27"5# Te"0#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 004[33"5#
Te"4#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 46[17"3# Te"6#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 70[78"4#
Te"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 052[15"6# Te"0#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"1# 72[15"4#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐS"1# 64[4"1# Te"6#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"1# 027[52"5#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"0# 67[42"01# Te"2#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"1# 45[85"4#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"0# 042[84"01# Te"0#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 70[99"4#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"2# 022[25"03# Te"6#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 46[31"3#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"2# 73[42"01# Te"2#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 028[99"5#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 024[67"02# Te"1#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 050[87"5#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"4# 72[37"00# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐS"4# 64[74"02#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"1# 72[10"02# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"0# 68[45"09#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"1# 84[61"01# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"0# 044[27"00#
S"0#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 74[98"02# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"6# 024[29"00#
S"1#ÐMo"0#ÐTe"3# 81[89"01# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"6# 72[05"09#
Mo"2#ÐMo"0#ÐMo"1# 59[27"4# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 021[31"01#
Te"0#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"6# 003[22"5# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"2# 71[70"00#
Te"0#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"4# 003[65"5# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"1# 71[65"00#
Te"6#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"4# 70[33"4# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"1# 83[56"01#
Te"0#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"5# 70[45"4# S"5#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 74[79"00#
Te"6#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"5# 46[59"3# S"4#ÐMo"2#ÐTe"5# 84[87"00#
Te"4#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"5# 027[63"5# Mo"0#ÐMo"2#ÐMo"1# 59[24"4#
Te"0#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"3# 71[00"4# Mo"1#ÐTe"0#ÐMo"2# 54[53"4#
Te"6#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"3# 026[66"5# Mo"1#ÐTe"0#ÐMo"0# 54[46"4#
Te"4#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"3# 45[62"3# Mo"2#ÐTe"0#ÐMo"0# 53[57"4#
Te"5#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"3# 050[78"5# Mo"0#ÐTe"1#ÐMo"2# 51[99"4#
S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐS"2# 64[0"1# Mo"0#ÐTe"2#ÐMo"2# 52[94"4#
S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"0# 68[85"01# Mo"0#ÐTe"3#ÐMo"1# 51[06"4#
S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"0# 043[61"01# Mo"0#ÐTe"4#ÐMo"1# 52[58"4#
S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"6# 024[18"02# Mo"1#ÐTe"5#ÐMo"2# 51[06"4#
S"2#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"6# 70[80"00# Mo"2#ÐTe"6#ÐMo"1# 52[85"4#
S"3#ÐMo"1#ÐTe"4# 022[93"02#

covalency[ On the other hand\ another short contact
takes place between I and one of the in!plane tellurium
atoms of the Te1 ligand "I"0#ÐTe"4#�2[691"2#A� in com!
plex 0 and I"0#ÐTe"5#�2[541"1#A� in complex 1\ respec!
tively#\ thus leading to the formation of linear TeÐTeÐIÐ
TeÐTeÐI[[[ chains along the c!axis in complex 0 and along
the diagonal of the aÐc!plane in complex 1[ Analogues
were found previously in the ðMo2"m2!O#"m1!S1#2"dtp#2ŁCl
ð07Ł "SÐSÐClÐSÐSÐCl[[[#\ ðMo2"m2!S#"m1!SSe#2"dtc#2ŁSeCN
ð08Ł "SÐSeÐSeCNÐSÐSeÐSeCN[[[#\ Cs3[4ðMo2"m2!Te#"m1!
Te1#2"CN#5ŁI1[4 ð05Ł "TeÐTeÐIÐTeÐTeÐI[[[# and W2"m2!
Se#"m1!Se1#2"dtp#2Br "SeÐSeÐBrÐSeÐSeÐBr[[[# chains ð02Ł[

Atomic coordinates\ full bond lengths and angles\ and
thermal parameters have been deposited at the Cam!
bridge Crystallographic Data Center "CCDC# with depo!
sition codes 090896 and 090897[
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Hydrocarbon bridged metal complexes\ XLIV[ DonorÐacceptor
substituted Schi} bases of polyenes with transition metals0\ 1
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Abstract

Schi} bases 0Ð09 were obtained by condensation of L!valine and o!aminophenol with donor and ferrocenyl substituted carotinoid
aldehydes[ From these Schi} bases and chloro!bridged complexes ð"R2P#"Cl#M"m!Cl#Ł1 "M�Pd\ Pt#\ ð"h4!C4Me4#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 and
ð"p!cymene#"Cl#Ru"m!Cl#Ł1 a series of mono and heterobimetallic compounds 00Ð34 was synthesized[ The structures of ðp!MeOÐ
C5H3ÐCH1NÐC5H3ÐOÐRu"Cl#"p!cymene#Ł 05\ ðferrocenylÐCH1NÐC5H3ÐOÐIr"Cl#"Cp�#Ł 12\ ð"p!Me1NC5H3ÐCH1CHÐ
C"Me#1CHÐCH1CHÐCH1C"Me#ÐCH1NÐC5H3ÐOÐPd"Cl#PEt2Ł 31 and of the condensation product from ð"h5!aniline#Cr"CO#2Ł
with 8!ferrocenyl!1\6!dimethylnonatetraene!0!al 35 were determined by X!ray di}raction[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[

Keywords] Schi} bases^ Polyenes^ Transition metal complexes

0[ Introduction

Recently unsymmetrically substituted dinuclear com!
plexes with organic p!electron bridges and complexes
with organic electron donating or accepting ligands have
found increasing attention due to their potential non!
linear optical properties ð1Ð3Ł[ A large number of unsym!
metrical s!acetylide bridged complexes have been
reported ð4Ð12Ł " for important symmetric conjugated
poly!yne bridged complexes see Refs[ ð13Ð25Ł#\ whereas
pure polyene bridged systems are rather rare ð26Ð33Ł[
Metal containing non!linear optical materials have vari!
ous advantages compared to pure organic materials\ as
the high polarizability of the d!electrons of the metals\
charge!transfer processes with large extinction
coe.cients\ or various reversible oxidation states of metal
centers may lead to large non!linear optical responses ð1Ð
3Ł[ The _rst ferrocene containing metal!organic com!
pound with second order non!linearities ð34Ł triggered
intensive investigations of metallocene compounds ð35Ð
46Ł[

Also Schi} base complexes have been synthesized as

� Corresponding author[ Fax] ¦38!78!489!1103[
0 Part XLIII see Bentele\ H[!J[ et al[\ Z[ Naturforsch[\ 0886\ 41b\ 0196

ð0Ł[
1 Dedicated to Professor Wolfgang Steglich on the occasion of his

54th birthday[
2 X!ray structure determination[

new non!linear optical materials ð44Ð46Ł[ No or weak
NLO responses could be measured ð45\46Ł[ Delaire syn!
thesized ferrocene containing Schi} base ligands which
showed enhanced non!linear optical responses after com!
plexation ð47Ł[ Organic Schi} bases of retinal show excep!
tional high NLO responses ð48Ð50Ł and an arylamine
derivative of retinal was used as ligand in a pyr!
azolylborate Mo"II# complex ð51Ł[ We wanted to combine
these _ndings\ and in continuation of our studies on
polyene bridged complexes of Schi} bases from vitamine
A dialdehydes ð52Ł synthesized new retinal containing
Schi} base complexes as well as further pushÐpull poly!
enes with Schi} base metal components as electron
accepting groups[

1[ Results and discussion

We obtained the Schi} base compounds 0Ð09 by con!
densation of several unsaturated aldehydes with L!valine
and o!aminophenol[ Compound 2 ð53Ł was previously
reported ð54Ł[3 For the preparation of 3Ð6 L!valine is
dissolved in a NaOMe:MeOH solution\ then toluene and
the aldehydes are added[ After stirring for 01Ð13 h in the
dark the solvent is evaporated and ethanol is added[

3 Schi} bases from ferrocenaldehyde and a!amino acids were used as
ligands[
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Compounds 3Ð6 precipitated as sodium salts after stirring
for 01Ð61 h[ Compounds 0Ð2\ 7 and 09 were synthesized
by heating the aldehydes and o!aminophenol in toluene\
and separating the produced water in a trap funnel[ Com!
pound 8 was obtained by stirring the aldehyde with o!
aminophenol and Na1SO3 in dichloromethane[ All new
compounds are hygroscopic and sensitive to light and
were stored in the dark under nitrogen[ In the IR spectra
of 0Ð2 and 7Ð09 intensive absorptions of the C1N and
C1C groups at ½0489Ð0519 cm−0 are characteristic[ For
3Ð6 intensive broad absorptions of the COO groups at
½0599Ð0559 cm−0 overlay the absorptions of the C1C
and C1N groups[ The appearance of one signal for the
imine group in the 0H NMR spectra at d¼7 ppm proves
the formation of only one stereoisomer "E or Z#[ All
other signals appear with the expected shifts and coupling
patterns[

Structure 0[

Reactions of 0Ð09 with the chloro!bridged complexes
of palladium"II# and platinum"II# ð"R2P#"Cl#M"m!Cl#Ł1\
ð"h5!p!cymene#"Cl#Ru"m!Cl#Ł1 and with ð"h4!C4Me4#
"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 in methanol gave the complexes 00Ð34[ The
complexes 14Ð17\ 20Ð23\ 31Ð34 with polyene components
are due to their donorÐacceptor substitution deep red to
black substances\ whereas compounds 18 and 29 and 24Ð
26\ substituted with weaker electron donating groups
appear as yellow to orange substances[

By coordination of the Schi} bases a characteristic
down_eld shift of the 0H NMR N1C"H# signals is
observed[ For the palladium"II# and platinum"II# com!
plexes formation of cis and trans isomers concerning the
NÐMÐL con_guration is observed[ The ratio of the iso!
mers could be obtained from the integral intensities of
the two 20P NMR signals and of the imine 0H NMR
resonances which gave for each isomer a doublet with
3JHP coupling constants of ca[ 02Hz "cis# and of ca[ 6Hz
"trans#[ For the platinum complexes preferred formation
of the trans isomers was observed which is in accordance
with our previous work on similar complexes ð52Ł[ The
palladium complexes were formed with varying ratio of
the cis:trans isomers[ After complexation the 02C NMR
signals of the HC1N group are shifted down_eld by ca[
3Ð6 ppm due to the electron!withdrawing e}ect of the
complex fragment[ All complexes show intensive absorp!
tions in the UV:Vis spectra which can be attributed to
CT transitions of the donor acceptor groups[ Sol!

vatochromism is observed for most complexes[ For exam!
ple complex 33 and 34 show negative solvatochromism\
and as the absorption at higher wavelengths is more
sensitive to di}erences in polarity we assign it to a MLCT
band[

A further heterobimetallic pushÐpull polyene complex
35 was obtained by condensation of 8!ferrocenyl!1\6!
dimethylnonatetraen!0!al with h5!anilintricarbon!
ylchromium in dichloromethane[ As expected three IR
bands of the carbonyl ligands are observed at 0762\ 0783
and 0850 cm−0[ The single signal for the imine proton in
the 0H NMR spectrum proves formation of a single
product "E or Z#[

1[0[ Crystal structural determinations of 05\ 12\ 31 and 35

Single crystals of 05\ 12 and 35 were obtained by
di}usion of n!pentane into a dichloromethane solution[

The crystal which was obtained for 31 by di}usion of n!
pentane into a dichloromethane:methanol solution was
the trans isomer and crystallized as 31=9[4CH2OH[ In all
cases the C1N bond has E con_guration and the bond
lengths between 0[157"3# and 0[184"3#A� are typical for
C1N double bonds ð55\56Ł[ The iminophenolate ligand
in 05\ 12 and 31 deviates slightly from planarity[
However\ the _ve!membered ring is in an envelope con!
formation with a folding angle at the NÐO vector of
approximately 04> "05\ 12# and 17> "31#[ As a conse!
quence of this folding\ the metal atoms lie ca[ 9[34A� "05#\
9[25A� "12# and 9[67A� "31# above the iminophenolate
plane[ In the latter case\ the PdÐPÐClÐOÐN unit\ which
is quite distorted from planarity\ includes an angle of 23>
with the plane of the chelate ligand[ The C1N bond is
always twisted out of the plane of the iminophenolate
ligand\ with twist angles of 7> "05#\ 09> "12# and 06> "31#[
Twisting is much larger in the {{aldehyde|| part\ with
torsion angles NÐCÐCÐC of ca[ 31> "05#\ 02>:17> "12# and
01>:05> "31#\ which implies that the metal cannot take
part in extended p!conjugation with the aro!
matic:polyene part of the molecule[

An interesting aspect of the ferrocenyl derivative 12 is
the fact that the imino carbon atom lies 9[07A� below the
cyclopentadienyl plane of the metallocene[ "See Fig[ 0Fig[
1\ Tables 0 and 1[#

The two phenyl rings at the ends of the Schi} base
ligands in 31 are canted by 07>[ This is not only a conse!
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Structure 1[

Structure 2[
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Structure 3[

quence of the aforementioned twist at the C1N bond\
but also of a second twist of 4[4> along the bond C07Ð
C08 between the planes C07ÐC16 and C02ÐC07[

An even larger twist angle of ca 03[4> within the poly!
ene skeleton is observed in the ferrocenylÐbenchrotenyl
complex 35[ This twist occurs along the bond C05ÐC06
between the planes N0ÐC09ÐC05 and C05ÐC08[ This lat!
ter plane includes an angle of ca[ 08> with the plane of
the cyclopentadienyl ring\ while the former is twisted out
of the plane of the aniline ligand by approximately 27>[
Again\ as a consequence of this multiple twisting\ the
aromatic ends of the polyene system cannot take part in
the p!conjugation[ In contrast to the _rst three structures\
the imino group takes part in the conjugation\ since the
torsion angle N0ÐC09ÐC00ÐC01 is only 4>[

For 05 and 12 the MÐCl\ MÐN\ MÐO "M�Ir\ Ru#
bonds show no unusual behavior[ Lengths lie in the
expected regions ð55\56Ł[

Selected bond angles and bond lengths are summarized
in Table 2[ Figure 2 shows a distorted square planar
coordination "Cl#"P#Pd"O\N#[ The unit cell contains four
molecules with a head!to!tail arrangement of the

molecules\ i[e[ the dipoles of the molecules compensate
each other in the crystal[

31 has a cut!o} in its UV:Vis spectrum beyond 649nm[
Therefore a NLO measurement was not possible since the
compoundabsorbs light in the range of the detection region[
However a rough estimation of the NLO activity of the
compound is possible by calculating the bond length alter!
nation "BLA#[ This molecular parameter is de_ned as the
di}erence between the average carbonÐcarbon single and
double bond lengths in the polymethine backbone[ It was
shown theoretically and experimentally\ that there is a
relation between the _rst hyperpolarizability of donorÐ
acceptor substituted polyenes and their BLA coe.cients
ð57Ð60Ł[ For compound 31 the BLA coe.cient is 9[988A�

describing a rather weak donorÐacceptor pair\ although
indicating some NLO activity[

The unit cell of 35 contains two molecules which are
arranged in a head!to!tail alignment[ In contrast McCle!
verty ð40Ł observed rod!like molecules with bulky sub!
stituents crystallizing in non head!to!tail con_gurations[
The BLA coe.cient results in 9[093A� referring to a weak
donorÐacceptor pair[ "See Fig[ 3\ Tables 3 and 4[#
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Fig[ 0[ Molecular structure and atomic labelling scheme of 05[ 39) thermal ellipsoids are shown for the non!hydrogen atoms^ hydrogen atoms have
arbitrary radii[

Fig[ 1[ Molecular structure and atomic labelling scheme of 12[ 19) thermal ellipsoids are shown for the non!hydrogen atoms^ hydrogen atoms have
arbitrary radii[

Table 0
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># of 05

Ru"0A#ÐO"0A# 1[934"1# Ru"0A#ÐN"0A# 1[022"2#
Ru"0A#ÐCl"0A# 1[312"8# N"0A#ÐC"6A# 0[184"3#
N"0A#ÐC"5A# 0[322"3#
O"0A#ÐRu"0A#ÐN"0A# 68[99"09# O"0A#ÐRu"0A#ÐCl"0A# 74[82"7#
N"0A#ÐRu"0A#ÐCl"0A# 78[97"7# C"6A#ÐN"0A#ÐRu"0A# 020[3"1#
C"5A#ÐN"0A#ÐRu"0A# 098[3"1# C"6A#ÐN"0A#ÐC"5A# 007[7"2#
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Structure 4[

2[ Experimental

All operations were carried out under nitrogen using
Schlenk technique[ Solvents were dried by distillation
from sodium:benzophenone or calcium hydride[ The
NMR spectra were recorded with a Jeol GSX 169 "0H]
169MHz^ 02C] 57MHz^ 20P] 098MHz# or a Jeol EX 399
"0H] 399MHz^ 02C] 099MHz#[ IR] 4ZDX FT[ UV:Vis]
Philips PU 7609[ The starting complexes ð"R2P#"Cl#M"m!
Cl#Ł1 "M�Pd\ Pt# ð61Ł\ ð"h4!C4Me4#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 ð62Ł\
ð"p!cymene#"Cl#Ru"m!Cl#Ł1 ð63Ł\ and ðh5!anilineŁ
chromiumtricarbonyl ð64Ł were prepared by literature
procedures[

0 from ð"p!methoxy#benzaldehydeŁ and o!amino!
phenol[ White powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0513 vs\
0590 s "C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#]

d�7[53 "s\ 0H\ HC1N#\ 6[77 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[4#\ 6[29Ð6[17
"m\ 0H#\ 6[19Ð5[78 "m\ 3H#\ 2[89 "s\ 2H\ CH2#[ C03H02NO1

"116[1#] calcd[ C 63[91\ H 4[62\ N 5[06^ found C 62[74\ H
4[75\ N 4[70[

1 from ð"o\p!dimethoxy#benzaldehydeŁ and o!ami!
nophenol[ Yellow hygroscopic powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#]
n½�0507 vs\ 0599 s "C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\
CDCl2#] d�8[95 "s\ 0H\ CH1N#\ 7[01 "d\ 0H\ 2J�7[6#\
6[18 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[8\ 3J�0[4#\ 6[04 "ddd\ 0H\ 2J�6[4\
2J�6[9\ 3J�0[3#\ 5[88 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�7[9\ 3J�0[4#\ 5[78
"ddd\ 0H\ 2J�6[6\ 2J�6[4\ 3J�0[3#\ 5[59 "dd\ 0H\ 2J
�7[5\ 3J�1[1#\ 5[38 "d\ 0H\ 3J�1[1#\ 2[89 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\
2[78 "s\ 2H\ CH2#[ C04H03NO2 "145[2#] calcd[ C 69[94\ H
4[72\ N 4[33^ found C 58[46\ H 4[83\ N 4[44[

2 from ferrocenealdehyde and o!aminophenol[ Dark
red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0505 vs\ 0482 vs\ 0471
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># of 12

Ir"0#ÐO"0# 1[942"7# Ir"0#ÐN"0# 1[093"8#
Ir"0#ÐCl"0# 1[288"2# N"0#ÐC"06# 0[176"03#
N"0#ÐC"01# 0[351"03# N"0#ÐIr"0#ÐCl"0# 78[6"2#
O"0#ÐIr"0#ÐCl"0# 73[4"2# O"0#ÐIr"0#ÐN"0# 68[1"3#

Table 2
Selected bond distances "A� # and bond angles "># for complex 31

Pd"0#ÐO"0# 1[995"0# Pd"0#ÐN"0# 1[020"3#
Pd"0#ÐP"0# 1[1211"03# Pd"0#ÐCl"0# 1[1834"02#
N"0#ÐC"02# 0[172"5# N"0#ÐC"01# 0[314"5#
N"1#ÐC"14# 0[279"6# C"10#ÐC"11# 0[344"6#
C"19#ÐC"10# 0[228"7# C"08#ÐC"19# 0[334"6#
C"07#ÐC"08# 0[233"6# C"06#ÐC"07# 0[324"6#
C"05#ÐC"06# 0[231"6# C"04#ÐC"05# 0[320"6#
C"03#ÐC"04# 0[237"6# C"02#ÐC"03# 0[336"5#
O"0#ÐPd"0#ÐN"0# 79[40"03# O"0#ÐPd"0#ÐP"0# 81[57"00#
N"0#ÐPd"0#ÐCl"0# 86[71"09# C"02#ÐN"0#ÐC"01# 019[5"3#
C"02#ÐN"0#ÐPd"0# 023[1"2# C"01#ÐN"0#ÐPd"0# 093[4"2#

Fig[ 2[ Molecular structure and atomic labelling scheme of 31[ 19) thermal ellipsoids are shown for the non!hydrogen atoms^ hydrogen atoms have
arbitrary radii[

vs "C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[47
"s\ 0H\ CH1N#\ 6[12Ð5[77 "m\ 3H\ Har#\ 3[79 "s\ 1H\
C4H3#\ 3[41 "s\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[11 "s\ 4H\ C4H4#[ C06H04N!
OFe "294[05#] calcd[ C 55[76\ H 3[83\ N 3[48^ found C
55[39\ H 4[92\ N 3[32[

3 from 8!ferrocenyl!1\6!dimethylnonatetraenal ð65Ł
and L!valine[ Orange Powder[ 0H NMR "169MHz\

CD2OD#] d�6[73 "s\ 0H\ HC1N#\ 5[80Ð5[14 "m\ 5H\
Hol#\ 3[33 "d\ 2J�0[6Hz\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[16 "ct\ 2J�0[6Hz\
1H\ C4H3#\ 3[98 "s\ 4H\ C4H4#\ 1[15 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\
1[99 "s\ 5H\ CH2#\ 9[84:9[71 ðd\ 2J�5[5Hz\ 2H\ d\ 2J
�5[5Hz\ 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł[ 02C NMR "099[4MHz\
CD2OD#] d�079[16 "CO1#\ 056[94 "HC1N#\ 039[65:
028[30:025[58:023[56:020[84:029[84:018[96:017[89 "Col#\
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Structure 5[

Structure 6[

75[22 "CHCO1#\ 73[89 "ipso!C4H3#\ 69[14 "C4H4#\
69[23:56[85 "C4H3#\ 21[60 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 19[38:08[46
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 01[70:01[11 "CH2#[

4 from 8!phenyl!1\6!dimethylnonatetraenal ð65Ł and L!
valine[ Yellow hygroscopic powder[ IR "Nujol\ cm−0#] n½
�0593 vs\ br "CO1\ C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\
CD2OD#] d�6[75 "s\ 0H\ HC1N#\ 6[36 "d\ 2J�6[4Hz\
1H\ Har#\ 6[29 ðd"d#\ 2J�6[4Hz\ 2J�6[1Hz\ 1H\ Har#\
6[10 "d\ 2J�6[2Hz\ 0H\ Har#\ 6[11Ð5[07 "m\ 5H\ Hol#\

1[14 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[94:1[91 "each s\ 5H\ CH2#\
9[84:9[71 ðd\ 2J�5[6Hz\ 2H\ d\ 2J�5[6Hz\ 2H\
CH"CH2#1Ł[

5 from 8!ð"3!dimethylamino#!phenylŁ!1\6!dime!
thylnonatetraenal ð66\ 67Ł and L!valine[ Dark red powder[
IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0509 vs "CO1\ C1N#\ 0478 sh
"C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CD2OD#] d�6[73 "s\ 0H\
HC1N#\ 6[39Ð5[51 "m\ 09H\ Hol\ Har#\ 1[83 ðs\ 5H\
N"CH2#1Ł\ 1[19 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[91:1[90 "each s\ 5H\
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Fig[ 3[ Molecular structure and atomic labelling scheme of 35[ 29) thermal ellipsoids are shown for the non!hydrogen atoms^ hydrogen atoms have
arbitrary radii[

Table 3
Selected bond distances "A� # and bond angles "># for complex 35

N"0#ÐC"09# 0[157"3# N"0#ÐC"3# 0[397"3#
C"09#ÐC"00# 0[338"4# C"00#ÐC"01# 0[239"4#
C"01#ÐC"02# 0[324"4# C"02#ÐC"03# 0[220"4#
C"03#ÐC"04# 0[311"4# C"04#ÐC"05# 0[233"4#
C"05#ÐC"06# 0[347"4# C"06#ÐC"07# 0[224"4#
C"07#ÐC"08# 0[352"4# C"09#ÐN"0#ÐC"3# 019[4"2#
Torsion angles
C"09#ÐN"0#ÐC"3#ÐC"4# 27[2 C"09#ÐN"0#ÐC"3#ÐC"8# 033[2

Table 4
Crystallographic data for complexes 05\ 12\ 31 and 35�

05 12 31 35

Empirical formula C13H15ClNO1Ru C16H18ClFeIrNO C20[49H33ClN1O0[49PPd C29H16CrFeNO2

Molecular weight 385[87 556[90 536[40 446[27
Crystal color\ habit red needles red brown needles dark green plates brown plates
Crystal dimensions "mm2# 9[02×9[16×9[42 9[02×9[19×9[42 9[42×9[32×9[02 9[09×9[16×9[42
Crystal system triclinic monoclinic monoclinic triclinic
Space group P0¹ P10:c P10:n P0¹
a "A� # 00[0442"09# 00[625"2# 01[4334"6# 6[3327"01#
b "A� # 00[464"2# 08[522"4# 09[7970"7# 00[289"1#
c "A� # 06[282"1# 01[928"6# 14[936"1# 05[154"1#
a "># 83[806"03# 096[971"8#
b "># 87[588"6# 007[31"3# 82[495"5# 81[859"09#
g "># 83[824"03# 78[820"01#
V "A� 2# 1199[5"5# 1339"1# 2278[4"3# 0205[2"2#
Z 3 3 3 1
Dcalc "g cm−2# 0[499 0[705 0[158 0[395
Absorption correction c scans c scans c scans c scans
Transmission Tmin:Tmax 9[7380:9[8889 9[5982:9[8876 9[7445:9[8878 9[7521:9[8887
N 5327 2426 3713 2756
N9 5972 2256 3692 2537
Final R R0�9[9183\ wR1�9[9706 R0�9[9450\ wR1�9[0511 R0�9[9270\ wR1�9[0271 R0�9[9240\ wR1�9[0960
indices ðI×1s"I#Ł
R indices "all data# R0�9[9257\ wR1�9[9782 R0�9[9546\ wR1�9[0639 R0�9[9333\ wR1�9[0338 R0�9[9376\ wR1�9[0144

� For all structure determinations] T�184 K\ Nonius CAD3 or MACH2\ programs] SHELXS!75\ SHELXL!82\ further details of the structure
determinations "without structure factor table# are available from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center on quoting the depository numbers
CCDC!090638 "05#\ !090649 "12#\ !090640 "35#\ !090641 "31# "e!mail] depositÝchemcrys[cam[ac[uk#[
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CH2#\ 9[84:9[71 ðd\ 2J�5[5Hz\ 2H\ d\ 2J�5[6Hz\ 2H\
CH"CH2#1Ł[

6 from all!trans!retinal and L!valine[ Yellow hygro!
scopic powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0506 sh\ 0487 vs br
"CO1\ C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�7[22 "d\ 2J�8[2Hz\ 0H\ HC1N#\ 6[99Ð5[04 "m\ 5H\
Hol#\ 2[29 "d\ 2J�7[1Hz\ 0H\ CHCO1#\ 1[12 ðm\ 0H\
CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[01:0[88:0[69 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 1[98Ð
0[49 "m\ 5H\ CH1#\ 0[91 ðs\ 5H\ C"CH2#1Ł\ 9[83:9[72 ðd\
2J�5[6Hz\ 2H\ d\ 2J�5[6Hz\ 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł[ UV:Vis
"MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�259 "3[44#[

7] 414mg "2mmol# of p!dimethylaminocinnamic alde!
hyde and 229mg "2mmol# of o!aminophenol were
re~uxed in 79ml of toluene for 1 h[ Reduction of the
volume of solution and addition of 49ml n!pentane led
to precipitation of the crude product[ Orange hygroscopic
powder\ 699mg "76)#[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0500 s\ 0599
vs\ 0466 vs\ 0463 vs "C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\
CDCl2#] d�7[34 "d\ 0H\ 2J�8[1Hz\ HC1N#\ 6[35 "d\
1H\ 2J�7[5Hz\ Me1NC5H3#\ 6[11 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[5Hz\
3J�0[4Hz\ H3#\ 6[03 "d"t#\ 0H\ 2J�6[5Hz\ 3J�0[3Hz\
H2#\ 6[01 "d\ 0H\ 2J�04[4Hz\ Hol#\ 5[87 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�
7[9Hz\ 3J�0[2Hz\ H0#\ 5[84 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�04[4Hz\
2J�7[8Hz\ Hol#\ 5[77 "d"t#\ 0H\ 2J�7[0Hz\ 3J�0[3Hz\
H1#\ 5[61 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[8Hz\ Me1NC5H3#\ 2[94 "s\ 5H\
N"CH2#1#[ 02C NMR "56MHz\ CDCl2#] d�048[22
"HC1N#\ 040[88:040[23:034[09:025[31:018[05:016[73:
012[56: 012[36:008[75:004[37:003[52:000[82 "Car\ Col#\
39[02 "N"CH2#1#[ UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�309
"3[72#[ C06H07N1 "155[0#] calcd[ C 65[56\ H 5[70\ N 09[40^
found C 65[06\ H 5[81\ N 09[31[

8] A solution of 239mg "9[87mmol# of 8!ferrocenyl!
1\6!dimethylnonatetraenal ð65Ł and 84mg of o!ami!
nophenol in 19ml of dichloromethane containing 2 g of
Na1SO3 was stirred at room temperature for 2 d[ The
reaction can be followed by the disappearance of the
aldehyde IR absorption[ The mixture was centrifugated\
the solution was separated and evaporated[ The crude
product was washed several times with 4ml portions of
n!pentane to remove unreacted aldehyde[ Red powder\
219mg "62)#[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0504m "C1N#\
0475m\ 0449 vs "C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�7[22 "s\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 6[11 "d\ 2J�7[25Hz\ 0H\ Har#\
6[04 "t\ 2J�6[5Hz\ 0H\ Har#\ 5[88 "d\ 2J�8[1Hz\ 0H\
Har#\ 5[78Ð5[77 "m\ 1H\ Har\ Hol#\ 5[67Ð5[64 "m\ 1H\ Hol#\
5[41:5[37 "each d\ 2J�04[6\ 2J�05[9\ 1H\ FcÐCH1CH#\
5[20 "d\ 2J�00[3Hz\ 0H\ Hol#\ 3[32 "m\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[20
"m\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[02 "s\ 4H\ Cp#\ 1[02 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 1[94
"s\ 2H\ CH2#[ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#] d�059[54
"C1N#\ 041[18\ 031[42\ 028[45\ 025[93\ 024[74\ 023[85\
029[65\ 018[61\ 017[55\ 017[11\ 016[70\ 008[87\ 004[25\
003[52\ 72[18\ 58[22\ 55[86\ 01[79\ 00[58[ UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\
nm\ lg o#] lmax�317 "3[83#[ C16H16FeNO=9[4H1O "336[0#]
calcd[ C 61[41\ H 5[20\ N 2[02^ found C 61[67\ H 5[58\ N
2[07[

09] 274mg "0[32mmol# of 8!ð"3!dimethylamino#!phe!

nylŁ!1\6!dimethylnonatetraenal ð66\ 67Ł were re~uxed
with 044mg "0[4mmol# of o!aminophenol in 49ml of
toluene for 3 h[ The cool solution was evaporated to 19ml
and then centrifugated[ The product precipitated when
29ml n!pentane was added to the solution[ Brown hygro!
scopic powder\ 299mg "45)#[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0598
s "C1N#\ 0475 m\ 0430 vs "C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\
CDCl2#] d�7[22 "s\ 0H\ CH1N#\ 6[25 "d\ 1H\ 2J
�7[8Hz\ C5H3#\ 6[10 "d\ 0H\ H3#\ 6[03 "t\ 0H\ 2J�6[4Hz\
H2#\ 5[88Ð5[52 "m\ 8H\ C5H3\ H1\0\ol#\ 5[25 "d\ 0H 2J
�00[6Hz\ Hol#\ 2[99 "s\ 5H\ N"CH2#1#\ 1[02:1[97 "each s\
each 2H\ CH2#[ C16H16FeNO=9[4H1O "336[0#] calcd[ C
61[41\ H 5[20\ N 2[02^ found C 61[67\ H 5[58\ N 2[07[

2[0[ General procedure for the synthesis of the complexes
00Ð13 with the Schiff bases 0Ð2

9[0mmol of Schi} base 0Ð2 was stirred in 09ml of
methanol\ and 9[0mmol of NaOMe in methanol was
added[ To the resulting solution 9[94mmol
ð"R2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 "R�Et\ n!Bu\ Ph#\ ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pt"m!
Cl#Ł1\ ð"h4!C4Me4#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 or ð"h5!p!cymene#
"Cl#Ru"m!Cl#Ł1 was added in one portion[ The complexes
00Ð07 precipitated after 29min stirring[ Centrifugation
and washing with cold methanol gave crude products
after drying in vacuo[ 08Ð13 were stirred for 1 h at room
temperature\ before the solvent was evaporated in vacuo\
and 09ml of dichloromethane was added[ Further stir!
ring for 1 h and then centrifugation yielded deep coloured
solutions of the products\ which were puri_ed by chro!
matography on cellulose::CH1Cl1:n!pentane[

2[1[ Complex of 0 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1 00

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0591 vs\ 0473 s\
"C1N\ C1C#\ 225 vw "PtÐCl#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\
CDCl2#] d�7[81 "d\ 0H\ 3JHP�02[3\ CH1N#\ 7[29 "d\
1H\ 2J�7[6#\ 6[25 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�7[0\ 3J�0[3#\ 5[88 "dd\
0H\ 2J�7[1\ 2J�6[4#\ 5[84 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[6#\ 5[64 "dd\
0H\ 2J�7[1\ 3J�0[2#\ 5[41 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[4\ 2J�6[6#\
2[77 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 0[85Ð0[74 "m\ 5H\ PCH1#\ 0[20Ð0[10
"m\ 8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\ CH1Cl1#]
d�3[26 "0JPPt�2522[5#\ 2[03 "0JPPt�2673[4#\ "09]5#[
UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�342 "2[81#\ "MeOH\
nm\ lg o#] lmax�322 "3[90#[ C19H16NO1ClPPt "463[8#]
calcd[ C 30[67\ H 3[62\ N 1[33^ found C 30[00\ H 3[55\ N
1[31[

2[2[ Complex of 0 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 01

Orange powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0590 vs\ 0472 s
"C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[56 "d\
0H\ 3JHP�02[9\ CH1N#\ 7[05 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[7#\ 6[17 "m\
0H#\ 5[88 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�5[8\ 2J�5[6#\ 5[84 "d\ 1H\
2J�7[6#\ 5[60 "d\ 0H\ 2J�7[1#\ 5[41 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[4\
2J�6[5#\ 2[77 "s\ 2H\ OCH2#\ 0[85Ð0[76 "m\ 5H\ PCH1#\
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0[24Ð0[16 "m\ 8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 20P NMR "25[2MHz\
CH1Cl1#] d�24[69\ 22[46 "3]0#[ C19H16NO1ClPPd "375[2#]
calcd[ C 38[39\ H 4[48\ N 1[76^ found C 37[83\ H 4[76\ N
1[56[

2[3[ Complex of 1 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1 02

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0592 vs\ 0480 vs\
0470 s"C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�8[11 "d\ 0H\ 3JHP�02[0\ CH1N#\ 7[73 "d\ 0H\ 2J�
7[6#\ 6[28 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�7[1\ 3J�0[5#\ 5[86 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�
7[0\ 2J�6[9#\ 5[64 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�7[3\ 3J�0[2#\ 5[46Ð5[41
"m\ 1H#\ 5[39 "d\ 0H\ 2J�1[2#\ 2[89 "s\ 2H\ OCH2#\ 2[77
"s\ 2H\ OCH2#\ 0[83Ð0[75 "m\ 5H\ PCH1#\ 0[20Ð0[12 "m\
8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�4[29
"0JPPt�2513[4#\ 3[97 "0JPPt�2644[4#\ "0]3#[ UV:Vis
"CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�342 "2[81#\ "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#]
lmax�322 "3[90#[ C10H18NO2ClPPt "593[8#] calcd[ C
30[69\ H 3[72\ N 1[20^ found C 30[32\ H 3[36\ N 1[18[

2[4[ Complex of 1 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 03

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0500 vs\ 0484 vs\
0468 s"C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�7[88 "d\ 0H\ 2J�02[6\ CH1N#\ 7[44 "d\ 0H\ 2J�7[7#\
6[29 "d\ 0H\ 2J�6[6#\ 5[87 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[6\ 2J�6[5#\
5[60 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[6\ 3J�0[4#\ 5[46 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[5\
3J�0[8#\ 5[41 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[4\ 2J�6[5#\ 5[39 "d\ 0H\
3J�1[9#\ 2[77:2[76 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[84Ð0[75 "m\
5H\ PCH1#\ 0[24Ð0[14 "m\ 8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 20P NMR
"098MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�23[98\ 21[08 "4]1#[ UV:Vis
"CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�303 "3[92#\ "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#]
lmax�283 "2[75#[ C10H18NO2ClPPd "405[2#] calcd[ C
37[74\ H 4[54\ N 1[60^ found C 36[62\ H 4[08\ N 1[68[

2[5[ Complex of 0 with ð"Cp�#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 04

Orange red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0595 vs\ 0482
vs\ 0468 s"C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�7[80 "s\ 0H\ CH1N#\ 7[32 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[7#\ 6[28 "d\
0H\ 2J�7[2#\ 6[91 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[6#\ 5[88Ð5[74 "m\ 1H#\
5[33 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[6\ 2J�6[1#\ 2[73 "s\ 2H\ OCH2#\ 0[30
"s\ 04H\ C4"CH2#4#[ UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�313
"3[90#\ "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�309 "2[77#[ C13H16N!
O1ClIrÐH1O "596[0#] calcd[ C 36[37\ H 3[70\ N 1[20^
found C 36[13\ H 3[73\ N 1[03[

2[6[ Complex of 0 with ð"p!cymene#"Cl#Ru"m!Cl#Ł1 05

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0592 vs\ 0482 s\ 0471
vs "C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#] d�8[95
"s\ 0H\ CH1N#\ 7[20 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[1#\ 6[27 "dd\ 0H\ 2J
�7[1\ 3J�0[2#\ 6[97 "d\ 1H\ 2J�8[9#\ 6[92Ð5[82 "m\ 1H#\
5[32 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[4\ 2J�6[2#\ 4[27:4[03:3[62:3[50 "each
d\ 3H\ 2J�5[9:4[6:4[7:5[9\ h5!C5H3# 2[82 "s\ 2H\ OCH2#
1[51 "sep\ 0H\ 2J�5[8\ CH"CH2#1#\ 1[15 "s\ 2H\ CH2#

0[98 "d\ 5H\ 2J�6[0\ CH"CH2#1#[ UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\
lg o#] lmax�303 "3[98#\ "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�281
"2[86#[ C13H15NO1ClRu "385[8#] calcd[ C 47[99\ H 4[16\
N 1[71^ found C 46[44\ H 4[94\ N 1[66[

2[7[ Complex of 1 with ð"Cp�#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 06

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0593 vs\ 0483 m\
0468 s "C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�8[05 "s\ 0H\ CH1N#\ 8[02 "d\ 0H\ 2J�7[4#\ 6[33 "d\
0H\ 2J�7[4#\ 6[99Ð5[88 "m\ 1H#\ 5[46Ð5[41 "dd\ 0H\
2J�7[5\ 3J�1[4#\ 5[36Ð5[31 "m\ 1H#\ 2[83:2[78 "each s\
each 2H\ OCH2#\ 0[28 "s\ 04H\ C4"CH2#4#[ C14H18NO2ClIr
"508[0#] calcd[ C 37[49\ H 3[61\ N 1[15^ found C 36[02\ H
3[66\ N 1[13[

2[8[ Complex of 1 with ð"p!cymene#"Cl#Ru"m!Cl#Ł1 07

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0500 vs\ 0478 s\ 0465
vs "C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�8[97
"s\ 0H\ CH1N#\ 7[68 "d\ 0H\ 2J�7[1#\ 6[28 "d\ 0H\ 2J�
7[1#\ 6[99Ð5[81 "m\ 1H#\ 5[57 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�7[4\ 3J�0[6#\
5[44 "d\ 0H\ 3J�0[8#\ 5[31 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[4\ 2J�6[1#\
4[25:4[98:3[67:3[43 "each d\ 3H\ 2J�4[7:4[7:4[8:4[6\ h5!
C5H3# 2[88:2[82 "each s\ each 2H\ OCH2# 1[53 "sep\ 0H\
2J�6[1\ CH"CH2#1#\ 1[12 "s\ 2H\ CH2# 0[00 "dd\ 5H\
2J�5[8\ 3J�0[5\ CH"CH2#1#[ UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#]
lmax�309 "2[73#\ "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�280 "3[99#[
C14H17NO2ClRu "416[9#] calcd[ C 45[87\ H 4[24\ N 1[55^
found C 45[15\ H 4[39\ N 1[47[

2[09[ Complex of 2 with ð"n!Bu2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 08

Dark red oil[ IR "CH1Cl1\ cm−0#] n½�0482 vs "C1N#[
0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[29 "d\ 3JHP�5[9\ 0H\
HC1N#\ 6[22Ð6[16 "m\ 0H#\ 5[83Ð5[76 "m\ 0H#\ 5[63Ð
5[60 "m\ 0H#\ 5[20Ð5[17 "m\ 0H#\ 3[55 "s\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[43
"s\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[24 "s\ 4H\ C4H4#\ 0[87Ð0[34 "m\ 07H\
PCH1CH1CH1#\ 0[94Ð9[77 "m\ 8H\ PCH1CH1CH1CH2#[
02C NMR "57MHz\ CDCl2#] d�058[64 "HC1N#\
059[54:027[10:017[72:010[76:007[47:002[12 "C!arom[#\
61[48:61[95 "C4H3#\ 60[00 "C4H4#\ 15[07 "PCH1

CH1CH1CH2#\ 13[13 "d\ J�05Hz\ PCH1CH1CH1CH2#\
11[07 "d\ J�18[6Hz\ PCH1CH1CH1CH2#\ 02[65 "PCH1

CH1CH1CH2#[ 20P NMR "25MHz\ CH1Cl1#]
d�14[8:13[32 "0]09#[ C18H30NOClPFePd "536[0#] calcd[
C 42[67\ H 5[28\ N 1[05^ found C 42[99\ H 5[96\ N 1[93[

2[00[ Complex of 2 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 19

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0489 s\ 0469 vs
"C1N\ C1C#\ 242 vw "PdÐCl#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\
CDCl2#] d�7[18 "d\ 0H\ 3JHP�4[8\ HC1N#\ 6[20 "cd\
0H#\ 5[81Ð5[77 "ct\ 0H#\ 5[62Ð5[69 "cd\ 0H#\ 5[29Ð5[15
"ct\ 0H#\ 3[55 "ct\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[43 "ct\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[24
"s\ 4H\ C4H4#\ 0[85Ð0[77 "m\ 5H\ PCH1CH2#\ 0[23Ð0[17
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"m\ 8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 20P NMR "25MHz\ CH1Cl1#]
d�20[86:10[22 "0]09#[ C12H18NOClPFePd "453[1#] calcd[
C 38[91\ H 4[08\ N 1[38^ found C 37[84\ H 4[36\ N 1[37[

2[01[ Complex of 2 with ð"Ph2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 10

Dark red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0501 w\ 0477 s
0458 vs "C1N\ C1C#\ 241 vw "PdÐCl#[ 0H NMR
"399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[30 "d\ 0H\ 3JHP�5[3\ CH1N#\
6[67Ð6[27 "m\ 04H\ C5H4#\ 6[17 "cd\ 0H#\ 5[72Ð5[67 "ct\
0H#\ 5[49Ð5[37 "cd\ 0H#\ 5[14Ð5[10 "ct\ 0H#\ 3[52 "ct\
1H\ C4H3#\ 3[42 "ct\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[24 "s\ 4H\ C4H4#[ 20P
NMR "25MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�14[9[ C24H18NOClPFePd
"697[4#] calcd[ C 48[23\ H 3[02\ N 0[87^ found C 47[86\ H
3[94\ N 1[97[

2[02[ Complex of 2 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1 11

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0480 s\ 0458 vs
"C1N\ C1C#\ 239 vw "PtÐCl#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\
CDCl2#] d�7[41 "d\ 0H\ 3JHP�4[8\ HC1N#\ 6[35 "d\
0H\ 2J�7[2#\ 5[80 "t\ 0H\ 2J�6[6#\ 5[68 "d\ 0H\ 2J�7[4#\
5[21 "t\ 0H\ 2J�6[1#\ 3[60 "ct\ 1H\ 2J�1[0\ C4H3#\ 3[59
"ct\ 1H\ 2J�0[6\ C4H3#\ 3[26 "s\ 4H\ C4H4#\ 0[88Ð0[78
"m\ 5H\ PCH1CH2#\ 0[22Ð0[10 "m\ 8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 20P
NMR "098MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�4[12 "0JPtP�2517[4#:2[60
"87]1#[ C12H18NOClPFePt "541[7#] calcd[ C 31[20\ H 3[37\
N 1[04^ found C 31[37\ H 3[27\ N 1[94[

2[03[ Complex of 2 with ð"Cp�#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 12

Orange powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0487 s\ 0471 vs
"C1N\ C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[69 "s\
0H\ HC1N#\ 6[24 "d\ 0H\ 2J�7[1#\ 6[90Ð5[82 "m\ 1H#\
5[32 "ct\ 0H#\ 5[13 "s\ 0H\ C4H3#\ 3[52Ð3[46 "m\ 2H\
C4H3#\ 3[29 "s\ 4H\ C4H4#\ 0[31 "s\ 04H\ C4"CH2#4#[ 02C
NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#] d�057[60 "C1N#\ 047[09:
031[82:018[18:008[68:004[15:003[12 "C!arom[#\ 73[84
"C4"CH2#4#\ 68[73:63[21:61[50:61[06:60[93 "C4H3#\ 69[11
"C4H4#\ 7[77 "CH2#[ C16H18NOClFeIr "556[0#] calcd[ C
37[46\ H 3[27\ N 1[09^ found C 37[39\ H 3[34\ N 0[88[

2[04[ Complex of 2 with ð"p!cymene#"Cl#Ru"m!Cl#Ł1 13

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0488 s\ 0468 vs
"C1N\ C1C#\ 235 vw "RuÐCl#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\
CDCl2#] d�7[70 "s\ 0H\ HC1N#\ 6[25"d\ 0H\ 2J�7[0#\
5[88 "d\ 0H\ 2J�6[3#\ 5[83 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[1\ 2J�7[1#\
5[31 "dd\ 0H\ 2J�6[6\ 2J�5[7#\ 5[00 "s\ 0H\ C4H3#\ 4[24
"d\ 0H\ 2J�4[9\ h5!C5H3#\ 4[18 "d\ 0H\ 2J�4[9\ h5!C5H3#\
3[86 "d\ 0H\ 2J�5[0\ h5!C5H3#\ 3[78 "d\ 0H\ 2J�5[9\ h5!
C5H3#\ 3[63 "s\ 0H\ C4H3#\ 3[52 "s\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[18 "s\ 4H\
C4H4#\ 1[46 "m\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1#\ 1[16 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 0[94
"dd\ 5H\ CH"CH2#1#[ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�057[44 "C1N#\ 047[47:028[38:018[26:019[96:003[56:
003[22 "C!arom[#\ 73[27:71[81:71[01:70[15 "C!h5!arom[#\

79[77:62[75:61[55:60[70:69[38 "C4H3#\ 69[16 "C4H4#\
29[82:18[63:10[85:07[70 "C!alkyl#[ C16H17NOClFeRu
"463[8#] calcd[ C 45[30\ H 3[80\ N 1[33^ found C 44[61\ H
4[06\ N 1[29[

2[05[ General procedure for the synthesis of the complexes
14Ð26 with the Schiff bases 3Ð6

9[0mmol of 3Ð6 was dissolved in 4ml of methanol
and added dropwise to a suspension of 9[94mmol of the
chloro!bridged complexes ð"R2P#"Cl#M"m!Cl#Ł1 "M�Pd\
R�Et\ Bu\ Ph\ Tol\ M�Pt\ R�Bu# or ð"h4!C4Me4#
"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 in 2Ð4ml of methanol[ The clear solution
was stirred for 0Ð4 h[ Then the solvent was removed in
vacuo[ The crude product was stirred in dichloromethane
for at least 0 h[ After removal of suspended NaCl by
centrifugation\ either hexane was added to the solution to
precipitate the complexes\ or the products were extracted
with diethylether\ or the complexes were puri_ed by chro!
matography[ After removal of the solvent in vacuo at
room temperature the crude products were obtained[

2[06[ Complex of 3 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 14

Dark red powder[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�6[52 "d\ 3JHP�02[6Hz\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 5[88Ð5[15 "m\
5H\ Hol#\ 3[31 "m\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[20 ðd"d#\ 2J�0[4Hz\ 2J
�1[9Hz\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[00 "s\ 4H\ Cp#\ 2[48 ðd"d#\ 2J
�7[7Hz\ 3J�1[3Hz\ 0H\ a!CHŁ\ 2[15 ðm\ 0H\
CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[40 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 1[91 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 0[89Ð
0[70 ðm\ 5H\ P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[16 ðd"t#\ 3J�06[3Hz\ 2J
�6[5Hz\ 8H\ P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[13:0[05 ðeach d\ 2J
�5[3Hz\ 2J�5[7Hz\ each 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł[ 02C NMR
"099MHz\ CDCl2#] d�068[08 "CO1#\ 069[09 "C1N#\
035[76\ 026[08\ 020[00\ 029[34\ 018[38\ 018[23\ 015[86
"Col#\ 75[68 "a!C#\ 71[87 "ipso!C4H3#\ 58[21 "C4H4#\
56[99:55[84 "C4H3#\ 22[74 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 08[74:08[51
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 03[29 ðd\ 0JCP�21[9Hz\ P"CH1CH2#2Ł\
04[10:01[73 "CH2#\ 6[52 ðd\ 1JCP�2[9Hz\ P"CH1CH2#2Ł[
20P NMR "25[16MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�23[79 s "099)#[
UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�302 "3[44#\ "MeOH\
nm\ lg o#] lmax�300 "3[58#[ C21H34ClFeNO1PPd "693[3#]
calcd[ C 43[45\ H 5[33\ N 0[88^ found C 44[04\ H 5[48\ N
0[72[

2[07[ Complex of 3 with ð"n!Bu2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 15

Dark red powder\ m[p[ 89>C[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0548
vs "COO#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�6[43 "d\
3JHP�02[8Hz\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 5[72Ð5[07 "m\ 5H\ Hol#\ 3[23
"d\ 2J�0[6Hz\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[12 ðd"d#\ 2J�0[6Hz\ 2J�
1[9Hz\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[93 "s\ 4H\ Cp#\ 2[38 ðd"d#\ 2J
�8[9Hz\ 3J�1[3Hz\ 0H\ a!CHŁ\ 2[07 ðm\ 0H\
CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[33:0[83 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[66Ð
0[57:0[50Ð0[41:0[50Ð0[12 ðeach m\ each 5H\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[05:0[95 ðeach d\ 2J�5[5Hz\ 2J�
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5[7Hz\ each 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 9[77 ðt\ 2J�6[2Hz\ 8H\
P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł[ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�068[02 "CO1#\ 069[20 "C1N#\ 035[77\ 039[75\ 026[01\
020[20\ 029[49\ 018[36\ 018[26\ 016[95 "Col#\ 76[92 "a!
C#\ 72[94 "ipso!C4H3#\ 58[23 "C4H4#\ 56[02:55[85 "C4H3#\
22[72 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 14[77 ðP"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 13[02
ðd\ 2JCP�02[6Hz\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 10[24 ðd\ 0J
CP�20[2Hz\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 08[78:08[50
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 02[69 ðP"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 04[01:01[76
"CH2#[ 20P NMR "56MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�16[15 s "099)#[
UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�300 "3[41#\ "MeOH\
nm\ lg o#] lmax�320 "3[55#[ C27H46ClFeNO1PPd "677[4#]
calcd[ C 46[77\ H 6[18\ N 0[67^ found C 47[24\ H 6[22\ N
0[79[

2[08[ Complex of 3 with ð"n!Bu2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1 16

Dark red powder\ m[p[ 66>C[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0563
vs "COO#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�6[76 "d\
3JHP�02[1Hz\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 5[80Ð5[07 "m\ 5H\ Hol#\ 3[24
"d\ 2J�1[9Hz\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[13 ðct\ 2J�1[9Hz\ 1H\
C4H3#\ 3[94 "s\ 4H\ Cp#\ 2[57 ðd"d#\ 2J�8[0Hz\ 3J�
1[6Hz\ 0H\ a!CHŁ\ 2[09 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[49:0[84
"each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[67Ð0[55:0[48Ð0[49:0[34Ð0[25
ðeach m\ each 5H\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[05:0[95 ðeach
d\ 2J�5[2Hz\ 2J�5[7Hz\ each 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 9[77 ðt\
2J�6[0Hz\ 8H\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł[ 02C NMR
"099MHz\ CDCl2#] d�068[68 "CO1#\ 069[03 "C1N#\
036[47\ 030[07\ 026[45\ 020[11\ 029[40\ 018[61\ 018[36\
016[06 "Col#\ 74[48 "a!C#\ 72[90 "ipso!C4H3#\ 58[24 "C4H4#\
56[04:56[99 "C4H3#\ 22[45 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 14[51 ðP"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 12[86 ðd\ 2JCP�02[7Hz\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 19[16 ðd\ 0JCP�27[1Hz\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 08[71:08[32 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 02[62 ðP"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 04[93:01[82 "CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\
CH1Cl1#] d�−2[81 s "0JPtP�2477Hz\ 099)#[ UV:Vis
"CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�314 "3[47#\ "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#]
lmax�311 "3[72#[ C27H46ClFeNO1PPt=9[4H1O "775[1#]
calcd[ C 40[49\ H 5[59\ N 0[47^ found C 40[36\ H 5[57\ N
0[44[

2[19[ Complex of 3 with ð"h4!C4Me4#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 17

Dark red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0544 vs "COO\
C1N#\ 0599 sh "C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�6[43 "s\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 6[19Ð5[07 "m\ 5H\ Hol#\ 3[23 "d\
2J�0[6Hz\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[12 ðct\ 2J�0[6Hz\ 1H\ C4H3#\
3[01 "s\ 4H\ Cp#\ 2[45 ðd\ 2J�8[8Hz\ 0H\ a!CHŁ\ 2[98 ðm\
0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[05:1[92 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[48
ðs\ 04 H\ C4"CH2#4#Ł\ 0[14:9[88 ðeach d\ 2J�5[7Hz\ each
2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł[ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�067[42 "CO1#\ 060[39 "C1N#\ 74[64 "a!C#\ 74[25
ðC4"CH2#4Ł\ 72[91 "ipso!C4H3#\ 58[29 "C4H4#\ 56[96:55[81
"C4H3#\ 20[32 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 19[32:08[50 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\
03[45:01[80 "CH2#\ 8[26 ðC4"CH2#4Ł[ UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\
lg o#] lmax�305 "3[54#\ "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�307

"3[51#[ C25H34ClFeIrNO1 "796[2#] calcd[ C 42[45\ H 4[51\
N 0[63^ found C 42[17\ H 4[68\ N 0[64[

2[10[ Complex of 4 with ð"n!Bu2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 18

Orange powder\ m[p[ 63>C[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0545
vs "COO#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�6[53 "d\
3JHP�03[6Hz\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 6[33 "d\ 2J�6[7Hz\ 1H\
Har#\ 6[22 ðd"d#\ 2J�6[7Hz\ 2J�6[2Hz\ 1H\ HarŁ\ 6[12
ðd"d#\ 2J�6[2Hz\ 0H\ HarŁ\ 5[86Ð5[24 "m\ 5H\ Hol#\ 2[47
ðd"d#\ 2J�8[9Hz\ 3JHP�1[3Hz\ 0H\ a!CHŁ\ 2[20 ðm\ 0H\
CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[43:1[95 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[76Ð
0[64:0[61Ð0[48:0[43Ð0[32 ðeach m\ each 5H\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[14:0[03 ðeach d\ 2J�5[5Hz\ 2J
�5[7Hz\ each 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 9[85 ðt\ 2J�6[1Hz\ 8H\
P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł[ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�067[81 "CO1#\ 069[01 "C1N#\ 75[74 "a!C#\ 22[60
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 14[66 ðP"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 12[85 ðd\
2JCP�02[6Hz\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 10[04 ðd\
0JCP�29[5Hz\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 08[65:08[49
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 02[59 ðP"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 12[84:04[93
"CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�16[85 s "72)#\
14[73 s "06)#[ C23H42ClNO1PPd "579[5#] calcd[ C 59[99\
H 6[74\ N 1[95^ found C 48[88\ H 6[66\ N 1[95[

2[11[ Complex of 4 with ð"h4!C4Me4#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 29

Orange powder\ m[p[ 066Ð068>C[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½
�0542 vs "COO\ C1N#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�7[94 "s\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 6[34 "d\ 2J�6[7Hz\ 1H\ Har#\
6[23 ðd"d#\ 2J�6[7Hz\ 2J�6[2Hz\ 1H\ HarŁ\ 6[13 ðd"d#\
2J�6[2Hz\ 0H\ HarŁ\ 6[93Ð5[24 "m\ 5H\ Hol#\ 2[48 ðd\ 2J
�8[7Hz\ 0H\ a!CHŁ\ 2[97 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[07:1[96
"each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[48 ðs\ 04 H\ C4"CH2#4#Ł\
0[13:9[88 ðeach d\ 2J�5[7Hz\ each 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł[ 02C
NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#] d�067[58 "CO1#\ 060[33
"C1N#\ 74[33 ðC4"CH2#4Ł\ 73[46 "a!C#\ 20[38 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\
19[30:08[53 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 03[55:02[94 "CH2#\ 8[30
ðC4"CH2#4Ł[

2[12[ Complex of 5 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 20

Red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0548 vs "COO\
C1N#\ 0596 "C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�6[45 "d\ 3JHP�03[9Hz\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 6[22Ð5[13 "m\
09H\ Har\ Hol#\ 2[40 ðd"d#\ 2J�00[1Hz\ 3J�1[6Hz\ 0H\
a!CHŁ\ 2[08 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[81 ðs\ 5H\ N"CH2#1Ł\
1[35:0[88 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[75Ð0[62 ðm\ 5H\
P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[12 ðd"t#\ 3J�06[7Hz\ 2J�6[5Hz\ 8H\
P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[03:0[00 ðeach d\ 2J�5[6Hz\ 2J�5[7Hz\
each 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł[ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�068[20 "CO1#\ 069[39 "C1N#\ 049[27 "CarÐN#\ 036[90\
030[43\ 026[20\ 029[55\ 018[79\ 017[51\ 016[88\ 015[71
"Col#\ 016[74\ 014[36\ 001[20 "Car#\ 75[68 "a!C#\ 71[87
"ipso!C4H3#\ 39[29 ðN"CH2#1Ł\ 22[80 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\
08[77:08[54 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 03[21 ðd\ 0JCP�21[0Hz\
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P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 04[08:01[85 "CH2#\ 6[57 ðP"CH1CH2#2Ł[
20P NMR "098MHz\ CDCl2#] d�23[62 s "74)#\ 21[70 s
"04)#[ UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�347 "3[67#\
"MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�349 "3[48#[
C29H34ClN1O1PPd=0[4H1O "554[4#] calcd[ C 43[03\ H
6[16\ N 3[10^ found C 43[39\ H 6[22\ N 3[15[

2[13[ Complex of 5 with ð"n!Bu2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 21

Dark red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0548 vs "COO\
C1N#\ 0597 vs "C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�6[44 "d\ 3JHP�03[9Hz\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 6[29Ð5[19 "m\
09H\ Har\ Hol#\ 2[44 ðd"d#\ 2J�00[9Hz\ 3J�1[4Hz\ 0H\
a!CHŁ\ 2[11 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[81 ðs\ 5H\ N"CH2#1Ł\
1[35:0[88 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[62Ð0[52:0[50Ð
0[49:0[35Ð0[27 ðeach m\ each 5H\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\
0[06:0[96 ðeach d\ 2J�5[5Hz\ 2J�5[5Hz\ each 2H\
CH"CH2#1Ł\ 9[78 ðt\ 2J�6[2Hz\ 8H\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł[ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�068[26 "CO1#\ 069[29 "C1N#\ 049[21 "CarÐN#\ 036[98\
030[43\ 026[17\ 029[69\ 018[78\ 017[61\ 017[95\ 015[84
"Col#\ 016[80\ 014[44\ 001[25 "Car#\ 39[15 ðN"CH2#1Ł\ 22[70
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 14[73 ðP"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 13[93 ðd\
2JCP�01[3Hz\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 10[17 ðd\
0JCP�29[6Hz\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 08[71:08[43
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 02[52 ðP"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 04[91:01[78
"CH2#[ 20P NMR "25[2MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�16[12 s "77)#\
14[00 s "01)#[ UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�347
"3[53#\ "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�343 "3[42#[
C25H47ClN1O1PPd=9[4H1O "621[7#] calcd[ C 48[90\ H
7[14\ N 2[71^ found C 48[98\ H 7[97\ N 2[65[

2[14[ Complex of 5 with ð"Ph2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 22

Dark red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0550 vs "COO\
C1N#\ 0596 vs "C1C#[ 0H NMR "89MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�6[7Ð5[9 "m\ 15H\ N1CH\ Har\ Hol#\ 2[1 ðm\ 0H\ a!
CHŁ\ 2[9 ðs\ 5H\ N"CH2#1Ł\ 1[4 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[9:0[8
"each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[0 ðd\ br\ 5H\ CH"CH2#1Ł[ 02C
NMR "56MHz\ CDCl2#] d�067[69 "CO1#\ 069[52
"C1N#\ 027[34\ 023[29\ 020[10\ 017[24\ 016[83\ 014[21
"C5H4#\ 036[29\ 030[48\ 026[33\ 029[54\ 018[61\ 017[00\
016[53\ 015[65 "Col#\ 016[98\ 014[16\ 001[06 "C5H3#\ 75[48
"a!C#\ 39[06 ðN"CH2#1Ł\ 22[72 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 08[68:08[42
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 04[43:01[89 "CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\
CH1Cl1#] d�16[16 s "5)#\ 13[65 s "83)#[
C31H35ClN1O1PPd=H1O "681[6#] calcd[ C 52[53\ H 4[87\
N 2[42^ found C 52[38\ H 5[94\ N 2[44[

2[15[ Complex of 5 with ð"n!Bu2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1 23

Dark red powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0564 vs "COO\
C1N#\ 0597 vs "C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�6[71 "d\ 3JHP�01[8Hz\ 0H\ N1CH#\ 6[15Ð5[06 "m\
09H\ Har\ Hol#\ 2[52 ðd"d#\ 2J�8[0Hz\ 3J�1[7Hz\ 0H\ a!
CHŁ\ 2[94 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[74 ðs\ 5H\ N"CH2#1Ł\

1[34:0[80 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[64Ð0[48:0[43Ð
0[31:0[31Ð0[20 ðeach m\ each 5H\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\
0[01:0[90 ðeach d\ 2J�5[7Hz\ 2J�5[7Hz\ each 2H\
CH"CH2#1Ł\ 9[72 ðt\ 2J�6[1Hz\ 8H\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł[ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�068[52 "CO1#\ 058[81 "C1N#\ 049[94 "CarÐN#\ 036[49\
030[47\ 026[34\ 029[54\ 018[63\ 017[39\ 016[74\ 015[68
"Col#\ 016[68\ 014[10\ 001[09 "Car#\ 74[17 "a!C#\ 39[97
ðN"CH2#1Ł\ 22[30 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 14[35 ðP"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 12[68 ðd\ 2JCP�02[7Hz\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 19[00 ðd\ 0JCP�26[3Hz\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 08[53:08[16 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 02[47 ðP"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 03[71:01[74 "CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\
CH1Cl1#] d�−3[24 "0JPtP�2489Hz\ 83)#\ −5[95 s
"5)#[ UV:Vis "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�369 "4[92#\
"MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�351 "3[58#[ C25H47ClN1O1PPt
"701[3#] calcd[ C 42[11\ H 6[19\ N 2[34^ found C 41[87\ H
6[29\ N 2[25[

2[16[ Complex of 6 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 24

Yellow orange powder\ m[p[ 75Ð77>C[ IR "KBr\
cm−0#] n½�0546 vs "COO\ C1N#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\
CDCl2#] d�7[45:7[94 ðeach d"d#\ 2J�00[2Hz\
3JHP�5Hz\ 2J�09[1Hz\ 3JHP�03[2Hz\ 0H\ N1CH\
"0]0#Ł\ 6[32Ð5[98 "m\ 5H\ Hol#\ 2[61 ðd"d#\ 2J�5[2Hz\ 3J
�2[1Hz\ 0H\ a!CHŁ\ 1[59 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\
1[10:1[90:0[61 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[80Ð0[34 ðm\ 5H\
P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[34 ðd"t#\ 3J�06[4Hz\ 2J�6[4Hz\ 8H\
P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[11:0[04 ðeach d\ 2J�5[6Hz\ 2J�5[6Hz\
each 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 0[92 ðs\ 5H\ C"CH2#1Ł[ 02C NMR
"099MHz\ CDCl2#] d�068[81 "CO1#\ 053[98 "C1N#\
040[41\ 039[11\ 026[95\ 025[73\ 024[98\ 020[98\ 018[50\
018[15\ 017[80\ 014[33 "Col#\ 72[70 "a!C#\ 28[31
ðCH1C"CH2#1Ł\ 23[94 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 22[43 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\
21[83 ðCH1C"CH2#�Ł\ 17[66 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 08[30:08[00
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 07[88 ð"CH1#1Ł\ 03[95 ðd\ 0JCP�20[2Hz\
P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 10[44:02[96:01[65 "CH2#\ 6[42 ðd\ 1JCP�
2[0Hz\ P"CH1CH2#2Ł[ 20P NMR "098MHz\ CH1Cl1#]
d�22[14 s "43)#\ 21[48 s "35)#[ UV:Vis "MeOH\ nm\
lg o#] lmax�305 "3[26#\ "toluene\ nm#] lmax�391[
C20H40ClNO1PPd "531[5#] calcd[ C 46[83\ H 7[99\ N 1[07^
found C 46[21\ H 6[86\ N 1[99[

2[17[ Complex of 6 with ð"n!Bu2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1 25

Orange powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0569 vs "COO\
C1N#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[28 ðd"d#\ 2J
�09[4Hz\ 3JHP�02[9Hz\ 0H\ N1CHŁ\ 6[38 "d\ 2J
�09[4Hz\ 0H\ CHÐCH1N#\ 6[02Ð5[00 "m\ 4H\ Hol#\
2[73 ðd"d#\ 2J�5[4Hz\ 3J�2[3Hz\ 0H\ a!CHŁ\ 1[52 ðm\
0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[97:1[99:0[61 "each s\ each 2H\ CH2#\
0[74Ð0[64:0[54Ð0[45:0[41Ð0[33 ðeach m\ each 5H\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 0[19:0[07 ðeach d\ 2J�6[9Hz\ 2J
�6[1Hz\ each 2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 0[92 ðs\ 5H\ C"CH2#1Ł\
9[84 ðm\ 8H\ P"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł[ 02C NMR
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"099MHz\ CDCl2#] d�079[75 "CO1#\ 052[78 "C1N#\
041[09\ 039[47\ 026[48\ 026[08\ 024[21\ 020[33\ 029[12\
018[71\ 018[07\ 014[84 "Col#\ 71[68 "a!C#\ 28[40
ðCH1C"CH2#1Ł\ 23[02 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 22[39 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\
22[94 ðCH1C"CH2#�Ł\ 17[75 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 14[36 ðP"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 12[81 ðd\ 2JCP�02[9Hz\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 19[02 ðd\ 0JCP�26[3Hz\ P"CH1

CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 08[29:08[97 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 08[97 ð"CH1#1Ł\
03[95 ðd\ 0JCP�20[2Hz\ P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 10[44:02[96:01[65
"CH2#\ 02[52 ðP"CH1CH1CH1CH2#2Ł\ 10[53:02[21:01[78
"CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�−1[51 s "7)#\
−3[82 s "0JPPt�2410Hz\ 81)#[ UV:Vis "MeOH\ nm\
lg o#] lmax�277 "3[02#[ C26H50ClNO1PPt "702[3#] calcd[ C
43[52\ H 6[45\ N 0[61^ found C 43[36\ H 6[58\ N 0[51[

2[18[ Complex of 6 with ð"h4!C4Me4#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 26

Yellow orange powder[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] n½�0550 vs
"COO\ C1N#\ 0598 sh "C1C#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\
CDCl2#] d�7[29 ðd 2J�09[1Hz\ 0H\ N1CHŁ\ 5[87Ð5[97
"m\ 5H\ Hol#\ 4[13 ðCH1Cl1Ł\ 2[49 ðd\ 2J�8[4Hz\ 0H\ a!
CHŁ\ 1[96 ðm\ 0H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[97:0[85:0[55 "each s\
each 2H\ CH2#\ 0[50 ðs\ 04H\ C4"CH2#4Ł\ 0[58Ð0[24 "m\
5H\ CH1#\ 0[08:9[81 ðeach d\ 2J�5[6Hz\ 2J�5[6Hz\ each
2H\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 9[86 ðs\ 5H\ C"CH2#1Ł[ 02C NMR
"099MHz\ CDCl2#] d�067[49 "CO1#\ 052[24 "C1N#\
040[19\ 030[96\ 026[45\ 025[85\ 023[18\ 020[57\ 029[32\
018[46\ 018[49\ 016[83 "Col#\ 74[03 ðC4"CH2#4Ł\ 71[75 "a!
C#\ 28[44 ðCH1C"CH2#1Ł\ 23[06 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 22[96
ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 20[20 ðCH1C"CH2#�Ł\ 17[76 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\
19[21 ðCH1"CH1#1Ł\ 08[36:08[97 ðCH"CH2#1Ł\ 08[97
ð"CH1#1Ł\ 10[53:03[91:01[80 "CH2#\ 8[18 ðC4"CH2#4Ł[
UV:Vis "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�315 "3[13#\ "toluene\ nm\
lg o#] lmax�303 "3[35#[ C24H40ClIrNO1=9[4CH1Cl1 "676[8#]
calcd[ C 43[00\ H 5[54\ N 0[67^ found C 43[93\ H 5[67\ N
0[70[

2[29[ General procedure for the synthesis of the complexes
27Ð34 with the Schiff bases 7Ð09

9[0mmol of Schi} base 7Ð09 was stirred in 09ml of
methanol\ and 9[0mmol of NaOMe in methanol was
added[ To the resulting solution 9[94mmol of
ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1\ ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1\ ð"h4!C4Me4#
"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 or ð"h5!p!cymene#"Cl#Ru"m!Cl#Ł1 were
added in one portion[ After stirring the mixture for 1 h
at room temperature the solvent was evaporated in vacuo\
and 09ml of dichloromethane were added[ Further stir!
ring for 1 h and then centrifugation yields a deep coloured
solution of the product\ which was puri_ed by pre!
cipitation from dichloromethane with n!pentane and
additional washing with n!pentane for the complexes 31Ð
34 and chromatography on cellulose::CH1Cl1:n!pentane
for complexes 27Ð30[

2[20[ Complex of 7 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 27

Red powder[ IR"KBr#] n½�0481 vs "C1N#\ 0469s\ 0449
vs[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[44 "dd\ 0H\
3J�8[8Hz\ 2J�04[3Hz\ HC1N#\ 7[23 "dd\ 0H\
2J�8[7Hz\ 2J�03[3Hz\ Hol#\ 6[40 "d\ 1H\ 2J�8[9Hz\
Me1NC5H3#\ 6[06 "d\ 0H\ 2J�7[4Hz\ Har#\ 6[94 "d\ 0H\
2J�04[4Hz\ Hol#\ 5[83 "t\ 0H\ 2J�6[0\ Har#[ 5[56Ð5[53
"m\ 2H\ Har\ Me1NC5H3#\ 5[35 "t\ 0H\ 2J�5[7Hz\ Har#\
2[92 "s\ 5H\ N"CH2#1#\ 0[85Ð0[76 "m\ 5H\ PCH1CH2#\
0[22Ð0[14 "m\ 8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 02C NMR "099MHz\
CDCl2#] d�050[8 "HC1N#\ 040[65:037[50:
029[20 : 017[83 : 013[06 : 010[87 : 007[14 : 005[37 : 004[09:
000[78 "Col\ Car#\ 39[96 ðN"CH2#1Ł\ 03[07 "d\ 0JCP�
20[3Hz\ PCH1#\ 6[74 "PCH1CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\
CDCl2#] d�20[71 s "54)#\ 20[05 s "24)#[ UV:Vis]
"CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�342 "3[46# br[ C12H21ClN1OPPd
"413[0#] calcd[ C 43[13\ H 5[22\ N 4[49^ found C 42[01\ H
4[83\ N 4[46[

2[21[ Complex of 7 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1 28

Red powder[ IR"KBr#] n½�0478 vs "C1N#\ 0464s\ 0449
vs[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[66Ð7[53 "m\ 1H\
CH1N\ Hol#\ 6[43 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[7Hz\ Me1NC5H3#\ 6[13
"d\ 0H\ 2J�7[9Hz\ Har#\ 6[02 "d\ 0H\ 2J�03[3Hz\ Hol#\
5[83 "t\ 0H\ 2J�6[0Hz\ Har#[ 5[63Ð5[56 "m\ 2H\ Har\
Me1NC5H3#\ 5[38 "t\ 0H\ 2J�5[8Hz\ Hol#\ 2[95 ðs\ 5H\
N"CH2#1Ł\ 0[87Ð0[77 "m\ 5H\ PCH1CH2#\ 0[20Ð0[08 "m\
8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\ CDCl2#] d�2[08 s
"64)#\ 0[29 s "14)#[ UV:Vis] "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#]
lmax�317 "3[53#\ 383 "3[49#[ C12H21ClN1OPPt "502[1#]
calcd[ C 33[88\ H 4[14\ N 3[45^ found C 33[56\ H 4[05\ N
3[38[

2[22[ Complex of 7 with ð"h4!C4Me4#"Cl#Ir"m!Cl#Ł1 39

Red powder[ IR"KBr#] n½�0480 vs "C1N#\ 0469 s\
0438 s[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2# d�7[21 "d\ 2J
�8[4Hz\ HC1N#\ 6[33 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[8Hz\ Me1NC5H3#\
6[14Ð6[07 "m\ 1H\ Hol\ Har#\ 6[94 "d\ 0H\ 2J�04[4Hz\
Hol#\ 5[86 "t\ 0H\ 2J�6[4Hz\ Har#\ 5[89 "d\ 0H\ 2J
�7[2Hz\ Har#\ 5[69 "d\ 1H\ 2J�8[9Hz\ Me1NC5H3#\ 5[39
"t\ 0H\ 2J�7[1Hz\ Har#\ 2[94 ðs\ 5H\ N"CH2#1Ł\ 0[55 ðs\
04H\ C4"CH2#4Ł[ 02C NMR "56[7MHz\ CDCl2#] d�
057[36 "HC1N#\ 047[42:040[55:035[87:018[87:018[36:
013[02:012[25:008[13:004[04:003[17:000[74 "Col\ Car#\
73[64 "C4Me4#\ 39[01 ðN"CH2#1Ł\ 7[80 ðC4"CH2#4Ł[ UV:Vis]
"CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�338 "3[35#\ 385 "3[32#[
C16H21ClIrN1OÐH1O "535[1#] calcd[ C 49[07\ H 4[29\ N
3[22^ found C 38[56\ H 4[43\ N 3[12[

2[23[ Complex of 7 with ð"h5!C09H09#"Cl#Ru"m!Cl#Ł1

30

Red powder[ IR"KBr#] n½�0480 vs "C1N#\ 0460 s\
0449 s[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[24 "d\ 2J�
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8[7Hz\ HC1N#\ 6[34 "d\ 1H\ 2J�7[8Hz\ Me1NC5H3#\
6[26 "dd\ 0H 2J�04[5Hz\ 2J�8[3Hz\ Hol#\ 6[13 "d\ 0H\
2J�6[2Hz\ Har#\ 6[01 "d\ 0H\ 2J�04[3Hz\ Hol#\ 5[84 "t\
0H\ 2J�6[3Hz\ Har#\ 5[76 "d\ 0H\ 2J�8[9Hz\ Har#\ 5[63
"d\ 1H\ 2J�8[6Hz\ Me1NC5H3#\ 5[39 "t\ 0H\ 2J�6[3Hz\
Har#\ 4[45 "d\ 0H\ 2J�4[4Hz\ h5!C5H3#\ 4[49 "d\ 0H\ 2J
�5[2Hz\ h5!C5H3#\ 4[33 "d\ 0H\ 2J�4[7Hz\ h5!C5H3#\
4[11 "d\ 0H\ 2J�4[5Hz\ h5!C5H3#\ 2[97 ðs\ 5H\ N"CH2#1Ł\
1[62 ðsep\ 0H\ 2J�6[9Hz\ CH"CH2#1Ł\ 1[26 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\
0[02 ðdd\ 5H\ CH"CH2#1Ł[ UV:Vis] "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#]
lmax�320 "3[31#\ 385 "3[39#[ ! C16H20ClN1ORuÐ9[4H1O
"434[0#] calcd[ C 48[38\ H 4[81\ N 4[03^ found C 48[27\ H
5[05\ N 3[86[

2[24[ Complex of 8 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 31

Black powder\ soluble in all polar organic solvents\
in solution purple!black[ Two isomers "cis:trans# were
obtained which could not be separated but gave di}erent
NMR shifts[ IR"KBr#] n½�0503 "C1N#\ 0472\ 0459\ 860\
657\ 630[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[16:7[90
ðeach d\ 3JHP�02[3Hz\ 3JHP�5[4Hz\ 0H\ CH1N\ "3]5#Ł\
6[12 "m\ 0H\ Har#\ 5[85Ð5[15 "m\ 8H\ Hol\ Har#\ 3[31 "m\
1H\ C4H3#\ 3[20 "m\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[01 "s\ 4H\ C4H4#\
1[49:0[79 ðs\ 2H\ CH2!cis\ CH2!trans "3]5#Ł\ 1[93 "s\ 2H\
CH2#\ 0[81Ð0[74 "m\ 5H\ PCH1#\ 0[22Ð0[13 "m\ 8H\
PCH1CH2#[ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�053[25:052[09 "C1N cis:trans#\ 034[69\ 039[67\
028[91\ 025[50\ 029[71\ 018[59\ 018[28\ 018[05\ 016[00\
012[23\ 006[70\ 005[99\ 004[62\ 002[69 "Car\ Col#\ 72[05\
58[34\ 56[92\ 04[80\ 03[60\ 03[30\ 01[73\ 6[64\ 6[61[ 20P
NMR "098MHz\ CH1Cl1#] d�23[58 s "39)#\ 21[11 s
"59)#[ UV:Vis] "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�328 "3[91#\ 417
"2[67#\ "MeOH\ nm#] lmax�401\ 317^ C22H30ClFeN!
OPPd=9[4H1O "694[2#] calcd[ C 45[07\ H 5[99\ N 0[88^
found C 44[53\ H 4[62\ N 1[96[

2[25[ Complex of 8 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1 32

Black powder\ soluble in all polar organic solvents
purple black[ Two isomers "cis:trans# were obtained
which could not be separated but gave di}erent NMR
signals[ IR"KBr#] n½�0503\ 0475\ 0452 "C1N\ C1C#\
860\ 374 "PtÐN#\ 235 "PtÐCl#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\
CDCl2#] d�7[42:7[14 ðeach d\ 3JHP�02[3Hz\ 3JHP�
4[7Hz\ 0H\ CH1N"0]8#Ł\ 6[22Ð5[27 "m\ 09H\ Hol\ Har#\
3[33 "ct\ 2J�1Hz\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[22 "ct\ 2J�0[8Hz\ 1H\
C4H3#\ 3[02 "s\ 4H\ C4H4#\ 1[42:0[73 ðeach s\ 2H\ CH2\
"0]4#Ł\ 1[94 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 1[9Ð0[78 "m\ 5H\ PCH1#\ 0[21Ð
0[08 "m\ 8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 02C NMR "56MHz\ CDCl2#]
d�069[73 "C1N#\ 052[16 "C1N#\ 035[30:030[11:027[72:
026[13 : 029[51 : 029[42 : 018[47 : 018[32 : 016[96 : 012[59:
006[34:003[26 "Col\ Car#\ 72[02\ 58[40\ 56[97\ 03[69:01[89
"CH2#\ 02[68 ðd\ 0JCP�22Hz\ P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 6[37
ðP"CH1CH2#2Ł[ 20P NMR] d�3[09 s ð0JPtP�2599Hz\
"76)#Ł\ 2[96 s "02)#[ UV:Vis] "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#]

lmax�330 "3[57#\ 430 "3[46#\ "MeOH\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�328
"3[54#\ 418 "3[32#[ C22H30ClNOPPtÐH1O"791[6#] calcd C\
38[26^ H\ 4[16^ N\ 0[63^ found C\ 38[31^ H\ 4[28^ N\ 0[63[

2[26[ Complex of 09 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pd"m!Cl#Ł1 33

Black powder\ soluble in all polar organic solvents\
in solution purple!black[ Two isomers "cis:trans# were
obtained which could not be separated but gave di}erent
NMR shifts[ IR"KBr#] n½�0593 s "C1N#\ 0450 s\ 0419
vs "C1C#[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[17:7[91
ðeach d\ 3JHP�02[9Hz\3JHP�5[6Hz\ 0H\ CH1N\ "5]3#Ł\
6[25 "d\ 1H\ 2J�8[0Hz\ C5H3#\ 6[08 "d\ 0H\ 2J�6[4Hz\
H3#\ 6[99Ð5[78 "m\ 2H\ Har\ Holef#\ 5[79Ð5[53 "m\ 4H\ C5H3\
Har\ Hol#\ 5[38 "t\ 2J�6[7Hz\ Har#\ 5[28Ð5[20 "m\0H\ Hol#\
2[9 "s\ 5H\ N"CH2#1#\ 1[42:0[71 ðeach s\ 2H\ CH2!cis\ CH2!
trans\ "2]1#Ł\ 1[96 "s\ 2H\ CH2#\ 0[83Ð0[74 "m\ 5H\ PCH1#\
0[23Ð0[13 "m\ 8H\ PCH1CH2#[ 20P NMR "098MHz\
CH1Cl1#] d�24[28 s "39)#\ 21[81 s "59)#[ UV:Vis]
"CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#] lmax�383 "3[65#[ C20H31ClN1OPPdÐ
H1O"538[3#] calcd[ C 46[22\ H 5[71\ N 3[20^ found C
45[69\ H 5[89\ N 3[11[

2[27[ Complex of 09 with ð"Et2P#"Cl#Pt"m!Cl#Ł1 34

Black powder\ soluble in all polar organic solvents
purple black[ Two isomers "cis:trans# were obtained
which could not be separated but gave di}erent NMR
signals[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[41:7[13 ðeach
d\ 3JHP�02[3Hz\ 3JHP�4[8Hz\ 2H\ CH1N\ "0]8#Ł\ 6[26
"d\ 1H\ 2J�7[6Hz\ C5H3#\ 6[90Ð5[77 "m\ 3H\ Har\ Holef#\
5[67Ð5[43 "m\ 5H\ C5H3\ Har\ Holef#\ 5[39 "t\ 2J�5[8Hz\
H1#\ 5[23 "d\ 2J�00[7Hz\ H4#\ 2[9 "s\ 5H\ N"CH2#1#\
1[43:0[73 ðeach s\ 2H\ CH2!cis\ CH2!trans\ "0]8#Ł\ 1[96 "s\
2H\ CH2#\ 0[86Ð0[78 "m\ 5H\ PCH1#\ 0[17Ð0[19 "m\ 8H\
PCH1CH2#^ 02C NMR "099MHz\ CDCl2#] d�069[75
"C1N#\ 049[25\ 035[57\ 030[89\ 027[80\ 026[28\ 029[71\
029[96\ 018[27\ 017[67\ 016[87\ 015[83\ 014[48\ 006[27\
003[25\ 001[27 "Car\ Col#\ 39[15 ðN"CH2#1Ł\ 03[52:01[81
"CH2#\ 02[54 ðd\ 0JCP�26Hz\ P"CH1CH2#2Ł\ 6[31
ðP"CH1CH2#2Ł[ 20P NMR] d�3[03 s ð0JPtP�2596Hz\
89)Ł\ 2[98 s "09)#[ UV:Vis] "CH1Cl1\ nm\ lg o#]
lmax�317 "3[83#[ C20H31ClN1OPPtÐH1O"627[0#] calcd[ C
49[33\ H 5[99\ N 2[68^ found C 38[30\ H 4[73\ N 2[40[

2[28[ 8!Ferrocenyl!1\6!dimethylnonatetraen!0!ð"h5!ben!
zenechromiumtricarbonyl#!imineŁ 35

58[4mg "9[1mmol# of 8!ferrocenyl!1\6!dime!
thylnonatetraenal ð65Ł and 33[4mg of ðh5!aminobenzeneŁ!
chromiumtricarbonyl were stirred in 09ml of dichlo!
romethane with Na1SO3 for 2 d[ After centrifugation the
solvent was removed in vacuo[ The crude product was
washed with n!pentane:Et1O "4]0#[ 59mg "39)#[ Single
crystals were obtained by di}usion of n!pentane into a
dichloromethane solution[ IR"KBr#] n½�0850\ 0783\
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0762[ 0H NMR "399MHz\ CDCl2#] d�7[94 "s\ 0H\
CH1N#\ 5[87Ð5[56 "m\ 2H\ Hol#\ 5[42Ð5[38 "m\ 1H\ FcÐ
CH1CH#\ 5[29 "d\ 2J�01[1Hz\ HC1C"CH2#CH1N#\
4[38 "t\ 2J�5[4Hz\ 1H\ Hmetaar#\ 4[15 "d\ 2J�4[8Hz\ 1H\
Horthoar#\ 4[19 "t\ 2J�5[2Hz\ 0H\ Hparaar#\ 3[33 "m\ 1H\
C4H3#\ 3[21 "m\ 1H\ C4H3#\ 3[02 "s\ 4H\ C4H4#\ 1[94:1[92
"each s\ each 2H\ CH2#[
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Abstract

The crystallographic study of "ðCo"m!bpe#"bpe#1"H1O#1Ł"9[4bpe#"H1O#"ClO3#1#n\ 0\ revealed a complex three!dimensional structure
based on simultaneous coordinative and hydrogen!bond interactions[ The 0\1!bis"3!pyridyl#ethane molecules exhibit two di}erent
conformations "antiperiplanar and gauche# and di}erent functions "bridging and terminal ligand\ and non!coordinated#[ One bpe
molecule acts as a bridging ligand and a}ords linear chains\ which are further cross!linked by hydrogen!bond bridges involving the
two terminal bpe molecules[ It results in a 2D network\ with large channels occupied by hydrated\ uncoordinated bpe molecules[
Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Cobalt complexes^ 0\1!bis"3!pyridyl#ethane^ Nitrogen ligands^ Self!assembly

0[ Introduction

The crystal engineering of multi!dimensional arrays
and networks has achieved considerable progress in
recent years[ Numerous beautiful compounds illustrate
reliable predictions of the crystal structures ð0Ð2Ł[
However\ the intentional design of organic or inorganic
crystals with speci_c functions and properties still
remains a target di.cult to be reached[ At this stage\ new
examples of structurally characterized compounds are
requested\ whose retrospective analysis will further
illuminate the factors governing the interactions at the
supramolecular level[ Moreover\ the systematic inves!
tigation of these compounds will provide the necessary
information in an attempt to design novel supramolecular
architectures[ Along this line\ a key point is the search
for versatile building!blocks\ able to generate extended
structures[

Exo!bidentate ligands\ such as pyrazine and 3\3?!
bipyridine\ are classical building!blocks for the design of
coordination polymers[ A 0]0 ligand!to!metal molar ratio
usually leads to either linear or zig!zag chains ð3Ð5Ł[ By
altering the stoichiometry\ namely by increasing the

� Corresponding author[

ligand!to!metal molar ratio\ it was possible to design
elegant 1D and 2D solid!state architectures[ Diamantoid
or interpenetrating diamantoid networks ð6Ð8Ł\ square
grid sheets ð09Ð02Ł or interpenetrating square grid sheets
ð03Ł\ honeycomb ð7Ł and fully interlocked honeycomb
networks ð7\04Ł\ 1D waferlike polymers ð05Ł have been
recently synthesized by self!assembling di}erent metal
ions with pyrazine or 3\3?!bipyridine[ Several novel supra!
molecular architectures have been created by using ano!
ther rigid\ rod!like building!block\ namely trans!0\1!
bis"3!pyridyl#ethylene ð06\07Ł\ or conformationally ~ex!
ible bridging ligands\ e[g[ N\N?!p!phenylene!dimethylene!
bis"pyridine!3!one# ð08\19Ł[

In principle\ the synthetic strategies leading to one!\
two!\ or three!dimensional arrays are based on the ingeni!
ous use of directional hydrogen bonds\ pÐp stacking
interactions\ and metal!coordination\ which are very
e.cient organizing forces in the self!assembly process
ð10Ð14Ł[ The coordination algorithm of the metal ions
plays a crucial role here[

An interesting 3!pyridyl!containing building!block\
able to generate extended structures\ is the ~exible\ poten!
tially bridging ligand 0\1!bis"3!pyridyl#ethane "bpe#[ The
di}erent conformations of this ligand ð15Ł\ as well as its
capability to act as a hydrogen!bond acceptor\ anticipate
interesting structural features for the complexes which it
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generates[ Very recently\ Zaworotko et al[ reported on
an interesting case of supramolecular isomerism for
ðCo"bpe#0[4"NO2#1Ł complexes\ which is due to the con!
formational freedom of this ligand[ Three isomeric forms
have been structurally characterized] ðCo1"m!gauche!
bpe#1"m!anti!bpe#"NO2#3Łn\ ðCo1"m!anti!bpe#1"m!gauche!
bpe#"NO2#3Łn and ðCo1"m!anti!bpe#1"m!anti!bpe#"NO2#3Łn
ð16Ł[ We now report here on a quite novel arrangement
found in the perchlorate derivative\ "ðCo"II#"m!anti!
bpe# "anti!bpe#"gauche!bpe#"H1O#1Ł"ClO3#1=9[4"anti!bpe#=
H1O#n\ 0[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis

ðCo"II#"m!bpe#"bpe#1"H1O#1Ł"ClO3#1"9[4bpe#=H1O has
been prepared by mixing an aqueous solution of
cobalt"II# perchlorate "04ml\ 9[4mmol# with an ethanolic
solution "4ml# containing 1mmol of 0\1!bis"3!pyr!
idyl#ethane[ The slow evaporation of the resulting mix!
ture leads to an orange\ highly crystalline material "yield]
67)#[ IR data "KBr\ cm−0#] 1824m\ 2959m\ 2122m\
0505s\ 0451m\ 0429w\ 0311s\ 0114w\ 0981vs\ 0910m\
0906m\ 820w\ 772w\ 700m\ 720s\ 511s\ 449m[ Analysis
")#] Calc[] C\ 41[57^ H\ 4[91^ N\ 09[13[ Found] C\ 42[2^
H\ 4[0^ N\ 09[0[

Caution; Perchlorate salts are potentially explosive and
should only be handled in small quantities[

1[1[ Physical measurements

The IR spectra "KBr pellets# were measured on a BIO!
RAD FTS 024 spectrometer[ UVÐVIS spectra "di}use
re~ectance technique and solution# were recorded with a
UV3 Unicam spectrophotometer[

1[2[ Crystal structure determination

The di}raction intensities of an approximately
9[7×9[5×9[3mm crystal were collected on a STOE!
AED 1 di}ractometer with graphite!monochromatized
MoKa radiation\ l�9[60962A� [ The vÐ1u scan tech!
nique was used "1umax�34[01>#[ A total of 5974 re~ec!
tions were collected\ of which 4879 independent
re~ections "Rint�9[9976#[ The coordinates of the heavy
atoms were determined from direct methods and the pos!
itions of all non!hydrogen atoms were found by usual
Fourier methods[ All non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned
with anisotropic displacements parameters[ Hydrogen
atoms were _xed at the calculated positions and were not
re_ned[ The re_nement of the structure was done by full!
matrix least!squares "SHELXL!82 ð17Ł# and converged
to R0ðI×1s"I#Ł�9[9356\ wR1"all data#�9[0089 for 481

Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement

Empirical formula C31H37Cl1CoN6O00

fw 845[69
Temperature "K# 192
Crystal system monoclinic
Space group P10:c
a "A� # 03[475"1#
b "A� # 10[919"3#
c "A� # 05[271"1#
b "># 003[458"09#
V "A� 2# 3456[7"00#
Z 3
F"999# 0881
Density "calcd# "g=cm−2# 0[280
Abs[ coe}[ "m# "mm−0# 9[447
Final R indices "I×1s"I## R0�9[9356^ wR1�9[0015
R indices "all data# R0�9[9400^ wR1�9[0089
Goodness!of!_t 0[918

parameters\ S�0[918\ largest di}erence peak and hole
0[003 and −0[025 eA� −2[ The crystallographic data and
other pertinent information are summarized in Table 0[
Full supplementary and crystallographic data are
deposited with the Cambridge Centre[

2[ Results and discussion

Our synthetic approach is based on the self!assembly
of cobalt"II# ions with bpe molecules\ using a high ligand!
to!metal molar ratio\ namely 3]0[ The crystal structure of
0 illustrates\ once more\ that the stoichiometry of diver!
gent ligand]metal ions plays a leading role in determining
the overall architecture of the coordination polymer[

The supramolecular order on the nanometer scale in
the crystalline state of ðCo"II#"m!bpe#"bpe#1 "H1O#1Ł
"ClO3#1"9[4bpe#=H1O is created by the interplay of coor!
dinative and hydrogen bonding interactions[ Three bpe
molecules are directly bonded to the cobalt"II# atoms[
Only one of them forms a genuine bridge between the
metallic ions\ resulting in CoÐbpeÐCo chains[ The two
other bpe molecules act as terminal ligands[

The cobalt atoms are hexacoordinated by four nitrogen
atoms arising from the bpe ligands and two trans aqua
ligands\ and exhibit a pseudo!octahedral stereochemistry
"Figure 0#[ Selected bond distances and angles are col!
lected in Table 1[ As expected\ the CoÐN distances "rang!
ing between 1[041"2# and 1[061"2#A� # are comparable
with the ones found in the nitrato!derivative ð16Ł[ The
distance between the Co atoms which are bridged by the
bpe molecule is 02[370A� [

The bridging bpe and one of the terminal bpe molecules
exhibit the more stable antiperiplanar conformation[
Interestingly\ the other terminal bpe ligand is frozen into
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Fig[ 0[ View of a polymeric chain in ðCo"II#"m!bpe#"bpe#1"H1O#1Ł "ClO3#1"9[4bpe#=H1O[ The water molecules\ the perchlorate anions as well as the
uncoordinated bpe molecules have been omitted[
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Fig[ 1[ Hydrogen!bond cross!linkages of chains belonging to di}erent layers\ through the terminal anti!bpe ligands[
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Table 1
Selected bond distances "A� # and angles ">#

Bond distances
Co"0#ÐO"0# 1[092"1# Co"0#ÐO"1# 1[982"1#
Co"0#ÐN"0# 1[041"2# Co"0#ÐN"1# 1[042"1#
Co"0#ÐN"4# 1[061"2# Co"0#ÐN"5# 1[050"2#

Bond angles
O"1#ÐCo"0#ÐO"0# 064[68"8# O"1#ÐCo"0#ÐN"0# 77[71"8#
O"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"0# 76[99"8# O"1#ÐCo"0#ÐN"1# 82[93"8#
O"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"1# 80[03"09# N"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"1# 067[96"09#
O"1#ÐCo"0#ÐN"5# 78[77"8# O"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"5# 89[73"8#
N"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"5# 81[24"09# N"1#ÐCo"0#ÐN"5# 77[06"8#
O"1#ÐCo"0#ÐN"4# 78[54"8# O"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"4# 78[70"8#
N"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"4# 89[00"8# N"1#ÐCo"0#ÐN"4# 78[27"8#
N"5#ÐCo"0#ÐN"4# 066[37"8#

Fig[ 2[ Projection of the three!dimensional architecture onto the yz!plane\ looking down the microchannels[ For clarity\ the bpe molecules\ except
the non!coordinated one\ are represented by lines and the perchlorate anions have been omitted[
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the gauche conformation[ This particular conformation
is chiral and strongly in~uences the directional properties
of the inter!chain hydrogen bonds[ The middle of the
bridging bpe ligand is located on an inversion center[
Consequently\ the gauche!bpe ligands have alternate chi!
ralities along the polymeric chain[ Each gauche!bpe mol!
ecule of one chain is hydrogen bonded to the aqua ligand
from the cobalt atoms of a second chain
"N"5#===O"0#�1[634A� #\ this one {{embraces|| in the same
way a third chain\ and so on\ resulting in in_nite layers[
Due to this particular conformation of the bpe molecules\
the distance between the cobalt atoms belonging to
di}erent chains\ CoÐgauche!bpe===H1OÐCo "7[156A� #\ is
shorter with respect to the one between the cobalt atoms
within a chain "02[370A� #[ Two neighboring layers run in
opposite directions[ Each layer is then interconnected to
left and right adjacent layers\ through hydrogen bonds
established between the antiperiplanar!bpe terminal
ligand from one layer and one aqua ligand from another
layer and vice versa "N"4#===O"1#�1[648A� #[ The distance
between the layers\ CoÐanti!bpe===H1OÐCo\ is 03[811A�

"Figure 1#[ A three!dimensional network results\ with
large channels "Figure 2#[ One type of channels is occu!
pied by pairs of gauche!bpe terminal ligands with
opposite chiralities\ belonging to two neighboring chains\
as well as by perchlorate anions "Cl"1##[ The other type
of channels is occupied by solvated uncoordinated bpe
guests "N"6#\ 9[4 molecule per cobalt atom# with
N"6#===O"2#"w#�1[622A� \ and by perchlorate counterions
"Cl"0##[ The water molecule is further hydrogen bonded
to two aqua ligands belonging to cobalt atoms from two
embracing chains "O"0#===O"2#w�1[615A� \ O"1#===O"2#w
�1[799A� #[ The perchlorate anion "Cl"0## is hydrogen
bonded to the water molecule\ O"03#===O"2#w�1[751A� [

The di}use re~ectance spectrum of ðCo"II#"m!bpe#
"bpe#1"H1O#1Ł"ClO3#1"9[4bpe#=H1O exhibits the charac!
teristic band for a "pseudo#octahedral ðCoN3O1Ł chro!
mophore "½06\999 cm−0# which is assigned to the
transition 3T0g:

3T0g"P#[
The structure described in this paper as well as those

reported by other authors ð16Ł illustrate the ability of
the ~exible divergent ligand\ 0\1!bis"3!pyridyl#ethane\ to
generate novel supramolecular architectures through
simultaneous coordinate! and hydrogen!bond inter!
actions[
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Abstract

The di!1!pyridylketone ligand "dpk# has been observed to exhibit several coordination modes being a good candidate for the
preparation of a variety of metal!containing extended structures[ In order to contribute to the study of the factors which in~uence
the di}erent coordination modes of this ligand\ two M!dpk!NCS "M�Cu\ Mn# complexes were prepared under the same conditions
"compound I] ðCu"dpk=H1O#1Ł"NCS#1=1H1O and compound II] ðMn"dpk#1"NCS#1Ł#[ The characterisation of both of them "by X!ray
di}raction and IR and ESR spectroscopies# revealed signi_cant di}erences related to the hydration of the dpk ligand "taking place
for M�Cu# as well as to the particular packing of the Mn!monomers[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Cu and Mn complexes^ Thiocyanate^ Hydration of di!1!pyridylketone^ Crystal structure^ Thermal analysis^ ESR spectra

0[ Introduction

Pseudohalide ligands "namely\ azide\ cyanate and thio!
cyanate# in combination with polydentated organic
ligands have been extensively used for the preparation of
coordination compounds of various dimensionalities ð0Ð
3Ł[ The ambidentate performance of the above mentioned
nucleophilic pseudohalides has been widely described in
a great number of compounds[ On the other hand\ the
variety of candidate organic ligands and\ in particular\
those containing pyridyl groups deserves a special atten!
tion[

One of the commonly used organic ligands ð4Ð8Ł\ di!1!
pyridylketone "hereafter\ dpk#\ has three potential donor
sites "namely two nitrogens of the pyridyl rings and an
oxygen of the ketocarbonyl group# generating _ve! and
six!membered chelates when N\N! and N\O!coordination
takes place\ respectively[

Moreover\ this ligand has been observed to occasion!
ally undergo hydration of the ketocarbonyl group for!
ming a gem!diol "hereafter called dpk=H1O# after initial

� Corresponding author[ Fax] ¦23!3!3537499^ e!mail] nppurgrmÝ
lg[ehu[es

Scheme 0[

N\N!coordination to a transition metal ð09Ł[ The metal!
promoted hydration of the ketone is particularly inter!
esting since it is well known that ketones do not normally
hydrate to any signi_cant extent unless they are ~anked
on either side by very strong electron!withdrawing
groups[ Several factors like the nature of the metallic ion
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and the distortion of the resulting coordination sphere
have been considered to explain the hydrolysis of dpk[
The dpk=H1O usually coordinates as a N\O\N!tridentate
either protonated or deprotonated ð09Ł[ It is worth men!
tioning that dpk also exhibits the possibility of tridentate
chelation by the addition of nucleophiles to the carbonyl
ð00\01Ł[

Thus\ since dpk and its derived hydrated forms show
a great versatility in coordination modes "in~uenced by
the metallic ion as well as by the presence of nucleophiles#\
a deeper knowledge of the performance of this organic
ligand should be of general interest[ Taking into account
the above mentioned aspects\ the present work reports
on two M!dpk!NCS compounds "M�Mn\ Cu# which
have been characterised in terms of their structural and
thermal analysis as well as IR and ESR spectroscopies[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis

Synthesis of compound I was carried out by mixing a
solution of CuCl1=1H1O "9[06 g\ 0mmol# with an excess
of KNCS dissolved in water "09ml#[ This solution was
added to a methanolic solution "09ml# of di!1!pyridyl
ketone "9[07 g\ 0mmol#[ This led to a light purple pre!
cipitate that was recrystallised in methanol[ After several
days prismatic\ purple\ X!ray quality single crystals were
obtained[

Synthesis of compound II was carried out similarly^
i[e[ after mixing a solution of MnCl1=3H1O "9[19 g\
0mmol# with an excess of KNCS dissolved in water
"09ml#\ this solution was added to a methanolic solution
"09ml# of di!1!pyridyl ketone "9[07 g\ 0mmol#[ This led
to a light yellow solution that was _ltered and left to
stand at room temperature[ After several days square\
orange\ X!ray quality single crystals were obtained[

Elemental analysis and atomic absorption results are
in good agreement with the stoichiometry in both com!
pounds[ Found "I#] Cu\ 09[9^ C\ 35[6^ N\ 02[5^ H\ 2[6^ S\
09[4 and calculated for CuC13N5O5H13S1] Cu\ 09[17^ C\
35[28^ N\ 02[42^ H\ 2[89^ S\ 09[21^ O\ 04[34)[ Found "II#]
Mn\ 09[4^ C\ 42[5^ N\ 04[5^ H\ 1[8^ S\ 00[78 and calculated
for MnC13N5O1H05S1] Mn\ 09[07^ C\ 42[32^ N\ 04[47^ H\
1[88^ S\ 00[4^ O\ 4[82)[

1[1[ Physical measurements

IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 419 FTIR spec!
trophotometer in the 3999Ð399 cm−0 region[ TG and
DSC curves were obtained using a Perkin!Elmer System!
6 DSC!TGA unit at a heating rate of 09>Cmin−0 in air[
ESR spectroscopy was performed on powdered samples
at X! and Q!band frequencies\ with a Bruker ESR 299
spectrometer\ equipped with a standard OXFORD low!

temperature device\ calibrated by the NMR probe for the
magnetic _eld\ the frequency being measured by using a
Hewlett!Packard 4241B microwave frequency computer[

1[2[ Crystal structure determination

X!ray measurements for both compounds were taken
at room temperature on an Enraf!Nonius CAD!3
di}ractometer with graphite!monochromated MoKa

radiation "l�9[60962A� #\ operating in v:1u scanning
mode using suitable crystals for data collection[ Accurate
lattice parameters were determined from least!squares
re_nement of 14 well!centred re~ections[ Intensity data
were collected in the u range 0Ð29>[ During data collec!
tion\ two standard re~ections periodically observed
showed no signi_cant variation[ Corrections for Lorentz
and polarisation factors were applied to the intensity
values but no absorption corrections were made[ Table 0
shows the relevant crystal features of X!ray data[

The structures were solved by heavy!atoms Patterson
methods using the program SHELXS75 ð02Ł and re_ned
by a full!matrix least!squares procedure on F1 using
SHELXL82 ð03Ł[ Non!hydrogen atomic scattering fac!
tors were taken from International Tables of X!ray Crys!
tallography ð04Ł[ The geometric calculations were
performed with PARST ð05Ł and molecular illustrations
were drawn with PLATON ð06Ł and PLUTON ð07Ł[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Structural analysis

Tables 1 and 2 show the selected bond distances and
angles for both compounds[

The crystal structure of compound I "Fig[ 0# consists
of a cationic complex in which the Cu"II# ions are coor!
dinated to two tridentate dpk=H1O ligands being strongly
bonded to the four nitrogen atoms and weakly coor!
dinated to the two oxygen atoms[ Since the ligands
occupy the six coordination positions as neutral donors\
the cationic complex is accompanied by two thiocyanate
counteranions[ Additionally\ there are two crystallisation
molecules of H1O per cationic complex[ It is worth men!
tioning that similar arrangements have been found for
several ðM!"dpk=H1O#1Ł1¦ complexes "M�Cr\ Co\ Ni\
Cu\ Ru\ Pt# ð5\ 7Ð09\ 08Ł[

The coordination sphere around the Cu"II# in complex
I is a rather distorted octahedron with an elongated O0Ð
O0a axis in which the CuÐO0 distance is 1[278"0#A� [ The
Cu"II# ion lies on the plane formed by the four equatorial
N atoms "N0\ N1 and their equivalent N0a and N1a#\ the
CuÐN distance being 1[909"2#A� in average[ Experimental
distances for CuÐO and CuÐN bonds are in accordance
with values reported in the literature not only for the
same ðCu"dpk=H1O#1Ł1¦ cation ð09Ł but also for some
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Table 0
Crystal data for compounds I and II

Compound I Compound II

Crystal morphology prismatic square
Crystal colour purple orange
Crystal size "mm# 9[09×9[09×9[14 9[94×9[02×9[04
Chemical formula ðCu"C00N1O1H09#1Ł"NCS#1=1H1O ðMn"C00N1OH7#1"NCS#1Ł
Molecular weight "g:mol# 519[05 428[8
Crystal system triclinic monoclinic
Space group P0Þ P10:n
Cell constants a�6[803"2# A� a�7[0206"09# A�

b�8[112"1# A� b�10[407"1# A�

c�8[318"1# A� c�03[9039"09# A�

a�85[27"1#>
b�84[43"1#> b�89[637"1#>
g�85[50"1#>

Volume "A� 2# 564[1"2# 1342[4"3#
Number of formula units\ Z 0 3
Calculated density\ Dc "g cm−2# 0[414 0[359
Absorption coe.cient "mm−0# 0[903 9[631
Theta range for data collection 0Ð29 0Ð29
Re~ections collected 3012 6591
Unique data measured 2812 6049
Observed data with I�1s"I# 2894 4500
Rint 9[906 9[914
GOF "F1# 0[978 9[878
R0"Fo#

a 9[9231 9[9266
wR1"F

1
o#

b 9[9835 9[9834
Number of parameters re_ned 104 206

a R0"Fo#�ðS>Fo=−=Fc>:S=Fo=Ł[
b wR1"F

1
o#�"Sðw"F1

o−F1
c#

1Ł:Sðw"F1
o#

1Ł#0:1[

Table 1
Selected bond distances "A� # and angles "># for compound I

CuÐN"0# 1[997"0# N"0#ÐCuÐN"1# 76[11"4#
CuÐN"1# 1[901"0# N"0#ÐCuÐO"0# 65[01"4#
CuÐO"0# 1[278"0# N"1#ÐCuÐO"0# 63[05"4#
O"0#ÐC"5# 0[319"1# CuÐO"0#ÐC"5# 82[74"7#
C"5#ÐO"1# 0[270"1# O"0#ÐC"5#ÐO"1# 001[8"0#
C"4#ÐC"5# 0[417"1# C"4#ÐC"5#ÐC"6# 097[2"0#
C"5#ÐC"6# 0[421"1# O"0#ÐC"5#ÐC"4# 098[0"0#
N"2#ÐC"29# 0[052"2# O"0#ÐC"5#ÐC"6# 093[2"0#
C"29#ÐS"0# 0[507"2# S"0#ÐC"29#ÐN"2# 064[7"1#

other Cu!complexes in which the ligand exhibits similar
N\O\N!tridentate coordination mode like those with 1\1!
bis"1!pyridyl#!0\2!dioxolane\ 1\1!bis"5!methyl!1!pyridyl#!
0\2!dioxolane ð19Ł and 0\0!di"1!pyridyl#ethylmethylether
ð10Ł[ The o}!axial angle corresponding to the intersection
of theO0ÐO0a vectorwith the line normal to the equatorial
plane is 03[75"4#> in good agreement with values reported
in the literature ranging from 01[4> to 30> ð8\ 09Ł[ The
thiocyanate counteranions are nearly linear "S0ÐC29ÐN2
angle is 064[7"1#>#[

The structural analysis of compound II "Figure 1#
revealed a discrete monomeric molecule where the met!

allic ions are octahedrally bonded to six nitrogen atoms\
four of them ðN0\ N1\ N2\ N3Ł belonging to the dpk
ligand and the other two ðN4\ N5Ł to N!bonded thio!
cyanate ligands[ The average distances MnÐNdpk and
MnÐNNCS are 1[169"01# and 1[040"08#\ respectively\ being
the dpk and thiocyanate ligands in cis arrangement[ The
thiocyanate ligands are practically linear ðN5ÐC13ÐS1
and N4ÐC12ÐS0 angles are 068[9"1# and 068[5"1#>\
respectivelyŁ and form very similar angles "close to 069>#
with the Mn"II# ion[

A partial view of the unit cell for compound II "Figure
2# shows the in!pairs packing of the monomeric units\ the
interaction between two monomers\ occurring through
H!bonds between SNCS and Cpyridyl atoms Table 2[ As a
result of this arrangement\ two pyridyl rings "belonging
each to a di}erent monomeric unit# are parallel one to
each other[ The average distance between both parallel
rings is 2[75"2#A� and the direction of the perpendicular
to the ring!planes is close to ð290Ł[ Additionally\ it is
worth mentioning that a perfect match between the car!
bon atoms of the two di}erent rings occurs along the
perpendicular direction[ This fact will be used for the
interpretation of the ESR spectra in terms of the occur!
rence of pÐp interactions between two monomers via the
pyridyl rings[
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Table 2
Selected bond distances "A� # and angles "># for compound II

MnÐN"0# 1[158"1# N"0#ÐMnÐN"1# 68[62"6#
MnÐN"1# 1[165"1# N"2#ÐMnÐN"3# 79[96"6#
MnÐN"2# 1[173"1# N"0#ÐMnÐN"2# 89[91"6#
MnÐN"3# 1[142"1# N"1#ÐMnÐN"3# 061[67"6#
MnÐN"4# 1[024"1# N"4#ÐMnÐN"5# 85[08"7#
MnÐN"5# 1[056"1# N"3#ÐMnÐN"4# 81[66"4#
N"4#ÐC"12# 0[037"2# N"1#ÐMnÐN"5# 78[17"7#
C"12#ÐS"0# 0[503"1# N"0#ÐMnÐN"4# 062[19"7#
N"5#ÐC"13# 0[041"2# N"2#ÐMnÐN"5# 060[32"6#
C"13#ÐS"1# 0[505"1# MnÐN"4#ÐC"12# 069[5"1#
O"0#ÐC"5# 0[100"2# MnÐN"5#ÐC"13# 056[5"5#
C"4#ÐC"5# 0[409"3# N"4#ÐC"12#ÐS"0# 068[5"1#
C"5#ÐC"6# 0[385"3# N"5#ÐC"13#ÐS"1# 068[9"1#
O"1#ÐC"06# 0[102"2# O"0#ÐC"5#ÐC"4# 007[9"2#
C"05#ÐC"06# 0[491"2# O"0#ÐC"5#ÐC"6# 008[9"1#
C"06#ÐC"07# 0[493"2# O"1#ÐC"06#ÐC"05# 008[5"1#

O"1#ÐC"06#ÐC"07# 008[5"1#
Hydrogen bonds
DÐH D[ [ [A H[ [ [A DÐH[ [ [A
C08ÐH08 C08[ [ [S1 H08[ [ [S1 C08ÐH08[ [ [S1
9[829"3# 2[603"2# 1[847"2# 028[3"2#
C10ÐH10 C10[ [ [S0 H10[ [ [S0 C10ÐH10[ [ [S0
9[829"3# 2[713"2# 1[846"2# 044[6"2#

Fig[ 0[ PLATON view of the ðCu"dpk=H1O#1Ł"NCS#1=1H1O compound[

The distortion in complex I appears to be due not only
to the steric requirements imposed by the organic ligand
but also due to the JahnÐTeller e}ect which usually
inhibits the formation of ideal octahedral con_gurations
in d8 systems ð7Ł[ As there is no evident strain or distortion
in the pyridyl rings\ the stabilisation of the gem!diol
should be related to the appearance of a CuÐO coor!
dination bond which is accompanied by the change in
hybridisation of the C atom linking both aromatic rings
from sp1 to sp2[ As reported before ð8Ł\ complexes of

Fig[ 1[ PLATON view of the ðMn"dpk#1"NCS#1Ł compound[

dpk exhibiting the greatest distortions from octahedral
geometry involve metals with a high number of d!elec!
trons[ On the contrary\ the fact that dpk in compound II

has not undergone hydration under similar conditions
should be related to the lower ability of Mn"II# for the
accommodation of a very distorted octahedron like the
one which would be expected if MnÐO bonds were
formed[

Crystallographic data for both compounds are
deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre[ Deposition codes for compounds I and II are
090370 and 090379\ respectively[
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Fig[ 2[ PLUTON view of the in!pairs arrangement of the monomeric units for the ðMn"dpk#1"NCS#1Ł compound[ The direction perpendicular to the
parallel rings and the intermolecular H!bonds are marked[

2[1[ Thermal analysis

The thermal decomposition of compound I starts at
099>C with the loss of the two crystallisation molecules
of water[ After the stability interval following the dehy!
dration\ the compound undergoes pyrolysis of the ligand
"above 114>C# in at least three distinguishable steps[

For compound II no changes in weight have been
observed below 139>C\ the temperature at which the
decomposition of the compound starts with the pyrolysis
of the ligands taking place in multiple steps[

2[2[ IR spectroscopy

IR spectroscopy "Table 3# revealed the signi_cant
structural di}erences between compounds I and II[ Thus\
the presence of a band in compound II at 0568 cm−0

which does not appear in compound II is attributed to
the C1O bond in conjugation with the pyridyl rings ð11Ł[
Additionally\ bands at 0480\ 0458\ 0364 and 0321 cm−0

in compound II associated with skeletal vibrations of the
pyridine rings become shifted to higher frequencies in I

as a result of the stronger bond between Cu and the atoms

ð12Ł[ Bands found for both compounds at ½1949 cm−0

correspond to nCN ð13Ł[

2[3[ ESR spectroscopy

Both the X! and Q!band room temperature ESR spec!
tra for compound I are characteristic of an axial g!tensor
exhibiting unresolved hyper_ne splitting on the parallel
component which corresponds to the electronic spinÐ
nuclear spin "56Cu\ I�2:1# coupling[ Values of g>�1[159\
g_�1[943 and A>�9[9081 cm−0 were determined from
the Q!band spectrum "Figure 3#[ The sequence
g>×g_×1[93 indicates a dx1−y1 ground state in good
agreement with the elongated octahedral topology exhi!
bited by the ðCuN3O1Ł chromophore[ The calculated
value of A> is in good agreement with a monomeric Cu!
compound ð14Ł[

For compound II\ relatively complex spectra are
observed operating at X!band "Figure 4"a##[ The main
DMs�20 signal appears to be quasi!isotropic but with
narrower linewidth in the low!_eld part of the spectra[ A
detectable absorption is also observed in the DMs�1
region being too wide for its position to be correctly
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Table 3
Characteristic bands in the infrared spectra "3999Ð399 cm−0# for compounds I and II

Compound Ketocarbonyl Pyridyl Pyridyl Pyridyl CÐH Pyridyl ring Thiocyanate
n"CO# ring stretching ring breathing out!of!plane bending in!plane vibration n"CN#

I − 0500 0916 666 574 1940
0599
0389
0379

II 0568 0480 0913 641 552 1942
0458
0364
0321

Fig[ 3[ Q!band ESR powdered spectrum for the ðCu"dpk=H1O#1Ł"NCS#1=
1H1O compound[

Fig[ 4[ "a# X! and "b# Q!band powdered spectra for the ðMn"dpk#1
"NCS#1Ł compound and the _tted Lorentzian curve for the observed Q!
band data[

measured[ However\ operating at Q!band "Figure 4"b##\
the spectrum shows the characteristic signals expected
for a monomeric Mn"II# compound\ i[e[\ an isotropic
signal with g�1[994\ and an extremely weak half!_eld
absorption[ The anisotropy of the X!band signal is not
resolved working at Q!band[ This fact precludes the exis!
tence of a signi_cant anisotropy on the g!factor which

could be thought to be caused by either the distorted
octahedra or alternatively by magnetic exchange coup!
lings[ Unfortunately\ due to the broad linewidth in the
main signal on both X! and Q!band spectra\ no splitting
corresponding to the 44Mn hyper_ne coupling could have
been observed[

The distortion presented by the ðMnN5Ł octahedra
could introduce a noticeable zero!_eld splitting[ In that
case\ a more symmetrically distorted line would be
expected in the X!band spectrum\ even if in the Q!band
one isotropic signal was observed[ Thus\ the apparent
anisotropy on the g!factor should be caused by magnetic
exchange couplings whose propagation should be
thought to occur via pÐp interactions[ In this way\ the
dimer!like behaviour of this system should be explained
by a preferent coupling along the MnÐN3 direction of
the ðMnN5Ł octahedra[ This preferent coupling can be
expected to cause a remarkable decrease in the linewidth
of the absorptions related to that orientation[ Operating
at Q!band\ the shorter spinÐlattice relaxation time leads
to greater linewidths and the di}erences between distinct
orientations can be hardly detected[ This hypothesis is
supported by the observed Lorentzian lineshape "Figure
4"b## which indicates the predominance of the exchange
interactions versus the dipolar ones "the opposite argu!
ment should agree with a _tted Gaussian curve#[ The
occurrence of exchange couplings in several hydrogen!
bonded Mn"II# dimers was also concluded by Laskowski
and Hendrickson ð15Ł through the interpretation of both
X! and Q!band ESR measurements[

Even if\ from the point of view of the hyper_ne coup!
ling\ ESR measurements recorded on frozen solutions
could have been helpful for both compounds\ this possi!
bility was not considered due to the fact that dissolution
of the compounds would imply the loss of their structural
features[
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Abstract

Reaction of ðMI1"CO#2"NCMe#1Ł with one equivalent of P"OR#2 in CH1Cl1 at room temperature\ followed by the in situ addition
of half a molar equivalent of dppb "dppb�Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1# gave the bimetallic complexes ð"MI1"CO#2"P"OR#2##1"m!dppb#Ł
"M�Mo\ W\ R�Me\ Et\ iPr\ nBu^ for M�W only\ R�Ph# "0:8# in good yield[ The molybdenum complex
ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OiPr#2##1"m!dppb#Ł "4# was crystallographically characterised and has crystallographic C1 symmetry[ Each mol!
ybdenum has a capped octahedral environment with P"OiPr#2 in the capping position\ three carbonyls in the capped face and the
phosphorus from the bridging dppb ligand together with two iodines in the uncapped face[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[

Keywords] Bimetallic phosphine!bridged^ Molybdenum"II#^ Tungsten"II#^ crystal structure

0[ Introduction

Bimetallic transition!metal complexes containing
bridging phosphines such as dppm "dppm�
Ph1P"CH1#PPh1# have received considerable attention
over the years^ in particular by Shaw and co!workers
ð0Ð6Ł[ Although the zero!valent six!coordinate bimetallic
complexes ð"Mo"CO#4#1"m!Ph1P"CH1#nPPh1#Ł "n�1\ 2#
have been prepared ð7Ł by the reaction of ðMo"CO#5Ł with
ONMe2 in the presence of Ph1P"CH1#nPPh1\ very little
work has been carried out on bimetallic phosphine!
bridged seven!coordinate complexes of molybdenum"II#
and tungsten"II#[

In 0875 ð8Ł\ we described the synthesis of the highly
versatile seven!coordinate complexes ðMI1"CO#2
"NCMe#1Ł "M�Mo\ W#[ The complexes ðMI1 "CO#2"N!
CMe#1Ł have been shown to display a wide range of chem!
istry ð09\00Ł[ In 0880 ð01Ł\ we described the preparation
and characterisation of a series of phosphine!bridged
seven!coordinate complexes ð"MI1"CO#2L#1"m!LÐL#Ł
"M�Mo\ W^ L�PPh2\ AsPh2\ SbPh2^ LÐL�

� Corresponding author[ Fax] ¦33!0137!26947[

Ph1P"CH1#nPPh1 "n�0\ 1\ 3#^ LÐL�ðFe"h4!C4H3PPh1#1Ł#[
No X!ray crystal structures of these complexes were
obtained[ Very few phosphite seven!coordinate com!
plexes of molybdenum"II# and tungsten"II# have been
described^ two crystallographically characterised exam!
ples are ðMoCl"SnBuCl1#"CO#1"P"OMe#2#2Ł ð02Ł and
ðWBr1"CO#"P"OMe#2#1 "Me1AsC"CF2#1C"CF2# AsMe1#Ł
ð03Ł[ Phosphite ligands often help to increase the solu!
bility of complexes\ and enable suitable single crystals to
be grown for X!ray analysis[ In this paper\ we describe the
synthesis of the bimetallic phosphine!bridged phosphite
complexes ð"MI1"CO#2"P"OR#2##1"m!dppb#Ł "dppb�
Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1^ M�Mo\ W\ R�Me\ Et\ iPr\ nBu^ for
M�W only\ R�Ph#\ which has been crystallogra!
phically characterised for M�Mo\ R�iPr[

1[ Experimental

All reactions described in this paper were carried out
under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen using standard vac!
uum:Schlenk line techniques[ The starting materials\
ðMI1"CO#2"NCMe#1Ł "M�Mo\ W# were prepared by the
published method ð8Ł[ The solvents CH1Cl1 and diethyl
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ether were dried and distilled before use[ All chemicals
were purchased from commercial sources[

Elemental analyses "C\ H and N# were determined
using a Carlo Erba Elemental Analyser MOD 0097 "using
helium as a carrier gas#[ Infrared spectra were recorded
as thin CHCl2 _lms between NaCl plates on a Perkin!
Elmer 0599 series FTIR spectrophotometer[ 0H "ref!
erenced to SiMe3# and 20P "referenced to 74) H2PO3#
NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC 149 NMR
spectrometer[

1[0[ Preparations

1[0[0[ ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OMe#2##1"m!dppb#Ł "0#
To a solution of ðMoI1"CO#2"NCMe#1Ł "9[499 g\

9[858mmol# in CH1Cl1 "29 cm2# was added P"OMe#2
"9[019 g\ 9[858mmol# with continuous stirring under a
stream of dry nitrogen[ The dark brown solution immedi!
ately changed to yellowish green[ After 0min of stirring\
dppb "9[196 g\ 9[374mmol# was added and the mixture
was further stirred for 0 h[ Filtration\ and removal of
most of the solvent in vacuo\ followed by a dropwise
addition of Et1O gave a yellowish green complex[ After
cooling the mixture at −4>C for 61 h\ the solid upon
recrystallisation from CH1Cl1ÐEt1O "79]19# yielded
ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OMe#2##1"m!dppb#Ł "0# "9[727 g\ 45)#[

Similar reactions of ðMI1"CO#2"NCMe#1Ł with an equi!
molar amount of P"OR#2 in CH1Cl1\ followed by an in
situ reaction with half an equivalent of dppb gives the
bimetallic complexes ð"MI1"CO#2"P"OR#2##1"m!dppb#Ł
"M�Mo\ W\ R�Et\ iPr\ nBu^ M�W only\ R�Me\ Ph#
"1:8#[ Suitable single crystals for X!ray crystallography
of ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OiPr#2##1"m!dppb#Ł "4# were grown by
cooling a CH1Cl1]Et1O 79]19 solution of "4# at −4>C for
61 h[ See Table 0 for physical and analytical data[

1[1[ X!ray crystallography

Crystals of ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OiPr#2##1"m!dppb#Ł "4# were
grown as described in Section 1[0[ Bond lengths and
angles for the metal coordination spheres of 4 are given
in Table 0[ Crystal data for 4] C47H79I3Mo1O03P3\
M�0713[47\ MoKa radiation\ monoclinic\ space group
C1:c\ a�39[41"3#\ b�09[358"01#\ c�19[65"1# A� \
b�82[52"0#>\ U�7675A� 2\ Z�3\ dm�0[268Mgm−2\
m�0[798mm−0\ F"999#�2473[ 8560 re~ections were col!
lected of which 5039 were unique\ R"int#�9[9469[ Data
were collected using the MARresearch Image Plate
System[ The crystal was positioned at 69mm from the
Image Plate[ 84 frames were measured at 1> intervals with
a counting time of 1min[ Data analysis was carried out
with the XDS program ð04Ł[ The structure was solved
using direct methods with the Shelx75 program ð05Ł[ The
non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned with anisotropic ther!
mal parameters[ The hydrogen atoms were included in
geometric positions and given thermal parameters equi!

Table 0
Dimensions in the metal coordination sphere
bond lengths "A� # and angles ">#

Mo"0#ÐC"199# 0[847 "08#
Mo"0#ÐC"299# 1[093 "05#
Mo"0#ÐC"099# 1[033 "08#
Mo"0#ÐP"3# 1[396 "4#
Mo"0#ÐP"2# 1[502 "4#
Mo"0#ÐI"0# 1[762 "2#
Mo"0#ÐI"1# 1[770 "2#
C"199#ÐMo"0#ÐC"299# 001[3 "6#
C"199#ÐMo"0#ÐC"099# 000[3 "6#
C"299#ÐMo"0#ÐC"099# 001[2 "6#
C"199#ÐMo"0#ÐP"3# 69[8 "5#
C"299#ÐMo"0#ÐP"3# 63[4 "4#
C"099#ÐMo"0#ÐP"3# 63[1 "4#
C"199#ÐMo"0#ÐP"2# 66[2 "4#
C"299#ÐMo"0#ÐP"2# 059[8 "4#
C"099#ÐMo"0#ÐP"2# 65[8 "4#
P"3#ÐMo"0#ÐP"2# 013[44 "05#
C"199#ÐMo"0#ÐI"0# 059[4 "4#
C"299#ÐMo"0#ÐI"0# 66[9 "4#
C"099#ÐMo"0#ÐI"0# 67[3 "4#
P"3#ÐMo"0#ÐI"0# 017[47 "05#
P"2#ÐMo"0#ÐI"0# 78[00 "00#
C"199#ÐMo"0#ÐI"1# 67[8 "4#
C"299#ÐMo"0#ÐI"1# 62[7 "4#
C"099#ÐMo"0#ÐI"1# 052[9 "4#
P"3#ÐMo"0#ÐI"1# 011[56 "03#
P"2#ÐMo"0#ÐI"1# 81[84 "02#
I"0#ÐMo"0#ÐI"1# 77[90 "7#

valent to 0[1 times those of the atom to which they were
attached[ There was one water solvent molecule for which
the hydrogen atoms could not be located and were not
included and one benzene solvent molecule with a crys!
tallographic centre of symmetry[ An empirical absorption
correction was carried out using the DIFABS program
ð06Ł[ The structure was then re_ned using Shelxl ð07Ł[ All
calculations were carried out on a Silicon Graphics R3999
Workstation at the University of Reading[ The _nal R
values were R0�9[9461\ and wR1�9[0093 for 0848 data
with I×1s"I#[

2[ Results and discussion

The complexes ðMI1"CO#2"NCMe#1Ł "M�Mo\ W# ð8Ł
were prepared by re~uxing ðM"CO#5Ł in NCMe to give
fac!ðM"CO#2"NCMe#2Ł ð08Ł\ followed by an in situ
addition of one equivalent of I1 at 9>C[ Treatment of
ðMI1"CO#2"NCMe#1Ł with an equimolar amount of
P"OR#2 in CH1Cl1 at room temperature gave
ðMI1"CO#2"NCMe#"P"OR#2#Ł\ which react in situ with
half an equivalent of dppb to give high yields of the
bimetallic complexes ð"MI1"CO#2"P"OR#2##1"m!dppb#Ł
"M�Mo\ W^ R�Me\ Et\ iPr\ nBu^ M�W\ R�Ph# "0:
8#[ Complexes 0:8 have been characterised by elemental
analysis "C\ H and N# "Table 1#\ IR\ 0H and 20P NMR
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Table 1
Physical and analytical dataa for ð"MI1"CO#2"P"OR#2##1"m!dppb#Ł complexes

Complex Yield ")# Colour C ")# H ")#

0 ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OMe#2##1"m!dppb#Ł 45 yellow:green 20[5 "20[0# 2[1 "2[9#
1 ð"WI1"CO#2"P"OMe#2##1"m!dppb#Ł 42 yellow 17[4 "17[9# 1[8 "1[6#
2 ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OEt#2##1"m!dppb#Ł=CH1Cl1 50 green:brown 22[8 "23[9# 2[6 "2[5#
3 ð"WI1"CO#2"P"OEt#2##1"m!dppb#Ł 52 yellow:green 29[8 "29[6# 2[2 "2[1#
4 ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OiPr#2##1"m!dppb#Ł 67 brown 26[0 "25[4# 3[6 "3[0#
5 ð"WI1"CO#2"P"OiPr#2##1"m!dppb#Ł 79 yellow 22[9 "22[0# 2[7 "2[6#
6 ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OnBu#2##1"m!dppb#Ł 40 green:yellow 28[9 "27[6# 3[7 "3[5#
7 ð"WI1"CO#2"P"OnBu#2##1"m!dppb#Ł 70 yellow 24[6 "24[3# 3[2 "2[8#
8 ð"WI1"CO#2"P"OPh#2##1"m!dppb#Ł=CH1Cl1 59 yellow 28[4 "28[1# 2[0 "1[7#

a Calculated values in parentheses[

spectroscopy "Table 2Table 3#\ and for M�Mo\ R�iPr
by X!ray crystallography[ Complexes 2 and 8 were con!
_rmed as CH1Cl1 solvates by repeated elemental analyses
and 0H NMR spectroscopy[ The complexes are all very
soluble in CHCl2 and CH1Cl1\ and reasonably soluble in
diethyl ether[ They are considerably more soluble than
the closely related complexes ð"MI1"CO#2L#1"m!LÐL#Ł
"M�Mo\ W^ L�PPh2\ AsPh2\ SbPh2^ LÐ
L�Ph1P"CH1#nPPh1 "n�0\ 1\ 3#^ LÐL�ðFe"h4!
C4H3PPh1#1Ł# which have been previously described ð01Ł[
Complexes 0:8 are inde_nitely stable in the solid state
when stored under nitrogen\ but decompose in solution
when exposed to air[

The IR spectra of complexes 0:8 all show three car!
bonyl bands which suggests that the molybdenum centre
has the same arrangement of ligands\ this has been con!
_rmed by growing suitable single crystals for X!ray analy!
sis of ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OiPr#2##1"m!dppb#Ł "4#[ For

Fig[ 0[ The structure of ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OiPr#2##1"m!dppb#Ł "4# with ellipsoids at 29) probability[

example\ the IR spectrum "CHCl2# of the crys!
tallographically characterised complex ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"O
iPr2#1##1"m!dppb#Ł "4# showed three carbonyl bands at
n"CO#�1922 "w#\ 0865 "s# and 0839 "s#\ which agrees the
structure for 4 shown in Fig[ 0[ The complex has two
identical molybdenum"II# centres bridged by a bis"di!
phenylphosphino#butane molecule\ with three carbonyl
ligands in a capped face in a capped octahedral structure[
As expected all of the very similar new complexes 0Ð8

have three carbonyl stretching bands in their IR spectra
with both similar patterns and stretching frequencies to
each other[ Suitable single crystals for X!ray crys!
tallography were grown by cooling a CH1Cl1]Et1O "79]19#
solution of 4 at −4>C for 61 h[

The molecular structure of 4 is shown in Fig[ 0\ tog!
ether with the atomic numbering scheme[ The structure
consist of discrete ð"MoI1"CO#2"P"OiPr#2##1"m!dppb#Ł
dinuclear units with crystallographically imposed C1 sym!
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Table 3
20P Ð"0H# NMR data "d#a for the complexes ð"MI1"CO#2"P"OR#2##1"m!dppb#Ł

Complex 20P "d#"ppm#:J"Hz#

0 060[72 "d\ P"OMe#2#^ 5[98 "d\ Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1#^ JWP�201
1 025[25 "br\ P"OMe#2#^ JWP�105^ −05[30 "br\ Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1#^ JWP�250
2 052[69 "br\ P"OEt#2#^ 5[89 "d\ Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1#\ 1JPP�13[7
3 016[71 "br\ P"OEt#2#^ −04[42 "br\ Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1#
4 045[31 "d\ P"OiPr#2#\ 1JPP�14[3^ 6[22 "d\ Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1#
5 008[50 "d\ P"OiPr#2#\ JWP�119\ 1JPP�13[3^ −04[07 "d\ Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1#\ JWP�036
6 052[64 "br\ P"OnBu#2#^ 6[92 "d\ Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1#\ 1JPP�13[3
7 016[54 "br\ P"OnBu2##\ JWP�178^ −04[21 "br\ Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1#
8 015[29 "br\ P"OPh#2#^ −06[61 "br\ Ph1P"CH1#3PPh1#

a Spectra recorded in CDCl2 "¦14>C# and referenced to 74) H2PO3^ br�broad\ d�doublet[

metry[ As is apparent in Fig[ 0\ the butane link is con!
sistently trans[ The environment of each molybdenum
atom "dimensions given in Table 0# is capped octahedral
with the phosphite in the capped position "MoÐP 1[396"4#
A� #\ three carbonyls in the capped face "0[85"1#\ −1[03"1#
A� # and the phosphorus from the bridging dppb ligand in
the uncapped face "MoÐP"3# 1[502"4# A� #\ together with
two iodides "MoÐI"0# 1[762"2#\ MoÐI"1# 1[770"2# A� #[

The 0H and 20P NMR spectra for 0:8 also suggest
the presence of a single isomer in solution\ and conform
with structure for 4 shown in Fig[ 0[ The 0H NMR data
Table 2\ have as expected all the ligand proton resonances
slightly shifted down_eld compared to the uncoordinated
ligands[ The symmetrical nature of the bridging dppb
ligand is also con_rmed in the 0H NMR spectra of 0Ð8\
all of which show the CH1 groups next to the phosphorus
atoms to be equivalent and the inner pair of CH1 groups
are also found to be equivalent[ The 20P"0H# NMR spec!
tra of 0Ð8 Table 3 also agree with the symmetrical struc!
ture of complex 4[ For example\ the crystallographically
characterised complex 4 has two resonances in its 20P
NMR spectrum[ One at d�045[31 ppm due to the equi!
valent phosphite ligands\ which is split into a doublet by
the equivalent PPh1 groups on the dppb ligand\ with a
coupling constant of 1JPP�14[3Hz[ Similarly\ the res!
onance for 4 at d�6[22 ppm due to the equivalent PPh1

groups on the dppb ligand\ also a doublet with an ident!
ical coupling constant[ In summary\ the IR\ 0H and 20P
NMR data con_rms the symmetrical structure as shown
for complex 4\ and it is very likely that complexes 0Ð3

and 5Ð8 have similar structures to complex 4[ We are
currently exploring the catalytic activity of 0:8 as alkene
metathesis catalysts[
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Abstract

Reactions of PuCl2 and LnCl2 "Ln�Pr\ Nd# with the stoichiometric amount of KTpMe1 "TpMe1�HB"2\4!Me1pz#2# yielded the
dimeric ðMCl"m!Cl#TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł1 compounds "M�Pu "0#\ Pr "1#\ Nd "2##[ The analogous reaction with YbCl2 a}orded the
monomeric YbCl1TpMe1 "THF# complex "3#[ The crystal and molecular structures of 1 and 3 have been assessed by means of single
crystal X!ray di}raction analysis[ In 1 each Pr atom is seven!coordinate and is linked to the adjacent metal centre by two bridging
chlorine ligands[ In 3 the Yb atom is six!coordinate and displays octahedral geometry[ 3 undergoes intermolecular rearrangement
reactions to yield ðYbCl1TPMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł=THF "5# and ðYbCl2TpMe1 Ł−ð"Me1pzH1#Ł¦ "6#[ The molecular structures of 5 and 6 were
determined by X!ray di}raction[ In 5 the tridentate ligand\ the two chlorine atoms and the nitrogen atom of the neutral
dimethylpyrazole describe a distorted octahedron[ 6 consist of discrete ðYbCl2TpMe1 Ł− and ð"Me1pzH1#Ł¦ ions\ with the ytterbium
atom of the cation coordinated to three pyrazolyl nitrogens and three chlorine atoms[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[

Keywords] Plutonium^ Lanthanides^ Polypyrazolylborates^ IR\ NMR spectroscopy^ Crystal structure

0[ Introduction

The poly"pyrazolyl#borate ligands have been exten!
sively used as supporting ligands to control the steric
saturation and the reactivity of a wide range of metal
centres ð0Ð2Ł[ During the last years several thorium"IV#
and uranium"IV# complexes with hydrotris"pyrazol!
0!yl#borate "Tp�HBpz2# and hydrotris"2\4!di!
methylpyrazol!0!yl#borate "TpMe1�HB"2\4!Me1pz#2#
ligands have been prepared and investigated ð3Ł\ but no
information on the behaviour of the heavier actinides
has been reported[ Herein we report the synthesis and
characterization of the plutonium"III# compound\
ðPuCl"m!Cl#TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł1 "0#[ In order to understand
why this type of compound is formed we have studied
the reactions of some lanthanides in the 2¦ oxidation

� Corresponding author[

state "Pr and Nd as representative for the lighter lan!
thanides and Yb as representative for the heavier lan!
thanides# with the TpMe1 ligand[ Although several
lanthanide complexes of the type LnTp1X or Ln"TpMe1#1X
have been synthesized and characterized ð3Ð7Ł\ reports on
lanthanide complexes stabilized by only one TpMe1 ligand
are scarce[ To our knowledge only the X!ray crystal charac!
terization of NdCl1TpMe1 "bipy# has been referred ð8Ł\ as
well as the synthesis and characterization of the yttrium
compounds\ YCl1TpMe1 "THF#x and YR1TpMe1 "R�C5H4\
CH1SiMe2# ð09Ł[ Here we report also the synthesis and
characterization of the complexes ðLnCl1TpMe1 "2\4!
Me1pzH#Ł1\ "Ln�Pr "1#\ Nd "2##\ and YbCl1TpMe1 "THF#
"3#\ as well as the molecular structures of 1 and 3[ The
molecular structures of ðYbCl1TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł=THF "5#
and ðYbCl2TpMe1 Ł−ð"Me1pzH1#Ł¦ "6#\ obtained during crys!
tallizations of 3 over prolonged periods\ are also
described[
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1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials

All preparations and manipulations were carried out
using standard Schlenk!line and dry!box techniques in
an atmosphere of nitrogen[ All the experiments with plu!
tonium compounds have been performed in glove!boxes
taking into account Health!Physics rules[ Solvents were
thoroughly dried and deoxygenated by standard methods
and distilled immediately before use[ CDCl2 was dried
with P1O\ and distilled[ LnCl2 were prepared by dehy!
dration of LnCl2=xH1O in a dried and oxygen free HCl
stream or with an excess of NH3Cl ð00\01Ł[ PuCl2 was
obtained by chlorination of PuO1 with a mixture
Cl1:CCl3:Ar at 349Ð499>C[ The sodium and the pot!
assium salts of the hydrotris"2\4!dimethylpyrazol!0!yl#b!
orate ligand were prepared by a method described by
Tro_menko ð02Ł[

1[1[ Physical and analytical methods

The NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian 299MHz
and referenced internally using the residual protiosolvent
resonances relative to tetramethylsilane[ Infrared spectra
were obtained on either a Perkin!Elmer 1999 FTÐIR or
a Nicolet 4DCX FTÐIR spectrometer[ Pu was determined
by gravimetric analysis after calcination of the compound
in the air to AnO1\ and by alpha!radiometric spec!
troscopy[ Carbon\ hydrogen and nitrogen analyses were
performed on a Perkin!Elmer automatic analyser[ The
dipole moments of the compounds dissolved in benzene
were measured with a DM 90 "1MHz# WTW apparatus[

1[2[ X!ray crystallography

Crystals were mounted in Lindemann glass capillaries
in a nitrogen!_lled glove!box[ Data were collected at
room temperature on an Enraf!Nonius CAD3!di}ract!
ometer with graphite!monochromatized MoKa radi!
ation\ using an vÐ1u scan mode[ The crystal data is
summarized in Table 0[ Data were corrected ð03\04Ł for
Lorentz and polarization e}ects\ for decay and empiri!
cally for absorption by C!scans "the absorption in 1 was
corrected using Difabs ð05Ł#[ The structure of 1 was solved
and re_ned by least!squares on F using Enraf!Nonius
SPD!Plus program ð03Ł[ The structures of 3\ 5\ 6 and 7

were solved by Patterson methods using SHELXS!75 ð06Ł
and re_ned by least!squares on F1 using SHELXL!82
ð07Ł[

In the structure of 3 there are two crystallographically
independent molecules in the asymmetric unit\ and in one
of the molecules two of the THF carbon atoms "C"14#
and C"15## were disordered and were split into two pos!
itions with site occupancy factor of 9[40[ The structure
of 5 revealed a THF solvent molecule of crystallization[

All the non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned with anisotropic
thermal motion parameters\ except in 3 the carbon atoms
of the disordered THF of one of the molecules and in 7

the atoms of the THF groups[ All but the hydrogens of
the disordered THF group of one of the molecules of 3

were included in calculated positions\ constrained to ride
at _xed distances of the parent atoms[ In 1 the hydrogen
bonded to the boron atom was located from the di}erence
Fourier synthesis and re_ned with _xed isotropic thermal
parameter[ Atomic scattering factors and anomalous dis!
persion terms were taken as in Ref[ ð03Ł for 1\ and as in
Ref[ ð07Ł for all the other compounds[ The drawings were
made with ORTEPII ð08Ł and all the calculations were
performed on a MicroVaxII computer for 1 and on a Dec
a 2999 computer for 3\ 5\ 6 and 7[

1[3[ Syntheses

1[3[0[ ðPuCl"m!Cl#TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł1 "0#
The compound was synthesized using 9[419 g

"0[40mmol# of PuCl2 and 9[372 g "0[40mmol# of
NaTpMe1 [ The mixture was stirred for two weeks in
re~uxing THF[ After removal of the solvent\ the crude
product was extracted with benzene[ Evaporation of the
solvent\ followed by heating under vacuo at 099>C yiel!
ded a volatile white compound\ which condensed in the
cold zone of the tube\ in a yield of 01)\ identi_ed as the
3\7"dihydro#3\7"dipyrazolyl#pyrazabole "4#[ The remain!
ing pale green!blue compound 0 was isolated in 64)
yield[ Analysis[ ) Pu Calcd] 22[87^ Found] 23[99[ IR
"cm−0#] n"BÐH# 1448[

1[3[1[ ðPrCl"m!Cl#TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł1 "1#
To a slurry of 0[270 g "4[47mmol# of PrCl2 in THF

were added 0[767 g "4[47mmol# of KTpMe1 [ The mixture
was stirred at room temperature for one week[ After
removal of the solvent\ the mixture was extracted with
benzene for two days[ Evaporation of the solvent yielded
the pale green compound 1 in 69) yield[ Analysis[ ) Pr
Calcd] 12[17^ Found] 12[19[ IR "cm−0#] n"BÐH# 1459[

Extraction of 1 with pentane containing 4) of THF
yielded transparent pale green coloured single crystals[

1[3[2[ ðNdCl"m!Cl# TpMe1 "Me1pzHŁ1 "2#
This compound was synthesized as described for 1

using 9[662 g "2[98mmol# of NdCl2 and 9[876 g
"2[97mmol# of NaTpMe1 [ The pale mauve compound was
obtained in 69) yield[ Analysis[ ) Nd Calcd] 12[69[
Found] 12[57[ IR "cm−0#] n"BÐH# 1447[

1[3[3[ YbCl1TpMe1 "THF# "3#
To a slurry of YbCl2 "9[499 g\ 0[67mmol# in THF

"19 cm2# was slowly added a solution of NaTpMe1 "9[469 g\
0[67mmol#\ in THF[ After stirring overnight the cloudy
solution was _ltered through celite[ The solvent was
removed under reduced pressure to yield a white solid\
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Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement for ðPrCl"m!Cl#TpMe1"Me1pzH#Ł1 "1#\ YbCl1TpMe1"THF# "3#\ ðYbCl1TpMe1"Me1pzH#Ł=THF "5#\
ðYbCl2TpMe1ŁðMe1pzH1Ł "6# and ðYbCl2TpMe1ŁðNa"THF#2Ł "7#

"1# "3# "5# "6# "7#

Formula C39H59B1Cl3N05Pr1 C08H23BCl1N5OYb C19H29BCl1N7Yb=C3H7O C19H20BCl2N7Yb C16H35BCl2N5NaO2Yb
Molecular weight 0209[17 506[16 698[26 562[62 704[78
Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic orthorhombic
Space group P10:c P10:c P10:n P10:c Pnma
a "A� # 8[648"1# 09[369"0# 09[200"1# 05[378"1# 04[571"1#
b "A� # 04[338"2# 23[125"3# 05[744"0# 09[030"0# 04[811"0#
c "A� # 06[253"2# 03[903"1# 07[982"1# 06[074"1# 03[786"0#
a "># 89 89 89 89 89
b "># 88[42"1# 81[73"0# 090[98"1# 094[16"0# 89
g "># 89 89 89 89 89
V "A� 2# 1471"1# 4906"0# 2975"0# 1661[0"4# 2619"0#
Z 1 "dimer# 7 3 3 3
dcalc "g cm−2# 0[446 0[523 0[416 0[503 0[346
Crystal size "mm# 9[24×9[12×9[10 9[61×9[14×9[05 9[34×9[25×9[16 − 9[43×9[25×9[16
m "mm−0# "Mo Ka# 1[002 2[852 2[123 2[575 1[665
1u range "># 3[9Ð34[9 2[0Ð37[9 2[2Ð49[9 3[6Ð41[9 2[6Ð49[9
Number of unique data 2261 6793 4319 4317 2282
Number of parameters 189 429 230 293 069
re_ned
Re_nement method F F1 F1 F1 F1

R0
a 9[9301c 9[9675d 9[9189d 9[9260d 9[9687d

Rw
b 9[9444c 9[0475d 9[9512d 9[9577d 9[1996d

Largest residuals "e A� −2# 9[71\ −9[79 0[10\ −0[41 9[53\ −9[34 9[82\ −9[70 1[92\ −0[92

a R0�S>Fo=−=Fc>:S=Fo=[
b For 1\ Rw�ðSw>Fo=−=Fc>1:Sw=Fo=1Ł0:1\ w�ðs1"F1

o#Ł
−0[ For 3\ 5\ 6\ and 7\ Rw�wR1�"Sðw"F1

o−F1
c#Ł

1:Sðw"F1
o#

1Ł#0:1\ w�0:ðs1"F1
o#¦"aP#1¦bPŁ\

where P�"F1
o¦1F1

c#:2[
c For re~ections with I×2s"I#[
d For re~ections with ×1s"I#[

which was washed with toluene "09 cm2#[ The solution
was separated from the remaining solid and after removal
of the solvent a white solid was obtained in low yield
"less than 09)#[ The residue was further washed with n!
hexane\ and dried in vacuum[ Yield] 9[74 g "69)#[

Anal[ Calcd[ for YbCl1C08H29N5B] C\ 26[08^ H\ 3[82^
N\ 02[60[ Found] C\ 26[18^ H\ 4[03^ N\ 02[38[ NMR "C5D5

"d in ppm#] 55[81 "3H\ THF#\ 20[23 "3H\ THF#\ 38[26
"2H\ Mepz#\ 22[52 "0H\ H3#\ 02[08 "2H\ Mepz#\ −1[87
"5H\ Mepz#\ −6[33 "1H\ H3#\ −09[15 ppm "5H\ Mepz#[
IR "cm−0#] n"BÐH# 1442[

2[ Results and discussion

Reaction of plutonium and lanthanide "Pr\ Nd# tri!
chlorides with MITpMe1 "MI�Na or K# in the molar ratio
0]0 in THF0 for several days led\ after removal of the
solvent and extraction of the residues with benzene\ to
the analytically pure ðMCl"m!Cl# TpMe1 "2\4!Me1pzH#Ł1

0 For Pu the reaction was carried out under re~ux[
1 The X!ray structure of 4 has been reported ð19Ł[ We have isolated a

di}erent crystalline form of the same compound] P10:c\ a�00[640"2# A� \
b�09[623"2# A� \ c�7[804"1# A� \ b�82[288"1#>\ r�0[085 g cm−2\ Z�1[

compounds in high yield[ The IR spectra of 0\ 1 and 2

showed that the compounds have similar structures[ The
crystal and molecular structure of 1 was assessed by
means of an X!ray di}raction analysis[ Crystallographic
investigation of a white byproduct formed in the reac!
tions showed to be the 3\7"dihydro# 3\7"dipyr!
azolyl#pyrazabole "4#1[ The quite symmetrical molecule
of 4 shows\ as expected\ a dipole moment of zero[ In the
case of the lanthanide compounds the yield of 4 was lower
than 2)\ while for the plutonium compound the amount
of 4 was unusually high "more than 01)#\ as already
observed during the synthesis of the nine!coordinated
PuTp2 ð10Ł "Tp�HBpz2#\ probably due to alpha!radi!
olysis[

By contrast with the plutonium and the lighter lan!
thanides "Pr\ and Nd#\ YbCl2 reacts with NaTpMe1 in
THF\ at room temperature\ to give YbCl1 TpMe1 "THF#x[
A white solid was isolated from the reaction mixture
in high yield\ but the elemental analysis was poor\ due
probably to variable amounts of solvated THF[ About
09) of the compound could be extracted in toluene
together with the solvated THF\ leaving as residue the
white YbCl1TpMe1 "THF# compound "3#[ The IR spectra
of both fractions were identical and the NMR spectra in
CDCl2 were similar di}ering only in the intensity of the
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resonances due to the protons of the THF[ Analysis of
the crystallographic data obtained for crystals grown by
di}usion of hexane in concentrated solutions of 3 in THF\
within two to three days\ con_rmed this structure[
Attempted crystallizations of the complex over a
prolonged period gave crystals of two di}erent com!
pounds] ðYbCl1TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł=THF "5# and ðYbCl2
TpMe1 Ł−ð"Me1pzH1Ł¦ "6#[ The formation of these com!
pounds indicates that compound 3 is sterically under!
crowded and undergoes easy intermolecular
rearrangement reactions in solution[ These results may
explain the formation of the compounds ðMCl"m!Cl#
TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł1 for plutonium and the lighter lantha!
nides\ which are isolated after prolonged reaction time[
Moreover\ the bigger ionic radii of these elements allow
the formation of dimeric species[

The NaCl formed during the reaction should be
removed by careful _ltration through celite\ otherwise
recrystallization from THF:hexane mixtures yields
large\ well!formed crystals of the adduct
ðYbCl2TpMe1 Ł−ðNa"THF#2Ł¦ "7#[

2[0[ Charge distribution

When the dimeric compounds ðMCl"m!
Cl#TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł1 "M�Pu\ Pr\ Nd# are dissolved in
an organic solvent undergo a small distortion due to a
lowered molecular symmetry and exhibit a dipole

Fig[ 0[ ORTEP view of ðPrCl"m!Cl#TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł1[

moment "mel in Debye] Pu\ 1[04^ Pr\ 1[19^ Nd\ 1[03#\
which is in excellent correlation with the ionic size of the
trivalent central ion "rion in pm] Pu\ 099[9^ Pr\ 090[2^ Nd\
88[4#[ Using the crystallographic data of the Pr
compound\ the distances and angles for the molecules of
the isostructural compounds of the trivalent Pu and Nd
compounds can be calculated from the measured dipole
moments ð11Ł[ The calculated MÐCl "bridging# distances
are 176[6 pm for the Pu and 176[1 pm for the Nd
compound\ while the MCl "terminal# distances are 155[3
for the Pu and 154[8 pm for the Nd compound[ The Pu!Cl
"terminal# distance is comparable with the corresponding
distance "177[5 pm# reported for the apical chlorides in
PuCl2\ ð12Ł[

2[1[ Spectroscopic and magnetic investigations

The electronic absorption spectra of the Pr and Nd
compounds are quite close to those of the corresponding
trichlorides and the magnetic susceptibility measure!
ments show a behaviour similar to those found for the
corresponding LnTp2 "Tp�HBpz2# compounds ð13Ł[ In
the case of the Pu compound\ the analysis of the elec!
tronic absorption spectrum and of the temperature
dependent paramagnetic susceptibility show that the
ground state of the Pu2¦ ion contains signi_cant part
of covalency[ The magnetic moment "in mB# of the Pu
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compound at di}erent temperatures is 9[43 at 3[19K\
9[87 at 66[64K\ 0[292 at 192[1K and 0[35 at 185[3K[

2[2[ Crystallographic studies

2[2[0[ ðPrCl"m!Cl#TpMe1 "Me1pz#Ł1 "1#
Compound 1 is a dimeric compound with the two metal

centres adopting a distorted capped octahedral geometry[
Each Pr atom is seven!coordinate by the three nitrogen
atoms of the tridentate ligand\ the nitrogen atom of the
neutral ligand\ one terminal chlorine atom and two bridg!
ing chlorine atoms[ Figure 0 shows the ORTEP drawing
of the structure[ Selected bond distances and bond angles
are given in Table 1[

The average PrÐNpz bond distance is 1[440"5#A� \ which
is similar to those observed in the seven!coordinate NdCl1
TpMe1 "bipy# ð8Ł "1[44"0#A� # and Nd"TpMe1#1"O2SCF2#
"1[43"4#A� # ð6Ł compounds[ The PrÐCl terminal bond
length of 1[568"2#A� is comparable with the value of
1[566"4#A� in NdCl1TpMe1 "bipy# and with the value of
1[607"5#A� in "t!BuCp#1PrCl"THF#1 ð14Ł[ The average PrÐ
Cl bridging bond distance "1[781"2#A� # compares with the
analogous bond lengths of 1[753"1# and 1[70A� in ð"t!
BuCp#1Pr"m!Cl#Ł1 ð15Ł and ð"h4!C4H2"SiMe2#1#1Pr"m!Cl#Ł1
ð16Ł\ respectively[ The PrÐN bond distance of the neutral
dimethylpyrazole molecule "1[531"5#A� # is close to the
NdÐNbipy bond length "1[52"1#A� # in NdCl1TpMe1 "bipy#
ð8Ł[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for ðPrCl"m!Cl#
TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł1

PrÐN"0# 1[439"5# PrÐN"5# 1[495"5#
PrÐCl"0# 1[785"2# PrÐN"00# 1[595"5#
PrÐCl"0a# 1[776"1# PrÐN"05# 1[531"5#
PrÐCl"1# 1[568"2# N"05#ÐN"06# 0[274"7#
av[ NÐC 0[24"0# av[ NÐCb 0[23"0#
av[ CÐC 0[27"1# av[ CÐCb 0[39"0#
av[ CÐCH2 0[40"1# av[ CÐCH2

b 0[49"0#
av[ NÐN 0[269"8#
av[ BÐN 0[44"1#
Cl"0#ÐPrÐCl"0a# 57[35"5# Cl"1#ÐPrÐN"0# 83[3"3#
Cl"0#ÐPrÐCl"1# 74[07"6# Cl"1#ÐPrÐN"5# 053[5"1#
Cl"0#ÐPrÐN"0# 028[7"0# Cl"1#ÐPrÐN"00# 78[4"0#
Cl"0#ÐPrÐN"5# 098[4"0# Cl"1#ÐPrÐN"05# 82[4"1#
Cl"0#ÐPrÐN"00# 040[2"0# N"0#ÐPrÐN"5# 66[7"2#
N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 83[1"2#
Cl"0#ÐPrÐN"05# 62[6"0# N"0#ÐPrÐN"00# 57[5"1#
Cl"0a#ÐPrÐCl"1# 003[37"6# N"0#ÐPrÐN"05# 035[0"1#
Cl"0a#ÐPrÐN"0# 64[3"0# N"5#ÐPrÐN"00# 64[3"1#
Cl"0a#ÐPrÐN"5# 65[6"0# N"5#ÐPrÐN"05# 75[2"2#
Cl"0a#ÐPrÐN"00# 027[0"0# N"00#ÐPrÐN"05# 67[4"1#
Cl"0a#ÐPrÐN"05# 018[7"0# PrÐCl"0#ÐPr 000[44"5#

av BÐNÐB 098[7"6#

a Atoms related by the symmetry operation x\ −y\ −z[
b The average NÐC\ CÐC\ CÐCH2 of the Me1pzH ligand[

2[2[1[ YbCl1TpMe1 "THF# "3# and ðYbCl1TpMe1

"Me1pzH#Ł=THF "5#
For both compounds the crystal structure consists of

monomeric molecules[ In the structure of 3 there are
two crystallographically independent molecules in the
asymmetric unit[ The ORTEP drawing of one of the
molecules is shown in Fig[ 1 and selected bond lengths
and bond angles are given in Table 2[ The structure of 5

revealed a THF molecule of crystallization in the lattice\
without any interaction[ Figure 2 shows the ORTEP diag!
ram of 5 and selected interatomic distances and angles
are given in Table 3[

In both compounds the ytterbium centre is six!coor!
dinated with the tridentate ligand\ two chlorine atoms
and the neutral molecule "THF or Me1pzH# bonded to
the metal atom[ The coordination geometry around the
ytterbium centre is octahedral in both compounds[ A
greater distortion from the regular octahedron is
observed for 5 comparatively to 3\ as can be seen in
the values of the angles "ligand#!Yb!"trans ligand# and
"ligand#!Yb!"cis ligand# angles "Tables 2Ð3#[

Both molecules have approximately Cs symmetries
with a non!crystallographic mirror plane passing through
ytterbium\ boron\ one pyrazolyl ring and the
THF:Me1pzH ring[

Within two standard deviations\ the two independent

Table 2
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for YbCl1TpMe1 "THF#

Molecule "0# Molecule "1#

Yb"0#ÐCl"0# 1[419"5# Yb"1#ÐCl"2# 1[418"5#
Yb"0#ÐCl"1# 1[490"4# Yb"1#ÐCl"3# 1[384"6#
Yb"0#ÐO"0# 1[169"01# Yb"1#ÐO"1# 1[183"02#
Yb"0#ÐN"0# 1[28"1# Yb"1#ÐN"3# 1[28"1#
Yb"0#ÐN"1# 1[251"03# Yb"1#ÐN"4# 1[28"1#
Yb"0#ÐN"2# 1[29"1# Yb"1#ÐN"5# 1[23"1#
av[ NÐN 0[26"1# av[ NÐN 0[26"1#
av[ NÐC 0[24"1# av[ NÐC 0[23"1#
av[ CÐC 0[25"2# av[ CÐC 0[26"2#
av[ CÐCH2 0[38"2# av[ CÐCH2 0[40"2#
av[ BÐN 0[44"2# av[ BÐN 0[43"2#
O"0#ÐYb"0#ÐN"2# 047[9"4# O"1#ÐYb"1#ÐN"5# 059[6"4#
O"0#ÐYb"0#ÐN"1# 72[0"4# O"1#ÐYb"1#ÐN"4# 72[8"4#
N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐN"1# 68[4"4# N"5#ÐYb"1#ÐN"4# 68[6"5#
O"0#ÐYb"0#ÐN"0# 72[6"5# O"1#ÐYb"1#ÐN"3# 75[7"4#
N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐN"0# 79[2"5# N"5#ÐYb"1#ÐN"3# 79[2"4#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐN"0# 79[8"4# N"4#ÐYb"1#ÐN"3# 68[8"4#
O"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 84[9"3# O"1#ÐYb"1#ÐCl"3# 83[3"3#
N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 099[4"3# N"5#ÐYb"1#ÐCl"3# 85[3"3#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 061[2"3# N"4#ÐYb"1#ÐCl"3# 81[3"3#
N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 80[4"3# N"3#ÐYb"1#ÐCl"3# 061[0"3#
O"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 85[0"3# O"1#ÐYb"1#ÐCl"2# 81[0"3#
N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 87[4"3# N"5#ÐYb"1#ÐCl"2# 092[9"3#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 83[1"3# N"4#ÐYb"1#ÐCl"2# 061[9"3#
N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 064[0"3# N"3#ÐYb"1#ÐCl"2# 82[9"3#
Cl"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 82[3"1# Cl"3#ÐYb"1#ÐCl"2# 83[6"2#
av[ NÐBÐN 098"1# av[ NÐBÐN 009"1#
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Fig[ 1[ ORTEP view of YbCl1TpMe1 "THF#[

Table 3
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for
ðYbCl1TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł=THF

Yb"0#ÐN"0# 1[257"3# Yb"0#ÐCl"0# 1[406"1#
Yb"0#ÐN"1# 1[252"3# Yb"0#ÐCl"1# 1[412"0#
Yb"0#ÐN"2# 1[261"3# Yb"0#ÐN"3# 1[265"3#
av[ NÐN 0[261"4# N"3#ÐN"30# 0[250"5#
av[ NÐC 0[238"5# av[ NÐCa 0[236"6#
av[ CÐC 0[257"8# av[ CÐCa 0[262"7#
av[ CÐCH2 0[492"8# av[ CÐCH2

a 0[380"7#
av[ BÐN 0[439"6#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐN"0# 79[8"0# N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 058[3"0#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐN"2# 65[6"0# N"3#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 85[8"0#
N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐN"2# 70[0"0# N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 057[7"0#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐN"3# 73[6"0# N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 83[6"0#
N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐN"3# 050[5"0# N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 81[4"0#
N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐN"3# 73[3"0# N"3#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 86[3"0#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 81[8"0# Cl"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 86[67"4#
N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 84[1"0# av[ NÐBÐN 009[9"3#

a Average NÐC\ CÐC and CÐCH2 of Me1pzH ligand[

molecules of 3 have similar molecular dimensions[ The
average YbÐCl bond distances in 3 and 5 are identical
"1[400"5# and 1[419"1#A� \ respectively#\ and are in the
range observed in the hexa!coordinate Yb"III# com!
plexes] ðYbCl1"m!Cl#"THF#1Ł1 "1[389"2#A� \ YbÐCl ter!
minal# ð17Ł\ YbCl2"THF#2 "1[41"4#A� # ð17Ł\ and in
ðYbCl1"THF#1"m!Cl#1Li"THF#1Ł "1[403"2#A� \ YbÐCl ter!
minal# ð18Ł\ but shorter than the average YbÐCl bond
length in YbCpCl1"THF#2 "1[484A� # ð29Ł[

The average YbÐNpz bond distances in 3 and 5 "1[25"1#
and 1[257"3#A� \ respectively# are close to the similar dis!
tances found in Yb"TpMe1#1 ð20\ 21Ł "1[371"4#A� ^
1[379"3#A� #\ if the di}erences between the ionic radii of
Yb1¦ and Yb2¦ are taken into account[ The YbÐO dis!
tance of 1[17"0#A� in 3 is comparable to the values found
in the previously mentioned Yb"III# complexes] 1[161A�

in YbCl2"THF#2\ 1[154"6#A� in ðYbCl1"THF#1"m!
Cl#"THF#1Ł1 and 1[158"7#A� in ðYbCl1"THF#1"m!Cl#1Li!
"THF#1Ł[ In 5 the YbÐN bond distance in the neutral
dimethylpyrazole ligand\ 1[265"3#A� \ is shorter than the
PrÐN bond distance in 1 "1[531"5#A� #\ even taking into
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Fig[ 2[ ORTEP view of ðYbCl2TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł=THF[

account the di}erences in ionic radii between seven!coor!
dinate Pr and six!coordinate Yb ions[

The average ClÐYbÐCl bond angle of 86[67"4#> in 5

is signi_catively bigger than the corresponding value of
83[0"2#> in 3\ probably due to the replacement of a THF
by the bulkier Me1pzH[

2[2[2[ ðYbCl2TpMe1Ł−ðMe1pzH1Ł
¦ "6# and ðYbCl2

TpMe1Ł−ðNa"THF#2Ł
¦ "7#

Figures 3 and 4 show ORTEP drawings of the struc!
tures and selected bond lengths and bond angles are given
in Tables 4 and 5[

Both structures revealed ion!pair systems in which the
anion is the six!coordinate "YbCl2TpMe1#[ The coor!

dination geometry of the anion is approximately octa!
hedral in both compounds[ The anion has approximately
C2v symmetry[ In 7 there is a crystallographic!imposed
mirror plane passing through the Yb\ Cl"0#\ B\ Na and
O"1s# atoms and through the N"1# pyrazolyl ring[

In the YbCl2TpMe1 anion of 6 and 7\ the YbÐCl bond
distances are almost identical\ average 1[455"1# and
1[434"5#A� \ and are marginally longer than the YbÐCl
distance in compounds 3 and 5[ The average ClÐYbÐCl
angles for 6 and 7 "82[91"5# and 81[7"1#>\ respectively#
are similar to the corresponding value in 3[ The average
YbÐNpz bond lengths and NÐYbÐN bond angles
"1[263"4#A� \ 68[5"1#> for 6^ 1[26"1#A� \ 68[3"5#> for 7# are
identical with those of 3 and 5\ due to the rigid nature of
the tridentate ligand[
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Fig[ 3[ ORTEP view of ðYbCl2TpMe1 Ł−ðMe1pzH1Ł
¦[

Table 4
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for ðYbCl2TpMe1 Ł−ðMe1pzH1Ł

¦

Yb"0#ÐN"0# 1[270"3# Yb"0#ÐCl"0# 1[466"1#
Yb"0#ÐN"1# 1[256"3# Yb"0#ÐCl"1# 1[426"1#
Yb"0#ÐN"2# 1[264"4# Yb"0#ÐCl"2# 1[474"1#
av[ NÐN 0[271"5# N"3#ÐN"30# 0[221"6#
av[ NÐC 0[241"6# av[ NÐCa 0[203"7#
av[ CÐC 0[269"00# av[ CÐCa 0[256"8#
av[ CÐCH2 0[381"09# av[ CÐCH2

a 0[387"8#
av[ BÐN 0[425"7#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐN"2# 68[5"1# N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 83[6"0#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐN"0# 67[3"1# Cl"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 89[34"5#
N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐN"0# 79[6"1# N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"2# 057[9"0#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 83[8"0# N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"2# 81[8"0#
N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 82[4"0# N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"2# 80[2"0#
N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 060[7"0# Cl"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"2# 83[70"5#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 82[0"0# Cl"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"2# 82[79"4#
N"2#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 061[9"0# av[ NÐBÐN 009[0"4#

a Average NÐC\ CÐC and CÐCH2 of the Me1pzH1 cation[

The cation in 6\ Me1pzH1\ show slightly shorter NÐN
and NÐC bond lengths "NÐN\ 0[221"6#A� ^ NÐC\
0[203"7#A� # compared with the corresponding values in
the neutral Me1pzH in compound 5 "NÐN\ 0[250"5#A� ^
NÐC\ 0[236"6#A� #[

In compound 7\ the sodium atom is in an octahedral

Table 5
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for
ðYbCl2TpMe1 Ł−ðNa"THF#2Ł

¦

Yb"0#ÐN"0# 1[270"00# NaÐO"0S# 1[51"1#
Yb"0#ÐN"1# 1[24"1# NaÐO"1S# 1[77"5#
Yb"0#ÐCl"0# 1[441"5# NaÐCl"0# 2[948"8#
Yb"0#ÐCl"1# 1[430"3# NaÐCl"1# 2[220"7#
av[ NÐN 0[25"1# av[ CÐCH2 0[49"2#
av[ NÐC 0[24"1# av[ BÐN 0[44"2#
av[ CÐC 0[26"2#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐN"0# 68[6"3# O"0Sa#ÐNaÐO"0S# 000[1"8#
N"0a#ÐYb"0#ÐN"0# 67[8"5# O"0S#ÐNaÐO"1S# 75[9"7#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 83[9"2# O"0S#ÐNaÐCl"0# 85[2"4#
N"0a#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 060[2"2# O"1S#ÐNaÐCl"0# 065"0#
N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1# 83[1"2# O"0S#ÐNaÐCl"1a# 045[0"4#
Cl"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"1a# 81[1"1# Cl"0#ÐNaÐCl"1a# 69[5"1#
N"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 058[6"3# O"0S#ÐNaÐCl"1# 89[3"4#
N"0#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 81[3"2# O"1S#ÐNaÐCl"1# 095[1"8#
Cl"1#ÐYb"0#ÐCl"0# 82[0"1# Cl"0#ÐNaÐCl"1# 69[4"1#
Yb"0#ÐCl"0#ÐNa 74[7"1# Cl"1a#ÐNaÐCl"1# 55[6"1#
Yb"0#ÐCl"1#ÐNa 79[3"0# NÐBÐN 009"0#

a Atoms related by the symmetry operation x\ −y¦0:1\ z[

environment\ coordinated to the three oxygen atoms of
the three THF molecules "NaÐO bond lengths\ 1[51"1#\
1[57"5#\ and 1[51"1#A� # and to the three chlorine ligands
"interactions of 2[948"5#\ 2[220"7#\ and 2[948"5#A� #[
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Fig[ 4[ ORTEP view of ðYbCl2TpMe1 Ł−ðNa"THF#2Ł
¦[

There are two short intermolecular contacts in the
packing of 6\ 2[011 and 2[070A� for Cl"0#[ [ [N"30# and
Cl"2#[ [ [N"3# which could suggest the possibility of an
intermolecular hydrogen bond between the hydrogens
bonded to the nitrogen atoms of the Me1pzH1 cation and
the chlorine atoms of the anion[

3[ Conclusions

We have shown that the small Yb¦2 ion can be sta!
bilized by one TpMe1 ligand with formation of the mono!
meric species\ YbCl1TpMe1 "THF#[ However\ this

compound undergoes easy intermolecular rearrangement
reactions to yield ðYbCl2TpMe1 Ł−ðMe1pzH1Ł¦ and ðYbCl1
TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł=THF[ These results may explain the for!
mation of the compounds ðLnCl"m!Cl#TpMe1 "Me1pzH#Ł1
for Pu and the lighter lanthanides[ In these cases
additional steric protection of the metallic centres is pro!
vided by formation of dimeric compounds[
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Abstract

The preparations are reported of a range of complexes of MnII\ CoII\ NiII and CuII with 0\3!bis!"3!pyridylsulfenylmethyl#benzene
"B3PSB# and of complexes of CoII\ NiII and CuII with the 1!pyridyl analogue "B1PSB#\ together with relevant spectroscopic data[ X!
Ray crystallographic studies on Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1 show the presence of a chain structure in which _ve!coordinate cobalt centers are
linked by bridging "B1PSB# ligands\ with the remaining coordination sites about each metal atom being occupied by one very
asymmetrically chelating nitrate group and an oxygen atom of a unidentate nitrate[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] X!ray structure^ Polymeric complexes^ Bis"pyridine# ligands

0[ Introduction

There is currently appreciable interest in the types
of polymeric arrays which can be prepared by the inter!
action of metal salts with extended!reach ligands of type
I\ in which pairs of 3!pyridyl units are linked by an
appropriate spacer group\ and it has been shown that
variations in the linking unit in~uence the types of struc!
ture formed ð0Ð7Ł[ With a related aim\ we have been
exploring the network!forming ability of linked pyr!
rolidin!1!thione "e[g[ II# ð8Ł and pyridin!1!thione "e[g[ III#
ð09\00Ł ligands\ which can be obtained by the action of
Lawesson|s reagent on their bis"pyrrolidin!1!one# and
bis"pyridin!1!one# analogues[ Parallel studies\ using the
direct reaction between a\a?!0\3!dibromoxylene and the
sodium salts of 1! or 3!mercaptopyridine have a}orded
the complementary types of ligand\ IV "B1PSB# and V

"B3PSB# respectively\ in which the sulfur atoms are incor!
porated into the spacer group connecting pairs of 1!
or 3!pyridyl donor groups[ We report here some metal
complexes of IV and V and the results of an X!ray study
on Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1[

� Corresponding author[
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1[ Experimental

1[0[ Preparation of compounds

1[0[0[ 0\3!Bis!"1!pyridylsulfenylmethyl# benzene
Sodium "0[69 g\ 63mmol# was dissolved in butan!0!ol

"049 cm2# in a ~ask _tted with a re~ux condenser and a
CaCl1 drying tube[ Pyridin!1!thione "4[9 g\ 34mmol# and
a\a?!0\3!dibromoxylene "4[82 g\ 11[4mmol# were added
and the mixture was re~uxed "graphite bath\ 019>C# for
4 h[ Upon cooling\ golden needle!like crystals separated[
The butan!0!ol was removed and then diethylether
"199 cm2# was added to the slightly damp solid\ and the
mixture stirred thoroughly[ The product was extracted
into dichloromethane\ dried over anhydrous magnesium
sulfate and crystallized by slow evaporation[ The tan!
colored crystals were dried in vacuo over P1O4 "yield 74)\
mp 64Ð65>C#[ Found] C\ 55[5] H\ 4[9^ N\ 7[5[ Calc[ for
C07H05N1S1] C\ 55[5^ H\ 4[9^ N\ 7[5)[ MS"EI# 213 "M¦#[
0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#] d 3[31 "3H\ s#\ 6[99 "1H\
m#\ 6[05 "1H\ m#\ 6[23 "3H\ s#\ 6[36 "1H\ m#\ 7[34 "1H\
d#[ The constitution of the ligand is also con_rmed by
the structure of the complex Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1[

1[0[1[ 0\3!Bis!"3!pyridylsulfenylmethyl#benzene
This was obtained by essentially the same procedure

and on the same scale\ but using pyridin!3!thione and
extracting the product into chloroform instead of dichlo!
romethane "yield 65)\ mp 076Ð089>C#[ Found] C\ 55[5]
H\ 3[8^ N\ 7[5[ Calc[ for C07H05N1S1] C\ 55[5^ H\ 4[9^ N\
7[5)[ MS"EI# 213 "M¦#[ 0H NMR "169MHz\ CDCl2#]
d 3[08 "3H\ s#\ 6[09 "3H\ d#\ 6[25 "3H\ s#\ 7[27 "3H\ d#[

1[1[ Metal complexes

Analytical data "Microanalytical Laboratory\ Imperial
College#\ colors and yields of the complexes are given in
Table 0[ Preparative details are summarized below[ The
cobalt"II# and nickel"II# iodide and thiocyanate starting
reagents were prepared metathetically by mixing con!
centrated methanol solutions of the corresponding metal
nitrates and sodium iodide or potassium thiocyanate
respectively and removal of the precipitated alkali metal
nitrates[ Unless stated otherwise\ the metal complexes
were collected by _ltration\ washed with a small amount
of the solvent used for the preparation and then dried in
vacuo over P1O4[

Caution; Although we did not observe any explosive
behavior with the copper"II# perchlorate compounds
described below\ all metal perchlorates must be regarded
as potentially explosive and appropriate safety measures
taken[

1[1[0[ CoX1"B1PSB# "X�Cl\ Br#
These compounds precipitated on mixing a solution of

cobalt"II# chloride hexahydrate "9[963 g\ 9[20mmol# or

cobalt"II# bromide hexahydrate "9[090 g\ 9[20mmol#
respectively in ethanol "1 cm2# with a solution of B1PSB
"9[986 g\ 9[29mmol# also in ethanol "4 cm2#[ IR] chloride
n"CoÐCl# 299\ 215 cm−0^ bromide n"CoÐBr# 129\
159 cm−0[

1[1[1[ CoI1"B1PSB#
This was prepared as for the previous complexes\ and

on the same scale\ but with the cobalt"II# iodide in a
mixture of ethanol "1 cm2# and methanol "9[3 cm2#[

1[1[2[ M"NO2#1"B1PSB# "M�Co\ Ni#
A solution of the respective\ hydrated metal nitrate

"9[933 g\ 9[04mmol# in ethanol "1 cm2# was added to one
of B1PSB "9[938 g\ 9[04mmol# also in ethanol "4 cm2#[ In
the case of the cobalt complex the clear\ purple solution
was left to crystallize slowly\ until crystals of suitable
quality for X!ray study had formed[ After removal of
some of the crystals the remainder of the solution was
concentrated to ca 0 cm2\ treated with nitromethane
"4 cm2# and then re~uxed\ and a good yield of the purple
complex separated[ A similar procedure was used to
obtain the nickel complex\ but in that case crystals were
not grown[

1[1[3[ Cu"B1PSB#1"ClO3#1

This green complex precipitated on mixing ethanolic
solutions of hydrated copper"II# perchlorate "9[945 g\
9[04mmol in 1 cm2# and B1PSB "9[986 g\ 9[29mmol in
4 cm2#[ IR] n3"ClO−

3# 512 cm−0[

1[1[4[ MnCl1"B3PSB#=H1O
This complex precipitated on addition of a solution of

B3PSB "9[938 g\ 9[04mmol# in nitromethane "4 cm2# to
one of MnCl1=3H1O "9[929 g\ 9[04mmol# in ethanol
"1 cm2#[

1[1[5[ CoBr1"B3PSB#
Addition of a solution of CoBr1=5H1O "9[938 g\

9[04mmol# in a mixture of ethanol "9[4 cm2# and nitro!
methane "0 cm2# to one of B3PSB "9[938 g\ 9[04mmol# in
hot "79>C# nitromethane "4 cm2# gave the complex as a
_ne blue powder[

1[1[6[ CoI1"B3PSB#
This was obtained as for the previous complex\ and on

the same scale\ but using a solution of cobalt"II# iodide
in a mixture of methanol "9[1 cm2# and nitromethane
"0 cm2#[

1[1[7[ Co"NCS#1"B3PSB#1=1H1O
This pink complex precipitated on the addition of a

solution of cobalt"II# thiocyanate "9[04mmol# in a mix!
ture of methanol "9[1 cm2# and nitromethane "0 cm2# to a
solution of B3PSB "9[986 g\ 9[2mmol# in nitromethane
"6 cm2#[ IR] n"CN# 1942 cm−0[
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Table 0
Analytical data\ colors and yields of the complexes formed by ligands IV and V

Complex Color Analysis ")#a Yield")#

C H N

Ligand IV "�L#
CoCl1L blue 36[7 "36[5# 2[4 "2[5# 5[1 "5[1# 50
CoBr1L blue 28[8 "28[7# 1[8 "2[9# 4[0 "4[1# 45
CoI1L green 23[4 "22[8# 1[4 "1[4# 3[3 "3[3# 59
Co"NO2#1L purple 31[6 "31[5# 2[9 "2[1# 00[9 "00[9# 70
Ni"NO2#1L green 31[5 "31[5# 2[9 "2[1# 09[8 "00[0# 68
ðCuL1Ł"ClO3#1 green 36[5 "36[4# 2[7 "2[4# 4[7 "5[1# 55

Ligand V "�L?#
MnCl1L?=H1O cream 35[4 "35[1# 2[4 "2[8# 4[8 "5[9# 53
CoBr1L? blue 28[7 "28[7# 2[0 "2[9# 4[0 "4[1# 49
CoI1L? green 23[1 "22[8# 1[5 "1[4# 3[6 "3[3# 62
Co"NCS#1L1?=1H1O pink 42[0 "42[0# 2[6 "3[1# 09[9 "8[7# 55
NiCl1L?=H1O yellow 35[0 "34[7# 2[5 "2[7# 5[9 "4[8# 45
NiBr1L? tan 28[3 "28[7# 2[0 "2[9# 4[0 "4[1# 47
NiI1L? orangeÐbrown 23[5 "22[8# 1[6 "1[4# 3[60 "3[3# 58
NiI1L1? green 34[0 "34[9# 2[4 "2[3# 4[8 "4[7# 54
Ni"NO2#1L?=H1O green 30[2 "30[1# 2[0 "2[4# 09[5 "09[6# 42
Ni"NCS#1L? green 36[8 "37[0# 2[2 "2[1# 00[9 "00[1# 68
CuCl1L? turquoise 36[1 "36[0# 2[4 "2[4# 4[8 "5[0# 30
CuBr1L? green 28[6 "28[4# 2[9 "1[8# 4[0 "4[0# 39
CuL?1"ClO3#1=1H1O purple 34[4 "34[5# 2[6 "2[7# 5[9 "4[8# 44

a Calculated values are given in parentheses[

1[1[8[ NiCl1"B3PSB#=H1O and NiBr1"B3PSB#
These compounds precipitated when solutions of nick!

el"II# chloride hexahydrate "9[925 g\ 9[904mmol#\ or
nickel"II# bromide hexahydrate "9[925 g\ 9[904mmol#
respectively\ in a mixture of ethanol "9[4 cm2# and nitro!
methane "0 cm2# were added to a hot solution of B3PSB
"9[938 g\ 9[04mmol# in nitromethane "4 cm2#[

1[1[09[ Ni"NO2#1"B3PSB#=H1O
This was prepared as for the previous complexes\ and

on the same scale\ but the solution of B3PSB was added
to the nickel nitrate solution[

1[1[00[ NiI1"B3PSB#
A solution of nickel"II# iodide "9[04mmol# in a mixture

of methanol "0 cm2# and nitromethane "0 cm2# was added
dropwise over a period of 1min to a re~uxing solution of
B3PSB "9[938 g\ 9[04mmol# in nitromethane "4 cm2#[ The
solution was momentarily brown in color\ but the _rst
few drops of the nickel iodide solution caused the for!
mation of a green solid[ As more nickel iodide was added
the brown color was maintained for longer periods
between the additions and the green solid _nally became
orangeÐbrown[

1[1[01[ NiI1"B3PSB#1

This was prepared by a similar method but using
9[2mmol of B3PSB and 9[0mmol of nickel"II# iodide\
when the formation of the green complex was sustained[

1[1[02[ Ni"NCS#1"B3PSB#
The same procedure was employed as for NiI1"B3PSB#\

and on the same scale\ but using nickel"II# thiocyanate
instead of nickel"II# iodide[ IR] n"CN# 1001 cm−0[

1[1[03[ CuX1"B3PSB# "X�Cl\ Br#
These compounds were obtained as for their nickel"II#

analogues\ and on the same scale\ but they separated as
very _ne powders and were collected by centrifuging[

1[1[04[ Cu"B3PSB#1"ClO3#1=1H1O
Addition of a solution of hydrated copper"II# per!

chlorate "9[915 g\ 9[96mmol# in a mixture of ethanol
"0 cm2# and nitromethane "0 cm2# to a solution of B3PSB
"9[938 g\ 9[04mmol# in nitromethane "4 cm2# gave a
cloudy purple solution\ from which a purple mic!
rocrystalline powder separated within 13 h[ IR] n3"ClO−

3#
512 cm−0[

1[2[ Spectroscopy

The EPR spectra were measured at room temperature
on a Varian E01 X!band "ca 8[4GHz# spectrometer using
powdered samples[ Mass spectra "EI# were obtained on
a Varian Autospec Q mass spectrometer[ The other spec!
troscopic measurements were carried out as described
previously ð00Ł[
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1[3[ Crystallography

1[3[0[ Crystal data
For Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1\ 0] C07H05CoN3O5S1\

M�496[3\ triclinic\ space group P0¹\ a�6[411"1#A� \
b�7[452"1#A� \ c�06[423"1#A� \ a�78[88"1#>\ b�75[70
"1#>\ g�57[62"1#>\ U�0949[6"1#A� 2\ Z�1\ Dc�0[593 g
cm−2\ m"MoKa#�0[948mm−0\ l�9[60962A� \ F"999#
�407[ A dark red block of dimensions 9[39×9[22×
9[16mm was used[

1[4[ Data collection and processing

Data were collected on a Siemens P3:PC di}ractometer
with graphite monochromated MoKa radiation using v!
scans^ 2566 independent re~ections were measured
"6³1u³34># of which 2064 were considered observed
"=Fo=×3s"=Fo=##[ The data were corrected for Lorentz and
polarization factors^ no absorption correction was
applied[

1[5[ Structure analysis and re_nement

The structure was solved by direct methods[ The non!
hydrogen atoms were re_ned anisotropically[ The pos!
itions of the hydrogen atoms were idealized\ CÐ
H�9[85A� \ assigned isotropic thermal parameters\
U"H#�0[1Ueq"C#\ and allowed to ride on their parent
carbon atoms[ Re_nement was by full!matrix least!squa!
res\ based on F\ to give R�9[9214 and Rw�9[9263
"w−0�s1"F#¦9[9996F1#[ The mean and maximum shif!
t:error in the _nal re_nement were 9[999 and 9[990 respec!
tively and the maximum and minimum residual electron
densities in the _nal DF map were 9[14 and −9[12 eA� −2\
respectively[ Computations were carried out using the
SHELXTL PLUS PC system ð01Ł[ Selected bond lengths
and angles are listed in Table 1[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for Co"NO2#1"B1PSB#

Co"0#ÐN"0# 1[970"1# Co"0#ÐN"11# 1[951"1#
Co"0#ÐO"092# 1[915"1# Co"0#ÐO"001# 1[926"1#
Co"0#ÐO"002# 1[222"1#

N"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"11# 095[1"0# N"0#ÐCo"0#ÐO"092# 001[7"0#
N"0#ÐCo"0#ÐO"001# 87[9"0# N"0#ÐCo"0#ÐO"002# 044[2"0#
N"11#ÐCo"0#ÐO"092# 85[2"0# N"11#ÐCo"0#ÐO"001# 015[0"0#
N"11#ÐCo"0#ÐO"002# 75[7"0# O"092#ÐCo"0#ÐO"001# 006[3"0#
O"092#ÐCo"0#ÐO"002# 74[6"0# O"001#ÐCo"0#ÐO"002# 46[8"0#
Co"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"1# 005[8"0# Co"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"5# 014[1"0#
Co"0#ÐN"11#ÐC"06# 007[8"0# Co"0#ÐN"11#ÐC"10# 012[2"1#
Co"0#ÐO"092#ÐN"099# 097[4"1# Co"0#ÐO"001#ÐN"009# 099[1"0#
Co"0#ÐO"002#ÐN"009# 75[7"0#

2[ Results and discussion

Both B1PSB "IV# and B3PSB "V# gave solid complexes
with a range of _rst row transition metal ions Table 0[
The complexes were generally rather insoluble and\ as a
result\ crystals of suitable quality for single crystal X!
ray di}raction analysis were obtained in only one case\
Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1[ We shall discuss that X!ray result
_rst as it provides a basis for inferring the structures of
the other complexes from the spectroscopic studies[

2[0[ Structure of Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1

The X!ray study of the complex Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1
shows the compound to be polymeric\ the B1PSB ligand
adopting a bridging role between the cobalt centers\
bonding to them via the nitrogen atoms "Fig[ 0#[ Each
cobalt atom also has bonded to it one unidentate nitrate
and one asymmetric bidentate nitrate ion "Fig[ 1#[ The
coordination geometry at Co is very distorted[ It can
probably be best described as distorted tetrahedral
"involving N"0#\ N"11#\ O"092# and O"001## but with a
more loosely coordinated oxygen atom\ O"002#\ occu!
pying a _fth\ more distant "1[222"1#A� # coordination site\
without major perturbation of the tetrahedron[ The CoÐ
N"pyridyl# distances are asymmetric\ with that to N"0#\
in a pseudo!trans position to the loosely linked O"002#\
being slightly longer "1[970"1#A� # than that to N"11#
"1[926"1#A� #[ The solid state electronic spectrum of the
compound "Table 2# shows strong dÐd bands as expected
from the non!centrosymmetric coordination geometry[

The B1PSB ligand has Ci symmetry about the center
of the benzene ring\ thus producing an anti geometry for
the two terminal 1!mercaptopyridyl groups[ The pyridyl
and benzyl ring systems are steeply inclined to each other
"47># but with the C"5#ÐS"6#ÐC"7#ÐC"8# linkage being
essentially planar\ the principal torsional twist being
about the C"7#ÐC"8# bond "57>#[ Despite the potential for
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Fig[ 0[ Part of the polymeric chain structure of Co"NO2#1"B1PSB#[

Fig[ 1[ The coordination geometry about Co in the structure of Co"NO2#1"B1PSB#[ The dashed line indicates the more loosely coordinated oxygen
atom\ O"002#[

interchain pÐp interactions\ a study of the packing of the
chains reveals a marked absence of either face!to!face or
edge!to!face interactions[

2[1[ Other complexes of B1PSB "IV#

Nickel nitrate also forms a complex of stoichiometry
Ni"B1PSB#"NO2#1 analogous to the cobalt complex
described above[ Its solid state electronic spectrum Table
2 is typical of nickel"II# in an essentially octahedral coor!

dination geometry\ both with respect to the band energies
and lower band intensities\ so it is probable that this
compound resembles its cobalt"II# analogue in having a
similar chain structure\ but in this case with six!coor!
dination at each nickel center by use of two bidentate
nitrates[

The solid state electronic spectra of the cobalt"II# hal!
ide complexes Co"B1PSB#X1 "X�Cl\ Br\ I# are\ however
Table 2\ characteristic of essentially tetrahedral coor!
dination geometry about the Co center ð02Ł\ as they show
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Table 2
Electronic spectraa "cm−0# of some complexes formed by ligands IV and V

CoCl1"B1PSB# 5499 sh\ 6199\ 7699 sh\ 05\699b

CoBr1"B1PSB# 5199 sh\ 6999\ 7199 sh\ 05\499b

CoI1"B1PSB# 5899b\ 04\899b

Co"NO2#1"B1PSB# 7699\ 02\799 sh\ 08\299
Ni"NO2#1"B1PSB# 7699\ 04\399\ 13\099
Cu"B1PSB#1"ClO3#1 06\699\ 14\399
CoBr1"B3PSB# 5699\ 8099\ 05\499b

CoI1"B3PSB# 4899 sh\ 5499\ 8099\ 04\699b

Co"NCS#1"B3PSB#1=1H1O 8399\ 06\499 sh\ 19\999
NiCl1"B3PSB#=H1O 5099\ 7499\ ca 01\999 sh\ 02\899\ ca 12\999 br
NiBr1"B3PSB# 5999\ 7999\ 02\699\ ca 12\999 br
NiI1"B3PSB# 4899\ 7999\ 02\399c

NiI1"B3PSB#1 6399 br\ 01\999 sh\ 05\999c

CuCl1"B3PSB# 03\399 br
CuBr1"B3PSB# 04\999 br
Cu"B3PSB#1"ClO3#1=1H1O 06\699

a By re~ectance method[
b Center of strong multicomponent band[
c dÐd bands at higher energy obscured by strong electron transfer absorption[

strong\ overlapping bands in the range 5999Ð8999 cm−0

"transitions to components of 3T0"F## and a strong\ mul!
ticomponent band in the visible region "transitions to
components of 3T0"P##[ Additional evidence ð03\ 04Ł for
tetrahedral coordination geometry for Co"B1PSB#Cl1 is
provided by the n"CoÐCl# bands at 299 and 215 cm−0[
These results are consistent with these cobalt"II# halide
compounds also forming chains analogous to those in
Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1 but with the cobalt centers comprising
tetrahedral ðCoN1X1Ł units[

Reaction of B1PSB with hydrated copper"II# per!
chlorate in ethanol gave a complex of stoichiometry
Cu"B1PSB#1"ClO3#1\ the X!band powder EPR spectrum
of which was of the axial type with g_�1[949 and
g>�1[126 and with Cu hyper_ne splitting of 06[4mT
on g>[ These results are consistent with a planar CuN3

coordination geometry about each copper center and
with negligible interaction between adjacent copper
centers[ The solid state electronic spectrum shows a broad
dÐd band at 06\699 cm−0 and a strong band\ probably of
electron!transfer origin\ at 14\399 cm−0[ Taken in con!
junction with the bridging capability of B1PSB dem!
onstrated for Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1\ these observations
suggest that the cations in ðCu"B1PSB#1Ł"ClO3#1 are
linked by B1PSB bridges so as to form a sheet array[

2[2[ Complexes of B3PSB "V#

The products of the reaction of B3PSB with cobalt"II#
bromide or iodide closely resemble those formed by the
1!pyridyl analogue as they have the stoichiometry
Co"B3PSB#X1 "X�Br\ I# and their electronic spectra
Table 2 show the presence of tetrahedrally coordinated
metal centers[ There is\ however a greater splitting of

the components of the n1 band system "transitions to
components of 3T0"F## in the near IR region\ indicative
of a greater distortion from strict Td symmetry at the
cobalt centers[

In contrast\ the corresponding nickel"II# halide com!
plexes Ni"B3PSB#X1 "X�Br\ I# have electronic spectra
characteristic of halide bridged six!coordinate nickel"II#\
as in e[g[ Ni"pyridine#1Br1 ð05Ł\ but in the present com!
pounds with concomitant bridging by the B3PSB ligands[
The electronic spectrum of the hydrated nickel chloride
complex Ni"B3PSB#Cl1=H1O is also of the halide!bridged
polymer type\ and this compound probably also contains
B3PSB cross!links\ but\ in the absence of direct X!ray
con_rmation\ the possibility that the water molecule is
coordinated cannot be ruled out[ Similar comments apply
to its manganese"II# analogue\ Mn"B3PSB#Cl1=H1O\ the
X!band EPR spectrum of which shows the single broad
g�1 band characteristic ð06Ł of polymeric halide!bridged
ðMnL1X1Łn systems[

During the synthesis of the orangeÐbrown compound
Ni"B3PSB#I1 it was noticed that a solid green product
formed during the early stages of the addition of the
nickel"II# iodide solution[ Use of a 2]0 B3PSB]NiI1 ratio
of the reactants gave the green complex Ni"B3PSB#1I1\
the solid state electronic spectrum of which is typical of
six!coordinate NiL3X1 compounds where L is a nitrogen
donor heterocycle such as pyridine ð07Ł[ This implies the
formation of a sheet structure for this complex via the
bridging action of the B3PSB ligand and with a trans!
NiN3I1 coordination geometry at each nickel center[

The X!band powder EPR spectrum of CuCl1"B3PSB#
is of the axial type with g_�1[954 and g>�1[118[ This
observation and the solid state electronic spectrum
"broad\ multicomponent band centered on 03\399 cm−0#
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are consistent with trans!planar ðCuN1Cl1Ł coordination
geometry with the copper centers linked into chains by
B3PSB bridges[ From its electronic spectrum Table 2 the
bromide analogue is also of this type[

The n"CN# band at 1942 cm−0 in the IR spectrum of
Co"NCS#1"B3PSB#1=1H1O shows that the anions are
bonded via the nitrogen atom and the electronic spectrum
of the solid complex Table 2 is typical of an octahedral
ðCoIIN5Ł chromophore with an average ligand _eld
strength parameter D�09\999 cm−0 ð08\ 19Ł[ This com!
pound can\ therefore\ be assigned a structure in which
the B3PSB ligands bridge the cobalt centers into sheets\
and with the NCS groups bonded in trans positions via
the N atoms[ In contrast\ the anions in the nickel"II#
thiocyanate complex Ni"NCS#1"B3PSB# adopt a bridging
role "n"CN# 1001 cm−0#[

The EPR parameters "g_�1[941\ g>�1[136\ Cu hyp!
er_ne splitting of 06[4mT on g># and electronic spectrum
"dÐd band at 06\699 cm−0# observed for the purple com!
plex Cu"B3PSB#1"ClO3#1=1H1O are very similar to those
of Cu"B1PSB#1"ClO3#1 again indicating the formation of
a sheet array in which planar ðCuIIN3Ł centers are linked
by bridging B3PSB ligands[

In summary\ it is clear from the spectroscopic results
that the bridging action of 0\3!bis!"1!pyridylsulfenyl!
methyl#benzene "B1PSB\ IV# shown by the X!ray result
for Co"B1PSB#"NO2#1 is a general feature not only of the
other complexes of that ligand but also of the complexes
of its 3!pyridyl analogue[ The di}erences are in the coor!
dination geometries adopted by the various metal centers[
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Abstract

With ðMo2"m2!O#"m!S#2"m!OAc#1"dtp#1"py#Ł"dtp�S1P"OC1H4#1#−^ OAc�OOCCH−
2^ py�C4H4N# as the starting material\ the

reaction together with BiI2 in presence of "H1O# results in a novel BiÐMo double!cubane cluster coupled by two bridging oxygen
atoms "ðMo2"BiI2#"m2!O#"m2!S#2"m!OAc#1"py#2Ł1"m!O#1#=1"H1O# 1[ The cluster 1 has been characterized by IR\ Raman\ UVÐVis\ NMR
and single!crystal X!ray study[ A comparison is made between these results and those of the previously reported single cubane BiÐ
Mo cluster ðMo2"BiI2#"m2!S#3"m!OAc#"dtp#2"py#Ł 0[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] MoÐBiÐS"O# double cubane cluster^ Synthesis^ Crystal structure^ Spectrum

0[ Introduction

In our systematic investigation of the designed syn!
thesis and structural chemistry of the hybrid Mo"W#!
main group metal clusters using ðMo2"m2!Y#S2Ł3¦ "Y�O\
S# as the starting materials in organic solvent media\
the MoÐBi clusters have naturally attracted our great
interest[ Bismuth is called a semimetal ð0Ł and is an impor!
tant component in many new functional materials ð1Ð3Ł[
Moreover\ its role in biochemical processes ð4Ł\ medicine
ð5\ 6Ł and catalysis has received more and more attention[
Some early reports have been seen on the BiÐMo com!
posite oxide\ which can act as a highly e.cient catalyst
in the reaction of ole_nes ð7Ł[ So far\ however\ the reports
concerning the structural chemistry of the BiÐMo cluster
compounds are few[ Only after the eighties\ a number
of BiÐMo carbonyl!containing compounds e[g[ Bi1Mo1

"C4H3Me#1"CO#1ð8Ł\ "Et3N#1ðBiMo3"CO#01"m!OMe#2Ł ð09Ł
have begun to be reported[ As to BiÐMoÐS cluster\ Saysell
et al[\ reported in 0885 the preparation\ solution behavior
and UVÐVis spectra of the sandwich cubane cluster
ðMo5BiS7"H1O#07Ł7¦\ but no crystal structure of this com!
pound has been reported ð00Ł[ Up to the present\ the

� Corresponding author[
0 Invited Professor at the Fuzhou University[

crystal structure of a BiÐMoÐS cluster is reported only
by us\ i[e[ the single cubane cluster ðMo2"BiI2#S3"m!OAc#
"dtp#2"py#Ł 0 "dtp�S1P"OC1H4#1−^ OAc�OOCCH−

2^
py�C4H4N# ð01Ł[ Furthermore\ a novel BiÐMoÐS"O#
cluster i[e[ a double cubane cluster 1 has been syn!
thesized[ In this paper\ the synthesis and the structural
characterization of a novel BiÐMoÐS"O# cluster
"ðMo2"BiI2#OS2"m!OAc#1"py#2Ł1"m!O#1#"1H1O# 1 are
described[ This is the _rst example of the double cubane
BiÐMo cluster coupled by two bridging oxygen atoms[

1[ Experimental

All the reactions were carried out under the atmosphere
with the CP or AR grade reagents[ IR spectra were rec!
orded on a Nicolet Magna 649 FT!IR spectrometer with
KBr discs "3999Ð599 cm−0# and CsI discs "599Ð099 cm−0#[
The Raman spectra were collected on a 809 laser Raman
FT Spectrometer with SP grade KBr as the diluent for
the sample[ The UVÐVis spectra were measured by a
Shimadzu UV!2999 spectrometer[ 0H NMR and 02C
NMR were recorded on a Varian Unit 499 spectrometer[
The samples were dissolved in DMSO!d5[ The inductively
coupled plasma!atomic emission spectrometer "ICP!
AES# method was used to examine the principal metal
elements[
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1[0[ Synthesis

1[0[0[ BiI2

A mixture of BiCl2"2[18 g# and hydriodic acid "09ml#
was stirred for half an hour and then _ltered[ The solid
was washed with EtOH and ether respectively\ resulting
in 2[79 g greyÐblack precipitate for use[

1[0[1[ "ðMo2"BiI2#OS2"m!OAc#1"py#2Ł1"m!
O#1#=1"H1O# 1

015mgðMo2OS2"m!OAc#1"dtp#1"py#Ł"9[0mmol# ð02Ł
was dissolved in 09ml CH1Cl1 and 09ml CH2CN[ To the
solution was added fresh but not enough dried
BiI2"89mg\ 9[04mmol#[ The resultant solution was stir!
red for half an hour and then _ltered[ After 19 days\ the
black crystals were separated and washed with EtOH:pe!
troleum ether to yield 04mg of the title crystal[ The prin!
cipal elements were proved to be Mo and Bi by ICP!AES[

1[1[ X!ray structural characterization

1[1[0[ Crystal data
C27H35N5O03I5S5Bi1Mo5\ F[W[�1647[19\ monoclinic\

P10:n "è03#\ a�02[572"4#\ b�06[928"1#\ c�08[834"1#A� \
b�85[77"1#\ V�2348"0#A� 2\ Z�1\ Dcal�1[537 g cm−2[

1[1[1[ m"MoKa#�78[50 cm−0

A black blockish crystal with a dimension of
9[064×9[09×9[09 mm was stuck to the end of a glass
_ber by neutral jelly and then mounted on an Enraf!
Nonius CAD3 di}ractometer to perform X!ray di}rac!
tion work using graphite!monochromatized MoKa radi!
ation "l�9[60962A� #[ The unit cell parameters were
determined and re_ned by a least!squares treatment of
the setting angles of 14 automatically centered re~ections
"01[92>³u³01[81>#[ The intensity data were collected by
using vÐ1u scan mode in the range of 0>³u³14>"h\ 9:
05^ k\ 9:19^ l\ −06:06#[ A variable scan speed was used
"max[ 3[13>:min# with the scan width of 0[99¦9[24tan u

">#[ The re~ections measured were corrected for Lp e}ects
and the absorption using C scan technique "Tmax and
Tmin\ 0 and 9[4427#[ 5278 independent intensity data were
obtained\ of which 2892 with intensities I�1s"I# were
used in the structure solution and re_nements[ The struc!
ture was solved by a combination of direct method
"MITHRIL# and di}erence Fourier syntheses[ All non!
hydrogen atoms were re_ned with anisotropic thermal
parameters[ The hydrogen atoms were calculated by
assuming idealized geometries[ Their contributions were
added to the structure factor calculations\ while their
positions not re_ned[ Full matrix least!squares re_ne!
ment was based on F[ The number of re_ned parameters
was 241[ The _nal residuals were R�9[940 and
Rw�9[942[ GOF "goodness of _t indicator#�0[14\ max[
shift:error on _nal LS cycle D:s�9[994[ The max[ and
min[ residual densities on a _nal di}erence Fourier map

are 9[70 and −9[75 e:A� 2\ respectively[ All the calculations
were carried out on a MICRO!VAX2099 computer using
the TEXSAN program ð03Ł[

The fractional coordinates and equivalent isotropic
thermal parameters for all the nonhydrogen atoms have
been kept as the supplementary material[ The main bond
lengths and angles are shown in Tables 0 and 1 respec!
tively[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Structural features

The structure is composed of neutral double cubane
clusters coupled by two oxygen atoms "ðMo2"m2!O#"m2!
S#2"m!OAc#1"py#2Ł1"m!O#1# together with crystal waters[
As shown in Fig[ 0\ the most speci_c feature of this
structure lies in the cluster molecule[ It contains a crys!
tallographic center of inversion and can be viewed as the
coupling of two identical ðMo2BiOS2Ł {{cubane boxes||
through two oxygen bridges "O"5##[ The six member ring
ðMo"0#ÐMo"2#ÐO"5#ÐMo"0#�ÐMo"2#�ÐO"5#�Ł and two
slightly twisted tetragonals ðMo"0#ÐO"0#ÐMo"2#ÐS"1#Ł\
ðMo"0#�ÐO"0#�ÐMo"2#�ÐS"1#�Ł "� denotes the related
atom by the inversion center# form a cavity with a
dihedral angle of 73> between the six!membered ring and
the tetragonal[ The Mo"0#ÐO"5# and Mo"2#ÐO"5# bond!
lengths of 0[781"7# and 0[789"7#A� respectively are strik!
ingly shorter than the normal MoÐO single bond distance
"1[0A� # ð04Ł\ indicating dÐpÐd p multi!center bonding for
MoÐO"5#ÐMo\ where electrons are delocalized over the
whole double!cubane cluster[

It is worth while to note that the present structural
type is di}erent from either the corner!shared sandwich
double cube\ e[g[ ð"H1O#8Mo2S3SbS3Mo2"H1O#8Ł ð05Ł or
the edge!linked double cube\ e[g[ ð""H1O#8Mo2

S3Cu#1Ł"pts#7=19"H1O# ð06Ł[ This structure belongs to the
same type as "ðMo2ðPb"dtp#1ŁOS2"OAc#1"py#2Ł1"O#1# ð07Ł
reported previously by us and both are similar to the
structure of the FeMo!cofactor active center of nitro!
genase ð08Ł[

Another important feature lies in the heterometallic!
heterobridging ðMo2BiOS2Ł core for each single cube unit\
in which BiI2 combines with "Mo2# cluster via three BiÐ
S bonding[ The "Mo2# triangle is capped by a "m2!O#[
Three Mo atoms are coordinated by one "m2!O#\ two
"m2!S# and a terminal "py# ligand in common\ Mo"0# and
Mo"2# are further labeled by an oxygen atom of the
"OAc# ligand and the bridging O"5# while Mo"1# by two
oxygen atoms belonging to two respective "OAc# groups[
In this way all the Mo atoms have each completed a
distorted octahedral environment[ Although the nature
of the _fth and sixth coordinated atoms of Mo"0# and
Mo"2# is somewhat di}erent from that of Mo"1#\ three
Mo atoms constitute an approximate equilateral triangle
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Table 0
Bond distances "A� #

Bi0Mo"1# 2[680"0# Mo"1#0O"3# 1[020"8#
Bi0Mo"2# 2[888"0# Mo"1#0N"1# 1[13"0#
Bi0Mo"0# 3[906"1# Mo"1#0S"0# 1[201"2#
Mo"0#0Mo"1# 1[529"1# Mo"1#0S"2# 1[214"3#
Mo"0#0Mo"2# 1[522"1# Mo"2#0O"5# 0[789"7#
Mo"1#0Mo"2# 1[528"1# Mo"2#0O"0# 0[889"7#
Bi0S"2# 1[733"3# Mo"2#0O"4# 1[191"8#
Bi0S"0# 1[744"2# Mo"2#0N"2# 1[16"0#
Bi0S"1# 2[906"3# Mo"2#0S"1# 1[220"3#
Bi0I"1# 1[777"1# Mo"2#0S"2# 1[281"3#
Bi0I"2# 1[899"1# O"1#0C"0# 0[15"1#
Bi0I"0# 1[890"0# O"2#0C"0# 0[16"1#
Mo"0#0O"5#i 0[781"7# O"3#0C"2# 0[18"1#
Mo"0#0O"0# 0[876"6# O"4#0C"2# 0[16"1#
Mo"0#0O"1# 1[196"8# N"0#0C"04# 0[16"1#
Mo"0#0N"0# 1[13"0# N"0#0C"00# 0[18"1#
Mo"0#0S"1# 1[220"3# N"1#0C"14# 0[21"1#
Mo"0#0S"0# 1[270"3# N"1#0C"10# 0[23"1#
Mo"1#0O"0# 1[990"7# N"2#0C"24# 0[29"1#
Mo"1#0O"2# 1[020"8# N"2#0C"20# 0[22"1#
O"0#0Ow 2[95"1#

Symmetry operator] i] 0!x\ 0!y\ 0!z[

with MoÐMo bond distance of 1[529"1#\ 1[522"1#\
1[528"1#A� respectively[ It is interesting to note that the
nitrogen atoms of "py# bound to Mo atoms are always in
the trans position with respect to "m2!O#[ This coordinate
pattern is di}erent from that in the single cubane BiÐMo
cluster 0\ where N of "py# is situated cis to "m2!S# and the
opposite atoms to "m2!S# are the S atoms of "dtp#[ This
demonstrates that the m2 atom always prefers to bind the
softer donor atom in the trans position[ This result is in
agreement with that given by Hegetschweiler ð19Ł[ The
BiÐMo distance in the range of 2[680"0#Ð3[906"1#A� repre!
sents a nonbonding character of BiÐMo bonds[

The di}erence of the structures between clusters 0 and
1 is quite striking[ The cluster 0 reported earlier has a
ðMo2"m2!S#"m!S#2BiŁ core and one bridging "OAc# whereas
the cubane core of cluster 1 is ðMo2"m2!O#"m!S#2BiŁ and
has two bridging "OAc# ligands[ It is of signi_cance to
compare their important bond distances[ Some di}er!
ences between clusters 1 and 0 are summarized as follows

0[ MoÐMo bondlengths are shorter in cluster 1 than
that in cluster 0 "1[523"1# vs 1[621"1## and MoÐ"m!
S#bondlength\ longer "1[234"3# vs 1[205"3##[

1[ BiÐS\ BiÐMo distances are shorter "BiÐS\ 1[894"3# vs
1[881"3#^ BiÐMo\ 2[825"0# vs 3[922"1## while BiÐI
bondlength are longer "1[785"1# vs 1[745"1##[

2[ MoÐN"py# distances are signi_cantly shorter"1[14"0#
vs 1[23"0##[

In "0#\ it can be seen that when "m2!S# in cluster 0 is
replaced by "m2!O# in cluster 1\ the MoÐMo bondings are
strengthened and the MoÐ"m!S# bondings weakened due to
the competition between MoÐMo and Mo!bridging bond!

ing[ From the calculations of the bonding model for a series
of non planar cluster rings M2X2"X�O\ S\ Cl\ Br# using
the SCCC!EHMO method\ the competitive e}ect between
the dÐd p and dÐp p interaction has been theoretically
interpreted and it seemed to be reasonable ð10Ł[ As for "1#\
it is shown from quantum chemical calculations that the
net negative charge of "m!S# in ðMo2OS2Ł core is less than
that of ðMo2S3Ł ð11Ł[ This electronic factor seems to be
bene_cial to BiÐS bonding\ thus leading to the strength!
ening of BiÐS bonds[ Therefore\ the shortening of BiÐS
bonds is bound to make the BiÐI bonds lengthened[ In "2#\
the shortening of MoÐN"py# is obviously related to the
e}ect caused by the trans position of "m2!O#[

Finally\ the crystal waters act as the interstitial mol!
ecules and _ll in the vacant positions of the structure[ It
can be seen from the crystal structure analysis that the
distance between the oxygen atoms "Ow# of the crystal
water and the "m2!O# "O"0## of the double cubane cluster
1 "OwÐO"0## is 2[95"1#A� \ which can be regarded as a weak
hydrogen bond "OwHÐO"0# 048>#[ Many examples of this
feature that "m2!O# can be involved in the formation of
intermolecular hydrogen bond have been found in "Mo2#
clusters ð11Ł[

2[1[ Spectroscopic studies

2[1[0[ Infrared and raman spectra
In addition to the characteristic absorption peaks of

the ligands "dtp#\ "OAc# and "py#\ which can be identi_ed
on the basis of the standard spectra1 ð12Ł\ the most impor!

1 Sadtler Standard Infrared Spectra\ 01 K[
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Table 1
Bond angles ">#

Mo"1#0Mo"0#0Mo"2# 59[06"4# O"3#0Mo"1#0S"0# 069[2"2#
Mo"0#0Mo"1#0Mo"2# 48[87"3# O"3#0Mo"1#0S"2# 76[0"2#
Mo"0#0Mo"2#0Mo"1# 48[74"3# N"1#0Mo"1#0S"0# 77[0"2#
Mo"1#0Bi0Mo"2# 28[37"2# N"1#0Mo"1#0S"2# 78[4"2#
Mo"1#0Bi0Mo"0# 28[12"2# S"0#0Mo"1#0S"2# 86[1"0#
Mo"2#0Bi0Mo"0# 27[25"1# O"5#0Mo"2#0O"0# 75[4"3#
S"2#0Bi0S"0# 64[1"0# O"5#0Mo"2#0O"4# 75[7"2#
S"2#0Bi0I"1# 82[05"7# O"5#0Mo"2#0N"2# 79[0"3#
S"2#0Bi0I"2# 053[23"8# O"5#0Mo"2#0S"1# 88[9"2#
S"2#0Bi0I"0# 83[82"7# O"5#0Mo"2#0S"2# 051[6"2#
S"2#0Bi0S"1# 60[3"0# O"0#0Mo"2#0O"4# 79[8"2#
S"0#0Bi0S"1# 69[5"0# O"3#0Mo"1#0N"1# 72[2"3#
I"1#0Bi0S"1# 048[05"7# O"0#0Mo"2#0N"2# 051[0"3#
I"2#0Bi0S"1# 83[77"7# O"0#0Mo"2#0S"1# 093[9"1#
I"0#0Bi0S"1# 85[64"6# O"0#0Mo"2#0S"2# 091[8"2#
S"0#0Bi0I"1# 81[18"7# O"4#0Mo"2#0S"2# 79[4"1#
S"0#0Bi0I"2# 82[39"7# O"4#0Mo"2#0N"2# 75[4"3#
S"0#0Bi0I"0# 054[79"6# O"4#0Mo"2#0S"1# 061[5"1#
I"1#0Bi0I"2# 87[96"5# N"2#0Mo"2#0S"1# 78[8"2#
I"1#0Bi0I"0# 87[40"4# N"2#0Mo"2#0S"2# 76[3"2#
I"2#0Bi0I"0# 83[05"4# S"1#0Mo"2#0S"2# 81[8"0#
O"5#0Mo"0#0O"0# 76[4"2# Mo"1#0S"0#0Mo"0# 57[1"0#
O"5#0Mo"0#0O"1# 76[5"3# Mo"1#0S"0#0Bi 82[7"0#
O"5#0Mo"0#0N"0# 79[6"3# Mo"0#0S"0#0Bi 88[7"0#
O"5#0Mo"0#0S"1# 86[5"2# Mo"0#0S"1#0Mo"2# 57[7"0#
O"5#0Mo"0#0S"0# 052[3"2# Mo"0#0S"1#0Bi 85[5"0#
O"0#0Mo"0#0O"1# 70[0"2# Mo"2#0S"1#0Bi 84[8"0#
O"0#0Mo"0#0N"0# 051[1"3## Mo"1#0S"2#0Mo"2# 57[9"0#
O"0#0Mo"0#0S"1# 093[0"2# Mo"1#0S"2#0Bi 82[7"0#
O"0#0Mo"0#0S"0# 092[0"2# Mo"2#0S"2#0Bi 88[1"0#
O"1#0Mo"0#0N"0# 74[0"3# Mo"0#0O"0#0Mo"2# 71[8"2#
O"1#0Mo"0#0S"1# 061[7"1# Mo"0#0O"0#0Mo"1# 71[4"2#
O"1#0Mo"0#0S"0# 70[4"2# Mo"2#0O"0#0Mo"1# 71[7"2#
N"0#0Mo"0#0S"1# 89[7"2# C"0#0O"1#0Mo"0# 012[7"7#
N"0#0Mo"0#0S"0# 74[7"2# C"0#0O"2#0Mo"1# 010[3"8#
S"1#0Mo"0#0S"0# 81[2"0# C"2#0O"3#0Mo"1# 019[8"8#
O"0#0Mo"1#0O"2# 70[2"3# C"2#0O"4#0Mo"2# 014"0#
O"0#0Mo"1#0O"3# 71[9"2# Mo"2#0O"5#0Mo"0#i 055[5"4#
O"0#0Mo"1#0N"1# 047[7"3# C"04#0N"0#0Mo"0# 012"0#
O"0#0Mo"1#0S"0# 094[0"1# C"00#0N"0#0Mo"0# 014"0#
O"0#0Mo"1#0S"2# 094[9"2# C"14#0N"1#0Mo"1# 011"0#
O"2#0Mo"1#0O"3# 75[3"3# C"10#0N"1#0Mo"1# 012"0#
O"2#0Mo"1#0N"1# 71[5"3# C"24#0N"2#0Mo"2# 016"0#
O"2#0Mo"1#0S"0# 77[1"2# C"20#0N"2#0Mo"2# 006"0#
O"2#0Mo"1#0S"2# 069[2"2# Ow0H"11#0O"0# 048

Symmetry operator] i] 0!x\ 0!y\ 0!z[

tant bands related to the cluster core are assigned on
experience as listed in Table 2[ Clearly\ the comparison
of the spectra has given further support for the di}erence
of bondlengths between clusters 1 and 0 obtained from
the X!ray structural analysis[ In general\ the shorter the
bond distance\ the higher the vibration frequency and
vice versa[

It is noteworthy to point out that the nMo−"m2O# vibration
can serve as a {{_ngerprint|| for the clusters with one or
two bridging "OAc# ligands[ For clusters with one bridging
"OAc#\ e[g[ cluster 0\ the characteristic band of nMo−"m2O# is
found to be ca[ 584cm−0 ð14Ł while for clusters with two

bridging "OAc#\ e[g[ cluster 1\ the IR spectra has a very
distinctive band at 606cm−0[ Besides\ a very intense BiÐI
band "ð16Ł\ p[ 730# has been observed in both the Far IR
and Raman spectra[

2[1[1[ Electronic absorption spectra
Figure 1 shows the UVÐVis spectra in CH1Cl1[ Because

of the limited amount of the sample\ no molar extinction
coe.cients o have been provided[ The spectra exhibit
intense absorptions at 139 nm\ 154 nm\ 261 nm and
397 nm\ which may be characteristic of "m2!O#ÐMo\ "m!
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Fig[ 0[ structure of the double cubane cluster "ðMo2"BiI2#OS2"m!OAc#1"py#2Ł1"m!O#1#[

Table 2
The main vibrational peaks "cm!0# and their assignments

Cluster 0 Cluster 1 Ref[

Middle IR nMo!"m2!Y# 340 "Y�S# 606 "Y�O# ð13Ł
nMo!"m!S# 362 342 ð13Ł
nMo!O"OAc# 525"as# 531"as# ð14Ł
nMo!N"py# 561 566 ð14Ł
nMo!Ob 651 ð15Ł

Far IR dMo!Ob!Mo"as# 340 ð15Ł
dMo!Ob!Mo"s# 213 ð15Ł
Mo!S"dtp# 294 ð11Ł
Bi!S 080 086 ð16Ł
Bi!I 032 026 ð16\ p[ 730Ł

Raman Mo!O"OAc# 301 310 ð14Ł
Bi!S 087 109 ð16Ł
Bi!I 031 029 ð16\ p[ 730Ł
Mo!Mo 104 124 ð14Ł

S#ÐMo\ and ðm!O"5#ŁÐMo charge!transfer"LMCT# based
on the related tentative assignment ð17\ 18Ł[ The broad
band found at 614 nm must be associated with the incor!
poration of BiI2 since the corresponding band is absent
in the spectra of the starting "Mo2# clusters ð29Ł[

2[1[2[ 0H NMR and 02C NMR
Three resonances of the protons of pyridine groups

have been seen from the 0H NMR spectra in a ratio of

1]0]1 with d 7[46\ 6[67 and 6[27 ppm respectively\ indi!
cating that the six py|s in the double cubane cluster mol!
ecule are equivalent[ Two signals with d 1[99 and
0[89 ppm "0]0 ratio# are attributed to the methyl protons
of OAc groups[ This indicates that there are two non!
equivalent OAc groups[ On the other hand\ in 02C NMR
spectra\ three signals have been seen with d 049[09\ 025[56
and 013[35 ppm respectively clearly assigned to the py
ligands[ The other two sets of signals with d 061[94\
051[75 ppm and 12[83\ 10[55 ppm are due to the carbon
resonances of COO− and methyl of OAc groups respec!
tively[ These results are consistent with the molecular
structure determined by X!ray crystallography[

3[ Some comments on the syntheses

Some time ago\ we accomplished successfully the _rst
synthesis of a BiÐMoÐS cluster\ i[e[

ðMo2S3"m−OAc#×"dtp#2"py#Ł¦BiI2:ðMo2"BiI2#S3"m

−OAc#"dtp#2"py#Ł 0 "0#

The molecular structure of cluster 0 indicates the simple
combination of ðMo2S3Ł3¦ with BiI2 via ð2¦0Ł mode to
form the cubane!like ðMo2BiS3Ł6¦ cluster core[ On this
basis\ we designed to use "m2!O#!containing ðMo2OS2Ł3¦

cluster to react with BiI2 at an attempt to yield the het!
erometallic!heterobridging ðMo2BiOS2Ł6¦ core[ The
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Fig[ 1[ UV!Vis spectrum for cluster 1 in CH1Cl1 solution[

unexpected result is\ however\ a new structural type of
double cubane BiÐMo cluster coupled by two oxygen
atoms[ The reaction course is shown as follows]

Mo2"m2−O#"m−S#2"m−OAc#1"dtp#1"py#¦BiI2"H1O#
2

:

"ðMo2"BiI2#OS2"m−OAc#1"py#2Ł1"m−O#1#=1"H1O#
1

Obviously the participation of "H1O# in this reaction
causes the two terminal "dtp# of the starting cluster 2 to
be substituted by "H1O#[ At the same time\ each Mo
atom is coordinated by one "py# ligand to meet the steric
requirement[ The local transformation of the structure
can be shown as follows]

It can be seen that each ðMo2OS2Ł3¦ cluster core adds
one BiI2 to form a ðMo2BiOS2Ł6¦ cubane core whereas
the two ðMo2BiOS2Ł6¦ cores are coupled by two oxygen
atoms _nally to form the title compound\ i[e[ a double
cubane cluster 1[ Here\ the "H1O# may come from the
undried BiI2 in the preparation of BiI2 by the reaction of
hydriodic acid with BiCl2[ The source of "py# is\ however\
not yet known[ It is inferred that it might come from the
starting material\ the ðMo2OS2"m!OAc#1"dtp#1"py#Ł 2[ A
plausible mechanism can be that part of cluster 2 is dis!

rupted during the reaction and when it is rearranged\ it
leads to low yield of cluster 1[ Recently\ attempts have
been made to add one drop of hydriodic acid to the
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reaction of "Mo2# with BiI2 and the resulting solution has
been heated to boil for 09min[ 24mg of the title cluster
have been obtained "29) yield#[

4[ Conclusions

In this work\ the cluster "ðMo2"BiI2#"m2!O# "m2!S#2"m!
OAc#1"py#2Ł1"m!O#1#=1"H1O# 1 represents the _rst example
of BiÐMo double cubane coupled by two bridging oxygen
atoms[ The synthetic route indicates that\ the par!
ticipation of "H1O# and the substitution of two terminal
"dtp# ligands belonging to the starting "Mo2# cluster
ðMo2"m2!O#"m!S#2"m!OAc#1"dtp#1"py#Ł by the relatively
small ligand in the reaction course are the two important
factors for the coupling of two cubane core
ðMo2BiOS2Ł6¦[ For this novel structure\ the main features
are the ðMoÐOÐSŁ cavity and the ðMo2"BiI2# "m2!O#"m2!
S#2 "m!OAc#1"py#2Ł1¦ units[ In order to investigate the
reactively and properties of this compound\ the improve!
ment of the synthesis is still under progress[
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Abstract

Acyclic molecules possessing ÐOH "phenoxo and alkoxo type# groups and imine or amine moieties have been developed to sense the
speci_c preference for VO2¦ species[ These molecules also showed a capability to quantitatively separate oxovanadium"V# species
from a reaction mixture containing metal species of V\ Mo\ U\ Fe\ and Mn ions in solution[ A cascade quantitative separation of
VO2¦ followed by cis−MoO1

1¦ followed by trans−UO1
1¦ species is demonstrated from their mixture[ Synthesis and structural details

of oxo!species of vanadium molybdenum and uranium are also discussed[ Factors in~uencing the complexation of these molecules
towards oxo metal species of V\ Mo and U are also addressed[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] cis!DioxoV"v#^ cis!DioxoMe"VI#^ trans!DioxoO"IV#^ Selective complexation^ Recognition^ Transmetallation

0[ Introduction

Macrocyclic ligands with O\ N\ S ligating atoms have
rich coordination chemistry with metal ions and a few of
these can perform as sensors ð0Ð2Ł[ Though the area of
molecular recognition of Na¦ and K¦ ions is well
developed\ that of transition metal ions is relatively
under!explored ð0Ł[ Selective enrichment of transition
metals in nature is of great importance\ the interesting
examples being the encapsulation of iron by siderophores
ð3Ł and the million!fold enrichment of vanadium in the
blood cells of tunicates and ~y agaric "Amanita muscaria#
ð4Ł[ It is implicated in the literature that the tunichrome
possessing catacholate and amide moieties play an impor!
tant role in the selective extraction and accumulation of
oxovanadium"V# from sea water that contains a variety
of oxometal species in their highest oxidation states\
including Mo and U where the ratio of oxoÐV] Mo]U is
0]4]1[ Hence in this paper\ we wish to address the role of
OH rich Schi} bases and its reduced counter part in
sensing oxoV"V# species and its removal from a mixture

� Corresponding author[ Fax] ¦80!11!467!1434^ e!mail]
cpraoÝether[chem[iitb[ ernet[in

through selective complexation[ Integration of various
molecular recognition elements into {smart material|
matrices\ including conducting polymers\ could lead to
the development of sensors and probes for various bio!
logically signi_cant species and metal ions ð5Ð00Ł[ Poly!
aniline is one such intelligent material that shows large
changes in conductivity as a function of potential and
pH ð01Ł[ Here\ we report the selectivity and speci_city of
H3L2\ 1!salicylideneiminato!1!"hydroxymethyl#!0\2!pro!
panediol and its NaBH3 reduced derivative\ H3L2

r\
towards recognizing and binding VO2¦\ even in the pres!
ence of a large excess of other metal ion species\ such as\
Mn"III#\ Fe"III#\ cis−MoO1¦

1 and trans−UO1¦
1[ The

utility of H3L2 as a molecular sensor for vanadium is
investigated by immobilizing this ligand in a polyaniline
_lm through adsorption followed by measuring a[c[ con!
ductivity of the _lm which acts as a transducer[ Results
of all these studies will form a basis for this paper[

1[ Experimental section

1[0[ Synthesis and structural data of the complexes

The structure of the ligands used in this study are
shown in Scheme 0[ H1L0\ H2L1\ H3L2\ 4!Br!H3L2 and
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Scheme 0[ Schematic representation of the ligands used in this study[

H3L2
r were synthesized as reported earlier ð02Ł\ tri!

ethanolamine "H2L3# was obtained from Loba Chemie
"India# and distilled under vacuum before use[ N!ðTri!
s"hydroxymethyl#methylŁglycine "H3L4# was obtained
from Sigma Chem[ Co "USA#] VOSO3[2H1O "BDH\ UK#
and UO1"OAc#1[ 1H1O "BDH\ UK# "OAc] acetate# are
procured from commercial sources[ V"acac#2\ VO"acac#1\
MoO1"acac#1\ "acac] acetylacetone# and VO"OEt#2 were
synthesized by routine procedures[ All these are used to
prepare the complexes\ ðVO"HL2#Ł1\ 0 ð03Ł^ ðVO"HLr

2#Ł1\
1^ ðVO"L1#Ł1\ 2^ ðMoO1"L0#Ł\ 3^ ðMoO1"HL1#Ł 4^
ðMoO1"H1L2#Ł\ 5^ ðUO1"L0#Ł1\ 6^ ðUO1"HL1#Ł1\ 7^
ðUO1"H1L2#Ł1\ 8 and ðUO1"4!Br!H1L2#Ł1 09[ The com!
plexes relevant to this paper from the literature are\
VO"L3#\ 00 ð04Ł^ ðVO1"H1L4#Ł−\ 01 ð05\ 06Ł^ ðMnII

Mn1
III"H1L2#"OAc#3"MeOH#1Ł\ 02 ð07Ł^ ðMnIV"H1L2#1Ł\ 03

ð08Ł[

1[0[0[ ðVO"HLr
2#Ł1 "1#

To H3L2
r "4mmol\ 0[024 g# in MeOH\ was added

VO"acac#1 "4mmol\ 0[214 g# and re~uxed for 3 h[ A redÐ
brown precipitate obtained from the reaction was suc!
cessively washed with MeOH for puri_cation and _nally
dried in vacuo[ The same complex can even be prepared
from Na2VO3 or VO"OEt#2[ Anal[ Calcd for
C11H17N1O09V1] C\ 34[26^ H\ 3[70^ N\ 3[70^ V\ 06[40[
Found] C\ 33[86^ H\ 3[75^ N\ 3[46^ V\ 06[51[ 0H NMR "in
dmso!d5^ d\ ppm#] 2[30Ð2[64 "m\ 3H\ CH1OH¦phÐCH1Ð
NH#^ 2[85 "d\ 0H\ CH1O−#^ 3[18 "d\ 0H\ CH1O−#^ 3[75
"d\ 0H\ CH1O−#^ 4[04 "t\ 0H\ free OH#^ 4[16 "d\ 0H\
CH1O−#^ 4[35 "br\ NH#^ 5[72Ð6[21 "m\ 3H\ aromatic#[
FTIR "KBr matrix\ cm−0#] n"OH# 2392\ n"NH# 2166\
n"V1O# 850[

1[0[1[ ðVO"L1#Ł1 "2#
To H2L1 "9[319 g\ 1mmol# in 04ml of MeOH\ was

slowly added VO"acac#1 "9[429 g\ 1mmol# in 19ml of
MeOH to result in the formation of a brown precipitate[
The mixture was heated under re~ux for 3 h\ cooled and
collected[ The product was puri_ed by repeated washings
with MeOH[ Anal[ Calcd for C00H01NO3V] C\ 37[99^ H\
3[25^ N\ 4[98^ V\ 07[43[ Found] C\ 36[48^ H\ 3[12^ N\ 3[89^
V\ 07[30 FTIR "KBr matrix\ cm−0#] n"C1N# 0529\ n"V1O#
835[ Due to the poor solubility of 2\ NMR could not be
recorded[

1[0[2[ ðMoO1"L0#Ł "3#
To H1L0 "9[081 g\ 0mmol# in 09mL MeOH\ was added

MoO1"acac#1 "9[217 g\ 0mmol# and the reaction mixture
was stirred for about 5 h[ A yellow precipitate was formed
which was _ltered and puri_ed by repeated washings with
MeOH[ Calcd for C00H02MoNO3] C\ 30[27^ H\3[97^ N\
3[28^ Mo\ 29[97[ Found] C\ 30[33^ H\ 3[11^ N\ 3[25^ Mo\
29[27[ 0H NMR "in dmso!d5^ d\ ppm#] 7[54 "imine#\ 6[55Ð
5[76 "m\ 3H aromatic#\ 3[15 "s\ 1H\ CH1OH#\ 0[26 "s\
5H\ CH2#[ FTIR "KBr matrix# in cm−0] n"OH# 2399^
n"C1N# 0518^ n"MoO1# 820\ 801[ Complexes 4 and 5 were
synthesized and puri_ed as reported for 3[

Compound 3 yielded single crystals of X!ray quality
from hot MeOH[ X!ray di}raction data for complex 3

was collected on a Rigaku AFC6S di}ractometer at
ambient temperature "184K# in the v−1u scan mode
using MoÐKa radiation[ The structure was solved using
SHELXS75 and re_ned using SHELXL82 and the diag!
ram was generated using ORTEP[ The H!atoms were
placed geometrically[ Other details of collection and
re_nement are provided in Table 0[ Additional material
comprising atomic coordinates and temperature par!
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Table 0
Summary of Crystallographic Data and Parameters for 3

3

Mol formula C13H23N1O09Mo1

Formula wt[ 691[30
Temperature 182"1# K
Cryst[ syst[ Monoclinic
Space group C1:c
Cell constants
a "A� # 16[219"3#
b "A� # 6[915"2#
c "A� # 03[081"3#
b 85[12"1#
V "A� 2# 1697[0"02#
Z 3
Dc "g cm−2# 0[612
F"999# 0313
Tot[ re~cns[ 1283
Unique re~cns[ 1177
Params[ 062
Final R 9[9309
Rw 9[0090

ameters for all atoms\ the bond lengths and bond angles\
and Fo:Fc data are given in the supporting information[

1[0[3[ ðMoO1"HL1#"CH2OH#Ł "4#
Anal[ Calcd for C00H04MoNO5] C\ 26[39^ H\ 3[14^ N\

2[86^ Mo\ 16[07[ Found] C\ 25[80^ H\ 3[08^ N\ 2[76^ Mo\
16[28[ 0H NMR "in dmso!d5^ d\ ppm#] 7[42 "s\ 0H\ imine#\
6[56Ð5[77 "m\ 3H aromatic#\ 4[96 "t\ 0H\ free CH1OH#^
3[46\ 3[93"d\ 1H\ CH1O−#^ 2[42Ð2[39 "m\ 1H\ free
CH1OH#^ 0[22 "s\ 2H\ CH2#[ FTIR "KBr matrix# in cm−0]
n"OH# 2215\2061^ n"C1N# 0518^ n"MoO1# 818\ 778[

1[0[4[ ðMoO1"H1L2#"CH2OH#Ł[9[4H1O "5#
Anal[ Calcd for C00H03MoNO5[4] C\ 25[56^ H\3[08^ N\

2[78^ Mo\ 16[28[ Found] C\ 25[34^ H\ 2[78^ N\ 2[89^ Mo\
15[54[ 0H NMR "in dmso!d5^ d\ ppm#] 7[38 "s\ 0H\ imine#\
6[50Ð5[77 "m\ 3H aromatic#\ 3[86 "t\ 1H\ free CH1OH#^
3[34 "s\ 1H\ CH1O−#^ 2[62Ð2[51 "m\ 3H\ free CH1OH#[
FTIR "KBr matrix# in cm−0] n"OH# 2303\ 2256^ n"C1N#
0514^ n"MoO1# 818\ 778[

1[0[5[ ðUO1"L0#"H1O#Ł1\ "6#
To H1L0 "9[114 g\ 0mmol# in 09mL MeOH was added

UO1"acetate#1[ 1H1O "9[313 g\ 0mmol# and the reaction
mixture was stirred at re~ux for about 3 h[ A yellow
product\ 6 was isolated and puri_ed by repeated washings
with MeOH[ Anal[ Calcd for C00H03O3[4NU] C\ 17[98^ H\
1[87^ N\ 1[87[ Found] C\ 17[10^ H\ 2[33^ N\ 1[53[ 0H NMR
"in dmso!d5^ ppm#] d 8[31 "d\ 0H\ imine#^ 6[19Ð5[60 "m\
3H\ Aromatic#^ 4[81 "s\ 1H\ ÐCH1O−#^ 0[70 "s\ 5H\ ÐCH2#[
FTIR "KBr matrix# in cm−0] n"OH# 2428\ 2310^ n"C1N#
0510^ n"UO1# 895[ Complexes\ 7\ 8 and 09 were syn!
thesized and puri_ed as reported for 6[

1[0[6[ ðUO1"HL1#Ł1[MeOH "7#
Anal[ Calcd for C01H06O5NU] C\ 14[21^ H\ 1[64^ N\

1[46[ Found] C\ 14[47^ H\ 2[08^ N\ 1[38[ 0H NMR "in
dmso!d5^ ppm#] d 8[24 "d\ 0H\ imine#^ 6[69Ð5[69 "m\ 3H\
Aromatic#^ 5[3\4[54 "dd\ 1H\ ÐCH1O−#^ 4[94 "h\ 0H\ free
CH1OH#^ 3[1 "m\ 1H\ free CH1OH#^ 0[6 "d\ 2H\ ÐCH2#[
FTIR "KBr matrix# in cm−0] n"OH# 2324^ n"C1N# 0519^
n"UO1# 896[

1[0[7[ ðUO1"H1L
2#Ł1 "8#

Anal[ Calcd for C00H04O6NU] C\ 14[72^ H\ 1[82^ N\
1[62[ Found] C\ 15[25^ H\ 2[06^ N\ 1[02[ 0H NMR "in
dmso!d5^ ppm#] d 8[30 "s\ 0H\ imine#^ 6[44Ð5[61 "m\ 3H\
Aromatic#^ 5[07 "s\ 1H\ ÐCH1O−#^ 3[86 "t\ 1H\ free
CH1OH#^ 3[15 "m\ 3H\ free CH1OH#[ FTIR "KBr matrix#
in cm−0] n"OH# 2310[ 2269^ n"C1N# 0506^ n"UO1# 788[

1[0[8[ ðUO1"4!Br!H1L
2#Ł1 "09#

Anal[ Calcd for C00H03O6NBrU C\ 11[26^ H\ 1[26^ N\
1[26[ Found] C\ 11[03^ H\ 1[51^ N\ 0[79[ 0H NMR "in
dmso!d5^ ppm#] d 8[22 "s\ 0H\ imine#^ 6[72Ð6[93 "m\ 2H\
Aromatic#^ 5[19 "s\ 1H\ ÐCH1O−#^ 3[85 "t\ 1H\ free
CH1OH#^ 3[14 "m\ 3H\ free CH1OH#^ FTIR "KBr matrix#
in cm−0] n"OH# 2495\ 2248^ n"C1N# 0505^ n"UO1# 895[

Compound 09 has yielded single crystals from a
DMSOÐMeOH mixture[ As the quality of the crystals
was found to be poor\ only a preliminary structure deter!
mination could be carried out using single crystal X!ray
di}raction data[ Corresponding preliminary crys!
tallographic data and re_nement parameters for 09 are
summarized in ð19Ł[

1[1[ A[C[ conductivity measurements

Polyaniline was deposited on a Pt twin wire electrode
by electro!polymerization from a monomer containing
9[0M aniline in 9[4M H1SO3[ The polymerization was
carried out by potentiodynamic cycling between −9[1
and ¦9[7V vs SCE and the polymerization was moni!
tored by recording voltammetric traces on a Linseis LY
05099 Xyt recorder[ 09mL of 9[0M of the ligand\ H3L2\
in MeOH was immobilized into the polyaniline matrix
and the solvent was allowed to evaporate in air[ The
resulting sensor was subjected to various concentrations
of V "V# and Mo "VI# solutions\ which were prepared in
pH6[9 phosphate bu}er[ A current of 099 nA "at
0[22KHz# was forced through the sensor\ and in!phase
voltage across the sensor was measured using an EG+G
PARC Model 4197 two phase Lock in Analyzer[ The
ratio of the in!phase volatge to the current gave the resist!
ance[ The conductance was obtained by taking the inverse
of the resistance\ assuming that it is a reasonable estimate
of the conductance of the polymer _lm[ The sensor
response is represented by −D`:`9\ where `9 is the con!
ductance of the sensor in bu}er without the metal ion
and D`�`−`9\ where ` is the small signal conductance
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of the sensor in the presence of the metal ion ð00Ł[ The
ratio\ −D`:`9\ normalizes the sensor response and min!
imizes variations from one preparation to another ð00Ł[

1[1[0[ Transmetallation reactions
All the transmetallation reactions of MoO1¦

1 com!
plexes with VO"acac#1 or VOSO3 were carried out in a
similar manner and a typical example with 5 is given here[
Complex 5 "9[240 g\ 0mmol# was suspended in 09mL
of MeOH and VO"acac#1 "9[156 g\ 0mmol# or VOSO3

"9[106 g\ 0mmol# was added in MeOH and re~uxed at
49>C for 3 h[ A brown precipitate was obtained which
was _ltered and washed thrice in MeOH and _nally crys!
tallised from DMSO as a redÐbrown solid[ This solid was
identi_ed as 0 based on FTIR and UVÐVis studies ð08\
10Ł[

Transmetallation reactions were also performed with
4 "9[241 g\ 0mmol#\ 7 "9[382 g\ 0mmol#\ 8 "9[400 g\
0mmol#\ 02 "9[134 g\ 0mmol# and 03 "9[490 g\ 0mmol# in
the presence of equimolar VOSO3 "9[106 g\ 0mmol# or
VO"acac#1 "9[156 g\ 0mmol# and the corresponding VO2¦

complex\ 0 was isolated[ However\ no vanadium complex
could be isolated from the reactions of 3 "9[249 g\ 0mmol#
or 6 "9[36 g\ 0mmol# with VO"acac#1 "9[156 g\ 0mmol#[
Reaction of MoO1"acac#1 or UO1"OAc#1 with the
vanadium complexes\ 0\ does not show any trans!
metallation reactions[

1[2[ Cascade separation of VO2¦ by H3L
2 and derivatives

from a mixture of metal ions

"i# To a reaction mixture containing 0mmol of
VO"acac#1 "9[156 g\ 0mmol#\ MoO1"acac#1
"9[217 g#\ and UO1"OAc#1 "9[313 g# in 14mL
MeOH\ H3L2 "9[114 g# in 09mL MeOH was added
and heated at 34>C for 3 h[ A dark brown pre!
cipitate was obtained\ which was _ltered\ washed
and recrystallized as given above[ This compound
was identi_ed as 0\ based on FTIR and UVÐVis
studies ð02\ 03Ł[ Complex 0 was also isolated from
MeOH when the reaction mixture contained
0mmol each of VO"acac#1 "9[156 g#\ FeCl2
"9[051 g#\ Mn"OAc#1 "9[062 g#\ MoO1"acac#1
"9[217 g#\ UO1"OAc#1 "9[313 g#\ and H3L2 "9[114 g#[
Selective extraction of VO2¦ from a equimolar
mixture of V\ Mo and U "0mmol each# was also
carried out with H3Lr

2[
"ii# One micromole of VO"acac#1 in 1mL MeOH was

added to a reaction mixture containing
MoO1"acac#1 "9[217 g\ 0mmol# and UO1"OAc#1
"9[313 g\ 0mmol# in 04mL MeOH and heated at
34>C for 3 h[ A dark brown solution was obtained\
from which the solvent was removed in vacuo and
acetone added to precipitate a brown solid[ The
solid was washed and puri_ed as given above and

identi_ed as 0\ based on FTIR and UVÐVisible
studies ð02\ 03Ł[

1[3[ Measurements of bindin` constants

The binding constants for H3L2 with VO2¦\ MoO1
1¦\

UO1
1¦ and those of H3Lr

2 and H2L3 with VO2¦ have been
determined using the HildebrandÐBenesi equation ð10Ł[
The increase in the absorbance at 411 nm was used for
obtaining the binding constants in the case of the reaction
of H3L2 with vanadium species and for those of Mo
and U the increase in absorbance at 300 nm and 348 nm
respectively[

1[4[ Transli`ation reactions

"i# To complex 00 "9[0 g\ 9[36mmol# in 09mL MeOH
was added H3L2 "9[002 g\ 9[4mmol# at room tem!
perature and stirred for 3 h[ A deep brown pre!
cipitate formed immediately which was _ltered and
puri_ed\ as mentioned earlier and dried in vaccum[
The complex was identi_ed as 0\ based on FTIR
and UVÐVisible studies ð02\ 03Ł and the yield of
this product has been found to be 63)[

"ii# To VOSO3 "9[106 g\ 0mmol# in 19mL water was
added H3L4 "9[068 g\ 0mmol# and the pH adjusted
to 09 with 9[0M NaOH[ The reaction mixture was
allowed to stir for 4 days at room temperature and
the UVÐVis spectra were recorded as a function of
time[ Bands at 212 and 156 nm develop after 4
days[ H3L4\ under similar conditions\ showed one
band at 156 nm[ Complex 01 is assumed to be
formed as reported in the literature\ but could not
be isolated ð05Ł[ H3L2 "9[114 g\ 0mmol# in MeOH
was added to the above reaction mixture and stir!
red at 34>C for 3 h[ A dark brown precipitate was
formed which was _ltered and puri_ed as earlier[
The complex was identi_ed as 0\ based on FTIR
and UVÐVisible studies ð02\ 03Ł[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Synthetic studies

H3L2\ a potentially pentadentate ligand\ acts as a tri!
dentate one utilizing only one of its alkoxo oxygen atoms
in both the trinuclear Mn"II\ III# ð07Ł and mononuclear
Mn"IV# ð08Ł complexes[ Tridentate nature has also been
observed in the mononuclear complexes of cis−VO¦

1 "in
KOH# ð02Ł\ cis−MoO1¦

1 and dinuclear trans−UO1¦
1[

However\ under neutral conditions\ H3L2 utilises two of
its alkoxo groups to form a dinuclear VO2¦ complex\ 0

ð02\ 03Ł[ The dinuclear complex\ 0\ was also isolated when
H3L2 was reacted with various vanadium precursors in
the oxidation states ¦2\ ¦3 or ¦4\ viz\ VOSO3 "in H1O#\
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Na2VO3 "in H1O#\ VO"acac#1 "in MeOH#\ V"acac#2 "in
MeOH#\ NH3VO2 "in MeOH# or VO"OEt#2 "in EtOH#[
While 0 possess a ÐHC1NÐ group\ 1 possesses a reduced Ð
H1CÐNHÐ group\ both binding through nitrogen[

2[1[ Structural studies

While the vanadium complexes of the ligand L0 yielded
anionic dioxovanadium ones\ those with L1 and L2 have
yielded monooxo dinuclear ones\ as reported earlier ð02\
03Ł[ Based on the comparison of the spectral data\ 1 can
be assigned a dimeric strucuture similar to that of 0[
However\ in the case of molybdenum\ all the ligands "L0Ð
L2# have yielded mononuclear cisÐdioxo complexes based
on the spectral data[ The single crystal X!ray structure of
complex 3 has con_rmed this[ In the coordination sphere
of 3\ the Schi} base ligand acts as dianionic tridentate
ligand binding through phenolic O\ imine N and an
alkoxo O[ An ORTEP diagram for 3 is given in Fig[ 0[ The
Mo atom is six!coordinated with distorted octahedral
geometry[ The Mo1O distances of 0[690\ 0[692A� and the
OÐMoÐO angle of 094[7> are in the usual ranges observed
for cisÐMoO1 complexes ð11Ł[ The imine nitrogen is trans
to the double bonded oxo with a MoÐN distance of
1[177A� and this distance is found to be within the range
observed for such bonds in the literature "1[17Ð1[49A� #[
The MoÐO"alkoxo# distance is 0[841A� \ while the MoÐ
O"phen# distance is 0[836A� [ The sixth position of the
distorted octahedron is occupied by a solvent molecule\
MeOH with MoÐO"solv# distance of 1[277A� [ Important
bond lengths and bond angles for 3 are given in Table 1[

In contrast to both the vanadium and molybdenum
structures\ uranium reactions have yielded structures
where only one ÐCH1OH group is bound to a trans!
dioxouranium center through deprotonation as studied
based on the spectral data[ Though the quality of the X!
ray crystallographic characterization of complex 09 is
poor\ the details regarding the coordination sphere could
be well derived[ In the coordination sphere\ the uranium
center is seven coordinated with distorted pentagonal

Fig[ 0[ Molecular structure of 3 showing 49) probability thermal
ellipsoids using ORTEP[

bi!pyramidal geometry[ The schi} base ligand acts as a
dianionic tridentate ligand binding through phenolic O\
imine N and an alkoxo O[ The same alkoxo O also acts
as a bridging ligand between the two uranium centers to
result in a dimeric structure[ The trans position is occu!
pied by two oxo groups[ The seventh coordination is
occupied by a solvent dmso\ where dmso binds to the
metal center through oxygen[ Thus\ the dimeric structure
of trans!dioxo uranium is well established\ based on the
preliminary X!ray studies[ The dimeric structure of trans!
dioxouranium complexes is structurally di}erent from
the dinuclear structure of oxovanadium complexes[
Important bond lengths and bond angle data for 09 is
provided in ð12Ł[

2[2[ Reco`nition of VO2¦ species

Recognition of VO2¦ species has been studied through
measuring the in!phase voltage developed across the
polyaniline sensor doped with H3L2 in contact with
vanadium or molybdenium metal ions in solution[
Results of a[c[ conductivity studies indicated a decrease
in the polyaniline conductivity with an increase in the
concentration of the metal ion ð13\ 14Ł[ The decrease in
conductivity is due to the fact that when the metal ion
binds to the ligand immobilized in the polyaniline matrix\
there is a change in the chemical potential of the mic!
roenvironment of the polymer[ This brings about a
decrease in the conductivity due to the change in the
electrochemical state of polyaniline[ Increased response
in such a system requires an increase in the binding energy
between the receptor and guests[ The sensor was sub!
jected to both V and Mo and the results showed a linear
relation between sensor response\ −D`:`9\ vs con!
centration of the metal species\ with a slope "sensitivity#
of 034mM−0 for V and 9[94mM−0 for Mo\ indicating a
1899!fold higher sensitivity for V as compared to that of
Mo[ A plot of the ratio of responses of V to Mo vs metal
concentrations shows a plateau "Fig[ 1#\ suggesting the
utility of the H3L2 system for detection of V in the pres!
ence of Mo\ in the metal concentrations over 09mM and\
thus\ H3L2 acts as a metal receptor for VO2¦ species[

2[3[ Transmetallation reactions

In the UVÐVis studies of a 0]0 mixture of 5 and
VO"acac#1\ the band corresponding to 5 at 233 nm
decreases in intensity and _nally disappears[ A clear cut
isosbestic point was observed at 189 nm indicating a 0]0
equilibrium "Fig[ 2#[ The _nal spectrum matches with
that of the authentic 0 ð02\ 03Ł[ Addition of VO"acac#1 or
VOSO3 "0mmol# to any of the preformed 02 "0mmol#\
03\ "0mmol#\ 5 "0mmol# or 8 "0mmol# led to trans!
metallation with the isolation of 0 in quantitative yields[
Addition of VO"acac#1 to mononuclear\ 4 or 7\ having
one free CH1OH group\ yielded 2 which is also a VO2¦
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Table 1
Important bond lengths and bond angles for 3

Bond lengths "A� #
Mo"0#ÐO"3# 0[690"2# Mo"0#ÐO"1# 0[841"2#
Mo"0#ÐO"2# 0[692"2# Mo"0#ÐN"0# 1[177"2#
Mo"0#ÐO"0# 0[836"1# Mo"0#ÐO"4# 1[277"2#
O"0#ÐC"0# 0[225"2# O"4#ÐC"01# 0[313"4#
N"0#ÐC"6# 0[168"3# N"0#ÐC"7# 0[383"3#
O"1#ÐC"8# 0[312"3#

Bond angles "># for 3

O"3#ÐMo"0#ÐO"2# 094[7"0# O"2#ÐMo"0#ÐO"4# 71[9"0#
O"3#ÐMo"0#ÐO"0# 88[1"0# O"0#ÐMo"0#ÐO"1# 049[5"0#
O"3#ÐMo"0#ÐO"1# 86[4"0# O"0#ÐMo"0#ÐN"0# 79[7"0#
O"3#ÐMo"0#ÐN"0# 81[4"0# O"0#ÐMo"0#ÐO"4# 68[9"0#
O"3#ÐMo"0#ÐO"4# 061[0"0# O"1#ÐMo"0#ÐN"0# 63[3"0#
O"2#ÐMo"0#ÐO"0# 090[2"0# O"1#ÐMo"0#ÐO"4# 70[0"0#
O"2#ÐMo"0#ÐO"1# 86[0"0# N"0#ÐMo"0#ÐO"4# 68[6"0#
O"2#ÐMo"0#ÐN"0# 059[7"0#

Fig[ 1[ Ratio of response of V to Mo as a function of metal concen!
tration[

dimer ð10Ł[ On the other hand\ when VO"acac#1 was added
to 3 or 6\ having no free CH1OH groups\ no trans!
metallation occured[ Thus\ these studies suggested that
at least one free CH1OH group is essential to ensue trans!
metallation[ H3L4\ having three hydroxy functions similar
to H3L2\ shows only a weak interaction with VO2¦[ While
we have seen the necessity of at least two ÐCH1OH
groups\ where one is bound and the other is free\ in order
to have transmetallation\ it is probably a synergistic e}ect
of all the groups together\ i[e[\ the phenolic oxygen\ imine
"or amine N# and the free CH1OH group for showing such
unusual preference of H3L2 "Scheme 1# and its reduced
counter part\ towards V species[ In fact the binding group
characteristics of our ligands have resemblance with that
of the tunichrome[ To our knowledge\ this is the _rst
report where an acyclic Schi} base or its reduced form
has shown such unusual complexational preference for
VO2¦[

2[4[ Quantitative and Cascade separation of VO2¦ fol!
lowed by MoO1¦

1 followed by UO1¦
1 by H3L

2 or H3L
2
r

from a mixture

Addition of equimolar concentrations of H3L2 or
H3L2

r to a mixture of MoO1"acac#1\ UO1"acetate#1 and
VO"acac#1 "0mmol each# in MeOH led to the isolation
of only the vanadium complex 0\ "for H3L2# or 1\ "for
H3L2

r# in about 64Ð79) yield[ Indeed\ the direct synthetic
reactions also yielded the products in this range only[
Even in the presence of a thousand!fold excess con!
centration of MoO1"acac#1 and UO1"acetate#1 "0mmol
each#\ the vanadium of VO"acac#1 "0mmol#\ the VO2¦ has
been selectively chelated by H3L2 and isolated in the form
of dinuclear complex\ 0[ Addition of H3L2 "0[4mmol# to a
reaction mixture comprising MoO1"acac#1\ UO1"acetate#1
and VO"acac#1 "0mmol each#\ _rst led to the isolation of
0[ Further\ successive additions of 0mmol H3L2 led\ each
time\ to the isolation of 5 followed by 8 in about 74Ð
89) yield[ The excess H3L2 present in the end!_ltrate is
removed by the addition of VO"acac#1 as complex 0[
Thus\ the entire cascade process is monitored quan!
titatively[ The steps of cascade separation are shown in
Scheme 2[ Thus\ the order of selective complexation of
H3L2 is vanadium\ followed by molybdenum\ followed
by uranium[ This order of selectivity is retained even with
H3L2

r\ the reduced ligand with ÐH1CÐNHÐ moiety[

2[5 Quantitative separation of VO2¦ by H3L
2 as complex

0 from a mixture

Isolation of vanadium complex 0\ in about 64Ð79)
yield\ was achieved even from an equimolar con!
centration "0mmol each# mixture of FeCl2\ Mn"OAc#1\
MoO1"acac#1\ UO1"acetate#1 and VO"acac#1 using H3L2[
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Fig[ 2[ Electronic absorption spectra for the reaction between 5 and VO"acac#1 "0]0 ratio# in dmf at room temperature as a function of time[ Inset
shows the reaction followed in the visible region[ Path length used was 0 mm[ "a# UVÐVis spectrum of 5[

2[6[ Preferential Complexation of VO2¦ over cis!
−MoO1

1¦ or over trans−UO1
1¦

While a quanlitative interpretation of this could be
based on the polarising power and complexation nature
of the oxometal groups as well as the solubilities of the
_nal products\ a semi!quantitative explanation of these
would be borne out by the measurements of binding
constants[ All the three ions\ i[e[\ V"V#\ Mo"VI# and
U"VI#\ are d9 systems having no crystal _eld stabilisation
energy and\ hence\ their complexation can be compared
based on the charge and size parameters[ Though the
polarising powers of V"V# and Mo"VI# are comparable\
based on octahedral geometry\ these are substantially
di}erent from U"VI# in the same geometry[ One would
thus expect similar complexing abilities for V"V# and
Mo"VI# with similar ligands[ However\ due to the smaller
ionic size of V"V# compared to Mo"VI# and U"VI#\ the
preference of favourable dihedral angles in the ligand ð10Ł
and the solubility variations of the _nal products\ the
dinuclear V"V# complexes are formed in the presence of
H3L2[ Due to the formation of a dinuclear complex\ the
number of chelate rings present in V"V# complex is 5
"plus one V1O1 rhomb#\ while it is just 1 in the case of
mononuclear Mo"VI# complex[ On the other hand\ the
dimeric complex formed with trans−UO1¦

1 has 3 che!
lates "plus one U1O1 rhomb#[

2[7[ Bindin` constant measurements and transli`ation
reactions

The binding constants for H3L2 with V\ Mo and U
have been determined using the HildebrandÐBenesi equa!
tion and found to be 00921M−0 for V\ 0120M−0 for
Mo and 429[4M−0 for U\ indicating the preference of
H3L2 to bind to V over Mo and U[ Similarly\ the binding
constants for H3L2

r with V and Mo were found to be
09221M−0 and 0920M−0\ respectively\ which are com!
parable to that of H3L2[ The binding constant of H2L3

with V was found to be very low\ i[e[\ 9[1429[94M−0[
Addition of H3L2 to 00 led to a very rapid conversion
and isolation of 0[ The binding constant of H3L4 with V
could not be determined due to very low association[
Though complex 01 is predicted in water\ based on 40V
NMR studies ð05Ł\ the same could not be isolated in
the solid state[ H3L4 acts as a dibasic tridentate ligand\
binding V with the carboxylate oxygen\ amino N and one
alkoxo O[ Addition of H3L2 to 01 led to rapid trans!
ligation reaction and formation of 0 in quantitative
yields[ While H3L2 binds to vanadium even at a mic!
romolar "09−5 M# concentration\ 4×09−1 M solutions of
Mo and U were required to observe any changes in the
absorption spectra[ These studies indicate that although
the analogous molecules possessing ÐCH1OH moieties\
such as H2L3 and H3L4 are not e}ective binders of VO2¦\
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Scheme 1[ Schematic representation of trasmetallation reactions\ as carried out in MeOH[

Scheme 2[ Selective extraction and Cascade separation of oxometal species of V"V#\ Mo"VI# and U"VI# from a mixture using H3L
2[

the ligands reported in this paper "i[e[\ H2L2 and H2L2
r#

are very speci_c towards VO2¦ binding and can di}er!
entiate VO2¦ from MoO1¦

1 or UO1¦
1\ as indicated by

the binding constants[ Thus\ the trend obtained in bind!
ing constants for the ligands\ H3L2\ H2L2

r\ i[e[\
VO2¦Łcis−MoO1¦

1×trans−UO1¦
1 is quite parallel to

the trend of ratio of charge on oxometal species over size
of metal ion\ and also to the Van der Waals radii of these
oxometal ions[

Therefore\ this concept can be used to develop receptor
based molecular sensors for various metal ions including
toxic ones[ The present study provides a strong basis for
the selective extraction of V"V# by tunicates from sea
water\ and also for puri_cation and separation processes
of metal ions\ particularly those containing vanadium
from environmental\ biological and metallurgical

samples[ While the tunichrome is expected to function
based on the catechol! and amide!like moieties\ those
ligands used in the present study have both phenolic as
well as alkoxo type {OH| groups along with imine or
amine moieties and show special recognition towards
VO2¦ over other oxometal species[
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Abstract

Reaction of ðCp�M"m!Cl#ClŁ1 "Cp��h4!"C4Me4#\ M1Rh\ Ir# with 3?!phenyl!1\1?] 5?\ 1ý terpyridine "Ph!terpy#\ L0 and 0\3!bis"1\1?]
5?\ 1ý!terpyridin!3?!yl#benzene "diterpy#\ L1 results in the formation of cationic complexes by the cleavage of halide bridge[ These
complexes\ ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3\ "0#\ ð"Cp�RhCl#1L1Ł"BF3#1\ "1#\ ðCp�IrL0ClŁBF3\ "2# and ð"Cp�IrCl#1L1Ł"BF3#1\ "3# are characterised by
various spectral methods[ Ph!terpy coordinates the metal ion in a bidentate fashion to form mononuclear complexes while diterpy
bridges two metal ions to form dinuclear complexes[ Complex "0# is crystallographically characterised[ In solution Rh"III# complexes
show ~uxional behavior[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Polypyridyl ligands^ Mononuclear^ Dinuclear^ Fluxional^ Bidentate^ Pentamethylcyclopentadiene^ Quasi!reversible

The transition metal complexes containing polypyridyl
ligands are associated with interesting photochemical and
electrochemical properties ð0Ð4Ł[ Complexes with these
ligands are also DNA intercallators with an ability to
inhibit nucleic acid synthesis ð5Ł[ The complexes of the
type ðCp�M"N\N?#XŁ¦ "N\ N?�polypyridyl ligands#
exhibit properties like proton reduction via hydride inter!
mediate ð6\ 7Ł\ electrochemical reduction of NADP¦ ð8Ł
and several other catalytic properties ð09\00Ł[

1\1?] 5?\ 1ý!terpyridine "terpy#\ the N2 nitrogen donor
is known to act as monodentate\ bidentate\ tridentate or
bridging ligand[ Although many terpy complexes involve
tridentate bonding\ some complexes where terpy acts as
a bidentate chelate ligand are reported ð01Ð03Ł[ A Rh"II#
complex with terpy coordinating the metal ion in the
monodentate fashion has been structurally characterised
ð04Ł[

Therefore reactions of ðCp�M"m!Cl#ClŁ1 with 3?!phenyl!
1\1?] 5?\ 1ý terpyridine "Ph!terpy#\ L0 and 0\3!bis"1\1?] 5?\
1ý!terpyridin!3?!yl#benzene "diterpy#\ L1 are investigated
to study the structural characteristics of the complexes

� Corresponding author[

formed[ The structure of the ligands along with proton
labelling is shown in Fig[ 0[

0[ Experimental

0[0[ Materials

Rhodium trichloride and Iridium trichloride were acti!
vated by heating with concentrated hydrochloric acid and
evaporating to dryness two to three times[ Pen!
tamethylcyclopentadiene obtained from Lancaster was
used without further puri_cation[ ðCp�M"m!Cl#ClŁ1
"M1Rh\ Ir# were synthesised as reported in the literature
ð05\06Ł[ The ligands L0\ L1 and ðCp�M"DBT#Cl1Ł "DBT!
�dibenzothiophene\ M1Rh\ Ir# were also synthesised
by reported procedures ð07Ð19Ł[ All the solvents were
distilled and dried prior to use by standard procedures
ð10\11Ł[

0[1[ Syntheses of complexes

0[1[0[ ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 "0#
To the solution of ðCp�Rh"m!Cl#ClŁ1 "9[044 g\

9[14mmol# in 19 cm2 of dry methanol was added Ph!
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Fig[ 0[ Structure of ligands[

terpy "9[044 g\ 9[4mmol# and NaBF3 "9[944 g\ 9[4mmol#[
The reaction mixture was stirred for 2 h at room!tem!
perature[ The solvent was removed and the solid mass
was dissolved in dichloromethane[ The complex was pre!
cipitated by hexane and was recrystallised by slow
di}usion of ether into the methanol solution[ Yield] 64)[

The analogous iridium complex ðCp�IrL0ClŁBF3 "2#\
was also synthesised by the above procedure using
ðCp�Ir"m!Cl#ClŁ1 as starting material[ Yield] 69)[

Complexes "0# and "2# can also be synthesised by the
procedure given below[

To a solution of ðCp�M"DBT#Cl1Ł "9[14mmol# in
19 cm2 of dry methanol\ was added Ph!terpy "9[14mmol#
and NaBF3 "9[4mmol#[ The reaction mixture was stirred
for 1 h at room!temperature[ The solvent was removed
and the solid was dissolved in dichloromethane[ The com!
plex was precipitated by hexane[

0[2[ Analysis]

Found] C\ 44[0^ H\ 3[2^ N\ 5[0^ Calc[ for C20H29N2

ClBF3Rh "0#] C\ 44[3^ H\ 3[4^ N\ 5[2)
Found] C\ 37[5^ H\ 2[7^ N\ 4[2^ Calc[ for C20H29N2

ClBF3Ir "2#] C\ 37[8^ H\ 2[8^ N\ 4[4)
Mass spectral data "positive FAB#]
ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 "0#] m:z 471 ðCp�RhL00ClŁ\ 436

ðCp�RhL0Ł\ 337 ðRhL0ClŁ\ 301 ðRhL0Ł\ 163 ðCp�RhClŁ
and 127 ðCp�RhŁ

ðCp�IrL0ClŁBF3 "2#] m:z 561 ðCp�IrL0ClŁ\ 526
ðCp�IrL0Ł\ 426 ðIrL0ClŁ\ 491 ðIrL0Ł\ 252 ðCp�IrClŁ and 217
ðCp�IrŁ

0[2[0[ ð"Cp�RhCl#1L
1Ł"BF3#1 "1#

To a solution of ðCp�Rh"m!Cl#ClŁ1 "9[044 g\ 9[14mmol#
in 14 cm2 of dry methanol was added diterpy "9[024 g\
9[14mmol# and NaBF3 "9[44 g\ 9[4mmol# and the reac!
tion mixture was stirred for 3 h[ The solvent was removed

and the solid was dissolved in dichloromethane[ Addition
of hexane gave orange red complex[ Yield] 59)

Complex ð"Cp�IrCl#1L1Ł"BF3#1 "3# was synthesised by
the above procedure using ðCp�Ir"m!Cl#ClŁ1 as the starting
material[ Complexes "1# and "3# can also be synthesized
by the procedure given below[

To a solution of ðCp�M"DBT#Cl1Ł "9[4mmol# in 29 cm2

of dry methanol was added diterpy "9[14mmol# and
NaBF3 "0mmol#[ The reaction mixture was stirred for
1 h[ The solvent was removed and the solid was dissolved
in dichloromethane[ The complex was precipitated by
hexane[

0[3[ Analysis]

Found] C\ 42[0^ H\ 3[1^ N\ 5[4^ Calc[ for C45H43N5

Cl1B1F7Rh1 "1#] C\ 42[2^ H\ 3[2^ N\ 5[6)
Found] C\ 35[3^ H\ 2[4^ N\ 4[6^ Calc[ for C45H43N5

Cl1B1F7Ir1 "3#] C\ 35[5^ H\ 2[6^ N\ 4[7)
Mass spectral data "positive FAB#]
ð"Cp�RhCl#1L1Ł"BF3#1 "1#] m:z 0063

ð"Cp�RhCl#1L1"BF3#Ł\ 0976 ð"Cp�RhCl#1L1Ł\ 840
ðCp�Rh1Cl1L1Ł\ 805 ðCp�RhClL1Ł\ 702 ðCp�RhClL1Ł\ 667
ðCp�RhL1Ł and 532 ðRhL1Ł

ð"Cp�IrCl#1L1Ł"BF3#1 "3#] m:z 0243 ð"Cp�Ir!
Cl#1L1"BF3#Ł^ 0156 ð"Cp�IrCl#1L1Ł^ 0021 ðCp�Ir1Cl1L1Ł^
893 ðCp�IrClL1Ł^ 757 ðCp�IrL1Ł and 622 ðIrL1Ł

1[ Physical measurements

The elemental analyses were carried out on PerkinÐ
Elmer 139C elemental analyser[ IR spectra were recorded
on JASCO FT:IR!4299 spectrophotometer as KBr
pellets[ 0H NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker ACF!
199 spectrometer at 199MHz[ Electronic absorption
spectra were recorded on JASCO model 6799 UV!vis
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spectrophotometer[ Fast atom bombardment "FAB#
mass spectra were recorded on JEOL SX 091:DA!5999
mass spectrometer:data system using Xenon "5KV\
09mA# as the FAB gas and m!nitrobenzyl alcohol was
used as matrix[ Cyclic voltammograms were recorded
on Cypress systems model CS!0989:CS!0976 computer
controlled electroanalytical system[ All the experiments
were performed under dry nitrogen in acetonitrile and
dichloromethane solvents[ 0×09−2 mol dm−2 solutions
were used with 9[0mol dm−2 NBu3ClO3 as supporting
electrolyte\ a glassy carbon working electrode\ Ag!AgCl
electrode as reference and platinum wire as auxiliary elec!
trode[ FerroceneÐferrocenium couple was used as the
redox standard[

1[0[ X!ray crystal structure determination of
ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 "0#

A crystal of dimensions 9[11×9[39×9[39mm\
obtained by di}usion of ether into methanol solution was
sealed in a glass capillary[ Preliminary examination and
intensity data collection were carried out with an EnrafÐ
Nonius CAD!3 automatic di}ractometer using graphite
monochromated Mo Ka radiation "l�9[60962A� #[ Inten!
sity data were collected using the u!1u scan mode for
1u¾34> and then corrected for absorption and decay[
The structure was solved by MULTAN ð12Ł in triclinic
space group P0¹ and was re_ned with full!matrix least!
squares on F with w�0[9:ðs1"Fo#¦9[9990F1

o Ł[ In the _nal
cycles all the non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned aniso!
tropically and the hydrogen atoms were _xed at idealized
positions "dCÐH�0[99A� # calculated during anisotropic
convergence stage[ Scattering factors for neutral atoms
and anomalous scattering coe.cients for non!hydrogen
atoms were taken from ref ð13Ł[ All calculations were
carried out with a Micro VAX 2599 computer using NRC
VAX program package ð14Ł[ There were 4907 unique
re~ections of which 3366 with I×1s "I# were used for
the structure solution[ Re_nement converged at a _nal
R�2[2) and Rw�2[5) "260 variable parameters#[

2[ Results and discussion

Reactions of ðCp�Rh"m!Cl#ClŁ1 with L0 "Ph!terpy# and
L1 "diterpy# in methanol in presence of NaBF3 gave
orange red microcrystalline products "0# and "1#[ Simi!
larly reaction of these ligands with ðCp�Ir"m!Cl#ClŁ1 gave
complexes "2# and "3#[ The IR spectra of the complexes
exhibit sharp bands with medium intensities in the range
0599Ð0399 cm−0 originating from the polypyridyl
ligands[ In addition\ complexes gave a broad band at
0949 cm−0 due to BF3 anion[ The C\ H\ N analytical data
agree with a mononuclear formula ðCp�ML0ClŁBF3 for

Ph!terpy complexes "0# and "2# and a dinuclear structure
for diterpy complexes "1# and "3#[

The FAB!mass spectra of the mononuclear complexes\
"0# and "2# exhibit peaks corresponding to ðCp�ML0ClŁ
and the dinuclear complexes\ "1# and "3# to
ð"Cp�MCl#1L1"BF3#Ł[ In addition\ fragments due to
ðCp�ML0Ł\ ðML0Ł and ðCp�MŁ for mononuclear com!
plexes and ð"Cp�M#1L1ClŁ\ ð"Cp�M#1L1Ł\ ðML1Ł and
ðCp�MŁ for dinuclear complexes are observed[ Based on
these data\ the complexes\ "0# and "2# are assigned mono!
nuclear structure where the metal ion is coordinated by
Cp�\ chloride and the ligand in a bidentate fashion[ The
complexes\ "1# and "3# are assigned a dinuclear structure
where the ligand diterpy acts as a bridge coordinating
two metal ions at two ends in a bidentate bonding mode[
Each metal ion is also coordinated by Cp� and chloride[
The proposed structures of the complexes are given in
Fig[ 1[

2[0[ Crystal structure of ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 "0#

To con_rm the proposed structures of the complexes\
the crystal structure of complex ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 "0# was
solved[

The complex crystallises in triclinic P0¹ space group
with two molecules per unit cell[ The crystallographic
parameters are given in Table 0[ The ORTEP drawing of
the molecule "0# along with the atom!numbering scheme
is shown in Fig[ 2[ The asymmetric unit consists of a
rhodium atom displaying the three!legged {piano stool|
geometry[ It is coordinated to one h4!"C4Me4# group\ one
chloride and two nitrogens of Ph!terpy in a bidentate
bonding mode\ as postulated from experimental data[

The pentamethylcyclopentadienyl ligand is sym!
metrically bound to the metal ion[ All the Cp� atoms fall
in a fairly good plane\ the root mean square deviation of
the Cp� from a least!squares plane being 9[904A� [ The
distance between Rh and the least!squares plane of the
Cp� ring is 0[672A� [ The RhÐCl bond length is 1[287"0#A� [
These bond distances are close to the RhÐCp�\ 0[671 and
RhÐCl\ 1[275 bond lengths in ðCp�Rh"phen#ClŁ¦ complex
ð15Ł[

The RhÐN distances are unequal with RhÐN"0#\
1[975"2#A� and RhÐN"1#\ 1[086"2#A� [ This has been
observed in other complexes involving bidentate terpy
ð01Ł[ The presence of uncoordinated pyridine ring gives
rise to steric interactions\ resulting in signi_cantly longer
RhÐN"1# bond compared to the RhÐN"0#[

The metallacyclic moiety containing Rh\ N"0#\ C"4#\
C"5# and N"1# shows considerable deviation from plan!
arity "the root mean square deviation of these atoms from
a least!square plane is 9[29A� #[ The structure is stabilized
by hydrogen bonding between chloride and H"07# of the
uncoordinated pyridine ring\ the distance between them
being 1[45A� which is less than the sum of their respective
Van der Waals radii[Table 1
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Fig[ 1[ Generalised structures of Rh"III# and Ir"III# complexes[

Table 0
Crystallographic data for ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 "0#
complex

Formula C20H29N2BF3ClRh
F[W 558[64
Space group P0¹
a "A� # 7[9911 "00#
b "A� # 01[2917 "03#
c "A� # 03[5216 "19#
a "># 85[883"01#
b "># 89[324"01#
g "># 81[554 "00#
V "A� 2# 0317[1 "2#
Z 1
Dcalc "g cm−2# 0[446
T ">C# 14
m "MoÐKa# "cm−0# 01[77
F"999# 567
Transm[ coe}[ 9[807Ð0[999
R 9[922
Rw 9[925

Rw�SðW"Fo−Fc#
1:S"WF1

o#Ł
0:1[

2[1[ 0H NMR studies

The room!temperature 0H NMR spectrum of the com!
plex ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 "0#\ in CD2OD consists of six set
of overlapping signals in the aromatic region arising from
the Ph!terpy ligand[ The signal due to Cp� is observed
at 0[08 ppm[ The peaks are fully assigned by the two
dimensional correlation spectroscopy "COSY# to eight
non!equivalent protons labelled A to N in Fig[ 0[ The 0H
NMR data are presented in Table 2[ On cooling the
solution\ several changes are observed in the NMR spec!
trum as shown in Fig[ 3[ At 102K\ the spectrum consists

of multiplets arising from thirteen non!equivalent pro!
tons of the Ph!terpy ligand indicating bidentate coor!
dination of the ligand to the metal center[ These changes
indicate that at room!temperature there is a rapid exch!
ange between the analogous pairs of protons in the pyr!
idyl ring namely HA:E\ HB:F\ HC:G HD:H and HJ:K according
to spin problem ABCDJ_EFGHK and an average spec!
trum consisting of multiplets corresponding to eight
di}erent protons is obtained[ The room!temperature
~uxional process involves oscillation of coordination sites
between the two equivalent forms involving bidentate
chelate bonding as shown in Fig[ 4[

The room temperature 0H NMR spectrum of CD1Cl1
solution of complex ð"Cp�RhCl#1L1Ł"BF3#1 "1# consists of
signals corresponding to six non!equivalent protons of
the diterpy ligand[ All the peaks are assigned by two
dimensional correlation spectroscopy[ At low tempera!
tures\ extensive spectral changes take place and exchange
broadening occurs between the analogous pairs of
protons[ On cooling to 102K\ spectral lines sharpened
considerably and a spectrum corresponding to eleven
non!equivalent protons of ligand coordinating the metal
ions in the bidentate chelate mode is obtained[ The dinu!
clear complex like the mononuclear complex exhibits
~uxional behavior in which the coordination complex
oscillates between the two forms both of which involve
diterpy functioning as bidentate chelate ligand at two
ends[

The ambient and the low temperature 0H NMR spec!
trum of complex ðCp�IrL0ClŁBF3 "2# in CDCl2 consists
of a complex pattern of overlapping signals which is
clearly associated with an unsymmetrically coordinated
and non~uxional Ph!terpy ligand[ It is fully assigned by
two dimensional correlation spectroscopy "Figure 5# to
thirteen non!equivalent protons labeled AÐN and was
consistent with a bidentate terpyridyl ligand[
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Fig[ 2[ ORTEP drawing of the molecular structure of ðCp�RhL0ClŁ¦ cation showing the thermal ellipsoids at 49) probality level along with atom!
numbering scheme[

At ambient temperature\ the 0H NMR spectrum of
complex ð"Cp�IrCl#1L1Ł"BF3#1 "3# in CD1Cl1 solvent exhi!
bits line broadening of all the signals[ On cooling the
solution to 142K the spectral lines sharpened con!
siderably and well resolved spectra are obtained[ The
chemical shifts are given in Table 2[ The spectrum consists
of multiplets arising from eleven non!equivalent protons
of diterpy labelled AÐL in Fig[ 0 and is clearly associated
with diterpy acting in a bidentate chelate mode of bond!
ing to iridium[ All the peaks were assigned by COSY[

2[2[ Electronic spectral and electrochemical studies

Electronic spectra of the complexes show high intensity
chargeÐtransfer transitions at ½314 nm in addition to
the intra ligand transitions of the polypyridyl ligands at
½189 and ½129 nm[

Electron transfer properties of all the complexes have
been studied in dichloromethane and acetonitrile solvents
by cyclic voltammetry and the data are given in Table 3[ In
dichloromethane\ the complex "0#\ shows an irreversible
reduction peak at −9[78V[ For the analogous dinuclear
complex "1#\ a reduction peak is observed at −9[80V
indicating that both the metal ions are in identical

environments with no interaction between them[ In ace!
tonitrile\ the mononuclear complex "0#\ shows an irre!
versible reduction peak at −9[74V but the dinuclear
complex "1#\ exhibits a quasi!reversible reduction couple
at −9[67V[ The peak to peak separation\ DEp value is in
the range of 49 to 59mV at a scan rate of 099mV:sec[ On
increasing the scan rate the DEp value increases and at a
scan rate of 499mV:sec[\ it is in the range of 099 to
009mV[ For the ðCp�Rh"bpy#ClŁ¦ complex and series of
analogous complexes\ a quasi!reversible reduction peak
was reported at ½−9[64 to −9[84V and the separation
of the cathodic and anodic peak was 049 to 299mV ð16\
6\ 8Ł[ This behavior was explained to two!electron
reduction of Rh"III# to Rh"I# with concomitant loss of
chloride[ The redox behavior of the present set of com!
plexes can be similarly explained to reduction of Rh"III#
to Rh"I# state[

The mono and dinuclear complexes of iridium "2# and
"3# show double reduction peaks in the range of −0[9V
to −0[1V in dichloromethane solvent[ Both the peaks are
quasi!reversible to irreversible[ In the acetonitrile solvent\
the complex "2#\ shows quasi!reversible reduction peak
at −9[8V and the DEp value is 014mV at a scan rate of
099mV:sec[ The dinuclear complex "3#\ exhibits quasi!
reversible double reduction peaks in the range of −9[61V
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Table 1
Selected bond distances "A� # and bond angles "># in ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 "0#[

RhÐCl 1[2873"0# RhÐC"12# 1[052"3#
RhÐN"0# 1[975"2# RhÐC"13# 1[083"2#
RhÐN"1# 1[086"2# RhÐC"14# 1[042"2#
RhÐC"11# 1[021"3# RhÐC"15# 1[040"2#
Bond angles
ClÐRhÐN"0# 76[50"7# RhÐC"11#ÐC"12# 60[23"19#
ClÐRhÐN"1# 090[28"7# RhÐC"11#ÐC"15# 60[31"19#
ClÐRhÐC"11# 83[23"09# RhÐC"11#ÐC"16# 015[8"2#
ClÐRhÐC"12# 84[93"09# RhÐC"12#ÐC"11# 58[93"19#
ClÐRhÐC"13# 016[21"8# RhÐC"12#ÐC"13# 61[25"19#
ClÐRhÐC"14# 047[26"09# RhÐC"12#ÐC"17# 015[0"2#
ClÐRhÐC"15# 016[9"09# RhÐC"13#ÐC"12# 58[86"19#
N"0#ÐRhÐN"1# 64[83"00# RhÐC"13#ÐC"14# 58[00"07#
N"0#ÐRhÐC"11# 005[11"02# RhÐC"13#ÐC"18# 018[1"2#
N"0#ÐRhÐC"12# 044[67"02# RhÐC"14#ÐC"13# 61[06"08#
N"0#ÐRhÐC"13# 033[85"01# RhÐC"14#ÐC"15# 69[59"08#
N"0#ÐRhÐC"14# 096[23"01# RhÐC"14#ÐC"29# 016[5"2#
N"0#ÐRhÐC"15# 83[21"02# RhÐC"15#ÐC"11# 58[84"19#
N"1#ÐRhÐC"11# 059[57"01# RhÐC"15#ÐC"14# 69[65"08#
N"1#ÐRhÐC"12# 015[54"01# RhÐC"15#ÐC"20# 015[0"2#
N"1#ÐRhÐC"13# 85[65"01# C"13#ÐRhÐC"14# 27[61"02#
N"1#ÐRhÐC"14# 86[34"01# C"13#ÐRhÐC"15# 53[09"02#
N"1#ÐRhÐC"15# 029[35"01# C"14#ÐRhÐC"15# 27[53"02#
C"11#ÐRhÐC"12# 28[50"04# RhÐN"0#ÐC"0# 014[3"2#
C"11#ÐRhÐC"13# 53[40"02# RhÐN"0#ÐC"4# 003[64"11#
C"11#ÐRhÐC"14# 54[15"03# RhÐN"1#ÐC"5# 096[80"10#
C"11#ÐRhÐC"15# 27[52"04# RhÐN"1#ÐC"05# 018[65"12#
C"12#ÐRhÐC"13# 26[56"02# C"12#ÐRhÐC"15# 53[86"03#
C"12#ÐRhÐC"14# 53[89"02#

Table 2
0H NMR data for complexes "0Ð3#[

Complex Solvent T:K AE BF CG DH JK L MN Cp�

0 CDCl2 299 7[72 6[57 7[03 7[77 7[62 7[92 6[59 0[08
0 CD2OD 102 7[81"A# 6[45"B# 6[73"C# 8[14"D# 7[81"J# 7[00 6[45 0[05

7[61"E# 6[61"F# 7[15"G# 7[81"H# 7[47"K#
1 CD1Cl1 299 7[75 6[60 7[01 7[81 7[73 7[22 0[07
1 CD1Cl1 102 7[72"A# 6[59"B# 7[94"C# 8[03"D# 7[72"J# 7[16 0[05

7[79"E# 6[75"F# 7[08"G# 7[65"H# 7[57"K#
2 CDCl2 299 7[77"A# 6[51"B# 6[84"C# 8[95"D# 7[77"J# 7[93 6[47 0[08

7[66"E# 6[60"F# 7[14"G# 7[62"H# 7[40"K#
3 CD1Cl1 142 7[78"A# 6[47"B# 6[87"C# 8[95"D# 7[78"J# 7[14 0[04

7[65"E# 6[75"F# 7[19"G# 7[69"H# 7[51"K#

and −9[70V[ By analogy electrochemical reduction of
Ir"III# to Ir"I# is proposed[

3[ Conclusion

Reaction of ðCp�M"m!Cl#ClŁ1 "M1Rh\ Ir# with poly!
pyridyl ligands results in formation of cationic complexes

by cleavage of halide bridge[ At room!temperature\ Ph!
terpy and diterpy behave as ~uxional ligands in
ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 and ð"Cp�RhCl#1L1Ł"BF3#1 complexes[
In the analogous iridium complex no ~uxional behavior
is observed[ All the complexes are proposed to have the
three legged {piano stool| geometry at the metal center
based on the crystal structure of complex
ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3[
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Fig[ 3[ Variable!temperature 0H NMR spectra of ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 "0# in CD2OD[

Table 3
Electronic spectral and cyclic voltammetric data[

Complex UVÐvisa l:nm "o:dm−2 mol−0 cm−0# CVb M"III#:M"I# E0:1\ V "DEp mV#

ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3 274 "2594# 9[74
ð"Cp�RhCl#1L

1Ł"BF3#1 319 "4334# 9[67 "49#
ðCp�IrL0ClŁBF3 314 "0149# 9[80 "014#
ð"Cp�IrCl#1L

1Ł"BF3#1 325 "3514# 9[62 "209#
9[70 "299#

a In dichloromethane[
b Cyclic voltammetry was carried out in CH2CN at 299 K using 9[0 mol dm−2 NBu3ClO3 as supporting electrolyte

at a glassy!carbon electrode with AgÐAgCl as reference electrode[
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Fig[ 4[ Interconverting structures of ðCp�RhL0ClŁBF3\ complex "0# showing the hydrogen labelling[

Fig[ 5[ Room!temperature 0H NMR COSY spectrum of ðCp�IrL0ClŁBF3 "2# in CDCl2[
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Abstract

Reaction of "EtO#1P"S#NH1 with Ph1P"S#Cl in the presence of NaH gives "EtO#1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1 "0# which has been complexed
with Zn\ Pd and Pt in Zn ð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 1 Pdð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 2 Ptð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 3 and ðPt"PMe2#1""EtO#1
P"S#NP"S#Ph1#Ł¦BPh−

3 4[ 20P NMR studies suggest that 2 and 3 are formed as cis:trans mixtures[ The X!ray structure of 0 reveals it
to be a H!bonded dimer in the solid state\ whilst the structures of 2Ð4 contain MS1P1N rings in varying non!planar "chair\ boat#
geometries[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Diethoxy!diphenyl!dithioimidodiphosphinate^ Coordination chemistry^ Ring conformations

0[ Introduction

There is considerable interest in the coordination
chemistry of Ph1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1 ð0Ð8Ł[ We and others
have noted interesting behaviour in the ring con!
formations of MS1P1N species[ Notably less work has
been reported on the chemistry of the alkyl analogues
R1P"S#NHP"S#R1 with the exception of some studies on
Me1P"S#NHP"S#Me1 ð09Ł and Pr1P"S#NHP"S#Pr1 ð00Ł[
Some work on unsymmetrical species such as
Ph1P"O#NHP"Se#Ph1 has been described ð01Ł and recently
there was a report on the synthesis of Me1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1

and its cobalt complex ð02Ł[ We have also studied imido!
diphosphinates but with varying electronic rather than
steric e}ects\ and this latter paper prompts us to report
on the synthesis and some coordination chemistry of
mixed ethoxy:phenyl substituted dithiomidophos!
phinate[ Here we report the synthesis of
"EtO#1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1 "0# together with four examples of
its| coordination complexes[ The new compounds have

� Corresponding author[

been characterised spectroscopically and in four cases by
single crystal X!ray studies[

1[ Experimental

1[0 General

Unless stated otherwise\ all reactions were performed
under an atmosphere of oxygen!free nitrogen using stan!
dard Schlenk procedures[ All glassware was oven dried
at 099>C or ~ame dried under vacuum before use[

All solvents and reagents were purchased from
Aldrich\ BDH or Fisons and used as received[ In addition
toluene\ thf\ Et1O and petroleum ether "59Ð79# were distilled
from sodium!benzophenone under nitrogen\ and CH1Cl1
from CaH1[ CDCl2 "88¦ atom ) D# was as supplied[

20P "25[1\ 090[14\ 050[86MHz# were recorded on JEOL
FX89Q\ Bruker AC149 or Bruker DPX399 spec!
trometers[ Chemical shifts are reported relative to 74)
H2PO3[ Infra!red spectra were recorded as KBr discs and
dichloromethane solutions in Csl cells on a PE System
1999 spectrometer[ Raman spectra were recorded on a
PE System 1999 with a diode pumped Nd:YAG laser[
Microanalyses were carried out by the respective micro!
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analytical services of Loughborough University and
Zeneca Specialties Research Centre[ FAB ¦ve mass spec!
tra were recorded by the EPSRC mass spectrometry ser!
vice at Swansea and the mass spectrometry service at the
Zeneca Specialties Research Centre[

1[1[ Syntheses

Ph1P"S#Cl was formed by re~uxing diphenyl!
chlorophosphine "01[29 g\ 09[9ml\ 9[942mol# with sulfur
"0[69 g\ 9[942mol# overnight in toluene "29ml# under N1[
The solvent was evaporated o} to give a clear oil "02[20 g^
20P! "0H# NMR "CDCl2#] d 68[3 ppm#[

Ph1P"S#NH1 was formed by bubbling ammonia gas
through a solution of Ph1P"S#Cl "3[99 g\ 04[73mmol# in
ether "099ml# for 19 minutes[ After _ltering the reaction
mixture through celite\ the _ltrate was evaporated to
dryness giving a white solid "2[51 g^ 20P!"0H# NMR
"CDCl2#] d 48[6 ppm#[

"EtO#1P"S#NH1 was formed by bubbling ammonia gas
through a solution of diethylchlorothiophosphate
"13[99 g\ 19[9ml\ 9[016mol# in ether "099ml# for 19
minutes[ After _ltering the reaction mixture through
celite\ the _ltrate was evaporated to dryness to give a
clear oil "10[25 g^ 20P!"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] d 63[1 ppm#[

1[1[0[ "EtO#1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1 0
Under anhydrous conditions\ sodium hydride "59)

dispersion in para.n oil 0[58 g\ 9[931mol# was slowly
added to a solution of "EtO#1P"S#NH1 "1[27 g\ 9[903mol#
in thf "29ml# at 9>C[ The mixture was allowed to warm
to room temperature and stirred for 29 minutes\ then
Ph1P"S#Cl "2[42 g\ 9[903mol# was added dropwise at 9>C[
After addition was complete the mixture was warmed to
room temperature and then re~uxed overnight[ After
cooling\ methanol "4ml# was added dropwise to destroy
any excess sodium hydride[ The volume of the thf was
then reduced by half under vacuum and 1M aqueous HCl
"49ml# was added\ producing a cloudy white mixture
which was washed with dichloromethane "2×19ml#[ The
dichloromethane was dried over MgSO3 then evaporated
to dryness to give a white solid 0 which was recrystallised
from dichloromethane and hexane "3[11 g\ 9[900mol\
67[2) yield\ mp 51>C#[ Microanalysis calculated for
C05H10NO1P1S1] C 38[8^ H 4[4^ N 2[5)[ Observed] C 38[7^
H 4[3^ N 2[5)[ 20P!"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] d"P0# 52[5"d#
ðP"OEt#1Ł\ d"P1# 42[2"d# ðPPh1Ł ppm[ 1J "20PA!20PX# 11[9Hz[
FTIR "dichloromethane solution\ Csl plates at 099 mic!
rons#] n "NÐH# 2220cm−0^ "KBr disc#] n "NÐH# 2199\ d "NÐ
H# 0187^ n "PNP# 865\ 657^ n "PO# 0089\ n "PS# 535\ 523 cm−0[

1[1[1[ Zn ð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 1
A solution of 0 "9[099 g\ 9[159mmol#\ KOtBu "9[918 g\

9[159mmol# and ZnCl1 "9[907 g\ 9[021mmol# in thf
"19ml# was re~uxed for 0 hour[ On cooling the mixture
was evaporated to dryness and dichloromethane added[

The mixture was then _ltered and the _ltrate evaporated
to dryness yielding a colourless oil[ Microanalysis cal!
culated for C21H39O3P3S3Zn] C 35[0^ H 3[7^ N 2[3)[
Observed] C 38[2^ H 5[0^ N 2[0)[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n

"PNP# 0128\ 653^ n "PS# 441\ 430^ d "NPS# 305 cm−0[ FAB
¦ve MS] m:z 722 corresponds to "Znð"EtO#1
P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1#¦[

1[1[2[ Pdð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 2
Pd"cod#Cl1 "9[949 g\ 9[064mmol# was added to a solu!

tion of 0 "9[024 g\ 9[240mmol# and KOtBu "9[928 g\
9[237mmol# in thf "19ml# and re~uxed for 0 hour[ The
reaction changed colour from yellow to red:orange[ On
cooling the mixture was evaporated to dryness and
dichloromethane added[ The mixture was _ltered and the
_ltrate evaporated to dryness[ Crystals of 26 were grown
from dichloromethane and hexane "9[034 g\ 9[055mml\
83[6) yield#[ Microanalysis calculated for C21H39N1

O3P3S3Pd] C 32[8^ H 3[5^ N 2[1)[ Observed] C 32[5^ H
3[5^ N 1[7)[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n "PNP# 0195\ 662^ n "PS#
452\ 444^ n "NPS# 319 cm−0[

1[1[3[ Ptð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 3
Pt"cod#Cl1 "9[949 g\ 9[023mmol# was added to a solu!

tion of 0 "9[092 g\ 9[156mmol# and KOtBu "9[929 g\
9[156mmol# in thf "19ml# and re~uxed for 0 hour[ The
reaction changed colour from clear to yellow[ On cooling
the mixture was evaporated to dryness and dichlo!
romethane added[ The mixture was then _ltered and the
_ltrate evaporated to dryness[ Crystals of 3 were grown
from dichloromethane and hexane "9[007 g\ 9[012mmol\
83[3) yield#[ Microanalysis calculated for C21H39N1

O3P3S3Pt] C 28[8^ H 3[1^ N 1[8)[ Observed] C 30[1^ H
2[8^ N 2[9)[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n "PNP# 0144\ 0192^ n

"PS# 465\ 431^ n "NPS# 315 cm−0[

1[1[4[ ðPt"PMe2#1""EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1#Ł¦ BPh−
3 4

Pt"PMe2#1Cl1 "9[959 g\ 9[033mmol# and NaBPh3

"9[938 g\ 9[032mmol# were added to a solution of 0

"9[944 g\ 9[032mmol# and KOtBu "9[905 g\ 9[032mmol#
in thf "29ml# and re~uxed for 0 hour[ On cooling the
mixture was evaporated to dryness and washed with
methanol "1×4ml#[ A white solid was _ltered o} and
crystallised from acetone "9[003 g\ 9[098mmol\ 64[5)
yield#[ Microanalysis calculated for C35H47P3O1S1BNPt]
C 41[5^ H 4[5^ N 0[2)[ Observed] C 41[1^ H 4[5^ N 0[0)[
FTIR "KBr disc#] n "PNP# 0156\ 0195\ 673^ n "PS# 469\
428 cm−0[

1[2[ Crystallo`raphy

Details of crystallographic parameters are summarised
in Table 0[ Crystals were mounted on quartz _bres using
araldite[ Data were collected using CuÐKa radiation and
v scans at room temperature with a Rigaku AFC6S
di}ractometer[ Intensities were corrected for Lorentz!
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polarisation and for absorption[ All non!H atoms were
re_ned anisotropically in all cases[ The positions of the
CÐH hydrogen atoms were idealised whilst the NÐH
atoms were allowed to re_ne isotropically[ Re_nements
were by full matrix least squares based on F using teXsan
ð03Ł The weighting scheme is as previously reported ð01Ł[

2[ Results and discussion

The synthesis of 0 was based upon a literature prep!
aration for compounds with mixed substituent groups
ð04Ł eq[ "0#[ The amine and halide are {clipped| together
with sodium hydride in thf[ Excess NaH gave the cleanest
products and better yields[ Although the reaction may\
in principle\ be performed using Ph1"S#NH1 and "EtO#1P!
"S#Cl we found that it proceeded in better yield and more
cleanly using "EtO#1P"S#NH1[ The salt was then pro!
tonated with dilute hydrochloric acid giving the neutral
ligand as an oil which was recrystallised from the mini!
mum of dichloromethane and petroleum ether giving
colourless crystals "69Ð79) yields# pure by elemental
analyses[ Characteristic bands ð09Ł were observed

"0#

in the FTIR\ n "NH# ca 2199\ d"NH# 0187\ n "PO# 0089\
n "PNP# 865\ 657 and n "PS# 535\ 523 cm−0 though n

"NH# could not be con_dently assigned[ The 20P NMR
spectrum of 0 "CDCl2\ Table 1# is of the AX type[ The
phosphorus centre with ethoxy substituents appears
around 53 ppm as opposed to 42 ppm for the phenyl
substituted phosphorus with 1J"20P!20P# coupling of
11[9Hz in reasonable agreement for disulfur compounds
of this type[ Solid state 20P NMR for 0 revealed a doublet
as expected "52[4\ 41[5 ppm\ 1J"20P!20P# �11Hz# for the
two inequivalent phosphorus environments[

By X!ray crystallography 0 exists as a cisoid "w[r[t the
P1S bonds# dimer in the solid state "Table 2\ Fig[ a0#\
the phosphorus with the phenyl substituents being pen!
dant thus reducing any steric crowding[ The SP [[[ PS
torsion angle is 76[9> which is comparable to the cisoid
iPr1P"S#NHP"S#PiPr1 ð68>Ł ð00Ł[ The P"0#ÐS"0# bond
length at 0[826"0#A� is considerably longer than the pen!
dant P"1#ÐS"1# bond length of 0[819"1# as a consequence
of S"0# being involved in S [[[ HÐN hydrogen!bonding[
The PÐN bond lengths and the PÐNÐP bond angle
ð018[8"1#>Ł are normal "Fig[ 1#[

Znð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 "1# was obtained by re~uxing
zinc chloride with two molar equivalents of KOtBu and

0[ Similarly\ Pdð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 "2# and Ptð"EtO#1
P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 "3# were obtained from reactions with
M"cod#Cl1 as red and yellow solids respectively[ In
addition one equivalent of 0\ KOtBu and NaBPh3 were
re~uxed with PtCl1"PMe2#1 in thf to yield Pt"PMe2#1ð"Et
O#1P"S#Ph1Ł¦ BPh−

3 "4\ 65) yield#[ All of the complexes
gave reasonable elemental analyses and the FAB ¦ve
mass spectra revealed the expected parent ions[ Charac!
teristic bands were observed in the FTIR[ High frequency
shifts in the n"PNP# vibration from around 849 in the free
ligand to 0128Ð0144 cm−0 are observed upon complex!
ation\ whilst the n"PS# vibration shifts from 535 to 441Ð
465 cm−0*all of these changes re~ect the changes in bond
order within the ligand due to the delocalisation of the
negative charge[ The 20P NMR spectrum "Table 1# of 1

is of the typical AX type[ However in 2 and 3 two AX
spectra were observed\ in each case the chemical shifts
were very similar as was the coupling Table 1 and this is
most likely due to the presence of the cis and trans
isomers[ Alternatively\ the crystal structure of 3 suggests
"vide infra# that there is very little energy di}erence
between the two PtS1P1N ring conformations in the solid
state and the two spectra may be due to di}erent ring

conformations in solution[ However\ calculations ð01Ł
suggest the energy di}erence between ring conformations
is too low for this to be a realistic possibility at room
temperature[ Unfortunately no platinum satellites could
be con_dently resolved or assigned for any of the spectra[
2 was studied by variable temperature 20P NMR "d5!
DMSO#[ The two AX type spectra observed for 2 were
partially resolved in d5!DMSO at 187K whilst at 227K
the signals coalesced "Fig[ 2#[

The X!Ray structure of 2 reveals "Table 3\ Fig[ 2# it to
be a typical square planar complex with the MS1P1N ring
adopting a distorted boat formation[ Interestingly the
PdÐS"0# bond at 1[214"0#Aý is shorter than the PdÐS"1#
bond\ whereas the S"0#ÐP"0# bond at 1[196"0#Aý is longer
than the S"1#ÐP"1# bond\ and the P"0#ÐN"0# bond is
slightly ð9[917AýŁ longer than the P"1#ÐN"0# bond of
0[455"2#Aý[ One could speculate that the electron with!
drawing e}ect of the ethoxy substituents causes the S"1#Ð
P"1# and P"1#ÐN"0# bonds to be slightly shorter[ The PdÐ
SÐP bond angles are 090[98"4# and 009[97"4#> and the SÐ
PÐN angles are 005[6"0# and 006[3"0#> whilst the PÐNÐP
angle is 014[0"1#> as expected for a square planar distorted
boat type structure ð00Ł[

In contrast to 2 in 3 "Fig[ 3#\ one MS1P1N ring adopts
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Table 1
Chemical shifts and 1J"20P!20P# coupling constants in 20P NMR "CDCl2# for "EtO#1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1 and
Mð"EtO#1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1Ł1 "M�Zn\ Pd\ Pt#] P0 denotes the ethoxy and P1 denotes the phenyl substituted phos!
phorus atoms

d:ppm 1J"20P!20P#:Hz
P0 P1 ðP0!P1Ł

"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1 0 52[5 42[2 11[9
Znð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 1 35[8 25[2 15[3
Pdð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 2 49[4 39[4 49[3 39[8 16[4 15[6
Ptð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 3 33[1 26[7 33[0 27[2 14[5 14[2

Table 2
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for "EtO#1P"S# NHP"S#Ph1

0
"EtO#1P"S# NHP"S#Ph1

S"0#ÐP"0# 0[826"0#
S"1#ÐP"1# 0[819"1#
P"0#ÐN"0# 0[570"2#
P"1#ÐN"0# 0[556"2#
S"0#ÐP"0#ÐN"0# 005[2"0#
S"1#ÐP"1#ÐN"0# 001[8"0#
P"0#ÐN"0#ÐP"1# 018[8"1#
SÐP [[[ PÐS"1# 76[9
N"0#ÐH"0n# 0[952"1#

Fig[ 0[ Crystal structure of "EtO#1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1 0 showing the H!
bonded dimer[

a distorted boat conformation and the other MS1P1N
ring adopts a chair formation\ so both known con!
formations of the MS1P1N ring for are observed in the
same compound[ Comparing values for the boat and
chair conformations in the molecule Table 3\ the only
signi_cant bond length di}erence is between the PÐN
bonds where the P"1#ÐN"0# length is 9[0A� less than P"0#Ð
N"0# in the boat conformation whereas the PÐN bonds
are very nearly equal for the chair part of the molecule[
The most characteristic di}erence between the two con!
formations is in the bond angles[ The MÐSÐP angles for
the boat conformation are 094Ð001> as opposed to 099Ð
091> for the chair conformation[ The SÐPÐN angles are
all very similar at 005Ð019> in contrast to the SÐMÐS
angles which di}er quite greatly between all three rings
in 2 and 3[ The MÐSÐP angles are slightly smaller for 2

at 090Ð009> compared to 094Ð001> for 3[
The 20P NMR of 4 reveals an ABCD type spectrum

"Fig[ 4\ Table 4\ the values given in Table 4 were checked
using an NMR simulation program# with 2J"20P!20P#
couplings which was not observed for "Pt"PMe2#1ðN!
"iPr1PS#1Ł#¦[ PA\ PB and PC all give well resolved doublets
of triplets\ though the platinum satellites were partially
obscured for PA and PB[ Cis 2J"20P!20P# coupling was
found to be of equal magnitude to trans2J"20P!20P# coup!
ling for PA and PB[ Despite the partial overlap of the
triplets in the PD signal seven peaks are observed and the
di}erence between the 2J"20PD!20PB# trans and the 2J"20PD!
20PA# cis coupling constants is apparent[ It is interesting
to note the di}erence of 7Hz between the 1J"20PA!084Pt#
and 1J"20PA!084Pt# coupling constants as a consequence of
the di}erent electronic e}ects of the substituent groups
on PA and PB[ This e}ect could also be explained by the
PtÐSÐP bond angles "PtÐSÐPA 097[0>\ PtÐSÐPB 86[2>#[
Given that a larger angle may imply a greater proportion
of s character in the hybridised sulfur\ this greater pro!
portion of s character is likely to increase the magnitude
of the platinum!phosphorus coupling ð05Ł[

In the structure of the square planar bis"tri!
methylyphosphine#platinum complex 4 "Fig[ 5\ Table 5#
the PtS1P1N ring shows attributes that have been
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Fig[ 1[ 20P!"0H# VT NMR spectra "25[1 MHz# of Pdð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1[

Table 3
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for Mð"EtO#1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1Ł1 "M � Pd2\ Pt 3#

2 3

Boat Boat Chair

MÐS"0# 1[2149"8# 1[227"3# MÐS"2# 1[229"3#
MÐS"1# 1[234"0# 1[229"3# MÐS"3# 1[228"3#
S"0#ÐP"0# 1[916"0# 1[917"5# S"2#ÐP"2# 1[196"4#
S"1#ÐP"1# 1[900"0# 1[997"5# S"3#ÐP"3# 1[997"5#
P"0#ÐN"0# 0[483"2# 0[59"0# P"2#ÐN"1# 0[59"0#
P"1#ÐN"0# 0[455"2# 0[38"1# P"3#ÐN"1# 0[46"0#
S"0#ÐMÐS"1# 70[55"2# 099[3"0# S"2#ÐMÐS"3# 81[7"0#
MÐS"0#ÐP"0# 009[97"4# 094[1"1# MÐS"2#ÐP"2# 090[7"1#
MÐS"1#ÐP"1# 090[98"4# 000[8"1# MÐS"3#ÐP"3# 88[4"1#
S"0#ÐP"0#ÐN"0# 005[6"0# 005[0"5# S"2#ÐP"2#ÐN"1# 005[3"4#
S"1#ÐP"1#ÐN"0# 006[3"0# 007[0"5# S"3#ÐP"3#ÐN"1# 008[8"4#
P"0#ÐN"0#ÐP"1# 014[0"1# 016[7"8# P"2#ÐN"1#ÐP"3# 014[0"6#
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Fig[ 2[ Crystal structure of Pdð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 2[

Fig[ 3[ Crystal structure of Ptð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł1 3[

Table 4
20P NMR parameters for "Pt"PMe2#1ð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł#¦BPh−

3

d:ppm ðJ"P!P#Ł:Hz ðJ"P!Pt#Ł:Hz
PA PB PC PD Pt

PA 34[8 Ð 54[3
PB 23[2 14[7 Ð 46[4
PC −08[7 6[8 8[8 Ð 2093[2
PD −07[9 6[8 8[8 10[7 Ð 2951[6

observed in square planar {chair|\ {boat| and tetrahedral
complexes[ The PtÐS bond lengths di}er from each other
by 9[91A� and are 9[92Ð9[94A� longer than those in 3[ The
di}erence in PtÐSÐP angles is signi_cant\ PtÐS"0#ÐP"0# at
86[2"0#> is consistent with a {chair| type conformation
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Fig[ 4[ 20P!"0H#NMR spectrum "050[86 MHz# of Pt"PMe2#1ð"EtO#1P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł#¦BPh−
3 [
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Table 5
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for "Pt"PMe2#1ð"EtO#1
P"S#NP"S#Ph1Ł#BPh3 4

Bond lengths Bond angles

PtÐS"0# 1[260"2# S"0#ÐPtÐS"1# 77[6"0#
PtÐS"1# 1[284"2# PtÐS"0#ÐP"0# 86[2"0#
PtÐP"2# 1[153"2# PtÐS"1#ÐP"1# 097[0"1#
PtÐP"3# 1[165"2# S"0#ÐP"0#ÐN"0# 005[3"3#
S"0#ÐP"0# 1[915"3# S"1#ÐP"1#ÐN"0# 019[0"3#
S"1#ÐP"1# 0[876"4# P"0#ÐN"0#ÐP"1# 021[9"5#
P"0#ÐN"0# 0[597"8# S"0#ÐPtÐP"3# 89[8"0#
P"1#ÐN"0# 0[411"09# S"1#ÐPtÐP"2# 75[3"0#

P"2#ÐPtÐP"3# 83[5"0#

for the PtS1P1N ring whereas the PtÐS"1#ÐP"1# angle of
097[0"1#> implies a {boat| type conformation[ Fur!
thermore the large angles of S"1#ÐP"1#ÐN"0# at 019[0"3#>
and P"0#ÐN"0#ÐP"1# at 021[9"5#> are more consistent with
a tetrahedral {boat| type MS1P1N ring conformation
rather than any sort of square planar complex[ In this
case the PtS1P1N ring can only be described as
puckered[
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Abstract

An interesting series of heterocyclic base adducts of copper"II# complexes have been synthesised by the reaction of copper"II# acetate
with salicylaldehyde N"3#!phenylthiosemicarbazone in presence of heterocyclic bases like pyridine "py#\ piperidine "pip#\ b:g!picoline
"b:g!pic#\ 0\09!phenanthroline "phen# and 1\1?!bipyridine "bipy#[ IR\ electronic\ 0H and 02C NMR spectra of the thiosemicarbazone\
as well as IR\ electronic and EPR spectra of the complexes have been obtained[ Based on EPR studies spin Hamiltonian and bonding
parameters have been calculated[ The ` values\ calculated for all the complexes in frozen DMF\ indicate the presence of the unpaired
electron in the dx

1−y1 orbital[ The metal!ligand bonding parameters evaluated showed strong in!plane sigma and in!plane p bonding[
The magnetic and spectroscopic data indicate a square planar geometry for the four!coordinate and a distorted square pyramidal
for _ve!coordinate complexes[ From cyclic voltammetric data reversible copper"II#:copper"I# couples are observed for these
complexes[ The thiosemicarbazone and its copper"II# complexes show growth inhibitory activity against human pathogenic bacteria
Salmonella typhi\ Shi`ella dysentariae\ non!coagulace Staphylococcus\ Photobacterium sp[ and Staphylococcus aureus and plant
pathogenic fungi Rhizoctonia\ Collectotrichium and Asper`illus sp[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Thiosemicarbazone^ Copper"II# complexes^ Spectra^ Cyclic voltammetry^ Antibacterial^ Antifungal

0[ Introduction

The formation of complexes with transition metal ions
have been proposed as a step in the biological activity of
certain thiosemicarbazones ð0Ð4Ł[ The biological activity
is due to the ability to form terdentate chelates with
essential heavy metal ions bonding through a sulfur and
two nitrogens\ NÐNÐS ð5Ł or sulfur\ nitrogen and oxygen
atoms\ OÐNÐS ð0Ł[ Spectral and structural investigation
of a series of biologically active heterocyclic base adducts
of copper"II# complexes of salicylaldehyde and 4!bro!
mosalicylaldehyde thiosemicarbazones ð6Ł and acetyl!
acetone S!alkyldithiocarbazates ð7Ł have been reported
earlier[ Spectroscopic and biological studies of copper"II#
complexes of 1!benzoylpyridine N"3#!substituted thio!
semicarbazones ð8Ł and 4!nitrosalicylaldehyde N"2#!sub!
stituted thiosemicarbazones ð09Ł have also been appeared
recently[ In continuation of our previous studies with

�Corresponding author[

heterocyclic base adducts of copper"II# ð00Ł and Ni"II#
ð01Ł complexes of N"3#!monosubstituted thiosemi!
carbazones\ we now report the syntheses\ spectral charac!
terization\ cyclic voltammetric and biological studies
of four! and _ve!coordinate mixed ligand complexes
of copper"II# with salicylaldehyde N"3#!phenyl!
thiosemicarbazone "H1L# "Fig[ 0# and heterocyclic bases[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials and instrumentation

The thiosemicarbazone was synthesised by the
earlier reported method ð02Ł[

1[1[ Preparation of complexes

The mixed ligand complexes\ CuLB "where L is the
dianion of salicylaldehyde N"3#!phenylthiosemi!
carbazone\ B is pyridine\ piperidine\ b:g!picoline\ 0\09!
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Fig[ 0[ Tautomers of salicylaldehyde N"3#!phenylthiosemicarbazone[

phenanthroline or 1\1?!bipyridine# were prepared by mix!
ing 1mmol of the appropriate heterocyclic base in meth!
anol to a hot solution of H1L "9[432 g\ 1mmol# in
methanol "19 cm2#[ To this was added a hot and _ltered
solution of Cu"OAc#1 =H1O "9[287 g\ 1mmol# in methanol
"19 cm2# with constant stirring[ The mixture was heated
under re~ux for 4Ð7 h[ The complexes which separated
overnight as microcrystalline powders were throughly
washed with water\ ethanol\ then ether and dried over
P3O09 in vacuo[

1[2 Physical measurements

Magnetic measurements were carried out in the poly!
crystalline state on a Par model 044 "vibrating sample
magnetometer# at 4999 Oersted _eld strength[ High
purity nickel metal "saturation moment 44 emu:g# was
used as a standard[ Diamagnetic correction were made
by Pascal|s constants[

IR spectra were recorded on a JASCO FT!IR!4299
spectrometer in the 3999Ð399 cm−0 range using KBr
discs[ Far IR spectra of the complexes were recorded on
a Bruker IFS 55V FT!IR spectrometer using polyethylene
pellets over the range 499Ð49 cm−0 at RSIC\ IIT\ Madras[
NMR spectra were recorded in a mixture of CDCl2 and
DMSO!d5 "0]0 v:v# with a Bruker AC!299F 299MHz
spectrometer[ EPR spectra were recorded on a JEOL!
FE 2X "X!hand# spectrometer using DPPH as calibrant[
Cyclic voltammetric studies were carried out on a Cypress
system model CS!0989:model CS!0976 computer con!
trolled electroanalytical system[ Measurements were
made on the degased "N1 bubbling for 04min# solutions
in DMF "09−2 M# containing 9[0M tetrabutylammonium

Fig[ 1[ 02C NMR assignments for H1L[

perchlorate "TBAP# as the supporting electrolyte[ The
three electrode system consisted of glassy carbon "work!
ing#\ platinum wire "counter# and Ag:AgCl "reference#
electrodes[

2[ Results and discussion

The 0H NMR spectrum of H1L shows signals at 00[25\
8[43\ 7[26 and 6[15 ppm corresponding to ÐOH\ Ð1NH\ Ð
CH1 and Ð3NH protons\ respectively[ The low _eld pos!
ition of Ð3NH could be attributable to the deshielding
caused by the phenyl group and the adjacent ÐN1C³ of
the system N1C"SH#ÐNHÐPh[ H1L does not show any
peak attributable to SÐH proton\ indicating that it exists
in the thioketo form[ Aromatic protons appear as a mul!
tiplet at 5[73Ð6[59 ppm[ 0H NMR assignments are in
agreement with the values already reported ð01\03\04Ł[

The assignments made from the 02C NMR spectrum
of H1L are shown in Fig[ 1[

The colours\ elemental analyses\ stoichiometries of
H1L and its complexes are presented in Table 0[ Elemen!
tal analyses data are consistant with 0]0]0 ratio
of metal ion]thiosemicarbazone]heterocyclic base for all
the complexes prepared[ The complexes are insoluble in
most of the common polar and non!polar solvents[ They
are\ soluble in DMF in which conductivity measurements
were made\ showing all complexes to be non!electrolytes
ð05Ł[

The room temperature magnetic susceptibility of the
complexes in the polycrystalline state fall in the range of
0[79Ð1[99 B[M[\ which are very close to the spin!only
value of 0[62 B[M[ for d8[
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2[0[ Electronic spectra

The signi_cant electronic absorption bands in the spec!
tra of all the complexes recorded in solution and Nujol
mull\ are presented in Table 1[

The thiosemicarbazone and copper"II# complexes have
a ring p:p� band at ca[ 39\999 cm−0 and an n:p� band
at ca[ 21\999 cm−0 and little change in the energy of these
bands occurs on complexation[ A second n:p� band
which is found below 29\999 cm−0 in the spectrum of
uncomplexed thiosemicarbazone\ is found at ca[
29\999 cm−0 in the spectra of the copper"II# complexes[
Two ligand!to!metal charge transfer bands are found at
ca[ 15\999 and 10\999Ð14\999 cm−0[ In accordance with
studies of previous copper"II# thiosemicarbazone com!
plexes ð09\ 00Ł\ the higher energy band is assignable to S:
CuII transitions and the band in the 10\999Ð14\999 cm−0

range is assignable to phenoxy O:CuII transitions[ The
dÐd bands of copper"II# complexes for which a square
planar structure has been proposed occur in the range
05\999Ð19\999 cm−0 ð06\07Ł[ The solid electronic spectra
of CuLB "B�phen\ bipy# show dÐd bands at ca[ 01\799
and 07\299 cm−0[ The spectra have no similarity to those
shown by either square planar or octahedral copper"II#
complexes of SÐN ligands\ but are similar to those shown
by _ve!coordinate copper"II# complexes ð08\19Ł[

2[1[ IR spectra

The tentative assignments for the IR spectral bands
useful for determining the ligand|s mode of coordination
are listed in Table 2[

The absence of any band in the 1599Ð1799 cm−0 region
of the IR spectrum of H1L suggests the absence of any
thiol tautomer in the solid state ð10Ł[ On coordination of
the azomethine nitrogen\ nð6C10NŁ shifts to lower wave!
numbers by 19Ð39 cm−0 ð00Ł\ as the band shifts from
0511 cm−0 in the uncomplexed thiosemicarbazone spec!
trum to 0484 cm−0 in the spectra of the complexes[ Coor!
dination of azomethine nitrogen is con_rmed with the
presence of a new band at 318Ð355 cm−0\ assignable to
n"CuN# for these complexes ð00Ł[ The increase in n"NÐN#
in the spectra of complexes is due to the increase in double
bond character o}!setting the loss of electron density
via donation to the metal and is a con_rmation of the
coordination of the ligand through the azomethine nitro!
gen atom[ The spectral band n"1NH# of thiosemi!
carbazone disappears in the complexes indicating the
deprotonation of the Ð1NH proton and coordination via
the thiolate sulfur is indicated by a decrease in the fre!
quency "39Ð59 cm−0# of the thioamide band which is
partly n"C1S# and found at 0222 and 681 cm−0 in the
uncomplexed thiosemicarbazone|s spectrum[ This nega!
tive shift of n"C1S# in the complexes is already indicated
by Campbell ð4Ł[ The presence of a new band assignable
to n"CuS# is another indication of the involvement of
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Table 1
Electronic spectral assignments "cm−0# "log o in parentheses#a for the salicylaldehyde N"3#!phenylthiosemicarbazone and its copper"II# complexes

Compound Mode dÐd L:M n:p� p:p

H1L DMF − − 17\469 sh "3[94# 28\952 "2[36#
21\279 "2[81#

Mull − − 16\559\ 21\373 39\514

Culpy = 2H1O DMF 06\404 "1[42# 13\589 "3[36# 18\774 sh "3[45# 28\269 "3[06#
14\139 sh "3[37# 22\899 sh "3[35#

Mull 05\814 sh 13\964 sh\ 14\859 sh 17\899\ 21\814 31\269
CuLpip = 2H1O DMF 06\469 sh "1[32# 13\529 "3[28# 29\129 sh "3[36# 28\104 "3[00#

14\134 sh "3[30# 23\904 "3[28#
Mull 06\964 sh 12\524 sh\ 14\279 sh 17\789\ 21\809 sh 39\549 sh

CuLb!pic = 2H1O DMF 06\574 "1[59# 13\589 "3[35# 29\124 sh "3[43# 31\519 "3[19#
14\134 sh "3[36# 22\899 "3[35#

Mull 06\359 sh 13\964\ 15\079 18\929\ 21\814 30\554
CuLg!pic = 2H1O DMF 06\569 "1[47# 13\589 "3[37# 29\124 sh "3[46#

14\999 sh "3[36# 22\899 "3[37# 28\284 "3[06#
Mull 06\634 sh 13\964 sh\ 15\939 18\929\ 21\829 31\269

CuLphen = H1O DMF 06\684 "1[27# 13\649 "3[22# 29\129 sh "3[33# 28\359 "3[12#
02\574 sh "2[73# 14\134 sh "3[21# 23\569 sh "3[45#

Mull 07\229\ 02\999 sh 13\409\ 15\794 sh 18\774 sh\ 22\009 32\449 sh
CuLdipy DMF 06\569 "1[30# 13\589 "3[24# 29\129 sh "3[32# 28\104 "3[05#

14\139 sh "3[26# 24\109 "3[46#
Mull 07\349\ 01\719 sh 13\299 sh\ 14\739 31\084

ao are given in units of dm2 mol−0 cm−0[

sulfur coordination[ H1L loses the salicylaldehyde OÐ
H proton on coordination in agreement with spectrum
causing n"CO# to shift to lower wave numbers by 49Ð
79 cm−0 from its position at 0148 cm−0 in the thiosemi!
carbazone spectrum[ A new band in the 289Ð319 cm−0

range in the spectra of the complexes is assignable to
n"CuO#[ The fourth "and _fth# coordination site is occu!
pied by the N!atom"s# of the heterocyclic base and these
bands are assigned in the 132Ð225 cm−0 range ð00Ł in the
spectra of all the complexes[ The IR spectra of CuLB
display bands characteristic of coordinated heterocyclic
bases ð00\01Ł[

2[2[ EPR spectra

The EPR parameters observed for the polycrystalline
state "299K# and in DMF "002K# are presented in Table
3[

EPR spectra of the complexes recorded in poly!
crystalline state at room temperature also provide infor!
mation about the coordination environment around
copper"II# in these complexes[ A previous EPR study ð00Ł
of copper"II# complexes of salicylaldehyde N"3#!mono!
substituted thiosemicarbazone showed an isotropic pow!
der spectra[ In contrast\ only three of the present
complexes have an isotropic spectra ðCuLpy\ CuLpip and
CuLb!picŁ\ which is attributable to enhanced spin lattice
relaxation due to dipolar interaction\ while all others
gave typical axial spectra ðFig[ 2"a#Ł[ The spectra of four
coordinate complexes in frozen DMF show ðFig[ 2"b#Ł

resolved four copper hyper_ne lines\ characteristic of
monomeric copper"II# complexes and superhyper_ne
lines due to azomethine nitrogen and nitrogen atom of
the coordinated heterocyclic base[ Since superhyper_ne
coupling by a second nitrogen "nitrogen of the het!
erocyclic base# is observed\ the coordinated heterocyclic
base appears to be coplanar ð11Ł with the ONS bichelate
rings[ So a square planar structure is assigned for CuLB
"B�py\ pip and b:g!pic# complexes[

The EPR spectra of _ve!coordinate copper"II# com!
plexes in frozen DMF ðFig[ 2"c#Ł show that the expected
superhyper_ne of three nitrogen atoms "one azomethine
nitrogen and two nitrogens from phen or bipy# are not
observed[ The `>×`_ value suggest a distorted square
pyramidal structure and rules out the possibility of a
trigonal bipyramidal structure which would be expected
to have `_×`>[ Thus the coordination polyhedron com!
prises one phenanthroline:bipyridine nitrogen\ azo!
methine nitrogen\ thiolate sulfur\ phenolate oxygen of
the thiosemicarbazone "which form the base of the pyra!
mid# and the remaining phenanthroline:bipyridine nitro!
gen "which occupies the axial position# as shown in Fig[
3[

The EPR parameters `>\ `_\ `av\ A> "Cu# and A_ "Cu#
and the energies of dÐd transition were used to evaluate
the bonding parameters a1 b1 and g1 which may be
regarded as measures of the covalency of the in!plane
s bonds\ in!plane p bonds and out!of!plane p bonds\
respectively[

The `> values are nearly the same for all the complexes
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indicating that the bonding is dominated by the thiose!
micarbazone moiety rather than the heterocyclic bases[
The fact that the `> values are less than 1[2\ is an indi!
cation of signi_cant covalent bonding in these complexes
ð12\13Ł[

In all the complexes `>×`_×1[99 and G�
"`>−1#:"`_−1# values are ³3[3\ are consistent with a
dx

1−y1 ground state having a small exchange coupling
ð14Ł[

The value of in!plane sigma bonding parameter a1 was
estimated from the expression ð12\15Ł\

a1�−A>:9[925¦"`>−1[9912#¦2:6"`_−1[9912#¦9[93

The following simpli_ed expressions were used to cal!
culate the bonding parameters ð16\17Ł]

K1
>�"`>−1[9912#EdÐd:7l9

K1
_�"`_−1[9912#EdÐd:1l9

where K>�a1b1 and K_�a1g1\ K> and K_ are orbital
reduction factors and l9 represents the one electron spin
orbit coupling constant which equals −717 cm−0[

Hathaway ð18Ł has pointed out that\ for pure s bond!
ing\ K>¼K_¼9[66\ and for in!plane p bonding\ K>³K_^
while for out!of!plane p bonding K_³K>[ In all the com!
plexes it is observed that K>³K_ which indicates the
presence of signi_cant in!plane p bonding[ Furthermore
a1\ b1 and g1 have values much less than 0[9\ which is
expected for 099) ionic character of the bonds\ and
become smaller with increasing covalent bonding[ There!
fore\ the evaluated values of a1\ b1 and g1 of the complexes
are consistent with both strong in!plane s and in!plane p

bonding[
The Fermi contact hyper_ne interaction term K may

be obtained from ð29Ł

K�Aiso:Pb1¦"`av−1[9912#:b1

where P is the free ion dipolar term and its\ value is 9[925[
K is a dimensionless quantity\ which is a measure of the
contribution of s electrons to the hyper_ne interaction
and is generally found to have a value of 9[29[ The K
values obtained for all the complexes are in good agree!
ment with those estimated by Assour ð20Ł and Abragam
and Pryce ð21Ł[

2[3[ Cyclic voltammetry

The electrochemical properties of metal complexes\ par!
ticularly with sulfur donor atoms have been studied in order
to monitor spectral and structural changes accompanying
electron transfer ð22Ł[ Cyclic voltammetric measurements
were carried out in the case of pyridine\ 0\09!phenanthroline
and bipyridine copper"II# complexes[

Examination of the experimental data shows that the
reduction of copper"II# is reversible except for CuL0phen\
which is irreversible[ In this type of electron transfer process\
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Table 3
Spin Hamiltonian and bonding parameters of copper"II# salicylaldehyde N"3#!phenylthiosemicarbazone complexes

CuLpy CuLpip CuLb!pic CuLg!pic CuLphen CuLbipy

Polycrystalline "299 K#
`> − − 1[035 1[032 1[024 −
`_ − − 1[931 1[948 1[967 −
`av or `iso 1[945 1[986 1[962 1[965 1[976 1[986

DMF "002 K#
`> 1[070 1[074 1[071 1[073 1[078 1[072
`_ 1[938 1[943 1[936 1[937 1[950 1[975
`av 1[983 1[986 1[981 1[982 1[092 1[007
A> "Cu#×09−3 085 082 085 084 080 078
A_ "Cu#×09−3 25 30 27 39 31 56
Aav×09−3 78 80 80 81 81 097
G 2[53 2[33 2[73 2[78 2[00 1[03
a1 9[67 9[67 9[68 9[67 9[67 9[67
b1 9[59 9[51 9[50 9[59 9[53 9[51
g1 9[53 9[69 9[53 9[53 9[79 9[62
K 9[23 9[24 9[23 9[23 9[24 9[30
K> 9[57 9[58 9[58 9[58 9[69 9[58
K_ 9[60 9[63 9[60 9[60 9[68 9[65

Fig[ 2[ "a# X band EPR spectrum of CuLphen in the polycrystalline state at 299 K[
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Fig[ 2[ "b# X band EPR spectrum of CuLpip in DMF at 002 K[

the current is controlled by amixture of di}usion and charge
transfer kinetics and can be identi_ed by the following cri!
teria ð23Ł\ DEp "�Epa−Epc# is greater than 9[948V and
increases with increasing V[ Ipc:Ipa is equal to unity indicate
the chemical reversibility of the redox change[

The reversibility\ associated with the reduction based
on the DEp value\ probably arises from the relaxation
process involved in a stereochemical change from cop!
per"II# to copper"I# ð24Ł[ The copper"II# to copper"I#
redox processes are in~uenced by the coordination
number\ stereochemistry and the hard:soft character of
the ligands| donor atoms[ However due to inherent
di.culties in relating coordination number and ster!
eochemistry of the species present in solution\ redox pro!
cesses are generally described in terms of the nature of
the ligands present ð25Ł[ Patterson and Holm ð26Ł have

shown that softer ligands tend to produce more positive
E9 values\ while hard acids give rise to negative E9 values[
The observed E9 values for the three thiosemicarbazone
complexes indicate considerable {{hard acid|| character\
as reported earlier ð00Ł\ which is likely to be due to azo!
methine nitrogen donor and nitrogen atom"s# of the het!
erocyclic bases involved in coordination[ The results of
our cyclic voltammetric studies of the copper"II# com!
plexes of CuLB "B�py\ phen\ bipy# are summarised in
Table 4 and a representative cyclic voltammogram "C[V[#
for the behaviour of CuLbipy is shown in Fig[ 4[

The results of this spectral\ magnetic and EPR study
of the copper"II# complexes suggest that the thiosemi!
carbazones act as tridentate OÐNÐS ligand and the fourth
"and _fth# coordination site"s# is occupied by the nitrogen
atom"s# of the heterocyclic base[ The ligand provide a
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Fig[ 2[ "c# X band EPR spectrum of CuLbipy in DMF at 002 K[

Table 4
Cyclic voltammetric data for the copper"II# complexes of salicyl
aldehyde N"3#!phenylthiosemicarbazone

Scan rate Epc "V# Epa "V# E� "V# DEp ipc:ipa

"mV s−0# "V#

CuLpy = 2H1O
49 −9[44 −9[34 −9[49 9[09 0[95

099 −9[45 −9[32 −9[38 9[02 0[09
199 −9[46 −9[31 −9[38 9[04 0[00
499 −9[8 −9[39 −9[49 9[08 0[93

CuLbipy
49 −9[41 −9[32 −9[36 9[98 0[99

099 −9[42 −9[30 −9[36 9[01 0[99
199 −9[43 −9[30 −9[36 9[02 0[99
499 −9[45 −9[28 −9[36 9[06 0[94

CuLphen = H1O
49 −0[90

099 −0[91
199 −0[91
499 −0[94

substantially covalent environment with important in!
plane s and p bonding contributions[

2[4[ Biolo`ical activities

Biological activity in terms of their inhibitory property
on speci_c known bacterial and fungal cultures were per!
formed as follows[ The bacterial cultures were maintained
in nutrient agar slants and fungi in Sabouraud dextrose
agar slants of the following composition

Nutrient Agar Sabouraud Dextrose Agar
Peptone 9[4 g Petone 0 g
Buf extract 9[4g Dextrose 1 g
Agar 1[9 g Agar 1 g
Distilled water 0!99 cm Distilled water 099 cm2

pH 6[429[1 pH 629[1

2[5[ Antibacterial and antifun`al properties

The antibacterial and antifungal properties of sali!
cylaldehyde N"3#!phenylthiosemicarbazone and its cop!
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Table 5
Antibacterial and antifungal studies of salicylaldehyde N"3#!phenylthiosemicarbazone and copper"II# complexes

H1L CuLpy CuLpip CuLb!pic CuLg!pic CuLphen CuLbipy

Bacterial culture
Shi`ella dysenteriae − − − − − ¦"9[8# −
N[C[ Staphylococcus − − ¦"0[7#a ¦"0[3# ¦"0[6# ¦"0[9# ¦"1[9#
Salmonella typhi − − − − − − −
Photobacterium sp[ − ¦"9[7# ¦"1[0# − ¦"9[8# ¦"0[4# ¦"0[5#
Staphylococcus aureus ¦"0[6# ¦"0[1# ¦"0[3# ¦"0[2# ¦"0[3# ¦"0[1# ¦"0[2#

Fun`al Culture
Rhizoctonia ¦"2[4Ð3[9# ¦"1[2# ¦"1[9Ð1[4# ¦"1[9Ð1[4# ¦"1[9Ð1[4# ¦"1[9Ð1[4# ¦"1[9Ð1[4#
Collectotrichium − ¦"9[8# − − − − −
Asper`illus sp[ "225# ¦"4[9# − ¦"9[8# ¦"9[8# ¦"9[7# ¦"9[8# ¦"1[4#
Asper`illus sp[ "239# ¦"9[8# ¦"9[4# ¦"9[8# ¦"9[8# − ¦"1[9# ¦"9[8#
Asper`illus sp[ "322# ¦"9[6# ¦"0[9# ¦"9[6# ¦"9[6# ¦"9[6# ¦"9[6# ¦"9[6#
Asper`illus sp[ "171# − − − − − ¦"9[6# ¦"9[6#
Asper`illus sp[ "222# − − − − − − −

Total number of cultures 4 5 6 5 5 8 7
sensitive

aDiameter of the inhibition zone in cm[

per"II# complexes were determined by the standard {{disc
di}usion|| method ð27Ł[ Here the bacteria and fungi were
grown in nutrient and Sabouraud dextrose agar slants
and the viable bacterial cells and fungal spore harvested
into phosphate bu}ered saline and swabbed on to nutri!

Fig[ 3[ "a# CuLpy[ "b# CuLbipy[

ent agar and Sabouraud dextrose agar plates\ respec!
tively[ The compounds to be tested were dissolved in
DMF to a _nal concentration of 9[0) and soaked in
_lter paper discs of 4mm diameter and 0mm thickness[
These _lter papers were found to hold a quantity 9[90 cm2

solution[ These discs were placed on the already seeded
plates and incubated at 1729[3>C for 37 to 61 h[ A clear!
ing zone around the disc indicated the inhibitory activity
of the compound on the organism[

The results of antibacterial and antifungal studies were
given in Table 5[ Out of twelve cultures tested\ CuLphen
exhibited wide spectrum of activity\ as it was active
against nine cultures and the next one was CuLbipy\ as
it was active against eight cultures[ In general the N"3#!
phenylthiosemicarbazone was found to be less active than
its base adducts of copper"II# complexes[ Salicylaldehyde
N"3#!phenylthiosemicarbazone is found to be more active
against bacteria and fungi[ In the case of copper"II# com!
plexes it appeared that an increase in the coordination
number from four to _ve increased microbial activity\
which might be due to the increase of lipid solubility as
reported earlier ð28Ł[
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Abstract

The reactions of ðEt3NŁ1ðMoSe3Ł\ CuL "L�Cl\ Br\ and CN# in Py:DMF at room temperature gave compounds ðMoCu3Se3L1"Py#5Ł
"L�Cl "0a#\ Br "0b#\ CN "0c##\ while the reaction of K1ðMoOS2Ł\ CuCl\ Et3NBr and NaS1CNMe1 in DMF a}orded compound
"Et3N#1ðMoCu3S3"S1CNMe1#3Ł "1#[ The structure of 0a is composed of four edges of MoSe3 coordinated by four Cu atoms with
chlorine and pyridine mixed ligands[ The structure of the ðMoCu3S3"S1CNMe1#3Ł1− anion of 1 possesses a pseudo D1d symmetry of
MoS3Cu3 core and a nearly planar MoCu3 array\ and comprises four CuS1CNMe1 species coordinated across four edges of the MoS3

tetrahedron[ The MoÐm2!Se"S# stretching vibrations in IR spectra are also reported[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[

Keywords] MoÐCu cluster compounds^ Crystal structure^ IR spectra

0[ Introduction

Chalcogenometalate anions ðMO3−nEnŁ1− "M�Mo\
W^ E�S\ Se^ n�1Ð3# are useful and versatile reagents
ð0Ł[ It has been found that they can react with a series of
late transition metal ions\ especially coinage metal ions
such as Cu¦\ Ag¦\ Au¦ and Ni1¦\ to form cluster com!
pounds with di}erent structures ð1Ð3Ł[ These compounds
have been extensively investigated\ not only due to their
relevance to biological systems\ rich structural chemistry
and special reactive properties\ but also due to their
potential applications in nonlinear optical materials ð4Ð
6Ł[

In our previous studies on the reaction systems of
MO3−nE1−

3 "M�Mo\ W^ E�S\ Se^ n�1\ 3#\ M?¦

"M?�Cu\ Ag\ Au# and R1NCS−
1 \ SR− or phosphine

ligands\ a series of heterometallic cluster compounds were
obtained\ such as linear complex ðMoAu1Se3"PPh2#1Ł ð7Ł\
planar complexes ðME3Cu2"R1NCS1#2Ł1− ð8Ł and ðMSe3

Cu3"Me1NCS1#3Ł1− "E�S\ M�Mo\ W^ E�Se\ M�Mo#
ð09Ł\ defective cubane!like complex ðOMoSe2Cu2Cl2
"Py#Ł1− ð00Ł\ cubane!like complexes ðEMoSe2M?2X"PR2#2Ł

� Corresponding author[
0 Corresponding co!author[

"X�halide# ð01Ł\ bi!butter~y complex ðS1W1S5

Cu3"R1NCS1#2Ł1− ð02Ł\ double defective cubane clusters
ðS1M1S5Cu4"R1NCS1#2Ł1− ð03Ł and polynuclear complexes
ðMS3Cu09X01Ł3− "X�halide ligands\ SR−# ð09\04Ł[ In this
paper\ we wish to report the syntheses of a series of cluster
complexes containing MoCu3 core\ complexes ðMoCu3

Se3L1"Py#5Ł "L�Cl "0a#\ Br "0b#\ CN "0c## and
"Et3N#1ðMoCu3S3"S1CNMe1#3Ł "1#\ of which 0a and 1 have
been characterized by single crystal X!ray di}raction
analyses[ The IR results of all compounds will also be
discussed[

1[ Experimental

All syntheses and manipulations were performed under
a puri_ed dinitrogen atmosphere using standard Schlenk
techniques[ The solvents were puri_ed by conventional
methods and degassed prior to use[ All elemental analyses
were carried out by the Elemental Analysis Laboratory
in this Institute[ K1ðMoOS2Ł was prepared according to
an improvement of the literature method ð05Ł\ and
ðEt3NŁ1ðMoSe3Ł by an improvement on the literature
method ð06Ł and our previous report ð01Ł"a#[ Infrared
spectra were recorded on an FTS!39 spectrophotometer
with the use of pressed KBr pellets[
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1[0 Preparation of ðMoSe3Cu3Cl1"Py#5Ł "0a#

CuCl "9[09 g\ 0[9mmol# suspended in Py "19ml# was
stirred for 0 hour until most of the CuCl was dissolved[
A solution of ðEt3NŁ1ðMoSe3Ł "9[06 g\ 9[14mmol# in DMF
"4ml# was then added[ The reaction mixture was stirred
for another 0 hour and _ltered to yield a dark!green
_ltrate\ the _ltrate being di}used by Et1O vapor[ After a
week\ black rhombohedral crystals of 0a\ of suitable X!
ray quality\ were obtained[ Yield] 9[09 g "25[4)#[
"Found] C\ 18[24^ H\ 1[15^ N\ 5[38)^ required for
C29H29N5MoCu3Se3Cl1] C\ 18[63^ H\ 1[49^ N\ 5[83)[ IR
"KBr\ cm−0# 2351[9"vs#\ 2936[1"s#\ 1807[6"s#\ 0486[0"vs#\
0331[4"vs#\ 0105[8"vs#\ 0040[6"vs#\ 0957[6"s# 0927[0"vs#\
0995[0"vs#\ 641[6"vs#\ 587[3"vs#\ 549[5"m#\ 513[3"s#\
306[2"s#\ 270[0"m#\ 223[6"s#\ 204[5sh[

1[1[ Preparation of ðMoSe3Cu3Br1"Py#5Ł "0b#

A mixture of CuBr "9[05 g\ 0[09mmol# and
ðEt3NŁ1ðMoSe3Ł "9[06 g\ 9[14mmol# in 19ml Py:DMF
"2]0# was stirred for 1 hours at room temperature[ After
_ltration\ the brown precipitate was removed to a}ord a
redÐbrown _ltrate\ the _ltrate being di}used by Et1O
vapor[ A quantity of dark!red microcrystals of 0b was
obtained after a week[ The crystals were washed with
EtOH and dried under vacuum[ Yield] 9[02 g "26[3)#[
Found] C\ 16[05^ H\ 1[04^ N\ 5[81)^ required for
C29H29N5MoCu3Se3Br1] C\ 16[60^ H\ 1[22^ N\ 5[35)[ IR
"KBr\ cm−0# 2935[7"s#\ 1802[1"s#\ 0483[8"vs#\ 0331[0"vs#\
0106[0"vs#\ 0041[1"vs#\ 0958[9"s# 0926[6"vs#\ 0995[2"vs#\
641[5"vs#\ 587[1"vs#\ 549[4"m#\ 515[1"s#\ 307[4"s#\ 221[5"s#\
209[8sh[

1[2 Preparation of ðMoSe3Cu3"CN#1"Py#5Ł "0c#

A procedure similar to the synthesis of 0b was
employed\ except for the use of CuCN "9[98 g\ 0[9mmol#
instead of CuBr[ Black crystals of 0c were obtained by
allowing Et1O vapor to di}use into the brown _ltrate for
_ve days[ Yield] 9[03 g "40[3)#[ Found] C\ 21[69^ H\ 1[65^
N\ 8[61)^ required for C21H29N7MoCu3Se3] C\ 21[12^ H\
1[43^ N\ 8[39)[ IR "KBr\ cm−0# 2311[6"vs#\ 1863[7"s#\
1826[3"s#\ 1008[9"vs#\ 0340[5"vs#\ 0283[6"vs#\ 0295[0"s#\
0079[0"vs#\ 0664[8"s#\ 0922[5"vs#\ 677[3"vs#\ 699[2"m#\
358[5"m#\ 301[7"s#\ 227[0"vs#\ 213[5sh[

1[3[ Preparation of "Et3N#1ðMoS3Cu3"Me1NCS1#3Ł "1#

A mixture of CuCl "9[04 g\ 0[4mmol#\ Me1NCS1Na
"9[10 g\ 0[4mmol#\ Et3NBr "9[12 g\ 0mmol# and
K1ðMoOS2Ł "9[04 g\ 9[4mmol# in 19ml DMF was stirred
for 09 hours at room temperature[ A brownÐred solution
and a little black precipitate were obtained\ the pre!
cipitate was _ltered o} and the _ltrate was added to 04ml
of isopropanol and stood at 3>C in an ice!box for a week[

A great amount of dark!red crystals of 1\ suitable for X!
ray analysis\ was obtained[ Yield] 9[01 g "28[2)#[ Found]
C\ 16[06^ H\ 4[09^ N\ 5[58)^ required for C17H53N5

MoCu3S01] C\ 16[46^ H\ 4[18^ N\ 5[78)[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#
1861[0"m#\ 1806[9"s#\ 1737[1"m#\ 0368[8"vs#\ 0261[3"vs#\
0137[9"s#\ 0057[3"m#\ 0018[8"vs#\ 0941[8"m#\ 864[7"s#
672[0"m#\ 507[0"w#\ 461[8"m#\ 337[2"s#\ 259[5"m#[

1[4[ Crystallo`raphic structure determination

Single crystals for 0a and 1 were mounted on glass
_bers[ Cell constants and data collections were performed
on a Siemens Smart CCD di}ractometer with graphite
monochromitized MoÐKa radiation at 12>C[ Intensity
data were obtained in the range 2[4³1u³49> by using
an v scan technique[ The data reductions were performed
on a Silicon Graphics computer station with Smart CCD
software[ Crystallographic data are listed in Table 0[

For the structural analyses\ all calculations were per!
formed on an HP:475 computer with the SHELXL!PC
program ð07Ł[ The structures were re_ned with the
SHELXL!82 program ð08Ł[ The positions of the heavy
atoms were determined by direct methods and successive
di}erence electron density maps located the remaining
non!hydrogen atoms[ All non!hydrogen atoms were
re_ned anisotropically[ The positions of all hydrogen
atoms were generated geometrically "CÐH bond _xed
at 9[85A� #\ assigned isotropic thermal parameters and
allowed to ride on their respective parent C atoms before
the _nal cycle of least!squares re_nement[ For 0a\ the
_nal re_nement based on Fo for 1035 observations
"Fr3[9s"F## and 149 variables\ led to convergence[ One
pyridine ring showing disorder was handled by statistical
distribution methods for C"10#\ C"11#\ C"13# and C"14#[
For 1\ the _nal anisotropic re_nement of all non!hydro!
gen atoms on Fo for 5923 observations "Fr3[9s"F## and
359 variables\ led to convergence[ The signi_cant bond
lengths and angles for 0a and 1 are listed in Table 1 and
Table 2\ respectively[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Syntheses

In the reaction system containing pyridine "Py#\ pyri!
dine is not only a polar solvent but also a good donor
ligand\ it can react with Cu¦ or the intermediates of the
reaction of ðMoSe3Ł1− and Cu¦ to a}ord active species
and the use of a second solvent induces the formation of
di}erent complexes[ If CH2CN was used\ the compound
containing ðOMoSe2Cu2Cl2"Py#Ł1− defective cubane core
with chloride and Py mixed ligands was isolated ð00Ł\
indicating the formation of ðOMoSe2Cu2Cl3Ł2− in the _rst
step and then one of the four Cl− ligands was substituted
by Py in the lower!heating condition[ When DMF was
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Table 0
Crystallographic data for 0a and 1

Compound 0a 1

Formula C29H29N5MoCu3Se3Cl1 C17H53N5MoCu3S3

Formula weight 0100[3 0108[6
Space group C1:c Pbca
a "A� # 03[581"2# 03[587"2#
b "A� # 01[859"2# 07[362"3#
c "A� # 19[605"3# 26[071"4#
a "># 89 89
b "># 88[43"2# 89
g "># 89 89
V "A� 2# 2789"6# 09984[5"22#
Z 3 7
dcal "g cm−2# 1[958 0[594
T "K# 185 185
m "mm−0# 5[264 1[313
l "A� \ MoÐKa# 9[60962 9[60962
F "999# 1219 3881
1u range "># 4[99 49[9
No[ independent re~ections 1684 7780
No[ re~ections observed 1035 with Fr3s"F# 5923 with Fr3s"F#
No[ variables 149 359
R"Fo# 9[929 9[965
Rw"Fo# 9[927 9[975
Quality of _t 0[01 0[58
Highest residue "eA� −2# 9[49 0[93
Lowest residue "eA� −2# −9[34 −0[96
Largest shift 9[991 9[90

Table 1
Selected bond lengths"A� # and angles "># of 0a

MoÐSe"0# 1[259"0# Se"1#ÐCu"0# 1[276"0#
MoÐSe"1# 1[248"0# Se"1#ÐCu"1# 1[275"0#
MoÐCu"0# 1[614"0# Cu"0#ÐN"0# 1[950"3#
MoÐCu"1# 1[645"0# Cu"1#ÐN"1# 1[987"3#
MoÐCu"2# 1[601"0# Cu"2#ÐN"2# 1[954"3#
Se"0#ÐCu"1# 1[281"0# Cu"1#ÐCl 1[179"1#
Se"0#ÐCu"2# 1[254"0#

Se"0#ÐMoÐSe"1# 009[9"0# Se"1#ÐCu"0#ÐSe"1A# 098[9"0#
Se"0#ÐMoÐSe"0A# 009[0"0# N"0#ÐCu"0#ÐSe"1A# 097[1"0#
Se"1#ÐMoÐSe"0A# 096[8"0# Se"1#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0A# 097[1"0#
Se"0#ÐMoÐSe"1A# 096[8"0# N"0#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0A# 092[2"1#
Se"1#ÐMoÐSe"1A# 009[8"0# Se"1A#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0A# 003[0"0#
Se"0A#ÐMoÐSe"1A# 009[9"0# Se"0#ÐCu"1#ÐSe"1# 097[0"0#
Cu"0#ÐMoÐCu"1# 80[9"0# Se"0#ÐCu"1#ÐCl 003[7"0#
Cu"0#ÐMoÐCu"2# 079[9"0# Se"1#ÐCu"1#ÐCl 002[9"0#
Cu"1#ÐMoÐCu"2# 78[9"0# Se"0#ÐCu"1#ÐN"1# 097[7"0#
Cu"0#ÐMoÐCu"1A# 80[9"0# Se"1#ÐCu"1#ÐN"1# 000[5"0#
Cu"1#ÐMoÐCu"1A# 066[8"0# ClÐCu"1#ÐN"1# 099[3"0#
Cu"2#ÐMoÐCu"1A# 78[9"0# Se"0#ÐCu"2#ÐN"2# 004[0"0#
MoÐSe"0#ÐCu"1# 69[8"0# Se"0#ÐCu"2#ÐSe"0A# 098[7"0#
MoÐSe"0#ÐCu"2# 69[0"0# N"2#ÐCu"2#ÐSe"0A# 009[9"0#
MoÐSe"1#ÐCu"0# 69[0"0# Se"0#ÐCu"2#ÐN"2A# 009[9"0#
MoÐSe"1#ÐCu"1# 60[9"0# N"2#ÐCu"2#ÐN"2A# 85[2"1#
Se"1#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0# 003[0"0# Se"0A#ÐCu"2#ÐN"2A# 004[0"0#
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Table 2
Selected bond lengths"A� # and angles "># of 1

MoÐCu"0# 1[542"1# Cu"1#ÐS"0# 1[161"2#
MoÐCu"1# 1[535"1# Cu"1#ÐS"1# 1[166"2#
MoÐCu"2# 1[553"1# Cu"1#ÐS"6# 1[391"2#
MoÐCu"3# 1[543"1# Cu"1#ÐS"7# 1[266"2#
MoÐS"0# 1[125"2# Cu"2#ÐS"1# 1[167"2#
MoÐS"1# 1[120"2# Cu"2#ÐS"3# 1[170"2#
MoÐS"2# 1[124"2# Cu"2#ÐS"8# 1[409"2#
MoÐS"3# 1[134"2# Cu"2#ÐS"09# 1[222"2#
Cu"0#ÐS"0# 1[148"2# Cu"3#ÐS"2# 1[166"2#
Cu"0#ÐS"2# 1[176"2# Cu"3#ÐS"3# 1[188"2#
Cu"0#ÐS"4# 1[163"2# Cu"3#ÐS"00# 1[361"3#
Cu"0#ÐS"5# 1[593"2# Cu"3#ÐS"01# 1[210"2#

S"0#ÐMoÐS"1# 098[4"0# S"1#ÐCu"2#ÐS"3# 095[1"0#
S"0#ÐMoÐS"2# 097[2"0# S"1#ÐCu"2#ÐS"8# 007[6"0#
S"0#ÐMoÐS"3# 009[8"0# S"1#ÐCu"2#ÐS"09# 007[4"0#
S"1#ÐMoÐS"2# 098[3"0# S"3#ÐCu"2#ÐS"8# 003[9"0#
S"1#ÐMoÐS"3# 098[0"0# S"3#ÐCu"2#ÐS"09# 012[9"0#
S"2#ÐMoÐS"3# 098[5"0# S"8#ÐCu"2#ÐS"09# 63[0"0#
Cu"0#ÐMoÐCu"1# 71[7"0# S"2#ÐCu"3#ÐS"3# 095[1"0#
Cu"0#ÐMoÐCu"2# 069[3"0# S"2#ÐCu"3#ÐS"00# 010[3"0#
Cu"0#ÐMoÐCu"3# 81[8"0# S"2#ÐCu"3#ÐS"01# 019[9"0#
Cu"1#ÐMoÐCu"2# 77[8"0# S"3#ÐCu"3#ÐS"00# 094[7"0#
Cu"1#ÐMoÐCu"3# 063[5"0# S"3#ÐCu"3#ÐS"01# 014[9"0#
Cu"2#ÐMoÐCu"3# 84[6"0# S"00#ÐCu"3#ÐS"01# 64[0"0#
S"0#ÐCu"0#ÐS"2# 094[6"0# MoÐS"0#ÐCu"0# 61[3"0#
S"0#ÐCu"0#ÐS"4# 017[9"0# MoÐS"0#ÐCu"1# 60[8"0#
S"0#ÐCu"0#ÐS"5# 000[8"0# MoÐS"1#ÐCu"1# 60[8"0#
S"2#ÐCu"0#ÐS"4# 010[9"0# MoÐS"1#ÐCu"2# 61[3"0#
S"2#ÐCu"0#ÐS"5# 009[0"0# MoÐS"2#ÐCu"0# 60[7"0#
S"4#ÐCu"0#ÐS"5# 62[7"0# MoÐS"2#ÐCu"3# 61[0"0#
S"0#ÐCu"1#ÐS"1# 095[6"0# MoÐS"3#ÐCu"2# 61[0"0#
S"0#ÐCu"1#ÐS"6# 006[8"0# MoÐS"3#ÐCu"3# 60[3"0#
S"0#ÐCu"1#ÐS"7# 008[8"0# Cu"0#ÐS"0#ÐCu"1# 090[2"0#
S"1#ÐCu"1#ÐS"6# 005[3"0# Cu"1#ÐS"1#ÐCu"2# 098[4"0#
S"1#ÐCu"1#ÐS"7# 007[2"0# Cu"0#ÐS"2#ÐCu"3# 003[8"0#
S"6#ÐCu"1#ÐS"7# 64[5"0# Cu"2#ÐS"3#ÐCu"3# 007[7"0#

used as the second solvent\ the pentanuclear neutral com!
plex ðMoSe3Cu3"Py#5X1Ł was obtained[ In these reactions\
Py had dual functions^ _rstly it reacted with Cu¦ when a
suspension of CuX was stirred in Py to form the active
fragment Cu"Py#1X ð19Ł]

CuX¦1Py:Cu"Py#1X

and then Cu"Py#1X reacted with ðEt3NŁ1ðMoSe3Ł\ resulting
in four edges of ðMoSe3Ł1− moiety coordinated by four
fragments of Cu"Py#1X\ of which two lost Cl− and the
other two lost Py to form the _nal product]

ðEt3NŁ1ðMoSe3Ł¦3Cu"Py#1X

:ðMoSe3Cu3"Py#5X1Ł¦1Et3NX¦1Py

It is worthy of note that our reactions were carried
out under room temperature or low heating conditions\
di}erent from the reactions of ðMS3Ł1− "M�Mo\ W# ð10Ł
and ðWSe3Ł1− ð2Ł"d#\ where special reaction conditions\
such as re~ux or high temperature\ were employed[ This

fact indicates that the reactivity of ðMoSe3Ł1− is higher
than those of the corresponding sul_des and ðWSe3Ł1−[

In the synthesis of 1\ the unstable MoOS1−
2 underwent

a disproportionation reaction in DMF solution]

1MoOS1−
2 :MoO1S1−

1 ¦MoS1−
3 [

The MoS1−
3 species reacted with CuCl to form the

intermediate of ðMoS3"CuCl#3Ł1− and the _nal product
was formed through a simple ligand substitution reaction
of Cl− by Me1NCS−

1 ]

MoS1−
3 ¦CuCl:ðMoS3"CuCl#3Ł1−\

ðMoS3"CuCl#3Ł1−¦3Me1NCS1Na

:ðMoS3"CuS1CNMe1#3Ł1−¦3NaCl[

The slow formation of MoS1−
3 was helpful for the for!

mation of compound 1\ otherwise\ the double defective
cluster ðS1Mo1Cu4S5"Me1NCS1#2Ł1− was isolated ð03Ł"a#[
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2[1[ Structure of ðMoCu3Se3Cl1"Py#5Ł "0a#

The con_guration of the cluster ðMoCu3Se3Cl1"Py#5Ł 0a

is shown in Fig[ 0[ The compound is composed of four
edges of one MoSe3 moiety\ coordinated by four Cu
atoms with chlorine and pyridine mixed ligands[ Exam!
ples of related structures containing di}erent ðMS3Ł1−

"M�Mo\ W# moieties are known ð10Ł[ The molybdenum
atom is at the center of an essentially
tetrahedral MoSe3 unit in which the MoÐSe bond lengths
"1[248"0#Ð1[259"0#A� # are quite similar and the SeÐMoÐ
Se angles range from 096[8"0# to 009[8"0#>[ Each of the
four copper atoms is attached to two Se atoms of one
edge of the ðMoSe3Ł1− tetrahedron[ The MoÐCu distances
"1[601"0#Ð1[645"0#A� # are compatible with those found in
ðEt3NŁ1ðMoCu2Se3"Et1dtc#2Ł "1[613"1#Ð1[628"1#A� # and in
ðEt3NŁ1ðMoCu3Se3"Me1dtc#3Ł "1[606Ð1[620"1#A� # ð09Ł and
slightly longer than those in sul_de analogues ð10Ł[ The
Cu"0#ÐMoÐCu"2# and Cu"1#ÐMoÐCu"1a# angles are
079[9"0# and 066[8"0#>\ respectively\ thus\ the MoSe3Cu3

aggregate has an approximate D1d symmetry[ There are
two kinds of environments for Cu atoms] one "Cu"0#\

Fig[ 0[ Ortep plot of ðMoCu3Se3Cl1"Py#5Ł 0a with the ellipsoids drawn at 29) probability level[

Cu"2## is coordinated by two m2!Se atoms and two pyri!
dine ligands forming a distorted tetrahedral Se1Cu"Py#1
unit^ the other "Cu"1#\ Cu"1A## is coordinated by two m2!
Se atoms\ one Cl atom and one pyridine ligand to form
a distorted tetrahedral Se1CuCl"Py# unit[ The average
CuÐSe bond length "1[272"1#A� # is compatible with that
"1[283"1#A� # found for the tetrahedral coordination Cu
atom but slightly longer than that "1[230"1#A� # for tri!
angular coordination Cu atoms in ðPh3PŁ1ðOMoSe2

Cu2Cl2"Py#Ł =MeCN ð00Ł[

2[2[ Structure of "Et3N#1ðMoCu3S3"Me1NCS1#3Ł "1#

Complex 1 is the isomorph of "Et3N#1ðMo!
Cu3Se3"Me1NCS1#3Ł\ the structure of anion\ ðMoCu3S3

"Me1NCS1#3Ł1−\ shown in Fig[ 1\ is almost the same as
ðMoCu3Se3"Me1NCS1#3Ł1− ð09Ł\ only replacing Se with S
atoms[ The anion structure comprises four Me1NCS1Cu
fragments ligating through four of six edges of the tetra!
hedral ðMoS3Ł1− moiety[ In the MoCu3 core\ each of the
four Cu atoms is tetrahedrally coordinated by two m2!S
atoms from MoS3 and the other two S atoms from one
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Fig[ 1[ Ortep plot of the anion ðMoCu3S3"S1CNMe1#3Ł
1− in 1 with the ellipsoids drawn at 29) probability level[

terminal Me1NCS1
− ligand\ and the _ve metal atoms are

nearly coplanar[ Distances from the Mo atom to the four
S atoms range from 1[120"2# to 1[134"2#A� \ while the SÐ
MoÐS angles range from 097[2"0# to 009[8"0#>[ The
Cu"0#ÐMoÐCu"2# and Cu"1#ÐMoÐCu"3# angles are
069[3"0# and 063[5"0#>\ respectively\ revealing that the
anion structure has a pseudo D1d symmetry[ The dis!
tances of CuÐSMoS3

"1[148"2#Ð1[188"2#A� # and CuÐSdtc

"dtc�R1NCS−
1 # "1[163"2#Ð1[593"2#A� # agree well with

those in ðMoS3Cu2"R1NCS1#2Ł1− "1[149"2#Ð1[178"3# and
1[178"1#Ð1[448"1#A� # ð8Ł\ respectively\ showing that all of
the CuÐS distances are not a}ected by the coordination
geometries of the Cu atoms and di}erent dialkyl!
dithiocarbamate ligands[ The average MoÐCu distance
"1[535"1#Ð1[553"1#A� # is compatible with those found in
ðMoS3Cu2"R1NCS1#2Ł1− "1[534"1#Ð1[560"1#A� # ð8Ł\ indi!
cating that there is a strong MoÐCu interaction in the
molecule[

2[3[ IR spectra

For the three neutral complexes "0aÐ0c#\ the charac!
teristic absorption peaks of the pyridine group are
observed in their IR spectra[ For 0c\ a very strong band
at 1008 cm−0 can be clearly assigned to n"C2N#[ In the

lower frequency region\ the modes in the range of 309Ð
319 cm−0 are assigned to n"CuÐN# and the stretching
vibrations of the MoÐm2!Se bonds for 0a\ 0b and 0c

appear as single peaks at 224\ 222 and 224 cm−0\ respec!
tively[ The strong vibration band at 227 cm−0 in 0c is
ascribed to n"CuÐC#[ In good agreement with the results
reported in ðMoCu3S3Cl1"Py#5Ł ð10Ł"b# and ðMoS3

"CuBr#2Ł1− ð11Ł\ bands at 244 cm−0 of 0a and in the range
147Ð164 cm−0 of 0b are attributed to n"CuÐCl# and to
n"CuÐBr#\ respectively[

For complex 1\ the IR spectrum in the 399Ð3999 cm−0

region shows bands corresponding to the Me1NCS−
1 and

very few changes are observed for the ligands upon com!
plexation with copper atoms[ In the low frequency region\
the CuÐSdtc "dtc�R1NCS−

1 # vibrations show a broad
band in the region of 259 cm−0\ and the stretching
vibration of MoÐm2!S bonds appears as a single peak
at 337 cm−0\ agreeing well with those reported in the
corresponding complexes ð8Ł[

3[ Supplementary materials

Tables listing crystallographic data\ positional and
thermal parameters and signi_cant bond distances and
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angles for 0a and 1 are available from the CCDC on
request[
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Abstract

Some ruthenium"II# Schi} base complexes Ru"PPh2#1"L3# "0b\ 1b\ 2b# "L3�tetradentate ligand#\ Ru"PPh2#1"H1O#"L2# "3b# "L2�tri!
dentate ligand#\ Ru"PPh2#1"L1#1 "4b\ 5b# "L1�bidentate ligand# and RuCl1"PPh2#1L1 "6b# "L� monodentate ligand# are reported[ The
Schi} bases used have been derived from condensation of salicylaldehyde with 0\1!diaminobenzene "0a#\ 2\3!diaminotoluene "1a#\
0\1!diaminocyclohexane "2a#\ 1!aminophenol "3a#\ p!toluidine "4a#\ 3!aminobenzoic acid "5a# and by condensation of 3!chlo!
robenzaldehyde with 3!aminobenzoic acid "6a#[ The ruthenium"II# complexes were found to be e}ective catalysts for the oxidation
of primary and secondary alcohols to aldehydes and ketones but unsuccessful for the oxidation of alkenes in the presence of N!
methylmorpholine!N!oxide "NMO# as co!oxidant[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Schi} bases^ Ruthenium"II#^ Oxidation

0[ Introduction

The use of metal Schi} base complexes to catalyse
organic reactions has received much attention in recent
years ð0Ð3Ł[ Ruthenium Schi} base complexes\ par!
ticularly those containing oxygen and nitrogen as donor
atoms\ were found to be very e.cient catalysts in the
oxidation of alcohols and alkenes ð4Ð6Ł using N!methyl!
morpholine!N!oxide "NMO# or iodosylbenzene "PhIO#
as co!oxidant[

In view of this\ we describe the successful synthesis
and characterization of several ruthenium Schi} base
complexes and their catalytic activity is also reported[

1[ Results and discussion

The bis!Schi} base ligands 0aÐ2a and Schi} bases 3aÐ

6a were synthesised by mixing the diamine or amine with
stoichiometric amounts of aldehyde in ethanol[

The interaction of RuCl1"PPh2#2 with the Schi} bases
0aÐ3a\ 5aÐ6a in the presence of NEt2 in an inert atmo!
sphere yielded new diamagnetic ruthenium complexes
0bÐ3b and 5bÐ6b respectively\ whose analytical\ spec!
troscopic and physical data are shown in Table 0[ The
ruthenium complex 4b has already been reported in the

� Corresponding author[

literature ð5Ł but is included as more spectroscopic data
and catalytic activity are given[ In the IR spectra of the
complexes 0bÐ6b\ the band"s# at 0599Ð0520 cm−0 due to
the azomethine group of the ligand underwent a shift to
lower frequency ð7Ł "0481Ð0597 cm−0# after complex!
ation\ indicating the coordination of the azomethine
nitrogen to ruthenium and this can be explained as being
the donation of electrons from the nitrogen to the empty
d!orbitals of the metal atom[ The vOÐH band originally
found in the Schi} base ligands 0aÐ5a was found to
disappear on complexation indicating deprotonation of
the hydroxyl group and coordination of oxygen to metal[
Sharp peaks are observed at 498\ 639 and 583 cm−0 due
to the presence of triphenylphosphine[

The electronic spectra of the ruthenium"II# complexes
0bÐ6b were studied in THF solution[ The complexes for!
med very intense coloured solutions and thus very low
concentrations have been used[ In the UV!visible region\
intense bands below 299 nm present in the free ligand and
assigned to p:p� transitions from the benzene ring are
also present in the complexes[ The band at about 219Ð
249 nm in the Schi} bases 0aÐ6a due to n:p� transition
of non bonding electrons present on the nitrogen of azo!
methine undergoes a hypsochromic shift on coordination
to the metal ion[ The moderately intense bands in the
range of 593Ð535 nm could be assigned to ligand "p#*
metal "d# charge transfer or possible dÐd transitions of
the metal ion[
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The 0H NMR spectra of the ruthenium"II# Schi} base
complexes in d5!DMSO all showed signals in the range
4[82Ð6[67 ppm due to both phenyl protons and also pro!
tons from triphenylphosphine ligands[ The signals of the
azomethine protons were found to occur in the range
7[99Ð7[29 ppm[ The peak"s# due to azomethine proton"s#
showed a high_eld shift\ compared to its Schi} base\ after
complexation to the metal ion inferring coordination
through the azomethine nitrogen atom[ The complete
absence of signals due to phenolic OH protons in the
complexes 0bÐ5b suggests deprotonation and co!ordi!
nation of the phenolic oxygen to the metal centre[

The 20P spectra of 0b and 1b showed a resonance at d

20 ppm indicating a trans phosphine geometry ð8\09Ł[
For 6b\ the presence of chloride groups was con_rmed

by chloride determination[
The proposed structures of the ruthenium"II# Schi}

base complexes 0bÐ6b are shown in Fig[ 0[
In our work to _nd new ruthenium"II# complexes that

can act as e.cient catalysts in the presence of NMO
for selective oxidation of primary alcohols to aldehydes\
secondary alcohols to ketones and alkenes to epoxides\
we have used the above obtained complexes for such
catalytic oxidations[

In Table 1\ the results for the catalytic oxidation by the
above obtained ruthenium complexes are summarised[ It
is noteworthy that the oxidation of p!methoxy!benzyl
alcohol by the ruthenium complex 4b has already been
reported in the literature ð5Ł[ Included in Table 1 are
results of the oxidation of cinnamyl alcohol\ piperonyl
alcohol and cyclohexen!l!ol using ruthenium complex 4b

as catalyst[ The oxidation reactions of cinnamyl\ p!
methoxybenzyl and piperonyl alcohol using the di}erent
ruthenium complexes as catalysts in the presence of NMO
as co!oxidant were carried out in dichloromethane at
room temperature[ Molecular sieves have been used to
remove water[ The aldehydes formed after 2 hours of
reactions were quanti_ed as their 1\3!dinitrophenyl!
hydrazone derivatives[ The oxidation of benzyl
alcohol and cyclohexen!l!ol was carried out in dichlo!
romethane at room temperature in the presence of NMO
and was monitored by gas chromatography using octane
as internal standard[ In no case was there any detectable
oxidation of alcohols in the presence of NMO alone in
the absence of the ruthenium complex[ All the synthesized
ruthenium Schi} base complexes were found to catalyze
the oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes and secondary
alcohols to ketones but the yields and the turnover were
found to vary with the di}erent catalysts used as indicated
in Table 1[ The oxidation of cinnamyl alcohol to the
corresponding aldehyde was found to be successful with!
out competing double bond attack[ The ruthenium com!
plexes 0b and 1b were found to oxidize benzyl alcohol to
benzaldehyde[ About 69) conversion was obtained after
only 2 hours of reaction[ Both have similar structures
and contain oxygen and nitrogen donor atoms which can
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Fig[ 0[ Proposed structures of the ruthenium"II# Schi} base complexes[

account for their high catalytic and the good yields[ In
the case of cyclohexen!l!ol\ good yields were obtained
only after long hours of reaction[

The oxidation of styrene and cyclohexene using the
ruthenium Schi} base complexes and NMO as co!oxidant
was found to be unsuccessful[ No oxidation product was
detected even after increasing the reaction time\ the con!
centration of the co!oxidant or:and the concentration of
the catalyst[

2[ Experimental

2[0 General

Most of the reagents were used without further puri!
_cation[ Only cyclohexene and THF were distilled before
use[ Salicylaldehyde\ 0\1!diaminobenzene\ 2\3!diam!
inotoluene\ 0\1!diaminocyclohexane\ 1!aminophenol\ p!
toluidine\ 3!aminobenzoic acid\ 3!chlorobenzaldehyde\

cyclohexene\ cyclohexen!l!ol\ cyclohexen!l!one\ benzyl
alcohol\ piperonyl alcohol\ p!methoxybenzyl alcohol\
cinnamyl alcohol\ triphenylphosphine and RuCl2[2H1O
were all purchased from either BDH or Aldrich Chemi!
cals[ The Schi} bases 0aÐ6a and the ruthenium complex
4b were prepared according to literature procedures
ð5\00Ð03Ł[ Melting points were taken on an Elec!
trothermal digital apparatus[ Infra!red spectra were rec!
orded on a Mattson 0999 FT IR Spectrometer in the
range of 3999Ð399 cm−0 using KBr pellets[ Electronic
spectra were recorded on a PU 7699 series UV:Visible
Spectrometer[ The analyses of the catalytic reactions were
carried out with a 509 PU Gas Chromatograph equipped
with a ~ame ionisation detector "FID# and a capillary
DBI "dimethylpolysiloxane# column of length 29m and
diameter 9[27mm[ 0H and 20P"0H# NMR spectra were
recorded on a Bruker 149 Electrospin spectrometer and
elemental analyses "C\ H\ N# were carried out with a
LECO CHNS!821 instrument[
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Table 1
Catalytic oxidation of alcohols by ruthenium Schi} base complexes in the presence of NMO

Ruthenium Substrate Product Time "h# Yieldb:) Turnoverc

complex

0b cinnamyl alcohol A 2 72 66
p!methoxybenzyl alcohol A 2 85 75
piperonyl alcohol A 2 36 36
benzyl alcohola A 2 66 79
cyclohexen!l!ola K 3 15 21
cyclohexen!l!ola K 5 31 41

1b cinnamyl alcohol A 2 66 66
p!methoxybenzyl alcohol A 2 68 63
piperonyl alcohol A 2 36 33
benzyl alcohola A 2 69 69
cyclohexen!l!ola K 3 15 10
cyclohexen!l!ola K 13 54 40

2b cinnamyl alcohol A 2 33 15
3b cinnamyl alcohol A 2 70 60

piperonyl alcohol A 2 59 59
cyclohexen!l!ola K 3 23 38
cyclohexen!l!ola K 5 31 59
cyclohexen!l!ola K 13 74 80

4b cinnamyl alcohol A 2 46 32
piperonyl alcohol A 2 49 35
cyclohexen!l!ola K 3 12 23
cyclohexen!l!ola K 5 43 50

5b cinnamyl alcohol A 2 67 48
6b cinnamyl alcohol A 2 58 52

A�corresponding aldehyde\ K�corresponding ketone
Conditions] Catalyst�9[909Ð9[914 mmol^ Solvent�dichloromethane "19 ml#

aby gas chromatography
bYield based on substrate
cmoles of product per mole of catalyst

2[1[ Synthesis of ruthenium Schiff base complexes 0bÐ3b\
5bÐ6b

RuCl1"PPh2#2 "9[84 g\ 0mmol# was added to a solution
of Schi} base "0aÐ3a\0mmol^ 5aÐ6a\ 1mmol# and NEt2
"9[31ml\ 2mmol# in 19ml of THF[ The resulting solution
was re~uxed for 2 hours under nitrogen atmosphere[
After _ltering o} the white precipitate of NEt2[HCl the
solution was concentrated under vacuum[ Addition of
diethylether to the resulting solution caused the pre!
cipitation of crystalline solids which were washed tho!
roughly with ether and dried under vacuo[ In the case of
2b and 3b\ hexane and methanol were used respectively
in place of diethylether[

2[2[ Oxidation of cinnamyl\ p!methoxybenzyl and piper!
onyl alcohol

To a solution of alcohol "0mmol# in dichloromethane
was added NMO "2mmol# and the ruthenium Schi} base
complex "9[90Ð9[91mmol#[ The solution was stirred for
2 hours at room temperature in the presence of 3A� molec!
ular sieves "9[4 g#[ The mixture was _ltered and the _ltrate
was evaporated to dryness and extracted with diethyl!

ether "1×14ml#[ The combined ethereal extracts were
_ltered and evaporated to give the corresponding alde!
hydes which were then quanti_ed as their 1\3!dini!
trophenylhydrazones[

2[3[ Oxidation of benzyl alcohol and cyclohexen!0!ol

The ruthenium Schi} base complex "9[906Ð
9[914mmol# was dissolved in dichloromethane "19ml#
and then benzyl alcohol or cyclohexen!l!ol "1[9Ð
1[4mmol#\ octane "9[19Ð9[29 g# as the internal standard
and NMO "2mmol# were added and the resulting mixture
was stirred at room temperature[ The product "ben!
zaldehyde or cyclohexen!0!one# was analysed by gas
chromatography at di}erent time intervals[ The column
was set at 54>C under isothermal conditions[
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Abstract

The reaction of Cp�1 Co1"CO#1 0 "Cp��C4Me3Et# with equimolar amounts of As3Se3 was investigated at di}erent temperatures
and compared to the reaction of 0 with As3S3[ In boiling toluene the formation of Cp�1 Co1As1Se2 "3!Se# and Cp�2 Co2As1Se3 "4!Se#
was observed\ whereas in boiling xylene in addition to 3!Se and 4!Se Cp�CoAs5Se "6# was formed[ Spectroscopic investigations show
that the structures of 3!Se and 4!Se are analogous to those of the known compounds Cp�1 Co1As1S2 "3!S# and Cp�2 Co2As1S3 "4!S#[
As 6 is the _rst complex derived from selenium substituted E6

2− "E�P\ As\ Sb# Zintl ions\ an X!ray di}raction analysis was carried
out showing that it consists of a norbornadiene!like cage of the main group elements to which a Cp�Co fragment is coordinated via
four As atoms as a four!electron ligand[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Cobalt complexes^ Arsenic^ Selenium^ Mixed ligands

0[ Introduction

It is already well established that the inorganic cage
molecules As3Sn "n�2\ 3# may serve as sources for mixed
main group ligands in organometallic transition metal
complexes ð0Ł[ An example is provided by the system
As3S3:Cp�1 Co1"CO#1 "Cp��C4Me3Et# which forms a ser!
ies of compounds 1Ð5 in a highly temperature dependent
reaction "eqn "0## ð1Ł[ Whereas the 79>C reaction forms
all compounds\ but in low yields\ at 034>C only complexes
3Ð5 have been isolated in comparatively good yields[
These complexes contain inorganic cores composed of
Co\ As\ and S in various ratios being surrounded by
peripheric cyclopentadienyl ligands[ It is striking that
related compounds with mixed As:Se ligands do not yet
exist\ although selenoarsenates ð2Ł and mixed anionic cage
molecules ð3Ł from these elements have already been
employed for the synthesis of extended structures or
molecular {metal main group hybride clusters| ð4Ł[ There!
fore we decided to investigate the reaction of amorphous
As3Se3 with Cp�1 Co1"CO#1 "0# and to compare the results
with those obtained with As3S3[

� Corresponding author[ Fax] 9938 830 832 3328[

"0#

1[ Experimental

Experimental techniques are the same as reported in
ref[ ð1Ł[ Molecular weights were determined by _eld
desorption "FD# mass spectrometry in toluene solutions
with a Finnigan MAT 84 instrument[ Simulations were
carried out for complex isotope patterns and m:z values
are given for the centres of the signals[ 0H and 66Se NMR
spectra were recorded at 19>C with Bruker 149 and
399MHz instruments[ Cp�1 Co1"CO#1 was prepared
according to literature procedures ð5Ł[ As3Se3 was
employed as amorphous powder which was obtained by
fusing together equimolar amounts of As and Se at 499>C
ð6\7Ł[
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1[0[ Reaction of Cp�1 Co1"CO#1 "0# with As3Se3

"a# 033>C[ A mixture of 179mg "9[48mmol# of 0 and
269mg "9[48mmol# of As3Se3 in 49ml of o!xylene was
stirred under re~ux for 05 h[ After evaporation of the
solvent the greyÐbrown residue was extracted several
times with small portions of toluene[ The combined _l!
trates were evaporated to dryness\ dissolved in tolueneÐ
pentane "0]0# and chromatographed on silica gel "column
73×1[4 cm#[ Elution with tolueneÐpentane "0]0# gave suc!
cessively greyÐorange Cp�CoAs5Se "6# "06[3mg\ 3)
yield# and a very broad brown band cut in two parts[ The
_rst part contained after evaporation of the solvent due
to 0H NMR spectra 042mg of Cp�2 Co2As1Se3 "4!Se# and
Cp�1 Co1As1Se2 "3!Se# in a 6]2 molar ratio\ the second part
contained 099mg of 4!Se and 3!Se in a 0]2 ratio[ Com!
pounds 4!Se and 6 were recrystallized from toluene\ com!
pound 3!Se was recrystallized from tolueneÐpentane

"1#

"0]0#[ C11H23As1Co1Se2 "3!Se# "792[0#] FDÐMS] m:z 792[6
"centre#[ 4!Se] Found] C\ 24[55^ H\ 3[55[ FDÐMS] m:z
0989[5 "centre#[ Calc[ for C22H40As1Co2Se3 "0989[1#] C\
25[25^ H\ 3[60[ 6] Found] C\ 06[97^ H\ 1[15[ FDÐMS]
m:z 626[5[ Calc[ for C00H06As5CoSe "625[6#] C\ 06[80^ H\
1[21)[

"b# 009>C[ An analogous experiment in boiling toluene
gave after chromatographic workup 3!Se and 4!Se in
about 4 and 19) yield\ respectively[ In addition small
amounts "0 and 3) yield\ respectively# of grey Cp(3

Co3Se3 "7# and green Cp�2 Co2As1Se3 "8# were isolated as
the _rst two bands[ C33H57Co3Se3 "7# "0037[5#] FDÐMS]
m:z 0038[0 "centre#[ C22H40As5Co2 "8# "0963[0#] FDÐMS]
m:z 0962[5[

1[1[ X!ray structure solution for Cp�CoAs5Se "6# ð8Ł

X!ray di}raction data "Table 0# were collected at 19>C
with a Syntex R2 di}ractometer using Mo Ka radiation

"l�9[60962A� # with a graphite crystal monochromator[
The structures were solved using Patterson and di}erence
Fourier methods with SHELXLS Release 3[1:799 pro!
grams ð09Ł[ The hydrogen atoms were calculated by the
option HFIX of the SHELXLS program package[

2[ Results and discussion

The reaction of Cp�1 Co1"CO#1 with stoichiometric
amounts of As3Se3 gives in boiling o!xylene brown Cp�1
Co1As1Se2 "3!Se#\ brown Cp�2Co2As1Se3 "4!Se# as the
main product\ and orange Cp�CoAs5Se "6# "eqn "1##[
Whereas the sulphur analogues 3!S and 4!S are formed
in the system 0:As3S3 "eqn "0##\ albeit in an inversed ratio
of ca[ 4]0\ no sulphur analogue of 6 has been observed in
this reaction[

In boiling toluene 3!Se and 4!Se form in comparably
low yields[ As side products Cp�3 Co3Se3 "7# ð00Ł and Cp�2
Co2As5 "8# ð01Ł are observed which do not have analogues
in the As3S3 reaction "eqn "0##[ Puri_cation of 7 and 8 by
column chromatography and subsequent recrys!
tallisation was di.cult\ their identi_cation was only poss!
ible by means of the parent ions in _eld desorption mass
spectra[ Reaction at 79>C seems to be much slower than
in the As3S3 case[ In addition\ the formation of com!
pounds corresponding to e[g[ 1 and 2 "eqn "0## which are
typical for this temperature range has not been observed[

The IR spectra of the new compounds only show
absorptions typical of the Cp� ligand[

0H NMR data of 3!Se and 4!Se were taken from
enriched mixtures[ The chemical shifts "Table 1# for the
Cp� ligands are close to those of the related sulphur
containing complexes Cp�1 Co1As1S2 "3!S# and Cp�2
Co2As1S3 "4!S# and the patterns are the same[ Therefore\
analogous structures may be discussed for these com!
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Table 0
Crystallographic data for "C4Me3Et#CoAs5Se "6#

Formula C00H06As5CoSe
Formula weight 625[6
Crystal size "mm# 9[51×9[25×9[35
Crystal system monoclinic
a "A� # 00[368"4#
b "A� # 01[831"4#
c "A� # 01[302"4#
b "># 092[55"2#
V "A� 2# 0681"0#
Space group C1h:4\ P1[0:a "03#
Z 3
Dcalc "g:cm2# 1[62
Abs[ coe}[ "mm−0# 02[86
F"999# 0257
Temperature "K# 182
Scan range 2[9³1U³41[4
No[ re~ns measd 2465
No[ obsd[ re~ns 0608 "I ×1[4s"I##
No[ Variables 062
min:max density "e−:A� 2# 9[28:0[99
residual dens[ max:min 0[41:−0[17
R 9[963
Rw 9[948
GOOF 1[93

pounds ð1Ł[ The spectrum of 6 exhibits one triplet and
one quartet for the ethyl groups and two singulets for the
ring methyl groups[

66Se NMR spectra of 3!Se and 4!Se have been mea!
sured from a mixture containing 4!Se in a _ve fold excess
due to 0H NMR spectroscopy[ The observed signals may
be attributed according to their intensities to either com!
plex "Table 1#[ Thus\ a set of two signals "ratio 1]0#
belongs to 3!Se\ whereas three signals "0]1]0# may be
assigned to 4!Se[ The assignment is also in agreement
with the equivalency of two Se atoms in each of the
structures[

Table 1
NMR data for complexes 3!Se\ 4!Se\ 6 in CDCl2

0H NMRa d"CH1CH2#
b d"CH2# d"CH1CH2#

b

3!Se 9[85 "t\ 5H# 0[60 "s\ 5H#\ 0[61 "s\ 5H#\ 0[66 "s\ 01H# 1[293 "q\ 1H#\ 1[296 "q\ 1H#
4!Se 9[84 "t\ 5H#\ 9[86 "t\ 2H# 0[43 "s\ 5H#\ 0[46 "s\ 5H#\ 0[46 "s\ 5H#\ 0[52 1[020 "q\ 1H#\ 1[025 "q\ 1H#\ 1[031 "q\

"s\ 5H#\ 0[53 "s\ 5H#\ 0[54 "s\ 5H# 1H#
6 9[85 "t\ 2H# 0[67 "s\ 5H#\ 0[68 "s\ 5H# 1[22 "q\ 1H#
66Se NMRc

3!Se 389 "0Se#\ −029 "1Se#
4!Se 422 "0Se#\ 56 "1Se#\ −725 "0Se#

a i!TMS^ b 2J"H!H# �6[4 Hz^ c extern SeMe1[

A single crystal of 6 was investigated by an X!ray
di}raction analysis "Tables 0 and 2#[ The molecule con!
sists of a norbornadiene!like cage of the main group
elements to which a Cp�Co fragment is coordinated via
four As atoms "Fig[ 0#[ A similar geometry has already
been found for Cp�CoAs5S ð02Ł which\ however\ stems
from a completely di}erent reaction[ Bond distances and
angles of 6 are identical with those of Cp�CoAs5S with
the exception of parameters in which Se is involved[ Thus\
AsÐSe distances are slightly longer "9[09Ð9[02A� # than the
corresponding AsÐS distances and the angle As"4#ÐSe"0#Ð
As"5# "090[7># is smaller than the corresponding AsÐSÐ
As angle "095[0>#[ These slight changes may be a conse!
quence of the greater covalent radius of Se when com!
pared to that of S[ 6 is the _rst complex derived from
selenium substituted E2−

6 "E�P\ As\ Sb# Zintl ions ð03Ł[
In conclusion it has been shown for the _rst time that

As3Se3 is a convenient source for mixed group 04:05
ligands[ In its reaction with 0 complexes are formed which
have structural analogues among already known mixed
As:S cobalt complexes[ However\ the product distribution
is signi_cantly di}erent under comparable conditions[ It is
striking that in the 79>C reaction a Se analogue of 2 "eqn
"0## could not be observed[ Another di}erence is the pre!
ferred formation of the m2!As1X2 ligand "X�Se# in 4!Se\
whereas the m1!As1X2 chain seems to be preferred for X�S
"3!S#[ The most signi_cant di}erence between both systems
is the formation of 6\ the S analogue of which is only
accessible from 0 and As3S3 in the presence of Cr"CO#4
THF in high boiling solvents ð02Ł[
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Table 2
Selected bonds "A� # and angles "># for "C4Me3Et#CoAs5Se "6#[

Co"0#ÐAs"0# 1[308"3# As"1#ÐAs"4# 1[342"3#
Co"0#ÐAs"1# 1[325"3# As"2#ÐAs"3# 1[230"3#
Co"0#ÐAs"2# 1[324"2# As"2#ÐAs"4# 1[338"3#
Co"0#ÐAs"3# 1[304"2# As"3#ÐAs"5# 1[340"3#
Co"0#ÐCmean 1[963"10# As"4#ÐSe"0# 1[220"3#
As"0#ÐAs"1# 1[223"3# As"5#ÐSe"0# 1[237"3#
As"0#ÐAs"5# 1[328"2#

As"1#ÐAs"0#ÐAs"5# 094[5"0# As"0#ÐA"5#ÐAs"3# 65[4"0#
As"1#ÐAs"0#ÐCo"0# 50[5"0# As"0#ÐAs"5#ÐSe"0# 093[8"0#
As"5#ÐAs"0#ÐCo"0# 090[9"0# As"4#ÐSe"0#ÐAs"5# 090[7"0#
As"0#ÐAs"1#ÐAs"4# 094[0"0# As"0#ÐCo"0#ÐAs"1# 46[4"0#
As"4#ÐAs"1#ÐCo"0# 87[8"0# As"0#ÐCo"0#ÐAs"2# 094[5"0#
As"3#ÐAs"2#ÐCo"0# 59[6"0# As"1#ÐCo"0#ÐAs"2# 68[6"0#
As"1#ÐAs"4#ÐAs"2# 68[0"0# As"0#ÐCo"0#ÐAs"3# 66[5"0#
As"1#ÐAs"4#ÐSe"0# 093[3"0#

Fig[ 0[ Structure of "C4Me3Et#CoAs5Se "6#[
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Abstract

From the reaction between Cu"II# and Zn"II# nitrates and three Schi} bases derived from 5!amino!4!formyl!0\2!dimethyluracil
and semicarbazide "H1SDO#\ acetylhydrazine "H1ACEDO# and benzoylhydrazine "H1BEZDO# in DMF\ three nitrito!complexes
with simpli_ed formulas ðCu"HSDO#"NO1#Ł "0#\ ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "1# and ðZn"HBEZDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "2# have been
obtained[ The appearance of the nitrito ligand may be explained by the reduction of the nitrate anion with the carbon monoxide
appearing from the decomposition of DMF at high temperature[ In the three compounds\ the Schi} base acts as tridentate
monodeprotonated ligand through the N"5#\ N"40# and O"41# atoms\ making two _ve! and six!membered chelate rings[ The nitrite
anion acts as a monodentate ligand through one oxygen atom giving a square!planar environment "compound 0# in which there are
not any additional potential donor atoms under and:or below the coordination plane which permit to establish an elongated tetragonal
geometry usually found in Cu"II# complexes[ On the contrary\ in the molecular unit of the complexes ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "1#
and ðZn"HBEZDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "2# there is a coordinated water molecule de_ning a square!pyramidal coordination polyhedron
"compound 1# and a distorted trigonal bipyramid "compound 2#[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Crystal structure^ Complexes^ Schi} bases^ Uracil^ Nitrito

0[ Introduction

Biological activity of complexes derived from hydra!
zones has been widely studied and contrasted\ acting in
processes such as antibacterial\ antitumoral\ antiviral\
antimalarial and antituberculosis e}ects ð0Ł[ With the aim
of collaborating in this research _eld\ we have synthesized
three new ligands in which we have tried to join the
activity of semicarbazones\ acetylhydrazones and ben!
zoylhydrazones with the one of uracil derivatives[

Some crystal structures of complexes derived from
semicarbazones have been reported ð1Ð4Ł\ in which they
are attempted to be as active or more than thiose!
micarbazones\ similar compounds with broad biological
applications found in the bibliography^ some of these

� Corresponding author[ Fax 23 42 101075^ e!mail mmoreno
Ýujaen[es

complexes have been found to exhibit a cytotoxic activity[
Not many papers about benzoylhydrazones have been
published ð5Ð09Ł\ in spite of the strong antimicrobial
activity found in some of these compounds ð6Ł[ Thus\ it
has unsettled the determination of the possible biological
activity of acetylhydrazone complexes[ So\ the synthesis
and structural studies of new compounds of this type
have much interest as a _rst step in the search for new
active biological agents[

To the coordinating capacity of these hydrazones with
two potential coordinating positions\ we have added one
of the _ve!substituted uracil derivative\ since it has two
new basic atoms "O3 and N5# available for metal ligation[
Furthermore\ the presence of the uracil ring may con!
tribute to the products a structural analogy with the ones
present in biological systems\ this fact being useful to
their potential pharmacologic applications[

On the other hand\ despite the well!established coor!
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dination chemistry of the nitrite ligand with various tran!
sition metals ð00Ł\ the structural information available
about O!nitrito complexes of Cu"II# and Zn"II# is rela!
tively scant since\ on searching in the Cambridge Crys!
tallographic Database\ eleven structures of Cu"II# and
only two of Zn"II# compounds have been found ð01\02Ł\
none of them containing uracil!derived ligands[

1[ Experimental section

1[0[ Synthesis

The Schi} base ligands were prepared by mixing\ in
EtOH medium "ca[ 099ml# containing a few drops of
glacial acetic acid\ equimolar amounts "09mmol# of 5!
amino!4!formyl!0\2!dimethyluracil with semicarbazide
"H1SDO#\ acetylhydrazine "H1ACEDO# or ben!
zoylhydrazine "H1BEZDO#^ after stirring the resulting
solution during several minutes\ the ligands were isolated
as powdered solids[ These were _ltered o}\ washed with
ethanol and diethylether and air dried "yields ca[ 79)#[
The analytical data were] H1SDO "C7H01N5O2# found
28[8)C\ 3[8)H\ 24[1)N\ calcd[ 39[9)C\ 4[9)H\
24[9)N^ H1ACEDO "C8H02N4O2# found 34[0)C\
4[3)H\ 18[4)N\ calcd[ 34[1)C\ 4[3)H\ 18[2)N^
H1BEZDO "C03H04N4O2# found 44[6)C\ 3[8)H\
12[9)N\ calcd[ 44[7)C\ 4[9)H\ 12[1)N[ The structure
of the ligands is depicted in the Fig[ 0[

The synthesis of the complexes was carried out by
mixing equimolar amounts "9[4mmol# of the ligands and
the corresponding hydrated metallic nitrates in DMF
"49ml#[ The resulting suspensions were stirred and stron!
gly heated during several hours until clear solutions were
obtained^ then\ in order to make a very slow evaporation
of the solvent\ the ~asks were covered with a plastic
layer containing small holes[ A few months later\ a little
amount of crystalline material of each complex was
obtained\ which were _ltered o}\ washed with ethanol
and diethylether and air dried[ The analytical data\ color
and conductivity values "mho = cm1 =mol−0# were as fol!
lows] ðCu"HSDO#"NO1#Ł "black\ 4#\ found 16[7)C\
2[2)H\ 16[8)N\ calcd[ 16[5)C\ 2[1)H\ 17[0)N^
ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "green\ 1#\ found 18[6)C\

Fig[ 0[ Structure of ligands H1SDO "R�NH1#\ H1ACEDO "R�CH2#
and H1BEZDO "R�C5H4#[

3[0)H\ 11[5)N\ calcd[ 18[5)C\ 2[8)H\ 12[9)N^
ðZn"HBEZDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "green\ 1#\ found 28[9)C\
2[8)H\ 08[2)N\ calcd[ 28[0)C\ 2[7)H\ 08[5)N[ The
most interesting feature of these processes is the presence
of nitrite anion in the _nal products\ despite the reactions
that were carried out with the nitrate ones^ this fact may
be explained taking into account that\ at high tempera!
tures\ the N\N?!dimethylformamide decomposes yielding
dimethylamine and carbon monoxide\ which may par!
tially reduce the nitrate anion to nitrite ð03Ł[ The non!
electrolyte nature of the isolated compounds has been
made clear from the conductivity measurements ð04Ł[

1[1[ Crystallographic studies

The structures were solved at 182K using a Siemens
P3 di}ractometer with MoKa radiation "l�9[60962A� #[
The three compounds crystallize in the monoclinic system
"P10:c space group# with Z�3[ Data were corrected by
Lorentz\ polarization and semiempirically by absorption
"c!scans#[ Other crystal data and structure re_nement
details are given in Table 0[

Non!H atoms were located in successive DF maps and
re_ned anisotropically by full!matrix least!squares on F1^
H5 and H41\ as well as water hydrogens\ were located
and re_ned with _xed NÐH and OÐH distances "9[8 and
9[75A� \ respectively#[ The other hydrogen atoms were
idealized[ The isotropic displacement coe.cient for
H!atoms was taken as 0[1 times the isotropic dis!
placement parameter of the parent atom[ All calculations
and drawings have been performed using the Siemens
SHELXTL PLUS and PLUTON 83 systems[

1[2[ Apparatus

Microanalyses of C\ H and N were performed on a
Fisons EA0097 apparatus[ Conductivity measurements
have been carried out using 09−2 M freshly prepared
dimethylformamide solutions on a Hanna HI7719 instru!
ment[ Infrared spectra were measured on a Perkin!Elmer
FT!IR 0659!X "KBr pellets\ 3999Ð399 cm−0# and FT!
IR Bruker Vector!11 spectrophotometer "polyethylene
pellets\ 599Ð119 cm−0#[ The 02C and 0H!NMR spectra of
the Zn"II# compound "DMSO!d5 solution# were recorded
on a Bruker DPX!299 machine[ The EPR spectra of
Cu"II# complexes were obtained in the X!band at room
temperature on a Bruker ESP 299E apparatus\ with a
microwave frequency of 8[68GHz and a modulation fre!
quency of 099 kHz[ Magnetic measurements were carried
out at room temperature on a Manics DSM!7 system[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Crystallo`raphic studies

The bond length and angles around the metal centres
in the molecular structures of ðCu"NO1#"HSDO#Ł\
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Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement of ðCu"HSDO#"NO1#Ł "0#\ ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "1# and ðZn"HBEZDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "2#

Compound 0 1 2

Empirical formula CuC7H00N6O4 CuC8H03N5O5 ZnC03H05N5O5

Formula weight 237[67 254[79 318[69
Unit cell dimensions a "A� # 5[8082"6# 4[1809"4# 6[2407"7#
b "A� # 00[7250"7# 01[9060"8# 10[297"1#
c "A� # 04[148"1# 10[681"1# 00[987"0#
b "># 86[37"0# 82[870"8# 88[134"7#
Volume "A� 2# 0128[9"1# 0271[1"1# 0604[8"2#
Density "calc[ Mg = m−2# 0[769 0[647 0[552
Absorption coe}[ "mm−0# 0[790 0[511 0[368
F"999# 697 637 779
Crystal size "mm2# 9[31×9[34×9[04 9[59×9[04×9[97 9[39×9[19×9[00
u range for data collection 1[07 to 18[88 0[76 to 18[88 0[80 to 16[49
Index ranges −0¾h¾8 −5¾h¾6 −0¾h¾8

−0¾k¾05 9¾k¾05 −0¾k¾16
−10¾l¾10 9¾l¾29 −03¾l¾03

Re~ections collected\ independent 3715\ 2510 2824\ 2824 4965\ 2822
Rint 9[9072 Ð 9[9590
Max[ and min[ transmission 9[4093\ 9[3458 9[6406\ 9[4835 9[5431\ 9[5918
Weighting scheme]
w−0�s1"F9

1#¦"yP#1¦xP a y�9[949\ x�0[999 y�9[914\ x�3[999 y�9[979\ x�3[999
Data:restraints:parameters 2507:1:087 2784:3:103 2806:3:147
Goodness!of!_t on F1 0[931 0[159 0[031
Final R indices ðI×1s"I#Ł R\ wR1 9[9236\ 9[9860 9[9797\ 9[0130 9[9510\ 9[0461
R indices "all data#R\ wR1 9[9318\ 9[0946 9[0420\ 9[0623 9[9828\ 9[1064
Largest di}[ peak and hole "e = A� −2# 9[584\ −9[546 9[423\ −9[435 0[055\ −0[028

aP�0:2"F9
1¦1Fc

1#[

ðCu"NO1#"ACEDO"H1O#Ł and ðZn"NO1#"HBEZDO#
"H1O#Ł are given in Table 1[ The three complexes consist
of monomeric units in which the Schi} bases act as tri!
dentate ligands through the N"5#\ N"40# and O"41# atoms\
making two _ve! and six!membered chelate rings\ as is
depicted in the molecular unit of ðCu"HSDO#"NO1#Ł "0#
"Fig[ 1#[ The nitrite anion acts as a monodentate ligand
through one oxygen atom giving a square!planar environ!
ment\ in which there are not any additional potential
donor atoms under and:or below the coordination plane
which permit the elongated tetragonal geometry usually
found in Cu"II# complexes[

On the contrary\ in the molecular unit of the complexes
ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "1# and ðZn"HBEZDO#
"NO1#"H1O#Ł "2#\ "Fig[ 2# there is a coordinated water
molecule "Fig[ 2#\ de_ning a square!pyramidal coor!
dination polyhedron "compound 1# and a distorted trig!
onal bipyramid "compound 2#[ The shape of both
polyhedra has been quanti_ed following two methods
reported in the bibliography ð05\ 06Ł and the results are
summarized in the Table 2[ Both D and t parameters
clearly assign a square pyramid for the coordination
environment in the compound 1\ and\ in the compound
2\ D indicates a TBP whereas t is practically in the middle
of the theoretical range and the TBP shape is only slightly
predominant[ The square!based pyramid "1# contains the
weakly coordinated water molecule in the apical position
and the TBP contains the O"0N#\ N"40# and O"0W# atoms

in the equatorial plane\ but the trigonal pyramid with
the N5 atom in the apical position is less tetragonally
distorted than the opposite one\ in which the O41 apical
atom is weakly bonded to the Zn"II# ion[ In the copper
compound "1#\ the ratio between the apical and equa!
torial metal!ligand bond lengths "R�0[06# is signi_cantly
smaller than the one cited in the bibliography ð08Ł\
R×0[3\ to propose a square!planar geometry around the
Cu"II# ion[

The electroneutrality of the compounds requires that
the organic ligand acts as a monoanion^ thus\ only one
hydrogen atom attached to N"5# has been located[ This
fact also permits surely to assign the N"5# as a metal
binding site because\ due to the pseudo!symmetry of the
uracil moiety through the pseudo!two!fold axis con!
necting O1ÐC1ÐC4ÐC40 atoms\ an alternative possibility
in which the O"3# acts as donor atom could be proposed[
Although in complexes with 5!amino!4!substituted
uracils\ the N"5# coordination mode is usually established
ð19Ð13Ł\ the O"3#!donor pattern has also been found in
the complex ðCu"ClO3#"H1BEZDO#"H1O#ŁClO3\ in which
the Schi} base acts as tridentate neutral ligand through
the O"3#\ N"40# and O"41# atoms ð14Ł[ However\ the neu!
tral character of the ligand is not by itself the only reason
of the O"3#!metal ligation\ since\ in the complex of 5!
amino!2!methyl!4!nitrosouracilato with the Zn"II# ion
ð15Ł\ the anionic uracil moiety chelates the metal through
the O"3# and N"4# atoms\ the possibility of N"5# ligation
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A# and angles "># in the crystal structures of ðCu"HS!
DO#"NO1#Ł "0#\ ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "1# and ðZn"HBEZDO#
"NO1#"H1O#Ł "2#

0 1 2

Around the metal ion]
MÐN"40# 0[803"1# 0[823"4# 1[913"3#
MÐN"5# 0[810"1# 0[818"4# 1[905"3#
MÐO"0N# 0[812"1# 0[831"3# 0[863"3#
MÐO"41# 0[869"1# 1[913"3# 1[194"3#
MÐO"0W# Ð 1[176"4# 1[925"3#
N"40#ÐMÐN"5# 80[49"6# 78[3"1# 77[4"1#
N"40#ÐMÐO"0N# 064[22"7# 054[5"1# 029[8"1#
N"5#ÐMÐO"0N# 81[16"6# 88[4"1# 094[1"1#
N"40#ÐMÐO"41# 70[64"6# 79[4"1# 64[0"0#
N"5#ÐMÐO"41# 061[60"6# 056[8"1# 052[9"1#
O"0N#ÐMÐO"41# 83[50"6# 78[0"1# 78[1"1#
N"5#ÐMÐO"0W# Ð 85[9"1# 87[4"1#
N"40#ÐMÐO"0W# Ð 84[3"1# 007[7"1#
O"0N#ÐMÐO"0W# Ð 83[7"1# 094[6"1#
O"41#ÐMÐO"0W# Ð 80[5"1# 75[9"0#
C"40#ÐN"40#ÐM 017[5"1# 018[2"3# 017[0"2#
N"41#ÐN"40#ÐM 001[2"0# 001[9"2# 004[1"2#
C"41#ÐO"41#ÐM 001[4"0# 000[3"3# 002[1"2#
C"5#ÐN"5#ÐM 017[6"1# 029[4"3# 018[8"2#
N"0N#ÐO"0N#ÐM 014[1"1# 016[6"3# 013[2"2#

In the or`anic li`and]
C"1#ÐO"1# 0[101"2# 0[102"6# 0[106"5#
C"3#ÐO"3# 0[115"2# 0[141"6# 0[138"5#
C"5#ÐN"5# 0[210"1# 0[183"6# 0[204"4#
C"40#ÐN"40# 0[290"2# 0[184"6# 0[184"5#
N"40#ÐN"41# 0[273"1# 0[286"5# 0[286"4#
N"41#ÐC"41# 0[240"2# 0[212"6# 0[230"5#
C"41#ÐO"41# 0[152"2# 0[149"6# 0[126"5#
N"5#ÐC"5#ÐC"4# 011[7"1# 011[7"4# 011[8"3#
C"5#ÐC4#ÐC"40# 012[6"1# 011[5"4# 014[9"3#
C"4#ÐC"40#ÐN"40# 013[2"1# 013[5"4# 014[4"3#
N"40#ÐN"41#ÐC"41# 003[1"1# 003[6"4# 005[0"3#
N"41#ÐC"41#ÐO"41# 008[3"1# 010[9"5# 019[9"3#

In the nitrito li`and]
N"0N#ÐO"0N# 0[158"2# 0[180"7# 0[151"5#
N"0N#ÐO"1N# 0[125"2# 0[107"7# 0[139"6#
O"0N#ÐN"0N#ÐO"1N# 012[6"1# 016[0"5# 017[8"4#

being clearly discarded due to the unsymmetrical struc!
ture of the ligand[ On the other hand\ in the structures
described in this paper and others related found in the
bibliography ð19Ð15Ł\ there is a clear accordance in the
distances found for the C"3#ÐO"3# and C"5#ÐN"5#\ the
_rst always being shorter than the latter one "see Table
1#\ which allows to carry out an easy and correct assign!
ment of either O"3# or N"5# metal ligation[ The bond
lengths in the uracil rings are also in accord with those
found in several free uracil derivatives ð16Ð29Ł\ but\ as
may be seen from the Zn:HBEZDO data\ the C"5#ÐN"5#
is shorter than the one found in the free H1BEZDO ð14Ł
as a consequence of the increasing of the imino character
of this group on deprotonation[ Also\ the bond lengths

on the 4!substituents clearly indicate a great electronic
delocalization\ which may be corroborated by the change
experienced on the angle between uracil and phenyl least!
squares planes in the HBEZDO− compound^ in the free
H1BEZDO\ both planes are angled by 27[1>\ whereas in
the Zn"II# complex\ this angle becomes 2[4>\ which helps
to the electronic delocalization between both rings
through the intermediate chain[ In the three compounds\
the angles around the atoms involved in the chelate rings
are very similar and seem to be practically unchanged
from those in the free ligand\ as may be inferred on
comparing the geometrical data for the compound 2 and
those of free H1BEZDO ð14Ł[

All chelate rings are virtually planar\ with weighted
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Fig[ 1[ Molecular drawing and numbering scheme for the monomeric unit of ðCu"HSDO#"NO1#Ł "ellipsoids at 49) probability#[

Table 2
Quanti_cation of the geometry of the coordination polyhedra

Geometrical parameters Square!based Compound 1 Trigonal Compound
pyramid bipyramid 2

Dihedral anglea da0 008[7 006[9 090[4 090[5
da1 64[6 79[8 090[4 87[5
da2 008[7 008[4 090[4 004[4
da3 008[7 006[5 090[4 87[4
da4 64[6 64[1 090[4 82[8
da5 008[7 008[6 090[4 001[5
de0 64[6 58[1 42[0 30[3
de1 64[6 68[9 42[0 69[6
de1 64[6 68[9 42[0 69[6
de2 9[9 1[7 42[0 28[4
D 0[99 9[81 9[99 9[13

Angleb a 079[9 056[8 079[9 052[9
b 079[9 054[5 019[9 029[8
t 9[99 9[93 0[99 9[42

a Dihedral angles de_ned following Muetterties and Guggenberger ð07Ł[
b a and b are the greatest angles around the metal ion[ The relative trigonality of the polyhedron

t�"a−b#:59 ð06Ł[

average torsion angles ranging from 9[2 "4!membered
ring\ 0# to 4[7> "5!membered ring\ 1#\ and are slightly
angled to each other "0\ 1[5>^ 1\ 1[9>^ 2\ 3[5>#[ In com!
pound 0\ the metal ion is practically coplanar with the
donor atoms\ but in compound 1\ the metal is displaced
by 9[044A� over the basal plane[ This displacement is
stronger in the Zn"II# compound\ in which themetal centre
is 9[135A� towards the N"5# atom[

The nitrito ligands are O!coordinated^ the geometrical
features "Table 1# are very close to those found in other

O!nitritocomplexes ð01\02\20Ð22Ł and clearly indicate a
shift of the electronic density from the N"0N#ÐO"0N#
bond to the metal\ this bond being larger than the N"0N#Ð
O"1N# one\ which shorterns as the other is lengthened[

The molecules are packed via hydrogen bonding "Table
3#\ but following di}erent patterns which result in very
di}erent structures[ Thus\ in compound 0 "Fig[ 3#\ the
molecular units are paired through two hydrogen bonds
established between the two oxygen atoms of the nitrito
ligand of one molecule and one hydrogen attached to
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Fig[ 2[ Molecular units of ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "top# and ðZn"HBEZDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł "bottom#\ showing the atom numbering\ with ellipsoids
at 49) probability[

N"42# and N"41# atoms of the other^ this mono!
dimensional scheme grows\ following the bc plane\ into
a two!dimensional wavy one establishing an additional
hydrogen bond between the second N"42#ÐH hydrogen\
which binds to uncoordinated O"1N# of a neighbour
molecular unit[ The two!dimensional arrangements are
packed by Van der Waals| interactions\ although it may
be noted the existence of a weaker N"5#ÐH = = =O"1# "0−x\

0:1¦y\ 0:1−z# hydrogen bond "N = = =O\ 2[241A� ^ {"NÐ
H = = =O#\ 042># which may cooperate in a smaller extent
in the packing[

The structure of compound 1 consists of an extensively
hydrogen!bonded network\ as shown in the Fig[ 4\ in
which the molecular units are also paired but through a
N"41#ÐH = = =O"3# "1−x\0−y\−z# hydrogen bond[ The
existence of the water molecule is important to de_ne the
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Table 3
Hydrogen bonds

D = == Aý D = = = A\ Aý H = = = A\ Aý D!H = = = Aý

ðCu"HSDO#"NO1#Ł
N"41# = = = O"1N#a 1[645"2# 0[754 066
N"42# = = = O"1N#b 1[737"2# 0[881 062
N"42# = = = O"0N#a 1[883"2# 1[086 043

ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł
N"41# = = = O"3#c 1[794"5# 0[828 053
N"5# = = = O"1N# 1[794"6# 1[956 039
O"0W# = = = O"1N#d 1[625"6# 0[785 069
O"0W# = = = O"0N#e 1[708"5# 1[992 048

ðZn"HBEZDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł
N"41# = = = O"1N#f 1[785"4# 1[930 059
O"0W# = = = O"3#g 1[635"4# 0[820 055
O"0W# = = = O"1N#e 1[647"4# 0[888 038

ax\ −y¦0:1\ z−0:1^
b−x\ −y¦0\ −z[
c−x¦1\ −y¦0\ −z[
d−x¦0\ y¦0:1\ −z¦0:1[
ex¦0\ y\ z[
f−x\ −y\ −z¦0
g−x¦0\ −y\ −z¦0[

Fig[ 3[ A view along the a axis of the two!dimensional H!bonded network of ðCu"HSDO#"NO1Ł[

three!dimensional character of the structure\ since it is
hydrogen!bonded with the nitrito ligand of two neigh!
bours molecules[ In addition to this\ there is an intra!
molecular hydrogen bond between the N"5#ÐH and the
O"1N# atom of the nitrito group[

The Zn"II# compound "2# displays a chain!like struc!
ture following the 0 9 9 direction "Fig[ 5#\ in which the
molecular units are zi`!za` arranged with the organic
ligands parallel and angled with the a axis by 56[7>[ The

planes of the organic ligands of two adjacent chains are
angled by 024[4>[ As shown in Fig[ 5\ the molecular units
are disposed with the organic moiety towards the inside
chain and both nitrito and water ligands alternatively
exchange their positions in consecutive metal centres[ In
this structure\ neither O"0N# nor N"5# atoms are involved
in hydrogen bonds[

2[1[ Spectral and magnetic studies

The comparative study of the infrared spectra of both
complexes and the free ligands is very di.cult due to the
great number of bands and only general remarks can be
made[ The most interesting features are listed in the Table
4[ Upon complexation\ there are signi_cant changes in
the bands assigned to NÐH vibrations\ as a consequence
of both coordination and deprotonation processes\ the
most remarkable being the appearance of a very sharp
and strong band\ at around 2299Ð2399 cm−0\ assigned to
n"NÐH# of an imino group[ Also\ the bands assigned to
the stretching vibration of carbonyl groups appear to be
shifted to lower wavenumber[ In the three cases\ as it has
been observed in other related complexes ð14Ł\ the band
assigned to the n"NÐN#mode is shifted to upper wave!
number[ The IR spectra of the complexes clearly show

the characteristic three bands of the O!coordinated nitrito
group "½0379\ ½0099 and ½749 cm−0# assignable to the
asymmetric and symmetric stretchings and the defor!
mation in!plane modes\ respectively ð22\ 23Ł[ In the far!
IR spectra\ a new band at around 349 cm−0 may be
assigned to the n"MÐN# vibration ð24Ł[

The 02C and 0H NMR spectra of the Zn"II# complex
display the following signals "d\ ppm#\ whose assignments
have been corroborated from both DEPT and HMQC
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Fig[ 4[ Stereoview\ along the a axis\ of the three!dimensional H!bond arrangement of ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł[

Fig[ 5[ Stereoview\ along the c axis\ of the hydrogen bonding scheme in the structure of ðZn"HBEZDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł[ The monodimensional chains
are parallel to the a axis[

spectra] 17[94 "C0#\ 16[42 "C2#\ 049[72 "C1#\ 044[87 "C3#\
72[89 "C4#\ 051[90 "C5#\ 049[69 "C40#\ 055[99 "C41#\
016[28 "C0B#\ 015[88 "C1B¦C5B#\ 017[08 "C2B¦C4B#\
017[29 "C3B#^ 2[04 and 2[29 "hydrogens from N!methyl
groups#\ 7[78 "H40#\ 5[02 "H5#\ 00[57 "H41#\ 7[90
"H1B¦H5B\ multiplet#\ 6[37 "H2B¦H4B¦H3B\ mul!
tiplet#[ On comparing these spectra with those of the free
ligand\ weak down_eld shifts "³1 ppm# of the signals
assigned to the uracil carbons may be observed\ but those
corresponding to C"40# and C"41# atoms are down_eld
shifted by more than 3 ppm[ In the same way\ the H40

signal is down_eld shifted by 9[1 ppm[ These shifts are in
accordance to the loss of electronic density of the ligand
through the MÐL bonds\ but the electronic rearrange!
ment that takes place upon coordination also involves
the shielding of the benzene carbons\ whose signals are
up_eld shifted\ specially those of C0B "5 ppm# and C3B
"2 ppm#[ The two signals assigned to the hydrogens
attached to the N"5# atom "7[06 and 09[93 ppm in the free
ligand# display a strong change because the initial amino
group becomes into an imino group "5[02 ppm# as conse!
quence of the deprotonation[
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Table 4
Selected infrared data "cm−0#

Compound n"NÐH# n"CÐÐO# n"NÐN# n"NÐO# d"ONO# n"MÐN#

H1SDO 2264 0584 832 Ð Ð Ð
2211

ðCu"HSDO#"NO1#Ł 2248a 0698 854 0360 705 373
2050 0561 0934

H1ACEDO 2205 0600 815 Ð Ð Ð
2150 0558

ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł 2281a 0587 832 0365 798 323
2173 0515 0950

H1BEZDO 2200 0694 816 Ð Ð Ð
2132 0535

ðCu"HBEZDO#"NO1#"H1O#Ł 2232a 0582 822 0387 785 322
2126 0516 0090

aVery strong and sharp\ n"N5ÐH#[

Fig[ 6[ EPR powder spectra of "a# ðCu"HSDO#"NO1#Ł and "b# ðCu"HACEDO#"NO1#"H1#Ł[

Magnetic measurements at room temperature have
given corrected magnetic moment values in accordance
with diluted monomeric units "0\ me}�0[8 BM and 1\
me}�1[9 BM# ð25Ł[ Both copper complexes display an
axial EPR powder spectrum "Fig[ 6# with g_�1[95 and
g>�1[19 "0# and g_�1[94 and g>�1[12 "1# ð26\ 27Ł[

3[ Supplementary material

For each reported structure\ a list of structure factors
and tables with atomic coordinates and isotropic thermal
parameters for non!H atoms\ bond\ lengths and angles\
anisotropic temperature factors for non!H atoms\ hydro!

gen atom coordinates\ equations of planes and dihedral
angles are available from the CCDC\ Union Road\ Cam!
bridge\ U[K[
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Abstract

The synthesis and the physical properties of a new series of Ru"II# mixed ligand tris chelate complexes of the type ðLxRu "bpy#2−xŁ\
where L�1!"1?!pyridyl# quinoxaline and bpy�1\1?!bipyridine\ are reported[ The complexes were fully characterized by NMR
spectroscopic techniques\ Electrospray Mass Spectroscopy\ UVÐvisible spectra and elemental analyses[ The complex ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1
probably has the mer conformation due to the bulky shape of the L on the side of quinoxaline[ The complex ðRuL1"bpy#Ł"PF5#1 was
isolated as a mixture of all three possible geometric isomers\ while the ðRuL"bpy#1Ł"PF5#1 in only one isomer as theoretically expected[
Photoinduced dissociation of one molecule of the ligand L from the complex ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1 upon exposure to room light has been
studied by 0H NMR and UVÐvis Spectroscopies[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] 1!"1?!pyridyl#quinoxaline^ Ru"II# complexes^ Electrospray!MS^ 1\1?!bipyridine

0[ Introduction

The photophysical and photochemical properties of
ruthenium compounds with nitrogen!containing ligands
have attracted intense interest due to their potential use in
a wide range of technological applications "photoinduced
decomposition of water ð0Ł\ catalysts for the conversion
of solar energy ð1Ł\ structural probes and mediators of
DNA cleavage ð2Ł etc[#[ The greater number of these
studies has involved the homoleptic complex
ðRu"bpy#2Ł1¦ ð3Ł "bpy�1\1? bipyridine# or analogous
complexes with symmetric ligands\ such as phen!
anthrolines ð4Ł\ bipyrazines ð5Ł or biquinolines ð6Ł[ Homo!
leptic Ru"II# complexes with asymmetric ligands are
rather scarce ð7\8\09Ł because they are usually isolated as
mixtures of both geometric isomers fac and mer[ It has
also been reported that exposure to visible light of the
complex ðRu"ppz#2Ł1¦\ where ppz is the asymmetric ligand
0!"1!pyridyl#!2\4 dimethylpyrazole\ induced dissociation
of the ligand and replacement by the solvent ð00Ł[

In an attempt to investigate the photoinduced dis!
sociation of asymmetric ligands from ruthenium "II# com!

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦29!540!87319^ fax] ¦29!540!33720^
e!mail] nhadjilÝcc[uoi[gr

plexes\ we have started a systematic study of mixed ligand
Ru"II# complexes with asymmetric bidentate ligands like
1!"1!pyridyl#quinoxaline "L# and 1\1?!bipyridine "bpy#\ of
the type ðLxRu "bpy#2−xŁ where x�0\ 1\ 2[ In this work\
we present the synthesis and the characterization by
elemental analyses\ NMR\ UVÐvis and ESÐMS tech!
niques of new Ru"II# complexes with the ligand L and
1\1?!bipyridine[ The photochemical properties of the
complexes ðL2−x Ru "bpy#xŁ\ where x�9\ 0\ are also
described[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials

All chemicals were purchased from Aldrich Chem[ Co[
and were used without further puri_cation[ 1!"1?!pyr!
idyl#quinoxaline "L# was synthesized as described recently
ð01Ł[ The complexes Ru"bpy#Cl2 =H1O ð02Ł and cis!Ru
"bpy#1Cl1 =H1O ð03Ł were prepared according to literature
methods[

1[1[ Physical methods

The 0H and 02C NMR spectra of the ligand and the
complexes were obtained on a bruker 149MHz in
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"CD2#1CO solutions[ UVÐvis measurements were
carried out in a PerkinÐElmer l06 spectrophotometer
at room temperature[ Electrospray Mass Spectra were
recorded in a Fisons VG Quatro instrument with a V[G[
Biotech Electrospray source having an hexapole lens[
Elemental analyses were carried out in a Carlo Erba
C\H\N\ Analyzer[

1[2[ Preparation of the complexes

1[2[0[ RuLCl2 = H1O "0#
To a solution of 0N HCl "4ml#\ 1mmol of RuCl2 =H1O

and 1[1mmol of the ligand L were added and allowed to
stand for a week at room temperature[ The solid product
was collected by _ltration\ washed with cold ethanol and
dried in vacuo over P3O09[ Yield 59)[ Anal[ Found] C\
24[8^ H\ 1[7^ N\ 8[5[ Calc[] C\ 25[0^ H\ 1[4^ N\ 8[6)[

1[2[1[ cis!RuL1Cl1 "1#
To a solution containing 0mmol of RuCl2 =H1O in

DMF "09ml#\ 1mmol of the ligand L and 9[7 g LiCl were
added[ The mixture was heated at re~ux overnight[ After
cooling to room temperature\ a mixture of 049ml of
aceton:1!propanol 0]1 was added and the resultant solu!
tion was cooled at 9>C for 2 days[ During this time a
solid dark blue microcrystalline product was deposited
which was collected by _ltration\ washed with cold 1!
propanol several times and dried in vacuo over P3O09[
Yield 69)[ Anal[ Found] C\ 42[0^ H\ 2[2^ N\ 03[0[ Calc[]
C\ 42[1^ H\ 2[0^ N\ 03[2)[

1[2[2[ ðRuL2Ł "PF5#1 "2#
To a solution containing 0mmol of RuCl2 =H1O in

EtOH "19ml#\ 3mmol of the ligand L and 0 g of L!
ascorbic acid were added and the mixture was re~uxed
for 5 h[ Then\ the solvent "EtOH# was evaporated and
the residue was dissolved in H1O "1ml#[ To this solution\
a solution containing 1mmol of ammonium hexa!
~uorophosphate in 4ml of H1O was added[ A solid dark
red microcrystalline product was deposited which was
_ltered\ washed with H1O "2×04ml# and dried in vacuo
over P3O09[ Yield 79)[ Anal[ Found] C\ 35[9^ H\ 1[8^ N\
01[3[ Calc[] C\ 35[1^ H\ 1[6^ N\ 01[4)[

1[2[3[ ðRuL1"bpy#Ł"PF5#1 "3#
"a# To a solution containing 0mmol of cis!RuL1Cl1 in

EtOH "099ml#\ 0[4mmol of 1\1?!bipyridine were added\
the mixture was heated at re~ux overnight and the same
procedure as described above was followed[ Yield 59)[
Anal[ Found] C\ 49[0^ H\ 1[8^ N\ 00[4[ Calc[] C\ 38[8^ H\
1[6^ N\ 00[6)[

"b# To a solution containing 0mmol of Ru "bpy#
Cl2 =H1O in EtOH "49ml#\ 1[4mmol of the ligand L were
added and the mixture was heated at re~ux overnight[
The EtOH was then evaporated\ the residue was dissolved
in H1O "1ml# and a solution containing 1mmol of

ammonium hexa~uorophosphate in 4ml H1O was added[
A solid redÐbrown product was deposited which was
_ltered\ washed with H1O "2×04ml# and dried in vacuo
over P3O09[ Yield 69)[ Anal[ Found] C\ 49[0^ H\ 2[9^ N\
09[6[ Calc[] C\ 38[8^ H\ 1[6^ N\ 00[6)[

1[2[4[ ðRuL"bpy#1Ł"PF5#1 "4#
"a# To a solution containing 0mmol RuLCl2 =H1O in

EtOH "49ml#\ 1[4mmol of 1\1?!bipyridine were added\
the mixture was heated at re~ux for 13 h and the same
procedure as described above was followed[ Yield 49)[
Anal[ Found] C\ 32[6^ H\ 2[9^ N\ 09[7[ Calc[] C\ 32[4^ H\
1[7^ N\ 09[7)[

"b# To a solution containing 0mmol cis!Ru"bpy#1Cl1
in EtOH "49ml#\ 0[1mmol of the ligand L were added
and the mixture was heated at re~ux overnight[ The sol!
vent was then evaporated and the residue was dissolved
in H1O "1ml# and _ltered by gravity[ To the clear redÐ
brown solution was added an excess of ammonium hexa!
~uorophosphate\ which resulted in the formation of a
dark!red precipitate which was _ltered\ washed with H1O
"2×04ml# and dried in vacuo over P3O09[ Yield 59)[
Anal[ Found] C\ 32[6^ H\ 2[0^ N\ 09[7[ Calc[] C\ 32[4^ H\
1[7^ N\ 09[7)[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Synthesis

As shown in Scheme 0\ the complexes "2#Ð"4# were
isolated as PF5

− salts while "0# and "1# were isolated as
complexes of neutral charge[

The homoleptic complex "2# ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1\ which was
prepared in a one!step reaction of RuCl2 =H1O with 2
equiv[ of L\ theoretically exists in two geometric isomers
"fac and mer# due to the unsymmetricity of the ligand "L#
ðFig[ 0"a#Ł[ 0H and 02C NMR spectra of the complex
indicate that only one of the two geometric isomers has
been formed[ The bulky shape of L\ on the side of the
quinoxaline\ seems to induce signi_cant steric crowding
and destabilizes the fac isomer[ It is worth mentioning
that only one isomer was also observed in the mother
liquor\ before the precipitation of the product as PF5

−

salt[ Similar stereoselective isolation of only one isomer
"mer# has also been observed in the cases of homoleptic
Ru"II# complexes with unsymmetric substituted pyr!
azolylpyridines ð04Ł[ The ligand 2!"1!pyridinyl#!3\4\5\6!
tetrahydroindazole in particular\ gave both isomers "fac
and mer#\ but only the mer isomer was crystallized\ while
the fac isomer remained in the solution ð04Ł[

Two di}erent procedures have been followed in order
to isolate complex "3#[ Procedure "a# _rst involved the
isolation of the cis!RuL1Cl1 complex and\ later\ its reac!
tion with 0 equiv[ of 1\1?!bipyridine\ whereas procedure
"b# _rst involved the preparation of the Ru"bpy#Cl2[H1O
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Scheme 0[

Fig[ 0[ Geometric isomers of the complexes "2#Ð"4#[

ð02Ł\ according to the literature method and\ later\ its
reaction with 1 equiv[ of L[ The NMR spectral data of
these complexes show that both methods have led to the
isolation of a mixture of all three possible isomers as
theoretically expected ðFig[ 0"b#Ł[

Similarly\ two synthetic methods have also been used
for the isolation of the complex "4#[ Procedure "b# _rst
involved the isolation of RuLCl2 =H1O "4# and\ later\ its
reaction with 1 equiv[ of 1\1?!bipyridine\ whereas pro!
cedure "a# _rst involved the preparation of the cis!Ru
"bpy#1Cl1 ð03Ł and\ later\ its reaction with an equimolar
amount of L[ Complex "4# has only one geometrical iso!
mer as expected ðFig[ 0"c#Ł[

The cis!RuL1Cl1 "1# was prepared by reaction of the
RuCl2 =H1O with 1 equiv[ of L in DMF solution[ To

obstruct the solvolysis of the complex\ an excess of chlor!
ine ions was obtained by the addition of LiCl in the main
solution[

RuLCl2 =H1O "0# was obtained by modi_cation of the
preparation of the similar complex\ Ru"bpy#
Cl2 =H1O by Krause ð02Ł[

2[1[ M[S[ electrospray

Table 0 gives the E[S[ÐMass spectrometric data for the
prepared Ru"II# complexes[

The E[S[ÐMass spectrum of ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1 dissolved in
acetone\ shows a series of peaks which correspond to
fragments of the main complex "Scheme 1#[ The suc!
cessive loss of two PF5

− counterions of the ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1
formed the ðRuL2Ł"PF5#¦ cation and the doubly charged
RuL2

1¦[ Deprotonation of the ligand L\ "LÐH¦# formed
the cation RuL1"LÐH¦#¦ which is followed by expulsion
of one molecule of the ligand L[ The peak corresponding
to RuL"LÐH¦#¦ is probably due to photodecomposition
of the RuL1"LÐH¦#¦ complex\ caused by its exposure to
room light "see Section 2[4#[ A comparable example is
the complex Ru"bpz#2Cl1 "bpz�1\1?!bipyrazine# which is
decomposed due to exposure to room light ð05Ł[ The
appearance of a peak of nominal m:z�0110 is assigned
to ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1"LH#¦ cation[

It is worth mentioning that a number of peaks which
can be assigned to a successive expulsion of "LH#¦"PF5#−

from the cation LH¦"LHPF5#2 were also observed
"Scheme 1#[ Detection of the protonated LH¦ provides
evidence for the photoinduced ligand dissociation from
the ðRuL2Ł1¦ complex[

The e}ect of the successive loss of the counterion was
also observed in the case of ðRuL1"bpy#Ł"PF5#1 complex
"Scheme 2#[

One of the two molecules of the ligand L was depro!
tonated\ forming the cation ðRuL"LÐH¦#"bpy#Ł¦\ while
the other was dissociated giving the cation ðRu"LÐ
H¦#"bpy#Ł¦[

In the case of ðRuL"bpy#1Ł"PF5#1\ the successive loss of
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Table 0
ES Mass Spectral data for the complexes in acetone solutions

m:z ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1 m:z ðRuL1"bpy#Ł"PF5#1 m:z ðRuL"bpy#1Ł"PF5#1 m:z cis! RuL1Cl1

0156 ð"LH¦#"LHPF5#2Ł
¦ 691 ðRu"LH¦#LCl1"aceton#Ł¦

0110 ð"RuL2#"PF5#1"LH¦#Ł¦ 598 ðRuL1Cl1"aceton#Ł¦

803 ð"LH¦#"LHPF5#1Ł
¦ 475 ðRuL"LH¦# Cl1Ł

¦

757 ð"RuL2#"PF5#Ł
¦ 706 ðRuL1"bpy# "PF5#Ł

¦ 655 ðRuL"bpy#1"PF5#Ł
¦ 440 ðRuL1ClŁ¦

611 ðRuL1"LÐH¦#Ł¦ 560 ðRuL"LÐH¦#"bpy#Ł¦ 404 ðRuL1Ł
¦

450 ð"LH¦#"LHPF5#Ł
¦

404 ðRuL"LÐH¦#Ł¦ 353 ðRu "LÐH¦#"bpy#Ł¦ 353 ðRu"LÐH¦#"bpy#Ł¦

304 ðL"LH¦#Ł¦

250\5 ðRuL2Ł
1¦ 225\4 ðRuL1"bpy#Ł1¦ 209\6 ðRuL"bpy# 1Ł

1¦

Scheme 1[

Scheme 2[

the counterion\ PF−
5\ was also observed "Scheme 3#\ but

we have not observed any cation with deprotonated
ligand LÐH¦\ nor any cation with dissociation of ligand
L or bpy for this complex[ In comparison with the dis!

sociation of one molecule of L\ in both RuL1¦
2 and

ðRuL1"bpy#Ł1¦ complexes\ we may assume that "i# only
the ligand L dissociate from the complexes "2# and "3#
indicating that bonding between Ru"II# and L is weaker\
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Scheme 3[

Scheme 4[

compared with 1\1?!bibyrydine and "ii# At least one mol!
ecule of the ligand L remains coordinated to Ru"II# in all
cases[

The E[S[ÐMass spectrum of the complex cis!RuL1Cl1
shows a main peak at 477m:z\ probably assigned to the
RuL1Cl¦1 cation[ Two other peaks denote successive loss
of the two chlorine ions "Scheme 4#[

The low solubility of the RuLCl2 =H1O complex in all
common solvents did not allow us to record the E[S[Ð
Mass spectrum for this compound[

2[2[ 0H NMR spectroscopy

Table 1 gives the 0H chemical shifts of complexes "0#Ð
"3#[ In all cases\ signal assignments were made "i# by using
0H 0H COSY and 0H 02C COSY "for complex "2# the 0H
02C COSY spectrum illustrated in Fig[ 1# and "ii# by
comparison of the complexes with the free ligand and
literature data ð5\00\04\06Ð08Ł[

The 0H NMR spectra of complexes "2# and "4# show
single resonances for all the protons of the ligand L\
indicating that only one geometric isomer exists in both
cases[ Even though a formation of two isomers\ fac "cis#
and mer "trans#\ is expected ð5Ł for homoleptic ruthenium
complexes in statistical ratio mer]fac�2]0\ no such for!
mation was found[ It is possible that the fac isomer was
not formed due to the bulky shape of the ligand L on the
side of the quinoxaline[ On the contrary\ the spectrum of
complex "3# show triple resonances due to the presence
of all three isomers[ In the case of complex "1#\ the single
resonances which were observed exclude the possibility
of an additional trans!isomer ð00\19\10Ł[

In the spectra of complexes "1#Ð"5#\ the resonance
assigned to H2 has been shifted down_eld in a range of
9[92 to 9[15 ppm in comparison with the free ligand L[
These slight shifts eliminate the possibility of coor!
dination through N3 ð11Ł[

On the other hand\ strong down_eld shifts "9[39Ð
9[79 ppm# were observed for the H5? signal denoting coor!

dination through N0?[ Strong down_eld shifts were also
found for all the pyridine ring protons of the ligand L\
attributed not only to a change in electron density due to
ruthenium coordination to N0?\ but also to a through!
space shielding of the aromatic moieties of neighboring
ligands ð7Ð00\ 08\12Ł[

The H4 signal was shifted up_eld by 9[04 ppm in all
three complexes of the type RuLx"bpy#2−x "x�0\1\2# and
by 0[8 ppm up_eld in the case of cis!RuL1Cl1[ This obser!
vation could be explained by the shielding of the H4 due
to the neighboring aromatic rings of the ligand L found
in a cis!geometry about the metal in the complex cis!
RuL1Cl1\ but in the case of homo! and heteroleptic com!
plexes "0#Ð"2#\ this interaction seems to be weak[

It is rather di.cult for the three geometrical isomers
of the ðRuL1"bpy#Ł"PF5#1 complex to be assigned\ but the
observed chemical shifts for the H4? indicate that only in
the case of the C isomer may the slight up_eld shift be
caused by an orientation of the ligand similar to that of
cis!RuL1Cl1[

From the 0H NMR spectra\ it is concluded that\ "i#
only one isomer was formed in the cases of "0#\ "2# and "4#
while in the case of ðRuL1"bpy#Ł"PF5#1\ all three possible
isomers exist and "ii# the ligand L acts bidentally through
N0? and N3 in all the complexes studied[

2[3[ Electronic absorption spectra

The absorption spectral data of the complexes are
listed in Table 2[

The electronic absorption spectra of the homo! and
heteroleptic ruthenium complexes are quite similar to
that of Ru"bpy#1¦

2\ showing an absorption maximum
between 349Ð449 nm\ assigned as charge transfer from
metal dp to ligand p� ð07Ł[ The spectra also include a
strong absorption between 149 and 269 nm which is
characteristic of the ligand L and 1\1?!bipyridine p:p�
transitions[

The splitting of the MLCT absorption band in "3# and
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Table 1
0H chemical shifts in ppm for the free ligands and Ru"II# complexes

Compound 1!"1?!pyridy#quinoxaline "L# 1\1?!bipyridine"bpy#

H2 H5? H4? H3? H2? H5H6 H4H7 H2 H4 H5 H3

L 8[81 7[66 6[40 7[90 7[48 6[73 7[01
bpy 7[38 6[17 7[69 6[79
ðL2RuŁ"PF5#1 09[91 8[18 7[31 8[96 8[29 7[97 7[17
ðL1Ru"bpy#Ł"PF5# A 8[87 8[74 7[25 a a a a 7[51 a a a

B 09[96 8[04 7[39 a a a a 7[58 a a a

C 09[07 8[00 7[08 a a a a 7[67 6[47 a 6[87
ðLRu"bpy#1Ł"PF5#1 09[06 8[17 7[01 7[57 7[81 6[54 7[14 7[72 6[41 6[69 7[04
cis!L1RuCl1 8[84 8[46 7[29 6[07 8[19 6[75 7[96

aOverlapping[

Table 2
UVÐVis absorption maximaa for the free ligand and the complexes

Compound p:p� M[L[C[T[

L 164 "3[04#\ 229"3[09#
ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1 231 "3[49# 387 "2[82#
ðRuL1"bpy#Ł"PF5#1 218 "3[39#\ 248 "3[27#\ 260 "3[16# 495 "2[79#\ 347 "2[79#
ðRuL"bpy#1Ł"PF5#1 239 "3[09# 499 "3[99#\ 359 "3[95#
cis!RuL1Cl1 231 "3[51# 425 "2[74#\ 512 "3[00#
RuLCl2 = H1O

b 539

aIn CH2COCH2 solvent[ Wavelength in nm and loge indicated in parenthesis[
b Spectrum in solid state in the range 249Ð899 nm[

"4# can be assigned to Ru"dp#:bpy"p�# and Ru"dp#:
L"p�# transitions due to the existence of a more extended
p!electronsystem of the ligand L than 1\1?!bipyridine ð13\
14Ł[ Thus\ the band near 499 nm is assigned to Ru"dp#:
L"p�# transition and the higher transition of about
359 nm to Ru"dp#:bpy"p�# ð0\ 15\ 16Ł[

2[4[ Photochemistry of the complexes of the type
ðRu"bpy#xL2−xŁ"PF5#1\ x�9\0

Visible!light irradiation of the complexes ðRu"bpy#x
L2−xŁ"PF5#1\ x�9\ 0\ in acetone solutions dissociates one
molecule of the ligand L as observed from E[S[ÐMass
spectra\ UVÐvis and 0H NMR spectra[ That the reactions
were indeed induced photochemically was veri_ed by the
fact that the solutions of complexes in acetone underwent
no changes in the absence of light in the same conditions
in their NMR and UVÐvis spectra[

The detection of the cations ðRuL"LÐH¦#Ł¦\ ðRu
"LÐH¦#bpyŁ¦ in the E[S[ÐMass Spectra which correspond
to complexes "2# and "3#\ and of the protonated LH¦

cations\ provide evidence for the photoinduced ligand
dissociation in both cases[

The UVÐvis spectra of the above complexes show signi!
_cant changes during their exposure to room light "Fig[ 2#[

The MLCT band at 387 nm in the ðRuL2Ł1¦ complex\

Fig[ 2[ Spectroscopic changes in electronic absorption spectrum of the
complex mer!ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1\ during to its exposure to room light[

shifts at 491 nm and a new band pops up at 425 nm during
exposure of the complex to room light[ The spectrum of
complex "3# was similar[ The MLCT bands shifts from
495 and 347 nm to 381 and 333 nm\ respectively\ and a
shoulder appears at about 439 nm[ The bands cor!
responding to lower energies could be assigned to dp:p�
transition from the metal to the solvent which probably
replaces the ligand ð8Ł[
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Fig[ 3[ Spectroscopic changes in 0H NMR spectrum of the complex mer!ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1\ during to its exposure at room light[ "a# Freshly prepared\ "b#
after 0 day\ "c# after 5 days\ "d# the ligand L[

The 0H NMR spectrum of complex "0# shows an ex!
change between the two forms of the complex according
to the following equation]

ðRuL2Ł"PF5#1

¦1Solvent34
hv

ðRuL1"Solvent#1Ł"PF5#1¦L[ "0#

Therefore\ the resonances of the complex protons shift
towards resonances of the free ligand[ "Fig[ 3#[ A com!
parable example is the exchange between the solvent and
a bidentate ligand\ which contains a p!allyl or dienyl
system\ in the corresponding homoleptic Ru"II# complex
ð17Ł[

The sharpness of the signals in all 0H NMR spectra of
the complexes eliminates the possibility of the presence
of any Ru"III# paramagnetic species[ Thus\ the new band
which appears in a region of 425Ð439 nm in the visible
spectra of the complexes has correctly been assigned to
M[L[C[T[ transition rather than to L[M[C[T[ transition\
which is characteristic of Ru"III# species ð18\29Ł[

3[ Conclusions

"i# The ligand L acts bidentally through N0? and N3 in
all complexes\ forming only one geometrical iso!
mer in the cases of "0#\ "2# and "4#\ and all the three
possible isomers in the case of ðRuL1"bpy#Ł"PF5#1[

"ii# The complexes of the type ðLxRu"bpy#2−xŁ"PF5#1
x�9\0 dissociate one molecule of the ligand L
upon exposure to room light in acetonic solutions[
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Abstract

The reaction of Ru1Cl"m!O1CMe#3 with trans!1!methyl!1!pentenoic acid a}ords the polymeric compound Ru1Cl"m!O1CC
"Me#1CHEt#3 "0#[ This compound has polymeric structure in solid state\ but is non!polymeric in solution[ The reaction of 0 with
OPPh2 in CH1Cl1 solution gives Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"OPPh2# "1# supporting the non!polymeric structure of 0 in solution[
The reaction of 0 with AgSCN leads to Ru1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"SCN# "2# which also has a polymeric structure in solid state[ The
RuÐCl bond in 0 was broken with AgBF3 in THF solution\ giving ðRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3ŁBF3 "3#[ All compounds have been
characterised by analysis elemental\ spectroscopic data and mass and magnetic measurements[ The X!ray analysis of 0 shows ðRu1"m!
O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3Ł¦ units linked by chloride ions giving linear chains[ The RuÐRu and RuÐCl distances are 1[170"0# and 1[4694"8# A�
respectively[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Diruthenium compounds^ MetalÐmetal bonds^ Carboxylate dimers^ Multiple bonds^ Ruthenium complexes

0[ Introduction

In the diruthenium"II\III# complexes of the type
Ru1Cl"m!O1CR#3\ the arrangements in the solid state\
depend on the nature of the bridging ligands[ Thus\ the
ðRu1"m!O1CR#3Ł¦ units can be linked via chloride ions
forming linear or zig!zag chains ð0Ð7Ł or giving discrete
dinuclear molecules of the type Ru1Cl"m!O1CR#3"S#
"S�solvent molecule# ð8Ð00Ł[ A singular arrangement has
been found with the ethoxyacetate ligand ð01Ł\ which
forms the complex Ru1Cl"m!O1CCH1OEt#3 =H1O[ This
compound shows\ in the solid state\ zig!zag chains jointly
cationic and anionic units[ The reasons for the di}erent
arrangement in the solid state are not well known\ but
seem to be related to the presence of branched chains in
the carboxylate ligand[

In this paper\ we describe the synthesis and properties
of new diruthenium"II\III# compounds with the trans!
1!methyl!1!pentenoate ligand] Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1
CHEt#3 "0#\ Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"OPPh2# "1#\
Ru1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"SCN# "2# and ðRu1"m!O1

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦23!80!283!3223^ fax] ¦23!80!283!
3241^ e!mail] qcmmÝeucmax[sim[ucm[es

CC"Me#1CHEt#3ŁBF3 "3#[ We have chosen the trans!1!
methyl!1!pentenoate ligand because it has an alquenylic
chain similar to the 1!methylpropenoate ð3Ł\ which gives
a polymeric complex\ but its chain is longer and could\
therefore\ lead to a non!polymeric complex similar to the
isobutyrate derivative ð09\00Ł[

1[ Experimental

All reactions were carried out in an inert atmosphere\
using standard Schlenk techniques[ Ruthenium trichlo!
ride\ trans!1!methyl!1!pentenoic acid\ OPPh2\ AgSCN
and AgBF3 were obtained from commercial sources[ Sol!
vents were puri_ed and distilled by standard methods
except methanol which was used without previous puri!
_cation[ The complex Ru1Cl"m!O1CMe#3 was prepared
by the literature procedure ð02Ł[ IR spectra were recorded
as KBr discs or THF solution on a Nicolet Magna!IR
449 spectrophotometer[ Elemental analysis of C\ H and
N were performed by the Microanalytical Service of the
Complutense University of Madrid[ Electronic Spectra
in the range 199Ð1499 nm were recorded on a Cary 4G
spectrophotometer[ The electronic spectra in the solid
state were recorded using a {Praying Mantis| accessory[
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Magnetic measurements were made in the range 1Ð299K
with a SQUID "Superconducting Quantum Interference
Device#[ Liquid Secondary Ion Mass Spectra "LSIMS#
were recorded on a VG AutoSpec spectrometer using m!
nitrobenzyl alcohol as liquid matrix[ Nominal molecular
masses and distribution isotopic of all peaks were cal!
culated with the MASAS computer program\ using a
polynomial expansion based on natural abundances of
the isotopes ð03Ł[ The experimental or calculated m:z
value\ given for each peak\ is the mass of the most abun!
dant ion in the observed or calculated isotopic distri!
bution[

1[0[ Synthesis of Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3 "0#

To a solution "34 cm2# of Ru1Cl"m!O1CMe#3 "9[29 g\
9[52mmol# in methanol:water "1]0# was added an excess
of HO1CC"Me#1CHEt "9[32 g\ 2[67mmol#[ The reaction
mixture was heated to re~ux for 3 h\ giving a redÐbrown
solution[ The solution was evaporated to dryness under
vacuum\ giving a redÐbrown solid[ The solid was washed
twice with 19 cm2 of petroleum ether "39Ð59>C# and
treated again with fresh HO1CC"Me#1CHEt "9[32 g\
2[67mmol# under the same conditions to ensure the com!
plete replacement of the acetate ligands[ The solution was
evaporated to dryness under vacuum and the redÐbrown
solid obtained was washed three times with 19 cm2 of
petroleum ether "39Ð59>C# to eliminate the excess of
ligand\ _ltered and dried to vacuum[ A THF solution of
this solid was layered with petroleum ether "39Ð59>C#
to give red crystals of the title compound[ Yield] 9[26 g
"74)#[

1[1[ Synthesis of Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"OPPh2#
"1#

To a CH1Cl1 solution "29 cm2# of 0 "9[04 g\ 9[11mmol#\
OPPh2 "9[95 g\ 9[11mmol# was added[ The mixture
was stirred at room temperature for 13 h[ The solution
was pumped to dryness to give a brown solid\ which was
washed twice with diethylether "09 cm2#[ The solid was
dissolved in CH1Cl1 and layered with petroleum ether
"39Ð59>C# giving brown microcrystals of 1[ Yield] 9[06 g
"71)#[

1[2[ Synthesis of Ru1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"SCN# "2#

9[04 g "9[11mmol# of 0 was dissolved in 29 cm2 of THF
and AgSCN "9[93 g\ 9[11mmol# was added[ The mixture
was stirred at room temperature for 13 h in the dark\
giving a red solution and a white precipitate of AgCl[ It
was _ltered over Celite\ concentrated under vacuum to
04 cm2 and layered with petroleum ether "39Ð59>C#\ giv!
ing a red solid\ which was _ltered o} and dried under
vacuum[ Yield] 9[01 g "67)#[

1[3[ Synthesis of ðRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3ŁBF3 "3#

To a solution of 0 "9[04 g\ 9[11mmol# in THF "29 cm2#\
AgBF3 "9[93 g\ 9[11mmol# was added[ The mixture was
stirred for 13 h in the dark\ giving a white precipitate of
AgCl[ This was _ltered o} over Celite and the redÐbrown
solution concentrated under vacuum to 04 cm2 then lay!
ered with petroleum ether "39Ð59>C# to give a dark brown
solid[ This solid was _ltered o}\ dried under vacuum and
characterised as 3[ Yield] 9[02 g "68)#[

1[4[ X!ray crystallo`raphic study of Ru1Cl"m!O1CC
"Me#1CHEt#3 "0#

1[4[0[ Crystal data
C13H25O7ClRu1\ M�589[01\ triclinic\ space group P!

0\ a�6[307"1#\ b�8[683"4#\ c�8[875"4#A� \ a�80[52"3#\
b�86[52"2#\ g�88[77"2#>\ V�696[4"4#A� 2\ Z�0 "the
molecule has crystallographic inversion symmetry#\
Dc�0[51 g cm−2\ F"999#�238\ m"MoÐKa#�01[93 cm−0[
Of the 2211 re~ections measured in the range 0²1u²17>
"hkl range −8\ −01\ 9 to 8\ 01\ 02# using the v:1u scan
technique\ 1234 with "I#²1s"I# were assumed as observed
"Rint�9[901#[

1[5[ Structure determination

A representative brownÐreddish prismatic crystal of
approximate dimensions 9[3×9[14×9[14mm of 0 was
mounted in an EnrafÐNonius CAD3 di}ractometer[ A
graphite!monochromatic MoÐKa "l�9[60969A� # beam
was used in the data collection carried out at 184K[ The
cell dimensions were re_ned from least!squares _tting of
the u values of 14 re~ections with a 1u range of 04Ð29>[
The intensities were corrected for Lorentz and pol!
arization e}ects[ Scattering factors for neutral atoms and
anomalous dispersion correction for Ru and Cl were
taken from the International Tables for X!ray Crys!
tallo`raphy ð04Ł[ The structure was solved by Patterson
and Fourier methods ð05\06Ł[ Final mixed re_nement was
undertaken with anisotropic thermal parameters for the
non!hydrogen atoms\ except for some carbon atoms
belonging to the terminal CH1ÐCH2 groups\ which have
been re_ned only isotropically[ The hydrogen atoms were
included with _xed isotropic contributions at their cal!
culated positions determined by molecular geometry[
The _nal discrepancy factor was R�S==F9=−
=Fc==:S=F9=�9[954[ No trend in DF versus sinu:l was
observed[ A _nal di}erence synthesis showed no sig!
ni_cant electron density "1[2 e− A� −2 near to the Ru atom#[
Supplementary data containing fractional atomic coor!
dinates\ thermal parameters and tables of bond lengths
and angles have been deposited at the Cambridge Crys!
tallographic Data Centre "CCDC\ deposition number
090706#[
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2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Crystal structure of Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3

"0#

Crystals of Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3 "0# were
obtained by slow di}usion of petroleum ether in a THF
solution of the complex[ Fig[ 0 shows an ORTEP view of
the compound[ Table 0 gives selected bond distances and
angles of the complex[ The structure consists of ðRu1"m!
O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3Ł¦ units connected by chloride ions\
giving linear chains[ The chains of ðRu1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#
1CHEt#3Łn are separated by normal van der Waals
forces[ Crystallographic inversion centers are located at
the chloride ions[ The dinuclear unit has two ruthenium
atoms linked by four trans!1!methyl!1!pentenoate
ligands with the axial positions occupied by the bridging
chlorine atoms[ The coordination polyhedra of the
ruthenium atoms are distorted with respect to regular
octahedral arrangements[ The RuÐRu distance
ð1[170"0#A� Ł and the other bond distances and angles in
the ðRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3Ł¦ unit are similar to
those observed in related compounds ð0Ð01\07Ð19Ł[ The

Fig[ 0[ An ORTEP view of Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3 "0# showing the atom numbering scheme[ Thermal ellipsoids are shown at the 29)
probability level[

Table 0
Selected Bond Lengths "A� # and Bond Angles "># for Ru1Cl"m!O1CC
"Me#1CHEt#3 "0#

RuÐRuA 1[170"0#
RuÐO0 1[906"5#
RuÐO2 1[900"5#
RuÐO1A 1[929"5#
RuÐO3A 1[910"5#
RuÐCl 1[4694"8#
RuAÐRuÐCl 065[02"4#
RuÐClÐRuA? 079[9
O0ÐRuÐRuA 89[0"1#
O2ÐRuÐRuA 78[6"1#
O1AÐRuÐRuA 77[7"1#
O3AÐRuÐRuA 78[0"1#
O0ÐRuÐCl 82[6"1#
O2ÐRuÐCl 89[6"1#
O1AÐRuÐCl 76[2"1#
O3AÐRuÐC0 89[5"1#
O0ÐRuÐO2 77[6"2#
O0ÐRuÐO3A 89[3"2#
O1AÐRuÐO3A 89[1"2#
O1AÐRuÐO2 89[6"1#

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms] A −x\
−y\ −z^ A? −x¦0\ −y\ −z[
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RuÐCl bond distance ð1[4694"8#A� Ł is also similar to the
polymeric compounds which falls in the range from
1[4905"5# to 1[472"1#A� ð1Ð7\ 01Ł[ The RuÐClÐRu angle is
079[9>\ showing the linearity of the chain[ Figure 1 shows
the disposition of the parallel chains in the solid state[

2[1[ Physico!chemical properties of the compounds

The reaction of Ru1Cl"m!O1CMe#3 with trans!1!methyl!
1!pentenoic acid in methanol:water "1]0# leads to
Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3 "0#[ Two metathesis cycles
were carried out to ensure the complete replacement of
the acetate ligands[ Compound 0 is soluble in several
solvents as methanol or THF and insoluble in petroleum
ether\ toluene or water[ The conductivity measurements
in methanol solution "ca[ 09−2 M# indicate that this com!
pound is non!electrolyte in this solvent ð10Ł and therefore
the RuÐCl bond remains in solution[ The IR spectrum of
0 shows in the COO stretching region the typical pattern
of bridging carboxylate ligand[ A strong band at
0534 cm−0 due to the C1C stretching vibration is also
observed[ The LSIMS spectrum of this compound shows
a weak signal corresponding to the molecular ion

Fig[ 1[ Arrangement in the solid state of compound 0[

ðRu1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3Ł¦ "m:z�580#[ The base
peak appears at m:z�545 ðRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3Ł¦

which is formed by cleavage of the RuÐCl bond from the
molecular ion[ The main further fragmentations involve
the loss of carboxylate ligands\ giving signals at m:z�431
ðRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#2Ł¦ and m:z�318 ðRu1"m!
O1CC"Me#1CHEt#1Ł¦[ Similar sequential loss of car!
boxylate ligands has been con_rmed with MS:MS experi!
ment in analogous diruthenium carboxylate compounds
ð11Ł[ Clustering peaks such as ðRu1"m!O1CC"Me#
1CHEt#3ClRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3Ł¦ "m:z�0234#
are also detected[ In previous studies ð11Ł\ we have
observed an important di}erence between the mass spec!
tra of polymeric and non!polymeric tetra!
carboxylatediruthenium "II\III# compounds[ Thus\ the
polymeric complexes\ such as the acetate or ter!
butylbenzoate derivatives\ show a very simple LSIMS
spectrum\ with only ðRu1"m!O1CR#3Ł¦ "R�Me\ p!
CMe2C5H3# and clustering peaks\ whereas the non!poly!
meric compounds show many more signals[ In accord!
ance with this study\ the LSIMS spectrum of 0 indicates
that this compound is non!polymeric in solution\
although it shows a polymeric structure in the solid state[
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In addition\ the solubility of 0 in several solvents and the
conductivity measurements support the theory that\ in
solution\ this compound forms discrete molecular units
of the type Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"S# "S�solvent
molecule#[

The reaction of 0 with OPPh2 in CH1Cl1 was carried
out in order to con_rm the non!polymeric structure of 0

in solution[ In this reaction\ a brown solid\ which analyzes
for the stoichiometry Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3
"OPPh2# "1#\ was obtained[ This compound is non!elec!
trolyte in methanol solution\ showing the non!dis!
sociation of the RuÐCl bond\ similar to the parent
complex[ The IR spectrum of 1 is similar to the starting
compound but\ in addition\ shows the characteristic
bands of the coordinated OPPh2 ligand[ The LSIMS spec!
trum shows the same base peak at m:z�545 as the star!
ting compound[ From this ion\ the same fragmentation
of 0 has been observed[ Also\ several peaks containing
OPPh2 have been observed\ such as the molecular peak
ðRu1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"OPPh2#Ł¦ "m:z�858#\
ðRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"OPPh2#Ł¦ "m:z�823# and
ðRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#2"OPPh2#Ł¦ "m:z�710#[ All
this data indicates that this compound has a non!poly!
meric structure\ with the axial positions occupied by a
chloride ion and an OPPh2 ligand[ In addition\ these
results suggest that the starting compound also forms
discrete molecular units in solution[ The proposed struc!
ture of 1 is similar to that observed previously ð00Ł for
Ru1Cl"m!O1CCHMe1#3"OPPh2#\ which was obtained
from the non!polymeric Ru1Cl"m!O1CCHMe1#3 ð09Ł[

The reaction of 0 with AgSCN leads to the substitution
of the chloride ligand\ giving Ru1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3
"SCN# "2#[ The IR spectrum of 2\ in KBr disc\ is similar
to the IR spectrum of 0\ showing in addition a sharp
band at 1095 cm−0[ This band is shifted to 1955 cm−0

when the IR spectrum is recorded in THF solution[ This
behaviour has been observed previously ð00Ł\ indicating
a polymeric structure in solid state via bridging SCN
groups and non!polymeric in solution[ The LSIMS spec!

Table 1
Analytical data and physical properties for the compounds 0Ð3

Analysis in )a IR data in cm−0 "KBr disc# UVÐVis data in nmb me} in MB
R[T[

C H N n"COO# n"C1C# Other MeOH solution Solid

"0# 30[69 4[02 0309 vs 0534 s 0957"25#^ 0991"23# sh 0045^ 887 sh 2[8
"30[66# "4[15# 0237 s 323"537# 366^ 485 sh

"1# 40[84 4[18 0398 vs 0536 s 0068 sc 0956"28#^ 0991"25# sh 0049^ 851 sh 3[1
"41[98# "4[20# 0237 s 323"617# 363

"2# 30[76 3[88 0[71 0309 vs 0535 s 1095 md 0954"47#^ 881"52# sh 0935 3[0
"31[02# "4[98# "0[86# 0237 s 1955 we 321"544# 336

"3# 27[54 3[63 0309 vs 0534 s 0094Ð0924 sf 871"24#^ 840"17# sh 0969^ 0992 sh 3[9
"27[77# "3[78# 0249 s 321"391# 327

a Found "calc#\ b e"dm2 mol−0 cm−0#\ c n"OP#\ d n"CN#\ e n"CN# in THF solution\ f n"BF3#[

trum of 2 does not show the molecular peak\ being anal!
ogous to the above!mentioned compounds[ The cluster
peak due to ððRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3Ł1SCNŁ¦

"m:z�0257# is also observed[
Finally\ the reaction of 0 with AgBF3 leads to ðRu1"m!

O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3ŁBF3 "3#[ This compound is soluble
in donor solvents such as THF\ giving the adduct ðRu1"m!
O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3"THF#1ŁBF3[ Similar THF adducts
have been obtained previously for other tetracarboxylate
compounds ð00\12\13Ł[ The LSIMS spectrum shows the
base peak ðRu1"m!O1CC"Me#1CHEt#3Ł¦ "m:z�545# and
other peaks due to the loss of carboxylate ligands[

Elemental analysis\ magnetic data and main spec!
troscopic data are collected in Table 1[

The electronic spectra of all compounds in methanol
solution display a band in the visible range 321Ð323 nm
"Table 1# assigned to a p"RuO\ Ru1#:p�"Ru1# transition\
as pointed out by Norman et al[ ð14Ł\ and Miskowsky
and Gray ð15Ł[ The spectra of 0 and 1 in methanol solution
are identical\ indicating that the OPPh2 ligand is sub!
stituted by solvent molecules giving Ru1Cl"m!O1CC"Me#
1CHEt#3"MeOH#[ A weak near infrared band ca[
0949 nm\ with a shoulder at ca[ 0999 nm\ is observed in
all compounds[ A similar splitted band has been observed
in other carboxylate complexes ð15\16\17Ł and was
assigned to a d:d� transition using single crystal pol!
arized spectroscopy[ The electronic spectra in the solid
state are similar showing the visible band in the range
327Ð366 nm and the near infrared band in the range 851Ð
0045 nm[ In this case\ the electronic spectrum of 1 shows
some di}erences with respect to 0 due to the coordination
of OPPh2 ligand[

The magnetic measurements of compounds 0Ð3 show\
in all cases\ magnetic moment at room temperature\ cor!
responding to the presence of three unpaired electrons
for the dimer unit[ A decrease of the magnetic moment
with the temperature is observed in these compounds[ In
the case of compound 0\ which forms linear in_nite
chains\ an antiferromagnetic coupling with a turning
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point at ca[ 22K is observed\ similar to the behaviour
described for Ru1Cl"m!O1CCMePh1#3 ð7Ł[ A magnetic
study of compounds 0Ð3 and other diruthenium com!
plexes will be published elsewhere[

The results obtained in this work show that the chlo!
rotetra"trans!1!methyl!1!pentenoato#diruthenium"II\III#
complex has a polymeric structure in solid state\ but
gives isolated dimeric molecules in solution[ These results
contrast with those reported previously in which these
type of complexes are described as insoluble polymeric
ð0Ð7Ł or soluble non!polymeric ð8Ð00Ł[

3[ Supplementary material

Fractional atomic coordinates\ thermal parameters
and tables of bond lengths and angles have been
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre "CCDC#[ The deposition number is 090706[
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Abstract

The trinuclear complex "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł was obtained by reaction of basic solutions of nickel"II#\ Medpt "bis!
"2aminopropyl#methylamine# and potassium selenocyanate with carbonate anion[ The crystal structure of "m2!CO2#
ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł has been solved[ The three nickel atoms are asymmetrically bridged by one pentadentate carbonato ligand\
which shows the second example of a novel co!ordination mode of the carbonate ligand[ The "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł
compound shows a very strong antiferromagnetic coupling[ Fit as irregular triangular arrangement gave the coupling parameters
J0�−71[0\ J1�−56[3 and J2�−3[2 cm−0[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Nickel"II# complex^ Pentadentate carbonato^ Crystal structure^ Selenocyanate^ Antiferromagnetic coupling^ Bis!"2aminopropyl# methyl!
amine

0[ Introduction

The carbonate anion can act as bridging ligand with a
very high structural versatility allowing the syntheses of
dimers\ trimers\ tetramers and one! or two!dimensional
systems with di}erent co!ordination modes "Refs ð0Ð2Ł\
and references cited therein#[ Recently\ we have struc!
turally and magnetically characterised one new co!ordi!
nation mode for the carbonate anion in the compound
"m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCS#3Ł ð0Ł[ In this compound the
thiocyanate anion seems to play an important synthetic
role] all attempts to synthesise the similar trinuclear com!
pound from halides or di}erent pseudohalide ligands
were unsuccessful\ because extremely soluble compounds
"oils or gums# were obtained[ The exception is the very
similar selenocyanate anion\ for which\ as is reported in
this work\ it was possible to isolate the compound "m2!
CO2# ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł[ This compound is the
second example of a new co!ordination mode for the
carbonato bridge\ which acts as a pentadentate ligand[
From the magnetic point of view\ this compound is stron!

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦23!82!391!0099^ fax] ¦23!82!300!
0381[

gly antiferromagnetically coupled\ like the previously
published compound "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCS#3Ł[ The
arrangement of the three nickel atoms is an uncommon
nonsymmetrical triangle[ The magnetic behaviour and
superexchange pathway are also discussed[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Preparation of "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł

An aqueous solution of bis!"2aminopropyl#methyl!
amine "Medpt# "2mmol\ 9[325 g# was treated with an
aqueous solution of nickel nitrate hexahydrate "2mmol\
9[761 g#[ After 4min of stirring\ the resulting blue solu!
tion was treated with 09ml of an aqueous solution of
potassium carbonate\ "2mmol\ 9[304 g# and _ltered[ To
the _ltered solution an aqueous solution of potassium
selenocyanate was added "3mmol\ 9[465 g#[ After stirring
for 29min\ the solution was _ltered o} and the _ltrate
was left undisturbed in the dark[ Pinkish brown crystals\
suitable for X!ray determination were obtained by slow
evaporation[ Analysis for C15H46N02O2Se3 calc[ "found#]
C 17[5 "17[5#\ H 4[1 "4[2#\ N 05[6 "05[5#)[
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1[1[ Spectral and magnetic measurements

IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 419 FTIR spec!
trophotometer[ Magnetic measurements were carried out
on polycrystalline samples with a pendulum type mag!
netometer "Manics DSM7# equipped with a helium con!
tinuous!~ow cryostat working in the 299Ð3K range under
a magnetic _eld of approximately 0[4T[ Diamagnetic
corrections were estimated from Pascal tables[

1[2[ X!ray crystallography

The X!ray single crystal data were collected on a modi!
_ed STOE four!circle di}ractometer[ Crystal size]
9[69×9[14×9[06mm[ The crystallographic data\ con!
ditions retained for the intensity data collection and some
features of the structure re_nements are listed in Table 0[
The v!scan technique was used to collect the data[ The
accurate unit!cell parameters were determined from auto!
matic centering of 39 re~ections "3>³u³03># and re_ned
by least!squares methods[ 7156 re~ections "6371 inde!
pendent re~ections\ Rint 9[9151# were collected in the
range 1[79³u³15[88>[ Corrections were applied for Lor!
entz!polarization e}ects and for absorption\ using the
DIFABS ð3Ł computer program "range of transmission]
9[331Ð0[999#[ The structure was solved by direct methods
using the SHELXS!75 ð4Ł computer program and re_ned
by full!matrix least!squares methods on F"squared#\
using the SHELXL82 ð5Ł program incorporated in
SHELXTL:PC V 4[92 ð6Ł program package[ All non!
hydrogen atoms were re_ned anisotropically[ The hydro!
gen atoms were located on calculated positions and
assigned with common isotropic displacement factors[
The _nal R indices are 9[9400 "R0# and 9[0937 "wR1#[

Table 0
Crystal data for "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł "0#

Chemical formula C15H46N02Ni2O2Se3

Formula weight 0980[71
Space group P!0
a "A� # 01[015"4#
b "A� # 01[431"5#
c "A� # 05[233"6#
a "># 099[85"2#
b "># 82[58"2#
g "># 007[06"2#
Volume "A� 2# 1006"1#
Z 1
T ">C# 19"1#
l "MoKa# "A� # 9[60958
d "calc#:d "obs# "Mg:m2# 0[602:0[69"1#
m "MoKa# "mm−0# 3[792
R 9[9400
wR1 9[0937

aR"Fo#�S==Fo=−=Fc==:S=Fo=[
bRv¹ "Fo#

1�"Sv¹ ð"Fo#
1−"Fc#

1#1Ł:ðSv¹ "Fo#
3Ł#0:1[

Number of re_ned parameters] 376[ Goodness!of!_t]
0[947[ The maximum and minimum peaks in the _nal
di}erence Fourier synthesis were 0[979 and −0[932 eA� −2

in the vicinity of Se atoms[ Supplementary material
including re_ned atom co!ordinates\ calculated hydrogen
co!ordinates and anisotropic displacement parameters
for non!hydrogen atoms have been deposited at the Cam!
bridge Crystallographic Data Centre[ Observed and cal!
culated structural factors are available on request from
the corresponding author[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Description of the structure of "m2!CO2#ðNi2
"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł

The structure consists of well isolated trimeric units
of the neutral compound "m2!CO2#ðNi2
"Medpt#2 "NCSe#3Ł[ The main bond lengths and angles
are gathered in Table 1[ A labelled diagram is shown in
Fig[ 0[ The three nickel atoms are bridged by one car!
bonato ligand\ forming an isosceles triangle\ ðNi"0#Ð
Ni"1#\ 3[217"1#A� ^ Ni"0#ÐNi"2#\ 4[342"2#A� and Ni"1#Ð
N"2#\ 3[018"1#A� Ł\ as can be seen in Fig[ 1[ The carbonato
bridge and the three nickel atoms are roughly coplanar\
de_ning the mean plane of the molecule ðmaximum devi!
ation from the mean plane] O"2#\ 9[093"2#A� Ł[ The car!
bonate is bonded to Ni"0# by means of O"0# and O"1#\ to
Ni"1# by means of O"1# and O"2# whereas Ni"2# is only
co!ordinated to O"2#] the carbonato ligand acts as a pen!
tadentate ligand in this co!ordination mode[ The car!
bonato ligand is strictly planar\ showing the O"0#ÐC"4#Ð
O"2# bond angle of 014[1"4#>\ whereas the two remaining
angles are less than 019>] O"2#ÐC"4#ÐO"1#\ 005[1"4#> and
O"0#ÐC"4#ÐO"1#\ 007[4"2#>[ The CÐO bond lengths are
C"4#ÐO"0#\ 0[157"5#A� ^ C"4#ÐO"1#\ 0[293"5#A� and C"4#Ð
O"2#\ 0[176"5#A� [ The three nickel atoms are octahedrally
co!ordinated\ but the environment of Ni"0# and Ni"1# is
strongly distorted due to the co!ordination to two O
atoms of the carbonate bridge[ These two nickel atoms
co!ordinate two oxygen atoms "carbonate# and four
nitrogen atoms from a tridentate Medpt and one selen!
ocyanate ligand\ showing very similar bond parameters]
the bond angles O"0#ÐNi"0#ÐO"1# and O"1#ÐNi"1#ÐO"2#
are 59[8"0#> and 50[4"0#>\ respectively\ and the two octa!
hedrons are elongated along the O"0#ÐNi"0#ÐN"0# and
O"1#ÐNi"1#ÐN"1# axis\ respectively[ In contrast\ Ni"2# is
co!ordinated only to one oxygen atom "carbonate#\ three
nitrogen atoms from one Medpt ligand and two nitrogen
atoms of two selenocyanate ligands\ showing a more
regular octahedron\ elongated along the O"2#ÐNi"1#Ð
N"01# axis[ The two NiÐOÐNi bond angles are di}erent]
whereas the Ni"1#ÐO"1#ÐNi"0# is 061[1"1#>\ the Ni"1#Ð
O"2#ÐNi"2# is 030[8"1#>[

The three Medpt are co!ordinated in mer arrangement^
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł "0#

Ni"0#ÐN"0# 1[936"4# Ni"1#ÐN"1# 1[937"4# Ni"2#ÐN"02# 1[952"4#
Ni"0#ÐN"6# 1[934"5# Ni"1#ÐN"7# 1[947"4# Ni"2#ÐN"00# 1[976"4#
Ni"0#ÐN"4# 1[966"5# Ni"1#ÐN"09# 1[983"4# Ni"2#ÐN"2# 1[981"4#
Ni"0#ÐO"0# 1[012"3# Ni"1#ÐO"2# 1[087"3# Ni"2#ÐN"3# 1[012"5#
Ni"0#ÐN"5# 1[041"4# Ni"1#ÐN"8# 1[041"4# Ni"2#ÐN"01# 1[067"4#
Ni"0#ÐO"1# 1[126"3# Ni"1#ÐO"1# 1[090"3# Ni"2#ÐO"2# 1[069"3#
C"4#ÐO"0# 0[157"5# C"4#ÐO"1# 0[293"5# C"4#ÐO"2# 0[176"5#

O"0#ÐNi"0#ÐO"1# 59[8"0# O"1#ÐNi"1#ÐO"2# 50[4"0#
O"2#ÐNi"2#ÐN"2# 72[9"1# O"0#ÐNi"0#ÐN"0# 052[4"1#
O"1#ÐNi"1#ÐN"1# 055[7"1# O"2#ÐNi"2#ÐN"3# 75[0"1#
O"0#ÐNi"0#ÐN"4# 78[2"1# O"1#ÐNi"1#ÐN"7# 77[7"1#
O"2#ÐNi"2#ÐN"00# 75[3"1# O"0#ÐNi"0#ÐN"5# 090[8"1#
O"1#ÐNi"1#ÐN"8# 87[7"1# O"2#ÐNi"2#ÐN"01# 062[9"1#
O"0#ÐNi"0#ÐN"6# 73[7"1# O"1#ÐNi"1#ÐN"09# 78[4"1#
O"2#ÐNi"2#ÐN"02# 82[6"1# O"1#ÐNi"0#ÐN"0# 091[6"1#
O"2#ÐNi"1#ÐN"1# 094[4"1# O"1#ÐNi"0#ÐN"4# 71[2"1#
O"2#ÐNi"1#ÐN"7# 75[6"1# O"1#ÐNi"0#ÐN"5# 051[2"1#
O"2#ÐNi"1#ÐN"8# 059[2"1# O"1#ÐNi"0#ÐN"6# 89[8"1#
O"2#ÐNi"1#ÐN"09# 74[0"1# N"0#ÐC"0#ÐSe"0# 068[9"4#
C"0#ÐN"0#ÐNi"0# 047[8"4# N"1#ÐC"1#ÐSe"1# 066[8"4#
C"1#ÐN"1#ÐNi"1# 040[5"4# N"2#ÐC"2#ÐSe"2# 066[5"4#
C"2#ÐN"2#ÐNi"2# 045[2"4# N"3#ÐC"3#ÐSe"3# 067[2"5#
C"3#ÐN"3#ÐNi"2# 037[3"4# O"0#ÐC"4#ÐO"1# 007[4"4#
O"0#ÐC"4#ÐO"2# 014[1"4# O"2#ÐC"4#ÐO"1# 005[1"4#
Ni"1#ÐO"1#ÐNi"0# 061[1"1# Ni"2#ÐO"2#ÐNi"1# 030[8"1#
C"4#ÐO"1#ÐNi"1# 81[6"2# C"4#ÐO"2#ÐNi"1# 77[8"2#
C"4#ÐO"2#ÐNi"2# 016[5"3#

Fig[ 0[ Ortep drawing of the "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł compound with atom labelling schema[
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Fig[ 1[ Ortep drawing of the "m2!CO2#ðNi2Ł bridge fragment with atom
labelling schema[

Medpt co!ordinated to Ni"2# lies approximately in the
main plane of the molecule ðdihedral angle between the
carbonato plane and the NiN2 plane 11[0"2#>Ł\ whereas
the two Medpt ligands co!ordinated to Ni"0# and Ni"1#
are placed perpendicular to the main molecular plane\
ðdihedral angles between the carbonato plane and the
NiN2 planes 74[6"2#> and 71[7"2#>\ respectivelyŁ[ The
Ni"0#\ Ni"1# and Ni"2# atoms are displaced 9[917"0#\
−9[205"0# and −9[010"0#A� \ respectively\ of the car!
bonato plane[ The four selenocyanate ligands act as mon!
odentate "ÐN# ligands showing bond NiÐNÐC angles in
the range 037[3"4#Ð047[8"4#>[ The most remarkable fea!
ture of this structure is the asymmetric co!ordination of
the carbonato ligand to three metallic centres\ which is
the second example of this co!ordination mode for this
ligand[

2[1[ IR spectrum

The infrared spectrum of "m2!CO2#ðNi2
"MedPt#2"NCSe#3Ł shows two strong bands at 1987 and
1961 cm−0 corresponding to the n"CN# of the selen!
ocyanato ligands ð7Ł[ The bands due to the carbonato
bridge can be assigned by comparison with the infrared
spectra of "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCS#3Ł ð0Ł[ The two
strong\ sharp bands at 0414 and 0276 cm−0 may be
assigned to the asymmetric stretching n2[ The splitting of
n2 "027 cm−0# is commonly attributed to the presence of
at least bidentate co!ordination[

2[2[ Magnetochemistry of the carbonate bridge

Eleven co!ordination modes have been described to
date for the carbonate ion when it acts as a bridge in
polynuclear compounds ð0Ð2Ł[ The a mode\ found in some
copper ð8Ð01Ł\ cobalt ð02Ł compounds and nickel ð03Ð07Ł

compounds\ shows very strong antiferromagnetic coup!
ling in all cases\ giving diamagnetic complexes for the
copper compounds[

The interaction between the magnetic orbitals of the
paramagnetic centres\ which in all cases show an MÐ
OÐM bond angle close to 079>\ gives a very e.cient
superexchange pathway\ which has been compared with
the interaction through a single oxo bridge[ The b mode
described in this paper\ may be considered as being
derived from the a mode\ by the addition of a new para!
magnetic centre to one of the oxygen atoms of the bridge[

As shown in Fig[ 1\ the two moieties Ni"1#:Ni"2# and
Ni"1#:Ni"0# of the title compound are strongly asym!
metrical and the presence of two large NiÐOÐNi bond
angles is particularly important[ Consequently\ the inter!
action between Ni"1# and the two terminal Ni"2# and
Ni"0# atoms should be strongly antiferromagnetic\ gre!
ater for Ni"1# [ [ [Ni"0# "coupling constant J0# due to the
greater NiÐOÐNi angle\ than for Ni"1# [ [ [Ni"2# "coupling
constant J1#[ The interaction between Ni"0# and Ni"2#
"coupling constant J2# related by a synÐanti pathway
should be weak[

2[3[ Evaluation of ma`netic data and couplin` constants

The xM =T product vs temperature is shown in Fig[ 2[
The plot is characteristic of a strongly coupled trimer
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Fig[ 2[ xM = T vs T experimental data for "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCSe#3Ł[
Solid line shows the best _t obtained by using eqn "0#[

with local S�0[ At room temperature\ the xM =T value is
1[76 cm2 =K =mol−0\ whereas at low temperatures it shows
a weakly marked minimum at 39K with a xM =T value of
0[21 cm2 =K =mol−0[ Near 3K\ xM =T decreases slightly\
due to the local zero _eld splitting or weak intertrimer
interactions[ Evaluation of the coupling constants is not
trivial for this compound with three di}erent coupling
constants[

The analytical expression is not available and the eig!
envalues for the seven spin states were obtained in
numerical form from a full!matrix diagonalization ð08Ł
of the Hamiltonian]

H�−J0"S0S2#−J1"S0S1#−J2"S1S2# "0#

Calculations performed from eqn "0# gave the coupling
constant values] J0�−71[0 cm−0\ J1�−56[3 cm−0 and
J2�−3[2 cm−0 for `�1[23 and zJ?�−9[21 cm−0[ The J

values are consistent with the structural parameters and
may be unambiguously assigned as J0 to the Ni"0#ÐNi"1#\
J1 to the Ni"1#ÐNi"2# and J2 to the Ni"0#ÐNi"2# inter!
actions[ J0 is also similar to the J value of −83[5 cm−0

"`�1[99# obtained for the carbonato dinuclear com!
pound ð04Ł "m!CO2#ðNi"HL#"NCS#Ł1"Cl93#1 = 2H1O
ðHL�0!"2!dimethylaminopropyl# 0\4\8!triazacyclo!
dodecane#Ł\ which shows the bridge in the a co!ordination
mode with an NiÐOÐNi bond angle of 063[0"1#> ð061[1"1#>
for the title compoundŁ[ The J values are also similar with
the same values found for "m2!CO2#ðNi2"Medpt#2"NCS#3Ł
ð0Ł] J0�−77[3 cm−0\ J1�−46[6 cm−0 and J2�
−8[5 cm−0 for `�1[23 and zJ?�−9[04 cm−0[
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Abstract

20P NMR studies show that chelate ring!opening of ðPd"triphos#ClŁ¦\ 3\ "triphos�Ph1P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1PPh1# can be achieved in
solution by reaction with excess of triphos with the formation of ðPd"Ph1P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1PPh1!P\P#1Ł1¦[ In the X!ray crystal
structure\ ðPd"triphos#BrŁBr\ 0 has a distorted square!planar geometry\ and the oxidation of 0 with H1O1 gives rise to
ðPd"Ph1P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1P"O#Ph1!P\P#1Ł1¦\ 1\ which contains two bidentate ligands[ The presence of two dangling arm phosphine
oxide groups was con_rmed by X!ray crystallography for the related complex ðPd"Ph1P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1P"O#Ph1!P\P#1BrŁBr\ 2\
which contained square!pyramidal _ve!coordinated Pd"II#[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Palladium"II# complexes^ Triphosphine ligand^ NMR spectroscopy^ Phosphine oxidation^ Chelate ring!opening^ X!ray crystallography

0[ Introduction

There is much current interest in novel metal complexes
containing derived polydentate phosphine ligands on
account of their potential in catalytic and biomedical
activity ð0Ð5Ł[ Chelating phosphine ligands are useful for
stabilizing metal!metal bonds ð6Ð8Ł\ and can result in
unusual coordination numbers and geometries ð09Ł[ The
chelating nature of the ligands often prevents phosphine
dissociation\ in contrast to the behaviour of analogous
complexes of monophosphine ligands ð00Ł[

The way in which a given linear tridentate phosphine
ligand coordinates with transition metal centres depends
on the metal and the other ligands surrounding the metal
centre[ The substituent groups on the donor atoms may
in~uence the coordination mode[ Dangling arm donors
with ÐPPh1 groups are quite common and they are usually
highly reactive ð3Ł[ Thus\ we are interested in the study of
chelate ring!opening reactions of metal complexes
because they may provide activation mechanisms for
metal complexes in vivo and lead to useful bioactivity
ð01\02Ł[ In this paper we report chelate ring opening reac!
tions of Pd"II# triphos complexes and the X!ray crystal

� Corresponding author[

structures of ðPd"Ph1P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1P"O#Ph1!P\P#1BrŁ
Br\ 2\ and ðPd"triphos#BrŁBr\ 0[ The latter complex under!
goes facile selective oxidation of coordinated triphos pro!
ducing dangling arm phosphine oxide groups[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Rea`ents

High!purity bis!"1!diphenylphosphinoethyl#phenyl!
phosphine "86)#\ PdCl1 "88)# and PdBr1"88)# were
purchased from Strem Chemicals\ and used as received[
NaCl and NaBr were of G[R[ grade "Merck or Panreac#[
H1O1 "29) w:v# was purchased from Panreac[

1[1[ General procedures

Microanalysis was performed by the elemental mic!
roanalyzer of the University of Santiago de Compostela\
Fisons Instruments EA 0097 CHNS!O[ Melting points
were measured on an Electrothermal melting point
apparatus[ Mass spectra of complexes were obtained by
fast atomic bombardment "FAB# on a KRATOS MS 49
spectrometer using nitrobenzylic alcohol as the matrix[
Infrared spectra were recorded at ambient temperature
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as KBr pellets "3999Ð499 cm−0# and Nujol mulls "499Ð
099 cm−0# on a Mattson Cygnus 099 spectrophotometer[
The bands are reported as vs�very strong\ s�strong\
m�medium\ w�weak\ and sh�shoulder[ Con!
ductivities were obtained at 14>C from 09−2 M solutions
in DMF on a WTW model LF!2 instrument[ 20P"0H#
NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AMX499
instrument at 191[35MHz[ All NMR spectra were rec!
orded at ambient temperature "½19>C# in CDCl2[ Chemi!
cal shifts are reported in ppm relative to external 74)
H2PO3\ "d�chemical shift in ppm^ t�triplet\ d�doublet\
dd�doublet of doublets\ J�coupling constant in Hz#

1[2[ X!ray diffraction structural study

Table 0 summarises the crystal data\ data collection\
structural solution and re_nement parameters for com!
plexes 0 and 2[ The X!ray data were collected on an Enraf
Nonius MACH2 di}ractometer using the v scan model
ð03Ł[ The structures were solved by direct methods and
re_ned by a full!matrix least!squares analysis on F1[

Table 0
Crystallographic data and data collection parameters for complexes 0 and 2

Complex 0 2

Formula C23H22Br1P2Pd C57H55Br1O1P5Pd
Colour Colourless Yellow
M 799[62 0256[14
Temperature "K# 181"1# 182"1#
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P10:n P10:n
l "A� # 9[60962 9[60962
a "A� # 09[1725"02# 00[7745"6#
b "A� # 19[338"1# 16[103"1#
c "A� # 05[909"2# 11[473"1#
a "># 89[99 89[99
b "># 85[176"02# 82[014"7#
g "># 89[99 89[99
U "A� 2# 2235[3"7# 6182[7"8#
Z 3 3
Dc "g:cm−2# 0[478 0[134
m "mm−0# 2[097 0[419 "MoÐKa#
F"999# 0481 1673
Crystal size "mm# 9[24×9[29×9[09 9[24×9[14×9[09
u Range "># 1[12 to 15[29 1[01 to 11[66
Index ranges 9¾h¾01 −01¾h¾01

9¾k¾14 9¾k¾18
−08¾l¾08 −13¾l¾9

Re~ections collected 6064 09015
Independent re~ections "Rint# 5689 "9[9329# 8732 "9[0913#
Absorption correction C scans C scans
Max[ and min[ transmission 9[866 and 9[553 0[999 and 9[393
Re_nement method Full!Matrix Least!Squares Full!Matrix Least!Squares
Data:restraints:parameters 5689:9:260 8732:9:602
Goodness of _t on F1 0[912 9[855
Final R ind[ðI×1s"I#Ł R0�9[9425\ wR1�9[0353 R0�9[9742\ wR1�9[0619
R ind[ "all data# R0�9[0447\ wR1�9[0685 R0�9[1549\ wR1�9[1013
Largest di}[ peak and hole "e[A� −2# 0[158 and −9[649 9[343 and −9[441

Absorption corrections were calculated using the pro!
gramme DIFFABS ð04Ł[ Non!hydrogen atoms were
re_ned anisotropically[ Hydrogen atoms were re_ned
using a riding model S�0[912 and 9[855 for 0 and 2\
respectively[ Calculations were performed on DEC199
Alpha Station using the programmes HELENA ð05Ł\
SHELXS75 ð06Ł\ SHELXS82 ð07Ł\ and ZORTEP ð08Ł[

Further details of the crystal structure determination
can be ordered from FACHINFORM!ATIONSZEN!
TRUM KARLSRUHE\ 65233 Eggen!stein!Leo!
poldshafen e!mail] crysdataÝFIZ!Karlsruhe[de under
the depository number CSD!397748 for complex 2 and
CSD!397759 for complex 0[

1[3[ Preparation of ðPd"triphos#BrŁBr "0#

The preparation was based on a published procedure
ð19Ł] a suspension of PdCl1 "9[0889 g\ 9[964mmol# and
NaBr "9[0428 g\ 0[385mmol# in water "19ml# was stirred
on a heated water bath "89>C# until it became a clear
solution[ It was left to cool to room temperature and a
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solution of triphos "9[3 g\ 9[64mmol# in CH1Cl1 "49ml#
was added dropwise[ The mixture was stirred for 13 h\
CH1Cl1 was removed in vacuo\ whereupon a yellow crys!
talline solid formed[ The solid was recrystallised from
CH1Cl1:n!hexane "1]0#[ Colourless prismatic crystals of 0

suitable for X!ray crystallography were obtained from a
solution of acetone:ether "1]0#[ Yield] 79)\ m[p[ 067>C[
Found] C\ 40[03^ H\ 3[14[ Calc[ For C23H22P2PdBr1] C\
49[80^ H\ 3[01)[ 20P"0H# NMR] d 34[9 ð1P\ d\ 2J"P!P#
�7[1Hz\ !PPh1Ł\ 009[3 ð0P\ t\ 2J"P!P#�7[1Hz\ ×PPhŁ[
nmax:cm−0] "Pd!Br# 196 s[ m:z 613 "M¦!Br\099)#[ L]
58[5V−0 cm1 mol−0[

1[4[ Preparation of ðPd"Ph1P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1

P"O#Ph1P\P#1ŁðPdBr3Ł "1#

To a solution of 0 "9[0 g\ 9[01mmol# in acetone:ether
"1]0\ 09ml#\ H1O1 "29)\ 0ml# was added[ The solvent
was evaporated in air and a yellow crystalline solid
formed[ The solid was washed with ethanol\ and dried[
Yield] 69)\ m[p[ 179>C[ Found] C\ 38[74^ H\ 3[12[ Calc[
For C57H55P5O1Pd1Br3] C\ 38[85^ H\ 3[93)[ 20P"0H#
NMR] d 20[2 ð1P\ d\ 2J"!P"O#Ph1!×PPh#�48[3Hz\
!P"O#Ph1Ł\ 53[3 ð1P\ d\ 2J"!PPh1!×PPh#�06[9Hz\
!PPh1Ł\Ł\ 62[0 ð1P\ dd\ ×PPhŁ[ nmax:cm−0] "Pd!Br# 124m\
068 vs\ "Pd!P# 255m\ 241w\ "P�O# 0073 vs[ This com!
pound was also prepared by the addition of H1O1 "29)\
0ml# to a solution of 0 "9[0 g\ 9[901mmol#\ triphos
"9[956 g\ 9[901mmol# in acetone:ether "1]0\ 09ml#[ The
solvent was slowly evaporated in air\ and the resulting
solid was washed with ethanol and dried[

1[5[ Preparation of ðPd"Ph1P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1

P"O#Ph1P\P#1BrŁBr "2#

A solution of 0 "9[0 g\ 9[01mmol# in acetone:ether "1]0\
4ml# was slowly evaporated to dryness in air[ Yellow
crystals of 2 formed which were suitable for X!ray
di}raction[

1[6[ Preparation of ðPd"triphos#ClŁCl "3#

A suspension of PdCl1 "9[0070 g\ 9[554mmol# and
NaCl "9[9667 g\ 0[22mmol# in H1O "04ml# was heated on
a water bath "79>C# until a clear solution was obtained[
This was cooled to ambient temperature and triphos
"9[3 g\ 9[637mmol# in CH1Cl1 "29ml# was added drop!
wise[ The resultant solution was stirred for 0 h at ambient
temperature[ CH1Cl1 was removed in vacuo to leave a
white solid[ The solid was _ltered o}\ washed with water\
dried in vacuo and recrystallized from CH1Cl1:n!hexane\
to give colourless prisms[ Yield 57)\ m[p[ ×149>C[
Found] C\ 46[90^ H\ 3[89[ Calc[ for C23H22P2PdCl1] C\
46[20\ H\ 4[05)[ 20P"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] d 33[11 ð1P\
d\ J"PP#�8[3\ !PPh1Ł^ 098[23 "0P\ t\ ×PPh#[ nmax:cm−0

"PdCl# 207 vs[ m:z 564 "M¦!Cl\ 099)#[ L "DMF#]
80[37V−0 cm1 mol−0[

1[7[ Titration of ðPd"triphos#ClŁCl with triphos

To a solution of 3 "9[9103 g\ 9[92mmol# in CDCl2
"9[4ml#\ aliquots of solutions containing 9[14 molar equi!
valents of triphos in CDCl2 "9[94ml# were added stepwise
to give a total of 9[14\ 9[4\ 9[64\ 0 and 0[14 molar equi!
valents of triphos and their 20P!"0H# NMR spectra were
recorded[

2[ Results and discussion

Complex ðPd"triphos#BrŁBr\ 0\ was prepared following
a literature method ð19Ł and crystals were obtained from
acetone:ether solutions[ The X!ray structure shown in
Fig[ 0 contains four!coordinate square!planar Pd"II# as
has been previously reported for the chloride analogue
ð10Ł[ The distance PdÐBr"0#\ 1[343A� \ is in the expected
range\ and selected bond lengths and angles are shown
in Table 1[ The 20P NMR spectrum of 0 shows two signals\
a doublet at 34[9 ppm integrating for 1 P and a triplet
at 009[3 ppm integrating for 0 P with 20P!20P couplings
"central and terminal# of ca[ 7Hz[

X!ray crystallographic studies of a crystal obtained
from one of the recrystallizations of 0 "from acetone:
ether in air# surprisingly showed the presence of a _ve!
coordinate Pd"II# complex\ ðPd"Ph1P"CH1#1PPh
"CH1#1P"O#Ph1!P\P#1BrŁBr\ 2\ where a curious oxidation
of one terminal phosphorus of the ligand had occurred\
perhaps due to the presence of peroxides in the solvent[
The structure is shown in Fig[ 1[ Selected bond lengths
and angles are given in Table 2[ In contrast to the dis!
torted square!planar geometry in ðPd"triphos#BrŁ¦\ com!
plex 2 exhibits an arrangement of metal bonds derivable
by small distortions from a square!pyramid\ having the
four phosphorus atoms at the base with palladium
9[025A� below the plane and bromine at the apex[ The
degree of distortion between tetragonal pyramidal and
bipyramidal geometries can be estimated from the struc!
tural parameter t introduced by Addison et al ð11Ł[
ðt�"a−b#:59^ where a and b are the maximum basal
angles between opposite atomsŁ[ For the compound
under study\ P"01#!Pd!P"11#�a�060[69> and P"00#!Pd!
P"10#�b�063[76>\ giving t�9[942\ which is consistent
with the ideal value "t�9# for a tetragonal pyramid[ All
four angles between the apical bond and the basal bonds
are slightly greater than 89> again indicative of tetragonal
pyramidal stereochemistry[

The distance Pd"0#ÐBr"0#\ "1[787A� # is quite long com!
pared to the normal bond distance of 1[34A� ð12Ł found
in analogous four!coordinate complexes\ but below the
sum of the van der Waals radii\ 2[3Ð2[5A� ð13Ł[ A similar
distance of 1[8A� for PdÐBr has been reported for dis!
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Fig[ 0[ ORTEP view of 0[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for complex ðPd"triphos#BrŁBr
0[

PdÐP"0# 1[223"1#
PdÐP"1# 1[104"1#
PdÐP"2# 1[213"1#
PdÐBr"0# 1[3425"00#

P"1#ÐPdÐP"0# 72[83"7#
P"1#ÐPdÐP"2# 73[93"7#
P"2#ÐPdÐP"0# 056[82"6#
P"0#ÐPdÐBr"0# 87[91"5#
P"1#ÐPdÐBr"0# 066[99"5#
P"2#ÐPdÐBr"0# 83[92"5#

torted square!pyramidal _ve!coordinate palladium com!
plexes\ PdL2Br1 "L�4!Me!4H!dibenzophosphole#\ by
Chui and Powell ð14Ł[ The increase in coordination
number\ from four to _ve\ results in increases in the bond
lengths for all the atoms around the metal centre\ and
the axial bond is always found to be longer[ This has also
been observed for square!pyramidal complexes con!
taining PdÐCl axial bonds\ for which PdÐCl bond dis!
tances of 1[72A� ð15Ł and even 2[096A� ð16Ł have been
reported\ compared to the normal value of 1[215A� ð12Ł[
A similar behaviour has also been observed for Ni"II#
complexes ð17Ł where the NiÐBr distance of 1[558A� in
the _ve coordinate tetragonalÐpyramidal complex\ can
be compared to the expected value of 1[317A� ð15Ł for

square!planar Ni"II# complexes[ In the complex PdðMe3

ð03ŁaneP3ŁBr1 ð18Ł\ where a square!planar geometry is
imposed by the macrocyclic ligand\ the bromide anions
are located above and below the Pd"II# ion\ with distances
comparable to the sum of the van der Waals radii
"2[365A� #[

The square!pyramidal arrangement in 2 is very similar
to that found in other Pd"II# complexes containing
macrocyclic tetradentate phosphine ligands ð15Ł where
the metal is forced somewhat out of the plane\ creating
a slightly activated _fth coordination site[ Other _ve!
coordinate palladium complexes with di}erent ligands
have been described as intermediate between square!pyr!
amidal and trigonal!bipyramidal ð29Ł or trigonal!bipyr!
amidal around the metal centre ð20Ł[ However\ with
monophosphines\ stereochemically non!rigid pen!
tacoordinate Ni"II# complexes with bipyramidal geo!
metries are obtained ð21Ł[ This geometry is also imposed
in Ni"II# complexes of tris"1!diphenylphosphino!
ethyl#phosphine "P2P?#\ ðNi"h3!P2P?#XŁ¦ "X�Cl\ Br\ Y#
ð22Ł[

There appear to be only a few reports of the facile
oxidation of coordinated\ chelated\ tertiary phosphine
ligands to produce dangling arm phosphine oxide groups[
For example\ Bao et al[ ð23Ł noted that for complexes of
the type ðCpCo"P+P#IŁI\ chelate ring strain plays a role\
possibly together with other factors such as light which
were not well understood[ Although chelate ring!opening
and oxidation of the strained diphenyl!
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Fig[ 1[ ORTEP view of 2 without hydrogen atoms[

Table 2
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for complex
ðPd"Ph1P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1P"O#PPh1#1BrŁBr "2#

PdÐP"00# 1[296"3#
PdÐP"10# 1[217"3#
PdÐP"01# 1[222"3#
PdÐP"11# 1[234"3#
PdÐBr"0# 1[787"1#

P"00#ÐPdÐP"10# 063[76"03#
P"00#ÐPdÐP"01# 72[23"03#
P"10#ÐPdÐP"01# 85[47"03#
P"00#ÐPdÐP"11# 84[52"03#
P"10#ÐPdÐP"11# 72[69"03#
P"01#ÐPdÐP"11# 060[69"03#
P"00#ÐPdÐBr"0# 81[23"00#
P"10#ÐPdÐBr"0# 81[67"09#
P"01#ÐPdÐBr"0# 84[64"09#
P"11#ÐPdÐBr"0# 81[41"00#

phosphinomethane "dppm# complexes ðNiX1"dppm#Ł has
been observed\ it occurs only at high temperature
"×114>C# ð24Ł[ In the reaction of Co"tripod#Cl1 "tri!
pod�MeC"CH1PPh1#2# with O1 it was possible to detect
intermediates ð25Ł\ namely the complexes ðh1!"P\P#!tri!
pod!OŁCoCl1 with an uncoordinated phosphine oxide
group and ðh1!"P\O#!tripod!O1ŁCoCl1 with coordinated
and uncoordinated phosphine oxide[ In the case of
ðCu"dppe#ClŁ2 and Cu1"dppe#1"NO2#1\ air oxidation in

halogenated solvents gives products with bridged coor!
dinated phosphine oxide ligands ð26Ł[

Controlled oxidation of complex 0 with H1O1 was car!
ried out in order to investigate the mechanism by which
2 was formed[ Thus to a solution of ðPd"triphos#BrŁBr in
acetone:ether\ H1O1 "29)# was added and the reaction
mixture left for 2 days[ The 20P "0H# NMR analysis of
the reaction mixture "Fig[ 2# showed that in addition to
two peaks belonging to 0"0a\ and 0b#\ two new peaks
were present] two doublets at 22 and 53 ppm assignable
to ÐP"O#Ph1 "1a# and ÐPPh1 "1b# groups\ respectively\
and a doublet of doublets at 62[0 ppm assignable to
×PPh "1c#[ The coupling constants 2JðP"O#Ph1!
PPhŁ�48[3Hz and 1JðPPh1!PPhŁ�06[9Hz are consistent
with this assignment[ Thus the product can be formulated
as the tetracoordinate Pd"II# complex ðPd"Ph1

P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1P"O#Ph1!P\P#1ŁðPdBr3Ł\ 1[ After wash!
ing the above product with ethanol\ the peaks due to 0

disappeared to give complex 1 only[ This was con_rmed
by 20P "0H# NMR as well as elemental analysis[

Complex 1 was also prepared by oxidation with H1O1

"29)# of ðPd"triphos#BrŁBr in the presence of one molar
equivalent of triphos[ The 20P "0H# NMR spectrum also
showed the presence of free triphos!O2 "×P"O#Ph triplet
at d 35[9 ppm with 2J"P!P#�42[1Hz\ and\ a doublet for
the two P"O#Ph1 groups at d 24[4 ppm#[ The product was
washed with ethanol to leave complex 1 only[

Formation of complex 1 from 0 clearly involves inter!
molecular ligand transfer[ Intermolecular ligand transfer
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Fig[ 2[ 20P "0H# NMR spectrum for the reaction of ðPd"triphos#BrŁBr\ 0\ with H1O1 "29)#[ Assignments] 0a\ !PPh1 0b\ !PPh! of ðPd"triphos#BrŁBr^
1a "doublet#\ !P"O#PPh1\ 1b\ !PPh1 and 1c "doublet of doublets# !PPh! of ðPd"Ph1P"CH1#1PPh"CH1#1P"O#Ph1!P\P#1ŁðPdBr3Ł\ 1[

Fig[ 3[ 20P "0H# NMR spectrum of ðPd"triphos#ClŁCl\ 3\ in CDCl2 after addition of "A# 9[4 mol equiv\ and "B# 0 mol equiv of triphos[ Assignments]
3a\ !PPh1\ 3b\ !PPh! of ðPd"triphos#ClŁCl\ 3^ c\ d\ e ring!opened complex "peaks d and e broadened by exchange#\ f\ g free triphos[

has been described for palladium complexes by Salem
and Wild ð27Ł[ In order to investigate the mechanism in
the present case\ and to decide whether chelate ring!
opening is followed by oxidation of the terminal phos!
phorus ð28Ł\ or whether formation of a bridged complex
precedes oxidation of the terminal phosphorus ð23Ł\
titration of ðPd"triphos#ClŁCl\ 3\ with 9[14\ 9[4\ 9[64\ 0\
0[14 molar equivalents of triphos in CDCl2 was carried
out and followed by 20P!"0H# NMR spectroscopy ðFig[
3"A and B#Ł[ In the presence of 0mol equiv of the tri!
phosphine ligand\ there was evidence of chelate ring!
opening\ as seen from the disappearance of the peaks for
3 "3a and 3b# and the appearance of three new peaks[
The sharp peak at 36[63 ppm "c#\ can be assigned to the
central phosphorus bound to the metal\ and the two
broad peaks at d 40[45 "d# and −02[87 "e# may be due to
the terminal phosphorus atoms in fast exchange "on the

NMR timescale# between chelate ring!opened and ring
closed forms[ Thus\ the addition of one mol of triphos
seems to result in chelate ring!opening of coordinated
triphos leading to a square!planar PdP3 complex with
uncoordinated terminal phosphorus available for
oxidation[ Furthermore\ since the free ligand is com!
pletely oxidized by H1O1 under similar conditions\ a
mechanism whereby chelate ring!opening precedes oxi!
dation is the most likely[

The oxidized terminal phosphorus atoms of two tri!
phos ligands are uncoordinated in the four! and _ve!
coordinate Pd"II# complexes\ 1 and 2 respectively\ and
this provides the potential for formation of new het!
erobimetallic compounds\ for example with hard metal
ions ð39\30Ł[ Such oxidations may also improve the aque!
ous solubility of this type of complex and may lead to
interesting biological activity[
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Abstract

Reaction of _ve 1!"arylazo#phenol ligands "abbreviated in general as Hap!R\ where H stands for the phenolic proton# with
ðOs"bpy#1Br1Ł has a}orded complexes of type ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦\ which have been isolated as the perchlorate salts[ The complexes
are diamagnetic "low!spin d5\ S�9# and in acetonitrile solution shows several MLCT transitions in the visible region[ Structure of
the ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Me##ClO3 complex has been determined by X!ray crystallography[ The 1!"arylazo#phenolate anion is coordinated
to osmium as a bidentate N\O!donor forming a _ve!membered chelate ring and the OsN4O coordination sphere is distorted
octahedral[ Cyclic voltammetry shows a reversible osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation in the range of 9[26Ð9[40 V vs SCE followed
by an irreversible osmium"III#!osmium"IV# oxidation in the range of 0[25Ð0[49 V vs SCE[ These oxidation potentials are sensitive to
the electronic nature of the substituent R in the 1!"arylazo#phenolate ligands[ Three one!electron reductions of the coordinated bpy
ligands are also displayed on the negative side of SCE below −0[9 V[ Chemical or electrochemical oxidation of the ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!
R#ŁClO3 complexes a}ords brownish!yellow ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł1¦ species\ which have been isolated as the perchlorate salts[ These
complexes are one!electron paramagnetic "low!spin d4\ S�0:1# and in acetonitrile solution show LMCT transitions in the visible
region[ Reduction of the brownish!yellow ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł"ClO3#1 complexes gives back the respective brown ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!
R#ŁClO3 complexes[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Osmium^ 1!"arylazo#phenolates^ synthesis^ Structure^ Redox properties

0[ Introduction

The chemistry of osmium has been receiving con!
tinuous attention ð0Ð07Ł largely because of the interesting
redox properties exhibited by its complexes[ Osmium
o}ers a wide range of oxidation states\ the stability and
interconvertibility of which are directed by the coor!
dination environment around the metal ion[ Com!
plexation of osmium by ligands of di}erent types is of
particular importance in this respect[ In the present study\
which has originated from our recent interest in the chem!
istry of osmium ð08Ð10Ł\ 1!"arylazo#phenols "0# have been
used as the principal ligand[ These ligands are abbrevi!
ated in general as Hap!R\ where H stands for the dis!
sociable phenolic proton and R is the substituent on
the 1!"arylazo#phenol ligand[ The 1!"arylazo#phenolate
anions usually bind metal ions as bidentate N\O!coor!
dinator forming stable chelate ring\ the size of which is
reported to be six "1# in almost all cases ð11Ð29Ł with one

�Corresponding author[

exception where the ring size is speculated to be either six
or _ve "2# ð20Ł[ However\ instances are also known where
these ligands coordinate metal ions as dianionic tri!
dentate C\N\O!donors "3# a}ording organometallic com!
plexes ð21Ł[ It may be noted here that while the ruthenium
chemistry of these ligands has been studied well ð21Ð
25Ł\ the analogous osmium chemistry appears to remain
unexplored[ Herein we wish to report our studies on a
group of osmium complexes having only one coordinated
1!"arylazo#phenolate ligand[ To satisfy the remaining four
coordination sites of osmium in this Os"ap!R# moiety\ 1\1?!
bipyridine "bpy# has been used as the coligand[ The syn!
thesis and characterization of a group of ðOs"bpy#1"ap!
R#ŁClO3 complexes and their spectroscopic and electron!
transfer properties are described in this paper[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials

Osmium tetroxide was purchased from Arora
Matthey\ Calcutta\ India and was converted into
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ðNH3Ł1ðOsBr5Ł by reduction with HBr ð26Ł[ ðOs"bpy#1Br1Ł
was synthesized from ðNH3Ł1ðOsBr5Ł using a literature
method ð27Ł[ 1\1?!Bipyridine was purchased from Loba
Chemie\ Mumbai\ India[ The p!substituted anilines and
p!cresol were obtained from S[D[ "Mumbai#\ India[ The
1!"arylazo#phenol ligands were prepared by coupling
diazotized p!substituted anilines with p!cresol[ All other
chemicals and solvents were reagent grade commercial
materials and were used as received[ Puri_cation of ace!
tonitrile and preparation of tetraethylammonium per!
chlorate "TEAP# for electrochemical work were
performed as reported in the literature ð28\39Ł[

1[1[ Preparation of complexes

The ðOsII"bpy#1"L#ŁClO3 and ðOsIII"bpy#1"L#Ł"ClO3#1
complexes\ reported in this work\ were prepared by fol!
lowing two general methods[ Speci_c details are given
below for two representative cases[

1[1[0[ ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!H#ŁClO3=H1O
ðOs"bpy#1Br1Ł "099mg\ 9[04mmol# was dissolved in 2]0

EtOHÐwater "39 cm2# and to the solution was added Hap!
H "24mg\ 9[05mmol# followed by NEt2 "05mg\

9[05mmol#[ The solution was then heated at re~ux for
5 h[ After being cooled to room temperature\ a saturated
solution of NaClO3 "9[4 cm2# was added to it and the
volume of the solution was reduced to about 04 cm2 under
reduced pressure[ The solution was then kept in the
refrigerator for 13 h[ ðOs"bpy#1"ap!H#ŁClO3=H1O pre!
cipitated as a dark brown microcrystalline solid\ which
was collected by _ltration\ washed with little ice!cold
water and dried in vacuo over P3O09[ Puri_cation of the
product was done by recrystallization from dichlo!
romethaneÐhexane solution[ The yield was 099mg
"70)#[

1[1[1[ ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!H#Ł"ClO3#1=H1O
To an acetonitrile solution of ðOs"bpy#1"ap!

H#ŁClO3=H1O "099mg\ 9[01mmol# was added one drop
of bromine[ The colour of the solution immediately chan!
ged to brownish!yellow[ A saturated aqueous solution of
NaClO3 "9[4 cm2# was then added[ Upon partial evap!
oration of the solvents dark crystalline precipitate of
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!H#Ł"ClO3#1=H1O separated out\ which was
collected by _ltration\ washed with little ice!cold water
and dried in vacuo over P3O09[ Puri_cation of the product
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was done by recrystallization from acetonitrileÐbenzene
solution[ The yield was 74mg "64)#[

1[2[ Physical measurements

Microanalyses "C\ H\ N# were performed using a Per!
kin!Elmer 139C elemental analyser[ Infrared spectra were
obtained on a Perkin!Elmer 672 spectrometer with sam!
ples prepared as KBr pellets[ Electronic spectra were
recorded on a Simadzu UV 0590 spectrophotometer[
Magnetic susceptibilities were measured using a PAR
044 vibrating sample magnetometer _tted with a Walker
Scienti_c L64FBAL magnet[ 0H NMR spectra were
obtained on a Brucker AC!199 NMR spectrometer using
TMS as the internal standard[ ESR spectral studies were
done using a varian E!098C spectrometer _tted with a
quartz Dewar for measurements at 66K "liquid nitrogen#[
Solution electrical conductivities were measured using a
Philips PR 8499 bridge with a solute concentration of
09−2 M[ Electrochemical measurements were made using
a PAR model 162 potentiostat[ A platinum disc or graph!
ite working electrode\ a platinum wire auxiliary electrode
and an aqueous saturated calomel reference electrode
"SCE# were used in a three electrode con_guration[ A
platinum wire gauze working electrode was used in the
coulometric experiments[ A RE 9963 XÐY recorder was
used to trace the voltammograms[ Electrochemical
measurements were performed under a dinitrogen atmo!
sphere[ All electrochemical data were collected at 187K
and are uncorrected for junction potentials[

1[3[ Crystallography

Single crystals of ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Me#ŁClO3=H1O were
grown by slow di}usion of hexane into a dichlo!
romethane solution of the complex[ Selected crystal data
and data collection parameters are given in Table 0[ The

Table 0
Crystallographic data for ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Me#ŁClO3=H1O

Formula C23H20N5O5ClOs
fw 734[29
Space group monoclinic\ P10:c
a "A� # 02[4780"12#
b "A� # 06[679"2#
c "A� # 03[8939"06#
b "># 003[368"02#
V "A� 2# 2166[2"8#
Z 3
Crystal size "mm# 9[19×9[14×9[39
T "K# 187
m "cm−0# 39[136
Rf 9[927
Rw 9[922
GOF 0[12

Rf�S==Fo=−=Fc==:S=Fo=[ Rw�ðSw"=Fo=−=Fc=#1:Sw"Fo#
1Ł0:1[

unit cell dimensions were determined by a least!squares _t
of 14 machine!centered re~ections "08[29³1u³15[43>#[
Data were collected on an Enraf!Nonjus CAD!3
di}ractometer using graphite monochromated Mo Ka

radiation "l�9[6096A# by uÐ1u scans within the angular
range 2[9Ð49[9>[ Three standard re~ections\ measured
every 2599 s of X!ray exposure\ showed no signi_cant
intensity variation over the course of data collection[ X!
ray data reduction and structure solution and re_nement
were done using the NRCVAX package[ The structure
was solved by the Patterson method[ Final cycles of
re_nement converged with discrepancy indices of
Rf�9[927 and Rw�9[922[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes

Displacement of the two bromide ligands from the
coordination sphere of ðOs"bpy#1Br1Ł by the 1!"ary!
lazo#phenolate ligands in 2]0 ethanolÐwater a}orded
complexes of type ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ in decent yields\
which were isolated as perchlorate salts in the solid state[
Some characterization data of the complexes are given in
Table 1[ Elemental "C\ H\ N# analytical data are in good
agreement with the compositions of the complexes[ The
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes are diamagnetic\ which
corresponds to the ¦1 state of osmium "low!spin d5\
S�9# in these complexes[ 0H NMR spectra of the
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes were recorded in CDCl2
solution[ The aromatic region "5[9Ð7[5 ppm# of these
spectra is rather complex in nature due to overlap of
signals and hence assignment of the signals in this region
to speci_c protons has not been possible[ However\ inten!
sity measurement of these signals corresponds to the total
number of aromatic protons present in the respective
complexes[ In all _ve ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes\ a
distinct methyl resonance is observed near 1[2 ppm which
is assigned to the methyl group in the p!cresol fragment
of ap!R ligands[ Additional methyl signals are observed
in ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Me#Ł¦ and ðOs"bpy#1"ap!OMe#Ł¦\
respectively\ at 1[93 and 2[56 ppm\ which are due to the
methyl and methoxy!methyl group in the arylazo frag!
ment of the ap!Me and ap!OMe ligands[

The molecular structure of ðOs"bpy#1"ap!
Me#ŁClO3=H1O was determined by X!ray crystallography[
A view of the complex cation is shown in Fig[ 0 and
selected bond distances and angles are listed in Table
2[ The coordination sphere around osmium is distorted
octahedral\ which is re~ected in the three trans!angles
and twelve cis!angles[ The 1!"arylazo#phenolate ligand is
coordinated to osmium as a bidentate N\O!donor for!
ming a _ve!membered chelate ring with a bite angle of
68[7>[ To the best of our knowledge\ this represents the
_rst example of a structurally characterized 1!"aryl!
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azo#phenolate complex forming a _ve!membered chelate
ring[ To investigate the origin of the formation of such
_ve!membered chelate ring\ instead of the rather usual
six!membered ring ð11Ð29Ł\ a computer model0 of
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ was constructed forcing a six!mem!
bered chelate ring formation by the 1!"arylazo#!phenolate
ligand and assuming the ap!R ligand to be planar in this
coordination mode ð13Ł[ The model "Figure 1# clearly
shows that in this coordination mode\ the phenyl ring of
the arylazo fragment of the ap!R ligand comes in contact
with one pyridine ring of one bpy ligand causing insta!
bility to the complex[ The observed coordination mode
of the 1!"arylazo# phenolate ligand therefore appears to
be directed by its steric interaction with one bpy ligand[
The OsÐN and OsÐO distances are quite normal and so
is the phenolic CÐO distance ð19Ł[ However\ the NÐN
distance is short\ only 0[130"8#A� [ In OsII!azo complexes\
where the azo function is part of the chelate ring\ the azo
NÐN distance is usually longer than ideal N1N double
bond due to back donation from the low!spin d5 metal
center to the p�!orbital of the azo ligand ð32Ł[ The short
NÐN distance observed in this ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Me#Ł¦ com!
plex is attributable to the non!participation of this azo
group in p!bonding with the metal t1 orbitals[ As the
properties of all _ve ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes are
similar "vide infra#\ the other four ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦

complexes are assumed to have a similar structure as
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Me#Ł¦[

Infrared spectra of the ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#ŁClO3 com!
plexes show many vibrations of di}erent intensities from
0599 cm−0 downwards[ Assignment of all bands to spec!
i_c vibrations has not been attempted[ However\ com!
parison of these spectra with the spectrum of
ðOs"bpy#1Br1Ł shows the presence of some common
vibrations "e[g[ vibrations near 0599\ 0379\ 0359\ 0339\
0319\ 0919\ 654\ 629 and 559 cm−0#\ which are probably
due to the common Os"bpy#1 moiety[ Some additional
vibrations are observed in the spectra of the
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#ŁClO3 complexes "e[g[ vibrations near
0389\ 0249\ 0099\ 859\ 724 and 519 cm−0#[ Of these
additional vibrations\ the two intense ones observed near
0099 and 519 cm−0 in all these complexes\ are assigned to
the perchlorate ion[ The other new vibrations are obvi!
ously due to the coordinated 1!"arylazo# phenolate
ligand[

The ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#ŁClO3 complexes are soluble in
common polar organic solvents like ethanol\ acetone\
dichloromethane\ acetonitrile etc[\ producing brown
solutions[ Conductance measurement in acetonitrile solu!
tion shows that these complexes behave as 0]0 electrolytes
"Table 1#\ as expected[ Electronic spectra of the
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#ŁClO3 complexes have been recorded in
acetonitrile solution[ Spectral data are presented in Table

0 Computer modelling was done by using part of a software package
described later "see end of this section and Ref[ ð30\31Ł#[
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Fig[ 0[ Structure of ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Me#Ł¦ cation[

Table 2
Selected bond distances and bond angles for ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Me#ŁClO3=H1O

Bond distances "A� #
OsÐO0 1[967"4# N0ÐN1 0[130"8#
OsÐN0 1[927"5# C6ÐN0 0[330"09#
OsÐN2 1[961"5# C7ÐN1 0[315"00#
OsÐN3 1[956"5# C0ÐO0 0[212"8#
OsÐN4 1[921"5#
OsÐN5 1[952"5#

Bond angles ">#
N2ÐOsÐN5 061[8"2#
O0ÐOsÐN4 060[58"13#
N0ÐOsÐN3 056[43"14#
O0ÐOsÐN0 68[70"11# O0ÐOsÐN5 84[3"2#
O0ÐOsÐN2 78[98"10# O0ÐOsÐN3 89[82"10#
N0ÐOsÐN2 82[87"12# N4ÐOsÐN5 67[1"2#
N0ÐOsÐN4 094[35"14# N0ÐOsÐN5 81[17"12#
N2ÐOsÐN3 66[3"2# N3ÐOsÐN4 73[62"13#
N2ÐOsÐN4 85[7"2# N3ÐOsÐN5 85[8"2#

1 and a representative spectrum is displayed in Fig[ 2[
Each complex systematically shows _ve intense absorp!
tions in the visible region and three absorptions of very
high intensity in the ultraviolet region[ The absorptions
in the ultraviolet region are assigned to transitions within
the ligand orbitals[ The intense absorptions in the visible
region are probably due to allowed metal!to!ligand
charge!transfer transitions[ Multiple charge!transfer

transitions in such mixed!ligand complexes may result
from lower symmetry splitting of the metal level\ the
presence of di}erent acceptor orbitals and from the mix!
ing of singlet and triplet con_gurations in the excited
state through spin!orbit coupling ð33Ð36Ł[ To have a bet!
ter insight into the nature of these observed electronic
transitions\ qualitative EHMO calculations have been
performed ð30\31Ł on a model of the ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦
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Fig[ 1[ Computer model of ðOs"bpy#1"ap!H#Ł¦ forcing a six!membered chelate ring formation by the ap!H ligand[ Some ring carbon atoms and
hydrogen atoms of one bpy ligand have been omitted for clarity[

complexes which was computer generated from
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ by replacing the aryl group of the
arylazo fragment of ap!R ligand by H and imposing a C0

symmetry[ Partial MO diagram is shown in Fig[ 3[
The HOMO\ HOMO!0 and HOMO!1 of this model

are predominantly osmium t1g in character[ The LUMO
and LUMO¦0 are basically p�!orbitals of bpy while the
LUMO¦1 has almost equal contribution from both bpy
and the 1!"arylazo# phenolate ligand[ The lowest energy
HOMO:LUMO transition is therefore a OS"t1g#:
bpy"p�# transition[ Speci_c assignment of all observed
absorptions based on this MO diagram has not been
attempted[ However from the MO diagram it is clear that
from the three _lled orbitals "viz[ HOMO\ HOMO!0 and
HOMO!1# multiple charge transfer transitions may take
place to the vacant accepting orbitals "viz[ LUMO\
LUMO¦0 and LUMO¦1#[

2[1[ Cyclic voltammetric studies

Electron!transfer properties of the ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦

complexes have been studied in acetonitrile solution
"9[0M TEAP# by cyclic voltammetry[ All the complexes
show two oxidative responses on the positive side of
SCE and three reductive responses on the negative side[
Voltammetric data are presented in Table 3 and a selected
voltammogram is displayed in Fig[ 4[

The _rst oxidative response exhibited by each complex
in the range of 9[26Ð9[40V "all potentials are referenced
to SCE# is assigned to the osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxi!
dation eq[ "0#[ This oxidation is

ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦_ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł1¦¦e− "0#

reversible\ characterized by a peak!to!peak separation
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Fig[ 2[ Electronic spectra of ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!H#ŁClO3 "***# and ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!H#Ł"ClO3#1 "! ! !# in acetonitrile solution[

"DEp# of 59mV which remains unchanged upon changing
the scan rate[ The anodic peak current "ipa# is almost
equal to the cathodic peak current "ipc#\ as expected for a
reversible couple[ The one!electron nature of this oxi!
dation has been con_rmed by constant potential coul!
ometric experiments "vide infra#[ The osmium"II#Ð
osmium"III# oxidation potential in these ðOs"bpy#1"ap!
R#Ł¦ complexes is observed to be sensitive to the nature
of the substituent R in the ap!R ligand\ the potential
increases with increasing electron!withdrawing character
of R[ The plot of oxidation potentials vs Hammett con!
stant "s# of the substituent R "the s values ð37Ł used are]
OMe�−9[16\ Me�−9[06\ H�9[99\ Cl�9[12\
NO1�9[67# is linear "Fig[ 5# with a r value "r�reaction
constant of this redox couple ð38Ł# of 9[02V[ This shows
that a single substituent\ which is _ve bonds away from
the electroactive metal center\ can in~uence the redox
potential in a predictable manner[ Comparison of the
osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation potential in the
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes with that in ðOs"bpy#2Ł1¦

"9[73V#1 shows that in the ðOs"bpy#1ap!R#Ł¦ complexes\
osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation is taking place at
much lower potentials[ This observed lowering of oxi!
dation potential upon replacing one bpy by one 1!"ary!
lazo# phenolate ligand re~ects the ability of these
phenolate ligands to stabilize the trivalent state of
osmium[ Similar lowering of redox potentials upon
replacing bpy by phenolate ligands in both ruthenium
and osmium complexes is documented in literature ð19\
25\ 49\ 40Ł[ This further points to the fact that inspite of

1 This oxidation potential has been determined by us[

coordination by the soft azo!nitrogen\ coordination by
phenolate oxygen has been very e}ective in lowering the
osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation potential[

A second oxidative response\ quasi!reversible in
nature\ is shown by all the ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes
in the range of 0[25Ð0[49V and is assigned to the osmium!
"III#Ðosmium"IV# oxidation ðeq[ "1#Ł[

ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł1¦:ðOsIV"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł2¦¦e− "1#

The one!electron nature of this oxidation is established
by comparing its current height "ipa# with that of the
osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# couple[ These oxidation poten!
tials "Epa# also correlate linearly with s of substituent R
"Fig[ 5# and the observed r value "9[02V# is same as
observed in the case of osmium"II#Ðosmium"III#
oxidation\ indicating a similar in~uence of the substituent
R on this osmium"III#Ðosmium"IV# oxidation[

The three reductive responses\ exhibited by the
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes on the negative side of
SCE\ are assigned to reductions of the coordinated bpy
ligands as shown in eqs[ "2Ð4#[ It is

ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦¦e−
_ðOsII"bpy#"bpy#"ap!R#Ł "2#

ðOsII"bpy#"bpy#"ap!R#Ł¦e−
_ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł− "3#

ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł−¦e−

_ðOsII"bpy#"bpy#"ap!R#Ł1− "4#

well documented in the literature that each bpy ligand can
successively accept two electrons in its lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital ð41\42Ł[ Hence\ in these ðOs"bpy#1"ap!
R#Ł¦ complexes four successive one!electron reductions
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Fig[ 3[ Qualitative molecular orbital diagram of ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦[

may be expected\ of which three have been experimentally
observed[ The fourth reduction could not be observed
due to solvent cut!o}[

2[2[ ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł1¦ complexes

The reversible nature of osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxi!
dation in the ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes shows that
the ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł1¦ species are stable\ at least on
the cyclic voltammetric time scale[ The oxidation poten!
tials are relatively low\ which further suggest that the

oxidized complexes might also be stable on a longer time
scale[ To investigate the stability of the ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!
R#Ł1¦ complexes\ they were electrochemically generated
by coulometric oxidation of the ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ spec!
ies at 9[6V[ The oxidations were smooth and quan!
titative\ resulting in a colour change of brown to
brownish!yellow[ The brownish!yellow solutions of the
ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł1¦ complexes show identical cyclic vol!
tammograms as their respective precursors\ except that
the osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# couple now appears as a
reductive response[ This indicates that no gross change
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Table 3
Cyclic voltammetric dataa of the ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#ŁClO3 complexes

Compound E0:1
b V vs SCE "DEp

c\ mV#

OsII:III OsIII:IV bpy reductions

ðOs"bpy#1"ap!OMe#ŁClO3 9[26"59# 0[25"89# −0[06"019#\ −0[60"89#\ −1[91"019#
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Me#ŁClO3 9[27"59# 0[26"89# −0[08"099#\ −0[61"89#\ −1[93"019#
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!H#ŁClO3 9[30"59# 0[31"099# −0[07"79#\ −0[58"099#\ −1[94"099#
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Cl#ŁClO3 9[32"59# 0[33"89# −0[04"69#\ −0[69"79#\ −1[92"099#
ðOs"bpy#1"ap!NO1#ŁClO3 9[40"59# 0[49"099# −0[96"59#\ −0[57"79#\ −1[97"099#

a Solvent\ acetonitrile^ supporting electrolyte\ TEAP^ scan rate\ 49mV s−0[
b E0:1�9[4"Epa¦Epc#\ where Epa and Epc are anodic and cathodic peak potentials\ respectively[
c DEp�Epa−Epc[

Fig[ 4[ Cyclic voltammogram of ðOs"bpy#1"ap!Cl#ŁClO3 in acetonitrile solution "9[0M TEAP# at a scan rate of 49mV s−0[ A platinum working electrode
was used for scanning the positive side of SCE and a graphite working electrode was used for scanning the negative side[

in the coordination environment around osmium took
place during the oxidation[ Coulometric reduction of the
brownish!yellow solutions at 9[0V gave back brown solu!
tions of the respective ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes\
which were identi_ed by their characteristic electronic
spectra[ Chemical oxidation of the ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦

complexes by bromine in acetonitrile solution also
a}orded the ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł1¦ species\ which were
isolated as the perchlorate salt in the solid state[ Charac!
terization data of the ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł"ClO3#1 com!
plexes are given in Table 4[ Composition of these
complexes have been con_rmed by their microanalytical
data[ Except small shifts in band positions\ the IR spectra
of these oxidized complexes are almost identical to their
respective ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#ŁClO3 precursors[ The ðOsIII

"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł"ClO3#1 complexes are one!electron para!
magnetic\ which is in accordance with the ¦2 oxidation
state of osmium "iow!spin d4\ S�0:1# in these complexes[

However\ ESR studies show that these ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!
R#Ł"ClO3#1 complexes are ESR!silent[ The ESR!inactivity
in low!spin d4 complexes is known to result from exten!
sive mixing of the Kramers doublets by strong spin!orbit
coupling which gives rise to short electronic relaxation
time ð19\ 43Ł[ In acetonitrile solution these ðOsIII

"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł"ClO3#1 complexes behave as 0]1 elec!
trolytes\ as expected[ Electronic spectra of the ðOsIII

"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł"ClO3#1 complexes have been recorded in
acetonitrile solution[ Each complex shows several
absorptions in the UV\ visible and lower energy regions
"Table 4 and Fig[ 2#[ The intense absorptions in the
UV region are assigned to transitions within the ligand
orbitals and those in the visible region to ligand!to!metal
charge!transfer transitions[ The two relatively less intense
absorptions in the lower energy region "792Ð730 and 805Ð
843 nm# could be due to crystal _eld transitions within
the three split t1 levels ð44Ł[ Chemical reduction of the
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Fig[ 5[ Least!squares plot of E0:1 values of "a# OsII:OsIII couple vs s and "b# OsIII:OsIV couple vs s[

brownish!yellow ðOsIII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł"ClO3#1 complexes in
acetonitrile solution by hydrazine quantitatively a}ords
the respective brown ðOsII"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ complexes[ This
shows that the osmium"II#ÐOsmium"III# oxidation eq[
"0# is chemically reversible as well[

3[ Conclusion

The present study on the ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#ŁClO3 com!
plexes reveals that coordination by phenolate oxygen is
very e}ective in stabilizing the higher oxidation states of

osmium[ The observed shift of about 399mV in
osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation potential on going
from ðOs"bpy#2Ł1¦ to ðOs"bpy#1"ap!R#Ł¦ indicates that in
the osmium complexes having more of these phenolate
ligands\ this oxidationwill bemuch easier[ For example\ in
ðOsII"bpy#"ap!R#1Ł and ðOsII"ap!R#2Ł! complexes\ the same
osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation may be expected to
appear near 9[9 and −9[3V\ respectively[ Therefore the
air!stable oxidation state of osmium in these two com!
plexeswill probably be¦2[ Studies on these two and other
osmiumÐphenolate complexes are currently in progress[
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Abstract

The reactions between "NBu3#1"C5X1O3# "X�H\ dihydroxybenzoquinonate^ X�Cl\ chloranilate# and cis!ðPt"C5F4#1"THF#1Ł in 0]0
molar ratio render the mononuclear complexes ðNBu3Ł1ðPt"C5X1O3#"C5F4#1Ł "X�H "0#\ Cl "1##[ If the reaction is carried out in 0]1
molar ratio the dinuclear complexes ðNBu3Ł1ðM1"m!C5X1O3#"C5F4#3Ł "M�Pt\ X�H "2#^ M�Pt\ X�Cl "3#^ M�Pd\ X�H "4#^ M�Pd\
X�Cl "5## are obtained[ Complexes 2Ð5 can also be prepared by reacting C5X1O1"OH#1 with the dinuclear complexes ðNBu3Ł1ðM1"m!
C5F4#1"C5F4#3Ł in molar 0]0 ratio[ Cyclic voltammetry studies on 2 indicates that these complexes can be reversibly reduced[
Nevertheless\ the reduction products cannot be isolated[ The oxidation of the platinum complexes 2 and 3 with an excess of Cl1 leads
to the synthesis of a mononuclear complex of Pt"IV#\ "OC!5!20#ðNBu3ŁðPtCl2"C5F4#1"H1O#Ł "6#[ The molecular structures of 2 and 6

have been determined by single!crystal X!ray di}raction[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
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0[ Introduction

Di! and polynuclear complexes of nickel\ palladium
or platinum "II# with a suitable structural disposition
between the metal atoms "proximity between them\ and
suitable orbital orientation# and:or bridging systems cap!
able of delocalizing electron density are able to reach
formally higher\ lower or fractional oxidation states of
the metal centres\ than are normally observed ð0\1Ł[

Several types of ligands can be used to force the proximity
of the metal atoms in such a way that they can contact each
other[ Our group has recently synthesised several di! and
polynuclear complexes containing penta~uorophenyl and
phosphide bridging ligands "C! and P! donor ligands# which
react with oxidizing reagents to render mixed valence and
high oxidation states complexes ð2Ð4Ł[

Benzoquinones are well known as versatile redox
agents and are among the most pervasive natural prod!
ucts on the earth|s surface ð5Ł[ As ligands in coordination
complexes of transition metals they have the capacity
to delocalize electron density undergoing intramolecular
interligand ð6Ł or metal!ligand ð7Ł electron transfer reac!
tions[ These features give benzoquinone complexes inter!
esting redox ð8Ł and magnetic ð09Ł properties[

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] 9923 865 650075^ fax] 9923 865 650076[

Dihydroxybenzoquinones have been used to prepare one!
ð00Ł two! ð01Ł or three!dimensional ð02Ł coordination
polymers[ These kind of compounds can be an important
factor in creating not only systems with special optical\
electronic or magnetic properties\ but also an inter!
calation system for ion! or molecule!exchange\ absorp!
tion\ and catalytic properties[

Since dihydroxybenzoquinonates can be found in sev!
eral resonant forms "see Scheme 0# several coordination
modes are possible "Scheme 1#[ In the p!quinone form
ðScheme 0aŁ dihydroxybenzoquinonate acts as a chelating
ligand by using the 0\1! and 3\4!oxygen atoms\ and forms
bridges between two metal centres ðScheme 1aŁ ð5Ł[ The
o!quinone form ðScheme 0bŁ is less frequent and appears
in some mononuclear complexes ðScheme 1bŁ ð02Ł"a#[ The
bis"carbanion# form ðScheme 1cŁ has been found in com!
plexes of metal ions with remarkable a.nity for spð2Ł!
hybridised carbons\ such as Pd"II# or Pt"II# ðScheme 1cŁ
ð03Ł[ Examples in which the metal centres are p!bonded
to the benzoquinone ligands are also known ðScheme 1dŁ
ð03Ł[ In some cases\ the dihydroxybenzoquinonate ligands
can act as bridges between several metal centres dis!
playing several coordination modes simultaneously "see
Scheme 2# ð8Ł[

In this paper we describe the synthesis of mono! and
dinuclear complexes of Pd and Pt containing dihy!
droxybenzoquinonate and its derivative chloranilate "in
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Scheme 0[

Scheme 1[

Scheme 2[

which the hydrogen atoms have been replaced by chlor!
ine# by using the complexes cis!ðM"C5F4#1"THF#1Ł and
ðNBu3Ł1ðM1"m!C5F4#1"C5F4#3Ł "M�Pd\ Pt^ THF�tetra!
hydrofuran# as precursors[ The complexes cis!
ðM"C5F4#1"THF#1Ł ð04Ł are excellent precursors for the
preparation of complexes not accessible by other routes
since the two THF groups are easily replaced by other
ligands ð05Ł[ On the other hand\ the complexes
ðNBu3Ł1ðM1"m!C5F4#1"C5F4#3Ł ð05Ł"c#ð06Ł have penta!
~uorophenyl groups acting as bridges between the two
metal centres\ and the bridges can be replaced by ligands
with acidic hydrogen atoms[ The complexes reported here
have been characterized by IR and NMR spectroscopies\
and\ in two cases\ by single crystal X!ray di}raction[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ General procedures

C\ H and N analyses were performed with a PerkinÐ
Elmer 139B microanalyzer[ Infrared spectra "3999Ð199
cm−0# were recorded from Nujol mulls between poly!
ethylene sheets on a Perkin Elmer 722 spec!
trophotometer[ NMR measurements were done either on
a Varian XL199 or a Unity 299 spectrometer[ Cyclic
voltammetric studies were performed using an EG+G
model 162 potentiostat in conjunction with a three!elec!
trode cell[ The three!electrode system consists of a plati!
num disc working electrode\ a platinum wire auxiliary
electrode and a saturated calomel reference electrode
"SCE#[ The measurements were carried out in CH1Cl1
solutions 4×09−3 M in the test compounds and 9[0M in
ðNBu3ŁðPF5Ł as supporting electrolyte[ Under the con!
ditions used\ the E> values for the couple ðFe"h4!C4H4#1Ł¦!
ðFe"h4!C4H4#1Ł was 9[36V[ Complexes cis!
ðM"C5F4#1"THF#1Ł ð04Ł and ðNBu3Ł1ðM1"m!C5F4#1"C5F4#3Ł
ð05Ł"c#ð06Ł "M�Pd\ Pt^ THF�tetrahydrofuran# were
prepared as described elsewhere[

1[1[ Syntheses of ðNBu3Ł1ðPt"C5X1O3#"C5F4#1Ł "X�H
"0#\ Cl "1##

To a solution of 9[19 g of C5X1O1"OH#1 "X�H\
0[32mmol^ Cl\ 9[846mmol# in CH1Cl1 "29mL#\
NBu3"OH# "0M in MeOH\ X�H\ 1[8ml\ 1[75 mmol^ Cl\
0[8ml\ 0[80mmol# was added\ changing the color from
orange "X�H# or yellow "X�Cl# to red[ The solution
was stirred at room temperature for 4min\ and then
evaporated to dryness[ To the residue 2ml of CH1Cl1 was
added\ and then evaporated to dryness[ This operation
was repeated three times\ and then 19ml of CH1Cl1 was
added[ On this solution of "NBu3#1"C5X1O3# prepared in
situ cis!ðPt"C5F4#1"THF#1Ł "X�H\ 9[851 g\ 0[32mmol^ Cl\
9[533 g\ 9[846mmol# is added\ making the solution
become darker[ After 0 h of stirring\ the solution was
evaporated to dryness and the residue was treated with
iPrOH rendering complexes 0 and 1 "yields] 80 and 64)
respectively#[
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1[2[ Analytical and spectroscopic data

0] Anal[ found"calcd# C 40[75"41[01#\ H 5[78"5[36#\ N
1[85"1[32#[ IR data\ cm−0] C5F4 X!sensitive] ð07Ł 799"s#\
700"s#\ C5F4 others] 845"s#\ 0959"s#\ 0387"s#^ C5H1O1−

3 ]
n"CO# 0425"s#\ 0485"s#\ others] 407"m#\ 456"m#\ 630"m#\
0133"s#\ 0247"s#\ 0271"s#\ 0393"s#^ NBu¦

3 773"m#[ 0H NMR
data ðCDCl2\ room temperatureŁ\ ppm] C5H1O1−

3 ] 4[30 "s\
1H#^ NBu¦

3 ] 9[85 "t\ 01H\ CH2#\ 0[33 "m\ 7H\ a!CH1#\ 0[51
"m\ 7H\ b!CH1#\ 2[05 "m\ 7H\ g!CH1#[ 08F NMR data
ðCDCl2\ room temperatureŁ\ ppm] −019[1 "3F\ o!F\
J"Pt\F#�407Hz#\ −056[0 "3F\ m!F#\ −054[8 "1F\ p!F#[

1] Anal[ found"calcd# C 37[71"38[07#\ H 4[24"4[83#\ N
1[27"1[18#[ IR data\ cm−0] C5F4 X!sensitive] ð07Ł 790"s#\
701"s#\ C5F4 others] 847"s#\ 0951"s#\ 0384"s#^ C5Cl1O1−

3 ]
n"CO# 0420"s#\ 0489"s#\ others] 458"m#\ 478"w#\ 592"w#\
730"m#\ 0293"m#\ 0245"s#^ NBu¦

3 770"m#[ 08F NMR data
ðCDCl2\ room temperatureŁ\ ppm] −007[1 "3F\ o!F\
J"Pt\F# �413 Hz#\ −056[7 "3F\ m!F#\ −056[0 "1F\ p!F#[

1[3[ Syntheses of ðNBu3Ł1ðM1"m!C5X1O3#"C5F4#3Ł
"M�Pt\ X�H "2#^ M�Pt\ X�Cl "3#^ M�Pd\ X�H
"4#^ M�Pd\ X�Cl "5##

A typical preparation "2# follows] To a solution of
9[199 g "9[095 mmol# of ðNBu3Ł1ðPt1"m!C5F4#1"C5F4#3Ł in
CH1Cl1 "19mL# 9[904 g "9[00mmol# of C5X1O1"OH#1 was
added\ changing the color of the solution from yellow to
dark red[ The solution was stirred at room temperature
for 0 h\ and then evaporated to dryness[ The residue was
treated with iPrOH rendering complex 2 "yield] 89)#[
Analogous preparations for 3Ð5 lead to the following
yields] 3\ 64)^ 4\ 65)^ 5\ 67)[

Complexes 2 and 3 have also been prepared as follows
"2#] To a solution of 9[260mmol of "NBu3#1"C5X1O3# in
CH1Cl1 "19mL#\ prepared in situ as described above\
9[499 g "9[631mmol# of cis!ðPt"C5F4#1"THF#1Ł was added\
changing the color of the solution from orange to dark
red[ The solution was stirred at room temperature for
29min\ and then evaporated to dryness[ The residue was
treated with iPrOH giving complex 2 "yield] 80)#[ The
analogous preparation for 3 yields 63)[

2] Anal[ found"calcd# C 33[27"33[94#\ H 3[32"3[37#\ N
0[55"0[55#[ IR data\ cm−0] C5F4 X!sensitive] ð07Ł 795"s#\
704"s#\ C5F4 others] 847"s#\ 0951"s#\ 0490"s#^ C5H1O1

3
−]

n"CO# 0425"s#\ others] 169"m#\ 498"w#\ 444"w#\ 0142"s#\
0158"m#\ 0294"s#\ 0250"s#^ NBu¦

3 771"m#[ 0H NMR data
ðCDCl2\ room temperatureŁ\ ppm] C5H1O1

3
−] 4[46 "s\ 1H#^

NBu¦
3] 9[85 "t\ 01H\ CH2#\ 0[39 "m\ 7H\ a!CH1#\ 0[58 "m\

7H\ b!CH1#\ 2[15 "m\ 7H\ g!CH1#[ 08F NMR data ðCDCl2\
room temperatureŁ\ ppm] −019[6 "7F\ o!F\ J"Pt\F#
�494Hz#\ −055[1 "7F\ m!F#\ −053[1 "3F\ p!F#[

3] Anal[ found"calcd# C 30[73"31[63#\ H 3[30"3[04#\ N
0[59"0[59#[ IR data\ cm−0] C5F4 X!sensitive] ð07Ł 795"s#\
705"s#\ C5F4 others] 859"s#\ 0952"s#\ 0499"s#^ C5Cl1O1

3
−]

n"CO# ¼0499"br#\ others] 146"w#\ 178"m#\ 457"m#\

591"m#\ 0142"s#\ 0250"s#^ NBu¦
3 779"m#[ 08F NMR data

ðCDCl2\ room temperatureŁ\ ppm] −010[0 "7F\ o!F\
J"Pt\F# �403Hz#\ −057[8 "7F\ m!F#\ −056[0 "3F\ p!F#[

4] Anal[ found"calcd# C 32[29"32[40#\ H 3[12"3[25#\ N
0[47"0[52#[ IR data] C5F4 X!sensitive] ð07Ł 689"s#\ 790"s#\
C5F4 others] 844"s#\ 0918"s#\ 0388"s#^ C5H1O1

3
−] n"CO#

0418"s#\ others] 169"m#\ 176"m#\ 384"m#\ 437"w#\ 700"m#\
0149"s#\ 0246"s#\ 0302"s#^ NBu¦

3 773"m#[ 0H NMR data
ðCDCl2\ room temperatureŁ\ ppm] C5H1O1

3
−] 4[33 "s\ 1H#^

NBu¦
3] 0[94 "t\ 01H\ CH2#\ 0[31 "m\ 7H\ a!CH1#\ 0[59 "m\

7H\ b!CH1#\ 2[01 "m\ 7H\ g!CH1#[ 08F NMR data ðCDCl2\
room temperatureŁ\ ppm] −005[8 "7F\ o!F#\ −054[0 "7F\
m!F#\ −051[4 "3F\ p!F#[

5] Anal[ found"calcd# C 33[62"33[00#\ H 3[94"3[39#\ N
0[59"0[50#[ IR data\ cm−0] C5F4 X!sensitive] ð07Ł 680"s#\
791"s#\ C5F4 others] 846"s#\ 0948"s#\ 0388"s#^ C5Cl1O1

3
−]

n"CO# ¼0499"br#\ others] 178"m#\ 383"m#\ 461"m#\
502"m#\ 741"s#\ 0248"s#^ NBu¦

3 770"m#[ 08F NMR data
ðCDCl2\ room temperatureŁ\ ppm] −004[2 "7F\ o!F#\
−054[6 "7F\ m!F#\ −052[2 "3F\ p!F#[

1[4[ Synthesis of "OC!5!20#ðNBu3ŁðPtCl2"C5F4#1"H1O#Ł
"6#

To a solution of 9[199 g "9[003 mmol# of 3 in CH1Cl1\
"19mL# 9[09mL of a 1[0N solution of Cl1 in CCl3 was
added dropwise\ changing the color of the solution from
dark brown to yellow[ The solution was stirred at room
temperature for 04min\ and then evaporated to dryness[
The residue is treated with iPrOH\ rendering complex 6

"yield] 59)#[ Complex 6 can also be prepared with a
similar yield using 2 as starting material[

6] Anal[ found"calcd# C 26[61"26[42#\ H 3[05"3[13#\ N
0[44"0[45#[ IR data\ cm−0] C5F4 X!sensitive] ð07Ł 685"s#\
793"s#\ C5F4 others] 869"s#\ 0968"s#\ 0401"s#\ 0539"s#^ H1O]
n"OH# 2193"br#^ n"Pt!Cl#] 189"m#\ 228"s#^ NBu¦

3 789"m#[
08F NMR data ðCDCl2\ room temperatureŁ\ ppm] −009[7
"0F\ o!F\ J"Pt\Fo# �55Hz#\ −004[5 "0F\ o!F\ J"Pt\Fo#
�016Hz#\ −007[2 "0F\ o!F\ J"Pt\F# �005Hz#\ −019[1
"0F\ o!F\ J"Pt\Fo# �87Hz#\ −053[8 "0F\ m!F#\ −054[1
"1F\ m!F#\ −055[0 "0F\ m!F#\ −050[1 "1F\ p!F#[

1[5[ Preparation of crystals of 2 for X!ray structure deter!
mination

Suitable crystals for X!ray purposes were obtained by
slow di}usion of n!hexane into a CHCl2 solution of 2 at
3>C[

1[6[ Preparation of crystals of 6 = 0[4CH1Cl1 for X!ray
structure determination

Suitable crystals for X!ray purposes were obtained by
slow di}usion of n!hexane into a CH1Cl1 solution of 6 at
3>C[
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1[7[ X!ray structure analysis of 2

Crystal data and other details of the structure analysis
are presented in Table 0[ A crystal of 2 was mounted at
the end of a quartz _ber and glued in place with epoxy
adhesive[ All di}raction measurements were made on
an EnrafÐNonius CAD3 di}ractometer\ using graphite
monochromated Mo!Ka X!radiation[ Unit cell dimen!
sions were determined from 14 centered re~ections in the
range 11[7³1u³20[7>[ Di}racted intensities were mea!
sured in a unique quadrant of reciprocal space by v:u
scans[ Three check re~ections remeasured after every 2 h[
showed ca[ 02) decomposition of the crystal over the
period of data collection[ The structure was solved by
direct methods and developed and re_ned in series of
alternating di}erence Fourier maps and least squares
analyses using all data\ with the program SHELXL!82
ð08Ł[ All non!hydrogen atoms were assigned anisotropic
displacement parameters and re_ned without positional
constraints[ The hydrogen atoms were constrained to
idealised geometries and assigned isotropic displacement
parameters of 0[1 times the Uiso value of their attached
carbon "0[4 times for the methyl hydrogen atoms#[ Full!
matrix least!squares re_nement of this model to F1 con!
verged to _nal residual indices given in Table 0[ Final
di}erence electron density maps showed three peaks
above 0 e A� −2 "1[24\ 1[10 and 0[95^ Largest di}[ hole
−0[13# lying within 0[05A� of the platinum atoms[

Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement for complexes 2 and 6 = 0[4CH1Cl1

Complex 2 6 = 0[4CH1Cl1
Formula C51H63F19N1O3Pt1 C17H27Cl2F09NOPt[0[4CH1Cl1
Formula weight 0570[30 0912[31
Space group P10:c C1:c
a "A� # 09[2188"6# 16[1142"11#
b "A� # 06[0865"01# 03[7822"03#
c "A� # 06[7256"09# 12[9274"08#
b "># 89[245"09# 012[078"4#
V "A� 2# 2057[5"3# 6706[5"01#
Z 1 7
wavelength "A� # 9[60962 9[60962
temperature "K# 035"1# 062"1#
Dcalc "Mg:m2# 0[651 0[628
m "mm−0# 3[406 3[962
Crystal size "mm# 9[39×9[29×9[14 9[44×9[34×9[29
transmission factors 9[157\ 9[112 9[620\ 9[899
absoprtion correction C scans C scans
scan range 3[5³1u³49> 3[1³1u³49>
index ranges ¦h\ ¦k\ 2l ¦h\ ¦k\ 2l
re~ections collected 4809 6909
independent re~ections 4446 ðR"int# �9[9535Ł 5745 ðR"int# �9[9180Ł
data:restraints: parameters 4445:9:309 5744:4:341
GOF on F1 0[015 0[931
_nal R indices ðI×1s"I#Ł R0�9[9264\ wR1�9[9875 R0�9[9282\ wR1�9[9896
R indices "all data# R0�9[9340\ wR1�9[0927 R0�9[9455\ wR1�9[9884

R0�S"=Fo=−=Fc=#:S=Fo=^ wR1� ðSw"Fo
1−Fc

1#1:Sw"Fo
1#1Ł9[4^ GOF � ðSw"Fo

1−Fc
1#1:"nobs − nparam#Ł9[4

1[8[ X!ray structure analysis of 6 = 0[4CH1Cl1

Crystal data and other details of the structure analysis
are presented in Table 0[ A crystal of 6 = 0[4CH1Cl1 was
mounted at the end of a glass _ber and held in place with
a ~uorinated oil[ All di}raction measurements were made
on a Siemens P3 four circle di}ractometer\ using graphite
monochromated Mo!Ka X!radiation[ Unit cell dimen!
sions were determined from 62 centered re~ections in the
range 18[5³1u³29[9>[ Di}racted intensities were mea!
sured in a unique quadrant of reciprocal space by v!
scans[ Three check re~ections remeasured after every 186
ordinary re~ections showed no decay of the crystal over
the period of data collection[ Lorentz and polarisation
corrections were applied[ The structure was solved by
direct methods and developed and re_ned in series of
alternating di}erence Fourier maps and least squares
analyses using all data\ with the program SHELXL!82
ð08Ł[ All non!hydrogen atoms were assigned anisotropic
displacement parameters[ The hydrogen atoms were con!
strained to idealised geometries and assigned isotropic
displacement parameters of 0[1 times the Uiso value of
their attached carbon "0[4 times for the methyl hydrogen
atoms#[ One of the CH1Cl1 solvent molecules lies near a
two!fold axis and is disordered over two positions with
49) occupancy each[ Full!matrix least!squares re_ne!
ment of this model to F1 converged to _nal residual indi!
ces given in Table 0[ Final di}erence electron density
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maps showed 1 peaks above 0 e A� −2 "0[42 and 0[40^ largest
di}[ hole −0[60# in the solvent area[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Synthesis of the mononuclear complexes
ðNBu3Ł1ðPt"C5X1O3#"C5F4#1Ł "X�H "0#\ Cl "1##

The neutral dihydroxybenzoquinone "X�H# or chro!
ranilic acid "X�Cl# are deprotonated in situ[ To a solu!
tion in CH1Cl1 of the ligand\ a methanolic solution of
NBu3"OH# is added in 0]1 molar ratio[ The resulting
solution turns immediately from yellow to red[ To elim!
inate the H1O formed and the MeOH\ after 4min[ of
stirring\ the solvents are evaporated under vacuum[
Again\ CH1Cl1 is added to the oily residue\ thus obtaining
a solution of "NBu3#1"C5X1O3# "X�H\ dihy!
droxybenzoquinonate^ X�Cl\ chloranilate#[ To this solu!
tion\ cis!ðPt"C5F4#1"THF#1Ł is added in 0]0 molar ratio\
the solution turning instantaneously to dark brown[ After
4min of stirring\ the solution is evaporated to dryness
and the residue is treated with iPrOH\ rendering the dark
brown solids which are identi_ed as
ðNBu3Ł1ðPt"C5X1O3#"C5F4#1Ł "X�H "0#\ Cl "1## "eq[0#[

The IR spectra of 0 and 1 shows intense absorptions
corresponding to n"CO# at 0425 and 0485 cm−0 for 0 and
0420 and 0489 cm−0 for 1[ These values are smaller than
those found for the protonated free ligands "0527\
0510 cm−0 for dihydroxybenzoquinone and 0556\
0520 cm−0 for the chloranilic acid# thus indicating a
weakening of all the CÐO bonds of the ligand due to the
coordination of the platinum centre through the oxygen
atom[ The two bands found in the IR spectra of 0 and 1

in the C5F4 X!sensitive region ð07Ł indicate the mutually
cis disposition of the penta~uorophenyl groups[

The 0H NMR spectrum of 0 shows\ besides the signals
corresponding to the NBu3 cation\ a singlet cor!
responding to the hydrogen atoms of the dihy!
droxybenzoquinonate at d 3[30[ The 08F NMR spectra of
0 and 1 show only three signals\ integrating to 1]0]1\
corresponding to the ortho\ para and meta ~uorine atoms
respectively\ and thus indicating the equivalence of the

Equation 0

two C5F4 groups\ and the existence of a mirror plane on
the NMR time scale[

Despite the fact that the coordination mode rep!
resented in Scheme 1c has been previously found in com!
plexes of Pd and Pt ð03Ł\ the spectroscopic data of
complexes 0 and 1 seem to indicate that their structure is
the one depicted in eq[ 0[

2[1[ Synthesis of the dinuclear complexes ðNBu3Ł1ðM1"m!
C5X1O3#"C5F4#3Ł "M�Pt\ X�H "2#^ M�Pt\ X�Cl
"3#^ M�Pd\ X�H "4#^ M�Pd\ X�Cl "5##

The dinuclear complexes 2Ð5 can be prepared via two
di}erent routes[ One is very similar to those used in the
syntheses of complexes 0 and 1\ and involves the addition
of cis!ðM"C5F4#1"THF#1Ł to a solution of "NBu3#1"C5X1O3#
in CH1Cl1\ prepared in situ as described above\ in 1]0
molar ratio "eq[ 1#[ Evaporation to dryness and addition
of iPrOH allow the isolation of complexes 2Ð5 as dark
brown or dark purple solids[ The other way to prepare
complexes 2Ð5 is through reaction of the C5X1O1"OH#1
ligands with the dinuclear complexes ðNBu3Ł1ðM1"m!
C5F4#1"C5F4#3Ł in CH1Cl1\ in 0]0 molar ratio[ The intense
yellow solutions of the Pt and Pd complexes become very
dark upon addition of the ligand[ After some minutes\
the solvent is removed and iPrOH is added\ yielding com!
plexes 2Ð5[ The deprotonation of the ligand occurs in situ
and 1 equivalents of C5F4H are formed in the reaction
process "eq[ 2#[

The IR spectra of complexes 2Ð5 show that the absorp!
tions corresponding to the n"CO# have shifted down by
ca[ 099 cm−0 with respect to the free "i[e[ not depro!
tonated# ligands\ thus indicating coordination of the oxy!
gen atoms to the metal centres[ In the X!sensitive region
ð07Ł of the penta~uorophenyl groups two bands appear
in all cases\ indicating the mutually cis disposition of
these ligands[ The 0H NMR spectra of 2 and 4 show the
signals corresponding to the NBu¦

3 cation and one at ca[
d 4[4 corresponding to the hydrogen atoms of the dihy!
droxybenzoquinonate ligand[ The 08F NMR spectra of
complexes 2Ð5 are very similar\ each showing three sig!
nals integrating 1]0]1\ corresponding to the ortho\ para
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Equation 1[

Equation 2[

and meta ~uorine atoms respectively\ and thus indicating
the equivalence of the four C5F4 groups which present
AA?MM?X spin systems[ Again\ the spectroscopic data
for complexes 2Ð5 indicate a planar\ symmetrical struc!
ture as represented in eq[ 1 and eq[ 2[ This structure has
been con_rmed in the solid state by a single crystal X!ray
study of complex 2[

2[2[ Crystal structure of ðNBu3Ł1ðPt1"m!C5H1O3#"C5F4#3Ł
"2#

The structure of the anion of complex 2 with the atom
numbering scheme is shown in Fig[ 0[ Selected bond
distances and angles are listed in Table 1[ The two halves
of the complex are related by an inversion centre located
in the centre of the six!membered ring of the dihy!
droxybenzoquinonate ligand\ and thus the two platinum!
atom environments are identical[ The dihy!
droxybenzoquinonate ligand is planar and is coplanar
with the square planar environment of the platinum
atoms "dihedral angle 9[4"1#>#[ The penta~uorophenyl
groups make angles of 51[9"1#> "C"0## and 42[8"1#> "C"6##
with the central platinum!containing plane[ PtÐC and
PtÐO distances are in the range commonly found for
penta~uorophenyl complexes of platinum ð04\05Ł[

The CÐC and CÐO distances in the C5H1O3 ring are

in agreement with the electronic structure presented in
Scheme 0a "see Fig[ 1#[ There is electron de!localization
through the bond sequence OÐCaÐCbÐCaÐO and\ as a
consequence\ the value of the distances CaÐCb and CaÐ
O is intermediate between single "CÐO �0[321A� \ CÐ
C �0[425A� # and double bonds "C1O �0[100A� \ C1C
�0[215A� # ð19Ł[ The distance CaÐCa clearly corresponds
to a single CÐC bond\ and thus an aromatization of the
ring can be discarded[

2[3[ Electrochemical studies

Complex ðNBu3Ł1ðPt1"m!C5H1O3#"C5F4#3Ł "2#\ was stud!
ied by cyclic voltammetry[ The experiments were carried
out in CH1Cl1 employing ðNBu3ŁðPF5Ł as the supporting
electrolyte\ a Pt disk electrode and a saturated calomel
reference electrode "SCE#[ Complex 2 exhibits a reversible
process at E0:1�−9[69V "ic:ia �0# and the value of DEp
is 9[023V\ which suggests a fast two!electron couple indi!
cating the electrochemically reversible reduction[ With
the available data\ it is not possible to state if the dinu!
clear platinum"II# complex reduces to a structurally simi!
lar dinuclear platinum"I# complex\ or if it is the ligand
which reduces forming an aromatic C5X1O3−

3 entity with
four phenolate oxygen atoms[ Analysis of this wave at
49\ 099 and 199mVs−0 gives clear evidence of a di}usion!
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Fig[ 0[ Drawing of the crystal structure of the anion of ðNBu3Ł1ðPt1"m!C5H1O3#"C5F4#3Ł "2#\ showing the atom labelling scheme[ Non!hydrogen atoms
are represented by their 49) probability ellipsoids[

Fig[ 1[ Schematic representation of the structure of the anion of ðNBu3Ł1ðPt1"m!C5H1O3#"C5F4#3Ł "2#\ showing the important interatomic distances[

controlled couple\ indicated by a constant current func!
tion "ip\av

−0:1#[ An additional irreversible oxidation peak
at 0[34V in the range −0[5 to 0[5V is observed but not
related reduction is seen[

The results of the cyclic voltammetry studies on 2 pro!
mpted us to try the chemical reduction of complexes 2Ð
5[ We used ðNBu3ŁðBH3Ł as reducing agent[ The reaction
did occur\ since we observed a fast color change in the
solution when the reductor was added[ We did not how!
ever succeed in isolating any of the products\ since they
appeared to be very unstable\ even under inert atmo!
sphere[ The reason is probably the high negative charge
"−3# that these compounds would bear[

The oxidation of the platinum complexes 2 and 3 with
an excess of a solution of Cl1 in CCl3 leads to the synthesis
of a mononuclear complex of Pt"IV#\ "OC!5Ð20#ðNBu3Ł
ðPtCl2"C5F4#1"H1O#Ł "6#[ Our attempts to determine the
fate of the dihydroxybezoquinonate ligand in this reac!
tion have failed\ since we could not identify any other
compound from the mother liquors[ The molecule of
water coordinated to the platinum centre in 6 has to
come from imperfectly dried solvents used in its synthesis[
Similar oxidation attempts carried out on the palladium

complexes 4 and 5 lead to ðNBu3Ł1ðPd1"m!Cl#1Cl3Ł as the
only isolable compound[

The 08F NMR spectrum of 6 shows that the two pen!
ta~uorophenyl groups are inequivalent and within each
group all the ~uorine atoms are di}erent[ As expected\
the magnitude of the 084PtÐF coupling constants are smal!
ler than those usually found for Pt"II# complexes ð04Ł[

2[4[ Crystal structure of the complex "OC!5Ð20#
ðNBu3ŁðPtCl2"C5F4#1"H1O#Ł = 0[4CH1Cl1 "6 =0[4CH1 Cl1#

The structure of the anion of complex 6 with the atom
numbering scheme is shown in Fig[ 2[ Selected bond
distances and angles are listed in Table 2[ The complex
anion has a slightly distorted octahedral structure\ with
cis angles ranging between 75[64"5#> and 85[0"1#>[ The
largest value corresponds to the angle C"0#ÐPtÐC"6#\
probably due to the steric requirements of the pen!
ta~uorophenyl groups[ PtÐC ð04\ 05Ł and PtÐO ð10Ł dis!
tances have the usual values for this kind of complex[ The
PtÐCl distances range between 1[206"1#A� and 1[330"1#A� ^
the longest distance corresponds to the chlorine trans to
one of the penta~uorophenyl groups[
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Fig[ 2[ Drawing of the crystal structure of the anion of "OC!5!20#ðNBu3ŁðPtCl2"C5F4#1"H1O#Ł = 0[4CH1Cl1 "6 = 0[4CH1Cl1#\ showing the atom labelling
scheme[ Non!hydrogen atoms are represented by their 49) probability ellipsoids[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for ðNBu3Ł1ðPt1"m!C5H1O3#"C5F4#3Ł "2#

Pt0C"0# 0[878"5# Pt0C"6# 0[865"5#
Pt0O"0# 1[097"3# Pt0O"1# 1[984"3#
O"0#0C"02# 0[162"6# O"1#0C"03# 0[164"6#
C"02#0C"04?# 0[268"8# C"02#0C"03# 0[410"7#
C"03#0C"04# 0[286"7# C"04#0C"02?# 0[268"8#

C"6#0Pt0C"0# 89[2"1# C"6#0Pt0O"1# 84[1"1#
C"0#0Pt0O"1# 063[4"1# C"6#0Pt0O"0# 062[1"1#
C"0#0Pt0O"0# 85[4"1# O"1#0Pt0O"0# 67[9"1#
C"02#0O"0#0Pt 003[3"3# C"03#0O"1#0Pt 004[9"3#
O"0#0C"02#0C"04?# 013[9"4# O"0#0C"02#0C"03# 005[3"4#
C"04?#0C"02#0C"03# 008[5"4# O"1#0C"03#0C"04# 012[4"4#
O"1#0C"03#0C"02# 005[9"4# C"04#0C"03#0C"02# 019[4"4#
C"02?#0C"04#0C"03# 008[7"4#

Table 2
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for "OC!5Ð20#ðNBu3ŁðPtCl2"C5F4#1"H1O#Ł =
0[4CH1Cl1 "6 = 0[4CH1Cl1#

Pt0C"0# 1[930"5# Pt0C"6# 1[907"6#
Pt0O 1[058"4# Pt0Cl"0# 1[206"1#
Pt0Cl"1# 1[224"1# Pt0Cl"2# 1[300"1#
Cl"1|# = = = H"1# 1[557 Cl"2|# = = = H"0# 1[073
C"6#0Pt0C"0# 81[9"2# C"6#0Pt0O 066[6"1#
C"0#0Pt0O 89[3"1# C"6#0Pt0Cl"0# 85[0"1#
C"0#0Pt0Cl"0# 76[8"1# O0Pt0Cl"0# 73[01"02#
C"6#0Pt0Cl"1# 77[5"1# C"0#0Pt0Cl"1# 83[3"1#
O0Pt0Cl"1# 80[01"02# Cl"0#0Pt0Cl"1# 063[64"5#
C"6#0Pt0Cl"2# 80[6"1# C"0#0Pt0Cl"2# 065[1"1#
O0Pt0Cl"2# 74[82"03# Cl"0#0Pt0Cl"2# 89[69"5#
Cl"1#0Pt0Cl"2# 75[64"5# C"1#0C"0#0Pt 010[7"4#
C"5#0C"0#0Pt 012[8"4# C"7#0C"6#0Pt 012[0"4#
C"01#0C"6#0Pt 011[3"4#
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Fig[ 3[ Drawing of the intermolecular hydrogen bonding present in the crystal structure of the anion of "OC!5Ð20#ðNBu3ŁðPtCl2"C5F4#1"H1O#Ł =
0[4CH1Cl1 "6 = 0[4CH1Cl1#[ Non!hydrogen atoms are represented by their 49) probability ellipsoids[

In the unit cell\ the anions of 6 form pairs linked by
hydrogen bonds established by the hydrogen atoms of
the water molecule bonded to the platinum\ and two of
the chlorine atoms of the second molecule "see Fig[ 3#[
The Cl = = =H distances are 1[07"5#A� and 1[56"5#A� \ and
the shorter distance corresponds to a strong interaction
ð11Ł[
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Abstract

The dimeric compound ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1 "0# "dmba�N\N!dimethylbenzylamine# reacts with KX\ in methanol:acetone\ a}ording
the analogous dimeric pseudohalide!bridged species ðPd"dmba#"X#Ł1 ðX�NCO"1#\ SCN"2#\ CN"3#Ł[ The compounds were char!
acterized by elemental analysis\ infrared spectroscopy\ NMR and thermogravimetric analysis[ The IR data for 1Ð3 showed bands
typical of coordinated pseudohalide ligands indicating clearly the occurrence of the exchange reaction[ Their thermal behavior was
investigated and suggested that their thermal stability is in~uenced by the bridging ligand[ The thermal stability decreased in the order
ðPd"dmba#"m!SCN#Ł1×ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1×ðPd"dmba#"m!NCO#Ł1×ðPd"dmba#"m!CN#Ł1[ The X!ray results showed the formation of
PdO as _nal decomposition product[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Cyclometallated^ Palladium "II#^ Pseudohalides^ Infrared spectroscopy^ NMR spectroscopy^ Thermal analysis

0[ Introduction

Many studies dealing with research on the activation
of CÐH bonds by transition metal complexes have
appeared in recent years ð0Ð09Ł[ Most research in this
_eld has been carried out in order to prepare new species
which may be useful[ For example\ cyclopalladated com!
plexes are successfully employed in organic synthesis ð00Ł\
as anti!tumor drugs ð01Ł and for the design of new met!
allomesogens ð02Ł[ The halide!bridged cyclometallated
dimers are also good starting materials for reactions with
nucleophiles like tertiary phosphines or pyridines a}ord!
ing new mononuclear compounds ð03Ł[

So far\ similar pseudohalide!bridged cyclopalladated
dimers have not yet been reported[ We therefore decided
to synthesize them from ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1 by an anion
exchange reaction[ The compounds prepared have the
general formula ðPd"dmba#"m!X#Ł1 ðX�NCO"1#\ SCN"2#\
CN"3#Ł and were characterized by infrared and NMR
spectroscopies and by thermogravimetric analysis[ The

� Corresponding author[ Fax] ¦44!905!1116821^ e!mail] mauroÝ
iq[unesp[br

0 Present address] Universidade de Mogi das Cruzes\ UMC\ Av[ Dr[
Ca¼ndido Xavier de Almeida e Souza\ 199 CEP 97679!109\ Mogi das
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_nal decomposition product was characterized by X!ray
powder di}ractometry[ To the best of our knowledge\ the
present study is among the few dealing with systematic
thermal behavior investigation in a series of cyclo!
palladated compounds ð04Ł[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ General comments

All the synthesis were carried out at room temperature[
All reagents were obtained from commercial suppliers
and employed without further puri_cation[ ðPd"dmba#"m!
Cl#Ł1 was prepared as previously described in literature
ð05Ł[ Elemental analysis were performed by the Central
Anal(�tica IQ!USP\ Brazil[

1[1[ Preparation of the complexes

ðPd"dmba#"m!X#Ł1 "X�NCO\ SCN\ CN#[ To a solution
of 9[2499 g "9[523mmol# of ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1 in 34 cm2

of methanol:acetone "1]0# was added 0[16mmol of KX
"9[0929 g of KNCO^ 9[0126 g of KSCN or 9[9716 g of
KCN#[ The mixtures were stirred for 0 h and the yellow
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solids formed were _ltered o}\ washed thoroughly with
water and diethyl ether[ The compounds were recrys!
tallized from dichloromethane:hexane "0]0# and then
dried in vacuo[ The yield was 79) in each case[
ðPd"dmba#"m!NCO#Ł1 found] C\ 31[4^ H\ 3[2^ N\ 8[8^ calc[]
C\ 31[8^ H\ 3[4^ N\ 8[5)[ðPd"dmba#"m!SCN#Ł1 found] C\
39[1^ H\ 3[9^ N\ 8[2^ calc[] C\ 39[1^ H\ 3[9^ N\
8[0)[ðPd"dmba#"m!CN#Ł1 found] C\ 33[8^ H\ 3[8^ N\ 09[3^
calc[] C\ 34[5^ H\ 3[8^ N\ 8[6)[

1[2[ Instrumental

1[2[0[ Infrared spectroscopy
Infrared spectra "IR# were recorded on a Nicolet

FTIR!629 spectrophotometer in the spectral range 3999Ð
199 cm−0 with the samples in the form of cesium iodide
pellets[

1[2[1[ NMR spectroscopy
0H and 02C NMR spectra were obtained as CDCl2

solutions and referred to the high _eld SiMe3 signal\ on
a Bruker AC!199 spectrometer[

1[2[2[ Thermogravimetric analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis "TG# was carried out

under dynamic ~ow of dry synthetic air "14 cm2 = min−0#
and at a heating rate of 19>C = min−0\ using a TGS!1
PerkinÐElmer Thermoanalyser[

Scheme 0[

1[2[3[ X!ray diffractometry
The X!ray di}ractograms were obtained with an HGZ

3:B horizontal di}ractometer "G[D[R# equipped with a
proportional counter and pulse height discriminator[ The
BraggÐBentano arrangement was adopted using CuKa

radiation "l�0[430A� # and setting of 23KV and 19mA[
The peaks were identi_ed using ASTM data _les[

2[ Results and discussion

The reactions of the cyclopalladated compound
ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1 and KX "X�NCO\ SCN\ CN# in the
molar ratio 0]1 occur readily\ leading to the species
ðPd"dmba#"m!X#Ł1 "see Scheme 0#[ The elemental analysis
for the synthesized compounds were in agreement with
the proposed formula[ The complexes were characterized
by IR and NMR spectroscopies and thermogravimetric
analysis[ The data given by those techniques are present
as follows[

2[0[ IR and NMR spectra

The pseudohalide ions NCO\ SCN and CN are ver!
satile ligands which can function as terminal mono!
dentade or bridging groups[ As a result\ pseudohalide
metal complexes have a remarkable structural diversity[
The frequencies "cm−0# of the more important bands
observed in the IR spectra of the new compounds are
given in Table 0\ along with those of the complex
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Table 0
IR spectral data "cm−0# for compounds 0Ð3

Compound n"CÐHar# n"CÐHaliph[# n"C1C# n"CN# n"CX# d"NCX#

ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1
a 2945 w 1868Ð1737 w 0467 w

ðPd"dmba#"m!NCO#Ł1 2946 w 1862Ð1772 w 0467 m 1064 vs b 0176 b w 572 w\ 485 w
ðPd"dmba#"m!SCN#Ł1 2949 w 1869Ð1689 w 0465 w 1027 vs c 738 c m 331 w
ðPd"dmba#"m!CN#Ł1 2935 w 1817Ð1730 w 0479 w 1059 vs

vs� very strong^ m� medium^ w� weak[
a n"Pd!Cl#�229 cm−0^ b NCO^ c SCN^ X�O or S[

ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1[ In general the vibrational modes of
pseudohalide groups are very characteristic and allow a
clear identi_cation of their mode of coordination to the
metallic centers[ It is worthy to note that\ for complex 1\
the bands at 1064\ n CN^ 0176\ n CO^ 572\ 485 d NCO\
cm−0 ð06Ł are consistent with bridging N!bonded cyanate[
For the compound 2 the presence of bands at 1027\ n

CN^ 738^ n CS^ 331\ d SCN\ cm−0 ð06Ł indicate that
the thiocyanate is acting as a bridging group and co!
ordinated simultaneously through nitrogen and sulphur
to the Pd atoms[ Finally\ the IR spectrum of 3 shows a
band at 1059 cm−0\ assigned to n CN which gives evidence
of cyanide bridging the Pd centers via carbon atom ð06Ł[

The 0H as well as 02C spectra unambiguously showed
the formation of the products[ In the 0H NMR the ðÐNÐ
CH1ÐŁ and ðÐNÐ"CH2#1Ł groups appear\ respectively\ as
two singlets at d�2[75 and 1[66 for 0^ 2[75 and 1[64 for
1 and 2[70 and 1[61 for 3[ In the same way the 02C spectra
con_rm the proposed structure showing resonance sig!
nals for ðPdÐCŁ at d�035[7 for 0^ 035[6 for 1 and 037[4
for 3\ which are characteristic of ortho!metallation of the
aromatic ring ð05\ 07Ł[ The 02C spectra also showed signals
assigned to ðÐNÐCH1ÐŁ and ðÐNÐ"CH2#1Ł groups\ respec!
tively\ at 62[9 and 41[7 for 0^ 62[3 and 41[5 for 1 and 61[4
and 40[0 for 3[ The complex ðPd"dmba#"m!SCN#Ł1 "2# was

Table 1
Thermal analysis data for compounds 0Ð3

Compound Step Ti">C# Tf">C# Dm")#

ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1 0 089 159 31[70
1 159 589 01[74

"44[55#
ðPd"dmba#"m!NCO#Ł1 0 064 109 21[83

1 109 449 12[63
"45[57#

ðPd"dmba#"m!SCN#Ł1 0 209 219 28[46
1 219 274 08[33

"48[90#
ðPd"dmba#"m!CN#Ł1 0 049 179 33[23

1 179 229 8[65
"43[09#

Ti� initial temperature^ Tf� _nal temperature^ Dm� mass variation^ Total percentual mass
losses are show in parentheses for each compound[

not characterized by NMR spectroscopy due to its low
solubility[

In order to get more data about these cyclopalladates
in the solid state\ we made use of thermogravimetric
analysis and the results obtained from this technique are
presented below[

2[1[ Themogravimetric analysis

At this point it is worthy to note that thermal analysis
has been scarcely employed for the study of cyclo!
metallated compounds\ despite their large use for other
classes of metal complexes ð08Ł[ In the present paper the
application of thermogravimetric analysis had its main
objectives in enlightening the in~uence of the bridging
ligand X on the initial decomposition temperature as
well as on thermal decompositon mechanisms[ The steps\
initial and _nal temperatures ">C#\ partial and total
weight losses ")# for the thermal decompositions of
ðPd"dmba#"m!X#Ł1 ðX�Cl"0#\ NCO"1#\ SCN"2#\ CN"3#Ł\
in dry air atmosphere\ are given in Table 1[ The TG
curves for these compounds\ under dry air atmosphere\
are show in Fig[ 0[

The thermal decomposition of 0 occurs in two con!
secutive steps[ The _rst mass loss occurs between 089Ð
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Fig[ 0[ TG curve of ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1"***#\ ðPd"dmba#"m!NCO#Ł1 "! ! !#\ ðPd"dmba#"m!SCN#Ł1 "* =*=*#\ ðPd"dmba# "m!CN#Ł1 "***# in dry air[

159>C corresponding to\ by mass calculation\ the loss of
two dmba groups and the uptake of O1[ This fact is
con_rmed by the IR spectrum of the residue that showed
no bands assignable to dmba[ In the temperature range
of 159Ð589>C a mass loss occurs which was attributed to
the elimination of a Cl1 molecule[ A constant mass was
reacted at 589>C and the residue was identi_ed as PdO
"ASTM card _le 5!9404# ð19Ł[ The TG curve of 1 indicated
that its decomposition comprises two consecutive steps[
The _rst step\ in the range 064Ð109>C\ is assigned to the
elimination of one dmba group and two NCO ligands by
mass calculation and the uptake of O1[ The IR spectrum
of the residue is in agreement with this fact since no band
assigned to NCO group was observed[ The second mass
loss takes place between 109Ð449>C and corresponds to
the _nal elimination of dmba[

Two consecutive steps are characteristic of the thermal
decomposition of 2[ The _rst mass loss observed in the
temperature range 209Ð219>C is due to the elimination
of two dmba groups and the uptake of O1[ The IR spec!
trum of the residue shows no bands of dmba group and
therefore con_rms this step of the mechanism[ The second
step\ between 219Ð274>C\ corresponds to the complete
degradation of SCN ligands[ The TG curve of 3 evidences
that its thermal degradation starts above 049>C[ The _rst
decomposition step suggests\ by mass calculation\ the loss
of two dmba group and the uptake of O1\ con_rmed by
the IR spectrum of the residue[ In the second step\ 179Ð
229>C\ there is total degradation of two CN ligands[ The
_nal decomposition product was identi_ed as PdO\ as
well as for the antecedent complexes[

Summarizing the previous results it was observed that
all compounds decompose in two steps[ For all of them

the _rst stage comprises the total\ or partial\ elimination
of the dmba group\ followed by the degradation of the
halide or pseudohalide ligand[ Moreover the initial
decomposition temperatures of 1 and 3 are smaller than
its precursor and that of 2 is higher than its precursor\
showing therefore the in~uence of the bridging group in
the stability of the compounds[

Thus\ taking into account the initial temperature of
the decomposition processes\ it is possible to establish
the following thermal stability] ðPd"dmba#"m!SCN#Ł1 ×
ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1 × ðPd"dmba#"m!NCO#Ł1 × ðPd"dmba#
"m!CN#Ł1[ The greater stability of ðPd"dmba#"m!SCN#Ł1
can be reasonably explained by the presence of a inter!
action between a soft acid and a soft base that leads to
the formation of strong PdÐS bonds[

In conclusion\ the results of this work have showed
that pseudohalide ligands can easily substitute halides
in dimeric cyclopalladated species such as chloride in
ðPd"dmba#"m!Cl#Ł1[ Thermal analysis demonstrated that
only ðPd"dmba#"m!SCN#Ł1 is more stable than the starting
complex probably due to the presence of a soft base\ S\
in the pseudohalide[

Current studies involving cyclopalladated complexes
containg pseudohalide ligands are under way exploiting
the interesting reactivity of these species toward small
molecules such as CO\ CO1 and CS1[
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Abstract

The cationic oxosiloxy compound ðMoO"OSiMe2#"S1CNEt1#1\ OSO1CF2Ł\ "0#\ was prepared from the reaction of MoO1"S1CNEt1#1
with a small excess of SiMe2OSO1CF2[ Under the same conditions\ MoOCl1"S1CNEt1#1 was the only compound isolated for the
reaction of MoO1"S1CNEt1#1 with SiMe2OSO1Cl[ Contrary to other substituted silanes\ Me2SiX for X�Cl\ Br\ I\ NCS and CN\ the
use of stoichiometric or sub!stoichiometric amounts of the sulphonyl silanes\ either SiMe2OSO1CF2 or SiMe2OSO1Cl\ and NH3PF5

produced ðMoO"S1CNEt1#2\ PF5Ł\ as the only product[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Cationic oxosiloxy compound^ Sulfonyltrimethylsilanes

0[ Introduction

Little is known about immobilised heterogeneous cata!
lysts having well!de_ned surface structures[ The devel!
opment of immobilised homogeneous catalysts by
grafting to reactive surfaces structures is still far behind
scienti_c and industrial demands[ However\ met!
allasiloxanes are structurally similar to the modi_ed silica
surfaces and have attracted considerable interest\ as the
presence of a metal in the siloxane framework often
results in very interesting new materials ð0Ł[ It has been
found that metallasiloxanes mimic the role of anchored
catalysts\ which is useful in interpreting the reaction
mechanisms for heterogeneous catalytic conversions ð1Ł[
Toward this end\ in an attempt to develop homogeneous
model compounds\ we report a reactivity study for a
molybdenum"VI# dioxocomplex\ MoO1"S1CNEt1#1\ with
two di}erent trimethylsulphonilsilanes\ Me2SiOSO1CF2

and Me2SiOSO1Cl[

1[ Experimental section

All manipulations were performed under an inert gas
atmosphere of dried nitrogen in standard "Schlenk# glass!
ware which was ~ame!dried with a Bunsen burner prior
to use[ Solvents were dried according to standard pro!

� Corresponding author[

cedures and saturated with N1[ The infrared spectra were
recorded "3999Ð199 cm−0# on a Brucker IFS 44 FT!IR
spectrometer[ 0H and 02C NMR spectra were recorded on
a Brucker MX299 spectrometer[ Chemical shifts were
referenced to residual solvent protons[ Elemental analy!
ses were performed using a PerkinÐElmer 1399
microanalyzer[ Mass spectra were recorded on a VG
Autospec LSIMS using 2Ðnitrobenzyl alcohol as the
matrix[ Conductivities were measured in approximately
09−2 mol[dm−2 dichloromethane solutions with a Jenway
3909 conductimeter[

MoO1"S1CNEt1#1 was prepared as previously reported
ð2Ł[ All other chemicals used were commercially available
and used without further puri_cation[

2[ Preparation of compounds

2[0[ ðMoO"OSiMe2#"S1CNEt1#1\ SO2CF2Ł "0#

To a dichloromethane solution "4ml# of
MoO1"S1CNEt1#1 "9[199 g\ 9[361mmol# was added
"CH2#2SiSO2CF2 "9[00ml\ 9[446mmol# at room tem!
perature[ After 2 h of stirring\ the addition of Et1O "4ml#
led to the precipitation of the new complex "0#\ as a pale
yellow solid after standing at −09>C for several days[

0H NMR "CD1Cl1\ ppm#] 9[97 "s\ 8H\ OSiMe2#\ 0[04
"t\ 5H\ CH2\ diethylether#\ 0[28 "t\ 01H\ CH2\ S1CNEt1#\
2[32 "q\ 3H\ CH1\ diethylether#\ 2[80 "q\ 7H\ CH1\
S1CNEt1#[
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0H NMR "CD2CN\ ppm#] 9[91 "s\ 8H\ OSiMe2#\ 0[09
"t\ 5H\ CH2\ diethylether#^ 0[22 "dt\ 01 H\ CH2^ S1CNEt1#\
2[48 "q\ 3H\ CH1\ diethylether#^ 2[89 "m^ 7H\ CH1\
S1CNEt1#[

18Si "0H# NMR "CD2CN:TMS\ ppm#] −11[82[
02C "0H# NMR "CD2CN\ ppm#] 083[16 "C1N\

S1CNEt1#\ 007[10 "C1N\ CD2CN#\ 37[49\ 36[78 "CH1\
S1CNEt1#\ 35[68\ 34[12 "CH1\ diethylether#\ 01[66\ 01[37\
01[39\ 00[74 "CH2\ S1CNEt1#^ 0[261\ 0[987\ 9[713 "CH2\
SiMe2#[

LM�00[5mV−0 cm1 =mol−0[
IR "KBr:cm−0#] 0137 s "SiÐO#^ 853 m "Mo1O#^ 768 w

"MoÐO#^ 1876 w\ 1839 w\ 0434 s\ 0351 m\ 0334 m\ 0275
w\ 0242 m\ 0189 s\ 0192 m\ 0966 w\ 0998\ 749 w\ 466 w
"S1CNEt1#^ 0530 w\ 0114 s\ 0988 w\ 0920 s\ 806 w\ 714 w\
667 m\ 659 w\ 626 m\ 692 s\ 527 m\ 404 w^ "SO2CF2#[

2[1[ ðMoO"S1CNEt1#2\ SO2CF2Ł "1#

To a dichloromethane solution "4ml# of
MoO1"S1CNEt1#1 "9[099 g\ 9[125mmol# of "CH2#2SiSO2

CF2 "9[97ml\ 9[319mmol# was added while stirring at
room temperature[ After 2 h\ addition of Et1O "4ml# gave
an orange crystalline solid "1#\ as the main product after
standing at −09>C for 13 h[

Anal[ Calcd[ for C05H29N2F2O3MoS6] C 16[18\ H 3[05\
N 5[01\ S 20[48[ Found] C 16[12\ H 3[15\ N 4[85\ S 20[66[

0H NMR "CDCl2\ ppm#] 0[05\ 0[39 "m\ 13 H\ CH2#^
2[5\ 2[8 "m\ 05 H\ CH1#[

LM�32mV−0 cm1 =mol−0[
02C "0H# NMR "CDCl2\ ppm#] 083[67\ C1N "S1CNEt1#^

36[30\ 35[83 CH1 "S1CNEt1#^ 01[83\ 01[46 "CH2#[
IR "KBr:cm−0#] 825 m "Mo1O#^ 670 w "MoÐOÐMo#^

1871 w\ 1830 w\ 1768 w\ 0408 s\ 0351 m\ 0333 m\ 0271 w\
0246 m\ 0166 s\ 0191 m\ 0044 w\ 0966 w\ 738 w\ 468 w^
"S1CNEt1#^ 0437 s\ 0113 m\ 0986 w\ 0920 s\ 885 w\ 803 w\
624 w\ 527 s\ 447 w\ 407 w^ "SO2CF2#[

2[2[ MoOCl1"S1CNEt1#1 "2#

To a dichloromethane solution "4ml# of
MoO1"S1CNEt1#1 "9[199 g\ 9[361mmol# was added
"CH2#2SiSO2Cl "9[14ml\ 0[519mmol# at room tempera!
ture[ After 2 h of stirring\ the addition of Et1O "4ml#
a}orded the precipitation of a bright yellow solid "2#\
after standing at −09>C for 13 h[

0H NMR "CDCl2\ ppm#] 0[39 "dt\ J0
HH�5[82 Hz\

J1
HH�0[4 Hz\ 01 H\ CH2#\ 2[72 "m\ 7H\ CH1#[
Anal[ Calcd[ for C09H19N1Cl1OMo "C 14[04\ H 3[01\

N 4[76\ S 14[50# Found "C 14[95\ H 3[10\ N 4[73\ S 15[44#[
FAB!MS m:z 334 ðMÐClŁ¦\ 315 ðM!1 ClŁ¦\ 309 ðM!1

ClÐOŁ¦[
IR "KBr\ cm−0# 835 s "Mo1O#^ 1872 w\ 1828 w\ 0760

w\ 0424 vs\ 0346 s\ 0324 s\ 0268 s\ 0242 m\ 0181 m\ 0164
s\ 0191 s\ 0038 s\ 0981 s\ 0969 s\ 0950 m\ 736 m "S1CNEt1#[

2[3[ ðMoO"S1CNEt1#2\ PF5Ł "3#

To a dichloromethane solution "4ml# of
MoO1"S1CNEt1#1 "9[099 g\ 9[125mmol# was added
9[97ml "9[319mmol# of "CH2#2SiSO2CF2 ðor 9[96ml
"9[361mmol# of "CH2#2SiSO2ClŁ at room temperature[
After 2 h of stirring\ the solution was cooled at −4>C
and an acetone solution "4ml# of NH3PF5 "9[928 g\
9[139mmol# was added[ The mixture was allowed to
warm to room temperature and react for 0 h[ Upon
addition of Et1O "4ml# an orange crystalline solid pre!
cipitated "3#\ after standing at −09>C[

IR "KBr\ cm−0#] 839 s "Mo1O#^ 727 vs\ 446 s "PF5#^
1871 w\ 1830 w\ 1768 w\ 0408 s\ 0351 m\ 0333 m\ 0271 w\
0246 m\ 0166 s\ 0191 m\ 0044 w\ 0966 w\ 738 w\ 468 w
"S1CNEt1#[

Anal[ Calcd[ for C04H29N2F5OMoPS5] C 14[73\ H 2[73\
N 4[75[ Found] C 14[57\ H 3[17\ N 4[88[

3[ Results and discussion

Two kinds of products have been reported for the
reaction of substituted silanes\ R2SiX\ with oxo!
compounds\ either a siloxyderivative or a disubstituted
compound ð3Ð5Ł[ In the particular case of
MoO1"S1CN"C1H4#1#1\ the only example of the _rst
behaviour is MoO"OSiMe2#CN"S1CN"C1H4#1#1 ð6Ł[
MoOX1"S1CN"C1H4#1#1 is obtained from the reaction of
the dioxocompound with Me2SiCl ð5Ł\ Me1"Me2

C#SiCl ð5Ł\ Me2SiBr ð7Ł\ Ph2SiCl ð5Ł\ Me2SiI ð7Ł and Me2S!
iNCS ð7Ł\ with X�Cl\ Br\ I and NCS\ respectively[ The
formation of these compounds has been justi_ed through
a two step reaction involving a 0\1!addition of the silane
to a MoÐO bond\ Scheme 0 ð3Ł[

In this work\ when MoO1"Et1dtc#1 was reacted with
a small excess of Me2SiSO2CF2\ the main product isolated
was a yellow powder ðMoO"OSiMe2#2 "S1CNEt1#1\
SO2CF2Ł\ "0#\ that could be brie~y handled in air[ This
compound decomposes into a green solid that\ according
to its IR spectra\ appears to be a disproportion product[
The infrared spectrum of 0 exhibit two molybdenumÐ
oxygen stretching vibrations\ a strong absorption band
at 853 cm−0\ attributed to the Mo1O mode\ and a less
intense band at 749 cm−0 assigned to a MoÐO group[ A
comparison with MoO"OSiMe2#CN"Et1dtc#1 IR spectra
ð6Ł permitted the assignation of the strong absorption
band at 0137 cm−0 to a siliconÐoxygen bond from the
siloxy ligand\ OÐSiMe2[ The ionic nature for this com!
pound was con_rmed by conductance measures while the
counter!ion\ ðSO2CF2Ł−\ was identi_ed by the absorption
bands at the IR spectrum ð09Ł[

The 0H NMR spectrum of 0 in CD1Cl1 showed a singlet
at 9[97 ppm from the methyl protons of the siloxy ligand[
The dithiocarbamates methyl and methylene protons
were observed as a triplet and a quadruplet at 0[28 and
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Scheme 0[

2[80 ppm\ respectively[ The presence of a diethylether
molecule as ocluded solvent and not as an impurity\ was
veri_ed by the integration of all signals[

In the 0H NMR spectrum of 0 in CD2CN\ the siloxy
protons signal appears at 9[91 ppm and two sets of 0]0
resonances are observed for the methyl and methylene
dithiocarbamates protons[ These patterns have also been
observed in the 0H NMR spectra for MoOX1

"Etdtc#1\ for X�Cl\ Br\ I and NCS\ and MoO"OSi
Me2#CN"Etdtc#1[

In the 02C NMR spectrum of 0\ the four signals
obtained re~ect the unique resonance for each CH1 and
CH2 group of the dithiocarbamate ligands[ This indicates
an unsymmetrical environment due to a distinct ligand
trans to each sulphur atom[

Perhaps the most intriguing feature of the 0H NMR in
CD1Cl1 for the in situ synthesis of 0 is the appearance of
two new signals at 9[00 and 9[38 ppm[ The latter signal
was assigned to a coordinated OSiMe2 while the former
one at higher _elds was identi_ed as Me2SiOSiMe2[ Sur!
prisingly enough\ when Me2SiOSi Me2 was added to this
reaction mixture broadening of the 9[00 ppm signal with
concomitant decrease of the 9[38 ppm peak was observed[
Moreover\ in the 0H NMR spectrum of 0 measured at

Scheme 1[

low temperature\ −39>C\ the 9[00 ppm signal split in two[
These results are consistent with Me2SiOSiMe2 acting as
a ligand at the same time that it interchanges with free
disiloxane in the solution[

According to these results\ CD2CN probably behaves
as a ligand while CD1Cl1 cannot due to its relative poor
coordinating ability[

The 18Si NMR spectrum showed an unique signal
at −11[8 ppm\ an astonishing negative value for a
molybdenum"VI# oxosiloxycompound\ i[e[\ MoO
"OSiMe2#CN"S1CNEt1#1 "¦00[7 ppm# ð6Ł\ MoO
"OSi"CMe2#Me#1Cl"S1CNEt1#1 "¦03[6 ppm# ð5Ł\ ðN"nÐ
C3H8#3\ MoO2"OSiPh2#Ł "−06[5 ppm# and ðN"nÐC3H8#3\
MoO1"OSi"CMe2#2#1Ł "¦6[1 ppm# ð8Ł[

It is noteworthy that when MoO1"Et1dtc#1 was reacted
with stoichiometric or sub!stoichiometric amounts of
Me2SiSO2CF2\ a very stable orange solid identi_ed as
ðMoO"S1CNEt1#2\ SO2CF2Ł\ "1#\ was prepared and
ðMoO"OSiMe2#"S1CNEt1#1\ SO2CF2Ł was no longer
isolated[ The ionic nature of 1 was analysed by con!
ductance measures and con_rmed by the preparation of
ðMoO"S1CNEt1#2\ PF5Ł ð00Ł\ "3#\ through the reaction of
1 and NH3PF5[

On the other hand\ when MoO1"Et1dtc#1 was reacted
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with two equivalents of Me2SiSO2Cl\ the only compound
isolated was MoOCl1"S1CNEt1#1\ "2#[ The use of stoi!
chiometric or sub!stoichiometric amounts of the sul!
phonylsilane a}orded ðMoO"S1CNEt1#2\ PF5Ł\ "3#\ when
NH3PF5 was added to the reaction mixture[

According to these results\ the reaction between
MoO1"S1CNEt1#1 and Me2SiOSO1Cl follows a di}erent
reaction pathway than expected for a SiÐX 0\1!addition
to the Mo1O bond[ The isolation of MoOCl1"S1CNEt1#1
can be explained by a chloride nucleophilic attack on the
molybdenum instead of SO2Cl\ a relatively poor nucle!
ophile[ The remaining organic fragment\ Me2SiOSO1\
interacts with an oxygen atom ðEquation 0Ł and the initial
adduct inmediately undergoes further nucleophilic attack
by a second mole of Me2SiOSO1Cl\ to result in the for!
mation of the dihalogenated compound ðEquation 1Ł[

ðMoO"OSiMe2#"S1CNEt1#1\ OSO1CF2Ł formation is
justi_ed by the fact that OSO1CF2 is a good leaving
group\ readily ionised or displaced and\ like ClO−

3 \ is a
relatively poor ligand ð09Ł[

Formation of the cationic compound ðMoO
"S1CNEt1#2Ł¦ was never observed in the course of related
studies involving halo\ pseudo!halo or cyano silanes[ We
assume that this reactivity di}erence is closely related to
the absence of a coordinating anion\ such as the sul!
phonates SO2Cl and SO2CF2\ and to the natural tendency
of molybdenum in high oxidation states to couple into
dimers ð01Ł "Scheme 1#[
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Abstract

The mononuclear\ tetrahedral iron and cobalt complexes\ FeCl1"Hhpp#1\ I\ and CoCl1"Hhpp#1\ II\ are readily formed by the
reaction of the metal "II# chloride with Hhpp[ Compound II crystallized as blue blocks in the space group Fdd1[ The reaction of I

with LiMe yielded the trinuclear complex Fe2Cl1"hpp#3\ III\ which crystallized as colorless blocks in the space group P10:n[ A cobalt
complex Co2Cl1"hpp#3\ IV\ analogous to III\ was synthesized by the reaction of CoCl1 with Lihpp[ Compound IV crystallized as blue
blocks in the space group P10[ Both III and IV have three four!coordinate metal centers and contain no metalÐmetal bonds\ two
metal atoms are each bound to one chlorine and three nitrogen atoms while the third one is bound to four nitrogen atoms[ Þ 0888
Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Crystal structures^ Mononuclear^ Trinuclear^ Four!coordinate^ Iron complexes^ Cobalt complexes

0[ Introduction

We have recently reported systematic synthetic pro!
cedures for the preparation of a new class of trigonal
lantern complexes of iron ð0Ł and cobalt ð1Ł of the type
M1"amidinate#2\ M � Fe\ Co[ They have short metalÐ
metal distances of 1[1A� and 1[2A� \ respectively and very
interesting magnetic behavior[ Their preparation has
been achieved only in those cases when the starting
materials are mononuclear MCl1"Hamidinate#1
complexes\ which were then reduced by addition of NaH!
BEt2^ the deprotonation of the Hamidinate groups was
then accomplished with an alkyllithium agent[ When the
reduction step was omitted and methyllithium was
employed as the deprotonation agent\ complexes of com!
position M1"amidinate#3\ M � Fe ð2Ł\ Co ð3Ł\ were
obtained[ The Co1"amidinato#3 compounds were of the
usual lantern type\ but those of iron have highly distorted
structures[

To better understand the structures of the complexes
mentioned above we decided to explore the chemistry of
FeII and CoII with 0\2\3\5\6\7!hexahydro!1H!pyrim!

� Corresponding authors[ Tel[] 990 398 734 8240^ fax] 990 398 734
8240^ e!mail] cottonÝtamu[edu^ murilloÝtamu[edu

idoð0\1!aŁpyrimidine\ Hhpp[ This ligand seemed an ideal
candidate because it easily forms metalÐmetal bonded
compounds with very short intermetallic distances[ Some
examples are those containing units such as V1

3¦\ Cr1
3¦\

Mo1
3¦ ð4Ł\ Nb1

3¦ ð5Ł\ Mo1
5¦ ð6Ł\ Ru1

5¦ ð7Ł[
In this paper we report the preparation of

MCl1"Hhpp#1 complexes\ M � Fe\ Co\ which are the
analogues of MCl1"Hamidinate#1 ð8Ł[ However\ they react
with LiMe in a very di}erent manner[ Instead of tetra!
gonal lantern complexes\ they form trinuclear complexes
of the type M2Cl1"hpp#3\ in which the metal atoms are
tetrahedrally coordinated[ Two metal atoms are each
bound to one chlorine and three nitrogen atoms while
the third one is bound to four nitrogen atoms[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ General procedures

All manipulations were carried out under an atmo!
sphere of nitrogen using standard Schlenk techniques or
in an argon dry box[ Solvents were freshly distilled from
sodium:potassium benzophenone[ The ligand Hhpp was
obtained from Aldrich Co[ and further puri_ed by vac!
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uum sublimation^ its lithium salt was prepared by depro!
tonation of Hhpp with one equivalent of methyllithium in
THF and isolated by removing the solvent under vacuum[
Anhydrous FeCl1 was obtained after drying
Fe3Cl7"THF#5 under vacuum ð09Ł[ Methyllithium\ 0[9M
in THF:cumene and 0[3M in diethyl ether\ was obtained
from commercial sources and used without further puri!
_cation[ IR spectra were recorded on a PerkinÐElmer
05PC FTIR spectrophotometer as KBr pellets[ Elemental
analyses were done by Canadian Microanalytical Service^
they were satisfactory[

1[1[ Preparation of FeCl1"Hhpp#1\ "I#

FeCl1 "9[28 g\ 2[9mmole# and Hhpp "9[73 g\ 5[9mmole#
were stirred in 04 cm2 toluene for one h and then stirred
at 69>C for 29min[ A light yellow!brown solid was col!
lected on a frit and dried under vacuum[ Yield 34)
"9[44 g\ 0[24mmole#[

IR "KBr\ cm−0#] 2187[9"s#\ 1856[4"m#\ 1745[8"m#\
0486[6"vs#\ 0436[5"s#\ 0363[3"vw#\ 0330[8"w#\ 0311[9"m#\
0281[5"w#\ 0256[6"w#\ 0203[3"s#\ 0180[1"w#\ 0151[0"w#\
0086[3"m#\ 0000[8"m#\ 0952[9"m#\ 0913[2"m#\ 828[2"w#\
792[8"m#\ 622[3"w#\ 607[9"w#\ 414[2"vw#\ 348[9"vw#[ UV!
vis "acetone#] lmax "nm# �1048\ 1011\ 0624\ 0581\ 0568\
214\ 209[

The product is insoluble in toluene and THF but some!
what soluble in acetone[ X!ray quality crystals were
grown by the slow di}usion of a layer of hexanes into an
acetone solution[

1[2[ Preparation of CoCl1"Hhpp#1\ "II#

CoCl1 "9[15 g\ 1[9mmole# and Hhpp "9[59 g\
3[2mmole# were stirred in 04 cm2 toluene for 0 h[ A large
amount of blue solid was deposited[ The suspension was
re~uxed overnight to ensure completion of the reaction[
The bright blue solid was collected on a frit\ washed with
hexanes and dried under vacuum[ Yield] 75) "9[69 g\
0[61mmole#[

IR "KBr\ cm−0#] 2182[8"s#\ 1856[8"m#\ 1821[6"m#\
1741[8"m#\ 0592[8"vs#\ 0435[8"vs#\ 0365[9"vw#\ 0313[4"m#\
0282[5"w#\ 0256[5"w#\ 0203[3"s#\ 0177[3"w#\ 0150[6"m#\
0083[9"m#\ 0024[8"vw#\ 0001[1"m#\ 0951[7"m#\ 0914[1"m#\
839[4"w#\ 790[5"m#\ 624[7"w#\ 603[6"w#\ 416[9"vw#\
359[4"vw#[ UV!vis "acetone#] lmax "nm# �569\ 519\
464"sh# 229[

The product is insoluble in toluene and THF but some!
what soluble in acetone[ X!ray quality crystals were
grown from the slow di}usion of a layer of hexanes into
an acetone solution[

1[3[ Preparation of Fe2"hpp#3Cl1\ "III#

To a stirred\ cold "−67>C# suspension of FeCl1"Hhpp#1
"9[09 g\ 9[914mmole# in 7 cm2 toluene was added two

equivalents of LiMe "0[3M:diethyl ether#[ The reaction
was stirred while warming to room temperature[ After
stirring for 29min at room temperature\ a yellow!brown
solution was _ltered through Celite and layered with
hexanes[ Crystals grew within a few days[ Crystalline
yield] ³19)[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] 1842[9"m#\ 1741[9"m#\
0597[0"w#\ 0448[5"s#\ 0416[4"s#\ 0491[2"vs#\ 0354[1"m#\
0326[8"s#\ 0266[8"m#\ 0200[0"s#\ 0150[8"s#\ 0196[5"s#\
0987[7"s#\ 0913[5"vs#\ 790[8"s#\ 633[91"w#\ 605[5"vw#\
352[8"vw#\ 305[7"vw#\ 395[3"vw#[

1[4[ Preparation of Co2"hpp#3Cl1\ "IV#

A solution of Li"hpp# "9[177 g\ 1[9mmole# in 09ml
THF\ was cooled to −67>C and then added via cannula
to a cold\ stirred suspension of CoCl1 "9[02 g\ 0[9mmole#
in 09 cm2 THF[ The solution immediately began turning
purple!blue and was stirred for 29min[ The reaction mix!
ture was allowed to stand while warming to room tem!
perature overnight[ Deep blue crystals grew overnight[
Crystalline yield] 29) "9[97 g\ 9[0mmole#[ IR "KBr\
cm−0#] 1841[2"m#\ 1740[8"m#\ 0448[8"s#\ 0416[3"s#\
0493[3"vs#\ 0353[6"m#\ 0327[0"s#\ 0266[4"m#\ 0214[5"m#\
0297[0"s#\ 0171[4"m#\ 0197[9"s#\ 0025[0"m#\ 0003[3"m#\
0917[4"m#\ 793[1"w#\ 633[7"m#\ 608[2"w#\ 350[2"w#[ UV!
vis "acetonitrile#] lmax "nm# �0609\ 0564\ 539\ 509\ 439\
279\ 229\ 189[

2[ Structure determination

For II and III\ a crystal was mounted on the tip of a
quartz _ber and cooled to −59>C under a nitrogen
stream on the di}ractometer[ All data were collected on
a Nonius di}ractometer equipped with a FAST area!
detector system[ Unit cell dimensions for each crystal
were obtained by indexing 194 and 063 strong re~ections
for II and III\ respectively\ in 1u ranges of approximately
02[4 to 30[5>[ Axial lengths and Laue symmetry were
con_rmed from axial images[ Details of the use of the
FAST in our laboratory have been described elsewhere
ð00Ł[ These highly redundant data sets were corrected for
Lorentz and polarization e}ects[ The absorption cor!
rections were based on _tting a function to the empirical
transmission surface as sampled by multiple equivalent
measurements ð01Ł[ The data for IV were collected on a
Nonius CAD3 serial di}ractometer at −019>C[ Unit cell
re_nement utilized 14 re~ections in the range
19[1²1u²18[5>[ Details of the procedure have pre!
viously been described ð02Ł[

In each case the structure was solved by direct methods
and re_ned using the SHELXTL programs ð03Ł[ All non!
hydrogen atoms\ except the disordered carbon atoms in
II\ were re_ned with anisotropic displacement
parameters[ The amine hydrogen atoms in II were located
in the di}erence map and re_ned with light restrictions^
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Table 0
Crystallographic parameters for CoCl1"Hhpp#1\ II\ Fe2Cl1"hpp#3\ III and Co2Cl1"hpp#3\ IV

II III IV

Formula C03H15Cl1CoN5 C17H37Cl1Fe2N01 C17H37Cl1Co2N01

Fw 397[13 680[2 799[36
Space Group Fdd1 P10:n P10

a "A� # 05[400"2# 06[467"2# 8[691"3#
b "A� # 20[683"5# 09[303"3# 05[7249"09#
c "A� # 5[7524"8# 07[162"4# 09[901"2#
b "># 89 85[50"2# 87[07"1#
V "A� 2# 2592"2# 2212"1# 0507[6"7#
Z 7 3 1
dcalc"g cm−2# 0[494 0[471 0[531
m "mm−0# 0[146 0[383 0[616
Instrument FAST FAST CAD3
radiation Mo!Ka "la�9[60962#
T "K# 102"1# 102"1# 042"1#
R0a\ wR1bðI×1s"I#Ł 9[930\ 9[093 9[974\ 9[076 9[949\ 9[001
weight parameters a\bb 9[947\ 12[847 9[942\ 36[003 9[909\ 06[590

a R0 � S"=Fo=−=Fc=#:S=Fo=^ bðSwð"F1
o−F1

c#
1:Sðw"F1

o#
1ŁŁ0:1^ w� 0ðs1"F1

o# ¦ "a = P#1 ¦ b = PŁ\ p � ð max"F1
o or 9# ¦ 1"F1

c#Ł:2[

all other hydrogen atoms in the three complexes were
placed in calculated positions and re_ned constrained
to their parent atoms[ Crystallographic parameters and
selected bond distances and angles are summarized in
Tables 0\ 1 and 2[ Supplementary data for II\ III\ and
IV have been deposited with the Cambridge Crys!
tallographic Data Centre[�

3[ Results and discussion

3[0[ MCl1"Hhpp#1\ M � Fe\ Co

The synthesis of I and II followed a procedure similar
to that used for the preparation of MCl1"Hamidinate#1
complexes ð8Ł"b#^ the corresponding anhydrous MCl1
compound was reacted with the Hhpp ligand in a non!
coordinating solvent\ e[g[ toluene[ Contrary to the
former\ the latter are insoluble[ The products have a
nearly identical appearance to that of the corresponding
MCl1\ although the color of II is a bit more brilliant
than that of CoCl1[ The reaction mixtures were re~uxed
overnight to ensure completion[ The slight excess of the
ligand used remains in solution[ The solid is easily col!
lected on a frit in high yield after washing with THF and
hexanes[

The molecular structure of II is shown in Fig[ 0[ The
Co!Cl bond distance of 1[172"1#A� is slightly longer than
in CoCl1"Hamidinate#1 "by 9[90A� # ð8Ł while the Co!N

0 Supplementary material available] Tables of positional parameters
for II\ III\ and IV and molecular dimensions "8 pages#[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for CoCl1"Hhpp#1\ II

Co"0#ÐN"00#A 1[994"3#
Co"0#ÐCl"0# 1[172"1#
N"00#ÐC"06# 0[202"6#
N"01#ÐC"06# 0[242"7#
N"02#ÐC"06# 0[235"6#

N"00#AÐCo"0#ÐN"00# 097[9"2#
N"00#AÐCo"0#ÐCl"0# 009[93"02#
N"00#ÐCo"0#ÐCl"0# 098[3"1#
Cl"0#ÐCo"0#ÐCl"0#A 098[78"8#
N"00#ÐC"06#ÐN"01# 007[9"4#

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms A]
−x\−y\z[

bond distance of 1[994"3#A� \ is slightly shorter "by
9[91A� #[ This is consistent with Hhpp being a stronger
base than the Hamidinates ð4Ł[ The bond angles at the
cobalt center are very close to those of a tetrahedron\
ranging from 097[9"2#> to 009[9"3#>[ A weak N01A!
H01 = = = Cl0 interaction is observed "the N = = = Cl dis!
tance is ca[ 2[1A� #[

So far we have been unable to obtain satisfactory crys!
tals of I for a crystallographic study[ Compound I is very
sensitive to the air[ The colorless crystals oxidize and turn
red within a few seconds when exposed to the atmo!
sphere[ The infrared spectra of I and II are essentially
identical^ the electronic absorption spectra are consistent
with the presence of a tetrahedrally coordinated FeII

center[ Thus compounds I and II are likely to have similar
structures[
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Fig[ 0[ Molecular structure of CoCl1"Hhpp#1\ II\ with ellipsoids at the 39) probability level[ Most hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity[
Atoms C00\ C01\ C04\ and C05 are disordered over two positions^ they were re_ned isotropically[

Table 2
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for Fe2Cl1"hpp#3\ III\ and
Co2Cl1"hpp#3\ IV

M1Fe M1Co

M"0#ÐN"00# 0[867"7# 0[862"02#
M"0#ÐN"20# 1[913"7# 0[845"01#
M"0#ÐN"10# 1[965"7# 1[903"03#
M"0#ÐN"30# 1[977"7# 1[921"01#
M"1#ÐN"11# 1[904"7# 0[870"02#
M"1#ÐN"01# 1[926"7# 0[868"03#
M"1#ÐN"30# 1[099"7# 1[943"00#
M"1#ÐCl"1# 1[207"2# 1[180"04#
M"2#ÐN"31# 1[903"8# 1[909"01#
M"2#ÐN"21# 1[932"7# 0[883"02#
M"2#ÐN"10# 1[983"7# 1[932"01#
M"2#ÐCl"2# 1[295"2# 1[189"4#

N"00#ÐM"0#ÐN"20# 002[7"2# 095[5"4#
N"00#ÐM"0#ÐN"10# 095[9"2# 094[5"4#
N"20#ÐM"0#ÐN"10# 097[4"2# 097[7"5#
N"00#ÐM"0#ÐN"30# 095[9"2# 009[7"4#
N"20#ÐM"0#ÐN"30# 092[0"2# 097[6"4#
N"10#ÐM"0#ÐN"30# 008[5"2# 005[9"4#
N"11#ÐM"1#ÐN"01# 097[6"2# 001[5"4#
N"11#ÐM"1#ÐN"30# 015[0"2# 004[7"4#
N"01#ÐM"1#ÐN"30# 099[9"2# 093[5"5#
N"11#ÐM"1#ÐCl"1# 093[6"1# 095[2"3#
N"01#ÐM"1#ÐCl"1# 003[3"1# 098[9"3#
N"30#ÐM"1#ÐCl"1# 092[1"1# 097[3"3#
N"31#ÐM"2#ÐN"21# 001[8"2# 007[5"4#
N"21#ÐM"2#ÐN"10# 88[1"2# 092[2"4#
N"31#ÐM"2#ÐN"10# 010[6"2# 002[5"4#
N"31#ÐM"2#ÐCl"2# 096[4"1# 093[5"3#
N"21#ÐM"2#ÐCl"2# 096[6"1# 094[1"3#
N"10#ÐM"2#ÐClÐ"2# 095[8"1# 000[3"3#
N"01#ÐC"06#ÐN"00# 008[4"7# 008"0#
N"11#ÐC"16#ÐN"10# 005[9"7# 007"0#
N"21#ÐC"26#ÐN"20# 008[7"7# 011"1#
N"31#ÐC"36#ÐN"30# 007[6"8# 019"0#

3[1[ M2Cl1"hpp#3\ M � Fe\ Co

The reaction of MCl1"Hhpp#1 with two equivalents of
LiMe was expected to lead to the formation of tetragonal
lantern complexes of the type M1"hpp#3 ð4Ł[ When LiMe
"or one of several other bases such as LiBu\ NaOMe\ or
KOBut# is added to a stirred suspension of MCl1"Hhpp#1\
the reaction proceeds quickly to yield a solution[

In the case of iron\ the reaction produces crystals of
III "see Fig[ 1# along with other yet unidenti_ed materials[
Crystals obtained from the solution were essentially col!
orless and a bit more stable than those of I[ Three dis!
torted tetrahedral iron"II# centers are held together by
bridging hpp groups[ The {central| iron\ Fe0\ is coor!
dinated by four nitrogen atoms!one from each of the four
ligands!having bond distances ranging from 0[867"7#A�
to 1[977"7#A� [ Two of the nitrogen atoms\ N10 and N30\
are each additionally coordinated to Fe2 and Fe1\ respec!
tively[ The distorted tetrahedral geometry at Fe1 and
Fe2 is completed by the coordination of two additional
nitrogen atoms and one chlorine atom per metal center[
The Fe!N bond distances range from 1[903"8#A� to
1[099"7#A� [ For all three iron centers\ the nitrogen atoms
coordinated to two iron atoms have slightly longer bond
distances "×9[94A� # than the nitrogen atoms coordinated
to only one iron atom[ The Fe!Cl bond distances of
1[208"2#A� and 1[295"2#A� are about as expected ð8Ł"a#[

When a THF solution of LiðhppŁ was added to a THF
suspension of CoCl1\ a brilliant blue solution formed
immediately and was stirred for 29min[ Crystals of IV

grew overnight from the unstirred solution[ The molec!
ular structure of Co2Cl1"hpp#3 is entirely analogous to
that of Fe2Cl1"hpp#3 with the exception that it crystallized
as a pure enantiomer in the chiral space group P10[ The
Flack parameter\ −9[90"4#\ clearly identi_es this as the
correct space group[ Although a reaction similar to that
which lead to III was tried\ and a brilliant blue solution
formed\ no crystals X!ray quality have been obtained[
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Fig[ 1[ Molecular structure of Fe2Cl1"hpp#3\ III\ with ellipsoids at the 39) probability level[ All hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity[

The structures of III and IV are so similar that Fig[ 1 can
su.ce for both[ Even though the structure of IV is clearly
established by the crystallographic study\ the crystals
di}racted poorly^ this prevented the re_nement from
being ideal and caused the standard uncertainties of the
bond distances and angles to be higher than usual[

The geometry about each cobalt center in IV is anal!
ogous to that of each iron atom in III[ All Co!N and Co!
Cl bond distances fall within expected ranges[

In the case of the Hamidinates\ the deprotonation reac!
tion works very nicely and forms the tetragonal lantern
complexes\ but we have yet to _nd reaction conditions
suitable for the isolation of the hpp analogues[ This target
reaction is greatly hindered because MCl1"Hhpp#1 is
insoluble in THF\ toluene and hexanes\ and only slightly
soluble in acetone[

These results illustrate how sensitive the formation of
metalÐmetal bonded complexes of the _rst row transition
elements is to the reaction conditions[ Often the question
is not whether a complex can be made\ but rather if the
proper reaction conditions can be found[ As mentioned
above\ the reaction of MCl1"Hamidinate#1 complexes

with LiMe in non!coordinating solvents give tetragonal
lantern complexes but the reactions of FeCl1 or its THF
adducts and the LiðamidinateŁ salts in THF form only
mononuclear complexes with the metal center coor!
dinated by three chelating formamidinate groups ð04Ł[
Likewise\ the soluble VCl1"THF#n species and Liðfor!
mamidinateŁ ligands react to give triple bonded V3¦

1 com!
plexes but the sparingly soluble THF derivatives
containing ðV"m−Cl#2VŁ¦ units do not[ Similarly\ the
reaction of VCl1"py#3 and LiðformamidinateŁ forms
exclusively mononuclear complexes of the type trans!
V"formamidinate#1"py#1 ð05Ł[ The preparation of tetra!
gonal lantern complexes containing Nb3¦

1 units provides
yet another example of the sensitivity of the reaction
conditions ð06Ł[
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Abstract

Copper"I# and silver"I# complexes of hexakis"methylthio#!benzene "hmb#\ ðCu"hmb#ŁPF5 "0# and ðAg"hmb#ŁPF5 "1#\ have been prepared
and their molecular structures determined by X!ray crystallography[ In 0 the copper ion prefers a tetrahedral coordination geometry
comprising four sulfur atoms from two di}erent hmb molecules and giving a linear chain structure of alternating metal cations and
organic ligands[ The para!position two sulfur atoms of hmb are not coordinated to copper[ In 1 silver ion is of similar coordination
geometry to copper ion but the shortest S = = = S distance between inter!chain S atoms no coordinated with silver is 2[46A� [ Therefore\
complex 1 forms two!dimensional network through S = = = S contacts[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] X!ray structure^ Copper"I# complex^ Silver"I# complex^ Hexakis"methylthio#benzene^ S = = = S contacts

0[ Introduction

There is currently a great deal of interest in the design
of molecular electronic devices ð0Ł and of novel organic
redox substances[ The metal coordination polymers have
potential as new materials through a combination of
coordination style of transition metal and molecular elec!
tronic properties of ligand[ Hexasubstituted benzenes
have been extensively studied as hosts in clathrate com!
pounds ð1Ł[ Hexakis"2\4!dimethylphenyloxy#benzene
exhibit host properties and highly crystalline 0]0 adduct
with acetonitrile is under X!ray investigation[ Recently
sulfur containing compounds\ poly"phenylthio# aromatic
systems are studied for electrochemical properties ð2Ł[
These compounds reveal electron accepting and delo!
calizing sites[ The _rst purpose of this work is to syn!
thesize copper"I# and silver"I# coordination polymers
with hexasubstituted benzene[ Second is clari_cation of
their structures and properties[ The use of sulfur!con!
taining molecules as precursors for synthesis of con!
ductive or superconductive materials is of continuing
interest[ A large number of metal dithiolenes have been
synthesized and studied progressively ð3Ł[ Cu"I# com!
plexes with tetrakis"methylthio#tetrathiafulvalene were

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] 99 70 5612 1610^ fax] 99 70 5610 1221^
e!mail] suenagayÝchem[kindai[ac[jp

synthesized ð4Ł[ These complexes form a unique molecule
system according to Cu"I# halides and particularly
S = = = S contact[ F[ Wudl et al[ reported Fe"III#\ Ni"II#\
Co"II# and Cu"II# complexes with 0\1\3\4!tetra!
thiobenzene ð5Ł[ It was shown that the complexes have
high conductivity and magnetic properties[ But the crys!
tal structure has not been reported[ We synthesized Cu"I#
complexes with 0\1\3\4!tetrakis"methylthio#benzene
"tmb# of methyl derivative of 0\1\3\4!tetrathiobenzene ð6Ł[
The result of X!ray single crystal analysis of the com!
plexes ð"CuX#1"tmb#Ł "X1I\ Br# reveals that the iodide
and bromide complexes form zigzag chain and two!
dimensional sheet structures\ respectively[ Our interests
in two and three!dimensional polymers of metal ions
interconnected by aromatic ligands with novel ster!
eochemistry and unique physical properties led to the
study of the preparation[ In this paper hexakis "methyl!
thio#benzene "hmb# was used in the place of tmb to syn!
thesize and characterize crystallographically the
copper"I# and silver"I# coordination polymer\ and explore
the e}ect of the ligands on the structure[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis of hmb ð7Ł

In a three!necked ~ask equipped with a magnetic stir!
ring bar\ septum cap and argon gas inlet tube was placed
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1[9 g "17[4mmol# of sodium methylmercaptide "Aldrich
Chemical Co[\ Inc[# and 05ml of dry 0\2!dimethyl!1!
imidazolidinone "Tokyo Chemical Industry Co[\ Ltd[#[
To this suspension was added\ with stirring\ 9[70 g
"9[4mL\ 3[3mmol# of hexa~uorobenzene via syringe
through the septum cap[ The addition was at a relatively
fast rate\ resulting in a mildly exothermic reaction[ After
2 days at room temperature\ TLC "silica gel\ 2]0 hex!
ane:ether# showed only one spot[ At this point the reac!
tion mixture was added to 49ml of water and the white
precipitate was _ltered and washed copiously with water
and sparingly with cold methanol to yield 0[4 g "87)# of
white powder[ Recrystallization from chloroform:
pentane yielded colorless needles "0[0 g\ 60)#\ mp 77Ð
78>C[

IR data "n:cm−0# on KBr disks] 1801 cm−0"C!H#\
738 cm−0"S!CH2# 0H NMR data "CDCl2:TMS\
169MHz#] d�1[41"s\ CH2S# EI!Mass spectrum] m:z 243
"099) M#[

1[1[ Preparation of ðCu"hmb#ŁPF5 "0#

All operations were carried out under dry\ puri_ed
argon by using the standard Schlenk or vacuum line
technique[ Tetrakis"acetonitrile#copper"I# hexa~uoro!
phosphate was prepared according to literature pro!
cedures ð8Ł[ All solvents were dried and distilled by stan!
dard methods before use[ Crystal of 0 suitable for single
crystal X!ray analysis were obtained by reaction of
ðCu"CH2CN#3ŁPF5 "29mM# and hmb "19mM# in acetone
under argon atmosphere[ The metal solution and hmb
solution were poured into the glass tube without mixing[
The solution were sealed in a glass tube and after standing
for one week at room temperature\ light yellow prismatic
crystals were obtained[

IR data "n:cm−0# on KBr disks] 1829 cm−0"C!H#\
728 cm−0"PF5# Anal[ Calcd[ for C01H07S5CuPF5] C\ 15[9^
H\ 2[1^ Cu\ 00[2)[ Found] C\ 17[1^ H\ 2[1^ Cu\ 00[8)[

1[2[ Preparation of ðAg"hmb#ŁPF5 "1#

Crystals suitable for X!ray analysis were obtained by
similar procedures as 0[ Crystals of 1 were obtained by
reaction of AgPF5 "29mM# and hmb "19mM# in acetone
under argon atmosphere[ The metal solution and hmb
solution were poured into the glass tube without mixing[
The solution were sealed in a glass tube and after standing

for one week at room temperature\ light yellow prismatic
crystals were obtained[

IR data "n:cm−0# on KBr disks] 1805 cm−0"C!H#\
728 cm−0"PF5# Anal[ Calcd[ for C01H07S5AgPF5] C\ 12[6^
H\ 2[9^ Ag\ 06[7)[ Found] C\ 13[6^ H\ 2[2^ Ag\ 05[4)[

2[ X!Ray structure determination

2[0[ Crystal data

The X!ray di}raction analyses for complexes 0 and 1

were performed at room temperature on a Rigaku AFC!
6R four!circle di}ractometer equipped with a 01 kw rot!
ating!anode Mo X!ray source ðl"Ka# �9[60958A� Ł[ A
suitable single crystal was mounted on a glass _ber coated
with para.n to avoid decomposition in the air[ Unit cell
parameters were obtained from a least!squares analysis
of the setting angles of 14 high!angle re~ections[ Space
groups were selected on the basis of systematic absences
and intensity statistics[ Intensity data were collected by
using standard scan techniques "v−1u# to a maximum
1u value of 44[9>[ The weak re~ections ðI³09[9s"I#Ł were
rescanned "maximum of three scans# and the counts
accumulated to ensure good counting statistics[ The
intensities of three representative re~ections were mea!
sured after every 049[ Over the course of data collection
the standards declined by 9[58) for 0 and declined by
9[34) for 1[ A linear correction factor was applied to
account for this[

The di}racted intensities were corrected for Lorentz!
polarization and background e}ects[ An empirical
absorption correction using the program DIFABS was
applied[ The structures were solved by a combination
of direct methods and Fourier!di}erence methods and
re_ned by full!matrix least squares[ The heavy atoms
were located from an E map calculated by the program
SAPI80 ð09Ł "complex 0# and SIR77 ð00Ł "complex 1#[ The
remaining non!hydrogen atoms were found by direct!
methods phase!re_nement techniques "DIRDIF# ð01Ł[
The positions of all the hydrogen atoms were determined
from di}erence electron!density maps and included\ but
not re_ned[ The _nal re_nements were performed data
having I×2s"I# and included anisotropic thermal par!
ameters for all non!hydrogen atoms[ Reliability factors
are de_ned as R�S"=Fo!Fc#=:S=Fo= and Rw�"Sw"=Fo=!
=Fc=#1:Sw=Fo=1#0:1[ Atomic scattering factors and anom!
alous dispersion terms were taken from the usual sources
ð02Ł[ All crystallographic computations were performed
on a VAX computer by using the program system
TEXSAN ð03Ł[ Details of the X!ray experiments and
crystal data are summarized in Table 0[ Selected bond
lengths and angles are listed in Table 1[

2[1[ Supplementary material

Crystallographic data "excluding structure factors# for
the complex 0 and 1 reported in this paper have been
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Table 0
Crystallographic data for "0# and "1#

"0# "1#

Empirical formula CuS5PF5C01H07 AgS5PF5C01H07

Formula weight 452[033 596[36
Color^ habit yellow\ prismatic yellow\ prismatic
Crystal size "mm# 9[09×9[09×9[19 9[19×9[19×9[29
Crystal system tetragonal monoclinic
Space group I3:m P10:n
Unit cell dimensions
a"A� # 09[890"1# 7[206"1#
b"A� # 09[890"1# 04[479"1#
c"A� # 06[392"1# 04[767"0#
a"># 89 89
b"># 89 81[68"0#
g"># 89 89
V"A� 2# 1957[0"6# 1944[9"3#
Z 3 3
Density "calc[# "g cm−2# 0[798 0[852
F "999# 0025[99 0197[99
l "A� # 9[60958 "Mo Ka# 9[60958 "Mo Ka#
m "cm−0# 05[21 "Mo Ka# 06[03 "Mo Ka#
scan method v−1u v−1u

scan speed "deg:min# 7 05
1u range "deg[# 9[83¦9[29 tanu 0[20¦9[29 tanu

No[ re~ections measured 0246 "total#\ 4112 "total#\
0121 "unique# 3787 "unique#
No[ observed re~ections 897 "I×2[99s"I## 1896 "I×2[99s"I##
R 9[920 9[931
Rw 9[939 9[938

deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre as supplementary publication no[ CCDC!091029
and 091020\ respectively[ Copies of the data can be
obtained free of charge on application to CCDC\ 01
Union Road\ Cambridge CB1 0EZ\ UK "fax] "¦33#
0112!225!922^ e!mail] depositÝccdc[cam[ac[uk#[

3[ Results and discussion

Both complexes are easily prepared without elaborate
synthetic procedures[ In order to probe the in~uence of

Table 1
Selected bond lengths"A� # and bond angles"># for "0# and "1#

"0#

Cu"0#ÐS"0# 1[1786"6#
S"0#ÐCu"0#ÐS"0# 008[15"1# S"0#ÐCu"0#ÐS"0# 8 0[18"2#
Cu"0#ÐS"0#ÐC"0# 091[71"8# Cu"0#ÐS"0#ÐC"2# 090[9"0#

"1#

Ag"0#ÐS"0# 1[477"1# Ag"0#ÐS"1# 1[425"1#
Ag"0#ÐS"3# 1[488"1# Ag"0#ÐS"4# 1[425"0#
S"0#ÐAg"0#ÐS"1# 79[36"4# S"0#ÐAg"0#ÐS"3# 097[91"4#
S"0#ÐAg"0#ÐS"4# 034[16"4# S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐS"3# 025[59"5#
S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐS"4# 006[60"4# S"3#ÐAg"0#ÐS"4# 68[64"4#

metal ion stereochemical preference on the coordination
network of hmb\ the study was carried out with the mono!
valent copper"I# and silver"I# salts having the same
hexa~uorophosphate counter anion[ While silver"I# hexa!
~uorophosphate is commercially available\ copper"I#
hexa~uorophosphate was prepared by reduction of cop!
per"II# perchlorate in acetone[ Similar reactions to that
described in the synthesis of 0 but performed in other
solvents such as tetrahydrofuran and acetonitrile\ lead to
a mixture of precipitate and tiny single crystals unsuitable
for X!ray analysis[ The infrared spectra of both 0 and 1

exhibit bands that can be readily assigned to the PF5
−

anions] the strong broad band at 728 cm−0 and 728 cm−0\
respectively[ The 0H!NMR spectra of the complex 0 and
1 could not be measured because of low solubility[

3[0[ Linear chain structure of 0

The molecular structure of 0 is shown in Fig[ 0"a#[ The
Cu atom is coordinated by four S atoms from two hmb
ligands in a tetrahedral geometry\ with bond angles
around copper ranging from 80[18"2#> to 008[15"1#>[ The
four CuÐS distances of 1[1786"6#A� are all the same\ which
is shorter than CuÐS bond length in the complexes of tmb
with copper"I# halides ðX1Br\ 1[226^ X1I\ 1[252A� Ł[ Four
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Table 2
The electroconductive properties and bonding properties of copper"I# and silver"I# complexes with sulfur!rich ligands

Compound Dimension s14>C
a "Scm−0# S = = = S "A� # CuÐS "A� # SÐCuÐS "># Reference

ðCu"hmb#ŁPF5 0 0[4×09−5 3[1 1[1786"6# 80[18"2#Ð008[15"1# This work
ðAg"hmb#ŁPF5 1 6[1×09−6 2[46 1[425"0#Ð1[488"1# 68[64"4#Ð034[16"4# This work
ð"CuI#1"tmb#Łb 0 insulator 2[82 1[252 74[46 ð6Ł
ð"CuBr#1"tmb#Ł 1 insulator 3[3 1[226 094[20 ð6Ł
ð"CuBr#1"TMTÐTTF#Łc 1 0[2×09−1 2[57 1[308 76[02 ð04Ł
ðCu"TTC1!TTF#ŁClO3

d 0 5[9×09−3 3[9 1[200 82[0Ð011[1 ð06Ł

a after iodine!dope[
b tmb]0\1\3\4!tetrakis"methylthio#benzene[
c TMT!TTF]tetrakis"methylthio#tetrathiafulvalene[
d TTC1!TTF]tetrakis"ethylthio#tetrathiafulvalene[

coordinating methyl groups are perpendicular to the
benzene ring plane[ Two of the four methyl groups are
directed to the same side of the SÐCu"I#ÐS plane^ the
other two methyl groups are directed to the opposite side
of the SÐCu"I#ÐS plane[ The remaining two para position
S atoms of hmb are not coordinated to copper and two
methyl groups are directed to the opposite orientation[
Thus one hmb bridges two copper atoms to gives a linear
chain polymer as shown in Fig[ 1"a#[ This is di}erent
from the tmb complexes of with copper"I# halides ðX1Br\
two!dimensional sheet structures^ X1I\ one!dimensional
zigzag chainŁ "Table 2#[ In the crystal 0 polymeric chains
are separated from each other by the hexa!
~uorophosphate ions[ The side view of 0 is shown in Fig[
1"b#[ A columnar structure forms through linear chain[
The intermolecular distance of the hmb benzene ring
between the neighboring chains is large\ indicating no
speci_c intermolecular stacking[ The shortest S = = = S
distance between the linear chains is 3[1A� \ which is close
to those of the Cu"I# complexes with tmb ðX1Br\ 3[3^
X1I\ 2[8A� Ł[ Those S = = = S distances are longer than the
sum of the van der Waals radius "2[5A� # of two sulfur
atoms[ Therefore\ the S = = = S interaction between the
polymeric chains is not signi_cant[

3[1[ Two!dimensional network structure of 1 throu`h
S = = = S contacts

The molecular structure of 1 is shown in Fig[ 0"b#[ The
Ag atom is coordinated by four S atoms from two hmb
ligands in a tetrahedral geometry\ with bond angles
around silver ranging from 68[64"4#> to 034[16"4#>[ Four
coordinating methyl groups are perpendicular to the ben!
zene ring plane[ One of the di}erences from complex 0 is
that three of the four methyl groups are directed to the
same side of the SÐCu"I#ÐS plane^ the other one methyl
group is directed to the opposite side of the SÐCu"I#ÐS
plane[ The remaining two para position S atoms of hmb
are not coordinated to silver and two methyl groups

are directed to the opposite orientation[ Thus one hmb
bridges two silver atoms to gives a zigzag chain polymer
as shown in Fig[ 2"a#[ The shortest S = = = S distance
between interchain S atoms not coordinated to silver is
2[46A� [ Those S = = = S distances are shorter than the sum
of the van der Waals radius "2[5A� # of two sulfur atoms[
Therefore\ complex 1 forms a two!dimensional network
through S = = = S contacts[ The side view of complex 1 is
shown in Fig[ 2"b#[ The dihedral angle between the ben!
zene rings is smaller than complex 0[

3[2[ Physical properties

Electrical resistivity of compacted pellets was measured
by the conventional two!probe technique[ Although both
the complex are insulators at room temperature
"s14>C³09−01 Scm−0#\ its iodine!doped black products in
powder form behave as a semiconductor with con!
ductivity of 0[4×09−5 Scm−0 and 6[1×09−6 Scm−0\
respectively[ Similar phenomenona have been reported
in the corresponding Cu"I# complexes ð04Ł[ This is very
di}erent from the iodine!doped copper"I# complexes with
tmb which are insulators[ One of the common features
of the conducting complex is that the constituent mol!
ecules are in a mixed!valence state ð05Ł[ Interestingly an
ESR signal attributable to Cu"II# ions was detected in
the black complex\ indicating partial formation of mixed!
valence state[ In conclusion\ the hmb ligand reacts with
copper"I# hexa~uorophosphate to form a 0]0 metal!
ligand complex[ Two S atoms in the hmb ligand are not
coordinated to the copper atom to form coordination
linear chains[ The iodine!doped product behaves as a
semiconductor[ In 1 the silver ion is similar in its coor!
dination geometry to the copper ion but the shortest
S = = = S distance between inter!chain S atoms no coor!
dinated with silver is 2[46A� [ Therefore\ complex 1 forms
two!dimensional network through S = = = S contacts[ The
iodine!doped product behaves as a semiconductor[
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Fig[ 0[ Molecular structures of complex 0 and 1[
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Fig[ 1[ Molecular packing of complex 0[ "a# top view "b# side view[
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Fig[ 2[ Molecular packing of complex 1[ "a# top view "b# side view[
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Abstract

Treatment of the l2!cyclotriphosphazanes\ cis!"EtNP"OR##2 ðR�C5H3Br!3 "L0# or C5H3Br!1 "L1#Ł with ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł "NBD
� norbornadiene# yields the mononuclear complexes ðMo"CO#3L0Ł "0# and ðMo"CO#3L1Ł "1#\ which have been characterised by IR\
NMR "20P and 0H# and FAB mass spectral data[ The structure of 0 has been con_rmed by single crystal X!ray analysis[ The structural
and conformational changes brought about by complexation are discussed in terms of a bonding model based on {{negative
hyperconjugation||[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Cyclotriphosphazanes^ Molybdenum tetracarbonyl Complexes^ P!N ring conformation^ Negative hyperconjugation

0[ Introduction

The chemistry of l2!cyclotriphosphazanes is very much
less explored compared to that of l2!cyclodiphosphazanes
ð0Ł[ The interest in the transition metal chemistry of l2!
cyclotriphosphazanes arises from their propensity to act
as multidentate ligands[ Murugavel et al ð1Ł[ have
reported that a mononuclear complex\ ðMo"CO#3"L4#Ł A

is obtained by the treatment of ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł with
trans!"EtNP"OC5H2Me1!1\5##2 "L4#[ On the other hand\
a dinuclear complex\ ðMo"CO#3"m!L2#Ł1 B is obtained by
an analogous reaction of cis!"EtNP"OCH1CF2##2 "L2#[
Herein\ we report the reactions of "aryloxy# l2!cyclo!
triphosphazanes\ cis!"EtNP"OR##2 ðR�C5H3Br!3 "L0# or
C5H3Br!1 "L1#Ł with ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł[

1[ Results and discussion

1[0[ Synthesis and spectra

The l2!cyclotriphosphazanes L0 and L1 react with
ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł in petrol to give the mononuclear com!
plexes ðMo"CO#3L0Ł "0# and ðMo"CO#3L1Ł "1# respectively[
The yield of 0 based on the Mo"CO#3 precursor is 44)

� Corresponding author[ Email] ipcsskÝipc[iisc[ernet[in

while 1 is obtained in nearly quantitative yield[ These
complexes are moderately stable to air and moisture[
The reactions of trans!"EtNP "OC5H3Br!3##2 "L3# with
ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł\ L4 with ðCr"CO#3"NBD#Ł and those
of L0 and L4 with ðW"CO#3"NHC4H09#1Ł did not go to
completion "see EXPERIMENTAL# and the metal com!
plexes could not be separated from the ligands[

The FAB mass spectrum of 1 shows peaks at m:z 834\
806 and 722 corresponding to M¦\ "M¦!CO# and "M¦!3
CO# fragments[ The IR spectra of 0 and 1 exhibit three
intense peaks "nCO\ cm!0] 1919\ 0822 and 0897 0^ 1916\
0836 and 0892 1# which can be assigned to C!O stretching
vibrations characteristic of a Mo"CO#3 moiety with a
local C1V symmetry[ The values of nCO frequencies are less
than those observed for the dinuclear complex B but
comparable to those observed for the mononuclear com!
plex A indicating that the p!acceptor ability of L0 or L1

is less than that of L2[ The 20P NMR data for group 5
metal carbonyl complexes of l2!cyclotriphosphazanes are
listed in Table 0[ The 20P NMR spectra of 0 and 1 display
an A1X pattern[ For the ðM"CO#3L4Ł complexes\ the coor!
dination shift follows the order Cr×Mo×W^ the chemi!
cal shift of the uncoordinated phosphorus nucleus is
much less altered[ However\ for ðMo"CO#3L0Ł "0# and
ðMo"CO#3L1Ł "1#\ the chemical shifts of both the coor!
dinated "PA# and uncoordinated "PB# phosphorus nuclei
are shifted considerably down!_eld to the values observed
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Scheme 0[

Scheme 1[

Table 0
20P NMR data for group 5 metal carbonyl complexes ofl2!cyclotriphosphazanes a

Complex Chemical shift:ppm 1JAX:Hz Ddb:ppm

dA dX PA PX

ðCr"CO#3L
4Łc 043[2 098[4 30[2 26[0 −5[4

ðMo"CO#3 L4Łd 021[1 002[1 28[4 04[9 −1[7
ðW"CO#3L

4Łc 093[8e 002[2 30[5 −01[2 −1[6
ðMo"CO#3L

0Ł 027[9 017[8 38[9 30[1 21[0
ðW"CO#3L

0Łc 009[1f 017[6 49[3 02[3 20[8
ðMo"CO#3L

1Ł 026[4 017[8 42[5 33[4 24[8
ðMo"CO#3"m!L2#Ł1

d 033[8 012[7 9[9g 40[2 29[1

a L0�cis!ðEtNP"OC5H3Br!3#Ł2\ L1�cis!ðEtNP"OC5H3Br!1#Ł2\
L2�cis!ðEtNP"OCH1CF2#Ł2\ L3�trans!ðEtNP"OC5H3Br!3#Ł2\
L4�trans!ðEtNP"OC5H2Me1!1\5#Ł2
b Dd�d P"complex#!d P"ligand#
c Not isolated because of incomplete reaction[
d Data from Ref[ð1Ł
e JPW �037[4 Hz
f JPW �033[2 Hz
g 1 JAX not resolved[

for the corresponding free ligands L0 and L1^ this trend
is also observed for the dinuclear complex B[ The 0H
NMR spectrum of 0 shows two triplets at 0[29 and
0[39 ppm "2JHH �6[0 and 6[2Hz# in 1]0 ratio consistent
with its structure[ The 0H NMR spectrum of 1 also shows
a similar pattern[

1[1[ Crystal structure analysis of ðMo"CO#3"EtNP
"OC5H3Br!3##2Ł 0

The complex 0 crystallises in P0¹ space group with three
independent molecules in the asymmetric unit[ The con!
formation of the P2N2 ring is the same in all the molecules
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but the orientations of the ethyl groups are di}erent[ The
structure of one of the molecules in the asymmetric unit is
shown in Fig[ 0[ The structural features of 0 are compared
with those of other molybdenum tetracarbonyl com!
plexes of l2!cyclotriphosphazanes in Table 1[ The cyclo!

Fig[ 0[ A perspective view of molecule 0 in the unit cell of complex 0[
The hydrogen atoms and aryl groups are omitted for clarity[

Table 1
Comparison of structural data for molybdenum tetracarbonyl complexes of cyclotriphosphazanes 0\ A and B a

Salient feature b 0 A B

Molecule 0 Molecule 1 Molecule 2

P2N2 ring conformation sofa sofa sofa sofa half!chair
Asymmetry parameter c DCS 4[2 DCS 3[1 DCS 9[7 DCS 7[9 DC1 5[2
av "M!C# "A� # 0[86"1# 1[90"1# 1[99"1# 1[904"3# 1[91"0#
av "C!O# "A� # 0[05"1# 0[03"1# 0[02"1# 0[031"5# 0[03"0#
av "M!P# "A� # 1[346"4# 1[343"4# 1[335"4# 1[350"4# 1[449"1#
av "Pc!NPc# "A� # 0[57"0# 0[57"0# 0[58"0# 0[605"2# 0[691"6#
av "Pc!NPu# "A� # 0[58"0# 0[60"0# 0[69"0# 0[693"2# 0[586"7#
av "Pu!NPc# "A� # 0[61"0# 0[60"0# 0[60"0# 0[619"2# 0[589"7#
av "P!N# "A� # 0[58"0# 0[69"0# 0[69"0# 0[602"2# 0[585"6#
av "Pc!O# "A� # 0[50"0# 0[51"0# 0[50"0# 0[510"2# 0[514"6#
"Pu!O# "A� # 0[54"0# 0[56"0# 0[55"0# 0[547"1# 0[540"8#
"PcNPc# angle "deg# 83[7"6# 83[4"6# 82[7"5# 80[8"8# 024[2"3#
av "Pc NPu# angle "deg# 012[8"7# 011[7"7# 012[1"7# 011[8"1# 020[8"4#
Range of cis
L!Mo!L angle "deg# 59[1!092[3 59[3!095[3 59[2!090[7 59[1!094[6 74[9!87[9
Range of trans
L!Mo!L angle "deg# 052[2!067[2 045[1!061[1 048[4!064[5 059[0!056[1 061[1!064[1
SN"0# angle "deg# 249[3 238[4 237[8 225[1 259[9
SN"1# angle "deg# 241[5 241[6 241[1 259[9 245[7
SN"2# angle "deg# 245[4 246[3 240[1 259[9 259[9

a Data from Ref[ð1Ł
b Pc and Pu represents coordinated and uncoordinated phosphorus atoms
c See Ref ð2Ł[ for the de_nition of DCS and DC1

triphosphazane ligand is coordinated to the metal in the
cis fashion[ The substituents on both coordinated and
uncoordinated phosphorus atoms lie on the same side of
the ring as observed in the dinuclear complex B which is
in contrast to the trans disposition of the substituents
observed in the mononuclear complex A[ The central
molybdenum atom is in a distorted octahedral geometry[
The average Mo!C and C!O distances are comparable to
those observed in the mononuclear complex A and the
dinuclear complex B[ The average Mo!P distance in 0 is
comparable to that observed in the mononuclear complex
A but less than that observed in the dinuclear complex B

ð1Ł[ The cis L!Mo!L angles in 0 vary over a wide range as
observed in the mononuclear complex A but this vari!
ation is much higher than that observed in the dinuclear
complex B[ The variation of trans L!Mo!L angles in 0 is
also higher than that observed in A and B[ The PNP
angle at N"0# is much smaller than that observed at N"1#
and N"2# as a result of chelation[ The PNP angles are
comparable to the corresponding values observed in the
mononuclear complex A but less than those observed for
the dinuclear complex B[

The P2N2 ring adopts a sofa conformation as indicated
by the asymmetry parameter\ DCs ð2Ł with the nitrogen
atom N"0# lying 0[0A� above the mean plane de_ned by
the remaining atoms[ It is to be noted that the P2N2 ring in
the mononuclear complex A adopts a sofa conformation
whereas a half!chair conformation is observed for the
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dinuclear complex B[ Thus\ the conformation of the P2N2

ring changes from chair "in L0# or twist "in L4# ð3Ł to a
sofa in 0 and A as a result of complexation[ The extent
of deviation from an ideal sofa conformation is higher
for molecules 0 and 1 of 0 which is\ however\ less than
that observed in the mononuclear complex A[ Signi_cant
variations in PÐN distances are not observed^ the average
PÐN distance\ 0[58A� is comparable to that observed for
L0\ A and B[ The geometry of the nitrogen atoms deviate
from planarity and the extent of deviation is slightly
larger at N"0# than at N"1# or N"2#[ The average PÐO
distance involving phosphorus coordinated to the metal\
"Pc!O# is shorter than that involving uncoordinated phos!
phorus atom\ "Pu!O# as observed in the mononuclear
complex A[ These observations can be explained on the
basis of {{negative hyperconjugative|| interaction involv!
ing a nitrogen lone pair and a PÐO or PÐN s� orbital[ As
noted earlier ð3Ł\ a X!N!P!Y "X�C or P^ Y�O or N#
torsion angle of 89> would result in maximum {{negative
hyperconjugation|| while any departure from this value
would reduce this interaction[ Careful examination of C
"or P#ÐNÐPÐO torsion angles indicate that the PÐO bonds
involving coordinated phosphorus\ "Pc!O# are no longer
periplanar to the lone pair of electrons on N"0# as a result
of chelation[ Hence\ the nitrogen atom\ N"0# undergoes
pyramidalisation as observed in the mononuclear com!
plex A and ðMo"CO#3""EtN#4P3"O#n"OPh#1#Ł "n�0 or 1#
ð1\4Ł[ The nitrogen atoms N"1# and N"2# also deviate
slightly from planarity unlike the mononuclear complex
A wherein these nitrogen atoms exhibit planar geometry[
This is due to the deviation of C"or P#!N!P!N torsion
angles from 89> in order to adopt an ideal sofa con!
formation "compare DCs values in Table 1#[ However\
the P2N2 ring in A undergoes distortion "DCs 7[9# in order
to maximise {{negative hyperconjugation||[ This di}er!
ence presumably arises due the bulkiness of the aryloxy
substituents in A[ It appears that the conformations of
the P!N ring are dictated by both {{negative hyp!
erconjugation|| as well as steric bulk of the substituents
on the phosphorus atoms[

2[ Experimental

All reactions were carried out under an atmosphere of
dry nitrogen by using standard Schlenk!line techniques
ð5Ł[ Solvents were puri_ed by standard procedures and
freshly distilled prior to use ð6Ł[ The cyclotriphosphazanes
L0\ L1\ L3 and L4 were synthesised as reported previously
ð3Ł[ The IR spectra were recorded in nujol mull using
a Bio!Rad FTIR spectrometer[ The 0H "SiMe3!internal
standard# and 20P "74) H2PO3!external standard# NMR
spectra were recorded in CDCl2 employing a Bruker
AMX 399 or ACF!199 spectrometer[ Chemical shifts
down_eld from the standard were assigned positive
values[ The FAB mass spectrum was recorded with a
Finnigan MAT 7129 spectrometer[

2[0[ Synthesis of ðMo"CO#3"EtNP"OC5H3Br!3##2Ł 0

A solution of the l2!cyclotriphosphazane\ L0 "9[199 g\
9[160mmol# and ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł ð7Ł "9[970 g\
9[160mmol# in petrol "b[p[ 59!79>C\ 14 cm2# was heated
under re~ux for 3!4 h and cooled to 14>C[ Solvent was
removed under reduced pressure and the resulting oil was
dissolved in CH1Cl1!petrol "0]0# mixture and the solution
passed through a short silica gel column to remove any
decomposed material[ Removal of the solvent from the
eluent gave a colourless oily residue which was redis!
solved in 4 cm2 petrol[ Cooling the solution at 9>C for
13 h gave colourless transparent crystals of 0[ Yield]
9[032 g\ 44)[ M[p[ 019!014>C[ Analysis Calcd[ for
C17H16N2O6P2MoBr2] C\ 24[43^ H\ 1[76^ N\ 3[33[ Found]
C\ 24[31^ H\ 1[61^ N\ 3[51[ IR "nCO#] 1919 "s#\ 0822 "s# and
0897 "br# cm−0[ 0H NMR] d 0[29 "t\ 2JHH�6[09Hz\ 5 H\
CH2#\ 0[39 "t\ 2JHH�6[2Hz\ 2 H\ CH2#\ 2[42 "br\ 5 H\
NCH1#\ 6[93!6[43 "m\ aromatic protons#[

2[1[ Synthesis of ðMo"CO#3"EtNP"OC5H3Br!1##2Ł 1

The reaction of l2!cyclotriphosphazane\ L1 with
ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł was carried out as described above to
give 1[ Recrystallisation of the reaction mixture from
CH1Cl1 gave 1 in near quantitative yield[ M[p[ 059!051>C[
FAB mass spectrum "87Mo\ 68Br#] m:z 834 "M¦#\ 806
"M¦! CO#\ 722 "M¦! 3 CO# with the expected mol!
ybdenum and bromine isotopic pattern[ IR "nCO#] 1916
"s#\ 0836 "s#\ 0892 "br# cm!0[ 0H NMR] d 0[31 "t\
2JHH�5[8Hz\ 5 H\ CH2#\ 0[34 "t\ 2JHH�6[3Hz\ 2 H\ CH2#\
2[68 "br m\ 3 H\ NCH1#\ 3[92 "br m\ 1 H\ NCH1#\ 6[99!
6[57 "m\ aromatic protons#[

2[2[ Other attempted reactions of l2!cyclotriphosphazanes
with `roup 5 metal tetracarbonyl precursors

A solution of the l2!cyclotriphosphazane\ L3 "9[199 g\
9[160mmol# and ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł "9[970 g\ 9[160mmol#
in petrol "14 cm2# was heated under re~ux as described
above for the synthesis of 0[ Solvent was removed under
reduced pressure and the resulting pasty mass was washed
with cold petrol "4 cm2# to remove any unreacted starting
materials[ The 20P NMR spectrum of the product showed
a doublet at 043[1 and 015[7 ppm "Jpp�13Hz# and a
singlet at 011[7 ppm apart from the signals corresponding
to unreacted L3 and traces of other unidenti_ed species[
Several attempts to remove the unreacted L3 from the
reaction mixture were unsuccessful[ Hence\ the mixture
was used as such for further characterisation[ IR "nCO#]
0781 "s#\ 0809 "s#\ 0825 "s# and 1912 "s# cm!0[ FAB mass
spectrum "87Mo\ 68Br#] Molecular ion peak not observed[
m:z 806 ðMo"CO#2"EtNP"OC5H3Br##2Ł¦\ 750 ðMo
"CO#"EtNP"OC5H3Br##2Ł¦\ 722 ðMo"EtNP"OC5

H3Br##2Ł¦\ 707 ðMo"EtN#1"NCH1#P2"OC5H3Br#2Ł¦\ 663
ðMo"CO#3"EtN#2P2!"OC5H3Br#1Ł¦ and 624 "EtNP"O!
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Table 2
Crystallographic data for complex 0

Formula C17H16Br2MoN2O6P2 l "Mo!Ka# "A� # 9[6096
Formula weight 835[00 m "Mo!Ka# "cm!0# 27[76
Crystal system triclinic tmin\ tmax 9[828\ 0[020
Crystal size "mm# 9[39×9[17 ×9[95 scan method v

Space group P0¹ "No[ 1# 1u range "deg# 1²1u²39
a "A� # 01[945"1# index range −00²h²00\ −06²k²06\ 9²l²14
b "A� # 07[394"6# re~ections\ unique 09936
c "A� # 15[075"7# with ðI×1s"I#Ł 5950
a "deg# 65[96"3# data:restraints:parameters 09924:5:0072
b "deg# 72[48"1# F"999# 1673
g "deg# 61[63"2# residual "negative# peak "e[A� !2# 9[711 "!9[796#
V "A� 2# 4279[4"2# R0

a 9[9612
Density "g[cm!2# 0[641 wR1

b 9[0300
Z 5 S c 0[097

a R0�S==Fo=!=Fc==:S=Fo=
b wR1�ðSðw"F1

o−F1
c#

1Ł:Sðw"F1
o#

1ŁŁ0:1

c S�ðSðw"F1
o−F1

c#
1Ł:"n!p#Ł0:1

C5H3Br##2
¦ with the expected molybdenum and bromine

isotopic patterns[ It is di.cult to assign a formula for the
product^ it is likely that it contains an h0!coordinated
cyclotriphosphazane "L3# bonded to a molybdenum car!
bonyl moiety[

The reactions of L4 with ðCr"CO#3"NBD#Ł ð7Ł and those
of L0 and L4 with ðW"CO#3"NHC4H09#1Ł ð8Ł were carried
out in toluene and CH1Cl1 respectively as described above
for the synthesis of 0[ Even after 13 h\ the reactions were
incomplete and unreacted cyclotriphosphazane was
present[ Attempts to separate the metal complexes either
by column chromatography or by crystallisation were
unsuccessful[ The formation of metal carbonyl complexes
could be inferred from the 20P NMR spectral data of the
products "see Table 0#[

The reaction of L4 with two or three fold excess of
ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł yielded the chelate complex
ðMo"CO#3L4Ł^ unreacted ðMo"CO#3"NBD#Ł was reco!
vered[ The reaction of L4 with ðMo"CO#2"CHT#Ł "CHT
� cycloheptatriene# in 0]0 ratio also gave only the chelate
complex ðMo"CO#3L4Ł as a result of a redistribution reac!
tion[

2[3[ X!ray structure determination of ðMo"CO#3"EtNP
"OC5H3Br!3##2Ł 0

A suitable crystal of 0 was coated with para.n oil and
the intensity data was collected using a {{Enraf!Nonius
CAD 3|| di}ractometer with graphite monochromated
Mo!Ka radiation\ at 182K[ A summary of the crystal
data and parameters pertinent to the structure deter!
mination for 0 are given in Table 2[ The data were cor!
rected for Lorentz\ polarisation and absorption ð09Ł
e}ects[ The structure was solved by Heavy atom method
using SHELXS 75 ð00Ł[ Full matrix least!squares re_ne!
ment was carried out on =F9=1 using SHELXL 82 ð01Ł[ The

non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned anisotropically[ The
CÐC distances in the NCH1CH2 groups in molecule 1
~uctuated ð0[29!0[49A� Ł during the re_nement[ Hence\ a
similarity restraint "SADI# was applied and the structure
re_ned anisotropically[ The CÐC distances in the phenoxy
group attached to P"1# in molecule 1 also ~uctuated ðfrom
0[14 to 0[49A� Ł during the re_nement[ Hence\ the six car!
bon atoms C"50#\ C"51#\ C"52#\ C"53#\ C"54# and C"55#
were _tted to a regular hexagon and re_ned ðdc!c �0[28A� Ł
isotropically by rigid group re_nement[ The hydrogen
atoms were placed on the respective atoms in their cal!
culated positions and were allowed to ride on the attached
atoms during re_nement[

The supplementary data have been deposited with the
CCDC\ deposition number 090676[
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Abstract

The new macrocyclic Schi} base lanthanide"III# complexes of the formula Ln"H3L#Cl2 = nH1O have been synthesised in the template
condensation of 0\2!diamino!1!hydroxypropane and 1\5!diformyl!3!methylphenol in the presence of La"III#\ Ce"III# and Eu"III#
ions[ The complexes have been characterised by elemental analyses\ spectroscopic methods and X!ray crystallography[ Their 0H and
02C NMR spectra have been assigned on the basis of COSY\ NOESY and HMQC techniques[ The isotropic shifts of the paramagnetic
Ce"III# and Eu"III# derivatives indicate the unsymmetrical coordination of the lanthanide"III# ions within the macrocyclic ligand
H3L[ The crystal structure of Eu"III# complex contains two di}erent complex molecules^ in each molecule the Eu"III# ion is eight!
coordinate and the ligand adopts a bent conformation[ In the _rst molecule the Eu"III# is bound to two nitrogen atoms and three
oxygen atoms derived from the macrocyclic ligand as well as to three water molecules\ while in the second molecule one of the
coordinated water molecules is substituted by chloride anion[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Schi} base macrocycles^ Lanthanide complexes^ Crystal structure^ NMR of paramagnetic compounds

0[ Introduction

The complexes of macrocyclic ligands obtained in 1¦1
condensation of 1\5!diformylphenols with diamines in
the presence of metal ions have attracted a great deal of
attention in recent years[ A variety of complex types can
be obtained in this procedure\ depending on the choice
of lateral diamine fragments and metal ions[ Thus\ com!
plexes with transition metal ions as well as with larger
lanthanide or main group metal ions can be obtained ð0Ł[
Moreover\ unsymmetrical systems possessing two di}er!
ent metal ions\ two di}erent lateral chains or both can be
prepared\ most often in a step!wise synthesis ð0Ł[ Depend!
ing on the cation radius and the reaction conditions both
mono! and dinuclear complexes can be synthesised with
this class of ligands[

To facilitate complexation of larger metal ions\
additional coordination sites have been introduced into
the lateral side chains[ In particular the macrocyclic
ligand H3L derived from 0\2!diamino!1!hydroxypropane
and 1\5!diformylphenol has been shown to possess a var!
iety of binding modes with di}erent metal ions[ In the
case of Mn"II#\ Ni"II# and Cu"II# ions it forms dinuclear

� Corresponding author[

complexes ð1Ł\ ðM1"H1L#ŁX1 "X� monoanion#\ which are
close analogues of the parent Robson|s complexes ð2Ł[
In these complexes the alcohol hydroxyl groups are not
involved in complexation[ However\ in the case of the
complexes of the ligand H3L with the larger Pb"II# ions\
the alcohol OH groups complete the coordination sphere
of the metal ion[ In this case both dinuclear
Pb1"H1L#ClO3#1 and mononuclear Pb"H3L#"ClO3#1 com!
plexes can be formed ð3Ł[ In both complexes the ligand
provides a N1O2 donor set for the Pb"II# ion[ When the
closely related ligand derived from 1\5!diacetyl!3!methyl!
phenol coordinates the even larger Ba"II# ion\ mono!
nuclear complex is formed and the ligand acts as N1O3

donor ð4Ł[ Although in the above complexes the alcohol
groups are not deprotonated\ the coordination of depro!
tonated alcoholic groups was observed in the related
unsymmetrical complexes ð5Ł[ It should also be
mentioned\ that the 1\5!diformyl!3!methylphenol and
0\2!diamino!1!hydroxypropane can form in the presence
of metal ions the hexanuclear macrocyclic 2¦2 con!
densation product ð6Ł\ instead of complexes of the ligand
H3L[

Because of the documented ability of the ligand H3L
to bind large metal ions\ we have chosen it to synthesise
new macrocyclic lanthanide complexes[ In this report we
present the synthesis of the mononuclear complexes of
the type Ln"H3L#Cl2 =nH1O "Fig[ 0#\ where Ln�La"III#\
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Fig[ 0[ The general structure and the NMR labelling scheme of
ðLn"H3L#Ł¦2 complexes "coordinated chloride anions and:or solvent
molecules omitted#[

Ce"III# and Eu"III#[ The complexes have been charac!
terised by spectroscopic methods including detailed 1D
NMR analysis[ In the case of europium"III# complex the
X!ray crystal structure has been determined[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis

1\5!diformyl!3!methylphenol ð7Ł has been prepared by
literature method[ Lanthanide salts "88[8)# and deut!
erated solvents were obtained from Aldrich[ Other
reagents and solvents were of analytical grade and used
without further puri_cation[

La"H3L#Cl2 = 1H1O] 217[2mg of 1\5!diformyl!3!
methylphenol "1mmol# and 242[3mg of LaCl2 = 5H1O
"0mmol# were dissolved in 19mL of hot methanol[ The
solution of 079[1mg of 0\2!diamino!1!hydroxypropane
"1mmol# in 09mL of methanol was gradually added to
the above stirred solution[ The mixture was re~uxed for
01 h\ _ltered and evaporated to dryness[ The residue was
recrystallized from methanol:acetonitrile to give 309mg
of yellow product[ Yield 46[0)[ Anal[ Calcd for
C13H21O5N3LaCl2] C\ 39[05^ H\ 3[38^ N\ 6[70[ Found]
C\ 39[01^ H\ 3[20^ N\ 6[40[ The Ce"H3L#Cl2 = 1H1O and
Eu"H3L#Cl2 = 1[4H1O complexes were prepared in a simi!
lar fashion in 44[8 and 68[3) yields[ Anal[ Calcd for
C13H21O5N3CeCl2] C\ 39[98^ H\ 3[38^ N\ 6[68[ Found] C\
39[00^ H\ 3[66^ N\ 6[61[ Anal[ Calcd for C13H22O5[4N3

EuCl2] C\ 27[85^ H\ 3[49^ N\ 6[46[ Found] C\ 28[90^ H\
3[57^ N\ 6[41[

1[1 Methods

The NMR spectra were taken on Bruker AMX 299
spectrometer[ The chemical shifts were referenced to the
residual solvent signal or TMS[ The La"H3L#Cl2 = 1H1O
complex was taken as a diamagnetic reference compound
for the calculations of isotropic shifts[ The magnitude
COSY spectra were acquired using 401 data points in
both dimensions[ The data were processed by using a
square sine bell window in both dimensions and zero _lled
to 0K×0K matrix[ The phase!sensitive "TPPI# NOESY
spectra were recorded using mixing times varying from
04 to 399ms and shifted square sine function[ HMQC
spectra were recorded using BIRD preparation period
and 401×401 data points[ A square sine function was
used for apodization in both dimensions[ Electronic spec!
tra were measured on Cary 4 UV!Vis!NIR spectro!
photometer[ IR spectra were recorded on Bruker IFS
002V instrument using KBr pellets and Nujol mulls[
Elemental analyses were obtained from elemental analy!
ses facility in this department[

1[2[ X!ray data collection

The crystals of the europium"III# complex have been
grown by slow di}usion of acetonitrile to the methanolic
solution of Eu"H3L#Cl2 = 1[4H1O[ A crystal of approxi!
mate dimensions 9[5×9[4×9[1mm was cut from a larger
one\ and mounted on a Kuma KM3 di}ractometer with
k geometry[ The structure was solved with Patterson
methods with SHELXS!75 ð8Ł and then re_ned with
SHELXL!82 ð09Ł[ The positions of C!bonded hydrogen
atoms were placed geometrically\ in the case of the methyl
ones taking into account the distribution of electron den!
sity around the relevant C atoms[ No attempt to localize
the O!bonded hydrogens was made[ The absorption cor!
rections were calculated with locally modi_ed ABSORB
ð00Ł[ The structure was re_ned with all non!H atoms
anisotropic and H atoms isotropic "methyl!bonded
hydrogen atoms with common U factor\ the other ones
with their temperature factors set at 0[1 times the trace
of the anisotropic factors of relevant carbon atoms# with
constrained positional parameters[ It was found then that
the temperature factors of the acetonitrile molecule NÐ
C0ÐC1 were inconsistent\ namely the largest component
of the vibration ellipsoid for the atom C0 was almost
parallel to the molecule axis[ This might indicate some
disorder\ however all attempts to resolve it failed and
consequently the acetonitrile molecule has been retained
as it was[ Other information pertinent to the data collec!
tion\ solution and re_nement is presented in Table 0[
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Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement details

Empirical formula C49H62Cl5Eu1N8O04

Formula weight 0433[67
Temperature 182"1# K
Wavelength 9[60962 A�

Crystal system monoclinic
Space group P10:c
Unit cell dimensions a�04[227"7# A�

b�06[648"4# A�

c�13[087"02# A�

b�009[61"4#>
Volume 5054"4# A� 2

Z 3
Density "calculated# 0[566"0# Mg = m−2

Absorption coe.cient 1[254 mm−0

F"999# 2025
Crystal size 9[5×9[4×9[1 mm
Theta range for data collection 1 to 13>
Index ranges 9¾h¾05\ 9¾k¾19\ −15¾0¾14
Re~ections collected 09976
Re~ections observed ðI×2s"I#Ł 6997
Independent observed re~ections 5655 ðRint�9[9240Ł
Re_nement method Full!matrix least!squares on F1

Weights 0:s1"F1#
Absorption corrections between 9[7313 and 0[2074
Data:restraints:parameters 5654:9:634
Goodness!of!_t on F1 3[071
Final R indices ðI×2s"I#Ł R"F#�9[9337\ Rw"F

1#�9[0968
Largest di}[ peak and hole 0[734 and −9[872 e = A� −2

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ NMR spectroscopy

The identity and purity of the obtained complexes have
been con_rmed by their 0H and 02C NMR spectra[ Thus
00 resonances are observed in proton spectra and 02
resonances are observed in carbon!02 spectra of the
CD2OD solutions of the investigated complexes[ This
spectral pattern is in accord with the presence of mono!
nuclear complexes of Cs symmetry presented sche!
matically in Fig[ 0[ The mononuclear Ln"H3L#Cl2 =nH1O
complexes were obtained even when two molar equi!
valents of starting lanthanide chlorides were used in the
synthesis[ In no case the NMR spectra showed evidences
of the presence of symmetrical dinuclear species[

The NMR spectra of the solutions of
Ln"H1L#Cl2 = 1[4H1O complexes in CD2OD show one
dominant set of signals present[ This may indicate the
prevalence in solution of one of the possible axial ligation
patterns\ in contrast to the situation observed in the solid
state "see X!ray crystal structure description#[ Alter!
natively\ it may re~ect the fast\ on the NMR time scale\
exchange between various species di}ering in the number
of molecules of coordinated chloride\ water or methanol[
In fact small amounts "ca[ 0 molar )# of minor species

are observed "Figs[ 1 and 2#[ The proton chemical shifts
of these forms are very similar to that of the main species[
This observation indicates that the minor forms cor!
respond to closely related mononuclear complexes and
di}er from the main components in axial ligation\ depro!
tonation of alcohol group or\ most likely\ conformation
of the noncoordinating lateral chain[

In the case of diamagnetic La"H3L#Cl2 = 1H1O complex
the signals can be generally assigned on the basis of shift
values\ integration and line splitting pattern[ As expected\
two sets of signals are observed\ corresponding to the
complexed "positions a\ b\ b?\ c and d\ see Fig[ 0 for
labelling# and uncomplexed "positions f\ g\ h\ h? and i#
side of the macrocycle[ All signals can be easily grouped
into two sets on the basis of the connectivity pattern
observed in the NOESY spectrum[ The 1D NMR cannot\
however\ deliver the information on which set of signals
corresponds to complexed and which to uncomplexed
part of the macrocycle[ The distinction between these two
sets can be based on the small di}erence of shifts between
signal a and i^ the former should exhibit up_eld shift due
to inductive e}ect of the coordinated La"III# ion#[ Thus
the signals at 3[46\ 3[07\ 2[63\ 7[04\ 6[25 and 1[03 ppm
correspond to positions a\ b\ b?\ c\ d and e respectively\
while the signals at 6[13\ 7[18\ 3[23\ 2[74 and 3[20 ppm
correspond to positions f\ g\ h\ h? and i\ respectively[ The
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Fig[ 1[ The NOESY "A# and COSY "B# spectra of Eu"H3L#Cl2 = 1[4H1O "CD2OD solution\ 183 K#\ s!solvent and HDO signals[

above assignment is con_rmed by the COSY spectrum of
La"H3L#Cl2 = 1H1O solution in d5!DMSO[ In this solvent
the ligand proton exchange is slower and the signal g

can be unequivocally located as a doublet at 7[35 ppm
correlated to the signal at 02[06 ppm corresponding to the
inner acidic protons bound to the azomethine nitrogen
atoms[

The situation is more clear in the case of the
paramagnetic complexes Ce"H3L#Cl2 = 1H1O and
Eu"H3L#Cl2 = 1[4H1O[ The presence of the paramagnetic
lanthanide ion gives rise to additional shifts and line
broadening of the signals of the ligand[ This e}ect is more
pronounced for the nuclei belonging to the complexed
side of the macrocycle than for their counterparts in
the uncomplexed side[ This di}erence clearly shows the
presence of only one lanthanide ion complexed in solu!
tion to the macrocycle H3L\ and allows the unequivocal
spectrum assignment on the basis of 1D NMR tech!
niques[

In general\ the paramagnetic metal ions in~uences the
chemical shifts of the nearby protons by introducing an
additional chemical shift called isotropic shift\ diso ð01Ł[
This shift arises from interaction of the nuclear and elec!
tronic spins and can be separated into through!space
"i[e[ dipolar or pseudocontact# and through bonds "i[e[
contact# contributions]

diso�ddip¦dcon[ The _rst of these contributions is
dependent on the magnetic anisotropy of the complex in
question and the position in space of a given proton[ The
second contribution is dependent on the nature of the
bonding network connecting a given proton with the
paramagnetic metal ion[ This contribution diminishes
quickly along the chain of s bonds\ but can have con!
siderable value even for protons many bonds away from
the metal ion when p delocalisation of unpaired spin is
e}ective[ The spreading of resonances of paramagnetic
complex is accompanied by undesirable line broadening[
However\ this e}ect often bears information about the
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Fig[ 2[ The NOESY "A# and COSY "B# spectra of Ce"H3L#Cl2 = 1H1O "CD2OD solution\ 183 K\ s!solvent and HDO signals[

proton!metal ion distance and can be useful in spectral
analysis[

In the case of Eu"H3L#Cl2 = 1[4H1O complex the signal
e at 0[31 ppm\ found easily on the basis of integration
"intensity 5H# is NOESY correlated to phenyl ring signals
at 7[72 and 1[67 ppm "Fig[ 1#[ These two signals\ in turn\
are correlated to imino signals at −8[16 and 3[65 ppm\
respectively[ Since the former signal exhibits isotropic
shift similar to those of imino protons of other macro!
cyclic Eu complexes ð02Ł\ and the latter exhibits only very
small isotropic shift\ it can be safely assumed that the
signals at −8[16 and 3[65 ppm correspond to positions c

and g\ respectively\ and the signals at 7[72 and 1[67 ppm
to positions d and f\ respectively[ Additionally\ the pro!
tons d and f give rise to COSY crosspeak corresponding
to 3!bond coupling[ The signal c exhibits NOESY cros!
speaks to the pair of geminal signals b and b? at 4[18 and
1[44 ppm[ The latter signal integrates to 3H\ hence it must

be superimposed with one of the signals of the other
pair of geminal protons i[e[ signal h?[ The superimposed
resonances b? and h? show COSY and NOESY crosspeaks
to two signals at 3[14 and −1[14 ppm\ integrating to 0H
each[ Again the large di}erence of isotropic shift of these
two signals allows to assign the former to the proton i

and the latter to proton a[ The assignment is completed
by the observation of COSY and NOESY correlation
between the signal h? and the signal h at 2[54 ppm\ and
NOESY correlation between the signal h and the signal
i[

In the case of the Ce"H3L#Cl2 = 1H1O complex the set
of NOESY and COSY correlated signals "Fig[ 2# at
−9[77 ppm "integrating to 0H#\ −1[29 ppm "1H# and
−3[87 ppm "1H# must correspond to one of the lateral
propylene chains[ The large paramagnetic shifts leave no
doubt that this set of signals correspond to protons a\ b

and b?\ respectively[ The NOESY crosspeak between the
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Fig[ 3[ The HMQC spectrum of Eu"H3L#Cl2 = 1[4H1O "CD2OD solution\ 183 K#\ s!solvent and HDO signals[

signal b? and the signal at 6[38 ppm identi_es the latter as
the signal c[ The protons of the other lateral propylene
chain exhibit\ as expected\ much smaller isotropic shifts[
The multiplet signal at 2[54 ppm integrates to 2H and is
NOESY and COSY correlated to a doublet at 0[22 ppm
integrating to 1H[ The former must then correspond to
the overlapped signals i and h and the latter to the signal
of the proton h?[ The signal h exhibits NOESY crosspeak
to the signal g at 09[24 ppm\ which in turn exhibits cros!
speak to the signal f at 8[22 ppm[ Finally\ the signal f

shows COSY crosspeak to the other phenyl proton d

at 6[31 ppm[ The above assignment is con_rmed by the
observation in NOESY spectrum two crosspeaks between
the methyl group signal e at 1[73 ppm "5H# and the signals
d and f[

The HMQC spectra of the Ln"H3L#Cl2 = nH1O com!
plexes allow to correlate the 02C signals with the assigned
signals of connected protons "Figs 3 and 4#[ These spectra
provide also additional con_rmation of the assignment
of the protons b\ b? and h\ h?\ since the pair of geminal
protons is correlated to the same carbon!02 signal[

2[1[ X!ray crystal structure of the europium"III# complex

There are two di}erent complex molecules in the struc!
ture\ both of cationic nature[ The _rst one "denoted as
A# is composed of Eu0\ Cl0\ two water molecules and the
ligand\ whereas in the other "molecule B# the chloride
anion is substituted by another water molecule\ OW2B
"N[B[ the atoms belonging to the molecule A have the
su.x A\ and to the molecule BÐB#[ Apart from that
there are no signi_cant di}erences between them as to
the conformation\ bond distances etc[ Both molecules\
superimposed\ can be seen in Fig[ 5[ The bond lengths
are unexceptional^ those which concern Eu cations are
listed in Table 1[ The coordination _gures of the metal
cations may be described as distorted square antiprisms
"SAPs#[ In particular\ the coordination environment of
Eu0 forms a SAP spanned by O0A\ O2A\ N1A\ N0A
"the upper base#\ and Cl0\ OW0A\ O1A\ OW1A "the
lower base#[ The parameter D\ de_ned as the average of
squares of distances between the real atoms\ and cor!
responding vertices of the least!squares _tted ideal poly!
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Fig[ 4[ The HMQC spectrum of Ce"H3L#Cl2 = 1H1O "CD2OD solution\ 183 K#\ s!solvent and HDO signals[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� #

Eu0!O2A 1[190"7# Eu1!O2B 1[082"7#
Eu0!O0A 1[197"6# Eu1!O0B 1[103"6#
Eu0!OW0A 1[216"7# Eu1!OW1B 1[181"7#
Eu0!OW1A 1[273"8# Eu1!OW0B 1[229"7#
Eu0!O1A 1[300"6# Eu1!O1B 1[266"6#
Eu0!N0A 1[351"8# Eu1!N1B 1[338"09#
Eu0!N1A 1[404"09# Eu1!N0B 1[351"8#
Eu0!Cl0 1[603"2# Eu1!OW2B 1[354"7#

hedron ð03Ł\ Sd 1
i:7\ is 9[975A� 1[ The SAP for Eu1 is

de_ned by O0B\ O2B\ N1B\ N0B "the upper base#\ and
OW2B\ OW0B\ O1B\ OW1B "the lower base#[ In this
case the distortion from the ideal _gure\ D\ is 9[973A� 1[
Both molecules are almost symmetrically bent with
respect to the plane de_ned by C09"A\B#\ Eu"0\1# and
C11"A\B#[ Apart from the complex cations the crystal
is built up from chloride anions\ water and acetonitrile
molecules of crystallization\ and is held together by
hydrogen bonds\ electrostatic and stacking interactions[

The overall geometry of both molecules A and B
resembles that of the Pb"H3L#"ClO3#1\ except that in the
latter complex the metal ion is 4!coordinate[ It is also
similar to a related Ni"II# complex bearing no pendant
alcohol functionalities ð04Ł[ The smaller radius of the
Eu"III# ion as compared to the Pb"II# ion give rise to
larger extent of ligand bending[ The angle between the
ligand phenyl rings are equal to 49[2> and 50[3> for mol!
ecules A and B\ and it is equal to 099> for the Pb"II#
complex[ For comparison\ the phenyl rings are almost
parallel "angle equal to 6># in the protonated free ligand\
while the macrocycle is approximately planar in the case
of Pb"H3L#"ClO3#1 complex ð3Ł[

In conclusion\ we have shown the ability of the ligand
H3L to form mononuclear complexes with La"III#\
Ce"III# and Eu"III#[ In these complexes the potentially
binucleating N3O3 ligand provides a N1O2 donor set for
the lanthanide"III# ions[ The complexes possess another
protonated N1O2 site that is potentially available for com!
plexation of second metal ion[ Further studies of com!
plexes of that ligand with other lanthanide"III# ions as
well as complexation of the protonated N1O2 binding site
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Fig[ 5[ A view of the two superimposed complex cations A and B[ The molecule A is drawn with solid line\ and the molecule B is dashed[ Common
names "with su.xes A and B suppressed# are shown for closely corresponding atoms[ Carbon atom labels have been generally omitted for clarity[

to form heterodinuclear lanthanide"III# complexes are
presently in progress[
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Abstract

New nickel"II# and cobalt"III# complexes of quadridentate ligands based on S!substituted isothiosemicarbazides ðNi"H1L0#ŁPF5

"4#\ ðNi"H1L1#ŁPF5 "5#\ ðNi"H1L2#ŁPF5 "6# and ðCo"L3#Py1ŁPF5 "7#\ where H2L0� pentane!1\3!dione bis"S!methylisothiosemicarbazone#\
H2L1� pentane!1\3!dione bis"S!dodecylisothiosemicarbazone#\ H2L2� pentane!1\3!dione bis"S!ethylphenylisothiosemicarbazone#
and H1L3�2!oxo!pentane!1\3!dione bis"S!methylisothiosemicarbazone#\ have been prepared from the corresponding iodide salts 0Ð
3 and used for anion binding studies[ The crystal structure of 7 has been determined by X!ray crystallography[ For hosts 4Ð6

reasonable binding of chloride anion in DMSO has been found[ The stability constants elucidated by 0H NMR titration are 59Ð
099 M−0[ The cobalt"III# host 7 forms a stronger complex with chloride "Ka�119 M−0# compared to nickel"II# species[ In addition
much stronger binding of CH2COO− "Ka�3319 M−0# has been observed[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Nickel"II# complexes^ Cobalt"III# complexes^ Isothiosemicarbazides^ Crystal structure^ Anion binding

0[ Introduction

The design and synthesis of new receptors for anionic
guest species of biochemical and medical importance has
been a research area of intense interest throughout recent
years[ Examples of anion receptors documented to date
include guanidinium derivatives ð0Ł\ positively charged
polyammonium ð1Ł and expanded porphyrin macrocycles
ð2Ł\ lewis acid boron ð3Ł\ tin ð4Ł\ mercury ð5Ł\ silicon ð6Ł\
uranyl ð7Ł containing ligands\ and transition metal organo!
metallic and coordination amide containing hosts ð8Ł[

There are very few examples of _rst row transition
metal ion complexes of polydentate ligands that have
been used for anion binding[ We report here the syntheses
of new kinetically inert nickel"II# and cobalt"III# com!
plexes containing quadridentate ligands based on S!sub!

� Corresponding author[
0 On sabbatical leave of absence from the Institute of Chemistry of

the Academy of Sciences of Moldova\ Academiei str[ 2\ MD!1917
Chishinau\ Moldova[ Present address] Inorganic Chemistry Labora!
tory\ University of Oxford\ South Parks Road\ Oxford OX0 2QR\ U[K[
Abbreviations] H2L

0\ pentane!1\3!dione bis"S!methylisothiosemi!
carbazone#^ H2L

1\ pentane!1\3!dione bis"S!dodecylisothiosemi!
carbazone#^ H2L

2\ pentane!1\3!dione bis"S!ethylphenylisothio!
semicarbazone#^ H1L

3\ 2!oxo!pentane!1\3!dione bis"S!methyl!
lisothiosemicarbazone#^ Hacac\ pentane!1\3!dione^ DMSO\ dimethyl
sulphoxide^ TBACl\ tetrabutylammonium chloride[

stituted isothiosemicarbazides ðNiII"H1L0#ŁPF5 "4#\
ðNiII"H1L1#ŁPF5 "5#\ ðNiII"H1L2#ŁPF5 "6# and ðCoIII

"L3#Py1ŁPF5 "7# from the corresponding iodide salts 0Ð3\
which coordinate anions in DMSO solution[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Chemicals

ðNiII"H1L0#ŁI = 0:1CH2OH or ""0# = 0:1CH2OH# ð09\00Ł\
ðNiII"H1L1#ŁI "1# ð00Ł\ ðCoIII"L3#Py1ŁI "3# ð01Ł were prepared
according to literature procedures[ Commercial tetra!
butylammonium salts were used without further puri!
_cation[

1[1[ Syntheses of complexes

1[1[0[ ðNiII"H1L
2#ŁI "2#

To a solution of Ni"CH2COO#1 = 3H1O "1[49 g\
09[9mmol# in ethanol "29 cm2# were added S!ethyl!
phenylisothiosemicarbazide hydroiodide "5[35 g\
19[9mmol# in ethanol "14 cm2# and Hacac "0[99 g\
09[9mmol#[ This solution was heated under re~ux for
09min and allowed to stand at ambient temperature[ Red
crystals were collected by _ltration\ washed with ethanol
and ether and dried in air[ Yield 2[0 g\ 38)[ Anal[ Found]
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C\ 32[39^ H\ 3[65^ N\ 02[98[ Calc[ for C12H18NiIN5S1] C\
32[10^ H\ 3[46^ N\ 02[04)[ 0H NMR d "499MHz^
DMSO!d5# 00[68 "s\ 1H\ NNH#\ 6[43 "s\ 1H\ NH#\ 6[24Ð
6[15 "m\ 09H\ Ar#\ 4[01 "s\ 0H\ ÐCH1#\ 2[31 "t\ 3H\ CH1#\
1[86 "t\ 3H\ CH1#\ 1[14 "s\ 5H\ CH2#[

The solution of S!ethylphenylisothiosemicarbazide
hydroiodide in ethanol was obtained by heating a mixture
of thiosemicarbazide "0[71 g\ 19[9mmol# and "1!iodo!
ethyl#benzene "3[53 g\ 19[9mmol# in dry ethanol "14 cm2#
until complete dissolution of the reactants was observed[

1[1[1[ ðNiII"H1L
0#ŁPF5 = 2H1O "4#

To Ni"H1L
0#I =0:1CH2OH "0[9 g\ 1[0mmol# in meth!

anol "049 cm2# KPF5 "1[45 g\ 02[8mmol# in water "39 cm2#
was added[ The solution was placed in refrigerator[ After
01 hours the resultant crystals were _ltered o}\ washed
with water and methanol and recrystallised from meth!
anol[ Yield 9[33 g\ 28)[ Anal[ Found] C\ 10[91^ H\ 3[49^
N\ 04[72^ P\ 4[84[ Calc[ for C8H12NiN5S1O2PF5] C\ 19[24^
H\ 3[25^ N\ 04[71^ P\ 4[72)[ 0H NMR d "499MHz^
DMSO!d5# 00[57 "s\ 1H\ NNH#\ 6[39 "s\ 1H\ NH#\ 4[95
"s\ 0H\ ÐCH1#\ 1[50 "s[ 5H\ SCH2#\ 1[13 "s\ 5H\ CH2#[

1[1[2[ ðNiII"H1L
1#ŁPF5 "5#

The compound was synthesised analogously to the
complex 4 from ðNi"H1L1#ŁI "0[9 g\ 0[2mmol# and KPF5

"1[9 g\ 09[8mmol#[ Yield 9[26 g\ 25)[ Anal[ Found] C\
36[35^ H\ 7[23^ N\ 09[81[ Calc[ for C20H50NiN5S1PF5] C\
36[28^ H\ 6[71^ N\ 09[69)[ 0H NMR d "499MHz^
DMSO!d5# 00[60 "s\ 1H\ NNH#\ 6[37 "s\ 1H\ NH#\ 4[98
"s\ 0H\ ÐCH1#\ 2[12 "t\ 3H\ SCH1#\ 1[14 "s\ 5H\ CH2#\
0[51 "m\ 3H\ CH1#\ 0[10 "br[s\ 25H\ CH1#\ 9[73 "t\ 5H[
CH2#[

1[1[3[ ðNiII"H1L
2#ŁPF5 "6#

To ðNi"H1L2#ŁI "0[7 g\ 1[7mmol# in methanol "69 cm2#
KPF5 "4[9 g\ 16[1mmol# in acetone "69 cm2# was added[
After 01 hours the solvent was removed completely and
the product extracted into methylene chloride[ The sol!
vent was evaporated to 4 cm2 and ethanol "19 cm2# was
added[ The solution was allowed to stand overnight in
the refrigerator[ The resultant crystals were collected by
_ltration\ washed with cold ethanol and dried in air[ Yield
9[43 g\ 18)[ Anal[ Found] C\ 30[62^ H\ 3[12^ N\ 01[50[
Calc[ for C12H18NiN5S1PF5] C\ 31[92^ H\ 3[34^ N\ 01[68)[
0H NMR d "499MHz^ DMSO!d5# 00[68 "s\ 1H\ NNH#\
6[46 "s\ 1H\ NH#\ 6[23Ð6[14 "m\ 09H\ Ph#\ 4[01 "s\ 0H\ Ð
CH1#\ 2[33 "m[ 3H\ CH1#\ 1[86 "m\ 3H\ CH1#\ 1[14 "s\ 5H\
CH2#[

1[1[4[ ðCoIII"L3#Py1ŁPF5 "7#
To ðCoIII"L3#Py1ŁI "9[52 g\ 0[9mmol# in methanol

"299 cm2# AgPF5 "9[14 g\ 0[9mmol# in methanol "49 cm2#
and a few drops of pyridine were added[ The precipitate
of AgI was removed by _ltration[ The _ltrate was evap!
orated under reduced pressure to 19 cm2 and allowed to
stand at room temperature[ The resultant crystals were
collected by _ltration\ washed with cold methanol and
ether[ Yield 9[24 g\ 43)[ Anal[ Found] C\ 23[87^ H\ 2[32^
N\ 06[94[ Calc[ for C08H13CoN7OS1PF5] C\ 24[08^ H\ 2[62^
N\ 06[17)[ 0H NMR d "499MHz^ DMSO!d5# 7[00 "3H\
d\ PyH#\ 6[78 "1H\ t\ PyH#\ 6[89 "1H\ s\ NH#\ 6[42 "3H\ t\
PyH#\ 1[50 "5H\ s\ CH2#\ 1[45 "5H\ s\ CH2#^ 02C NMR
d "014[6MHz^ DMSO!d5# 070[51 "C1O#\ 064[77 "Ctert#\
040[43 "Ctert#\ 037[85\ 039[45\ 015[31\ 05[40 "CH2#\ 03[95
"SCH2#[

Elemental analyses were performed at the Inorganic
Chemistry Laboratory\ University of Oxford[ 0H and
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02C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian!Unity 499
instrument "499MHz for 0H\ 014[6MHz for 02C NMR
spectra#[

1[1[5[ Crystal structure determination
Crystal data for 7 are given in Table 0 together with

re_nement details[ Data were collected on a Marresearch
Image Plate system[ The crystals were positioned at
69mm from the Image Plate[ 84 frames were measured\
each for 09 minutes over a 1 degree scan[ The data were
processed using the XDS program ð02Ł[ The structure was
determined using direct methods via the Shelx75 program
ð03Ł[ The non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned with aniso!
tropic thermal parameters[ The positional coordinates
for non!hydrogen atoms are presented in Table 1[ The
hydrogen atoms were included in geometric positions[
The structure was re_ned on F1 using the Shelxl program
ð04Ł[ All calculations were carried out on Silicon Graphics
Workstation at the University of Reading[

2[ Results and discussion

The template reaction of Ni"CH2COO#1 = 3H1O with
pentane!1\3!dione and S!substituted isothiosemi!

Table 0
Crystal data and details of data collection for ðCo"L#Py1ŁPF5 "7#

Empirical formula C08H13CoF5N7OPS1

Formula weight 537[37
Crystal size "mm# 9[14×9[14×9[19 mm
T "K# 182"1# K
Wavelength 9[60962 A�

Crystal colour\ habit brown!red prism
Crystal system monoclinic
Space group P10:c
a "A� # 7[131"6#
b "A� # 08[397"01#
c "A� # 06[886"03#
b "># 80[74"0#
V "A� 2# 1766"3#
Z 3
Dc "g cm−2# 0[386
Absorption coe.cient\ mm−0 9[752
F"999# 0219
Theta range for data collection "># 1[58 to 15[92
h range 9:7
k range −12:12
l range −11:11
No[ of unique measd[ re~s[ 7614
No[ of re~s[ used in re_nement 3791
Rint 9[0931
Re_nement method Full!matrix least!squares on F1

Data:restraints:parameters 3791:9:236
R0 "obs[# ðI×1s"I#Ł 9[9725
wR1 9[1230
R0 "all data# 9[0252
wR1 9[2015
Largest di}[ peak and hole "eA� −2# 9[885 and 9[443

carbazide hydroiodide ð05Ł in molar ratio 0]0]1 in meth!
anol produces in good yield the complexes ðNiII"H1L0#Ł
I = 0:1CH2OH or ""0# = 0:1CH2OH# ð09\00Ł\ ðNiII"H1L1#ŁI
"1# ð00Ł and ðNiII"H1L2#ŁI "2#[ Condensation of pentane!
1\3!dione and S!methylisothiosemicarbazide hydroiodide
"0]1# in the presence of equivalent amount of Co"CH2

COO#1 = 3H1O and pyridine a}ords the complex ðCoIII

"L3#Py1ŁI "3# ð01Ł[ The hexa~uorophosphate salts 4Ð6 have
been prepared by iodide metathesis using a 6Ð09 fold
excess of KPF5 in methanolÐwater or methanolÐacetone\
and 7 by reaction of iodide 3 with AgPF5 in methanol[

All products have been characterised by 0H NMR spec!
troscopy[ Like 0 and 1 ð00Ł the complexes 2 and 4Ð6

exhibit in the 0H NMR spectra in DMSO!d5 two signals
of equal intensity for NH protons^ a down_eld shift for
NH protons of hydrazine residues "d 00[68 "2#\ 00[57 "4#\
00[60 "5#\ 00[68 "6# ppm# compared to the imine NH
protons "d 6[43 "2#\ 6[39 "4#\ 6[37 "5#\ 6[46 "6# ppm# is
observed[ Two singlets\ one for methyl groups and the
second for methine proton of the Hacac moiety and a
number of signals for SR groups are present in the spectra
of 2 and 4Ð6\ which con_rms their C1v symmetry[ As for
0Ð2 and 4Ð6 the total number of signals observed in the
case of cobalt"III# derivatives 3 and 7 is also in agreement
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Table 1
Selected interatomic bond distances "A� # and angles "># for 7

Atom0ÐAtom1 Bond distance "A� # Atom0ÐAtom1 Bond distance "A� # Atom0ÐAtom1 Bond distance "A� #

Co"0#ÐN"5# 0[789"01# C"1#ÐC"2# 0[36"1# C"04#ÐC"05# 0[25"2#
Co"0#ÐN"3# 0[784"00# C"1#ÐC"5# 0[49"1# C"04#ÐN"7# 0[25"1#
Co"0#ÐN"2# 0[809"01# C"2#ÐO"0# 0[123"06# C"05#ÐC"06# 0[30"2#
Co"0#ÐN"0# 0[808"01# C"2#ÐC"3# 0[36"1# C"06#ÐC"07# 0[24"2#
Co"0#ÐN"7# 0[850"03# C"3#ÐN"3# 0[296"07# C"07#ÐC"08# 0[25"2#
Co"0#ÐN"6# 0[871"04# C"3#ÐC"6# 0[49"1# C"08#ÐN"7# 0[24"1#
S"0#ÐC"0# 0[669"03# C"4#ÐN"5# 0[16"1# N"3#ÐN"4# 0[260"06#
S"0#ÐC"7# 0[665"05# C"4#ÐN"4# 0[237"07# P"0#ÐF"03# 0[389"06#
S"1#ÐC"4# 0[623"06# C"09#ÐC"00# 0[22"2# P"0#ÐF"02# 0[406"02#
S"1#ÐC"8# 0[71"1# C"09#ÐN"6# 0[24"1# P"0#ÐF"00# 0[439"02#
C"0#ÐN"0# 0[134"08# C"00#ÐC"01# 0[31"1# P"0#ÐF"01# 0[450"05#
C"0#ÐN"1# 0[244"06# C"01#ÐC"02# 0[28"2# P"0#ÐF"04# 0[482"06#
N"1#ÐN"2# 0[240"05# C"02#ÐC"03# 0[23"1# P"0#ÐF"05# 0[487"05#
C"1#ÐN"2# 0[20"1# C"03#Ð N"6# 0[224"08#

Atom0ÐAtom1ÐAtom2 Bond angle "># Atom0ÐAtom1ÐAtom2 Bond angle ">#
N"5#ÐCo"0#ÐN"3# 79[7"4# C"05#ÐC"04#ÐN"7# 013"1#
N"3#ÐCo"0#ÐN"2# 063[7"5# C"04#ÐC"05#ÐC"06# 008[2"07#
N"3#ÐCo"0#ÐN"2# 85[3"4# C"07#ÐC"06#ÐC"05# 005"1#
N"5#ÐCo"0#ÐN"0# 092[0"4# C"06#ÐC"07#ÐC"08# 011[4"06#
N"3#ÐCo"0#ÐN"0# 064[7"4# N"7#ÐC"08#ÐC"07# 011[3"04#
N"2#ÐCo"0#ÐN"0# 68[6"4# C"0#ÐN"0#ÐCo"0# 001[2"8#
N"5#ÐCo"0#ÐN"7# 74[9"5# N"2#ÐN"1#ÐC"0# 096[8"00#
N"3#ÐCo"0#ÐN"7# 78[7"5# C"1#ÐN"2#ÐN"1# 007[5"01#
N"2#ÐCo"0#ÐN"7# 89[6"5# C"1#ÐN"2#ÐCo"0# 014[9"09#
N"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"7# 77[8"5# N"1#ÐN"2#ÐCo"0# 005[3"7#
N"5#ÐCo"0#ÐN"6# 81[4"5# C"3#ÐN"3#ÐN"4# 007[5"01#
N"3#ÐCo"0#ÐN"6# 77[0"5# C"3#ÐN"3#ÐCo"0# 015[6"00#
N"2#ÐCo"0#ÐN"6# 80[6"4# N"4#ÐN"3#ÐCo"0# 003[5"8#
N"0#ÐCo"0#ÐN"6# 82[2"5# C"4#ÐN"4#ÐN"3# 009[0"01#
N"7#ÐCo"0#ÐN"6# 065[8"4# C"4#ÐN"5#ÐCo"0# 002[6"09#
C"0#ÐS"0#ÐC"7# 092[1"6# C"03#ÐN"6#ÐC"09# 006[1"05#
C"4#ÐS"1#ÐC"8# 093[9"7# C"03#ÐN"6#ÐCo"0# 019[1"01#
N"0#ÐC"0#ÐN"1# 011[5"02# C"09#ÐN"6#ÐCo"0# 011[4"00#
N"0#ÐC"0#ÐS"0# 016[9"00# C"08#ÐN"7#ÐC"04# 004[5"06#
N"1#ÐC"0#ÐS"0# 009[2"09# C"08#ÐN"7#ÐCo"0# 012[3"01#
N"2#ÐC"1#ÐC"2# 011[9"03# C"04#ÐN"7#ÐCo"0# 019[8"02#
N"2#ÐC"1#ÐC"5# 019[3"05# F"03#ÐP"0#ÐF"02# 78[4"04#
C"2#ÐC"1#ÐC"5# 006[5"03# F"03#ÐP"0#ÐF"00# 82[6"02#
O"0#ÐC"2#ÐC"1# 006[5"05# F"02#ÐP"0#ÐF"00# 065[5"01#
O"0#ÐC"2#ÐC"3# 005[8"03# F"03#ÐP"0#ÐF"01# 065[6"04#
C"1#ÐC"2#ÐC"3# 014[4"01# F"02#ÐP"0#ÐF"01# 80[7"02#
N"3#ÐC"3#ÐC"2# 019[1"03# F"00#ÐP"0#ÐF"01# 74[1"00#
N"3#ÐC"3#ÐC"6# 010[7"05# F"03#ÐP"0#ÐF"04# 81[5"04#
C"2#ÐC"3#ÐC"6# 007[9"02# F"02#ÐP"0#ÐF"04# 89[2"09#
N"5#ÐC"4#ÐN"4# 008[4"03# F"00#ÐP"0#ÐF"04# 77[2"8#
N"5#ÐC"4#ÐS"1# 018[1"01# F"01#ÐP"0#ÐF"04# 89[3"09#
N"4#ÐC"4#ÐS"1# 000[2"01# F"03#ÐP"0#ÐF"05# 76[6"03#
C"00#ÐC"09#ÐN"6# 013[1"05# F"02#ÐP"0#ÐF"05# 80[5"8#
C"09#ÐC"00#ÐC"01# 008[7"06# F"00#ÐP"0#ÐF"05# 78[7"8#
C"02#ÐC"01#ÐC"00# 002[7"05# F"01#ÐP"0#ÐF"05# 78[2"02#
C"03#ÐC"02#ÐC"01# 012[4"05# F"14#ÐP"1#ÐF"15# 067[0"8#
N"6#ÐC"03#ÐC"02# 010[0"07#

with their C1v symmetry[ Compared to the ligands in 0Ð2

and 4Ð6\ the "L3#1− in 3 and 7 is deprotonated at both
hydrazine nitrogen donors[ Only a singlet for imine NH

protons is present in their NMR spectra[ Three signals
of protons of coordinated pyridine are also present in
their spectra[
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Fig[ 0[ The structure of the cation ðCoIII"L3#Py1Ł
¦ in 7[

2[0[ Crystal structure of 7

Single crystals of 7 suitable for X!ray di}raction study
were grown from methanol[ Complex ðCoIII

"L3#Py1ŁPF5 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group
P10:c and consists of cation ðCoIII"L3#Py1Ł¦ and anion
PF−

5 [ Bond distances and angles for 7 are given in Table
1[ In the complex cation ðCoIII"L3#Py1Ł¦ "Fig[ 0# octa!
hedral coordination of the cobalt atom has been revealed[
The central ion "Co2¦\ d5# is coordinated to two thioimide
nitrogen atoms N"0# and N"5# and two hydrazine nitro!
gens N"2# and N"3# of the quadridentate ligand in the
equatorial plane[ The CoÐN"0#\ CoÐN"5#\ CoÐN"2# and
CoÐN"3# distances are at 0[808"01#\ 0[789"01#\ 0[809"01#

and 0[784"00#A� respectively[ This ligand acts as doubly
deprotonated "L3#1−[ The coordination number of cobalt!
"III# is completed to six by coordination with two nitro!
gen atoms N"6# and N"7# of the two pyridine molecules
at 0[871"04# and 0[850"03#A� in axial positions[

On coordination of "L3#1− to cobalt"III# one six!mem!
bered C2N1Co and two _ve!membered N2CCo chelate
rings are formed[ In the six!membered metallocycle the
mean NÐC distance is 0[20 and CÐC 0[36A� [ The local!
isation of the C1N double bonds and the predominantly
single!bond character of the CÐC bonds in this ring are
consequences of the oxidation at the g!carbon of the
pentane!1\3!dione moiety[ The C"2#ÐO"0# distance is
0[123"06#A� [

The distribution of electron density over the _ve!
membered metallocycles establishes unequivocally the
localisation of the negative charges at the quadridentate
ligands[ According to the resonance theory the structure
of the Co"L3#¦ fragment can be represented by two
resonance forms "I# and "II#[ As a consequence of this
an additional stabilization of the structure should
be expected due to the spread of the negative charge
over the isothiosemicarbazide fragments as shown
below]

In fact resonance form II does not contribute to the
real structure at all[ The C"0#ÐN"0# and C"4#ÐN"5# dis!
tances at 0[134"08# and 0[16"1# can be regarded as typical
double bonds[ It suggests the localisation of the negative
charges on non!coordinated nitrogen atoms N"1# and
N"4#[

The distribution of bond distances over the whole ligand
in 7 is very close to that one in ðCo"L3#Py1ŁNO2 ð01Ł[

The pyridine molecules are planar with typical mean
bond lengths NÐC and CÐC and nearly perpendicular
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to each other[ The dihedral angle between them is 75>\
compared to 07> in ðCoIII"L3#Py1ŁNO2 ð01Ł[ The orien!
tation of one pyridine molecule coordinated via N"7# is
close to the diagonal of the C2N1Co ring\ whereas the
second is oriented almost perpendicular to the plane of
the _rst[ Only very small deviation of pyridine molecules
from the axial positions of an ideal octahedron is
observed[ The angle N"7#ÐCoÐN"6# is 065[8>\ compared
to the ideal value of 079>[ Note that in ðCo"L3#Py1ŁNO2

this angle is nearly identical at 065[7> ð01Ł[

2[1[ Anion binding studies

The complexation of host molecules 4Ð6\ and 7 with
various anionic guests in DMSO!d5 was studied by 0H
NMR spectroscopy[

For hosts 4Ð6\ signi_cant down_eld shifts of terminal
NH resonances "ppm# were found upon addition of tetra!
butylammonium chloride "TBACl# in DMSO!d5[ Thus
the addition of 0 equivalent of TBACl to 4Ð6 led to the
imine proton resonance shift down_eld by 9[5 ppm[ These
results indicate that favourable NH = = = Cl− hydrogen
bonding interactions play a key role in the anion com!
plexation process[ Titration curves "Fig[ 1# clearly indi!
cate 0]0 complex stoichiometry[ Analyses of the titration
curves was performed by using the computer program
EQNMR ð06Ł[ The stability constants elucidated are 59Ð

Fig[ 1[ Titration curves illustrating 0]0 complex formation] solid circles −4¦Cl−^ hollow squares −5¦Cl−^ hollow up triangles −6¦Cl−^ solid
down triangles −7¦Cl−^ hollow circles −7¦CH2COO−[

099M−0 "Table 2#[ No reasonable binding was observed
between hosts 4Ð6 and I− or NO−

2 [ We propose the fol!
lowing structure for the chloride complexes formed in
DMSO]

Note that for the iodide salt of the methyl derivative
in the solid state\ which has been characterised by X!ray
crystallography ð07Ł\ similar NH = = = I hydrogen bonding
has been found[ Reasonable binding of Cl− and very
weak complexation with I− can be explained in terms of
more e.cient electrostatic interactions between formally
Ni1¦ and smaller in size Cl− compared to I−[

Disappointingly receptors 4Ð6 proved to be unsuitable
for studying binding with CH2COO− and H1PO−

3 [ In the
presence of the corresponding tetrabutylammonium salts
complexes 4Ð6 undergo deprotonation\ followed by oxi!
dative dimerisation of the deprotonated species at the g!
carbon atom of the Hacac moiety "Scheme 0#[ A detailed
study on this base!induced chemistry has been reported
recently ð00Ł[
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Table 2
Evaluated association constants Ka and binding free energy DG> for 0]0 complexes of recep!
tors 4Ð7 with anionic guests in DMSO!d5 at 187 K by 0H NMR titration

Entry Host Guest Ka "l mol−0# DG "kJ mol−0#

0 4 Cl− 51 −09[14
1 4 I− weak binding
2 4 NO−

2 weak binding
3 5 Cl− 099 −00[31
4 6 Cl− 56 −09[27
5 7 Cl− 119 −02[28
6 7 CH2COO− 3319 −19[68
7 7 NO−

2 weak binding
8 7 I− weak binding
09 7 H1PO−

3 insoluble product

Scheme 0[ Base!induced oxidative dimerisation of the monomeric species at the g!carbon atom of the Hacac moiety ð09Ł[

We expected that host 7 already oxidised at g!carbon
atom could be suitable to bind anions of weak acids as
well[ It was hoped that the higher charge of the central
metal ion would enhance the binding of Cl− compared
to nickel"II# hosts 4Ð6[

The kinetic inertness of 7 in DMSO enabled the recep!
tors anion coordination properties to be investigated[ No
decomplexation of pyridine molecules has been observed
during titration by 0H NMR spectroscopy[ As can be
seen from Fig[ 1 and Table 2 the cobalt"III# complex
forms much stronger complexes with chloride compared
to nickel"II# derivatives 4Ð6[ In addition a strong binding
of CH2COO− has been found[ Only very weak associ!
ation of 7 with NO−

2 has been observed in DMSO[ Inter!
estingly X!ray di}raction study of ðCoIII"L3#Py1ŁNO2 ð01Ł
"Fig[ 2# crystallised from methanol con_rms the par!
ticipation of nitrate group in hydrogen binding with the
complex cation[

The selectivity preference for acetate anion can pre!
sumably be explained by participation of chelating acet!
ate in hydrogen bonding with terminal cis!disposed NH
groups of 7[ It is noteable that all complexes show a
selectivity preference toward Cl−[ The binding enhance!
ment in the case of cobalt"III# complex can be explained
in terms of stronger electrostatic interactions between
formally triply positive charged cobalt ion and the cor!
responding anion compared to doubly charged central

Fig[ 2[ The structure of the complex ðCoIII"L3#Py1ŁNO2 ð00Ł[

nickel ion[ This selectivity may be attributed to the higher
charge density on the chloride anion compared to iodide
and nitrate[
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Abstract

The free macrocycle\ L0 was prepared by caesium carbonate promoted ring closure of the free NS2 dithiol with dibromoethane
and crystallised from CDCl2[ The X!ray structure shows exodentate orientation of the sulfur and nitrogen atoms[ Reaction of silver
tri~ate with 0 molar equivalent of L0 in chloroform:methanol a}ords the homoleptic polynuclear species ðAg"L0#Ł¦n that shows "2¦0#
thioether coordination to each of the silver centres\ with one sulphur donor of each macrocycle bridging between metal centres[ The
macrocycle is coordinated as a neutral ligand\ with ligation occurring only through the sulphur atoms and the amide nitrogen
remaining protonated and uncoordinated[ Reaction between silver tri~ate and L1 a}ords the dimeric species ðAgL1Ł1¦

1 with coor!
dination by the three sulphur donor atoms to the silver centre[ Tetrahedral coordination is completed by an unexpected AgÐC
interaction with the aromatic backbone[ In both metal complexes\ no interaction is observed between the silver atom and the amide
nitrogen[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Amide NS2 macrocycle^ Silver complexes^ Synthesis^ Crystal structures

0[ Introduction

The coordination chemistry of sulphur macrocycles
such as 0\3\6!trithiacyclononane "ð8ŁaneS2# is still an
intensive area of study\ and complexes with numerous
transition metals are known ð0Ð4Ł[ The exceptional stab!
ility of these ð8ŁaneS2 complexes can in part be attributed
to the endodentate conformation of the free ligand[ The
sulphur donor atoms are preorganised in advance of
coordination\ the result being that almost no con!
formational change is required for coordination to the
metal centre and this thermodynamic barrier to complex
formation is lowered[

The coordination chemistry of mixed N\S donor mac!
rocycles is of particular interest since they incorporate
both hard and soft donor atoms in a coordinatively
restricted environment ð5\6Ł[ We have developed the syn!

� Corresponding author[

thesis of new NS2 amide macrocycles and studied their
coordination with metal ions\ with a particular view to
deprotonating the amide group to produce monoanionic
macrocycles[ Interest in such systems with rings greater
than nine members in size stems from the fact that\ with
greater conformational freedom\ they may be better
suited to encapsulate the metal ion in question[ Many
heavy metal ions are known to complex easily with crown
thioethers and this has led to signi_cant improvements in
the syntheses of macrocyclic thioethers ð7Ł[ In particular
Cs!based syntheses along the lines of the "0¦0# approach
previously outlined ð8Ł have allowed the isolation of sig!
ni_cant quantities of the desired macrocycle[ The key
point in these cyclisations is the metal ion promoted
preference for cyclisation over polymerisation ð09Ł[

This paper describes the synthesis\ structure and com!
plexation of the small mixed amideÐthioether mac!
rocycles L0 and L1[ These potentially tetradentate ligands
are similar in design to ð8ŁaneS2\ and have the added
possibility of deprotonation of the amide nitrogen to give
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an overall −0 charge[ In L1 the ring contains a rigid xylyl
fragment which was added in order to limit the ~exibility
of the ligand[ The planar aromatic system should con!
tribute signi_cantly to the overall structure and perhaps
even dictate the preferred conformation of the complexes
formed[

1[ Results and discussion

Our principal objective in the present work was the
synthesis of crystalline complexes of L0 and L1 so that
their metal coordination could be determined using X!
ray crystallography[ It has been surprisingly di.cult in
our attempts to coordinate these mixed N\S amide mac!
rocycles to most metal ions\ even as a facially bound S2

donor[ We attribute this lack of reactivity primarily to
the ring cavity size being too small to accommodate metal
ions along with their endo pre!organisation and are cur!
rently investigating larger ring sizes[ The mixed N\S
crown ethers L0 and L1 can be prepared in high yield
using the caesium ion promoted ring closure method
of Buter and Kellogg ð8\09Ł from the free dithiol ðsee
Experimental Section "Section 2# and Scheme 0Ł and 0\1!
dibromoethane "for L0# or a\a?!dibromoxylene "for L1#[

1[0[ X!ray crystal structure of L0

Colourless crystals of the free macrocycle L0 were
grown by slow evaporation from CDCl2[ Attempts to
grow crystals of the free macrocycle L1 were unsuccessful
from all standard solvents tried[ A view of the macrocycle
L0 is given in Fig[ 0[ Important bond lengths and angles
are presented in Table 0 and are unexceptional[ The mac!
rocycle is shown to have all three sulphur donor atoms
"along with the amide nitrogen atom# orientated exod!
entate to the ring cavity[ There is no evidence for any

Synthesis of NS2 macrocycles[

inter or intramolecular hydrogen bonding which might
stabilise the exodentate conformation of the free ligand[

1[1[ Synthesis and X!ray crystal structure of
ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2SO2Łn

Reaction of silver tri~ate with one molar equivalent of
L0 in CHCl2:MeOH a}ords colourless to pale brown
solutions[ Slow evaporation of the solution gave a white\
light!sensitive product[ The IR spectrum of this complex
shows bands at 2163 and 0554 cm−0 due to NÐH and
C1O stretching vibrations respectively of co!ordinated
macrocycle in addition to other ligand peaks[ The fast
atom bombardment "FAB# mass spectrum of the product
shows a molecular ion peak at m:z 203 "corresponding to
ð096Ag"L0#Ł¦[ This together with the microanalytical data
con_rms the formulations as ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2SO2Łn[

The unit cell contains one ðAg"L0#Ł¦ cation and one
tri~ate anion[ A perspective view of the ðAg"L0#Ł¦n cation
for this complex is shown in Fig[ 1[ Selected bond lengths
and angles are presented in Table 1 and agree well with
those of the free macrocycle[ The X!ray structure of the
complex reveals homoleptic thioether coordination and
a highly unusual polymeric ðAg"L0#Ł¦ cation[ The Ag
atom is in a distorted tetrahedral geometry with three
coordination sites occupied by facial coordination of the
three S atoms of one L0 macrocycle\ itself adopting an
exodentate conformation[ A long!range secondary inter!
action via a bridging S atom of another L0 macrocycle
gives overall distorted tetrahedral coordination about the
silver[ The amide nitrogen\ N\ does not interact and is
bent well away from the silver atom[ Importantly S"0#
acts as an asymmetric bridge between silver atoms[ This
"2¦0# bonding of thioether macrocycles is rather unex!
pected and unusual but has been reported by Wieghardt
et al[ ð00Ł in the complex ð"Ag2"ð8ŁaneS2#2#"Ag"ð8ŁaneS2#1#\
ClO3Ł3 where the trinuclear cation is composed of "2¦0#
bound ð8ŁaneS2 molecules with one S atom bridging[ The
AgÐS bond lengths are reasonably similar to our complex
"AgÐSbridging 1[405A� \ AgÐSnon!bridging 1[492Ð1[504A� # and
compare well with those found in other Ag¦!thiocrown
ether complexes ð5\01Ð05Ł[

The structure of ðAg"ð07ŁaneN1S3Ł¦ recently reported
ð5Ł exhibits a structure in which the two N!donors occupy
mutually trans but inequivalent coordination sites[ The
four S! donors are distorted out of the S3 coordination
plane towards a tetrahedral geometry[ Here\ the structure
can be described as "4¦0# coordinate involving a second!
ary\ long range interaction between N and the central
metal atom[ The distortions from an ideal tetrahedron
observed for the complexes of ð07ŁaneN1S3 have been
explained in terms of the small bite angle of the SCH1

CH1NCH1CH1S portions of the macrocycle[ However\ in
the present 01 membered macrocycle\ at most\ a square
pyramidal arrangement involving one macrocyclic ligand
could be expected[ The crystal structure of ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2
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Fig[ 0[ Structure and atom numbering scheme for L0[

Table 0
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for L0

S"0#ÐC"7# 0[706"6#
S"0#ÐC"0# 0[710"5#
S"1#ÐC"1# 0[799"4#
S"1#ÐC"2# 0[793"3#
S"2#ÐC"5# 0[791"5#
S"2#ÐC"6# 0[705"5#
NÐC"3# 0[234"5#
NÐC"4# 0[344"5#
OÐC"3# 0[115"4#
C"0#ÐC"1# 0[404"7#
C"2#ÐC"3# 0[490"5#
C"4#ÐC"5# 0[405"6#
C"6#ÐC"7# 0[406"8#

C"7#ÐS"0#ÐC"0# 090[6"2#
C"1#ÐS"1#ÐC"2# 090[4"1#
C"5#ÐS"2#ÐC"6# 092[7"2#
C"3#ÐNÐC"4# 010[9"3#
C"1#ÐC"0#ÐS"0# 002[2"3#
C"0#ÐC"1#ÐS"1# 004[9"3#
C"3#ÐC"2#ÐS"1# 002[4"2#
OÐC"3#ÐN 010[2"3#
OÐC"3#ÐC"2# 012[0"3#
NÐC"3#ÐC"2# 004[5"3#
NÐC"4#ÐC"5# 003[1"3#
C"4#ÐC"5#ÐS"2# 004[1"3#
C"7#ÐC"6#ÐS"2# 002[2"4#
C"6#ÐC"7#ÐS"0# 002[6"4#

SO2Łn "Fig[ 1\ Table 1# not only reveals the complex to be
a one dimensional polymer\ but also to be a helix[ A view
of the helix is shown in Fig[ 2[ The sequence of silver

atoms is[[[0!1!2!0!1!2[[[\ with the structure being repeated
every three silver atoms[

1[2[ Synthesis and X!ray crystal structure of
ðAg"L10#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1

The complex cation ðAg"L1#Ł1¦
1 can be prepared by a

method analogous to that employed for ðAg"L0#Ł¦n out!
lined above[ White crystals of ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1 were
grown from the mother liquor "in the dark# of the reaction
between silver tri~ate and L1 in 0]0 v:v chloro!
form:methanol[ The FAB mass spectrum of the tri~ate
salt shows molecular ion peaks at m:z 310 and 429 cor!
responding to ð096Ag"L1#Ł¦ and ð096Ag1"L1#Ł1¦ respectively[
This together with IR spectroscopic ðn"NH# at 2104 and
n"C�O# at 0551 cm−0Ł and microanalytical data con_rms
the formulation as ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1[ The 02C NMR
measured in d5!DMSO shows peaks comparable to the
free macrocycle with seven ÐCH1 resonances\ one car!
bonyl and six aromatic carbon resonances[ The 0H NMR
"in d5!DMSO# shows three separate sets of resonances
assignable to amido NH\ d 7[4 "t\ 0H#\ aromatic d 6[2Ð
6[4 "m\ 3H#\ benzylic\ d 3[0 "s\ 3H# and methylene SCH1

CH1S d 2[0Ð2[24 "m\ 01H#[
The single crystal structure of the complex "shown in

Fig[ 3# shows a tetrahedral arrangement at the silver
centre via facial coordination of the macrocycle "AgÐS
1[379\ 1[462 and 1[475A� #[ Bond lengths and angles are
reported in Table 2[ The ligand periphery plays an {active
role| and facilitates dimerisation[ The monomer units are
linked by h1 coordination of one xylyl group of each
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Fig[ 1[ Molecular structure and atomic numbering scheme for ðAg"L0#Ł
¦[ Tri~ate ions and hydrogen atoms are omitted for reasons of clarity[

macrocycle ligand to the silver atom of the opposite unit[
The silver ion is asymmetrically located relative to the
aromatic backbone of the macrocycle\ with a {short| AgÐ
C bond of 1[566A� and a signi_cantly longer one of
1[74A� \ in accord with the well established asymmetry in
metal!carbon distances characteristic of many metal ion!
aromatic complexes ð06\07\08Ł regardless of stoi!
chiometry\ stereochemistry\ nature of anion or crystal
packing[ The AgÐC distances reported for the present
structure are typical of areneÐAg"I# interactions "for
example ðAg"benzene#ClO3Ł 1[385\ 1[523A� ð06Ł#[

Again\ the amide nitrogen is directed away from and
does not interact with the metal centre[ The cor!
responding structural parameters for these facially bound
"exo!# N\S macrocycles "L0 and L1# compare closely with
those found in related structures of thiacrown ethers[

It has been proposed that the incorporation of xylyl
units into crown thioethers may limit the ~exibility of the
macrocyclic ring or introduce conformational strain into

the macrocycle backbone resulting in an endo! con!
formation or disposition towards such a conformation
ð04\05Ł[ This however does not seem to be the case here[

The replacement of amine by amide substituents in
the macrocycle\ causes major stereochemical di}erences[
There are numerous examples in the literature "supported
by crystallography# of AgÐN interactions in macrocyclic
complexes but the inclusion of amide functions into these
macrocycles appears to reduce the propensity of the
nitrogen donor atom to coordinate to silver atoms[

2[ Conclusion

We have prepared a new system of macrocyclic ligands
incorporating a potential amide NS2 donor set and have
shown that coordination to thiophilic metals such as Ag¦

involves only bonding of the thioether sulphurs[
We believe that the present compound ðAg"L1#Ł1
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2SO2Łn

Ag"0#ÐS"0# 1[405"1# Ag"0#ÐS"1# 1[492"1#
Ag"0#ÐS"2# 1[504"1# Ag"0#ÐS"0#? 1[578"07#
S"0#ÐC"0# 0[749"09# C"0#ÐC"1# 0[318"04#
C"1#ÐS"2# 0[667"00# S"2#ÐC"2# 0[633"03#
C"2#ÐC"3# 0[257"08# C"3#ÐN 0[378"02#
NÐC"4# 0[296"01# C"4#ÐO 0[15"00#
C"4#ÐC"5# 0[372"02# C"5#ÐS"1# 0[688"00#
C"6#ÐC"7# 0[405"05# C"7#ÐS"0# 0[798"09#
S"0#ÐC"0# 0[798"09# S"1#ÐC"6# 0[684"04#

S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐS"0# 017[57"6# S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐS"2# 015[64"6#
S"0#ÐAg"0#ÐS"2# 091[55"7# S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐS"0#? 008[83"6#
S"2#ÐAg"0#ÐS"0#? 79[42"6# C"7#ÐS"0#ÐC"0# 092[9"4#
C"7#ÐS"0#ÐAg"0# 096[2"2# C"0#ÐS"0#ÐAg"0# 094[7"2#
C"7#ÐS"0#ÐAg"0#? 83[6"2# C"0#ÐS"0#ÐAg"0#ý 099[5"29
Ag"0#ÐS"0#ÐAg"0#ý 039[28"7# C"6#ÐS"1#ÐC"5# 095[1"4#
C"6#ÐS"1#ÐAg"0# 090[3"3# C"5#ÐS"1#ÐAg"0# 095[6"2#
C"2#ÐS"2#ÐC"1# 093[1"09# C"2#ÐS"2#ÐAg"0# 001[1"4#
C"1#ÐS"2#ÐAg"0# 090[9"2# C"1?#ÐC"0#ÐS"0# 005[3"6#
C"0?#ÐC"1#ÐS"2# 003[8"8# C"3#ÐC"2#ÐS"2# 012[5"03#
C"2#ÐC"3#ÐN 007[9"09# OÐC"4#ÐN 012[2"8#
OÐC"4#ÐC"5# 019[8"09# NÐC"4#ÐC"5# 004[5"8#
C"4#ÐC"5#ÐS"1# 003[5"6# C"4#ÐNÐC"3# 011[2"7#
C"7?#ÐC"6#ÐS"1# 007[2"6# C"6ý#ÐC"7#ÐS"0# 000[5"6#

ðCF2SO2Ł1 is the _rst macrocyclic complex to display an
interaction between the macrocyclic backbone and the
metal ion in question[ This type of bonding has not been
previously observed even in the closely related complexes
of 1\4\7!trithiað8Ł!ortho!benzenophane where the struc!
tures are monomeric ð04Ł[

3[ Experimental

3[0[ Reagents and apparatus

All chemicals were of reagent grade and used without
further puri_cation[ Infrared spectra were measured as
Nujol mulls on NaCl plates using a PerkinÐElmer FT!IR
Paragon 0999 spectrophotometer over the range 3999Ð
599 cm−0[ Fast!atom bombardment "FAB# mass spectra
in a 2!nitrobenzyl alcohol matrix were recorded on a
Kratos MS49 spectrometer at the University of Essex\
Colchester[

Proton and 02C NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL
EX169 Spectrometer operating at 169MHz and
56[7MHz respectively[ Microanalyses were performed by
the University of Essex microanalytical service[

3[1[ Synthesis of 8!oxo!0\3\6!trithia!09!azacyclododecane\
L0 as a typical example

The macrocycle L0 was prepared employing the cyclis!
ation procedure of Buter and Kellogg "as shown in
Scheme 0# ð8\09Ł[

An oven dried three necked round bottom ~ask "1L#
was equipped with a nitrogen inlet\ pressure equalising
addition funnel "149ml# with a nitrogen inlet and a mech!
anical stirrer _tted with a Te~on!coated stirrer paddle[
The apparatus was maintained under a positive pressure
of dinitrogen and the ~ask was charged with dry dime!
thylformamide "0[0 L# and caesium carbonate "02[93 g\
39mmol#[ The mixture was heated to 59>C with stirring[
A solution of 0\1!dibromoethane "19mmol# and 3!oxo!
5!thia!2!aza!0\7!octanedithiol "H2NS2\ 19mmol# ð19Ł in
dry dimethylformamide "049ml# was transferred to the
pressure equalising addition funnel[ The solution was
slowly added to the caesium carbonate!DMF mixture
over a period of 6Ð8 hr[ After the addition was complete\
stirring was continued for a further 2 hr and the mixture
allowed to cool to room temperature[ Solvent was then
removed under reduced pressure "bath temperature 44>C\
9[0mm Hg# and the residue taken up in dichloromethane
"1×014ml#[ This dichloromethane solution was then
washed with saturated sodium chloride solution
"1×099ml#\ dried over magnesium sulphate\ _ltered and
the solvent removed in vacuo to leave a light yellow solid[
The residue was taken up in boiling absolute ethanol
"049ml# and the mixture cooled to 4>C to encourage
crystallisation[ When crystallisation was complete\ the
colourless crystalline product was _ltered o} and air dried
to yield the desired macrocycle "44) yield# "Found C\
39[0^ H\ 5[3^ N\ 4[7[ Calculated for C7H04NOS2] C\ 39[4^
H\ 5[3^ N\ 4[8)#[ FAB mass spectrum] m:z 126 "theor!
etical 126#[ NMR "CDCl2\ 187K#] 02C "56[7MHz#\ d
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Fig[ 2[ A view of the unit cell of ðAg"L0#Ł
¦
n illustrating the nature of the helix viewed down the c axis[ Black circles represent silver atoms\ others

represent sulphur atoms[ Only the immediate coordination about each silver atom is shown for reasons of clarity[

057[83\ 39[12\ 26[00\ 24[44\ 22[28\ 21[47\ 21[33 and
21[94 ppm^ 0H "169MHz#\ d 7[95 "t\ NH\ 0H#\ 2[6Ð1[7 "m\
SCH1\ 03H# ppm[ IR "Nujol\ NaCl plates# 2127s\ 0521s\
0436s\ 0218w\ 0044s\ 0912s\ 846s\ 776s\ 632s\ 576s and
473s cm−0[ Crystals suitable for crystallography were
grown by slow evaporation from CDCl2[

2[2[ Preparation of 6!oxo!1\4\00!trithia!7!azatetradecane!
ð01Ł!orthobenzenophane\ L1

The compound was prepared using the method
described above for L0\ but substituting stoichiometric
amounts of a\a?!dibromoxylene in place of 0\1!dibro!
moethane "44) yield#[ The product was obtained as a
white powder "Found C\ 42[3^ H\ 5[1^ N\ 3[4[ Calculated
for C03H08NOS2] C\ 42[5^ H\ 5[0^ N\ 3[4)#[ FAB mass
spectrum] m:z 203 ðM¦0Ł¦ "theoretical 202#[ NMR
"CDCl2\ 187K#] 02C "56[7MHz#\ d 057[60\ 025[06\ 023[76\
029[66\ 029[02\ 017[01\ 016[00\ 26[54\ 25[28\ 23[03\ 22[31\
21[17\ 21[10 and 20[99 ppm^ 0H "169MHz#\ d 6[5 "t\ NH\
0H#\ 2[83 "s\ benzylic CH1\ 3H#\ 2[7Ð2[3 "m\ SCH1\ 09H#

ppm[ IR "Nujol\ NaCl plates# 2163s\ 0544s\ 0408s\ 0185s\
0070s\ 0926m and 857m cm−0[

4[ Metal complexes

4[0[ Synthesis of ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2SO2Łn

The salt Ag"CF2SO2# "9[0 g\ 9[3mmol# and L0 "9[0 g\
9[3mmol# were dissolved in CHCl2:MeOH "8ml\ 0]0 v:v#
and the solution stored in the dark[ White\ light!sensitive
aciculate crystals of the desired product were obtained
after 13 hr[ These were _ltered and stored in the dark[
Recrystallisation was unnecessary[ Yield 59) "Found C\
10[2^ H\ 2[9^ N\ 1[6] Calculated for AgC8H04NS3O3F2 C\
10[8^ H\ 2[0^ N\ 1[7)#[ FAB mass spectrum] m:z 234
"theoretical 234 for ð096Ag"L0#Ł¦# and 341 ðM!0Ł "theor!
etical 342 for ð096Ag1"L0#Ł1¦#[ NMR "d5!DMSO#] 02C
"56[7MHz# d 060[68\ 27[49\ 24[96\ 21[19\ 29[39\ 18[75\
18[43 and 18[14 ppm^ 0H "169MHz#\ d 7[4 "t\ NH\ 0H#\
2[2Ð1[7 "m\ SCH1\ 03H# ppm[ IR "Nujol\ NaCl plates#
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Fig[ 3[ Molecular structure and atomic numbering scheme for ðAg"L1#Ł
1¦
1 [ Tri~ate ions and hydrogen atoms are not shown for reasons of clarity[

2201w\ 1612w\ 0554s\ 0449m\ 0116m\ 0132w\ 0045s\
0916s\ 645w\ 577m and 525m cm−0[

4[1[ Synthesis of ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1

The salt Ag"CF2SO2# "9[0 g\ 9[3mmol# and L1 "9[01 g\
9[3mmol# were dissolved in CHCl2:MeOH "8ml\ 0]0 v:v#
and the solution stored in the dark[ White\ light sensitive
crystals were obtained after 13 hr[ These were _ltered o}
and stored in the dark[ Recrystallisation was unnecessary[

Yield 49) "Found C\ 29[7^ H\ 2[0^ N\ 1[3] Calculated
for Ag1C29H27N1S7O7F5 C\ 20[5^ H\ 2[3^ N\ 1[4)#[ FAB
mass spectrum] m:z 310 "theoretical 310 for ð096Ag"L1#Ł¦#
and 429 "theoretical 418 ðM!0Ł for ð096Ag1"L1#Ł1¦#[ NMR
"d5!DMSO#] 02C "56[7MHz# d 063[51\ 023[48\ 022[33\
021[61\ 020[79\ 017[45\ 017[40\ 23[31\ 23[27\ 22[87\ 22[72\
22[47\ 22[07 and 21[80 ppm^ 0H "169MHz#\ d 7[4 "t\ NH\
0H#\ 6[2Ð6[4 "m\ aromatic\ 3H#\ 3[0 "s\ benzylic\ 3H# and
2[0Ð2[24 "m\ SCH1\ 01H# ppm[ IR "Nujol\ NaCl plates#
2104w\ 0551s\ 0419m\ 0189s\ 0068s\ 0923s\ 854m cm−0[
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Table 2
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1

Ag"0#ÐS"0# 1[462"5# Ag"0#ÐS"1# 1[379"4#
Ag"0#ÐS"2# 1[475"4# Ag"0#ÐC"8# 1[566"03#
Ag"0#ÐC"09# 1[74"1# Ag"0#ÐC"7# 2[257"04#
S"0#ÐC"03# 0[688"04# S"0#ÐC"0# 0[74"1#
S"1#ÐC"6# 0[791"06# S"1#ÐC"5# 0[71"1#
S"2#ÐC"1# 0[63"1# S"2#ÐC"2# 0[708"07#
NÐC"3# 0[22"2# NÐC"4# 0[39"2#
OÐC"3# 0[16"3# C"0#ÐC"1# 0[44"2#
C"2#ÐC"3# 0[43"2# C"4#ÐC"5# 0[38"2#
C"6#ÐC"7# 0[46"2# C"7#ÐC"02# 0[24"1#
C"7#ÐC"8# 0[28"1# C"8#ÐC"09# 0[31"2#
C"09#ÐC"00# 0[25"2# C"00#ÐC"01# 0[25"1#
C"01#ÐC"02# 0[28"1# C"02#ÐC"03# 0[41"2#

S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐS"0# 003[23"06# S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐS"2# 025[69"06#
S"0#ÐAg"0#ÐS"2# 74[10"08# S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐC"8# 092[5"3##
S"0#ÐAg"0#ÐC"8# 006[7"3# S"2#ÐAg"0#ÐC"8# 88[4"2#
S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐC"09# 85[1"3# S"0#ÐAg"0#ÐC"09# 032[9"3#
S"2#ÐAg"0#ÐC"09# 75[2"3# C"8#ÐAg"0#ÐC"09# 18[4"5#
S"1#ÐAg"0#ÐC"7# 73[4"2# S"0#ÐAg"0#ÐC"7# 005[2"2#
S"2#ÐAg"0#ÐC"7# 011[4"2# C"8#ÐAg"0#ÐC"7# 12[0"3#
C"09#ÐAg"0#ÐC"7# 32[5"4# C"03#ÐS"0#ÐC"0# 88[5"7#
C"03#ÐS"0#ÐAg"0# 87[3"7# C"0#ÐS"0#ÐAg"0# 87[9"09#
C"6#ÐS"1#ÐC"5# 099[2"8# C"6#ÐS"1#ÐAg"0# 095[7"5#
C"5#ÐS"1#ÐAg"0# 001[8"7# C"1#ÐS"2#ÐC"2# 094[0"00#
C"1#ÐS"2#ÐAg"0# 090[1"7# C"2#ÐS"2#ÐAg"0# 093[2"7#
C"3#ÐNÐC"4# 013[9"1# C"1#ÐC"0#ÐS"0# 002[0"02#
C"0#ÐC"1#ÐS"2# 006[1"03# C"3#ÐC"2#ÐS"2# 000[1"04#
OÐC"3#ÐN 012[9"2# OÐC"3#ÐC"2# 010[9"2#
NÐC"3#ÐC"2# 005[9"1# NÐC"4#ÐC"5# 003[7"03#
C"4#ÐC"5#ÐS"1# 006[9"06# C"7#ÐC"6#ÐS"1# 000[8"8#
C"02#ÐC"7#ÐC"8# 012[8"05# C"02#ÐC"7#ÐC"6# 013[1"03#
C"8#ÐC"7#ÐC"6# 000[8"05# C"02#ÐC"7#ÐAg"0# 098[2"7#
C"8#ÐC"7#ÐAg"0# 38[1"7# C"6#ÐC"7#ÐAg"0# 094[9"00#
C"7#ÐC"8#ÐC"09# 003[6"06# C"7#ÐC"8#ÐAg"0# 096[6"09#
C"09#ÐC"8#ÐAg"0# 71[0"8# C"00#ÐC"09#ÐC"8# 012[9"05#
C"00#ÐC"09#ÐAg"0# 000[8"0# C"8#ÐC"09#ÐAg"0# 57[3"01#
C"09#ÐC"00#ÐC"01# 007[9"1# C"00#ÐC"01#ÐC"02# 010[4"08#
C"7#ÐC"02#ÐC"01# 007[3"04# C"7#ÐC"02#ÐC"03# 014[9"05#
C"01#ÐC"02#ÐC"03# 005[5"05# C"02#ÐC"03#ÐS"0# 009[6"00#

5[ General x!ray diffraction data collection\ solution

and re_nement

Numerical data are summarised in Table 3[

5[0[ Data collection

Intensity data were collected on an EnrafÐNonius
Di}ractometer with monochromated Mo!Ka radiation
"l�9[60962A� #[ Cell constants were obtained from least
squares re_nement of the of the setting angles of 14 cen!
tred re~ections in the range 06³u³10> for L0\
06³u³07> for ðAg"L0#"CF2SO2#Łn and 04³u³07> for
ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1[ The data were collected in the v!1u

scan mode and three standard re~ections were measured
every three hours of exposure^ no loss of intensity was
observed for all three crystals[ Three standard re~ections

were measured every 199 scans to check the crystal orien!
tation[ The data were corrected for Lorentz!polarization
factors and an absorption correction was applied using
c scans of nine re~ections[ The poor shape of the crystal
of ðAgL1Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł used for the structure determination
resulted in a high value for R"int#\ but the connectivity
of the atoms is not in doubt[

5[1[ Structure analysis and re_nement

All structures were solved via direct methods "core
atoms# ð10Ł and re_ned on F1 by full matrix least squares
ð11Ł[ All non!hydrogen atoms were anisotropic[ The
weighting scheme gave satisfactory agreement[ Final R
indices ðI×1s"I#Ł] for L0\ R0 "on F# 9[9465\ wR1 "on
F1# 9[0552^ for ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2SO2Łn\ 9[9507\ 9[0539^ for
ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1\ 9[9705\ 9[0328[ Largest di}erence
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Table 3
Summary of crystal data and experimental conditions for L0\ ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2SO2Łn and ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1

L0 ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2SO2Łn ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1
Empirical Formula C7H04NOS2 C8H04Ag0F2N0O3S3 C59H65Ag3F01N3O05S05

M 126[39 368[17 1170[58
Colour "Habit# Colourless cube White needle White needle
Crystal Size:mm 9[972×9[055×9[4 9[4×9[5×0[1 9[04×9[4×9[1
Space Group P10:n R!2 P10:a
a:A� 7[941"3# 18[162"1# 7[558"3#
b:A� 8[256"2# 18[153"2# 13[377"6#
c:A� 04[344"6# 00[280"1# 8[421"1#
a:> 89[99 89[99 89[99
b:> 84[97"9# 89[99 82[95"2#
g:> 89[99 019[99 89[99
U:A� 2\ Z 0050[0"8#\ 3 7349[4\ 01 1919[6\ 0
Dc:g cm2 0[253 0[029 0[764
m:mm−0 9[592 9[855 0[359
F"999# 497 1757 0033
T:K 182 182 182
1u range:> 1[44 to 13[87 1[67 to 13[87 0[55 to 14[94
hkl ranges −8 to 8\9 to 00\9 to 07 −23 to 07\−23 to 23\−02 to 9 −09 to 9\−18 to 18\9 to 00
Re~ections collected 1008 4873 3012
Re~ections observed 1930 2135 1983

peak and hole^ for L0\ 9[370 and −9[398^ for
ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2SO2Łn\ 9[756 and −9[619^ for
ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1\ 0[213 and −1[113 eA� −2[ Maximum
shift:e[s[d[ was 9 "for L0#\ 9[905 "for ðAg"L0#ŁnðCF2SO2Łn#
and 9 "for ðAg"L1#Ł1ðCF2SO2Ł1#[ Sources of scattering fac!
tors were as in ð11Ł[

Atomic coordinates\ thermal parameters and bond
lengths and angles have been deposited at the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data centre "CCDC#[
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Abstract

A series of ruthenium"II# complexes of polyphosphine ligands\ RuHCl"CO#"etp# "1#\ RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# and RuHCl"PP2# "3#
ðetp PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1^ tdpme�CH2C"CH1PPh1#2^ PP2�P"CH1CH1PPh1#2Ł have been prepared from RuHCl"CO#"AsPh2#2 "0#
through typical substitution reactions and characterized by spectroscopic "IR and 0H NMR# methods and elemental analyses[ These
compounds have been used as catalyst precursors in the homogeneous hydrogenation of cyclohexene\ cyclohexanone\ propanal and
1!cyclohexen!0!one[ These polyphosphine Ru"Il# complexes show enhanced catalytic activities in comparison with monodentate or
bidentate phosphine or arsine analogues[ The selectivities of compound 2 for substrates have been found to decrease in the order
cyclohexanone×propanal×cyclohexene[ In the case of hydrogenation of 1!cyclohexen!0!one\ cyclohexanol has been produced by
way of cyclohexanone[ The catalytic activities are directly proportional to the concentration of catalysts[ The dependence of catalytic
activities upon the hydrogen pressure has been also studied[ The Arrhenius activation energy of cyclohexanone for compound 2 is
found to be Ea�86[1 kJ mol−0 and the activation parameters are DH%�83[9 kJ mol−0 and DS%�−9[61 kJ K−0 mol−0[ Þ 0888 Elsevier
Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Ruthenium"II# complexes^ Polyphosphine ligands^ Homogeneous hydrogenation

0[ Introduction

A number of ruthenium"II# complexes including
ðRuCl1"PPh2#nŁ "n�2\ 3# ð0\1Ł\ ðRuHCl"PPh2#2Ł ð2Ł and
ðRuH1"PPh2#3Ł ð3Ł have been reported to be e.cient cata!
lyst precursors for the homogeneous hydrogenation of
alkenes\ alkynes and CO1[ They also reduce many other
unsaturated groups such as carbon monoxide\ aldehydes\
ketones and nitrogroups[ Because of their outstanding
reactivity\ ruthenium metal complexes have been widely
used as catalyst precursors[ The complex
RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#2\ _rst reported by Vaska and Diluzino
in 0850 ð4Ł has been widely used as a catalyst due to its
facility in preparation\ air!stable property and ease of
further substitution reactions[ This neutral ruthenium
complex has shown good catalytic properties in a number
of homogeneous catalytic reactions such as C1C bond
migration ð5Ł\ hydrogenation of ole_ns ð6Ł\ aldehydes\
ketones\ a\b!unsaturated aldehydes ð7Ł\ nitroarenes ð8Ł\
N! and S!heterocycles ð09Ł and hydroformylation of
alkenes ð00Ł[ Owing to these properties\ much interest
have been given to RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#2 to be used as a
catalyst or a starting material for further preparation of

� Corresponding author[

many other Ru"II# complexes[ Tertiary phosphines are
generally excellent ligating agents to metal ions and\ thus\
are very important constituents of compounds for cataly!
sis[ Polyphosphines have favorable behavior over their
comparable monodentate phosphines and exhibit "i#
excellent bonding activity to metals\ "ii# an increased
basicity "or nucleophilicity# at the metal\ "iii# strong trans
in~uence\ "iv# formation of stable complexes in a variety
of metal oxidation states and "v# detailed structural and
bonding information[ For these facts\ many chemists
have focused on and extensively studied polyphosphineÐ
metal complexes and their reactions ð01Ð03Ł[

According to the results published by our research
group\ chelating diphosphine Ru"II# complexes generally
have better catalytic activity in the homogeneous hydro!
genation of alkenes ð6\04Ł and aldehydes ð05\06Ł[ It has
been reported that Ru"II# complexes of larger chelate
ring sizes have better catalytic activities[ Since the chelate
ring opening is regarded as the rate determining step in
catalytic processes\ complexes having larger chelate rings
should be considered to open the ring faster[ Because
there are no separations of any ligands\ an energetically
favorable system can be obtained using a metal!chelating
ligand in terms of entropy[ Moreover\ since poly!
phosphine complexes usually have two or more chelate
rings\ the chelate e}ect is augmented and the unwanted
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isomers which often appear in monodentate or bidentate
octahedral complexes are considered to be diminished[
In view of such advantages\ the polyphosphine metal
complexes were studied as the catalysts for homogeneous
hydrogenation[

The goals of this research are two!fold] "i# to prepare
polyphosphine Ru"II# complexes containing hydride and
to characterize their structures and "ii# to study how much
the catalytic activities increased in the homogeneous
hydrogenation of several unsaturated organic
compounds[ Cyclohexene\ cyclohexanone\ propanal and
1!cyclohexen!0!one were tested as substrates in hydro!
genations[ Suitable mechanisms for the hydrogenation
catalysed by terdentate phosphine Ru"II# complexes were
studied via calculating activation parameters and per!
forming the hydrogenation reaction in several di}erent
solvents[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ General procedures and instruments

All synthetic reactions were carried out using the typi!
cal Schlenk method ð07Ł under a pure nitrogen atmo!
sphere[ RuCl2 =xH1O\ AsPh2\ etp\ tdpme and PP2 were
purchased from Aldrich and used without further puri!
_cation[ All other chemicals and solvents were com!
mercial reagent grade and were puri_ed following the
literature ð08Ł[ Cyclohexanone\ cyclohexene\ propanal
and 1!cyclohexene!0!one\ all of which were the substrates
for the homogeneous hydrogenation reactions\ were pur!
i_ed from fractional distillations and hydrogen gas for
those reactions was of 88[888)[

FT!IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet Impact 399
FT!IR spectrophotometer in KBr discs[ 010[36MHz 20P
NMR spectra were obtained from a Gemini 299 spec!
trometer using 74) H2PO3 as an external standard[
149MHz 0H NMR spectra were obtained from a Bruker
DPX!149 or 499MHz 0H NMR spectra from a Bruker
AMX 499 with chemical shifts expressed in ppm relative
to tetramethylsilane[ Elemental analyses were performed
at the Basic Science Research Center\ Seoul branch[ The
hydrogenation reactions were run at high pressure and
high temperature conditions in a Parr Series 3459 Bench
Top Mini Reactor "099ml# manufactured by Parr Instru!
ment Company[ The progress of the hydrogen reactions
was traced by analyzing the amount of the reactants
and products with a Hewllet Packard 4789 Series II Gas
Chromatograph equipped with FID and HP!4 "cross!
linked 4) phenylmethyl silicone phase^ 14m×
9[1mm×9[00mm _lm thickness# capillary column[ The
amount of the substrate and the corresponding product
in hydrogenation reactions were known by the internal
standard "n!heptane# method[ The gas chromatograph
was connected to an HP 2283A integrator[

1[1[ Preparation of RuHCl"CO#"AsPh2#2 "0#

Complex 0 was prepared similarly to the literature
method ð19\10Ł[

1[2[ Preparation of RuHCl"CO#"etp# "1#

Complex 1 was prepared according to the same method
from the previous work of our research group ð11Ł[

1[3[ Preparation of RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2#

Complex 0 "9[43 g\ 9[4mmol# and CH2C"CH1PPh1#2
"tdpme] 9[21 g\ 9[40mmol# were added to toluene "19ml#
and re~uxed for 1[4 h[ The pale yellow suspension turned
into a clear yellow solution and\ as the reaction _nished\
the yellow crystalline solid was obtained[ After being
cooled to room temperature\ the solid was _ltered out in
air\ washed with 29ml of n!heptane and then dried in
vacuo "yield] 9[177 g\ 62)#[ Anal[ calcd for C31H39

OClP2Ru] C\ 52[7^ H\ 4[0[ Found] C\ 51[8^ H 4[5[

1[4[ Preparation of RuHCl"CO#"PP2# "3#

Complex 0 "9[16 g\ 9[14mmol# and P"CH1CH1

PPh1#2 "PP2] 9[19 g\ 9[2mmol# were dissolved in toluene
"19ml# and re~uxed for 1 h[ The light green solution
turned yellow as the reaction completed[ After this solu!
tion was cooled gradually to room temperature\ the small
amount of impurities was removed by _ltration[ This
_ltrate was _ltered again through celite and concentrated
to ca[ half of the original volume under a reduced pres!
sure[ The addition of 29ml of n!pentane precipitated an
ivory solid which was _ltered out in air\ washed with
29ml of n!pentane and dried in vacuo "yield] 9[044 g\
63)#[ Anal[ calcd for C32H32OClP2Ru] C\ 50[7^ H\ 4[1[
Found] C\ 50[7^ H 4[2[

1[5[ Homogeneous hydrogenation reactions

Compounds 0Ð3 were used as catalyst precursors in
the homogeneous hydrogenations of cyclohexanone\
cyclohexene\ propanal and 1!cyclohexen!0!one[ To
compare catalytic activities for the hydrogenation
of cyclohexanone\ complex RuHCl"PPh2#2 and
RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#"dppe# were also used as catalysts[
Unless otherwise noted\ the reactions were run generally
as follows] 1[9×09−1 mmol of catalyst\ 19[9mmol of sub!
strate and ca[ 9[1 g of n!heptane "internal standard
material# in 59ml of solvent were introduced to the auto!
clave equipped with a gas inlet valve and a sampling
valve[ Toluene\ benzene\ THF\ DMF and DMSO were
used as solvents in separate experiments[ The system was
purged three times with nitrogen gas of ca[ 79 psi and
then once with hydrogen gas of ca[ 149 psi at room tem!
perature to remove the air in the vessel[ At this time
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the reactor was heated rapidly to 099>C\ the reaction
temperature[ As soon as the heating was completed and
the temperature was adjusted to 099>C\ the pressure of
hydrogen gas was _tted to the exact reaction pressure\
19 atm "183 psi# and stirring was started[ This point was
regarded as zero time and sampling was performed inter!
mittently\ using a needle attached to the sampling valve[
The temperature and pressure was maintained constantly
throughout the reaction[ The extracted sample was
induced to an aluminum capped vial "1ml# and
quenched at −19>C quickly to prevent further reactions[
After 4min\ the amount of the substrate and the product
was determined by gas chromatograph[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Syntheses and characterizations of polyphosphine
ruthenium"II# complexes

Complex 0 has been thought to have similar stereo!
chemistry to RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#2[ Due to the steric hin!
drance of the bulky triphenylarsine ligands\ a meridional
arrangement rather than a facial one is favored for the
three triphenylarsine ligands[ Carbonyl and chloride
ligands\ the sizes of which are relatively larger than
hydride\ are thought to be located trans to each other to
minimize the steric hindrances between them[ For many
reasons we have chosen complex 0 as the starting material
to prepare complexes 1\ 2 and 3[ Triphenylarsine is more
labile than the phosphine analogue due to its bulkiness
and somewhat weak bonding characters compared with
phosphines ð12Ł[ The metal!hydride resonances in 0H
NMR spectra of complexes 1\ 2 and 3 are so clear that
identi_cation for the location of their ligands can be made
more de_nite[ In other words\ if the complex
RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#2 is used as a starting complex for fur!
ther substitutions\ any triphenylphosphine ligand which
might not be substituted makes it di.cult to interpretate
the NMR data of the phosphineÐhydride metal

Table 0
Selected 0H NMR and IR data of Ru"II# complexes

0H NMR "SiMe3#
a IR "cm−0#b

Complex d"RuÐH# "ppm# 1J"HÐP# "Hz# n"CO# n"RuÐH#

0 −7[6\ sd 0812 0881
1c −5[4\ dq\ −04[8\ q 84[0\ 17[1\ 07[4\ 06[4 0855
2 −4[7\ dq 82[8\ 08[1\ 04[3 0869 1902
3c −5[6\ dq\ −05[4\ dt 82[1\ 17[2\ 06[2\ 11[9\ 06[9 0832 "0869e#

aIn CDCl2\ 182 K[
bIn KBr discs[
cThese complexes have structural isomers[
dS�singlet\ dt�doublet of triplets\ dq�doublet of quartets\ q�quartet[
eIn CHCl2[

complexes[ Substitution reactions giving 1\ 2 and 3 from
the starting material 0 are summarized in Scheme 0[

The linear terdentate phosphine ligand\ etp\ is able to
coordinate to Ru metal center either facially or mer!
idionally to give two geometrical isomers[ The carbonyl
stretching frequency in the IR spectrum of the complex
1 at n"CO# at 0855 cm−0\ which is somewhat di}erent and
shifted to a higher frequency region relative to the n"CO#
of complex 0\ shows that a good p!accepting phosphine
ligand is located trans to CO making the bond between
C and O stronger due to the back donation from Ru to
a phosphorus atom[

The 0H NMR spectral data of 1 in Table 0 indicate the
fact that there have to be two isomers\ 1a and 1b[ The
doublet of triplets at d −5[4 ppm of 1a is ascribed to the
facial coordination mode of etp[ One of the phosphorus
atoms in etp is coordinated to the ruthenium metal trans
to the hydride and the other two are cis to hydride[ The
trans HÐP couplings "normally 89Ð059Hz# are larger than
the cis ones "09Ð29Hz# ð13Ł\ and thus one can assign the
structure of 1a from the data in Table 0[ From the two
di}erent cis 0HÐ20P coupling constants "17[1 and 07[4Hz#\
the chemical environment of the two cis phosphorus
atoms are considered to be inequivalent[ The quartet
signal at d −04[8 ppm suggests that all three phosphorus
atoms in etp ligands coordinate to the metal in cis to the
hydride[ In case of 1a\ there are two possible structures
like 1a!0 and 1a!1[ At this point\ however\ it is impossible
to assign the exact structure of the complex from the IR
and 0H NMR spectro!scopic data alone[

Complex 2 was synthesized via the same method used
to prepare complex 1[ Due to the characteristic tripodal
type structure of the tdpme ligand\ it must coordinate to
the ruthenium metal facially and there is only one possible
structure in complex 2[ This structure of complex 2 is
elucidated by the IR and 0H NMR spectroscopic data
shown in Table 0[ The carbonyl stretching frequency
n"CO# at 0869 cm−0 con_rms the structure shown above\
where one of the three phosphorus donor atoms is located
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Scheme 0[

trans to CO[ The 0H NMR spectrum also shows that the
hydride is cis to two phosphorus atoms and trans to the
other[ Complex 2 has been found to have somewhat
interesting characteristics unlike other polyphosphine
Ru"II# complexes[ The fact that there is only one possible
structure paves the way to giving a very pure product
during the synthetic process[ Upon cooling down the
system from the boiling temperature\ the low solubility
of the microcrystals of complex 2 at room temperature
in toluene makes it easier to separate the product from
slightly excess ligandÐsolvent solution[ Complex 2 is
exceptionally air!stable both in solid state and in solution\
and no decomposition has been observed[ Though the
solubility is low in toluene or benzene\ complex 2 is highly
soluble in chloroform and dichloromethane[ The 0H
NMR spectrum was successfully obtained using the
CDCl2 medium[ Moreover\ complex 2 shows e.cient
catalytic properties in the homogeneous hydrogenation
reactions\ as will be mentioned later[

PP2\ a tetradentate chelating phosphine\ acts as a terd!
entate ligand[ By simple substitution of three triphenyl
arsine ligands in RuHCl"CO#"AsPh2#2 with one equi!

valent of PP2 based on Ru in boiling toluene\ complex
3 was prepared with three of the four phosphine sites
coordinated to the ruthenium metal center while the other
phosphine arm remains free[ According to the IR spec!
troscopic data of complex 3 shown in Table 0\ n"CO# is
at 0832 cm−0\ which is also shifted to a higher frequency
region[ Therefore\ the carbonyl ligand is thought to be
located trans to a phosphorus donor atom among the
four[ The IR spectrum measured in CHCl2 solution has
shown only single n"CO# band at 0869 cm−0\ therefore we
could not detect any isomers by IR data[ The hydrideÐ
phosphorus resonances in 0H NMR spectrum are very
similar to those of complex 1 except for the integration
ratio[ The ratio is about 0]09 which tells us that 3b is the
major product[ Doublet of triplets at −05[4 ppm shows
that the hydride ligand exists in axial position cis to all
coordinating phosphorus atoms\ which are in an equa!
torial plane[ Doublet of quartets signal at −5[6 ppm rep!
resenting 3a shows similar stereochemical geometry to
1a[ Thus 3a has two possible structural isomers of 3a!0
and 3a!1 [ 20P NMR spectrum of 3 measured in CDCl2
has shown four groups of multiplet in the range of 14Ð
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41 ppm which could not be analyzed unambiguously
because of poor resolution[ Free ligand resonance signals
have been observed clearly at −01[2 ppm "doublet\ 2J
�16[0Hz# and −05[6 ppm "quintet\ 2J�14[6Hz#[
Although we were unable to elucidate the structure of 3

by 20P NMR data\ we may well believe the presence of
isomers of 3 by 0H NMR data[

2[1[ Homogeneous hydrogenations of cyclohexanone\
cyclohexene and propanal

The catalytic properties of polyphosphine Ru"II# com!
plexes 0\ 1\ 2 and 3 were examined in the homogeneous
hydrogenation reactions of cyclohexanone\ cyclohexene
and propanal\ the substrates representing a ketone\ an
alkene and an aldehyde\ respectively[ All the hydro!
genation reactions\ catalysed by these complexes obey
the pseudo!_rst order rate law as described in Fig[ 0[ The
observed rate constants kobs can be obtained from the
equation −d"099−)conv#:dt�kobs"099−)conv# and
from the slope of the straight line in the graph of
ln"099−)conv# vs time "min#[

The hydrogenation reactions catalysed by 0\ 1\ 2 and
3 at ambient temperature were too slow for the reaction
processes to be traced and at high temperatures over
199>C\ decomposition of the Ru"II# complexes could be
observed[ At 099>C and 19 atm of hydrogen pressure\ the
turnover numbers are found to reach over 899 within 5Ð
7 h in most hydrogenation reactions which is suitable
to investigate the catalytic activities of the complexes\
although slightly di}erent results are obtained depending
on solvents[

Figure 0 shows the typical pseudo!_rst order hydro!
genation of cyclohexanone in THF catalysed by
RuHCl"CO# "AsPh2#2 "0#\ RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#2\
RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#"dppe# ðdppe�Ph1PCH1CH1PPh1Ł

Fig[ 0[ Pseudo!_rst order plots for the hydrogenation of cyclohexanone "099>C^ 19 atm of H1 pressure^ ðcyclohexanoneŁ:ðcatalystŁ�0999 in THF#[

and RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2#[ The comparison of catalytic
activities for monodentate\ bidentate and terdentate
phosphine Ru"II# complexes is clearly displayed[ The rate
constants and relative activities of these complexes are
summarized in Table 1[

Complex 2\ a polyphosphine Ru"II# complex\ converts
cyclohexanone to cyclohexanol about 1[4 times faster
than RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#"dppe#\ where bidentate phos!
phine ligand dppe is coordinated to the Ru"II# metal
center[ It has been previously reported that the catalytic
activities of RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#"dppe#\ RuHCl"CO#
"PPh2#"arphos# ðarphos�Ph1AsCH1CH1PPh1Ł and
RuHCl"CO#"diarsine# ðdiarsine�Ph1AsCH1CH1AsPh1Ł\
all of which have _ve!membered chelate rings\ are con!
siderably higher than those of non!chelate complexes
RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#2 and RuHCl"CO#"AsPPh2#2 "0# in the
homogeneous hydrogenation of propanal ð6\04\05\06Ł[
Here\ the same trend has been observed in the homo!
geneous hydrogenation of cyclohexanone[

RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#2 converts cyclohexanone to
cyclohexanol slightly faster than complex 0\ with both
complexes having non!chelating monodentate phosphine
or arsine ligands[ The di}erence in catalytic activities is
considered to arise from the electronic and steric di}er!
ences between PPh2 and AsPh2[ The increase in catalytic
activity of RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# is in accordance with
the earlier proposals suggested[ The polyphosphine com!
plexes may contribute de_nitely to increased catalytic
activities due to the increased chelate e}ect and stability[

In order to compare the hydrogenation of ketone with
that of alkene\ cyclohexanone and cyclohexene have been
chosen[ Cyclohexanone and cyclohexene are often used
as basic materials for substrates for homogeneous hydro!
genation\ because they are rather simple hydrocarbons
which a}ord no reduced products containing chiral
centers\ or isomerized forms ð14Ł[
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Table 1
Rate constants and relative catalytic activities for the hydrogenation of cyclohexanone

Complex 092kobs "min−0#a TONb Relative activityc

RuHCl"CO#"AsPh2#2 "0# 9[0929[96 14 0[9
RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#2 9[4329[91 71 4[3
RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#"dppe# 3[6229[90 349 36[7
RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# 01[2729[93 514d 014[9

a−d"099−)conv#:dt�kobs"099−)conv#[
bTON�ðProductŁ:ðCatalystŁ for 039 min except for 2[
ckobs:kobs\ for RuHCl"CO#"AsPh2#2[
dFor 79 min[

Reductions of cyclohexene to cyclohexane using
RuHCl"CO#"etp# "1#\ RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# and
RuHCl"CO#"PP2# "3# were examined under the same con!
ditions "099>C and 19 atm H1 pressure# as the hydro!
genation of cyclohexanone[ Ketones are not reduced with
the classical Wilkinson|s catalyst\ although some cationic
rhodium complexes show some catalytic activities ð15Ł[ It
is usually observed that hydrogenation of ketone requires
more drastic conditions than that of aldehydes or alkenes
ð16Ł[ But there are some cases where diphosphine com!
plexes of Rh and Ru have been used as catalysts for the
asymmetric hydrogenation of functionalized ketones and
diphosphineÐRu complexes have also been excellent
hydrogenation catalysts for the hydrogenation of a!sub!
stituted b!keto esters ð17Ł[

The catalytic activities in the hydrogenation of
cyclohexene increases in the order 1³2³3 as depicted in
Table 2 where the pseudo!_rst order rate constants kobs

are summarized[ In the case of complex 1\ the possible
isomerization during the phosphine dissociationÐassoci!
ation processes in the catalytic cycles seems to in~uence
the reaction rate to be slower than complex 2[ In the
case of complex 3\ however\ a non!chelating dangling
phosphine site in PP2 ligand may accelerate the phosphine
association step\ thereby increasing catalytic activities[

Hydrogenations of propanal with complexes 1 and 3

were unsuccessful because the complexes decomposed

Table 2
Rate constants for the hydrogenation of cyclohexene and propanal with
polyphosphine Ru"II# complexes

Complex 092kobs "min−0#a

cyclohexene propanal

RuHCl"CO#"etp# "1# 1[1929[91 b

RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# 2[5629[90 4[6029[90
RuHCl"CO#"PP2# "3# 4[2329[92 b

a−d"099−)conv#:dt�kobs"099−)conv#[
bData non!available due to the decomposition of catalysts[

rapidly in propanal "Table 2#[ But the reaction catalysed
by complex 2 has been performed satis!
factorily and kobs for the hydrogenation reaction is found
to be 4[6029[90min−0[ When we simply examine the
catalytic activities of RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# in the
hydrogenation of cyclohexene\ cyclohexanone and pro!
panal\ a quite surprising result is obtained[ Complex 2

catalyses in the order cyclohexanone×propanal×
cyclohexene\ in opposition to our expectation "Fig[ 1#[
As mentioned earlier\ it is usually more di.cult to reduce
ketones and aldehydes with Rh catalysts ð14Ł\ cyclohexene
has also been expected to be reduced most easily by these
catalytic systems[ The exact explanation for this trend
has not been well established\ but the nucleophilicity of
the substrates as well as their steric factors might be
considered to in~uence the reaction rates[

2[2[ Homogeneous hydrogenation of 1!cyclohexen!0!one

1!Cyclohexen!0!one\ an a\b!unsaturated ketone\ was
chosen as the substrate in hydrogenation reaction to _nd
out the preferred selectivity between the ole_n group
and the ketone in an a\b!unsaturated ketone[ Figure 2
describes the percent composition changes of reactant
and products depending on time[ Polyphosphine Ru"II#
complexes RuHCl"CO#"etp# "1# and RuHCl"CO#"tdpme#
"2# have been used as catalyst precursors[ Both complexes
complete the reactions within 399min and the reaction
rate by complex 2 is almost 1 times faster than complex
1 and such a trend is consistent with the case of cyclohex!
ene[ Conversion of 1!cyclohexen!0!one to cyclohexanol
occurs by way of cyclohexanone\ which indicates a higher
selectivity for ole_n group reduction[ Interestingly\ the
rate of the hydrogenation of cyclohexen!0!one to cyclo!
hexanone is faster than that of cyclohexene to cyclo!
hexane\ indicating that the presence of the carbonyl
group in 1!cyclohexen!0!one has a favorable e}ect on the
reduction of the ole_n[ This can be attributed to either
an enhanced coordination strength of the substrate to
the metal or to the carbonyl making the bond more
susceptible to the nucleophilic attack[ The selectivity for
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Fig[ 1[ Comparison of catalytic activities of RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# in the homogeneous hydrogenation of cyclohexene\ cyclohexanone and propanal
"099>C^ 19 atm of H1 pressure^ in toluene#[

a C1C bond is higher than that for a C1O bond in both
cases of the complexes 1 and 2[ It has been reported that in
hydrogenation of a\b!unsaturated carbonyl compounds
with monohydride catalysts\ p!oxapropenyl inter!
mediates give rise to the selective hydrogenations for the
ole_n side ð18Ł[ This is an interesting fact that accounts
for the possible pathway from 1!cyclohexen!0!one to
cyclohexanol[

2[3[ Mechanism for the hydrogenation of cyclohexanone
with RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2#

The mechanism for the hydrogenation of cyclohex!
anone with RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# has been studied as
a representative case for the homogeneous hydrogenation
catalysed by polyhodphine ruthenium"II# complexes[
Since "i# complex 2 is the most stable compound among
the three polyphosphine Ru"II# complexes in this work\
"ii# there are no other geometrical isomers in the complex
and "iii# the hydrogenation by complex 2 is very suitable
in many ways for the study of catalytic mechanisms[ On
the other hand\ there are few reports about the mech!
anism for ketone reductions using ruthenium complexes
as catalyst[

Based partly on the mechanism for hydrogenation of
aldehydes or ketones by RuHCl"CO#"PPh2#2 ð16Ł\ a mech!
anism is proposed for the hydrogenation of cyclohex!
anone with 2 as shown in Scheme 1[ Complex 2\ which is
an 07!electron species\ should make room for the
incoming substrate\ cyclohexanone\ a}ording one phos!
phine ligating site of Wpme ligand to be dissociated[ So
A is considered to be an active species for the catalytic
cycle and complex 2 acts as a catalyst precursor[ The

most labile phosphine site would be the one trans to the
hydride arising from the trans e}ect of hydride ð29Ł\ but
the transfer of the hydride to cyclohexanone group is
unfavored stereochemically[ It is reasonable to assume
that the phosphine site of tdpme ligand trans to the
hydride is dissociated a}ording the metalÐcyclohexanone
intermediate B[ If the phosphine trans to hydride is dis!
sociated\ the transfer of hydride should take place before
the addition of hydrogen to metal\ which forms a steri!
cally congested conformation where two non!coor!
dinating phosphorus donors have to be dangling
afterward[ Intermediate C is formed via hydride transfer
followed by the addition of hydrogen molecule to Ru
metal center to give the intermediate D[ There is no direct
evidence that the h1!dihydrogen metal complex inter!
mediate such as D is more stable than the h0!dihydride
intermediate\ but the formation of the product\ cyclohex!
anol\ is certainly completed through another hydride
transfer to the metal!alkoxy intermediate[

During the catalytic process\ there are no ligand dis!
sociations separating the complex into two or more mol!
ecules completely because the polyphosphine ligand\
tdpme\ links the phosphorus donors together[ The
entropy of activation DS% is found to be −9[61 kJK−0

mol−0 "Fig[ 3#\ a highly negative value\ which strongly
supports the fact that unlike Wilkinson|s catalysis of
cyclohexene "DS%�¦9[43 kJ K−0 mol−0#\ the transition
state undergoes a highly congested intermediate ð20Ł[ The
entropy of activation DS% and enthalpy of activation DH%

to the transition state have been calculated from the
Eyring equation[ DH% is found to be 83[9 kJmol−0 and
Arrhenius activation energy Ea "Fig[ 4# in the hydro!
genation of cyclohexanone by complex 2 to be
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Fig[ 2[ Hydrogenation of 1!cyclohexen!0!one with "a# RuHCl"CO#"etp# "1# and "b# RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# "099>C^ 19 atm of H1 pressure^ in toluene#[

86[1 kJmol−0 from the Arrhenius equation[ Arrhenius
activation energy and the other activation parameters are
obtained from observing kobs at four di}erent tempera!
tures\ 79\ 89\ 099 and 009>C[ The Arrhenius activation
energy has almost the same value as the value of Wil!
kinson|s catalyst in the hydrogenation of cyclohexene
"85[1 kJmol−0# ð21Ł[ From this fact\ complex 2 can be
known as a very e}ective catalytic system in the hydro!
genation of ketones[

The kinetic equations given in Scheme 2 can be derived
from the proposed mechanism shown in Scheme 1[ There\
we can simply _nd that the rate is linearly proportional
to the concentrations of catalyst as well as hydrogen[
Figure 5 shows the correlation of the rate constants vs

the concentrations of catalyst[ This is in accordance with
the proposed kinetic equation[ However\ the relationship
between the rate and hydrogen pressure in Fig[ 6 does
not exactly follow that equation and shows a large devi!
ation at 39 atm[ If we consider that the actual con!
centration of hydrogen is that of the dissolved hydrogen
gas in solvent\ the hydrogen pressure may not stand for
the concentration of hydrogen gas[

The hydrogenation reactions in di}erent solvents have
been run in order to _nd the solvent e}ect on the catalytic
activities[ Hydrogenations were carried out in DMF\
toluene\ benzene\ DMSO and THF\ all of which are
aprotic solvents having higher boiling points above 59>C
and di}erent polarities[ Unfortunately\ however\ regular
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Scheme 1[ Proposed mechanism for the hydrogenation of cyclohexanone to cyclohexanol with RuHCl"CO#"Wpme# "2#[

correlations between catalytic activities and solvent
polarities can hardly be found[ The pseudo!_rst order
plots representing catalytic activities of RuHCl
"CO#"tdpme# "2# in the hydrogenation of cyclohexanone
in various solvents are described in Fig[ 7[

The correlation between solvent polarity and catalytic
activity was pretty unclear[ Table 3 shows that the
polarity of the solvent is not the only factor which in~u!
ences catalytic activity[ The solvent e}ect may be related
not only with the polarity of the solvent but also with the

steric e}ect of solvent molecules and their binding ability
to the metal center leading to another possible metal!
complex species[
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Scheme 2[

Fig[ 3[ Eyring plot for the pseudo!_rst order hydrogenation reaction of
cyclohexanone using RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# "in toluene^ 19 atm of H1^
ðcyclohexanoneŁ:ðcatŁ�0999#[

Fig[ 4[ Arrhenius plot for the pseudo!_rst order hydrogenation reaction
of cyclohexanone using RuHCl"CO# "tdpme# "2# "in toluene^ 19 atm of
H1^ ðcyclohexanoneŁ:ðcatŁ�0999#[

Fig[ 5[ Rate dependence on the concentration of catalyst in the hydro!
genation of cyclohexanone with RuHCl"CO# "tdpme# "2# "099>C and
19 atm of H1 pressure in toluene#[

Fig[ 6[ Rate dependence on the hydrogen pressure in the hydrogenation
of cyclohexanone with RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# "099>C in toluene#[
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Fig[ 7[ Hydrogenation of cyclohexanone in various solvents[ð099>C\ 19 atm H1 of pressure\ cat�RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2#Ł[

Table 3
Catalytic activities of RuHCl"CO#"tdpme# "2# in di}erent solvents

Solvent 092kobs "min−0#a Polarityb

DMF 0[5429[96 25[6
Toluene 4[8129[92 1[3
Benzene 6[8829[92 1[2
DMSO 7[8629[94 35[6
THF 01[2729[93 6[5

a−d"099−)conv#:dt�kobs"099−)conv#^ ðcyclohexanoneŁ:ðcatŁ
�0999^ 099>C^ 19 atm of H1 pressure[

bDielectric constant[
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Abstract

The charge!transfer salt "DBTTF#5HSiMo01O393H1O was synthesized by electrocrystallization and characterized by IR spectrum
and electronic spectrum[ Its magnetic property\ conductivity and crystal structure were determined[ The title compound consists of
heteropoly anions\ water molecules and DBTTF columns which are formed by repeated arrangement of the tetramer "DBTTF#3 in
the direction of 04> to the a axis in the tunnel constituted by the anions and other DBTTF[ The title compound is paramagnetic and
semiconducting[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Charge!transfer salt^ Molybdosilicateheteropoly anion^ Dibenzotetrathiofulvalene^ Crystal structure

0[ Introduction

Since the observation of a metallic state in the proto!
type charge transfer "CT# salt\ "TTF# "TCNQ# ð0\ 1Ł and
the discovery of a superconducting state in the Bechgaard
salts ð"TMTSF#1X\ X�PF5

−\ CIO3
−Ł ð2\ 3Ł\ much of atten!

tion has been focused on these low dimensional organic
donor!inorganic acceptor materials[ It has been reported
that some salts of debenzotetrathiofulvalene "DBTTF#
radical cation exhibit excellent conducting behavior ð4\
5Ł[ Here we report the synthesis\ properties and crystal
structure of salt of DBTTF and SiMo01O3−

39 [

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Preparation of title salt

DBTTF was obtained according to Ref[ ð6Ł and
examined by 0H NMR spectroscopy[ "TBA#3
SiMo01O39 was prepared according to Ref[ ð7Ł\ and
checked with IR spectrum and polarographic methods[
The title salt was synthesized by constant current elec!
trolyzation from a mixed solution of CH2CN and
C1H3Cl1 with SiMo01O39

3− of 3×09−2 mol dm−2 and
DBTTF of 1×09−2 mol dm−2[ The current intense was
kept at about 1[9A[ Black pellet crystals were collected

� Corresponding author[

from a Pt wire electrode\ washed with CH2CN and dried
in air[

1[1[ Structural determination

A black crystal having approximate dimensions of
9[94×9[37×9[05mm was mounted on a Siemens P3
di}ractometer[ The determination of the unit cell and the
data collection were performed with graphite!mono!
chromated MoKa radiation "l�9[60962A� # using scan
mode within 2[9>³1u³49[0>[ Cell parameters were
determined by a least!squares _t for 46 centered re~ec!
tions[ Intensity checks for three standard re~ections
showed no signi_cant variation[ A total of 00134 inde!
pendent intensity data were collected\ of which 8954 with
I×1s "I# were considered observed[ LP corrections were
made[ The title compound crystallized in a triclinic sys!
tem with P0 space group\ a�02[755"1#\ b�03[071"1#\
c�04[468"2#A� \ a�093[649"09#>\ b�092[479"09#>\
g�84[369"09#>\ V�1739[2"7#A� 2\ Z�0[

The coordinates of the heavy atoms were obtained by
heavy!atom methods and the other atoms were located
by di}erence Fourier syntheses[ The structure was re_ned
on F1 by a full!matrix least squares method[ All non!
hydrogen atoms were re_ned anisotropically to
R�9[9477\ Rw�9[0306[ Minimal height in the _nal
di}erence map is −9[704 eA� −2 and the maximum is
0[911 eA� −2[ The coordinates of hydrogen atoms were cal!
culated theoretically[ The atomic scattering factors were
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taken from International Tables for X!ray Crys!
tallography "0863\ Vol[ IV#[

1[2[ Physical measurements

The IR spectrum of the title salt was recorded on an
Alpha Centari FT!IR spectrometer "KBr!disks# and the
electronic spectrum was recorded on a Daojin spec!
trophotometer "BaSO3 disks#[ Susceptibility was deter!
mined on magnetic balance within 66Ð187K at 3[3T and
the electronic conduction was examined by the standard
four!probes method[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Structural description and discussion

The crystals consist of DBTTF molecules\ het!
eropolyanions and water molecules[ In the crystal the
anion SiMo01O39

3− retained its well!known Keggin struc!
ture\ but was distorted[ Two of the four MoÐObri bond
lengths are longer than the others\ the di}erences in the
bond lengths are within 9[03Ð9[17A� \ and the longer and
shorter ones occur alternatively in all MoÐOÐMo bridg!
ing bonds in the anion\ see Table 0[ Furthermore the
angles between the central oxygen atoms and the bridging
oxygen atoms are not equal and have the smallest value
of 69[4"3#> in all reported heteropoly anions[ This anion
is more distorted than that in H3SiMo01O39 ð8Ł[

There are two types of DBTTF molecules] one type
includes two DBTTF molecules which lie among four
anions in the aÐc plane "Fig[ 0#[ The two molecules par!
allel to each other and their long in!plane axis angled ca[
19> to the a!axis[ The other type of DBTTF molecules
constitutes four[ They stack face!to!face in the direction
of 04> a!axis in the tunnel formed by the anions and
the _rst type of DBTTF molecules\ developing a one!
dimensional organic system[ There are di}erent distances
between these molecules "see Table 0#[ From the data in
Table 0 it can be seen that there are interactions between
A and B\ B and C as well as C and D molecules\ because
the distances between them are smaller than the sum of
Van der Waals distance of sulphur atom\ and they almost
overlap\ but no interaction between A and D molecules\
because of a shift along the short in!plane molecular axis
"see Fig[ 0# and a longer distance between them[ The
above!mentioned facts suggest that there is a tetrad as a
repeated unit in the organic system[ This orientation of
DBTTF molecules in the title salt is very di}erent from
that in other DBTTF salts ð09Ð01Ł and from that in
DBTTF molecular crystals ð02Ł as well as from that of
TTF or BEDT!TTF molecules found in their heteropoly
anionic charge transfer salts ð03\04Ł[

In other salts of DBTTF\ DBTTF molecules formed
also their molecular column\ but their repeated units are

either dimer ð00\01Ł or trimer ð09Ł[ In the cases of the
dimer\ two molecules of the dimer interact\ but between
two dimers there is a bigger distance than the sum of Van
der Waals distance of the sulphur atom and a shift along
the short in!plane axis ð00Ł or a rotation of the long in!
plane axis of one molecule ð01Ł\ resulting in a poor over!
lap[ In the case of a trimer\ the cross of long in!plane axes
of two adjacent DBTTF molecules occurred within one
trimer ð09Ł[ These salts are all semiconducting[ An excep!
tion which is di}erent from these salts is "DBTTF# BF3[
In it\ DBTTF molecules are arranged in an equal distance
to each other and have an almost completed overlap\
forming a two!dimensional organic system[ BF3 ions lie
between two layers of DBTTF[ This structure exhibits
good conductivity ð4\5Ł[ It seems that the arranging pat!
tern and the overlapping degree of DBTTF molecules are
some of the main factors determining the conductivity of
these CT salts[

Examining the organic moieties\ we found that
although the DBTTF molecules remain planar "D1h#\
there are some marked expansions in the central C1C
bond and changes of other bond lengths in TTF ring
"Table 0# compared with that in a neutral DBTTF[ In
the tetramer\ four central C1C bond lengths are 0[33"2#\
0[28"2#\ 0[25"2# and 0[21"2#A� \ respectively^ and the leng!
ths in the _rst type of molecules are 0[39"3# and 0[20"3#A� [

According to the results of Umland et al[ ð05Ł\ the
expansion in the central C1C bond and changes of other
bond lengths of TTF ring of the organic moieties are
evidence for organic molecules to carry positive charges
and the extent of the expansion is proportional to the
amount of the charges[ From Table 0\ it may be seen
that the organic radical cations exist in the two types
of DBTTF\ the organic moities can be formulated as
"DBTTF¦#5−n"DBTTF#n\ that is\ the organic donors are
in a mixed valence[

2[1[ Optical properties

The IR spectrum of the title salt consists of two regions
of absorption bands[ One part in the range of 699Ð
0999 cm−0 indicates the presence of heteropoly anions\ by
showing the characteristic bands of the Keggin structure\
which are very similar to those of "TBA#3SiW01O39 ð7Ł\
showing that the anionic structure is unchanged and that
the interaction between the anions and the organic donor
molecules is very small[ The other part exhibits the
absorption bands of organic moiety which appeared in
the IR spectrum of DBTTF molecules[ From the result
of the structural analysis it can be seen that the organic
molecules almost keep their D1h symmetry\ so the fre!
quency shifts result from the existence of positive charged
organic molecules[

The UVÐVIS spectrum shows four broad bands[ The
band centered at 3559 cm−0 is attributed to electronic
transfer between neutral and completely charged DBTTF
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Table 0
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles ">#

Bond Length or Bond Length or Bond Length or Bond Length or
angle angle angle angle

MoÐO bond lengths in the Mo2O02 group
Mo0ÐO07 "A� # 0[70"1# Mo1ÐO7 "A� # 0[76"0# Mo4ÐO15 "A� # 0[76"0#
Mo2ÐO07 "A� # 1[92"1# Mo3ÐO7 "A� # 1[95"0# Mo7ÐO15 "A� # 1[94"0#
Mo0ÐO39 "A� # 0[87"1# Mo3ÐO4 "A� # 0[80"0# Mo4ÐO19 "A� # 1[95"1#
Mo8ÐO39 "A� # 0[76"1# Mo01ÐO4 "A� # 1[93"0# Mo5ÐO19 "A� # 0[71"1#
Mo8ÐO08 "A� # 1[91"0# Mo01ÐO06 "A� # 0[75"0# Mo5ÐO1 "A� # 1[91"0#
Mo2ÐO08 "A� # 0[71"0# Mo1ÐO06 "A� # 1[92"0# Mo7ÐO1 "A� # 0[78"0#
Mo6ÐO23 "A� # 0[76"0# Mo09ÐO23 "A� # 1[92"0# Mo09ÐO17 "A� # 0[74"1#
Mo00ÐO17 "A� # 1[93"0# Mo00ÐO22 "A� # 0[76"1# Mo6ÐO22 "A� # 1[91"1#

Mo2O02

Mo0ÐO04 "A� # 1[90"0# O07ÐMo0ÐO18 "># 63[2"5# O04ÐMo0ÐO07 "># 044[5"6#
Mo0ÐO07 "A� # 0[70"1# O39ÐMo0ÐO18 "># 60[3"4# O04ÐMo0ÐO39 "># 68[7"5#
Mo0ÐO11 "A� # 0[70"0# O11ÐMo0ÐO18 "># 77[1"5# O04ÐMo0ÐO11 "># 76[0"4#
Mo0ÐO18 "A� # 1[26"0# O04ÐMo0ÐO25 "># 093[1"6# O11ÐMo0ÐO07 "># 84[2"5#
Mo0ÐO25 "A� # 0[57"1# O07ÐMo0ÐO25 "># 87[8"7# O11ÐMo0ÐO39 "># 046[9"6#
Mo0ÐO39 "A� # 0[87"1# O11ÐMo0ÐO25 "># 097[2"09# O07ÐMo0ÐO39 "># 78[1"6#
O04ÐMo0ÐO18 "A� # 70[4"4# O39ÐMo0ÐO25 "># 82[2"8# O25ÐMo0ÐO18 "># 051[6"8#

Distances between DBTTF molecules
AÐD S0ÐS19 "A� # 3[374 S1ÐS08 "A� # 3[409 S2ÐS06 "A� # 3[425 S3ÐS07 "A� # 3[362
AÐB S8aÐS1 "A� # 2[357 S09aÐS0 "A� # 2[564 S00aÐS2 "A� # 2[339 S01aÐS3 "A� # 2[676
BÐC S8aÐS4 "A� # 2[405 S09aÐS5 "A� # 2[439 S00aÐS7 "A� # 2[420 S01aÐS6 "A� # 2[428
CÐD S4ÐS08 "A� # 2[608 S5ÐS19 "A� # 2[320 S6ÐS07 "A� # 2[302 S7ÐS06 "A� # 2[506
EÐF S02ÐS10 "A� # 2[545 S03ÐS11 "A� # 2[671 S04ÐS13 "A� # 2[610 S05ÐS12 "A� # 2[635

Bond lengths in TTF moities of DBTTF
A B C
S0ÐC6 "A� # 0[61"1# S8ÐC23 "A� # 0[65"1# S4ÐC19 "A� # 0[54"1#
S0ÐC0 "A� # 0[61"1# S8ÐC24 "A� # 0[65"1# S4ÐC10 "A� # 0[64"1#
C0ÐC5 "A� # 0[30"1# S09ÐC24 "A� # 0[62"1# S5ÐC10 "A� # 0[66"1#
C6ÐC7 "A� # 0[33"2# S09ÐC18 "A� # 0[65"1# S5ÐC04 "A� # 0[55"2#
C8ÐC03 "A� # 0[39"1# S00ÐC25 "A� # 0[57"1# S6ÐC11 "A� # 0[60"1#
S2ÐC8 "A� # 0[63"1# S00ÐC26 "A� # 0[70"1# S6ÐC17 "A� # 0[63"1#
S2ÐC7 "A� # 0[60"1# S01ÐC25 "A� # 0[64"1# S7ÐC11 "A� # 0[61"1#
S1ÐC6 "A� # 0[61"1# S01ÐC31 "A� # 0[79"1# S7ÐC12 "A� # 0[63"2#
S1ÐC5 "A� # 0[62"1# C24ÐC25 "A� # 0[28"2# C10ÐC11 "A� #0 0[25"2#
S3ÐC7 "A� # 0[61"1# C26ÐC31 "A� # 0[24"2# C19ÐC04 "A� # 0[36"2#
S3ÐC03 "A� # 0[61"1# C23ÐC18 "A� # 0[32"2# C12ÐC17 "A� # 0[39"2#

D E F
S06ÐC52 "A� # 0[64"1# S02ÐC38 "A� # 0[58"1# S10ÐC66 "A� # 0[60"1#
S06ÐC46 "A� # 0[67"1# S02ÐC32 "A� # 0[64"1# S10ÐC60 "A� # 0[64"1#
S07ÐC52 "A� # 0[65"1# S03ÐC38 "A� # 0[61"1# S11ÐC65 "A� # 0[58"1#
S07ÐC51 "A� # 0[66"1# S03ÐC37 "A� # 0[63"1# S11ÐC66 "A� # 0[66"1#
S08ÐC53 "A� # 0[62"1# S04ÐC49 "A� # 0[60"1# S12ÐC73 "A� # 0[62"1#
S08ÐC54 "A� # 0[63"1# S04ÐC45 "A� # 0[70"1# S12ÐC67 "A� # 0[67"1#
S19ÐC53 "A� # 0[63"1# S05ÐC40 "A� # 0[64"2# S13ÐC68 "A� # 0[69"1#
S19ÐC69 "A� # 0[65"1# S05ÐC49 "A� # 0[79"1# S13ÐC67 "A� # 0[67"1#
C52ÐC53 "A� # 0[21"2# C38ÐC49 "A� # 0[39"2# C66ÐC67 "A� # 0[29"2#
C46ÐC51 "A� # 0[27"2# C37ÐC32 "A� # 0[33"2# C60ÐC65 "A� # 0[24"2#
C54ÐC69 "A� # 0[23"2# C40ÐC45 "A� # 0[32"2# C68ÐC73 "A� # 0[30"2#

molecules ð06Ł\ indicating the existence of a mixed!valence
state in the organic donor molecules[ And the band at
about 4329 cm−0 may be assigned to electronic transfers
between completely ionized DBTTF molecules ð06Ł[ The
others are related to charge!transition transfer of the
heteropoly anion[

2[2[ Magnetic property

The static magnetic susceptibility of the salt exhibits
a paramagnetic behavior at room temperature and the

CurieÐWeiss law is obeyed in the range of 187Ð66K[ All
the data were corrected with diacontribution and Pascal
parameters[ An e}ective magnetic moment\ Curie and
Weiss constants were calculated] 0[49BM\ 0[98 emu and
−42[1K[ The e}ective magnetic moment seems to indi!
cate that there exists one unpaired electron in the system\
and that there is an interaction between the electrons[

In its ESR spectrum the paramagnetism was re~ected
with a asymmetric signal at 187K\ `�1[997[ When tem!
perature decreased to 66K the signal became anisotropic
"see Fig[ 1#[ Obviously\ this signal is attributed to cationic
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Fig[ 0[ Stereoscopic views of the structure looking down the b! "above# and c! "low# axis directions\ showing the units and the DBTTF stacking and
overlapping[
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Fig[ 1[ ESR spectrum of the salt at 187 K " = = = # and 66 K "***#[

radical\ consistent with the result of electronic spectrum[
Neither at 187K nor at 66K there was a signal of reduced
anion ðMo"V#Ł[ The anisotropic ESR signal implies an
anisotropic charge dispersion or a weak spin!paired inter!
action in the organic donor molecules[

2[3[ Electrical conductivity

The d[c[ electrical conductivity was measured by use
of a standard four!probe technique[ It is semiconducting
at absolute room temperature value "187K# to

1[45×09−1 S cm−0[ The staggered tetrad stacks are
responsible for the poor conductivity[
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Abstract

Europium 3!methoxybenzoate complex with 1\1?!bipyridine\ ðEu"p!MOBA#2bipyŁ = 0:1C1H4OH "where p!MOBA�3!methoxy!
benzoate and bipy�1\1?!bipyridine#\ was obtained in the ethanol solution and the crystal structure was determined by X!ray
di}raction[ The crystal consists of binuclear molecules of the title compound[ In the complex each Eu2¦ ion is nine!coordinate to
one bipyridine molecule\ one bidentate carboxylate group and four bridging carboxylate groups in which the carboxylate groups are
bonded to the europium ion in three modes] the chelating bidentate\ the bridging bidentate and the bridging tridentate[ Excitation
and luminescence data observed at 66 K show that the Eu2¦ ion site in the complex has low symmetry and when excited a slight
change of chemical environments of the Eu2¦ ion is observed[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Europium complex^ Crystal structure^ Luminescence

0[ Introduction

Because of variations of the bonding forms of car!
boxylate anions\ many di}erent types of crystal structure
of ternary lanthanide complexes with aromatic acid and
nitrogen!containing ligands were obtained ð0Ð6Ł[ These
complexes show an intensely ~uorescent character and
the crystals are stable in air[ Such characteristics are
essential to the study of the structures and luminescence
of the complexes and to seeking newly ~uorescent
materials and applications of luminescent probes ð7\8Ł[
The Eu2¦ ion is chosen as a probing ion because of its
non!degenerate ground state of 6F9 and non!overlapping
1s¦0LJ multiplets[ Bu�nzli has discussed the selection
rules of electric dipole and magnetic dipole transitions
for 4D9:

6FJ transitions "J�9Ð5# of the Eu2¦ ion in both
centrosymmetric and non!centrosymmetric complexes
ð7Ł[ We report here the results of an X!ray di}raction
analysis and luminescence spectra of the title complex[

� Corresponding author[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis of ðEu"p!MOBA#2 = bipyŁ = 0:1C1H4OH

2mmol p!HMOBA was dissolved in 19ml 84)
C1H4OH and its pH was controlled in a range of 5Ð6
with 0ml−0 NaOH solution\ to which 0mmol bipyridine
dissolved in 09ml 84) C1H4OH was added[ The mixed
solution was dropped into the EuCl2 solution obtained
by 0mmol EuCl2 = 5H1O dissolved in 09ml 84) C1H4OH[
The mixture was heated under re~ux with stirring for
7 h[ A white precipitate was formed[ Single crystals were
obtained from the mother liquor after 2weeks at room
temperature[

The complex obtained in a powder form was char!
acterized by elemental analysis\ IR and Raman spectra[
Analysis for the complex gave the following\ found ")#]
C\ 42[31^ H\ 2[67^ N\ 2[41^ calc[ ")#] C\ 42[51^ H\ 2[73^
N\ 2[57[ Characteristic bands of asymmetric and sym!
metric vibrations of carboxylate anions appear in the
spectra of the complex] nas"COO#�0451 cm−0\ ns"COO#
� 0307 cm−0 "IR#^ nas"COO#�0458 cm−0\ ns"COO# �
0311 cm−0 "Raman#[ Other main data are
n"C1C#ar�0596 cm−0\ 0365 cm−0\ 0346 cm−0\ 0326 cm−0
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"IR#^ n"C1C#ar�0592 cm−0\ 0367 cm−0 "Raman#\ ring
deformation] 0482 cm−0 "IR#^ 0483 cm−0 "Raman# and
n"OH#�2314 cm−0 "IR#[ The title complex is soluble in
DMSO and DMF\ slightly soluble in ethanol and THF
and insoluble in water and acetone[

1[1[ Crystal structure determination

The crystal system\ accurate cell constants\ space group
and intensity data were obtained from X!ray analysis of
the crystal which was mounted on a Rigaku AFCTR X!
ray di}ractometer using graphite monochromated MoKa

radiation[ Data were collected by an vÐ1u scan technique
for 2³u³11[4> with indices in the range of 9²h¾02\
−03¾k¾03\ −01¾l¾00 and were corrected for Lor!
entz!polarization and absorption e}ects[ All calculations
were performed using the Texsan crystallographic soft!
ware package of the Molecular Structure Corporation[
The structure of ðEu"p!MOBA#2 =bipyŁ = 0:1C1H4OH was
solved by direct methods and re_ned with the full!matrix
least!squares technique to R�9[919 and Rw�9[915[ A
summary of the crystallographic data and data collection
and re_nement parameters is given in Table 0[

Table 0
Experimental details

Chemical formula C69H53O08N3Eu1

Color colorless
Crystal size "mm# 9[19×9[19×9[29
Crystal system triclinic
Space group P0¹

a "nm# 0[0371"2#
b "nm# 0[2890"1#
c "nm# 0[9837"1#
a "># 092[52"0#
b "># 81[56"1#
g "># 73[43"1#
V "nm2# 0[5890"5#
Z 0
M 0458[10
Dc "g = cm−2# 0[43
F"999# 689
l "nm# "MoKa# 9[960958
Temperature "K# 18220
u range 2Ð11[4
Re~ections collected 3564
Independent re~ections 3303 "Rint�9[900#
Observed re~ections 3977 ðIr2[999"0#Ł
Number of parameters re_ned 332
Final R and Rw 9[919 and 9[915
Goodness!of!_t on F1 0[45
Maximum D:s 9[90
Largest di}[ peak and hole "e A� 2# 9[43 and 9[35

1[2[ Spectral determination

The excitation and luminescence spectra of the com!
plex were recorded as described in Ref[ð09Ł[ The con!
ventional luminescence spectra were measured with
HRG[8!4!89 N1 laser using Spex 0392 double grating
monochrometer[ The high excitation and emission spec!
tra were performed at 66K using a PLT!1999 dye laser
"rhodamine 5G# pumped by N1 laser[ IR and Raman
spectra were recorded on Nicolet 60887 B FT!IR spec!
trometer and 809 FT!Raman spectral system\ respec!
tively[

Elemental analysis was performed by Perkin!Elmer
139!C analyzer[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Crystal studies

The molecular structure and atomic numbering of the
complex are shown in Fig[ 0[ The selected bond distances
and angles are listed in Table 1[ The two Eu2¦ ions
are linked by the four carboxylate groups through their
bidentate and tridentate bridging modes\ forming a dim!
eric unit with crystallographic inversion centre[ The
Eu [ [ [ Eu distance is 9[39371"5# nm[ Each europium ion
is coordinated to nine atoms\ of which _ve oxygen atoms
are from the bridging carboxylates\ two oxygen atoms
from the chelating carboxylate group and two nitrogen
atoms from a bipyridine molecule[ Compared with ter!
nary lanthanide complexes containing p!methylbenzoic
acid and p!aminobenzoic acid as ligands the title complex
is unlike the complexes Eu"p!MBA#2bpy ð3Ł "p!MBA�p!
methylbenzoate# and Eu"p!ABA#2bpy = 1H1O ð4Ł "p!
ABA�p!aminobenzoate# in which the Eu2¦ ions are both
eight!coordinated and there is no m2!O bridge in the latter
complexes[ Because of formation of the m2!O bridge in the
ðEu"p!MOBA#2 = bipyŁ = 0:1C1H4OH complex the average
EuÐO ðEuÐO"3#\ EuÐO"4#� and EuÐO"1#�Ł bond distance
formed by the bridging carboxylates is 9[1267 nm and the
average EuÐO ðEuÐO"0#\ EuÐO"1# and EuÐO"6# and EuÐ
O"7#Ł distance found in the chelating carboxylate groups
is 9[1432 nm[ They are a little larger than corresponding
average distances 9[1258 and 9[1369 nm found in the
Eu"p!MBA#2bpy complex ð3Ł[ Average bond length of
EuÐN in the title complex is 9[1518 nm which is slightly
smaller than average EuÐN distance\ 9[1526 nm\ in the
Eu"p!MBA#2bpy complex[ These indicate that interaction
between the europium ion and the oxygen atom in ðEu"p!
MOBA#2bipyŁ = 0:1C1H4OH is weaker than that in the
complex Eu"p!MBA#2bpy and interaction between the
europium ion and nitrogen atom in the title complex is
stronger than that in Eu"p!MBA#2bpy[ This is possibly
related to electronic e}ect and larger steric e}ect of the
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Fig[ 0[ Molecular structure of Eu"p!MOBA#2bpy = 0

1
C1H4OH[

methoxy group on the benzene ring[ Calculated results
show that the dihedral angle between the two pyridyls is
8[57>[ The _ve atoms of the chelated ring containing the
chelated nitrogen atoms and the europium atom are not
coplanar[ Bipyridine is unlike 0\09!phenanthroline in a

similar complex\ Eu"p!MOBA#2phen "phen�0\09!phen!
anthroline# in which phen and the chelated ring are
coplanar ð00Ł[ The di}erences in geometry arise from fact
that the free 1\1?!bipyridine is in trans!form while it is in
cis!form when chelated by a metal ion[ The bipyridine
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Table 1
Selected bond distances "nm# and angles ">#

Bond distances
Atom Atom Distance Atom Atom Distance
Eu O"0# 9[1315"1# Eu O"1# 9[1739"2#
Eu O"1#� 9[1261"1# Eu O"3# 9[1262"1#
Eu O"4#� 9[1276"1# Eu O"6# 9[1394"1#
Eu O"7# 9[1490"2# Eu N"0# 9[1488"2#
Eu N"1# 9[1547"2#

Bond angles ">#
Atom Atom Atom Angle Atom Atom Atom Angle
O"0# Eu O"1# 37[48"6# O"0# Eu O"1#� 016[93"7#
O"0# Eu O"3# 70[36"7# O"0# Eu O"4#� 78[50"7#
O"0# Eu O"6# 028[76"7# O"0# Eu O"7# 027[43"7#
O"0# Eu N"0# 60[51"8# O"0# Eu N"1# 58[25"7#
O"1# Eu O"1#� 67[35"7# O"1# Eu O"3# 56[22"6#
O"1# Eu O"4#� 62[65"6# O"1# Eu O"6# 047[80"7#
O"1# Eu O"7# 027[85"6# O"1# Eu N"0# 003[14"7#
O"1# Eu N"1# 098[47"7# O"1#� Eu O"3# 66[02"7#
O"1#� Eu O"4#� 62[48"7# O"1#� Eu O"6# 78[67"7#
O"1#� Eu O"7# 68[52"7# O"1#� Eu N"0# 036[66"8#
O"1#� Eu N"1# 034[05"7# O"3# Eu 9"4#� 023[83"7#
O"3# Eu O"6# 016[22"7# O"3# Eu O"7# 63[10"7#
O"3# Eu N"0# 79[88"7# O"3# Eu N"1# 026[53"7#
O"4#� Eu O"6# 75[10"7# O"4#� Eu O"7# 020[00"7#
O"4#� Eu N"0# 026[27"7# O"4# Eu N"1# 65[28"7#
O"6# Eu O"7# 42[19"7# O"6# Eu N"0# 73[82"8#
O"6# Eu N"1# 69[76"7# O"7# Eu N"0# 60[66"8#
O"7# Eu N"1# 097[15"8# N"0# Eu N"1# 50[21

molecule is ~exible\ however\ the 0\09!phenanthroline
molecule is rigid[

2[1[ Excitation and luminescence spectra

The excitation spectra of the ðEu"p!MOBA#2
bipyŁ = 0:1C1H4OH were obtained at 66K in a range of
467Ð471 nm monitored at several wavenumbers of
4D9:

6F1 components as shown in Fig[ 1[ The narrowing
lines in all traces show that the lowest excited state 4D9

level positions di}er within 3 cm−0[ The highest energy
position lies at 06127 cm−0 and the lowest one locates at
06123 cm−0[ Since the 4D9:

6F1 transition is a hyper!
sensitive one\ the 4D9:

6F1 transition band is very sen!
sitive to the chemical environment of the Eu2¦ ion in
compounds[ Fluorescence was observed in a range of
594Ð529 nm which covers the 4D9:

6F1 transition of the
europium ion[ The ~uorescence spectra obtained upon
nonselective and site selective excitation are shown in
Fig[ 2[ The upper trace "a# is a ~uorescence spectrum
excited with 226[0 nm N1 laser emission[ The lower traces
"bÐd# were obtained upon the selective excitation at
479[03\ 479[19 and 479[14 nm\ respectively[ The non!
selectively excited emission spectrum "a# shows relatively
broad bands of 1J¦0 components[ However the selec!

tively excited emission bands show _ne structure of J!
splitting[ The bÐd traces di}er from each other in split
band positions and band intensities[ Each trace is com!
posed of more than 1J¦0 peaks which may arise from
simultaneous excitation of the Eu2¦ ions in di}erent
environments[ The fact that 1J¦0 components and OÐ
O transition are observed implies that the Eu2¦ ion site
must be of low symmetry which is in agreement with the
results of X!ray analysis[ It can be seen from Fig[ 2 that
the largest di}erence for the aÐd traces is located in a
range of 05299Ð05159 cm−0[ The split sharp lines result!
ing from slightly di}erent environments of the Eu"III#
site are obviously observed in the selective excitation
mode[ The other four peaks are centred at ½05139\
05080\ 05034 and 05014 cm−0 although there may be
a few wavenumbers shifted[ The results of the spectral
observation show that the europium ions in the ðEu"p!
MOBA#2bipyŁ = 0:1C1H4OH are in slightly di}erent
chemical environments due to the conformational change
of the bipyridyl which is a ~exible ligand mentioned as
above[ The change in conformation of the complex gives
a signi_cant e}ect on 4D9:

6F1 transition properties[ This
may be attributed to "0# di}erent stacking of the molec!
ular components of ðEu"p!MOBA#2bipyŁ = 0:1C1H4OH in
the crystal\ "1# a transient perturbation of donorÐ
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Fig[ 2[ Luminescence spectra of ðEu"p!MOBA#2bipyŁ =
0:1C1H4OH[ "a# Excited by 226[0 nm "N1 laser emission#^ "b# selectively

Fig[ 1[ Excitation spectra of ðEu"p!MOBA#2bipyŁ = excited by 479[03 nm^ "c# selectively excited by 479[19 nm and "d# selec!
0:1C1H4OH[ "a# Monitored at 05169 cm−0^ "b# monitored at 05171 cm−0 tively excited by 479[14 nm[
and "c# monitored at 05014 cm!0[

acceptor interaction caused by the rapid conversion of the
complex conformation including non!planar geometry of
the bipyridyl[ The latter illustrates the impact of non!
equilibrium molecular dynamics occurring subsequent to
electronic excitation[
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Abstract 

The complex Ir2(CO)2Clz{p-(Ph2P)2py}2, which was synthesized from [Ir(cod)Cl]2 and (Ph2P)2py [(Ph2P)2 py=2,6-bis(di- 
phenylphosphino)pyridine)], reacted with [Cu(MeCN)4](C104) to form the heterotrinuclear complex [IrzCu(CO)zC12(MeCN){/~- 
(Ph2P)2py}2](C104), whose structure has been determined by X-ray crystallography. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Iridium; Copper; Heterotrinuclear complex; Rigid phosphine ligand; 2,6-Bis(diphenylphosphino)pyridine 

I.  Introduction 

The coordination chemistry of the bidentate ligand 
2-(diphenylphosphino)pyridine (PhEPpy) was first 
developed by Balch et al. [1-7]. Subsequent studies by 
several groups [8-25] have explored the bridging ability 
of this ligand for stabilization of binuclear complexes 
with a metal-metal bond, especially for heterobinuclear 
systems. Recent work from our laboratories [26-33] has 
demonstrated that neutral 18-electron organometallic 
compounds typified by Fe(CO)3(PhaPpy)z can react with 
Lewis acids to form heterobinuclear complexes that are 
consolidated by a donor-acceptor metal-metal bond. 

The ligand 2,6-bis(diphenylphosphino)pyridine 
(Ph2P)Epy [34] is closely related to PhzPpy. To date three 
modes of coordination for this ligand have been verified 
by means of X-ray crystallography, all being bridging 
modes as illustrated in Scheme 1. 

There are a number of structurally characterized com- 
plexes that contain the (PhEP)2py ligand bonded in mode 
A, including Pd3C16{/t-(PhEP)Epy}3 [35], PdzC14{p- 
(Ph2P)2py}2" 6CH2C12 [36], Pd214{p-(Ph2P)zpy}2" CH2C12 
[36], [Rh2{#-(PhEP)Epy}E(CO)2(CH3OH) C1](PF6) • 
2CH2C12 [37], [AUE{#-(ahEP)Epy} 3](CIO4)2 [38], 
[Au2(C~CPh){p-(PhEP)Epy}]oo [39], [Cu2{p-(PhEP)2py}3] 

*Corresponding author. Fax: +852 26035057; e-mail: tcwmak@ 
cuhk.edu.hk 

(PF6)2 [40], [Agz{#-(PhEP)Epy}3](C104)2 • 2CHzCI2 [411 and 
[Ag(MeCN)2{/~-(Ph2P)Epy}]~ [42]. There exists only one 
example of a complex that contains the ligand coor- 
dinated in mode B, namely [Rhz(#-I){#-(PhEP)Epy}2(#- 
CO)](PF6)" 2CH2C12 [43]. The complex [Rh4(#-C1)2C1E{p- 
(PhEP)Epy}2(#-CO)(CO)2] • 2CH2C12 • 2N2 has molecular 
symmetry C2 with each (PhEP)Epy ligand coordinated in 
mode C to three metal centers from either end of an 
approximately linear array of four rhodium atoms [35]. 
The only structurally characterized species that contains 
the (Ph2P)2py ligand bonded to different metal types 
is [Rh2Sn(SnCIa)CIa(CO)2{/~-(Ph2P)2py}E]'2CH2CI2, in 
which the two ligands adopt coordination mode C with 
their outer P atoms coordinated to rhodium atoms and 
the middle N atoms bonded to the central tin atom [44]. 

The rigidity of the (Ph2P)Epy ligand governs the 
P . . .  N.  • • P bite distance so that binding a metal to each 
donor site places the metal ions in very close proximity 
(about 2.6-2.8,~). This restriction on metal-metal sep- 
aration appears to limit the range of complexes that can 
be generated from this ligand [45]. We report here the 
reaction of [Ir2CI2(CO)2{/~-(PhEP)Epy}2] with [Cu 
(MeCN)4] (C104) to form the heterotrinuclear complex 
[Ir2Cu(CO)2C14(MeCN){#-(Ph2P)2py}2](CI04), in which 
the metal-methl separations are 2.839(3) [2.823(3)] and 
2.979(3) [2.934(3)] A. 

In the presence of CO, the reaction of [Ir(cod)Cl]2 with 
one molar equivalent of (Ph2P)2py in acetonitrile solution, 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
PII: S0277-5387(98)00323-4 
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followed by precipitated by diethyl ether, yielded 
IrffCO)2C12{/~-(Ph2P)2py}2. The infrared spectrum indi- 
cates the presence of terminal carbonyl absorption 
(1967.0, 2016.1cm -~) that are consistent with those of 
Rh2(CO)2Cl2{/./-Ph2P)2py)2 } [44]. The 31p{IH} NMR spec- 
trum shows singlets at 35.2 and 39.1 ppm, which probably 
arise from the occurrence of cis and trans rotomeric iso- 
mers that are analogous to those found in 
Rh2(CO)zC12{/2-(PhzP)2py}2 [44]. The equimolar reaction 
between IrE(CO)2CIE{/~-(PhEP)2py}2 and [Cu(MeCN)4] 
(C104) in acetonitrile produced a red solution from which 
red crystals of [Ir2Cu(CO)2C12(MeCN){/~-(Ph2P)2py}2] 
(C104) were obtained. Compared to Ir2(CO)2C12{/~- 
(Ph2P)Epy}2, the v(CO) bands of [IrECU- 
(CO)2CI2(MeCN){It-(PhEP)2py}2](CI04) shift to higher 
values (1979.3, 2043.8cm-1), indicating that the Ir(I)- 
Cu(I) bond is donor-acceptor in nature with a reduction 
of electron density at the iridium center. This observation 
is in accord with previous studies in the formation of 
heterobinuclear Fe(0)-M and Ir(I)-Cd(II) complexes 
bearing the N,P-bridging ligand PhEPpy [26-33]. 

Crystals of [IrECu(CO)EClz(MeCN){/~-(Ph2P)Epy}2] 
(C104).2MeCN that were suitable for X-ray crys- 
tallography were grown by vapor diffusion of Et20 into 
its MeCN solution. A perspective drawing of the cation 
is presented in Fig. 1, with the phenyl groups omitted for 
clarity. The cation has no crystallographically imposed 
symmetry, and the copper atom is disordered over two 
positions. The iridium atoms are five-coordinated, each 
having a nearly planar Ir(CO)CIP2 unit. The P-Ir-P 

angles, 176.1 (1) and 178.9(1)% are nearly linear. Likewise, 
the C1(2)-Ir(2)-C(60) angle, 178.6(3) °, is near linear while 
the C1(1)-Ir(1)-C(59) angle, 164.9(3) °, shows some bend- 
ing of the CO group close to the copper atom, which is 
indicated by the relatively short C u "  .C distance, 
2.659(11) [2.597(11)] A. This short distance is suggestive 
of weak interaction between the copper atom and the 
carbonyl group, although it cannot be construed as a 
semibridging bonding mode [46]. The semibridging inter- 
action C u " . C  distances are 2.267(8), 2.276(11) and 
2.320(6) A in [(OC)2W0~-dppm)2(/~-C1)Cu] [47], 
[(OC)3Fe(/~-dppy)2Cu(Me2CO)](CIO4) • 1.75MezCO and 
[(OC)3Fe(#-dppy)2Cu(MezCO)](C104)" CH2C12 [28]. The 
coordination environment of copper atom is highly dis- 
torted tetrahedral, with a very obtuse Ir-Cu-Ir  angle, 
138.3(1) [141.7(1)°]. The Ir(1)-Cu(1) distances 2.839(3) 
[2.823(3) A], are significantly shorter than that of Ir(2)- 
Cu(1) 2.979(3) [2.934(3) ,~l], which is also the consequence 
of the copper-carbonyl interaction. These Ir-Cu sep- 
arations are in agreement with that (2.822(1),~) in 
[Ir2Cu(H)4(#-C1)CI(CO)d#-dpma)2](PF6) • 3.5CH2C12 [48] 
and those (2.938-3.086A) in [Ir2Cu(/M)2(CO)d/l- 
dpma)2](PF6) 2CH2C12 (dmpa = bis{(diphenylphos- 
phino)methyl} phenylarsine) [49], but much shorter than 
those (2.502(4), 2.529(4) A) in [Ir2Cu(H)6(PMe2 
Ph)2](PF6) [50]. The Cu-N(pyridine) distance of 2.110(7) 
[2.182(8)]~1 is a little longer than those (2.049(8), 
2.061(I0),~) in [(OC)3Fe(/~-dppy)2Cu(Me2CO)](C104) • 
1.75Me2CO and those (2.025(5), 2.048(5) A) in 
[(OC)3Fe(/~-dppy)2Cu(Me2CO)] (C104)- CH2C12 [28]. 
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Fig. 1. ORTEP view of the trinuclear cation in [IrECu(CO)2C12(MeCN){#-(Ph2P)2py}:](CIO4). 2MeCN. The central copper(I) atom is disordered over 
two sites labeled as Cu(l) and Cu(l'). For clarity each phenyl ring is represented by its ipso (P-bonded) carbon atom. Selected bond lengths (,~) and 
angle (°): Ir(l)-Cu(1) 2.839(3), Ir(1)-Cu(1)' 2.823(3), Ir(2)-Cu(1) 2.979(3), Ir(2)-Cu(1)' 2.934(3), Cu(1)-N(1) 2.110(7), Cu(1)'-N(2) 2.182(8), Cu(1)- 
N(3) 1.924(11), Cu(1)'-N(3)2.020(13); P(1)-Ir(1)-P(3) 176.06(9), P(2)-Ir(2)-P(4) 178.89(8), Cl(1)-Ir(1)-C(59) 164.9(3), C1(2)-Ir(2)-C(60) 178.6(3), 
Ir(1)-Cu(1)--Ir(2) 138.29(10), Ir(1)--Cu(1)'-Ir(2) 141.66(14). 

In summary, we have taken advantage of the pre- 
determined bite distance of the rigid (Ph2P)2py ligand to 
generate a new trinuclear complex [IrECU- 
(CO)2C12(MeCN){#-(Ph2P)2py}2](C104), which is the 
second example of a heteronuclear compound showing 
coordination mode C for this tridentate pyridylphosphine 
ligand. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Preparation of [lr2C&(CO)d#-(Ph2P)2py}d 

CO was passed into a MeCN solution containing 
[Ir(cod)C1]2 (0.10 g, 0.15 mmol) and (Ph2P)2py (0.14 g, 
0.30mmol) for I h, after which the yellow solution was 
filtered and subsequent diffusion of diethyl ether into the 
concentrated solution gave [Ir2CI2(CO)2{#-(Ph2P)2py}2] 
as a yellow powder (0.18 g, 85.7%). (Found: C, 51.25; H, 
3.26; N, 2.01. C60H46CI2N2Ir2OzP4 requires: C, 51.25; H, 
3.30; N, 1.99). IR(KBr-disc): 1967.0, 2016.1cm -1. 3~p 
{tH} NMR: 35.2, 39.1 ppm. 

2.2. Preparation of [lr2Cu (MeCN) C12 (CO) 2{#- (Ph2P) 2- 
py}2](CI04) 

To a MeCN solution of complex [Ir2Cl2(CO)E{p- 
(Ph2P)2Py}2] (0.28g, 0.20mmol) was added solid 

[Cu(MeCN)4](CIO4) (0.06 g, 0.20 mmol). The mixture was 
stirred for 30 min at room temperature, after which the 
red solution was filtered and subsequent diffusion of 
diethyl ether into the concentrated solution gave [Ir2Cu- 
(MeCN)CI:(CO)2{#-(Ph2P)2py}2](C104): as red crystals 
(0.25g, 78.1%). (Found: C, 46.36; H, 3.03; N, 2.59. 
C62Ha9CuClaN3Ir206P4 requires: C, 46.26; H, 3.07; N, 
2.61). IR(KBr disc): 1979.3, 2043.8 cm -l. 3~p{lH} NMR: 
39.4, 42.1 ppm. 

2.3. Crystal data for [lr2Cu(CO)2CI2(MeCN){p- 
(Ph2P) 2PY}2] (C104)" 2MeCN 

C62H49CuCI3N3Ir206P 4. 2MeCN, M =  1692.32, mon- 
oclinic, space group P2/c (No. 13), a=16.426(1), 
b=  16.431(1), c = 28.992(2) A, r =  104.88(1) °, 
V= 7562.4(8) A 3, Dc=l .486Mg m -a, F(000)=3312, 
Z = 4, #(MoK~t) = 4.027 mm- ~, red plate with dimensions 
0.23 x 0.34 × 0.35 mm. The intensity data were collected 
at 294 K on a Rigaku RAXIS IIC imaging-l~late diffract- 
ometer using MoK~ radiation (2 = 0.71073 A) from a rot- 
ating-anode generator operating at 50kV and 90mA 
(20mi n = 4 °, 20ma x ----52 °, 5 ° oscillation frames in the range 
of 0-180 °, exposure 8min per frame) [51-54]. A self- 
consistent semi-empirical absorption correction based on 
Fourier coefficient fitting of symmetry-equivalent reflec- 
tions was applied using the ABSCOR program [55]. The 
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structure was determined by direct methods and refined 
by full-matrix least-squares using the SHELXTL-PC pro- 
gram package [56-58]. Hydrogen atoms belonging to 
ordered atoms were placed in their calculated positions 
with C-H = 0.96 A, assigned fixed isotropic temperature 
factors, and allowed to ride on their respective parent C 
atoms. Refinement of 772 parameters for 87 non- 
hydrogen atoms and 9583 observed data (IFol >4a(Fo)) 
out of 12174 (Rin t = 7.69%) unique reflections converged 
to Re = ~:(IFol- IFcl)/Z[Fol = 0.063 and RwF~=[{Y~w(IFol- 
IFd)2}/{~wlFo12}]l/2=O.080. Supplementary data have 
been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic 
Data Center, CCDC No. 102356. 
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Abstract 

A novel compound catena-(l~-CrO4-O,O')[Zn(Lt)Zn(L2)] • 3H20 (1) (L ~ = 3,5,10,12-tetramethyl-l,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane 
and L 2= 2,5,9,12-tetramethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetra-decane) has been prepared for the first time and structurally characterized. 
It crystallizes in the triclinic space group P1, with a=9.598(1)]k, b= 10.132(4).A, c= 12.777(1)A, ~=67.78(2) °, /~=74.96(1) ° and 
7= 71.82(2) °. The coordination geometry about the zinc(II) ions is an axially elongated octahedral with a N4 chelate group from 
isomeric ligands and two oxygen atoms from [ C r O 4 ]  2 . © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Macrocyclic zinc(II) complex; Chromate bridge 

I. Introduction 

Tetraoxo-anions such as phosphate and chromate are 
known to interact with and bridge metal ions. Kimura et 
al. reported that the zinc(II) polyazamacrocyclic com- 
plexes are structurally as well as chemically the best mod- 
els for carbonic anhydrase [1-4]. These complexes were 
originally conceived from the fact that phosphates act 
as substrates or inhibitors by reversibly coordinating to 
zinc(II) ion in zinc enzymes [5 7]. Furthermore, X-ray 
crystal structure analysis of a tris(ZnHcyclen-OH)3 - 
PO 3- (cyclen-OH = 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-N- 
ethanol) complex show that three phosphate oxygen 
atoms could coordinate to each zinc(II) ion as the apical 
donors to form a C3-symmetric complex [8]. On the other 
hand, some multinuclear complexes with [CrO4] 2- as the 
bridging ligand have been magnetically and structurally 
characterized [9-11]. A binuclear copper(II) com- 
plex [{Cu(acpa)}2(/~-CrOa)]'4CH3OH'4H20 (acpa= 
N-(1-ace ty l -2-propyr idene) (2-pyr idy lmethyl )amine)  
revealed a ferromagnetic interaction between the cop- 
per(II) ions through the [CrO4] 2- bridge [12], while 
[LFeIII(kt-CrO4)3FenIL] o (L = 1,4,7-trimethyl- 1,4,7-tri- 
azacyclononane) showed an antiferromagnetic inter- 
action between the high-spin iron(III) centers through 
the three chromate bridges [13]. However, the zinc(II) 
ions bridged through the chromate anion remain unclear. 

* Corresponding author. 

We report herein the preparation and structure of 
catena-(t~-Cr04-O, O')[Zn(L1)Zn(L2)] • 3H20 (1) (L 1 = 
3,5,10,12-tetramethyl- 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane 
and L2 = 2,5,9,12-tetramethyl- 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclo - 
tetradecane). 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials  

All solvents were reagent grade and purified according 
to the literature [14]. All chemicals used in syntheses 
were of reagent grade and were used without further 
purification. The macrocyclic ligands L 1 and L 2 were 
prepared as described previously [15]. 

2.2. Measurements  

Infrared spectra were recorded as KBr pellets on a 
Perkin-Elmer Paragon 1000 FT-IR spectro- 
photometer. High-resolution fast atom bombard- 
ment mass spectrometry (FAB mass) were performed by 
using a Jeol JMS-HA 110A/110A instrument. Elemental 
analyses were carried out by the Korea Basic Science 
Institute, Seoul, Korea. 

2.3. Synthesis  o f  c a t e na - (# -CrO 4-O ,O ' ) [Zn (L l )  - 
Z n ( L 2 ) ]  • 3H20  (1)  

A methanol solution (20 cm 3) of the isomeric ligands 
L 1 and L 2 (1:1, 256mg, 1 mmol) and ZnC12 (136mg, 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
PII: S0277-5387(98)00130-8 
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Table 1 
Crystallographic data for 1 

Formula weight ZnCI4H3sN4CrO7 
Crystal system 491.85 
Space group triclinic 
a (]k) Pi 
b (,~) 9.598(1) 
c (A) 10.132(4) 

(o) 12.777(1) 
fl (o) 67.78(2) 
3' (o) 74.96(1) 
Z (/t 3) 71.82(2) 
Z 1078.7(4) 
F(000) 1 
Dc (gcm- 3) 520 
M (mm -t) 1.514 
Index ranges 1.639 
No. of unique reflections - 10 ~< h ~< 11, - 11 ~< k ~< 12, 

0~<1~<15 
No. of observed reflections 4012 
[I> 23(/)] 2494 
No. of parameters 247 
R1 a 0.034 
wR2 b 0.072 
Goodness of fit 0.923 

aR1 = YdlFol-Fcll/Z)Fol. 
bwR 2 = lY.lw(Fo 2 _ F~)2]IZ[w(H)2]],/2. 

1 mmol) was heated at reflux for 1 h. A solution of  
K2CrO 4 (194mg, l mmol) and triethylamine (101mg, 
I mmol) in water (10 cm 3) was then added to the solution. 
The solution was evaporated to dryness. The product was 
redissolved in water (20 cm 3) and was then filtered. After 

the solution was allowed to stand at room temperature 
over a period of  several days, a quantity of  yellow crystals 
precipitated. These were filtered off, washed with diethyl 
ether and dried in vacuo (yield: 480 mg, 73%). Found: C, 
34.0; H, 7.7; N, 11.5. Calc. for ZnCI4H38N4CrO7: C, 34.2; 
H, 7.8; N, 11.4%. IR (Vmax/Cm--1): 3433, 3202, 2967, 2930, 
2868, 1636, 1458, 1430, 1382, 1258, 1235, 1158, 1102, 
1052, 1018, 975, 944, 890, 670, 628 and 568 (KBr). FAB 
mass (CH2C12, re~z): 491.8 (M+). 

2.4. Crys ta l lography 

Yellow crystals of 1 for X-ray study were grown from 
water-acetonitrile. A crystal (0.17 × 0.17 × 0.13 mm) was 
mounted on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer. X- 
ray data were collected using graphite-monochromated 
Mo-K~ radiation (2=0.71073 A) at 288(2)K. Unit-cell 
parameters and a crystal orientation matrix were deter- 
mined by least-squares fit of  25 reflections. An asym- 
metric unit of intensity data were collected in the co--20 
scan mode. Lorentz and polarization corrections were 
applied to the intensity data, while no absorption cor- 
rection was applied. The structure was solved by direct 
method [16] and successive cycles of difference Fourier 
map followed by least-squares refinement [17]. Aniso- 
tropic thermal parameters were used for all non-hydrogen 
atoms and isotropic thermal parameters were used with 
the hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen atom positions were fixed 
during the least-squares process. A summary of the data 
collection and details of the structure refinement is given 
in Table 1. Supplementary data have been deposited with 
the CCDC, deposition numbers 107752. 

Table 2 
Selected bond distances (A.) and angles (°) for 1 

Zn(1)-O(1) 2.175(2) 
Zn(1)-N(1) 2.097(3) 
Zn(1)-N(2) 2.125(3) 
Zn(2)-O(3) 2.402(2) 
Zn(2)-N(3) 2.123(3) 
Zn(E)-N(4) 2.052(3) 
Cr-O(l) 1.641(2) 

O(1)-Zn(I)-N(1) 92.0(1) 
O(1)-Zn(1)-N(1) i 88.0(1) 
O(I)-Zn(1)-N(2) 88.4(1) 
O(1)-Zn(1)-N(2)' 91.6(1) 
N(1)-Zn(1)-N(2) 84.3(1) 
N(1)-Zn(1)-N(2y 95.7(1) 
O(3)-Zn(2)--N(3) 94.2(1) 
O(3)-Zn(2)-N(3y i 85.8(1) 
O(3)-Zn(2)-N(4) 90.7(1) 
O(3)-Zn(2)--N(4) ~i 89.3(1) 

Cr-O(2) 1.628(2) 
Cr-O(3) 1.655(3) 
Cr-O(4) 1.649(2) 
Zn(1)-Cr 3.674(1) 
Zn(2)--Cr 3.623(2) 
Zn(1)-Zn(2) 6.481(2) 

N(3)-Zn(2)-N(4) 84.6(1) 
N(3)-Zn(2)-N(4) '~ 95.4(1) 
O(1)-Cr00(2) 109.7(1) 
O(1)-Cr-O(3) 109.4(1) 
O(1)-Cr-O(4) 110.4(1) 
O(2)--Cr~O(3) 109.2(1) 
O(3)-Cr--O(4) 108.6(1) 
O(2)-Cr-O(4) 109.5(1) 
Zn( 1 )--O( 1 )-Cr 148.4(2) 
Zn(2)-O(3)-Cr 125.5(1 ) 

Symmetry codes: ~(-x, -y ,  -z); ii(-x, - y -  1, - z +  1). 
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3. Results and discussion 

Selected bond distances and angles are listed in Table 
2. An ORTEP drawing of 1 with the atomic labelling 
scheme and the packing arrangement of molecules in a 
unit cell are depicted in Figs 1 and 2, respectively. The 
crystal structure of 1 consists of a [CrO4] 2- anion, water 
molecules and two kinds of crystallographically inde- 
pendent [Zn(L1)] and [Zn(L2)] cations located on the 
center of inversion. Two alternating five- and six-mem- 
bered chelate rings are in the gauche and chair form with 
most stable trans-III  conformations. The N - Z n - N  angles 
of the six-membered chelate rings of 1 are larger than 

those of the five-membered chelate rings. Four methyl 
groups on both five- and six-membered chelate rings are 
anti with respect to the ZnN4 planes. In the chain struc- 
ture, the coordination geometry about each zinc(II) ion 
is an axially elongated octahedral, where the equatorial 
coordination sites of the zinc(II) ions are occupied by 
four secondary amine nitrogen atoms of isomeric ligands 
[Zn(1)-N~v = 2.111(3) ,~ and Zn(2)-N~v = 2.088(3) ,~] and 
the axial sites are completed by two oxygen atoms of 
[CrO4] 2- anion. The coordination geometry around the 
Cr atom is a pseudotetrahedral, in which Cr-O bond 
distances are in the range 1.628(2) to 1.655(3) ,A with O- 
Cr-O angles of 108.6(1) to 110.4(1) °, respectively. The 

l 

Fig. 1. An ORTEP drawing (40% probability ellipsoids) of 1 showing the atomic labelling scheme. Three water molecules are omitted for clarity. 
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Fig. 2. Packing arrangement of molecules in the unit cell. 

bond distances from the zinc(II) ion to the oxygen atoms 
of the [CrO4] 2- bridge are quite different, being 2.175(2),~ 
for Zn(1)-O(1) and 2.402(2),~ for Zn(2)-O(3). The two 
bond angles related to the [CrO4] 2- anion are Zn(1)- 
O(1)-Cr 148.4(2) ° and Zn(2)-O(3)-Cr 125.5(1) °, the 
larger angle corresponding to the shorter bond distance. 
[CrO4] 2- anions bridge the zinc(II) ions and form a one- 
dimensional structure with the Zn-Cr separation of 
3.623(2) to 3.674(I)A. Zinc(II) ions are bridged by the 

.O(1)-Cr-O(3) unit of [CrO4] 2- anion with separation of 
6.481(2) ,A. The dihedral angle between two neighboring 
[Zn(L1)] and [Zn(L2)] planes is 45.1 (1) °. 
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Abstract 

Reaction of the thiolates HSC6H4SiR3-2 (R3 = Ph3, Ph2Me, PhMe2) with a range of Re precursors leads to the new complexes 
[ReH3(SCfH4SiPh2Me-2)2(PPh3)2], [ReO(SC6H4SiPh2Me-2)3(PPh3)], [Re(OMe)(SC6H4SiPh3-2)2(MeCN)(PPh3)] and [Re(SC6H4SiPh3- 
2)2(MeOH)(NO)(PPh3)}]. The dependence of the product on the nature of the silyl substituents and the X-ray crystal structures of 
[ReO(SC6H4SiPh3-2)4][Bu]N]" Me2CO and [Re(SC6H4SiPh2Me-2)3(MeCN)(PPh3)] are discussed. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 

Keywords: Rhenium; 2-Triorganosilylthiophenolate; Oxo-nitrogen complexes 

1. Introduction 

There is continued interest in complexes of  bulky aro- 
matic thiolates where the steric requirements of  the 
ligands tend to generate co-ordinatively unsaturated 
complexes with low co-ordination numbers. These are 
frequently capable of  interacting with small molecules 
and are therefore pertinent both to the modelling of  met- 
alloenzymes and more general catalysis [1,2]. 

We have shown earlier that the product of  reaction of  
the hydrido-complexes [ReHs(PPh3)3] or [ReH7(PPh3)2] 
with the aromatic thiols HSC6H2R3-2,4-6 is strongly 
dependent on the nature of  the R substituents. When 
R = Pr i the dinitrogen complex [Re(SC6H4Pr~- 
2,4,6)3(N2)(PPh3)] is formed: with R = Me a complex with 
an agostic interaction between a thiolate methyl hydro- 
gen and the metal is produced [3]. In this study we report 
a systematic study of  the influence of  the R 1 substituents 
in the asymmetric thiolates HSC6H4SiR~-2 (where 
R~ = Ph3, Ph2 Me and PhMe2) [4,5], on the stoichiometry 
and structures of a series of new rhenium complexes. 
The structures and abbreviations of  these ligands are 
summarised in Fig. 1. 

* Corresponding author. 

p? 

R3 = Ph3+ TIPSTH TIPTH 

R3 = Ph2Me, DPMSTH 

R3 = Me2Pk DMPSTH 

Fig. 1. Aromatic thiolates and their abbreviations. 

2. Rhenium hydrido-complexes 

In an earlier paper [6] we reported that reaction of 
[ReOC13(PPh3)2] with NaBH4 and TPSTM in methanol 
gave the blue tetrahydride [ReH4(TPST)(PPh3)3]. We 
have now carried out the analogous reaction with the less 
sterically demanding D P MS TH  and have isolated the 
complex [ReH3(DPMST)2(PPh3)2] (1) as a red-brown 
moderately air-stable solid in good yield. The IR spec- 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
PII: S0277-5387(98)00325-8 
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H iPPh3 

ArS [H~PPh3 

(A) 

H H H p 

ArS ArS [_f" SAt 

03) 
Fig. 2. Possible structures for [ReH3(DPMST)2(PPh3)2] (l). 

trum shows medium intensity bands at 1931 and 
2000 cm-I assigned to v(Re-H). The methyl groups of 
the thiolates appear as a singlet indicating equivalence of  
the two Me groups. A broad peak at - 5 . 6  ppm, inte- 
grating as 3 hydrogens was assigned to the hydride ligand. 
The width of  the peak may be indicative either of  a 
fluxional process or possibly a dimeric structure with 
bridging hydrides with coupling to 4 phosphorus atoms. 
The 31p N M R  consists of  a singlet at 26.9 ppm together 
with a smaller peak at 44.2 ppm due to a decomposition 
product. On the basis of the spectroscopic data the struc- 
ture may be either A or a dimeric structure such as B 
in Fig. 2; although on balance we favour (A). In the 
monomeric structure (A) the 3 hydride ligands are pre- 
sumably fluxional over the 4 tetrahedral faces. The insta- 
bility of the complex in solution, precluded making 
relaxation time measurements to determine if the 
hydrides are classically or non-classically bound. We were 
also unable to obtain crystals suitable for an X-ray study. 
This complex is a member of the series [ReHs(PPh3)3], 
[ReH4(SR])(PPh3)3] (SR ] = TPST), [ReH3(SR2)2 
(PPh3)2](SR 2 = DPMST),  [ReH2(SR3)3(PPh3)](SR 3 = 
TIPT). The last member of  the series apparently readily 
loses H: readily to bind N2, whereas neither complex (1) 
or [ReH4(TPST)(PPh3)3] show any evidence for reaction 
with N2 with loss of  H2. 

Analytical and spectroscopic data for all the new com- 
plexes reported are summarised in Table 1. 

As with other reactions discussed below the variation 
in complex stoichiometry is probably a combined func- 

tion of  the product solubility and the steric requirements 
of the thiolate ligand. 

Whatever the reason the substituent variation permits 
isolation of individual members of the series which are 
not readily accessible by simple control of reaction stoi- 
chiometry, which generally gives complex mixtures. 

2.1. Electrochemistry o f  complex (1)  

The redox behaviour of  complex (1) was studied by 
cyclic voltammetry in freshly prepared dichloromethane 
solutions at a platinum wire electrode in the presence of 
0.2 mol/dm 3 of [Bu~N][BF4] under N2. It shows a revers- 
ible oxidation process at +0 .16V (vs ferrocene/ 
ferrocenium couple taken as 0.0 V). The reversibility was 
confirmed by a near unity value of  ipa/ipc and a peak 
separation of  ca. 70 mV and indicates some stability of  
the Re(VI) species [ReH3(DPMST)2(PPh3)2] +. 

3. Rhenium (V) oxo-complexes 

The reactions of the Re(V) oxo-precursor 
[ReOC13(PPh3)2] with aromatic thiolates are summarised 
in Scheme 1. 

Although steric effects undoubtedly play a role in the 
nature of the product formed, solubility is clearly impor- 
tant. Thus only two TPST ligands can be introduced in 
methanol, the bis product being only sparingly soluble, 
but use of  dichloromethane leads to the [ReO(TPST)4]- 

TPST'IMeOH 
[ReOCI3(P Ph3),2] = 

[ReO(SR)4]- (R=Ph, DMPST) 

[ReO(OHXTPST)2(P Ph3)] 

[ReO(DPMST)2(PPh3)] 

"rPsI" 
[ReO(TPST)4 ]- 

C1-1202 
(2) 

(3) 
Scheme 1. Reactions of [ReOCI3(PPh3)2] with aromatic thiolates. 
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anion, isolated as a [BurN] salt (2). The X-ray crystal 
structure is discussed below. In contrast, in methanol the 
smaller DPMST forms the new complex, 
[ReO(DPMST)3(PPh3)] (3), isolated as a yellow-brown 
solid. The IR spectrum shows a strong band at 900 cm- t 
assigned to v(Re=O) which is at a considerably lower 
frequency than the precursor [ReOC13(PPh3)2] 
(970cm-t). The 'H NMR shows a singlet at 0.6ppm 
assigned to the methyl groups of the Ph2MeSi substituent 
and indicates that all are in equivalent environments. 
T h e  31p NMR exhibits the expected singlet at 18.2ppm 
due to the single P donor. The most probable structure 
for (3) is trigonal bipyramidal with equatorial thiolates 
and axial oxo and phosphine ligands. The alternative 
square pyramidal structure would produce inequivalent 
thiolates and hence inequivalent methyl groups. 

3.1. The X-ray crystal structure of [ReO(TPST)4]- (2) 

A ZORTEP [7] representation of the structure appears 
in Fig. 3. Selected bond lengths and angles appear in 

Table 2. As has been found for other [ReO(SAr)4]- 
anions, the structure is disordered across a mirror plane 
passing through the four sulphur atoms. The Re-O and 
Re--S distances are as expected very similar to those 
reported for [ReO(TIPT)4]-5. The arylthiolate groups are 
rotated so as to orientate the bulkyl triphenylsilyl groups 
away from the metal. 

4. R h e n i u m  ( I I I )  complexes 

The reactions of the Re(Ill) precursor 
[ReC13(MeCN)(PPh3)2] [8] with aromatic thiolate ligands 
are summarised in Scheme 2. 

The general reaction is substitution of all three chloride 
ligands by thiolate to give the brown five co-ordinate, 
trigonal bipyramidal complexes [Re(SAr)3(MeCN)- 
(PPh3)] [9,10]. However, the thiol ligand TPSTM reacts 
under analogous conditions to give the red-brown 
[Re(OMe)(TPST)2(MeCN)(PPh3)] (4). The Re(Ill) com- 
plex [ReCI3(PMe2Ph)3] reacts with TPSTH in the presence 
of base to give [Re(TPST)3(PMe2Ph)2] (5). The relatively 

C34t 

C314 

~;~C315 

,C3t6 

C23t  

/ /  C241 
Si2 

C 2 t 2  C2t3 

C 

C1 

C l l  

C33t 

C t i 6  

$3 
0 

~$1 

$2 

C416 

Ctl2/ /r  Cttt  C4t5 

Cl21 

C216 
$4 

C4tt 

C4t2 

C414 C413 

C215 

C214 

C43t 

Fig. 3. X-ray crystal structure of complex (2), without H atoms or Si phenyl groups and with key atoms labelled. 
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Table 2 
Selected bond lengths (A,) and bond angles (°) for complex (2) 

Re(1)-O 1.687(6) 
Re(1)-S(4) 2.321(2) Re(1)-S(3) 2.361(2) 
Re(1)-S(1) 2.378(2) Re(1)-S(2) 2.412(2) 

O-Re(1)-S(4) 100.8(2) O-Re(1)-S(1) 
S(4)-Re(1)-S(3) 160.65(6) S(3)-Re(1)-S(1) 
S(4)-Re(1)-S(1) 83.72(6) O-Re(1)-S(2) 
S(4)-Re(1)-S(2) 84.83(7) S(3)-Re(1)-S(2) 
S(1)-Re(1)-S(2) 128.78(6) 

114.6(2) 
91.42(7) 

116.6(2) 
83.68(7) 

505 

[ReCI3(MeCN)(PPh3)2] 

[Re(SAr)3(MeCN)(PPh3) ] (ArS=SPh, TIPT, DPMST) 

[Re(OMe)(TPST)2(MeCN)(P Ph3)] 

(4) 
Scheme 2. Reactions of [ReC13(MeCN)(PPh3)2] with aromatic thiolates. 

small PMe2Ph ligand permits the co-ordination of the 
third TPST ligand. 

The IR spectrum of (4) shows a weak band at 
2200 cm-~ assigned to v(C=N). The methoxy and methyl 
cyanide methyl group appear in the ~H NMR as singlets 
at 3.3 and 2.2 ppm respectively. The 3~p NMR shows two 
peaks, both singlets, the larger at 18.2 ppm, the other at 
9.8 ppm, which suggest that (4) may exist as two isomers 
in solution. The ~H NMR of (5) shows a doublet at 
1.73 ppm for the phosphine methyl groups, indicating a 
symmetrical disposition of the phosphines in the apical 
sites of a trigonal bipyramid. This is supported by the 
observation of a singlet in the 3~p NMR at 35.7 ppm. 

The small6r ligand DPMST substitutes all three chlor- 
ide ligands in [ReC13(MeCN)(PPh3)] under similar con- 
ditions to those above to give [Re 
(DPMST)3(MeCN)(PPh3)] (6). A weak IR band at 
2258 cm-~ was assigned to v ( ~ N )  of the co-ordinated 
methyl cyanide and the singlet at l l.9ppm in the 3~p 
NMR was assigned to the single phosphine ligand. Suit- 
able crystals for an X-ray structural analysis were grown 
from CH3CN/propanol as small red-brown prisms. 

4.1. X-ray crystal structure of [Re(DPMST)3(MeCN) 
(PPh3)] (6) 

An ORTEP representation of the structure appears in 
Fig. 4, together with an atom-labelling scheme. Selected 
bond lengths and angles are shown in Table 3. The 
geometry about the Re is best described as distorted 
trigonal bipyramidal with the thiolates in the equatorial 
plane and the MeCN and PPh3 in apical sites. The Re-S 

and Re-P distances are very similar to those observed for 
related complexes as such as [Re(TIPT)3(N2)(PPh3)]. The 
disposition of the thiolate aryl groups is similar to other 
thiolates of the type HSC6H4-SiR3-2 with rotation of the 
thiolate aryl group to move the silyl group away from 
the metal. 

5. Rhenium nitrosyl complexes 

The reactivity of the Re(II) nitrosyl complex towards 
thiolate ligands is summarised in Scheme 3. 

The silylated thiol TPST reacts with [ReC12- 
(OMe)(NO)(PPh3)2] in methanol in the presence of Et3N 
as base to give [Re(TPST)2(MeOH)(NO)(PPh3)2] (7). The 
IR spectrum shows a strong IR bond at 1754cm -~ 
assigned to v(N--O) and a broad band at about 
3,600 cm-1 due to the OH of the methanol. The 'H NMR 
shows a singlet at 3.43 ppm assigned to the methyl groups 
of the co-ordinated methanol, but we were unable to 
detect a resonance for the hydroxyl proton. The obser- 
vation of ~H NMR is consistent with the formal oxidation 
state for the metal of rhenium (I). With the NO regarded 
as a three electron donor, and therefore linearly co-ordi- 
nated, the 5 co-ordinate complex has a formal valence 
electron count of [11]. 

6. Conclusions 

The co-ordination behaviour of 2-triphenylsilyl- 
thiophenol (TPSTH) towards rhenium is distinctly 
different from that of other sterically hindered thiolates 
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[ReCI2(OMeXNO)(PPh3) 2] 

Re(,) 

~.~ 

TPST'~~~ 

[Re2(SPh)7(NO)2]" 
Re(Ill) 

[Re(TIPT)4(NO)] 

Re0,) 

[Re(rP ST)2(MeOHXNOXPPh3) ] 

Re(I) 
(7) 

Scheme 3. Reactions of [ReCI2(OMe)(NO)(PPh3)2] with aromatic thiolates. 

Table 3 
Selected bond lengths (A,) and bond angles (°) for complex (6) 

Re(1)-S(1) 2.257(8) Re(1)-S(2) 2.250(7) 
Re(1)-S(3) 2.256(8) Re(1)-P(1) 2.371(6) 
Re(1)-N(1) 2.138(18) S(1)-C(3) 1.877(28) 
S(2)-C(22) 1.795(24) S(3)-C(41) 1.784(31) 
P(1)-C(60) 1.823(28) P(1)-C(66) 1.907(25) 

S(1)-Re(1FS(2) 117.7(3) S(1)-Re(1)-S(3) 120.7(3) 
S(2)-Re(1)-S(3) 120.5(3) S(1)-Re(1)-P(1) 85.8(2) 
S(2)-Re(1)-P(1) 86.6(2) S(3)-Re(1)-P(1) 87.5(3) 
S(1)-Re(1)-N(1) 93.3(6) S(2)-Re(1)-N(1) 95.5(6) 
S(3)-Re(1)-N(1) 91.4(6) P(1)-Re(1)-N(1) 177.9(6) 

C9 ~::'b C10 ~ C16 

C66 S,2,,.~,7~C28 S2,.r'.,,~"..~ "~,.,.-r, s3 
)N1 C ~  (~)cC~I ~ C48 

C47 ( ~  C54 

Fig. 4. Molecular structure of complex (6), without H atoms or Si 
phenyl groups and with key atoms labelled. 

previously investigated. In general only one or two TSPT 
ligands can co-ordinate to Re in the presence of PPh3 
ligands. Steric effects are undoubtedly important in deter- 
mining the stoichiometries found, but the relatively low 

solubility of the TPST complexes in methanol is also 
likely to be a significant factor. This is strongly suggested 
by the successful synthesis of [ReO(TPST)4]- by using a 
solvent (dichloromethane) in which the intermediates are 
soluble. Replacement of one silylphenyl group by methyl 
modifies the co-ordination chemistry and permits more 
thiolates to be co-ordinated, producing the new oxo and 
hydrido-complexes [ReO(DPMST)3 (PPh3)] and 
[ReH3(DPMST)2(PPh3)2] The reactivity of these new 
complexes will be reported elsewhere. 

7. Experimental 

The syntheses of the proligands and metal complexes 
were carried out under dinitrogen using conventional 
Schlenk techniques and solvents freshly distilled from 
appropriate drying agents prior to use. Elemental analy- 
ses were carried out by Hodder at the University of Essex 
or Medac, University of Brunel. Infrared spectra were 
recorded as nujol mulls with NaCI plate on a Perkin 
Elmer FTIR spectrometer. 1H and 3]PNMR spectra were 
recorded on an EX-270 JEOL instrument in CDCI3 solu- 
tion and FAB mass spectra were obtained on an MS50 
instrument by Potter at the University of Essex. 
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The 2-0rganosilylthiophenolates were prepared by 
minor modifications of literature methods [4,5]. The fol- 
lowing rhenium precursors were prepared by literature 
routes: [ReOCI3(PPh3)2] [12], [ReC13(MeCN)(PPh3)2] [8], 
[ReC13(PMe2Ph)3] [13] and [ReC12 (OMe) (NO)(PPh3)2] 
[14]. 

7.1. Bis( 2-diphenylmethylsilylthiophenolate ) tri- 
hydridobis( triphenylphosphine )rhenium ( V) [ Re- 
(DPMST)z H 3 (PPh3) 2 (1) 

[ReOC13(PPh3)2] (0.17g, 0.2mmol) was added to a 
solution of DPMSTH (0.2g, 0.65mmol) and NaBH4 
(0.15g, 4.0mmol) in ethanol (30ml) and the mixture 
heated under reflux for 5 h. Complex (1) precipitated as 
a red-brown solid, which was isolated by filtration and 
washed with ethanol (10ml), diethylether (10ml). Yield 
0.17g, 64%. 

7.2. Tetra-n-butyl ammonium oxotetra (2-triphenylsilyl- 
thiophenolate) rhenate (V), [Bu~N][ReO ( TPST) 4] (2) 

7.6. Tris( 2-diphenylmethylsilylthiophenolate ) (methyl- 
cyanide) triphenylphosphine rhenium (III) [ Re- 
(DPMST) 3 (MeCN) (PPh3) ] (6) 

This was prepared similarly to complex (2) using 
[ReC13(MeCN)(PPh3)2 as a reddish brown solid in 86% 
yield. 

7.7. Bis ( 2-triphenylsilylthiophenolate ) methanol nitrosyl- 
triphenylphosphine rhenium (I), [Re ( TPST) 2 ( MeO H)- 
(NO) (PPh3)] (7) 

[ReCI2(OMe)(NO)(PPh3)2] (0.084 g, 0.1 mmol) TPSTH 
(0.11g, 0.3mmol) and triethylamine (0.07ml) were 
heated under reflux in methanol (25 m) for 3 h. The com- 
plex precipitated from solution as a deep green solid. 
Yield 0.08 g, 64%. 

8. X-Ray crystal structure determinations 

[ReOC13(PPh3)2] (0.25 g, 0.3 mmol) and triethylamine 
(0.3ml) were added to a solution of TPSTH (0.45g, 
1.2 mmol) in CH2C12 (30 ml) and the reaction mixture was 
heated under reflux for 3 h to give a deep green-brown 
solution. After removal of the solvent in vaeuo, the residue 
was dissolved in acetone (20 ml) and triethylamine hyd- 
rochloride removed by filtration. The resulting solution 
was then reduced to low volume after the addition of 
[Bu]N][BF4] (0.1 g) to give complex (2) as a dark green 
solid (0.35 g, 61%). 

7.3. Oxo tris( 2 - diphenylmethylsilylthiophenolate ) tri- 
phenyl-phosphine rhenium (V), [ReO(DPMST)3- 
(PPh3)] (3) 

[ReOC13(PPh3)2 ] (0.17g, 0.2mmol) and DPMSTH 
(0.20 g, 0.65 mmol) and triethylamine (0.17 ml) in meth- 
anol (25 m) were heated under reflux for 2 h. Complex (3) 
precipitated from solution as a yellow-brown solid. 

7.4. Methoxy bis(2-triphenylsilylthiophenolate)methyl- 
cyanide triphenylphosphine rhenium (III) [Re(OMe)- 
(TPST) 2 (MeCN) (PPh3) ] (4) 

[ReCI3(MeCN)(PPh3)2] (0.16 g, 0.2 mmol), TPSTH 
(0.15 g, 0.4 mmol) and LiOMe (0.15 g, 0.4 mmol) in meth- 
anol (25 ml) were heated under reflux to give the complex 
(3) as a red-brown solid. Yield (0.17 g, 68%). 

7.5. Tris (2- t r iphenylmethyls i ly l th iophenolate)  bis 
(dimethylphenylphosphine)rhenium(II), [Re(TPST)3 
(eMe2Ph)z] (5) 

This was prepared directly analogously to (2) using 
[ReCI3(PMe2Ph)3] as a precursor as a red-brown solid in 
58% yield. 

The experimental details for the determination of the 
crystal structures of complexes (2) and (6), are sum- 
marised in Table 4. Graphite-monochromated Mo- 
Kct = 0.71073 A radiation was employed in each case. 

8.1. Data collection 

Intensity data for complex (6) were collected on a 
Rigaku AFC5R diffractometer. Cell constants were 
obtained from least-squares refinement of the setting 
angle of 25 centred reflections. The data were collected 
in the co/20 scan mode. Three standard reflections were 
measured every 2 h of exposure, no loss of intensity was 
observed. Three standard reflections were measured every 
200 to check the crystal orientation. The data were cor- 
rected for Lorentz and polarization factors. 

Intensity data for complex (2) were collected on Delft- 
Instruments FAST TV Area detector diffractometer (rot- 
ating anode) by following previously described pro- 
cedures [15]. Cell constants were obtained from least- 
squares refinement of the setting angles of 250 reflections 
in the range 1.82-25.04. 

8.2. Structure solution and refinement 

For complex (2), the structure was solved by Patterson 
methods using SHELXS-86 [16] and was refined on F 2 
by full-matrix least-squares techniques with anisotropic 
thermal parameters for all non-H atoms. All calculations 
were performed on a PC-80484 DX2-66 computer using 
the SHELXL-93 program [17]. The scattering factors 
were taken from international tables [18]. The structure 
is disordered across a mirror plane passing through the 
four sulphur atoms. The site occupation factors used for 
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Table 4 
X-ray structure determination data for complexes (2) and (6) 

(2) (6) 

Empirical formula C1, H ~ 19N02ReS4Si4 C77H69NPReS3Si3 
M 1925.87 1406.0 
Colour (habit) yellow/green dark brown cube 
Crystal size (mm) 0.36 x 0.29 x 0.22 0.2 x 0.18 x 0.18 
a (A) 13.575(9) 17.304(3) 
b (A) 18.299(10) 23.206(5) 
c (A) 22.373(9) 17.559(4) 

(') 77.82(3) 90 
fl (°) 86.27(3) 98.29(2) 
y (°) 70.49(3) 90 
V (A) 5120(5) 6977(3) 
Crystal system triclinic monoclinic 
Space group P'[ P21/n 
Z 2 4 
Density (g/cc) 1.249 1.34 
/~(Mo-K~) (ram- l) 0.736 1.948 
F(000) 2006 718 
T(K) 140 213 
20 range (°) 0.18 to 24.3 2.0 to 45 
hklrange -15<h~<18,  -21~<k~<14, -25~<1~<25 0~<h~<18,0~<k~<24, -18~<l~<8 
Reflections collected 21754 9122 
Independent reflections 14106 (R~,t=0.0491) 9122 
Reflections observed 10512 ( I> 2a(/)) 5500 (F> 6a(F)) 
Weighting scheme, w 1/[~rZ(F2o) + (0.0508P)2], e = (F 2 + 2F~)/3 1/[a2(Fo) + 0.0002F~o] 
Data/restraints/parameters 14106/0/1131 9122/0/366 
R1, wR2* 0.0518, 0.1231 0.0819, 0.0972 
s ~ 1.037 2.35 
Largest hole and peak (e ,&-3) 1.008, -0.565 1.88, - 1.24 
(A/O')max 0.126 0.197 
Program used Shelxl-93 ShelxTL PLUS 
Solution method (direct) Shelxs-86 Shelxs-86 

*R 1 = ZIFo - Fcl/~ IFol, wR2 = [Ew(Fo) ~- - (Fc)2/Ew(Fo) 2] ~/2. 
~s = [Ew((Fo) 2 - (Fc)2)2/(n -p)]~/2, where n = number of reflections and p = total number of parameters. 

the two dis'ordered Re atoms were 0.75 and 0.25. Fig. 3 
shows the structure with an Re site occupation factor of 
0.75 and selected bond lengths and angles for this struc- 
ture are shown in Table 2. 

For complex (6), the structure was solved by direct 
methods and was refined by full-matrix least-squares 
techniques with anisotropic thermal parameters for all 
non-H atoms. All calculations were performed on Sie- 
mens SHELXTL PLUS (PC Version). The scattering 
factors were taken from international tables. 
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Abstract 

Manganese(Ill) complexes with asymmetrical ONSN tetradentate Schiff bases have been prepared. Ligands are derived from the 
iminic condensation of substituted salicylaldehydes and 4-[(2'-amino-ethyl)thiomethyl]-5-methylimidazole (H2MIS-X) or 2-[(2- 
aminoethyl)thiomethyl]-benzimidazole (H2BIS-X). Physicochemical data (mean) indicate that ligands act as tetradentate mono- or 
dianionic, in di- and mono-cationic complexes, respectively.[Mn(MIS-X)(H20)]C104"nH20, [Mn(BIS-X)(H20)]C104 and 
[Mn(HMIS-X) (H20)](C104)2"nH20 (n=0, 2, 4) have been characterized by elemental analyses, AM, IR, UV-VIS and mass 
spectrometries, magnetic measurements at room temperature and cyclic voltammetry, being their low solubility a handicap. These 
data, point to an octahedral geometry around the metal with, at least, a dimeric array through the phenolic oxygen atoms. © 1999 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Manganese complexes; Schiff bases; Imidazoles; Salicylaldehydes; Cyclic voltammetry 

1. Introduction 

Vast interest has been developed by bioinorganic 
chemists to devise small molecule models, the properties 
of which can be compared with different metallo- 
proteins. The properties of  a metal in a metalloprotein 
depend on its chemical environment, coordination 
geometry, number of  coordinated ligands and their donor  
groups. These structural parameters affect the elec- 
trochemical, spectroscopic and, in multinuclear systems, 
magnetic characteristics of the metallobiosite. Thus, 
different modelling metal environments can help to build 
up an understanding of  the effects on the physicochemical 
properties, and this can be used to deduce structural 
features of  the metalloprotein. Studies on model com- 
pounds are particularly appropriate when structural 
details are not available or not yet unambiguous. 

Model manganese complexes could potentially mimic 
the behavior of  the active sites of  several important 
manganese-binding proteins such as superoxide dismu- 
tases, azide insensitive catalases and other peroxidases 
[1], but they are also interesting because of  many of  their 
structural, magnetic and spectroscopic features [2]. In 

* Corresponding author. 

spite of  the great knowledg e achieved, still much uncer- 
tainty exists around manganese biosites. 

Histidine imidazole nitrogen and cysteine sulphur 
atoms are typical donors in metalloproteins. These 
mostly contain tyrosine phenolic groups as well. There- 
fore, ligands containing sulphur, (benz)imidazole nitro- 
gen and/or phenolic oxygen donor  atoms, could be 
interesting for a better understanding of  the metal-pro- 
tein binding. Thus, Schiff base complexes containing 
these groups, could act as versatile models of  metallic 
biosites [3]. 

Copper(II) complexes [4] containing monoanionic 
ligands, derived from aminothioetherimidazoles and sub- 
stituted salicylaldehydes, have been prepared by refluxing 
(10 min) of  an equimolar mixture of  copper perchlorate, 
ligand and NaOH. A schematic planar structure of 
[Cu(HMIS-X]CIO4 is shown in Fig. 1 (a). Complexes with 
their dianionic related ligands were obtained from the 
first series of complexes with slight molar excess of  meth- 
anolic NaOH or, by refluxing (30 min) of  the ligand with 
copper acetate. 

Owing to the difficulties found to obtain neutral cop- 
per(II) complexes with related ligands derived from o- 
hydroxyacetophenones and 4(5)-[(2-aminoethyl) thio- 
methyl] imidazole by the refluxing method, an elec- 
trochemical procedure was investigated [5a,5b]. Thus, 
these and other neutral complexes as M(MIS-X) • n i l20  

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
PII: S0277-5387(98)00326-X 
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(CIO~-) 

compounds stabilized by the ONSN donor iminic ligands 
H2MIS-X (X = H, 5-Br, 5-MeO, 3,5-Br, 4,6-MEO and 3- 
EtO) and H2BIS-X (X=5-MeO and 4,6-MeO). These 
and other related ligands have been previously described 
[4,5]. They are represented in Fig. 1. 

2. Experimental 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 1. Schematic representations for (a) [Cu(HMIS-X)]CIO4 and (b) 
Ni(BIS X)- nH20. 

(M = Zn, Cd, Ni or Cu; X= H, 5-MeO, 5-Br, 4,6-MeO 
or 3,5-Br and n=0-3) and M(BIS-X).nH20 (M=Zn,  
Cd or Ni; X = 5-MeO or 4,6-MeO and n = 0-3) have been 
prepared. A dimeric structure postulated for Ni(BIS- 
X) "nH20 is shown in Fig. l(b). Octahedral geometry 
could be achieved by, at least, a dimeric structure either 
through the phenolic oxygen or the imidazole nitrogen. 

The great diversity of structural features observed in 
manganese(III) complexes, specially with tetradentate 
Schiff base ligands is another interesting point. Thus, 
different coordinating modes for the same type ofligands, 
as well as redox or rearrangement processes have been 
observed for these compounds, with symmetrical or 
asymmetrical ligands [6-9]. The last process could be 
schematized as follows (Structure 1). 

As a continuation of our studies [7a,7b,9] on manga- 
nese complexes with asymmetrical Schiff base ligands, 
we are presenting here a study of new manganese(Ill) 

2.1. Physical measurements 

Elemental analyses were performed by the in-house 
elemental analysis service of the University of 
Santiago de Compostela. Infrared spectra were recorded 
on a Perkin Elmer 180 spectrophotometer. Samples were 
prepared as nujol mulls or as KBr disks. Magnetic 
moments were measured by use of a Faraday balance 
with a field of 0.5 T, Cyclic voltammetry was performed 
on an EG&G Princeton Applied Research Corp. model 
362 potentiostat, in conjunction with a three-electrode 
cell, fitted with a purge gas inlet and outlet, consisting of a 
platinum-wire working electrode, an Ag-AgC1 reference 
electrode and a platinum auxiliary electrode. Vol- 
tammograms were obtained from acetonitrile solutions 
of the metal complexes containing 0.2M tetra- 
ethylammonium perchlorate as supporting electrolyte. 
The FAB-mass-spectra were recorded on a Kratos MS50 
TC spectrometer connected to a DS90 data system, using 
m-nitrobenzyl alcohol as solvent. AM were measured by 
using a Crison CM 2200 device. UV-VIS absorption 
spectra were recorded on a Varian Cary IE, using dime- 
thylformamide (DMF) as sblvent. 

2.2. Reagents 

All reagents were of the highest grade commercially 
available and were used as received. Ligands used herein, 
were prepared according to the literature [4,5,10]. 

2.3. Complexes preparation 

The preparation of both type of complexes is illustrated 
below by two example syntheses with the same ligand 
(H2MIS). [Mn(MIS)(H20)]C1Oa'4H20 has been syn- 
thesized following a method proposed by Boucher [11], 
whereas [Mn(HMIS)(H20)] (CIO4) 2 • 4H20 has been pre- 
pared by a variation of it. The exhaustive microanalytical 
results are shown in Table 1. 

- 

ROH 

Structure 1. 
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~ ~  Mn(CIO~ 6H20 2 NaOH 
II 2."' CH3 I. EtOH, I0 nm MeOH, 

ILT., 5d 

Structure 2. 

-- [ 0v.s-xx  o)]clo, 
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2 NaOH, EtOH 
1. ~ 2. 

l~flux, 30rain 

Structure 3. 

Mn(C104)2.6H20 
., 

MmOH, R.T., 1 d 

Caution! All perchlorates are potentially explosive. 
Although no problems have been encountered during this 
study, care should be taken in the handling and treatment 
of these materials. 

2.4. [Mn (MIS)  (H20) ]Cl04.4H20 

To H2MIS (1.1mmol), solved in methanol:ethanol 
(1:1, 100mL) was added an ethanolic solution of 
1.1 mmol of manganese(II) perchlorate hexahydrated. 
After 10 min stirring, a concentrated methanolic solution 
(0.09 g, 2.25 mmol) of NaOH was added, resulting in a 
fast darkening of the solution was observed. After stirring 
in the presence of air for 5 days, the solution was filtered 
and the black solid precipitate rejected. The solution was 
then allowed to evaporate at room temperature until 
precipitation of the complex occurred. This was collected 
by filtration, washed with ethanol and diethylether and 
dried in vacuo. The general method is schematised below. 

2.5. [Mn(HMI"S) (H20) ] (CIO4)2.4H20 

An ethanolic solution (100mL) of the ligand 
(1.45mmol) was refluxed with sodium hydroxide 
(2.9 mmol) for 0.5 h. The solution was allowed to cool to 
room temperature and then 1.0 mmol of manganese(II) 
perchlorate hexahydrated solved in ethanol were added. 
This solution was stirred in the presence of air for one 
day, concentrated in vacuo (10 mL) and then diluted with 
diethyl ether to yield a copious green precipitate, which 
was stirred in diethyl ether for several hours before being 
isolated by filtration and dried in vacuo. For clarity, it 
could be schematised as follows. 

3. Resul ts  and discussion 

Distorted planar monocationic and neutral copper 
(II) complexes containing H2MIS-X or very similar 

ligands (acting as mono- and dianionic, respectively) have 
been reported [4a, 4b]. [Cu(HMIS)]CIO4 and [Cu(HMIS- 
5-Br)]C1Oa'0.5H20 were prepared by refluxing of the 
appropriate ligand with the metal salt and methanolic 
NaOH, being the first one crystallographically char- 
acterized as a tetrahedrally distorted square-planar 
monomer [4]. We have obtained some dicationic com- 
plexes [Mn(HMIS-X)(H20)] (C104)2"nH20, when we 
have slightly modified the Boucher method (see Section 
2). 

An electrochemical method allowed to obtain 
neutral Ni(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Cu(II) complexes [Sa, 
5b] with the totally deprotonated ligands H2MIS-X, 
HzBIS-X and others closely reldted. A similar geometry 
to that found for [Cu(HMIS)]CIO4 has been proposed for 
Cu(MIS-X) • nH20 as well. For zinc(II) and cadmium(II) 
complexes a monomeric distorted tetrahedral geometry 
was postulated. For nickel(II) complexes, both con- 
taining dianionic MIS-X and BIS-X, a high spin octa- 
hedral geometry has been suggested. This could be 
achieved by formation of p-bridges, either through phe- 
nolic oxygen or (benz)imidazole nitrogen atoms, resulting 
in, at least, a dimeric structure. We have also synthesized, 
by the use of the simple Boucher method, all the mon- 
ocationic compounds [Mn(MIS-X)(H20)]C104"nH20 
and [Mn(BIS-X)(H20)]C104. 

As it was mentioned H2MIS-X and H2BIS-X, can act 
as mono- or dianionic. It must be noted the different 
acidic character of phenolic and (benz)imidazole protons, 
which must be the cause of their behavior. Thus, in some 
cases, as an electrochemical procedure, an excess of 
NaOH or a long reaction time (5 days) are required to 
deprotonate the (benz)imidazole. 

All complexes are powdery solids with low or very low 
solubility in most common solvents. The monocationic 
complexes are usually brown or greenish brown and the 
dicationic are commonly green colored. Analytical and 
infrared data are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 
Some physical properties are shown in Table 3. 
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We have not observed any rearrangement of these 
asymmetrical ligands as we have previously found in 
other related N202 ligands [7a,12]. This phenomenon 
occurs in previous hydrolysis of asymmetrical Schiffbases 
and a subsequent rearrangement of their fragments. 
These could yield new more stable complexes containing 
a symmetrical or perhaps different asymmetrical ligand 
derivatives. The absence of this can be attributed to the 
higher stability of the thioether group than of a iminic, 
as well as the low solubility of the complexes in a wide 
range of solvents. Unfortunately, this also restricts their 
study in solution and has prevented the growing single 
crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis of any of 
these complexes, in spite of the many efforts made. 

3.1. Conductivity measurements 

The measurement of molar conductivities was possible 
in DMF, only in some cases and the obtained AM values 
of 54.6-72.2 #S for monocationic complexes, indicating a 
behavior attributable to 1:1 electrolytes [13].[Mn(HMIS- 
X)(H20)](C104)2 • nH20 exhibit values in the range 138.6- 
156.1 #S, corresponding to 1:2 electrolytes. 

3.2. FAB-mass-spectrometry 

The mass-spectrometry data for those complexes 
which showed enough solubility are shown in Table 3. 
The most significant peaks for these complexes cor- 
respond to [Mn(MIS-X)] + or [Mn(HMIS-X)] 2+ frag- 
ments because they can confirm the ligand coordination 
to the metal ceter. These have been observed for several 
complexes with different intensities. No peaks cor- 
responding to reorganized ligand complexes have been 
detected. No di- or polymeric fragments are observed for 
complexes prepared, perhaps indicating that #-phenoxy 
linked di- or polymer is unstable to FAB-mass-spectral 
analysis. However, in some cases, peaks above m/z 600 
with very low intensity were detected but their assignment 
is quite difficult. The low solubility of the complexes was 
a negative influence on the quality of their spectra. A 
good resolution was only possible for a few cases. Aside 
from this, in spite of the use of FAB techniques, the 
complexes suffered a high fragmentation, which increased 
the difficulty to observe these peaks. 

3.3. Cyclic voltammetry studies 

The different conditions used to obtain the vol- 
tammograms do not allow an absolute comparison of the 
results, but some conclusions could be extracted. As an 
example, the voltammogram for [Mn(MIS-5-MeO) 
(H20)](C104)2.2H20 is shown in Fig. 2. Peaks are usually 
more intense for the oxidation semicycle than for the 
reduction process. This indicates a higher stability of the 
oxidized form, as it was previously found [7a]. The more 

I 
0.0 2.0 

E I V  
Fig. 2. Voltammogram of [Mn(HMIS-5-MeO)(H20)](C104)2" 2H20. 

significant peaks seem to correspond to the Mn(II- 
I)/Mn(IV) transition and the process appears to occur at 
higher values of potential for dicationic than for mon- 
ocationic complexes. Unfortunately, due to the low solu- 
bility of complexes, the quality of these studies is not 
high, but some peaks not completely reversible can be 
observed. Results are listed in Table 3. 

3.4. Infrared spectroscopy 

IR spectra of the manganese(III) complexes are all 
fairly similar, and not very different from the free ligands 
spectra. These show strong bands about 1630cm -1, 
characteristic of the v(C=N) stretching mode. Complexes 
containing H2BIS-X also present a band around 
750 cm-1, characteristic of benzimidazole groups. All the 
complexes exhibit a broad band at ca. 3400 cm -~, indica- 
tive of the presence of coordinated and/or lattice water. 
Table 2 shows the most important frequencies for the 
complexes. 

The shift of the strong bands towards lower frequencies 
(at ca. 1610 cm-~), compared to the free ligands spectra, 
are consistent with the iminic coordination. According to 
literature [4a, 4b], v(N-H) stretching mode, for complexes 
containing monoanionic HMIS-X, appears as a medium 
intensity band in the region 3250-3450 cm- 1. This can be 
associated with a three component v3(C1-O), suggesting 
a hydrogen bonding between the N-H group and the 
perchlorate. No significant differences are observed in the 
600-3200 cm- 1 range for mono- and dicationic 
complexes. However, a little difference is detected near 
3400 cm-l. Dicationic complexes exhibit a sharp band 
assignable to v(N-H), obscured by the broad frO-H), 
whereas this does not occur for mono0 
cationic complexes. These behaviors are illustrated in 
Fig. 3. 
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Table 3 
Magnetic moment, color and most significant data of cyclic voltammetry, UV-VIS and mass-spectrometries for complexes 

Compound FAB Color VIS # E~p ~ AE E °' 
(m/z) (nm) (#a)a (V) (V) (V) (V) 

[Mn(MIS)(H20)]CIO4" 4H20 328 (30) b dark brown 4.8 
[Mn(HMIS)(HzO)](CIO4)2 • 4H20 329(35) green 4.9 1.67 1.45 0.22 1.56 
[Mn(MIS-5-Br)(HEO)]C104 brown 4.9 
[Mn(HMIS-5-Br)(H20)](CIO4)2 green 4.8 
[Mn(MI S-5-MeO)(H20)]CIO4 green 433 4.7 1.14 1.03 0.11 1.09 
[Mn(HMIS-5-MeO)(HzO)](CIO4)2 • 2H20 359 (28) brown 432 4.8 1.44 1.29 0.15 1.36 
[Mn(MIS-3,5-Br)(H20)]CIO4 486(20) dark brown 4.8 1.08 0.96 0.12 1.02 
[Mn(HMIS-3,5-Br)(H20)](C104)2 • 2HEO 487(12) green 4.9 1.74 1.62 0.12 1.68 
[Mn(MI~4,6-MeO)(H20)]CIO4 389(26) brown 439 4.7 1.56 1.20 0.36 1.38 
[Mn(MIS-3-EtO)(H20)]CIO4 dark brown 430 5.0 1.41 1.21 0.20 1.31 
[Mn(BIS-5-MeO)(H20)]CIO4 brown 4.9 
[Mn(BIS-4,6-MeO)(H20)]CIO4 brown 4.8 1.56 1.41 0.15 1.48 

aMeasured at room temperature. 
bSelected peaks: [Mn(L)] + or [Mn(HL)] z+, intensity in parentheses. 

90 
Co) 

70 

50 

i 
3500 3000 

Wavenumber (em'b 
Fig. 3. IR spectra of (a) [Mn(HMIS)(H:O)](C104)2"4H20 and (b) 
[Mn(MIS)(H20)](CIO4) • 4H20 in the 2500-3800 cm-1 region. 

The presence of perchlorate anions in all the complexes 
is confirmed by their characteristic bands corresponding 
to v3(Cl~)) and v4(CI-O) modes. For monocationic com- 
plexes these bands are not split, indicating no coor- 
dination to the manganese. For [Mn(HMIS-X) 
(HzO)](CIO4)2"nH20 complexes, and specially for 
[Mn(HMIS-3,5-Br)(H20)](C104)2.2H20, the IR spectra 
show splitting in two or three bands on both modes, 
which could be indicative of a possible coordination of 
perchlorate to the manganese center. This behavior is 
quite rare for manganese(III) complexes [14a, 14b, 14c]. 
A more likely possibility could be that the splitting is a 
result of the interaction between the perchlorate and the 
NH group of the imidazole ring, as it has been previously 

reported [4a]. So this is an additional indication of the 
monoanionic behavior of the ligands in these complexes. 
Similarly, for [Mn(salpn-5-Br)(HzO)2]CIO4.H20 each 
perchlorate anion forms two hydrogen bonds with two 
water molecules [7b]. The IR spectrum of this complex 
also shows splitting of both v3(Cl~O) and v4(C1-O) modes. 

3.5. U V - V I S  spectroscopy 

Octahedral high-spin Mn(III) complexes (a ¢ system) 
are subject to an appreciable Jahn-Teller distortion. This 
presumably perturbs some of their spectra and com- 
plicates their interpretation. A spin-allowed absorption 
broad band 5Eg~5T2g is expected in the visible region at 
about 500 nm. 

UV-VIS spectra for diluted DMF solutions of all com- 
plexes were registered. Most of these are not informative 
because only strong charge transfer bands are observable. 
However a shoulder near to 430 nm was observed in some 
cases (Table 3). This value is near to that expected for a 
typical octahedral manganese(III) complex, so this band 
could be assigned to the 5Eg---*ST2g transition. 

3.6. Magnetic measurements 

The room temperature magnetic moments corrected 
for diamagnetism were calculated for the complexes, with 
a special interest in those with two perchlorate groups. 
The values obtained are shown in Table 3. In all cases 
the result is ca. 4.9 #p, as is typical for octahedral high 
spin manganese(III) complexes with symmetrical and 
asymmetrical Schiff base ligands [6-9, 12]. 

Previous magnetic studies [7a], on related #-phenoxy 
bridged compounds between 200 and 77 K have indicated 
little or no antiferromagnetic interaction between the 
metal centers in the dimer. The room temperature mag- 
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netic moments  observed in this case s tudy present no 
reason to suppose that  any different magnet ic  behavior  
should occur. 

Visible and magnetic  data  point  to an octahedral  
geometry for bo th  mono-  and dicationic complexes, 
which are shown in Fig. 4. In  ana logy to other  well- 
characterized complexes, the coord ina t ion  sphere o f  the 
manganese  center could comprise the Schiff base ligand, 
one water molecule and a/~-phenoxy-bridge with a neigh- 
bor  molecule. 

Generally,  this disposition is described for c o m p o u n d s  
containing symmetrical  ligands in which rc-~r overlap o f  
the aromat ic  rings can occur  to stabilize the structures. 
A m o n g  the related complexes prepared by us [7a,12], 
there are some crystallographically characterized exam- 
ples o f  such dimers, [MnL(H20)]22÷. Moreover ,  N i ( M I S -  
X)2" nH20,  Ni(BIS-X)2 • nH20  and complexes containing 
the monoan ion ic  forms of  other  very similar ligands were 
described as, at least, dimers. In these cases, the less 
c o m m o n  possibility o f  a polymeric  structure, either 
through the phenolic oxygen and/or  the imidazole nitro- 
gen, must  not  be rejected. 

As results o f  this case study, we have observed that  
manganese(I l l )  shows coord ina t ion  versatility with a 
same ligand, to form two different types o f  complexes. 
The presence o f  a soft S d o n o r  a tom seems to be remark-  
able, because it is no t  c o m m o n  for hard  manganese(I l l )  
centers. Fur thermore ,  no  ligand reorganizat ion has been 
detected with complexes containing these unusual  O N S N  
d o n o r  set ligands. This fact indicates their higher stability 
compared  with other  complexes previously studied, and 
also formed with asymmetrical  ligands containing sal- 
icylaldehyde derivatives. Due  to reorganizat ion reactions 
occur  in solution, their stability is p robably  favored by 
their low solubility in mos t  solvents. Spite o f  this, their 
low solubility prevents a wider study. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic representations for (a) [Mn(HMIS-X)(H20)]2(C104)4 
and (b) IMn(MIS-X)(H20)]2(CIO4)v 
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Abstract 

Copper(II) complexes of formula Cu2(CH2C1COO)4(dmtp)2 (1) and Cu2(CN2C1COO)4(dptp)2 (2), where dmtp = 5,7-dimethyl-1,2,4- 
triazolo-[1,5-~]-pyrimidine and dptp= 5,7-diphenyl-l,2,4-triazolo-[1,5-~]-pyrimidine, were obtained. The X-ray diffraction analysis 
of 1 exhibited the dimeric structure with chloroacetate bridges. The coordination sphere of Cu(II) ion is a slightly distorted square 
pyramid, with 4 equatorial carboxylic oxygens and an axially N(3) bonded dmtp molecule. The distance Cu-Cu is 2.7035(7),~ and 
the distance between Cu and 04 plane is 0.239(1),~ (towards the axial ligand). The distances Cu-O are 1.954(2)-1.981(2)A, Cu-N 
2.150(1) ~k. The angles O-Cu-O are 87.88(8)-90.56(8) ° and 166.04(6)-166.07(5) °, O-Cu-N 90.08(7)-103.76(7) °. The 04 plane is not 
perpendicular to the Cu.. .  Cu line, the angles O-Cu-Cu being 82.04(5)-84.00(5) ° and N-Cu-Cu 169.54(4) °. Spectroscopic (IR, UV, 
EPR) and magnetic studies suggested that 2 has the analogous structure to 1. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Cu(II) complexes; Chloroacetic acid; 1,2,4-triazolo-[1,5-~]-pyrimidine; Magnetic properties; UV-VIS; IR 

1. Introduction 

Transition metal complexes with 5,7-dimethyl-l,2,4- 
triazolo-[l,5-~]-pyrimidine (dmtp) and 5,7-diphenyl- 
1,2,4-triazolo-[1,5-~]-pyrimidine (dptp) can be used to 
study metal-ligand interactions which are similar to those 
observed in biological systems. These hetero- 
cycles are examples of a class of 5,7-disubstituted deriva- 
tives of 1,2,4-triazolo-[1,5-~]-pyrimidine (tp), can be 
regarded as purine analogs [1-3]. Their fused ring system 
differs from the purine skeleton mainly in having the 
pyrimidine nitrogen atom in a bridge-head position (Fig. 
1). 

Some applications of these ligands for agrochemical 
and pharmaceutical purposes are also known [2,3]. In the 
reported X-ray studies of tp, dmtp and dptp complexes 
the mono-, di- and multinuclear structures were found, 
depending on the central ion, inorganic anions and the 
5,7-substituents in heterocycles [4-24]. The Cu(II) halides 
complexes with tp form polymers [4] or monomers [5], 
whereas with dmtp monomeric cations [Cu(dmtp)4 
(H20)2](PF6) 2 [6]; [Cu(dmtp)a(H20)2] (CI04)2" 2H20 [7] or 
dimers, bridged by thiocyanates or halogen atoms [8-10]. 

* Corresponding author. 

In reported Cu(II) complexes-with dmtp, the heterocycle 
was bonded via nitrogen N(3), that is analogous to N(9) 
coordination in adenine complexes. In dimers dmtp mol- 
ecules occupied equatorial positions in the square-pyr- 
amidal and trigonal bipyramidal geometry of the 
coordination sphere [8-10]. In complexes with other tran- 
sition metals, N(3) was also the most favored coor- 
dination site [11-21]. The same coordination site was 
found also in Cu(II) complex with methyl substituted tp 
(6-mtp) [22]. The only reported bidentate tp coor- 
dination, via N(3) and N(1), was observed in Cu(tp)2Cl2 
and Cu(tp)2(NCS)2 [4], where heterocycles form a bridge 
in the polymeric chain, resulting in formation of pseudo- 
layers. In those compounds the axial Cu-N(1 ) bonds were 
elongated to about 2.6-2.7 A, whereas the e.quatorial Cu-  
N(3) bonds were in a range of 1.95-2.05 A. Analogous 
two-dimensional system with N(3) and N(1 ) coordination 
was observed in Cu(5-mtp)2(NCS)2 [22]. Another type of 
bidentate coordination, via N(3) and N(4), was observed 
in a tetranuclear copper(I) cluster, [Cug(dmtp)4C12] 
[Cu/C14] [23] and in a dinuclear silver(I) complex 
[Agz(dmtp)NO3]z [24]. Diversity of the coordination 
modes in Cu(II) complexes with triazolopyrimidines pro- 
mpted us to study the complexes with dmtp, dptp and 
chloroacetate anions. In dimeric Cu(II) compounds chlo- 
roacetates were found in bridging positions [25-29]. In 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All fights reserved. 
PII: S0277-53 87(98)00327-1 
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~a~$  N IN 
~ H2 

N N 

R = H (tp); CH3 (dmtp); C6H5 (dptp) adenine 
Fig. 1. 1,2,4-triazolo-[1,5<t]-pyrimidine (tp), 5,7-dimethyl-l,2,4-triazolo-[1,5-ct]-pyrimidine (dmtp), 5,7-diphenyl-l,2,4-triazolo-[1,5-~]-pyrimidine 
(dptp) and adenine. 

those complexes the organic ligands occupied the axial 
position in the square-pyramidal geometry. The purpose 
of the present work was to study Cu(II) complexes with 
axially coordinated triazolopyrimidines. Therefore, we 
have synthesized copper(II) chloroacetate complexes 
with dmtp and dptp, Cu2(CH2C1COO)4(dmtp)2 (1) and 
Cu2(CH2 C1COO)4 (dptp)z (2), describing their molecular 
structure, spectroscopic and magnetic properties. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Ma te r&& 

Dmtp was prepared according to the Bttlow and Haas 
method [30] by the reaction of 3-amino-l,2,4-triazole 
(98%, Aldrich) and 2,4-pentanedione (99%, Aldrich), 
whereas dptp was synthesized from 3-amino-l,2,4-tria- 
zole and 1,3-diphenylpropane-l,3-dione (99%, Aldrich) 
as reported [1]. Copper(II) chloroacetate tetrahydrate 
was prepared from basic copper(II) carbonate (analytical 
grade, POCH, Poland) and chloroacetic acid (analytical 
grade, Xenon, Poland) in water solution [31]. 

1 and 2 were synthesized by analogous methods. 
2 mmol of Cu(CH2C1COO)2.2H20 (3) was dissolved in 
50 cm 3 of ethanol with addition of the small amount of 
chloroacetic acid and mixed with 2 mmol of dmtp, (or 
dptp), dissolved in 20 cm 3 of ethanol, stirred 15 min at 
70°C and left for a week. The green precipitate was 
filtered, washed with ethanol and dried on air. The yield 
was 0.5 g (60%) for dmtp, 0.8 g (75%) for dptp. Elemental 
analysis of 1 (%; calc. for CuaCz2H24N 8 
O8Cl4/found): Cu(1 5.9/15.9), C(33.1/33.0), H(3.0/3.0), 
N(14.1/13.7) and 2 (%, calc. for Cu2C42Ha2N808 
C14/found): Cu(12.2/12.3), C(48.2/47.6), H(3.1/3.2), 
N(10.7/10.4). 

2.2. Methods  

Electronic spectra (12,000-30,000cm -1) were mea- 
sured with a Specord M40 Carl Zeiss Jena spec- 

trophotometer. Infrared spectra were recorded with a 
Perkin Elmer Spectrum 2000 FT-IR spectrometer using 
KBr (400-4000cm -1) and polyethylene discs (100- 
400 cm- 1). Magnetic susceptibilities were measured in the 
range 80-300K by the Faraday method with 
Hg[Co(NCS)4] as a calibrant [32, 33]. The molar sus- 
ceptibilities of the discussed complexes were corrected 
using Pascal's constants [34, 35, 36] for diamagnetism 
and temperature independent paramagnetism equal to 
-183.10 -6 (1), -257 '  10 -6 (2) and 60.10-6cm3/mol, 
respectively. The effective magnetic moments were cal- 
culated from the equation:/~efr=2.828 (g~orr. T)~/2. EPR 
spectra of the polycrystalline samples were recorded at 
room temperature with an ESR Bruker Physik 418 S 
reflection type spectrometelzin X-band (9.571 GHz) with 
100kHz modulation of the steady magnetic field. The 
microwave frequency was monitored with a Hewlett 
Packard frequency divider and the magnetic field was 
measured with an automatic NMR-type magnetometer. 
C, H and N were determined by elemental sem- 
imicroanalysis whereas Cu by AAS. 

2.3. Crystal  structure determination o f  I 

Crystals of 1 were obtained from water/methanol solu- 
tion by slow evaporation. The X-ray data were collected 
for 0.21 x 0.30 x 0.28 mm green crystal with a Kuma KM- 
4 diffractometer, using MoK~ radiation, 2=0.71069,~, 
at 291 K. 4684 reflections were collected for the 20 range 
3.0-60.0 ° using a 20-0 scan with a variable speed, index 
ranges - l l~<h~<l l ,  - l l~<k~<l l ,  0~<l~<16. 4488 
reflections were independent, Rint = 1.73%. No absorp- 
tion correction was applied. The structure was solved 
with the Patterson method using SHELXS-86 [37] and 
refined with SHELXL-93 [38]. Hydrogen atoms positions 
were calculated from geometry and used as riding atoms 
with fixed isotropic U in the refinement. Crystals of 1 are 
triclinic and have the P-1 space group; a=  8.409(2) ,~, 
b = 8.677(2) ,~, c = 11.992(2) A; ct = 92.70(3) °, 
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r =  102.11(3) °, ? = 114.89(3) °. The unit cell contains one 
molecule of 1 Cu2C22H24CI4OsN8 (M= 797.38). The least- 
squares refinement on F 2 with statistical weight 
w=tr-2(F) resulted in R(F)=2.63%, wR(F2)= 7.51%, 
S= 1.104 for observed reflections 1/> 2a(/), while for all 
data the corresponding values were R(F)=3.87% and 
wR(F2)=8.09%. The largest and mean A/a values for 
final refinement were 0.135 and 0.007, respectively. The 
largest positive and negative peaks on a difference map 
were 0.589 and -0 .467eA -3, respectively. The atomic 
scattering factors derived from International Tables for 
crystallography (1992) [39]. The geometry of 1 was com- 
pared to other triazolopyrimidines complexes using Cam- 
bridge structural database [40]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Discussion of the crystal structure 

The molecule of I with its numbering scheme is shown 
on Fig. 2, the bond lengths and angles are collected in 
Table l, the list of atomic coordinates, isotropic and 
anisotropic thermal parameters, hydrogen atom par- 
ameters, details of intermolecular contacts and best 
planes, as well as the structure factor tables are deposited 
in Cambridge structural database as supplementary 
material. 

The complex is formed by two Cu(II) ions bridged 
by the carboxylic groups of four chloroacetate anions 
forming the square planar coordination around Cu(II). 
The Cu(II) coordination sphere is completed by the dmtp 
molecule axially coordinated via the N(3) atom. To the 
best of our knowledge, the reported structure is the only 
known with axially bonded triazolopyrimidine ligand. 
The whole molecule is located around the crys- 
tallographic center of symmetry. The asymmetric part 
of the molecule is formed by the Cu(II) ion with two 
equatorially bonded nonequivalent chloroacetate anions 
and the axially bonded dmtp ligand. In the reported 
structure the coordination sphere of Cu(II) is a slightly 
distorted square pyramid with the equatorial Cu-O bond 
distances varying from 1.954(2) to 1.981(2),~ and the 
axial Cu-N(3) distance of 2.150(1),~. The O-Cu-O 
angles vary from 87.88(8) to 90.56(8) ° and from 166.04(6) 
to 166.07(5) °, whereas the O-Cu-N angles vary from 
90.08(7) to 103.76(7) ° . These values are in the range typi- 
cal for the carboxylate-bridged Cu(II) dimeric complexes 
[28]. However, the Cu-N(3) distance is longer (ca. O. 1- 
0.2.~) than the one in other copper(II) complexes with 
tp or dmtp: 2.021(4),~ in Cu(tp)2C12 [4], 2.035(5).~ in 
Cu(tp)2(NCS)2 [4], 1.969(3),~, in Cu(tp)2Br2(H20) [5], 
2.019(3)-2.050(3)A in [Cu(dmtp)4(n20)2](PF6)2 [6], 
1.985(5)-2.024(4) A in [Cu(dmtp)3(H20)2](C104)2" 2H20 
[7], 2.000(7)-2.019(8)A in ct-Cu2(dmtp)4(NCS)4 [8], 

N(4) 

C(51) 

~C(5) 

IC(6) 

0(202) 

C(21) 

:u(l) N(3) 

0(301) ~ N  N(8) 
(1) 

1(2) 

C(71 

Cl(3bl 

C1(3o) ~ 

Fig. 2. The ORTEP drawing of the Cu2(CH2C1COO)4(dmtp)2 (1) molecule. 
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Table 1 
Selected bond lengths (,~) and angles (°) for Cu2(CH2C1COO)4 (dmtp)2 
(1) 

Cu(1)-O(302) # 1 1.954(2) 
Cu(1)-O(202) # 1 1.956(2) 
Cu(1)-O(201) 1.979(2) 
Cu(1)-O(301) 1.981(2) 
Cu(1)-N(3) 2.150(1) 
Cu(1)-Cu(1) # 1 2.7035(7) 
C(3a)-N(3) 1.332(2) 
N(3)-C(2) 1.348(2) 
C(2)-N(1) 1.322(2) 
N(1)-N(8) 1.362(2) 
N(8)-C(3a) 1.375(2) 
N(8)-C(7) 1.368(2) 
C(7)-C(6) 1.359(3) 
C(6)-C(5) 1.414(3) 
C(5)-N(4) 1.329(2) 
N(4)-C(3a) 1.334(2) 
C(5)-C(51) 1.489(3) 
C(7)-C(71) 1.477(3) 
C(21)-C1(21) 1.760(2) 
C(31)-CI(3A) 1.720(4) 
C(31)-CI(3B) 1.773(4) 
CI(3A)-CI(3B) 0.829(3) 

0(302) # 1-Cu(1)-O(202) # 1 88.02(8) 
0(302)# l~u(1)-O(201) 90.16(8) 
0(202)# l~Cu(1)-O(201) 166.07(5) 
0(302)# 1-Cu(1)-O(301) 166.04(6) 
0(202)# 1-Cu(1)-O(301) 90.56(8) 
O(201)-Cu(1)-O(301) 87.88(8) 
O(302) # 1-Cu( 1 )-N(3) 103.76(7) 
0(202) # 1-Cu(1)-N(3) 103.51(6) 
0(201 )-Cu(1)-N(3) 90.33(6) 
0(301)-Cu(1)-N(3) 90.08(7) 
0(302) # 1-Cu(1)-Cu(1) # 1 84.00(5) 
0(202) # 1 ~u(1)-Cu(1) # 1 83.52(5) 
0(201 )-Cu( 1 )-Cu( 1 ) # 1 82.56(5) 
O(301)-Cu(1)-Cu(1) # 1 82.04(5) 
N(3)-Cu(I)-Cu(1) # 1 69.54(4) 
C(3a)-N(3)-C(2) 103.5(1 ) 
N( 3)-C(2)-N( 1 ) 116.6(2) 
C(2)-N(1)-N(8) 101.1 (2) 
N(1)-N(8)-C(3a) 110.7(1) 
N(8)-C(3a)-N(3) 108.1(1) 
N(8)-C (7)-C(71) 118.2(2) 
C(6)-C(7)-C(71 ) 127.1 (2) 
C(7)-C(6)-C(5) 121.1 (2) 
C(6)-C(5)-C(51) 120.5(2) 
N(4)-C(5)-C(51) 116.6(2) 
C(5)-N(4)-C(3a) 115.7(2) 
N(4)-C(3a)-N(8) 123.1 (2) 
C(3a)-N(8)-C(7) 122.4(2) 
0(201 )-C(20)-O(202) 126.4(2) 
C(20)-C(21 )-C1(21 ) 112.9( 1 ) 
O(302)-C(30)-O(301) 127.1 (2) 
C(30)-C(31)-CI(3A) 112.7(2) 
C(30)-C(31)-C1(3 B) 112.4(2) 
C1(3A)-C(31 )-C1(3 B) 27.4( 1 ) 

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: 
# 1--x,--y,--z. 
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1.995(2)-2.058(2)A in fl-fu2(dmtp)4(NfS)4 [9] and 
2.006(8)-2.012(7).~ in Cu2(dmtp)4Br4"2HzO [10]. This 
difference is the result of a monodentate axial coor- 
dination of the dmtp ligands and the Jahn-Teller effect. 

The orientation of the dmtp ring system in the coor- 
dination sphere is also unusual. For known equatorial 
triazolopyrimidines ligands the Cu-N(3)-C(2) and Cu- 
N(3)-C(3a) angles were found in the ranges 122.9-131.8 ° 
and 123.6-133.0 ° [40], whereas in 1, the respective angles 
are different, being 119.6(1) and 136.3(1) °. 

The 04 coordination plane is not perpendicular to the 
Cu. . .  Cu line, the O-Cu-Cu angles vary from 82.04(5) 
to 84.00(5) ° and the N-Cu-Cu angle is 169.54(4) °. The 
displacement of the Cu(II) ion from the 04 square plane 
is 0.239(1),~ towards the axial ligand and is close to the 
data reported for other complexes [28]. 

In the literature, the C u . . . C u  distance in the 
dimeric complexes bridged by carboxylates was cor- 
related with the Cu displacement from the CuO4 best 
plane and the basicity of the carboxylic groups bridging 
two Cu(II) ions [28]. The C u . . . C u  distance of 
2.7035(7) .~ found in 1 is longer than reported for Cu(II) 
complexes with unsubstituted carboxylates [2.583(1)- 
2.614(2) A] [41, 42, 43] and shorter than in the presence 
of trichloroacetate and trifluoroacetate [2.776(3) and 
2.886(2) A, respectively] [44,45]. The values are consistent 
with the suggested elongation of the Cu~Cu distance with 
the carboxylates basicity increase [28]. 

Due to the axial coordination of dmtp, the C(2)-H 
group forms a weak intramolecular interaction with one 
of carboxylic oxygens, the-H(2) • • • O(301) distance being 
2.564,~. Similar C - H . . . A  interactions formed by the 
polarized ring C(2)-H group have been found in the 
histamine complexes [46,47,48]. 

In the reported structure, the C(31) carbon of the chlo- 
roacetate group reveals a slight conformational disorder 
(Fig. 2), with two positions of the chlorine atom refined 
to 44 (Cl3a) and 56% (C13b). The latter conformation 
seems to be slightly more favored, despite the torsion 
angles O-C-C-CI being 48.9(3) and 19.2(3) ° for C(3a) 
and C(3b), respectively. The most likely reason is the 
Cl(3b). . .H(21b)-C(21)[x,l+y,z] interaction, formed 
with chloroacetate C-H group of adjacent molecule, pol- 
arized by both chlorine atom and carboxylic group. This 
interaction, with CI. . .  H and C1... C distances of 2.857 
and 3.584A, respectively, and the C1 . . .H-C angle of 
132.5 °, is in accordance with the geometric criteria for a 
weak hydrogen bond. The major conformation of dis- 
ordered chloroacetate is similar to that found in the struc- 
ture of monochloroacetic acid with the O--C-C-C1 
torsion angle of 20.3 ° [49]. The Cl(3a) atom (the minor 
population) forms also an interaction with chloroacetate 
H(21b)[x,1 +y,z] of the symmetry-related molecule, the 
C1... H distance being 2.953 .~, and the C1... C distances 
3.749,~ and the C l . . - H - C  angle being 140.1 °. In this 
conformation (O-C-C-C1 torsion angle of 48.9(3)°), 
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Cl(3a) is positioned in the less crowded space further 
away from the dmtp ligand. Both these factors contribute 
to the changed conformation of the chloroacetate in a 
minor population. The Cl(3a) atom forms also an inter- 
action with chloroacetate H(21b)[x,1-by,z] of the sym- 
metry-related molecule, the C1. . .H distance being 
2.953.~. The chloroacetate O(301) atom participates in 
the intermolecular interaction with the H(3 la)-  
C(31)[-x,1 - y , - z ]  group, the CI. . .  H and C1... C dis- 
tances being 3.693 and 2.830A and the C1... H~C angle 
being 148.7 °. The C(21)-H(21a) group of another chlo- 
roacetate anion forms a similar interaction with the 
O(202)[1-x, - y ,  - z ]  oxygen atom of the symmetry- 
related carboxylate, the distances C ' "  O and H . . . O  
being 3.246 and 2.525,~, respectively, and the O . . .  H-C 
angle being 131.1 °. 

Each chloroacetate ligand forms a pair of non- 
equivalent Cu-O bondings. Such a difference was 
described for similar compounds and the elongation of a 
coordination bond was explained by H-bond formation 
[42, 43]. The reported difference between Cu(1)-O(301) 
(1.981 (2) ~.) and Cu(1 a)-O(302) (1.954(2) ,~) is consistent 
with that proposition, considering O(301)... H(2) inter- 
action. However, in the second chloroacetate anion the 
Cu(1 a)-O(202) distance of 1.956(2) ,~ is shorter than that 
of 1.979(1)A for Cu(1)-O(201), despite the H-bond for- 
med by 0(202) to H(21a) of the symmetry-related 
molecule. The observed differences may be explained by 
the pair ofO(202). . .  H(21a) and Cl(3b). • • H(21b) inter- 
actions affecting the orientation of that chloroacetate in 
the coordination sphere. 

It seems worthwhile to discuss changes in geometry of 
the dmtp molecule, caused by coordination. The molec- 
ular structure of free dmtp has not been determined yet, 
however the X-ray structure of Pd(thi- 
ourea)4C12" 2dmtp. 2H20 proved that dmtp molecules 
are not bonded with the central ion [50]. The comparison 
of the distances in the heterocyclic ring in 1 and the 
uncoordinated dmtp reveals longer distances in 1 than in 
the latter one, ca. 0.01-0.02,~; this can be a result of 
an electron density redistribution in the complex. The 
coordination via N(3) also results in the statistically sig- 
nificant increase of the C(2)-N(3)-C(3a) angle from 
102.2(3) ° in uncoordinated dmtp to 103.5(1) ° in 1. The 
neighboring N(1)-C(2)-N(3) and N(3)-C(3a)-N(8) 
angles in imidazole ring of 1 were smaller in relation to 
angles in uncoordinated dmtp, [116.6(2), 108.1(1) and 
117.6(4), 109.5(3) °, respectively]. 

The comparison of the dmtp geometry in 1 with that of 
tp in Cu(tp)2Cl2 [4], Cu(tp)2(NCS)2 [4] or Cu(tp)2BrffH20) 
[5]; 6-mtp in Cu(NCS)2(6-mtp)2 [22]; 5-mtp in 
Cu(NCS)2(5-mtp)2 [22], dmtp in ~-, fl-Cu2(dmtp)4(NCS)4 
[8, 9] and Cu2(dmtp)4Br4"2H20 [10] reveals that sub- 
stitution in the pyrimidine ring at the C(5), C(6) and C(7) 
positions results in a decrease of the respective bond 
angles. In the molecule of 1 the N(4)-C(5)-C(6) angle is 

122.9(2) ° and the C(6)-C(7)-N(8) angle 114.7(2) °. These 
values are very similar to those found in uncoordinated 
dmtp, [122.8(4) and 115.3(4) °] [50]. In ct- and fl- 
Cu2(dmtp)4(NCS)4 they varied from 122.4(8) to 123.3(8) ° 
for N(4)-C(5)-C(6) and from 114.2(3) to 115.3(9) ° for 
C(6)-C(7)-N(8) [8,9] whereas in Cu2(dmtp)4Br4" 2H20 
they changed from 123.6 to 124.7 ° and from 114.9 to 
116.8 °, respectively [10]. The corresponding values in the 
tp complexes were much larger, being 124.9(5) and 
116.2(4) ° for Cu(tp)2C12 [4]; 124.6(7) and 117.2(6) ° for 
Cu(tp)2(NCS)2 [4] and 125.0(3) and 115.9(3) ° for 
Cu(tp)2Brz(HzO) [5]. This is consistent with a fact that 
for the 5-mtp complex, Cu(5-mtp)2(NCS)2, the N(4)- 
C(5)-C(6) angle 122.1 (5) ° was similar to those observed in 
the dmtp complexes, whereas the C(6)-C(7)-N(8) angle 
116.1(5) ° was close to one in tp complexes [22]. 

The C(5)-C(6)-C(7) angle in 1 is 121.1(2) ° what is 
nearly identical with the one observed for uncoordinated 
dmtp-121.2(4) °, and similar to a value found for ~t-, fl- 
Cu2(dmtp)4(NCS)4 [120.2(9)-122.2(9) °] [8,9] and for 
Cuz(dmtp)aBr4 • 2HzO (117.9-120.4 °) [10]. It is larger than 
those reported for Cu(tp)2Cl2 - -  118.7(5) ° [4], 
Cu(tp)z(NCS)2- 119.1(7) ° [4] and Cu(tp)2Br2(HzO) - -  
118.9(4) ° [5]. It is also interesting to note that for Cu(5- 
mtp)2(NCS)2 the C(5)-C(6)-C(7) angle [119.9(5) °] [22] 
was intermediate between the ones observed for the tp 
and dmtp complexes, whereas for Cu(6-mtp)dNCS)2, due 
to the 6-substitution, that angle was much smaller 
[116.8(3) °] [22]. 

The ring system is found planar, the largest deviation 
of the atoms from the best plane is 0.007(1),~, that is 
analogous to the structure of uncoordinated dmtp [50]. 
The ring system plane is rotated with respect to the planes 
of the bridging carboxylate group, the dihedral angles 
between the dmtp best plane and C(21) or C(31) chlo- 
roacetates being 55.5(8) and 26.5(1) °, respectively. Such 
an orientation of dmtp ligand results from the stacking 
interactions between the ring systems of the 
[ - x , - y , l  --z] symmetry-related complex dimer. 

3.2. U V - V I S  spectral analysis 

The electronic spectra of binuclear copper(II) car- 
boxylates exhibit two bands, noted as band I and II. 
Band I (13,000-14,000 cm- l) corresponds to d(xz,yz) 
d ( x 2 - y  2) transition or, according to group theory and 
respecting C4v symmetry, 2B1~2E transition [31]. This 
band is characteristic for spectra of the pseudooctahedral 
copper(II) compounds and its frequency increases with 
the axial ligand field strength [51]. Band II, observed at 
27,000cm -t, derives from the charge transfer transition 
n p ~ a * ( x 2 - y  2) between carboxylic oxygens and the 
metal ion and is characteristic for bridged systems with 
antiferromagnetic interactions [31 ]. The frequency of that 
band does not depend on the type of ligand [51]. In the 
spectra of 1 and 2, band I is observed at 13,400 and 
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13,250cm -1, respectively. These values are lower than 
that found for 3 ( 13,700 cm- 1) [31 ], what may be regarded 
as a result of a weaker ligand field from dmtp and dptp, 
comparing to the water molecule. The frequency of this 
band is comparable to one in the spectra of fl- 
Cu2(NCS)4(dmtp)4 (13,400-14,400 cm-l), but sig- 
nificantly lower than for ~-Cu2(NCS)4(dmtp)4 (14,900- 
15,900cm -1) [8, 9], although they present the same 
square-pyramidal geometry. The observed value for band 
II (27,000 cm-1 in both complexes) is the same as found 
for 3 [31]. 

Table 2 
The absorption bands of Cu2(CH2ClCOO)4(dmtp)2 (1), Cu2(CH 2 
C1COO)4(dptp)2 (2) and Cu2(Cn2C1COO)4" 4H20 (3) in the range 100- 
400 cm - 1 

1 2 3 Assignment 

382 (m) 374 (m) 409 (m) vd(CuO4) 
361 (m) 358 (m) 388 (m) vs(CuO4) 
277 (m) 287 (m) 281 (m) 6d(fUO4) 
270 (m) 264 (m) 274 (m) nd(CuO4) 
241 (w) 227 (m) -- v(CuL) 
192 (s) 184 (m) - n(LCuO4) 

3.3. IR spectral analysis L=dmtp  (1), dptp (2) or H20 (3). 
(s) means strong, (m) medium and (w) weak. 

Absorption bands of dmtp and dptp in the spectra of 
1 and 2 are slightly affected by the coordination. The 
characteristic bands of pyrimidine ring skeletal vibrations 
appeared at 1633 (1) and 1611 cm -1 (2), whereas of imi- 
dazole ring skeletal vibrations at 1552 (1) and 1548 cm-1 
(2). In the spectrum of free ligand the former band was 
found at 1637 (dmtp) or 1612cm -1 (dptp) and the latter 
one at 1550 (dmtp) or 1543cm -1 (dptp) [14]. Thus the 
coordination via N(3) slightly shifts the imidazole ring 
vibrations towards higher frequencies (max. 5cm-1), 
whereas the pyrimidine ring vibrations were found at lower 
wave numbers (max. 4 crn- 1). Similar effect has been already 
observed for Zn(II) halogen complexes with dmtp and dptp 
where the N(3) coordination occurred [14]. 

The IR spectrum of 3 has been reported [52,53] and in 
our studies it was used for comparison with the spectra 
of 1 and 2. Spectra of the complexes exhibitthe stretching 
vibrations bands of the carboxylic groups at: 
v(COO)as = 1659 (1), 1653 cm -~ (2); v(COO)sym = 1424 (1), 
1413cm-1 (2), that is very similar to 3: 
v(COO)as= 1651 cm -1, v(COO)sym= 1416cm -1 and may 
be regarded as characteristic for carboxylates in bridging 
positions [54,55,56]. 

The X-ray analysis exhibited that for 1 the symmetry 
of the coordination sphere was C4v. From group theory 
calculations one can expect six vibration modes, active in 
IR - -  three stretching vibrations: v(Cu-N) - -  A1, vs(Cu- 
O) - -  A1, vd(Cu-O) - -  E and three deformation 
vibrations: ~ ( L C u O 4 )  - -  A1, 6d(CuO4 ) - -  E, nd(CuO4)  - -  

E [56]. Spectra of 1 and 2 were compared to those of 
dmtp and dptp. Six additional absorption bands were 
observed in the spectra of both complexes, in the range 
100--400 cm-1 (Table 2). Due to the low symmetry of the 
molecules of dmtp (Cs) [50] and dptp (CO [57], all internal 
ligand vibrations are active in IR and they should be 
observed in the spectra of free triazolopyrimidines. On 
the other hand, the internal vibrations in the 
chloroacetate groups occur only above 400cm -1, as it 
was proved for free ions and some metal salts [52]. There- 
fore, the additional bands in the spectra of 1 and 2 can 
be assigned to the stretching and deformation metal- 
ligand vibrations of the type v, 6 and re, as it was already 

done for other complexes with transition metals 
[9,11,14,20]. 

Four of the metal-ligand vibrations, found in the range 
358-382 cm -~, are analogous to the CuO4 stretching and 
deformation modes observed in the spectrum of 3 (Table 
2). Two other bands are not present in the spectrum of 3 
and therefore they may be regarded as Cu-N stretching 
and CuO4 N out-of-plane vibrations. The proposed 
assignment of the former bands (241,227 cm -~) is anal- 
ogous to the reported for other Cu(II) and Zn(II) com- 
plexes with 1,2,4-triazolo-[1,5-~]-pyrimidines (240-290 
and 200-270cm -1, respectively) [8, 9, 14, 20] as well as 
for Zn(II) complexes with adenine (240-255 cm -1) [58] 
and adenosine (225-250 cm-1) [59]. The CuO4 N out-of- 
plane vibrations are expected to be found as intensive 
peaks at relatively low frequencies [56] what is consistent 
with the suggested assignment (192 and 184 cm-1). 

3.4. Magnetic measurements 

The magnetic behavior of 1 and 2 is shown at Fig. 3 in 
the form of the variation of Z~ rr [corrected molar mag- 
netic susceptibility per Cu(II) atom] vs. temperature. 

At room temperature the values of magnetic moments 
for both complexes are similar: /Aft= 1.49pB (1) and 
ktoer= 1.52#B (2) and they are lower than it could be 
expected for two uncoupled copper(II) ions 
(p,fr= 1.73 biB). They decrease smoothly upon cooling to 
0.40 (1) and 0.48 PB (2) at liquid nitrogen temperature. 
Similar value of 1.42 #a at room temperature was found 
for 3 (no data for liquid nitrogen temperature) [60]. 

Such magnetic behavior is characteristic for anti- 
ferromagnetic dimers and corresponds to a singlet ground 
state with a large energy separation from the excited 
triplet state. The magnetic susceptibility for the struc- 
turally characterized dimer can be expressed by the modi- 
fied Bleaney-Bowers equation [61]: 

z~rr(T ) = (Ng2#~/3kT)[ 1 + 1/3 exp ( -  2J/kT)]-I 

• (1 - x) + (Ng2mp/t~/4kT) " x + N~ 
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Fig. 3. Variation of corrected magnetic susceptibility with temperature of Cu2(CH2CICOO)4(dmtp)2 ( • ) ,  Cu2(CH2CICOO)4(dptp)2 ( • )  and best fitted 
curves ( ). 

where x is the mole fraction of monomeric copper(II) 
impurities, #i is the average factor of the impurity, which 
was fixed at 2.15 throughout the present study, - 2 J  is 
the singlet-triplet separation energy, #B the Bohr mag- 
neton and Net temperature independent paramagnetism. 
The best fitting parameters, - 2 J ,  # and x were obtained 
by using a nonlinear least-squares program. As a con- 
venient statistical factor of the quality of the least-squares 
fits, the discrepancy index O'di s {O'dis = [)-~(~obs--  
Zcalc)E/x(gcalc)2] ]/2} was applied. For 1 the values of - 2 J ,  
#, x and adis were found as 306cm -1, 2.261, 0.020 and 
4.92. l 0- 3, whereas for 2 they were 251 cm- ~, 2.144, 0.016 
and 8.38. l0  -3, respectively. 

The strength of intramolecular antiferromagnetic 
coupling of copper(II) atoms, expressed by the value of 
- 2J, increases with electrodonor properties of the axial 
ligand [29]. The - 2J value is much smaller for 2 than for 
1, most probably due to the rt-electroacceptor character 
of the phenyl groups in the dptp molecules. Somewhat 
stronger antiferromagnetic interactions have been found 
for analogous coordination compounds with pyridine, 
3,5-dichloropyridine, cyanobenzene and p-cyanotoluene: 
- 2 J =  333, 340, 352 and 339 cm-1, respectively [29]. 

3.5. EPR spectral analysis 

The EPR spectrum of 1 shows four broad absorption 
bands at the following magnetic field values H 1 -----630 G, 
H2=4690G, H3=6240G and Hmon=3130G. The latter 
band is connected with the monomeric impurities 
whereas the former three lines derive from thermally 
populated triplet state. The values of '9~=2.412,  
#±=2.163 and D=0.383cm -1 (zero field splitting par- 
ameter) were calculated from the system of equations 
described in a general method of analysis of powder EPR 
spectra for dimeric copper(II) complexes [62]. The 
observed values of # are typical for binuclear copper(II) 
carboxylates with axial symmetry and S =  1. They are 
slightly higher than those found for 3 (qii=2.38, 
#± = 2.13) [27]. The calculated value of D is higher than 
that for 3 (D=0.35cm -l) [27], the common relation 
D > hv [29] being observed. It is interesting to note that 
the value of #av=2.249 ( f f av  = 2 2 1/2 [(YlI+ 2#~)/3] ), obtained 
from the EPR study, is smaller than that estimated from 
the magnetic susceptibility measurements (g-- 2.261). 
This is often observed for dimeric copper(II) carboxy- 
lates [63]. The reason for this fact, however, is not clear 
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at present .  The  E P R  spec t rum o f  2 exhibi ts  only  two 
abso rp t ion  bands  at  730 and  4780 G those  are  two lines 
o f  the tr iplet  s tate (H1 and  H2). The  H3 line has  no t  been 
detected and  therefore  the values ofgH, g± and  D canno t  
be calculated.  

4. Conclusions 

The r epor t ed  crysta l  s t ructure  o f  1 is the only  k n o w n  
with the m o n o d e n t a t e  t r i azo lopyr imid ine  l igand axial ly  
coo rd ina t ed  via the N(3) a tom.  The  e longa t ion  o f  the 
axial  b o n d  results  in the largest  k n o w n  dis tance  be tween 
the Cu(I I )  ion and  the N(3) a t o m  o f  the tri-  
azo lopyr imid ine  l igand.  This  m o d e  o f  b ind ing  results  in 
an  extension o f  the r ing system b o n d s  and  in an increase 
o f  the C(2 ) -N(3 ) -C(3a )  angle,  c o m p a r i n g  to the unco-  
o rd ina t ed  dmtp .  However ,  the o r i en ta t ion  o f  the l igand,  
as descr ibed by  the exocyclic angles to Cu(II) ,  is s l ightly 
different f rom tha t  observed  for  N(3) coo rd ina t ed  equa-  
tor ia l  l igands.  

The  results o f  spec t roscopic  and  magne t ic  studies 
enable  the same conclus ions  a b o u t  the s t ruc tura l  features  
o f  1 and  2. Par t icu lar ly ,  the d imer ic  ca rboxy la t e -b r idged  
s t ructure  o f  2 wi th  a s t rong an t i f e r romagne t i c  coupl ing  
o f  Cu(I I )  a toms  is conf i rmed by U V - V I S ,  I R  and  E P R  
spect ra  as well as measu remen t s  o f  the magne t ic  sus- 
ceptibi l i ty.  The  s q u a r e - p y r a m i d a l  c o o r d i n a t i o n  o f  2, wi th  
equa to r i a l  ca rboxyl ic  oxygens  and  an axial  pos i t ion  o f  
the heterocycle  m a y  be conc luded  f rom the analysis  in 
the far  I R  range.  The  observed  C u - N ( 3 )  c o o r d i n a t i o n  
m a y  be regarded  as representa t ive  for  this heterocycle  
and  ana logous  to coo rd ina t i on  via N(9) in purines .  Chan-  
ges in d o n o r  p roper t i e s  o f  the l igand,  caused  by  methyl  
and  phenyl  subst i tuents ,  do  no t  affect the c o o r d i n a t i o n  
site in the s tudied heterocycles.  
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Abstract 

Complexes of [LnC13(dme)/] (Ln = Sm, Gd; dme = dimethoxyethane) were prepared in dimethoxyethane solution from the lan- 
thanide oxides and hydrogen chloride, which was formed in situ from chlorotrimethylsilane and water. The recrystallization of 
[LnCl3(dme)2] from tetrahydrofuran in the presence of tetramethylethylenediamine (tmeda) resulted in [LnC13(th02(tmeda)] (Ln = Sm, 
Gd). The samarium and gadolinium complexes were found to be isomorphous by unit cell determination. Each seven-coordinated 
gadolinium atom adopts a distorted pentagonal bipyramidal geometry with chlorine atoms in axial positions. The thermal decompo- 
sition of the compounds in argon resulted in LnOCI. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Synthesis of lanthanide chloride complexes; Lanthanide oxide; Crystal structure; Chlorotrimethylsilane 

1. Introduction 

Recent interest in organolanthanide [1-5] compounds 
arises from their use as polymerisation [6,7] and bond- 
coupling [8,9] catalysts. Anhydrous lanthanide chlorides 
and their complexes with simple donors such as thf [10- 
16] and dme [13,14,17,18] are, in addition to lanthanide 
trifluoromethanesulfonates [19], the most useful starting 
compounds in this fast developing research area. Lan- 
thanide oxides, the very starting compounds of lan- 
thanide chemistry, are converted to the anhydrous 
chlorides via an ammonium chloride route at elevated 
temperatures by an effective, but time consuming pro- 
cedure [20]. The complexes with simple donors are, due 
to their higher solubility, more appropriate substances 
than base-free lanthanide chlorides. The formation of  
complexes by dissolution of  chlorides in a donor  solvent 
or by dehydration of lanthanide chloride hydrates with 
thionyl chloride in donor  solvents, is slow and often 
requires prolongated heating at reflux [12,13,16]. The 
preparation of complexes of  lanthanide chlorides directly 
from oxides is therefore an interesting synthetic goal. The 
synthesis of dimethoxyethane complexes of  Eu, Nd and 
Gd chlorides from the respective oxides using thionyl 
chloride and water has been reported [17]. 

We present an effective method for the synthesis of  

*Corresponding author. Fax: +386-61-125-8220; e-mail: sasa. 
petricek@guest.arnes.si 

dimethoxyethane and tetramethylethylenediamine com- 
plexes of samarium and gadolinium chlorides from the 
oxides with chlorotrimethylsilane. Chlorotrimethylsilane 
was already used in preparation of LnCI3 • nthf (Ln = Y, 
La, Ce, Pr, Sm, Dy, Yb; n = 1.5, 2, 3, 3.5) from lanthanide 
metal using methanol and tetrahydrofuran [10]. It will be 
shown that hydrogen chloride prepared in situ during 
the reaction of chlorotrimethylsilane with water in the 
presence of  dimethoxyethane and lanthanide oxides also 
leads to formation of  [LnCl3(dme)2], which is further 
converted to [LnC13(thf)2(tmeda)]. 

2. Experimental 

All the manipulations were carried out under an atmo- 
sphere of  purified argon using Schlenk tubes or in a dry 
box. Samarium and gadolinium oxide (Aldrich), chlo- 
rotrimethylsilane (Aldrich), dimethoxyethane (Fluka) 
and tetramethylethylenediamine (Aldrich) were used as 
received, tetrahydrofuran was dried over Na /K and dis- 
tilled before use. 

The samples were ground in nujol mull and IR spectra 
were recorded on a Perkin Elmer 1720X instrument 
between 400 and 4000 cm -1. 

X-ray powder diffraction patterns of samples after 
thermal treatment were recorded on a Huber Guinier 
camera. 

The chlorine content was determined by a potent- 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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iometric titration of chlorine ions with silver nitrate and 
lanthanide content by a gravimetric analysis. 

Simultaneous TG and DTA measurements were made 
on a Mettler TA 2000 instrument using a 99.999% pure 
argon atmosphere with a flow rate of 35 ml min-1 up to 
800°C. A1203 was used as reference material, the heating 
rate of 5°C min- 1 was applied. 

2.1. Synthesis of [SmCl3(dme)2] 

To 0.570g (1.63mmol) of Sm203 were added 13.5g 
(150 mmol) of dme and 14.2 g (131 mmol) of (CH3)3SiCI. 
Water (0.140 g, 7.78 mmol) was added in three portions 
during 2 h of stirring. The suspension was stirred for 
4 days and after drying in vacuo 1.41 g (99% yield) of the 
complex [SmC13(dme)2] was gained. Found: 24.2% C1, 
34.3% Sm, calculated for [SmC13(dme)2] 24.3% C1, 34.4% 
Sm. IR (Nujol): 1077 s, 1034 vs, 1014 s, 976 s and 854 vs 
c m -  1. 

2.2. Synthesis of [ SmCla( thf )2( tmeda) ] 

To 0.294 g [SmC13(dme)2] (0.67 mmol) freshly distilled 
thf (40 ml) was added, after 20 min 0.194 g (1.67 mmol) 
tmeda was added and stirred for another 4 days. The 
insoluble part was filtered off, the clear solution dried in 
vacuo and the solid residue washed with pentane. Yield 
of [SmC13(thf)2(tmeda)] 0.231 g (67%). IR (Nujol): 1286 
w, 1261 m, 1079 m, 1023 vs, br, 950 m, 923 w, 870 m, br, 
795 s, 774 vw cm -1. Bright, colourless crystals of the 
complex [SmC13(thf)2(tmeda)] grew out of the solution 
during the slow evaporation of the solvent. 

2.3. Synthesis of [GdCl3(dme)2] 

To 0.560g (1.54mmol) of Gd203 were added 13.0g 
(144 mmol) of dme and 12.8 g (118 mmol) of (CH3)3SiC1. 
Water (0.140 g, 7.78 mmol) was added in three portions 
during 2 h of stirring. The suspension was stirred for 
4 days and after drying in vacuo 1.36 g (99% yield) of the 
complex [GdC13(dme)2] was gained. Found: 23.7% C1, 
35.5% Gd, calculated for [GdC13(dme)2] 24.0% C1, 35.4% 
Gd. IR (Nujol): 1077 s, 1033 vs, 1014 s, 977 m and 856 s 
c m  - l .  

2.4. Synthesis of [GdCl3(thf)2(tmeda)] 

To 0.360 g (0.81 mmol) [GdC13(dme)2] freshly distilled 
thf (40ml) was added, after 20min 0.230g (1.98mmol) 
tmeda was added and stirred for another 4 days. The 
insoluble part was filtered off and during the slow evap- 
oration of the solvent bright, colourless crystals of 
[GdC13(thf)2(tmeda)] grew out of the solution. IR (Nujol): 
1286 w, 1261s, 1023 vs, br, 950 m, 924 w, 869 w, br, 794 
vs and 767 w cm -1. 

2.5. Crystal structure determination 

Colourless crystals of [GdC13(th02(tmeda)] and 
[SmCl3(thf)2(tmeda)] sealed in a capillary purged with 
argon were used for data collection and cell deter- 
mination on an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer with 
graphite monochromatized MoK~ radiation, 2 = 0.7107. 
Accurate unit cell parameters of [GdC13(thf)2(tmeda)] 
were obtained from a least-squares refinement of the 
angular settings of 100 reflections with 10 < 0 < 18 °. Inten- 
sities were collected at 293(2)K in the co scan mode to 
20max = 28 ° in the range h, 0 to 10, k, - 2 0  to 20 and l, -21 
to 21; 8063 total data measured, equivalent reflections 
merged into a set of 5037 independent reflections, 3282 
with I >  2.5a(/) were observed. The structure was solved 
by the Patterson method, full-matrix least-squares 
refinement, H atoms at calculated positions with isotropic 
temperature factors were included only in structure factor 
calculations. In the final least-square cycle there were 
3282 reflections and 199 variables. The final R factors 
were R = 0.043, Rw = 0.055 and goodness-of-fit was 1.135. 
All calculations were performed on a VAX computer at 
RCU Ljubljana with the Xtal3.4 system of crys- 
tallographic programs [21]. Atomic coordinates, thermal 
parameters, bond lengths and angles for the crystal struc- 
ture of [GdC13(thf)2(tmeda)] have been deposited at the 
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) under 
the deposition number 102263. 

Crystals of [GdC13(tht)2(tmeda)] are monoclinic with 
space group P21/n, No. 14, CIaH32C13N202Gd, 
M =  524.0 gmo1-1, a~- 8.3472(5), b= 15.559(1), 
c=16.243(1)A, fl=92.229(6) °, V= 2107.9(5) A 3 and 
Z=4 .  

Accurate unit cell parameters of [SmC13 
(thf)2(tmeda)] were obtained from a least-squares 
refinement of the angular settings of 50 reflections with 
8.3<0<14.5 °. Crystals of [SmC13(thf)2(tmeda)] are 
monoclinic with space group P21/n, No. 14, 
C,4H32ClaN202Sm, M=517.1 gmo1-1, a=8.3610(8), 
b= 15.582(2), c= 16.318(3)A, /3=92.52(1) °, 
V= 2124.0(4) •3 and Z = 4. 

3. Results and discussion 

Chlorotrimethylsilane reacts with water generating in 
situ hydrogen chloride: 

2(CH3)3SIC1 + H20 , (CH3)3SiOSi(CH3)3 + 2HC1 

The generated hydrogen chloride reacts with lanthanide 
oxides in dimethoxyethane giving the complexes: 

Ln:O3 + 6HC1 + 4dme ,2[LnC13(dme)2] + 3H20 

The excess of (CH3)3SiC1 guarantees the total con- 
sumption of water. This method is very simple, since 
syntheses are carried out at room temperature and the 
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/ "~C12 ,C1~3 1 "~N1~'~'~4 
Fig. 1. The crystal structure of [GdC13(thf)2(tmeda)] with the numbering 
scheme adopted. 

side products, HC1 and (CH3)3SiOSi(CH3)3, are volatile 
and easily removable. When the N-donor ligand tmeda 
is added to the complexes [LnCla(dme)2] (Ln = Sm, Gd) 
dissolved in thf, new complexes with mixed, N- and O- 
donor ligands [LnCla(thf)E(tmeda)] are formed. 

[SmCla(thf)z(tmeda)] and [GdCla(thf)z(tmeda)] are iso- 
morphous; due to the low quality of the samarium crys- 
tals only the structure of the gadolinium compound was 
refined. The volume of the unit cell of gadolinium com- 
pound is slightly smaller showing the effect of lanthanide 
contraction. 

The crystal structure of [GdCl3(thf)E(tmeda)] is shown 
in Fig. 1 and the selected bond lengths and angles are 
listed in Table 1. A gadolinium atom is coordinated by 
three chlorine atoms, two oxygen atoms from tet- 
rahydrofuran and two nitrogen atoms from tmeda. Each 
seven-coordinated gadolinium atom adopts a distorted 
pentagonal bipyramidal geometry with chlorine atoms in 
axial positions as characteristic for many other lan- 

Table 1 
Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (°) in [GdC13(thf)2(tmeda)] 

Gd--O(1) 2.548(8) Gd-CI(1) 2.628(3) 
Gd-O(2) 2.455(8) Gd-Cl(2) 2.628(3) 
Gd-N(1) 2.636(10) Gd-CI(3) 2.666(3) 
Gd-N(2) 2.702(12) 

CI(1)-Gd-CI(2) 170.6(1) CI(3)-Gd-O(1) 
Cl(1)-Gd~21(3) 9 8 . 4 ( 1 )  Cl(3)-Gd-O(2) 
Cl(1)-Gd--O(1) 9 1 . 5 ( 2 )  CI(3)-Gd-N(1) 
Cl(1)-Gd-O(2) 8 3 . 0 ( 2 )  CI(3)-Gd-N(2) 
Cl(1)-Gd-N(1) 8 8 . 5 ( 2 )  O(1)-Gd-O(2) 
CI(1)-Gd-N(2) 8 2 . 8 ( 3 )  O(1)-Gd-N(1) 
CI(2)-Gd-CI(3) 9 1 . 0 ( 1 )  O(1)-Gd-N(2) 
C1(2) ~3d~)(1) 82 .1 (2 )  O(2)-Gd-N(1) 
CI(2)-Gd~)(2) 100.8(2)  O(2)-Gd-N(2) 
CI(2)-Gd-N(1) 9 2 . 3 ( 2 )  N(1)-Gd-N(2) 
CI(2)-Gd-N(2) 88.8(3) 

140.0(2) 
74.7(2) 
77.4(2) 

145.4(3) 
68.1(2) 

141.8(3) 
74.1(3) 

149.3(3) 
139.1(3) 
68.0(3) 

531 

thanide chloride complexes with thf l, dme 2 and pyridine 3 
[11,13-16,18]. The angle Cl(1)-Gd-Cl(2) in 
[GdCla(thf)E(tmeda)] is 170.63(9) °. The angles in the 
equatorial plane of [GdCla(thf)2(tmeda)] are in the range 
from 68.0 to 77.4 °. The sharpest angles are N(1)-Gd- 
N(2) [68.0(3) °] and O(1)-Gd-O(2) [68.3(2) °] and the wid- 
est Cl(3)-Gd-N(1) [77.4(2)°]. Bond lengths Gd-C1 and 
G d ~ )  in [GdCla(thf)E(tmeda)] are similar as in 
[GdCla(thf)4] [16]. The Gd-N bond lengths in 
[GdCla(thf)E(tmeda)] are 2.636(10) and 2.702(12).~. A 
number of lanthanide complexes with mono or bidentate 
N-donor ligands, as thiocyanate, pyridine, phen- 
antroline, bypyridyl, diaminoethane [25], have been 
made, but only a few lanthanide chloride complexes with 
N-donor ligands are structurally characterized, among 
them [EuCla(py)4] with Eu-N bond lengths from 2.587 to 
2.648 A [24]. 

Some compounds with two different O-donor ligands, 
like tetrahydrofuran and another O-donor ligand coor- 
dinated to LnC13 were reported in the literature. Water 
in [LnCIa(H20)6] complexes can be partly replaced by 
tetrahydrofuran, giving polymeric [Ln(#-C1)a(thf)(H20)n 
(Ln = La [26], Ce [27], Nd [16]). The only known mono- 
meric complexes LnCl3 with thf and some other ligand 
are [SmCla(dme)(thf)2] [22] and [VbC13(thf)2(O2C6H12)] 
[28]. 

It is obvious from results of thermal analysis that O- 
donor ligand compounds [LnCl3(dme)2] (Ln = Sm, Gd) 
are thermally more stable than [LnC13(thf)2(tmeda)] 
(Ln=Sm, Gd), because the decomposition in argon 
begins at 90°C for [LnC13(dme)2] and at 55°C for 
[LnC13(thf)2(tmeda)]. X-ray powder diffraction patterns, 
of all the samples after thermal treatment in argon, con- 
firms, that decomposition resulted in LnOC1. 

4 Conclusion 

[LnC13(dme)2] (Ln= Sm, Gd) were prepared follow- 
ing a new convenient synthetic route. Ln203 reacts with 
Me3SiCI in the presence of dme and small amounts of 
water at room temperature resulting in [LnC13(dme)z] 
(Ln = Sm, Gd). Dimethoxyethane in [LnCla(dme)2] was 
replaced by a N-donor ligand tmeda and O-donor ligand 
thf giving [LnCla(thf)2(tmeda)] (Ln = Sm, Gd). 
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Abstract 

Reactions of 2-(2-pyridyl)benzo[b]furan (Hpbf), 1-(2-pyridyl)indole (Hpyi) and 1-(2-pyrimidyl)indole (Hpmi) with palladium(II) 
acetate in refluxing acetonitrile resulted in the formation of unexpected nitro complexes, [Pd(NO2)L(CH3CN)] (L =pbf, pyi and 
pmi). The presence of NO2 in the square planar dimethylsulfoxide (dmso) derivatives, [Pd(NO2)L(dmso)] (L = pbf and pyi) were 
confirmed by X-ray analysis. Palladation occurred at the C-3 of pbf and at the C-2 of pyi and pmi and a five member palladacycle 
was formed. The NO2 was coordinated trans to the pyridine-N atom and the dmso trans to the C atom through the O atom. 
Cyclorhodation of Hpbf, Hpyi and Hpmi with trichlorobis(tri-n-butylphosphine)rhodium(III) were similarly occurred in refluxing 
toluene to afford octahedral complexes, [RhC12L(PBu3)2], (PBu3=tri-n-butylphosphine). The octahedral structure of [RhC12 
(pmi)(PBu3):] was also determined by X-ray analysis. The two PBu3 ligands were coordinated trans to each other and the strong 
trans influence of the tr-C donor atom stretched one Rh-C1 bond trans to it. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Cyclopalladation; Cyclorhodation; 2-(2-pyridyl)benzo[b]furan; 1-(2-pyridyl)indole; 1-(2-pyrimidyl)indole; X-ray structural analysis 

1. Introduction 

Intramolecular activation of  aromatic C - H  bonds with 
transition metal ions in coordinated ligands (cyclo- 
metallation reaction) has very widely been investigated 
for benzene derivatives substituted with heteroatom 
directing groups [1]. Cyclometallation reactions of  het- 
eroaromatic derivatives have, on the contrary, been stud- 
ied less extensively, although heterocyclic derivatives are 
expected to have unique properties not found in benzene 
derivatives in applied fields of  chemistry and pharmacy 
[2]. Cyclometallated derivatives can be used as inter- 
mediates in synthetic chemistry [3] and studies on het- 
erocyclic derivatives are very important. We have been 
interested in cyclometallation reactions of  het- 
eroaromatics and reported already some results on simple 
five membered ones such as furan, thiophene and pyrrole 
derivatives [4,5]. This program is now extended to benzo 
fused five membered heterocycles; 2-(2-pyridyl) 
benzo[b]furan (abbreviated as Hpbf), 1-(2-pyridyl) indole 
(Hpyi) and 1-(2-pyrimidyl)indole (Hpmi) (Fig. 1) and 

* Corresponding author. 

their reactions with palladium(II) acetate and tri- 
chlorobis(tri-n-butylphosphine)rhodium(III) are inves- 
tigated. It is unprecedented that nitro palladium(II) com- 
plexes are formed in reactions with palladium(II)acetate 
in acetonitrile. 

2. Results and discussion 

2-(2-Pyridyl)benzo[b]furan (Hpbf) was prepared from 
salicylaldehyde and 2-picolylchloride via 2-(2-pic- 
olyloxy)benzaldehyde according to Scheme 1 based on 
the literature procedure [6]. Under the conditions, 2-chlo- 
romethylquinoline gave 2-(2-quinolyl)benzo[b] furan 
(Hqbf), which did not, however, react with both pal- 
ladium(II) acetate and trichlorobis(tri-n-butyl- 
phosphine)rhodium(III). 1-(2-Pyridyl)indole (Hpyi) was 
obtained by the literature method [7] from indole and 
2-fluoropyridine and 1-(2-pyrimidyl)indole (Hpmi) was 
similarly obtained from indole and 2-chloropyrimidine. 
These ligands (Fig. 1) have been characterized spec- 
troscopically (Tables 1 and 2). The formation of a 
benzo[b]furan ring in Hpbfwas confirmed by the presence 
of a IH signal (at 7.42 ppm) typical to H-3 of  a furan ring 

027%5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All fights reserved. 
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Fig. 1. Ligand abbreviations and atom labelling for NMR. 
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Scheme 1. Preparation of 2-(2-pyridyl)benzo[b]furan (Hpbf). 

and characteristic 13C signals {C-2-7, 3a and 7a; J[(~H- 
3)-(13C-3)] = 177.7 Hz}. The indole ring was easily ident- 
ified by the signals of H-2 and H-3 and C-2 [J(H- 
C)=185.9 and 190.4Hz] and C-3 (174.2 and 174.2Hz, 
respectively, for pyi and pmi). Signals of pyridine and 
pyrimidine moieties were easily identified based on the 
characteristic spectral patterns. The H-7 signal of the 
indole ring of Hpmi is significantly deshielded and that of 
H-2 to a certain extent compared with the corresponding 

signal of Hpyi, respectively, but those of others are similar 
in chemical shifts. The deshielding effect of the pyrim- 
idine-N atoms may through space be exerted on the 
proximate protons. 

Upon reflux of an acetonitrile solution of a mixture of 
these ligands and Pd(OAc)2, the solution coloured dark 
and formation of metallic palladium was inferred. The 
product obtained was formulated, on the basis of the 
analytical results, as [Pd(NO2)(L)(CH3CN)], the coor- 
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dination of NO~-being suggested by the IR spectra [e.g. 
v(NO2) at 1380 and 1333 and v(Pd-NO2) at 325 cm-1 for 
L =pbf] [8] and confirmed by X-ray structural analysis 
(vide infra). The formation of NO~-was unexpected and 
was supposed to result from oxidation of CH3CN cat- 
alyzed by metallic palladium by-produced during the 
reaction (eqn (1) or eqn (1') is tentatively proposed): 

2CH3CN + 3/202 + Pd(OAc)2 + HL + H20 

, [Pd(NO2)(L)(CH3CN)] + 3HOAc (1) 

2CH3CN + 7/202 + Pd(OAc)2 

+ HE , [Pd(NO2)(L)(CH3CN)] 

+ 2 H O A c + H 2 0 + 2 C O z  (1') 

Some reactions of CH3CN are known [9] but there seems 
to be no precedent for its oxidation reaction to form 
NO~- to the best of our knowledge. The true reaction is, 
however, beyond the authors' understanding. The IR 
spectra suggest N-coordination of CH3CN for 
[Pd(NO2)(L)(CH3CN)] ( L = p b f  and pyi) and O-coor- 
dination of dmso (dimethylsulfoxide) for [Pd(NO2) 
(pmi)(dmso)] [v(S~-------O) at 995 cm-1] [8]. 

These ligands also reacted with RhC13(PBu3)2 in reflux- 
ing toluene slowly to give [RhC12(L)(PBu3)2] (PBu3 = tri- 
n-butylphosphine): 

RhC13(PBu3)2 + HE , [RhC12(L)(PBu3)2] + HC1 (2) 

These newly prepared complexes have been characterized 
spectroscopically (Tables 1 and 2) and one structure con- 
firmed by X-ray analysis (ride infra). In the IR spectra, 
two strong bands (e.g. 306 and 252 cm-1 for L = pbf) are 
assigned to v(Rh-C1) indicating cis coordination of the 
two C1 donors and the lower frequency band should result 
from the strong trans influence of the trans-coordinated 
C donor. The two bands were replaced with those at 301 
and 119 cm-1 in the IR spectrum of [RhClI(pbf)(PBu3)2], 
which was produced upon metathesis of 
[RhC12(pbf)(PBu3)] with excess of sodium iodide. The C1 
ligand substituted by I is the one trans to the C donor 
and that remained is the one trans to the N donor, v(Rh- 
C1) shifting hardly (from 306 to 301 cm-l). 

One proton signal of the free ligands was diminished 
in the aromatic IH signal region upon the complexation 
reaction. In the spectra of the pbf complexes the H-3 
signal and in those of the pyi and pmi ones the H-2 signal 
disappeared. Concomitant with these changes, C-3 of the 
former and C-2 of the latter became quaternary and 
deshielded. Besides the aromatic protons signals, 
[Pd(NO2)(L)(CH3CN)] (L =pb f  and pyi) shows signals 
due to CH3CN (Tables 1 and 2), the chemical shifts indi- 
cating that CH3CN is no longer coordinated in dmso-d6 
solutions. 

Marked deshielding is observed for the two protons, 
H-4 and H-6', of [RhCl2(pbf)(PBu3)z] compared to those 
of the corresponding palladium one and also for H-6' of 
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the pyi and H-4' of the pmi complexes. This deshielding 
is considered to be induced by the deshielding effect of 
the halogens situated close to the protons (Figs 2 and 3). 
The effect, however, is small for H-3 of the latter two. 
The H-3 cannot similarly approach the halogens, the 
C(3)-H(3) bond of the latter two ligands being not 
directed towards the halogen because of the five-mem- 
bered furan ring (vide infra). When one CI ligand of 
[RhClz(pbf)(PBu3)2] is replaced with I, the chemical shift 
change of H-6' is larger than that of H-4 indicating that 

4 [Pd(NO2)(pbf)(C}-I3CN)I 

~k'~pd/NO2 
~ N  / NCCH3 

5 [Pd(NO2)(pyi)(CH3CN)] 

~ p d / N o 2  
N.~N / "OS(CH3) 2 

6 ' ~ L ~ 4  ' 
5' 

6 [Pd(NO2)(pmi)(OS(CH3)2) ] 

Fig. 2. Structures of palladium complexes. 

~ PBu 3 

i \el 
PBu 3 

1 [RhCl2(pbf)(PBu3) 2] 

P.Bu3 

PBu3 

2 [RhCl2(pyi)(PBu3) 2] 

~ .  PBu3 

NA<N/  \C, 6'~4' PBu3 
5' 

3 [RhG12(pmi)(PBu3) 2] 

Fig. 3. Structures of rhodium complexes (PBu3 = tri-n-butylphosphine). 

H-6' is in the proximity of the newly coordinated I ligand 
(I is trans to the C donor in accord with the IR result). 
The NMR signals due to the two PBu3 groups in the 
rhodium complexes are equivalent and two ~3C{~H} sig- 
nals appear as a virtual triplet. The deshielded rhodated 
carbon signals (C-3 of pbf and C-2 of pyi and pmi) are a 
doublet [J(Rh-C)] of triplets [J(P-C)]. The two PBu3 
groups are, therefore, coordinated trans to each other 
and equivalent, cis to the rhodated C atom. 

Recrystallization of [Pd(NOz)(L)(CH3CN)] (L=pbf  
and pyi) from dmso gave crystals of [Pd(NOz)(L)(dmso)] 
(L = pbf and pyi) suitable for X-ray analysis, CH3CN 
being replaced with dmso (Figs 4 and 5). The formation 
of an NO~ ion has been confirmed. Selected bond dis- 
tances and angles are given in Table 3. The ligand Hpbf 
is palladated at C-3 of the benzo[b]furan ring and Hpyi 
at C-2 of the indole ring with concomitant coordination 
of the pyridine-N atom affording a five membered chelate 
ring. The dmso molecule is coordinated through the O 
atom with a Pd-O distance of 2.141(2) and 2.144(1)]L 
respectively, trans to the palladated C atom and the dis- 
tances are significantly longer than the average value of 
2.05(1 ) ,~ in the literature [10]. The O coordination should 
be caused by the strong trans influence of the C donor, 
the O atom exerting weak trans influence and bonding 
competition being avoided. The bond distances and 
angles within dmso are normal for the O-coordinated one 
[10]. The weakly coordinated dmso molecule in 
[Pd(NOz)(pbf)(dmso)] is easily washed away with meth- 
anol and H20 in air occupies the coordination site to give 
[Pd(NOz)(pbf)(H20)]. The small lower-frequency coor- 
dination-shifts of v(S=O) for [Pd(NO2)(L)(dmso)] 
(L = pyi and pmi) consist with weak O-coordination of 
dmso [11]: the band shifts at 997 (pyi) and 995 cm-~ (pmi; 
965 for dmso-d6) compared to 1058 cm -~ of free dmso. 

The plane of the NO2 ion makes a dihedral angle of 
65.5(1) ° (pbf) and 46.4(1) ° (pyi) with the coordination 
plane defined by Pd, N(1), C(7), 0(2)/and N(2), and Pd, 
N(1), C(6), O(1) and N(3), respectively, in order to reduce 
interligand repulsion: the calculated distance between 
0(4) and H(9) [attached to C(9)] is 2.72(4)A for L = pbf 
and that between 0(3) and H(7) is 2.76(3) ,~ for pyi. The 
N-O lengths and O-N-O angle are normal for the N- 
coordinated NO~- group [12] and the Pd-N lengths are 
similar to those found in the [Pd(NO2)(dien)J + ion 
[2.028(7) ,~] and [Pd(NO2)(NH3)3] + ion [1.984(8) A]. The 
benzene and heteroaromatic rings are nearly planar and 
the dihedral angle between the pyridine and five-mem- 
bered heteroaromatic rings is very small: 3.62(9) ° for pbf 
and 1.28(9) ° for pyi. 

The trans-(P,P) octahedral structure of [RhC12(pmi) 
(PBu3)2] is depicted in Fig. 6 and the selected bond lengths 
and angles are given in Table 3. The two axial PBu3 
groups are in a nearly eclipsed conformation and one P- 
C bond of each PBua directs toward the gap of the two 
C1 atoms. The unusually large thermal parameters for 
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C(3) 

C(2) 

C(4) 

C(S) 

0(1) 

C(13) 

C(6) 

C(12) 

c(11) 

N(1) 

C(1) ~ / C(7) 
C(8) 

C(9) 

3(10) 

0(2) 

N(2) 

S(1) 
0(3) 

C(14) 

Fig. 4. Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme for [Pd(NO2)(pbf)(dmso)] (4'). 

CH3CH 2 terminal [C(35) and C(36)] of one butyl group 
of PBu3 may indicate disordered locations and the 
accompanied bond lengths and angles are uncertain. A 
marked trans influence is observed for the Rh-C1 bond 
lengths: that trans to the rhodated C(1) atom is 2.474(1) ]k 
while that trans to pyrimidine-N(1) is 2.3420(8),~. There 
is some short contact between CI(1) and H(12), the sep- 
aration of which is calculated to be 2.65 ,~ (shorter than 
the sum of the van der Waals radii, 1.2+ 1.8=3.0,~), 
as suggested by the IH NMR spectrum. The calculated 
distance between C1(2) and H(2) is 3.07 A and the H(2) 
is, hence, not subjected to such deshielding. The low field 
resonance of H-7 may also be caused by the short distance 
of H(7)-N(2) (calculated to be 2.56,~). 

A related Rh(III) complex, trans(P,P)-[RhC12 
(N-C)(PPh3)2] (N~C = ortho-metallated azobenzenes and 
PPh3 = triphenylphosphine), was reported to be obtained 
by oxidative addition of ortho-halo-azobenzenes to 
RhCI(PPh3)3 and the structure of trans(P,P)-[RhC12(N- 
C)(PPh3)2] (N-C= 5-CI-2-phenylazophenyl) was deter- 
mined [13]. In the complexes all the six coordination 
bonds are longer than the corresponding ones in 
[RhClz(pmi)(PBu3)2] and the larger cone angle of PPh3 
may be an origin. The difference of trans influences 

between C and N donors are also reflected clearly on Rh-  
CI bond lengths: 2.493(1) vs 2.361 (1)A. 

3. Experimental 

3.1. Measurements 

Measurements were carried out by the method 
reported previously [14]. IR spectra were measured of 
nuj ol and hexachlorobutadiene ( 1500-1200 cm- 1) mulls. 

3.2. Preparation o f  the ligands 

Hpyi was prepared by the method reported in the 
literature [7] and Hpmi was similarly prepared from 
indole and 2-chloropyrimidine as light yellow crystals. 
M.p. 84-85°C. Yield, 79%. Calcd. for C12HgN3: C, 73.8; 
H, 4.6; N, 21.5%. Found: C, 73.5; H, 4.8; N, 21.7%. 

Synthesis of Hpbf (ref. Scheme 1): to a mixture of 
9.79 g (80 mmol) of salicylaldehyde and 13.15 g (82 mmol) 
of 2-chloromethylpyridine hydrochloride in 100cm 3 of 
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was, little by little, 
added 22.16 g (160 mmol) of anhydrous potassium car- 
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C(11) 

539 

C(12) c(lo) 

C(2) 

c(3) 
C(4) 

C(5) N(2) 

C(13) 

;(8) 

C(9) 

N(1) 

c0) ~ ,  / c(6) 
C(7) 

)0(1) 

N(3) 

C(15) 

IS(l) 
0(2) 

C(14) 

Fig. 5. Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme for [Pd(NO2)(pyi)(dmso)] (5'). 

bonate with stirring. The mixture was heated at 110°C 
with stirring for 160 min and the solvent was evaporated 
off under reduced pressure. The residue was dissolved in 
150 cm 3 of ethyl ether and treated with activated charcoal. 
The filtered solution was concentrated to a small volume 
to give white crystals of 2-(2-pyridyl-methoxy) ben- 
zaldehyde. Yield 9.09 g (53%). M.p. 70-71°C. Calcd. for 
C13H11NO2: C, 73.2; H, 5.2; N, 6.6%. Found: C, 73.4; H, 
4.9; N, 6.5%. ~H N M R  (CDCI3): 10.62 s (CHO), 5.33 s 
(CHz), 7.05 m, 7.53 m (H-3,4,5,6), 7.87 dd (H-Y), 7.75 td 
(H-4'), 7.26 ddd (H-5'), 8.61 dad (H-6') ppm. 13C{IH} 
NMR: 189.5 (CHO), 71.0 (CH2), 125.1 (C-I), 160.6 (C- 
2), 113.0, 121.2, 121.3, 136.0 (C-3,4,5,6), 156.3 (C-2'), 

128.8 (C-3'), 137.0 (C-4'), 123.0 (C-5'), 149.3 (C-6') ppm. 
IR: 2867, 2762 (aliphatic C-H);  1685 (CHO); 1246 (C-  
O) cm-  1. 

To a D M F  solution (40 cm 3) of  6.89 g (32 mmol) of 2- 
(2-pyridylmethoxy)benzaldehyde was added 3.99 g 
(36 mmol) of potassium t-butoxide with stirring and the 
mixture was heated at 100°C for 4 h  with stirring. The 
solvent was evaporated off under reduced pressure and 
the residue was mixed with 40 cm 3 of water saturated with 
sodium chloride. The product was extracted with ethyl 
ether (3 x 100 cm 3) and the combined ether extracts were 
treated with activated charcoal. The filtered solution was 
concentrated to a small volume and on standing 
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Table 3 
Selected bond lengths (,~) and angles 
(pyi)(dmso) (5') and RhCl2(pmi)(PBu3)2 (3) 

(°) of Pd(NO2)(pbf)(dmso) (4'), Pd(NO2) 

Pd(NO2)(pbf)(dmso) (4') 
Pd( 1 )-C(7) 1.972(2) Pd( 1 )-N( 1 ) 2.072(2) 
Pd(I)-N(2) 1.996(2) Pd(1)-O(2) 2.141 (2) 
N(2)-O(3) 1.224(3) N(2)-O(4) 1.227(3) 
N(1)-C(5) 1.358(3) C(5)-C(6) 1.436(3) 
C(6)-C(7) 1.352(4) O(2)-S(1) 1.531(2) 
N(1)-Pd(1)-C(7) 81.36(9) N(2)-Pd(1)-O(2) 91.04(9) 
C(7)-Pd(1)-N(2) 94.94(9) N(I)-Pd(1)-O(2) 92.57(8) 
O(4)-N(2)-O(3) 118.0(2) 

Pd(NO2)(pyi)(dmso) (5') 
Pd(1)-C(6) 1.942(2) Pd(1)-N(1) 2.025(2) 
Pd(1)-N(3) 2.017(2) Pd(1)-O(1) 2.144(1) 
N(3)-O(2) 1.226(4) N(3)-O(3) 1.229(3) 
N(1)-C(5) 1.353(3) C(5)-N(2) 1.384(2) 
N(2)-C(6) 1.413(3) O(1)-S(1) 1.526(2) 
N(1)-Pd(1)-C(6) 80.64(8) N(3)-Pd(1)-O(1) 93.38(7) 
C(6)-Pd(1)-N(3) 94.05(9) N(1)-Pd(1)-O(1) 92.06(7) 
O(3)-N(3)-O(2) 118.0(3) 

RhCl2(pmi)(PBu3)2 (3) 
Rh-C( 1 ) 1.971 (3) Rh-N( 1 ) 2.044(2) 
Rh-CI( 1 ) 2.474( 1 ) Rh~21(2) 2.3420(8) 
Rh-P(1) 2.3549(8) Rh-P(2) 2.3610(9) 
N(1)-C(9) 1.363(4) C(9)-N(3) 1.365(4) 
N(3)-C(1) 1.431(3) 
C ( 1 )-Rh-N( 1 ) 80.9( 1 ) CI( 1 )-Rh~l(2) 94.80(4) 
P( 1 )-Rh-P(2) 171.94(2) CI( 1 )--Rh-N( 1 ) 92.24(8) 
Cl(2)-Rh-C( 1 ) 92.07(7) 

deposited yellow crystals of Hpbf, which were washed 
with a small amount of ethyl ether to give 2.84g (45%). 
M.p. 84--86°C. Calcd. for C13H9NO: C, 80.0; H, 4.6; N, 
7.2%. Found: C, 80.2; H, 4.1; N, 7.1%. 

Synthesis of 2-(2-quinolyl)benzo[b]furan was per- 
formed in the above method and 2-chloro- 
methylquinoline hydrochloride was used instead of 2- 
chloromethylpyridine hydrochloride. 2-(2-Quinolyl- 
methoxy)benzaldehyde was obtained in a yield of 78%. 
M.p. 117-118°C. Calcd. for CI7H13NO2: C, 77.6; H, 5.0; 
N, 5.3%. Found: C, 77.4; H, 4.7; N, 5.3%. ~H NMR 
(CDCI3): 10.65 d (0.4Hz, CHO), 8.18 d, 8.08 d, 7.87 dd, 
7.81 dd, 7.73 ddd, 7.64 d, 7.54 ddd, 7.48 ddd, 7.06 d, 7.03 
t, 5.46 s (CH2) ppm. 13C NMR: 189.5 (CHO), 160.5, 
156.7, 147.5, 137.2, 136.0, 129.9, 128.9, 128.8, 127.7, 
127.6, 126.7, 125.0, 121.2, 118.8, 113.0, 71.6(CH2)ppm. 
IR: 1687 (CHO); 1251, 1049 (C-O) cm -1. 

2-(2-Quinolyl)benzo[b]furan was obtained in a yield of 
77%. M.p. 129-130°C. Calcd. for C17H11NO: C, 83.3; H, 
4.5; N, 5.7%. Found: C, 82.9; H, 4.6; N, 5.7%. 1H NMR 
(CDCI3): 8.21 d (8.5 Hz, qn H-4), 8.20 d, 7.95 d (8.5 Hz, 
qn H-3), 7.80 dd, 7.74 ddd, 7.68 d, 7.64 dd, 7.59 d (0.8 Hz, 
bf H-3), 7.53 ddd, 7.37 ddd, 7.28 td ppm. 13C NMR: 
155.6, 155.1, 149.0, 148.2, 136.8 (qn C-4), 130.0, 129.6, 
128.8, 127.6 (overlapped signal), 126.7, 125.5, 123.3, 

121.8, 118.1 (qn C-3), 111.8, 106.2 (bfC-3) ppm. (abbrevi- 
ation: qn = quinoline and bf= benzo[b]furan). 

3.3. Preparation of the complexes 

3.3.1. [Pd(N02) (pbf) (CH3CN) ]" 1/21-120 
A mixture of 195mg (1 mmol) of Hpbf and 224mg 

(1 mmol) of palladium(II) acetate in 30 cm 3 of acetonitrile 
was refluxed with stirring for 4 h. The resulting cloudy 
solution was filtered while hot and allowed to cool to 
afford a yellow precipitate, which was filtered, washed 
with acetonitrile and dried in air. M.p. 224°C (dec.). Yield 
152mg (39%). Calcd. for CIsHIIN303Pd" 1/2H20: C, 
45.4; H, 3.1; N, 10.6%. Found: C, 45.9; H, 2.6; N, 10.4%. 
IR: 3274 br(HzO); 2327, 2301 (C=N); 1380, 1333 (NO2); 
325 (Pd-NO2) cm-k 

3.3.2. [Pd(N02) (pyi) (CH3CN) ] 
The yellow complex was obtained by the above method 

in a yield of 192mg (50%). M.p. 182°C (dec). Calcd. for 
CIsH1ENaPd: C, 46.6; H, 3.1; N, 14.5%. Found: C, 46.5; 
H, 2.8; N, 14.3%. IR: 2320, 2292 (C=N); 1381, 1338 
(NO2); 310 (Pd-NO2) cm- 1. 
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Fig. 6. Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme for [RhClz(pmi)(PBu3)2] (3). The positions of C(35) and C(36) are disordered. 

3.3.3. [Pd(N02) (pmi) (dmso) ] 
The yellow complex was prepared by the above method 

{[Pd(NO2)(pmi)(CH3CN)] was not obtained analytically 
pure} and recrystallized from hot dimethylsulfoxide 
(dmso) (ca. 6cm 3 and at ca. 100°C) to afford 161mg 
(38%). M.p. 188°C (dec). Calcd. for C14HI4N403SPd: C, 
39.6; H, 3.3; N, 13.2; S, 7.5%. Found: C, 39.3; H, 3.6; N, 
12.8; S, 7.9%. IR: 1376, 1330 (NO2); 995 (S=O); 305 (Pd- 
NO2) cm- 1. 

3.3.4. [Pd(N02) (pbf) (1120)] 
[Pd(NOE)(pbf)(CHaCN)]" 1/2H20 was recrystallized 

from a minimum amount of hot dmso (ca. 100°C) and 
crystals were washed with methanol and dried in air. The 
crystals grown are Pd(NOE)(pbf)(dmso) as confirmed by 
X-ray analysis but upon washing with methanol the crys- 

tals are crumbled and the dmso is replaced with water in 
air. M.p. 202°C (dec). Calcd. for C13H10N204Pd:'C, 42.8; 
H, 2.8; N, 7.7%. Found: C, 42.6; H, 2.8; H, 7.6% . IR: 
3322, 3229, 1688, 495 (H20); 1332, 1345 (NO2); 327, 323 
(Pd-NO2) cm- 1. 

3.3.5. [Pd(N02) (pyi) (dmso) ] 
[Pd(NO2)(pyi)(CH3CN)] was treated as above. M.p. 

168°C (dec). Calcd. for C15H15N3OaSPd: C, 42.5; H, 3.6; 
N, 9.9; S, 7.6%. Found: C, 42.6; H, 3.6; N, 9.8; S, 8.0%. 
IR: 1333, 1371 (NO2); 997 (S=O); 301 (Pd-NO2) cm -1. 

3.3.6. [RhCl2(pbf) (PBu3)2] 
A mixture of 98mg (0.5mmol) of Hpbf and 307mg 

(0.5 mmol) of trichl°r°bis(tri-n-butylph°sphine)rh°- 
dium(III) in 30 cm 3 of toluene was refluxed for 5 days and 
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Table 4 
Crystallographic data and experimental details 

Complex [Pd(NO2)(pyi)(dmso)] [Pd(NO2)(pbf )(dmso)] [RhCl2(pmi)(PBu3)2l 
Formula C15HIsN3OaPdS CIsHI4N204PdS C36H62C12NaP 2Rh 
M 423.79 424.77 772.67 
Crystal system trichnic monoclinic triclinic 
Space group P | (No. 2) P21/n (No. 14) P i (No. 2) 
a (,~) 9.8233(9) 9.887(3) 13.166(3) 
b (,~) 12.206(1) 13.814(4) 14.914(5) 
c (,~) 7.3821(7) 12.499(3) 11.763(3) 
ct (°) 100.149(8) 111.26(2) 
fl (°) 109.711 (7) 108.97(2) 110.36(2) 
7 (°) 102.163(8) 82.08(2) 
Z 2 4 2 
V (,~3) 784.6(1) 1614.4(8) 2018(1) 
#(MoK~) (cm-1) 13.11 12.77 6.54 
Transm factor 0.860-1.000 0.909-0.998 0.808-0.865 
Crystal color yellow yellow yellow 
Crystal habit  prismatic prismatic prismatic 
Crystal size (mm 3) 0.20 x 0.20 × 0.30 0.20 x 0.30 x 0.30 0.27 x 0.27 x 0.33 
Deale d (g cm -3) 1.79 1.75 1.27 
2 (MoKct) (,~) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 
T (K) 298 298 298 
Scan range (°) 1.63 + 0.30 tan 0 1.50 + 0.30 tan 0 1.79 + 0.30 tan 0 
Scan mode a> - 20 co - 20 o9 - 20 
Scan speed (° m in -  1) 8 8 8 
20ma x (°) 55 55 55 
No. of reflections measd 3823 3707 9674 
No. of reflections obsd [IFol > 3tr(IFol)] 3289 3030 7297 
No. of parameters refined 268 264 397 
R 0.025 0.022 0.033 
Rw 0.031 0.030 0.039 
S 1.58 1.43 1.49 
(A/6).~ax 0.19 0.19 0.55 
Largest diff peak (e ,~-3) 0.62 0.31 0.47 
Largest diff hole (elk -3) - 0 . 9 0  -0 .51  -- - 0 . 4 9  

R = ~:IIFol -I&II/EIFol, Rw = [~:wllYol -IFoll21ZwlYf] '/2, w = [a2(Fo) + {0.015(Fo)} 2] -'. 
S = [~:wl I F o l -  IFcll2/(m - n)]1/2 ( m  = no. of used reflections, n = no. of refined parameters). 

the solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. The 
residue was dissolved in dichloromethane, treated with 
Florisil and filtered. The filtrate was concentrated to a 
small volume and upon addition of hexane precipitated 
yellow crystals, which was washed with hexane and dried 
in air. Yield 251 mg (65%). M.p. 204-206°C. Calcd. for 
C 3 7 H 6 2 N O C 1 2 P 2 R h :  C ,  57.5; H, 8.1; N, 1.8%. Found: C, 
57.6; H, 8.6; N, 1.8% IR; 306, 252 (Rh-C1) cm -~. 

3.3.7. [RhCl f f  pyi) (PBu3)2] 
The yellow complex was prepared by the above 

method, the reaction time being 1 week. M.p. 255°C (dec). 
Yield 222mg (58%). Calcd. for C37H63N2CIzPERh: C, 
57.6; H, 8.2; N, 3.6%. Found: C, 57.5; H, 8.6; N, 3.6%. 
IR; 326, 229 (Rh~CI) cm -~. 

3.3.8. [RhCl2(pmi) (PBu3)2] 
The yellow complex was obtained by the same method 

as above. M.p. 174-175°C. Yield 85mg (22%). Calcd. 

for C36H62N3ClEP2Rh: C, 56.0; H, 8.1; N, 5.4%. Found: 
C, 55.5; H, 8.3; N, 5.5% IR; 301,232 ( R h ~ l )  cm -~. 

3.3.9. [RhClI(pbf) (eBu3)2] 
A mixture of 237 mg (0.31 mmol) of 

[RhC12(pbf)(PBu3)2] and 300 mg (2 mmol) of sodium iod- 
ide in 30 cm 3 acetone was stirred overnight at room tem- 
perature and evaporated to dryness. The residue was 
dissolved in dichloromethane, insoluble materials were 
filtered off and addition of hexane to the concentrated 
filtrate resulted in precipitation of a yellow product. Yield 
171mg (65%). M.p. 163-165°C. Calcd. for C37H62N- 

OCIIP2Rh: C, 51.4; H, 7.2; N, 1.6%. Found: C, 51.3; H, 
7.7; N, 1.6%. 

3.4. X-ray structural analysis 

Recrystallization of [Pd(NO2)(pbf and pyi) 
(CH3CN)] from hot dmso gave single crystals suitable for 
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X-ray but the CH3CN group was replaced with a dmso 
molecule, forming [Pd(NO2)(pbf and pyi) (dmso)]. Single 
crystals of [RhC12(pmi)(PBu3)2] was obtained upon 
recrystallization from a mixture of dichloromethane and 
hexane. Details of experimental conditions and crystal 
data are given in Table 4. The crystals were mounted on 
the tip of glass fiber using epoxy resin. All measurements 
were made on a Rigaku AFC7R diffractometer with 
graphite-monochromated Mo Kct radiation (2 = 
0.71069A). Unit cell parameters were refined from the 
setting angles of 25 centered reflections (29°< 20 < 30°). 
Three standard reflections monitored at every 150 reflec- 
tions showed only random deviations. Absorption cor- 
rection was applied for [Pd(NO2)(pyi)(dmso)] and 
[Pd(NO2)(pb0(dmso)] based on ~k scans and for [RhC12(p- 
mi)(PBu3)2] by a numerical method from crystal shape. 
The structures were solved by direct methods (SHELXS- 
86 [15]) and refined by full-matrix least-squares procedure 
on F (Xtal 3.2 [16]). All non-hydrogen atoms were refined 
anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms for [Pd(NO2) 
(pyi)(dmso)] and [Pd(NOE)(pbf)(dmso)] were located 
from a difference-Fourier map and refined isotropically, 
but those for [RhCIE(pmi)(PBu3)2] were fixed at calculated 
positions with isotropic displacement coefficients of 1.2 
times Ueq of the corresponding carbon atoms. Final 
difference electron density maps showed no peaks above 
1 e / ~  -3. Supplementary data have been deposited with 
the CCDC, deposition numbers being 102334 for 
[Pd(NO2)(pbf)(dmso)], 102335 for [Pd(NOE)(pyi) (dmso)] 
and 102336 for [RhCl2(pmi)(PBu3):]. 
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Abstract

rac!0\1!Bis"phenylchlorophosphino#!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "0# reacts with four equivalents of sulfur at 074Ð089>C
in undecane to give the cyclic anhydride of 0\1!bis"phenylthiophosphoryl#!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaboranyl"01#!dithiodiphosphinic
acid "1#[ Under comparable conditions\ 0!phenyl!chlorophosphino!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "3# and 0!phenyl!
chlorophosphino!1!phenyl!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "4# react with sulfur to give 0!phenylchlorothiophosphino!0\1!
dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "5# and 0!phenylchlorothiophosphino!1!phenyl!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "6#[ Com!
pounds 3Ð6 were characterized by 0H\ 20P\ 02C and 00B NMR spectroscopy and elemental analysis\ and X!ray structure determinations
were carried out on 0 and 6[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Carbaboranylchlorophosphines^ Carbaboranylchlorothiophosphines

0[ Introduction

The oxidation of organic derivatives of trivalent phos!
phorus by sulfur is probably the most widely investigated
reaction in the chemistry of organophosphorus com!
pounds after the Arbuzov reaction ð0Ł[ The sulfurization
of compounds containing P"III#Ðhalogen bonds has been
extensively studied because of its importance for the syn!
thesis of a wide range of organic derivatives of phos!
phorus ð1\ 2Ł[ The reactions which have been reported in
the literature proceed with retention of the PÐX bond
"X�halide# to give the corresponding thiophosphorus
acids "eqn "0##[

"0#

Here we report on our studies of the reactions
of rac!0\1!bis"phenylchlorophosphino#!0\1!dicarba!
closo!dodecaborane"01# "0#\ 0!phenylchlorophos!phino!

� Corresponding author[

0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "3# and 0!phenylchl
orophosphino!1!phenyl!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecabor!
ane"01# "4# with sulfur[ Although 0 has been known for
more than 29 years ð3Ł\ its reaction with chalcogens has
not yet been reported[ While the reaction of 3 and 4

with sulfur forms carbaboranyl!chlorothiophosphines\ 0

unexpectedly gives the cyclic anhydride of 0\1!bis"phen!
ylthiophos!phoryl#!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaboranyl"01#!
dithio!diphosphinic acid "1#[

1[ Results and discussion

0\1 ! Bis"phenylchlorophosphino# ! 0\1 ! dicarba !closo!
dodecaborane"01# is obtained as a mixture of dia!
stereomers "rac and meso# ð3Ł\ from which one isomer can
be isolated by fractional crystallization from hexane:
toluene[ This was shown to be the rac isomer by X!ray
structure analysis "vide infra#[

rac!0\1!Bis"phenylchlorophosphino#!0\1!dicarba!
closo!dodecaborane"01# "0# reacts with two equivalents
of sulfur in undecane over 5 h at 074Ð089>C to give an
inseparable mixture of products[ The 20P NMR spectrum
of the reaction mixture exhibits several signals at 79[0 "d\
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JPP 09Hz#\ 68[8 "d\ JPP 09Hz#\ 61[3 "d\ JPP 09Hz#\ 69[6
"d\ JPP 09Hz# and 64[1 ppm "s#[ However\ when four
equivalents of sulfur are employed\ one major product is
formed "64[1 ppm\ s# and can be isolated in 46) yield[
Its spectroscopic data "20P\ 0H\ 00B and 02C NMR#\ melt!
ing point and elemental analyses are in agreement with
the cyclic anhydride of 0\1!bis"phenylthiophos!phoryl#!
0 \ 1 !d i ca rba !c lo so !dodecaborany l "01 #!d i th io !
diphosphinic acid "1#\ which was also obtained from 0\1!
bis"phenylphosphino#!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodeca!bor!
ane"01# and sulfur ð4Ł[ The four doublets which are
observed for the reaction mixture indicate the initial for!
mation of rac! and meso!0!"phenylchlorothio!
phosphino#!1!phenylchlorophosphino!0\1!dicarba!
closo!dodecaborane"01# "2# "eqn "1## "see NMR data#[

"1#

To understand the course of the reaction between 0

and sulfur\ we also studied the reaction of 0!phenyl!
chlorophosphino!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane
"01# "3# and 0!phenyl!1!phenylchlorophosphino!0\1!
dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "4#\ both of which were
prepared from Li derivatives of the corresponding o!
carbaboranes and PhPCl10[ Compounds 3 and 4 react
with sulfur over 5 h at 074Ð089>C in undecane to give the
carbaboranylphenyl!chlorothiophosphines 5 and 6� ð5Ł
"eqn "2##\ which were characterized by NMR spec!
troscopy and elemental analysis[ Additionally\ an X!ray
structure determination was carried out on 6[ The same
products were obtained with an excess of sulfur "two
equivalents#[

0 Although the synthesis of 4 was reported earlier ð5Ł\ no spectroscopic
data were given and the published melting point is 19>C lower than that
determined by us for 4[ Similarly\ di}erences between our results and
those reported previously ð5Ł were also observed for 0!phe!
nylchlorothiophos!phine!1!phenyl!0\1!dicarba!closo!
dodecaborane"01# "6#[

"2#

The fact that di}erent sulfurization products are
obtained on reacting 0 or 3 and 4 with sulfur under com!
parable reaction conditions is not readily explained[ The
possibility that 1 is formed from 0 and H1S\ a possible

pyrolysis product of undecane in the presence of sulfur ð6Ł\
can be excluded as the products that would be expected
here are not obtained in the reactions of 3 and 4 with
sulfur[ Apparently\ the electron!withdrawing properties of
the 0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaboranyl"01# fragment ð7Ð09Ł
and the presence of a second phosphine group determine
the reactivity of carbaboranylphosphines[ The most likely
_rst step in the reaction of 0 with sulfur\ which is also
supported by NMR studies\ is the oxidation of one phos!
phine group to give 2 "eqn "1##\ while the further steps in
the formation of 1 are unclear[ Abstraction of Cl atoms
from 2 by sulfur and an addition of further sulfur atoms
to intermediate compounds seems likely but could not be
proved spectroscopically[ The assistance of the second
PhPCl group in 0 seems to be crucial for the abstraction
of chlorine\ similar to the abstraction of halogen from
hydrocarbon halides ð6Ł\ since for 3 and 4 the reaction
stops at the stage of the carbaboranylphenyl!
chlorothiophosphines 5 and 6[ Similarly\ 0\1!bis"phenyl!
phosphino#!0\1!dicarba!closododecaborane"01# reacts with
sulfur to give a carbaboranylphenylthiophosphine inter!
mediate\ which yields 1 as the _nal product ð4Ł[
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1[0[ NMR spectra

Table 0 lists 0H\ 20P\ 02C and 00B NMR spectroscopic
data for 0\ 1 and 3Ð6\ as well as 20P NMR data of 2[ The
NMR spectra of 1 have been discussed earlier ð4\09Ł[
Compounds 0 and 3Ð6 exhibit singlets in their 20P NMR
spectra at 79[8\ 80[2\ 70[0\ 68[4 and 60[4 ppm\ respec!
tively[ For the rac and meso isomers of the intermediate
2\ doublets are observed at 79[0\ 68[8\ 61[3 and 69[6 with
JPP 09Hz[ The _rst two signals can be assigned to the
PhPCl group\ and the latter to the PhP"S#Cl group by
comparison with 0 and 3Ð6[ While similar chemical shifts
are observed in the 20P NMR spectra of 0 and 4\ the
corresponding signal of 3 is shifted to low _eld by about
09 ppm[ The signals for the thiophosphine groups of 2\ 5

and 6 are shifted to high _eld by ca[ 09Ð01 ppm compared
with the corresponding phosphine groups in 0\ 3 and 4[

In the 02C NMR spectra\ the signals of the cluster

Table 0
NMR data for compounds 0Ð6

Compound 20P "ppm#: 00B "ppm#:JBH "Hz# 0H "ppm# 02C "ppm#:JCP or JCH "Hz#
JPP "Hz#

0 "rac# 79[8 9[9:036 "1B#\ 6[44 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 5[85 "m\ 2H\ Ph#\ 023[2\ 022[3\ 022[1\ 018[6
−5[5:042 "1B#\ 2[4Ð0[8 "m\ v br\ 09H\ BÐH# "Ph#^ 74[9 "m\ CclusterÐP#
−09[1:033 "3B#\
−00[8:034 "1B#

1 ð4Ł "rac# 64[1 −1[6:056 "1B#\ −3[2:055 7[07 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 5[80 "m\ 2H\ Ph#\ 025[2\ 022[3\ 029[1\ 017[5
"1B#\ 2[4Ð0[8 "m\v br\ 09H\ BÐH# "Ph#^ 74[7 "m\ CclusterÐP#
−09[2 "5B#

2 79[0 "d#:09\
68[8 "d#:09\
61[3 "d#:09\
69[6 "d#:09

3 80[2 −0[2:025 "0B#\ −0[8:039 6[29 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 5[86 "m\ 0H\ Ph#\ 022[3\ 021[4:29\ 018[6\
"0B#\ −6[2:041 "1B#\ 5[81 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 2[18 "s\ v br\ 0H\ CÐ 018[5 "Ph#^ 63[5:86 "CclusterÐ
−00[1:058 "1B#\ Hcluster#\ 2[0Ð0[7 "m\ v br\ 09H\ BÐH# P#\ 52[3:083 "0JCH#:09 "2JCP#
−01[4:060 "1B#\ −02[8:072 "CclusterÐH#
"1B#\

4 70[0 −9[5:037 "0B#\ −2[3:042 6[34 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 6[29 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 023[4:22\ 022[0:7\ 021[7\
"0B#\ −6[8:059 "1B#\ 5[86 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 5[89 "m\ 3H\ Ph#\ 2[3Ð 021[3\ 020[6\ 020[5 "Ph#^
−8[1:045 "3B#\ 0[7 "m\ v br\ 09H\ BÐH# 76[2:06 "2JCP# "CclusterÐPh#\
−00[7 "0B#\ 74[9:83 "0JCP# "CclusterÐP#
−01[8 "0B#\

5 68[4 −0[0:038 "0B#\ −2[4:049 6[56 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 5[85 "m\ 0H\ Ph#\ 023[7\ 022[4\ 021[5\ 029[7
"0B#\ −5[6:027 "0B#\ 5[75 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 3[22 "s\ 0H\ CÐHcluster#\ "Ph#^ 64[3:40 "0JCP#
−6[6:030 "0B#\ 2[4Ð0[7 "m\ v br\ 09H\ BÐH# "CclusterÐP#\ 54[3
−00[5 "1B#\
−01[8 "1B#\
−02[7 "1B#

6 60[4 9[7:049 "0B#\ 6[33 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 6[11 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 023[0:3\ 022[8:01\ 022[9\
−0[8:044 "0B#\ 5[89 "m\ 1H\ Ph#\ 5[63 "m\ 3H\ Ph#\ 2[3Ð 021[2\ 020[5\ 029[4 "Ph#\ 76[1
−6[5:063 "1B#\ −09[9:036 0[8 "m\ v br\ 09H\ BÐH# "CclusterÐPh#\ 71[4:33 "0JCP#
"5H# "CclusterÐP#

carbon atoms of 0\ 1\ 4 and 6 are observed in the range
71Ð75 ppm\ while 3 and 5 exhibit these signals at 63Ð
65 ppm[ This phenomenon of low!_eld shift of 20P NMR
signals together with high!_eld shift of the 02C NMR
signals of the cluster carbon atoms in the spectra of 0!
substituted o!carbaboranyl"01#!phosphorus compounds
compared with 0\1!disubstituted o!carbaboranyl"01#!
phosphorus compounds is apparently a general trend for
phosphorus derivatives of o!carbaborane"01# "cf[ð4Ł#[ As
expected\ the 0JCP coupling constant of the thiophosphine
derivatives 5 and 6 "40 and 33Hz# is smaller than that of
the corresponding phosphine derivatives 3 and 4 "86 and
83Hz#[

In the 00B NMR spectra\ the signals of compounds 0\
1 and 3Ð6 are observed in the expected range of −0 to
03 ppm with coupling constants JBH of 025Ð072Hz[ In
the 0H NMR spectrum\ the signals of the Ph groups are
observed between 6[5 and 5[5 ppm and overlap partially[
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1[1[ X!ray structure analyses of rac!0\1!bis"phenylchloro!
phosphino#!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "0# and
0!phenylchlorothiophosphino!1!phenyl!0\1!di!carba!closo!
dodecaborane"01# "6#

Crystals of 0 were obtained from hexane:toluene and
crystals of 6 from hexane at room temperature[ In both
compounds\ the P atoms are chiral centers[ 0 crystallizes
in the centrosymmetric space group P0¹ "No[ 1#[ Due to
the crystallographic center of inversion\ both enanti!
omers "R\R# and "S\S# are present in the unit cell "Fig[
0#[ 6 crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbca
"No[ 50# with eight formula units in the unit cell[ Due to
the crystallographic center of inversion\ both enanti!
omers "R# and "S# are present in the unit cell "Fig[ 1#[

The bond lengths and angles of the C1B09H09 fragment
"Table 1 and Table 2# show no remarkable deviations
from comparable structures ð4\00Ð04Ł[ The PÐCl bond
lengths in 0 and 6 ð0] P"0#ÐCl"0# 1[940"0#\ P"1#ÐCl"1#
1[947"0#A� ^ 6] P"0#ÐCl"0# 1[9093"7#A� Ł and the PÐS bond
length in 6 ðP"0#ÐS"0# 0[8196"7#A� Ł lie in the range
observed for PÐCl bonds in P"O#Cl ð0[880"1# and
1[93"3#A� Ł ð05Ł or P"S#Cl groups ð1[960Ð1[92"0#A� Ł ð06\
07Ł and P1S bonds in comparable compounds ð1] P1S
0[8043"8#\ 0[8107"8#A� Ł ð4Ł[

2[ Experimental

All experiments were carried out under puri_ed dry
argon[ Solvents were dried and freshly distilled under
argon[ NMR spectra] Avance DRX 399 "Bruker#\ stan!
dards] 0H NMR "399MHz#] traces of protonated solvent\
C5D5\ 02C NMR "099[5MHz#] internal solvent\ 20P NMR
"051MHz#] external 74) H2PO3\ 00B NMR] external
BF2 =Et1O[ The IR spectra were recorded as KBr mulls
on a PerkinÐElmer System 1999 FTÐIR spectrometer in

Fig[ 0[ Molecular structure of 0[ Only one of the enantiomers with its atom numbering scheme is shown "ORTEP\ 49) probability\ SHELXTL
PLUS^ XP# ð08Ł[ Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity[

the range 249Ð3999 cm−0[ Melting points were deter!
mined in capillaries and are uncorrected[ PhPCl1 is com!
mercially available "Aldrich#[

2[0[ Synthesis of rac!0\1!bis"phenylchlorophosphino#!0\1!
dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "0#

0 was prepared according to the literature procedure
ð3Ł from 4[9 g "23[6mmol# 0\1!dicarba!closo!dode!
caborane"01# and 01[4 g "58[3mmol# PhPCl1 in ether[ The
diastereomers were separated by recrystallization of the
reaction product from a hexane:toluene mixture at room
temperature[ Yield of rac!0\1!bis"phenylchlorophos!
phino#!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "0# 6[1 g
"45)#[ m[p[ 048Ð050>C[ IR "cm−0#] 2964\ 2948\ 2994
"nCH#^ 1514\ 1598\ 1485\ 1467\ 1440 "nBH#^ 0848\ 0773\
0795\ 0646 "nPh#^ 0473\ 0461\ 0370\ 0324\ 0272\ 0224\
0294\ 0164\ 0074\ 0059\ 0989\ 0958\ 0914\ 888\ 869\ 823\
891\ 765\ 727\ 687\ 632\ 613\ 588\ 578\ 563\ 511\ 450\ 496\
374\ 310[

2[1[ Synthesis of 0!phenylchlorophosphino!0\1!dicarba!
closo!dodecaborane"01# "3#

At 7>C\ a suspension of 0!lithio!0\1!dicarba!closo!
dodecaborane"01# in benzene\ obtained from 2[9 g
"19[7mmol# of 0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# and
BuLi "10mmol\ 0[5M in hexane# in benzene "14 cm−2#
was added to a solution of 4[8 g "22[2mmol# PhPCl1 in
benzene "14 cm−2#[ The reaction mixture was kept at
room temperature for 01 h\ then the solvent was removed
and the remaining solid was dissolved in pentane and
_ltered[ Recrystallization from pentane gave 2[5 g "59)#
of 3 "at room temperature#[ m[p[ 47Ð50>C[ IR "cm−0#]
2945 "nCH#\ 1483 "nBH#\ 0478\ 0371\ 0325\ 0296\ 0150\
0110\ 0064\ 0006\ 0989\ 0969\ 0911\ 888\ 850\ 767\ 738\
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Fig[ 1[ Molecular structure of 6[ Only one of the enantiomers with its atom numbering scheme is shown "ORTEP\ 49) probability\ SHELXTL
PLUS^ XP# ð08Ł[ Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for 0

P"0#ÐC"00# 0[710"1# P"0#ÐC"0# 0[768"1#
P"0#ÐCl"0# 1[940"0# P"1#ÐC"10# 0[704"2#
P"1#ÐC"1# 0[775"1# P"1#ÐCl"1# 1[947"0#
B"0#ÐC"1# 0[615"2# B"0#ÐC"0# 0[617"2#
B"1#ÐC"0# 0[604"2# B"2#ÐC"0# 0[695"2#
B"3#ÐC"1# 0[629"2# B"3#ÐC"0# 0[621"2#
B"4#ÐC"1# 0[600"2# B"5#ÐC"1# 0[698"2#
C"0#ÐC"1# 0[691"2# C"00#ÐC"01# 0[274"2#
C"00#ÐC"05# 0[284"2# C"01#ÐC"02# 0[282"3#
C"02#ÐC"03# 0[263"4# C"03#ÐC"04# 0[269"4#
C"04#ÐC"05# 0[268"3# C"10#ÐC"11# 0[284"3#
C"10#ÐC"15# 0[285"3# C"11#ÐC"12# 0[277"4#
C"12#ÐC"13# 0[274"5# C"13#ÐC"14# 0[261"5#
C"14#ÐC"15# 0[269"3#

C"00#ÐP"0#ÐC"0# 099[37"09# C"00#ÐP"0#ÐCl"0# 090[42"7#
C"0#ÐP"0#ÐCl"0# 099[60"6# C"10#ÐP"1#ÐC"1# 090[28"09#
C"10#ÐP"1#ÐCl"1# 090[57"7# C"1#ÐP"1#ÐCl"1# 090[92"6#
C"1#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 001[78"02# B"2#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 017[8"1#
B"1#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 011[1"1# B"0#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 098[85"03#
B"3#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 019[10"03# C"0#ÐC"1#ÐP"1# 001[08"02#
B"5#ÐC"1#ÐP"1# 029[9"1# B"4#ÐC"1#ÐP"1# 010[5"1#
B"0#ÐC"1#ÐP"1# 010[1"1# B"3#ÐC"1#ÐP"1# 097[26"02#
C"01#ÐC"00#ÐC"05# 008[5"1# C"01#ÐC"00#ÐP"0# 004[1"1#
C"05#ÐC"00#ÐP"0# 014[1"1# C"00#ÐC"01#ÐC"02# 008[8"2#
C"03#ÐC"02#ÐC"01# 008[5"2# C"04#ÐC"03#ÐC"02# 019[7"2#
C"03#ÐC"04#ÐC"05# 019[2"2# C"04#ÐC"05#ÐC"00# 008[7"2#
C"11#ÐC"10#ÐC"15# 008[2"2# C"11#ÐC"10#ÐP"1# 003[7"1#
C"15#ÐC"10#ÐP"1# 014[7"1# C"12#ÐC"11#ÐC"10# 008[7"2#
C"13#ÐC"12#ÐC"11# 008[6"2# C"14#ÐC"13#ÐC"12# 019[3"2#
C"15#ÐC"14#ÐC"13# 019[4"3# C"14#ÐC"15#ÐC"10# 019[1"2#
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Table 2
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for 6

Cl"0#ÐP"0# 1[9093"7# P"0#ÐC"2# 0[794"1#
P"0#ÐC"0# 0[763"1# P"0#ÐS"0# 0[8196"7#
C"0#ÐB"1# 0[692"2# C"0#ÐC"1# 0[605"1#
C"0#ÐB"2# 0[611"2# C"0#ÐB"3# 0[629"2#
C"0#ÐB"0# 0[626"2# C"1#ÐB"4# 0[600"2#
C"1#ÐB"5# 0[605"2# C"1#ÐB"0# 0[626"2#
C"1#ÐB"3# 0[641"2# BÐB 0[654"2#Ð0[689"3#
C"8#ÐC"03# 0[289"2# C"8#ÐC"09# 0[286"2#
C"8#ÐC"1# 0[494"1# C"09#ÐC"00# 0[274"2#
C"02#ÐC"01# 0[267"2# C"02#ÐC"03# 0[280"2#
C"01#ÐC"00# 0[279"2# C"3#ÐC"2# 0[280"2#
C"3#ÐC"4# 0[280"2# C"2#ÐC"7# 0[284"2#
C"5#ÐC"4# 0[265"3# C"6#ÐC"5# 0[264"3#
C"6#ÐC"7# 0[279"2#

C"2#ÐP"0#ÐC"0# 094[80"7# C"2#ÐP"0#ÐS"0# 002[79"6#
C"0#ÐP"0#ÐS"0# 001[16"5# C"2#ÐP"0#ÐCl"0# 093[61"6#
C"0#ÐP"0#ÐCl"0# 093[26"5# S"0#ÐP"0#ÐCl"0# 003[74"3#
B"1#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 006[31"02# B"2#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 019[28"02#
B"3#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 019[62"01# B"0#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 005[20"02#
C"1#ÐC"0#ÐP"0# 010[11"01# C"3#ÐC"2#ÐP"0# 007[2"1#
C"7#ÐC"2#ÐP"0# 010[7"1# C"03#ÐC"8#ÐC"1# 011[9"1#
C"09#ÐC"8#ÐC"1# 007[8"1# C"8#ÐC"1#ÐC"0# 019[57"04#
C"03#ÐC"8#ÐC"09# 008[0"1# C"00#ÐC"09#ÐC"8# 019[4"1#
C"01#ÐC"00#ÐC"09# 019[0"1# C"01#ÐC"02#ÐC"03# 019[7"1#
C"8#ÐC"03#ÐC"02# 008[6"1# C"6#ÐC"5#ÐC"4# 019[2"1#
C"4#ÐC"3#ÐC"2# 008[5"1# C"3#ÐC"2#ÐC"7# 008[7"1#
C"5#ÐC"6#ÐC"7# 019[5"1# C"6#ÐC"7#ÐC"2# 008[5"1#
C"5#ÐC"4#ÐC"3# 019[0"1#

684\ 634\ 611\ 589\ 517\ 440\ 409\ 375\ 313[ Found] C\
23[24^ H\ 4[37^ Cl\ 01[57[ Calc[] for C7H05B09PCl "175[4#]
C\ 22[40^ H\ 4[47^ Cl\ 01[28)[

2[2[ Synthesis of 0!phenylchlorophosphino!1!phenyl!0\1!
dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "4#

At 9>C\ a solution of 0!lithio!1!phenyl!0\1!dicarba!
closo!dodecaborane"01#\ obtained from 0[12 g "4[4mmol#
0!phenyl!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# and BuLi
"5mmol\ 0[5M in hexane# in ether "14 cm−2# was added
to a solution of 9[88 g "4[5mmol# PhPCl1 in ether
"14 cm−2#[ The reaction was kept at 9>C for 0 h and then
for 01 h at room temperature[ The solvent was removed\
and the remaining solid dissolved in hexane and _ltered[
Recrystallization from hexane at room temperature gave
9[7 g "30)# of 4[ m[p[ 047Ð048>C[ IR "cm−0#] 2328\ 2953\
1814 "nCH#^ 1556\ 1544\ 1591\ 1463\ 1450\ 1435 "nBH#^
0843\ 0776\ 0701 "nPh#^ 0474\ 0382\ 0379\ 0336\ 0324\
0221\ 0295\ 0172\ 0135\ 0121\ 0084\ 0047\ 0095\ 0989\
0961\ 888\ 808\ 775\ 737\ 724\ 792\ 663\ 635\ 578\ 569\
514\ 464\ 404\ 386\ 364\ 321\ 307[ Found] C\ 36[91^ H\
4[70^ Cl\ 8[30[ Calc[] for C03H19B09PCl "251[4#] C\ 35[24^
H\ 4[41^ Cl\ 8[68)[

2[3[ Reaction of 0\ 3 and 4 with sulfur] general procedure

0 was reacted with four\ and 3 and 4 with one or two
equivalents of sulfur in undecane at 074Ð089>C for 5 h[
Then undecane was removed\ and the remaining solid
dissolved in hexane and _ltered[ Compounds 1\ 5 and 6

were obtained by recrystallization from hexane at room
temperature[

2[4[ Synthesis of the cyclic anhydride of 0\1!bis"phenyl!
thiophosphoryl#!0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaboranyl
"01#!dithiodiphosphinic acid "1#

1 was obtained from 0[9 g "1[2mmol# 0 and 9[2 g
"8[2mmol# sulfur in undecane "19 cm−2#[ Yield] 9[5 g
"46)#\ m[p[ 115Ð118>C "lit[ 118Ð121>C ð4Ł#[ NMR and IR
spectroscopic data are in agreement with those reported
earlier ð4Ł[

2[5[ Synthesis of 0!phenylchlorothiophosphino!0\1!di!
carba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "5#

5 was obtained from 9[75 g "2[9mmol# 3 and 9[2 g
"5[1mmol# sulfur in undecane "19 cm−2#[ Yield] 9[71 g
"75)#\ m[p[ 007Ð008>C[ IR "cm−0#] 2947\ 2930\ 1850\
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"nCH#^ 1597\ 1479 "nBH#\ 0470\ 0363\ 0326\ 0272\ 0226\
0298\ 0151\ 0078\ 0052\ 0015\ 0986\ 0958\ 0913\ 888\ 826\
806\ 893\ 757\ 744\ 685\ 630\ 572\ 529\ 503\ 480\ 459\ 449\
417\ 375\ 310[ Found] C\ 29[03^ H\ 4[91^ S\ 09[93[ Calc[]
for C7H05B09PSCl "175[4#] C\ 29[54^ H\ 4[13^ S\ 8[78)[

2[6[ Synthesis of 0!phenylchlorothiophosphino!1!phenyl!
0\1!dicarba!closo!dodecaborane"01# "6#

6 was obtained from 9[43 g "0[4mmol# 4 and 9[98 g
"2[9mmol# sulfur in undecane "04 cm−2#[ Yield] 9[3 g
"55)#\ m[p[ 066Ð067>C "lit[ 051Ð052>C ð5Ł#[ IR "cm−0#]
2950\ 1852 "nCH#^ 1563\ 1528\ 1597\ 1482\ 1472\ 1469\
1438 "nBH#\ 0845\ 0787\ 0709 "nPh#^ 0479\ 0383\ 0370\
0360\ 0337\ 0325\ 0239\ 0298\ 0175\ 0151\ 0086\ 0984\
0967\ 0917\ 0993\ 887\ 810\ 894\ 774\ 740\ 790\ 633\ 698\
573\ 513\ 504\ 463\ 419\ 498\ 383\ 372\ 325[ Found] C\
31[27^ H\ 4[90[ Calc[] for C03H19B09PCl "283[4#] C\ 31[47^
H\ 4[96)[

2[7[ Data collection and structure re_nement of 0

Experimental data "a total of 3394 re~ections# were
collected at T�11921K on a Siemens CCD "SMART#
di}ractometer in the range 1[8³1U³38[3> with mon!
ochromated MoKa radiation "l�9[60962A� #[ This
includes a total of 1868 unique re~ections "Rint�9[9016#[
All observed re~ections were used for determination of
the unit cell parameters[ The studied specimen was a
white single crystal with the dimensions 9[4×
9[3×9[1mm[ Crystal data for 0 are as follows]
C03H19B09Cl1P1\ M�318[13\ space group P0¹ "No[ 1#\ a
�5[639"1# A� \ b � 00[261"2# A� \ c � 04[206"1#\ a �
095[72"1#>\ b � 099[99"1#>\ g � 091[38"1#>\ V � 0950[5"3#
A� 2\ at T � 119"1# K\ Z � 1\ Dc � 0[232 Mg m−2\
F"999# � 325\ m"MoKa# � 9[344mm−0\ no absorption
correction[

Positions of P\ C\ Cl and B atoms were located by
using direct methods "SHELXTL PLUS# ð08Ł[ Sub!
sequent least!squares re_nement and di}erence electron
density map calculations revealed the positions of the H
atoms[ Final full!matrix least!squares re_nement of 222
parameters with a unit weighting scheme "P\ C\ Cl and
B atoms anisotropic approximation\ H atoms isotropic
approximation# converged to R0�9[9208\ wR1�9[9761
ðfor re~ections with I×1s"I#Ł\ R0�9[9239\ wR1�9[801
"all data#[

2[8[ Data collection and structure re_nement of 6

Experimental data "a total of 19\962 re~ections# were
collected at T�11921K on a Siemens CCD "SMART#
di}ractometer between 2[9³1U³45[9> with mon!
ochromated MoKa "l�9[60962A� # radiation[ This
includes a total of 3318 unique re~ections "Rint�9[9240#[
All observed re~ections were used for determination of

the unit cell parameters[ The studied specimen was a
white single crystal of dimensions 9[3×9[2×9[1mm[
Crystal data for 6 are as follows] C03H19B09ClPS\
M�283[77\ space group Pbca "No[ 50#\ orthorhombic\
a�05[558"2#A� \ b�7[445"1#A� \ c�16[589"5#A� \
V�2838[1"03#A� 2\ at T�119"1#K\ Z�7\ Dc�0[217 Mg
m−2\ F"999#�0505\ m"MoKa# � 9[266mm−0\ no absorp!
tion correction[

Positions of P\ C\ Cl\ S and B atoms were located by
using direct methods "SHELXTL PLUS# ð08Ł[ Sub!
sequent least!squares re_nement and di}erence electron
density map calculations revealed the positions of the H
atoms[ Final full!matrix least!squares re_nement of 213
parameters with a unit weighting scheme "P\ C\ Cl\ S and
B atoms anisotropic approximation\ H atoms isotropic
approximation# converged to R0�9[9259\ wR1�9[9834
ðfor re~ections with I×1s"I#Ł\ R0�9[9451\ wR1�9[0079
"all data#[

Atomic coordinates\ bond lengths and angles and ther!
mal parameters have been deposited at the Fach!
informationszentrum Karlsruhe\ D!65233 Eggenstein!
Leopoldshafen "0] CSD 309048\ 6] CSD 309059#[
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Abstract

The synthesis and characterization of some copper"I# complexes of the type CuLX\ where X�Cl\ Br\ I\ CN and SCN\ for
L�2!benzoylpyridine and a new red 0]0 copper"I# iodide complex of 3!benzoylpyridine in addition to a yellow compound^ ð"3!
benzoylpyridine#1HŁ = I "0# are described[ The IR and Raman spectral results suggest bridging halide and pseudohalide groups in the
2!benzoylpyridine complexes and re~ect the in~uence of the protonation of the 3!benzoylpyridine on its vibration frequencies[ The
yellow complexes display emission spectra with lmax in the region 354Ð479 nm\ whereas the red complex of 3!Bzpy emits at
lmax�520 nm[ The X!ray structure determination has shown compound "0# to contain a discrete dimeric cation ð"3!ben!
zoylpyridine#1HŁ¦ and an iodide anion[ In the cation\ a centrosymmetric pair of 3!benzoylpyridine is dimerized via a hydrogen bond
of the type N [ [ [ H [ [ [ N with a short N [ [ [ N distance of 1[543"00# A� [ The iodide ion is located at the origin of the unit cell[ Þ 0888
Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Copper"I# complexes^ 2! and 3!benzoyl pyridine^ ð"3!benzoylpyridine#1HŁ I^ Vibration spectra^ Emission spectra^ Crystal structure[

0[ Introduction

In a series of publications ð0a\0b\1Ł "and references
cited therein# and ð2a\2bŁ\ Hardt et al[\ have reported that
copper"I# halides react with various nitrogen bases\ e[g[
pyridine\ picoline\ etc[ to form compounds that are ~ou!
rescent at room temperature and to change their ~u!
oresence color reversibly on cooling with liquid nitrogen[
However\ in some instances CuXÐligand clusters of the
same stoichiometry "0]0]0# exists in more than one crys!
talline format[ For example\ ðCuI"py#Ł3 is a cube whereas
ðCuI"py#Łn is a pleated sheet polymer ð3\4Ł[ These families
of structures are of particular interest because the emis!
sion behavior of the solid state material varies with struc!
ture[ Thus ð"CuI"py#Łn displays broad band emission at
room temperature and shows no shift of lmax at cooling\
whereas ð"CuI"py#Ł3 displays two emission maxima cor!
responding to di}erent excitation maxima ð5Ł[

Recently we isolated and characterized two types of
copper"I# complexes of 1!benzoylpyridine^ red to dark
brown CuXL type complexes\ for X�Cl\ Br\ I\ CN\

� Corresponding author[

SCN and N2\ and orangeÐyellow "CuX#1L complexes for
X�Cl and Br\ and structurally characterized those of the
_rst type for X�Br\ I and CN ð6\7a\7bŁ[ All complexes
of the _rst type display no emission spectra when excited
in the UV region at room temperature[ Whereas com!
plexes of the second type display visible emission[ On the
other hand\ copper"I# complexes of 3!benzoylpyridine
which are yellow display emission spectra at room tem!
perature ð8Ł[ During our trials to prepare crystals of the
yellow 0]0 copper"I# iodide complex of 3!benzoylpyridine
we isolated two compounds\ a red and a yellow crystalline
compounds[ Elemental analysis of the yellow crystals
revealed that it does not contain copper and is formulated
as ð"3!benzoylpyridine#1HŁ I[ As these crystals were suit!
able for X!ray analyses we determined its crystal struc!
ture[ The syntheses and characterization of these
compounds and of the copper"I# complexes of 2!ben!
zoylpyridine which display emission spectra at room tem!
perature are the subject of the present paper[

1[ Experimental

2!Benzoylpyridine "2!Bzpy# and 3!benzoylpyridine "3!
Bzpy# were obtained from Aldrich company and the
other chemicals are of analytical grade quality[
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1[0[ Preparation of complexes

CuI"3!Bzpy#] this complex was prepared by mixing
Cu"NO2#1 = 2H1O and 3!Bzpy in a 0]5 molar ratio in ace!
tone followed by addition of L"¦#!ascorbic acid with
several drops of water[ Upon addition of KI "0]0 molar
ratio with respect to copper# dissolved in the least amount
of water some yellow 0]0 complex was precipitated[ The
_nal heterogeneous mixture was boiled for ca[ 19min\
and then _ltered[ The red _ltrate was allowed to stand
over night to deposit red needles!like crystals of the
complex[

1[1[ ð"3!bezoylpyridine#1HŁ = I "0#

Upon addition of an aqueous solution of KI to an
aqueous solution of Cu"NO2#1 = 2H1O in the presence of
L"¦#!ascorbic acid a white precipitate of copper"I# iodide
if formed[ Solid KI was then added until a clear solution
was obtained[ To this solution\ an excess amount of 3!
Bzpy "four folds with respect to copper# in acetone was
added upon which the solution turns yellow[ This solu!
tion was allowed to stand in a test tube[ After several
days a colorless solid of the organic ligand was obtained
and _ltered o}[ The _ltrate was allowed to stand over two
more days to deposite yellow crystals of the compound[

1[2[ CuX"2!Bzpy#\ X�Cl\ Br\ I\ CN and SCN

These complexes were prepared by one of the following
general procedures

0[ An aqueous solution of Cu"NO2#1 = 2H1O "3mmol#
was mixed with KX or NaX\ followed by the addition
of L"¦#!ascorbic acid[ An ethanolic solution of the 2!
benzoylpyridine ligand "09mmol# was then added and
the mixture stirred for ca 04min[ The _nal mixture
was allowed to stand over several hours or days until
a crystalline product separated[

1[ A boiled ethanolic solution of 2!benzoylpyridine
"09mmol# was mixed with Cu"NO2#1 = 2H1O "3mmol#
in ethanol and the subsequent addition of L"¦#!asc!
orbic acid resulted in a clear yellow to orange solution[
To this solution an aqueous solution of KX was added
dropwise and the mixture was boiled for several
minutes and allowed to stand over several hours to
produce the complex[

Elemental analysis results of the isolated complexes are
given in Table 0[

1[3[ Physical measurements

The IR spectra of solid samples were measured as KBr
pellets using a Bruker FTIR spectrophotometer[ Raman
spectra were obtained using a Perkin!Elmer System 1999
NIR FT!Raman spectrometer[ The laser power was

about 49mW[ Electronic spectra of complexes were
obtained for solids mulled in Nujol using a Varian Cary!
4 double beam spectrophotometer[ The emission spectra
of the solid samples were obtained using a Aminco Bow!
man 1 apparatus[ The apparatus was calibrated for solid
sample measurements by using an authentic compound[
The experimental procedures and instruments used for
other measurements are as described previously ð8Ł[

1[4[ X!ray crystal structure analysis

A modi_ed STOE four circle di}ractometer was used
for single crystal X!ray measurements[ Orientation
matrix and lattice parameters were obtained by least!
squares re_nement of the di}raction data[ Data were
collected at 187"1#K\ using graphite crystalÐmono!chro!
matized MoKa radiation "l�9[60958A� # and the v!scan
technique[ The intensities were corrected for Lorentz!
polarization e}ects and for absorption[ Crystallographic
data are given in Table 1[

The structure was solved by direct methods and sub!
sequent Fourier analysis[ Anisotropic displacement par!
ameters were applied to nonhydrogen atoms in full!
matrix least!squares re_nements based on F1[ The hydro!
gen atoms were assigned with common isotropic dis!
placement factors and included in the _nal re_nement
cycles by use of geometrical restraints[ Analytical
expressions of neutral atom scattering factors were
employed and anomalous dispersion corrections were
incorporated[ The program DIFABS ð09Ł and the
SHELXT:PC ð00Ł program package were used for com!
putations[ Selected bond distances and bond angles are
given in Table 3[ Additional material consisting of frac!
tional atomic coordinates\ displacement parameters\
observed and calculated structure factors and a complete
lists of bond distances and angles has been deposited with
the Editor[

2[ Results and discussion

The results of the preparation of the complexes given
in Table 0 suggest that 2!benzoylpyridine behaves very
similar to ethyl nicotinate ð01Ł and forms only 0]0 com!
plexes with CuX\ for X�Cl\ Br\ I\ CN and SCN\ whereas
the copper"I# perchlorate\ nitrate and azide complexes
are too easily oxidized to be isolated[ In a previous paper
we reported that 3!benzoylpyridine forms 0]0 complexes
with copper"I# halides and pseudohalides and 0]1 with
the nitrate and perchlorate\ and described the crystal
structure of the 0]0 chloride complex ð8Ł[ However\ when
we tried to prepare crystals suitable for X!ray di}raction
of the corresponding yellow 0]0 copper"I# iodide complex
we isolated a new red complex formulated as Cu"3!
Bzpy#I\ in addition to a yellow crystalline compound
formulated as ð"3!benzoylpyridine#1HŁ I[
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Table 0
Analytical data

Complex Color M[P[ ">C# Analytical^ found:calc[

C H N X Cu

CuCl"2!Bzpy# yellow needle!like crystals 013Ð5 40[3 2[2 4[1 01[7 11[1
dec[ "40[0# "2[1# "4[9# "01[5# "11[4#

CuBr"2!Bzpy# yellow microcryst[ powder 064Ð6 33[9 1[8 3[1 13[7 08[9
dec[ "33[0# "1[7# "3[2# "13[4# "08[4#

CuI"2!Bzpy# pale yellow cryst[ powder 069 27[4 1[3 2[6 23[1 06[1
dec[ "27[5# "1[3# "2[6# "23[9# "06[9#

CuCN"2!Bzpy# yellow powder 46[9 2[3 09[4 12[0
"46[2# "2[2# "09[2# "12[2#

CuSCN"2!Bzpy# yellow _ne needles 40[2 1[7 8[1 19[3
"40[1# "2[9# "8[1# "19[7#

CuI"3!Bzpy# red needle!like crystals 27[3 1[2 2[6 23[0 05[8
"27[5# "1[3# "2[6# "23[9# "06[9#

ð"3!Bzpy#1HŁ = I yellow crystals 46[3 2[8 4[5 14[01
"47[2# "3[1# "4[5# "14[6#

Table 1
Crystal data and structure re_nement for "0#

Empirical formula C13H08IN1O1

Formula weight 383[21
Temperature 187"1# K
Wavelength 9[60958 A�

Crystal system triclinic
Space group p0¹

Unit cell dimensions a�5[523"2# A� \ a�89[42"2#>
b�8[979"4# A� \ b�094[53"2#>
c�8[607"4# A� \ g�093[58"2#>

Volume\ z 432[3"4# A� 2\ 0
Density "calculated# 0[400 Mg:m2

Absorption coe.cient 0[384 mm−0

F"999# 135
Crystal size 9[17×9[15×9[01 mm
u range for data collection 2[95Ð15[99>
Limiting indices −7¾h¾6\ −00¾k¾4\

−00¾l¾00
Re~ections collected 1470
Independent re~ections 1993 "Rint�9[9233#
Absorption correction DIFABS
Max[ and min[ transmission 0[999 and 9[068
Re_nement method Full!matrix least!squares on F1

Data:restraints:parameters 1993:9:023
Goodness!of!_t on F1 9[873
Final R indices ðI×1s"I#Ł R0�9[9459\ wR1�9[0039
R indices "all data# R0�9[9899\ wR1�9[0201
Largest di}[ peak and hole 9[597 and −9[666 eA� −2

All the isolated complexes of 2!Bzpy are yellow and
su.ciently stable\ when well dried\ against air oxidation[
These complexes in addition to the red complex of 3!

Bzpy are insoluble in many polar and nonpolar solvents\
but they are soluble in DMF and DMSO giving rise to
nonconducting solutions[

2[0[ IR and Raman spectra

The IR and Raman spectra of free 2!Bzpy and some
of its copper"I# complexes are collected in Table 2[ The
spectra of the complexes and free 2!Bzpy are similar
except the systematic shifts of the vibrations related to
the pyridine moiety as expected for N!bonded pyridine
ligands ð8Ł[ In the far IR spectra 199Ð399 cm−0\ no bands
could be attributed to terminal gCuÐCl or CuÐBr\ sug!
gesting bridging halide atoms whose copperÐhalogen
absorption are expected below 199 cm−0 ð02Ł "and ref!
erences cited therein#[ For 0]0]0 Cu]bridging hal!
ogen]monodentate ligand\ there are several possible
structures including dimer\ cubane\ stepped cubane\ stair
and split stair ð03a\ 03bŁ[ Thus we could not assign de_nite
structures for the present complexes without X!ray struc!
ture determination[

The yellow 0]0 copper"I# thiocyanato complex shows
a strong band at 1099 cm−0 "IR# and a medium band at
647 cm−0 due to nas CN and ns CS modes\ respectively[
Similar bands have been reported for the ðCuSCN"gly#
"H1O#Łn "gly�glycinate# containing m"N\S# thiocyanato
groups ð04Ł[ The corresponding 0]0 cyano complex exhi!
bits a medium n CN band at 1019 cm−0\ suggesting a
bridging ÐCNÐ ligands as found in ðCuCN"1!Bzpy#Łn
complex ð7a\ 7bŁ[ Thus the pseudohalide complexes like
the halide ones contain trigonal planner three coordinate
copper"I# atoms[
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Table 2
Infrared and Raman spectra "cm−0# of 2!benzoylpyridine and some of its copper"I#
complexes

2!Bzpy Raman Cu"2!Bzpy#Cl Raman Assignments
IR IR

111s nCuÐN"L#
120 s 131 w
178 ms 181 m

269 w
394 w 394 w
399 w 306 w ring

320 w 322 wm 331 w 339 w ring
457 w 461 wm 489 w 472 w
507 w 508 wm 506 w ring
540 wm 550 wm 542 m 531 wm ring
589 m 699s 559 w ring
692 vs 624 s 630 wm 633 s
671 s 676 m 668 wm 681 wm ring¦1×261
729 ms 714 w 711 m 729 w 394¦320

737 w 749 vw 394¦339
819 m 807 w 828 m
836 m 849 wm 841 m 859 w
885 m 0990 vs 885 m 0999 vs ring breathing

0924 m 0914 vs 0919 m 0924 vs ring breathing
0932 m 0928 vs 0938 m 0937 m
0049 m 0045 s 0043 w 0047 vs ring
0063 wm 0070 wm 0074 m 0074 wm
0086 wm 0199 wm 0199 wm 0086 wm ring
0172 vs 0176 m 0171 s 0177 wm 1×540
0323 m 0349 vs 0328 m 0349 w ring
0469 s 0474 vs 0473 s 0474 wm ring

0486s 0485 vs ring
0524 vs 0537 vs 0540 vs 0559 vs nC1O

v very\ s strong\ m medium\ w weak "�# splitted band[

Table 3
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for "0#

N"0#ÐC"0# 0[220"8# "0#ÐC"4# 0[227"8#
C"0#ÐC"1# 0[279"09# C"1#ÐC"2# 0[268"8#
C"2#ÐC"3# 0[275"8# C"2#ÐC"5# 0[495"8#
C"3#ÐC"4# 0[265"8# C"5#Ð9"0# 0[194"7#
C"5#ÐC"6# 0[368"8# C"6#ÐC"7# 0[275"8#
C"6#ÐC"01# 0[282"8# C"7#ÐC"8# 0[267"00#
C"8#ÐC"09# 0[266"01# C"09#ÐC"00# 0[262"02#
C"00#ÐC"01# 0[279"09# N"0#ÐN"0#(0 1[543"00#

C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"4# 019[9"5# N"0#ÐC"0#ÐC1# 010[0"6#
C"0#ÐC"1#ÐC"2# 008[7"5# C"1#ÐC"2#ÐC"3# 007[3"5#
C"1#ÐC"2#ÐC"5# 012[1"5# C"3#ÐC"2#ÐC"5# 007[2"5#
C"4#ÐC"3#ÐC"2# 008[0"5# N"0#ÐC"4#ÐC"3# 010[5"5#
O"0#ÐC"5#ÐC"6# 011[1"5# O"0#ÐC"5#ÐC"2# 007[5"5#
C"6#ÐC"5#ÐC"2# 008[1"5# C"7#ÐC"6#ÐC"01# 007[6"6#
C"7#ÐC"6#ÐC"5# 008[1"5# C"01#ÐC"6#ÐC"5# 010[7"5#
C"8#ÐC"7#ÐC"6# 019[4"7# C"09#ÐC"8#ÐC"7# 019[9"7#
C"00#ÐC"09#ÐC"8# 019[4"7# C"09#ÐC"00#ÐC"01# 008[5"8#
C"00#ÐC"01#ÐC"6#

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms] (0 −x\ −y\ −z¦0[
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The IR and Raman spectra of the red 0]0 complex of
3!Bzpy are quite similar to those of the parent ligand\
except the systematic shifts of the vibrations related to
the pyridine moiety\ and did not show any band that
could be attributed to terminal CuÐI\ a result which is
suggestive of bridging iodide atom[ As the corresponding
yellow 0]0 complex has been demonstrated by X!ray
di}raction to be a dimer and posses three coordinate
copper"I# atoms ð8Ł\ one may assume a polymer structure
for the new red complex in which the copper atom attains
a tetrahedral geometry[ The IR spectrum of ð"3!ben!
zoylpyridine#1HŁ = I compound shows a substantial shifts
of the pyridine vibrations to higher frequencies when
compared to the corresponding ones of the free ligands[
Thus the bands at 0473\ 0425\ 0038\ 527 and 361 cm−0 in
the IR spectrum of free 3!Bzpy appeared at 0504\ 0449\
0053\ 534 and 373 cm−0 in the compound\ which are
higher than those of the red 0]0 complex[ It was pointed
out ð05Ł that the shifts of the ring vibrations to higher
frequencies\ caused by complex formation of pyridine\
are smaller for transition metal ions than for the H¦ ion[
Therefore the protonation of the pyridine nitrogen atom
in the hydrogen bonded compound is the reason for such
large shifts[ The appearance of medium broad bands
around 2374 and 0844 cm−0 supports the existence of
hydrogen bonding of the type H [ [ [N [ [ [H[ These results
are con_rmed by the structure determination of this com!
pound[

2[1[ Structure of ð"3!benzoylpyridine#1HŁ = I compound

The crystal structure of the title compound "0# consists
of a packing of ð"3!benzoylpyridine#1HŁ¦ cations and I−

anions "Fig[ 0#[ The two benzoylpyridine molecules are
bridged by a proton to form a dimeric cation through
hydrogen bonding of the type N [ [ [H [ [ [N or N [ [ [HÐ
N with a N [ [ [N distance of 1[543"00#A� [ This dimeric
cation is very similar to that observed in the case of
ð"methyl quinaldate#1HŁ¦[ðAuBr3Ł−\ except that the
N [ [ [N distance of 1[77"0#A� ð06Ł\ is longer than in "0#[

Fig[ 0[ Prespective view of the structure of the dimer ð"3!benzoylpyridine#1HŁ = I\ along with the atom labelling scheme[

Somewhat surprisingly\ the bond lengths of the 3!ben!
zoylpyridine molecules in the hydrogen bonded cation
are close to those reported for N!coordinated 3!ben!
zoylpyridine in its copper"I# chloride complex ð8Ł[
However\ the main e}ect of the coordination to copper"I#
manifests itself in the bond angles of 3!benzoylpyridine
where the C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"4# and C"1#ÐC"2#ÐC"5# angles
decrease from 019[9 and 012[1> in "0# to 006[9 and 007[1>\
respectively\ while the angles N"0#ÐC"4#ÐC"3# and N"0#Ð
C"0#ÐC"1# increase from 010[5 and 010[0> in "0# to 012[9
and 012[6>\ respectively in ðCuCl"3!benzoylpyridine#Ł1
complex ð8Ł[ The iodide anion in the present compound
is located at the origin of the unit cell "Fig[ 1#[

2[2[ Electronic spectra

The electronic spectra "Table 4# of all copper"I# com!
plexes mentioned here exhibit strong absorption bands
in the 269Ð319 nm range for the yellow complexes of 2!
Bzpy and around 419 nm for the 0]0 iodide complex of
3!Bzpy[ These bands are due to charge transfer tran!
sitions from CuI d09 to an empty p� orbital on the ben!
zoylpyridine ligands[ The positions of these bands are
very similar to those reported for corresponding com!
plexes of other pyridine derivative ligands ð07Ð19Ł[

2[2[ Emission spectra

The results of the room temperature emission spectra
of the solid copper"I# complexes are collected in Table 4[
All these complexes display emission spectra at room
temperature with lem

max in the range 357Ð466 nm for those
derived from 2!Bzpy and at 531 nm for the red 0]0 cop!
per"I# iodide complex of 3!Bzpy[ The spectrum of each
of these complexes consists of a single slightly asymmetric
band as seen from Fig[ 2[

Previous studies ð10Ð14Ł of the emission spectra of cop!
per"I# halides of pyridine and pyridine derivatives has
shown that these complexes display high energy "HE#
band "329Ð439 nm# and low energy "LE# band "519Ð
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Fig[ 1[ Packing in the unit cell of ð"3!benzoylpyridine#1HŁ = I[

Table 4
Electronic and emission spectra

Complex lmaxabsa "nm# lem
max

b "nm#

CuCl"2!Bzpy# 309 357
CuCl"2!Bzpy# 309 467
CuI"2!Bzpy# 399 435
CuCN"2!Bzpy# 319 458
CuSCN"2!Bzpy# 319 466
CuI"3!Bzpy#"H1O# 419 520

aSolid samples are measured as Nujol mulls[
bEmission maxima "excitation wavelength at 249 nm\ except for the

bromide^ lex�286 nm[

587 nm#[ The former was observed for ðCuX"py#Ł3 com!
plexes having cubane structure with Cu [ [ [ Cu distances
of less than 1[7A� \ whereas the later band was observed
also for polymeric ðCuX"py#Łn complexes[ It was pointed
out ð15\16a\16bŁ that the energies of the HE band are
quite sensitive to substituent on the pyridine^ electron
withdrawing substituent shifts these bands to lower

Fig[ 2[ Emission spectra of solid complexes\ "a# Cu"2!benzoyl!
pyridine#Cl\ "b# Cu"2!benzoylpyridine#Br\ "c# Cu"2!benzoylpyridine# = I
and "d# Cu"3!berizoylpyridine# = I[

energy values[ The results given in Table 4 suggest that the
emission spectra of the complexes of 2!Bzpy experience a
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substantial shift to lower energies when compared
with corresponding complexes of pyridine
ð10\11\12a\12b\13\14Ł[ Thus the emission band observed
here is the HE band and is attributed to metal!to!ligand
charge transfer "MLCT# or halide!to!ligand charge trans!
fer "XLCT# ð17Ł[ The position of the lmax of the emission
band observed for the 0]0 iodide complex of 3!Bzpy sug!
gests that the HE band is not only sensitive to the nature
of substituent group\ but also sensitive to its position in
the pyridine ring[ The results given here suggest that the
energies of the emission band decrease in the order py×2!
Bzpy×3!Bzpy[ The yellow 0]0 copper"I# iodide complex
3!Bzpy exhibits its emission band at lmax�520 nm[ Thus
the position of the emission band is sensitive to the ster!
eochemistry of the copper"I# complex[
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Abstract 

Impacts of hydroxide and sulphite ions on the oxidative transformations of tetrasulphophthalocyanine of manganese(II) 
(MnUTSPc) in aerated solutions were investigated with a view to the role of porphin-type catalysts in the autoxidation of sulphur 
dioxide. Spectrophotometric-kinetic measurements were performed using the stopped-flow technique for fast reactions. Reaction 
times ranged from 0.01 s to 72h at the initial concentrations of a catalyst and substrates 5 x 10 -6 or 1.0 x 10-SM MnnTSPc, 
5.0 × 10-4--5.00 × 10-3M Na2SO3 and 2.24 x 10-4M 02. Values of pH were varied from 6.6 to 10.3. The formation of MnmTSPc 
accompanying the dissolution of MnUTSPc in water, followed by the dimerization to a #-oxo-dimer in the presence of OH-  and/or 
SO32- and the degradation of TSPc structure (catalyst ageing) in the presence of SO2 autoxidation transients were observed. © 1999 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Manganese tetrasulphophthalocyanine; Phthalocyanine degradation; Sulphur dioxide oxidation; Aqueous phase; Stopped-flow technique; 
homogeneous catalyst 

I. Introduction 

Catalytic functions of  metal containing phthal- 
ocyanines (MPc) in oxidation processes have been 
recently studied [1-11] due to unique features of  these 
compounds such as the ease of  oxygen binding and trans- 
port  as well as the ability of  oxygen activation. The 
phthalocyanines are known as catalysts of  oxidation of 
various inorganic and organic compounds: sulphides 
[2,9], sulphites [3,9], thiosulphates [9], mercaptans [4], 
hydrazine [1,6], components  of  petroleum and other 
hydrocarbons [4]. The catalytic ability of  MPc is con- 
nected with the solution components  [8], molecules of  
which may be coordinated to one or two coordination 
sites in a trans position. The axial ligand plays an impor- 
tant role in binding the subsequent molecules and, conse- 
quently, in the activation of  oxygen. 

One of  the phthalocyanines showing the catalytic 
activity in the oxidation of sulphites is the water soluble 

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +48-22-6324-874; fax: +48-22-6324- 
874; e-mail: wpb@ichf.edu.pl 

tetrasulphophthalocyanine of  manganese(II)  (MnnTSPc) 
of  the structure [3,10,11]: 

s ° '  

N ~-.,,,i N N ~7- 
"so,- 

s 

Its catalytic action is interpreted either in terms of  
a free-radical chain mechanism or in terms of  a polar 
mechanism [12]. Both mechanistic approaches rely on the 
concept that the higher-valency transition metal species 
are necessary to initiate oxidative transformations of  
S(IV). The appropriate  steps are, respectively [7, 3]: 

MmTSPc(Oi - )  + SO32- ,M~TSPc(Oi - )  + SOi -  

(1) 
OF 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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/ / 0 ' "  ,~O . . . . .  S03"- 

SO~ SO3 

(2) 

As the higher-valency transition-metal species play the 
essential role in the metal-ligand catalysis of S(IV) 
oxidation, it seems a reason to gain more information on 
the oxidative transformations of the MHTSPc catalysts in 
aqueous solutions. In contrast to the studies concerning 
forms of MPc in organic solvents [13-16] only few have 
been reported on the forms of MTSPc in aqueous 
environment under aerobic conditions [9,17-19]. 

In this work particular attention was paid to the influ- 
ence of hydroxide and sulphite ions on the forms into 
which the MnHTSPc catalyst transforms in the presence 
of molecular oxygen. By applying the stopped-flow tech- 
nique combined with the visible spectrophotometric 
detection we aimed at tracing also the short-lived inter- 
mediates. The MnIITSPc transformation routes proposed 
hitherto are based on experimental results obtained by 
classical methods [3,7] and therefore suffer from a lack 
of more detailed data on these intermediates. 

The extended knowledge on the MTSPc catalysts in 
aqueous solutions has the direct relation to the improved 
understanding of the porphin-type catalysis in natural 
aqueous systems, like surface waters, cloud waters and 
living organisms. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Manganese(II) tetrasulphophthalocyanine, MnHTSPc 
was synthesised using the standard method known from 
literature [20]. The reagents Na2SO3 and NaOH (ana- 
lytical grade) were purchased from POCH, Gliwice. Solu- 
tions containing the chemicals were prepared from Milli- 
Q water under the atmospheric pressure of dioxygen. 

2.2. Methods 

The solutions were then mixed so as to make spec- 
trophotometric observations of the effects of OH- and 
SO32- on the behaviour of MnTSPc possible. The 
SF-61 stopped-flow UV/VIS spectrophotometer with 
MG-6000 rapid-scan diode array system (Hi-Tech Scien- 
tific) was applied to follow fast transformations of 
MnTSPc corresponding to reaction times from 0.01 to 
1000 s. Much slower transformations were followed with 
the Beckman DU-8B UV/VIS spectrophoto- 

meter (reaction times from 5 min to 72 h). The initial 
concentration of MnTSPc, i.e. the concentration of this 
compound just after mixing of the component solutions, 
was 5 × 10 -6 or 1.0 × 10-5M. The initial concentration 
of Na2SO3 was varied from 5.0 x l0  -4 to 5.00 × 10 -3 M. 
All experiments were performed at 298 K. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Equilibria establishing in aqueous solutions of  
Mn II TSPc 

First of all, some investigations have been performed 
with the purpose of identifying the species into which 
MnHTSPc transforms when dissolving in water. Although 
a number of investigations on MnHTSPc trans- 
formations, both under aerobic and anaerobic conditions 
were reported [13-17,19], their results are often ambigu- 
ous. In particular, the relevance between the observed 
absorption spectra and real transients in oxi- 
dation/reduction still remains not clear. A summary of 
the data available from literature is given in Table 1. 

The visible absorption spectra obtained in this study 
for the solutions prepared using 1.00xl0 -5 and 
5.0 × 10-6M of MnHTSPc are given in Fig. 1 (trace for 
pH 6.6) and 2 (trace 1), respectively. The characteristic 
peaks at 717, 640 and 510nm correspond to those 
observed by Cookson et al. [19] at 718, 636 and 510nm, 
however the compared absorption spectra differ in the 
peak height ratios more than resulting only from the 
differences in MnHTSPc concentrations. To better under- 
stand the spectra an insight to the transformations of 
MnIITSPc preceding the observed equilibria in water is 
necessary. 

As known, phthalocyanines bound centrally with tran- 
sition metal ions belong to the group of compounds for- 
ming complexes with dioxygen. The mechanism of 
chemical transformations governing the behaviour of 
water-dissolved MnIITSPc under aerobic conditions may 
be expressed as usually proposed for porphyrin and por- 
phyrin mimetic complexes [21]: 

MnIITSPc + 02 ¢ ~ MnIIITSPcO~ - (3) 

MnmTSPcO~ -+MnnTSPc~ , 

TSPcMnIII~O 2--MnHITSPc (4) 

TSPcMnm-O]--MnmTSPc ~ ~ 2TSPcMnmO "- (5) 

TSPcMnmO "- + MnIITSPc ~ 

TSPcMnm-O 2--MnIIITSPc (6) 

These reversible reactions lead to the net equilibrium: 

4MnnTSPc+O2, ' 2TSPcMnm~)-MnmTSPc (7) 

However, one may conclude from the results reported by 
others [14,16] and from the experiments performed in this 
work (Figs 1 and 2) that the dissolution of MnIITSPc 
in oxygen saturated water leads predominantly to the 
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Table 1 
A summary of the VIS spectrophotometric data on MnTSPc and MnTSPc derived forms (literature review) 

563 

Compound name Formula a Peak (nm) Solvent Refs. 

Manganese(III) phthalocyanine radical? 
Manganese(III) #-oxo-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) #-oxo-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(IV) oxo-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(II) phthalocyanine 
Manganese(II) phthalocyanine 
Manganese(II) tetrasulphophthalocyanine 
Manganes¢(III) dihydroxo-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) superoxide phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) superoxide phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) superoxide phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) hydroxo-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) hydroxo-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) hydroxo-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) hydroxo-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) hydroxo-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) chloro-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) chloro-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) acetato-phthalocyanine 
Manganese(III) hydroxo-tetrasulphophthalocyanine 

Mn(TSPe) 580 water + NaOH [ 17] 
(MnPc)20 616 DMA b [13] 
(MnPc)20 620 pyridine [ 15] 
MnPcO 620 pyridine [14, 
MnPc 660 pyridine(anaerobic) [ 14, 
MnPc 674 DMA [ 13, 
MnTSPc 674 water + NaOH [ 17] 
MnPc(OH)2 678 methanol + NaOH [ 16] 
MnPc(O2) 705 DMA [14] 
MnPc(O2) 708 DMA [13] 
MnPc(O2) 710 pyridine [ 15] 
MnPcOH 716 ca. pyridine + H20 [16] 
MnPcOH 716 ca. methanol + H20 [ 16] 
MnPcOH 717 pyridine + H20 [15] 
MnPcOH 717 pyridine [ 14] 
MnPcOH 717 DMA [ 14] 
MnPcCI 716 ca. methanol+ NaC1 + HC1 [16] 
MnPcC1 716 ca. pyridine + HC1 [ 16] 
MnPcOOCH3 716 ca. acetic acid [16] 
MnTSPcOH 717 water + NaOH [ 17] 

16] 
16] 
14] 

aFor simplicity ion charges are not given. 
bDMA denotes N,N-dimethylacetamide. 
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Fig. 1. Influence of solution pH (initial) on visible absorption spectra of MnnTSPc 1.0 x 10-SM recorded about 5 min after mixing of component 
solutions. 

m o n o m e r  MnUITSPc, here charac te r i sed  by  the m a x i m a  
at  717 and  510nm.  The  s t rong  a b s o r p t i o n  at  6 3 6 n m  
(640 nm in this work)  has  been ascr ibed  by  C o o k s o n  et 
al. [19] also to a m o n o m e r i c  species. Therefore ,  it  seems 
just i f ied to expla in  the spec t ra  o f  MnI~TSPc dissolved in 
water  a t  p H  6.6 in terms o f  equi l ibr ia  (3-6)  comple t ed  

with  the reversible  hydro lys i s  o f / z - o x o - d i m e r  into the 
oxidised m o n o m e r :  

H20 
TSPcMnln~O2-_MnlUTSPc~ , 

2MnnlTSPc  + 2 O H -  (8) 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of spectrophotometric traces illustrating the equilibration in aqueous MnHTSPc solutions of different pH values and same initial 
MnHTSPc 5 x 10-6M [first record (1) before addition of NaOH; second record, 0.010 s after mixing with NaOH; next records, every 80 s]. 
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In acidic solutions the equilibrium in eqn (8) is 
strongly shifted to the right. 

In accordance with the results of Engelsma et al. [16], 
it is probable that the band at 640 nm belongs to another 
oxidised species of Mn~ITSPc. In light of the work by 
Lever et al. [14], it becomes even more probable that this 
oxidised species is the same MnmTSPc. These authors 
found that the latter complex dissolved in DMA (N,N- 
dimethylacetamide) has bands at 359, 503.5, 646 and 
717 nm. This would indicate that the MnmTSPc mono- 
mer is practically the only product of MnHTSPc oxidation 
under acidic conditions. 

3.2. Impacts of  hydroxide ions 

Electronic spectra of MnnTSPc dissolved in aqueous 
solutions of NaOH differ essentially from those in the 
absence of this additive. With the increasing alkalinity of 
the solution the dominating peaks undergo changes to 
become finally at 680, 625 and 563nm (Fig. 1). The 
characteristic absorption bands most probably cor- 
respond to the OH- ligated Mn(III) monomeric com- 
plexes [16], /~-oxo-dimer [13-15] and yet unidentified 
species, respectively. 

The equilibria in eqns (3)-(8) establish almost instan- 
taneously, resulting from the experiments performed in 
the stopped-flow apparatus. However, when disturbed by 
addition of NaOH, the equilibria do not re-establish. 
Therefore, one may assume that the disturbance is fol- 
lowed by hitherto non-operative steps, in which the com- 
plex species of Mn(III) react with hydroxide ions. These 
transformations are much slower, so that they are observ- 
able using the stopped-flow technique (Fig. 2). They 
behave reversibly as the initial monomer MnnITSPc may 
be regained by acidification. This is in accordance with 
the observation by Lever et al. [14], who studied oxidative 
transformations of MnHPc in pyridine. They found that 
the /~-oxo-bridged Mn(III) dimer is cleaved by excess 
protons. 

It seems justified to put forward the following steps as 
kinetically effective in the MnIITSPc oxidation by molec- 
ular oxygen under alkaline conditions: 

MnnlTSPc + O H -  ', ' MnnITSPcOH (9) 

2MnmTSPcOH ~ TSPcMnm-O 2- 

-MnlnTSPc+ H20 (10) 

Fig. 2 shows the hydroxide ion-induced simultaneous 
disappearance of all three bands believed to belong to the 
spectrum of MnmTSPc, i.e. bands 717, 640 and 510 nm. 
Moreover, Fig. 2 reveals the following: 

1. The formation of a transient having a band with the 
maximum at 680 nm takes place at a relatively high 
rate (we identify the transient as MnmTSPcOH). 

2. The transient undergoes a subsequent reaction, which 

is relatively slow and leads to a product having a 
band with the maximum at 625nm (identified as 
TSPcMnmO 2- MnmTSPc). 

3. The ratio of absorbances at 680 and 717 nm increases 
with the concentration of hydroxide ions. 

The above discussion gives ground for the summarising 
statement that #-oxo-dimer TSPcMnnIO2-MnnITSPc 
can form in two different routes: by autoxidation of 
MnnTSPc and by hydrolysis of MnmTSPc. 

As there are conditions under which the 
particular Mnm-complex forms, MnmTSPcOH and 
TSPcMnlIIO2-MnmTSPc, exist practically as the only 
species one can easily determine values of molecular 
extinction coefficient, e for these forms. Table 2 compares 
the results of Lever et al. [14] with those obtained in this 
work. 

3.3. Impacts of sulphite ions 

As sodium sulphite is the salt of a strong base and a 
weak acid, it produces an alkaline solution when dis- 
solved in water: 

SO32- + H20, , HSO3 + O H -  (11) 

Therefore, one should expect the effect of sulphite on 
the MnlITSPc transformations due to the interaction both 
with sulphoxo anions (HSO~, SO32-) and with hydroxide 
ions. 

Figure 3 shows electronic spectra for the solution con- 
taining initially MnnTSPc, 5x 10-6M, and Na2SO3, 
1.00 x 10 -3 M. The first spectrum was registered 5.6ms 
after mixing the reagents and next spectra were repeated 
every 1.6s. It is evident that in this case the initial 
MnmTSPc disappears almost completely already within 
19 s, whereas in the absence of sulphite it takes several 
hundreds seconds (compare Fig. 2). However, the for- 
mation of p-oxo dimer proceeds at a rate similar to that 
influenced by hydroxide ions only. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 4 which shows absorption changes in time (band 
at 625nm) after mixing MnItTSPc, 1.0 x 10-SM, with 
aqueous NaOH, 9.40 x 10 -4 M, or with aqueous Na2SO3, 
5.00 x 10 -3 M, at the volumetric ratio 1:1. The rate of p- 
oxo-dimer formation is proportional to the curve slope. 
The two curves given in Fig. 4 overlap in the initial region, 
not exceeding about 10 s. Then they diverge. The curve 
for the solution without sulphite approaches a constant 
absorption value, whereas that characteristic for the solu- 
tion containing sulphite slopes down. Figure 5 shows that 
the lower concentration of sulphite the more advanced 
sloping down. 

To understand the role of sulphite in relation to 
MnnTSPc, it seems reasonable to consider the following 
cases: 

1. Sulphite ions competing with hydroxide ions for coor- 
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Table 2 
Values of molecular extinction coefficient (expressed as log e) for manganese(Ill) and #-oxo-manga- 
nese(llI) complexes (25°C) 

C o m p o u n d  a J-max (rim) log e Environment Refs. 

MnmPcOH 503.5 3.78 N,N-DMA [14] 
646 4.01 
717 4.69 

MnmTSPcOH 513 3.90 water (pH 6.6) this work b 
640 4.43 
717 4.71 
513 3.95 water (pH 6.6) this work c 
640 4.50 
717 4.86 

(MnInTSPc)20 625 5.16 water+NaOH (pH 7.2-10.3) this work ~ 

"For simplicity ion charges are not given. 
bSpectra obtained in the stopped-flow apparatus at initial Mn'ITSPc 5 x 10 -6  M. 
cSpectra obtained in the Beckman spectrophotometer at initial MnI~TSPc 1.0 × 10 -5 M. 

0.500 
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0.375 

0.250- 

0.125 

0.000 
i i i i i i i i i 

480 600 720 
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Fig. 3. Spectrophotometric traces illustrating the equilibration in the 5 × 10 -6 M MnnTSPc solutions containing 1.00 × 10 -3 M Na2SO3 (first record, 
0.0056 s after mixing the component solutions; next records, every 1.6 s). 

dination sites normally occupied on the metal by 
water. 

2. Sulphite ions undergoing the catalysed autoxidation 
which produces radical transients reactive towards the 
organic ligand. 

In the first case the tetrasulphophthalocyanine-sulphito- 
hydroxo-Mn(III) complex is likely to be formed, 
beside the tetrasulphophthalocyanine-dihydroxo- 
Mn(III) monomer (the existence of sulphito-cobalt-tetra- 
sulphophthalocyanine complexes was put forward by 
Hoffman and Hong [22]). As in our experiments the con- 
centration of SO32- exceeded that of O H -  by orders 
of magnitude, the more favourable ligation by sulphite 

anions could be assumed. The competition of the two 
ligands results in the barely traceable peak at 680 nm 
characteristic for the dihydroxo-Mn(III) monomeric 
species and in the well developed peak seen at 630 nm 
(overlapped). The latter probably corresponds to the 
O H -  ligated/~-oxo-dimer as observed in the absence of 
sulphite (Fig. 2). It then transforms into the SO32- ligated 
species (Fig. 3, peak at 620 nm). 

In the second case the degradation of phthalocyanine 
structure caused by the sulphoxo radical transients must 
be taken into account. This phenomenon, as reported 
previously [10], was observed for both ConTSPc and 
MnnTSPc contacted with sulphite for minutes or hours, 
in the presence of oxygen. Results obtained in the stop- 
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Fig. 4. Absorption changes at 625 nm for the solution containing initially 5 x 10-6M MnnTSPc and 4.7 x 10-4M N a O H  (a) or 2.5 x 10 -3 M Na2SO3 (b). 
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Fig. 5. Influence of Na2SO3 concentration on the decay of the manganese(llI) p-oxo-phthalocyanine dimer, band 620 nm (initial MnnTSPc 5 x 10 -6 M). 

ped-flow apparatus (Figs 4 and 5) confirm the decay of 
the p-oxo-dimer in the presence of sulphite. They also 
show that this decay may be essential even at very short 
reaction times counted in seconds. The progress of degra- 
dation of the TSPc structure in the sulphite solution pre- 
saturated with oxygen is shown in Fig. 6. In alkaline 
solutions, but in the absence of sulphite, the decay of/z- 
oxo-dimer manifested itself only after days. 

At this point it is worthy to bring to the reader's atten- 
tion the peculiarities, which emerge from the results given 
in Figs 5-7: 

1. Kinetics of the p-oxo-dimer decay depend, as results 
from the experimental data shown in Fig. 5, on the 

concentration of sulphite in a way apparently surpris- 
ing. It, however, becomes readily understood when 
recalling that all the experiments were performed at 
the same initial concentration of oxygen equal to the 
air saturation level. 2.24x10-4M. So, with the 
decreasing concentration of sulphite the oxygen to 
sulphite concentration ratio increases. As known, the 
latter is the most decisive factor in S(IV) autoxidation 
[23]. The higher value of this ratio, the more oxidative 
conditions and the more prevailing role of per- 
oxomonosulphate radical anions, SO~- over that of 
sulphate, SO~- and sulphite radical anions SO~- as 
autoxidation transients. In this light it seems reason- 
able to conclude that the observed impact of sulphite 
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Fig. 6. Degradation of TSPc structure in the solution containing initially 1.00 x 10 3M Na2SO3, 5 × 10-6M MnnTSPc and 2.4 x 10-4M 02, (first 
record, 1 min after mixing the component solutions; next records, every 5 min). 

concentrat ion on t he  decay of  #-oxo-dimer  is the 
indirect evidence for the SOU attack on the TSPc 
structure, as postulated previously [10]. 

2. In analysing such a process, the main difficulty consists 
in the differentiation between the effect o f  ligating ions 
( O H -  or  SO32-) and that  o f  sulphite-derived radical 
transients. It  seems justified to assume, tha t  sulphoxo 
radical anions need some time to build their con- 
centrat ion up to the kinetically effective level (chain 
development period). Therefore, the autocatalytic-like 

initial period o f  the /~-oxo-dimer format ion shown 
in Fig. 7 should be discussed rather in terms of  the 
relatively fast ligand binding followed by the dimer- 
ization. 

4 .  C o n c l u s i o n s  

In this work  we at tempted to answer the question what  
is the real form of  the metal-complex catalyst of  S(IV) 
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Fig. 7. Influence of Na2SO3 concentration on the formation of the manganese(Ill) #-oxo-phthalocyanine dimer, band 625 nm (initial MnnTSPc 
5 x 10-6M). 
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au tox ida t ion  which establ ishes when MnHTSPc becomes  
dissolved in an aqueous  so lu t ion  of  subst ra tes  (Na2SO3 
and  oxygen).  As  shown by spec t ropho tomet r i c -k ine t i c  
measurements ,  this ca ta lys t  exists under  condi t ions  speci- 
fied above  main ly  as a # -oxo-d imer .  The la t te r  fo rm 
appea r s  only when ions,  l ike O H -  or  SO32-, capab le  o f  
add ing  to the central  axis o f  the complex  as counter -  
l igands are within reach in the solution.  

The  fol lowing stages might  be dist inguished:  

1. The  ins tan taneous  oxygena t ion  and ox ida t ion  o f  
M n " T S P c  to MnIIITSPc (preequi l ibr ia  establishing).  

2. The relat ively fast f o r m a t i o n  o f  a # -oxo-d imer  by  a 
mechan i sm similar  to tha t  found  in the meta l - ion  
catalysis  (d imer iza t ion  by olat ion) .  

3. The  relat ively slow d e g r a d a t i o n  o f  TSPc s t ructure  by  
radical  t ransients  in S(IV) au tox ida t ion  (cata lys t  
ageing).  
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Abstract 

The coordination mode of the title ligand, HL4Me (synthesized and characterized by mass, IR and ~H NMR spectral parameters) 
is reported by solid-state isolation and physicochemical identification of a few bis complexes of nickel(II) with different counterions. 
Magnetic and electronic spectral features classify the reported species, [Ni(HL4Me)2]X2" 2H20, as six-coordinate, pseudo-octahedral 
with appreciable tetragonal distortion. Vibrational spectral data have indicated a neutral tridentate (NNS) function of HL4Me 
through the pyrazolyl (tertiary) ring nitrogen, azomethine nitrogen and thiocarbonyl sulphur. X-ray crystallographic studies of 
[Ni(HL4Me)2](NO3)2" 2H:O (triclinic, Pi) has unambiguously proved the distorted octahedral environment of the nickel(II) ion; the 
ligand molecules are trans coordinated to the central nickel(II) ion. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Ni(II) complexes; Methylfor0ayl pyrazole methylthiosemicarbazone; X-ray structure; Spectroscopic studies 

1. Introduction 
J 

A number ofheterocyclic thiosemicarbazones and their 
metal ion complexes have generated considerable interest 
in chemistry and biology owing to their potentially ben- 
eficial, biological activities such as antibacterial, anti- 
malarial, antiviral, antineoplastic, etc., which have often 
been related to their chelating ability with trace metal 
ions [1, 2-4]. Pyrazole derivatives with potential binding 
sites have long been the focal point of attraction [5-7] 
because of their well acclaimed medicinal value [8]. Nickel 
complexes with nitrogen and sulphur donor ligands have 
recently stimulated a great interest [9-16] because the 
active sites in several hydrogenases [17] and car- 
bonmonoxide dehydrogenases [18] contain nickel as the 
central metal ion surrounded by more than one thiolate 

*Corresponding author. Tel.: -t-91-33-350-8386; fax: +91-33-241- 
3222; e-mail: skkar@cuoc.ernet.in 

ligand, as well as one or two nitrogen donors. Although 
a lot of various nitrogen and sulphur donors have been 
investigated with heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones in 
which pyridine functions as the heterocyclic part, but 
only a little research has centered around nickel chemistry 
with thiosemicarbazones having pyrazole as the het- 
erocyclic part. Therefore, considering the possible broad 
spectrum of potentially useful biological implications of 
the metal ion complexes with 5-methyl-3-formylpyrazole 
thiosemiycarbazones, this communication reports the 
synthesis and characterization of a series of nickel(II) 
complexes with 5-methyl-3-formylpyrazole-N(4)-methyl- 
thiosemicarbazone (HL4Me). Further, while most crystal 
studies on Ni(II) complexes with heterocyclic thio- 
semicarbazone ligands have reported the complexes to be 
four-coordinated, hexa coordination is indicated by the 
crystal structure of [Ni(HL4Me)2](NO3)2 • 2H20, the only 
difference being that the heterocyclic part in our case is 
pyrazole instead of pyridine which appears to be a novel 
observation. 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
PII: S0277-5387(98)00334-9 
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2. Experimental 

2.1. Reagents and starting materials 

Solvents and reagents were obtained from commercial 
sources and used without further purification unless 
otherwise stated. N(4)-methyl-3-thiosemicarbazide was 
purchased from Aldrich Chemicals, U.S.A. Methanol 
and ethanol were purified using the established method 
in [19]. 

2.2. Preparation of 5-methylpyrazole-3-carbaldehyde 

5-methylpyrazole-3-carbaldehyde was prepared 
through the intermediacy of benzene sulfonyl derivative 
of 5-methylpyrazole-3-carbohydrazide which was syn- 
thesized following the Neiman et al. procedure [20]. The 
synthesis method is depicted in Scheme 1. 

The compound B (20 g, 0.07 mol) was dissolved in eth- 
ylene glycol (80 cm 3) by heating in an oil bath at about 
120-130°C. The resulting solution was heated with anhy- 
drous Na2CO3 (12 g, 0.11 mol) at 160°C. After the initial 
effervescence was over, the solution was further heated 
for 5 min at the same temperature. The reaction mixture 
was filtered hot and then hot water (200 cm 3) was added 
to the clear filtrate under vigorous stirring. The solution 
on keeping overnight in a refrigerator afforded a pale 
yellow microcrystalline compound which was filtered. 
The solid was washed with water followed by methanol 
and dried. Yield ~ 40%. A portion of the solid was recrys- 
tallized from boiling ethanol and characterized as 5- 
methylpyrazole-3-carbald~hyde A; m.p. 187-188°C (lit. 
186-188°C) (Found: C, 54.22, H, 5.50, N, 25.25% 
CsH6N20 requires C 54.54, H 5.45; N 25,45%), Vmax/Cm-l 
3120, 2885, 2725, 1560, 845, 810, 6 (DMSO-d6) 2.23 (3H, 
s), 6.45 (1H, s) and 9.77 (1H, s); m/z 110 (M ÷, 69%). 

2.3. Preparation of the ligand, HL4Me 

The Schiff base ligand HL4Me was prepared by reflux- 
ing for 4h the mixture of the aldehyde, A (3.0g, 
0.027 mol) with N(4)-methyl-3-thiosemicarbazide 
(2.835 g, 0.027 mol) in hot ethanol. It was filtered and the 
filtrate after volume reduction to 1/3 of the original, on 
cooling in refrigerator afforded a light yellow powder 
which was filtered, washed with cold ethanol and dried 

over anhydrous CaC12. Yield, 3.72 g (~  70%). The recrys- 
tallized product (from aqueous ethanol) melted at 201 °C. 
(Found: C, 43.54; H, 5.82; N, 34.69%. Calculated for 
C7HI1NsS: C, 42.63; H, 5.59; N, 35.53%); "~m~x/cm -1 3300, 
3190, 1620, 1565, 1040, 865, iH NMR ~ (DMSO-d6) 2.26 
(3H, s), 3.28 (3H, d), 6.48 (1H, s), 7.95 (1H, s), 8.50 (1H, 
s), 11.32 (1H, s); m/z 197 (M +, 100%). 

2.4. Preparation of complexes 

The complexes [Ni(HL4Me)2]X2"2H20 [X=C1, Br, 
NO3, C104, BF4] were prepared using a similar method. 
Details are therefore given for a representative complex 
[Ni(nL4Me)2] (NO3)2" 2H20. 

To a solution of HL4Me (0.4g, 2.03mmol) in hot 
methanol (20cm 3) was added Ni(NOa)2"6H20 (0.295 g, 
1.015mmol). The mixture was refluxed for 0.5h on a 
water-bath, within which the solution turned deep green, 
and kept at room temperature for slow evaporation. The 
green solid product formed was filtered off after 72h, 
washed with cold CHaOH/H20 (1:1 v/v) and dried over 
anhydrous CaC12. Yield ca. 80%. Green crystals of the 
complex [Ni(HL4Me)E](NO3)2-2H20, suitable for X-ray 
diffraction studies were grown by slow evaporation of a 
methanolic solution at room temperature. 

Caution! Extreme care was taken while treating organic 
compounds with nickel(II) perchlorate as potentially 
explosive mixtures might be formed. 

2.5. Physical measurements 

Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen of the ligand HL4Me 
and of the Ni(II) complexes were analyzed at the Indian 
Association for the Cultivation of Science, Calcutta, with 
a Perkin Elmer CHNS/O analyzer 2400. The nickel con- 
tents of the complexes were determined gravimetrically 
as anhydrous dimethylglyoximatonickel(II). The molar 
conductance values of the complexes were measured in 
methanolic solution with a Systronic Model 304 digital 
conductivity meter. The electronic spectra of the com- 
plexes in CH3OH solution were recorded on a Hitachi 
model UV 2000 spectrophotometer. The diffuse reflec- 
tance spectra of the complexes were recorded with a Hit- 
achi U-3501 spectrophotometer. IR spectra were 
recorded on a Perkin Elmer model 883 infrared spec- 

o 
H 0 

lLx I |  H II ~ Ethylene glycol 
Me N/N O 160oC H20 

H 

.CHO 

If" + + Ho2s--  
Me-~J~N /N 

H 

B A 
Scheme 1. Representing preparation of 5-methylpyrazole-3-carbaldehyde. 
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trophotometer. Magnetic susceptibilities of the solid 
metal complexes were measured in PAR 155 vibrating- 
sample magnetometer, tH NMR spectra of the aldehyde 
and the ligand were recorded in d6-DMSO with Bruker 
AM 300L (300 MHz) super conducting FT NMR. Mass 
spectrum of the ligand was done at Indian Institute for 
Chemical Biology, Calcutta with JEOLJMS-AX 500 
mass spectrometer. 

2.6. Crystal structure 

A summary of crystallographic data is given in Table 
1. Complete tabulations of crystallographic data, bond 
lengths and angles, atomic coordinates, thermal par- 
ameters and completely labelled ball and stick diagrams 
are available as supporting information. Data were 
obtained using an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer 
at - 80°C. Unit cell dimensions were refined by use of the 
settings of 25 accurately determined reflections, widely 
separated in reciprocal space. Intensities were measured 
by co-scans. A total of 5655 reflections were collected. 
The data were averaged (Rin t = 2.13 %). The structure was 
solved by direct methods and subsequent Fourier syn- 
theses were used to determine the remaining non- 
hydrogen atomic positions. 

Intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polari- 
zation effects, and empirical absorption corrections were 
applied based on a set of ~,-scans. Calculations were 

carried out using XCAD 49 (data reduction), SHELXTL 
(absorption correction, structure solution/refinement and 
molecular graphics). All H atoms were placed in cal- 
culated positions, refined using a riding model, and given 
an isotropic displacement parameter equal to 1.2 (CH, 
CH2) or 1.5 (CH3, OH) times the equivalent isotropic 
displacement parameter of the atom to which it is 
attached. When warranted, methyl H atomic positions 
were allowed to rotate about the adjacent C-C bond. 
Full-matrix least-squares refinement of all data against 
F 2 of the quantity W (F 2 -F~Z) 2 was used to adjust the 
positions and anisotropic thermal parameters of all non- 
hydrogen atoms. 

3. R e s u l t s  and d i scuss ion  

3.1. Characterization of the ligand 

The elemental analyses (C, H and N) and IR spectral 
data [characteristic bands (cm-') at 3300-3260 (VNH), 
1620 (vCH_N), 1565 (Yc=Npz) ,  1040 (vs-Npz), 865 (Vc=s) ] are 
in good agreement with the structure in Fig. l(a). The 
absence of any band in the 2600-2200 cm-t region of the 
IR spectrum of the free ligand suggests the absence of 
any thiol tautomer in the solid state [21,22]. The ~H NMR 
spectrum in d6-DMSO at 300 MHz gives singlets at 6 2.26 
(3H), 6 6.48 (1H) assignable to C5-CH3 (Ring Pz) and 
C4-H (Ring Pz), respectively. 

Table I 
Crystal data and structure refinement 

Empirical formula C14H26NI2NiOsS 2 

Formula weight 
Temperature 
Wavelength 
Crystal system 
Space group 
Unit cell dimensions 

Volume 
Z 
Density (calculated) 
Absorption coefficient 
F(000) 
Crystal size 
0 range for data collection 
Index ranges 
Reflections collected 
Independent reflections 
Absorption correction 
Max. and rain. transmission 
Data/restraints/parameters 
Goodness-of-fit on F 2 
Final R indices [I> 2tr (/)] 
R indices (all data) 
Largest difference peak and hole 

613.28 
193(2) K 
0.71073 .A 
triclinic 
P i  
a =  8.538(2),~ ~=95.591(13) ° 
b = 12.473(2),~ f l= 104.432(14) ° 
c =  14.154(2).A ),= 109.278(14) ° 
1351.0(4) ,~3 
2 
1.503 mg/m 3 
0.933 mm-I  
632 
0.65 x 0.19 x 0.12 mm 
2.09-24.97 ° 
-9~<h~<10, -14~<k~<14, -16~<1~<9 
5655 
4743 (Rin t = 0 .0213)  
Semi-empirical from V-scans 
0.6039 and 0.5138 
4743/32/465 
1.043 
R1 =0.0419, wR2=0.1074 
R1 =0.0636, wR2=0.1192 
1.136 and -0.536e,A -3 
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N~NH 

S~"~ N/H 
k Me 

M~N~ , , N T ~  H 

H~N/N 

HL4Me 
Fig. 1. Two conformations of the ligand HL4Me. 

A narrowly split doublet at 5 3.28 (3H) is ascribed to 
the terminal N-CH 3 of the ligand. A slightly broad singlet 
at 5 8.50 (1H) and another singlet at 5 7.95 (1H) are 
ascribed to the N4-H (terminal) and N2-H (azomethine) 
of the ligand, respectively. A very down field proton at 
11.32 (1H) is assigned to the azomethine proton of the 
carbon atom. Such down field shift of this proton calls 
for an explanation. This proton being in the plane of the 
ring might have suffered ring current effect. Furthermore, 
no low field signals assignable to a proton bonded to 
sulphur are observed in the NMR spectrum of the free 
ligand. Thus the ligand remains in the thione form in 
both solution and the solid state. The mass fragmentation 
patterns are compatible with the proposed molecular for- 
mula of C7HIINsS. The strongest molecular ion peak 
appears at m/z 197 (100%). 

3.2. Characterization o f  the complex species 

All the nickel(II) complexes gave satisfactory C, H, N 
and Ni analyses (Table 2). The room temperature mag- 
netic moment values (Table 2) of the complex species 
lie in the range 3.06-3.30 B.M., which are mostly in 
accordance with six coordinate nickel(II) complexes [23]. 
The molar conductance values (16 5-210 f~- J cm 2 mol- 1) 

of the complexes in methanol classify them as 1:2 elec- 
trolytes [24]. 

A comparative study of the IR spectral data of the 
reported complexes with those of the uncomplexed ligand 
gives meaningful information regarding bonding sites of 
the ligand molecule. The IR spectra of the complexes 
show a broad band spanning the 3400-3100 cm-l region, 
probably arising from the overlap of the VOH modes of 
the lattice water with the VNH mode of the ligand. The 
strong IR band appearing at 1620 cm-1 in the free ligand 
spectrum (CH--N) has been observed to shift towards 
lower wave number by 10-20cm -1 in the spectra of the 
metal complexes due to the involvement of the azo- 
methine nitrogen [16] in bonding. The positive shift of 
the N-Npz frequencies from 1040 cm-~ in the free ligand 
spectrum to 1055cm -~ on complexation with nickel(II) 
ion indicates involvement of pyrazolyl hetero-nitrogen in 
bonding. An intense strong band at 865 cm-l in the free 
ligand spectrum is due to vc= s, which undergoes a down- 
ward shift by 15-25 cm -~, pointing to the sulphur atom 
of the > ~ S  as a possible coordination site [16]. 

The diffuse reflectance spectra of the complexes are 
characterized by three main bands in the regions 11,723- 
11,820, 17,271-17,513 and 27,100-27,777cm -1, which 
may be assigned to 3A2g (F)-+3T2g (F) (vl), 3Azg (F)--+3Tlg 

Table 2 
Analytical data and pertinent physico-chemical properties of the complexes 

Complex Elemental analyses found (calc.) 

%C %H %N %M 

Conductivity #eer at 296 K 
(AM) (B.M) 
(cm2~ -1 mo1-1) 

[Ni(HL4Me)2]C12 • 2H20 
[Ni(HL4Me)2]Br2 • 2H20 
[Ni(HL4Me)2](NO3)2 • 2H20 
[Ni(HL4Me)2](CIO4)2 • 2H20 
[Ni(HL4Me)2](BF4)2 • 2H20 

30.67 (30.00) 4.43 (4.64) 24.75 (25.00) 
25.80 (25.89) 3.97 (4.00) 20.98 (21.58) 
27.71 (27.42) 4.07 (4.24) 27.08 (27.41) 
24.97 (24.42) 3.82 (3.78) 20.53 (20.35) 
25.21 (25.35) 3.89 (3.92) 20.96 (21.13) 

10.63 (10.49) 210 3.13 
9.11 (9.05) 193 3.23 
9.48 (9.58) 175 3.07 
8.59 (8.54) 165 3.29 
8.79 (8.86) 173 3.19 
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(F) (rE) and 3A2g (F)---~3T1g (P) (v3) transitions respectively 
in an Oh-symmetry. The calculated values of the ligand 
field parameters, Dq (1172-1182 cm-~), B (613-655) and 
/3 (0.564).61 ) furnish reasonable support for the proposed 
octahedral geometry of the complexes [25]. The above 
calculated ligand field parameters are, however, com- 
parable to those [26] found in the [Ni(MPzATSH)2] 2+ 
complexes with various counterions, in which MPzATSH 
is 5(3)-methylpyrazole-3(5)-aldehydothiosemicarbazone. 

The methanolic solutions of the complexes record spec- 
tral data giving Vl (12,004-12,048cm -1) and v2 (16,556- 
17,421 cm -1) bands which are not significantly different 
from those in the solid state, thereby suggesting no elec- 
tronic or geometric change on dissolution of the com- 
plexes in the said solvent. The molar extinction coefficient 
values (e = 19-81 dm 3 cm-~ mol - 1) are in agreement with 
a pseudo-octahedral geometry [27]. The position of v3 
can, however, be computed [28] and is found, in all cases, 
to lie in the UV region where it might be obscured by 
intense internal ~ ~ *  transition of the ligand or intense 
CT absorption. The free ligand (HL4Me) has an n~n*  
transition at 33,112 cm -~ due to a thiosemicarbazone 
moiety [29] which shows blue shifts to region 33,222- 
33,500 cm -~ in the spectra of the complexes. 

3.3. Crystal structure of [Ni(HL4Me)2] (NO3)E'2HzO 

The X-ray structure of the complex has been deter- 
mined and the molecular view is shown in Fig. 2. The 
selected bond parameters are listed in Table 3. The struc- 
ture contains a [Ni(HL4Me)2] ++ cation and a NO3 
anion. The Ni(II) atom is octahedrally coordinated by 
the two tridentate NNS-ligands. Two ligands have under- 

gone chelation in which sulphur atoms are positioned 
trans to each other. The pyrazole nitrogen atoms also lie 
mutually in the trans positions. The coordination sphere 
around nickel is completed by the azomethine nitrogen 
atoms occupying other two sites (trans to each other). 
The coordination via the pyrazolyl (tertiary) nitrogen 
atoms [N(1A) N(IB)] is in conformity with earlier report 
[301. 

The Ni-N(IA) (pyrazolyl) and Ni-S(1A) distances are 
2.086(3), 2.4204(11)A and the N(1A)-Ni-S(1A) angle is 
157.87(8) °. The N-Ni-N, N-Ni-S and S-Ni-S angular 
distributions indicate that the coordination polyhedron 
is distorted. This distortion in metal ion coordinated 
polyhedron is attributed to the steric interactions, and the 
maximum deviation from the ideal octahedral geometry 
takes place for N(3B)-Ni-N(1B), 76.75 (10°), N(3A)- 
Ni-S(1B), 106.83(8) °, and N(1B)-Ni-S(1B), 157.44(8) ° 
(Table 3). Encapsulation of the metal atom by the coor- 
dination of six donor atoms results in the formation of 
four five-membered chelate rings [Ni, N(1), C(3), C(4), 
N(3), (IA, IB)]; [Ni, N(3), N(4), C(5), S(1) (IIA, IIB)]. 
The torsion angles about the bonds in the chelate rings 
reveal the planar nature of the chelate rings. In both 
ligands, A and B, the chelate rings and the pyrazole ring 
lie nearly in the same plane. The pyrazole ring thus makes 
an extended coplanar system with the two chelate rings. 
The analysis of the dihedral angles suggests that the 
extended coplanar ring system of the two ligands 
approach each other orthogonally. The NilLN 
(pyrazole) distances in the complex are the same within 
experimental error, the average value being 2.089(3).~. 
The average NiILN(azomethine) length is 2.048(3).~ 
which is ca. 0.04,~ shorter than the NiII-N(pyrazole) 

N(5B}  ~N(4B) 
C(4B) 

S(18) NI1B) C(1BB) 

CI1AA)t 

C(1AI 

C(2A) ( 

Fig. 2. A perspective view of the complex. 
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Table 3 
Selected bond lengths (A.), angles (°), with e.s.d.s, in parentheses 

Ni-N ( 3 B )  2.046(3) Ni-N (3A) 
Ni-N (1A) 2.086(3) Ni-N (1B) 
Ni-S (1A) 2.4204(11) Ni-S (1B) 

N (3B)-Ni-N (3A) 168.99(11) N (3B)-Ni-N (1A) 
N (3A)-Ni-N (1A) 76.69(11) N (3B)-Ni-N (1 B) 
N (3A)-Ni-N (1B) 95,73(10) N (1A)-Ni-N (1B) 
N (3B)-Ni-S (1A) 106.60(9) N (3A)-Ni-S (1A) 
N (1A)-Ni-S (1A) 157.87(8) N (1B)-Ni-S (1A) 
N (3B)-Ni-S (1B) 80.83(8) N (3A)-Ni-S (1B) 
N (1A)-Ni-S (1B) 92.02(10) N (1B)-Ni-S (1B) 
S (1A)-Ni-S (1B) 93.45(4) 

2.050(3) 
2.092(3) 
2.4250(11) 

95.43(11) 
76.75(10) 
92.62(11) 
81.21(8) 
90.51(8) 

106.83(8) 
157.44(8) 

length. The average NiII-S(thioketo) length 2.4227(11)A 
is appreciably longer compared to the average value in 
the homoleptic thioether complexes {Ni[(9)aneS3]2} 2+ 
(2.386 A) [31], [NiL2](C104)~ (L = {[2-(2-amino- 
phenyl)thio]ethyl}amine) (2.378A) [32]. The observed 
Ni-S bond distance is, however, comparable to that 
(2.459 A) found [33] in the complex [NiL2](C104)2 (L = 3- 
azapentane-1,5-diamine), which shows an unsymmetrical 
facial coordination of the two ligands. For the ligand 
moiety the interatomic distances and angles are normal 
within statistical errors. There are two water molecules 
present in the lattice. They are not bonded to the metal 
ion. 
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Abstract 

Reaction of acetylferrocene (1) with (-)-(S)-l-amino-2-(methoxymethyl)pyrrolidine (-)-(S)-2 in dry benzene gave new chiral 
ferrocenylimine (+)-(S)-FcC(CH3)~NNCH2CH2CH2CHCH2OCH3 [(+)-(S)-3]. Asymmetric cyclopalladation of (+)-(S)-3 with 
sodium tetrachloropalladate(II) and sodium acetate trihydrate in methanol at room temperature gave a mixture of diasteromeric 
cyclopalladated products [Pd{(r/5-CsH3C(CH3)--NlqCH2CH2CH2CHCH2OCH3)Fe(r/5-CsHs)}(~-C1)]2 [syn-( + )-(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4, anti- 
(-)-(Rp,S,S, Sp)-4 and syn-(-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4] in ca. 67% total yield with a high level of diastereoselectivity. The three enantiopure 
compounds (product ratio 8:1:1) were isolated from the mixture through column-layer chromatography and their structural relation- 
ship was elucidated by single-crystal X-ray analysis. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Ferrocene; Hydrazone; Planar chirality; Cyclopalladation 

1. Introduction 

Owing to the well-known reactivity of the a(Pd-C) 
bond, such as insertion of alkynes, alkenes, CO or hal- 
ogen [1], planar chiral cyclopalladated derivatives of fer- 
rocene find application as sources of optically-active 
organic and organometallic compounds, and also serve 
as attractive chiral auxiliaries in organic synthesis. More- 
over, chiral cyclopalladated compounds have been used 
in materials chemistry [2], optical resolution [3], the deter- 
mination of enantiomeric excess [4] and absolute con- 
figuration of chiral compounds [5], studies on antitumor 
activity [6], and the promotion of asymmetric Diels- 
Alder reactions [7. 

Although many cyclopalladated derivatives of ferro- 
cene are known [1,8], most of them have been obtained 
as racemic mixtures due to difficulties in isolating these 
compounds in enantiomerically pure form [9], and 
accordingly their stereochemistries remain unsub- 
stantiated. As compared with the usual cyclopalladated 
compounds, anion-bridged planar chiral dimeric cyclo- 
palladated derivatives of ferrocene exhibit more complex 

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +852-303-492-6531; fax: +852-2603- 
5057; e-mail: tcwmak@cuhk.edu.hk 

structures and interesting aspects of stereoisomerism. 
Theoretically, there are six possible diastereomeric di-/~- 
chloro-bridged dimers of a planar chiral cyclopalladated 
ferrocenylimine (Scheme 1). The arrangement of the pair 
of coordinating nitrogen atoms is trans in three of them, 
namely syn-( Rp,Rp), syn-( Sp,Sp) and anti-( Rp,Sp), and cis 
in syn-(Rp,Sp), anti-(Sp,Sp) and anti-(Rp,Rp). The isolation 
and X-ray crystal structure analysis of an enanti- 
omerically pure complex of C2 molecular symmetry have 
been reported [lOa, lOb, lOc]; however, only one ster- 
eoisomer [11] has been obtained so far. In this paper we 
describe the stereoisomerism of this type of planar chiral 
ferrocene compounds and the elucidation of their absol- 
ute configurations and structural relationship. 

2 Experimental 

2.1. General methods 

1H and 13C-{1H} NMR were recorded at 20°C on a 
Bruker DPX 300 instrument using CDC13 (99.8%) as 
solvent. Optical rotations were measured in chloroform 
solution in a 1-dm cell at 20°C with a Perkin-Elmer Model 
341 polarimeter. Elemental analyses were performed by 
MEDAC Ltd. of the Department of Chemistry at Brunel 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
PII: S0277-5387(98)00335-0 
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R CpFe~ ~ R CpFe,,,,./.._~_~ ? Cp Fe,,,,.f....~__~ 

syn-( Rp, Rp) syn-( Sp, Sp) anti-( Rp, Sp) 

" FeCp Cp Fe,,, , ]~ 

\ d-c,- 
\R R / 

~ FeCp CpFe, , ,~  

p.,c-c<.p¢/\."JJ 
d "c" / 

\ R  R / 

FeCp C p F e / ~  

o, 

\R  R / ' 

syn-( Flv,,..%) anti-( Sp,,.% ) anti-( Rp,Rp) 
Scheme 1. Possible diasteromers of di-#-chloro-bridged dimer of planar chiral cyclopalladated ferrocene. 

University. Acetylferrocene and (-)-(S)-l-amino-2- 
(methoxymethyl)pyrrolidine were products of Aldrich 
and used as received. 

2.2. Preparation of (+)-  (S)-FeC(CH3)=N CN-~zCH2 
CHTCHCH2OCH3 [ ( + )- (S)-31 

Acetylferrocene (1.88g,, 7.70mmol) and (-)-(55-2 
(Aldrich, 1.0 g, 7.7 mmol) were dissolved in dry benzene 
(100 mL). The flask containing the reaction mixture was 
connected to a condenser equipped with a Dean-Stark 
apparatus. The red solution was refluxed over an oil bath 
for about 6 h and then transferred into a Schlenk tube, 
into which 5 ,~ molecular sievers (3.0 g) were introduced. 
The mixture was further refluxed for 6 h and carefully 
filtered. The filtrate was reduced to dryness and washed 
with n-hexane to produce (+)-(55-3 as a brown powder 
(yield: 2.25 g, 86%). Characterization data for: m.p. 67- 
69 C°; [a]n 2° + 432.7 (c = 1.0 in CHC13); 1H NMR (selected 
data): 4.17 [s, 5H, CsHs), 4.40 [s, 2H, H 3, H 4 (C5H4)], 4.67 
(s, 2H, H 2, H 5 (C5H4)]; 13C-{1H} NMR (selected data): 
70.6 (C5H5), 72.9 [C 2, C 5 (C5H4)], 76.3 [C 3, C 4 C5H4)]; 
Anal. Calcd for C,8H24N2OFe: C, 63.54; H, 7.11; N, 8.24. 
Found: C, 63.76; H, 7.09; N, 8.23. 

2.3. Preparation of Pd{ (q5 _ CsH3C(CH3)--NNCHzCH2 
CH:~HCHzOCH3)Fe(qS-CsH5)}(#-CI)12 [syn-( + )- 
(Rp,S,S,Rp)-4, syn- ( -  )-(Sp,S,S,Sp)-4 and ant i - ( - ) -  
( R,.S.S.Sp)-4] 

The imine (+)-(55-3 (0.34 g, 1.0 mmol) was added to a 
methanolic (30mL) solution containing Na2PdCI4 

(0.30 g, 1.0 mmol) and NaOAc • 3H20 (0.14 g, 1.0 mmo1). 
The resulting mixture was stirred at room temperature 
for 24 h. The mixture was eluted through a column of 
SiO2 with 10:1 chloroform/n-hexane. Concentration of 
the eluted solution of three successive red bands produced 
syn-( + )-(Rp,S,S,Rp)-4, anti-(-)-(RmS, S, Sp)-4 and syn- 
( -  )-( Sp,S,S, Sp)-4 in that order, which were recrystallized 
from dichloromethane/n-hexane (1:3) as red plates [prod- 
uct ratio 8:1:1, total yield 0.35 g (67%)]. Characterization 
data for syn-(+)-(Rp,S,S,Rp)-4: m.p. >210 ° (dec.); [~]D 
+2685 (e 1.0 in CHC13); 1H NMR  (selected data): 4.23 
[d, J=9 .9Hz ,  2H, H 3 (C5H3)], 4.18 [s, 10H, CsHs), 4.44 
[d, J = l . 5 H z ,  2H, H 5 (C~H3)], 4.71 [t, J= l .8 ,  2H, H 4 
(C5H3)]; 13C-{1H} NMR (selected data): 6 70.3 [C 5 
(C5H3)], 70.2 [C 3 (C5H3)], 68.5 [C 4 (C5H3)], 71.6 (CsHs), 
102.8 [C' (C5H3)]; Anal. Calcd for C36H46ClzFe2N402Pd2: 
C, 44.94; H, 4.82; N, 5.82. Found: C, 44.67; H, 4.86; N, 
5.83. For anti-(- )-( Rp,S,S, Sp)-4: m.p. > 210 ° (dec.); [~]D 2° 
-2880 (c 1.0 in CHC13); 'H NMR (selected data): 6 4.10 
It, J=2.7 ,  2H, H 3 (C5H3)], 4.24 Is, 10H, C5H5), 4.12 Is, 
2H, H'  (CsH3)], 4.22 [s, J=ZH,  H'  (C5H3)]; 13C-{1H} 
(selected data): 6 71.9 [C 5 (CsH3)], 69.1 [C 3 (CsH3)], 66.7 
[C 4 (CsH3)], 72.3 (CsHs), 100.9 [C 1 (C5H3)]; Anal. Calcd 
for C36H46C12Fe2NaO2Pd2: C, 44.94; H, 4.82; N, 5.82. 
Found: C, 44.83; H, 4.80; N, 5.89. For syn-(-)- 
(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4" 1/4CH2C12" H20: m.p. > 210 ° (dec.); [a]D 2° 
--900 (C 1.0 in CHC13); IH NMR (selected data): 6 4.17 
[s, 2H, H 3 (CsH3)], 4.26 [s, 10H, CsHs), 4.30 [s, 2H, H s 
(C5H3)], 4.77 [s, J=3.0,  2H, H 4 (C5H3)]; '3C-{1H} NMR 
(selected data): 6 71.0 [C 5 (C5H3)], 68.2 [C 3 (CsH3)], 66.2 
[C 4 (C5H3)], 73.0 (CsHs), 97.5 [C' (C5H3)], 185.8 (C=N); 
Anal. Calcd for C36.25H47Clz.sFezN402.zsPd2: C, 44.04; H, 
4.76; N, 5.67. Found: C, 44.09; H, 4.76; N, 5.76. 
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2.4. Crystallographic studies 

Crystallographic data of  syn-( + )-(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4, syn- 
(-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4" I/4CH2CI2" 1/4H20 and anti-(-)- 
(Rp,S,S, Sp)-4 measured on a MSC/Rigaku RAXIS IIC 
imaging-plate diffractometer are summarized in Table 1. 
Intensities were collected at 294 K using graphite-mon- 
ochromatized MoK~ radiation (2 = 0.7103 A) from a rot- 
ating anode generator operating at 50kV and 90mA 
(20rain = 3 °, 20max = 55 °, 40 4.5 ° oscillation frames, in the 
range of  0-180 °, exposure 10 min per frame for syn-( +)- 
(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4, 72 2.5 ° oscillation frames, in the range of  
0-180 °, exposure 12min per frame for syn-(-)- 
(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4" 1/4CH2C12" 1/4H20 and 60 3 ° oscillation 
frames, in the range of 0-180 °, exposure 8 min per frame 
for anti-(-)-(Rp,S,S, Sp)-4) [12]. A self-consistent semi- 
empirical absorption correction based on Fourier 

coefficient fitting of  symmetry-equivalent reflections was 
applied using the ABSCOR program [13]. 

The crystal structures of all three compounds were 
solved with the Patterson superposition method and 
difference Fourier syntheses. All the nonhydrogen atoms 
were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were all 
generated geometrically (C-H bond lengths fixed at 
0.96.~), assigned appropriate isotropic thermal par- 
ameters and allowed to ride on their parent carbon atoms. 
Full-matrix least-squares refinement on F 2 was performed 
on an IBM-compatible 486 PC with the SHELXTL-PC 
program package [14a,14b]. Although the Flack par- 
ameter [15a,15b] failed to give a clear indication of the 
absolute structure in the X-ray analysis, the known chi- 
rality of ( - ) - (S) -2  as a starting synthetic material ensured 
the correct assignment of the absolute configurations of 
all three diastereomers. The final R 1 and wR2 indices and 

Table 1 
Crystal data 

syn-( + )-( Rp,S,S, Rp)-4 syn-( - )-( Sp,S,S, Sp)-4 " ¼CH2C12" H20 anti-( - )-( Rp,S,S, Sp)-4 

Crystal Parameters 
Formula C36H46C12Fe2N402Pd2 C36.25H47C12.sFe2N4Oz.sPd2 C36H46C12Fe2N402Pd2 
fw 962.2 983.2 962.2 
Shape (color) plate (red) plate (red) plate (red) 
Size (mm) 0.10 x 0.01 x 0.30 0.10 x 0.01 × 0.20 0.15 x 0.01 x 0.20 
Cryst. syst. monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic 
Space group P21 C2 P21 
a (A) 12.906(3) ~ 34.899(5) 10.665(2) 
b (hi) 11.102(2) 12.050(2) 8.716(2) 
c (.~) 13.278(3) 25.621(2) 20.285(4) 
fl (o) 95.58(3) 130.81 94.07(3) 
V (,~3) 1894(1) 8155(2) 1881(1) 
Z 2 8 2 
/7(000) 968 3996 968 
D(calc~l) (gcm -3) 1.688 1.602 1.699 
#(MoK~) (mm-  1) 1.863 1.733 1.876 

Data Collection 
Scan type 40 oscillation photos 72 oscillation photos 60 oscillation photos 
20 range (o) 3 < 2 0 < 5 5  3 < 2 0 < 5 5  3 < 2 0 < 5 5  
Rflns coil 6200 10451 5908 
Indep. rflns 6051 (Rint = 3.23%) 9374 (Ri,t=6.42%) 5809 (Rint = 3.24%) 

Refinement 
R~ 0.0511 0.0774 0.0612 
wRb2 0.1349 0.1980 0.1810 
Flack params 0.59(2) 0.42(2) 0.42(3) 
Weighting scheme ¢ a = 0.0593, b = 0.0000 a = 0.1212, b = 6.2377 a = 0.1250, b = 0.4453 
No. of  params refine 375 888 434 
S (GOF) d 1.039 1.106 1.057 
max, mean A/ 0.204, 0.008 0.436, 0.019 -0.059,  0.004 
Apmax (e,3k -3) 0.573, -- 0.715 0.832, -- 0.974 0.826, -- 0.865 

:RI = ZIIFo - FclIIZFo. 
bwR2 = {[ZW(:o-- ~)2]tIZw(FoY]}~/2. 
Cw-I = a2(F:o) +(a  × p)2+b × P, where P = ( ~ + 2  F~)/3. 
dGOF = S = {[Zw(Fo 2 - ~)Zl/(n -p)} i/2. 
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other refinement parameters are presented in Table 1, 
and Table 2 gives selected bond distances and angles. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Ligand synthesis 

Ferrocenylimine (+)-(S)-3 was prepared from ace- 
tylferrocene by condensation with (-)-(S)-l-amino-2- 
(methoxymethyl)pyrrolidine, (-)-(S)-2, which serves as 
a chirality marker and facilitates product isolation. ~H 
NMR and 13C-{IH} NMR in CDC13 of compound (+)- 
(S)-3 provided useful information about its structure and 
behavior in solution (see Section 2). 

3.2. Diastereoselective cyclopalladation of ferrocenyl- 
imine ( + )-(S)-3: synthesis and isolation of planar chiral 
cyclopalladated compounds 

Asymmetric cyclopalladation [6a, 6b] of(+)-(S)-3 with 
Na2PdCI4 and NaOAc • 3H20 in methanol gave a mixture 
of cyclopalladated derivatives of ferrocene. Chro- 
matographic separation of this mixture yielded three dias- 
tereomers: syn-( + )-( Rv,S,S, Rp)-4, syn-(- )-( Sp,S,S, Sp)-4 
and anti-(- )-(Rp,S,S, Sv)-4 , but no trace of the other three 
(Scheme 2). As compared to our previous work [11], 
one more diastereomer has now been obtained and the 
diastereoselectivity is also different. Further attempts to 
isolate all possible diastereomers and modify significantly 
the diastereoselectivity of the cyclopalladation reaction 
are in progress. 

Chemical shifts for the unsubstituted cyclopentadienyl 
protons of (+)-(S)-3, syn-( + )-(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4, syn-(-)- 

(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4 and anti-(-)-(Rp,S,S, Sp)-4 are 4.17, 4.18, 
4.26 and 4.24ppm, respectively. Moreover, the signals 
due to substituted cyclopentadienyl protons are 4.40, 4.67 
for (+)-(S)-3, 4.23, 4.44, 4.71 for syn-(+)-(Rp,S,S,Rp)-4, 
4.17, 4.30, 4.77 for syn-(-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4 and 4.10, 4.12, 
4.22 for anti-(-)-(Rp,S,S,Sv)-4, among which H 3, H 5 
shifted upfield and H 4 downfield for syn-(+)-(Rp,S,S, Rv)- 
4 and syn-(-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4, whereas H 3, H 4 and H 5 all 
shifted upfield for anti-(-)-(Rp,S,S, Sp)-4. One of the 
most relevant differences observed in the ~3C-{~H} NMR 
spectrum of free (+)-(S)-3 and in those of their cyclo- 
palladated complexes is the splitting of the resonance due 
to the C ~, C 4 pair of carbon atoms, since the formation 
of the metallacycle causes a decrease in the symmetry of 
the substituted cyclopentadienyl ring. 

3.3. Crystal and molecular structures of syn-(+)- 
(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4, syn-( -  )-(Sv,S,S, Sp)-4" 1/4CH2Cl2" 
1/4H20 and anti- ( - )- ( Rp,S,S, Sp)-4 

X-ray analysis has established the absolute planar chi- 
ralities of the ferrocenyl moieties based on the (-)-(S)-1- 
amino-2-(methoxymethyl)pyrrolidine marker in the three 
diastereomers (Figs 1-3); the asymmetric unit in the crys- 
tal structure of syn-(-)-(Sp,S,S,Sp)-4 contains two inde- 
pendent molecules (designated A and B) that are nearly 
alike, and only molecule A is shown. The pair of coor- 
dinating N atoms bear a trans relationship, and each 
palladium atom in the metallacycle is in a slightly dis- 
torted square-planar coordination environment. With 
reference to the mean plane of the Pd and C1 atoms, the 
pair of ferrocenyl groups take a syn arrangement in ( + )- 
(Rp,S,S, Rv)-4 and (-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4, but an anti arrange- 

Fe + reflux6h 3 Fe 2 

1 (-)-(s)-2 (+)-(s)-a 

Na2PdCl,, NaOAc 
P 

MeOH, r.t. 24 

• L-5, o 
I Me " Me " Me . / 

/ I / / / 
/ ~ /  m - - /  / ~ /  N - - ( ,  / 7 ( '  N--~,, ,  

((/)1 I \Mo . I Me  . Me  

syn-( + )-( Rp, S, S, Rp)-4 syn-(- )-( Sp, S, S, Sp)-4 anti-(-)-( S n, S, S, Re)-4 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of di-p-chloro-bridged dimers of planar chiral cyclopalladated ferrocene. 
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C{32),4"~'_,,,~ C(33) 

C(4] ~ : ~ . , ~  C{311 ( W ~ ~  C(34) 
C(7) ~ h N(4) 
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C1(21 
) C(21) 

Fig. 1. Molecular structure (30% thermal ellipsoids) and absolute configuration of syn-( +)-(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4 with atom-numbering scheme. 

18) 

Fig. 2. Molecular structure (30% thermal ellipsoids) and absolute configuration of syn-(-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4 with atom-numbering scheme. 

ment in (-)-(Rp,S,S, Sp)-4. Accordingly the PdzCl 2 ring 
is significantly folded in syn-(+)-(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4 and 
syn(-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4, but nearly planar in anti-(-)- 
(Rp,S~S, Sp)-4 [the angle between the two planes defined 
by the atoms Pd(1), CI(1), C1(2) and Pd(2), CI(1), C1(2) is 
50.0 ° for cis-(+ )-(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4, 46.6 ° (molecule A), 46.6 ° 
(molecule B) for syn-(-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4, and 11.9 ° for anti- 

(-)-(RmS, S, Sp)-4 ]. The separation between the two pal- 
ladium atoms is 3.239A for syn-(+)-(Rv,S,S, Rp)-4, 
3.250 .~ (molecule A) or 3.251 (molecule B) for syn-(-)- 
(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4 and 3.504.~ for anti-(-)-(Rp,S,S, Sp)-4. In 
all three structures, the two cyclopentadienyl rings are 
each planar and nearly parallel to each other [tilt angle: 
4.1 ° for eis-(+)-(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4, 0.9 ° (molecule A) or 4.5 ° 
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Fig. 3. Molecular structure (30% thermal ellipsoids) and absolute configuration of anti-(-)-(Rp,S,S, Sp)-4 with atom-numbering scheme. 
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(molecule B) for cis-(-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4, and 2.7 ° for trans- 
(-)-(Rp,S,S, Sp)-4], and the two rings involved in the 
bicyclic system formed by fusion of the palladocycle with 
the ferrocenyl C5H3 moiety are approximately coplanar, 
the relevant dihedral angle being 2.7 ° for cis-(+)- 
(Rp,S,S, Rp)-4, 2.1 (molecule A) or 4.6 ° (molecule B) for 
cis-(-)-(Sp,S,S, Sp)-4 and 2.5 ° for trans-(-)-(Rp,S,S, Sp)- 
4. 

It is notable that the three possible diastereomers with 
cis-related coordinating nitrogen atoms (Scheme 2) are 
absent in the product mixture of the asymmetric cyclo- 
palladation reaction, which may be attributed to severe 
steric exclusion between the pair of substituted (methoxy- 
methyl)pyrrolidine groups that are brought into close 
proximity in such an arrangement. 

4. Supplementary material 

Tables of final atomic coordinates, all bond distances 
and angles, hydrogen coordinates and anisotropic ther- 
mal parameters for the three compounds have been 
deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data 
Centre. 
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Abstract 

The preparation and the characterization of nickel(II) complexes with the neutral, N4 non-macrocyclic Schiff base ligands L1 = 1,2- 
bis(2'-pyridylbenzyleneimino)benzene and L2 = 1,2-bis(2'-pyridylethyleneimino)benzene, of formulae Ni(LX)CI2 are reported. The 
structure of the complex, [Ni(L 1)C12] • EtOH, has been determined by X-ray diffraction methods. The nickel atom has a six coordinate 
NiN4C12 chromophore with distorted octahedral coordination, while the ligand L acts as a tetradentate chelate, with the ligated 
atoms in an essentially planar arrangement around the metal and the remaining axial coordination sites occupied by chloro ligands. 
The reactions of the above complexes and that of Ni(L3)C12 with 1,4-phenyldiisocyanide (phdi) formed polymeric compounds of the 
type [(LX)Ni(phdi)],C12, which have been characterized by elemental analysis, magnetic susceptibility measurements, IR and UV- 
Vis spectroscopic techniques. The solid state electrical conductivity of the polymeric complexes was approximately 10 -7 (~" m) -1, 
which further increased by partial oxidation with 12. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Schiff base ligand; Tetradentate ligand; Ni(II) complexes; Polymeric complexes 

1. Introduction 

Metal complexes of macrocyclic ligands as phthalo- 
cyanine (Pc), tetrabenzoporphyrin (TBB), 1,2- or 2,3- 
naphthalocyanines (Nc) and phenanthrocyanines (Phc), 
have been thoroughly studied either as monomers or as 
inorganic polymers with respect to their electrical proper- 
ties [1]. The monomeric complexes can be coupled by 
bidentate bridging molecules to construct a class of one 
dimensional inorganic polymers called "shish-kebab" 
type compounds [2,3]. As bridging molecules, neutral 
ligands such as pyrazine, 4,4'-bipyridine, tetrazine or 
ionic as cyanide, thiocyanide, etc [4-9]. have been used. 
The electrical conductivity of these polymers drastically 
increases if they are doped by halogens or other inorganic 
[10, 11] or organic acceptors [12]. 

A large number of nickel(II) complexes with the above 
macrocyclic ligands have been synthesized and char- 

* Corresponding author. 

acterized [13]. These complexes find application in cataly- 
sis such as olefin epoxidation [14], in electrochemical 
reduction of CO2 [15] and in materials chemistry as pre- 
cursors to "shish-kebab" metal-containing conductive 
polymers [16,17]. 

Non-macrocyclic (open type) ligands which potentially 
act tetradentately, such as N 4 Schiff bases, have been used 
rather scarcely [18-22]. Thus, recently we have began to 
study the coordination chemistry of such ligands, formed 
by the condensation of 2-pyridyl aldehydes or ketones 
with a variety of diamines. These ligands act tet- 
radentately forming octahedral complexes with the four 
nitrogen donor atoms of the ligands to adopt an essen- 
tially planar arrangement around the metal [18-22]. The 
reaction of the above complexes with bridging N-donor 
neutral ligands, form oligomers with electrical con- 
ductivities in the range 10-l°-I 0-13 (~'~. m)-l,  which were 
further increased by their partial oxidation with I2 [17]. 

In this paper we present the synthesis and the charac- 
terization of the complexes [Ni(L1)C12]'EtOH and 
Ni(L2)C12 where L1 = 1,2-bis(2'-pyridylbenzyleneimino) 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
PII: S0277-5387(98)00336-2 
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benzene and L 2 =  1,2-bis(2'-pyridylethyleneimino) ben- 
zene (Fig. 1). 

The reaction of the above complexes and the complex 
Ni(L3)CI2 (L3 = 1,2-bis(2'-pyridylmethyleneimino) ben- 
zene) with 1,4-phenyldiisocyanide (phdi), form polymers 
whose electrical conductivity has been measured in the 
solid state. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials and methods 

All reagents were purchased from Aldrich Chemical 
Co. and used without further purification. The mono- 
meric complex of nickel(II), Ni(L3)C12 and the ligand 
L3 = 1,2-bis(2'-pyridylmethyleneimino)benzene were 
prepared according to published methods [22]. The syn- 
thesis of the other two monomeric complexes of nickel(II) 
and the ligands L1 and L2 is described below. Metal and 
halide analyses were carried out using standard gravi- 
metric and potentiometric methods. Microanalyses, phy- 
sicochemical measurements and spectroscopic techniques 
were carried out by published methods [23]. The electrical 
conductivity of complexes was measured in compressed 
pellets of a 2 kbar pressure, with 7 mm diameter and 1 mm 
thickness measured with a micrometer. The resistance of 
the pellet was measured with a Hewlett Packard 4339 A 

N.--. 

R=-C6H 5 L1 

R=-CH 3 L2 
Fig. 1. The ligands Ll=l,2-bis(2'-pyridylbenzyleneimino) benzene 
and L2 = 1,2-bis(2"-pyridylethyleneimino)benzene. 

Ohmmeter and the specific resistance was calculated 
using known equations [24]. 

2.2. X-ray crystal structure determination 

C32H28C12N4NiO, fw=614.19, monoclinic, P21/n, 
a = 10.192(6), b = 31.73(2), c = 9.320(6) ,~, fl = 106.85(2) °, 
V= 2884.5(3)~3 (by least squares fit of the setting angles 
of 25 automatically centered reflections with 20 in the 
range 11-23 ° , 2=0.710730A), z---4, F(000)=1272, 
Dc~c = 1.414 Mg m -3, T= 298 K. Dark red prismatic crys- 
tals. Crystal dimensions: 0.20 x 0.40 x 0.50mm, p(Mo 
K~) = 0.891 mm-  l. Intensity data were collected on a crys- 
tal Logic Dual Goniometer diffractometer using a 0-20 
scan method to 20(max) = 50 °, with scan speed 2.0°/min, 
scan range 2.4+~1~2 separation. Three standard reflec- 
tions monitored every 97 reflections showed less than 3% 
variation and no decay. Lorentz, polarization and psi- 
scan empirical absorption corrections were applied using 
Crystal Logic software. 5403 reflections measured, 5072 
unique, giving 3685 with I >  2tr(/) [ R i n  t = 0.09841,456 par- 
ameters refined, [A/a]max = 0.001, [Ap]max/[Ap]min = 
0.919/-0.591 e/m 3, R1 (wR2)=0.0494 (0.1275) for 3685 
independent observed reflections. The structure was 
solved by direct methods using SHELXS-86 [25] and 
refined by full-matrix least-squares techniques on F 2 with 
SHELXL-93 [26]. All hydrogen atoms were located by 
difference maps and refined isotropically. The ethanolic 
hydrogen atoms were introduced at calculated positions 
as riding on bonded atoms. All non-hydrogen atoms were 
refined anisotropically. 

2.3. Preparation o f  complexes 

[Ni(L1)CI2]. EtOH (1). 
In an ethanolic solution (10ml) containing 1 mmol 

NiC12.6H20 (0.238 g), an ethanolic solution (5 ml) con- 
taining l mmol 1,2-phenylenediamine (0.108 g) and 
2 mmol phenyl-pyridine ketone (0.366 g) were added. The 
resultant solution was allowed to react at room tem- 
perature and after 2 weeks suitable crystals were grown. 
They were collected by filtration, washed with cold etha- 
nol (10 ml) and diethylether (2 x 5 ml), dried in vacuo over 
silica gel and used for the X-ray diffraction analyses, 
physicochemical and spectroscopic measurements. Yield 
50% (0.280 g). Elemental analysis for C32N4H28NiC120: 
calculated (%) C=62.5, N=9.1 ,  H=4.6 ,  Ni=9.6,  
Cl = 11.6. Found (%): C = 62.4, N = 9.4, H = 4.7, Ni = 9.7, 
C l=  11.5. 

2.3.1. Ni(L2)Clz  (2) 
To an ethanolic solution (10ml) containing 1 mmol 

NiCll" 6H20 (0.238 g), an ethanolic solution (5 ml) con- 
taining l mmol 1,2-phenylenediamine (0.108 g) and 
2 mmol 2-acetylpyridine (0.22 ml) were added. The result- 
ant solution was allowed to react at room temperature. 
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After 2 days a brown precipitate was formed which was 
filtered and washed with cold ethanol (10 ml) and diethyl- 
ether (2 × 5 ml) and dried in vacuo over silica gel. Yield 
50% (0.222 g). Elemental analysis for C20N4HIsNiC12: cal- 
culated (%) C=54.1, N=12.6, H=4.1,  Ni=13.2, 
C1=16.0. Found (%): C=54.2, N=12.6, H=4.2,  
Ni= 13.2, CI= 16.1. 

General method for the preparation of complexes 
[Ni(LX)(phdi)]~ where X =  1, 2, 3. 

2.3.2. [Ni(LX) (phdi) ],Cl2,, X= 1, 2, 3 
To a methanolic solution (10ml) containing 1 mmol 

Ni(LX)CI2, I mmol of phdi (0.128 g) was added. The 
resulting solution was refluxed with stirring for 24 h to 
yield a dark brown precipitate. The solid product was 
collected by filtration from the colourless solution, 
washed with cold methanol (2 × 5 ml) and dried in vacuo 
over silica gel. Yield 50q50%. 

2.3.3. [Ni(L1)(phdi)]nCl2n (4) 
Elemental analysis for (C38N6H26NiC12)~: calculated (%) 

C=65.5, N =  12.1, H =  3.7, Ni= 8.5, CI= 10.2. Found (%): 
C=65.4, N =  12.2, H=4.0, Ni= 8.4, CI= 10.3. 

2.3.4. [Ni(L2)(phdi)]nCl2n (5) 
Elemental analysis for (Cz8N6HE2NiC12)n: calculated (%) 

C=58.7, N=14.7, H=3.8, Ni=10.3, C1=12.4. Found 
(%): C=58.5, N =  14.7, H=4.0, Ni= 10.2, CI= 12.3. 

2.3.5. [Ni(L3) (phdi) ]nCl2n (6) 
Elemental analysis for (C26N6H~8NiC12).: calculated (%) 

C=57.4, N=15.4, H=3.3, Ni=10.8, C1=13.0. Found 
(%): C=  57.1, N =  15.6, H =  3.6, Ni= 10.7, CI= 13.2. 

2.4. Doping of the polymeric complexes 

Eor the doping reactions of the polymeric complexes, 
I2 is dissolved in n-hexane and was used as an oxidant. 
In a sample experiment, 1 mmol of fine powder of the 
complex was suspended in a solution of n-hexane, con- 
taining Iv The suspension was stirred for 24 h in the dark 
at room temperature in a sealed tube. After 48 h the 12 
absorption by the complex was completed and this was 
detected spectrophotometrically. The product was 
filtered, washed many times with n-hexane for the 
removal of the excess I2 and dried under vacuo over silica 
gel. Yield 95%. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Synthesis 

The complexes [Ni(L1)C12]" EtOH and Ni(L2)C12 were 
prepared by a condensation reaction, of 1,2-diamino- 
benzene (dab) with 2-pyridylmethylketone (pmk) or 2- 

pyridylbenzylketone (pbk) respectively, assisted by nick- 
el(II) ion in ethanolic solutions. In this reaction, the react- 
ing molecules are probably held in favorable positions to 
facilitate their cyclic condensation (template effect) [27]. 

NiCI2" 6H20+dab+2pkb  EtOH [Ni(L1)CI2]. EtOH (1) 

NiCI2 • 6H20 + dab + 2pmk EtO~ Ni(L2)CI: (2) 

The monomeric complexes [Ni(L 1)C12] • EtOH, 
Ni(L2)C12 and Ni(L3)CI: react with an equimolar amount 
of phdi, producing insoluble polymeric compounds, 
while the mother liquor remains almost colourless. 

n[Ni(LX)C12] + n(phdi) , [Ni(LX)(phdi)]nCl2n (3) 

The elemental analyses were in agreement with the 
assigned formulae (see Section 2). 

All the complexes were studied by spectroscopic tech- 
niques in solid state, UV-Vis (diffuse reflectance) and IR, 
as well as measurements of their electrical conductivity. 
The crystal structure of the complex [Ni(L1)C12]. EtOH 
was solved by X-ray techniques. 

3.2. Crystal structure of complex [Ni(L1)CIz]" EtOH 
(1) 

The molecular structure of the complex is shown in 
Fig. 2. Selected bond lengths and angles are summarized 
in Table 1. 

The nickel(II) ion is six-coordinated in distorted octa- 
hedral geometry with the four nitrogen atoms of L1 in 
the equatorial plane and the remaining axial positions 
occupied by chloride ions. The distortions from octa- 
hedral symmetry are reflected by the considerable vari- 
ation of bond lengths and angles which occur about the 
nickel atom. 

The Ni-N(1) and Ni-N(4) bond lengths are within the 
expected limits for hexacoordinate nickel(II) complexes, 
while the Ni-N(3) and Ni-N(2) bond lengths are among 
the shortest [28]. All the Ni-N distances are typical of 

Table 1 
Selective bond distances (A) and angles for the complex [Ni(L1) C12]" 
EtOH 

Ni-N(3) 2.021 (3) Ni~21(1) 2.409(2) 
Ni-N(2) 2.024(3) Ni-CI(2) 2.447(2) 
Ni-N(4) 2.066(3) C(19)-N(3) 1.286(5) 
Ni-N(1) 2.078(3) C(6)-N(2) 1.287(5) 
N(3)-Ni-N(2) 8 1 . 5 ( 1 )  N(4)-Ni-CI(1) 90.7(t) 
N(4)-Ni-N(3) 7 9 . 7 ( 1 )  N(I)-Ni-CI(1) 93.7(I) 
N(2)-Ni-N(1) 7 9 . 7 ( 1 )  N(3)-Ni-CI(2) 85.7(1) 
N(1)-Ni-N(4) 118.4(1) N(2)-Ni-CI(2) 86.9(1) 
N(3)-Ni-CI(1) 9 4 . 6 ( 1 )  N(4)-Ni-CI(2) 88.7(1) 
N(2)-Ni-CI(1) 9 3 . 8 ( 1 )  N(1)-Ni-CI(2) 86.2(1) 
N(2)-Ni-N(4) 161.0(1) CI(1)-Ni~CI(2) 179.3(1) 
N(3)-Ni-N(1) 159.9(1) 
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Fig. 2. ORTEPdiagram of[Ni(L1)Cl2].EtOH with50% probabilitythermalellipsoidsshowingtheatomiclabelingscheme. 

those found in high spin nickel(II) complexes with four 
planar N donors and significantly longer than in square- 
planar nickel(II) complexes [29-31]. 

The axial Ni-CI bonds show a small but significant 
difference in length [~qi-C1(1)=2.409,~ and Ni-  
C1(2)= 2.447,~]. The longer bond is observed for C1(2) 
(2.447.A) which appears to have the shortest 
intramolecular contacts C1(2). • • H(1) = 4.06,~, C1(2). • • 
H(30) =4.13,~, Cl(1). . .  H(1)=3.86A, CI(1). • • 
H(30) =2.48 A. 

Similar situations for nonequivalent trans Ni-Br [32] 
and Ni-C1 [33] bonds have been reported. The Ni~Cl(1) 
bond length is among the shortest for the hex- 
acoordinated complexes of nickel(II) while the Ni~ l (2 )  
bond length is within the expected limits [28]. 

In the complex [Ni(L1)CI2]. EtOH the four nitrogen 
donor atoms of the ligand are almost planar with N(3) 
showing the maximum deviation from the equatorial 
plane (0.16,~). In macrocyclic (close type) N4 tetradentate 
ligands this deviation is shorter, 0.06 A for the complex 
Ni(N4-mac)C12, N4-mac = 3,4:9,10-dibenzo- 1,5,8,12- 
tetraazacyclopentadecane [33] and 0.12,~ for Ni(N-en- 
NenH4)(NCS)2, N-en-NenH4 = 3,4:9,10-dibenzo- 1,5,8,1 
2-tetraazacyclotetradecane [34]. 

The angles of the three five-membered rings around 
the nickel(II) ion range from 79.73-81.51 ° causing a dis- 
tortion of the tetragonal geometry but are normal for 
five-membered chelate rings [33, 35, 36]. 

By increasing the size of the chelate ring, the angle 

around nickel(II) increases [35, 37]. Thus the largest angle 
was observed in the case of a nine-membered chelated 
ring around the metal of 119.1 ° [38], very close to the 
angle between nickel(II) and the two pyridine nitrogen 
(118.4 °) observed in Ni(L3)CI2. 

The C6Hs-C(R)~Ns~hifr double bond length was found 
1.287,~. This bond is longer than that of the case where 
the carbon atom is substituted by a hydrogen H -  
C ( R ) n N  in an analogous nickel(II) complex [17] 
(1.24,~). 

Macrocyclic ligands are characterized by the size of the 
hole of the ring depending on constants RH and RA. (Fig. 
3). RH (hole radius) is defined as the distance from the 

\ - /  
Fig. 3. Schema of the radius RH (hole radius) and R n (contact radius). 
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centre o f  the hole to the centre o f  the donor  a toms and 
RA (contact  radius) depends on the size o f  the donor  
a toms according to Pauling radius [37, 39]. 

For  [Ni(L1)C12]o" E tOH,  RH and RA were estimated to 
be 2.05 and 1.36A, respectively. These values are com-  
parable with those o f  the tetraaza[14]anulenes [40]. In  the 
case o f  [Ni(L3)(H20)2]C12 the values o f  RH and RA are 
similar (RH = 2.04 A, RA = 1.36 ,~) [17]. 

3.3. Infraredspectra 

Table 2 includes characteristic IR  frequencies o f  the 
complexes. 

In the spectra o f  the monomer ic  complexes (1)-(3) 
studied, the characteristic in-plane and out-of-plane 
deformat ion bands o f  the T-subst i tuted pyridine rings 
shift to higher frequencies [ ~ 3 0 c m  -I  6(Py) and 

20 c m -  ~ ~(Py)] in compar i son  with similar free ligands 
[20, 22, 41] to indicate coordina t ion  o f  the ring ni trogen 
atoms. The v(f--~-N)sehitr bands are also in higher fre- 
quencies suggesting coord ina t ion  through the Schiff base 
nitrogen a toms [17, 20, 22, 21, 42, 43, 44]. Extensive 
studies [42] have shown that  the s character o f  the nitro- 
gen lone pair in the ~ N  bond  increases u p o n  coor-  
dination, producing a shorter  C = N  bond  length and a 
greater ~ N  stretching force constant  (higher frequency 
o f  vibration). 

Complex (3) shows a strong intensity band  at 
1631 cm -1 consistent with a ( ~ N )  bond  length 1.24.A, 
while complex (1) at 1615 cm-~ has a ~ N  bond  length 
1.287 ,~. In the case o f  complex (2) the v(~N)Schiff of  the 
~ N  bond  appears to be at higher frequency than in 
complexes (3) and (1), at 1658 c m - l  suggesting a shorter  
~ N  bond  length ( < 1.24,~). 

The variable magni tude  o f  these shifts reflects the vari- 
able ligand of  the ca rbon  a tom in the ~ N  bond.  Thus  
the s character  o f  the ni trogen lone pair seems to increase 
in tlae order: - M e  > - H  > - P h .  

Two v(M-N)s~er frequencies were observed for  all 
three complexes (1)-(3) confirming the cis arrangement  

o f  the imine nitrogens in a equatorial  plane about  the 
metal [22]. 

All the isocyanide complexes [(M(LX)(phdi)2]nC12n 
show the stretching frequency o f  the C ~ N  group at 
about  2122 cm-1,  shifted lower (,-~ 10 c m - l )  f rom the free 
ligand. This shift to lower frequencies is at tr ibuted to an 
increase o f  the n-back donat ion  which leads to a decrease 
o f  the N-~--C valence frequency [45]. 

A medium to weak metal-sensitive stretching band in 
the 416-411 cm -~ range for all three isocyanide com- 
plexes can be assigned to the v(MC) vibrat ion in a trans 
octahedral  structure. 

The difference in the v ( C ~ N )  absorpt ion in I R  spectra 
between the coordinated and free cyano  group allows 
an easy approximate  estimation o f  the polymerizat ion 
degree o f  the complexes (4)-(6). 

3.4. Electronic spectra, magnetic susceptibility 

Electronic spectral data and magnetic susceptibility 
values at r o o m  temperature o f  the complexes are listed 
in Table 3. 

The #eft values o f  all six complexes lie at the higher 

Table 3 
Solid state magnetic moments (B.M.) a and electronic spectral data b for 
the complexes 1-6 

Complex #~r Bands (nm) 

1 3.40 752, 602, 515(sh),415 
2 3.48 748, 590, 510(sh),407 
3 c 3.43 825, 722, 580, 489, 405 
4 3.31 820, 610, 531,401 
5 3.20 816, 616, 518, 408 
6 3.12 833, 594, 520,432 

aPer metal ion, measured in room temperature. 
bDiffuse reflectance spectra in the range 900-350 nm. 
CTaken from Ref.[22]. 
sh = shoulder. 

Table 2 
Diagnostic IR bands a (cm-') of the monomeric and polymeric Ni(II) complexes 

No. Complexes v(C~-N)s~hi~ 6(Py) y ( P y )  v (~N)b  v(C~N)t v ( N i C )  v(Ni-N)schier 

1 [Ni(L1)C12]" EtOH 615 (s) 643 (m) 429 (w) - - - 374 (s), 366 (w) 
2 Ni(L2)C12 658 (s) 649 (m) 423 (w) - - - 372 (s), 363 (w) 
3 b Ni(L3)C12 1631 (s) 637 (m) 429 (w) - - - 371 (s), 360 (w) 
4 [Ni(L1)(phdi)]nC12n 1650 (s) 648 (m) 430 (w) 2122 (s) 2136 (w) 411 (w) 372 (s), 366 (w) 
5 [Ni(L2)(phdi)]nC12~ 1650 (s) 649 (m) 425 (w) 2122 (s) 2135 (w) 413 (w) 371 (s), 366 (w) 
6 [Ni(L3)(phdi)]nCl~ 1625 (s) 645 (m) 430 (w) 2122 (s) 2136 (w) 416 (w) 371 (s), 361 (w) 

aFourier-Transformed spectra. 
bTaken from Ref.[22]. 
6 = in plane deformation; ~ = out o f  plane deformation; Py = pyridine rings of LX; s = strong; m = medium; w = weak; v ( f ~ N ) b  = the stretching 

vibration of the bridged CN group; v ( C ~ N ) t  = the stretching vibration of the terminal CN group. 
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limit for high spin six-coordinate nickel(II) complexes 
[46] in octahedral geometry. The electronic spectra of all 
the complexes contain three main spin-allowed bands in 
the region 820°720, 610-530 and 401-405 nm which can 
be assigned t o  3A2g-*aT2g , 3Azg-*3Tlg a n d  3AEg--*3Zlg (P), 
respectively. 

From the presence of splitting in the 610-530 nm spec- 
tral region, it is concluded that the tetragonal distortion, 
arising from different nature of the ligands LX and the 
isocyanides or the chloro ligands, is significant. 

the magnitude. These values are similar to those observed 
in the complex [(Pc)Fe(phdi)], (2x 10-7(~.m) -l) [50] 
and higher than the [(Pc)Ru(phdi)], (2 x 10 -s (f~. m)-1) 
[4]. In general the conductivity values of the polymers 
are close to those of semiconductors [3]. Doping of the 
polymers with I2 produced partially oxidized compounds 
with higher conductivities, in comparison with the poly- 
meric complexes (Table 4). 

4. Conclusions 

3.5. Conductivity measurements 

In order to improve the electrical conductivity of the 
complexes we have partially oxidized them by Iz accord- 
ing to the following reaction: 

x 
[Ni2+(LX)(phdi)]nC12n + n~ I2 

, {[Ni12_+xNi3 + (LX)(phdi)]Ix},Cl2, (4) 

The percentage of 12 taken up by the complexes is listed 
in Table 4. 

Although it is difficult to determine accurately the 
degree of oxidation of the metal from the value of x of 
iodine per metal ion, because iodine is kept in polyiodine 
chains like 13, I;-, etc., it can be claimed that it increases 
with increase of the amount of iodine consumed [16]. In 
the IR spectrum of the semioxidized polymers of nick- 
el(II) a new broad band is observed at 3450 cm -~ that 
can be assigned to the transition due to electron transfer 
among the different oxidation states of metal centre 
(mixed-valence or intra band) [47,48]. 

Table 4 summarizes the specific room temperature elec- 
trical conductivity (0"RT), of the complexes (1)-(6). The 
conductivity of the monomers arises probably due to 
stacking effects of the aromatic rings in solid state [49]. 
Similar conductivity has been found in the complexes of 
the type [(OEP)MA2] (OEP = octaethylporphyrin, 
M = Fe, Ru and Os and A =a  nitrogen donor ligand) 
[48]. However the polymeric complexes show a significant 
increase of their conductivity of a range of 6-7 orders of 

1. Reactions of the monomeric complexes of the type 
MLCI2 with the bidentate ligand 1,4-diisocyanide, for- 
med polymeric compounds. 

2. From the crystal structure of the precursor complex 
M(L2)CI2, we estimated the values of R ,  and RA (Fig. 
3) to be 2.05 and 1.36 ,~, respectively, which are similar 
to those of the macrocyclic ligands tetraza[14]anulenes 
[40]. 

3. The polymeric compounds have conductivity values 
of a range of 10-7(fl • m) -~, which further increased 
by partial oxidation with 12. These values are very 
close to metallophthalocyanine polymers with Fe and 
Ru and close to those of the semiconductors. 

5. Supplementary material 

A table of complete crystallographic data, tables of 
fractional atomic coordinates for all atoms, complete 
list of bond distances and angles, table of anisotropic 
displacement parameters for all non-H atoms, a list of 
Fo/Fc values (total pages 26) are available from the Cam- 
bridge Crystallographic Data Centre. 
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Abstract

Novel substituted benzenethiols can be easily prepared via aryl thiocyanates or aryl bromides[ Reaction of ð"Ph2P#AuClŁ with
the sterically!nondemanding benzenethiols HSC5H3NMe1!p and HSC5H3NMe2

¦!p and with the sterically!demanding benzenethiols
HSCMe1H1NMe1!p\ HSC5Me3H!p and in the presence of triethylamine yields the monomeric gold"I# complexes ð"Ph2P#Au"SAr#Ł\
which are analogous to the gold!based antiarthritic drug Aurano_n[ Reaction with the sterically demanding dithiol HSC5Me3SH!p
in the presence of NEt2 yields the dimeric complex ð""Ph2P#Au#1"m!SC5Me3S!p#Ł[ Spectrochemical and electrochemical data are
reported[ The crystal structures of ð"Ph2P#Au"SC5H3NMe1!p#Ł and ð"Ph2P#Au"SC5H3NMe2!p#ŁPF5 have been solved] both complexes
are monomeric in the solid state\ lacking the short goldÐgold interaction which is commonly found in gold"I# complexes of soft
ligands\ e[g[\ ð"Ph2P#Au"SPh#Ł1[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Gold^ MetalÐmetal interactions^ Cyclic voltammetry^ Thiols

0[ Introduction

The use of copper and gold to combat connective tissue
disorders dates back to the Bronze Age^ in more modern
times\ gold thiolates are increasingly important in the
control and treatment of arthritis\ especially since the
introduction of the orally!administered drug Aurano_n
ð0\1Ł\ ð"Et2P#Au"SR#Ł "HSR�tetraacetylthioglucose#[
The mode of action of gold!based anti!arthritic drugs is
still not well understood ð2Ł\ although it is known that
gold is transported in the blood stream bound to serum
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albumin cysteine!23 ð3\4Ł[ The exchange of gold between
physiological thiol groups is thought to be important in
its biodistribution and pharmacological activity ð5Ð7Ł[

The phenomenon of {{goldÐgold bonding|| ð8\09Ł\ inter!
action between two d09 gold"I# centres less than the sum
of the van der Waals radii ð00Ł\ 2[21A� \ has received both
theoretical ð01Ð04Ł and experimental attention ð05Ð16Ł[
The reversible formation of gold"I#Ðgold"I# interactions
in the solid state by a gold dithiocarbamate complex
leads to luminescence in the presence of organic vapours\
o}ering a basis for the detection of volatile organic com!
pounds in the atmosphere ð17Ł[

The energy of these interactions has been estimated to
be 14Ð29 kJmol−0 for a goldÐgold distance of 2A� ð18\29Ł\
of the same order of magnitude as hydrogen bonding[
There has been much debate as to the exact nature of the
interaction between the two formally closed!shell centres\
although it is generally agreed that the relativistic con!
traction of the ns orbitals due to the extremely high
angular momentum of the electrons in the gold atom
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"Z�68# is an important element of the phenomenon ð20Ð
23Ł[ Recent ab initio studies ð24\25Ł failed to reproduce an
attractive goldÐgold interaction at the HF level\ although
inclusion of electron correlation produced a energy mini!
mum of ca[ 9[90 au "¼14 kJmol−0# at the MP1 level[ The
energy minimum is quite soft with respect to goldÐgold
distance\ in accordance with the large range of goldÐgold
distances observed ð8\09Ł[

Much of the recent interest in the coordination chem!
istry of sterically!demanding thiols ð26Ł has been directed
at the modelling of active sites in proteins such as fer!
redoxins ð27Ł[ In such complexes\ both the metal centre
and the thiolate anion possess considerable reactivity\
and a degree of steric protection of the sulfur atom is
necessary to allow the isolation of stable complexes[ Most
sterically hindered thiols studied to date have been sub!
stituted with relatively inert carbon! or silicon!based sub!
stituents\ partly due to the limitations on synthetic
procedures based on the NewmannÐKwart rearrange!
ment ð28Ł or chlorosulfonation ð39\30Ł] however\ this has
meant that there has been little attempt to separate the
electronic e}ects of the sterically!demanding substituents
from those caused purely by their size[

In a recent paper ð31Ł\ Schmidbaur et al[ compared the
properties of "benzenethiolato#"triphenylphosphine#!
gold"I#\ ð"Ph2P#Au"SPh#Ł\ which exists as a goldÐgold
bonded dimer in the solid!state\ with analogous com!
plexes of sterically!demanding thiols\ which are mono!
meric[ In this paper\ we discuss the synthesis of a number
of sterically!demanding and !nondemanding ben!
zenethiols and their complexation to "triphenyl!
phosphine#gold"I# centres in an attempt to separate the
e}ects of size and electronic properties on the properties
of the complexes\ with particular reference to short
gold"I#Ðgold"I# interactions[

1[ Experimental

Chloro"triphenylphosphine#gold"I# ð32Ł\ 3!"dimethyl!
amino#benzenethiol ð33Ł and 1\2\4\5!tetramethyl!
benzenethiol ð34\35Ł were prepared by literature methods^
solvents were dried by normal methods ð36Ł\ and distilled
under dry oxygen!free nitrogen prior to use^ all other
chemicals were obtained from normal commercial sour!
ces and used as received[ Microanalyses were performed
by Mr S[ Hodder "University of Essex#[ NMR spectra
were obtained on an JEOL EX!169 spectrometer ð0H
169MHz\ 02C 56[8MHz\ standard SiMe3^ 02P 098[2MHz\
standard 74) H2PO3 "ext[#Ł[

1[0[ Trimethyl"3!thiocyanatophenyl#ammonium iodide
"0#

3!"Dimethylamino#phenyl thiocyanate ð37\38Ł "5[9 g\
23mmol# and iodomethane "4[2ml\ 01[0 g\ 74mmol# were

re~uxed in methanol for 13 h[ The mixture was allowed
to cool and a small amount of diethyl ether added to
ensure complete precipitation\ yielding trimethyl"3!thio!
cyanatophenyl#ammonium iodide "4[7 g\ 77)# as a yel!
low precipitate[ m[p[ 054>C "from EtOH#[ Found C\ 26[1^
H\ 2[8^ N\ 7[5[ C09H02IN1S requires C\ 26[4^ H\ 3[0^ N\
7[64[ dH "DMSO!d5# 2[4 "8H\ s\ Me#\ 6[8 ð1H\ d\ J"HH#
8[2Hz\ ArŁ\ 7[1 ð1H\ d\ J"HH# 8[2Hz\ ArŁ[ dC "DMSO!
d5# 54[3 "s\ Me#\ 009[7 "s\ NCS#\ 011[6 "s\ Ar#\ 016[5 "s\
Ar#\ 029[8 "s\ Ar#\ 036[3 "s\ Ar#[

1[1[ 3!"Trimethylammonio#benzenethiol tetraphenyl!
borate "1#

"Trimethyl "3!thiocyanatophenyl#ammonium iodide#
"1[9 g\ 5[2mmol# and sodium borohydride "9[36 g\
02mmol# were re~uxed in methanol "49ml# for 13 h under
an atmosphere of dry oxygen!free nitrogen[ The mixture
was allowed to cool\ and acidi_ed to pH 5 with 09)
aq[ hydrochloric acid[ The mixture was _ltered\ and a
solution of sodium tetraphenylborate "1[06 g\ 5[2mmol#
in the minimum quantity of methanol was added\ yielding
3!"trimethylammonio#benzenethiol tetraphenylborate
"1[1 g\ 61)# as a white precipitate[ m[p[ 062Ð064>C[
Found C\ 79[8^ H\ 5[8^ N\ 1[8[ Calc[ for C22H23BNS C\
70[2^ H\ 6[9^ N\ 1[8[ dH "DMSO!d5# 2[4 "0OH\ s\ Me#\
5[6Ð6[2 "19H\ m#\ 6[34 ð1H\ d\ J"HH# 8[0Hz\ ArŁ\ 6[53
ð1H\ d\ J"HH# 8[0Hz\ ArŁ[ dC "DMSO!d5# 45[1 "s\ Me#\
019[8 "s\ Ar#\ 010[5 "s\ BPh3#\ 014[3 "s\ BPh3#\ 017[7 "s\
Ar#\ 024[4 "s\ BPh3#\ 025[1 "s\ Ar#\ 032[7 "s\ Ar#\ 053[3 ðq\
J"CB# 38[5Hz\ BPh3Ł[ The hexa~uorophosphate salt was
"m[p[ 063Ð066>C ð49Ł# was prepared by an analogous
method[

1[2[ 3!Dimethylamino!1\5!dimethylbenzenethiol "2#

3!Dimethylamino!1\5!dimethylphenyl thiocyanate ð40Ł
"0[9 g\ 4[3mmol#\ sodium sul_de nonahydrate "1[9 g\
15mmol# and sodium hydroxide "9[14 g\ 5[14mmol# were
re~uxed in ethanol "14ml# for 3 h under an atmosphere
of dry oxygen!free nitrogen[ The mixture was allowed to
cool\ and then poured in to a thoroughly degassed 09)
aq[ solution of ammonium chloride "49ml#[ The mixture
was extracted with degassed diethyl ether "2×04ml#[ The
ethereal solution was dried over magnesium sulfate and
the solvent removed\ yielding 3!dimethylamino!1\5!
dimethylbenzenethiol[0 dH "CDCl2# 1[3 "5H\ s\ ArÐCH2#\
2[9 "5H\ s\ NÐCH2#\ 2[8 "0H\ s\ SH#\ 5[4 "1H\ s\ ArÐH#[

1[3[ 1\2\4\5!Tetramethylbenzene!0\3!dithiol "4#

0\3!Bis"butylthio#!1\2\4\5!tetramethylbenzene ð40Ł
"1[4 g\ 5[5mmol# was dissolved in liquid ammonia

0 The product was usually found to be contaminated with ca[ 19)
bis"3!dimethylamino!1\5!dimethylphenyl#disul_de\ dH "CDCl2# 1[1\ 1[8\
5[3[
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"099ml# under an atmosphere of dry oxygen!free nitro!
gen[ Small portions of metallic sodium were added until
a blue colour persisted in the solution for one hour[ Solid
ammonium chloride was added in small portions until
the blue colour was just extinguished[ The ammonia was
allowed to evaporated o}\ leaving a white residue which
was suspended in chloroform "199ml#[ An excess of dry
hydrogen chloride gas was passed through the suspen!
sion[ The remaining solid was _ltered o}\ and the chloro!
form removed on a rotary evaporator\ giving 1\2\4\5!
tetramethylbenzene!0\3!dithiol "0[2 g\ 87)# as a yellow
solid[ dH "CDCl2# 1[3 "01H\ s\ Me#\ 2[9 "1H\ s\ SH#[ dc

"CDCl2# 08[6 "s\ Me#\ 017[8 "s\ CÐMe#\ 022[2 "s\ CÐSH#[

1[4[ Gold"I# complexes

ð"Ph2P#AuClŁ "9[1 g\ 399mmol#\ thiol "399mmol# and
triethylamine "9[93 g\ 309mmol# were re~uxed in meth!
anol "29ml# for 2 h under an atmosphere of dry oxygen!
free nitrogen[ Cooling yielded the "triphenyl!
phosphine#gold"I# complex as a white or o}!white pre!
cipitate[ Analytical and other data for the complexes are
given in Tables 0 and 1[

1[5[ Cyclic voltammetry

Measurements were made using a custom!made glass
cell housing the three electrodes and a nitrogen bubbler[
The working and secondary electrode were constructed
from platinum wire fused in glass] a silver reference elec!
trode was also used[ The cell was powered by a EG and
G PAR 251 scanning potentiostat\ and the data recorded
on a 275 microcomputer using the ConDecon program[
Test solutions were approximately 099mM in complex
and 0999mM in Bu3N¦BF3

! "support electrolyte#] solvents
and results "quoted relative to Cp1Fe:Cp1Fe¦�9mV# are
given in Table 2[

1[6[ Crystal structure determination

Crystal data and experimental details are given in
Table 3[ The structures were solved by Patterson methods

Table 0
Analyticala and other data for the gold"I# complexes

Complex Yieldb ")# dP
c :ppm C H N

5 ð"Ph2P#Au"SC5H3NMe1!p#Ł 66 ¦28[8 49[8 "40[0# 3[04 "3[0# 1[2 "1[2#
6 ð"Ph2P#Au"SC5H3NMe2!p#ŁPF5 61 ¦28[8d 31[9 "31[9# 2[5 "2[6# 0[7 "0[7#
7 ð"Ph2P#Au"SC5Me1H1NMe1!p#Ł 57 ¦27[6 42[6 "42[4# 3[4 "3[2# 1[3 "1[1#
8 ð"Ph2P#Au"SC5Me3H!p#Ł 69 ¦27[8 42[4 "42[7# 3[6 "3[4#
09 ð""Ph2P#Au#1SC5Me3S!pŁ 54 ¦28[9 38[2 "38[5# 2[7 "2[7#

a Required values are given in parentheses[
b Based on ð"Ph2P#AuClŁ[
c 098[2 MHz\ standard 74) aq[ H2PO3 "ext[#\ solvent CDCl2 unless otherwise stated[
d Solvent acetone!d5[

followed by normal heavy atom procedures\ and re_ned
by the full!matrix least!squares method[ All non!hydro!
gen atoms were re_ned anisotropically\ while hydrogens
were placed in calculated positions[ Atomic coordinates\
interatomic distances and angles\ anisotropic dis!
placement parameters and hydrogen atom positions have
been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre\ Cambridge\ with deposition codes 090578
for 5 and 090582 for 6[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Preparation of ligands

Thiocyanation has previously provided a convenient
route to 3!"dimethylamino#benzenethiol ð33\47Ł\ with the
thiocyanate being reduced by either LiAlH3 or sodium
sul_de[ Quaternisation of the amino group does not
appear to interfere with the subsequent reduction\ and so
this method can also be used to prepare the unusual\
electron!de_cient trimethylammonio!substituted ben!
zenethiols[ However\ the initial thiocyanation step is
e}ective only with electron!rich phenyl rings] our
attempts to prepare 0\1\3\4!tetramethyl!2\5!dithio!
cyanatobenzene "03# by this method were unsuccessful[
We were also unable to prepare 1\2\4\5!tetramethyl!
benzene!0\3!disulfonyl dichloride "04# from any of a num!
ber of possible precursors[ Hence we used an adaptation
of the method of Adams and Ferretti ð48Ð50Ł to prepare
1\2\4\5!tetramethylbenzene!0\3!dithiol "durene dithiol#
"4# "see Scheme 0#] this is a signi_cant improvement ð40Ł
in terms of simplicity\ cost and safety over the previous
six!step synthesis of Raasch ð51Ð53Ł[

2[1[ Preparation of gold"I# complexes

Our gold"I# complexes were stable inde_nitely at room
temperature in the solid state\ in line with the _ndings of
Schmidbaur et al[ ð31Ł and Fackler et al[ ð54Ł and contrary
to the implications of the work of Kowala et al[ ð55\56Ł[
However\ we did notice a small degree of dis!
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Table 1
0H and 02C"0H#!NMRa data for the gold"I# complexes

Com! NMR!data
pound

5 dH 1[8 "5H\ s\ NÐCH2#\ 5[04 ð1H\ d\ J"HH# 7[5 Hz\ ArŁ\ 6[4 "06Hb\ m\ Ar#[
dC 30[1 "s\ NÐCH2#\ 002[5 "s\ C2ÐH#\ 018[2 "s\ C1ÐH#\ 022[4 "s\ CÐS#\ 037[9 "s\ CÐNMe1#[

6 dH
c 2[7 "8H\ s\ NÐCH2#\ 6[5 "08Hb\ m\ Ar#[

dC
c 46[6 "s\ NÐCH2#\ 019[8 "s\ C1ÐH#\ 029[6 "s\ C2ÐH#\ 022[2 "s\ CÐS#\ 028[3 "s\ CÐNMe2#[

7 dH 1[6 "5H\ s\ ArÐCH2#\ 1[8 "5H\ s\ NÐCH2#\ 5[5 "0H\ s\ Ar#[
dC 24[0 "s\ ArÐCH2#\ 30[0 "s\ NÐCH2#\ 001[7 "s\ CÐH#\ 028[4 "s\ CÐCH2#\ 033[4 "s\ CÐS#\ 036[7 "s\ CÐNMe1#[

8 dH 1[2 "5H\ s\ C1ÐCH2#\ 1[6 "5H\ s\ C2ÐCH2#\ 5[64 "0H\ s\ Ar#[
dC 19[1 "s\ C1ÐCH2#\ 10[2 "s\ C2ÐCH2#\ 017[1 "s\ CÐH#\ 021[7 "s\ C2ÐCH2#\ 025[8 "s\ C1ÐCH2#\ 028[4 "s\ CÐS#[

09 dH 1[7 "01H\ s\ ArÐCH2#[
dC 11[2 "s\ ArÐCH2#\ 024[5 "s\ CÐS#\ 025[4 "s\ CÐCH2#[

a 0H\ 169 MHz^ 02C\ 56[8 MHz^ standard SiMe3\ solvent CDCl2 unless otherwise speci_ed^ peaks assigned to
triphenylphosphine are not recorded unless otherwise speci_ed[

b Includes 04H corresponding to PPh2[
c Solvent acetone!d5[

Table 2
Electrochemical dataa for the gold"I# complexes

Solvent Eox E0:1 DE

5 CHCl2 069 297 066
480 040

6 DMSO!d5 0122
7 CH1Cl1 −003 −204 134

286 192
8 CH1Cl1 341 843 055

09 CH1Cl1 163 695 105

aPotentials in mV relative to Cp1Fe:Cp1Fe¦�9 mV
"Cp1Fe:Cp1Fe¦�¦439 mV vs SCE in THF#[

proportionation of the complexes of sterically!demand!
ing thiols on attempted recrystallisation\ leading to
deposition of metallic gold[

2[2[ Electrochemistry

The _ve gold complexes showed a complex elec!
trochemistry when studied by cyclic voltammetry[ On the
_rst sweep\ the complexes showed a broad oxidation peak
at −003 to ¦482mV "see Table 2#\ with the more elec!
tron!rich thiols "e[g[\ 5 and 7# giving the lower values
for the oxidation potential[ No corresponding reduction
peak could be observed\ even on increasing the sweep
speed to 1999mV s−0 and reducing the temperature to
199K and the oxidation peak was substantially reduced
in height or even absent in immediately subsequent scans\
indicating an EC!type process\ where an electrochemical
oxidation is immediately followed by a chemical
rearrangement[ This can be explained by an initial trans!
fer of an electron from the complex\ followed by dis!
sociation of a thiyl radical\ which may then dimerise to
form a disul_de or react with the solvent or adventitious

water "see Scheme 1#[ The irreversibility of this process
and the breadth of the peaks in the voltammagrams pre!
vented a quantitative measurement of electron stoi!
chiometry\ although the results are consistent with a two
electron transfer in the case of the dimeric complex 09[

In all the complexes except 6\ there are additional oxi!
dation processes at more positive potentials\ one for 8

and 09 and two for 5 and 7[ These all have coupled
reduction peaks\ although these are much smaller than
the oxidation peaks[ The interpeak spacings and the
observed variation of peak potential with sweep speed
both indicate that the electron transfer in these processes
is very slow\ which may also explain the disparity in peak
currents[

2[3[ Crystal structures of 5 and 6

Both 5 and 6 crystallise in the triclinic P0¹ space group\
with two molecules per unit cell\ related by a centre of
symmetry[ The molecular structures are shown in Figs 0
and 1\ and signi_cant interatomic distances and angles
are given in Tables 4 and 5[ The geometry around the
gold atom is approximately linear\ with PÐAuÐS being
065[42"4#> for 5 and 064[41"3#> for 6[ Perhaps surpris!
ingly\ given the very di}erent electronic properties of the
two thiol phenyl rings\ there is no signi_cant di}erence
between the two AuÐS distances^ 1[187"1#A� for 5 and
1[182"2#A� for 6[ These distances are within the range of
AuÐS distances observed to date for "tri!
phenylphosphine#gold"I# thiolates\ 1[173Ð1[209A�
ð2\8\09\31\54\57Ð68Ł] the angles at sulfur\ 093[0"1#> for 5

and 092[5"1#> for 6 and the AuÐP distances\ 1[148"0#A�
for 5 and 1[148"2#A� for 6\ are also typical for this type
of complex[

The most striking feature of these crystal structures is
the absence of any short gold"I#Ðgold"I# interaction\ with
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Table 3
Crystal data and experimental details of the structure determinations for 5 and 6

5 6

Colour and habit orangeÐbrown tablets pale blue tablets
Crystal dimensions "mm# 9[4×9[5×0[9 9[31×9[02×9[09
Formula C15H14AuNPS C16H17AuNPS = PF5

Space group P0¹ "No[ 1# P0¹ "No[ 1#
a "A� # 8[6493"6# 7[541"8#
b "A� # 09[823"1# 09[533"01#
c "A� # 02[2761"8# 04[607"06#
a "># 68[429"7# 76[41"8#
b "># 57[823"5# 76[56"6#
g "># 54[257"8# 63[11"01#
U "A� 2# 0198[7"1# 0280"2#
Z 1 1
Di}ractometer Enraf!Nonius CAD3 StoeÐSiemens ð44Ł
Radiation MoÐKa MoÐKa

Re~ections measured 3139 "0[4²u²14# 4064 "1[5²u²14#
Unique re~ections 3139 3781
Observed re~ections 2891 ðF×2s"F#Ł 3536 ðF×1s"F#Ł
Transmission factors max 0[9\ min 9[68 max 9[349\ min 9[117
Re_nement F F1

Weighting scheme "w−0# s1"Fo#¦9[9993Fo
1 s1"Fo

1#¦1[5282P¦9[9911P1

ðP�"Fo
1¦1Fc

1#:2Ł
Agreement analysis "S# 0[75 0[960
Final R 9[920 9[9145
Final R? 9[934 9[9619
Program Molen ð45Ł SHELXTL ð46Ł

Scheme 0[

minimum Au = = = Au distances of 5[070A� for 5 and
4[516A� for 6[ The possibility that a goldÐgold interaction
might be overtaken by a stacking interaction between

Scheme 1[

the thiolate rings of 5 was investigated\ as the rings are
parallel^ however\ the closest approach is
C"01# = = = C"01?#�2[49"0#A� [

Short goldÐgold interactions have been observed in a
wide range of gold"I# compounds ð8\09Ł\ including
ð"Ph2P#Au"SPh#Ł1 "05# ð31\68Ł and ð"Ph2P#Au"C2CPh#Ł1
ð79Ł[ It has been proposed that the tendency to form
goldÐgold bonds increases with the softness of the ligand
ð8\09\70\71Ł\ and hence we would de_nitely expect 5 to
show such a short contact\ as the 3!"dimethyl!
amino#benzenethiolato ligand is softer than the ben!
zenethiolato ligand in 05[

However\ many gold"I# complexes of the type ðLAuXŁ\
where X is a soft anionic ligand such as iodide\ exist as
chains or clusters of distinct anions and cations\
ðL1AuŁðAuX1Ł\ in the solid state ð8\09\72Ð76Ł[ It would be
expected that any goldÐgold interactions in these com!
pounds would be enhanced by the Coulombic attraction
between the ions\ although recent ab initio studies indicate
that the electron populations on the gold centres in the
two isomeric forms\ ðLAuXŁ1 and ðL1AuŁ¦ðAuX1Ł−\ as
well as their total energies\ are very similar ð77Ł[

Schmidbaur et al[ ð31Ł have postulated that the steric
demands of the thiol ligand prevent goldÐgold inter!
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Fig[ 0[ The molecular structure of ð"Ph2P#Au"SC5H3NMe1!p#Ł[

Fig[ 1[ The molecular structure of the ð"Ph2P#Au"SC5H3NMe2!p#Ł¦ cation[

actions in ð"Ph2P#Au"SC5R2H1#Ł "R�Me\ Et\ Pri#\ despite
the bending of the phenyl ring away from any obstacle
"AuÐSÐC 090[6Ð009[7># and the softer nature of the thiol
ligands compared to the benzenethiolato ligand[ This
explanation for the absence of short goldÐgold contacts
has been applied in other systems ð54\78\89Ł[ However\ in
neither 5 nor 6 is the arenethiolate ligand signi_cantly
more sterically demanding than that in 05[

The long Au [ [ [ Au distances in 5 and 6 cannot be
explained in terms of ligand softness or steric demands[
Hence we are forced to conclude that explanations of the
existence or absence of short gold"I#Ðgold"I# contacts
which are based on the softness or steric demands of
the anionic ligand are at best incomplete\ and that such
contacts should be viewed as just one of the many inter!
molecular interactions which occur to stabilise a crystal[
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Table 4
Signi_cant interatomic distances "A� # and angles "># for ð"Ph2P#Au!
"SC5H3NMe1!p#Ł "5#] _gures in parentheses indicate the estimated stan!
dard deviation in the least signi_cant digit

Complex Distance or Complex Distance or
angle "A� or ># angle "A� or >#

AuÐP 1[148"0# AuÐS 1[187"1#
PÐC"10# 0[705"4# SÐC"00# 0[652"5#
PÐC"20# 0[707"4# PÐC"30# 0[797"4#

PÐAuÐS 065[42"4# C"00#ÐSÐAu 093[0"1#
C"10#ÐPÐAu 004[3"1# C"20#ÐPÐAu 009[4"1#
C"30#ÐPÐAu 002[2"1# C"10#ÐPÐC"20# 095[1"1#
C"10#ÐPÐC"30# 094[2"1# C"20#ÐPÐC"30# 094[3"1#

Table 5
Signi_cant interatomic distances "A� # and angles "># for ð"Ph2P#Au!
"SC5H3NMe2!p#ŁPF5 "6#] _gures in parentheses indicate the estimated
standard deviation in the least signi_cant digit

Complex Distance or Complex Distance or
angle "A� or ># angle "A� or >#

AuÐP"0# 1[148"2# AuÐS 1[182"2#
P"0#ÐC"6# 0[703"3# SÐC"08# 0[667"4#
P"0#ÐC"0# 0[703"4# PÐC"02# 0[710"4#

P"0#ÐAuÐS 064[41"3# C"08#ÐSÐAu 092[5"1#
C"0#ÐP"0#ÐAu 004[7"1# C"02#ÐP"0#ÐAu 096[2"1#
C"6#ÐP"0#ÐAu 003[7"1# C"0#ÐP"0#ÐC"02# 096[4"1#
C"6#ÐP"0#ÐC"0# 093[7"1# C"6#ÐP"0#ÐC"02# 095[0"1#
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Abstract 

The reaction of 2,3-bis(2,2'-bipyridyl)quinoxaline (L) with ruthenium terpyridine (tpy) trichloride in ethanol containing N-ethyl- 
morpholine afforded [LRu(tpy)][PFr]2 (1) and the r/5-/~-chloro complex [LRu(C1)tpy][PF d (2), as major and minor products, 
respectively, and recovered L. The structure of 1 was confirmed by mH NMR spectroscopic and X-ray crystallographic studies, and 
compared to that of L. The precise structure of 2 was distinguished between several possible isomers through a combination of mH 
NMR and UV/vis spectroscopy. Together, all of these studies suggest that steric interactions between the quinoxaline fragment and 
the orthogonal tpy ring system, rather than between the bipyridyl groups of L, are responsible for the formation of 2. © 1999 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Ruthenium; Terpyridine; X-ray; NMR; UV/vis 

1. Introduction 2. Experimental 

The r/6-complexes of non-labile metallic cations with 
ligands containing several binding domains like that of 
2,2':6',2"-terpyridine (tpy) can form parts of multi-metallic 
complexes having well-defined geometries [1,2]. Reaction 
of,bis-terdentate ligands with one equivalent of an appro- 
priate tpy complex fragment, e.g., ruthenium(Ill) tpy salts, 
frequently leads to either the indiscriminate formation of 
the corresponding mono- and dimetallic complexes [3] or 
the preferred formation of the dimetallic complex [2]. 

Recently, we presented the syntheses of 2,3-bis(2,2'- 
bipyridyl)quinoxaline L and related polyheterocycles 
which possess two tpy-like binding domains conjugatively 
interconnected through the quinoxaline bridge [4]. The 
influence of the geometry of L on its ability to form mono- 
metallic monometallic ruthenium(II) tpy complexes was 
of interest to us and the preparation and characterization 
of such materials forms the basis of the following 
paper. 

*Corresponding author. Fax: +41-61-267-1020; e-mail: heirtzler@ 
ubaclu.unibas.ch 

2.1. General  

IR: ATI Mattson Genesis FT IR. lH NMR: Varian 
Gemini and Bruker Avance spectrometers at 300 and 
500MHz, respectively. 13C NMR: Varian Gemini at 
75 MHz. All N M R  spectra are referred to the signals of 
the respective solvents. Phase-sensitive NOESY spectra 
were recorded with mixing times of 0.75-1.5 s. Time of 
flight (MALDI) mass spectra (TOF-MS): PerSeptive 
Biosystems Voyager-RP Biospectrometry Workstation, 
laser power 790-820, 10000-15000 V, 2,4,6-tri- 
hydroxyacetophenone-matrix. UV/Vis: Perkin-Elmer 
Lambda 9. Electrochemical measurements: solutions of 
the analyte in purified acetonitrile containing 0.1 M 
[Bu]N][PF6] as supporting electrolyte were analysed 
with an Eco Chemie Autolab PGSTAT 20 system with 
a glassy carbon working electrode, platinum auxiliary 
electrode and aqueous Ag/AgC1 reference electrode. 
Measured potentials are quoted versus the fer- 
rocene/ferrocenium couple (Fc/F~ + =0.0 V) and referred 
to internal ferrocene added at the end of each experiment. 
They are uncorrected with respect to the reference elec- 
trode junction potential. L was prepared as previously 
reported [4]. 

0277-5387/99/$ - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
PII: S0277-5387 (98)00297-6 
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2.2. Complexes 1 and 2 

A mixture of 80mg (0.18 mmol) L, 80mg (0.18 mmol) 
ruthenium tpy trichloride and 1 ml N-ethylmorpholine in 
5 ml EtOH was heated under reflux conditions (2 h). After 
cooling to room temperature, volatile material was 
removed under vacuum, the remaining material was dis- 
solved in MeCN (20 ml), filtered through Celite and the 
filtrate solution treated with solution of [NH4][PF6] (1.0 g) 
in H20 (5ml). After removal of the MeCN by rotary 
evaporation, the crude product was collected by 
filtration, washed with H20 (30 ml) and EtzO (10 ml) and 
dried under vacuum (100 mbar) over P4010 to give 91 mg 
of a dark brown material. Column chromatography 
(50:50 MeCN:PhMe, aluminium oxide/activity III 
(Fluka)) gave, after recrystallisation from 
MeCN-Pr~O, (× 2, each) 46.5mg (24%) 1 and 5.5mg 
(3%) 2. Green-coloured Ru(III)-containing impurities 
did not elute under these conditions. 1: IR (KBr): 
v= 1602cm -1 (C=N-C), 1450 (Ar C=C), 845 (PF6), 768 
(Ar-H). TOF-MS: m/z (%)=  774 (100%, [LRu(tpy)] +), 
541 (44%, [LRu]+). C43H29F12N9P2Ru (1062.76): calcd. 
C 48.60, H 2.75, N 11.86; found C 48.25, H 2.98, N 12.47. 
2: IR (KBr): v= 1601cm -~ (C=N-C), 1562 (Ar C-C), 
843 (PF6). 13C NMR ([D3]acetonitrile, 75 MHz, all CH): 
6=  160.28, 154.27, 152.79, 152.33, 150.20, 139.20, 137.58, 
137.53, 137.00, 136.95, 132.96 (2C), 132.84, 130.53, 
130.27, 128.64, 127.73, 127.27, 126.76, 124.96, 124.83, 
124.58, 124.09, 123.31, 123.25, 122.70, 122.19, 121.39, 

120.76. TOF-MS: m/z (%)=809 (100%, [LRu- 
(C1)(tpy)]+), 774 (69%, [LRu(tpy)]+), 576 (11%, 
[LRu(C1)]+), 540 (22%, [LRu]+). C43H29CIF6NgPRu 
(953.47): calcd. C 54.17, H 3.07, N 13.22; found C 53.66, 
H 3.35, N 13.46. 

2.3. Crystal structure determination 

2.3.1. Data collection for ! 
See Table 1. The crystal was mounted in inert oil on a 

glass fibre and transferred to the cold gas stream of the 
diffractometer. 

2.3.2. Structure solution and refinement. 
Heavy-atom method, refined anisotropically on F 2 

(program SHELXL-93 [5]). H atoms with riding model. 
C and N atoms could be clearly distinguished. One 
restraint was applied to a PF 6 anion that may be slightly 
disordered; S = 1.07, max Ap = 0.9 e A- 

2.3.3. Data collection for L 
See Table 1. A sample was stuck with glue on a glass 

fibre and mounted on the diffractometer. 

2.3.4. Structure solution and refinement 
Direct methods (program: SIR92 [6]). Anisotropic 

least squares full matrix refinement on F of all non- 
hydrogen atoms (program: CRYSTALS [7]). H atoms 
determined geometrically. 

Table 1 
Crystallographic data for 1 and L 

Substance 1.2CH3CN L 

crystal shape dark red tablet box-shaped, yellow 
Formula C47H35F12NtlP2Ru C28HIsN6 
M 1144.87 438.49 
System, space group triclinic, P(-- 1) trigonal, P 31 2 1 
a (,~) 8.8633(6) 12.5614(11) 
b (,A) 15.2329(14) 12.5614(11) 
c (,/~) 18.265(2) 12.9432(9) 

(°) 111.686(8) 90.000 
/~ (°) 91.518(6) 90.000 

(°) 90.556(6) 120.000 
U (,~3) 2290.2(3) 1768.7(2) 
Z 2 3 
D~ (g. cm -3) 1.660 1.23 
T (K) 173 293 
Crystal size (mm 3) 0.6 × 0.45 × 0.15 0.34 × 0.38 × 0.42 
® range (°) 3.12 to 25.00 2.12 to 74.33 
Scan type 09 ~o/2® 
Reflections collected (total, independent, Rint) 7931, 7853, 0.0224 1389, 1323, 0.0064 
Data, restraints, parameters 7853, 43, 660 1227, 0, 155 
Final RI 0.0379 (wR2 0.0944) 0.0400 (Rw 0.0465) 
Largest peak, hole (e,~ -3) +0.886, -0.709 +0.14, -0.18 
transmission for ~,-scan absorption corrections 0.7844).879 0.89-1.00 
Diffractometer type Siemens P4 Enraf-Nonius CAD4 
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Fig. 3. Electronic spectra of 1 (solid line) and 2 (broken line) in aceto- 
nitrile. 

substituted pyridine ring is 44.7 °, and between the two 
non-complexed pyridine rings is 15.8 °. 

For comparison, the crystal structure of L has also 
been measured (Fig. 5). Both halves of the molecule are 
equivalent and are generated by the C2 axis in the plane 
of the quinoxaline ring and running between the bipyridyl 
groups. The C-N bond lengths in L are 0.014).05 ,~ less 
than comparable ones on the complexed side of the quin- 

oxaline ring in 1 (viz. Tables 2 and 3. Within measure- 
ment error, these values are the same as those for the 
uncomplexed side of the quinoxaline ring in 1. The inter- 
annular angle between the mean planes of the quinoxaline 
ring and the adjoining 2,6-disubstituted pyridine ring is 
39.2 °, while that between the connected pyridine rings is 
10.4 °. 

The elucidation of the structure of side product 2 was 
less straight forward, since, a priori, isomers 2a-f were 
all possible (Fig. 6). Isomers 2a-c are 'mismatched' ~/5_ 
~-chloro complexes, and 2d-f are intermediates to the 
formation of complex 1. The proton spectrum of 2 is 
shown in Fig. l(b) ([Da]acetonitrile, 300MHz) and 
cleanly integrated for 29 protons. Its 1 3 C  NMR spectrum 
(75 MHz, CHaCN) displayed a total of 28 distinct aro- 
matic signals exhibiting strong NOE enhancement. These 
findings are only compatible with the presence of a single 
isomer of 2. 

A broad doublet (J,-~5Hz) is observed at 6=  10.08 
from a single H(6), and a two-dimensional (COSY) 
experiment served to distinguish the remaining shifts of 
this pyridine ring at 6 = 7.80 (ddd on edge of multiplet), 
8.30 (dt, J =  1.5; 7.9 Hz) and 8.88 (dd, J =  1.0; 7.1 Hz) for 
H(5), H(4) and H(3), respectively. The magnitude of this 
first resonance has been ascribed to H(6) of a complexed 
pyridine ring pointing directly at a metal-bound chlorine 
atom [l 5] and the shift values observed for the remaining 
protons of this ring are in good accord with those values 
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Fig. 1. ~H NMR spectra of (a) 1 ([Ddacetone, 300 MHz); (b) 2 ([D3]acetonitrile, 300 MHz); unless otherwise indicated, resonances in 2 correspond to 
single hydrogen atoms. 

and H(6 c) prevented substantiating the assignment of the 
quinoxaline protons through evaluation of NOE effects 
to e.g., H(3 G) or H(4G). 

The electronic spectrum of 1 in acetonitrile (Fig. 3) 
displays intense charge transfer bands at 2=458 and 
530 nm, which in analogy to other r/6-Ru(II) complexes 
containing the quinoxaline chromophore [11], are 
ascribed to metal-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) tran- 
sitions to tpy and L, respectively. Complex 1 is elec- 
trochemically active and, in acetonitrile solution, exhibits 
a reversible [12] Ru(II)/Ru(III) couple at + 1.08V 
(AEp= 0.095 V) relative to the ferrocene/ferrocenium 
couple. The magnitude of this value, relative to that of 
Ru(II)tpy2 (+0.918V) [13], reflects the electron-with- 
drawing nature of the quinoxaline moiety of L [14]. 

The structure of 1 was confirmed through the deter- 
mination of its X-ray crystal structure (Fig. 4). As well, 
we wished to evaluate the exact geometrical dependence 

of the IH NMR spectroscopic effects and determine the 
geometry of the non-complexed side of L. Thus, C(9 A) 
of the latter ring can be seen to be closest to N(16) and 
C(2 °) (viz. Table 2); these values correspond to estimated 
non-bonding distances to H(9 A) of 2.3-2.5.~. The 
approximate non-bonding, contact between H(9 A) and 
H(4 G) was, however 3.74 A (c.f. 1H NMR spectroscopic 
results). Comparison of the bond angles /_N(1A)-Ru - 
N(16) and/_ N(lC)-Ru-N(16) indicates that the tpy ring 
system is mildly deflected away from the quinoxaline ring. 
The bite angle between the central binding sites of each 
qa-ligand domain,/__ N(1B)-Ru-N(1G), 174.59 °, is similar 
to that of the non-hindered model complex, ruthenium- 
(II)bis-(4'-dimethylamino-tpy) (173.43 ° [13]). The bond 
lengths and angles around the metal center and the com- 
plexing heterocyclic rings are within expected values 
(Table 2). The torsional angle between the mean planes 
of the quinoxaline ring and the non-complexed, 2,6-di- 
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Crystal data has been deposited with the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre. 

3. Results and discussion 

Treatment of L with one equivalent of Ru(tpy)C13 [8] 
in refluxing ethanol in the presence of N-ethyl morpholine 
(2 h), precipitation of hexafluoro phosphate salts, column 
chromatographic separation from unreacted L and 
green-coloured, Ru(III)-containing impurities, followed 
by recrystallisation afforded the complexes 1 and 2 as 
dark red and purple needles in 24 and 3% yields, respec- 
tively (see Scheme). The compositions of 1 and 2 were 
ascertained through their maldi-TOF spectra, which 
exhibited intense signals arising from the fragmentation 
of the ions [LRu(tpy)] 2÷ and [LRu(Cl)(tpy)] +, respec- 
tively, and the results of their combustion analyses [9]. 
Lessened reaction time (i.e., 1.5 h) resulted in the molar 
ratio 1:2 changing from 7.6:1 to 3.5:1. Clean reaction 

18 (1999) 601-608 603 

forming 1 and 2 required refluxing ethanol; treatment of 
L with either Ru(tpy)Cl3 in hot ethylene glycol or with 
tris-(acetonato)-ruthenium(II) tpy 3 in acetone produced 
inseparable mixtures of unidentifiable materials. 

The structure of complex 1 was assigned using IH 
NMR spectroscopy [Fig. l(a)]. The shifts of rings B-G 
were identified using two-dimensional (COSY) tech- 
niques and comparison to the spectra of related com- 
pounds [10]. The quinoxaline ring was observed as a 
ABXY system. The absolute assignment of these latter 
shifts was possible through consideration of the shielding 
experienced by those positions on the fused benzo-ring 
which are spatially proximate to the orthogonal tpy ring 
system, in particular H(9A). The connectivity between 
spatially adjoining spin systems was confirmed through 
NOESY spectroscopy (Fig. 2). In particular, through- 
space interactions H(3B)-H(3 D) and H(3C)-H(5 B) were 
observed. These were much stronger in the latter than in 
the former. The pronounced overlap of the shifts of H(9 A) 

N x z N 

N-- --N 

L 

a)~--~ CI ~.O],EtOH, 

k~,N-~/-CI, I~ t 
o 

b) [NH4][PFs] 

A 

I 1 "'I 

4 
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[PFs]2 "1- [LRu(CI)(tpy)][PFs] 
2 

Scheme. Preparation of Ru(II) Complexes. 
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Fig. 4. Solid-state structure of 1. For clarity, [PF6]-counterions and acetonitrile solvate molecules have been obrnitted. 

Table 2 
Selected bond lengths and angles, and non-bonding distances for 1 

Bond angles (°) 
/__ N(1A)-Ru-N(1G ) 107.50(10) /__ N(1C)-Ru-N(1B ) 79.45(10) 
/_ N(lC)-Ru-N(1 c ) 95.40(10) /_ N(1A)-Ru-N(1B ) 77.67(10) 

Bond distances (,~) 
Ru-N(1A ) 2.111(2) Ru-N(1 F) 2.076(3) 
Ru-(N 1 B) 1.980(2) Ru-N(1 ~) 1.987(2) 
RuN(lC) 2.067(3) Ru-N(1H) 2.071(2) 
N(1A)--C(2A) 1.357(4) N(I B)--C(6B) 1.356(4) 
N( 1A)--C( 10 A) 1.385(4) N( 1 c)-c(2c') 1.371 (4) 
N( 1B)zC(2 B) 1.358(4) N( 1 c)-c(6c) 1.349 (4) 

Non-bonding distances (,~) 
C(9A) "'" N( 1 ~) 3.21 c(9A) "'" C(2 G) 3.48 

obtained for simpler such analogous complexes [16]. This 
caveat is a structural feature of 2a and 2c, but not of 2b, 
nor of 2d-f. 

Beyond this, pronounced signal overlap prevented dis- 
tinguishing between structural formulae 2a and 2e. 
Inspection of molecular models showed that the bulky 
bipyridyl quinoxaline fragment of isomer 2a should 
engage in n-stacking with one side of the tpy ring system 
and that a significant barrier to the dynamic equilibration 
of both sides of tpy probably exists. Thus, isomer 2a 
should exhibit the same number of signals in its NMR 
spectra as 2e (i.e., 29), which additionally complicates 
comparison to related, but simpler compounds from the 
literature [16,17]. 

Further details are worthy of comment in the spectrum 
of 2. Firstly, careful analysis of the COSY spectrum, 
combined with recognition of typical pyridine ring coup- 
ling patterns allowed the identification of the shifts of 

the remaining pairs of adjacent protons H-5/H-6, e.g., 
6 = 8.52 (br d, J~4.8 Hz)/ca. 7.26 (on edge of multiplet); 
7.34 (ddd, J =  1.2; 5.6; 7.5 Hz)/7.73-7.83 (within mul- 
tiplet); 6.27 (ddd, J=l .4 ;  5.5; 7.4Hz)/6.98 (br d, 
J ~  5.5 Hz) respectively. Although the latter pair of pro- 
tons obviously stems from a strongly shielded pyridine 
ring, this situation is possible for both isomers. A strongly 
shielded signal is observed at 6 = 6.00 (dt, J =  1.1; 8.0 Hz). 
Although the origin of this signal is uncertain, the mag- 

Table 3 
Selected bond lengths for L 

Bond lengths (A) 
N(1A)-C(10 A) 1.368(3) N(1A)-C(2 A) 1.312(2) 
N(1B)-C(2 a ) 1.330(2) N(1 ~)-C(6 B ) 1.341(3) 
N(lC)-C(2 c) 1.332(3) N(lC)-C(6 c) 1.335(3) 
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Fig. 5. Crystal structure of L. 

. /  
2a 2b 2c. 

2d 2e 2f 
Fig. 6. Configurational isomers possible for complex 2. 

nitude of its shielding is similar to that observed for re- 
stacked, fused benzo-rings of the mismatched r/tcom- 
plexes from quinoline-based ligands [18]. 

The electronic spectrum of 2 was, however decisive in 
its structural determination (Fig. 3). Aside from ligand- 
based transitions in the ultraviolet region which in part 
occur at energies like in 1, the visible portion of the 
spectrum is dominated by a single MLCT band, with 
~max ~-.~- 510 nm (e= 13000 Lmol -~ cm-~). The parameters 
of this latter absorption are similar to those observed for 
a variety of similar r/tchloro complexes [16]. Signifi- 
cantly, the energy of this transition is between those of 
both MLCT bands in 1. Comparison to literature values 
indicates that the MLCT bands of ~/tchloro complexes 
are redshifted relative to the corresponding r/6-complexes 

[16,18]. But also, since an additional redshifting of the 
MLCT bands from ruthenium(II) complexes of ligands 
containing benzo-annulated fragments would be 
expected (by reason of the greater rc-delocalization poss- 
ible in these ligands [14,18]) the MLCT band of 2 must 
principally involve the tpy instead of the bipyridyl quin- 
oxaline chromophore and thus its electronic spectrum 
supports structure 2a and not 2c. This conclusion is that 
intuitively expected from the reaction sequence. 

In summary, the crystal structure of 1 indicates mod- 
erate steric interaction between the fused benzo ring and 
the orthogonal tpy fragment. This observation is also 
evidenced by the detection of 'mismatched' r/5-#-chloro - 
type complexes as side products from the reaction 
sequence. However, comparison with the crystal struc- 
ture of L shows that the interaction between the bpy 
'arms' does not appear to be significantly worsened by 
r/3-complexation of one side. This latter finding is sup- 
ported by the weak intensities of the through-space effects 
between the disubstituted pyridine 'B' and 'D' rings of 1 
indicated from the NMR spectroscopic studies. 
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Abstract

Low temperature crystallography "049 K# has been used to con_rm that the two extreme ðCu"chelate#1ClŁðYŁ stereochemistries of
2 ðCu"bipy#1ClŁðPF5Ł=H1O\ trigonal bipyramidal and 5 ðCu"phen#1ClŁðBPh3Ł\ trigonal bipyramidal distorted square based pyramidal\
are genuine and static stereochemistries of the copper"II# ion[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Low temperature^ Static copper"II# stereochemistries^ Cation distortion isomer

0[ Introduction

The molecular structures of _ve coordinate copper"II#
complexes show an extensive range from regular trigonal
bipyramidal "RTBP#\ to regular square based pyramidal
"RSBP#\ with most complexes displaying a structure that
is intermediate between the two extreme stereo!
chemistries ð0Ð2Ł[ In the majority of ðCu"chelate#1XŁY
complexes these di}erences in stereochemistry may be
associated with the di}erences in the ligands present\ i[e[
chelate�1\1?!bipyridine\ 0\09!orthophenanthroline and
1\1?!bipyridylamine and X�Cl−\ Br− and I−\ respec!
tively[ With the atom labelling and angle notation of Fig[
0\ a t value ð3Ł of "a7−a0#:59 is de_ned\ where t�0[9
for a regular trigonal bipyramidal stereochemistry and
t�9[9 for a regular square based pyramidal ster!
eochemistry[ What is less recognised is how much the
stereochemistry of the local molecular CuN3Cl chro!
mophore can vary when placed in di}erent crystal
environments\ as in the eighteen distortion isomers ð4\ 5Ł
of the ðCu"bipy#1ClŁ¦ cation\ in which the t value ð3Ł\
varies from 0[9Ð9[42\ while in the corresponding ð6Ł eight

� Corresponding author[

ðCu"phen#1ClŁ¦ cations the variation is from 9[70Ð9[08
and in the six ð7Ł ðCu"bipyam#1ClŁ¦ cations\ 9[60Ð9[12[
Table 0 reports the important in!plane bond distances
and bond angles of the structures ð6\ 8Ð01Ł of the extreme
pairs of ðCu"chelate#1ClŁðYŁ complexes[ While all of the
07 bipy complexes\ seven of the phen complexes and one
of the bipyam complexes can be described as square based
pyramidal distorted trigonal bipyramidal "SBDTBP#\
one\ 5\ of the eight phen complexes ð6Ł and _ve of the six
bipyam complexes are best described as trigonal pyr!
amidal distorted square based pyramidal "TBPDSBP#\
with the structure of 1 published 06 years ago ð09Ł[

This raises the question in the ðCu"phen#1ClŁðYŁ com!
plexes\ of whether the single trigonal bipyramidal dis!
torted square based pyramidal structure ð6Ł\ one out of
eight\ is crystallographically correct< For this reason the
near regular trigonal bipyramidal structure ð00Ł of 2 and
the exceptional trigonal bipyramidal distorted square
based structure ð6Ł of 5\ have both been redetermined
independently at the EPSRC National Crystallography
Service\ Cardi}\ Wales to con_rm these stereo!
chemistries[ The original room!temperature structures
"187 K#\ have been redetermined at 049 K to check for
any variation with temperature[ These structures are now
reported[
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Fig[ 0[ The atom numbering and angle notation used for the CuN3Cl chromophore[

Table 0
Selected bond length and bond angle data for three pairs of ðCu"chelate#1ClŁ¦ cation distortion isomers\ at 187 and 049 K

Complexes ðCu"bipyam#1ClŁðYŁ ðCu"bipy#1ClŁðYŁ ðCu"phen#1ClŁðYŁ
Molecular structure 0 1 2 2 3 4 5 5

Anions Cl− Cl− ðPF5Ł
− ðPF5Ł

− ðCF2SO2Ł
− ðBF3Ł

− ðBPh3Ł
− ðBPh3Ł

−

5H1O 3H1O H1O H1O Ð 9[4H1O Ð Ð
Temperature "K# 187 187 187 049 187 187 187 049
Refs[ ð8Ł ð09Ł ð00Ł a ð01Ł ð6Ł ð6Ł a

CuÐCl 1[398"1# 1[233"3# 1[233"1# 1[2322"00# 1[134"1# 1[293"1# 1[143"0# 1[1455"09#
CuÐN"0# 0[870"4# 1[993"5# 0[885"5# 0[876"2# 0[876"3# 0[884"5# 1[913"1# 1[913"2#
CuÐN"1# 1[948"4# 1[997"5# 1[094"5# 1[987"2# 1[974"3# 1[967"4# 1[946"1# 1[942"2#
CuÐN"2# 0[888"4# 1[990"5# 1[994"5# 0[886"2# 0[877"3# 1[900"5# 1[997"1# 0[888"2#
CuÐN"3# 1[980"4# 1[061"5# 1[097"5# 1[989"2# 1[030"4# 1[010"5# 1[131"1# 1[135"2#
a0 020[2"1# 047[9"1# 004[6"1# 005[35"8# 039[2"0# 015[5"1# 046[6"0# 046[93"7#
a1 011[6"1# 093[3"1# 019[4"1# 008[10"8# 008[0"0# 007[8"1# 094[8"0# 095[75"7#
a2 095[9"1# 86[4"1# 012[4"1# 013[20"01# 099[5"1# 003[4"1# 85[3"0# 85[94"09#
a7 062[4"1# 062[9"1# 064[4"1# 064[75"01# 061[1"0# 064[2"1# 058[1"0# 058[25"01#
t 9[69 9[14 0[99 9[88 9[42 9[70 9[08 9[10

a Present work[

1[ Preparation

The preparation of 2 and 5 were as previously reported
ð6\ 00Ł[ The electronic spectra were recorded as poly!
crystalline samples on a Shimadzu UV!VIS 2090 PC spec!
trometer over the range 4999Ð29999 cm−0[

2[ Crystal structure determination

A summary of the crystal data of 2 and 5 is given in
Table 1[ Selected bond lengths and bond angles are given
in Table 0[ The _nal values of all the re_ned atomic
coordinates\ thermal parameters and full bond length
and bond angle data have been deposited[ All data were
collected on a fast area TV detector di}ractometer using
monochromated Mo!Ka radiation "see Ref[ ð02Ł for
details#[ Lorentz polarisation corrections were applied\
using complex atom scattering factors ð03Ł\ but no cor!

rection was made for adsorption[ The structures were
solved by Patterson and direct method procedures and
re_ned by full matrix least squares analysis\ on F1\ using
the SHELXS!75 ð04Ł and SHELXL!82 ð05Ł programmes
on a 475 PC[ Anisotropic thermal parameters were used
for all non!hydrogen atoms and the positions of the
hydrogen atoms were calculated and ~oated on the
associated carbon or oxygen atoms[

Tables of the full crystallographic data may be
obtained from the Director of the Cambridge Crys!
tallography Data Centre\ 01 Union Road\ Cambridge
BC1 0EZ\ UK[

3[ Crystal and molecular structure of 2 and 5

Comparison of the molecular structures of 2 and 5 at
room temperature ð6\ 00Ł and at 049 K in Table 0\ show
no signi_cant di}erences "3s#[ This con_rms that the
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Table 1
The crystallographic and re_nement data for 2\ ðCu"bipy#1ClŁðPF5Ł=H1O and 5\ ðCu"phen#1ClŁðBPh3Ł

2 5

Empirical formula C19H07ClCuF5N3OP C37H25BClCuN3

Formula weight 463[23 667[50
Temperature "K# 049 049
Wavelength "A� # 9[60958 9[60958
Crystal system monoclinic triclinic
Space group P10:n P!0
a "A� # 7[4085"01# 00[011"2#
b "A� # 01[9637"5# 00[303"2#
c "A� # 10[022"4# 04[243"1#
a "># 89[99 76[161"6#
b "># 81[100"8# 65[862"09#
g "># 89[99 66[14"1#
Volume "A� 2# 1061[3"5# 0741[0"6#
Z 3 1
Density "calculated\ mg m−2# 0[645 0[285
Absorption coe.cient "mm−0# 0[165 9[693
F"999# 0045 795
Theta range for data collection 0[82Ð14[91> 0[72Ð13[87>
Index ranges −8³¦h³¦7 −00³¦h³¦02

−09³¦k³¦02 −01³¦k³¦01
−13³¦l³¦13 −06³¦l³¦00

Re~ections collected 7759 5036
Indepedent re~ections 2177 ðR"int#�9[9676Ł 3664 ðR"int#�9[9452Ł
Data:restraints:parameters 2176:9:259 3663:9:591
Goodness!of!_t on F1 0[949 0[998
Final R indices ðI×1s"I#Ł R0�9[9446\ wR1�9[0177 R0�9[9319\ wR1�9[0918
R indices "all data# R0�9[9524\ wR1�9[0217 R0�9[9389\ wR1�9[0964
Largest di}[ peak and hole "e A� −2# 9[709 and −9[543 9[476 and −9[393

Fig[ 1[ The electronic re~ectance spectra of ðCu"phen#1ClŁðBPh3Ł=9[4H1O\ 4\ and ðCu"phen#1ClŁðBPh3Ł\ 5[
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Fig[ 2[ The forms of distortion of the RTBP CuN3Cl chromophore involving the 2A\ 2B and the 2A2B route distortions ð1\ 4Ð6Ł[ The bond
distances have been rounded o} to the nearest 9[94 A� and the bond angles to the nearest 4>[

original room temperature structures ð6\ 00Ł of 2 and 5

were correct\ that the extreme stereochemistries\ with t

values of 9[88 and 9[08 are valid and that they are non!
temperature variable ð1Ł[ The essential correctness of the
structure of 5 establishes a range in Dt value of 9[51 for
the ðCu"phen#1ClŁ¦ cation\ namely\ the same CuN3Cl
chromophore in di}erent crystal lattices and illustrates
the operation of a pure plasticity e}ect ð06Ł in these
pseudo Jahn!Teller systems ð07Ð10Ł[ The lack of change
of structure with temperature of either 2 and 5 con_rms
the static nature of these stereochemistries and the
absence of any ~uxional behaviour ð1Ł[ This crys!
tallographic evidence for the non!~uxional behaviour of
2 is consistent with the non!temperature variable ESR
spectra of this complex\ as reported previously ð00Ł[ Tog!
ether these two complexes con_rm the non!temperature
variable properties of these extreme pseudo Jahn!Teller
systems ð07Ð10Ł[ The static stereochemistries of 2 and 5

also suggest that the energy di}erence between their
square pyramidal distorted trigonal bipyramidal and trig!
onal bipyramidal distorted square based pyramidal ster!
eochemistries\ respectively\ must be separated by
signi_cantly more than thermal energy\ namely\ 195
cm−0\ between the extreme structural pathways ð1\ 4Ð6Ł
of Fig[ 1[

The di}erence in the stereochemistries of 4\ t�9[70
and 5\ t�9[08\ is also shown in the di}erence in the
electronic spectra of the two complexes\ Fig[ 2\ which
are consistent ð11Ł with the square pyramidal distorted
trigonal bipyramidal stereochemistry of 4 and the trig!

onal bipyramidal distorted square based pyramidal ster!
eochemistry of 5 ð0Ł[

Consequently\ the extreme di}erences in the ster!
eochemistries of the three pairs of structures 0Ð5 have
been con_rmed by independent structure determination\
at 187 and 049 K\ and by the di}erences in their electronic
spectra and must represent genuine ranges of static ster!
eochemistries of the copper"II# ion ð0Ð2Ł for these pairs
of cation distortion isomers ð1Ł due to the plasticity e}ect
ð6Ł[
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Abstract

The reactions of potassium salt of xanthates\ R?OCS1
−K¦\ 1 "R?�Me\ Et\ nPr\ iPr\ nBu\ iBu\ benzyl# with the low!spin ctc!

OsII"L#1Br1\ 0 ðL1NC4H3ÐN1NÐC5H3"R#\ R�H\ m!Me^ ctc] cisÐtransÐcis with respect to the bromides\ pyridine and azo nitrogens\
respectivelyŁ in boiling N\N!dimethylformamide solvent resulted in low!spin diamagnetic OsIIðo!SC5H2"R#ÐN1NÐC4H3NŁ1\ 2

complexes[ In complex 2 the o!carbon hydrogen bond of the pendant phenyl ring of both the parent ligands L\ has been selectively
and directly thiolated via carbonÐsulfur bond cleavage of the xanthate[ The reaction is selective to the nature of the solvent used\
taking place only in those having high boiling points and relative permittivities[ The rate of the reaction is dependent on the nature
of the R? group present in the thiolating agent 1\ following the order] Et×Me×iPr×iBu×nPr×nBu×benzyl[ The formation of the
thiolated product "2# is authenticated by the single!crystal X!ray structure for the complex where R�H[ Structure of the complex
has revealed that the OsN3S1 coordination sphere has a meridional con_guration\ cisÐtransÐcis with respect to sulfur\ azo and
pyridine nitrogens\ respectively[ The molecular geometry of the complexes in solution has been established by 0H and 02C NMR
spectroscopy[ When one methyl group is present at the meta position of the pendant phenyl ring of L the reaction resulted in two
isomeric complexes due to free rotation of the singly bonded meta!substituted phenyl ring with respect to the azo group[ 0H NMR
study indicated the presence of an intimate mixture of the two isomers in solution in a 2]3 ratio[ In dichloromethane solution\
complex 2 exhibits two metal!to!ligand charge!transfer transitions in the visible region and intraligand "p−p�:n−p�# transitions
appear in the UV region[ In dichloromethane solution the complexes display one reversible osmium"II#_osmium"III# oxidation
couple near 9[24 V and an irreversible oxidative response near 0[9 V vs SCE due to the oxidation of the coordinated thiol group[
Two successive one!electron reductions of the coordinated azo groups take place at the negative side of SCE[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science
Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Complexes^ Aromatic thiolation reaction^ Osmium

0[ Introduction

Metal ion mediated CÐH bond activation of organic
molecules is fundamentally important\ as it catalyzes
the facile formation of many interesting molecules which
are otherwise di.cult or even impossible to synthesize by
usual synthetic routes ð0Ð04Ł[ In this article we would like
to report one such reaction where in the presence of
osmium ion the selective ortho CÐH bond of the pendant
phenyl ring of the ligand NC4H3N1NC5H3"R#\ L in the

� Corresponding author[

complexes Os"L#1Br1\ 0 has been directly and regios!
peci_cally thiolated\ ðOs"NC4H3N1NC5H2"R#S#1Ł "2# via
the cleavage of CÐS bond of the xanthate molecule\
KS1CO"R?# "1#[ Although aromatic thiols are a very
important class of organic compounds\ the conversion
of !C5H3"R#:C5H2"R#S− is conventionally a multistep
process ð05\06Ł[ However\ osmium ion mediated CÐH
bond activation process here facilitates the direct syn!
thesis of aromatic thiols[ To the best of our knowledge
this work demonstrates the _rst example of a third!row
transition!metal ion mediated direct and selective aro!
matic thiolation reaction[

Metal ions mediated cleavage of carbonÐsulfur bond
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and the concomitant formation of new carbonÐsulfur
center are important from industrial ð07Ð12Ł\ biological
ð13Ð17Ł and synthetic organic chemistry ð18Ð20Ł points of
view[

Herein we report the detailed synthetic aspects of the

thiolation reaction\ crystal structure of the product where
R�H\ spectroscopic behaviors and electron!transfer
properties of the thiolated products\ 2[

1[ Results and discussion

1[0[ Synthesis

Seven substituted 1!"arylazo#pyridine ligands used for
the present study are abbreviated as L0ÐL6[ The ligands\ L
bind to metal ions in a bidentate Np\ Na manner forming a
_ve membered chelate ring\ ML[

The reaction of ctc!OsII"L0#1Br1\ 0a "ctc] cisÐtransÐcis
with respect to bromides\ pyridine and azo nitrogens\
respectively# with the potassium salt of ethylxanthate\
EtOC"S#SK "1# in boiling N\N!dimethylformamide
"DMF# solvent in a ratio 0]1 results in a color change
from blueÐviolet to green[ The progress of the reaction
was monitored by TLC and approximately 0 h time per!
iod was required to complete the reaction[ Chro!
matographic puri_cation of the green solution on silica
gel column using dichloromethaneÐacetonitrile "09]0# as
eluent yields highly stable thiolated complex OsII"L0?#1\
2a in pure solid state where the ortho carbon atom of the
pendant phenyl ring of both the coordinated ligands has
been selectively and directly thiolated via the cleavage of
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the carbonÐsulfur bond of the xanthate ligand "1#\ eqn
"0#[

The formation of the _nal product 2a has been auth!
enticated by the single crystal X!ray structure of the com!
plex "see later#[

Thus the osmium mediated selective ortho CÐH bond
activation of the pendant phenyl ring of coordinated
ligands L in the complex "0a# leads to the change of usual
bidentate Np\ Na mode of the azopyridine ligand "L0# to
the tridentate Np\ Na\ S mode "L0?# in the complex 2a[
Two of such newly generated thiolated ligands bind to
the metal ion in a meridional fashion[ The ctc con!
_guration of the starting complex\ 0 was established earl!
ier by single!crystal X!ray structure ð21Ł\ where the
pyridine nitrogens and azo nitrogens are mutually trans
and cis\ respectively[ The conversion of the complex 0a

to 2a is accompanied by an overall internal geometrical
reorganization\ thus the pyridine and azo nitrogens in
the complex 2a are in reverse cis and trans con_gurations\
respectively[

The starting complexes 0b and 0c\ where one of the
ortho carbon atoms "C!6\ one of the activation points# of
the pendant phenyl ring is blocked by a methyl and a
chloride group respectively\ have failed to perform the
CÐH bond activation reaction under identical reaction
conditions "eqn "0##[ Since the other ortho carbonÐhydro!
gen bond "C!00ÐH# of the pendant phenyl ring of L in
the complexes 0b and 0c is available\ the free rotation of
the active phenyl ring along the C!5ÐNa bond might have
facilitated the activation at the C!00ÐH site\ but that did
not happen in practice[

Under identical reaction conditions "eqn "0## the star!
ting complex 0d\ where one methyl group is present at
the meta position "C!7# of the phenyl ring of the ligand\
undergoes the thiolation reaction very e}ectively[ Here
the reaction "eqn "0## is completed in 9[4 h[ Since free
rotation along the C!5ÐNa single bond is allowed\ the
presence of a meta methyl group in both the ligands of
the complex 0d leads to the possibility of generating three
isomers "3Ð5#[ However\ the 0H NMR study clearly indi!
cates the presence of an intimate mixture of isomers 3

and 4 in a ratio 2]3 in solution "see Section 1[2[2#[ All our
attempts to separate the isomers 3 and 4 have failed
altogether[

The starting complex having electron withdrawing

chloride substituent at the meta position "0e# and the
starting complexes having electron donating methyl
group and electron withdrawing chloride substituents at
the para position\ 0f and 0g\ respectively\ did not undergo
the thiolation reaction even under re~ux in boiling DMF
for 13 h[ It implies that both the nature and the position
of the substituents present in the active phenyl ring have
an important role on the thiolation process[

The reaction in eqn "0# is selective to the nature of the
solvent medium[ The high boiling polar solvents such as
dimethylformamide\ methylformamide\ dimethylsul!
foxide and hexamethylphosphoramide can only perform
the reaction under boiling condition[ No reaction has
been observed in common organic solvents e[g[ methanol\
ethanol\ 1!methoxyethanol\ acetonitrile\ benzene\ dichlo!
romethane\ tetrahydrofuran even under re~ux condition[

In the absence of thiolating agent "1# no change of
starting complex 0 has been observed even in above men!
tioned high boiling polar solvents[ This may rule out
the possibility of forming any solvent dependent reactive
intermediates during the course of the thiolation process[

The reaction "eqn "0## was also tested with other poss!
ible thiolating agents such as CS1 "the precursor of xan!
thate#\ benzenethiol\ S7\ thiirane\ dithiocarbamate\
NaS1P""OEt#1\ NaS1PPh1\ Na1S and H1S instead of 1 but
the desired thiolated product 2 did not form[

Under identical reaction conditions but in the absence
of starting complex 0\ the free ligand
NC4H3N1NC5H3"R# did not show any change[ This indi!
cates the direct involvement of the osmium ion in certain
form to facilitate the transformation process[

The progress of the reaction "eqn "0## was monitored
qualitatively by TLC and spectrophotometrically using
xanthates "1# having di}erent R? groups[ It has been
observed that the rate of the reaction varying based on
the nature of the R? group present in the xanthate moiety[
The rate follows the order] Et×Me×iPr×iBu×nPr×
nBu×benzyl[ This reveals the e}ective role of the leaving
group "R?# on the cleavage of CÐS bond of xanthates and
which in turn controls the overall kinetics of the reaction[

The microanalytical data of the complexes 2 "Table 0#
con_rm the composition of the complexes[ Solid state
magnetic moment measurements at 187K indicate that
the complexes are diamagnetic "low!spin OsII\ t1g

5\ S�9#[
The complexes are nonconducting in acetonitrile solvent[
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Table 0
Microanalytical\ electronic and IR spectral data

Complex Elemental analysis ")#a Electronic spectral datablmax Infrared spectral datad "cm−0#
"nm# "ec\ M−0 cm−0#

C H N gN�N gOsÐS

2a 31[50 "31[69# 1[52 "1[48# 02[56 "02[47# 542 "4826#\ 497 "7067#\ 0101 244\ 234
246 "14649#\ 204 "15607#

2d 33[58 "33[46# 2[00 "2[98# 01[74 "01[88# 559 "4624#\ 497 "7370#\ 0106 259\ 237
269 "14756#\ 207 "12232#

a Calculated values are in parentheses[
b In dichloromethane solution[
c Extinction coe.cient[
d In KBr discs[

1[1[ Crystal structure of OsII"NC4H3N1NÐC5H3S#1 "2a#

The X!ray crystal structure of the complex 2a is shown
in Fig[ 0[ Selective bond lengths and angles are displayed
in Table 1[ The OsN3S1 coordination sphere is distorted
octahedral[ The OsIIÐS bond lengths\ OsIIÐS0\ 1[262"3#
and OsIIÐS1\ 1[235"2#A� are compared well with the
reported OsIIÐS distances ð22Ð24Ł[ The two CÐS distances
are almost equal\ C1ÐS0\ 0[62"0# and C01ÐS1\ 0[61"0#A� [
The OsÐN"azo# bonds\ OsÐN0\ 0[88"0# and OsÐN3\
0[85"0#A� are shorter than the OsÐN "pyridine# bonds\
OsÐN2\ 1[96"0# and OsÐN5\ 1[953"8#A� which is primarily
due to the fact of "dp#OsII:L?"p�# back!bonding where
L?"p�# level is predominantly azo in character[ The pres!
ence of OsÐazo back bonding is also re~ected in the IR
spectrum "see later#[ The N1N distance in uncoordinated
L or L? is not available[ However\ the available N1N
distances in the compounds PhN1NPh\ MeN1NMe and
MeC"1NOH#N1NPh are\ respectively\ 0[142"2#\ 0[143"2#

Fig[ 0[ ORTEP plot and labeling scheme of ðOs"o!SC5H3N1NC4H3N#1Ł\ 2a[

and 0[145"1#A� indicate that here it is likely to be ½0[14A� [
On coordination the NÐN bond order decreases due to
both s!donor and p!acceptor characters of the ligand "the
latter character having a more pronounced e}ect#[ The
relative long NÐN distances in the complex 2a ðN0ÐN1\
0[24"1# and N3ÐN4\ 0[23"0#A� Ł indicate the existence of
considerable OsÐL?p back!bonding with major involve!
ment of the azo group[

1[2[ Spectra

The IR\ electronic\ 0H:02C NMR spectra and elec!
trochemical behaviors of the structurally characterized
complex\ 2a are akin to those of the other complex 2d\ it
is therefore inferred that the complexes 2a and 2d have
very similar gross molecular structures[

1[2[0[ IR spectra
There are two notable features of the IR spectra of

complex 2 "i# The shift of azo "N1N# stretching frequency
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Table 1
Selected bond distances "A� # and angles "># and their estimated standard deviations
for Os"SC5H3N1NC4H3N#1\ 2a

Distances
OsÐS"0# 1[262"3# OsÐN"5# 1[953"8#
OsÐS"1# 1[235"2# S"0#ÐC"1# 0[ 62"0#
OsÐN"0# 0[88"0# S"1#ÐC"01# 0[ 61"0#
OsÐN"2# 1[96"0# N"0#ÐN"1# 0[ 24"1#
OsÐN"3# 0[85"0# N"3#ÐN"4# 0[23"0#

An`les
S"0#ÐOsÐS"1# 80[70"0# OsÐS"0#ÐC"1# 86[9"3#
S"0#ÐOsÐN"l# 71[3"2# OsÐS"1#ÐC"01# 87[9"3#
S"0#ÐOsÐN"2# 045[3"2# N"0#ÐOsÐN"2# 64[6"3#
S"0#ÐOsÐN"3# 097[9"2# N"3#ÐOsÐN"5# 65[9"2#
S"0#ÐOsÐN"5# 77[3"2# N"2#ÐOsÐ"N3# 83[5"3#
S"1#ÐOsÐN"l# 81[2"1# N"2#ÐOsÐN"5# 89[7"3#
S"1#ÐOsÐN"2# 86[4"2# N"0#ÐOsÐN"3# 057[6"3#
S"1#ÐOsÐN"3# 72[0"2# N"0#ÐOsÐN"5# 098[3"2#
S"1#ÐOsÐN"5# 047[0 "2#

to lower values "near 0199 cm−0\ Table 0# compared to
that in the free ligand "L\ ½0314 cm−0# due to the strong
dp"OsII#:p�"L?# back bonding in the ground state of
osmium"II# ð25Ł[ The azo frequency of the free L? cannot
be checked as the free L? is not available so far[ However\
the shift of ½199 cm−0 of the azo frequency in complex
2 compared to that in the free ligand\ L supports the
strong p!acidic nature of the present tridentate thiolato
ligand "L?#[ This is in full consonance with the appreciable
decrease of N1N bond order in going from free ligand
"L# to complex 2[ "ii# Two distinct OsÐS stretching fre!
quencies near 249 nm in each case have been observed as
expected ð26Ł[

1[2[1[ Electronic spectra
Electronic spectra of the complexes were recorded in

dichloromethane solution in the region 0099Ð199 nm[
The spectral data are listed in Table 0 and the spectra are
shown in Fig[ 1[ In the visible region complex 2 exhibit

Fig[ 1[ Electronic spectra of ðOs"o!SC5H3N1NC4H3N#1Ł\ 2a "***# and ðOs"o!SC5H2"m!Me#N1NC4H3N#1Ł\ 2d "! ! !# in dichloromethane[

two moderately intense bands near 549 and 499 nm\
respectively[ The band near 549 nm is little bit broad in
nature and less intense compared to the 499 nm band
"Table 0#[ The peak position of the lowest energy band
near 549 nm varies depending on the substituents present
in the active phenyl ring whereas the 499 nm band appears
at the same position for both the complexes "Table 0#[ In
view of their high intensities the bands are considered to
be charge!transfer in nature[ Since OsII in the complexes
is in the low!spin t1g

5\ con_guration the two intense visible
bands may therefore be developed due to dp"OsII# to
ligand LUMO and LUMO¦0 metal to ligand charge!
transfer "MLCT# transitions respectively[ Here LUMO
and LUMO¦0 are possibly dominated by the sulfur and
azo group and the pyridine part of the ligand\ respectively
ð27Ł[

The observed shift of the lowest energy MLCT band
"½549 nm# with respect to the substituents present in the
active phenyl ring may provide the qualitative support in
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favor of the above considerations\ since sulfur and azo
part "considered as dominating components of LUMO#
of the ligand being more a}ected by the substituents[

The starting complex 0 exhibits dp"OsII#:Lp� "where
the p� level is dominated by the azo function of the
ligand# MLCT transition near 419 nm ð28Ł[ Thus\ while
moving from the complexes 0 to 2\ the lowest energy
MLCT band "dp OsII:LUMO# shifts by 029 nm[ This
observed shift of similar "dp OsII:LUMO# charge!trans!
fer transition band can be explained with the help of
electrochemical data[ The di}erence in potential "DE#
between the _rst ligand reduction "!N1N! reduction# and
the oxidation of the OsIIÐOsIII couple for complex 2 is
approximately 0[1V "see later# whereas the di}erence in
potentials "DE# for the same couples of the starting com!
plex 0 is ½0[4V[ Charge!transfer transition energy
depends on the di}erence in potential "DE# between the
donor "HOMO\ _lled t1g

5 orbital of low!spin OsII# and
the acceptor "LUMO# levels[ The lowering of DE value
for the present complex 2 compared to the starting com!
plex 0 leads to believe that the 419 nm MLCT transition
of the starting complex 0 is shifted to the lower energy
part near 549 nm in the 2[ This lowering in charge!transfer
energy while going from 0 to 2 implies that the _lled
t1g

5 level has destabilized here with respect to starting
complexes[ The presence of sulfur along with the azo
function in the LUMO possibly responsible for the desta!
bilization of the t1g

5 level in the thiolated complex 2 as
compared to the starting complex 0[ In the UV!region the
complexes display two intense bands which are possibly
developed due to intraligand pÐp� and nÐp� transitions
involving energy levels higher than those of the ligand
LUMO ð39Ł[

Table 2
0H and02C NMR spectral data

0H NMR data in CDCl2\ d "J:Hz#a

Complex 0H 1H 2H 3H 7H 8H 09H 00H

2a 7[98 "7[3#b 5[20 "5[7#c 6[00 "6[4#c 6[61 "6[4#b 6[41 "6[7#b 6[00 "6[4#c 5[70"6[4#c 6[61 "6[4#b

2d isomer 3 7[91 "7[1#b 5[17 "6[8#c 6[96 "7[5#c 6[58d 1[26 "Me# 5[67 "6[9#b 6[96 "7[5#c 6[42 "5[9#b

2d isomer 4 6[58d 5[17 "6[8#c 6[96 "7[5#c 6[58d 6[30 "7[9#b 5[55 "7[9#b 1[31 "Me# 6[82e

02C NMR data in "CD2#1SO\ d "J:Hz#

Complex 0C 1C 2C 3C 4C 5C 6C 7C 8C 0OC 00C

2a 049[10 008[28 011[02 025[33 040[70e 069[64e 059[92e 017[35 010[07 019[82 022[95
"611#b "462#b "543#b "543#b "543#b "407#b "560#b "521#b

a Tetramethyl silane is the internal standard[
b Doublet[
c Triplet[
d Multiplet pattern\ centered at 6[58 ppm[
e Singlet[

1[2[2[ 0H NMR spectra
The 0H NMR spectra of complex 2 were recorded in

CDCl2 solvent[ The chemical shifts and coupling constant
values are listed in Table 2 and the spectra are shown in
Figs 2 and 3[ Complex 2a exhibits four doublets and four
triplets having equal intensities "Fig[ 2#[ The individual
proton resonances are assigned on the basis of their rela!
tive intensity\ spinÐspin structure and also with the help
of reported 0H NMR spectra of osmium azopyridine "L#
complexes ð30\31Ł[

A direct comparison of the 0H NMR spectrum of com!
plex 2a with that of the free L reveals the absence of H"6#
signal of the active phenyl ring in the ligand "L0?#\ which
is present in complex 2a[ Thus the transformed ligand L0?
in the complex 2a exhibits two doublets ðH"0# and H"3#Ł
and two triplets ðH"1# and H"2#Ł from the pyridine ring
and two doublets ðH"7# and H"00#Ł and two triplets ðH"8#
and H"09#Ł from the active phenyl ring\ which can
account for the observed eight proton signals having
equal intensities[ The absence of H"6# signal from the L0?
in complex 2a is of course due to the osmium mediated
thiolation at the CÐH"6# bond[ The spectrum shows dis!
tinct two doublets ðH"0# and H"7#Ł and two triplets ðH"1#
and H"09#Ł[ The other two doublets due to H"3# and
H"00# protons and two triplets due to H"2# and H"8#
protons are overlapped\ centered at 6[61 and 6[00 ppm
respectively which can be clearly understood from the
relative integration values "Fig[ 2#[

Since the 0H NMR spectrum displays only eight signals
corresponding to one thiolated ligand L0?\ it can therefore
be inferred\ that due to the presence of localized sym!
metry around the osmium center\ each half of the mol!
ecule is equivalent[ Thus the proton NMR spectrum
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Fig[ 2[ 0H NMR spectrum of ðOs"o!SC5H3N1NC4H3N#1Ł\ 2a in CDCl2[

suggests that the solid state structure of complex 2a is
also retained in the solution phase[

The aromatic region of the 0H NMR spectrum of com!
plex 2d is complicated due to presence of intimate mixture
of two isomers "3 and 4# in solution "Fig[ 3#[ However\
the well resolved methyl signals of both the isomers at
the up_eld region of the spectrum and the direct com!
parisons of the individual methyl intensities with those of
respective aromatic protons helped to assign the aromatic
protons[ Since in the complex 2d one methyl group is
present at the meta position of the active pendant phenyl
ring in both the ligands\ free rotation of the single bonded
meta substituted phenyl rings can develop the three poss!
ible isomers 3Ð5[ Due to molecular symmetry one methyl
signal is expected for each isomer 3 and 4 and two equally
intense methyl peaks for the isomer 5[ 0H NMR spectrum
of the complex 2d displays two distinct methyl peaks at
1[24 and 1[31 ppm\ respectively\ having intensity ratio 2]3
"Fig[ 3#[ In view of their unequal intensity distribution it
is believed that the isomers 3 and 4 are predominantly
present in solution[ A tentative assignment of the aro!
matic protons has been made by comparing the spectrum
of 2d with that of the complex 2a "Table 2#[ Except

for the H!0 proton all other pyridine protons "H3:H3?\
H2:H2?\ H1:H1?# appear together for both the isomers 3

and 4[ The large separation between the H!0 and H!0? is
not understandable[ The phenyl ring protons\ H!00:H00?\
H!8:H8? and H7? are appeared separately[ The triplet due
to H!09 proton of isomer 3 is merged with the H!2:2?
signals[

1[2[3[ 02C NMR spectra
02C NMR spectra "decoupled and coupled# of complex

2a were recorded in "CD2#1SO solvent\ spectra are shown
in Fig[ 4[ Chemical shifts and the coupling constant
values are depicted in Table 2[ The decoupled spectrum
displays distinct eleven peaks ðFig[ 4"a#Ł corresponding
to one ligand L0? which is due to the fact of symmetry
induced equivalent nature of each half of the molecule[
The corresponding coupled spectrum exhibits three sin!
glets and eight doublets ðFig[ 4"b#Ł[ 02C NMR spectrum
of the free ligand L0 should exhibit two singlets and nine
doublets[ Thus the conversion of one doublet of L ðC"6#Ł
to the singlet in the thiolated ligand L0? in 2a strongly
supports the activation of the C"6#ÐH bond of the phenyl
ring[ The individual carbon resonances have been
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Fig[ 3[ 0H NMR spectrum of ðOs"o!SC5H2"m!Me#N1NC4H3N#1Ł\ 2d in CDCl2[ Peaks due to isomer 3 are indicated by unprimed numbers and for 4

by primed ones[

assigned on the basis of corresponding 0H NMR spec!
trum[

1[3[ Electron!transfer properties

Electron!transfer properties of the complexes have
been studied in acetonitrile solvent within the potential
range 20[4V vs SCE using platinum working electrode[
Voltammograms are shown in Fig[ 5 and the reduction
potentials data are listed in Table 3[ The complexes exhi!
bit two oxidative responses "couple I and couple II# and
two reductive responses "couple III and couple IV# at the
positive and the negative sides of the SCE respectively[
The observed responses are assigned on the basis of fol!
lowing considerations[

1[3[0[ Couple I
Complexes show one reversible one!electron oxidation

process near 9[24V vs SCE "Table 3#[ The one!electron

nature of the couple I is con_rmed by constant!potential
coulometry "Table 3#[ This reversible couple is assigned
to the osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation process "eqn
1#[

ðOsIII"L?#1Ł¦¦e−
_ðOsII"L?#1Ł "1#

The oxidation potential of the osmium"II#Ðosmium!
"III#couple of the starting complex 0 appears near 0V vs
SCE ð28Ł[ Thus a 9[54V negative shift of the osmium"II#Ð
osmium"III# couple has been observed in going from
complex 0 to 2[ The strong p!acidic nature of the parent
azopyridine ligand L stabilizes the osmium"II# state in
the complexes\ 0 and that has been re~ected in the high
osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation potential "½0V# of
0[ The introduction of a thiolato "S−# group in complex
2 therefore destabilizes the bivalent Os"II# state as com!
pared to the starting complex 0[ This is possibly due to
the e}ect of soft s!donor thiol group in the coordination
sphere[
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Fig[ 4[ 02C NMR spectra of complex 2a in "CD2#1SO\ "a# decoupled and "b# coupled[

Fig[ 5[ Cyclic voltammograms of ½09−2 M solution of complex 2a in dichloromethane[

Table 3
Electrochemical data at 187 Ka

Complex OsIIIÐOsII couple I\ nb OsIVÐOsIII couple II\ Ligand reduction\
E187

9:"V# ðDEp "mV#Ł Epa
c:"V# E187

9:"V# ðDEp "mV#Ł

2a 9[25 "79# 0[96 9[88 −9[71 "009#\ − 0[39 "019#
2d 9[23 "89# 0[98 9[85 −9[73 "099#\ −0[33 "019#

a Conditions] solvent\ dichloromethane^ supporting electrolyte\ TBAP^ reference electrode\ SCE^ solute
concentration\ ½09−2 M^ working electrode\ platinum wire[

b n�Q:Q? for couple I\ where Q? is the calculated coulomb count for one e− transfer and Q is the
coulomb count found after exhaustive electrolysis of ½09−1 M solution of the complex[

c Epa values are considered due to the irreversible nature of the voltammograms[
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The low osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation potential
and the reversible nature of the couple indicate that under
the present ligand environment the corresponding tri!
valent osmium"III# congener might be stabilized[ The
coulometric oxidations of the complexes 2 near 9[4V vs
SCE in dichloromethane solvent result in reddish colored
trivalent species "2¦# which exhibit the cyclic vol!
tammograms identical to those of the starting complexes
2[ This may be due to the stereoretentative nature of the
oxidation process here[ The oxidized complexes 2¦ are
unstable even under N1 atmosphere and get decomposed
to the unidenti_ed brown colored product[ Chemical oxi!
dations of complexes 2 by aqueous ceric ammonium sul!
fate also result in the same red colored unstable trivalent
species "2¦# even at 162K[ In general thiol prefers to
stabilize the intermediate trivalent osmium"III# oxidation
state ð32Ł\ the instability of trivalent Os"III# congener
2¦ here could be due to the presence of strong p!acidic
azopyridine ligand core "L# ðwhich is a well known sta!
bilizer of bivalent osmium"II#Ł along with the S− donor[
Thus in the present complexes a unique balancing
between the e}ect of two opposite directionate groups\
thiol ðwhich has the general tendency to push the equi!
librium in the direction of osmium"III#Ł and the core
azopyridine ligand "L# ðwhich prefers to stabilize bivalent
osmium"II#Ł has taken place and which in turn develops
the moderately low!potential osmium"II# complexes hav!
ing azopyridine based ligand in contrast to the general
existence of high potential osmium azopyridine
complexes[ Complex 2 shows the lowest osmium"II#Ð
osmium"III# oxidation potential in an environment hav!
ing azopyridine ligand moiety[

We wish to note here that\ surprisingly\ osmium"II#
thiol complexes are not well established in spite of the
expected match between the soft osmium"II# and soft
sulfur donor ð32Ð35Ł[ Hence\ complex 2 represents an
authentic example of the osmium"II# thiol system[

1[3[1[ Couple II
Complex 2 displays a second irreversible oxidation

near 0V vs SCE "anodic peak potential\ Fig[ 5#[ The
corresponding cathodic peak has not been well de_ned
even at a higher scan rate "Fig[ 5#[ The one!electron
nature of the response has been established by comparing
its current height with that of the previously observed
experimentally "coulometrically# determined one!elec!
tron osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation process[ This
one!electron irreversible second oxidation could be due
to either osmium"III#Ðosmium"IV# oxidation or the oxi!
dation of the coordinated thiol function[ The parent com!
plex\ 0\ exhibits the irreversible osmium"III#Ðosmium"IV#
oxidation process at a potential of 0[7V which is ½9[7V
higher than the osmium"II#Ðosmium"III# oxidation
couple ð28Ł[ In complex 2 the potential separation
between the above two processes is 9[54V which is lower
than the observed potential di}erences between the two

successive oxidation processes ðOsIV:OsIIIÐOsIII:OsIIŁ in
many mononuclear osmium complexes ð36Ł[ Hence the
second irreversible oxidation may be due to the oxidation
of the coordinated thiols ð27Ł\ however\ the possibility of
the oxidation of osmium"III#:osmium"IV# cannot be
ruled out exclusively[

1[3[2[ Ligand reductions
Two one!electron successive reductions "couples III

and IV# have been observed at the negative side of SCE
"Table 3 and Fig[ 5# for both the complexes[ These are
assigned to the reductions of the coordinated azo "N1N#
groups "eqns[ 2 and 3#]

ðOsII"L?1Ł¦e−_ðOsII"L?#"L?−¾ #Ł−[ "2#

ðOsII"L?#"L?−¾ #Ł−¦e−
_ðOsII"L?−¾ #"L?−¾ #Ł1−[ "3#

The !N1N! function in the azopyridine ligand "L# is
known to be a potential electron transfer center and can
accept a maximum of two electrons ð40Ł[ Since two of
such kind of !N1N! groups are present in complex 2 and
LUMO "lowest unoccupied molecular orbital# is pri!
marily dominated by the !N1N! function\ four successive
one!electron azo reductions are therefore expected[ How!
ever\ in practice two !N1N! reductions "eqns "2# and "3#\
near −9[7 and −0[3V\ respectively# have been detected
within the speci_ed potential range[ Other two expected
reductions are not observed\ presumably due to solvent
cut o}[ Similar !N1N! reductions for the starting complex
0 have been observed near −9[5 and −9[74V\ respec!
tively[ Therefore an appreciable negative shift of ligand
reductions has been taken place while moving from the
complexes\ 0 to 2[ This is possibly due to the presence of
a thiol group ortho to the !N1N! function[

Complex 2 exhibits the lowest reduction potentials of
the azo function of coordinated azopyridine ligand[

The mechanism of this osmium metal!ion mediated
selective activation of the ortho carbonÐhydrogen bond
of the pendant phenyl ring of the ligand "L?# in complex
2\ is not clearly understood so far[ This may be primarily
due to the following two factors] "i# the reaction takes
place only at a higher temperature "boiling DMF# and
"ii# the reaction does not proceed with any tractable stable
intermediates[ However\ the following observations may
lead to understanding the reaction pathway to a reason!
able extent] "i# the reaction is highly sensitive to the elec!
tronic nature of the substituents present in the active
phenyl ring\ "ii# the reaction is strictly dependent on the
speci_c position of the substituent in the phenyl ring with
respect to the active ortho!CÐH bond and "iii# high boiling
polar solvent is essential to carry out the reaction[

It is observed that the presence of an electron donating
methyl group at the ortho and para positions of the
phenyl ring with respect to the activation positions "C!6
and C!00# can facilitate the reaction[ Since the meta
methyl "C!7# group "B# can only satisfy the above require!
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ments\ the starting complex 0d therefore results in an
isomeric mixture of thiolated complexes "2d# "isomers 3

and 4# where both the active sites C!6 "ortho with respect
to C!7 methyl group# and C!00 "para with respect to C!7
methyl group# have been thiolated[ The other two methyl
positions in the pendant phenyl ring such as C!6 "A# and
C!8 "C# are basically meta with respect to the activation
points C!6 and C!00\ thus

failed to show any such reactions[The above experimental
observation therefore indicates that an optimum electron
density at the activation point"s# "C!6 and:or C!00# is
necessary to carry out the reaction[ Since the methyl
group is an ortho\ para orientated electron donating func!
tion\ therefore its meta position "A and C# with respect
to C!6 and C!00 cannot help to achieve the required
electron density at the activation sites[ The presence of
an electron withdrawing chloride group at any position
of the phenyl ring "ortho or meta or para# has altogether
failed to carry out the reaction[ This is due to the fact that
chloride group being an electron withdrawing function
cannot help the active points "C!6 and C!00# to have the
necessary electron density by any means[

In view of the required high electron density at the
activation point it may be considered that the attack of
an electrophile at the active site is the possible _rst step
of the activation process[ We therefore logically assume
that the reaction here proceeds via the reactive ortho!
metallated species\ D "Scheme 0# where the metal ion acts
as an electrophile[ Orthometallations from the pendant
phenyl ring of azobenzene ð38Ł\ azopyridine ð49Ł\ azo!
phenol ð40Ł\ azobenzene ether ð40Ł\ azobenzene thioether

Scheme 0[

ð41Ł\ iminobenzene ð42Ł and iminophenol ð43Ł have been
documented in literature[ The assumed fourmembered
orthometallated intermediate "D# is expected to be reac!
tive from thermodynamic point of view and which in turn
may be responsible for its invisible existence[ Insertion of
sulfur "generated by the cleavage of CÐS bond of
xanthate\ 1# into the reactive osmiumÐcarbon bond may
lead to the thiolated product 2[ Insertion of small mol!
ecules into the metalÐcarbon bond is known ð44Ł[

In the starting complex\ 0\ pyridine and azo nitrogens
are mutually trans and cis\ respectively\ placing the active
phenyl rings far away from the leaving bromide groups
"structure con_rmed crystallographically earlier ð21Ł#[
However\ in the _nal product 2 pyridine and azo nitro!
gens are in cis and trans con_gurations\ respectively[ Thus
a severe molecular rearrangement has been taken place
on conversion of 0 to 2[ This reorganization is possibly
essential to carry out the reaction since this molecular
transformation can allow the pendant phenyl rings to
come closer to the leaving bromide groups which on the
other hand facilitates the formation of D "Scheme 0#[ In
view of the requirements of close proximity of the pen!
dant phenyl rings and the leaving bromide groups the
reaction was tested with the other existing ccc "ccc mean!
ing cisÐcisÐcis with respect to bromides\ pyridine and azo
nitrogens\ respectively# isomer of the starting complexes\
0\ where one phenyl ring is closed to one bromide group[
Unfortunately instead of reacting directly with the thi!
olating agent 1 the ccc isomer initially gets converted to
the thermodynamically most stable ctc isomer in boiling
DMF solvent and which eventually results in the thi!
olated product 2 as expected[ This internal geometrical
reorganization during the course of the reaction may
account for the need of drastic conditions "boiling DMF
temperature# for the reaction[

2[ Conclusions

The main results of this research will now be summa!
rized\ we have observed osmium ion!mediated direct and
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selective activation of the CÐH bond of the pendant phe!
nyl ring of L and the cleavage of the carbonÐsulfur bond
of the xanthate molecule[ The CÐH bond activation pro!
cess here eventually leads to the facile one!pot synthesis
of coordinated aromatic thiols[ Selective nature of the
activation process facilitates the formation of isomeric
complexes[ The activation process is highly dependent on
the nature of the substrate\ thiolating agent and solvent[

The introduction of thiol "S−# group in the strong p!
acidic neutral azopyridine ligand "L# destabilizes the
metal t1g orbital to a great extent which in turn decreases
the osmium"III#:osmium"II# reduction potential by
¼9[54V and shifts the dp"OsII#:ligand LUMO MLCT
band to the lower energy region compared to the starting
complex\ 0[ The complexes are susceptible to undergo
various kinds of fascinating second!stage reactions par!
ticularly at the coordinated sulfur sites[

3[ Experimental

3[0[ Materials

Osmium tetraoxide was obtained from Johnson
Matthey\ London[ The ligands "L0ÐL6# have been syn!
thesized by reacting appropriate nitrosobenzene with the
1!amino pyridine following the reported procedure ð45Ł[
The starting complex\ 0\ was prepared by following the
reported procedure ð28Ł[ Potassium salts of xanthates\
KðSC"S#OR?Ł "R?�Me\ Et\ nPr\ iPr\ nBu\ iBu or benzyl#
"Ref ð46Ł[ and references cited therein#\ NaðS1P"OEt#1Ł
and NaðS1PPh1Ł ð47Ł were prepared according to the
reported procedures[ Other chemicals and solvents were
reagent grade used as received[ Silica gel "59Ð019 mesh#
used for chromatography was of BDH quality[ For
spectroscopic:electrochemical studies HPLC!grade
solvents were used[ Commercial tetrabutylammonium
bromide was converted into pure tetra!
butylammoniumperchlorate by an available procedure
ð48Ł[ Dinitrogen gas was puri_ed by successive bubbling
through alkaline dithionite and concentrated sulfuric
acid[

3[1[ Physical measurements

Solution electrical conductivity was checked using a
Systronic conductivity bridge!249[ Electronic spectra
"0099Ð199# were recorded using a Shimadzu!UV!059A
spectrophotometer\ Fourier!transform IR spectra on a
Nicolet spectrophotometer with samples prepared as KBr
pellets[ Magnetic susceptibility was measured with a PAR
vibrating!sample magnetometer[ The 0H and 02C NMR
spectra were obtained with a 299MHz Varian Fourier!
transform spectrometer[ Cyclic voltammetric measure!
ments were earned out using a PAR model 251 scanning!
potentiostat electrochemistry system[ A platinum!wire

working electrode\ a platinum!wire auxiliary electrode
and an aqueous saturated calomel reference electrode
"SCE# were used in a three!electrode con_guration[ A
PAR model 168 digital coulometer was used for coul!
ometry[ The supporting electrolyte was NBu3ClO3 and
solute concentration ¼09−2 M[ The half!wave potential
E187

9 was set equal to 9[4"Epa¦Epc#\ where Epa and Epc are
the anodic and cathodic peak potentials respectively[ The
scan rate used was 49mV s−0[ All electrochemical experi!
ments were carried out under dinitrogen atmosphere[
Electrochemical data were collected at 187K and are
uncorrected for the junction potential[ The elemental
analysis "C\ H\ N# were carried out with a Carlo Erba
"Italy# elemental analyzer[

3[2[ Preparation of complexes

3[2[0[ OsII"o!SC5H3N1NC4H3N#1\ 2a
The complex ctc!OsII"L0#1 Br1\ 0a "099mg\ 9[03mmol#

was dissolved in 14ml of DMF under warm conditions[
To this\ solution the potassium salt of ethyl xanthate
"34mg\ 9[17mmol# was added[ The mixture was heated to
re~ux for 0 h[ The initial blueÐviolet color of 0a gradually
changed to light green[ The solvent was then removed
under reduced pressure[ The dried product was dissolved
in small volume of dichloromethane and puri_ed by using
a silica gel "59Ð019mesh# column[ A light green band
was eluted with dichloromethaneÐacetonitrile "09]0#[ The
light green solution was collected and evaporation of the
solvents under reduced pressure a}orded a crystalline
solid[ Finally the product was recrystallized from dichlo!
romethanehexane "0]7#[ The yield was 45mg "54)#[

3[2[1[ OsII"o!SC5H2"m!Me#N1NC4H3N#1\ 2d
The complex 2d was prepared by following the above

method except for the re~ux time[ Here only 9[4 h was
required to complete the reaction[ The yield was 89)[

3[3[ X!ray structure determination

X!ray quality crystals "9[4×9[2×9[1mm2# of
ðOs"L0?#1Ł\ 2a\ were obtained by slow di}usion of dichlo!
romethane solution of the complex into hexane[ Cell par!
ameters were determined by least!squares _ts of 14
machine centered re~ections[ Data were collected over
the 1u range 1Ð49 on an Enraf!Nonius CAD3!Mach
di}ractometer "184K# with graphite!monochromated
Mo!Ka radiation "l�9[60962A� #[ Signi_cant crystal data
and data collection parameters are listed in Table 4[ Three
standard re~ections were measured every hour to monitor
instrument and crystal stability[ No signi_cant intensity
reduction was observed in the exposure of X!ray radi!
ation[ Data were corrected for Lorentz!polarization
e}ects and absorption "azimuthal scans#[ Of the 3060
re~ections collected 2587 were unique and 1869 re~ec!
tions satisfying F×5[9s"F# were used for structure solu!
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Table 4
Crystallographic data for Os"SC5H3N1NC4H3N#1\ 2a

Chemical formula C11H05N5S1Os
fw 507[633
Space group P10:n
a "A� # 03[917"6#
b "A� # 00[265"1#
c "A� # 03[002"6#
b "># 000[39"2#
V "A� 2# 1985[8"0[5#
Z 3
T "K# 184
l "A� # 9[60962
rcalcd "g cm−2# 1[925
m "mm−0# 5[20
Ra 9[933
RW

b 9[938

aR�S==F9=−=Fc==:S=F9=[
bRw�ðSw"=F9=−=Fc=#1:w=F9=1Ł0:1\ v−0�s1"=F9=#¦9[9994=F9=1[

tion by the direct method and successive di}erence
Fourier syntheses[ The XTAL 2[1 program package ð59Ł
was used for calculations utilizing a 375 DX personal
computer "PLC\ India# operating at 55mHz under MS!
DOS version 4[ Re_nement was done by the full!matrix
least!squares method[ All non!hydrogen atoms were
re_ned anisotropically[ Hydrogen atoms were calculated
assuming ideal geometries of the atom concerned[

4[ Supporting information available

Atomic coordinates and isotropic displacement par!
ameters\ full listings of the bond distances\ bond angles\
anisotropic displacement parameters\ a summary of
structure determination data and a listing of observed
and calculated structure factors are available from the
author[ Ordering information is given on any current
masthead page[
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Abstract

A group of six ruthenium"III# complexes of type ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł\ where acac�acetylacetonate anion and L�1!"arylazo#!3!
methylphenolate anion or 0!"phenylazo#!1!naphtholate anion\ have been synthesized and characterized[ Structural characterization
of a representative complex\ where L�0!"phenylazo#!1!naphtholate anion\ shows that the azophenolate ligands are coordinated as
N\O!donor ligands forming six!membered chelate rings[ The complexes are paramagnetic "low!spin d4\ S�0:1# and show rhombic
ESR spectra in 0]0 dichloromethaneÐtoluene solution at 66 K[ In carbon tetrachloride solution\ these complexes show intense LMCT
transitions in the visible region together with weak ligand!_eld transitions in the near!IR region[ All the complexes display two cyclic
voltammetric responses\ a ruthenium"III#Ðruthenium"IV# oxidation in the range of 9[72 to 0[92 V vs SCE and a ruthenium"III#Ð
ruthenium"II# reduction in the range of −9[13 to −9[41 V vs SCE[ Formal potentials of both the couples correlate linearly with the
Hammett constant of the para substituent in the arylazo fragment of the 1!"arylazo#!3!methylphenolate ligand[ The ruthenimn"IV#
and ruthenium"II# congeners of the ðRuIII"acac#"L#1Ł complexes have been generated by chemical or electrochemical methods and
they have been characterized by electronic spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Ruthenium^ 1!"arylazo#phenolates^ Synthesis^ Structure^ Reactivities

0[ Introduction

The chemistry of ruthenium has been a center of
immense interest ð0Ł\ largely because of the fascinating
reactivities exhibited by its complexes[ It is the nature of
the ligands\ which surround the metal\ that dictates the
properties of the complexes[ Coordination of ruthenium
by ligands of di}erent types is of signi_cant importance
in this respect[ In the present work\ which has originated
from our interest in the chemistry of ruthenium in di}er!
ent coordination environments ð1Ł\ we have used 1!"ary!
lazo# phenols "0# as the principal ligand[ The interest
behind the choice of these ligands is two!fold[ Firstly\ it
contains two potential donor sites\ viz[ azo nitrogen and
phenolate oxygen\ which are of opposite natures[ The
azo group has a strong p!acid character and coordination
by azo nitrogen stabilizes ruthenium in the lower oxi!
dation states ð2Ł\ while phenolate oxygen is a hard base
and coordination by it is known to stabilize the higher
oxidation states of the same metal ð3Ł[ Secondly\ these

� Corresponding author[

ligands display di}erent coordination modes upon com!
plex formation[ The 1!"arylazo#phenol ligands are known
to coordinate metal ions usually as a bidentate N\O!
donor\ via dissociation of the phenolic proton\ forming
a six!membered chelate ring "1# ð4Ł[ However\ we have
recently observed that they also form _ve!membered che!
late ring "2# under sterically forced conditions ð5Ł[ These
ligands are also known to coordinate metal ions as
dianionic tridentate C\N\O!donors "3# a}ording organ!
ometallic complexes ð6Ł[ It may be mentioned here that
the ruthenium chemistry of these ligands has not been
much explored ð7Ł[ Herein\ we have restricted our studies
to some bis!1!"arylazo#phenolate complexes of
ruthenium\ where acetylacetonate anion has served as the
coligand[ The synthesis of a series of mixed tris
complexes\ their characterization including structure
determination and their reactivities are described in this
paper[ Six 1!"arylazo#phenols\ which are abbreviated in
general as HL\ where H stands for dissociable phenolic
proton\ have been used in the present study[ Speci_c
abbreviations are shown in structure 4[ In the 1!"arylazo#!
3!methylphenols\ the substituent R is systematically
varied in order to study their in~uence on the redox
properties of the complexes[
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1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials

Commercial ruthenium trichloride\ purchased from
Arora Matthey\ Calcutta\ India was converted to
RuCl2 = 2H1O by repeated evaporation with concentrated
hydrochloric acid[ ðRu"acac#2Ł "acac�acetyl!
acetonate ion# was prepared by following a reported pro!
cedure ð8Ł[ The 1!"arylazo#phenol ligands were prepared
by coupling diazotized anilines with p!cresol or b!naph!
thol[ Puri_cation of acetonitrile and preparation of tetra!
ethylammonium perchlorate for electrochemical work
were performed as before ð1Ł[ All other chemicals and
solvents were reagent grade commercial materials and
were used as received[

1[1[ Physical measurements

Microanalyses "C\ H\ N# were performed using a Per!
kin!Elmer 139C elemental analyzer[ IR spectra were
obtained on a Perkin!Elmer 672 spectrometer with sam!
ples prepared as KBR pellets[ Electronic spectra were
recorded on Hitachi U 2490 and Shimadzu UV 139 spec!
trophotometers[ Magnetic susceptibilities were measured
using a PAR 044 Vibrating sample magnetometer[ X!
band ESR spectra were recorded on a Varian E!098C
spectrometer _tted with a quartz Dewar for measure!
ments at 66K "liquid nitrogen# and the spectra were
calibrated with DPPH "`�1[9926#[ Electrochemical
measurements were made using a PAR model 162 Potent!
iostat[ A platinum disc working electrode "of area
9[91 cm1#\ a platinum wire auxiliary electrode and an
aqueous saturated calomel reference electrode "SCE#
were used in a three electrode con_guration[ A platinum!
wire gauge working electrode was used in the coulometric
experiments[ Dinitrogen gas was puri_ed by successively
bubbling it through alkaline dithionite and concentrated
sulphuric acid[ All electrochemical experiments were per!
formed under a dinitrogen atmosphere and elec!
trochemical data were collected at 187K and are
uncorrected for junction potentials[ A RE 9978 XÐY
recorder was used to trace the voltammograms[

1[2[ Preparations

The ðRu"acae#"L#1Ł complexes were synthesized fol!
lowing a general procedure[ Speci_c details for one com!
plex are given in next section[

1[2[0[ ðRu"acac#"ap!H#1Ł
ðRu"acac#2Ł "099mg\ 9[14mmol# and Hap!H "219mg\

0[4mmol# were taken in 19 cm2 ethylbenzoate[ The mix!
ture was heated at 059>C with continuous passage of
nitrogen to remove the volatile acetylacetone[ Heating
was continued for 5 h and the colour of the solution

gradually became brown[ The solvent was then evap!
orated under reduced pressure[ The crude product was
dissolved in hexane and was subjected to chro!
matography on a silica gel "59Ð019 mesh# column[ On
elution with hexane and 1]0 hexane]benzene mixture as
eluent\ yellow and light red bands came out and were
rejected[ With a 0]3 hexane]benzene mixture as the next
eluent\ a deep brown band came out[ This was collected
and evaporation of the eluate gave ðRu"acac#"ap!H#1Ł as
a dark brown microcrystalline solid[ The yield was 54)
"091mg#[

1[2[1[ ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł
ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł was prepared using the same above

procedure with slight modi_cation in the puri_cation
method[ The crude sample was dissolved in a minimum
amount of dichloromethane and chromatographed
through a silica gel column[ Initial yellow and faint red
bands\ which came out with hexane and a 2]0 hexane]
benzene mixture as eluents\ were rejected[ With 1]0 hexane]
benzene as the eluent\ a deep brown band came out and
was collected[ Evaporation of the eluate gave the pure
compound[ The yield was 57) "008mg#[

1[3[ Crystallography

Single crystals of ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł were grown by
slow evaporation of a 0]0 acetoneÐisopropanol solution
of the complex[ Selected crystal data and data collection
parameters are given in Table 0[ Data were collected
on a Siemens Smart CCD di}ractometer using graphite!
monochromated Mo!Ka radiation "l�9[60962A� # by uÐ
1u scans[ The standard re~ections\ used to check the
crystal stability towards X!ray exposure\ showed no sig!

Table 0
Crystallographic data for ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł

Empirical formula C26H18N3O3Ru
fw 583[60
Space group P10:n
a "A� # 00[8512"1#
b "A� # 02[6706"1#
c "A� # 08[4414"2#
a "># 89
b "># 092[363"0#
g "># 89
V "A� 2# 2023[61"7#
Z 3
rcalc "mg m−0# 0[361
l "A� # 9[60962
Crystal size "mm# 9[19×9[97×9[94
T "K# 184"1#
m "mm−0# 9[437
R0 9[9378
wR1 9[9763
GOF 0[943
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ni_cant intensity variation over the entire course of data
collection[ X!ray data reduction and structure solution
and re_nement were done using the NRCVAX package[
The structure was re_ned by full!matrix least!squares on
F1[ Final cycles of re_nement converged with discrepancy
indices of R0�9[9378 and wR1�9[9763[

2[ Results and discussion

Reaction of the 1!"arylazo#phenol ligands "HL# with
tris!"acetylacetonato# ruthenium"III# a}orded bis!com!
plexes of type ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł where two acetylacetonate
ligands were replaced by the 1!"arylazo#phenolate ligands
while one acetylacetonate is still retained[ Formation of
similar mixed ligand tris chelates\ via incomplete dis!
sociation of acetylacetonates from ðM"acac#2Ł\ is known
for ruthenium ð09Ł as well as other metals ð00Ł[ Elemental
"C\ H\ N# analytical data "Table 1# of these ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł
complexes are in good agreement with their compo!
sitions[ As acetylacetonate is a bidentate ligand and

Table 1
Microanalytical\ magnetic moment and electronic spectral data of the ðRuIII"acac#"L#1Ł complexes

Compound Microanalytical dataa ")# me} Electronic spectral datab l "nm# "o\ M−0 cm−0#
"BM#

C H N

ðRu"acac#"ap!OCH2#1Ł 46[7 "47[0# 3[7 "3[7# 7[9 "7[1# 0[82 197 "62399#\ 149c "20999#\ 234 "06499#\ 316 "03999#\
620c "1399#\ 0119 "103#\ 0449c "098#

ðRu"acac#"ap!CH2#1Ł 59[4 "59[8# 4[9 "4[0# 7[4 "7[5# 0[76 109 "28999#\ 149c "14299#\ 205 "06299#\ 311 "00299#\
579c "1299#\ 0159 "110#\ 0560c "022#

ðRu"acac#"ap!H#1Ł 59[3 "48[7# 3[8 "3[6# 8[0 "8[9# 0[89 101 "32299#\ 141c "1399#\ 291 "19099#\ 315 "00599#\
573c "1099#\ 0225 "082#\ 0699c "014#

ðRu"acac#"ap!Cl#1Ł 42[0 "42[7# 2[6 "2[8# 7[9 "7[0# 0[74 107 "22199#\ 145c "10999#\ 183 "08999#\ 325 "00099#\
695c "1099#\ 0129 "040#\ 0507c "70#

ðRu"acac#"ap!NO1#1Ł 41[5 "41[1# 3[9 "2[7# 00[8 "00[7# 0[78 109 "27399#\ 141c "11299#\ 219 "19599#\ 342 "8999#\
633c "0399#\ 0299 "72#\ 0699 "46#

ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł 53[3 "53[9# 3[1 "3[1# 7[2 "7[0# 0[89 117 "55199#\ 159c "28099#\ 205 "16299#\ 269 "05699#\
354 "06999#\ 797c "0899#\ 0324 "235#\ 0899 "182#

aCalculated values are in parentheses[
bIn carbon tetrachloride solution[
cShoulder[

ruthenium is usually octahedrally coordinated\ this indi!
cates that the 1!"arylazo#phenolates are coordinated as
bidentate ligands "as in 1 or 2#[ As the 1!"ary!
lazo#phenolates are unsymmetrical bidentate ligands\ the
ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł complexes may\ in principle\ exist in three
di}erent geometrical isomeric forms "5\ 6 and 7#[

Molecular structure of a representative complex\ viz[
ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł has been solved by X!ray crys!
tallography[ The structure is shown in Fig[ 0 and selected
bond distances and angles are given in Table 2[ The 0!
"phenylazo#naphtholate ligands are coordinated as
bidentate N\O!donor ligand forming six!membered che!
late rings "as in 1# with a bite angle of ½89>[ The coor!
dination sphere around ruthenium is N1O3 which is
slightly distorted from ideal octahedral geometry as
re~ected in the bond angles[ The azo nitrogens occupied
trans positions and the phenolate oxygens\ cis positions[
Therefore\ structure determination shows that ðRu "acac#
"an!H#1Ł has structure 5[ The reason for the nitrogens to
be in the trans position is probably steric in nature[ A
bulky phenyl group is linked to this nitrogen and rotation
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of this ring around the CÐN bond is allowed[ With two
such nitrogens in the cis positions "as in 6 and 7#\ severe
steric interaction between these phenyl rings appears to
be highly probable[ The RuÐN and RuÐO distances are
as usually observed in complexes of ruthenium"III# ð3bŁ[
The azo NÐN distances in ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł are longer
than uncoordinated azo "N1N# distances ð01Ł[ However\
they are similar to those observed in other structurally
characterised azo complexes of trivalent ruthenium
ð6\02Ł[ The phenolic CÐO distances are also quite normal
ð3b\6Ł[ The bond distances in the Ru"acae# fragment com!
pare well with those found in other complexes containing
the RuIII"acac# moiety ð03a\03bŁ[ As the properties of all
six ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł complexes are similar "vide infra#\ the
other _ve ðRu "acac#"L#1Ł complexes are assumed to have
a similar structure as ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł[

Infrared spectra of the ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł complexes are
very similar[ Each shows many vibrations of di}erent
intensities below 0699 cm−0[ No attempt has been made
for individual band assignment[ However\ comparison
with the infrared spectrum of ðRu"acac#2Ł shows the pres!
ence of additional vibrations in the spectra of ðRu
"acac#"L#1Ł complexes\ which are indicative of the pres!
ence of 1!"arylazo#phenolate ligands[ The ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł
complexes are soluble in common organic solvents like
acetonitrile\ acetone\ hexane\ carbon tetrachloride\ etc[\

Fig[ 0[ View of the ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł molecule[

producing solutions with di}erent shades of brown[ Elec!
tronic spectra of these complexes were recorded in carbon
tetrachloride solution[ Spectral data are displayed in
Table 1 and a selected spectrum is shown in Fig[ 1[ The
spectral properties of all six complexes are similar[ Each
complex shows several intense absorptions in the visible
region which are probably due to ligand!to!metal charge!
transfer transitions[ They also show two weak transitions
in the near!IR region\ the origin of which will be discussed
below[

Magnetic susceptibility measurements show that the
ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł complexes are one!electron paramagnetic
"Table 1#\ which is in accordance with the ¦2 state of
ruthenium "low!spin d4\ S�0:1# in these complexes[ ESR
spectra of the ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł complexes were recorded
in a 0]0 dichloromethaneÐtoluene solution at 66K[ A
representative spectrum is shown in Fig[ 2[ Each complex
shows a rhombic spectrum with three distinct g!values
"Table 3#[ However\ all the spectra may be regarded as
pseudo!axial\ consisting of two very closely spaced signals
"g0 and g1\ rhombic component of g_# and a rather iso!
lated signal "g2\ g> in the axial case#[ Hence the axial
distortion "D# that splits the t1 level into a and e
components\ is expected to be much larger than the rhom!
bic distortion "V# which splits e[ This splitting pattern is
illustrated as an inset in Fig[ 2[ Spin!orbit coupling causes
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Table 2
Selected bond distances and bond angles for ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł

Bond distances "A� #
RuÐO"0# 0[862"1# C"23#ÐO"2# 0[Ð166"3#
RuÐO"1# 0[862"1# C"23#ÐC"24# 0[279"5#
RuÐO"2# 1[908"1# C"24#ÐC"25# 0[271"5#
RuÐO"3# 1[913"1# C"25#ÐO"3# 0[179"3#
RuÐN"0# 1[925"2#
RuÐN"2# 1[926"2#

Bond angles ">#
O"1#ÐRuÐO"2# 067[03"8#
O"0#ÐRuÐO"3# 064[52"09#
N"0#ÐRuÐN"2# 068[24"00#
O"0#ÐRuÐO"1# 84[53"09# O"2#ÐRuÐN"0# 77[65"09#
O"0#ÐRuÐO"2# 74[38"8# O"3#ÐRuÐN"0# 80[55"09#
O"1#ÐRuÐO"3# 77[27"09# O"0#ÐRuÐN"2# 78[37"09#
O"2#ÐRuÐO"3# 89[42"09# O"1#ÐRuÐN"2# 78[71"8#
O"0#ÐRuÐN"0# 89[97"09# O"2#ÐRuÐN"2# 80[57"8#
O"1#ÐRuÐN"0# 78[64"09# O"3#ÐRuÐN"2# 77[70"09#

Fig[ 1[ Electronic spectra of ðRuIII"acac#"ap!H#1Ł "***\ in carbon tetrachloride solution#\ ðRuII"acac#"ap!H#1Ł
− "! ! !\ in acetonitrile solution# and

ðRuIV"acac#1"ap!H#1Ł
¦ "Ð= Ð\ in acetonitrile solution#[

further changes in the energy gaps[ Two electronic tran!
sitions "transition energies DE0 and DE1^ DE0³DE1# are
therefore possible within these three levels[ All the energy
parameters have been computed "Table 3# using the
observed g!values\ g!tensor theory of low!spin d4 com!
plexes ð04a\04bŁ and a reported method ð05Ł[ The axial
distortion is indeed much larger than the rhombic one
for all the six complexes[ Taking the spin!orbit coupling
constant "l# of complexed ruthenium"III# to be 0999 cm−0

ð05Ł\ the DE0 and DE1 transitions are expected to appear
near 5999 and 7999 cm−0\ respectively[ Both transitions
were experimentally observed\ at energies very close to
the theoretically predicted values "Table 3#\ as two rela!
tively weak absorptions "Table 1\ Fig[ 1#[ The ESR data

analysis thus indicates that the ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł complexes
are distorted from ideal octahedral geometry\ as also
observed from the X!ray structure determination of
ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł[

Electron!transfer properties of the ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł com!
plexes were studied in acetonitrile solution "9[0M TEAP#
by cyclic voltammetry[ Voltammetric data are presented
in Table 4 and a selected voltammogram is shown in Fig[
3[ Each complex shows two voltammetric responses\ one
oxidative response on the positive side of SCE and
another reductive response on the negative side\ which
are respectively assigned to the ruthenium"III#Ð
ruthenium"IV# and ruthenium"III#Ðruthenimn"II#
couples "eqs[ "0# and "1##[
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Table 3
ESR g!valuesa and derived parametersb of the ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł complexes

Compound g0 g1 g2 D:l V:l DE0:l
c DE1:l

c

ðRu"acac#"ap!OCH2#1Ł 1[030 1[006 0[827 5[65 9[76 5[14 "5[34# 6[49 "7[19#
ðRu"acac#"ap!CH2#1Ł 1[041 1[019 0[827 5[72 0[00 5[12 "4[87# 6[55 "6[83#
ðRu"acac#"ap!H#1Ł 1[041 1[013 0[839 5[82 0[99 5[26 "4[77# 6[62 "6[37#
ðRu"acac#"ap!Cl#1Ł 1[055 1[003 0[827 5[83 0[74 5[91 "5[07# 7[97 "7[02#
ðRu"acac#"ap!NO1#1Ł 1[030 1[003 0[830 5[84 0[94 5[26 "4[77# 6[66 "6[58#
ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł 1[050 1[006 0[828 5[82 0[45 5[03 "4[15# 6[84 "5[86#

aIn 0]0 dichloromethaneÐtoluene solution at 66 K[
bSpin!orbit coupling constant "l# for complexed Ru"III# is ½0999 cm−0[
cThe experimentally observed values "see Table 1# are given in parentheses[

Fig[ 2[ ESR spechm of ðRu"acac#"ap!CH2#1Ł in 0]0 dichlo!
romethane]toluene at 66 K[

Table 4
Cyclic voltammetric dataa

Compound E0:1 "V# "DEp\ mV#

RuII:RuIII RuIII:RuIV

ðRu"acac#"ap!OCH2#1Ł −9[41"59# 9[76"69#
ðRu"acac#"ap!CH2#1Ł −9[49"69# 9[78"59#
ðRu"acac#"ap!H#1Ł −9[36"59# 9[80"59#
ðRu"acac#"ap!Cl#1Ł −9[30"69# 9[84"59#
ðRu"acac#"ap!NO1#1Ł −9[20"59# 0[92"69#
ðRu"acac#"an!H#1Ł −9[13"59# 9[72"59#

aConditions] solvent\ acetonitrile^ supporting electrolyte\ TEAP
"9[0 M#^ working electrode\ platinum^ auxiliary electrode\ platinum]
reference electrode\ SCE] solute concentration\ ½09−2 M^
E0:1�9[4"Epa¦Epc#\ where Epa and Epc are anodic and cathodic peak
potentials^ DEp�Epa−Epc^ scan rate 49 mV S−0[

ðRuIII"acac#"L#1Łgh ðRuIV"acac#"L#1Ł¦¦e− "0#

ðRuIII"acac#"L#1Ł¦e−
gh ðRuII"acac#"L#1Ł− "1#

Both responses are reversible with a peak!to!peak sep!
aration of 59Ð69mV[ The one!electron nature of these
couples are established by constant potential coulometry
"vide infra#[ It may be noted here that the ruthenium"III#Ð
ruthenium"IV# and ruthenium"III#Ðruthenium"II# poten!
tials of these ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł complexes are much lower
than those in the ðRu"bpy#"L#1Ł "bpy�1\1?!bipyridine#
complexes ð7cŁ\ which is due to the hard nature of the
acetylacetonate oxygens compared to the soft nitrogens in
bpy[

Potentials of both the ruthenium"III#Ðruthenium"II#
and ruthenimn"III#Ðruthenium"IV# couples in these
ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł "L�the 1!"arylazo#!3!methylphenolate
ligands# complexes are found to be sensitive to the nature
of the substituent R[ With increasing electron!with!
drawing character of R\ the formal potentials "E0:1# of
both couples increase[ The plot of the E0:1 values vs 1s

"where s is the Hammett constant of R ð06Ł# are linear
"Fig[ 4#[ The slope of these lines\ which is known as the
reaction constant r ð07Ł and is a measure of the sensitivity
of E0:1 with R\ is 9[97 for the ruthenium"III#Ð
ruthenium"IV# couple and 9[09 for the ruthenium"III#Ð
ruthenium"II# couple[ It is clear from these plots that the
ruthenium"III#Ðruthenium"II# couple is more in~uenced
by R compared to the ruthenium"III#Ðruthenium"IV#
couple[ It is also interesting to note that a single substitu!
ent\ which is six bonds away from the electroactive metal
center\ can in~uence the metal!centred redox potentials
in a predictable manner[

From the reversible nature of both ruthenium"III#Ð
ruthenium"IV# and ruthenium"III#Ðruthenium"II#
couples\ it appeared that both the oxidized species\
i[e[ðRuIV"acac#"L#1Ł¦ and the reduced species\ i[e[ðRuII

"acac#"L#1Ł−\ might be stable on longer time scales[ To
investigate this\ ðRu"acac#"L#1Ł was coulometrically oxi!
dized near 0[1V vs SCE[ The oxidations have been
smooth and quantitative with n½0 ðn"number of electron
transfer#�Qf:Qc\ where Qc�calculated Coulomb count
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Fig[ 3[ Cyclic voltammogram of ðRu"acae#"ap!NO1#1Ł in acetonitrile solution "9[0 M TEAP# at a scan rate of 49 mV S−0[

Table 5
Electronic spectral dataa of the ðRuII"acac#"L#1Ł

− and ðRuIV"acac#"L#1Ł
¦ complexes l "nm# "o\ M−0 cm−0#

L ðRuII"acac#"L#1Ł
− ðRuIV"acac#"L#1Ł

¦

ap!OCH2 129 "89699#\ 219b "11399#\ 393 "06399#\ 414 "00799#\ 693b "4299# 101 "35799#\ 149b "18999#\ 233 "05599#\ 313 "03499#\ 579b

"1299#
ap!CH2 121 "095099#\ 297b "14099#\ 399 "05399#\ 429 "00699#\ 699b "4599# 101 "35799#\ 141b "17199#\ 205 "08499#\ 319 "02399#\ 541b

"1599#
ap!H 114 "089999#\ 293b "11199#\ 397 "00399#\ 439 "7199#\ 697b "2599# 101 "62099#\ 149b "28399#\ 293 "18999#\ 313 "04599#\ 545b

"2299#
ap!Cl 117 "09399#\ 173b "27599#\ 285 "06499#\ 421 "04299#\ 693b "6299# 101 "45199#\ 141b "20499#\ 299 "13299#\ 313 "04999#\ 579b

"2699#
ap!NO1 129 "091599#\ 181b "13199#\ 399 "02499#\ 437 "7499#\ 639b "3299# 101 "51699#\ 137 "32399#\ 185 "25499#\ 339b "06099#\ 621b

"2799#
an!H 121 "82199#\ 293 "22999#\ 279 "11499#\ 445 "06199#\ 619b "6299# 105 "59999#\ 149b "26899#\ 299b "05699#\ 253 "05699#\ 359

"04399#\ 645b "0899#

aIn acetonitrile solution[
bShoulder[

and Qf�observed Coulomb countŁ\ a}ording yellowish!
brown solutions of ðRuIV"aeac#"L#1Ł¦[ These solutions
show identical cyclic voltammograms as their respective
precursors\ the only exception being the ruthenium"III#Ð
ruthenium"IV# couple appears as a reductive response[
The same oxidations were achieved chemically by a solu!
tion of Ce3¦ in 0M HClO3[ Electronic spectra of the
ðRuIV"acac#"L#1Ł¦ complexes in acetonitrile solution show
several intense absorptions in the visible and UV region
"Table 5\ Fig[ 1#[ Chemical or electrochemical reduction
of the oxidized complexes gives the ðRuIII"acac#"L#1Ł com!
plexes\ identi_ed by their characteristic electronic spectra[

Coulometric reduction of the ðRuIII"acac#"L#1Ł com!
plexes near −9[5V vs SCE quantitatively "n½0# a}orded
pink "blue for L�an!H# solutions of ðRuII

"acac#"L#1Ł−[ The reduced solutions show identical cyclic
voltammograms ðbesides that the ruthenium"III#Ð
ruthenium"II# couple appears as an oxidative responseŁ
as their respective precursors[ The same pink "or blue#

solutions were also generated by chemical reduction of
ðRuIII"acac#"L#1Ł with hydrazine[ Electronic spectra of the
bivalent complexes\ recorded in acetonitrile solution\
show intense transitions in the visible and UV region
"Table 5\ Fig[ 1#[ Coulometric or chemical "by hydrogen
peroxide# oxidation of the pink "or blue# solutions gives
back original solutions of the respective ðRuIII"acac#"L#1Ł
complexes[ The above interconversions indicate that both
the ruthenium"III#Ðruthenium"IV# and ruthenium"III#Ð
ruthenium"II# couples are chemically reversible[

Addition of excess hydrazine to ðRuIII"acac#"L#1Ł\
though initially causes instantaneous reduction to ðRuII

"acac#"L#1Ł−\ slowly brings about a secondary chemical
transformation producing deep pink solutions which
show an intense absorption near 429 nm "e½49\999 M−0

cm−0#[ Though the exact composition of these species is
not clear yet\ it appears that the coordinated acac has
underwent Schi}!base condensation with hydrazine
yielding stable complexes of bivalent ruthenium[ Further
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Fig[ 4[ Least!squares plot of E0:1 values of "a# RuII:RuIII couple vs 1s and "b# RuIII:RuIV couple vs 1s[

characterization of these species is currently under
progress[

4[ Conclusions

This study shows that in spite of coordination by two
azo nitrogens\ coordination by phenolate oxygen is more
e}ective in stabilising higher oxidation states of
ruthenium[ The possibility of using the ðRu"D1#"L#1Ł com!
plexes as starting materials for the synthesis of complexes
of type ðRu"D1#"L#1Ł\ where D1 is either a bidentate ligand
or two monodentate ligands\ is under scrutiny[ Template
Schi} base condensation at the coordinated acetyl!
acetonate ligand is also under investigation[
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Abstract

The combination of one and two equivalents of AlMe2 with the ligand\ Salean"tBu#H3 "N\N?!bis""2\4!di!tert!butyl#!1!hyd!
roxybenzyl#!0\1!diamino ethane# leads to the compounds\ Salean"tBu#H1AlMe "0#\ and Salean"tBu#HAlMe"AlMe1# "1#[ When 1 is
exposed to air\ ðSalean"tBu#HAlOMeŁ1 "2# _rst forms\ and then\ after several days\ ðSalean"tBu#H1AlOHŁ1 "3#[ Compound 3 is the
only product that occurs when 0 is exposed to air[ All four compounds have been characterized by spectroscopic "IR\ 0H NMR\ 16Al
NMR# and physical techniques "Mp\ C\H analysis# and\ in the case of 2 and 3\ by X!ray crystallography[ The structures consist of
dimeric units with bridging OMe and OH groups[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Oxygen insertion^ Hydrolysis^ Salan!Al compounds

0[ Introduction

The SalanH3 ligands "N\N?!bis"1!hydroxybenzyl#!0\n!
diamino alkyl or aryl# are produced by hydrogenating
the imine portion of the appropriate SalenH1 ligand ðFig[
0"a#Ł "N\N?!alkylene "or arylene# bis "salicylideneimine##
ð0Ł[ The derivative used in the present work contains two
methylene units in the backbone\ and is called Salean
"tBu#H3 ðFig[ 0"c#Ł[ "The common name given to the hy!
drogenated version of the SalenH1 ligands is SalanH3[#
While the Salen ligands feature two sites capable of coval!
ent bonding with an electropositive element "the two
hydroxyl groups# the SalanH3 ligands contain four such
sites "two amino and two hydroxyl#[ This means that the
SalanH3 ligands are ideally suited to bind multiple metals[
This has been well!demonstrated in the formation of
trimetallic group 02 compounds "SalanMR"MR1#1 where
M�Al ð1\3Ł\ Ga ð2\3Ł and R�Me\ Et\ iBu#[ For an over!
view of this type of compound see Ref[ ð4Ł[ In these
molecules the nitrogen and oxygen atoms form both
covalent and coordinate covalent bonds[ Less well!
known are the neutral monometallic and bimetallic
derivatives[ In fact only one monometallic\ Salpan!

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] 990 690 120 8394^ fax] 9900 690 120
0946^ e!mail] datwoodÝmindspring[com

H1AlMe\ has been reported ð1Ł[ A series of the bi!
metallics\ of two types "SalanHMR"MR1# and ðSal!
anM"MR1#Ł1# have been characterized "for M � Al and
R � alkyl# ð5Ł[

The use of the tert!butylated derivative of the SalenH1

ligands\ Salen"tBu#H1\ provides access to hydrocarbon
soluble\ usually monomeric\ compounds[ For example\ a
series of unique monomeric _ve!coordinate aluminum
amides ð6Ł and siloxides ð7Ł can be isolated using this
ligand[ The amido derivatives hydrolyze readily to the
hydroxide\ Salen"tBu#AlOH\ which in turn\ combines
with a second molecule "either the amide or the hydrox!
ide# to form the m!oxo derivative\ ""Salen"tBu#Al#1O ð6Ł[
It is interesting to note that the chelate environment
remains constant during the hydrolysis[ Overall\ little
general information is known about the hydrolysis of
such compounds[ Furthermore\ nothing at all has been
reported regarding the use of the Salan"tBu#H3 ligand
ðFig[ 0"c#Ł with the group 02 elements[

The present work consists of two parts[ First\ it
will report the formation of new monometallic\
Salean"tBu#H1AlMe "0#\ and bimetallic\ Salean "tBu#
HAlMe"AlMe1# "1#\ Salan compounds "Salean
"tBu#�N\N?!bis""2\4!di!t!butyl#"1!hydroxy# benzyl#!0\1!
diaminoethane#[ Secondly\ the products stemming from
exposure of these compounds to air\ ðSalean
"tBu#H1AlOMeŁ1 "2# and ðSalean"tBu#H1AlOHŁ1 "3#\ will
be described[
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Fig[ 0[ The ligand used in the present work "c# and those mentioned in the text "a# and "b#[

1[ Results and discussion

Compounds 0 and 1 are formed by combining the
appropriate stoichiometry of ligand and AlMe2 "Scheme
0#[ The spectroscopic data for 0 is consistent with a mono!
meric solution state species[ There is one resonance for
the AlÐMe group and two for the ligand tBu groups[
There is a single 16Al NMR resonance\ d 64 ppm\ which
falls in the range expected for 4!coordinate Al ð3Ł[ The
Mp is surprisingly high "159># considering the possibility
that a further alkane elimination could provide the com!

Scheme 0[ The general methods by which compounds 0Ð3 were prepared[

pound ðSaleanH"tBu#AlŁn[ Apparently\ the complex is not
suited for intramolecular elimination\ furthermore\ the
tBu may prevent any intermolecular contact in eli!
minating this group[

Compound 1 melts at a lower temperature "045>C# but
with decomposition\ possibly to a complex of formula
ðSalean"tBu#Al"AlR1#Ł1 in a manner similar to the non t!
butylated Salen derivatives ð5Ł[ The spectroscopic data is
similar to that observed for 0\ and consistent with a
monomeric solution state species[ The main di}erence is
the presence of three resonances in the 0H NMR for the
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AlÐMe groups^ one for the central Al "d−9[80 ppm# and
two for the AlMe1 unit "d−9[60 and −9[40 ppm#[ This
is an indication that the AlMe1 group is not ~uxional in
solution[ The same situation was amply demonstrated
for both AlR1 groups of the trimetallic derivatives\ Salan
AlR"AlR1#1 ð1Ð4Ł[ The 16Al NMR con_rms the expected
coordination numbers for Al of 4 "d 36 ppm\ AlMe# and
3 "d 85 ppm\ AlMe1#[

When 1 is allowed to stand in air for a few days the
product of an oxygen insertion into the Al!R bond is
obtained\ ðSaleanH1AlOMeŁ1 "2# ðScheme 0"c#Ł[ The ter!
minal unit is presumably hydrolyzed with concomitant
protonation of the ligand[ This reaction accentuates one
of the useful properties of the Salan "and Salen# alumi!
num complexes] the central Al atom is not eliminated
during hydrolytic reactions[ Furthermore\ this may be
the _rst instance that oxygen insertion has been observed
for a _ve!coordinate group 02 element complex[ Oxygen
insertion into the MÐR bonds of three! and four!coor!
dinate derivatives are well!known ð8Ł[ It is thought to
occur through a peroxo intermediate\ MÐOOR ð09Ł\
which then combines with a second MÐR group to form
two MÐOR groups ð00Ł[ Given the ability of the Salan
ligands to form dimeric complexes it is likely that such
could be the case in the formation of 2[

The dimeric nature of 2 is manifested in solution by

Fig[ 1[ Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme for 2[

the presence of three tBu resonances in the 0H NMR[ The
16Al NMR contains one resonance "d 02 ppm# in the
region attributable to 5!coordinate Al[ As revealed by an
X!ray structure\ the compound also exists as a dimer in
the solid "Fig[ 1#[ It contains bridging MeO groups that
connect the two trans ligandÐaluminum units[ These
bridging groups make standard "0[762"4#A� # and long
"0[845"5#A� # AlÐO contacts[ The {long| bond occupies an
axial site in the distorted octahedral coordination around
the Al atoms[ By comparison\ the ligand AlÐO distances
are shorter "½ 0[71A� #[ The most substantial deviation
from ideal Oh geometry is found in the OÐAlÐO? angles
which are 64[0"2#>[ The closest analogue to 2 is the
Schi} base compound\ ðAcenAlOMeŁ1 "Acen�N\N?!
ethylenebis""1!hydroxyphenyl#methylimine# ð01Ł[ The
AlÐOMe distances in this molecule are also di}erent
"0[772"3# and 0[809"4#A� #[

This situation contrasts with the structures of ðSalen!
AlOMeŁ1 and ðSalpenInOMeŁ1 in which the bridging oxy!
gen forms equivalent bond lengths to the two metals
"½ 0[77 and 1[04A� \ respectively# ð02Ł[ In these structures
the ligands and OMe groups are cis to one another[ The
trend for Salan or Salen group 02 complexes containing
bridging ÐOMe groups appears to be that they are cis
for non!sterically encumbered ligands "Salen and Salpen#
and trans when the ligand contains either the tBu group
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Fig[ 2[ Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme for 3[

or a Me on the imine functionality "for Acen#[ The trans
orientation of the ligand reduces steric repulsion but
requires the OMe to be planar with the Al1O1 four!mem!
bered ring[ On the other hand the Salen and Salpen
complexes allow a cis ligand arrangement and a more
tetrahedral geometry for the bridging ÐOMe oxygen[

If 1 "or 2# is allowed to stand in air for longer than two
days the MeO groups are hydrolyzed and the compound\
ðSaleanH1"tBu#AlOHŁ1 "3# forms[ Alternatively\ com!
pound 0 can be exposed to air to form 3[ Interestingly\
there is no evidence for an oxygen insertion product for
0[ The AlMe1 unit in 1 apparently alters the molecule
su.ciently to allow this reaction to occur[

The presence of the OH group in 3 results in an IR
absorption of 2619 cm−0[ This can be compared to the
NH absorption of 2129 cm−0[ There are four 0H NMR
resonances for the ligand tBu groups which can be inter!
preted to indicate a dimer in solution[ This is also sup!
ported by a 5!coordinate 16Al chemical shift of d

04[25 ppm[ The structure of 3 "Fig[ 2# is similar to that
observed for 2[ It also contains disparate AlÐO"bridging#
distances "0[762"4# and 0[845"5#A� #[

The dimeric nature of 3 is in contrast to the Schi} base
analogue\ Salen"tBu#AlOH\ which is monomeric ð6Ł[ The
di}erence may be attributed to the greater ~exibility

inherent to the Salan ligands which allows an Oh

geometry and a dimeric structure[

2[ Experimental section

2[0[ General considerations[

All manipulations were conducted using Schlenk tech!
niques in conjunction with an inert atmosphere glove
box[ All solvents were rigorously dried prior to use[ NMR
data were obtained on JEOL!GSX!399 and −169 instru!
ments using CDCl2 at 169[06 "0H# and 093[06 "16Al# MHz\
and are reported "in ppm# relative to SiMe3 and
ðAl"H1O#5¦\ respectively[ Elemental analyses were
obtained on a PerkinÐElmer 1399 Analyzer and were
satisfactory for all compounds[ Infrared data were rec!
orded as KBr pellets on a Matheson Instruments 1919
Galaxy Series spectrometer and are reported in cm−0[
The reagent 2\4!di!tert!butyl!1!hydroxybenzaldehyde
was prepared according to the literature ð03Ł[ The ligands
were prepared according to Ref[ ð0Ł[ AlMe2 "pyrophoric;#
was used as purchased from Strem[ X!ray Data for 2 and
3 "Tables 0 and 1# were collected on a Siemens SMART!
CCD unit[ The relatively high R values can be attributed
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Table 0
Data collection and processing parameters for compounds "2# and "3#

Compounds 2 3

Formula C26H48N1O3Al C23H41N1O3Cl5Al
Formula weight 511[73 681[35
Colour\ habit colorless prism colorless block
Crystal size "mm2# 9[49×9[14×9[19 9[49×9[07×9[11
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic
Space group P−0 P−0
a "A� # 8[557"0# 09[625"0#
b "A� # 02[221"0# 02[517"0#
c "A� # 04[743"0# 03[655"1#
a "># 63[01"0# 66[35"0#
b "># 75[79"0# 78[28"0#
g "># 62[98"0# 67[65"0#
V "A� 2# 0779[1"2# 1956[5"1#
Z 1 1
F"999# 579 723
D"calcd# "g cm−2# 0[099 0[162
m "mm−0# 9[981 9[362
Collection range^ 1umax 2h\ 2k\ 2l^ 34> 2h\ 2k\ 2l^ 34>
Unique data measured 1024 1476
Observed data\ n 1095 ðFr3s"F#Ł 1407 ðFr3s"F#Ł
No[ of variables\ p 286 313
R0 9[973 9[986
wR1 9[197 9[142
S "goodness of _t# 0[92 0[98

Table 1
Selected bond distances "A� # and angles "># for compounds "2# and "3#

ðSalean"tBu#H1Al"OCH2#Ł1[thf "2#
Al"0#ÐO"0# 0[709"5# Al"0#ÐO"1# 0[721"6#
Al"0#ÐO"2# 0[762"4# Al"0#ÐO"2a# 0[845"5#
Al"0#ÐN"0# 1[953"6# Al"0#ÐN"1# 1[001"6#

O"0#ÐAl"0#ÐO"1# 86[2"2# O"0#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2# 86[9"1#
O"1#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2# 86[5"1# O"0#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2a# 80[1"2#
O"1#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2a# 058[4"1# O"2#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2a# 64[0"2#
O"0#ÐAl"0#ÐN"0# 89[5"2# O"1#ÐAl"0#ÐN"0# 77[3"2#
O"2#ÐAl"0#ÐN"0# 058[6"2# O"2a#ÐAl"0#ÐN"0# 86[7"2#
O"0#ÐAl"0#ÐN"1# 057[4"2# O"1#ÐAl"0#ÐN"1# 78[4"2#
O"2#ÐAl"0#ÐN"1# 80[2"1# O"2a#ÐAl"0#ÐN"1# 72[1"2#
N"0#ÐAl"0#ÐN"1# 79[2"2#

ðSalean"tBu#H1Al"OH#Ł1=1CHCl2[H1O "3#[
Al"0#ÐO"1# 0[718"6# Al"0#ÐO"0# 0[723"6#
Al"0#ÐO"2# 0[741"5# Al"0#ÐO"2a# 0[854"5#
Al"0#ÐN"1# 1[936"7# Al"0#ÐN"0# 1[979"7#
Al"0#ÐAl"0a# 1[871"4#

O"1#ÐAl"0#ÐO"0# 85[2"2# O"1#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2# 84[4"2#
O"0#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2# 88[3"2# O"1#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2a# 80[6"2#
O"0#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2a# 060[6"2# O"2#ÐAl"0#ÐO"2a# 66[2"2#
O"1#ÐAl"0#ÐN"1# 80[1"2# O"0#ÐAl"0#ÐN"1# 80[9"2#
O"2#ÐAl"0#ÐN"1# 056[9"2# O"2a#ÐAl"0#ÐN"1# 80[3"2#
O"1#ÐAl"0#ÐN"0# 069[4"2# O"0#ÐAl"0#ÐN"0# 77[6"2#
O"2#ÐAl"0#ÐN"0# 80[4"2# O"2a#ÐAl"0#ÐN"0# 72[6"2#
N"1#ÐAl"0#ÐN"0# 79[6"2#
Symmetry code for "2#] "a#\ !x\ !y¦0\ !z¦0^

"3#] "a#\ !x\ !y¦0\ !z[
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to the thermal motion present in the tBu groups "see
Supplementary Material#[

2[0[0[ Salean"tBu#H1AlMe "0#
Salean"tBu#H3 "0[99 g\ 1[91mmol# was suspended in

toluene "19mL# and stirred while a solution of tri!
methylaluminum "9[03 g\ 1[91mmol# in toluene "19mL#
was added at 14>C[ The exothermic reaction was stirred
for 4 hrs[ Concentration to 4mL and storage at −29>C
for 1 days yielded the title compound as a white pre!
cipitate "9[56 g\ 51)#[ Mp ×159>C^ 0H NMR] d −0[92
"s\ 2H\ AlCH2#\ 0[08 "s\ 07H\ CCH2#\ 0[37 "s\ 07H\ CCH2#\
1[73 "d\ 1H\ NCH1#\ 2[42 "d\ 1H\ NCH1#\ 2[85 "d\ 0H\
PhCH1#\ 3[15 "m\ 2H\ PhCH1#\ 5[64 "d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 5[75
"d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 6[00 "d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 6[18 "d\ 0H\ PhH#^ 16Al
NMR] d 65 "W0:1 �4277Hz#^ IR "KBr#] 2202 "w#\ 2139
"w#\ 1847 "m#\ 1749 "m#\ 0353 "s#\ 0252 "s#\ 0171 "m#\ 0131
"m#\ 0194 "w#\ 0073 "w#\ 0021 "w#\ 0956 "m#\ 884 "w#\ 764
"m#\ 643 "m#\ 554 "m#\ 456 "w#\ 355 "w# cm−0^ Analysis
calcd for C22H42N1O1Al] C\ 62[77^H\ 8[77^ Found]C\ 62[54^
H\ 8[23[

2[0[1[ Salean"tBu#HAlMe"AlMe1# "1#
Salean"tBu#H3 "9[69 g\ 0[31mmol# was suspended in

toluene "19mL# and stirred while a solution of tri!
methylaluminum "9[10 g\ 1[73mmol# in toluene "14mL#
was added at 14>C[ The exothermic reaction was stirred
for 5 hrs[ Recrystallization from toluene:hexane "0]4#
yielded the title compound as a white precipitate "9[63 g\
76)#[ Mp 045>C^ 0H NMR] d −9[80"s\ 2H\ AlCH2#\
−9[60"s\ 2H\ AlCH2#\ −9[40"s\ 2H\ AlCH2#\ 0[16 "s\ 07H\
CCH2#\ 0[35 "s\ 07H\ CCH2#\ 1[71 "d\ 1H\ NCH1#\ 2[22
"d\ 1H\ NCH1#\ 2[45 "d\ 0H\ PhCH1#\ 2[69 "d\ 0H\
PhCH1#\ 3[05 "d\ 0H\ PhCH1#\ 3[25"d\ 0H\ PhCH1#\ 5[64
"d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 5[89 "d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 6[11 "d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 6[23
"d\ 0H\ PhH#^ 16Al NMR] d 36 "W0:1�0390 Hz# d 85[64
"W0:1�803Hz#^ IR "KBr#] 2140 "w#\ 1842 "m#\ 1769 "m#\
0368 "s#\ 0333 "w#\ 0250 "m#\ 0296 "m#\ 0150 "m#\ 0192
"w#\ 0982 "m#\ 0913 "m#\ 733 "w#\ 797 "m#\ 566 "m#\ 382
"w# cm−0^ Analysis calcd for C24H47N1O1Al1] C\ 69[83^ H\
8[68^ Found] C\ 69[57^ H\ 8[26[

2[0[2[ ðSalean"tBu#H1Al"OCH2#Ł1[thf "2#
Salan"tBu# HAlMe"AlMe1# "9[54 g\ 0[09mmol# was

dissolved in thf "09mL# and then allowed to stand uncov!
ered for 1 days until crystals formed "9[35 g\ 64)#[ Mp
×159>C^ 0HNMR] d 9[84 "s\ 8H\ CCH2#\ 0[11 "s\ 07H\
CCH2#\ 0[41 "s\ 8H\ CCH2#\ 0[72 "m\ thf#\ 1[70 "m\ 1H\
NCH1#\ 2[20 "m\ 1H\ NCH1#\ 2[34 "s\ 2H\ OCH2#\ 2[62
"m\ thf#\ 2[70 "m\ 1H\ PhCH1#\ 3[41 "m\ 1H\ PhCH1#\ 5[53
"d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 5[63 "d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 6[00 "d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 6[22
"d\ 0H\ PhH#^ 16Al NMR] d 02 "W0:1�501Hz#^ IR "KBr#]
2149 "w#\ 1859 "m#\ 1757 "w#\ 0528 "w#\ 0370 "s#\ 0302
"w#\ 0248 "m#\ 0296 "m#\ 0190 "w#\ 0988 "w#\ 0957 m#\ 728
"m#\ 797 "w#\ 637 "w#\ 469 "m#\ 388 "w# cm−0^ Analysis

calcd for C55H099N3O5Al1] C\ 61[02^ H\ 8[09^ Found] C\
61[19^ H\ 8[12[

2[0[3[ ðSalean"tBu#H1Al"OH#Ł1 "3#
Compound "3# can be prepared by allowing 2 "9[31 g\

9[27mmol# in CHCl2 or 0 in tol!CH1Cl1 "0]0# to stand in
air for 1 weeks until crystals formed "9[28 g\ 84)# Mp
×159>C^ 0H NMR] 9[82 "s\ 8H\ CCH2#\#] 0[07 "s\ 8H\
CCH2#\ 0[14 "s\ 8H\ CCH2#\ 0[45 "s\ 8H\ CCH2#\ 1[73 "d\
0H\ NCH1#\ 2[93 "d\ 0H\ NCH1#\ 2[29 "d\ 0H\ NCH1#\
2[30"d\ 0H\ NCH1#\ 2[72 "m\ 1H\ PhCH1#\ 3[24 "d\ 1H\
PhCH1#\ 5[50"d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 5[63 "d\ 0H\ PhH#\ 6[09 "d\
0H\ PhH#\ 6[20"d\ 0H\ PhH#^ 16Al NMR] d 04
"W0:1�492Hz#^ IR "KBr#] 2619 "w#\ 2129 "m#\ 1859 "m#\
1757 "w#\ 0534 "w#\ 0368 "s#\ 0331 "w#\ 0304 "w#\ 0250 "w#\
0296 "m#\ 0150 "m#\ 0057 "w#\ 0986 "m#\ 0901 "m#\ 801
"w#\ 726 "m#\ 797 "w#\ 620 "w#\ 590 "w#\ 440 "w#\ 338 "w#
cm−0^ Analysis calcd for C53H091N3O5Al1] C\ 60[26^ H\
8[36^ Found] C\ 60[13^ H\ 8[21[

3[ Supplementary information

Crystallographic data for 2 and 3 are available upon
request[
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Abstract

The reaction of "Bu3N#3ðMo7O15Ł with a suitable amount of 1!mercaptophenol "H1mp# in MeOH in the presence of equimolar
Et2N gave the complex "Bu3N#1ð"MoO1"1!SC5H3O##1"m!O#Ł = "1\1?!HOC5H3SSC5H3OH# = 1H1O "0# with a one!dimensional chain
network formed via hydrogen bondings "average OH = = = O1Mo distance 1[544 A� # of the hydroxyl groups in the spacer 1\1?!
HOC5H3SSC5H3OH with the terminal oxo groups of the dimolybdenum anions[ 1\1?!HOC5H3SSC5H3OH was obtained by oxidation
of H1mp in the presence of molybdenum when the reaction was run in air[ The characteristic cis!MoO1

1¦ absorptions appear at 802
and 753 cm−0[ 0H NMR and 0HÐ0H COSY spectra characterized the phenyl protons of the mercaptophenol groups in the anion and
in 1\1?!HOC5H3SSC5H3OH in the ranges of 5[699Ð5[169 and 6[257Ð5[688 ppm\ respectively\ with 2J and 3J coupling constants of 7
and 0 Hz\ respectively[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Dinuclear dioxomolybdenum complex^ Crystal structure^ Hydrogen bonding^ One!dimensional linear chain^ 1!Mercaptophenol^ 0HÐ0H
COSY[

————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

0[ Introduction

It has been shown that the molybdenum cofactor
"Moco# in many molybdoenzymes such as sul_te oxidase
ð0Ł\ trimethylamine N!oxide reductase ð1Ł\ dimethyl sul!
foxide reductase ð2Ł\ xanthine!oxidase ð0\3Ł and various
molybdenum oxido!reductase ð4Ł contains Mo1O
groups as well as dithiolene moiety[ Oxomolyb!
denum"VI# complexes have been reviewed some thirty
years ago ð5Ł\ mainly due to the realization then that
molybdenum is an essential trace element in a variety of
redox enzymes[ There is evidence that the Mo active
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center of sul_te oxidase possesses a cis!oriented
ðO1Mo1OŁ1¦ moiety ð6Ł[ It would be interesting to
learn the relationship of structure and function if the
dithiolene ligand is substituted by 1!mercaptophenolate
group containing simultaneously oxygen and sulfur
donors[ The ligand 1!mercaptophenol "H1mp# has been
shown to be versatile\ which ligates as well as chelates
and:or bridges to metal atoms in at least eight coor!
dination modes ð7Ł\ although it exhibits only the ObSt

mode in the title complex "Bu3N#1ð"MoO1"1!
SC5H3O##1"m!O#Ł = "1\1?!HOC5H3SSC5H3OH# = 1H1O "0#[

Recently\ hydrogen bonding became a very important
topic of research in material science although its sig!
ni_cance in protein structures has long been documented
ð8\09Ł[ More striking is the fact that it exists in almost all
supramolecular complexes "e[g[ Ref ð00Ł[ and references
therein# and polymers "e[g[ Ref ð01Ł[ and references ther!
ein# whose extended networks in the solid state are for!
med via H!bonds of the types NH = = = O\ OH = = = O\
SH = = = O\ SH = = =N or NH = = = S and even as Cl = = =HO\
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Br = = =HO and so on[ For this reason\ although the struc!
ture of ðMo1O3 "m!O#"mp#1Ł1− has been reported brie~y
before ð02\03Ł\ its 2D network and 0H NMR study are
reported here for the _rst time[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis

Chemically pure reagents and solvents were used as
received[ Compound "Bu3N#3ðMo7O15Ł was synthesized
according to the literature method ð04Ł[

1[0[0[ "Bu3N#1ð"MoO1"1 ! SC5H3O##1"m ! O#Ł = "1\1? !
HOC5H3SSC5H3OH# = 1H1O "0#

To the solution "19 cm2# of MeOH containing "Bu3N#3

ðMo7O15Ł"0[94 g\ 9[4mmol# was added the solution of
H1mp "9[493 g\ 3[9mmol# and Et2N "9[45 cm2\ 3[9mmol\
d�9[615 g:cm2# in 3 cm2 of MeOH with stirring at room
temperature[ The solution turned red immediately but
gradually became dark red[ After stirring for 3 h\ the
reaction solution was condensed to 4 cm2 under reduced
pressure[ A suitable amount of anhydrous ether "½4 cm2#
was added slowly as an upper layer and the solution was
left standing without disturbance for several days at 3>C
to give block!like dark red crystals\ yield 54)[ Found]
C\ 42[13^ H\ 6[57^ N\ 1[05[ Calc[ for C45H83Mo1N1O00S3]
C\ 41[97^ H\ 6[23^ N\ 1[06)[ IR "KBr\ cm−0#] 2399 "w\
br#\ 2946 "m\ br#\ 1848 "s#\ 1820 "s#\ 1764 "m#\ 0470 "m#\
0371 "s#\ 0343 "s#\ 0273 "m#\ 0231 "m#\ 0167 "s#\ 0197
"m#\ 802 "vs#\ 753 "vs#\ 633 "s#\ 542 "s#\ 485 "m#\ 331 "w#[
0H NMR "DMSO!d5\ ppm#] ð"C"d#H2C"g#H!
1C"b#H1C"a#H1#3NŁ11¦] 2[047 "Ha#\ 0[451 "Hb#\ 0[297
"Hg#\ 9[831 "Hd#^ phenyl protons] 5[1Ð6[2 "see text for
assignment#^ 09[102 "OH#[

1[1[ Crystal structure determination

A single crystal with dimensions 9[55×9[33×
9[19mm2 was mounted on a glass _ber and data col!
lection was performed on a Siemens P3 di}ractometer
by vÐ1u scan technique using graphite!monochromated
Mo!Ka radiation "l�9[60962A� #[ The crystal data\ data
collection and re_nement parameters are summarized in
Table 0[

The coordinates of the metal atoms were determined
by direct methods and the remaining non!hydrogen
atoms were located from successive di}erence Fourier
syntheses[ Corrections were made for anisotropic decay
and Lp factors[ The structure was re_ned by full!matrix
least!squares techniques with anisotropic thermal par!
ameters for all the non!hydrogen atoms[ The positions
of the hydrogen atoms were isotropically added to the
structure factor calculations but not re_ned[ All cal!
culations were performed on IBM PC:375 computer with

Table 0
Crystallographic data and data collection parameters for complex 0

Empirical formula C45H83Mo1N1O00S3

Fw 0180[4
Space group P0¹
Crystal dimensions "mm2# 9[55×9[33×9[19
Color:habit dark red\ block
Crystal system Triclinic
a "A� # 06[413"1#
b "A� # 06[880"1#
c "A� # 10[843"1#
a "># 67[69"0#
b "># 71[86"0#
g "># 78[87"0#
V "A� 2# 5623[2"01#
Z 1
r "g = cm−2# 0[145
m "mm−0# 9[435
F"999# 1579
T "K# 182
u range "># 0[59 to 12[37
Re~ections collected 19028
No[ of observed re~ections\ Fo×3s"Fo# 8882
No[ of variables 0088
Ra 9[9386
wRb 9[0233
Goodness of _t 9[752
Highest residual peak "e A� −2# 0[965
Lowest residual peak "e A� −2# −9[405

aR�S==Fo=−=Fc==:S=Fo=[
bwR�ðSw"=Fo

1=−=Fc
1=#1:Sw=Fo

1=1Ł0:1^ w�0:ðs1=Fo
1=¦"9[9897P#1Ł where

P�ð=Fo
1=¦1=Fc

1=Ł:2[

the Siemens SHELXTL program package ð05Ł[ Sup!
plementary data have been deposited with the CCDC\
deposition number 091174[

1[2[ Physical measurements

The IR spectrum was obtained from a Nicolet 194
FTIR spectrophotometer as KBr pellets[ 0H NMR and
0HÐ0H COZY spectra were recorded from a Varian
UNITY INOVA 499NB spectrometer in DMSO!d5 at
ambient temperature\ down _eld shifts from TMS as
an internal standard were considered positive[ Elemental
analyses were carried out by the Analysis and Measure!
ment Center\ ZSU[

2[ Results and discussion

The _rst report of a compound with 1!mercaptophenol
chelation to MoO1

1¦ moieties was by Garner ð02Ł in 0873\
in which the ligand H1mp was obtained by Cu!assisted
oxidation of thiophenol[ A preliminary structure of
"Bu3N#1ðMo1O3"m!O#"mp#1Ł has been reported ð03Ł in
which the complex was prepared with the molar ratio
of 0]3]7 for the reactants ðMo7O15Ł3−]H1mp]Et2N[ If the
amount of H1mp was doubled\ the excess of 1!mer!
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Fig[ 0[ Structure of the anions ð"MoO1"1!SC5H3O##1"m!O#Ł1− in 0 and the hydrogen bonded 1\1?!HOC5H3SSC5H3OH molecules with atomic labeling[

captophenol was partially oxidized to disul_de 1\1?!
HOC5H3SSC5H3OH "Hmp!mpH# in air\ which functions
as a spacer to link the dimolybdenum anions together to
form the one dimensional chains and complex "Bu3N#1

ð"MoO1"1!SC5H3O##1"m!O#Ł = "1\1?!HOC5H3SSC5 H3OH#
= 1H1O "0# is formed[ If MoOCl2"THF#1 was used as the
molybdenum source under similar reaction conditions\
monooxomolybdenum complexes ðMo"V#1O1"m!OR#"m!
mp#"mp#1Ł− "R�OMe ð06Ł\ R�OEt ð07Ł# or
ð"Mo"V#1O1"m!O#"m!mp#"mp#1#1Na1"EtOH#5Ł1− ð07\08Ł
could be obtained with one of the mp ligands in the ObSb

coordination mode[
In the meantime\ the oxidation of hydroxyl!substituted

arylthiols into disul_des has been known to be catalyzed
by metal ions ð19\10Ł and coordination complexes of
Mo"VI#O1

1¦ ð11\ 12Ł and Mn"III# ð13Ł with "1\1?!OC5H3S!
SC5H3O#1− ligation have been identi_ed[ In the present
case\ the oxidation of H1mp was also observed since the
reaction was run in air and the disul_de product 1\1?!
HOC5H3SSC5H3OH is captured by hydrogen bonding to
the dimolybdenum anions rather than coordination[

2[0[ Structure

The anionic structure of complex 0 is depicted in Fig[ 0
showing also the hydrogen bonded Hmp!mpH molecule[
Each asymmetric unit of the complex contains two sets
of data each belonging to one dimolybdenum anion\ one
molecule of Hmp!mpH\ two discrete tetrabutyl
ammonium cations\ and two solvated water molecules[
The selected atomic distances and bond angles are listed
in Tables 1 and 2\ respectively[

The two anions ð"MoO1"1!SC5H3O##1"m!O#Ł1− in an
asymmetric unit are structurally similar and only one will

be discussed[ The Mo atoms are triply bridged with one
inorganic oxo atom and two phenoxy groups from the
two mp chelating ligands\ with the average Mo = = = Mo
distance of 2[04A� [ The axial sites of the distorted octa!
hedral environment O4S of the Mo"VI# ions are occupied
by one of the terminal oxo!atom Ot\H "the hydrogen
bonded one\ see next paragraph# and the phenoxy oxygen
atom Omp from one of the mp ligands with the average
trans!angles Ot\HÐMoÐOmp of 055[3>\ while the equatorial
planes are occupied by the other terminal oxo!atom "Ot#\
the bridging oxo!atom"Ob# and the two donor atoms O
and S from the other mp chelate[ The Mo atoms are away
from the equatorial least squares planes by an average
distance of 9[20A� toward the terminal atom Ot\H[

The two Mo1O groups are cis!oriented with an aver!
age OtÐMoÐOt angle of 093[2>\ quite close to that same
angle "092[9># in "Ph3P#1ðMoO1"bdt#1Ł "H1bdt�o!
benzenedithiol# ð14Ł\ a model complex of oxidized sul_te
oxidase\ in which both donors of the chelating ligand
are sulfur[ The average Mo1O distances of hydrogen
bonded and non!bonded "0[614 and 0[691A� \ respec!
tively# are in the range 0[69Ð0[61A� of the reported diox!
omolybdenum"VI# complexes having at least one thiolato
ligands in the other coordination sites[ Such distances are
also comparable to those reported for oxidized xanthine
oxidase ð15Ł[ The Mo1Ot\H being longer than Mo1Ot

by 9[91A� may be an indication of weakening of the bond
due to hydrogen bonding[

As a versatile thiolato ligand with simultaneous O and
S donors\ 1!mercaptophenol exhibits a variety of coor!
dination modes\ of which complex 0 showed only mode
StOb[ The sulfur donors of the ligands are all terminally
ligated to Mo\ each forming a _ve!membered chelate ring
MoOCCS
ZxxV

together with the bridging phenoxy group[ The
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Table 1
Selected atomic distances "A� # in complex "0#

Mo"0#ÐO"3# 0[614"3# Mo"0#ÐS"0# 1[300"1#
Mo"1#ÐO"5# 0[629"3# Mo"1#ÐS"1# 1[308"1#
Mo"2#ÐO"00# 0[608"3# Mo"2#ÐS"2# 1[319"1#
Mo"3#ÐO"02# 0[614"3# Mo"3#ÐS"3# 1[302"1#
Mean MoÐOterminal\H

a 0[614 mean MoÐS 1[305

Mo"0#ÐO"4# 0[695"3# Mo"0#ÐO"2# 0[819"3#
Mo"1#ÐO"6# 0[699"3# Mo"1#ÐO"2# 0[809"3#
Mo"2#ÐO"01# 0[694"3# Mo"2#ÐO"09# 0[806"3#
Mo"3#ÐO"03# 0[587"3# Mo"3#ÐO"09# 0[813"3#
Mean MoÐOterminal

a 0[691 mean MoÐObridge
a 0[807

Mo"0#ÐO"0# 1[005"3# Mo"0#ÐO"1# 1[334"3#
Mo"1#ÐO"1# 1[011"3# Mo"1#ÐO"0# 1[352"3#
Mo"2#ÐO"7# 1[002"3# Mo"2#ÐO"8# 1[351"3#
Mo"3#ÐO"8# 1[008"3# Mo"3#ÐO"7# 1[340"3#
Mean MoÐ"Omp#in

b 1[007 mean MoÐ"Omp#out
b 1[344

In Mo!mp ring
S"0#ÐC"0# 0[659"6# O"0#ÐC"5# 0[267"7#
S"1#ÐC"6# 0[640"6# O"1#ÐC"01# 0[221"6#
S"2#ÐC"02# 0[638"6# O"7#ÐC"07# 0[237"6#
S"3#ÐC"08# 0[652"6# O"8#ÐC"13# 0[230"6#
Mean SÐC 0[645 mean OÐC 0[249

In Hmp!mpH ring
S"4#ÐC"14# 0[652"6# O"04#ÐC"29# 0[258"7#
S"5#ÐC"20# 0[661"6# O"05#ÐC"25# 0[270"7#
S"6#ÐC"26# 0[664"6# O"06#ÐC"31# 0[261"7#
S"7#ÐC"32# 0[668"6# O"07#ÐC"37# 0[390"8#
Mean SÐC 0[661 mean OÐC 0[270

S"4#ÐS"5# 1[904"1# O"3# = = = "06# 1[540
S"6#ÐS"7# 1[908"1# O"5# = = = "07# 1[540
Mean SÐS 1[906 O"00# = = = O"05# 1[556

O"02# = = = O"04# 1[538
mean O = = = O 1[544

aOterminal!H denotes the hydrogen bonded terminal oxygen atom^ Oterminal denotes the
non!hydrogen bonded one^ Obridge denotes the bridging oxo atom[

b"Omp#in denotes the oxo atom inside the chelate ring^ "Omp#out denotes the oxo atom
outside the chelate ring[

two phenyl rings in each dinuclear anion form an average
dihedral angle of 36[5>\ in contrast to that in ðFe1"m!
mp#1"mp#1Ł1− "079># ð16Ł\ the only other complex with
also two m!mp in the StOb mode of coordination\ where
the molecule is centrosymmetric and the two bridging mp
are equivalent[

The ligands mp chelate to the Mo"VI# in the equatorial
plane with average bite angles of 67[92>\ relatively small
compared to those in other mp ligated complexes ð7Ł[ The
average chelate angles MoÐSÐC and MoÐOÐC of 090[0>
and 013[0>\ respectively\ are within the range for similarly
coordinated complexes\ only slightly larger ð7Ł\ probably
caused by the spacing e}ect of the Hmp!mpH molecules
in the one!dimensional chain which through hydrogen
bondings lines up orderly the dimolybdenum anions and
thus reduces the congestion during packing[

The structure of Hmp!mpH is quite similar to that
reported for bis!"2!hydroxy!1!pyridyl# disul_de "Hmpp!
mppH# ð10Ł with the same SÐS bond length ð1[908"1# A� Ł[
However\ the torsion angle CÐSÐSÐC of 73[2>"average
value# is much smaller that in Hmpp!mppH "82[3>#[
According to Hordvik|s observation ð17Ł\ a relationship
exists between the SÐS bond length and the torsion angle
in organic disul_des\ probably caused by lone!pair repul!
sion ð17Ł which will be minimum when the dihedral angle
is 89>[ The greater distortion of 0 from this value could be
caused by the restriction of the rotation of the SÐS bond
by the hydrogen bonds\which cannot release themolecular
strain[ The two phenyl rings in the Hmp!mpH molecules
form a dihedral angle of 55[7>[ The Hmp!mpH molecules
are hydrogen bonded ðO"3# = = =O"06#\ 1[540A� ^
O"5# = =O"07#\ 1[540A� ^ O"00#= = =O"05#\ 1[556A� and
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Table 2[ Selected bond angles "># in complex "0#

O"3#ÐMo"0#ÐO"4# 093[3"1# O"2#ÐMo"0#ÐS"0# 037[24"03#
O"5#ÐMo"1#ÐO"6# 093[5"1# O"2#ÐMo"1#ÐS"1# 037[47"03#
O"00#ÐMo"2#ÐO"01# 093[9"1# O"09#ÐMo"2#ÐS"2# 037[87"02#
O"02#ÐMo"3#ÐO"03# 093[2"1# O"09#ÐMo"3#ÐS"3# 037[45"02#
Mean OtÐMoÐOt 093[2 mean transÐObÐMoÐS 037[51

O"0#ÐMo"0#ÐO"4# 042[8"1# O"1#ÐMo"0#ÐO"3# 055[6"1#
O"1#ÐMo"1#ÐO"6# 042[5"1# O"0#ÐMo"1#ÐO"5# 055[0"1#
O"7#ÐMo"2#ÐO"01# 043[9"1# O"8#ÐMo"2#ÐO"00# 055[5"1#
O"8#ÐMo"3#ÐO"03# 042[8"1# O"7#ÐMo"3#ÐO"02# 055[1"1#
Mean OtÐMoÐOmp 042[8 mean OtÐMoÐOmp 055[3

O"0#ÐMo"0#ÐO"3# 099[1"1# O"1#ÐMo"0#ÐO"4# 74[3"1#
O"1#ÐMo"1#ÐO"5# 099[2"1# O"0#ÐMo"1#ÐO"6# 74[6"1#
O"00#ÐMo"2#ÐO"7# 099[2"1# O"8#ÐMo"2#ÐO"01# 75[2"1#
O"8#ÐMo"3#ÐO"02# 099[4"1# O"03#ÐMo"3#ÐO"7# 74[5"1#
Mean OtÐMoÐOmp 099[2 mean OtÐMoÐOmp 74[7

O"0#ÐMo"0#ÐO"1# 60[77"03# bite angle
O"0#ÐMo"1#ÐO"1# 60[39"02# O"0#ÐMo"0#ÐS"0# 67[22"02#
O"8#ÐMo"2#ÐO"7# 60[30"02# O"1#ÐMo"1#ÐS"1# 66[75"02#
O"8#ÐMo"3#ÐO"7# 60[44"02# O"7#ÐMo"2#ÐS"2# 66[82"02#
Mean OmpÐMoÐOmp 60[45 O"8#ÐMo"3#ÐS"3# 66[87"01#

mean OÐMoÐS 67[92

Chelate angle chelate angle
Mo"0#ÐS"0#ÐC"0# 090[5"2# Mo"0#ÐO"0#ÐC"5# 012[5"3#
Mo"1#ÐS"1#ÐC"6# 099[4"2# Mo"1#ÐO"1#ÐC"01# 013[0"3#
Mo"2#ÐS"2#ÐC"02# 090[9"1# Mo"2#ÐO"7#ÐC"07# 013[0"3#
Mo"3#ÐS"3#ÐC"08# 090[5"1# Mo"3#ÐO"8#ÐC"13# 013[3"3#
Mean MoÐSÐC 090[0 mean MoÐOÐC 013[0

Mo"0#ÐO"2#ÐMo"1# 009[8"1# C"14#ÐS"4#ÐS"5# 095[7"1#
Mo"2#ÐO"09#ÐMo"3# 009[2"1# C"20#ÐS"5#ÐS"4# 095[2"1#
Mean MoÐOoxoÐMo? 009[5 C"26#ÐS"6#ÐS"7# 095[0"1#

C"32#ÐS"7#ÐS"6# 095[3"1#
Mo"0#ÐO"0#ÐMo"1# 75[6"1# mean CÐSÐS 095[3
Mo"0#ÐO"1#ÐMo"1# 76[96"03#
Mo"2#ÐO"8#ÐMo"3# 75[53"03#
Mo"2#ÐO"7#ÐMo"3# 76[0"1#
Mean MoÐOmpÐMo? 75[8

O"02# = = O"04#\ 1[538A� Ł through the free hydroxyl groups
to the terminal oxo groups of the anions in opposite direc!
tions thus forming one dimensional in_nite chains as
depicted in Fig[ 1\ while the two independent anions in an
asymmetric unit form parallel chains independently face to
face and back to back to each other[ There is no interaction
between the chains or with the solvated water molecules\
as the nearest distance between two atoms of the phenyl
rings of near!by chains is longer than 6A� [

2[2[ Spectroscopic studies

Two intense IR bands were observed at 802 and
753 cm−0 for the two MoÐOt bonds\ characteristic for a

cis!MoO1
1¦ fragment[ The presence of such two MoÐO

bands in the IR of virtually all 5!coordinate MoO1
1¦

compounds is strongly indicative of the cis!dioxo struc!
ture ð18\29\20\21Ł[ All these MoÐO bonds in molybdenum
complexes are red shifted as compared to MoO1Cl1 "815\
852 cm−0# ð22Ł[ The greater shift of one of the oxom!
olybdenum bands to lower frequency "753 cm−0# could
be attributed to the weakening of it by hydrogen bonding[

The fractional 0H NMR spectrum of complex 0 in
DMSO!d5 in Fig[ 2 showed two sets of four peaks for the
two types of phenyl protons "7H each# for ðMo1O4"mp#1Ł1−

and Hmp!mpH in the region of 5[1Ð6[2ppm\ in addition to
the aliphatic protons belonging to the Bu3

nN¦ "not shown\
see experimental#\ while the two phenyl rings in each indi!
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Fig[ 1[ The one!dimensional chains of complex 0 showing the hydrogen bonded linkages with 1\1?!HOC5H3SSC5H3OH as spacer[

vidual species are equivalent in the NMR time scale[ The
phenyl protons in ðMo1O4"mp#1Ł1− and Hmp!mpH are lab!
elled as shown below for assignment]

The protons a to d in Hmp!mpH and e to h in the
anion can be assigned to the chemical shifts] 6[257 "d\
Ha#\ 6[957 "t\ Hc#\ 5[727 "d\ Hd#\ 5[688 "t\ Hb#^ 5[699 "d\
He#\ 5[566 "d\ Hf#\ 5[487"t\ Hh#\ 5[169 "t\ Hg# ppm with
the coupling constants 2J and 3J being in the range of 6[4Ð
7 and 0Hz\ respectively[ The assignments have been con!
_rmed by 0HÐ0H COSY spectrum as shown in Fig[ 3 and
are comparable to those in complex "Et3N#1ðTi"mp#2Na!
"MeOH#1Ł1 ð23Ł[ The H!bonds of the complex in the solid
state might have dissociated in solution and the hydroxyl
protons appear as a single sharp peak at 09[102 ppm[
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Fig[ 2[ 0H NMR spectrum of the low _eld region of complex 0 in DMSO!d5\ showing only the phenyl protons[ The assignments of the protons are
listed in the text[
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Abstract

Three cobalt "II#hexanedioate complexes ðCo"H1O#3"H1L#Łn 0 "H1L�hexanedioic acid#\ Co"imidazole#3 "H1L#Łn 1 and ðCo"pyri!
dine#1 "H1O#3ŁðH1LŁ 2 are synthesized and structurally characterized to study the e}ect of N!donor substituents coordinated to the
metal center on the polymeric network[ Complex 0 is an extended linear polymer^ Co"H1O#3 units are linked by the monodendate
carboxylate from either end of the extended deprotonated hexanedioic acid[ There are intra! and interchain H!bonding interactions
between the coordinated water molecules and the end carboxylate O atoms\ the uncoordinated O atom creates two dimensional
hydrogen bonding pattern[ Complex 1 also is a linear polymer^ Co"imidazole#3 units are linked by monodentate dibasic acid at the
either end but with {{S|| shaped conformation of the hexanedioic acid\ not as fully extended as in 0[ The e}ect of bulkier N!donor
substitution is seen in the distortion of the octahedral coordination polyhedron of Co"II#[ The noncordinated carboxylate oxygen
makes one intra and one interchain H!bonding interaction with the imidazole NÐH group making a two!dimensional H!bonded
network as in 0[ In 2 with the two strong N!donor pyridines coordinated to the metal center\ the hexanedioate is out of the
coordination sphere and acts as a counter ion[ The Co"pyridine#1"H1O#3 units are linked by H!bonding in both the dimensions by
extensively folded adipate dianion forming a sheet structure parallel to ab plane[ According to our knowledge this is the _rst example
showing a strong H!bonding network in which a tetraaquaCo"II# center forms an eight!membered ring with bidendate H!bonding
interactions[ None of the coordination polymeric structures form any channels in their molecular packing\ even to include a small
entity as a water molecule[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] X!ray structures^ Coordination polymers^ Cobalt"II# complex^ Hydrogen bond^ Hexanedioic acid^ N!donor ligands

0[ Introduction

The role of hydrogen bonds and other weak inter!
molecular interactions is well recognized in biological
systems\ especially in the well!de_ned structures of
nucleic acids like double helical DNA and folding of
polypeptide chain in proteins[ These concepts can be
applied to arti_cial systems in synthetic compounds to
design supramolecular self assemblies ð0Ð3Ł[ An inter!
esting development in this direction is the designing of
coordination polymers with appropriate multidendate
ligands utilizing various geometrical modes of metal cen!
ters to create supramolecular architecture such as helices\
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Division\ National Chemical Laboratory\ Pune 300 997[ E!mail]
generalÝcscsmcri[ren[nic[in

~Deceased on 12rd November 0882[

grids\ boxes\ rods\ tubes\ etc[ ð4Ł[ Inorganic solids with
a novel polymeric network is an emerging _eld having
applications in the _eld of catalysis\ separation\ mag!
netism and optics ð5\ 6Ł[ We have been interested to study
the frame works of Co"II# and Cu"II# metal centers
involving a\v!dicarboxylic acids and various N!donor
ligands ð7Ð09Ł[ Dicarboxylic acid with its versatile coor!
dinating ability as monodendate\ chelated bidendate and
bridging via both end carboxylates can create various
patterns depending on the length and conformational
~exibility of the aliphatic chain ð00Ł[ Complex 0 is syn!
thesized and structurally characterized by various phy!
sico!chemical techniques including single crystal X!ray
di}raction[ In an attempt to substitute the water mol!
ecules in 0 with various N!donor ligands\ such as imi!
dazole and pyridine in appropriate stoichiometry\
complexes 1 and 2 are isolated and structurally char!
acterized[ The structures of all the three complexes
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revealed the existence of polymeric sheets\ involving
strong inter! and intramolecular H!bonding interactions[
Herein\ we outline the various factors such as stacking
interactions of the N!donor substituents\ conformational
~exibility of the aliphatic chain and the H!bonding of the
carboxylate ends\ which play vital roles in the modi!
_cation of the extended network[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Materials

Cobalt"II#carbonate hydrate\ hexanedioic acid\ imi!
dazole and pyridine were purchased from Ranbaxy and
used without any further puri_cation[ All the solvents
used in the reactions were of AR grade[

1[1[ Synthesis

1[1[0[ ðCo"H1O#3"OOCÐ"CH1#3!COO#Łn 0

Linear polymer 0 was synthesized as per the earlier
report ð01Ł[ Single crystals suitable for X!ray data col!
lection were grown by dissolving the complex in hot
waterÐethanol mixture and allowing slow evaporation of
the solution at constant temperature 184K[ Solubility of
0 was very low in common organic solvents except in
hot water[ Analytical data for 0 Found] C�13[99)^
H�4[29)^ Calculated] C�13[96)^ H�4[24)[

1[1[1[ ðCo"C2H3N1#3"OOCÐ"CH1#3!COO#Łn 1

To a boiling aqueous "39ml# solution of complex 0

"0mmol\ 9[164 g#\ 3mmols "9[159 g# of imidazole in 19ml
of ethanol was added slowly with constant stirring[ The
color of the solution changed from orange to orangeÐ
red[ The volume was reduced to ca[ 04ml\ and kept in a
desiccator to get single crystals suitable for di}raction
studies[ Solubility of 1 in common polar and nonpolar
solvents was very low[ Analytical data for 1 Found]
C�34[27)^ H�4[91)^ N�12[49)^ Calculated]
C�34[33)^ H�4[94)^ N�12[45)[

1[1[2[ ðCo"C4H4N#1"H1O#3Łð"OOCÐ"CH1#3!COO#Ł 2

To 0mmol "9[164 g# of complex 0 in waterÐethanol
mixture "39ml# was added 1mmol "9[047 g# pyridine in
the same solvent "39ml# with constant stirring[ The solu!
tion was heated gently for half an hour\ the color changed
from orange to yellow\ and re~uxed further for one more
hour at 232K[ The volume of the mixture was reduced
to ca[ 04ml\ kept at room temperature overnight to get
pale yellow crystals[ Analytical data for the 2 Found]
C�33[17)^ H�5[92)^ N�5[38)^ Calculated]
C�33[20)^ H�5[99) N�5[35)[

1[2[ Physical measurements

Microanalysis of carbon\ hydrogen and nitrogen was
done using a CarloÐErba 0095 elemental analyzer[ IR
spectra was recorded on a CarlÐZeiss Specord M!79 spec!
trophotometer as KBr pellets "0) w:w#[

1[3[ X!ray crystallography

A summary of crystallographic data is given in Table
0[ Intensity data were corrected for Lorentz!polarization
e}ects for all the three complexes and for absorption
using empirical method\ with 2 re~ections near x�89>
ð02Ł only for 1 and 2[ The structure for 0 was solved by
heavy atom method using the program SHELX!86 ð03Ł[
The hydrogen atoms were _xed stereochemically and
re_ned using riding model with the same program[ In
the _nal full!matrix least!squares cycles\ all nonhydrogen
atoms were re_ned anisotropically\ while hydrogen atoms
were isotropic and re_ned as stated earlier[ All com!
putations for 0 were performed on a HCL Pentium!pro
PC[

The structures for complex 1 and 2 were solved by
direct methods using the program MULTAN!71 ð04Ł\
which gave the atomic coordinates of the Co atom _rst^
the structure was developed by alternating least!squares
re_nement and di}erence Fourier synthesis[ Hydrogen
atoms were either generated by stereochemical con!
straints or located from the di}erence Fourier map\ com!
puted after the complete convergence of anisotropic
re_nement of non!H atoms reached[ Full!matrix least!
squares re_nement in which nonhydrogen atoms were
re_ned anisotropically\ while keeping hydrogen atoms
_xed using a unit weighting scheme applying Dunitz!
Seiler factor ð05Ł\ resulted in the convergence
ð"D:s#max�9[91\ 9[90Ł\ respectively for 1 and 2[ All com!
putations were carried out using the SDP package avail!
able from the EnrafÐNonius for PDP!00:62 ð06Ł[ The
_nal R and R0 were calculated using the equations
R�S=:Fo:−:Fc:=S:Fo: and R0�ðSw":Fo:−=:Fc:#1=
SwFo

1Ł0:1[

2[ Results and discussions

In the IR spectrum of 0\ the broad band at the region
2449Ð2049 cm−0 can be attributed to the strong H!bond!
ing interaction of the coordinated water molecule ð07Ł[
The characteristic nasym"OCO# and nsym"OCO# vibrations
appeared at 0424 and 0397 cm−0 for 0 and 0469 and
0309 cm−0 for 1[ The di}erence Dn�nasym−nsym was 016
and 059 cm−0 for 0 and 1\ respectively[ The shift in nasym

"OCO# band to the lower frequency "24 cm−0# and the
low Dn"016 cm−0# for 0 compared to 1 can be due to
the strong inter! and intramolecular H!bonding of the
carboxylate oxygens with the coordinated water mol!
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Table 0
Summary of crystallographic data

Complex 0 Complex 1 Complex 2

Experimental values
Molecular formula C5H09O7Co C07H13N7O3Co C05H15N1O7Co
Molecular weight 188[03 364[21 322[21
Space group Monoclinic\ P10:n Triclinic\ P!0 Monoclinic\ C1
Cell parameters

a "Aý# 3[709"2# 7[930"2# 01[267"1#
b "Aý# 8[750"7# 7[221"1# 09[010"2#
c "Aý# 00[584"6# 8[221"1# 7[907"3#
a "># 89[9"9# 88[73"0# 89[9"9#
b "># 87[74"4# 001[06"2# 097[63"2#
g "># 89[9"9# 096[13"2# 89[9"9#
z 1 0 1
V "Aý2# 437[0"5# 412[3"2# 840[2"5#

No[ of re~ection used and u range "># used for unit cell 14\ 00Ð03 14\ 7Ð02 14\ 09Ð02
parameters
Radiation used\ g "Aý# MoKa \ 9[6096 MoKa\ 9[6096 MoKa \ 9[6096
Dclac "g cm2# 0[702 0[497 0[402
Temperature "K# 184 184 184
Colour and description Orange Light orange plates Yellow plates
Crystal dimensions "mm# 9[11×9[09×9[01 9[07×9[09×9[95 9[11×9[03×9[93

Data collection
Di}ractometer Enraf!Nonius CAD!3 Dingle Crystal X!ray Di}ractometer
Scan mode v:1u v:1u v:1u

Absorption correction None Empirical Empirical
Measured re~ections 850 1293 0059
Observed re~ections =×2s"0# 739 1032 866
umax[ "># 13[86 12 12
hmin[ \ hmax[ −4\ 4 9\ 09 9\ 05
kmin[ \ kmax[ 9\ 00 −09\ 8 9\ 02
lmin[ \ lmax[ 9\ 02 −00\ 09 −09\ 8
No[ of intensity control re~ections\ frequency and variation 2\ 0h\ nil 2\ 0h\ nil 2\ 0h\ nil
No[ of orientation control re~ections frequency and variation 2\ every 199 re~ns\ nil 2\ every 199 re~ns\ nil 2\ every 199 re~ns\ nil

Retirement
Re_nement on :F:1 :F: :F:
Final R 9[960 9[917 9[921
Weighted R 9[965 9[922 9[925
Re~ections used 739 1032 866
No[ of parameters in least squares 76 034 011
Hydrogen atom positions Riding model Not re_ned Not re_ned
"D:s#max 9[919 9[904 9[919
Weighting scheme SHELX!868 Unit weights Unit weights
Drmax "e:Aý2# 0[805 9[312 9[109
Drmin "e:Aý2# −1[008 −9[359 −9[125
Extinction correction Applied "9[902# Not applied Not applied
Source of atomic scattering factors International tables for X!ray crystallography\ Vol[ IV\ Kynoch Press\ Birmingham

ecules as noted in the IR spectra of metal!carboxylato
complexes ð07Ł and ð08Ł "also references cited therein#[
The Dn value "059 cm−0# for 1 indicates the monodendate
coordination of carboxylate oxygen in accordance with
the crystal structure[ The IR spectrum of the complex 2

shows a broad band at ca[ 2334 cm−0 due to the OÐH
stretching frequency of the coordinated water molecule[
The strong bands at 0479 and 0319 cm−0 can be attributed
to the nasym and nsym bands of carboxylate anions in simple

carboxylate salts ð19\ 10Ł[ The medium intensity band at
0524 cm−0 can be assigned to the n"C1N# frequency of
the pyridine ring[

2[0[ Structure of coordination polymer in complex 0

ORTEP ð11Ł view of the repeating unit of the linear
polymer ðCo"H1O#3!adipateÐCo"H1O#3Łn of complex 0 is
shown in Fig[ 0\ the selected bond lengths and angles are
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Fig[ 0[ ORTEP view of the extended polymeric chain for Complex 0[

given in Table 1[ As seen from the Fig[ 0\ the successive
Co"H1O#3 units are linked by the monodentate car!
boxylate groups at the either end of the fully extended
aliphatic chain of the hexanedioic acid[ The Co"II# ion is
at the crystallographic center of symmetry at "9[4\ 9[4\
9[9# and the adipate moiety also uses another crys!
tallographic center of symmetry at "0\ 9[4\ 9[4# coinciding
with the mid!point of the C2ÐC2? bond[ The coordination
geometry of the cobalt is slightly distorted octahedral one
"Table 1#^ the four water molecules and the two trans
carboxylate oxygen atoms "O0# from the di}erent acids
complete the hexa coordination "Fig[ 0#[ The CoÐO dis!
tances are quite similar\ CoÐO0W�1[974"2#Aý\ CoÐ
O1W�1[095"2#Aý and CoÐO0�1[989"3#Aý[ The slight
di}erence in the CoÐO distance of the coordinated water
molecules "½9[10Aý# can be explained on the basis of
strong H!bonding interactions of O1W compared to
O0W "Table 2#[ The central "CH1#3 chains of the hex!
anedioic acid ligand is in almost fully extended con!
formation ðtorsion angles^ C0ÐC1ÐC2ÐC2?�063[5"3#>
and C1ÐC2ÐC2?ÐC1?�079[9"0#>Ł\ while the end car!
boxylates are rotated to make the coordination with the
metal center ðtorsion angles^ O0ÐC0ÐC1ÐC2�
−013[4"0#> and O1ÐC0ÐC1ÐC2�44[1"2#>Ł[

The packing of molecules depicting the coordination
framework viewed down a!axis using PLUTON ð12Ł is
shown in Fig[ 3\ along with the H!bonding interactions[
As can be seen\ the linear polymeric chains "MÐadipateÐ
M#n run almost parallel along the c!axis\ the distance
between the two Co centers along the chain is 00[69Aý[
The next nearest neighboring chain at a distance of 3[82Aý
along the b!axis also parallel to the c!axis\ is staggered
with respect to the _rst one^ the shortest metalÐmetal
distance between the neighboring chains is 6[52Aý[ There
are intra! and interchain hydrogen bonding interactions
"Fig[ 3# between the coordinated water molecules "O0W
and O1W# and the end carboxylate O atoms "O0 and O1#
"Table 2#[ The two intramolecular H!bonds are between
the entities coordinated to the single metal ion\ namely
O0WÐH1O0 = = = O1W and O1WÐH1O1 = = = O0[ Inter!
estingly\ uncoordinated carboxylate oxygen O1 acts as
an acceptor to protons from O0W and O1W making
reasonably strong intra! and intermolecular hydrogen
bonds\ thus making a two!dimensional H!bonded net!
work as seen in Fig[ 3[

2[1[ Structure of coordination polymer in complex 1

A partial ORTEP view of the polymeric network
ðCo"Im#3!adipateÐCo"Im#3Ł is shown in Fig[ 1\ selected
bond distances and angles are given in Table 0[ The tetra
imidazole substitution in place of waters in 0 has changed
the conformation of the linkage signi_cantly\ although
the coordination is still monodendate from either end
of the carboxylates[ The aliphatic carbons are still in
extended conformation\ but the end carboxylate oxygens
are turned away giving it a somewhat {{S|| shaped form[
The folded conformation brings the carboxylate oxygens
closer to the imidazole nitrogens of the adjacent layers
within the proximity of H!bonding distance "Table 2# and
allow the partial stacking of the adjacent imidazoles\
which in turn stabilizes the structure in the crystal lattice[
As in 0\ the Co ion occupies one of the crystallographic
centers of symmetry at "9\ 9\ 9# and the midpoint of C8Ð
C8? bond of the dibasic acid coincides with another center
of inversion at "9[4\ 9[4\ 9[4#[ Each Co atom has N3O1
octahedral coordination with two transoid symmetry
related imidazoles ðCo0ÐN0�1[001"0#AýŁ and two trans
oxygens from di}erent monodendate adipato ligand
ðCo0ÐO0�1[017"0#AýŁ forming the square base and two
longer imidazole nitrogens ðCo0ÐN2�1[060"0#AýŁ at the
axial position[ The Co0ÐO0 distance in 1 is longer
"½9[927Aý# compared to 0^ may be the bulky imidazoles
prevent the closer approach of carboxylate oxygen com!
pared to the smaller coordinated water molecules[

The packing of the molecules with H!bonding inter!
actions is shown in Fig[ 4[ The linear polymeric chain
runs diagonally to the b! and c!axes[ The distance between
the Co"Im#3 spacers bridged by the dicarboxylato ligand
is 8[80Aý\ and the nearest Co = = = Co distance between
the neighboring layers is 7[221"1#Aý[ All the imidazole
nitrogens are involved in strong NÐH= = O interactions
with the uncoordinated carboxylate oxygen along the bc
plane to form the two dimensional network[ The H!
bonding with symmetry code is given in Table 2[ The
torsion angles involving the carboxylate and central chain
carbons indicate considerable folding ðC7ÐC8ÐC8?Ð
C7?�079[9"0#>^ C6ÐC7ÐC8ÐC8?�−52[2"0#>Ł[ This is
re~ected in the metal linking distance of 1

"Co0 = = = Co0�8[80Aý#\ 0[7Aý less than 0 "which is in
extended conformation#[ The carboxylate ends are also
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths "Aý# and angles "># with e[s[d[|s parenthesis

Complex 0] ðCo"H1O#3"Adipate#Łn

Atom Atom Distance Atom Atom Distance

Co0 O1W 1[974"2# Co0 O0 1[989"3#
Co0 O0W 1[095"2# O0 C0 0[160"4#
O1 C0 0[142"4# C2 C1 0[405"5#
C2 C2? 0[429"09# C0 C1 0[405"5#

Atom Atom Atom Angle Atom Atom Atom Angle

O1W? Co0 O1W 079[9 O0? Co0 O0 079[9
O1W? Co0 O0? 80[26"03# O1W? Co0 O0W 77[84"00#
O1W Co0 O0? 77[52"03# O1W Co0 O0W 80[94"00#
O1W? Co0 O0 77[52"03# O0? Co0 O0W 78[32"00#
O1W Co0 O0 80[26"03# O0 Co0 O0W 89[46"00#
O1W? Co0 O0W? 77[84"00# O0 Co0 O0W? 079[9
O0? Co0 O0W? 89[46"00# C1 C2 C2? 001[2"4#
O1 C0 O0 012[3"3# O0 C0 C1 006[4"3#
O1 C0 C1 008[9"3# O0 C1 C2 002[1"3#

Complex 1] ðCo"Imidazole#3"Adipate#Łn

Atom Atom Distance Atom Atom Distance

Co0 O0 1[017"0# Co0 N0 1[001"0#
Co0 N2 1[060"0# O1 C6 0[150"0#
O0 C6 0[130"0# C6 C7 0[415"0#
C7 C8 0[406"0# C8 C8? 0[408"0#

Atom Atom Atom Angle Atom Atom Atom Angle

O0 Co0 N0 76[34"2# N2 Co0 O0? 73[22"2#
O0 Co0 N2 84[56"2# N2 Co0 N0? 82[45"1#
O0 Co0 O0? 79[0"0# N2 Co0 N2? 079[9"2#
O0 Co0 N0? 81[44"2# O0? Co0 N0? 76[34"2#
N0 Co0 N2 75[33"3# O0? Co0 N2? 84[56"2#
N0 Co0 O0? 81[44"2# N0? Co0 N2? 82[45"1#
N0 Co0 N2? 82[45"1# O0 C6 O1 014[4"0#
O0 C6 O1 14[4"0# O0 C6 C7 006[1"0#
O1 C6 C7 06[2"0# C7 C8 C8? 001[6"0#
C6 C7 C8 03[2"0#

Complex 2] ðCo"H1O#3"Pyridine#1"Adipate#Łn

Atom Atom Distance Atom Atom Distance

Co N0 1[051"2# Co O1 1[012"3#
Co O0 1[966"1# O2 C6 0[112"6#
O3 C6 0[175"3# C6 C7 0[407"2#
C7 C8 0[408"5# C8 C8? 0[405"6#

Atom Atom Atom Angle Atom Atom Atom Angle

O0 Co O1 066[3"0# O0? Co O1? 066[3"0#
N0 Co N0? 067[8"1# N0 Co O1 81[5"1#
N0 Co O1? 75[8"1# N0 Co O0 74[8"0#
N0 Co O0? 83[8"0# N0? Co O0? 74[8"0#
N0? Co O0 83[8"0# N0? Co O1 75[6"1#
N0? Co O1? 84[5"1# O1 Co O1? 82[0"1#
O1 Co O0? 77[8"0# O0 Co O0? 78[0"0#
O0 Co O1? 77[8"0# O3 C6 C7 098[3"2#
O2 C6 O3 012[5"3# O2 C6 C7 007[2"3#
C6 C7 C8 005[5"2# C7 C8 C8? 003[1"3#
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rotated considerably compared to 0 ðtorsion angles "O0Ð
C6ÐC7ÐC8�−30[0"0#>^ O1ÐC6ÐC7ÐC8�028[7"0#>Ł[

2[2[ Structure of H!bonded coordination polymer in com!
plex 2

Figure 2 shows an ORTEP view of the motif\ which
extends to give a two!dimensional hydrogen bonded
sheet[ Table 1 lists the bond lengths and angles with the
estimated standard deviations[ Cation Co"pyri!
dine#1"H1O#3 and adipate anion occupy the crys!
tallographic two!fold axes^ the axis at "9\y\9# bisecting
O0ÐCoÐO0? "and O1ÐCoÐO1?# and the axis at "0:1\ y\
0:1# passing through the center of the C8ÐC8? bond\
respectively[ The Cobalt atom has a tetragonally dis!
torted octahedral disposition with ligation to four oxygen
atoms from water molecules forming an equatorial base
and two nitrogen atoms from pyridines at the axial pos!
itions[ The CoÐN bond distances are longer "½9[19Aý#
compared to earlier report of Co"II# pyridino complex
ð13Ł[ The CoÐO distances are di}erent ðCoÐO0�
1[966"1#Aý and CoÐO1�1[012"2#AýŁ\ the later could be
longer due to involvement of O1 in somewhat stronger
hydrogen bonding with the oxygens O2 and O3 of the
carboxylate compared to O0 "Table 2#[ The bond length
distribution in the carboxylate shows O2 having more of
a double bond character ðC6ÐO2�0[112"6#Aý and C6Ð
O3�0[175"3#AýŁ\ consistent with the hydrogen bonds it
makes with the coordinated water molecule "Table 2#[

The packing of molecules viewed along the c! and b!
axes are shown in Figs 5 and 6\ respectively[ Each oxygen
of the carboxylate dianion makes two H!bonding inter!
actions with the coordinated water molecules O0 and O1[
As a result\ the end carboxylates "O2 and O3# make two
H!bonded bridges with O0 and O1 along the a!axis and
with O1 and O0 along the b!axis\ respectively\ making an
extended sheet like structure in the ab plane "Fig[ 5#[ The
hydrogen bonding parameters with symmetry codes are
given in Table 2[ According to our knowledge\ this is
the _rst example showing strong H!bonding network in
which a tetraaqua Co"II# center forms an eight!mem!
bered ring with bidendate H!bonding interactions[ The
intermolecular interactions have two notable features\
stacking of py = = = py moieties and the H!bonding contacts
made from the {{head|| and {{tail|| of the {{serpent|| like
adipate dianion folded in the space available with the
coordinated water molecules O0 and O1 "Fig[ 6#[ The
torsion angles of the adipate moiety clearly show the
folding from both the ends ðC6ÐC7ÐC8ÐC8?�19[5"4#>\
C7ÐC8ÐC8?ÐC7?�031[4"3#>\ C6?ÐC7?ÐC8?ÐC8�19[5"4#>Ł
resulting in the {{S|| shaped conformation from the fully
extended one "all 079>#\ the end carboxylates are also
rotated ðO2ÐC6ÐC7ÐC8�89[1"4#> and O3ÐC6ÐC7Ð
C8�019[8"3#>Ł to maximize the H!bonding contacts[
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Fig[ 1[ ORTEP view of the polymeric chain for Complex 1[

Fig[ 2[ ORTEP view of the motif of the extended two dimensional hydrogen bonded sheet[
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Fig[ 3[ PLUTON packing diagram for Complex 0 showing the H!bonded sheets[

Fig[ 4[ PLUTON packing diagram showing the H!bonded sheets in Complex 1[
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Fig[ 5[ Packing diagram of Complex 2 viewed down c!axis with H!bonding interactions[

2[3[ Effect of N!donor substitutions on modi_cation of the
framework

Hydrogen bonding interactions o}er powerful appli!
cations in the control of solid!state structure and supra!
molecular architecture in organic molecules ð14\ 15Ł[
Reports are there where the aliphatic dicarboxylic acid
with appropriate lengths are incorporated with comp!
lementary organic subunits to create various patterns like
b!sheets\ helices\ etc[ ð16\ 17Ł[ However\ the studies on H!
bonding interactions which create networks in coor!
dination compounds are relatively few[ It is appropriate
to recall the structural features of a\v!dicarboxylic acids\

where the end carboxylates make {{head!to!tail|| H!bond!
ing interactions forming a linear polymeric chain struc!
ture[ The present studies reveal that\ the metal
coordination sphere in all the three complexes acts as a
spacer\ which is linked by the dibasic acid in mon!
odendate fashion from either end[ Hydrogen bonding
interactions of the carboxylate groups opens up one more
dimension to extend the frame work forming a sheet
like structure[ Depending upon the incoming N!donor
substituents\ the ~exible dibasic acid adopts various con!
formations from fully extended in 0\ {{S|| shaped in 1 to
severely folded {{serpent like|| conformation in 2[ In all
these three structures\ the polymeric chains are organized
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Fig[ 6[ Packing diagram of Complex 2 viewed down b!axis[

in such a way that the structures do not create any chan!
nels to include even a small entity as a water molecule[
Our earlier studies of much bulkier N!donor ligand 1!
methylimidazole with tetraaquacobalt"II#adipate
resulted in a Co"II#dimeric complex\ with an exterior
channel to accommodate water molecules ð01Ł[ The
characteristics of N!donor substituents such as bulkiness\
stacking interactions property\ presence of H!bonding
groups would have their e}ects in modulating the metalÐ
adipateÐmetal polymeric chain[ As seen in the present
study\ the H!bonding interaction between the N!donor
substituents"or water molecules# on the metal carboxylate
oxygens of the adipate linker is one of the prominent
factors in modifying the linkage conformation and
thereby creating di}erent coordination polymeric archi!
tectures[

3[ Conclusion

Linear polymer tetraaquacobalt"II#adipate was syn!
thesized and structurally characterized[ Interaction of N!
donor ligands imidazole and pyridine with complex 0

resulted in complexes 1 and 2\ respectively\ which are
characterized by C\ H\ N analysis\ IR spectroscopy and
single crystal X!ray di}raction techniques[ 0 and 1 exist
as one dimensional polymers with metal centers\ linked
through the dibasic acid\ while in 2 the adipate acts as a
counter ion[ In all the three structures\ the strong H!
bonding interactions are present forming extended two!
dimensional sheet!like structures[ The present studies
demonstrate the factors to be considered in designing the
polymeric network[ One of them is controlling the linking
of the building blocks[ Apart from this\ factors in~u!
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encing the modes of linkages are metal ion and its ster!
eochemistry\ intermolecular interactions such as H!
bonding\ stacking of the N!donor ligands and con!
formational ~exibility of the linkers[ We are interested
in such polymeric networks of metal centers with a\v
dicarboxylic acids and various N!donor ligands creating
porous structures ð7\ 8\ 09\ 01Ł\ further work in this direc!
tion is in progress[
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Abstract

The crystal and molecular structure of trans!dichloro"3!methylpyrimidine#"h0!phenyl#cis!bis"pyridine#rhodium"III# water solvate\
0×9[06H1O\ and trans!dichloro"h0!phenyl#tris"triphenylstibine#rhodium"III# ethylacetate solvate\ 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2 have been
studied via X!ray di}raction from a single crystal at room temperature[ The _nal re_nement converged to R0 conventional index of
9[9249 and 9[9250 for the structural analysis of 0×9[06H1O ðspace group R"!2#Ł and 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2 ðP"!0#Ł\ respectively[ The
3!methylpyrimidine ligand "Pym# is only weakly bound to Rh in 0\ as shown by the long RhÐN distance "1[140"3# Aý#\ compared to
the RhÐN"pyridine# lengths ðaverage\ 1[955"3#Ł[ NÐC bond distances involving the N donor average 0[218"5# and 0[234"5# for Pym
and pyridine "Py# ligands\ respectively[ The CÐNÐC bond angle on the donor is 003[0"4#> for Pym and average 006[3"3#> for Py[

The structure of the complex molecule of 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2 has some di}erences when compared to that of the corresponding
acetone solvate previously studied in this laboratory "Cini\ R[\ Giorgi\ G[ and Pasquini\ L[\ Inor`[ Chim[ Acta\ 0881\ 085\ 6#[ The
two structures di}er mainly by the orientation of the phenyl donor with respect to the ClÐRhÐCl axis "which is more eclipsed for the
ethylacetate solvate# and by the conformation of the SbPh2 ligands[

Density functional calculations at the B2LYP:LANL1DZ level with full geometry optimization were carried out on the free Pym
molecule and on some Sc"N0ÐPym#2¦ and Sc"N1ÐPym#2¦ model molecules[ The e}ect of metal coordination consists mainly in
enlarging the "Sc#NÐC bond distances up to 9[049 Aý\ whereas the CÐN"Sc#ÐC bond angle decreases of 0[8>[ Signi_cant changes on
other bond lengths and angles relevant to ring atoms of Pym occur upon metal coordination to the nitrogen atom[ The metal
coordination to N"1# is less favorable than to N"0# of 6[4 kcal for 0]0 species of Sc2¦[

Extended Hu�ckel calculations showed that HOMO consists mostly of metal!d orbitals with some character of chloride and phenyl
and pyrimidine ligands\ whereas LUMO is composed of phenyl\ pyridine and pyrimidine orbitals[ The method well reproduces the
RhÐN and RhÐC bonding distances and gives RhÐC dissociation energy 1[27 and 4[37 times that for the RhÐN"Py# and RhÐN"Pym#
bonds\ respectively[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Rhodium^ Pyrimidine^ Pyridine^ Phenyl^ Antimony^ Organometallic

0[ Introduction

The reactivity of coordination and organo!metallic
compounds with nucleo!bases and their analogues is a
_eld of increasing interest because its relationship with
many area of science such as synthetic coordination
chemistry\ biochemistry\ toxicology and pharmacology
ð0Ł[

The stability of metalÐdonor bonds\ the rate of ex!

�Corresponding author[

change of the ligands and the overall molecular charge
are important factors for preparative strategies of coor!
dination compounds and for understanding the drugÐ
biosystem interactions when ligands are pharmaceutical
compounds[ In fact the nature of the target molecule and
the time life of the metalÐbiomolecule interactions are
tightly related to those factors ð1Ð4Ł[

Trans e}ects and trans in~uences of the ligands are
widely used concepts to direct the synthesis of metalÐ
complexes and to modulate their reactivity ð5Ł[

We happened to _nd an easy way to insert the phenyl
"Ph# ligand in the coordination sphere of Rh"III# by the
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reaction of RhCl2 with Sb"Ph#2 in ethanol ð6Ł[ That Ph
ligand has a high trans e}ect and trans in~uence ð5Ł\ and
the RhÐC"Ph# bond proved to be stable and inert in a
variety of solvents "alcohol\ acetone\ ethylacetate\ chloro!
form# up to the respective boiling points\ in the presence
of an air atmosphere[ As a consequence complexes of the
type trans!ðRhCl1"Ph#L2Ł "L�V"A# group donor ligands#
are particularly suited to substitute only the L ligand
trans to Ph by properly choosing the entering L? ligand
and by monitoring the ðRhCl1"Ph#L2Ł:L? molar ratio ð6Ð
8Ł[

High accuracy structural studies and investigations of
the chemical bond for metalÐnucleo!bases complexes are
very basic steps to forecast potential reactivity of the
metal species with DNA and for understanding the e}ects
of metal coordination on nucleic acid structures and con!
formations[

In this work we used 3!methylpyrimidine "Pym# as
mimic of nucleobases and report on the crystal and
molecular structure of trans!dichloro"h0!phenyl#"3!
methylpyrimidine#bis"pyridine#rhodium"III#\ obtained
via the reaction of trans!ðRhCl1"Ph#"Py#2Ł with 3!methyl!
pyrimidine as well as on a density functional and
extended Hu�ckel analysis of metalÐpyrimidine species[
The accurate X!ray structure of trans!
ðRhCl1"Ph#"SbPh2#2Ł×CH2CO1CH1CH2 is also reported
"Scheme 0#[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis

trans!ðRhCl1"Pym#"h0!Ph#"Py#1Ł×9[06H1O\ 0×9[06
H1O[ Compound 0 was prepared from ethanol by fol!
lowing the procedure previously set up in this laboratory
and reported in Ref[ ð6Ł by re~uxing a mixture of
ðRhCl1"Ph#"Py#2Ł and the ligand in methanol[

Single crystals of 0×9[06H1O were grown from a solu!
tion of 0 and Pym "0]2 molar ratio# in acetone by slowly
evaporating the solvent at 11>C[ The crystals were stored

Scheme 0[ Structural formula of 3!methylpyrimidine "Pym# with the
labeling used in this work[

in the air at room temperature[ When dried at
49>C:659 torr\ the weight loss is 0[94)[

Anal[ for a dried sample[ Found] C\ 38[73^ H\ 3[93^ N\
09[8^ Cl\ 02[3[ Calc[ for C10H10Cl1N3Rh\ ðRhCl1"C5H4#
"C4H5N1#"C4H4N#1Ł "Mw\ 492[1#] C\ 49[01^ H\ 3[10^ N\
00[02^ Cl\ 03[98[

On heating\ the crystals of 0×9[06H1O undergo large
deformations at 039>C^ at 109>C the color starts turning
to dark red and then black^ no melting point could be
detected up to 179>C[

trans!ðRhCl1"h0!Ph#"SbPh2#2Ł×CH2CO1CH1CH2\ 1×
CH2CO1CH1CH2[ Crystals of 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2 were
obtained by slowly evaporating a solution of 1 ð6\ 7Ł in
ethylacetate[ The crystals were stored for 1 days at room
temperature in the air[ Anal[ Found] C\ 43[06^ H\ 3[02^
Cl\ 4[30[ Calc[ For C53H47Cl1O1RhSb2\ ðRhCl1"C5H4#
"Sb"C5H4#2#2Ł×C3H7O1 "Mw\ 0287[1#] C\ 43[87^ H\ 3[07^
Cl\ 4[96[

1[1[ Crystal structure determinations

trans!ðRhCl1"Pym#"h0!Ph#"Py#Ł×9[06H1O\ 0×9[06
H1O[ A well!formed yellow needle of dimensions
9[69×9[49×9[19mm was selected through the polarizing
microscope and mounted on a glass _bre for the X!ray
data collection[ Preliminary X!ray di}raction analysis
performed via oscillation and Weissenberg techniques
showed the presence of the hexagonal symmetry and
allowed an estimation of the cell constants[ Accurate
cell constants were determined by using a Siemens P3
automatic four!circle di}ractometer and full!matrix
least!squares re_nement of the values of 14 carefully
centered randomly selected re~ections "8³1u³14#[ Crys!
tallographic data are reported in Table 0[ The data
collected at 182K by using MoKa graphiteÐmon!
ochromatized radiation "l\ 9[60962Aý# were corrected for
Lorentz!polarization and absorption e}ects "c!scan tech!
nique based on the re~ections 1 0 −1\ −0 −2 3 and −1
4 2#[ The structure solution and re_nement ðbased on F1\
space group R"−2#\ n> 037#Ł "mean =E1−0=\ 9[815^ 9[857
for centrosymmetric and 9[625 for noncentrosymmetric
space groups# were performed through direct\ Fourier
and full!matrix least!squares methods[

All the H atoms of the complex molecule were located
through the Fourier!di}erence map[ At the last stage of
re_nement the Fourier!di}erence map showed a peak at
−2 whose height was 0[76 eAý−2[ It was assigned as the
oxygen atom of a water molecule which must be dis!
ordered as regard as the positions of its H atoms[ These
latter were not located neither by the Fourier!di}erence
map nor by computational methods[ The location of N"1#
and C"4M# atoms were tested as follows] "a# the presence
of a peak in the Fourier!di}erence map near C"4M#
attributable to H"4M# "this atom was freely re_ned to a
reasonable geometry#\ "b# the absence of any peak in the
map near N"1# and "c# the re_nement of a model obtained
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Table 0
Selected crystal data and structure re_nementa for trans!ðRhCl1"Pym#"h0!Ph#"Py#Ł×9[06H1O\ 0×9[06H1O and trans!
ðRhCl1"Ph#"SbPh2#2Ł×CH2CO1CH1CH2\ 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2

0×9[06H1O 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2

Identi_cation code rhmepym rhbib
Empirical formula C10H10[23Cl1N3O9[06Rh C53H47Cl1O1RhSb
Formula weight 495[2 0287[1
Wavelength "Aý# 9[60962 9[60962
Crystal system hexagonal:obv triclinic
Space group R"−2#\ No[ 037\ axs 0 P"−0#\ No[ 1
Unit cell dimensions
a "Aý# 23[647"7# 02[315"1#
b "Aý# 23[647"7# 04[241"1#
c "Aý# 8[290"5# 04[700"1#
a "># 89 81[349"09#
b "># 89 098[219"09#
g "># 019 096[869"09#
Volume "Aý2# 8620"6# 1776[9"6#
Z 07 1
Dc "Mg:m2# 0[444 0[597
Abs[ coe}[ "mm−0# 0[940 0[793
Re~ections collected 7456 6826
Independent re~ections 1724 ðR"int#�9[9473Ł 6435 ðR"int#�9[9190Ł
Re_nement method full!matrix least!squares on F1 full!matrix least!squares on F1

Data:restraints:parameters 1705:9:206 4655:8:508
Goodness!of!_t on F1 0[901 0[927
Final R!indices ðI×1s"I#Ł R0�9[9249\ wR1�9[9456 R0�9[9250\ wR1�9[9648
R!indices "all data# R0�9[9580\ wR1�9[0992 R0�9[9488\ wR1�9[0994
Largest di}[ peak and hole "eAý−2# 9[213 and −9[189 9[660 and −9[568

aData in common for the two structures] temperature\ 182"1# K^ absorption correction\ c!scan[

by interchanging N"1# and C"4# was performed\ after the
deletion of H"4M#[ In this case the conventional R0 factor
increased from 9[9250 up to 9[9271[

At the very last cycles of re_nement the Rh\ Cl\ N and
C atoms were treated as anisotropic[ The O atom "free
water# and all the H atoms were re_ned isotropically[

The re_nement converged to R0�9[9249 and
wR1�9[9459 over 0888 independent re~ections with
I×1s"I#[ The scattering factors were those of SHELX 75
ð09Ł and SHELX 82 ð00Ł[ All the calculations were carried
out on OLIDATA!Pentium and VAX 5509 machines
using SHELXs and PARST 84 ð01Ł packages[

trans!ðRhCl1"Ph#"SbPh2#2Ł×CH2CO1CH1CH2\ 1×
CH2CO1CH1CH2[ A well!formed orangeÐbrown crystal
of dimensions 9[19×9[09×9[19mm was selected and
used for X!ray data collection with a procedure similar
to that above reported for 0×9[06H1O[ 29 re~ections
"02³1u³21# were used for cell constant determination
"see Table 0#[ Lorentz!polarization and absorption "c!
scan method# corrections were applied[ The structure was
solved via Patterson and Fourier techniques in the space
group P"−0# "mean =E1−0=\ 9[806#[ All the H atoms of
the complex molecule came from the Fourier!di}erence
map\ but they were constrained to calculated positions
via the AFIX options of the SHELX 86 package ð02Ł[ The
geometry of the ethylacetate molecule was constrained

by the DFIX option of SHELX86] C"1S#ÐC"2S#\ 0[38^
C"1S#ÐO"3S#\ 0[19^ C"1S#ÐO"0S#\ 0[34^ C"4S#ÐC"5S#\ free\
in agreement with the structure of methyl acetate
obtained from data collection at 034K and reported in
Ref[ ð03Ł[ The Sb\ Rh\ Cl and C atoms of the complex
molecule were re_ned anisotropically\ whereas all the
ethylacetate atoms and all the H atoms were treated as
isotropic[ The re_nement converged to R0�9[9250 and
wR1�9[9648 over 4655 independent re~ections with
I×1s"I#[ All the details relevant to machines and pack!
ages used for the calculations are those reported above
for 0×9[06H1O\ except that SHELX 86 and PARST 86
ð04Ł were used instead of the older releases[

1[2[ Molecular orbital calculations

1[2[0[ Extended Hu�ckel
Extended Hu�ckel type molecular orbital calculations

were performed through the EHCÐCACAO package ð05Ł[
The parameters used were those standard in the program[
The distance!dependent weighted WolfsbergÐHelmholz
formula was used ð06a\bŁ[ The molecular geometry for
ðRhCl1"Ph#"Pym#"Py#1Ł was that obtained via X!ray
di}raction at the solid!state and it was not optimized[
The geometry of the pentaco!ordinate ðRhCl1"Ph#"Py#1Ł
fragment was obtained from the X!ray structure of
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ðRhCl1"Ph#"Pym#"Py#1Ł by simply removing the Pym
ligand[ Finally\ the geometry for free Pym was taken
exactly equal to that of the Pym ligand in the complex
molecule of 0[ The calculations were performed on a
OLIDATA!Pentium machine[

1[2[1[ Density functional calculations
The calculations have been performed by using the

Gaussian!83 "revision E1#:DFT package ð07Ł[ Geometry\
energetics and population analysis have been calculated
using the hybrid density functional theory B2LYP
method ð08a\bŁ[ The LANL1DZ basis set ð07\ 19Ł was
used[ The systems investigated have been Pym\ Sc2¦\
Sc"N0−Pym#2¦ and Sc"N1−Pym#2¦[ All the geometrical
parameters were fully optimized unless the CÐH bond
distances for the ring systems and the CÐH bond distances
of the methyl group\ which were constrained to re_ne to
two distinct values[ The calculations were carried out
through the CRAY C89 machine located at CINECA
"Interuniversity Computing Centre#\ Bologna\ Italy[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ X!ray crystallography

2[0[0[ The structure of 0×9[06H1O
The coordination geometry of 0 is pseudo!octahedral

"see Table 1 and 2 for bond lengths and angles\ and Fig[
0# as usually found for Rh"III# complexes[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "Aý# for trans!ðRhCl1"Pym#"h0!Ph# "Py#Ł×
9[06H1O\ 0×9[06H1O

Vector Length

RhÐC"0# 1[906"4#
RhÐN"3# 1[946"3#
RhÐN"2# 1[965"3#
RhÐN"0# 1[140"3#
RhÐCl"0# 1[2372"03#
RhÐCl"1# 1[2493"03#
N"0#ÐC"5M# 0[216"5#
N"0#ÐC"1M# 0[220"5#
N"1#ÐC"1M# 0[213"5#
N"1#ÐC"3M# 0[237"5#
N"2#ÐC"10# 0[214"5#
N"2#ÐC"50# 0[235"5#
N"3#ÐC"51# 0[243"5#
N"3#ÐC"11# 0[246"5#
C"0#ÐC"5# 0[278"6#
C"0#ÐC"1# 0[277"5#
C"1#ÐC"2# 0[270"6#
C"2#ÐC"3# 0[250"7#
C"3#ÐC"4# 0[247"7#
C"4#ÐC"5# 0[288"6#
C"3M#ÐC"4M# 0[259"6#
C"3M#ÐC"6M# 0[491"8#
C"4M#ÐC"5M# 0[228"6#

Table 2
Selected bond angles "># for trans!ðRhCl1"Pym#"h0!Ph# "Py#Ł×9[06H1O\
0×9[06H1O

Vectors Angle

C"0#ÐRhÐN"3# 89[0"1#
C"0#ÐRhÐN"2# 78[0"1#
N"3#ÐRhÐN"2# 068[1"1#
C"0#ÐRhÐN"0# 068[06"03#
N"3#ÐRhÐN"0# 89[4"1#
N"2#ÐRhÐN"0# 89[21"03#
C"0#ÐRhÐCl"0# 80[45"03#
N"3#ÐRhÐCl"0# 77[64"01#
N"2#ÐRhÐCl"0# 80[33"01#
N"0#ÐRhÐCl"0# 78[91"01#
C"0#ÐRhÐCl"1# 89[49"03#
N"3#ÐRhÐCl"1# 78[74"01#
N"2#ÐRhÐCl"1# 78[87"01#
N"0#ÐRhÐCl"1# 77[82"00#
Cl"0#ÐRhÐCl"1# 066[40"4#
C"5M#ÐN"0#ÐC"1M# 003[0"4#
C"5M#ÐN"0#ÐRh 014[1"2#
C"1M#ÐN"0#ÐRh 019[6"3#
C"1M#ÐN"1#ÐC"3M# 005[2"4#
C"10#ÐN"2#ÐC"50# 006[2"4#
C"10#ÐN"2#ÐRh 010[2"3#
C"50#ÐN"2#ÐRh 010[3"3#
C"51#ÐN"3#ÐC"11# 006[4"3#
C"51#ÐN"3#ÐRh 010[4"2#
C"11#ÐN"3#ÐRh 010[9"2#
C"5#ÐC"0#ÐC"1# 005[8"4#
C"5#ÐC"0#ÐRh 019[8"3#
C"1#ÐC"0#ÐRh 011[0"3#
C"2#ÐC"1#ÐC"0# 010[6"4#
C"3#ÐC"2#ÐC"1# 019[3"5#
C"4#ÐC"3#ÐC"2# 008[6"5#
C"3#ÐC"4#ÐC"5# 019[4"5#
C"0#ÐC"5#ÐC"4# 019[7"4#
N"2#ÐC"10#ÐC"20# 012[2"4#
N"2#ÐC"50#ÐC"40# 010[6"4#
N"3#ÐC"11#ÐC"21# 010[3"4#
N"3#ÐC"51#ÐC"41# 011[5"4#
N"1#ÐC"1M#ÐN"0# 016[4"4#
N"1#ÐC"3M#ÐC"4M# 008[4"4#
N"1#ÐC"3M#ÐC"6M# 006[3"5#
C"4M#ÐC"3M#ÐC"6M# 012[0"5#
C"5M#ÐC"4M#ÐC"3M# 008[5"4#
N"0#ÐC"5M#ÐC"4M# 012[9"4#

The metal center is linked to two trans chloride anions\
to two trans N atoms from Py\ to the N"0# atom of the
Pym ligand and to the carbon atom from the phenyl
ligand "Pym trans to Ph#[ The largest deviations from the
idealized values of 079 and 89> for the coordination
sphere angles is shown by Cl"0#ÐRhÐCl"1# ð066[40"4#>Ł
and N"3#ÐRhÐCl"0# ð77[6"0#>Ł[

The metal atom deviates only slightly "9[9251"4#Aý#
from the plane de_ned by the N"2#:N"3#:Cl"0#:Cl"1#
atoms towards the Ph ligand in agreement with a stronger
RhÐC"Ph# bond\ when compared to the RhÐN"Pym:Py#
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Fig 0[ ORTEP!type drawing of the complex molecule trans!ðRhCl1"Pym#"h0!Ph#"Py#1Ł\ 0[ Ellipsoids enclose 29) probability[

ones[ The RhÐC bond distance\ 1[906"4#Aý\ compare well
with other RhIIIÐC"Ph#:trans to N"sp1# bonds found for
this class of compounds] 1[922"8# "ðRhCl1"H1Tp#
"Ph#"SbPh2#Ł\ H1TP�purine!5!thione\ ð7Ł#\ 1[926"5#
"ðRhCl1"Ph#"SbPh2#"Thz#1Ł\ Thz�0\2!thiazole\ ð7Ł#\
1[931"2# "ðRhCl1"Ph#"pyrazine#1"SbPh2#Ł ð10Ł#[ The
lengthening of the RhÐC bond for the latter three mol!
ecules compared to that for 0 may be apparent because
the values di}er by 0s[ It has to be noted that the
RhÐC"trans to Sb# distance "1[98"1#\ ðRhCl1"Ph#
"SbPh2#2Ł×9[34CH2COCH2^ 1[007"5# ðRhCl1"Ph#
"SbPh2#2Ł×CH2CO1CH1CH2\ below# is much higher than
RhÐCðtrans to N"sp1#Ł[ This is in agreement with a much
larger trans in~uence of SbPh2 when compared to that of
N"sp1#\ which can be due to a high competition for back!
donation from the metal to the ligand in the case of
SbPh2[

The RhÐN"Py# bond lengths average 1[955"4#Aý and
are in good agreement with other RhÐN"sp1# bond dis!
tances[ Distances of 1[927"2# and 0[879"4#Aý were
reported for trans!ðRhIIICl1"HpzÐN1#3Ł¦ "Hpz�pyrazole#
ð11Ł and ðRhIII"dimethylglyoximato#1"isoproplyl#"PPh2#Ł
ð12Ł[ It has to be noted that for all these molecules the
RhÐN"sp1# vector is trans to another RhÐN"sp1# bond[

The RhÐN"Pym# bond distance "1[140"3#Aý# is much
higher than the RhÐN"Py# length\ in agreement with the

high trans!in~uence exerted by the Ph ligand[ The length!
ening found in this work is equal to that found previously
by us for other compounds of the same class\ e[g[ RhÐ
N"trans to Ph#\ 1[151"6# for ðRhIIICl1"H1Tp#"Ph#"SbPh2#Ł
ð7Ł\ 1[134"4# for ðRhCl1"Ph#"SbPh2#"Thz#1Ł ð7Ł[

It is worth noting that a RhÐN"sp1# distance ð1[143"2#Ł\
equal to the RhÐN"Pym# bond length for 0\ was found
for ðRhII

1"m!1\1\5\5\09\09!hexamethyl!3\7!dioxaunde!
canedioate#1"Py#1Ł ð13Ł[ The RhÐN distance is 1[269"5#
and 1[178"1#Aý for ðRhII

1"O1CCH2#3"Dmap#1Ł "Dmap�
1\5!dimethyl!3!aminopyrimidine# ð14Ł and ðRhII!

1"O1CCH2#3"Trim#1Ł "Trim�1\3!diammino!4!"2?\3?\4?!tri!
methoxybenzyl#pyridine# ð15Ł[

No RhIII!pyrimidine complex has been found through
the Cambridge Database up to the date of submission[

2[0[1[ Pyrimidine and pyridine ligands
All the PymÐring bond distances are very close each

other\ when three times the standard deviation is taken
in to account[ The couples N"0#ÐC\ N"1#ÐC and CÐC
bond lengths average 0[218"5#\ 0[225"5# and 0[249"6#Aý\
respectively^ the CÐC values being a little longer\ as
expected[ Larger mean values for N"0#ÐC ð0[246"5#Ł\
N"1#ÐC ð0[230"5#Ł and CÐC ð0[267"7#AýŁ bond distances
were found for ðRh1

II"O1CCH2#3"Admp#1Ł "Admp�1!
amino!3\5!dimethylpyrimidine# ð16Ł[
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The CÐN"0#ÐC angle ð003[0"4#>Ł is in very good agree!
ment with other values found for RhÐpyrimidine deriva!
tives "see Refs[ ð14\ 16Ł above#[ It is noteworthy that the
value of CÐN"1#ÐC ð005[2"4#Ł is in excellent agreement
with the values predicted by the Singh rule ð17Ł for N"0#
not!protonated pyrimidine ring of purines "00522>#[

The NÐC bond distances of the Py ligands average
0[234"5#[ This value appears to be a little higher than the
corresponding one found for Pym[ The C"ortho#ÐC"meta#
and C"meta#ÐC"para# distances average 0[258"6# and
0[252"6#\ respectively[ The CÐNÐC bond angles for Py
donor average 006[3"3#>\ which is signi_cantly larger than
the value for Pym ligand "see above#[

All the Pym and Py ligands are strictly planar\ the
largest deviation for the ring atoms being that of C"3#
ð9[903"6#AýŁ\ whereas C"6M# deviates 9[913"00# from the
plane de_ned by the ring atoms[

The metal atom lies on the plane de_ned by the ring of
the Pym\ Py and Ph ligands^ however\ the largest devi!
ations are relevant to the Py ligands ð9[9519"3# and
9[9828"4#Ł\ whereas the deviations of Rh from the Pym
plane is smaller ð9[9242"4#Ł and from the Ph plane is not
existing ð9[9908"3#Ł[

The four equatorial ligands have a propeller!like orien!
tation[ The dihedral angles "absolute values# of the planes
of the rings with the Cl"0#ÐRhÐdonor plane are 33[9"3#
"Ph#\ 22[8"3# ðPy"N2#Ł\ 34[3"3# ðPy"N3#Ł and 23[1"3#
"Pym#[

A comparison between X!ray and computed geometry
for Pym and Py ligands will be reported below[

2[0[2[ Crystal packing
The analysis of crystal packing "see supplementary for

a diagram# did not show any signi_cant intermolecular
stacking!type contact shorter than 2[4Aý[

Intermolecular hydrogen bond interactions involve
one of the pyridine ring and one of the chloride ligands]
C"21#ÐH [ [ [ Cl"0# ðC [ [ [ Cl\ 2[464"4#^ CÐH [ [ [ Cl\ 043"3#>Ł[
A cocrystallized water molecule is held encapsulated
within CH2 groups which points towards the −2 center[
The contact distance between H"6M1# and O atoms is
relatively long ð2[97"6#Ł[ By tacking into account the van
der Waals radii of H "0[1 ð18Ł# and O "0[4 ð18Ł# any
attraction between "C#H hydrogen atom and O!lone pairs
seems to be not existing[ The diameter of the free cavity
should be around 2[7Aý\ when the vdW radius of "C#H
hydrogen atoms is taken into account[ On the other hand
the computed vdW diameter for H1O is not far from 2[7\
when a OÐH bond distance of 9[836 "calculated through
density functional methods at the rhf:5!20!G� level# and
a vdW radius of 0[99 for "O#H ð29Ł are used[

2[0[3[ The structure of 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2

The molecular structure of trans!ðRhCl1"Ph#
"Sb"Ph#2#2Ł×CH2CO1CH1CH2\ 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2 is

depicted in Fig[ 1"a# and selected bond distances and
angles are listed in Tables 3Ð5[ The structure of the com!
plex molecule\ 1\ as determined from an acetone solvate
was presented and discussed previously ð6Ł[ Crystal
growth from ethylacetate allowed the preparation of bet!
ter single crystals^ the molecular structure re_ned in the
present work has a much higher accuracy as can be
argued from the agreement factors "e[g[ R0] 9[9250 and
9[9483\ respectively# and the standard deviations of the
atomic coordinates[

The RhÐdonor bond distances are] Cl\ 1[254"1#
"1[250"4# for the acetone solvate ð6Ł#^ Sb "trans to Sb#\
1[4857"6# ð1[477"1#Ł^ Sb "trans to C#\ 1[6945"6# ð1[695"1#Ł^
C\ 1[007"5# ð1[98"1#Ł[

The angles around Rh have values similar to those
reported for the acetone solvate\ the major deviation
from the idealized value "079># being that of Sb"0#ÐRhÐ
Sb"2#\ 056[16"1#> ð055[5"0#Ł[

The most interesting feature of the present structure is
the orientation of the Ph ligand with respect to the ClÐ
Rh bonds ðsee Fig[ 1"b#Ł[ In fact\ the ClÐRhÐCÐC dihedral
angle is 3[3"1#> "02[7"4# for the acetone solvate#[ The
orientations of the phenyl rings of each triphenylstibine
ligand show also major di}erences for the two solvates[
It is reasonable that the eclipsed conformation of Ph and
Cl ligands is forced in by the di}erent conformations of
the SbPh2 groups[

The intramolecular stacking interaction between the
Ph donor and the C"200#ÐC"205# system is stronger in the
present structure^ the dihedral angle between the planes is

Table 3
Selected bond lengths "Aý# for trans!ðRhCl1"Ph#"SbPh2#2Ł×CH2

CO1CH1CH2\ 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2

Vectors Length

RhÐC"0# 1[007"5#
RhÐCl"0# 1[252"1#
RhÐCl"1# 1[256"1#
RhÐSb"0# 1[4748"6#
RhÐSb"2# 1[5966"6#
RhÐSb"1# 1[6945"6#
Sb"0#ÐC"020# 1[019"5#
Sb"0#ÐC"010# 1[022"6#
Sb"0#ÐC"000# 1[041"5#
Sb"1#ÐC"110# 1[018"6#
Sb"1#ÐC"120# 1[032"5#
Sb"1#ÐC"100# 1[062"6#
Sb"2#ÐC"220# 1[030"6#
Sb"2#ÐC"200# 1[031"6#
Sb"2#ÐC"210# 1[031"6#
C"0#ÐC"1# 0[269"8#
C"0#ÐC"5# 0[273"8#
C"1#ÐC"2# 0[391"00#
C"2#ÐC"3# 0[228"00#
C"3#ÐC"4# 0[281"00#
C"4#ÐC"5# 0[270"09#
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Fig 1[ "a# ORTEP!type drawing of the complex molecule trans!ðRhCl1"h
0!Ph#"SbPh2#2Ł\ 1\ as found in the crystals of 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2^

"b# Superimposition of the molecular structure of 1 "dark# and that of trans!ðRhCl1"h
0!Ph#"SbPh2#2Ł found for the acetone solvate ð6Ł[
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Table 4
Selected bond angles "Aý# for trans!ðRhCl1"Ph#"SbPh2#2Ł×CH2

CO1CH1CH2\ 1×CH2CO1CH1CH2

Vectors Angle

C"0#ÐRhÐCl"0# 81[7"1#
C"0#ÐRhÐCl"1# 83[9"1#
Cl"0#ÐRhÐCl"1# 062[90"5#
C"0#ÐRhÐSb"0# 73[6"1#
Cl"0#ÐRhÐSb"0# 78[84"4#
Cl"1#ÐRhÐSb"0# 78[39"4#
C"0#ÐRhÐSb"2# 73[4"1#
Cl"0#ÐRhÐSb"2# 86[12"4#
Cl"1#ÐRhÐSb"2# 73[61"4#
Sb"0#ÐRhÐSb"2# 056[16"1#
C"0#ÐRhÐSb"1# 061[1"1#
Cl"0#ÐRhÐSb"1# 68[44"4#
Cl"1#ÐRhÐSb"1# 82[52"4#
Sb"0#ÐRhÐSb"1# 86[97"1#
Sb"2#ÐRhÐSb"1# 83[45"1#
C"020#ÐSb"0#ÐC"010# 099[4"2#
C"020#ÐSb"0#ÐC"000# 88[7"1#
C"010#ÐSb"0#ÐC"000# 88[9"2#
C"020#ÐSb"0#ÐRh 006[5"1#
C"010#ÐSb"0#ÐRh 005[6"1#
C"000#ÐSb"0#ÐRh 008[6"1#
C"110#ÐSb"1#ÐC"120# 099[5"2#
C"110#ÐSb"1#ÐC"100# 84[6"2#
C"120#ÐSb"1#ÐC"100# 86[5"2#
C"110#ÐSb"1#ÐRh 014[4"1#
C"120#ÐSb"1#ÐRh 006[5"1#
C"100#ÐSb"1#ÐRh 003[3"1#
C"220#ÐSb"2#ÐC"200# 85[8"2#
C"220#ÐSb"2#ÐC"210# 090[6"2#
C"200#ÐSb"2#ÐC"210# 090[5"1#
C"220#ÐSb"2#ÐRh 019[7"1#
C"200#ÐSb"2#ÐRh 003[0"1#
C"210#ÐSb"2#ÐRh 007[1"1#
C"1#ÐC"0#ÐC"5# 006[1"5#
C"1#ÐC"0#ÐRh 011[1"4#
C"5#ÐC"0#ÐRh 019[5"4#
C"0#ÐC"1#ÐC"2# 019[8"7#
C"3#ÐC"2#ÐC"1# 010[4"7#
C"2#ÐC"3#ÐC"4# 007[4"7#
C"5#ÐC"4#ÐC"3# 019[9"7#
C"4#ÐC"5#ÐC"0# 010[7"6#

13[3"3#> "20[2 for the acetone solvate# and the shortest
contact C [ [ [ C distance "namely\ C"1# [ [ [ C"201## is 2[292
"2[23 acetone solvate#[ The RhÐSb"2#ÐC"200# bond angle
is 003[0"1#\ whereas the other two RhÐSb"2#ÐC values are
007[1"1# and 019[7"1#>[ It is interesting recalling that the
crystals of the two solvates have di}erent colors] orangeÐ
brown and orange for ethylacetate and acetone\ respec!
tively[

2[1[ Molecular orbital analysis

A comparison of the experimental "X!ray\ above# and
the computed ðfree Pym\ and Sc"Pym#2¦ at density func!
tional B2LYP:LANL1DZ levelŁ geometrical parameters

is shown in Scheme 1[ Scandium"III# was used instead of
rhodium"III# because both are tripositive transition metal
ions and because the Rh"Pym#2¦ molecule does not con!
verge when geometry optimization is searched\ at least
for the singlet state[ The values for the computed N"0#Ð
C\ N"1#ÐC and CÐC "ring# bond distances for free Pym
can be averaged as 0[248\ 0[250 and 0[309Aý\ respectively[
Upon coordination to a tripositive metal ion "Sc2¦#
through N"0# the pyrimidine geometry undergoes large
e}ects[ Both N"0#ÐC bond distances increase signi_cantly
and the e}ect is larger for N"0#ÐC"1# "0[490\ 0[244 for
free Pym#[ On the contrary the C"1#ÐN"1# for Sc"Pym#2¦

is smaller than that found at the solid state ð0[213"5#AýŁ
and than that computed for free Pym[

The ring bond angle on N"0# has the same values
for experimental ðRhÐPym\ 003[0"4#>Ł and computed
ðScÐPymŁ structures[ The angle decreases upon coor!
dination[ The CÐN"1#ÐC bond angle is 005[2"4# for RhÐ
Pym\ 015[5 for ScÐPym and 006[5 for free Pym[

The computed atomic charges on the two nitrogen
atom of free Pym are −9[072 e ðN"0#Ł and −9[120 ðN"1#Ł[

The computed energy of formation of the ScÐPym
bond is 0219[70 and 0178[15 kJ×mol−0 for N0! and N1!
coordination\ respectively[ It is interesting to note that
the bond formation to N"0# is more favorable of
20[44 kJ×mol−0 in spite of the smaller negative charge
on N"0# when compared to N"1#[ It is supposable that
the vicinity of the methyl group plays a steric role in
decreasing the a.nity of N"1# for metal!coordination[

The extended Hu�ckel analysis was performed on the
complex molecule 0 as obtained from the X!ray analysis
without any geometry optimization[ The axis set is rep!
resented in Scheme 2[

The analysis shows that HOMO "No[ 54\ −00[137 eV#
consists of] Rh\ dz1 "35)#\ dx1−y1 "09#\ dxy "6#\ dyz "5#^
Cl"0#\ py¦pz "8#^ Cl"1#\ py¦pz "8#^ Ph\ px "5#^ Pym\ px "1#^
so that orbitals from Rh and Cl are mostly involved\ with
some contributions from phenyl and pyrimidine ligands
"see Fig[ 2#[

LUMO "No[ 53\ −8[977 eV# is composed mainly of
atoms from Py and Pym ligands^ signi_cant percentages
are] N"0#\ px¦pz "2)#^ N"1#\ px¦pz "2#^ N"3#\ pz "06#^
C"11#\ pz "02#^ C"13#\ pz "19#^ C"15#\ pz "00#^ C"30#\
px¦py¦pz "09#^ C"5M#\ px¦py¦pz "8#[ Other frontier
orbitals with high character of metal orbitals are] No[ 44
"−4[676^ dyz\ 39)^ dx1−y1\ 04#^ No[ 45 "−5[923^ dx1−y1\
10^ dz1\ 03#^ No[ 55 "−00[163 eV^ dxy\ 27^ dxz\ 13#^ No[ 56
"−00[603 eV^ dxz\ 23^ dxy\ 04^ dx1−y1\ 09#[

The energetics of the RhÐN"Pym#\ RhÐN"Py# and RhÐ
C"Ph# bonds was analyzed by changing the relevant
metalÐdonor bond distances only\ one at a time\ and
keeping _xed all the other geometrical parameters[ It
is interesting to note that the method reproduces the
equilibrium bond lengths found at the solid state via
X!ray di}raction well[ The minima of the total energy
function was found at 1[18Aý ð1[140"3#\ experimentalŁ\
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Scheme 1[ Calculated distances "Aý# and angles "># for Pym and ScÐPym fragments[

Scheme 2[ Axis set used for the extended Hu�ckel calculations on the
complex molecule ðRhCl1"Ph#"Py#1"Pym#Ł\ 0] x is parallel to RhÐN"3#^
y\ bisects the CÐRhÐCl"0# plane and z bisects the N"0#ÐRhÐCl"0# plane[

Fig[ 2[ Drawings of HOMO and LUMO for trans!ðRhCl1"Pym#"h0!Ph#"Py#1Ł\ 0\ as computed through EHCÐCACAO ð05Ł[

1[07 ð1[955"3#Ł and 1[01 ð1[906"4#Ł for RhÐN"Pym#\ RhÐ
N"Py# and RhÐC\ respectively[ The calculated bond dis!
tances are somewhat longer than the experimental ones
ðmaximum deviation\ 9[00Aý for RhÐN"Py#Ł[ We recall
that even more sophisticated analysis such as density
functional calculations carried out at the B2LY!
P:LANL1DZ level for tetra!coordinate Zn!complex mol!
ecules of the type Zn"H1O#"imidazole#21¦\ the computed
ZnÐO distance is some 9[97Aý longer than averaged exper!
imental values found at the solid!state ð20Ł[

The computed dissociation energy of RhÐL for L�Ph\
Py and Pym ligands of 0 is 072[78\ 66[55 and
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22[45 kJ×mol−0\ respectively[ Even though the values
have not a quantitative meaning they are consistent with
the molecular structure of 0[
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Abstract

A new acyclic diamide ligand\ H1L0\ has been prepared and characterised[ H1L0\ 1\5!bis"0!propanecarboxamido!2!amino#pyridine\
is prepared from 1\5!dimethylpyridinedicarboxylate and excess 0\2!diaminopropane[ Nickel"II# complexes derived from H1L0\
ðNi"L0¦H#ŁX\ are orange\ square planar and diamagnetic "X�ClO3

−\ CF2SO2
− or NO2

−#[ A single!crystal X!ray analysis of
ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 con_rmed that both of the amide groups are deprotonated and are bound to the nickel ion with a trans!amide
con_guration and that the remaining coordination sites are occupied by the pyridine nitrogen atom and one of the amine {{arms||[
The second amine {{arm|| is protonated and participates in an array of hydrogen bonds in the solid state[ In solution intramolecular
exchange of the {{arms|| is observed on the NMR timescale[ Three macrocycles have been prepared from this acyclic ligand[
Reaction of H1L0 with 1\5!diacetylpyridine or 1\5!diformylpyridine\ in the presence of a barium"II# template ion\ results in two new
unsymmetrical\ amide!containing and potentially dinucleating macrocycles as the complexes ðBa"H1L1#Ł"ClO3#1 and ðBa "H1L2#Ł
"ClO3#1\ respectively[ In contrast to the template cyclisations\ a symmetrical metal!free tetraamide macrocycle\ H3L3\ is produced
from the direct cyclisation of H1L0 with 1\5!dimethylpyridinedicarboxylate[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Amide^ Nickel^ Exchange^ Macrocycle^ Barium^ Structure

0[ Introduction

Deprotonated amide groups are strong sigma donors
and are known to stabilise transition metal ions in high
oxidation states ð0Ð2Ł[ For example\ Collins et al[ have
successfully prepared tetraamido!macrocycles which are
capable of stabilising species such as Cr"V#!oxo\ Mn"V#!
oxo\ Fe"IV#\ Co"IV#\ Ni"III# and Cu"III# "Ref ð2Ł[ and
references therein#[ Our aim is to prepare amide!con!
taining macrocycles which are capable of binding two\
or more\ transition metal ions as a means of preparing
polynuclear complexes of metal ions in unusual oxidation
states and with unusual properties[

In this paper we discuss two classes of macrocycle
which are potentially capable of binding two transition
metal ions] symmetrical macrocycles\ which provide two
potentially equivalent metal!ion binding sites\ and unsym!
metrical macrocycles\ which provide two di}erent sites[
The symmetrical macrocycle H3L3 contains four amide

� Corresponding author[ Fax] ¦53!2!368!6895^ e!mail] sbrookerÝ
alkali[otago[ac[nz

links whereas the unsymmetrical macrocycles H1L1 and
H1L2 contain two amide and two imine links "Fig[ 0#[
Symmetrical pyridyl macrocyclic complexes are relatively
common ð3Ð7Ł\ but those containing four amide links are
not] Vo�gtle et al[ ð8Ð01Ł have described the metal!free
preparation of a range of such macrocycles but little
coordination chemistry of such macrocycles has yet been
described "Fig[ 1# ð02Ð04Ł[ Unsymmetrical macrocyclic
complexes of any type are relatively uncommon despite
the fact that they are expected to possess interesting
properties "e[g[ redox and magnetic properties# "Ref ð05Ł[
and references therein#[ We have recently reported the
successful utilisation of protecting!group chemistry to
build up unsymmetrical trinucleating macrocycles inco!
rporating phenol!diamine and pyridine!diimine head
units\ in a stepwise manner ð05Ł[ This approach has since
allowed us to combine two di}erent {{head|| units in a
number of large unsymmetrical macrocycles ð06Ð19Ł[
Here we report a second route\ based on the method of
Okawa et al[ ð10Ł\ which features the incorporation of
amide functionality in the unsymmetrical macrocycle[

The {{two!armed|| acyclic diamide ligand H1L0 "Fig[ 0#
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Fig[ 0[ Amide!containing ligands] the acyclic {{two armed|| ligand H1L0\ the unsymmetrical macrocycles H1L1 and H1L2 and the symmetrical
macrocycle H3L3[

Fig[ 1[ Some literature examples of pyridyl amide macrocycles[ Complexes have only been prepared from M5\ M6 and M7[
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was prepared as a precursor for both symmetrical and
unsymmetrical macrocycle formation\ and its ability to
complex nickel"II# was studied ð11Ł[ The recent pub!
lication of the copper coordination chemistry of the
closely related ligand N\N?!bisð1!"1!pyridyl# ethyl!
Łpyridine!1\5!dicarboxamide\ part of a comprehensive
study by Mascharak et al[ ð12Ł into bleomycin chemistry\
and the copper"II# and nickel"II# coordination chemistry
of another bis!1\5!diamidopyridine ligand\ 1\5!bis""1!""1!
acetylphenyl#!carbamoyl#phenyl# carbamoyl# pyridine
ð13Ł\ has stimulated this publication of the results of our
work with H1L0[ This paper describes our synthesis and
subsequent study of the nickel coordination chemistry of
H1L0\ as well as the successful template synthesis of the
unsymmetrical and potentially dinucleating macrocycles
H1L1\ as Ba"H1L1#"ClO3#1\ H1L2\ as ðBa"H1L2#Ł"ClO3#1\
and the direct synthesis of the symmetrical tetraamide
macrocycle H3L3 "Fig[ 0#[

1[ Results and discussion

1[0[ H1L0

When stoichiometric quantities of 1\5!dimethyl!
pyridinedicarboxylate and 0\2!diaminopropane are
employed to synthesise H1L0 a mixture of H1L0 and
other polymeric:cyclic species results[ However\ by
employing a _ve!fold excess of 0\2!diaminopropane "over
1\5!dimethylpyridinedicarboxylate# these side reactions
are prevented and exclusively H1L0 is prepared\ in good
yield and purity\ as a grey hygroscopic solid[ The IR
spectrum has a broad NÐH stretch centred at
½2179 cm−0\ which results from the overlap of the amine
and the amide NÐH stretches ð14\ 15Ł[ The bands at 0559
and 0429 cm−0 result from the overlap of the amide"I#
and amide"II# bands\ respectively\ with the pyridyl CÐ
N and CÐC ring modes and the primary amine NÐH
deformation bands ð14\ 15Ł[ Amide bond formation is
con_rmed by analysis of the 0H and 02C NMR spectra[
The amide NÐH protons of H1L0 occur at dH�7[82 ppm
and coupling with the adjacent alkyl protons is observed
"partially formed triplet\ 2JHÐH�5Hz at 199MHz\ a value
which is consistent with previously reported work# ð16Ł[
In the 02C NMR spectrum the amide carbonyl carbon
occurs at 052[6 ppm[

1[1[ ðNi"L0¦H#ŁX

The addition of a variety of Ni"II# salts to acetonitrile
suspensions of H1L0 led\ in each case\ to an immediate
colour change to intense orange] the isolated solids\
ðNi"L0¦H#ŁX\ are also orange[ The complexes with
X�ClO3

−\ CF2SO2
−and NO2

−are readily formed\ in good
yields\ without any added base to aid in the depro!
tonation of the amide groups[ As the properties of these

complexes are very similar the following discussion of
ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 is also pertinent to ðNi"L0¦H#ŁCF2SO2

and ðNi"L0¦H#ŁNO2[
The IR spectrum of ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 shows that both

amide groups are deprotonated] as expected the amide"I#
and "II# bands of H1L0 move considerably on coor!
dination via the deprotonated amide nitrogen atoms
ð13\17Ð29Ł[ This implies that H1L0 is present in the com!
plex as L01− and suggests the formula ðNi"L0#Ł> for the
complex[ However\ the IR spectrum also reveals that
there is a signi_cant amount of perchlorate ion present\
a fact which clearly rules out this formula[ Together these
two observations imply that either one or both of the
protons removed from the two amide groups on coor!
dination to the nickel"II# ion have been relocated within
the complex resulting in the formation of either
ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 or ðNi"L0¦1H#Ł"ClO3#1[ Possible pro!
tonation sites within the molecule are the primary amine
nitrogen atoms or the amide oxygen atoms[ The location
of the amide I band\ at ½0489 cm−0 in the nickel"II#
complex\ is inconsistent with the latter possibility\ where
a shift to wavenumbers greater than the value observed
for the free ligand is expected ð20Ł[ The amide I band
position is insensitive to the possibility of amine proton!
ation\ but the two medium intensity peaks observed at
2291 and 2136 cm−0 are consistent with the formation of
an ÐNH2

¦ group and:or the preservation of a primary
amine group ð14\15Ł[

Microanalysis results allowed rapid deduction of the
correct formula\ ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3\ and conductance
measurements were consistent with this formulation[
Therefore\ "L0¦H# is expected to be bound to Ni"II#
through just four nitrogen atoms\ with the _fth primary
amine {{arm|| nitrogen atom protonated and hence not
coordinated[ The strong _eld nature of this ligand and
the orange colour of the complex both indicate that the
nickel"II# ion is likely to have a square!planar coor!
dination geometry "for example Refs[ð17\18\29Ł#[ A Gouy
magnetic moment measurement con_rmed this expec!
tation as did analysis of the electronic spectrum[ The dÐ
d transition appears as a shoulder\ at lmax�302 nm\ on
an intense charge!transfer transition which tails into the
visible[ The maximum falls in the expected range "396Ð
329 nm# for square!planar nickel"II# amide complexes
ð21Ð23Ł[ The square!planar structure is maintained in
both the solid and in methanol solution as is seen by
comparison of the solution and re~ectance spectra and
by examination of the NMR spectra[

0H and 02C NMR spectra were readily obtained for all
three salts in D1O[ In the 0H NMR spectrum at 14>C the
aromatic protons were well resolved\ but the methylene
protons on the {{arms|| appeared as two broad multiplets
"ðH"6#\ H"8#Ł at ½1[79 ppm\ 7H^ ðH"7#Ł at ½0[60 ppm\
3H^ Fig[ 0##[ Increasing the temperature to 54>C
improved the resolution with these multiplets showing
the expected splitting patterns[ The 02C NMR spectrum
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showed a similar trend with all peaks sharp and clear
except for those corresponding to C"6# and C"8#\
although these too sharpened somewhat upon heating of
the sample to 54>C[ To further study this temperature
dependence the 02C NMR spectrum of the tri~ate salt
"the most soluble of the three salts# was also studied in
CD2OD as this solvent allows the attainment of lower
temperatures than are accessible with D1O[ The e}ect of
temperature on the 02C NMR spectrum is shown in Fig[
2[ The broad feature due to C"6# and C"8# at 14>C became
two resolved signals at 44>C "dc�39 and 30 ppm\ respec!
tively#[ As the sample was cooled\ the signals broadened
and then sharpened again until at −49>C we observed
four sharp signals for C"6#\ C"00#\ C"8# and C"02#
ðdc�31[8\ 39[5\ 28[1 and 26[6 ppmŁ\ as well as two sharp
signals for C"7# and C"01# ðdc�18[3 and 18[9 ppmŁ[ At
this temperature all other carbon signals except C"2# were
also split into two sets[ These results are consistent with
the existence of a rapid exchange process of a coordinated
"non!protonated# {{arm|| for a noncoordinated "pro!
tonated# {{arm|| at the diamagnetic nickel"II# centre[ The
substitution process presumably involves deprotonation
of the protonated amine followed by the interchange of
the two {{arms||[ At low temperature the exchange is slow
and the spectrum observed is due to the {{frozen out||

Fig[ 2[ Variable temperature 02C NMR spectroscopy study of ðNi"L0¦H#ŁCF2SO2 in CD2OD "ref[ to CD2OD at 38[2 ppm#[

unsymmetrical species as seen in the structure deter!
mination "Fig[ 3\ see later#[ As the temperature is
increased the rate of exchange increases until at 44>C we
observe an averaged structure with equivalent magnetic
environments for the carbon nuclei on both {{arms|| "simi!
lar examples are included in Refs[ ð24\25Ł#[

Crystals of ðNi"L0¦H#ŁX suitable for X!ray di}raction
purposes proved to be elusive\ despite many attempts
with a wide variety of anions and solvents[ However\ on
one occasion crystals which were marginally suitable for
X!ray di}raction experiments were obtained from a
slowly evaporating diethylether:methanol solution of
ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3[ The structure has therefore been deter!
mined and is shown in Figs 3 and 4[ As expected the
nickel atom is square planar ðand only 9[93"0#A� out of the
N3 mean planeŁ and is coordinated to two deprotonated
amide nitrogen atoms\ the pyridine nitrogen atom and
one of the primary amine nitrogen atoms[ The second
{{arm|| is pointing away from the nickel atom and forms
an array of hydrogen bonds to the perchlorate counter
ion and the amide oxygen atoms of adjacent symmetry!
related molecules "Fig[ 4#[ Unfortunately the structure
determination was of not of su.cient quality to allow
the location of the hydrogen atoms\ however\ bonds to
the two amide oxygen atoms are identical within exper!
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Fig[ 3[ Perspective view of ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3[ Selected interatomic distances "A� # and angles ">#] NiÐN"0#\ 0[707"08#^ NiÐN"1#\ 0[804"05#^ NiÐN"3#\
0[822"05#^ NiÐN"2#\ 0[839"06#^ N"0#ÐNiÐN"1#\ 70[8"6#^ N"0#ÐNiÐN"3#\ 72[1"6#^ N"1#ÐNiÐN"3#\ 054[9"7#^ N"0#ÐNiÐN"2#\ 063[8"7#^ N"1#ÐNiÐN"2#\
87[6"6#^ N"3#ÐNiÐN"2#\ 85[2"6#[

Fig[ 4[ A packing diagram illustrating the nature of the hydrogen bonding array which the ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 unit is surrounded by and intimately
involved in[ Selected interatomic distances "A� #] N"2# [ [ [ O"00#\ 1[74"2#^ N"2# [ [ [ O"01#a\ 2[96"2#^ N"4# [ [ [ O"03#\ 2[98"1#^ N"4# [ [ [ O"0#b\ 1[69"2#^
N"4# [ [ [ O"1#c\ 1[68"2#^ N"4# [ [ [ O"02#d\ 2[04"1#[

imental error "consistent with no protonation of an amide
oxygen atom# and the hydrogen bonding array is con!
sistent with the {{extra|| hydrogen atom residing on the
uncoordinated amine {{arm||\ as proposed earlier on the
basis of the infrared analysis[ The structures of several
copper"II# complexes where one amine {{arm|| of the
respective ligand is protonated and uncoordinated\ simi!
lar to the situation found here\ have been reported pre!
viously ð26\27\28Ł[ Another similarity between these
complexes and ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 is the observation of a
network of hydrogen bonds involving the protonated
amine[ Deprotonation of an amide by an amine within

the ligand has been observed before but is not common
ð26\27\39\30Ł[

The nickel complexes stack in the crystal lattice so
that there are pÐp interactions between complexes[ The
distance between the mean planes of the two parallel
complexes is 2[31A� which is typical for this type of inter!
action "see for example Ref[ ð31Ł#[

The cyclic voltammogram of ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 is
shown in Fig[ 5[ The oxidation is quasi!reversible ð32Ł[
The ratio of peak currents departed signi_cantly from
unity and the peak separation increased with increased
scan rate[ The E0:1 is ¦9[61V vs SCE\ a value consistent
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Fig[ 5[ Cyclic voltammogram of ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 "aqueous solution\
9[0 mol dm−2 Et3NClO3 electrolyte\ reference SCE\ scan rate 9[0 V:s#[

with that observed for other nickel diamide species ð22\
23Ł[ Chemical oxidations of ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 were tried
in water using both cerium"IV# and persulfate as
oxidants[ With both oxidants a colour change from
orange to deep green was observed but this faded to a
light green colour within a few minutes[ The oxidation
and subsequent decay was monitored by UV:vis spec!
troscopy\ which showed the formation of an intense
band\ at ½249 nm\ due to the oxidised material\ which
rapidly decayed with time[ This band is consistent with
the formation of a nickel"III# centre that is coordinated
to amides\ as in general these types of complexes have an
intense charge!transfer band in the range ½239Ð259 nm
ð33Ł[ The spectrum of the _nal\ light green product is
di}erent to the spectra of both ðNi"L0¦H#Ł¦ and the
nickel"III# species\ suggesting that decomposition of the
complex has occurred on decay of the nickel"III# species[
Collins has analysed the decomposition of high!valent
transition!metal complexes of amide ligands in con!
siderable detail ð2Ł[ Oxidative ligand degradation can
occur via a variety of routes\ including the abstraction of
a proton b to the metal centre\ a process which often
occurs in complexes with aliphatic amides such as this
one[

1[2 Ba"H1L1#"ClO3#1 and Ba"H1L2#"ClO3#1

The ligands H1L1 and H1L2 are unsymmetrical\ poten!
tially binucleating macrocycles\ which o}er two distinct
binding environments\ one with two amide nitrogen
atoms and a pyridine nitrogen atom\ and the other with
two imine nitrogen atoms and a pyridine nitrogen atom[
The former site is expected to o}er a stronger ligand
_eld than the latter "once the amides have been depro!
tonated#[

These macrocycles were made using template synth!
eses[ The barium "II# ion has been used to template other
19!membered Schi}!base macrocycles and was therefore
a logical choice of template ion in this case ð3Ð7Ł[ The

cyclisation of H1L0 with 1\5!diacetylpyridine or 1\5!difor!
mylpyridine\ using a barium"II# ion as a metal template\
resulted in the successful formation of ðBa"H1L1#Ł"ClO3#1
and ðBa"H1L2#Ł "ClO3#1\ respectively[

Infrared spectroscopy con_rmed that cyclisation had
occurred in both cases[ The carbonyl stretch\ at
½0699 cm−0\ in 1\5!dicarbonylpyridines is absent from
both spectra[ Coupled with this should be the observation
of an imine stretch at ca[ 0509Ð0549 cm−0 ð3Ð7Ł[ In these
two cases the imine band is obscured by the intense amide
I band[ In both cases the NÐH stretch region has only
one strong band\ at ½2253 cm−0\ which is due to the
amide NÐH stretch\ while the NÐH stretches of the amine
groups are absent[ The macrocycle H3L3 "see later# has a
similar band\ at 2239 cm−0\ and it too only has amide
groups present "no amines#\ con_rming the assignment
of this band as the amide NÐH stretch[ This indicates
that the amide nitrogen atom has not been deprotonated
in the formation of these two complexes[ The amide I
band of the barium complexes is very similar to the value
found in H1L0\ a feature that is also consistent with
the non!deprotonation of the amide groups[ Finally\ the
presence of perchlorate ions was also clear from the infra!
red spectra[

The two complexes are 0]1 conductors in DMF solu!
tion[ All attempts to grow single crystals of the barium
complexes "e[g[ by the di}usion of diethyl ether vapour
into DMF solutions or recrystallisation of the complexes
from pyridine# failed and only powders or brown oils
"decomposition# were ever obtained[

Attempts to template the synthesis of H1L1 and H1L2
using either one or two copper"II# or nickel"II# template
ions failed to give cyclic products[ An alternative route
to complexes of these two metal ions\ via the trans!
metallation of the barium"II# complexes described above\
was therefore explored ð3Ð5Ł[ In methanol\ even when a
suspension of the barium complex and two equivalents
of either copper"II# or nickel"II# ions were re~uxed tog!
ether for several days\ there was no colour change and
the starting complex was reclaimed[ However\ when the
reactions were carried out in DMF\ a solvent in which
the barium"II# complexes are reasonably soluble\ at room
temperature\ promising colour changes are observed]
with two equivalents of copper"II# perchlorate the colour
is dark green\ while with two equivalents of nickel"II#
perchlorate the colour is red:orange[ These intense col!
ours are consistent with the desired result\ the coor!
dination of the metal ions to the deprotonated amide
nitrogen atoms ð0\1Ł[ However\ isolation of these col!
oured complexes was problematic] as an example\ the
vapour di}usion of diethyl ether into these solutions has
only yielded intractable oils[ Despite this di.culty the
colour changes themselves are very encouraging and
future work would need to investigate modi_cations to
the syntheses with the aim of successfully isolating and
characterising these transition!metal complexes[
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1[3[ H3L3

In contrast to the high!dilution methods usually used
to prepare amide!containing macrocycles ð8Ð01Ł\ the for!
mation of the symmetrical tetraamide macro!
cycle H3L3 utilised another direct method\ that developed
by Jurczak ð34Ł[ H1L0 and 1\5!dimethyl!
pyridine dicarboxylate were simply mixed together in
methanol and allowed to stand for 0week[ As the desired
macrocyclic product was relatively insoluble it pre!
cipitated from the methanolic solution over an extended
period of time in 06) yield[ Coupled with the pre!
cipitation of the desired product is the precipitation of
some undesired material[ This material is white\ just like
H3L3\ and has a very similar infrared spectrum to H3L3
but it is completely insoluble in all solvents[ It is therefore
presumed to be some sort of polymeric by!product[ The
yield of the desired cyclic product is comparable to that
reported for other macrocycles with a similar cavity size\
which have been synthesised using this method ð34Ł[ H3L3
was characterised by IR and NMR spectroscopies\ mass
spectrometry and microanalysis[ All of these methods of
characterisation provided results which were consistent
with the formation of the cyclic product[ The IR spectrum
showed the presence of the amide NÐH stretch at
½2239 cm−0 and the amide I band at 0546 cm−0[ The
amide functional group was also observed in the NMR
spectra\ with the amide NÐH observed at dH�8[64 ppm
and the amide C1O observed at dC�054 ppm[ Mass
spectrometry con_rmed that the ring size corresponded
to that of a "0¦0# cyclisation of H1L0 and 1\5!dime!
thylpyridine dicarboxylate[

Potentially H3L3 has six nitrogen donors "once the
four amide nitrogen atoms have been deprotonated# and
the cavity should readily accommodate either one or two
_rst!row transition metal ions[ Copper"II# complexes
with this type of ligand\ i[e[ a polyamide\ are expected to
be square!planar or square!pyramidal\ while the nick!
el"II# complexes are expected to be square!planar
ð0\1\22\23Ł[ If these geometries were adopted in this case
then binuclear copper and nickel complexes could be
formed[ In contrast\ metals such as manganese ð35Ł and
cobalt ð36Ł\ which show a preference for octahedral
geometry with this type of ligand\ may form either mono!
or bi!nuclear complexes[

To bring about the coordination of a deprotonated
amide nitrogen atom chelate ring formation is necessary[
A metal ion needs a {{primary ligation site|| or {{anchor||
in order to _rst of all chelate to the amide oxygen atom
and then\ by substitution for the amide hydrogen\ sub!
sequently to the amide nitrogen atom ð0\1Ł[ The anchor
decreases the importance of metal ion!assisted amide!
bond hydrolysis and permits the attainment of a pH
region where substitution of a metal ion for the amide
hydrogen can occur[ Attempts to complex copper"II# or
nickel"II# ions with H3L3 have been unsuccessful[ The

addition of sodium hydroxide or the use of acetate salts
"bases that have often been used in amide coordination
chemistry to aid deprotonation# did not promote amide
deprotonation and coordination] the use of sodium
hydroxide resulted in metal hydroxide formation\ while
no colour changes were observed when an acetate salt
was used[ It therefore appears that the pyridine nitrogen
atoms in H3L3 are unable to act as primary ligation sites\
at least under the conditions tried[ This inability was
unexpected as pyridine nitrogen atoms have been shown
to act as primary binding sites in other complexes ð0\1Ł[
However\ it may be that a lack of ~exibility is con!
tributing to this di.culty[ There are examples in the
literature which set a precedence for this[ Of the mac!
rocycles shown in Fig[ 1\ no complexes have been
reported for M0ÐM3 ð8Ð01Ł and M4 ð04Ł\ whereas for M5
ð02Ł\ M6 ð03Ł and M7 ð04Ł complexes have been obtained[
Ligand M4 failed to form any transition!metal
complexes\ whereas ligand M7 did ð04Ł[ The crystal struc!
ture of M4 revealed that the nitrogen lone pairs of the
piperazine unit were not pointing into the centre of the
macrocycle and that the ligand was too constrained to be
able to twist to allow the tertiary amines to aid in amide
deprotonation[ Presumably ligand M7 is more ~exible
than M4 and so deprotonation was able to proceed[ Thus\
if complexes are to be formed from H3L3\ a strong non!
nucleophilic base will be required for deprotonation
ð2\37Ł[

2[ Conclusion

Of the new macrocycles\ transmetallation reactions of
the barium macrocycles with transition!metal ions look
encouraging\ but isolation of the complexes has not been
achieved[ Di}erent a\v!diamines need to be investigated
for their e}ect on the reactivity "provision of primary
ligation sites#\ solubility\ ~exibility and oxidation resist!
ance of the ligands\ in particular the macrocycles[ Explo!
ration of the nickel coordination chemistry of the {{two!
armed|| diamide ligand H1L0 has revealed that\ rather
than forming simple neutral ðNiL0Ł complexes\ internal
deprotonation occurs resulting in the relocation of one
of the amide protons to the amine terminus of one of the
{{arms|| and consequently the formation of complexes of
general formula ðNi"L0¦H#ŁX[ An interesting solution
equilibrium exists whereby at room temperature and at
around the NMR timescale "095 s−0# the two {{arms||
exchange places] the non!protonated {{arm|| coordinated
to the nickel ion exchanges with the protonated\ non!
coordinated {{arm||[ Currently our e}orts are directed
towards exploring the coordination chemistry of the new
{{two!armed|| ligand H1L0 with other _rst!row transition!
metal ions and towards investigating other new\ larger
{{two!armed|| amide ligands[
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3[ Experimental

3[0[ Measurements

Elemental analyses "C\ H\ N# were performed by the
Campbell Microanalytical Laboratory\ University of
Otago[ Infrared spectra were recorded on either a Bio!
Rad FTS!6 or a Perkin Elmer 0599 series spectrometer\
NMR spectra on a Varian VXR 299MHz spectrometer
and a Varian Gemini 199MHz spectrometer\ electronic
spectra on a Perkin!Elmer Lambda 8 spectrophotometer[
Molar conductances were measured with a Phillips Magic
Eye PR 8499 instrument[ Cyclic voltammograms were
recorded using a EG+G Princeton Applied Research
162A potentiostat and a three!electrode set!up consisting
of a platinum working electrode\ a platinum secondary
electrode and an SCE reference electrode[ The cyclic vol!
tammograms were recorded in water under a nitrogen
atmosphere with 9[0mol dm−2 Et3NClO3 as the sup!
porting electrolyte[

3[1[ Materials

Generally solvents were used as supplied\ but where
dry solvents are speci_ed they were dried by distillation
as indicated] methanol "Mg#\ ethanol "Mg#\ acetonitrile
"CaH1# and dimethyformamide "3A� sieves#[ 1\5!Diacetyl!
pyridine and 1\5!diformylpyridine were synthesised
according to literature methods ð38\49\40Ł[ 0\2!Diam!
inopropane was purchased from the Aldrich Chemical
Company and distilled under vacuum before use[

3[2[ Syntheses

Caution] whilst no problems were encountered in the
course of this work\ perchlorate salts are potentially
explosive and should therefore be handled with appro!
priate care[

3[3[ 1\5!Dimethylpyridinedicarboxylate
This was prepared from 1\5!pyridinedicarboxylic acid

"Aldrich# via modi_cation of the procedure outlined by
Cram et al[ ð41Ł SOCl1 "2 cm2# was slowly added dropwise
to a suspension of 1\5!pyridinedicarboxylic acid "49 g# in
methanol "399 cm2# and the mixture stirred for 13 h at
room temperature[ The white precipitate was collected
by _ltration and dried in vacuo "40[58 g\ 78)#[ "Found]
C\ 44[4^ H\ 3[6^ N\ 6[1[ C8H8NO3 requires C\ 44[3^ H\
3[5^ N\ 6[1)#[ nmax cm−0 "Nujol# 0639s[ M[p[ 019>C "lit[
010>C# ð41Ł[

3[3[0[ H1L0
1\5!Dimethylpyridinedicarboxylate "09 g\ 9[940mol#

was dissolved in methanol "0 dm2# and added dropwise to
a stirred solution of 0\2!diaminopropane "28 g\ 9[41mol\
_ve!fold excess# in methanol "9[1 dm2#[ The resulting solu!

tion was stirred overnight and then re~uxed for 0 h[ The
solvent and excess amine were removed in vacuo to give
H1L0 as a grey\ slightly hygroscopic\ solid "03 g\ 099)#[
"Found] C\ 44[5^ H\ 6[3^ N\ 13[7[ C02H10N4O1 requires C\
44[8^ H\ 6[5^ N\ 14[0)#[ nmax cm−0 "Nujol# 2171 m\ br\
2089 w\ sh\ 0559 s\ 0420 s\ 0296 w[ LH "199MHz\ CDCl2\
reference TMS# 7[82 "1 H\ t#\ 7[20 "1 H\ d#\ 7[90 "0 H\ t#\
2[50 "3 H\ q#\ 1[81 "3 H\ t#\ 0[68 "3 H\ quin#\ 0[52 "3 H\ s\
br#^ LC "CDCl2# 052[6 "C3#\ 037[6 "C4#\ 027[8 "C6#\ 013[4
"C5#\ 39[1 "C0#\ 27[0 "C2#\ 20[7 "C1#[

3[3[1[ ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3

To acetonitrile "39 cm2# was added H1L0 "9[17 g\
0[9mmol#[ After heating the resulting suspension to
re~ux\ a light blue solution of Ni"ClO3#1 = 5H1O "9[26 g\
0[9mmol# in acetonitrile "39 cm2# was added dropwise\
an instantaneous colour change to orange was observed[
The solution was re~uxed for 04min during which time
an orange precipitate formed[ This precipitate was _ltered
o} from the hot reaction mixture and a further crop
was obtained from the orange _ltrate upon cooling[ The
orange ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 was dried in vacuo "9[11 g\
57)#[ This complex could be recrystallised from meth!
anol\ acetonitrile or DMF by vapour di}usion of diethy!
lether\ but the growth of single crystals suitable for X!ray
crystallography proved to be di.cult^ marginally suitable
crystals were obtained from a methanol:diethylether
experiment as the solvents slowly evaporated[ "Found]
C\ 24[4^ H\ 3[5^ N\ 04[8[ NiC02H19N4O5Cl requires C\
24[6^ H\ 3[5^ N\ 05[0)#[ nmax cm−0 "KBr disk# 2291 m\
2136 m\ 1818 m\ 0501 sh\ 0482 s\ br\ 0007 s\ 0971 s\
514 m\ s[ Lm "CH2OH#�099V−0 mol−0 cm1 "74Ð004 V−0

mol−0 cm1 for 0]0 ð42Ł#[ lmax nm "CH2OH# 302 "o
dm2 mol−0 cm−0 597#\ 349 sh "354#\ 499 sh "066#[ m:z
"FAB# 225 "ðNi"L0¦H#Ł¦#[ m 9[99 BM "Gouy#^ 0H NMR
dH "D1O\ ref[ DSS 9[91 ppm\ 14>C# 7[03"t\ 0 H#\ 6[59 "d\
1 H#\ 1[79 "br[ multiplet\ 7 H#\ 0[60 "br[ multiplet\ 3 H#[
02C NMR dC "D1O\ 59>C\ ref[ DSS 9 ppm# 062 "C3#\ 041
"C4#\ 034 "C6#\ 014 "C5#\ 32 "C0#\ 30 "C2#\ 29 "C1#[ Cyclic
voltammetry] E0:1�9[61V vs SCE in water "9[0M
Et3NClO3#[

3[3[2[ ðNi"L0¦HŁCF2SO2

As for ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3 except that Ni"CF2SO2#1
"9[39 g\ 0[0mmol# was used instead of Ni"ClO3#1=5H1O[
After a 04min re~ux no precipitate had formed but upon
cooling an orange crystalline material\
ðNi"L0¦H#ŁCF2SO2\ formed "9[16 g\ 41)#[ "Found] C\
23[4^ H\ 2[7^ N\ 03[0^ F\ 00[4[ NiC03N4O4H19F2S requires
C\ 23[5^ H\ 3[1^ N\ 03[3^ F\ 00[6)#[ nmax cm−0 "KBr disk#
2163 s\ 2129 s\ 2968 s\ 1845\ 0473 sh\ 0438 sh\ 0176 s\
0144 sh\ 0045 m\ 0917 sh\ 514 m[ lmax nm "CH2OH# 305
"o dm2 mol−0 cm−0 459#\ 349 sh "329#\ 389 sh "079#[ Lm

"CH2OH#�71V−0 mol−0 cm1 "74Ð004V−0 mol−0 cm1 for
0]0 ð42Ł#[ 0H NMR dH "D1O\ ref[ DSS 9[91 ppm\ 14>C#
7[01 "0H\ t\ H2#\ 6[48 "1H\ d\ H3#\ 1[70 "3H\ t\ H6#\ 1[61
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"3H\ broad singlet\ H8#\ 0[58 "3H\ quin\ H7#[ 02C NMR
"D1O\ 59>C\ ref[ DSS 9 ppm# d 062[9 "C5#\ 042[2 "C4#\
033[4 "C2#\ 013[8 "C3#\ 32[9 "C8#\ 39[5 "C6#\ 29[2 "C7#[

3[3[3[ ðNi"L0¦H#ŁNO2

As for ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3\ except that Ni"NO2#1 "9[18 g\
0[0mmol# was used instead of Ni"ClO3#1 = 5H1O[ After
04min at re~ux the grey suspension had converted to an
orange suspension[ The orange solid\ ðNi"L0¦H#ŁNO2\
formed was collected on a glass frit "9[17 g\ 58)#[
"Found] C\ 27[7^ H\ 3[8^ N\ 10[1[ NiC02N5O4H19 requires
C\ 28[0^ H\ 4[0^ N\ 10[0)#[ nmax cm−0 "KBr disk# 2146 s\
0483 sh\ 0272\ 0223\ 658\ 567[ lmax nm "CH2OH# 303
"o dm2 mol−0 cm−0 469#\ 339 sh "499#\ 499 sh "054#[ Lm

"water#�003V−0 mol−0 cm1 "099Ð029V−0 mol−0 cm1 for
0]0 ð42Ł#[ 0H NMR dH "D1O\ ref[ DSS 9[91 ppm\ 14>C#
7[01 "0H\ t\ H2#\ 6[47 "1H\ d\ H3#\ 1[66 "3H\ t\ H6#\ 1[56
"3H\ broad singlet\ H8#\ 0[58 "3H\ quin\ H7#[ 02C NMR
"D1O\ 59>C\ ref[ DSS 9 ppm# d 061[5 "C5#\ 042[1 "C4#\
033[4 "C2#\ 013[8 "C3#\ 31[7 "C8#\ 28[3 "C6#\ 29[1 "C7#[

3[3[4[ ðBa"H1L1#Ł"ClO3#1

1\5!Diacetylpyridine "9[05 g\ 0[9mmol# was dissolved
in dry ethanol "49 cm2# and heated to re~ux[ To this
solution was added Ba"ClO3#1=2H1O "9[39 g\ 0[9mmol#
followed by H1L0 "9[17 g\ 0[9mmol# in dry ethanol
"19 cm2# and the resultant solution was re~uxed for 1 h\
during which time a fawn solid formed[ This mixture was
_ltered whilst hot and upon cooling a second crop was
isolated "9[27 g\ 41)#[ "Found] C\ 24[6^ H\ 2[6^ N\ 00[0[
BaC11N5O09Cl1H15 requires C\ 24[5^ H\ 2[4^ N\ 00[2)#[
nmax cm−0 "KBr disk# 2253 m\ br\ 1821 w\ 0547 s\ 0467 m\
sh\ 0436 s\ 0326 s\ 0095 vs\ 0974 s\ 513 ss[ Lm "DMF#
022V−0 mol−0 cm1 "029Ð069V−0 mol−0 cm1 for 1]0 ð42Ł#[

3[3[5[ ðBa"H1L2#Ł"ClO3#1

The same synthesis as in previous section except that
1\5!diformylpyridine "0[24 g\ 09mmol# was used instead
of 1\5!diacetylpyridine[ðBa"H1L2#Ł"ClO3#1 was isolated by
_ltration as an o}!white solid "4[03 g\ 61)#[ "Found] C\
23[0^ H\ 2[3^ N\ 00[4[ BaC19N5O09Cl1H11 requires C\ 22[5^
H\ 2[0^ N\ 00[7)#[ nmax cm−0 "KBr disk# 2255 m\ 2979 w\
1822 w\ 1763 w\ 0544 s\ 0475 m\ 0436 s\ 0091 s\ br\ 512
m[ Lm "DMF# 056V−0 mol−0 cm1 "029Ð069 V−0 mol−0

cm1 for 1]0 ð42Ł#[

3[3[6[ H3L3 =H1O
1\5!Dimethylpyridinedicarboxylate "9[85 g\ 4[9mmol#

and H1L0 "0[39 g\ 4[9mmol# were dissolved in methanol
"69 cm2#[ The solution was left to stand at room tem!
perature for 6 days during which time a white solid slowly
formed[ The solvent was decanted o} leaving crude H3L3
which was then washed with 1×49 cm2 boiling methanol[
The remaining solid was taken up in 49 cm2 CHCl2\ the
solution _ltered\ taken to dryness in vacuo and pumped
under vacuum at 39>C for 6 days[ H3L3=H1O was

obtained as a white solid "9[243 g\ 06)#[ M[p[×149>C[
"Found] C\ 45[3^ H\ 4[7^ N\ 08[7[ C19H13N5O4 requires C\
45[0^ H\ 4[6^ N\ 08[5#[ n cm−0 2239\ 0546\ 0424\ 0334\ 533[
m:z "EI# 300 "H3L3#¦[ 0H NMR dH "199MHz\ CDCl2\
reference TMS# 8[64 "3H\ mult\ amide#\ 7[25 "3H\ d\ H3#\
7[98 "1H\ t\ H2#\ 2[61 "7H\ mult\ H6#\ 0[80"3H\ mult\ H7#[
02C NMR dC "199MHz\ CDCl2\ reference TMS# 054 "C5#\
038 "C4#\ 028 "C2#\ 014 "C3#\ 24 "C6#\ 29 "C7#[

4[ X!Ray crystallography

4[0[ Crystal data for ðNi"L0¦H#ŁClO3

C02H19N4O5ClNi\ orange rod\ dimensions
9[96×9[02×9[51mm\ monoclinic\ space group
P10:c\ a�6[148"0#\ b�00[915"1#\ c�10[279"3#A� \
b�85[32"2#>\ V�0699[3"4#A� 2\ m�0[23mm−0\ Z�3\
Dc�0[60 g cm−2\ F"999#�893 e−\ T�029K[ A total of
1315 re~ections were collected in the range 3³1u³34>
on a Siemens P3 four!circle di}ractometer using graphite!
monochromated Mo!Ka radiation "l�9[60962A� #[ Crys!
tal stability was monitored by recording three check
re~ections every 86 and no signi_cant variations were
observed[ The data were corrected for Lorentz and polar!
isation e}ects\ and a SHELXA absorption correction was
applied based on face indices "Tmin�9[27\ Tmax�9[67#[
The 1111 independent re~ections were used to solve the
structure by direct methods "SHELXS75# ð43Ł\ which
resulted in the location of all non!hydrogen atoms[ With
the nickel\ chlorine\ nitrogen and oxygen atoms aniso!
tropic the re_nement "SHELXL86# ð44Ł of 060 par!
ameters converged to R0�9[024 ðfor 0209 re~ections
having F×3s"F#Ł\ wR1�9[236 and goodness of _t�0[11
"for all 1111 F1 data#[ At this stage it was apparent that
the data above 1uÐ25> constituted noise[ These data were
eliminated[ Of the unique data retained "0092#\ a small
portion of re~ections "½80# had very poor agreement
with Fc "Fo×Fc#[ The unit cell and intensity statistics were
inspected\ but no evidence found for pseudo!merohedral
twinning[ Given the poor quality of this crystal ðas indi!
cated by a large number of systematic absence violations
due to the c!glide having intensities just above the 2s"I#
levelŁ\ these data were also rejected as being contaminated
by contributions from another crystallite\ after solution
and re_nement in the alternate space group P10 failed to
give a better model[ Re_nement continued with standard
restraints on anisotropic displacement parameters and
on geometric parameters among chemically nearly equi!
valent atoms[ Hydrogen atoms were included as a _xed
contribution to Fc at their calculated idealised positions[
Re_nement on F1 "all 0092 retained data including I³9#
converged for a model with 124 variable parameters and
187 restraints to values for R0 of 9[988 ð636 data with
I×1s"I#Ł and for wR1 of 9[173 and a goodness!of!_t of
0[01 "all data on F1#[ The function minimised in the
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F1 re_nement was wR1�ðSw"Fo
1−F c

1#1Ł:SwFo
1Ł0:1\ where

w�ðs1"Fo
1#¦"9[00P#1¦74PŁ−0 and P�ðmax"Fo

1\ 9#¦
1F c

1#:2[ Peak:hole 0[18:−9[50 eA� −2[ Atomic coordinates\
thermal parameters and bond lengths and angles have
been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre "CCDC#[ See instructions for authors\ Poly!
hedron\ this issue[ Any request to the CCDC for this
material should quote the full literature citation and the
deposition number 091124[
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Abstract

Three complexes of formula ðZnCl1"L#"H1O#Ł\ ðAg"NO2#"L#1Ł and ðPdCl1"L#Ł=1H1O have been obtained by reacting the ligand 1\3!
diamino!4!nitroso!5!oxo!pyrimidine with the corresponding metal salt[ The complexes have been characterized by thermal and
spectroscopic techniques and\ for the two former\ by single crystal X!ray di}raction[ ðZnCl1"L#"H1O#Ł] C4H8N4O2Cl1Zn\ a�8[086"4#\
b�00[552"5#\ c�09[055"6# A� \ b�89[55"2#\ monoclinic\ P10:n\ Z�3[ ðAg"NO2#"L#1Ł] C09H03N00O6Ag\ a�04[819"4#\ b�6[284"4#\
c�03[397"4# A� \ b�86[567"4#\ monoclinic\ C1:c\ Z�3[ In all of them the ligand coordinates in a neutral bidentate fashion through
the exocyclic nitroso and oxo groups\ in the two former complexes through the N"4#:O"5# atoms whereas in the latter the donor
atoms are the O"4#:O"5#[ These coordination modes are connected with the fact that the ligand is able to adopt two conformations
depending on the intramolecular N"3#H= = =O"4# hydrogen bond[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Coordination^ Metal^ Pyrimidine^ Bio!inorganic

0[ Introduction

The involvement of metal ions in biochemical processes
such as interactions with nucleic acids and their con!
stituents have focused a great interest[ These studies\
driven to get well de_ned data about the metal binding
sites to nucleic acid derivatives\ have provided wide X!
ray structural information on transition metal complexes
with nucleic acid bases ð0Ð3Ł[ In a recent review compiling
these results it is concluded that coordination of pyrim!
idine bases to metal ions through the N endocyclic atom
is very rare\ and has only been observed in the case of
cytosine "through N2 or N2:O1 atoms#[ Likewise the
participation of a non!deprotonated exocyclic amino
group in the metal coordination has never been observed
due to the implication of the electronic pair on the nitro!
gen atom in the electronic system of the pyrimidine ring\
the keto!substituents being the usual metal binding in

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦23!842!101!075^ fax] ¦23!842!101!
075[

monodentate form or in N:O chelating mode "Ref[ ð4Ł
and references therein#[

The introduction of exocyclic substituents on the
nucleic acid bases gives rise to the so!called base
analogues[ In these\ the reactivity against metal ions
results widely modi_ed related to the unsubstituted pyr!
imidinic base[ The analogue pyrimidine bases are also
important because of their biological signi_cance ð5Ł[
Among them\ some nitroso pyrimidines have been found
to act as inactivators of O!alkylguanine!DNA alquil!
transferase\ e[g[ 1\3!diamino!5!benzyloxy!4!nitroso!
pyrimidine ð6Ð8Ł[ In the present paper we report the
structural characterization of the adducts obtained by
the reaction of the 1\3!diamino!4!nitroso!5!oxop!
yrimidine with Zn"II#\ Ag"I# and Pd"II# metal ions[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis of the ligand

1\3!Diamino!4!nitroso!5!oxopyrimidine monohydrate
"L=H1O# compound was obtained by following a general
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procedure ð09Ł in which a mixture of 3!amino!0\5!di!
hydro!0!methyl!1!methoxy!4!nitroso!5!oxopyrimidine
"0 g\ 4[3mmol# with 19ml of conc[ ammonium hydroxide
was stirred at room temperature during 19min[ The
initial blue colour turned to pink and after 34min a pink
solid appeared which was _ltered o}\ washed with water
and air dried[ Anal[ Found] C\ 20[61^ N\ 25[35^ H\ 3[57[
Calc[ for C4H8N4O2^ C\ 21[99^ N\ 26[39^ H\ 3[79[ 0H!
NMR "d\ ppm#] N"3#H1 09[72\ 7[98^ N"1#H1 7[14\ 6[79^
C"0#H2 2[21[ 02C!NMR "d\ ppm#] C"5# 050[60^ C"1#
045[83^ C"3# 049[60^ C"4# 030[88^ C"0# 16[83[

1[1[ Synthesis of the complexes

1[1[0[ ðZnCl1"L#Ł=H1O "0#
The ligand "0mmol# was dissolved in 149ml of water

at 69>C and then a large excess of solid ZnCl1 was added
while stirring[ The resulting solution was concentrated in
air during several days until the volume was reduced to
19ml and an orange crystalline solid appeared\ which
was _ltered o} and washed with ethanol and ether[ Anal[
Found] C\ 07[10^ H\ 1[79^ N\ 10[34[ Calc[ for C4H8N!
4O2Cl1Zn] C\ 07[44^ H\ 1[67^ N\ 10[59[0H!NMR "d\ ppm#]
N"3#H1 09[64\ 7[03^ N"1#H1 7[17\ 6[72^ C"0#H2 2[29[ 02C!
NMR "d\ ppm#] C"5# 050[70^ C"1# 045[72^ C"3# 049[65^
C"4# 030[24^ C"0# 16[82[ Thermal residue] ZnO at 659>C[

1[1[1[ ðAg"NO2#"L#1Ł "1#
To an aqueous solution in 149ml at 69>C containing 0

mmol of the ligand\ AgNO2 "0mmol# was added under
stirring[ The resulting solution was cooled at room tem!
perature after which purple crystalline needles appeared[
These were collected and washed with water\ ethanol and
ether[ Anal[ Found] C\ 12[43^ H\ 1[57^ N\ 18[75] Calc[ for
C09H03N00O6Ag] C\ 12[51^ H\ 1[65^ N\ 29[21[0H!NMR "d\
ppm#] N"3#H1 09[57\ 7[22^ N"1#H1 7[28\ 6[83^ C"0#H2

2[20[ 02C!NMR "d\ ppm#] C"5# 050[76^ C"1# 045[78^ C"3#
040[27^ C"4# 039[68^ C"0# 17[02[ Thermal residue] Ag at
439>C[

1[1[2[ ðPdCl1"L#Ł=1H1O "2#
To a solution of the ligand "0mmol# in 199ml of hot

water\ 0mmol of K1"PdCl3# was added[ A brown pow!
dered solid appear immediately which was _ltered o} and
washed with ethanol and ether[ Anal[ Found] C\ 04[60^
H\ 1[20^ N\ 06[54[ Calc[ for C4H00N4O2Cl1Pd] C\ 04[58^
H\ 1[24^ N\ 07[29[ 0H!NMR "d\ ppm#] N"3#H1 5[12\ 7[92^
N"1#H1 7[18\ 6[68^ C"0#H2 2[21[ 02C!NMR] not enough
soluble[ Thermal residue] PdO at 459>C[

1[1[3[ Physical measurements
Microanalyses of C\ H and N were obtained with a

Fison|s EA!0097 equipment[ IR spectra\ in the 3999Ð
399 cm−0 range\ were recorded from KBr pellets in a
Perkin!Elmer 0659 spectrophotometer and from poly!
ethylene pellets\ in the 399Ð079 cm−0 range\ in a Perkin

Elmer 872!G spectrophotometer[ 0H and 02C NMR spec!
tra in dmso!d5 solution were recorded using a Bruker
AMX!299 spectrometer[ DSC and TG diagrams were
obtained by using a Shimadzu DSC!49Q calorimeter and
a Shimadzu TG!49!H thermobalance\ respectively^ in
both cases a dynamic air atmosphere of 099ml=min−0

and a heating rate of 19>Cmin−0 were used[

1[2[ X!ray data collection and structure determination

Single crystal data collections for 0 and 1 were per!
formed at 182K with Siemens R2 m:V and P3 di}ract!
ometers\ respectively\ using graphite monochromatized
radiation[ The unit cell parameters were calculated by
least!squares re_nement of 14 well centred re~ections in
the range 04³1u³34> for 0 and 1[ The data were col!
lected by the v:1u scan mode[ Intensities of four check
re~ections measured after every 019 min showed only
statistical variation[ The data were corrected for Lorentz
and polarization e}ects[ Absorption corrections were
applied via an empirical c scan[ The structures were
solved by direct methods and subsequent Fourier syn!
theses with the SHELXTL:PC V[4 program ð00Ł[ In both
complexes all non!hydrogen atoms were re_ned aniso!
tropically\ except the oxygen atoms belonging to the
nitrate anion\ in complex 1\ which were re_ned isotropic!
ally[ The nitrate anion is strongly disordered over two
positions having in common the nitrogen atom\ with the
coordinated oxygen atom\ in turn\ disordered over two
positions[ As a consequence of this disorder\ the highest
remaining electron density peak of 9[830 eA� −2 is found
in the vicinity of the nitrate group[ In both complexes
the hydrogen atoms were placed at their calculated
positions and re_ned isotropically riding on the pre!
vious atom[ Neutral atomic scattering and dispersion
factors were those included in the SHELXTL package[
Crystal data and structure determination are given in
Table 0[

2[ Results and discussion

Three complexes\ ðZnCl1"L#"H1O#Ł "0#\ ðAg"NO2#"L#1Ł
"1# and ðPdCl1"L#Ł=1H1O "2#\ have been obtained by direct
reaction of 1\3!diamino!4!nitroso!5!oxopyrimidine "L#
with the corresponding metal salt\ with no pH control
due to the aprotic character of the ligand in the 1[4Ð
8[9 pH range[

The molecular structure of 0 is shown in Fig[ 0 and
consists in discrete ZnCl1"L#"H1O# molecules in which
the Zn"II# ion is pentacoordinated[ Selected bond lengths
and angles are listed in Table 1[ This pentacoordination
mode is compatible with two idealized geometries]
square!pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal[ The pro!
cedure proposed by Addison et al[ ð01Ł locates the coor!
dination polyhedron at 8) "t�9[98# towards D2h of the
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Table 0
Crystal data and structure re_nement for 0 and 1

Compound 0 1

Empirical formula C4H8N4O2Cl1Zn C09H03N00O6Ag
Fw 212[33 497[08
Wavelength "A� # 9[60962 9[60958
Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic
Space group P1"0#:n C1:c
Unit cell dimensions
a "A� # 8[086"4# 04[819"4#
b "A� # 00[552"5# 6[284"4#
c "A� # 09[055"6# 03[397"4#
b "># 89[55"2# 86[567"4#
Z 3 3
Volume "A� 2# 0989[4"00# 0570[9"03#
Density "calculated# "g cm−2# 0[869 1[997
Abs coe} "mm−0# 1[631 0[157
F"999# 537 0905
Crystal size "mm# 9[39×9[04×9[09 9[04×9[19×9[07
u range "># 1[55 to 16[4 1[47 to 21[36
Limiting indices −0¾h¾00\ −0¾k¾04\ −02¾l¾02 9¾h¾13\ 9¾k¾00\ −10¾l¾10
Re~ections collected 2105 2982
Independent re~ections 1337 ðR"int#�9[9192Ł 2999 ðR"int#�9[9309Ł
Re_nement method full!matrix l!s on F1 full!matrix l!s on F1

Data:parameters 1337:034 1835:024
Goodness!of!_t on F1 0[095 0[95
R indices ðI×1"I#Ł R0�9[9251\ wR1�9[9747 R0�9[9653\ wR1�9[0075
R indices "all data# R0�9[9343\ wR1�9[9890 R0�9[0696\ wR1�9[0789
Largest peak and hole 9[657 and −9[312 e A� −2 9[830 and −9[645 e A� −2

Fig[ 0[ A perspective view of the molecular and tridimensional structure
of 0[

C3v:D2h deformation pathway[ In a square pyramidal
description the equatorial positions are occupied by the
ligand coordinating in a bidentate chelating manner
through the N"4#:O"5# atoms\ the Cl"1# ion and the water
molecule\ while the axial position is occupied by the Cl"0#
anion[ The Zn"II# ion is signi_cantly lifted 9[4514A�

toward the axial site\ as is usual in this geometry[ This
coordination mode is also evident from the thermal and
spectroscopic data[ Thus\ the TG plot reveals that the
dehydration process ends at 139>C with a dehydration
endothermic energy of 43[80 kJ=mol−0[ The IR spectrum
of 0 in the 3999Ð399 cm−0 range exhibits signi_cant shifts\
toward lower frequency values\ of the n"C1O# and
n"N1O# bands "0524 and 0368 cm−0# with respect to
those of the free ligand "0543 and 0406 cm−0\ respec!
tively#\ pointing out the chelating coordination mode
revealed by the X!ray study[ Beside this\ the IR spectrum
in the 399Ð079 cm−0 range shows a wide and strong band
centred at 179 cm−0 assignable to n"MÐCl#[ Remaining
structural features are consistent with those reported for
related complexes ð02Ð05Ł\ except the intramolecular
N"3#ÐH= = =O"4# hydrogen bond which\ however\ deserves
further analysis "see below#[ Finally it should be noted
that the tridimensional structure is achieved through an
extended intermolecular hydrogen network involving the
amino groups\ the water molecule\ the chlorine ions and
the N"2# atom "see Fig[ 0#[

On the other hand\ when L is reacted with AgNO2 we
obtained complex 1\ with the structure shown in Fig[ 1[
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for 0 and 1

Complex 0

ZnÐCl"0# 1[222"1# ZnÐCl"1# 1[2919"03#
ZnÐN"4# 1[109"2# ZnÐO"5# 1[199"2#
ZnÐO"0W# 1[956"2#
Cl"0#ÐZnÐCl"1# 098[83"4# Cl"0#ÐZnÐN"4# 87[39"7#
Cl"1#ÐZnÐN"4# 81[32"7# Cl"0#ÐZnÐO"5# 87[55"8#
Cl"1#ÐZnÐO"5# 049[09"7# N"4#ÐZnÐO"5# 63[35"09#
Cl"0#ÐZnÐO"0W# 098[35"8# Cl"1#ÐZnÐO"0W# 86[67"7#
N"4#ÐZnÐO"0W# 033[69"00# O"5#ÐZnÐO"0W# 79[06"09#

Complex 1

Ag"0#ÐN"4# 1[158"3# Ag"0#ÐN"4#$ 1[158"3#
Ag"0#ÐO"5# 1[469"3# Ag"0#ÐO"5#$ 1[469"3#
Ag"0#ÐO"00a# 1[437"3#
N"4#ÐAg"0#ÐN"4#$ 067[4"2# N"4#ÐAg"0#ÐO"5# 57[32"03#
N"4#$ÐAg"0#ÐO"5# 000[92"03# N"4#ÐAg"0#ÐO"5#$ 000[92"03#
N"4#$ÐAg"0#ÐO"5#$ 057[32"03# O"5#ÐAg"0#ÐO"5#$ 030[1"1#
O"00a#ÐAg"0#ÐN"4# 62[2"1# O"00a#ÐAg"0#ÐO"5# 84[7"1#
O"00a#ÐAg"0#ÐO"00a#$ 26[6"2# O"00a#ÐAg"0#ÐN"4#$ 097[1"1#
O"00a#ÐAg"0#ÐO"5#$ 010[7"1#

$ −x¦0\ y\ −z¦2:1[

Fig[ 1[ A view of the molecular structure of 1\ showing the disordered
nitrate anion and the tridimensional packing[

The structure consists in discrete Ag"NO2#"L#1 molecules
with the silver ion pentacoordinated[ The coordination
polyhedron is intermediate between the square pyramid
and trigonal bipyramid "t�9[51# ð01Ł[ In a trigonal bipyr!

amidal description the two L ligands adopt an inverted
disposition coordinating in a bidentate fashion through
N"4#:O"5#\ with the nitrogen atoms at the axial positions
and the oxygen atoms occupying two of the equatorial
sites[ The remaining equatorial position is occupied by a
very disordered nitrate anion\ the equatorial bond dis!
tances being notably longer\ about 9[2A� \ than the axial
ones Table 1[ In this context it should be underlined that
although pentacoordinated Ag"I# complexes are known
these are rather scanty[ Furthermore\ only eleven penta!
coordinated Ag"I# examples\ with no metalÐmetal bond!
ing\ included in the CSD ð06Ł exhibit a coordinated nitrate
anion "Refs[ ð07Ð11Ł among others# and\ surprisingly\
in only one of them ð07Ł the nitrate anion coordinates
monodentately[ As in the case of complex 0 the coor!
dination mode of the L ligand can be inferred by the IR
data "see Section 1#[ The remaining bond lengths and
angles are well within the expected values[ As for the
tridimensional packing the molecules stack along the b
axis\ see Fig[ 1\ in such a way that the nitrate anion would
occupy the sixth coordination position of a neighbour
molecule at a distance of 2[023A� \ which is at the border
of a van der Waals interaction[

On the other hand\ the L ligand is able to adopt the
two conformations shown in Scheme 0\ form I being
favoured over form II because of the above mentioned
intramolecular N"3#ÐH= = =O"4# hydrogen bond\ which
occurs in complexes 0 and 1[ The existence of this bond
can be monitored by 0H!NMR spectroscopy due to the
strong di}erence of ca[ 1[4 ppm "see Section 1# between
the shielding values of the hydrogen atoms belonging to
the N"3#H1 amino group[
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Scheme 0

For complex 2\ ðPdCl1"L#Ł=1H1O\ no crystals suitable
for single X!ray analysis have been obtained\ however
the thermal and spectroscopic data allow us to carry
out a structural characterization[ Thus\ the TG diagram
shows a dehydration process that ends at 64>C\ with a
weight loss corresponding to two water molecules[ Fur!
thermore the calculated energy\ from the DSC plot\
associated to the endothermic e}ects is 04[92 kJ=mol−0\
from which can be concluded that the water molecules
are not expected to be linked to the metal ion[ The IR
spectrum shows shifts toward lower frequencies values
for the n"C1O# and n"N1O# bands\ suggesting the
involvement of the C"5#1O and N"4#1O groups in the
coordination to the metal ion[ In addition to this\ a strong
band at 149 cm−0 indicates that both halide ions are
linked to the metal ion\ which is also supported by the
non!electrolytic character of 2 in dmso "LM�
1[14V−0=cm1=mol−0#[ From the data up to now\ a similar
coordination pattern\ as in complexes 0 and 1\ could be
expected for the L ligand[ Nevertheless\ when the 0H!
NMR data are taken into account we observe a very
strong displacement\ ca[ 3[4 ppm\ of the C"3#ÐNH1 hydro!
gen atom involved in the intramolecular hydrogen bond
with respect to the values observed both in the free ligand
and in complexes 0 and 1 "see experimental section#[ This
fact\ which has also been observed in Ag"I# and Co"II#
complexes of 0\5!dihydro!1!methylthio!4!nitroso!5!oxo!
3!xylosylaminopyrimidine ð12Ł\ could be interpreted on
the basis of the breaking of such a hydrogen bond due
to a conformational change from conformation I to II[
Therefore\ all these data suggest the structure shown in

scheme 0 for complex 2\ consisting in a square!planar
geometry with the L ligand coordinating bidentately
through O"4#:O"5# and the two chlorine ions occupying
the two remaining sites[
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Abstract

The water relaxation enhancement behavior of GdDTPA in human serum albumin "HSA# solution has been studied[ The results
indicate that GdDTPA can integrate noncovalently with HSA\ mainly in forms of "GdDTPA#=HSA and "GdDTPA#1=HSA\ for
which the apparent equilibrium constants are 9[94 mM−0 and 9[91 mM−1\ respectively[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[

Keywords] NMR^ Contrast agent^ Relaxation^ Noncovalent binding^ GdDTPA^ Human serum albumin

0[ Introduction

MAGNEVIST "GdDTPA\ diethylenetriamine penta!
acetic acidÐgadolinium complex# is currently receiving
much attention as a contrast agent for magnetic
resonance imaging "MRI# ð0\ 1Ł[ It is intravenously
injected to alter the water relaxation rates of tissues\
and thus to improve the image contrast[ Human serum
albumin "HSA#\ being the richest protein of human blood
plasma\ would play a crucial role on the uptake\ trans!
portation\ biodistribution and excretion of contrast
agent in human body[ Therefore\ it is very important to
study the interaction between MRI contrast agent and
HSA[

Recently\ Jackson ð2Ł reported that the T0 relaxivity of
GdDTPA is higher in protein "bovine serum albumin\
BSA# solution than that in aqueous solution[ They
ascribed this enhancement to the binding of GdDTPA1−

to serum albumin[ However\ the number of GdDTPA
bound to one serum albumin was not mentioned[ One
main reason\ probably\ might be that their experiments
were done in a narrow concentration range of GdDTPA
"OÐ0mM#[ Here we report our further results of the
enhanced relaxation ability of GdDTPA in HSA solution
with a wider range of GMTPA "9Ð4mM#[

� Corresponding author[

1[ Experimental

Diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid "DTPA# is syn!
thesized according to a routine method ð3Ł and then dis!
solved in water and pH of the solution was brought to
6[9 with NaOH[ GdDTPA complex was obtained by
mixing equimolar amount of GdCl2 and DTPA solution[
NMR samples were prepared as follows] a series of the
proper amounts of GdDTPA solution were put into
NMR tubes and dried in vacuum\ and then 9[4ml HSA!
"commercially available\ 88[8)# stock solution
"9[615mM\ in D1O# was added\ respectively[

Water proton longitudinal relaxation times were mea!
sured on Varian Unity 399 NMR spectrometer by using
a standard inversion!recovery pulse sequence[

2[ Results and discussion

The enhanced relaxation ability of a paramagnetic
solution is manifested by the relaxivity "Ri# de_ned as the
slope of eq[ "0# in the units of mM−0=s−0[

"0:T0#obsd�"0:T0#d¦SRi(ðCiŁ\ "0#

where "0:T0#obsd and "0:T0#d are water proton relaxation
rates in the presence and absence of paramagnetic species\
respectively[ The summation is over all paramagnetic
species present in solution[
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Fig[ 0[ The relaxation of water proton vs the concentration of GdDTPA
in aqueous "A# and in 9[615 mM HSA solution "B#\ respectively[

2[0[ GdDTPA relaxivity in aqueous solution

Shown in Fig[ 0"a# are the relaxation rates of water
protons of various GdDTPA solutions "9Ð4mM#[ The
relaxivity obtained from the linear regression according
to eq[ "0# with a correlation coe.cient of 9[8881 is 4[14
mM−0=s−0\ which agrees with the previous reports for
GdDTPA or similar systems ð2\ 4Ð00Ł[

2[1[ GdDTPA relaxivity in HSA solution

Figure 0"b# are the water proton relaxation rates as
a function of GdDTPA concentration "9Ð4mM# in the
presence of 9[615mM HSA[ It is astonishing that the
experimental data can not be properly _tted by using a
linear equation[ Instead\ they can be excellently _tted by
using a third order polynomial equation as in eq[ "1# with
a correlation coe.cient of 9[8886\ but can not be _tted
with higher order polynomial equation\ for which the
negative coe.cient is obtained[

"0:T0#obsd�9[2199¦4[4227(ðGdDTPAŁ

¦9[0846(ðGdDTPAŁ1¦9[9926(ðGdDTPAŁ2\ "1#

where it should be noted that the second coe.cient
includes two contributions\ i[e[ those from Gd"DTPA#
"4[14s−0# as well as Gd"DTPA#ÐHSA[

Now\ let us consult the equilibria of the solution[ Since
the equilibrium constant for the binding of Gd2¦ to serum
albumin as compared with the stable constant of
GdDTPA "0911[0# ð04Ł is very small\ for example\
6[6×09−2 for Gd2¦ binding to BSA ð01\ 02Ł\ and
8[3×09−3 for Gd2¦ binding to HSA ð03Ł\ the possible
release of Gd2¦ from GdDTPA could be ignored[ A
reasonable explanation is that GdDTPA is noncovalently
bound to HSA[

For GdDTPA in HSA solution\ there exist some equi!
libria with apparent equilibrium constant K as expressed
as in eq[ "2#[

nGdDTPA¦HSA�"GdDTPA#n=HSA

Kn�ð"GdDTPA#n=HSAŁ:ðGdDTPAŁnf (ðHSAŁf\ "2#

where ð===Ł are the concentrations of the corresponding

species and n is the binding number of GdDTPA to a
HSA\ i[e[ n�0\1\2\ etc[\ are corresponding to the species
of "GdDTPA#=HSA\ "GdDTPA#1=HSA\ "GdDT!
PA#2=HSA\ etc[\ respectively[

For a noncovalent binding system\ K is very small
ð2Ł\ so the free species are the major components\ i[e[
ðGdDTPAŁf¼ðGdDTPAŁt and ðHSAŁf¼ðHSAŁt�
9[615mM\ where t stands for the total concentrations of
the corresponding species[ By combination of eqs[ "0\ 2#\
we have

"0:T0#obsd�"0:T0#d¦Rf(ðGdDTPAŁt

¦S9[615(Kn(Rbn(ðGdDTPAŁnt \ "3#

where n are 0\ 1\ 2\ [ [ [\ Rf is the relaxivity of free
GdDTPA\ Kn and Rbn are the apparent equilibrium con!
stants and the relaxivities of "GdDTPA#=HSA\ "GdDT!
PA#1=HSA\ "GdDTPA#2=HSA\ [ [ [\ respectively[

The comparison of eq[ "1# with eq[ "3# indicates that
"GdDTPA#n=HSA "n�0\ 1\ 2# are the possible modes for
GdDTPA binding noncovalently to a HSA[ In other
words\ besides the free GdDTPA\ three binding species
may exist in the solution as "GdDTPA#=HSA\ "GdDT!
PA#1=HSA\ "GdDTPA#2=HSA[ Also\ it indicates that no
"GdDTPA#3=HSA exists in this solution[

The relaxivity becomes 0[4 times as large as that of free
gadolinium complexes after they covalently bound to the
glycated protein ð05Ł[ It seems reasonable to assume that
the noncovalent conjugator gives the same enhancement
factor\ i[e[ Rb0�6[764mM−0=s−0\ Rb1�04[649mM−0=
s−0\ Rb2�12[514mM−0=s−0[ Then\ by calculating from
eqs[ "1\ 3#\ we have K0�9[94mM−0\ K1�9[91mM−1\
K2�1[0×09−3 mM−2[

On the other hand\ it is calculated from eq[ "2# that
at most 2[5\ 0[34 and 9[91) of GdDTPA will exist as
"GdDTPA#=HSA\ "GdDTPA#1=HSA and "GdDTPA#2=
HSA under the condition of ðHSAŁ�9[615mM\ respec!
tively[ This result agrees with the fact that GdDTPA
owns two negative charges[ It would be more di.cult
to bind a second GdDTPA onto the "GdDTPA#=HSA
because of charge repulsion\ not to mention a third
GdDTPA[ The water relaxation analysis likely is an
excellent method for investigating the interactions
between paramagnetic complexes and biom!
acromolecules[

Taking account of the in~uence of T0 error upon the
apparent equilibrium constants\ we could come to the
conclusion that GdDTPA integrate noncovalently with
HSA mainly in forms of "GdDTPA#=HSA and "GdDT!
PA#1=HSA with apparent equilibrium constants
9[94mM−0 and 9[91mM−1[
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Abstract

Bond valence as the function of inter!nuclear distance for CuÐO and CuÐN bonds were estimated[ Based on the developed bond!
valence theory a mutual dependence between the bond length in copper coordination sphere with chromophores CuO5\ CuO4\ CuN5

and CuN3O1 has been derived and compared with the experimental structural correlations[ The discontinued transition from chemical
bonding to the nonbonding state in the direction of the elongated bond was estimated[ The shortest bond lengths are dependent on
the copper atom valence[ The supreme manifestation of coordination sphere plasticity is estimated as semicoordination[ The
semicoordinative CuÐO and CuÐN bonds are 2[96 and 1[67 A� long[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Semicoordination^ Bond valence^ Copper complexes^ Structure

0[ Introduction

The ability of the copper"II# complexes coordination
polyhedra with the chromophores CuO5\ CuN5 and
CuN3O1 to undergo tetragonal deformations was studied
as a manifestation of coordination sphere properties ð0Ð
4Ł[ Limited cases of such deformations are usually con!
nected with the change of the coordination number[ The
infrared spectra and X!ray crystal structure of Cu"e!
thylenediamine#1"BF3#1 ð5Ł suggest that the "BF3#− ions
in the long tetragonal position in an otherwise square!
coplanar Cu"II# coordination at a distance of 1[4Ð1[5A�

must not be considered as nonbonding\ but as very
weakly coordinated\ enough to produce slight distortions
of the anions\ but not su.cient to produce gross dis!
tortion as fully coordinated groups[ Brown et al[ ð5Ł sug!
gested the term {{semi!co!ordination|| to describe this
intermediate type of bonding[ This term was introduced
for other bis"ethylenediamine#copper"II# complexes ð6Ł[
Tomlinson et al[ ð7Ł considered the semicoordination as
a limiting case of axial elongation of Cu"II# coordination
octahedron for the compounds of the type Cu"NH2#3X1

manifested in unusually long CuÐX distances[
The bond!valence model ð8\ 09Ł is obeyed in inorganic

solids even when the bonds are weak ð00Ł[ Internuclear
distances are determined by the properties of the coor!
dination sphere and ligands\ but realised by the external
in~uences in a solid[ The structural correlations ð01Ð17Ł
may be regarded as the correlations between the sets of

independent structural parameters describing the struc!
ture of a coordination sphere[ The correlation curve can
map a minimum energy path in the parameter space of
the isolated structural fragment ð18Ł or a path which
describes the response of the fragment to external forces[
If the fragment is a coordination sphere of metal complex
the latter kind of path anticipates the plasticity of the
coordination sphere ð0Ł and may be even more relevant
to the chemical reaction path than the minimum energy
path ð29Ł[ Such a fragment should obey the distortion
theorem of central atom environment formulated on the
bases of empirical bond!valence theory ð09\ 00Ł[ The stat!
istical evaluation of the internuclear distances for the
su.cient great number of crystallographic independent
central atoms of various compounds brings about the
signi_cant averaging of external forces ð20Ł[ The goal of
the present work was to develop the approach for the
calculation of structural correlation curves based on the
bond!valence theory which should describe the change of
coordination number[

1[ Theory

The potential energy of interaction between the cation
and anion can be expressed by the formula ð21Ł

U"r#�−
Q0Q1

3poor
¦

C

rn
"0#
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Using the condition for a minimum of potential
1U:1r�9 gives the formal charge magnitude of a cation
sharing the ionic bond expressed in the electron charge
units]

s�
Q0

e
�

3pooCn

Q1er
n−0
e

"1#

re is the equilibrium internuclear distance[ The right side
of eq[ "1# can be expressed as Brown|s formula ð09Ł\
s� "ro:r#N\ designating ro

N �3po9Cn:Q1e and rN � re
n−0[

Similar treatment ð22Ł of the Morse potential gives
Brown|s formula in the form s�expð"r−r9#:BŁ ð09Ł[ Gen!
erally the bond valence "s# is a quantity ful_lling the
valence!sum rule for all atoms of crystal structure]

Vi �s
j

sij "2#

Vi is the valence of atom i and sij is the valence of a
bond between atoms i and j[ Because the bond valence
expressed as a function of internuclear distance by eq[ "1#
or Brown|s formula converges to zero value in in_nity
"r:�#\ the summation in eq[ "2# should cover all atoms
except the ith[ For many inorganic and organic com!
pounds atomic valence is synonymous with the formal
oxidation state[ In the coordination compounds within
the closest surrounding of the central transition element
atom the contribution of orbital interactions between the
valence electrons of the central "M# and ligand "L# atoms
should be involved in the energy calculations[ Con!
sidering two one centre orbitals located on the central
atom and ligand atom\ using the molecular orbital "MO#
method for nondegenerate interaction the secular equa!
tion can be constructed]

b
H00−E H01−ES

H10−ES H11−E b� 9 "3#

S�ðFM=FLŁ is the overlap integral\
H00 �ðFM=H¼ =FMŁ�EMo

\ H11 �ðFL=H¼ =FLŁ�ELo
are

atomic orbital energies and H01 �H10 �ðFM=H¼ =FLŁ are
resonance integrals[ If the overlap S is small the solutions
of eq[ "3# are the energies of bonding and antibonding
molecular orbitals]

E0\1 �
EMo

¦ELo

1
2

EMo
¦ELo

1 $0¦
3H1

01

"EMo
−ELo

#1 %
0:1

"4#

Expanding the function in the square brackets of eq[
"4# into Taylor|s series and carrying some mathematical
rearrangements\ we get the stabilisation energy in the
form]

DEstab �
DEML

1 $0¦
1H1

01

"DEML#1
−

1H3
01

"DEML#3
¦

3H5
01

"DEML#5
−[ [ [

¦"−0#n¦00
0:1

n 1
11nH1n

01

"DEML#1n
¦[ [ [% "5#

where DEML �EMo
−ELo

[ The basic assumption is
H01 �HMLzro:r[ HML is dependent on the properties of
the donor and ligand atom and ro is constant[ Inserting
such an assumption into eq[ "5# and using the condition
for the minimum of stabilisation energy 1"DEstab#:1r�9
we get]

HML

DEML

�
A9

r
¦

A0

r1
¦

A1

r2
¦[ [ [¦

An−0

rn
¦[ [ [

An � "−0#n¦10
0:1

n¦01
"n¦0#11n¦0H1n¦0

ML rn
o

"DEML#1n¦1
"6#

If the dimensionless quantity on the left part of eq[ "6#
ful_ls the valence sum rule eq[ "2# the general form of the
bond valence may be expressed as the series

s� s
n � 0

� an

rn
"7#

an are constants and r is the equilibrium internuclear
distance[ The atomic valence of the ith atom in the struc!
ture should be expressed by the formula]

Vi �s
j

"HML#ij
"DEML#ij

"8#

2[ Procedure

The constants ak "k�0Ð4# for CuÐO and CuÐN bonds
in eq[ "7# were calculated via minimization of the func!
tion]

Q� s
k � 0

m

"Zk−Vk#1 "09#

m is the number of independent copper atoms and Zk are
the theoretical values of their atomic valences[ Only the
structures contained in the Cambridge Structural Dat!
abase ð22Ł "CSD# and the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database ð23Ł "ICSD# with the same type of central "Cu#
and terminal "O or N# atoms within the MÐL distance of
2[9A� were used in the calculations[ If any atom within
such a sphere was disordered\ the central atom was not
involved[ Hydrogen atoms were not considered[ In the
_rst cycle Zk values were chosen from the CSD and ICSD
as the oxidation numbers usually estimated by the author
of the crystal structure[ The mixed valence compounds
were excluded[ If such valences were not given "in CSD#
for the oxygen surrounding\ the copper atom valence was
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Table 0
Parameters of the bond valence functions

Bond a0 "A� # a1 "A� 1# a2 "A� 2# a3 "A� 3# a4 "A� 4# m Da Qmin

CuÐN −3[75 04[31 −0[72 −4[74 −09[79 59 9[996 9[649
CuÐO −9[80 1[35 9[12 9[74 4[01 61 9[909 0[758

a r[m[s[ relative deviation ð8Ł D � zSm
k � 0"Zk−Vk#

1:Z1
k :m[

calculated by Brown|s formula[ If this value di}ered from
the nearest integer within the tolerance 29[0\ the struc!
ture was accepted for the calculations and the sum of
bond valences was rounded to integer[ The function Q
was minimised via the SYMPLEX method[ In the next
cycles the Zk values were calculated by eqs[ "2\ 7# in
approach n�0Ð4 using the improved constants[ If the
structure was accepted within the same tolerance\ the Zk

value was rounded to the integer[ Such a cycle was
repeated until the constants ai remained unchanged[ The
results of the calculations are shown in Table 0[ A com!
parison of the resulting CuÐO bond valence curve with
Brown|s results and calculated CuÐN bond valence curve
are shown in Fig[ 0[ The crystal structures used in the
calculations are deposited[ Brown|s CuÐO bond valence
curve can be used for any structure in which bonds only

Fig[ 0[ Bond valence curves of CuÐO and CuÐN bonds[ Brown|s CuÐO bond valence curve ð09Ł is shown by a dotted curve[ Zero valence points are
at 2[96 and 1[67 A� for CuÐO and CuÐN bonds[

occur between copper and oxygen atoms of the opposite
formal charge[ Involvement of the orbital contribution
in CuÐO bonding caused the existence of a zero point in
the bond valence curve and probably the decrease of its
curvature[

3[ Structural correlations and semicoordination

Any correlation between the sets of the di}erent kind
of independent structural parameters within the same
collection of structures is a structural correlation[ For
hexacoordinated copper complexes the parameters RS\
RL\ R5

L and R4
L were introduced ð0\ 6Ł[ RS is the mean

bond length of in!plane bonds and RL the mean bond
length of out!of!plane bonds[ In the case of axially asym!
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metrical deformation of the coordination polyhedron\
R4

L and R5
L "R5

L×R4
L# are the copperÐligand intern!

uclear distance in the direction of the _fth and sixth
coordination site "Figure 1#[ If the central atom is coor!
dinated by K0 identical ligand atoms of the same MÐL
bond lengths rS and K1 identical ligand atoms of the same
MÐL bond length rL according to the valence!sum rule
the following relation holds]

V�K0s0"rS#¦K1s1"rL# "00#

V is the copper atom valence[ K�K0¦K1 is the coor!
dination number[ s0"rS# and s1"rL# are the valences of
bonds with the lengths rS and rL[ For homogenous and
quasihomogenous coordination spheres ð0Ł "chro!
mophores CuO5\ CuO4 and CuN5# both bond!valence
functions will be regarded as identical "s0 � s1#[ The par!
ameters RS and RL\ R5

L and R4
L are close or equal to

the quantities rS and rL[ However\ the last values are
independent of the LÐMÐL bond angles[ Equidistance of
the ligand atoms to the central atom may be induced by
the central atom site symmetry or it can be approximated
within a certain tolerance of internuclear distances[The
bond!valence functions s0 and s1 may be expressed by

s0"rS#�
a0

rS

¦
a1

r1
S

¦
a2

r2
S

¦
a3

r3
S

¦
a4

r4
S

s1"rL#�
b0

rL

¦
b1

r1
L

¦
b2

r2
L

¦
b3

r3
L

¦
b4

r4
L

"01#

Inserting the bond!valence functions eq[ "01# into eq[ "00#
gives the copper atom valence as the function of variables
rS and rL[ The functions V� f"rS\ rL# may be displayed
as the copper atom valence surfaces[ The cross sections
perpendicular to the V axis are the curves of the functions
rL � fV"rS#[ Such contour graphs computed for the chro!
mophore CuO5 are shown in Fig[ 2[ Contour graphs of
CuO4\ CuN5 and CuN3O1 species with experimental data
are deposited[ Within a coordination sphere of the struc!

Fig[ 1[ Schematic drawing of the RS\ RL\ R5
L and R4

L parameters[

ture\ the set of K0 or K1 internuclear distances were
accepted for evaluation if for any two bond lengths "ri

and rj# the relation =ri−rj=¾Dr held\ both sets were dis!
junctive and K�K0¦K1 was within the maximum dis!
tance from the copper atom\ 1[6A� [ Average values of K0

and K1 bond lengths are equal to rS or rL values[ If K0 �9
or K1 �9\ rS � rL holds[ The integers K0 and K1 were
input data[ Browsing of the CSD and ICSD structural
data was repeated increasing the Dr value with the step
9[94A� until the correlation rL vs[ rS was signi_cant[ The
hydrogen atoms were not considered[ Only the structures
with a maximum value R�S>Fo=−=Fc>:S=Fo= of 9[98
were used[ The correlation coe.cients of rL vs[ rS were
calculated by the formula r�0−5Si � 0

ldi
1:l"l1−0# where

l is the number of points and di is the order di}erence
between rS and rL quantities[ The standard statistical pro!
cedure was used for the signi_cance tests of correlation
coe.cients[ The singular points for several copper atom
valences\ meaning the points with the limit rL:�\ are
marked by arrow terminated lines[ From the contour
graphs and experimental data the following conclusions
may be drawn]

0[ In CuO5 and CuO4 species the observed copper atom
valence holds quite well at 1[9[ But for the compounds
containing CuN5 and CuN3O1 species observed copper
atom valence varies approximately in the range of 0[6Ð
1[6 and 1[9Ð1[2[

1[ For CuO5 chromophore the compounds with the weak
axial interactions ð3Ł "squares in Fig[ 2# have rS quan!
tities very close to the singular value rS"min# with
copper atom valence 1[9[ If the central atom valence
is _xed the quantity rS"min# is the shortest interatomic
distance rS at which no further increase of the value rL

takes place[
2[ On each rL � fV"rS# curve the transition from the coor!

dination with rL³rL"max# to the coordination with
rL×rL"max# is discontinuing[
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Fig[ 2[ Contours of the copper atom valences for the CuO5 chromophores compared with the rL vs rS diagram for the coordination numbers 3¦1\ 5
and 1¦3 "K0 � 3 and K1 � 1#^ Dr � 9[0 A� and r � −9[63[

3[ For the chromophores CuO5 and CuO4\ rS"min# quan!
tities with an identical copper atom valence are the
same[

4[ For CuN5 and CuN3O1 chromophores rS"min# quan!
tities with an identical copper atom valence are the
same[

5[ For all studied chromophores rL"max# is independent
of the copper atom valence[

6[ For the chromophores CuO5\ CuO4 and CuN3O1 the
rL"max# quantity is the same\ but di}erent from the
same quantity for the CuN5 chromophore[

Item "2# means the discontinual transition from the
hexacoordinated or pentacoordinated to tetra!
coordinated copper complex or the discontinuous tran!
sition from the bonded to nonbonded state in the
elongated metalÐligand direction[ Item "6# indicates the
dependence of the rL"max# quantity only on the type of
donor atom "O or N# distant rL to the central atom[
rS"min# is the solution of the polynomial equation\ eq[
"02#\ which can be derived from eqs[ "00Ð01# by the cal!
culation of the limit rL:�[

0
V
K0 1x4−a0x

3−a1x
2−a2x

1−a3x−a4 � 9 "02#

Coe.cients a0\ a1\ a2\ a3 and a4 are dependent only on the
type of ligand atoms "O or N# on the distance to the
copper atom equal to rS[ If the physically real solution of
eq[ "02# exists\ it is not dependent on the type and number

"K1# of atoms being equidistant from the copper atom
at the internuclear distance rL[ This fact coincides with
conclusions "3# and "4#[ The numerical solution of eq[
"02# for Cu"II#O5 and Cu"II#N5 chromophores gave the
rS"min# values 0[80 and 0[88A� which are very close to the
values 0[81 and 0[88A� estimated by Gaz³o et al[ ð0Ł[ The
last value is the same as rS"min# estimated for
Cu"NH2#3X1 complexes by Tomlinson et al[ ð7Ł[ Inserting
the limit rS:rS"min# into eqs[ "00Ð01# results in

s1 ðrL"max#Ł� 9 "03#

eq[ "03# de_nes the supreme limit of the internuclear
distances rL bond length which should still be considered
as chemical interaction at the minimal bond lengths rS[
Such a limiting bonding state in the copper atom coor!
dination caused by its plasticity ð0Ł is semicoordination[
rL"max# is the real solution of the polynomial equation
which follows from eqs[ "01\ 04#]

b0x
3¦b1x

2¦b2x
1¦b3x¦b4 � 9 "04#

If the physically real solution of eq[ "04# exists it proves
the independence of rL"max# from the copper atom
valence\ the coordination number and type of ligand
atoms on the distance to the copper atom rS"min#[ This
coincides with conclusions "5# and "6#[ Numerical solu!
tion of eq[ "04# results in 2[96 and 1[67A� for CuÐO and
CuÐN bonds[ The _rst value is very close to 2[9A� found
by Tomlinson et al[ ð7Ł[ The calculated rS"min# values for
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Table 1
rS"min# values "in A� # for CuOK species at some copper atom valences "V#

V
K 0[9 0[0 0[1 0[2 0[3 0[4 0[5 0[6 0[7 0[8 1[9

1 0[80 0[76 0[72 0[79 0[66 0[63 0[60 0[58 0[56 0[54 0[51
2 1[97 1[93 1[99 0[86 0[83 0[80 0[77 0[74 0[72 0[70 0[68
3 1[19 1[05 1[01 1[98 1[95 1[92 1[99 0[87 0[84 0[82 0[80
4 1[29 1[15 1[11 1[08 1[04 1[01 1[09 1[96 1[94 1[91 1[99
5 1[26 1[22 1[18 1[15 1[12 1[19 1[06 1[04 1[01 1[09 1[97
6 1[32 1[28 1[25 1[22 1[18 1[16 1[13 1[10 1[08 1[06 1[04

Table 2
rS"min# values "in A� # for CuNK species at some copper atom valences "V#

V
K 0[9 0[0 0[1 0[2 0[3 0[4 0[5 0[6 0[7 0[8 1[9

1 0[88 0[81 0[73 − − − − − − − −
2 1[19 1[06 1[02 1[97 1[93 0[88 0[83 0[78 0[73 0[65 0[57
3 1[23 1[29 1[15 1[12 1[08 1[05 1[02 1[98 1[95 1[92 0[88
4 1[30 1[27 1[24 1[21 1[18 1[15 1[13 1[10 1[07 1[04 1[02
5 1[36 1[33 1[30 1[28 1[25 1[23 1[20 1[18 1[15 1[13 1[11
6 1[40 1[37 1[35 1[32 1[30 1[28 1[26 1[24 1[22 1[20 1[17

Fig[ 3[ Contours of the copper atom valences gradient for the CuN5 chromophores compared with the rL vs rS diagram[
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some copper atom valences are collected in Tables 1 and
2[

4[ Structural instability of copper atom valence

The largest spread of points in rL vs[ rS correlation
for the CuN5 and CuN3O1 chromophores indicates the
copper atom valence instability relative to the changes of
rS and rL in these chromophores[ Such instability can be
expressed by the slope in the bond valence surface which
is proportional to the magnitude of the copper atom
valence gradient0[ The least values of gradV show the
experimental data of CuN5 species "Fig[ 3#[ The smaller
the magnitudes of gradV are\ the more the central atom
valence is kept constant and consequently the stronger
the rL vs rS correlation is[

The minimum B in Fig[ 3 represents the regular
geometry of coordination polyhedron "rS � rL �1[09A� #[
Comparison of the histograms for CuÐO and CuÐN
bonds calculated by CSD shows the cumulating of CuÐ
N bond lengths in one maximum close to 1[09A� "point B
in Fig[ 3#[ According to the vector equilibrium principle
ð4\ 24Ł such bond length is appropriate to the most stable
coordination geometries[ Such a point corresponds to the
in~ection point of CuÐN bond valence curve "point A in
Fig[ 1#[

In the point diagram R5
L:R4

L vs[ RS for CuO5 chro!
mophore containing in!plane and out!of!plane bonds\
with an increase of R5

L:R4
L no substantial changes of RS

were observed ð0Ł[ In the range where R5
S:R4

S×0[94 the
average RS is 0[86A� which is a value very close to
rS"min#�1[9A� for the Cu"II# semicoordination with
K�4 "Table 1#[ Considering the axially asymmetrical
deformation of coordination polyhedron the coor!
dinations with a greater ratio R5

L:R4
L approach the semi!

coordination with the coordination number 3¦0 "Fig[
0#[

5[ Conclusion

Due to the valence!sum rule the rS and rL variables are
mutually dependent and usually the rL vs rS correlation
is signi_cant[ However\ the central atom valence de_ned
as the sum of bond valences around the central atom
need not keep a constant value which can remove the
signi_cance of such correlation[ In such a case the exter!
nal e}ects like the chemical properties of ligands\ crystal
packing and the hydrogen bonds cause the deviation of
experimental data from the calculated rL � f"rS# curve for
one value of the copper atom valence[ At the out!of!plane
CuÐO and CuÐN bond lengths close to 2[9 and 1[6A�

0 grad V � 2ðK1
0"1s0:1rS#

1¦K1
1"1s1:1rL#

1Ł0:1[ The sign ¦ or − should
be used for increasing or decreasing slope[

the changes of in!plane bond lengths are small and the
in~uence of out!of!plane ligands on the copper atom is
weak[ So the central atom valence is almost constant[
Consequently the calculated internulear distances 2[96
and 1[67A� of out!of!plane CuÐO and CuÐN bonds within
the limits of bond!valence approach may be regarded
as the lengths of semicoordinative bonds[ Below these
distances the ligands can be considered as bonded to
copper atom[ Above these limits the are not bonded to
the central atom[

Bond valence analysis and calculation of other tran!
sition element compounds will be presented in a further
paper[ Deposited tables and _gures are available from
the author[
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Abstract

Butyl substituted imidodithiophosphinates R1P"S#NP"S#R?1 "R�nBu\ iBu\ sBu^ R?�nBu\ iBu\ sBu# have been synthesised via an
HBr elimination reaction between R1P"S#NH1 and R?1P"S#Br[ The compounds were characterised spectroscopically[ Crystallographic
and spectroscopic studies reveal nBu1P"S#NHP"S#nBu1 and sBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 to be hydrogen bonded transoid dimers and
iBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 to be a transoid hydrogen bonded chain[ Reactions of the imidodithiophosphinates with ZnCl1 or MCl1COD
gave the coordination complexes MðR1P"S#NP"S#R?1Ł1 "R�nBu\ iBu\ sBu^ R?�nBu\ iBu\ sBu^ M�Zn\ Pd] R�nBu\ iBu\ sBu\ Pt#[
Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Tetrabutyldithioimidodiphosphinates^ Synthesis^ Coordination chemistry

0[ Introduction

There have been a number of reports on the synthesis
and coordination chemistry of R1P"E#NHP"E#R1 "E�O\
S\ Se# systems ð0Ð8Ł[ The majority of studies have
described the coordination chemistry of phenyl sub!
stituted systems however there have been some reports
ð09\ 00Ł on Me1P"S#NHP"S#Me1 and iPr1P"S#NHP"S#iPr1

which have prompted us to look in more detail at tetraal!
kyldithioimidodiphosphinates and how di}ering steric
bulk produced by a and b branching in the alkyl
substituents might a}ect the neutral ligand structures
"in particular H!bonding patterns# and their coordina!
tion complexes[ Here we report the synthesis of
nBu1P"S#NHP"S#nBu1 "1#\ iBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 "2#\
sBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 "3#\ nBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 "4#\
nBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 "5# and iBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 "6# as
well as some examples of their complexes with Zn\ Pd
and the symmetrical compounds coordinated to Pt[ The
new compounds have been characterised spec!
troscopically as well as in the cases of 1\ 2 and 6 by X!
ray crystallography[

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦33!0498!111!454^ fax] ¦33!0498!112!
814^ e!mail] j[d[woollinsÝlboro[ac[uk[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ General

Unless stated otherwise\ all reactions were performed
under an atmosphere of oxygen!free nitrogen using stan!
dard Schlenk procedures[ All glassware was oven dried
at 099>C or ~ame dried under vacuum before use[

All solvents and reagents were purchased from Aldrich\
BDH or Fisons and used as received[ In addition toluene\
thf\ Et1O and petroleum ether "59Ð79# were distilled from
sodiumÐbenzophenone under nitrogen\ and CH1Cl1 from
CaH1[ CDCl2 "88¦ atom )D# was as supplied[

20P "25[1\ 098[3\ 090[14\ 050[86MHz# NMR were rec!
orded on JEOL FX89Q\ BRUKER AC149 or BRUKER
DPX399 spectrometers[ 20P "010[3MHz# and 04N solid
state NMR "29[39MHz# were recorded on a Varian
Unity Plus FT spectrometer "National Service\ Uni!
versity of Durham#[ Chemical shifts are reported relative
to 74) H2PO3 for20P NMR and the NO−

2 signal in solid
NH3NO2 for 04N NMR[ Infra!red spectra were recorded
as KBr discs and dichloromethane solutions in CsI cells
on a Perkin Elmer System 1999 FTIR spectrometer[
Raman spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer System
1999 FT spectrometer with a diode pumped Nd:YAG
laser[ Microanalyses were carried out by the respective
microanalytical services of Loughborough University
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and Zeneca Specialties Research Centre[ FAB¦ve mass
spectra were recorded by the EPSRC mass spectrometry
service at Swansea and the mass spectrometry service at
the Zeneca Specialties Research Centre[

1[1[ Synthesis of R1PBr and R1PNH1

nBu1P"S#Br[ iBu1P"S#Br and sBu1P"S#Br were all syn!
thesised by the same procedure illustrated here for
nBu1P"S#Br[ Under anhydrous conditions a solution of
P"S#Cl2 "47[27 g\ 24[9ml\ 9[23M# in Et1O "099ml# was
added dropwise at 9>C to a solution of BuMgBr "9[74M#
in Et1O agitated by an overhead stirrer[ Upon completion
of addition and warming to room temperature the mix!
ture was re~uxed for 1 h[ On cooling the mixture was
quenched with aqueous 1M HCl "299ml#[ The ether layer
was then separated o} and the aqueous layer washed
with Et1O "2×099ml#[ The ether layers were combined
and evaporated to a very strongly smelling oily residue
"Bu3P1S1# which was subsequently dissolved in dichlo!
romethane "199ml#[ The solution was cooled to 9>C and a
solution of Br1 "16[81 g\ 8ml\ 9[06M# in dichloromethane
"199ml# was added dropwise with stirring turning the
mixture a pink:brown colour[ On warming to room tem!
perature the now pungently smelling mixture was evap!
orated to dryness and the dark brown oily residue was
distilled under vacuum "bp 007Ð014>C at 2Ð3mmHg# to
give nBu1P"S#Br\ a faintly yellow coloured liquid\ "23[2 g\
9[022mol\ 28[1) yield#[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#]
81[9 ppm[

For iBu1P"S#Br\ yellow:brown liquid "bp 005Ð019>C at
1Ð2mmHg\ 46[16 g\ 9[112mol\ 31[2) yield#[ 20PÐ"0H#
NMR "CDCl2#] 78[0 ppm[
For sBu1P"S#Br\ yellow:brown liquid "bp 091Ð093>C
at 9[4Ð0[4mmHg\ 23[53 g\ 9[024mol\ 26[2) yield#[
20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 013[4 ppm[
nBu1P"S#NH1[ iBu1P"S#NH1 and sBu1P"S#NH1 were all

synthesised by the same procedure illustrated here for
nBu1P"S#NH1[ NH2 gas was bubbled through a solution
of nBu1P"S#Br "09[9 g\ 27[8mmol# in Et1O "199ml# with
stirring for 04Ð29min[ The mixture was _ltered and the
NH3Br solid residue was washed thoroughly with Et1O
"2×29ml#[ The _ltrate was evaporated to dryness yield!
ing a colourless oil "6[49 g\ 27[8mmol\ 88[8) yield#[ 20PÐ
"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 55[2 ppm[

For iBu1P"S#NH1\ white solid\ "04[02 g\ 67[3mmol\
099) yield#[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 56[9 ppm[
For sBu1P"S#NH1\ faintly brown oil\ "7[10 g\ 31[4
mmol\ 87[5) yield#[20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 70[9 ppm[

1[2[ Synthesis of dithioimidodiphosphinates

1[2[0[ nBu1P"S#NHP"S#nBu1 1
A slurry of NaH "59) dispersion in para.n oil 0[13 g\

20[9mmol# in thf "09ml# was added dropwise to a solu!

tion of nBu1P"S#NH1 "1[99 g\ 09[3mmol# in thf "39ml# at
9>C with stirring[ After warming to room temperature
the mixture was left for a further 29min\ then it was
cooled again to 9>C and a solution of nBu1P"S#Br "1[55 g\
09[3mmol# in thf "09ml# was added dropwise[ The mix!
ture was then re~uxed overnight[ On cooling\ MeOH
"09ml# was cautiously added dropwise to destroy o}
any excess NaH[ An excess of 74) HBF3[OEt1 in Et1O
"7ml# was then added with stirring to protonate the Na¦

ðN"nBu1PS#1Ł− salt[ The mixture was evaporated to dry!
ness and washed with dichloromethane "2×19ml#[ The
resulting _ltrate was evaporated to dryness giving a clear
oily residue[ This was then dissolved in the minimum
of dichloromethane and cooled overnight in a freezer
yielding colourless crystals "1[34 g\ 5[52mmol\ 53) yield\
mp 50>C#[ Microanalysis calculated for C05H26NP1S1] C
41[9^ H 09[0^ N 2[7)[ Observed] C 41[0^ H 09[3^ N 2[4)[
20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 60[9 ppm^ 0H NMR "CDCl2#]
2[04 ppm NH proton[ FTIR "dichloromethane solution\
CsI cell at 099 microns#] n"NÐH# 2214 cm−0^ "KBr disc#]
n"NÐH# 2061^ d"NÐH# 0208^ n"PNP# 829\ 896\ 656 cm−0[
FT Raman "capillary sample#] n"NÐH# 2055^ d"NÐH#
0233^ n "PNP# 860^ n"PS# 476 cm−0[ CI¦ve MS] m:z 269
corresponds to "HN"nBu1PS#1#¦[

1[2[1[ iBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 2
2 was prepared by the same procedure as 1 giving a

clear oily residue[ This was then dissolved in the minimum
of dichloromethane and cooled overnight in a freezer
yielding colourless crystals "1[24 g\ 5[26mmol\ 30) yield\
mp 55Ð57>C#[ Microanalysis calculated for C05H26NP1S1]
C 41[9^ H 09[0^ N 2[7)[ Observed] C 41[9^ H 09[2^ N
2[1)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 57[2 ppm^ 0H NMR
"CDCl2# 2[01 ppm NH proton[ FTIR "dichloromethane
solution\ CsI cell at 099 microns#] n"NÐH# 2212 cm−0^
"KBr disc#] n"NÐH# 2079^ d"NÐH# 1619\ 0256^ n"PNP#
805\ 671 cm−0[

1[2[2[ sBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 3
3 was prepared by the same procedure as 1 giving a

clear oily residue[ This was then dissolved in the minimum
of dichloromethane and cooled overnight in a freezer
yielding colourless crystals "0[88 g\ 4[28mmol\ 41) yield\
mp 82Ð84>C#[ Microanalysis calculated for C05H26NP1S1]
C 41[9^ H 09[0^ N 2[7)[ Observed] C 41[3^ H 8[8^ N
2[6)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 76[1 ppm^ 0H NMR
"CDCl2# 1[79 ppm NH proton[ FTIR "dichloromethane
solution\ CsI cell at 099 microns#] n"NÐH# 2212 cm−0^
"KBr disc#] n"NÐH# 2079^ d"NÐH# 1619\ 0256^ n"PNP#
805\ 671 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 269 corresponds to
"HN"sBu1PS#1#¦[
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1[2[3[ nBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 4
4 was prepared by the same procedure as 1 giving a

clear oily residue which was cooled in a freezer and over
two months crystallised into a very low temperature melt!
ing solid\ "yield 07)# Microanalysis calculated for
C05H26NP1S1] C 41[9^ H 09[0^ N 2[7)[ Observed] C 43[4^
H 09[2^ N 2[0)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] d"PA# 61[2"d#\
d"PX# 69[3"d# ppm[ 1J"20PAÐ20PX# 15[3Hz[ FTIR "KBr
disc#] d"NÐH# 0239^ n"PNP# 898\ 634 cm−0[ FAB¦ve
MS] m:z 269 corresponds to "nBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1#¦[

1[2[4[ nBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 5
5 was prepared by the same procedure as 1 giving a

clear oily residue which was cooled in a freezer and over
a period of two months crystallised into a very low tem!
perature melting solid "yield 10)#[ Microanalysis cal!
culated for C05H26NP1S1] C 41[9^ H 09[0^ N 2[7)[
Observed] C 41[9^ H 8[8^ N 1[5)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR
"CDCl2#] d"PA# 68[9"d#\ d"PX# 73[6"d# ppm[ 1J"20PAÐ20PX#
29[7Hz[ FTIR "KBr disc#] d"NÐH# 0236^ n"PNP# 802\
633 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 269 corresponds to
"nBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1#¦[

1[2[5[ sBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 6
6 was prepared by the same procedure as 1 giving a

clear oily residue which was cooled overnight in a freezer
yielding colourless crystals "9[102 g\ 9[466mmol\ 4[5)
yield\ mp 19Ð29>C#[ Microanalysis calculated for
C05H26NP1S1] C 41[9^ H 09[0^ N 2[7)[ Observed] C 40[4^
H 09[0^ N 2[6)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] d"PA# 65[9"d#\
d"PX# 71[6"d# ppm[ 1J"20PAÐ20PX# 29[7Hz[ FTIR "KBr
disc#] d"NÐH# 0226^ n"PNP# 807\ 661 cm−0[ FAB¦ve
MS] m:z 269 corresponds to "sBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1#¦[

1[3[ Synthesis of metal complexes

7Ð02 were prepared by the same general method[

1[3[0[ ZnðN"nBu1PS#1Ł1 7
A solution of 1 "9[979 g\ 9[106mmol#\ ZnCl1 "9[904 g\

9[098mmol# and KOtBu "9[913 g\ 9[103mmol# in thf
"19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h[ On cooling the mixture was
evaporated to dryness and dichloromethane added[ The
mixture was then _ltered and the _ltrate evaporated to
dryness\ giving a colourless oil[ Microanalysis calculated
for C21H61N1P3S3Zn] C 36[8^ H 8[9^ N 2[4)[ Observed]
C 37[1^ H 7[7^ N 2[3)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#]
41[9 ppm[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0116\ 665^ n"PS#
442 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 790 corresponds to "ZnðN
"nBu1PS#1Ł1#¦[

1[3[1[ ZnðN"iBu1PS#1Ł1 8
A solution of 2 "9[964 g\ 9[192mmol#\ ZnCl1 "9[903 g\

9[092mmol# and KOtBu "9[912 g\ 9[194mmol# in thf
"19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h[ Microanalysis calculated for
C21H61N1P3S3Zn] C 36[8^ H 8[9^ N 2[4)[ Observed] C
40[4^ H 8[4^ N 2[9)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 38[0 ppm[
FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0140\ 0052\ 671^ n"PS# 447\ 427^
n"NPS# 287 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 790 corresponds to
"ZnðN"iBu1PS#1Ł1#¦[

1[3[2[ ZnðN"sBu1PS#1Ł1 09
A solution of 3 "9[097 g\ 9[181mmol#\ ZnCl1 "9[919 g\

9[036mmol# and KOtBu "9[922 g\ 9[183mmol# in thf
"19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h[ Microanalysis calculated for
C21H61N1P3S3Zn] C 36[8^ H 8[9^ N 2[4)[ Observed] C
36[6^ H 8[9^ N 1[8)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 51[7 ppm[
FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0100\ 662^ n"PS# 476\ 426 cm−0[
FAB¦ve MS] m:z 790 corresponds to
"ZnðN"sBu1PS#1Ł1#¦[

1[3[3[ ZnðnBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1 00
A solution of 4 "9[949 g\ 9[025mmol#\ ZnCl1 "9[909 g\

9[962mmol# and KOtBu "9[904 g\ 9[023mmol# in thf
"19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h[ Microanalysis calculated
for C21H61N1P3S3Zn] C 36[8^ H 8[9^ N 2[4)[ Observed]
C 36[8^ H 8[6^ N 2[9)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#]
d"PA# 40[4"d#\ d"PX# 38[5 ppm[ 1J"20PAÐ20PX# 08[7Hz[
FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0114\ 796^ n"PS# 441^ n"NPS#
310\ 390 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 790 corresponds to
"ZnðnBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1#¦[

1[3[4[ ZnðnBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1 01
A solution of 5 "9[949 g\ 9[025mmol#\ ZnCl1 "9[909 g\

9[962mmol# and KOtBu "9[904 g\ 9[023mmol# in thf
"19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#]
d"PA# 49[3"d#\ d"PX# 53[9"d# ppm[ 1J"20PAÐ20PX# 15[3Hz[
FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0193\ 679^ n"PS# 468\ 449^
n"NPS# 390 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 790 corresponds to
"ZnðnBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1#¦[

1[3[5[ ZnðsBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1 02
A solution of 6 "9[949 g\ 9[025mmol#\ ZnCl1 "9[909 g\

9[962mmol# and KOtBu "9[904 g\ 9[023mmol# in thf
"19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h[ Microanalysis calculated for
C21H61N1P3S3Zn] C 36[8^ H 8[9^ N 2[4)[ Observed] C
37[9^ H 8[2^ N 2[4)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] d"PA#
37[6"d#\ d"PX# 52[3"d# ppm[ 1J"20PAÐ20PX# 15[3Hz[ FTIR
"KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0196\ 679^ n"PS# 414^ n"NPS#
327 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 790 corresponds to "Znð
sBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1#¦[

03Ð11 were prepared by the same general procedure[
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1[3[6[ PdðN"nBu1PS#1Ł1 03
A solution of 1 "9[09 g\ 9[160mmol#\ PdCl1COD

"9[928 g\ 9[026mmol# and KOtBu "9[929 g\ 9[160mmol#
in thf "19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h changing colour from
yellow to red:orange[ On cooling the mixture was evap!
orated to dryness and dichloromethane added[ The mix!
ture was then _ltered and the _ltrate evaporated to
dryness\ giving a dark red oil[ Microanalysis calculated
for C21H61N1P3S3Pd] C 34[5^ H 7[5^ N 2[2)[ Observed]
C 34[8^ H 8[1^ N 2[2)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#]
40[7 ppm[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0107\ n"PS#
414 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 732 corresponds to "Pd
ðN"nBu1PS#1Ł1#¦[

1[3[7[ PdðN"iBu1PS#1Ł1 04
A solution of 2 "9[949 g\ 9[025mmol#\ PdCl1COD

"9[908 g\ 9[956mmol# and KOtBu "9[904 g\ 9[023mmol#
in thf "19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h changing colour from
yellow to red:orange[ Dark red oil[ Microanalysis cal!
culated for C21H61N1P3S3Pd] C 34[5^ H 7[5^ N 2[2)[
Observed] C 35[9^ H 7[8^ N 1[6)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR
"CDCl2#] 38[6 ppm[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0147\ n"PS#
433^ n"NPS# 390 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 732 cor!
responds to "PdðN"iBu1PS#1Ł1#¦[

1[3[8[ PdðN"sBu1PS#1Ł1 05
A solution of 3 "9[029 g\ 9[241mmol#\ PdCl1COD

"9[949 g\ 9[064mmol# and KOtBu "9[939 g\ 9[246mmol#
in thf "19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h changing colour from
yellow to red:orange[ Dark red oil[ Microanalysis cal!
culated for C21H61N1P3S3Pd] C 34[5^ H 7[5^ N 2[2)[
Observed] C 35[4^ H 8[9^ N 1[5)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR
"CDCl2#] 51[1 ppm[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0135\ n"PS#
426 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 732 corresponds to "Pd
ðN"sBu1PS#1Ł1#¦[

1[3[09[ PdðnBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1 06
A solution of 4 "9[029 g\ 9[241mmol#\ PdCl1COD

"9[949 g\ 9[064mmol# and KOtBu "9[939 g\ 9[246mmol#
in thf "19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h changing colour from
yellow to red:orange[ Dark red oil[ Microanalysis cal!
culated for C21H61N1P3S3Pd] C 34[5^ H 7[5^ N 2[2)[
Observed] C 35[9^ H 8[2^ N 1[8)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR
"CDCl2#] d"PA# 41[9"d#\ d"PX# 49[1"d# ppm[ 1J"20PAÐ20PX#
05[7Hz[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0119\ n"PS# 431 cm−0[
FAB¦ve MS] m:z 732 corresponds to "PdðnBu1P
"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1#¦[

1[3[00[ PdðnBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1 07
A solution of 5 "9[949 g\ 9[025mmol#\ PdCl1COD

"9[908 g\ 9[956mmol# and KOtBu "9[904 g\ 9[023mmol#
in thf "19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h changing colour from
yellow to red:orange[ Dark red oil[ Microanalysis cal!

culated for C21H61N1P3S3Pd] C 34[5^ H 7[5^ N 2[2)[
Observed] C 35[0^ H 8[2^ N 1[0)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR
"CDCl2#] d"PA# 49[7"d#\ d"PX# 53[8"d# ppm[ 1J"20PAÐ20PX#
08[2Hz[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0159^ n"PS# 421^
n"NPS# 390 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 732 corresponds to
"PdðnBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1#¦[

1[3[01[ PdðsBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1 08
A solution of 6 "9[949 g\ 9[025mmol#\ PdCl1COD

"9[908 g\ 9[956mmol# and KOtBu "9[904 g\ 9[023mmol#
in thf "19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h changing colour from
yellow to red:orange[ Dark red oil[ Microanalysis cal!
culated for C21H61N1P3S3Pd] C 34[5^ H 7[5^ N 2[2)[
Observed] C 33[4^ H 7[4^ N 2[0)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR
"CDCl2#] d"PA# 38[0"d#\ d"PX# 53[2"d# ppm[ 1J"20PAÐ20PX#
07[1Hz[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0137\ n"PS# 420 cm−0[
FAB¦ve MS] m:z 732 corresponds to "PdðsBu1P
"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1#¦[

1[3[02[ PtðN"nBu1PS#1Ł1 19
A solution of 1 "9[972 g\ 9[114mmol#\ PtCl1COD

"9[931 g\ 9[001mmol# and KOtBu "9[914 g\ 9[114mmol#
in thf "19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h changing colour from
clear to yellow[ Yellow oil[ Microanalysis calculated for
C21H61N1P3S3Pt] C 30[1^ H 6[7^ N 2[9)[ Observed] C
31[9^ H 7[4^ N 1[6)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 36[0 ppm\
1J"20PÐ084Pt# 81[3Hz[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0115^
n"PS# 418 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 820 corresponds to
"PtðN"nBu1PS#1Ł1#¦[

1[3[03[ PtðN"iBu1PS#1Ł1 10
A solution of 2 "9[949 g\ 9[025mmol#\ PtCl1COD

"9[914 g\ 9[957mmol# and KOtBu "9[904 g\ 9[023mmol#
in thf "19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h changing colour from
clear to yellow[ Yellow oil[ Microanalysis calculated for
C21H61N1P3S3Pt] C 30[1^ H 6[7^ N 2[9)[ Observed] C
30[8^ H 7[0^ N 1[4)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 32[7 ppm\
1J"20PÐ084Pt# 77[9Hz[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0135\
n"PS# 430^ n"NPS# 399 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 820 cor!
responds to "PtðN"iBu1PS#1Ł1#¦[

1[3[04[ PtðN"sBu1PS#1Ł1 11
A solution of 3 "9[949 g\ 9[025mmol#\ PtCl1COD

"9[914 g\ 9[957mmol# and KOtBu "9[904 g\ 9[023mmol#
in thf "19ml# was re~uxed for 0 h changing colour from
clear to yellow[ Yellow oil[ Microanalysis calculated for
C21H61N1P3S3Pt] C 30[1^ H 6[7^ N 2[9)[ Observed] C
39[6^ H 6[3^ N 1[4)[ 20PÐ"0H# NMR "CDCl2#] 47[0 ppm\
1J"20PÐ084Pt# 77[9Hz[ FTIR "KBr disc#] n"PNP# 0150\
n"PS# 422^ n"NPS# 326 cm−0[ FAB¦ve MS] m:z 820 cor!
responds to "PtðN"sBu1PS#1Ł1#¦[
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1[4[ Crystallography

Details of crystallographic parameters are summarised
in Table 0[ Crystals were mounted on quartz _bres using
araldite[ Data were collected using CuKa radiation and
v scans at room temperature with a Rigaku AFC6S
di}ractometer[ Intensities were corrected for Lorentz!
polarisation and for absorption "DIFABS# ð01Ł[ The
structures were solved by direct methods[ In 6 three of
the four alkyl groups are disorded[ One iBu group re_ned
satifactory\ in the other iBu group the two terminal Me
groups occupy three equivalent positions "occupancy
56) in each case#[ Both of the sBu groups are also dis!
ordered with the ethyl and methyl groups overlaying each
other leading to two possible sites for the C"09# ðeither
attached to C"8# or C"00# re_ned at 59 and 39) occu!
pancy\ respectivelyŁ and for C"03# ðeither attached to
C"02# or C"04# re_ned at 59 and 39) occupancy\ respec!
tivelyŁ[ As a consequence of the disorder some of the
partial weight CÐH hydrogen atoms were not included
in the _nal re_nement[ All non!H atoms were re_ned
anisotropically in all cases[ The positions of the CÐH
hydrogen atoms were idealised whilst the NÐH atoms
were allowed to re_ne isotropically[ Re_nements were by
full matrix least squares based on F using teXsan ð02Ł[
The weighing scheme is as previously reported ð1Ł[

CCDCdepositionNo[ 1 091\965\ 2 091\966\ 6 091\967[

Table 0
Details of the data collections and re_nements for the X!ray structures of 1\ 2 and 6

nBu1P"S#NHP"S#nBu1 "1# iBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 "2# sBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 "6#

Empirical formula C05H26NP1S1 C05H26NP1S1 C05H26NP1S1

M 258[43 258[43 258[43
Crystal colour\ habit clear\ prism clear\ plate clear\ block
Crystal dimensions "mm# 9[21×9[21×9[14 9[29×9[91×9[29 9[19×9[19×9[29
Space group P!0 "è1# P10:n "è03# P!0 "è1#
a "A� # 09[924"3# 01[228"3# 09[701"2#
b "A� # 01[187"1# 8[922"5# 01[107"1#
c "A� # 8[114"2# 10[570"2# 8[681"1#
a "># 82[02"1# 89[ 001[37"0#
b "># 85[95"2# 095[17"1# 88[68"1#
g "># 83[21"1# 89[ 60[80"1#
U "A� 2# 0015[6"4# 1208"0# 0023[1"4#
Dc "g cm−2# 0[978 0[947 0[971
m "mm−0# 2[3 2[3 2[3
1u max "># 019[1 019[0 019[0
F "999# 393[99 797[99 393[99
Measured re~ections 2472 2892 2198
Independent re~ections "Rint# 2259 "9[953# 2601 "9[916# 2992 "9[938#
Observed re~ections ðI×2[9s"I#Ł 1293 0224 1113
Re~ection:parameter ratio 01[95 5[88 09[14
Minimum:maximum transmission 9[42:0[99 9[40:0[99 9[89:0[99
Final R\ R? 9[964\ 9[953 9[959\ 9[949 9[944\ 9[949
Maximum D "s# 2[67 9[23 6[01
Largest di}erence peak hole "eA� −2# 9[21 9[07 9[39

2[ Results and discussion

Since 0 was obtained in high yield by the reaction of
iPr1PCl with HN"SiMe2#1\ we investigated a variety of
routes for the preparation of Bu1PCl[ Reaction of a stoi!
chiometric amount of Grignard reagent with PCl2 at low
temperature was not very e.cient as we were unable to
control the stoichiometry by using low temperatures or
concentrations and as a result the reaction consistently
gave large quantities of PnBu2 and only traces of the
desired species[ Re~uxing PCl2 with PnBu2 under anaer!
obic conditions "hoping for a rearrangement of sub!
stituents to give nBu1PCl# was also unsuccessful[ It was
evident there was little control over the reaction if PCl2
was used so in order to exert some control one of the
chlorines was replaced by diethylamine eq[ "0#[ The
resulting Cl1P"NEt1# was reacted with a Grignard reagent
to form nBu1P"NEt1# in excellent yield[ However the
amine group proved

Et1¦PCl2004
−67>C

"Et1N#PCl100004Et1O:9>C

1nBuMgCl

"Et1N#PnBu1004

¦HCl

ClpnBu1 "0#

very di.cult to replace with a halide[ Indeed on addition
of HCl solution in ether an unknown air sensitive product
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formed in good yield "20P NMR 009 ppm#\ evidently the
same as that formed by re~uxing PCl2 with PnBu2[

Since the synthesis of Bu1PCl proved di.cult the alter!
native synthetic strategy of making nBu1P"S#NH1 and
nBu1P"S#Br and {{clipping|| the two halves together in the
presence of NaH via an HBr elimination reaction was
adopted eq[ "1#[ An excess of 2mol of nBuMgBr was
reacted with P"S#Cl2 to give the dithiodiphosphine nBu
1P"S#P"S#nBu1 "39) yield# which was then cleaved with
Br1 and distilled under vacuum to give nBu1P"S#Br ð03Ł
"89) yield#[ This was then reacted with NH2 to give
nBu1P"S#NH1 "099) yield#[

Similar reactions were used for the preparation of the
iBu and sBu analogues[ The tert!butyl analogue did not
react with NH2 presumably due to steric hindrance[ The
amine and halide species were reacted together in the
presence of 2mol of NaH\ the driving force of the reac!
tion being the formation NaBr and of the sodium salt\
Na¦ðBu1P"S#NP"S#Bu1Ł− "59) yield#[ This salt may be
protonated with HBF3=OEt1 to give the neutral ligand in
overall yield of 11)[ Whilst all of the compounds were
initially obtained as oils\ they crystallised from the mini!
mum amount of dichloromethane upon cooling to
−07>C[

Table 1 summarises the 20P NMR "in CDCl2#^ the shift
of 3 "76[9 ppm# is at a signi_cantly higher frequency than
those for 1 and 2 "60[9 and 57[2 ppm\ respectively#[ Whilst
one might expect some di}erence with the increased steric
bulk\ such as 2 ppm for the di}erence between n!butyl and
iso!butyl substituted ligands\ 05 ppm is an unexpectedly
large Dd[ The 1J"20PÐ20P# coupling observed in the AX
type spectra for the mixed substituent ligands also re~ects
the e}ect of the sec!butyl group\ 5 and 6 having a coupling

Table 1
20P NMR "CDCl2# chemical shifts and 1J"20PÐ20P# coupling constants
for tetrabutyldithioimidodiphosphinate compounds[ P0 denotes the n!
butyl\ P1 the iso!butyl and P2 the sec!butyl substituted phosphorus
atoms

P0 P1 P2 J "Hz#

nBu1P"S#NHP"S#nBu1 1 60[9 − − −
iBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 2 − 57[2 − −
sBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 3 − − 76[9 −
nBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 4 61[2 69[3 − 15[3
nBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 5 68[9 − 73[6 29[7
iBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 6 − 65[0 71[7 29[7

Table 2
Solid state 20P NMR for R1P"S#NHP"S#R1 "R�nBu\ iBu\ sBu and iPr#

d "ppm# 1J"20PÐ20P# "Hz#

nBu1P"S#NHP"S#nBu1 66[7\ 56[7 0103[6
iBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 64[9\ 53[2 0183[9
sBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 78[6\ 77[2\ 75[6\ 73[8 069[7\ 108[7�

iPr1P"S#NHP"S#iPr1 80[9\ 78[1 102[5

� Denotes tentatively assigned coupling constants[

which is 3Hz greater than 4[ It is also interesting to note
the small Dd of the signal for the sec!butyl substituted
phosphorus in 5 "73[6 ppm# and 6 "76[7 ppm# relative to
the shift for 3 "76[9 ppm# is signi_cantly less than the
di}erence for the n!butyl and iso!butyl substituted phos!
phorus centres in 5 and 6 "68[9\ 65[0 ppm# relative to 1

"60[9 ppm# and 2 "57[2 ppm#[ Doublets were observed in
the 20P solid state NMR spectra of 1 and 2 "Table 2\ Fig[
0#[ 3 gave an unexpected 20P solid state NMR spectrum
consisting of three main peaks and a shoulder\ implying
that the compound exists in the solid state in two inde!
pendent environments[ This was supported by the solid
state 04N NMR which showed two distinct peaks at 211
and 214 ppm[ However\ the magnitude of the 1J"20PÐ20P#
in 3 coupling is relatively low\ suggesting only weak
hydrogen bonding in the solid state for 3[ There is sup!
porting evidence from solution and solid state IR Table
2[ In solution the n"NH# band is observed around
2219 cm−0 for all four compounds\ however this vibration
is observed 49Ð69 cm−0 lower in frequency for 1 and 2 in
the solid state suggesting that there is a signi_cantly
higher degree of hydrogen bonding for these two com!
pounds[ In this regard it is interesting to note that the
S===H hydrogen bond lengths for 1 "1[33A� # and 2 "1[40A� #
are shorter than that in 0 "1[59A� # Table 3ð00Ł[ Charac!
teristic n"PNP# bands ð04Ð06Ł were also observed in the
IR\ ð671Ð657 cm−0 and tentative assignments at 633Ð
642 cm−0Ł[ However due to overlapping bands no n"PS#
vibrations that could be con_dently assigned were
observed[ All of the compounds gave satisfactory elemen!
tal analyses and FAB¦ve mass spectra revealed the
expected parent ions "M¦H 269 m:z#[

The X!ray strucures of 1\ 2 and 6 reveal some inter!
esting features[ 1 exists in a transoid conformation as a
dimer "Figure 1# similar to Ph1P"S#NHP"S#Ph1 ð07Ł with
an SÐP===PÐS torsion angle of 068[9> indicating the plan!
arity of the SPNPS backbone[ The P"0#ÐS"0# bond length
at 0[830"1#A� is signi_cantly longer than that for P"1#Ð
S"1# at 0[818"1#A� \ which is compatable with the S"0#
atom being hydrogen bonded within a {{dimer|| whereas
the S"1# atom is pendant[ The PÐN bondlengths ð0[570"3#
and 0[575"2#A� Ł and the PÐNÐP bond angle ð021[0"1#>Ł
are as expected[ 6 also adopts a transoid dimeric structure
in the solid state "Figure 2# with an SP===PS torsion angle
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Fig[ 0[ Solid state 20P NMR spectra of R1P"S#NHP"S#R1 for R�nBu\ iBu\ sBu[

Table 3
Solid state "KBr disc# and solution "dichloromethane\ CsI cell# FTIR of R1P"S#NHP"S#R1 "cm−0#
and crystallographic S===H hydrogen bond lengths of R1P"E#NHP"S#R1 "R�nBu\ iBu\ iPr# for
comparison

n"NH# solid n"NH# solution nsolutionÐnsolid S===H

nBu1P"S#NHP"S#nBu1 2061 2214 042 1[33
iBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 2079 2212 032 1[40
sBu1P"S#NHP"S#sBu1 2114 2208 83 −
iPr1P"S#NHP"S#iPr1 2132 2219 66 1[59

of 068[3>[ Again there is a di}erence between the P"0#Ð
S"0# ð0[832"0#A� Ł and P"1#ÐS"1# bond lengths ð0[824"1#A� Ł[
The PÐN bond lengths and the PÐNÐP angle are as
expected[ It is interesting to note the phosphorus atom
attached to the sulfur which is involved in the inter!
molecular hydrogen bond has iso!butyl substituents and

the phosphorus with sec!butyl substituents is pendant\
probably due to the higher degree of steric bulk[ 2 exhibits
a transoid conformation of the P1S groups and is a
hydrogen bonded chain structure "Figure 3# which is
similar to that previously observed for
Me1P"S#NHP"S#Me1 ð09Ł and iPr1P"S#NHP"S#iPr1 ð00Ł[
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Fig[ 1[ Crystal structure of nBu1P"S#NHP"S# nBu1 illustrating the
H!bonded transoid dimer[

Fig[ 2[ Crystal structure of sBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 illustrating the
H!bonded transoid dimer[

The SÐP===PÐS torsion angle is 068[7> indicating the plan!
arity of the SPNPS backbone[ The P"1#ÐS"0# bond length
ð0[837"2#A� Ł is longer than the P"0#ÐS"1# bond length
ð0[821"2#A� Ł\ again due to hydrogen bonding[ Sur!
prisingly the P"0#ÐN"0# bond length at 0[546"4#A� di}ers
signi_cantly from the P"1#ÐN"0# bond length\ which is

Fig[ 3[ Crystal structure of iBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 illustrating part of the
H!bonded in_nite chain structure[

0[695"5#A� \ though the PÐNÐP bond angle ð022[9"3#>Ł is
in the normal range[

As mentioned above\ comparison of the PÐS bond
lengths Table 4 for the trans dimers 1 and 6 reveals a
small di}erence between P"0#ÐS"0# and P"1#ÐS"1# of 9[901
and 9[997A� \ respectively\ due to the fact that one sulfur
is pendant and the other is involved in intermolecular
hydrogen bonding[ This di}erence is signi_cantly greater
for 2 and Me1P"S#NHP"S#Me1 ð00Ł "9[905 and 9[912A� \
respectively#[ The S===H distances are given in Table 4\
though a more convincing distance to measure any con!
tacts might be the S===N separation which is least for the
nBu\ intermediate for the mixed case "6\ where the P1S
substituted by sBu groups is H!bonded# and longest for
the sterically most demanding iBu case[ The PÐNÐP bond
angles "021Ð022># are all in good agreement as are the
PÐN bond lengths with the exception of 00 "0[546"4#\
0[695"5#A� # where the di}erence between PÐN bonds does
not correlate in any way with those for
Me1P"S#NHP"S#Me1[ There is a common trend for SÐPÐ
N bond angles\ the larger angle "002[8Ð003[5># relates to
the non!H bonded phosphorus and the smaller angle
"096[0Ð098[2># relates to the phosphorus centres involved
in the intermolecular hydrogen bonding[

2[0[ Coordination complexes

Reaction of two molar equivalents of each neutral
dithioimididiphosphinate with 1mol of KOtBu and 0mol
of ZnCl1 for 29min in re~uxing thf gave the ZnL1 com!
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Table 4
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for R1P"S#NHP"S#R1 "R�nBu\ iBu#\ sBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 and Me1P"S#NHP"S#Me1 ð09Ł

HN"nBu1PS#1 1 sBu1P"S#NHP"S#iBu1 6 HN"iBu1PS#1 2 HN"Me1PS#1

P"0#ÐS"0# 0[830"1# 0[832"0# 0[837"2# 0[828"1#
P"1#ÐS"1# 0[818"1# 0[824"1# 0[821"2# 0[851"1#
P"0#ÐN"0# 0[570"3# 0[575"2# 0[695"5# 0[568"2#
P"1#ÐN"0# 0[575"2# 0[584"2# 0[546"4# 0[564"2#

S"0#ÐP"0#ÐN"0# 098[2"0# 096[4"0# 096[0"1# 003[9"0#
S"1#ÐP"1#ÐN"0# 003[5"0# 002[8"0# 003[2"2# 096[8"0#
P"0#ÐN"0#ÐP"1# 021[0"1# 022[0"1# 022[9"3# 022[1"1#
S"0#ÐP"0#===P"1#ÐS"1# 068[9 068[3 068[7 065[8
S===H"0n# 1[328"3# 1[403"2# 1[402"3# 1[402"4#
N"0#ÐH"0n# 0[969"2# 0[966"3# 0[132"4# 9[783"4#
S===N 2[334"1# 2[490"2# 2[463"2#
NÐH===S 045 041 031

Table 5
Chemical shifts and coupling constants in 20P NMR "CDCl2# for coordination complexes of
R1P"S#NHP"S#R?1

d "ppm#

P0 P1 P2
1J"20PÐ20P# "Hz#

ZnðnBu1P"S#NP"S#nBu1Ł1 "7# 41[1 − − −
ZnðiBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1 "8# − 38[0 − −
ZnðsBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1 "09# − − 52[9 −
ZnðnBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1 "00# 40[4 38[5 − 08[7
ZnðnBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1 "01# 49[3 − 53[9 15[3
ZnðiBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1 "02# − 37[6 52[3 15[3
PdðnBu1P"S#NP"S#nBu1Ł1 "03# 40[7 − − −
PdðiBu1"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1 "04# − 38[6 − −
PdðsBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1 "05# − − 51[1 −
PdðnBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1� "06# 41[9 49[1 − 05[7
PdðnBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1� "07# 49[7 − 53[8 08[2
PdðiBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1� "08# − 38[0 53[2 07[1

− − 1J"20PÐ084Pt# "Hz#

PtðnBu1P"S#NP"S#nBu1Ł1 "19# 36[0 − − 81[3
PtðiBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1 "10# − 32[7 − 77[9
PtðsBu1P"S#NP"S#sBu1Ł1 "11# − − 47[0 77[9

plexes[ The complexes decompose on silica and alumina
and are extremely soluble[ Furthermore\ the potassium
salts of the ligands are soluble in ether making product
puri_cation extremely di.cult[ Reasonable elemental
analyses were obtained for all new compounds except 01

and the expected parent ion was observed in FAB¦ve
mass spectra "M¦H 790 m:z# for all the zinc complexes
7Ð02[

Square planar complexes were prepared by reaction of
the neutral ligand with MCl1COD[ Again the products
were initially obtained as impure oils\ "dark red for the
palladium complexes and yellow for the platinum com!
plexes#\ which readily decompose on silica and alumina[

Reasonable elemental analyses were obtained and the
expected parent ion was observed in FAB¦ve mass spec!
tra "Pd complexes] M¦H 732 m:z^ Pt complexes] M¦H
820 m:z# for each complex\ 03Ð11[

The 20P NMR "CDCl2\ Table 5# of 8Ð11 show a
decrease in frequency upon deprotonation:coordination
to the metal centres of around 19 ppm as was the case
ð00Ł with 0[ Generally the shifts of the zinc and palladium
complexes are in good agreement and the platinum com!
plexes all have a chemical shift ca[ 4 ppm lower than their
corresponding palladium complexes In addition the 1J
platinum phosphorus coupling constants are around
01Hz greater than in Pt"iPr1PS#1N#1 ð00Ł[
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Table 6
FTIR assignments "cm−0# for the coordination complexes of
R1P"S#NHP"S#R?1

n"PNP# n"PS# n"NPS#

Zn complexes
7 0116\ 665 442 −
8 0052\ 671 447\ 427 287
09 0100\ 662 476 326
00 0114\ 796 441 310\ 390
01 0193\ 679 449 321\ 390
02 0196\ 679 414 327

Pd complexes
03 0107 414 −
04 0147 433 390
05 0135 426 −
06 0119 431 −
07 0159 421 390
08 0137 420 −

Pt complexes
19 0115 418 −
10 0135 430 399
11 0150 422 326

It is interesting to note that the magnitude of the
1J"20PÐ20P# coupling constant of ZnðnBu1P"S#NP"S#iBu1Ł1
is 6Hz less than that for the mixed substituent ligand
complexes involving the sec!butyl group though this
di}erence is not observed for the palladium complexes[
The 1J phosphorus couplings of the palladium complexes
of the mixed substituent ligands are generally of a lower
magnitude than the zinc complexes[ No 3J"20PÐ20P# trans
or cis couplings were observed for any of the complexes
reported here[ Characteristic bands in the FTIR ð04Ð06Ł
were observed indicating the change in bond order that
occurs upon removal of the amine proton "Table 6#\ in
particular the marked increase in the nas "PNP# vibration
to 0199Ð0129 cm−0 as the negative charge is delocalised
over the ligand and the PÐN bond lengths shorten[ There

is good agreement for the n"PS# vibration for all
complexes[ Two general observations are the n"PNP#
values for the square planar complexes are slightly greater
than those for the tetrahedral zinc complexes and the
n"NPS# bands seem to be observed more easily for the
tetrahedral zinc complexes[
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Abstract

0\0!Dimethylhydrazinium azide\ ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł\ was prepared in high yield from 0\0!dimethylhydrazine and HN2 in CH1Cl1
solution at −19>C[ The new compound has been fully characterized by elemental analysis\ multinuclear NMR "0H\ 02C\ 03N\ 04N#
and vibrational spectroscopy "IR\ Raman#[ The structure in the solid state was determined by a low temperature "062 K# single
crystal X!ray di}raction analysis[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Azides^ Hydrazine^ Hydrazinium azide

0[ Introduction

During the last 7 years\ signi_cant advances have been
made in the area of inorganic azides\ as indicated by the
number of recent reviews covering various aspects of
the subject ð0Ð2Ł[ In contrast to the chemistry of many
hydrazinium salts\ which has been extensively explored
in the last 29 years ð3\ 4Ł\ detailed studies into the chem!
istry of ionic hydrazinium azides have only recently come
to fruition ð5\ 6Ł[ We have recently become interested in
the preparation of hydrazinium azides and their possible
application as high!energy!density materials "HEDM#
for military use ð7\ 8Ł[

Here we report on the preparation and structural
characterization of a new hydrazinium azide\
ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł\ which was prepared in high yield
from 0\0!dimethylhydrazine and HN2 in CH1Cl1 solution
at −19>C[

1[ Experimental

0\0!Dimethylhydrazine was used as supplied "Aldrich#[
HN2 was prepared in a neat reaction from stearic acid
"Aldrich# and sodium azide "Aldrich# by literature
methods ð09Ł[

Safety note] Pure HN2 is highly explosive and toxic[

� Corresponding author[
0 X!ray structure determination[

Suitable shielding is required and protective clothing and
face masks should be worn at all times[

In a typical reaction "CH2#1NÐNH1 "2[09 g\ 40[5mmol#
was dissolved in CH1Cl1 "5 cm2#[ This solution was cooled
to−19>C and an excess ofHN2 gas "079mmol#was passed
over the stirred solution[ The resulting white precipitate
was _ltered o}\ dried and stored in the freezer at −07>C[
Yield\ 2[86 g "64)#^ m[p[ 27>C[ Found] C\ 11[85^ N\ 55[83^
H\ 7[75[ Calc[ for ðC1H8N4Ł] C\ 12[18^ N\ 56[80^ H\ 7[68)[

0H NMR "DMSO!d5\ d in ppm#] 2[19 s "5# "CH2#\ 6[84
s\ br[ "2# "Me1NHÐNH¦

1#^
02C NMR "DMSO!d5\ d in ppm#] 36[75 "CH2#^
03N NMR "D1O\ d in ppm#] −021[4 s "NNN−#\ −179[0
s "NNN−#\ −208[2 s\ br[ "Me1NHÐNH¦

1#^
04N NMR "D1O\ d in ppm#] −021[5 s "NNN−#\ −179[1
s "NNN−#\ −174[3 s and −208[1 s "Me1NHÐNH¦

1#^
IR "KBr disc\ n in cm−0#] 2329Ð2039 s br "n!NH1#\
2914Ð1354 s br "n!NH"CH2#1#\ 1021 w sh\ 1922 vs "nas!
N−

2#\ 0513 m br\ 0362 m\ 0320 m sh\ 0395 w sh\ 0221
w br\ 0150 w sh\ 0136 w\ 0199 w br\ 0030 w sh\ 0984 m
br\ 0954 w sh\ 0910 w\ 889 w\ 837 w\ 793 w br\ 549 m\
532 m^
Raman "solid\ 0856 nm\ 499 mW\ Dn in cm−0#] 2153
w\ 2133 w\ 2047 w\ 2928 m\ 2911 m\ 1851 s\ 1725 w\
1796 vw\ 1666 vw\ 0596 w\ 0379 w\ 0350 m\ 0332 w\
0284 w\ 0220 vs "IR "nsym!N−

2#\ 0170 m\ 0134 m\ 0979
w\ 0950 w\ 874 w\ 840 m\ 702 s\ 494 m\ 366 m\ 326 m\
398 w[

The white microcrystalline material of ð"CH2#1NHÐ
NH1ŁðN2Ł was slowly sublimed under ambient pressure
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"9>C:−07>C# a}ording crystals large enough to be suit!
able for X!ray crystallography[

1[0[ Crystal data

0\0!Dimethylhydrazinium azide\ ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1Ł
ðN2Ł\ M�092[03\ monoclinic\ a�7[3340"1#A� \
b�6[9304"1#A� \ c�09[9637"0#A� \ a�g�89>\
b�097[210"1#>\ U�457[63"1#A� 2\ space group P1"0#:n\
Z�3\ Dc�0[194 g cm−2[ Crystal dimensions 9[3×
9[1×9[1 mm[ m"Mo!Ka#�9[978mm−0\ l�9[60962A� \
F"999#�113[

1[1[ Data collection and processing

Siemens CCD area detector\ hemisphere scan type\ 1u

range for data collection 4[4Ð46[5>\ graphite mon!
ochromated Mo!Ka radiation\ 2929 re~ections collected\
0980 independent re~ections "Rint�9[9292#\ 0995
observed re~ections ðF×3s"F#Ł[

1[2[ Structure analysis and re_nement

The structure was solved by direct methods and all
atoms re_ned anisotropically[ Re_nement was made by
full!matrix least!squares on F1 to R0�9[9295\
wR1�9[9766 for F×3s"F# and to R0�9[9228\
wR1�9[9892 for all data[ In the last D!map the deepest
hole was −9[049 eA� −2 and the highest peak 9[068 eA� −2[
Computations were carried out using the SHELXL pro!
gram package "CifRtf version 1[9# ð00\ 00Ł and published
scattering factors ð01Ł[

Crystallographic data have been deposited with the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as sup!
plementary publication CCDC!0919771[

2[ Results and discussion

0\0!Dimethylhydrazine reacts in CH1Cl1 solution with
HN2 to give 0\0!dimethylhydrazinium"¦0# azide in 64)
yield eq[ "0#\ which is insoluble in CH1Cl1[ The new com!
pound was fully characterized by multinuclear NMR "0H\
02C\ 03:04N# and vibrational spectroscopy "IR\ Raman#[

"CH2#1NÐNH1¦HN200004

−19>C\CH1Cl1

ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł

"0#

Single crystals of ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł suitable for X!
ray di}raction were obtained by sublimation of the crude
material under ambient pressure "9>C:−07>C#[ In the
crystalline state ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł consists of

1 Copies of the data can be obtained free of charge on application to
CCCD\ 01 Union Park\ Cambridge CB1 0EZ\ U[K[ Fax] ¦33!0112!
225!922^ e!mail] depositÝccdc[cam[ac[uk

ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1Ł¦ cations and ðN2Ł− anions ðFig[
0"top#Ł[ However\ it is important to stress that there are
strong cationÐanion interactions as indicated in Fig[
0"bottom#[ Due to these cationÐanion interactions which
are realized by strong hydrogen bridges ð"CH2#1NHÐ
NH1ŁðN2Ł forms a three!dimensional structure in the solid
state[ Important bond lengths and bond angles are sum!
marized in Table 0[

Due to the low melting point "27>C# and the pro!
nounced hygroscopic behavior of ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł
the suitability of this compound for practical application
as a HEDM is very limited[ Preliminary studies exploring
the physical properties of 0\0!dimethylhydrazinium
azide\ ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł\ revealed low impact sen!
sitivity\ electrostatic sensitivity\ thermal sensitivity and
some friction sensibility[ However\ the newly reported
compound ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł is\ like the parent mol!
ecule hydrazinium azide\ ðNH2ÐNH1ŁðN2Ł\ of general
interest as a solid!fuel detonation gas generator[ For

Fig[ 0[ Structure of ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł in the solid state "top#
and cationÐanion interactions via hydrogen bridges in
ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł[
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Table 0
Bond lengths "A� # and bond angles "># for ð"CH2#1NHÐNH1ŁðN2Ł

N"0#ÐN"1# 0[334 "0# N"0#ÐC"0# 0[371"0#
N"0#ÐC"1# 0[371 "1# N"2#ÐN"3# 0[076"0#
N"3#ÐN"4# 0[054"0# N"0#ÐH"0# 9[77"1#
N"1#ÐH"1# 9[75"0# N"1#ÐH"2# 9[82"1#
N"2#ÐH"0# 0[78"1#
N"1#ÐN"0#ÐC"0# 097[74"8# N"1#ÐN"0#ÐC"1# 003[43"7#
C"0#ÐN"0#ÐC"1# 000[73"8# N"4#ÐN"3#ÐN"2# 067[5"0#

example\ hydrazinium azide\ ðNH2ÐNH1ŁðN2Ł\ has been
shown to generate hydrogen in its explosive decompo!
sition ð02Ł[
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Abstract

Reaction of 2!"1!pyrazinyl#pyrazole with KBH3 in a 1[0]0 ratio a}orded the new ligand bisð2!"1!pyrazinyl#!pyrazol!0!ylŁdi!
hydroborate\ ðLŁ−\ a bis"pyrazolyl#borate in which each pyrazolyl ring is functionalised with a pyrazin!1!yl group at the C2 position[ðLŁ−

is therefore a potentially chelating tetradentate ligand with two externally!directed N atoms "the pyrazinyl N3 atoms# which are
available for additional metalÐion binding\ leading to e[g[ coordination polymers[ The crystal structure of ðTlLŁ shows it to be a
simple mononuclear complex with the Tl"I# ion coordinated in the N3 binding pocket of the ligand\ and the externally!directed N
atoms involved only in intermolecular N = = = HÐC hydrogen!bonding interactions[ The two TlÐN bonds to the pyrazolyl N1 atoms
"average length 1[69 A� # are much shorter than the bonds to the pyrazinyl N0 atoms "average length 2[94 A� #^ also there is an obvious
gap in the apical position of the metalÐion coordination sphere characteristic of a stereochemically active lone pair[ The crystal
structure of ðPbL1Ł = Et1O shows that the Pb"II# centre is nine!coordinate\ with two tetradentate chelating ligands and the ninth donor
being a pyrazinyl N3 atom from an adjacent complex unit[ The molecules therefore form in_nite one!dimensional chains in the
crystal via bridging pyrazinyl groups[ The coordination geometry about the Pb"II# ions is approximately capped square antiprismatic\
with no obvious gap in the coordination sphere suggesting that the lone pair is stereochemically inactive[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science
Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Lead^ Thallium^ Crystal structures^ BisðpyrazolylŁborate

0[ Introduction

Since their introduction by Tro_menko ð0\1Ł\ the poly!
"pyrazolyl#borates have become some of the most popu!
lar ligands in the sphere of coordination chemistry\ in
part due to the ease with which they may be synthetically
modi_ed ð2Ł[ We have recently extended the chemistry of
the basic bis! and tris!"pyrazolyl#borate cores by attach!
ing additional coordinating pyridyl groups to the C2 pos!
ition of the pyrazolyl rings to give ðL0Ł− ð3Ð5Ł and ðL1Ł− ð6Ð
8Ł\ in which each arm is now a bidentate pyridyl:pyrazolyl
chelate[ The coordination chemistry of these ligands has
produced many surprises\ especially in the high nuclearity
complexes that they can form with _rst!row transition!
metal ions via bridging behaviour of the ligands ð4\7Ł[

� Corresponding author[
0 Also corresponding co!author[

A di}erent type of modi_cation to the basic tris!
"pyrazolyl#borate core has been performed recently
by Janiak et al[\ who have prepared tris
"triazolyl#borate and tris"tetrazolyl#borate ligands ðL2Ł−

and ðL3Ł−\ in which the externally!directed donor atoms
can result in the formation of polymeric network struc!
tures ð09Ð03Ł[

We describe here the synthesis of the new ligand bisð2!
"1!pyrazinyl#!pyrazol!0!ylŁdihydroborate\ ðLŁ−\ an ana!
logue of the tetradentate ligand ðL0Ł− in which the pyridyl
rings are replaced by pyrazinyl groups[ This has the
capacity to chelate in the same way as ðL0Ł− ð3Ð5Ł\ but
with the additional possibility of {{cross!linking|| via the
pyrazinyl N3 donors to give structures of greater
complexity[ The crystal structures of its complexes with
Tl"I# and Pb"II# are described\ the latter being a one!
dimensional chain due to this cross!linking between units
arising from bridging pyrazine groups[ We have been
particularly interested in the structural properties of the
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Tl"I# and Pb"II# complexes with our ligand series\ because
of the structural consequences of stereochemical activity
in their lone pairs of electrons ð3\8\04Ð06Ł[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Synthesis of potassium bisð2!"1!pyrazinyl#!pyrazol!
0!ylŁdihydroborate\ KL

Step 0] preparation of 0!"1?!pyrazinyl#!2!dimethylamino!
1!propene!0!one "Scheme 0\ compound A#[ A solution
of 1!acetylpyrazine "4[99 g\ 9[930mol# in dime!
thylformamideÐdimethylacetal "39 cm2\ a large excess#
was heated to re~ux under N1 to yield a dark green
solution[ Removal of the solvent in vacuo and recrys!
tallisation of the greenÐbrown residue from
CHCl2:hexane a}orded clean A "4[79 g\ 79)#[ 0H
NMR "299MHz\ d5!acetone#] d 8[07 "0 H\ d\ J�0[4^
pyrazinyl H2#\ 7[69 "0 H\ d\ J�1[4Hz^ pyrazinyl H5#\
7[52 "0 H\ dd\ J�1[4\ 0[4Hz\ pyrazinyl H4#\ 6[74 "0 H\
d\ J�01[5Hz^ CH�CH#\ 5[25 "0 H\ d\ J�01[4Hz^
CH�CH#\ 2[15 "2 H\ s^ CH2#\ 2[99 "2 H\ s^ CH2#[
EIMS] m:z�066 "M¦#\ 051 "M¦ÐCH2#\ 023 "M¦Ð
NMe1#[ nCO "KBr disc#] 0527 cm−0[ Found] C\ 59[6^ H\
5[0^ N\ 12[4)[ Required for C8H00N2O] C[ 50[9^ H\
5[2^ N\ 12[6)[

Step 1] preparation of 2!"1!pyrazinyl#pyrazole "Scheme
0\ compound B#[ To a slurry of A "3[99 g\ 9[912mol# in
EtOH "19 cm2# was added hydrazine hydrate "09 cm2\ a
large excess#[ The mixture was heated to 69>C in air for
29min[ The brown solution was cooled\ water "49 cm2#
added and the mixture refrigerated overnight[ The
resultant white precipitate was _ltered o}\ washed with

Scheme 0[

water and dried in vacuo[ Recrystallisation from
CH1Cl1:hexane a}orded clean B as a white mic!
rocrystalline powder "1[30 g\ 62)#[ 0H NMR
"299MHz\ d5 acetone#] d 8[12 "0 H\ br s^ pyrazinyl H2#\
7[59 "0 H\ dd\ J�0[4\ 1[4Hz^ pyrazinyl H4#\ 7[40 "0 H\
d\ J�1[4Hz\ pyrazinyl H5#\ 6[74 "0 H\ br s^ pyrazolyl#\
5[88 "0 H\ d\ J�1[1Hz^ pyrazolyl#[ EIMS] m:z�035
"M¦#[ Found] C\ 47[0^ H\ 3[0^ N\ 27[4)[ Required for
C6H5N3] C[ 46[4^ H\ 3[0^ N\ 27[2)[

Step 2] preparation of bisð2!"1!pyrazinyl#!pyrazol!0!
ylŁdihydroborate\ KL[ A mixture of B "0[15 g\
7[51mmol# and KBH3 "9[12 g\ 3[19mmol# was ground
together thoroughly and then heated gradually to
049>C in a small Schlenk tube under N1[ After 29min
at this temperature the mixture was cooled\ warm tolu!
ene "49 cm2# was added and the mixture was then agi!
tated vigorously in an ultrasound cleaning bath[
Filtration of the resulting suspension yielded a white
solid which was washed with additional toluene and
hexane and dried "yield of crude solid] 0[96 g#[ Nega!
tive!ion FABMS] m:z�292 "L−#\ 231 "KL#\ 336
ð"L?#−Ł[ Elemental analysis] see main text[

1[1[ Syntheses of complexes

1[1[0[ ðTlLŁ
A mixture of KL "9[076 g\ 9[436mmol# and thallium"I#

formate "9[025 g\ 9[434mmol# in MeOH "09 cm2# was
stirred to give a clear solution[ After a few more minutes a
white precipitate appeared which was _ltered o}\ washed
"MeOH and then Et1O# and dried[ X!ray quality crystals
were grown by slow evaporation of a concentrated dmf
solution of the complex[ FAB!MS] m:z�496 ð19)\
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"TlL#Ł[ Found] C\ 22[9^ H\ 1[0^ N\ 10[6[ Required for
C03H01N7BTl] C\ 22[1^ H\ 1[1^ N\ 11[0)[

1[1[1[ ðPbL1Ł
A mixture of KL "9[949 g\ 9[04mmol# and Pb"NO2#1

"9[913 g\ 9[961mmol# in MeOH "09 cm2# was stirred at
room temperature\ resulting in rapid formation of a white
solid which was _ltered o}\ washed "MeOH and then
Et1O# and dried[ X!ray quality crystals were grown by
di}usion of diethyl ether vapour into a concentrated dmf

solution of the compound[ FAB MS] m:z�704 ð44)\
"PbL1#Ł\ 0213 ð8)\ "Pb1L2#Ł\ 0515 ð1)\ "Pb1L3#Ł[ Found]
C\ 39[6^ H\ 1[6^ N\ 16[9[ Required for C17H13N05B1Pb] C\
30[3^ H\ 2[9^ N\ 16[4)[

1[2[ X!ray crystallography

Suitable crystals were quickly transferred from the
mother liquor to a stream of cold N1 at −099>C on a
Siemens SMART di}ractometer _tted with a CCD!type
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Table 0
X!ray crystallographic data for the two complexes

Compound ðTlLŁ ðPbL1Ł = Et1O
Formula C03H01BN7Tl C21H23B1N05OPb
M 496[49 776[45
System\ space group orthorhombic\ Pbca monoclinic\ P10:n
a "A� # 06[117"1# 02[9215"03#
b "A� # 6[6759"7# 04[709"1#
c "A� # 12[614"3# 07[033"2#
b "># 89 88[834"8#
U "A� 2# 2071[2"6# 2571[3"8#
Z 7 3
Dc "g cm−2# 1[008 0[590
m "mm−0# 09[053 3[522
F"999# 0893 0641
Crystal size "mm# 9[21×9[09×9[94 9[11×9[05×9[01
Re~ections collected
Total\ independent\ Rint 06826\ 2514\ 9[9450 11391\ 7275\ 9[9286
1u limit for data "># 2Ð44 2Ð44
Data\ restraints\ parameters 2514\ 9\ 106 7275\ 9\ 335
Final R0\ wR1

b\c 9[9157\ 9[9485 9[9179\ 9[9463
Weighting factorsb 9[9174\ 9 9[9105\ 9
Largest peak\ hole "eA� −2# ¦9[810\ −1[624 ¦9[700\ −9[784

aStructure was re_ned on Fo
1 using all data^ the value of R0 is given for comparison with older re_nements

based on Fo with a typical threshold of Fr3s"F#[
bwR1�ðSðw"Fo

1−Fc
1#1Ł:Sw"Fo

1#1Ł0:1\ where w−0�ðs1"Fo
1#¦"aP#1¦bPŁ and P�ðmax"Fo

1\ 9#¦1Fc
1Ł:2[

area detector[ Data were collected at −099>C using
graphite!monochromatised MoKa radiation^ Tables 0Ð
2 contains a summary of the crystal parameters\ data
collection and re_nement[ The structures were solved by
conventional heavy!atom or direct methods and re_ned
by the full!matrix least!squares method on all F1 data
using the SHELXTL 4[92 package on a Silicon Graphics
Indy computer ð07Ł[ Empirical absorption corrections
were applied to the integrated data using SADABS ð08Ł[
Nonhydrogen atoms were re_ned with anisotropic ther!
mal parameters^ hydrogen atoms were included in cal!
culated positions and re_ned with isotropic thermal
parameters riding on those of the parent atom[ Neither
structure presented any signi_cant problems^ the rather
large negative residual electron!density peak in ðTlLŁ
"−1[6 eA� −2# is close to the Tl atom and may be ascribed
to a combination of the very large absorption coe.cient
and the needle!like shape of the crystal[

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for ðTlLŁ

Tl"0#ÐN"10# 1[532"3# Tl"0#ÐN"20# 1[641"2#
Tl"0#ÐN"00# 1[839"3# Tl"0#ÐN"30# 2[032"3#

N"10#ÐTl"0#ÐN"20# 60[18"00# N"10#ÐTl"0#ÐN"00# 47[63"09#
N"20#ÐTl"0#ÐN"00# 010[47"09# N"10#ÐTl"0#ÐN"30# 004[73"00#
N"20#ÐTl"0#ÐN"30# 44[88"09# N"00#ÐTl"0#ÐN"30# 011[16"09#
N"21#ÐB"0#ÐN"11# 009[2"3#

The CCDC reference numbers for the structures are
091270 for ðTlLŁ and 091271 for ðPbL1Ł = Et1O[

2[ Results and discussion

The synthesis of KL was performed by well!established
methods "Scheme 0# ð5\6\19Ł[ Reaction of 1!ace!
tylpyrazine with dimethylformamide!dimethylacetal
a}orded A\ which was cyclised to the pyrazole B by
reaction with hydrazine in ethanol[ Reaction of this with
KBH3 at 049>C a}orded a crude product which was
predominantly KL[ The 00B NMR spectrum of this
material showed it to contain a signi_cant amount "09Ð
19)# of the tris"pyrazolyl#borate derivative KL?^ this is
easy to see by 00B NMR because for ðL?Ł− the 00B res!
onance occurs at −2[2 ppm\ whereas for ðLŁ− it occurs
at −7[2 ppm[ The negative!ion FAB!mass spectrum also
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Table 2
Selected bond lengths "A� # and angles "># for ðPbL1Ł = Et1O

Pb"0#ÐN"00# 1[771"2# Pb"0#ÐN"10# 1[632"2#
Pb"0#ÐN"60# 1[555"2# Pb"0#ÐN"30# 1[650"2#
Pb"0#ÐN"20# 1[605"2# Pb"0#ÐN"70# 1[664"2#
Pb"0#ÐN"40# 1[771"2# Pb"0#ÐN"73A# 1[799"2#
Pb"0#ÐN"50# 1[631"2#

N"10#ÐPb"0#ÐN"73A# 66[24"09# N"60#ÐPb"0#ÐN"20# 013[28"8#
N"30#ÐPb"0#ÐN"73A# 031[49"09# N"60#ÐPb"0#ÐN"50# 60[14"8#
N"70#ÐPb"0#ÐN"73A# 035[51"8# N"20#ÐPb"0#ÐN"50# 013[59"8#
N"60#ÐPb"0#ÐN"40# 012[99"8# N"60#ÐPb"0#ÐN"10# 019[89"8#
N"20#ÐPb"0#ÐN"40# 60[81"8# N"20#ÐPb"0#ÐN"10# 58[87"8#
N"50#ÐPb"0#ÐN"40# 48[98"8# N"50#ÐPb"0#ÐN"10# 043[94"09#
N"10#ÐPb"0#ÐN"40# 004[85"8# N"60#ÐPb"0#ÐN"30# 63[25"8#
N"30#ÐPb"0#ÐN"40# 69[27"8# N"20#ÐPb"0#ÐN"30# 59[76"8#
N"70#ÐPb"0#ÐN"40# 025[73"8# N"50#ÐPb"0#ÐN"30# 67[62"8#
N"73A#ÐPb"0#ÐN"40# 61[69"09# N"10#ÐPb"0#ÐN"30# 014[28"8#
N"60#ÐPb"0#ÐN"00# 61[91"8# N"60#ÐPb"0#ÐN"70# 59[47"09#
N"20#ÐPb"0#ÐN"00# 014[36"8# N"20#ÐPb"0#ÐN"70# 62[77"8#
N"50#ÐPb"0#ÐN"00# 098[81"8# N"50#ÐPb"0#ÐN"70# 016[66"8#
N"10#ÐPb"0#ÐN"00# 48[43"8# N"10#ÐPb"0#ÐN"70# 63[58"8#
N"30#ÐPb"0#ÐN"00# 028[67"8# N"30#ÐPb"0#ÐN"70# 69[22"8#
N"70#ÐPb"0#ÐN"00# 63[14"8# N"60#ÐPb"0#ÐN"73A# 011[65"09#
N"73A#ÐPb"0#ÐN"00# 65[94"09# N"20#ÐPb"0#ÐN"73A# 001[74"09#
N"40#ÐPb"0#ÐN"00# 037[49"8# N"50#ÐPb"0#ÐN"73A# 66[99"09#
N"21#ÐB"0#ÐN"11# 098[1"2# N"51#ÐB"1#ÐN"61# 097[7"2#

showed the impurity clearly[ We could not remove the
KL? by recrystallisation\ nor was the mixture amenable
to chromatographic puri_cation on silica or alumina\ so
we adjusted the reaction conditions to give the best ratio
of KL]KL? as determined by 00B NMR spectroscopy and
then used the ligand crude[ For this reason we did not
obtain a satisfactory elemental analysis of KL[ We found
that it was much easier to purify the complexes by recrys!
tallisation than it was to purify the sparingly!soluble
ligand as its potassium salt[

Reaction of KL with thallium"I# formate in MeOH
a}orded a white precipitate\ for which the formulation
ðTlLŁ was determined by FAB mass spectrometry and
elemental analysis[ The X!ray crystal structure is shown
in Fig[ 0[ The Tl"I# ion may be described as four coor!
dinate\ although the two bonds to the pyrazinyl ligands
ð1[838"3# and 2[032"3#A� \ to N"00# and N"30#\ respec!
tivelyŁ are considerably longer than those to the pyrazolyl
ligands ð1[532"3# and 1[641"2#A� \ to N"10# and N"20#\
respectivelyŁ[ Alternatively\ the metal ion may be
described as two!coordinate with two additional {{sem!
icoordinate|| interactions from remote pyrazinyl groups[
That these longer interactions are signi_cant is dem!
onstrated by the fact that the lone pairs of N"00# and
N"30# are clearly directed towards the metal centre\ such
that the two bidentate fragments are more or less planar
"2[3> between rings 0 and 1\ and 7[1> between rings 2
and 3#[ The wide variation in the TlÐN separations is
characteristic of all of the Tl"I# complexes with ligands

of this series ð3\8\06Ł[ The metal atom lies 0[15A� out of
the mean plane of the four donor atoms\ resulting in a
crudely square!pyramidal geometry in which the apex is
missing[ This is in part a consequence of the tetrahedral
hybridisation about the boron atom ðN"11#ÐB"0#ÐN"21#\
009[2"3#>Ł\ which means that the two bidentate arms can!
not be coplanar^ there is an angle of 52[7> between the
mean planes of the two pyrazolyl rings[ This results in an
obvious gap in the metal coordination sphere\ which may
reasonably be assumed to be occupied by a ster!
eochemically active lone pair of electrons from the Tl"I#
ion ð10\11Ł[ The coordination environment of the Tl"I#
ions is similar to that observed in the related structure
ðTl"L0#Ł^2 the externally!directed nitrogen atoms of the
pyrazinyl rings of ðLŁ− are not in this case involved in
metalÐligand bonding[ The molecules of ðTlLŁ are
arranged in columnar stacks in the crystal with Tl = = = Tl
separation of 3[48A� between adjacent molecules[ One of
the two externally!directed pyrazinyl N3 atoms ðN"33#Ł
participates in a weak N = = = HÐC intramolecular hydro!
gen!bonding interaction with a CÐH proton from a mol!
ecule in an adjacent stack ðN"33# = = = H"02A#\ 1[47A� Ł[

Reaction of KL with Pb"NO2#1 in a 0]1 ratio in MeOH
a}orded a white precipitate of a material analysing as
ðPbL1Ł[ The FAB!mass spectrum also gave a strong peak
for "PbL1# but also gave small peaks corresponding to
dinuclear species such as "Pb1L2# and "Pb1L3#[ The X!ray
crystal structure is shown in Fig[ 1[ Its most notable
characteristic is that the structure is a one!dimensional
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Fig[ 0[ Crystal structure of ðTlLŁ[

Fig[ 1[ Crystal structure of ðPbL1Ł = Et1O\ showing the formation of chains of complex units[

polymeric chain in which one of the pyrazine groups of
each ðPbL1Ł fragment acts as a bridge to an adjacent metal
centre[ Each Pb"II# ion is accordingly nine!coordinate\
with two tetradentate chelating ðLŁ− ligands and an
additional pyrazinyl N3 donor from an adjacent molecule
ðN"73A#Ł\ which results in chain formation via bridging
pyrazinyl groups[ The best description of the coor!
dination geometry is capped square antiprismatic "Fig[
2#[ One of the planes ðplane A^ N"10#\ N"20#\ N"40#\
N"73A#Ł is a near!perfect plane with a mean deviation of

these atoms from the best!_t plane through them of only
9[908A� \ whereas the other ðplane B^ N"00#\ N"30#\ N"70#\
N"50#Ł is less regular with a mean deviation of these atoms
from the best!_t plane through them of 9[067A� [ The two
mean planes are mutually staggered and near!parallel
"2[4> angle between them#[ The Pb atom is {{o} centre||\
being much closer to plane B "9[84A� # than plane A
"0[40A� #[ This is a consequence of the capping ligand
N"60#\ which results in an {{opening out|| of plane B\ such
that the average separation between the four atoms of
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Fig[ 2[ Coordination geometry of the metal ion in ðPbL1Ł = Et1O[

this plane is 2[57A� \ whereas for plane A the average
N = = = N edge separation is 2[20A� [ There is no evidence
in this case for an obvious gap in the Pb"II# coordination
sphere associated with stereochemical activity in the lone
pair of electrons^ we note that the stereochemical activity
of the Pb"II# lone pair in complexes with ligands of this
type can vary from perfectly obvious ð3\8\05\06\12Ł to
completely absent ð04Ł[

In conclusion\ the new ligand ðLŁ− has been prepared
which has the potential to form cross!linked polymeric
structures[ Although the Tl"I# complex is a simple mono!
meric species in the solid state\ the Pb"II# complex forms
a polymeric chain in the crystal via bridging pyrazinyl
groups[
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Abstract

Equimolar quantities of ðMo"CO#"h1!RC1R?#1CpŁðBF3Ł "R�R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph# and L\L? or Lý "L\L? or Lý�ðWI1

"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1!P\P?#"h1!RC1R?#Ł# "L\R�R?�Me^ L?\R�R?�Ph^ Lý\R�Me\ R?�Ph# react in CH1Cl1 at room tem!
perature to give the new bimetallic complexes\ ðMo"CO#"L\L? or LýÐP#"h1!RC1R?#CpŁðBF3Ł "0Ð8# via displacement of the alkyne
ligand on the molybdenum centre[ The complexes have been characterised by elemental analysis\ IR and 0H NMR spectroscopy\
and in selected cases by 20P NMR spectroscopy[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Bimetallic * linear triphos!bridged^ Molybdenum"II#^ Tungsten"II#^ Alkyne complex^ Cyclopentadienyl

0[ Introduction

Over the years\ bimetallic\ bidentate phosphine!
bridged transition!metal complexes have been extensively
investigated ð0Ð03Ł\ whereas potentially tridentate phos!
phine!bridged multimetallic complexes have received
much less attention[ In 0851\ Hewertson and Watson
ð04Ł\ described the _rst synthesis of linear triphos\
PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1\ and more recently King and
Kapoor ð05Ł developed an improved synthesis of linear
triphos[ An example\ of the use of this ligand to prepare
trimetallic\ linear!triphos bridged complexes is\ ð"M"CO#4#2

"m2!PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?\Pý#Ł "M�Cr\Mo# which
have been described by Horng et al[ in 0883 ð06Ł[

In 0885 ð07Ł\ we described the synthesis and crystallo!
graphic characterisation "R�R?�Me^ R�Me\ R?�Ph#
of the bidentately!coordinated linear triphos complexes\
ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?#"h1!RC1R?#Ł "R�
R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph#[ In this paper we describe
the reactions of ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?#
"h1!RC1R?#Ł "R�R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph# as
monodentate phosphines "L\L? or Lý# with the cationic

� Corresponding author[ Fax] ¦33!01!3726!947[

molybdenum complexes ðMo"CO#"h1!RC1R?#1CpŁðBF3Ł
"R�R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph# to a}ord the bimet!
allic linear!triphos!bridged complexes ðMo"CO#"L\L? or
LýÐP?#"h1!RC1R?# CpŁðBF3Ł[

1[ Experimental

All reactions were carried out under a nitrogen atmo!
sphere according to standard vacuum:Schlenk line pro!
cedures[ All chemicals were obtained commercially^
diethyl ether and dichloromethane were dried\ distilled
and purged with nitrogen before use[

Elemental analyses were determined using a Carlo
Erba Elemental Analyser MOD 0097 "using helium as a
carrier gas#[ IR spectra were recorded as CH1Cl1 _lms
between NaCl plates on a Perkin!Elmer 0599 Series FTIR
spectrophotometer[ 0H and 20P NMR spectra were rec!
orded on a Bruker AC149MHz instrument at room tem!
perature\ referenced to SiMe3 for 0H and to 74) H2PO3

for 20P NMR spectra[
The starting materials ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1Ð

P\P?#"h1!RC1R?#Ł "R�R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph#
were prepared in accordance with the published method
ð07Ł[ The method described by Bottrill and Green ð08Ł
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Table 0
Physical and analytical dataa for the bimetallic complexes ðMo"CO#"L\L? or LýÐP#"h1!RC1R?#CpŁðBF3Ł "0Ð8#

Complex Yield ")# Colour C ")# "calcd[# H ")# "calcd[#

0 ðMo"CO#"LÐP#"h1!MeC1Me#CpŁðBF3Ł 41 pale violet 30[6 "31[9# 2[7 "2[5#
1 ðMo"CO#"LÐP#"h1!MeC1Ph#CpŁðBF3Ł 20 very pale violet 33[3 "33[2# 2[7 "2[5#
2 ðMo"CO#"LÐP#"h1!PhC1Ph#CpŁðBF3Ł 20 dull\ pale green 34[1 "35[3# 2[6 "2[3#
3 ðMo"CO#"L?ÐP#"h1!MeC1Me#CpŁðBF3Ł 59 green 35[1 "34[5# 2[6 "2[5#
4 ðMo"CO#"L?ÐP#"h1!MeC1Ph#CpŁðBF3Ł 47 dull green 37[6 "38[9# 2[5 "2[5#
5 ðMo"CO#"L?ÐP#"h1!PhC1Ph#CpŁðBF3Ł 32 green 49[9 "49[3# 2[7 "2[5#
6 ðMo"CO#"LýÐP#"h1!MeC1Me#CpŁðBF3Ł 39 dull green 33[5 "33[7# 2[7 "2[5#
7 ðMo"CO#"LýÐP#"h1!MeC1Ph#CpŁðBF3Ł 24 dull\ pale green 36[9 "36[9# 2[7 "2[5#
8 ðMo"CO#"LýÐP#"h1!PhC1Ph#CpŁðBF3Ł 12 dull\ pale green 37[7 "49[9# 2[8 "2[5#

aCalculated values in parentheses] L�ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1!P\P?#"h1!MeC1Me#Ł\ L?�ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1!P\P?#"h1!
PhC1Ph#Ł\ Lý�ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1!P\P?#"h1!MeC1Ph#Ł[

was used to prepare the complexes ðMo"CO#"h1!
RC1R?#1CpŁðBF3Ł "R�R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph#[

1[0[ Preparations ðMo"CO#"LÐP?#"h1!MeC1Me#CpŁ
ðBF3Ł "L�ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?#
"h1!MeC1Me#Ł# "0#

To a stirred solution of ðMo"CO#"h1!MeC1Me#1CpŁ
ðBF3Ł "9[29 g\ 9[670mmol# was added ðWI1"CO#"PhP
"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?#"h1!MeC1Me#Ł "9[71 g\ 9[670
mmol# in 14 cm2 of CH1Cl1 under a nitrogen atmosphere
for 1 h at room temperature and stirred continuously[
The reaction mixture was then _ltered through celite and
09 cm2 of dried\ distilled and degassed Et1O was added
to precipitate the bimetallic product[ The liquid portion
was syringed o} and another 09 cm2 measure of Et1O
added to wash the product[ This washing procedure was
carried out until the liquid portion became colourless[
All residual solvent was then removed in vacuo to give
the pale violet analytically pure product\ ðMo"CO#
"LÐP#"h1!MeC1Me#CpŁðBF3Ł "0# "yield�9[46 g\ 41)#[

Similar reactions of ðMo"CO#"h1!RC1R?#1CpŁðBF3Ł
with equimolar quantities of L\L? or Lý in CH1Cl1 at
room temperature gave the bimetallic complexes\ ðMo
"CO#"L\L? or LýÐP#"h1!RC1R?#CpŁðBF3Ł "on Mo centre
R�R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph^ L\R�R?�Me^
L?\R�R?�Ph^ Lý\R�Me\ R?�Ph# "1Ð8# "see Table 0
for physical and analytical data#[

2[ Results and discussion

The molybdenum starting materials used in this
research\ ðMo"CO#"h1!RC1R?#1CpŁðBF3Ł "R�R?�Me\
Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph# were prepared by the oxidative!
cleavage of the MoÐMo bond in ð"Mo"CO#2Cp#1Ł with
AgðBF3Ł in the presence of RC1R? as described by Bottrill
and Green ð08Ł[ The organotungsten monodentate phos!

Table 1
Infrared dataa for the bimetallic complexes ðMo"CO#"L\L? or Lý!P#"h1!
RC1R?#CpŁðBF3Ł "0Ð8#

Complex n"C0O# "cm−0# n"C0C# "cm−0#

0 0853 "s\ br# 0541"br\ w#
1 0857 "s\ br# 0546 "br\ w#
2 0850 "s\ br# 0543 "br\ w#
3 0858 "s\ br# 0575 "br\ w#
4 0857 "s\ br# 0543 "br\ w#
5 0879 "s\ br# 0542 "br\ w#
6 0869 "s\ br# 0549 "br\ w#
7 0863 "s\ br# 0547 "br\ w#
8 0865 "s\ br# 0559 "br\ w#

aSpectra recorded as thin CH1Cl1 _lms between NaCl plates[
br�broad^ s�strong[

phine ligands\ ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?#"h1!
RC1R?#Ł "R�R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph# were syn!
thesised by treating the bis"alkyne# complexes\ ðWI1

"CO#"NCMe#"h1!RC1R?#1Ł "R�R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\
R?�Ph# ð19Ł with one equivalent of linear triphos\
PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1 in CH1Cl1 at room temperature ð07Ł[
Reaction of equimolar amounts of ðMo"CO#"h1!
RC1R?#1CpŁðBF3Ł "R�R?�Me\Ph^ R�Me\ R?�Ph# and
L\L? or Lý "L\L? or Lý�ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1Ð
P\P?#"h1!RC1R?#Ł "L\R�R?�Me^ L?\R�R?�Ph^ Lý\
R�Me\ R?�Ph# in CH1Cl1 at room temperature yielded
the bimetallic linear triphos!bridged complexes ðMo
"CO#"L\L? or Lý!P#"h1!RC1R?#CpŁðBF3Ł "0Ð8# in good
yield[

Complexes 0Ð8 have been characterised by elemental
analysis "C\ H and N# Table 0\ IR "Table 1#\ and 0H
NMR spectroscopy\ and in selected cases by 20P NMR
spectroscopy "Table 2#[ Complexes 0Ð8 are all moderately
soluble in CH1Cl1 and CHCl2\ but as expected totally
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Table 2
0H and selected 20P"0H# NMR dataa for the bimetallic complexes ðMo"CO#"L\L? or Lý!P#"h1!RC1R?#CpŁðBF3Ł "0Ð8#

Complex 0H "d# "ppm# 20P "d# "ppm#:J "Hz#

0 6[6Ð6[9 "br m\ 14H\ Ph#^ 5[14\ 5[24 "1s\ 4H\ Cp#^ 2[0\ 2[9\ 1[7\ 1[64 "3s\ 01H\ C1Me#^ −
1[5Ð1[24 "m\ 7H\ PhPCH1CH1#

1 6[74Ð6[94 "br m\ 29H\ Ph#^ 5[1\ 5[04 "1s\ 4H\ Cp#^ 2[14\ 2[04\ 1[74 "2s\ 8H\ C1Me#^ 38[5 "s#^ 37[4 "s#^ 12[38 "s#^ 08[7 "s#^ 3[22 "s#
1[54Ð1[24 "m\ 7H\ PhPCH1CH1#

2 6[6Ð6[5 "br m\ 24H\ Ph#^ 4[6\ 4[5 "1s\ 4H\ Cp#^ 2[0\ 1[7\ 1[5 "2s\ 5H\ C1Me#^ 1[5Ð1[24 38[93 "s#^ 36[80 "s#^ 12[24 "s#^ 08[7 "s#^ 1[49
"m\ 7H\ PhPCH1CH1# "d# ðJ�34[34 HzŁ

3 6[6Ð5[6 "br m\ 24H\ Ph#^ 4[6\ 4[5 "1s\ 4H\ Cp#^ 2[0\ 1[7\ 1[5 "2s\ 5H\ C1Me#^ 1[5Ð1[24 −
"m\ 7H\ PhPCH1CH1#

4 6[6Ð6[9 "br m\ 39H\ Ph#^ 4[54\ 4[44 "1s\ 4H\ Cp#^ 2[14 "s\ 2H\ C1Me#^ 1[5Ð1[24 "m\ 7H\ 38[48 "s#^ 37[56 "s#^ 15[54 "s#^ 19[65 "s#^
PhPCH1CH1# −2[93 "d# ðJ�27[27 HzŁ

5 7[9Ð6[9 "br m\ 34H\ Ph#^ 4[5\ 4[4 "1s\ 4H\ Cp#^ 1[5Ð1[24 "m\ 7H\ PhPCH1CH1# −
6 6[6Ð6[1 "br m\ 29H\ Ph#^ 4[4\ 4[24 "1s\ 4H\ Cp#^ 2[04 "s\ 8H\ C1Me#^ 1[6Ð1[3 "m\ 7H\ 38[55 "d# ðJ�22[22 HzŁ^ 12[81 "s#^ 08[72

PhPCH1CH1# "d# ðJ�20[20 HzŁ^ −9[64 "s#^ −0[82 "s#
7 6[44Ð6[94 "br m\ 24H\ Ph#^ 4[54\ 4[44 "1s\ 4H\ Cp#^ 2[1 "s\ 5H\ C1Me#^ 1[5Ð1[24 "m\ 37[59 "s#^ 12[67 "s#^ 6[90 "s#^ −0[95 "s#^

7H\ PhPCH1CH1# −1[91 "s#
8 6[64Ð6[04 "br m\ 39H\ Ph#^ 4[6\ 4[5 "1s\ 4H\ Cp#^ 2[1 "s\ 2H\ C1Me#^ 1[5Ð1[3 "m\ 7H\ −

PhPCH1CH1#

aSpectra recorded in CDCl2 "¦14>C# and referenced to SiMe3 "0H# and 74) H2PO3 "20P"0H##[br�broad\ s�singlet\ d�doublet\ m�multiplet[

insoluble in diethyl ether and hydrocarbon solvents[ The
1!butyne complexes are the most soluble\ and the
diphenylacetylene complexes are the least soluble[ Com!
plexes 0Ð8 are all air!sensitive in solution\ but can be
stored in the solid state under dinitrogen[

It is likely that the reactions of ðMo"CO#"h1!
RC1R?#1CpŁðBF3Ł with an equimolar amount of L\L? or
Lý "L\L? or Lý�ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1Ð
P\P?#"h1!RC1R?#Ł proceed via associative mechanisms
involving the formation of the intermediates\ ðMo"C2
O#"L\L? or LýÐP# "h1!RC1R?#1CpŁðBF3Ł\ which have two
electron donating alkyne ligands\ before loss of alkyne to
give the observed products 0Ð8[ Green et al[ ð10Ł have
described the reactions of ðMo"CO#"h1!RC1R?#1"Cp or h4!
C8H6#ŁðBF3Ł with equimolar amounts of L to a}ord the
alkyne displaced complexes ðMo"CO#L"h1!RC1R?#"Cp or
h4!C8H6#ŁðBF3Ł " for Cp\ R�R?�Me\ L�PEt2\ PPh2\
PCy2^ R�R?�Ph\ L�PEt2\ PPh2^ R�Me\ R?�Ph\
L�PEt2\ PPh2^ R�Me\ R?�Ph\ L�PPh2^ R�H\ R?�
iPr\ L�PPh2^ for h4!C8H6\ R�R?�Me\ L�PEt2\ PPh2#\
and they proposed these reactions react by an associative
mechanism[

The IR spectra of complexes 0Ð8 all have a very broad
carbonyl band which can be attributed to a combination
of the carbonyl stretching band on the molybdenum"II#
and tungsten"II# metal centres[ This was expected since
the carbonyl stretching bands as a nujol mull for the
1!butyne triphenylphosphine molybdenum"II# complex\
ðMo"CO#"PPh2#"h1!MeC1Me#CpŁðBF3Ł is 0862 cm−0\ and
for the 1!butyne linear triphos tungsten"II# complex
ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?#"h1!MeC1Me#Ł is
0846 cm−0[ These stretching frequencies are similar\ and

the di}erence in the electron donating ability of PPh2 and
the pendant\ Ph1PCH1CH1 on the linear triphos would
not be expected to be very di}erent[ Complexes 0Ð8 all
showed alkyne stretching bands "Table 1# at considerably
lower wavenumber compared to the uncoordinated
alkyne ligands[ The "C2C# stretching bands for unco!
ordinated MeC1Me and MeC1Ph are 1202 and 1159 cm−0

respectively[ The carbonyl stretching bands for com!
plexes 0Ð8 are in a narrow range "y"CO#�0850 to
0879 cm−0#\ and no real trend exists for the variation of
R on the alkyne to the carbonyl and alkyne stretching
bands\ which are also in a narrow range "y"C2C#�0549
to 0575 cm−0#[ All complexes 0Ð8 have strong broad
bands at y"BF#�0989 cm−0 due to the tetra~uoroborate
anion\ which con_rms the cationic nature of these com!
plexes[

The 0H NMR spectra of 0Ð8 all have two cyclo!
pentadienyl resonances\ which indicates the presence of
two isomers[ The X!ray crystal structure of the 1!butyne
complex ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?#"h1!Me
C1Me#Ł shows the complex crystallises as two dias!
tereoisomers in the single crystal chosen for X!ray crys!
tallography ð07Ł\ in an approximately 0]0 ratio[ One
diastereoisomer has the uncoordinated CH1CH1PPh1

group pointing up\ and the other pointing down[ This is
also observed in solution as shown by its 20P NMR spec!
trum ð07Ł[ Since the structure of ðMo"CO#"PEt2#"h1!Me
C1Me#CpŁðBF3Ł has been crystallographically determined
ð10Ł\ the likely structure of the two diastereoisomers of
for example\ complex 0 are shown in Fig[ 0[ The 20P"0H#
NMR spectra of 1\ 2\ 4\ 6 and 7 all show 4 resonances
"Table 2# which is similar to the two diastereoisomers
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Fig[ 0[ Proposed structures of the two diastereoisomers of ðMo"CO#"LÐP#"h1!MeC1Me#CpŁðBF3Ł "0#[

of ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?#"h1!MeC1Me#Ł
ð07Ł\ which has resonances at d "CDCl2\ ¦14>C ref!
erenced to 74) H2PO3# at −02[6 "m\ 1P\ CH1CH1PPh1

"uncoord##\ −1[6 "s\ 0P\ CH1CH1PPh1#\ 3[2 "s\ 0P\
CH1CH1PPh#\ 08[4 "d\ 0P\ JPP�29\ CH1CH1PPh1#\ 12[0
"d\ 0P\ JPP�14\ CH1CH1PPh1#[ As expected the res!
onance at d�−02[6 due to the uncoordinated phos!
phorus atom in ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1!P\P?#"h1!
MeC1Me#Ł is not observed in complexes 1\ 2\ 4\ 6 and 7[
The 20P"0H# NMR data also conform to the two dias!
tereoisomers shown in Fig[ 0[ A number of unsuccessful
attempts to grow suitable single crystals for X!ray analy!
sis of 0Ð8 were made[ Due to the moderate solubility
of these complexes in CD1Cl1 or d5!acetone\ it was not
possible to obtain satisfactory 02C NMR spectra of com!
plexes 0Ð8[

In conclusion\ this paper describes the successful syn!
thesis of a series of nine bimetallic complexes of the type
ðMo"CO#"L\L? or Lý#"h1!RC1R?#CpŁðBF3Ł "L\L? or
Lý � ðWI1"CO#"PhP"CH1CH1PPh1#1ÐP\P?#"h1!RC1R?#Ł
"L\ R�R?�Me^ L?\ R�R?�Ph^ Lý\ R�Me\ R?�Ph#
and in general their IR properties do not re~ect the
expected trend in going from MeC1Me to MeC1Ph to
PhC1Ph[
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Abstract

The new cage!like octanuclear thiolate complex ðNMe3Ł1ð"c!m3!S#"m!SCH1Ph#01S3Zn7Ł has been prepared and characterized by X!
ray crystal structure analysis[ All eight Zn atoms and a m3!S constitute a tetracapped tetrahedron\ in which m3!S is at the center of
cage[ The suppression abilities of the complex for the hydroxyl and TEMP radicals were determined by EPR and GC\ and the results
showed that the complex possess more e}ective suppression abilities than natural MT[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[

Keywords] Octanuclear thiolate complex^ Synthesis^ Molecular structure^ Radical scavenging

0[ Introduction

Interest in polynuclear thiolate complex is caused on
the one hand by its versatile structural character\ and on
the other hand by the similarity as a model compound to
active site of certain metalloenzyme[ Much work regard!
ing the synthesis and structure revolution of tetranuclear
metal complex ðM3"SPh#09Ł1− has already been carried
out by Holm et al[ ð0Ð3Ł\ and this has greatly contributed
to the close structural relevance of them to met!
allothioneins "MT#[ Metallothioneins are low!molecular!
weight\ metal! and sulfur!rich proteins\ which are widely
distributed in nature ð4Ð7Ł[ The best!studied mammalian
form contains 6mol of zinc and:or cadmium per mol
polypeptide chain[ One of the important physiological
roles of the MT is providing cells with radioresistance\ a
property shown by the protein probably by virtue of their
high cysteinyl thiolate content ð8Ł[ Since hydroxyl radical
is easily generated during radiolysis of aerobic aqueous
solutions\ the investigation of synthesis and radical scav!
enging e}ect of model compound of MT will be of great
importance[ The present work reports the synthesis\ crys!
tal structure and radical scavenging e}ect of title
complex[

1[ Experimental

All synthetic procedures were performed under a nitro!
gen atmosphere by Schlenk line techniques[ Methanol\

� Corresponding author[

acetonitrile and diethyl ether were distilled under nitro!
gen before use[ o!Methyl benzenethiol\ 4\4!dimethyl!0!
pyrroline!N!oxide "DMPO#\ 1\1\5\5!tetramethyl!3!
hydroxyl!0!piperidine!N!oxide "TEMP# radical were pur!
chased from Aldrich Chemical Co[ 2!Methyl!
thiobutyraldehyde "MBA# was prepared similarly to
literature ð09Ł[ Beijing Institute of Science and Tech!
nology supplied rat liver metallothionein "NMT#[ Phos!
phate bu}er solution "NaH1PO3:K1HPO3:H1O\ PBS# was
obtained by conventional method[ All other reagents
were purchased and used as received[

Elemental analysis was performed by a Vario EL ana!
lyzer[ Proton NMR data were acquired on a Bruker Am!
399MHz spectrometer\ IR data were collected from KBr
pellets at a resolution 1 cm−0 by the use of a Nicolet FT!
09DX infrared spectra!photometer[ EPR spectra were
performed on a Varian E!004 electron paramagnetic res!
onance spectrometer[ Gas chromatograph was carried
out on a Shimadzu GC!8A instrument[

1[0[ Preparation of the title complex

Zinc chloride anhydrous "8[0 g\ 9[956mol# was added
to a ~ask containing 049 cm2 of acetonitrile with stirring
for 9[4 h[ Then\ a solution of sodium benzylthiolate
"03[5 g\ 9[0mol# in 49 cm2 of methanol was added drop!
wise\ the mixture was stirred for 1 h[ Subsequently tetra!
methyl ammonium chloride "3[5 g\ 9[931mol# was added
and agitated for a further 4 h and _ltered[ The colorless
crystals were obtained by di}usion and isolated by _l!
tration\ washed with cooled diethyl ether and dried in
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vacuo[ Yield] 6[52 g\ 45[03)[ Anal[ Calcd[ for
C81H097N1S06Zn7] C\ 36[79^ H\ 3[56^ N\ 0[10^ S\ 12[59[
Found] C\ 36[58^ H\ 3[37^ N\ 0[93^ S\ 12[73[ 0H NMR
"CD2CN\ ppm#] 2[95 ðs\ 13H\ N"CH2#3Ł\ 2[56 "s\ 13H\
SCH1Ph#\ 6[00Ð6[21 "m\ 59H\ Ph#[ IR "cm−0\ KBr#] 2311\
2946\ 0536\ 0590\ 0380\ 0342\ 0139\ 838\ 663\ 691\ 564[

1[1[ X!ray crystal structure determinations

Data collection was performed with Moka

"l�9[60962A� # on a Siemens P3 di}ractometer[ Of the
total 09\100 re~ections collected with the vÐ1u technique
in the range h¦k2l for 1u�2[97Ð30[83>\ 8631 re~ections
were independent and 4566 re~ections with I×1s"I# were
used for the calculations after an empirical absorption
correction based on c!scans[ The structure was solved by
the direct method and completed by di}erence Fourier
synthesis using Siemens SHELXTL software[ All non!
hydrogen atoms were re_ned with anisotropic thermal
parameters[ Hydrogen atoms were treated as idealized\
updated isotropic contributions[ Crystallographic data
of the complex are listed in Table 0\ selected bond lengths
and angles are given in Tables 1 and 2\ respectively[ A
perspective view of the complex is presented in Fig[ 0[
Supplementary data have been deposited with the
CCDC\ deposition number is 091896[

1[2[ Experiment of suppression of radicals

The hydroxyl radicals "OH¾ # were produced by the sys!
tem of H1O1:"Fe1¦!EDTA#:L!ascorbic acid ð00Ł and
determined indirectly both by EPR spectra and GC
analysis of its reaction products with MBA[ EPR tech!
nique] successively mixed each 9[91 cm2 of DMPO
"49mM#\ tested compounds "9[2mM in 19) acetonitrile
for the complex\ 9[2mM PBS solution for NMT#\ Fe1¦!
EDTA "3mM#\ L!ascorbic acid "7mM#\ PBS solutions

Table 0
Crystallographic data of ðNMe3Ł1ð"c!m3!S#"m!SCH1Ph#01S3Zn7Ł

Chemical formula C81H097N1S06Zn7

Formula weight 1298[67
Crystal system Monoclinic
Crystal size "mm# 9[53×9[33×9[33
Space group P10:n
Unit cell constants a�03[41"1# A� \ a�89>

b�16[31"1# A� \ b�87[66"8#>
c�15[79"2# A� \ g�89>
V�09437"07# A� 2\ Z�3

T"K# 184"1#
l "A� # 9[60962
1u "># 2[97Ð30[83
Dc "g:cm2# 0[343
m "cm−0# 10[54
R0 9[9409
wR1 9[0022

Table 1
Selected bond lengths "A� #

Zn"0#ÐS"6# 1[219"3# Zn"0#ÐS"00# 1[225"2#
Zn"0#ÐS"0# 1[231"2# Zn"0#ÐS"2# 1[232"3#
Zn"1#ÐS"0# 1[224"2# Zn"1#ÐS"7# 1[234"3#
Zn"1#ÐS"3# 1[236"3# Zn"1#ÐS"04# 1[249"3#
Zn"2#ÐS"05# 1[230"2# Zn"2#ÐS"01# 1[233"2#
Zn"2#ÐS"4# 1[235"3# Zn"2#ÐS"0# 1[237"3#
Zn"3#ÐS"8# 1[218"3# Zn"3#ÐS"06# 1[239"2#
Zn"3#ÐS"0# 1[249"3# Zn"3#ÐS"02# 1[250"2#
Zn"4#ÐS"1# 1[162"3# Zn"4#ÐS"4# 1[223"3#
Zn"4#ÐS"2# 1[224"2# Zn"4#ÐS"3# 1[232"3#
Zn"5#ÐS"5# 1[140"3# Zn"5#ÐS"6# 1239"3#
Zn"5#ÐS"7# 1[235"3# Zn"5#ÐS"8# 1[249"3#
Zn"6#ÐS"09# 1[161"2# Zn"6#ÐS"01# 1[232"2#
Zn"6#ÐS"02# 1[234"3# Zn"6#ÐS"00# 1[259"3#
Zn"7#ÐS"03# 1[168"2# Zn"7#ÐS"06# 1[212"3#
Zn"7#ÐS"04# 1[227"3# Zn"7#ÐS"05# 1[252"3#
S"2#ÐC"0# 0[705"00# S"3#ÐC"7# 0[773"00#
S"4#ÐC"04# 0[727"09# S"6#ÐC"11# 0[711"01#
S"7#ÐC"18# 0[736"01# S"8#ÐC"25# 0[712"00#
S"00#ÐC"32# 0[757"00# S"01#ÐC"49# 0[721"00#
S"02#ÐC"46# 0[752"01# S"04#ÐC"53# 0[724"09#
S"05#ÐC"60# 0[727"09# S"06#ÐC"67# 0[728"00#

"9[7M\ pH 6[3#\ and at last H1O1 "3mM# in an EPR thin
tube and incubation for 9[4 h at a constant 26>C\ then
the spin adducts DMPOÐOH was detected on EPR
instrument "Fig[ 1#[ For GC method\ mixed 0 cm2 of
all above reactant except replacing DMPO with MBA
"3mM#\ the produced amount of propylene and methane
was measured after 9[4 h incubation at 26>C\ and the
suppression ratio for OH¾ was calculated from the fol!
lowing expression ð01Ł]

Suppression ratio ")#�099×
M9−M

M9

\

where M and M9 stand for the content of propylene and
methane in the presence and absence of tested complexes[

To test the quenching action of TEMP radical "19mM#
by EPR method using the title compound and NMT as
inhibitors was similarly carried out only by replacing
"Fe1¦!EDTA#:H1O1:L!ascorbic acid and DMPO with
TEMP "Fig[ 2#[

2[ Results and discussion

2[0[ Molecular structure description

As illustrated in Fig[ 0\ the complex possesses only
low crystallographic symmetry "C1#\ four atoms Zn"0Ð3#
formed an almost perfect tetrahedron"inner#\ and S"0#
occupied the center of it[ Another four atoms of Zn"4Ð
7# constituted another tetrahedron "outer#\ which each
Zn"outer# atom is correspondingly located above the face
of the inner!tetrahedron[ So\ the "c!m3!S#Zn7 may be con!
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Table 2
Selected bond angles ">#

S"6#ÐZn"0#ÐS"00# 098[61"02# S"6#ÐZn"0#ÐS"0# 095[09"02#
S"00#ÐZn"0#ÐS"0# 095[71"01# S"6#ÐZn"0#ÐS"2# 003[26"02#
S"00#ÐZn"0#ÐS"2# 001[02"02# S"0#ÐZn"0#ÐS"2# 096[10"02#
S"0#ÐZn"1#ÐS"7# 098[93"01# S"0#ÐZn"1#ÐS"3# 096[63"02#
S"7#ÐZn"1#ÐS"3# 001[19"02# S"0#ÐZn"1#ÐS"04# 095[89"01#
S"04#ÐZn"1#ÐS"7# 009[52"02# S"3#ÐZn"1#ÐS"04# 009[03"02#
S"05#ÐZn"2#ÐS"01# 001[17"02# S"05#ÐZn"2#ÐS"4# 000[27"01#
S"4#ÐZn"2#ÐS"01# 000[61"01# S"05#ÐZn"2#ÐS"0# 094[59"00#
S"0#ÐZn"2#ÐS"01# 096[48"01# S"4#ÐZn"2#ÐS"0# 096[81"02#
S"8#ÐZn"3#ÐS"06# 009[75"02# S"8#ÐZn"3#ÐS"0# 095[20"02#
S"0#ÐZn"3#ÐS"06# 095[49"01# S"8#ÐZn"3#ÐS"02# 002[71"00#
S"02#ÐZn"3#ÐS"06# 098[17"01# S"0#ÐZn"3#ÐS"02# 098[67"00#
S"1#ÐZn"4#ÐS"4# 096[29"1# S"1#ÐZn"4#ÐS"2# 094[76"03#
S"2#ÐZn"4#ÐS"4# 000[32"01# S"1#ÐZn"4#ÐS"3# 096[99"1#
S"3#ÐZn"4#ÐS"4# 001[73"02# S"2#ÐZn"4#ÐS"3# 000[85"02#
S"5#ÐZn"5#ÐS"6# 093[93"03# S"5#ÐZn"5#ÐS"7# 009[25"02#
S"7#ÐZn"5#ÐS"6# 000[51"03# S"5#ÐZn"5#ÐS"8# 096[08"03#
S"8#ÐZn"5#ÐS"6# 000[94"02# S"7#ÐZn"5#ÐS"8# 001[07"01#
S"09#ÐZn"6#ÐS"01# 095[63"02# S"09#ÐZn"6#ÐS"02# 009[20"02#
S"02#ÐZn"6#ÐS"01# 000[70"01# S"09#ÐZn"6#ÐS"00# 093[92"02#
S"00#ÐZn"6#ÐS"01# 000[06"01# S"02#ÐZn"6#ÐS"00# 001[23"03#
S"03#ÐZn"7#ÐS"06# 098[51"03# S"03#ÐZn"7#ÐS"04# 095[47"02#
S"04#ÐZn"7#ÐS"06# 003[38"00# S"03#ÐZn"7#ÐS"05# 095[46"02#
S"06#ÐZn"7#ÐS"05# 097[78"01# S"05#ÐZn"7#ÐS"04# 009[27"03#
Zn"1#ÐS"0#ÐZn"0# 097[02"01# Zn"1#ÐS"0#ÐZn"2# 009[35"01#
Zn"2#ÐS"0#ÐZn"0# 098[29"01# Zn"1#ÐS"0#ÐZn"3# 009[31"01#
Zn"4#ÐS"2#ÐZn"0# 093[94"02# Zn"4#ÐS"3#ÐZn"1# 091[65"03#
C"0#ÐS"2#ÐZn"4# 86[5"3# C"0#ÐS"2#ÐZn"0# 096[0"3#
C"7#ÐS"3#ÐZn"1# 095[8"3# C"7#ÐS"3#ÐZn"4# 099[9"4#
C"04#ÐS"4#ÐZn"4# 090[2"3# C"04#ÐS"4#ÐZn"2# 093[4"3#

sidered as a tetracapped tetrahedron in which the four
Zn"inner# atoms are bonded to S"0#\ every two adjacent
Zn"inner#\ Zn"outer# is linked by a bridging ben!
zylthiolate ligand\ such that the twelve m!S atoms con!
stitute an icosahedron[ Finally\ one terminal sulfur ligand
is coordinated to each of the four outer zinc atoms[

The Zn"inner# and Zn"outer# atoms are situated\
respectively inside and outside faces of the "m!S#01 icosa!
hedron[ Each zinc atom has tetrahedral coordination\
with three bonds to the bridging benzylthiolate ligands
and the fourth to c!m3!S for Zn"inner# and to the terminal
sulfur for Zn"outer#[ Therefore\ the structure of the pre!
sent complex may best be described as {{onion structure||\
which the most outer layer is ðS"terminal#Ł3\ the second
one ðZn"outer#Ł3\ the third ð"m!SCH1Ph#01Ł icosahedron\
the fourth ðZn"inner#Ł3 and the core "c!m3!S# atom[ Fig[
0"a# shows the "c!m3!S#Zn7S05 framework of the cage[

Dance ð02Ł had reported the X!ray crystallographic
study on the cage anion "the cation being not solved#
ðClZn3"m!SPh#01"ZnSPh#3Ł−\ and supposed {{the unlikely
possibility that the central ligand is an adventitious S1−

instead of Cl−||\ that unlikely possibility now is testi_ed
by us[ The average bond lengths of ð"c!m3!S#ÐZn"inner#Ł
"1[233A� # was equal to that of "m!S#ÐZn "1[232A� #\ but
some longer than S"terminal#ÐZn "1[158A� #[ The bond

angles around each zinc atom are very close to 098[4>\
however around each m!S atom are slightly smaller than
098[4>[ The distances between adjacent two zinc atoms
"whatever of inner or outer# are in range of 2[524"3#Ð
2[737"3# A� "mean 2[616"3# A� #\ indicating that no MÐM
bond is formed[

2[1[ Radical scavenging effects of title complex

Upon incubation of hydrogen peroxide with ferrous
salt and ascorbic acid\ hydroxyl radicals are generated in
a Fenton!type reaction ð00Ł[ Their production can be
easily monitored by the hydroxyl radical spin adduct
DMPOÐOH[ The concentration of DMPOÐOH after
same reaction time "9[4 h# in the absence and presence of
title complex or NMT was detected[ The results "Fig[ 1#
showed that they have the inhibiting action for OH¾ rad!
ical adducts[ The hydroxyl radical spin adducts DMPOÐ
OH was characterized by `�1[9943 and hyper_ne split!
ting constants AN�AH

g �0[38mT\ while for TEMP by
`�1[9959 and AN�0[47mT[ In contrast to hydroxyl rad!
ical\ the scavenging e}ect toward the same mole con!
centration of TEMP had been smaller\ and this may be
attributed to TEMP radicals being more stable than the
OH¾ analogue[ The quenching order of TEMP is] the
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Fig[ 0[ "a# The "c!m3!S#Zn7S05 framework of the complex[
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Fig[ 0[ "b# Molecular structure of the complex[
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Fig[ 1[ The EPR spectra of the "Fe1¦!EDTA#:H1O1:L!ascorbic acid
reaction in the presence of the spin trapping agent DMPO and scavenger
with] a\ "control * no further additions#\ b\ "¦9[2 mM of NMT#\ c\
"¦9[2 mM of the complex#[

Fig[ 2[ The EPR spectra of TEMP radicals in the absence and presence
of scavenger\ the same denotion of aÐc as in Fig[ 1[

complex×NMT\ which is identical to that for OH¾ rad!
icals "Fig[ 2#[

Hydroxyl radicals had ever been detected by their reac!
tion with Methional to give ethylene ð03Ł[ Di}erent from

this\ we developed a new method which employed 2!
methylthiobutyraldehyde as a probe\ the OH¾ radicals
concentration was measured indirectly from content of
propylene and methane "very little amount of ethylene
being neglected# given by the reaction of OH¾ radicals
with MBA "eqn "0##[

CH2SCH"CH2#CH1CHO¦OH¾

:CH2CH�CH1¼89)
¦CH3¼8)

¦CH1�CH1¼0)
[ "0#

The result obtained from this method is identical with
that of the result from EPR technique * the average
suppression ratio ")# of same mole concentration
"9[94mM# of the complex and NMT was 72[7\ 51[0\
respectively[ Thus\ it was seemed that the scavenging
e}ects of tested compounds on hydroxyl radicals had not
been proportional to the mole number of sulfur atom of
the tested compounds\ since there are 19mol cysteinyl
residues per mol of NMT\ while 06mol S atoms per mol
complex[

Thornalley et al[ ð04Ł had reported their studying
results that the quenching order of DMPOÐOH adducts
production was] CdÐMT¼ZnÐMT××bovine serum
albumin[ Our observation that the complex had a scav!
enging capacity towards hydroxyl radicals even greater
than ZnÐMT\ may implicate some interrelation between
the unusual structure of the complex and its reactivity of
scavenging OH¾ free radicals[
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Abstract

The structural investigation of CoOÐMoO2:g!Al1O2 HDS catalyst\ assumed to accelerate aging in laboratory conditions\ followed
by the DRS method pointed out the {{surface spinel|| formation[ The amount of spinel structure formed increased with increasing
temperature and decreased with the treatment atmosphere in the order] nitrogen×air×steam[ On the basis of the experimental data
of electronic dÐd transitions of Co"II# ion in a catalyst treated in nitrogen atmosphere\ the parameter of the crystal!_eld splitting
09Dq and the energies of the electronic state of Co"II# in a spinel!type structure were calculated[ The most probable scheme of the
molecular orbital has been proposed[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Spinel!type structure^ Co!catalyst^ Hydrodesulphurization^ Aging

0[ Introduction

In phenomena related to catalysis much research e}ort
has been directed toward understanding how the catalyst
works\ in order to design improved ones[ This has led to
several relationships between the catalytic activity and
other parameters such as their position in the periodic
table\ heats of formation of the corresponding com!
pounds and metalÐadsorbate strength ð0Ł[ From these
studies\ it appears that\ besides the chemical counterpart\
the d electron con_guration plays a major role in the
catalytic behavior and the interaction with the reacting
species[

Hydrodesulphurization catalysts fall into a special
category due to their exceptional resistance to classical
poisoning and coking ð1Ð4Ł[ Little is known concerning
the local structure of molybdenum and cobalt on real
industrial HDS catalysts and less is known as to how this
structure changes with aging processes ð5Ł[ On the other
hand\ a prominent feature of classic HDS catalyst\ with
the active molybdenum phase on alumina support and
cobalt as a promoter "CoOÐMoO2:g!Al1O2#\ is a complex
interaction of the present phases accompanied by for!
mation of {{two!dimensional salts|| on the support
surfaces[ The disturbance of these structures\ with partial
loss of active phase and disarrangement of the primary
texture of the catalyst can be the cause of its deactivation
ð6Ł[ A better understanding for these processes during

� Corresponding author[

deactivation and regeneration represents the prerequisite
for the design of a highly resistant catalyst\ which could
be applied in heavy feed processing[

The present work\ as an extenuation of our previous
studies ð7Ł\ is concerned with the role of cobalt as a
promoter in catalyst aging and with the calculation of
the energies of the Co"II# electronic states during aging
of the catalyst under di}erent atmospheres[

1[ Experimental

A representative sample of commercial hydro!
desulphurization catalyst for middle distillate processing\
CoOÐMoO2:g!Al1O22CoMo "3[9wt) CoO and 09wt)
MoO2#\ was investigated after laboratory simulation of
catalyst aging[

The sample was treated in static atmospheres\ nitrogen\
air and steam\ in the range 499Ð799>C "209>C# in the
course of 0Ð8 h[ The choice of atmosphere is based on the
real conditions of the regeneration processes of HDS
catalysts[ A comparatively high treatment temperature
in laboratory simulated aging was applied taking into
account the exothermal character of the regeneration
reaction and the possible appearance of hot spots in the
catalyst bed[

The catalyst structure was characterized using XRD
"Philips\ PW 0949 CuKa#\ SEM "JEOL\ ISM 24# and
DRS "SPM!1 monochromator\ Veb Zeiss\ Jena# with the
re~ection cell of an R!34:9 type and MgO as the standard[
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Table 0
Electronic spectral data for Co"II# in CoMo catalysts

n = 092 "cm−0#

Air conditions Nitrogen Steam

Transitions Fresh 499>C 699>C 799>C 799>C 799>C

3T0g"F#:3T1g"F# 09[7 09[7 09[3 09[3 09[3 09[7
3T0g"F#:3T1g"F# 02[1 02[1 02[1 02[1 02[5 02[1
3A1"F#:3T0"P# − 04[1 05[1 04[1\ 05[1 05[9 05[9
3T0g"F#:3T0g"P# 06[1 06[1 06[1 06[1 06[1 06[1
CT 15[1 15[9 15[2 15[3 − 15[5
IL0 21[3 22[1 21[3 23[9 29[3 29[9
IL1 39[7 30[9 39[7 39[7 39[9 26[5
Symmetry Oh Oh¦Td Oh¦Td Oh¦Td Oh¦Td Oh¦Td

CT�charge!transfer^ IL�intra!ligand transition[

The re~ection spectra of CoMo catalysts were measured
in the range of 09999Ð34999 cm−0 at room temperature
"Table 0# and evaluated according to the KubelkaÐMunk
theory ð8Ł[

Low!temperature nitrogen adsorption "LTNA# "Micro!
meritics\ ASAP 1999# was performed for textural exam!
ination[

2[ Results and discussion

Laboratory simulation of catalyst aging in various
atmospheres con_rmed some structural and textural

Fig[ 0[ XRD patterns of CoMo catalyst under aging conditions "799>C#] "0# g!Al1O2^ "1# u!Al1O2^ "2# Al1"MoO3#2^ "3# Mo3O00^ "4# MoO2^ "5# CoO^
"6# Co2O3 and "7# CoMoO3^ STEAM�] segregated crystals at the laboratory reactor outlet[

changes of the catalyst\ with a somewhat higher thermal
stability of catalyst treated in the nitrogen atmosphere[
The results of XRD analyses showed considerable
restructuring in the active phase with the appearance of
a crystalline molybdenum phase in the catalyst treated in
all atmospheres at 799>C\ especially in the steam atmo!
sphere "Figs 0 and 1#[ However\ it is not convenient to
follow the structural changes of the Co!phase by the
XRD technique because of small quantities of Co in the
system "½0wt)#[ Besides\ the Co!phase is well dispersed
on the support surfaces and does not form XRD!detect!
able bulk species[ For this reason the DRS method is
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Fig[ 1[ SEM micrographs of CoMo catalyst under aging conditions "799>C#[

preferred in establishing the {{structural|| changes of pro!
moter phase giving at the same time a better insight in
the overall structural changes[

On the basis of the experimental data of electronic
dÐd transitions "Table 0#\ the coordination of the Co"II#
ion of the fresh catalyst sample was establish to be octa!
hedral "Oh#[ In all cases\ in the sample treated in air
atmosphere in the temperature range 499Ð799>C "Fig[ 2#\
the bands at ½09799\ ½02199 and ½06199 cm−0 can be
ascribed to the dÐd transitions of Co"II# in octahedral
coordination\ whereas the band at ½04999 cm−0 cor!
responds to the dÐd transition of the Co"II# ion in tetra!
hedral coordination "Td#[ The assignment of a very broad
band centered near ½15999 cm−0 "Fig[ 3\ Table 0# arises
from charge!transfer transitions of the type Co1¦:Co2¦

ð09Ł[ The presence of Co2¦ which shows the band of

mixed!valence oxide Co2O3 or CoMoO3 would be explai!
ned in terms of some surface oxidation during calcining
in air and as an e}ect of heating\ respectively[ According
to the literature ð00Ł the bands in the region between
26999 and 34999 cm−0 and between 29999 and
22999 cm−0 are due to isolated tetrahedral MoO3

1− species
and octahedral Mo5¦\ respectively "Table 0#[ These bands
con_rmed the genesis of Al1"MoO3#2 and MoO2 phases
in the system as a result of strong interaction with the
active phase and support and from losing the active phase
accompanied with a disturbance of the initial system
structure[

However\ as well as the central metal ion of Co"II#
surrounded with oxygen atoms\ the intensive bands
which belong to intra!ligand pÐp� transitions also appear
in this region ð7Ł[ The width of detected bands at ½21399
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Fig[ 2[ KubelkaÐMunk function of CoMo catalyst in air atmosphere[

and ½39799 cm−0 can be explained by the overlapping
of the above!mentioned transitions which correspond to
the tetrahedral or octahedral surrounding of molyb!
denum atoms with intra!ligand bands of pÐp� transitions[
Considering that the intra!ligand transitions are more
intensive\ they probably mask the dÐd transitions of mol!
ybdenum and consequently these bands are ascribed to

Table 1
Textural characteristics of CoMo catalysts

Textural characteristics

Surface area Pore volume Average pore
Aging conditions "m1:g# "cm2:g# diameter "nm#

Nitrogen "799>C\ 8 h# 54[1 9[33 16[0
Air "799>C\ 8 h# 38[3 9[27 20[1
Steam "799>C\ 8 h# 33[2 9[23 29[8

intra!ligand transition between molecular orbitals of oxy!
gen atoms[

An analysis of the DRS spectra "Fig[ 3# showed a slight
decrease in the Co"Td# band near 04999 cm−0\ which is
most probably due to the 3A1"F#:3T0"P# transition\ for
a catalyst subjected to air and steam atmospheres "treat!
ment temperature] 799>C# contrary to an inert!nitrogen
atmosphere[ The presence of Co1¦ ions in Co"Td# coor!
dination in these catalysts is a well!documented phenom!
enon ð09Ł[ It is due to the incorporation\ during thermal
treatment\ of a fraction of cobalt in alumina to form
a spinel!like structure] CoAl1O3[ The amount of spinel
structures increases with increasing treatment tem!
perature "Figs 2 and 3# and decreases with treatment
atmosphere in the order] nitrogen×air×steam[ The for!
mation of spinel!like structures at 799>C con_rmed chan!
ges in the coordination of the promoter ion in all
treatment atmospheres in a similar manner\ pointing out
the delicate microstructure changes of the system[

Structural changes are followed by signi_cant textural
changes\ which con_rm previous observations on the
critical role of temperature and atmosphere ð01Ł on the
sintering kinetics of the CoMo system[ A greater textural
stability of catalyst in nitrogen atmosphere is also con!
_rmed "Table 1#[

These results could be explained by the stabilization
e}ect of a {{surface spinel||\ whose formation was con!
_rmed\ as mentioned before\ at 499>C\ preferentially in
nitrogen atmosphere[

These e}ects point out the higher stability of a catalyst
structure in nitrogen atmosphere\ even at 799>C[ There!
fore\ the experimental values\ obtained from DRS data
of a catalyst treated in nitrogen atmosphere\ for the par!
ameter of crystal!_eld splitting 09Dq "Table 0# enabled
calculation of the electronic state energies\ as well as the
values of parameters of partial population of energy
levels s and p and the charge q of the Co"II# ion in
corresponding octahedral and:or tetrahedral coor!
dination[ The results are presented in Table 2[ The cal!
culated and experimental values of the electronic
spectrum maxima of a catalyst treated in nitrogen atmo!
sphere\ served as the basis for forming the most probable
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Fig[ 3[ KubelkaÐMunk function of CoMo catalyst in di}erent atmospheres "799>C#[

Table 2
Calculated energy of Co"II# in spinel!type structure of CoMo system

n = 092 "cm−0#
Coordination of
Co"II# GEg "1ps\ 2ds# GT1g "1pp\ 2dp# Hjj0Hii Hdd0Hii WEg WT1g 09Dqex

09Dqcal

Oh 9[219 9[121 −017[9 −057[3 −096[1 −006[1 09[3 09[9
q�9[53^ s�9[71^ p�9[49^ RCoÐO�1[919 A� ð02Ł

GT1 "1ps\ 2ds# GT0 "1pp\ 2dp# WT1 WT0

Td 9[112 9[049 −017[9 −036[9 −001[9 −005[7 3[5 3[7
q�9[71^ s�9[09^ p�9[14^ RCoÐO�0[855 A� ð02Ł
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Fig[ 4[ MO scheme for Co"II# in octahedral "a# and spinel structure in nitrogen atmosphere "b#[

Fig[ 5[ KubelkaÐMunk function of NiMo catalyst in di}erent atmospheres "799>C#[
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scheme of MO "Fig[ 4#\ which is one more con_rmation
of disturbance of the initial promoter structure[

The results of the XRD\ SEM and LTNA methods
showed\ at the higher temperatures\ especially at 799>C\
essential structural and textural changes in the system
with irreversible disturbance of the initial structure of
the active phase\ followed by rapid sintering and porous
structure changes[ The formation of spinel structures at
a considerably lower temperature indicates the _ne struc!
tural changes in the system preceding bulk restructuring
under a high temperature regime[ This may imply that
incorporation of promoter ions in the support structure
has a stabilization e}ect concerning support trans!
formations[ Co!promoted catalysts revealed a relatively
higher thermal stability compared to Ni!promoted cata!
lysts\ as presented in our previous investigations on the
thermal stability of HDS catalyst ð03Ł[ The re~ection
spectra of an Ni!promoted catalyst show a smaller
amount of spinel structures "Figs[ 5 and 3#\ con_rming
that the relative stability of a catalyst depends on the
promoter type[ A possible explanation of the phenom!
enon is based on partial stabilization of structural and
textural properties by forming a {{surface spinel|| at a
temperature as high as 499>C[
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Abstract

Dichloroð1!"N\N!dimethylaminomethyl#phenyl!C0\NŁgold"III#\ ðAu"dampÐC0\N#Cl1Ł\ reacts with diphenylthiocarbazone\
PhNHNHC"S#NNPh\ under formation of the cationic species ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁCl[ The reaction goes along
with cleavage of the AuÐN bond and protonation of the dimethylamino group[ Diphenylthiocarbazonate coordinates singly
deprotonated as N\S!chelate[ There is no evidence for the formation of Au"I# species during this reaction[

The chloro ligand in ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁCl can be replaced by thiolate ligands[ The reaction with 1!
methylmercaptotetrazolate\ −Smetetraz\ yields the zwitterionic Au"III# complex ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#"Smetetraz#Ł[
The protonation of the dimethylamino group is maintained whereas the exocyclic part of the coordinated ðPhNHNC"S#NNPhŁ−

ligand was deprotonated to give ðPhNNC"S#NNPhŁ1−[
X!ray analysis veri_es the di}erent bonding modes of the diphenylthiocarbazonato ligands by the detection of di}erent CÐN and

NÐN bond lengths in the ðPhNNCNNPhŁ backbone[ The nitrogen H atoms are involved in hydrogen bonds in the solid state
structures of both compounds[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Gold"III# compounds^ Diphenylthiocarbazone^ Mixed!ligand complexes^ Organogold compounds^ X!ray structures

0[ Introduction

The square planar dichloroð1!"dimethylamino!
methyl#phenyl!C0\NŁgold"III# I\ ðAu"dampÐC0\N#Cl1Ł\
has structural and electronic analogies to cisplatinum and
recently some tumor cell toxicity has been detected for
the compound ð0Ł[ This makes further studies dealing
with the ligand exchange chemistry of this complex inter!
esting[ Preferably the chloro ligands are replaced ð0Ð8Ł[
In a few examples an additional cleavage of the AuÐN
bond was observed ð0Ł[

In two recent papers\ we could report a new structural
feature of Au"damp# complexes with the protonation of
the liberated NMe1 group and the formation of cationic

� Corresponding author[

or formally zwitterionic Au"III# complexes with the

ðAu"HdampÐC0#Ł moiety II[ This can be achieved when
heterocyclic thiols ð09Ł or thiosemicarbazones ð00Ł are
used for the ligand exchange reactions[

Here\ we report the _rst gold complexes with diphenyl!
thiocarbazone "dithizone# III which have been obtained
from the reaction of ðAu"dampÐC0\N#Cl1Ł with
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PhNNC"S#NHNHPh and the following exchange of Cl−

vs 1!methylmercaptotetrazolate IV\ respectively[

1[ Experimental

ðAu"dampÐC0\N#Cl1Ł has been prepared by a literature
procedure ð2Ł[ Diphenylthiocarbazone and sodium 1!
methylmercaptotetrazolate have been purchased from
FLUKA and used without further puri_cation[ IR spec!
tra have been recorded on a Perkin!Elmer Spectrum 0999[
0H and 02C NMR spectra have been measured on a DRX
149 instrument "BRUKER# with TMS as internal stan!
dard[ FAB mass spectra have been obtained using a TSQ
69 "FINNIGAN MAT# with nitrobenzylalcohol as
matrix "7 keV\ xenon#[

1[0[ ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁCl

ðAu"dampÐC0\N#Cl1Ł "399mg\ 0mmol# was dissolved
in about 4ml acetone and mixed with a solution of 159mg
"0mmol# Dithizone in 4ml CH1Cl1[ Immediately a deep
red solution can be observed[ The reaction mixture was
stirred at room temperature for 1 h[ After evaporation of
about 64) of the solvent the product has been collected
as red crystals which were dried carefully[ Yield] 533mg
"84)#[ Found] C\ 27[3^ H\ 3[1^ N\ 09[0^ S\ 4[83^ Cl\
00[21)[ Calc[ for C11H15N4AuCl1OS] C\ 28[0^ H\ 2[5^ N\
09[3^ S\ 3[6^ Cl\ 09[4)[ IR "nmax:cm−0#] 1582m "NH of
damp#\ 0486Ð0344 "C1C\ C1N#\ 214 s "AuÐCl#[ 0H
NMR "149MHz\ solvent dmso!d5#] 09[8 "0H\ br\ NH#^
09[4 "0H\ br\ NH#^ 6[65Ð6[10 "03H\ m\ phenyl#^ 3[5 "1H\
m\ CH1#^ 1[73 "2H\ s\ CH2#^ 1[68 ppm "2H\ s\ CH2#[ 02C
NMR "dmso#] 060[6 "CÐS#^ 025[9Ð012[4 "aromatic#^ 50[8
"CH1#^ 31[4 ppm "CH2#[ FAB¦ MS] m:z 511 "34)\ M¦

ððAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁ¦#\ 475 "24)\
ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#Ł¦#[

1[1[ ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#"Smetetraz#Ł

ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁCl "099mg\
9[04mmol# were dissolved in 3ml methanol and com!
bined with a solution of 10mg "9[04mmol# sodium 1!
methylmercaptotetrazolate in methanol[ The red solution
was heated under re~ux for 2 h[ After standing overnight
precipitated NaCl was _ltered o}[ The reaction mixture

was then left for crystallisation for 1 days[ During this
time red crystals deposited which were collected and
washed with small amounts of cold methanol[ Yield]
34mg "32)#[ Found] C\ 33[1[ H\ 3[3^ N\ 04[9^ S\ 6[0)[
Calc[ for C13H15N8AuS1] C\ 30[9^ H\ 2[6^ N\ 07[9\ S\ 8[0)[
IR "nmax:cm−0#] 0489Ð0371 "C1C\ C1N# 0H NMR
"149MHz\ solvent dmso!d5#] 8[3 "0H\ br\ NH#^ 6[5Ð5[8
"03H\ m\ phenyl# 3[5 "1H\ q\ CH1#^ 2[4 "2H\ s\ CH2#^ 1[8
"2H\ s\ CH2#^ 1[7 ppm "2H\ s\ CH2#[ 02C NMR "dmso#] 054
"CÐS#^ 043[7Ð011[0 "aromatic#^ 53[9 "CH1#\ 32[8 "CH2\
damp#^ 31[2 "CH2\ damp#^ 23[2 ppm "CH2\ Smetetraz#[
FAB¦ MS] m:z 691 "19)\ M¦ ðAu"HdampÐC0#
"PhNNC"S#NNPh#"Smetetraz#Ł#\ 475 "099)\
ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#Ł#[

1[2[ X!ray structure determinations

The intensities for the X!ray determinations were col!
lected on an automated single crystal di}ractometers of
the type CAD3 "Enraf!Nonius\ Delft# with Mo or Cu Ka

radiation[ The unit cell dimensions were determined from
the angular settings of 14 high!angle re~ections[ The
structures were solved by Patterson synthesis using
SHELXS86 ð01Ł[ Subsequent Fourier!di}erence map
analysis yielded the positions of the nonhydrogen atoms[
Re_nement was performed using SHELXL86 ð02Ł[ The
positions of the hydrogen atoms attached to nitrogen
were derived from the _nal Fourier maps and have been
fully re_ned for both compounds[ All other hydrogen
atoms have been included at calculated positions and
regarded using the {{riding model|| option of SHELXL86[
Crystal data and more details of the data collections
and re_nements are contained in Table 0[ Additional
information on the structure determinations have been
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre deposition numbers 091719 and 091710[

2[ Results and discussion

Diphenylthiocarbazone III reacts with ðAu"dampÐC0\
N#Cl1Ł in acetone:dichloromethane under single depro!
tonation\ exchange of one chloro ligand\ cleavage of the
AuÐN bond and protonation of the ÐNMe1 group[ With
this\ it follows a reaction pattern which has recently been
found for a number of heterocyclic thiols and thio!
semicarbazones ð09\00Ł[ The majority of the hitherto
reported ligand exchange reactions starting from ðAu
"dampÐC0\N#Cl1Ł and monodentate ligands L0\ however\
resulted in the replacement of chloro ligands and the
formation of neutral or cationic ðAu"dampÐ
C0\N#"X#L0Ł9\¦\1¦ complexes "X�L0 or Cl# depending
on the net charge of the ligands applied ð1\3Ð7Ł[ With
chelating ligands L1 in most cases ðAu"dampÐ
C0\N#L1Ł9\¦\1¦ complexes are formed ð0\2\4\8Ł[

ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁCl is a red
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Table 0
X!ray structure data collection and re_nement parameters

ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁCl = H1O ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#"Smetetraz#Ł

Crystal dimensions "mm2# 9[14 = 9[14 = 9[04 9[14 = 9[94 = 9[94
Formula C11H13AuCl1N4OS C13H13AuN8S1

M "g mol−0# 563[3 588[5
Radiation:l "A� # Mo Ka:9[60962 Cu Ka:0[43073
Crystal system triclinic monoclinic
Space group P0¹ C1:c
Unit cell a�5[671"1# A� a�12[311"2# A�

b�00[105"2# A� b�06[663"0# A�

c�07[174"5# A� c�04[746"1# A�

a�095[35"0#>
b�81[31"1#> b�012[93"0#>
g�099[32"0#>

V "A� 2# 0924"0# 4421"0#
Z 1 7
Dc "g cm−2# 0[605 0[579
Measuring temperature ">C# 07 −54
Scan type v scans v scans
Linear absorption coe.cient "mm−0# 4[832 00[549
Absorption correction c scans c scans
Tmin 9[7334 9[8943
Tmax 9[8534 9[8594
Weighting scheme "P�"F1

o¦1F1
c#::2# w�0:ðs1"F1

o#¦"9[9384P#1¦8[2117PŁ w�0:ðs1"F1
o#¦"9[9247P#1¦15[9691PŁ

Measured re~ections 4741 3872
Independent 3476 3509
re~ections
Independent re~ections "I×1s"I## 2392 2702
Re_ned parameters 295 218
R0"F#:wR1"F1# 9[9385:9[0023 9[9186:9[9692
GooF 0[950 0[900
Programs used SHELXS86 ð01Ł\ SHELXL86 ð02Ł\ PLATON ð07Ł\ SHELXS86 ð01Ł\ SHELXL86 ð02Ł\ PLATON ð07Ł\

HELENA ð07Ł HELENA ð07Ł

solid which is readily soluble in alcohols\ acetone and
CH1Cl1[ The band at 1582 cm−0 in the infrared spectrum
of the compound can be assigned to NH¦ in the "HdampÐ
C0# unit[ This is in good agreement with the values found
in related gold"III# complexes ð09\00Ł[ The composition
of the ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁ¦ cation
is supported by the NMR spectra[ The 02C chemical shift
of the methylene carbon atom has been discussed to be
indicative for the bonding mode of the damp ligand[ It
has been found at about 64 ppm in "dampÐC0\NŁ− che!
lates ð1\2Ł\ whereas the "dampÐC0#− coordination of this
ligand results in signals at about 54 ppm ð0Ł[ For
"HdampÐC0# complexes 02C resonances of the CH1 car!
bon atom have been reported more high_eld shifted ð09Ł[
A value of 50[8 ppm has been observed for ðAu"HdampÐ
C0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁCl[ This agrees with these
_ndings for thiosemicarbazonate complexes with the
Au"HdampÐC0# moiety ð00Ł[ FAB¦ mass spectra are
characterized by an intense molecular ion peak at
m:z�511[

Single crystals of ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#
NNPh#ClŁCl×H1O have been obtained from ace!
tone:CH1Cl1 solutions[ The presence of traces of water

seems to be advantageous for the crystallization[ This
has been observed earlier for related systems ð2\00Ł[ A
ZORTEP ð03Ł representation of the complex cation is
given in Fig[ 0[ Table 1 contains selected bond lengths
and angles[ The Cl− anions are disordered over two posi!
tions in the asymmetric unit[ The positions of the hydro!
gen atoms H"7# and H"11# have been derived from the
_nal Fourier map and re_ned[ They form hydrogen
bonds to the disordered Cl− anion[ The compound under
study is one of the rare examples where the protonation
site of a coordinated ðPhNHNC"S#NNPhŁ− ligands has
been established[ This has also been done for organo!
mercury dithizonates ð04Ł and the molybdenum"VI# com!
plex ðMoO1"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#Ł
ð05Ł[ For all examples exocyclic protonation has been
found[ Although extensive delocalization of electron den!
sity throughout the PhNNCNNPh backbone is indicated
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Fig[ 0[ ZORTEP representation ð03Ł of the ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁ¦ cation[ Thermal ellipsoids represent 49) probability[ Carbon
H atoms have been omitted for clarity[

by the bond lengths summarized in Table 1\ protonation
of N"11# indicates valence structure Va in the
ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#CIŁ¦ cation[ The
phenyl ring of the mono!coordinated ligand is twisted
against the coordination plane by 64[0"1#>[ A distance of
3[176"8# A� has been found between Au and N"7#[ H"7# is
strictly directed towards Cl"1#[ This structural feature
distinguishes the NMe1H¦ bonding situation in the com!
plex under study from that in the related ðPt"C09H5NMe1Ð
C1\N#"C09H5NHMe1ÐC1#BrŁ ð06Ł where the hydrogen
atom of the ammonium group interacts with the metal
" formula VI#[

ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁCl reacts
with sodium 1!methylmercaptotetrazolate under for!
mation of the neutral "zwitterionic# complex

ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#"Smetetraz#Ł[ The
reaction pattern formally corresponds to a ligand ex!
change Cl− vs −Smetetraz[ As a consequence of this
initial step\ however\ the coordinated
PhNHNC"S#NNPh− ligand undergoes further depro!
tonation to form doubly deprotonated diphenyl!
thiocarbazonate[ The change in the bonding situation is
re~ected by its NMR spectra with only one NÐH signal
of the N"CH2#1H¦!group at 8[3 ppm[ FAB¦ mass spectra
shows a M¦ signal with 19) intensity at m:z�691 and
the signal of ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#Ł frag!
ment with 099) at m:z�475[

Dark red needles suitable for X!ray crystallography
have been obtained from methanol[ A ZORTEP re!
presentation of the molecule is given in Fig[ 1[ An intra!
molecular hydrogen bond between N"7# and N"20# is
evident[ Selected bond lengths and angles are summarized
in Table 1[ The length of the C"29#ÐS"18# bond of 0[618"5#
A� _ts with the range of single bonds between S and sp1

or sp2 hybridized carbon and underlines the {{thiolate
character|| of the ligand[ The same situation has been
observed in the gold"III# complexes ðAu"HdampÐ
C0#"Smetetraz#2Ł and ðAu"Smetetraz#3Ł− ð09Ł[

The second deprotonation of the dithizonate causes
changes in the bonding situation of this ligand which are
clearly re~ected by the bond lengths[ As has been
observed earlier for ðMoO1ðPhNHNC"S#NNPh#
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Table 1
Selected bond lengths ðA� Ł and angles ð>Ł in ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁ¦ and in ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#"Smetetraz#Ł

ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNHNC"S#NNPh#ClŁ ðAu"HdampÐC0#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#"Smetetraz#Ł

AuÐC"0# 1[933"09# 1[924"5#
AuÐS"00# 1[138"2# 1[172"0#
AuÐN"03# 1[020"8# 1[943"4#
AuÐCl"0# 1[203"2#
AuÐS"18# 1[247"0#
N"02#ÐN"03# 0[175"02# 0[224"5#
C"01#ÐN"02# 0[263"03# 0[203"6#
C"01#ÐN"10# 0[200"03# 0[269"6#
N"10#ÐN"11# 0[295"02# 0[168"5#
S"00#ÐC"01# 0[651"00# 0[669"5#
S"18#ÐC"29# 0[618"5#
N"7#ÐH"7# 9[83"00# 9[82"6#
N"11#ÐH"11# 9[80"00#
H"7#ÐCl"1A# 0[88"00#
H"11#ÐCl"1B# 1[14"00#
H"7#ÐN"20# 1[09"6#
C"0#ÐAuÐS"00# 77[1"2# 89[4"1#
C"0#ÐAuÐN"03# 060[8"3# 063[3"1#
C"0#ÐAuÐCl"0# 76[4"2#
C"0#ÐAuÐS"18# 76[4"1#
S"00#ÐAuÐN"03# 72[7"2# 73[9"0#
S"00#ÐAuÐCl"0# 064[28"01#
S"00#ÐAuÐS"18# 067[9"0#
N"03#ÐAuÐCl"0# 099[2"2#
N"03#ÐAuÐS"18# 86[8"0#
AuÐS"18#ÐC"29# 88[7"1#
AuÐS"00#ÐC"01# 85[6"3# 84[3"1#
AuÐN"03#ÐN"02# 008[2"7# 008[4"3#
N"03#ÐN"02#ÐC"01# 005[4"09# 006[0"4#
N"02#ÐC"01#ÐN"10# 000[1"09# 003[4"4#
C"01#ÐN"10#ÐN"11# 007[5"09# 003[6"4#
N"7#ÐH"7#ÐCl"1A# 054"8#
N"11#ÐH"11#ÐCl"1B# 064"8#
N"7#ÐH"7#ÐN"20# 033"5#

Fig[ 1[ ZORTEP representation ð03Ł of ðAu"Hdamp−C0#"PhNNC"S#NNPh#"Smetetraz#l[ Thermal ellipsoids represent 49) probability[ Carbon H
atoms have been omitted for clarity[
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"PhNNC"S#NNPh#Ł ð05Ł\ the\ valence\ structure Vb

becomes more dominant when the ligand is doubly depro!
tonated[
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Abstract

Three new copper"II# acetate complexes with nicotinamide "nia# were synthesized\ analyzed and characterized by standard chemical
and physical methods and tested for fungicidal activity[ The crystal and molecular structures of the compounds ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#Ł
"0B# and ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#1Ł "1# were determined by X!ray di}raction[ Both consist of binuclear units of bridging tetracarboxylate
type\ however they di}er in the bonding mode of nicotinamide molecules[ They are bonded at the apical positions of the dimers and
connect them in an in_nite chain in 0B[ On the other hand the dimers remain isolated in the structure of the compound 1[ It seems
that compound 0B is the _rst example where a nicotinamide molecule acts as a bidentate bridging ligand[ The results of EPR spectra
agree with the dimeric nature of the complexes[ Dissolved in water or DMSO\ the compounds completely stop mycelial growth at a
concentration of 4[9×09−2 mol l−0[ Less concentrated solutions "up to 0[9×09−2 mol l−0# show weaker fungicidal activity[ Þ 0888
Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Keywords] Copper"II# acetates^ Crystal structure^ EPR^ Bridging nicotinamide^ Polymer^ Fungicidal activity

0[ Introduction

The preparation\ structure and properties of several
copper"II# carboxylates have already been extensively
studied\ especially with nitrogen donor ligands ð0Ð3Ł[ The
results of some experiments show the increased activity of
metal ions with the addition of some already biologically
active substances[ Many of such complexes are used as
pharmaceuticals ð4Ł[ Our interest in the coordination
chemistry of copper"II# carboxylate complexes arises in
part from the fact that these type of compounds can be
used as wood preservatives ð5Ð7Ł[ Coordination com!
pounds with nicotinamide are potentially interesting
because copper"II# carboxylates as well as nicotinamide
in~uence biological systems[ It was noticed\ that the coor!
dination of the ligands around a metal ion is important
in the complex fungicidal activity[ Especially interesting
are binuclear copper carboxylates[ The synthesis and
characterization of the coordination compounds in the

� Corresponding author[

same system with di}erent bonding modes of the con!
stituents and examination of their fungicidal activity was
therefore the aim of our work[

1[ Experimental

1[0[ Preparation of the complexes

Starting substances "ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"H1O#1Ł and nico!
tinamide# are commercially available and were used with!
out further puri_cation[

1[0[0[ ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#Ł!A "0A#
Methanol "29 cm2# was acidi_ed with a few drops of

acetic acid and _nely ground copper"II# acetate hydrate
"9[39 g# was added[ It was dissolved by heating to boiling
point and then added to 9[19 g of nicotinamide dissolved
in 4 cm2 of methanol[ Soon\ bright green aggregated crys!
tals were observed[ They were _ltered o} the following
day and dried for a few hours in a desiccator over KOH[
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Average yield of the product was 69)[ d!Spacings "A� #
"relative intensities are in parentheses#] 09[4 "1#\ 6[38 "2#\
6[39 "0#\ 6[04 "1#\ 5[69 "09#\ 5[49 "0#\ 5[27 "0#\ 5[16 "7#\
4[30 "0#\ 4[15 "3#[ Magnetic susceptibility] me}\ 0[33 BM[
IR] nasym"CO1#\ 0505 cm−0\ nsym"CO1#\ 0329 cm−0[ UVÐ
Vis] 295\ 264\ 605 nm[

1[0[1[ ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#Ł!B "0B#
The second modi_cation of the compound was pre!

pared by a slightly di}erent procedure[ The solutions of
the starting substances were twice more concentrated as
described for 0A and a blueÐgreen product was _ltered
o} after 6 days[ The average yield of the product was
89)[ d!Spacings "A� # "relative intensities are in par!
entheses#] 00[9 "0#\ 09[1 "0#\ 6[40 "09#\ 6[31 "1#\ 6[09 "7#\
5[40 "2#\ 5[27 "6#\ 5[12 "5#\ 4[35 "3#\ 4[00 "0#[ The observed
values are in agreement with those calculated ð8Ł from
unit cell dimensions[ Magnetic susceptibility] me}\ 0[36
BM[ IR] nasym"CO1#\ 0519 cm−0\ nsym"CO1#\ 0324 cm−0[
UVÐVis] 296\ 263\ 616 nm[

1[0[2[ ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#1Ł "1#
With the exception of a higher amount of nicotinamide

"0[59 g#\ this compound was prepared by the same pro!
cedure as for compound 0A[ Turquoise aggregated crys!
tals were _ltered o} after 1 days[ The average yield was
79)[ d!Spacings "A� # "relative intensities are in par!
entheses#] 8[3 "1#\ 7[5 "09#\ 7[1 "4#\ 5[25 "4#\ 5[96 "2#\ 4[39
"1#\ 4[17 "0#\ 3[88 "1#\ 3[69 "0#\ 3[32 "0#[ The observed
values are in agreement with those calculated ð8Ł from
unit cell dimensions[ Magnetic susceptibility] me}\ 0[37
BM[ IR] nasym"CO1#\ 0509 cm−0\ nsym"CO1#\ 0311 cm−0[
UVÐVis] 187\ 262\ 601 nm[

1[0[3[ ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#1=1H1OŁ "2#
A di}erent procedure as already described ð09Ł was

used for the preparation of this substance[ Finely ground
copper"II# acetate hydrate "0[59 g# was dissolved in
14 cm2 of acidi_ed water[ The obtained solution was
added to 9[87 g of nicotinamide dissolved in 5 cm2 of
water[ The solution was left to stand for 1 days at room
temperature[ Dark green aggregated crystals were dried

Table 0
Elemental analysis

Cu ")# C ")# H ")# N ")#

Compound Found Calculated Found Calculated Found Calculated Found Calculated

0A 15[9 15[1 23[5 23[5 2[54 2[64 5[92 4[66
0B 15[0 15[1 23[3 23[5 2[51 2[64 4[88 4[66
1 19[6 19[8 28[2 28[4 2[66 2[88 8[39 8[11
2 08[2 08[7 26[0 26[2 3[05 3[27 7[65 7[60

Anal[ calc[ for H1O "2#] 4[5)[ Found] 4[1)[ The presence of water in the compounds 0A\ 0B and 1 was not observed
"thermogravimetrical analysis#[

for 0 day in a desiccator over KOH[ The average yield of
the product was 54)[ d!Spacings "A� # "relative intensities
are in parentheses#] 09[0 "1#\ 7[9 "7#\ 6[21 "09#\ 5[32 "2#\
5[10 "3#\ 4[63 "0#\ 4[54 "1#\ 4[01 "5#\ 3[25 "0#\ 2[58 "0#[ The
observed values are in agreement with those calculated
ð8Ł from unit cell dimensions ð00Ł[ Magnetic susceptibility]
me}\ 0[36 BM[ IR] nasym"CO1#\ 0505 cm−0\ nsym"CO1#\ 0337\
0313 cm−0[ UVÐVis] 166\ 264 "sh#\ 605 nm[

1[1[ Physical measurements

Interplanar spacings and relative intensities were
obtained by the Guinier!de!Wolf camera "Enraf Nonius#
and Cu!Ka radiation[ Vibrational spectra were measured
in the region between 3999 and 119 cm−0 with a Perkin!
Elmer FT!IR 0619X spectrophotometer using Nujol and
poly"chlorotri~uoroethylene# oil suspension techniques[
Electronic spectra were recorded as Nujol mulls "199Ð
759 nm# with a Perkin!Elmer UV:VIS:NIR Spectrometer
Lambda 08[ Room temperature magnetic susceptibility
measurements of powdered samples were performed by
a Sherwood Scienti_c MBS!0 balance using
HgðCo"NCS#3Ł as a calibrant[ Diamagnetic corrections
were applied using Pascal|s constants and the e}ective
magnetic moments were calculated from the expression]
me}�1[717"xMT#0:1[ Thermograms were recorded by the
instrument Mettler TA 1999 in an argon atmosphere
" ~ux\ 24mlmin−0# in the temperature range 04Ð499>C at
a heating rate of 1Kmin−0[ The crucible material was Pt
with reference substance a!Al1O2[ Approximately 19mg
of the sample was used[ The EPR spectra of the powdered
samples were recorded by a Bruker ESP!299 spec!
trometer\ operating at the X!band at room temperature
and at 049K[ The values of parameters g>\ g_\ D and J
were calculated directly with the _eld positions H_\ Hz0

and Hz1 from the spectra as described in the literature
"Refs[ ð01\ 02Ł and references therein#[

1[2[ Elemental analysis

The elemental analysis of compounds 0A\ 0B\ 1 and 2

is shown in Table 0[
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1[3[ X!ray crystallography of katena!"m!nicotinamido!
O\N!py#!tetrakis"m!acetato!O\O?#dicopper"II#\ "0B# and
tetrakis"m!acetato!O\O?#!bis"nicotinamide#dicopper"II#
"1#

Data were collected on CAD!3 di}ractometer with
Mo!Ka radiation for 0B and on a Siemens P3:PC
di}ractometer with Cu!Ka radiation for 1\ using graphite
monochromator in both cases[ The data were corrected
for Lorentz and polarization factors[ Both structures
were solved by direct methods and all non!hydrogen
atoms were re_ned anisotropically[ The amino hydrogen
atoms were located from a DF map and re_ned iso!
tropically in 0B\ but the distance constraint of 9[89A� for
NÐH was applied for 1[ The positions of the remaining
hydrogen atoms were idealized\ assigned isotropic ther!
mal parameters\ U"H#�0[1Ueq"C# ðU"H#�0[4Ueq"CÐ
Me#Ł and allowed to ride on their parent atoms[ Re_ne!
ments were by full!matrix least!squares based on F1[
Computations were carried out using the SHELXL82
and SHELXTL PC ð03\ 04Ł program systems for 0B and
1\ respectively[ The crystallographic data are summarized
in Table 1[ Selected bond lengths and angles are presented
in Table 2[ Additional material available from the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center comprises

Table 1
The crystal data\ data collection and structure re_nement parameters for 0B and 1

Compound 0B 1

Formula C03H07N1O8Cu1 C19H13N3O09Cu1

Crystal colour blueÐgreen turquoise
Crystal dimensions "mm# 9[11×9[19×9[39 9[22×9[06×9[06
System triclinic triclinic
Space group P!0 "No[ 1# P!0 "No[ 1#
a "A� # 7[272"0# 6[192"0#
b "A� # 09[123"0# 8[429"0#
c "A� # 00[987"0# 09[621"0#
a "># 89[58"0# 54[78"0#
b "># 87[25"0# 62[37"0#
g "># 80[59"0# 70[75"0#
V "Aý2# 830[4"1# 533[3"0#
Z 1 0
l "Aý# 9[60962 0[43067
Scan mode v:1u v

u range for data collection "># 0[74 to 15[0 3[55 to 48[85
h\ k\ l ranges −8 7\ −01 01\ −8 02 −7 6\ −8 8\ −00 01
Data measured 3254 1903
Unique data 2073 0732
Observed data =F9=×3s"=F9=# 1805 0548
Variables 142 061
Data:restraints:parameters 2073:9:142 0724:1:061
Goodness!of!_t on F1 0[933 0[967
Final R indices =F9=×3s"=F9=# R0�9[9200\ wR1�9[9709 R0�9[9393\ wR1�9[0905
R indices "all data# R0�9[9241\ wR1�9[9733 R0�9[9365\ wR1�9[0091
Extinction coe.cient 9[9925"7# 9[9949"01#
Maximum\ minimum residue "e A� −2# 9[218\ −9[462 9[328\ −9[310
Mean\ maximum shift:error 9[994\ 9[000 9[999\ −9[990

atomic coordinates\ bond lengths\ angles and thermal
parameters[

1[4[ Screening of the compounds for fungicidal activity

The studied compounds were tested for fungicidal
activity of wood!decay fungus Trametes versicolor "L[ ex
Fr[# Pilat[ The same procedure was applied as described
earlier ð05Ł[

2[ Results and discussion

Compounds ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#Ł!A "0A#\ ðCu1"O1C!
CH2#3"nia#Ł!B "0B#\ ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#1Ł "1# and
ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#1=1H1OŁ "2#\ "nia\ nicotinamide# were
synthesized and characterized by several methods[ The
crystal structure and EPR spectra of the compound 2

have already been described "Refs[ ð00\ 06Ł and references
therein#[ We managed to get single crystals for 0B and 1

but not for compound 0A that has the same stoichiometry
as 0B[ The results of other methods are comparable for
both substances but powder di}raction technique proves
that the compounds are not equal[
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Table 2
Selected bond lengths "Aý# and angles "># with estimated standard deviations in parentheses

0Ba 1a 0Bb

Bonds "Aý#
Cu"0#ÐO"01A# 0[857"1# 0[848"2# Cu"1#ÐO"21B# 0[856"1#
Cu"0#ÐO"00# 0[857"1# 0[847"2# Cu"1#ÐO"20# 0[857"1#
Cu"0#ÐO"11A# 0[868"1# 0[860"2# Cu"1#ÐO"31B# 0[862"1#
Cu"0#ÐO"10# 0[878"1# 0[882"2# Cu"1#ÐO"30# 0[888"1#
Cu"0#ÐN"0# 1[047"1# 1[061"2# Cu"1#ÐO"0# 1[035"1#

Angles ">#
O"01A#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0# 84[37"8# 84[58"00# O"21B#ÐCu"1#ÐO"0# 85[35"8#
O"00#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0# 85[04"8# 84[77"00# O"20#ÐCu"1#ÐO"0# 84[93"8#
O"11A#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0# 83[10"8# 83[15"00# O"31B#ÐCu"1#ÐO"0# 87[91"7#
O"10#ÐCu"0#ÐN"0# 86[43"8# 86[06"00# O"30#ÐCu"1#ÐO"0# 82[36"7#
O"01A#ÐCu"0#ÐO"00# 057[26"8# 057[27"00# O"21B#ÐCu"1#ÐO"20# 057[38"8#
O"01A#ÐCu"0#ÐO"11A# 78[57"00# 80[36"01# O"21B#ÐCu"1#ÐO"31B# 78[61"00#
O"00#ÐCu"0#ÐO"11A# 78[47"00# 77[61"01# O"20#ÐCu"1#ÐO"31B# 77[49"09#
O"01A#ÐCu"0#ÐO"10# 78[94"09# 76[61"01# O"21B#ÐCu"1#ÐO"30# 77[91"09#
O"00#ÐCu"0#ÐO"10# 78[20"00# 78[79"00# O"20#ÐCu"1#ÐO"30# 80[36"8#
O"11A#ÐCu"0#ÐO"10# 057[14"8# 057[46"09# O"31B#ÐCu"1#ÐO"30# 057[36"8#

aCoordination sphere around the Cu"0# for 0B and 1[
bCoordination sphere around the Cu"1# for 0B[

2[0[ Crystal and molecular structures of ðCu1"O1CCH2#3

"nia#Ł!B "0B# and ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#Ł "1#

The X!ray analysis of the ðCu1"O1CCH2#3"nia#Ł 0B

revealed a polymeric structure composed of two tetra!
carboxylates\ each positioned about an independent
centre of symmetry "Fig[ 0#[ Every second dimer is
bonded with two nicotinamide molecules as in related
compound 1 with isolated tetracarboxylates "Fig[ 1#[ In
these two structures the planes of the pyridine ring are
inclined by 8 "02># and 73 "70># for 0B "1# to the Cu:O"00#:
C"00#:O"01#:CuA and Cu:O"10#:C"10#:O"11#:CuA coor!
dination planes\ respectively[ Interestingly the CuÐO
acetate bonds that lie close to the plane of the pyridine
ring are consistently shorter than those that are directed
orthogonally\ a pattern that is observed in both structures
Table 2[ The principal di}erence between both complexes
is observed at nicotinamide molecules that are in a poly!
meric compound not bonded only with pyridine nitrogen
but also with amido oxygen to an adjacent copper center
and thus form an in_nite chain[ Although there is a
di}erent surrounding around Cu in the dimers they are
not displaced signi_cantly di}erent from the basal O3

planes in CuO3N "9[190A� # and CuO3O "9[087A� # chro!
mophores\ respectively in 0B\ and by 9[086A� for CuO3N
in 1[ The search through the Cambridge Structural Dat!
abase ð07Ł revealed that this seems to be the _rst example
where nicotinamide molecule acts as bidentate bridging
ligand[ This type of arrangement allows an intra!
molecular hydrogen bond ðN"1#ÐH"11#===O"30#\ 1[778"3#Ł
between amido nitrogen and carboxylate oxygen[ The

chain is stabilized in a zigzag distribution of the dimers[
This is probably the reason for the reduction of the angle
between the planes of the amide group and the pyridine
ring from 10> in isolated dimers "1# to 00> "0B#[ The
network of intermolecular hydrogen bonds in a dimeric
compound is distinctly more extensive as in the polymeric
one because of a larger number of amino hydrogen atoms
on each dimer and an intramolecular hydrogen bond
present in 0B[

The dimeric species "1# free of included water molecules
shows the geometry of the Ci!symmetric complex to be
unchanged from that reported previously for 2 ð00Ł^ all of
the bond lengths and angles are the same within statistical
signi_cance[ The principal di}erence between both com!
plexes is in the intermolecular hydrogen bonding scheme[
In the unsolvated complex\ the terminal amide groups of
lattice translated molecules\ are linked via pairs of NÐ
H===O hydrogen bonds to form extended sinuous ribbons[
The amide hydrogen atom not involved in the formation
of these ribbons serves to cross!link adjacent ribbons via
an NÐH===O hydrogen bond to one of the acetate oxygen
atoms ðO"7#Ł thereby forming hydrogen bonded sheets as
illustrated in Fig[ 2[ This pattern of cross!linking is also
present in the solvated structure ð00Ł and the only per!
turbation imposed by the water molecules is their inser!
tion as a hydrogen bonded spacer within the amideÐ
amide linkages ðFig[ 2"a#Ł[ Additional water molecules
make the hydrogen bonding network even more extensive
thus forming layers of the dimers in the structure[ The
pattern of pÐp stacking of the pyridine rings remains
una}ected "mean interplanar separation 2[45A� \
centroid = = = centroid distance 2[79A� #[
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Fig[ 0[ Representation of the polymeric compound with bidentate bridging nicotinamide molecule and intramolecular hydrogen bond "0B#[ The
Cu = = = Cu separations are 1[517"0# and 1[510"0# Aý for both dimers in an asymmetric unit[

Fig[ 1[ The molecular structure of isolated dimer in 1[ The Cu = = = Cu separation is 1[503"0# Aý[
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Fig[ 2[ Part of one hydrogen!bonded sheets of molecules present in the structure of 1 showing the end to end chain formation "a# and the cross!
linking interaction "b#[ The NÐH = = = O hydrogen bondings geometries are] N = = = O and ÐH = = = O distances "Aý# and NÐH = = = O angles ">#^ "a# 1[77\ 1[99\
054^ "b# 1[84\ 1[01\ 043 "all of the NÐH distances have been normalised to 9[89 Aý#[

2[1[ EPR data

For all four compounds triplet EPR spectra at ambient
temperature and at 049K were observed[ Such spectra\
characteristic of two interacting Cu"II#\ already studied
in detail\ can be described by the spin Hamiltonian\ given
by the following expression ð02\ 06\ 08Ł]

H�bH`S¦DðS1
z −0:2S"S¦0#Ł¦E"S1

x−S1
y #

where D and E are the zero!_eld splitting parameters\ x\
y and z are the principal coordinate axes and S�0[ The
other symbols have their usual meaning[ Because of the
strong antiferromagnetic interaction\ the spin Ham!
iltonian parameter D contains the exchange parameter J\
arising from the exchange and dipoleÐdipole interactions
ð02Ł]

D�−J:7ð0:3"`>−1#1−"`_−1#1Ł−ð`1
>¦0:1"`1

_#Łb1:r2

where r is the distance between two interacting para!
magnetic centers[ It was shown ð19Ł for dimeric copper"II#
carboxylates\ that =1J=\ the singletÐtriplet energy gap\ is
mainly determined by the nature of the RCOOH bridging
ligand itself and cannot be unambiguously correlated
with other structural parameters such as the type of axial
ligand Lax or the distance CuÐLax[ In X!band\ the value

Table 3
Room temperature EPR parameters for the studied copper"II# acetates

Compound Hz0 "mT# H_ "mT# Hz1 "mT# g> g_ D "cm−0# =1J= "cm−0#

0A 13[9 362 593 1[255 1[98 9[235 �

0B 03[9 369 599 1[230 1[98 9[224 213
1 02[4 362 484 1[250 1[01 9[224 285
2 18[9 364 502 1[249 1[98 9[240 213

�The value was not determined because the CuÐCu distance is not known[

of D is greater than the microwave energy and only four
signals are observed[ In addition\ when the value of E is
very small or even equal to zero\ the spectrum will consist
only of three lines[ This is the case for all compounds at
room temperature and for 0A and 0B at 049K "Fig[
3#[ EPR spectroscopic parameters of room temperature
measurements are presented in the Table 3[ The values
of all four parameters\ g>\ g_\ D and =1J=\ lie within the
expected ranges ð10Ł[ In contrast to 0A and 0B\ signi_cant
changes of EPR spectra line shapes were observed for 1

and 2\ when lowering the temperature to 049K[ The lines
corresponding to H_ split\ showing that E is not equal to
zero due to deviation from axial symmetry[ The same
was reported for 2 ð06Ł[ The low temperature spectrum
of 2 is very complex\ exhibiting many additional lines
"Fig[ 4#[ Resonance lines of Hz0 and Hz1 are split because
of the coupling of the electron with two equivalent copper
nuclei in dimeric unit[ However\ no attempt was made
to explain other additional lines in this complex EPR
spectrum[ Hyper!_ne splitting parameters for mono!
nuclear impurities were much better resolved at 049K
"compound 0A] g>�1[31\ g_�1[95\ A>�06[4mT^ 0B]
g>�1[42\ g_�1[96^ 1] g_�1[96^ the missing data could
not be determined#[

The X!ray analysis revealed that three synthesized
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Fig[ 3[ EPR spectra of 0A\ recorded at "a# room temperature and at "b# 049 K[

Fig[ 4[ EPR spectrum of 2\ recorded at 049 K[

compounds are composed of dimeric tetraacetates that
are either bonded together "0B# or isolated "1\ 2#[ From
the results of the other applied characterization methods
described above we may also suggest the dimeric nature
for the fourth "0A# compound ð2\ 11\ 12Ł[ According to
the low temperature EPR spectra and the stoichiometry\
the structure of 0A is probably more related to 0B[

2[2[ Fungicidal activity

All synthesized compounds\ dissolved in water or
DMSO completely stop mycelial growth at a con!
centration of 4[9×09−2 mol l−0 although compounds 1

and 2 "dissolved in water# partially recrystallize in cooled
culture medium[ Less concentrated solutions "up to
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0[9×09−2 mol l−0# show weaker fungicidal activity[
Despite new type of bonding mode of the constituents in
the compound 0B\ we didn|t observe signi_cant changes
in fungicidal activity according to the classical tetra!
carboxylate type in the complexes 1 and 2[
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Abstract

The synthesis, spectroscopic characterisation and X-ray structure determination of Ade (CH ) 1, [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]Cl ?H O 2 and the2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2

outer sphere complex [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?4H O 3 are reported (Ade5adenine). An important change of conformation2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2 2

appears when trimethylene–bisadenine is protonated. The eclipsed and anti conformation between the two adenine moieties of 1 varies to
2 42a gauche and syn conformation for the corresponding Cl 2 and [Cd Cl (H O) ] 3 salts. Compound 3 presents a new dimeric2 8 2 2

42[Cd Cl (H O) ] anion in which cadmium(II) has a distorted-octahedral co-ordination with two cis chlorine atoms bridging two2 8 2 2

cadmium atoms. The corresponding Zn(II) and Hg(II) salts have been obtained by similar procedures.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Cadmium complex; Trimethylene–bisadenine; X-ray structure

1. Introduction on cadmium–chloro complexes have confirmed the pres-
ence of (a) polymeric chains of CdCl or CdCl (H O)6 5 2

Metal complexes with nucleic acid constituents have octahedra with two trans chlorines acting as bridging
22been under investigation for several years [1–3]. The ligands [7–10], (b) dimeric [Cd Cl ] anions [11] and2 6

binding of mutagenic metals, like cadmium (II), to DNA is polymeric (CdCl ) [CdCl (H O)], CdCl L chains [12–6 5 2 4 2

of interest due to the potential toxic effects of these 16], which contain two bridging cis chlorine atoms and (c)
interactions [4,5]. Since intrastrand crosslinks at adjacent more complex species that contain three or more chlorine
purine bases are one of the preferred interactions between atoms [17–20].
soft transition metal ions and DNA, good models for such The present paper reports the new dimeric

42interactions would involve dinucleotide analogues in which [Cd Cl (H O) ] anion in which cadmium(II) has a2 8 2 2

the bases are connected by a polymethylene chain. It is distorted-octahedral co-ordination with two cis chlorine
therefore of interest to study the interaction between Cd(II) atoms bridging two cadmium atoms. This particular four
and other divalent transition metal ions and Nucleobase– charged unit is obtained for the first time by the presence
(CH ) –Nucleobase molecules. Structural information on of two bis-adenine diprotonated ligands.2 x

such compounds is scarce due to the low solubility and
difficulty of obtaining crystalline compounds. The only
structurally characterised bishypoxanthine–Pt(II) com- 2. Experimental
pound published to date involves a dimer in which each
Pt(II) atom is coordinated to two hypoxanthine bases via 2.1. Analysis and physical measurements
N7 [6]. In this context, we report the synthesis, spectro-
scopic characterisation and X-ray structure determination Analytical measurements were carried out using a Carlo-
of trimethylene-9,99-bisadenine Ade (CH ) 1, its hydro- Erba model 1106 microanalyser. The infrared spectra were2 2 3

chloride [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]Cl ?H O 2 and the outer sphere registered in solid state (KBr pellets) on a PE 683 with an2 2 3 2 2

complex [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?4H O 3, infrared data station PE 1600. Thermogravimetric data in2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2 2

where Ade is adenine. the temperature range 30–9008C were recorded in an
21On the other hand, extensive X-ray diffraction studies atmosphere of air (heating rate, 108C min ) on a PE

1 13TGA-2 thermobalance. H and C NMR spectra were
*Corresponding author. carried out on a Bruker AMX 300 spectrometer. Proton

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00351-9
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2and carbon chemical shifts in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)- Compound 1: The function minimised was S wiFou 2
2 2 2 2 21 21 uFcu u , where w5[s (I)1(0.0529 P) ] , and P5(uFou 1d were referenced to DMSO-d [ H NMR, d(DMSO)56 6

13 22.60 ppm; C NMR, d(DMSO)543.5 ppm]. All organic 2uFcu ) /3, f, f 9 and f 0 were taken from International tables
of X-ray crystallography [23]. The extinction coefficient(Fluka and Aldrich) and inorganic reagents (Merck and
was 0.0033(8). The C(12) was located in a disorderProbus) were used without further purification.
position. The two disordered sites are related by a crystal-
lographic two-fold axis. All H atoms were located from a2.2. Crystallographic studies
difference synthesis and refined with an overall isotropic
temperature factor.A prismatic crystal (0.130.130.2 mm) was selected and

2Compound 2: The function minimised was S w iFou 2mounted on a Enraf-Nonius CAD4 four-circle diffractome-
2 2 2 2 21 2uFcu u , where w5[s (I)1(0.0281 P) ] , and P5(uFou 1ter. Unit-cell parameters were determined from automatic

22uFcu ) /3, f, f 9 and f 0 were taken from International tablescentering of 25 reflections (12,u ,218) and refined by the
of X-ray crystallography [23]. The extinction coefficientleast-squares method. Intensities were collected with
was 0.00(258). Seven H atoms were located from agraphite monochromatized MoKa radiation, using the v /
difference synthesis and refined with an overall isotropic2u scan-technique. Three reflections were measured every
temperature factor and three H atoms were computed and2 h as orientation and intensity control, significant intensity
refined with an overall isotropic temperature factor using adecay was not observed. Lorentz-polarization but not
riding model.absorption corrections were made. The structures were

2Compound 3: The function minimised was SwiFou 2solved by direct methods, using the SHELXS [21] com-
2 2 2 2 21 2uFcu u , where w5[s (I)1(0.0634 P) ] , and P5(uFou 1puter program and refined by the full-matrix least-squares

2method with the SHELX93 computer program [22]. Se- 2uFcu ) /3, f, f 9 and f 0 were taken from International tables
lected crystallographic data are presented in Table 1. of X-ray crystallography [23]. The extinction coefficient

Table 1
Selected crystallographic data for Ade (CH ) 1, [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]Cl ?H O 2 and [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?4H O 32 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2 2

1 2 3

Crystal data
Empirical formula C H N C H N Cl O C H CdCl N O13 14 10 13 18 10 2 13 22 4 10 3

Crystal size (mm) 0.130.130.2 0.130.130.2 0.130.130.2
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic Triclinic
Space group C2/c P1 P1

˚ ˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a512.600(2) A a54.978 (2) A a59.174(4) A
˚ ˚ ˚b512.736(3) A b512.930(3) A b510.186(4) A
˚ ˚ ˚c58.4956(13) A c513.566(2) A c512.891(9) A

a590.299(14)8 a5109.56(4)8
b595.107(14)8 b594.83(2)8 b595.37(5)8

g598.82(2)8 g592.23(3)8
3˚Volume (A ) 1357.9(4) 859.6(4) 1126.9(10)

Z 4 2 2
Formula weight 310.34 401.27 620.61

3Density (calc.) (Mg/m ) 1.515 1.550 1.829
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 0.104 0.406 1.482

F(000) 648 416 620
Data collection and refinement
u Range (8) 2.28 to 29.95 2.17 to 29.96 2.13 to 29.96
Index ranges 217#h#17 26#h#6 212#h#12

0#k#17 217#k#17 214#k#13
0#l#11 0#l#19 0#l#18

Reflections collected 1337 2823 4757
Independent reflections 1262 2789 4710

R(int)50.0110 R(int)50.0879 R(int)50.0380
Data / restraints /parameters 1212/0 /142 2739/0 /265 4660/0 /353
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0536 R150.0421 R150.0593

wR250.1014 wR250.0750 wR250.1170
R indices (all data) R150.0889 R150.0841 R150.0775

wR250.1526 wR250.1357 wR250.1341
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.095 0.862 1.033

23˚Largest difference peak (eA ) 0.225 0.307 0.927
23˚Largest difference hole (eA ) 20.147 20.175 20.875
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was 0.0000(10). Eighteen H atoms were located from a of CdCl ?H O were added. The resulting solution was2 2

difference synthesis and refined with an overall isotropic maintained at this temperature for 30 min and then was
temperature factor. allowed to stay at room temperature. Crystals of 3, suitable

Crystallographic supplementary data have been depos- for X-ray, were obtained after 24 h. Found: C, 25.0; H,
ited with the CCDC and are available on request; deposi- 3.4; N, 22.3%. Calc. for C H Cl N O Cd: C, 25.1; H,13 22 4 10 3

tion numbers are 1 102557, 2 102558 and 3 102559. 3.5; N, 22.5%. The product exhibits a weight loss between
25 and ca. 2508C, corresponding to the loss of three water
molecules per formula unit [mass loss calc., 8.7%; found2.3. Preparation of (Ade) (CH ) 1 and [(H- 212 2 3 8.8%]. IR (cm ): 535 m, 594 w, 641 m, 676 m, 693 m,

Ade) (CH ) ]Cl ?H O 22 2 3 2 2 726 m, 740 sh, 773 m, 856 m, 950 m, 1062 m, 1225 s,
1337 w, 1383 w, 1411 s, 1447 sh, 1451 m, 1519 s, 1606 m,

The preparation of the ligand was performed following a 11640 w, 1696 vs. H NMR (DMSO-d ): d 8.56 s [2H,6method previously described [6,24]. A suspension of 5.05
H(2) /H(2A)], 8.50 s [2H, H(8) /H(8A)], 3.68 bs [4H,

g (0.037 mol) of adenine and 1.74 g (0.039 mol) of NaH
NH ], 4.37 t [4H, C(11)–H /C(11A)–H , J56.8 Hz],2 2 2(55% dispersion in mineral oil) in 150 mL of dry 132.56 t [2H, C(12)–H , J56.8 Hz]. C NMR (DMSO-d ):2 6dimethylformamide (DMF) [24] (similar results are ob-
d 154.0 [C(6)], 152.5 [C(2)], 148.9 [C(4) or C(8)], 148.0

tained by means of NaOH/DMF [6]) was stirred at room
[C(8) or C(4)], 122.1 [C(5)], 45.2 [C(11)], 33.3 [C(12)].

temperature under nitrogen for 1 h. To the resulting 21 2 21 23
L (V cm mol ) of 10 M in DMSO, 258C560.2.Msuspension, 3.94 g (0.019 mol) of 1,3-dibromopropane

were added. The suspension was stirred for two days and
2.5. Preparation of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ][MCl ]?H O (M5filtered. The resulting solid was washed with water and 2 2 3 4 2

Zn 4 and Hg 5)acetone and recrystallized in boiling water. After several
days, white needles of 1 (20–25%), suitable for X-ray

MCl [0.002 mol; M5Zn(II) or Hg(II)] was added to adiffraction, were obtained. Mp.3308 ([24] ca. 3158(dec), 2

stirred warm solution (408C) containing 0.62 g (0.002[25] .3308C). Found: C, 50.3; H, 4.5; N, 45.2%. Calc. for
mol) of 1 in 20 mL of 2 M HCl (for 4) or 4 M HCl (for 5).C H N : C, 50.4; H, 4.5; N, 45.1%. The ligand is stable13 14 10

21 The experimental procedure is similar to that for com-between 25 and ca. 3508C. IR (cm ): 370 vw, 462 vw,
pound 3.542 w, 609 w, 647 w, 687 w, 724 m, 800 w, 957 vw, 1001

Selected data for 4 : Found: C, 28.9; H, 3.3; N, 26.0%.w, 1069 m, 1219 w, 1259 m, 1307 s, 1340 m, 1374 m,
Calc. for C H Cl N OZn: C, 29.0; H, 3.4; N, 26.0%.1423 m, 1456 w, 1469 w, 1494 m, 1582 m, 1607 vs, 1665 13 18 4 10

1 The complex exhibits a weight loss between 25 and ca.vs. H NMR (DMSO-d ): d 8.28 s [2H, H(2) /H(2A)],6

2008C, corresponding to the loss of one water molecule per8.22 s [2H, H(8) /H(8A)], 7.32 s [4H, NH ], 4.27 t [4H,2

formula unit [mass loss calc., 3.4%; found 3.5%]. IRC(11)–H /C(11A)–H , J56.8 Hz], 2.48 t [2H, C(12)–2 2
2113 (cm ): 534 m, 599 m, 643 m, 682 m, 695 m, 726 m, 740H , J56.8 Hz]. C NMR (DMSO-d ): d 160.0 [C(6)],2 6

w, 785 m, 820 m, 855 m, 953 m, 1062 m, 1227 s, 1342 m,156.4 [C(2)], 153.6 [C(4)], 144.8 [C(8)], 122.8 [C(5)],
11416 s, 1441 sh, 1518 s, 1614 s, 1683 vs, 1694 vs. H44.5 [C(11)], 33.9 [C(12)]. Dissolution of 1 in 1 M HCl

NMR (DMSO-d ): d 8.62 s [2H, H(2) /H(2A)], 8.58 syields the corresponding hydrochloride 2. The product 6

[2H, H(8) /H(8A)], 4.40 t [4H, C(11)–H /C(11A)–H ,exhibits a weight loss between 25 and ca. 3608C, corre- 2 2
21sponding to the loss of two HCl molecules and one water J56.8 Hz], 2.55 t [2H, C(12)–H2, J56.8 Hz]. L (VM

2 21 23molecule per formula unit [mass loss calc., 22.3%; found cm mol ) of 10 M in DMSO, 258C565.9.
2122.4%]. IR (cm ): 350 w, 529 w, 641 w, 674 m, 696 m, Selected data for 5 : Found: C, 23.3; H, 2.6; N, 20.6%.

714 m, 742 m, 826 m, 1063 w, 1223 m, 1232 m, 1335 m, Calc. for C H Cl N OHg: C, 23.2; H, 2.7; N, 20.8%.13 18 4 10
211415 s, 1444 vw, 1470 vw, 1519 s, 1597 m, 1627 m, 1692 IR (cm ): 530 w, 644 m, 680 m, 693 m, 720 w, 736 w,

1vs, 1703 vs. H NMR (DMSO-d ): d 8.56 s [2H, H(2) / 783 w, 827 m, 870 w, 885 w, 978 w, 1029 w, 1069 w,6

H(2A)], 8.51 s [2H, H(8) /H(8A)], 4.37 t [4H, C(11)–H / 1125 w, 1214 s, 1314 w, 1334 w, 1356 m, 1382 w, 1412 s,2
1C(11A)–H , J56.7 Hz], 2.56 t [2H, C(12)–H , J56.7 1441 m, 1512 m, 1594 m, 1603 m, 1642 m, 1691 vs. H2 2

13Hz]. C NMR (DMSO-d ): d 154.6 [C(6)], 152.7 [C(2)], NMR (DMSO-d ): d 8.62 s [2H, H(2) /H(2A)], 8.56 s6 6

149.4 [C(4) or C(8)], 147.7 [C(8) or C(4)], 122.1 [C(5)], [2H, H(8) /H(8A)], 4.40 t [4H, C(11)–H /C(11A)–H ,2 2
21 2 21 23 2145.1 [C(11)], 33.2 [C(12)]. L (V cm mol ) of 10 J56.8 Hz], 2.55 t [2H, C(12)–H , J56.8 Hz]. L (VM 2 M

2 21 23M in DMSO, 258C553.3. cm mol ) of 10 M in DMSO, 258C553.2.

2.4. Preparation of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]? 2.6. Preparation of neutral Zn, Cd and Hg-2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2

4H O 3 [(Ade) (CH ) ] complexes2 2 2 3

To a stirred warm solution (408C) containing 0.62 g A suspension containing 0.002 mol of 1 and the
(0.002 mol) of 1 in 20 mL of 1 M HCl, 0.88 g (0.002 mol) corresponding metal halide in 50 mL of water (or ethanol)
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Fig. 3. ORTEP representation of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2

4H O 3.2

772 w, 795 w, 1015 w, 1098 vw, 1219 m, 1254 m, 1315
Fig. 1. ORTEP representation of Ade (CH ) 1. m, 1343 m, 1379 vw, 1425 m, 1445 w, 1502 s, 1579 m,2 2 3

1608 s, 1652 vs, 1657 vs. Cd found: C, 30.1; H, 3.2; N,
27.0%. Calc. for C H Cl N O Cd corresponding to26 34 4 20 3 2

was refluxed for 1 h. The resulting precipitate was filtered [Cd Cl [Ade (CH ) ] ]?3H O: C, 30.0; H, 3.3; N, 26.9%.2 4 2 2 3 2 2

and washed with cold water and acetone. Zn found: C, The product exhibited a weight loss between 25 and ca.
26.9; H, 2.5; N, 23.8%. Calc. for C H Cl N Zn 3008C, corresponding to the loss of three water molecules13 14 4 10 2

corresponding to [Zn Cl [Ade (CH ) ]]: C, 26.8; H, 2.4; per formula unit [mass loss calc., 5.2%; found 5.0%]. IR2 4 2 2 3
21N, 24.0%. The product was thermally stable between 25 (cm ): 306 w, 334 vw, 343 vw, 382 w, 470 s, 547 m, 584

21and ca. 3508C. IR (cm ): 300 w, 327 w, 545 w, 689 vw, s, 599 s, 647 s, 681 m, 699 m, 733 m, 744 m, 795 s, 859

Fig. 2. ORTEP representation of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]Cl ?H O 2.2 2 3 2 2
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w, 878 vw, 916 vw, 952 s, 966 w, 1010 vw, 1038 w, 1064 in neutral bis-adenine 1 is not present in the protonated
structures 2 and 3, probably caused by the electrostaticm, 1076 w, 1204 m, 1208 m, 1251 s, 1310 s, 1323 s, 1335
repulsion between the two protonated N(1) /N(1A).s, 1345 m, 1361 w, 1386 m, 1417 s, 1429 s, 1443 m, 1460

Values of bond distances and angles for 1 and 2 and 3w, 1490 s, 1520 w, 1576 s, 1596 s, 1616 vs, 1646 vs, 1672
are similar to those for other 9-alkyladenines [26–32] andvs. Hg Found: C, 17.9; H, 1.6; N, 15.9%. Calc. for
protonated 9-alkyladenines [33–36].C H Cl N OHg corresponding to [Hg Cl13 16 4 10 2 2 4

In contrast to reactions of 9-alkyladenines, which yield[Ade (CH ) ]]?H O: C, 17.9; H, 1.8; N, 16.1%. IR2 2 3 2
21 Zn(II) [37–40], Cd(II) [41], Ag(I) [42–44], Pt(II) [45–(cm ): 316 w, 356 vw, 487 w, 539 vw, 558 vw, 582 vw,

48], Co(III) [49] and Cu(II) [50,51] inner sphere complex-607 w, 643 m, 695 w, 734 w, 791 w, 807 m, 866 w, 1025
es in acidic conditions, trimethylene–bisadenine shows aw, 1054 w, 1168 w, 1215 m, 1233 m, 1263 vw, 1324 m,
completely different behaviour and only outer sphere1377 vw, 1401 w, 1422 m, 1448 w, 1486 m, 1517 w, 1569

1 complexes can be obtained in similar experimental con-m, 1613 s, 1653 s. H NMR (DMSO-d ): d 8.31 s [2H,6

ditions. Thus, in acidic media, only the corresponding saltsH(2) /H(2A)], 8.22 s [2H, H(8) /H(8A)], 7.40 s [4H, NH ],2

of Zn(II), Cd(II) and Hg(II) haloanions of trimethylene–4.28 t [4H, C(11)–H /C(11A)–H , J56.9 Hz], 2.48 t [2H,2 2
13 bisadeninium have been obtained. The proximity of twoC(12)–H , J56.9 Hz]. C NMR (DMSO-d ): d 159.82 6

positive charges could prevent the accessibility of the[C(6)], 156.4 [C(2)], 153.5 [C(4)], 145.3 [C(8)], 122.8
21metal cation to the ligand, as occurs in [adenine-H ] , for[C(5)], 44.6 [C(11)], 33.9 [C(12)]. 2

which only salts have been reported [52]. Nevertheless,
neutral conditions (water or ethanol) could yield inner
sphere complexes, however, all attempts at purification of
crude material have been unsuccessful, recovering 1 or 2.3. Results and discussion
Only the neutral Hg complex seems to be stable in DMSO
solution (it can be recovered the product by addition ofThe molecular structures of 1, 2 and 3 and the general

1 13water) and show small downfield shifts ( H and C NMRatom-numbering scheme are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and
spectra) when compared with 1. In addition, the IR spectraFig. 3.

21of the Zn complex shows a weak peak at 300 cm , whichAn important change of conformation appears when
is assignable to n(Zn–N) [53].trimethylene–bisadenine is protonated. Thus, as observed

42Compound 3 presents a new dimeric [Cd Cl (H O) ]in Fig. 4, the eclipsed and anti conformation between the 2 8 2 2

anion in which cadmium(II) has a distorted-octahedraltwo adenine moieties of 1 varies to a gauche and syn
2 co-ordination with two cis chlorine atoms bridging twoconformation for the corresponding Cl 2 and

42 cadmium(II) ions. Other dimeric anions, such as[Cd Cl (H O) ] 3 salts. No relevant effects in bond2 8 2 2
22distances and angles can be observed in 2 and 3 Table 2. [Cd Cl ] [11], have been described, but the Cd(II) ions2 6

Only a slight variation of the dihedral angle N(9)–C(11)– present distorted tetrahedral geometry. Only polymeric
C(11A)–N(9A) (108.48 for 2 and 102.48 for 3) and [7–10,12–20] structures present octahedral coordination

˚distances between N(3) and N(3A) (3.18 A for 2 and 3.08 around the metal. Moreover, no interactions other than
Å for 3) should be mentioned. Moreover, the important electrostatic one can be reported between the tri-
stacking between imidazole moieties of the two adenines methylene–bisadeninium cation and the corresponding Cd

Fig. 4. Conformation between the two adenine moieties of 1, 2 and 3.
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Table 2 Table 2. Continued
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for (Ade) (CH ) 1, [(H-2 2 3

1 2 3Ade) (CH ) ]Cl ?H O 2 and [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?4H O2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2 2

3 N(3)–C(4)–C(5) 127.5(2) 126.8(2) 127.6(6)
N(7)–C(8)–N(9) 114.4(2) 114.5(3) 113.8(5)1 2 3
N(7A)–C(8A)–N(9A) 114.2(3) 112.9(6)

Ligand C(4)–C(5)–N(7) 110.5(2) 110.9(2) 110.8(5)
N(10)–C(6) 1.337(3) 1.331(3) 1.322(8) C(4A)–C(5A)–N(7A) 111.6(2) 110.4(5)
N(10A)–C(6A) 1.325(3) 1.305(8) C(4)–C(5)–C(6) 116.3(2) 119.0(3) 118.2(5)
N(1)–C(2) 1.336(3) 1.366(4) 1.351(9) C(4A)–C(5A)–C(6A) 116.6(3) 118.6(5)
N(1A)–C(2A) 1.367(4) 1.362(7) C(12)[1–C(11)–N(9) 116.8(3) 112.0(2) 112.3(5)
N(1)–C(6) 1.345(3) 1.372(3) 1.375(8) C(12A)–C(11A)–N(9A) 111.9(2) 114.0(5)
N(1A)–C(6A) 1.358(3) 1.363(8) N(9)–C(11)–C(12) 114.6(3) 112.0(2) 112.3(5)
N(3)–C(2) 1.325(3) 1.313(3) 1.315(9) N(9A)–C(11A)–C(12A) 111.9(2) 114.0(5)
N(3A)–C(2A) 1.306(4) 1.315(9) C(11)[1–C(12)–C(11A) 124.4(4) 115.5(3) 117.1(6)
N(3)–C(4) 1.349(3) 1.363(3) 1.349(7)
N(3A)–C(4A) 1.353(3) 1.345(7) Metal
N(9)–C(8) 1.366(3) 1.369(3) 1.374(8) Cl(1)–Cd–Cl(3) 97.58(7)
N(9A)–C(8A) 1.366(3) 1.377(7) Cl(1)–Cd–O(1) 83.78(12)
N(9)–C(4) 1.373(3) 1.354(3) 1.351(7) Cl(3)–Cd–O(1) 90.91(13)
N(9A)–C(4A) 1.368(3) 1.367(8) Cl(1)–Cd–Cl(4) 101.79(7)
N(9)–C(7) 1.468(3) 1.461(4) 1.480(8) Cl(3)–Cd–Cl(4) 101.22(7)
N(9A)–C(7A) 1.459(3) 1.464(8) O(1)–Cd–Cl(4) 165.75(11)
N(7)–C(8) 1.310(3) 1.308(3) 1.306(8) Cl(1)–Cd–Cl(2)[2 164.14(5)
N(7A)–C(8A) 1.327(4) 1.314(8) Cl(3)–Cd–Cl(2)[2 87.57(7)
N(7)–C(5) 1.393(3) 1.392(3) 1.389(7) O(1)–Cd–Cl(2)[2 81.14(11)
N(7A)–C(5A) 1.366(3) 1.377(7) Cl(4)–Cd–Cl(2)[2 91.83(6)
C(5)–C(6) 1.410(3) 1.406(4) 1.394(8) Cl(1)–Cd–Cl(2) 87.68(6)
C(5A)–C(6A) 1.409(4) 1.404(8) Cl(3)–Cd–Cl(2) 168.02(5)
C(4)–C(5) 1.381(3) 1.369(4) 1.383(8) O(1)–Cd–Cl(2) 78.92(12)
C(4A)–C(5A) 1.391(4) 1.393(7) Cl(4)–Cd–Cl(2) 88.14(7)
C(11)–C(12) 1.539(6) 1.524(4) 1.515(10) Cl(2)[2–Cd–Cl(2) 84.65(6)

aC(11)–C(12)[1 1.406(6) 1.517(4) 1.500(9) Cd[2–Cl(2)–Cd 95.35(6)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [1 for 1Metal
2x,y,2z11/2, [2 for 3 2x,2y11,2z.Cd–Cl(1) 2.527(2)
aFor 1, the C(12) is located in a disorder position. The two disorderedCd–Cl(3) 2.528(2)
sites are related by a crystallographic two-fold axis.Cd–O(1) 2.531(5)

Cd–Cl(2)[2 2.632(2)
Cd–Cl(2) 2.709(2)
Cl(2)–Cd[2 2.632(2) anion (distance between heteroatoms: Cl(1)???N(1A)5

3.76; Cl(2)???N(1A)53.46) and only hydrogen bonds
Ligand involving water molecules and anion [Cl(1)???O(3*)5
C(2)–N(1)–C(6) 118.8(2) 122.8(2) 123.3(6)

3.17] or cation [N(10A)???O(2)52.95] could be consid-C(2A)–N(1A)–C(6A) 123.4(3) 123.5(6)
ered.C(8)–N(9)–C(4) 105.6(2) 105.4(2) 106.3(5)

C(8A)–N(9A)–C(4A) 105.7(2) 106.3(5) Tentative assignments [53–55] of the IR spectra of 1, 2
C(8)–N(9)–C(11) 128.4(2) 126.8(2) 127.8(5) and 3 are presented in Table 3, where the band corre-
C(8A)–N(9A)–C(11A) 127.4(2) 126.2(6) sponding to d [N(10)–H ] is shifted to higher frequencies2C(4)–N(9)–C(11) 126.1(2) 128.1(2) 125.8(5)

for protonated adenine compounds, whereas the bandC(4A)–N(9A)–C(11A) 126.8(2) 127.6(5)
related to n[C(5)–N(7)–C(8)] remains unchanged. This isC(8)–N(7)–C(5) 103.4(2) 102.6(2) 103.3(5)

C(8A)–N(7A)–C(5A) 103.1(2) 104.7(5) consistent with the outer sphere formulation of our struc-
N(10)–C(6)–N(1) 118.6(2) 122.1(3) 121.5(6) tures.
N(10A)–C(6A)–N(1A) 120.7(3) 120.5(6) Based on the spectroscopic and conductivity data of
N(10)–C(6)–C(5) 123.7(2) 124.2(3) 124.8(6)

Zn(II) salt 4 (electrolyte 1:2) [56] and the crystallographicN(10A)–C(6A)–C(5A) 124.6(3) 126.2(6)
characteristics of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?N(1)–C(6)–C(5) 117.7(2) 113.7(3) 113.7(6) 2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2

N(1A)–C(6A)–C(5A) 114.7(3) 113.3(5) 4H O 3, an equivalent formula [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] -2 2 2 3 2
N(3)–C(2)–N(1) 129.6(2) 125.4(3) 125.6(6) [Zn Cl (H O) ] could describe the product [58].2 8 2 2
N(3A)–C(2A)–N(1A) 125.2(3) 125.8(6) The value of L conductivity data of the Hg(II) salt 5MN(3)–C(4)–N(9) 126.4(2) 126.6(3) 126.6(6)

does not permit one to conclude if the electrolyte type isN(3A)–C(4A)–N(9A) 126.1(3) 127.0(5)
1:1 or 1:2 [56,57], although a composition of [(H-N(3)–C(4)–C(5) 127.5(2) 126.8(2) 127.6(6)

N(3A)–C(4A)–C(5A) 128.4(3) 127.3(6) Ade) (CH ) ][HgCl ]?H O could be formulated on the2 2 3 4 2
N(9)–C(4)–C(5) 106.1(2) 106.6(2) 105.8(5) basis of the typical chemical behaviour of polychloro-
N(9A)–C(4A)–C(5A) 105.4(2) 105.7(5) mercurates (II) with protonated amines and ammonium
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Table 3
Tentative assignation for adenine [56], protonated adenine, 9-R-adenines (R5Me and Et), (Ade) (CH ) 1, [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]Cl ?H O 2 and [(H-2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2

Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?4H O 32 2 3 2 2 8 2 2 2

1 bAdenine [Adenine-H] 9-Me-Ade 9-Et-Ade 1 2 3

d [N(10)–H ] 1674 1703 1675 1674 1665 1703, 1692 16922

d [N(10)–H ]1n[C(5)–C(6)] 1602 1611 1604 1602 1607 1627 16402

n[N(3)–C(4)–C(5)] 2 1573 1575 1573 1582 1597 1606
a a a a

n[N(9)–C(4)]1d [C(8)–H] 1508 2 1477 1483 [55] 1494 1519 1519
d [C(2)–H]1n[C(8)–N(9)]1d [C(8)–H] 1450 2 1441 1455 1456 1460, 1444 1451, 1447
n[N(1)–C(6)–N(10)] 1420 1414 1422, 1413 1417 1423 1415 1411
n[ring pyrimidine] 1370 2 1377 1368 1374 2 2

n[C(5)–N(7)–C(8)] 1334 1332 1330 1329 1340 1335 1337
n[C(2)–N(3)]1n[C(8)–N(9)]1d [C–H] 1312 1307 1312 1310 1307 2 2

d [N(9)–H]1ring mode 1254 1249 1258 1251 1259 2 2

a
1d [CH ].2

bCompounds 4 and 5 have similar values (see Section 2).
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Abstract

The reactions of diperiodatoargentate(III) with glycine and related compounds have been examined. The monoperiodatosilver(III)
species acts as an active oxidant in comparison to that of diperiodatosilver(III) species. These reactions consist of three kinetically
distinguishable steps-induction period, complexation and oxidation. Complexation of these substrates takes place with a second order rate

4 3 21 21 2 3 21 2 1constant of (0.2–1.6)310 dm mol s whereas the redox process occurs at a rate of (0.3–6.0)310 dm mol s except in case of
cysteine with which these processes occurred by an order of magnitude faster. The rate of electron transfer from carboxylic acids to the
silver(III) complex is observed to be several order of magnitude smaller in comparison to that of amino acids. Both the rate of
complexation and electron transfer are influenced by the structure of the substrates. The aquated silver(III) species is found to be more
reactive in comparison to the hydroxylated silver(III) species.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Mechanism of oxidation by diperiodatoargentate(III); Oxidation of glycine by silver(III); Kinetics of oxidation of glycine; Oxidation of amino
acids; Reactivity of different silver(III) species

21. Introduction markedly by decreasing [OH ] [16]. The traces of oxygen
and impurities also reduce its lifetime considerably

2[6,7,14]. The reactions of [Ag(OH) ] with variety ofIn the recent past, interest in the chemistry of silver (III) 4

organics and inorganics have been investigated extensivelyspecies has increased significantly because of its being a
[2–7,17]. A number of schemes involving either ligandstrong two electrons oxidant and electronically analogous

1 substitution or formation of five-coordinated intermediateto copper (III) system [1–8]. The catalytic effect of Ag in
22 prior to the occurrence of redox reaction have beenredox reactions of S O has been interpreted in several2 8

suggested. The electron transfer takes place simultaneouslyreports by the formation of silver (III) intermediates [9,10].
as well as in step-wise one-electron transfer process.Simple silver (III) species in aqueous medium can be

1 · There are only a few known stable complexes of silvergenerated radiolytically by the oxidation of Ag by OH
III [1,18]. Some of these complexes such as di-radical [11–13].
periodatoargentate(III) (DPA) and [ethylenebis(biguanide)]

1 2H OH21 1 silver (III) cation have been examined as oxidantsAg á Ag(OH) á Ag(OH)2
pK55.35 pK58.35 [1,19,20]. Reactions of DPA have been studied in highly

basic medium and of [ethylenebis (biguanide)] silver (III)2Ag(II)áAg(III) 1 Ag(I)
cation in highly acidic medium. These reactions are found

Most of the silver (III) species thus generated decay within to be quite slow and occur with a rate constant of about
23 26 21 1a few seconds. The metastable silver (III) species, 10 to 10 s . In Ag -catalyzed oxidation of formic

2[Ag(OH) ] produced by the anodic oxidation of silver acid by [ethylenebis (biguanide)] silver (III) cation [21], it4
1metal in highly basic medium had a half-life of about 100 was Ag which acted as an oxidant for formic acid and the

23 2 0 1min in 1.2 mol dm OH [14,15]. Its stability decreases oxidant regenerated Ag to Ag . Thus silver (III) was a
1weaker oxidant than Ag .

*Corresponding author. In the present work we have found that DPA can be used

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00352-0
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2 22as an oxidant in varying pH conditions. This paper deals predominant periodate species will be H IO and H IO .4 6 3 6

with the oxidation of glycine and related substrates. In alkaline medium periodate dimerises and exists as
42Interestingly, most of these reactions occurred on seconds H I O but it can be neglected in the present experimen-2 2 10

time scale and have been analysed using stopped-flow tal conditions. The coordinated periodate in DPA has been
technique. found to undergo deprotonation and the structure of this

III 52complex is assigned as [Ag (HIO ) ] [24]. In the pH6 2

range of the present experiments the structure of DPA is
III 32considered as [Ag (H IO ) ] . Similar degree of proto-2 6 22. Experimental

nation has earlier been postulated by Kirschenbaum et al.
[14] for the formation of DPA by the reaction of2.1. Equipments

2[Ag(OH) ] with periodate.4

Fast kinetic experiments were carried out on an Applied
2.4. Product analysisPhotophysics-1705 stopped-flow apparatus equipped with

DL-905 datalab transient digitizer. The dead time of the
Schiff’s and Nessler’s reagents were used for theapparatus was 1 ms. The light detecting system consisted

identification of aldehyde and ammonia [25,26]. Theof 1P-28 photomultiplier tube. The slow kinetics and
formation of formaldehyde was verified by making theelectronic spectra of the reactants and products were
2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone of the product [27]. Chromot-recorded on Shimadzu UV-2100/s and Beckman DU-6
ropic acid was used as a specific reagent for the estimationspectrophotometers. Magnetic susceptibility of the silver
and detection of HCHO [28]. The amount of HCHO was(III) complex was determined on a Princeton Applied
quantified and monitored at 570 nm. Calibration curve ofResearch VSM-155 magnetometer.
HCHO was prepared by dilution of the authentic 35%
HCHO.

25 232.2. Materials For reaction mixture containing 5310 mol dm of
24 23 25DPA and 5310 mol dm gly at pH 8.0, 1.2310 mol

23 25 23The used chemicals glycine (gly), 35% HCHO solution, dm of HCHO and 1.5310 mol dm of NH were3K S O , silica gel(G), 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (E.2 2 8 estimated as the product. The addition of acrylonitrile
23Merck); DL-alanine(ala), DL-phenylalanine (phenylala), N- (0.02 mol dm ) reduced the yields of products slightly by

1phenylglycine (phenylgly), 2-aminoisobutyric acid 10%. The formation of free Ag in solution was detected
(AIBA), betaine, DL-cysteine (cys), DL-methionine (meth) by adding KCl solution to the reaction mixture which
(Aldrich); KOH, AgNO , sodium metabisulphite (BDH);3 produced white turbidity due to formation of AgCl.

¨KClO (Reidel de Haen); KlO (Qualigen); acrylonitrile4 4

(SRL); chromotropic acid (CDH) were of analytical grade. 2.5. Kinetics
The chemicals except acrylonitrile and K S O were used2 2 8

as received. Acrylonitrile and K S O were purified by2 2 8 Kinetics of the studied reaction was monitored by
distillation and recrystallisation to remove any traces of following the decrease in absorption of DPA-substrate
impurities. complex at 360 nm. None of the used substrates depicted

any absorption at this wavelength. The absorption spectra
2.3. Synthesis of the intermediates were recorded between 300 to 500 nm.

Most of the kinetic experiments were designed under
Sodium diperiodatoargentate (III) complex (DPA) was pseudo-kinetic conditions having concentration of substrate

prepared by literature method [22]. It involved the oxida- about 20 to 40 times in excess to that of DPA. These
22 reactions were followed upto about 90% of their comple-tion of silver (I) periodate by S O in the basic medium2 8

tion except in cases of betaine, acetic acid and succinicand produced dark red solution. The solid NaOH pellets
acid which were quite slow. All kinetic experiments werewere added to this solution till fine crystals of orange
performed at room temperature (2060.58C). The pH of thecolour appeared. These crystals were washed with ice cold
reactants were maintained prior to their mixing. Error indouble distilled water and were recrystallised with hot
kinetic measurements was within 65%.water. The electronic spectrum of this complex exhibited

three peaks at 214, 255 and 362 nm and was found to have
4 21 21extinction coefficient 1.4310 l mol cm at 362 nm at

3. Results and discussionpH 8.0. These spectral features were identical to those
reported earlier for DPA [22]. This complex was found to

3.1. Kinetic analysishave a magnetic moment of 0.4 BM which suggested it to
be diamagnetic.

Mixing of DPA and gly at pH 8.0 decolourises theFree periodate in aqueous solution shows various pH-
yellow colour of DPA within a few seconds. Kinetics ofdependent equilibria [23]. In pH range of 8–12 the
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KaIII 32 III[Ag (H IO ) ] 1 4H Oá[Ag (H IO )(H O) ] 12 6 2 2 2 6 2 2

2 2 32(H IO 1 2OH ) or H IO (1)4 6 2 6

IIIThis suggests that [Ag (H IO )(H O) ] is the reactive2 6 2 2
26 23species in this reaction. At pH 8.0, 7310 mol dm of

free periodate was estimated in the used aqueous solution
of DPA. This suggests that the equilibrium shown in Eq.
(1) does not go to completion in the forward direction.

From the kinetic traces recorded by mixing of DPA and
gly at pH 8.0 at various wavelengths, the absorption
spectra of intermediates were computed at different time
intervals. These spectra are recorded in the wavelength
range of 300 to 500 nm where gly did not have any
absorption and are presented in Fig. 2. The spectrum
recorded immediately after the end of the induction period
(0.15 s) (O) is different to the sum spectra of DPA and gly
and is assigned to the complex formed between DPA and
gly.

Fig. 1. Kinetic traces observed in stopped-flow experiment at pH 8.0 by
25 23

IIImixing [DPA]57.5310 mol dm and glycine: at [gly], wavelength(s) [Ag (H IO )(H O) ] 12 6 2 2and time scales indicated in the respective traces.
Kb IIIglyá[Ag (H IO )(gly)(H O)] 1 H O (2)2 6 2 2

this reaction was therefore analysed using stopped-flow
The above shown complexation occurred rapidly and fortechnique. A few kinetic traces recorded at different time
this reason could not be followed kinetically (Fig. 1).intervals and wavelengths are shown in Fig. 1. These
Although the absorbance of the starting signal recordedtraces depicted an induction period of about 0.15 s which
immediately after mixing of DPA and gly was found tois followed by a rapid initial decrease in absorbance
decrease with increasing [gly] (Fig. 2, inset) [29]. Thepreceding the slower decay. The rapid decay process was
values of DA computed from this data are given in Table 2.over in less than a second (Fig. 1(a)) while the slow
From these values an equilibrium constant of (12.563)decrease in absorbance took several seconds for comple-

3 21dm mol is evaluated for the formation oftion (Fig. 1(b)). Both of these decay processes followed
III[Ag (H IO )(gly)(H O)] [30].pseudo-first-order kinetics. The kinetics of this reaction 2 6 2

IIIremained unaffected by increasing the ionic strength of the The spectrum due to [Ag (H IO )(gly)(H O)] changes2 6 2

medium by adding neutral salt, KClO upto 0.02 mol to another spectrum after about 0.25 s (D) which simply4
23dm . Therefore, the ionic strength of the medium was not decays to zero absorption at all wavelengths without

maintained.

3.2. Effect of [Periodate]

The addition of periodate to the reaction mixture re-
duced the rate of reaction of both the decay processes
significantly (Table 1). The inverse rate dependence on
[Periodate] suggests the dissociation pre-equilibrium in
which DPA loses the periodate ligand.

Table 1
Effect of [Periodate] on the rate of complexation and redox reaction

4 23 21 21[KIO ]310 (mol dm ) k (s ) k (s )4 1 2

0.00 11.6 0.23
0.50 11.5 0.19
1.25 11.3 0.11

Fig. 2. Absorption spectra of intermediates formed by mixing of DPA
2.50 9.7 0.09 25 23 23 23(8.5310 mol dm ) and glycine (1.5310 mol dm ) after 0.15 s(0);
5.00 8.4 0.04

0.25 s(D) at pH58.0. Inset: Plot of Abs. vs. [gly] recorded at 360 nm
25 23 23 23[DPA]57.5310 mol dm [gly]52310 mol dm , pH58.0. immediately after mixing of DPA and gly.
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Table 2
IIIEquilibrium constant for the formation of [Ag (H IO )(gly)(H O)]2 6 2

2 III 6[gly]310 DA [Ag (H IO )(gly)(H O)]310 Equilibrium constant (K )2 6 2 b
23 23 3 21(mol dm ) (mol dm ) (dm mol )

0.25 0.005 0.25 14.3
0.50 0.012 0.60 17.1
2.50 0.038 1.90 10.9
3.75 0.054 2.70 10.3
5.00 0.069 3.45 9.9

25[DPA]57.5310 M.

demonstrating any further change. This transformation of fact that the length of induction period did not decrease by
absorption spectrum (Fig. 2) was monitored kinetically at increasing the [substrate] (Fig. 1(c) and (d)). Induction
various wavelengths as a function of [gly]. The values of period was also evident by the traces recorded at different
rate constants observed for both the decay processes with wavelengths (Fig. 1(e) and (f)), the kinetic behaviour at
[gly] are summarized in Table 3. At low [gly], k varied these wavelengths was very similar to those observed at1

linearly with the concentration whereas at higher [gly] it 360 nm. In a similar study on copper(III) system, the
IIIbecomes non-linear and started attaining plateau value formation of Cu (gly) has been reported earlier [31].2

(Fig. 3). A plot of 1 /k vs. 1 / [gly] (inset Fig. 3) is,1

however, found to be a straight line with an intercept. The
intercept provides the kinetic evidence for the formation of
intermediate complex. Hence this step is considered as the
uptake of further ligand by silver (III) mono gly complex.

k1III[Ag (H IO )(gly)(H O)] 1 gly →2 6 2

III[Ag (H IO )(gly) ] 1 H O (3)2 6 2 2 Eq. (1)–Eq. (3) result in the following rate expression for
the formation of bis gly silver(III) periodato complex byFrom the linear part of the curve in Fig. 3, the second

3 applying steady state treatment for the intermediate speciesorder rate constant for Eq. (3) is computed to be 5310
III3 21 21 [Ag (H IO ) (H O) ]2 6 2 2dm mol s . The existence of the induction period prior

to this process (Fig. 1) indicates that there is a reorienta- III 32 2k K K [Ag (H IO ) ] [gly]d 1 a b 2 6 2IIItion of the mono gly silver (III) complex before it uptakes ] ]]]]]]]]][Ag (H IO )(gly) ] 52 6 2 2 2 2dt [H IO ][OH ]the second ligand. It is likely that gly is initially attached to 4 6

the axial position, this complex then reorganises to give (5)
four coordinate complex (equation 4) which uptakes
another ligand. This hypothesis is also supported by the This rate law explains all the observed kinetic features.

Table 3
Rate constants for complexation and redox reaction

24 3 2 1 21 a 3 21 21 bSubstrate pH k9310 (dm mol s ) k0(dm mol s )
(complexation) (redox)

2Glycine 8.0 0.5 1.1310
211.2 0.2 0.3310

212.0 – 0.02310
2Alanine 8.0 1.0 0.8310
2Phenylalanine 7.5 0.8 0.6310
22-Aminoisobutyric Acid 8.0 1.0 1.1310
2Methionine 12.0 1.6 6.0310

c 4 cCysteine 12.0 18.0 4.0310
2N-Phenylglycine 12.0 0.3 0.6310
23Betaine 8.0 – 2.5310
22Acetic Acid 8.0 – ,1310
26Succinic Acid 8.0 – ,1310

25 23[DPA]57.5310 mol dm .
aSecond order rate constant values calculated from the initial part of the curve of Fig. 3(a).
bSecond order rate constant has been computed from the curves of Fig. 3(b).
cEstimated value.
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k2III[Ag (H IO )(gly) ] 1 gly →2 6 2

?1
II 2[Ag (H IO )(gly) ] ?NH CH COOH (6)2 6 2 2 2

23.3. Effect of [OH ]

2The addition of OH shall hydroxylate the silver (III)
species. The release of free

III 32 2[Ag (H IO ) ] 1 2OH á2 6 2

III 22 32[Ag (H IO )(OH) ] 1 H IO (7)2 6 2 2 6

periodate shown above in Eq. (7) is also observed ex-
perimentally by an increase in the absorption in the UV

2region upon adding OH where periodate depicts absorp-
tion [32]. In basic medium the involvement of the hy-
droxylated silver (III) [13,14,34] and copper(III) species
[33] have been shown earlier.

The electronic spectra of reaction mixture containing
DPA and gly at pH 12.0 also demonstrated two spectral
changes (Fig. 4) similar to those observed at low pH.
These spectra were, however, different to those at pH 8.0
(Fig. 3). In the basic medium the complexation through
basic amino group might be taking place more effectively.

III 22[Ag (H IO )(OH) ] 12 6 2

2 III 22 2gly á[Ag (H IO )(OH)(gly)] 1 OH (8)2 6

III 22[Ag (H IO )(OH)(gly)] 12 6

2 III 22 2gly á[Ag (H IO )(gly) ] 1 OH (9)2 6 2

2An increase in [OH ] results in the decrease in the rate
of both the decay processes (Table 3). The decrease in rate

Fig. 3. (a) Plots of pseudo-first-order rate constants for complexation (k )1

vs. [substrate]–glycine (0); alanine (D); phenylalanine (h). Inset: Plot of
1 /k vs. 1 / [substrate]–glycine (0); alanine (D); phenylalanine (h). (b)1

Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constant for oxidation (k ) vs. [substrate]–2

glycine (0); alanine (D); phenylalanine (h).

For the second step the rate constant (k ) is found to2

vary linearly with [gly] [Fig. 3(b)]. This step represents the Fig. 4. Absorption spectra of DPA (———) and of intermediates formed
24 23 23 23electron transfer from the free substrate to the silver (III) by mixing of DPA (1.35310 mol dm ) and gly (2310 mol dm )

centre in bis gly complex. after 15 s (– – –); 30 s (– ? – ? –) at pH512.
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might have been contributed by the release of more free
periodate ligand and the involvement of the hydroxylated
silver (III) species shown in Eq. (7) unlike in neutral
medium. This finding is in agreement with the observation
on Cu(III)–NTA/EDTA complexes in pulse radiolysis

2experiments and oxidation of SCN by DPA [34]. These
authors also noted a decrease in the decomposition rate of
the complexes with an increase in pH.

From different kinetic runs at pH 11.2 the second order
3rate constant for complexation is computed to be 2310

3 21 21dm mol s and the electron transfer from gly to the
silver (III) complex takes place with a rate constant of

2 3 21 210.3310 dm mol s (Table 3). These rates are slower
by a factor of about 3 to those at pH 8.0.

3.4. Effect of [acrylonitrile]

22 23The addition of acrylonitrile upto 2.5310 mol dm
25to the reaction mixture containing DPA (7.5310 mol

23 23 23dm ) and gly (2310 mol dm ) did not affect the rate
of reaction. It suggests the absence of operation of free
radical mechanism. Although a slight decrease in the
amount of the product was noticed in the presence of
acrylonitrile. These observations can be understood by the
fact that the radical formed after electron transfer in Fig. 5. Kinetic traces observed in stopped-flow experiment at 360 nm by

25 23 23reaction 6 may be bound to the silver (II) centre. Had the mixing [DPA]57.5310 mol dm with (a) [alanine]52.5310 mol
23 23 23gly radical is released in the solution, it might have dm , pH58.0; (b) [phenylalanine]52.5310 mol dm , pH57.5; (c)

23 23[2-aminoisobutvric acid]52.5310 mol dm , pH58.0; (d)undergone polymerisation.
24 23[cysteine]55310 mol dm , pH57.0; (e) [N-phenylglycine]553The gly radical bound to the silver (II) centre eventually

24 2310 mol dm , pH57.0.
undergoes decarboxylation and deamination to yield

1HCHO, NH and free Ag . From the pulse radiolysis3
redox reaction. For this reason their reactions were alsostudy silver (II) is known to oxidize gly at a much faster
examined at pH 12.0 (Fig. 6). At this pH the processes ofrate than observed in the present study [35].
complexation and oxidation could be separated and mea-
sured (Fig. 6; Table 3). With other substrates like acetic
acid and succinic acid [36] also initial complexation was
observed (Fig. 7). The decomposition of these complexes
was, however, quite slow (Table 3).

In order to verify the findings with the DPA–gly system,
kinetic study of reactions of DPA with other amino acids
and related compounds viz. DL-alanine, DL-phenylalanine,
2-aminoisobutyric acid, DL-methionine, DL-cysteine, and
N-phenylglycine was undertaken. The kinetic traces ob-
served with these systems are presented in Fig. 5. All these
reactions demonstrated three kinetically distinguishable
steps similar to that of gly with the exception of cys and
N-phenylgly. In cases of cys and N-phenylgly no induction
period was observed and the reaction is completed within
fraction of a second (Fig. 5). The absence of induction
period in these cases can be explained by the high

Fig. 6. Kinetic traces observed in stopped-flow experiment at 360 nm by
nucleophilicity of these substrates which would cause rapid 25 23 24 23mixing (a) [DPA]54310 mol dm ; [cysteine]54310 mol dm ,

25 23 24electron transfer. Moreover, unlike with gly it could not be pH512. (b) [DPA]55310 mol dm ; [N-phenyglycine]55310
23possible to resolve the processes of complexation and mol dm , pH512.
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electrons on the benzene ring in resonance with the
positive charge on N of amino group of gly radical cation.
It also indirectly confirms that redox takes place by
electron transfer from -NH group to the silver (III) centre.2

IIIIn conclusion at pH58.0 [Ag (H IO )(H O) ] is the2 6 2 2

reactive species in aqueous solution. Initially it binds gly
in a fast step to produce mono(gly) silver(III) complex.
This intermediate uptakes another ligand to yield

III[Ag (H IO )(gly) ] complex. Complexation possibly2 6 2

takes place through basic amino group. The bis complex is
decomposed by transference of electron from the ligand to
the silver (III) centre. Silver (II) intermediate thus formed
further oxidizes another ligand attached to the complex to
yield eventually the products of decarboxylation and
deamination. Complexes of silver (III) with carboxylic
acids are relatively more stable and are decomposed at a

Fig. 7. Absorption spectra of DPA (———) and of intermediates obtained
much slower rate than amino acids. Interestingly, the25 23after about 1 min of mixing of DPA (7.2310 mol dm ) with (a)

23 23 22 presence of amino group in the substrates enhances bothsuccinic acid (4310 mol dm ) (– – –). (b) acetic acid (2.5310
23 the rates of complexation and oxidation. In this study itmol dm ) (? ? ?) at pH58.

could not be possible to distinguish between the mode of
electron transfer, whether it occurs stepwise or through

From the kinetic data of Table 3, it is striking that simultaneous two electrons transfer. The second electron is
neither carboxylic acids nor betaine like molecule, which possibly transferred in a fast step which did not allow to
remains completely ionised, at pH 8.0 undergo redox separate the two processes kinetically. The aquated

IIIreactions efficiently. On the other hand gly and related [Ag (H IO )(H O) ] acts as a better oxidant than hy-2 6 2 2
III 22compounds which contain an amino group in addition to droxylated [Ag (H IO )(OH) ] species. Thus, silver2 6 2

carboxyl group undergo complexation as well as redox (III) mechanistically behaves in an analogous manner to
reaction efficiently by several order of magnitude faster. copper (III) system.
Taking into account the pK for acid and amino groups ina

gly to be 2.3 and 9.6, at pH 8.0 -COOH group would
mainly be present as -COO and about 3% of the amino Acknowledgements
group will be in the basic form. At low pH the com-
plexation might be taking place through both basic amino The financial assistance from CSIR, New Delhi to
group and carboxyl groups. On the contrary in basic undertake this work is gratefully acknowledged. We thank
medium the complexation would mainly occur through the Director, National Centre for Ultrafast Processes,
basic amino group. Although the rate of complexation is Madras for providing us the facilities of the stopped-flow
expected to enhance in basic medium as increased amount apparatus.
of -NH group will be present in the basic form but the2
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Abstract

Two novel adducts of formula [Cu(pfpr) (NITmNO )] (I) and Cu(hfac) (NITmNO ) (II), where pfpr5pentafluoropropionate,2 2 2 2 2

hfac5hexafluoroacetylacetonate and NITmNO 52-(3-nitrophenyl)-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-1-oxyl-3-oxide, have been synthesized.2

Compound (I) is the first example of copper (II)–nitroxide complexes bridged by pfpr. Its structure consists of binuclear units with the
tetrakis(pentafluoropropionate) bridging two copper ions. Each copper ion has a distorted trigonal–bipyramidal coordination. Compound
(II) is a mononuclear complex with a five-coordinated distorted square–pyramidal environment. The variable temperature magnetic
susceptibilities show that there are antiferromagnetic interactions between copper ions and radicals for compound (I), and compound (II)
is diamagnetic.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nitronyl nitroxide; Copper complex; Magnetism

1. Introduction and reduced amidino-oxide derivatives of NITR [6,9].
However, no carboxylate–nitroxide copper compound has

Preparing molecular magnetic materials, especially or- been reported to date. It was therefore of interest to further
ganometallic materials, is of current interest. A number of explore the influence of coligand on the coordination
compounds carrying metal ions directly bound to stable geometry and magnetic properties. In order to extend our
organic radicals, as building blocks, have been successfully knowledge concerning the rich chemistry of such systems,
synthesized in the last decades [1–3]. The nitronyl nitrox- we have now synthesized two compounds,
ides NITR52-R-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-1-oxyl-3- [Cu(pfpr) (NITmNO )] (I) and Cu(hfac) (NITmNO )2 2 2 2 2

oxide (Fig. 1), with R5methyl, ethyl, propyl, phenyl, etc., (II). We wish to report herein the crystal structures and
have been proved to be extremely versatile magnetic magnetic properties of two compounds. To our knowledge,
ligands, capable of forming one-, two- and tri-dimensional [Cu(pfpr) (NITmNO )] is the first example of a cop-2 2 2

magnetic systems with different transition-metal ions [4]. per(II)–nitroxide complex bridged by pfpr.
Since nitroxides are weak Lewis bases [5], they mainly
bind to acid metal centers with electron-withdrawing
ligands such as pentafluoropropionate (pfpr) [6,7] and
hexafluoroacetylacetonate (hfac) [8]. Pfpr and hfac as
coligands have influence on the coordination geometry of
the metal complexes with NITR. Transition metal–nitrox-
ide complexes bridged by pfpr are very rare [6,9]. How-
ever, mononuclear, di- or trinuclear complexes bridged by
NITR were formed for M(hfac) with NITR [10,11]. On2

the other hand, in the reported complexes bridging by pfpr,
bridging ligands contain other molecules, such as water

*Corresponding author. Fig. 1. Sketch of radical.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00356-8
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Table 12. Experimental
Crystallographic data and experimental parameters for
[Cu(pfpr) NITmNO ] (I) and Cu(hfac) NITmNO (II)2 2 2 2 22.1. Materials and instruments
Formula C H Cu F N O C H CuF N O38 32 2 20 6 16 23 18 12 3 8

21Molecular weight (g mol ) 1335.76 755.94Cu(pfpr) ?2H O, NITmNO and Cu(hfac) ?2H O were2 2 2 2 2 Crystal system Monolinic Triclinic
prepared as previously described [5,12–14]. Other reagents ¯Space group C2/c P1

˚were of analytical grade. a (A) 25.512(5) 11.167(4)
˚b (A) 11.701(2) 12.019(4)The pertinent elemental analytical data for carbon,
˚c (A) 19.926(4) 12.142(7)hydrogen and nitrogen were obtained using a Model 240

a (8) 90 62.89(4)Perkin-Elmer analyser. The metal contents were deter-
b (8) 120.08(3) 82.34(4)

mined by EDTA titration. The IR spectra were recorded on g (8) 90 86.98(3)
3˚an IR-408 spectrophotometer with KBr disks, and the V (A ) 5147(5) 1438(1)

Z 4 2measurements of the electronic spectra were performed
23D (g cm ) 1.724 1.746calcusing an Hitachi-240 spectrophotometer. Variable-tempera-

Crystal size (mm) 0.230.330.3 0.230.430.4ture magnetic susceptibilities were measured on a Model 21
m (mm ) 0.9664 0.8851

CF-1 vibrating sample magnetometer. Dimagnetic correc- Data limits (8) 4#2u #46
tions were made with Pascal’s constants for all the Unique reflections 2862 3740

Observed data 1411 2325constituent atoms and the magnetic moments were calcu-
1 / 2 Parameters 140 412lated via the equation m 52.828 (x T ) .eff m a bR 0.17 0.069

a bR 0.18 0.070w2.2. Synthesis of the compounds
a 2 2w51/(s (F )10.0001F ). The values of R and R are slightly large duew

to the large thermal motion of the -C F group of pfpr at room2 52.2.1. [Cu(pfpr) (NITmNO )]2 2 2 temperature.
bA 42.6-mg (0.10 mmol) amount of Cu(pfpr) ?2H O was w51 for all of the observed reflections.2 2

dissolved in 10 mL of hot n-heptane, then 30.6 mg (0.11
mmol) of NITmNO were added. The solution was stirred2

for 30 min and allowed to cool down. Blue crystals were refinement by the full-matrix least-squares method with
collected by filtration after one week and were dried under isotropic thermal parameters for non-hydrogen atoms
vacuum. The compound analyzed satisfactorily for converged with factors of R50.17 and R 50.18, respec-w

[Cu(pfpr) (NITmNO )] . Yield, 72%. Anal. calc. for tively. The highest peak in the last difference Fourier2 2 2
23˚C F H N O Cu: C, 34.2; H, 2.4; N, 6.3; Cu, 9.5. synthesis was about 1.08 e?A .19 10 16 3 8

Found: C, 34.0; H, 2.5; N, 6.3; Cu, 9.5. Solution of the structure of compound (II) was per-
formed as described for compound (I). The final refine-

2.2.2. Cu(hfac) (NITmNO ) ment by the full-matrix least-squares method with aniso-2 2

The procedure used in the synthesis of the compound tropic thermal parameters for non-hydrogen atoms con-
(II) was similar to that described above, however, verged with factors of R50.069 and R 50.070, respec-w

Cu(hfac) ?2H O was used in place of Cu(pfpr) ?2H O. tively. The highest peak in the last difference Fourier2 2 2 2
23˚Dark red crystals were obtained at a yield of 63%. Anal. synthesis corresponded to 0.64 e?A .

calc. for C F H N O Cu: C, 36.5; H, 2.4; N, 5.6; Cu,23 12 18 3 8

8.4. Found: C, 36.4; H, 2.5; N, 5.4; Cu, 8.4.
3. Results and discussion

2.3. X-ray crystal structure determination
The crystal structure of compound (I) displays the

Well-shaped crystals of compounds (I) and (II) were typical copper carboxylate dimer core, as shown in Fig. 2.
suitable for x-ray analysis. The data for both compounds The geometry around each copper atom has a distorted
were collected at room temperature with an Enraf-Nonius trigonal–bipyramidal coordination, with four oxygens of
CAD4 diffractometer, by the v22u scan technique, four pfpr ligands and a nitroxyl oxygen atom at a bonding

˚equipped with graphite-monochromated MoKa (l5 distance of 1.931 A. The normal coordination pattern for
˚0.71073 A) radiation. Data were corrected for Lp factors copper (II) carboxylates is square pyramidal; the pattern of

and empirical absorption. Crystallographic data are given trigonal–bipyramid is very rare [15]. Each pfpr ligand is
in Table 1. bidentately coordinated through an axial and an equatorial

The structure of compound (I) was solved using direct bound oxygen atom to two copper atoms. Two equatorial
methods. The Patterson map revealed the position of the planes of two trigonal–bipyramid make an angle of
copper atom. The other non-hydrogen atoms were found 88.9(7)8, so the axes of two trigonal–bipyramidal cores are
by successive Fourier syntheses. Anisotropic thermal pa- approximately orthogonal, and the axis of each trigonal–
rameters were introduced only for copper ions. The final bipyramid is in the equatorial plane of another trigonal–
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Fig. 3. ORTEP view of Cu(hfac) (NITmNO ) (II) with atom numbering.2 2

shape [16,17]. The five-atom fragment O(5)–N(1)–C(1)–
N(2)–O(6) is found to be very nearly planar and makes an
angle of 32.868 with the phenyl plane. A five-membered
ring C(1)–N(1)–C(3)–C(2)–N(2) twisted out as a result
of the probable staggered conformation of the methyl
groups.Fig. 2. ORTEP view of [Cu(pfpr) NITmNO ] (I) with atom numbering.2 2 2

In the IR region of the spectrum, the N–O stretching
vibration for free NITmNO shifted to lower frequencies2

21˚bipyramid. The Cu(1)–Cu(1a) bond distance is 3.139 A. by about 20 cm for both compounds. This indicates that
˚The shortest intermolecular -NO distance is 6.826 A. the N–O group of NITmNO is coordinated, which is2

Selected bond lengths and angles are shown in Table 2 . consistent with the results of X-ray structure analysis.
However, compound(II) is a mononuclear complex and The UV–Vis spectra of the two complexes in n-heptane

has a five-coordinated distorted square–pyramidal environ- are similar, and the absorptions can be attributed to p –p*
ment with four oxygens of two hfac molecules and one of the benzene ring at 270 nm, to p –p* of the ONCNO
nitroxyl oxygen of NITmNO . The asymmetric unit is conjugate group of the radical at 358 nm [11].2

sketched in Fig. 3. The nitroxyl oxygen atom occupies the
equatorial position. The Cu–O bond distances range from

˚1.904 to 2.239 A. The axial Cu(1)–O(5) bond distance is 3.1. Magnetic properties
larger than the equatorial ones. The bond distance in the

˚coordinated N(1)–O(5) group is longer by 0.03 A than that The observed magnetic moment at room temperature is
of the uncoordinated one. The N(1)–O(5) group is more 3.29 B.M. for (I), lower than the spin-only value of 4.89
favourable to coordination compared to N(2)–O(6). It may B.M., implying the operation of an antiferromagnetic spin-
be because of this that the -NO substituent offers steric exchange interaction. In order to quantitatively study the2

hindrance, as found in compound (I). The copper(II) ion magnetic interaction between copper (II) ions and radicals,
˚lies 0.1606 A above the average plane of the equatorial variable temperature (2–300 K) magnetic susceptibility

oxygen atoms. Selected bond lengths and angles are was measured. The data are shown in Fig. 4. From the
reported in Table 3. The NITmNO ligand has the usual magnetic point of view, the interactions between copper2

Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for (I)

Cu(1)–O(3) 1.931(13) O(3)–Cu(1)–O(6) 87.8(8) O(3)–Cu(1)–O(8) 93.0(7)
Cu(1)–O(8) 1.958(21) O(3)–Cu(1)–O(5a) 117.6(7) O(3)–Cu(1)–O(7a) 114.3(7)
Cu(1)–O(6) 1.924(25) O(6)–Cu(1)–O(5a) 90.7(8) O(6)–Cu(1)–O(7a) 91.8(9)
Cu(1)–O(7a) 2.206(20) O(6)–Cu(1)–O(8) 179.2(8) O(8)–Cu(1)–O(5a) 89.0(8)
Cu(1)–O(5a) 2.164(18) O(8)–Cu(1)–O(7a) 87.8(8) C(1)–O(6)–Cu(1) 116.8(17)
N(1)–O(3) 1.340(30) C(4)–O(8)–Cu(1) 116.4(19) N(1)–O(3)–Cu(1) 123.7(12)
N(2)–O(4) 1.285(26)
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Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for (II)

Cu(1)–O(1) 2.239(5) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(2) 89.2(2) O(3)–Cu(1)–O(4) 92.1(2)
Cu(1)–O(2) 1.918(4) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(3) 100.3(2) O(3)–Cu(1)–O(5) 91.3(2)
Cu(1)–O(3) 1.904(4) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(4) 88.2(2) O(4)–Cu(1)–O(5) 169.2(3)
Cu(1)–O(4) 1.958(5) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(5) 101.4(2) Cu(1)–O(5)–N(1) 123.7(4)
Cu(1)–O(5) 1.959(5) O(2)–Cu(1)–O(3) 170.0(3)
N(1)–O(5) 1.307(6) O(2)–Cu(1)–O(4) 191.5(2)
N(2)–O(6) 1.274(7) O(2)–Cu(1)–O(5) 83.5(2)

ion and radical are assumed to be identical, and the between copper ion and radical, J is the exchange integral
complex can be schematized as shown below. between two copper ions, and other symbols have their

usual meanings. The magnetic susceptibility data (30–300j jJ(radical) NO-Cu-Cu-ON (radical) K) were simulated based on a standard least-squaresS S S S1 2 3 4
21 21procedure, giving J52124 cm , j5269 cm and

26The magnetic analysis was carried out using the magnetic g52.02, Na 5120310 . The agreement factor was
24 2equation based on the Heisenberg spin-exchange operator 1.07310 (F5o[(x T ) 2(x T ) ] /o(x T ) ).M obs M calc M obsˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆH522j(S S 1S S )22JS S , where the exchange inte-1 2 3 4 2 3 The data below 30 K largely deviate from the value of

gral, J or j, is negative for antiferromagnetic and positive theory, which may be caused by the intermolecular interac-
for ferromagnetic interactions. The mole susceptibility of tions and/or small noncoupled paramagnetic ions. uJu.u ju
the system (S 5S 5S 5S 51/2) is given in equation.1 2 3 4 indicates that an antiferromagnetic interaction between

copper (II) ions is stronger than the interaction between2 2N g b A0 copper and radical. The antiferromagnetic interaction]]] ]S Dx 5 1 NaM 21kT B between copper ions (J52124 cm ) is close to that of
21the compound [Cu(OOCCH ) (H O)] (J52143 cm )3 2 2 2A 5 10 exp(2E1/kT ) 1 2 exp(2E2/kT )

[18].
1 2 exp(2E3/kT ) 1 2 exp(2E4/kT ) Measurement of the susceptibility for

Cu(hfac) (NITmNO ) indicates that the complex is2 2
B 5 5 exp(2E1/kT ) diamagnetic, presumably as a result of a strong anti-

ferromagnetic interaction between unpaired electrons, due1 3[exp(2E2/kT ) 1 exp(2E3/kT ) 1 exp(2E4/kT )]
to a large overlap between magnetic orbitals. Similar

1 exp(2E5/kT ) 1 exp(2E6/kT )
behavior has already been observed for Cu(hfac) (NITPh)2

and Cu(hfac) (TEMPO) [19,20].2E1 5 2 j 2 0.5J, E2 5 j 2 0.5J, E3
2 2 1 / 2 2 2 1 / 2

5 0.5J 1 (J 1 j ) , E4 5 0.5J 1 (J 1 j ) ,

Acknowledgements2 2 1 / 2E5 5 j 1 0.5J 1 (4j 2 2jJ 1 J ) , E6
2 2 1 / 2

5 j 1 0.5J 2 (4j 2 2jJ 1 J ) , This work was supported by the National Natural
Science Foundation of China and the Foundation of a

where x is mole susceptibility, j is the exchange integralM Doctoral Special Grant of Chinese University.
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Abstract

A novel hexanuclear Zr(IV) complex, [Zr (O) (OH) (Ph CHCOO) (phen) ]?4CH CN (1), where phen denotes 1,10-phenanthroline,6 6 2 2 10 2 3

has been prepared and characterized on the basis of elemental analysis, infrared-spectroscopy measurements, and X-ray crystallography.
Complex 1 resides on a crystallographic inversion center, thus making only three of the six zirconium ions unique. The six zirconium ions
are arranged in apices of an octahedron. One Zr(IV) metal ion (Zr1) is individually joined with two Zr(IV) metal ions (Zr2, Zr3) by one
syn–syn bridging carboxylate group, and Zr1 has three m -O and one m -OH bridges through Zr2 and Zr3. The Zr2 atom is also3 3

connected by one syn–syn bridging carboxylate group through Zr3*. Moreover, Zr1 is coordinated by two nitrogen atoms of a bidentate
1,10-phenanthroline group with eight coordination. Besides these, Zr2 is coordinated by one carboxylate of a bidentate–chelate type,
completing the eight coordination. The Zr3 atom is coordinated by one monodentate carboxylate oxygen, consequently has a novel seven
coordination.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Hexanuclear Zr(IV) complex; 1,10-Phenanthroline; Elemental analysis; Infrared spectroscopy; X-ray crystallography

Zirconium(IV) ion forms a variety of carboxylate com- base of carboxylic acids and heterocyclic amine bases.
pounds. These compounds are still not very well character- This prompted us to prepare zirconium carboxylate com-
ized and few X-ray data for the compounds are available plexes with phen or bpy and to prove the O, N mixed
[1–10]. The observation that metal carboxylates are for- ligand complex with a m-carboxylato bridge. For this
mally analogous to organic esters, led researchers to purpose, diphenylacetic acid and phen were used, since we
consider whether or not transition metal carboxylates could have some knowledge concerning the flexible bridging
possibly be used as acylating agents. High oxidation state ability and stacking effect of the ligands through studies on
metal complexes were selected as model compounds, since other polynuclear metal complexes [16,17]. Here, we
it was expected that the high positive charge on the metal report on the first example of a hexanuclear Zr(IV) mixed
would increase the reactivity of the carboxylate ligand ligand complex with three different bridging anions (oxo,
towards nucleophile [11]. In addition the carboxylate hydroxo, and carboxylato). The complex is also unique for
chemistry of group-4 metals has generated much interest in the mixed coordination number of seven on two of Zr(IV)
titanium compounds concerning catalytical and biological ions and eight on four of Zr(IV) ions in the hexanuclear
activity [12]. Compared to titanium compounds, the molecule. The orientation of six Zr(IV) ions is charac-
chemistry of zirconium is less developed. Very few Werner teristically octahedral, and the m -OH and m -O bridges in3 3

type carboxylate complexes of zirconium(IV) have yet the trigonal surface are also a characteristic of this
been reported, and X-ray crystallographic studies on compounds. Precise discussions concerning the structure
Zr(IV) complexes with bridging conjugate base of mono- are made based on single-crystal X-ray crystallography.
basic acids are still rare [13]. Although 2,29-bipyridine
(bpy) and 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) complexes of Zr(IV)

1. Experimentalhave been reported [14,15], nothing has yet been reported
on mixed ligand complex of Zr(IV) ion with conjugate 1.1. Reagents and chemicals

*Corresponding author. Diphenylacetic acid and zirconium tetrachloride were of

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00357-X
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Table 1Aldrich (analytical reagent) grade. All other chemicals
Crystallographic data and data collection detailswere obtained from Wako, and were used as supplied.
Formula C H N O Zr172 140 8 28 6

FW 3314.35
1.2. Preparation of the complex Crystal dimensions /mm 0.2030.3030.40

Crystal system monoclinic
Space group P2 /n11.2.1. [Zr (O) (OH) (Ph CHCOO) (phen) ]?4CH CN (1)6 6 2 2 10 2 3 ˚a /A 18.64(1)A mixture of zirconium(IV) tetrachloride (0.233 g, 1 ˚b /A 25.065(7)

mmol), a solution of diphenylacetic acid (0.849 g, 4 ˚c /A 18.851(9)
mmol) in acetonitrile (40 ml) including triethylamine (0.40 b / 8 118.39 (4)

3˚V /A 7747(8)g, 4 mmol), and phen?H O (0.198 g, 1 mmol) was stirred2
Z 2for 1.5 h at 408C. Earlier precipitates were filtered off and

23Dc /g cm 1.421the filtrate was allowed to stand for several days. Colorless
F(000) 3384

21crystals were collected, washed with acetonitrile, and air- m(Mo Ka) /cm 4.53
dried at room temperature. The colorless crystals suggested No. of measured reflections 10510

No. of observations (I.2.5s (I)) 3422that all zirconium ions in complex 1 are tetravalent. The
No. of variables 909following analytical and IR data also satisfied above

aFinal residualsarguments. Yield: 0.457 g. Found: C, 62.29; H, 4.34; N,
R 0.066

3.28%. Calcd for C H N O Zr : C, 62.33; H, 4.26; N,172 140 8 28 6 Rw 0.056
21 23˚3.38%. IR (Nujol, cm ): n 3640; n 2248; n Largest peak in final Diff. fourier /e A 0.62OH C≡N asym(CO)

a 2 2 2 21600, 1538; n 1407, 1377; n 733, 520.sym(CO) Zr–N Function minimised: ow(uF u2uF u) , where w54F /s (F ); [ow(uF u2o c o o o
2 1 / 2uF u) /(N 2N )] where N 5number of observations, N 5number ofc o v o v

variables.1.3. Physical measurements
The final discrepancy factors: R5ouF u2uF u /ouF u and Rw5[(ow(uF u2o c o o

2 2 1 / 2uF u) /owF )] .c oCarbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen analyses were carried
out at the Service Center of Elemental Analysis, Kyushu
University. Infrared spectra were measured with a Perkin hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically, except for
Elmer 2000 FT-IR spectrophotometer in the region of eleven carbon atoms of C3, C7, C8, C12, C14, C29, C38,

214000–450 cm on Nujol mulls. C59, C74, C76 and C81. Refinements were carried out by
a full-matrix least-squares method. All of the hydrogen

1.4. X-ray crystal structure determination atoms were located at the calculated positions. The final
discrepancy factors, (R and Rw) are listed in Table 1.

A colorless crystal (0.2030.3030.40 mm) was coated The neutral-atom scattering factors were taken from
with epoxy glue to prevent efflorescence, and mounted on Cromer and Waber [19]. Anomalous dispersion effects
a Rigaku AFC5S automated four-circle diffractometer. The were included in F ; the values for Df 9 and Df 0 were thoseC

diffraction intensities were measured using graphite mono- of Cromer [19]. All of the calculations were performed
˚ using the TEXSAN [20] crystallographic software packagechromated Mo Ka radiation (l50.71069 A). The unit-cell

of Molecular Structure Corporation. Atomic coordinates,constants were determined from a least-squares refinement
full lists of bond distances and angles, and thermalusing setting angles of 18 carefully centered reflections in
parameters have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystal-the range of 15,2u ,308. The crystallographic data are
lographic Data Centre.listed in Table 1. The data were collected at a temperature

of 23618C using the w22u scan technique to a maximum
2u value of 55.08. The weak reflections (I,10s(I)) were
rescanned (maximum two rescans), and the counts were

2. Results and discussionaccumulated in order to assure good counting statistics.
Stationary background counts were recorded on each side

2.1. Crystal structureof the reflection. The ratio of the peak counting time was
2:1. The intensities of three representative reflections,

Complex 1 crystallizes in the monoclinic P2 /n spacewhich were measured after every 150 reflections, slightly 1

group and possesses a crystallographic inversion center,declined (ca. 1.5%). A linear correction factor was applied
thus making half of the molecule unique. An ORTEPto the data to account for these phenomena.
drawing of the molecule is shown in Fig. 1. Complex 1An empirical absorption correction, based on azimuthal
consists of a hexanuclear zirconium(IV) core where sixscans of several reflections, was applied, which resulted in
zirconium ions are arranged at the apices of an octahedrontransmission factors ranging from 0.94 to 1.00. The data
(Fig. 2). The Zr core, however, is slightly compressed inwere corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. The 6

˚the Zr3–Zr3* direction (4.737(4) A) with respect to Zr1–structure was solved by direct methods [18]. The non-
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nate geometry which can be described as Zr1 except two
carboxylato oxygens, binding with a bidentate–chelate
mode instead of phen. The zirconium ion of Zr3, however,
has a seven-coordinate geometry defined by the two
oxygens of bridging carboxylato, one oxygen of monode-
ntate carboxylato, and the other four coordination are same
as Zr1 or Zr2. The hexanuclear core is surrounded by a
total of 20 phenyl groups of diphenylacetate ions and two
phen groups. Selected bond distances and angles for 1 are
listed in Table 2. The three zirconium ions on each trigonal
surface of the octahedron form an almost regular triangle

˚with an average Zr . . . Zr distance of 3.42 A. This distance
is larger than that reported for the trinuclear complex,

5[Zr (m - O)(m - OH) (m - PhCOO) (h - C H ) ]PhCOO3 3 2 3 2 3 5 5 3
˚(3.354 A) [21] but shorter than that in our previous

report for the hexanuclear complex,
˚[Zr (OH) (OCH ) (Ph CHCOO) ]?2CH CN (3.54 A)6 8 3 4 2 12 3

[13]. The bond distances between the three zirconium ions
and the m -oxo oxygen (Zr–O ) and the m -hydroxo3 O 3

˚oxygen (Zr–O ) are in the range of 2.04(1)–2.18(1) AOH
˚ ˚(average, 2.08 A) and 2.25(1)–2.35(1) A (average, 2.29

Å), respectively. These bond distances of Zr–O areO
Fig. 1. An ORTEP drawing of complex 1. Phenyl rings are not shown for comparable to those reported for Zr(IV) complexes
clarity. ˚(2.00(9)–2.17(8) A) [22], whereas the average bond

˚distance of 2.29 A for Zr–O is longer than that forOH
˚ ˚ ˚Zr1* (4.877(4) A) and Zr2–Zr2* (4.911(4) A) directions. [Zr (OH) (OCH ) (Ph CHCOO) ]?2CH CN (2.15 A)6 8 3 4 2 12 3

Three zirconium ions on each trigonal surface of the [13] and also longer than those for Zr(IV) complexes with
˚octahedron are linked by a m -hydroxo or a m -oxo bridge. analogous bridging distances (2.10–2.14 A) [23–25]. The3 3

The Zr1 atom is individually connected with Zr2 and Zr3 bridging angles around m -O oxygens and m -O3 O 3 OH
by a syn–syn bridging carboxylato ligand. The Zr2 and oxygen are in the range of 104.3(4)–119.4(4)8 (average,
Zr3 atoms are joined to Zr3* and Zr2* by one syn–syn 109.68) and 98.4(4)–100.0(4)8 (average, 99.48), respective-
carboxylato bridge, respectively. An eight-coordination of ly, and are indicating the m -bridging oxide and hydroxide3

3 3Zr1 is formed with one hydroxo, three oxo oxygens, two oxygens have slightly distorted sp linkages. The sp
bridging carboxylato oxygens, and two nitrogens of one linkages are similar to those in [Zr (m -O)(m -OH) (m -3 3 2 3 2

5bidentate phen. Simultaneously, Zr2 has an eight-coordi- PhCOO) (h -C H ) ]PhCOO [21], [Zr Cp (m -CCO)(m -3 5 5 3 3 2 2 3

O)(O CNiPr ) ] [26] and2 2 6

[Zr (OH) (OCH ) (Ph CHCOO) ]?2CH CN [13] which6 8 3 4 2 12 3

have the Zr–m -O–Zr angles of about 1088. The average3

angle, 99.48 around the m -O oxygen is little bit narrow3 OH

than the average angle, 109.68 around the m -O oxygens3 O

in connection with the distances from O1, O2, O3, and O4
to the corresponding trigonal surfaces are 0.65, 0.73, 0.67,

˚and 1.08 A, respectively. This result confirms the O4 is
m -O oxygen rather than the m -O oxygen, since the3 OH 3 O

distance from the monovalent O4 atom to the corre-
sponding trigonal surface is longer than the distances from
the divalent O1, O2, and O3 atoms to the respective
surfaces as mentioned above. Moreover, the O4 . . . O14*

˚distance (2.70(2) A) indicates hydrogen bonding between
O4 and O14*, thus, O4 is fairly deviated from corre-
sponding trigonal surface and forming narrow angles
(average, 99.48).

The bond distances around Zr1 are as follows. TheFig. 2. Schematic drawing of complex 1 including view of Zr arrange-6
distances to the m -bridging oxide oxygens (Zr1–O ) andment, [Zr (OH) (O) ] system, and also zirconium ions with bridging 3 O6 2 6

carboxylates, bidentate carboxylates, monodentate carboxylates and bi- the m -bridging hydroxide oxygen (Zr1–O ) are in the3 OH
dentate phenanthroline groups. ˚ ˚range of 2.05(1)–2.12(1) A, and 2.28(1) A, respectively.
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 1

Zr1–O1 2.12(1) Zr1–O2 2.06(1) Zr1–O3 2.05(1)
Zr1–O4 2.28(1) Zr1–O5 2.21(1) Zr1–O7 2.23(1)
Zr1–N1 2.39(1) Zr1–N2 2.41(1) Zr2–O1 2.05(1)

* *Zr2–O2 2.18(1) Zr2–O3 2.06(1) Zr2–O4 2.35(1)
Zr2–O6 2.21(1) Zr2–O9 2.25(1) Zr2–O11 2.27(1)

*Zr2–O12 2.30(1) Zr3–O1 2.04(1) Zr3–O2 2.04(1)
*Zr3–O3 2.141(9) Zr3–O4 2.25(1) Zr3–O8 2.24(1)

Zr3–O10 2.17(1) Zr3–O13 2.13(1) Zr3 . . . O14 3.68(1)
Zr1 . . . Zr2 3.374(3) Zr1 . . . Zr3 3.325(3) Zr2 . . . Zr3 3.484(3)

* * *Zr1 . . . Zr2 3.546(3) Zr1 . . . Zr3 3.473(3) Zr2 . . . Zr3 3.338(3)
* * *Zr1 . . . Zr1 4.877(4) Zr2 . . . Zr2 4.911(4) Zr3 . . . Zr3 4.737(4)

*O14 . . . O4 2.70(2)
Zr1–O1–Zr2 108.1(4) Zr1–O1–Zr3 106.3(4) Zr2–O1–Zr3 116.8(5)

* *Zr1–O2–Zr2 105.5(4) Zr1–O2–Zr3 115.7(5) Zr2–O2–Zr3 104.3(4)
* *Zr1–O3–Zr2 119.4(4) Zr1–O3–Zr3 105.0(4) Zr2 –O3–Zr3 105.2(4)
* * * *Zr1–O4–Zr2 99.7(4) Zr1–O4–Zr3 100.0(4) Zr2 –O4–Zr3 98.4(4)

O1–Zr1–O2 73.7(4) O1–Zr1–O3 74.3(4) O1–Zr1–O4 115.1(4)
O1–Zr1–O5 79.9(4) O1–Zr1–O7 78.3(4) O1–Zr1–N1 142.5(5)
O1–Zr1–N2 147.7(6) O2–Zr1–O3 110.2(4) O2–Zr1–O4 70.2(4)
O2–Zr1–O5 79.6(4) O2–Zr1–O7 143.8(4) O2–Zr1–N1 141.5(5)
O2–Zr1–N2 82.7(5) O3–Zr1–O4 70.4(4) O3–Zr1–O5 148.1(4)
O3–Zr1–O7 83.3(4) O3–Zr1–N1 78.9(5) O3–Zr1–N2 135.8(5)
O4–Zr1–O5 139.3(4) O4–Zr1–O7 144.5(4) O4–Zr1–N1 78.9(4)
O4–Zr1–N2 75.4(4) O5–Zr1–O7 73.2(4) O5–Zr1–N1 113.0(5)
O5–Zr1–N2 74.3(5) O7–Zr1–N1 72.8(4) O7–Zr1–N2 111.5(5)
N1–Zr1–N2 67.5(6) O1–Zr2–O2 72.4(4) O1–Zr2–O3 107.7(4)
O1–Zr2–O4 70.4(4) O1–Zr2–O6 81.7(4) O1–Zr2–O9 146.1(4)
O1–Zr2–O11 135.0(4) O1–Zr2–O12 81.5(4) O2–Zr2–O3 74.5(4)
O2–Zr2–O4 115.1(4) O2–Zr2–O6 79.3(4) O2–Zr2–O9 78.5(4)
O2–Zr2–O11 152.6(4) O2–Zr2–O12 145.9(4) O3–Zr2–O4 68.8(4)
O3–Zr2–O6 147.6(4) O3–Zr2–O9 80.3(4) O3–Zr2–O11 93.7(4)
O3–Zr2–O12 135.8(4) O4–Zr2–O6 141.4(4) O4–Zr2–O9 140.0(4)
O4–Zr2–O11 81.9(4) O4–Zr2–O12 74.5(3) O6–Zr2–O9 76.0(4)
O6–Zr2–O11 101.2(4) O6–Zr2–O12 75.5(4) O9–Zr2–O11 75.1(4)
O9–Zr2–O12 116.3(4) O11–Zr2–O12 56.7(4) O1–Zr3–O2 112.6(4)
O1–Zr3–O3 74.0(4) O1–Zr3–O4 72.9(4) O1–Zr3–O8 78.1(4)
O1–Zr3–O10 148.1(4) O1–Zr3–O13 116.0(4) O2–Zr3–O3 75.7(4)
O2–Zr3–O4 71.1(4) O2–Zr3–O8 151.7(4) O2–Zr3–O10 80.5(4)
O2–Zr3–O13 111.4(4) O3–Zr3–O4 118.1(4) O3–Zr3–O8 82.9(4)
O3–Zr3–O10 82.0(4) O3–Zr3–O13 161.7(4) O4–Zr3–O8 136.4(4)
O4–Zr3–O10 138.3(4) O4–Zr3–O13 80.1(4) O8–Zr3–O10 78.4(4)
O8–Zr3–O13 84.3(4) O10–Zr3-O13 82.6(4)

Symmetry code: 12x, 2y, 12z.

The distances to the carboxylato oxygens (Zr3–O ) are oxygen atoms of bridging carboxylates, O –Zr1–O ;COO COO COO
˚ ˚ (iii) the bond angles of the Zr1 ion between the bridgingin the range of 2.21(1)–2.23(1) A (average, 2.22 A). This

˚ oxo and the bridging hydroxo oxygens, O –Zr1–O ; (iv)average Zr1–O distance (2.22 A) is almost identical to O OHCOO
˚ the bond angles of the Zr1 ion between the bridging oxothe average Zr–O distance (2.20 A) reported forCOO

7 and the bridging carboxylato oxygens, O –Zr1–O ; (v)Na Zr(C O ) 3H O , [Zr (OH) (OCH ) (Ph CHCOO)- O COO4 2 4 4 2 6 8 3 4 2
the bond angles of the Zr1 ion between the bridging]?2CH CN [13], and the other Zr(IV) complexes with12 3
hydroxo and the bridging carboxylato oxygens, O –Zr1–eight-coordination [27–30]. The bond distances from Zr1 OH

˚ O . These angles fall in the range of 73.7(4)–74.3(3)8to the phen nitrogens, Zr1–N1 and Zr1–N2, are 2.39(1) A COO

˚ and 110.2(4)8 for O –Zr1–O ; 70.2(4)–70.4(4)8 andand 2.41(1) A, respectively. These Zr–N distances are O O

115.1(4)8 for O –Zr1–O ; 73.2(4) for O –Zr1–longer than those reported for the complexes, ZrCl (bpy) O OH COO4
˚ ˚ O ; 78.3(4)–83.3(4)8 and 143.8(4)–148.1(4)8 for O –(2.30 A) [14], ZrCl (phen) (2.36 A) [15] and ZrCl (py) COO O4 4 2
˚ Zr1–O ; 139.3(4)–144.5(4)8 for O –Zr1–O , re-(2.37 A) [31]. The O–Zr1–O angles in the Zr1N O COO OH COO2 6

spectively. Beside these, angles of N–Zr1–O , N–Zr1–coordination sphere are classified into five types: (i) the O

O , N–Zr1–O , and N–Zr1–N are also distributed inangles around the Zr1 ion with oxygen atoms of bridging OH COO

the range of 78.9(5)–82.7(5)8 and 135.8(5)–147.7(6)8 foroxo, O –Zr1–O ; (ii) the angles around the Zr1 ion withO O
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N–Zr1–O ; 75.4(4)–78.9(4)8 for N–Zr1–O ; 72.8(4)– of three m -oxo and one m -hydroxo bridging oxygensO OH 3 3

74.3(5)8 and 111.5(5)–113.0(5)8 for N–Zr1–O ; (O1, O2, O3*, O4*) and the other square face consistingCOO

67.5(6)8 for N–Zr1–N, respectively. In the case of an of two bridging carboxylato and bidentate carboxylato
eight-coordinate system with the ideal square-antiprismatic oxygens (O6, O9, O11, O12) (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(b)).

The coordination environment of Zr3 is different fromgeometry, the angles around a central atom to the sur-
that of the Zr2. For the Zr3; one square face formed withrounding atoms are at 74.868, 118.538, and 141.598 [32].

˚three m -oxo oxygens (Zr3–O152.04(1) A, Zr3–O2*The former narrow angle is formed with neighbouring 3
˚ ˚52.04(1) A, Zr3–O352.141(9) A) and one m -hydroxodirections, and the later two are formed by more remote 3

˚oxygen (Zr3–O4* 52.25(1) A), and the other triangle facedirections. Thus, the coordination environment of the
formed with two bridging carboxylato oxygens (O8, O10)eight-coordinate Zr1 ion is best described as a slightly
and one monodentate carboxylato oxygen (O13). Hereby,distorted square-antiprism defined by two square faces; one
the triangle face formed for Zr3 instead of square face duesquare face consisting of three oxo and one hydroxide

˚to the large distance, 3.68(1) A from Zr3 to neighbouroxygens (O1, O2, O3, and O4), and another one consisting
oxygen atom O14 (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(c)). Not only that,of two carboxylate oxygens and two nitrogens of phen
O14 is involved for the hydrogen bonding towards O4*.(O5, O7, N1, and N2) (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(a)).
The bond distances from Zr3 to the bridging carboxylatoThe bond distances from Zr2 to the m -oxo oxygens3

˚ oxygens (O8, O10) and the monodentate carboxylato(O1, O2, O3*) are in the range of 2.05(1)–2.18 (1) A, and
˚ ˚ ˚oxygen (O13) are 2.24(1) A, 2.17(1) A, and 2.13(1) A,those bond distances are shorter than the Zr2–O4* (m -3

˚ respectively. The accommodated bond angles around Zr3O oxygen) distance of 2.35(1) A. Those of Zr2 to theOH

are in the angular distribution of 74.0(4)–75.7(4)8 andsyn–syn bridging carboxylato oxygens (Zr2–O6, Zr2–O9)
112.6(4)8 for O –Zr3–O ; 71.1(4)–72.9(4)8 andand the bidentate chelating carboxylato oxygens (Zr2– O O

˚ ˚ 118.1(4)8 for O –Zr3–O ; 78.1(4)–82.9(4)8 andO11, Zr2–O12) are (2.21(1) A, 2.25(1) A) and (2.27(1) O OH
˚ ˚ 148.1(4)–151.7(4)8 for O –Zr3–O ; 111.4(4)–A, 2.30(1) A), respectively. The bond angles around Zr2 O COO(bridging)

116.0(4)8 and 161.78 for O –Zr3–O , respec-are distributed from the angles of 72.4(4)–74.5(4)8 and O COO(monodentate)

tively. Moreover, the angles of O –Zr3–107.7(4)8 for O –Zr2–O ; 68.8(4)–70.4(3)8 and COO(bridging)O O

O , O –Zr3–O , O –Zr3–115.1(4)8 for O –Zr2–O ; 78.5(4)–81.7(4)8 and COO(bridging) OH COO(monodentate) OHO OH

O , O –Zr2–O , are de-146.1(4)–147.6(4)8 for O –Zr2–O ; 81.5(4)– COO(bridging) COO(bridging) COO(monodentate)O COO(bridging)

scribed in the range of 78.4(4)8, 80.1(4)8, 136.4(4)–93.7(4)8 and 135.0(4)–152.6(4)8 for O –Zr2–O

138.3(4)8, and 82.6(3)–84.3(4)8, respectively.O ; 75.1(4)–75.5(4)8 and 101.2(4)–116.3(4)8COO(bidentate)

The Zr–O bond distances in complex 1 are classifiedfor O –Zr2–O , respectively. In addi-COO(bridging) COO(bidentate)

into three types of Zr–O , Zr–O , and Zr–O .tion, the angles of O –Zr2–O , O OH COO(bridging)COO(bridging) COO(bridging)

The average Zr–O bond distances are in the order ofO –Zr2–O , O –Zr2– OCOO(bidentate) COO(bidentate) OH
˚ ˚ ˚Zr3–O (2.07 A),Zr1–O (2.08 A),Zr2–O (2.10 A).O , and O –Zr2–O are also as- O O OCOO(bridging) OH COO(bidentate)

Similarly, the Zr–O bond distances are in the order ofsigned within the angles of 76.0(4)8, 56.7(4)8, 140.0(4)– OH
˚ ˚Zr3–O (2.25(1) A),Zr1–O (2.28(1) A),Zr2–O141.4(4)8, and 74.5(3)–81.9(3)8, respectively. Thus, the OH OH OH

˚coordination environment around Zr2 is obviously a (2.35(1) A). The same order maintained in these two
distorted square-antiprism with one square face consisting types, whereas the deviation is larger on the Zr–OOH

Fig. 3. Perspective view through the axis of Zr1–Zr1* (a), Zr2–Zr2* (b), and Zr3–Zr3* (c).
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Abstract

The acid-base behaviour of the N-2-(4-amino-1-methyl-5-nitroso-6-oxo-1,6-dihydropyrimidinyl) potassium L-alaninate (KL) and its
reactivity with Ag(I), Cd(II) and Pd(II) metal ions have been studied. Three solid species with formulae AgL?3H O, CdL ?6H O and2 2 2

1 13PdClL?H O have been obtained and characterized by IR, H and C NMR spectroscopic methods and thermal, conductivity and magnetic2
4measurements. The structure of hAg((h -m -L)]?3H Oj has been established by single-crystal X-ray diffraction and consists in a3 2 n

3D-polymer. Within the polymer each Ag(I) ion is tetrahedrally coordinated to three differents L anions, while each ligand is coordinated
4in a rather unusual h -m coordination mode. Spectroscopic data show a similar coordination mode for the Cd(II) complex, while for the3

Pd(II) one a different coordination mode is proposed.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Coordination; Metal; Pyrimidine; Bioinorganic

1. Introduction N-2-(4-amino-1-methyl-5-nitroso-6-oxo-1,6-
dihydropyrimidinyl) as N-substituent. The way in which

Amino acids, widely distributed in living systems, acts this substituent influences the reactivity of the amino acidic
as biological ligands and their metal adducts are of residue is determined by its p-electron demand character,
biological importance [1–7]. since the lone electron pair on the N atom of this residue is

The introduction of a substituent at the amino group in a involved in the p delocalized system of the pyrimidine
a-amino acid gives rise to a series of compounds called ring, thus diminishing the basicity of the NH group. When
N-protected amino acids, which are important in view of the amino acid is glycine, at neutral pH, we have found
its special usefulness in peptide synthesis with markedly that this residue interacts against metal ions [Mn(II),
reducing racemization [2,8]. The involvement of these Cu(II), Zn(II) and Cd(II)] through the carboxylate group in
compounds in biological processes have been proved in mono and bidentate mode [14].
many cases. Some authors have postulated the N-acetyl In this paper we report on the reactivity of N-2-(4-
amino acids as starting material in some peptide bio- amino-1-methyl-5-nitroso-6-oxo-1,6-dihydropyrimidinyl)
synthesis and N-acetyl and N-benzyloxycarbonyl amino potassium L-alaninate (KL) with Ag(I), Cd(II) and Pd(II)
acids to participate in other natural processes [1]. On the ions. This study was carried out on aqueous solutions, in
other hand the chelating behaviour of an amino acid can be the case of the Ag(I) ion, by using a potentiometric
modified, related to that of their N-protected derivatives, procedure (see experimental section) and it led us to

2depending on the nature of the N-substituent [9–13]. In identify species with AgL and [AgL ] stoichiometries. A2

previous studies we have investigated the ligating be- solid with AgL?3H O stoichiometry was also isolated2

haviour of a serie of N-substituted amino acids with under appropriate conditions.
In the cases of Cd(II) and Pd(II) precipitation of

*Corresponding author. complexes at very low concentration values of the ligand

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00359-3
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prevented the corresponding solution study. Solid species From the resulting solution a brown powdered precipitate
with CdL ?6H O and PdClL?H O stoichiometries were appeared inmediatly. This precipitate was filtered off,2 2 2

isolated and characterized by elemental analysis, spectro- washed with ethanol and diethyl ether, and dried over
1 13scopic techniques (IR, H and C NMR) and, thermal, P O . Anal. Found: C, 23.48; H, 2.92; N, 17.13. Calc. for4 10

conductivity and magnetic measurements. C H N O PdCl: C, 23.90; H, 3.01; N, 17.50%.8 18 5 8

2.3. Apparatus
2. Experimental

IR spectra were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer 1760X
2.1. Reagents FT-IR spectrophotometer, from KBr pellets of the samples,

21 1 13in the 4000 to 250 cm range. H and C NMR spectra
N-2-(4-amino-1-methyl-5-nitroso-6-oxo-1,6- were recorded with a Bruker AMX-300, using DMSO-d6dihydropyrimidinyl) potassium L-alaninate dihydrated, as solvent and TMS as internal standard. The TG, DTG

(KL)?2H O, was prepared as follows. To a solution of2 and DSC diagrams were obtained with a Shimadzu TG-50-
L-alanine (2.23 g) in KOH 1M (24 ml) a suspension of H thermobalance in a dynamic pure air atmosphere (100

21 214-amino-1-methyl-2-metoxy-5-nitroso-6-oxo-1,6- ml?min ) and a heating rate of 208C?min . The poten-
dihydropyrimidine (24.7 mmol) in acetonitrile (75 ml) was tiometric assembly was described in a previous work [15].
added. The mixture was heated under reflux during 50 min, For the pH and e.m.f. measurements, calomel K4040 and
and then, the solvent was evaporated under vacuum. The glass G2040B Radiometer electrodes were used. The
solid residue was dissolved in methanol and then, 40 ml of sample solutions were titrated at 35.060.18C under a
acetonitrile were added up to precipitation of a violet solid continuous flow of nitrogen previously bubbled through
which was filtered off and washed repeatedly with diethyl ascarite.
ether and dried over P O . Anal. Found: C, 30.68; H,4 10

4.42; N, 21.74. Calc. for C H N O ?2H O: C, 30.48; H,8 10 5 4 2 2.4. Procedure4.42; N, 22.21%.
Standardized Ag(I) nitrate solution (Panreac) was used

Calibration of the electrodes [16], and the ionic productfor potentiometric experiments. Solid compounds AgNO ,3 of the medium [17] were carried out as already reportedCdCl and Na PdCl were purschased from Aldrich and2 2 4 [14,15]. The SUPERQUAD program was used to processused without further purification.
titration data [18] in order to calculate protonation andIn the potentiometric mesurements water PA-ACS (Pan-
stability constants. The protonation equilibria of KL werereac) was used as solvent and KOH 0.1M and HCl 0.1M
studied at 358C, in 0.1M KNO ionic strength and [KL]53volumetric solutions (SVc panreac) were used in the

231.46?10 M. The complex formation equilibria werecalibration of the electrodes.
obtained in aqueous solutions at [KL] / [Ag(I)] ratios 1:1
and 4:1 at 358C, in 0.1 M KNO ionic strenght.32.2. Preparation of the complexes

42.2.1. hAg((h -m -L)]?3H Oj (1) 2.5. X-ray data collection and structure determination3 2 n

To a solution of KL (1mmol) in 50 ml of water, AgNO3

(3 mmol) was added under stirring. From the resulting Single crystal data collection was performed on a violet
solution (pH55.5) a purple crystalline precipitate ap- crystal with dimensions 0.50 x 0.18 x 0.05 mm with a
peared. The precipitate was filtered off and washed with Siemens P4 diffractometer using graphite M K (l5o a

˚ethanol and diethyl ether, and dried over P O Anal. 0.71073 A) radiation. Crystal data and details of the4 10.

Found: C, 23.81; H, 3.92; N, 16.82. Calc. for structure determination are included in Table 1. The unit
C H N O Ag: C, 23.81; H, 3.92; N, 17.40%. cell parameters were calculated by least-squares refinement8 10 5 7

of 25 well centred reflections in the range 15,2u ,458.
2.2.2. CdL 6H O (2) The data were collected by v /2u scan mode and were2? 2

This compound was obtained by following the same corrected for Lorenz and polarization effects. Absorption
procedure as in the case of the Ag(I) complex, using correction was applied via an empirical i scan. The
CdCl as metallic reagent. The pink powered solid was structure was solved by direct methods and subsequent2

washed with ethanol and diethyl ether, and dried over Fourier syntheses with the SHELXTL-PC V5.0 package
P O . Anal. Found: C, 27.48; H, 4.22; N, 19.83. Calc. for [19]. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically in4 10

C H N O Cd: C, 27.42; H, 4.23; N, 20.03%. the final cycles, while hydrogen were placed at their16 32 10 14

calculated position and were refined isotropically riding on
2.2.3. PdClL?H O (3) the previous atoms. Neutral atomic scattering and disper-2

To a solution of KL (1 mmol) in 50 ml of water a sion factors were those included in the SHELXTL-PC
concentrated solution of Na [PdCl ] (1 mmol) was added. program.2 4
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Table 1 suggest that this process takes place on the carboxyate
Crystal data and structure refinement for 1 group of the amino acid residue, as in the case of the
Empirical formula C8 H16 Ag N5 O7 N-substituted glycine homologue of HL [20], while the
Formula weight 402.13 second protonation occurs on the pyrimidinic moiety, as
Temperature 293(2) K 1suggest the logK value for the LH1H 5LH process2Wavelength 0.71073 A

(logK5logb 2logb 52.44).012 011Crystal system Orthorhombic
Previously acidified solutions (HNO ) containing HL/Space group P2 2 2 31 1 1

˚Unit cell dimensions a55.9630(10) A Ag(I) mixtures at 4:1 and 1:1 molar ratios were titrated
˚b512.633(3) A with 0.1M KOH at 358C and 0.1M KNO ionic strenght in3˚c517.556(4) A

3 order to study the complex formation processes. The˚Volume, Z 1322.5(5) A , 4
3 species formed in the [HL] / [Ag(I)]51/1 system and theirDensity (calculated) 2.020 g/cm

21 formation constants were obtained from 108 experimentalAbsorption coefficient 1.569 mm
F(000) 808 points in the 2.3–9.3 pH range. The best fit for the
Crystal size 0.5030.1830.05 mm experimental data (s 51.38) points out the formation offit
u range for data collection 1.99 to 29.97 deg. AgL and Ag(OH) species. Distribution species plots
Limiting indices 0#h#8, 0#k#17, 0#l#24

appear in Fig. 1, showing that at pH values over 3.5 theReflections collected 2103
major species existing in the medium is AgL, whereas theIndependent reflections 2103 [R(int)50.0000]

2Refinement method Full-matrix l.s. on F Ag(OH) species exists only at pH values over 9.
Data / restraints /parameters 2097/0 /190 The study of the HL/Ag(I) system in 4:1 molar ratio

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.061 indicates the formation of one species with ligand/metal
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0340, wR250.0890

stoichiometry higher than 1:1. The best fit (s 53.60) forfitR indices (all data) R150.0381, wR250.0966
Absolute structure parameter 0.04(5)

23˚Largest diff. peak and hole 1.081 and 20.761 e.A

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Solution study

The protonation equilibria of KL have been studied
potentiometrically by titration of acidified aqueous solu-
tions (HCl) of KL at 358C and 0.1 M KNO ionic strenght,3

using 0.1 M KOH as titrating. The species formed are
labelled by the (pqr) parameters which define the number
of metal ions, deprotonated ligands and protons. Protona-
tion contants were obtained from 108 experimental points
in the 2.7–11.0 pH range. The protonation processes are
those corresponding to Eq. (1)Eq. (2) given below and the
corresponding log b values are given in Table 2.

1 2H 1 L 5 HL (b ) (1)011

2 1HL 1 L 5 H L (b ) (2)2 012

The first protonation constant value (log b 53.88)011

Table 2
1 1Equilibrium data for the formation of H and Ag species with KL (358C

in 0.1M KNO )3

KL/Ag(I) molar ratio Species (pqr) Process logb

1 2– (011) H 1L 5HL 3.88 (3)
1 2– (012) 2H 1L 5H L 6.30 (4)2
1 21/1 (110) Ag 1L 5AgL 3.69 (1)
1 2 24/1 (120) Ag 12L 5AgL 7.96 (9)2
1 11/1 and 4/1 (1022) Ag 5Ag(OH)1H 28.66 (1)

a, Values in parentheses are the standard deviation corresponding to the Fig. 1. Distribution species diagram as a pH function for [HL] / [Ag(I)]
last significant digit. system: a) 1 /1 molar ratio; b) 4 /1 molar ratio.
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deprotonated carboxylate group, the exocyclic O(6) atom
4and the nitroso group. This h -coordination mode of the

ligand is of interest since represents the highest coordina-
tion number found by us with this family of pyrimidine-
amino acids ligands. Thus, when these ligands coordinate
to a metal ion monodentately, through the carboxylate
group, or in a bidentate chelating fashion, through the N(5)
and O(6) atoms, we have obtained mononuclear complex-
es; however when the coordination number is three, using
as donor atoms the carboxylate group and the N(5) and
O(6) atoms, polynuclear complexes, usually infinite

Fig. 2. A perspective view of the asymmetric unit for 1. chains, have been found [14]. Taken this into account the
structure of 1 could be also described as a set of infinite
chains running parallel to the Z axis, which are linked to

the experimental data (111 experimental points in the form the tridimensional packing by the nitroso group, see
2.3–9.3 pH range) corresponds to the formation of Fig. 3. This group bridges two silver ions belonging to

2[AgL ] species, which is present at pH over 3, and different chains adopting a cis conformation (Ag-N(5)-2

Ag(OH) species which predominates at pH values over O(5)-Ag510.438), which is due to the existence of an
8.5. intramolecular hydrogen bond between the O(5) and the

When the possible formation of polymeric species were H-N(4) atoms. A similar bridging coordination mode has
taken into account the s values for these hypotesis worse been reported for a polynuclear Ag(I) complex with afit

indicating that under these experimental conditions only pyrimidine derivative ligand [25]. Finally it should be
monomeric species of the deprotonated ligand are formed. noted that, even though homo-polynuclear silver complex-
Log b and logb values, see Table 2, are in the es with pyrimidine derivatives as ligand are known [26–110 120

2expected range [21–24] for a weak CO -Ag(I) interaction 30], to the best of our knowledge this is the first example2

corresponding to the formation of a monodentate 1 /1 and exhibiting a 3-D structure.
1
] monomeric species. Finally, it should be noted Ag(I)2

complexes detected in solution are, as expected, very
different from the polymeric species obtained in solid
state.

3.2. Solid study

4The crystal structure of h[Ag(h -m -L)]?3H Oj 1 con-3 2 n

sists in a tridimensional network of silver ions connected
by the pyrimidine ligands and crystal lattice water mole-
cules, which are involved in an extended hydrogen bonds
network.

Within the asymmetric unit, see Fig. 2, the Ag(I) ion is
tetracoordinated in a distorted tetrahedral arrangement.
Each Ag(I) ion coordinates to three different ligands with

˚bond lengths ranging from 2.25 to 2.58 A, see Table 3,
while, in turn, each pyrimidine ligand coordinates in a

4
h -m -bridging fashion to three Ag(I) ions through the3

Table 3
Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for 1

iAg(1)-O(24) 2.251(3) Ag(1)-N(5) 2.307(4)
iiAg(1)-O(6) 2.489(4) Ag(1)-O(5) 2.576(3)

i iO(24) -Ag(1)-N(5) 140.34(13) O(24) -Ag(1)-O(6) 128.03(12)
i iiN(5)-Ag(1)-O(6) 68.91(12) O(24) -Ag(1)-O(5) 94.39(12)

ii iiN(5)-Ag(1)-O(5) 125.15(13) O(6)-Ag(1)-O(5) 80.26(12)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:[1 2 x 1 3/
2, 2 y,z 2 1/2 [2x 2 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 2[3 2 x 1 3/2, 2 y,z 1 1/
2 [4x 1 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 2 Fig. 3. A perspective view of the chain complex running parallel to the Z

axis for 1.
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In the IR spectrum of 1 the n(NO) band is masked by All the above data suggest that L in compound 3 is not
n(C5N)1n(C5C) stretching vibrations, but an important expected to be coordinated in a bidentate fashion, but it

2feature concerns the n(CO ) and n(C5O) bands could act as a bridging ligand interacting through O(5) to a2 asym pyrim
21 Pd(II) ion and trhough the carboxylate to the next Pd(II)was observed; these bands (1573 and 1680 cm ) are

ion. Thus, a probable square planar arrangement of a watershifted to lower frequencies with respect to those of the
21 1 molecule, a chlorine ion, the O(5) atom and the car-free ligand (1630 and 1691 cm , respectively). In the H

13 boxylate group around each metal ion would be expectedand C NMR spectra of 1, the signals corresponding to
in this complex.the hydrogen and carbon atoms of the pyrimidinic moiety,

appear at the same field values as in L spectrum. The
different chemical shift in the two hydrogens of the N(4)-
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Abstract

2The anion 2-(5-amino-3,4-dicyano-2H-pyrrol-2-ylidene)-1,1,2-tricyanoethanide (L9, C H N ), after isomerization to 1,2,6,7-tetra-11 2 7

cyano-3,5-dihydro-3,5-diimino-pyrrolizinide (L), forms different metal-complexes with mercury depending on the experimental
conditions. Pure compounds were isolated from the reactions HL1CH HgAc in CH CN and NaL91HgAc in AcH/H O. They are3 3 2 2

CH HgL and HgL . From their optical spectra, compared to those of phthalocyaninato- or other well-known pyrrolizinato-complexes, the3 2

coordination geometry of Hg(II) in these species is supposed to be trigonal planar and trigonal monopyramidal, respectively. CH HgL3
1was characterized also by H NMR: (CD CN, d, ppm) 0.886 (CH ), 8.733 (NH). From the reactions in water between NaL9 and HgCl or3 3 2

HgClO complex mixtures of polynuclear complexes were isolated of composition: 0.826 [Hg ClL (OH)]?0.174 [Hg L (OH) ]?2.064 2 2 4 3 5

H O (A) or 0.588 [Hg L ]?0.412 [Hg L(OH) ]?3.53 H O (B), respectively. The formulae A and B were based on thermogravimetric and2 2 2 2 3 2

elemental analysis data. Indirect evidences, based on XPS data, for the existence of the pyrrolizinato–Hg(I) complex are also given.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Mercury; Complexes; Pyrrolizinato; Tetracyanoethylene; XPS

In a recent paper [1] we emphasized the peculiar valuable information for a successfull elaboration of the
properties of L9 as specific indicator dye for Hg(II) in composite material based on it as sensor for the same
water. Firstly, L9 isomerizes to L on coordination to Hg(II) metal.
(Scheme) with a consequent bathochromic shift of the Thus, we have undertaken an investigation of the
main absorption visible band (L9: l 5550 nm; [HgL]: resulting products from the homogeneous reaction inmax

l 5650 nm); the same too occurs when L9 coordinates solution between L9 and Hg(II), varying the reactionmax

to other late transition metal(II) cations (Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, solvent and the starting material for the ligand (NaL9 or
Zn, Pd). Secondly, the resulting [HgL] complex is stable HL), and/or for the Hg(II)-salt: CH HgCH COO3 3

and soluble in water within the analytical concentration (MeHgAc) or HgAc or HgCl or Hg(ClO ) . The re-2 2 4 2
23 25range investigated (10 –10 M), differently from the action product between Hg(I)ClO and L9 has been also4

other [ML] complexes, which all but [Cl PdL]Na [2] are examined. Here we report the results of these studies.2

either unstable or insoluble in water.
Now, we are planning to covalently immobilize L9 on

the surface of a suitable polymeric matrix (Mx), in order to 1. Experimental
fully exploit its photometric properties as composite
material (Mx/L9) in the construction of optical fiber 1.1. General
sensors for Hg(II) in water. Although the coordination
properties of a ligand may in general change depending on Optical spectra were recorded on a Cary 5 and IR
the physical state when in operation, the knowledge spectra on a Perkin–Elmer 16F PC FT spectrometer.
however of the various complexes that it can afford with a X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were carried out on a
given metal cation in homogeneous solution could be a VG ESCALAB MK II spectrometer located at the Servizio

ESCA del CNR, Area della Ricerca di Roma. The Al
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1396-906-72567; Fax: 1396-906-25849. Ka radiation was used as the energy source (hn51486.61,2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00360-X
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1lack of oxygen in them. H NMR of sublimed MeHgL
(CD CN, d, ppm): 0.886 (s with satellites, 3.6 H, CH ),3 3

8.733 (br, 2.0 H, 2NH), J(Hg–CH )5218.76 Hz.3

1.4. Preparation of HgL2

A solution of NaL9 (0.10 g, 0.392 mmol) in AcH (10
3cm ) was added to a solution of HgAc (0.249 g, 0.7832

3eV). The binding energy (BE) scale was calibrated by mmol) in AcH/H O (1/1, 20 cm ) at room temperature.2
taking the Au 4f peak at 84.0060.05 eV from a gold After stirring for 1 h, purple microcrystals started to7 / 2

foil (99.99%) reference sample. The samples were dusted separate. The precipitation was complete after adding some
3as thin films onto a scratched gold foil to reduce the more water (30 cm ). The final product was filtered off,

charging effects. The accuracy of the BE’s was 60.2 eV, washed with water and dried in the oven (608C) in vacuo.
and the reproducibility of the results was within this value. Yield 0.11 g (0.157 mmol, 80%). It was analyzed as
In order to increase the signal to noise ratio, each spectrum HgL ?2H O. Found: C, 37.64; H, 1.08; N, 27.71; Hg,2 2
was evaluated as the average of twelve scans collected 28.40; O, 4.67; WL , 5.1%. Calc. for C H N HgO :TGA 22 8 14 2
during a total time interval of 30 min. C, 37.70; H, 1.15; N, 27.97; Hg, 28.62; O, 4.56%; H O,2

Thermal gravimetric and differential thermal analyses 5.1%.
(TGA, DTA) were performed with a Du Pont 950 ap-
paratus. All the compounds but MeHgL (see later) showed 1.5. Reaction of HgCl with NaL92thermograms characterized by a gradual endothermal
weight loss (WL), with no inflection points in the tempera- NaL9 (0.18 g, 0.71 mmol) was added to a solution of
ture range investigated (from room temperature to 1408C). 3HgCl (2.0 g, 7.37 mmol) in water (50 cm ) at room2WL9s have been used to calculate the water molar content temperature. Immediately, a blue microcrystalline solid
in the compounds. started to separate. After 2 h the precipitation was com-1The H spectra have been obtained in CD CN solution3 plete. The resulting powder was collected, washed with
with a Bruker AMX-600 spectrometer. The chemical shifts water and dried. Yield 0.16 g (0.15 mmol, 45%). It was
were referred to the residual CHD CN proton (1.971 ppm)2 analyzed as 0.826 [Hg ClL (OH)]?0.174 [Hg L (OH) ]?2 2 4 3 5of CD CN. The measurements were performed at room3 2.06 H O. Found: C, 26.55; H, 0.68, N, 19.58; Cl, 2.75;2temperature (ca. 248C). Elemental analyses were by Malis- Hg, 44.20; O, 5.68; WL , 3.7%. Calcd. forTGAsa and Reuter Analytische Laboratorien, Elbach, Germany C H N Cl Hg O : C, 26.82; H,23.914 10.164 15.218 0.826 2.348 3.756and by Servizio Microanalisi of CNR, Area della Ricerca 0.96; N, 19.90; Cl, 2.73; Hg, 43.98; O, 5.61%; H O, 3.5%.2di Roma.

1.6. Reaction of HgClO with NaL94
1.2. Materials

NaL9 (0.15 g, 0.6 mmol) was added under dinitrogen to
3NaL9 [3], HL [4], MeHgAc [5], Hg(ClO ) [6], HgClO a freshly prepared water solution (30 cm ) of HgClO (0.54 2 4 4

[7] were prepared according to published procedures. g, 1.66 mmol). The resulting blue microcrystalline solid
HgAc and HgCl were used as received from Fluka. The precipitated was collected, washed with water and dried.2 2

organic solvents, CH CN (MeCN), tetrahydrofuran (THF) Yield 0.2 g (0.19 mmol, 76%). It was analyzed as 0.5883

and acetone were dried and freshly distilled before use. [Hg L ]?0.412 [Hg L(OH) ]?3.53 H O. Found: C, 30.78;2 2 2 3 2

H, 0.68; N, 22.10; Hg, 39.40; O, 6.08; WL , 3.5%.TGA

Calcd. for C H N Hg O : C, 30.89; H,26.532 12.296 16.884 2 3.9421.3. Preparation of MeHgL
1.19; N, 22.92; Hg, 38.89; O, 6.11; H O, 3.6%.2

HL (0.100 g, 0.43 mmol) was added to an MeCN
3solution (30 cm ) of MeHgAc (0.117 g, 0.43 mmol) under

2. Results and discussiondinitrogen. The resulting intense blue solution was stirred
for 2 h at room temperature, then evaporated to dryness.

2.1. Reaction with MeHgAc, synthesis andThe residue was heated (608C) in vacuo for 3 h. A
characterization of the methyl–pyrrolizinato–mercury(II)microcrystalline violet powder was obtained in quantitative
complex: MeHgLyield, which was analyzed as MeHgL?1/2AcH. Found: C,

32.65; H, 1.01; N, 20.79; Hg, 41.85; O, 3.43. Calc. for
As reported previously [1], the equilibrium reactionC H N HgO: C, 32.68; H, 1.47; N, 20.52; Hg, 41.98; O,13 7 7

26 between NaL9 and MeHgAc in water is unfavourably3.35%. This compound sublimes at 180–2008C/10 mm
shifted to the left. Instead, in a dried organic solvent andHg with loss of AcH, as proved by XPS measurements on
replacing NaL9 with HL it proceeds fast and quantitativelythe corresponding evaporated thin films [8], which indicate
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3 25Fig. 1. Spectral changes of a THF solution of HL (2.5 cm , C56.44310 M, pathlength 51 cm) on adding increasing amounts (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0
3 24cm ) of MeHgAc ( C55.65310 M). The spectra have been normalized to the volume of the initial solution. For each curve the Hg/L molar ratio is

shown.

towards the formation of MeHgL. The spectral changes of MeHgAc are reported in Fig. 1: there are several isosbestic
a dilute THF solution of HL (l 5580 nm, ´ 520 000 points and a new band maximum at 647 nm with associ-max 580

21 3 21mol dm cm ) upon addition increasing amounts of ated a molar absorptivity clearly larger than that of LH.

Fig. 2. Solution optical spectra of (MeHg) Pc (? ? ? ? ? ? in THF, from [9]), MeHgL (——— in a-chloronaphthalene) and HgL (– – – in a-2 2

chloronaphthalene).
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The reaction on a preparative scale goes likewise even in a featured. In this connection we recall another typical
different solvent, e.g. acetonitrile in place of THF, as example of spectral pattern similarity, namely between the

2proved by the optical spectrum of the isolated complex (in monopyrrolizinato complex [Cl PdL] and the2

a-chloronaphthalene: l 5662 nm, ´ 536 000 phthalocyaninato of the same metal, PdPc [2]. Severalmax 662
21 3 21mol dm cm ). Unfortunately, it has not yet been other analogous examples of close similarity in the Q-band

possible to grow crystals of it suitable for X-ray studies, shape and energy between a monopyrrolizinato complex
for the low stability of this complex in solution over the and the corresponding MPc have been now firmly estab-
time interval required by the recrystallization. Neverthe- lished as being based on several (DPM)M(II)L complexes
less, from previous work we performed on this kind of structurally characterized (DPM/dipivaloylmethanide, M5

materials and from literature data, a planar molecular Co, Ni, Cu, Zn) [10].
1structure, containing the pyrrolizinide ligand and a trigonal The H NMR spectrum of MeHgL (Fig. 3) provides

planar Hg(II), can be inferred with some confidence for further support for the given stoichiometric formula. The
this complex. The most convincing evidence is based on integrated intensity ratio of the methyl protons (d 0.886) to
the close similarity of its low-energy optical spectrum with the =N–H protons (d 8.733) is 3.6 /2, which can be
that of the corresponding metal–phthalocyanine, that is assumed in a good agreement with the theoretical value
(MeHg) Pc [9]. Such comparison is presented in Fig. 2. (3 /2), considering that the water present in the solvent (d2

Both spectra consist of a narrow band (Q band) similarly 2.119) will affect the integration in question decreasing the

1Fig. 3. Room temperature H NMR spectrum (600 MHz) of MeHgL. The inset shows the methyl proton signal on enlarged ppm scale.
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total number of the more easily exchangeable protons We selected this particular reaction solvent in order to
2(=N–H). Also, the chemical shifts fall in the ppm ranges minimize the competition of OH over L in complexing

expected for the CH –Hg(II) group (e.g., d 1.96 or 0.17 in Hg(II). As for MeHgL and for the same reasons it was not3

MeHgPh or MeHgClO , respectively) [11] and for the possible to grow single crystals of this complex for X-ray4

imino group in aromatic heterocyclic molecules (d¯8 studies. However, the corresponding IR and optical spectra
ppm) [12]. Finally, the coupling of the methyl protons with allow to put forward a reasonable hypothesis about its

199the Hg nucleus (spin 1/2) is clearly evident. It gives rise molecular structure. The infrared spectrum (Fig. 4) is very
to two satellite lines about the central resonance, far apart close to those of MeHgL and of a typical ML complex2

by 218.76 Hz (lit. 1004200 Hz) [13], with associated a (NiL ?2H O?3dioxane) [15]. Relevant dissimilarities2 2

total integrated intensity equal to the natural isotopic among them are present only within the highest-energy
21abundance of the mercury magnetic nucleus (16.84%). band centered near 3300–3200 cm , which is due to the

We also examined the analogous reaction LH1HgAc N–H stretching vibrations. As expected, the appearance of2

in THF. Surprisingly enough, this reaction appears much this band is greatly influenced by the hydrogen bonds
more complicated than the former with MeHgAc: no established in the solid state via the imino group between
isosbestic points are present in the corresponding reaction the complex units or the complex and the crystallization
spectral dynamics varying the metal-to-ligand ratio, and solvent molecules, i.e. AcH for MeHgL, dioxane and water
the product isolated from the same reaction on a prepara- for NiL , just water for HgL . Thus, both L moieties in2 2

tive scale was impossible to characterize adequately. Then, HgL are planar and coordinated to Hg(II). The optical2

further attempts were made changing the reaction con- spectrum of HgL shows a double Q band in comparison2

ditions in order to characterize the HgL complex in case it to that of MeHgL (Fig. 2). In particular, the Q band in2

exists, as described in the following section. HgL displays two prominent maxima (679 and 613 nm)2

with associated a total area nearly twice (exactly 1.82) as
2.2. Reaction with HgAc , synthesis and characterization large as that of MeHgL. This furnishes further information2

of the bis-pyrrolizinato–Hg(II) complex: HgL about the mutual arrangement of the L units around Hg(II)2

in HgL . They could be coplanar and interacting each2

The synthesis of HgL has been successful from the other as in the other ML complexes structurally character-2 2

reaction NaL91HgAc in H O/AcH, using an excess of ized (D ), whose optical spectra show also a composite Q2 2 2h

the metal(II) salt for precipitating the bis-pyrrolizinato band [16], or alternatively non-coplanar thus non-interact-
complex according to a well-tested procedure applied in ing each other but necessarily non-equivalent if they give
the synthesis of ML complexes (M5Ni, Cu, Zn, Fe) [14]. rise to different Q bands. The latter hypothesis is more2

Fig. 4. Infrared spectra of NiL ?2H O?3dioxane (a), HgL ?2H O (b) and MeHgL?1/2AcH (c) as nujol mulls.2 2 2 2
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3 25Fig. 5. Spectral changes of a water solution of NaL9 (2.7 cm , C53.59310 M, pathlength51 cm) on adding increasing amounts (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.6, 1.1
3 24cm ) of HgCl (C55.65310 M). The spectra have been normalized to the volume of the initial solution. The arrows indicate the direction of the spectral2

changes.

Fig. 6. Solution optical spectra in acetone of the complex mixture A (0.826 [Hg ClL (OH)]?0.174 [Hg L (OH) ]?2.06 H O, ———) and B (0.5882 2 4 3 5 2

[Hg L ]?0.412 [Hg L(OH) ]?3.53 H O, – – –).2 2 2 3 2
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acceptable in this case, given the well-known reluctance of solution as revealed by the resultant spectral dynamics
Hg(II) to assume a square planar coordination geometry (Fig. 5): an isosbestic point is present here, while there is
[17] so much that chromophores of such a kind for Hg(II) none in the analogous spectral dynamics starting from
are practically unknown [18]. In conclusion, a conceivable HgAc or Hg(ClO ) [1]. However, the same reaction on a2 4 2

molecular formula for HgL , as a mononuclear complex, preparative scale gives rise to a mixture of water-insoluble2

could be that sketched below, where the non equivalence monopyrrolizinato–Hg(II) complexes containing other lig-
2 2of L’s arises from the non equivalent coordination bonds ands: Cl and/or OH . Even if the reaction product is

around Hg(II) in a trigonal pyramidal configuration. probably a mixture of at least two species, its solution
optical spectrum however clearly indicates that in both of
them L coordinates to Hg(II) as in MeHgL: the two
maxima of the Q band are separated by a wavelength
interval of 48 nm, nearly as in MeHgL (55 nm). A part
from that, further hypothesis about the detailed structure of
the constituent Hg(II)–complex species seem inappropriate
because they would be too speculative in view of the
necessity to take into account the large variety of molecu-
lar structures displayed by polynuclear Hg(II) complexes

2.3. Reaction with HgCl in water: isolation of a metal- [19].2

complexes mixture (A), of formulae Hg ClL (OH) and2 2

Hg L (OH) 2.4. Reaction with Hg(I)ClO in water: isolation of a4 3 5 4

metal-complexes mixture (B), of formulae Hg L and2 2

Among the tested water-soluble Hg(II)-salts, only HgCl Hg L (OH)2 2 3

reacts with NaL9 in water affording a water-soluble
product of well-defined composition at least in a diluted For completeness, some attempts were made in order to

Fig. 7. The Hg 4f XPS of the pyrrolizinato–mercury complexes.
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test the coordination capability of L also toward Hg(I). 3. Conclusions
The results from the reaction HgClO 1NaL9 strongly4

support the existence of Hg(I)–pyrrolizinato complex. The In view of practical applications of L9 in sensoristic
main evidence is provided by the elemental analysis data devices as outlined above, the useful information we learnt
of the reaction product (B), which are best fitted by the from this piece of work are that L9 coordinates to Hg(II)

2 2empirical formula 0.588 [Hg L ]?0.412 [Hg L(OH) ]?3.53 even in concomitance of other ligands (Cl , OH ),2 2 2 3

H O. Another important evidence is based on the XPS commonly present in authentic water samples for analysis,2

spectrum of product B, as shall be detailed in the following and the preferred L to Hg molar ratio in the resulting
section of the paper. Now, focusing on the constituent complexes is lower than 1. These results are promising
Hg L (OH) species, it is interesting to note that one of the well for the performances of the composite materials2 3

three pyrrolizinido ligands probably adopts the L9 configu- Mx/L9 for sensing Hg(II) in water. As a matter of fact,
ration in this complex. As a matter of fact, the optical when a ligand is immobilized in a matrix, it cannot form a
spectrum of B is consistent with this hypothesis by metal-complex containing a ligand to metal molar ratio
showing an extra absorption shoulder above 580 nm (Fig. larger than 1, but this restriction does not represent a
6) compared to the other current spectra. Also, it is to be limiting factor in the current case.
noted that for either A or B the total band area of the
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Abstract

The synthesis and spectroscopic properties of [Ag (O SCF ) (PR ) ] (PR 5PPh and PPh Me) are described and the trimeric nature3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2

has been confirmed in the case of the PPh derivative. The X-ray crystal structure of [Ag (O SCF ) (PPh ) ] shows that each triflate3 3 3 3 3 3 3

group is in a different coordination mode and that there are two diastereoisomers in the asymmetric unit.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Keywords: Silver; Trinuclear complexes; Triflate; Triphenylphosphine; Diastereoisomers

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Silver salts have widespread applications in synthetic 2.1. General procedures
procedures as halogen abstractors [1,2], one electron
oxidants [2–5] or as building blocks [6–14] in the prepara- The C, H, S analyses were carried out on a Perkin-Elmer
tion of heteropolynuclear complexes. For all these pur- 2400 Microanalyser. Conductivities were measured in

24 23poses Ag(OClO ) has been widely used and some deriva- approximately 5310 mol dm acetone solutions, with3

tives such as [Ag(OClO )L] (L5PPh , PPh Me or tetrahy- Jenway 4010 Conductimeter. The melting points were3 3 2

drothiophene) have proved to be appropriate synthons for measured using a Gallenkamp apparatus and are uncor-
heteronuclear silver complexes. Due to the inherent rected. The Infrared spectra were recorded (4000–200

21hazards of metal perchlorates as potential explosives we cm ) on a Perkin-Elmer 883 Spectrophotometer, using
need to look for similar complexes with other non strong Nujol mulls between polyethylene sheets. The NMR
coordinating counterion. The compound Ag(O SCF ) has spectra were recorded on a Bruker ARX 300 Spectrometer,3 3

been used by many authors [15–18] as a safer source of in CD Cl . Chemical Shifts are cited relative to SiMe2 2 4
1 31 19silver ions and we tested [Ag(O SCF )L] as a silver ( H), 85% H PO (external P) and CFCl ( F). Mass3 3 n 3 4 3

synthon for heteronuclear complexes [19,20]. Here we spectra were recorded on VG Autospec LSIMS Technique
describe an easier preparation than previously reported for using 3-nitrobenzylalcohol as a matrix and a Cesium gun.
the silver triflate derivatives of triphenyl- and
methyldiphenyl-phosphine, and also their spectroscopic 2.2. Preparation of [Ag (O SCF ) (PR ) ] [L5PPh (1),3 3 3 3 3 3 3properties. The X-ray crystal structure of the tri- PPh Me (2)]2phenylphosphine derivative consists of a trinuclear silver
complex with the three triflates in three different coordina- 3To a diethyl ether (30 cm ) solution of [Ag(O SCF )]3 3tion modes, and the presence of two diastereoisomers in (0.252g, 1 mmol), was added PPh (0.262 g, 1 mmol) or3the same unit cells. PPh Me (0.200 g, 1 mmol). After 1 h the solution was2

3concentrated in vacuum until 5 cm and after addition of
3hexane (30 cm ) led the precipitation of the new complex-

1es as white solids. Yield%: 85 1, 82 2. H NMR: 1:
*Corresponding author. d57.6–7.3 (m, 15H, Ph). 2: d57.55–7.35 (m, 10H, Ph);

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00361-1
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31 11.95 (s,br, 3H, Me). P-h Hj NMR 1: d514.5 (s) at r.t. and 3. Results and discussion
2 214.7 (dd, J 740.6 Hz, J 855.0 Hz) at 2808C.107AgP5 109AgP5

22: d521.7 (s) at r.t. and 21.8 (dd, J 768.0 Hz, The addition of the corresponding phosphine to a107AgP5
2 19J 875.9 Hz) at 2808C. F NMR 1: d5278.0 (s). 2: diethylether solution of [Ag(O SCF )] in a 1:1 ratio is an109AgP5 3 3

d5277.7 (s). Mass spectra, m /z(%): 1: 1409(2) easier way to synthesize [Ag (O SCF ) (PR ) ] (PR 53 3 3 3 3 3 3
1([Ag (O SCF ) (PPh ) ] ), 889(15) PPh , 1; PPh Me, 2) than previously reported [20]. The3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2

1 1 spectroscopic data for complexes 1 and 2 are in agreement([Ag (O SCF )(PPh ) ] ), 369(100) ([Ag(PPh )] ). 2:2 3 3 3 2 3
1 with the proposed estoichiometry. IR spectra show absorp-1223(1) ([Ag (O SCF ) (PPh Me) ] ), 765(9)3 3 3 2 2 3

1 tions at 1285 (vs, br), 1250 (vs, br), 1224 (vs), 1209 (vs)([Ag (O SCF )(PPh Me) ] ), 307(100)2 3 3 2 2
1 and 1170 (vs, br) for 1 and 1316 (vs), 1288 (vs, br), 1231([Ag(PPh Me)] ) M.p. 1328C 1, 788C (decomp.) 2.2

(vs), 1223 (vs) and 1184 (vs, br) for 2 which can beElemental analysis 1 C H Ag F O P S (1557.63):57 45 3 9 9 3 3

assigned to a covalent coordination of the triflate groupcalcd. C 43.9, H 2.9, S 6.2; found: C, 44.1; H, 3.0; S, 6.5;
[25,26]. In accordance with that their dichloromethane2 C H Ag F O P S (1371.47): calcd. C 36.8, H 2.5, S42 39 3 9 9 3 3

solutions behave as non conductors, although the acetone7.0; found C 36.5, H 2.8, S 7.3. L in acetone 1: 122, 2:M
21 2 21 solutions show conductivities characteristic of 1:1 elec-124 ohm cm mol . In dichloromethane 1: 3.8, 2: 2.4

21 2 21 trolytes, probably because of the replacement of triflate byohm cm mol .
31 1solvent molecules [19,20,27]. The Ph Hj NMR spectra at

room temperature consist of broad singlets which split into2.3. X-ray determination of compound 1
two doublets at 2808C because of the presence of two

2 2isotopomers with J 5740.6 Hz, and J 5855.0107AgP 109AgPSingle crystals were grown by diffusing hexane into a 2 2Hz in 1 and J 5768.0 Hz, J 5875.9 Hz in 2.107AgP 109AgPdichloromethane solution of complex (1) at room tempera-
The magnitude of the Ag-P coupling constants have beenture and mounted in inert oil.
related with the coordination core for series of nitrate
triphenylphosphine silver(I) complexes. So complexes

2.4. Crystal data and data collection parameters [Ag(NO )(PPh ) ] show different coupling constants3 3 n

[28,29] that depend on the values of n: n54 (P coordina-4C H Ag F O P S , M53115.26, monoclinic, a5114 90 6 18 18 6 6 tion core) J 5109 Hz, n53 (P O coordination core)107AgP 3˚25.896(4), b513.1150(10), c535.578(4)A, b5 J 5310 Hz and n52 (P O coordination core)3 107AgP 2 2˚106.89(2)8, U511562(2)A , T5150K, space group P2 /n,1 J 5470 Hz. Although the latter values belong to107AgP˚graphite monochromated Mo-Ka radiation l50.71069 A, c.p.m.a.s values, the data found in CD Cl solutions for2 223Z54, D 51.790 Mg m , F(000)56192, colorless prismc complexes 1 and 2 point to a coordination core with a high
21with dimensions 0.1830.1630.14 mm, m51.283 mm ; contribution of oxygen atoms which probably requieres a

19Delft Instruments FAST TV area detector diffractometer non mononuclear structure. On the other hand, the F
positioned at the window of a rotating-anode generator, NMR spectra show singlets at room temperature which
following procedures described elsewhere [21], u range for persist even at 2808C. The liquid secondary ion mass
data collection 1.76 to 25.738, -28>h>0, 0>h>18, -14> spectra (LSIMS1) show the trinuclear ion less a triflate

1k>0, 0>k>11, -43>l>0, 0>l>42; 32686 reflections anion [Ag (O SCF ) (PR ) ] , as well as the corre-3 3 3 2 3 3
1collected, 16224 independent (R 50.1444).int sponding di-[Ag (O SCF )(PR ) ] and mono-nuclear2 3 3 3 2

1species [Ag(PR )] , the latter being the base peak in both3

2.5. Structure solution and refinement complexes. The presence of trinuclear species and the
absence of higher nuclearities can be considered as evi-

The structure was solved by direct methods using dence of the trinuclear structure of these complexes.
SHELXS 86 [22], and refined by full-matrix least squares The molecular structure of the complex

2on F , using the program SHELXL 93 [23]. All data used [Ag (O SCF ) (PPh ) ], has been established by X-rayo 3 3 3 3 3 3

were corrected for Lorentz-polarization factors, and sub- diffraction and is shown in Fig. 1. Selected bond lengths
sequently for absorption using the program DIFABS [24]. and angles are given in Table 1. Although the crystal and
The non-hydrogen and non-carbon atoms were refined with thus the data were not of good quality, the resolution and
anisotropic thermal parameters. All hydrogen atoms were refinement of the structure confirms the trimeric nature of
included in idealized positions. The refinement was per- 1 and it consists of two trimeric molecules that are
formed with rigid bond restrictions in some oxygen atoms. conformational isomers of each other. In the first of them,
Refinement proceeded to R50.0370, wR50.0579 for 2339 the three silver centers are each bonded to one tri-

2data with I .2s (I ) and goodness of fit on F 0.356 for phenylphosphine and the triflate units bridge the metalo o

943 parameters and 30 restraints, and R50.2565, wR5 centers. One silver atom, Ag(2), is in a trigonal-planar
0.1095 for all data. In the final Fourier synthesis the arrangement, bonded to its one phosphine with an Ag-P

˚electron density fluctuates in the range 0.387 to 20.481 e distance of 2.363(5)A and two oxygen atoms from differ-
23

Å . CCDC number 102746. ent triflates with Ag-O distances of 2.492(13) and
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˚2.236(12)A. The four atoms Ag(2), P(2), O(11) and O(31)
˚belong to the same plane, Ag(2) being 0.021A out of this

plane. The other silver atoms, Ag(1) and Ag(3), are in
distorted tetrahedral configurations and are bonded to one

˚phosphine with Ag-P distances of 2.327(5) and 2.341(5)A
both slightly shorter than that mentioned above. All are in
the range found for other Ag(PPh ) fragments [12–14,28–3

30]. The tetrahedral arrangement is completed by three
oxygen atoms, one from each triflate unit with variable

˚Ag-O distances, from 2.29(2)A (Ag(3)-O(21)) to
˚2.546(12)A (Ag(1)-O(12)).

Although some examples of monobi- and tri-dentate
coordination of the triflate anion have been reported
[19,25,26,31–39] this is one of the rare examples with the
three triflate ligands in three different coordination modes.
One is monodentate, the one with S(2), so it possesses two
free oxygen atoms O(22) and O(23), while the other one,
O(21), acts as a bridge between Ag(1) and Ag(3) (m 1:32

2
k O). The S(1) triflate unit is bidentate, with the O(13)
atom free. O(11) is bonded only to Ag(2) and O(12) is
bridging to Ag(1) and Ag(3), so this triflate acts as bridge

2for the three metal centers (m 2kO, 1:3 k O9). The S(3)3
Fig. 1. Molecule of the complex [Ag (O SCF ) (PPh ) ] in the crystal.3 3 3 3 3 3 triflate unit is tridentate, acting like a bridge for all the

silver atoms, but each oxygen from this ligand is bonded
only to one silver (m 1kO, 2kO9, 3kO0). The Ag-O bond3Table 1
length between Ag(2) and the latter triflate unit mentioned,˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Ag (O SCF ) (PPh ) ] (1)3 3 3 3 3 3 ˚2.236(12)A, is the shortest found with this type of ligands.

Ag(1)-P(1) 2.327(5) Ag(1)-O(32) 2.338(14) The above mentioned [hHgAg (mes) (O SCF ) j ] [19]2 2 3 3 2 2Ag(1)-O(21) 2.388(11) Ag(1)-O(12) 2.546(12) ˚has one of its Ag-O distances 2.300(8)A, being previouslyAg(2)-O(31) 2.236(12) Ag(2)-P(2) 2.363(5)
the smallest.Ag(2)-O(11) 2.492(13) Ag(3)-O(21) 2.29(2)

Ag(3)-P(3) 2.341(5) Ag(3)-O(33) 2.432(11) These trimers have four optically active atoms, the
Ag(3)-O(12) 2.467(10) S(1)-O(12) 1.449(11) sulfur from the triflate units, except the monodentate one,
S(1)-O(13) 1.454(10) S(1)-O(11) 1.482(14) and the two tetrahedral silver atoms. In both molecules
S(1)-C(1) 1.78(2) S(2)-O(23) 1.407(11)

these centers are in the same configuration, except S(1)S(2)-O(21) 1.430(13) S(2)-O(22) 1.440(12)
(labelled S(4) in the other molecule), that is in a differentS(2)-C(2) 1.77(2) S(3)-O(32) 1.47(2)

S(3)-O(31) 1.472(12) S(3)-O(33) 1.480(11) configuration, see Fig. 2; the molecules are diasteroisom-
S(3)-C(3) 1.81(2) ers.
P(1)-Ag(1)-O(32) 117.1(3) P(1)-Ag(1)-O(21) 134.8(4) The mass spectra seem to indicate that the trinuclear
O(32)-Ag(1)-O(21) 94.8(4) P(1)-Ag(1)-O(12) 134.7(3) structure remains in solution as by the high Ag-P coupling
O(32)-Ag(1)-O(12) 89.2(4) O(21)-Ag(1)-O(12) 71.7(4) constants characteristic of a PO coordination core in the3O(31)-Ag(2)-P(2) 157.4(3) O(231)-Ag(2)-O(11) 97.6(4)

NMR spectra. On the other hand, the presence of only oneP(2)-Ag(2)-O(11) 104.9(3) O(21)-Ag(3)-P(3) 144.7(3)
type of phosphorus, even at 2808C, as well as only oneO(21)-Ag(3)-O(33) 94.9(5) P(3)Ag(3)-O(33) 104.5(3)

O(21)-Ag(3)-O(12) 74.8(4) P(3)-Ag(3)-O(12) 136.5(3) type of trifluoromethyl group indicates that the trinuclear
O(33)-Ag(3)-O(12) 81.5(4) O(12)-S(1)-O(13) 115.0(8) structure either is not the same in solution as in the solid
O(12)-S(1)-O(11) 115.4(7) O(13)-S(1)-O(11) 114.0(8) state or the triflate anions are moving in the NMR time
O(12)-S(1)-C(1) 106.0(9) O(13)-S(1)-C(1) 104.4(8)

scale making both triflate and phosphine units, respective-O(11)-S(1)-C(1) 99.8(10) S(1)-O(11)-Ag(2) 106.4(6)
ly, equivalent.S(1)-O(12)-Ag(3) 128.9(7) S(1)-O(12)-Ag(1) 111.7(5)

Ag(3)-O(12)-Ag(1) 96.1(4) O(23)-S(2)-O(21) 114.5(10)
O(23)-S(2)-O(22) 118.0(8) O(21)-S(2)-O(22) 114.5(7)
O(23)-S(2)-C(2) 104.0(9) O(21)-S(2)-C(2) 99.8(9)
O(22)-S(2)-C(2) 102.6(10) S(2)-O(21)-Ag(3) 125.9(7) Acknowledgements
S(2)-O(21)-Ag(1) 127.3(8) Ag(3)-O(21)-Ag(1) 105.7(5)
O(32)-S(3)-O(31) 115.8(7) O(32)-S(3)-O(33) 114.4(8)
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Abstract

Oxidative addition of H–R (H-≡-Ph and H ) to trans-Ir(-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (2) gives the initial products, cis, cis-Ir(H)-2 3 2

(-≡-Ph) (CO)(PPh ) (3a) and cis, cis-Ir(H) (-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (3b), respectively. Both cis-bis(PPh ) complexes, 3a and 3b undergo2 3 2 2 3 2 3

isomerization to give the trans-bis(PPh ) complexes, trans, trans-Ir(H)(-≡-Ph) (CO)(PPh ) (4a) and cis, trans-Ir(H) -3 2 3 2 2
24 21(-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (4b). The isomerization, 3b→4b is first order with respect to 3b with k 56.37310 s at 258C under N in3 2 1 2

±CDCl . The reaction rate (k ) seems independent of the concentration of H . A large negative entropy of activation (DS 5224.965.73 1 2
21 21 ± 21cal deg mol ) and a relatively small enthalpy of activation (DH 514.563.3 kcal mol ) were obtained in the temperature range

15|358C for the isomerization, 3b→4b under 1 atm of H .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2

Keywords: Iridium(I,III) complexes; Oxidative addition; cis-(PPh ) complexes; Isomerization; Intramolecular rearrangement3 2

1. Introduction tained with A being an electron withdrawing group such as
a halogen [7,8,10,11], RCN [9,13] or OClO [20,21]3

The stereochemistry of oxidative addition of H–R to whereas cis isomers (C and C9) are observed when A is an
transition metals (M) to produce the H–M–R moiety is of electron donating group such as H [15,17,18], Me, Ph [14],
interest to many chemists working in the field of homoge- carborane [19] or OMe [14] (Eq. (1)). The isomer, C
neous catalysis with metal complexes [1–3]. It may seems to be a kinetic product as it readily undergoes
provide valuable information on the metal catalyzed isomerization to give the more stable T [18,19,31] and C9

hydrogenation, hydroformylation, hydrosilylation and
polymerization of unsaturated compounds with respect to
the direction of H addition and consequently the structure2

of the products [4–6]. 1The C type isomer was not observed in the reaction of trans-
Oxidative cis-addition of H–R to trans-IrA(CO)(PPh )3 2 Ir(-≡-R)(CO)(PPh ) (2) with H-≡-R. The final product, trans, trans-3 2

(1) [7–22] and related complexes such as IrA(CO)(p–p) Ir(H)(-≡-R) (CO)(PPh ) (4a) was incorrectly reported as cis, trans-2 3 2

Ir(H)(-≡-R) (CO)(PPh ) (4a9) [20] (see Section 3 for the characteriza-(p–p5bidentate diphosphines) [23–30] and trans- 2 3 2

tion of 4a and Ref. [32] which describes 4a9 in detail).IrA(CO)(PMe ) [31] has been extensively studied in3 2 2It was reported that (i) the reaction of IrH(CO)(PPh ) with H-≡-R in3 3order to establish the reaction pathways in connection with
refluxing benzene gave cis dihydrido complex, Ir(H) (-≡-R)(CO)(PPh )2 3 2the thermal stability of the intermediates and products. (A) for which no spectral data were reported, (ii) A readily loses H to2

Experimental work [8,9,12–23,25–31] as well as theoret- give Ir(-≡-R)(CO)(PPh ) (B) in refluxing benzene and (iii) B does not3 2

ical calculations [10,11,24] have been made to characterize react with H at 1 atm, but reacts with H at 50 atm and 708C in the2 2

presence of PPh to give IrH(CO)(PPh ) [20]. From the thoroughthe intermediates observed and predicted in the oxidative 3 3 3

investigation, however, we found that the reaction of Ir(-≡-reaction. Trans isomers (T and T9) are exclusively ob-
Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (2) with H at 1 atm and 258C readily gives the cis3 2 2

dihydride, cis,trans-Ir(H) (-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (4b) which can be isolated2 3 2

in high yield (85%) (see text and Section 3 for the procedure and spectral
*Corresponding author. and elemental analysis data).

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00358-1
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[19]. Reversible reductive elimination and oxidative addi-
tion of H–R have been suggested for the isomerization as
shown in Eq. (2) [17–19,31]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, however, no kinetic study has been reported for the
isomerization of C to T.

In the course of our investigation on reactions of trans-
Ir(-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (2), we found that C isomers are3 2

1 2generated in the reactions of 1 with H [32] and H-≡-Ph2

and undergo isomerization to give T isomers at a rate
appropriate for the kinetic measurements at room tempera-
ture.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Formation of cis, cis-Ir(H)(-≡-Ph) (CO)(PPh ) 12 3 2 Fig. 1. H-NMR spectral changes in the hydride region during the
(3a) isomerization, cis, cis-Ir(H)(-≡-Ph) (CO)(PPh ) (3a)→trans, trans-2 3 2

Ir(H)(-≡-Ph) (CO)(PPh ) (4a) in CDC1 at 258C: 2 h (a), 10 h (b) and2 3 2 3

24 h (c) after the addition of H-≡-Ph into the solution of trans-Ir(-≡-An intermediate is initially generated and slowly dis-
Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (2).3 2appears during the reaction of 2 with phenylacetylene,

1which is unambiguously seen by the H-NMR spectral
changes (see Fig. 1). This intermediate is identified as the
cis-(PPh ) species, 3a [Eq.(3)]. The doublet of the3 2

doublet at d 210.40 ppm strongly suggests the hydride
being trans to one PPh (J 5161.2 Hz) and cis to the3 P–H

other PPh (J 514.7 Hz) of 3a. The triplet at d 28.783 P–H

ppm clearly suggests both of PPh being cis to the hydride3

(J 514.7 Hz) of the final product, 4a. The cis-P–H

bis(alkynyl) structure (3a) is the preferred one to the
trans-bis(alkynyl) species (3a9) for the following reason.
The trans OC–Ir–A bond axis is supposed to be main-
tained when the C type isomers are formed since H–R has
to approach metal with its bond axis parallel to the P–Ir–P
axis of 2 to cause bending of the P–Ir–P axis only The chemical shift of a hydride coordinated to a transition
[10,18,19,24,27,28]. metal largely depends on the nature of the trans ligand and

The characterization of trans, trans-Ir(H)(-≡- has been very useful for the characterization of iridium
R) (CO)(PPh ) , 4a is straightforward according to the2 3 2 compounds such as cis, trans-Ir(H) (L)(CO)(PPh ) (L51 13 31 2 3 2H-, C-, and P-NMR spectral data (see also Section 3). RCN, CO, OClO , SiR , carborane, etc.), trans-Ir(H)(-≡-3 3
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R)(L)(CO)(PPh ) , (L5RCN, OClO ), cis, trans-Ir(H)(-3 2 3

≡-R) (CO)(PPh ) and related compounds [8,9,13–2 3 2

20,32,33]. The hydride trans to CO is seen at relatively
lower field, d 27.0|210.2 ppm for the related iridium
compounds [8,13,16,19]. The signal due to the hydride
trans to alkynyl group (-≡-Ph) in cis, trans-Ir(H)(-≡-
Ph) (CO)(PPh ) (4a9) is observed at d 210.01 ppm [32].2 3 2

The triplet at d 28.78 ppm is, therefore, assigned to the
13hydride trans to the CO in 4a. The C-NMR spectral data

also support the trans-bis(alkynyl) moiety for 4a. While
13the C-NMR spectrum of the cis-bis(alkynyl) complex,

4a9 shows a broad signal at d 82.6 (br, Ir–C ≡C–) and twoa

signals at d 108.7 (s) and 109.1 (s) (Ir–C≡C ) [32], the2b

trans-bis(alkynyl) complex, 4a shows only one signal for
each of C and C of the two trans (symmetric) alkynyla b

groups at d 82.0 (t, Ir–C ≡C–) and 109.5 (s, Ir–C≡C )2a b

ppm.

2.2. Formation of cis, cis-Ir(H) (-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh )2 3 2

(3b)

The reaction of 2 with H also produces an intermediate2

that is generated at the early stage of the reaction and
slowly disappears to give a stable product as seen in Fig. 2.
The intermediate and the final product are identified as the
cis-(PPh ) complex, cis, cis-Ir(H) (-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh )3 2 2 3 2

(3b) and trans-(PPh ) complex, cis, trans-Ir(H) (-≡-3 2 2

Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (4b), respectively (see below).3 2

It is evident that the multiplet-like signal centered at d

210.30 ppm is due to the two hydrides of the inter-
mediate, 3b, and the two doublets of the triplet at d 29.54
and 211.59 ppm are due to the two hydrides of the stable
final product, 4b. The Ir(H) (P) moiety of 3b seems to be 12 2 Fig. 2. H-NMR spectral changes in the hydride region during the
in a same plane with the two PPh being cis to each other3 isomerization, cis, cis-Ir(H) (-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (3b)→cis, trans-2 3 2

and the two hydrides being also cis to each other. The Ir(H) (-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (4b) in CDCI at 258C: 5 min (a), 25 min (b)2 3 2 3

and 45 min (c) after the addition of trans-Ir(-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (2) intopattern of the signal centered at d 210.30 ppm is evidently 3 2

the H saturated CDCl under 1 atm of H .2 3 2due to the AA9XX9 spin system of the cis-Ir(H ) (PPh )2 3 2

moiety of 3b where the two hydrides are chemically
equivalent but magnetically different. The same type of the hydride trans to alkynyl and alkenyl groups is seen at
pattern (AA9XX9) has been observed at d 29.52 and somewhat higher field (d 210|211 ppm) [32,33].

31
210.8 ppm for cis, cis-Ir(H) (CO)(carborane)(PPh ) [14] The P-NMR spectrum (CDCl , 208C) of the mixture2 3 2 3

and cis, cis-Ir(H) (Me)(CO)(PPh ) [19], respectively, of 3b and 4b shows only two singlets at d 9.55 and 28.362 3 2

and was assigned to the two hydrides of cis, cis- ppm. The singlet at d 9.55 increases at the expense of the
Ir(H ) (PPh ) moieties. one at d 28.36 ppm during the isomerization, 3b→4b.2 3 2

The two doublets of the triplet at d 29.54 and 211.59 The fact that only one singlet is observed suggests 3b as a
ppm for 4b are unambiguously assigned to the hydride C type isomer rather than a C9 type one that would be

31trans to CO and -≡-Ph, respectively, by comparison with expected to show two signals in the P NMR spectrum.
the spectral data observed for related iridium hydrides
[8,9,13–20,32,33]. As mentioned earlier, hydride signals in 2.3. Kinetics for the isomerization of cis, cis-Ir(H) -2
1H-NMR spectra are quite useful in characterizing related (-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (3b) to cis, trans-Ir(H) -3 2 2

metal hydrides. The hydride trans to CO is usually seen at (-≡-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (4b)3 2
3lower field (d 27.0|210.2 ppm) [8,9,13,16,19] while

The isomerization of 3b to 4b was followed by measur-
3 ing the decrease of the hydride signals of 3b as well as theThe triplet at d 28.78 ppm has been assigned to the hydride trans to CO
in complex 4a for the same reason (see text). increase of the hydride signals of 4b (see Fig. 2). The
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isomerization is first order with respect to 3b as expected spectra were obtained on a Shimadzu IR-440 spec-
for a mainly unimolecular isomerization. The rate does not trophotometer. Elemental analyses were carried out at the
seem to be significantly affected by the concentration of Organic Chemistry Reaction Center, Sogang University.

24 21H : k is found to be (6.660.1)310 s and2 1
24 21(6.460.1)310 s under H (1 atm) and N , respective-2 2 3.1. Syntheses

ly, at 258C in CDCl (see Section 3 for detailed ex-3

perimental conditions). A relatively large negative value of
± 21 3.1.1. Ir(-C≡C-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (2)the activation entropy (DS 5224.965.7 cal deg 3 2

21 ± This compound was previously prepared from themol ) and a relatively small activation enthalpy (DH 5
321 reaction of Ir(h -C H )(CO)(PPh ) with H-≡-Ph [20]. In14.563.3 kcal mol ) have been obtained from k in the 3 5 3 21

this study, it was synthesized by a new method asrange 15|358C. This observation suggests that the iso-
described below. To a yellow solution ofmerization, 3b→4b involves an intramolecular rearrange-
[Ir(NCCH )(CO)(PPh ) ]ClO [3 g] (0.178 mg, 0.2ment at least in part in the temperature range 15|358C (see 3 3 2 4

mmol) and NEt (0.031 ml, 0.22 mmol) in CHCl (10 ml),below). 3 3

H-≡-Ph (0.024 ml, 0.22 mmol) was added under N andAn intramolecular isomerization usually involves an 2

the resulting dark brown solution was stirred for 8 min.intermediate (or transition state) formed by a trigonal twist
Hexane (70 ml) was added to the reaction mixture and theor a rhombic twist of a fluxional octahedral complex

1 2precipitate of HNEt ClO was removed by filtration.[34–42]. The activation entropy is measured to obtaining 3 4

Yellow solid 2 was obtained by vacuum distillation of theinformation on the distinction between the dissociative
filtrate and recrystallized by using CHCl and hexane. The(through a five coordinated intermediate) and non-dissocia- 3

1tive (fluxional) mechanisms: Negative values (254.9|2 yield was 0.134 mg (80% based on 2). H NMR (CDCl ,3
21 21 132.3 cal deg mol ) for the activation entropy were 258C): d 6.37 (m). C NMR (CDCl , 258C): d 67.7 (t,3

6obtained for the cis↔trans isomerization of octahedral d J 512.5 Hz, Ir-C≡C-Ph), 109.5 (s, Ir-C≡C-Ph), 167.4 (t,P–C
31complexes, ML (CO) for which intramolecular isomeri- J 58.7 Hz, Ir–CO). P NMR (CDCl , 258C): d 7.572 4 P–C 3

21zation mechanisms were suggested [35–38]. (s). IR (KBr, cm ): n(CO) 1993 (s), n(C≡C) 2104 (m).
It is still possible that a part of 3b undergoes isomeriza- Anal. Calcd for IrP C H O: C, 63.89; H, 4.17. Found: C,2 45 35

tion through the reaction pathway involving the reversible 64.06; H, 4.21.
reductive elimination and oxidative addition of H as seen2

in Eq. (2). Although no evidence has been obtained for the
3.1.2. IrH(-C≡C-Ph) (CO)(PPh ) (4a)2 3 2reaction of 2 with H directly (not via 3b) to give 4b, we2 A yellow solution of 2 (85 mg, 0.1 mmol) in CH C12 2found that 4b very slowly loses H to give 2: Less than 5%2 (10 ml) was stirred in the presence of H-C≡C-Ph (11 mg,

of 4b loses H in 5 h at 358C under N in CDCl .2 2 3 0.11 mmol) under N at 258C for 10 h, during which time2Further investigation seems to be needed to elucidate the
the solution turned pale yellow. Cold hexane (25 ml) was

detailed mechanism of the isomerization, 3→4 when better
added to the solution in a dry-ice /acetone bath to precipi-

experimental methods become available.
tate pale yellow microcrystals of 4a, which were collected

It should be mentioned that kinetic measurements have
by filtration, washed with cold hexane (2310 ml), and

not been carried out for the reaction of 2 with H-≡-Ph as it 1dried under vacuum. The yield was 81 mg (85%). H NMR
is inappropriate for kinetic measurements. The reaction is

(CDCl , 258C): d 28.78 (t, 1H, J 514.7 Hz, Ir–H),3 P–Hmuch slower than the reaction of 2 with H . The initial 132 6.37 (m, 4H, ortho protons of -C≡C-Ph). C NMR
step, the formation of 3a (2→3a) is so slow that the rate

(CDCl , 258C): d 82.0 (t, J 512.65 Hz, Ir-C≡C-Ph),3 P–Cmeasurements of the following isomerization, 3a→4a, 31109.5 (s, Ir-C≡C-Ph), 167.4 (t, J 58.1 Hz, Ir–CO). PP–Ccould not be made in the absence of 2. A significant 21NMR (CDCl , 258C): d 1.56 (s). IR (KBr, cm ): n(CO)3amount of unreacted 2 is observed even at the latest stage
2020 (s), n(C≡C) 2107 (m). Anal. Calcd for IrP C H O:2 53 41of the isomerization, 3a→4a. Reductive elimination of
C, 66.65; H, 4.33. Found: C, 66.66; H, 4.41.

H-≡-Ph from 4a is not observed at 258C while a small
amount of H-≡-Ph has been detected in CDCl solution of3

3.1.3. Ir(H) (-C≡C-Ph)(CO)(PPh ) (4b)4a after 1 h of refluxing. 2 3 2

A yellow solution of 2 (85 mg, 0.1 mmol) in CH Cl2 2

(10 ml) was stirred under H (1 atm) at 258C for 5 min,2

during which time the solution turned pale yellow. Cold
3. Experimental section hexane (25 ml) was added to the CH Cl solution in a dry2 2

ice /acetone bath to precipitate pale yellow microcrystals of
Reactions were carried out under N with the use of 4b, which were collected by filtration, washed with cold2

standard Schlenk techniques. NMR spectra were recorded hexane (2310 ml), and dried under vacuum. The yield
1 1on either Varian Gemini 200 or 300 spectrometers ( H, was 75 mg (85%). H NMR (CDCl , 258C): d 29.54 (td,3

13 31200/300 MHz; C, 50.3, 75.5 MHz; P, 121.7 MHz). IR 1 H, J 517.25 Hz, J 54.12 Hz, Ir–H ), 211.59P–Ha Ha–Hb a
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Abstract

2A series of dichromium tetraformamidinate complexes with (ArNCHNAr) where Ar is X C H or XC H and X is the remote2 6 3 6 4

substituent 3,5-Cl , 3,4-Cl , p-Cl, p-CF , m-CF , p-OCH or m-OCH has been synthesized, and the structures of four of the2 2 3 3 3 3
˚compounds determined by X-ray crystallography. The Cr–Cr bond distances of the complexes structurally characterized are 1.9072(10) A

˚ ˚ ˚[Cr (( p-ClC H N) CH) ], 1.9162(10) A [Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) ], 1.9018((8) A [Cr ((m-CF C H N) CH) ], and 1.9178(11) A2 6 4 2 4 2 2 6 3 2 4 2 3 6 4 2 4
1[Cr ((m-OCH C H N) CH) ]. H NMR spectroscopy and electrochemistry were performed on the series. The diamagnetic anisotropy of2 3 6 4 2 4

1the Cr–Cr bond was calculated from X-ray crystallographic and H NMR data and correlates with the Hammett constant of the
formamidine ligands.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Dichromium; Formamidinate; Multiply-bonded

1. Introduction fundamental geometry of the complex. A series of di-
molybdenum tetraformamidinate complexes has been syn-

The versatility of the formamidinate ligand (form) is thesized and the electronic, structural, and spectroscopic
reflected in the wide range of transition metal complexes properties systematically investigated [9]. For the
[Pt, V, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Re, and Os] Mo (form) series, a correlation between the Hammett2 4

containing a variety of bond orders that have been previ- constant (s) of the remote substituents of the formamidi-
ously synthesized [1–8]. Analogous to a carboxylate nate ligands and the redox potentials determined electro-
ligand, the formamidinate ligand allows the synthesis of chemically demonstrates a methodology to fine tune
homologous series of the group 6 transition metal com- properties via the linear free energy relationship (LFER)
plexes in order to systematically study the nature of the [16]. An extension of the Mo (form) study to the2 4

quadruple bond [9–14]. To date, the number of dich- Cr (form) series allows the comparison of group 62 4

romium tetraformamidinate complexes structurally char- transition metal complexes of the general type M (form)2 4

acterized is limited to Cr (( p-CH C H N) CH) [10], with 3d or 4d electrons.2 3 6 3 2 4

Cr [HC(N-3,5-xylyl) ] [14], and Cr (CH NC(C H )- The synthesis of a series of quadruply-bonded di-2 2 4 2 3 6 5

NCH ) [15]. chromium complexes, Cr (( p-ClC H N) CH) (1),3 4 2 6 4 2 4

By varying the electron donating or withdrawing ability Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) (2), Cr ((3,4-Cl C H N) -2 2 6 3 2 4 2 2 6 3 2

of the remote substituents on the phenyl rings of the CH) (3), Cr (( p-CF C H N) CH) (4), Cr ((m-CF C -4 2 3 6 4 2 4 2 3 6

formamidinate ligand, the resultant electron density at the H N) CH) (5), Cr (( p-OCH C H N) CH) (6), and4 2 4 2 3 6 4 2 4

transition metal core can be altered without a change in the Cr ((m-OCH C H N) CH) (7), is presented with struc-2 3 6 4 2 4
1tural information provided for 1, 2, 5, and 7. The H NMR

spectroscopy and electrochemistry of the series of
*Corresponding author. Cr (form) complexes are reported and compared to the2 4

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00362-3
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Hammett constants of the remote substituents of the of Cr (( p-ClC H N) CH) were grown from a CH Cl2 6 4 2 4 2 2
1formamidinate ligands. solution of the compound layered with hexanes. H NMR

(C D , ppm): 6.02 (d, 8.0 Hz), 6.83 (d, 8.0 Hz) and 8.546 6

(s).
2. Experimental

2.3. Preparation of Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) (2)2 2 6 3 2 4

2.1. General considerations
A Schlenk flask was charged with 2.7 g (9.0 mmol) of

Standard Schlenk, drybox, and vacuum line techniques (3,5-Cl C H N) HCH and 10 ml of THF. After cooling to2 6 3 2

were used under an argon atmosphere. Commercial grade 08C, 5.7 ml (8.0 mmol) of CH Li was added. Once all gas3

tetrahydrofuran (THF), toluene, and hexanes were dried evolution had occurred, the pale brown solution was
over potassium/sodium benzophenone ketyl. Methylene transferred via cannula to a flask containing a 10 ml THF
chloride was dried over P O . All solvents were freshly solution of CrCl (0.49 g, 4.0 mmol). The reaction was2 5 2

distilled under argon atmosphere prior to use. The starting stirred at room temperature overnight then all solvent
material CrCl was purchased from Strem Chemicals and removed under vacuum. The yellow product was dissolved2

used as received. Triethylorthoformate, p-chloroaniline, in toluene and toluene /hexanes mixtures added to precipi-
3,5-dichloroaniline, 3,4-dichloroaniline, m-methoxyaniline, tate the product. The resultant yellow solid was washed
m-(trifluoromethyl)aniline, p-(trifluoromethyl)aniline, and using 30 ml aliquots of hexanes and all solvent removed to
p-methoxyaniline were purchased from ACROS Chemi- yield Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) (2.56 g, 89.1%). Crystals2 2 6 3 2 4

cal Company. All of the ligands, ( p-ClC H N) HCH, of Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) were grown from a benzene6 4 2 2 2 6 3 2 4
1(3,5-Cl C H N) HCH, (3,4-Cl C H N) HCH, ( p-CF C - solution of the compound layered with hexanes. H NMR2 6 3 2 2 6 3 2 3 6

H N) HCH, (m-CF C H N) HCH, ( p-CH OC H N) - (C D , ppm): 5.95 (s), 6.89 (s) and 7.82 (s).4 2 3 6 4 2 3 6 4 2 6 6

HCH, and (m-CH OC H N)HCH, were synthesized by the3 6 4

previously reported method [17]. Methyllithium was pur- 2.4. Preparation of Cr ((3,4-Cl C H N) CH) (3)2 2 6 3 2 4

chased as a 1.4 M solution in diethylether from Aldrich
Chemical Company in a Sure-Seal bottle and used as A Schlenk flask was charged with 2.7 g (9.0 mmol) of
received. (3,4-Cl C H N) HCH and 10 ml of THF, then cooled to2 6 3 2

1H NMR spectra (400 MHz) were recorded in 5 mm 08C and methyllithium (5.7 ml, 8.0 mmol) added. Once all
NMR tubes on a General Electric Omega instrument using gas evolution had ceased, the pale orange brown solution
a 10 mm broad band probe. The proton chemical shifts (d ) was transferred via cannula to a second flask containing a
were referenced to residual C H in the deuterated solvent 10 ml THF solution of CrCl (0.49 g, 4.0 mmol). The6 6 2

C D . reaction was stirred at room temperature for several hours6 6

Cyclic voltammetry measurements of the dichromium to result in the formation of a yellow solid. The solid was
tetraformamidinate compounds 1, 2, and 4–7 were per- washed several times with 30 ml aliquots of hexanes and
formed in a drybox under an argon atmosphere. Measure- all solvent removed to yield the product, Cr ((3,4-2

ments were made in 0.1 M (n-Bu N)PF electrolyte and Cl C H N) CH) (2.51 g, 87.4%).4 6 2 6 3 2 4

0.6 mM Cr (form) THF solutions using a Solartron S12 4

1287 Electrochemical Interface with a 1.6 mm diameter Au 2.5. Preparation of Cr ((p-CF C H N) CH) (4)2 3 6 4 2 4

disk working electrode and a Ag wire quasi-reference
electrode. Au potentials are reported versus the ferrocene / A Schlenk flask was charged with 2.6 g (9.0 mmol) of

1ferrocenium E value. ( p-CF C H N) HCH and 10 ml of THF. After cooling the1 / 2 3 6 4 2

solution in an ice bath, CH Li (5.7 ml, 8.0 mmol) was3

2.2. Preparation of Cr ((p-ClC H N) CH) (1) added. Once all gas evolution had ceased, the solution was2 6 4 2 4

transferred via cannula to a second flask containing a 10
To a Schlenk flask charged with 1.2 g (4.5 mmol) of ml THF solution of 0.49 g of CrCl (4.0 mmol). The2

( p-ClC H N) HCH and 10 ml of THF cooled in an ice reaction mixture was allowed to stir at room temperature6 4 2

bath, 2.9 ml of methyllithium (4.1 mmol) was added. Once overnight. The resultant orange solid was washed with
all gas evolution had ceased, the resultant pale yellow hexanes several times and all solvent removed to yield

1solution of the lithium formamidinate salt was transferred the product, Cr (( p-CF C H N) CH) (2.59 g, 90.6%). H2 3 6 4 2 4

via cannula to a flask containing a 10 ml THF solution of NMR (C D , ppm): 6.02 (d, 8.0 Hz), 7.34 (d, 8.4 Hz) and6 6

CrCl (0.25 g, 2.0 mmol). The reaction was stirred at room 8.28 (s).2

temperature overnight and filtered through Celite. The
yellow product precipitated from solution upon addition of 2.6. Preparation of Cr ((m-CF C H N) CH) (5)2 3 6 4 2 4

50 ml of hexanes. Subsequent washing with 30 ml aliquots
of hexanes followed by solvent removal yielded the yellow A Schlenk flask was charged with 2.6 g (9.0 mmol) of
powder Cr (( p-ClC H N) CH) (0.88 g, 76%). Crystals (m-CF C H N) HCH and 10 ml of THF, then cooled in2 6 4 2 4 3 6 4 2
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an ice bath. CH Li (5.7 ml, 8.0 mmol) was added to the using a Siemens SMART CCD (charge coupled device)3

chilled solution. After all gas evolution ceased, the solution based diffractometer equipped with an LT-2 low-tempera-
was transferred via cannula to a second flask containing a ture apparatus operating at 213 K. Suitable crystals of each
10 ml THF solution of CrCl (0.49 g, 4.0 mmol). The of the respective compounds were mounted on a glass fiber2

reaction mixture was allowed to stir at room temperature using grease. Data were measured using omega scans of
overnight and all solvent removed under vacuum. The 0.38 per frame for 30 s such that a hemisphere was
solid product was dissolved in toluene and toluene /hex- collected for 1, 2, 5, and 7. A total of 1271 frames were

˚anes solvent mixtures added to precipitate the yellow collected with a final resolution of 0.75 A for Cr (( p-2
˚powder. The powder was washed three times with hexanes. ClC H N) CH) , 0.90 A for Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) ,6 4 2 4 2 2 6 3 2 4

˚ ˚Solvent removal yielded the product Cr ((m- 0.85 A for Cr ((m-CF C H N) CH) , and 0.85 A for2 2 3 6 4 2 4

CF C H N) CH) (2.35 g, 82.2%). Crystals of Cr ((m- Cr ((m-OCH C H N) CH) . The first 50 frames were3 6 4 2 4 2 2 3 6 4 2 4

CF C H N) CH) were grown from a toluene solution of recollected for 1, 2, 5, and 7 at the end of data collection to3 6 4 2 4
1the compound layered with hexanes. H NMR (C D , monitor for decay, but no decomposition was observed6 6

ppm): 6.24 (d, 8.0 Hz), 6.27 (s), 6.73 (t, 7.8 Hz), 7.04 (d, during data collection for any of the crystals. Cell parame-
7.6 Hz) and 8.30 (s). ters were retrieved using SMART [18] software and

refined using SAINT on all observed reflections. Data
2.7. Preparation of Cr ((p-OCH C H N) CH) (6) reduction was performed using the SAINT software [19]2 3 6 4 2 4

which corrects for Lp and decay. Absorption corrections
A Schlenk flask was charged with 2.0 g (7.7 mmol) of were applied using SADABS [20] supplied by George

( p-CH OC H N) HCH and 10 ml THF, cooled in an ice Sheldrick. The structures were solved by the direct method3 6 4 2

bath, and CH Li (5.7 ml, 8.0 mmol) added. Once all gas using the SHELXL-90 [21] program and refined by least3
2evolution had occurred, the solution was transferred via squares method on F , SHELXL-93 [22], incorporated in

cannula to a flask containing a 10 ml THF solution of SHELXTL-PC V 5.03 [23].
CrCl (0.49 g, 4.0 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred The structures of Cr (( p-ClC H N) CH) , Cr ((3,5-2 2 6 4 2 4 2

at room temperature overnight and all solvent removed Cl C H N) CH) , Cr ((m-CF C H N) CH) , and Cr -2 6 3 2 4 2 3 6 4 2 4 2

under dynamic vacuum. The crude product was dissolved ((m-OCH C H N) CH) were solved in the space group3 6 4 2 4
¯in THF, and a yellow solid precipitated upon the addition P1 ([2). All non-hydrogen atoms were refined aniso-

of 50 ml of hexanes. The complex was washed several tropically. Hydrogen atoms for 1, 2, 5, and 7 were
times with 30 ml aliquots of hexanes, and all solvent calculated by geometrical methods and refined as riding
removed to yield Cr (( p-OCH C H N) CH) (1.09 g, models. In the structure of Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) , 3.52 3 6 4 2 4 2 2 6 3 2 4

148.4%). H NMR (C D , ppm): 3.22 (s), 6.40 (d, 8.5 Hz), molecules of C H are present in the asymmetric unit as6 6 6 6

6.65 (d, 8.5 Hz) and 8.70 (s). interstitial solvent.

2.8. Preparation of Cr ((m-OCH C H N) CH) (7)2 3 6 4 2 4

3. Results and discussionA Schlenk flask was charged with 2.0 g (7.7 mmol) of
(m-CH OC H N)HCH and 10 ml THF, then cooled to3 6 4 3.1. Preparation and general properties08C. CH Li (5.7 ml, 8.0 mmol) was added. Once all gas3

evolution ceased, the solution was transferred via cannula
As shown in Scheme 1 [1], the preparative method forto a second flask containing a 10 ml THF solution of CrCl2 Cr (( p-CH C H N) CH) [10] using the starting material2 3 6 3 2 4(0.49 g, 4.0 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred

CrCl can be generalized to other substituted formamidi-2overnight at room temperature and then all solvent re-
nate ligands. Compounds 1–7 are very air-sensitive, andmoved. The compound was dissolved in THF, filtered
the brilliant yellow color of the complexes changes tothrough Celite, and the yellow solid precipitated upon
green within a few minutes upon exposure to air.addition of 50 ml of hexanes. The resultant powder was

washed several times with 30 ml aliquots of hexanes then
all solvent removed to yield Cr ((m-OCH C H N) CH) 3.2. Molecular structures2 3 6 4 2 4

(1.20 g, 53.3%). Crystals of Cr ((m-OCH C H N) CH)2 3 6 4 2 4

were grown from a THF solution of the compound layered The crystallographic data for compounds 1, 2, 5, and 7
1with hexanes. H NMR (C D , ppm): 3.14 (s), 5.95 (s), are provided in Table 1 with selected geometric parameters6 6

6.28 (d, 8.3 Hz), 6.51 (d, 8.3 Hz), 6.84 (t, 7.93 Hz), and in Table 2. Similar to the dimolybdenum tetraformamidi-
8.78 (s). nate complexes with the analogous paddlewheel geometry,

the space groups for these complexes were found to be of
¯2.9. Crystallographic studies lower symmetry (P1 ) than for Cr (( p-CH C H N) CH)2 3 6 3 2 4

(Pbnb) [10]. Changes in the space group for the Cr (form)2 4

Crystallographic data were collected for 1, 2, 5, and 7 analogs can be attributed to the choice of solvents used in
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Scheme 1.

the crystallization process and the different substituents on bond distance for the dichromium tetracarboxylates [24–
28]. The average Cr–Cr bond distance for the series ofthe phenyl rings of the formamidinate ligands to result in
dichromium tetraformamidinate complexes structurallyvariations in crystalline packing.

˚ ˚characterized in this study is 1.911 A, between 0.3 to 0.6 AInspection of the ORTEP drawings in Figs. 1–4 of
shorter in comparison to either the shortest Cr–Cr bondCr (( p-ClC H N) CH) , Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) , Cr -2 6 4 2 4 2 2 6 3 2 4 2

distance determined for a carboxylate complex,((m-CF C H N) CH) , and Cr ((m-OCH C H N) CH) ,3 6 4 2 4 2 3 6 4 2 4
˚Cr (O CCH ) (C H N ) (2.295(5) A) [29] or the longestrespectively, confirms the paddlewheel geometry is re- 2 2 3 4 4 4 2

Cr–Cr bond distance found in the carboxylate complex,tained about the dichromium core, analogous to the
˚Cr (O CCF ) [O(C H ) ] (2.541(1) A) [28]. Of note indimolybdenum complexes [9]. The metal–metal bond 2 2 3 4 2 5 2 2

the structures of the dichromium formamidinate complexesdistances for the dichromium complexes, 1, 2, 5, and 7, are
˚ is the absence of axial coordination of either solvent1.9072(10), 1.9162(10), 1.9018(8), and 1.9178(11) A,

molecules such as the THF used in the preparative methodrespectively. As in the case of Cr (( p-CH C H N) CH)2 3 6 3 2 4

or a nitrogen atom of a neighboring formamidinate ligand.[10] and Cr [HC(N-3,5-xylyl) ] [14], the Cr–Cr bond2 2 4

In contrast, dichromium tetracarboxylate complexes con-distances fall short of the value for a chromium ‘super-
˚ tain axial ligands of either infinite chains of Cr (O CR)short’ quadruple bond of 1.90 A. A plot of the Cr–Cr bond 2 2 4

molecules or coordinated solvents [26,28] such asdistance versus the Hammett constant indicates no correla-
˚Cr (O CO-t-Bu) (THF) (2.367(3) A) [30] ortion and minimal variation in the Cr–Cr bond distances 2 2 4 2

˚ ˚(1.90 to 1.92 A) [9,12,16]. Cr (O Cbiph) (THF) (2.316(3) A) where biphCO H is2 2 4 2 2

The dichromium tetraformamidinate complexes contain 2-phenylbenzoic acid [27].
significantly shorter Cr–Cr bond distances than the Cr–Cr The torsional angles for the crystallographically char-

Table 1
X-ray crystallographic data for compounds 1, 2, 5, 7

1 2 5 7

Formula C H C Cr N C H Cl Cr N C H Cr F N C H Cr N O52 36 l8 2 8 72.50 48.50 16 2 8 60 36 2 24 8 60 60 2 8 8

Formula weight 1160.49 1702.89 1428.97 1125.16
Cryst. syst. Triclinic Triclinic Triclinic Triclinic

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯Space group P1 P1 P1 P1
˚a, A 10.166(3) 15.4591(4) 10.8581(1) 10.5569(1)
˚b, A 11.319(3) 15.7105(3) 12.0770(2) 11.7164(3)
˚c, A 12.481(4) 16.8096(3) 13.4575(2) 12.0171(3)

a, deg 106.38(1) 71.775(1) 66.582(1) 101.810(1)
b, deg 91.64(1) 89.002(1) 80.206(1) 104.931(1)
g, deg 114.46(2) 88.787(1) 64.066(1) 105.504(1)

3˚Volume, A 1236.7(6) 3876.6(1) 1456.28(4) 1322.86(5)
Z 1 2 1 1

3
r , mg/mm 1.558 1.459 1.629 1.412calc

21
m, mm 0.919 0.879 0.499 0.477

˚l, A 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073
u range, deg 1.72–28.29 1.28–22.50 1.65–24.68 1.83–25.00
T, K 213(2) 213(2) 213(2) 213(2)
R1 0.0409 0.0538 0.0430 0.0554
wR2 0.1000 0.1049 0.0959 0.1054

2Goodness of fit on F 1.015 1.035 1.059 1.085
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Table 2
Selected geometric parameters for compounds 1, 2, 5, 7

1 2 5 7

Cr(1)–Cr(1A) 1.9072(10) Cr(1)–Cr(2) 1.9162(10) Cr(1)–Cr(1A) 1.9018(8) Cr(1)–Cr(1A) 1.9178(11)
Cr(1)–N(1) 2.063(3) Cr(1)–N(1) 2.036(4) Cr(1)–N(1) 2.060(2) Cr(1)–N(1) 2.068(3)
Cr(1)–N(2) 2.064(2) Cr(1)–N(7) 2.066(4) Cr(1)–N(2) 2.061(2) Cr(1)–N(2) 2.055(3)
Cr(1)–N(3) 2.034(3) Cr(1)–N(3) 2.047(4) Cr(1)–N(3) 2.064(2) Cr(1)–N(3) 2.071(3)
Cr(1)–N(4) 2.056(2) Cr(1)–N(5) 2.067(4) Cr(1)–N(4) 2.053(2) Cr(1)–N(4) 2.050(3)
N(1)–C(1) 1.329(4) N(1)–C(1) 1.332(6) N(1)–C(1) 1.322(3) N(1)–C(1) 1.325(5)
N(3A)–C(1) 1.325(4) N(2)–C(1) 1.328(6) N(3A)–C(1) 1.320(3) N(2A)–C(1) 1.323(5)
N(2)–C(8) 1.322(3) N(7)–C(4) 1.317(6) N(2)–C(2) 1.324(4) N(3)–C(2) 1.324(5)
N(4A)–C(8) 1.315(4) N(8)–C(4) 1.336(6) N(4A)–C(2) 1.327(3) N(4A)–C(2) 1.322(4)
Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(1) 93.70(7) Cr(1)–Cr(2)–N(1) 95.43(11) Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(1) 93.58(7) Cr(1A)–Cr(1)–N(1) 94.53(9)
Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(2) 97.08(7) Cr(1)–Cr(2)–N(7) 94.39(12) Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(2) 97.59(7) Cr(1A)–Cr(1)–N(2) 95.75(9)
Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(3) 96.82(8) Cr(1)–Cr(2)–N(3) 96.42(11) Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(3) 97.22(7) Cr(1A)–Cr(1)–N(3) 96.89(9)
Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(4) 93.41(7) Cr(1)–Cr(2)–N(5) 94.67(11) Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(4) 92.90(6) Cr(1A)–Cr(1)–N(4) 93.82(9)
N(4)–Cr(1)–N(1) 93.14(10) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(5) 89.8(2) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(2) 90.06(9) N(3)–Cr(1)–N(1) 88.83(12)
N(4)Cr(1)–N(3) 88.16(10) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(7) 89.2(2) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(4) 91.84(9) N(3)–Cr(1)–N(2) 89.07(12)
N(1)–Cr(1)–N(3) 169.31(9) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(3) 168.1(2) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(3) 168.94(8) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(2) 169.68(12)
N(2)–Cr(1)–N(4) 168.63(9) N(5)–Cr(1)–N(7) 170.9(2) N(2)–Cr(1)–N(4) 169.20(8) N(3)–Cr(1)–N(4) 169.21(12)
N(3)–Cr(1)–N(2) 86.25(10) N(5)–Cr(1)–N(3) 89.6(2) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(4) 91.84(9) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(4) 91.62(12)
N(4)–Cr(1)–N(1) 93.14(10) N(1)–Cr(1)–N(7) 89.2(2) N(3)–Cr(1)–N(4) 90.01(9) N(2)–Cr(1)–N(4) 88.58(12)
C(1)–N(1)–Cr(1) 115.8(2) C(1)–N(1)–Cr(1) 116.2(3) C(1)–N(1)–Cr(1) 115.9(2) C(1)–N(1)–Cr(1) 115.3(2)
C(8A)–N(4)–Cr(1) 116.2(2) C(4)–N(7)–Cr(1) 115.6(3) C(2)–N(2)–Cr(1) 113.2(2) C(2)–N(3)–Cr(1) 112.1(2)
N(1)–C(1)–N(3A) 118.7(3) N(1)–C(1)–N(2) 118.3(4) N(1)–C(1)–N(3A) 120.3(3) N(1)–C(1)–N(2A) 119.5(3)
N(2)–C(8)–N(4A) 120.5(3) N(7)–C(4)–N(8) 119.2(5) N(2)–C(2)–N(4A) 118.7(2) N(4A)–C(2)–N(3) 121.0(3)

acterized dichromium complexes are as follows: N(3)– 95.248 for the p-Cl, 3,5-Cl , m-CF and m-OCH2 3 3

Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(1A) (1.98) and N(4)–Cr(1)–Cr(1A)– Cr (form) analogs are slightly larger than the Mo (form)2 4 2 4

N(2A) (4.48) for 1; N(1)–Cr(1)–Cr(2)–N(2) (5.18), N(3)– complexes with Mo–Mo–N bond angles of 92.75, 92.79,
Cr(1)–Cr(2)–N(4) (4.08), N(5)–Cr(1)–Cr(2)–N(6) (4.58), 92.71, and 92.668 for the p-OCH , H, m-Cl and 3,5-Cl3 2

and N(7)–Cr(1)–Cr(2)–N(8) (4.78) for 2; N(4)–Cr(1)– analogs [9]. The trend, shorter M–M bond distances
Cr(1A)–N(2A) (2.68) and N(3)–Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(1A) resulting in larger M–M–N bond angles, is observed for
(2.48) for 5; and N(3)–Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(4A) (1.38) and the M (form) series and includes Cr, Mo, and W com-2 4

N(1)–Cr(1)–Cr(1A)–N(2A) (0.98) for 7 with minimal plexes [9,10,12]. As expected from significant shortening
distortion from the ideal paddlewheel geometry. A plot of of one of the bonds (Cr–Cr) in a five-membered ring
the Cr–N bond distances versus the Hammett constant system, the average N–C(H)–N bond angles are more
indicates no correlation. acute for the Cr (form) series than the Mo (form) series.2 4 2 4

As a result of shorter Cr–Cr bond distances in com- In order to compare the metal–metal bond distances of
parison to the Mo–Mo bond distances previously reported, Cr, Mo, and W complexes, the ‘formal shortness ratio’
the average Cr–Cr–N angles of 95.25, 95.23, 95.32, and (FSR) is used to account for the difference in size of the

Fig. 1. ORTEP drawing of Cr (( p-ClC H N) CH) at 50% probability Fig. 2. ORTEP drawing of Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) at 50% probability2 6 4 2 4 2 2 6 3 2 4

level. Hydrogens atoms are omitted for clarity. level. Hydrogens atoms are omitted for clarity.
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nificantly larger than either the dichromium or di-
molybdenum tetraformamidinate compounds, but consis-

˚tent with that fact that the W bond distance is 0.10 A2

longer than the Mo bond distance [10,31,32].2

13.3. H NMR spectroscopy

1H NMR spectroscopy was performed for the
Cr (form) series with the exception of the poorly soluble2 4

1Cr ((3,4-Cl C H N) CH) (3). Simple H NMR spectra2 2 6 3 2 4

are characteristic of the high symmetry (D ) of the4

paddlewheel geometry and confirm the structures of 3, 4,
and 6 where X-ray crystallographic data were not obtained.

1The H NMR spectra of the Cr (form) complexes con-2 4

tained only peaks for the coordinated formamidinate
ligands and the deuterated solvent to reflect the high purity
of the compounds.

1The H NMR chemical shifts of the methine protons,
Fig. 3. ORTEP drawing of Cr ((m-CF C H N) CH) at 50% probability2 3 6 4 2 4 N–C(H )–N, of the Cr (form) complexes are shifted2 4level. Hydrogens atoms are omitted for clarity.

downfield in comparison to the free ligand with the
exception of Cr ((3,5-Cl C H N) CH) . The degree of2 2 6 3 2 4

metal atoms. The equation to determine the FSR for a bond diamagnetic anisotropy, the effect of a secondary magnetic
A–B is shown in Eq. (1) field on the methine proton created by the metal–metal

multiple bond, was calculated for each of the complexes
A BFSR 5 D /R 1 R (1)AB A2B 1 1 where crystallographic information was available. The

calculations were carried out using Eq. (2)
Awhere D is the distance between the atoms, R is theA–B 1

B 2 3radius of atom A, and R is the radius of atom B [1]. The Dx 5 (Dd )(4p) / [(1 2 3 cos u ) /(3r )] (2)1

FSR was calculated for the Cr (form) complexes using2 4
where Dx is the diamagnetic anisotropy, Dd is the changethe average Cr–Cr bond distance for the p-Cl, 3,5-Cl ,2
in the chemical shift of the proton relative to that of the˚m-CF , and m-OCH analogs (1.911 A) and a FSR of3 3
dinickel analogs with no M–M bond [5], r is the distance0.806 obtained. For the dimolybdenum series with an
of the proton nucleus from the center of the Cr–Cr bond,˚average Mo–Mo bond distance of 2.096 A for the p-
and u is the angle between the r vector and the center ofOCH , H, m-Cl and 3,5-Cl , the FSR is 0.809 [5]. The3 2
the Cr–Cr axis [33].ditungsten complexes W (DFM) and W (DCPF) , where2 4 2 4

As the s value increases, the diamagnetic anisotropyDCPF is the 3,5-dichlorophenylformamidinate ligand, have
decreases, as shown in Table 3. With a decrease in electronFSRs of 0.838 and 0.840, respectively [10,31]. The values
donating ability of the remote substituents of the for-of the FSR for the two W (II, II) compounds are sig-2
mamidinate ligand, a weakening of the ring current
resulting from the multiple bond between the two metal
centers occurs, although no significant difference between
the Cr–Cr bond distances of 1, 2, 5 and 7 is observed [34].
A plot of the Hammett constant versus the diamagnetic
anisotropy for the crystallographically characterized
Cr (form) complexes is shown in Fig. 5, and a high2 4

correlation constant [0.991] is obtained. A linear least-
squares fit to the data, diamagnetic anisotropy versus 8s,
generated Eq. (3)

236 3
Dx 5 4838.9 3 10 m /molecule 2 8sr (3)

236 3with a r value of 405.71310 m /molecule to reflect
the significant dependence of the diamagnetic anisotropy
on the Hammett constant. With zero additional electron
donating or withdrawing ability of the formamidinate
ligand due to remote substituents and s equal to zero, theFig. 4. ORTEP drawing of Cr ((m-OCH C H N) CH) at 50% probabili-2 3 6 4 2 4

ty level. Hydrogens atoms are omitted for clarity. diamagnetic anisotropy of a Cr (form) compound is2 4
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Table 3
1Hammett constant, diagmagnetic anisotropy, H NMR data for the methine proton, and electrochemical data for the formamidinate complexes of the

general type: Cr (form)2 4

Compound s Dx Methine Irresversible
236 3(10 m /molecule) proton (d ) oxidation (mV)

1 ( p-Cl) 0.23 4313 8.54 ppm (s) 613
2 (3,5-Cl ) 0.74 2341 7.82 ppm (s) 7892

4 ( p-CF ) 0.54 8.28 ppm (s) 6443

5 (m-CF ) 0.43 3407 8.30 ppm (s) 8493

6 ( p-OCH ) 20.27 8.70 ppm (s) 3803

7 (m-OCH ) 0.12 4522 8.78 ppm (s) 5133

236 34838.9310 m /molecule, reflected in the intercept of ated in order to allow a general comparison to the
Eq. (3). previously observed trend [9].

A similar plot was generated for the Mo (form) series The trend observed for the Mo (form) series, an2 4 2 4

synthesized by Ren and coworkers based on the published anionic shift with an increase in the Hammett constant of
values of the diamagnetic anisotropy [9]. The correlation the remote substituents of the form ligands, also occurs for
coefficient is poor [0.866] for a plot of the diamagnetic the Cr (form) series [9]. Due to the irreversibility of the2 4

anisotropy versus Hammett constant for the data of Ren. oxidation wave in the Cr (form) compounds, the correla-2 4

However, the diamagnetic anisotropy for the Mo (form) tion coefficient of a linear fit to the data is poor [0.867] and2 4

series changes with different ligand substituents in the only qualitative not quantitative comparisons can be made.
same manner as the Cr (form) series, although the degree The reactivity constant, r, is approximately 40% smaller2 4

236 3is significantly smaller (r 538.991310 m /molecule). (52.8 mV) than the reactivity constant of the Mo (form)2 4

series (87.2 mV) [9].

3.4. Electrochemistry 3.5. Conclusions

Electrochemical studies of the Cr (form) series were In the series of Cr (form) complexes synthesized with2 4 2 4

performed with the exception of the poorly soluble variations in the Hammett constant of the remote sub-
Cr ((3,4-Cl C H N) CH) . Data were obtained at a scan stituents of the formamidinate ligands, no correlation2 2 6 3 2 4

rate of 100 mV/s, and the potential of the oxidation wave between the Cr–Cr bond distances or Cr–N bond distance
ranged from 350 to 750 mV for the Cr (form) series. The and s is observed. The diamagnetic anisotropy of the2 4

oxidation is not reversible at either 100 or 200 mV/s. A Cr–Cr bond and electrochemical studies of the oxidation
plot of the Hammett constant versus the first oxidation of wave correlate with the Hammett constant of the for-
the dichromium core for the Cr (form) series was gener- mamidine ligands. In contrast to previous studies of the2 4

Mo (form) series [9], only qualitative data were obtained2 4

in the electrochemical studies of the Cr (form) complexes2 4

due to the irreversibility of the oxidation wave, even at
higher scan speeds. While the oxidation potential of the
Cr (form) complexes has a smaller dependence on the2 4

Hammett constant in the electrochemical studies than the
Mo (form) complexes [9], the dependence of the diamag-2 4

netic anisotropy of the Cr (form) complexes on the2 4

Hammett constant is significantly stronger than the
Mo (form) complexes [9]. Studies of a series of2 4

W (form) complexes are in process to determine the2 4

dependence of the electrochemical processes and diamag-
netic anisotropy on the Hammett constant of the ligand
substituents.
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Abstract

Dichlorotetrakis(5-t-butylpyrazole)iron (1), dichlorotetrakis(5-t-butylpyrazole) manganese (2), and tetrakis(5-t-butylpyrazole) iron(II)
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonate) (3) were prepared and characterized. The crystal structure of 3 was determined from X-ray diffraction data.
Complex 3 has a distorted octahedral structure with the two triflate ligands at mutually trans positions. Complexes 1 and 2 are mild
catalysts for the selective epoxidation of styrene and norbornylene. In comparison, complex 3 is an efficient catalyst for the epoxidation of
norbornylene, but promotes the oxidation of styrene predominantly to benzaldehyde.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Iron; Manganese; Pyrazole; Catalysis; Epoxidation; Dioxygen

1. Introduction been described. Most of the structural information on
pyrazole iron(II) complexes is deduced from other transi-

The coordination chemistry of imidazole and pyrazole tion metal complexes having similar compositions and
ligands with transition metals has been extensively investi- X-ray powder diffraction patterns [3].
gated during the last thirty years [1–4]. Much of the In this paper, we report the syntheses of tetrakis(5-t-
interest with these complexes is mainly due to their butyl pyrazole) metal complexes, dichlorotetrakis(5-t-
biological relevance and potential medical applications [5]. butylpyrazole)iron (1), dichlorotetrakis(5-t-butyl-
Pyrazole (Pz) can bind to metal ions to form complexes of pyrazole)manganese (2), and terakis(5-t-butylpyrazole)

21general formula M(Pz) X (usually metal ions are M iron(II) bis(trifluoromethanesulfonate) (3). The structuren m
2and m52) [1,6]. Here, X is a counteranion such as Cl , of Fe(C H N ) (CF SO ) (3) is also reported here.7 12 2 4 3 3 2

2 2 2 2Br , Bf , NO , ClO , which may or may not bind to the4 3 4

metal ions. Depending on the reaction conditions and the
bulkiness of the pyrazoles, n can vary from 2 to 7. The

2. Experimental section
commonly used techniques for the characterization of these
pyrazole complexes include infrared and Raman spec-

2.1. General method
troscopy, elemental analysis, magnetic susceptibility mea-
surement, ligand field spectra, and X-ray diffraction [2–4].

All reactions were performed under an inert atmosphere
Many crystal and molecular structures of transition

either in a glovebox or by Schlenk techniques. THF and
metal pyrazole complexes such as dibromotetrakis(5-

toluene were dried over purple solutions of Na/ben-
methylpyrazole)manganese(II) [7], trans-tetra-

zophenone, degassed with three ‘freeze–pump–thaw’ cy-
kis(pyrazole)bisisocyanatomanganese(II) [7], and dich-

cles, and stored in a glovebox after being vacuum-trans-
lorotetrakispyrazolenickel(II) [8] have been determined.

ferred. A literature method was used to prepare 3(5)-tert-
To our knowledge, the structures of pyrazole iron(II) t-Bubutylpyrazole (Pz ) [10]. Anhydrous MnCl was ob-2complexes have not been reported, although several X-ray

tained via dehydration of MnCl ?4H O in refluxing thionyl2 2structure analyses of imidazole iron(II) complexes [9] have
chloride [11,12]. Other chemicals were reagent grade and
were used as received.

*Corresponding author. Elemental analyses were performed in house on a Perkin

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00363-5
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Elmer CHNS/O analyzer. Infrared spectra were obtained 2.4. Preparation of tetrakis(5-t-butylpyrazole)iron(II)
t-Buas Nujol mulls with an IBM/Bruker IR-98 spectrometer. bis(trifluoromethane-sulfonate) [Fe(Pz ) (CF SO ) ]4 3 3 2

NMR spectra were obtained on a Varian VXR-300 spec- (3)
trometer.

Silver triflate (36.8 mg, 0.14 mmol) in 5 ml THF was
t-Bu2.2. Preparation of dichlorotetrakis(5-tert- added to Fe(Pz ) Cl (44.4 mg, 0.071 mmol) in 10 ml4 2

t-Bubutylpyrazole)iron, [Fe(Pz ) Cl ] (1) THF solution. A white precipitate formed immediately.4 2

The mixture was stirred for ca. 11 h and filtered. The
A mixture of 3(5)-t-butylpyrazole (0.92 g, 7.4 mmol) yellow filtrate was taken to dryness in vacuo, the residue

and FeCl ?4H O (0.46 g, 2.3 mmol) was stirred for ca. 18 was redissolved in a minimum amount of hexanes, and2 2

h in 20 ml of THF. The orange solution was taken to cooled to 2358C to form a yellow precipitate. Yellow
t-Budryness in vacuo, the residue was redissolved in 15 ml Fe(Pz ) (CF SO ) was isolated by filtration and dried4 3 3 2

toluene, and filtered. The filtrate was concentrated to about in vacuo (20 mg, 33%). The main peaks in the IR spectra
3 ml and cooled to 2358C to deposit yellow crystals. The are shown in Table 1. Anal. Calcd. for

t-Bumicrocrystals of Fe(Pz ) Cl were isolated via filtration, FeC H F N O S : C, 42.36; H, 5.69; N, 13.17. Found:4 2 30 48 6 8 6 2

washed with 1 ml hexanes and dried in vacuo. The product C, 42.68; H, 5.60; N, 13.21.
t-BuFe(Pz ) Cl can be further purified by recrystallizing4 2

from diethyl ether solution at 2358C to afford slightly
yellow crystals (0.16 g, 14%). The IR data with the peaks 2.5. X-ray structure determination of

1 t-Buof medium-to-strong intensity are shown in Table 1. H Fe(Pz ) (CF SO ) (4)4 3 3 2

NMR (CDCl ): d 62.34 (br), 30.05 (s), 1.14 (s, C(CH ) ),3 3 3

24.02 (br). Anal. Calcd. for (FeC H N Cl ): C, 53.94; Data collection and structure solution were conducted at28 48 8 2

H, 7.76; N, 17.97. Found: C, 53.88; H, 7.74; N, 18.09. the Iowa State University Molecular Structure Laboratory.
t-BuA yellow crystal of Fe(Pz ) (CF SO ) , obtained by4 3 3 2

2.3. Preparation of dichlorotetrakis(5-tert- slow-evaporation of a hexane solution at room tempera-
t-Bubutylpyrazole)manganese(II), [Mn(Pz ) Cl ] (2) ture, was cut and mounted on a glass fiber. Intensity data4 2

were collected at 203(2) K on a Siemens P4RA diffrac-
Anhydrous manganese dichloride (0.15 g, 1.2 mmol) tometer with graphite-monochromated CuK radiation.a

and 3(5)-tert-butyl pyrazole (0.59 g, 4.8 mmol) were Three intensity standards were measured every 97 reflec-
mixed and stirred in about 20 ml of THF for about 8 h. tions. The cell constants for the data collection were
The light yellow solution was taken to dryness in vacuo determined from reflections found from a 3608 rotation
and the residue was redissolved in ca. 18 ml hexane / photograph. Twenty-five reflections in the range of
toluene (3:1). After filtration, the filtrate was cooled to 18.465–30.2368 u were used to determine precise cell
2358C to deposit colorless crystals. The product constants. Lorentz and polarization corrections were ap-

t-BuMn(Pz ) Cl was isolated by filtration, washed with 2 plied. A nonlinear correction based on the decay in the4 2

ml hexanes and dried in vacuo (0.40 g, 54%). IR data are standard reflections was applied to the data. A series of
shown in Table 1. Anal. Calcd. for (MnC H N Cl ): C, azimuthal reflections was collected for this specimen.28 48 8 2

54.02; H, 7.77; N, 18.00. Found: C, 53.86, H, 7.87; N, The systematic absences in the diffraction data were
¯18.08. consistent for space groups P1 and P1. The E-statistics

Table 1
21IR spectra of complexes 1, 2 and 3 in Nujol between 400–4000 cm

1 2 3 Assignment of vibration
modes

3255 (s,Br) 3270 (s, br) 3333–3336 (s, br) N–H stretch
1548 (s) 1550 (s) 1565 (s) Ring-stretch
1282 (s) 1281 (s) 1300 (s) Ring-stretch

1207 (m–s) 1207 (s) 1220 (s) C–C stretch of C–C(CH )3 3

1117 (vs) 1114 (s) 1110 (s) CH deformation3

991 (s) 991 (s) 997 (s) CH deformation3

945 (s) 942 (s) 951 (s) Ring bending
793 (s) 793 (s) 791 (s) Ring bending

669 (m–w) 675 (m) 675 (m–w) Out-of plane N–H bending
Ring deformation

21310 (s), 1181 (s) vibrations of CF SO3 3

1025 (s), 636 (s)

Only the peaks with strong-to-medium intensity and not overlapped by Nujol are included; s, strong; w, weak; vs, very strong; m, medium.
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strongly suggested the non-centrosymmetric space group the CH Cl solution was degassed with a Schlenk line2 2
¯P1 which yielded chemically reasonable and computation- after being cooled with liquid N . The solution was then2

ally stable results of refinement. The structure was solved put under 1 atm of O , and warmed to ambient tempera-2

using direct methods, completed by subsequent difference ture. Isobutyraldehyde was then added to the solution via
1Fourier synthesis and refined by full-matrix least-squares syringe. The products were determined with GC and H

procedures. The empirical absorption corrections were NMR analysis by using authentic compounds as standards.
applied by using program DIFABS. The iron atom of the When the products were analyzed with GC, styrene oxide
complex resides on an inversion center. Atoms C(4), C(5), decomposed to acetophenone in the GC injector. But from

1and C(6) are disordered between two positions in a 55/45 H NMR spectra and HPLC analysis of the products, only
ratio and were refined isotropically. All other non-hydro- styrene oxide and benzaldehyde were identified as the
gen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement major and minor products. The amount of acetophenone
coefficients. All hydrogen atoms were treated as idealized detected by GC was included in the yield of styrene oxide.
contributions.

All software and sources of the scattering factors are
contained in the SHELXTL (version 5.03) program library 3. Results and discussion
[13]. The DIFABS program was described previously [14].
Crystallographic data for the crystal structure determi- t-Bu3.1. Characterization of Fe(Pz ) Cl (1) and4 2nation are shown in Table 2. Complete crystallographic t-BuMn(Pz ) Cl (2)4 2tables in CIF format are deposited in the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Base, deposition number 102974. The iron complex 1 can be prepared directly from

tBuFeCl ?4H O and 3(5)-t-butyl pyrazole (Pz ) in THF to2 22.6. Alkene epoxidation procedure produce a light yellow solid. Elemental analysis confirmed
tButhe composition of Fe(Pz ) Cl . The Mn analogue, 2,4 2Styrene and norbornylene were used as the substrates for was prepared in a similar manner. From the IR data shown

catalytic epoxidation reactions mediated by complexes 1, in Table 1, it is clear that the vibration modes of complex 1
2, and 3. O / isobutyraldehyde was employed as the2 and 2 are quite similar. In comparison with the vibrational
oxidant. In a typical reaction, about 100 mg of substrate, Me Mespectra of Mn(Pz ) Cl (Pz 53(5)-methylpyrazole) [5],4 2dodecane and about 0.4|1 mol% catalyst were dissolved in the vibrational modes of the main IR peaks except the
about 10 ml CH Cl in a two-necked flask with a side-arm2 2 bands overlapped by those of nujol for 1 and 2 are
stopcock. Two different procedures were employed for the assigned in Table 1. The coordination geometries of 1 and
epoxidation reaction. Procedure 1: one atmosphere of O Me2 2 should be quite similar to those of Mn(Pz ) Br [8] and4 2gas was gently bubbled through CH Cl solution, and then Me2 2 Ni(Pz ) Br [15], both of which have a distorted octahed-4 2isobutyraldehyde was added to the solution. Procedure 2: ral trans-geometry. The two Cl atoms are trans-bound to

the metal ions and the pyrazole ligands are bound to the
Table 2 metal center with the t-butyl group located at the 5-
Crystallographic data for the structure determination of 3 position, due to the bulkiness of the t-butyl group.
Formula C H F FeN O S30 48 6 8 6 2

Formula weight 850.74
t-Bu¯Space group P1 3.2. Characterization of Complex Fe(Pz ) (OTf) (3)4 2

˚a, A 10.2016(9)
˚b, A 10.762(2) Complex 3 also has similar IR spectral features in˚c, A 12.0075(13)

comparison with those of the dichlorides 1 and 2 (shown in
a, 8 65.671(10)

Table 1). Usually, the vibration bands of pyrazole rings areb, 8 65.277(7)
g, 8 62.622(9) quite similar in the family of tetrakispyrazole complexes,

3 Me˚V, A 1023.2(2) M(Pz ) X (M5Mn, Fe, Co, Ni; X5Cl, Br, NO ) [4].4 2 3
2Z 1 Consequently, the vibration bands due to CF SO could3 3Crystal color, habit Clear, rectangular prism 21

23 be assigned as 1310, 1181, 1025 and 636 cm . TheD (calc), g cm 1.381
21 highest energy IR band for the triflate ligand serves as am (CuKa), cm 45.80

Temperature, K 203(2) marker for its coordination mode. For example, an ionic
iPr3Absorption corrections Empirical triflate in [L Cu(CH CN)]CF SO (L51,4,7-triiso-3 3 3

T(max) /T(min) 1.000/0.469 propyl-1,4,7-triazocyclononane) has its highest frequency
Diffractometer Siemens P4RA 21at 1225 cm in KBr [16] and a coordinated triflate in the˚Radiation CuKa (l51.54178 A)

a complex Ir(PPh ) (N )(Me)(Cl)(SO CF ) has its highestR(F), % 6.54 3 2 2 3 3
2 a 21R(wF ), % 18.00 frequency at 1328 cm [17]. Consequently, it appears that

a 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 the triflate ligand in complex 3 is coordinated to the metalQuantity minimized5R(wF )5S[w(F 2F ) ] /S[w(F ) ] ; R5SD /o c o

S(F ), D5u(F 2F )u. center. This is confirmed by the crystal structure ofo o c
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Table 3compound 3. Typical coordinated triflate ligands exhibit
˚21 Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (deg) in complex 3the highest energy IR band at 1380 cm [18]. Thus, the

Fe–N(3) 2.153(5) F(3)–C(15) 1.327(7)triflate ligand in complex 3 is maybe weakly bound to
21 Fe–N(1) 2.164(4) N(1)–C(1) 1.334(7)Fe .

Fe–O(1) 2.211(4) N(1)–N(2) 1.355(6)
S–O(2) 1.424(5) N(2)–C(3) 1.341(7)
S–O(1) 1.434(4) C(1)–C(2) 1.388(9)

t-Bu3.3. X-Ray Crystal Structure of Fe(Pz ) (OTf) (3) S–O(3) 1.452(4) C(2)–C(3) 1.375(8)4 2

S–C(15) 1.817(6) C(3)–C(4) 1.502(8)
F(1)–C(15) 1.320(7) C(4)–C(5) 1.530(6)In the crystal structure of 3, each unit cell contains one
F(2)–C(15) 1.336(8) C(4)–C(7) 1.531(6)iron molecule lying on the inversion center of the cen-

C(4)–C(6) 1.531(6)¯trosymmetric space group P1. As shown in Fig. 1, N(3)–Fe–N(1) 89.2(2) C(8)–N(3)–N(4) 103.2(5)
t-BuFe(Pz ) (CF SO ) has a distorted octahedral structure N(1)–Fe–O(1) 92.8(2) C(8)–N(3)–Fe 131.9(4)4 3 3 2

N(3)–Fe–O(1) 87.2(2) N(4)–N(3)–Fe 124.4(3)with the two triflate ligands at mutually trans positions.
O(2)–S–O(1) 115.8(3) N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 110.8(5)The pertinent metrical information, including bond lengths
O(2)–S–O(3) 115.7(3) C(3)–C(2)–C(1) 106.2(5)and angles, are listed in Table 3.
O(1)–S–O(3) 112.6(2) N(2)–C(3)–C(2) 105.7(5)

As shown in Table 3, the Fe–N(1) and Fe–N(3) bond O(2)–S–C(15) 104.9(3) N(2)–C(3)–C(4) 122.0(5)
˚distances are 2.146(4) and 2.153(5) A respectively. These O(1)–S–C(15) 102.4(3) C(2)–C(3)–C(4) 132.2(5)

O(3)–S–C(15) 103.2(3) C(3)–C(4)–C(5) 110.6(7)values are comparable to the Fe–N bond lengths in
S–O(1)–Fe 144.5(3) C(3)–C(4)–C(7) 105.1(7)imidazole iron(II) complexes. In 2,29-biimidazole and 2,29-
C(1)–N(1)–N(2) 104.4(4) C(5)–C(4)–C(7) 109.1(3)bibenzimidazole iron(II) complexes [19], the Fe–N dis-
C(1)–N(1)–Fe 128.6(4) C(3)–C(4)–C(6) 113.9(6)˚tances range from 2.12–2.22 A; in [hexakis(N-methyl- N(2)–N(1)–Fe 126.9(3) C(5)–C(4)–C(6) 109.1(3)

imidazole-N9)iron(II) tetraphenylborate [10], Fe–N dis- C(3)–N(2)–N(1) 112.9(4) C(7)–C(4)–C(6) 109.0(3)
˚tances are between 2.174–2.228 A. The Fe–O distance of Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [1 2x,

˚2.211(4) A of complex 3 is significantly longer than the 2y,2z.
˚Fe–O distance (2.007 A) in (Me Cp)Fe(CO) (OSO CF )5 2 2 3

[20]. This confirms the analysis of the IR data for weakly
bound triflate ligands in 3. The O1–Fe–N1 and O1–Fe–
N3 angles in 3 are 92.88 and 87.28, respectively. The Although there are two crystallographically inequivalent

Me pyrazole rings in this molecular structure, the values foundcorresponding Br–Mn–N angles in Mn(Pz ) Br are4 2

for the bond angles and distances for the pyrazole rings doabout 88.8(1)8 and 91.5(1)8 [7]. In addition, the N1–Fe–
not differ significantly. Reedijk et al. compared the bondN3 angle is 89.28. Thus, the coordination geometry of 3 is
angles and distances of the pyrazole rings ofnot significantly distorted from an octahedral structure.

MeMn(Pz ) Br with other compounds such as Ni(Pz) Br ,4 2 4 2

Ni(Pz) Cl and Co[(HB(Pz ))] [21], and found that the4 2 3 2

metrical parameters were very similar [7]. Using the
following numbering scheme, the bond angles and dis-
tances of the pyrazole rings in 3 are compared with some
literature values in Table 4.

From this table, we can see that the bond distances and
angles of the pyrazole rings in complex 3 are still quite

Mesimilar to Mn(Pz ) Br and even to the tris-pyrazolylbo-4 2

rate complex Co[(HB(Pz ))] . However, the bond angles3 2

C3–N2–N1 and N2–N1–C1 of the pyrazole rings in
tFe[HB(3- BuPz) ] are moderately distorted in comparison3

with the corresponding bond angles of the rings in 3. This
is presumably due to the steric influence of the bulky
tert-butyl group in the hydrotrispyrazolyl borate ligand.

Because of the well-known catalytic ability of Fe andFig. 1. Molecular structure of complex 3. The thermal ellipsoids are
Mn tetrapyrrole complexes to oxidize hydrocarbonsshown at 30% probability level. The hydrogen atoms were omitted for

clarity. Only the preferred orientations of disordered atoms are shown. [22,23], we examined similar chemistry with our tetra-
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Table 4
˚Selected bond angles (deg) and distances (A) of the pyrazole rings of complex 3 and some literature values

Me t-Bu tMn(Pz ) Br Co(HBPz ) Fe(Pz ) (OTF) *Fe[HB(3 BuPz) ]Cl4 2 3 2 4 2 3

[7] [7,21] Ring 1 Ring 2 [24]

N1–N2 1.351(3) 1.364(6) 1.355(6) 1.365(7) 1.374
N1–C1 1.320(3) 1.330(6) 1.334(7) 1.324(8) 1.332
C1–C2 1.388(4) 1.393(7) 1.388(9) 1.401(9) 1.362
C2–C3 1.356(4) 1.379(7) 1.375(8) 1.364(9) 1.368
C3–N2 1.332(3) 1.339(6) 1.341(7) 1.341(7) 1.345
C3–N2–N1 113.4(2) 109.9(4) 112.9(4) 113.5(4) 106.2
N2–N1–C1 103.6(2) 106.0(4) 104.4(4) 103.2(5) 109.8
N1–C1–C2 111.4(2) 111.2(5) 110.8(5) 111.8(6) 108.6
C1–C2–C3 106.0(3) 104.1(4) 106.2(5) 105.7(5) 106.2
C2–C3–N2 105.6(2) 109.0(5) 105.7(5) 105.7(5) 109.4

*Mean values calculated from the data in Gorrell and Parkin [24]. The estimated standard deviations were not calculated.

Table 5
Epoxidation of alkenes with O / isobutyraldehyde as co-oxidants with or without metal compounds as catalysts2

Substrate Metal Mole ratio of Time (h) Conversion of Yield of Other products
bcomplex substrate: isobutyraldehyde: substrate (%) epoxide (%)

aMetal complex

Styrene 1 1:4.0:0.010 4.5 100 71 PhCHO: 7%
Styrene 2 1:4.5:0.004 3 100 43 PhCHO: 12%
Norbornylene 2 1:6:0.010 1.5 100 73
Styrene 3 1:6.0:0.010 7.5 48 12 PhCHO: 24%
Norbornylene 3 1:6.0:0.010 3 100 .99
Styrene – 1:6.0 26 25 10 PhCHO: 10%
Norbornylene – 1:6.0 6.5 80 21
a Typical quantities used in each reaction: 100 mg substrate, 10 ml CH Cl , at about 228C.2 2
b Yield of epoxides is based on the total substrate.

pyrrazole complexes 1, 2, and 3 to catalyze the oxidation Leonard Thomas and Ilia Guzei for the X-ray data
of olefins (such as styrene, norbornylene) by O with collection and refinement.2

isobutyraldehyde as a co-reducing agent. The epoxidation
results with and without metal catalysts are shown in Table
5.
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Abstract

2Reactions of [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] (HEt tcb 5N,N-diethylthiocarbamoylbenzamidinate, Me PhP5dimethylphenyl-2 2 2 2 2

phosphine) with Lewis acidic compounds such as BBr , (C F ) B or gallium(III) chloride yield nitrogen-bridged binuclear complexes3 6 5 3

with covalent bonds between the nitrido ligand and boron or gallium. The reactions go along with activation of the transition metal centre
which can lead to ligand re-arrangements and reactions with solvent molecules.

The reaction with BBr results in cleavage of the bonds to the chelating ligand. [Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ] was isolated as the only3 3 2 2 3

product with a nitrido bridge. The bis-chelate [ReN(HEt tcb) ] was formed as a side-product.2 2

Upon formation of a nitrido bridge to GaCl the first co-ordination sphere of rhenium is retained. The co-ordinated thiocarbamoyl-3

benzamidinate, however, undergoes protonation and is bonded as a neutral, bidentate ligand in the product
[Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)][GaCl ].3 2 2 2 2 4

In [RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)], which can be obtained in good yield from the reaction of [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]6 5 3 2 2 2 2 2 2

with (C F ) B, the co-ordination environment of the metal remains essentially unchanged.6 5 3

X-ray structural studies on the products suggest that the strong structural trans influence of the terminal nitrido ligand in the starting
complex decreases significantly as a consequence of the formation of the N–B/Ga bonds. The rhenium–nitrogen multiple bond distances,
however, remain almost unchanged.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Rhenium; Boron; Gallium; Nitrido bridges; Crystal structure

Nitrido ligands belong to the strongest p-donor ligands [Re(NGaCl )Cl (Me PhP) ] and [Re(NGaCl )Cl-3 2 2 3 3

(Me PhP) (NCMe)][GaCl ] [6]. Access to this class ofand stabilize transition metals in high formal oxidation 2 3 4
32 complexes is given with the electrophilic attack of gal-states. ‘‘N ’’ can coordinate terminally or bridging form-

lium(III) chloride on the terminal nitrido ligand ofing either symmetric or asymmetric bridges, bent bridges
[ReNCl (Me PhP) ].with M–N–M angles as low as 91.38 or as m 2ligand 2 2 33

[1–3]. Nitrido bridges have been observed between transi-
tion metals [3,4] as well as between transition metals and
Lewis-acidic BX compounds [1–3,5]. Recently, we pub-3

lished a short communication dealing with the first co-
valent nitrido bridges between rhenium and gallium,

*Corresponding author.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00366-0
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Reactions on the nucleophilic nitrido ligand frequently C, 27.7; H, 3.5; N, 1.5; Cl1Br 41.9%. Calc. for
labilize the entire co-ordination sphere of the transition C H NReBClBr P : C, 27.5; H, 3.2; N, 1.3; Cl1Br24.5 34 5 3

21 1metal and lead to unusual reactions (in some cases 40.4%. IR (n / cm ): 1165 (Re;N). FAB MS: m /zmax
1involving the solvent). We could observe a number of 775 (10%, [ReNBr (Me PhP) ] ), m /z 694 (60%,2 2 3

1reactions with a complete re-arrangement of the coordina- [ReN(Me PhP) Br] ), m /z 637 (40%, [ReN(Me PhP)-2 3 2
1 1tion sphere of the transition metal starting from the Br ] ), m /z 556 (45%, [ReN(Me PhP) Br] ).2 2 2

rhenium(V) mixed-ligand complex chloro(N,N-diethylthio- Upon further evaporation of the solvent an orange–red
carbamoylbenzamidinato)bis(dimethylphenylphosphine)ni- solid was obtained (10% yield) which could be character-
tridorhenium(V), [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] I, where ized as [ReN(HEt tcb) ]. The spectroscopic and analytical2 2 2 2 2

the chelating ligand was eliminated from the metal during data of this compound were identical with those reported
the formation of nitrogen bridges. As products of such previously [11].
reactions we could isolate and structurally characterize
[Re(NBCl )Cl (Me PhP) ] (reaction with BCl in3 2 2 3 3 1.2. [RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]6 5 3 2 2 2CH Cl ) [4], [Re(NS)Cl (Me PhP) ] and2 2 2 2 3

[Re(NS)Cl (MePhP) ] (reaction with S Cl ) [7],3 2 2 2 [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] (75 mg, 0.1 mmol) was2 2 2[Re(NS)(NCS) (Me PhP) ] (reaction with Me SiNCS) [8]2 2 3 3 dissolved in about 3 ml CH Cl and B(C F ) (102 mg,2 2 6 5 3and [RehNCMe CH C(O)MejX (Me PhP) ] complexes2 2 3 2 2 0.2 mmol) was added in about 1 ml of CH Cl giving a2 2(reactions with acetone and HX; X5Cl, Br) [9]. In all red–brown solution. Upon addition of n-hexane (5 ml) and
cases the five-co-ordinate bis-chelate [ReN(HEt tcb) ] was2 2 slow evaporation of the solvents red crystals deposited.
identified as side-product. Yield: 100 mg (72%). Found: C, 44.2; H, 3.1; N, 4.4; Cl

In this paper, we discuss the reactions of 2.8; F, 23.0; S, 2.6%. Calc. for C H N ReBClSP C,46 38 4 2[ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] with boron tribromide, tris-2 2 2 43.9; H, 3.0; N, 4.5; Cl, 2,8; F, 22.6; S, 2.5%. IR
21(pentafluorophenyl)boron, and gallium trichloride. All (n / cm ): 1140 (Re≡N). m /z 747 (5%,max

1reactions were performed following one unique protocol [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] ), m /z 711 (100%,2 2 2
1with excess of the Lewis acid and dichloromethane as [ReN(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] ), m /z 608 (88%,2 2 2

1solvent to allow comparisons between each other and with [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP)(HEt tcb)] ), m /z 512 (15%,2 2
1 1the reactions discussed above [4,7–9]. [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) ] and [B(C F ) ] ).2 2 6 5 3

1.3. [Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)][GaCl ]3 2 2 2 2 41. Experimental

[ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] (75 mg, 0.1 mmol) was2 2 2[ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] has been prepared by a2 2 2 dissolved in about 3 ml CH Cl and an excess (about 102 2previously reported procedure [10]. GaCl , BBr and3 3 fold) of solid GaCl was added. The colour of the yellow3(C F ) B were purchased commercially (Aldrich, ABCR6 5 3 solution turned to red. The mixture was overlayered withChemicals). All reactions were performed in dried sol-
n-hexane and upon slow diffusion of the solvent redvents.

1 13 crystals appeared at the glass wall. Yield: 79 mg (70%).The H and C NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl3 Found: C, 32.0; H, 3.6; N, 5.0%. Calc. forsolutions on a BRUKER WM-400 with TMS as internal
C H N ReGa Cl SP : C, 31.5; H, 3.7; N, 5.3%. IR28 39 4 2 8 2standard. FAB mass spectra were obtained on a MAT

21 1(n / cm ): 3235 and 3380 (N–H), 1117 (Re≡N). FABmax701A spectrometer (FINNIGAN). Xenon was used as
1MS: m /z 923 (21%, [M] ), m /z 747 (3%,primary beam gas. The ion gun was operated at 8 kV and

1[ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)] ), m /z 711 (100%,2 2 2 2100 mA (probe temperature: 308C). Nitrobenzylalcohol
1[ReN(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] ), m /z 609 (25%, [ReN-2 2 2was used as matrix. IR measurements were carried out for

1(Cl)(Me PhP)(H Et tcb)] ), m /z 512 (12%, [ReN-2 2 2KBr pellets on a SPECORD 75 IR.
1 1(Cl)(Me PhP) ] ). H NMR (solvent CDCl ): 7.14–8.092 2 3

(15H, m, phenyl); 3.67–4.55 (4H, m, CH2); 1.35–2.601.1. [Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ]3 2 2 3 1 3(18H, m, CH ). C NMR (CDCl ): 171.9 (C5S), 165.13 3

(C(N)Ph), 126.3–131.7 (phenyl), 45.8, 47.7 (CH ); 11.6–2[ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] (75 mg, 0.1 mmol) was2 2 2
20.5 (CH ).3dissolved in about 20 ml CH Cl and 0.5 ml of a 1 M2 2

solution of BBr in CH Cl was added. The colour of the3 2 2

solution immediately changed from yellow to deep-purple. 1.4. X-ray structure determinations
The mixture was stirred at an ambient temperature for
30 min. and concentrated to about 5 ml. Overlayering The intensities for the X-ray structure determinations
with n-hexane resulted in purple crystals of were collected on an automated single crystal diffractome-
[Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ] which were filtered off and ter of the type CAD4 (Enraf–Nonius, Delft) with Mo or3 2 2 3

rinsed with dry diethylether. Yield: 46 mg (45%). Found: Cu Ka radiation. The unit cell dimensions were deter-
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Table 1
X-ray structure data collection and refinement parameters

[Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ] [RehNB(C F ) j(Cl)(Me PhP) [Re(NGaCl )(Cl)(Me PhP)3 2 2 3 6 5 3 2 2 3 2 2

30.5CH Cl (HEt tcb)]31.5 hexane (H Et tcb)][GaCl ]2 2 2 2 2 4

3Crystal dimensions (mm ) 0.45?0.45?0.35 0.45?0.40?0.35 0.25?0.25?0.10
Formula C H BBr ClNP Re C H BClF N P SRe C H Cl Ga N P SRe24.5 34 5 3 55 59 15 4 2 28 39 8 2 4 2

21M (g mol ) 1067.45 1387.52 1134.87
Crystal system monoclinic triclinic triclinic

¯ ¯Space group P2 /c P1 P11
˚Radiation /l (A) Mo Ka /0.71073 Cu Ka /1.54184 Mo Ka /0.71073

˚ ˚ ˚Unit cell a510.185(2) A a512.236(2) A a511.774(5) A
˚ ˚ ˚b521.715(2) A b515.364(1) A b513.979(6) A
˚ ˚ ˚c517.588(4) A c517.051(2)) A c514.170(7) A

a 585.05(1)8 a 571.19(4)8
ß5102.33(2)8 b 569.28(1)8 b 577.34(4)8

g 576.16(1)8 g 573.92(4)8
3˚V (A ) 3800.2(1) 2911.1(6) 2099(2)

Z 4 2 2
23D (g cm ) 1.866 1.583 1.795c

Measuring temperature(8C) 265 260 250
Scan type v scans v scans v scans

21Linear absorption coefficient (mm ) 8.667 6.139 4.810
Absorption correction c scans DIFABS c scans
T 0.6181 0.071 0.6879min

T 0.9615 1.000 0.9941max
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Weighting scheme (P5(F 12F ) /3) w51/ [s (F )1(0.0554P) w51/ [s (F )1(0.0537P) w51/ [s (F )1(0.0522P)o c o o o

113.3846P] 18.1173P] 12.0521P]
Measured Reflections 9676 11163 8544
Independent Reflections 8278 9748 7370
Independent Reflections
(I.2s(I)) 6470 9093 6993
Refined Parameters 321 713 571

2R1 (F ) /wR2 (F ) 0.0378/0.0962 0.0394/0.1055 0.0301/0.0762
GooF 1.037 1.131 1.114
Programs used SHELXS97, [12] SHELXL97, [13] SHELXS97, [12] SHELXL97, SHELXS97, [12] SHELXL97,

PLATON [30], [13] PLATON [30], [13] PLATON [30],
HELENA [30] HELENA [30] HELENA [30]

mined from the angular settings of 25 high-angle reflec- wide variety of transition metals [14–23]. They act as
tions. The structures were solved by Patterson synthesis neutral monodentate benzamidine-S ligands in Ag(I) and
using SHELXS97 [12]. Subsequent Fourier-difference map Au(I) complexes II [14,23,24]. In the majority of the
analysis yielded the positions of the non-hydrogen atoms. structurally characterized complexes, however, chelate

2Refinement was performed using SHELXL97 [13]. The formation with singly deprotonated HR tcb ligands III is2

positions of the hydrogen atoms attached to nitrogen were established [15–21]. This bonding situation has also been
derived from the final Fourier maps and have been fully found for rhenium(V) nitrido complexes. [ReN(HEt tcb) ]2 2

refined. All other hydrogen atoms have been included at and [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] have been prepared by2 2 2
2calculated positions and regarded using the ‘‘riding ligand exchange reactions from [ReNCl ] [11] or4

model’’ option of SHELXL97. The studied crystals of [ReNCl (Me PhP) ] [10]. In the latter case the presence of2 2 3

[Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ] and [RehNB(C F ) j- the basic Me PhP ligand in the co-ordination sphere of the3 2 2 3 6 5 3 2

Cl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] contained highly disordered sol- metal prevents the formation of the bis-chelate.2 2 2

vent molecules (CH Cl and n-hexane, respectively)2 2

which have been regarded in the refinement with appro-
priate split positions. Crystal data and more details of the
data collections and refinements are contained in Table 1.

2. Results and discussion
[ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] has been used for2 2 2

N,N-Dialkylthiocarbamoylbenzamidines (H R tcb) are numerous ligand exchange reactions. Due to the significant2 2
32 2versatile ligands which can form stable complexes with a trans influence of the ‘‘N ’’ ligand preferably Cl is
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Table 2replaced [10], but depending on the nature of the intro-
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] in [Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ]3 2 2 3duced ligand also examples have been found, where

2 Re–N 1.708(5) Re–Br(4) 2.598(1)Me PhP or HEt tcb have been replaced [19]. This2 2
Re–P(1) 2.495(2) Re–Br(5) 2.570(1)underlines the lability of all co-ordination positions of the
Re–P(2) 2.485(2) N–B 1.508(9)molecule.
Re–P(3) 2.456(2)

A cleavage of the bonds to the chelating ligand has also N–Re–P(1) 92.4(2) N–Re–Br(4) 173.6(2)
been observed during the reaction of N–Re–P(2) 96.4(2) N–Re–Br(5) 98.2(2)

N–Re–P(3) 92.2(2) Re–N–B 175.7(5)[ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] with boron tribromide. The2 2 2

obtained product, the purple [Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ],3 2 2 3

crystallizes from the reaction mixture upon overlayering
with n-hexane. The compound is stable as solid. Solutions, rangement. Two slightly different Re–P bond lengths have

been observed as a consequence of the trans influence ofhowever, slowly decompose under cleavage of the B–N
the Me PhP ligands which causes a lengthening of thebond and formation of [ReNBr (Me PhP) ]. Ligand ex- 22 2 3

2 2 ˚trans situated phosphines by about 0.03 A. The same ischange Cl versus Br during reactions of rhenium
˚observed for the Re–Br bond lengths (2.570(1) A versuscomplexes with BBr has been observed previously [26].3

32˚2.598(1) A in trans position to Me PhP and (NBBr ) ,The source of the third Me PhP ligand in the product, 2 32

respectively). The nitrido bridge is nearly linear with anhowever, is the decomposition of the co-ordination sphere
Re–N–B angle of 175.7(5)8. The Re–N bond length ofof [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]. This is supported by2 2 2

˚1.71(1) A is in the upper range for metal–nitrogen triplethe isolation of [ReN(HEt tcb) ] as side-product of the2 2

bonds. Although structural data for [ReNBr (Me PhP) ]reaction. No evidence was found for a molecule containing 2 2 3
2 are not available, a slight lengthening of the multiple bonda nitrido-boron bridge together with HEt tcb in the co-2

˚by about 0.04 A as a consequence of the Lewis acid can beordination sphere of the metal. This result well agrees with
estimated from comparison with the corresponding chloroprevious findings during the reaction of
compounds. Remarkable is the decrease of the trans[ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] with BCl [4].2 2 2 3

influence of the multiply bonded ligand when a bridge isThe infrared spectrum of the compound shows an
21 ˚formed. Thus, the Re–Br(4) bond is only by 0.03 A longerintense absorption at 1165 cm which can be assigned to

than that to Br(5). In the comparable [ReNCl (Me PhP) ]the ReN multiple bond. It is shifted to higher wavenum- 2 2 3
˚bers with respect to the comparable band in this bond length difference is 0.19 A.

21[ReNBr (Me PhP) ] (1061 cm ). This is in accordance No changes in the first co-ordination sphere of2 2 3

with previous results and can be understood in terms of a [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] are observed when2 2 2

coupling between the Re–N and N–B vibrations and is not B(C F ) is used in the reaction under study. This6 5 3

a consequence of an increase of the Re–N bond order. perfluorinated borane has been shown to possess remark-
A ZORTEP [25] representation of [Re(NBBr )- able capabilities as Lewis acid and addition on co-ordi-3

Br (Me PhP) ] is given in Fig. 1. Selected bond lengths nated oxo ligands in vanadium and molybdenum com-2 2 3

and angles are summarized in Table 2. The rhenium atom pounds have been observed [27]. Very recently, the struc-
has a slightly distorted octahedral co-ordination sphere ture of the first stable rhenium(VI) compound having a
with the phosphine ligands in meridional equatorial ar- nitrido bridge, (Bu N)[RehNB(C F ) jCl (OH )], has4 6 5 3 4 2

been reported [28]. This is remarkable since similar
2reactions of [ReNCl ] with BCl or BBr give only4 3 3

evidence for very instable nitrido-bridged species which
can be detected in solution by means of EPR spectroscopy,
but any attempts to isolate them failed [28,29].

[RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] is obtained in6 5 3 2 2 2

good yields in the reaction between [ReN(Cl)-
(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] and the perfluorinated borane in2 2 2

CH Cl . Single crystals of suitable quality for an X-ray2 2

structure determination have been obtained as hexane
solvate from CH Cl /n-hexane solutions. Fig. 2 is a2 2

ZORTEP [25] representation of the molecular structure.
Selected bond lengths and angles are contained in Table 3.
As discussed for [Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ], the ReN3 2 2 3

˚triple bond is only slightly lengthened (1.702(4) A versus
˚1.678(4) A in [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] [4,10] and2 2 2

the trans influence of the nitrido ligand is reduced leadingFig. 1. ZORTEP representation [25] of [Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ].3 2 2 3 ˚to a Re–Cl bond which is shorter by 0.1 A than theThermal ellipsoids represent 50 per cent probability. H atoms have been
omitted for clarity. corresponding value in the starting material. The chelate
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indicated by almost equal C–N bond lengths inside the
ring system. The nitrido bridge is slightly bent with a
Re–N–B angle of 163.6(3)8 which is most possibly caused
by repulsion between the bulky B(C F ) group and the6 5 3

chelate ligand. The ReN multiple bond is slightly longer
2˚(by 0.027 A) than that in the [RehNB(C F ) jCl (H O)]6 5 3 4 2

anion [28] which may be caused by the formally higher net
charge at the metal atom in the Re(VI) compound.

A remarkable N,N-dialkylthiocarbamoylbenzamidine
complex is formed from [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]2 2 2

and GaCl . When this reaction is performed in dry3

dichloromethane red crystals of [Re(NGaCl )Cl-3

(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)][GaCl ] are obtained in good yields.2 2 2 2 4

The use of other solvents decreases the yield dramatically
(in CHCl ) or yields other products ([RehNCMe -3 2

Fig. 2. ZORTEP representation [25] of [RehNB(C F ) jCl- CH C(O)MejCl (Me PhP) ] / [ReN(HEt tcb) ] mixtures6 5 3 2 3 2 2 2 2
(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]. Thermal ellipsoids represent 50 per cent probabili-2 2 2 in acetone, cf. also [9]). This result and the high yield of
ty. The pentafluorophenyl groups and the H atoms have been omitted for the reaction suggests dichloromethane as source of the H
clarity.

and Cl atoms which are used to protonate the co-ordinated
2chelate ligand and to form the GaCl ] anion. The exact4

mechanism of the obviously complex reaction has not yet
been elucidated. During attempts with CD Cl the ex-ring of the N,N-diethylthiocarbamoylbenzamidinate (Fig. 2 2

pected product [Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (HDEt tcb)]-5a) is almost planar (maximum deviation from the mean 3 2 2 2
˚ [GaCl ] could only be isolated in very low yields (aboutleast square plane: 0.227 A) which indicates a markable 4

5%).extent of delocalized p-electron density. This is also

Table 3
1˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] in [RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] and the [Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)] cation compared with6 5 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2

the corresponding values in the starting material [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]2 2 2

1 a[RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] [Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)] [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]6 5 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Re–N(10) 1.702(4) 1.688(3) 1.678(4)
Re–Cl(1) 2.568(1) 2.474(2) 2.673(1)
Re–P(60) 2.478(1) 2.469(2) 2.444(1)
Re–P(70) 2.505(1) 2.438(1) 2.416(1)
Re–S(5) 2.388(1) 2.441(2) 2.409(1)
Re–N(1) 2.078(4) 2.109(3) 2.092(3)
N(1)–C(2) 1.318(6) 1.289(5) 1.319(5)
C(2)–N(3) 1.324(7) 1.387(5) 1.334(7)
N(3)–C(4) 1.321(7) 1.370(5) 1.322(6)
C(4)–S(5) 1.753(5) 1.714(4) 1.742(4)
N(10)–B/Ga 1.594(7) 1.945(3)

bN(1)–H(1) 0.74(6) 0.84(4)
N(3)–H(3) 0.82(4)
N(10)–Re–Cl(1) 169.3(1) 174.3(1) 168.2(1)
N(10)–Re–P(60) 92.3(1) 91.1(1) 90.9(1)
N(10)–Re–P(70) 102.9(1) 94.3(1) 91.1(1)
N(10)–Re–N(1) 100.4(2) 98.7(2) 103.2(2)
N(10)–Re–S(5) 99.7(1) 100.1(1) 101.1(1)
Re–N(10)–B/Ga 163.6(3) 167.1(2)
Re–N(1)–C(2) 132.8(3) 129.6(3) 133.3(3)
N(1)–C(2)–N(3) 128.4(5) 122.9(4) 128.1(4)
C(2)–N(3)–C(4) 126.5(4) 128.4(3) 127.3(4)
N(3)–C(4)–S(5) 126.7(4) 123.0(3) 128.2(4)
C(4)–S(5)–Re 107.2(2) 104.3(1) 107.4(2)
S(5)–Re–N(1) 88.0(1) 82.6(1) 86.6(1)

bRe–N(1)–H(1) 111(3) 119(2)
bC(2)–N(1)–H(1) 115(4) 111(2)

C(2)–N(3)–H(3) 113(2)
C(4)–N(3)–H(3) 119(3)
a Values are taken from [10] and re-labelled following the labelling scheme of this paper.
b H atom positions not resolved.
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The red crystals of [Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) - comparable with those of [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]3 2 2 2 2 2

(H Et tcb)][GaCl ] are stable when stored under a dry [4,10]. They are characterized by narrow lines and typical2 2 4
31inert atmosphere. On moist air they slowly decompose high order coupling patterns due to the P nuclei of the

under cleavage of the N–Ga bridge. The compound is Me PhP ligands and the formation of stereoisomers.2

readily soluble in polare organic solvents. The n(Re≡N) Single crystals of [Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) -3 2 2

vibration in the IR spectrum is shifted to higher wave- (H Et tcb)][GaCl ] suitable for a crystallographic study2 2 4

numbers as a consequence of the formation of the nitrido were obtained from overlayering a CH Cl solution of the2 2

bridge as has been discussed for [Re(NBBr )Br - compound with hexane. The structure consists of discrete3 2
2(Me PhP) ] vide supra. Two distinct n(N–H) vibrations complex cations and [GaCl ] anions. A ZORTEP [25]2 3 4

21are observed at 3235 and 3380 cm confirming the representation of the cation is given in Fig. 4. Table 3
co-ordination of the chelate ligand as neutral N,N-diethyl- compares selected bond lengths and angles with the
thiocarbamoylbenzamidine which is suggested by the dia- corresponding values in [RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) -6 5 3 2 2

magnetism of the cationic complex molecule. (HEt tcb)] and the starting material [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) -2 2 2
1The same conclusion can be drawn from FAB mass (HEt tcb)]. It is obvious that the Re≡N bond lengths are2

spectra. The peak pattern of the molecular ion region of the not significantly influenced by the formation of the N–B/
complex cation is practically identical with a simulated Ga bonds, the Re–Cl bond lengths, however, are shortened

˚spectrum (Fig. 3). The detection of the molecular ion peak (up to 0.2 A).
with considerable intensity is remarkable since (i) previous The most remarkable structural feature is the bonding
mass spectrometric studies gave evidence for a preferred situation inside the chelate ring. This is due to the
cleavage of the N–B or N–Ga bonds in rhenium complex- protonation of N(3) which results in a non-planar chelate
es with nitrido bridges to boron or gallium fragments [4,6] ring. [Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)][GaCl ] is the3 2 2 2 2 4

32and (ii) chloro ligands in trans position to ‘‘N ’’ are first example of a metal complex containing a neutral,
fragmented very easily [4,10]. In the present case the chelate-bonded N,N-dialkythiocarbamoylbenzamidine lig-
pre-formation of the cation and possibly the decrease of and. The extended p-electron system which can be found
the trans influence of the nitrido ligand by the formation of in the starting material [ReN(Cl)(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]2 2 2

the Re≡N–Ga bridge may be responsible for the relative [10] or [RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] is dis-6 5 3 2 2 2
1stability of [Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)] during turbed and the N(1)–C(2) and C(4)–S(5) bonds are3 2 2 2 2

the mass spectrometric studies. The NMR spectra are shortened (Fig. 5). This is in accordance with a formula-

1Fig. 3. Molecular ion region in the FAB mass spectrum of [Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)][GaCl ], (a) experimental spectrum and (b) simulated3 2 2 2 2 4

spectrum.
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The presented studies show that reactions at co-ordinated
nitrido ligands may result in the formation of nitrido-
bridged compounds without changes in the co-ordination
sphere of the transition metal or lead to partial or complete
re-arrangement of ligands in dependence on the Lewis acid
used. Studies to quantify the Lewis acidity and basity of
the systems used are planned for the future.

3. Supplementary dataFig. 4. ZORTEP representation [25] of the complex cation of
[Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)][GaCl ]. Thermal ellipsoids repre-3 2 2 2 2 4

Additional information on the structure determinationssent 50 per cent probability. H atoms have been omitted for clarity.

have been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre with the deposition numbers 102836
([Re(NBBr )Br (Me PhP) ]30.5CH Cl ), 102837 ([Re-3 2 2 3 2 2tion as given in IV. Comparison with the situation in hNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]31.5n-hexane) and6 5 3 2 2 2[RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] shows that the6 5 3 2 2 2 102838 ([Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)][GaCl ].3 2 2 2 2 4equidistance of the C–N bonds and the planarity of the

chelate ring disappeared upon protonation. The sum of the
bond angles inside the six-membered ring in

1[Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)] is 690.88 which is Acknowledgements3 2 2 2 2

lower by about 208 than in the chelate ring of
[RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)]. The positions of We thank the Hermann Starck AG (Goslar) for gener-6 5 3 2 2 2

the protonation in the regarded structures are not only ously providing us with rhenium metal and acknowledge
supported by the bond lengths inside the chelates but also support from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and
by the localization of all NH hydrogen atoms in the the Fonds der Chemischen Industrie. UA thanks Professor

¨ ¨Fourier maps and their refinement. J. Strahle (Tubingen) for his kind hospitality.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the bonding situation (with bond lengths) inside the chelate rings of [RehNB(C F ) jCl(Me PhP) (HEt tcb)] (a) and of6 5 3 2 2 2
1[Re(NGaCl )Cl(Me PhP) (H Et tcb)] (b).3 2 2 2 2
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Abstract

Trimesityllead bromide has been synthesized by the reaction of mesityllithium with lead(II) chloride in tetrahydrofuran (THF). As a
side product, dimesityllead dibromide was formed. The structures of both compounds were determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction

1 13 207 207 1analysis. Both Mes PbBr and Mes PbBr were characterized by NMR ( H, C and Pb) and other spectroscopic methods. Pb– H3 2 2
207 13and Pb– C coupling constants were determined. The experimentally obtained X-ray data were compared with those calculated at the

semiempirical PM3 level.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

207Keywords: Trimesityllead bromide; Dimesityllead dibromide; Crystal structure; Pb NMR

˚1. Introduction was stored over 3 A molecular sieves. Lead(II) chloride
(Merck) was used without any manipulation.

The mesityl group [Mes52,4,6-(CH ) C H ], being a Infrared spectra were recorded as KBr pellets on a3 3 6 2

relatively bulky substituent, has been widely used in the Nicolet 520 Fourier transform infra-red (FT-IR) spec-
chemistry of silicon and germanium in order to stabilize trometer. Raman spectra were recorded on a Spectrum

1 13 1and isolate new types of compounds, for example, dis- 2000R NIR FT-Raman spectrometer. H, Ch Hj and
207 1ilenes and digermenes [1–7]. In contrast, there are few Pbh Hj NMR spectra were obtained on Jeol GSX270

reports of mesityl derivatives of lead, such as Mes Pb [8], and EX400 Delta NMR instruments, and chemical shifts4
1 13Mes PbCl and Mes PbI [9,10]. The reaction of are reported with respect to (CH ) Si ( H, C) and3 3 3 4

207mesitylmagnesium bromide with lead(II) bromide in the (CH ) Pb ( Pb). The elemental analysis was done with a3 4

presence of bromine produced dimesityllead dibromide C, H, N-Analysator Elementar Vario EL. Mass spectra
[11]. The brief note on the preparation of trimesityllead were obtained with a Finnigan MAT 95Q spectrometer.
bromide in the same article is questionable.

The only synthesized and isolated diorganolead(II) 2.1. Preparation of mesityllithium [25]
species reported up to now are [(Me Si) CH] Pb [12] and3 2 2

[2,4,6-(CF ) C H ] Pb [13]. In addition, the preparation Into a mixture, consisting of lithium pieces (96 mg,3 3 6 2 2

of (PhSiMe ) CPbCl has been reported recently [14]. 13.82 mmol) in 10 mL of Et O, mesityl bromide (1.25 g,2 3 2

In this report, we wish to present our results obtained 6.28 mmol) dissolved in 10 mL of Et O was added.2

from the attempted preparation of mesityllead(II) chloride. During the addition, the reaction vessel was kept in an
The resulting products were thoroughly characterized. ultrasonic bath. After the addition was completed, the

reaction mixture was treated for 3 h more with ultrasound.
The mixture was used for the next reaction without further

2. Experimental manipulation.

All solvents were pre-dried over KOH (Et O, THF, 2.2. Preparation of trimesityllead bromide and2

acetone) or P O (methylcyclohexane) and distilled from dimesityllead dibromide4 10

Na before use (except acetone). Mesityl bromide (Aldrich)

A mixture of the above-prepared mesityllitium in Et O2
*Corresponding author. was dissolved in 20 mL of THF and added dropwise to a

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00367-2
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suspension of lead(II) chloride (1.747 g, 6.28 mmol) in 30 2.5. X-ray crystallography
mL of THF at 258C. The reaction mixture was stirred for
12 h at 258C after the addition was completed. The 2.5.1. Data collection and processing for Mes PbBr and3solvents were removed under vacuum and the residue was Mes PbBr2 2extracted with methylcyclohexane (50 mL). The solvent of All data were collected on a Siemens P4 diffractometer
the extract was evaporated under vacuum and the remain- with a SMART area detector; using graphite monochro-
ing solid was recrystallized from acetone. Yield: 0.6 g ˚mated Mo–K radiation (l50.71073 A). The crystalsa(44% referring to MesLi) of colorless crystals, which were were mounted in perfluorpolyether oil at 183 K.
identified as Mes PbBr. Some yellow crystals of the minor3 Mes PbBr: 6938 independent measured reflections (R 53 intcomponent Mes PbBr could be isolated by hand-selection2 2 0.0255), 5492 observed [F.4s (F )]. Absorption correc-
out of the crystals of Mes PbBr.3 tions were made with SADABS. Mes PbBr : 2057 in-2 2

dependent measured reflections (R 50.0301), 1755 ob-int

served [F.4s (F )]. Absorption corrections were made
2.3. Mes PbBr3 with SADABS.

21IR (KBr) n in cm : 3436 s, 3019 s, 2967 vs, 2923 vs,
2.5.2. Structure solution and refinement for Mes PbBr32865 m, 2733 w, 2594 w, 2411 w, 1712 m, 1691 sh, 1625
and Mes PbBr2 2w, 1608 w, 1593 m, 1561 m, 1534 sh, 1402 m, 1377 m,

Crystallographic calculations were carried out using the1291 vs, 1262 m, 1240 w, 1223 w, 1175 w, 1094 m, 1027
SHELXS-97 [26] and SHELXL-97 program systems [27].s, 1004 s, 945 w, 926 w, 879 w, 848 vs, 804 m, 696 m,

661 w, 578 m, 539 vs, 334 m and 303 m.
21Raman (100 mW) n in cm : 3017 (23), 2917 (49),

1595 (13), 1562 (10), 1449 (10), 1390 (19), 1339 (6), 3. Results and discussion
1294 (39), 1006 (12), 945 (15), 699 (10), 583 (21), 542
(100), 337 (19), 308 (11), 225 (11), 161 (97) and 89 (66). The reaction of mesityllithium (prepared from mesityl

1MS hEI, 70 eV, m/e [I (%)]j: 565 (26) M –Br; 525 bromide, see below) with lead(II)chloride in tetrahydro-rel
1 1(18) M –Mes; 445 (8) [Mes Pb–H] ; 404 (24) furan (THF) results in the unexpected formation of tri-2

1 1 1 mesityllead bromide, Mes PbBr. Its structure as well as the[MesPbBr–2H] ; 327 (100) MesPb ; 287 (4) PbBr , 208 3
1 1 1 structure of the side product, dimesityllead dibromide(42) Pb , 119 (30) Mes and 105 (60) [Mes–CH ] .2

(Mes PbBr ), was confirmed by X-ray crystallography.Elemental analysis (%) C H BrPb [644.66] Calc.: C, 2 227 33

The desired product, mesityllead(II) chloride, MesPbCl,50.31; H, 5.17. Found: C, 50.61; H, 5.10.
Melting point: 179–1828C; Literature value: 145–1468C

[11].

2.4. Mes PbBr2 2

21IR (KBr) n in cm : 3451 m, 3041 sh, 3011 m, 2975 s,
2916 s, 2843 w, 2740 w, 1723 w, 1587 w, 1563 s, 1521 w,
1448 vs, 1403 sh, 1378 s, 1294 vs, 1243 m, 1203 vw, 1174
m, 1035 s, 1025 sh, 997 vs, 942 m, 925 w, 886 w, 850 vs,
688 s, 579 w, 538 s, 525 w, 514 w, 491 w, 324 w and 301
s.

21Raman (100 mW) n in cm : 3017 (21), 2919 (49),
2733 (5), 1595 (12), 1534 (18), 1449 (11), 1389 (19),
1294 (38), 1270 (14), 1209 (7), 1005 (12), 945 (15), 698
(8), 582 (21), 543 (89), 339 (19), 312 (13), 224 (13), 194
(25), 162 (100) and 89 (65).

1MS hEI, 70 eV, m/e [I (%))]j: 565 (9) [Mes Pb] ; 525rel 3
1 1 1(20) M –Br; 406 (25) [MesPbBr] ; 327 (49) MesPb ;

1 1 1287 (12) PbBr , 208 (50) Pb , 119 (35) Mes and 105
1(100) [Mes–CH ] .2

Elemental analysis (%) C H Br Pb [605.38] Calc.: C,18 22 2

35.71; H, 3.67. Found: C, 35.82; H, 3.41.
Melting point: 183–1858C (dec.); Literature value: 198– Fig. 1. ORTEP view of Mes PbBr (25% probability, H atoms are omitted3

for clarity).1998C [11].
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Fig. 2. ORTEP view of Mes PbBr (25% probability).2 2

Table 1
Crystal data, structure solution and refinement for Mes PbBr and Mes PbBr3 2 2

Compound name Mes PbBr Mes PbBr3 2 2

Chemical formula C H BrPb C H Br Pb27 33 18 22 2

Molecular weight 644.66 605.38
T (K) 183(2) 183(2)
Crystal system, space group Triclinic, P21 Orthorhombic, Pbcn

˚a (A) 8.2082(2) 11.2264(2)
˚b (A) 16.8041(2) 9.4887(2)
˚c (A) 19.5006(2) 17.4281(4)

a (8) 93.594(1) 90.00
b (8) 96.588(1) 90.00
g (8) 90.756(1) 90.00

3˚Volume (A ) 2666.33(8) 1856.51(7)
Z 2 4

3Density (calc.) (mg/m ) 1.606 2.166
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 7.836 13.384

F(000) 1248 1128
Crystal color Colorless Yellow
Crystal size (mm) 0.330.230.2 0.3230.2530.22
Scan type Hemisphere Hemisphere
2u range for data collection (8) 13.62 to 49.42 4.68 to 58.62
Index ranges (maximum) 29#h#7, 219#k#19, 214#h#14, 213#k#10,

222#I#22 222#I#22
Reflections collected 12 923 9893
Independent reflections 2938 2057
R 0.0255 0.0301int

Observed reflections 5492 1755
Max. and min. transmission 0.336 and 0.183 0.1567 and 0.0996
Structure solution Heavy-atom method Heavy-atom method
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares

2 2on F on F
21 2 2 2 21 2 2 2Weighting scheme w 5s Fo 1(0.1260P) 1 w 5s Fo 1(P) 1P

2 23.8784P where P5(Fo 12 Fc ) /3
2 2where P5(Fo 12Fc ) /3

Data / restraints /parameters 6938/12/541 2057/0 /99
Final R indices [F.4s (F )] R150.0466, wR250.1329 R150.0318, wR250.0731
Largest and mean D /s 0.153 and 0.009 0.011 and 0.000

23˚Largest difference peak (e A ) 2.222 0.926
23˚Largest difference hole (e A ) 23.016 21.763
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Table 3was not detected. We believe that the lead bromine bond
˚Selected measured (X-ray) and computed (PM3) bond lengths [A] andwas formed via exchange of the Cl for Br (arising from the aangles [8] for Mes PbBr2 2precursor mesityl bromide). Initially formed plumbylenes,

X-ray PM3Mes Pb, MesPbCl or MesPbBr, which can be postulated as2

being intermediates, then could react with mesityl bromide Pb1–C1A 2.211(5) 2.087
Pb1–C1 2.211(5) 2.087to produce Mes PbBr and Mes PbBr .3 2 2
Pb1–Br1A 2.6028(6) 2.602Both products, soluble in chloroform, dichloromethane
Pb1–Br1 2.6027(6) 2.5988

or acetone, are stable to air and moisture. Attempts to C1A–Pb1–C1 123.4(3) 120.8
prepare Mes PbBr via reaction of MesMgBr with PbBr C1A–Pb1–Br1A 100.51(13) 101.593 2

according to the literature method [11] also led to a C1–Pb1–Br1A 115.56(14) 113.31
C1A–Pb1–Br1 115.56(14) 114.98mixture of Mes PbBr and Mes PbBr .3 2 2
C1–Pb1–Br1 100.51(13) 106.35
Br1A–Pb1–Br1 99.26(3) 97.41

3.1. Crystallographic studies PM3 21E (kcal mol ) 24308.6
NIMAG 0

Single crystals of both compounds were obtained by a Atomic labeling for the PM3 structure is analogous to the X-ray
slow evaporation of the solvent of an acetone solution. structure.
Mes PbBr: The compound crystallizes as colorless prisms3

in a triclinic system, and the space group is P21. The
molecular structure is shown in Fig. 1. There are two PM3 level of theory is a reparametrization of AM1 [18–
independent molecules found in the unit cell.Mes PbBr : 21], which is based on the neglect of diatomic differential2 2

The compound crystallizes as yellow prisms in an ortho- overlap (NDDO) approximation. NDDO retains all one-
rhombic system, and the space group is Pbcn. The center differential overlap terms when Coulomb and
molecular structure is shown in Fig. 2. exchange integrals are computed.

Crystal data, structure solution and refinement for The agreement between the experimentally observed
Me PbBr and Mes PbBr are given in Table 1. Selected (X-ray) and quantum-chemically computed (PM3) struc-3 2 2

bond lengths and angles, including those obtained from tural parameters is reasonably good (Tables 2 and 3),
PM3 calculations of Mes PbBr, are listed in Table 2 and which indicates that the PM3 parameters are suitable even3

those of Mes PbBr are listed in Table 3. for the prediction of organometallic heavy-element com-2 2

pounds such as Mes PbBr and Mes PbBr . The most3 2 2

3.2. Semiempirical PM3 computations intriguing structural features are the bond angles at the

Table 4
All calculations were carried out with the program NMR data for Mes PbBr and Mes PbBr (Mes52,4,6-(CH ) C H )3 2 2 3 3 6 2

package HyperChem [15] at the semiempirical PM3
Mes PbBr Mes PbBr3 2 2[16,17] level of theory using the VSTO-3G* basis set. We
d (CDCl ) [ppm], J [Hz]3chose PM3 (which differs from AM1 only in the values of

1the parameters) since the parameters for PM3 were derived H
CH, 2H 6.98 7.04by comparing a much larger number and a wide variety of
4J 49.0 81.3H–Pbexperimental versus computed molecular properties. The
2,6-CH , 6H 2.42 2.623
4J 10.1 14.3H–Pb

4-CH , 3H 2.27 2.303Table 2 6J 5.3 7.2H–Pb˚Selected measured (X-ray) and computed (PM3) bond lengths [A] and 13 1Ch Hjaangles [8] for Mes PbBr3 C-1 (Ar) 160.8 161.7
1X-ray PM3 J 481.1 647.7C–Pb

C-2 (Ar) 143.5 142.0
Pb1–C10 2.204(10) 2.223 2J 78.9 109.0C–PbPb1–C19 2.241(11) 2.127

C-4 (Ar) 139.2 141.1
Pb1–C1 2.224(10) 2.120 4J 19.2 27.5C–PbPb1–Br1 2.6616(10) 2.666

C-3 (Ar) 129.9 130.9
C10–Pb1–C19 115.4(4) 120.8 3J 83.0 128.2C–PbC19–Pb1–C1 116.7(4) 107.9

2,6-CH 25.5 24.03C1–Pb1–C10 119.0(4) 120.2 3J 71.1 96.0C–PbC10–Pb1–Br1 96.7(3) 91.5
4-CH 21.0 21.03C19–Pb1–Br1 103.1(3) 109.8 5J 12.5 19.2C–PbC1–Pb1–Br1 100.2(3) 103.1

PM3 21 207 1E (kcal mol ) 26358.92 Pbh Hj
NIMAG 0 Pb 297 2149

1J 481 650a Pb–CAtomic labeling for the PM3 structure is analogOUS to the X-ray nJ |80 (n52, 3) Not resolvedC–Pbstructure.
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207 1Fig. 3. Pbh Hj NMR of Mes PbBr in CDCl .3 3

5central Pb atom, which deviate substantially from the ideal at 21.0 ppm, but, interestingly, not the value of JC–Pb

tetrahedral angle of 109.58. The C–Pb–C angles are about (12.5⇒19.2 Hz).
13 1115–1238 (both experimentally and PM3), and the C–Pb– The C satellites for C-1 with J coupling are visible in

207Br and Br–Pb–Br angles are reduced to 96–1158. These the Pb NMR spectra and confirm the values obtained
13 2 3findings are nicely in agreement with Bent’s rule, accord- from the C NMR. The smaller couplings, J and J,

ing to which, more electronegative substituents prefer consisting of the satellites C-2, C-3 and 2,6-CH , are also3

hybride orbitals with lower s character and more elec- present but cannot be resolved. Due to the greater number
tropositive substituents prefer hybride orbitals with higher of carbon atoms (six) coupling to Pb, the resonance is
s character [22–24]. significantly more intense than for the C(1)–Pb coupling.

A singlet pair of satellites with an average coupling of 80
2073.3. NMR studies Hz is observed. Fig. 3 shows the Pb NMR resonance of

13Mes PbBr containing C satellites.3

The NMR data for both lead compounds are listed in
1 13Table 4. All H and C resonances show sets of lead

207 Acknowledgementssatellites due to coupling with Pb (I51/2). A striking
feature in the comparison of Mes PbBr with Mes PbBr is3 2 2 The authors gratefully acknowledge the University of
the significant increase (|40–60%) in the values of the Munich and the Fonds der Chemischen Industrie forn ncoupling constants J (n54,6) and J (n51–5)H–Pb C–Pb financial support.
from the bromide to the dibromide. Also, there is a low
field shift observed for the resonances of the dibromide
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Abstract

iThe reactions between niobium alkoxides [Nb(OR) ] (R5Pr , Et) and pinacol HOCMe CMe OH (pinH ) were investigated in5 2 2 2 2
i idifferent stoichiometries in toluene at room temperature. Nb O (pin) (OPr ) (1), [Nb O(pin) H (OPr ) ] (2) and Nb O (pin) H (3)4 4 2 8 2 4 2 2 m 3 3 6

1were isolated. The various products were characterized by elemental analyses, FT-IR and H NMR spectroscopy and by X-ray diffraction
ifor 1 and 3. The niobium atoms are all six-coordinated. The Nb–O bond lengths vary according to Nb–OPr ,Nb–mO,Nbm –O|Nb–3

2 2O(pin). The structure of [Nb (m-O) (m,h -pin) (h -pin) H] is based on a bent open-shell framework with a short intramolecular O . . . O3 2 2 4
2 i˚contact of 2.48 A suggesting hydrogen bonding. The structure of [Nb (m-O) (m -O) (m, h )-pin) (OPr ) ] corresponds to a rhombus.4 2 3 2 2 8

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Niobium; Diolates; Alkoxides; Sol–gel

Metal alkoxides of a number of elements have found derived from (hydroxymethyl)ethane (THME-H ) namely3

applications as precursors to oxide ceramics both in [(m-THME)Nb(OEt) ] has been reported more recently2 2

solution [1,2] and in the vapor phase [3], as catalysts [4–7] [23]. Regarding material science aspects, the use of diols
and as reagents for organic synthesis [8,9]. However, the such as 1,4-butanediol has been envisioned as substitute
successful use of these compounds requires modification of for 2-methoxyethanol in sol–gel processing [24–27]. Gly-
the coordination sphere in order to control properties such cols were also used in the presence of a base as a means to
as hydrolysis rates, stereo or enantiospecific catalysis or obtain soluble metallic precursors directly from oxides
synthesis, by reducing the number of reactive sites. This is such as SiO or TiO [28–30].2 2

generally achieved by chelating ligands such as b-diketo- We wish to report here the results of the modification of
inates or functional alkoxides especially diolates [10,11]. [Nb(OR) ] (R5Et, Pr) by pinacol. Soluble aggregates5 2

2 2Derivatives containing partially deprotonated polyols type namely [Nb (m-O) (m, h -pin) (h -pin) H] and [Nb (m-3 2 2 4 4
2 iligands and thus residual hydroxyl sites can also allow the O) (m -O) (m, h -pin) (OPr ) ] were obtained and char-2 3 2 2 8

1anchoring of another metallic compound and thus provide acterized by single crystal X-ray diffraction. H NMR data
a rational access to mixed-metal species [12–14]. Re- indicate that these aggregates are retained in solution.
actions between diols and titanium alkoxides or cyclopen-
tadienyls [15–17] vanadium(V) oxoalkoxides [18] and
Mo(III) and W(III) amides [19,20] have been investigated. 1. Experimental
For niobium and tantalum, the data are essentially limited
to derivatives with ethane-1,2-, pentane-1,5- and 2- Synthesis and characterization were routinely carried out
methylpentane-2,4-diols but their characterization remains under argon using Schlenk tubes and vacuum line tech-
poor [21,22]. A structurally characterized Nb(V) species niques. Solvents were dried by standard procedures.

iNb(OR) (R5Et, Pr ) were obtained according to the5

* literature [31,32]. IR spectra were obtained as Nujol mullsCorresponding author. Tel. /Fax: 133-472-4315-70; e-mail:
hubert@cismsun.univ-lyon1.fr on an FT-IR45S Bruker spectrometer. NMR spectra were

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00368-4
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registered on a AC-200 Bruker spectrometer. Analytical tometer operating at 2808C. The unit cell parameters and
data were obtained from the Centre de Microanalyses du basic information about data collection and structure
CNRS. refinement are given in Table 1. Accurate lattice parame-

ters and orientation matrix were obtained from least-
i1.1. Synthesis of Nb O (pin) (OPr ) (1) squares refinements of the setting angles of 25 well-4 4 2 8

centered reflections. The intensities of three standard
Pinacol (0.13 g, 1.17 mmol) dissolved in 10 ml of reflections monitored every hour showed no decay. Correc-

itoluene was added to a solution of Nb (OPr ) (0.9 g, tions for Lorenz and polarization effects were applied.2 10

1.17 mmol) in 10 ml of toluene. After 2 h, the medium Computations were performed using the PC version of
was evaporated to dryness. Recrystallization of the crude CRYSTALS [33]. Scattering factors and corrections for
product in petroleum ether (5 ml) gave 0.6 g (90%) of 1 as anomalous dispersion were taken from ref. [34]. Solution
colorless crystals soluble in common organic solvents, less of the structure was accomplished using direct methods
soluble in isopropanol. Anal. Found: C, 37.56; H, 7.12, (SHELXS-86) [35] and standard Fourier techniques. All

21Calc. for C H O Nb C, 37.90; H, 7.01. IR (cm ): non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydro-36 80 16 4,

1196m, 1163s, 1128vs n(C–O); 1016s, 984s, 968s, 987m, gen atoms were calculated and included in the refinement
869w, 851m; 758s n(Nb–O–Nb); 713m, 636w, 620m; as fixed contributors. Empirical absorption corrections
597s, 566s, 532w, 501m, 474m, 445w, 418w n(Nb–OR). (DIFABS) were applied [36].
1H NMR: (C D , 208, ppm): 4.85m (6H, CH); 4.70 sept Tables of coordinates, of thermal parameters, of non-7 8

(2H, CH, J56Hz); 1.35–1.07 (overlapping of doublets and essential bond lengths and angles, have been deposited at
1singlets, 72H, Me). H NMR (C D , 2608, ppm): 5.20, the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Base Centre. CCDC7 8

4.92 and 4.63 sept (8H, 1:1:2, CH, J56Hz); 1.35 – 1.07 reference numbers: 101 727 for 1 and 101 728 for 3
13 1(overlapping of doublets and singlets, 72H, Me). Ch Hj respectively.

NMR (C D , ppm): 92.2, 88.2, 87.3 (CH); 25.3, 25.2,7 8

24.9, 24.7, 24.6, 24.3 (Me).
2. Results and discussion

i1.2. Synthesis of [Nb O(pin) H (OPr ) ] (2)2 4 2 2 m

2.1. Synthesis and characterization
Same procedure as previously but applied to

iNb (OPr ) (2.21 g, 2.84 mmol) in 10 ml of toluene and The reactions between niobium alkoxides [Nb(OR) ]2 10 5 2
i1.34g, 0.011 mmol) of pinacol in 10 ml of toluene. 2 was (R5Pr , Et) and pinacol HOCMe CMe OH (pinH ) were2 2 2

isolated by filtration from the reaction medium (2.1 g, investigated in toluene at room temperature by using
95%) insoluble in common organic solvents. Anal. found different stoichiometries. Compounds of formula

i iC, 47.99; H, 8.05, Calc for C H O Nb C, 45.76; H, [Nb O (pin) (OPr ) ] (1), [Nb O(pin) H (OPr ) ] (2)30 64 11 2 4 4 2 8 2 4 2 2 m
218.13. IR (cm ): 3280m, 3190m n(O–H); 1197m, 1144s, and Nb O (pin) H (3) were obtained in high yields3 3 6

1130s n(C–O); 1002m, 975s, 890m, 853m, 705s, 620s, (Scheme 1) [37]. One can notice the higher lability of the
i606s; 538m, 514m, 489m, 427w n(Nb–OR) 2 is insoluble Nb–OEt bond with respect to the Nb–OPr one;

iin common organic solvents. [Nb O (pin) (OPr ) ] and Nb O (pin) H were both ob-4 4 2 8 3 2 6

tained by adding four equivalents of diol to the homoleptic
1.3. Synthesis of Nb O (pin) H (3) dimeric alkoxides. The various products were character-3 2 6

1ized by elemental analyses, FT–IR and H NMR spec-
Same procedure as for 1 but applied to Nb (OEt) troscopy.2 10

(81%). The compound was soluble in toluene, DME, THF, The presence of residual hydroxyl functionalities (par-
diethylether but insoluble in alcohols and aliphatic hydro- tially deprotonated pinacol) is evidenced by absorption

21carbons. Anal. Found C, 43.25; H, 7.57, Calc for bands between 3400 and 3100 cm in the FT–IR spectra
21C H O Nb : C, 42.87; H, 7.24. IR (cm ): 3391m, for 2 and for 3. The broad absorption bands around36 73 14 3

213172m n(O–H); 1198m, 1147s, 1120m n(C–O); 1072m, 600–400 cm of the nM–OR stretchings in the homolep-
1003m; 964s, 918m; 889s, 837m n(Nb–O–Nb), 704m, tic Nb(OR) alkoxides are replaced by several sharp bands5

1619s; 601m, 544m, 492w n(Nb–OR). H NMR (CDCl , for the new pinacolate derivatives. By contrast to 1 and 3,3

ppm): 1.53 – 1.02 (overlapping of singlets, 48H, Me). 2 was insoluble probably as a result of extensive inter-
molecular H-bonding as shown by broad nOH absorption

2 2 211.4. Crystallography of Nb (m-O) (m, h -pin) (h -pin) H bands at 3280 and 3190 cm . The solubility of 1 and 33 2 2 4
2 iand of Nb (m-O) (m -O) (m, h -pin) (OPr ) allowed their characterization by NMR. Compounds 1 is4 2 3 2 2 8

fluxional, its low temperature spectra indicate three types
Suitable crystals of 1 and of 3 were obtained by of magnetically inequivalent isopropoxide ligands. The

1recrystallization of the crude product in toluene. They were salient feature of the H NMR spectra of compound 3,
mounted onto an Enraf–Nonius CAD-4 automatic diffrac- Nb O (pin) H, is the absence of peaks due to the ethoxide3 3 6
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Table 1
iCrystal data for Nb O (pin) H and for Nb O (pin) (OPr )3 2 6 4 4 2 8

Formula C H O Nb C H O Nb36 73 14 3 36 72 16 4

FW 1008.7 1132.58
˚a (A) 20.147(7) 9.988(3)
˚b (A) 11.828(3) 10.957(3)
˚c (A) 22.292(5) 12.630(8)

a (8) 90 107.44(3)
b (8) 123.20(2) 98.41(3)
g (8) 90 103.55(2)

3˚V (A ) 4505(2) 1246.7(9)
Z 4 1
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic
Space group C 2/c P (21)

21Linear absorption coefficient m (cm ) 7.73 9.13
23Density · (g cm ) 1.49 1.52

Diffractometer CAD4-Enraf–Nonius CAD4-Enraf–Nonius
˚ ˚Radiation Mo Ka (l50.71069 A) Mo Ka (l50.71069 A)

Scan type v /2u v /2u

Scan range (8) 1.2010.345 tgu 1.2010.345 tgu

u Limits (8) 2–20 2–23
Temperature of measurement (8C) 2808 2112
Octants collected 0.19; 0.11; 221.18 0.10; 212.11; 213.13
Number of data collected 4647 6334
Number of unique data collected 2097 3445

2 2 2 2Number of unique data used for refinement 1936 (F ) .3s(F ) 2208 (F ) .3s (F )o o o o

R (int) 0.102 0.062
R5S iF u2uF i /S uF u 0.019 0.064o c o

2 2 1 / 2Rw5[Sw(uF u2uF u) /SwF ] 0.021 w510 0.063o c o

Absorption correction DIFABS (min50.94, max51.06) DIFABS (min 0.86-max 1.16)
Number of variables 351 254

23˚D·min (e.A ) 20.36 23.5
23˚D·max (e.A ) 0.21 3.5

Scheme 1. Synthesis of niobium pinacolate derivatives.
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chelating, while four are in chelating positions capping the
Nb(2) and Nb9(2) metal centers. Two doubly bridging oxo
ligands complete the metal coordination sphere. The
niobium oxygen bond lengths range from 1.907(2) to

˚2.128(2) A. The bridging oxygens O(5), O9(5) and the
oxygens corresponding to the partially deprotonated ligand
[linked to hydrogen H(1)] correspond to the longest metal–
oxygen bonds. The surrounding of all niobium atoms
especially that of Nb(1) is severely distorted with angles
varying from 74.35(9) to 167.2(1)8. The bite angles spread
over the range 74.5(9) to 78.17(9)8 The neutrality of the
compound requires the presence of an hydroxyl function-
ality. Examination of the structure reveals several short

˚intramolecular contacts (2.48–2.92 A) between oxygen
atoms. The shortest intramolecular contact is observed

2 2 between O(1) and O9(1) and although hydrogens could notFig. 1. Molecular structure of Nb (m-O) (m, h -pin) (h -pin) H showing3 2 2 4

the atoms numbering scheme. The dotted lines indicate hydrogen be located in the final difference map, we consider that
bonding. Ellipsoids are drawn at 30% probability. hydrogen bonding is the origin of this short contact and an

hydrogen atom was thus located between these two
i i˚oxygens (2.76 A for instance for Zr (OPr ) (Pr OH)ligands. The region attributed to the methyl groups is 2 8 2

complex and does not offer useful information. An X-ray [38,39]. The existence of this hydrogen bonding is proba-
structural determination was thus required. bly also responsible of the small Nb–Nb–Nb angle by

comparison to other open-shell trinuclear assembly such as
i

] ]2.2. Molecular structures of [Nb (m-O) (m h -pin h - MgNb m-OAc) (O Pr) (139.458) [40]. No intermolecu-3 2 2( 2 10] ] ]]2 i lar contacts were observed. The trinuclear framework canpin) H] and of [Nb (m -O) (m-O) (m h -pin) (OPr ) ]4 4 3 2 2 2 8]
formally be considered as resulting from the assembly of
elementary bricks with partially deprotonated pinacolThe molecular structure of 3 corresponds to [Nb (m-3

2
] ligands namely two Nb(pin)(pinH)(OR) ones andO) (m, h -pin) (h -pin) H] as shown in Fig. 1. Selected 22 2 4

Nb(pinH) (OR) with elimination of three molecules ofbond lengths and angles are given in Table 2. The structure 2 3

ethanol and two molecules of diethylether. The structure isof the trinuclear compound is based on an open-shell
related to that of the titanium trinuclear binaphtolatepolyhedron [,Nb9(2)Nb(1)Nb(2) of 102.13(2)8] with

i˚ Ti (BINOL) (OPr ) (BINOL52,29-dihydroxy-1,19-bi-Nb(1) . . . Nb(2) non-bonding distances of 3.2027(4) A. 3 3 6

phenyl) although the stereochemical restrictions of theseAll niobium atoms are 6-coordinated. The pinacolate
bulky diolate ligands impose that they are distributed overligands are of two types, two of them are bridging–
all metals [41].

The solid state structure of compound 1 is based on aTable 2
˚Interatomic distances (A) and angles (8) for Nb O (pin) H tetranuclear aggregate of formula [Nb (m -O) (m-O) (m,3 2 6 4 3 2 2

2 i
h -pin) (OPr ) ] as shown in Fig. 2. Selected bond lengthsNb(1)–Nb(2) 3.2027(4) Nb(1)–O(5) 2.100(2) 2 8

Nb(1)–O(6) 1.907(2) Nb(1)–O(7) 1.933(2) and angles are collected in Table 3. The tetranuclear core
Nb(2)–O(1) 2.107(2) Nb(2)–O(2) 1.915(2) corresponds to a rhombus with hexacoordinated metal
Nb(2)–O(3) 1.912(2) Nb(2)–O(4) 1.929(2) ˚centers and Nb–Nb distances of 3.177(1) and 3.268(1) A
Nb(2)–O(59) 2.128(2) Nb(2)–O(79) 1.927(2)

for Nb(1)–Nb9(2) and Nb(2)–Nb9(2) respectively. TheNb(2)–Nb(1)–Nb(29) 102.13(2) O(5)–Nb(1)–O(59) 167.2(1)
Nb–O distances spread over the range 1.848(6) toO(5)–Nb(1)–O(6) 74.35(9) O(5)–Nb(1)–O(69) 115.21(9)

i˚O(6)–Nb(1)–O(69) 91.1(1) O(5)–Nb(1)–O(7) 73.42(9) 2.183(6) A, the order of variation being Nb–OPr ,Nb–
O(5)–Nb(1)–O(79) 97.50(9) O(6)–Nb(1)–O(7) 147.28(9) mO,Nbm –O|Nb–O(pin). As expected, the terminal Nb–3
O(6)–Nb(1)–O(79) 97.54(9) O(7)–Nb(1)–O(79) 92.1(1) i ˚OPr distances are all quite short [av. 1.872(6) A] and
O(1)–Nb(2)–O(2) 74.5(1) O(1)–Nb(2)–O(3) 86.43(9)

associated to relatively large Nb–O–C angles [137.0(6)–O(2)–Nb(2)–O(3) 104.6(1) O(1)–Nb(2)–O(4) 161.23(9)
160.2(7)8] as commonly observed for early transitionO(2)–Nb(2)–O(4) 98.9(1) O(3)–Nb(2)–O(4) 78.17(9)

O(1)–Nb(2)–O(59) 111.68(9) O(2)–Nb(2)–O(59) 90.82(9) metals [11b]. The Nb–O–Nb bridge is disymmetrical with
O(3)–Nb(2)–O(59) 159.04(9) O(4)–Nb(2)–O(59) 85.62(9) ˚bond distances of 1.848(6) and 2.054(6) A for Nb(2)–
O(1)–Nb(2)–O(79) 82.51(9) O(2)–Nb(2)–O(79) 144.61(9) O(2) and Nb(1)–O(2) respectively. The tricoordinate oxo
O(3)–Nb(2)–O(79) 100.33(9) O(4)–Nb(2)–O(79) 110.56(9)

ligands O(1) are trigonal (S 312.58). All niobium atomsO(5)–Nb(2)–O(79) 72.91(9) Nb(1)–O(7)–Nb(29) 112.1(1) ]
display a distorted surrounding, the distortion is moreNb(2)–O(2)–C(2) 124.8(2) Nb(1)–O(5)–Nb(29) 98.47(9)

Nb(2)–O(4)–C(4) 118.5(2) Nb(2)–O(1)–C(1) 116.5(2) severe for Nb(2) which bears the pinacolate ligands [,
Nb(1)–O(5)–C(5) 117.9(2) Nb(2)–O(3)–C(3) 120.9(2) O–Nb–O varying from 71.5(2) to 164.4(3)8] than for
Nb(1)–O(6)–C(6) 125.9(2) Nb(29)–O(5)–C(5) 142.6(2) Nb(1). The overall structural data are in agreement with
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ides such as [M (m -OR) (m-OR) (OR) ], (M5Ti, R54 3 2 4 10
i iMe, Et [22,46]; M5W, R5Et [47]), [Nd (OPr ) (Pr OH)4 12 4

[48] or of modified alkoxides such as
iM (THME) (OPr ) (M5Ti, Zr) [49]. By contrast with4 2 10

the numerous tetranuclear species which have been re-
ported for Nb(V), stable structurally characterized trinu-
clear species appear, to the best of our knowledge, be
limited so far to niobium derivatives in a lower oxidation
state and based on a Nb (m 2X) core (n51,2; X5O, Cl)3 3 n

[42–44]. 3 represents thus the first Nb(V) trinuclear
species. Its stabilization is probably assisted by hydrogen-
bonding.

1Compound 1 is fluxional. The H NMR spectra regis-
tered in deuteriotoluene at room temperature show a broad
multiplet at 4.85 ppm together with a septuplet at 4.90
ppm, the integration ratio being 6:2 for the methine groups.2 iFig. 2. Molecular structure of Nb (m-O) (m -O) (m, h -pin) (OPr )4 2 3 2 2 8
The methyl groups of the pinacolate ligands appear asshowing the atoms numbering scheme. Ellipsoids are drawn at 30%
several singlets together with the doublets of the isopropylprobability.

ligands. The dynamic exchange is frozen down at 2608C,
three septuplets displaying an integration ratio of 2:2:4 arethe literature body [42–44]. The structure can formally be
observed at 5.20, 4.92 and 4.63 ppm for the methineconsidered as resulting from the assembly of two dimeric
protons. The peak at 4.92 ppm can be assigned to theNb (m-pin)(m-OR)(OR) units with elimination of2 7
alkoxide ligands linked to Nb(2) while the other corre-dialkylether, thus generation the oxo ligands.
spond to those connected to Nb(4). These data indicateCompounds 1 and 3 represent the first niobium deriva-
that the tetranuclear core observed in the solid is retainedtives with pinacolate ligands whose structure has been
in solution.reported. Tetranuclear aggregates are quite common in

1The absence of ethoxide ligands for 3 was surprising. Hniobium [42–45], as well as in alkoxide chemistry. The
NMR data of the product isolated directly from thetetranuclear core of close packed edge sharing octahedra
reaction medium indicate the presence of pinacolate asfound for 1 is reminiscent of that of alkoxides or oxoalkox-
well as ethoxide ligands. The complexity of the spectra –at
least five quadruplets are observed for the CH type2

Table 3 protons– suggests the formation of polynuclear heterolep-
˚Selected Interatomic distances (A) and angles (8)forNb O (pin) (OiPr)4 4 2 8 tic pinacolatoethoxide species. The nature of these inter-

mediates was not further investigated due to the lack ofNb(1)–Nb(2) 3.177(1) Nb(2)–Nb(29) 3.268(1)
Nb(1)–O(19) 2.072(6) Nb(1)–O(2) 2.054(6) reproducibility of the OEt / O C Me ratio. The elimina-2 2 4
Nb(1)–O(3) 1.881(6) Nb(1)–O(4) 1.887(6) tion of the ethoxide ligands, most probably as dialkylether,
Nb(1)–O(5) 1.863(6) Nb(1)–O(79) 2.090(6) thus generating also the oxo ligands, occurs during the
Nb(2)–O(1) 2.019(6) Nb(2)–O(19) 2.128(6)

workup, especially during the evaporation to dryness step.Nb(2)–O(2) 1.848(6) Nb(2)–O(6) 1.858(6)
2 2Nb (m2O) (m, h -pin) (h -pin) H corresponds thus to theNb(2)–O(7) 2.183(6) Nb(2)–O(8) 1.904(6) 3 2 2 4

O(2)–Nb(1)–O(19) 74.9(2) O(3)–Nb(1)–O(19) 155.0(3) thermodynamically stable product in the niobium ethox-
O(4)–Nb(1)–O(19) 107.2(3) O(5)–Nb(1)–O(19) 90.9(3) ide–pinacol system. It was also isolated –although in
O(2)–Nb(1)–O(3) 83.1(3) O(2)–Nb(1)–O(4) 175.8(3) lower yield– by its insolubility in DME when the reaction
O(3)–Nb(1)–O(4) 94.1(3) O(2)–Nb(1)–O(5) 90.8(3)

was achieved in a 1:2 stoichiometry.O(3)–Nb(1)–O(5) 101.3(3) O(4)–Nb(1)–O(5) 92.7(3)
Compounds 1 and 3 are soluble in organic media. TheirO(19)–Nb(1)–O(79) 72.4(2) O(2)–Nb(1)–O(79) 90.4(3)

O(3)–Nb(1)–O(79) 96.4(3) O(4)–Nb(1)–O(79) 86.9(3) hydrolysis–polycondensation afforded gels by contrast to
O(5)–Nb(1)–O(79) 162.3(3) O(1)–Nb(2)–O(19) 76.0(3) the more hydrolyzable homoleptic Nb(OR) alkoxides5
O(2)–Nb(2)–O(1) 109.1(3) O(2)–Nb(2)–O(19) 77.9(2) which lead to precipitates in similar conditions.
O(1)–Nb(2)–O(6) 90.0(3) O(19)–Nb(2)–O(6) 162.6(3)
O(2)–Nb(2)–O(6) 97.4(3) O(1)–Nb(2)–O(7) 71.5(2)
O(19)–Nb(2)–O(7) 87.4(2) O(2)–Nb(2)–O(7) 164.4(3)
O(6)–Nb(2)–O(7) 98.2(3) O(1)–Nb(2)–O(8) 145.4(2) References
O(19)–Nb(2)–O(8) 97.7(3) O(2)–Nb(2)–O(8) 102.5(3)
O(6)–Nb(2)–O(8) 99.7(3) O(7)–Nb(2)–O(8) 74.3(2)
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Abstract

The crystal and molecular structures of the complexes [Cu(dpyam) (O CCH )(NO )].H O (I) and [Cu(dpyam)(NO ) ] (II),2 3 2 2 2 2

dpyam5di-2-pyridylamine, have been determined. Both complexes consist of neutral mononuclear units, the copper(II) environments in
(I) and (II) are best described as tetrahedral-distorted octahedral with elongated axial positions (412). The equatorial plane in (I)

˚comprises the two dpyam nitrogen atoms at 1.997(2) and 1.963(2) A, and two oxygen atoms of two oxyanions (acetate and nitrite anions)
˚at 2.039(2) and 1.967(2) A, with the axial positions occupied by another two oxygen atoms of the acetate and nitrite anions at the longer

˚Cu–O distances of 2.484(2) and 2.436(2) A. The equatorial plane in (II) is composed of the two dpyam nitrogen atoms at 1.986(1) and
˚ ˚1.966(1) A, and two oxygen atoms of each acetate group at 2.017(1) and 2.003(1) A, with the apical positions filled by the second oxygen

˚atoms of each nitrite group at the longer Cu–O distances of 2.469(2) and 2.431(2) A.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structures; [Cu(dpyam)(O CCH )(NO )].H O; [Cu(dpyam)(NO ) ]2 3 2 2 2 2

1. Introduction have been examined. The stereochemistries of a series of
monodpyam copper(II) complexes with oxyanions are

Di-2-pyridylamine (dpyam) has been used widely as a currently of interest to us and structures of the title
more flexible chelating ligand (compared to the related complexes (I) and (II) have been determined and reported
2,29-bipyridine and 1,10-phenanthroline ligands) in transi- herein. Structural comparisons with related complexes
tion metal complexes [1,2]. Its deprotonated ligand ex- have been made and the spectroscopic properties of the
hibits both bidentate coordination [3–5] and tridentate complexes are discussed.
bridging coordination modes [6–8]. Restricting ourselves
to its complexes with copper(II), the variety of geometries
of both mononuclear and polynuclear complexes have been

2. Experimental
investigated [9–16]. Its copper(I) complexes have been
investigated as models for copper-containing plant hor-

2.1. Synthesis of [Cu(dpyam)(O CCH )(ONO)].H O (I)2 3 2mone binding sites [6,17–19]. In the framework of our
current work concerning the synthesis and characterisation

Compound (I) was prepared by adding 30 ml of a hot
of copper(I) and copper(II) complexes using the bidentate

ethanol solution of dpyam (0.171 g, 1 mmol), to 20 ml of
and tridentate nitrogen donor groups as end-cap ligands

the boiling aqueous solution of Cu(CH 00 ) .H O (0.2003 2 2 2[10–14,20], copper(II) complexes with the dpyam ligand
g, 1 mmol), after which 0.069 g (1 mmol) NaNO was2

added. On standing for a week, green crystals of (I) were
formed. Found C, 40.19 H, 3.98; N, 15.65 Cu, 17.88%.
Calculated for C H CuN O : C, 40.27; H, 3.94; N,12 14 4 4

*Corresponding author. 15.66; Cu, 17.76%.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00369-6
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2.2. Synthesis of [Cu(dpyam)(ONO)2] (II) 2.3. Crystallography

Compound (II) was prepared by adding 30 ml of a hot
2.3.1. Data collection

methanolic solution of dpyam (0.342 g, 2 mmol), to 20 ml
A summary of the key crystallographic information is

of the boiling aqueous solution of Cu(CH CO ) .H 03 2 2 2 given in Table 1. For both complexes, data were collected
(0.200 g, 1 mmol). On boiling 0.276 g (4 mmol) NaNO2 on a SMART CCD diffractometer using graphite mono-
was added, the solution was cooled to room temperature ˚chromated Mo K radiation (l50.71073 A) with a detec-aand left to stand for 5 days, after which green crystals of

tor distance of 4 cm and swing angle of 2358. A
(II) were deposited. Found C, 36.83; H, 2.88; N, 21.39;

hemisphere of the reciprocal space was covered by combi-
Cu, 19.57%. Calculated for C oH CuN O : C, 36.76; H,1 9 5 4 nation of three sets of exposures; each set had a different f
2.78; N, 21.43; Cu, 19.45%.

angle (0, 88, 1808) and each exposure of 30 s covered 0.38
Compounds (I) and (II) were characterized using

in v. The collected data were reduced by using the
elemental analyses, IR and UV–Vis spectroscopy. Carbon,

program SAINT [21] and empirical absorption correction
nitrogen and hydrogen analyses (microanalyses) were

was carried out by using the SADABS [22] program.
carried out in the Chemistry Department, Khon Kaen

Reflections with 2u #558 were used for further processing.
University on a Perkin–Elmer 2400 Series II CHNS/O
analyzer, while the copper analysis was obtained on a
Shimadzu AA-6501 F atomic absorption spectrophotome-
ter. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Biorad FTS-7/PC) 2.3.2. Structure solution and refinement
FTIR spectrophotometer as KBr pressed pellets. The The structures of both the complexes were solved by

2diffuse reflectance spectra were measured on polycrystal- direct methods and refined by least-squares on F byobs

line samples using a Perkin–Elmer Lambda2S spec- using the SHELXTL [23] software package. All non-H
trophotometer. atoms were anisotropically refined. The hydrogen atoms

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for [Cu(dpyam)(O CCH )(NO )].H O and [Cu(dpyam)(NO ) ]2 3 2 2 2 2

[Cu(dpyam)(O CCH ) [Cu(dpyam)(NO ) ]2 3 2 2

(NO )].H O2 2

Formula C H N O Cu C H N O Cu12 14 4 5 10 9 5 4

Formula weight 357.81 326.76
Colour Green Green
Crystal system Triclinic Orthorhombic
Space group P-1 P2 2 21 1 1

˚a /A 7.3525(2) 8.6527(1)
˚b /A 9.0067(3) 11.6191(1)
˚c /A 12.0064(3) 12.5845(1)

a / 8 92.912(1) 90.0
b / 8 96.404(1) 90.0
g / 8 109.591(1) 90.0

3˚V /A 741.07(4) 1265.20(2)
Z 2 4

23D . /g.cm 1.604 1.715c a
21

m /mm 1.503 1.748
F(000) 366 660
Crystal size /mm 0.6030.28mb0.22 0.6630.6230.34
u ranges / 8 3.09–27.50 2.86–27.50
h /k /l 29,8 /211,11/0,15 211,11/0,15 /0,16
Reflections collected 4899 8183
Independent reflections 3301 2877
Absorption correction Empirical Semi-empirical
T and T 0.796, 0.492 0.491, 0.652max min

No. restraints 0 0
No. parameters 253 217
GOF 1.031 1.086
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0304, wR250.0802 R150.0170, wR250.0461
R indices (all data) R150.0346, wR250.0835 R150.0175, wR250.0465
Largest peak and 0.267, 20.469 0.170, 20.235

23˚hole /e.A
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for

[Cu(dpyam)(O CCH )(NO )].H O and [Cu(dypam)(NO )2 3 2 2 2 2

Cu(dpyam)(O CCH )(NO )].H O2 3 2 2

Cu–N(2) 1.963(2)
Cu–O(3) 1.967(2)
Cu–N(1) 1.997(2)
Cu–O(2) 2.039(2)
Cu–O(4) 2.436(2)
Cu–O(1) 2.484(2)
N(2)–Cu–O(3) 159.60(7)
N(2)–Cu–N(1) 91.23(7)
O(3)–Cu–N(1) 95.56(7)
N(2)–Cu–O(2) 90.84(8)
O(3)–Cu–O(2) 91.39(8)
N(1)–Cu–O(2) 154.02(8)
N(2)–Cu–O(4) 101.50(7)
O(3)–Cu–O(4) 58.19(6)
N(1)–Cu–O(4) 113.86(7)
O(2)–Cu–O(4) 91.04(8)
N(2)–Cu–O(1) 97.76(8)
O(3)–Cu–O(1) 99.92(8)
N(1)–Cu–O(1) 100.21(7)

Fig. 1. Thermal ellipsoid (30% probability) of [Cu(dpyam)(NO ) ]. O(2)–Cu–O(1) 53.87(8)2 2

O(4)–Cu–O(1) 140.09(7)

[Cu(dpyam)(NO ) ]2 2

Cu–N(2) 1.966(1)were located by difference synthesis and refined isotropi-
Cu–N(1) 1.986(1)cally. For the [Cu(dpyam)(O CCH )(ONO)].H 0, final2 3 2 Cu–O(3) 2.003(1)2conventional R(F )50.0304 and wR(F )50.0802 for I. Cu–O(2) 2.017(1)

2 22s(I) with weighting scheme, w51/ [s (F )1 Cu–O(4) 2.431(2)o
2 2 2 Cu–O(1) 2.469(2)(0.0467P) 10.2728P], where P5(F )12Fc ) /3. For0

N(2)–Cu–N(1) 92.14(5)[Cu(dpyam)(ONO) ], the corresponding R(F )50.0175 and2
2 N(2)–Cu–O(3) 91.74(6)wR(F )50.0461 for I.2s(I) with weighting scheme, w5

N(1)–Cu–O(3) 158.52(6)2 2 2 21 / [s (F )1(0.0261 P) 10.1808 P], where P5(F )10 0 N(2)–Cu–O(2) 157.23(6)
22Fc ) /3. The molecular graphics were prepared using N(1)–Cu–O(2) 96.80(6)

O(3)–Cu–O(2) 87.58(7)SHELXTL [23]. Selected bond lengths and angles for
N(2)–Cu–O(4) 104.19(7)complexes (I) and (II) are given in Table 2. Figure 1
N(1)–Cu–O(4) 103.70(6)illustrates the structure of (I), Figure 2 the structure of (II),
O(3)–Cu–O(4) 54.91(7)

and the atom numbering scheme used. Supplementary data O(2)–Cu–O(4) 94.00(8)
have been deposited with the CCDC, deposition numbers N(2)–Cu–O(1) 102.13(6)

N(1)–Cu–O(1) 112.61(6)102 589 and 105 590.
O(3)–Cu–O(1) 87.16(6)
O(2)–Cu–O(1) 55.10(7)
O(4)–Cu–O(1) 133.75(6)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystal structures

The structure of (I) (Fig. 1) is made up of discrete
[Cu(dpyam)(ONO)(O CCH )] units and a water molecule2 3

in the lattice, while that of (II) (Fig. 2) is composed of
discrete [Cu(dpyam)(ONO) ] units. The Cu atoms of both2

complexes exhibit an irregular (412) coordination of the
9CuN O O chromophore. The arrangement around the Cu2 2 2

atom in both complexes consists of two dpyam nitrogenFig. 2. Thermal ellipsoid (30% probability) of
˚[Cu(dpyam)(O CCH )(NO )].H O. atoms [1.997(2) and 1.963(2) A in (I); 1.986(1) and2 3 2 2
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˚1.966(1) A in (II) for Cu–N1 and Cu–N2, respectively]; lengths and angles of the three nitrite ions are nearly
and two oxygen atoms from the nitrite and acetate group identical. The in-plane Cu–O bonds are markedly tetra-

˚for (I) [2.039(2) and 1.967(2) A for Cu–02 and Cu–03, hedral with the Cu–N bonds thereby forming the tetra-
respectively] and from each nitrite group for (II) [2.003(1) hedral arrangement about the metal. The close approach to

˚and 2.017(1) A], forming a tetrahedral distorted square the copper atom of the second oxygen atom from each
˚base. These equatorial planes of both complexes are nitrite group, 2.431–2.468 A would indicate that there is

markedly tetrahedrally twisted, as it is evident from the some interaction between these oxygen atoms and the
dihedral angles of 32.69(6) and 31.16(5)8 at which the copper atoms. However, this interaction cannot be large as
N1–Cu–N2 and O2–Cu–03 planes cross. A second oxy- the angles at these oxygen atoms are appreciably less than
gen atom from the nitrite and acetate groups in (I) and 908. Consequently, the coordination mode of these oxygen
from each nitrite group in (II) then occupy the tetragonal atoms to the copper atoms is intermediate between the
positions above and below the CuN O basal plane at purely monodentate nitrito-coordination in2 2

˚longer distances of 2.484(2) and 2.436(2) A in (I); and Ni(Me NCH CH NH ) (ONO) [29] and the bidentate2 2 2 2 2 2
˚ nitrito-coordination in Cu(bipy) (NO ) (NO ) [30]. This2.431(2) and 2.469(2) A in (II), giving the elongated 2 2 3

II is reflected in the angles at the in-plane oxygen atomsoctahedral which is quite typical and expected for Cu in
(104.68–106.348) which is intermediate between the val-view of Jahn–Teller effects [24]. However, the nitrite or
ues of 119.58 in the monodontate nitritocomplex [29] andacetate groups are bent towards the Cu atom to complete
of 93–1008 in the bidentate nitrito-complex [30].the fifth and sixth coordination site in the axial positions

The small interaction of the second oxygen atoms to thewith the O1–Cu–04 angles of 140.09(7)8 in (I) and
copper atoms is further supported by the geometry of the133.75(6)8 in (II) which are markedly less than 1808.
nitrite groups. The angles at the nitrogen atoms [113.5(2)8Some of the angles subtended at the ligating atoms (Table
(N4) for (I) and 113.1(2)8 (N5) for (II)] are between that2) are far from the ideal 90 and 1808 [55.10(7), 54.91(7),
found in the purely monodentate nitrito-coordination103.70(6), 133.75(6), 91.74(6), 96.80(6)8 in (II); 53.87(8),
(115.08) [29] and the bidentate nitrito-coordination (111–58.19(6), 113.86(7), 140.09(7), 159.60(7) and 154.02(8)8
1128) [30,31], but that of (II) at the N4 atom (115.1(2)8) isin (I) for O1–Cu–O2, O3–Cu–O4, O4–Cu–N1, O1–Cu–
similar to those found in the free ion (115.48) [32] and inO4, O3–Cu–N2 and O2–Cu–N1, respectively]. In (I) the

˚ the complex when the nitrite is purely monodentateCu atom deviates 0.0437(2) and 0.0975(2) A from the
(115.08). The N–O lengths within the nitrite groups are notmean plane formed by the acetate and nitrite, respectively,

˚˚ equivalent [1.218(3) and 1.277(3) A in (I); 1.216(3) andthose of (II) are 0.1524(2) and 0.0561(2) A from the mean
˚1.287(3), and 1.225(3) and 1.268(3) A in (II) for theplane formed by the dinitrite groups. The planes of these

weakly coordinated and the coordinated N–O bonds,two groups in each complex are almost perpendicular to
respectively]. The trend is as expected the N–O lengths ofeach other [89.7(2) and 82.0(2)8 for (I) and (II), respec-
the coordinated oxygen atoms are longer than those oftively].
weakly coordinated oxygen atoms and these values lieThe two individual pyridyl rings in both complexes are

˚˚ either side of the value (1.236 A) observed in the free ioneach planar [maximum deviation 0.024 A for C3 in (I) and
˚ [32], but the variations are less than that found in a purely0.012(2) A for C6 in (II), but the dpyam ligands as the

˚monodentate nitrite (1.290 and 1.207 A) [29].whole are not planar. The two pyridyl rings within each
The N–H groups (N3–H) of the both complexes aredpyam ligand are twisted 22.67(8) and 25.64(5)8 with

involved in intermolecular hydrogen bonds. In (I), therespect to each other for (I) and (II), respectively, the
N–H group is involved in N–H...O hydrogen bond withvalues being very close to that of free dpyam (238) [2].
the oxygen of the water molecule, whereas in (II), it isThe lesser dihedral angle of in (I) would reflect in the
involved in N–H...N hydrogen bond with the nitrite (N4)more tetrahedral twist of the equatorial plane (32.69(6)8)
group of the molecule which is translated one unit cellcompared to that in (II) (31.16(5)8). The bite angles
along the ‘a’ direction.(N1–Cu–N2) of the dpyam ligands [91.23(7) and

92.14(5)8 for (I) and (II), respectively] are only slightly
greater than 908. There is no unusual bond lengths and

3.2. Structural comparisonbond angles observed in each dpyam ligand of both
complexes [25].

The arrangement around the copper atoms in (I) and (II)The acetato group in (I) is planar [maximum deviation
˚ is comparable to those observed in the related complexes0.006(2) A for C11]. The C–O distances [1.260(3) and
˚ [Cu(tmen)(NO ) ] [33], and [Cu(DMAEP)(N0 ) ] [34].1.246(3) A for C11–O3 and C11–O4, respectively] and 3 2 3 2

The more similarity is observed in [Cu(bipy)(NO )] [35]the O–C–O angle of 120.19(2)8 are consistent with an 2

and the mono and dihydrate of the corresponding dpyamasymmetric bidentate coordination [20,26,27]. The angles
complexes [Cu (dpyam)(O CCH ) ].H O (III) [9] andaround acetate C atoms are very close to 1208 [118.37– 2 3 2 2

[Cu(dpyam)(O CCH ) ].2H O (IV) [12]. These complex-120.858] as expected for a trigonal planar anion [28]. 2 3 2 2

es involve the elongated tetragonal octahedral geometry ofThe nitrite ions in (I) and (II) assume similar environ-
CuN O O9O9 chromophore with the long off-the-z-axisments about the copper atoms. The corresponding bond 2 2
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Abstract

The preparation, magnetic and spectroscopic properties, crystal and molecular structures of binuclear complexes of formulae
[Cu (dpyam) (OH) (ONO ) ] (I), [Cu (dpyam) (O CH) (OH )].H O (II) are described. (I) consists of pairs of copper atoms linked by2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2

two hydroxo bridges. The co-ordination geometry at each copper atom is distorted square-pyramidal, the basal plane consisting of two
hydroxo oxygen atoms and two nitrogen atoms from a dpyam ligand, while the axial co-ordination sites are occupied by nitrate oxygen
atoms. The copper(II) ions in (II) are also in a distorted square-pyramidal environment. They are bridged by a formate group in an
anti–syn configuration from a basal position to an axial position, while another axial position is occupied by the water oxygen atom. From
magnetic susceptibility measurements at room temperature, both complexes are found to exhibit antiferromagnetic interactions and some
magneto-structural trends are discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

21. Introduction the OH anion in (I), X-ray structure determination of (I)
and (II) was performed.

The crystal structures of the known copper(II) dimers
have been characterised [1–3]. Three copper environments
are observed: rhombic coplanar, CuN O [4]; square-based 2. Experimental2 2

pyramidal, CuN O X [3,5–8]; and elongated rhombic2 2

octahedral, CuN O X [9,10]. Only two crystal structures 2.1. Synthesis of [Cu (ONO ) (OH) (dpyam) ] (I)2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

of the dihydroxy-bridged copper(II) dimer involving the
dpyam ligand have been reported: [Cu (FBF )- Complex (I) was prepared by adding 30 ml of a boiling2 3

(OH) (dpyam) ] (III) and Cu (OH) (H O)(dpyam) ]- aqueous solution of CuCO .Cu(OH) .H O (0.111 g, 0.52 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2

Cl .2H O (IV) [1–3]. Both complexes belong to the mmol) and nitric acid (2 ml), to 30 ml of a hot ethanol2 2

second group of the known copper(II) dimers and no solution of dpyam (0.171 g, 1.0 mmol), after which 0.138
crystal structure of the formato-bridged copper(II) dimer g (2.0 mmol) NaNO was added. On slow evaporation, (I)3

involving the dpyam ligand has been reported. While the was deposited as steel-blue crystals. Yield 42%. Found: C,
corresponding dimeric (III) and (IV) complexes were 38.3; H, 3.3; N, 17.9; Cu, 20.4%. Calculated for
obtained as the reoxygenation products [3], the C H Cu N O : C, 38.3; H, 3.2; N, 17.9; Cu, 20.2%.20 20 2 8 8

[Cu (ONO ) (OH) (dpyam) ] (I) and [Cu (H O)-2 2 2 2 2 2 2

(O CH) (dpyam) ].H O (II) complexes were prepared 2.2. Synthesis of [Cu (H O)(O CH) (dpyam) ].H O (II)2 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2
directly from their components. As the electronic reflect-
ance spectra of both complexes are comparable to those of Complex (II) was prepared by adding 30 ml of a hot
(III) and (IV) including the evidence for the formation of ethanol solution of dpyam (0.171 g, 1.0 mmol), to 20 ml of

the boiling aqueous solution of CuCO .Cu(OH) .H O3 2 2
*Corresponding author. (0.111 g, 0.5 mmol) and formic acid (2 ml). On boiling,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00370-2
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2 6 3 2 10.272 g (4.0 mmol) HCOONa was added. After five days, paramagnetism, estimated to be 60310 cm mol per
green crystals of (II) were deposited. Yield 76%. Found: C, Cu(II) ion.
41.98; H, 3.85; N, 12.17; Cu, 18.39%. Calculated for
C H Cu N O : C, 42.05; H, 3.82; N, 12.26; Cu,24 26 2 6 10 2.3. Crystallography
18.54%.

Both products were characterised using elemental analy-
2.3.1. Data collectionses, IR and UV–Vis spectroscopy and magnetic properties.

A summary of the key crystallographic information isCarbon, nitrogen and hydrogen analyses (microanalyses)
given in Table 1. For the [Cu (ONO ) (OH) (C H N ) ]were carried out in the Chemistry Department, Khon Kaen 2 2 2 2 1 0 9 3 2

complexes, data were collected on a SMART CCD diffrac-University on a Perkin-Elmer 2400 Series II CHNS/O
tometer using graphite monochromated MoKa radiationanalyser, while the copper analysis was obtained on a

˚Shimadzu AA-6501F atomic absorption spectrophotome- (l50.71073 A) with a detector distance of 4 cm and
ter. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Biorad FTS-7/PC) swing angle of 2358. A hemisphere of the reciprocal space
FTIR spectrophotometer as KBr pressed pellets in the was covered by a combination of three sets of exposures;

2 14000–450 cm spectral range. The diffuse reflectance each set had a different f angle (0, 88, 1808) and each
spectra were measured on polycrystalline samples using a exposure of 30s covered 0.308 in v. The collected data
Perkin-Elmer Lambda2S spectrophotometer in the 200– were reduced by using the program SAINT [11] and
1100 nm spectral range. The magnetic moments at room empirical absorption correction was carried out by using
temperature were obtained on powdered samples on a the SADABS [12] program. Reflections with 2u #558 were
Faraday-type microbalance. Experimental susceptibilities used for further processing. The data collection for the
were corrected from diamagnetic contribution by using [Cu (OH )(O CH) (C H N ) ].H O complex was done2 2 2 4 10 9 3 2 2

Pascal’s constants and for the temperature independent using a Siemens P4 diffractometer.

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for [Cu (ONO ) (OH) (C H N ) ] and [Cu (OH )(O CH) (C H N ) ].H O2 2 2 2 10 9 3 2 2 2 2 4 10 9 3 2 2

[Cu (ONO ) (OH) [Cu (OH )(O CH)2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4

(C H N ) ] (C H N ) ].H O10 9 3 2 10 9 3 2 2

Formula C H Cu N O C H Cu N O20 20 2 8 8 24 26 2 6 10

Formula weight 627.52 685.59
Colour Blue Green
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic
Space group P-1 P-1

˚a(A) 8.9463(1) 7.3752(4)
˚b(A) 9.8234(2) 11.2058(7)
˚c(A) 14.4495(1) 17.3299(12)

a(8) 75.734(1) 79.847(5)
b(8) 83.175(1) 87.899(5)
g(8) 70.472(1) 72.542(4)

3˚V(A ) 1158.99(3) 1344.7(2)
Z 2 2

23D (g cm ) 1.798 1.693c
21

m(mm ) 1.902 1.650
F(000) 636 700
Crystal size(mm) 0.4830.3630.21 0.5230.5030.44
u ranges(8) 2.80–27.50 1.19–27.50
h /k /l 211,11/212, 12/0,18 21,9 /214,14/222,22
Reflections collected 7540 7569
Independent reflections 5131 6141
Absorption correction Empirical Semi-empirical
T and T 0.752, 0.487 0.481, 0.531max. min.

No. restraints 0 0
No. parameters 423 501
GOF 1.047 1.073
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0339, wR25 R150.0319, wR25

0.0894 0.0872
R indices (all data) R150.0404, wR25 R150.0401, wR25

0.0949 0.0909
Largest peak and 0.543, 20.463 0.706, 20.411

23˚hole(e A )
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2.3.2. Structure solution and refinement stronger Cu(1B)–O(1B) bond in an axial position reflects
in the larger displacement of the Cu(1B) atom [0.1421(3)The structures of both the complexes were solved by

2 Å] from the mean N O plane, towards the nitrate groupdirect methods and refined by least-squares on F by 2 2obs
˚compared to that of the Cu(1A) atom [0.0791(3) A]. Theusing the SHELXTL [13] software package. All non-H

other four bonds to copper occur in two sets: the copper toatoms were anisotropically refined. The hydrogen atoms
˚hydroxyl-bridged oxygen, which average 1.940(2) A, andwere located by difference synthesis and refined isotropi-

˚the copper to dpyam nitrogen, which average 2.014(2) A.cally. For the [Cu (ONO ) (OH) (C H N ) ], final con-2 2 2 2 10 9 3 2
2 ˚The average Cu–O(H) distance of 1.94 A within a dimerventional R(F )50.0339 and wR(F )50.0894 for I.2s(I)

2 2 2 ˚agrees well with that of 1.92 A found in the correspondingwith weighting scheme, w51/ [s (F )1(0.0501P) 10
2 2 bipyridyl copper(II) dimer [8]. The bridging Cu(1A)–0.856P], where P5(F )12Fc ) /3. For0

O(4B)–Cu(1B) and Cu(1A)–O(4A)–Cu(1B) angles are[Cu (OH )(O CH) (C H N ) ].H O, the corresponding2 2 2 4 10 9 3 2 2
2 98.93(9) and 99.41(9)8 respectively, significantly greaterR(F )50.0319 and wR(F )50.0872 for I.2s(I) with

2 2 2 than 908 and the O(4A)–Cu(1B)–O(4B) and O(4A)–weighting scheme, w51/ [s (F )1(0.0476P) 10.221P],0
2 2 Cu(1A)–O(4B) angles of 80.48(8) and 80.72(8)8, respec-where P5(F )12Fc ) /3. The molecular graphics were0

tively, are significantly less than 908. The bite angles ofdone using SHELXTL [13]. Supplementary data have been
dpyam ligands [N(1B)–Cu(1B)–N(2B) 92.13(8)8 anddeposited with the CCDC, deposition numbers 102316 and
N(1A)–Cu(1A)–N(2A) 91.91(8)8] are only slightly greater102317.

˚than 908. The Cu–Cu distance is 2.9539(3) A. There are
no unusual bond lengths and angles in the dpyam ligand
[15] (Table 2) and the individual pyridine rings are
essentially planar. The dpyam ligands are not planar, but3. Results and discussion
involve the angles of 10.13(9) and 12.53(8)8, respectively,
between the individual pyridine rings. Both nitrate anions3.1. Crystal structure
are planar and weakly coordinated to the copper atoms in
the axial positions. The nitrate group, which is bonded to aThe structure of (I) (Fig. 1) is made up of a binuclear
Cu(1A) atom, exhibits reasonable N–O bond lengths[Cu (ONO ) (OH) (dpyam) ] unit. This unit is approxi-2 2 2 2 2

2 ˚[1.224(3) to 1.256(3) A] and O–N–O bond anglesmately planar with symmetrically bridging OH anions
˚[119.3(3) to 120.6(3) A] for the monodentate nitrate ligandand terminal chelate dpyam ligands. The CuN O chromo-2 2

[16]. The other nitrate group has one oxygen bonded tophores are non-planar, with a restricted tetrahedral twist,
another hydrogen bridged to the hydroxyl oxygen from theevident from the dihedral angles of 20.73(8)8 between the

˚other dimer with a close contact distance of 2.025(2) A.Cu(1B)O(4A)O(4B) and Cu(1B)N(1B)N(2B) planes and
This bonding and bridging may be responsible for the16.70(8)8 between the Cu(1A)O(4A)O(4B) and
evident distortion of this nitrate group (the O–N–O anglesCu(1A)N(1A)N(2A) planes. The fifth axial co-ordination
vary from 115.6(2) to 123.8(3)8).site of each copper(II) ion is occupied by an O atom from

The structure of (II) (Fig. 2) consists of a binucleareach nitrate group at the distances of 2.408(2) and
˚ [Cu (H O)(O CH) (dpyam) ] unit and an uncoordinated2.500(2) A for the Cu(1B)–O(1B) and Cu(1A)–O(1A) 2 2 2 4 2

H O molecule. The copper atoms are bridged unsymmetri-bonds, respectively, to complete the distorted square 2

cally by a formate group in an anti–syn arrangementpyramidal CuN O O9 chromophores. However, these axial2 2

[17,18]. The Cu(1A) atom exhibits a tetrahedral CuN Opositions involve the weak semi-coordination [14]. The 2 2

chromophore, through a monodentate formate group, a
bridging formate group and a dpyam ligand. The co-
ordinated water molecule then occupies a fifth co-ordinate

˚position at a distance of 2.297(2) A, to give the square
pyramidal CuN O O chromophore. The Cu(1B) atom2 2

environment is also tetrahedrally distorted square pyrami-
dal: two oxygen atoms of each monodentate formate group
and with the two nitrogen atoms of a dpyam ligand, form
the basal plane; the apical position is occupied by an
oxygen atom from the bridging formate group at 2.414(2)
Å from the copper atom. From both CuN O chromo-2 2

˚phores, the average basal Cu–O distance is 1.960(2) A and
˚the average basal Cu–N distance is 1.999(2) A. Both

˚apical Cu–O distances, 2.297(2) and 2.414(2) A for
Cu(1A)–O and Cu(1B)–O bonds, respectively, are con-
siderably longer than the four in-plane distances, but are

Fig. 1. ORTEP view of [Cu (ONO ) (OH) (C H N ) ]. within significant bonding distance of the Cu atoms [19].2 2 2 2 10 9 3 2
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Table 2. Continued

Table 2 O(3BB)–Cu(1B)–O(3BA) 27.9(3)
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (80) for [Cu (ONO ) - O(3BB)–Cu(1B)–O(1B) 96.7(3)2 2 2

(OH) (C H N ) ] and [Cu (OH )(O CH) (C H N ) ].H O O(3BA)–Cu(1B)–O(1B) 89.22(12)2 10 9 3 2 2 2 2 4 10 9 3 2 2

O(3BB)–Cu(1B)–N(2B) 162.3(3)
I. [Cu (ONO ) (OH) (C H N ) ]2 2 2 2 10 9 3 2 O(3BA)–Cu(1B)–N(2B) 169.46(13)Cu(1A)–O(4A) 1.934(2)

O(1B)–Cu(1B)–N(2B) 89.94(8)Cu(1A)–O(4B) 1.941(2)
O(3BB)–Cu(1B)–N(1B) 79.1(2)Cu(1A)–N(1A) 2.008(2)
O(3BA)–Cu(1B)–N(1B) 93.77(14)Cu(1A)–N(2A) 2.015(2)
O(1B)–Cu(1B)–N(1B) 163.65(8)Cu(1A)–O(1A) 2.500(2)
N(2B)–Cu(1B)–N(1B) 89.98(7)Cu(1A)–Cu(1B) 2.954(2)
O(3BB)–Cu(1B)–O(4A) 107.4(4)O(4A)–Cu(1B) 1.939(2)
O(3BA)–Cu(1B)–O(4A) 82.17(11)Cu(1B)–O(4B) 1.946(2)

Cu(1B)–N(1B) 2.015(2) O(1B)–Cu(1B)–O(4A) 98.87(7)
Cu(1B)–N(2B) 2.019(2) N(2B)–Cu(1B)–O(4A) 87.58(7)
Cu(1B)–O(1B) 2.408(2) N(1B)–Cu(1B)–O(4A) 97.46(7)
O(4A)–Cu(1A)–O(4B) 80.72(8)
O(4A)–Cu(1A)–N(1A) 94.77(8)
O(4B)–Cu(1A)–N(1A) 171.41(9)
O(4A)–Cu(1A)–N(2A) 164.12(9)
O(4B)–Cu(1A)–N(2A) 94.32(8)
N(1A)–Cu(1A)–N(2A) 91.91(8)
O(4A)–Cu(1A)–O(1A) 103.55(8)
O(4B)–Cu(1A)–O(1A) 87.58(9)
N(1A)–Cu(1A)–O(1A) 86.37(8)
N(2A)–Cu(1A)–O(1A) 91.22(8)
O(4A)–Cu(1A)–Cu(1B) 40.35(5)
O(4B)–Cu(1A)–Cu(1B) 40.60(6)
N(1A)–Cu(1 A)–Cu(1B) 135.08(6)
N(2A)–Cu(1A)–Cu(1 B) 131.74(6)
O(1 A)–Cu(1A)–Cu(1B) 100.53(4)
O(4A)–Cu(1B)–O(4B) 80.48(8)
O(4A)–Cu(1B)–N(1B) 172.84(8)
O(4B)–Cu(1B)–N(1B) 93.00(8)
O(4A)–Cu(1B)–N(2B) 95.01(8)
O(4B)–Cu(1B)–N(2B) 159.00(10)
N(1B)–Cu(1B)–N(2B) 92.13(8) Fig. 2. ORTEP view of [Cu (OH )(O CH) (C H N ) ].H O.2 2 2 4 10 9 3 2 2O(4A)–Cu(1B)–O(1B) 96.65(8)
O(4B)–Cu(1B)–O(1B) 105.62(10)
N(1B)–Cu(1B)–O(1B) 82.20(8)
N(2B)–Cu(1B)–O(1B) 95.25(8)

The latter apical bond is weaker than that of the formerO(4A)–Cu(1B)–Cu(1A) 40.24(5)
one, resulting in the small displacement of the Cu(1B)O(4B)–Cu(1B)–Cu(1A) 40.46(6)

˚N(1B)–Cu(1B)–Cu(1A) 132.95(6) atom [0.1478(3) A] from the mean N O plane towards2 2
N(2B)–Cu(1B)–Cu(1A) 133.37(6) the bridged-formate oxygen atom, compared to that of the
O(1B)–Cu(1B)–Cu(1A) 101.29(5) ˚Cu(1A) atom, 0.1908(3) A from the mean plane towards
II. [Cu (OH )(O CH) (C H N ) ].H O the water oxygen atom. Both CuN O chromophores are2 2 2 4 10 9 3 2 2 2 2
Cu(1A)–O(1A) 1.956(2) non-planar with the tetrahedral twists, 16.01(7) and
Cu(1A)–O(3A) 1.976(2) 19.35(9)8 for the Cu(1A)N O and Cu(1B)N O chromo-2 2 2 2Cu(1A)–N(1A) 1.987(2)

phores, respectively. The planar pyridine rings form di-Cu(1A)–N(2A) 1.998(2)
Cu(1A)–O(1W) 2.296(2) hedral angles of 27.66(9) and 33.13(7)8 for the ligands
O(4A)–Cu(1B) 2.414(2) defined by N(1A)/N(2A) and N(1B) /N(2B) atoms, re-
Cu(1B)–O(3BB) 1.890(6) spectively. The formate groups in (II) act as the monode-Cu(1B)–O(3BA) 1.927(2)

ntate anions and a bidentate bridging anion. The bondCu(1B)–O(1B) 1.981(2)
Cu(1B)–N(2B) 1.992(2) lengths and angles within each type are in accord with
Cu(1B)–N(1B) 2.017(2) those found in [Cu(dpyam) (O CH)][BF ] [20] and2 2 4O(1A)–Cu(1A)–O(3A) 88.11(7)

[Cu(dien)(HCO ) ] [18]. The second oxygen atoms of the2 2O(1A)–Cu(1A)–N(1A) 90.28(7)
˚monodentate formate groups are 2.903(2) and 2.733(3) AO(3A)–Cu(1A)–N(1A) 165.67(7)

O(1A)–Cu(1A)–N(2A) 172.48(8) apart from the Cu(1A) and Cu(1B) atoms, respectively,
O(3A)–Cu(1A)–N(2A) 91.05(7) while that of a remaining disorder monodentate formate
N(1A)–Cu(1A)–N(2A) 88.69(7) ˚group bonded to the Cu(1B) atom, is more than 3.00 A.O(1A)–Cu(1A)–O(1W) 91.54(7)

However, these distances [Cu(1A)–O(2A) and Cu(1B)–O(3A)–Cu(1A)–O(1W) 95.09(7)
N(1A)–Cu(1A)–O(1W) 99.18(8) O(2B)] are too long for even weak semi-coordination [14].
N(2A)–Cu(1A)–O(1W) 95.98(8) The bridging formate ligand joined copper atoms in an
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anti–syn configuration [18]. The apical Cu(1B)–O(bridg- 3.3. Spectroscopic properties
˚ing O CR) distance, 2.414(2) A, is significantly longer2

than that of similar contacts found in [Cu (dien)(HCO ) ], The infrared spectrum of (I) shows a strong and broad2 2
21˚2.169(5) A [18]. The O–C–O angle of bridging formate band at 3475 cm owing to the bridging hydrogen-

˚ligand, 129.5(3) A is considerably larger than those of the bonded OH group [22]. The symmetric and antisymmetric
˚remaining monodentate formate groups, 125.6–128.4 A. NO stretchings appear as the strong bands at 1310 and

21Additionally, both C–O distances are almost equal com- 1380 cm , respectively, consistent with the monodentate
pared to those of the monodentate formate groups. These nitrate group [22]. The infrared spectrum of (II) shows two

21are consistent with the bidentate bridging co-ordination strong and broad bands centered at 1600 and 1530 cm
2mode of the formato ligand. owing to the antisymmetric OCO stretchings of the

monodentate and bidentate bridging co-ordination modes,
respectively, of the formate groups within a dimer and a

213.2. Structural comparisons medium broad band at 1420 cm owing to the symmetric
2OCO stretchings [26]. The coexistence of crystallisation

The square pyramidal CuN O O9 chromophores of (I) and co-ordinated water molecules is consistent with the2 2

and (II) correspond to the square pyramidal CuN O X occurrence of a strong and broad absorption centered at2 2
21chromophore observed from the copper environments of 3400 cm (symmetric and antisymmetric OH stretchings);

21the known dimer structures, [Cu (FBF )(OH) (dpyam) ] medium intensity peaks at 1640 cm (HOH bending),2 3 2 2
21(III), Cu (OH) (H O)(dpyam) ]C1 .2H O (IV) [1–3]. 670 and 510 cm (rocking and wagging frequencies of2 2 2 2 2 2

The structure of (I) is very comparable to that of (III), both co-ordinated water) are marked by the dpyam peaks
involve the hydroxyl bridging in equatorial planes and the [10,27]. The electronic reflectance spectra of both (I) and
fifth axial positions are occupied by the nitrate and (II) show a broad band at the same frequency of 15 670

21 21tetrafluoroborate anions, respectively, while in (IV) the cm and are comparable to that of (III), 15 600 cm ,
dihydroxy-bridged structure with the additional longer while (IV) has a higher energy broad band at 17 500

21bonded bridging water molecule in a fifth position is cm . These observed single broad peaks are consistent
observed. Consequently, (IV) involves the square pyrami- with the square pyramidal stereochemistry and assigned to
dal CuN O O9 chromophore and the triply bridged dimer. be the d , d →d 2 2 transition [1,2].2 2 xz yz x 2 y

The apical Cu–O distances in (I) [2.408(2) and 2.500(2)
˚ ˚A] and (II) [2.297(2) and 2.414(2) A] are comparable to 3.4. Magnetic properties

˚that of (IV) [2.414(3) A], while in (III) a significantly
˚longer distance of 2.745(7) A is observed. These values The complexes (I) and (II) are characterised by having

˚are typical of the Cu–O distance of 2.2–2.7 A in the fifth low room-temperature magnetic moments [(I), m 51.62eff

ligand position observed in other pyramidal copper(II) BM; (II), m 51.43 BM], indicating significant antiferro-eff

complexes [1]. However, the marked tetrahedral twists in magnetic coupling between the copper(II) centres. For
(I), (II) and (III) [dihedral angles 20.73(8) and 16.70(8); bis(m-hydroxo)copper(II) complexes, a rather significant
16.01(7) and 19.35(9); and 24.28, respectively] are less linear relationship has been found between magnetic
usual, while in (IV) the CuN O chromophore is planar exchange coupling and the Cu–O–Cu angle [10,26]. The2 2

with a slight tetrahedral twist, dihedral angle of 3.918. The exchange interaction for (I) should be antiferromagnetic
˚Cu–Cu separation of 2.954(3) A in (I) is significantly for a Cu–O–Cu angle more than 97.58, consistent with the
˚longer than that of (IV) [2.799(1) A], while in (III) a more experimental results. Using this established relationship for
˚comparable distance of 2.91 9(5) A is observed. However, (III), the Cu–O–Cu bridging angle of 99.3(2)8 [3] is more

these distances are typical in the range previously ob- than 97.58, also suggesting an antiferromagnetic interaction
˚served, 2.80–3.00 A [1–3,8,10,21]. between the two copper(II) centres. In contrast, the room

In (II) the large bridging formato anion result in a long temperature magnetic moment per copper(II) ion, reported
˚Cu–Cu distance of 5.552(6) A and the copper(II) ions are for the closely related complex (III) of 1.90 BM [3], is

linked by a formate group in an anti–syn bridging arrange- significantly higher than those of (I) and (II) and falls in
9ment. The structurally characterised examples in which the range expected for essentially magnetically diluted d

anti–syn O–C–O bridges [23] are operated, are to date far species. The result is surprising, as
less numerous than those with the syn–syn configuration [Cu (II)(chelate) (OH) X ] complexes are generally anti-2 2 2 2

[24,25]. However, it was observed in the infinite chain ferromagnetic and the tetrahedral twists of the CuN O2 2

complexes [CuL (H O)] , [Cu (OAc) A] , chromophores in (I), (II) and (III) are comparable. That of2 n 2 2 n

[Cu(NH ) (OAc)Br] and [Cu(dien)(HCO )][HCO ] (IV) is also previously reported to be significantly lower at3 2 n 2 2

[18,23], while the syn–syn configuration with strong 1.75 BM [3], indicative of the antiferromagnetic behav-
antiferromagnetic interaction was first observed in iour.
Cu (CH COO) .2H O, in which two copper(II) ions are As noted previously for the few well-characterised2 3 4 2

bridged symmetrically by four acetate groups [23]. copper(II) complexes with bridging anti–syn COO groups,
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[6] A.T. Casey, B.F. Hoskins, F.D. Whillans, J. Chem. Soc. Daltonmuch smaller (antiferro- or ferromagnetic) interactions
Trans. (1975) 1267.were found, compared to the strong antiferromagnetic

[7] K.T. McGregor, N.T. Watkins, D.L. Lewis, R.F. Drake, D.J.
interactions empirically observed for the syn–syn configu- Hodgson, W.E. Hatfield, Inorg. Nucl. Chem. Lett. 9 (1973) 423.
ration adopted by the triatomic O–C–O bridges [23]. The [8] R.J. Majeste, E.A. Meyers, J. Phys. Chem. 74 (1970) 3497.
exchange for the anti–syn COO groups is usually fer- [9] M. Toofan, A. Boushehri, M. Ul-Haque, J. Chem. Soc. Dalton

Trans. (1976) 217.romagnetic. Hence, a point of interest in complex (II) is
[10] I. Castro, M. Julve, G.D. Munno, G. Bruno, J.A. Real, F. Lloret, J.that it has been shown to be an antiferromagnet which is

Faus, J. Chem. Soc. Dalton Trans. (1992) 1739.
also observed in the anti–syn bridged complexes [11] Siemens, SAINT, Version 4 Software Reference Manual, Siemens
[Cu (OAc) A] and [Cu(NH ) (OAc)Br] [23]. Analytical X-Ray Systems, Inc., Madison, Wisconsin, USA, 1996.2 2 n 3 2 n

[12] G.M. Sheldrick, SADABS, Program for Empirical Absorption
Correction of Area Detector Data, University of Gottingen, Ger-
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Abstract

Electrochemical oxidation of metal anodes (cobalt, copper and nickel) in acetonitrile solutions of 2-(2-hydroxyphenyliminomethyl)-1-
(4-methyl-phenylsulfonamido)benzene (H L) gave [CoL], [CuL] and [NiL] complexes. When 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) or 2,29-2

bipyridine (bipy) was added to the electrolytic cell, the mixed complexes [MLL9] (M5Co, Cu, L95bipy or M5Ni, L95phen) were
obtained. A binuclear compound of composition [Ni L (MeOH) ] (1) was synthesized by reaction of the ligand H L and nickel(II)2 2 4 2

acetate in methanol. X-ray structure determination showed the compound to be binuclear, with each nickel atom coordinated to two
nitrogen and two bridging phenol oxygen atoms of two dianionic ligands and two methanol molecules, in an octahedral environment. The
crystal structure of [CuLbipy] (2) was determined by X-ray diffraction; with the copper atom in a distorted bipyramidal environment
defined by the two bipyridine nitrogen atoms and by the phenolic oxygen and the nitrogen atoms of the dianionic ligand. The electronic
and vibrational spectral data of the complexes are discussed and related to the structure.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction phenyliminomethyl)-1-(4-methyl-phenylsulfonamido)ben-
zene (X5O, Y5NTs), H L were hitherto unknown.2

Most ligands of type I [1,2] are binuclear compounds of In this paper, the synthesis of cobalt(II), nickel(II) and
types II [3–6] and III [7–10] with bridging phenolato copper(II) complexes of H L and the crystal structures of2

oxygen groups, although there many examples of mononu- [Ni L (MeOH) ] and [CuL(bipy)] are described.2 2 4

clear structures such as IV [10–19]. In the case of
vanadium, a compound formed by two monomer frag-
ments bridged by an oxo group, V, has been described [20].

2. Experimental
Until recently, most of the tridentate dianionic ligands

were salyciliden-2-aminophenol derivatives, I (X5Y5O)
All solvents and 2-hydroxyaniline were commercial

[1,7,10,11,21–24]. In the last few years, some studies on
products used without further purification.

these types of ligands with X5O, but Y5S or Se have
2-(2-Hydroxyphenyliminomethyl)-1-(4-methyl-phenyl-

been carried out [12,17,25–28]. However, as far as we
sulfonamido)benzene (H L) was prepared by refluxing 2-2know, coordination compounds of 2-(2-hydroxy-
formyl-1-(4-methylphenylsulfonamido)benzene [29] (2.75
g, 10 mmol) and 2-hydroxyaniline (1.09 g, 10 mmol) in

3benzene (20 cm ) as solvent until the theoretical amount of
*Corresponding author. water was collected in a Dean-Stark trap. The resulting

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00372-6
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solution was concentrated in a rotary evaporator to a final methanol. The solid was recrystallized in the same solvent
3volume of 5 cm and the solid was precipitated by the and brown crystals, suitable for X-ray studies, were
3addition of 10 cm of methanol. Recrystallization from hot obtained and characterized as C H N O S Ni . Anal.44 48 4 10 2 2

methanol yielded yellow crystals (2.75 g; yield, 75%). calculated: C, 54.8; H, 5.0; N, 5.8; S, 6.7. Found: C, 55.1;
Anal. Found: C, 65.6; H, 5.0; N, 7.9; S, 8.9. Calc. for H, 5.0; N, 5.6; S, 6.8%. IR, n (C5N) 1593, n (SO ) 1286as 2

21C H N O S: C, 65.6; H, 5.0; N, 7.6; S, 8.8%. IR, n(NH) and n (SO ) 1173 cm .20 18 2 3 s 2

3400, n(OH) 3100–2800, n(C5N) 1610, n (SO ) 1322as 2
21and n (SO ) 1140 cm .s 2 2.3.3. [NiLphen]

The electrolysis of a solution containing 0.136 g (0.371
2.1. Preparation of complexes mmol) of H L and 0.073 g (0.371 mmol) of 1,10-phen-2

3anthroline in 50 cm of CH CN for 2 h and using a current3The complexes were obtained following an electro- of 16 V, 10 mA dissolved 22.1 mg of nickel metal
chemical procedure [30]. An acetonitrile solution of the (E 50.50). The product of the reaction was a brownfligand containing about 15 mg of tetramethylammonium precipitate, which was isolated following the same pro-
perchlorate as a current carrier was electrolyzed using a cedure as described above. Anal: calculated for [NiLphen],
platinum wire as the cathode and a metal plate as the [C H NiN SO ]: C, 63.67, N, 9.28, H, 3.97%. Found: C,32 24 4 3sacrificial anode. The cell can be summarized as Pt(2) / 63.30, N, 9.48, H, 3.78%. IR, n(C5N) 1590, n (SO )as 2MeCN1H L/M(1); M5Co, Cu, Ni. 212 1280 and n (SO ) 1155 cm .s 2

2.2. Cobalt(II) complex
2.4. Copper(II) complexes

2.2.1. [CoL].CH CN3

The electrochemical oxidation of cobalt in a solution of 2.4.1. [CuL]
H L (0.136 g, 0.371 mmol) in CH CN (50 M) containing2 3 Electrolysis of a solution of H L (0.136 g, 0.371 mmol)2
20 mg of tetramethylammonium perchlorate for 2 h at 10 and tetramethylammonium perchlorate (20 mg) in CH CN3
V and 10 mA resulted in the loss of 22.8 mg of cobalt from (50 cc) for 2 h at 6 V and 10 mA using a copper anode led
the anode (E 50.52). Hydrogen was evolved at the cathodef to the dissolution of 46.2 mg of copper (E 50.97). Brownf
during the electrolysis. The room temperature concen- crystals of [CuL] were isolated from the resulting solution.
tration of the reaction mixture produced a microcrystalline Anal.: calculated for [C H CuN SO ]: C, 56.13, N, 6.53,20 16 2 3
dark brown precipitate, which was collected by filtration H, 3.78%. Found: C, 55.70, N, 6.54, H, 3.74%. IR,

21and identified as [CoL].CH CN. Anal.: calculated for3 n(C5N) 1590, n (SO ) 1285 and n (SO ) 1170 cm .as 2 s 2
[CoC H N SO ]: C, 56.90, N, 9.05, H, 4.12%. Found:22 19 3 3

C, 56.93, N, 9.06, H, 4.19%. IR, n(C;N) 2190, n(C5N)
21 2.4.2. [CuLbipy]1600, n (SO ) 1290 and n (SO ) 1160 cm .as 2 s 2 The electrolysis of an acetonitrile solution containing

H L (0.136 g, 0.371 mmol) and 2,29-bipyridine (0.058 g,22.3. Nickel(II) complexes
0.371 mmol), using a current of 11 V and 10 mA over 2 h,
resulted in the loss of 44.9 mg of copper (E 50.94).f2.3.1. [NiL]
Brown crystals of [CuLbipy] that were suitable for X-rayA brown powder was isolated from the solution re-
studies were isolated from the reaction solution. Anal.:sulting from the electrolysis (20 V, 10 mA, 2 h) of a

3 calculated for [C H CuN SO ]: C, 61.65, N, 9.59, H,30 24 4 3solution of H L (0.136 g; 0.371 mmol) in 50 cm of2 4.11%. Found: C, 61.94, N, 9.72, H, 4.01%. IR, n(C5N)CH CN using a nickel anode. Under these conditions, 21 213 1600, n (SO ) 1285 and n (SO ) 1160 cm .as 2 s 2mg of nickel were dissolved (E 50.48). The precipitatef

was collected, washed with acetonitrile and diethyl ether,
dried in vacuo and identified as [NiL]. Anal.: calculated for 2.5. Physical measurements
[NiC H N SO ]: C, 56.76, N, 6.62, H, 3.78%. Found: C,20 16 2 3

56.27, N, 6.55, H, 3.18%. IR, n(C5N) 1590, n (SO ) Microanalyses were performed using a Carlo-Erbaas 2
211280 and n (SO ) 1155 cm . EA1108 microanalyser. IR spectra were recorded in KBrs 2

disks on a Perkin-Elmer 180 spectrophotometer.
2.3.2. [Ni L (MeOH) ] The magnetic susceptibility for [Ni L (MeOH) ] was2 2 4 2 2 4

This compound was alternatively obtained by the slow measured by the Faraday method in the temperature range
addition of 2-(2-hydroxyphenyliminomethyl)-1-(4-methyl- 78–300 K (Table 1), using Hg[Co(CNS) ] as the calibrant.4

phenylsulfonamido)benzene (0.36 g, 1 mmol) in methanol The exchange parameter, J, was deduced from a least-
3(15 cm ) to a solution of nickel acetate (0.248 g, 1 mmol) squares fitting procedure by minimizing the deviation from

3in the same solvent (10 cm ). After refluxing for 1 h, the the experimental values of the calculated theoretical mag-
brown crystalline precipitate was filtered and washed with netic susceptibilities using the equation.
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Table 1
aMagnetic data for [Ni L (MeOH) ]2 2 4

b c bT (K) x exp. m (exp.) B.M. x calc. m (calc.) B.M.M eff M eff

290 7311 2.91 7156 2.88
269 7820 2.90 7680 2.88
251 8235 2.88 8196 2.87
233 8710 2.85 8789 2.86
216 9540 2.87 9437 2.86
199 10 251 2.86 10 191 2.85
185 11 081 2.86 10 910 2.84
170 11 555 2.80 11 806 2.83
159 12 385 2.81 12 565 2.83
150 12 741 2.77 13 264 2.82
132 14 638 2.78 14 927 2.81
98 19 210 2.74 19 583 2.77
89 21 571 2.77 21 348 2.76
83 23 010 2.76 22 713 2.75

a 21J524 cm ; g52.03; estimated error r51.83%.
b

x , molar magnetic susceptibility.M
c

m , per one nickel (II) atom in a binuclear molecule.eff

2 24J / KT recorded on a Syntex P2 automatic diffractometer for (1)13g e 1 5
]]]]]]]]x 5 and on a Siemens CCD Smart system for (2), with graphiteM 26J / KT 24J / KT4T e 1 3e 1 5 ˚monocromated MoKa radiation (l50.71073 A) at 298

where g, T and K have their usual meanings. and 293 K using the v /2u scan technique, 2u 5568 formax

(1) and 66.3 for (2). 1523 reflections were collected, of
2.6. X-ray data collection and processing which, 1367 with I.2sI were used for calculations for (1)

and 23 409, of which, 9901 with I.2sI for (2).
The crystal data and a summary of the data collection The structure of (1) was solved by the heavy-atom

and structure refinement for these compounds are given in method and that of (2) by the direct method. In both
Table 2. Crystals of complexes [NiL(MeOH) ] (1) and compounds, non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms,4

[CuLbipy] (2) were mounted on glass fibres and data were except for those from CH groups, were located from3

Fourier difference synthesis. The structures were refined
using a full-matrix least-squares technique, isotropicallyTable 2

Summary of crystal data for [Ni L (MeOH) ] (1) and [CuLbipy] (2) for the hydrogen atoms and anisotropically for all remain-2 2 4

ing non-hydrogen atoms. All calculation were performed[Ni L (MeOH) ] [CuLbipy]2 2 4

using SHELXS-93 [31] for (1) and SHELXS-97 [32] for
Empirical formula C H N O S Ni C H CuN O S44 48 4 10 2 2 30 24 4 3 (2). Interatomic bond distances and angles are given inFormula weight 974.5 584.13

Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Atom positions, bond lengthsSize 0.130.0830.05 0.7530.6030.20
Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic and bond angles, and other crystallographic data, have
Space group P21 ([2) P2(1) /c been deposited as Supplementary Publication No. CSD
Unit cell dimensions, 59422 for (1) and 408953 for (2): copies can be obtained˚a, A 10.271(2) 17.2716(9)

through Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, 76344, Ener-˚b, A 10.523(2) 8.6945(4)
˚ gie Physik Mathematik, D-7514 Eggenstein-Leopolshafen.c, A 11.460(2) 17.9165(9)

a, 8 113.59(3) 90
b, 8 105.21(3) 92.7220(10)
g, 8 91.03(3) 90

3˚Volume, A 1084.7(4) 2687.4(2)
3. Results and discussionZ 1 4

23d , g cm 1.492 1.444calc
˚l, A (MoKa radiation) 0.71073 0.71073 The electrochemical oxidation of cobalt, copper and

21
m (MoKa), mm 1.027 0.930 nickel in the presence of the Schiff base H L led to2
T, K 293(2) 298(2) complexes of general formulae [ML], where L stands for
no. of reflns collected 1523 23 409

the dianionic form of the Schiff base.no. of indept. reflns. 1400 9901
For cobalt and nickel, the electrochemical efficiency, E ,F(000) 508 1204 f

aR 0.070 0.0591 defined as moles of metal dissolved per Faraday of charge,
b 21Rw 0.1447 0.1131 was close to 0.5 mol F , in accordance with the following

a b 2 2 1 / 2R5S(uFou2uFcu) /S uFou. R 5[(Sw(uFou2uFcu) /SwuFou ] . process:w
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Table 3
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [Ni L (MeOH) ]2 2 4

Ni–N(1) 2.002(12) Ni–N(2) 2.093(13)
Ni–O(3) 2.051(11) Ni–O(39) 2.063(10)
Ni–O(4) 2.111(14) Ni–O(5) 2.191(13)
S–N(2) 1.602(14) S–O(1) 1.419(12)
S–O(2) 1.460(12) S–C(14) 1.77(2)
N(1)–C(6) 1.41(2) N(1)–C(7) 1.30(2)
N(2)–C(13) 1.41(2) O(3)–C(1) 1.33(2)
O(4)–C(21) 1.43(2) O(5)–C(22) 1.40(2)
C(1)–C(2) 1.37(2) C(1)–C(6) 1.42(2)
C(2)–C(3) 1.37(2) C(3)–C(4) 1.38(2)
C(4)–C(5) 1.36(2) C(5)–C(6) 1.40(2)
C(7)–C(8) 1.46(2) C(17)–C(20) 1.51(2)

N(1)–Ni–N(2) 87.3(4) N(1)–Ni–O(3) 79.7(4)
N(1)–Ni–O(39) 159.0(4) N(1)–Ni–O(4) 94.6(5)
N(1)–Ni–O(5) 94.8(5) N(2)–Ni–O(3) 166.9(4)
N(2)–Ni–O(39) 113.6(4) N(2)–Ni–O(4) 94.2(6)
N(2)–Ni–O(5) 92.3(5) O(3)–Ni–O(39) 79.4(5)
O(3)–Ni–O(4) 86.8(5) O(3)–Ni–O(5) 89.0(4)
O(39)–Ni–O(4) 86.7(4) O(39)–Ni–O(5) 82.4(4)
O(4)–Ni–O(5) 168.8(4) N(2)–S–O(1) 115.3(8)
N(2)–S–O(2) 106.3(7) N(2)–S–C(14) 105.2(6)
O(1)–S–O(2) 113.9(7) O(1)–S–C(14) 107.6(7)
O(2)–S–C(14) 107.9(8) Ni–N(1)–C(6) 113.5(8)
Ni–N(1)–C(7) 125.9(11) Ni–N(2)–C(13) 117.4(9)
S–N(2)–C(13) 118.5(10) Ni–O(3)–Ni9 100.6(4)
Ni–O(3)–C(1) 112.7(9) Ni–O(4)–C(21) 124.1(11)
Ni–O(5)–C(22) 121.4(11) N(1)–C(6)–C(1) 113.1(13)
N(1)–C(7)–C(8) 125.1(14) C(7)–C(8)–C(13) 125(2)
N(2)–C(13)–C(8) 120(2)

˚with a 3.165 (1) A intermetallic Ni . . . Ni distance. Each
2 22Cathode: H L 1 2e → L 1 H2 2 nickel atom is coordinated to two nitrogen and two oxygen

22 2 atoms from the ligands and two oxygen atoms from twoAnode: L 1 M → [ML] 1 2e
22 2 methanol molecules. Both nickel atoms are bridged by twoor L 1 Ni 1 phen → [NiLphen] 1 2e

phenol oxygen atoms. The donor atoms [N(1), N(2), O(3)]
21In the case of copper, E was close to 1 mol F , of one tridentate ligand and the oxygen bridge atom of thef

indicating that the formation of copper (I) at the anode is other ligand (O(3)9) are coplanar and occupy the equatori-
followed by oxidation to copper (II) in solution. This al positions of a tetragonally distorted pseudo-octahedral
behaviour has already been observed in other copper nickel(II) centre, with two methanol ligands at the axial
systems in which low-oxidation-state species are the initial sites. The deviation from perfect geometry around the
electrochemical products. This fact suggests that a possible nickel atom is illustrated by the values of the angles
mechanism could be: defined by the nickel atom and two equatorial cis donor

atoms, which are very different from the expected value of2 2 1
]Cathode: H L 1 e → HL 1 H2 22 908 [N(1)–Ni–O(3)579.7(4)8]. On the other hand, the

1 2Anode: Cu → Cu 1 e NiN(1)O(3), O(3)C(1)C(16)N(1) fragments and the
1 2 1

]Cu 1 HL → [CuL] 1 H phenyl ring C(1)–C(6) form dihedral angles with22
2 1 1 [Ni O(3)] of 2, 11 and 198, respectively. In the same way,]or HL 1 Cu 1 bipy → [CuLbipy] 1 H 2 222

the six-membered chelate ring NiN(1)C(7)C(8)C(13)N(2)
and the phenyl ring C(8)–C(13) are not coplanar with the3.1. Structure of [Ni L (MeOH) ]2 2 4

plane NiO(3)NiO(3)9. In addition, the dihedral angles
between the N(1)NiN(2) fragment and the C(8)–C(13)The analytical data of the compound obtained by
phenyl ring with the NiO(3)NiO(3)9 plane are 2 and 48,reaction of nickel acetate and 2-(2-hydroxy-
respectively. The dihedral angle between the phenyl ringphenyliminomethyl)-1-(4-methyl-phenylsulfonamido) ben-
C(14)–C(19) and the central square Ni (O(3)) is 548.zene, H L, in methanol are compatible with a NiL? 2 22

˚2MeOH formulation. An X-ray diffraction study of this The Ni–N distance of 2.002(12) A is slightlyimine

compound showed that it consists of discrete neutral shorter than those found in other hexacoordinate
dinuclear centrosymmetric [Ni L (MeOH) ] units (Fig. 1) salicylidenealdiminate nickel(II) complexes [2.050(6)–2 2 4
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˚Table 4 2.066(3) A] [33,34]. The Ni–N bond distance ofamide˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [CuLbipy] ˚2.093(13) A is longer than the Ni–N one and, asimine
Cu(1)–O(1) 1.9403(17) Cu(1)–N(1) 1.9737(17) expected, significantly longer than those found in tetra-
Cu(1)–N(2) 2.003(2) Cu(1)–N(4) 2.0037(18) ˚hedral nickel amide complexes [1.916(3) [35], 1.839(6) A
Cu(1)–N(3) 2.354(2) S(1)–O(3) 1.4448(18) [16]]. This is a reflection of the lower coordination number
S(1)–O(2) 1.4482(18) S(1)–N(2) 1.5950(18)

in these latter compounds. The Ni–O bond distancesS(1)–C(14) 1.774(2) N(1)–C(7) 1.281(3) phenol
˚of 2.051(11) and 2.063(10) A are longer than observed inN(1)–C(6) 1.415(3) N(2)–C(13) 1.407(3)

N(3)–C(21) 1.340(4) N(3)–C(25) 1.343(3) mononuclear hexacoordinate salicylidenealdiminate nickel
N(4)–C(30) 1.330(3) N(4)–C(26) 1.347(3) ˚complexes [2.005(4), 2.032(3) A] [33,34,36], whereas the
O(1)–C(1) 1.314(3) C(1)–C(2) 1.403(3) other two Ni–O bonds between the metal atom and the
C(1)–C(6) 1.420(3) C(2)–C(3) 1.386(4)

methanol oxygen atom are considerably longer, beingC(3)–C(4) 1.392(4) C(4)–C(5) 1.387(3)
˚2.118(14) and 2.191(13) A. The C(7)–N(1) distanceC(5)–C(6) 1.391(3) C(7)–C(8) 1.451(3)

˚C(8)–C(9) 1.401(3) C(8)–C(13) 1.428(3) [1.30(2) A] is as expected for azomethine C5N bonds
C(9)–C(10) 1.381(4) C(10)–C(11) 1.379(4) ˚[37]. C(1)–O(3) [1.33(2) A] is shorter than a C–O single
C(11)–C(12) 1.383(4) C(12)–C(13) 1.393(3)

bond, but longer than a C5O double bond [38].C(14)–C(15) 1.378(4) C(14)–C(19) 1.385(4)
C(15)–C(16) 1.387(4) C(16)–C(17) 1.379(5)
C(17)–C(18) 1.373(5) C(17)–C(20) 1.509(5)
C(18)–C(19) 1.381(5) C(21)–C(22) 1.390(5) 3.2. Structure of [CuLbipy]
C(22)–C(23) 1.368(6) C(23)–C(24) 1.369(6)
C(24)–C(25) 1.395(4) C(25)–C(26) 1.475(4) Fig. 2 shows the molecular structure of [CuLbipy] and
C(26)–C(27) 1.396(4) C(27)–C(28) 1.373(5)

the atom numbering system used. Selected bond distancesC(28)–C(29) 1.362(5) C(29)–C(30) 1.383(3)
and angles are listed in Table 4.O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1) 84.24(7) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 154.69(9)

N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 86.30(7) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(4) 92.00(7) The compound consists of discrete molecules with a
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(4) 173.92(8) N(2)–Cu(1)–N(4) 99.04(8) pentacoordinated copper atom. The geometrical parameter,
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 114.61(8) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 101.63(8)

t, [t 5(b 2a) /60], where a and b are O(1)–Cu–N(3)
N(2)–Cu(1)–N(3) 90.27(8) N(4)–Cu(1)–N(3) 75.57(8)

and N(1)–Cu–N(4) bond angles, respectively [39], has aO(3)–S(1)–O(2) 115.88(12) O(3)–S(1)–N(2) 106.12(11)
value of 0.9885. This suggests that the complex has aO(2)–S(1)–N(2) 114.53(11) O(3)–S(1)–C(14) 107.67(11)

O(2)–S(1)–C(14) 106.69(11) N(2)–S(1)–C(14) 105.28(10) geometry closer to that of a trigonal bipyramide (t 51)
C(7)–N(1)–C(6) 124.37(18) C(7)–N(1)–Cu(1) 123.89(15) than of a square–pyramide (t 50). The environment
C(6)–N(1)–Cu(1) 110.88(13) C(13)–N(2)–S(1) 120.66(16) around the copper metal is formed by one of the bipyridine
C(13)–N(2)–Cu(1) 117.27(14) S(1)–N(2)–Cu(1) 120.38(11)

nitrogen atoms, the phenolate oxygen atom and the amideC(21)–N(3)–C(25) 117.5(3) C(21)–N(3)–Cu(1) 130.7(2)
deprotonated nitrogen of the 4-toluenesulfonamide groupC(25)–N(3)–Cu(1) 107.59(16) C(30)–N(4)–C(26) 119.0(2)

C(30)–N(4)–Cu(1) 121.22(17) C(26)–N(4)–Cu(1) 119.76(16) atom, occupying the equatorial sites, and the azomethine
C(1)–O(1)–Cu(1) 112.01(14) O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 122.5(2) nitrogen atom and the other bipyridine nitrogen atoms in
O(1)–C(1)–C(6) 119.95(19) the axial sites. The copper atom and the equatorial donor

Fig. 1. Crystal structure of hbis(methanol)[2-(29-N-tosylaminophenyl)iminomethyl] phenolatojnickel(II).
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possessing the exchange fragment mentioned above [42–
46] reveal weak exchange coupling in contrast with copper
(II) complexes [46].

3.4. Spectroscopic studies

The IR data are consistent with the chelating behaviour
of the ligand. The bands attributable to n(NH) and n(OH)
are absent in the complexes, confirming the loss of the
phenolic and amide group hydrogen atoms during the
electrolysis. The n(C5N) shifts to lower frequency in

21going from the free ligand, 1609 cm , to the complexes,
211590–1600 cm . These observations suggest that the

Schiff base coordinates the metallic atoms in the dianionic
form through the phenolate oxygen atom, and the amide
and azomethine nitrogen atoms. This conclusion is con-
firmed by the X-ray structures of [Ni L (MeOH) ] and2 2 4

Fig. 2. Crystal structure of hbis(2,29-bipyridine)[2-(29-N- [CuLbipy]. In the IR spectra of the mixed compounds,
tosylaminophenyl)iminomethyl] phenolatojcopper(II).

additional bands due to coordinated bipyridine and phen-
21anthroline ligands are observed (720 and 750 cm , and

21atoms are coplanar within the limits of experimental 725, 845 and 1510 cm , respectively) [47,48].
accuracy. Distortion was observed in the equatorial plane The diffuse reflectance spectrum of the [CuL] compound

21(Table 4), with the angles O(1)–Cu–N(3), 114.61(8)8, shows a band at a ca. 15 000 cm , in agreement with
N(3)–Cu–N(2), 90.27(8)8, and O(1)–Cu–N(2), those reported for square–planar copper(II) complexes. A
154.69(9)8, and along the axial direction of the trigonal square–planar dimeric structure is therefore tentatively
bipyramide, with a N(1)–Cu–N(4) angle of 173.92(8)8. assigned to the copper(II) complexes.

˚The Cu–O bond length, 1.940(18) A, is similar to the The diffuse reflectance spectra of nickel(II) complexes
values observed for other five-coordinated copper com- exhibit two d–d bands that are well within the range for
plexes with Schiff-bases as ligands [14,40]. The Cu–N six-coordinate octahedral complexes of nickel(II) (ca.imine

21˚bond length [1.973(17) A] is shorter than those found in 9100–8900 and 17 500–16 100 cm ), which can be
3 3 3 3other five-coordinated copper compounds, for example, in assigned to the A → T and A → T transitions2g 2g 2g 1g

bis(dimethylaminosalicyaldiminato)copper(II), with a respectively [49]. This octahedral environment has been
˚mean value of 1.946 A [40]. The Cu–N bond distances found in the X-ray structure determination ofbipy

˚are different, with the axial bond, 2.0037(18)A, being [Ni L (MeOH) ]. Consequently, a six-coordinate poly-2 2 4
˚shorter than the equatorial one, 2.354(2) A. The shorter meric structure is therefore tentatively assigned to the

Cu–N bond length is similar to the bond distances [NiL] complex.bipy

found in other five-coordinated copper(II) complexes with The cobalt complex spectrum shows three bands at
21 4 4˚2,29-bipyridine; (2.002(4) A in di-m-hydroxo-bis[(2,29- 7500, 11 900 and 18 200 cm , assigned to T → T2g 1g

4 4 4 4bipyridine)(trifluoromethanesulfonato-O)-copper(II)] [41]. (n ), A → T (n ) and T (P)→ T (F) (n ) transi-3 2g 1g 2 1g 1g 3

tions in a distorted octahedral field, respectively [48].
Therefore, a six-coordinated polymeric structure is tenta-

3.3. Magnetic studies tively assigned to the cobalt(II) complex.

The study of the magnetic properties of
[Ni L (MeOH) ] shows that the effective magnetic mo-2 2 4 Acknowledgements
ment [per nickel (II) atom] decreases with temperature
down to a value that is less than the ‘spin-only’ value, 2.83 We thank the Russian Science Foundation N960332026a
B.M., Table 1. This behaviour can be attributed to weak for financial support.
antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between two para-
magnetic nickel atoms. The value of the exchange parame-

21ter J is 24 cm . In spite of the fact that the
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Abstract

The complexes [Cu(Sal–(L-Ser))H O]?H O 1 and [Cu(Sal–Ser)(2-amino pyridine)] 2 have been prepared and their crystal structures2 2

determined. In 1 the copper(II) has a square-pyramidal geometry, being coordinated to the tridentate Sal–(L-Ser) Schiff base ligand and
the oxygen atom (O(16)) of one water molecule occupying the corners of a square. The coordination sphere about the copper is completed
by an axial O(12) atom of an hydroxyl group belonging to an adjacent complex unit. In the racemic ternary complex 2 the metal atom has
a square-planar coordination with O,N,O atoms of the tridentate Sal–Ser dianion and the heterocyclic N atom of the 2-aminopyridine.
Spectroscopic data are discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Schiff base complex; N-Salicylidene derivative; X-ray structure; Ternary copper(II) complex

The study of copper(II) complexes of tridentate Schiff ternary metal complexes where at least one component is
bases of the N-alkylidene or N-arylidene alkanoato type is an amino acid, or a peptide [28,29] we have synthesized
a subject of considerable interest due to their structural, and structurally characterized the Schiff base copper(II)
magnetic, EPR and electrochemical properties in addition complex formed with salicylaldehyde and L-Serine and the
to being potential models for a number of important corresponding ternary complex obtained with 2-amino-
biological systems. These complexes are used as non pyridine.
enzymatic models for the metal–pyridoxal (vit. B )-amino6

acid Schiff base systems which are key intermediates in
many metabolic reactions of amino acids catalysed by 1. Experimental
enzymes which require pyridoxal as a cofactor (transami-
nation, decarboxylation, a and b elimination, racemization, 1.1. Analysis and physical measurements
etc) [1–6]. Besides, several N-salicylidene aminoalkanoato
complexes have been shown to exhibit antimicrobial, anti- Elemental analyses of the complexes were carried out
inflammatory and antipyretic activities [7–10] together using a Carlo–Erba Analyser Model 1106. The infrared
with a superoxide dismutase-like activity [11–13]. Several spectra (KBr pellets) were recorded on a PE 683 with a PE
structural studies have been performed on both Schiff base 1600 infrared data station and electronic spectra in MeOH
and reduced Schiff base [14] Cu(II) complexes derived and DMSO solutions on a PE 552 spectrophotometer.
from salicylaldehyde and amino acids [14–27]. The most Thermogravimetric data in the range from 30 to 7008C
commonly observed structures consist of dimeric complex were obtained (heating rate 108C/min) on a PE TGA-2
units [15–19] or polymeric catena units [20–22] in which thermobalance. Magnetic susceptibility measurements
the carboxylate group is involved. Structures based on within the temperature range 300–4K were carried out on
discrete monomeric complex units are described in the polycrystalline samples with a Manics DSM8 pendulum-
case of Cu(II)–Sal–Glu [23], Cu(II)–Sal–Gly [23–26], type magnetometer equipped with a helium continuous-
and Cu(II)–Sal–Trp [27]. With regard to several studies on flow cryostat and a Bruker BE15 electromagnet. The

magnetic field was ca. 1.5T. Diamagnetic corrections were
*Corresponding author. estimated from Pascal’s constants. The ESR spectra were

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00373-8
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recorded at X-band frequencies with a Bruker ES200 individual thermal parameters were used for the remaining
spectrometer at 77 and 298 K. Salicylaldehyde, L-serine, H. Final statistics of refinements can be seen in Table 1.
2-aminopyridine and copper(II) acetate monohydrate were Crystallographic supplementary data are available from
obtained from Aldrich and used without further purifica- the CCDC (deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk), deposition numbers
tion. 102560 for compound 1 and 102561 for compound 2.

1.2. Crystallographic studies
1.3. Preparation of [Cu(Sal–(L-Ser))H O]?H O 12 2

X-ray data from the two compounds were collected on
3Salicylaldehyde (5 mmol) in methanol (25 cm ) wasan Enraf Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with Mo Ka

˚ added to a warm solution (608C) of 5 mmol of L-serine inradiation (l50.71069 A). The cell parameters and space
325 cm of water. It was stirred for 30 min and thengroup were determined from least squares refinement of 25

copper(II) acetate monohydrate (5 mmol) dissolved in areflections randomly searched. Compound 2 belongs to the
minimum quantity of water was added dropwise. The darkmonoclinic crystal system whereas compound 1 is ortho-
green resulting solution was left to stand and the greenrhombic. Data collection was carried out with the v /2u
precipitate obtained was filtered and dried in air (89%scan tecnique being 2u 549.928 for 1 and 60.828 for 2.max

yield). After three days, bright green needles of the sameThe MolEN [30] package was used for applying Lorentz-
composition [Cu(Sal–(L-Ser))H O]?H O were obtainedpolarization correction and psi-scan empirical absorption 2 2

from the mother solution. Found: C, 39.2; H, 4.4; N, 4.6.corrections. Reflections were considered to be observed
Calc for C H O NCu: C, 39.2; H, 4.3; N, 4.6%. Thewhen F .4s(F ). The structures were solved by direct 10 13 6o o

complex exhibits a mass decrease [mass loss calc., 11.7%;methods using the SHELXS86 [31] program and refined
found: 12.2%] between 125 and 1558C, corresponding toby the SHELXL93 [32] least squares program. H atoms
the loss of two water molecules per formula unit. IR:were localized on Fourier difference maps and refined by

21(cm ): 350w, 380w, 418w, 773s, 1288s, 1357s, 1450m,their distances fixed to their corresponding non-H atoms.
1473m, 1549m, 1615s, 1649s. UV–vis (DMSO solution) /Anisotropic and isotropic thermal parameters were used for

3 4nm (e): 639(112), 365(7.3310 ), 268(1.8310 ), 243(2.93non-H atoms and for H, respectively. In 1 H atoms were
4 410 ), 222(3.1310 ). UV–vis (CH OH solution) /nm (´):divided in three sets –bonded to C atoms in rings, bonded 3

3 4 4649(104), 365(8.5310 ), 267(1.9310 ), 241(3.2310 ),to C atoms out of rings and bonded to O atoms– and each
4 21 2 21 23set was refined by a global temperature factor. In 2 a 220(3.4310 ). L (V cm mol ) (10 M/DMSO/M

global thermal parameter was used for H in rings whereas 238C): 1.0.

Table 1
Selected crystallographic data for 1 and 2

1 2

Formula C H O NCu C H O N Cu10 13 6 15 15 4 3

Mass 306.75 364.84
Crystal system Orthorhombic Monoclinic
Space group P2 2 2 P2 /a1 1 1 1

˚ ˚Cell parameters a54.761(2) A a59.343(1) A
˚ ˚b512.242(3) A b510.278(1) A
˚ ˚c519.337(3) A c515.672(1) A

b596.91(1)8
3 3˚ ˚Cell volume 1127.0(8) A 1494.0(2) A

Z 4 4
3 3Density (calculated) 1.808 g/cm 1.622 g/cm

21 21Absorption coeff. 1.958 mm 1.486 mm
Crystal size /mm 0.4830.0730.02 0.5430.2630.08
2u 49.928 60.828max

Index ranges 0#h#5 213#h#0
0#k#14 0#k#14
0#l#22 222#l#22

Reflections collect. 1199 4782
Independent reflect. 1199 4524
Observed reflect. 861 2904
R 2 0.0219int

Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0526, wR250.1062 R150.0328, wR50.0820
R indices (all data) R150.1120, wR250.1241 R150.0931, wR250.0984

2 2 2 2 2 2 2Weight P5(max(F ,0)12*F ) /3 w51/(s (F )1(0.0571*P) ) w51/(s (F )1(0.5*P) 10.06*P)o o o o
23 23˚ ˚Largest difference: peak and hole 0.531, 20.597 e A 0.335, 20.289 e A
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1.4. Preparation of [Cu(Sal–Ser)(2-aminopyridine)] 2 configuration where the distance between two copper(II)
˚ions is 6.48 A. Different zig-zag chains interact by means

2-aminopyridine (1 mmol) was added to a warm solu- of the carboxylate and the hydroxylic oxygen of one serine
tion (608C) of 1 mmol of [Cu(Sal–(L-Ser))H O]?H O in moiety and two water molecules of the other unit [O(14)*–2 2

3 ˚ ˚40 cm of 1:1 v/v ethanol /water mixture. The dark green OW52.752 A, O(12)*–O(16)53.093 A, O(16)–OW5
˚ ˚solution was stirred at this temperature for 2 h. The 2.748 A, O(15)*–O(16)52.958 A]. (Fig. 2). The distances

˚solution was filtered and left in an open vessel to evaporate between copper(II) ions of two chains is 4.76 A. Only the
at room temperature. Dark green crystals of racemic N-salicylidene–L-glutamic acid presents a similar poly-
[Cu(Sal–Ser)(2-aminopyridine)] 2 were obtained (22% meric structure where the aminoacidic chain acts as a
yield) after 3 days. Found: C, 49.4; H, 4.1; N, 11.5. Calc. bridge between the chain units [22]. A slight distortion in

21for C H O N Cu: C, 49.3; H, 4.0; N, 11.4%. IR(cm ): the square-pyramidal environment of Cu(II) is indicated by15 15 4 3

264w, 324w, 340w, 431w, 738s, 757s, 774s, 1274m, the observed bond angles, which vary from 83.6(3) to
˚1294s, 1351s, 1383s, 1453m, 1469m, 1503s, 1538m, 93.6(3)8. The values 1.442(13) A for the [C(10)–N(1)]

1562m, 1596s, 1643s, 3354s and 3463s. UV–vis (DMSO bond, shorter than the usual C–N single bond and
3 ˚solution) /nm (´): 654(126), 365(7.6310 ), 298sh(1.23 1.282(12) A for double bond [C(2)–N(1)] are in good

4 410 ), 269(1.8310 ). UV–vis (CH OH solution) /nm (´): agreement with the values of Schiff base Type I described3
3 3 4 by Ueki et al. [24].642(112), 363(5.4310 ), 284sh(7.4310 ), 268(1.5310 )

21 2 21 23 The racemic [Cu(Sal–Ser)(2-aminopyridine)] 2, shows aL (V cm mol ) (10 M/DMSO/238C): 1.0.M

square-planar geometry (Fig. 3). The coordination sites are
the tridentate N-salicylidene–serinato group [Cu–N(1)5

˚ ˚1.931(2) A, Cu–O(9)51.899(2) A, Cu–O(15)51.959(2)
˚ ˚2. Results and discussion A] and the N(16) [Cu–N(16)52.004(2) A] of 2-amino-
pyridine. An additional H-bond is present between the NH2

2.1. Crystal structures group of 2-aminopyridine and the carboxylate (O(15)) of

In [Cu(Sal–(L-Ser))H O]?H O 1, the environment of the2 2

copper(II) ion is a square pyramid, with the tridentate
˚N-salicylidene–L-serinato group [Cu–N(1)51.924(8) A,

˚ ˚Cu–O(9)51.913(6) A, Cu–O(15)51.957(7) A] and the
oxygen atom O(16) of one water molecule [Cu–O(16)5

˚2.006(7) A] occupying the corners of a square. The
coordination sphere about Cu(II) is apically completed by
a weakly bonded oxygen atom O(12) of the hydroxyl
residue of an adjacent complex unit [Cu–O(12)52.327(6)
Å] (Fig. 1). The crystal structure consists of polymeric
chains in which the serine moiety acts as a ligand of other
complex unit yielding long chains disposed in a zig-zag

Fig. 1. ORTEP representation of [Cu(Sal–(L-Ser)) H O].H O 1. Fig. 2. Drawing of the polymeric chains in 1.2 2
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The presence of an intramolecular H-bond in the ternary
complex [N(heterocyclic ligand)???O(carboxylate of Schiff

˚base)52.97 A] and in other ternary related complexes
described in the literature [N(heterocyclic ligand)???
O(carboxylate of Schiff base)5in N-salicylideneglycinato

˚Cu(II)–thiourea [33,34], 2.84 A and in N-
˚salicylidenealaninato Cu(II) pyrazole [35], 2.79 A] seems

to be an important factor in the stabilization of the
complex unit. Efforts are been made to prepare other
copper ternary complexes of Schiff bases with amino acids
and nitrogenated ligands in order to evaluate the impor-
tance of this characteristic H-bond to form or stabilize the
complex.

2.2. Infrared spectra

The infrared spectra of the two compounds show strong
typical bands at 1649 (1) and 1643 (2) related to the
nC5N of the Schiff base moiety owing to the imino group
[20,36,37]. The n (COO) is assigned to the strong band atas

1615 (1) and 1596 (2) whereas the n (COO) is attributeds
21to the 1357 (1) and 1351 (2) cm peaks. The separation

between n (COO) and n (COO) bands in both cases isas s

consistent with a monodentate coordination of the car-
boxylate group [36,38]. The displacement in frequencies of
the bands arising from the 2-aminopyridine (1566 and

211489 cm ) upon complexation illustrate participation of
this ligand in the coordination to the copper(II). Other
bands, possibly related to the Schiff base moiety and
observed in the two complexes, could be tentatively

21assigned: 1549 (1) and 1538 (2) cm (nPhe ring, nC–H
21oop); 1450 (1) and 1453 (2) cm (nPhe ring, nC5C);

211288 (1) and 1294 (2) cm (nO–Phe) [38,39]. A new
21medium band appear at 264 (2) cm is assignable to

nCu–N (base) [38]. The above mentioned implies theFig. 3. (a) ORTEP representation of [Cu(Sal–Ser)(2-amino pyridine)] 2.
existence of the tridentate bonding scheme of Cu(II) to the(b) Structure of 2 showing the relative disposition between N-

Salicylidenaminoacidato and 2-aminopyridine moieties, and the additional Schiff base system and an additional binding between the
H-bond between them. copper(II) and the amino nitrogen of the base in the

ternary complex.˚the Schiff base moiety [N(22)–H...O(15)52.44 A] (Fig.
3(b)). As in the binary complex 1, a slight distortion in the

2.3. Electronic spectrasquare planar geometry of Cu(II) is present (observed bond
angles vary from 82.78(7) and 94.63(7)8) and similar

The d–d transition spectra in MeOH of the complexes˚values, 1.468(3) A for the [C(10)–N(1)] bond, shorter
show broad bands centered at 649(104) (1) and 642(112)˚than the usual C–N single bond and 1.278(3) A for double
nm suggestive of approximate square pyramidal geometrybond [C(2)–N(1)] agree well with the values of Schiff
about Cu. The bands in the range 200–370 nm can bebase Type I [24]. The crystal structure is formed by
assigned to n2p*/p–p* transitions of the salicylidenemonomeric units interacting by means of a carboxylate

21 2 21chromophore. The very low L (V cm mol ) valuesM(O(14)) and a hydroxylic group of serine (O(12)*) or an
23of 10 M solutions in DMSO at 238C imply the presenceamine group of 2-aminopyridine (N(22)*) [O(14)–

of non-electrolyte-type species [40].˚ ˚O(12)*52.93 A, O(14)–N(22)*52.94 A]. It should be
mentioned that treatment of 1 with a Lewis base (2-

2.4. Magnetic data and EPR spectraaminopyridine) yields to a racemic structure of 2 that could
be explained by the increment of basicity of C –H of thea

The molar magnetic susceptibility x versus T for theamino acid when the Schiff base is formed. Selected bond M

two complexes shows an usual paramagnetic behaviour fordistances and bond angles are given in Table 2.
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Table 2
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8)

1
Cu–O(9) 1.913(6) Cu–N(1) 1.924(8)
Cu–O(15) 1.957(7) Cu–O(16) 2.006(7)
Cu–O(12) 2.327(6)
N(1)–C(2) 1.282(12) N(1)–C(10) 1.442(13)
C(2)–C(3) 1.422(14) C(3)–C(8) 1.426(13)
C(8)–O(9) 1.323(11) C(10)–C(11)[1 1.54(2)
C(10)–C(13) 1.544(13) C(11)–O(12) 1.440(12)
C(11)–O(12)[2 1.54(2) C(13)–O(14) 1.214(11)
C(13)–O(15) 1.270(10)
O(9)–Cu–N(1) 93.6(3) O(9)–Cu–O(15) 176.5(3)
N(1)–Cu–O(15) 83.6(3) O(9)–Cu–O(16) 91.7(3)
N(1)–Cu–O(16) 163.8(3) O(15)–Cu–O(16) 91.5(3)
O(9)–Cu–O(12) 92.8(3) N(1)–Cu–O(12) 105.1(3)
O(15)–Cu–O(12) 85.7(3) O(16)–Cu–O(12) 89.9(3)
C(2)–N(1)–C(10) 119.8(8) C(2)–N(1)–Cu 126.1(7)
C(10)–N(1)–Cu 113.9(6) N(1)–C(2)–C(3) 125.0(9)
C(2)–C(3)–C(8) 124.0(8) O(9)–C(8)–C(3) 123.4(9)
C(8)–O(9)–Cu 126.1(6) N(1)–C(10)–C(11)[1 110.9(9)
N(1)–C(10)–C(13) 108.1(8) C(11)[1–C(10)–C(13) 106.9(8)
O(12)–C(11)–C(10)[2 108.2(8) C(11)–O(12)–Cu 125.2(6)
O(15)–C(13)–C(10) 116.3(9) C(13)–O(15)–Cu 115.7(6)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:
[1 2x, y11/2, 2z11/2 [2 2x, y21/2, 2z11/2
Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms of different chains:
1 / 11x, y, z 2/ 21/21x, 1 /22y, 2z
2
Cu–O(9) 1.899(2) Cu–N(1) 1.931(2)
Cu–O(15) 1.959(2) Cu–N(16) 2.004(2)
N(1)–C(2) 1.278(3) N(1)–C(10) 1.468(3)
C(2)–C(3) 1.441(3) C(3)–C(4) 1.399(2)
C(3)–C(8) 1.411(2) C(4)–C(5) 1.376(3)
C(5)–C(6) 1.384(3) C(6)–C(7) 1.377(3)
C(7)–C(8) 1.411(2) C(8)–O(9) 1.305(3)
C(10)–C(13) 1.516(3) C(10)–C(11) 1.533(3)
C(11)–O(12) 1.404(4) C(13)–O(14) 1.240(3)
C(13)–O(15) 1.271(3) N(16)–C(21) 1.343(3)
N(16)–C(17) 1.345(3) C(17)–C(18) 1.370(4)
C(18)–C(19) 1.387(6) C(19)–C(20) 1.329(6)
C(20)–C(21) 1.403(4) C(21)–N(22) 1.342(4)
O(9)–Cu–N(1) 94.63(7) O(9)–Cu–O(15) 169.22(7)
N(1)–Cu–O(15) 82.78(7) O(9)–Cu–N(16) 91.90(7)
N(1)–Cu–N(16) 171.73(7) O(15)–Cu–N(16) 89.87(7)
C(2)–N(1)–C(10) 120.5(2) C(2)–N(1)–Cu 125.5(2)
C(10)–N(1)–Cu 113.92(14) N(1)–C(2)–C(3) 125.4(2)
C(4)–C(3)–C(8) 119.9(2) C(4)–C(3)–C(2) 117.0(2)
C(2)–C(3)–C(8) 123.1(2) C(5)–C(4)–C(3) 122.0(2)
C(4)–C(5)–C(6) 118.2(2) C(7)–C(6)–C(5) 121.4(2)
C(6)–C(7)–C(8) 121.3(2) O(9)–C(8)–C(7) 117.7(2)
O(9)–C(8)–C(3) 125.2(2) C(7)–C(8)–C(3) 117.1(2)
C(8)–O(9)–Cu 126.12(13) N(1)–C(10)–C(13) 107.6(2)
N(1)–C(10)–C(11) 112.5(2) C(13)–C(10)–C(11) 108.0(2)
O(12)–C(11)–C(10) 111.9(2) O(14)–C(13)–O(15) 123.8(2)
O(14)–C(13)–C(10) 119.5(2) O(15)–C(13)–C(10) 116.7(2)
C(21)–N(16)–C(17) 118.3(2) C(21)–N(16)–Cu 123.3(2)
C(13)–O(15)–Cu 116.35(14) C(17)–N(16)–Cu 117.1(2)
N(16)–C(17)–C(18) 122.6(3) C(17)–C(18)–C(19) 118.3(3)
C(20)–C(19)–C(18) 120.1(3) C(19)–C(20)–C(21) 119.8(3)
N(22)–C(21)–N(16) 118.7(2) N(22)–C(21)–C(20) 120.4(3)
N(16)–C(21)–C(20) 120.9(3)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:
[1 21/21x, 1 /22y, z [2 1/22x, 1 /21y, 2z
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Fig. 4. (a) plots of x versus T for 1 and 2. (b) plots of x ?T versus T for 1 and 2.M M

Fig. 5. Figure showing the weak dipolar interaction between Cu(II) and the aromatic ring of the adjacent unit of the polymeric chain (distance
˚Cu(II)–phenyl ring(next unit)53.60 A), (atoms of pyridine moiety have been partially omitted for clarity).
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Fig. 6. ESR spectra of (a) 1 and (b) 2 at room temperature and 77 K.

23Cu(II) (Fig. 4 (a)). The corrected x values are: 1.52?10 the spectrum of 2 shows an increasing g signal. AM i
23 3 21for 1 and 1.44?10 cm mol for 2 at room temperature. possible explanation is that the compound is changing

In 1, no interaction seems to appear between the coppers structure very slightly upon cooling.
along the polymer. In 2, the plot of the x T versus TM

indicates a very weak interaction for T,6 K (Fig. 4 (b))
that could be explained by a very slight change of the Acknowledgements
structure upon cooling or by a weak dipolar interaction
between Cu(II) and the aromatic ring of the adjacent unit We are grateful to DGICYT Ref. PB94-0922-C02-02 for
of the polymeric chain (distance Cu(II)–phenyl ring(next ´financial support and to Prof. V. Moreno and Dr. M. Quiros

˚unit)53.60 A) (Fig. 5). The ESR spectra of polycrystaline for helpful discussions.
powder of the binary complex 1 recorded at room tempera-
ture and 77 K show identical wide non symmetrical signals
with g values of 2.21 and 2.05 (Fig. 6 (a)). Simulated
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Abstract

The molecular structures of Me Ga?HN(CH Ph) (2) and Me In?HN(CH Ph) (3) have been determined by single-crystal X-ray3 2 2 3 2 2

diffraction methods. The structures of these molecules are representative of datively bonded Lewis acid /base adducts, having Ga-N and
˚In-N bond distances of 2.151(3) and 2.382(5) A, respectively. A comparison with the structure of the corresponding Al adduct,

¯Me Al?HN(CH Ph) (1), reveals that all three derivatives are isostructural, crystallizing in the same space group, P1. The crystal structure3 2 2

data for these adducts are compared to experimental structural data and geometries from theoretical calculations for adducts of the type
R M?amine, where R5H, Me; M5Al, Ga, In.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.3

Keywords: Group 13/15 adduct; X-ray structure; Ddibenzylamine; ab initio calculations

1. Introduction of 2 and 3 for comparison with that of the aluminum
derivative, 1, [21]. These structural data are compared with

Chemical reactions between Me Al, Me Ga, and Me In reported Me M?amine adduct data and with structural data3 3 3 3

and primary, secondary, and tertiary amines have been from theoretical calculations [22–25]. The data for 2 are
investigated extensively in terms of the formation and also compared to those of its thermolysis products,
properties of their Lewis acid /base adducts and resulting [Me GaN(CH Ph) ] (4) [11] and [MeGaN(CH Ph)-m-2 2 2 2 2

condensation products [1–5]. These chemical systems are (CH C H )] (5) [26].2 6 4 2

of current interest due to their possible use as precursors
for the synthesis of binary Group 13/15 advanced materi-
als, primarily by chemical vapor deposition techniques 2. Experimental
[6–8]. Recently, we reported the synthesis and characteri-
zation of three series of Me M?secondary amine (M5Al, All manipulations of compounds used in this study were3

Ga, In) adducts [9,10] and their [Me M-amide] (M5Al, performed under H O- and oxygen-free environments2 2 2

Ga) derivatives [10,11], using a homologous series of using standard Schlenk, vacuum line, and dry-box tech-
thirteen secondary amines. We have now extended this niques, due to the air-sensitive nature of the compounds.
work to include a comparison of the molecular structures Me Ga?HN(CH Ph) (2) and Me In?HN(CH Ph) (3)3 2 2 3 2 2

of the Me Al-, Me Ga-, and Me In?HN(CH Ph) adducts. were prepared as previously reported [9]. X-ray quality3 3 3 2 2

The syntheses of Me Al?HN(CH Ph) (1) [10], Me Ga? crystals were obtained by recrystallization of the com-3 2 2 3

HN(CH Ph) (2) [9], and Me In?HN(CH Ph) (3) [9] pounds from toluene solution at 2158C.2 2 3 2 2

have been reported by this group, and the structure of 1
[12] has been independently determined. Structural data 2.1. Collection of the X-ray diffraction data and solution
for several Me Al- [12–14], Me Ga- [15–18], Me In- of the crystal structures3 3 3

[19], and Me InI-amine [20] adducts from X-ray and2

electron diffraction techniques have been reported; how- For each structural study, a single crystal of the com-
ever, to our knowledge, no structural data on a series of Al, pound was selected and sealed in a thin-walled capillary
Ga, and In adducts using the same amine have been under strictly anaerobic conditions. It was then mounted
published. In this study, we report the molecular structures and aligned upon an Enraf Nonius CAD4 single crystal

diffractometer with k-geometry. The intensity data (Mo
˚*Corresponding author. Ka, l50.71073 A) were collected at room temperature

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00374-X
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mutually isomorphous with the space group being the
¯centrosymmetric P1 (No. 2).

The structures of the three adducts are represented by
the labeling scheme given in Fig. 1. Experimental data for
the X-ray crystallographic studies for 2 and 3 are given in
Table 1. For comparative purposes, selected interatomic
distances and angles for 1, 2, and 3 are tabulated in Table
2.

2.2. Me Ga?HN(CH Ph) (2)3 2 2

A single crystal (dimensions 0.25 mm30.20 mm30.20
mm) was selected for the study. A total of 2373 reflectionsFig. 1. Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme for Me Ga?3
were collected and were merged into a unique set of 1906HN(CH Ph) (2).2 2

reflections (R 51.59%). The isotropic thermal parametersint

and the data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization of these hydrogen atoms were set equal to the U of theeq

effects as well as for absorption. The analytical scattering carbon atom to which it was bound. Refinement converged
factors for neutral atoms were corrected for both the real (largest D /s50.000) with R53.10% and R 53.68% forw

Df5 and imaginary iDf 9 components of anomalous disper- those 1906 reflections with uF u.6s(uF u).o o

sion [27]. All calculations were carried out with the
SHELXTL-PC program package [28]. The positional and
anisotropic thermal parameters were refined for all non- 2.3. Me In?HN(CH Ph) (3)3 2 2

hydrogen atoms. The amine-hydrogen atoms were located
by difference-Fourier techniques. All other hydrogen A single crystal (dimensions 0.20 mm30.20 mm30.20
atoms were placed in calculated positions with d(C-H)5 mm) was selected for the study. A total of 2355 reflections

˚0.96 A and the appropriate staggered geometry [29]. were collected and were merged into a unique set of 2201
Refinement continued until convergence was reached. reflections (R 54.94%). Refinement converged (largestint

Each structure was checked by means of a final difference- D /s50.000) with R54.47% and R 54.65% for thosew

Fourier synthesis. In both cases, the crystal structures were 1865 reflections with uF u.6s(uF u).o o

Table 1
Summary of crystallographic data for 2 and 3

Me Ga?HN(CH Ph) Me In?HN(CH Ph)3 2 2 3 2 2

Formula C H GaN C H InN17 24 17 24

Formula Weight 312.1 353.2
¯ ¯Space Group P1 P1

Crystal System Triclinic Triclinic
˚a (A) 9.7583(15) 9.9435(14)
˚b (A) 9.9359(16) 10.0300(19)
˚c (A) 10.0102(10) 10.0318(13)

a (8) 92.920(11) 93.627(13)
b (8) 111.577(10) 111.392(12)
g (8) 107.324(13) 106.997(13)

3V (D ) 847.4(4) 874.2(4)
Z 2 2

3D g/cm 1.223 1.357calc

Crystal Size (mm) 0.2530.2030.20 0.2030.2030.20
21Absorption Coefficent (mm ) 1.612 1.341

˚Radiation, l (A) Mo Ka, 0.71073 Mo Ka, 0.71073
2u range (8) 2.0–45.0 2.0–45.0
Scan Type 2u2v 2u2v

Index Ranges 1h6k6l 1h6k6l
Reflections Collected 2373 2355
Independent Reflections 2216 (R 51.59%) 2201 (R 54.94%)merge merge

Observed Reflections 1906 (F.6.0s) 1865 (F.6.0s)
R, R 3.10, 3.68 (6s data) 4.47, 4.65 (6s data)w

R, R (all data) 3.68, 4.93 5.11, 6.23w
23˚Largest Diff. Peak/hole (e A ) 0.29/20.28 0.89/20.76
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1, 2, and 3.

aM5Al, Ga, or In Me Al?HN(CH Ph) Me Ga?HN(CH Ph) Me In?HN(CH Ph)3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2

M(1)-N(1) 2.058(2) 2.151(3) 2.382(5)
M(1)-C(1) 1.966(3) 1.981(4) 2.149(9)
M(1)-C(2) 1.977(3) 2.000(4) 2.185(7)
M(1)-C(3) 1.961(2) 1.975(5) 2.151(9)
N(1)-C(10) 1.499(2) 1.485(6) 1.484(11)
N(1)-C(20) 1.495(3) 1.491(4) 1.482(7)
N(1)-M(1)-C(1) 102.1(1) 100.4(1) 96.6(3)
N(1)-M(1)-C(2) 103.97(1) 102.1(1) 99.6(3)
N(1)-M(1)-C(3) 106.39(1) 104.8(1) 102.8(3)
C(1)-M(1)-C(2) 114.5(1) 115.4(2) 115.8(3)
C(1)-M(1)-C(3) 118.0(1) 119.3(2) 124.4(3)
C(2)-M(1)-C(3) 110.2(1) 111.8(2) 111.6(3)
M(1)-N(1)-C(10) 111.3(1) 111.4(2) 109.3(4)
M(1)-N(1)-C(20) 114.7(1) 114.3(2) 113.3(4)
C(10)-N(1)-C(20) 110.8(2) 111.1(3) 112.8(5)
a, Reference [12].

3. Results and discussion among the three adducts, with the C(2)-M-C(3) angles all
being the smallest and the C(1)-M-C(3) angles the largest.

A comparison of X-ray structural data acquired for 2 As expected, the variation in M-N bond distance in-
and 3 with data published for 1, permits an analysis of creases in the order Al,Ga,In, with values of 2.058(2),

˚structural information on a given series of Al, Ga, and In 2.151(3), and 2.382(5) A, respectively. This correlates
adducts, Me M?HN(CH Ph) , for geometric similarities with the general trend of increasing covalent radii, Al,3 2 2

and differences and an assessment of these for dependence Ga,In.
upon the nature of the metal. Because compounds 2 and 3 Table 3 contains experimental and theoretical structural

¯crystallize in the same space group (P1) as 1, the three data for several adducts for comparison. Ab initio calcula-
adducts are isostructural and direct comparisons of tions performed on the model system H M?NH (M5B,3 3

geometries are meaningful. Al, Ga, In) [22] can be used for comparisons with 1, 2, and
The bonding in 1, 2, and 3 is typical of that expected for 3. The calculations were performed at SCF and MP2 levels

Lewis acid–Lewis base complexes with the datively of theory, using pseudopotentials to represent the core of
bonded nitrogen and metal atoms in distorted tetrahedral the donor and acceptor atoms in an attempt to maintain a
environments. The configuration about the M-N bonds is uniform level of accuracy for the determination of periodic
also staggered. As a result of coordinating a secondary trends. The MP2 results from these calculations are shown
amine to a metal fragment having three-fold symmetry, in Table 3. A comparison of the M-N distances for 1, 2,
coupled with the different conformations adopted by the and 3 versus the corresponding H M?NH structures show3 3

two benzyl groups in each adduct, the three derivatives that for 1 and 2, the distances are slightly shorter than the
have only C symmetry. This is especially noted in the calculated structures, while for 3, the distance is longer. In1

geometries involving the methyl groups bound to Al, Ga, general, however, the calculated M-N distances fall within
and In, which are significantly distorted from three-fold the range of experimental values for datively bonded
symmetry. Since each methyl group in an individual adducts given in Table 3. Extensive ab initio calculations
compound is in a slightly different environment in the on AlH ?NH [23,24] and GaH ?NH [24], where the3 3 3 3

solid state, there are slight variations in their positions. geometries were optimized at various levels of theory,
Within an adduct, the metal–carbon bond distances do not have also been reported, and the dependence of the
vary significantly, but the N-M-C and C-M-C bond angles geometries for the two molecules on the calculational
are significantly different, depending on the metal and parameters has been summarized. For example, the Al-N
upon their conformational position relative to the opposing bond length in AlH ?NH [23] varies from 2.085 to 2.0663 3

˚benzyl groups. In 1, 2, and 3, the average C-M-C angles A as the basis set becomes more complete.
gradually increase in the order Al,Ga,In, with values of Another series of compounds that can be structurally
114.2(1)8, 115.5(2)8, and 117.3(4)8, respectively. This compared are those derived from 2 by thermolysis. Initial-
correlates with a gradual decrease in the average N-M-C ly, the thermolysis [26] of 2 leads to the formation of the
angles in the order Al.Ga.In, with values of 104.2(1)8, aminogallane dimer [Me GaN(CH Ph) ] (4) and ulti-2 2 2 2

102.4(1)8, and 99.7(3)8, respectively. In all three adducts, mately to the orthometalated dimer [MeGaN(CH Ph)-m-2

C(1) has the smallest N-M-C angle, while C(3) has the (CH C H )] (5). However, the synthesis of 4 for pur-2 6 4 2

largest. Differences in C-M-C angles also vary consistently poses of isolation is best performed using a salt elimination
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Table 3
Experimental and theoretical geometries for various R M?amine (M5Al, Ga, In; R5H, Me) adducts.3

Compound r(M-N, D) /(C-M-C, 8) Method Ref.
aH Al?NH 2.088 117.3 MP2 [22]3 3

Me Al?NH 2.106 117.3 MP2 [25]3 3
bMe Al?HNMe 2.094 |116.5 MP2 [12]3 2

cMe Al?HN(CH Ph) 2.058(2) 114.2(1) X-ray [12]3 2 2

Me Al?NMe 2.099(10) 102.4(3) ED [13]3 3

Me Al?NC H 2.06(1) 114.0(3) X-ray [14]3 7 13
aH Ga?NH 2.174 117.8 MP2 [22]3 3

Me Ga?NH 2.161(22) 115.9(42) ED [18]3 3
cMe Ga?HNMe 2.169(13) 116.4(7) ED [15]3 2
cMe Ga?HN(c-C H ) 2.151(6) 114.5(5) X-ray [17]3 6 11 2

cMe Ga?HNCHMe(CH ) CHMe 2.199(5) 114.4(3) X-ray [17]3 2 3
c dMe Ga?HN(CH Ph) 2.151(3) 115.5(2) X-ray3 2 2

Me Ga?NMe 2.20(3) 116.7 ED [16]3 3
aH In?NH 2.359 118.3 MP2 [22]3 3

cMe In?HNCMe (CH ) CMe 2.502(5) 114.9(3) X-ray [19]3 2 2 3 2
cMe In?HNMe(CH ) NHMeCInMe 2.369(7) 117.7(4) X-ray [19]3 2 2 3
c2.397(7) 117.4(4)
c dMe In?HN(CH Ph) 2.382(5) 117.3(4) X-ray3 2 2

a, H-M-H angle.
b, Exact angles not reported.
c, Average of three C-M-C angles.
d, This work.

[3] G.E. Coates, M.L.H. Green, K. Wade, Organometallic Compounds,route [11]. Both 4 and 5 contain a central Ga N core with2 2
vol. 1, 3rd ed., Methuen, London, 1967.˚average Ga-N distances of 2.044(6) and 2.032(3) A,

[4] A. McKillop, J.D. Smith, I.J. Worrall, Organometallic Compounds of
respectively [11,26]. The longer Ga-N bond length ob- Aluminum, Gallium, Indium, and Thallium, Chapman and Hall,˚served for 2, 2.151(3) A, in which the Ga-N bond is London, 1985.
considered a dative bond, as compared to 4 and 5, in which [5] R.B. King (Ed.), Encyclopedia of Inorganic Chemistry, John Wiley,

London, 1994, pp. 116, 1269, 1531.the Ga-N bonds are considered to be 1:1 dative /covalent in
[6] F.C. Sauls, L.V. Interrante, Coord. Chem. Rev. 128 (1993) 193.nature, is typical for the various types of bonding observed
[7] D.C. Bradley, Polyhedron 13 (1994) 1111.in main group compounds [30].
[8] M.G. Gardiner, C.L. Raston, Coord. Chem. Rev. 166 (1997) 1.
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Abstract

The calixarene amides 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-(carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene 1, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-(N,N-diethyl-2-
carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene 3, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-methoxy-26,28-(N,N-diethyl-2-carbamoylethoxy) calix[4]arene.sodium
triiodide 5, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-propoxy-26-(N,N-diethyl-2-carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene 6, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28-
(carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene 9, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28-(N,N-diethyl-2-carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene.sodium iodide
11 and 5,11,17,23,29,35-tert-butyl-37,38,39,40,41,42-(carbamoylmethoxy) calix[6]arene 13 have been prepared by reacting the precursor
calixarene with either 2-bromoacetamide or 2-chloro-N,N-diethylacetamide. The structures of 5 and 11 have been verified by X-ray

¯crystallography. The crystals of 5, C H I N NaO , are monoclinic, P2 /c, and those of 11, C H IN NaO , are triclinic P1. The58 74 3 2 6 1 71 112 4 11

calixarene amines 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-(2-aminoethoxy) calix[4]arene 2, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-(N,N-diethyl-2-aminoethoxy)
calix[4]arene 4, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-propoxy-26-(N,N-diethyl 2-aminoethoxy) calix[4]arene 7, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-
methoxy-26-(N,N-diethyl 2-aminoethoxy) cal[4]arene 8, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28-(2-aminoethoxy) calix[4]arene hydrochloride
10, 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28-(N,N-diethyl-2-aminoethoxy) calix[4]arene hydrochloride 12 and 5,11,17,23,29,35-tert-butyl-
37,38,39,40,41,42-(2-aminoethoxy) calix[6]arene 15 have been synthesized by the borane reduction of either the precursor amide or
cyanomethoxy derivative. The structure of 10 has been verified by X-ray crystallography. The crystals of 10, C H Cl N O , are56 94 2 4 10

22 22 2 2¯triclinic, P1. The calix[4]arenes 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 11 and 12 have been investigated as extractants for the anions HPO , SeO ,VO , ReO ,4 4 3 4
22 22 22CrO , WO and MoO from water into a chloroform layer. Measurement of the remaining metal content in the aqueous layer by ICP4 4 4

has been used to obtain the distribution coefficient and percentage extraction into chloroform from solutions having a pH of both 0.85 and
7.0. These data generally show that the calix[4]arene amines are better extractants than the calix[4]arene amides, and that the former are
usually better extractants from acidic solutions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Aminocalixarenes; Amidocalixarenes; Oxyanions; Phase transfer

1. Introduction that can be used as hosts for simple anions [5]. From an
environmental viewpoint a series of anions for which

The synthesis of complexants and hosts for specific selective hosts would be useful are the oxyanions. One
metals is an important goal for high value toxic metals. For such anion is chromate, and we have used calix[4]arenes
cations, the metal can be directly bound to a ligating group with amine functionalities on their lower rim as extractants
on the host, but for anions or uncharged molecules there for anionic Cr(VI) [6]. The chromate and dichromate ions
will usually be no direct interaction between the metal are important because of their high toxicity [7–12] and
center and the host. Although numerous molecules act as their presence in soils and waters [13]. Chromium(VI) is a
hosts and complexants for cations, fewer molecules act as carcinogen in humans and animals, and chromate com-
hosts for anions [1–4]. Recently, however, a number of pounds are mutagenic and genotoxic. Chromium(VI)
chemically modified calixarenes have been synthesized requires intracellular reduction for activation, and this in

vivo reduction can produce several reactive intermediates
such as Cr(V) and Cr(IV) that can target and damage

*Corresponding author. DNA [12]. By contrast, water soluble Cr(III) compounds

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00375-1
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are not considered to be carcinogenic, possibly because according to literature procedures [26]. Melting points
they do not cross plasma membranes [14,15]. were obtained on a hot-stage apparatus and are uncor-

1 13Several approaches have been used for the environmen- rected. H and C NMR spectra were measured using
tal removal of Cr(VI). One approach is to reduce it in the either a GE Omega 400, or a Bruker AC 200 or 300,
presence of oxide surfaces with a-hydroxyl carboxylic spectrometer. Fast atom bombardment (FAB) mass spectra
acids such as mandelic acid [16], or alternatively with were obtained using a Kratos Concept 1H spectrometer,
oxalic acid or substituted phenols [17]. An alternate with samples introduced in a m-nitrobenzyl alcohol matrix.
approach couples the microbial reduction of Cr(VI) with Elemental analyses were performed either by Galbraith
the anerobic degradation of benzoate [18]. Hexavalent Inc., Knoxville, TN, or by Quantitative Technologies Inc.,
chromium can also be extracted directly from soils by the Whitehouse, N.J. Partial solvent occupancy caused dif-
use of a mixture of Na CO and NaOH at 90–958C [19]. ficulties in getting precise microanalytical data, and the2 3

Our approach to designing an extractant for Cr(VI) is to calix[6]arenes have been characterized only by spectro-
seek compounds such as polyamines that function as an scopic techniques. In some cases, useful high-resolution
anion binder [20,21]. Since our work with cationic metal mass spectral data could not be obtained because of
ions has shown that lower rim modified calix[4]arenes are fragmentation.
effective extractants [22], we have targeted calix[4]arenes
with polyamine functionalities on their lower rims as 2.2. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-(carbamoylmethoxy)
extractants for anionic Cr(VI) [23,24]. Although Cr(VI) is calix[4]arene (1)
important, two other tetrahedral or pseudotetrahedral oxy-
anions of environmental concern are phosphate and sele- A mixture of 5,11,17,23-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (3.18 g,
nate. Phosphates are problematic because if released 7.5 mmol), K CO (4.97 g, 36.0 mmol) and 2-bromo-2 3uncontrolled into aquifers they cause excessive plant acetamide (6.21 g, 45.0 mmol) was refluxed under nitro-

3growth. Selenate is problematic because of its high toxicity gen for 6 days in dry acetone (100 cm ). The mixture was
and its being a fission product of nuclear reactions. allowed to cool, and then poured into dilute H SO (4002 4

3In this article we report the use of calix[4]arenes with cm of pH 1). After 1 h the precipitated impure product
either amine or amide functionalities on their lower rim as was filtered, washed with water, and dried in vacuo at

1 6extractants for a series of oxyanions. Amides are chosen 708C for 24 h. Yield 4.12 g. H NMR (d -DMSO): d 1.12
because they are more stable and hydrophobic than amines. (s, 18H, t-Bu), 1.16 (s, 18H, t-Bu), 3.47 (d, 4H ArCH Ar,2

2 2Furthermore they have both amide nitrogen and carbonyl J(HH)513.2 Hz), 4.19 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)513.22oxygen functionalities available for hydrogen bonding with Hz), 4.46 (s, 4H, OCH ), 6.61, 6.81, 7.05, 7.17 (s, 8H,2the oxyanion, and they have already been used as ex- ArH ), 7.62, 7.89, 8.31 (s, 332H, OH1NH ).221tractants for the oxycation UO [25].2

An important aspect of developing extractants for metals
2.3. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-(2-aminoethoxy)is that they are kinetically rapid phase transfer agents. This
calix[4]arene (2)feature is especially important if the complexant is to be

eventually bound to a polymeric support, because attach-
2.3.1. Method 1ment of a chelate to such supports usually results in a

3A solution of borane in THF (20 cm of 1 M) wasdecrease in the rate of metal binding. Nevertheless, al-
added to a stirred suspension of 1 (1.65 g, 2.2 mmol) inthough the extractions in this work have been carried out

3THF (40 cm ). The mixture was stirred for 1 h at ambientfor only short time durations in order to gain information
temperature, then refluxed for 5 h. After 40 min reflux, aabout the relative phase transfer rates for the complexant /
clear solution formed. The mixture was allowed to cool tooxyanion pairs, longer contact times cause no significant

3ambient temperature, and an additional aliquot (15 cm ) ofchanges in the results.
the borane solution added. The mixture was refluxed for an
additional 15 h, and allowed to cool. A solution of HCl (60

3cm of 6 N) was added, and the mixture refluxed for a2. Experimental
further 1 h. The THF was removed on a rotary evaporator
to yield a colorless suspension. The mixture was kept at2.1. Synthesis
08C for 12 h, and the solid was filtered, washed with water,
and dried in vacuo at ambient temperature for 24 h. YieldAll materials and solvents were reagent grade and used

1 61.623 g (93%). H NMR (d -DMSO): d 1.12 (s, 18H,without further purification unless otherwise noted. Re-
2t-Bu), 1.17 (s, 18H, t-Bu), 3.50 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)5agents were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. The 2

212.4 Hz), 4.10 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.4 Hz), 3.51compounds 5,11,17,23-tert-butylcalix[4]arene, 5,11,17,23- 2
3(t, 4H, CH CH N, J(HH)57.0 Hz), 4.25 (t, OCH CH ,tert-butyl-25,27-methoxy calix[4]arene, 5,11,17,23-tert- 2 2 2 2

3butyl-25,27-propoxy calix[4]arene and 5,11,17,23-tert- J(HH)57.0 Hz), 7.18 (s, 8H, ArH ), 8.54 (brs, 8H, OH1

butyl-25,27-(2-cyanomethoxy) calix[4]arene were prepared NH , D O exchangeable).3 2
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2.3.2. Method 2 2.5. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-
3A solution of borane in THF (60 cm of 1.0 M) was (N,N-diethyl-2-aminoethoxy) calix[4]arene (4)

carefully added to a stirred suspension of 5,11,17,23-tert-
3butyl-25,27-(2-cyanomethoxy) calix[4]arene (4.44 g, 6.11 A solution of borane in THF (30 cm of 1 M) was

1mmol) [ H NMR (CDCl ): d 0.88 (s, 18H, t-Bu), 1.32 (s, added to a cooled solution of 3 (2.13 g, 2.4 mmol) in dry3
2 318H, t-Bu), 3.45 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)513.6 Hz), 4.23 THF (40 cm ), and the mixture stirred at ambient tempera-2

2(d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)513.6 Hz), 4.81 (s, 4H, CH ), ture for 1 h. This mixture was subsequently refluxed for 62 2

5.57 (s, 2H, OH ), 6.73 s (ArH ), 7.12 s (ArH )] in dry THF h, and allowed to cool to ambient temperature before an
3 3(100 cm ). The resulting solution was refluxed under additional aliquot (15 cm ) of the borane solution was

nitrogen for 5 h, and allowed to cool to ambient tempera- added. This mixture was refluxed for 12 h, after which
3ture. An additional aliquot of the borane solution (40 cm ) time it was cooled in an ice bath, and carefully quenched

3was added, and the mixture refluxed for an additional 12 h. by the slow addition of water (100 cm ). The solvent was
The solution was cooled in an ice bath, and water (100 evaporated under reduced pressure, and the residue was

3cm ) was carefully added. The mixture was refluxed for 1 redissolved in CH Cl . The resulting mixture was filtered,2 2

h, and subsequently allowed to cool to ambient tempera- and the filtrate washed with water. The organic layer was
ture. The aqueous THF solvent was partially removed separated and dried over MgSO . Filtration, and evapora-4

under reduced pressure leaving a white suspension. This tion of the solvent under reduced pressure, gave the
suspension was filtered, washed twice with water, and product as a white solid. The final product was obtained as
dried under reduced pressure at 708C for 24 h to give the a white solid after purification from hot methanol. Yield
product as a white solid. Yield 4.25 g (86%). mp 210– 1.78 g (86%). mp 240–2418C. MS (FAB): m/z 848.4

1 12118C. Anal. Calcd for C H N O . 0.5 H O: C, 77.5; H, (M1H) , 748.4 (M-CH CH N(CH CH )1H) . Anal.48 66 2 4 2 2 2 2 3

9.11; N, 3.77. Found: C, 77.7; H, 9.11; N, 3.75. MS Calcd for C H N O ?3CH OH: C, 75.1; H, 10.0; N,56 82 2 4 3
1 1 1(FAB): m/z 735 (M1H) . H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.25 (s, 2.97. Found: C, 74.8; H, 9.33; N, 2.27. H NMR (CDCl ):3 3

18H, t-Bu), 1.31 (s, 18H, t-Bu), 2.76 (brs, 4H, NH ), 3.32 d 0.88 (s, 18H, t-Bu), 1.30 (s, 18H, t-Bu), 1.32 (m, 12H,2
3(t, 4H, CH CH N, J(HH)58.8 Hz), 3.39 (d, 4H, -CH CH ), 3.01 (m, 8H, -NCH CH ), 3.30 (t, 4H,2 2 2 3 2 3

2 3ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.8 Hz), 4.08 (t, 4H, OCH CH , CH CH N, J(HH)512.9 Hz), 3.35 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar,2 2 2 2 2 2
3 2 2 2J(HH)58.8 Hz), 4.34 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.8 J(HH)513.2 Hz), 4.18 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)513.22 2

3Hz), 7.00 (s, 4H, ArH ), 7.05 (s, 4H, ArH ). IR (Nujol): Hz), 4.31 (t, 4H, OCH CH , J(HH)512.9 Hz), 6.70 (s,2 2
21

n(NH) 3372 cm . 4H, ArH ), 7.07 (s, 4H, ArH ). IR (KBr): no n(CO).

2.4. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-
(N,N-diethyl-2-carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene (3) 2.6. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-methoxy-26,28-

(N,N-diethyl-2-carbamoylethoxy) calix[4]arene.sodium
A mixture of 5,11,17,23-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (3.01 g, triiodide (5)

4.6 mmol), 2-chloro-N,N-diethylacetamide (1.51 g, 10.1
mmol) and K CO (0.64 g, 4.6 mmol) in acetonitrile (75 A mixture of sodium iodide (2.27 g, 15.1 mmol) and2 3

3cm ) was stirred and refluxed under nitrogen for 24 h. 2-chloro-N,N-diethylacetamide (1.80 g, 12.0 mmol) in a
3After allowing the solution to cool to ambient temperature, mixed solvent system (60 cm ) comprised of DMF and

the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The THF (1:5) was stirred at ambient temperature for 5 h. In a
residue was dissolved in CH Cl , and this solution was separate flask 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-methoxy2 2

3washed with 2 N HCl (23100 cm ) followed by water calix[4]arene (2.01 g, 3.0 mmol) was carefully added
3(13100 cm ). The organic layer was separated, dried over dropwise to a stirred suspension of sodium hydride (0.36

3MgSO , and evaporated under reduced pressure to leave g, 15.0 mmol) in the same solvent mixture (60 cm ), and4

the compound as a white precipitate. Recrystallization the resulting solution was stirred at ambient temperature
from diisopropyl ether gave the product as a white powder. for 2 h. The mixture of sodium iodide and the amide was
Yield 3.12 g (77%). mp 235–2368C. Anal. Calcd for added to the mixture containing sodium hydride and the
C H N O ?2((CH ) CH) O: C, 75.7; H, 9.90; N, 2.60. calix[4]arene. This combined mixture was refluxed with56 78 2 6 3 2 2

Found: C, 75.6; H, 8.73; N, 2.45. The low value found for stirring for 12 h. After cooling this mixture in an ice bath,
hydrogen is likely due to the diisopropyl ether of crys- the excess sodium hydride was quenched with water (100

3tallization being present in less than a stoichiometric cm ), and the solvent removed under reduced pressure.
1amount. H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.05 (s, 18H, t-Bu), 1.16 (s, The resulting residue was dissolved in CH Cl , and3 2 2

318H, t-Bu), 1.25 (t, 12H, CH CH ), 3.26 (d, 4H, washed with a saturated NH Cl solution (23100 cm ),2 3 4
2 3ArCH Ar, J(HH)513.2 Hz), 3.45 (q, 8H, CH CH ), 4.47 followed by a saturated brine solution (13100 cm ). The2 2 3

2(d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)513.2 Hz), 4.82 (s, 4H, organic layer was separated and dried over MgSO .2 4

OCH C(O)), 6.86 (s, 4H, ArH ), 6.87 (s, 4H, ArH ), 7.87 (s, Evaporation under reduced pressure gave the compound as2
212H, ArOH ). IR (Nujol): n(CO) 1652 cm . an orange oil. The final product was recovered as rust
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colored crystals by purification from hot methanol. Yield was quenched with water, and the solvent removed under
0.68 g (17%). mp 2488C. Anal. Calcd for C H N O ? reduced pressure to leave a colorless opaque oil. This oil58 82 2 6

3NaI : C, 53.3; H, 6.27; N, 2.14. Found: C, 53.4; H, 6.70; was dissolved in CH Cl (40 cm ), and washed twice with3 2 2
1N, 2.16. H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.04 (s, 18H, t-Bu), 1.20 (s, a saturated brine solution. The organic layer was separated3

3 and dried over MgSO . The filtered solution was reduced18H, t-Bu), 1.26 (t, 6H, CH CH , J(HH)58.0 Hz), 1.31 42 3
3 to a colorless opaque oil using a rotary evaporator. The oil(t, 6H, CH CH , J(HH)58.0 Hz), 3.28 (q, 4H, CH CH ,2 3 2 3

3 2 was dissolved in boiling methanol. Upon allowing theJ(HH)58.0 Hz), 3.41 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.02
3 solution to cool, the compound precipitated as a whiteHz), 3.62 (q, 4H, CH CH , J(HH)58.0 Hz), 3.81 (s, 6H,2 3

2 solid. Yield 0.33 g (83%). mp 214–58C. Anal. Calcd forOCH ), 4.13 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.0 Hz), 4.64 (s,3 2

C H NO .2CH OH: C, 77.7; H, 10.0; N, 1.56. Found:4H, OCH C(O)), 7.02 (s, 4H, ArH ), 7.15 (s, 4H, ArH ). IR 56 81 4 32
121 C, 77.7; H, 10.1; N, 1.47. H NMR (CDCl ): d 0.78 (s,(Nujol): n(CO) 1647 cm . 3

318H, t-Bu), 0.99 (t, 6H, OCH CH CH , J(HH)59.0 Hz),2 2 3

1.31 (t, 6H, NCH CH ), 1.32 (s, 9H, t-Bu), 1.34 (s, 9H,2 32.7. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-propoxy-26- t-Bu), 1.86 (m, 4H, OCH CH CH ), 2.98 (m, 2H,2 2 3(N,N-diethyl-2-carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene (6) 3NCH CH , J(HH)59.0 Hz), 3.10 (m, 2H, NCH CH ,2 3 2 3
3 2J(HH)59.0 Hz), 3.22 (t, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.02A solution of 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-propoxy 3Hz), 3.64 (t, 2H, NCH CH , J(HH)59.0 Hz), 3.76 (m,2 2calix[4]arene (0.73 g, 1.0 mmol) in a mixed DMF and 2H, OCH CH CH ), 3.88 (m, 2H, OCH CH CH ), 4.303 2 2 3 2 2 3THF (1:5) solvent (20 cm ) was added dropwise to a flask 2(dd, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.0 Hz), 4.30 (OCH CH N),2 2 2containing a suspension of sodium hydride (0.12 g, 5.0
5.64 (s, 1H, ArOH), 7.06 (s, 2H, ArH), 7.15 (s, 2H, ArH).3mmol) in this same solvent mixture (20 cm ). The mixture

was stirred at ambient temperature for 1 h. A solution of
2-chloro-N,N-diethylacetamide in this same solvent mix- 2.9. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-methoxy-26-(N,N-diethyl3ture (20 cm ) was added, and the resulting mixture 2-aminoethoxy) calix[4]arene (8)
refluxed with stirring for 12 h. After allowing the mixture
to cool to ambient temperature, the excess sodium hydride To a stirred cooled solution of the impure yellow oil3was quenched by the addition of water (1350 cm ), and containing primarily 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-methoxy-
the solvent removed under reduced pressure. The remain- 26-(N,N-diethyl 2-carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene (2.38
ing residue was redissolved in CH Cl , and washed with a2 2 g), which was prepared from 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-3saturated NH Cl solution (23100 cm ), followed by a4 methoxy calix[4]arene and 2-chloro-N,N-diethylacetamide3saturated brine solution (13100 cm ). The organic layer 3with sodium hydride, in THF (40 cm ) was added a
was separated and dried over MgSO . Filtration, followed 34 solution of borane in THF (30 cm of 1 M). The mixture
by evaporation under reduced pressure, gave the com- was allowed to stir at 08C for 1 h, then refluxed with
pound as a white powder. Recrystallization from hot stirring for 6 h. The solution was allowed to cool to
methanol gave the product as colorless crystals. Yield 0.52 ambient temperature, and an additional aliquot of borane in
g (61%). mp 176–1778C. Anal. Calcd for C H NO : C, 356 79 5 THF (15 cm of 1 M) added. The solution was refluxed
79.5; H, 9.39; N, 1.65. Found: C, 79.5; H, 9.72; N, 1.27. with stirring for 12 h. The solution was allowed to cool to1H NMR (CDCl ): d 0.80 (s, 18H, t-Bu), 1.00 (m, 12H,3 ambient temperature, and water slowly added until all
CH ), 1.25 (s, 9H, t-Bu), 1.28 (s, 9H, t-Bu), 1.86 (m, 4H,3 effervescence ceased, indicating complete hydrolysis of the2CH CH CH ), 3.23 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.0 Hz),2 2 3 2 borane. The solvent was evaporated on a rotary evaporator,
3.41 (t, 4H, OCH CH ), 3.74 (m, 4H, NCH CH ), 4.27 (d,2 2 2 3 and the residual solid dissolved in CH Cl . The solution2 22H, ArCH Ar), 4.81 (d, 2H, ArCH Ar), 5.11 (s, 4H,2 2 was filtered, and the filtrate washed with water (23100
OCH C(O)), 6.46 (d, 2H, ArH), 6.52 (d, 2H, ArH ), 6.73 32 cm ). The organic layer was dried over MgSO . The4(s, 1H, ArOH ), 7.03 (s, 2H, ArH ), 7.07 (s, 2H, ArH ). IR solvent was removed on a rotary evaporator, and the21(Nujol): n(CO) 1659 cm . residue dissolved in hot methanol. Upon cooling, the

product precipitated as a colorless powder. Yield 0.65 g.
Anal. Calcd for C H NO ?CH OH: C, 78.8; H, 9.60; N,2.8. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,27-propoxy-26- 52 73 4 3

11.73. Found: C, 78.1; H, 9.76; N, 1.56. H NMR: d 0.79 (s,(N,N-diethyl 2-aminoethoxy) calix[4]arene (7)
18H, t-Bu), 1.31 (s, 9H, t-Bu), 1.33 (s, 9H, t-Bu), 1.36 (t,

33 6H, NCH CH ), 2.96 (m, 2H, NCH CH , J(HH)56.0A solution of borane in THF (25 cm of 1 M) was 2 3 2 3
3Hz), 3.07 (m, 2H, NCH CH , J(HH)56.0 Hz), 3.23 (t,added dropwise to a stirred ice-cooled solution of 6 (0.40 2 3

23 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.0 Hz), 3.67 (t, 2H, NCH ,g, 0.5 mmol) in dry THF (25 cm ) under a nitrogen 2 2
3J(HH)59.0 Hz), 3.80 (s, 6H, OCH ), 4.26 (dd, 4H,atmosphere. The mixture was stirred for 5 h at ambient 3

ArCH Ar), 5.95 (s, 1H, ArOH ), 6.49 (dd, 4H, ArH ), 7.06temperature, then refluxed for an additional 12 h. After 2

(s, 2H, ArH ), 7.15 (s, 2H, ArH ).allowing to cool to ambient temperature, the excess borane
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2.10. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28- rated and dried over MgSO . The filtered solution was4

(carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene (9) evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure to yield the
compound as a beige solid. The final product was obtained

5,11,17,23-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (4.00 g, 6.2 mmol), from hot methanol as colorless crystals, which upon
K CO (5.11 g, 37.0 mmol) and 2-bromoacetamide (6.84 exposure to air became opaque yellow. Yield 1.93 g2 3

g, 49.6 mmol) were refluxed under nitrogen for 5 days in (33%). mp 268–2698C. Anal. Calcd for C H N O .NaI:68 100 4 8
3dry acetone (100 cm ). The reaction mixture was allowed C, 65.3; H, 8.05; N, 4.48. Found: C, 64.9; H, 7.88; N, 4.49.

1to cool to ambient temperature, and poured into dilute H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.12 (s, 36H, t-Bu), 1.16 (t, 12H,3
3 3H SO (200 cm ). The resulting precipitate was filtered CH CH , J(HH)56.0 Hz), 1.19 (t, 12H, CH CH ,2 4 2 3 2 3

3 3 3and washed with water (3330 cm ). The solid residue was J(HH)56.0 Hz), 3.14 (q, 8H, CH CH , J(HH)56.0 Hz),2 3
2dried, and recrystallized from hot methanol to give the 3.27 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.0 Hz), 3.39 (q, 8H,2

3product as a white solid. Yield 1.24 g (23%). mp 274– CH CH , J(HH)56.0 Hz), 4.40 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar,2 3 2
22768C. Anal. Calcd for C H N O .3CH OH: C, 67.9; H, J(HH)512.0 Hz), 4.50 (s, 8H, OCH ), 7.08 (s, 8H, ArH ).52 68 4 8 3 2

218.29; N, 5.76. Found: C, 68.1; H, 8.11; N, 6.00. MS IR (Nujol): n(CO) 1655 cm .
1 1(FAB): m/z 877.5 (M1H) . H NMR (CDCl ): d 0.85 (s,3

236H, t-Bu), 3.06 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.4 Hz), 4.182 2.13. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28-(N,N-diethyl-2-2(s, 8H, OCH ), 4.22 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.4 Hz),2 2 aminoethoxy) calix[4]arene hydrochloride (12)
6.66 (s, 8H, ArH ), 7.35 (brs, 8H, NH ). IR (KBr): n(CO)2

21 211676 cm , n(NH) 3354 cm . 3A solution of borane in THF (25 cm of 1 M) was
added dropwise to a stirred ice-cooled solution of 11 (1.79

32.11. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28- g, 1.6 mmol) in dry THF (25 cm ) under a nitrogen
(2-aminoethoxy) calix[4]arene hydrochloride (10) atmosphere. The mixture was stirred for 5 h at ambient

temperature, then refluxed for an additional 12 h. After
3A solution of borane in THF (20 cm of 1 M) was allowing to cool, the excess borane was quenched by the

slowly added to an ice-cooled stirred solution of 9 (0.92 g, addition of water, and the solvent removed under reduced
31.1 mmol) in dry THF (50 cm ). The resulting mixture pressure to leave a yellow oil. This oil was dissolved in

3was refluxed for 25 h, then stirred at ambient temperature CH Cl (40 cm ), and washed twice with a saturated brine2 2
3for an additional 2 h. Hydrochloric acid (30 cm of 6 M) solution. The organic layer was dried with MgSO , and the4

was carefully added, and the mixture was refluxed for 1 h. filtered solution reduced to a yellow oil using a rotary
The solvent was removed under reduced pressure, and evaporator. The oil was dissolved in boiling methanol.

3water (100 cm ) added. The resulting white precipitate was Upon allowing the solution to cool, the compound precipi-
filtered, washed twice with water, and dried under reduced tated as a white solid. Yield 1.29 g (63%). mp 218–2198C.
pressure at 708C for 24 h. Yield 0.91 g (90%). Anal. Calcd Anal. Calcd for C H Cl N O . 2CH OH: C, 67.0; H,68 112 4 4 4 3

for C H Cl N O .2CH OH: C, 62.9; H, 8.60; Cl, 13.8; 9.63; N, 4.46. Found: C, 67.1; H, 9.69; N, 4.46. MS52 80 4 4 4 3
1 1 1N, 5.43. Found: C, 62.7; H, 8.60; Cl, 13.0; N, 4.86. H (FAB): m/z 1048 (M1H) , 948 (M-CH CH NEt ) , 8482 2 2

6 1 1 1NMR (d -DMSO): d 1.01 (s, 36H, CH ), 3.24 (d, 4H, (M-2 CH CH NEt ) , 748 (M-3 CH CH NEt ) . H3 2 2 2 2 2 2
2ArCH Ar, J512.8 Hz), 3.38 (m, 8H, CH ), 4.11 (m, 12H, NMR (CDCl ): d 1.10 (s, 36H, t-Bu), 1.14 (t, 24H,2 2 3

3CH 1ArCH Ar), 6.87 (s, 8H, ArH ), 8.43 (brs, D O CH CH , J(HH)56.0 Hz), 3.12 (q, 16H, CH CH ,2 2 2 2 3 2 3
21 3 2exchangeable, 12H, NH ). IR (KBr): n(NH) 2954 cm J(HH)56.0 Hz), 3.26 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar, J(HH)512.02

(br). Hz), 3.37 (m, 8H, NCH CH ), 4.38 (d, 4H, ArCH Ar,2 2 2
2J(HH)512.0 Hz), 4.47 (s, 8H, OCH CH ), 7.07 (s, 8H,2 2

ArH ).2.12. 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-25,26,27,28-(N,N-diethyl-2-
carbamoylmethoxy) calix[4]arene.sodium iodide (11)

2.14. 5,11,17,23,29,35-tert-butyl-37,38,39,40,41,42-
To a suspension of 5,11,17,23-tert-butyl-calix[4]arene (carbamoylmethoxy) calix[6]arene (13)

(3.00 g, 4.6 mmol), sodium iodide (3.00 g, 20.0 mmol),
3and K CO (16.0 g, 116.0 mmol) in dry acetone (30 cm ) A mixture of 5,11,17,23,29,35-tert-butylcalix[6]arene2 3

was added 2-chloro-N,N-diethylacetamide (3.45 g, 23.1 (4.00 g, 4.1 mmol), K CO (5.11 g, 37.0 mmol) and2 3

mmol). The mixture, which immediately turned yellow, 2-bromoacetamide (6.84 g, 49.6 mmol) was refluxed under
3was refluxed with stirring for 5 days. After allowing the nitrogen for 6 days in dry acetone (100 cm ). The mixture

mixture to cool to ambient temperature, it was filtered, and was allowed to cool, and poured into dilute H SO (2002 4
3the filtrate evaporated under reduced pressure. The re- cm of pH 1). After 1 h the precipitated product was

3sulting residue was redissolved in CH Cl , and washed filtered, and washed with water (3330 cm ). The solid2 2
3with dilute HCl (100 cm ). The organic layer was sepa- was dried, and recrystallized from hot methanol to give the
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3colorless product. Yield 3.25 g (60%). mp 275–2788C. MS under nitrogen in dry THF (65 cm ) was added a solution
1 1 3(FAB): 1316.7 (M1H) . H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.18 (54H, of borane (45 cm of 1 M). The mixture was stirred at3

br.mult, t-Bu), 3.42 4.26 (24H, brs, ArCH Ar and OCH ), ambient temperature for 3 h, and then refluxed for 18 h.2 2
217.15 (24H, brs, NH 1ArH ). IR (KBr): y(CO) 1683 cm , The solution was allowed to cool to ambient temperature,2

21 3
y(NH) 3340 cm . then HCl (30 cm of 6 N) was slowly added, and the

solution refluxed for 1 h. The aqueous layer was saturated
2.15. 5,11,17,23,29,35-tert-butyl-37,38,39,40,41,42- with KOH and removed. The THF was removed using a
(cyanomethoxy) calix[6]arene (14) rotary evaporator. The residue was dissolved in chloro-

form, and dried over MgSO . Filtration and removal of the4

A mixture of 5,11,17,23,29,35-tert-butylcalix[6]arene solvent using a rotary evaporator gave the product as a
(5.00 g, 5.1 mmol), K CO (4.80 g, 34.7 mmol), potas- colorless solid, which can be recrystallized from toluene.2 3

sium iodide (6.00 g, 36.1 mmol), chloroacetonitrile (3.00 Yield 1.73 g (85%). mp 257–2598C. MS (FAB): 1232.7
3 3 1 1cm , 56.5 mmol) and dry acetone (120 cm ) was refluxed (M1H ). H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.07 (54H, brs, t-Bu),3

under nitrogen for 5 days. The resulting brown suspension 3.01, 3.40, 3.62, 4.41 (36H, brs, CH ), 4.24 (12H, brs,2
13was evaporated to dryness. The mixture was dissolved in NH (D O exchangeable)), 6.89 (12H, brs, ArH ). C2 2

3 3 1chloroform (50 cm ), and washed with water (2320 cm ). NMR (CDCl ): d 31.1 (q, CCH , J(CH)5126.0 Hz), 33.83 3
1The chloroform layer was separated and kept over charcoal (s, CCH ), 40.5 (t, CH , J(CH)5128.0 Hz), 62.6 (t, CH ,3 2 2

1 2for 30 min. The solution was filtered through Celite beads, J(CH)5126.0 Hz), 72.6 (t, J(CH)5126.0 Hz, ArCH Ar),2
3followed by two washings with chloroform (2330 cm ). 123.2, 125.6, 127.8, 132.5, 145.8, 151.6 (ArC).

The solvent was removed on a rotary evaporator, and the
residue treated with methanol to give the colorless product.
Yield 4.26 g (69%). mp 282–2848C. MS (FAB): 1207.6 2.17. Crystal structure determinations

1 1(M ). H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.16 (54H, s, t-Bu), 4.003

(12H, br, CH ), 4.21 (8H, br s, CH ), 4.46 (4H, mult., Suitable crystals were attached to glass fibers and cooled2 2

CH ), 7.02 (12H, s, ArH ). to 21008C. Data collections were performed on a Siemens2

Model P4 automated diffractometer using Mo Ka radia-
2.16. 5,11,17,23,29,35-tert-butyl-37,38,39,40,41,42- tion. Unit cell parameters were determined, and refined by
(2-aminoethoxy) calix[6]arene (15) a least squares fit of 24 high angle reflections. Data were

corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects, and semi-
To an ice-cooled solution of 14 (2.00 g, 1.6 mmol) empirical absorption corrections based upon C-scans were

Table 1
Crystallographic data for 5, 10 and 11

5 10 11

Chemical formula C H I N NaO C H Cl N O C H IN NaO58 74 3 2 6 56 94 2 4 10 71 112 4 11

Formula weight 1298.9 1054.3 1347.5
Space group Monoclinic, Triclinic, Triclinic,

˚a, A 15.320(3) 10.711(2) 11.154(3)
˚b, A 23.612(5) 12.137(3) 16.449(3)
˚c, A 17.712(4) 24.532(3) 21.354(4)

a, deg 90 98.14(1) 81.67(2)
b, deg 96.63(3) 96.928(8) 87.65(2)
g, deg 90 96.14(2) 75.68(2)

3˚Volume A 6364(2) 3108.9(10) 3755.8(14)
Z 4 2 2
Temp., 8C 2100 2100 2100
l, D (Mo Ka) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073

23
r (calc.), g cm 1.356 1.126 1.192

21
m, cm 15.24 15.8 4.88
Trans. coeff. 0.46–1.00 Not applied 0.01–0.25
Ind. reflections 8252 5723 9730
Obs. reflections 5917 2971 6957
Parameters ref. 631 667 726
Data /parameters 9.4:1 4.5:1 9.6:1
Goodness of fit 1.22 1.15 1.45

aR 0.0575 0.1309 0.1285
bR 0.0831 0.1887 0.1915w

a R5S(uF u2uF u) /SuF u.o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2 2R 5[Sw(uF u2uF u) /SwuF u ] ; w51/s (F ).w o c o
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applied. The space group determinations were based upon methyl groups, were located in the difference Fourier map.
a check of the Laue symmetry and systematic absences They were included in the structure factor calculations, but
present, and were confirmed by structure solution. The were not refined. No disorder was apparent in the structure,
structures were determined by direct methods, followed by and the largest peak in the final difference Fourier map

˚successive cycles of full-matrix least squares refinement was 1.07 A from I3.
and difference Fourier analysis using the SHELXTL-IRIS For compound 10, one of the nitrogen atoms (N3) and
software package provided by Siemens Analytical X-Ray the methylene carbon attached to it (C312), were dis-
Instruments, Inc. The parameters refined included the ordered over two positions, as was the carbon of one of the
atomic coordinates and anisotropic thermal parameters for methanol molecules (C100). A total of four methanols
all non-hydrogen atoms except for disordered atoms, were located, along with two additional isolated peaks that
which were refined with isotropic thermal parameters. were refined as oxygen atoms (O50 and O60), which may
Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions, but be water molecules or poorly-resolved methanols. The
were not refined unless otherwise specified. ORTEP [27] asymmetric unit contained a total of two chlorines, one at a
drawings are shown with 50% probability ellipsoids. Full general position, and two half-atoms on centers of symme-
details for the structure determinations are available in the try. Aromatic and methylene hydrogen atoms were placed
supporting material. The crystallographic data for 5, 10, 11 in calculated positions but were not refined.
are collected in Table 1, and selected bond lengths and For compound 11, all four ‘arms’ of the calixarene
angles are collected in Table 2. The ORTEP representa- exhibited a 2-fold disorder for the carbonyl groups, the
tions of 5, 10, and 11 are shown in Figs. 1–3, respectively. nitrogen atoms, and the ethyl groups. Separate site oc-

For compound 5, all hydrogen atoms, including those in cupancy factors were used for each arm, and the oc-

Table 2
Selected bond lengths and angles for 5, 10 and 11

5 10 11

˚Bond Lengths (A)
N1–C12 1.316(11) N1–C102 1.323(46) N10–C112 1.619(49)
C12–O2 1.220(10) C102–C101 1.442(35) C112–C101 1.226(42)
C12–C11 1.523(12) C101–O1 1.388(30) C101–O101 1.425(17)
C11–O1 1.435(10) N2–C202 1.732(36) C112–O112 1.025(54)
O1–C1 1.427(9) C202–C201 1.348(48) N21–C212 1.496(53)
N2–C52 1.342(10) C201–O2 1.417(21) C212–C201 1.478(39)
C52–O5 1.235(11) N3–C312 1.043(66) C201–O201 1.429(16)
C52–C51 1.494(11) C312–C301 1.669(48) C212–O212 1.207(42)
C51–O4 1.438(9) C301–O3 1.430(24) N31–C312 1.383(48)
Na–O1 2.401(6) N4–C402 1.602(27) C312–C301 1.320(39)
Na–O2 2.300(6) C402–C401 1.573(26) C301–O301 1.442(19)
Na–O3 2.291(6) C401–O4 1.524(20) C312–O312 1.349(71)
Na–O4 2.388(6) N4–C412 1.924(48)
Na–O5 2.297(6) C412–C401 1.173(42)
Na–O6 2.295(7) C401–O401 1.451(16)
I1–I2 2.924(1) C412–O412 1.449(41)
I2–I3 2.913(1) Na–O(101) 2.492(10)

Na–O(122) 2.403(32)
Na–O(212) 2.770(27)
Na–O(301) 2.517(11)
Na–O(322) 2.298(49)
Na–O(412) 2.668(31)

Bond Angles (8)
N1–C12–O2 121.8(7) N1–C102–C101 124.1(27) N10–C112–C101 114.2(32)
C12–C11–O1 107.2(7) C102–C101–O1 111.6(20) C112–C101–O101 115.0(24)
C11–C12–O2 119.0(7) N2–C202–C201 99.8(28) N10–C112–O112 113.7(34)
N1–C12–C11 119.1(8) C202–C201–O2 110.8(21) N21–C212–C201 113.0(27)
N2–C52–O5 121.0(7) N3–C312–C301 122.3(46) C212–C201–O201 110.7(16)
C52–C51–O4 107.2(6) C312–C301–O3 96.4(21) N21–C212–O212 122.6(34)
C51–C52–O5 120.2(7) N4–C402–C401 99.6(16) N31–C312–C301 119.9(33)
N2–C52–C51 118.8(7) C402–C401–O4 96.5(13) C312–C301–O301 109.6(22)
I1–I2–I3 174.5(1) N31–C312–O312 101.7(36)

N41–C412–C401 108.5(24)
C412–C401–O401 108.0(19)
N41–C412–O412 117.5(26)
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Fig. 3. ORTEP representation of 11 with the atoms represented as 50%
ellipsoids.

Fig. 1. ORTEP representation of 5 with the atoms represented as 50%
ellipsoids.

the complex, three methanols of crystallization were
located.

cupancy factors for both conformations of each arm were The large R-factors for structures 10, and 11 are
required to sum to one. All of the arms were found attributable to a weak data set in the case of 10, disorder,
experimentally to have a 50-50 disorder over the two which was extensive for 11, and the presence of substantial
positions to within 61%. The nature of the disorder can be numbers of poorly-resolved solvent molecules in both
described as follows. When the complex is viewed from cases.
above the sodium ion, it is apparent that the arms of the
calixarene are coordinated in a propeller-like arrangement, 2.18. Extractions
with each arm forming a blade of the propeller. In one
conformation, each carbonyl oxygen is shifted in a clock- Extractions were carried out with CHCl solutions (13wise direction relative to the phenolic oxygen in the same
arm, while in the other conformation the carbonyl oxygens
are shifted in a counterclockwise direction. In addition to

Fig. 2. ORTEP representation of 10 with the atoms represented as 50%
ellipsoids. Fig. 4. Structures of 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 and 12.
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mM) of the calix[4]arenes 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 and 12 (Fig. Two routes have been used to prepare the amines, both
4), and aqueous solutions (1 mM in 0.1 M HNO ) of the of which involve a borane reduction step. One route3

3 involves reduction of the precursor calixarene amide, andmetal salts. Equal volumes from each phase (5 cm ) were
3 the other uses a cyanomethoxy derivative as precursor. Theshaken for 1 min. A 2-cm aliquot from the aqueous phase

3 formerwas then diluted to a volume of 10 cm with 0.1 M HNO ,3

and the metal concentration was compared to that of the
initial solution. Initial and final concentrations of the
metals were measured on a Plasma 400 ICP-AES spec-
trometer. Partition coefficients were measured by estimat-
ing the amount of calix[4]arene in the two layers by
UV-vis spectroscopy. Acidic solutions were prepared by (1)
the addition of hydrochloric acid, and basic solutions by
the addition of sodium hydroxide.

3. Results and discussion (2)

0In designing complexants for oxyanion guests, structural
features can be incorporated into the host that may lead to
selective binding. For hosts to be effective, their structural
features must be compatible with those of the oxyanion.
Although there have been recent reports of chemically
modified calixarenes acting as host molecules for simple (3)
anions [28], prior to our communication reporting the use
of a calix[4]arene diamine, none had been used as ex-

22 22tractants for CrO and Cr O [24]. Because the4 2 7

periphery of a calixarene can be made structurally compat-
ible with oxyanions, and because calixarenes can act as
phase transfer agents, we have targeted extractants based (4)
on calix[4]arenes.

We have now prepared a series of calix[4]arene amides
and amines to ascertain whether there is any particular
selectivity due to the extractant being a diamine, or
whether the more hydrophobic N,N-diethyl substituent
results in the complexes having a higher extractability into (5)
chloroform from water. Although the use of amines as
extractants for anions is based on precedent [24], the
reason for targeting amides is the availability of both
ketonic oxygens and tertiary nitrogens for hydrogen bond-
ing with oxyanions. Furthermore, amides can undergo
reversible protonation, and they have a higher oxidative (6)
stability than do amines.

The synthetic route to the amides 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 11 and 13
involves treating the calixarene with either 2-bromo-
acetamide or 2-chloro-N,N-diethylacetamide in the pres-
ence of a base such as potassium carbonate. This reaction (7)
can involve either complete (Eqs. (1) and (2)) or partial

route has been used to prepare calixarenes 2, 4, 7, 8, 10(Eqs. (3) and (4)) substitution of the hydroxylic groups on
and 12 (Eqs. (5) and (6)), and the latter to preparethe lower calixarene rim. Complete substitution with N,N-
calixarenes 2 and 15 (Eq. (7)) [23]. The cyanomethoxydiethylacetamide groups occurs when the reaction is
derivative 14 used in the preparation of 15 has beencarried out in the presence of sodium iodide; in its absence
obtained in a similar manner to the procedure for othermonosubstitution is found. These compounds are isolated
analogs [26]. These compounds have again been character-as colorless solids, and characterized by a combination of

1 13 1H and C NMR and IR spectroscopy. Amides 5 and 11 ized by H NMR and IR spectroscopy, and 10 by X-ray
have also been characterized by X-ray crystallography. crystallography. The observation of a single resonance in
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1the H NMR spectra of 13–15 supports our premise of calixarenes to effect the transfer of oxyanions has been
complete substitution on the lower rim. carried out to determine whether extraction is observed

under conditions where the phases are shaken together for
3.1. Conformations of calix[4]arene amides and amines 1 min. These short contact time data are significant

because for an extractant to be useful, it is advantageous
For the homoleptic amides and amines, the presence of a for host-guest association to be rapid. This property will be

1single H NMR resonance for the tert-butyl groups show particularly favorable if the host is immobilized onto a
that compounds 10–15 are in the cone conformation. polymeric support and rapid absorption of the guest is
X-ray crystallography confirms that compounds 5, 10, and desired from a mobile phase. These measurements are not
11 are in the cone conformation in the solid state. For the necessarily carried out under equilibrium conditions, and
partially substituted amides and amines, the conformations in making comparisons we cannot ignore that kinetic
are less certain. Compound 12, however, is likely in the selectivity may be controlling. Nevertheless, where the
cone conformation because of the conformational rigidity system has sufficient stability, we have kept the aqueous
of such fully substituted tert-butyl calix[4]arenes. and chloroform layers in contact for up to 1 week, and find

no further transfer between the phases, indicating that
equilibrium has been rapidly established. In no case did we3.2. Structures of 5, 10 and 11
see any significant amount of the metal being transferred
into the chloroform layer in the absence of theThe X-ray crystal structures of 5, 10 and 11 show them
calix[4]arene.to be in the cone conformation. For 5, both amide and

The effectiveness of amides 3, 5 and, 11 as extractantsether oxygens are coordinated to give a hexacoordinate
for the transfer of a series of oxyanions from aqueoussodium ion in the lower rim. The triiodide ion has no close
solution into chloroform can be deduced from the datadistances to the calix[4]arene. The respective amide C=O

˚ collected in Table 3, and for the corresponding amines 2,distances of 1.220(10) and 1.235(11) A for C12–O2 and
10, 12 and 4, in Table 4. For the data in column A, theC52–O5 are the expected values. The triiodide ion has

˚ aqueous phase has pH 0.85, and equimolar concentrationsdistances of 2.924(1) and 2.913(1) A for I1–I2 and I2–I3,
of calix[4]arene and anion are initially present in the twoand an I1–I2–I3 angle of 174.5(1)8. For the amide 11, we
phases. The amide and amine functionalities will each beagain find a hexacoordinate sodium ion bound via the
protonated. For the data in column B, the aqueous phaselower rim oxygens. The iodide ion has no close distances
has pH of 7.0, and equimolar concentrations ofto the calix[4]arene. Although the major features of the
calix[4]arene and anion are initially present in the twostructure are apparent, the high R value of the refined
phases. The uncharged species will now be unprotonated.structure precludes useful comparisons of the bond dis-
These data show that there is a higher level of extraction attances and angles being made with similar structures. For
the lower pH, which correlates with the protonated cationic10, the structure confirms the stoichiometry, and the
forms being the better extractants. Also these data showpresence of two chlorides shows that two amine nitrogens
that calix[4]arene amines are better extractants than are theare protonated. Again, the high R value of the refined
corresponding amides. Amide 10 is a particularly effectivestructure makes discussion of the bond distances and
extractant with solutions of pH 7. Since 10 has fourangles unnecessary.
2-aminoethoxy substituents on the lower rim, the high
extraction across the range of oxyanions tested may result3.3. Extraction of oxyanions and oxycations
from the presence of multiple amine sites for hydrogen
bonding. Furthermore, the more hydrophobic N,N-diethylThis study of the ability of these lower rim substituted

Table 3
Extraction data for oxyanions into chloroform by calix[4]arene amides

22 22 2 2 22 22 22C HPO SeO VO ReO CrO WO MoO4 4 3 4 4 4 4

A B A B A B A B A B A B A B

3 D – 0.04 0.31 0.03 – – – – 0.01 0.01 0.02 – 0.10 –
E(%) – 4 23 3 – – – – 1 1 1.5 – 9 –

5 D – 0.03 0.16 0.06 – 0.03 0.01 – – 0.06 – 0.01 – 0.03
E(%) – 3 14 6 – 3 1 - – 6 – 1 – 3

11 D – – 0.39 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.41 0.64 0.01 0.05 0.07 0.05 – 0.04
E(%) – – 28 6 5 2 29 39 1 5 6 4.5 – 3.5

(1) For column A the mole ratio of the calix[4]arene amide (C) to the anion is unity and the pH of the aqueous layer is 0.85.
(2) For column B the mole ratio of the calix[4]arene amide (C) to the anion is unity and the pH of the aqueous layer is 7.0.
(3) The distribution coefficient D is given by [anion in CHCl ] / [aqueous anion].3

(4) The percentage extraction E is given by [initial aqueous anion]2[final aqueous anion] / [initial aqueous anion]3100.
(5) The structures and stoichiometries of the anionic species in aqueous solution are dependent on the solution pH.
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Table 4
Extraction data for oxyanions into chloroform by calix[4]arene amines

22 22 2 2 22 22 22C HPO SeO VO ReO CrO WO MoO4 4 3 4 4 4 4

A B A B A B A B A B A B A B

2 D – – 0.15 0.03 – 0.08 0.10 – 0.12 0.10 12.0 0.11 0.14 0.05
E(%) – – 13 3 – 7.5 9 – 11 9 92 10 12 4

10 D – 1.93 0.22 6.81 – 1.87 0.11 0.57 0.2 7.33 17.6 17.5 0.46 2.77
E(%) – 66 18 87 – 65 10 36 16 88 95 95 32 73.5

12 D – 0.3 0.27 0.02 – 0.01 0.37 0.55 – – 0.07 0.05 – 0.02
E(%) – 2 22 2 – 1 27 36 – – 6 4.5 – 2

4 D – – 0.23 – 0.1 – – – – – – 0.02 –
E(%) – – 19 – 9 – – – – – – – 2.0 –

(1) For column A the mole ratio of the calix[4]arene amide (C) to the anion is unity and the pH of the aqueous layer is 0.85.
(2) For column B the mole ratio of the calix[4]arene amide (C) to the anion is unity and the pH of the aqueous layer is 7.0.
(3) The distribution coefficient D is given by [anion in CHCl ] / [aqueous anion].3

(4) The percentage extraction E is given by [initial aqueous anion]2[final aqueous anion] / [initial aqueous anion]3100.
(5) The structures and stoichiometries of the anionic species in aqueous solution are dependent on the solution pH.

Table 5
Structures of major oxyanions of P(V), Se(VI), V(V), Re(VII), Cr(VI), Mo(VI) and W(VI) at pH 1 and pH 7

2 1 2 22pH 1 H PO HSeO VO ReO Cr O WO .2H O MoO .2H O3 4 4 2 4 2 7 3 2 3 2
22 22 62 2 22 22 22pH 7 HPO SeO V O ReO CrO WO MoO4 4 10 28 4 4 4 4

of the association between calixarenes and oxyions, wesubstituted derivatives are not consistently better extrac-
also need to consider the relative compatibility of thetants than the unsubstituted derivatives. Exceptions to
complexes for water and chloroform as a solvent. Onethese generalizations do, however, exist. In considering
approach to understanding transport across the water–exceptions, it is important to recognize that since there is
chloroform boundary is to consider the lipophilicity of thean estimated error of 5% in our data, small differences are

22 calixarene extractant. The lipophilicities of 2, 7 and 10insignificant. However, with amines for both HPO and4
2 have been estimated by measuring their partition coeffi-VO , the protonated form is a poorer extractant than is the3

cients between 1-octanol and water. These data are col-unprotonated form, and 10 consistently gives a higher
lected in Table 6. These compounds range from theextractability in its unprotonated form.
hydrophilic diamine 2 and tetramine 10, to the hydro-An important aspect of interpreting these data is the
phobic bis-N,N-diethylaminoethoxy derivative 7, having asolution stoichiometry of the oxyanions at both pH 0.85
phenol and a propoxy group also bound to the rim. Alland 7. These stoichiometries are shown in Table 5. In
three compounds have partition coefficients greater thanseveral cases, different molecular species are found under
unity, indicating a higher solubility in the organic layerthese solution acidity conditions. In particular, some
over a broad pH range. The high lipophilicities suggest thatspecies have different overall charges in aqueous solutions
these calixarene derivatives may effect phase transfer ofat pH 1 and 7. These differences offer an explanation of
oxyanions from aqueous solution into other organic sol-some of our data. Thus, the failure of V(V) to be extracted
vents. In support of this premise we observe extraction intofrom acidic aqueous solution by either protonated amides
toluene [29].or amines may be because it is present in the cationic

1VO . Similarly, P(V) may not be extracted from acidified2

aqueous solution because it is uncharged phosphoric acid.
Nevertheless, such considerations do not provide a com-
plete picture, because for W(VI) and Mo(VI) the un-

Table 6
charged trioxide is extracted from acidic solution by Partition coefficients of 2, 7 and 10 between 1-octanol and water
calix[4]arene amines to an extent that the extraction may

Partition Coefficient
be greater than that found from neutral solution. Apparent-

Compound pH 1–2 pH 6–7 pH 11–12ly, a combination of charge compatibility and hydrogen
2 33 11.5 6bonding between the oxyion and the calix[4]arene, are
7 11.5 12 8important in determining extractabilities.

10 8 9 17Although we have so far focused on molecular aspects
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Abstract

Copper(II) quelates with Schiff bases derived from ethylenediamine, 1R,2R-(1)- or 1S,2S-(2)-1,2-diphenylethylenediamine and
5-X-salicylaldehyde (X5OCH , H, Br, NO ) have been synthesized and characterized by elemental analysis and IR and UV-visible3 2

spectroscopies. The ORD and CD spectra of the chiral ligands and their related complexes have also been measured. The absorption and
CD spectra of the metal complexes in the visible region are consistent with near square planar coordination geometries. Trends in
absorption spectra over the series of complexes can be correlated with electronic effects of the substituents at position 5 of the
salicylaldehyde. The sign patterns of the CD spectra in both UV and visible regions suggest the prevalence of d and l conformations for
the chelate ring in the complexes of Schiff bases derived, respectively, from R,R- and S,S-diamines. Specific features of the CD spectra of
the metal complexes are discussed in terms of the exciton chirality method.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II) complexes; Schiff-base ligands; Chiral symmetrical complexes; Circular dichroism; Hammett

1. Introduction of these Schiff bases which have already been reported are
included for the sake of comparison [13,17]. Work is being

Because of the versatility of their steric and electronic done with the above complexes in which they are being
properties, which can be fine-tuned by choosing the tested as potential catalysts in asymmetric epoxidations of
appropriate amine precursors and ring substituents, metal nonfunctionalized olefins.
complexes of Schiff bases derived from aromatic carbonyl
compounds have been widely studied in connection with
asymmetric catalysis and metalloprotein models [1–5]. 2. Experimental
The stereochemical effects and chemical selectivity of
these systems can be further enhanced through the incorpo- 2.1. Materials
ration of one or more chirotopic centers close to the
coordination sphere [6–11]. Circular dichroism studies on Chemicals were from Aldrich and were used without
metal complexes with disymmetric Schiff bases have been further purification. Methanol, dimethylsulfoxide and di-
useful in obtaining structural information on the coordina- chloromethane, HPLC grade, were dried and redistilled by
tion geometry and conformational chirality of the chelate current methods, and stored under N before use.2

rings [12–16]. Such information is interesting for the study
of reactions involving the above complexes as catalysts. 2.2. Physical measurements
The presents paper describes the synthesis and spectro-
scopic characterization of several copper(II) complexes Microanalysis were carried out on a Fison-Carbo Erba
with Schiff bases derived from ethylenediamine, 1R,2R- EA 1108 analyzer. IR spectra were recorded on Bruker
(1)- or 1S,2S-(2)-1,2-diphenylethylenediamine and 5-X- IFS55 Equinox and Vector 22 spectrometers, while UV-
salicylaldehyde (X5OCH , H, Br, NO ). The complexes visible spectra on a UV3 Unicam spectrometer (220–7503 2

nm). Optical rotation was measured with a Perkin-Elmer
*Corresponding author. 421 MC automatic polarimeter. The CD spectra were

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00376-3
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measured with a Jobin Ivon CD 6 spectrophotometer. All The solution was filtered to eliminate excess unreacted
spectra were recorded in methanol, dimethylsulfoxide or copper acetate, and left to crystallize. The crude solid
dichloromethane solution, at room temperature. obtained was filtered off, washed with methanol and

recrystallized from dichloromethane to give a microcrystal-
line solid. The obtained products were stored in vacuum at2.3. Syntheses of ligands
room temperature. In Table 1 the prepared complexes are
presented.

In general the complexes were soluble in dichlorome-
23thane (ca. 10 M at room temperature). However the nitro

and bromo derivatives presented a lower solubility in this
24same solvent (ca. 10 M at room temperature).

2.5. IR spectra
The chiral and nonchiral Schiff bases were prepared by

the condensation of 1R,2R-(1)-, 1S,2S-(2)-1,2- The infrared spectra of the ligands and their respective
diphenylethylenediamine, or ethylendiamine, and the metal complexes were found to be very similar to each
appropriate salycilaldehyde derivatives as described in the other. Hence, significant frequencies were selected by
literature [8,18]. A solution of X-salicylaldehyde (2 mmol) comparing the IR spectra of the ligands with those of the

3in methanol (30 cm ) was slowly added over a solution of metal complexes. The ligands and copper complexes were
3diamine (1 mmol) in the same solvent (30 cm ). The characterized mainly using the imine and phenolic bands.

mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 h. Some- The main infrared bands and their assignments are listed in
times heating at reflux for 3 h was required to improve the Table 2.
yield of the reaction. The resulting diimine precipitated as The IR spectra of the ligands show a broad band of

21a yellow solid. The crude solid was filtered off and washed weak intensity around 2800–2500 cm . This band can be
with methanol. The Schiff base ligands were recrystallized ascribed to O–H stretching vibration, which is known to
from dichloromethane and stored in vacuum. The obtained shift significantly to lower frequencies as a result of
ligands were soluble in dichloromethane and chloroform, OH . . . N intramolecular bonding [19–21]. Very strong

21with the exception of the nitro and bromo derivatives. bands at 1270 cm were assigned to in-plane bending
(O–H) vibration of the ligands [3,19]. Nitro derivatives

21present two bands ca. 1540 and 1330 cm , which2.4. Syntheses of copper complexes
correspond to the vibration of the NO group.2

The absence of O–H stretching and d(O–H) vibrationsThe ligand was dissolved in anhydrous dichloromethane
3 in the spectra of the complexes indicated deprotonation of(30 cm ) and slowly added dropwise over a suspension of

3 the –OH groups [19]. The relatively high intensity bandscopper acetate in the same solvent (30 cm ). The resulting
21at 1640–1630 cm are typical of the conjugated C=Nslurry was stirred under N at room temperature for 3 h.2

Table 1
Copper(II) complexes

aSerial Substituents Color Elemental analysis

number 8,89 5,59 C H N

Nonchiral complexes
Cu 1 H H Green 58.3 (58.1) 4.3 (4.3) 8.5 (8.5)
Cu 2 H OCH Brown 55.5 (54.5) 4.7 (4.7) 7.2 (7.0)3

Cu 3 H Br Green 39.4 (39.1) 2.5 (2.5) 5.7 (5.8)
Cu 4 H NO Brown 45.8 (45.5) 2.9 (2.9) 13.6 (13.2)2

Chiral complexes
Cu 5 R,R f,f H Violet 69.8 (69.5) 4.6 (4.6) 5.8 (5.9)
Cu 6 S,S f,f H Violet 69.8 (69.6) 4.6 (4.8) 5.8 (5.8)
Cu 7 R,R f,f OCH Green 66.5 (63.8) 4.8 (4.9) 5.2 (4.9)3

Cu 8 S,S f,f OCH Green 66.5 (64.6) 4.8 (4.8) 5.2 (5.1)3

Cu 9 R,R f,f Br Violet 52.6 (52.1) 3.2 (3.2) 4.4 (4.2)
Cu 10 S,S f,f Br Violet 52.6 (50.3) 3.2 (3.2) 4.4 (4.5)
Cu 11 R,R f,f NO Violet 58.8 (58.8) 3.5 (3.5) 9.8 (9.8)2

Cu 12 S,S f,f NO Violet 58.8 (57.7) 3.5 (3.6) 9.8 (9.6)2

a Calculated values in parentheses.
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Table 2
IR spectra

21Nonchiral ligands and copper complexes (cm )
1 Cu 1 2 Cu 2 3 Cu 3 4 Cu 4

n(C=N) 1639 1631 1639 1632 1633 1636 1644 1644
d(O–H) 1282 – 1276 – 1276 – 1220 –

21S,S chiral ligands and S,S copper complexes (cm )
6 Cu 6 8 Cu 8 10 Cu 10 12 Cu 12

n(C=N) 1630 1628 1633 1632 1629 1627 1636 1631
d(O–H) 1276 – 1269 – 1274 – 1294 –

stretching [3,17,19,21,22]. The C=N stretching vibration in 3. Results and discussion
21the spectra of the complexes is at ca. 1630 cm , i.e. at a

21frequency lower by ca. 8 cm in relation to the free 3.1. Electronic absorption spectra
ligands [21–23]. This feature can be ascribed to the
withdrawal of electron density from the nitrogen atom All salen copper complexes were brown or violet in
owing to coordination. dichloromethane solution, and in solid state, whereas the

nonchiral complexes Cu1 and Cu3, and the chiral com-
plexes Cu7 and Cu8, were obtained as dark green solids.
This difference in color is ascribed to variations in the

Table 3 coordination sphere. Brown or violet complexes are four-
Absorption spectra of free ligands in the UV region

coordinate, while green complexes correspond to a coordi-
24 24 24Ligands M nm 10 ´ nm 10 ´ nm 10 ´ nation number greater than four [24–31].

Nonchiral ligands The spectral data of the ligands and copper(II) complex-
231 10 229 3.2 257 2.3 318 0.9 es in dichloromethane solution are presented in Tables 3
232 10 234 9.1 sh 258 3.6 347 2.4 and 4, respectively, and in Figs. 1–4. Measurements made243 10 229 5.2 sh 254 1.9 331 1.0
24 in dimethylsulfoxide solution give similar results, even4 10 239 2.6 sh 260 2.0 320 1.8

though both solvents have different coordinations prop-* * *Assignment p-p p-p p-p3 2 1

erties.
Chiral ligands. Free ligands and metal complexes exhibit similar spectra

235–6 10 230 4.0 259 3.3 320 1.1 in the UV region in relation to the number the absorption237–8 10 235 5.0 259 1.7 350 0.9
24 bands and the values of extinction coefficient. A common9–10 10 230 6.0 332 0.7
24 feature of these spectra is the presence of three absorption11–12 10 232 5.6 242 3.9 316 2.0

* * *Assignment p-p p-p p-p peaks. The two located at lower frequencies have been3 2 1

21 21 * *ascribed to p→p and p→p transitions, in a sequence´5average extinction coefficient of both enantiomers [M cm ]; sh5 1 2

of increasing energy [32]. Theoretical analysis of theshoulder.

Table 4
Absorption spectra of copper complexes in the UV-visible region

24 24 24 22Cu M nm 10 ´ nm 10 ´ nm 10 ´ nm 10 ´

Nonchiral copper(II) complexes
23Cu 1 10 238 4.2 sh 276 2.6 365 1.2 565 4.1
23Cu 2 10 228 4.1 sh 278 2.5 394 9.7 564 3.6
24Cu 3 10 240 5.3 sh 272 3.0 373 1.1 568 3.7
24Cu 4 10 222 0.3 258 1.0 365 1.2 570 4.1

* * *Assignment p→p p→p p→p d–d3 2 1

Chiral copper(II) complexes.
23Cu 5–6 10 246 3.7 sh 278 2.9 372 1.5 564 4.0
23Cu 7–8 10 233 3.8 sh 284 2.5 400 1.3 556 3.8
24Cu 9–10 10 240 6.8 sh 268 4.0 380 1.4 570 3.8
24Cu 11–12 10 227 5.0 sh 257 3.6 363 3.6 593 4.8

* * *Assignment p→p p→p p→p d–d3 2 1

21 21
´5average extinction coefficient of both enantiomers [M cm ]; sh5shoulder.
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Fig. 1. Absorption and circular dichoism spectra of: A: ligand 7 (– –), ligand 8 (? ? ? ?); B: Cu 7 (– –), Cu 8 (? ? ? ? ? ?) in dichloromethane solution.

*transitions of the salicylidenimine moiety suggest that the lower energy, i.e. p→p , appears shifted by ca. 4 kK in1

additional peak found at higher frequencies could corre- the respective copper(II) complex, in agreement with
* *spond to the p→p transition, where p is the third previous reports [13]. All the spectra of the metal complex-3 3

*unoccupied p molecular orbital [33]. Well-defined p→p es exhibit a d–d band in the visible region whose maxi-2

absorption bands are observed only for ligands 1, 5 and 6. mum of absorption lies in the wavelength range 595–555
For the remaining ligands, i.e. methoxy and nitro-substi- nm. Such a feature should be expected for a square planar

*tuted ligands, a considerable overlap between p→p and CuO N chromophore [17,24,25,34]. Moreover, the vari-2 2 2

* *p→p is observed. The p→p transition has been ation of the position of the above absorption band can be3 1

assumed to be localized mainly on the azomethine chromo- ascribed to perturbation energies arising from the inductive
*phore [13]. Instead, the p→p band has been assigned to and delocalization effects of the substituents on the phen-2

a transition involving mainly p molecular orbitals of the olic ring. Thus a Hammett type relationship can be
aromatic ring of the salicylidenimine moiety [15]. In this established between the positions of the maxima of the
work, preliminary studies on the polarizations of the d–d absorption bands and the appropriate substituents
transitions of the salicylideimine moiety suggest that, at parameters [35]. The resulting linear correlation for both
least for the free ligands, the molecular orbitals involved in nonchiral and chiral complexes series are shown in Fig. 5.

*the p→p transition do not exhibit a particularly prevalent In Fig. 5 the following sequence of ligand field strength1

contribution of the azomethine chromophore. Indeed, both as a function of the substituents at position 5 is suggested:
*p and p molecular orbitals involve the whole p system NO .Br.H.OCH , Hence, the p-donor character of the1 2 3

of the salicylidenimine moiety. Moreover, the direction of phenolic oxygen would increase from left to right in the
polarization of the above transition results to be almost above sequence, in agreement with the substituent effects.
perpendicular to the C=N bond [33]. A more detailed
discussion on this subject will be done in a forthcoming 3.2. Circular dichroism spectra
report.

An apparent bathochromic shift of the p→p* ligand 3.2.1. Free ligands
transitions is observed upon metal complex formation Circular dichroism spectra of some of the enantiomeric
(Tables 3 and 4). Thus, for a given ligand, the transition of Schiff bases are shown in Figs. 1–3, where the respective
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Fig. 2. Absorption and circular dichoism spectra of: A: ligand 5 (– –), ligand 6 (? ? ? ?); B: Cu 5 (– –), Cu 6 (? ? ? ? ? ?) in dichloromethane solution.

absorption spectra have also been included. Moreover, the occupied p molecular orbital [33]. Obviously contributions
main features of the CD spectra of the series of ligands of the B p→p* transitions of the phenyl substituents on2u

under study are presented in Table 5. In general, there is a the ethylene moiety can also be expected. The above
good agreement between the ORD and CD data. Thus, results contrast with CD data previously reported for
both the ORD and CD spectra of R,R ligands show the ligand 6, where the weak bands at 282 nm (D´510.5) and

*occurrence of a negative Cotton effect under the p→p 302 nm (D´520.5) are not mentioned [13] These low-1

band. On the other hand, the ORD and CD spectra of S,S intensity bands are also present in the CD spectra of the
ligands exhibit a positive Cotton effect under this band. bromo and methoxy substituted ligands, being therefore
Further, the ORD and CD spectra of the R,R ligands are characteristic for the studied systems (Figs. 2 and 3, and
approximately mirror images of those of their respective Table 5). The sign patterns of the CD spectra suggest that
S,S enantiomers. In general, the CD spectra of the studied conformers of negative chirality (Dl) should predominate
ligands are of relatively low intensity as compared to those in the solutions of R,R ligands, whereas conformers of
of similar Schiff bases having methyl instead of phenyl positive chirality (Ld ) should predominate in those of S,S
substituents on the ethylene moiety [13]. They exhibit ligands. A discussion on the possible factors responsible
somewhat different sign patterns, which seem to arise from for the low intensity of the CD spectra of the Schiff bases
two exciton effects of the same chirality associated with derived from 1,2 diphenylethylenediamine has been al-

* *the p→p and p→p bands, respectively, so that the ready given [13]. An additional factor would be the2 1

low-energy component of the former partially cancels out contribution of mixed-chromophore exciton interactions
with the high-energy component of the latter (Figs. 1–3). involving the salicylidenimine moieties and the phenyl
However, the position of the assumed high-energy exciton substituents on the ethylene group.

*component of the p→p band, which is very close to the2

absorption maximum, suggest that there would be addi- 3.3. Copper(II) complexes
tional optically active transitions contributing to the above
band. One of the contributions would arise from the Circular dichroism and absorption spectra of the syn-

*exciton coupling of the p → p transitions of the thesized copper complexes are illustrated in Figs. 1–4. In21 1

salicylidenimine moieties, where p is the penultimate addition, relevant features of the CD spectra are presented21
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Fig. 3. Absorption and circular dichoism spectra of: A: ligand 9 (– –), ligand 10 (? ? ? ?); B: Cu 9 (– –), Cu 10 (? ? ? ? ? ?) in dichloromethane solution.

in Table 6. The CD spectrum of complex 6 (Fig. 1) agrees tions of mixed-chromophore exciton interactions involving
with the one previously reported for this compound [13]. the salicylidenimine moieties and the phenyl substituents
On comparing the CD spectra of complexes 5 and 6 in the on the ethylene group. Thus, the lack of some indication
UV region some deviations from the expected mirror for the presence of the above low-energy exciton com-
image appearance of their bands are observed. Such ponent in the CD spectra of complexes 9–11 would be
deviations would be ascribed to experimental error since ascribed to an increase in the mixed-chromophore interac-
the optically active p→p* transitions exhibit rather low tions owing to a greater proximity in energy of the

*values of the D´ /´ factor. In general, the CD patterns in transitions p→p and B p→p*. On the other hand, for2 2u

the UV region roughly suggest the prevalence of conforma- complexes 9 and 10 two exciton effects, which could
* *tions with positive chirality (Ld ) for complexes with correspond to the transitions p →p and p→p , are21 1 1

R,R-ligands and with negative chirality (Dl) for complexes found to occur under the first absorption band in the UV
with S,S-ligands. From the above data it can be deduced region. This characteristic appears only slightly hinted in
that there is a rather complex dependence of the CD compounds 5–8.
pattern upon the substituent on the salicylidenimine moie- A decrease in intensity of the low-energy exciton

*ty. For all systems a relatively intense CD band occurs in component of the p-p transition is observed through the1

the wavelength range of 255–265 nm. The above band sequence OCH , H, Br, NO , so that for the system with3 2

could correspond to the high-energy component of the the latter substituent the above CD band appears to be
*exciton splitting of the transition p-p since particular partially cancelled with the CD band corresponding to the2

features of the CD spectra of complexes 5–8 in the high-energy d–d transition. These results seem to agree
275–310 nm region suggest the presence of the respective with the predictions of the exciton chirality method [12].
low-energy exciton component of opposite sign. Instead, Thus, the appropriate conformation for a square planar
for complexes 9–11 some indication of the occurrence of coordination environment would imply positive chirality
such low-energy component is not observed. The fact that (Ld ) between the salycilidenimine moieties in the R,R-
the intensity of the assumed high-energy exciton com- enantiomer, and negative chirality (Dl) in the S,S-enantio-

*ponent of the transition p→p is much greater than that of mer [13]. Conversely, for the above conformation the2

the low-energy component could be ascribed to contribu- chirality between the salycilidenimine moiety and the
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Fig. 5. Correlation between the s sustituent constants ( p-substitution) and
the positions of the absorption maxima of the d–d bands (wave number in
kK) for nonchiral (h) and chiral (s) complexes series (r50.968 and
r50.996, respectively).

For complexes 5–8 two CD bands with opposite signs
are observed in the d–d region. These bands would be
ascribed to the transitions d , d →d 2 2 andxz yx x 2y

d 2→d 2 2, in a sequence of decreasing energy [17]. Byz x 2y

using D holohedrized microsymmetry the above transi-4h
2 2 2 2tions can be specified as B → E and B → A ,1g g 1g 1g

respectively. The sign patterns and intensities of such CD
bands are similar to those of analogous copper(II) systems
[13,17]. Moreover, the CD patterns of the above transitions
are in accordance with those observed in the UV region
since they suggest the same conformational preferences as
a function of the absolute configuration of the chiral
ligand. However, in the CD spectra of complexes 9–11

2 2Fig. 4. Absorption and circular dichoism spectra of: Cu 11 (– – –) in only the band corresponding to the B → A transitions1g 1g
dichloromethane solution. can be unequivocally observed. For these complexes it

2 2seems that the band ascribable to the B → E transition,1g g

which should appear in the region 460–500 nm, has been
phenyl substituent should be negative (Dl) in the R,R- cancelled by the low-energy exciton component of the
enantiomer and positive (Ld ) in the S,S-enantiomer. *p→p transition. Hence, for complexes 9–11, the weak1

Hence, from the combination of the above opposite CD band near 500 nm, which have the same sign as the
2 2interactions, anomalous exciton couplets and weaker CD B → A transition, could be ascribed to a remainder of1g 1g

bands should be expected in the UV region for the systems *the low-energy exciton component of the p→p transi-1

here studied in comparison to those of Schiff bases derived tion. The above analysis of the CD spectra should be
from the enantiomer of propane-1,2-diamine and useful as a reference to check the presence of these chiral
cyclohexane-1,2-diamine [13,17]. complexes under the conditions employed in the study of

Table 5
CD spectra of R,R and S,S ligands in dichloromethane solution

Ligands nm nm nm nm

5 251(15.8) 282(20.34) 305(10.87) 333(24.74)
6 251(25.0) 282(10.50) 303(20.50) 332(14.27)

a6 |250(|220) |280(| 0) |300(| 0) |325(| 15)
7 247(12.81) 291(20.29) 330(10.60) 365(21.54)
8 247(24.5) 290(10.46) 329(20.60) 365(13.15)
9 245(15.2) 281(20.37) 316(10.99) 346(22.45)
10 |240(|26) 288(10.56) 316(20.51) 346(12.4)

D´ values in parentheses.
a 1S,2S-(2)-1,2-diphenylethylenediamine [13].
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Table 6
CD spectra of R,R and S,S copper(II) complexes in dichloromethane solution

Complexes nm nm nm nm nm nm nm

Cu 5 254(214.3) 359(11.32) 409(17.3) 486(20.34) 628(11.10)
Cu 6 254(114) 360(22.0) 414(27.2) 498(10.40) 625(21.13)

aCudpen |320(2) |350(1) |400(|29) |480(1) ,600(2)
bCu(sal) pn 276(117) 361(26.12) 399(114.9) 483(20.57) 590(10.95)2

Cu 7 254(23.89) 378(11.7) 450(13.68) 501(20.17) 647(10.69)
Cu 8 ,240(11.8) 315(10.15) 382(21.0) 450(22.44) 507(10.21) 645(20.73)
Cu 9 256(212) 320(22.8) 369(13.35) 405(22.31) 429(11.11) 487(10.43) 634(10.85)
Cu 10 252(18.1) 330(11.2) 368(22.91) 404(12.22) 429(20.97) 487(20.11) 636(20.77)
Cu 11 262(26.9) 345(13.0) 385(24.85) 499(10.35) 618(10.55)

De values in parentheses.
a Cu(sal) dpen5N,N9-bis(salicylidene)-1S,2S-(2)-1,2-diphenylethylenediaminocopper(II) [13].2
bCu(sal) pn5N,N9-bis(salicylidene)-(R)-(2)propylene-1,2-diaminocopper(II) [17].2
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Abstract

1The aluminum alkoxides [MeClAlOEt] (1), [Et AlOMe] (2), [Me AlOEt] (3), and [EtClAlOEt] (4) were investigated by H NMR3 2 3 2 3 3

spectroscopy to study the o-dichlorobenzene solution equilibrium: 2 [R AlOR9] á3 [R AlOR9] . The complexes are shown to exist2 3 2 2

primarily as trimers at room temperature, but increasing concentrations of the dimeric form are observed at higher temperatures.
Equilibrium constants, DH, and DS were determined for the trimer–dimer equilibrium. Values of DH for the conversion of 2 moles of
trimer are 63(4), 78(1), 85.0(8), and 99(6) kJ for 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The corresponding values of DS are 142(7), 184(3), 218(2),

nand 265(17) J /K, respectively. Thermodynamic parameters are compared with those reported for [Me AlOPr ] and [Me AlOPh] . The2 3 2 3

characterization of [EtClAlOMe] is also reported.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.3

Keywords: Aluminium oxides; NMR investigation; Trimer–dimer equilibrium

Alkylaluminum alkoxides have been the object of number of qualitative observations, little progress has been
considerable attention in several fields due to their impor- made on measurement of thermodynamic parameters such
tance as industrial and laboratory catalysts and reagents as enthalpy, entropy, and equilibrium constants for the
[1–4]. As a result of the coordinative unsaturation about trimer–dimer conversions [7,8]. Towards these efforts,
the metal center, a vast majority of aluminum alkoxides trimer–dimer equilibrium constants for a series of
tend to form cyclic oligomers, coordinating in a head to [Me AlOR] derivatives have been reported, along with2 3

ntail fashion, with alternating Al and O atoms. Only the the determination of DH and DS for the 2 [Me AlOPr ] 32 3
nmost sterically hindered species exist as actual monomers, [Me AlOPr ] system [9]. The only other related thermo-2 2

while most exist as dimers or trimers. One of the most dynamic investigations appear to be those involving the
notable of these is [Me AlOMe] , which exists as a trimer determination of DH and DS from equilibrium measure-2 3

both in solution [5] and in the gas phase [6]. ments on Al–N systems [10,11].
Though many alkylaluminum alkoxides are reported as In the present investigation, we present the results of Keq

existing with a defined degree of association, more measurements on the previously synthesized aluminum
thorough investigations indicate that many exist as an alkoxides [MeClAlOEt] (1) [12], [Et AlOMe] (2)3 2 3

equilibrium mixture having a degree of association or [13,14], [Me AlOEt] (3) [15], and [EtClAlOEt] (4) [7],2 3 3

oligomerization between 2 and 3. Considerable work has for the equilibrium represented by Eq. (1).
gone into determining the various factors that influence the

2 [R AlOR9] á3 [R AlOR9] (1)degree of association of these oligomers, which has 2 3 2 2

previously been attributed to a combination of steric and
1thermodynamic effects [1,3]. Most of these studies involve H NMR spectra of 1–4 were obtained as a function of

empirical observations of the degree of association (n) temperature to determine DH and DS for the trimer–dimer
based on solution molecular weight measurements and conversion by plotting ln K versus 1 /T. Compounds 1–4eq

X-ray diffraction studies, seeking to correlate n to the size exist primarily as trimers at room temperature, however,
and nature of ring substituents. However, relative to the increases in temperature result in increasing shifts of the

equilibrium to the right. Measurements for 1–4 are con-
nsistent with equilibria data reported for [Me AlOPr ] (5)2 3

1*Corresponding author. [9] and [Me AlOPh] (6) [8]. H NMR spectra were also2 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00377-5
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studied for the previously synthesized compounds constant temperature bath for at least four hours to insure
1[MeClAlOMe] [16] and [EtClAlOMe] [12]. equilibration. H NMR spectra were recorded at the same3 3

temperature as the bath using the variable temperature
probe for the spectrometer. Each compound was studied

1. Experimental section using at least three different concentrations and each
sample was studied twice to be sure the data were

All manipulations of compounds were performed in an reproducible and spectra were integrated several times to
atmosphere of nitrogen using standard Schlenk and dry- get an average value for the percent oligomer composition.
box (Vacuum Atmospheres Dri-Lab Model HE-43) tech- DH and DS for the trimer–dimer conversions at individual
niques due to their sensitivity to oxygen and moisture. A concentrations were determined by plotting ln K versuseq

special note of caution is given for the handling of the 1/T and calculating a best fit line by method of least
organoaluminum reagents due to their extreme pyrophoric squares. DH and DS determined at different concentrations
nature. Solvents and reagents were appropriately dried and were then averaged to obtain the values reported in Table
purified before use. Alkyl aluminum reagents were used as 1. Reported uncertainties refer to one estimated standard
received. Methanol and ethanol were purchased from deviation of the mean and were based on the scatter in the
Fisher. Trimethylaluminum and triethylaluminum were data.
purchased from Texas Alkyls. Dimethylaluminum chloride
and diethylaluminum chloride were purchased from Ethyl 1.2. [MeClAlOEt] (1)3Corporation. [Me AlOEt] [15], [MeClAlOMe] [12],2 3 3

[MeClAlOEt] [12], [EtClAlOMe] [12], [EtClAlOEt] [7]3 3 3 This compound was prepared from Me AlCl and EtOH2and [Et AlOMe] [13,14] were prepared using literature 12 3 in a manner similar to 2–4. Mp. 43–458C. NMR: H
methods. Previously unreported spectroscopic data for

(C H ) d 4.07 (m, 6 H, OCH , trimer, cis), 4.06 (m, 4 H,1 6 6 2[MeClAlOEt] and [EtClAlOMe] are reported below. H3 3 OCH , trimer, trans), 4.02 (m, 2 H, OCH , trimer, trans),2 2NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian A-60 or HA-100
3.62 (m, 4 H, OCH , dimer), 1.14 (m, 9 H, OCH CH ,2 2 3spectrometer. Chemical shifts were recorded in ppm with
trimer, trans), 1.02 (m, 9 H, OCH CH , trimer, cis),2 3respect to Me Si as an internal reference. IR spectra were4 20.36 (s, 3 H, AlCH , trimer, trans), 20.45 (s, 6 H,3recorded on a Perkin–Elmer Model 21 as thin films on
AlCH , trimer, trans), 20.52 (s, 9 H, AlCH , trimer, cis),3 3KBr plates. Molecular weights were determined cryoscopi- 21
20.61 (s, 6 H, AlCH , dimer). IR: (cm ) 1486(m),3cally in benzene.
1451(m), 1395(s), 1372(w), 1300(w), 1208(s), 1167(s),
1092(m), 1036(sh), 997(vs), 897(w), 880(sh), 853(vs),1.1. Determination of thermodynamic data
811(w), 685(vs). Anal. Calcd for C H AlClO: Al 22.02; Cl3 8

28.93; alkyl 12.27. Found: Al 21.69; Cl 28.53; alkyl 12.39.
Equilibrium constants for the trimer–dimer equilibria

Cryoscopic molecular weight: Calcd. Mol. wt. trimer, 368;1were determined at several different temperatures by H
Observed Mol. wt. 37265.

NMR. The relative concentrations of trimer and dimer
species in solution were determined from integrated proton
intensities. Overall ‘‘monomer’’ analytical concentrations 1.3. [EtClAlOMe]3

were calculated from initial sample weights and solution
volumes. The samples were studied as o-dichlorobenzene This compound was prepared from Et AlCl and MeOH2

solutions prepared in an NMR tube and placed in a in a manner similar to 2–4. Bp. 140–1428C (11 torr).

Table 1
Trimer–dimer equilibria data for aluminum alkoxides

a bcompound DH (kJ) DS (J /K) K xeq trimer

298 K 373 K 298 K 373 K
24[MeClAlOEt] (1) 63(4) 142(7) 2.1(6)310 0.035(2) 0.96 0.803

25[Et AlOMe] (2) 78(1) 184(3) 8(1)310 0.046(2) 0.97 0.782 3
24[Me AlOEt] (3) 85.0(8) 218(2) 3.1(3)310 0.31(1) 0.95 0.642 3

24[EtClAlOEt] (4) 99(6) 265(17) 3(2)310 0.97(7) 0.95 0.543
n c,d 24[Me AlOPr ] (5) 95(2) 260(10) 9.13310 1.9 0.93 0.472 3

d,e[Me AlOPh] (6) 53 166 0.21 16.1 0.67 0.262 3

a 3 2K 5[dimer] / [trimer] .eq
bMole fraction of the monomer unit existing as trimer calculated assuming a monomer concentration of 2.5 M.
cReference [9].
dIn d -toluene.8
eValues calculated from K versus temperature data contained in reference [8].eq
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1NMR: H (C H , trans isomer) d 0.10 (q, 4 H, AlCH ), of 95 kJ reported for 5. However, they are inconsistent6 6 2

0.20 (q, 2 H, AlCH ), 1.12 (t, 6 H, AlCH CH ), 1.17 (t, 3 with the result of an earlier study based on IR spec-2 2 3
21 troscopy, in which a DH of 9.0 kJ for 4 was reported [7].H, AlCH CH ), 3.28 (s, 9 H, OCH ). IR: (cm ) 1469(m),2 3 3

This is an order of magnitude lower than the values1458(m), 1408(m), 1375(w), 1225(w), 1195(m), 1105(sh),
reported here.1046(vs), 987(s), 950(m), 917(w), 800(w), 649(vs). Anal.

The positive nature of the DH values in Table 1 indicateCalcd for C H AlClO: Al 22.02; Cl 28.93; alkyl 23.72.3 8

that the trimer to dimer conversion is endothermic, analo-Found: Al 21.94; Cl 28.64; alkyl 23.70. Cryoscopic
gous to the trimer to dimer conversions in Al–N systemsmolecular weight: Calcd. Mol. wt. trimer, 368; Observed
[9,11], which are also observed to be positive. ComparingMol. wt. 37166.
1 with 4, which involves a change from methyl to ethyl on
aluminum, and 3 with 5, which involves a change from
ethyl to propyl on oxygen, suggests the tendency of DH

2. Results and discussion and DS to increase with increasing steric strain. Despite a
tendency for DH to increase with increasing steric require-

In order to study the thermodynamics of the trimer– ments of the substituents, which would suggest that steric
dimer oligomerization process in aluminum alkoxides we bulk might favor the trimeric form, TDS increases by a
have chosen 1–4 as compounds containing variation in the slightly greater amount, resulting in values of DG which
groups bound to Al and O. A second criterion favoring the gradually favor dimer for the compounds with more
choice of compounds is the advantageous location of NMR sterically demanding substituents. However, it is difficult
peaks sufficiently separated to allow quantification of the to quantify the overall substituent steric factors involved
oligomers, which for other derivatives precluded their and increases in DH and DS may not arise solely in steric
analyses due to severe overlap of peaks. For example, effects, since the substituents in 1–6 do not follow clearly

1[EtClAlOMe] displays H NMR resonances at higher defined changes in total steric requirements. Unfortunately,3

temperatures assignable to the dimer, but the spectrum is the choice of compounds used in this study was limited to
not sufficiently resolved to determine the trimer /dimer those for which there is sufficient resolution of NMR
ratio. All the compounds in this study showed distinct resonances to allow the quantification of isomer ratios,

1trimer and dimer H NMR resonances over the temperature precluding the use of compounds needed to provide a more
ranges studied, indicating that trimer–dimer conversions complete steric trend. A rationale for the overall trend in
are considered sufficiently slow relative to the NMR time the values of DH and DS may also be incomplete without
scale [17]. quantifying other factors such as electron donating or

From the values of K determined from integration of withdrawing abilities of substituents and differential solva-eq

NMR spectra, enthalpy and entropy values for the equilib- tion between the trimer and dimer forms.
rium in Eq. (1) were determined by linear regression from Values for the equilibrium constants, especially at higher
plots of ln K versus 1 /T (Fig. 1). Enthalpy values range temperatures, reflect the greater stability of the trimers thateq

from 63 (1) to 99 kJ (4), and are consistent with the value have less steric strain. Using the values of DH and DS for
1–5 to calculate K at 298 K, the mole fraction (x ) ofeq trimer

‘‘monomer’’ existing as trimer can be calculated. This
shows that at this temperature the predominant species in
solution of 1–5 is trimer with x values all greater thantrimer

0.93. This is in sharp contrast to the trimer–dimer dis-
tribution which exists at 373 K, for which x rangestrimer

from 0.80 in 1 to 0.47 in 5. Relief of steric strain imposed
by more bulky ligands can thus be achieved by a shift of
the equilibrium to the right. Barron [9] demonstrated this
by measuring the position of the equilibrium at room
temperature for a series of [Me AlO(CH ) H] derivatives2 2 n 3

as a function of the length of the alkoxide chain.
[Me AlOMe] was found to exist as essentially 100%2 3

trimer, while the percent trimer gradually decreased with
increasing chain length. The curve eventually levelled off
for n$4, where the percent trimer remained approximately
90%.

Data for [Me AlOPh] , 6, is also included in Table 1 for2 3

comparison [18], though the steric and electronic effects ofFig. 1. ln K versus 1 /T values calculated from thermodynamiceq
the phenoxide seem to place this compound in a slightlyparameters for 1 (d), 2 (s), 3 (m), 4 (D), 5 (j), and 6 (h). Data for 5

17and 6 were obtained from references 9 and 8, respectively. different category than the others. DH for the trimer–dimer
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Abstract

The pyridine-2-methoxide anion (Pym) allows the two new nickel(II) cubane compounds: hNi (Pym) Cl (CH OH) j (1) and4 4 4 3 4

hNi (Pym) (N ) (CH OH) j (2), to be easily synthesized. 1 and 2 are structurally characterised. Complexes 1 and 2 crystallise in the4 4 3 4 3 4

tetragonal system. 1 and 2 have similar structures that consist of tetrameric cubane complexes with the alkoxide oxygen atoms of the
pyridine-2-methoxide ligand and octahedrally co-ordinated nickel(II) atoms placed alternately at the corners of the cube. Magnetic
susceptibility data, measured from 2 to 260 K show ferromagnetic behaviour for 1 and 2. These data were fitted by using the equation
derived from the Hamiltonian H522J (S S 1S S )22J (S S 1S S 1S S 1S S ) including the Zero Field Splitting for the ground state1 1 2 3 4 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4

21 21S54, giving the parameters J 50.43, J 55.28, D520.47 cm , g52.11 for 1 and J 59.78, J 52.42, D520.10 cm , g52.21 for 2.1 2 1 2

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structures; Nickel complexes; Cubane complexes; Ferromagnetic behaviour; Zero Field Splitting

21. Introduction lished example of a cubane structure with the m -N3 3

bridging ligand [3,4]. In this paper we present the synth-
2Tetrameric nickel(II) clusters with cubane arrangement eses of two new m -CH O nickel(II) cubane compounds:3 2

2 2and m -CH O or m -OH at the four corners of the cube hNi (Pym) Cl CH OH) j (1) and hNi (Pym) (N ) -3 2 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 4

that are not occupied by the Ni(II) cations have been the CH OH) j (2) from the pyridine-2-methoxide anion (Pym)3 4

object of several recent studies [1–3], motivated by the ligand (Scheme 1).
2interesting structural and magnetic properties of these In 1 and 2 the m -CH O bridge was generated not3 2

materials, with high value of total spin. Recently, the from the methanol solvent but from the starting product
structural models of Ni(II) cubane clusters have been pyridine-2-methanol (PymH). These two new nickel(II)

2increased by the synthesis of a m -N bridging cluster3 3

[3,4]. In an ideal situation, if the cubane structures in the
published examples were regular with the same bridging
atom, X, then all the Ni–X–Ni angles should be equal to
908 and, consequently, all the interaction pathways should
be the same. However, this is not the case and the Ni–O–
Ni angles of the cubane cluster compounds reported in the
literature are highly variable, ranging between 93 and 1038,
inside and outside the Ni–O–Ni frontier angle that delimits
the ferro or antiferromagnetic interactions. Consequently,
the coupling constants in the nickel(II) cubane clusters are
variable in magnitude and sign. There is only one pub-

*Corresponding author. Scheme 1.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00378-7
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cubane compounds and the previously published [5] 2.3. Crystallographic data collection and refinement of
the structures. hNi (Pym) Cl (CH OH) j (1) andhNi (Pym) (exa) (CH OH) j (exa5O-ethylxantate) indi- 4 4 4 3 44 4 4 3 4

hNi (Pym) (N ) (CH OH) j (2)cate that the Pym anion is a suitable ligand to generate 4 4 3 4 3 4

Ni(II) cubane complexes. 1 and 2 show a distorted cubane
Prismatic crystals (0.130.130.2 mm) for 1 and 2 werestructure with two kinds of faces: four have shorter Ni–Ni

selected and mounted on an Enraf–Nonius CAD4 four-distances than the other two. The magnetic behaviour of 1
circle diffractometer. Intensities were collected withand 2 indicates a bulk ferromagnetic coupling: the x TM

graphite monochromatized Mo Ka radiation, using thevalues increase when T decreases, but after a maximum,
v /2u scan-technique. For 1 and 2 three reflections werethe x T values decrease quickly mainly due to the ZeroM

measured every 2 h as orientation and intensity controls;Field Splitting. The x T vs T experimental values of 1 andM

significant intensity decay was not observed. Lorentz-2 have been fitted by using a two-J equation as a
polarization and absorption corrections were made.consequence of the effective symmetry within the

The structures were solved by direct methods, using[Ni (OCH ) ] cubane core. The two-J equation also4 2 4

SHELXS computer program [6] and refined by full-matrixincludes the Zero Field Splitting D value for the spin
least-squares method with the SHELX93 computer pro-ground-state. Thus, for the first time in nickel(II) cubane

2gram [7]. For 1, the function minimised was ov uuFou 2compounds it is possible to fit the low temperature region.
2 2 2uFcu u , where v5s (I). The chirality of structure was

established from the Flack coefficient, which is equal to
0.01(4) for the results given [8]. Eighteen H atoms were
computed and refined with an overall isotropic temperature2. Experimental
factor using a riding model. For 2, the function minimised

2 2 2 2 2 21was ov uuFou 2uFcu u , where v5s (I)1(0.0041 P) ] ,2.1. Synthesis of compounds
2 2and P5(uFou 12uFcu ) /3. The chirality of the structure

was established from the Flack coefficient, which is equal
2.1.1. hNi (Pym) Cl (CH OH) j to 0.00(2) for the results given [8]. One H atom was4 4 4 3 4

A hot solution of 5 mmol of NiCl ?6H O in 30 ml of located from a difference synthesis and refined with an2 2

methanol was prepared. A solution of 5 mmol of KOH and overall isotropic temperature factor and 11 H atoms were
5 mmol of PymH in methanol was added slowly. The computed and refined with an overall isotropic temperature
mixture was stirred while heated (just below boiling) for 2 factor using a riding model. The crystallographic data for 1
h. It was then filtered and green crystals were obtained 2 and 2 are shown in Table 1.
days later. For 1 and 2 the positional parameters, hydrogen atoms

2.1.2. hNi (Pym) (N ) (CH OH) j4 4 3 4 3 4
Table 1A solution of 3 mmol of Ni(ClO ) ?6H O in 25 ml of4 2 2 Crystal data and structure refinement for hNi (Pym) Cl (CH OH) j (1)4 4 4 3 4ethanol was prepared. A solution of 3 mmol of KOH and 3 and hNi (Pym) (N ) (CH OH) j (2)4 4 3 4 3 4

mmol of PymH in ethanol was added slowly and the
(1) (2)

mixture was stirred for 10 min. Solid sodium azide (3
Empirical formula C H Cl N Ni O C H N Ni O28 40 4 4 4 8 28.69 34 16 4 8mmol) was added and the precipitation of green powder
Formula weight 748.96 965.84began. After 4 h the mixture was filtered and a greenish ˚a (A) 16.185 (5) 15.600 (5)

powder was collected, washed in ethanol and air dried. The ˚b (A) 16.185 (5) 15.600 (5)
˚compound was recrystallised by dissolving the powder in c (A) 29.529 (13) 35.141 (10)

3Volume (A ) 7735 (5) 8553 (5)chloroform–methanol 3:7 at 508C. After filtering, the
Z 4 4solution was kept in a refrigerator for 10 days and green
Space group I-42d (no. 122) I-4c2 (no. 120)crystals were collected.
F(000) 3808 3953
T (K) 223 (2) 293 (2)

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71069 0.71069
23d , g cm 1.603 1.5002.2. Magnetic measurements calc

21
m(Mo Ka) mm 2.24 1.796
Reflections collected 1657 2552Magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out
Independent reflections 1657 2552

on polycrystalline samples with a SQUID apparatus work- Data / restraints /parameters 1657/0 /219 2552/1 /264
aing in the range 2–260 K under magnetic fields of R 0.0484 0.0360

b
vR 0.06876 0.0557approximately 0.1 T (2–30 K) and 1 T (35–260 K).
aDiamagnetic corrections were estimated from Pascal R5o(uuFou2uFcuu) /ouFou.
b 2 2 1 / 2Tables. vR5[o(uuFou2uFcuu) /ouFou ] .
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coordinates, anisotropic thermal parameters, observed and distances and greater Ni–O–Ni and Ni–O–O–Ni angles
calculated structure factors and full listings of bond than the remaining four faces (RF) which also have two
distances and angles have been deposited at the Cambridge different Ni–O–Ni angles. In the 1a cluster, the structural

˚Crystallographic Data Centre as supplementary publica- parameters for the OF faces are Ni–Ni53.188(2) A, Ni–
tions nos. CCDC-102479 for 1 and CCDC-102480 for 2. O–Ni5101.4(3)8, Ni–O–O–Ni5173.08 and for the RF

˚faces Ni–Ni53.120(2) A, Ni–O–Ni597.1(3) and
98.5(3)8, Ni–O–O–Ni5164.98. In the 1b cluster, the

3. Results and discussion structural parameters for the OF faces are Ni–Ni5
˚3.147(2) A, Ni–O–Ni599.7(3)8, Ni–O–O–Ni5170.28

˚3.1. Description of the structures and for the RF faces Ni–Ni53.113(2) A, Ni–O–Ni5
97.4(3) and 99.2(2)8, Ni–O–O–Ni5166.9(4)8.

3.1.1. hNi (Pym) Cl (CH OH) j (1)4 4 4 3 4

The asymmetric unit of 1 contains two independent
[Ni O ] clusters with the same basic structure but different 3.1.2. hNi (Pym) (N ) (CH OH) j (2)4 4 4 4 3 4 3 4

bond parameters (clusters 1a and 1b). The ORTEP draw- The asymmetric unit of 2 contains two independent
ing of the cluster 1a with the atom labelling scheme is [Ni O ] clusters with the same basic structure but different4 4

shown in Fig. 1. Relevant bond distances and angles are bond parameters (clusters 2a and 2b). The ORTEP draw-
summarised in Table 2. In 1 each octahedral Ni(II) ion is ing of the cluster 2a with the atom labelling scheme is

2bound to three m -CH O fragments of three Pym ligands, shown in Fig. 2. Relevant bond distances and angles are3 2

one N atom of the pyridine fragment of one Pym ligand, summarised in Table 3. In 2 each octahedral Ni(II) ion is
2one Cl atom and one MeOH ligand. No inter or in- bound to three m -CH O fragments of the three Pym3 2

tramolecular hydrogen bonds are present. ligands, one N atom of the pyridine fragment of one Pym
The 1a and 1b [Ni O ] clusters have different bond ligand, one N atom of a terminal azide ligand and one4 4

distances and angles, but in both cases the six faces can be MeOH ligand. No inter or intramolecular hydrogen bonds
classed in two groups according to the bond distances and are present.
angles: two opposite faces (OF) exhibiting longer Ni–Ni As in compound 1, the 2a and 2b [Ni O ] clusters have4 4

different bond distances and angles, but in both cases the
six faces can be classed in two groups according to the
bond distances and angles: two opposite faces (OF)
exhibiting longer Ni–Ni distances and greater Ni–O–Ni
and Ni–O–O–Ni angles than the remaining four faces
(RF), which also have two different Ni–O–Ni angles. In
the 2a cluster, the structural parameters for the OF faces

˚are Ni–Ni53.1745(18) A, Ni–O–Ni599.7(3)8, Ni–O–O–
˚Ni5175.38 and for the RF faces Ni–Ni53.0720(18) A,

Ni–O–Ni593.3(3) and 99.3(3)8, Ni–O–O–Ni5166.9(3)8.
In the 2b cluster, the structural parameters for the OF faces

˚are Ni–Ni53.1606(18) A, Ni–O–Ni599.8(2)8, Ni–O–O–
˚Ni5175.38 and for the RF faces Ni–Ni53.0792(18) A,

Ni–O–Ni594.3(2) and 98.2(2)8, Ni–O–O–Ni5166.9(4)8.
A similar pattern of intramolecular distortions has also

been observed in other alkoxide cubanes complexes con-
taining Ni(II) and bound alcohol [3,9,10], and this has
been attributed [3] to the intramolecular hydrogen bonds. It
is noticeable that in 1 and 2 no inter or intramolecular
hydrogen bonds are present.

3.2. Magnetic results

The variable temperature magnetic susceptibility data
for 1 and 2 were recorded between 260–2 K. Plots of x TM

vs T for 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 3, and are indicative of
a ferromagnetic coupling. A x T value of 4.9Fig. 1. ORTEP drawing with atom labelling scheme of the cluster 1a of M

3 21 21
hNi (Pym) Cl (CH OH) j (1). cm mol K at 260 K is shown for 1. This value4 4 4 3 4
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for hNi (Pym) Cl (CH OH) j (1)4 4 4 3 4

Ni(1)–O(11) 2.038(7) Ni(1)–N(14) 2.039(7)
a bNi(1)–O(11) 2.078(5) Ni(1)–O(11) 2.084(8)

Ni(1)–O(12) 2.129(9) Ni(1)–Cl(1) 2.375(3)
O(11)–C(11) 1.463(12) Ni(2)–O(21) 2.031(7)

dNi(2)–N(24) 2.048(7) Ni(2)–O(21) 2.057(5)
eNi(2)–O(22) 2.074(7) Ni(2)–O(21) 2.085(8)

Ni(2)–Cl(2) 2.369(3) O(21)–C(21) 1.401(11)
f eO(21)–Ni(2) 2.057(6) O(21)–Ni(2) 2.085(8)

O(22)–C(27) 1.49(2) O(11)–Ni(1)–N(14) 81.0(3)
a aO(11)–Ni(1)–O(11) 81.6(3) N(14)–Ni(1)–O(11) 162.0(3)
b bO(11)–Ni(1)–O(11) 78.4(3) N(14)–Ni(1)–O(11) 100.6(3)

a bO(11) –Ni(1)–O(11) 80.5(2) O(11)–Ni(1)–O(12) 93.2(3)
aN(14)–Ni(1)–O(12) 87.0(3) O(11) –Ni(1)–O(12) 89.2(2)

bO(11) –Ni(1)–O(12) 167.5(3) O(11)–Ni(1)–Cl(1) 173.5(2)
cN(14)–Ni(1)–Cl(1) 97.7(3) Ni(1)–O(11)–Ni(1) 98.5(3)

b bC(11)–O(11)–Ni(1) 119.2(6) Ni(1)–O(11)–Ni(1) 101.3(3)
c bNi(1) –O(11)–Ni(1) 97.1(3) O(21)–Ni(2)–N(24) 79.5(3)

d dO(21)–Ni(2)–O(21) 81.5(3) N(24)–Ni(2)–O(21) 160.3(3)
O(21)–Ni(2)–O(22) 93.7(3) N(24)–Ni(2)–O(22) 90.5(3)

d eO(21) –Ni(2)–O(22) 85.9(2) O(21)–Ni(2)–O(21) 79.8(3)
e d eN(24)–Ni(2)–O(21) 101.1(3) O(21) –Ni(2)–O(21) 80.2(2)
e fO(22)–Ni(2)–O(21) 165.3(2) Ni(2)–O(21)–Ni(2) 99.2(2)

e f eNi(2)–O(21)–Ni(2) 99.7(3) Ni(2) –O(21)–Ni(2) 97.4(3)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:
a y11, 2x11, 2z.
b

2x12, 2y, z.
c

2y11, x21, 2z.
d

2y11, x, 2z.
e

2x11, 2y11, z.
f y, 2x11, 2z.

3 21 21increases as the temperature decreases, reaching a maxi- decreases to a minimum of 8.9 cm mol K at 2.3 K. A
3 21 21mum of 8.1 cm mol K at 16 K and then decreases similar marked decrease in the x T values at low tempera-M

3 21 21quickly to a minimum of 2.0 cm mol K at 2.4 K. A ture has not previously been observed in the other fer-
3 21 21

x T value of 5.6 cm mol K at 260 K is shown for 2. romagnetically coupled nickel(II) cubane compounds re-M

This also increases as the temperature decreases, reaching ported to date [1–3,11,12]. These findings indicate a
3 21 21a maximum of 11.0 cm mol K at 9 K and then higher Zero Field Splitting D value for 1 and 2.

The experimental data can be fitted using the expression
derived from the isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian:

H 5 2 2J(S S 1 S S 1 S S 1 S S 1 S S 1 S S )1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 4

In this Hamiltonian we assume that all the coupling
values between Ni(II) atoms are equal (an ideal cube
geometry) but alternatively, a lower symmetry model with
two different coupling constant values, J and J , can be1 2

examined so as to take into account the reduced symmetry
(tetragonal) of the cubane clusters observed in the X-ray
structures of 1 and 2 (Scheme 2):

H 5 2 2J (S S 1 S S ) 2 2J (S S 1 S S 1 S S 1 S S )1 1 2 3 4 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4

This, however, is also a simplified model, because we do
not take into account the presence of two different clusters
in each compound. Here, we consider a structurally mean
tetragonal cluster for 1 and 2.Fig. 2. ORTEP drawing with atom labelling scheme of the cluster 2a of

hNi (Pym) (N ) (CH OH) j (2). This isotropic Hamiltonian can be solved exactly by4 4 3 4 3 4
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Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for hNi (Pym) (N ) CH OH) j (2)4 4 3 4 3 4

Ni(1)–O(11) 1.977(6) Ni(1)–N(11) 2.025(8)
aNi(1)–N(14) 2.043(8) Ni(1)–O(11) 2.052(6)
bNi(1)–O(12) 2.139(7) Ni(1)–O(11) 2.172(7)

O(11)–C(11) 1.427(9) N(11)–N(12) 1.184(9)
N(12)–N(13) 1.183(9) Ni(2)–O(21) 2.003(5)
Ni(2)–N(21) 2.062(8) Ni(2)–N(24) 2.066(8)

dNi(2)–O(21) 2.072(6) Ni(2)–O(22) 2.076(7)
eNi(2)–O(21) 2.129(6) O(21)–C(21) 1.388(9)

O(22)–C(27) 1.492(14) N(21)–N(22) 1.178(9)
N(22)–N(23) 1.190(10)
O(11)–Ni(1)–N(11) 175.1(3) O(11)–Ni(1)–N(14) 80.5(3)

aN(11)–Ni(1)–N(14) 99.2(3) O(11)–Ni(1)–O(11) 85.3(3)
a aN(11)–Ni(1)–O(11) 95.4(3) N(14)–Ni(1)–O(11) 165.0(3)

aO(11)–Ni(1)–O(12) 88.5(2) O(11) –Ni(1)–O(12) 85.2(3)
b a bO(11)–Ni(1)–O(11) 80.2(2) O(11) –Ni(1)–O(11) 80.4(2)
b cO(12)–Ni(1)–O(11) 162.3(2) Ni(1)–O(11)–Ni(1) 99.3(3)

b c bNi(1)–O(11)–Ni(1) 99.7(2) Ni(1) –O(11)–Ni(1) 93.3(3)
C(17)–O(12)–Ni(1) 135.3(7) N(12)–N(11)–Ni(1) 125.6(6)
N(13)–N(12)–N(11) 179.1(10) N(21)–Ni(2)–N(24) 99.7(3)

dO(21)–Ni(2)–O(21) 84.5(2) O(21)–Ni(2)–O(22) 90.8(2)
d eO(21) –Ni(2)–O(22) 87.2(3) O(21)–Ni(2)–O(21) 80.1(2)
d e eO(21) –Ni(2)–O(21) 81.4(2) O(22)–Ni(2)–O(21) 166.0(3)

f eNi(2)–O(21)–Ni(2) 98.2(2) Ni(2)–O(21)–Ni(2) 99.8(2)
f eNi(2) –O(21)–Ni(2) 94.3(2) C(27)–O(22)–Ni(2) 133.0(7)

N(21)–N(22)–N(23) 176.0(11)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:
a

2y, x, 2z11.
b

2x, 2y, z.
c y, 2x, 2z11.
d y11/2, 2x11/2, 2z11/2.
e

2x11, 2y, z.
f

2y11/2, x21/2, 2z11/2.

applying Van Vleck [13] to obtain the expression of the
magnetic susceptibility:

2 2 O a exp(2E /kT )Ng b i i
]] ]]]]]]x 5 2 * (1)M 3kT O b exp(2E /kT )i i

The values of E , a and b are given in Table 4.i i i

Scheme 2.

To take into account the marked decrease of the x TM

values in 1 and 2 at low temperature Van Vleck can be
applied in calculating the magnetic molar susceptibility vs
temperature values owing to the Zero Field Splitting for
the ground level S54 from the Hamiltonian

2H 5 D[S 2 S(S 1 1) /3] (2)zFig. 3. c ?T vs T plot in the 2–260 K range of temperatures forM

hNi (Pym) Cl (CH OH) j (1) (h) and hNi (Pym) (N ) (CH OH) j (2)4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 4

(s). Solid lines show the best fit indicated in the text. The equation is:
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Table 4 4. Conclusions
Energies (E ) and coefficients for the Van Vleck Eq. (1)i

(S , S , S ) a b E Two new nickel(II) cubane compounds with formulaT 1 2 i i i

hNi (Pym) Cl (CH OH) j (1) and hNi (Pym) (N ) -(4, 2, 2) 180 9 0 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 4

(3, 2, 2) 84 7 8J (CH OH) j (2), (Pym5pyridine-2-methoxide) were syn-2 3 4
(2, 2, 2) 30 5 14J2 thesised and structurally characterised. In 1 and 2 the

2(1, 2, 2) 6 3 18J2 m -CH O bridging proceeds from the starting product3 2(0, 2, 2) 0 1 20J2 pyridine-2-methanol. As in most cubane compounds, the(3, 2, 1) 84 7 4J 14J1 2
[Ni O ] cluster does not constitute a regular cube, but(3, 1, 2) 84 7 4J 14J 4 41 2

(2, 2, 1) 30 5 4J 110J rather it has two different sets of faces. The magnetic1 2

(2, 1, 2) 30 5 4J 110J1 2 behaviour for 1 and 2 indicates a bulk ferromagnetic
(1, 2, 1) 6 3 4J 114J1 2 coupling: x T increases as the temperature decreases, butM(1, 1, 2) 6 3 4J 114J1 2 at low temperature there is a marked decrease in the x TM(2, 2, 0) 30 5 6J 18J1 2

values due to the ZFS. The experimental data can be fitted(2, 0, 2) 30 5 6J 18J1 2

(2, 1, 1) 30 5 8J 16J using the expression derived from the Heisenberg Hamilto-1 2

(1, 1, 1) 6 3 8J 110J1 2 nian:
(0, 1, 1) 0 1 8J 112J1 2

(1, 1, 0) 6 3 10J 18J H 5 2 2J (S S 1 S S ) 2 2J (S S 1 S S 1 S S 1 S S )1 2 1 1 2 3 4 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4
(1, 0, 1) 6 3 10J 18J1 2

(0, 0, 0) 0 1 12J 18J1 2 by introducing the Zero Field Splitting for the ground level
S54. The best fit parameters are found to be J 50.43,1

21J 55.28, D520.47 cm , g52.11 for 1 and J 59.78,2 1
21 21J 52.42 cm , D520.10 cm , g52.21 for 2.2

2 2 217x 28x 7x 28xNg b 6e 1 24e 1 54e 1 96e
]] ]]]]]]]]]]]x 5 * (3)M 220x 217x 28x 7x 28x3kT e 1 2e 1 2e 1 2e 1 2e

217x 28x 7x 28x Acknowledgementsx5D/3kT. 6e 124e 154e 196e substitutes the
220x 217xnumerator 180 value in the Eq. (1) and e 12e 1

28x 7x 28x ´This work was financially supported by the Comision2e 12e 12e substitutes the denominator 9 value in
Interministerial de Ciencia y Tecnologia (PB96/0163).the same equation (180 and 9 are the energy terms of the

S54 ground state in Eq. (1)). We used this expression and
the best fit parameters were found to be J 50.43, J 51 2

215.28, D520.47 cm , g52.11 for 1 and J 59.78, J 51 2 References
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Abstract

Unsaturated molecules such as nitriles are activated upon coordination to a dirhenium core. Acetonitrile is hydrolyzed in the presence
of water to produce coordinated bridging acetamidate ligands as demonstrated by the reaction of [N(C H ) ] [Re Cl ] with CH CN and4 9 4 2 2 8 3

water in ethanol to form the acetamidate complexes, [N(C H ) ][Re Cl (m-CH C(O)NH)(m-CH C(OH)N)]?3CH Cl [I] and Re Cl (m-4 9 4 2 5 3 3 2 2 2 4

CH C(O)NH)(m-dppm) ?4 CH Cl /0.833 EtOH [II]. Compound II is formed when I is reduced upon coordination of bis(diphenylphos-3 2 2 2

phino)methane (dppm). Compounds I and II were characterized using X-ray crystallography and a variety of other spectroscopic methods.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Metal–metal bonds; Small molecule activation; Amidate synthesis

1. Introduction the same reaction conditions as the benzonitrile hydrolysis
[20]. The synthesis and characterization of the acetamidate

Mononuclear and dinuclear transition metal systems species formed from the hydrolysis of coordinated acetoni-
such as Pt [1–9], Pd [2,10], Rh [11], Ir [11], Cu [12], Ni trile, [N(C H ) ][Re Cl (m-CH C(O)NH)(m-CH C(OH)-4 9 4 2 5 3 3

[13], W [14], and Co [15] coordinate and activate nitriles N)] [I] and Re Cl (m-CH C(O)NH)(m-dppm) [II], are2 4 3 2

to produce amides and other oxygenated products. For presented.
example, the hydrolysis of nitriles to amides in mononu-
clear Pt systems under basic conditions has been extensive-
ly studied as a result of the potential of Pt systems as 2. Experimental
anti-tumor agents [16–19]. Square-planar PtCl (NCR)42n n

t(R5Me, Ph, Bu) complexes with either one or two 2.1. Materials and methods
coordinated nitriles [4–7] are hydrolyzed by base to yield
the bisamide species. Specifically, the reaction of the Commercial grade acetonitrile was dried over calcium
trans-[PtCl (NCCH ) ] system in CH Cl with KOH2 3 2 2 2 hydride, ethanol (EtOH) and methanol (MeOH) were dried
results in the monodentate bisamide species trans- over Mg turnings, and methylene chloride was dried over
[PtCl (CH C(OH)NH) ] coordinated to the Pt center2 3 2 P O . Tetrahydrofuran (THF), toluene, and hexanes were2 5through the nitrogen atom [7]. Since hydrolysis occurs dried over potassium/sodium benzophenone ketyl. All
under mild conditions, Pt complexes hold potential for the solvents were freshly distilled under argon prior to use.
fine chemical industry as potential catalysts for the syn- Standard Schlenk, vacuum line, and drybox techniques
thesis of sensitive amides [9]. were employed for all transfers using argon. The starting

Benzonitrile coordinated to a quadruply bonded Re2 material [N(C H ) ] [Re Cl ] was synthesized as previ-4 9 4 2 2 8core is hydrolyzed to the benzamidate ligand under mild ously reported [21]. Bis(diphenylphosphino)methane was
reaction conditions [20]. In order to determine the generali- purchased from Strem Chemicals and evacuated overnight
ty of the reaction, our research has been expanded to under dynamic vacuum to remove any residual oxygen or
include the hydrolysis of acetonitrile to acetamidate under moisture. UV-vis spectra were recorded on a Hewlett

Packard model 8453 diode array spectrophotometer from
13 1 1*Corresponding author. 400 to 1100 nm. The Ch Hj (101 MHz) and H (400

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00381-7
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MHz) NMR spectra were recorded on a General Electric K, respectively. A suitable crystal of each of the respective
Omega NMR spectrometer with a 10 mm broad band compounds was chosen and mounted on a glass fiber using
probe referenced to CHCl (77.7 ppm) and TMS (0.00 grease.3

ppm), respectively. Magnetic susceptibility measurements Data for compounds I and II were measured using
˚were performed on a Johnson Matthey Magnetic Suscep- omega scans of 0.3 A per frame for 30 s, such that a

tibility Balance and diamagnetic corrections applied [22]. hemisphere was collected. A total of 1271 frames were
Infrared measurements were recorded on a MIDAC FT-IR collected with a final resolution of 0.908 for I and 0.758 for

1instrument as solution samples in CsI cells. The H NMR II. The first 50 frames were recollected at the end of the
spectrum of a neat sample of the acetonitrile used in the data collection for I and II to monitor for decay and
reaction mixture indicates the presence of 1% water after indicated decomposition did not occur. Cell parameters
distillation. were retrieved using SMART [23] software and refined

using SAINT software on all observed reflections. Data
reduction was performed using the SAINT software [24]2.1.1. [N(C H ) ][Re Cl (m-CH C(O)NH)-4 9 4 2 5 3
which corrects for Lorentzian polarization and decay.

(m-CH C(OH)N)]?3 CH Cl [I]3 2 2 Absorption corrections were applied using SADABS [25]
The complex [N(C H ) ] [Re Cl ] (0.25 g, 2.2 mmol)4 9 4 2 2 8 supplied by George Sheldrick. The structures were solved

was suspended in 30 ml of ethanol and 1 ml of CH CN3 by the direct method using the SHELXS-90 [26] program
added. The solution was allowed to stir for 24 h at room 2and refined by least squares method on F SHELXL-93
temperature to result in a deep blue solution. All solvent

[27], incorporated in SHELXTL-PC V 5.03 [28].
was removed under dynamic vacuum overnight to yield the

The structures of I and II were solved in the space
blue product (0.115 g, 97%). The compound is soluble in ¯groups Pbca and R3 by analysis of systematic absences.
most solvent systems: THF, hexanes, toluene, CH CN,3 Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions and
CH Cl , EtOH, and MeOH. Visible spectrum (CH Cl ,2 2 2 2 refined as riding models. Carbon 8 of the tetra-n-butyl21
l , nm): 602. IR spectrum (CH Cl , n , cm ): 3029max 2 2 max ammonium cation in I is disordered (50:50) over two sites.
and 3009 (OH), 2962, 2935, and 2879 (NH and CH),

One methanol in the structure of II lies on the three-fold
1529, 1481, 1472, and 1381 (CO and CN). d (400 MHz;H axis and the other was modeled at 50% occupancy
solvent CDCl ; standard SiMe ) 1.01 (s, broad), 1.49 (s,3 4 resulting in 0.833 CH OH per Re—Re subunit. In Table 13broad), 1.67 (s, broad), 3.21 (s), 3.27 (s, broad), 5.20 (s),

information on the data collection of I and II is provided.
7.46 (d, 7.3 Hz), 7.54 (t, 7 Hz), 7.94 (d, 7.3 Hz), 10.67 (s),

Selected bond distances and angles for I and II are
and 11.69 (s). d (101 MHz; solvent CDCl ; standardC 3 included in Tables 2 and 3.
SiMe ) 14.19 (s), 20.38 (s), 24.91 (s), 61.05 (s), 185.78 (s),4

and 189.57 (s).

3. Results and discussion
2.1.2. Re Cl (m-CH C(O)NH)(dppm) ?4 CH Cl /0.8332 4 3 2 2 2

EtOH [II] 3.1. Synthesis
A flask containing compound I (0.254 g, 2.19 mmol)

dissolved in 30 ml of ethanol was transferred via cannula The synthesis of amides from the hydrolysis by water
to a Schlenk flask containing dppm (0.17 g, 4.4 mmol). [29–31] or nucleophilic attack by base of a nitrile coordi-
After heating the reaction mixture at reflux overnight, a tan nated to a single transition metal center is a well-estab-
powder precipitated from the solution. The product was lished synthetic strategy [32–36]. In studies of the dir-
washed with 30 ml aliquots of ethanol and dried under henium core of [N(C H ) ] [Re Cl ], the hydrolysis of4 9 4 2 2 8
dynamic vacuum (0.219 g, 58%). Compound II can also the coordinated acetonitrile occurs due to the presence of
be synthesized from compound I prepared in situ. Visible water as a component of the reaction mixture, similar to
spectrum (CH Cl , l , nm): 485, 700, and 1100. IR2 2 max the H O/MeCN solvent mixtures in the dipalladium221spectrum (CH Cl , n , cm ): 3051, 2963, and 28852 2 max systems. [N(C H ) ][Re Cl (m-CH C(O)NH)(m-CH C-4 9 4 2 5 3 3
(NH and CH), 1486 and 1371 (CO and CN). m 51.34eff (OH)N)]?3 CH Cl [I], a Re (III, III) system, is2 2 2
B.M. synthesized under the same slightly acidic reaction con-

ditions as the benzamidate derivative, [N(C H ) ]-4 9 4

[Re Cl (m-C H C(O)NH)]?CH Cl , as a result of the2.2. Structure determination 2 6 6 5 2 2

presence of 1% water in the acetonitrile [20].
As in the case of the reaction of [N(C H ) ] [Re Cl ]Crystals of I and II suitable for X-ray crystallography 4 9 4 2 2 8

with benzonitrile [20], coordination of the nitrile in thewere grown by layering CH Cl solutions of the respective2 2

first step of Scheme 1a results in a more electrophilic C≡Ncompounds with hexanes. Data for compounds I and II
31bond due to the positive charge of the Re center and thewere collected using a Siemens SMART CCD (charge

2nucleophilic attack of the OH coordinated to the adjacentcoupled device) based diffractometer equipped with an
31Re center is facilitated. After the HO–C(CH )N bondLT-2 low-temperature apparatus operating at 213 and 193 3
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Table 1
Crystallographic and experimental details of the X-ray studies

Compound I II

Formula C H Cl N O Re C H Cl NO P Re23 46 11 3 2 2 56.83 60.33 12 2.33 4 2

FW 1162.00 1716.41
Temp, K 213(2) 193(2)

˚Wavelength, A 0.71073 0.71073
Crystal system Orthorhombic Rhombohedral

]
Space group Pbca R3

˚a, A 24.6294(3) 40.832(2)
˚b, A 13.5584(1) 40.832(2)
˚c, A 25.4450(1) 21.770(1)

a, deg 90 90
b, deg 90 90
g, deg 90 120

3˚V, A 8497.0(1) 31434(3)
Z 8 18

23
r , g cm 1.817 1.632calcd

21Absorption coefficient, mm 6.410 4.052
Crystal size, mm 0.130.2030.35 0.430.230.1
Theta range for data
collection, deg 1.60 to 28.28 1.96 to 28.31
Index ranges 226#h#26, 254#h#54,

214#k#14, 254#k#28,
227#l#18 226#l#29

Reflections collected 333377 57403
Independent reflections 5551 (R 50.0430) 17299 (R 50.0390)int int

2 2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F Full-matrix least-squares on F
Absorption correction Semi-empirical from psi-scans Semi-empirical from psi-scans
Data / restraints /parameters 5551/3 /379 17299/1 /718
R1 0.0399 0.0434
vR2 0.0814 0.1025

formation of the anionic ligand, proton rearrangementTable 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8), for compound I occurs, but the hydrolysis is not limited to a single nitrile.

In contrast to the benzonitrile system, a second acetonitrileRe–Re 2.2395(5) Re(2)–Cl(4) 2.351(8)
Re(1)–N(1) 2.038(8) Re(2)–Cl(5) 2.707(2) is coordinated and hydrolyzed in a similar fashion.
Re(2)–O(1) 2.012(6) N(1)–C(1) 1.297(12) Direct attack of uncoordinated water or hydroxide
Re(1)–Cl(1) 2.332(3) O(1)–C(1) 1.291(11) cannot be entirely eliminated as a possible reaction mecha-
Re(1)–Cl(2) 2.331(2) N(2)–C(2) 1.300(12)

nism as illustrated in Scheme 1b, since ReCl (MeCN)4 2Re(1)–Cl(3) 2.369(2) O(2)–C(2) 1.297(11)
reacts with primary aromatic amines to yield substituted

Re(1)–Re(2)–O(1) 92.37(17) Re(2)–Re(1)–N(1) 87.3(2) amidines of the general formula ReCl (MeC(NH)NHAr)4 2
Re(1)–Re(2)–O(2) 92.44(18) Re(2)–Re(1)–N(2) 87.4(2) [37]. Treatment of ReCl (MeCN) with ethanol results in4 2
Re(1)–Re(2)–Cl(1) 102.01(6) Re(2)–Re(1)–Cl(4) 104.57(6) the formation of ReCl (Me(NH)OEt) from the nu-4 2Re(1)–Re(2)–Cl(2) 103.22(6) Re(2)–Re(1)–Cl(5) 166.29(5)

cleophilic addition of alcohol at the nitrile carbon [37].Re(2)–Re(1)–Cl(3) 105.58(6)
Unlike the dirhenium systems in our studies, the mononu-

Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8), for compound II

Re–Re 2.3011(3) Re(2)–Cl(4) 2.6079(13)
Re(1)–N(1) 2.077(4) Re(1)–P(1) 2.4620(13)
Re(2)–O(1) 2.084(4) Re(1)–P(3) 2.4850(13)
Re(1)–Cl(1) 2.6117(13) Re(2)–P(2) 2.4877(13)
Re(1)–Cl(2) 2.3879(12) Re(2)–P(4) 2.4708(13)
Re(2)–Cl(3) 2.3832(13)

Re(1)–Re(2)–O(1) 88.90(11) Re(2)–Re(1)–N(1) 88.95(11)
Re(1)–Re(2)–Cl(3) 103.46(3) Re(2)–Re(1)–Cl(1) 166.52(3)
Re(1)–Re(2)–Cl(4) 165.13(3) Re(2)–Re(1)–Cl(2) 101.90(3)
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Scheme 1. Reaction mechanism proposed for the hydrolysis of the first acetonitrile coordinated to the dirhenium core.

clear rhenium nitrile compounds react with amines and conditions, the addition of 0.5 ml of concentrated
alcohols with a change in oxidation state [37–39]. Pre- HCl .(aq)

2liminary studies indicate that the direct attack of OH at Analogous to the reaction of [N(C H ) ][Re Cl (m-4 9 4 2 6

the nitrile carbon is not probable because the reaction does C H C(O)NH)]?CH Cl which undergoes a one-electron6 5 2 2

not occur in a basic medium. A brown insoluble powder is reduction upon addition of dppm to form Re Cl (m-2 4

formed. In contrast, the reaction proceeds under acidic dppm) (m-C H C(O)NH) with the bridging phosphines in2 6 5
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a trans geometry [20], [N(C H ) ][Re Cl (m-4 9 4 2 5

CH C(O)NH)(m-CH C(OH)N)] reacts to form Re Cl (m-3 3 2 4

CH C(O)NH)(dppm) with the loss of a coordinated3 2

amidinate ligand and a change in oxidation state; Re (III,2

III) to Re (III, II) [40,41].2

3.2. Confirmation of structure

The crystal structures of both I and II allowed the
nitrogen and oxygen atoms to be distinguished to confirm
the dirhenium reaction terminates at the formation of the
amidate ligand (m-CH C(O)NH)(m-CH C(OH)N) for I3 3

and (m-CH C(O)NH) for II and does not react further to3

form the carboxylate ligand, (m-O CCH ). Since com-2 3
2 4 2 1pound II is paramagnetic, s p d d* , magnetic suscep-

tibility studies were performed to confirm the presence of a
single unpaired electron. A m value of 1.34 B.M. waseff

determined after diamagnetic correction terms were ap-
plied to confirm a Re (III, II) species. A m value of 1.45 Fig. 2. ORTEP drawing of the crystal structure of Re Cl (m-2 42 eff

CH C(O)NH)(m-dppm) ?4 CH Cl /0.833 EtOH with thermal ellipsoidsB.M. was obtained for the analogous dirhenium species 3 2 2 2

drawn at 50% probability. Hydrogen atoms and solvent molecules werewith a benzamidate ligand, Re Cl (m-dppm) (m-2 4 2 omitted for clarity.
C H C(O)NH) [20] and the magnetic moments fall within6 5

the range typically observed for spin-only systems with
˚one unpaired electron, m 51.73 B.M [22]. C H C(O)NH)]?CH Cl III (2.2209(5) A) [20]. The Re–eff 6 5 2 2

Re bond length of the Re (III, II) complex II, shown in2
˚3.3. Molecular structures Fig. 2, of 2.3011(3) A is within the range typically

observed for other Re (III, II) systems with axially coordi-2
˚ ˚The Re–Re bond length of 2.2395(5) A for I, shown in nated chlorides (2.20 to 2.30 A) [43]. The loss of one of

Fig. 1, is slightly longer than the starting material the acetamidate ligands may be due to steric crowding
˚[N(C H ) ] [Re Cl ] (2.222(2) A) [42] and the analogous upon coordination of the two dppm ligands in the forma-4 9 4 2 2 8

benzamidate species, [N(C H ) ][Re Cl (m- tion of II.4 9 4 2 6

The Re–O bond distances observed, 2.020(6) and
˚ ˚2.012(6) A for I and 2.084 A for II, are very close to the

˚Re–O bond distance of 2.009(6) A observed for III [20].
˚The Re–N bond distances of 2.038(8) and 2.041(8) A for I

˚and 2.077(4) A for II, correspond with the equivalent
˚distance observed for III, 2.044(7) A [20]. The coordi-

nated acetamidates in compound I have C–O bond dis-
˚tances of 1.297(11) and 1.291(11) A and C–N bond
˚distances of 1.297(12) and 1.300(12) A, while compound

˚II has distances of 1.290(6) and 1.285(7) A for the C–O
and C–N bond distances, respectively. These distances are
within the range observed for the coordinated benzamidate

˚ ˚ligand in III, 1.302(11) A for C–O and 1.315(11) A for
C–N [20]. In both compounds I and II, the amidate ligand

2retains an sp hybridization so little deviation in the N–C–
O bond angle from 1208, is predicted. As expected,
compound I has a N–C–O bond angle of 118.7(9) and
118.5(8)8 and compound II has a N–C–O bond angle of
119.4(5)8.

4. NMR spectroscopy
Fig. 1. ORTEP drawing of the [Re Cl (m-CH C(O)NH)(m-2 5 3

2CH C(OH)N)] core of the crystal structure of [N(C H ) ][Re Cl (m-3 4 9 4 2 5 1The H NMR spectra of I contained two peaks down-CH C(O)NH)(m-CH C(OH)N)]?3CH Cl with thermal ellipsoids drawn3 3 2 2

at 50% probability. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity. field at d510.670 and 11.694 ppm indicating the two
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Abstract

(1,10-phenanthroline)bis(piperidinecarbodithioato-S,S9)zinc(II), [Zn(pipdtc) (1,10-phen)] (1) and (2,29-bipyridine)bis(piperidinecar-2

bodithioatao-S,S9)zinc(II), [Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] (2) adducts were prepared and the crystal structure of 2 is reported. The Zn–S distances in2

2 are longer than those in Zn(dtc) complexes. The presence of an additional neutral ligand causes an increase of the Zn–S bond lengths.2

S2p binding energies show a significant reduction in value compared to the parent dithiocarbmate [Zn(pipdtc) ](3), indicating the2

weakening of the Zn–S bond on adduct formation. The observed reduction in binding energy is due to the increased electron density on
the metal in the adducts. The cyclic voltammetric study on the complexes also show an increase of electron density on zinc in the adducts
compared to Zn(pipdtc) . The S–Zn–S angle in the adduct shows a reduction due to increased coordination around zinc. The thioureide2

21˚C–N distance of 1.343(13) A in compound 2 is in line with the nC–N observed at 1469 cm .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.

Keywords: Electron density; Adducts; Zinc dithiocarbamate; Bidentate nitrogen ligands

1. Introduction the complex [Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] is also reported in this2

paper.
The dithioacid complexes of ZnL (LH5X–CS H, or2 2

X PS H) type are coordinately unsaturated; this leads to2 2

the formation of compounds of higher coordination num-
ber either by the addition of one or two molecules of a 2. Experimental
Lewis base or by polymerisation of ZnL [1–3]. Zinc2

dithiocarbamates and their adducts with primary and All the reagents and solvents employed were commer-
secondary amines have previously been prepared and some cially available analytical grade materials used as supplied,
of these complexes are very active accelerators for the without further purification.
vulcanisation of rubber by sulphur [4] and the low-tem-
perature vulcanisation of latex [5]. As a part of inves-
tigation of the dithiocarbamato complexes [6–8], this 2.1. Physical measurements
paper describes the first attempt to compare the electron
density on zinc in ZnS and ZnS N chromophores by IR spectra were recorded on a JASCO IR-700 spec-4 4 2

21using the X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) and cyclic trophotometer (range 4000–400 cm ) as KBr pellets.
voltammetric studies. In addition, the crystal structure of STA 1500 PL thermal sciences instrument was used for

thermogravimetric analysis. The heating rate of the furnace
21*Corresponding author. was fixed at 108C min .

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00353-2
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Table 12.2. XPS studies
Crystal and intensity data

Empirical formula C H N S ZnXPS spectra were recorded on a VG mark II ESCA 22 28 4 4

Formula weight 542.1spectrometer equipped with a twin anode of aluminium
Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.1830.2330.27and magnesium. Samples were studied by using Mg-Ka
Crystal system Orthorhombic

radiation and the resolution of the instrument was 0.2 eV. Space group Pbca
˚The overall minimum peak width is 1.0–1.1 eV. Samples a (A) 33.177(2)
˚b (A) 9.998(3)were well powdered and packed tightly on nickel stubs. All
˚c (A) 15.075(2)measurements were made at room temperature of 258C and

29 a (8) 90at 10 Torr pressure. The peaks were calibrated by the
b (8) 90

methods described earlier for the dithiocarbmato complex- t (8) 90
3˚es [10]. U (A ) 5000.4

Z 8
23D (g cm ) 1.4402c

212.3. Cyclic voltammetric studies m (cm ) 13.43
F (000) 2256
Q range / 8 3–70A bioanalytical system 100 electrochemical analyzer
Range (8) 21.4–36.1.was used for all measurements. The working electrodes
Index ranges 0,h,42, 0,k,12, 219,l,19were of HMDE and platinum; the counter electrode was
Reflections collected 5193

platinum wire and the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl. Independent reflections (R ) 2856int

The redox potentials were referenced to the ferrocene / Observed reflections, O[Fo.4s(Fo)] 2587
Number of parameters refined 408ferrocenium redox couple observed at 0.339 V vs. Ag/
Final R 0.0402AgCl. The solvent used, dichloromethane, was purified by

distillation methods [11]. The supporting electrolyte was
tetrabutylammonium perchlorate. The experimental solu-

isotropically. Selected bond distances and angles aretion was thermostated at 28618C and an oxygen-free
presented in Table 2.atmosphere was provided by bubbling purified nitrogen

through the solution.

2.4. Preparation of the complexes (1) and (2) 3. Results and discussion

The bis (piperidinecarbodithioato - S, S9) zinc (II), [Zn- The stretching frequencies associated with the C–N
(pipdtc) ] was prepared using the established procedure2 bonds are listed in Table 3. The nC–N has been used as a
[9]. Adducts were prepared by adding a hot solution of measure of the contribution of the thioureide form to the
1,10-phenanthroline (2 mmol, 0.4 g) or 2,29-bipyridine (2 complexes [14]. The 1,10-phenanthroline and 2,29-
mmol, 0.31 g) in ethanol to a hot solution of [Zn(pipdtc) ]2 bipyridine adducts show thioureide nC–N band at 1470,

21(1 mmol, 0.39 g) in chloroform. The resulting solution was 1469 cm , respectively. The shift in nC–N values to
cooled and then added with petroleum ether (boiling range lower wave numbers compared to the parent [Zn(pipdtc) ]2

2140–608C). Yellow precipitate of the adducts separated out. (nC–N51489 cm ) is due to the change in coordination
Single crystals of [Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] were obtained by2 geometry from tetrahedral to octahedral [15]. However,
recrystallization from a solvent mixture of CHCl and3 ring frequencies associated with 1,10-phenanthroline and
CH CN.3 2,29-bipyridine are observed in the range 1600–1000

21cm . In the present study, [Zn(pipdtc) (1,10-phen)]2
212.5. X-ray crystallography shows bands at 1620 and 1510 cm whereas

[Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] shows a prominent band at 15932
21Details of the crystal data, data collection and refine- cm . Other bands are masked by those due to dithio-

ment parameters are summarized in Table 1. The intensity carbamate ligand.
data was collected on Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer The thermogravimetric studies on the complexes were
using graphite monochromated Mo-Ka radiation (l5 performed to confirm the stoichiometry of the complexes.

˚0.71069 A). Cell parameters were obtained from 39 The final product of thermal decomposition was ZnS in all
reflections. Intensity of a standard reflection, recorded for the complexes. Loss of bipyridine was indicated by a well
every 100 reflections showed no significant change. The defined step, whereas the corresponding 1,10-phenanthro-
structure was solved by direct methods with the SIR 92 line analogue showed a single step decomposition pattern.
Program [12] and refined by full matrix least squares with Binding energy values for different core level electrons
SHELX93 [13]. All the non-hydrogen atoms were refined in different complexes and binding energies (DE) of the
anisotropically and the hydrogen atoms were refined electrons with respect to the elemental state binding
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Table 2
Selected bond distances and angles for [Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)]2

˚ ˚Bond Bond distance (A) Bond Bond distance (A)

Zn–S1 2.487 (1) N2A–C3A 1.490 (25)
Zn–S2 2.518 (1) N2A–C7A 1.352 (34)
Zn–N8 2.216 (3) C7A–N2B 1.633 (34)
Zn–Si9 2.588 (1) N2B–C3B 1.497 (21)
Zn–S29 2.489 (1) N2B–C7B 1.561 (20)
Zn–N89 2.176 (3) S19–C19 1.699 (4)
S1–C1 1.716 (4) S29–C19 1.725 (3)
S2–C1 1.720 (4) C19–N29 1.322 (5)
C1–N2A 1.399 (18) N29–C39 1.480 (6)
C1–N2B 1.308 (16) N29–C79 1.474 (6)
Bond Bond angle (8) Bond Bond angle (8)

S29–Zn–N89 148.7 (1) Zn–Si–C1 85.8 (1)
S19–Zn–N89 84.6 (1) Zn–S2–C1 84.8 (1)
S19–Zn–S29 70.5 (1) Si–C1–S2 117.4 (2)
N8–Zn–N89 73.8 (1) S2–C1–N2B 121.5 (6)
N8–Zn–S29 93.9 (1) S2–C1–N2A 117.6 (6)
N8–Zn–S19 104.5 (1) Si–C1–N2B 119.7 (7)
S2–Zn–N89 102.9 (1) Si–C1–N2A 122.7 (7)
S2–Zn–S29 105.7 (1) Zn–NB–C13 117.2 (2)
S2–Zn–S19 165.7 (1) Zn–NB–C9 125.7 (2)
S2–Zn–N8 89.3 (1) C9–NB–C13 117.0 (3)
S1–Zn–N89 98.8 (1) Zn–Si9–C19 84.5 (1)
S1–Zn–S29 102.0 (1) Zn–S29–C19 87.2 (1)
S1–Zn–S19 95.2 (1) S19–C19–S29 117.7 (2)
S1–Zn–N9 158.0 (1) S29–C19–N29 121.1 (2)
S1–Zn–S2 71.8 (1) S19–C19–N29 121.2 (2)

Table 3
IR spectral and cyclic voltammetric data

21Compound IR (cm ) Cyclic voltammetric data (V)
red

nC–N nC–S Ep
aI Zn(pipdtc) 1489 985 21.1002
bII [Zn(pipdtc) (1,10-phen)] 1470 984 21.4502

cIII [Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] 1469 981 21.602

a ox b cOther redox couples: 20.82/ 20.70 and Ep 520.37; 21.07/ 20.75; 21.17/ 20.82.

energies are listed in the Table 4. In the case of adducts, The binding energy value associated with the Zn2p3/2
S2p binding energies show a significant reduction in value electron in the parent compound is 1021.2 eV, close to the
compared to the parent Zn(pipdtc) . The observation is a value reported earlier [16]. On adduct formation, a highly2

clear indication of the weakening of the Zn–S bond on significant reduction in binding energy to the tune of 2.0
adduct formation. Such a weakening is indicated by the eV is evident. The observed shift in binding energy very
lengthening of the Zn–S bond in the crystal structure of clearly shows the increased electron density on the metal
the adduct [Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)]. in the adducts.2

Table 4
a bBinding energies (FWHM) and binding energy shifts

Zn(pipdtc) DE [Zn(pipdtc) (1,10-phen)] DE [Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] DE2 2 2

cN1s 399.8 (1.8) 21.8 398.0 (1.7) 23.6 398.2 (1.9) 23.4
dS2p 162.5 (2.3) 22.3 161.0 (2.5) 23.8 161.3 (2.4) 23.5

Zn2p 1021.2 (2.0) 1.5 1019.3 (2.2) 20.4 1019.5 (2.1) 20.2
a Full width at half maximum given in parentheses.
b Shift in binding energies (E, observed; BE, bare atom) with respect to ‘bare’ atom values quoted in the operation manual for the VG ESCA Mark II

3 21spectrometer, count rate 10 counts s .
c Binding energy values for the adducts are unresolved and include those due to 1,10-phenanthroline and bipyridine.
d S2p spin orbit components are not well resolved and the S2p binding energy is the peak maximum of the overall band envelope close to that of the1 / 2,3 / 2

S2p component [25].3 / 2
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The metal–dithiocarbamate complexes are highly co- sponds to a two-electron reduction process. The response
valent [17–19]. Tetrahedral zinc dithiocarbmate complexes at 20.375 V is due to the oxidation of Zn(Hg):
are dimeric because of less effective charge transfer from

21 2Zn(Hg) → Zn 1 2e 1 Hgthe ligands to the metal. On adduct formation, the zinc
dithiocarbmato complexes become hexa coordinated and

The redox couple around 20.825/ 20.700 V is ascribed to
the electron density on zinc increases relatively due to the

the reaction:
chelating nitrogenous bases. Weakening of Zn–S bond on

2 21 1adduct formation is shown by the reduction in S2p binding ] ]dtc 1 Hgá Hg(dtc) 1 e22 2
energy. The increase in electron density on zinc on adduct

Such a response is absent upon using a platinum electrode.formation is shown by the reduction in Zn2p3/2 binding
Therefore, the present study completely falls in line withenergy. Therefore, the present XPS study supports the
the earlier observation [20,21].weakening of Zn–S bond and increase of electron density

In the cases of [Zn(pipdtc) (1,10-phen)] and2on zinc as a result of adduct formation. In the case of the
[Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] first redox couples are observed at2adducts, presence of other types of nitrogens along with
21.075/ 20.750 V and 21.175/ 20.825 V, respectively.the nitrogen of the dithiocarbmate ligand makes the
The redox couple does not appear unless HMDE is usedcomparison difficult and less meaningful.
for the CV studies. The response is totally absent when aCyclic voltammetric studies on simple Zn(dtc) com-2
platinum electrode is used. Therefore, the redox coupleplexes at HMDE have been reported earlier [20]. Fig. 1 is
must be due to an electroactive species produced as atypical cyclic voltammetric recording in the present study.
result of the interaction of Hg with other species.A two-electron reduction process with the formation of

Another set of reductive responses for the two complex-Zn(Hg) has been proposed:
es appear at 21.450 and 21.600 V, which are due to an

Hg electron addition process, such as:2 2Zn(dtc) 1 2e →2dtc 1 Zn(Hg)2
2 22[Zn(dtc) (N,N)] 1 2e á[Zn(dtc) (N,N)] [(N,N) 52 2For Zn(pipdtc) also, a similar conclusion is arrived at in2

bipy,1,10 2 phen)]the present study. The CV response at 21.100 V corre-

Controlled potential electrolysis could not be carried out
because the response was observed very close to the
solvent decomposition potential. But a comparison of the
current per unit concentration of the complex with that of
the parent dithiocarbamate indicates the nature of the
reduction to be a two-electron process.

The absence of the reduction response around 20.825 V
in both the adducts indicate that the exchange of zinc with
mercury does not take place as is observed in the case of
parent dithiocarbamate. Also, the absence of the response
at 20.375 V in the oxidative scan for both the adducts
indicates the absence of Zn(Hg) formation.

The most important outcome of the observations is that
in both the adducts, the electron addition process becomes
more difficult compared to the parent bisdithiocarbmate
complex. This fact is supported by the very large shift in
reduction potential of the adducts compared to the parent
bisdithiocarbmate. The observation clearly indicates excess
electron density on zinc in the adducts compared to the
parent dithiocarbmate which makes the electron addition
more difficult in the former.

3.1. Structure analysis

An ORTEP plot of [Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] are shown in2

Fig. 2. [Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] complex is monomeric with2

eight molecules per unit cell. Zinc atom is in a distorted
octahedral environment formed by four sulphur atomsFig. 1. Typical voltammograms of (I) [Zn(pipdtc) ], (II)2

[Zn(pipdtc) (1,10-phen)] and (III) [Zn(pipdctc) (bipy)]. from two chelating dithiocarbmates and nitrogen atoms2 2
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Table 5
Comparative structural parameters for zinc compounds

Compound Coordination number S–Zn–S S–C–S Zn–S C–S S C–N Ref.2
˚ ˚ ˚(8) (8) (A) (A) (A)

a[Zn(S CNMe ) ] 4 76.34 (2) 117.3 (11) 2.362 (6) 1.722 (2) 1.347 (26) [2]2 2 2 2
a[Zn(S CNEt ) ] 4 75.8 (2) 117.8 (8) 2.378 (3) 1.727 (3) 1.33 (13) [7]2 2 2 2

2[Zn(S CNMe )(C H NS ) ] 4 75.10 (8) 117.5 (5) 2.408 (3) 1.716 (8) 1.342 (10) [26]2 2 7 4 2 2

[Zn(S CNMe )py] 5 72.9 (3) 118.3 (3) 2.466 (4) 1.718 (10) 1.337 (13) [1]2 2
2[Zn(S CNMe ) (m-OCOMe)] 5 72.7 (1) 116.8 (6) 2.459 (3) 1.711 (10) 1.335 (13) [27]2 2 2

[Zn(pipdtc) (bipy)] 6 71.1 (1) 117.6 (2) 2.521 (1) 1.715 (4) 1.343 (13) This work2

a It has been suggested that the coordination number is essentially 5 due to the presence of a very long Zn–S bond in the dimer.

the piperidine rings is in its usual chair conformation. The
other piperidine ring shows disorder as already mentioned.

˚The Zn–N distance, 2.196(3) A is longer than that found
in the five-coordinate [Zn(S CNMe ) (Py)] complex2 2 2

˚(2.079(6) A) and in the six-coordinate1
˚[Zn(bipy) (ONO)](NO ) complex (2.122(9) A) [24] due2 3

to the increased steric effect.
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Abstract

22 2Starting from closo-[B H ] hydrophobic monoanions [R R R N–B H ] hR5H, C H CH , C H , CH , C H (CH ) j could10 10 1 2 3 10 9 6 5 2 6 5 3 18 37 3 2
2be obtained by a multistep process in which the displacement of nitrogen from [1-N B H ] by amines was the key step. Attempts at2 10 9

2direct synthesis employing bulky tertiary amines were unsuccessful: no reaction occurred at 1208C and at 1508C [1-N B H ]2 10 9
22 2decomposed to [B H ] . PdhP(C H ) j Cl used as a catalyst produced a favourable effect, but the [R R R N–B H ] ions were20 18 6 5 3 2 2 1 2 3 10 9

present in too low concentration to be isolated from the reaction mixtures. A more suitable route to monoanions carrying three bulky
organic groups attached to the amino nitrogen consisted in preparing amino derivatives from the appropriate primary or secondary amines
and reacting these intermediate products with alkylhalides in alkaline aqueous propanol solution. The displacement of N by nitriles2

2produced [1-RCNB H ] monoanions hR5CH , (C H ) CHj which proved to be thermally stable, but were easily hydrolysed to10 9 3 6 5 2
2[1-RCONH B H ] monoanions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 10 9

Keywords: Hydroborates; Hydrophobic anions; Diazonium salts; Amine derivatives; Nitrile derivatives

22The closo-decahydrodecaborate (22) anion [B H ] to be further enhanced by attaching bulky amino groups to1 0 1 0

has considerable thermal and hydrolytic stability and its the cage.
quasiaromatic behaviour has been shown [1,2]. The The method envisaged for this preparation was based on

22 2chemistry of [B H ] and other closo-hydroborate the displacement of nitrogen from [1-N B H ] (1) by10 10 2 10 9

anions was initially developed in the sixties and it has bulky amines or nitriles. Compound 1 was prepared
again become extensively studied recently [3]. Our interest according to published methods [5–9], although we

22 22in [B H ] and [B H ] chemistry is currently attempted to improve the process in order to obtain the10 10 12 12

focused on the preparation of hydrophobic monoanions, tetramethylammonium salt in better yield. Only two exam-
susceptible to application to the extraction of heavy metal ples of displacement of nitrogen from 1 by bases leading to
cations from aqueous solution, using the liquid–liquid monoanions have been described. They concern the

2extraction methods. Such monoanions, starting from pyridine [8] derivative [1-C H NB H ] (2) and the5 5 10 9
22 2[B H ] have been previously obtained [4] and we thioamide complex anion [1-h(CH ) N5CHSj–B H ]12 12 3 2 10 9

describe here the preparation of monoanions containing a prepared from N,N-dimethylthioformamide [10] and 1.
ten boron atom cage. The cage in neutral carboranes, e.g. More generally, considering also the molecular derivatives
1,10-C B H is known to repel water molecules from its prepared from 1,10-(N ) B H , it was stated that the2 8 10 2 2 10 8

22 22surface. The 2 minus charge of [B H ] produces high diazo derivatives of [B H ] are capable of reacting10 10 10 10

electrostatic interactions which compete with the hydro- easily with almost any nucleophile to give a large number
phobic behaviour rendering the dianion soluble in aqueous of derivatives [8,11]. We have investigated the reaction of
phase. For this reason the overall negative charge had to be 1 with amines over the temperature range 120–1508C. The
reduced to one unit. The hydrophobicity of the anion had decomposition reaction of pure 1 was also studied in order

22to explain the presence of [B H ] as main product20 18

when the reaction with tertiary amines proceeded only
*Corresponding author. sparingly. Owing to the higher reactivity of 1 toward

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00354-4
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primary or secondary amines, encumbered tertiary amine 1.3. Exchange of cations
derivatives could be conveniently obtained in a two step
process: in the first step I was reacted with primary or Most anions were synthesized as tetramethylammonium
secondary amines and in the second step the amino groups salts and their conversion to acid was carried out by
of the products obtained were alkylated. The reaction of 1 methods similar to those used for B derivatives [4].12

with nitriles was investigated with the aim of preparing the
2expected [1-RCNB H ] monoanions and also to obtain10 9 1.3.1. Method A

information on the behaviour of acetonitrile used as a Aqueous solutions of salt 6 were passed on strong acid
solvent when 1 was prepared. Duolite C 20 H resin charged with protons, and solutions

of 5 in water /acetonitrile (30%) mixtures were similarly
treated. The free acid solutions were concentrated and in

1. Experimental some instances the potassium salts were prepared by
neutralization with aqueous KOH.

1.1. Physical measurements

1.3.2. Method B11Boron ( B) NMR spectra were obtained at 96.29 MHz The tetramethylammonium salts of 2, 5, 6, 8 and 9 were
on a Bruker WF-300 spectrometer and were externally converted to the corresponding conjugate acids as follows:
referenced to Et O.BF (positive values downfield), and2 3 the finely powdered tetramethylammonium salt was over-1H spectra were recorded at 300 MHz on the same 3layered in a separation funnel by ether (50 cm ) and then
instrument. IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet Magna 3treated with 3 M HCl (5330 cm ). The undissolved
550 FT spectrometer using KBr pressed discs. Mass powder that remained at the interface of the aqueous and
Spectrometry measurements were performed in the Mass the organic layer was always kept with the organic layer.
Spectrometry Laboratory, Central Analytical Service of the The combined aqueous solutions were extracted once by
CNRS, Solaize (France), on a hybrid Mass Spectrometer 3additional diethyl ether (30 cm ) and the ether extracts
ZAB-2-SEQ (Micromass) by SIMS technique with were combined, poured into water and ether was evapo-
caesium beams. The samples were dissolved in acetonitrile rated to give an aqueous solution of the acid.
and mixed with a matrix of thioglycerol or nitrobenzyl
alcohol. Masses were measured with an accuracy of 0.1

1.4. Syntheses and characterizationmass unit. A salt such as hN(CH ) j [B H ] formed3 4 2 10 10

from a dianion and monovalent cations was detected as the
2 2 1.4.1. Materialsmonoanion N(CH ) [B H ] . All the [amine–B H ]3 4 10 10 10 9

2 All solvents were reagent grade (SDS, France) and wereand [nitrile–B H ] monoanions were easily character-10 9
distilled from an appropriate drying agent under argonized by this method but the characterization of
[12]. Solid amines (Aldrich) were purchased from commer-hN(CH ) j [B H ] required additional measurements by3 4 2 20 18
cial sources and used as received. Liquid amines weremeans of the Electrospray (ES) method on a VG-Platform
purified by distillation prior to use. Ammonium de-Micromass spectrometer. Samples were introduced in the
cahydrodecaborate (Katchem, Prague) was dried inspectrometer as acetonitrile solutions. A B70 Setaram
vacuum at 1208C. The materials 2,4,6 tribromo-apparatus was used for TGA measurements.
phenyldiazonium tetrafluoroborate [13] and DEAF cellu-
lose [4] were prepared by published methods. Unless1.2. Chromatography
otherwise indicated, 1 was always reacted with amines and
nitriles as a tetramethylammonium salt. Potassium saltsTLC was performed on laboratory made DEAE cellu-
and potassium hydroxide were used for alkylation re-lose [4,17] (and references therein) with a 2 M solution of
actions (see below preparation of compounds 8 and 9).NH NO as eluent. The spots were detected by a solution4 3

of PdCl (0.5% in 5% HCl). The purity of products was2

examined by ion-exchange HPLC using a Zorbax Sax 1.5. N(CH ) [1-N B H ] (1)3 4 2 10 9

analytical column (containing an ammonium functional-
ized silane chemically bound to silica). Chromatographic Potassium hydroxide (5.72 g, 0.102 mol) dissolved in 20

3 3parameters: mobile phase 0.1 M NaClO in a 40% cm of water was added to an aqueous solution (100 cm )4
3 21acetonitrile aqueous solution, flow-rate 0.5–1 cm min , of (NH ) [B H ] (7.86 g, 0.051 mol). Concentration of4 2 10 10

UV detection at 210 and 254 nm. For the separation of the solution under reduced pressure in a rotary evaporator
products at the preparative scale, silicagel 70–230 mesh gave a crystalline solid which was subsequently dried for 8
(Aldrich) was used to fill either glass columns or stainless h at 808C (Pressure: 1.3 Pa). The solid was dissolved in

3steel columns. The stainless steel columns were connected 600 cm of acetonitrile in an argon atmosphere and the
to a preparative instrument equipped with a conductivity solution was cooled down to 2358C. A solution of 21.8 g
detector. (0.053 mol) of 2,4,6-tribromophenyl diazonium tetra-
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3fluoroborate dissolved in 200 cm of anhydrous acetoni- 1.6. N(CH ) [1-C H NB H ] (2)3 4 5 5 10 9

trile was added dropwise over 1 h, then the mixture was
Employing the procedure described by Leyden andmaintained for 30 min at this temperature. The solution

Hawthorne [8], a solution obtained by dissolving 0.5 g of 1was allowed to warm to room temperature, 2 g of dried
3in 13 cm of pyridine was refluxed for 3 h, forming asodium propionate were added and the solution was stirred

yellow precipitate. The precipitate was separated by filtra-overnight. TLC analyses were performed and three spots
tion and washed with acetone and diethyl ether giving 0.44could be seen, one violet at the start (undecomposed

2 g of product. TLC revealed the presence of the yellow[B H –NH–N–C H Br ] and organic impurities), the10 9 6 2 3
product 2 (Rf50.45) and traces of an impurity (Rf50.90),most important due to 1 with Rf50.45 and a smaller spot

11very soluble in water. The B NMR data corresponding towith Rf50.35 (impurity). The reaction mixture was evapo-
3 2 (Table 1) were found to be slightly different from thoserated to a volume of 200 cm and filtered to remove the

previously published [8], but this difference remainedinsoluble violet impurities. The solid was washed twice
2

3 unexplained. FAB : maximum of the group of peakswith 50 cm of acetonitrile. The acetonitrile fractions were
3 m /z5196 (calculated 196).combined, evaporated to dryness and treated with 100 cm

of water. The aqueous slurry was filtered to remove an
1.7. Reaction of 1 with C H (CH ) N18 37 3 2additional quantity of organic impurities, the solid was

3washed twice with 50 cm of water and crude 1 was
A suspension of 1 (0.5 g) in dimethyloctadecylamineprecipitated from the combined water extracts by an excess

3 (20 g) was heated for 8 h at 1208C under stirring. Afterof N(CH ) Cl. This solid was washed 3 times with 30 cm 33 4 cooling down, 50 cm of hexane were added to the3of cold ethanol (08C) and three times with 30 cm of
reaction mixture and the solid was collected by filtration(C H ) O. After repeated recrystallization from hot2 5 2 and washed with hexane. TLC and NMR analyses showed

C H OH 3.25 g of pure product were obtained. All the2 5 that no reaction had occurred. When the reaction mixture
C H OH and (C H ) O washing solutions and C H OH2 5 2 5 2 2 5 was heated at 1408C under the same conditions, only
mother liquors were combined and evaporated to dryness.

degradation products were formed. No catalytic effect was
The solid was chromatographed on a silica gel column observed when Cul (0.04 g) was added to the starting
(2532 cm), eluting with CH Cl –CH CN mixtures (the2 2 3 materials. Starting from 0.5 g of hC H (CH ) NHj[1-18 37 3 2V/V ratio varied from 9/1 to 9/2 during the preparative 3N B H ] which completely dissolved in 30 cm of the2 10 9separation). Four coloured bands were observed and 1.4 g amine upon heating, only decomposition products were
of product were recovered from the third one giving 0.85 g detected after maintaining the reaction mixture for 48 h at
of pure 1 after recrystallization (the total yield was 36.7%). 1058C. Attempts to use various solvents were also unsuc-11B NMR data were in agreement with Ref. [8]. cessful because these solvents (tert-butyl-methyl ketone,

The thermal stability of 1 has been studied by TGA on nitroethane, butanol) reacted with 1.
2150 mg samples, the temperature was raised at a 2 K min The formation of N(CH ) [1-C H (CH ) NB H ]3 4 18 37 3 2 10 9

heating rate. The decomposition reaction started at 150– only occurred when PdhP(C H ) j Cl (0.1 g), acting as6 5 3 2 2
1608C under an air atmosphere or an argon atmosphere. In catalyst, was added to the suspension of 1 in N,N-di-
order to obtain sufficient amounts of product for analysis methyloctadecylamine and the reaction mixture was main-

20.2 g samples were also pyrolysed under air or argon up to tained at 1208C overnight. [C H (CH ) NB H ] was18 37 3 2 10 921
22008C at a 6 K min heating rate. The residual solid unambiguously characterized by the FAB technique

contained hN(CH ) j [B H ] (90%), residual 1 (5%)3 4 2 20 18 owing to the presence of a B group of peaks with a1022and [B H ] characterized by Electrospray mass spec- maximum at m /z5413.6. Due to the presence of impurities12 12
2 22trometry (m /z5216, calculated for N(CH ) [B H ] : ([B H ] and other closo hydrodecaborate derivatives)3 4 12 12 10 1011 11215.6) and B NMR d B5214.83 (literature 215.63 in high concentration, the NMR data could not be de-

22[14–16]). Pure [B H ] was isolated by chromatog- termined.20 18

raphy on a silicagel column, eluent CH CN (30%)–3
22CH Cl (70%), 1st fraction 1, second fraction [B H ] , 1.8. Reaction of N(CH ) [1-N B H ] with2 2 20 18 3 4 2 10 9

22 22third fraction mixture of [B H ] and [B H ] . tribenzylamine20 18 12 12
22Consistently with literature data [17], [B H ] proved20 18

3to be a hydrophobic anion and was detected by TLC at No reaction occurred when 0.5 g of 1 and 40 cm of
11 11Rf50. B NMR data were in agreement with [18]: d B tribenzylamine were stirred for 5 h at 1208C, but an almost

(CH CN)530.55 (d, J 5148, 2B), 15.97 (s, 2B), 26.84 complete decomposition of 1 to hN(CH ) j [B H ] was3 B–H 3 4 2 20 18

(d, J 5142, 2B), 212.35 (d, J 5146, 4B), 215.86 observed after 15 h at 1508C.B–H B–H

(d, J 5140, 4B), 219.29 (d, J 5135, 4B), 225.53B–H B–H

(d, J 5148, 2B). Electrospray mass spectrometry: m /z5 1.9. N(CH ) [1-C H NH B H ] (3)B–H 3 4 6 5 2 10 9

308.5 for the most intense peak, calculated 308 for
2N(CH ) [B H ] . A suspension of 1 g (4.57 mmol) of 1 in aniline (303 4 20 18
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Table 1
11 (c)B NMR data for M[B H L] measured in CH CN at 96.25 MHz10 9 3

Compound Anion formula B apical B apical Equatorials1 10

(singlet) (doublet) (doublets)
J (Hertz) J (Hertz)B–H B–H

2 (a)1 [1-N B H ] 212.84 22.00 216.59 224.332 10 9

– (149) (139) (140)
2 (b)2 [1-C H NB H ] 6.36 2.18 225.47 227.615 5 10 9

– (142) (123) (187)
23 [1-C H NH B H ] 3.70 3.70 225.86 227.646 5 2 10 9

– – (149) (151)
24 [1-(C H )CH NHB H ] 2.77 3.93 225.89 227.606 5 3 10 9

– (167) (149) (146)
25 [1-(C H ) NHB H ] 3.61 3.61 225.86 227.856 5 2 10 9

– – (138) (129)
26 [1-(C H CH )NH B H ] 9.62 20.60 226.16 227.856 5 2 2 10 9

– – (146) (129)
27 [1-(C H CH ) NHB H ] 9.98 20.27 226.10 227.826 5 2 2 10 9

– – (157) (143)
28 [1-(C H CH ) (C H )NB H ] 1.97 4.68 225.26 227.006 5 2 2 6 5 10 9
29 [1-(C H CH )(C H ) NB H ] 1.88 4.90 225.52 227.296 5 2 6 5 2 10 9

– (157) (141) (146)
210 [1-H CNB H ] 22.39 5.93 224.43 229.093 10 9

– (153) (136) (136)
211 [1-H CCONH B H ] 5.01 20.30 228.60 230.433 2 10 9

– (130) (165) (153)
212 [1-(C H ) CH CNB H ] 23.61 7.89 223.58 225.806 5 2 2 10 9

213 [1-(C H ) CH CONH B H ] 10.22 27.16 226.76 224.486 5 2 2 2 10 9

– – – –

(a) Chemical shifts are in agreement with those reported in reference [8].
(b) NMR data reported in reference [8] were: 10.5 (B ), 22.5 (B , J 5120 Hz), 231.2 (B –B )1 10 B–H 2 9

(c) M5N(CH ) except for 5 (M5Na).3 4

3 2cm ) was maintained for 15 h at 1208C. The reaction value. The most intense peak was observed by FAB
mixture became dark brown probably due to the formation spectroscopy for m /z5223.3 (calculated 224).
of charge transfer complexes. After cooling down, aniline

3was distilled off under vacuum and toluene (50 cm ) was 1.11. Reaction of 1 with dimethylaniline
added to the residue. A solid, (1.5 g) was recovered by
filtration and was washed with toluene before drying under No reaction was observed when the reaction mixture
vacuum at room temperature. Three spots were observed was heated for 48 h at 1208C and only decomposition
by TLC analysis of the crude product: Rf50.38 (3), 0.64 products formed upon heating at 1408C.
(impurity) and 0 (impurity). The product was purified on
0.2 g fractions on a preparative silicagel column by means 1.12. N(CH ) [1-(C H ) NHB H ] (5)3 4 6 5 2 10 9

of the preparative HPLC instrument using a 1/1 CH Cl –2 2

CH CN mixture as eluent. Pure 3 (0.84 g) was recovered A suspension of 1 g of 1 in diphenylamine (20 g) was3

from the third fraction with a 65% yield. Capacity factor heated for 15 h at 1258C and the solid was recovered as
2measured by HPLC for 3, k9512.57. FAB : m /z5209.3, described for 4. Three spots were observed by TLC (Rf5

calculated 210. 0.074, 0.233 and 0.326), the most intense (Rf50.074)
corresponded to 5. A sample of 1.56 g of crude product
were obtained and converted to the conjugate acid by

1.10. N(CH ) [1-C H (CH )NHB H ] (4) method B and precipitated as a tetramethylammonium salt3 4 6 5 3 10 9

by addition of a N(CH ) Cl aqueous solution. The product3 4

The reaction was performed under the same conditions containing impurities in low concentration was purified by
as with aniline except that after reacting the products, the preparative HPLC using a 1/1 CH CN–CH Cl mixture3 2 2

3 21amine excess was not distilled off, but was dissolved in as eluent (flow-rate 10 cm min ). It was isolated from
toluene and the solid was recovered by filtration. The spot the fourth fraction which was pale violet coloured and was

2corresponding to 4 was observed by TLC with a Rf50.24 characterized by FAB spectroscopy (m /z5285.2 for the
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3more intense peak, calculated 285.2). Capacity factor organic impurities were extracted with toluene (20 cm 3

measured by HPLC, k953.74. 4) and 8 was extracted in the acidic form with diethyl ether
3(40 cm 33) as described above (method B) and then

precipitated by N(CH ) Cl to give 0.3 g of 8. An3 41.13. N(CH ) [1-(C H CH )NH B H ] (6)3 4 6 5 2 2 10 9 additional amount of 8 was obtained by extracting the
3

3 slurry with 30 cm of acetonitrile. Two g of N(CH ) Cl3 4A suspension of 2 g of 1 in benzylamine (40 cm ) was
dissolved in 50 cm of water were added to the acetonitrileheated overnight at 1208C. TLC analysis of one drop of the
solution and acetonitrile was evaporated while a precipitatereaction mixture revealed the presence of 3 spots (Rf50,
(pure 8) formed. This solid (0.27 g) was recovered by0.092 for impurities and 0.349 for 6). The benzylamine
filtration and 8 was obtained with a 27% total yield. Theexcess was distilled off under vacuum and a waxy solid

2FAB spectrum displayed a group of peaks with awas collected. After recrystallization from hot C H OH,2 5 maximum at m /z5388 (calculated 390). The capacity1.36 g (50% yield) of pure 6 were recovered (TLC
2 factor measured by HPLC was k9519.79.analysis, Rf50.48, FAB spectroscopy m /z5223.3, calcu-

lated 223.21). The monoanion was converted into its
conjugate acid following method A, and the aqueous acidic

1.16. N(CH ) [1-(C H CH )(C H ) NB H ] (9)3 4 6 5 2 6 5 2 10 9solution was found to be stable for several days. The
capacity factor measured by HPLC was k9517.

Starting from 5 (1 g), 9 was prepared following the
procedure described for obtaining 8 except that the slurry

1.14. N(CH ) [1-(C H CH ) NHB H ] (7)3 4 6 5 2 2 10 9 was not extracted with acetonitrile. A total of 0.35 g of
2pure 9 was obtained (28% yield). FAB maximum at3A suspension of 1 g of 1 in dibenzylamine (20 cm ) was m /z5375.3, calculated: 376.

heated overnight. Three spots were observed by TLC of
the amine solution (Rf50, 0.382 and 0.572), the amine
excess was dissolved in hexane and the solid was separated 1.17. N(CH ) [1-(CH CN)B H ] (10)3 4 3 10 9by filtration and washed with hexane. Recrystallization of

3the solid from hot ethanol gave 1.1 g of pure product (62% A 0.2 g sample of 1 was refluxed in 40 cm of CH CN32yield, Rf50.382), the FAB spectrum displayed a group for 6 h, 2 spots Rf50.4 (10), Rf50.45 (1) were observed
11of peaks with a maximum at m /z5314.3 (calculated by TLC and the B NMR of the mixture showed that 50%

314.3). Due to the instability of the conjugate acid of 7 in of 1 had been converted to 10. The reaction was complete
aqueous media, only decomposition products (mainly boric after refluxing the mixture for 36 h. Compound 10 was

1 1
2acid) formed when the replacement of N(CH ) by H3 4 quantitatively obtained (FAB maximum at m /z5158,

was attempted either by method A or B. The capacity calculated: 158). Compound 10 was readily converted to
2 2factor measured by HPLC was k9516.75 [1-CH CONH B H ] (11) in hot water (FAB maxi-3 2 10 9

mum of the massif m /z5175, calculated: 175). A mixture
1.15. N(CH ) [1-(C H CH ) (C H )NB H ] (8) of 10 (0.3 g) and diphenylamine (5 g) was heated for 15 h3 4 6 5 2 2 6 5 10 9

at 2128C. Diphenylamine was dissolved in toluene, the
Starting from 3 (1.3 g, 4.57 mmol), an aqueous solution solid was filtered and was washed with toluene (2325

3 3of H O[1-C H NH B H ] was obtained by method A. cm ) and then with diethylether (20 cm ). After drying, ca3 6 5 2 10 9

KOH (2 g) was added to the solution, water was evapo- 0.3 g of undecomposed 10 was recovered.
rated and the solid obtained was dried and then finely
ground. This solid was dissolved together with 5 g of KOH

3in 100 cm of a hot 1-propanol (60%)–water (40%) 1.18. N(CH ) [1-((C H ) CHCN)B H ] (12)3 4 6 5 2 10 9
3 3mixture, then 2 cm of benzyl bromide dissolved in 20 cm

of 1-propanol were added and the violet coloured reaction A mixture of 1 (0.5 g) and diphenylacetonitrile was
mixture was refluxed for 15 h. A very dark spot corre- stirred at 1308C for 15 h. After cooling down the solid

3sponding to 8 was observed by TLC at Rf50, but a very products thus obtained were treated with ethanol (50 cm )
pale spot was also present (Rf50.32, K[1- which dissolved diphenylacetonitrile. The residual solid

3 3(C H CH )(C H )NHB H ]). After addition of 1 cm of was washed with ethanol (25 cm 32) and with diethyl-6 5 2 6 5 10 9
3 3benzyl bromide dissolved in 10 cm of 1-propanol, the ether (20 cm ) and was collected to be dried under vacuum

2reaction mixture was allowed to stand at room temperature (TLC: Rf50, FAB maximum at m /z5310, calculated:
for 2 days, after which time the reaction was complete (the 310). When dissolved in hot water, 12 was quantitatively
spot at Rf50.32 had disappeared). The solvent was converted to N(CH ) [1-((C H ) CHCONH )B H ] (13)3 4 6 5 2 2 10 9

3 3 2evaporated, 50 cm of water and 45 cm of 6 M HCl were (TLC: Rf50, FAB maximum at m /z5327, calculated:
added and the mixture was stirred giving slurry. The 328).
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2. Results and discussion 10. Acetonitrile solutions of 1 could be stored for several
days at room temperature without noticeable decomposi-
tion, it may be inferred that acetonitrile reacts withThe different routes to hydrophobic anions that we have
intermediates species to give 10 during the formation of 1.investigated starting from 1 are shown in Fig. 1. Various
Attempts to use (NH ) [B H ] instead of K [B H ]attempts were made to improve the synthesis of 1 accord- 4 2 10 10 2 10 10

2ing to the method of Hawthorne et al. [5–9]. Compound 1 were unsuccessful: the aryldiazonium salt of [B H ] did10 10
1was obtained in a very pure form, but with yields not not significantly decompose to 1 in the presence of NH4

exceeding 40% partly because acetonitrile used as a when sodium propionate was added to the reaction
1solvent led to the formation of the undesired side product medium. Due to its acidic character NH may oppose the4

2 2Fig. 1. Synthesis of [1-LB H ] from [1-N B H ] .10 9 2 10 9
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buffer effect produced by sodium propionate, but the stable. Finally we could obtain pure samples containing 8
decomposition reaction of 1 has been reported to take or 9 in which the proximity of phenyl rings to the ten

1place [9] with salts formed from Et NH , a slightly boron atom cage produces a stabilizing effect. The trisub-3
1weaker acid than NH . Other factors such as the solubility stitution enhances the hydrophobic character of these4

of the salts in acetonitrile may be more important. anions and according to preliminary tests, it should be
When the nitrogen atom was not encumbered by bulky worth examining their properties as extractors of caesium

substituents, amines reacted with 1 at 120–1308C giving from aqueous solutions.
the [amine–B H ] monoanions 2–7. Amines were used in The behaviour of 1 in the presence of nitriles was10 9

excess in order to serve as a solvent, because all the other consistent with the properties of inner diazonium salts
suitable solvents tested reacted with the starting materials. described in the literature because of the absence of any
When the reaction proceeded with difficulty because of steric effect. The reaction affords a facile route to [1-

2steric hindrance, a complex mixture of products was RCNB H ] monanions whereas their stereoisomers10 9

obtained at 1508C and the decomposition reaction of 1 carrying the nitrile substituents in an equatorial position
22prevailed can be obtained by reaction of nitriles with [B H ] in10 10

the presence of strong acid [28]. The IR spectra of 10 and
2 22

21 212[1 2 N B H ] → [B H ] 1 2N2 10 9 20 18 2 12 showed absorptions at 2218 cm and 2255 cm
respectively, these bands being assigned to the CN stretch-

The same decomposition reaction giving ing vibration because no absorption was observed in the
hN(CH ) j [B H ] as main product occurred when pure same region with the related [1-amine–B H ]2 and [1-3 4 2 20 18 10 9

22 21 was heated at 1508C in an argon atmosphere. [B H ] RCONH B H ] monoanions. The frequencies of these20 18 2 10 9

is well known and was prepared by aqueous ferric [19] or nCN vibrations are close to those observed with the free
ceric [18,20] ion oxidation or electrochemical coupling nitriles, showing that the association of the nitrile with the

22[21,22] of [B H ] . Upon heating 1, the formation of B cage has not affected the triple bond. Compound 1010 10 10
22[B H ] was also accompanied by its slow degradation, did not decompose when heated for 5 h at 2108C as a20 18

22giving the very stable [B H ] and other unidentified solution in diphenylamine indicating that the product is12 12
22products. The formation of [B H ] can be attributed to thermally stable and does not easily exchange the nitrile12 12

polyhedral rearrangements and such rearrangements have group for an amine. In contrast, addition of water to the
been observed at temperatures as low as 150–1608C triple bond occurred readily at temperatures above 908C to

2[23,24]. Palladium catalysts are effective in reactions of give [1-RCONH B H ] monoanions.2 10 9
1diazonium salts with alkenes [25], carbon monoxide [26] The H NMR spectra of all derivatives containing one or

and organotin compounds [27]. The addition of two benzyl substituents (Table 2) showed that the CH2]
PdhP(C H ) j Cl to a mixture of 1 with N,N-dimethyloc- resonance of the benzyl groups was split into two peaks of6 5 3 2 2

2tadecylamine allowed the [amine–B H ] monoanion to equivalent intensity. A splitting into several peaks was also10 9

form but in poor yield. mentioned for their B analogues [4] and suggest that for12

The nature of the substituents attached to the amino steric reasons, the two protons of the methylene groups are
11nitrogen proved to have considerable effects on the ex- located in different environments. The B NMR spectrum

22traction properties of the anions. Long aliphatic chains of [B H ] displays two doublets at d 50.89 and10 10

tend to give detergent-like properties causing problems in 230.86 ppm in a 1/4 ratio [16] corresponding to the apical
separation of aqueous and organic phases in the course of and the equatorial atoms respectively. As shown in Table
extraction. More suitable products were obtained when the 1, the coordination of the ten boron atom cage of the initial

22substituents were aromatic groups. Compounds 8 and 9 [B H ] anion to the amino, nitrilo or amido nitrogen10 10
11were obtained by alkylation of 3 or 5 using an excess of had no large effect on the B NMR resonance frequencies

benzyl bromide. As observed for the B series [4], the of the various atoms: the equatorial atoms gave rise to two12
2ammonium groups of [amine–B H ] anions are weaker doublets about 2 ppm apart between 226 and 230 ppm;10 9

nucleophiles than the initial free amines. Nevertheless the the singlet due to the substituted apical boron atom was
alkylation reaction could be carried out by refluxing in observed between 23.6 ppm and 110 ppm and the
propanol–water mixtures in alkaline media, but the re- doublet due to the unsubstituted apical boron appeared
action time had to exceed 36 h. To be potentially interest- between 27 ppm and 18 ppm. In contrast, a strong
ing either for its conversion to a more hydrophobic anion perturbation was observed for 1 since the two doublets due
or for extraction applications, an anion had to be stable in a to equatorial atoms were 8 ppm distant and were con-

22strong acid medium. Unexpected behaviour was observed siderably shifted compared to [B H ] , the resonances10 10

in the benzyl derivative series, 6 proving to be stable in due the apical boron atoms (observed at 212.84 ppm and
acidic medium but the disubstituted anion 7 decomposed to 122 ppm) were also considerably shifted. The perturbation

11boric acid. In contrast under the same conditions both the of the B spectra observed for 1 can be paralleled to the
monosubstituted 3 and disubstituted 5 derivatives were frequency of the main B–H absorption (Table 3) which
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Table 2
1 (a) (b)H NMR data for M[B H L] measured in CD CN at 300 MHz10 9 3

Compound Formula CH(arom) CH CH NCH N H2 3 3] ]] ] ](multiplet) (2 peaks) (singlet) (singlet) (singlet)
21 [1-N B H ] – – – 3.09 –2 10 9

(12)
22 [1-C H NB H9] 7.5–9 – – 3.09 –5 5 10

(5) (12)
23 [1-C H NH B H ] 7.0–7.5 – – 3.06 2.786 5 2 10 9

(5) (12) (2)
24 [1-(C H )CH NHB H ] 7.1–7.5 – 3.12 3.06 2.736 5 3 10 9

(5) (3) (12) (1)
25 [1-(C H ) NHB H ] 7.1–7.5 – – – –6 5 2 10 9

(10)
26 [1-(C H CH )NH B H ] 6.7–8.2 4.06 5.11 – 3.08 –6 5 2 2 10 9

(5) (1) (1) (12)
27 [1-(C H CH ) NHB H ] 6.8–7.8 4.22 4.30 – 3.06 –6 5 2 2 10 9

(10) (2) (2) (12)
28 [1-(C H CH ) (C H )NB H ] 6.3–7.8 4.6 5.0 – 3.08 –6 5 2 2 6 5 10 9

(15) (2) (2) (12)
29 [1-(C H CH )(C H ) NB H ] 6.5–8.5 3.9 4.0 – 3.01 –6 5 2 6 5 2 10 9

(15) (1) (1) (12)
210 [1-H CNB H ] – – 2.80 3.10 –3 10 9

(3) (12)
211 [1-H CCONH B H ] – – 2.36 3.09 –3 2 10 9

(3) (12)

(a) For all compounds the hydroborate cage gave rise to broad BH signals spreading between 2.5 and 22 ppm with a total area corresponding to 9 BH.
] ]

(b) M5N(CH ) except for 5 (M5Na).3 4

Table 3
IR data for M[B H L]10 9

(b) 21 21 21Compound Formula n (cm ) n (cm ) n (cm )N–H B–H cage
(a)(br) (s) (m)

(c)1 N(CH ) [1-N B H ] – 2510 953, 10003 4 2 10 9
(d)2 N(CH ) [1-C H B H ] – 2461 949, 10043 4 5 5 10 9

3 N(CH ) [1-C H NH B H ] 3373 2467 950, 10263 4 6 5 2 10 9

4 N(CH ) [1-(C H )CH NHB H ] – 2463 1005, 10233 4 6 5 3 10 9

5 Na[1-(C H ) NHB H ] 3360 2466 954, 10286 5 2 10 9
(e)6 N(CH ) [1-(C H CH )NH B H ] 3375 2461 948, 10103 4 6 5 2 2 10 9
(e)7 N(CH ) [1-(C H CH ) NHB H ] – 2475 955, 10113 4 6 5 2 2 10 9

(f)8 N(CH ) [1-(C H CH ) (C H )NB H ] – 2467 955, 10063 4 6 5 2 2 6 5 10 9
(g)9 N(CH ) [1-(C H CH )(C H ) NB H ] – 2472 955, 10063 4 6 5 2 6 5 2 10 9

(h)10 N(CH ) [1-H CNB H ] – 2475 947, 10153 4 3 10 9
(i)11 N(CH ) [1-H CCONH B H ] 3333, 3429 2474 953, 10143 4 3 2 10 9

(j)12 N(CH ) [1-(C H ) CH CNB H ] – 2468 1000, 10313 4 6 5 2 2 10 9
(k)13 N(CH ) [1-(C H ) CH CONH B H ] 3385, 3504 2473 1000, 10253 4 6 5 2 2 2 10 9

(a) br5broad, s5strong, m5medium, w5weak.
1 21 21(b) for all compounds: n C–H hN(CH ) j53029 cm (m), n C–C (aromatic)51498 cm (m).3 4

21 21 21 21(c) n N;N52242 cm (s); (d) n C5N51540 cm (m); (e) n C–N51288 cm (w); (f) n C–C (phenyl ring)51485 cm (s), n C–C (benzyl
21 21 21 21ring)51454 cm (m); (g) n C–C (phenyl ring)51489 cm (s), n C–C (benzyl ring)51455 cm (w), n C–H (–CH )52926, 2961 cm (w); (h) nC–H2

21 21 21 21 21(–CH )52923, 2959 cm N (w); n C;N52218 cm (w); (i) n C–H (–CH )52923, 2958 cm (w) n C5051675 cm (s), d N–H51586 cm3 3
21 21 21(m); (j) V C–H (–CH )52857, 2929 cm (w), n C;N52255 (w); (h) n C–H (–CH )52857, 2929 cm (w), n C5051622 cm (s).2 2

21was found to be about 40 cm higher for 1 than for the Acknowledgements
22other monoanions or for [B H ] . The frequency10 10

increase could be due to an electron transfer from the cage Partial support of this work by the European Community
to the diazo group [29,30], producing a perturbation of the in the framework of the Project CIPA-CT93-0133 of the
electron distribution of the B cage. PECO program is highly appreciated. The authors would10
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Abstract

The results of the X-ray diffraction study of two oxoalkoxides, Zr O(OBu-t) (I) and Hf O (OEt) (EtOH) (II), are reported.3 10 6 2 20 2

Crystallization of I occurs after the prolonged storage of the electrolyte obtained by the anodic dissolution of metal Zr in t-BuOH
dissolved in acetonitrile. Crystals of II were grown from the toluene solutions of the product formerly known as ‘hafnium ethoxide’. The
central core of the Zr (m -O)(m -OBu-t)(m-OBu-t) (OBu-t) molecule features the [Zr ] triangle, which may be regarded as three [ZrO ]3 3 3 3 6 3 6

fused via common faces. Molecule Hf (m -O) (m-OEt) (OEt) (EtOH) is a kind of ‘doubled’ hafnium analog of I; its central core6 3 2 8 12 2

representing the 12-membered cycle with the alternating Hf atoms and the O atoms of the bridging OEt groups. Each of the two m -OXO3

atoms is bonded to three neighbouring hafnium atoms on either side of the ring, thus forming two [Hf O] triangles linked to each other3

via two four-membered [Hf O ] cycles, involving two pairs of bridging OEt groups. The structures of the products of partial2 2

decomposition of alkoxides involving the triangular [M (m -O)] fragments confirm our earlier assumption about the structure of the3 3

oxocomplexes actually existing in the species formerly known as unsolvated ‘M(OR) ’.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights4

reserved.

Keywords: Alkoxides; Zirconium; Hafnium; Oxoalkoxides

1. Introduction zirconium and hafnium oxoalkoxide crystals, which pre-
cipitated following prolonged storage of the ‘alkoxide’

In our studies of amorphous zirconium and hafnium solutions and most probably represent the products of their
alkoxides ‘M(OR) ’ (R5Me, Et, Bu, t-Bu) and of the partial degradation.4

products of [M(OR) ROH] (R5i-Pr, i-Bu) desolvation,4 2
1using X-ray powder, IR, H NMR and mass-spectroscopic

methods, we found that the species in question were 2. Experimental
actually not monophase. Their elemental analyses indeed
correspond to the M(OR) composition, although along4 The conditions for the electrochemical synthesis of
with M(OR) (and traces of crystal solvates), they contain4 alkoxides were discussed in detail in ref. [1]. On comple-
oxoalkoxides as one of their main components. In the tion of the anodic dissolution of the metal, the alcohol was
hafnium alkoxide samples, no orthoform species were removed from the electrolyte by distillation in vacuo. The
found at all. According to the mass-spectroscopic data, target product was extracted from the residue by boiling
oxoalkoxide molecules represent mostly tri- and tetranu- hexane or toluene and was separated from the admixture of
clear complexes, M O(OR) and M O(OR) [1], which3 10 4 14 LiCl conductive additive and metal fine powder. The
obviously contain tri- and tetradentate oxygen atoms. electrolysis of Hf in absolute ethanol yielded white amor-1Indeed, the H NMR spectra of ‘M(OR) ’ were shown to4 phous powder, its elemental analysis being quite close to
be identical with those of W O(OPr-i) and Th O(OBu-3 10 3 that expected for non-solvated Hf(OEt) . After storage of a4t) , the triangular M (m -O)(m -OR)(m-OR) (OR) clus-10 3 3 3 3 6 toluene solution of this product for several months, the
ters with one oxo atom and one bridging m -OR group on3 crystalline oxoethoxide Hf O (OEt) (EtOH) (II) was6 2 20 2the opposite side of the [M ] plane [2,3].3 precipitated (yield, |20%). Found: Hf, 51.5; C, 24.5; H,

This paper reports the results of structural studies of 4.67. C H O Hf requires: Hf, 51.0; C, 25.2; H, 5.35.44 112 24 6

Anodic oxidation of Zr in tert.-BuOH required the
*Corresponding author. presence of acetonitrile. Gas evolution was observed on the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00364-7
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cathode as well as on the anode. The electrolysis product on an IBM PC using the SHELXTL PLUS 5 program package
represented amorphous powder; its analysis gave a carbon [5].
content that was 1.5 times less than one would have
expected for Zr(OBu-t) . On storage of this product in4

tert.-butanol for several years, a certain amount of rhom- 3. Results and discussion
boid-shaped crystalline platelets of Zr O(OBu-t) (I) was3 10

formed. Found: Zr, 27.4; C, 46.3; H, 8.34. C H O Zr In crystals of I, there are two independent, structurally40 90 11 3

requires: Zr, 26.8; C, 47.1; H, 8.82. similar molecules of Zr (m -O)(m -OBu-t)(m-OBu-3 3 3

t) (OBu-t) complex (A and B); all tert.-Bu groups, with3 6

the exception of those at the O(2) and O(11) atoms in
2.1. X-ray diffraction studies of I and II molecule A and O(29) in molecule B, are disordered (Fig.

1 depicts molecule A, methyl groups are omitted for
Crystal data and the details of the X-ray experiments are clarity). The central core of the molecule involves a

given in Table 1. Both structures were solved by direct triangular [Zr ] motif, which may be regarded as three3

methods and refined by the full-matrix least-squares meth- coordination octahedra [ZrO ] fused via common faces.6

od in the anistropic approximation for non-hydrogen atoms Three oxygen atoms of the m-OR groups [O(3), O(4) and
(in I, all methyl carbon atoms of the tert.-butyl groups O(5)] and three Zr atoms lie in the vertices of the planar

˚were refined isotropically). The H atoms in structure I (within 0.05 A) hexagon, and the endocyclic bond angles
were not taken into account; in structure II, they were at the Zr and oxygen atoms are equal to 142.4(4)–143(4)
placed in the geometrically calculated positions and in- and 96.1(4)–97.1(5)8, respectively. Two tridentate ligands,
cluded in the final refinement in the riding model approxi- the O(1) oxo atom and the O(2)R group, are on opposite
mation. Absorption correction for II was applied according sides of the [Zr ] plane, with displacements of the O(1)3

to the DIFABS program [4]. All calculations were performed and O(2) atoms from this plane (averaged over both

Table 1
Crystal data and the details of the X-ray experiments for I and II

Compound I II

Formula C H Zr O C H Hf O40 90 3 11 44 112 6 24

Molecular weight 1020.78 2096.28
Colour; habit Colourless blocks Colourless blocks
Crystal size (mm) 0.730.430.3 0.630.430.3
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic

¯Space group P2 /c P11
˚a, A 23.320(11) 11.665(2)
˚b, A 18.162(6) 12.327(3)
˚c, A 25.140(7) 13.544(3)

a, 8 90 88.38(3)
b, 8 115.83(3) 71.86(3)
g, 8 90 75.14(3)

3˚V, A 9584(6) 1786.0
Z 8 1
d 1.415 1.94923calc,g.cm

Diffractometer Siemens P3LPC CAD-4 Enraf-Nonius
˚l, A 0.71073 0.71073

Temperature, K 163 293
Scan mode u \2u u \5/3u

u , 8 21 26max
21

m(MoK ), cm 8.05 87.43a

Absorption correction N/A DIFABS
Absorption correction, T , T 2 0.533, 1.758min max

F(000) 4788 1000
Total number of reflections 7870 6995
Number of unique reflections 7349 (R 50.0595) 6951 (R 50.0833)int int

Number of reflections used in the refinement, N 7258 3350r

Number of reflections with I.2s(I), N 4251 33910

Number of refined parameters 873 334
R1 (on F ) 0.0649 (for N ) 0.0736 (for N )hkl 0 1

2wR2 (on F ) 0.1940 (for N ) 0.2146 (for N )hkl 1 0

Goodness of fit 1.005 0.845
23˚Largest difference peak and hole, e A 0.442, 20.452 1.311, 21.223
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of Zr O(OBu-t) (I). One of the independent3 10

molecules is shown. The disordered atoms of the tert.-butyl groups are
omitted for clarity.

˚molecules) being equal to 1.01(1) and 1.40(1) A, respec-
tively. The O(1) atom has a pyramidal environment; the
average sum of the ZrO(1)Zr bond angles is equal to

Fig. 2. Structure of Hf O (OEt) (EtOH) (II).100.28. The m -O(2) has a strongly distorted tetrahedral 6 2 20 23

coordination with the ZrO(2)Zr (av. 86.38), being substan-
tially smaller than the ZrO(2)C bond angles (av. 1288). 360.0(1)8] link three neighbouring Hf atoms on either side

Each [ZrO ] octahedron involves two terminal OR of the ring into two bicyclic fragments [Hf (m -O)(m-6 3 3

groups (their oxygen atoms are referred to below as O ), OEt) (OEt) ], which are further aggregated into the hexa-t 2 7

two m - and two m-bridging oxygen atoms, which accounts nuclear complex via two pairs of m-OEt bridged four-3

for its strong geometrical distortion. Indeed, the O Zr(m - membered rings, Hf(1)(m-OEt) Hf(2) and Hf(1A)(m-t 3 2

O) are substantially wider that the (m-O)Zr(m-O) angles; OEt) Hf(2A). Each of the above-mentioned bicyclic frag-2

the corresponding average values are equal to 162.7 and ments is roughly planar, with the dihedral angle between
143.18, respectively. the planes of the Hf(1)O(1)O(2)Hf(3) and

A similar structure was observed earlier for [Ti (m - Hf(2A)O(1)O(5)Hf(3) rings being equal to 11.7(1)8; the3 3
i iO)(m -OMe)(m-OPr ) (OPr ) ] [6], as well as for O(2) and O(5A) atoms are displaced from the mean3 3 6

IV i t t ˚M O(OR) , (M5Mo, W, U; R5Pr , CH Bu , Bu ) (the Hf(1)Hf(2A)Hf(3)O(1) plane by 0.17 and 0.30 A, respec-3 10 2

latter complexes representing true metal clusters with the tively. The mean planes of the [Hf(1)O(3)Hf(2)O(4)] and
metal–metal bonds in the [M ] triangle) [2,7,8]. Analogous [Hf(1A)O(3A)Hf(2A)O(4A)] four-membered cycles link-3

structures for [Zr (m -O)(m -Cl)(m-OCH CMe ) - ing two [Hf O] fragments are approximately orthogonal to3 3 3 2 3 3 3

(OCH CMe ) ] and [Zr (m -O)(m -OBu-t)(m-OH)(m- the planes of the above-mentioned Hf triangles; the2 3 6 3 3 3 3

OBu-t) (OBu-t) ] have been found recently by Evans et corresponding dihedral angle is equal to 89.6(1)8.2 6

al. [9]. However, related but more symmetrical structures All Hf atoms in II have a typical octahedral environ-
with the tridentate OR groups on both sides of the [M ] ment. The central core of the bicyclic [Hf O] moiety may3 3

plane are far more numerous. be treated as a structural analog of a fragment of well-
The hexanuclear molecule of hafnium oxoethoxide (Fig. known molecule of tetrameric titanium methoxide

2) occupies a special position in the inversion centre. The [Ti (OMe) ] [10] (planar array of four metal atoms linked4 16

Hf cycle has a chair conformation; the Hf(3) and Hf(3A) via common edges of their coordination octahedra) and6
˚atoms are displaced by 1.916(1) A from the plane of the lacking one metal vertex. The metal–oxygen framework as

other four Hf atoms, the dihedral angle formed by the latter a whole is similar to that of recently reported molybdenum
Vwith the Hf(1)Hf(2A)Hf(3) plane being equal to 44.0(1)8. oxoethoxochloride, (Mo OCl) (m -O) (m-Cl) (m-OEt)6 3 2 2 6

Two tridentate O(1) and O(1A) oxo atoms, which, in [11]. In contrast to hafnium complex II, which has no
contrast to the m -O(1) atom in molecule I, have an almost metal–metal bonds, the molybdenum cluster has three3

planar environment [the sum of the bond angles is equal to Mo–Mo bonds and two rather than three terminal groups
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (l, A) and angles (v,8) in I

Bond l Bond l

Zr(1)–O(7) 1.916(11) Zr(19)–O(69) 1.94(2)
Zr(1)–O(6) 1.929(11) Zr(19)–O(79) 1.940(9)
Zr(1)–O(1) 2.091(9) Zr(19)–O(19) 2.088(8)
Zr(1)–O(3) 2.131(11) Zr(19)–O(49) 2.137(10)
Zr(1)–O(4) 2.153(10) Zr(19)–O(39) 2.150(10)
Zr(1)–O(2) 2.350(9) Zr(19)–O(29) 2.358(10)
Zr(1)–Zr(3) 3.216(3) Zr(19)–Zr(39) 3.206(2)
Zr(1)–Zr(2) 3.220(2) Zr(19)–Zr(29) 3.208(2)
Zr(2)–O(9) 1.886(12) Zr(29)–O(99) 1.889(11)
Zr(2)–O(8) 1.929(11) Zr(29)–O(89) 1.909(12)
Zr(2)–O(1) 2.098(9) Zr(29)–O(19) 2.092(9)
Zr(2)–O(5) 2.144(10) Zr(29)–O(39) 2.162(10)
Zr(2)–O(3) 2.166(11) Zr(29)–O(59) 2.167(10)
Zr(2)–O(2) 2.390(9) Zr(29)–O(29) 2.335(9)
Zr(2)–Zr(3) 3.218(2) Zr(29)–Zr(39) 3.211(2)
Zr(3)–O(10) 1.900(9) Zr(39)–O(119) 1.909(11)
Zr(3)–O(11) 1.938(11) Zr(39)–O(109) 1.938(12)
Zr(3)–O(1) 2.107(9) Zr(39)–O(19) 2.089(9)
Zr(3)–O(4) 2.172(10) Zr(39)–O(59) 2.134(10)
Zr(3)–O(5) 2.176(9) Zr(39)–O(49) 2.151(10)
Zr(3)–O(2) 2.332(9) Zr(39)–O(29) 2.333(9)
O(2)–C(2) 1.45(2) O(29)–C(29) 1.42(2)
O(3)–C(3) 1.39(3) O(39)–C(39) 1.45(2)
O(4)–C(4) 1.42(2) O(49)–C(49) 1.49(3)
O(5)–C(5) 1.41(2) O(59)–C(59) 1.48(3)
O(6)–C(6) 1.41(3) O(69)–C(69) 1.37(2)
O(7)–C(7) 1.44(2) O(79)–C(79) 1.43(2)
O(8)–C(8) 1.42(3) O(89)–C(89) 1.33(4)
O(9)–C(9) 1.41(3) O(99)–C(99) 1.39(2)
O(10)–C(10) 1.45(2) O(109)–C(109) 1.46(2)
O(11)–C(11) 1.42(2) O(119)–C(119) 1.46(2)

Angle v Angle v

O(7)–Zr(1)–O(6) 99.9(5) O(69)–Zr(19)–O(79) 99.5(5)
O(7)–Zr(1)–O(1) 99.0(4) O(69)–Zr(19)–O(19) 99.6(4)
O(6)–Zr(1)–O(1) 161.0(4) O(79)–Zr(19)–O(19) 160.9(4)
O(7)–Zr(1)–O(3) 100.6(5) O(69)–Zr(19)–O(49) 101.6(5)
O(6)–Zr(1)–O(3) 99.9(5) O(79)–Zr(19)–O(49) 101.0(4)
O(1)–Zr(1)–O(3) 74.9(4) O(19)–Zr(19)–O(49) 75.4(4)
O(7)–Zr(1)–O(4) 103.2(4) O(69)–Zr(19)–O(39) 104.5(5)
O(6)–Zr(1)–O(4) 102.3(5) O(79)–Zr(19)–O(39) 99.5(4)
O(1)–Zr(1)–O(4) 74.9(4) O(19)–Zr(19)–O(39) 75.3(3)
O(3)–Zr(1)–O(4) 143.9(4) O(49)–Zr(19)–O(39) 143.4(4)
O(7)–Zr(1)–O(2) 164.9(4) O(69)–Zr(19)–O(29) 164.4(4)
O(6)–Zr(1)–O(2) 95.1(4) O(79)–Zr(19)–O(29) 95.9(4)
O(1)–Zr(1)–O(2) 66.0(3) O(19)–Zr(19)–O(29) 65.0(3)
O(3)–Zr(1)–O(2) 75.3(4) O(49)–Zr(19)–O(29) 73.6(4)
O(4)–Zr(1)–O(2) 74.7(3) O(39)–Zr(19)–O(29) 74.4(4)
O(9)–Zr(2)–O(8) 100.4(5) O(99)–Zr(29)–O(8) 99.9(5)
O(9)–Zr(2)–O(1) 98.1(4) O(99)–Zr(29)–O(19) 99.3(4)
O(8)–Zr(2)–O(1) 161.6(4) O(89)–Zr(29)–O(19) 160.6(4)
O(9)–Zr(2)–O(5) 102.8(4) O(99)–Zr(29)–O(39) 100.2(4)
O(8)–Zr(2)–O(5) 100.1(4) O(89)–Zr(29)–O(39) 104.6(5)
O(1)–Zr(2)–O(5) 76.4(4) O(19)–Zr(29)–O(39) 75.0(4)
O(9)–Zr(2)–O(3) 103.8(5) O(99)–Zr(29)–O(59) 104.3(4)
O(8)–Zr(2)–O(3) 100.6(5) O(89)–Zr(29)–O(59) 98.2(5)
O(1)–Zr(2)–O(3) 74.1(4) O(19)–Zr(29)–O(59) 73.8(4)
O(5)–Zr(2)–O(3) 142.5(4) O(39)–Zr(29)–O(59) 142.8(4)
O(9)–Zr(2)–O(2) 163.1(4) O(99)–Zr(29)–O(29) 164.5(4)
O(8)–Zr(2)–O(2) 96.5(4) O(89)–Zr(29)–O(29) 95.5(4)
O(1)–Zr(2)–O(2) 65.1(3) O(19)–Zr(29)–O(29) 65.4(3)
O(5)–Zr(2)–O(2) 73.0(3) O(39)–Zr(29)–O(29) 74.7(4)
O(3)–Zr(2)–O(2) 73.8(4) O(59)–Zr(29)–O(29) 74.3(4)
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Table 2. Continued

Angle v Angle v

O(10)–Zr(3)–O(11) 99.9(5) O(119)–Zr(39)–O(109) 100.1(5)
O(10)–Zr(3)–O(1) 98.1(4) O(119)–Zr(39)–O(19) 99.1(4)
O(11)–Zr(3)–O(1) 161.9(4) O(109)–Zr(39)–O(19) 160.8(4)
O(10)–Zr(3)–O(4) 102.4(4) O(119)–Zr(39)–O(59) 102.4(4)
O(11)–Zr(3)–O(4) 99.6(4) O(109)–Zr(39)–O(59) 100.1(4)
O(1)–Zr(3)–O(4) 74.1(4) O(19)–Zr(39)–O(59) 74.6(4)
O(10)–Zr(3)–O(5) 102.6(4) O(119)–Zr(39)–O(49) 102.5(4)
O(11)–Zr(3)–O(5) 102.6(4) O(109)–Zr(39)–O(49) 101.7(4)
O(1)–Zr(3)–O(5) 75.5(4) O(19)–Zr(39)–O(49) 75.1(4)
O(4)–Zr(3)–O(5) 142.8(4) O(59)–Zr(39)–O(49) 143.2(4)
O(10)–Zr(3)–O(2) 164.1(4) O(119)–Zr(39)–O(29) 164.5(4)
O(11)–Zr(3)–O(2) 96.0(4) O(109)–Zr(39)–O(29) 95.4(4)
O(1)–Zr(3)–O(2) 66.1(3) O(19)–Zr(39)–O(29) 65.5(3)
O(4)–Zr(3)–O(2) 74.7(3) O(59)–Zr(39)–O(29) 74.9(4)
O(5)–Zr(3)–O(2) 73.6(3) O(49)–Zr(39)–O(29) 73.9(3)
Zr(1)–O(1)–Zr(2) 100.5(4) Zr(19)–O(19)–Zr(39) 100.3(4)
Zr(1)–O(1)–Zr(3) 100.0(4) Zr(19)–O(19)–Zr(29) 100.3(4)
Zr(2)–O(1)–Zr(3) 99.9(4) Zr(39)–O(19)–Zr(29) 100.4(4)
C(2)–O(2)–Zr(3) 127.5(9) C(29)–O(29)–Zr(39) 130.5(10)
C(2)–O(2)–Zr(1) 126.3(9) C(29)–O(29w)–Zr(29) 128.7(10)
Zr(3)–O(2)–Zr(1) 86.7(3) Zr(39)–O(29)–Zr(29) 86.9(3)
C(2)–O(2)–Zr(2) 130.2(9) C(29)–O(29)–Zr(19) 123.8(10)
Zr(3)–O(2)–Zr(2) 85.9(3) Zr(39)–O(29)–Zr(19) 86.2(3)
Zr(1)–O(2)–Zr(2) 85.6(3) Zr(29)–O(29)–Zr(19) 86.2(3)
C(3)–O(3)–Zr(1) 129.7(13) C(39)–O(39)–Zr(19) 128.3(11)
C(3)–O(3)–Zr(2) 133.2(13) C(39)–O(39)–Zr(29) 133.6(11)
Zr(1)–O(3)–Zr(2) 97.1(5) Zr(19)–O(39)–Zr(29) 96.2(4)
C(4)–O(4)–Zr(1) 132.1(11) C(49)–O(49)–Zr(19) 139(2)
C(4)–O(4)–Zr(3) 130.8(10) C(49)–O(49)–Zr(39) 124(2)
Zr(1)–O(4)–Zr(3) 96.1(4) Zr(19)–O(49)–Zr(39) 96.8(4)
C(5)–O(5)–Zr(2) 131.6(10) C(59)–O(59)–Zr(39) 126(2)
C(5)–O(5)–Zr(3) 131.6(10) C(59)–O(59)–Zr(29) 138(2)
Zr(2)–O(5)–Zr(3) 96.3(3) Zr(39)–O(59)–Zr(29) 96.6(4)
C(6)–O(6)–Zr(1) 167(2) C(69)–O(69)–Zr(19) 160.5(11)
C(7)–O(7)–Zr(1) 159.9(11) C(79)–O(79)–Zr(19) 161.7(14)
C(8)–O(8)–Zr(2) 167(2) C(89)–O(89)–Zr(29) 166.0(2)
C(9)–O(9)–Zr(2) 165.9(14) C(99)–O(99)–Zr(29) 168.3(11)
C(10)–O(10)–Zr(3) 166.3(13) C(109)–O(109)–Zr(39) 159.1(14)
C(11)–O(11)–Zr(3) 161.8(12) C(119)–O(119)–Zr(39) 164.0(12)

˚ ˚at two metal atoms. It is noteworthy that the type of bonds (1.89–1.94 A) are, on average, 0.23 A shorter than
˚ ˚aggregation of [M O] moieties exemplified by II is rela- those of Zr–m-O (2.13–2.176 A) and 0.43 A shorter than3

˚tively rare compared to the alternative pattern where the those of Zr–m -O (2.332–2.36 A) bonds, in molecule II,3

metal–oxygen triangles are linked via two bridging oxo the difference between the average values for Hf–O(term)
atoms, e.g. in the structures of [Ti (m -O) (m- and Hf–m-O bonds (spanning the ranges of 1.92–2.06 and6 3 2

˚ ˚O) (OAc) (OR) ] [12,13]. 2.07–2.18 A, respectively) is somewhat smaller (0.15 A).2 n 162n

The m -oxo atom O(1) forms non-equivalent bonds with Variations in the MOC bond angles are even more signifi-3
˚the Hf atoms, the Hf(3)–O(1) bond (2.21(2) A) being cant. In particular, in molecule I, the ZrO(term) C angles

somewhat longer than the Hf(1)–O(1) and Hf(2A)–O(1) vary in the range 159–1688, whereas the angles of the
˚bonds [2.09(2) and 2.08(2) A, respectively]. The Zr(m-O)C and Zr(m -O)C types in the bridging alkoxyl3

Hf(1)O(1)Hf(3) and Hf(3)O(1)Hf(2A) bond angles groups (126–139 and 126.3–1318, respectively) are natu-
[105.0(7)8 and 105.3(6)8, respectively] within the four- rally considerably smaller. The peculiar feature of bond
membered rings are naturally much smaller than the angles distribution in II is the substantial widening of the
Hf(1)O(1)Hf(2A) [149.7(8)8] angle, which may be re- HfO(term)C angles for the alkoxyl groups in the trans-
garded as endocyclic with respect to eight-membered position to the O(1) atom (160–1748) in comparison with
[Hf O ] cycles. the rest of the HfO(term)C angles (132–1348); the Hf(m-4 4

The M–O bond lengths in molecules I and II vary O)C angles in II span the range of 123–1308.
significantly and exhibit typical trends with regard to the The above-mentioned bond lengths are, in fact, close to
function of the alkoxyl group. Thus, the terminal Zr–O the corresponding values in other Zr and Hf alkoxide
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Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (l, A) and angles (v,8) in II

Bond l Bond l

Hf(1)–O(9) 1.90(2) O(2)–C(21) 1.46(3)
Hf(1)–O(10) 2.00(2) O(3)–C(31) 1.47(4)
Hf(1)–O(3) 2.09(2) O(4)–C(41) 1.47(3)
Hf(1)–O(1) 2.09(2) O(5)–C(51) 1.51(3)
Hf(1)–O(2) 2.12(2) O(5)–Hf(2A) 2.18(2)
Hf(1)–O(4) 2.14(2) O(6)–C(61) 1.47(5)
Hf(1)–Hf(3) 3.413(2) O(7)–C(71) 1.38(2)
Hf(1)–Hf(2) 3.478(2) O(8)–C(81) 1.39(2)
Hf(2)–O(12) 1.92(2) O(9)–C(91) 1.51(5)
Hf(2)–O(11) 2.04(2) O(10)–C(101) 1.60(5)
Hf(2)–O(1A) 2.08(2) O(11)–C(111) 1.35(5)
Hf(2)–O(4) 2.13(2) O(12)–C(121) 1.35(5)
Hf(2)–O(3) 2.13(2) C(21)–C(22) 1.59(6)
Hf(2)–O(5A) 2.18(2) C(31)–C(32) 1.61(5)
Hf(2)–Hf(3A) 3.414(2) C(41)–C(42) 1.49(4)
Hf(3)–O(7) 1.94(3) C(51)–C(52) 1.56(7)
Hf(3)–O(6) 1.99(2) C(61)–C(62) 1.36(10)
Hf(3)–O(8) 2.06(2) C(71)–C(72) 1.34(6)
Hf(3)–O(5) 2.07(2) C(81)–C(82) 1.32(3)
Hf(3)–O(2) 2.14(2) C(91)–C(92) 1.09(9)
Hf(3)–O(1) 2.21(2) C(101)–C(102) 1.21(6)
Hf(3)–Hf(2A) 3.414(2) C(111)–C(112) 1.35(8)
O(1)–Hf(2A) 2.08(2) C(121)–C(122) 1.24(6)

Angle v Angle v

O(9)–Hf(1)–O(10) 93.3(9) O(5)–Hf(3)–O(2) 143.9(7)
O(9)–Hf(1)–O(3) 99.7(9) O(7)–Hf(3)–O(1) 169.1(10)
O(10)–Hf(1)–O(3) 158.6(7) O(6)–Hf(3)–O(1) 102.5(8)
O(9)–Hf(1)–O(1) 162.3(8) O(8)–Hf(3)–O(1) 82.0(7)
O(10)–Hf(1)–O(1) 82.3(7) O(5)–Hf(3)–O(1) 73.2(7)
O(3)–Hf(1)–O(1) 90.0(7) O(2)–Hf(3)–O(1) 72.8(6)
O(9)–Hf(1)–O(2) 88.3(9) Hf(2A)–O(1)–Hf(1) 149.7(8)
O(10)–Hf(1)–O(2) 100.0(8) Hf(2A)–O(1)–Hf(3) 105.3(6)
O(3)–Hf(1)–O(2) 97.4(7) Hf(1)–O(1)–Hf(3) 105.0(7)
O(1)–Hf(1)–O(2) 75.7(7) C(21)–O(2)–Hf(1) 130(2)
O(9)–Hf(1)–O(4) 96.6(9) C(21)–O(2)–Hf(3) 124(2)
O(10)–Hf(1)–O(4) 92.2(8) Hf(1)–O(2)–Hf(3) 106.3(8)
O(3)–Hf(1)–O(4) 69.5(7) C(31)–O(3)–Hf(1) 126(2)
O(1)–Hf(1)–O(4) 100.7(7) C(31)–O(3)–Hf(2) 123(2)
O(2)–Hf(1)–O(4) 166.6(7) Hf(1)–O(3)–Hf(2) 111.1(8)
O(12)–Hf(2)–O(11) 98.8(9) C(41)–O(4)–Hf(2) 127(2)
O(12)–Hf(2)–O(1A) 161.9(8) C(41)–O(4)–Hf(1) 123(2)
O(11)–Hf(2)–O(1A) 82.3(8) Hf(2)–O(4)–Hf(1) 109.3(8)
O(12)–Hf(2)–O(4) 95.1(9) C(51)–O(5)–Hf(3) 124(2)
O(11)–Hf(2)–O(4) 157.9(8) C(51)–O(5)–Hf(2A) 128(2)
O(1A)–Hf(2)–O(4) 89.7(7) Hf(3)–O(5)–Hf(2A) 107.2(8)
O(12)–Hf(2)–O(3) 96.5(8) C(61)–O(6)–Hf(3) 157(5)
O(11)–Hf(2)–O(3) 92.4(8) C(71)–O(7)–Hf(3) 160(2)
O(1A)–Hf(2)–O(3) 101.5(7) C(81)–O(8)–Hf(3) 134(2)
O(4)–Hf(2)–O(3) 68.9(6) C(91)–O(9)–Hf(1) 174(3)
O(12)–Hf(2)–O(SA) 88.7(8) C(101)–O(10)–Hf(1) 133(3)
O(11)–Hf(2)–O(SA) 103.7(7) C(111)–O(11)–Hf(2) 132(3)
O(1A)–Hf(2)–O(SA) 73.6(6) C(121)–O(12)–Hf(2) 172(3)
O(4)–Hf(2)–O(SA) 93.7(6) O(2)–C(21)–C(22) 108(3)
O(3)–Hf(2)–O(SA) 162.2(6) O(3)–C(31)–C(32) 105(3)
O(7)–Hf(3)–O(6) 88.3(11) O(4)–C(41)–C(42) 110(3)
O(7)–Hf(3)–O(8) 87.2(11) O(5)–C(51)–C(52) 106(3)
O(6)–Hf(3)–O(8) 175.2(8) C(62)–C(61)–O(6) 123(4)
O(7)–Hf(3)–O(5) 109.5(13) C(72)–C(71)–O(7) 118(2)
O(6)–Hf(3)–O(5) 87.6(8) C(82)–C(81)–O(8) 134(4)
O(8)–Hf(3)–O(5) 95.5(7) C(92)–C(91)–O(9) 121(8)
O(7)–Hf(3)–O(2) 106.2(13) C(102)–C(101)–O(10) 119(5)
O(6)–Hf(3)–O(2) 88.1(9) O(11)–C(111)–C(112) 118(4)
O(8)–Hf(3)–O(2) 91.6(8) C(122)–C(121)–O(12) 118(5)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: A2x11, 2y11, 2z11.
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structures with octahedral or tetrahedral metal atom coordi- Supplementary data: The selected bond lengths and angles
tnation, e.g. [Zr O(OCH CMe ) Cl], [Zr O(O Bu) (OH)] for structures I and II are listed in Tables 2 and 3,3 2 3 9 3 9

[9], [M(OPr-i) (i-PrOH)] [14], HfCl[OC H (t-Bu) -2,6] respectively, and the atomic coordinates have been de-4 2 6 3 2 3

[15], Zr[OCMe(CF ) ] [16] and [CdBaHf (OPr-i) ] posited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Centre (CCDC),3 2 4 2 12

[17]. It is noteworthy that the M–m -O distances involving deposition numbers 102238 and 102239.3
˚the m -oxo atom (2.091–2.107 and 2.09–2.21 A in I and3

II, respectively) are essentially in the same range as the
M–m-OR bonds, whereas the Zr–m -OR bonds with the References3

tridentate alkoxyl group are significantly longer (2.332–
˚2.390 A). One may speculate that the increase in the bond [1] E.P. Turevskaya, N.I. Kozlova, N.Ya. Turova, A.I. Belokon’, D.V.

Berdyev,V.G. Kessler, Yu.K. Grishin, Russ. Chem. Bull. (1995) 734.lengths due to the higher coordination number of the
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Chem. 24 (1985) 241.
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Abstract

Oligomeric copper(I) clusters are formed by the insertion reaction of copper(I) aryloxides into heterocumulenes. The effect of varying
the steric demands of the heterocumulene and the aryloxy group on the nuclearity of the oligomers formed has been probed. Reactions
with copper(I)2-methoxyphenoxide and copper(I)2-methylphenoxide with PhNCS result in the formation of hexameric complexes
hexakis[N-phenylimino(aryloxy)methanethiolato copper(I)] 3 and 4 respectively. Single crystal X-ray data confirmed the structure of 3.
Similar insertion reactions of CS with the copper(I) aryloxides formed by 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol and 2,6-dimethylphenol result2

in oligomeric copper(I) complexes 7 and 8 having the (aryloxy)thioxanthate ligand. Complex 7 was confirmed to be a tetramer from
single crystal X-ray crystallography. Reactions carried out with 2-mercaptopyrimidine, which has ligating properties similar to
N-alkylimino(aryloxy)methanethiolate, result in the formation of an insoluble polymeric complex 11. The fluorescence spectra of
oligomeric complexes are helpful in determining their nuclearity. It has been shown that a decrease in the steric requirements of either the
heterocumulene or aryloxy parts of the ligand can compensate for steric constraints and facilitate oligomerization.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(I); Aryloxide; Heterocumulene; Oligomeric structures; Fluoresence

1. Introduction ligands diethyldithiocarbamate and dipropylthiocarbamate
[32,33]. The former, with a S coordination yields a3

The prolific nature of copper(I) to form oligomeric tetrameric complex, while the latter with a S O coordina-2

complexes with nuclearities ranging from two to eight is tion gives rise to a hexameric complex. Furthermore, an
well documented [1–30]. A wide variety of coordination examination of the C–S bond distances in both complexes
numbers and geometries are encountered in these systems. show that the tetrameric complex has shorter distances

˚ ˚The plasticity imparted by the spherical symmetry of the (1.70–1.72A) compared to the hexamer (1.75–1.81A).
copper(I) ion permits considerable variations in the steric Similarly, in a series of oligomeric complexes formed by
and electronic characteristics of the surrounding ligands heterocyclic thiones, shorter C–S distances are associated
[31]. Hence, it is extremely difficult to predict a priori the with the tetrameric complexes while longer C–S bonds are
nuclearity of a complex that would be formed with a present in the hexameric complexes [18–21,25–29]. This
ligand. Subtle variations in the electronic and steric suggests that ligands having short C–S bonds would favor
characteristics of the substituents on a ligand can result in the formation of a tetrameric complex.
changes of nuclearity [18,25,32–42]. A systematic study of Steric factors play a vital role in determining the
the steric and electronic factors responsible for changes in nuclearity of clusters with bridging ligands. For example,
the nuclearity of copper(I) complexes would go a long way the nuclearity of complexes of 6-halo-2-hydroxypyridine
in building copper(I) complexes with predefined structure with a methoxide bridge are dependent on the size of the
and properties. halogen atom. The chloro substituted ligand yields a

Electronic factors play an important role in determining tetramer while the less bulky fluoro substituted ligand
the nuclearity of copper(I) clusters [18–21,25–29,32,33]. forms a polymeric complex [37]. Similarly, in copper(I)
An example is provided by oligomers formed by the thiolate complexes, bulky substitution in the ortho position

of thiophenols decreases the nuclearity of the clusters
*Corresponding author. formed [38,39]. Steric control of the nuclearity has also

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00371-4
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genated before use. CuCl and [Cu(CH CN) ]ClO (Cau-3 4 4

tion! Perchlorate salts of metal complexes with organic
ligands are potentially explosive. Only small amounts
should be prepared and this should be handled with great
caution) were freshly prepared before use. Phenols,
MeNCS, PhNCS, CS and P(OMe) were purified by2 3

distillation. A 60% suspension of NaH in mineral oil was
1washed with petroleum ether (b.p. 60–808C) and used. H

NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker ACF 200 MHZ
spectrometer. IR spectra were recorded on a Bio-Rad
FTS-7 spectrophotometer. Samples were examined as KBr
pellets, neat (thin film) or as nujol mull. The absorption
and emission spectra of the oligomeric copper(I) complex-
es in the solid state were recorded by grinding the solid
sample in mineral oil (nujol) to give a fine suspension and
the spectrum of a thin film of this suspension was
recorded. Electronic spectra were recorded on a Hitachi
Model U-3400 spectrophotometer and fluorescence studiesFig. 1. Possible Interactions Between the –OAr and R Groups in the

Oligomeric Complexes. were done on a Hitachi F-2000 fluorescence spec-
trophotometer. Elemental analyses were done with a Carlo
Erba Elemental Analyzer model 1106.

been observed in ligands that form three atom bridges. The
copper(I) cluster formed from diethyldithiocarbamate is

2.1. Preparation of Copper(I) aryloxides
tetrameric while the smaller dimethyldithiocarbamate
forms a polymeric copper(I) complex [32].

Copper(I) aryloxides were prepared by the reported
Surprisingly, in a recent study on the oligomeric cop-

procedure [40–44]. To a stirred suspension of NaH (0.12
per(I) complexes of N-alkylimino(aryloxy)methanethiolate

g, 3 mmol) in about 40 ml of CH Cl or CH CN, the2 2 2 3(RN=C(OAr)S ), the nuclearity of the copper(I) clusters
phenol (3 mmol) was added under an atmosphere of dry,

was shown to be dependent on only the bulk of the aryloxy
oxygen-free nitrogen. When the evolution of H ceased,2group present and apparently independent of the substitu-
CuCl (0.297 g, 3 mmol) was added. A yellow precipitate

tion on the nitrogen atom. This is in spite of the fact that
of copper(I) aryloxide was formed which was used imme-

the OAr is fairly distant from the polynuclear copper core
diately for further reactions. [Cu(CH CN) ]ClO could be3 4 4compared to R! [40–42]. When the aryloxy group was
used instead of CuCl.

p-cresol, a hexanuclear complex [Cu–S–C(OAr)=NR]6

(R=Ph or Me) was formed. When the bulk of the ligand
was increased by introducing two methyl groups in the 2.1.1. Preparation of [Cuhm-SC(=NPh)(OC H –OMe-6 4

ortho positions of the phenol, the nuclearity of the 2)j] (3)6

resulting cluster was reduced to a tetramer [Cu–S–C(OAr- To copper(I) 2-methoxyphenoxide prepared as above in
)=NR] (R=Ph or Me). This prompted us to take a closer CH Cl , P(OMe) (0.35 ml, 3mmol) was added and the4 2 2 3

look at these systems. In the three atom bridged complex- solution stirred for half an hour. Then, PhNCS (0.36 ml, 3
es, are the nuclearity of complexes really independant of mmol) was added and the stirring was continued for 8h.
the steric influences of R? Can the steric influences of the The mixture was filtered and the resulting deep orange
group in position 2 be compensated by reduction of steric colored solution was concentrated to about 10 ml. Layer-
demands of the group in position 1? (Fig. 1). What would ing with petroleum ether (bp 60–808C) yielded yellow
be the effect of releasing steric congestion by an extreme crystals of 3. Yield 16%. Alternately, [Cu(CH CN) ]ClO3 4 4

reduction in the bulk of the ligand? In the present paper we could be used instead of CuCl. A bright yellow precipitate
discuss the results of our studies to probe these factors and of the aryloxide was formed. PhNCS was added to this and
the utility of solid state fluorescence data in assigning the the solution stirred for 8h. Similar work up of the reaction
nuclearity of the clusters examined. mixture yielded yellow crystals of 3. Anal. Calcd for 3: C,

52.25; H, 3.73; N, 4.35. Found: C, 52.57; H, 3.96; N, 4.00.
1H NMR (CDCl , 298 K): d 7.41–6.61 (m, 9H, –O–3

2. Experimental section C H –, C H NCS), d 3.63 (S, 2.68H, –OMe), d 3.53 (S,6 4 6 5
210.31H, –OMe). IR(neat): in cm 1589(w)(n ), 1565(m),C=N

General: Dichloromethane, pyridine and petroleum ether 1553(s), 1537(m), 1498(s), 1486(m), 1452(m), 1435(w),
(bp 60–808C) were purified and dried by conventional 1414(w), 1257(m), 1208(m), 1174(w), 1127(s), 1111(s),
methods. They were distilled under nitrogen and deoxy- 1041(w), 1021(m), 751(s), 692(m).
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2.1.2. Preparation of [Cuhm-SC(=NPh)(–OC H –Me- 2.1.5. Preparation of [Cu(C H N S)] (11)6 4 4 4 2 n

2)j] (4) 2-Mercaptopyrimidine (0.14 g, 1.1 mmol) was added to6

To copper(I) 2-methylphenoxide prepared using a suspension of NaH (0.037 g, 1.1 mmol) in CH CN. Then3

[Cu(CH CN) ]ClO in CH Cl , PhNCS (0.36 ml, 3 CuCl (0.107 g, 1.1 mmol) was added to this. The mixture3 4 4 2 2

mmol) was added and the mixture was stirred for 8h. Then was stirred for 8h and then filtered. A yellow precipitate
it was filtered and the resulting yellow colored solution (11) was obtained; this was found to be insoluble in all the
was concentrated to about 10 ml. Layering with petroleum usual organic solvents. The reaction was carried out in
ether (bp 60–808C) yielded yellow crystals of 4. Yield ethanol. Sodium (0.019 g, 0.83 mmol) was added to

1 absolute ethanol and 2-mercaptopyrimidine (0.093 g, 0.8319%. H NMR (CDCl , 298 K): d 7.66–6.21 (m, 9H,3

mmol) was added to this. [Cu(CH CN) ]ClO (0.272 g,–O–C H –, C H NCS), d 1.99 (S, 2.46H, –Me), d 3 4 46 4 6 5
21 0.83 mmol) or CuCl (0.82 g, 0.83 mmol) was added to the1.89(S, 0.54H, –Me). IR(neat): in cm 3057(w), 3025(w),

resulting mixture. The yellow suspension was filtered1557(s)(n ), 1486(s), 1452(m), 1222(s), 1127(s), 756(s),C5N

when a yellow insoluble precipitate and a colorless solu-690(m), 597(m).
tion were obtained. The IR spectra of this yellow precipi-
tate was identical to the one obtained in the previous

t reaction (11). Yield 72%. Anal Calcd. for 11: C, 27.49; H,2.1.3. Preparation of [Cuhm-S–C(=S)(–OC H –Bu –2,6-6 2

1.72; N, 16.04. Found: C, 26.19; H, 1.65; N, 15.02. IRMe-4)j] (7)4
21(nujol) in cm : 2952 (s), 1565 (s), 1542 (s), 1245 (w),The cuprous aryloxide (2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-

1171 (s), 767 (m), 744 (m), 647 (m).methylphenoxide) was made by adding CuCl to the
suspension of sodium aryloxide in CH Cl . P(OMe) (32 2 3

2.2. Experimental details of crystallographyequiv.) was added followed by CS (2 ml). The mixture2

was allowed to stir for 8h and then filtered. The solvent in
The reaction mixture from the insertion reaction ofthe yellow–orange filtrate was evaporated and the residue

copper(I) 2-methoxyphenoxide and PhNCS was concen-was extracted with ether. A yellow solution was obtained.
trated to about 10 ml and layered with petroleum etherTLC of this solution showed the presence of a major
(b.p. 60–808C). Slow evaporation of this mixture yieldedproduct (yellow) in addition to unreacted 2,6-di-tert-butyl-
yellow crystals of 3 suitable for the diffraction study. The4-methylphenol and some minor products. A column
crystals were found to be extremely unstable outside thechromatographic separation was carried out and the yellow
mother liquor and lost their crystallinity very rapidly.product was isolated. Slow evaporation of the solvent
Hence a crystal of 3 was sealed in a Lindemann capillaryyielded yellow crystals of 7. Yield 12%. Anal Calcd. for 7:

1 along with the mother liquor and used for data collection.C, 53.54; H, 6.42. Found: C, 52.49; H, 6.63. H NMR
Intensity data were collected on an Enraf–Nonius CAD4(CDCl , 298 K): d 7.07(s, 2H, –OC H ), d 2.33(s, 3H,3 6 2

13 diffractometer using graphite monochromated Mo KaMe), d 1.32(S, 18H, CMe ). C NMR (CH Cl , 298K) d3 2 2

radiation. The intensity control reflections, measured once232.74(S–C=S), d 152.33(ipso –OC H ), d 141.20(ortho6 2

in every 3600 s of exposure time to the X-rays showed that–OC H ), d 135.69(meta –OC H ), d 127.81( para6 2 6 2
t the crystal was degrading with time. Data was collected–OC H ), d 35.80( para CH ), d 31.74(Bu ), d6 2 3

21 with difficulty up to 60% decay. The structure was solved21.24(CMe ). IR(nujol): in cm 1145(s, n ),1090(m,3 C=S

by the heavy atom method and subsequent Fourier synth-n ), 1025(s, n [asym])C–O CS2

eses using the SHELX system [43,44] of programs. The
hydrogen atoms were geometrically fixed. Non-hydrogen

2.1.4. Preparation of [Cuhm-S–C(=S)(–OC H –Me - atoms (except C12) were refined anisotropically while the6 4 2

2,6)j] (8) hydrogen atoms isotropically. The refinement was carriedn

A yellow suspension of copper(I) 2,6-dimethyl phenox- out till a final R factor of 0.0964 was reached.
ide was made by adding [Cu(CH CN) ]ClO to a suspen- Crystallization of the yellow complex from a mixture of3 4 4

sion of the sodium aryloxide in CH Cl . CS (2 ml) was petroleum ether (bp 60–808C) and CH Cl after the2 2 2 2 2

added to this and the mixture was stirred for about 8h. chromatographic separation of 7 afforded yellow crystals
Filtration of this mixture yielded a clear orange solution suitable for an X-ray crystallographic study. A yellow
which was concentrated and an orange solid was obtained crystal was mounted on a glass fiber and data collected. No
from this on slow evaporation of the solvent. Repeated significant decay was indicated by the intensity control
attempts to crystallize this orange solid using various reflections. The compound crystallized in the space group

1solvent mixtures were unsuccessful. Yield 56%. H NMR 2I4 /a of the tetragonal crystal system. The structure was1

(CDCl , 298K) d 7.1(3H, –OC H ), d 2.17(6H, CH ). solved by the direct method and subsequent Fourier3 6 3 3
13C NMR (CH Cl , 298K) d 229.40(S–C12,137C=S), d syntheses showed this to be a tetrameric complex. The2 2

153.88(ipso –OC H ), d 129.80(ortho –OC H ), d heavy atoms were refined anisotropically. While an attempt6 3 6 3

128.87(meta –OC H ), d 126.84( para –OC H ), d at anisotropic refinement of the carbon atoms showed6 3 6 3

15.96(ortho CH ). disorder, they were refined isotropically. The hydrogen3
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Table 1
tCrystallographic details for [Cuhm-SC(=NPh)(O–C H –2-OMe)j] 3 and [Cuhm-SC(=S)(O–C H –2,6-Bu –4-Me)j] 76 4 6 6 2 2 4

3 7

Chem formula C H N O S Cu . 4CH Cl C H Cu O S84 72 6 12 6 6 2 2 64 92 4 4 8

FW 2270.93 1436.02
Color yellow Yellow
Crystal system Monoclinic Tetragonal
Space group P2 /C I4 /a1 1

˚a, (A) 13.108(5) 28.56(3)
˚b, (A) 28.402(3)
˚c, (A) 14.363(3) 34.31(3)

b, deg 116.38(2)
3˚V, A 4790(2) 27983(40)

Z 2 16
23

r , g cm 1.571 1.363calcd
21

m, cm 17.23 14.81
T, 8C 20 2105

˚l, A (Mo Ka) 0.7107 0.7107
Independent reflections 4474 9748

aFinal R 0.0964 0.1173
bFinal R 0.1950 0.1987w

a R(F )5(S F 2 F ) /(S F ).o o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 21R (F )5[Sw( F 2 F ) /(Sw F )] ; w5[s (F )1gF ] .w o o c o o o

atoms were geometrically fixed. The high value of R in Tables 1 and 2 for the hexamer 3 and in Tables 1 and 3
(0.1173) could not be reduced even when the structure was for the tetramer 7. Particulars of the crystallographic
solved using a fresh data set collected at 2778C. The analyses including positional coordinates for all the atoms,
inherent disorder in the system can be primarily attributed thermal parameters, bond distances and angles are given in
to the steric constraints (vide infra). The crystallographic Tables S1–S5 and Tables S6–S10 (Supplementary materi-
details and important bond distances and angles are listed al) for 3 and 7 respectively.

Table 2
˚List of Selected Bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for 3 [Cuhm-SC(=NPh)(O–C H –2-OMe)j]6 4 6

Bond Distance Bond Distance

Cu(1)–N(3) 2.00(2) Cu(20)–Cu(1A) 2.809(4)
Cu(1)–S(40) 2.220(7) Cu(20)–Cu(39A) 3.011(4)
Cu(1)–S(2) 2.268(7) S(21)–Cu(20A) 2.222(7)
Cu(1)–Cu(20A) 2.810(4) S(21)–Cu(39A) 2.257(6)
Cu(1)–Cu(39A) 2.878(5) Cu(39)–S(40) 2.238(7)
S(2)–Cu(20) 2.266(7) Cu(39)–S(21A) 2.257(6)
Cu(20)–N(22) 1.95(2) Cu(39)–Cu(1A) 2.878(5)
Cu(20)–S(21A) 2.222(7) Cu(39)–Cu(20A) 3.011(4)

Atom Angle Atoms Angle

N(3)–Cu(1)–S(40) 128.8(5) S(2)–Cu(20)–Cu(1A) 130.4(2)
N(3)–Cu(1)–S(2) 120.0(6) N(22)–Cu(20)–Cu(39A) 84.2(6)
S(40)–Cu(1)–S(2) 107.1(3) S(21A)–Cu(20)–Cu(39A) 133.4(2)
N(3)–Cu(1)–Cu(20A) 87.8(6) S(2)–Cu(20)–Cu(39A) 71.7(2)
S(40)–Cu(1)–Cu(20A) 76.3(2) Cu(1A)–Cu(20)–Cu(39A) 68.85(11)
S(2)–Cu(1)–Cu(20A) 129.5(2) N(41)–Cu(39)–S(40) 120.2(6)
N(3)–Cu(1)–Cu(39A) 84.0(6) N(41)–Cu(39)–S(21A) 118.7(6)
S(40)–Cu(1)–Cu(39A) 129.7(2) S(40)–Cu(39)–S(21A) 115.8(2)
S(2)–Cu(1)–Cu(39A) 74.4(2) N(41)–Cu(39)–Cu(1A) 84.2(6)
Cu(20A)–Cu(1)–Cu(39A) 67.29(12) S(40)–Cu(39)–Cu(1A) 133.2(2)
N(22)–Cu(20)–S(21A) 125.9(6) S(1A)–Cu(39)–Cu(1A) 74.9(2)
N(22)–Cu(20)–S(2) 116.7(6) N(41)–Cu(39)–Cu(20A) 85.7(6)
S(21A)–Cu(20)–S(2) 112.4(3) S(40)–Cu(39)–Cu(20A) 71.8(2)
N(22)–Cu(20)–Cu(1A) 88.0(7) S(21A)–Cu(39)–Cu(20A) 135.5(2)
S(21A)–Cu(20)–Cu(1A) 76.9(2)

(Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: 2x,2y,2z).
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Table 3
˚List of Selected Bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for [Cuhm-SC(=S)(O–

tC H –2,6-Bu –4- Me)j] 76 2 2 4

Bond Distance

Cu(1)–Cu(2) 2.636(5)
Cu(1)–Cu(3) 2.644(5)
Cu(1)–Cu(4) 2.804(6)
Cu(2)–Cu(4) 2.663(5)
Cu(2)–Cu(3) 2.810(6)
Cu(3)–Cu(4) 2.656(6)
Cu(2)–S(6) 2.259(8)
Cu(2)–S(3) 2.272(9)
Cu(2)–S(7) 2.292(9)
Cu(3)–S(4) 2.246(9)
Cu(3)–S(1) 2.267(9)
Cu(3)–S(5) 2.272(9)
Cu(4)–S(8) 2.245(9)
Cu(4)–S(1) 2.249(9)
Cu(4)–S(3) 2.292(9)

Atoms Angle Fig. 2. ORTEP Diagram of the Hexameric Complex 3.

S(2)–Cu(1)–S(7) 124.2(3)
S(2)–Cu(1)–S(5) 111.6(3)

steric congestion is reflected in the distortions present inS(7)–Cu(1)–S(5) 123.3(3)
the molecular structure.O(1)–C(1)–S(2) 120(2)

O(1)–C(1)–S(1) 109(2) A hexameric cluster 5 was formed from an insertion
S(2)–C(1)–S(1) 131(2) reactions with MeNCS and the copper(I) aryloxide of
C(1)–O(1)–C(11) 118(2) p-cresol just as in the case of PhNCS. This ligand has
Cu(2)–Cu(1)–Cu(3) 64.3(2)

steric variation at another position in the ligand; the
terminal nitrogen atom of the N–C–S bridge has a less
bulky methyl group (compared to PhNCS). All the three

3. Results and discussion hexameric copper(I) complexes, with ligands having vary-
ing steric requirements, have very similar paddle-wheel

3.1. Reactions with PhNCS structures. Although there is no change in the nuclearity, a
closer examination of their structural parameters reveals

Introduction of bulky groups in the ortho positions of subtle differences that reflect the changes caused by the
the aryloxy group has been found to hinder the oligo- steric requirements of the substituents. The hexamer 5
merization process and result in the formation of a tetramer (from MeNCS) crystallizes in the highly symmetric space

¯or a dimer. In order to investigate whether mono ortho group 2R3-while the other two (1 and 3 from PhNCS)
¯substitution will have the same effect, insertion reactions crystallize in space groups of much lower symmetry (P1

of PhNCS were carried out using copper(I) aryloxides of and P2 /c respectively). The hexameric structure of 5 is1

mono-ortho substituted phenols-o-methoxyphenol symmetry-generated from one-sixth of the molecule by a
(guaiacol) and o-cresol. An X-ray crystallographic analysis three-fold axis and an inversion center whereas the only
of the product formed from guaiacol revealed it to be a symmetry element present in the other two hexamers is an
hexameric cluster 3. The molecular structure of the com- inversion center in the molecule. 5 is less distorted than 1
plex has six copper atoms in roughly octahedral geometry and 3 and the six copper atoms are located at the vertices
and the six N-phenylimino(2-methoxyphenoxy)- of an almost perfect octahedron. In 5, the steric repulsion
methanethiolate ligands bridge these copper atoms re- between the aryloxide and the substituent on the nitrogen
sulting in a paddle-wheel structure very similar to the atom is minimal because of the smaller size of the methyl
hexamer formed in the reaction with p-cresol. The molecu- group and there are no ortho substituents on the –OAr
lar structure of this hexameric complex 3 is given in Fig. 2. group. On the other hand, the larger phenyl substituent on
A yellow crystalline product 4 was formed in the case of the nitrogen in 1 results in the formation of a more
o-cresol; the yellow color suggests that 4 is also a distorted structure. Steric congestion is maximum in the
hexameric complex (vide infra). The formation of hexa- case of 3 which has the phenyl substituent on the nitrogen
meric clusters clearly show that the partial relief in steric atom as well as a bulky ortho substituent on the –OAr.
congestion achieved by using a mono-ortho sublstituted The extent of distortion found in the three hexamers can be
phenol instead of a di-ortho substituted phenol can result ranked as 3.1.5. This is evident from Table 4 where the
in a cluster with a higher nuclearity. Even though mono bond angles at the core atoms in the three hexamers are
substitution has resulted in the formation of a hexamer, the compared. Reduced steric constraints result in a more
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Table 4
List of bond angles(8) for the atoms in the core of the three hexamers

Hexamer 5 Hexamer 1 Hexamer 3
(MeNCS–p-cresol) (PhNCS–p-cresol) (PhNCS–guaiacol)

Cu–S–Cu 89.6 86.2–92.6 89.1–98.4
S–Cu–S 115.5 113.5–116.8 106.9–115.6
N–Cu–S 119.8; 117.9 114.8–124.5 116.9–127.7
Cu–S–C 103.5; 103.2 100.5–107.4 98.6–106.4
S–C–N 123.6 121.1–123.1 121.8–126.0
N–C–O 117.9 117.7–120.9 113.6–121.4
S–C–O 115.5 117.9–119.3 115.4–120.4

regular structure and distortions are minimized due to constraints an insertion reaction with copper(I) 2,6-di-tert-
steric relief. A reduction in the steric strain is reflected by butyl-4-methyl phenoxide was carried out on CS . A2

greater symmetry in the molecular and crystal structure. yellow crystalline product 7 was formed and was identified
1The H NMR spectra of these complexes suggest that as a tetramer from an X-ray crystallographic analysis. The

the steric effects impact the solution properties of the tetramer has a tetrahedral arrangement of the four copper
complex too. Studies carried out earlier [45] had shown atoms which are bridged by S–C–S and sulfide bridges.
that the dissociation of the hexamer into a tetramer and a The structure is similar to that of the tetramer 2 isolated in
dimer (Scheme 1) would offer relief from the steric the reaction between PhNCS and copper(I) 2,6-dimethyl
constraints. Such dissociation into two different species is phenoxide. The ORTEP diagram of 7 is shown in Fig. 3.

1indicated by the room temperature H NMR spectrum of 3, The reaction involving copper(I) 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-
4 and 1. Hexamer 3 shows two resonances for the –OMe methylphenoxide and CS results in a tetrameric cluster 72

group (3.63 ppm; 2.68 H and 3.53 ppm; 0.32H) and the (the corresponding reaction with PhNCS gives only a
two peaks have non integral ratios. Hexamer 4 with the dimeric complex). The reduction in the size of the
mono ortho methyl substituent also has two signals for the heterocumulene ligand has compensated for the steric
methyl group with non integral ratios(1.99 ppm, 2.46H and congestion due to the phenol and consequently oligo-
1.89 ppm, 0.54H). Similarly, there are two peaks corre- merization is made feasible.
sponding to the p-methyl substituent of the aryloxide in the Subsequently, reactions were carried out with CS and2
1H NMR spectrum of 1 suggesting the presence of two copper(I) 2,6-dimethyl phenoxide which has less bulky
species in solution. The ratio of the intensities of the two methyl groups. An orange product 8 was obtained which
closely spaced singlets was found to be temperature could not be crystallized and hence its nuclearity could not
dependent. At higher temperatures, the intensities of the be determined from an X-ray study. The orange color of
two signals were equal. At lower temperatures, only one the complex suggests that it is a hexamer (vide infra). The
peak was observed indicating the presence of only one role played by steric effects is distinctly brought out by the
species. These changes could be attributed to a dissociation insertion reaction of CS with copper(I) 4-methylphenox-2

of the hexamer to give a tetramer and a dimer. The ide where there is no ortho substitution in the phenol. In
presence of very little steric congestion in the hexamer 5 this case, there is a further reduction in the steric require-
(from MeNCS) is confirmed by its behavior in solution,

1the H NMR spectrum of 5 does not indicate any dissocia-
tion in contrast to 1, 3 and 4.

3.2. Reactions with CS2

Further decrease in the steric requirements of the ligand
was brought about by employing a ligand with no sub-
stituents on the terminal atom. To probe the limits of steric

Scheme 1. Fig. 3. ORTEP Diagram of the Tetrameric Complex 7.
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ment of the ligand and as a result, multiple insertions take confirming the nuclearities of these oligomers. Even in
place. The products that are finally isolated are either the cases where single crystals suitable for diffraction work are
orthocarbonate [C(OAr) ] or the thioncarbonate not available, it is possible to assign a nuclearity to the4

[S=C(OAr) ] and cuprous sulfide [46–49]. The absence of complex. In the solution phase all complexes had a broad2

steric impediments in both p-cresol and CS lead to absorption from 250 nm tapering down to 350 nm indicat-2

multiple insertions since there is no hindrance to the ing dissociation of the oligomeric structures. However, the
insertion reaction. Attempts were made to prevent multiple spectra recorded in the solid state were more informative
insertion by synthesizing the ligand (a thioxanthate) and and are discussed below.
then reacting it with copper(I) instead of an in situ An examination of the emission characteristics of these
insertion reaction of the heterocumulene with copper(I) clusters (Table 5) shows that 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10 are
aryloxide. However only decomposition products (phenol very similar. Also, these cluster compounds are all either
and cuprous sulfide) could be isolated. orange–yellow, orange or red in color. The structures of 1,

An alternative mode of reducing steric requirements of 3, and 5 are confirmed to be hexameric in the solid state
the ligand is to covalently link the substituents as in the from crystallographic studies. From the similarity in the
case of heterocyclic thione systems. These have an N–C–S absorption and emission patterns of these molecules (ab-
fragment similar to the systems mentioned earlier and the sorbances from 270–500 nm and a fluorescence emission
ligand would have minimum or negligible steric effects. band at the long wavelength region from 600–700 nm) and
Reactions were carried out with copper(I) and pyrimidine- their color, it can be concluded that 4, 8, 9 and 10 are also
2-thiolate. The resulting product 11 is highly insoluble in hexamers. The absorption and emission characteristics of
all common organic solvents which suggests a polymeric the hexamers are markedly different from 2, 6 and 7. The
structure. This polymeric structure could be broken down latter are colorless /yellow compounds, have absorbances
with pyridine. However, the highly air sensitive and non between 270–350 nm and do not have any emission band
crystalline nature of the products formed precluded further beyond 600nm. The structures of 2 and 7 are known to be
characterization. Therefore it can be concluded that when tetrameric from single crystal structure determinations. On
there is a great release in the steric congestion, oligo- the basis of these similarities it might be concluded that 6
merization is made so facile that polymerization results. A is also a tetramer.
possible sheet-like structure for this polymeric copper(I) The color in copper(I) compounds with sulfur donor
complex 11 is shown in Fig. 4. These results clearly ligands has been assigned to a ligand-to-metal charge
demonstrate the role played by steric factors in controlling transfer transition [50]. The difference in the emission
the oligomerization process in copper(I) clusters. pattern and the color of the hexameric and tetrameric

complexes can be attributed to the difference in their
3.3. Fluorescence spectra structures. The Cu–S–Cu angles in the hexamers are

around 908 while those in the tetrameric structure are acute
The absorption and fluorescence spectra of these oligo- indicating closed three centre bonding. As a result the

meric complexes were found to be useful in finding out or interaction between the ligand and the metal is better in the
case of the hexamers which is reflected in shorter Cu–S
distances. Table 6 compares the Cu–S–Cu angles and the
Cu–S distances in the structurally characterised hexamers
and tetramers. This structural difference could be respon-
sible for the very different emission properties of the
hexamers and tetramers.

3.4. Modeling studies

Modeling studies [51] were also helpful in understand-
ing the role of steric effects in controlling the nuclearity of
oligomeric copper(I) complexes. These studies reveal the
fact that although monosubstitution increases the nuclearity
of the cluster, the resulting structure is considerably
strained. In the hexamer 3 that is formed in the reaction
with guaiacol, free rotation about the O–C(aryloxide) bond
is not possible and severe intramolecular bumping is
encountered, the hydrogen atoms of the –OMe group and
the phenyl ring of the N-phenylimino(aryloxy)-

Fig. 4. A Possible Sheet-Like Structure for the Polymeric Complex 11. methanethiolate belonging to two neighboring ligands
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Table 5
Fluorescence Spectral Data

No. Structural X=C=Y–ArOH Color Fluorescence spectra
Data

l nm l nmex em

1 Hexamer PhNCS–p-cresol Orange 274 418, 471, 494, 629
383 639, 777
421 629

a2 Tetramer PhNCS–DMP White 284 384
3 Hexamer PhNCS–guaiacol Orange– 365 617

Yellow 400 603, 626
414 621

c4 Hexamer PhNCS–o-cresol Yellow 374 438, 631
5 Hexamer MeNCS–p-cresol red–orange 275 424, 474, 496

310 470, 491, 533
497 747

a6 – MeNCS–DMP White 275 351, 388, 470, 493
b7 Tetramer CS –BHT Yellow 312 471, 5342

348 413, 469, 520, 571
363 413, 469, 513, 570
375 416, 468, 508, 567

a8 – CS –DMP red–orange 322 416, 436, 468, 528, 5522

441 656
494 747

9 – PhNCS–p- red–orange 311 401, 470
chlorophenol 387 642

455 682
486 731

10 – MeNCS–p- red–orange 310 404, 468, 532, 549
chlorophenol 491 739

a DMP52,6-dimethylphenol.
b BHT52,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol.
c Unpublished.

˚come as close as 0.55 A. These constraints are responsible product formed from copper(I) 2,6-dimethyl phenoxide
for the distortions observed in the molecular structure. and CS could not be crystallographically characterized.2

The nuclearity of complex 6 that was formed in the Modeling studies carried out on this system by construct-
insertion reaction between copper(I) 2,6-dimethylphenox- ing a hypothetical hexameric complex showed that the
ide and MeNCS could not be ascertained from an X-ray formation of a hexameric complex would not be restricted
crystallographic study. Modeling studies were carried out by steric factors. In this case, the results from fluorescence
on this system by introducing two ortho-methyl sub- spectra confirm that a hexamer is indeed formed in this
stituents in the –OAr groups of the hexamer 5. Contrary to reaction.
the results obtained in the PhNCS systems, the intro- The nuclearity of the cluster formed with a three atom
duction of methyl groups appeared to be feasible. While bridge in a tricoordinate geometry around the metal is
the possibility of a hexamer being formed is suggested by limited by topological factors. The oligomeric cluster
the modeling studies, fluorescence studies indicate that complexes can be viewed as a combination of tub shaped
complex 6 is indeed a tetramer. Similarly, the orange dimeric (CuNCS) units. These tubs are brought together2

in an orientation where the trigonal coordination require-
ment of copper(I) is met. The three (CuNCS) tubs are in2

Table 6 a parallel orientation in the hexamer while the two dimeric
Comparison of the Cu–S–Cu angles and Cu–S distances tubs are oriented orthogonal to each other in the tetramer.

˚Cluster Cu–S–Cu (8) Cu–S (A) An attempt to form an octanuclear cluster by bringing
together four tubs increases the Cu–S–Cu angle signifi-Tetramer 2 70.1–73.0 2.25–2.32
cantly. Large deviations of the S–Cu–S angle would beTetramer 7 70.8–72.1 2.24–2.30

Hexamer 1 86.2–92.6 2.23–2.28 energetically unfavorable. On the other hand, the formation
Hexamer 3 89.1–98.4 2.21–2.27 of a non planar sheet structure does not require deviations
Hexamer 5 89.6 2.24–2.24 from trigonal coordination. Hence, in the absence of steric
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Abstract

Iridium–fluorobenzenetiolate complexes of general formula [Ir(SR )(CO)(PPh ) ], (R 5C F 1a, C HF -4 1b, C H F-4 1c, andF 3 2 F 6 5 6 4 6 4

C H CH -2 1d), were prepared by methatetical reactions with Tl(SR ) or HSR . The unexpected trimetallic compound [Ir3(m-6 4 3 F F

SC F ) (m-CO)(CO) (PPh ) ] 2 was also isolated when R 5C F . Oxidative addition of fluorothiols to the corresponding Ir(I)6 5 3 4 3 2 F 6 5

precursors, afforded the compounds [Ir(H)(Cl)(SR )(CO)(PPh ) ] (R 5C F 3a, C HF -4 3b and C H F-4 3c) andF 3 2 F 6 5 6 4 6 4

[Ir(H)(SR ) (CO)(PPh ) ])] (R 5C F 4a, C HF -4 4b and C H F-4 4c). Irreversible oxygen uptake by compounds 1 gives rise to theF 2 3 2 F 6 5 6 4 6 4

oxo-derivatives [Ir(SR )(O )(CO)(PPh )] (R 5C F 5a, C HF -4 5b, C H F-4 5c and C H CH -2 5c). The crystal and molecularF 2 3 F 6 5 6 4 6 4 6 4 3
2structures of [Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a, [Ir (m-SC F ) (m-CO)(CO) (PPh ) ] 2 and [Ir(SC F )(h -O )(CO)(PPh ) ] 5a were6 5 3 2 3 6 5 3 4 3 2 6 5 2 3 2

determined by X-ray diffraction crystallography. Compound 2 contains an asymmetrical Ir S ring with one iridium–iridium bond3 3
2˚(2.665(1)A) doubly bridged by CO and (C F S) .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.6 5

Keywords: Fluorothiolato; Iridium; Dioxygen; X-ray

2A great amount of attention has been paid to the bimetallic complexes, bearing R S ligands with R 5F F

synthesis, characterisation and study of thiolate-containing C F , C HF -4 and C H F-4. In this paper results re-6 5 6 4 6 4

bi or polynuclear complexes of the platinum group metals. garding the compounds [Ir(SR )(CO)(PPh )],F 3

Such complexes have rendered interesting, sometimes [Ir(H)(Cl)(SR )(CO)(PPh )], [Ir(H)(SR ) (CO)(PPh )]F 3 F 2 3

unique, examples of mixed oxidation states [1], unusual and [Ir(SR )(O )(CO)(PPh )] are discussed as well asF 2 3

geometries [2–8], agostic bonds [9,10], neutral–ionic the X-ray crystal and molecular structures of
equlibrium [11], etc. This class of compounds are also [Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ], [Ir (m-SC F ) (m-CO)(CO) -6 5 3 2 3 6 5 3 4

2relevant models to study co-operative effects between (PPh ) ] and [Ir(SC F )(h -O )(CO)(PPh )]. A part of this3 2 6 5 2 3

metals in processes like conventional [12] or stereo-selec- work has been the subject of a preliminary communica-
tive catalysis [13,14]. On the other hand, interest on tion [1].
monometallic thiolate derivatives has grown steadily over
recent years due to the role that they probably play in
processes such as the activation of small molecules 1. Experimental
[15,16], metal-catalysed carbon–sulfur bond cleavage and
formation [17–27], desulfurization of thio-compounds All reactions were routinely performed under dry,
[28–37], etc. Following our interest in fluorinated thiolate oxygen-free dinitrogen atmospheres, using standard
derivatives of transition metals [38–40], we have studied a Schlenk-tube techniques. Solvents were dried and degassed
series of iridium compounds, including mono- and using published techniques [41], stored over molecular

sieves and distilled under nitrogen prior to use. Thin layer
2*Corresponding author. chromatography (TLC) (Merck, 5X7.5cm Kieselgel 60

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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2 1 1F ) was used when possible to monitor the progress of Yield 89%. IR n(CO) 1992.1 cm . H NMR: 6.73,254
1 9 31SC H F-4; F NMR: 2117.3 Fp; P NMR: 27.36. MSthe reaction under study. 6 4

(m /e) Found: 871, Calc: 871.Literature methods were used for the synthesis of [(Ir(m-
[Ir(SC H Me-2)(CO)(PPh ) ] 1d. Yellow. Anal. Found:SC F )(CO) j ] [1], Pb(SC F ) [42], and TlSC F [42]. 6 4 3 26 5 2 2 6 5 2 6 5

C, 60.8; H, 3.7. C H IrOP S. Calc.: C, 60.9; H, 4.3.All other chemicals were commercial products used as 44 37 2
2 1 1Yield 90%. IR n(CO) 1948.0 cm . H NMR: 6.43, 2.82received without further purification.

31SC H Me-2; P NMR: 26.22. MS (m /e) Found: 868,All metal complexes were collected on sintered-glass 6 4

Calc.: 868.frits and washed with the appropriate solvents before being
[Ir (SC F )3(CO)5(PPh ) ] 2. A solution of P(C H ) ,dried in a stream of nitrogen. 3 6 5 3 2 6 5 3

(0.2g, 1.0 mmol) in acetone (15 ml) was added dropwiseComplexes were characterised by infrared spectra re-
21 to [hIr(SC F )(CO) j2] (0.44g, 0.5 mmol) dissolved in 20corded over the 4000–200 cm range on a Perkin–Elmer 6 5 2

ml of acetone. The solution rapidly turned yellow and it1330 with a Data Station 1300 using samples mulled in
was stirred for 1 h. The solution was concentrated to ca. 5Nujol between KBr plates or as CsI pellets. Data are

21 mL under vacuum. Toluene (5mL) was added and theexpressed in wavenumbers (cm ) with relative intensities
solution keep at ca. 08C for 24 h. Two distinct crystalline(s5strong, m5medium, w5weak)

1 products separated, yellow crystals corresponding to com-H, spectra were obtained on a Bruker ACP 200 (200.13
1 9 pound (Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a and reddish crystals ofMHz) spectrometer in the deuterated solvent. F, spectra 6 5 3 2

(Ir (SC F ) (CO)5(PPh ) ] 2.were measured with a SDS-360 MHz operating at 282.23 3 6 5 3 3 2
3 1 [IrH(Cl)(SC HF -4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 3b. A solution ofMHz, by Spectral Data Services Inc. (Illinois USA). P- 6 4 3 2

1 HSC HF -4, (0.095g, 0.5 mmol) in acetone (15 mL) wash Hj, spectra were obtained on a Bruker ACP 200 spec- 6 4

added dropwise to a suspension of (IrCl(CO)(PPh ) ]trometer operating at 81.01 MHz. Chemical shifts are 3 2
1 (0.40g, 0.5 mmol) in 20 mL of acetone. The suspensionrelative to internal TMS d50 ( H), external CFCl d503

1 9 3 1 mixture rapidly turns white and it was magnetically stirred( F) and external 85% H PO d50 ( P) with downfield2 4

for 1 hour. After concentrating to ca. 5 mL under vacuumvalues reported positive. A standard variable-temperature
it was filtered off to separate [IrH(Cl)(SC HF -unit was used to control the probe and it was checked 6 4

4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 3b. Anal. Found: C, 53.4; H, 3.2.periodically by thermocouple to ensure temperature read- 3 2

C H ClF IrOP S. Calc.: C, 53.7; H, 3.4. Yield 78%. IRings were within 618C. 4 3 3 2 4 2
2 1 1((CO) 2024.0; n(MH) 2218.0 cm . H NMR: 214.7Elemental analyses were determined by Galbraith Labs.
19M-H, J(H-P)511.3; 6.7, SC HF -4; F NMR: 2127.8 F ,Inc., USA. 6 4 o

31
2138.6 F ; P NMR: 27.7. MS (m /e) Found: 962, Calc.:FAB spectra were obtained on a JEOL SX102 mass m

962.spectrometer operated at an accelerating voltage of 10 KV.
[IrH(Cl)(SC H F-4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 3c. White. Anal.Samples were desorbed from nitrobenzyl alcohol matrix 6 4 3 2

Found: C, 57.0; H, 3.9. C H ClFIrOP S. Calc.: C, 56.9;using 3KeV xenon atoms. Mass measurements in FAB are 43 35 2

H, 3.9. Yield 84%. IR n(CO) 2025.6; n(MH) 2218.7performed at 3000 resolution using magnetic field scans
2 1 1cm . H NMR: 216.15, MH, J(H-P)512; 6.10, SC H F-and the matrix ions as the reference material, or electric 6 4
19 314; F NMR: 2119.0, F ; P NMR: 213.99. MS (m/e)field scans with the sample peak bracketed by two (poly- p

Found: 908, Calc.: 908.ethylene glycol or cesium iodide) reference ions.
[IrH(SC HF -4) (CO)(PPh ) ] 4b. A solution ofPreparation of complexes 1 to 5. Since synthetic 6 4 2 3 2

HSC HF -4, (0.097g, 0.5 mmol) in acetone (15 mL) wasexperimental set-up were relatively similar for each class 6 4

added dropwise to a suspension of (Ir(SC HF -of compounds, only a representative example of each type 6 4

4)(CO)(PPh ) ] (0.47g, 0.5 mmol) in 20 mL of acetone.is described as follows. 3 2

The suspension mixture rapidly turns white and it was[Ir(SC HF -4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 1b. A solution of6 4 3 2

magnetically stirred for 1 h. After concentrating to ca. 5Tl(SC HF -4), (0.195g, 0.505 mmol) in acetone (15 ml)6 4

mL under vacuum it was filtered off to separatewas added dropwise to (IrCl(CO)(PPh ) ] (0.39g, 0.53 2

(IrH(SC HF -4) (CO)(PPh ) ] 4b. White. Anal. Found:mmol) dissolved in 20 ml of acetone. The mixture rapidly 6 4 2 3 2

C, 52.8; H, 2.8. C H F IrOP S . Calc.: C, 53.1; H, 3.0.turns yellow while a white solid precipitates off. The 49 33 8 2 2
21 1Yield 82%. IR n(CO) 2059.0; n(MH) 2225.0 cm . Hyellow solution was stirred for 1 h. TlCl was filtered off

19NMR: 214.9 M-H, J(H-P)59.1; 6.65, SC HF -4; Fand the solution concentrated to ca. 5 ml under vacuum. 6 4
31NMR: 2128.5 F , 2139.6 F ; P NMR: 26.9. MS (m /e)Slow evaporation of the solvent renders yellow crystals of o m

Found: 1108, Calc.: 1108.[Ir(SC HF -4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 1b. Anal. Found: C, 55.5; H,6 4 3 2

[IrH(SC H F-4) (CO)(PPh ) ] 4c. White. Anal. Found:3.4. C H F IrOP S. Calc.: C, 55.7; H, 3.4. Yield 91%. 6 4 2 3 243 3 1 4 2
2 1 1 1 9 C, 58.7; H, 3.5. C H F IrOP S . Calc.: C, 58.9; H, 3.9.IR n(CO) 1965.4 cm . H NMR: 6.49, SC HF ; F 49 39 2 2 26 4

21 131 Yield 87%. IR n(CO) 2220.0; n(MH) 2045.0 cm . HNMR: 2128.5 F , 2139.4 F ; P NMR: 24.98. MS (m /e)o m
19NMR: 215.7, MH, J(H-P)510.9; 6.12, SC H F-4; FFound: 925, Calc: 925. 6 4

31[Ir(SC H F-4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 1c. Yellow. Anal. Found: NMR: 2122.3, F ; P NMR: 28.45. MS (m/e) Found:6 4 3 2 p

C, 59.9; H, 4.3. C H FIrOP S. Calc: C, 59.2; H, 3.9. 1000, Calc.: 1000.43 34 2
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19 31[Ir(SC HF -4)(O )(CO)(PPh ) ] 5b. Dry oxygen was NMR: 6.10, SC H F-4; F NMR: 2118.4, Fp; P NMR:6 4 2 3 2 6 4

bubbled through a solution of [Ir(SC HF -4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 2.93. MS (m/e) Found: 903, Calc.: 903.6 4 3 2

(0.46g, 0.5 mmol) in 20 mL of acetone. The solution turns [Ir(SC H Me-2)(O )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1d. Yellow. Anal.6 4 2 3 2

yellow and after ca. 1 hour it concentrated to ca. 5 mL Found: C, 59.9; H, 4.4. C H IrO P S. Calc.: C, 58.7; H,4 4 3 7 3 2
21 1under vacuum. Slow evaporation of this solution renders 4.1. Yield 85%. IR n(CO) 1994.0, n(O ) 848.0 cm . H2

31(Ir(SC HF -4)(O )(CO)(PPh ) ] 5b. Yellow. Anal. NMR: 6.42, 2.31, SC H Me-2; P NMR: 1.01. MS (m/e)6 4 2 3 2 6 4

Found: C, 54.6; H, 3.5. C H F IrO P S. Calc.: C, 53.9; Found: 900, Calc.: 900.43 31 4 3 2
21H, 3.3. Yield 76%. IR ((CO) 1988.9; n(O ) 848.5 cm . Single-Crystal X-Ray Structure Analysis. Details on2

1 19H NMR: 6.72, SC HF -4; F NMR: 2126.6 F , 2137.7 crystallographic data, data collection and structure refine-6 4 o
31F ; P NMR: 6.71. MS (m/e) Found: 957, Calc.: 957. ment for compounds 1a, 2 and 5a are listed in Table 1.m

[Ir(SC H F-4)(O )(CO)(PPh ) ] 5c. Yellow. Anal. Due to the low quality of crystals the C-scan technique6 4 2 3 2

Found: C, 57.1; H, 3.8. C H FIrO P S. Calc.: C, 57.1; gave no clear corrections and DIFABS was used as an43 34 3 2
21 1H, 3.8. Yield 87%. IR ((CO) 1988.0; ((O ) 850.0 cm . H alternative.2

Table 1
Crystallographic data, data collection and structure refinement

Compound 1a 2 5a

Crystal data
Empirical formula C H OSF P Ir C H O S F P Ir C H O SF P Ir43 30 5 2 59 30 5 3 15 2 3 43 30 3 5 2

Molecular weight 943.43 1838.65 975.93
¯Space group Monoclinic, P 1/n Monoclinic, P 1/a Triclinic, P12 2

Unit cell Least-squares Lease-squares Least-squares
determination fit from 25 fit from 100 fit from 100

reflexions reflexions reflexions
(4,2u ,458) (4,2u ,468) (4,2u ,438)

Crystal size mm 0.430.430.3 0.3830.2430.21 0.2830.2130.20
˚a, A 12.082(3) 16.229(1) 19.141(5)
˚b, A 15.473(3) 30.817(4) 11.817(2)
˚c, A 20.048(7) 12.758(1) 9.885(1)

a, deg 90.0 90.0 68.57(1)
b, deg 92.97(2) 112.18(1) 108.99(1)
g, deg 90.0 90.0 110.54(2)

3˚V, A 3743(2) 5908(1) 1898.5(7)
Z 4 4 2

23
r gcm 1.67 2.0669 1.7072calc

F(000) 1856 2720 960
21

m, cm 37.48 69.64 37.01

Experimental data
Four circle CAD4-Enraf-Nonius Philips PW 1100 Philips PW 1100
Diffractometer Bisecting geometry Bisecting geometry
Radiation MoKa MoKa MoKa

˚ ˚ ˚(l50.71069A) (l50.71069A) (l50.71069A)
Scan type v /2u v /2u v /2u

u limits, deg 1-25 2–22 2–25
Data collected 7040 7290 6746
Unique data used 4143 5806 5340

2 2(Fo) .3s(Fo) (I.2s(I)) (I.3s(I))
Range of hkl 214/14; 0 /18; 0 /23 219/19, 0 /37, 0 /15 222/22, 214/14, 0 /12

Solution and refinement
Solution Direct methods Direct methods Direct methods
Refinement L.s. on Fobs L.s. on Fobs L.s. on Fobs
H atoms Calculated Calculated Calculated
Absorption correction DIFABS [43] DIFABS [43] DIFABS [43]

1.19–0.88 1.39–0.75 2.004–0.656
aR 0.032 0.058 0.106
bR 0.035 0.084 0.131w

Goodness of fit, s 1.57 0.364 0.653
No. of variables 571 775 871

3˚Drmax (e /A ) 0.74 1.60 5.84
a b 2 2 1 / 2R5S uuF u2uFcuu /S uF u. R 5[Sw(uF u2uFcu) /SwuF u ] .o o W o o
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[Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a. An absorption correction described for compound 2, was applied in order to give no6 5 3 2
2following the DIFABS procedure [43] was applied to trends in ,D F. vs. ,uF u. and ,sin u /l..The finalo

isotropically refined data. Maximum and minimum absorp- difference map showed two large peaks (5.84 and 5.43 e
2 3˚tion factors 1.19 and 0.88 respectively. The positions of the A ) in the neighbourhood of the Ir atom. Final R and Rw

hydrogen atoms were calculated geometrically and intro- values 0.106 and 0.131. Computer and programs: VAX
duced in the refinement with all parameters fixed. A 11/750, SIR92 [48], XRAY80, DIFABS, PESOS [49],
Chebychev Polynomial weighting scheme (w5 PARST and CRYSTALS [50]. Anomalous dispersion and
(weight)*(12(DF /6 /*(F )**2)**2) was used. Final R and scattering factors: International Tables for X-ray Crys-
Rw values 0.032 and 0.035. All calculations were carried tallography [47].
out using CRYSTALS [50,52].

[Ir (SC F ) (CO)5(PPh ) ] 2. An absorption correction3 6 5 3 3 2

following the DIFABS procedure [43] was applied to 2. Results and discussion
isotropically refined data. Maximum and minimum absorp-
tion factors 1.39 and 0.75 respectively. The positions of the Analytical and other physical properties of the com-
hydrogen atoms were calculated geometrically and intro- pounds prepared, NMR parameters as well as n(C;O),
duced in the refinement with all parameters fixed. An n(O5O) and n(M–H) frequencies are given in the ex-

2empirical weighting scheme of type w5w ?w , w 51/s ; perimental section. In general, other infrared frequencies1 2 1 1
2 2w 51/s ; s 5a1buF u, s 5c1dsin u /l was applied, the are consistent with the given formula but have been2 2 1 o 2

a, b, c and d coefficients being those to eliminate trends in omitted since they are of limited value to the following
2

,D F. vs. ,DuF u. and ,sin u /l.. Final R value discussion.o

0.058. Computer and programs: VAX 11/750, DIRDIF Reaction of [hIr(m-SC F )(CO) j2] with triphenylphos-6 5 2

[44], XRAY80 [45], DIFABS [43], PARST [46]. Anomal- phine. Addition of triphenylphosphine to a solution of the
8ous dispersion and scattering factors International Tables sulfur-bridged dinuclear d metal complex [hIr(m-

for X-ray Crystallography [47]. SC F )(CO) j2] in acetone at room temperature, rapidly6 5 2

[Ir(SC H )(O )(CO)(PPh ) ] 5a. An absorption correc- yields a clear pale-yellow solution, from which a mixture6 5 2 3 2

tion following the DIFABS procedure [43] was applied to of two kinds of crystals was obtained. Owing to their
isotropically refined data; maximum and minimum absorp- lability in solution, spectroscopic studies of this mixture
tion factors 2.004 and 0.656 respectively. The temperature gave rise to conflicting results and therefore, the crystals
factor of the C atom of the carbonyl group was fixed all were analysed by X-ray diffraction techniques. The re-
along the refinement process as it became negative. The sulting complexes from this reaction are trans-
Ir-C1 coordinates were fixed along with its thermal param- [Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a and [Ir (SC F ) (CO) -6 5 3 2 3 6 5 3 5

eter. The positions of the hydrogen atoms were calculated (PPh ) ] (Scheme 1).3 2

geometrically and introduced in the refinement with all Trans-[Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a has been obtained6 5 3 2

parameters fixed. An empirical weighting scheme, as previously from the metathetical reaction of trans-

Scheme 1.
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[Ir(Cl)(CO)(PPh ) ] with Tl(SC F ) [51] which is a Ir2, S2, Ir3 and S3 are roughly coplanar; S1 and C193 2 6 5

(bridging CO) that form the flaps of the envelope, aregeneral method to prepare Vaska’s type complexes [16].
˚ ˚respectively below (21.916A) and above (0.358 A) thisFrom this reaction we found no traces of the trinuclear

plane. Two iridium atoms (Ir1 and Ir2) are formallycompound 2.
pentacoordinated, sharing a bridging carbonyl ligand. EachFigs. 1 and 2 show perspective views of the molecular
of these iridium atoms are bonded to a terminal carbonylstructures of complexes 1a and 2, respectively, indicating
ligand and to a triphenylphosphine ligand. Iridium1–the atom numbering scheme.

˚iridium2 is the shortest intermetallic distance (2.665(4)A)Selected bond distances and angles for complexes 1a
and it suggests a metal–metal bond; which is in agreementand 2 are listed in Tables 2 and 3, Torsion angles involving
with the electron counting. This distance is slightly shorterthe central ring of [Ir (m-SC F ) (m-CO)(CO) (PPh ) ] 23 6 5 3 4 3 2

than those found in previously reported trinuclear com-are collected in Table 4.
plexes [2–8]. It also shows significant differences whenThe molecule of trans-[Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a6 5 3 2

compared with the other two iridium–iridium distances,shows, as expected, a substantially planar arrangement
˚both larger than 3.5A. Iridium–sulphur distances on thisaround the metallic centre. Both iridium–phosphorus dis-

˚ fragment are also significantly different (Ir1–S1 2.37(1),tances are practically equal (2.305(2) and 2.315(2)A). The
˚Ir1–S3 2.54(1) and Ir2–S1 2.39(1), Ir2–S2 2.58(1)A). TheC F ring aligns itself parallel to a C H ring from a6 5 6 5

third iridium atom has a square planar arrangement withneighbouring intramolecular triphenylphosphine. This is a
˚cis carbonyls (1.77(3) and 1.85(4)A) and two essentiallyfact that is often encountered in SC F bearing compounds6 5

equal iridium–sulphur distances (Ir3–S2 2.36(1) and Ir3–and it probably results from packing effects. In solution,
˚S3 2.37(1)A). Both angles around sulfur atoms are quiteNMR data are consistent with rapid rotation of the

different, Ir1–S1–Ir2 angle is 68.1o consistent with thepentafluorophenyl ring.
shorter distance, and the related Ir2–S1 and Ir1–S1The structure of the complex [Ir (m-SC F ) (m-3 6 5 3

˚distances are 2.39(1) and 2.37(1)A respectively, but theCO)(CO)4(PPh ) ] 2 has a basic skeleton formed by three3 2
˚iridium atoms bridged by three SC F groups. Atoms Ir1, Ir1–S3–Ir3 angle is 123.58, and Ir1–S3 is 2.54(1)A. While6 5

Fig. 1. ORTEP [27] view of the molecular structure of trans-[Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a showing the atomic numbering.6 5 3 2
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Fig. 2. ORTEP [27] view of the molecular structure of [Ir ((-SC F ) (m-CO)(CO)4(PPh ) ] 2 showing the atomic numbering.3 6 5 3 3 2

the Ir2–S2–Ir3 angle is 126.28 and the Ir2–S2 distance is higher nuclearity promoted by PPh has been previously3
˚2.58(1)A. Clearly, angles around S1 indicate a tetrahedral observed for several systems [53]. Unfortunately no evi-

environment, as is usually observed in thiolate derivatives dence regarding the mechanism leading to 2 could be
[2–8]. However, those around S2 and S3 indicate an gained from the experimental outcome of this reaction
unusual planar structure. These data are in agreement with

Table 3previous results found for the crown-like complex [Ir (m-3 ˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) with standard deviations forS-t-Bu) (m-CO)(CO)4(PMe ) ] reported previously [2–8].3 3 2 complex [Ir (m-SC F ) (m-CO)(CO) (PPh ) ]3 6 5 3 4 3 2Rearrangement of metal complexes to derivatives of
Ir1-Ir2 2.665(1) S1-Ir1-S3 81.2(2)
Ir1-Ir3 4.323(2) S1-Ir2-S2 86.4(2)

Table 2
Ir2-Ir3 4.406(1) S2-Ir3-S3 92.5(2)˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) with standard deviations for
Ir1-S1 2.37(1) S3-Ir3-C22 89(1)

complex trans-[Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ]6 5 3 2 Ir1-S3 2.54(1) S3-Ir3-C23 175(1)
Ir1-S1 2.382(2) S1-Ir1-P1 83.44(7) Ir2-S1 2.39(1) S2-Ir3-C23 92(1)
Ir1-P1 2.315(2) S1-Ir1-P2 96.89(7) Ir2-S2 2.58(1) S2-Ir3-C22 178(1)
Ir1-P2 2.305(2) P1-Ir1-P2 176.87(7) Ir3-S2 2.36(1) S1-Ir2-C21 161(1)
Ir1-C1 1.799(8) S1-Ir1-C1 173.0(3) Ir3-S3 2.37(1) S1-Ir2-C19 86(1)
S1-C1 1.761(8) P1-Ir1-C1 89.5(3) Ir1-C19 2.07(3) Ir1-S1-Ir2 68.1(2)
C1-O1 1.157(9) P2-Ir1-C1 90.2(3) Ir1-P1 2.36(1) Ir2-S2-Ir3 126.2(3)
P1-C* 1.826 S1-C1-C2 122.3(7) Ir2-P2 2.34(1) Ir1-S3-Ir3 123.5(3)
P2-C* 1.823 Ir1-C1-O1 178.0(8) Ir3-C22 1.77(3) Ir1-C19-Ir2 80(1)

Ir3-C23 1.85(4) Ir2-C19-O19 139(2)
*Average length.
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Table 4 Addition of the thiols HSR (R 5C F , C HF -4 orF F 6 5 6 4
Torsion angles (8) involving the central ring of [Ir (m-SC F ) (m-3 6 5 3 C H F-4) to a suspension of trans-[Ir(Cl)(CO)(PPh ) ] in6 4 3 2CO)(CO) (PPh ) ]4 3 2 toluene at room temperature yields an off-white precipitate
C20–Ir1–C19–Ir2 2115(1) of the complexes [IrH(Cl)(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 3a,6 5 3 2
P1–Ir1–C19–Ir2 149.4(4) [IrH(Cl)(SC HF -4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 3b or [IrH(Cl)-6 4 3 2S3–Ir1–C19–Ir2 218(2)

(SC H F-4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 3c.6 4 3 2S1–Ir1–C19–Ir2 47(1)
19 1The Fh- Hj NMR spectra of [Ir(H)(Cl)(SC F )-S1–Ir1–S3–Ir3 262.7(3) 6 5

C19–Ir1–S1–Ir2 243(1) (CO)(PPh ) ] 3a show three complex absorptions corres-3 2
S3–Ir1–S1–Ir2 109.3(2) ponding to ortho-(d 52127.75 ppm), metha-(d 52162.75
S2–Ir2–C19–Ir1 32(2) ppm) and para-(d 52160.65 ppm) fluorine atoms (A B C2 2S1–Ir2–C19–Ir1 247(1)

magnetic system) with the expected 2:2:1 relative ratio.S2–Ir2–S1–Ir1 299.2(2)
31The P NMR spectra show a broad signal centred atC19–Ir2–S1–Ir1 43(1)

1C19–Ir2–S2–Ir3 236(1) d 527.2 ppm, whereas H NMR spectra show the ex-
S1–Ir2–S2–Ir3 43.0(3) pected multiplet on the phenyl region (PPh ) and two3
S2–Ir2–S3–Ir1 2.9(3) triplets arising from hydride-phosphorus coupling on two
S3–Ir2–S2–Ir2 6.6(4)

different isomers. The relative populations of these isomers
depends on reaction conditions. Obtained as described

although the formation of this trinuclear complex may be here, their relative ratio is ca. 1:9, with d 5214.99 ppm,
2 2rationalised following the pathway suggested by Poilblanc J 58.19 Hz and d 5215.51 ppm, J 57.46 HzH-P H-P

et al. [2–8] involving five co-ordinated species or through respectively.
tetra-co-ordinated complexes as shown on the following NMR magnetic couplings suggest that both observed
diagram. isomers bear equivalent phosphine ligands. There are three

possible isomers on which such an equivalence is found:
trans-H-Ir-SR , trans-H-Ir-Cl and trans-H-Ir-CO.F

1Considering the relative similarities of H NMR param-
2eters (Dd 50.6 ppm and D J 50.3 Hz) it seems likelyH-P

that those isomers with chloride ions or the pseudohalogen
2(SC F ) both on the same relative position trans to the6 5

2H ligand, are the more reasonable structures to rationalise
the experimental observations. On the other hand, a d

1value around 215 ppm in the H spectra of these
complexes is consistent with the hydrido ligand being

2trans to a ligand of low trans-influence such as Cl or
2SR [54–56].
It has been suggested [51] that compounds 1a and 3a

establish the equilibrium shown in reaction 1.

Reactions of trans-[Ir(Cl)(CO)(PPh ) ] with Tl(SR ).3 2 F

Reactions of trans-[Ir(Cl)(CO)(PPh ) ] with Tl(SR )3 2 F

(R 5C F , C HF -4, C H F-4 or C H Me-2) in acetone However, attempts to reductively eliminate HCl fromF 6 5 6 4 6 4 6 4

at room temperature yield yellow solutions, together with 1a-by treatment with KOH, NEt etcetera-have all been3
white precipitate of thallium chloride. From these solu- unsuccessful. The reductive elimination of HCl from
tions, the complexes trans-[Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a, chloro hydrido transition metal complexes has been recent-6 5 3 2

trans-[Ir(SC HF -4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 1b, trans-[Ir(SC H F- ly reviewed [57]. It is now well established that reductive6 4 3 2 6 4

4)(CO)(PPh ) ] 1c or trans-[Ir(SC H Me-2)(CO)(PPh ) ] elimination under biphasic or phase transfer catalysis3 2 6 4 3 2

1d were isolated under dry, oxygen-free-nitrogen as yellow conditions is a more suitable and accurate experimental
crystalline solids. method. Indeed, HCl elimination is cleanly accomplished

31The P NMR spectra of compounds 1a–d show single by treating [IrH(Cl)(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 3a under phase6 5 3 2
resonances (d 525.19, 24.98, 27.36 and 26.22 ppm respec- transfer conditions (toluene, 60% KOH-18-crown-6),
tively) arising from magnetically equivalent phosphine yielding trans-[Ir(SC F )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a. On the other6 5 3 2
ligands in a trans arrangement. hand, attempts to dechlorinate [IrH(Cl)(SC F )-6 5

FAB mass spectrometry of compounds 1a–d show the (CO)(PPh ) ] 3a in order to yield cationic complexes, as3 2
expected molecular ions-listed on Table 1-with a decompo- shown in reaction 2, have also failed to yield the desired
sition patterns suggesting the consecutive loss of CO, PPh products.3

and the fluorinated thiolate substituents.
Reactions of trans-[Ir(Cl)(CO)(PPh ) ] with HSR .3 2 F
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19 1MX 5 NaBPh , AgNO , etc . The Fh- Hj NMR spectra of [IrH(SC F ) -4 3 6 5 2

(CO)(PPh ) ] 4a show the expected pattern due to ortho-,3 2

Reactions of 3a with chloro abstracting reagents i.e. metha- and para-fluorine substituents (A B C magnetic2 2

NaBPh or AgNO result in mixtures of ill-defined prod- system) from two non-equivalent C F rings at d 54 3 6 5 o

ucts with loss of carbon monoxide or thiolate ion. 2134.2, 2133.8; d 52167.3, 2168.1 and d 52161.2m p
1FAB mass spectrometry of compounds 3a–c show the ppm. In addition to absorptions due to the phenyl rings, H

2expected molecular ions and a decomposition pattern with NMR spectra show a triplet at d 5214.8 ppm with J 5P-H
19 1consecutive loss of CO, PPh and SR . 9.7 Hz. Similarly, Fh2 Hj NMR spectra of3 F

Reactions of trans-[Ir(SR )(CO)(PPh ) ] with HSR . [IrH(SC HF -4) (CO)(PPh ) ] 4b show an absorptionF 3 2 F 6 4 2 3 2

Reactions of trans-[Ir(SR )(CO)(PPh ) ] 1a–c with their pattern due to ortho- and metha-fluorine substituents fromF 3 2

corresponding thiols, HSR (R 5C F , C HF -4 or two non-equivalent SC HF -4 rings at d 52128.5, d 52F F 6 5 6 4 6 4

C H F-4), in toluene suspensions, at room temperature, 128.9 and d 52139.6, d 52139.7 ppm. Besides absorp-6 4
1yield the complexes [IrH(SC F ) (CO)(PPh ) ] 4a, tions due to the phenyl rings, H NMR spectra of 4b show6 5 2 3 2

[IrH(SC HF -4) (CO)(PPh ) ] 4b or [IrH(SC H F- two triplets of triplets (AX Y system) for the para-H at6 4 2 3 2 6 4 2 2

4) (CO)(PPh ) ] 4c. Under the reaction conditions used in d 56.45 ppm and a triplet due to the hydride ion at2 3 2 p
2this work, compounds 4a–c, are obtained as one of the two d 5214.9 ppm with a H-P coupling constant. J 59.1P-H

possible isomers bearing mutually trans triphenylphosphine Hz. Finally [IrH(SC H F-4) (CO)(PPh ) ] 4c shows6 4 2 3 2
31 19 1ligands. Thus P NMR spectra show a single absorptions Fh2 Hj NMR spectra consisting of two absorptions due

at d 526.4 4a, 26.9 4b and 28.45 4c ppm. to para-fluorine substituents from two non-equivalent

Fig. 3. ORTEP [27] view of the molecular structure of [Ir(SC F )(O )(CO)(PPh ) ] 5a with thermal ellipsoids at 50% probability level. H atoms have6 5 2 3 2

been omitted for sake of clarity.
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Table 5 positional parameters of calculated hydrogen atoms, aniso-
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) with standard deviations for tropic thermal parameters, and bond distances and angles.

complex [Ir(SC F )(O )(CO)(PPh ) ]6 5 2 3 2 Ordering information is given on any current masthead
Ir1–P1 2.376(4) O2–Ir1–O3 41.2(8) page.
Ir1–P2 2.382(5) C1–Ir1–O3 158.9(5)
Ir1–S1 2.407(7) C1–Ir1–O2 118.0(5)
Ir1–C1 1.69(0) S1–Ir1–O3 106.4(6)

AcknowledgementsIr1–O2 2.02(3) S1–Ir1–O2 147.0(6)
Ir1–O3 2.02(2) Ir1–O2–O3 69(1)
O2–O3 1.42(3) Ir1–O3–O2 70(1) Financial support from the EU (Contract CI1*-

CT930329), DGAPA-IN121698 UNAM and CONACYT
(25108E) are gratefully acknowledged.

1SC H F-4 rings d 52122.3 and 2122. 4 ppm. H spectra6 4 p

of 4c show absorptions due to the C H5 and SC H F-46 6 4

rings and a triplet due to the hydride ion at d 5215.7 ppm References
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Abstract

Solution-reaction calorimetry was used to determine the standard molar ( p950.10 Mpa) enthalpies of formation of crystalline chelates
Ln(thd) (Ln5Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu and thd52,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionate), at (T5298.1560.02) K, to give:3

2140.5461.21; 37.7761.78; 8.0660.80; 26.4361.61; 51.0561.10; 66.7561.30; 50.3961.64 and 39.0061.33 kJ mol , respectively. The
corresponding molar enthalpies of sublimation 159.163.4; 149.763.4; 166.163.5; 138.462.6; 130.862.2; 131.362.9; 131.162.7 and

21135.862.9 kJ mol were obtained by means of differential scanning calorimetry. From the standard molar enthalpies of dissociation of
21the chelates 1518662; 1405662; 1605662; 1599662; 1525662; 1408162; 1333662; and 1720662 kJ mol , respectively, the mean

lanthanide-oxygen bond dissociation enthalpies were also calculated to be 253610; 234610; 268610; 266610; 254610; 235610;
21222610 and 287610 kJ mol , by assuming the equivalence of all bonds in the chelates. This last value correlated with the atomic

number of the metal elements to give an inclined W, proposed to systematize lanthanide properties, also indicating that the nature of the
coordination established on lanthanide is very close to that found in the respective lanthanide oxides.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Lanthanide; 2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-3,5-heptanodione; Thermochemistry; Lanthanide-oxygen bond

1. Introduction contrasts with those devoted to a great variety of structural
properties. Although the b-diketones have been thermoch-

The interest on b-diketonates of metals has progressive- emically explored more than other classes of ligands [3],
ly increased over the last decades, not only from the point important data can give a substantial advantage to under-
of view of the structural features which help to elucidate standing quantitatively the nature of the bond in the chelate
the chemistry of coordination [1,2] but also concerning the ring. The thermochemistry of metal b-diketonates has been
energetics involving metal-ligand bond interactions [3–8]. developed systematically and progressively over the last
Due to the great ability presented by the enolate form in three decades and some prominent reviews report on this
coordinating, this active chelating centre induces a con- field of research [3–8]. In the present case, the main
venient condition of this kind of ligand to embrace objective is focused on thermochemical data collected with
virtually all the metals in the Periodic System [1–8]. The the chelate formed between lanthanide cations (Ln) and the
coordination compounds formed with such a type of ligand bidentate ligand 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione
have the cation charge neutralized and depending on the (Hthd).
radical bonded to the chelate part of oxygen-bidentate There is a great interest in isolating pure chelates with a
centre, can display a hindering effect. However, the general formulae Ln(thd) covering all the lantanide group3

metallic acid centre can admit the addition of a new ligand elements, because they are easily prepared from solution
in order to saturate its sphere of coordination, to produce and purified through a sublimation technique [11,14].
stable adducts [9–13]. These pure compounds possess a series of properties of

In the normal course of the growth of coordination which are responsable for applications like: (i) the bulky
chemistry, the limited volume of thermochemical studies bidentate ligand, which could be used as a proton nmr shift

reagent for a variety of organic molecules [15], (ii) their
*Corresponding author. volatility and resistance to oxidation, giving convenient

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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starting compounds for introduction of metals into high containing M(NO ) ?yH O in a 3:1 proportion. The3 3 2

temperature superconducting films from the gas phase suspension was stirred for 2 h and the volume reduced to
[16], (iii) for separation of mixtures of lanthanides [4], etc. half of its initial value under vacuum, when the solid
On the other hand, the decrease in atomic radii within the compound started to settle. It was filtered and dried in
series reveals some properties, which are elucidated in vacuo at 368 K for 1 h, to give yields in the range of 85 to
many coordination compounds, where the gadolinium 92% [21]. These compounds were purified through subli-
break reflects the electronic distribution of the lanthanide mation and submitted to carbon and hydrogen analysis by
series [17]. using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHN instrument. Each sub-

In characterizing some thermal behaviours, ligand ex- limed chelate was treated with hydrochloric acid and the
change reactions have been studied in attempting to follow content of metal was determined by back titration with
the thermal stability of these chelates [4,7]. From the point standard EDTA solution [22]. The infrared spectra in
of view of structural ellucidations a large number of Nujol mulls and the thermogravimetric curves of these
techniques have been employed and as expected for all chelates were recorded on a Perkin Elmer 1600 FTIR and
other b-diketonates, both oxygen atoms coordinate the under a dynamic atmosphere of nitrogen, using a DuPont
lanthanide in a bidentate way [1–8]. However, special model 1090 thermobalance.
attention is devoted to the vapour pressure of the triad From all oxides, the respective salts MCl ?6H O were3 2

M(thd) (M5Cu, Y, Ba) mainly due to their application in prepared for calorimetric determinations by dissolving the3
23gas-phase thermolysis for production of high supercon- desired oxide with a 6.0 mol dm hydrochloric acid

ducting films and coatings, where these chelates can be solution. The resulting solution was evaporated, twice-
used as initial components [18]. Nevertheless, a consider- distilled water was added, and the evaporation was re-
able set of results related to quantitative vapour pressure peated several times until the pH of the solution was the
measurements for the complete lanthanide group elements same as the original twice-distilled water. After a series of
is reported [14], but, only the mean molar enthalpy of the evaporations, the solid compounds were dried in vacuo and
lanthanide-oxygen bond for holmium, praseodimium and maintained over phosporus pentoxide. All samples for
lanthanum [19] and, more recently, scandium, ytrium and analyses were prepared in a dry box prior to weighing.
lanthanum [20]. As a common procedure, these results Each compound had the metal analysed by a standard
were acquired from solution-reaction calorimetry based on EDTA solution immediately after vacuum treatment. In
the interactive process involving the cation and ligand in order to determine the exact stoichiometry of each hy-
the condensed phase, whose values allow the determi- drated metal chloride, a sequence of treatment involved the
nation of enough parameters in order to obtain the mean drying of the preceding solid in vacuo, before the metal
enthalpy of metal-oxygen bond [19,20]. has been analysed in each operation [22].

In continuing the research involving these interesting The reaction-solution calorimetric measurements were
metals, thermochemical data for the Ln(thd) chelates performed in a LKB 8700-1 isoperibolic precision system3

(Ln5Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu) are now reported supplied with a strip-chart recorder, used in all thermal
and some correlation is proposed with the purpose of effect of dissolution experiments. Thin-walled glass am-
systematizing the lanthanide series. poules of metal chlorides, ligand, or chelates, were pre-

pared under anhydrous conditions, in a dry box under an
atmosphere of dry nitrogen. For each enthalpic determi-
nation, a series of ampoules containing 10 to 100 mg for

2. Experimental the set of reactants was broken successively in the glass
3reaction vessel charged with 0.10 dm of a suitable

All reagents used throughout the experiments were calorimetric solvent, with the purpose of maintaining the
reagent grade and the solvents were purified by distillation. stoichiometry of the proposed reactants, as well as the
2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione (Hthd) from Aldrich products of the same reaction [20]. Each standard molar
was first distilled at reduced pressure and the colourless enthalpies of dissolution were obtained by breaking at least
liquid was stored in a dark glass flask. The calorimetric four ampoules in the calorimetric solvent at T5

solvent HCl.26.64 H O was prepared by dilution of 298.1560.02 K. More details on the operational procedure,2

concentrated acid and its composition was obtained calculations, and accuracy of the apparatus have been
through acid-base titration [19]. previously described [20,23]. Uncertainty intervals associ-

Metal oxides M O (M5Nd, Sm, Gd, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu) ated with the variation of the enthalpies of solution are2 3

from Sigma or Aldrich and Tb O from Schuchardt were quoted as twice the standard deviation of the mean.4 7

initially transformed into salts, by reacting with nitric acid The enthalpy of fusion and heat capacities of the
for the chelate preparations, or with hydrochloric acid for chelates in the solid or liquid forms [20,24] were obtained
the calorimetric measurements. The prepared sodium salt on a DuPont model 910 differential scanning calorimeter,
of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione was dissolved in a purged with dry nitrogen, coupled to the thermoanalyser

21water-ethanol mixture and added to an aqueous solution and at a programmed heat flow of 0.17 Ks .
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3. Results and discussion The individual calorimetric values to produce the final
enthalpic value of D H 8 can be obtained by means of ther m

The ligand 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptadione (Hthd) following sequence of reactions:
presents a keto-enol tautomerism [1,2], where the enolate

LnCl ? 6H O(cr) 1 HCl ? 26.64H O(aq) 5 soln X , (2)3 2 2 1form (thd) has great ability in coordinating all lanthanide
elements to give stable chelates of the general formulae

3Hthd(l) 1 soln X 5 soln X (3)1 2Ln(thd) . However, in the present case, results are re-3

stricted to compounds formed by Ln5Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Er,
73.92H O(l) 1 soln X 5 soln X (4)2 2 3Tm, Yb, Lu. These air-sensitive chelates were always

manipulated in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen and have the
Ln(thd) (cr) 1 HCl ? 26.64H O(aq) 5 soln X (5)3 2 4metal, carbon and hydrogen analysed after subliming in

vacuo. The results are listed in Table 1. From the obtained
soln X 5 soln X (6)content of the elements for this series, it is denoted that 3 4

these values are within the experimental error of the
The standard molar enthalpy values for each stage of theexpected results from the established empirical formulae.

21 thermodynamic cycle were obtained by dissolving theThe infrared spectra in the 4000 to 400 cm range are
reactants in the calorimetric solvent, maintaining thevery similar, presenting a set of common bands, which are
appropriate sequence. In all these determinations, a strictmainly due to the enolate form of the chelate, indicating a
control of the stoichiometries in each step of the calorimet-complete agreement with other publications. However, an

important point to be considered is related to the 3500 to ric cycle must be obeyed, with the objective that the
213350 cm region in the spectra. The absence of OH dissolutions of the reactants give the same composition as

streching frequency corroborated with the existence of those of the products, providing that the equilibrium is
anhydrous compounds [14]. Due to the similarity of these reached from either side of each reaction, within the period
chelates, identical decomposition curves were observed in of the experiment. For the sequence of reactions having
the thermogravimetric analyses for all compounds. How- X5A, B, C, D, E, F, G or H, the correspondent individual
ever, as observed before, the temperature of the one-step enthalpies of dissolution were obtained and are listed in
decomposition follows the inverse of the radius of the Table 2. Values of D H 8 were calculated by applying ther m
cation of the trivalent lanthanide [25]. In all cases, first law of thermodynamics in the general thermochemical
calculations indicated that the final decomposition leaves reaction cycle, giving by the following expression:
only the oxide as residue, results which also support the D H 8 5 D H 8(2) 1 3D H 8(3) 1 73.92D H 8(4)2r m r m r m r m
previous characterization of these chelates. D H 8(5). The value of D H (6)50 was obtained whenr m r m

The standard molar enthalpy change D H 8 for reactionr m ampoules of mixtures of reactants were broken into the
1 below can be obtained by measuring, first, the sequence product solution. In all these determinations the mean
of enthalpies of solution of the hydrated metal chloride, values are listed in Table 2.
LnCl ?6H O, the ligand 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-hep-3 2 Based on reaction 1, the standard enthalpy of formation
tanedione (Hthd) and water in HCl?26.64H O. The che-2 of each crystalline chelate can be obtained by considering
lates Ln(thd) (Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu) were3 the corresponding D H 8 values as shown in Table 3 andr mindividually dissolved in the same calorimetric solvent to the auxiliary molar enthalpies of formation listed in Table
determine the respective enthalpies of solution [20,26]. 4, which are related to hydrated metal chloride [28], ligand
This acidic solution is a very useful solvent due to its [29], water [28] and hydrochloric acid solution [28], as
ability to dissolve instantaneously all components of the indicated in Eq. (7). These calculated values are listed in
reaction 1: Table 3.
LnCl ? 6H O(cr) 1 3Hthd(l) 1 73.92H O(l)3 2 2 D H 8hLn(thd) , crj 5 D H 8 1 D H 8hLnCl ? 6H O, cjf m 3 r m f m 3 2

5 Ln(thd) (cr) 1 3HCl ? 26.64H O(aq), (1)3 2 1 3D H 8(Hthd, l) 2 3D H 8hHClf m f m

? 26.64H O, aqj 2 6D H 8(H O, l).2 f m 2
Table 1

(7)Mass percentage calculated (found) analyses of the chelates Ln(thd)3

Ln(thd) Ln C H3 From this series of chelates in the gaseous phase the
Nd 20.23(20.1860.03) 57.55(57.1460.05) 8.34(8.5460.06) acquisition of thermochemical data related to the metal-
Sm 21.47(21.5260.23) 56.61(56.9960.11) 8.21(8.3560.03) oxygen bond can be obtained, after the determination of
Gd 22.24(22.2360.02) 56.06(56.9160.08) 8.13(8.2960.03 gthe standard enthalpy of sublimation D H 8 of eachc mTb 22.42(22.3860.09) 55.93(55.5660.10) 8.11(8.3960.19)

chelate [27]. In the present case, such values were foundEr 23.33(23.2960.21) 55.28(54.1160.01) 8.01(8.0460.05)
Tm 23.50(23.4960.03) 55.15(55.5760.01) 7.99(8.1760.10) out by means of differencial scanning calorimetry (dsc)
Yb 23.94(23.9460.08) 54.83(55.0660.01) 7.95(8.0060.03) and estimation methods [20]. This procedure became easy
Lu 24.14(24.1060.09) 54.67(54.8160.06) 7.92(7.9860.07) due to the fact that all chelates are very similar in
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Table 2
Mean molar enthalpies of solution at T5298.1560.02 K

21Reagent Solvent Solution No. expts D H 8 /kJ molsol m

2 NdCl ?6H O(cr) HCl?26.64H 0 A 5 236.4660.243 2 2 1

3 Hthd(l) A A 5 20.4160.011 2

4 H O(l) A A 5 20.0860.012 2 3

5 Nd(thd) (cr) A A 5 284.1460.933 3 4

2 SmCl ?6H O(cr) HCl?26.64H O B 5 233.0660.933 2 2 1

3 Hthd(l) B B 5 20.2060.011 2

4 H O(l) B B 5 20.0760.012 2 3

5 Sm(thd) (cr) B B 5 276.6061.323 3 4

2 GdCl ?6H O(cr) HCl?26.64H O C 5 221.5260.233 2 2 1

3 Hthd(l) C C 5 20.3860.011 2

4 H O(l) C C 5 20.0960.012 2 3

5 Gd(thd) (cr) C C 5 237.3760.203 3 4

2 TbCl ?6H O(cr) HCl?26.64H O D 6 223.3860.103 2 2 1

3 Hthd(l) D D 5 20.4860.011 2

4 H O(l) D D 5 20.0960.012 2 3

5 Tb(thd) (cr) D D 4 257.9060.893 3 4

2 ErCl ?6H O(cr) HCl?26.64H O E 6 228.0460.283 2 2 1

3 Hthd(l) E E 6 20.5460.011 2

4 H O(l) E E 5 20.0860.012 2 3

5 Er(thd) (cr) E E 6 286.6260.763 3 4

2 TmCI ?6H O(cr) HCl?26.64H O F 5 228.1860.313 2 2 1

3 Hthd(l) F F 5 20.2360.011 2

4 H O(l) F F 5 20.0860.012 2 3

5 Tm(thd) (cr) F F 6 2101.5361.023 3 4

2 YbCl ?6H O(cr) HCl?26.64H O G 6 243.5360.283 2 2 1

3 Hthd(l) G G 4 20.3860.011 2

4 H 0(l) G G 5 20.0960.012 2 3

5 Yb(thd) (cr) G G 5 2101.7161.353 3 4

2 LuCl ?6H O(cr) HCl?26.64H O H 6 235.9060.133 2 2 1

3 Hthd(l) H H 6 20.3260.011 2

4 H O(l) H H 5 20.0860.012 2 3

5 Lu(thd) (cr) H H 6 281.7861.323 3 4

behaviour upon heating. Thus, the dsc curves showed two ties of the crystalline and liquid chelates were also
determined by means of the dsc curves in the interval ofwell formed peaks for each compound, with a sharp and a
temperature indicated in Table 4. The heat capacity of eachbroad peaks at low and high temperatures, respectively.
chelate in gas phase were estimated by means of theFrom the former, the standard molar enthalpy of fusion

l method of generalized vibrational assigment [20,30,31] byD H 8 was calculated, by considering in each case thec m
21 21using the general expression: C /(J K mol )5245.03respective temperature of fusion, as indicated in Table 3. p

22 24 27 2From the broad peak, the temperature of vaporization was 10 148.5310 (T/K)221.2310 (T/K) . The ob-
determined by dsc technique and is included in Table 5. tained quantities are listed in Table 5 and from these
The respective standard molar enthalpies were calculated values, the standard molar enthalpies of sublimation were
by using estimation methods [20,30,31]. The heat capaci- calculated and are included in Table 3. For comparison the

Table 3
l g gStandard molar enthalpies of reaction (D H 8), formation (D H 8), fusion (D H 8), vaporization (D H 8), sublimation (D H 8), dissociation (D H 8) andr m f m c m l m cr m dis m

21mean enthalpy of metal-oxygen bond hkD l(Ln-O). All values are given in kJ molm

l g g g aLn(thd) D H 8 2D H 8(cr) D H 8 D H 8 D H 8 D H 8 2D H 8(g) D H 8 kD l(Ln-O)3 r m f m cr m l m cr m cr m f m dis m m

Nd 40.5461.21 2388.8611.5 72.262.2 99.663.0 159.163.4 158.4 2229.7612.0 1518662 253610
Sm 37.7761.78 2387.3611.5 65.462.0 77.862.3 149.763.1 150.6 2237.6611.9 1405662 234610
Gd 8.0660.80 2412.8611.4 85.662.6 76.762.3 166.163.5 161.3 2246.7611.9 1605662 268610
Tb 26.4361.61 2387.8611.5 38.061.1 74.962.3 138.462.6 141.5 2249.4611.8 1599662 266610
Er 51.0561.10 2378.3611.5 47.461.4 53.761.6 130.862.2 133.2 2247.5611.7 1525662 254610
Tm 66.7561.30 2346.3611.5 43.161.3 85.062.6 131.362.9 131.3 2215.0611.9 1408662 235610
Yb 50.3961.64 2350.5611.5 39.961.2 79.662.4 131.162.7 133.3 2219.4611.8 1333662 222610
Lu 39.0061.33 2467.5611.5 46.960.4 65.862.1 135.862.9 134.2 2331.7611.9 1720662 287610
aRef [14].
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Table 4 the mean lanthanide-oxygen bond enthalpy, which repre-
Auxiliary standard molar enthalpies of formation of LnCl ?6H O(cr),3 2 sents a homolytic disruption of this bond, as indicated in
H O, HCl?26?64H O, Hthd(l), thd(g) and Ln(g) Ln5Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb,2 2 Eq. (8):Er, Tm, Yb, Lu)

21Compound D H 8 /kJ mol Referencef m Ln(thd) (g) 5 Ln(g) 1 thd(g) (8)3

NdCl ?6H O(c) 22874.460.1 [28]3 2

SmCl ?6H O(c) 22870.260.1 [28]3 2 This homolytic parameter is related to the enthalpy
GdCl ?6H O(c) 22866.060.1 [28]3 2 involved when the gaseous metal atoms and ligand radicalsTbCl ?6H O(c) 22859.360.1 [28]3 2

[19,20] in their lowest states react to produce the chelate,ErCl ?6H O(c) 22874.460.1 [28]3 2

TmCl ?6H O(c) 22858.160.1 [28] neglecting the reorganization energy associated with the3 2

YbCl ?6H O(c) 22846.060.1 [28]3 2 ligand upon complexation. From the determined standard
LuCl ?6H O(c) 22830.960.1 [28]3 2 molar enthalpy of formation of each chelate in the gas
HCl?26.64H O(aq) 2134.4460.01 [28]2 phase, the auxiliary data [19,28,32] for the standard molarNd(g) 327.660.1 [28]

enthalpies of formation of the respective gaseous lanth-Sm(g) 206.760.1 [28]
Gd(g) 397.560.1 [28] anides and the radical derived from the ligand in the gas
Tb(g) 388.760.1 [28] phase, listed in Table 4, the mean dissociation enthalpy of
Er(g) 317.160.1 [28] the metal-oxygen bond can be calculated. The enthalpic
Tm(g) 232.260.1 [28]

contribution of the radical is calculated by considering theYb(g) 152.360.1 [28]
bond dissociation enthalpy of the enolic form of the ligandLu(g) 427.660.1 [28]

21
H O(l) 2285.8360.01 [28] [19,20] corresponding to (400620) kJ mol , which yields2

O(g) 249.1760.01 [28] the enthalpy of formation of the radical, D H 8(tdh, g)52f m
21Hthd(l) 2587.763.8 [29] (346.2620.4) kJ mol .

Hthd(g) 2528.463.8 [32]
The metal-oxygen bond in a variety of b-diketonates isthd(g) 2346.2620.4 [19]

very close in nature, giving to the formed compounds
similar properties associated with volatility and resistance
to oxidation. The linkage established by the oxygens to the

additional column in Table 3 shows that the present values metal lead to a coordination compound with equivalent
are very close to those obtained through vapor pressure bonds [1,2] as shown in many cases through crystal
measurements, which are supposed to be an excellent structure determinations, showing also identical metal-oxy-
method for this kind of measurements [14] It is worth gen distances. From the point of view of the thermochemi-
mentioning that the complete lanthanide series of the cal determinations, all bonds must be assumed to be
general form Ln(thd) demonstrates a monotonic increase equivalent and consequentely, the mean enthalpies of3

in volatility with increasing in molecular mass. This dissociation of the metal oxygen bond, kD l (Ln-O),m

behaviour reflects in a decrease in the standard molar conformed to one-sixth of the standard molar enthalpy of
enthalpy of sublimation, with the increase in atomic dissociation in the gaseous phase (Eq. (8)) D H 8 [27].dis m

number of the cation in the series. Due to the lanthanide The calculated values listed in Table 3 did not show
contraction, the most crowded cation in the end of the apparently any clear tendency. This behaviour contrated
series is easily sublimed, to give a small enthalpic value in with that for scandium group elements with 263610,

21the mentioned series. 275610, and 280610 kJ mol for M5Sc, Y and La,
Based on in our determined standard molar enthalpy of respectively, where a slight tendency in increasing with the

sublimation, the standard molar enthalpy of formation of atomic number of the elements within the family was
the chelates in the gas phase was calculated and listed in detected [20]. In considering some chelates involving
Table 3. From the chelates in the gaseous phase, one trivalent cations with pentane-2,4-dione, scandium [5]

-1important feature to be considered is the determination of presents a higher value of 235610 kJ mol , being similar

Table 5
Temperature of fusion (T ), vaporization (T ), heat capacities for solid C (cr), liquid C (l) and gaseous C (g) chelatesfus vap p,m p,m p,m

21 21 21 21 21 21Ln(thd) T /K T /K C (cr) /kJ mol K DT(cr) /K C (l) /kJ mol K DT(l) /K C (g) /kJ mol K3 fus vap p,m p,m p,m

Nd 48861 53961 1.2060.01 421–441 1.2260.01 498–509 1.3160.08
Sm 46961 57861 1.3760.01 427–441 1.6660.01 482–496 1.4660.11
Gd 45461 58061 1.2260.01 359–381 1.4460.01 489–511 1.3160.11
Tb 45161 57861 1.5660.05 368–381 1.5460.09 478–491 1.4660.11
Er 45361 58761 1.3660.02 368–381 1.8260.01 478–491 1.4760.11
Tm 44261 52861 1.2860.01 387–402 1.3760.01 453–457 1.3060.06
Yb 43861 50361 1.3660.01 353–367 1.3560.01 453–461 1.3060.05
Lu 48861 58461 1.5760.05 352–368 1.7360.03 473–487 1.6760.12
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21to aluminum with 232610 kJ mol . On the other hand, better than considering only arguments related to the
the divalent cations always present smaller values. For structures of the chelates.
example, in the second half of the first row of the transition The set of values obtained suggest that a search can
elements, iron contrasts to zinc, with values of 210610 involve an enthalpy related to any property of the metal. It

21and 143610 kJ mol , respectively [5]. The systematic seems that the simplest and most obvious initial approach
values determined for a series of chelates show that the is to examine trends in variation of kD l (Ln-O) values asm

profile of the variation in kD l(M-O) values against the a function of atomic radii. In this same direction anm

metal atomic number reflects a dependence on the elec- empirical thermochemical P(M) function is applied
tronic structure of the central divalent or trivalent cations [39,40], which encloses the enthalpy of sublimation, the
and the corresponding ligand field stabilization energy [5]. standard enthalpy of formation of the aquo ion and also the
This fact can be illustrated by comparing the present and energy of the electronic configuration of lanthanides and
previous [6,20] results with those obtained with pentane- actinides. For the lanthanide series the lowest value
2,4-dione [5] with a common cation. The thermochemical corresponds to gadolinium, as shown in Fig. 1. However,
parameter kD l(M-O) is slightly higher for 2,2,6,6-tetra- the enthalpies of dissolution of the hydrated lanthanidem

methyl-3,5-heptanedione, reflecting the electronic effect of chlorides and the chelates also follow the same trend and
this ligand in favouring strong bond formation. both relationships present a break at gadolinium, as

Taking into account a set of thermochemical data observed by P(M) values. In fact both set of enthalpies
collected from the solution calorimetric procedure, im- depend on the inherent proprierties of the lanthanides and
portant enthalpic values can be derived to explain some the break at gadolinium can be related to the electronic and
behaviour within a family or in a row of elements. Then, the change in coordinating ability of the lanthanides. These
the search in trends has been focused in many features, correlations quantitatively illustrate the noticeable variation
which can be detailed, for example, in a series of correla- in atomic radii that occur at gadolinium in the lanthanide
tions: (i) the standard molar enthalpy of formation of series, as observed for cation anion interactions in non-
compounds in condensed phase versus the corresponding aqueous systems [41,42]. In considering also the atomic
standard enthalpy of formation of the ligands [26,33], or
molecular weights [5,34], (ii) standard molar enthalpy of
formation of metal chlorides in gaseous phase versus
hydrochloric acid, also in the gaseous phase [35], (iii)
some enthalpic values related to complex formation with
the metal atomic number [5], (iv) standard molar enthalpy
of solvation or interaction of aliphatic esters in aprotic
solvents versus the number of methylene groups or the
number of carbon atoms of the esters [23,36], (v) enthalpy
of intercalation of aliphatic mono- or diamines into a
lamellar crystalline compound with the number of carbons
in the aliphatic chain or the distance in the lamella [19,37],
(vi) thermochemical parameter derived from metal versus
metal atomic number [5] (vii) the mean metal (or element)-
ligand bond enthalpy value against the metal atomic
number [5], or the metal ionic radii [5], or the element-
ligand basic atom bond [27,38], distance, and so on.

In considering a set of these correlations, the well
behaved system formed by b-diketonate complexes sug-
gests a convenient kind of correlation due to the fact that
the chelates normally exhibit a common structural
symmetrical coordination sphere, where the metal is
surronded by a tetrahedron or an octahedron of oxygen
atoms, to give in either case, all metal-oxygen coordinate
bonds of equal length [1,2]. In focusing on the lanthanide
group, the stoichiometry and other chelate properties
suggest a very close similarity involving the chelates of
Hthd in the sequence of increasing in atomic number. Any
variation in property for two sequential metals seems to be
dependent on the cations considered. Then, this trend in Fig. 1. Plot of the standard molar enthalpies of dissolution of hydrated
variation is based essentially on the similarities in the lanthanide chloride (D H 8) and chelate (D H 8), and P(M) function1 m 4 m

coordination spheres within the group, which seems to be against atomic number for the lanthanide series.
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Table 6radii, another correlation was established with the mean
Standard molar enthalpy of formation of lanthanide oxide, standard molarenthalpy of the lanthanide-oxygen bond for the obtained
enthalpy of decomposition and mean enthalpy of lanthanide-oxygen in

values and for others previously published, as shown in oxide.
Fig. 2. This picture illustrates the so-called the formation

Ln O , cr 2D H 8 D H 8 kD l(Ln-O, oxide, c)2 3 f m dec m mof an inclined W symmetry, which was proposed in theory
La 1793.760.1 3403.260.2 486.260.1to explain many properties associated with lanthanide
Pr 1809.660.1 3268.360.2 466.960.1complexes and was proposed as a parameter to systematize
Nd 1807.960.1 3210.660.2 459.660.1

the properties of these elements [43–45]. Sm 1823.060.1 2983.960.2 426.360.1
The variation in ,D .(Ln-O) within the lanthanide Gd 1819.660.1 3362.160.2 480.360.1m

series is not pronounced. Then, the mean lanthanide- Tb 1865.260.1 3390.160.2 484.360.1
Ho 1880.760.1 3229.860.2 461.460.1oxygen bond dissociation enthalpy is only affected for
Er 1897.960.1 3279.660.2 468.560.1small olegree by the structure of the ligand. In these
Tm 1888.760.1 3100.660.2 442.960.1

chelates the lanthanide is completely surrounded by the Yb 1814.660.1 2866.760.2 409.560.1
oxygen atoms of the ligand, whose environment is very Lu 1878.260.1 3480.960.2 497.360.2
similar to that found for the corresponding metal in
crystalline oxides in polymeric structures [3,46]. By con-
sidering the process of decomposition of the crystalline was adjusted to seven for all the series, because these
oxides in Eq. (9), from which Eq. (10) can be derived and metals have a great ability to expand the sphere of
from auxiliary data [28] listed in Tables 4 and 6 the coordination, expected to be near the fluorite crystal
standard molar enthalpies of decomposition, shown in structure [47], whose results are included in Table 6. This
Table 6, were calculated. statement produced the best linear correlation between

both kinds of mean lanthanide-oxygen bond enthalpies, as
Ln O (cr) 5 2Ln(g) 1 3O(g) (9)2 3 represented in Fig. 3. However, the distribution of the

lanthanide on the straight line does not obey the normal
D H 8 5 2D H 8(Ln, g) 1 3D H 8(O, g)dec m f m f m sequence of the increase in atomic number.

In an attempt to elucidate the similarity in behaviour of2 D H 8(Ln O , c) (10)f m 2 3
the lanthanide in an oxygen environment in the chelate and
in the oxide, the mean enthalpy bond in the oxide wasThe mean enthalpy of lanthanide-oxygen bond was
plotted against the atomic number and again an inclined Wcalculated through Eq. (11) as:
was obtained, as shown in Fig. 4. This series of arguments

kD l(Ln 2 O, oxide, cr) suggest that the energetic data presented here could give anm

important contribution to the understanding of the sys-5 D H /coordination number of the lanthanide (11)dec m
tematization of lanthanide properties, as has been proposed

The coordination number of the lanthanides in the oxides [43–45]. However, other determinations involving these

Fig. 2. The mean lanthanide-oxygen bond enthalpy in chelates versus atomic number for the lanthanide series.
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Fig. 3. Variation of mean lanthanide-oxygen bond enthalpy in chelates with mean lanthanide-oxygen bond enthalpy in oxides.

Fig. 4. Variation of mean lanthanide-oxygen bond enthalpy in oxides against atomic number of lanthanide series.
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Abstract

The X-ray structure of trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] indicates that the molecule has the C symmetry with the Ru(II) and the two Cl2 2 5 3 4 2
O9ions lying on the two-fold axis. The E in the trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] complex is 0.6160.01 vs. SCE, (m50.10 MRu(III) / Ru(II) 2 2 5 3 4

1 22NaCF COO/CF COOH, ethanol /water 2:1, 258C, C 51.0310 M). In the same experimental conditions the electronic spectrum of3 3 H
3 21 21 21 21|this complex exhibit two bands: 254 nm (´ 6.7310 M cm ) and 410 nm (´58310 M cm ) and a shoulder at 290 nm5

2 21 21 31|(´ 6310 M cm ). Only one signal (128 ppm) is observed in the P NMR spectrum of trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] in ethanol (1305 2 2 5 3 4

ppm) or ethanol /water buffered solutions at pH57.0 (128 ppm). In ethanol or ethanol /water buffered solutions, the complex
25 21trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ] , exhibits dissociation of two chloride ligands (k 5(3.260.2)310 s ; 258C, m 50.10 (NaCF COO),22 2 5 3 4 2Cl 3

21yielding as a product the [Ru(P(OC H ) ) S ] ion in which the two axial positions are occupied by solvent molecules (S). In the2 5 3 4 2
21presence of acid, the final product is the cis-[Ru(P(OC H ) ) S ] ion.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 5 3 2 4

Keywords: trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ]; Structure; Reactivity2 2 5 3 4

1. Introduction very weak p-donors, have been substituted by phosphanes,
which are very good p-acceptors.

Phosphanes have proved to be very good ligands in
Ru(II) and Ru(III) complexes [1–8]. They stabilize [1]
Ru(II) relative to Ru(III); exhibit a strong trans effect and 2. Experimental
trans influence [4–8] and delabilize the ligands in the cis
position [1,3,9]. 2.1. Chemicals and reagents

Due to the above characteristics, which can be tuned by
changing the nature of R in P(OR) , or P(R) these Triethyl phosphite P(OC H ) (Aldrich) was purified by3 3 2 5 3

molecules are quite attractive as ancillary ligands in treatment with metallic sodium followed by distillation
catalysis. under reduced pressure before use. All the other materials

Most of our earlier studies have been directed to the were reagent grade and were used without further purifica-
tetra and pentaammine ruthenium complexes [1,6,9–12]. tion. Ruthenium trichloride (RuCl .3H O) was the starting3 2

n1The trans-[Ru(NH ) L L ] system was chosen as a material for the synthesis of the ruthenium complex.3 4 1 2

model for our investigations because the NH are innocent Doubly distilled water was used throughout this work.3

ligands, are inert with respect to ligand substitution and the
complexes are generally soluble in water. As a natural 2.2. Synthesis
sequence of our studies this paper focuses on the chemistry
of species where the equatorial NH ligands, which are The complex trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] was obtained3 2 2 5 3 4

from direct reaction of triethyl phosphite with ruthenium
chloride trihydrate (RuCl .3H O) and sodium tetrahydro-q 3 2This paper is dedicated to Professor Edson Rodrigues on the occasion
borate (NaBH ), as described in the literature [13].4of his 70th birthday.

* Elemental analysis: Calc.: C, 34.4%; H, 7.23%. Found: C,Corresponding author. Tel.: 155-16-273-9976; fax: 155-16-273-
9976; e-mail: douglas@iqsc.sc.usp.br 34.6%; H, 7.22%; yield565%.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00382-9
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2.3. Apparatus and methods

All manipulations and measurements were performed
using standard inert atmosphere techniques.

IR spectra were recorded on a Bomen FTIR model
21MB-102 spectrophotometer in the 400–4000 cm range

using solid samples dissolved in KBr pellets. UV–visible
measurements were obtained in a 1 cm quartz cell on a
Hewlett Packard Model 8452A diode array spec-
trophotometer.

31The P spectra were measured in ethanol, and in
ethanol /water solutions (2:1 mixture) on a Bruker model
AC-200 spectrometer. Phosphoric acid was the external
standard.

Differential pulse polarography (DPP) was performed
with a PARC polarography analyzer / stripping voltammeter
model 264A coupled with a PC IBM computer. The
electrochemical cells were of the three-electrode type with Fig. 1. ORTEP representation of the trans-[RuCl (PO(C H ) ) ] with the2 2 5 3 4

thermal ellipsoids and labeling scheme.a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as a reference elec-
trode, a platinum wire as an auxiliary electrode and a

blocks of 117 parameters until R50.054, R 50.066 andglassy carbon electrode as the working electrode. All w

R 50.098; max. and min. residual density in the differ-electrochemical experiments were performed in aqueous or all 3˚ence Fourier, respectively, 0.49 and 0.55 e /A , with theethanol /aqueous (2:1) solution at 258C. The ionic strength
hydrogen atoms located in their ideal positions (d C–H5was kept at 0.10 M using NaCF COO as the background3 2˚ ˚1.08 A, B 56.0 A ).electrolyte. The uncertainty of the E measurements is iso1 / 2

The crystal structure showed that the molecule has Cca. 60.01 V. 2

symmetry with the Ru and the two Cl lying on the
two-fold axis. The molecular structure of the compound is
shown in Fig. 1, with labelling scheme. Bond lengths are

3. Kinetic measurements listed in Table 1, and the corresponding angles are in Table
2. The supplementary material was deposited in the CCDC24The degassed solution containing 2310 M of the with the number 102 383.

complex was transferred into the spectrophotometric cell
(previously flushed with argon) through teflon tubing and
the reaction followed by measuring the change in ab-
sorbance in the 300–400 nm range. The specific rate 5. Results and discussion
constants were determined graphically from a plot of log
(A 2A ) vs. time at a selected wavelength. One isosbestic` t Only one reversible one-electron electrochemical pro-
point was observed at 250 nm for at least three half-lives. O9cess with (E 50.6160.01 V, vs. SCE, 0.10 MRu(III) / Ru(II)The products of the reactions were characterized in solu- NaCF COO, 258C) is observed in the voltammetric spectra31 3tion by UV–visible and P NMR spectroscopies, and of the ethanol /water solutions containing trans-[Ru-
differential pulse polarography (DPP) technique. Cl (P(OC H ) ) ]. For the mono and the bisphosphito2 2 5 3 4

Table 1
4. X-ray crystal structure ˚Interatomic distances (A) with e.s.d. in parentheses for

[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ]2 2 5 3 4

The crystallographic data of the yellow crystal of trans- Ru Cl(1) 2.420(2) Ru CI(2) 2.432(2)
[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] were obtained in the Enraf-Nonius Ru P(1) 2.334(2) Ru P(2) 2.325(2)2 2 5 3 4

P(1) O(11) 1.582(6) P(2) O(21) 1.587(5)CAD4 diffractometer, using Moka radiation (graphite
P(1) O(12) 1.610(5) P(2) O(22) 1.595(6)monochromator) in the v 22u scan mode, at room tem-
P(1) O(13) 1.597(5) P(2) O(23) 1.595(5)perature. The crystal parameters are: monoclinic system;
O(11) C(1) 1.41(2) O(21) C(7) 1.444(9)˚s.g. C2/c; a521.479(2), b516.728(1), c511.678(1) A; O(12) C(3) 1.45(2) O(22) C(9) 1.42(2)3˚b 5100, 91(1)8; V54120(1) A ; Z54; crystal size 0.103 O(13) C(S) 1.44(2) O(23) C(11) 1.44(2)
C(1) C(2) 1.39(2) C(7) C(8) 1.34(2)0.0830.12 mm. In the u range 2–24.928 were collected
C(3) C(4) 1.47(1)) C(9) C(10) 1.41(2)3552 unique reflections, with 2244 observed (I$3s(I)),
C(5) C(6) 1.43(1) C(11) C(12) 1.43(1)R 50.056. The structure was refined using F in twoint
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Table 2
Bond angles (8) with e.s.d. in parentheses for [RuCI (P(OC H ) ) ]2 2 5 3 4

CI(1) Ru P(1) 92.51(5) Cl(2) Ru P(1) 87.49(5)
Cl(1) Ru P(2) 86.66(4) Cl(2) Ru P(2) 93.34(4)

a aP(1) Ru P(1) 174.99(7) P(2) Ru P(2) 173.32(7)
P(1) Ru P(2) 89.44(6)
Ru P(1) O(11) 119.4(2) Ru P(2) O(21) 110.8(2)
Ru P(1) O(12) 121.6(2) Ru P(2) O(22) 121.5(2)
Ru P(1) O(13) 111.1(2) Ru P(2) O(23) 119.9(2)
P(1) O(11) C(1) 127.7(5) P(2) O(21) C(7) 122.3(5)
P(1) O(12) C(3) 123.2(4) P(2) O(22) C(9) 122.8(5)
P(1) O(13) C(5) 122.3(5) P(2) O(23) C(11) 122.7(5)
O(11) P(1) O(12) 98.9(3) O(21) P(2) O(22) 103.4(3)
O(11) O(1) O(13) 99.4(3) O(21) P(2) O(23) 100.2(3)
O(12) P(1) O(13) 103.3(3) O(22) P(2) O(23) 98.0(3)
O(11) C(1) C(2) 112.6(8) O(21) C(7) C(8) 113.5(9)
O(12) C(3) C(4) 110.3(7) O(22) C(9) C(10) 110.8(9)
O(13) C(5) C(6) 111.3(7) O(23) C(11) C(12) 110.8(9)
a

2x, y, 1 /21z.

21complexes, trans-[Ru(NH ) P(OC H ) H O] and much shifted from the observed value for the coordinated3 4 2 5 3 221 21trans-[Ru(NH ) (P(OC H ) ) ] , respectively, the ligand in trans-[Ru(NH ) P(OC H ) H O] . This sug-3 4 2 5 3 2 3 4 2 5 3 2O9E values are 0.4660.01 and 0.6360.01 V inRu(III) / Ru(II) gests that the Ru(II) center supplies the phosphorus atom
similar experimental conditions [1]. with a considerable electron density, replacing in part the

In the tetraammine species, the addition of the second amount depleted by the P(III)→Ru(II) s interaction.
phosphite ligand into trans-[Ru(NH ) P(OC H-3 4 2 The neat ethanolic solutions containing trans-[Ru-21) (H O)] stabilizes [1] the Ru(II) state relative to the5 3 2 Cl (P(OC H ) ) exhibit two electronic bands: l5252 nm2 2 5 3 4O9

3 21 21 2Ru(III) center by 0.17 mV. This shift of E wasRu(III) / Ru(II) (´53.4310 M cm ) and l 410 nm (´51.2310
21 21 2interpreted [1,10] as a consequence of a decrease on the M cm ), and a shoulder at l5290 nm (´|9310
21 21electron density at the metal center due to the M cm ).

Ru(II)→P(III) back-bonding interaction. The average Ru– Trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] in an ethanol medium2 2 5 3 4P distance in the trans-[RuCl (P(C H ) ) ] complex2 2 5 3 4 releases chloride ions. As a consequence of this chloride˚(2.330(5) A) is about the same as observed [10] in the dissociation the electronic spectrum changes as a function21 ˚trans-[Ru(NH ) (P(OC H ) ) ] (2.367(8) A). Thus,3 4 2 5 3 2 of the time up to 8 h and then remains constant. The final
using the above arguments we would expect the metal

product exhibits absorption peaks at l 5282 nm (´5maxcenter coordinated to four phosphorus ligands to exhibit a 3 21 21 2
O9 2.1310 M cm ) and l 5394 nm (´55.6310maxformal redox potential E higher than 0.63 V.Ru(III) / Ru(II) 21 21

O9 M cm ). For the complexes trans-[RuCl (dppe) ]2 2This unexpected E shift for the trans-[Ru-Ru(III) / Ru(II) [dppe51,2-bis(diphenylphosphino ethane)], only one chlo-Cl (P(OC H ) ) ] complex could be tentatively explained2 2 5 3 4
2 2 ride ion dissociates and a change in configuration isby the basicity of the Cl ligands. The Cl could donate

reported [14–17] to occur. However, this is not the caseelectrons to the Ru(II) center which would replace part of
for the [RuCl (P(OC H ) ) Cl ] complex.2 2 5 3 4 2the electron density transferred from the ruthenium center

Conductometric titrations of the resulting solutions withto the phosphorus ligand.
AgNO , clearly indicate the consumption of 2 moles of3Consistent with the expectation of four equivalent
silver ions per mol of trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ]. The2 2 5 3 4phosphorus atoms, only one signal at 128 ppm was 31

31 P NMR spectra of the aged trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ]2 2 5 3 4observed in the P NMR spectrum of trans-[Ru-
ethanolic solutions exhibits only one single signal at d 128Cl (P(OC H ) ) ].2 2 5 3 4

31 ppm, whose intensity is within the limits of the experimen-The trend observed in the P chemical shift and
O9 tal error, the same as that observed for the freshly preparedE values for the ruthenium (II) species: trans-Ru(III) / Ru(II) 21 solution. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose there is no[Ru(NH ) P(OC H ) H O] (147 ppm, 0.46 V); trans-3 4 2 5 3 2 21 change in the configuration of the ruthenium coordination[Ru(NH ) (P(OC H ) ) ] (130 ppm, 0.63 V) and trans-3 4 2 5 3 2

2sphere during the substitution of the Cl ligands by the[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] (128 ppm. 0.61 V) are consistent.2 2 5 3 4

solvent molecules S:As the Ru(II)→P(III) back donation increases, the
O9E values become more positive in these com-Ru(III) / Ru(II) k 2Cl31pounds, and the P signal is shifted to higher fields, trans 2 [RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] 1 2S → trans 22 2 5 3 4

suggesting an increase in the electron density on the
21 2[RuS (P(OC H ) ) ] 1 2Clphosphorus atom. 2 2 5 3 4

31Also, it is interesting to points out that the P signal for
the free P(OC H ) molecule is observed at 139 ppm, not Following the changes in the electronic spectra (300 nm)2 5 3
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31of the trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] ethanolic solutions as The P signal at 140 ppm, which has an intensity about2 2 5 3 4

function of the time, k has been calculated as2 half of that observed in freshly prepared trans-[Ru-2Cl
25 21(3.260.2)310 s at 258C NaCF COO 0.10 M. As Cl (P(OC H ) ) ] solutions, is close in value to the signal3 2 2 5 3 4

2 31suggested by Cl conductometric titration data, as a observed for the P atom in trans-[Ru(NH ) P(OC H-3 4 2
21function of time the first chloride ion probably dissociates ) (H O)] (147 ppm).5 3 2

faster than the second. Accordingly the calculated k 2 Published data [1,3–12] on the phosphite complexes2Cl
21would refer to the reaction: ions trans-[Ru(NH ) (P(OR) ) ] and trans-[Ru(N-3 4 3 2

21
k 2 H ) (P(OR) (H O)] clearly indicate that the P(OC H )2Cl 3 4 3 2 2 5 31trans 2 [RuCl(P(OC H ) ) (S)] 1 S → trans 22 5 3 4 ligand does not undergo hydrolysis as long as it is

coordinated to Ru(II). These studies [3–12] also pointed21 2[Ru(P(OC H ) ) (S) ] 1 Cl2 5 3 4 2 out the strong trans influence and trans effect properties of
P(OC H ) . Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that in2 5 3A similar behavior was observed for 21the trans-[Ru(P(OC H ) ) S ] two of the equatorial2 5 3 4 2[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] in ethanol or ethanol /water (2:1)2 2 5 3 4 phosphite ligands would dissociate as a consequence of themedium buffered at pH$7. The original spectrum of the
trans effect and trans influence of the other two phosphites.complex [RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] in the ethanol /water solu-2 2 5 3 4 In neat ethanol or ethanol /aqueous buffered solutions, due3 21 21tion (l 5254 nm, ´56.7310 M cm , l 5290max max to the very high affinity [1,10] of P(OC H ) for Ru(II)2 21 21 2 5 3nm, ´56310 M cm , l 5410 nm, ´580max and the quite labile nature of the coordinated solvent21 21M cm ) changes with time. Eight hours after prepara-
molecule the phosphite recombination does occurs. How-tion the solution exhibits the following absorptions: l 5max ever, in the presence of acid the free P(OC H ) molecule3 21 21 2 5 3262 nm (´51.3310 M cm ), and l 5284 nm,max hydrolysis and, therefore, is not able to regenerate the3 21 21(´51.1310 M cm ). After completion of the reaction
original complex. Furthermore, the triethyl phosphite31the solution shows only one P NMR signal (128 ppm),
hydrolysis products P(OH)(OC H ) and2 5 2and conductometric titrations indicated that two chloride
P(O)(H)(OC H ) are unable to coordinate to Ru(II) as2 5 2ions were released per mol of starting complex. The
long as P(OC H ) is in the trans position [1,9,10] (see25 21 2 5 3calculated value for k is 3.2310 s , (NaH PO /22Cl 2 4 Scheme 1).Na HPO , pH57.0, m 50.10 M (NaCF COO). However,2 4 3 According to our experimental data and the discussion22in ethanol /water CF COOH 10 M (m 50.10 M3 above it is reasonable to assume cis-NaCF COO/CF COOH) solutions, a change in the chemi- 213 3 Ru(P(OC H ) ) S ] as the final product of the trans-2 5 3 2 4cal behavior of the trans-[RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] species2 2 5 3 4 [RuCl (P(OC H ) ) ] dissociation in acidic ethanol /water2 2 5 3 4was noticed. Under these conditions not only the chloride
solution, see Scheme 1.ligands undergo dissociation, as expected, but also the

In octahedral complexes the equatorial ligands are inertP(OC H ) ligands. The electronic spectrum of the freshly2 5 3 with respect to the ligand substitution reactions [15–17],prepared solution exhibits three absorptions: a peak at
thus most of the accumulated kinetic data on this field are3 21 21

l 5249 nm (´51.0310 M cm ); a shoulder atmax for the axial ligand substitution reactions [10,15–18]. Cis-2 21 21|l 5278 nm (´ 4.9310 M cm ) and another peak5 21max [Ru(P(OC H ) ) S ] has two solvent molecules coordi-21 21 2 5 3 2 4|at l 5408 nm (´ 49 M cm ). The same solution5max nated in trans position to the P(OC H ) ligands. There-2 5 3after 12 h of standing shows two well defined absorptions:
fore, this complex ion with two labile equatorial ligands,3 21 21

l 5281 nm (´51.1310 M cm ) and l 5375max max offers a unique opportunity to study ligand substitution2 21 21nm (´52.0310 M cm ). The specific rate constant
reactions along the X and Y axes. Furthermore, being2for the release of Cl in these experimental conditions is
coordinatively unsaturated and having two labile coordina-24 212.4310 s . The specific constant for the same reaction 21tion sites cis-[Ru(P(OC H ) ) S ] species are good24 21 2 5 3 2 4in 0.10 M NaCl is 2310 s . Therefore, under the
candidates [19,20] as models for catalytic hydrogenationexperimental conditions in which the k have been22Cl reactions which are now under investigation at our labora-24measured (C 55.0310 M and m 50.10Ru(II) tory. Results for these systems will be reported later.NaCF COO) the effects of the chloride recombination3

reaction on the specific rate constant can be neglected. The
voltammetric spectrum of the freshly prepared
[Ru(Cl (P(OC H ) ) ] solutions exhibits only one electro-2 2 5 3 4 Acknowledgements
chemical process at 0.61 V. At the end of the reaction only

31one electroactive species is detected at 0.69 V. The P 31The help of Prof. Brian Mann with the P NMR
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experiments and of Prof. William P. Griffith and Bruce R.
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Abstract

1New chelates of the type ML(L ) ?MeOH (n51, 2) were obtained on the basis of the tridentate azomethinic ligands 2-N-tosylamine(29-n
1hydroxybenzal)aniline (L) and 2-N-tosylamine(29-tosylaminobenzal)aniline (L ) and zero-valent transition metals (Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd)

under electrosynthesis conditions. The mononuclear character of these products and the participation of N O- or N groups of the2 3
1azomethinic ligands in the coordination are demonstrated by IR, H NMR spectral and magnetic data (77–293 K).  1999 Elsevier

Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Electrosynthesis; Azomethinic ligands; Mononuclear chelates

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Transition metal complexes of the azomethinic ligands 2.1. Materials and equipment
are widely studied in modern coordination chemistry. They
are generally obtained from the corresponding ligands and Metals and Et NClO (Aldrich) were used as supplied.4 4

metal salts [1–4]. However, the use of metal salts leads not Solvents were purified by standard methods. The elec-
only to those chelates with the composition ML or M L , trosyntheses were carried out using a PS 500-1 powern m n

but also to compounds that conserve the anion ML X supply (Sigma Aldrich). Metal contents were determinedn21

(LH, LH are ligands, X is an anion of a salt). by the atomic absorption method. The contents of C, H and2

This disadvantage could be eliminated by applying the N were determined by standard methods of organic
1‘direct electrochemical technique’, which, as has been analysis on a Carlo-Erba 1108 microanalyzer. IR and H

shown recently in reviews [5–8] and other papers [9–12], NMR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer spec-
could be successfully used to produce azomethinic metal trophotometer and on Bruker DPX 400 equipment [125
complexes in non-aqueous solvents from elemental metals. MHz, 298 K, with Me Si as an internal reference and4

II 6In this paper, the results of the electrosynthesis of M DMSO–d as a solvent], respectively. Determination of
(M5Cu, Ni, Co, Zn, Cd) complexes of tridentate ligands magnetic properties was carried out using Faraday’s
of type 1 are reported. method at 77–293 K [13].

2.2. Synthesis of the azomethinic ligands

2.2.1. 2-N-Tosylamine(29-hydroxybenzal)aniline (L)
A hot methanol solution (15 mL) of salicylic aldehyde

(1.22 g, 10 mmol) was added to a hot methanol solution
* (15 mL) of 2-N-tosylaminoaniline (2.62 g, 10 mmol), withCorresponding author. Fax: 152-8-375-3846; e-mail:

bkhariss@ccr.dsi.uanl.mx agitation. In 30 min, a yellow crystal product was precipi-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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tated. It was filtered, washed by methanol and twice resulting complexes were filtered, washed with methanol
and dried in air. The yields of the final products wererecrystallized with ethanol. (Yield, 78%; n 53275N–H

21 83–95%. The electrolysis conditions are reported in Tablecm ).
1. Elemental analysis, and spectral and magnetic data are

1 presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.2.2.2. 2-N-Tosylamine(29-tosylaminobenzal)aniline (L )
A hot methanol solution (30 mL) of 2-N-tosylaminoben-

zaldehyde (2.75 g, 10 mmol) was added to a hot methanol
3. Results and discussionsolution (15 mL) of 2-N-tosylaminoaniline (2.62 g, 10

mmol), with agitation. After 20 min, a yellow crystal
It has been shown [7,9,11,12] that the electrochemicalproduct was precipitated. It was filtered, washed with

method can be used to obtain metal chelates of themethanol and recrystallized using toluene [14]. (Yield,
21 bidentate azomethinic ligands having the composition69%; n 53298 cm ).N–H

ML , where LH is salicylidenaniline and its derivatives. In2

this study, we established the possibility of applying this2.3. Synthesis of metal complexes by conventional
technique to the production of complexes on the basis ofchemical methods
tridentate azomethinic ligands of type 1.

The electrochemical cell for these systems could beThe corresponding ligand (10 mmol) and metal acetate
1presented as Pt(2) /CH OH, H L(H L )/M(1), where3 2 2(10 mmol) were dissolved in methanol (20 mL). The 1M5Cu, Zn, Ni, Co, Cd. Since H L and H L are2 2resulting hot solutions were combined and boiled for 30

dissociated in two steps according to the schememin with reflux. The solids formed were filtered, purified
3 1 1 22 1(22)three times with 5 cm of methanol and dried in vacuo at H L(H L )⇔2H 1 L (L ),2 2

1108C.
the reactions in the electrochemical cell could be described
as follows:2.4. Electrosyntheses of metal complexes

2 22Cathode: H L 1 2e → H 1 L2 2
The electrosyntheses of metal complexes were carried

22 2out in methanol using Pt as the cathode and the metal as a Anode: M 1 L → ML 1 2e
sacrificial anode according to the technique described by Acetonitrile has been used as a solvent in all of the
Tuck [5], Duran et al. [9], Labisbal et al. [11] and in our reported electrosyntheses of similar chelates
previous works [7,8,10]. The cell consisted of a tall-form [4,7,9,11,12,15]. Taking into account our previous results
beaker, and the solution phase contained the appropriate [16,17], methanol can also be used in these syntheses. This
ligand (1–2 g) dissolved in methanol containing Et NClO4 4 solvent contributes to a higher solubility of the
as the supporting electrolyte. The electrodes (232 cm) azomethinic derivatives of type 1 and to the formation of
were treated with diluted HCl, washed and dried before solids with higher crystallinity. Moreover, the use of
use. A stream of dry Ar was passed through the electro- methanol can bind the electrosynthesis of metal chelates
chemical cell before and during the process. All experi- and their conventional chemical synthetic methods. As was
ments were conducted at room temperature. The voltage shown in a series of publications and generalized in refs.
was regulated to obtain an initial current of 20 mA. The [4,18], the most favorable conditions for metal chelate
time of electrolysis ranged between 1.3 and 3 h. After the synthesis are those of a methanol medium. To confirm this
electrolysis, the anode was washed, dried and weighed in fact in the case of tridentate azomethinic ligands, we
order to calculate the electrochemical efficiency. The carried out the synthesis of nickel and cobalt complexes

1with L by conventional chemical methods (see Table 2).
On the basis of the tridentate azomethinic ligands ofTable 1

Experimental conditions for the electrosynthesis of metal chelates type 1 under the conditions of conventional chemical
synthesis starting from metal salts, monomeric (2) [19–24]Compound Metal Initial Time of Metal

a and dimeric (3) [24–26] complexes could be formed:number voltage , electrolysis, dissolved,
V h g

2 Co 50 2 0.0433
3 Ni 55 1.5 0.0323
4 Cu 76 3 0.1420
5 Zn 65 2 0.0479
6 Cd 70 2 0.0838
8 Co 45 1.3 0.0282
9 Ni 60 2 0.0431
10 Cu 55 1.2 0.0564
11 Zn 62 3 0.0730
12 Cd 73 2 0.0835
a To produce an initial current of 20 mA.
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Table 2
Elemental analysis and related data of the complexes obtained

Number Compound m.p. Color Formula Found/calculated, %
8C

2Lig. / X Y L n C H N S
21M (H)

1 L/H NTs O 2 2 139–140 Yellow C H N O S 65.42 4.80 7.71 8.7920 18 2 3

65.57 4.91 7.65 8.74
a2 L/Co NTs O MeOH 1 205 Brown C H N O SCo 54.92 4.61 6.52 6.8921 20 2 4

55.26 4.38 6.14 7.01
a3 L/Ni NTs O MeOH 1 190 Green C H N O SNi 54.49 4.45 6.43 6.7721 20 2 4

55.26 4.38 6.14 7.01
4 L/Cu NTs O MeOH 1 .280 Green C H N O SCu 54.59 3.61 6.41 7.2621 20 2 4

54.78 4.34 6.08 6.95
5 L/Zn NTs O MeOH 2 .220 Yellow C H N O SZn 53.71 4.16 6.48 6.6122 24 2 5

53.76 4.88 5.70 6.51
6 L/Cd NTs O MeOH 1 .280 Yellow C H N O SCd 49.91 3.24 5.82 6.6721 20 2 4

49.60 3.93 5.51 6.30
17 L /H NTs NTs 2 2 159–160 Yellow C H N O S 62.21 4.72 7.98 12.5027 25 3 4 2

62.43 4.82 8.09 12.33
18 L /Co NTs NTs MeOH 1 .250 Brown C H N O S Co 54.89 4.00 7.38 9.6328 27 3 5 2

55.26 4.44 6.90 10.52
19 L /Ni NTs NTs MeOH 1 .250 Green C H N O S Ni 55.79 3.89 7.21 10.1928 27 3 5 2

55.26 4.44 6.90 10.52
110 L /Cu NTs NTs MeOH 1 .250 Green C H N O S Cu 54.87 3.58 7.00 9.6928 27 3 5 2

54.81 4.40 6.85 10.44
111 L /Zn NTs NTs MeOH 1 .250 Yellow C H N O S Zn 54.42 3.78 6.88 9.8828 27 3 5 2

54.72 4.40 6.84 10.42
112 L /Cd NTs NTs MeOH 1 .250 Yellow C H N O S Cd 51.67 3.07 6.62 9.3228 27 3 5 2

50.83 4.08 6.35 9.68
b 113 L /Co NTs NTs MeOH 2 .250 Brown C H N O S Co 54.47 4.38 7.18 9.6329 31 3 6 2

54.37 4.88 6.56 10.01
b 114 L /Ni NTs NTs MeOH 1 .250 Green C H N O S Ni 55.65 4.94 7.21 10.2028 27 3 5 2

55.26 4.44 4.60 10.52
aDecomposition.
bObtained by chemical synthesis.

According to the elemental analysis data (Table 2), the of the azomethinic group decreases the frequency of the
composition of the formed complexes corresponds to the valent oscillations of the C5N group in the complexes in

1 1 1formulae ML(L )?nCH OH or M L (L )?nCH OH (n51, comparison to those of the ligands L and L (Table 3)3 2 2 2 3
2 1 62). Physico-chemical data indicate that structure 2 (L 5 [27]. A comparative analysis of H NMR (DMSO–d )

CH OH) applies to them. The participation of the N atom spectra of ligand 1 and its Zn and Cd complexes, 2 (Table3

3), leads to the same conclusion, i.e. a weak-field shift of
Table 3 the HC5N group protons is observed which testifies about
Spectral and magnetic data of the complexes obtained the HC5N→M coordination [28].

1Number IR data H NMR data (ppm) m , B.M. A wide band of valent oscillations of the coordinatedeff.
21nC5N methanol molecules at 3000–3500 cm is observed in

21cm d or d d d 293 K 77 KOH NH NH HC5N the IR spectra of the complexes. It makes it difficult to
(aldehyde) (amine)

use the absorption frequencies of NH and OH groups to
1 1612 11.80 9.80 8.20 2 2 characterize the type of complex formation (substitution
2 1605 2 2 2 4.12 4.11 1of the protons of these groups to metal ion). The H
3 1608 2 2 2 3.39 3.38 6NMR (DMSO–d ) data give more detailed information:4 1607 2 2 2 1.83 1.82

the peaks of the protons of the NH (9.8 ppm for L and5 1606 2 2 8.80 2 2
16 1608 2 2 8.50 2 2 9.6 ppm for L ) and OH (11.8 ppm for L and 11.4 ppm

17 1616 11.4 9.6 8.3 2 2 for L ) groups disappear in the spectra of the complex-
8 1610 2 2 2 4.17 4.14 es.
9 1609 2 2 2 3.26 3.19

Magnetochemical data of Co, Ni and Cu complexes over10 1606 2 2 2 1.87 1.84
a wide temperature range testify about the absence of a11 1607 2 2 9.0 2 2

12 1609 2 2 8.9 2 2 change in m (Table 3). This fact, especially in the caseeff.
13 1610 2 2 2 4.15 4.12 of copper complexes (the data about the antiferromag-
14 1609 2 2 2 3.47 3.22 netism of the compounds of type 3 (M5Cu) are presented
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´ ´[9] M.L. Duran, J.A. Garcıa-Vazquez, A. Macias, A. Romero, A. Sousa,in refs. [11,19,21]), also confirms the monomeric character
E.B. Rivero, Z. Anorg. Allg. Chem. 573 (1989) 215.of the chelates described.

[10] B.I. Kharisov, L.M. Blanco, A.D. Garnovskii, A.S. Burlov, L.I.
Use of the above-mentioned tridentate ligands in con- Kuznetsova, L.V. Korovina, D.A. Garnovskii, T. Dieck, Polyhedron

ventional chemical methods (see Tables 2 and 3) allows 17(2–3) (1998) 381.
´ ´one to produce cobalt and nickel complexes 13 and 14, [11] E. Labisbal, J.A. Garcıa-Vazquez, J. Romero, S. Picos, A. Sousa, A.

˜ ¨Castineiras, C. Maichle-Mossmar, Polyhedron 14 (1995) 663.which are close to those obtained by the electrochemical
[12] A.D. Garnovskii, A. Sousa, A.S. Antsyshkina, G.G. Sadikov, I.S.method. According to the reported data on the X-ray study

˜Vasilchenko, S.G. Sigeikin, A.S. Burlov, A. Castineiras, A.D.
of the similar complex, 3 (X5O, Y5NTs, M5Ni, Solv5 Garnovskii, Izv. Akad. Nauk. Ser. Khim. (1996) 2093.
CH OH, n54) [26], there are reasons to propose that they [13] V.P. Kurbatov, A.V. Khokhlov, A.D. Garnovskii, O.A. Osipov, L.A.3

have dimeric structure 3. However, the magnetochemical Khulkhacheva, Koord. Khim. 3 (1979) 351.
[14] N.I. Chernova, Yu.S. Ryabokobilko, V.G. Brudz, B.M. Bolotin,data (Table 3) testify about their monomeric character.

Zhurn. Org. Khim. 7 (1971) 1680.
˜´ ´[15] J. Romero, J.A. Garcıa-Vazquez, M. Duran, A. Castineiras, A.

Sousa, A.D. Garnovskii, D.A. Garnovskii, Acta. Chem. Scand. 51
4. Conclusions (1997) 672.

[16] N.N. Bogdashev, A.D. Garnovskii, O.A. Osipov, V.P. Grigoriev,
N.M. Gontmakher, Zhurn. Obsh. Khim. 46 (1976) 675.The above data allow one to assign a structure of type 2

[17] O.A. Osipov, N.N. Bogdashev, V.P. Grigoriev, N.N. Gontmakher,to the synthesized complexes. This result, in addition to the
Patent USSR No. 485115, 1975.

data published previously [7,11,12,29], indicates that elec- [18] A.D. Garnovskii, B.I. Kharisov, L.M. Blanco, D.A. Garnovskii, A.S.
trochemical synthesis usually leads to mononuclear che- Burlov, I.S. Vasilchenko, G.I. Bondarenko, J. Coord. Chem., in
lates of type 2; meanwhile, conventional chemical meth- press.

[19] R.H. Holm, G.M. Everett, A. Chakravorty, Prog. Inorg. Chem. 7ods, with the participation of tridentate azomethinic lig-
(1966) 83.ands and metal salts, could also produce binuclear chelates

[20] M.T. Toshev, V.G. Yunusov, S.O. Saidov, S.T. Karimov, Kh.B.
of type 3 [24]. Moreover, the main advantages of the Dustov, M.M. Karimov, K.N. Selenin, N.A. Parpiev, Koord. Khim.
electrochemical methods of synthesis are the higher yields 18 (1992) 974.
(83–95%) and the absence of anions that are frequently [21] F. Maggio, T. Pizzino, V. Romano, Inorg. Nucl. Chem. Lett. 10

(1974) 1005.present in the chelates of tridentate ligands [30,31].
[22] A.S. Burlov, A.S. Antsyshkina, J. Romero, D.A. Garnovskii, J.A.

´ ´Garcıa-Vazquez, A. Sousa, D.A. Garnovskii, Russ. J. Inorg. Chem.
10 (1995) 1427.
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Abstract

The system formed between bismuth(III) ion and D-gluconic acid was potentiometrically studied in aqueous solution. Measurements
were carried out at 20.0 and 25.060.18C and the ionic strength was maintained at 0.100 M with NaNO . The potentiometric curves3

showed the release of four protons in addition to the carboxylic one, leading to the formation of complexes with different degrees of
deprotonation. Since the first chelate was completely formed at low pH, competition equilibria involving ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
or nitrilotriacetic acid ligands were used to calculate the corresponding equilibrium constant. Coordination bonding sites for metal–ligand

13interactions were inferred from C NMR spectroscopy. According to the obtained results, the complex formed at acid pH would present a
carboxylate coordination and those formed at high pH would involved a bonding with the oxygens of carbons 2, 3, 4 and 5. On the other
hand, the complex Bi(C H O )?H O was isolated and characterized by elemental and thermogravimetric analyses and by Fourier6 9 7 2

transform infra-red (FT-IR) spectroscopy. While the thermogravimetric analyses confirmed the water content in the solid complex, the IR
spectra showed a monodentate carboxylate coordination.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Bismuth(III) complex; D-Gluconic acid; Competition equilibria

1. Introduction known to be an important strategy to enhance their overall
catalytic behavior. In several liquid phase oxidations of

The development and rationalization of new heteroge- organic substrates, bismuth was demonstrated as being a
neous catalysts for the manufacture of fine chemicals is an particularly powerful candidate to achieve these improve-
important industrial challenge in several areas, such as ments. Examples can be found in a wide series of partial
pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, flavours and cosmetics. In oxidations converting alcohols to aldehydes or ketones,
these specific areas, oxidation reactions dealing with sometimes further to carboxylic acids, without cleavage of
highly functionalised substrates often appear as critical the original carbon skeleton [1–3]. These effects were
steps on which sharp control has to be exerted. The investigated by several research groups in the case of the
incorporation of heavy post-transition metals, like bismuth glucose-to-gluconic acid conversion using carbon-support-
or lead, as promotors of classical heterogeneous oxidation ed bimetallic Pd–Bi /C catalysts [4–8]. This process is of
catalysts based on noble metals (platinum, palladium) is great industrial importance, but, to date, there is no general

agreement on a clear mechanistic interpretation that could
explain the nature of the promoting role played by bismuthqPresented at the X Physicochemical Argentine Meeting, April 20–25,
in these catalysts. From an industrial point of view, the1997.

* interest in these catalysts is, however, severely restrictedCorresponding author. Fax: 154-41-350214; e-mail:
inquibir@satlink.com by the fact that they were shown to lose significant

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00384-2
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amounts of bismuth in solution under certain conditions phere at both 20.0 and 25.060.18C. The ionic strength was
[4–6]. Detailed investigations carried out under the stan- maintained at 0.100 M (NaNO ). The coordination equilib-3

dard experimental conditions used for these catalytic ria were determined using a Corning research pH meter
applications indicated that bismuth dissolution was ob- equipped with glass and Ag/AgCl reference electrodes,

1served in the presence of either glucose or D-gluconic acid. calibrated with HNO and acetic acid to read log[H ]3

Experiments performed with carbon-supported Pd–Bi rather than hydrogen ion activity. The solutions were
catalysts and pure Pd–Bi intermetallics, characterized by diluted to a final volume of 100 mL in order to obtain final

23different stoichiometries, also demonstrated that the cata- concentrations in the range 1–2310 M for both the
lytic behavior was in some way related to the bismuth metal and the ligand. The titrations were carried out by the
leaching process [5]. More particularly, bismuth com- addition of either NaOH or HNO in small increments so3

plexation by the reaction product, D-gluconic acid, could that 40–50 experimental points were provided for each
be a major feature in accounting for the promoting effect measurement. The pH range studied was 2.5–11.5. Solu-
of this element in the catalyst, by helping product desorp- tions with both 1:1 and 1:2 metal-to-ligand ratios were
tion from the catalyst surface. A deep understanding of the investigated, however, only 1:1 complexes were found.
interactions between bismuth and those potential ligands,
in solution as well as in the solid state, is therefore a 2.3. Equilibrium constant calculations
priority if this important catalytic process is to be given a
chance on an industrial scale. In the early years, a proton Since the bismuth(III)–D-gluconic acid chelates are
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) study of the system completely formed at low pH, potentiometric ligand–lig-
formed by bismuth and D-gluconate was performed at very and competition reactions were performed by using a 1:1:1
high pH (ca. 14) [9]. The present work is devoted to the molar ratio of bismuth(III) ion, D-gluconic acid and a
study of the complexes formed between bismuth(III) ion reference ligand. Two reference ligands, H EDTA and4and D-gluconic acid. We have previously reported on the H NTA, were selected and checked at 20 and 258C,3coordination chemistry of this sugar with several metal respectively. The log of protonation constants for D-
ions, both in the solid state and in aqueous solution gluconic acid at the these temperatures were 3.40 and 3.44,
[10–18]. While the equilibrium constant values were respectively (m50.100 M) [15,22]. The log of protonation
potentiometrically determined, structural information was constants for H EDTA and H NTA employed were: log13 4 3obtained by C NMR spectroscopy. Studies in the solid K 510.24, log K 56.16, log K 52.66,HEDTA H EDTA H EDTA2 3phase were performed by means of elemental, thermo- log K 52.0, (m 50.1 and 208C), and log K 5H EDTA HNTA4gravimetric and Fourier transform infra-red (FT-IR) analy- 9.65, log K 52.48, log K 51.9 (m 50.1 andH NTA H NTA2 3ses.

258C) [23](a) [23](b). On the other hand, the overall
bismuth hydrolysis constants used in the computations
were: log K 523.41 and log K 524.6 (m 50.1,MH MH21 222. Experimental
258C) [24](a). However, hydrolytic species were not found
in significant concentrations. The log K values employedw2.1. Reagents
throughout this work were 213.87 (m 50.1, 208C) and
213.78 (m 50.1, 258C) [24](b) [25]. The potentiometric

D-Glucono-1,5-lactone, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
data were converted into equilibrium constants with the aid(EDTA), disodium salt (Na H EDTA) and nitrilotriacetic2 2 of the program BEST [26](a). For the determination ofacid (H NTA) were obtained commercially from Sigma,3 species distributions, the program SPE was used [26](b).Merck and Fluka, respectively. Their purities were checked
All refinements showed a s ,0.03 [26](c). The standardfitby pH titration. For the potentiometric measurements, a

23 deviations in the refined constants were calculated accord-7.00310 M stock solution of bismuth(III) was prepared
ing to the procedure described in the literature [27].by dissolving Bi(NO ) ?5H O (May and Baker) in 0.1403 3 2

M nitric acid. Its exact concentration was determined by
EDTA titration using thiourea as an indicator [19]. The 2.4. NMR spectroscopy
exact amount of excess acid was evaluated by the pro-
cedure described by Harris and Martell [20]. Stock solu- All spectra were acquired on a Bruker AC-200E pulsed
tions of HNO and NaOH were standardized against Fourier-transform instrument with a 4.3 T superconducting3

sodium carbonate and potassium hydrogen phthalate, re- magnet, at a carbon-13 resonance frequency of 50.1 MHz.
spectively. Gran’s plots were constructed to ensure that the The samples contained 0.3 M D-gluconic acid solution in

2base was not contaminated by CO [21]. All solutions distilled deionized water mixed with 10% H O to provide2 2

were prepared in doubly distilled water. the deuterium lock. The bismuth(III) ion was introduced as
appropriate aliquots of a stock solution, to give con-

2.2. Potentiometric measurements centrations in the range 0.1–0.3 M. At the high con-
centrations of reagents used in this experiment, chelate

The titrations were performed under a nitrogen atmos- precipitates over a wide pH range, thus, the spectra were
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recorded at both pH 2 and 12, where no solid formation
was detected.

2.5. Preparation of bismuth(III)–D-gluconic acid
complex

The metal ion–D-gluconic acid chelate was synthesized
following a modified procedure described by Melson and
Pickering [28]. Solid bismuth(III) oxide was added in tiny
portions to a previously refluxed solution of 0.015 mol
D-glucono-1,5-lactone (in order to promote the opening of
the sugar ring to the aldonic acid) until a 1:1 metal–
lactone ratio was achieved. The reaction mixture was
boiled for 4 h. After separation of an insoluble residue,
ethanol was added to the filtrate, which gave rise to a
colloidal solution that, upon centrifugation, gave a solid
compound. The latter solid complex was recrystallized
four times from ethanol–water (4:1, v /v). Finally, the solid Fig. 1. Potentiometric equilibrium curves of (A) D-gluconic acid alone

24was dried under vacuum for 2 h at 808C over P O . In (CL57.00310 M); (B) bismuth(III)–D-gluconic acid system (CM52 5
24addition, the white solid obtained during the potentiometric CL57.00310 M); m 50.100 M (NaNO ); T5208C. (a) mol of NaOH3

added per mol of ligand.experiment was isolated for further analysis. It had previ-
ously been washed with water and dried under vacuum as
described above. The purities of the obtained chelates were 22 1[BiH G]á[BiH G] 1 2H (2)22 24verified by elemental analysis.

where the negative stoichiometric coefficients for hydrogen
2.6. Analysis of the solid chelate represent the protons displaced in the complex formation,

in addition to the carboxylic proton. The constant values
Microanalyses of C and H were performed using a for the above equilibria are shown in Table 1.

Fisons 1108 CHNS microanalyser. The content of bis- It may be noticed that a satisfactory refinement does not
2muth(III) was calculated from the thermogravimetrical require the presence of the intermediate [BiH G] com-23

residue [29]. Thermogravimetric curves were obtained in plex. According to the species distribution, the solid phase
an atmosphere of pure air using a Shimadzu TGA-50 H, formed can be attributed to the neutral [BiH G] complex.22

21with a heating rate of 208C min , equipped with a Nicolet This species would precipitate when it reaches a high
model 550 IR gas analyzer and a Fisons model Thermolab concentration, and then would dissolve to form a more
mass detector. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) deprotonated complex. The solid was isolated and ana-
data were obtained on a Shimadzu DSC-50 differential lyzed, and the results will be discussed below.

21scanning calorimeter, using a heating rate of 108C min . Since the first chelate is completely formed at low pH,
IR spectra were performed on a FT-IR Nicolet 20 SX8 its formation constant cannot be calculated from the direct
spectrophotometer. potentiometric titration curve. Therefore, ligand–ligand

Table 1
Equilibrium constant values at 20 and 258C3. Results and discussion

aQuotient log K

3.1. Potentiometric studies T5208C T5258C
b[BiEDTA]/ [Bi] [EDTA] 27.860.4
c dThe equilibrium potentiometric profile for the bis- [BiH EDTA] [H] / [BiEDTA] 210.660.1 (211.0)21

e[BiNTA]/ [Bi] [NTA] 18.260.1muth(III)–D-gluconic acid system (Fig. 1) showed the
2[BiH G] [H] / [Bi] [G] 4.260.4 4.160.122release of four protons from the complex, in addition to the
4[BiH G] [H] / [Bi] [G] 215.860.4 215.9560.124carboxylic proton. Between pH values of 3.5 and 9.5 a

[BiH G] [H] / [BiH G] 23.4160.01 23.4860.0222 21
2solid phase was detected, however, the soluble regions [BiH G] [H] / [BiH G] 220.0360.01 220.0560.0124 22

could be analyzed by applying a computational method. In
Ionic strength, 0.100 M.order to explain the potentiometric results both in the acid aCharges are omitted.
band alkaline zones, it was found necessary to introduce Ref. [23]a.
cequilibria 1 and 2, respectively: This work.
d208C, m 51.0 M; ref. [23]a.

1 1 e[BiH G] á[BiH G] 1 H (1) Ref. [23]b.21 22
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competition titrations were performed. Both acidity and
complex equilibrium constant values for H EDTA and4

H NTA were included in the calculations by using the3

reported literature values (Table 1). During the titration of
1:1:1 bismuth(III)–sugar acid–H EDTA solution, no solid4

formation was detected at 208C. The species distribution–
pH diagram in Fig. 2 points out the interplay of the
different equilibria. As can be appreciated, ligand–ligand
competition occurs at high pH. In the present case, the

22presence of the hydrolysed [BiH EDTA] complex,21

already cited in the literature [23](a), was established
because it is required to get a proper fit of the experimental
titration curves. The formation constants for the bis-
muth(III)–D-gluconic acid complexes (Table 1) could
therefore be calculated according to the following displace-
ment reaction:

13Fig. 3. C NMR spectra of water solutions containing (A) D-gluconic acid
22 2 22 42 1

alone and (B) a mixture of bismuth(III) and D-gluconic acid (CM5CL5[BiH EDTA] 1 G á[BiH G] 1 EDTA 1 3H21 24
0.3 M).

(3)

These results were checked using NTA as a competitive groups or to the coordinated water molecules. It is possible
ligand. In this case, the potentiometric profile of the 1:1:1 to distinguish between the above processes on the basis of
bismuth(III)–D-gluconic acid–NTA system showed pre- spectroscopic results. The measurement of selective

13cipitate formation above pH 4.5 at 258C. In the soluble broadening and/or resonance shifts in the C NMR
region, [BiNTA] and [BiH G] species were found, and22 spectra of metal complexes is a useful means of obtaining

13the displacement equilibrium constant was calculated. The information about possible binding sites [30]. The C
formation constants for the bismuth(III)–D-gluconic acid NMR spectrum of D-gluconic acid equilibrated in water at
obtained (Table 1) are in very good agreement with those pH 12 consists of six discrete peaks (Fig. 3a) and their
calculated from the competition with EDTA, taking into assignments have been described previously [17]. Upon
account the different working temperatures. In addition to the addition of bismuth(III) ion to the above solution, the
the potentiometric evaluation, spectroscopic studies were signals of C-2, C-3, C-4 and C-5 were the most affected
performed in order to obtain microscopic structural in- (both broadening and shifting) (Fig. 3b). Therefore, a

22formation. possible coordination structure for the [BiH G] com-24

plex, which is the predominant species at high pH, can be
133.2. C NMR measurements represented as shown in Fig. 4, with a ‘2, 3, 4, 5’ chelation

to bismuth(III). Since the complex geometry could not be
The non-carboxylic protons released during complex obtained from spectrophotometric evidence, the proposed

formation can be attributed either to the sugar hydroxyl distorted octahedral structure for this soluble complex was
derived through the analysis of molecular models. Geomet-
ries with high coordination numbers for bismuth(III),
where the binding positions not engaged by the D-gluconic

Fig. 2. Distribution of species as a function of pH in the 1:1:1
22bismuth(III)–D-gluconic acid–H EDTA system. Fig. 4. Proposed structure for the [BiH G] complex.4 24
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acid are taken up by water molecules, result in very solids present the same stoichiometry. In the thermo-
strained structures. However, solid complexes for bis- gravimetric curves, two main processes can be detected:
muth(III) with high coordination numbers are known [31]. dehydration (around 160–2008C) and pyrolytic decomposi-

13 tion. Conversion of the metal gluconate into metal oxideThe C NMR spectrum of D-gluconic acid in an acid
was complete by 5008C.medium (pH 2) shows eighteen peaks, corresponding to a

IR spectra of the complexes were recorded in the regionmixture of the free acid and the lactones (d and g). In the
214000–400 cm , and the interpretation was based on apresence of bismuth(III) ion, this spectrum shows severe

comparison with data corresponding to D-glucono-1,5-lac-overlapping of signals and the assignment becomes am-
tone alone. The changes observed in the spectra of thebiguous. However, it can be observed that the C-1 signal,
complexes with respect to that of free D-gluconolactone,which is separated from the rest, is significantly affected.
are similar to those observed in other metal–sugar systemsThis fact strongly suggests that the complex formed at acid
[6,8,12]. The interaction between the hydroxyl groups ofpH involves carboxylate binding. The explanation for this
the sugar with bismuth(III) ion produces broadening of thecoordination can be justified through the postulation of the
ligand OH stretching vibrations. The main change in theformation of a first complex at low pH, with the car-
complex spectrum is observed in the carbonyl stretchingboxylate group participating in the chelation process. At

21vibration, which appears at 1760 cm in the free ligand.higher pH values, the latter group is replaced by ionized
In the spectra of the complexes, this band disappears andsugar hydroxyl groups, which become a stronger Lewis
two additional bands are observed at ca. 1600 and 1385base. This behavior (the carboxylate binding at acid pH

21cm . These signals are assigned to the antisymmetric andand the sugar hydroxyl binding at alkaline pH) is similar to
2symmetric OCO stretching vibrations, respectivelythat proposed by Motekaitis and Martell [22] for the

21[32](a). A separation by more than 200 cm observed foraluminum(III)–D-gluconic acid complexes, and was also
2the two OCO components in the spectra of the complexesspectroscopically verified with related systems [11,17].

would be indicative of a monodentate carboxylate coordi-
nation [33]. The interaction between the metal ion and the

3.3. Studies in the solid state sugar also produces both broadening and shifting of sugar
CH , COH and CHO bending vibrations, which appear in2

21Both the complex obtained by synthesis and that isolated the region 1400–1100 cm . The strong bands at 1100–
21from the potentiometric experiment were characterized by 940 cm , assigned to the sugar C–O stretching vibrations,

elemental and thermogravimetric analyses and FT-IR show changes upon metal ion coordination, consistent with
spectroscopy. The results are collected in Table 2. Both the D-gluconolactone-to-acid conversion. The lactone ring

Table 2
Solid state analysis of Bi(C H O )?H O (A) obtained by synthesis and (B) isolated from the potentiometric experiment6 9 7 2

Analytical data
%C %H %Bi

A 17.27 2.73 49.79
B 16.82 3.03 50.60
Calculated 17.16 2.64 49.74

Thermoanalytical data
Dehydration Pyrolysis

a b% Water TGA DTGA TGA DTGA % Final Residue
lost T(8C) T(8C) T(8C) T(8C) mass

A 4.21 150–200 178 200–320 292 55.51 Bi O2 3

320–53 439
B 4.31 100–160 127 160–325 290 55.46 Bi O2 3

325–480 427
Calculated 4.28 2 2 2 2 55.44 Bi O2 3

21Selected infrared absorption frequencies (cm )
2 2

nC5O nOCO nOCO Dn

antisym. sym.

D-Glucono-1,5-lactone 1728 2 2 2

A 2 1602 1385 217
B 2 1592 1385 207
a Thermogravimetric analysis.
b Derivative thermogravimetric analysis.
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[3] T. Mallat, Z. Bodnar, P. Hug, A. Baiker, J. Catal. 153 (1995) 131.skeletal deformation modes C–C–C and C–O–C observed
21 [4] M. Wenkin, R. Touillaux, P. Ruiz, B. Delmon, M. Devillers, Appl.in the region of 900–500 cm exhibit major changes

Catal. A: Gen. 148 (1996) 181.
upon bismuth(III) ion binding [34]. Finally, since there [5] M. Wenkin, C. Renard, P. Ruiz, B. Delmon, M. Devillers, Stud. Surf.
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Signorella, L.L. Sala, Polyhedron, in press.In aqueous solution, bismuth(III) ion forms highly stable
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Abstract

VI IIThe reaction of (NH ) Mo S with the complexes ctc-Ru (L) Cl (1a–1e) [L5NC H N5NC H (R), R5H, o-Me/Cl, m-Me/Cl;4 2 4 2 2 5 4 6 4

ctc5cis–trans–cis with respect to chlorides, pyridine and azo nitrogens respectively] in MeOH–H O (1:1) resulted in a group of stable2
II IVsulfur bridged ruthenium–molybdenum complexes of the type (L) Ru (m-S) Mo (OH) (2a–2e). In complexes 2 the terminal Mo=S2 2 2

VI 22 VI 22 IVbonds of the Mo S unit get hydroxylated and the molybdenum ion is reduced from the starting Mo in MoS to Mo in the final4 4

product 2. The cis–trans–cis (with respect to sulfurs, pyridine and azo nitrogens respectively) configuration of the RuL S fragment in 22 2
1 IIhas been established by the H NMR spectroscopy. In dichloromethane solution the complexes 2 exhibit a strong dp(Ru )→Lp* MLCT

transition near 550 nm, a strong sulfur to molybdenum LMCT transition near 500 nm and intra ligand p–p* transition in the UV region.
II IIIIn dichloromethane solution the complexes display reversible Ru áRu oxidation couples in the range 1.15–1.39 V, irreversible

IV VMo →Mo oxidations in the range 1.68–1.71 V vs SCE. Four successive reversible ligand (–N=N–) reductions are observed for each
complex in the ranges 20.37→20.67 V (one-electron), 20.81→21.02 V (one-electron) and 21.48→21.76 V (simultaneous two-electron

1reduction) vs SCE respectively. The presence of trivalent ruthenium in the oxidized solutions 2 is evidenced by the rhombic EPR
1 21spectra. The EPR spectra of the coulometrically oxidized species 2 have been analyzed to furnish values of axial (D54590–5132 cm )

21and rhombic (n51776–2498 cm ) distortion parameters as well as energies of the two expected ligand field transitions (g 53798–40221
21 21 21cm ) and (g 55752–6614 cm ) within the t shell. One of the ligand field transitions has been observed experimentally at 6173 cm2 2

21 1 1and 6289 cm for the complexes 2b and 2d respectively by near-IR spectra which are close to the computed g values.  19992

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium–molybdenum complexes; Sulfur bridging; Electron transfer

1. Introduction the (NH ) MoS in 1:1 MeOH–H O medium unexpected-4 2 4 2

ly results in a new class of sulfur bridged heteronuclear
II IVThere has been a continuous research activity in the area complexes of the type (L) Ru (m-S) Mo (OH) 2 where2 2 2

VI 22of transition metal complexes of tetrathiomolybdate the terminal M 5S bonds of MoS get hydroxylated4
VI 22(Mo S ) anion. This is primarily due to its ability to with the concomitant 2-electron metal reduction,4

VI IVform sulfur bridged heteronuclear complexes of the types Mo →Mo .
22(L)M(m-S) MoS , S Mo(m-S) -M-(m-S) MoS and The MoS unit is known to be sufficiently stable2 2 2 2 2 2 4

(L)M(m-S) Mo(m-S) M(L) (M5Fe/Ru/Os) and moreover individually as well as on coordination and consequent-2 2
22their relevance to the functional and structural models for ly the identity of MoS has been retained in the ear-4

the active sites of nitrogenase enzymes [1–12]. The lier reported heteronuclear complexes [1–14]. However,
present work originates from our interest to study the the involvement of ruthenium–azopyridine moiety facili-
interaction of ruthenium azopyridine complexes tates the hydroxylation of the terminal Mo5S bonds of

IIRu (L) Cl , 1, [L52-arylazopyridine ligand, NC H N5 MoS in the complexes 2. To the best of our knowl-2 2 5 4 4
VI 22NC H (R)] with the Mo S unit. The reaction of 1 with edge this work demonstrates the first example of inter-6 5 4

22nal transformation of MoS unit on coordination.4
*Corresponding author. Herein we report the detailed synthetic account of the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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formation of 2, the spectroscopic and electrochemical product and the other two isolated isomers of 1, ttt and ccc
properties of the complexes 2. (ttt5trans–trans–trans; ccc5cis–cis–cis with respect to

chlorides, pyridine and azo-nitrogens respectively) are
known to be transformed into the most stable ctc isomer in

2. Results and discussion only high boiling xylene and N,N-dimethylformamide
solvents [15]. However, under identical reaction conditions

2.1. Synthesis (Scheme 1) the use of ttt or ccc isomer of 1 instead of ctc
isomer results in only the product 2 where pyridine and

1A group of five substituted arylazopyridine ligands (L – azo-nitrogens of L are in the trans and cis configuration
5L ) are used to prepare the ruthenium starting complexes, respectively. Since the identity of the ttt and ccc isomers

IIctc-Ru (L) Cl (1a–1e) (ctc5cic–trans–cis with respect of 1 remain intact in the boiling MeOH–H O medium, the2 2 2

to chlorides, pyridine and azo-nitrogens respectively). The formation of Ru(m-S) Mo linkage in 2 might have forced2

reaction of complex 1 with the ammonium salt of tetra- the RuL part of 2 to stabilize preferentially in the trans–2

thiomolybdate (VI), (NH ) MoS in MeOH–H O (1:1) cis configuration. Although the geometrical reorganization4 2 4 2

results in a dark-colored solid mass along with the of the ttt isomer of 1 is essential to participate in the
deposition of elemental sulfur on the wall of the reaction reaction as shown in Scheme 1, the conversion of the cc
flask. Chromatographic purification of the above crude form of RuL part to tc in 2 is not understandable2

product on a silica gel column using dichloromethane– particularly at the present mild reaction conditions
acetonitrile (1:1) as eluent followed by removal of solvents (Scheme 1). We wish to note here that the reaction in
under reduced pressure, affords a pure violet compound in Scheme 1 represents the first example where the ttt isomer

IIthe solid state having the composition (L )Ru (m- of 1 has undergone the necessary geometrical reorientation2
IVS) Mo (OH) (2) (Scheme 1). The formation of 2 to bind the incoming groups (here the bridging sulfurs) in2 2

(Scheme 1) is primarily involved with two simultaneously the cis position whereas in earlier all cases trans chloride
operating functions at the molybdenum center: (i) hy- groups of the ttt isomer of 1 performed the chloride
droxylation of Mo at the expense of Mo=S bond rapture substitution reactions only at the trans position in presence

VI 22 IVand (ii) the reduction of Mo in MoS to Mo in 2. of suitable monodentate ligands keeping the tt configura-4

Since under similar reaction conditions (Scheme 1) but tion of the RuL part unchanged [16].2
22in the absence of 1 the MoS unit remains unaffected, The microanalytical data of the products 2 (Table 1) are4

therefore it implies that the ruthenium fragment in 2 plays in very good agreement with the calculated values and thus
an important role to undergo the hydroxylation of the confirm the composition. Solid state magnetic moment
Mo5S bonds. measurements at 298 K indicate that the complexes are

II 6 14The trans–cis (with respect to pyridine and azo nitro- uniformly diamagnetic, low-spin-Ru , t , S50; Mo in a2g

gens respectively) configuration of the RuL part of distorted tetrahedral arrangement setting the two metal2
2starting complexes 1 remain unaltered in the products 2 electrons in the low-lying d orbital in a paired configura-Z

(see NMR part). The ctc isomer of the starting complexes tion. In acetonitrile solution the complexes 2 behave as
RuL Cl , 1 is found to be thermodynamically most stable nonconducting [17,18].2 2

Scheme 1.
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Table 1
Microanalytical and electronic spectral data

a bCompd. Elemental analysis (%) Electronic spectral data
c 21 21

l (nm) (e , M cm )max

C H N
d2a 40.02 3.07 12.83 552(5398), 518 (4507) 345(21557)

(39.93) (3.02) (12.70)
d2b 41.86 3.39 12.27 549(4479), 515 (4070), 319(13600)

(41.79) (3.48) (12.19)
d2c 36.28 2.57 11.43 558(4343), 507 (3100), 314(14030)

(36.16) (2.46) (11.50)
d2d 41.71 3.42 12.28 546(7826), 500 (5708), 346(31337)

(41.79) (3.48) (12.19)
d2e 36.25 2.53 11.59 563(3409), 509 (2777), 332(13866)

(36.16) (2.46) (11.50)
a Calculated values are in paranthesis.
b In dichloromethane.
c Extinction coefficient.
d Shoulder.

2.2. Thermal analysis 2.3.2. FAB mass spectrum
FAB mass spectrum of one representative complex (2a)

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the complexes 2 was recorded and the spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. The
show a three-step decomposition pattern. The three succes- maximum molecular peak is observed at m /z, 662 which
sive decompositions take place near 2508, 3408 and 3758C corresponds to the molecular ion [(NC H N55 4

II IVcorresponding to the weight loss of one water molecule, NC H ) Ru (m-S) Mo (OH) ], (calculated molecular6 5 2 2 2

two sulfur atoms and the two ligands (L) respectively. The weight 661.6). A careful examination of the fragmentation
differential thermal analysis of complexes 2 further con- pattern of the FAB mass spectrum of 2a reveals the
firm the above decomposition pattern. It shows one broad stepwise eliminations of H O, MoO, 2S, Ru/L and L2

endothermic peak at 2508C due to removal of water fractions.
followed by another endotherm near 3508C for the elimina-

1tion of sulfur and a large exothermic peak near 3808C 2.3.3. H NMR spectra
1indicating the loss of ligand (L) molecules. The complexes display well resolved H NMR spectra

6in DMSO-d solvent. Chemical shift and spin–spin split-
ting among nearest neighbor protons are depicted in Table
2. One representative spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The2.3. Spectral study
presence of C symmetry makes each half of the molecule2

equivalent. Thus one methyl signal has been observed for
2.3.1. Infrared spectra the complexes 2b and 2d. Similarly aromatic region of the

The IR spectra of the complexes (2) were recorded as spectra exhibit calculated number of protons correspond to
21 one particular ligand in accord with the symmetry. TheKBr discs in the range 4000–400 cm . Two important

individual aromatic proton resonances are assigned on thefeatures are: (i) complexes exhibit a moderately strong and
21 basis of their relative intensities, spin-spin structure andbroad band near 3400 cm due to OH stretching fre-

21 substituent induced splitting patterns [21,22]. Chemicalquency [19] and (ii) a strong band near 1350 cm due to
shifts are also considered as additional indicators such ascoordinated azo (–N=N–) stretching frequency. In order to

21 8-H and 12-H are coincident-doublets in complex 2aconfirm the origin of the 3400 cm band the IR spectrum
whereas 8-H signal appears as a singlet for the complexesof blank KBr pellet was recorded. Since the blank KBr

21 2d and 2e. Further, the 8-H singlet is significantly shiftedpellet did not show any band in the range 4000–400 cm ,
to higher and lower fields in the complexes 2d and 2eit can therefore be inferred that the observed band at 3400

21 respectively compared to 2a (Table 2) based on thecm is developed certainly due to the presence of Mo–
electron releasing and withdrawing properties of theOH bonds in the complexes (2). The n(N5N) of the free

21 methyl and chloride substituents respectively. Similarly theligand (L) appears near 1425 cm which has been shifted
21 ortho substituted complexes (2b, 2c) show the expectedto 1350 cm on coordination in the complexes 2 due to

II changes in the distributions of the phenyl ring protonstrong dp(Ru )→p*(L) back-bonding in the ground state
signals.of ruthenium(II) where p* (L) is primarily dominated by

The chemical shift of the methyl group follows thethe –N=N– function [20].
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1 II IVFig. 1. FAB mass spectrum of [(L ) Ru (m-S) Mo (OH) ], 2a.2 2 2

order: o-Me (2b), 2.5ppm.m-Me (2d), 2.18 ppm, indicat- 2.3.4. Electronic spectra
ing the effect of nearby electron withdrawing azo group on The electronic spectra of the complexes (2) were studied
the ortho methyl group is more as compared to the meta in dichloromethane solvent in the region 200–900 nm. The
methyl group as expected [23]. spectral data are listed in Table 1 and one representative

Although we were unable to grow suitable single spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. In the visible region the
crystals for X-ray characterization, the FAB mass, infrared, complexes display one moderately intense band near 550
1H NMR spectroscopic results along with the thermal nm associated with a shoulder at the higher energy part
analysis, microanalytical, conductivity, magnetic moment near 500 nm. On the basis of their high intensities these
data collectively establish the composition and stereo- two bands are assigned as charge-transfer in nature. The
chemistry of the complexes 2. lowest energy band near 550 nm is assigned to be

Table 2
1H NMR spectral data in (CD ) SO3 2

a
d(J /Hz)

Compd. 3H 4H 5H 6H 8H 9H 10H 11H 12H

2a 8.62 8.12 7.69 8.82 7.19 7.30 7.43 7.30 7.19
b c c b b c c c c(8.37) (7.67) (6.42) (5.70) (8.37) (7.67) (6.67) (7.67) (8.37)

(8.09) (6.79) (7.67) (6.97) (7.67)

2b 8.47 8.03 7.86 8.91 Me 6.15 7.14 6.70 7.24
b c c b b c c b(8.10) (7.37) (8.10) (5.53) (2.50) (8.10) (7.37) (7.74) (8.8)

(7.31) (7.97) (7.73) (7.37)

2c 8.45 7.98 7.67 8.98 (Cl) 6.82 7.04 7.17 7.21
b c c b b c c b(7.85) (7.81) (8.01) (5.49) (7.90) (7.20) (7.82) (7.90)

(8.12) (7.82) (7.51) (7.42)
d2d 8.63 8.15 7.72 8.84 6.89 (Me) 6.99 7.20 7.25

b c c b b c b(8.15) (7.83) (6.45) (5.10) (2.18) (7.50) (8.1) (8.5)
(8.15) (6.80) (8.5)

d2e 8.40 7.90 7.62 9.18 7.16 (Cl) 7.10 7.48 7.54
b c c b b c d(7.55) (7.91) (7.19) (5.39) (8.27) (7.19) (8.4)

(8.27) (7.92) (7.19)
a Tetramethylsilane as internal standard.
b Doublet.
c Triplet.
d Singlet.
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IIdp(Ru )→p*(L) MLCT transition where p*(L) is
believed to be primarily dominated by the LUMO of the
azoimine chromophore [20]. For the starting complexes 1

IIthe dp(Ru )→p*(L) MLCT transition occurs near 580 nm
[20]. The charge-transfer transition energy is known to
depend on the separation in potentials between the donor
and acceptor levels [24–26]. In the complexes 2 the
difference in potentials between the first reduction couple
(–N=N– reduction) and the reversible oxidation couple

II III(Ru –Ru ) is |1.8 V (Table 3) which is higher than that
of the starting complexes 1 (|1.6 V) [20]. In view of the
above observation it may be considered that the MLCT
transition which occurs at 580 nm for the starting complex-

1 1 II IV es 1 has been shifted to 550 nm in the complexes 2. ThisFig. 2. H NMR spectrum of [(L ) Ru (m-S) Mo (OH) ], 2a in DMSO-2 2 2
6d . increase in MLCT transition energy on moving from 1 to 2

implies that the filled ruthenium t level becomes stabi-2g

lized further in the present ligand environments compared
to those of 1. The higher energy shoulder near 500 nm may
be assigned to the charge-transfer transition from sulfur to
molybdenum since a similar strong sulfur to molybdenum
charge-transfer transition has been observed in the range
400–500 nm for various cluster compounds involving
MoS moiety [27–29]. In the UV region the complexes4

show one intense transition near 350 nm possibly due to
intraligand p–p* transition involving energy level higher
than that of the ligand LUMO [20].

2.4. Electron-transfer properties

The electron-transfer properties of the complexes (2)
1 II IVFig. 3. Electronic spectrum of [(L ) Ru (m-S) Mo (OH) ], 2a in2 2 2 were studied by cyclic voltammetry in dichloromethane

dichloromethane at 298 K. The inset shows an expansion of the MLCT
solvent vs a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) usingbands.
platinum working electrode. Representative voltammo-

Table 3
aElectrochemical data at 298 K

III II IV V 0 c 21Compd. Ru –Ru couple Mo →Mo Ligand reductions DE /V g / cmMLCT
0 0E /V (DE /mV) oxidation, E /V (DE /mV)298 p 298 p

b d eE /V Cal. Obs.pa

2a 1.30 (100) 1.70 20.50(100), 20.92(110), 1.80 17517 18115
21.65(120)

2b 1.15 (110) 1.71 20.67(100), 21.02(120), 1.82 17678 18215
21.76(120)

2c 1.39 (100) 1.69 20.37(90), 20.81(100), 1.76 17194 17921
21.48(120)

2d 1.24 (90) 1.68 20.60(100), 20.96(110), 1.84 17840 18315
21.69(110)

2e 1.35 (120) 1.69 20.42(100), 20.86(110), 1.77 17275 17762
21.54(120)

a 23Condition: solvent, dichloromethane; supporting electrolyte, TBAP; reference electrode, SCE; solute concentration, |10 M; working electrode,
platinum wire.
b E is considered due to irreversible nature of the voltammograms.pa
c Calculated by using Eq. (7) from the text.
d Using Eq. (6) from the text.
e In CH Cl solution.2 2
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Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammograms and differential pulse voltammograms of
23 1 II IV|10 M solution of [(L ) Ru (m-S) Mo (OH) ], 2a in dichlorome-2 2 2

thane at 298 K.

grams are shown in Fig. 4 and the reduction potentials data
are listed in Table 3. The complexes are electroactive with
respect to the metal as well as ligand centers and display
the same five redox processes (couples I–V) in the
potential range 62 V vs SCE. The assignments of the
responses to specific couples are based on the following
considerations.

2.4.1. The ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) couple
The complexes display one quasi-reversible oxidative

response in the region 1.15–1.39 V (couple-II, Fig. 4). The
one-electron nature of the couple-II was confirmed by
constant-potential coulometry (see later). This process is
assigned to the oxidation of the starting bivalent
ruthenium(II) species to the trivalent ruthenium(III) con-
gener, Eq. (1). The presence of the trivalent-ruthenium in
the oxidized solution was confirmed by the characteristic
rhombic EPR spectrum

III IV 1 2 Fig. 5. (a) X-band EPR spectrum and computed t splitting of the[(L) Ru (m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] 1 e 22 2 2 2 III IV 1 1
1 coulometrically oxidized complex [(L ) Ru (m-S) Mo (OH) ] , 2b in2 2 2 2

dichioromethane at 77 K. (b) X-band EPR spectrum of the coulometrical-II IV
3 II IV 2 2á[(L) Ru (m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] (1)2 2 2 ly reduced complex [(L ) Ru (m-S) Mo (OH) ] , 2c in dichlorome-2 2 22

thane solution at 77 K.

of the low-spin ruthenium(III) complex (Fig. 5a) [30–33].
The formal potential of the couple (Eq. (1)) varies species thus decomposes rapidly on cyclic voltammetric
depending on the nature of the R group present in the time scale. Although the anodic current height (i ) of thispa

ligand (L) as expected [34] (Table 3).The ruthenium(III)– irreversible process is |1.5 times greater than that of the
ruthenium(II) potential of the starting complexes 1 appears previous reversible ruthenium(II)–ruthenium(III) process,
in the range 1.02–1.30 V vs SCE [20]. Thus formation of the differential pulse voltammogram shows the second
the sulfur bridged ruthenium–molybdenum dimer in 2 oxidation wave to have the same current height as that of

II IIIincreases the Ru –Ru oxidation potential by 100–150 the first, implying a one-electron process (Fig. 4). This
mV. irreversible oxidation process could be due to either

III IVRu →Ru oxidation or oxidation of the
2.4.2. The molybdenum(IV)–molybdenum(V) oxidation molybdenum(IV) to molybdenum(V). Here the potential

The complexes 2 exhibit a second irreversible oxidation difference between the two successive oxidation processes
process near 1.7 V (anodic peak, E ) vs SCE (couple I, is |0.4 V. The average potential differences between thepa

Fig. 4). No significant response on scan reversal in cyclic two successive redox processes of the ruthenium center
II / III III / IVvoltammetry is observed (Fig. 4, Table 3). The oxidized (Ru –Ru ) in mononuclear complexes having C, N,
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II IIIO, thioether donor centers have been observed in many corresponding E of Ru /Ru couple (couple II, Fig. 4)pa

cases to be in the range 1.3–1.5 V [19,30–33,35–37]. at 298 K produce unstable oxidized species. However, at
Therefore it seems reasonable to consider this irreversible 268 K coulometric oxidation of 2 generates a green

IV Vresponse as due to oxidation of the Mo –Mo center. solution and the observed Coulomb count corresponds to
one-electron transfer (‘‘n’’ values: 2a, 0.98; 2b, 0.97; 2c,

2.4.3. Ligand reduction 1.04; 2d, 0.95, 2e, 1.07; n5Q/Q9 where Q9 is the
The complexes 2 display three successive reductions calculated Coulomb count for a one-electron transfer and

22(couples III–V, Fig. 4) at the negative side of SCE. The Q is that found after exhaustive electrolysis of 10 mmol
1 1one-electron stoichiometry of couples III and IV and two- of solute). The resulting oxidized solutions (2a –2e )

electron stoichiometry of couple V are identified by com- display voltammograms which are superposable on those
parison with the ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) couple of the corresponding bivalent complexes (2a–2e) which
(couple II) with the help of cyclic voltammetric current imply that the oxidations here may be stereoretentive in
height as well as differential pulse voltammetry (Fig. 4). nature [39]. When the same green oxidized solutions were
The ligand L is known to act as a potential electron- coulometrically reduced at 0.7 V vs SCE the parent
transfer center [38]. Each ligand can accept two electrons bivalent Ru(II) congeners 2 were formed quantitatively.
in the electrochemically accessible LUMO which is pre- The X-band EPR spectra of the freshly prepared oxidized
dominantly azo in character. As two electroactive azo solutions (produced coulometrically at 268 K followed by
groups are present in the complexes 2, four successive quick freezing in liquid N , 77 K) were examined. The2

1one-electron reductions are expected for each complex oxidized complexes 2 display rhombic EPR spectra (Fig.
(Eqs. (2)–(5)). 5a, Table 4). The rhombic nature of the EPR spectra are

characteristic of low-spin trivalent ruthenium(III) complex-II IV 2[Ru L (m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] 1 e 52 2 2 es (low-spin, t , S51/2) in a distorted octahedral en-2g
II • IV 2

]á[Ru L(L )(m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] (2) vironment [30–33]. The reactive nature of the oxidized2 2
1species (2 ) at room-temperature has precluded its isola-

II • IV 2 2
][Ru L(L )(m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] 1 e tion in the solid state.2 2

5The theory of EPR spectra of low-spin d complexes areII • IV 22
]á[Ru (L ) (m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] (3)2 2 2 documented in literature [40–46]. The distortion of pseudo

octahedral complexes is expressed as the sum of axial (D)II • IV 22 2
][Ru (L ) (m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] 1 e2 2 2 and rhombic (V ) components. The t orbital consists of the2•II • 2 IV 32 0 1 2]]á[Ru (L )(L )(m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] (4) components t (xy), t (xz), t (yz). The degeneracy of t2 2 2 2 2 2

orbital is partially removed by axial distortion (D), which
•II • 2 IV 32 2 0 1 2]][Ru (L )(L )(m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] 1 e placed t (b) above t / t (e). The superimposed (V ) then2 2 2 2 2

1 2• further splits (e) into t and t .II 2 IV 42] 2 2á[Ru (L ) (m 2 S) Mo (OH) ] (5)2 2 2 The distortion parameters (D and V ) and the energies of
In practice all the four reductions [Eqs. (2)–(5)] are two optical transitions (v and v ) from ground to upper1 2

observed experimentally. Instead of observing all the four- Kramers doublets can be obtained from the analysis of
5ligand based reductions separately, the first two reductions EPR spectra using the g tensor theory of low-spin d ions

[Eqs. (2) and (3)] appear distinctly (couples III and IV), [40–46].
the other two reductions [Eqs. (4)–(5)] being overlapped The EPR spectra provide only the absolute g values and
(couple V, Fig. 4) [15,34]. so neither their signs nor the correspondence of g , g and1 2

g to g , g and g are known. There are forty-eight3 x y z
12.4.4. Electrogeneration of the oxidized (2 ) and possible combinations based on the labeling (x,y,z) and

2reduced (2 ) species signs chosen for the experimentally observed g values. For
Coulometric oxidations of the complexes 2 in dichloro- the present case we have chosen the combination 2g .21

methane solution at a potential 100 mV positive to the g .g as this particular set gives the orbital reduction2 3

Table 4
a bEPR g values and distortion parameters

Compound g g g k D /l V /l v /l v /l v /l1 2 3 1 2 2

(obs.)

2a 22.34 22.17 1.86 0.71 5.13 22.49 3.98 6.61 –
2b 22.34 22.17 1.86 0.70 5.03 22.29 3.98 6.42 6.17
2c 22.33 22.18 1.84 0.66 4.59 21.76 3.79 5.75 –
2d 22.34 22.17 1.86 0.70 5.05 22.26 4.02 6.43 6.28
2e 22.33 22.18 1.85 0.68 4.76 21.97 3.87 6.01 –
a In dichloromethane solution at 77 K.
b Meanings are given in the text.
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factor, k,1.0 The computed values of orbital reduction reduction and v is the frequency or energy of theMLCT
21factor (k), axial distortion (D /l), rhombic distortion (V /l) charge-transfer band in cm . The factor 8065 is used to

21and the two ligand–field optical transitions (v /l and v /l) convert the potential difference DE from V into cm unit1 2
1 21for the complexes 2 are listed in Table 4. The value of and the term 3000 cm is of empirical origin. The

spin–orbit coupling constant (l) of ruthenium(III) is taken calculated and experimentally observed v transitionsMLCT
21as 1000 cm [40–46]. Here axial distortion is found to be are listed in Table 3 and there is a linear relationship

two times greater than that of the rhombic component. between the g and DE (Fig. 6). Here the calculatedMLCT
21We have been succeeded to record the low energy values for all the complexes lie within 800 cm of the

near-IR spectra (maximum wavelength scan up to 2200 experimentally observed charge-transfer energies, which
1 1nm) of two complexes 2b and 2d and they display one are in good agreement with the observations of previous

21 21weak transition at 1620 nm (e, M cm , 45) and 1590 workers on other ruthenium complexes [48–51].
21 21 22nm (e, M cm , 60) respectively (Table 4). In view of The formation of complex 2 starting from 1 and MoS4

the involved approximations in the theory, the agreement in aqueous methanol medium is complex in nature as the
between the experimentally observed v and calculated v2 2 formation 2 is associated with simultaneously operating
value is excellent (Table 4). Due to instrumental limitation substitution, elimination and electron-transfer processes at
(maximum wavelength scan up to 2200 nm) it has not been the molybdenum center. However, the following tentative
possible to compare the v band.1 rationale (Scheme 2) may be proposed. Since the forma-

The coulometrically produced reduced brown solutions tion of elemental sulfur from each Mo5S bond involve
[obtained by reducing the complexes 2 at a potential 100 2-electrons oxidation, therefore the generation of total four
mV negative to the corresponding E of couple III (Fig.pc electrons due to the cleavage of two Mo5S bonds possibly
4)] are unstable even at 268 K. However, we have reduce the molybdenum from 16 oxidation state to 12
managed to record the EPR spectrum of the reduced oxidation state followed by aquation in presence of water2complex 2c by performing the electrolysis at 258 K as the first step of the reaction (A, Scheme 2). This may
(observed Coulomb count corresponds to one-electron

account for the need of water in the reaction medium
transfer, n51.09 and the reduced brown solution exhibits

(Scheme 1). As the 12 oxidation state of molybdenum is
voltammograms which are superposable on those of the

known to be highly reducing in character [52], it is
parent complex) and quickly freezing the electrolyzed IVtherefore subsequently oxidized to Mo via the reduction2solution (liquid nitrogen, 77 K). The reduced solution 2c 1of H ions (formed by the autoionization of H O) of the2shows an intense, symmetric and sharp EPR signal with

coordinated H O molecules (A, Scheme 2) to H . All the2 2‘‘g’’ value at 1.997 as shown in Fig. 5b. This suggests that
consecutive processes in Scheme 2 may lead to the2the unpaired electron in the reduced product (2 ) is
formation of 2 as a final product.

localized in the orbital of predominantly ligand character
The role of the ruthenium azopyridine moiety on the

[39]. This provides strong support in favor of the succes-
hydroxylation of the Mo5S bonds in 2 is not clear,

sive addition of electrons to the azo functions of the
however, the strong p-acidic nature of L and consequently

ligands L as proposed in the previous ligand reduction part.
its inherent tendency to stabilize the lower oxidation states

Coulometric reductions of the couples IV and V (Fig. 4)
of the metal ions [53] might have played an important role

generated the unstable reduced species even at 258 K.
to carry out the reaction in Scheme 1.

2.4.5. Spectroelectrochemical correlation
Complexes (2) display lowest MLCT transition of the

IItype t (Ru )→Ligand LUMO (where the LUMO is domi-2

nated by the azo function of L) near 550 nm (Table 1, Fig.
3). The quasi-reversible ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) re-
duction potentials in the range 1.15–1.39 V and the first
ligand (–N=N–) reduction potentials in the range
20.3→20.5 V (Table 3). Here the MLCT transition

6involves excitation of the electron form the filled t orbital2g

of ruthenium(II) to the lowest p* orbital of the azo
function of L. The energy of this band can be predicted
from the experimentally observed electrochemical data

0 IIIwith the help of Eq. (6) and (7) [47]. Here E (Ru –298
IIRu ) is the formal potential (in V) of the quasi-reversible

0ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) couple, E (L) that of the298

first ligand
0

n 5 8065(DE ) 1 3000 (6)MLCT Fig. 6. Least squares plot of the lowest energy metal-to-ligand charge-
21transfer band (v , cm ) vs the difference in potential (DE, V)MLCT0 0 III II 0 II / IIIDE 5 E (Ru 2 Ru ) 2 E (L) (7) between the Ru couple and the first ligand reduction.298 298
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Scheme 2.

3. Conclusions Varian FT–NMR spectrometer. Cyclic voltammetric mea-
surements were carried out using a PAR model 373 A

We have observed a new class of sulfur bridged potentiostat–galvanostat electrochemistry system. A
ruthenium–molybdenum dinuclear species (2) where the platinum-wire working electrode, a platinum-wire auxiliary

VI 22terminal Mo5S bonds of the well known stable Mo S electrode and an aqueous saturated calomel reference4

unit have been hydroxylated with the concomitant two- electrode were used in a three-electrode configuration. The
electrons reduction at the molybdenum center. The forma- supporting electrolyte was NBu ClO and the solute4 4

23 0tion of Ru(m-S) Mo linkage stabilizes the RuL fragment concentration ¯10 M. The half-wave potential E was2 2 298

of 2 preferentially in the trans–cis configuration (trans–cis set equal to 0.5 (E 1E ), where E and E are thepa pc pa pc

with respect to pyridine and azo nitrogens of L). The anodic and cathodic cyclic voltammetric peak potentials
21complexes 2 display successive metal and ligand based respectively. The scan rate was 50 mVs . The coulometric

electron-transfer processes. experiments were done with a PAR model 373 A electro-
The complexes 2 can act as a stepping stone for the chemistry system. A platinum wire-gauze working elec-

formation of mixed sulfur and hydroxo bridged as well as trode was used in coulometric experiments. All electro-
sulfur and oxo bridged complexes of type M(m-S) Mo(m- chemical experiments were carried out under a dinitrogen2

OH) M9 and M(m-S) Mo(m-O) M9, where M5M95Ru atmosphere. All electrochemical data were collected at 2982 2 2

or M5Ru, M95Os. Works are in progress in this direction. K and are uncorrected for junction potential. The EPR
measurements were made with a Varian model 109 C
E-line X-band spectrometer fitted with a quartz Dewar for

4. Experimental measurements at 77 K (liquid nitrogen). The spectrum was
calibrated by using tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) ( g5

4.1. Materials 2.0037). The elemental analyses were carried out with a
Carlo Erba (Italy) elemental analyzer. The TGA and DTA

Commercial ruthenium trichloride (S.D. Fine Chemicals, experiments were performed by using a Dupont 9900
Bombay, India) was converted into RuCl .3H O by re- instrument. FAB mass spectrum at 298 was recorded on a3 2

peated evaporation to dryness with concentrated hydro- SX 102/DA-6000 mass spectrometer.
chloric acid. The ligands L, starting metal complexes
[RuL Cl ] [23] and (NH ) MoS [54] were prepared 4.3. Treatment of EPR data2 2 4 2 4

according to the reported procedures. Other chemicals and
solvents were reagent grade and used as received. Silica An outline of the procedure can be found in our recent
gel (60–120 mesh) used for chromatography were of BDH publications [40–46,56,57]. We would like to note that a
quality. For spectroscopic /electrochemical studies HPLC second solution also exists that is also different from the
grade solvents were used. Commercial tetrabutylam- chosen one, having small D, V, v and v values. The1 2

monium bromide was converted into pure tetrabutylam- experimentally observed near-IR results clearly eliminate
monium perchlorate by following an available procedure this solution as acceptable.
[55].

4.4. Preparation of complexes
4.2. Physical measurements

The complexes (2a–2e) were prepared by using a
Solution electrical conductivity was checked using general procedure. Yield varies in the range 60–65 %.

Systronic 305 conductivity bridge. Electronic spectra Specific details are given for one representative complex
(900–200 nm) were recorded using a Shimadzu-UV 160 A (2a).
spectrophotometer, IR spectra on a Nicolet FT-spec- The starting complex ctc-RuL Cl , 1a (100 mg, 0.192 2

trophotometer with samples prepared as KBr pellets. mmol) and (NH ) MoS (48 mg, 0.19 mmol) were4 2 4

Magnetic susceptibility was checked with a PAR vibrating dissolved separately in MeOH (20 ml) and H O (20 ml)2

sample magnetometer. respectively. The aqueous solution of (NH ) MoS was4 2 4

Proton NMR spectra were obtained with a 300 MHz added to the warm methanolic solution of 1a and the
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Abstract

The reactions of Li PdCl and Na PtCl with pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone, HPyTsc, afforded the complexes2 4 2 4

[Pd(PyTsc)Cl], [Pd(PyTsc) ] and [Pt(PyTsc)Cl], [Pt(PyTsc) ]. The new complexes have been characterized by elemental analyses and2 2

spectroscopic studies. A crystal structure of [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] shows that the anion of PyTsc coordinates in a planar conformation to the
central palladium(II) through the pyridyl N, azomethine N and thiolato S atoms. The planar molecules are linked into polymeric chains by

?? ??N–H N and N–H S hydrogen bonding. The protonation constants of the ligand, K and K , were determined by spectrophotometry anda1 a2

the logarithms of their values were found to be equal to 11.5860.05 and 3.9460.02 respectively. Correlation of the antitumor activity of
these complexes to the structure and to reduction potential is reported. The compounds [Pt(PyTsc) ] and [Pd(PyTsc) ] were found to2 2

exhibit the higher in vivo antitumor activity and the lower cytotoxicity.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Palladium(II) and Platinum(II) complexes; Thiosemicarbazonato complexes; Crystal study; Spectroscopic and electrochemical studies

1. Introduction tumor inhibiting activity than HPyTsc and has antitumor
activity [6]. The antiinflammatory, antifungal activity and

Thiosemicarbazones possess a wide range of biological the inhibitory effect on Leishmania donovani of HPyTsc
activity depending on the parent aldehyde or ketone. have been reported because of their potential for medicinal
Heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones are important because of use [7–9].
their possible beneficial biological activity [1]. Pyridine-2- We have initiated an investigation of palladium(II)
carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazonewas the first a-(N)- complexes with derivatives of 2-acetylpyridine Tsc in an
heterocyclic carboxyaldheyde Tsc, a-(N)-Tsc, Scheme 1, effort to investigate whether Tsc’s act synergically in new
reported to have carcinostatic properties [2–5]. The mech- complexes containing both, the parent ligand and Pd(II),
anism of action of HPyTsc, like in other a-(N)-Tsc’s, is and to correlate structure with biological activity [10–18].
due to its ability to inhibit the biosynthesis of DNA, This work is an extension of previously studied pal-
possibly blocking the enzyme ribonucleotide diphosphate ladium(II) complexes of 2-acetylpyridine TSC with poten-
reductase [2–5]; binding to the nitrogen bases of DNA or tially interesting biological activity [10–18]. This report
RNA, hindering or blocking base replication; creation of includes synthesis and spectral characterization of the
lesions in DNA strands by oxidative rupture [2–5]. The newly prepared palladium(II) and platinum(II) complexes
copper(II) complex, [Cu(PyTsc)(OAc)] , shows higher of HPyTsc, and the crystal structure of the complex2

[Pd(PyTsc)Cl]. The protonation constants of the ligand,
*Corresponding author. K and K , were determined by spectrophotometry.a1 a2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00386-6
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Scheme 1. The tautomeric forms and the resonance polar forms of HPyTsc.

2. Experimental different hydrogen ion concentration and constant ionic
strength 0.1 were prepared by using standard HCl or KOH

Solvents were purified and dried according to standard and KCl solutions. All absorbtion spectra and pH measure-
procedures. The ligand Hpytsc, 1, was prepared according ments were made at 258C [10–18]. pH measurements were
to the method described in reference [19]. For the carried out with a metrohm 691 pH-meter. The absorbtion

22 spectra in the range 250–450 nm were collected andplatinum(II) compounds a stock [PtCl ] solution was4

recorded by a JASKO 590 UV/Vis /nearIR spec-prepared by dissolving of PtCl (2.66 g, 10 mmol) in conc.2

trophotometer guided by a personal computer.HCl under reflux, filtering to remove a turbidity of
undissolved material, neutralizing with Na CO and dilut-2 3

2.2. Preparation of the complexesing with distilled water up to 250 ml (pH56.0–6.5). The
complexes were analyzed for C, H and N at the European

[Pd(PyTsc)Cl], 1. To a solution of HPyTsc (0.236 g, 1.3Environmental Research Institute (Ioannina). Infrared and
mmol) in methanol (10 ml) was added lithium tetrachloro-far-infrared spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 55XC
palladate(II), Li PdCl , prepared in situ from PdCl andFourier transform spectrophotometer using KBr pellets 2 4 2

21 LiCl (PdCl , 0.266 g, 1.5 mmol) in methanol (15 ml) The(4000–400 cm ) and nujol mulls dispersed between 2
21 reaction mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperaturepolyethylene disks (400–40 cm ). UV spectra were

and then left in the refrigerator for 1 day. The yellow–recorded on a JASCO V-570 spectrophotometer UV/VIS/
orange powder was filtered off, washed with cold methanolNIR. Electrochemical experiments were performed with a
and ether and dried in vacuo over silica gel, they wereMetrhom E614 Polarecord-VA-Scanner E612 apparatus
redried at 708C in vacuo over P O . D.p. 2928C. Yieldconnected to a Houston 2000 XY recorder. Glassy carbon 4 10

93%. Elemental analyses were consistent with the stoi-disk and dropping mercury electrodes (DME) were em-
chiometry C H N SPdCl (Found: C, 26.5; H,2.0; N, 17.8;ployed as working electrodes. A platinum wire was used as 7 7 4

S, 10.3; Pd; 33.0; Cl, 11.2. Calcd: C, 26.2; H, 2.2; N, 17.4;an auxiliary electrode, while a calomel electrode was used
S, 10.0; Pd, 33.2; Cl, 11.0%)as a reference electrode. The supporting electrolyte in

[Pd(PyTsc) ], 2. To a solution of K PdCl (0.489 g, 1.5DMF was tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (0.1 M) and 2 2 4

mmol) in distilled water (10 ml) was added HPyTsc (0.577solutions were 1 millimoles in complex. All measured
g, 3.2 mmol) and the reaction mixture was stirred. The pHpotentials are relative to the normal hydrogen electrode
of the solution was adjusted to 8.0–9.0 by the addition of(NHE) using the reversible ferrocene / ferrocenium couple

21 aqueous 1.0 M NH and the reaction mixture was stirred(10.400V versus NHE, DE 590mV at 100mV s ) as a 3p

for 5 h at room temperature at constant pH. The orange–standard.
red powder was filtered off, washed with cold methanol
and ether and dried in vacuo over silica gel, finally redried

2.1. Protonation constants at 708C in vacuo over P O . D.p. 2838C. Yield 77%.4 10

Elemental analyses were consistent with the stoichiometry
All solutions were prepared using distilled water ob- C H N S2Pd (Found: C, 36.0; H, 3.2; N, 23.8; S, 14.0;14 14 8

tained from a borosilicate autostill (Jencons Ltd.). A 13 Pd, 23.1. Calcd: C, 36.2; H, 3.0; N, 24.1; S, 13.8; Pd;
2410 M stock solution of HPyTsc was initially prepared by 22.9%)

suspending the appropriate amount of purified and ground [Pt(PyTsc)Cl], 3. To a solution of HPyTsc (0.14 g, 0.78
22ligand in distilled water for some hours until the ligand had mmol) in methanol (10 ml) was added the stock [PtCl ]4

dissolved, cooling to room temperature, filling the flask to solution (20 ml, 0.8 mmol). The reaction mixture was
the required volume with distilled water and mixing stirred for 2 h at room temperature. The same procedure as

25thoroughly. Working ligand solutions, (1310 M), of in preparation 1 was repeated. Color brown–orange. D.p.
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2908C. Yield 84%. Elemental analyses were consistent (T(max)50.997, T(min)50.833). 2939 unique reflections
with the stoichiometry C H N SPtCl (Found: C, 20.5; H, were measured (R(int.)50.018), with 2754 observed (Fo.7 7 4

1.7; N, 13.7; S, 7.8; Pt; 47.6; Cl, 8.9. Calcd: C, 20.1; H, 3.0s(Fo)).
2.0; N, 13.2; S, 8.5; Pt, 47.1; Cl, 8.6%) The structure was solved by the Patterson heavy atom

[Pt(PyTsc) ], 4. To a solution of HPyTsc (0.325 g, 1.8 method and successive cycles of full matrix refinement and2
22mmol) in methanol (10 ml) was added the stock [PtCl ] Fourier difference syntheses [20–25]. All non-hydrogen4

solution (20 ml, 0.8 mmol). The reaction mixture was atoms were refined anisotropically by full matrix least
stirred for 3 h at room temperature at constant pH. The squares. Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated posi-
dark brown powder was filtered off, washed with cold tions and used in structure factor calculations but not
methanol and ether and dried in vacuo over silica gel, and refined. Refinement converged with R50.043, wR50.059,
redried at 708C in vacuo over P O . D.p. 1888C. Yield S52.44, max(D /s)50.024. The final Fourier difference4 10

75%. Elemental analyses were consistent with the stoi- synthesis showed maximum and minimum peaks at 1.97
23˚chiometry C H N SPtCl (Found: C, 29.7; H, 2.7; N, and 21.49 e A respectively. A summary of the crystal14 14 8

19.8; S, 11.3; Pt; 34.8; Cl, 8.9. Calcd: C, 30.4; H, 2.6; N, data, experimental details and refinement results is listed in
20.2; S, 11.6; Pt, 35.2%) Table 1.

CCDC number is 102824. See http: / /www.rsc.org /sup-
2.3. X-ray data collection, solution and refinement pdata /dt /1998 for crystallographic files in.cif format.

A orange parallelepiped crystal of [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] was
mounted on a glass fibre and used for data collection. Unit

3. Results and discussioncell dimensions were obtained from the setting angles of
25 centred reflections in the range 23.9#u #27.98, using an

HPyTsc behaves both as a weak base and a weak acid,Enraf–Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with graphite-mono-
and in aqueous solutions there are three independentchromated Mo Ka radiation [20–25]. 3168 reflections
species, Fig. 1. The equilibria between the species arewere collected in the v22u mode in the range 2#u #308.
given from the equations below:Three standards were checked every 2 h and showed a

decay of 2.8%, corrected during processing. Lorentz and
Ka1polarisation effects were corrected. An empirical absorp- 2 1PyTsc 1 H O áHPyTsc 1 H O (1)3 2tion correction was made using c-scans of nine reflections

Ka2
1 1HPyTsc 1 H O áH PyTsc 1 H O (2)3 2 2Table 1

Crystal data and structure refinement for [Pd(PyTsc)Cl]

The logarithms of the protonation constants were foundEmpirical formula C H Cl N Pd S7 7 4

Formula weight 321.08 to be equal to 11.5860.05 and 3.9460.02 (mean 95%
Temperature K 291 confidence limits, n510). The logK value is lower thana2˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 that of pyridine (5.0) and 2-Acetylpyridine thiosemicar-
Crystal system, space group Triclinic P–1

bazone (3.98). Compared to pyridine the lower value can˚a (A) 6.891(1)
˚ be attributed to the decrease in electron density on theb (A) 8.4798(6)
˚c (A) 9.5399(8) pyridine nitrogen caused by the electron-withdrawing

a (8) 70.986(6) effect of the thiureide group. The logK value is slighta1
b (8) 82.76(1) higher than that of thiosemicarbazide (11.45) and 2-
g (8) 74.32(1)

3 acetylpyridine thiosemicarbazone, HAc4DH, (11.43) and˚Volume (A ) 506.9(1)
reveals that HPyTsc behaves as a weak monoprotic acid. InZ 2

21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 2.235 a recent quantitative analysis of the factor controlling the
F(000) 312 acidity of N–H bonds in amide compounds,
Crystal size (mm) 0.9030.4030.12 [RC(=X)NH ], it was found that the field-inductive, polar-2u range for data collection (8) 2.26 to 29.97

izability and resonance effects are responsible for thisIndex ranges 0#h#9, 211#k#11, 213#l#13
acidity [26,27].Reflections collected /unique 3168/2939 [R(int)50.018]

Absorption correction empirical The complexes of Pd(II) and Pt(II), were prepared
Max. and min. transmission 0.997 and 0.833 according to Eqs. (3) and (4), in alcohol or aqueous
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F alcohol solutions in the pH range of 1–8.
Data / restraints /parameters 2754/0 /128
Final R indices [I.1.5s (I)] R150.043,

CH OH322 2R indices (all data) R150.045, wR50.059 [MCl ] 1 HPyTsc → [M(PyTsc)Cl] 1 2Cl 1 HCl23 4˚Largest diff. peak (e A ) 1.97
23˚Largest diff. hole (e A ) 21.49 (3)
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Table 2
0˚Selected bond lengths (A), angles ( ) and hydrogen bonding interactions

a[Pd(PyTsc)Cl]

Pd–Cl 2.3025(9) N(3)–C(3) 1.358(4)
Pd–S 2.2439(9) N(3)–C(7) 1.338(4)
Pd–N(2) 1.962(3) N(4)–C(1) 1.339(4)
Pd–N(3) 2.068(2) C(2)–C(3) 1.446(4)
S–C(1) 1.747(3) C(3)–C(4) 1.388(4)
N(1)–N(2) 1.367(3) C(4)–C(5) 1.392(5)
N(1)–C(1) 1.322(4) C(5)–C(6) 1.362(6)
N(2)–C(2) 1.313(4) C(6)–C(7) 1.384(5)

Cl–Pd–S 95.49(3) Pd–S–C(1) 95.5(1)
Cl–Pd–N(2) 179.14(7) N(2)–N(1)–C(1) 111.5(2)
Cl–Pd–N(3) 99.07(8) Pd–N(2)–N(1) 124.0(2)
S–Pd–N(2) 84.14(8) Pd–N(2)–C(2) 115.8(2)
S–Pd–N(3) 165.44(8) N(1)–N(2)–C(2) 120.3(3)
N(2)–Pd–N(3) 81.3(1) Pd–N(3)–C(3) 110.5(2)

b c ??? ???? ????D H A D A H A D–H A
?? iN(4)–H(4A) N(1) 3.001(4) 2.0691 166.87
?? iiN(4)–H(4B) S 3.623(3) 2.7861 147.37

a Symmetry transformations: (i) 12x, 12y, 12z, (ii) 12x, 22y, 12z;
b D5Donor.
c A5Acceptor.

es [M(PyTsc)Cl] are taken from alcohol solution and 1:1
molar ratio and [M(PyTsc) ] from reactions in basic2

aqueous solution of pH58–9. The complexes are moder-
ately soluble in H O and alcohols and more soluble in2

polar solvents, such as DMF and DMSO.

3.1. Description of the crystal structure

Interatomic distances, bond angles and hydrogen bonds
for [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] are compiled in Table 2. Fig. 2 of
[Pd(PyTsc)Cl] shows the numbering scheme. The anionic
PyTsc acts as a tridentate ligand which coordinates to
palladium(II) through the pyridyl nitrogen, N(3), the
azomethine nitrogen, N(2) and the thiolato sulfur atom.Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of the ligand in the low pH region, where the

1 The terdentate ligand shows a Z, E, Z configuration for thespecies HPyTsc (l 5320 nm) and H PyTsc (lmax 5355 nm) aremax 2

present (a) [pH 1.79(1); pH 3.10(2); pH 3.20(3); pH 3.44(4); pH 3.83(5); donor centres nitrogen, nitrogen and sulfur respectively.
pH 4.12(6); pH 4.59(7); pH 6.08(8)] and in the high pH region, where

2the species PyTsc (l 5350 nm) and HPyTsc (l 5320 nm) aremax max

present (b) [pH 13.14(1); pH 12.16(2); pH 11.73(3); 11.49(4); pH
11.31(5); pH 11.00(6); pH 6.90(7)].

CH OH / / H O / pH583 222 →[MCl ] 1 2HPyTsc 1 2NH OH }}}}}4 4

2[M(PyTsc) ] 1 2Cl 1 2NH Cl 1 2H O (4)2 4 2

where M5Pt(II) and Pd(II).
The stoichiometries of the complexes indicate that

palladium(II) and platinum(II) are coordinated by the
singly charged anion of PyTsc, formed by loss of a proton
from the thiol form of the ligands. The stoichiometries of
the complexes indicates that Pd(II) and Pt(II) are con-

2nected with the deprotonated form (anion PyTsc ) in the Fig. 2. Molecular structure of the [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] compound with thermal
complexes [M(PyTsc)Cl] and [M(PyTsc) ]. The complex- ellipsoids at the 50% probability level.2
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The stronger coordination of the metal to the azomethine
nitrogen compared to the pyridyl nitrogen is attributed to
its higher basicity of N(2). The S–C bond distances are
consistent with increased single-bond character while both
thioamide C–N distances indicate increased double bond
character. The negative charge of the deprotonated ligand
is delocalized over the thiosemicarbazonato moiety. This is
indicative of the coordinated thiosemicarbazone’s greater
conjugation and more delocalized electron density. There-
fore, the coordinated ligand exhibits low energy antibond-
ing (p*) orbital and should displays a low energy metal–
ligand charge-transfer transition. The electronic spectrum
of [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] exhibits a LMCT band at 21 500 and

2123 200 cm supporting the above facts.
A comparison of bond lengths for the thiosemicarbazone

moiety of [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] with previously studied HPyTsc
and its complexes is given in Table 3. The thiosemicar-

Fig. 3. Arrangement of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds inbazone bond lengths affected by coordination are the
[Pd(PyTsc)Cl].azomethine C=N and thiolato C–S bonds. A small vari-

ation in the azomethine and a significant variation of the
thiolato bond distances derived among the complexes are with the experimental results. The highest effective charge
observed. The longest C–S and C=N bond distances are and the highest electron density value for sulfur evidently
observed in [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] and the shortest in [Ni(PyTsc) ] show strong electron-donor properties. The effective2

[28–33]. The polar hydrogen atoms on N(4) participate in charges on the nitrogen atoms explain the conjugation on
two intermolecular hydrogen bonds [26,27]. The mono- thiosemicarbazonato moiety. The high dipole moment of

2mers of 1 form hydrogen-bonded dimers linked by two PyTsc and the high effective charge on sulfur and on
??N(4)–H(4A) N(1) hydrogen bonds involving the amino nitrogen(1) atoms could rationalize the extended network

N(4)H(4A) hydrogen atom and the adjacent imino N(1) of hydrogen bonding contacts in [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] (Fig. 4).
nitrogen and vice versa of centrosymetrically related pairs The charge, the electron densities at the various atoms, the
of molecules. The observed hydrogen-bonding pattern is of ionization potential, the total dipole moment and the
the DA5AD type. Another centrosymmetric pair of hydro- enthalpy of formation of neutral and deprotonated HPyTsc
gen bonds of the DA5AD type involving the same amine in the gas state, as have been calculated from MOPAC93
nitrogen atom N(4) and the thiolato sulfur S atom connects [34–36], are shown in Table 4.
the dimers and results in the formation of infinite layers,
Fig. 3. 3.2. Spectral studies

The negative charge on the atoms in a molecule with
several donor centers can be used to study its formation of Coordination of the azomethine nitrogen to pal-
a donor–acceptor bond with a metal. In PyTsc, the sulfur ladium(II) is suggested by the shift of the n(C=N) band to
atom with maximum electron density and negative charge lower frequencies along with the occurrence of the n(N–
is predicted to be the preferred metal binding which agrees N) band to higher frequency in the IR spectra of the

Table 3
˚Comparison of thiosemicarbazone moiety bond distances (A) for complexes of HPyTsc

Compound C–S C(S)–N N –C(S) N–N C=N Ref.NH2 hydraz.

?HPyTsc H O 1.698(3) 1.317(4) 1.358(4) 1.369(3) 1.276(4) [28]2
?H PyTscCl 2H O 1.687(6) 1.319(8) 1.338(8) 1.356(7) 1.262(8) [29]2 2

1.680(6) 1.321(8) 1.345(8) 1.364(7) 1.260(8)
aHPyTsc 1.630(4) 1.412(1) 1.433(6) 1.396(4) 1.299(5) This work

aH PyTscCl 1.631(1) 1.385(4) 1.371(7) 1.374 (6) 1.305(1) This work2

[TlMe (PyTsc)] 1.733(8) 1.38(1) 1.32(1) 1.370(8) 1.271(8) [30]2

1.726(7) 1.364(9) 1.328(9) 1.362(8) 1.276(8)
[Ni(PyTsc) ] 1.724(1) 1.352(9) 1.308(10) 1.370(8) 1.260(10) [31]2

1.739(8) 1.335(10) 1.326(11) 1.342(8) 1.285(11)
[Cu(PyTsc)(bipy)]ClO 1.739(5) 1.337(6) 1.328(6) 1.374(5) 1.281(6) [32]4

?[SnMe2(PyTsc)(OAc)] HOAc 1.733(5) 1.326(7) 1.318(7) 1.359(6) 1.286(6) [33]
[Pd(PyTsc)Cl] 1.747(3) 1.339(4) 1.322(2) 1.367(3) 1.313(4) This work
a Calculated values for the gas state of protonated and neutral HPyTsc from MOPAC93 [34].
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Fig. 4. A view of the extended network of [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] along the a axis.

21complexes compared to that in the ligand. The absence of The band at 31 000–33 000 cm is assignable to the
large systematic shifts of n (NH ) and n (NH ) modes n→p* transitions of the pyridine ring and the thiosemicar-as 2 sym 2

to lower frequencies indicates no interaction between the bazone moiety (L(s)→MCT) [10–18,39,40].
terminal amino nitrogen and the metal ion. The breathing
motion of the pyridine ring is shifted to a higher frequency
upon complexation and is consistent with pyridine ring 3.3. Electrochemical studies (Fig. 5)
nitrogen coordination. The thioamide band, which contains
considerable n(CS) character, is less intense in complexes Electrochemical oxidation and reduction was studied in
and are found at a lower frequency, suggesting coordina- DMF solution using cyclic voltammetry. The main reduc-
tion of the metal through sulfur after deprotonation. Table tion peak and its counterpart are reversible for pal-
5 summarizes these bands assignments, as well as n(M– ladium(II) and platinum(II) adducts. These two peaks are
N ), n(M–S), and n(M–Cl) [10–18,37,38]. assigned to represent the reduction of M(II) /M(I), and theazomethine

The electronic spectra of palladium(II) and platinum(II) subsequent oxidation of M(I), as shown in previous
complexes are indicative of square planar geometry. In the electrochemical studies for similar complexes [10–18].
visible region of the square planar complexes of Pd(II) and The separation between these two peaks at a scan rate of

21Pt(II), three spin-allowed singlet–singlet d–d transitions 100 mv s is characteristic of a quasi-reversible one
1are predicted [39,40]. The ground state is A and the electron process. A peak at 10.80 till 10.60 may be1g

1excited states corresponding the three transitions are A , assigned to the one electron irreversible oxidation process2g
1 1B and Eg in order of increasing energy. Strong charge M(II) /M(III) [10–18,41–46]. The reversible reduction1g

transfer transitions interfere and prevent the observation of step for palladium(II) complexes requires greater energy
all the expected bands. The very intense band at ca. than for platinum(II) complexes. The 1:2 compounds,

2120 000–22 000 cm in the palladium(II) and platinum(II) [Pd(PyTsc) ] and [Pt(PyTsc) ] show an easier reductive2 2
0complexes’ spectra is assignable to a combination of process, E 520.96 and 20.92 mV respectively, than the

0sulfur→M(II), nitrogen (pyridyl)→M(II) charge transfer 1:1 compounds, [Pd(PyTsc)Cl] and [Pt(PyTsc)Cl], E 52
(L(p)→MCT) and M(II) d–d bands. The strong bands at 1.39 and 21.35 mV respectively. The compounds

2126 000–28 000 cm are assignable to a combination of [Pt(PyTsc) ] and [Pd(PyTsc) ] were found to exhibit2 2

metal–ligand charge transfer (M→LCT) and d–d bands. higher in vivo antitumor activity on Leukaemia P388
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Table 4
aThe calculated charges, electron densities, ionization potentials, dipole moment and DHf (Kcal) for PyTsc and HPyTsc

Atom Charge Electron Atom Charge Electron
2 2(PyTsc ) (PyTsc ) densities (HPyTsc) (HPyTsc) densities

2(PyTsc ) (HPyTsc)

C(1) 0.020463 3.9795 C(1) 20.116691 4.1167
C(2) 20.281076 4.2811 C(2) 20.044521 4.0445
C(3) 0.071593 3.9284 C(3) 20.045606 4.0456
C(4) 20.196507 4.1965 C(4) 20.093923 4.0939
C(5) 20.072450 4.0725 C(5) 20.074642 4.0746
C(6) 20.217958 4.2180 C(6) 20.135827 4.1358
C(7) 20.062891 4.0629 C(7) 20.068472 4.0685
N(1) 20.398519 5.3985 N(1) 0.090228 4.9098
N(2) 0.136717 4.8633 N(2) 20.090964 5.0910
N(3) 20.054856 5.0549 N(3) 20.067765 5.0678
N(4) 0.037094 4.9629 N(4) 0.072987 4.9270
S 20.544746 6.5447 S 20.216113 6.2161
a 2The ionization potential, the dipole moment and the DHf are 4.02668 (eV), 9.869 (Debye) and 50.3787 (Kcal) for PyTsc and 8.74709 (eV), 3.947
(Debye) and 104.0168 (Kcal) for HPyTsc.

Table 5
21Selected vibrational bands of HPyTsc and its complexes in cm

Assign. HPyTsc 1 2 3 4

n(C=N) 1600s 1612s 1620m 1612s 1640m
1605s

n(N–N) 1100s 1105m 1145s 1120m 1160ms
1100m 1100mw

n(CS) 915ms 890w 870m 875m 880mw
870m 865w 820w 808m 810mw

ring(o.p.) 610ms 615sh 615m 615sh 620ms
n(Pd–N) 455w 450mw 456w 460m
n(Pd–S) 375mw 390w 390w 400sh

345w 360w
n(Pd–Cl) 320m 325ms

Table 6
Correlation of the antitimour activity of the complexes of Pd(II) and

aPt(II) on leukemia P388-bearing BDF1 mice and the reduction potential
21 bM(II) /M(I) of the complexes (100 mV s )

a a a 0Compound Dosage M.S.T. T /C % E
mg/g body wt. days6S.E.

control saline 8.7060.18 100
HPyTsc 20 11.2560.21 129
[Pt(PyTsc)Cl] 100 10.0060.14 115 21.35
[Pt(PyTsc) ] 120 12.2560.21 141 20.922

[Pd(PyTsc)Cl] 38 11.5060.19 132 21.39
[Pd(PyTsc) ] 150 13.0060.25 149 20.962

a [17], LD10 given as a single dose at the first day after tumour
transplantation. Eight mice were used in the control group, while each
drug treated group consisted of six mice; in each group equal numbers of
male and female mice were used. M.S.T.5Mean survival time and
T /C%5The median survival time of the drug treated animals versus corn
oil treated control (C). The minimum criterion for activity is considered a
value of T /C.125 [18].Fig. 5. Electronic absorption spectra of Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes (a) in
b This work. All potentials are relative to NHE.DMF and (b) in MeOH solution.
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Abstract

2 3Two new unsymmetrical tetradentate macrocycles, incorporating sp and sp nitrogens as donor sites and with donor group-bearing side
3 a b 1 21 21arms attached to the sp nitrogen atoms, L and L , and their complexes with different kinds of metal cations such as Na , Cu , Co ,

21 21 21 1Ni , Hg and Cd , were synthesized and characterized by elemental analysis, IR, UV and H NMR spectroscopy. Both ligands can
transport efficiently alkali and transition metal cations across an organic membrane with high transport selectivity ratio, especially in the

1 1 a 21 21 bcase of Na /K selectivity for L and Hg /Ni selectivity for L . Studies on the complex promoted cleavage of bis(2,4-
b adinitrophenyl)phosphate(BDNPP) indicated that CuL was more efficient for accelerating hydrolysis of phosphate diester than CuL .

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Macrocycles; Complexes; Transport; Hydrolysis; Phosphate diester

1. Introduction and the artificial hydrolytic metalloenzyme behavior were
also studied.

Although numerous polydentate macrocyclic structures
have been identified as neutral receptors for various
substrates [1–4], to develop a search for new receptor 2. Results and discussion
families is still important. Receptors in living systems
usually contain different types of donor atoms whose 2.1. Syntheses of the ligands
interactions with various substrates are difficult to predict.

a bMost of the macrocycles with mixed donor sites incor- Macrocycles L and L were synthesized as shown in
porating oxygen and nitrogen atoms have shown very Scheme 1.
interesting behavior in metal ion discrimination because of Using 3-methoxycarbonyl-5-methyl pyrazole 1 as
the occurrence of dislocation phenomena [5–8]. Over the precursor, 1,3-bis(39-methoxy-carbonyl-59-methyl-19-
years numerous macrocycles used as metalloenzyme pyrazolyl) propane 2 was prepared in THF in the presence
models have been designed and studied [9], much has been of t-BuOK by alkylation with 1,3-dibromopropane. The
learned through elegant designs and careful analyses of corresponding dialcohol 3 was obtained by a reduction of 2
simple enzyme models [10–12]. with LiAlH according to the literature procedure [13].4

This study was aimed at synthesizing mixed donor Chlorination was accomplished by dissolving the dialcohol
2 3 amacrocycles incorporating sp and sp nitrogen atoms, L 3 in SOCl and stirring the solution overnight at room2

b 3and L , with functional groups attached to the sp nitro- temperature to give the dichlorinated derivative 4 in almost
gens, in order to obtain molecules capable of molecular quantitative yield.
recognition and selective complexation and catalysis. The N,N9-bis(o-methoxybenzyl)-1,3-diaminopropane and
complexing ability for alkali and transition metal ions, the N,N9-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-1,3-diaminopropane were pre-
liquid membrane transport property for different metal ions pared, respectively, following mainly the procedures of

Goodwin [14] and Billman [15]. The cyclization condensa-
*Corresponding author. tion of 4 with the diaminopropane derivatives as shown in

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00387-8
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Scheme 1.

bScheme 1 was carried out in the presence of Na CO in the 2:3 complexes formed by L with these same2 3
bunder high dilution conditions in good yield. transition metal ions, the two ether arms of L must take a

a bThe analytical and spectral data for L and L support special role in the complex formation. In Table 1 the
the structural requirements. analytical results of the complexes are given.

2.2. Preparation of complexes 2.3. IR and UV spectra

As was shown, the ligands could form thermostable The IR and UV-visible spectral data of the free ligands
complexes with alkali or transition metal ions, but the and their complexes are listed in Table 2. From the UV
ratios of the complex formation were different even when spectra it can be found that the two free ligands and their

a bequivalent reactants were used. Both L and L formed a transition metal complexes exhibit two absorption bands
1:1 complex with sodium picrate, but a potassium picrate that originate from their aromatic ring substituents and

a 21 21complex could not be obtained under the same conditions, pyrazolic rings. The complexes of L with Co , Ni and
21indicating that the size of the macrocycle was much more Cu cations displayed significant changes in the absorp-

appropriate for sodium ion. Both ligands formed 1:2 type tion bands at 223 nm (blue shift of 8 nm to about 215 nm)
21 21complexes with Hg and Cd , which was in accordance but the bands at 261 nm shifted only 2–3 nm bathoch-

with the X-ray crystal structure of a Cd complex of an romicly. It can be explained by the shifting of location of
aanalogue of L (wherein two 1,4-butylene chains were metal cation into the macroring to form the 1:1 complexes

used instead of the two 1,3-propylene groups in macrocy- but the arm groups (pyridine) have only a weak interaction
a 21 21 21cle L ) [16,17]. The crystal structure showed that two Cd with the metal cation. In the case of the Hg and Cd

were chelated in two coordinate centers outside the mac- complexes of the ligand, the two absorption bands had
rocycle and two pendent pyridyl N atoms coordinated bathochromic shifts of 2–4 nm, indicating that all the

21directly to the Cd cations, respectively. In the case of complexing sites in the ligand participated in the complex-
a 21transition metal ions, L formed 1:1 complexes with Co , es formation. The formation of 1:2 type solid complexes

21 21 1 a bNi , Cu and Ag , indicating that the smaller transition supports this result. The 1:1 complexes NaL and NaL
metal ions could be easily complexed into the macrocycle had formations of three absorption bands in their UV
without pendent functional substituents participation. But spectra, and the peak at 223 nm had appreciable changes
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Table 1
The yields, melting points and elemental analyses of complexes

Complex Composition m.p. Yield Elemental analysis (%)*

(8C) (%) C H N
a a 1 2NaL [NaL ] ?Pic 65–66.5 92 55.7(55.5) 5.3(5.2) 20.8(20.9)
a a 1 2AgL [AgL ] ?NO decom. 76 51.5(51.4) 5.6(5.6) 19.5(19.3)3
a a 21 2CuL [CuL ] ?2Cl ?H O 122–124 88 52.8(52.8) 5.8(6.0) 17.3(17.6)2
a a 21 2CoL [CoL I ?2Cl ?H O 145–147 83 53.4(53.2) 5.8(6.0) 17.5(17.7)2

a a 21 2NiL [NiL ] ?2Cl ?2H O 127–129 85 51.7(51.8) 6.3(6.2) 17.6(17.2)2
a a 41 2CdL [2CdL ] ?4Cl ?H O .250 64 38.8(38.7) 4.5(4.4) 14.0(13.8)2
a a 41 2HgL [2HgL ] ?4Cl ?H O 186–189 66 32.4(32.2) 3.6(3.6) 10.8(10.7)2
b b 2NaL [NaL ]?Pic ?2H O 72–74 90 54.9(55.0) 5.5(5.8) 15.0(15.2)2
b b 61 2CuL [3Cu2L ] ?6Cl ?2H O 139–141 74 50.5(50.4) 6.0(5.8) 10.9(11.0)2
b b 61 2CoL [3Co2L ] ?6Cl 174–176 71 52.2(52.1) 6.0(5.7) 11.1(11.4)

b b 61 2NiL [3Ni2L ] ?6Cl ?2H O 158–160 78 51.3(50.9) 6.1(5.8) 10.7(11.1)2
b b 41 2HgL [2HgL ] ?4Cl ?3H O 159–162 63 32.9(32.7) 4.0(4.1) 7.4(7.2)2
b b 41 2CdL L2CdL ] ?4Cl ?2H O 146–149 70 40.5(40.6) 5.1(4.9) 9.2(8.9)2

* Calculated data are in parentheses.

(blue shifts of 4–7 nm) upon complexation, showing that Upon complexation with metal cations, all proton signals
the complexing ability of this kind of macrocycle was in of the free ligand underwent chemical shift changes of

1relation to Na cation. Thus, the UV-visible spectral varying magnitudes, indicating interaction of the cations
properties denoted good complexing abilities of the mac- with both macroring and arm moieties. The degrees of
rocycles and an appreciable interaction of the arm func- cation-induced shifts (CIS) [18] were different for complex

a a ational substituents with different kinds of metal cations, HgL , CdL and AgL . Not only did a direct interaction of
21 21especially with Hg and Cd . cations with the macroring affect the CIS values, but also

The IR examination of the complexes showed that the complex formation made a different environment for the
a b 21

n(C=N) absorptions at 1588(L ) and 1590(L ) cm of the protons compared with those of the free ligand.
21 1free ligands shifted upward to 1595–1625 cm and that Same changes (downfield shifts) in the H NMR spectra

b 21 a 21the n(ArOCH ) absorption of L at 1235 cm shifted of L can be observed upon complexation with Cd and3
21 21upward to 1240–1245 cm on forming complexes with Hg , including the protons in both macroring and arm

different kinds of metal cations. This result indicates that substituents. The fact can be understood in terms of their
2the sp nitrogen atoms in the pyrazolic ring and the oxygen 1:2 complex forms. However, in the spectra of the 1:1

aatoms in the aromatic substituents coordinated with the transition metal complex AgL , only the macroring protons
metal cations. shifted distinctly upon complexation. No appreciable shifts

for the pyridine protons indicated that there was no direct
12.4. H NMR spectra interaction between the pyridine N atoms and the cation.

3The upfield shifts of the protons around the sp N atoms
aChemical shifts in the proton NMR spectra of L and might be caused by an electron-donating effect and/or a

some of its complexes in DMSO-d are listed in Table 3. magnetic shielding effect of the aromatic ring during the6

Table 2
IR and UV spectra of the complexes and the free ligands

21Compound UV (nm, CH OH) IR (cm )3

aL 223.0, 261.0 1588, 1545, 1470, 1430, 1320, 1255, 1105, 760
aCoL 215.6, 263.5 1605, 1593, 1540, 1435, 1395, 1100, 770
aCuL 215.6, 263.8 1610, 1545, 1440, 1395, 1110, 770

aNiL 215.7, 264.0 1600, 1540, 1435, 1400, 1095, 765
aHgL 221.6, 164.5 1596, 1540, 1470, 1435, 1390, 1295, 1150, 755
aCdL 224.7, 264.8 1600, 1540, 1480, 1435, 1390, 1295, 1100, 765
aNaL 216.8, 259.5, 352.6 1625, 1610, 1545, 1430, 1360, 1260, 1150, 755

bL 223.1, 273.6 1590, 1540, 1480, 1390, 1360, 1280, 1235, 745
bCoL 222.4, 274.8 1595, 1540, 1385, 1450, 1390, 1240, 1020, 750
bCuL 221.9, 274.6 1600, 1540, 1480, 1450, 1430, 1280, 750

bNiL 222.6, 275.1 1600, 1540, 1490, 1455, 1395, 1280, 1250, 760
bHgL 225.0, 275.9 1595, 1540, 1450, 1385, 1245, 1200, 1105, 750
bCdL 225.2, 275.9 1596, 1550, 1485, 1450, 1280, 1240, 1020, 750
bNaL 219.9, 272.6, 353.1 1625, 1605, 1550, 1480, 1430, 1330, 1265, 755
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Table 3
1 aH NMR spectra of L and its complexes (DMSO-d )6

1Compound H NMR (d, ppm)

a b c d e f g h i j
aL 1.66, m 3.96, t 2.24, s 5.90, s 3.72, s 3.43, s 2.21, t 1.28, m 7.23–7.76, m 8.50, t

aCdL 1.74, m 4.29, t 2.33, s 6.02, s 3.98, s 3.86, s 2.33, t 1.29, m 7.57–8.03, m 8.67, d
aHgL 1.73, m 4.18, t 2.32, s 6.03, s 4.01, s 3.71, s 2.35, t 1.30, m 7.82–7.95, m 8.59, d
aAgL 1.87, m 4.26, t 2.29, s 6.09, s 3.63, s 3.33, s 2.24, t 1.49, m 7.32–7.74, m 8.42, d
aNaL 1.65, br 3.95, t 2.24, s 5.90, s 3.72, s 3.41, s 2.21, t 1.26, br 7.23–7.76, m 8.47, t

a 1 1 21macroring complexation. There is no significant proton metal cation studied, especially L for Na , Li and Hg .
1 1 1 a bshift upon complexation with the alkali cation in the H The high Na /K selectivity ratios for both L and L

aNMR spectra of the sodium picrate complex of L . indicated that the ligands had good complexation and
1release abilities for Na which was in accordance with the

a2.5. Transport of metal cations through a liquid results above. Although L behaved as a very good carrier
21 21 21membrane for transporting Hg and had higher Hg /Cd and

21 21 bHg /Ni selectivities, but the excellent ratio of L for
21 21As an extension of the ability of the ligands to extract Hg /Ni was more appreciable.

and release alkali metal cations, their role as transport
agents across a liquid membrane was studied. The trans- 2.6. Cleavage of phosphate diesters
port was carried out through a CH Cl membrane separat-2 2

ing two aqueous solutions as described previously [19]. In For many years, activated phosphate esters with good
our experiments was studied the transport of metal cations leaving groups have been used as models of biologically
individually from an aqueous solution that contained a relevant unreactivated phosphate esters with poor leaving
mixture of metal picrate and nitrate; the transported cation groups. For example, metal complex of 1,4,7,10-tetra-
would be the picrate because of its lipophilic properties azacyclododecane (cyclen.) provided comparable rate ac-
[20]. This allowed a good incorporation in the organic celerations for hydrolyzing bis(4-nitrophenyl) phosphate
phase containing the macrocycle studied. (BNPP) and dimethyl phosphate [22,23]. It has been

a bThe carrier abilities of macrocycles L and L toward proposed that the mechanism of the hydrolysis reaction
1 1 21 21 21Li , Na , Hg , Cd and Ni were studied as their involves the coordination of the phosphate diester to the

complexation properties had been found to be good enough metal complex followed by intramolecular metal hydroxide
1(except K ) to undertake such experiments. The transport attack on the coordinated phosphate. In our research was

21 a brate values are given in Table 4. studied the reactivities of Cu complexes of L and L
As was shown there was no transport of any picrate ion promoted cleavage of bis(2,4-dinitrophenyl) phosphate

across the membrane in the condition used in the absence (BDNPP).
a bof the carrier. Compared with other macrocycles [8,19,21], The complexes CuL and CuL could both cleave

a bL and L showed high transport rates for almost every BDNPP with concomitant release of 2,4-dinitrophenol. The

Table 4
26Transport rate values in 10 M/h and selectivity ratios

1 1 1 21 21 21Li Na K Hg Cd Ni
aTransport rate L 27.2 46.3 1.2 70.0 5.8 7.8
b(M/h) L 2.0 4.6 0.7 8.4 3.5 0.2

1 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21Na /Li Na /K Li /K Hg /Cd Hg /Ni
aSelectivity L 1.7 38.6 22.7 12.1 9.0
bratios L 2.3 6.4 2.8 2.4 42.0
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spectrophotometer. Mass spectra were obtained on a JMS-
D100 spectrometer by the impact method.

4. Materials

All solvents used in the syntheses are of analytical grade
and were used without further purification. Transition
metal chlorides were commercially available and used as
supplied. Sodium Picrate was prepared according to the
literature method [24]. 5-methyl-3-methoxycarbonyl
pyrazole 1 was prepared according to the literature pro-
cedure [25]; bis(2,4-dinitrophenyl) phosphate was prepared
according to the method of Buntton and Farber [26].

Fig. 1. The complex promoted hydrolysis of BDNPP in pH 9 (complex:
24 242.5310 M; BDNPP: 2.5310 M).

4.1. Syntheses

rate of the complex promoted cleavage of BDNPP was 4.1.1. 1,3-bis[(39-methoxycarbonyl)-59-methyl-19-
monitored by following the increase in the visible ab- pyrazolyl] propane (2)
sorbance at 400 nm due to the release of 2,4-dinitro- A mixture of 3-methoxycarbonyl-5-methyl pyrazole 1

bphenolate. For CuL , the rate of cleavage of BDNPP (22.4 g, 0.16 mol), 1,3-dibromopropane (16.2 g, 0.08 mol)
initially increased linearly but gradually deviated down and t-KOBu (20 g, 0.176 mol) in anhydrous THF (60 ml)
from linearity and tended to equilibrate (Fig. 1). But in the was refluxed for 16 h and then filtered and evaporated to

acase of CuL , the rate of cleavage of BDNPP was dryness. The residue obtained was purified by chromatog-
brelatively smaller than that of CuL , indicating that the raphy on alumina (eluent: CH Cl /C H OH, 99/1), 19.2 g2 2 2 5

1hydrolysis of the phosphate was efficiently accelerate by of 2 was obtained as a colorless oil, yield 75%; H
bCuL . The only difference between the two ligands NMR(CDCl ): d 2.26 [6H, s, 5-CH Pz (pyrazole)]; 2.463 3

supposes that the methoxy groups in the arm substituents (2H, m, CH CH CH ); 4.15 (4H, t, CH Pz); 3.95 (6H, s,2 2 2 2
bof L may take a significant role in the cleavage of OCH ); 6.54 (2H, s, 4-HPz).3

BDNPP. The rate of cleavage also showed that the reaction
rate was obviously affected by the amount of the complex 4.1.2. 1,3-bis(39-hydroxymethyl-59-methyl-19-pyrazolyl)

bused in the experiment, equivalent of BDNPP and CuL propane (3)
gave the highest rate value of cleavage (Table 5). A solution of 2.0 g (6.25 mmol) of 2 in anhydrous THF

(50 ml) was slowly added to a suspension of LiAlH (2.04

g) in anhydrous THF (150 ml). The mixture was refluxed
3. Experimental for 4 h. After being cooled to room temperature, 2 ml

H O, an aqueous solution of NaOH (0.3 g in 5 ml H O)2 2

3.1. Physical measurements was slowly added successively. The organic phase was
dried over anhydrous MgSO and evaporated to dryness to4

Melting points were measured on a WC-1 microscopic give a white solid 1.5 g (91% yield). m.p. 118–1198C (Lit.
1apparatus and are uncorrected. Elemental analyses were [25] 117–1198C). H NMR(CDCl ): d 2.13 (6H, d, 5-3

performed on a Carlo Erba 1106 elemental analyzer; IR CH Pz); 2.25 (2H, m, CH CH CH ); 3.98 (4H, t, CH Pz);3 2 2 2 2

spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu IR-435 spec- 4.40 (4H, s, CH O); 6.05 (2H, s, 4-H(Pz).2
1trophotometer as KBr pellets. H NMR spectra were

recorded on a Bruker DPX-400 spectrometer using TMS as 4.1.3. 1,3-bis(39-chloromethyl-59-methyl-19-pyrazolyl)
the internal standard, chemical shift (d ) are given in ppm. propane (4)
UV-Visible spectra were measured on a Shimadzu 2100 A solution of the diol 3 (1.5 g, 5.68 mmol) in 20 ml

Table 5
The relative rate of the complex promoted hydrolysis of BDNPP in pH|9*

Mole ratios 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
(complex/BDNPP)

a
n** CuL 4.37 9.67 15.63 21.39 23.52 25.53

b(mAbs/min) CuL 4.6 252.5 402.9 953.0 931.2 794.0
24* Concentration of BDNPP in the reaction mixture: 2.5310 M. Temperature of the rate measurement: 30618C.

** Relative rate of the hydrolysis of BDNPP expressed by an absorbance change ratio (mAbs/min).
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SOCl was stirred at room temperature overnight. The solution was collected and washed with cooled ethanol and2

diethyl ether, and dried in vacuo.solvent was distilled to dryness under reduced pressure and
the residue was suspended in 30 ml CH Cl . The suspen-2 2

4.4.2. Transition metal complexession was neutralized with aqueous Na CO solution, and2 3

All complexes with transition metals were prepared bythe organic phase was evaporated to dryness to obtain 1.6
the following procedure:g (93.5% yield) of 4 as a white solid which was used

A mixture of an appropriate transition metal chlorideimmediately without further purification. Calc. for
(hydrate) or nitrate (0.3 mmol) and the ligand (0.3 mmol)C H N Cl :C, 51.8; H, 6.0; N, 18.6. Found: C, 51.6; H,13 18 4 2

1 in methanol (50 ml) was refluxed and stirred for 24 h,5.98; N, 18.4. H NMR(CDCl ): d 2.18 (6H, s, 5-CH Pz);3 3
filtrated hot and cooled to room temperature. The precipi-2.35 (2H, m, CH CH CH ); 4.03 (4H, t, CH Pz); 4.542 2 2 2
tate obtained after standing was collected and washed with(4H, s, CH Cl); 6.08 (2H, s, 4-HPz).2
cooled methanol and dried. The complexes with CdCl and2

HgCl were recrystallized from ethanol.a 24.2. Macrocycle L

4.5. Transport of metal cations across a liquid
Solutions of 1,3-bis(39-chloromethyl-59-methyl-19-

membrane
pyrazolyl) propane 4 (0.01 mol) in CH CN (100 ml) and3

N,N9-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-1,3-diaminopropane (0.01 mol) The apparatus described by Ramdani [24] was used
in CH CN were simultaneously added to the refluxing3 (a510 mm, b535 mm, c554 mm). Source phase: aqueous
suspension of Na CO (0.05 mol) in CH CN (300 ml) -32 3 3 solution (15 ml) of picrate (1310 M) and nitrate (0.1
over 2 h. The mixture was vigorously stirred and refluxed M). Membrane: CH Cl solution (45 ml) of the ligand to2 2for 25 h and then the solution was filtered. The residue 23be studied (5310 M). Receiving phase: distilled water
obtained after evaporation to dryness was purified by (15 ml).
chromatography on silica (eluent: CH Cl /MeOH 9/1) to2 2 The transport experiments were performed at 25618C.
give a white solid product (yield 53%). m.p. 109–110.58C. The appearance of picrate anion in the receiving phase was
Calc. for C H N : C, 69.42; H, 7.44; N, 23.14. Found:28 36 8 detected by UV spectroscopy at 355 nm.

1 1C, 69.58; H, 7.35; N, 23.24. MS (m/e): 484(M ). H
NMR(CDCl ): d 7.00–8.60 (8H, m, H-Py); 5.94 (2H, s,3 4.6. Hydrolysis of BDNPP
H-Pz); 3.99 (4H, t, CH Pz); 3.80 (4H, s, PzCH N); 3.542 2

(4H, s, PyCH N); 2.32 (4H, t, NCH CH CH N); 2.232 2 2 2 Hydrolysis of BDNPP was monitored by following the
(6H, s, CH Pz); 1.74 (2H, br, Pz-CH CH CH Pz); 1.363 2 2 2 visible absorbance change at 400 nm due to the release of
(2H, br, NCH CH CH N). IR and UV spectra are listed in2 2 2 2,4-dinitrophenolate anion. The experiment was performed
Table 2. on a Shimadzu 2100 UV-visible spectrophotometer by

using a Kinetics Soft Package (P/N 206-16813) on which
b an absorbance change ratio (mAbs/min) over a specified4.3. Macrocycle L

section was obtained by using a regression line method,
a thereby the reaction rate being calculated.Same preparation procedure for L was used from the

In a typical kinetics experiment 0.5 ml of a freshlystarting reactant of N,N9-bis(o-methoxybenzyl)-1,3-
23prepared BDNPP (10 M) stock solution in deionizeddiaminopropane. Chromatography: alumina; eluent

water was added to a freshly prepared copper complex(CH Cl /EtOH, 9/1); oily product (yield 60%). Calc. for2 2 23solution (10 M, 0–1.0 ml) at 308C. The copper complexC H N O : C, 70.85; H, 7.75; N, 15.50. Found: C,32 42 6 2
1 1 solutions were buffered with CHES (pH 8.6–10). The pH71.12; H, 7.86; N, 15.44. MS (m/e): 542(M ). H

of the solution was adjusted by using 0.1 M NaOHNMR(DMSO-d ): d 6.80-7.50 (8H, m, H-Ph); 5.85 (2H, s,6
solution.4-H-Pz); 3.91 (4H, t, CH Pz); 3.84 (4H, s, PzCH N); 3.752 2

(6H, s, CH O); 3.66 (4H, s, ArCH N); 2.34 (4H, t,3 2

NCH CH CH N); 2.23 (6H, s, CH Pz); 1.98 (2H, m,2 2 2 3
AcknowledgementsPzCH CH CH Pz); 1.76 (2H, m, NCH CH CH N).2 2 2 2 2 2

We are grateful to the National Natural Science Founda-
4.4. Preparation of complexes tion of China (29372069) and of Henan Province for the

financial support given to this research.
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Abstract

The reaction of bisferrocenylimines with mercuric acetate and subsequent treatment with LiCl lead to formation of mono (9) and
1 199double (10) cyclomercurated derivatives. The H NMR and Hg NMR spectra of the double cyclomercurated bisferrocenylimines show

that compounds 10 exist as two isomers (meso and dl). The individual stereoisomers were isolated successfully by crystal picking. The
1structures of these new compounds have been confirmed by elemental analysis, IR and H NMR spectroscopies, and further by X-ray

5crystal structure determination of meso [hHgCl(h -C H CPh5NAr)j Fe] (Ar5m-CH C H ).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights5 3 2 3 6 4

reserved.

Keywords: Bisferrocenylimine; Mercury; Crystal structure

21. Introduction the normal 1208 required for the sp hybridization state and
this facilitates the directing of mercury to the ortho-

We have demonstrated that the mercuration of fer- position by the nitrogen. This study is now extended to
rocenylimines 1, 2 and 3 occur predominantly on the double cyclomercuration of 1,19-bis[(arylimino)-
ortho-position of the substituted Cp ring (cyclopentadienyl phenylmethy]ferrocene, which can form both monocyclo-
ring), affording the cyclo-mercurated ferrocenylimines 4, 5 mercurated and double cyclomercurated products, with two
and 6 [1–3], respectively. Such reactions are of interest in isomers: meso- and dl-.We successfully separated the isomers
that they will provide a new route, after suitable functional and determined the structure of meso isomer by X-ray
group modification, to inherently chiral 1,2-disubstituted crystal analysis. This paper describes the experiment
ferrocene. It has also been found that when R is a methyl designed to gain further insight into the substitution effect
group and Ar contains electron-donating group such as and the relationship between the structure and property on
OCH or CH in the para-position, the yields of the the double mercuration of bisferrocenylimines, related3 3

ortho-mercurated products are very low, and it appears that stereochemistry and mechanism of the formation of stereo-
the high electron density in the imino nitrogen is quite isomers of bis(mercury) complexes.
unfavorable to the mercuration on the ortho-position [2].
Double cyclomercuration of 1,19-bis[1-(arylimino)ethyl]-
ferrocenes 7 mainly produced the mono-ortho-mercurated
products [4]. On the contrary, the acetoxymercuration
of 3 followed by the treatment of the resulting products
with lithium chloride produced ortho-chloromercurated
ferrocenylimines 6 in higher yields in comparison with
those of 1 and 2, indicating the important role played by
the C-phenyl. The effect of the phenyl can be due to the
steric repulsion between the C-phenyl and the ferrocenyl
moiety as well as the N-aryl leads to smaller angle u than 2. Results and discussion

*Corresponding author. Fax: 186-371-7979408; e-mail:
5

wyj@mail.zzu.edu.cn The bisferrocenylimines [(h -C H CPh5NAr) Fe] des-5 4 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00388-X
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ignated as bis(FKB), were prepared by refluxing 1,19- no signals of the unsubstituted Cp ring. For example, the
1dibenzoylferrocene and the corresponding amines in the H NMR spectrum of 8a exhibited two signals at d 4.71

presence of freshly activated Al O [5] in toluene for 3 d. ppm and d 4.50 ppm integrating for protons 2 and 32 3

Every day addition of small quantities of the amines and respectively, and the signals at d 6.33, d 6.46, d 6.65 and
activated Al O was needed to complete the reaction. d 6.91 ppm to the protons of N-phenyl ring. The multipet2 3

Isolation of the pure bis(FKB) was achieved by chroma- at d 7.19 ppm was assigned to ten protons of the C-Ph
tography of the reaction mixture on silica gel under rings.

1reduced pressure; in each separation, the band possessing The H NMR spectra of compounds 9 indicated that the
the highest R values contained the compound 8. starting material converted to the corresponding monof

mercurated products. The seven remaining protons in the
ferrocenyl moiety behaved as if in seven different mag-
netic environments. The signals of the protons of the Cp
ring can not be distinguished owing to the small chemical
shift difference between them.

1What is most interesting is that the H NMR spectra of
19910a, 10b exhibited two sets of signals and the Hg NMR

spectrum of 10a also exhibited two signals at d 2760.96
and d 2745.30 ppm. Every compound exists as two
isomers. We separated the different crystalline forms of
compound 10a by crystal picking. The major isomer wasThe cyclomercuration reaction was carried out with
meso-10a and minor isomer was dl-10a. The pair of thebis(FKB) and two mole equivalents of mercuric acetate in
proton signals for Cp ring for the individual stereoisomers,methylene dichloride and methanol at ambient temperature
meso-10a and dl-10a, occur at d 4.70, d 4.59, d 4.53 andfor about 3.5 h, followed by the treatment with LiCl, gave 1
d 4.63, d 4.59, d 4.41 ppm, respectively. According to Hmono (9) and double (10) cyclomercurated fer-
NMR study of the mercurated mono ferrocenylimines [3],rocenylketimines. The isolation of pure compounds 9 and
the signals at d 4.70, d 4.59 and d 4.53 ppm correspond to10 was carried out by chromatography of the reaction
protons 4, 3 and 5 in meso-form, respectively. The signalsmixture on silica gel, since the compound 10 exhibited
at d 4.63, d 4.59 and d 4.41 ppm correspond to protons 4,higher R values than that of the compound 9. The firstf 3 and 5 in dl-form, respectively. In the meso configuration,band is for compound of 10, second band is for compound
the chemical shifts of the substituted Cp ring protons shift9 and third one is for the starting material. The yields of
to downfield significantly in comparison with d 4.57, dmono- and double-mercuration products are higher than
4.53, d 4.40 ppm for the mono mercurated fer-those of 7 reported previously [4], indicating the important
rocenylimines analogue compound 6.role played by the C-phenyl. The C-phenyl may also

weaken the basicity of bisferrocenylimines 8, which is
favorable to the formation of the mercurated product. All
the new compounds were characterized by elemental

1analysis, IR and H NMR spectra.

The IR spectra of compounds 8–10 showed no absorp-
21tion band at 1000 and 1100 cm , which indicated the

presence of two substituted cyclopentadienyl rings [6]. In The X-ray crystal structure of meso-10a was determined
addition, the C5N IR absorptions of the compounds 9 and and a perspective view of its molecular structure is shown

2110 shifted to lower energy by 29–38 cm in comparison in Fig. 1, which has been supported by the spectral data.
with the frequency of compounds 8, which indicated that Selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Tables 1 and
the imino nitrogen coordinated with mercury [6] in com- 2, respectively. It confirms that in the compound the Fe
pounds 9 and 10. atom of the double mercurated bisferrocenylimine is

1The H NMR spectra of bisferrocenylimines were situated on a crystallographic center of symmetry. This
similar to those of mono ferrocenylimines [3], except for configuration is identified as the meso isomer. The com-
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Fig. 1. Structure of meso-10a.

bond angles Cl(4)-Hg(1)-C(13) and Cl(5)-Hg(2)-C(37)
Table 1 are 172.98 and 178.08, close to the ideal value of 1808 in

˚Selected bond distances (A) for meso-10a organic derivatives of mercury [7]. The chelate cycles
Hg(1)-Cl(4) 2.31(1) Fe(3)-C(41) 2.11(4) Hg(1)-C(13)-C(20)-C(22)-N(9) and Hg(2)-C(37)-C(27)-
Hg(1)-N(9) 2.78(3) Fe(3)-C(43) 2.08(4) C(15)-N(12) are nearly planar. The dihedral angle between
Hg(1)-C(13) 2.06(3) N(9)-C(22) 1.26(4) the two substituted Cp rings and the two chelate cycles are
Hg(2)-Cl(5) 2.32(1) N(9)-C(30) 1.41(4)

176.48 and 173.28, respectively. The interangles betweenHg(2)-N(12) 2.84(1) N(12)-C(15) 1.28(4)
the two C-phenyl rings and the two substituted Cp ringsHg(2)-C(37) 2.09(3) N(12)-C(26) 1.40(4)

Fe(3)-C(11) 2.04(3) Fe(3)-C(20) 2.06(3) are 70.498 and 62.918 respectively, less than that in
Fe(3)-C(13) 2.06(3) Fe(3)-C(27) 2.06(3) compound 6 (81.988) [10]. As a result, the protons for the
Fe(3)-C(18) 2.07(3) Fe(3)-C(37) 2.06(3) Cp ring in meso-10a appear at downfield when compared
Fe(3)-C(19) 2.06(3) Fe(3)-C(38) 2.06(3)

to those for compound 6. This can be interpreted in terms
of the interplanar angle u between the C-phenyl and

pound meso-10a has two chloromercurio groups directly substituted Cp rings, since the anisotropy of the phenyl
2linked to the 2-position of the two Cp rings. The N(9)- ring varies as a cos u function of the interplanar angle (the

˚ ˚Hg(1) and N(12)-Hg(2) distances are 2.78 A and 2.84 A larger u, the lower the deshielding) [11]. The Fe-C(Cp)
respectively, shorter than the sum of Van der Waals radii of ˚ ˚bond distance ranges from 2.04 A to 2.11 A. The average

˚N and Hg (3.05–3.15 A) [7–9] and indicate the presence ˚C-C bond length in the Cp ring is 1.435 A. The two Cp
of intramolecular coordination between N and Hg. The rings are parallel with interplanar angle 1.728.

It was established that the mercuration involved the
Table 2 initial coordination of the mercury to the imino nitrogen
Selected bond angles (8) for meso-10a

and subsequent electrophilic attack at the 2-carbon atom
Cl(4)-Hg(1)-C(13) 172.9(8) N(9)-C(22)-C(16) 125.8(8) [1–3], which lead us to find proposed explanation for the
Cl(4)-Hg(2)-C(37) 178.0(8) C(14)-C(15)-N(12) 124.8(8) formation of stereoisomers in double cyclomercuration
Hg(1)-C(13)-C(18) 130.1(22) N(12)-C(15)-C(27) 117.7(9)

(Scheme 1). Once one chelate ring is formed through theHg(1)-C(13)-C(20) 117.2(21) N(9)-C(30)-C(25) 122.3(8)
cyclomercuration reaction, the orientation of the other CpHg(2)-C(37)-C(27) 122.5(22) N(9)-C(30)-C(33) 118.3(8)

Hg(2)-C(37)-C(38) 125.9(21) N(12)-C(26)-C(8) 122.7(8) ring during the second mercuration step determines the
C(22)-N(9)-C(30) 123.9(8) C(26)-N(12)-C(15) 122.7(7) stereochemistry. In case of formation of meso-product the
N(12)-C(26)-C(36) 118.0(7) N(9)-C(22)-C(20) 117.1(9) second electrophilic position is at C-59 whereas elec-
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trophilic attack on the C-29 leads to the dl-form. After the 3.4. 1,19-bis[(3-
two chelate rings are formed, the interconversion of the bromophenylimino)phenylmethyl] ferrocene (8b)
two stereoisomers is not possible without breaking the
Hg-C bond. The meso-isomer produced as the major Brown-red crystals, yields 16.7%, m.p. 180–180.58C, IR
product is due to the difficult rotation about C-C bond KBr(pellet): 3021, 1617, 1586, 1553, 1455, 890, 791, 705

21 1caused by the presence of C-phenyl ring. cm , H NMR: 4.52 (t, 4H, J51.9 Hz, H-3); 4.69 (t, 4H,
J51.9 Hz, H-2); 6.45 (d, 2H, J57.6 Hz, N-Ph-H); 6.76 (s,
2H, N-Ph-H); 6.88 (d, 2H, J57.9 Hz, N-Ph-H); 6.96 (m,
2H, N-Ph-H); 7.17 m (10H, C-Ph-H). Found: C, 61.97; H,
3.65; N, 3.87. Calc. for C H Br FeN : C, 61.57; H,36 26 2 23. Experimental section
3.73; N, 3.99%.

3.1. Materials and intruments
3.5. Mercuration of bisferrocenylimines

Melting points were measured on a WC-1 apparatus and
A solution of compound 8 (0.5 mmol) in methyleneuncorrected. Elemental analyses were determined with a

1 dichloride (10 ml) was added into a 50 ml flask equippedCarlo Erba 1160 Elemental Analyzer. H NMR spectra
with a magnetic stirrer and an equilibrated addition funnel.were recorded on a Bruker DPX-400, using CDCl as the3

199 Meanwhile, 1 mmol of mercuric acetate was dissolved in asolvent and TMS as an internal standard. Hg NMR was
sufficient amount of methanol. This solution was thenrecorded on a Bruker DPX-400 spectrometer in CHCl at3

added dropwise to the flask over a period of 30 min.258C. The operating frequency was 71.6 MHz. The routine
Subsequently, 1.5 mmol of lithium chloride dissolved inacquisition parameters used were as follows: pulse width
methanol was added, and then the mixture stirred for 3015.0 ms, acquisition time 1.1 s, spectral width 28571 Hz,
min. The contents of the flask were transferred to anumber of scans 28889. A solution of HgCl in DMSO-d2 6

separatory funnel, and an additional 20 ml of methylenewas used as external reference. IR spectra were recorded
dichloride was added. The solution was washed with twoon a Perkin Elmer FTIR 1750 spectrophotometer. Chroma-
30 ml portions of water, and then dried over Na SO . Thetography was carried out on a short column packed with 2 4

resulting solution was evaporated in vacuo to a minimumdry silica gel under reduced pressure.
amount and subjected to a dry column of silica gel, eluted
with methylene dichloride. The first band is for compound3.2. Synthesis of the ferrocenylketimines
10, second band is for compound 9.

1,19-dibenzoylferrocene (1.0 g, 2.5 mmol) was dissolved
3.6. 2-Chloromercurio-1,19-bis[(3-in toluene (30 ml) at room temperature. Once the starting
methylphenylimino)phenylmethyl] ferrocene (9a)material had dissolved completely, the corresponding

amine (8.9 mmol) was added. The red solution was
Orange crystal, yields 19.8%. m.p. 145–1468C, IRrefluxed for three days. Every day addition of small

KBr(pellet): 3055, 2918, 1592, 1485, 1445, 783, 706quantities of the amines and activated Al O was needed2 3
21 1cm . H NMR: 2.17 s, 2.15 s (6H, 2CH ); 4.49–4.76to complete the reaction. The hot solution was carefully 3

(7H, Cp-H); 6.31–6.93 (8H, N-Ph-H); 7.14 m, 7.23 mfiltered and the filtrate reduced to dryness on a rotary
(10H, C-Ph-H). Found: C, 56.60; H, 5.67; N, 4.84. Calc.evaporator. Isolation of the pure compound 8 was carried
for C H ClFeHgN : C, 56.51; H, 5.59; N, 4.84%.out on silica gel under reduced pressure, the band posses- 38 31 2

sing the highest R values contained the compound 8. Theyf

are new ferrocenylketimine and were characterized as 3.7. 2-chloromercurio-1,19-bis[(3-
following: bromophenylimino)phenylmethyl] ferrocene (9b)

Brown-red crystals, yields 48.1%, m.p. 144–1458C. IR3.3. 1,19-bis[(3-
21KBr(pellet): 3058, 1576, 1456, 1444, 894, 782, 709 cm .methylphenylimino)phenylmethyl] ferrocene (8a)

1H NMR: 4.49–4.76 (7H, Cp-H); 6.32–6.95 (8H, N-Ph-
H); 7.11 m, 7.25 m (10H, C-Ph-H). Found: C, 45.78; H,Orange crystals, yields 55.9%, m.p. 164–164.58C, IR
2.63; N, 3.04. Calc. for C H Br ClFeHgN : C, 46.05; H,KBr (pellet): 3020, 2919, 1618, 1596, 1578, 1456, 901, 36 25 2 2

21 1 2.67; N, 2.99%.793, 708 cm . H NMR: 2.16 (s, 6H, CH ); 4.51 (t, 4H,3

J51.9 Hz, H-3); 4.71 (t, 4H, J51.9 Hz, H-2); 6.33 (d,
2H, J57.8 Hz, N-Ph-H); 6.46 (s, 2H, N-Ph-H); 6.66 (d, 3.8. 2,29-bis(chloromercurio)-1,19-bis[(3-
2H, J57.9 Hz, N-Ph-H); 6.91 (m, 2H, N-Ph-H); 7.19 m methylphenylimino)phenylmethylferrocene (10a)
(10H, C-Ph-H). Found: C, 79.82; H, 5.67; N, 4.84. Calc.
for C H FeN : C, 79.69; H, 5.69; N, 4.84%. Orange crystals, total yields 41.7%, m.p. .2508C (dec.).38 32 2
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IR KBr(pellet): 3057, 2920, 1589, 1486, 1426, 784, 706 5385 reflections were measured, 3903 reflections were
21 1cm . H NMR: 2.15 s, 2.17 s (6H, 2CH ); (meso): 4.71 (t, considered with I .3s(I). The data were corrected for3

2H, J52.5 Hz, H-4), 4.59 m (2H, H-3); 4.53 (d, 2H, Lorentz and polarization effects. The structure was solved
J51.5 Hz, H-5); (dl): 4.63 (bs, 2H, H-4); 4.59 m (2H, by using MAC Science CryatanG. Non-hydrogen atoms
H-3); 4.42 (bs, 2H, H-5): 6.38–6.94 (8H, N-Ph-H); 7.18 were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters and
m, 7.33 m (10H, C-Ph-H). Found: C, 44.05; H, 2.90; N, hydrogen atoms were refined isotropically, final R5

2.91. Calc. for C H Cl FeHgN : C, 43.74; H, 2.88; N, 0.0740, Rw50.0856.38 30 2 2

2.69%.

3.9. 2,29-bis(chloromercurio)-1,19-bis[(3- Acknowledgements
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The dinuclear copper(II) complex of the hexaaza macrocyclic ligand
11,153,6,9,17,20,23-hexaaza-tricyclo[23.3.1.1 ]triaconta-

1(29),11(30),12,14,25,27-hexaene as a host for alanine, valine, leucine,
norleucine, norvaline and serine anions
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Abstract

11,15The hexaaza macrocyclic ligand 3,6,9,17,20,23-hexaazatricyclo[23.3.1.1 ]triaconta-1(29),11(30),12,14,25,27-hexaene (L), which
forms strong dinuclear Cu(II) complexes, can act as a host for several anionic guests. The guests under investigation are the amino acids
alanine, valine, leucine, norleucine, norvaline and serine. The host–guest interactions were investigated by conventional potentiometric
pH-metry, by spectrophotometric titrations in 2:1:1 molar ratio for Cu(II), L and guest and by IR spectroscopy. In aqueous solution three
ternary species are formed as a result of coordinate bonding, Coulombic attraction and hydrogen bond formation between the host and
guest. The stability constants as well as the calculated equilibrium constants for the species are reported. It was found that the norleucine
anion has the largest affinity for the dinuclear Cu(II) complex. The large inductive effect and the linear structure of its side chain is
suggested to be responsible.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Dinuclear Cu(II) complexes; Host–guest interactions; Anionic guests

1. Introduction m–xylyl bridges (Chart 1). Those diethylenetriamine units
give considerable flexibility to the ligand while the m–

The design and synthesis of macrocyclic molecules xylyl bridges introduce rigidity. In the dinuclear metal
containing two binding subunits linked by two bridges are complexes, in which each metal ion is coordinated by three
of considerable interest [1–3]. These compounds are amino nitrogen atoms, additional coordination sites are
known to form stable binuclear complexes and the metal–
metal distance can be modulated by varying the length and
flexibility of the bridges. It is noticed that when the
binding sites contain three or four amino groups, the
macrocycle can bind a variety of transition-metal ions
leaving binding sites accessible on the metal ion [4]. The
thermodynamic stability of the above macrocyclic com-
plexes is usually larger than those of the analogous open-
chain polyamine complexes and is variously attributed to
either an entropic or enthalpic effect or both.

The study of macrocyclic ligands and their metal
complexes can add to a better understanding of certain
biological functions as well as to the development of new
catalysts of value in chemical synthesis.

The ligand L under investigation is a macrocycle
containing two diethylenetriamine moieties separated by

*Corresponding author. Chart 1. The ligand L.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00389-1
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available which in aqueous solution are occupied by H O, 2.3. Equipment2
2OH or by other anionic substrates.

Martell and coworkers [5–8] have reported that the The potentiometric measurements were carried out with
protonated macrocycle L as well as its dinuclear Cu(II) an automatic titration system, equipped with a Radiometer
complex are capable of recognizing several types of PHM84 pH meter and a Schott T-100 burette (total volume

3phosphate anions. The binding of the anionic substrates to 5 cm ). The pH meter was fitted with a Schott H2680 glass
the protonated macrocycle is through electrostatic forces electrode and a Schott B3410 calomel electrode with a

23and hydrogen bonds. For the ternary Cu(II) complexes it is second salt bridge filled with 0.1 mol dm NaCl. A
described that their stabilities are predominantly deter- Schott titration assembly was used with a thermostatted

3mined by the strength of the coordinate bonds and of the vessel (80 cm ) and a magnetic stirrer. All titrations were
electrostatic attractive forces. performed at 258C 6 0.18C under an atmosphere of

In previous work [9] we reported the formation of nitrogen, presaturated with water vapour by bubbling
23dinuclear Cu(II) complexes with L as well as their through a 0.1 mol dm NaClO solution. The program4

interaction with malonate, maleate, fumarate, pyrophos- Titrate, slightly modified, was used to monitor the titration
phate and orthophosphate anions. Stable ternary complexes [14].
were formed as a result of Coulombic attraction and The electrode system was calibrated as a hydrogen ion

1hydrogen bond formation. In continuation of our work on concentration probe (pH52log[H ]) by titrations of
3 23molecular recognition, the binding of the amino acids hydrochloric acid (40 cm 0.0359 mol dm ) with Na-

alanine, valine, leucine, norvaline, norleucine and serine by OH(aq). The concentration of HCl was determined by
the dinuclear copper(II) complexes of L are now reported. argentometry. The titration data were processed using

To elucidate the nature of the ternary species formed in Gran’s method in order to calculate the standard cell
solution, we employed potentiometric equilibrium methods potential (E8), the dissociation of water (K ), together withw

as well as spectrophotometric data. Furthermore, IR spec- the correction terms for changes in the liquid junction
1troscopy was used to identify the mode of coordination of potential in strong acid medium, a (2log[H ],2.5), andj

the carboxylato groups [10,11]. for the non-linear electrode response in a strong alkaline
1medium, b (2log[H ].11.5) [15]. The pK value wasj w

found to be 13.78 in accord with literature values; a 5420j
3 21 3 21mV dm mol and b 5290 mV dm mol [16]. Thej

2. Experimental electromotoric force readings were converted into pH
values using Eq. (1); pH values were obtained by succes-

12.1. Reagents sive approximations taking [H ] as zero at the start.

1 1 21pH 5 (E8 2 E 1 a [H ] 1 b K [H ] ) /S (1)The ligand L was synthesized according to a procedure j j w

[12] but with some minor modifications and was separated
as its hexahydrochloride salt (L.6HCl.xH O with x varying The value for the Nernst slope, S, was obtained as the2

from 1 to 6). All other reagents were of analytical grade slope of the plot pH versus E for 2.4,pH ,calc measured calc

and used as received. Distilled and deionized water (Milli- 3.3 and was 59.010.05 mV. Calibration parameters re-
21Q quality, specific conductance ,0.05 mS cm ) was used mained fairly constant with time. Titrations were per-

23throughout for all solutions. formed with 0.5302 mol dm NaOH and with C to CM L

to C ratios of 2:1:1, G being the guest ligand. EquilibriumG

times of up to 10 min were required. Each titration utilized
2.2. Solutions at least ten points per neutralization of a hydrogen ion

equivalent with titrations being repeated until satisfactory
Carbonate-free sodium hydroxide solutions (ca 0.500 agreement was obtained. A minimum of three sets of data

23mol dm ) were prepared from Titrisol ampoules and were were used in each case to calculate the overall stability
standardised by titration with HCl and checked period- constants and their standard deviations. The range of
ically for carbonate content (k2%). The HCl solution was accurate pH measurements was considered to be 2–12.
standardized by argentometry. The metal ion stock solution The electronic absorption spectra were recorded at 258C
was prepared from metal perchlorate and was standardized on a Hewlett Packard 8451A diode array spectrophotome-
by titration with the disodium salt of ethylenediamine- ter in the wavelength region 190 to 820 nm. Spectra were
tetraacetic acid (EDTA) in the presence of a small amount obtained from titrations similar to those in the potentio-
of the Hg(EDTA) complex using appropriate conditions metric experiments; for each titration point a small amount
and electrodes (mercury and calomel electrode) [13]. of the titration solution was injected into a cell of approp-

All final solutions for the potentiometric and spectro- riate length and re-injected in the titration vessel after recor-
photometric titrations were made up to an ionic strength of ding the spectrum [17–19].

230.1 mol dm with sodiumperchlorate. FT–IR spectra were recorded for KBr pellets using a
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2Table 1 goodness of fit (x ) and the standard deviation of each
23Protonation Constants of the ligand L at 258C and I50.10 mol dm formation constant as calculated by Superquad. The good-

NaClO .4 ness of fit, which is a measure of the fitting of the
a b cEequilibrium log K log K experimental error distribution and the gaussian distribu-

L1H⇔HL 9.49 9.43 tion, should be less than 12.6 at the 95 percent confidence
HL1H⇔H L 8.77 8.682 level. The error in the constants listed in Tables 1–3 is
H L1H⇔H L 8.04 7.942 3 estimated as ,0.05 log units. In addition, the program
H L1H⇔H L 7.18 7.073 4 Equil [22] was used to calculate titration curves for eachH L1H⇔H L 3.51 3.774 5

set of species given and their stability constants, and toH L1H⇔H L 3.09 3.365 6

calculate the species distribution curves relative to totala Charges are omitted for clarity. 21
b 23 Cu present.This work, I50.1 mol dm NaClO , 258C.4
c 23 The protonation as well as the complexation constants ofLiterature [23], I50.1 mol dm KCl, 258C.

21the guest ligands with Cu were used as found in the
23Perkin-Elmer 580 Infrared spectrometer. To prepare the literature at 258C and ionic strength 0.10 mol dm . Since

probe, a solution of Cu(II), Macrocycle and Guest was complexes of amino acids do not appear to form
equilibrated under a nitrogen atmosphere at 258C and 0.10 stereoselectivity [23], D- and L-isomers were used on an

23mol dm NaClO . An exact amount NaOH(aq), calcu- average.4

lated from the potentiometric titration curve or the species
distribution curve, was added to become the ternary
complex (pH control). After equilibration we removed the 3. Results and discussion
water and took a spectrum.

The protonation constants of the ligand L as well as the
212.4. Calculations stability constants obtained by titration of Cu and L in

2:1 molar ratio were redetermined as different experimen-
The stability constants of the various species formed in tal conditions were employed in that work, see Tables 1

aqueous solution were obtained from numerical analysis of and 2. The values found are in agreement with the values
all experimental emf data from the potentiometric titrations reported in the literature [6,24].
using Superquad [20,21]. Titration data were evaluated by
testing chemically acceptable complexation models. The 3.1. Binding of Alanine by Cu(II) Complexes of L
best models were selected after successive attempts ac-
cording to the best agreement between observed and The potentiometric equilibrium curve shows two inflec-
calculated data and by means of an accurate statistic tion points at a58 and a510 (with ‘‘a’’ being the number
analysis of the global s-value for the refinement, the of moles of base added to the total number of moles of L

present) corresponding to the formation of Cu LAla and2

Cu L(OH) complexes. Refinement of the model necessi-2 2Table 2
tated the introduction of Cu LAla(OH) as additional2Stability constants of L with Cu(II) ions in 2:1 molar ratio at T5258C,

23 ternary complex. Three ternary species are formed in pHI50.10 mol dm NaClO4

region 2,pH,12. The overall equilibrium stability con-a b cEquilibrium log b log b
stants obtained for the ternary complexes are presented in

Cu1L12H⇔CuLH 29.22 29.232 Table 3. Calculated equilibrium constants for the inter-
2Cu1L⇔Cu L 23.98 24.492 action of alanine with the host complexes CuLH and22Cu1L1OH⇔Cu L(OH) 16.80 16.572

Cu L are also given.2Cu1L12OH⇔Cu L(OH) 8.54 8.74 22 2

In the calculated species distribution curve (Fig. 1) it isaCharges are omitted for clarity.
b 23 seen that in the pH region 4.5,pH,5 the Cu L complexThis work, I50.10 mol dm NaClO , 258C. 24
c 23 is the only important species in solution. This means thatLiterature [6], I50.10 mol dm KCl, 258C.

Table 3
23Stability constants for the ternary complexes formed in the Cu(II):L:G System (I50.10 mol dm NaClO ; 258C)4

a,bEquilibrium log K

alanine leucine norleucine norvaline serine valine

CuLH 1G⇔CuLGH 4.03 4.03 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.132 2

Cu L1G⇔Cu LG 6.83 6.83 7.16 6.92 6.56 6.922 2

Cu L(OH)1G⇔Cu LG(OH) 4.32 4.92 5.85 5.65 4.85 –2 2

a Charges are omitted for clarity.
b No differences were obtained between the D- and L-isomers.
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23 23 23Fig. 1. Species distribution diagram showing the species formed as a function of pH when 6.3 10 M Cu(II), 3.2 10 M L and 3.2 10 M Alanine are
23equilibrated at 258C and I50.10 mol dm NaClO in 2:1:1 molar ratio.4

21in strong acid solution, the Cu ions are stronger bound to guest is replaced by a second hydroxide ion. The suggested
the macrocycle L than to the alanine anion. The Cu LAla binding mode of alanine anion to the dinuclear Cu(II)2

complex is formed between pH 6–8 and reaches a maxi- complex is shown in Chart 2.
mum of 75% of total metal present, while at higher pH The formation of the complexes CuAla (pH 3–5.5) and
(pH$10) the Cu L(OH) complex is formed for the Cu LAla(OH) at pH 9–10 are less important as their2 2 2

maximum of 100% of total metal. This indicates that the presence only reaches a maximum of only 10% of total
metal. The formation of the CuAla species in strong acid
solution is not surprising since alanine is a weaker base
than the ligand L.

At the point of the mononuclear ternary complex
CuLAlaH , it is interesting to find out where the two2

protons are located. In the species distribution diagram of
Cu and L in 2:1 molar ratio (not shown here), it is found
that the maximum of the CuLH complex is reached at pH2

3.6 which is just the same as for the CuLAlaH complex2

(Fig. 1). This indicates that the two protons must be on
amino groups of the macrocycle L.

The spectrophotometric titration shows the build-up of
one chromophore up to a58 with l 5650 nm (n 5max d–d

2115385 cm ) corresponding to the formation of the
Cu LAla complex. That there is in fact interaction between2

21L, Cu ions and the alanine ion can be deduced from
21spectrophotometric titrations of L and Cu ions in 1:2

molar ratio. There the Cu L complex is formed at a562

and shows a maximum at l 5645 nm. At a58 themax

maximum is reached at l 5630 nm in agreement withmax

the formation of the Cu L(OH) complex. When the2 2

alanine anion is present, the maximal absorbance is
reached only at a58 with l 5650 nm. After a58, lmax max

moves to lower wavelength up to a510 with l 5630max

nm indicating that the Cu L(OH) complex is indeed the2 2

final complex (see Table 4 for the exact values).Chart 2. A possible binding mode for Cu L Alanine.2
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Table 4
23

l values for the ternary complexes formed in the Cu(II):L:G System (I50.10 mol dm NaClO ; 258C)max 4

l (nm)max

without guest alanine valine leucine norleucine norvaline serine

a56 645
a58 630 650 650 650 650 665 635
a59 640 640 640 633
a510 630 630 625 630 630 630

3.2. Binding of Leucine, Norvaline, Norleucine and the macrocycle L; (iii) in the pH region 6,pH,8.5 the
Serine by Cu(II) Complexes of L Cu LG species is the only important species in solution2

and is formed up to 70–80% of total metal; (iv) at high pH
These four amino acids will be discussed together as (9,pH,11) the Cu LG(OH) species becomes the most2

they react in the same way. We will use the symbol G to important complex and reaches a maximum of 80%
present these guests. (except for serine 57%) of total metal; (v) after pH 11 the

Their titration curves show two inflection points corre- Cu L(OH) complex is formed what indicates that in2 2

sponding to the formation of the following complexes: strong alkaline medium the guest is replaced by a second
Cu LG (a58) and Cu LG(OH) at a59. The equilibrium hydroxide ion.2 2

constants obtained for the 2:1:1 molar ratio of Cu(II):L:G By comparing the values in Table 3 and the results of
system are included in Table 3. Three ternary complexes the species distribution diagrams it is possible to draw the
are formed in the region pH 2–12 which are the same as following conclusions.
found for the system with alanine.

The species distribution diagrams are almost identical
for these systems, so only the distribution curve for the 1. For the Cu LG complexes all log K values are approxi-2

system Cu(II):L:Leu in 2:1:1 molar ratio is presented in mately 7 log K units so that the host–guest interaction
Fig. 2. for these systems can be considered as important.

The following remarks are of interest: (i) in the pH 2. If we compare alanine, norvaline and norleucine, it is
region 4,pH,5.5 the Cu L species is again the most seen that as the length of the linear alkyl chain2

important species in solution and reaches its maximum at increases, the log K values increase as well. This can be
665% of total metal; (ii) at very low pH (pH,4) the CuG explained in terms of inductive effect.
complex is formed since the guests are weaker bases than 3. By branching the alkyl chain, as in valine and leucine,

23 23 23Fig. 2. Species distribution diagram showing the species formed as a function of pH when 6.3 10 M Cu(II), 3.2 10 M L and 3.2 10 M Leucine are
23equilibrated at 258C and I50.10 mol dm NaClO in 2:1:1 molar ratio.4
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the log K values increases as the branching becomes corresponding with the formation of the Cu LG(OH)2

closer to the central attaching carbon atom. Steric complex. Further titration causes a further shifts in l upmax

hindrance is thus of importance for the host–guest to a510 indicating that the Cu L(OH) complex is the2 2

interaction. final species.
4. Serine is different from the other guests because the These l values of the host–guest complexes aremax

alkyl chain is replaced by a hydroxymethyl group. different from those found when no guest is present,
These results indicate that the presence of the hydroxyl confirming their interaction.
group in the side chain weakens the Cu LSer complex2

relative to the other dinuclear Cu LG complexes.2

5. If we compare the Cu LG(OH) complexes with the 3.3. Binding of Valine by Cu(II) Complexes of L2

Cu LAla(OH) complex, we see that the alanine anion is2

replaced by a hydroxide ion at pH 9.5 while for the The potentiometric equilibrium curve shows one sharp
other guest anions stronger alkaline media are required inflection point at a58 corresponding to the formation of
to replace the guest. As a consequence, the the Cu LVal complex. The stability constants obtained for2

Cu LAla(OH) species only reaches 10% of total metal the 2:1:1 molar ratio Cu(II):L:Val system are presented in2

while for the other Cu LG(OH) complexes 80% is Table 3. It can be seen that the dinuclear complex Cu LVal2 2

reached. This greater stability is related to the presence is the most stable species in solution.
of a longer alkyl chain in G (inductive effect). Even if In the pH region 4,pH,6 the Cu L complex is again2

one hydroxide ion is present, the guest anion strongly the most stable complex and is formed for a maximum of
binds to one Cu(II) ion which is not the case with the 75% of total metal. The Cu LVal complex is the main2

alanine anion. In this case, it is rather difficult (and species in the region 6,pH,8.5 and reaches up to 70% of
dangerous) to ascribe the difference in stability of the total metal present. At higher pH, the Cu L(OH) complex2 2

complexes to a steric or inductive effect because of the is formed for the maximum of 100%. The species dis-
small difference in stability constants between the less tribution curve is presented in Fig. 3.
and most stable ternary complexes. Remarkable is the fact that the Cu LVal(OH) complex2

was not detected. With alanine as guest, the Cu LAla(OH)2

The spectrophotometric titration shows a steadily rising species was formed for 10% and with the other guests
absorbance up to a58 corresponding to the formation of more than 50% was reached. It seems that the isopropyl
the Cu LG species. The corresponding l values are group in valine causes steric hindrance to such a degree2 max

given in Table 4. that the Cu LVal(OH) simply can not be formed. In the2

Beyond a58 the l shifts to about 640 nm at a59 spectrophotometric titration the build-up of one chromo-max

23 23 23Fig. 3. Species distribution diagram showing the species formed as a function of pH when 6.3 10 M Cu(II), 3.2 10 M L and 3.2 10 M Valine are
23equilibrated at 258C and I50.10 mol dm NaClO in 2:1:1 molar ratio.4
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phore till a58 with l 5650 nm is seen corresponding amino acids, the Cu L complex at a56 (only Cu L ismax 2 2

the formation of the Cu LVal complex. present), the Cu LG complex at a50 (no complexation)2 2
2Further on, the l decreases till a510 when OH and at a58 (only Cu LG is present) with G being themax 2

ions replace the valine ion to form Cu L(OH) . different guests.2 2

These successive recordings makes it possible to assign
3.4. FT–IR results and discussion changes in the spectra owing to complexation.

All the ternary complexes except valine and leucine
Infrared spectroscopy is a very useful tool for com- showed similar spectral behaviour with characteristic

plexation studies. ligand bands observed in the finger print region (see Fig.
A spectrum was taken of the pure macrocycle, the pure 4).

Fig. 4. FT–IR spectra for the KBr pellets of (a) Cu L Alanine and (b) Cu L Valine both at a58.2 2
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Table 5
IR data for the ternary complexes Cu LG with G being the different guests studied2

21Guest Pure amino acid Cu LG at a58 Dn (cm )2

21 21 21 21
n (cm ) n (cm ) n (cm ) n (cm )as sym as sym

Alanine 1594 1409 1618 1394 224
Valine 1586 1395 1618 1393 225
Leucine 1582 1407 1618 1392 226
Norvaline 1583 1410 1625 1398 226
Norleucine 1582 1415 1620 1398 221
Serine 1612 1405 1624 1395 229

Selected IR data for the complexes are given in Table 5. and is formed up to 80% of total metal. A preference for
The bands for n (NH) occur in the range 3400–3260 the norleucine anion was observed which might be related
21cm while intense bands at 1145, 1113, 1088 and 627 to a combination of the greater inductive effect and the
21cm are attributed to the perchlorato ion. structure of the alkyl chain. The iso-forms cause the

2Since the COO stretching bands, and especially the highest hindrance.
2antisymmetric COO stretching frequency, are most sensi- The longer the alkyl chain, the less difference can be

tive to the effects of coordination [10,11,25], we were able seen between the iso- or linear geometry. With serine as
to determine whether ternary complexes are formed or not guest anion, less stable complexes were obtained due to the
just by following the shift of these bands. presence of a hydroxyl group on the alkyl chain. Compar-

By comparing the spectra of pure amino acid and the ing these results with those obtain in previous work [9], it
Cu LG at a50, we see that in both spectra the carboxylate can be seen that in general amino acids form stronger2

stretching frequencies did not change. This indicates that at Cu LG complexes than malonate, maleate, fumarate, pyro-2

this point no coordination has occurred. phosphate and orthophosphate. For the CuLGH and2

Comparing the spectra of Cu LG at a58 with the Cu LG(OH) species no such conclusion can be made.2 2

previous ones, a shift is observed for the antisymmetric as IR spectroscopy has been proved to be a useful tool in
well as the symmetric stretching frequencies, which is in identifying the mode of coordination of the carboxylato
accordance to the complexation of Alanine to the Cu L groups.2

complex.
The carboxylate ion can coordinate to the Cu(II) ion

either as an unidentate ligand or as a chelating ligand References
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Abstract

The resolution of the cyclic diamine tmdz (tmdz55,5,7-trimethyl-1,4-diazacycloheptane) is described. The absolute configuration was
determined by preparation and crystal structure analysis of [PtCl (R-tmdz)] by X-ray diffraction methods. Each enantiomer reacts with2

d(GpG) to form two isomers that were readily separated by HPLC. Significant stereoselectivity was observed in the reaction of the S
enantiomer with d(GpG) but not in the reaction of the R enantiomer.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cyclc diamine tmdz; Crystal structure analysis; X-ray diffraction

1. Introduction results suggested that steric interactions between the
complex and DNA can exert a strong influence on the

Cisplatin hcis-[PtCl (NH ) ], cis-diamminedichlorop- adducts formed between Pt complexes and DNA [9]. To2 3 2

latinum(II)j forms a variety of DNA adducts including investigate this further we have turned to analogues of hpip
intrastrand and interstrand adducts but which of these are with additional steric bulk such as the tmdz ligand (tmdz5

responsible for the anticancer properties of the complex 5,5,7-trimethyl-1,4-diazacycloheptane, Scheme 1, chiral
has yet to be determined [1–4]. The predominance of the centre indicated with an *) that are expected to be more
intrastrand adducts is consistent with their being respon- stereoselective in their interactions with DNA. We have
sible but recent evidence suggests that the interstrand previously reported the preparation and crystal structure of
adduct may contribute to the anticancer activity of cisplatin racemic [PtCl (tmdz)] and its reactions with d(GpG) [11].2

[5–7]. However, since both tmdz and d(GpG) are chiral, dia-
We have been addressing these questions by designing stereomeric products are expected and were observed [11].

compounds to form a subset of the adducts. For example, Separation of all isomers was not possible and therefore
[PtCl (hpip)] complex (hpip5homopiperazine51,4- we have undertaken resolution of the tmdz ligand. In order2

diazacycloheptane) was designed to be suited to forming to understand the interactions between the enantiomers of
interstrand adducts, but less suited to forming intrastrand [PtCl (tmdz)] and DNA we have determined its absolute2

adducts. This design goal was achieved, as reported configuration and have investigated the reactions of each
elsewhere [8,9]. The reaction between [PtCl (hpip)] and enantiomer with d(GpG).2

DNA was found to be stereoselective [8,10] in that two
isomers formed in a ratio of approximately 1:3. The
isomers differed in the orientations of the ethylene and
propylene chains of the ligand with respect to the ex-
ocyclic oxygen atoms of the guanine bases [9,10]. These

*Corresponding author.
1Corresponding co-author. Scheme 1.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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2. Experimental tartrate salts, the optically pure tmdz-dibenzoyl-tartrate
salts were suspended in water (50 ml), cooled to 08C, and
10 M NaOH was slowly added until the pH was |14. The2.1. Instrumentation
optically pure diamines were extracted into dichlorome-

1 13 thane (4350 ml), dried over anhydrous sodium sulphateH and C NMR studies were performed on a Bruker
and the solvent removed by rotary evaporation resulting inAC 200F spectrometer, using commercially available
a clear, brown oil. Optical rotations of both enantiomerssolvents referenced to TMS or solvent isotopic impurities.
were measured, and compared. [a] ; R-tmdz, 28.7860.5;All polarimetry experiments were carried out using an D

1S-tmdz, 19.4860.5 (c51, methanol). The H NMR spec-Optical Activity POLAAR 2001 Dual Wavelength Auto-
tra of the free tmdz ligands in deuterated chloroform showmatic Polarimeter, using a 1 dm cell and recorded at
identical peaks for the R- and S-enantiomers. Identificationambient temperature. Circular dichroism measurements
of the peaks is as follows, ppm (d ); 1.09 (m, 9H); 1.62 (m,were performed using a JASCO J-710 spectropolarimeter
4H); 2.81 (m, 3H); 2.98 (m, 2H). These peaks areequipped with J-700 software for Windows. All spectra
consistent with those observed for racemic tmdz [11].were recorded with a sensitivity setting of 200 mdeg and a

spectral band width of 1.0 nm. Measurements were re-
2.3. Synthesis of enantiomerically pure [PtCl (tmdz)]corded between the wavelengths 260 nm and 600 nm. 2

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) studies
The synthetic precursor, cis-[PtCl (DMSO) ], was syn-of the [Pthd(GpG)j(tmdz)] complexes were carried out 2 2

thesised using a procedure outlined by Price et al. [13].using a Series 800 HRLC system V2301a, equipped with a
Enantiomerically pure tmdz (0.142 g, 1.00 mmol) inBIO-RAD UV-1806 detector, a Model AS-100 HRLC
methanol (20 ml) was slowly added to a solution ofautomatic sampling system and a Model 2800 solvent
cis-[PtCl (DMSO) ] (0.425 g, 1.00 mmol) suspended indelivery system. The analytical column used was a 2 2

TM methanol (40 ml). The pale yellow solution was stirred forSupercosil LC-18 column (5 mm particle size, 4.63250
2 h, until there was no evidence of any solid in themm).
solution. The solvent was then removed by rotary evapora-
tion, taking care that the temperature remained below2.2. Resolution of 5,5,7-trimethyl-1,4-diazacycloheptane
408C. An excess of lithium chloride in water (20 ml) was
slowly added and the mixture was gently heated until aThe synthesis of 5,5,7-trimethyl-1,4-diazacycloheptane
solid began to form. The mixture was left to stand at room(tmdz) was carried out by a method adapted from Curtis
temperature overnight, and the pale yellow crystals were[12] as described by Teo et al. [11]. The resolution of the
collected at the pump, washed with ice-cold water, abso-racemic ligand was carried out using 2,3-dibenzoyl-tartaric
lute ethanol, diethyl ether and then air-dried. Yield:acid. An aqueous solution of tmdz (9.8 g, 0.07 mol, 40 ml)
[PtCl (R-tmdz)] 0.298 g, 0.73 mmol, 73%; [PtCl (S-tmdz)]was slowly added to a solution of (2)-2,3-dibenzoyl-L- 2 2

0.240 g, 0.59 mmol, 59%. CD spectra showing equal buttartaric acid (Aldrich, 24.73 g, 0.07 mol) in the minimum
opposite absorption profiles have been deposited as anamount of ethanol (40 ml). The reaction mixture was
accessory publication.gently boiled, and a white precipitate immediately formed

1The H NMR studies of the enantiomers ofupon cooling. This precipitate was collected and redis-
[Pt(tmdz)Cl ] were carried out in D O, using TPS (3-solved in boiling ethanol (50 ml). After cooling to room 2 2

(trimethylsilyl)-1-propane-sulphonic acid) as an internaltemperature the white crystals of S-tmdz-dibenzoyl-L-tar-
standard (peaks d|0 ppm and d|4.8 ppm). The spectra oftrate were collected, filtered at the pump, washed with the
the R- and S-tmdz platinum(II) complexes are identicalminimum amount of ice-cold water and air-dried.
with resonances that are seen at; 1.08 (d, 3H); 1.23 (s, 3H);The S-tmdz-dibenzoyl-tartrate salt was recrystallised in
1.63 (m, 2H); 1.84 (m, 3H); 2.90 (m, 1H); 3.20 (m, 2H);the minimum volume of a boiling water /ethanol mixture

21 3.85 (m, 2H), ppm.(1:1) (|10 ml g ), and the precipitate was collected as
13described above. The optical rotation of the S-tmdz-di- Identical C NMR spectra of the enantiomers of

benzoyl-L-tartrate salt was measured in methanol at the [Pt(tmdz)Cl ] were obtained in DMF–d . Solvent peaks2 7

sodium D line (589 nm). After several recrystallisations, appear as two septets at d|30 ppm and d|34 ppm, and as
optical rotation measurements were constant. Yield: 10.3 g, a triplet at d|162 ppm. These peaks, due to isotopic
30%, [a] ; 275.4860.5 (c51, methanol). impurities, were used as an internal reference. Only sevenD

13Resolution of the other enantiomer, R-tmdz, was peaks were seen in the C spectra, but it was confirmed by
achieved by the same method as for S-tmdz, using (1)- Distortionless Enhancement of Polarisation Transfer
2,3-dibenzoyl-D-tartaric acid as the resolving agent. The (DEPT) experiments that one peak is hidden beneath a
dibenzoyl-tartrate salt was repeatedly recrystallised until solvent peak. Thus the eight expected carbon environments
constant rotation was achieved. Yield: 7.05 g, 20%, [a] ; are seen at; 19.1 (s, CH ); 26.2 (s, CH ); 30.0 (s, CH );D 3 3 3

174.1860.5 (c51, methanol). 40.3 (s, CH ); 47.2 (s, CH ); 49.7 (s, CH ); 54.1 (s, CH);2 2 2

To liberate the tmdz ligands from their dibenzoyl- 59.4 (s, C), ppm.
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Table 1
˚Bond lengths (A)

Pt(1)–Cl(1) 2.310(3) Pt(1)–Cl(2) 2.311(3)
Pt(1)–N(1) 2.043(7) Pt(1)–N(2) 2.018(8)
N(1)–C(1) 1.52(1) N(1)–C(5) 1.51(1)
N(2)–C(3) 1.49(1) N(2)–C(4) 1.50(1)
C(1)–C(2) 1.53(1) C(1)–C(6) 1.54(1)
C(1)–C(7) 1.53(1) C(2)–C(3) 1.50(1)
C(3)–C(8) 1.56(1) C(4)–C(5) 1.53(1)

2.4. X-ray crystallography

Crystals suitable for crystallographic analysis were
obtained by slow evaporation of a D O solution in an2

NMR tube. Cell constants were determined by a least-
squares fit to the setting parameters of 25 independent
reflections, measured and refined on an Enraf–Nonius
CAD4-F diffractometer. Data reduction and application of

Fig. 1. ORTEP plot of complex molecule giving the crystallographic atom
Lorentz, polarisation and analytical absorption corrections numbering. 30% probability ellipsoids are shown.
were carried out using teXsan [14]. The structure was
solved by direct methods using SHELXS-86 [15] and
refined using full-matrix least-squares methods with teX-
san [14]. Hydrogen atoms were included at calculated sites 2.5. Crystal data
with thermal parameters derived from the parent atoms.
Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Neutral Formula [PtCl (C H N )].H O; M 426.25, orthorhom-2 8 18 2 2 r

atom scattering factors and anomalous dispersion terms bic, space group P2 2 2 , a 8.039(3), b 11.404(2), c1 1 1
3 23˚ ˚were taken from International Tables [16]. Anomalous 13.713(4) A, V 1257.2(6) A , Z 4, D 2.252 g cm ,calc

21 ˚dispersion effects were included in F [17]; the values for m(MoKa) 115.14 cm , l(MoKa) 0.71069 A, F (000)c

Df 9 and Df 0 were those of Creagh and McAuley [18]. The 808 electrons, u 25.0, T 0.562, T 0.116, N 1319,max max min
2values for the mass attenuation coefficients are those of N 1195 (I. 2.5 s(I)), N 127, max shift 0.001 s), Ro var

2Creagh and Hubbell [19]. All other calculations were 0.022, R 0.018 and w51/s , Four 0.7, Four 21.0.w max min

performed using the teXsan [14] crystallographic software
package of Molecular Structure Corporation. Bond lengths

2.6. HPLC analysis of the adducts formed between theand angles are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The atomic
enantiomers of [PtCl (tmdz)] and d(GpG)2nomenclature is defined in Fig. 1 [20]. Listings of atom

coordinates, tables of torsion angles, anisotropic thermal
[Pthd(GpG)j(tmdz)] complexes were synthesised using aparameters, details of least-squares planes calculations and

method outlined by Teo et al. [11] modified from previous-observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes have
ly described procedures [21–23]. The HPLC elutions werebeen deposited. 21performed at a flow rate of 1 ml min , with methanol in
ammonium acetate (0.1 M, pH 5.5). The absorbance
profiles were monitored at 254 nm and are shown in Fig. 2.
Peak intensities were estimated by integration of the

Table 2 absorbance profiles using BIO-RAD software.
Bond angles (8)

Cl(1)–Pt(1)–Cl(2) 93.3(1) Cl(1)–Pt(1)–N(1) 95.7(2)
Cl(1)–Pt(1)–N(2) 172.4(2) Cl(2)–Pt(1)–N(1) 170.9(2)

3. Results and discussionCl(2)–Pt(1)–N(2) 94.2(2) N(1)–Pt(1)–N(2) 76.8(3)
Pt(1)–N(1)–C(1) 113.8(5) Pt(1)–N(1)–C(5) 103.4(5)
C(1)–N(1)–C(5) 111.9(7) Pt(1)–N(2)–C(3) 110.0(5) 3.1. Resolution of tmdz
Pt(1)–N(2)–C(4) 106.2(6) C(3)–N(2)–C(4) 113.6(8)
N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 110.2(7) N(1)–C(1)–C(6) 106.7(8)

The resolution of racemic tmdz involved the separationN(1)–C(1)–C(7) 108.3(7) C(2)–C(1)–C(6) 111.5(7)
C(2)–C(1)–C(7) 109.6(8) C(6)–C(1)–C(7) 110.5(7)
C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 116.5(8) N(2)–C(3)–C(2) 112.6(7)
N(2)–C(3)–C(8) 113.0(7) C(2)–C(3)–C(8) 109.1(8)
N(2)–C(4)–C(5) 108.2(7) N(1)–C(5)–C(4) 110.5(7) 2 1 / 2 1 / 2R5S(uuF u2uF uu) /SuF u, R 5S(w uuF u2uF uu) / Sw uF u.o c o w o c o
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confirming the absolute configuration at C(3) as R as
shown in Fig. 1. We have previously determined and
reported the structure of racemic-[PtCl (tmdz)] and therein2

encountered problems with spurious peaks in the final
maps that interfered with the refinement and were not
resolved by collecting a data set on a new crystal [11]. The
present structure suffers from none of these problems and
therefore represents a substantial improvement over the
previous determination. Bond lengths are normal but bond
angles reflect the steric strain induced by formation of the
chelate rings. This is also reflected in the near zero torsion
angle [2(1)8] for the N–C–C–N moiety. There are no

˚deviations greater than 0.025 A from the least squares
plane through the coordination plane. The ligand forms
two chelate rings; the six-membered chelate ring adopts a
chair conformation and the five-membered chelate ring an
envelope conformation. Overall, the ligand conformation
can be described as a boat with the two planar moieties
meeting at an angle 113.88. The constrained ligand struc-
ture results in a close contact between the methyl group
disposed toward the metal [C(6)] and the metal itself. The

˚Pt???H and Pt???C separations are 2.73 and 3.19 A respec-
tively, in close agreement with the values predicted using
our recently revised force field for Pt(II) complexes of

˚2.66 and 3.15 A [24].

3.3. HPLC analysis of the adducts formed between the
enantiomers of [PtCl (tmdz)] and d(GpG)2

The reaction between racemic [PtCl (tmdz)] and2
Fig. 2. HPLC chromatograms for the reactions of (a) [PtCl (R-tmdz)] with2 d(GpG) was expected to yield the four isomers shown in
d(GpG) and (b) [PtCl (S-tmdz)] with d(GpG).2 Scheme 2 but HPLC analysis of the products revealed only

three peaks [11]. Attempts to resolve these peaks further
of the two enantiomers, based on the differing solubilities
of the diastereomeric (1,2)-2,3-dibenzoyl-D-tartaric acid
salts in a water /ethanol solution. The successful isolation
of the optically pure enantiomers was confirmed by
recrystallisation to a constant rotation of the tartrate salts
and by the observation that the rotations are equal in
magnitude and opposite in sign. The magnitudes of the
[a] values for the free ligand are similar but, as is oftenD

the case, the hygroscopic nature of diamines leads to
inaccuracies in the [a] values and therefore, those of theD

tartrate salts are a more accurate indication of the success-
ful resolution of the ligand. The enantiomeric purity of the
platinum complexes was confirmed by measuring their
circular dichroism spectra and, as expected, these revealed
equal and opposite curves (Supplementary Fig. 1).

3.2. Description of the structure

The structure consists of the neutral complex and one
water molecule of crystallisation with hydrogen bonds
between the water molecule and both H(amine) atoms and
one of the chloro ligands. Inversion of the structure and
re-refinement gave an R value of 0.038 (R 0.036) thus Scheme 2.w
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by changing the chromatographic conditions were unsuc- Circular dichroism spectra are available on request from
cessful and this prompted us to resolve the tmdz ligand. the authors.
Reaction of each enantiomer separately with d(GpG) is
expected to yield two isomers (Scheme 2) and HPLC
traces reveal two peaks in each case (Fig. 2). It is now References
clear that both enantiomers give rise to an isomer that
elutes at 22.3 min and consequently resolution of the tmdz [1] S.J. Lippard, Pure Appl. Chem. 59 (1987) 731.

[2] J.L. van der Veer, J. Reedijk, Chemistry in Britain 24 (1988) 775.ligand has allowed us to resolve these four isomers. We are
[3] N. Sheibani, M.M. Jennerwein, A. Eastman, Biochemistry 28 (1989)now in a position to characterise these isomers and

3120.
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Abstract

The kinetics of the acid dissociation of copper(II) complex of 1,10-phenanthroline tetradentate diamine ligands has been studied using a
23 3 3stopped-flow spectrophotometer in 6.6310 |0.5 mol /dm HCl (I50.5 mol /dm HCl1NaCl) over a range of temperature. The

1 1dissociation rate follows the law k 5kK [H ] /(11K [H ]). The acid dissociation can be rationalized in terms of a four-step kineticobs 2 2

process involving two rapid pre-equilibrium protonations and rate-determining cleavage of the Cu(II)–N(phenanthroline) bond. The
temperature dependence of the rate was determined and the appropriate thermodynamic parameters obtained. Linear relationship between

± ±
DH and DS was found.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: 1,10-phenanthroline tetradentate diamine; Acid dissociation; Kinetics; Mechanism; Copper(II) complex

Acid-assisted dissociation kinetics of open-chain and electron donors, and the coordinated nitrogens are of
macrocyclic polyamine complexes has been extensively similar basicity. Recently, we have prepared a series of
studied [1–8], and many of these works have been 1,10-phenanthroline tetradentate diamine ligands with two
reviewed [9,10]. Recently, there has been renewed interest electron deficient nitrogens(phenanthroline) and two elec-
in this field. Many experimental results were studied and tron donor nitrogens(aliphatic amine). It was of interest to
the possible mechanisms for the reactions, the factors learn the effects of different coordinated nitrogens on the
influencing the rates and the factors affecting the relative dissociation kinetics of the copper(II) complexes. In this
importance of each of the possible pathways were dis- paper, we report the results of our systematic studies on the
cussed [11–17]. All such studies support the general acid dissociation reaction of copper(II) complexes of our
mechanism proposed by Margerm and co-workers [10]. We novel 1,10-phenanthroline tetradentate diamine ligands
mentioned that almost all the systems studied are linear or (Eq. (1)) in order to determine the effect of different
macrocyclic aliphatic polyamines which are excellent coordinated nitrogens and some important kinetic parame-

ters to gain an insight into the reaction mechanism
(Scheme 1).

21 1 21 31CuL 1 3H → Cu 1 H L (1)3

1. Expermental

1.1. Reagents

The 1,10-phenanthroline tetradentate diamine ligands
Scheme 1. Structure of the ligands.

were prepared according to our novel synthesis methods
[18]. All other chemicals used in this work were of GR
grade. NaCl was recrystallized before use. Redistilled

*Corresponding author. water was used for all solutions.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1.2. Instruments

Electronic spectra were recorded on a Schimadzu UV-
240 spectrophotometer. Stability constants of 1,10-phen-
anthroline tetradentate diamine copper(II) complexes were
determined by acidimetric titration using a Beckman F71
pH meter. The kinetics of the acid-catalyzed dissociation
of the copper complexes was studied with a Union Giken
RA-401 stopped-flow spectrophotometer equipped with a
Union-415 rapid-scan attachment.

1.3. Kinetic measurements

Pseudo-first-order condition were maintained by using at
1 1 21least a 20-fold excess of acid in each run. [complex]5 Fig. 1. Plot of k vs [H ] for the dissociation of [CuL ] at 15, 20, 25,obs

24 3 3 30 and 358C. The solid lines are calculated from Eq. (3).1.0310 mol /dm (I50.5 mol /dm NaCl), [acid]5
23 3 36.6310 |0.5 mol /dm HCl (I50.5 mol /dm HCl1

NaCl). Good first-order kinetics were observed in all cases.
The reaction has excellent reproducibility. Complex solu-

The phenomenon of complexes we studied is quite
tions were prepared by mixing equimolar quantities of the

different from that of copper(II) complexes with linear
ligand and standard CuCl , followed by adjustment of pH2 aliphatic tetraamine. For linear tetramine copper(II) com-
to 7 with NaOH, at which the complex is fully formed in 1plexes, the plot of k vs [H ] gives a straight line; theobsthe form CuL. Absorbance vs time data were collected at

rate-determining step for the dissociation reactions is the
297 nm and the temperature was maintained at 1560.18C,

breakage of the first copper–nitrogen bond according to12060.18C, 2560.18C, 3060.18C, 3560.18C for CuL ;
Chun and co-workers [15]. The 1,10-phenanthroline tetra-

560.18C, 1060.18C, 1560.18C, 2060.18C, 2560.18C for
dentate ligands show a different behaviour compared to2 3 4CuL , CuL and CuL . Reaction time ranges from 100 to
linear tetraamine. For linear tetraamine copper(II) com-

2000 ms. Each kinetic run has been repeated at least four
plexes, the four coordinated amino nitrogens are of similar

times.
property. For the complexes we studied, the basicity of two
nitrogens of phenanthroline is significantly weaker than
that of two amino nitrogens, and the p backdonor bond
exists between copper(II) and two phenanthroline nitro-2. Results and discussion
gens [20]. The first protonation process of complex CuL
must be the protonation of amino nitrogen. In Table 1 theAt 297 nm where the dissociation reactions of the
stability constants of Cu–L complexes determined fromcomplexes were monitored, perchlorate and nitrate have
potentiometric titrations are given. As shown in Table 1,absorption, so sodium chloride was used to maintain the

31the intermediates CuLH can exist stably in the solution.ionic strength and hydrochloric acid to change the pH.
Under the experimental conditions of constant hydrogen

concentration, the dissociation reaction of these complexes
were found to proceed to completion and to occur by a
single stage. A first-order reaction with respect to the
concentration of complex was observed. The rate equation
can be expressed by Eq. (2).

21 21
2 d[CuL ] /dt 5 k [CuL ] (2)obs

In Figs. 1 and 2 the observed pseudo-first-order rate
1constants k values at different [H ] and temperature areobs

shown. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the observed rate
1constants k increased with an increase in [H ] tendingobs

to attain limiting values at high acidities. From a mathe-
matical view, the tendency coincides with the hyperbolical
function (Eq. (3)) where a and b are constants.

1 2 21Fig. 2. Plot of k vs [H ] for the dissociation of [CuL ] at 5, 10, 15,obs
1 1k 5 a[H ] /(1 1 b[H ]) (3) 20 and 258C. The solid lines are calculated from Eq. (3).obs
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Table 1 Table 3
2Equilibrium constant logK of CuL protonation [19] (258C, I50.1 mol / Pre-equilibrium constant 1 /K 310 at different temperatures (I50.52

3 3dm NaNO ) mol /dm NaCl1HCl)3

1 2 3 4 2 3L L L L 10 1/K (mol /dm )2

logb110 10.60 11.13 11.44 11.18 158C 208C 258C 308C 358C
logb111 16.38 16.86 17.04 16.74 1L 13.11 14.86 16.65 19.11 22.07
logK 5.78 5.73 5.60 5.56

58C 108C 158C 208C 258C
2L 13.36 13.73 14.07 14.43 14.67
3L 22.29 22.89 23.50 24.02 24.56
4L 24.80 25.83 26.80 27.76 28.64The equilibrium constants logK of the following reaction

(Eq. (4)) range from 5.56 to 5.78 for the complexes with
the four ligands studied.

According to the mechanism, we obtained:K21 1 31CuL 1 H á CuLH (4)
1 2kK K [H ]1 2

]]]]]]]k 5 (9)obs 1 1 2In strongly acidic, aqueous media, the two amino 1 1 K [H ] 1 K K [H ]1 1 2
nitrogens are easier protonated than that of phenanthroline,
the protonation rates are very fast, therefore the first two From Table 1 we can see that even at the lowest

1 23 3protonation processes of amino nitrogens are pre-equilib- concentration of acid used ([H ]53.3310 mol /dm ),
1 1 3rium processes. Being the most difficult, the third step, the the product of K and [H ], K[H ]¯1.2310 ..1.

breakage of the copper–nitrogen(phenanthroline) bond, is Considering that the Eq. (4) is the same as Eq. (5), we
1the rate determining step. After three steps, the products assume that 1 /(K [H ])<1. Consequently, under the1

are solvated copper(II) ion and partly protonated ligand. conditions used in this study the limiting rate law that
Finally, the ligand is quickly fully protonated in the acid operates is:
solution. We proposed the following acid-dissociation

1 1kK [H ] k[H ]mechanism (Scheme 2). 2
]]]] ]]]]k 5 5 (10)1 1obs 1 1 K [H ] 1/K 1 [H ]2 2

The Eq. (10) is exactly the same as the experimental
rate law (Eq. (3)). Therefore, the mechanism proposed by
us is reasonable. The rate constant k and the pre-equilib-
rium constant K can be calculated from Eq. (10) from2

non-linear least-square fitting, the results have been listed
in Tables 2 and 3. From Figs. 1 and 2, we can see that the
experimental points are coincident with those of calcula-
tions from Eq. (10).

5Regressing of lnK vs 1/T, the values of DH (kJ /mol)2
5and DS (J /mol /K) were obtained, they are also listed in

Table 3.
From Eyring’s equation

± ±ln(k /T ) 5 2 DH /RT 1 DS /R 1 ln(R /N h)A

±Regression of k /T vs 1/T, activation parameters DH
±

Scheme 2. Proposed acid-dissociation mechanism. and DS of the rate determining step can be obtained. The

Table 2
3Rate constants k at different temperatures (I50.5 mol /dm NaCl1HCl)

21 ± ±k, s DH DS g

158C 208C 258C 308C 358C kJ/mol J /mol /K
1L 18.35 26.29 38.07 55.05 79.66 51.860.7 240.962.5 20.9997

58C 108C 158C 208C 258C
2L 28.48 39.34 51.85 68.52 88.64 36.660.5 284.861.8 20.9997
3L 33.88 44.91 57.00 74.72 96.01 33.460.5 295.161.6 20.9997
4L 34.80 47.82 67.81 93.78 126.8 42.660.5 261.961.7 20.9998
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Abstract

Two novel polymeric bismuth(III) complexes with dmit, h[Et N][Bi(dmit) ]j (1) and h[Et N] [Bi (dmit) ]?Et Oj (2), have been4 2 n 4 2 2 4 2 n

synthesized and structurally characterized. Complex 1 is a one-dimensional polymer consisting of repeating Bi(dmit) units in which each2

Bi atom is six-coordinated by six sulfur atoms from dmit ligands to form a distorted octahedron. Whereas the anions of complex 2 can be
described as polymeric chains being composed of the repeating dimeric Bi (dmit) units, in which the environment of the Bi atoms are2 4

˚similar to that in complex 1. In contrast to 1, there exists S???S contacts less than 3.7 A between two neighboring independent polymeric
anions in complex 2, through which complex 2 forms a quasi two-dimensional structure.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.

Keywords: Bismuth complex; 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate; Polymer; X-ray structure

The chemistry of metal–dmit complexes has been an 1. Experimental
interesting topic in recent years because of their conduct-
ing and even superconducting properties [1–3]. To date, a All procedures for preparation of complexes 1 and 2
large number of homoleptic and heteroleptic complexes were carried out under nitrogen atmosphere using standard
with dmit have been synthesized and structurally character- Schlenk techniques. The chemicals used in experiments
ized [1–16], including (NMe ) [Ni(dmit) ] [7,8], b- were of A.R. grade and were used without purification.4 0.5 2

(NMe ) [Pd(dmit) ] [9], (NMe Et ) [Pd(dmit) ] [10], The compound 4,5-Bis(benzoylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione4 0.5 2 2 2 0.5 2

(TTF)[Ni(dmit) ] [4–6], a- and a9-(TTF)[Pd(dmit) ] was prepared following the detailed procedure described2 2

[11,12], and a-(EDT-TTF)[Ni(dmit) ] [13] for which by Steimecke [17]. Elemental analysis was performed by2

superconductivity has been observed. However, the the Elemental Analysis Laboratory in our institute.
chemistry of main-group metal complexes with dmit has
been scarcely studied, and few reports have appeared on
the syntheses and structures of the main-group metal 1.1. Preparation of h[Et N][Bi(dmit) ]j (1)4 2 n

complexes with dmit, especially the main-group metal
polymer with dmit. Herein, we report the syntheses and A 0.408 g amount (1.0 mmol) of 4,5-Bis(benzoylthio)-
structures of two novel polymeric complexes, 1,3-dithiole-2-thione was dissolved in a methanol (30 ml)
h[Et N][Bi(dmit) ]j (1) and h[Et N] [Bi (dmit) ]?Et Oj solution containing 0.046 g (2 mmol) of sodium metal. To4 2 n 4 2 2 4 2 n

(2), the two complexes are the first examples of main- the resulting purple solution of Na [C S ] was added with2 3 5

group metal polymer with dmit. stirring 20 ml acetone solution containing 0.295 g (0.5
mmol) of BiI . After stirring for 2 h at room temperature,3

25 ml of methanol solution containing an excess amount of
Et NBr (0.32 g, 1.5 mmol) was added, precipitating the4

*Corresponding author. E-mail: wxt@ms.fijirsm.ac.cn brown–black product. This was collected by filtration and

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00392-1
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re-dissolved in 10 ml of DMF, then it was filtered after 1.3. X-ray crystallography
stirring for a further 10 min at room temperature, and the
filtrate was diffused by Et O solvent at room temperature Crystal data and details of data collections are given in2

for 2 weeks to yield the black crystals of complex 1. Yield: Table 1. The intensity data were collected at room
0.16 g (43.7%). Anal. Calcd. for C H BiNS : C, temperature on a Rigaku AFC5R diffractometer for 1 and14 20 10

23.0%; H, 2.7%; N, 1.9%. Found: C, 22.9%; H, 2.7%; N, on a Siemens SMART-CCD diffractometer for 2. The
1.9%. radiation used was Mo Ka with graphite monochromat-

ized. Both structures were solved by the direct methods.

1.2. Preparation of h[Et N] [Bi (dmit) ]?Et Oj (2)4 2 2 4 2 n

1.4. Structure determination of h[Et N][Bi(dmit) ]j (1)4 2 n

A 0.18 g (0.25 mmol) amount of the precipitate of 1 was
dissolved in 7 ml of DMF, then to the solution was added The crystal chosen for data collection had dimensions
0.028 g (0.25 mmol) of K S . After stirring for half an 0.1030.1530.5 mm. The intensity data were collected by2 x

hour, the reaction mixture was filtered and the filtrate was the v22u scan mode in the range 38#2u #508. The cell
diffused by Et O solvent at room temperature for several parameters were refined with 20 reflections in the 10.828#2

days to yield black crystals of complex 2. Yield: 0.07 g u #13.628. A total of 2515 reflections were collected, of
(36.5%). Found: C, 25.0%; H, 3.3%; N, 1.8%. Anal. which 2515 were unique and 1057 observed, I.3.0 s(I).
Calcd. for C H Bi N OS : C, 24.8%; H, 3.5%; N, Intensities were corrected for Lorentz and Polarization32 50 2 2 20

1.9%. effects, and DIFABS [18] empirical absorption correction

Table 1
Crystallographic data for 1 and 2

Complex 1 2

Formula C H BiNS C H Bi N S ?C H O14 20 10 28 40 2 2 20 4 10

Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.130.1530.50 0.130.1530.3
Crystal system Orthorhombic Triclinic
Space group Pna2 (No. 33) P-1 (No. 2)1

Unit cell dimensions:
˚a (A) 8.106(5) 7.503(6)
˚b (A) 20.495(6) 17.799(9)
˚c (A) 14.886(2) 21.180(8)

a (8) 77.75(5)
b (8) 80.09(3)
g (8) 78.55(3)

3˚U (A ) 2473.0 2683.8
Z 4 2
Diffractometer AFC5R Siemens Smart CCD
Radiation Mo Ka Mo Ka

˚l (A) 0.71073 0.71073
Measurement method v22u v

u (8) 25 23.25max

T (K) 296 293
Reflections measured 2515 10653
Independent reflections 2515 7543
Observed reflections 1057[I.3.0 s(I)] 4312 [I.2.0 s(I)]
Absorption correction DIFABS SADABS
T : 1.01 1.0max

T : 0.97 0.455478min
2Refinement on uF u uF u

Refined parameters 109 489
R 0.063 0.0441

a bR 0.075 0.0939w
23˚r (e A ) 1.47 1.220max
23˚r (e A ) 20.59 21.982min

Software MolEN SHELXTL-93
a 2 2 2 21w5[s (Fo) 1(0.020Fo) 11.000) .
b 2 2 2 21 2 2w5[s (Fo) 1(0.0446P) ] , where P5((Fo) 12(Fc) ) /3.
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was applied. The Bi atom was determined by direct
methods, other non-hydrogen atoms were obtained from
the subsequent difference Fourier map. The bismuth atom Table 3

˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for complex 2was refined anisotropically, and other non-hydrogen atoms
were refined isotropically, whereas hydrogen atoms were Bi(1)–S(2) 2.660(3) Bi(2)–S(17) 2.666(4)

˚ Bi(1)–S(6) 2.672(4) Bi(2)–S(16) 2.806(4)placed in geometrically calculated positions (C–H 0.95 A),
Bi(1)–S(7) 2.833(4) Bi(2)–S(11) 2.841(3)which were not subsequently refined. All calculations were
Bi(1)–S(1) 2.834(4) Bi(2)–S(11c) 3.094(4)

performed on a COMPAQ PL4/50 computer using the Bi(1)–S(1b) 3.107(4) Bi(2)–S(16d) 3.099(4)
Bi(1)–S(7a) 3.138(4) S(11)–C(7) 1.743(13)MolEN program package [19]. Non-hydrogen scattering
S(1)–C(1) 1.746(12) S(11)–Bi(2c) 3.095(4)factors were taken from Cromer and Waber [20].
S(1)–Bi(1b) 3.107(4) S(12)–C(8) 1.728(13)
S(2)–C(2) 1.720(14) S(13)–C(9) 1.74(2)
S(3)–C(3) 1.725(13) S(13)–C(7) 1.743(12)1.5. Structure determination of h[Et N] [Bi (dmit) ]?4 2 2 4
S(3)–C(1) 1.741(13) S(14)–C(9) 1.698(14)Et Oj (2)2 n S(4)–C(3) 1.721(13) S(14)–C(8) 1.741(13)
S(4)–C(2) 1.757(12) S(15)–C(9) 1.653(13)
S(5)–C(3) 1.643(13) S(16)–C(10) 1.758(13)The crystal chosen for data collection had dimensions
S(6)–C(4) 1.744(13) S(16)–Bi(2d) 3.099(4)0.130.130.50 mm. The raw data were collected at room
S(7)–C(5) 1.748(14) S(17)–C(11) 1.719(13)

temperature on a Siemens SMART-CCD area diffractome- S(8)–C(6) 1.711(13) S(18)–C(12) 1.713(13)
S(8)–C(4) 1.756(13) S(18)–C(10) 1.734(13)ter. Intensities were corrected for Lorentz and Polarization
S(9)–C(6) 1.750(14) S(19)–C(12) 1.709(13)effects correction was applied. A total of 4312 reflections
S(9)–C(S) 1.760(12) S(19)–C(11) 1.750(12)

with I.2s(I) of the 7543 unique reflections were used to S(10)–C(6) 1.636(12) S(20)–C(12) 1.668(13)
C(1)–C(2) 1.36(2) C(7)–C(8) 1.36(2)solve the structure by using the SHELXTL program [21].
C(4)–C(S) 1.32(2) C(10)–C(11) 1.36(2)The atoms of the anion were refined with anisotropically
Bi(2)–S(12) 2.659(4)

temperature factors. The positions of the hydrogen atoms S(2)–Bi(1)–S(1) 76.66(10) S(12)–Bi(2)–S(11) 76.88(11)
˚ S(6)–Bi(1)–S(1) 84.16(11) S(17)–Bi(2)–S(11) 83.17(11)were generated geometrically (C–H bond fixed at 0.96 A),

S(7)–Bi(1)–5(1) 152.51(10) s(1E;)–51(2)–S(11) 152.30(10)
S(2)–Bi(1)–S(6) 89.57(12) S(12)–51(2)–S(17) 89.41(11)
S(2)–Bi(1)–5(7) 83.05(11) S(12)–Bi(2)–S(16) 83.87(12)
S(6)–Bi(1)–S(7) 77.26(11) S(17)–Bi(2)–S(16) 76.84(11)

Table 2 S(2)–Bi(1)–S(1b) 73.65(10) S(12)–Bi(2)–S(11c) 74.27(10)
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for complex 1 S(6)–Bi(1)–S(1b) 161.53(9) S(17)–Bi(2)–S(11c) 162.14(10)

S(7)–Bi(1)–S(1b) 92.77(11) S(16)–Bi(2)–S(11c) 93.91(10)
Bi–S(1) 2.66(1) S(4)–C(1) 1.83(5) S(1)–Bi(1)–S(1b) 99.00(10) S(11)–Bi(2)–S(11c) 99.71(10)
Bi–S(2) 3.11(1) S(4)–C(3) 1.73(6) S(2)–Bi(1)–S(7a) 159.93(10) S(12)–Bi(2)–S(16d) 160.65(10)
Bi–S(2a) 2.80(1) S(5)–C(3) 1.64(6) S(6)–Bi(1)–S(7a) 72.59(10) S(11)–Bi(2)–S(16d) 92.82(10)
Bi–S(6) 2.66(1) S(6)–C(4) 1.76(5) S(7)–Bi(1)–S(7a) 101.30(9) S(11c)–Bi(2)–S(16d) 124.16(10)
Bi–S(7) 2.87(1) S(7)–C(5) 1.66(5) S(1)–Bi(1)–S(7a) 92.09(10) C(7)–S(11)–Bi(2) 95.4(4)

S(1b)–Bi(1)–S(7a) 125.16(9) C(7)–S(11)–Bi(2c) 101.2(4)Bi–S(7a) 3.08(1) S(8)–C(4) 1.66(5)
C(1)–S(1)–Bi(1) 95.3(4) Bi(2)–S(11)–Bi(2c) 80.29(10)S(1)–C(1) 1.73(5) S(8)–C(6) 1.76(5)
C(1)–S(1)–Bi(1b) 101.9(4) C(8)–S(12)–Bi(2) 98.8(5)S(2)–C(2) 1.76(4) S(9)–C(5) 1.78(5)
Bi(1)–5(1)–Bi(1b) 81.00(10) C(9)–S(13)–C(7) 97.8(6)S(3)–C(2) 1.77(4) S(9)–C(6) 1.67(5)
C(2)–S(2)–Bi(1) 98.5(4) C(9)–5(14)–C(8) 99.1(7)

S(3)–C(3) 1.70(6) S(10)–C(6) 1.64(5) C(3)–S(3)–C(1) 99.0(6) C(10)–S(16)–Bi(2) 96.5(4)
S(1)–Bi–S(2) 79.3(4) Bi–S(7)–C(5) 87(2) C(3)–S(4)–C(2) 99.5(6) C(10)–S(16)–Bi(2d) 100.5(4)
S(1)–Bi–S(2a) 81.8(4) C(4)–S(8)–C(6) 98(2) C(4)–S(6)–Bi(1) 97.8(5) Bi(2)–S(16)–Bi(2d) 80.68(11)
S(1)–Bi–S(6) 81.8(4) C(5)–S(9)–C(6) 103(2) C(5)–S(7)–Bi(1) 95.3(4) C(12–S(17)–Bi(2) 98.8(4)
S(1)–Bi–S(7) 150.8(4) S(1)–C(1)–S(4) 114(3) C(6)–S(8)–C(4) 98.8(7) C(12)–S(18)–C(10) 97.7(6)

C(6)–S(9)–C(S) 98.1(7) C(12)–S(19)–C(11) 98.7(6)S(1)–Bi–S(7a) 82.4(4) S(1)–C(1)–C(2) 133(4)
C(2)–C(1)–S(3) 116.2(10) C(8)–C(7)–S(11) 126.0(9)S(2)–Bi–S(6) 92.0(5) S(4)–C(1)–C(2) 113(4)
C(2)–C(1)–5(1) 125.1(11) C(8)–C(7)–S(13) 115.7(9)S(2)–Bi–S(7a) 161.0(4) S(2)–C(2)–S(3) 115(2)
S(3)–C(1)–5(1) 118.7(7) S(1:)–C(7)–S(13) 118.2(8)S(2)–Bi–S(2a) 88.2(3) S(2)–C(2)–C(1) 125(4)
C(1)–C(2)–S(2) 127.5(10) C(7)–C(8)–S(12) 126.9(10)

S(6)–Bi–S(7a) 90.4(4) S(3)–C(2)–C(1) 120(3) C(1)–C(2)–S(4) 114.0(10) C(7)–C(8)–S(14) 115.0(9)
S(2a)–Bi–S(7a) 85.9(4) S(3)–C(3)–S(4) 113(3) S(2)–C(2)–S(4) 118.4(7) S(12)–C(8)–S(14) 118.2(8)
S(2a)–Bi–S(6) 163.2(4) S(3)–C(3)–S(5) 125(3) S(5)–C(3)–S(4) 124.5(8) S(15)–C(9)–S(14) 123.6(9)
S(2a)–Bi–S(7) 123.1(3) S(4)–C(3)–S(5) 121(3) S(5)–C(3)–S(3) 124.3(8) S(15)–C(9)–S(13) 124.0(9)
S(2a)–Bi–S(7a) 84.1(4) S(6)–C(4)–S(8) 118(3) S(4)–C(3)–S(3) 111.2(7) S(14)–C(9)–S(13) 112.3(7)

C(S)–C(4)–S(6) 127.8(10) C(11)–C(10)–S(18) 116.9(10)S(6)–Bi–S(7) 73.6(4) S(6)–C(4)–C(5) 120(4)
C(s)–C(4)–S(8) 116.2(10) C(11)–C(10)–S(16) 124.2(10)S(6)–Bi–S(7) 90.4(4) S(8)–C(4)–C(5) 121(4)
S(6)–C(4)–S(8) 116.0(8) S(18)–C(10)–S(16) 118.9(7)S(7)–Bi–S(7a) 112.8(4) S(7)–C(5)–S(9) 121(3)
C(4)–C(S)–S(7) 126.6(10) C(10)–C(11)–S(17) 127.8(10)Bi–S(1)–C(1) 94(2) S(7)–C(5)–C(4) 132(4)
C(4)–C(S)–S(9) 115.5(10) C(10)–C(11)–S(19) 113.8(10)

Bi–S(2)–C(2) 93(1) S(9)–C(5)–C(4) 107(3) S(7)–C(S)–S(9) 117.8(8) S(17)–C(11)–S(19) 118.4(7)
C(2)–S(3)–C(3) 97(2) S(8)–C(6)–S(9) 111(3) S(10)–C(6)–S(8) 124.3(9) S(20)–C(12)–S(19) 123.6(8)
C(1)–S(4)–C(3) 97(2) S(8)–C(6)–S(10) 121(3) S(10)–C(6)–S(9) 124.4(8) S(20)–C(12)–S(18) 123.6(8)
Bi–S(6)–C(4) 110(2) S(9)–C(6)–S(10) 127(3) S(8)–C(6)–S(9) 111.3(7) S(19)–C(12)–S(18) 112.8(7)
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assigned isotropic thermal parameters, and allowed to ride Complexes 1 and 2 have been characterized by X-ray
their respective parent C atoms before the final cycle of crystallography. Crystal data are presented in Table 1.
least-squares refinements. Selected bond distances and angles for complexes 1 and 2

are listed in Tables 2 and 3. The anion in complex 1 is
polymeric, possessing a unique one-dimensional structure.

2. Results and discussion The structure of the anion of complex 1 is shown in Fig. 1,
n2the anion [Bi(dmit) ] can be thought of as a polymeric2 n

The reaction of BiI with Na dmit in methanol solution chain with the basic repeating unit Bi(dmit) , in which the3 2 2

in the presence of excess amount of Et NBr lead to the Bi atom is coordinated by six sulfur atoms from dmit4

formation of complex 1. Whereas the precipitate of 1 ligands, the resulting geometry around the Bi atom being
reacting with K S in DMF results in the formation of the distorted octahedral. The distortion of the octahedron can2 x

2complex 2 at room temperature. Complexes 1 and 2 are partly be explained by the stereochemically active 6s lone
31stable and remain unaffected by atmosphere oxygen and pair of Bi . In accordance with the VSEPR (Valence-

moisture for a prolonged period. Shell Electron Pair Repulsion) model [22–25], lone pair-

Fig. 1. (a) The ORTEP drawing of the repeating unit Bi(dmit) of complex 1. (b) The one-dimensional structure of the polymeric anion of complex 2.2
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Fig. 2. (a) The ORTEP drawing of the repeating unit Bi (dmit) of complex 2. (b) The quasi two-dimensional network of the polymeric anion of complex 22 4
˚through S???S contacts shorter than 3.7 A.
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Abstract

The reaction of tetrasodium calix[4]arenesulfonate with lead(II) nitrate gives a complex with 2:1 metal–ligand stoichiometry. The
complex has been characterized by elemental and X-ray crystal structure analysis. The latter reveals a layered structure consisting of
alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic layers. All Pb(II) ions have different coordination environments and show an unusually high
degree of hydration in the solid state.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Lead; Complex; Calix[4]arenesulfonate; Organic clay; X-ray structure

1. Introduction compounds to clay minerals. Also, this is the first crystal
structure of a lead compound in which a high number of

Recently there has been an increasing interest in the water molecules bind to Pb(II) in the solid state [21].
development of new water-soluble chelating agents for
Pb-212 due to the fact that its daughter, Bi-212, is an
a-emitter with possible applications as a radioim-
munotherapeutic agent [1–6]. The currently available 2. Experimental
chelating agents fail to survive the Pb-212 to Bi-212
transition which is accompanied by high energy g-radiation Lead(II) nitrate (Baker’s Analyzed) was used without
[7]. This has prompted us to search for ligands which can further purification. Tetrasodium calix[4]arenesulfonate
survive that transition. One such class of compounds was prepared as described elsewhere [14]. Elemental
currently under investigation is that of water-soluble analyses were performed by Galbraith Laboratories, Inc. in
calixarenes [8]. The chemistry of calix[n]arenesulfonates Knoxville, TN, USA.
(n54,5,6,8) has been intensively investigated in recent
years [9–20], due to their tendency to bind metal ions both
in water solution and the solid state. The presence of two 2.1. Preparation of calix[4]arenesulfonate complex of
coordination sites – a phenolic and a sulfonate one – lead(II)
allows different coordination modes and therefore presents
an interesting opportunity to study the coordination To a solution of lead(II) nitrate (0.22 mmol) in water (2

3chemistry of hydrated metal ions. Here we report the cm ), sodium calix[4]arenesulfonate (0.1 mmol) in water
3preparation and single crystal X-ray structure of the (2 cm ) was added and the mixture was stored in a

lead(II) complex of calix[4]arenetetrasulfonic acid which refrigerator for 4 h. The resulting crystalline mass was
further demonstrates the similarity of these types of collected, carefully rinsed with cold water and dried in

vacuo; yield, 0.10 g, 38%. m.p. 2438C decomp. Calc. for
C H O Pb S : C, 25.6; H, 2.9. Found: C, 26.4; H,28 37.50 24.75 2 4

*Corresponding author. 2.6.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00393-3
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Table 22.2. Data collection, structure solution and refinement
˚Selected bond lengths in A for C H O Pb S28 37.50 24.75 2 4

ePb(1)–O(8) 2.750(11)s Pb(3)–O(13) 2.780(11)sA single crystal with dimensions 0.0330.1430.22 mm
Pb(1)–O(10) 2.739(10)s Pb(3)–O(21) 2.631(10)swas used for the structural investigation. Crystallographic

a cPb(1)–O(11) 2.738(11)s Pb(3)–O(24) 2.968(11)smeasurements were made at 173(2) K on a Siemens a cPb(1)–O(12) 2.775(11)s Pb(3)–O(26) 3.071(11)s
bSMART CCD area detector-equipped diffractometer. The Pb(1)–O(14) 2.536(11)s Pb(3)–O(37) 2.581(11)w

structure was solved and refined using SHELXTL V.5.2. A Pb(1)–O(22) 2.723(10)s Pb(3)–O(38) 2.480(11)w
Pb(1)–O(33) 2.686(10)w Pb(3)–O(39) 2.541(11)wsummary of data collection and refinement is given in
Pb(1)–O(34) 2.584(10)w Pb(3)–O(40) 2.561(12)wTable 1. Observed and calculated structure factors, aniso-

bPb(1)–O(44) 2.803(11)w Pb(4)–O(5) 2.663(9)stropic thermal parameters, atomic fractional coordinates, cPb(2)–O(6) 2.605(10)s Pb(4)–O(8) 3.138(11)s
c cand full lists of interatomic distances, bond angles and Pb(2)–O(24) 2.930(11)s Pb(4)–O(9) 2.891(11)s
c ftorsion angles are provided in the supplementary material. Pb(2)–O(25) 2.749(11)s Pb(4)–O(29) 2.734(11)s
dPb(2)–O(27) 2.757(11)s Pb(4)–O(41) 2.582(13)wSelected bond lengths are given in Table 2. Disorder of
dPb(2)–O(28) 2.591(10)s Pb(4)–O(42) 2.492(13)wsome of the water molecules was noted in the structure

Pb(2)–O(30) 2.468(13)s Pb(4)–O(43) 2.51(2)wsolution and resolved in the refinement of this complex.
Pb(2)–O(35) 2.521(12)w Pb(4)–O(44) 2.695(10)w

O(48) was found to be 50/50 disordered over two sites. *Pb(2)–O(36) 2.578(13)w Pb(4)–O(48A) 2.81(3)w
One site is within the coordination sphere of Pb(4), while

Coordinated oxygens from sulfonate or water are denoted with (s) or (w),˚the second site, ca. 1.2 A from the first, is too far from respectively.
Pb(4) to be considered in the primary coordination sphere. * 50% site occupancy.
Indeed, the water site O(49A) is tied to the position of Symmetry codes:

a 1.52x, y20.5, 1.52z.O(48A). O(49A) is hydrogen bonded to O(48A), but too
b x, y21, z.close to the alternate position of O(48B), thus O(49A) is c x, y11, z.

also present at 50% occupancy. The uncoordinated water d 0.52x, 0.51y, 1.52z.
˚ emolecule, O(50) was resolved into two positions 1.3 A 1.52x, 0.51y, 1.52z.

fapart and refined with 60% occupancy of the A site and 0.52x, 1.51y, 1.52z.

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement

Compound Pb [(SO ) calix[4]arene].8.75H O2 3 4 2

Color / shape Colorless /plate
Empirical formula C H O Pb S28 37.50 24.75 2 4

Formula weight 1312.70
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P2 /n1

˚Unit cell dimensions a524.4838(6) A a5908
˚(6002 reflections b511.8719(3) A b593.096(1)8
˚in full u range) c527.0765(7) A g5908

3˚Volume 7858.8(3) A
Z 8

21Absorption coefficient 8.864 mm
˚Radiation /wavelength MoKa (graphite monochrom.) /0.71073 A

F(000) 5052
0

u range for data collection 1.09 to 27.91
Index ranges 225#h#26, 215#k#13, 235#l#15
Reflections collected 24701
Independent /observed reflections 15806 (R 50.0716) /8541 ([I.2s(I) ])int

aAbsorption correction SADABS
Range of relat. transm. factors 1.00 and 0.64

2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 14200/0 /767

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.016
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0712, wR250.1465
R indices (all data) R150.1466, wR250.1868
Extinction coefficient 0.00013(2)

23˚Largest diff. peak and hole 10.546 and 22.741 e A
a Ref. [22].
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Fig. 1. Structure of C H O Pb S illustrating the bilayer arrangement of the calixarenes.28 37.50 24.75 2 4

140% occupancy of the B site. Final refinement of the es [9–19]. The thickness of the hydrated layer in the
˚structure included anisotropic refinement of all Pb and S compound is 7.57 A which is comparable to that found for

atoms and all O atoms except for O(30), O(41), and the other similar structures [9,11,14,17–19].
disordered oxygen atoms O(48–50). All carbon atoms All four leads are coordinated both by sulfonate oxygens
were isotropically refined to help alleviate the relatively and waters and have different coordination environments
small observed data /parameter ratio resulting from the as shown in Fig. 2. Each metal ion interacts with the
weakly diffracting nature of these crystals. [CCDC]. sulfonate groups of more than one calixarene molecule.

O(8), O(24) and O(44) act as bridging ligands. Pb(1) is
nonacoordinate tricapped trigonal prismatic while Pb(2) is

3. Discussion octacoordinate dodecahedral with no evidence of lone pair
activity in either. Pb(3) and Pb(4) appear to exhibit lone

The asymmetric unit consists of four lead ions, two pair activity. Pb(3) is 8-coordinate with two long sec-
calix[4]arenesulfonates and 17.5 waters (one of the waters ondary interactions Pb(3)???O(24)52.968(11) and Pb(3)???

˚has a 50% site occupancy). A perspective view of the O(26)53.071(11) A near the lone pair site. Pb(4) has a
layered structure of C H O Pb S is shown in Fig. 50% occupied site of water making it 8-coordinate 50% of28 37.50 24.75 2 4

1. The structure, divided into alternating hydrophilic and the time and 9-coordinate the other 50%. Again, two long
hydrophobic layers, resembles a bioorganic bilayer mem- secondary interactions Pb(4)???O(8)53.138(11) and Pb(4)?

˚brane. The hydrophobic layers contain the calix[4]arene ??O(9)52.891(11) A suggest lone pair activity.
units which are closely packed in an alternating ‘‘up’’ and It has been known that lead compounds have a low
‘‘down’’ fashion and held together by favorable van der water solubility in general [23] and, although hydrated
Waals forces. The OH bearing lower rims of the calixarene Pb(II) ions do exist in solution, none of the published
moieties fit in the holes created by an adjacent bilayer. The
hydrophilic layers consist of hydrated lead cations, nega-
tively charged sulfonate groups and free water molecules. 1The thickness of the hydrophilic layer is the distance between the planes
This striking similarity with the structure of clay minerals comprising the sulfur-bonded aromatic carbon atoms. For more details see
has been observed with other calixarenesulfonate complex- Ref. [9].
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Fig. 2. Four different coordination environments of Pb(II).
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Abstract

The novel mononuclear complex [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] has been isolated where the triazine ligand is acting in a didentate chelate mode.3

The metalloligand properties of this Re(I) complex were demonstrated when it reacts didentally either with the hReCl(CO) j fragment or3

with the [M(hfac) ] (M5Mn, Co, Cu; hfac5hexafluoroacetylacetonate ion) complexes, producing the homobinuclear2

[hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] and the heterobimetallic [(CO) ClRe(TPT)M(hfac) ] substances, respectively. In methanol solution the binuclear3 2 3 2

Re–TPT–Re complex forms the [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)]?MeOH complex, where a methoxide group seems to be interacting with the acidic3 2

triazine ring and the nitrogen atom of the uncoordinated pyridyl group is protonated. In general, the studies in solution of the dirhenium
Re–TPT–Re complex show evidence of its interaction with the solvent molecules apparently in an acid-base fashion. On the other hand,
the mixed-metal Re–TPT–M derivatives show dissociation reactions in solution generating the parent mononuclear [ReCl(CO) (TPT)]3

1compound and the [M(hfac) ] complexes. The systems under study were characterized through IR, H NMR and electronic spectroscopy,2

electrochemical and magnetic moment measurements.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Polypyridine complexes; Metal-carbonyl; 2,4,6-tris(2-pyridyl)-1,3,5-triazine; Synthesis; Rhenium(I) complexes; Tricarbonyl complexes

1. Introduction [ReCl(CO) (tpt)] complex. In turn, this tpt-based product3

behaves as a didentate metalloligand when it reacts with
The ligating properties of the asymmetric triazine ligand [M(hfac) ] (M5Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn; hfac52

3,5,6-tris(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazine (tpt, Fig. 1) in complex- hexafluoroacetylacetonate ion) species to give the
es containing hReCl(CO) j fragments has been previously heterobimetallic compounds [(CO) ClRe(tpt)M(hfac) ]. In3 3 2

studied by us [1]. The tpt ligand is coordinated through the these Re–tpt–M complexes the tpt–M binding occurs only
pyridyl N(1) and the triazine N(2) nitrogen atoms in the through the pyridyl N(19) and N(10) nitrogen atoms. In this

work we present the results of a number of related
reactions involving the hReCl(CO) j fragments now with3

the symmetric triazine ligand 2,4,6-tris(2-pyridyl)-1,3,5-
triazine (TPT, Fig. 1). Spectroscopic and electrochemical
evidence indicate that the TPT ligand reacts sequentially in
a chelating didentate fashion with the hReCl(CO) j frag-3

ments, first to give the mononuclear [ReCl(CO) (TPT)]3

compound and then the homobinuclear
[hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] complex. In addition, the mononu-3 2

Fig. 1. Structures and numbering system for the tpt and TPT ligands. clear [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] species also acts as a precursor3

for the synthesis of heterobinuclear derivatives of the form
*Tel.: 156-45-252627; fax: 156-45-252547; e-mail: jgranifo@ufro.cl [(CO) ClRe(TPT)M(hfac) ] (M5Mn, Co, Cu).3 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00394-5
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On the other hand, an unusual electrochemical behaviour 2.1. Synthesis of [ReCl(CO) (TPT)]3

of the TPT-based ruthenium(II) complexes [Ru(bpy) -2
3A methanolic (15 cm ) solution of [ReCl(CO) ] (0.200(TPT)](PF ) and [hRu(bpy) j (TPT)](PF ) (bpy52,29- 56 2 2 2 6 4

g, 0.553 mmol) and TPT?3H O (0.203 g, 0.553 mmol) wasbipyridine) has been recently reported [2]. In DMF solution, 2

refluxed under nitrogen for 4 h. The red crystals formedeach complex exhibits the first reduction as a one electron
2 were collected from the cooled mixture by filtration,TPT-centered process. However, this TPT/TPT redox

3washed with methanol (334 cm ), and dried in vacuoprocess in the mononuclear [Ru(bpy) (TPT)](PF )2 6 2

(0.28 g, 81.9% yield). The results of the elemental analysiscomplex appears unexpectedly to less negative potentials
are presented in Table 1.relative to the binuclear [hRu(bpy) j (TPT)](PF ) ana-2 2 6 4

logue. By contrast, our findings on the difference of the
2.2. Synthesis of [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)]first reduction potentials, in CH Cl solution, between 3 22 2

[ReCl(CO) (TPT)] and [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] agree with3 3 2

The complex [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] (0.080 g, 0.129 mmol)the usual behaviour observed when mono- and binuclear 3
3systems based on polypyridyl bridging ligands are com- was dissolved in CH Cl (80 cm ) and then mixed with2 2

pared. [ReCl(CO) (MeCN) ] (0.050 g, 0.129 mmol) dissolved in3 2
3CH Cl (20 cm ). The resulting mixture was stirred for2 2

0.5 h. The dark red-brown solution was then filtered,
32. Experimental diethyl ether (100 cm ) was added to this solution with

stirring. Dark-brown needle like crystals precipitated upon
Reagent grade solvents were used for all preparations, standing for 2 h, which were washed with CH Cl –diethyl2 2

3[ReCl(CO) ], [Mn(hfac) ?3H O, [Co(hfac) ]?3H O and ether (1:1 in volume; 435 cm ). Yield 0.085 g (71.3%).5 2 2 2 2

[Cu(hfac) ?H O were obtained from the Aldrich Chemical The results of the elemental analysis are presented in Table2 2

Company. The [ReCl(CO) (MeCN) ] complex [3] and the 1.3 2

TPT?3H O ligand [4] were isolated according to literature2

methods. IR spectra were registered as solid KBr samples 2.3. Synthesis of [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)]?CH OH3 2 3

on a Bruker Model IFS-55 FTIR instrument. The elec-
tronic spectra were obtained on a Spectronic 3000 diode Vigorous stirring was used to dissolve

1array spectrophotometer. H NMR spectra were performed [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] (0.050 g, 0.054 mmol) in methanol3 2
3on a Bruker AC-250 P instrument. All peak positions are (30 cm ). The yellow solution was filtered, and then

3relative to TMS. Magnetic susceptibilities at room tem- transferred to a 50 cm round bottom flask fitted with a
perature were measured by the Faraday method using a ground-glass stopper. A red microcrystalline product pre-
Cahn RM-2 balance. Cyclic voltammograms were obtained cipitated upon standing for 48 h. The solid was isolated by
in CH Cl or MeCN containing 0.10 M TBAPF as filtration and air-dried. Yield 0.018 g (35.5%). The results2 2 6

supporting electrolyte. The three electrode measurements of the elemental analysis are presented in Table 1.
were carried out with a Wenking Potentioscan POS-73 and
a X-Y recorder. A platinum-disk working electrode, a 2.4. Synthesis of [(CO) ClRe(TPT)M(hfac) ]3 2

platinum wire auxiliary electrode, and a AgCl /Ag refer- (M5Mn, Co, Cu)
ence electrode (with internal reference ferrocenium/fer-
rocene) were used in the cyclic voltammetry experiments. All these complexes were isolated by reaction of

Table 1
Analytical data, IR spectra, visible spectra and magnetic moments for the rhenium complexes

a 21 b cCompound Analysis (%) IR (cm ) l (´) mmax eff

n(CO) (m )B

C H N
d e[ReCl(CO) (TPT)] 40.63(40.81) 1.92(1.96) 13.21(13.60) 2017, 1915, 1874 432(4750) ; 445 –3
d[hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] 31.17(31.21) 1.37(1.31) 8.95(9.10) 2024, 1910(br) 495(7720) –3 2

f[hReCl(CO) j (TPT)]?MeOH 31.23(31.42) 1.85(1.69) 8.47(8.79) 2017, 1895(br) 386(7560), 460(7700) –3 2
e[(CO) ClRe(TPT)Mn(hfac) ] 34.56(34.25) 1.43(1.30) 7.90(7.73) 2033, 1945, 1900 478 6.13 2
e[(CO) ClRe(TPT)Co(hfac) ] 34.28(34.13) 1.42(1.29) 7.82(7.70) 2032, 1936, 1918 478 4.93 2
e[(CO) ClRe(TPT)Cu(hfac) ] 34.25(33.98) 1.33(1.29) 7.89(7.67) 2022, 1936, 1915 472 1.83 2

a Required values are given in parentheses.
b KBr discs, all bands are strong.
c

l in nm. ´ values in M/cm.max
d In CH Cl solution.2 2
e Solid state. Nujol mull.
f In MeOH solution.
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[ReCl(CO) (TPT)] with [M(hfac) ] (M5Mn, Co, Cu) in3 2

CH Cl . The preparation below is typical.2 2

[(CO) ClRe(TPT)Co(hfac) ]. A solution of3 2

[ReCl(CO) (TPT)] (0.062 g, 0.100 mmol) and3

[Co(hfac) ]?3H O (0.053 g, 0.100 mmol) in CH Cl (452 2 2 2
3cm ) was stirred for 2 h. The dark-red solution was then

filtered and evaporated to dryness. The brown-red oily
3solid was dissolved in CH Cl (10 cm ). With the addition2 2

3of 30 cm of petroleum ether (40–608C fraction) brown
needle like crystals precipitated. The solid was filtered and

3washed with 30 cm of a mixture of petroleum ether
(40–608C fraction)–CH Cl (3:1). Yield 0.075 g (68.7%).2 2

The results of the elemental analyses of this Co product
and those for the crystalline Mn (dark-red, 77.9% yield)
and Cu (brown, 60.8% yield) analogues are presented in
Table 1.

Fig. 2. Structure of the complex [ReCl(CO) (TPT)].3

chemical shifts of the remaining non-bonded pyridyl ring
B, adjacent to the rhenium centre, are similar to those of3. Results and discussion
the ring C except for the upfield shift that experiences
H(39) [8.22 ppm] relative to H(30) [8.80 ppm]. It is likely3.1. The mononuclear complex [ReCl(CO) (TPT)]3

that the shielding of the H(39) proton results as a conse-
quence of its interaction with the coordinated ReCl(CO)The mononuclear complex [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] was pre- 33

fragment.pared easily by treatment of [ReCl(CO) ] with TPT in5

The electronic spectrum in the visible region of therefluxing methanol in the molar ratio 1:1. The crystalline
[ReCl(CO) (TPT)] complex shows an intense and broadorange-red compound [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] is air stable and 33

solvent dependent absorption that occurs at 432 nm insoluble in organic solvents such as dichloromethane,
dichloromethane solution (Table 1 and Fig. 3). This isacetone and benzene, slightly soluble in methanol and
assigned as a TPT(p*)←Re(dp) metal-to-ligand chargeinsoluble in light petroleum. The solid state IR spectrum of
transfer (MLCT) transition due to its similarity with that ofthe [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] complex agrees with a facial3

the tpt derivative [ReCl(CO) (tpt)] at 445 nm [1]. Theconfiguration of the carbonyl groups (Table 1) [5]. 3
1 slight blue shift of the TPT(p*)←Re(dp) band relative toThe room temperature H NMR spectrum of the

that of the tpt complex is caused by the effect of the[ReCl(CO) (TPT)] complex (Table 2), in CD Cl , was3 2 2

difference in s- and p-bonding properties between theassigned by using 2D COSY measurements and by com-
triazine ligands [7]. This is evidenced by electrochemicalparison with the spectrum of the free TPT ligand [6]. In the
measurements in CH Cl (Table 3), which reveal that theCOSY spectrum of [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] appear three sepa- 2 23

I IIrate sets of four resonances which may be assigned to three irreversible oxidation Re /Re process for the TPT-based
different pyridyl groups (Fig. 2). The coordinated A ring complex is shifted towards less positive potentials than the
protons appear as the two low-field superimposed doublets tpt-based complex (0.92 versus 1.02 V [1]), thus indicating
at 9.08 [H(6) and H(3)] ppm coupled with the triplet at a better s donation in TPT [7]. Likewise, the reversible

27.75 [H(5)] ppm and the overlapping multiplet at 8.27 first TPT-centered (TPT/TPT ) reduction of the
[H(4)] ppm. These signals are shifted downfield with [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] complex also shifts to a more negative3

respect to those corresponding to the other rings (B and C) potential with respect to that of the [ReCl(CO) (tpt)]3

and those of the free ligand. The resonances of the non- complex (21.30 versus 21.17 V [1]). But, now the
coordinated pyridine ring C are essentially unshifted with magnitude of this shift (0.13 V) is slightly greater in
respect to those of the uncomplexed ligand TPT. The energy relative to that of the oxidation process (0.10 V).

Table 2
1 aH NMR chemical shifts , in CD Cl , of the TPT ligand and the rhenium(I) complexes2 2

Compound H(6) H(5) H(4) H(3) H(69) H(59) H(49) H(39) H(60) H(50) H(40) H(30)

TPT 8.90, dd 7.55, m 7.98, td 8.80, d
[ReCl(CO) (TPT)] 9.08, d 7.75, t 8.27, m 9.08, d 8.88, d 7.63, m 8.03, m 8.22, m 8.92, d 7.61, m 7.99, m 8.80, d3

[hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] 9.11, d 7.85, m 8.32, td 9.04, d 8.99, d 7.74, m 8.14, td 7.96, d 9.11, d 7.85, m 8.32, td 9.04, d3 2

a Shifts are in ppm from TMS.
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Hence, the LUMO–HOMO gap in the TPT complex (2.22
V) appears having a certain extent upward in energy than
the tpt system (2.19 V) probably as a consequence of a
better p-acceptor capacity of TPT [7]. On the other hand,
the CT TPT(p*)←Re(dp) transition of the
[ReCl(CO) (TPT)] complex is red shifted when the sol-3

vent polarity decreases. The evaluation of this solvato-
¯chromic behaviour by plotting the n absorption ener-MLCT

*gies versus the E parameter [8] (Table 4) gives aMLCT

¯straight line that follows the equation n 5 A 1 B ?MLCT
21*E (A521 526, B52686 cm , r50.988). The relatedMLCT

tpt complex [ReCl(CO) (tpt)] shows a similar solvato-3

chromic tendency in the same solvents (Table 4; A5
2120 622, B52907 cm , r50.974). The slopes B, i.e. the

solvent sensitivities, of the TPT and tpt complexes are
almost the same within the experimental error, indicating
that in this specific case the different distribution of the
nitrogen atoms in the azine rings has no significant effect
on the interaction with the solvents.

3.2. The homobinuclear complex [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)]3 2
Fig. 3. Electronic spectra of (1) [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] in CH Cl , (2)3 2 2

[hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] in CH Cl and (3) [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] in3 2 2 2 3 2 The [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] complex reacts with3MeOH.
[ReCl(CO) (MeCN) ] in CH Cl solution in the molar3 2 2 2

Table 3
aElectrochemical potentials for the rhenium(I) complexes

b,cCompound Potentials (V versus ferrocene / ferrocenium) Solvent
I II 2 2 22 I 0Re /Re TPT/TPT TPT /TPT Re /Re

[ReCl(CO) (TPT)] 0.92 (irr) 21.30(60) 21.95(irr) DCM3

0.94 (irr) 21.23(60) 21.81 (irr) MeCN
[hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] 1.17 (irr) 20.76(65) 21.57(70) 21.99 (irr) DCM3 2

1.06 (irr) 20.72(60) 21.45(60) 21.84 (irr) MeCN
[(CO) ClRe(TPT)Co(hfac) ] 1.02 (irr) 20.82(70) 21.46(60) 21.77 (irr) DCM3 2

d
21.29(80)

a Cyclic voltammograms recorded at 100 mV/s.
b Peak to peak separation (mV) are given in parentheses; irr5irreversible.
c Redox processes assigned according to Ref. [10].
d Low intensity wave due to the [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] complex (see text).3

Table 4
21¯Low-energy visible absorption maxima (n , cm ) of the complexes [ReCl(CO) (tpt)], [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] and [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] in severalMLCT 3 3 3 2

solvents
a b c*Solvent (E ) (E ; C ) ReCl(CO) (tpt)] [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)]LMCT B B 3 3 3 2

Benzene (0.34) (0.70; 0.45) 21 410 22 470 19 800
CHCl (0.42) (–) 22 170 22 780 25 000 sh; 22 1703

THF (0.59) (1.86; 1.29) 22 270 22 990 25 000 sh; 21 830
CH Cl (0.67) (–) 22 470 23 150 20 2002 2

Acetone (0.82) (1.74; 1.26) 23 040 23 810 25 640 sh; 21 830
MeCN (0.98) (1.64; 0.71) 23 370 24 160 21 500

dDMSO (1.00) (2.40; 1.47) 23 640 24 270 25 910; 22 220
a *Solvent parameters (E ) from Ref. [8].MLCT
b Drago’s parameters (E ; C ) from Refs. [11,12].B B
c Ref. [1].
d Similar spectrum is observed in DMF (E 52.19; C 51.31).B B
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ratio 1:1 to give the homobinuclear complex level of the bridging ligand of the monometallic species
[hReCl(CO) j (TPT)]. The IR spectrum shows two strong when it interacts with the second metal moiety [10]. This3 2

carbonyl stretching bands, the lower frequency band is argument is confirmed here through the cyclic voltammetry
broad (Table 1). This pattern indicates the existence of a results either in CH Cl or MeCN (Table 3). For instance,2 2

2facial geometry of the carbonyl groups in the two in CH Cl solution, the reversible TPT/TPT ligand2 2
1hReCl(CO) j units [5]. The H NMR spectrum of the centered first reduction of the monometallic complex3

[hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] complex in CD Cl exhibits two appears shifted by 0.54 V towards more cathodic potentials3 2 2 2

sets (intensity ratio 2:1) of four resonances assignable to than the bimetallic species. Similarly, the
I IIthe 12 pyridyl protons of the TPT ligand (Table 2). The [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] complex undergo Re /Re oxidation at3

relation of intensities agree with two coordinated pyridyl a potential 0.25 V less positive versus the corresponding
rings and one uncoordinated pyridyl ring. The possible [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] complex. Thus, the bimetallic com-3 2

2configuration of the complex is shown in Fig. 4 where the pound under study presents a TPT/TPT reduction and a
I IIsecond hReCl(CO) j fragment is associated with the Re /Re oxidation that occur at more positive potentials3

pyridyl ring C. The same configuration has been assumed than the monometallic system. But, this positive shift is
in the TPT-based complex [hRuCl (CO) j (TPT)] [9], more favorable in the reduction process by about 0.29 V2 2 2

since in this situation the steric hindrance between the than the oxidation process. This difference implies that a
pyridyl ring C with the other molecular parts is small smaller LUMO–HOMO gap occurs in the bimetallic
(considering the ring B does not acquire a coplanar complex (due mainly to the great stabilization of the its
orientation with the other two rings); if the coordination of LUMO p* orbitals) than in the monometallic system.
the second hReCl(CO) j fragment occurs through the ring The dissolution of the [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] complex in3 3 2

B a strong steric interaction is present between the MeOH produces significant changes in the visible spec-
hydrogen H(39) of the pyridyl ring B with the trum in comparison with the above in CH Cl , benzene or2 2

hReCl(CO) j unit bonded to the ring A. MeCN; the broad band is replaced by two strong absorp-3

The air stable bimetallic complex [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] tions in MeOH (Table 1 and Fig. 3). Besides, on standing3 2

is soluble in CH Cl and MeCN, and sparingly soluble in concentrated methanolic solutions of this new bimetallic2 2

benzene. The electronic spectra of these solutions are compound induces the precipitation of the methanol com-
characterized by a broad lowest energy band in the visible plex [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)]?MeOH. The reversibility of3 2

region (e.g., in CH Cl solution: Table 1 and Fig. 3). This this formation process is demonstrated when the final2 2

band follows a similar solvatochromic tendency to that spectrum of a CH Cl solution of the monomethanol2 2

observed with the CT TPT(p*)←Re(dp) transition of the compound is that of the parent [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)]3 2

mononuclear complex [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] in these solvents complex in this solvent. Conversely, if to a CH Cl3 2 2

(Table 4). Furthermore, this low-energy MLCT transition solution of the parent bimetallic species are added a few
in the binuclear complex appears red-shifted compared drops of MeOH the initial spectrum changes slowly
with that of the mononuclear species. Shifts such as these towards that in MeOH with isosbestic points at 288, 340
have been attributed mainly to the stabilization of the p* and 480 nm. Apparently, the formation of the mono-

methanol compound could be similar to that observed in
the closely related diruthenium system
[hRuCl (CO) j (TPT)]?MeOH [9] (a solvate molecule of2 2 2

MeOH is not included in this formula), where the MeOH
produces a methoxide group bonded to the triazine ring (at
the same carbon atom which is bonded to the uncoordi-
nated pyridyl group of the TPT ligand) and the protonation
of the non bonded pyridyl nitrogen.

Electronic spectra similar to that obtained in MeOH for
the bimetallic complex [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] are observed3 2

in solvents such as DMSO and DMF. But, in the case of
CHCl , THF and acetone the higher energy band appears3

as a shoulder of that at lower energy (Table 4). Indeed,
there is in general an unexpected different solvent be-
haviour of this bimetallic complex compared to the parent
monometallic complex. This is presumably due to the
significant increase of the induced partial positive charge
on the TPT ligand on passing from the Re–TPT to the
Re–TPT–Re (according to the above electrochemicalFig. 4. The coordination mode of the TPT ligand in the homobinuclear
data). Thus, the existence of an equilibrium between thecomplex [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] (M5Re) and the heterobinuclear com-3 2

plexes [(CO) ClRe(TPT)M(hfac) ] (M5Mn, Co, Cu). acidic homobinuclear complex and the solvent molecules3 2
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to form an acid-base adduct can be proposed. The strength [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] species (Table 1). This result can be3 2

of this interaction can be classified according to the explained considering the presence in solution of the
observed characteristics of the electronic spectra on each monomer [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] and the heterobimetallic Re–3

solvent as weak (benzene, CH Cl , CH CN), medium TPT–Co compounds given place to the superposition of2 2 3

(CHCl , THF, acetone) and strong (DMSO and DMF). their respective MLCT bands. The electrochemical mea-3

This solvents solvent classification correlates with the surements are more clear about this situation. Thus, the
available parameters for bases E and C (for electrostatic cyclic voltammogram of the Re–TPT–Co species (TableB B

and covalent interactions, respectively, Table 4) proposed 3) shows the overlapping of high and low intensity redox
by Drago et al. [11,12]. Accordingly, increasing the processes that can be understood by comparison to its
magnitude of the E and C parameters increases the monometallic precursor [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] and theB B 3

acid-base interaction leading to a more stable adducts. bimetallic [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] complex. The high in-3 2

tensity redox processes follow a closely similar pattern to
3.3. The heterobimetallic complexes that of the TPT-bridged [hReCl(CO) j (TPT)] complex3 2

[(CO) ClRe(TPT)M(hfac) ] (M5Mn, Co, Cu) and then they are attributed to the heterobimetallic Re–3 2

TPT–Co complex. The reversible and non-superimposed
Reaction of the metalloligand [ReCl(CO) (TPT)] with low intensity wave at 21.29 V is clearly related to the first3

2[M(hfac) ] (M5Mn, Co, Cu) in CH Cl solution yields ligand-centered reduction TPT/TPT at 21.30 V of the2 2 2

crystalline solids of formula [(CO) ClRe(TPT)M(hfac) ]. rhenium(I) monometallic precursor complex.3 2

These new mixed-metal compounds show the pattern of
three strong CO stretching frequencies (Table 1) that
confirm the facial disposition for the rhenium tricarbonyl Acknowledgements
moieties. Besides, the magnetic moments agree with an
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Abstract

∧ ∧Platinum and palladium complexes of the type [MCl (P P)] (P P5dppm, dppe, dppp) react with P(OMe) at low temperatures to2 3
∧ 21 31generate the bis(phosphite) species [M(P P)hP(OMe) j ] , which have been characterized by P NMR spectroscopy at low3 2

∧temperatures. On warming, the [M(P P)hP(OMe) j ]Cl complexes undergo an Arbuzov-like reaction to generate the bis(phosphonate)3 2 2
∧derivatives [M(P P)hP(O)(OMe) j ], which have been characterized by elemental analysis and NMR spectroscopy. The platinum2 2
∧complexes with P P5dppe and dppp have been characterized in the solid state by single crystal X-ray diffraction; each complex exhibits

square planar geometry about the metal center. [Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) j ][PF ] was isolated by performing the reaction of [PtCl (dppe)] with3 2 6 2 2

P(OMe) in the presence of 2 mol equiv. of TlPF , whereas the mixed phosphite–phosphonate complex3 6

[Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) jhP(O)(OMe) j]PF was prepared by carrying out the reaction in the presence of only 1 mol equiv. of TlPF .3 2 6 6
31Formation of the phosphite complexes is rapid and quantitative for both metals, as observed by low temperature P NMR spectroscopy.

At ambient temperature, an equilibrium exists between free and coordinated phosphite, the latter being favored for platinum but
apparently not for palladium. This results in formation of the phosphonate complexes being much faster for Pt than for Pd, unless a
considerable excess of P(OMe) is added. The demethylation reactions could be reversed by treating [Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ] or3 2 2

1 2[Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) jhP(O)(OMe) j]PF with Me O BF , although the reactions were not quantitative. Protonation of3 2 6 3 4
1 21[Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ][PF ] with HBF gave first [Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j H] and, finally, [Pt(dppe)hP(OH)(OMe) j ] .  19992 2 6 2 4 2 2 2 2

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Platinum; Palladium; Phosphonate; Phosphite; Arbusov; Demethylation

1. Introduction eties in order to maintain electroneutrality [2–8]. Neutral
1complexes, in contrast, do not typically contain such H

Metallophosphonate complexes have been known for a ions. The protons may be abstracted by base, and the free
number of years. Platinum complexes of the type metallophosphonates may serve as ligands to another
[PthP(O)(OR) j H ] have been prepared by reaction of transition metal center, including cobalt, nickel, copper and2 4 2

K PtCl with HP(O)(OR) [1] and subsequent displace- zinc.2 4 2

ment with dppe gave [Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OR) j ] [2]. The There have been several reports of an alternative ap-2 2

latter could be prepared alternatively by reaction of proach to metallophosphonates, namely reactions of transi-
[PtCl (dppe)] with AgOP(OR) . The palladium dimer tion metal halide complexes with tertiary phosphites2 2

[Pd (m-Cl) hP(O)(OR) j H ] was produced from [Pd (m- [9,10]. These reactions, metal-substituted versions of the2 2 2 4 2 2
3Cl) (h -C H Me) ] and HP(O)(OR) [3]. A recurring well-known Arbuzov reaction, have been observed for2 3 4 2 2

feature in complexes prepared from HP(O)(OR) is the complexes of metals including iron [11–14], cobalt2

presence of a hydrogen bridging between two P–O moi- [15,16], ruthenium [17,18], rhenium [19] and platinum
[20], and an intramolecular example involving a cobalt

* system has been reported recently [21]. The metal-me-Corresponding author. Fax: 1314-516-5342; e-mail:
ganderson@umsl.edu diated Arbuzov reaction has been shown to occur either by

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00395-7
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∧an ionic or a radical mechanism [10]. In the ionic (phosphonate)platinum complexes [PtCl(P P)-
∧mechanism, a halide is displaced from the metal center to hP(O)(OMe) j], bis(phosphonate) complexes [Pt(P P)-2

31generate a phosphite complex. Subsequent attack of halide hP(O)(OMe) j ] and unreacted starting material. P NMR2 2

on the coordinated phosphite leads to expulsion of an alkyl data for the mono(phosphonate) complexes are given in
195halide and generation of the metallophosphonate. There is Table 1. In each case, three resonances, with Pt satel-

2considerable evidence for the operation of this mechanism lites, were observed. A large J(P,P) coupling constant
1in some cases, and the intermediate metal phosphite (over 600 Hz) was found between the trans P atoms P and

3complex may be detected or even isolated. P , and two smaller couplings were seen between the pairs
2Trimethylphosphite complexes of platinum have been of P atoms cis to one another. The signal due to P

195shown to undergo single, double and even quadruple exhibits a coupling to Pt of around 3500 Hz, as
demethylation reactions to give metallophosphonate com- expected for a P atom lying opposite a relatively low
plexes [20]. Diphosphinepalladium and platinum phospho- trans-influence ligand such as chloride. Of the two mutual-
nate complexes have been prepared, but not by the ly trans P atoms, the phosphonate displays a much larger
demethylation route. The chloride-bridged palladium com- coupling than the tertiary phosphine, as observed previous-
plex [Pd (m-Cl) hP(O)(OMe) j H ] reacts with dppe, for ly [22].2 2 2 4 2

example, in the presence of AgPF to produce the cationic6

complex [Pd(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j H]PF , in which the2 2 6

bridging hydrogen is retained [22]. The platinum complex
[Pt(dppm)hP(O)(OMe) j ] has been generated by reaction2 2

of [PthP(O)(OMe) j H ] with dppm, and has been em-2 4 2

With two or more equiv. of P(OMe) , further reactionployed as an O,O-donor towards a number of organometal- 3

occurs to generate the bis(phosphonate) complexes quan-lic fragments [23].
∧titatively. Each complex of the type [Pt(P P)-In this paper, we report the reactions of diphosphinepal-

∧ 31ladium and platinum complexes of the type [MCl (P P)] hP(O)(OMe) j ] gave rise to two sets of signals in its P2 2 2

with P(OMe) , which result in demethylation of two NMR spectrum, each of which exhibited coupling to3
195phosphite ligands to generate the neutral metallophospho- platinum (Table 2). Excluding the Pt satellites, the four

∧ ∧nate species [M(P P)hP(O)(OMe) j ] (M5Pd, Pt; P P5 P atoms constituted an AA9XX9 spin system, giving rise to2 2

dppm, dppe, dppp). The intermediate phosphite complexes two ten-line patterns [24], and the spectra have been
∧ 21 31[M(P P)hP(OMe) j ] have been characterized by P simulated as such in each case. Each ten-line pattern was3 2

NMR spectroscopy at low temperatures, and have been dominated by the large coupling, in excess of 500 Hz,
isolated in one case. We also report the crystal structures of between mutually trans P atoms. Assuming this coupling

∧the platinum phosphonate derivatives [Pt(P P)- to be of positive sign [25], the cis coupling between the
∧hP(O)(OMe) j ] (P P5dppe, dppp). diphosphine and phosphonate P atoms must be negative2 2

(approx. 230 Hz) in all cases. The cis couplings between
the two P atoms of the diphosphine and between the two

2. Results and discussion phosphonate P atoms must be of the same sign (although
their absolute signs cannot be determined).

∧ ∧Treatment of CH Cl solutions of [PtCl (P P)] with 1 The analogous reactions of [PdCl (P P)] with 1 mol2 2 2 2
∧mol equiv. of P(OMe) resulted in mixtures of the mono- equiv. of P(OMe) also produced mixtures of [PdCl(P P)-3 3

Table 1

31 ) aP NMR parameters for the complexes [MCl(P P)hP(O)(OMe) j]2

∧ b b b 2 2 2M, P P d P d P d P J(P ,P ) J(P ,P ) J(P ,P )1 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 3

Pd, dppm 259.6 dd 235.9 dd 66.3 dd 99 766 21
Pd, dppe 39.2 dd 57.3 t 67.7 dd 25 678 25
Pd, dppp 25.1 dd 16.7 dd 64.8 dd 54 679 40
Pt, dppm 246.8 dd 244.7 d 58.3 d 50 650 15

(1364) (3467) (4122)
Pt, dppe 43.3 dd 41.3 dd 68.2 dd 7 600 22

(1772) (3803) (3924)
Pt, dppp 0.7 dd 21.9 dd 61.4 dd 28 598 21

(1613) (3722) (3856)
a Spectra were recorded for CDCl solutions at ambient temperature.3
b 1J(Pt,P) values are given in parentheses.
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Table 2

31 aP NMR parameters for the complexes [M(P∧P)hP(O)(OMe) j ]2 2

b b 2 2 2 2M, P∧P d P ,P d P ,P J(P ,P ) J(P ,P )5 J(P ,P )5 J(P ,P )1 2 3 4 1 2 1 3 1 4 3 4
2 2J(P ,P ) J(P ,P )2 4 2 3

Pd, dppm 229.7 75.0 647 593 4 748
Pd, dppe 43.1 73.9 626 545 227 747
Pd, dppp 0.5 70.5 670 543 225 751
Pt, dppm 239.6 (1612) 70.7 (4358) 628 546 212 737
Pt, dppe 47.6 (1866) 68.6 (4194) 69 507 231 628
Pt, dppp 4.3 (1840) 67.9 (4172) 620 510 232 630
a Spectra were recorded for CDCl solutions at ambient temperature.3
b 1J(Pt,P) values are given in parentheses.

∧hP(O)(OMe) j], [Pd(P P)hP(O)(OMe) j ] and unreacted equiv. of P(OMe) , but the addition of a large excess of2 2 2 3
∧[PdCl (P P)] and, again, with two or more equiv. of phosphite would drive the reaction to the right.2

P(OMe) , the bis(phosphonate) complexes were the exclu-3
31sive products. The P NMR spectra of the palladium

complexes were qualitatively similar to those of their
platinum analogues (except for the absence of satellites). In
contrast to their platinum analogues, in the bis(phospho-
nate) palladium complexes, the two cis couplings between

∧the two P atoms of the diphosphine and between the two When CD Cl or CDCl solutions of [PtCl (P P)] were2 2 3 2
phosphonate P atoms must be of opposite sign in order to treated with 4 mol equiv. of P(OMe) at low temperatures,3

∧ 21simulate the spectrum correctly (Table 2). the bis(phosphite) complexes [Pt(P P)hP(OMe) j ] were3 2
Curiously, the reactions of the platinum complexes to formed rapidly, but warming to ambient temperature

generate the bis(phosphonate) derivatives were over within caused conversion to the bis(phosphonate) derivatives and
a few minutes, whereas the reactions involving palladium MeCl (d H 3.0) (Eq. 2). The bis(phosphite)platinum cations

31 1took several days to go to completion. This was un- also exhibited AA9XX9 patterns in their Ph Hj NMR
expected in view of the usually much greater reactivity of spectra, and the appropriate parameters are given in Table
palladium compounds. When a solution of [PtCl (dppe)]2 3.
was treated with 25 mol equiv. of P(OMe) , the rate of3

reaction was unchanged, but when [PdCl (dppe)] was2

treated similarly, the bis(phosphonate)palladium complex
was formed as rapidly as its platinum analogue. These
results suggest the existence of an equilibrium involving
coordinated and free phosphite at ambient temperature (Eq.
1), with coordinated P(OMe) being favored in the3

platinum case. For palladium, the equilibrium position
would favor the free phosphite in the presence of only 2 The dppe complex [Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) j ]Cl , in particular,3 2 2

Table 3

31 aP NMR parameters for the complexes [M(P∧P)hP(OMe) j ]Cl3 2 2

b b 2 2 2 2M, P∧P d P ,P d P ,P J(P ,P ) J(P ,P )5 J(P ,P )5 J(P ,P )1 2 3 4 1 2 1 3 1 4 3 4
2 2J(P ,P ) J(P ,P )2 4 2 3

Pd, dppm 232.4 104.5 621 585 19 659
cPd, dppe 54.9 103.0 64 523 212 633

Pd, dppp 4.2 100.3 620 536 24 735
Pt, dppm 246.1 (2022) 87.8 (4699) 642 536 213 656
Pt, dppe 39.7 (2327) 85.0 (4551) 610 500 231 648
Pt, dppp 219.8 (2247) 82.4 (4438) 639 492 229 645
a Spectra were recorded for CDCl solutions at 2538C.3
b 1J(Pt,P) values are given in parentheses.
c Recorded for a CD Cl solution at 2938C.2 2
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1exhibited one set of resonances at 39.7 ppm [ J(Pt,P)5 The resulting platinum complex exhibited a first order
31 12327 Hz] due to the dppe P atoms and another at 85.0 ppm Ph Hj NMR spectrum, each of the four resonances

1[ J(Pt,P)54551 Hz] due to the coordinated P(OMe) . The appearing as a doublet of doublets of doublets (d P 103.5,3 1
∧ 2 1corresponding reactions of [PdCl (P P)] with P(OMe) at J(P,P) 509, 41, 33 Hz, J(Pt,P) 4480 Hz, P(OMe) ; d P2 3 3 2

2 1
2788C also generated the bis(phosphite)palladium cations 61.4, J(P,P) 470, 41, 23 Hz, J(Pt,P) 3685 Hz,

31 2 1quantitatively in situ. Their P NMR parameters are also P(O)(OMe) ; d P 50.3, J(P,P) 470, 33, 10 Hz, J(Pt,P)2 3
2collected in Table 3. 1762 Hz, dppe P cis to P(OMe) ; d P 49.6, J(P,P) 509,3 4

1Treatment of [PtCl (dppe)] with 2 mol equiv. of 23, 10 Hz, J(Pt,P) 2413 Hz, dppe P trans to P(OMe) ), as2 3
1P(OMe) at 2788C, followed by 2 mol equiv. of TlPF , expected for the [Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) jhP(O)(OMe) j] cat-3 6 3 2

allowed isolation of the bis(phosphite)platinum cation as ion. The spectrum remained essentially unchanged be-
2 31its PF salt. Interestingly, the P NMR parameters for tween 250 and 1508C, indicating that this species is6

1[Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) j ][PF ] [d P 51.6, J(Pt,P)52138 Hz; static between these temperatures. In the presence of3 2 6 2
1

d P 96.8, J(Pt,P)54056 Hz] are significantly different excess P(OMe) , the signals due to the complex and free3
from those of its chloride salt. This suggested to us that phosphite were sharp at 2508C, but as the temperature
there might be some association of the chloride ions with was raised, the resonances at 143.7 and 103.5 ppm, due to
the metal complex at low temperature in that case. To test free and coordinated P(OMe) , respectively became broad,3

31this, we treated [PtI (dppe)] with 2 mol equiv. of P(OMe)2 3 indicating that phosphite exchange was occurring. A P–
31at 2788C to generate the bis(phosphite) complex as its P 2D-EXSY experiment performed at 08C exhibited cross

31iodide salt, which exhibited a further different set of P peaks for the free and coordinated P(OMe) , but not for31NMR parameters [d P 29.8, J(Pt,P)52290 Hz; d P 77.4, the phosphonate P atom, indicating that exchange occurs1J(Pt,P)54592 Hz]. We have previously observed similar between free and coordinated phosphite, but that methyl1variations in d P and J(Pt,P) that we attributed to ion- transfer does not occur between the phosphite and phos-
pairing, iodide interacting more strongly than chloride with phonate moieties.
the complex [26]. A stronger interaction with iodide is We investigated whether the demethylation reactions
apparent here also, based on the magnitudes of the might be reversible. As indicated above, when a solution
chemical shift changes. ∧of [M(P P)hP(OMe) j ]Cl is allowed to stand at 258C,3 2 2When a CDCl solution of [PtCl (dppe)] and 4 mol ∧3 2 demethylation occurs quantitatively to yield [M(P P)-
equiv. of P(OMe) was allowed to warm gradually, the3 hP(O)(OMe) j ] and MeCl. When we treated21 2 2signals due to [Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) j ] and free P(OMe)3 2 3 [Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ] with 2–3 mol equiv. of MeI or2 2became broad and, at 258C, the signals due to the complex C H Cl, no reaction occurred, although MeP(O)(OMe)5 11 2were so broad that they disappeared into the baseline. This (d P 32.0) was formed after prolonged reaction with excess
suggests that there is rapid exchange of free and coordi- MeI. Reaction did occur with the more potent methylating
nated phosphite at this temperature. On standing at am- 1 2agent Me O BF , however. When [Pt(dppe)-3 4bient temperature, the resonances due to the bis(phospho- 1 2hP(O)(OMe) j ] was treated with 1 mol equiv. of Me O BF2 2 3 4nate) complex gradually grew in and increased in intensity. in CDCl /acetone solution at 258C (the complex is3The palladium system behaved similarly, except that the 1 2insoluble in acetone, and Me O BF is insoluble in3 4signals due to [Pd(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ] grew in much2 2 CDCl ), the major product was [Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) j-3 3more slowly. 1 31hP(O)(OMe) j] , identified by its P NMR spectrum,2Conversion of the bis(phosphite) complex to its bis- although other minor products were formed also. The
(phosphonate) counterpart should occur by stepwise de- reaction was also slow, taking approximately 24 h to go to
methylation of the two phosphite ligands. Thus, a species 1 2completion. With excess Me O BF , the major product1 3 4of the form [Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) jhP(O)(OMe) j] should be3 2 was the bis(phosphite)platinum cation, but again the
an intermediate in this process. We generated this complex reaction was slow and a number of other species were
by reacting [PtCl (dppe)] with 2 equiv. of P(OMe) in2 3 formed. Treatment of the mixed phosphite–phosphonate
CH Cl solution at 2788C in the presence of 1 equiv. of2 2 complex [Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) jhP(O)(OMe) j]PF with 13 2 6TlPF , followed by warming to ambient temperature, as 1 26 mol equiv. of Me O BF for 12 h at 258C gave3 4shown in Eq. 3. This resulted in precipitation of TlCl, 21[Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) j ] as the major product. Thus, it is3 2thereby leaving only one chloride ion to react with the

possible to reverse the demethylation reactions, although a
bis(phosphite) complex so that only one demethylation

fairly strong methylating agent is required, and this does
step could occur.

not represent an efficient way to prepare bis(tertiary
phosphite)platinum complexes.

In contrast to the above, treatment of
[Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ] with 1 mol equiv. of HBF2 2 4

resulted in quantitative conversion to a new species that
31exhibited the familiar AA9XX9 pattern in its P NMR

1 1spectrum (d P 83.3, J(Pt,P)53880 Hz; d P 48.9, J(Pt,P)5
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2000 Hz). Treatment with excess HBF produced yet4
1another AA9XX9 pattern (d P 92.6, J(Pt,P)54046 Hz; d P

151.8, J(Pt,P)52103 Hz), the couplings being very remin-
iscent of those observed for [Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) j ][PF ] .3 2 6 2

In contrast to the methylations described above, these
reactions were complete within a few minutes at ambient
temperature. We propose that the latter is the bis-
(dimethylphosphite)platinum complex [Pt(dppe)hP(OH)-
(OMe) j ][BF ] , in which the phosphite is stabilized in2 2 4 2

its phosphorus(III) form by coordination to the metal. The
intermediate complex exhibits a resonance at 7.9 ppm in its
1H NMR spectrum, which is at a chemical shift similar to
that found in other bis(phosphonate) complexes in which a
hydrogen bridges between the two P5O moieties [2–8].
Thus, we propose the reaction sequence shown in Eq. 4 to
account for these observations.

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of [Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ] showing the atom2 2

labeling scheme.

ters exhibit the largest angles between platinum and the
P5O bond (117.3 and 117.48) and the smallest between
the two methoxy groups (101.1 and 102.28). This is to be
expected if the P5O double bond is considered to occupy
more space than a P–O single bond.

The dppp analogue crystallizes in the space group
P2 /n, with two molecules per unit cell. Its molecular1

structure is shown in Fig. 2, with selected bond distances
and angles being presented in Table 5. The sum of the four
cis P–Pt–P angles in this case is 360.428, again indicating

∧ that the PtP unit is nearly planar. Here, the angles are all2.1. Molecular structures of [Pt(P P)hP(O)(OMe) j ] 42 2
∧(P P5dppe, dppp)

Table 4The dppe complex [Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ] crystallizes2 2 ˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ]2 2¯in the space group P1 with two molecules per unit cell.
Bond distancesThe molecular structure is shown in Fig. 1, and selected
Pt–P1 2.3136(8) Pt–P2 2.3251(8)

bond distances and angles are given in Table 4. The sum of Pt–P3 2.3114(8) Pt–P4 2.3111(8)
the four cis P–Pt–P angles is 360.048, indicating that the P3–O1 1.486(2) P3–O2 1.602(2)
PtP unit is almost exactly planar. The smallest angle of P3–O3 1.595(2) P4–O4 1.486(2)4

P4–O5 1.597(2) P4–O6 1.587(2)85.058 is that between the two P atoms of the dppe ligand,
and the largest (93.998) is between the two phosphonate Bond angles

P1–Pt–P2 85.05(3) P1–Pt–P3 176.55(2)groups. The Pt–P2 distance is very slightly longer than the
P1–Pt–P4 89.18(3) P2–Pt–P3 91.82(3)other three Pt–P distances, which are all identical within
P2–Pt–P4 174.01(2) P3–Pt–P4 93.99(3)˚experimental error. The P5O bonds of 1.486 A are
Pt–P1–C1 107.08(10) Pt–P1–C3 115.96(9)

considerably shorter than the four P–O single bonds Pt–P1–C9 116.42(10) C1–P1–C3 104.12(14)
˚(average 1.595 A), as expected. Each phosphorus atom C1–P1–C9 102.14(13) C3–P1–C9 109.39(13)

Pt–P2–C2 105.13(9) Pt–P2–C15 115.51(9)shows some distortion from tetrahedral geometry, but
Pt–P2–C21 117.63(9) C2–P2–C15 103.35(14)probably for different reasons. The dppe P atoms exhibit
C2–P2–C21 103.45(13) C15–P2–C21 109.82(12)smaller angles where the ligand backbone carbons are
Pt–P3–O1 117.38(10) Pt–P3–O2 109.74(10)

involved, presumably due to the conformational inflexibili- Pt–P3–O3 107.40(9) O1–P3–O2 109.78(13)
ty of the five-membered chelate ring. In contrast, the O1–P3–O3 110.16(13) O2–P3–O3 101.13(14)

Pt–P4–O4 117.29(9) Pt–P4–O5 108.55(9)Pt–P–Ph angles are in the range 115.5–117.68, and the
Pt–P4–O6 106.94(9) O4–P4–O5 110.06(12)Ph–P–Ph is close to the perfect tetrahedral angle. In the
O4–P4–O6 110.66(13) O5–P4–O6 102.23(13)case of the phosphonate ligands, the phosphorus(V) cen-
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groups. The angles around the dppp P atoms also show
some variation, ranging from 98.8 to 118.58.

The platinum–phosphonate Pt–P distances in the two
˚complexes described here (2.304–2.318 A) were almost

identical to those reported for [PthP(O)(OMe) j-2
1 ˚hP(OMe) j ] [2.322(3) A] and cis-[PthP(O)(OMe) j -3 3 2 2

˚hP(OMe) j ] [2.329(10) A] [20]. These complexes are also3 2

almost planar, the sums of the P–Pt–P angles being 362.0
and 361.98, respectively. In these complexes, all of the
P–Pt–P angles lie within the range 88–928. The large
1J(Pt,P) values found for the phosphonate P atoms, along
with the insensitivity of the Pt–P distances to the nature of
the trans ligands, suggests that these bonds are strong and
that the Pt–P distances are close to optimal.

3. Summary

Platinum and palladium complexes of the type
∧ ∧[MCl (P P)] (P P5dppm, dppe, dppp) react with2

P(OMe) at low temperatures to give first the bis(phos-3
∧ 21phite) species [M(P P)hP(OMe) j ] , which, on warming,Fig. 2. Molecular structure of [Pt(dppp)hP(O)(OMe) j ] showing the atom 3 22 2

labeling scheme. undergo an Arbuzov-like reaction with the liberated chlo-
ride to generate the bis(phosphonate) derivatives

∧[M(P P)hP(O)(OMe) j ]. The products have been char-2 2closer to 908, suggesting that there is less strain in the
acterized by NMR spectroscopy, and the platinum com-six-membered chelate ring. There is a significant differ-

∧plexes with P P5dppe and dppp have been subjected toence between the Pt–P bond lengths in this complex, those
single crystal X-ray diffraction studies. Formation of the˚to the phosphonate ligands being approximately 0.03 A
phosphite complexes is rapid and quantitative for bothshorter. The angles around the phosphonate P atoms range
metals at low temperatures. At ambient temperature, anfrom 97.5 to 120.28, the largest value corresponding to one
equilibrium exists between free and coordinated phosphite,of the angles between platinum and a P5O bond. The
the latter being favored for platinum but apparently not forsmallest angles are again between the pairs of methoxy
palladium. This results in the formation of the phosphonate
complexes being much faster for Pt than for Pd, unless a
considerable excess of P(OMe) is added. The demethyla-Table 5 3

˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [Pt(dppp)hP(O)(OMe) j ] tion reactions could be reversed by treating the phospho-2 2
1 2nate complexes with Me O BF . Studies of the reactionsBond distances 3 4

Pt–P1 2.3392(9) Pt–P2 2.3459(8) of the metallophosphonate complexes are continuing.
Pt–P3 2.3181(9) Pt–P4 2.3039(8)
P3–O1 1.484(3) P3–O2 1.604(3)
P3–O3 1.606(3) P4–O4 1.479(2)
P4–O5 1.614(3) P4–O6 1.609(3) 4. Experimental
Bond angles
P1–Pt–P2 88.59(3) P1–Pt–P3 174.08(3) All reactions were carried out under an atmosphere of
P1–Pt–P4 92.75(3) P2–Pt–P3 88.38(3) argon. Solvents were dried and distilled immediately prior
P2–Pt–P4 175.01(3) P3–Pt–P4 90.70(3) to use. The diphosphines were purchased from Strem and
Pt–P1–C1 111.77(12) Pt–P1–C4 118.46(11) ∧were used as received. The complexes [MCl (P P)] (M52Pt–P1–C10 114.22(12) C1–P1–C4 98.8(2)

∧Pd, Pt; P P5dppm, dppe, dppp) were prepared by dis-C1–P1–C10 104.9(2) C4–P1–C10 106.8(2)
Pt–P2–C3 111.55(12) Pt–P2–C16 114.83(11) placement of cyclooctadiene from [MCl (cod)] by the2
Pt–P2–C22 117.12(10) C3–P2–C16 104.3(2) appropriate diphosphine [27,28]. NMR spectra were re-
C2–P2–C22 99.7(2) C16–P2–C22 107.6(2) 1 31corded on a Bruker ARX-500 spectrometer. H and P
Pt–P3–O1 114.76(12) Pt–P3–O2 104.11(10)

chemical shifts were measured relative to the residualPt–P3–O3 116.75(12) O1–P3–O2 113.1(2)
solvent signal and external H PO , respectively, withO1–P3–O3 109.2(2) O2–P3–O3 97.54(14) 3 4

Pt–P4–O4 120.20(11) Pt–P4–O5 106.48(10) positive shifts representing deshielding; coupling constants
Pt–P4–O6 106.03(11) O4–P4–O5 110.7(2) are given in Hertz. Microanalyses were performed by
O4–P4–O6 111.6(2) O5–P4–O6 99.8(2) Atlantic Microlab Inc. (Norcross, GA, USA).
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4.1. Preparation of [Pt(dppm)hP(O)(OMe) j ] colorless solid (0.102 g, 81%). Anal. Calc. for2 2

C H O P Pd: C, 49.12; H, 4.80. Found: C: 49.03, H:29 34 6 4
1 3To a CH Cl solution (27 ml) of [PtCl (dppm)] (0.10 g, 4.79. H NMR (CDCl ): dH 3.45 d, J(P,H)511.8 Hz,2 2 2 3

20.15 mmol) was added P(OMe) (0.07 ml, 0.60 mmol). 12H, OCH ; 4.06 t, J(P,H)57.7 Hz, 2H CH ; 7.30–7.663 3 2

The solution was stirred for 55 min, and it changed color m, 20H, C H .6 5

from colorless to yellow. The solvent and excess phosphite
were removed at ambient temperature. The resulting solid 4.5. Preparation of [Pd(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ]2 2was allowed to dry in vacuo overnight, leaving the product
as a white solid (0.11 g, 87%). Anal. Calc. for To a CH Cl solution (5 mL) of [PdCl (dppe)] (0.10 g,2 2 2C H O P Pt: C, 43.67; H, 4.30. Found: C, 42.92; H,29 34 6 4 0.17 mmol) was added P(OMe) (0.082 mL, 0.695 mmol)31 34.31. H NMR (CDCl ): dH 3.50 d, J(P,H)511.8 Hz,3 by syringe. The solution was stirred for 96 h at ambient

212H, OCH ; 4.53 t, J(P,H)59.4 Hz, 2H, CH ; 7.5 m, 7.83 2 temperature, then passed down a Florosil column and
m, 20H, C H .6 5 eluted with CH Cl –MeOH (1:1, v /v; 50 mL). The2 2

solvents were removed and the resulting colorless powder
4.2. Preparation of [Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ] was washed with ether (50 mL). The solid was dried in2 2

vacuo, leaving the desired product as a colorless solid
To a CH Cl solution (25 mL) of [PtCl (dppe)] (0.10 g, (0.116 g, 93%). Anal. Calc. for C H O P Pd: C, 49.83;2 2 2 30 36 6 4

10.15 mmol) was added P(OMe) (0.07 mL, 0.60 mmol). H, 4.98. Found: C, 50.03; H, 5.04. H NMR (CDCl ): dH3 3
3The solution was stirred for 15 min. The solvent and 2.17 m, 4H, PCH ; 3.27 d, J(P,H)511.8 Hz, 12H OCH ;2 3

unreacted phosphite were removed at 08C. The resulting 7.43–7.73 m, 20H, C H .6 5

solid was allowed to dry in vacuo overnight, leaving the The dppp complex was prepared similarly and isolated
product as a white solid (0.10 g, 84%). Anal. Calc. for as a colorless solid at a yield of 87%. Anal. Calc. for
C H O P Pt: C, 44.40; H, 4.47. Found: C, 44.28; H, C H O P Pd: C, 50.52; H, 5.20. Found: C, 50.32; H,30 36 6 4 31 38 6 4

1 14.56. H NMR (CDCl ): dH 2.28 m, 4H PCH ; 3.18 d, 5.17. H NMR (CDCl ): dH 1.83 m, 2H, PCH CH ; 2.183 2 3 2 2
3 3J(P,H)511.5 Hz, 12H, OCH ; 7.46–7.80 m, 20H, C H . m, 4H, PCH ; 3.18 d, J(P,H)511.2 Hz, 12H, OCH ;3 6 5 2 3

Crystals suitable for an X-ray diffraction study were 7.36–7.67 m, 20H, C H .6 5

obtained by slow evaporation of a CH Cl –hexane–ether2 2

solution. 4.6. Preparation of
[Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) jhP(OMe) j]PF2 3 6

4.3. Preparation of [Pt(dppp)hP(O)(OMe) j ]2 2

A CH Cl solution of [PtCl (dppe)] (0.10 g, 0.15 mmol)2 2 2

Trimethylphosphite (0.035 mL, 0.30 mmol) was added was cooled to 2788C in an acetone–dry ice bath and
to a solution of [PtCl (dppp)] (0.10 g, mmol) in CH Cl P(OMe) (0.039 mL, 0.33 mmol) was added by syringe.2 2 2 3

(25 mL). The solution was stirred for 30 min, then the TlPF (0.053 g, 0.15 mmol) was added, followed by6

solvent was removed at 08C. The resulting solid was distilled methanol (2.0 mL). The acetone–dry ice bath was
allowed to dry in vacuo overnight, leaving the product as a removed and the flask was allowed to warm gradually to
white solid (0.095 g, 78%). Anal. Calc. for C H O P Pt: ambient temperature and stirred for a further 6 h. The31 38 6 4

1 solvents were removed and the remaining solid wasC, 45.10; H, 4.64. Found: C, 45.04; H, 4.62. H NMR
washed with benzene and ether, and dried in vacuo to(CDCl ): dH 1.80 m, 2H, PCH CH ; 2.25 m, 4H, PCH ;3 2 2 2

3 leave the product as a colorless powder (0.14 g, 93%).3.17 d, J(P,H)511.8 Hz, 12H, OCH ; 7.43–7.73 m, 20H,3

Even after pumping under high vacuum for several days,C H . Crystals suitable for an X-ray diffraction study were6 5
1the H NMR spectrum revealed the presence of 0.2 equiv.obtained by slow evaporation of a CH Cl –hexane solu-2 2

of C H . Anal. Calc. for C H F O P Pt: C, 39.12; H,tion. 6 6 32.2 40.2 6 6 5
14.02. Found: C, 39.10; H, 3.95. H NMR (CDCl ): dH3

32.39 m, 4H, PCH ; 3.16 d, J(P,H)511.6 Hz, 6H,24.4. Preparation of [Pd(dppm)hP(O)(OMe) j ]2 2 3P(O)(OCH ) ; 3.57 d, J(P,H)512.4 Hz, 9H, P(OCH ) ;3 2 3 3

7.55–7.72 m, 20H, C H .6 5[PdCl (dppm)] (0.10 g, 0.18 mmol) was dissolved in2

CH Cl (5 mL) and P(OMe) (0.084 mL, 0.71 mmol) was2 2 3

added by syringe. The solution changed from pale yellow 4.7. Preparation of [Pt(dppe)hP(OMe) j ][PF ]3 2 6 2

to bright yellow upon addition of the phosphite, and it was
stirred for 96 h at 258C. The solution was then passed [PtCl (dppe)] (0.10 g, 0.15 mmol) was dissolved in2

down a Florosil column that was eluted with CH Cl – CH Cl (50 mL) and the solution was cooled to 2788C.2 2 2 2

MeOH (1:1, v /v; 50 mL). The solvents were removed and Trimethylphosphite (35.4 mL, 0.30 mmol) was added by
the remaining colorless powder was washed with ether (50 syringe, followed by TlPF (0.12 g, 0.33 mmol). The6

mL), then dried in vacuo to leave the desired product as a reaction mixture was allowed to warm gradually to am-
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Table 6
Data collection, structure solution and refinement parameters for [Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ] and [Pt(dppp)hP(O)(OMe) j ]2 2 2 2

[Pt(dppe)hP(O)(OMe) j ] [Pt(dppp)hP(O)(OMe) j ]2 2 2 2

Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic
Space group, Z P(21), 2 P2 /n, 41

˚a (A) 9.987(2) 11.58410(1)
˚b (A) 11.254(3) 17.7003(2)
˚c (A) 15.475(2) 16.3389(2)

a (8) 105.771(11) 90
b (8) 101.70(2) 105.2120(1)
g (8) 99.825(14) 90

3˚V (A ) 1591.3(5) 3232.78(6)
23Density (g /cm ) (calculated) 1.731 1.696

Temperature (K) 298(2) 223(2)
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 4.655 4.580

Range (deg) 1.42–29.88 1.73–29.95
Reflections collected 29 897 37 040
Independent reflections (R ) 7595 (0.04) 8534 (0.041)int

Least squares parameters 379 379
2 2 2R(F ), R (F ) (F .2.0 s(F )) 0.0235, 0.0528 0.0334, 0.0648w
2R(F ), R (F ) (all data) 0.0300, 0.0553 0.0450, 0.0745w

2S(F ) 1.025 1.096
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Abstract

iThe synthesis and single crystal X-ray structures of the cobalt(II) complexes [CohN(SPPh ) j ] 1, [CohN(SPPr ) j ] 2,2 2 2 2 2 2
i[CohN(SePPh ) j ] 3 and [CohN(SePPr ) j ] 4, synthesised by the reaction of cobalt(II) acetate with the sodium salt of the appropriate2 2 2 2 2 2

ligand in methanol are reported. All four compounds consist of discrete, monomeric molecules in which the ligands are found to be
bidentate, conferring a distorted tetrahedral co-ordination geometry around the cobalt centres. The resulting MX P N rings are found to be2 2

31puckered. The P NMR studies of compounds 1–3 reveal one peak for each complex shifted upfield of the standard, whereas that for 4 is
ifound downfield. The synthesis of NH(SePPr ) j is reported for the first time.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 2 2

Keywords: Cobalt; Imidophosphinates; X-ray structure; Inorganic chelates

˚1. Introduction XPNPX system and the large X???X ‘bite’ (ca. 4 A), which
allows the formation of chelate rings resulting in a

We are currently investigating volatile ligands for the symmetrical co-ordination pattern through the donor
extraction of metal values from solid industrial waste by atoms. They are readily prepared and the opportunity for
the SERVO process [1,2], in which the metallic species variation of the donor atom and R group is more easily
reacts with an organic reagent in the vapour phase to accessible than for their organic analogues, b-diketones.
produce a metal complex that is volatilised away by a Many studies have been reported on the metal complex-
carrier gas. The metal complex is then reduced in the es of Ph P(S)NHP(S)Ph , including the X-ray structure of2 2

vapour phase to the metal, regenerating the extractant for the Ni(II) [13], Pb(II) [14], Mn(II) [15] and Me Sn(IV)2

recycling. [16] derivatives. The Co(II) complex has been synthesised
It has been known for many years that six co-ordinate previously but no crystal structure has been reported [17].

trivalent metal chelates of derivatised b-diketones are Alkyl analogues of [R P(S)NHP(S)R ] are less well2 2

volatile and have been used for trace metal analysis by gas studied although the methyl [18–20] and isopropyl [21]
chromatography [3–5]. However, divalent transition metal derivatives are known. The X-ray structure of the complex-
complexes of b-diketones are susceptible to oxidation, es with R5Me are known for Co(II) [22] and Ni(II) [23]

ipolymerisation or hydration, which generally renders them and with R5Pr for Pt(II) and Pd(II) [24], and for Ni(II),
involatile [6,7]. In an attempt to overcome this problem, Cd(II) and Zn(II) [21]. Recently, the crystal structure of
we have synthesised the inorganic analogues of b-di- the cobalt(II) complex of the asymmetric amine
ketones and their metal chelates, which appear to be more NH(SPMe )(SPPh ) was reported [25].2 2

stable than their organic relatives. The bis(selenophosphinoyl)amine, Ph P(Se)NHP(Se)Ph ,2 2

The co-ordination chemistry of iminobis(phosphinechal- was reported by Wang et al. [26], but bis(bidentate)
cogenides), [R P(X)NP(X)R ] (R5alkyl, aryl; X5S, Se) complexes of this ligand, including Ni(II), Pt(II) and2 2

has been the focus of substantial research over the last few Pd(II) [27], and Zn(II), Cd(II), Pb(II), Sn(II) and Hg(II)
years [8–12]. The is mainly due to the flexibility of the [28], have only been synthesised and structurally char-

acterised in the last few years.
i 2 2*Corresponding author. Although the ligands [N(SPPr ) ] , [N(SePPh ) ] and2 2 2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00397-0
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80 i 80 1 i 80 1their complexes have been well characterised and docu- Se)(Pr P Se)1H ], 287 [NHP Pr Se1H ], 1552 3
i 2 79mented, for the ligand [N(SePPr ) ] and its associated PNP Se.2 2

complexes, although having been reported briefly, no
spectroscopic data exists [29]. 2.2. [CohN(PPh S) –S,S9j] 12 2

Here we report the synthesis and X-ray crystal structures
of the cobalt complexes of the ligands NH(SPPh ) ,2 2 The synthesis is based on that reported by Davison and

i i iNH(SPPr ) , NH(SePPh ) and NH(SePPr ) , the latter2 2 2 2 2 2 Switkes [17]. NH(PPh S) (0.10 g, 0.22 mmol) and2 2
two being, to our knowledge, the first structurally char- sodium methoxide (0.012 g, 0.22 mmol) were mixed

3acterised complexes with a stable CoSe core. Although 34 together in 10 cm of methanol. The resulting solution was
3has been mentioned briefly [30], no analytical data or added to cobalt(II) acetate (0.030 g, 0.11 mmol) in 10 cm

31structural data was reported. The P NMR of the com- of methanol with stirring. The green precipitate was
3plexes show a single peak for each complex and is filtered off and washed with 2 cm portions of methanol

discussed later. and dried in vacuo. Yield, 0.12 g (79%); m.p., 305–3068C
(lit. 304–3098C). Found %C 60.1, %H 4.5. %N 3.2;
calculated for C H CoN P S , %C 60.3, %H 4.2, %N48 40 2 4 4

31 12.9. P–h Hj NMR (CDCl ): d-34.9 (s). n / cm 1213 s3 max2. Experimental
n(PNP), 564 s n(PS) EI mass spectrum m /z 955

31 CohN(PPh S) j 846 CohN(PPh S) jhN(PPh S)(PPh)j 4482 2 2 2 2 2The P NMR spectra of I and 1–3 were recorded on a
34N(PPh S) 416 N(PPh )(PPh S) 511 CoN(PPh S) .Bruker AC250 spectrometer and that of 4 by ULIRS at 2 2 2 2 2 2

Queen Mary and Westfield College, University of London,
ion a Bruker AMX-600 spectrometer, all in CDCl using an 2.3. [CohN(PPr S) –S,S9] 23 2 2

external reference of 85% orthophosphoric acid. Electron
iimpact (EI) mass spectra were obtained on a VG 70-250 The procedure for 1 was repeated using NH(PPr S)2 2

spectrometer, fast atom bombardment (FAB) mass spectra (0.10 g, 0.32 mmol), sodium methoxide (0.017 g, 0.32
at the University of Cambridge and infra-red as KBr discs mmol) and cobalt(II) acetate (0.040 g, 0.16 mmol). The

3on a Perkin-Elmer Paragon 1000 FT-IR spectrometer. blue precipitate was filtered off and washed with 235 cm
Microanalyses were performed by Medac Ltd. portions of methanol and dried in vacuo. Yield, 0.09 g

iThe amines NH(SePPh ) , NH(SPPr ) and (82%); m.p., 174–1758C. Found, %C 44.2, %H 8.6. %N2 2 2 2

NH(SPPh ) were prepared by methods cited in the 3.5; calculated for C H CoN P S , %C 42.2, %H 8.2,2 2 24 56 2 4 4
31 1 21literature [13,21,26]. %N 4.1. P–h Hj NMR (CDCl ): d-150.6 (s). n cm3 max

1228 s n(PNP), 558 s n(PS). EI mass spectrum m /z 683
i i i iCo hN(PPr S) j 640 Co hN(PPr S) j hN(PPr S)(PPr S)ji 2 2 2 2 2 22.1. [NH(SePPr ) ] I i2 2 371 CoN(PPr S).2

iUnder an atmosphere of nitrogen, Pr PCl (2.00 g, 132
3 2.4. [CohN(PPh Se) –Se,Se9j] 3mmol) in 20 cm of sodium dried toluene was added 2 2

dropwise to a hot (808C), stirred solution of hexa-
3 The procedure for 1 was repeated using NH(PPh Se)methyldisilazane (1.04 g, 6.5 mmol) in 20 cm of dry 2 2

(0.10 g, 0.18 mmol), sodium methoxide (0.010 g, 0.18toluene over a period of 15 min. Heating and stirring was
mmol) and cobalt(II) acetate (0.020 g, 0.09 mmol). Thecontinued for a further 5 h, after which time the solution
bright green precipitate was filtered off and washed withwas allowed to cool to ambient temperature and selenium

3235 cm portions of methanol and dried in vacuo. Yield,powder (1.03 g, 13 mmol) was added. The mixture was
0.08 g (73%); m.p., 2458C (dec.). Found, %C 50.2, %Hbrought to reflux for 4 h, after which time an orange
3.5, %N 2.5; calculated for C H CoN P Se , %C 50.2,solution had formed. The mixture was filtered hot, allowed 48 40 2 4 4

31 1%H 3.5, %N 2.4. P–h Hj NMR (CDCl ): d-127.0 (s).to cool and most of the toluene was removed under 3
213 n cm 1201 s n(PNP), 538 s n(PSe) EI mass spectrumreduced pressure. Diethyl ether (20 cm ) was added, max

79m /z 1143 CohN(PPh Se) j .forming a white precipitate, which was filtered, washed 2 2 2
3 3with toluene (2310 cm ) and diethyl ether (3310 cm )

iand dried in vacuo. Yield, 1.27 g (48%); m.p., 172–1738C. 2.5. [CohN(PPr Se) –Se,Se9j] 42 2

Found %C 35.4, %H 7.3, %N 3.5; calculated for
21 iC H NP Se , %C 35.4, %H 7.1, %N 3.4, n (cm ) The procedure for 1 was adopted using NH(PPr Se)12 29 2 2 max 2 2

13209 s (N–H), 935 s (P–N–P), 513 s (P–Se). H NMR (0.10 g, 0.25 mmol), sodium methoxide (0.014 g, 0.25
(CDCl ) d 1.28 m (24H, CH ), 2.71 m (4H, CH), 3.1 s mmol) and cobalt(II) acetate (0.030 g, 0.12 mmol). The3 3

31 1 2 31 77(1H, NH); P–h Hj (CDCl ) d 90.8 [ J( P– Se) 755 green precipitate was filtered off and washed with 2353
3Hz]. cm portions of methanol and dried in vacuo. Yield, 0.08 g

i 80 iFAB–MS m /z 409 NH(PPr Se) , 367 [NH(PPr (78%); m.p., 200–2038C. Found, %C 32.6, %H 6.5, %N2 2 2
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31 13.0; calculated for C H CoN P Se , %C 33.1, %H 6.5, direct reaction of selenium with the amine. The P–h Hj24 56 2 4 4
31 1 21 NMR of I consists of a singlet at d 90.8 comparable to that%N 3.2. P–h Hj NMR (CDCl ): d 25.8 (s). n cm3 max

1 31of the sulfur analogue, NH(PSPr ) at d 91.2. The P–1220 s n(PNP), 518 s n(PS) FAB–MS; m /z 874 2 2
77i 80 i 80 Se coupling constant of I at 755 Hz is also comparable toCohN(PPr Se) j , 409 N(PPr Se) .2 2 2 2 2

that in NH(PPh Se) at 793 Hz.2 2

The synthesis of the complexes was performed by2.6. X-ray crystallography
reaction of cobalt(II) acetate with the sodium salt of the
appropriate ligand in methanol. The room temperatureCrystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies were 31 1P–h Hj NMR of each complex consisted of a singlet dobtained by slow diffusion of diethyl ether into dichloro-
234.9 (1), 2150.6 (2), 2127.0 (3) and 25.8 (4). The IRmethane solutions of the appropriate compound. Data were
spectra of the complexes were also examined and thecollected at 293(2) K using graphite–monochromated Mo–
bands for the n(P–S) or n(P–Se) and n(P–N–P) stretching˚Ka radiation (l50.71073 A) by the EPSRC X-ray Crys-
vibrations were assigned. El mass spectroscopy of thetallography Service, University of Wales, Cardiff. Details
complexes displayed strong signals for the molecular ionsof data collection and structure refinements are shown in
of 1 and 2 and a weak signal for that of 3, with all showingTable 1.
relatively strong signals that were assignable to ligand or
metal–ligand fragments. The observed signals exhibited

2.7. Structure analysis and refinement the expected, isotopic distribution patterns.
X-ray crystallography studies revealed each complex to

All structures were solved by direct methods using be tetrahedrally coordinated by two ligands through either
SHELXL-93 [31] and refined by full-matrix least-squares. the sulfur or selenium atoms of the ligand, as shown in
Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and Fig. 1. Selected bond lengths and angles for 1–4 are given
hydrogens were included in fixed positions. in Table 2. The structure of 1 is isostructural with the

analogous nickel(II) complex [13], revealing two crys-
tallographically independent molecules that are essentially
the same, with Co–S distances ranging from 2.312(4) to3. Results and discussion

˚ ˚2.332(4) A in one molecule and 2.305(4) to 2.333(4) A in
the other. These compare with the average Co–S bondThe synthesis of I was based on the method of Bhattach-

˚aryya et al. [13] for the preparation of NH(PPh Se) using length of 2.314(7) A in [CohN(PSMe ) j ] [22] and2 2 2 2 2

Table 1
Experimental data for the X-ray diffraction studies of compounds 1–4

1 2 3 4

Empirical formula C H CoN P S C H CoN P S C H CoN P Se C H CoN P Se48 40 2 4 4 24 56 2 4 4 48 40 2 4 4 24 56 2 4 4

M 955.9 683.8 1143.5 871.4
Crystal system Triclinic Tetragonal Triclinic Triclinic
Space group P I4 /a P P1 1 1 1

Crystal size (mm) 0.0830.0630.06 0.1230.1130.08 0.2130.1630.16 0.230.230.2
Crystal shape and colour Green plate Blue block Green plate Green plate

˚a (A) 13.207(3) 15.872(2) 13.641(3) 9.336(2)
˚b (A) 18.451(3) 13.764(3) 12.894(3)
˚c (A) 18.416(3) 13.951(3) 14.206(3) 16.380(3)

a (8) 90.27(3) 82.73(3) 79.05(3)
b (8) 98.87(3) 66.53(3) 78.22(3)
g (8) 93.67(3) 70.19(3) 69.74(3)

3˚U (A ) 4424.4(9) 3514.5(10) 2301.7(9) 1795.5(7)
a bZ 4 4 2 2

3D (g cm ) 1.435 1.290 1.650 1.612c
21

m (mm ) 0.759 0.911 3.711 4.727
F(000) 1972 1460 1130 874
2u Range (8) 4.0–50.0 4.0–50.0 4.0–50.0 2.0–50.0
Reflections collected 16 277 6761 9121 5230
Independent reflections 11 006 1413 6362 4679
Parameters 871 88 572 333

2Goodness of fit on F 0.367 1.065 1.014 0.820
R1, wR2 0.0456, 0.0786 0.0622, 0.1697 0.0461, 0.1253 0.0567, 0.1550

23˚Largest residuals (e A ) 0.301, 20.301 1.502, 20.362 0.931, 20.852 1.789, 21.079
aTwo crystallographically independent molecules.
bThe molecule lies on an inversion centre.
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Fig. 1. Structure of compound 2, with the hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity. The structure of I is similar but with phenyl groups in place of isopropyl. The
structure of 3 is similar to that of 2 but with phenyl groups in place of isopropyl and Se in place of S. The structure of 4 is similar to that of 2 but with Se
in place of S.

˚2.32(1) A in [CohN(PSMe )(PSPh )j ] [25], the only 130.9(7)8, and 126.1(4)8 in the free acid. However, the2 2 2

other two structurally characterised cobalt complexes of P–S bonds in 1 are significantly longer than those of the
iminobis(thiophosphines). They are also similar to those free ligand, while the P–N bonds are significantly shorter.

2found in the anion [Co(SPh) ] in This suggests that some p-delocalisation occurs upon4
˚[NH (C H ) ][Co(SPh) ] at 2.328(11) A [32]. deprotonation and chelate formation. Despite this, the2 6 1 1 2 4

The geometry of the sulfur atoms in 1 is distorted conformation of the CoP S N rings in 1 adopt a puckered,2 2

tetrahedral, which is shown in the S–Co–S angles that pseudoboat geometry, with sulfur and phosphorus atoms at
range from 105.1(2) to 114.86(13)8. Again, these are the apices. This is also very similar to that of the methyl
comparable to those found in [CohN(PSMe ) j ], with a analogue. This contrasts with the cobalt complexes of2 2 2

range of 103.0(1) to 114.3(1)8. The P–N–P angles in 1 acetylacetone, electronically analogous to NH(PPh S) ,2 2

range from 128.8(5) to 131.1(6)8, a minor change when which contain planar six-membered rings since the carbons
2compared to the free ligand [13] with a P–N–P angle of are sp hybridised. The difference in the ring conforma-

132.7(1)8. A similar change is observed in tions may stem from the ability of the inorganic ligand to
[CohN(PSMe ) j ], where the P–N–P angle is 128.0(3) use low-lying d-orbitals for bonding, which does not2 2 2

vs. 133.2(2)8 for the free ligand and necessarily require the CoP S N ring to be planar.2 2

[CohN(PSMe )(PSPh )j], with an average P–N–P angle of As in 1, the sulfur atoms of 2 are arranged in a distorted2 2

tetrahedron with the S–Co–S angles varying from
108.98(4) to 110.46(7)8. The Co atom of 2 lies on a

Table 2
four-fold axis, hence, the range is narrower than that of 1.˚Comparative structural data (bond lengths in A, angles in 8) in com-

a ˚The Co–S distances at 2.318(1) A compare favourablypounds 1–4
with similar complexes [22,25]. When compared to the free1 2 3 4
ligand [21], the P–S bond is lengthened and the P–N

bCo–X 2.316 (1) 2.3175 (14) 2.432 (1) 2.435 (1) bonds are shortened, consistent with some electron de-
P–X 2.015 (1) 2.027 (2) 2.172 (1) 2.179 (1)

localisation around the rings. A significant difference isP–N 1.589 (1) 1.584 (2) 1.589 (1) 1.595 (1)
observed in the P–N–P angle of 2 at 138.3(4)8, nearly 78X–Co–X 109.7 (3) 109.5 (1) 109.5 (4) 109.5 (2)

P–N–P 130.3 (1) 138.3 (4) 131.8 (2) 137.9 (1) larger than in the free ligand where the P–N–P angle is
a 131.6(1)8. This is also seen in other complexes ofAverage distances /angles given for 1, 3 and 4.

ibX5S for 1, 2; X5Se for 3, 4. NH(PSPr ) , for example, the P–N–P angle in the iso-2 2
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i Table 3morphous [NihN(PPr S) j ] [21] is increased to 137.1(2)8.2 2 2 31P chemical shifts of iminobis(phosphinechalcogenides) and their Co(II)The enlargement of the P–N–P angle in these complexes
complexesis in contrast to the small decreases observed in 1 and the
Ligand Co(II) complex Protonated ligandmethyl analogue, mentioned above, so cannot be explained

2 a bon steric grounds. hP(S)Ph j N 234.9 (1) 57.32 2
2 a bhP(Se)Ph j N 2127.0 (2) 53.0Complex 2 is essentially isostructural with other com- 2 2

i 2 a chP(S)Pr j N 2150.6 (3) 91.22 2pounds of this ligand, namely those of zinc, cadmium and i 2 a ahP(Se)Pr j N 25.8 (4) 90.82 2nickel [21], adopting a pseudoboat conformation in the
aThis work.CoP S N rings, the most prevalent for complexes of2 2 b

2 Ref. [13].[R P(S)NP(S)R ] ligands. c2 2 Ref. [21].
Structurally characterised complexes of the ligand

Ph P(Se)NHP(Se)Ph have only appeared in the last few2 2

years [13,27,28]. The structural determination of 3 re- analogue [22] and, therefore, cannot be explained by the
vealed a tetrahedrally co-ordinated cobalt, contrasting the differing steric demands of the substituents on the P atoms
square–planar nickel(II) complex of this ligand, with Co– or by variation of the donor atoms, S or Se.

˚Se distances in the range 2.414(2)–2.442(1) A, which are
31 1larger than the Co–S distances in 1 and 2, as expected. The 3.1. P–h Hj NMR spectroscopic studies

CoSe core forms a distorted tetrahedron, with Se–Co–Se4
31angles ranging from 103.97(6) to 114.97(5)8. As expected The proton-decoupled P NMR spectra of compounds

with electron delocalisation around the rings, the P–Se 1–4 were recorded in CDCl and are listed in Table 3,3
31˚bonds in 3 are lengthened from 2.101(1) A in the free along with the shifts of the free ligands. The P NMR

˚ligand [13] to an average 2.172(2) A, and the P–N bonds chemical shifts of the free ligands reflect the relative
˚are shortened from an average of 1.682(4) to 1.589(6) A. inductive properties of the phenyl and isopropyl groups

The P–N–P angles range from 129.3(4) to 134.3(4)8, with and probably the more effective overlap between the P–S
no significant deviation from that found in the free ligand, orbitals than those of P–Se. The spectra of 1–4 each
at 132.3(2)8. This compares to an increase in P–N–P angle revealed a singlet, with those of 1–3 substantially shifted
in the analogous tetrahedral Cd(II) and Hg(II) complexes downfield and that of 4 shifted upfield compared to the
and a decrease in the trigonal–bipyramidal compounds of standard. In the case of 1–3, this was unexpected as the

31Sn and Pb upon deprotonation and complexation of the P NMR shifts of other complexes of these ligands are
31ligand [28]. found with positive chemical shifts. The P chemical

The CoSe P N rings in 3 adopt a distorted boat con- shifts for a number of diamagnetic complexes of the2 2

formation, similar to those observed in 1 and 2, here with imidodiphosphinate ligands used in this study are also
31phosphorus and selenium being the apices. This conforma- listed in Table 4 and demonstrate that the P shift upon

tion is also seen in the chelate rings of the Cd and Hg deprotonation and complexation decreases by around 20–
derivatives of this ligand [28]. 30 ppm from that of the free acid, as the negative

i 2To complete the series, the ligand [N(SePPr ) ] and its electronic charge is delocalised around the MXPNPX ring.2 2

corresponding cobalt(II) complex (4) was synthesised. The relative order of the shifts, compared to the free
iStructural characterisation of 4 revealed a tetrahedral ligands, is retained, in that the shifts for MhN(PPr S) j.2 2

CoSe core with the CoSe P N rings adopting a distorted MhN(PPh S) j .MhN(PPh Se) j , showing that the in-4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

boat conformation with phosphorus and selenium at the ductive effects of the substituents are still dominant. It is
apices, similar to that found in 3. The Se–Co–Se angles in interesting to note that the difference between the shifts of
4 range from 106.88(8) to 112.34(8)8, which compare
favourably to those found in 3. The Co–Se distances vary

Table 4˚from 2.432(2) to 2.439(2) A, within the range of that for 3. 31P chemical shifts of diamagnetic complexes of iminobis(phosphinechal-
The P–N and P–S distances in 4 average 1.595 and 2.179 cogenides)
Å, respectively, comparing favourably to the corre-

Ligand
sponding distances in 3. This suggests that a degree of

2 i 2 2hP(S)Ph j N hP(S)Pr j N hP(Se)Ph j N2 2 2 2 2 2p-delocalisation has occurred around the CoSe P N ring2 2
a b dPd(II) 37.9 64.8 26.3on the deprotonation /complexation of I and that I is a
a b dPt(II) 34.4 61.3 21.0typical example of this ligand type.

c eZn(II) Not reported 64.4 30.3The P–N–P angle has a mean value of 137.98, which is c eCd(II) Not reported 63.1 31.7
slightly larger than in 3, yet similar to that found in 2, at

aRef. [13].138.3(4)8, which also contains isopropyl groups on the bRef. [27].
phosphorus atom. The enlargement of the P–N–P angle in cRef. [24].

dthis complex (and in that of 2) is puzzling, contrasting the Ref. [19].
esmall changes in angle observed in 1, 3 and the methyl Ref. [20].
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Abstract

Temperature- and time-resolved X-ray powder diffraction and Fe K-edge EXAFS have been recorded simultaneously using synchrotron
radiation during the calcination of a gel prepared by hydrothermally processing a mixture of aluminium-, silicon- and iron-acetates. The

27results, which are supported by Al MAS NMR studies, show that iron is initially accommodated in the octahedral sites of a poorly
crystalline pseudoboehmite-type structure (g-AlOOH?nH O). At ca. 4008C the material becomes amorphous and a small particle highly2]
defective g-Al O -type structure develops as the temperature is increased. No evidence for a discrete crystalline silicon-containing phase2 3

oct tet tetis observed. The first evidence of the formation of mullite (Al (Al Si ) O ) in which iron is accommodated in the octahedral2 212x 222x 102x

sites is observed on reaching 10508C. The phase develops as a function of time at this temperature.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Mullite; Combined XRD/EXAFS; MAS NMR

1. Introduction barrier coatings and electronic device substrates [4]. These
materials, for example, can retain very useful mechanical

Mullite is a stable crystalline non-stoichiometric behaviour at elevated temperatures up to ca. 2008C whilst
oct tet tetaluminosilicate phase of composition Al (Al Si )- exhibiting a low dielectric constant and a similar thermal2 212x 2-2x

26O where x designates the number of oxygen-atom expansivity to silicon (for mullite K58, a 53.2310102x
21 26 21vacancies per average unit cell to compensate for the K and for Si K511.7, a 53310 K at 258C). The

31 41substitution of Al for Si , while oct and tet indicate the production of compounds with the optimum combination
coordination of the cations [1,2]. The most widely studied of properties depends upon achieving high sintered den-
form of mullite corresponds to x50.4, that is 3Al O ? sities and homogeneous sintered microstructures. Achiev-2 3

2SiO or 3/2-type mullite, which is the composition which ing this is difficult [2] and recent research has focused on2

results when mullite is formed from silica and alumina [3]. the use of sol-based and transient-sintering processing of
Oxide ceramics based on the 3/2-type mullite structure are mullite [5,6]. In these approaches, the sintering process is
sometimes metal cation doped and, in general, possess influenced strongly by the reactions between the silica- and
many of the mechanical and thermal properties required alumina-, and other metal-containing precursors.
for use in high-temperature applications such as thermal We report here on a temperature- and time-resolved

simultaneous X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and extend-
* ed X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) study of theCorresponding author. Tel.: 144-1908-652-801; fax: 144-1908-858-

327; e-mail: f.j.berry@open.ac.uk formation of iron-doped mullite via the drying and sub-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00398-2
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sequent sintering of hydrothermally processed sols with the X-ray powder diffraction patterns (FWHM 0.28 for silicon
27 standard, 0.48 for mullite) were obtained with a curved,3 /2-type composition. A1 MAS NMR supports the

position sensitive detector. The EXAFS measurementsconclusions reached in these investigations.
were collected in transmission mode using a 13-element
solid-state detector. The raw EXAFS data were back-
ground subtracted and fitted using the non-linear least2. Experimental
squares program EXCURV92 which calculates the theoret-
ical EXAFS function using the fast curved wave theory,Silicon- and aluminium-acetate in stoichiometric pro-
[7,8].portions together with 5 mol % iron(II) acetate were

27dispersed in 150 ml of water and hydrothermally processed Al MAS NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL
in a PTFE-lined autoclave at 1908C for 5 h under autogen- EX-400 spectrometer operating at 104.05 MHz and
ous pressure. The resulting sol was converted to a gel by equipped with a 5 mm high-speed DOTY probe head. All
heating under an overhead infrared lamp. The dried gel experiments employed single-pulse excitation with pulse
(0.05 g) was mixed with powdered boron nitride (0.05 g) widths less than p /6; rotor spinning frequencies were in
to produce sufficient bulk to be pressed into a 13-mm the region of 9 kHz. Spectra were referenced to external

31diameter 0.5-mm thick pellet. Al(H O) and are presented with exponential filtering2 6

The X-ray powder diffraction and Fe K-edge EXAFS selected to have minimum effect on overall linewidth.
data were collected alternatively on Station 9.3 (5T
wiggler) at the Synchrotron Radiation Source, Daresbury
Laboratory, U.K., with an average current of 200 mA at 2 3. Results and discussion
GeV and collection time of 15 min per scan. During data
acquisition the material was heated continuously at 108C The XRD pattern recorded at 258C from the dried
per min to 10508C and then held at 10508C for 10 h. The hydrothermally processed mixture of aluminium-, silicon-

Fig. 1. Temperature- and time-resolved X-ray powder diffraction patterns recorded from a dried hydrothermally processed mixture of aluminium-, silicon-
and iron(II)-acetates heated to 10508C at 108C/min and held at temperature for 5.5 h.
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Table 1and iron-acetates (Fig. 1) was similar to that previously
Best fit parameters to the Fe K-edge EXAFS recorded from a hydrother-reported for small crystallites of the aluminium oxyhydrox-
mally processed mixture of aluminium-, silicon-, and iron(II)-acetate

ide of composition g-AlOOHnH O which is commonly2] 2Sample Atom Coordination R60.03 2sreferred to as pseudoboehmite [9,10]. The material con- 2˚ ˚treatment type number (60.5) (A) (A )tains intercalated water molecules and the aluminium
Dried, infrared O 6 1.99 0.02atoms are octahedrally coordinated by oxygen atoms. The
lamp, 258C Al 6 2.91 0.03Fe K-edge EXAFS recorded from this material (Fig. 2a,

O 6 3.44 0.02
Table 1) showed the iron to be coordinated to six oxygen Al 2 3.62 0.03

˚atoms in the first shell at 1.99A and to six aluminium
10508C (10 h) O 6 1.93 0.03atoms in the second shell. The fit showed no evidence for
cooled to 808C Al/Si 6 2.82 0.05

the presence of iron oxide and is consistent with iron Al /Si 6 3.17 0.06
occupying the aluminium sites in the pseudoboehmite-

13508C (3 h) O 6 1.94 0.03
related structure. The results, which also gave no evidence cooled to 258C Al/Si 8 2.90 0.04
of a crystalline silicon-containing phase, are consistent Al /Si 14 3.23 0.05

27 29with our previous study [6] by Al and Si MAS NMR
spectroscopy which described a similar material (but MAS NMR spectrum for the gel including iron acetate is
prepared without the presence of iron) as a biphasic broadened and has a sideband manifold which is enhanced
nanoscale mixture of pseudoboehmite- and silica gel-re- in intensity. Not all of the aluminium was detectable for
lated phases. this sample as indicated by the significant increase in the

27The Al MAS NMR spectra recorded at room tempera- number of scans required to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio
ture from dried hydrothermally processed mixtures of comparable to that for the spectrum in Fig. 3(a). Overall
aluminium- and silicon-acetates, with and without iron this behaviour is typical of that for materials containing
acetate, are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). In the absence of magnetic centres [12,13] and therefore supports the con-
iron acetate, the spectrum is consistent with the presence of clusion that iron has been directly incorporated into the
aluminium in octahedral coordination [11] as to be ex- structure of the pseudoboehmite phase.

27pected for a pseudoboehmite related structure. The A1 The X-ray powder diffraction patterns in Fig. 1 show

Fig. 2. Fe K-edge EXAFS and Fourier transform recorded from a dried hydrothermally processed mixture of aluminium-, silicon- and iron(II)-acetates at
(a) 258C, (b) after heating at 10508C for 10 h and cooling to 808C, (c) after heating at 13508C (3 h) and cooling to 258C. (The solid line represents the
experimental data).
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amenable to fitting. However, the EXAFS recorded from
the material calcined at 10508C for 4 h and cooled to 808C
(Fig. 2b, Table 1) showed the iron to be coordinated by six
oxygen atoms in the first shell. The data did not fit to
models for pure Fe O , g-Fe O or a-Fe O . A separate3 4 2 3 2 3

sample of iron-doped mullite prepared by analogous
methods gave Fe K-edge EXAFS (Fig. 2c, Table 1) which
showed the iron to occupy the octahedral aluminium sites,
as opposed to tetrahedral silicon- or aluminium-sites, in the

27mullite structure. The Al MAS NMR spectra recorded
from iron-containing mullite samples were broadened and
relatively weak; but nonetheless maintained the essential
features of the spectrum of mullite itself [6,17]

4. Conclusion

A gel prepared by the hydrothermal processing of
aluminium-, silicon-, and iron-acetates contains iron in the

27Fig. 3. Al MAS NMR spectra recorded at room temperature from dried octahedral sites of a poorly crystalline psuedoboehmite-
hydrothermally processed mixtures of aluminium- and silicon-acetates (a) type structure. The material becomes amorphous on calci-
without iron acetate (280 scans) and (b) with iron acetate (3220 scans). nation at 4008C and a small particle highly defective

g-Al O -type structure develops as the temperature is2 3

increased. No evidence for a discrete crystalline silicon-that the peaks associated with pseudoboehmite gradually
containing phase is observed. The first evidence of mullitediminished and then disappeared as the temperature was
formation in which iron is accommodated in the octahedralincreased to 4008C over a period of 2 h. The patterns
sites is observed at 10508C.recorded at temperatures between ca. 400 and 10008C were

broad lined and characteristic of a small particle, highly
defective g-Al O -type structure which is reportedly2 3

[14,15] formed at ca. 4508C. The Fe-K edge EXAFS Acknowledgements
recorded from materials within this temperature regime
were complex and although a first shell-coordination of six We thank Daresbury Laboratory for financial support for
oxygen atoms consistent with iron occupying sites in the a studentship (BJP) and EPSRC for the award of a
aluminium-containing phase could be resolved, the data studentship (KRW) and beamtime at the SRS. We ack-
indicated the outer shells to be highly disordered. The nowledge the use of the EPSRC Chemical Database
observed stability of such a poorly crystalline alumina-type Service at Daresbury Laboratory.
matrix over such an extended temperature range and the
absence of any evidence for a crystalline silicon-containing
phase is relevant to current interests in achieving signifi-
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Abstract

Lead alkoxides of the types Pb O(OR) and Pb O (OR) were prepared from PbO and the corresponding alcohols in good yields.4 6 6 4 4

Alkoxide exchange reactions extend the number of compounds accessible by this synthesis route. This synthesis avoids the preparation of
educts like Pb[N(SiMe )] which were used in earlier work. Due to their high solubility in alcohols, lead oxoalkoxides can provide3

valuable educts for the sol-gel preparation of lead containing ceramics.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Lead oxoalkoxides; Pb O (OR) clusters; Lead oxide; IR and Raman spectroscopy; Sol-gel process6 4 4

1. Introduction Pb O(OR) and Pb O (OR) [6]. The tetranuclear oxo-4 6 6 4 4

alkoxides Pb O(OR) have a structure consisting of an4 6

The synthesis of lead compounds, which are soluble in oxygen centered Pb -tetrahedron with OR groups over4

common organic solvents, is important for the preparation each edge, the hexanuclear oxoalkoxides Pb O (OR)6 4 4

of lead containing ceramics by sol-gel processing, e.g. lead consist of a Pb octahedron with four oxygens and four6

zirconate titanate Pb(Zr /Ti)O or lead niobate Pb(Mg/Ni / OR groups alternant on the faces [6]. Similar structures3

Zn) Nb O . Easily accessible lead(II) carboxylates, were found for Pb O(OSiPh ) [8], Be O(OAc) [9] and1 / 3 2 / 3 3 4 3 6 4 6

e.g. lead acetate and lead 2-ethylhexanoate, are widely for Sn O (OMe) and Sn O (OH) [10].6 4 4 6 4 4
i tused as lead sources. Lead alkoxides and lead oxoalkox- The reaction of Pb[N(SiMe ) ] with PrOH, BuOH,3 2 2

ides which are well soluble in alcohols are another HOCMe Et and MeOEtOH under different conditions2

interesting class of precursors. They have the advantage leads to the alkoxides Pb(OR) [7], which form oligomeric2

that the alkoxide groups can be removed completely by or polymeric units. In this work we examine an alternative
hydrolysis, yielding materials with an extremely low preparation route for lead oxoalkoxides from the commer-
content of organics. This can help to avoid problems cially available cheap educts PbO and ROH instead of
caused by incomplete decomposition of the organic res- Pb[N(SiMe ) ] .3 2 2

idues in the calcination steps. Some volatile oxoalkoxides
could be used for chemical vapour deposition (CVD).

In previous papers the synthesis of lead alkoxides from 2. Results
lead acetate and sodium alkoxides in alcoholic solution
[1,2] is reported, but the neat alkoxide was not isolated. The reaction of PbO with the alcohols ROH allows theiLead isopropoxide Pb(O Pr) was prepared from PbF and2 2 synthesis of tetra- and hexanuclear lead oxoalkoxides from
potassium isopropoxide in benzene, and transformed to simple educts. The reaction follows the equationtPb(OEt) and Pb(O Bu) by alcoholysis and transesterifi-2 2

cation [3]. →x PbO 1 2(x 2 y)ROH Pb O (OR) 1 (x 2 y)H O← x y 2(x2y) 2
Pb[N(SiMe ) ] [4] has proved to be a useful educt for3 2 2

the preparation of lead alkoxides and oxoalkoxides. It where x54 and y51 or x56 and y54. The water formed
t t treacts with BuOH to Pb(O Bu) and Pb O(O Bu) [5] and in this reaction must be removed in order to shift the2 4 6

iwith EtOH or PrOH to the corresponding oxoalkoxides equilibrium to the right. The primary step of this complex
reaction might be the addition of ROH to PbO followed by

* elimination of water or alcohol which leads to the forma-Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-711-685-4450; fax: 149-711-685-
4443; e-mail: bertag@b01.chemie.uni-stuttgart.de tion of Pb–O–Pb bridges
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→PbO 1 ROH RO-Pb-OH←

→RO-Pb-OH 1 HO-Pb-OR RO-Pb-O-Pb-OR 1 H O← 2

→HO-Pb-OR 1 HO-Pb-OR HO-Pb-O-Pb-OR 1 ROH←

For ROH52-methoxyethanol (MeOEtOH, which can act
as a bidentate ligand because of the two oxygen atoms),

21the coordination of the alkoxide to the Pb is strong
enough that Pb O(OEtOMe) is formed in high yields by4 6

refluxing PbO in MeOEtOH without water removal. Partial
hydrolysis (performed by recrystallization from benzene
containing 0.06 wt. % of water (saturated solution at
208C)) yields the hexanuclear oxoalkoxide
Pb O (OEtOMe) .6 4 4

For ROH5n-PrOH and n-BuOH, the water formed in
Fig. 1. IR spectra (KBr tablets) of Pb O (OH) , Pb O (OEtOMe) and6 4 4 6 4 4the course of the reaction was removed by a Soxhlet Pb O(OEtOMe) . The spectra are shifted along the ordinate for clarity.4 6

extractor filled with dried molecular sieves, through which
the condensed solvent runs before returning to the boiling
PbO suspension. These alcohols form only the hexanuclear Pb[N(SiMe ) ] in [6], indicating the identity of the3 2

substances. The presence of hexanuclear clustersoxoalkoxides Pb O (OR) . The yield (cf. Table 1) is good6 4 4

Pb O (OR) could be confirmed for the speciesfor n-BuOH (bp. 1188C) where the water is more volatile 6 4 4
t tPb O (O Bu) by cryoscopy in BuOH as an example. Itthan the alcohol, and thus is removed effectively from the 6 4 4

tyields a molecular weight of Pb O (O Bu) of 14856126PbO suspension. The yield decreases for n-PrOH (bp. 6 4 4

g /mol (calc. 1599.2 g/mol for the hexanuclear species).978C) where the water removal seems to be less effective.
In the case of Pb O(OEtOMe) the tetranuclear clusterThe direct reaction of PbO with i-PrOH is unfavourable 4 6

is the simplest structure which is consistent with thedue to the further reduced boiling point of i-PrOH (828C)
analytical data and avoids fractional stoichiometric co-and the higher steric demand of the alkoxide. Such
efficients. Due to the low solubility, the molecular weightoxoalkoxides can be prepared best by substitution of the

n of this compound could not be determined cryoscopically.n-butoxide groups from Pb O (O Bu) by refluxing in an6 4 4

In the IR spectra of the oxoalkoxides, the O–H stretch-excess of the other alcohol. This reaction was carried out
ing band of the free alcohols is absent. The C–H vibrationswith i-PrOH, t-BuOH and EtOH. The reaction of

n of the carbon atom adjacent to the oxygen are shifted toPb O (O Bu) with MeOEtOH leads to the formation of6 4 4
21lower wavenumbers (2700 and 2800 cm for the n-the tetranuclear compound Pb O(OEtOMe) . The poten-4 6

21alcohols, 2600 and 2820 cm for i-PrOH, and 2690 andtially bidentate methoxyethoxide groups from
212740 cm for MeOEtOH). The other bands are almostPb O(OEtOMe) and Pb O (OEtOMe) cannot be ex-4 6 6 4 4

identical for the alcohol and the alkoxide groups. Addition-changed by the unidentate simple alkoxides. The properties
al Pb–O vibration bands appear at low wavenumbers in theof all the oxoalkoxides prepared in this work are collected

21range of 400–600 cm (cf. Fig. 1). Pb O(OEtOMe)in Table 1. 4 6
21The oxoalkoxides were characterized by elementary exhibits bands at 558, 508, 458 and 406 cm ,

analysis, IR and Raman spectroscopy, cryoscopy and Pb O (OEtOMe) and the other hexanuclear compounds6 4 4
21powder diffraction. Our IR and XRD data are in good show only a broad band at 480–540 cm , which shows

agreement with the values given in [6] for Pb O (OEt) shoulders that vary slightly depending on the alkoxide6 4 4
i iand Pb O (O Pr) , which were prepared from group. The IR data for Pb O (OEt) and Pb O (O Pr) are6 4 4 6 4 4 6 4 4

Table 1
Yields, melting points and solubilities of the prepared oxoalkoxides

Compound Yield [%] mp [8C] Solubility in parent alcohol
rel. to PbO [g/g of alcohol] at 258C

Pb O(OEtOMe) 82 170 mp/decomp. ,0.024 6

Pb O (OEtOMe) 46 57.6 0.696 4 4
nPb O (O Bu) 68 117.0 0.426 4 4
tPb O (O Bu) 48 150 decomp. 0.17 (at 308C)6 4 4
nPb O (O Pr) 59 150 decomp. 0.406 4 4
iPb O (O Pr) 65 150 decomp. 0.026 4 4

Pb O (OEt) 52 150 decomp. 0.066 4 4
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in good agreement with the data reported in [6].
Pb O (OH) , for which the structure of a hexanuclear6 4 4

cluster is confirmed by Rietveld analysis of neutron
scattering data [11], also shows a strong IR band at 492

21cm .
The Raman spectra of Pb O (OH) , Pb O(OEtOMe) ,6 4 4 4 6

Pb O (OEtOMe) and MeOEtOH are shown in Fig. 2. The6 4 4

Raman spectra also show a large similarity of the bands of
the free alcohol and the alkoxide, and exhibit the same
shift of the C–H vibrations adjacent to the oxygen as
observed in the IR spectra. An additional small band can

21be observed at 1370–1380 cm for the tetranuclear as
well as for the hexanuclear compounds. The distinction
between these structure types can be made by the low

21wavenumber Raman bands at 220, 340, 427 and 566 cm
for the tetranuclear structure of Pb O(OEtOMe) which n n4 6 Fig. 3. Raman spectra of solid Pb O (O Bu) , Pb O (O Bu) dissolved6 4 4 6 4 4are missing for the hexanuclear structures. Hexanuclear in n-butanol and pure n-butanol. The spectra are shifted along the

21species exhibit strong bands only at 160 and 300 cm . ordinate for clarity.
These peaks are almost identical for all hexanuclear
clusters, indicating that they are caused by internal vi- Some of the oxoalkoxides prepared in this work have an

21brations of the Pb O skeleton. A strong band at 162 cm extremely high solubility in their parent alcohol. The6 4

also appears in the Raman spectrum of Pb O (OH) . The solubilities are also collected in Table 1. They decrease6 4 4
21peak at about 100 cm might arise due to the cutoff from n- to iso- or tert-alkoxides and from n-butoxide to

caused by the filter which removes the Rayleigh scattering. ethoxide. The solubility of the pure alkoxides in non-polar
nIn Fig. 3, the Raman spectra of solid Pb O (O Bu) , solvents such as hexane is usually low, but small amounts6 4 4

nPb O (O Bu) dissolved in n-butanol and pure n-butanol of the parent alcohol (present e.g. in the crude alkoxides)6 4 4

are depicted. The comparison of these spectra shows that strongly increases the solubility. Most of the oxoalkoxides
21the peak at 160 cm is caused by an internal vibration of decompose at about 1508C without melting. The decompo-

the Pb–O skeleton which is still present in the solution. sition and melting points are also listed in Table 1.
nAfter addition of Ti(O Bu) (1 mol Ti per mol Pb, which4

is the appropriate stoichiometry for the preparation of
PbTiO ) this peak vanishes (Fig. 4), indicating that the 3. Summary3

Pb–O–skeleton is broken. Therefore an intimate and
homogeneous mixing of Pb- and Ti-components in the Lead oxoalkoxides with a composition of Pb O (OR)6 4 4
solution can be assumed, which is advantageous for sol-gel can be prepared from PbO and primary, secondary and
processing.

nFig. 4. Raman spectra of Ti(O Bu) dissolved in n-butanol,4
n n nFig. 2. Raman spectra of Pb O (OH) , Pb O (OEtOMe) , Pb O (O Bu) dissolved in n-butanol, and Pb O (O Bu) 1Ti(O Bu)6 4 4 6 4 4 6 4 4 6 4 4 4

Pb O(OEtOMe) and MeOEtOH. The spectra are shifted along the dissolved in n-butanol. The spectra are shifted along the ordinate for4 6

ordinate for clarity. clarity.
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tertiary alcohols ROH by direct reaction or with sub- h in 50 ml of hexane to remove residual amounts of
sequent alkoxide exchange. Pb O(OEtOMe) is formed in MeOEtOH. Removal of the supernatant solvent and exces-4 6

the direct reaction of PbO with MeOEtOH. The Pb O and sive drying yields 6.0 g (yield 82%) of white needles of4

Pb O skeleton remains intact when the oxoalkoxides are Pb O(OEtOMe) .6 4 4 6

dissolved in alcohols, but it is destructed by addition of Pb calc. 64.0 found 63.7, C calc. 16.7 found 16.8, H
titanium alkoxides to the solution. calc. 3.3 found 3.4, N found 0; IR (Pb–OR, KBr) 558(vs),

21511(vs), 457(w), 410(m) cm , Raman (Pb–O, Pb–OR)
21220(m), 340(w), 427(w), 566(m) cm .

4. Experimental
4.3. Pb O (OEtOMe)6 4 4

All reactions were performed under dry nitrogen in
Schlenk tubes. The solvents were dried by standard A 0.5 g sample of Pb O(OEtOMe) was refluxed for 304 6

methods. The products were dried at room temperature min in 20 ml of benzene saturated with water. The solvent
under vacuum to remove remaining solvents. FT-IR spec- was removed under vacuum and the residue was dissolved

21tra (400–4000 cm ) of solid samples were recorded in in 10 ml of hexane. The filtered solution was evaporated to
transmission mode from KBr tablets and Nujol mulls a volume of 2–3 ml and cooled in ice / rock salt. Then 0.23
(prepared in a glove box) with a BRUKER IFS 66 g of white needles precipitated (yield 55% related to
spectrometer. Fourier transform Raman spectra (60–3200 Pb O(OEtOMe) , 46% related to PbO). Raman spectra4 6

21cm ) were recorded in 1808 reflection geometry with a prove the complete transformation of Pb O(OEtOMe) to4 6

BRUKER RFS 100 spectrometer with an excitation wave- Pb O (OEtOMe) .6 4 4

length of 1064 nm. Both the solid and the liquid samples Pb calc. 77.3 found 77.6; IR (Pb–OR, KBr) 512(sh),
21were measured in sealed glass capillaries. The Pb content 492(vs) cm , Raman (Pb–O) 130 (w), 160(vs), 297(m)

21was determined complexometrically with EDTA and cm .
xylenolorange as indicator [12] after hydrolyzing the

nsamples which were previously weighed under dry N .2 4.4. Pb O (O Bu)6 4 4CHN analysis could be carried out successfully only for
Pb O(OEtOMe) (data given below) which is most stable4 6 A 5 g sample of yellow PbO was refluxed in 150 ml of
against hydrolysis, because exposure to air could not be n-BuOH for 7 h. The condensed n-BuOH was ran through
avoided during insertion of the samples into our CHN ˚a Soxhlet extractor filled with dry molecular sieve (3A) to
analyzer. Thus, the other oxoalkoxides underwent partial remove the water formed during the reaction. After
hydrolysis before CHN analysis, which yielded results filtering the hot suspension, the n-BuOH was removed at
consistent with a composition of Pb O (OR) (OH)6 4 42x x room temperature under vacuum which yields 6.0 g of
with 0.3#x#0.6. waxy crude product. 40 ml of hexane was added to the

Diffractograms were recorded at room temperature on a crude product, the suspension was filtered after 5 min of
STOE STADI P powder diffractometer equipped with a stirring, and about 20 ml of hexane was removed under
position sensitive detector. The samples were contained in vacuum. Cooling in ice / rock salt leads to the precipitation

nsealed glass capillaries and measured with Cu Ka radiation of white, plate like crystals of Pb O (O Bu) . Yield 4.1 g6 4 4in Debye–Scherrer geometry. The molecular weight of (68%).t tPb O ( Bu) was determined cryoscopically in BuOH.6 4 4 Pb calc. 77.7 found 76.8; IR (Pb–OR, KBr) 544(sh),
21508(vs), 481(sh) cm , Raman (Pb–O) 130(w), 161(vs),

214.1. Pb O (OH) 297(m) cm .6 4 4

tPreparation according to [11] from an aqueous solution 4.5. Pb O (O Bu)6 4 4of Pb(OAc) ?3H O with NH . IR (Pb–OH, KBr) 495(vs)2 2 3
21

ncm , Raman (Pb–O) 131(w), 162(vs), 206(w), 368(w) Preparation via alkoxide exchange from Pb O (O Bu) :6 4 421 ˚ ˚ ncm , XRD tetragonal, a58.038 A, c59.314 A (a58.023 3.0 g of the pure Pb O (O Bu) was refluxed in 50 ml of6 4 4˚ ˚A, c59.318 A from [11]). t-BuOH for 4 h and the solvent evaporated at room
temperature under vacuum. After repetition of this pro-

4.2. Pb O(OEtOMe) cedure, 50 ml of hexane was added to the waxy crude4 6

product. The suspension was filtered and about 30 ml of
A 5 g sample of yellow PbO was refluxed in 100 ml hexane evaporated under vacuum. Cooling in ice / rock salt

MeOEtOH for 1–2 h. After filtering the hot suspension, leads to the precipitation of white crystals of
tthe MeOEtOH was evaporated at room temperature under Pb O (O Bu) . Yield 2.1 g (70% related to6 4 4
nvacuum to yield 6.5 g of crude product. After recrystalliza- Pb O (O Bu) , 48% related to PbO). Raman spectra prove6 4 4

n ttion from hot MeOEtOH, the product was suspended for 2 the complete substitution of O Bu by O Bu.
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nPb calc. 77.7 found 77.6; IR (Pb–OR, KBr) 520(vs), 3.0 g of the pure Pb O (O Bu) was refluxed in 50 ml of6 4 4
21488(sh), 442(m) cm , Raman (Pb–O, Pb–OR) 130(w), EtOH for 4 h, the solvent evaporated at room temperature

148(m), 165(vs), 226(w), 297(m), 363(w), 449(w), 493(w) under vacuum, and the solid residue refluxed again for 4 h
21 in 50 ml of EtOH. Cooling in ice / rock salt and partiallycm , molecular weight cryoscopically 14856126 g/mol,

evaporating the solvent leads to the precipitation of whitecalc. 1599.2 g/mol
crystals of Pb O (OEt) . Yield 2.2 g (77% related to6 4 4

nn Pb O (O Bu) , 52% related to PbO). Raman spectra prove4.6. Pb O (O Pr) 6 4 46 4 4
nthe complete substitution of O Bu by OEt.

Pb calc. 83.6 found 84.6; IR (Pb–OR, KBr) 498(vs),The reaction of PbO with n-PrOH analogously to the
n 21 21preparation of Pb O (O Bu) yields 4.5 g of crude product 465(sh) cm , IR (Pb–OR, Nujol) 498(vs), 460(sh) cm ,6 4 4

n 21and 2.9 g (50%) of pure Pb O (O Pr) after recrystalliza- Raman (Pb–O) 130(w), 160(vs), 296(m) cm , XRD6 4 4
˚ ˚ ˚tion from hexane. monoclinic, a520.050 A b512.456 A c517.451 A b 5

n ˚ ˚ ˚Preparation via alkoxide exchange from Pb O (O Bu) : 95.888 (a520.024 A, b512.473 A, c517.409 A, b 56 4 4
n3.0 g of the crude Pb O (O Bu) was refluxed in 50 ml of 95.868 at 2808C from [6]).6 4 4

n-PrOH for 4 h and the solvent evaporated at room
temperature under vacuum. After repetition of this pro-
cedure, 25 ml of hexane was added to the waxy crude Acknowledgements
product. The suspension was filtered and about 15 ml of
hexane was evaporated under vacuum. Cooling in ice / rock We thank Mrs. C. Ansorge for assistance in the synth-
salt leads to the precipitation of white, needle shaped eses, and Prof. Dr. A. Schmidt for advice concerning

ncrystals of Pb O (O Pr) . Yield 1.7 g (59% related to analytical questions.6 4 4

PbO). Raman spectra prove the complete substitution of
n nO Bu by O Pr.
Pb calc. 80.5 found 80.6; IR (Pb–OR, KBr) 522(vs), References

21489(vs) cm , Raman (Pb–O) 130(w), 162(vs), 297(m)
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Abstract

An extension to the Electrostatic-Covalent model is proposed for the prediction of physicochemical properties and enthalpies of
interaction for two donor molecules reacting with a single acceptor molecule. The coordination of the first base modifies the acceptor
tendencies for binding a second base. Each different base forms a different acceptor for coordinating the second base, so in any model
different acceptor parameters are required for the second step for each base. An E and C based model is derived to reflect this behavior
and is applied to several 2:1 adducts providing a new interpretation of their reactivity. Literature correlations of 2:1 adducts which use a
single average acceptor parameter for the sum of the two steps do not reflect this behavior so the meaning of the fit and the resulting
parameters are not clear. Furthermore, since an average does not reflect a different acceptor parameter in the second step for each base the
cause of deviations in such a fit is not clear. The model is extended to encompass reactivity of bidentate phosphines. Donor parameters are
reported for the first coordination step of bidentate phosphines. The second step of bidentate donor binding is affected by the strength of
the acceptor interaction in the first step. Equations are derived to correlate the total enthalpies of reaction of bidentate phosphines. Some
generalizations concerning reactivity can be made but limited data precludes a thorough evaluation of the model.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: ECW model; Phosphines; Correlations; Enthalpies of reaction

1. Introduction ters for phosphines and phosphites. The electrostatic and
covalent phosphorus donor parameters are determined
from data sets that are free of steric effects. WhenWork from this laboratory [1–5] has shown the utility of
deviations in ECW correlations indicate a steric effect, athe Electrostatic–Covalent Model (ECW), Eq. (1), for the
procedure is reported [7] to confirm these effects quantita-interpretation of a wide range of physicochemical prop-
tively by adding a cone angle term, s(u 2u )d to Eq. (1).erties ON

Here u is Tolman’s cone angle, and u is the cone angleONDx 5 E E 1 C C 1 W (1)A B A B above which steric effects become operative. ECW analy-
such as enthalpies of interaction, NMR, UV and IR shifts, ses indicate that steric effects play a greatly diminished
E values, rate constants, and activation enthalpies. Dx is role in understanding phosphine reactivity than suggested1 / 2

the magnitude of the physicochemical property (with units by cone angle, u, and one parameter basicity, x, models
of energy), E and C reflect the electrostatic and covalent [7,9].A A

properties of the acceptor, and E and C parallel the The phosphorus s-donor E and C parameters areB B B B

electrostatic and covalent properties of the donor. W is the shown to correlate physicochemical properties of acceptors
value of the physicochemical property when E 5C 50, that p-backbond because the tendency to p-backbondB B

and as an intercept it contains any contribution to a data set increases as the s-basicity decreases [6,7]. Representing
pthat is independent of the base. the p-acceptor properties of phosphorus donors with E

pRecent additions [6–8] to the ECW database have and C , the relation of p-acceptor to s-donor strength is
significantly increased the relevance of the model to given mathematically by Eqs. (2) and (3).
organometallic chemistry by reporting E and C parame-B B

p pE 5 E 8 2 jE (2)A A B

*Corresponding author.
p p1Deceased Dec. 5, 1997. C 5 C 8 2 j9C (3)A A B

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00365-9
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The values of j and j9 are constant for phosphorus donors acceptor center. Relationships that express this behavior
2nd 2ndand have a different constant value for other families. (The are given in Eqs. (10) and (11), where E and C areA A

proportionality constants used for this application in earlier the acceptor parameters for the 1:1 adduct that reacts in the
work [6,7] were k and k9, but they have been changed here second step and k and k9 are proportionality constants
to avoid confusion with constants used later in this article). characteristic of the acceptor that indicate the extent to

p pE 8 and C 8 are intercepts interpreted as reference p- which base coordination, kE and k9C , modifies theB B

backbond acceptor parameters for a phosphine with no s acidity for the second step.
basicity. As s basicity increases, jE and j9C decrease 2ndB B E 5 E 2 kE (10)A A Bthe p-acceptor strength from this reference point. The
acceptor E , C , and W parameters that result from the 2ndA A C 5 2 C k9C (11)A A Bdata fit of a system with a p-backbond component include
the p contributions shown in Eqs. (4)–(6). Therefore, the enthalpy of reaction for the addition of the

2nd
FIT pM second donor to AB is given in Eq. (12) where E andA* *E 5 E 2 jE (4)A A B 2ndC have different values for each base.A

FIT pM
2nd 2nd* *C 5 C 2 j9C (5)A A B 2 DH 5 E E 1 C C2nd A B A B

FIT p pM p pM 5 (E 2 kE )E 1 (C 2 k9C )C (12)A B B A B BW 5 W 1 E 8E 1 C 8C (6)A B A B

Combining Eqs. (9) and (12) gives the total enthalpy forThe s and p contributions cannot be separated, and thus,
pM pM the two steps (Eq. (13)).the parameters cannot be readily interpreted. E and CB B

are the metal’s p-donor component. The magnitudes of the 2 DH 5 2 (DH 1 DH )T 1 2
fit coefficients reveal [6,7] contributions from p-back

2 2
5 2E E 2 kE 1 2C C 2 k9C (13)A B B A B Bbonding in an interaction when their magnitudes differ

from that of any reasonable s-bonding interpretation. Using the reported E and C parameters for the donorB B
Enthalpies for the reactions of two (or more) donors molecules, a least squares minimization routine can be

with a single acceptor or physicochemical properties of used to calculate the best acceptor E , C , k, and k9A A
adducts with two donors varied usually only allow mea- parameters for the total enthalpy. Because four unknowns
surement of the total change for coordinating both donors. need to be determined, a large data set of donors with
Eq. (1) is not expected to correlate total enthalpies for 2:1 widely varying C /E ratios must be studied to obtain aB B
donor–acceptor adduct formation. In the first step of this satisfactory solution for the unknowns.
type of reaction, each base forms a different 1:1 adduct When the 2:1 discussion for s acceptors is extended to2nd 2ndwhich behaves as an acceptor with different E and CA A acceptors that can undergo p-back bonding, the s–p
parameters in the second step to form the 2:1 adduct, vide relationships shown in Eqs. (2) and (3) are expected to
infra. apply for phosphorus donors. Correlations can result for

A model has been derived [10–12] for prediction of the phosphorus donors, but the parameters will contain p and
enthalpies of reaction of two bases with metal–metal s-effects that cannot be resolved at present. The extension
bonded carboxylates of the general form M (RCO ) . This2 2 4 of the enthalpy discussion given above to physicochemical
equation is extended to the physicochemical properties for properties that arise from coordination of two donors lead
2:1 adducts of acceptors in this article. In order to correlate to Eq. (14). In this article, successful correlations
properties for 2:1 adducts with the ECW model, the two

Dx 5 Dx 1 Dxsteps are considered separately, as shown in Eqs. (7) and T 1 2

2 2(8), where A is the acceptor and B is the same donor for 5 2E E 2 kE 1 2C C 2 k9C 1 W (14)A B B A B B
both steps.

of 2:1 adduct properties are reported, and the interpretation
A 1 B → AB (7)

of the correlations are discussed.
For a given acceptor, the acid in the second step will

AB 1 B → AB (8)2 have an acidity that varies depending on the base attached.
As a result there is no average acid parameter that can fitThe enthalpy for step one (Eq. (7)) is given in Eq. (9), for
the total enthalpy. All reported literature analyses of 2:1reactions where W50.
adducts, tacitly assume that the two steps can be described

2 DH 5 E E 1 C C (9)1 A B A B with an average acceptor parameter when the total
After one donor molecule has been added, the E and C physicochemical property is fit to a single acceptor param-A A

parameters will change for the coordination of the second eter. Before any set of donor parameters can be meaning-
donor molecule. Strong donors are expected to produce a fully applied to the analysis of 2:1 adducts, it is essential to
weaker acceptor for the second step than weak donors illustrate mathematically how the equation employed takes
because of the partial positive charge remaining on the into account the changes described above for the 2:1
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Table 1adducts. The random fitting of 2:1 data to a set of
aE and C parameters for donorsB Bparameters derived for 1:1 adducts may yield a good fit but

bNo. Donor wt E C C /Ewill lead to meaningless acceptor parameters unless a B B B B

derivation is provided to accommodate two different 1 P(CH ) 1.0 0.31 5.15 173 3

acceptors in each step. 2 P(C H ) 1.0 0.28 5.53 202 5 3

3 P(n-C H ) 0.5 0.37 5.16 14Basicities of bidentate donors have not been treated with 3 7 3

4 P(i-C H ) 0.7 0.36 5.46 153 7 3ECW. Coordination of the first donor atom is treated with
5 P(n-C H ) 1.0 0.32 5.36 174 9 3Eq. (1) using constant E and C values characteristic ofB B 6 P(i-C H ) 0.7 0.48 4.60 104 9 3

the donor reacting as a monodentate. As with 2:1 accep- 7 P(t-C H ) 0.5 0.25 6.08 244 9 3

tors, coordination to the first donor atom of the bidentate to 8 P(c-C H ) 1.0 0.41 5.35 136 11 3

9 P(CH CH CN) 0.5 0.95 1.50 1.6an acceptor modifies the donor properties of the second 2 2 3

10 P(CH C H ) 0.2 0.63 3.32 5.32 6 5 3donor atom to a different extent for different acceptors.
11 P(OCH ) 1.0 0.50 3.32 6.63 3There is no constant E and C for the second step ifB B 12 P(OC H ) 1.0 0.56 3.17 5.72 5 3

acceptor coordination has an inductive effect that influ- 13 P(O–i-C H ) 0.7 0.53 3.59 6.83 7 3

ences basicity. In this article, equations are derived for the 14 P(OC H ) 0.5 0.45 3.86 8.64 9 3

15 P(OC H ) 1.0 0.71 1.69 2.4analysis of these systems. 6 5 3

16 P(OCH ) R 0.7 0.09 4.85 542 3

17 P[N(CH ) ] 0.3 0.38 5.11 133 2 3

18 P(CH CH5CH ) 0.2 0.64 3.61 5.62 2 3
2. Calculations 19 P(C H ) 1.0 0.70 3.05 4.46 5 3

20 P(4-CH C H ) 1.0 0.65 3.41 5.23 6 4 3

21 P(4-OCH C H ) 1.0 0.62 3.57 5.8The ECW fits to Eq. (13) or Eq. (14) of the physico- 3 6 4 3

22 P(4-FC H ) 1.0 0.74 2.70 3.66 4 3chemical measurements listed in Table 2 were carried out
23 P(4-ClC H ) 1.0 0.82 2.35 2.96 4 3by using a least squares minimization routine to solve 24 P(4-CF C H ) 1.0 0.91 1.52 1.73 6 4 3

these equations for five unknowns. The donor E and C 25 P(4-NMe C H ) 0.5 0.05 6.90 140B B 2 6 4 3

parameters and the different weights used in these analyses 26 P(3-CH C H ) 1.0 0.55 3.83 7.03 6 4 3

27 PCl 0.2 0.70 0.18 0.26are listed in Table 1. If one uses E and C as two of the 3B B
28 P(CH ) C H 1.0 0.44 4.49 103 2 6 5independent variables (as in Eqs. (13) and (14)), their
29 P(C H ) C H 1.0 0.39 4.91 132 5 2 6 5coefficients from the regression are 2E and 2C , respec-A A 30 P(OCH ) C H 0.5 0.59 3.39 5.73 2 6 5

tively, and must be divided by 2 to give the E and C 31 P(Cl) C H 0.2 0.92 0.25 0.27A A 2 6 5

values. The other two independent variables that are used, 32 P(C H ) CH 1.0 0.57 3.74 6.66 5 2 3
2 2 33 P(C H ) C H 1.0 0.55 3.83 7.0E and C , will give coefficients whose values are 2k 6 5 2 2 5B B

34 P(C H ) n-C H 0.5 0.58 3.80 6.66 5 2 4 9and 2k9, respectively. Values in Table 2 are E , C , k, andA A 35 P(C H ) OCH 1.0 0.59 3.39 5.76 5 2 3k9 and can be substituted directly into Eqs. (13) and (14). 36 P(C H ) Cl 0.5 0.66 2.35 3.66 5 2
Calculation of the reported parameters is attained by the 37 P(C H ) H 0.2 0.49 4.51 9.26 11 2

removal of any donor from the data set that deviates by 2.5 38 AsPh 0.2 0.90 2.16 2.43

atimes the average deviation. The fit is rerun and repeated Phosphine parameters are from [7].
buntil all such donors are removed, with previously re- Weights are those assigned in [7].

moved donors added back if they subsequently deviate by
less than 2.5 times the average deviation. Reported donors
that are omitted from the final fits are discussed in the text until a good fit results. A plot of the deviations from this fit
and listed in Table 2. versus u gives a line, dev5s(u 2u )d, whose slope is sON

For adduct formation enthalpies involving a series of and whose intercept at zero deviation is su . The uON ON

bases forming 2:1 adducts, Eq. (13) is solved for the derived is substituted in the Eq. (15),
acceptor parameters E , C , k and k9. Other physico-A A 2 2

Dx 5 2E E 2 kE 1 2C C 2 k9C 1 W 1 s(u 2u )dchemical properties, Dx, are fit to Eq. (14) where constant T A B B A B B ON

energy terms or intercepts are represented with a W term. (15)
Care must be taken to consider all of the independent

and from the fit, the parameters, E , C , k, k9, W, and s, areenergy contributions to a reaction in fitting data to equa- A A

obtained.tions and in interpreting fit parameters. The energy com-
ponents of each reaction or spectral shift are described in
the results and discussion section.

Some of the systems discussed in this paper were 3. Results and discussion
analyzed using a steric onset term, s(u 2u )d. This term,ON

described above, was added to the multiple regression Considerably more information about the influence of
analyses by the following procedure derived earlier [7]. electronic, p-back bonding, and steric effects on physico-
The larger cone angle systems are removed systematically chemical properties can result when the enthalpies of the
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Table 2
Acceptor parameters for 2:1 adduct formation

aSystem E C W k k9 NumberA A

b
2DH; [Mo(NBD)(CO) ] 250.0 3.9 57.5 238.8 1.4 11 (1)4

c d d
2DH; [RhCl(CO) ] 246.8 5.0 45.0 259.0 1.3 11 (0)2 2

e
2DH; [Fe(BDA)(CO) ] 34.2 28.3 50.7 84.8 22.3 16 (3)3

f
2DH; [CpRu(COD)Cl] 272.6 6.4 75.3 294.8 2.5 13 (0)

g
2DH; [Cp*Ru(COD)Cl] 267.3 8.1 62.1 291.6 3.0 12 (0)
13 hC; [Ni(CO) L] 8.3 1.9 184.1 -2 – 38 (0)3
13 iC; [Ni(CO) L ] 5.3 1.9 180.5 21.6 0.08 8 (0)2 2

j
n ; [Mo(CO) L ] 26.0 28.2 2082 2.8 21.6 11 (1)CO 4 2

k
n ; [Fe(CO) L ] 273.1 25.8 2013 249.3 1.5 16 (0)CO 3 2

l
n ; [Ir (CO)(Cl)L ] 13.5 23.1 1977 20.1 0.2 15 (2)CO 2

m
n ; [Mn (CO) L ] 277.1 6.9 1972 2137.8 2.3 9 (0)CO 2 8 2

n
n ; [Co (CO) L ] 295.3 247.3 1951 491.7 211.9 7 (0)CO 2 6 2

log k; [Ir(CO)(Cl)L ]–MeI (1)8 211.2 7.6 234.3 231.6 1.6 13 (2)2

log k; [Ir(CO)(Cl)L ]–MeI (2)8 27.5 4.8 222.4 221.5 1.0 8 (1)2
plog k; [Ir(CO)(Cl)L ]–H (1) 226.7 3.1 9.3 238.3 1.0 13 (0)2 2
plog k; [Ir(CO)(Cl)L ]–H (2) 68.0 24.0 247.6 283.7 1.9 6 (0)2 2

qlog k; [Ir(CO)(Cl)L ]–O (f) 243.4 11.3 226.6 286.1 2.6 7 (0)2 2
rlog k; [Ir(CO)(Cl)L ]–O (r) 1.5 2.4 212.4 22.4 0.2 7 (0)2 2

slog k; [Ir(CO)(Cl)L ]–O 244.8 10.0 214.2 283.8 2.4 7 (0)2 2
tlog k; [Mo(CO) (PR ) Br ] 2184.1 18.0 95.0 2243.5 6.7 8 (1)2 3 2 2

a The total number of donors (N, P, S, As, etc.) studied. In parenthesis is the number of donors excluded to give the reported correlation.
b 2Enthalpy for the displacement of NBD by two ligands in THF at 308C. NBD5norbornadiene. Data from [13]. r 50.99, F5864.5. P(OPh) was omitted.3
c Enthalpy for the breaking of the dimer and addition of two phosphines to each of the monomers with the release of 2 CO in CH Cl at 308C. Data from2 2

2[15]. r 50.98, F573.4.
d For this system, the E reported here is actually 2E 1kE and C is 2C 1k9C . See text for discussion of these values.A A CO A A CO
e 2Enthalpy for the displacement of BDA by two ligands in THF at 508C. BDA5benzylidene acetone. Data from [16–19]. r 50.98, F5111. AsPh was3

omitted for incomplete complexation and P(i-C H ) and P(c-C H ) for steric effects.3 7 3 6 11 3
f Enthalpy for the displacement of COD by two ligands in THF at 308C. COD5cyclooctadiene. See text for the addition of a steric onset term, s520.83.

2Data from [20,21]. r 50.99, F5106.
g Enthalpy for the displacement of COD by two ligands in THF at 308C. COD5cyclooctadiene. See text for the addition of a steric onset term, s520.91.

2Data from [24,25]. r 50.96, F532.
h 13 2C of [Ni(CO) L] in CDCl referenced from TMS. Data from [26,27]. r 50.97, F5643.4. This is a 1:1 system, and no k or k9 values are needed to treat3 3

the data.
i 13 2C of [Ni(CO) L ] in CDCl referenced from TMS. Data from [26]. r 50.99, F5304.5.2 2 3
j 2CO stretching frequency in [Mo(CO) L ] in THF. Data from [13]. r 50.98, F592.5. P(OPh) was omitted.4 2 3
k 2CO stretching frequency in [Fe(CO) L ] in THF. Data from [16–19]. r 50.98, F5130.3 2
l 2CO stretching frequency in [Ir(CO)L ]. Data from [28]. r 50.98, F5109.9. P(i-C H ) and P(c-C H ) were omitted.2 3 7 3 6 11 3
m 2CO stretching frequency of [Mn (CO) L ] in CH Cl solution. Data from [29]. r 50.98, F556.9.2 8 2 2 2
n 2CO stretching frequency of [Co (CO) L ] in CH Cl solution. Data from [29]. r 50.99, F544.3.2 6 2 2 2
o 2log of the reaction rate for the addition of MeI to [Ir(CO)ClL ]. (1) was done in benzene solvent with r 50.94, F534.0; and (2) in acetone with2

2r 50.98, F542.0. Data from [28]. P(i-C H ) was omitted from both fits and P(c-C H ) was also omitted in the benzene fit. It was not studied in the3 7 3 6 11 3

acetone experiment. Additionally, P(Ph–p-CF ) was omitted in the acetone fit.3 3
p 2log of the reaction rate for the addition of H to [Ir(CO)ClL ]. (1) was done in toluene solvent with r 50.94, F531.2; and (2) in DMF. Data from [28].2 2

2r 50.97, F59.6.
q 2log of the reaction rate for the addition of O to [Ir(CO)ClL ]. Data from [28]. r 50.99, F548.8.2 2
r 2log of the reaction rate for the loss of O from [Ir(CO)ClL (O )]. Data from [28]. r 50.98, F525.8.2 2 2
s 2log of the ratio of forward and reverse rate constants for O reaction with [Ir(CO)ClL (O )]. Data from [28]. r 50.99, F5114.5.2 2 2
t Flash photolysis studies of [Mo(CO) (PR ) Br ]. Log of the second order rate constant for recombination of CO to [Mo(CO) (PR ) Br ] in 1,23 3 2 2 2 3 2 2

2dichloroethane. Data from [30]. r 50.99, F5575.2. PPh(C H ) was omitted.2 5 2

individual steps of 2:1 adducts are determined separately. step toward the total enthalpy or shift can be calculated.
The first step can be fit to Eq. (1) and the second step used The calculation is shown for the two donors studied whose
to define k and k9. Unfortunately, the chemistry usually C /E ratios are the most different. This helps to illustrateB B

does not permit this step resolution, and the total change how the difference in reactivity of the donors affects the
for both steps is all that can be measured. The results from contribution to each step. These values appear in Table 3
fits to Eq. (14) of several reported data sets are given in for each of the systems discussed below.
Table 2.

Selected acceptors will be discussed in detail to illustrate 3.1. Interpretation of enthalpies of interaction
the conclusions that can be drawn concerning reactivity.
Using the values from Table 2, the components of each Unfortunately, there are few data on the literature on the
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Table 3
Individual components accounting for the total enthalpy or shift for donors with different C /E ratiosB B

2nd 2ndDonor E E C C E E C C W TotalA B A B A B A B

2DH [RhCl(CO) ]2 2

P(C H ) 213.1 27.7 28.5 212.1 45.0 39.02 5 3

P(Ph–p-CF ) 242.6 7.6 6.3 4.6 45.0 20.93 3

2DH Fe(BDA)(CO)3

P(C H ) 9.6 245.9 2.9 24.4 50.7 41.72 5 3

P(Ph–p-CF ) 31.1 212.6 239.1 27.3 50.7 22.83 3

2DH Mo(NBD)(CO)4

P(C H ) 214.0 21.6 210.9 221.2 57.5 33.02 5 3

PPh 235.0 11.9 216.0 21.1 57.5 17.33

2DH CpRu(COD)Cl
P(C H ) 220.3 35.4 212.9 241.4 75.3 35.32 5 3

P(Ph–p-CF ) 266.1 9.7 12.4 3.9 75.3 23.63 3

2DH Cp*Ru(COD)Cl
P(C H ) 218.8 44.6 211.7 248.1 62.1 27.22 5 3

P(Ph–p-CF ) 261.2 12.3 14.6 5.3 62.1 20.33 3

13C Ni(CO) L2 2

P(C H ) 1.5 10.5 1.6 8.1 180.5 202.22 5 3

P(OC H ) 3.7 3.2 4.6 2.9 180.5 194.96 5 3

n Mo(CO) LCO 4 2

P(C H ) 21.7 245.3 21.9 3.6 2082 20372 5 3

PPh 24.2 225.0 25.6 210.1 2082 20373

n Fe(CO) (PR )CO 3 3 2

P(C H ) 220.5 232.1 216.6 277.9 2013 18662 5 3

P(Ph–p-CF ) 266.5 28.8 225.7 212.3 2013 19003 3

n Ir(CO)(Cl)LCO 2

P(C H ) 3.8 217.2 2.2 224.3 1977 19412 5 3

P(Ph–p-CF ) 12.3 24.7 24.3 25.3 1977 19753 3

enthalpies of formation of 2:1 adducts, that prevent one cause pyridine’s s-interaction is not predicted with the
FIT FITstudy in depth of the model. Moreover, the reactions phosphine E and C parameters.A A

analyzed are complex and, in general, their mechanisms
have not been studied. For adduct formation enthalpies
involving a series of bases forming 2:1 adducts, Eq. (13) is 3.1.2. Reactions of [Rh(CO) Cl]2 2

solved for the acceptor parameters E , C , k and k9. In The enthalpies of reaction of [Rh(CO) Cl] to form 1:1A A 2 2

every system studied all the independent energy contribu- adducts with a series of donors that are not p-acceptors
tions to the reaction have to be considered, so new terms have been correlated earlier [14] using the ECW model.
can appear in Eq. (13). All enthalpies correlated in ECW are in terms of

21kcal mol adduct so the quantities fit, 2DH, are one-half
the reported enthalpies of reaction. Using the most recent

3.1.1. Substitution of NBD in [Mo(NBD)(CO) ] set of donor parameters [1–5], the acceptor parameters for4
1
]The enthalpies for the substitution of two phosphorus [Rh(CO) Cl] of E 54.32, C 54.13, and W5210.39,2 2 A A2

donors for norbornadiene, NBD, in [Mo(NBD)(CO) ] [13] where W is attributed to one-half the enthalpy of dimeriza-4

were correlated to Eq. (14), giving an excellent correlation tion of the acid. The application of Eq. (1) to complexes of
FIT FIT FIT* *when P(OPh) is removed. The remaining phosphorus the phosphines produces E , C and W parame-3 A A

21donors are all fit to within 0.6 kcal mol . For a s- ters that differ from those above because of the p-contribu-
interaction, W is expected to be endothermic corresponding tions shown in Eqs. (4)–(6). Unfortunately, the enthalpy
to dissociation of NBD. The magnitude and exothermicity for only one phosphorus 1:1 donor adduct has been
of the W value from the phosphorus donor fit suggests that reported.
p-back bonding contributes to the acceptor parameters. Reported 2:1 enthalpies involve reaction of
Pyridine was not used in the correlation and deviates by 19 [Rh(CO) Cl] with a donor (B) to cleave the dimer and2 2

21kcal mol with the calculated enthalpy much smaller than displace one CO forming [RhB (CO)Cl] [15]. In the2

the experimental value. This deviation does not necessarily second step of the reaction, a molecule of CO is disso-
indicate more extensive p-back bonding in pyridine be- ciated by the donor. This enthalpy contribution would lead
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2nd 2ndto Eq. (16) where E E and C C give the energy to derivations, the correlation of a physicochemical propertyA CO A CO

dissociate CO from the 1:1 adduct, of a complex reaction to 1:1 basicity parameters is a
meaningless exercise.

FIT FIT 2nd 2nd* *2 DH 5 E E 1 C C 1 E E 1 C CT A B A B A B A B

2nd 2nd
2 E E 2 C C 1 W (16)A CO A CO 3.1.3. Substitution of BDA in [Fe(BDA)(CO) ]3

The experimental enthalpies for the displacement ofFIT FIT* *and E and C indicate the acceptor backbonds toA A benzylidene acetone, BDA, by phosphorus donors in2ndthe phosphine. Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) for E A [Fe(BDA)(CO) ] were determined by assuming that the2nd 3and C leads to:A metal complex, as the limiting reagent, was fully com-
FIT FIT 2 2* *2 DH 5 2E E 1 2C C 2 kE 2 k9C plexed when excess phosphine was added. Addition ofT A B A B B B

dienes to trans-[Fe(BDA)(CO) ] is shown to proceed32 E E 2 kE E 2 C C 2 k9C C 1 WA CO B CO A CO B CO
through a two-step displacement of BDA [16–19]. In the

(17) first step, the C=O fragment of the BDA is displaced by
one C=C of the diene. In the second step, the C=C of BDABy incorporating E E and C C into W, k9C C intoA CO A CO B CO

FIT FIT is displaced by the second C=C of the diene. If coordina-* *C C , and kE E into E E , Eq. (18) emerges,A B B CO A B
tion of phosphorus donors proceeds by a similar mecha-

[ [ 2 2
2 DH 5 E E 1 C C 2 kE 2 k9C 1 W (18) nism, ECW analysis would treat the first dissociation withT A B A B B B

a constant W term and the second dissociation by the[ FIT [ FIT* *where E 52E 2kE , and C 52C 2k9C . InA A CO A A CO addition of terms similar to those for CO in Eq. (17). The21the data fit, the enthalpy in units of kcal mole of adduct
W term would not be used for the second step, because the[ [is solved for E , C , k, k9 and W. As shown above, theseA A energy needed to displace the C=C bond of BDA is not[ [E and C values are the net of phosphine binding andA A constant but will differ for each adduct with a different[ [CO displacement. E and C also contain the p-com-A A donor attached. If both the C=O and C=C of BDA were[ pMponent shown in Eqs. (4) and (5) (e.g., E 52E 2kE 2A A displaced when the first phosphine coordinated, this com-

kE where E is 4.32). The W value also contains theCO A bined enthalpy would be included in a W term that would
dimer cleavage and CO displacement terms described

be added to Eq. (14). The correlation to Eq. (14) or (17)
above and the p-contributions of Eq. (6). The above

produces the same set of parameters, so the dissociation
analysis indicates that an ECW analysis is relevant to this

pattern cannot be distinguished by the fit. The difference
data. Indeed, an excellent data fit to Eq. (18) results as

would be in the magnitude of the coefficients causing
shown in Table 1. Because half of the reported enthalpy is

ambiguity in their interpretation. Thus, in this and future
for reaction with each monomer, the quantity used in the fit

discussions, it should be realized that a correlation to Eq.
for these dimeric systems is half of the reported value from

(14) could be a fit to a similar expression like Eq. (18).
[15]. While this is a simplification of the system, the use of

The reported phosphine enthalpies produce a poor correla-
this value facilitates the calculation (not the interpretation)

tion to Eq. (14) even with five adjustable parameters.
of the parameters and adds only a small inaccuracy into the

When As(C H ) , P(c-C H ) , and P(i-C H ) were21 6 5 3 6 11 3 3 7 3calculated value (less than 2–3 kcal mol ). E and C are 2B B eliminated from the correlation, a good fit results (r 50.97
not known for CO. Therefore, none of the components of 21and an average deviation of 1 kcal mol ), and the[ [E , C , or W can be determined. However, the ex-A A resulting parameters are reported in Table 2. Incomplete
othermicity of the W term indicates a very substantial

complexation is the probable cause of the observed 8
amount of p-backbond stabilization. Since step 1 has a W 21kcal mol deviation of As(C H ) , and steric effects6 5 3contribution from p-back bonding, the W contributions 21produce the 11 kcal mol deviation with P(c-C H ) and6 11 3from steps 1 and 2 cannot be resolved, and the enthalpies

P(i-C H ) . The average deviation of the correlation is3 7 3of the two steps cannot be calculated. The data fit does
larger than the reported experimental error, but incomplete

indicate that there is no evidence for a steric effect in this
complexation for a few systems could lead to a larger error

system, and the parameter magnitudes indicate a signifi-
than the precision would indicate. The resulting E , C , k,A Acant p-back bond enthalpy component. The parameters for
and k9 parameters from the correlation have contributions

the second step for 2:1 adducts are reduced by s bonding
from both s and p bonding as well as ligand displacement

and are also influenced by p-contributions, for example,
making their interpretation difficult. One cannot partition2nd,FIT FIT pM* *E is E 2kE 2k E where k may be positiveA A B 2 2 the W value over the two steps, so it is not possible to

or negative. Thus, any system that p-backbonds gives fit
calculate enthalpies for the individual steps.

parameters that at present are impossible to interpret.
The type of derivation and analysis shown above is

essential to determine if a complex chemical reaction 3.1.4. Substitution of COD in [CpRu(COD)Cl] and
should fit equations used in correlation analyses and to [Cp*Ru(COD)Cl]
interpret how the individual energy components are distrib- The enthalpies for the substitution of cyclooctadiene by
uted into the fit parameters. In the absence of such phosphorus donors in [CpRu(COD)Cl] [20,21] give only a
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2fair fit to Eq. (14) (r 50.91, with an average deviation of not as good indicating that both steps in the coordination
21 of the donors make significant contributions (especially as1.6 kcal mol ). Steric problems are probably the cause.

the C /E ratio decreases) to the 2:1 adduct frequencyWith the addition of a steric onset term [7], s(u 2u )d, B BON
2 shift.this fit was improved significantly (r 50.99, with an

21 The CO stretching frequencies for [Fe(CO) L ] [16–19]average deviation of 0.6 kcal mol ). The s value is equal 3 2

were correlated to Eq. (14), with all of the donorsto 20.83. The steric onset angle, u , is calculated (seeON

included, an excellent fit resulted with no system deviatingCalculations section) to be 1318 for this acceptor. Since the
21by more than 3 cm . One possibility to account for avarious 1:1 adducts have different size phosphines coordi-

steric effect in the P(c-C H ) and P(i-C H ) enthalpiesnated, s is expected to vary for each adduct if the source of 6 11 3 3 7 3

and none in the spectral shifts is domination of the shiftstrain were intraligand phosphorus donor repulsion. With a
differences by coordination of the first phosphine. Thisvarying s value for each 1:1 adduct, the standard cone
suggestion is supported by a fit of the observed shifts toangle analysis of steric effects [7] would not apply for the
Eq. (1) providing about as good a fit to the full data set as2:1 adducts. Since the same value works for all adducts,
the fit to Eq. (14). Table 3 also shows the shift isthe dominant steric effect must involve the Cp and chlorine
dominated by the first step, especially for phosphines withligands. Given the magnitude and sign of W, p-back
small C /E ratios.bonding makes a significant contribution to the enthalpies. B B

The n for [Ir(CO)(Cl)L ] [28] has been fit to Eq. (14).Similar studies were done for [Cp*Ru(COD)Cl] [24,25]. CO 2

With P(c-C H ) and P(i-C H ) omitted from the fit, aOur findings for this complex are very similar to the Cp 6 11 3 3 7 3
2good correlation is found (r 50.98, with an averagecomplex. Again a steric onset is found for phosphines with

21deviation of 1.1 cm ). The misses for these large conecone angles larger than 1318. The s value of 20.91 affects
angle donors are not in the direction that would suggest athe enthalpies in the same direction as the Cp data. Similar
steric effect. Their experimental frequencies are lower intrends are seen in the parameters for the two systems,
energy than those predicted by the acceptor parameters.again indicating the presence of p contributions in the
The infrared spectra [31,32] in CH Cl of the dinuclearacceptor parameters. 2 2

complexes [Mn (CO) L ] and [Co (CO) L ] also give2 8 2 2 6 2

good correlations.
3.2. Interpretation of spectral shifts

3.3. Interpretation of reaction rates
Spectral shifts for the 2:1 adducts, [Ni(CO) L ], can be2 2

In general, reactions rates are poorly correlated to ECWfit to Eq. (14), where W corresponds to the shift of
model and good correlations require omission of someNi(CO) with two donors attached whose E 5C 502 B B

ligands, specially those with long chain substituents.(indicated by L8 below) and also contains a phosphorus
13 The reactivity of [Ir(CO)(Cl)L ] with H , CH I, and Oligand p-back bond component. The C shifts of 2 2 3 2

have been reported [28] and the ECW analysis provide[Ni(CO) L] (where L is a N or As donor) were previously3

significant insight into this chemistry.examined [6–8]. In those reported analyses, the quantity fit
13 The log of the equilibrium constant for O binding iswas the difference in the C shift of the 1:1 adduct and 2

given by log (k /k ), where k and k are the rate constants[Ni(CO) ]. In order to afford a comparison to the 2:1 f r f r4
13 for O pickup and release, respectively. The values areadducts, the C shift relative to TMS [27] was fit for the 2

increased from the intercept WFIT (214.3) which corre-1:1 [Ni(CO) L] adducts, and the parameters are given in3

sponds to a donor coordinated with E 5C 50 and aTable 2. In this case, the W value of 184.1 ppm for B B
po pM po pME E 1C C contribution. The logs of forward and[Ni(CO) L8] is significantly upfield from the 191.6 ppm of3

13 reverse rate constants are also fit well individually. There[Ni(CO) ]. When the data [26] for C [Ni(CO) L ] is4 2 2

is no evidence for a steric effect in any of the measure-analyzed with the full 2:1 expression of Eq. (14), the W
ments characterizing O binding, but only seven donorsvalue calculated for this data set is 180.5 ppm, which 2

13 were studied. The logs of the rate constant for therepresents the C shift of [Ni(CO) L8 ]. One upfield shift2 2

oxidative addition of methyl iodide [28] have been mea-is observed when increases the number of CO ligands in
sured in benzene and acetone. P(Ph–p-CF ) was omittedthese Ni(0) complexes. 3 3

from the acetone study. Because of enthalpic steric effects,The highest energy n for cis-[Mo(CO) L ] [13] gaveCO 4 2

P(i-C H ) was omitted from the fits in both solvents, anda good correlation, as with the enthalpies discussed before, 3 7 3
2 21 P(c-C H ) was also omitted in the study using benzene.with an r of 0.98 and an average deviation of 0.9 cm 6 11 3

This donor was not studied in acetone. The log of the ratewhen P(OPh) was removed from the fit. In contrast to the3

of H addition to Ir(CO)(Cl)L in toluene gives a goodenthalpies, where electrostatic and covalent interactions 2 2
2make significant contributions, the frequency shift is correlation to Eq. (14) (r 50.94, with an average devia-

dominated by covalency (see Table 3) in the interaction. tion of 0.17). P(c-C H ) and P(i-C H ) have been6 11 3 3 7 3

Coordination of the first donor causes a larger shift than studied with this system, and no evidence of a steric effect
coordination of the second. However, the fit to Eq. (1) is is found for any of the large cone angle phosphines.
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Table 4The systems described above illustrate the analyses and
aTentative E and C parameters for diphosphinesB1 B1interpretation of 2:1 adduct physicochemical properties

bDiphosphine E C Analoguewith ECW. This degree of understanding is available for all B1 B1

the systems described in Table 2, and the reader is Ph P(CH )PPh (dppm) 0.56 3.27 Ph PMe2 2 2 2

encouraged to investigate those of interest in more detail Ph P(CH ) PPh (dppe) 0.65 3.34 Ph PMe2 2 2 2 2

Ph P(CH ) PPh (dppp) 0.60 3.48 Ph PMeusing the above guidelines. 2 2 3 2 2

Ph P(CH ) PPh (dppb) 0.59 3.70 Ph PMe2 2 4 2 2
c cPh P(CH ) PPh (dpppent) 0.57 3.75 Ph PMe2 2 5 2 2
c c3.4. Analysis of bidentate phosphines Ph P(CH ) PPh (dpph) 0.58 3.82 Ph PMe2 2 6 2 2
c cMe P(CH )PMe (dmpm) 0.30 5.06 PMe2 2 2 3
c cEt P(CH ) PEt (depe) 0.26 5.14 PEt2 2 2 2 3Reactions of metal acceptors with bidentate phosphines

a Unless otherwise indicated, these parameters are calculated using theform 2:1 adducts. Coordination of an acceptor in the first
first enthalpy of protonation by CF SO H in 1,2-dichloroethane (-DH )3 3 HP1step not only changes the metal acceptor properties as

13from [14] and the C chemical shift for Ni(CO) L from [27].3discussed above for 2:1 adducts but also changes the donor b C /E ratios for the monomers are: Ph PMe: 6.6; PMe : 17; PEt : 20.B B 2 3 3
cproperties of the remaining phosphine that coordinates in Calculated using -DH and the C /E ratio of the monomer analogue.HP1 B B

the second step. For bidentate phosphines, E and C areB1 B1

constants that have to be determined for the first step, and
Eq. (14) has to be modified to account for the different EB2

and C values for the donor molecules in the second step.B2
mono-protonation by CF SO H, one can calculate an E3 3 B1Eq. (19) represents the generalized form of the 2:1 adduct
and C value for the other bidentate phosphines. TheseB1model, and if the coordinating donors happen to be the
values and the abbreviations used for all donors are givensame, Eq. (14) results.
in Table 4.

Dx 5 E (E 1 E ) 2 kE E 1 C (C 1 C ) Calculation of E and C for these diphosphines isT A B1 B2 B1 B2 A B1 B2 B2 B2

much more difficult. The enthalpies are reported for the2 k9C C 1 W (19)B1 B2
second protonation, so the same assumption could be made

Angelici [31–33] has measured the enthalpies of mono- using the C /E ratio of the monomer analogues. How-B B

and di-protonation of a series of bidentate phosphines by ever, the donor capabilities of the second phosphine will be
CF SO H in 1,2-dichloroethane solution. Our earlier anal- affected by coordination to a particular acceptor, thus3 3

ysis of this system [7] of the protonation of monodentate changing the E and C values for the diphosphineB2 B2

donors (using Eq. (1)) yielded the following acceptor depending on which acceptor is studied. For the diphos-
* *parameters: E 54.51, C 55.70, and W50.84. The en- phines with four, five, or six methylene spacer groups, theA A

21thalpies of monoprotonation indicate that the diphosphines two enthalpies of protonation are 0.8 kcal mol or less
are slightly less basic than their monodentate analogues. apart from each other. For these diphosphines, the acceptor
For example, Ph PCH PPh has 2DH of 22.0 is not making a large influence on second donor site, and,2 2 2 HP1

21kcal mol , Ph P(CH ) PPh a 2DH of 22.8 in effect, the two sites are acting electronically independent2 2 2 2 HP1
21kcal mol and the monodentate analogue, Ph PMe, has of each other. Therefore, the E and C values are2 B2 B2

21
2DH of 24.7 kcal mol . The lower basicity of the assumed to be identical to the E and C valuesHP1 B1 B1

bidentate phosphine is attributed [31,32] to the greater calculated. Unfortunately, data are not available for re-
electron withdrawing ability of the –PPh group compared actions of dpppent and dpph with any of the metal2

with the –H. complexes studied above. Therefore, no analysis of the
In order to determine the donor parameters for monode- parameters for these two diphosphines is possible.

ntate coordination of the bidentate phosphines, two or For the other diphosphines, where data are available,
more enthalpies for monodentate coordination are needed several problems preclude the calculation of E and CB2 B2

to solve simultaneous equations for E and C . Limited parameters. These problems include differing coordinationB1 B1

data are available on four of the more common bidentate geometries between monomers and bidentate ligands,
phosphines seen in the literature, Ph P(CH ) PPh (where steric problems, and the creation of torsional strain when2 2 n 2

n is 1, 2, 3, or 4). In addition to the enthalpies of both ends of the bidentate ligands are coordinated, vide
13protonation, the C chemical shifts for Ni(CO) L are infra. If systems were available where these problems are3

reported [27]. Using these two pieces of data, tentative E minimized, E and C could be calculated using Eqs.B1 B2 B2

and C parameters are calculated and given in Table 4. In (20) and (21), where m and m9 are proportionalityB1

the absence of this information, the assumption is made constants
that the first step in the coordination of the bidentate E 5 E 2 mE (20)B2 B1 Aphosphines will be characterized by the same C /E ratioB B

as the monodentate analogue. For example, dmpm, C 5 C 2 m9C (21)B2 B1 AMe P(CH )PMe , is assumed to have the C /E ratio of2 2 2 B B

17 reported for the monomer analogue, PMe [7] Using the related to the effect of the acceptor on the second3

C /E ratio of the monomer analogue and the enthalpy of coordinating donor. For a given system, one would have toB B
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solve E , C , k, k9, and W values from 2:1 monomer are not especially useful without parameters for the secondA A

studies and then apply those values to Eq. (14) or 19 with donor site. More data will need to be collected in which
the data for bidentate phosphines by substituting in Eqs. problems of geometry and steric strain are absent. The
(20) and (21). With several such systems, the best m and problem of torsional strain will always be present with the
m9 values could be calculated for each diphosphine. The shorter diphosphines. More data will also allow calculation
current systems are not able to be used in this manner for of refined E and C parameters and may allow forB1 B1

several reasons. further study of the second donor site.
For the reaction of [Fe(BDA)(CO) ] with monodentate3

phosphines, it is observed that the two phosphines coordi-
nate trans to each other. This geometry is not possible for

4. Conclusions
a bidentate phosphine, and it is observed [17] that the two
ends must bind in cis positions. The acceptor parameters

An extension of the Electrostatic–Covalent Model for
that we are trying to use to model the bidentate phosphines

donor–acceptor chemistry has been presented to include
are those calculated using data from the monomer phos-

acceptors which coordinate two donors. Reactions involv-
phines binding trans to each other, so they will not be

ing the addition of two monomer phosphines are fit well to
applicable to another geometric arrangement. This same

this extension. Coordination of the first donor is shown to
situation is not found for the reaction of

change the acceptor for the second donor. These reactions
[Mo(NBD)(CO) ], where both the monomer and bidentate4 are complex with both s and p bonding operative, and
phosphines are reported [29] to bind in cis positions.

their relative importances cannot be separated (Eqs. (4)–
Perhaps the most important reason why the bidentate

(6)). An explanation is given that shows how both s and p
phosphines are not able to be modeled with the same

effects can be incorporated into the ECW parameters,
acceptor parameters used for monomers is the problem of

while still maintaining acceptable correlations and pro-
torsional ring strain. When the bidentate phosphines dis-

viding meaningful parameters (Table 2).
cussed here coordinate at both ends, a metallacycle of

The analysis and calculation of the interaction of a
between four and seven members is formed. The ring

two-step adduct formation between two identical donors
strain of organic rings has been studied extensively [34],

and an acceptor requires the separation of the interactions
and six-membered rings are found to be most stable. It is

of the individual donors. The second-step enthalpy is not
likely then that complexes with dppm and dppe will

merely the interaction of the second donor with the first-
exhibit ring strain as they are forming four– and five-

step phosphine adduct, but it includes any change in the
membered rings. These torsional ring strain energies have

interaction of the first-step donor with the acceptor. Once
been discussed for [Mo(P–P)(CO) ] [29], [Fe(P–P)(CO) ]4 3 the system is formed with two identical donors interacting
[17], [Cp*Ru(P–P)Cl] [22], and [CpRu(P–P)Cl] [23]. The

with the acceptor, the total interaction of each donor is21ruthenium complexes show 13.2 and 10.0 kcal mol of
indistinguishable. Each system must be analyzed for the

ring strain energy in the four-membered ring, respectively.
complexity of the interactions included in the calculated

For the molybdenum and iron complexes, stabilities for the
parameters. Several representative systems are discussed in

four-membered rings are reported relative to larger rings,
detail in order to illustrate this type of analysis. This21and they are over 10 kcal mol less stable in both cases.
analysis renders a unique view of reactivity by allowing

The five membered rings do not show as much strain
the separation of total enthalpies or shifts into contribu-

energy and are nearly as stable as the six-membered rings.
tions from individual steps, including their electrostatic

The difficulties that are addressed in this section do not
and covalent components (Table 3).

allow for the calculation of donor parameters for the
Analysis of bidentate phosphine reactivity has also been

second site that will predict the total enthalpies of reaction.
carried out. Parameters derived for monomer phosphine

In addition to those listed above, we report here the steric
coordination cannot be used with the bidentate phosphines.

problems with the ruthenium complexes, which may be
Geometric and steric considerations are observed which

operative when trying to coordinate the second end of a
cause the bidentate reactivity to be different than that of

large bidentate phosphine. Tolman [35] reports cone angles
two monomers. Torsional ring strain has been reported

for bidentate phosphines as 1218, 1258, and 1278 for dppm,
earlier for the smaller bidentate phosphines, and this strain

dppe, and dppp, respectively. This number is referred to as
hampers our correlation of their reactivity to the extended

the value ‘‘for half of the chelate assuming P–M–P angles
model. More data are needed to aid the understanding of

in M[R P(CH ) PR ] of 748, 858, and 908 for n51, 2, or2 2 n 2 this class of phosphines.
3, respectively’’ [35]. The value for the entire chelate will
certainly exceed the 1318 steric threshold that we report for
the ruthenium complexes. Because of the many problems
that have been discussed here, it is not feasible to try to Acknowledgements
report parameters that will take all of these factors into
consideration. The E and C parameters that appear in The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Na-B1 B1

Table 4 are the most reliable. These parameters, however, tional Science Foundation (NSF), and the Catalan Govern-
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Abstract

Me2Structural characterization of [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl by X-ray diffraction demonstrates that the potentially tridentate [NNS] donor2 2 2 2
Me2ligand S(CH CH pz ) does not coordinate via sulfur, but only binds through the pyrazolyl groups. Furthermore, the ligand does not2 2 2

chelate, but preferentially bridges two zinc centers, thereby resulting in a polymeric, helical, structure. In contrast to the zinc system, the
Me Me2 2thioether functionality does bind to cadmium in related derivatives, [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI and [S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Zinc; Cadmium; Pyrazolyl; Thioether; Enzyme

Me21. Introduction ethyl)thioether S(CH CH pz ) was first reported by2 2 2

Sorrell in 1983 [15], and subsequently improved upon by
Driessen in 1992 [16], the coordination chemistry of thisThe zinc centers at the active site of many zinc enzymes
ligand is still relatively unexplored. Our interest inare coordinated to the protein backbone by a combination

Me2S(CH CH pz ) derives from its potential to act as aof nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur donors of histidine, gluta- 2 2 2

suitable tridentate [NNS] ligand for modeling structuralmate, aspartate, and cysteine residues [1–7]. In order to
aspects of zinc enzymes such as bacteriophage T7 lyso-discern the origin of the different functions of the various
zyme [17,18], bovine 5-aminolevulinate dehydratase [19],zinc enzymes, it is essential to understand the chemistry of
and peptide deformylase [20–24]. Even though the sulfurzinc in biologically relevant coordination spheres. For this

Me2donor of S(CH CH pz ) differs in nature from thereason, we are interested in the application of tridentate 2 2 2

more commonly encountered cysteine thiolate residues in[N O S ] (x1y1z53) ligands to the bioinorganic chemis-x y z

biological system, such studies are warranted in view oftry of zinc, as illustrated by our preparation of synthetic
the scarcity of appropriate [NNS] donor ligands. Withanalogues of carbonic anhydrase [NNN] [8–11], ther-
respect to zinc chemistry supported by themolysin [NNO] [12], liver alcohol dehydrogenase [NSS]

Me2S(CH CH pz ) ligand, Driessen has described two[13], bacteriophage T7 lysozyme [NNS] [14], bovine 5- 2 2 2
Me2complexes of composition [S(CH CH pz ) ]Zn(NCS)aminolevulinate dehydratase [NNS] [14], and peptide 2 2 2 2

Me2and [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl (EtOH) ; however, thedeformylase [NNS] [14]. In this paper, we comment upon 2 2 2 2 0.5
Me2coordination modes adopted by the S(CH CH pz )the suitability of another [NNS] donor ligand, namely 2 2 2

ligand were not unambiguously established [16]. There-bis(dimethylpyrazolylethyl)thioether, in modeling the
fore, in order to determine the way in which thebioinorganic chemistry of zinc.

Me2S(CH CH pz ) ligand binds to zinc, we have prepared2 2 2
Me2solvent-free [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl by the reaction of2 2 2 22. Results and discussion Me2S(CH CH pz ) with ZnCl in methanol at room tem-2 2 2 2

perature (Scheme 1) and determined its structure by X-ray
Although the synthesis of bis(dimethylpyrazolyl- Me2diffraction. The structure of [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl , as2 2 2 2

* illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 and Table 1, exhibits severalCorresponding author. Tel.: 11-212-854-8247; fax: 11-212-932-
1289; e-mail: parkin@chem.columbia.edu noteworthy features, of which one of the most important is
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sulfur to bind to zinc in these thioether complexes,
therefore, appears to be a rather general observation. As
such, it is apparent that the anionic [NNS] donor

t iBu ,Pr 2[(Ph CHS)Bp ] [14,29], which has been shown to2

coordinate in a tridentate manner, provides a far more
superior system for modeling certain zinc enzymes.

A second important feature of the structure of
Me2[S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl is that, even though the zinc2 2 2 2

center adopts a conventional [ZnN Cl ] tetrahedral struc-2 2

ture with typical Zn–N and Zn–Cl bond lengths (Table 1)
Me2[30], the two pyrazolyl groups of the S(CH CH pz )2 2 2

ligand do not chelate to a single zinc center, but prefer-

Scheme 1.

Me2Fig. 1. Molecular structure of [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl .2 2 2 2

that the thioether sulfur atom does not coordinate to zinc
[25,26]. In this regard, it is evident that the

Me2S(CH CH pz ) ligand is inadequate for modeling the2 2 2

active sites of the aforementioned zinc enzymes which
exhibit sulfur coordination. Vahrenkamp has also investi-
gated the coordination chemistry of zinc with a variety of
bis(imidazolyl)thioether ligands, including bis(benzimi-
dazol-2-ylmethyl) sulfide and bis(5-methyl-4-imidazolyl-
methyl) sulfide, and has noted that the thioether function-
ality likewise does not coordinate to zinc [27]. Similarly,
Lockhart has reported that the thioether sulfur atom of the

Me2asymmetric ligand [Bz ]CH SCH [Bz] (Bz52 2

benzimidazolyl) does not coordinate to zinc in the complex
Me2h[Bz ]CH SCH [Bz]jZnCl [28]. The low tendency of2 2 2

Table 1
Me2˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl2 2 2 2

Zn–N(12) 2.051(4) Zn–N(22)[1 2.051(4)
Zn–Cl(1) 2.229(2) Zn–Cl(2) 2.230(2)
N(12)–Zn–N(22)[1 103.4(2) N(12)–Zn–Cl(1) 112.58(13)
N(22)[1–Zn–Cl(1) 104.6(2) N(12)–Zn–Cl(2) 109.62(13) Me2Fig. 2. View of [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl indicating the polymeric,2 2 2 2N(22)[1–Zn–Cl(2) 114.60(13) Cl(1)–Zn–Cl(2) 111.72(7)

helical, nature.
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entially bind to two zinc centers, thereby resulting in
a polymeric structure (Fig. 2). The polymeric chains

Me2of [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl are helical, with one turn2 2 2 2

of the helix consisting of dimeric units, i.e.
Me2 ˚h[S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl j , and a pitch of 8.46 A.2 2 2 2 2

Supramolecular helical coordination complexes, otherwise
referred to as ‘helicates’, are presently of consider-
able interest, with single, double, and triple-stranded
helices having been reported [31–34]. In this context,

Me2the helical motif observed in [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl2 2 2 2

is single-stranded, with the zinc centers being part
of the helical chain, rather than on the axis. The obser-

Me2vation that the S(CH CH pz ) ligand bridges two2 2 2

zinc centers and forms a polymeric structure is not
without precedence, since the copper and

Me2silver complexes, [S(CH CH pz ) ]CuBr and2 2 2
Me2[S(CH CH pz ) ]Ag(NO ) are also polymeric [16,35].2 2 2 3

However, these copper and silver structures differ
Me2from that of [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl in the sense2 2 2 2 Me2Fig. 3. Molecular structure of [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI .2 2 2 2that the thioether functionality also coordinates to the

Me2metal centers in [S(CH CH pz ) ]CuBr and2 2 2
Me2[S(CH CH pz ) ]Ag(NO ) [36–40].2 2 2 3 Table 2

Me2˚As a result of the lack of suitable spectroscopic probes Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI2 2 2 2
10for the diamagnetic d Zn(II) center of the native enzyme, Cd–N(22) 2.281(7) Cd–N(12) 2.291(7)

cadmium-substituted enzymes are frequently studied with Cd–I(2) 2.7460(10) Cd–I(1) 2.7985(9)
N(22)–Cd–N(12) 106.4(3) N(22)–Cd–I(2) 114.2(2)the intent of furnishing information concerned with en-
N(12)–Cd–I(2) 124.2(2) N(22)–Cd–I(1) 109.2(2)zyme structure in solution [41–50]. For this reason, we
N(12)–Cd–I(1) 100.9(2) I(2)–Cd–I(1) 100.09(3)have also studied the coordination chemistry of cadmium

with the bis(dimethylpyrazolylethyl)thioether ligand. Inter-
estingly, and in marked contrast to the polymeric structure trigonal bipyramid, although the dative interaction with the

Me2 ˚of [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl , the cadmium iodide ana- thioether sulfur atom (3.24 A) is significantly longer than2 2 2 2
Me2 ˚logue [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI (Scheme 2) exists as a the mean Cd–S bond length of 2.60 A for complexes listed2 2 2 2

discrete mononuclear complex (Fig. 3), with selected bond in the Cambridge Structural Database [51,52]. The nitrate
Me2lengths and angles listed in Table 2. The coordination complex [S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) , however, exhibits2 2 2 3 2

geometry about cadmium may be described as a distorted a significantly more pronounced cadmium–thioether inter-
˚action of 2.769(1) A (Table 3), with a coordination

Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for

Me2[S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO )2 2 2 3 2

Cd–N(22) 2.314(3) Cd–O(21) 2.329(3)
Cd–N(12) 2.332(3) Cd–O(12) 2.415(4)
Cd–O(11) 2.497(4) Cd–O(22) 2.569(3)
Cd–S 2.769(1) N(1)–O(11) 1.255(6)
N(1)–O(12) 1.250(5) N(1)–O(13) 1.219(5)
N(2)–O(21) 1.263(5) N(2)–O(22) 1.248(5)
N(2)–O(23) 1.225(5)
N(22)–Cd–O(21) 90.12(12) N(22)–Cd–N(12) 159.94(11)
O(21)–Cd–N(12) 97.65(11) N(22)–Cd–O(12) 94.91(13)
O(21)–Cd–O(12) 123.01(12) N(12)–Cd–O(12) 96.26(12)
N(22)–Cd–O(11) 103.01(12) O(21)–Cd–O(11) 72.41(13)
N(12)–Cd–O(11) 96.97(12) O(12)–Cd–O(11) 51.13(13)
N(22)–Cd–O(22) 81.98(12) O(21)–Cd–O(22) 51.49(11)
N(12)–Cd–O(22) 88.43(11) O(12)–Cd–O(22) 173.43(11)
O(11)–Cd–O(22) 123.82(12) N(22)–Cd–S 81.07(8)
O(21)–Cd–S 152.13(8) N(12)–Cd–S 83.52(8)
O(12)–Cd–S 84.26(10) O(11)–Cd–S 135.29(10)
O(22)–Cd–S 100.89(8)

Scheme 2.
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ligands of this type are not suitable for modeling zinc
enzymes in which the metal center is bound to the peptide
backbone by one cysteine and two histidine residues, and
further underscores the general difficulty in the preparation
of synthetic analogues of such enzymes. The tridentate

t iBu ,Pr 2anionic [NNS] donor [(Ph CHS)Bp ] thus provides a2

far more superior system for modeling zinc enzymes such
as bacteriophage T7 lysozyme, bovine 5-aminolevulinate
dehydratase, and peptide deformylase. In contrast to the
zinc system, the thioether functionality does bind to
cadmium in related complexes, which is an important
distinction relevant to the bioinorganic chemistry of these
elements.

4. Experimental section

4.1. General considerationsMe2Fig. 4. Molecular structure of [S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) .2 2 2 3 2

All manipulations were performed using a combination
of glovebox, high-vacuum or Schlenk techniques [57–59].geometry that is based on a pentagonal bipyramid (Fig. 4):

Me Solvents were purified and degassed by standard pro-2the S(CH CH pz ) ligand adopts a ‘T-shaped’ coordi- Me2 2 2 2cedures. S(CH CH pz ) was prepared by the literature2 2 2nation mode, while both nitrate ligands are bidentate
method [16].[53,54]. Such a structure is similar to those of both the 1

Me H NMR spectra were recorded on Varian VXR-200 and2ether and amine analogues, [X(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) 132 2 2 3 2 Bruker Avance 300 DRX spectrometers. C NMR spectra(X5O, NH) [55], as summarized in Table 4. The more
were recorded on Varian VXR-300 (75.429 MHz) andpronounced coordination of the thioether functionality in
Bruker Avance 300wb DRX (75.474 MHz) spectrometers.`these cadmium complexes, vis-a-vis the four-coordinate 1 13

Me H and C chemical shifts are reported in ppm relative to2polymeric zinc complex [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl , pro-2 2 2 2 SiMe (d 50) and were referenced internally with respect4vides a further indication that cadmium-substituted en- 13to the protio solvent impurity or the C resonances,zymes may not necessarily be isostructural with the native
respectively. All coupling constants are reported in Hz. IRzinc-enzymes [56].
spectra were recorded as KBr pellets on Perkin-Elmer
1430 or 1600 spectrophotometers and are reported in

21cm . C, H, and N elemental analyses were measured
using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHN Elemental Analyzer.3. Conclusion

Me2In conclusion, the potentially tridentate [NNS] donor 4.2. Synthesis of [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl2 2 2 2
Me2ligand S(CH CH pz ) binds to ZnCl via only the2 2 2 2

pyrazolyl groups. Similar behavior is also observed for A solution of ZnCl (0.18 g, 1.3 mmol) in methanol (ca.2
Me2other bis(pyrazolyl)- and bis(imidazolyl)thioether ligands 5 ml) was added to a solution of S(CH CH pz ) (0.302 2 2

[27,28]. It is, therefore, evident that neutral [NNS] donor g, 1.1 mmol) in methanol (ca. 5 ml). The reaction mixture

Table 4
Me2Comparison of the structures of [X(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) (X5O, NH, S)2 2 2 3 2

Me a,b Me b Me2 2 2[O(CH CH pz ]Cd(NO ) [HN(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) [S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO )2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2

˚d(Cd–N) , A 2.26(1) 2.31(2) 2.32(1)av.
˚d(Cd–O1 ), A 2.441(2), 2.462(2) 2.560(2) 2.415(4)latt
˚d(Cd–O1 ), A 2.418(3), 2.453(3) 2.304(2) 2.497(4)cent
˚d(Cd–O2 ), A 2.434(2), 2.470(2) 2.584(3) 2.569(3)latt
˚d(Cd–O2 ), A 2.420(3), 2.452(2) 2.379(3) 2.329(3)cent

˚D(O1 –O1 ), A 0.023, 0.009 0.256 20.082latt cent
˚D(O2 –O2 ), A 0.014, 0.018 0.205 0.240latt cent

˚d(Cd–X), A 2.595(2), 2.544(2) 2.300(2) 2.769(1)
a Data for two crystallographically independent molecules.
b Data taken from [55].
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was stirred at room temperature for 30 min during which ml). The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature
period a white solid started to precipitate. The reaction for ca. 1 h. The solution was concentrated to ca. 5 ml,
mixture was concentrated to ca. 5 ml to complete the thereby resulting in the formation of a white precipitate.
precipitation and then filtered. The precipitate was washed The precipitate was isolated by filtration and dried in

Me2with pentane (ca. 10 ml) and dried in vacuo giving vacuo giving [h(S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) as a white2 2 2 3 2
Me2 solid (0.32 g, 35%). Analysis calculated for[S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl as a white solid (0.20 g, 45%).2 2 2 2

C H N O SCd: C, 32.7%; H, 4.3, %; N, 16.3%. Found:Analysis calculated for C H N SZnCl : C, 40.6%; H, 14 22 6 614 22 4 2

C, 30.7%; H, 4.0, %; N, 15.5%. IR Data (KBr pellet,5.4, %; N, 13.5%. Found: C, 40.2%; H, 5.3, %; N, 13.1%.
2121 cm ): 3127 (w), 2974 (sh), 2935 (m), 1555 (s), 1462 (s),IR Data (KBr pellet, cm ): 3135 (w), 2961 (m), 2926 (m),

1385 (s), 1292 (s), 1118 (w), 1027 (s), 909 (w), 815 (s), 6201555 (s), 1469 (s), 1424 (s), 1373 (s), 1317 (s), 1259 (s),
(w), 452 (w). NMR spectroscopic data are listed in Table 5.1196 (w), 1152 (w), 1124 (m), 1049 (s), 790 (s), 665 (m),

632 (w), 490 (w). NMR spectroscopic data are listed in
Table 5.

4.5. X-ray structure determinations
Me24.3. Synthesis of [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI2 2 2 2 All crystals for diffraction studies were grown by slow

evaporation from methanol solutions at room temperature.
A solution of CdI (0.80 g, 2.2 mmol) in methanol (ca.2 Crystal data, data collection and refinement parameters forMe25 ml) was added to a solution of S(CH CH pz ) (0.50 Me Me2 22 2 2 [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl , [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI and2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2g, 1.8 mmol) in methanol (ca. 15 ml). The reaction Me2[S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) are summarized in Table 6.2 2 2 3 2mixture was stirred at room temperature for ca. 1 h and Me2X-ray diffraction data for [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI and2 2 2 2concentrated to ca. 10 ml, resulting in the formation of a Me2[S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) were collected on a Siemens2 2 2 3precipitate. The mixture was filtered and the precipitate P4 diffractometer. The unit cells were determined by theMe2was dried in vacuo giving [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI as a2 2 2 2 automatic indexing of 25 centered reflections and con-

white solid (0.70 g, 60%). Analysis calculated for firmed by examination of the axial photographs. Intensity
C H N SCdI : C, 26.1%; H, 3.4, %; N, 8.7%. Found: C,14 22 4 2 data were collected using graphite monochromated Mo Ka2126.1%; H, 3.4, %; N, 8.6%. IR Data (KBr pellet, cm ): ˚X-radiation (l50.71073 A). Check reflections were mea-
3126 (w), 2947 (m), 2919 (m), 1552 (s), 1464 (s), 1418 (s),

sured every 100 reflections, and the data were scaled
1369 (s), 1315 (s), 1266 (s), 1209 (w), 1152 (w), 1115 (w),

accordingly and corrected for Lorentz, polarization and
1042 (s), 902 (w), 800 (s), 695 (w), 659 (w), 482 (w). NMR

absorption effects. X-ray diffraction data for
spectroscopic data are listed in Table 5. Me2[S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl were collected on a Bruker P42 2 2 2

diffractometer equipped with a SMART CCD detector.
Me2 The structures were solved using direct methods and4.4. Synthesis of [S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO )2 2 2 3 2

standard difference map techniques, and were refined by
full-matrix least-squares procedures using SHELXTL [60].A solution of Cd(NO ) ?4H O (0.67 g, 2.2 mmol) in3 2 2

Hydrogen atoms on carbon were included inmethanol (ca. 5 ml) was added to a solution of
Me2 calculated positions. Systematic absences forS(CH CH pz ) (0.50 g, 1.8 mmol) in methanol (ca. 152 2 2

Table 5
131H and C NMR data

Me Me Me2 2 2[S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI [S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO )2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2

1H NMR in CD OD3

h[(CH ) C N H]C H j S 2.05 (s) 2.08 (s) 2.05 (s)3 2 3 2 2 4 2]
2.15 (s) 2.17 (s) 2.15 (s)

h[(CH ) C N H]C H j S 5.72 (s) 5.74 (s) 5.73 (s)3 2 3 2 2 4 2] 3 3 3h[(CH ) C N H]C H j S 2.64 (t, J 57) 2.65 (t, J 57) 2.67 (t, J 57)3 2 3 2 2 4 2 H–H H–H H–H] 3 3 34.00 (t, J 57) 4.04 (t, J 57) 3.99 (t, J 57)H–H H–H H–H

13C NMR in CD OD3
1 1h[(CH ) C N H]C H j S 11.2 11.2 (q, J 5128) 11.1 (q, J 5128)3 2 3 2 2 4 2 C–H C–H] 1 113.3 13.4 (q, J 5127) 13.2 (q, J 5127)C–H C–H
1 1h[(CH ) C N H]C H j S 106.2 106.2 (d, J 5174) 106.2 (d, J 5174)3 2 3 2 2 4 2 C–H C–H]

142.2 141.9 (s) 141.9 (s)
149.4 149.2 (s) 149.1 (s)

a 1 1h[(CH ) C N H]C H j S 33.0 33.1 (t, J 5140) 33.1 (t, J 5140)3 2 3 2 2 4 2 C–H C–H] 1 a 1 a49.3 (t, J 5141) 49.2 (t, J 5141)C–H C–H

a One of the CH groups is partially obscured by solvent.2
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Table 6
Crystal, intensity collection and refinement data

Me Me Me2 2 2[S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI [S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO )2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2

Lattice Monoclinic Trigonal Triclinic
Formula C H Cl N SZn C H N SI Cd C H N O SCd14 22 2 4 14 22 4 2 14 22 6 6

Formula weight 414.7 644.6 514.8
¯Space group P2 /n (No. 14) P3 (No. 145) P1 (No. 2)1 2

˚a, A 14.9872(9) 8.4920(4) 8.4825(7)
˚b, A 8.4575(5) 8.4920(4) 8.8947(8)
˚c, A 15.3551(9) 24.382(5) 14.616(2)

a, 8 90 90 74.472(8)
b, 8 112.102(1) 90 82.315(6)
g, 8 90 120 67.408(7)

3˚V, A 1803.3(2) 1522.7(3) 980.4(2)
Z 4 3 2
Temperature (K) 203 293 293

˚Radiation (l, A) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073
3

r (calcd.), g /cm 1.527 2.109 1.744
21

m (Mo Ka), mm 1.78 4.21 1.27
u max, deg. 28 36 25
No. of data 4102 3164 3427
No. of parameters 200 201 254

aR 0.0718 0.0397 0.03551
awR 0.1743 0.0795 0.09182

GOF 1.001 1.056 1.051
a 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R 5hoiF u2uF ij /ouF u for [I.2s(I)]; wR 5ho[w(F 2F ) ] /o[w(F ) ]j for [I.2s(I)].1 0 c 0 2 0 c 0

Me2 [4] B.L. Vallee, D.S. Auld, Matrix metalloprotinases and inhibitors, in:[S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl were consistent uniquely with2 2 2 2
H. Birkedal-Hansen, Z. Werb, H.G. Welgus, H.E. van Wart HEP2 /n (No. 14). Systematic absences for1 (Eds.), New York: Gustav Fischer Verlag, 1992, p. 5.Me2[S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) were consistent with P12 2 2 3 2 [5] B.L. Vallee, D.S. Auld, Biochemistry 29 (1990) 5647.¯(No. 1) and P1 (No. 2), of which a satisfactory solution [6] B.L. Vallee, D.S. Auld, Biochemistry 32 (1993) 6493.

¯was obtained in the centrosymmetric alternative, P1. [7] J.E. Coleman, Annu. Rev. Biochem. 61 (1992) 897.
Me2 [8] R. Alsfasser, S. Trofimenko, A. Looney, G. Parkin, H. Vahrenkamp,Systematic absences for [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI were2 2 2 2

Inorg. Chem. 30 (1991) 4098.consistent uniquely with the enantiomorphous pairs hP3 ,1
[9] A. Looney, R. Han, K. McNeill, G. Parkin, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 115P3 j, hP3 21, P3 21j, hP3 12, P3 12j, of which a satis-2 1 2 1 2 (1993) 4690.

factory solution was obtained in P3 (No. 145). Refine-2 [10] Bis(pyrazolyl)hydroborato ligands are represented by the abbrevia-
R,R9ment of the Flack x parameter (using TWIN and BASF tions [Bp ] with the 3- and 5-alkyl substituents listed respectively

commands) to a value of 20.02(4) established that the as superscripts. See: G. Parkin, Adv. Inorg. Chem. 42 (1995) 291.
[11] C. Kimblin, W.E. Allen, G. Parkin, J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun.correct absolute structure had been selected. Atomic

Me (1995) 1813.2coordinates for [S(CH CH pz ) ]ZnCl (CCDC No.2 2 2 2 [12] C. Dowling, G. Parkin, Polyhedron 15 (1996) 2463.Me2103300), [S(CH CH pz ) ]CdI (CCDC No. 103301)2 2 2 2 [13] C. Kimblin, T. Hascall, G. Parkin, Inorg. Chem. 36 (1997) 5680.Me2and [S(CH CH pz ) ]Cd(NO ) (CCDC No. 103302) [14] P. Ghosh, G. Parkin, J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun. (1998) 413.2 2 2 3 2

have been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic [15] T.N. Sorrell, M.R. Malachowski, Inorg. Chem. 22 (1983) 1883.
[16] W.G. Haanstra, W.L. Driessen, M. van Roon, A.L.E. Stoffels, J.Data Centre.

Reedijk, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. (1992) 481.
[17] M. Inouye, N. Arnheim, R. Sternglanz, J. Biol. Chem. 248 (1973)

7247.
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Abstract

The reaction of Ni(dtc)(PR )Cl (dtc5diethyldithiocarbamate, R5Ph or Bu) with HSC H Cl-4 or HSCH C H Cl-4 and Et N gave two3 6 4 2 6 4 3

types of complex. For PPh , the products were [Ni(dtc)(m-SC H Cl-4)] (1) and [Ni(dtc)(m-SCH C H Cl-4)] (2); whilst PBu gave3 6 4 2 2 6 4 2 3

Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4) (3). The structure of freshly prepared 3 was determined to be monomeric, as indicated by X-ray diffraction3 6 4

studies. However, at room temperature in solution, 3 was observed to slowly convert to 1. Structural identification of 1 and 2 and similar
dimers, and structural identification of 3 and analogous monomers, were investigated by mass spectrometry. Electron impact mass
spectrometry (EIMS) failed to confirm the proposed structures due to extensive decomposition in the mass spectrometer. In the electron
impact (EI) mode, all complexes invariably decomposed to Ni(dtc) ; on the other hand, fast atom bombardment (FAB) ionisation gave the2

expected molecular ions for all compounds.  1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel thiolato complexes; Crystal structure; Mass spectrometry

1. Introduction the electronic effect the organic substituent has on the
organochalcogenide ligands [3]. Those with electron-re-

The nuclearity of nickel thiolato complexes appears to leasing ligands tend to form dinuclear compounds, as the
be highly dependent on the electron density at the nickel increased electron density on the chalcogen allows the
centre. The most common of these complexes are mono- ligand to form a dative bond with a second nickel atom.
and dinuclear compounds. Generally, complexes contain- Hence, to prepare monomeric compounds one needs to
ing alkyl phosphine ancillary ligands form mononuclear have the right balance between all three factors; namely,
compounds of the type Ni(SR) L where R is an aryl the phosphine, the chalcogen and the organic group2 2

group and L is aphosphine [1]. The presence of other attached to the chalocogen. In this paper, we report on the
ligands that influence the electron density on the central different types of complexes that are formed when the
metal atoms have also been found to greatly affect the phosphine changes between PPh and PBu , whilst the3 3

eventual structures of these thiolato complexes. For exam- organic group is restricted to 4-chlorobenzyl, in an attempt
ple, thiolato complexes formed from the reactions of to throw some light on the factors that influence monomer
Ni(dtc)(PPh )Cl, where dtc5diethyldithiocarbamate, and or dimer formation.3

the appropriate thiol invariably leads to the formation of The second aspect of this report is on the use of mass
dinuclear compounds, which contain bridging thiolato spectrometry to determine the structural types of complex-
ligands and the reactions are accompanied by loss of the es described above. In our recent work [3], we attempted
phosphine [2]. However, replacing the sulfur with to establish the structures of these complexes by electron
selenium results in either a monomeric or a dimeric impact mass spectrometry (EIMS), without much success.
complex, depending on the organic group attached to the The peaks found were mainly those of decomposition
chalcogen. For instance, aryl selenides form monomers products. This seems to be closely linked to the ability of
whilst alkyl ones are dimers [3]. This has been attributed to the compounds to withstand conditions in the ion source in

order to produce molecular ions and has thus made EIMS a
* less attractive tool for establishing the structures of theseCorresponding author. Fax: 127-21-959-3055; e-mail:

jdarkwa@cs.uwc.ac.za compounds. Early literature reports seem to have circum-
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vented this by using alternative means to establish struc- mL) was reacted with Et N (0.20 mL). The solution3

tures; for example, the dimeric structures of the chalcogen- immediately turned green and was stirred at room tempera-
bridged dithiobenzoatenickel(II), [(C H CS )Ni(m-S)] ture for 2 h. The resultant mixture was filtered to remove6 5 2 2

22 Et NHCl and an equal volume of hexane was added. Afterand dithiocarbamatonickel(II), [(C H NHCS )Ni(m-S)] 36 5 2 2

cooling at 2158C overnight, green crystals of [Ni(dtc)(m-compounds were deduced from their molecular weight
SC H Cl-4)] were obtained. Yield50.40 g, 81%. Anal.measurements [4]. However, molecular weight determi- 6 4 2

calc. for C H Cl N S Ni : C, 37.69; H, 4.06; N, 4.00.nations are generally a less accurate structural technique. 22 28 2 2 6 2
1Found: C, 38.04; H, 4.49; N, 4.36. H NMR (CDCl ): dIn instances where direct evidence was lacking, structural 3

7.82 (d, 4H, J 58.55 Hz, SC H Cl-4); 7.12 (d, 4H,information had been deduced from that of the related HH 6 4

J 58.55 Hz, SC H Cl-4); 3.48 (q, 8H, dtc); 1.15 (t, 12H,compounds as in the thioxanthate compounds, HH 6 4
13 1dtc). Ch Hj NMR: d 136.4(s), 132.8(s), 131.3(s), 128.0(s)[(C H SCS )Ni(m-SCH C H )] [5] and [(EtSCS )Ni(m-6 5 2 2 6 5 2 2

21(SC H Cl-4); 43.8(s), 12.4(s) (dtc). IR (KBr pellet cm ):SEt)] [6], which are readily converted to the corre- 6 42

2976 w, 2929 w, 2677 w, 1514 vs, 1472 m, 1439 s, 1387sponding dithiocarbamate analogs by reacting them with
m, 1277 s, 1209 m, 1151 s, 1086 s, 1010 s, 913 w, 815 s,triethylamine. Based on the X-ray structures of the thiox-
801 s, 739 w.anthates [5,6], the dithiocarbamate complexes were in-

ferred to be dimeric as well. When our attempts to establish
the monomeric and dimeric structures of our compounds 2.3. Reaction of Ni(dtc)(PPh )Cl with 4-3by EIMS were unsuccessful, we changed to softer ioniza- chlorobenzylmercaptan: formation of [Ni(dtc)(m-
tion techniques like fast atom bombardment (FAB) and SCH C H Cl-4)] (2)2 6 4 2field desorption (FD) to show that both the monomeric and
dimeric dithiocarbamate complexes that we have syn- The reaction was performed and worked up in a manner
thesised and those previously reported [2,3] can be routine- similar to that in Section 2.2 using Ni(dtc)(PPh )Cl (0.503ly characterised, using the right ionization technique. g, 1.00 mmol) and 4-chlorobenzylmercaptan (0.20 g, 1.07
These two ionization methods, which did not require high mmol) to give [Ni(dtc)(m-SCH C H Cl-4)] (2). Yield52 6 4 2ion source temperatures, readily gave the molecular ions 0.20 g, 55%. Anal. calc. for C H Cl N S Ni : C, 39.53;24 32 2 2 6 2for all of the compounds investigated. 1H, 4.44; N, 3.84. Found: C, 39.46; H, 4.73; N, 4.21. H

NMR (CDCl ): d 7.15 (d, 4H, J 58.36 Hz,3 HH

SCH C H Cl-4); 7.07 (d, 4H, J 58.36 Hz,2 6 4 HH

SCH C H Cl-4); 3.64 (q, 8H, dtc); 2.72 (s, 4H,2. Experimental 2 6 4
13 1SCH C H Cl-4); 1.26 (t, 12H, dtc). Ch Hj NMR: d2 6 4

2.1. Materials and instrumentation 137.8(s), 132.2(s), 130.4(s), 128.3(s) (SCH C H Cl-4);2 6 4

43.9(s) (dtc), 32.3(s), (SCH C H Cl-4); 12.5(s) (dtc). IR2 6 4
21All solvents were of analytical grade and were used (KBr pellet cm ): 2972 w, 2927 w, 1521 vs, 1489 m,

without further purification. Tributylphosphine, tri- 1457 m, 1436 m, 1405 w, 1379 m, 1356 m, 1282 s, 1261
phenylphosphine, 4-chlorothiophenol, 4-chlorobenzylmer- m, 1206 m, 1153 m, 1092 s, 1014 s, 910 w, 850 m, 804 s,
captan and nitrobenzyl alcohol were purchased from 724 w, 668 w, 646 w, 504 m.
Aldrich and used as received. The starting materials,
Ni(dtc)(PPh )Cl and Ni(dtc)(PBu )Cl, were prepared by3 3 2.4. Reaction of Ni(dtc)(PBu )Cl with 4-3the literature procedures [7]. All reactions were performed

chlorothiophenol: formation of Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4)3 6 4under a nitrogen atmosphere but the air-stable products
were worked-up in air.

To a solution of Ni(dtc)(PBu )Cl (0.55 g, 1.00 mmol)3IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 205 FT-IR
and HSC H Cl-4 (0.15 g, 1.00 mmol) in toluene (30 mL)1 13 6 4spectrometer. H and C NMR were recorded on a Varian
was added excess Et N (1 mL). The purple colour3Gemini 2000 spectrometer at 200 and 50.28 MHz, respec-
immediately changed to greenish–brown, accompanied by1tively, and referenced to residual CHCl for H (d 7.26)3 precipitation of a white solid. The mixture was stirred at13and C (d 77.0). Elemental analyses were performed by
room temperature for 4 h and filtered to remove the white

the Microanalytical Laboratory at the University of Cape
solid of Et NHCl, which was washed with 235 mL of3Town, South Africa, as a service.
hexane. After the addition of hexane (20 mL), the filtrate
was cooled at 2158C overnight to give green, X-ray

2.2. Reaction of Ni(dtc)(PPh )Cl with 4- quality crystals of Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4). Yield50.373 3 6 4

chlorothiophenol: formation of [Ni(dtc)(m-SC H Cl-4)] g, 71%. Anal. calc. for C H ClNPS Ni: C, 49.97; H,6 4 2 23 41 3
1(1) 7.46; N, 2.53. Found: C, 49.50; H, 7.35; N, 2.75. H NMR

(CDCl ): d 7.39 (d, 2H, J 58.40 Hz, SC H Cl-4); 7.003 HH 6 4

A solution of Ni(dtc)(PPh )Cl (0.70 g, 1.40 mmol) and (d, 2H, J 58.40 Hz, SC H Cl-4); 3.50 (q, 4H, dtc); 1.553 HH 6 4

HSC H Cl-4 (0.20 g, 1.40 mmol) in degassed toluene (50 (m, 18H, PBu ); 1.18 (t, 6H, dtc) 1.00 (t, 9H, PBu ). IR6 4 3 3
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21(nujol mull cm ): 1515 vs, 1405 s, 1357 m, 1301 m, 1278 2.6. Mass spectrometry
s, 1206 m, 1148 m, 1088 vs, 1072 s, 1009 s, 911 w, 850 w,
819 m, 799 w, 734 w, 724 w, 695 w, 545 w, 497 m, 468 Mass spectrometry of all of the compounds was per-
w. formed on a JMS-HX100 EBE spectrometer (JEOL,

Japan). EI spectra were obtained at an electron energy of
70 eV, an emission current of 100 mA and an acceleration

2.5. Crystal structure determination of voltage of 5 kV. The ion source temperature was 2508C and
Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4) the temperature of the EI direct insertion probe (DIP) was3 6 4

programmed from 50 to 2508C at 328C/min. Fast atom
Single crystals for structural determination were grown bombardment (FAB) spectra of all of the compounds were

by slow diffusion of hexane into a CH Cl solution of 3, obtained with nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA) as the matrix.2 2

which was cooled at 2158C. A green cube-like crystal was Argon fast atoms were used to bombard the samples,
mounted in a sealed capillary tube on a Siemens SMART dissolved in the matrix, on a stainless steel probe tip. The
diffractometer, equipped with a CCD detector for geomet- ion source temperature was kept below 1008C to prevent
ric and intensity data collection. The structure was solved decomposition of the compounds. The mass spectrometer
by the Patterson method for primary atom sites and by the was calibrated using CsI. Field ionization (FI) and field
difference map for atoms in secondary sites. All non- desorption (FD) spectra were obtained using the FAB1

hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and hydrogen acquisition parameters. The FD spectra were acquired at
atoms were refined without restraints. The structure was 50, 100 and 1508C. The optimum cathode voltage was 4.5

2refined by full matrix least-squares on F with a weighting kV and the emitter current ramp program was 0–40 mA at
21 2 2 2 2scheme w 5w (Fo )1(0.100P) 10.00P, where P5(Fo 4 mA/min.

2
12Fc ) /3, using SHELXL-93 [8]. An empirical absorption
correction was applied to the data [9]. Crystal data and
structure refinement details are listed in Table 1 and other 3. Results and discussion
pertinent information is deposited at the Cambridge Crys-
tallographic Data Centre (deposition number 102412). 3.1. Synthesis of complexes

The reaction of 4-chloro-substituted thiols withTable 1
Ni(dtc)(PR )Cl (R5Ph or Bu) gave two types of products,Crystal data and structural refinement for 3 3

depending on the nature of the phosphine. When theFormula C H ClNPS Ni23 41 3

phosphine was PPh , the reaction occurred as in Eq. (1)Fw 552.88 3

Temperature (K) 293(2) and was accompanied by the loss of PPh .3
˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073

Et NCrystal system Triclinic 3 1]]] ]Ni(dtc)(PPh )Cl 1 HSR9 [Ni(dtc)(m-SR9)] 13 22Space group P1 bar 2 PPh3˚a (A) 10.348(9)
Et NHCl˚b (A) 10.761(9) 3

˚c (A) 15.086(13)
a (deg) 102.93(10) [R9 5 C H Cl-4 (1), CH C H Cl-4 (2)] (1)6 4 2 6 4
b (deg) 106.10(10)

1g (deg) 104.17(10) The H NMR spectra of compounds 1 and 2 showed no3˚Volume (A ), Z 1486.4(2), 2 PPh peaks. The only phenyl protons were the two23 3density (calculated) (Mg m ) 1.235
21 doublets assignable to the thiolato ligands. Confirmation ofAbs coeff (mm ) 1.018

the absence of PPh in the nickel complexes was obtainedF(000) 588 3

Crystal size (mm) 0.6430.4230.24 when PPh was isolated from the filtrate after the nickel3
u-range for data collected (deg) 1.48–25.53 compounds had been filtered off. Our earlier work has
Limiting indices 211#h#12 shown that when R9 is a phenyl group, a similar dimeric

213#k#10
compound, [Ni(dtc)(m-SC H )] [2], is formed when the6 5 2216#l#18
same reaction as that in Eq. (1) is performed withNo. of reflections collected 5995

No. of independent reflections 448 thiophenol (HSC H ). However, the selenium analogue6 5
R(int) 0.0622 forms Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H ) [3]. By replacing the hydro-3 6 5

gen in the para-position with a halide, 4-chlorothiophenol2Refinement method full-matrix least-squares on F
formed [Ni(dtc)(m-SC H Cl-4)] , whilst the selenium ana-6 4 2Data / restraints /parameters 4446/0 /276

2 logue formed Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H Cl-4) [3]. The propen-Goodness of fit on F 0.893 3 6 4

Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0977 wR 50.2650 sity towards dimer formation appears to be associated with1 2

R indices (all data) R 50.1224 wR 50.29261 2 two factors. First is the ability of the chalcogen to donate23˚Largest difference peak and hole (e A ) 1.212 and 20.748 an electron pair to a second nickel atom. The second is the
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steric bulk of the phosphine. Thus, if the chalcogen has a set of doublets appeared at 7.81 and 7.12 ppm, which
strong donor ability like sulfur, the process of binding a increased in intensity over a period of three days, sug-
second metal atom results in the loss of PPh . On the other gesting that the monomeric compound decomposes in3

hand, when aryl groups are attached to selenium, they form solution (Fig. 1). The new set of doublets is the same as
monomers, while their alkyl analogues give dimers. The those of 1 and indicates a gradual conversion of 3 to 1, via
former have less electron density on the selenium, while a loss of PBu . Hence, even the less bulky PBu seem to3 3

the latter are more electron-rich. gradually give way to forming dimers in the presence of
We tested this hypothesis by changing the phosphine in the electron-donating sulfur. Hence, it appears that the

Ni(dtc)(PR )Cl to PBu . On performing the reaction above most important factor in maintaining the monomeric form3 3

with Ni(dtc)(PBu )Cl, we were able to isolate and char- is the ability of the chalcogen to donate electrons and that3

acterise Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4) (3) (Eq. (2)) by a the steric factor might be secondary.3 6 4

combination of NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystal-
lography. 3.2. Structure of 3

Ni(dtc)(PBu )Cl 1 HSC H Cl-4 The structure of 3 in the solid state was determined by3 6 4

Et N X-ray crystallography. The molecular structure of 3 is3

→ Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4) (2)3 6 4 shown in Fig. 2 and some of the relevant bond distances
2Et NHCl3

and angles are given in Table 2. The final R (0.0977) value
1Freshly prepared solutions of this product showed a H is quite high, particularly when compared to the R(int)

NMR spectrum with two doublets in the phenyl region at (0.0622). This might be due to some disorder and thus
7.39 and 7.00 ppm. However, after one day, an additional should account for the poor refinement. The high final R

1Fig. 1. H NMR spectrum of Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4) after 24 h and the spectrum of freshly prepared sample (insert).3 6 4
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value limits the extent to which the structural data can be
discussed. Nevertheless, the crystal structure confirms what
could be deduced from the analytical data. The geometry
around the nickel is a distorted square plane. The distorted
square planar environment of the nickel is similar to that of
Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H ), if one considers the S(1), S(2),3 6 5

S(3) and the P atoms as occupying the corners of the
square plane. The largest deviation from the square planar
angle is the S(2)–Ni(1)–S(1) angle of 78.72(7)8 and the
least is the P(1)–Ni(1)–S(3) of 87.928. The former appears
to be the constraint the bidentate diethyldithiocarbamato
ligand imposes on the nickel when bound to it. This angle
was found to be the least in Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H )3 6 5

[78.0(1)8 [3] and largest in Ni(dtc) (79.4(1)8] [10]. The2
˚Ni–S bond distances Ni(1)–S(1) [2.228(2) A] and Ni(1)–

˚S(2) [2.210(2) A] of the Ni–dtc interaction in 3 are
slightly longer than those in Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H )3 6 5

˚[2.219(1) and 2.208(1) A, respectively]. The Ni–S(3)
bond to the thiolato ligand in 3 has a bond distance of

5˚2.190(2) A and is similar to that of (h -C H )Ni(P-5 5
˚Bu )(SC H Cl-4) (2.194(9) A) [11]. The Ni–P distance3 6 4

5˚[2.169(2) A] though is slightly longer than that in (h -
˚C H )Ni(PBu )(SC H Cl-4) [2.140(8) A], it is within5 5 3 6 4

acceptable distances for Ni–P bonds for Ni in the 12Fig. 2. Molecular structure of Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4)3 6 4 5oxidation state, for example (h -C H )Ni(PPh )-5 5 3
˚(CH SO Ph) [2.150(1) A] [12].2 2

Table 2
Selected bond distances and angles for 3

3.3. Mass spectra˚Bond distances (A)

Ni(1)–P(1) 2.169(2) Ni(1)–S(1) 2.228(1) In order to identify a mass spectrometric technique that
Ni(1)–S(2) 2.210(2) Ni(1)–S(3) 2.190(2)

could establish the structures of both the monomeric andP(1)–C(12) 1.842(6) P(1)–C(16) 1.830(7)
dimeric complexes, we used electron impact (EI), fastP(1)–C(20) 1.832(6) S(3)–C(2) 1.746(8)

S(1)–C(1) 1.733(7) S(2)–C(1) 1.687(9) atom bombardment (FAB) and field ionization /field de-
C(1)–N(1) 1.330(10) N(1)–C(8) 1.493(13) sorption (FI /FD) ionization modes to study the following
N(1)–C(10) 1.630(2) Cl(1)–C(5) 1.736(9) compounds: [Ni(dtc)(m-SC H R9-4)] (R95Cl (1), H (4),6 4 2

Me (5)), [Ni(dtc)(m-SCH C H Cl-4)] (2), [Ni(dtc)(m-2 6 4 2Bond angles (8)
SeCH C H )] (6), [Ni(dtc)(m-SeMe)] (7), [Ni(dtc)(m-P(1)–Ni(1)–S(1) 173.7(7) P(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 95.6(8) 2 6 5 2 2

P(1)–Ni(1)–S(3) 87.9(8) S(2)–Ni(1)–S(3) 175.0(9) SeC H Cl-4)] (8) (Table 3) and Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-6 4 2 3 6 4
S(1)–Ni(1)–S(3) 97.9(9) S(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 78.7(7) 4) (3), Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H ) (9) and3 6 5
Ni(1)–P(1)–C(12) 115.8(2) Ni(1)–P(1)–C(16) 112.4(3) Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H Cl-4) (10) (Table 4). When the3 6 4Ni(1)–P(1)–C(20) 114.0(2) C(1)–S(1)–Ni(1) 84.4(3)

mass spectra of all of the compounds were investigated byC(1)–S(2)–Ni(1) 86.1(3) Ni(1)–S(3)–C(2) 109.6(2)
EI ionization, none of them gave a molecular ion. TwoN(1)–C(1)–S(1) 123.7(7) N(1)–C(1)–S(2) 125.6(6)

1prominent peaks, [Ni(dtc) ] (354) and those of the2

Table 3
aCorrelation of m /z values for the important ions in the FAB mass spectra of [Ni(dtc)(m-ER)] (E5S, Se)2

Compound Molecular ion a b c d e (CH ) NCS3 2

1 704 n.d. 557 n.d. 414 354 116
2 728 603 571 446 414 354 116
4 632 555 523 446 414 354 116
5 660 569 537 492 414 354 116
6 754 663 585 492 414 354 116
7 602 586 506 492 414 354 116
8 794 n.d. 605 492 414 354 116
a Refer to Scheme 1 for ion assignment, n.d.5not detected.
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Table 4
FAB mass spectra of Ni(dtc)(ER9)(PR0 )3

Compound Molecular ion (m /z) Other prominent fragments
13 551 [Ni(dtc)(m-SC H Cl-4] (704),6 4 2

1[Ni (dtc) ] (414)2 2

19 625 [Ni(dtc)(m-SeC H ] (726)6 5 2
1[Ni (dtc) (SeC H )] (572),2 2 6 5

1 1[Ni (dtc) ] (414), Ni(dtc) ] (354),2 2 2
1[PPh ] (262)3

110 659 [Ni(dtc)(m-SeC H Cl-4] (796),6 4 2
1[Ni(dtc)(PPh )] (468),3

1 1[Ni (dtc) ] (414), [Ni(dtc) ] (354),2 2 2
1[PPh ] (262)3

1 1phosphines, [PPh ] (m /z 262) or [PBu ] (m /z 202), dimeric compounds and is proposed to occur in a sequen-3 3

were found. Since all of the compounds investigated had tial fashion, involving the loss of the organochalcogenide
previously been fully characterized by a combination of ligands, to produce the various ions in the spectra. The
IR, NMR, elemental analyses and, in the case of fragmentation pathways are depicted for [Ni(dtc)(m-
Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H ) [3] and Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl- SCH C H Cl-4] in Scheme 1, which shows the stepwise3 6 5 3 6 4 2 6 4 2

4), by X-ray crystallography (Fig. 2), the absence of loss of SCH C H Cl-4 and Ni, to give Ni(dtc) . In contrast2 6 4 2
1molecular ions and the formation of [Ni(dtc) ] (m /z 354) to the EI spectra, the fragments from the FAB spectra2

by EIMS is an indication of thermal decomposition in the could be seen as sequential loss of units from the molecu-
ion source of the mass spectrometer. However, it is lar ions, thus, confirming the structure suggested by the
difficult to deduce a structure for any of the complexes by molecular peaks.
putting together the fragments of the EI spectrum. This It was not clear whether the EI spectrum was the result
prompted us to use the softer ionization technique of FAB. of thermal decomposition in the ion source or due to
Even here, the choice of matrix proved to be quite crucial electron impact fragmentation. However, we suspected that
to the successful acquisition of a meaningful mass spec- thermal decomposition could be the major process respon-
trum showing the molecular ion. When glycerol was used sible for the spectra we were observing. To test this
as the matrix, only ions due to the matrix were observed. hypothesis, both FI and FD of three compounds (1, 2 and
The most successful matrix was nitrobenzyl alcohol. Fig. 3 3) were studied. In the FIMS analysis, the compounds
shows the FAB mass spectrum of [Ni(dtc)(m-SC H )] needed to be heated to evaporate them into the ion source,6 5 2

and Table 3 lists all of the dimeric compounds examined. while the FDMS did not require heating to enable their
All of these compounds showed molecular ions in their ionization. It was observed that the FI spectra of these
respective spectra. That these compounds are all less stable compounds were different from those of the EI and FD
relative to bis(diethyldithiocabarmato)nickel(II), Ni(dtc) , spectra. Unlike the FDMS, the compounds appeared to2

could clearly be established; in most instances, the ion due decompose with heating, thus giving Ni(dtc) as a cluster2

to Ni(dtc) formed the base peak. This was particularly of ions at m /z 354 in both FIMS and EIMS. However,2

true for the EI spectra where all compounds produced unlike the EIMS, the FIMS seemed to have different
Ni(dtc) as the parent ion. The FAB mass spectral frag- ionization pathways. Ions that were prominent in the EI2

mentation pathway appears to be similar for all of the spectra were observed to be minor in the FI spectra and
vice versa. A cluster of ions were observed at m /z 710 in
all of the FI spectra and these were interpreted to be
coming from the dimerization of Ni(dtc) , which leads to2

the formation of [Ni(dtc)(m-dtc)] .2

When the same crystalline samples from which crystals
were selected for the X-ray structural determination of
Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H ) and Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4)3 6 5 3 6 4

were subjected to FABMS analysis, molecular ions corre-
sponding to the solid state structures were found (Table 4).
In addition, ions corresponding to the dimers [Ni(dtc)(m-

1 1SeC H )] (m /z 726) and [Ni(dtc)(m-SC H Cl-4)] (m /z6 5 2 6 4 2

704) were observed. A typical spectrum showing both the
molecular ions of the monomer and the decomposed dimer
of Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H ) is shown in Fig. 4. Even3 6 5

1
Fig. 3. FAB spectrum of [Ni(dtc)(m-SC H )] . though, in solution, the H NMR of6 5 2
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Scheme 1.

1Ni(dtc)(PBu )(SC H Cl-4) shows a monomer /dimer SeC H Cl-4)] . There are two viable decomposition path-3 6 4 6 4 2

equilibrium with time, the time frame required for the ways for the monomers, all of which have identifiable
monomer /dimer equilibrium is much longer than that fragments in the spectra. The first is the simultaneous loss
needed to obtain the mass spectrum. The dimer formation of the phosphino and the organochalcogenide ligands to
here is also believed to take place in the mass spectrometer form Ni(dtc) . The second route involves the loss of only2

but via a process that is completely different from that the phosphino ligand, which generates the electron-de-
observed in solution by NMR. A similar observation was ficient species Ni(dtc)(ER) and its subsequent dimerization
made from the spectrum of a microcrystalline sample of to [Ni(dtc)(m-ER)] (E5S, Se) (Scheme 2). Further de-2

Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H Cl-4), which has a monomeric peak composition of the dimers follows the same pathway as in3 6 4

of m /z 659 and a dimeric peak of m /z 796 for [Ni(dtc)(m- Scheme 1. The strength of the dithiocarbamate as a ligand
in the decomposition is quite clear. It forms most of the
identifiable species in the spectra. The stability of dithio-
carbamate as a ligand for Pt(II) in mass spectral studies
has been noted by Colton and Tedesco [13,14]. This allows
the formation of stable ions in the gaseous phase, which
helps in identifying complexes.
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Abstract

Comparative structural studies and approximate molecular orbital calculations have been developed on copper(II) complexes derived
from the pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone. The results allow to explain: (a) some significant structural differences between
complexes containing the neutral ligand and those with the anionic one, (b) the reasons why the formation of either dimers bridged
through the S atom of the thiosemicarbazone or the non-thiosemicarbazone coligand, and (c) the formation of monomeric versus dimeric
entities with the neutral ligand. Other implications of these studies in the stability, and the spectroscopic and magnetic properties of these
systems are also discussed. The partially localized negative charge on the N3 hydrazinic atom in the anionic thiosemicarbazone molecules,
the presence of water molecules, the energy and contributions of the frontier orbitals, the influence of the nonthiosemicarbazone ligands
and changes observed in the a ligand-to-metal charge transfer and metal-to-ligand p-backdonation are proposed to explain several features
in these complexes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper complexes; Magnetic and spectroscopic properties; Thiosemicarbazone complexes

1. Introduction plexes, in which the metal–ligand ratio is 1:2. This fact
can be related to both the strong Jahn–Teller distortion in

Thiosemicarbazones and their metal compounds exhibit the copper(II) ions and the rigidity of the thiosemicar-
relevant biological properties. In the last twenty years, the bazone ligand. The copper(II) complexes usually present
metal complexes derived from the pyridine-2-carbaldehyde five-coordinated stereochemistry except for
thiosemicarbazone have drawn some attention. In most of
cases, the ligand is tridentate binding to the metal through
the N , N and S atoms. After chelation, thepyridine azomethine

pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone usually main-
tains the E configuration about the C=N azomethine
bonding, which is characteristic of the non-coordinated
form. However, it presents two conformational changes
with respect to the free ligand: both rotations of |1808 in
the pyridine and thioamide fragments respectively [1], as
can be seen in Scheme 1.

The chemistry of these complexes markedly depends on
the kind of transition metal ions. In this sense, the reaction
of pyridine-2-carbaldeyde thiosemicarbazone with cop-
per(II) salts usually yields complexes with a metal–ligand
ratio of 1:1. The stoichiometry differs from that observed
in iron(III) [2], cobalt(III) [3–6] and nickel(II) [7] com-

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-94-6012458; fax: 134-94-464-8500;
e-mail: qiproapt@lg.ehu.es Scheme 1.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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[Cu(ClO )(C H N S)(H O)].2H O which exhibits octa- magnetic behaviour of complexes containing the planar4 7 8 4 2 2

hedral geometry [8]. All the compounds with iron(III), thiosemicarbazone copper(II) entities stacked through dif-
cobalt(III) and nickel(II) ions contain distorted octahedral ferent bridged molecules and to understand how the
monomeric entities. magnetic interactions are propagated in these compounds

The copper(II) complexes exhibit important features containing asymmetric and highly conjugated ligands.
which can be summarized as follows: In this paper, we present a comparative crystallographic

discussion and approximate molecular orbital calculations
¨of the extended Huckel type, in order to understand the

1. The anionic thiosemicarbazone ligand is usually present structural, spectroscopic and magnetic features in these
in polynuclear complexes. The copper(II) centres can systems. As far as we are aware, reasons explaining why
be bridged through the sulfur thioamide atom [9,10] as these compounds present a complex structural behaviour
well as the non-thiosemicarbazone ligands [9,11,12], have not been described.
(see Fig. 1). Polynuclear complexes have not been
observed in compounds containing multidentate [13] or
bulky non-thiosemicarbazone co-ligands [14].

2. The thiosemicarbazone appears as a neutral ligand in 2. Results
the monomeric [15] and dimeric [8,12] entities. In the
latter, the bridged atoms are always different from those 2.1. Comparative study of the structural features of
of the thiosemicarbazone ligand. pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone ligand on

complexation
In addition to the above-mentioned structural features, it

has also been observed from spectroscopic studies that a A structural study on seventeen compounds reveals
1unique planar Cu(C H N S)(H O) species exists in important differences between the thiosemicarbazone com-7 7 4 2

aqueous solution [16,17]. The coordination of the ligand to plexes containing either the neutral or the anionic ligand.
the copper(II) ion is maintained even at pH values less The results are shown in Table 1. As can be seen, the
than 1.4, indicating the high stability of the metal–ligand M–N2–N3, N2–N3–C7, S–C7–N3 and S–C7–N4 angles
system. Studies on the interaction of the for complexes with the neutral ligand differ from those of

1Cu(C H N S)(H O) complex with physiological media the compounds with the anionic ligand. The unique7 7 4 2

have also been developed [18–23]. The structural, spectro- exception in the observed trends is the free ligand, which
scopic and biological studies have been extended to alkyl- exhibits a different conformation. These results do not
or aryl-substituted derivatives of pyridine-2-carbaldehyde depend neither the kind of the metal ions nor the stereo-
thiosemicarbazonecopper(II) compounds [24–29]. The re- chemistry of them.
sults point out to the influence of both the structure and the With respect to the bond lengths, one of the most
electron distribution in the biological activity of these important variations concerns to the C7–S bond. The

˚kinds of compounds. C7–S bond length for the free ligand is 1.698(3) A [1],
˚The magnetic properties of these complexes have not and ranges between 1.70–1.72 and 1.72–1.76 A for

been extensively studied [9,10,30]. They show weak compounds containing the neutral and anionic ligands,
Iantiferromagnetic couplings, in which the Cu–X–Cu respectively. This fact is consistent with a loss in C7–S

bridge angles together with the type of bridge atom play an double bond character on coordination, which is more
important role. In this sense, it is interesting to know the evident in compounds with the anionic ligand, probably

Fig. 1. Drawings of both thiosemicarbazone (A) and nonthiosemicarbazone (B) bridged dinuclear species.
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Table 1
aStructural differences between the complexes with neutral and anionic pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone ligands

Compounds M–N2–N3 N2–N3–C7 S–C7–N3 S–C7–N4

HL [1] – 119.3(3) 118.1(2) 124.1(2)I

[hCu(HL )(SO )j ] [12] 120.0(1) 116.1(2) 121.5(2) 122.7(2)I 4 2

[hCu(HL )(F Ac)j ][F Ac] [8] 121.6(2) 116.1(3) 121.6(2) 121.4(3)I 3 2 3 2

[Cu(HL )(H O)(ClO ) ] [8] 120.6(2) 116.6(2) 121.6(2) 121.3(3)I 2 4 2

[Cu(NO )(HL )(H O)](NO ) [30] 119.2(1) 117.5(2) 121.2(2) 122.2(2)3 I 2 3

[CuBr (HL )].H O [15] 120(1) 118(1) 122(1) 121(1)2 I 2

Angular range 119–122 116–118 121–122 121–123

[hCu(L )(Ac)j ] [11] 124.4(2) 111.2(2) 125.2(2) 118.8(2)I 2

[hCu(L )(Ac)j ] [12] 124.3(1) 111.7(1) 124.8(2) 118.7(2)I 2

[hCu(L )Clj ] [10] 124.7(3) 112.0(3) 124.5(3) 117.4(3)1 2

[hCu(L )Brj ] [10] 124.9(3) 111.2(4) 125.0(3) 118.2(4)I 2

[hCu(L )(NCS)j ] [30] 126.3(9) 109(1) 127(1) 118(1)I 2

125.2(8) 111(1) 123(1) 119(1)
[Cu(L )(bpy)]ClO [13] 123.6(3) 111.6(4) 125.2(4) 117.7(7)I 4

[Cu(L )(sacc)(H O)].O.5H O [14] 125.9(7) 110.4(8) 124.6(8) 118.2(8)I 2 2

[(CuL )(bpy)](sacc).2H O [14] 124.7(2) 111.4(2) 124.9(2) 118.6(2)I 2

[(CuL ) P O ].nH O [9] 123.3(5) 112.1(7) 124.6(7) 118.4(6)I 4 2 7 2

123.2(6) 114.0(8) 122.5(7) 119.0(7)
123.5(5) 113.4(8) 124.2(8) 118.7(7)
123.4(6) 113.4(7) 124.7(7) 117.2(7)

[Fe(L ) ][PF ] [2] 125.2(4) 111.0(5) 123.5(4) 116.9(5)I 2 6

124.2(3) 111.7(4) 124.0(4) 117.3(5)
[Co(L ) ][NCS] [6] 124.0(2) 112.1(2) 123.4(2) 118.2(2)I 2

124.7(2) 111.4(2) 124.0(2) 117.9(2)
[Ni(L ) ] [7] 123.3(5) 112.1(7) 124.6(7) 118.4(6)I 2

123.2(6) 114.0(8) 122.5(7) 119.0(7)
123.5(5) 113.4(8) 124.2(8) 118.7(7)
123.4(6) 113.4(7) 124.7(7) 117.2(7)

Angular range 123–126 109–114 123–127 117–119
a Angles (8). The atoms are numbered following the nomenclature used in the present work.
Abbreviations: bpy (2,29-bipyridyl), F HAc (trifluoroacetic acid), HAc (acetic acid), HL (pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone), Hsacc (saccarine).3 I

due to an increase in the thiolate character of the C7–S es, show structural differences between the neutral and the
bond. Other important differences are related to the shorter anionic forms of the ligand.
N3–C7 and larger C7–N4 bond distances in compounds On the other hand, structural differences between the
with the anionic ligand. These features can be visualized thiosemicarbazone–S–bridged dinuclear copper(II) com-
taking into account the resonance hybrids shown in plexes and the compounds with bridges different from the
Scheme. For the Cu???N3 distances, an increase from thiosemicarbazone ligand have also been observed (see

˚2.89–2.90 to 2.94–3.00 A in the copper(II) complexes Fig. 1). The results are summarized in Table 2. The
with neutral and anionic pyridine-2-carbaldehyde presence of a tri-coordinated sulfur atom bridging metal
thiosemicarbazone, respectively, is also observed. The centres is unusual in the iminothiolate systems such as

˚range of N2???C7 distances changes from 2.28–2.32 A in heterocyclic thiosemicarbazone complexes [31]. However,
˚compounds with the neutral ligand to 2.22–2.23 A in some compounds of this type are described in the literature

complexes with the anionic one. This variation in the [9,10,30,32–35]. From the structural studies of the S-
N2???C7 distance does not seem to be followed by the

Table 2
highly distorted dinuclear [hCu(NCS)(C H N S)j ] de-7 7 4 2 Structural differences between dinuclear pyridine-2-carbaldehyde
rivative [30], which shows N2???C7 distances of 2.18 and thiosemicarbazonecopper(II) complexes bridged through the thiosemicar-

a˚ ˚ bazone (S-bridged) and the non-thiosemicarbazone (X-bridged) ligands2.28 A. However, their average value of 2.23 A is in the
range of distances characteristic of compounds with the S-bridged X-bridged
anionic ligand. In other words, it can be seen in the studied

C7–S 1.74–1.76 1.70–1.72
compounds that for smaller N2–N3–C7 angles, longer Cu–Y 2.73–2.78 2.31–2.52apical

Cu???N3 and smaller N2???C7 distances are observed. N –Cu–Z #167 $1722 basal

Y –Cu–Z $94 #78Consequently, some angles and distances between non- apical basal

adirectly bonded atoms, such as Cu???N3 and N2???C7, ˚Distances (A) and angles (8). The atoms are numbered following the
present in the thiosemicarbazone moiety of these complex- nomenclature used in the present work.
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Table 3
aEHMO results for the thiosemicarbazone fragment of the referenced compounds

Compounds E D(E 2E ) N3–C7 HOMOHOMO LUMO HOMO
˚(eV) (eV) (A) character

HL [1] 212.16 2.35 1.358(4) [C–N]I py,ip

[hCu(HL )(SO )j ] [12] 212.16 2.36 1.362(3) [C–N]I 4 2 py,ip

[hCu(HL )(F Ac)j ][F Ac] [8] 212.25 2.42 1.346(4) [N–N] 1[C–C]I 3 2 3 2 thio,oop py,oop

[Cu(NO )(HL )(H O)](NO ) [30] 212.19 2.43 1.356(3) [C–N]3 I 2 3 py,jp

[CuBr (HL )].H O [15] 212.07 2.32 1.30(2) [C–N]2 I 2 py,ip

[hCu(L )(Ac)j ] [12] 211.93 2.08 1.335(3) [N–N]I 2 thio,ip

[hCu(L )Brj ] [10] 211.99 2.14 1.327(6) [N–N]I 2 thio,ip

[hCu(L )Clj ] [10] 211.95 2.11 1.322(5) [N–N]I 2 thio,ip

[hCU(L )(NCS)j ] [30] 211.85 2.02 1.31(2) [N–N]I 2 thio,ip

212.01 2.19 1.36(2) [N–N] 1Nthio,ip py,ip
b b b(21.93) (2.10) (1.34)

a The atoms are numbered following the nomenclature used in the present work.
b In brakets, average value.

bridged and X-bridged systems, two interesting results can program [36]. The EHMO calculations were carried out
be deduced: (i) The Cu–S distances in these compounds using the crystallographic coordinates of the compounds

˚ followed by reorientation of the molecules to ensure a(|2.27–2.28 A) do not show any influence of the kind of
maximum overlap [2]. The study focused on (i) thebridge in the copper(II) dinuclear complexes. (ii) The
thiosemicarbazone portions of the compounds given inthioamide S-bridged compounds always show C7–S dis-

˚ Table 3, and (ii) the complete molecular structures, intances at least 0.03 A longer than those observed in the
which all atomic positions including those of the hydrogenX-bridged ones (see Table 2). Moreover, the N3–C7 bond
crystallographic coordinates have been considered (Tablelength is usually slightly shorter in S–bridged systems

˚ 4).(|0.01 A). It should be noted that compounds with the
(i) Studies on the thiosemicarbazone fragments.- Studiesneutral thiosemicarbazone ligand have not been obtained

on the thiosemicarbazone fragments (Table 3) show thatas dimers with S–bridges.
the composition for the HOMO orbitals changes with theFinally, and with respect to the compounds containing
kind of ligand. However, for the LUMO orbitals theneutral ligands, it can be observed that either monomeric
composition is always similar indicating an antibondingor dimeric entities can be formed. However, no significant
out-of-plane C6–N2 azomethine contribution. As can bestructural differences in the thiosemicarbazone ligands
seen in Table 3, a relationship between the character of thepresent in these compounds have been observed.
ligand (neutral or anionic), the N3–C7 bond length and the
HOMO composition can be established. The compounds

2.2. Molecular orbital calculations. containing neutral ligand exhibit HOMOs with a high
contribution from the pyridine moiety and longer N3–C7

In order to give a qualitative explanation for the distances than those observed for the compounds with
structural characteristics observed in these complexes anionic ligands. On the contrary, these latter compounds
together with some of their spectroscopic and magnetic show HOMOs with a large N2–N3 thiosemicarbazone

¨features, an extended Huckel molecular orbital (EHMO) character. From Table 3, it can be also deduced that the
analysis has been performed by means of the CACAO energy of the HOMO orbital for the anionic ligand is

Table 4
aOverlap populations of selected bonds in the pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazonecopper(II) complexes

Compounds C6–N2 N2–N3 N3–C7 N4–C7 C7–S Cu–S Cu–Z Cu–Ybasal apical

HL [1] 1.11 0.90 0.92 0.95 0.92 – – –I

[hCu(HL )(SO )j ] [12] 1.15 0.72 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.42 0.22 0.05I 4 2

[hCu(HL )(F Ac)j ][F Ac] [8] 1.13 0.76 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.43 0.20 0.02I 3 2 3 2

[Cu(NO )(HL )(H O)](NO ) [30] 1.16 0.74 0.93 0.97 0.93 0.43 0.21 0.083 I 2 3

[CuBr (HL )].H O [15] 1.18 0.74 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.38 0.36 0.132 I 2

[hCu(L )(Ac)j ] [12] 1.12 0.74 0.98 0.92 0.90 0.42 0.20 0.03I 2

[hCu(L )Brj ] [10] 1.13 0.72 0.99 0.92 0.88 0.40 0.34 0.10I 2

[hCu(L )Clj ] [10] 1.13 0.73 1.01 0.89 0.87 0.38 0.40 0.09I 2
b b b b b b b b[hCu(L )(NCS)j ] [30] 1.13 0.70 0.98 0.95 0.88 0.38 0.36 0.09I 2

a The atoms are numbered following the nomenclature used in the present work.
b Average value.
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2higher than that of the neutral ligand which, on the 1.71–1.75 e which is less than that observed for the free
2contrary, exhibit higher values of the HOMO–LUMO gap. ligand (1.82 e ).

The study of the overlap population in the free and
complexed ligands also indicates important differences in
the electron distribution. The most significant variations 3. Discussion
appear for the N2–N3, C6–N2 and C7–S bonds. The

2overlap population of the N2–N3 bond is 0.90 e in the 3.1. Compounds with the anionic ligand
2free ligand. It decreases to 0.67–0.77 e in the

thiosemicarbazone fragments for all the complexes. In the The complexes with anionic ligands are usually pre-
case of the C6–N2 bond, the overlap population slightly sented as polynuclear compounds. Comparative studies on

2increases from 1.11 e in the free molecule to 1.13–1.16 these compounds allow us to observe structural differences
2e in the neutral ligand. For the C7–S overlap population, between the S-bridged and X-bridged systems (see Fig. 1

2a decrease from 0.92 e in the free molecule to 0.86–0.89 and Table 2). The presence of S-bridges can be explained
2 2e in the anionic ligand is observed. It is important to note as due to a p1sp hybridizing of the thiolate sulfur atom.

2that this decrease is higher for ligands derived from the Two sp orbitals of the sulfur atom are directed toward the
S-bridge compounds. metal and the C7 thioamide atoms, respectively. However,

(ii) Studies on the complete molecular structures.- the out-of-plane p orbital of the sulfur atom partiallyz

Selected overlap populations in complete molecular struc- delocalizes its electron density toward the conjugate
tures of these compounds are given in Table 4. As can be thiosemicarbazone system. The remaining non-delocalized
seen for the C6–N2 bond, the overlap population increases electron density on p makes possible the formation ofz

in the complexes with respect to that of the free ligand but, Cu–S bonds. From the structural point of view, twoapical

on the contrary, in the N2–N3 bond the overlap population facts support the formation of the Cu–S–Cu bridges as due
2decreases. In the first case, the value is higher in complex- to a p1sp hybridizing of the sulfur atom: (i) The Cu–S

es with the neutral ligand. However, compounds con- distances do not undergo any variation with the kind of
taining anionic thiosemicarbazone ligands exhibit an in- bridge. This fact suggests that the electron density in the
crease in the overlap population of the N3–C7 bond. orbitals involved in the Cu–S bond does not change with
Finally, for complexes with neutral ligands, the N4–C7 the type of bridge. (ii) The thioamide S-bridged com-
overlap population slightly increases, but for the C7–S pounds always show C7–S distances longer than those
there is not, practically, any change. observed in the X-bridged ones. On the other hand, the

In the case of polynuclear compounds with X- and N3–C7 bond length is usually slightly shorter in the
S-bridges, the latter exhibit smaller C7–S and Cu–S S-bridged systems. The EHMO results for the S-bridged
overlap populations but larger Cu–Z and Cu–Y compounds indicate a weakening of the C7–S bond greaterbasal apical

ones (Table 4). Moreover, the composition of the closest than that of the X-bridged and a decrease in the electron
molecular orbital below the HOMO (SHOMO) shows density of the Sp atomic orbital. However, in the case ofz

large (S,N3) and (N2,N3) out-of-plane contributions for the Cu–S bond length, significant variations were not
the S- and X-bridged compounds, respectively. observed. These results strongly support that the electron

The LUMO orbital in all the studied compounds show a density on the Sp orbital in the S-bridged systems is lessz

high antibonding out-of-plane C6–N2 azomethine contri- delocalized towards the thiosemicarbazone chain than that
bution. These results were observed for the thiosemicar- of the X-bridged complexes.
bazone fragments as well. The formation of complexes with S-bridged instead of

Finally, it is important to consider the data concerning X-bridged is also related to the nature of the non-
the negative charge in the different atoms of the thiosemicarbazone ligands. In this sense, to our knowl-
thiosemicarbazone ligand. The net charge calculated for edge, all the pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone

2the N3 atom in the complexes is 0.6 e more negative than copper(II) complexes with X-bridges given in the literature
those observed for the neutral ligand. The results can be contain oxygen donor ligands. The structural and EHMO
extrapolated to the iron(III), cobalt(III) and nickel(II) studies show that the differences between the S-bridged
compounds given in Table 1. The in-plane atomic popula- and X-bridged dimers are mainly observed for the N2–
tions on the N1, N2, N4 and S atoms (related to s, p and Cu–Z angle and the Cu–S and Cu–Z overlapx basal basal

p atomic orbitals) change from 4.44, 3.26, 3.62 and 5.00 populations (Table 2 and Table 4). These results suggesty
2e in the free ligand to ranges of 4.01–4.05, 3.67–3.79, that the formation of S-bridged compounds is induced by

23.66–3.79 and 4.55–4.59 e in the copper(II) complexes, the presence of non-thiosemicarbazone ligands having
respectively. A similar analysis for the C7 atom yields a large basal interactions with the copper(II) ions.

2 2variation from 2.47 e in the free ligand to 2.53–2.56 e Another interesting point to be considered in these
in the copper(II) compounds containing the thiosemicar- systems is the effect of the electronic distribution on the
bazone ligand in the neutral form. In the case of the magnetic behaviour. It is well known [37] that the anti-
S-bridged compounds, the Sp population ranges from ferromagnetic contribution to the magnetic exchange con-z
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Table 5
2 I aComparison of the J, D and Cu–X–Cu bridge angles values for pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazonecopper(II) dinuclear complexes

2Compounds Bridge atom Bridge angle J D
21 2(8) (cm ) (eV)

[hCu(L )(Ac)j ] [12] O 103.5(1) 23.10 0.002I 2

[hCu(L )C1j ] [10] S 87.01(4) 24.70 0.011I 2

[hCu(L )Brj ] [10] S 87.12(5) 24.70 0.017I 2
b[hCu(L )(NCS)j ] [30] S 85.9(1) 25.09 0.045I 2

a The atoms are numbered following the nomenclature used in the present work.
b Average value.

stant J for a binuclear system is proportional to the square (see Table 3). It suggests higher stability for the neutral
2of the energy difference (D ) between the two magnetic ligand in the free state than that of the anionic one. These

orbitals involved. As can be seen in Table 5, the EHMO theoretical results are in good agreement with the ex-
calculations performed in this work on complete molecules perimental data which indicate a high tendency of the
show a qualitative agreement between the gap of the two ligand to be deprotonated on complexation except for pH
d magnetic orbitals involved in the magnetic ex- values less than |2.40 [16,17].2 2x 2y

change and the J values obtained for these compounds. The LUMO composition is consistent with an acceptor
Furthermore, it can be observed the influence of the Cu– out-of-plane p character through the C6–N2 azomethine

IX–Cu bridge angles and the bridge atom in the magnitude bond in the ligands for all the complexes. These results can
of the exchange interactions in these kinds of compounds. be observed in the infrared spectra of these compounds.
The results indicate that the S-bridged compounds con- For the anionic ligands, the HOMO orbitals exhibit a

Itaining Cu–S–Cu bridge angles close to 908 exhibit donor character through the thiosemicarbazone chain.
higher exchange magnetic interactions than that observed However, for the neutral ligands the donor character of the
for the oxygen-bridged compound. HOMO orbitals is localized in the pyridine ring. The

decrease in the C7–S overlap population for the anionic
3.2. Compounds with the neutral ligand compounds agrees well with the increase in the thiolate

character of the C7–S bond. In this way, the EHMO
In complexes with neutral thiosemicarbazone ligands studies on complete molecules indicate that the C7–S

either monomers or dimers, no significant structural differ- overlap population depends on the character of the
ences in the ligands have been observed. This fact suggests thiosemicarbazone ligand (see Table 4). This fact can be
that the structural behaviour of these compounds can explained as due to the effect of both the increase in the s

depend on other different factors such as the influence of donor and the decrease in the p acceptor characters
the non-thiosemicarbazone ligands, the existence of coun- proposed for the compounds with the anionic ligand.
terions and/or the presence of solvent molecules in the The EHMO results for complete molecules give a
lattice. In this sense, it is remarkable the existence of water qualitative insight concerning the effect of the deprotona-
molecules in all the monomeric compounds but not for the tion of the ligand on the structure of these complexes,
dimeric ones, where all of them are anhydrous. which is illustrated in Fig. 2. The results show that the net

The compounds containing neutral ligand present a charge on the N3 atom is more negative in the complexes
double bond character of the C7–S thioamide bond. The with the anionic ligand than those with the neutral one. So,
electron density on the p orbital of the sulfur atom is the variations of the M–N2–N3, N2–N3–C7, S–C7–N3z

delocalized toward the thiosemicarbazone chain, making and S–C7–N4 angles in these compounds (see Table 1)
stronger the C7–S thioamide bond. So, the sulfur atom can be explained considering that when the hydrazinic
does not possess enough density of charge to give rise to hydrogen is lost a negative charge on the N3 atom is
an out-of-plane Cu–S bond and the S-bridge is not generated (e.g. a new lone pair, as shown in Fig. 2 (b)).
favoured in this kind of compounds. As far as we are This negative charge is not completely delocalized along
aware, S-bridged copper(II) dimers containing the the thiosemicarbazone conjugate system and due to the
pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone as neutral lig- electron repulsion, the N2–N3–C7 angle becomes smaller.
and have not been found. The rest of the angles swing due to the rigidity imposed by

the small variations in bond distances as can be observed
3.3. Comparative studies on compounds containing the in the values of the Cu???N3 and N2???C7 distances given
anionic or the neutral ligands in the section of Results.

The molecular orbital calculations for complete mole-
The EHMO results for the thiosemicarbazone moieties cules also support divergences in the behaviour of the

show a higher HOMO–LUMO gap for the neutral ligands chelating centres in the thiosemicarbazone ligand. In this
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[Cu(NO )(C H N S)(H O)](NO ) is higher than that of3 7 8 4 2 3

the [hCuBr(C H N S)j ] compound, in spite of the C7–S7 7 4 2

thione character present in the former compound. In the
case of the IR spectra, the structural and EHMO results for
the C6–N2 bond are in good agreement with the variations

21observed in the bands above 1600 cm [15,30]. This fact
can be attributed to the presence of certain p-acceptor
character of the thiosemicarbazone ligand which makes
possible a metal-to-ligand p-backdonation. However, the
influence of the conformational changes on complexation
can not be discarded as was observed from the results
obtained for the overlap populations on the N2–N3 and
C6–N2 bonds in the study on the thiosemicarbazone
fragments.

4. Concluding remarks

The combination of a comparative structural study
together with EHMO calculations leads to a qualitative
insight of the underlying causes of the structural and
topological features of the pyridine-2-carbaldehyde
thiosemicarbazonecopper(II) compounds. Several structur-
al differences between the complexes containing the
neutral ligand and those with the anionic one have beenFig. 2. Structural differences between the complexes with neutral and
found. Some of these differences can be explained consid-anionic pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone ligands.
ering that the negative charge generated on the N3 atom on

way, the in-plane donor character through the N1 pyridine formation of the anionic ligand is not completely delocal-
nitrogen atom versus the p acceptor character of the N2 ized along the thiosemicarbazone chain. In other words,
azomethine atom can be observed. the contribution of the hybrid shown in Scheme (c1) is

Finally, a relationship between the structural parameters essential for understanding the structural differences be-
and the EHMO results with the spectroscopic data in these tween the anionic and neutral forms of the pyridine-2-
systems can be established. The results for some com- carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone in the copper(II) com-
pounds which exhibit similar symmetries [30] are given in plexes.
Table 6. The structural and UV–visible similarities ob- As can be expected, the compounds with the anionic
served between the [Cu(NO )(C H N S)(H O)](NO ) (b) ligand show both the increase in s donor and the decrease3 7 8 4 2 3

and [hCuBr(C H N S)j ] (c) compounds, which exhibit in the p-acceptor characters. The role of these characters is7 7 4 2

similar data, can be explained considering that the weaken- also extensive to the chelating centres. In this sense, the
ing in the S→Cu(II) s-donor character in compound N1 pyridine and the N2 azomethine atoms show an in-
[Cu(NO )(C H N S)(H O)](NO ) is compensated by a plane donor and p acceptor character, respectively. With3 7 8 4 2 3

partial Cu(II)→S p back-donation. In fact, the overlap respect to the S atom, the compounds with the anionic
population of the Cu–S bond in ligand show an increase in the S→Cu(II) s-donor charac-

Table 6
Structural parameters and UV–visible data of several pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazonecopper(II) compounds; (a) [hCu(NCS)(C H N S)j ], (b)7 7 4 2

[Cu(NO )(C H N S)(H O)](NO ), (c) [hCuBr(C H N S)j ], (d) [hCuCl(C H N S)j ] and (e) [CuBr (C H N S)].H O.3 7 8 4 2 3 7 7 4 2 7 7 4 2 2 7 8 4 2

Parameters (a) [30] (b) [30] (c) [10] (d) [10] (e) [15]
a˚Cu–S (A) 2.285(4) 2.271(1) 2.275(2) 2.278(1) 2.295(5)

a˚Cu–N(1) (A) 2.01(1) 2.025(2) 2.023(4) 2.034(4) 2.06(1)
a˚Cu–N(2) (A) 1.95(1) 1.984(2) 1.987(3) 1.975(3) 1.96(1)

aS–Cu–N(1) (8) 163.8(3) 163.45(6) 163.4(1) 163.8(1) 159.5(4)
d→d (l, nm) 595 645 645 670 720

940 (sh) 900 (sh)

Abbreviations: vs (very strong), s (strong), m (medium), w (weak), sh (shoulder), b (broad), az (azomethinic), hy (hydrazinic), py (pyridinic), ip (in plane).
a Average values.
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Abstract

2 2 2The action of [(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m-CO)Fe (CO) ] with (m-S) Fe (CO) gives the anionic complex [(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m-2 2 6 2 2 6 2
2S)hFe (CO) j (m -S)] (1). The anion 1 reacts with alkyl halides, acid chlorides and Cp(CO) FeI to yield neutral products2 6 2 4 2

2(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m-RS)[Fe (CO) ] (m -S) (R5Me, 2a; Et, 2b; PhCH , 2c; PhC(O), 3a; PhCH=CHC(O), 3b and Cp(CO) Fe, 4).2 2 6 2 4 2 2

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Iron; Alkenyl ligand; Sulfur-centered anion; Complex; Synthesis

1It has been reported that the sulfur–sulfur bond of bands. The H NMR spectrum shows trans vinyl proton
(m-S) Fe (CO) is readily cleaved by suitable reducing signals at 4.76 and 8.67 ppm with a J(H–H) of 13.8 Hz,2 2 6

agents or organometallic reagents RM (M5Li or MgX), respectively, and an equatorial S–Me signal at 2.17 ppm.
22giving the dianion [(m-S) Fe (CO) ] or the monoanions The chemical shifts and coupling constants of vinyl2 2 6

2[(m-RS)(m-S)Fe (CO) ] [1,2]. The sulfur–sulfur bond is protons are very similar to those for neutral alkenyl-2 6

also anticipated to be cleaved by the anionic complexes
2 1 2[(m -h -CR=CHR )(m-CO)Fe (CO) ] , because the2 2 6

anionic complexes can act as iron-centered or oxygen-
centered nucleophiles [3–5]. The expected products would

2be new sulfur-centered anionic complexes [(m -h -2
1 2CR=CHR )(m-S)hFe (CO) j (m -S)] and the complexes2 6 2 4

should show an interesting reactivity. In this paper we
2describe the action of (m-S) Fe (CO) with [(m -h -2 2 6 2

2CH=CHPh)(m-CO)Fe (CO) ] and the reactivity of the2 6

resulting anionic complex towards electrophiles.

1. Results and discussion

When (m-S) Fe (CO) is added to a THF solution of2 2 6
2Na [(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m-CO)Fe (CO) ] at 2788C, a2 2 6

reaction occurs with slow gas evolution and color change
from red to red–brown. Treatment of the mixture with
iodomethane gives red–orange, air-stable crystals in 23%

1yield. On the basis of its elemental analysis and IR and H,
13C NMR spectra and MS, this product is identified as 2a

Scheme 1. Synthesis and reactions of anionic complex 1. Reagents and(Scheme 1). Its IR spectrum shows terminal carbonyl
conditions: (i) THF, 2788C, 30 min; (ii) RX (CH I for 2a, C H Br for3 2 5

2b and PhCH Cl for 2c), 2788C to room temp., stirred overnight; (iii)2
1 1*Corresponding author. Fax: 186-551-363-1760; e-mail: R C(O)Cl (R 5Ph for 3a and PhCH=CH for 3b), 2788C to room temp.,

zxwang@ustc.edu.cn stirred 4 h; (iv) Cp(CO) FeI, 2788C to room temp., stirred overnight.2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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bridged diiron complexes [3,4,6] and the chemical shift of monitored by thin-layer chromatography. Infrared spectra
the S–Me is close to that of equatorial S–Me in (m- (KBr disc) were obtained by using a VECTOR22 spec-

1SMe) Fe (CO) [7]. Its MS gives a molecular ion peak trometer. H NMR spectra were recorded on either a Varian2 2 6
13and appropriate fragments. Complex 2a is assumed to form EM360L or a Bruker DMX500 spectrometer and C

through the anionic intermediate 1 produced by reaction of NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker DMX500 spec-
2(m-S) Fe (CO) with [(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m- trometer. Mass spectrometric data were recorded using a2 2 6 2

2CO)Fe (CO) ] . In the reaction, the sulfur–sulfur bond of VG ZAB-HS instrument. Elemental analyses were per-2 6

(m-S) Fe (CO) is cleaved by the iron-centered anion and formed with a Perkin-Elmer 240C analyzer. Melting points2 2 6
2the m-CO ligand of [(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m- were not corrected.2

2CO)Fe (CO) ] is replaced by one of the sulfur atoms of2 6

(m-S) Fe (CO) . A related reaction (Eq.(1)) has also been2 2 6
2found, and one of alkyl derivatives of the intermediate A, 2.1. Synthesis of m -h -CH=CHPh)(m-2

t(m-Bu S)(m-PhCH S)[Fe (CO) ] (m -S), has been char- RS)[Fe (CO) ] (m -S) (2a, R5Me; 2b,R5Et; 2c, R52 2 6 2 4 2 6 2 4

acterised by X-ray diffraction [8]. With alkyl halides, the CH Ph)2

anionic 1 reacts to yield the complexes 2b and 2c. Their
microanalytical and spectroscopic data were consistent Addition of 1.19 mmol of (m-S) Fe (CO) to a cooled2 2 6

1 2with the structures and the H NMR (2788C) solution of [(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m-2
2CO)Fe (CO) ] prepared from 1.83 mmol of2 6

Na Fe (CO) and 1.87 mmol of PhCH=CHC(O)Cl in2 2 8

about 25 ml of THF gave a dark red solution. After stirring
for 30 min at 2788C, 3.21 mmol of iodomethane was
added to the solution and then it was allowed to warm to

spectra also indicate the presence of the equatorial alkyl room temperature. After a reaction period of 15 h at room
isomers only [9]. The reaction of 1 with the acid chlorides temperature, the solvent was removed at reduced pressure
PhC(O)Cl and PhCH=CHC(O)Cl gives the derivatives of and the residue was extracted with a 1:9 (v /v) mixture of
monothiocarboxylic acids 3a and 3b in 29% and 49% CH Cl –petroleum ether and filtered. After removal of2 2
yield, respectively. Their IR spectra display the presence of solvent, the material remaining was chromatographed

21ester carbonyls (1686 and 1670 cm , respectively) (silicic acid, 10% CH Cl –petroleum ether) to afford red–2 2
besides terminal carbonyl ligands. Anion 1 also reacts orange, air-stable crystals of complex 2a (0.20 g, 23%),
readily with Cp(CO) FeI to produce the crystalline com- m.p. 144–1468C. Anal. Found: C, 34.08; H, 1.41. Calc. for2

1 1plex 4. The H NMR spectrum of 4 shows the appropriate C H Fe O S : C, 34.00; H, 1.36%. NMR, H (CCl ): d21 10 4 12 2 4
signals for trans vinyl protons and phenyl group, and the 2.17 (s, 3H, SCH ), 4.76 (d, 1H, J513.8 Hz, CH), 7.22 (s,3

13resonance signal of the Cp ring at 5.11 ppm is close to that 5H, Ph), 8.67 (d, 1H, J513.8 Hz, CH); C (CDCl ):3
of the equatorial Fe(CO) Cp group in (m-MeS)(m- 22.12 (CH ), 99.99 (CH), 126.20, 128.64, 129.65, 139.742 313Cp(CO) FeS)Fe (CO) [10]. The C NMR spectra of all (Ph), 146.64 (CH), 208.60 (Fe–CO). IR: n 2084(m),2 2 6

21neutral complexes are also consistent with their structures. 2056(vs), 2036(vs), 1989 (vs), 1974(s) cm . MS (EI,
1Each of the complexes 2–4 contains a m -sulfur ligand 70eV): m /z (relative intensity, %) 742 (0.31) M , 6864

1 1coordinated to four iron atoms of two Fe (CO) moieties. (3.35) [M–2CO] , 658(1.85) [M–3CO] , 630 (3.73) [M–2 6
1 1 1One of the moieties has also a bridging alkenyl ligand and 4CO] , 602 (3.08) [M–5CO] , 574 (3.89) [M–6CO] ,

1 1 1the other a bridging RS or R C(O)S group. Each iron atom 546 (3.56) [M–7CO] , 518 (2.77) [M–8CO] , 490
1 1has an 18 valence electron configuration. To our knowl- (15.63) [M–9CO] , 462 (5.20) [M–10CO] , 434 (4.39)

1 1edge, complexes of this type have not yet been reported in [M–11CO] , 406 (27.02) [M–12CO] , 391 (5.71) [M–
1 1the literature, although the related complexes (m- 12CO–Me] , 288 (9.69) [M–12CO–Me–PhCHCH] , 238

1C H N)(m-2-C H NS)[Fe (CO) ] (m -S) [11], (m- (25.69) [PhCHCHFeS Me] , 206 (17.47)5 4 5 4 2 6 2 4 2
1 1Me NCS)(m-Me NC)[Fe (CO) ] (m -S) [12] and (m- [PhCHCHFeSMe] , 191 (7.95) [PhCHCHFeS] , 1502 2 2 6 2 4

1 1 1RS)(m-R S)[Fe (CO) ] (m -S) [13–15] are known. (45.40) [PhCHCHSMe] , 135 (52.10) [PhCHCHS] , 1282 6 2 4
1 1(16.43) [CHCHSMe–1] , 121 (20.42) [C H S] , 1157 5
1 1(31.16) [CHCHFeS11] , 103 (28.05) [PhCHCH] , 91

1 12. Experimental (100.00) [C H ] , 77 (51.40) [C H ] , 65 (20.25)7 7 6 5
1 1[C H ] , 51 (36.51) [C H ] .5 5 4 3

All reactions were carried out under nitrogen using A reaction carried out similarly, in which ethyl bromide
standard Schlenk techniques. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was (1.07 mmol) was added to the monoanion (1) solution
distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl. Na Fe (CO) [prepared from 0.81 mmol of Na Fe (CO) and 0.802 2 8 2 2 8

2 2[16], [(m -h -H=CHPh)(m-CO)Fe (CO) ] [3], (m- mmol of PhCH=CHC(O)Cl and then 0.55 mmol of (m-2 2 6

S) Fe (CO) [17] and Cp(CO) FeI [18] were prepared by S) Fe (CO) ] gave, after similar work-up, 2b, a red solid,2 2 6 2 2 2 6

published procedures. The progress of all reactions was in 20% yield, m.p. 146–1488C. Anal. Found: C, 35.09; H,
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1.65. Calc. for C H Fe O S : C, 34.96; H, 1.60%. mmol of benzoyl chloride at 2788C. After a reaction22 12 4 12 2
1 period of 4 h at room temperature, a work-up similar toNMR, H (CDCl ): d 1.33 (t, 3H, J57.0 Hz, CH ), 2.423 3

that used in the experiments above (elution with 20%(q, 2H, J57.0 Hz, CH ), 4.76 (d, 1H, J513.1 Hz, CH),2
13 CH Cl –petroleum ether) gave a red solid of complex 3a7.30 (s, 5H, Ph), 8.70 (d, 1H, J513.0 Hz, CH); C 2 2

(0.30 g, 29%), m.p. 183–1848C. Anal. Found: C, 39.21; H,(CDCl ): 18.12 (CH ), 33.72 (CH ), 100.07 (CH), 126.22,3 3 2
1.49. Calc. for C H Fe O S : C, 38.98; H, 1.45%.128.61, 129.63, 139.80 (Ph), 146.72 (CH), 208.63 (Fe– 27 12 4 13 2

1NMR, H (CCl ): d 4.82 (d, 1H, J 514.5 Hz, CH),CO). IR: n 2083(m), 2053(s), 2031(vs), 2015 (s), 2005(s), 4
21 7.20–7.65 (m, 8H, Ph), 7.95–8.25 (m, 2H, Ph), 8.78(d, 1H,1987(s), 1976(s) cm . MS (EI, 70eV): m /z (relative

131 1 J514.5 Hz, CH); C (CDCl ): 100.27 (CH), 126.22,intensity, %) 756 (0.26), M , 700 (2.53) [M–2CO] , 672 3
1 1 128.80, 129.28, 129.72, 130.03, 135.24, 136.12, 139.59(2.27) [M–3CO] , 644 (4.65) [M–4CO] , 616 (2.68)

1 1 (Ph), 146.68 (CH), 208.75 (Fe–CO). IR: n 2087(m),[M–5CO] , 588 (4.05) [M–6CO] , 560 (4.62) [M–
211 1 1 2061(s), 2038(vs), 2000(s), 1982(s), 1686(m) cm .7CO] , 532 (3.36) [M–8CO] , 504 (17.04) [M–9CO] ,

1 1 A similar reaction, in which 1.14 mmol of trans-476 (5.57) [M–10CO] , 448 (4.43) [M–11CO] , 420
1 1 PhCH=CHC(O)Cl was added to the monoanion (1) solu-(15.28) [M–12CO] , 392 (33.01) [M–12CO–Et11] ,

1 tion [obtained from 1.23 mmol of Na Fe (CO) and 1.202 2 8288 (20.68) [M–12CO–Et–PhCHCH] , 238 (27.42)
1 mmol of PhCH=CHC(O)Cl and then 0.81 mmol of (m-[PhCHCHFeS CH 11] , 205 (17.97)2 2

1 1 S) Fe (CO) ], gave a red solid of complex 3b in 49%2 2 6[PhCHCHFeSCH ] , 164 (23.71) [PhCHCHSEt] , 1352
1 1 yield, m.p. 1128C (dec.). Anal. Found: C, 40.91; H, 1.70.(65.97) [PhCHCHS] , 128 (15.11) [CHCHSCH ] , 1212 1

1 1 Calc. for C H Fe O S : C, 40.60; H, 1.64%. NMR, H29 14 4 13 2(22.03) [C H S] , 115 (29.02) [CHCHFeS11] , 1037 5
1 1 (CDCl ): d 4.90 (d, 1H, J513.6 Hz, CH), 6.79 (d, 1H,3(24.73) [PhCHCH] , 91 (100.00) [C H ] , 77 (43.66)7 7

1 1 1 J515.7 Hz, CH), 7.40–7.59 (m, 10H, 2Ph), 7.94 (d, 1H,[C H ] , 65 (24.03) [C H ] , 51 (33.32) [C H ] . 136 5 5 5 4 3 J515.9 Hz, CH), 8.87 (d, 1H, J513.7 Hz, CH); CA similar reaction, in which benzyl chloride (2.17
(CDCl ): 100.29 (CH), 124.93, 126.22, 128.80, 129.39,3mmol) was added to the monoanion (1) solution [prepared
129.65, 129.72, 132.27, 139.61 (Ph), 146.68, 148.64 (CH),from 1.81 mmol of Na Fe (CO) and 1.80 mmol of2 2 8 191.91 (CO), 208.50 (Fe–CO). IR: n 2085(w), 2060(s),

PhCH=CHC(O)Cl and then 1.22 mmol of (m- 212038(vs), 2003(s), 1992(s), 1973(w), 1670(s) cm .
S) Fe (CO) ], gave a red solid of 2c in 31% yield, m.p.2 2 6

144–1468C. Anal. Found: C, 39.65; H, 1.77. Calc. for 22.3. Synthesis of (m -h -CH=CHPh)[m-1 2C H Fe O S : C, 39.65; H, 1.73%. NMR, H (CCl ): d27 14 4 12 2 4 Cp(CO) FeS][Fe (CO) ] (m -S) 42 2 6 2 43.62 (s, 2H, CH ), 4.74 (d, 1H, J513.2 Hz, CH), 7.25 (s,2
135H, Ph), 8.66 (d, 1H, J513.2 Hz, CH); C (CDCl ): 2 23 [(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m-S)hFe (CO) j (m -S)] was2 2 6 2 443.14 (CH2), 100.09 (CH), 126.22, 128.35, 128.63, generated by the reaction of 1.05 mmol of (m-S) Fe (CO)2 2 6

2 2128.80, 129.26, 129.65, 138.84, 139.78 (Ph), 146.76 (CH), with [(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m-CO)Fe (CO) ] [prepared2 2 6208.53 (Fe–CO). IR: n 2083(s), 2055(s), 2035(vs), 1996(s). from 1.58 mmol of Na Fe (CO) and 1.62 mmol of2 2 8MS (EI, 70 eV): m /z (relative intensity, %) 818 (0.02), PhCH=CHC(O)Cl] at 2788C as described above. To the
1 1 1M , 762 (0.11) [M–2CO] , 734 (0.18) [M–3CO] , 678 solution was added 1.56 mmol of Cp(CO) FeI at 2788C.21 1(0.24) [M–5CO] , 650 (0.24) [M–6CO] , 622 (0.43) After a reaction for 15 h at room temperature, the standard

1 1[M–7CO] , 594 (0.32) [M–8CO] , 566 (0.90) [M– work-up used in the experiments above (elution with 30%
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1 11] , 226 (13.26) [PhCHCHSCH Ph] , 206 (7.91)2 H, 1.43. Calc. for C H Fe O S : C, 35.88; H, 1.34%.27 12 5 14 21 1
1[PhCHCHFeSCH 11] , 191 (4.13) [PhCHCHFeS] , 1352 NMR, H (CDCl ): d 4.92 (d, 1H, J513.7 Hz, CH), 5.1131 1(10.51) [PhCHCHS] , 115 (14.21) [CHCHFeS11] , 103 (s, 5H, Cp), 7.34–7.38 (m, 5H, Ph), 8.77 (d, 1H, J513.6

1 1
13(7.72) [PhCHCH] , 91 (100.00) [C H ] , 77 (12.14)7 7 Hz, CH); C (CDCl ): 87.43 (Cp), 99.67 (CH), 126.24,31 1 1[C H ] , 65 (37.36) [C H ] , 51 (10.30) [C H ] .6 5 5 5 4 3 128.26, 129.52, 140.33 (Ph), 147.67 (CH), 209.60, 211.46

(Fe–CO). IR: n 2077(m), 2052(s), 2035(vs), 2026(vs),
212010 (s), 1994(s), 1982(s), 1970(s), 1960(m) cm .22.2. Synthesis of (m -h -CH=CHPh)[m-2 We are grateful to the National Educational Ministry of1 1 1R C(O)S][Fe (CO) ] (m -S) (3a, R 5Ph; 3b, R 5 trans-2 6 2 4 China and the Chinese Academy of Science for financial

PhCH=CH) support.

2A THF solution of [(m -h -CH=CHPh)(m-2
2S)hFe (CO) j (m -S)] was prepared by the reaction of2 6 2 4 References21.25 mmol of (m-S) Fe (CO) with [(m -h -2 2 6 2

2CH=CHPh)(m-CO)Fe (CO) ] [prepared from 1.52 mmol2 6 [1] D. Seyferth, R.S. Henderson, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 101 (1979) 508.
of Na Fe (CO) and 1.62 mmol of PhCH=CHC(O)Cl] at [2] D. Seyferth, R.S. Henderson, L.-C. Song, J. Organomet. Chem. 1922 2 8

2788C as described above. To the solution was added 1.66 (1980) C1.
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Abstract

The preparation of several new gold(I) complexes by chloride metathesis of [AuCl(HL)] [HL5Ph PNHP(O)Ph ] with either HL or2 2
31 1 1K[Ph P(E)NP(E)Ph ] (E5S or Se) is described. All compounds were characterised by a combination of Ph Hj, H and IR spectroscopy,2 2

microanalysis and X-ray crystallography. X-ray structural studies reveal that [Au(HL) ]Cl [monoclinic, space group P2 /c, a59.0726(3)2 1
3˚ ˚ ˚ ˚A, b521.0847(6) A, c512.0131(3) A, b5105.1090(10)8, V52219 A , Z52, final R53.97] forms a one dimensional polymeric structure

1 2in which alternating [Au(HL) ] and Cl ions are linked through intermolecular N–H???Cl hydrogen-bonding. In contrast the2

˚ ˚three-co-ordinate compound [AuhPh P(Se)NP(Se)Ph -Se,Se9 j(HL)] [monoclinic, space group P2 /a, a521.6752(5) A, b59.1200(10) A,2 2 1
3˚ ˚c524.0742(7) A, b5106.080(2)8, V54573 A , Z54, final R58.94] forms hydrogen-bonded dimer pairs analogous to that previously

observed in non-complexed HL. The X-ray crystal structure of the gold(I) precursor [AuCl(HL)] has also been determined: monoclinic,
3˚ ˚ ˚ ˚space group P2 /c, a510.217(8) A, b523.256(5) A, c520.086(5) A, b5101.15(4)8, V54683 A , Z58, final R55.2. The X-ray crystal1

structure reveals intermolecular N–H???O=P hydrogen-bonding between adjacent [AuCl(HL)] molecules forming infinite chains.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Gold(I) complexes; Chloride metathesis; X-ray crystallography; Heterodifunctional ligands

1. Introduction molecules are N–H???OP hydrogen-bonded forming a
dimer pair [3] (type I), akin to that previously seen in the

Gold(I) coordination complexes with stabilising tertiary bischalcogenides Ph P(E)NHP(E)Ph (E5S or Se) [9–12].2 2

phosphines have been extensively studied [1,2] partly due The amine proton of a coordinated HL can also forge
to their biological importance especially in the treatment of strong intramolecular N–H???X (X5Cl, Br) hydrogen-
rheumatoid arthritis. Our interests pertain to the develop- bonds with other auxiliary ligands (type II) as exemplified
ment of new heterodifunctional ligands that incorporate by the square-planar complexes cis-[PtBr (HL) ], trans-2 2

both a ‘‘soft’’ [e.g. P(III)] and ‘‘hard’’ (e.g. O, N) donor [Pt(CH )Cl(HL) ] and [RhCl(cod)(HL)] (cod5cyclo-octa-3 2
3centre. These hybrids are particularly attractive since the 1,5-diene) [3,4]. In contrast, the cations [Pd(h -

‘‘soft’’ donor centre is an excellent platform for ligating C H )(HL)][BF ] and [Pt(HL) ][BF ] (HL5neutral3 5 4 2 4 2

low-valent late transition metals, yet complexation studies P,O-chelate) display intermolecular bifurcated H-bonding
of these ligands toward gold(I) has been poorly exploited. interactions (type III) of the NH group of HL with a
We recently described the synthesis, complexation and tetrafluoroborate anion (type III) [3,6]. Quaternisation of
reactivity studies of the monochalcogenide the phosphorus(III) centre of HL with CH I gave the3

Ph PNHP(O)Ph (hereafter abbreviated HL) and the phosphonium salt [hPh P(CH )NP(O)Ph j H]I containing2 2 2 3 2 2
2asymmetrical anions [Ph P(E)NP(O)Ph ] (E5S or Se) a linear O???H???O hydrogen-bond [5]. Hydrogen-bonding2 2

[3–8]. One reoccurring theme through much of the metal arrangements such as type IV and V have not, to the best
chemistry of HL is the persistence of hydrogen-bonding of our knowledge, been previously described with the
with several different motifs verified by X-ray crystallo- neutral HL ligand although in a recently reported cobalt

2graphic studies. Thus in the noncomplexed ligand HL, two complex the deprotonated anion [Ph PNP(O)Ph ] dis-2 2

plays an O–H???OP intermolecular hydrogen-bond with a
* CH OH solvate [13]. Here we demonstrate the effect of aCorresponding author. Tel.: 144-1509-222565; fax: 144-1509- 3

223925; e-mail: j.d.woollins@lboro.ac.uk linear and trigonal planar metal centre on hydrogen-bond-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00405-7
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ing possibilities. The synthesis and characterisation of Ph PNHP(O)Ph (0.030 g, 0.0747 mmol) was added2 2
3[AuCl(HL)], [Au(HL) ]X (X5Cl, PF ) and the three-co- CDCl (ca. 0.5 cm ) and several drops of CH OH. The2 6 3 3

31 1ordinate complexes [AuhPh P(E)NP(E)Ph -E,E9 j(HL)] solution was monitored immediately by Ph Hj NMR2 2

(E5S or Se) are reported. X-ray studies on representative spectroscopy and showed that 2a was the only phosphorus
examples reveal some new patterns of hydrogen-bonding containing species present. Slow diffusion of diethyl ether
(types IV and V). into the CDCl /CH OH solution of 2a over the course of3 3

ca. 7 days gave crystals suitable for X-ray crystallography.
Yield: 0.029 g, 75%. Anal. Calcd (found) for
C H N P O AuCl: C, 55.70 (54.90); H, 4.10 (3.90); N,48 42 2 4 2

2.70 (2.35).

2.2.2. Preparation of [AuhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj ]PF , 2b2 2 2 6

To the solids [AuCl(tht)] (0.049 g, 0.153 mmol) and
Ph PNHP(O)Ph (0.126 g, 0.314 mmol) was added2 2

3CH OH (1 cm ). The clear solution was stirred for ca. 53

min and [NH ][PF ] (0.061 g, 0.374 mmol) in CH OH4 6 3

(minimum volume) added. After stirring for an additional 5
min, distilled water was added dropwise to give a white
precipitate 2b. The solid was collected by suction filtration
and dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.158 g, 90%. Anal. Calcd
(found) for C H N P O AuF .2H O: C, 48.80 (48.65);48 42 2 5 2 6 2

H, 3.95 (3.50); N, 2.35 (2.00).

2.2.3. Preparation of [AuhPh P(Se)NP(Se)Ph -Se,Se9j-2 2

hPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj], 32 2

A suspension of [AuClhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj] (0.056 g,2 2
30.0884 mmol) in CH OH (1 cm ) was treated with3

K[Ph P(Se)NP(Se)Ph ] (0.054 g, 0.0929 mmol). After2 2

stirring the suspension for ca. 20 min the product was2. Experimental
collected by suction filtration and dried in vacuo. Yield:
0.087 g, 86%. Anal. Calcd (found) for2.1. General
C H N P OSe Au: C, 50.55 (50.05); H, 3.65 (3.50); N,48 41 2 4 2

12.45 (2.10). H NMR (CDCl ): 7.90–7.15 (arom. H), 5.46The ligands Ph PNHP(O)Ph (HL) and 32 2
2 (NH). Slow diffusion of CH OH into a CDCl solution of[Ph P(E)NP(E)Ph ] (E5S or Se) were prepared accord- 3 32 2

3 over the course of several weeks gave crystals suitableing to a literature method [3,12,14] as were [AuCl(tht)]
for X-ray crystallography.(tht5tetrahydrothiophene) and [AuCl(HL)] 1 [4,15]. Crys-

In a similar manner [AuhPh P(S)NP(S)Ph -tals of 1 suitable for X-ray crystallography were grown by 2 2

S,S9jhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj] 4 was prepared (88%). Anal.slow diffusion of diethyl ether into a CDCl /CH OH 2 23 3

Calcd (found) for C H N P OS Au1.5CH OH: C, 54.30solution of [AuCl(tht)] /HL (1:1 molar ratio) over the 48 41 2 4 2 3
1(53.75); H, 4.35 (4.15); N, 2.55 (2.60). H NMR (CDCl ):course of ca. 7 days. 3

7.96–7.20 (arom. H), 6.75 (NH).Infrared spectra were recorded on KBr discs in the range
214000–200 cm on a Perkin-Elmer System 2000 FT-IR

1spectrometer. H NMR spectra (250 MHz) were recorded 2.3. X-ray crystallography
on a Bruker AC250 FT NMR spectrometer with d refer-

31 1enced to external TMS. The Ph Hj NMR spectra (36.2 Details of crystal data collections and refinements are
MHz) were recorded on a Jeol FX90Q spectrometer with d given in Table 1. X-ray diffraction measurements were
referenced to external phosphoric acid. Elemental analyses made with graphite-monochromated Mo-K radiation (l5a
(Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHN Elemental Analyzer) were per- ˚0.710 73 A) using a Siemens SMART diffractometer (2a
formed by the Loughborough University Service within the ˚and 3), or with Cu-K radiation (l51.541 78 A) and aa
Department of Chemistry. Rigaku AFC7S serial diffractometer (1). For the SMART

data, intensities were collected using 0.38 or 0.158 width v
2.2. Preparations steps accumulating area detector frames spanning a hemi-

sphere of reciprocal space for all structures (data were
2.2.1. Preparation of [AuhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj ]Cl, 2a integrated using the SAINT [16] program) and for the2 2 2

To the solids [AuCl(tht)] (0.012 g, 0.0374 mmol) and Rigaku AFC7S data collections by v scans over a single
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Table 1
Crystallographic data for [AuClhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj] 1, [AuhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj ]Cl 2a and [AuhPh P(Se)NP(Se)Ph -Se,Se9 jhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj] 32 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Compound 1 2a 3
Empirical formula C H AuClNOP C H AuClN O P C H AuN OP Se24 21 2 48 42 2 2 4 48 41 2 4 2

Space group P2 /c P2 /c P2 /a1 1 1

Unit cell dimensions
˚a (A) 10.217(8) 9.0726(3) 21.6752(5)
˚b (A) 23.256(5) 21.0847(6) 9.1200(10)
˚c (A) 20.086(5) 12.0131(3) 24.0742(7)

b (deg) 101.15(4) 105.1090(10) 106.080(2)
3˚Volume (A ) 4683 2219 4573

Z value 8 2 4
Formula weight 633.80 1035.13 1140.59

afinal R 5.2 3.97 8.94
a Poor crystal quality.

quadrant of reciprocal space. All data were corrected for charge, on application to CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cam-
Lorentz-polarisation and long-term intensity fluctuations. bridge, CB2 1EZ, UK, (fax 144-(0)1223-336033 or e-
Absorption effects were corrected on the basis of multiple mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk).
equivalent reflections or by empirical methods.

Structures were solved by direct methods and refined by
2full-matrix least-squares against F (teXsan) or F 3. Results and discussion

(SHELXTL) for all data with I.2s(I) with weights, w, set
2 2 2 21 2equal to [s (F )1(aP) 1bP] , where P5[max(F ,0)1 Reaction of Ph PNHP(O)Ph (HL) with [AuCl(tht)]c o o 2 2

2 2 32F ] /3 parameter, x, of the form k[110.001 x F ] / (tht5tetrahydrothiophene) in a 1:1 molar ratio has previ-c c
0.25sin(2q)] was refined for the SMART/SHELXTL [17] ously been shown to give the linear gold(I) compound

structures: the weighting scheme for the Rigaku/TEXSAN [AuCl(HL)] 1 in high yield [4]. We now find that treatment
[18] was as previously reported [7]. The carbon atoms in of [AuCl(tht)] with HL in a 1:2 molar ratio proceeds
the structure of 3 were refined isotropically because of a smoothly to afford the homoleptic complex [Au(HL) ]Cl2

poor data /parameter ratio, all other non hydrogen atoms 2a as the chloride salt. Alternatively treatment of 1 with
were refined anisotropically. The N–H proton in 2a was one equivalent of HL leads to chloride displacement and

31 1allowed to refine freely. All other hydrogen atoms were the formation of 2a ( Ph Hj NMR evidence). Chloride
assigned isotropic displacement parameters and were con- metathesis of 2a with [NH ][PF ] in methanol gave the4 6

strained to idealised geometries. Refinements converged to hexafluorophosphate salt 2b. The spectroscopic and mi-
residuals given in Table 1. All calculations were made with croanalytical data for the cations 2a, b (Table 2 and
programs of SHELXTL or TEXSAN systems. Section 2) are in full accord with the proposed structures.

31 1Crystallographic data (excluding structure factors) for Particularly diagnostic is the Ph Hj NMR spectra which
the structures in this paper have been deposited with the show two singlet resonances [J(PP) not resolved] for the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as supplementary coordinated P(III) and ‘‘dangling’’ P(O) centres with d(P )O

publication no. CCDC 103145 (for 1), 103146 (for 2a) and for 2a, b (26.8 and 27.1 ppm respectively) similar to that
103147 (for 3). Copies of the data can be obtained, free of reported for 1 (26.4 ppm) [4]. Furthermore the absence of

Table 2
Selected spectroscopic data for complexes 1–4

a aCompound d(P) d(P ) J(PP) d(P ) J(PSe) n(PO) n(PE)O E

b1 53.9 26.4 n.r. 1184
2a 64.7 26.8 n.r. 1204

c,d2b 65.0 27.1 n.r. 1196
3 67.4 23.5 26.4 26.2 567 1231, 1209, 538

e1187, 1180
4 63.8 24.1 28.6 36.1 1214, 1199, 556

e1176

n.r.5not resolved.
a E5S or Se.
b Taken from Ref. [2].
c Measured in CDCl /CH OH.3 3
d 2PF anion also detected.6
e In addition to n (P N) absorptions.asym 2
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chemistry with these ligands is often unpredictable and has
been shown to give either mononuclear or multimetallic
species depending upon the choice of starting material
[23]. When 1 is allowed to react at room temperature with
one equivalent of K[Ph P(E)NP(E)Ph ] (E5S or Se) in2 2

CH OH the mixed three-co-ordinate complexes3

[AuhPh P(E)NP(E)Ph -E,E9 j(HL)] (E5Se 3; E5S 4)2 2

were isolated in high yields (.85%). The neutral com-
pound 4 was independently synthesised from 2b and one
equivalent of K[Ph P(S)NP(S)Ph ]. The spectroscopic2 2

data are given in Table 2 and are unexceptional.
The X-ray crystal structures of 1, 2a and 3 (Figs. 1–4,

Table 3) have been determined. To our knowledge 3 is the
first crystallographically characterised gold(I) complex of

2[R P(E)NP(E)R ] . Both 1 and 2a display a two-co-2 2

ordinate linear geometry [P(2)–Au(1)–Cl(1) 174.2(2),
P(4)–Au(2)–Cl(2) 174.8(3)8 for 1 (two independent mole-
cules)]; P(2)–Au(1)–P(2A) 1808 for 2a]. In contrast
compound 3 is three-co-ordinate with the gold centre 0.17
Å out of the plane of the three substituents. The Au–PFig. 1. Crystal structure of [AuClhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj], 1.2 2

bond lengths in all three examples are different as a
consequence of the trans ligand [Au(1)–P(2) 2.224(7) and

˚Au(2)–P(4) 2.229(6) A for 1; Au(1)–P(2) 2.332(2) for 2a;
˚Au(1)–P(2) 2.286(4) A for 3]. The six-membered ringn(AuCl) absorptions in the IR spectra of 2a, b is consistent

1 geometry in the three-co-ordinate complex 3 (Fig. 4) iswith [L–Au–L] cation formation. Interestingly the only
best described as pseudo-boat with Se(3) and P(4) at theother example of a gold complex with HL is cis-[Au-
stern and prow positions. The P(4)–N(3)–P(3)–Se(3)(CH ) Cl(HL)] isolated from aerial oxidation of the3 2

˚mean plane [maximum deviation 0.23 A for N(3)] isnoncoordinated P(III) centre in cis-[Au-
hinged by 478 with respect to the Au(1)–Se(3)–P(4)–(CH ) ClhPh PNHPPh -Pj] [19].3 2 2 2

2 ˚Se(4) mean plane [maximum deviation 0.09 A for Se(4)].Coordination complexes of [Ph P(E)NP(E)Ph ] (E52 2

The monodentate Ph PNHP(O)Ph ligand in the two-O, S or Se) are well known for numerous metal ions and 2 2

coordinate complexes have the P=O oxygen atoms anti toreadily accessible, in most instances, by simple trans-
the N–H groups and syn to the Au centres with Au? ? ?Ometallation reactions. Surprisingly gold compounds of

2 ˚distances of 3.26 and 3.20 A [Au(1)? ? ?O(1) and Au(2)? ? ?[Ph P(E)NP(E)Ph ] , in which both E donor atoms are2 2
˚identical, are relatively uncommon [20–22]. Furthermore O(3) respectively] for 1 and 3.14 A [Au(1)? ? ?O(1)] for 2a.

we recently described a new E-monodentate coordination This is not possible in 3 because of dimer pair formation
2 ˚mode for the unsymmetrical ligands [Ph P(O)NP(E)Ph ] (Fig. 3) between N–H? ? ?O=P [N(1A)? ? ?O(1) 2.87 A,2 2

10 ˚(E5S or Se) at a d gold centre [8]. In contrast copper H(1AA)? ? ?O(1) 2.12 A, N(1A)–H(1AA)? ? ?O(1) 1448].

Fig. 2. Crystal structure of [AuhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj ]Cl, 2a.2 2 2
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Fig. 3. Crystal structure of [AuhPh P(Se)NP(Se)Ph -Se,Se9 jhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj], 3.2 2 2 2

Compound 1 also displays hydrogen-bonding but in this P=O appears to be a better hydrogen-bonding centre than
2case to form infinite chains (type IV). Within the asymmet- Au–Cl. However in 2a the Cl provides a good H? ? ?Cl

ric unit the two independent molecules are linked via system and so this is preferred over N–H? ? ?O=P bonding
˚N–H? ? ?O bonds [N(1)? ? ?O(3) 2.89 A, H(1n)? ? ?O(3) 2.11 to generate the polymeric material 2a. These results

Å, N(1)–H(1n)? ? ?O(3) 1388]. Furthermore infinite mole- illustrate the necessity for the N–H to find a hydrogen-
cules are linked through N(3*)–H(3n*)? ? ?O(1) hydrogen- bonding acceptor site. Further work into the control of this

˚ ˚bonds [N(3*)? ? ?O(1) 2.82 A, H(3n*)? ? ?O(1) 1.88 A, architecture is underway.
N(3*)–H(3n*)? ? ?O(1) 1688]. The cationic complex 2a
forms one dimensional chains (type V) via N–H? ? ?Cl

˚hydrogen-bonding [N(1)? ? ?Cl(1) 3.27 A, H(1)? ? ?Cl(1)
˚2.43 A, N(1)–H(1)? ? ?Cl 1688]. Acknowledgements

These three structures illustrate the potential of
Ph PNHP(E)Ph ligands in the formation of a range of We should like to thank the EPSRC for support and the2 2

engineered hydrogen-bonded molecular solids. In 1 the JERI for provision of an equipment grant.

Fig. 4. Core geometry of [AuhPh P(Se)NP(Se)Ph -Se,Se9 jhPh PNHP(O)Ph -Pj], 3.2 2 2 2
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Abstract

Exchange reactions of trans-[PdXPh(SbPh ) ] (1) (X5Cl or Br) with ligands L in refluxing dichloromethane give the palladium3 2

phenyl complexes [PdXPhL ] (X5Cl, L5PPh , AsPh , L 52,29-bipyridine (bipy), 4,49-dimethyl-2,29-bipyridine (dmbipy), 1,10-2 3 3 2

phenanthroline (phen); X5Br, L5PPh , L 5bipy). Treatment of the complexes with bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm) in refluxing3 2
1dichloromethane gives [PdXPh(dppm] . These complexes have been characterised by microanalysis, IR and H NMR spectroscopic data2

together with single crystal X-ray determinations of the phenyl palladium complexes, trans-[PdClPh(PPh ) ], [PdClPh(bipy)],3 2

[PdClPh(dppm)] , and [PdBrPh(dppm)] .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 2

Keywords: Palladium; Bipyridyl; Diphenylphosphinomethane; Crystal structure

We have previously reported the synthesis and charac- afforded the phenyl-palladium complexes (2), Scheme 1.
terisation of the complexes trans-[PdClPh(SbPh ) ] (1a), The dimeric bis(diphenylphosphino)methane bridged com-3 2

and [PdBrPh(SbPh ) ] (1b), [1]. We now report that the plexes of palladium are also conveniently prepared using3 2

triphenylantimony ligands in these complexes can be this method, Scheme 2.
readily displaced by nitrogen, phosphorus and arsenic The molecular structure of the complex (2a) is shown in
donor ligands to afford a convenient synthesis of a variety Fig. 1 which also gives the crystallographic numbering
of palladium phenyl complexes including the new dinu- scheme. Selected bond distances and angles are given in
clear bis(diphenylphosphino)methane complexes Table 1. The geometry at the palladium in (2a) is square
[PdXPh(dppm)] , (X5Cl or Br). Some nitrogen donor planar with trans phosphine donors and phenyl trans to2

˚ligand complexes of the type [PdXPh(bipy)], (X5Cl, 2d; chlorine. The Pd–P distances (2.314 (1) and 2.322 (1) A)
X5Br, 2e, X5I), has been previously synthesised using are similar to those in the palladium(II) phosphine com-
[Pd (dba) ] (dba5dibenzylideneacetone, plexes [PdBr(3,5-F C H CH=NC H )(PPh ) ] (2.32 3(3)2 3 2 6 2 6 5 3 2

˚ ˚PhCH=CHC(O)CH=CHPh) [2], [3] and [PdClPh(dmphen)] and 2.336(2) A) [5]. The Pd–C(1) distance (2.005(3) A) is
(dmphen52,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline), has recently also similar to that found in the related complex (1a)

˚ ˚been prepared by reaction of [Pd(dimethyl- (2.016(7) A), but the Pd–Cl distance in (2a) (2.4002(8) A)
˚maleate)(dmphen)] with PbPh Cl [4]. is longer than that found in the complex (1a) (2.373(2) A)2 2

[1]. These Pd–Cl distances are longer than those found in
22 ˚the ion [PdCl ] (2.318 A), consistent with the trans4

influence of a phenyl group [6].
1. Results and discussion The molecular structure of the complex (2d) is shown in

Fig. 2 which also gives the crystallographic numbering
Exchange reactions of triphenylantimony in complexes scheme. Selected bond distances and angles are given in

(1) with a variety of donor ligands in dichloromethane Table 1. The geometry at the palladium in (2d) is square
˚planar. Pd–N bond distances (2.057(6)–2.121(6) A) are

*Corresponding author. similar to those in the complex [PdIPh(bipy)] (2.070(8)–

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00404-5
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Scheme 1.

Fig. 2. Molecular structure of 2d showing the atom numbering scheme.
Displacement parameters are shown at the 30% probability level.
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

Scheme 2.

˚2.144(8) A) [2]. The Pd–N(2) bond length in (2d)
˚(2.121(6) A) is longer than the Pd–N(1) bond length
˚(2.057(6) A), consistent with the trans influence of a

˚phenyl group. The Pd–Cl bond distance (2.305(2) A) is
˚similar to that reported for [PdPhCl(dmphen)] (2.306(1) A)

[4].
The reaction of [PdXPh(SbPh ) ] (X5Cl or Br) with3 2

bis(diphenylphosphino) methane in dichloromethane af-
forded the dimeric s-phenyl complexes [PdXPh(dppm)] .2

The structure determinations of the compounds showed
them to be isostructural both being centrosymmetric
molecules. The geometry at palladium is square planar
with trans phosphorus donors and with each diphosphine
bridging to two palladium atoms. Selected bond distances
and angles are given in Table 2 for (3a) and (3b). The
molecular structures are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respec-
tively. The Pd–P distances in complex (3a) (2.300(2) andFig. 1. Molecular structure of 2a showing the atom numbering scheme.

˚2.329(2) A) are similar to those found inDisplacement parameters are shown at the 30% probability level.
˚Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. [PdClMe(dppm)] (2.314(1) and 2.329(1) A) [7]. The2

Table 1 Table 2
˚ ˚Selected bond distances [A] and bond angles [8] with estimated standard Selected bond distances [A] and bond angles [8] with estimated standard

deviations in parenthesis for (2a) and (2d) deviations in parenthesis for (3a) and (3b)

Complex (2a) Complex (2d) Complex (3a) Complex (3b)

Bond distances Bond distances Bond distances Bond distances

Pd–P(1) 2.3144(9) Pd–N(1) 2.057(6) Pd–P(1) 2.300(2) Pd–P(1) 2.331(2)
Pd–P(2) 2.3223(9) Pd–N(2) 2.121(6) Pd–P(2) 2.329(2) Pd–P(2) 2.306(2)
Pd–C(1) 2.005(3) Pd–C(11) 1.970(7) Pd–C(11) 2.012(7) Pd–C(11) 2.041(7)
Pd–Cl 2.4002(8) Pd–Cl 2.305(2) Pd–Cl 2.427(2) Pd–Br 2.5510(11)

Bond angles Bond angles Bond angles Bond angles

P(1)–Pd–P(2) 177.42(3) N(1)–Pd–N(2) 78.5(2) P(1)–Pd–P(2) 167.09(6) P(1)–Pd–P(2) 170.74(7)
P(1)–Pd–C(1) 90.29(9) N(1)–Pd–C(11) 94.1(3) P(1)–Pd–C(11) 85.2(2) P(1)–Pd–C(11) 88.6(2)
P(2)–Pd–C(1) 91.50(9) N(2)–Pd–C(11) 171.1(3) P(2)–Pd–C(11) 90.0(2) P(2)–Pd–C(11) 90.8(2)
Cl–Pd–P(1) 89.50(9) N(1)–Pd–Cl 173.7(2) Cl–Pd–P(1) 92.90(6) Br–Pd–P(1) 94.231(6)
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2. Crystallography

Crystals of (2a), (2d), (3a) and (3b) suitable for X-ray
crystallographic analysis were grown from dichlorome-
thane /diethyl ether at room temperature. The crystal data,
a summary of the data collection and structure refinement
parameters are given in Table 3. Crystals were glued on
glass fibers. Unit cell dimensions were determined by least
squares refinement of optimised setting angles. The data
were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation effects, and
empirical absorption corrections were applied. The struc-
tures were solved by Patterson methods (SHELXTL PC)
[9], and refined by full matrix least squares using SHELXL
96 [10]. H atoms were included in calculated positions

˚(C–H 0.96 A). All H atoms had isotropic displacement
parameters fixed at 1.2 Ueq of the bonded atom except

2˚those of (2a) for which U 50.05 A . All non H atoms11

were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters.
Details of the X-ray structure determinations in the form of
ClF files for 2a, 2d, 3a and 3b have been deposited at theFig. 3. Molecular structure of 3a showing the atom numbering scheme.
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre. The depositionDisplacement parameters are shown at the 30% probability level. Primed

atoms are generated by a centre of symmetry (symmetry code: 2x, 2y, numbers are 102989, 102990, 102991 and 102992, respec-
12z). Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. tively.

Pd–C and Pd–Cl distances in complex (3a) (2.012(7) and 3. Experimental
˚2.427(2) A) are similar to those found in [PdClPh(Ph2

˚SbCH SbPh )] (2.023(5) and 2.411(1) A) [8]. All reactions were performed under a dry, oxygen-free,2 2 2

The X-ray structure results show that the phenyl group nitrogen atmosphere, using solvents which were dried and
is always nearly perpendicular to the coordination plane distilled under nitrogen prior to use. Microanalysis were
around palladium. Deviations from 908 are 20.58 (3b), carried out by Butterworth Laboratories Ltd., 54–56
18.48 (2d), 14.58 (2a), and 8.48 (3a). Waldegrave Road, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8LG.

Melting points were measured on a Reichert Hot stage
apparatus and are uncorrected. The FAB mass spectra of
the solid complexes were obtained on a Kratos Concept

1Double Focusing Sector Mass Spectrometer. The H NMR
2spectra were recorded at room temperature in [ H ]1

chloroform on a BRUKER ARX 250 spectrometer oper-
ating at 250.13 MHz with SiMe (0.0 ppm) as internal4

13 1reference. C–h Hj NMR spectra were recorded at room
2temperature in [ H ]chloroform on a BRUKER ARX 2501

31 1spectrometer operating at 62.9 MHz. The P–h Hj NMR
spectra were recorded in CDCl on a BRUKER ARX 2503

spectrometer operating at 23.1 MHz. The quoted IR
spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 580B spec-
trophotometer in Nujol mulls between polythene plates in

21the range 600–200 cm or in Nujol mulls between NaCl
21plates in the range 3000–600 cm .

The compounds [PdXPh(SbPh ) I (X5Cl or Br) were3 2

prepared as described in the literature [1].

3.1. General procedure

Fig. 4. Molecular structure of 3b showing the atom numbering scheme.
An excess of the ligand (PPh , AsPh , bipy, dmbipy,3 3Displacement parameters are shown at the 30% probability level. Primed 3phen, dppm) in dichloromethane (2 cm ) was added to aatoms are generated by a centre of symmetry (symmetry code: 12x, 12y,

12z). Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. solution of [PdXPh(SbPh ) ] (0.1 g) in dichloromethane3 2
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Table 3
Crystal data, data collection parameters and refinement details for 2a, 2d, 3a and 3b

Compound 2a 2d 3a 3b

Formula C H ClP Pd C H ClN Pd C H ClP Pd C H BrP Pd42 35 2 16 13 2 31 27 2 31 27 2

Mol. wt. 743.49 375.13 603.32 647.78
Lattice Orthorhombic Monoclinic Triclinic Triclinic
Space group Pbca P2 /c P-1 P-11

˚a A 11.818(2) 9.439(3) 10.181(4) 10.438(2)
˚b A 23.594(3) 18.281(3) 11.302(3) 11.709(2)
˚c A 25.397(3) 8.738(2) 12.473(5) 12.887(2)

a8 90 90 73.57(2) 72.78(1)
b8 90 112.59(2) 75.79(3) 66.72(1)
g 8 90 90 72.88(3) 66.63(1)

3˚V A , Z 7082(2), 4 1392.1(6), 4 1294.8(8) 2, 1309.9(4), 2
3Dc Mg m 1.395 1.790 1.547 1.642

21
m mm 0.719 1.514 0.962 2.375
F(000) 3040 744 612 648
Cell refinement (reflections) 36 26 40 21
Crystal size mm 0.5630.5030.46 0.3430.2030.07 0.3130.2530.21 0.4430.1130.10
Crystal colour / shape Colourless block Pale yellow plate Yellow block Yellow needle
Scan range u 8 2.5–25.0 2.6–25.0 2.5–24.50 2.8–25.0
Scan index limits (h, k, l) 21 13; 21 28; 21 30 211 10; 221 1; 21 10 21 11; 212 12; 214 14
Abs. correction T min, max 0.739, 0.768 0.798, 0.912 0.825, 0.878 0.863, 0.975
Data collected 6941 3149 4996 5439
Unique data 5652 2444 4211 4610

2Goodness of fit on F 1.034 1.023 1.055 1.028
aa,b in weighting scheme 0.0392, 4.37 0.031, 51.44 0.090, 3.79 0.0496, 1.29

R(int) 0.0217 0.0408 0.0498 0.0479
Observed data [F.4s(F )] 4416 1677 3363 2998
R1 0.0332 0.0508 0.0563 0.0561
wR2(all data) 0.0750 0.1164 0.1610 0.1363
Parameters n 415 181 316 316

23˚DF e A 0.372, 20.406 1.098, 20.874 1.046, 21.061 0.673, 20.583
D /s 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001

˚Details in common: Siemens P4 diffractometer monochromated Mo-Ka radiation (l50.7107 A) omega scans, 190 K.
2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R15oiF 2uF i /ouF u, wR25[w(F 2F ) /(F ) ] , goodness of fit s5R[ow(F 2F ) /(n2p)] where n5number of reflections and p5total number ofo c o o c o o c

parameters.
a 2 2 2 2w51/ [s (Fo )1(aP) 1bP] where P5(Fo 5Fc ).2

(8 cm) and the solution was refluxed for 4 h. The solution 3.1.3. [PdClPh(AsPh ) ], (2c).3 2
1was cooled to room temperature and diethyl ether or Yield: 80 mg (89%), pale yellow solid. H NMR d5

3hexane (10 cm ) was added. The filtered product was 7.36–7.18 (30H, m, Ph–As), 6.64–6.26 (5H, br, Ph–Pd).
1washed with diethyl ether and dried in vacuo. FAB mass spectrum: m /z, 795 [M–Cl] . IR.: 272 n(Pd–

Cl). M.p: 189–1908C (decomp.).

3.1.1. [PdClPh(PPh ) ], (2a).3 2

3.1.4. [PdClPh(bipy)], (2d)Yield: 70 mg (88%) colourless crystals from CH Cl /2 2

Yield: 15 mg (37 %), pale yellow solid. (Found; C,hexane. (Found; C, 67.9; H, 4.6; Cl, 4.5. C H ClP Pd42 35 2
1 51.0; H, 3.3; N, 7.5. C H ClN Pd, Calc.; C, 51.2: H, 3.5;calc.; C, 67.8; H, 4.7; Cl, 4.5, %). H NMR, d57.49–7.19 18 13 2

1N, 7.5%). H NMR, d59.19 (1H, d, H –bipy), 8.04–7.88(30H, m, Ph–P), 6.63 (2H, d, H –Ph), 6.37 (1H, t, 42,6
31 1 (5H, m, H , H and H –bipy), 7.48 (1H, m, H –bipy),J514.5 Hz, H –Ph), 6.22 (2H, t, H –Ph). P– hHj 1,10 2,9 7 34 3,5

7.35 (2H, d, H –Ph), 7.23 (1H, m, H –bipy), 7.02–NMR, 6523.86 (s) ppm. FAB mass spectrum: m /z, 707 12,16 8
1 21 6.88 (3H, m, H and H –Ph). FAB mass spectrum:[M–Cl] . IR.: 280 n(Pd–Cl), cm . M.p: 218–2228C 13,15 14

1 21(decomp.). m /z, 339 [M–Cl] IR.: 1710, 1590, 1555 n(N=C), cm .
M.p: 223–2248C (decomp.).

3.1.2. [PdBrPh(PPh ) , (2b)3 2

Yield: 50 mg (61 %), flaky crystals from CH Cl / 3.1.5. [PdBrPh(bipy)], (2e)2 2
1 1hexane. H NMR d57.61–7.13 (30H, m, Ph–P), 6.56 (2H, Yield: 15 mg (35%), pale yellow solid. H NMR, d5

d, H –Ph), 6.28 (1H, t, J514.2 Hz, H –Ph), 6.14 (2H, t, 9.34 (1H, d, H –bipy), 8.04–7.88 (4H, m, H and H ),2,6 4 4 1,10 2,9
31 1H –Ph). P– hHj NMR523.84 ppm (s). FAB mass 7.82 (1H, d, H –bipy), 7.48 (1H, m, H –bipy), 7.35 (2H,3,5 7 3

1spectrum: m /z, 707 [M–Br] . M.p: 2108C (decomp.). d, H –Ph), 7.23 (1H, m, H –bipy), 7.02–6.86 (3H, m,12,16 8
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H – and H –Ph). FAB mass spectrum: m /z, 419 7.17 (40H, m, Ph–P), 6.65 (2H, br, H –Ph), 6.53 (1H,13,15 14 12,16
1 21[M–Br] . IR.: 1710, 1502, n(N=C), cm . M.p: 220– m, J514.0 Hz, H –Ph), 6.45 (2H, m, H –Ph) 4.0 (4H,14 13,15

31 12228C (decomp.). br, CH ). P– hHj NMR, d511.17 (s) ppm. FAB mass2
1spectrum: m /z, 1215 [M–Br] . M.p: 184–58C (decomp.).

3.1.6. [PdClPh(dmbipy)], (2f)
1Yield: 28 mg (64 %), pale yellow solid. H NMR,

d59.10 (1H, d, H –bipy), 7.86 (3H, m, H and H ), Acknowledgements4 1,10 7

7.42 (2H, d, H –bipy), 7.35 (2H, d, H –Ph), 7.10–3,8 14,18

6.97 (3H, m, H and H –Ph), 2.53 (3H, s, Me), 2.48 We thank Zonguldak Karaelmas University, Turkey, for15,17 16
1(3H, s, Me). FAB mass spectrum: m /z, 367 [M–Cl] . IR.: financial support and Johnson Matthey plc for the loan of

211708, 1605, 1553, n(N=C), cm . M.p: 269–2708C (de- palladium metal salts.
comp.).

3.1.7. [PdClPh(phen)], (2g) References
1Yield: 28 mg (65 %), pale yellow solid. H NMR,

d59.49 (1H, dd, H –phen), 8.44 (2H, m, H – and H – [1] A. Mentes, R.D.W. Kemmitt, J. Fawcett, D.R. Russell, J. Organomet.2 4 7
Chem. 528 (1997) 59.phen), 8.28 (1H, dd, H –phen), 7.95–7.81 (3H, m, H –9 3

[2] B.A. Markies, A.J. Canty, W. de Graaf, J. Boersma, M.D. Janssen,and H –phen, and H –phen), 7.58 (1H, m, H –phen), 7.478 6 5 M.P. Hogerheide, W.J.J. Smeets, A.L. Spek, G. van Koten, J.
(2H, d, H –Ph), 7.09–6.93 (3H, m, H and H –16,20 17,19 18 Organomet. Chem. 482 (1994) 191.

1Ph). FAB mass spectrum: m /z, 363 [M–Cl] . R.: 1708, [3] V. De Felice, M.E. Cucciclito, A. De Renzi, F. Ruffo, D. Tesauro, J.
21 Organomet. Chem. 493 (1995) 1.1553, 1502 n(N=C), cm . M.p: (decomp.).3008C.

[4] M.E. Cucciolito, A. De Renzi, F. Giordano, F. Ruffo, Organometal-
lics 14 (1995) 5410.3.1.8. [PdClPh(dppm)] , (3a)2 ´[5] J. Albert, J. Granell, R. Moragas, J. Sales, M. Font-Bardıa, X.1Yield: 45 mg (71 %), pale yellow solid. H NMR, Solans, J. Organomet. Chem. 494 (1995) 95.

d57.75–7.03 (40H, m, Ph–P), 6.75 (2H, br, H –Ph), [6] R.H.B. Mais, P.G. Owston, A.M. Wood, Acta Crystallogr., Sect. B12,16
28 (1972) 393.6.68 (1H, m, J514.2 Hz, H –Ph), 6.55 (2H, m, H –14 13,15

31 1 [7] S.J. Young, B. Kellenberger, J.H. Reibenspies, S.E. Himmel, M.Ph), 3.86–3.6 (4H, br, CH ). P– hHj NMR, d510.5 (s)2 Manning, O.P. Anderson, J.K. Stille, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 110 (1988)1ppm. FAB mass spectrum: m /z, 1171 [M–Cl] . IR.: 280 5744.
21

n(Pd–Cl), cm . M.p: 196–2008C (decomp.). [8] A.F. Chiffey, J. Evans, W. Levason, M. Webster, Organometallics 14
(1995) 1522.

[9] G.M. Sheldrick SHELXTL PC, Release 4.2, Siemens Analytical3.1.9. [PdBrPh(dppm)] , (3b)2
X-Ray Instruments, Madison, WI, 1991.Yield: 46 mg (69%) pale yellow crystals from CH Cl /2 2 [10] G.M. Sheldrick, SHELXL 96, Program for Crystal Structure Refine-

hexane. (Found; C, 56.6; H, 4.3; Br, 12.4. C H Br P Pd62 54 2 4 2 ¨ment, University of Gottingen, 1996.1calc.; C, 57.5; H, 4.2; Br, 12.4, %). H NMR, d57.35–
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Abstract

A new bis(amide) derivative of diethylenetriamine-N,N,N9,N0,N0-pentaacetic acid (H dtpa), diethylenetriamine-N,N9,N0-triacetic-N,N0-5

bis(2-methoxyphenethylamide) (H L), has been synthesized. The crystal structure of gadolinium(III) complex of H L ([GdL]) has been3 3

determined by X-ray crystallography. The coordination sphere of Gd(III) comprises three amine nitrogens, two amide oxygens, three
17carboxylic acid oxygens, and one water molecule. O NMR shifts showed that the [DyL] complex had one inner-sphere water molecule.

Relaxivity studies with the gadolinium(III) complex showed that they associate strongly with proteins leading to a significant relaxivity
enhancement.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Paramagnetic gadolinium(III) complex; Contrast agent; Relaxivity; MRI

1. Introduction complex. The nonionic chelate of Gd(III), [GdL(H O)?2

2H O], has been characterized by X-ray crystal analyses.2

Developing gadolinium complexes containing linear A detailed structural comparison was made against three
poly(aminocarboxylate) ligands as magnetic resonance related complexes, dysprosium(III) complex of di-
imaging (MRI) contrast agents has been one of the main ethylenetriamine-N, N9, N0-triacetic-N, N0-bis(methylamide)
goals in our laboratory. The octa-chelating ligands, such (H dtpa–bma) [6], gadolinium(III) complex of diethylene-3

as diethylenetriamine-N,N,N9,N0,N0-pentaacetic acid triamine-N,N9,N0-triacetic-N,N0-bis(ethylamide) (H dtpa–3

(H dtpa), diethylenetriamine-N,N9,N0-triacetic-N,N0-bis- bea) [7], and gadolinium(III) complex of diethylenetriamine-5

(methylamide) (H dtpa–bma), 10-(2-hydroxypropyl)- N,N9,N0-triacetic-N,N0-bis(benzylamide) (H dtpa–bba)3 3
171,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-triacetic acid (H hp– [8,9]. O NMR shifts of the [DyL] complex and water3

do3a), and 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-N,N9,N0,N-- proton spin-lattice relaxivity will be investigated in this
tetraacetic acid (H dota) are used as effective magnetic paper. Furthermore, the addition of bovine serum albumin4

resonance imaging contrast agents when complexed with to the [GdL] solution leads their interaction with each
the trivalent gadolinium ion [1–5]. The above gadolinium other in which an equilibrium constant has been deter-
chelates possess sufficient paramagnetism and high stabili- mined by NMR titrations.
ty for those applications. This report describes the syn-
thesis of the diethylenetriamine-N,N9,N0-triacetic-N,N0-bis-
(2-methoxyphenethylamide) (H L) (see structural formula3

in Chart I) and relaxivity studies of its gadolinium(III)

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1886-7-3121101 ext. 2218; fax: 1886- Chart I. Structure formula for diethylenetriamine-N,N9,N0-triacetic-N,N0-
7-3125339; e-mail: m825010@cc.kmc.edu.tw bis(2-methoxyphenethylamide) (H L).3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00406-9
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2. Experimental 2.4. Relaxation time measurement

2.1. Materials Relaxation time T of aqueous solutions of1

gadolinium(III) complex of H L was measured to de-3

Gadolinium chloride (.99.9%) was obtained from termine relaxivity R . All measurements were made using1

Aldrich Chemical Co., and oven dried at 1108C for at least a NMR spectrometer operating at 20 MHz and 37.060.18C
24 h before use. All other reagents used for the synthesis (NMS 120 Minispec, Bruker). Prior to each measurement
of ligand were purchased from commercial sources unless the spectrometer was tuned and calibrated. The value of T1

1otherwise noted. H NMR and elemental analyses were was measured from eight data points generated by an
used to confirm the composition of the products. inversion-recovery pulse sequence. The slope of plot of

1 3The H NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Gemini 1 /T versus concentration gives R in dm /mmol /s.1 1

200 spectrometer using deuterium oxide /sodium deuterox-
ide as the solvents. Chemical shifts are reported as d units 2.5. X-ray crystallography
in part per million down field from internal tetra-
methylsilane. Microanalyses were performed by a Foss

2.5.1. Synthesis of GdL(H O)?2H OHeraeus CHN–O Rapid elemental analyzer. 2 2

The complex, GdL(H O)?2H O, was synthesized by the2 2

method previously reported by Konings et al. [6]. A
2.2. Syntheses of ligand mixture of H L (1.5 g, 2.27 mmol) and Gd O (0.447 g,3 2 3

31.23 mmol) in water (15 cm ) was refluxed for 24 h.
The dtpa–bis(anhydride) (diethylenetriamine-N,N9,N0- Colorless crystals were obtained from a methanol solution

triacetic-N,N0-bis(anhydride)) was prepared according to at room temperature and collected after filtration, washed
the method of Eckelman et al. [10]. A colorless solid was with diethyl ether and dried in air (0.5g, 56%). Anal:
obtained (33.23 g, 93%); m.p. 183–1858C; d (200 MHz;H Calcd(found) for C H GdN O ?3H O: C, 44.2832 42 5 10 2solvent (CD ) SO; standard SiMe ): 3.71 (8H, s, terminal3 2 4 (44.01); H, 5.57 (5.63); N, 8.07 (7.93).
NCH CO ), 3.31 (2H, s, central NCH CO ), 2.75 (4H, t,2 2 2 2 A colorless prismatic crystal of GdL?2H O having2NCH ), 2.60 (4H, t, NCH ).2 2 approximate dimensions of 0.4630.4030.22 mm was

The ligand, diethylenetriamine-N,N9,N0-triacetic acid- mounted on the top of a glass fiber. All measurements
N,N0-bis(2-methoxyphenethylamide), or H L, was synthes-3 were made on a Siemens P4 diffractometer with graphite
ized by the method previously reported by Konings et al. monochromated Mo Ka radiation. Unit cell constants and
[6]. The dianhydride (5.0 g, 13.99 mmol) was added in an orientation matrix for data collection, obtained from a
portions over 1 h to ice-cold stirred 92% 2-methox- least-squares refinement using the setting angles of 203yphenethylamine (6.15 cm , 42 mmol). After 30 min, the carefully centered reflections in the range 24.7908,2u ,
ice bath was removed and the reaction mixture was stirred 25.0038 corresponded to a primitive monoclinic cell with
at room temperature for 20 h. The colorless solid that ˚ ˚dimensions: a510.959(2) A, b511.188(1) A, c5
formed was collected and recrystallized from water–ace- ˚30.073(5) A, a 590.00, b 595.00(2), g 590.008, V5

3tone to give colorless crystals (6.19 g, 67%), m.p. 105– ˚3673.2(10) A . For Z54 and F.W.5868.95 g/mol, the
1078C. Anal: Found: C, 55.1; H, 7.1; N, 10.2. 3calculated density is 1.560 g/cm . The space group was
C H N O ?2H O requires C, 55.25; H, 7.1; N, 10.1%);32 45 5 10 2 determined to be P2 /c.1d 7.09, 6.92 (8H, m, C H ), 3.77 (6H, s, OCH ), 3.416 4 3 The data were collected at 258C using the v scan
(4H, t, NHCH CH Ar), 2.99 (4H, s, terminal NCH CO ),2 2 2 2 technique. Omega scans of several intense reflections,
3.30 (2H, s, central NCH CO ), 3.01 (4H, s, NCH CON),2 2 2 made prior to data collection, had an average width at
and 2.73 (8H, s, NCH CH N).2 2 half-height of 0.338 with a take-off angle of 6.28. Scans of

(1.63Du(a , a ))8 were made at a speed of 4–88 /min (in1 2

2.3. NMR experiments omega). Stationary background counts were recorded on
each side of the reflection. The ratio of peak counting time

17The O NMR spectra were recorded by a Varian to background counting time was 2:1. The diameter of the
17Gemini 300 spectrometer at 258C. The induced O shift incident beam collimator was 1.0 mm, the crystal to

(d.i.s.) measurements were determined with respect to D O detector distance was 195 mm, and the detector aperture2

as external standard. The hydration number of [DyL] was was 6.037.0 mm (horizontal3vertical).
determined by the method of Alpoim et al. [11]. An Of the 8304 reflections which were collected, 6389 were

31equimolar solution of Dy and H L was prepared, and a unique (R 50.029). The intensities of three representa-3 int

stoichiometric amount of standardized NaOH was added so tive reflections were measured after every 97 reflections.
that the complex was fully formed. Six solutions of various No decay correction was applied. The linear absorption

21dysprosium concentrations were prepared by serial dilution coefficient, m, for Mo Ka radiation is 1.876 mm . An
3of the stock solution (30 mmol /dm ). empirical absorption correction based on azimuthal scans
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Table 1of several reflections was applied, which resulted in
Crystal data and intensity collection for GdL (H O)?2(H O)2 2transmission factors ranging from 0.78 to 1.00. The data
Empirical formula C H GdN Owere corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. 32 48 5 13

Formula weight (g /mol) 868.95The structure was solved by direct methods [12]. The
Diffractometer Siemens P4non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydro-
Space group P2 /c1gen atoms on water molecules were not found. The rest of ˚a (A) 10.959 (2)

˚the hydrogen atoms on the complex assuming idealized b (A) 11.188 (1)
˚c (A) 30.073 (5)position were included but not refined. The final cycle of

a (8) 90.00full-matrix least-squares refinement [13] was based on
b (8) 95.00 (2)5520 observed reflections (I.2.00s(I)) and 461 variable
g (8) 90.00

3parameters and converged with unweighted and weighted ˚V (A ) 3673.2 (10)
agreement factors of: R5oiF u2uF i /ouF u50.0602, R 5 Z 4o c o w

2 2 1 / 2 3
r (g /cm ) 1.571[(ov(uF u2uF u) /vF )] 50.1142. The weighting calco c o

21
m(Mo Ka) (mm ) 1.876scheme was based on counting statistics to downweight the
Temperature (K) 297intense reflections.
Crystal dimension (mm) 0.4630.4030.22

Neutral atom scattering factors were taken from Cromer ˚Radiation Mo Ka, l50.71073 A
and Waber [14]. The values for Df 9 and Df 0 were those of Scan mode v

2u limits (8) 3.74–54.8Creagh and McAuley [15]. The values for the mass
h k l ranges (213, 1), (213, 1), (235, 35)attenuation coefficients are those of Creagh and Hubbel
Scan speed (8 /min) 4–8[16]. All calculations were performed using the SHELXL-
No. of data collected 8304

93 [17] crystallographic software package. No. of unique data 6389
No. of observed data, with I.2s(I) 5520
No. of variables 461

aR(F ) 0.0602
bR (F ) 0.1142w3. Results and discussion 3˚Largest difference peaks (e /A ) 2.477/ 21.954

GOF 6.498
3.1. X-ray crystal structure gadolinium(III) complex a R(F )5oiF u2uF i /ouF u.o c o

b 2 2 1 / 2 2R (F )5(ov (uF u2uF u) /ovF ) , v 51/(s (F )).w o c o
The molecular structure of GdL(H O)?2H O with the2 2

atomic numbering schemes is shown in Fig. 1. A summary tricapped trigonal prism with N(2), N(4), and O(9) form-
of crystal data and intensity collection is presented in ing the three rectangular face caps. Besides the Gd(III)
Table 1. Selected bond lengths and angles are listed in complex there are two water molecules in the asymmetric
Table 2. The present complex is a nonionic nine-coordi-
nate species. The coordination sphere comprises three Table 2
amine nitrogens, N(2), N(3), and N(4); two amide oxy- ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8)
gens, O(2) and O(10); three carboxylic acid oxygens,

Gd–O(7) 2.515(7) Gd–O(3) 2.549(7)
O(3), O(5), and O(7); and one inner sphere water, O(9). Gd–O(2) 2.439(6) Gd–O(9) 2.503(5)
The coordination geometry can be described as a distorted Gd–O(10) 2.275(5) Gd–O(5) 2.283(5)

Gd–N(3) 2.570(6) Gd–N(2) 2.665(9)
Gd–N(4) 2.591(6)

O(10)–Gd–O(5) 150.6(2) O(9)–Gd–N(4) 119.7(2)
O(10)–Gd–O(2) 86.3(2) O(7)–Gd–N(4) 67.3(2)
O(5)–Gd–O(2) 90.5(2) O(3)–Gd–N(4) 70.7(2)
O(10)–Gd–O(9) 78.8(2) O(10)–Gd–N(3) 131.7(2)
O(5)–Gd–O(9) 72.3(2) O(5)–Gd–N(3) 69.3(2)
O(2)–Gd–O(9) 73.7(2) O(2)–Gd–N(3) 132.0(2)
O(10)–Gd–O(7) 95.9(2) O(9)–Gd–N(3) 132.8(2)
O(5)–Gd–O(7) 68.7(2) O(7)–Gd–N(3) 72.9(2)
O(2)–Gd–O(7) 140.5(2) O(3)–Gd–N(3) 84.8(2)
O(9)–Gd–O(7) 68.2(2) N(4)–Gd–N(3) 64.7(2)
O(10)–Gd–O(3) 72.5(2) O(10)–Gd–N(2) 123.0(2)
O(5)–Gd–O(3) 135.7(2) O(5)–Gd–N(2) 79.9(2)
O(2)–Gd–O(3) 80.6(2) O(2)–Gd–N(2) 61.4(2)
O(9)–Gd–O(3) 142.4(2) O(9)–Gd–N(2) 126.2(2)
O(7)–Gd–O(3) 137.7(2) O(7)–Gd–N(2) 139.4(2)
O(10)–Gd–N(4) 67.7(2) O(3)–Gd–N(2) 57.7(2)
O(5)–Gd–N(4) 123.2(2) N(4)–Gd–N(2) 114.0(2)
O(2)–Gd–N(4) 145.7(2) N(3)–Gd–N(2) 72.2(2)

Fig. 1. Side view of the complex with numbering scheme.
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unit cell, forming an extended hydrogen network among the dysprosium center are similar or slightly shorter than
the complex and water molecules. that of the related Gd(III) complexes (see Table 3). This

Comparing the titled complex with the [Gd(dtpa–bba)] may mean that due to the smaller ionic radius of
and [Gd(dtpa–bea)] complexes [6–9] reveals an interesting dysprosium the negatively charged ligand is being held
result. The three ligands differ only by the substituted tighter in Dy(III) complexes than in Gd(III) complexes,
groups on the terminal amide nitrogen atoms. One would which results in the slight exclusion of the neutral water
think the coordination geometry for Gd(III) centers to be ligand.
identical. Indeed they can be described as tricapped

17trigonal prisms. Nonetheless, the two terminal amine N- 3.2. Dy(III)-induced O water NMR shifts
atoms in GdL(H O) possess the same absolute configura-2

tion whereas those in Gd(dtpa–bba)(H O) and Gd(dtpa– Hydration numbers of the lanthanide(III) ion of eight2

bea)(H O) complexes assume opposite configurations. The and nine have been proposed [20]. The coordination2

inverted terminal amine coordination on Gd(dtpa– number of Dy(III) is eight for high concentration solutions
3bea)(H O) allows the bulky substituents on terminal (0.3–1.0 mol /dm ) of DyCl in D O [21]. However, the2 3 2

amides to point away from each other. The two substituted Dy(III) ion is hydrated by nine water molecules for low
2-methoxyphenethyl groups on GdL(H O), however, are Dy(III) concentration [22]. The low concentrations of2

brought to neighboring sites upon ligand coordination (Fig. Dy(III) in the aqueous system were used in this study,
1). The structure of another related Dy(dtpa–bma) complex therefore, the Dy(III) is hydrated by nine water molecules.

17[6] also displays inverted terminal amine coordination, The Dy(III)-induced water O NMR shift versus Dy(III)
which results in the two end substituents on terminal chelate concentration for solution of DyCl and [DyL] in3

amides pointing away from each other. D O at 258C are shown in Fig. 2. For the H L ligand the2 3

Some M–O bonds and M–N bonds of the [GdL(H O)] slope is 248.9 ppm. Under the conditions applied in the2

complex along with those of three other related complexes present study, the slope per Dy(III)-bound water molecule
are listed in Table 3 [6–9]. The average M–O is 246.1 ppm. It can be concluded that the [DyL] complexcarboxylate

2distance of [GdL(H O)] is longer than those of [Dy(dtpa– contains on the average 1.0660.03 (r 50.999) inner-2

bma)], [Gd(dtpa–bea)], and [Gd(dtpa–bba)] complexes. sphere water molecules per Dy(III) ion. The result is in
The Gd–O(10) bond to one of the amide oxygen atoms is good agreement with that of H dtpa–bma using the same3

˚2.275(5) A shorter than the average Gd–O bond length of technique [11]. The number of Ln(III)-bound water mole-
˚2.36(2) A. The other Gd–amide oxygen bond, Gd–O(2), is cules in this complex provides information on the coordi-

˚2.439(6) A. These results are similar to that of Gd(dtpa– nation mode of the ligand. The coordination sites of each
bea) complex [6]. Short metal–amide oxygen bonds have Ln(III) ion are occupied by one water molecule and eight
also been found in another lanthanide complex sites are available for the ligand molecule. By the binding
Eu(dipdep)(hdisopropyl[1, 2 - bid(diethylcarbamoyl)ethyl]- of the three amine nitrogen atoms of the H dtpa backbone,5

phosphonatej-erbium(III) nitrate) [18] the bond length Eu– three carboxylate and two amide oxygen atoms, a similar
˚O for the two amide oxygens are 2.326(6) and 2.267(8) A coordination mode, as found for the previously studied the

˚shorter than the Eu–O bond length of 2.412 A predicted by bis(amide) of H dtpa derivative, is attained [23].5

ionic radii [19]. The bond length of Gd–O ofwater

[GdL(H O)] is longer then those of three other related 3.3. Relaxometric studies of the Gd(III) complex2

Gd(III) and Dy(III) complexes. This is contradictory to the
expected value derived from the ionic radii argument based The inner sphere relaxation mechanism could be in-
on lanthanide contraction. The other bond distances around fluenced by the rate of the chemical exchange of water

Table 3
Selected structural data for Gd(III) and Dy(III) dtpa–bis(amide) complexes [6–9]

[GdL] [Gd(dtpa–bba)] [Gd(dtpa–bea)] [Dy(dtpa–bma)]

˚M–O , A 2.283(5) 2.376(7) 2.351(3) 2.318(2)carboxylate

2.515(7) 2.362(6) 2.356(3) 2.350(3)
2.549(6) 2.403(6) 2.384(3) 2.326(3)

Average 2.45(2) 2.38(2) 2.36(2) 2.33(2)
˚M–O , A 2.275(5) 2.471(6) 2.362(3) 2.376(3)amide

2.439(6) 2.418(7) 2.425(3) 2.348(2)
Average 2.36(2) 2.44(3) 2.39(3) 2.36(1)

˚M–O , A 2.503(5) 2.420(7) 2.423(3) 2.463(3)water
˚M–N, A 2.570(6) 2.689(8) 2.645(4) 2.751(3)

2.591(6) 2.569(8) 2.759(4) 2.609(3)
2.665(4) 2.740(8) 2.702(4) 2.616(3)

Average 2.61(2) 2.67(10) 2.70(6) 2.66(9)
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the longitudinal relaxation rate for 1
3mmol /dm solution of [GdL], measured at 20 MHz, pH56.8.

presence and absence of the macromolecule and ´ as theb
17Fig. 2. The Dy(III)-induced water O NMR shift versus Dy(III) chelate limiting value for infinite concentration of macromolecule

concentration for solution of (1) DyL, (2) DyCl in D O at 258C.3 2 (i.e. the relaxivity enhancement of the bound complex).
21The titration data as a plot of (´*21) as a function of

from the coordination water to the bulk water. The bovine serum albumin concentration is shown in Fig. 4. In
paramagnetic contribution of the solvent longitudinal this form the experimental data can be expressed as in Eq.
relaxivity is obtained by the following Eq. (1) [24]: (2) [25].

K1 1 1R 5 Nq / [55.6(T 1 t )] (1) d1 1M M ]] ]] ]]] ]]]5 1 (2)
´* 2 1 nM (´ 2 1) (´ 2 1)T b b

Where N is the molar concentration of the gadolinium(III)
complex, q is the number of water molecules bound per where M is the total concentration of bovine serumT

metal ion, T is the relaxation time of the bound water1M

protons, and t is the residence lifetime of the boundM

water. Because of the opposite temperature dependence of
T and t two cases can be considered: (1) fast chemical1M M

exchange (T 4t ); R increases with decreasing tem-1M M 1

perature and (2) slow chemical exchange (T <t ); R1M M 1

decreases by decreasing the temperature. In Fig. 3 the
temperature dependence of the relaxivity for the complex
[GdL] at 20 MHz is shown. A monoexponential decrease
of the observed relaxivity upon increasing the temperature
in the range 15–708C was found for the [GdL] complex.
This is characteristic of the fast chemical exchange be-
havior which occurs when the residence lifetime of the
coordinated water molecule (t ) is much shorter than theM

relaxation time of the bound water proton (T ).1M

The ability of [GdL] to interact with the bovine serum
albumin was studied. The strength of the interaction has
been evaluated for the [GdL] adduct by calculating the
dissociation constant K through the proton relaxivityd

measurement technique [25]. The method involves moni-
toring the increase in relaxivity when a certain concen-
tration of the Gd(III) complex is titrated with an increasing
concentration of the interacting bovine serum albumin at a

3fixed proton Larmor frequency. The term ´* is defined as Fig. 4. Titration of [GdL] complex (0.2 mmol /dm ) with bovine serum
the ratio of the paramagnetic relaxation rates in the albumin at 20 MHz and 258C.
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albumin, and n is the number independent and equivalent IEZ) and can be obtained on request quoting the deposition
binding sites on the protein. The addition of bovine serum number 102237.
albumin (BSA) had a noticeable effect on the water
relaxivity of the [GdL] complex, similar to that observed

2with [Gd(dotbp)] (dotbp51,4,7,10-tetra- References
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Abstract

Some new calixarenes bearing boronic acid moieties, boronoalkylalkoxycalix[4]arenes, were synthesized by allylation, Claisen’s
rearrangement, alkylation, hydroboration and hydrolysis from 25,26,27,28-tetrahydroxycalix[4]arene and their structures were identified

1 13 11by elemental analysis, IR, H NMR, C NMR, B NMR, MS and UV spectra. The UV data showed that tetraalkoxycalix[4]arene
tetraalkyltriboronic acid could coordinate significantly with carbohydrates.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Boronoalkylalkoxycalix[4]arene; Synthesis; Coordination; Carbohydrates

1. Introduction

The calix[n]arenes [1], especially when n54, 6 and 8,
are widely used as molecular receptors. These compounds
can be easily synthesized from cheap commercially avail-
able starting materials, e.g. 4-tert-butylphenol and form-
aldehyde. The chemistry of calixarenes has evoked intense
current interest, because of their easy accessibility and the
fact that these macrocycles can be derived readily from the
para position (upper rim) and/or the hydroxy group (lower

In order to increase our understanding of the relationshipsrim) [2,3]. Organo-boron compounds have been arousing
between the structures and properties of calixarenes con-interest over the years due to their special reactivity and
taining boron moieties and to find out the highly selectivemanifold uses in organic syntheses [4,5]. As calixarenes
and effective ligands for some special compounds, six newcontaining boron can have special reaction capacities and
calix[4]arenes bearing boronic acid units on the upper rim,be put to many uses, research in this field would certainly
i.e. boronoalkylalkoxycalix[4]arenes (10 and 13) wereattract attention. Although boronic acid can act as a
synthesized from calix[4]arene (Scheme 1), and theirversatile functional group to effect saccharide-binding in
spectral and coordination behaviors with carbohydratesaqueous systems [6,7], only a limited number of papers
were also studied. A complex 10a–Glu derived fromhave reported to date on such calixarenes bearing boronic
tetramethoxycalix[4]arene tetrapropyltriboronic acid 10aacid units, which can react easily with carbohydrates [8,9].
with D-glucose was obtained.We have studied the syntheses, characterization and prop-

erties of some calix[4]arenes bearing boronic acid units on
the lower rim, e.g. boronoalkoxycalix[4]arenes (6 and 7)
and we found that tetraalkoxycalix[4]arene triboronic acid 2. Experimental
(7) was capable of strong coordination with carbohydrates

1 13[10]. H and C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
DPX-400 spectrometer in CDCl with Me Si as an internal3 4

11standard. B NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
DPX-400 spectrometer in CD OD (BF ?OEt 50). IR3 3 2

*Corresponding author. spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer FT–IR 1730

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00407-0
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Scheme 1. Syntheses of boronoalkylalkoxycalix[4]arenes. Reagents: (i) AlCl , toluene; (ii) allyl bromide, KI, K CO , CH CN; (iii) DMF; (iv) RI, K CO ,3 2 3 3 2 3

CH CN; (v) BH ?SMe , CH Cl and (vi) H O.3 3 2 2 2 2

spectrophotometer. UV spectra were determined with a and H O (2350mL). The organic layer was dried with2

Shimadzu UV-2100 spectrophotometer in CHCl . Mass Na SO . The solvent was evaporated and the residue was3 2 4

spectrometry (MS) was performed on a HP5988A spec- purified by flash chromatography [silica gel 60, petroleum
trometer in electron impact (EI) mode or on a VG platform ether–CH Cl (2:1)] to afford 9a as a pale yellow solid:2 2

II spectrometer in atmospheric pressure chemical ioniza- yield, 0.475 g (74.2%); m.p., 97–998C. IR: 1660 (m), 1598
21 1tion (APCI) mode. Elemental analyses were carried out on (w), 1463 (vs), 1220 (vs), 904 (s) cm . MS: m /z 640 (M ,

1a Carlo-Erba 1106 elemental analyzer. Melting points were 5%), 41 (100%). H NMR: d 7.03, 6.80, 6.81, 6.74 (s34,
measured on a WC-1 microscopic apparatus and are 8H, ArH ), 6.00–5.85 and 5.75–5.60 (m, 4H, ArCH CH52

uncorrected. All chemicals were of analytical reagent CH ), 5.10–4.80 (m, 8H, ArCH CH5CH ), 4.00–2.802 2 2

grade. The solvents were purified and dried by standard (m, 28H, ArCH Ar, OCH , ArCH CH5CH ). Anal.2 3 2 2

methods. All reactions were carried out in a nitrogen Calcd. for C H O : C, 82.46; H, 7.55. Found: C, 82.32;44 48 4

atmosphere. Compounds 1 [14], 2 [15], 3 [12], 4 [12], 8 H, 7.67.
[16] and 11 [12] were obtained according to the literature
methods. 2.2. 5,11,17,23-Tetraallyl-25,26,27,28-

tetraethoxycalix[4]arene (9b)
2.1. 5,11,17,28-Tetraallyl-25,26,27,28-
tetramethoxycalix[4]arene (9a) 9b was prepared by ethylation of 8 (0.877 g, 1.5 mmol)

according to a procedure similar to that for 9a and was
A suspension of 8 (0.585 g, 1.0 mmol), anhydrous obtained as a pale yellow solid: yield, 0.885 g (84.6%);

K CO (2.21 g, 16.0 mmol), CH I (2.28 g, 16.0 mmol) m.p., 106–1088C. IR: 1632 (m), 1599 (w), 1464 (vs), 12212 3 3
21 1 1and CH CN (100 mL) was stirred and refluxed for 48 h. (vs), 908 (s) cm . MS: m /z 696 (M , 6%), 41 (100%). H3

After evaporation of the solvent, the mixture was added to NMR: d 7.02, 6.88, 6.80, 6.75(s34, 8H, ArH ), 6.10–5.90
CH Cl (50 mL) and washed with 3% HCl (2350 mL) and 5.80–5.60 (m, 4H, ArCH CH5CH ), 5.20–4.80 (m,2 2 2 2
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8H, ArCH CH5CH ), 4.00–2.90 (m, 24H, ArCH Ar, 2.5. 25,26,27,28-Tetraethoxycalix[4]arene-5,11,17,23-2 2 2

ArOCH CH , ArCH CH5CH ), 1.10–0.70 (t34, J57.6 tetrapropyl triboronic acid (10b)2 3 2 2

Hz, 12H, ArOCH CH ). Anal. Calcd. for C H O : C,2 3 48 56 4

82.72; H, 8.10. Found: C, 82.64; H, 8.13. 10b was prepared by hydroboration of 9b (0.279 g, 0.4
mmol), followed by hydrolysis as described in Section 2.4
for 10a, and was obtained as a white solid: yield, 0.288 g2.3. 5,11,17,23-Tetraallyl-25,26,27,28-tetrapropoxy-
(88.1%); m.p., .3508C. IR: 3400 (s), 1603 (w), 1465 (vs),

calix[4]arene (9c) 211217 (vs) cm . UV: l (Abs) 282.2 (0.664), 274.5max

(0.642), 241.7 (1.450) nm. MS (APCI-): m /z 817.3 (M29c was prepared by propylation of 8 (0.585 g, 1.0 11). H NMR: d 7.20–6.20 (m, 8H, ArH ), 4.20–3.50 (m,
mmol) according to a procedure similar to that for 9a and

16H, ArCH Ar, ArOCH CH ), 3.20–0.80 (m, 41H,2 2 3was obtained as a pale yellow solid: yield, 0.660 g 11ArCH CH CH B, BOH, ArOCH CH ). B NMR: d2 2 2 2 3(87.6%); m.p., 83–848C. IR: 1630 (m), 1600 (w), 1461
33.47. Anal. Calcd. for C H O B : C, 70.44; H, 8.00.21 1 48 65 9 3(vs), 1214 (vs), 900 (s) cm . MS: m /z 711 ([M2C H ] ,3 5 Found: C, 70.46; H, 7.86.16%), 41 (100%). H NMR: d 7.03, 6.88, 6.81, 6.74 (s34,

8H, ArH ), 6.10–5.90 and 5.80–5.60 (m, 4H, ArCH CH52
2.6. 5,11,17,23-Tetra(3-boronopropyl)-25,26,27,28-tetra-CH ), 5.20–4.85 (m, 8H, ArCH CH5CH ), 4.00–2.902 2 2
propoxycalix[4]arene (10c)(m, 24H, ArCH Ar, ArOCH CH CH , ArCH CH5CH ),2 2 2 3 2 2

1.95–1.40 (m, 8H, ArOCH CH CH ), 1.10–0.70 (t34,2 2 3
13 10c was prepared by hydroboration of 9c (0.151g,J57.6 Hz, 12H, ArOCH CH CH ). C NMR: d 155.80,2 2 3

0.2mmol), followed by hydrolysis as described in Section154.97, 154.04 (Ar25,26,27,28-C), 133.46, 133.12, 132.12,
2.4 for 10a, and was obtained as a white solid: yield, 0.138131.91 (Ar1,3,7,9,13,15,19,21-C), 130.61, 130.02, 129.69,
g (73.8%); m.p., .3508C. IR: 3350 (s), 1601 (w), 1461129.09, 128.26, 127.95 (Ar4,6,10,12,16,18,22,24-C),

21(vs), 1212 (vs) cm . UV: l (Abs) 281.7 (0.317), 273.7126.21, 125.65, 124.86, 124.10 (Ar5,11,17,23-C), 37.16, max

(0.323), 240.6 (0.796) nm. MS (APCI-): m /z 935.2 (M236.43, 30.30 (ArCH Ar), 138.54, 138.12, 137.99, 136.632 11). H NMR (CDCl 1D O): d 7.10–6.10 (m, 8H, ArH ),(ArCH CH5CH ), 115.39, 115.22, 115.07, 114.84 3 22 2
4.50–2.20 (m, 24H, ArCH Ar, ArCH CH CH B,(ArCH CH5CH ), 76.01, 75.53, 74.12, 72.88 2 2 2 22 2
ArOCH CH CH ), 2.10–1.40 (m, 16H,(ArOCH CH CH ), 39.80, 39.61, 39.43 (ArCH CH5 2 2 32 2 3 2
ArCH CH CH B), 1.40–0.70 (m, 20H, ArOCH CH CH ).CH ), 24.02, 23.79, 23.27, 21.66 (ArOCH CH CH ), 2 2 2 2 2 32 2 2 3 11B NMR: d 33.37. Anal. Calcd. for C H O B ?10.97, 10.74, 10.49, 9.71 (ArOCH CH CH ). Anal. Calcd. 52 76 12 42 2 3
1.2CH Cl : C, 61.54; H, 7.61. Found: C, 61.86; H, 7.34.for C H O : C, 82.94; H, 8.57. Found: C, 83.19; H, 2 252 64 4

8.87.
2.7. 5,17-Diallyl-25,26,27,28-tetramethoxycalix[4]arene
(12a)2.4. 25,26,27,28-Tetramethoxycalix[4]arene-5,11,17,23-

tetrapropyl triboronic acid (10a)
12a was prepared by methylation of 11 (0.356 g, 0.7

mmol), as described in Section 2.1 for 9a, and wasA solution of 9a (0.384 g, 0.6 mmol) in anhydrous
obtained as a pale yellow solid: yield, 0.261 g (66.5%);CH Cl (30 mL) was added dropwise to a solution of2 2 m.p., 120–1228C. IR: 1630 (m), 1598 (w), 1581 (w), 1454BH ?SMe (3.0 mmol) in anhydrous CH Cl (30 mL) at3 2 2 2 21(vs), 1423 (s), 1217 (s), 1204 (s), 910 (s) cm . MS: m /zroom temperature. The reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h

1 1560 (M , 2%), 41 (100%). H NMR: d 7.20–6.20 (m,at room temperature, refluxed for 4 h, and cooled in an
10H, ArH ), 6.10–5.95 and 5.95–5.80 (m, 2H,ice-water bath before H O (50 mL) was added carefully.2
ArCH CH5CH ), 5.10–4.80 (m, 4H, ArCH CH5CH ),2 2 2 2The reaction mixture was stirred for 0.5 h at room
4.03–4.00 (d, J513.2 Hz, 2H, ArCH Ar, endo), 3.83 (s,2temperature. The organic layer was separated, washed with
6H, ArOCH ), 3.65–3.50 (m, 10H, ArOCH , ArCH Ar),3 3 2H O (2350 mL) and dried with Na SO . After evapora-2 2 4
3.49–3.47 (d, J56.4 Hz, 2H, ArCH CH5CH ), 3.36–2 2tion of the solvent, the residue was purified by flash
3.35 (d, J56.4 Hz, 2H, ArCH CH5CH ), 3.02–2.98 (d,2 2chromatography [silica gel 60, petroleum ether–CH Cl2 2
J513.2 Hz, 2H, ArCH Ar, exo). Anal. Calcd. for2(1:1), CH Cl –acetone (1:1) and methanol] to afford 10a2 2
C H O : C, 81.40; H, 7.19. Found: C, 81.14; H, 7.26.38 40 4as a white solid: yield, 0.353 g (81.0%); m.p., .3508C.

21IR: 3400 (s), 1603 (w), 1474 (vs), 1223 (vs) cm . UV:
l (Abs) 280.7 (0.353), 273.3 (0.356), 240.8 (0.923) nm. 2.8. 5,17-Diallyl-25,26,27,28-tetraethoxycalix[4]arenemax

1MS (APCI-): m /z 761.3 (M21). H NMR: d 7.20–6.50 (12b)
(m, 8H, ArH ), 4.50–3.50 (m, 20H, ArCH Ar, ArOCH ),2 3

113.40–1.30 (m, 29H, ArCH CH CH B, BOH ). B NMR: d 12b was prepared by ethylation of 11 (0.505 g, 1.02 2 2

31.19. Anal. Calcd. for C H O B : C, 69.32; H, 7.54. mmol), as described in Section 2.1 for 9a and was44 57 9 3

Found: C, 68.99; H, 7.43. obtained as a pale yellow solid: yield, 0.581 g (94.2%);
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11m.p., 133–1348C. IR: 1630 (m), 1598 (w), 1581 (w), 1451 ArCH CH CH B). B NMR: d 33.31. Anal. Calcd. for2 2 2
21(vs), 1424 (s), 1213 (s), 1196 (s), 903 (s) cm . MS: m /z C H O B : C, 69.96; H, 7.11. Found: C, 69.68; H, 7.24.38 46 8 2

1 1616 (M , 2%), 41 (100%). H NMR: d 7.20–6.19 (m,
2.11. 5,17-Bis(3-boronopropyl)-25,26,27,28-10H, ArH ), 6.10–5.90 and 5.85–5.70 (m, 2H,
tetraethoxycalix[4]arene (13b)ArCH CH5CH ), 5.20–4.85 (m, 4H, ArCH CH5CH ),2 2 2 2

4.04–4.01 (d, J512.8 Hz, 2H, ArCH Ar, endo), 3.90–3.752

13b was prepared by hydroboration of 12b (0.123 g,(m, 4H, ArOCH CH ), 3.70–3.56 (m, 6H, ArOCH CH ,2 3 2 3

0.20 mmol), followed by hydrolysis as described inArCH Ar), 3.49–3.48 (d, J56.4 Hz, 2H, ArCH CH52 2

Section 2.4 for 10a and was obtained as a white solid:CH ), 3.37–3.36 (d, J56.4 Hz, 2H, ArCH CH5CH ),2 2 2

yield, 0.101 g (71.5%); m.p., .3508C. IR: 3400 (s), 15983.02–2.99 (d, J512.8 Hz, 4H, ArCH Ar, exo), 1.46–1.382
21(w), 1455 (s), 1220 (s) cm . UV: l (Abs) 272.7(m, 9H, ArOCH CH ), 0.97–0.92 (m, 3H, ArOCH CH ). max2 3 2 3

(0.175), 239.9 (0.446) nm. MS (APCI-): m /z 707.9 (M2Anal. Calcd. for C H O : C, 81.78; H, 7.84. Found: C,42 48 4
11). H NMR: l 7.20–6.20 (m, 10H, ArH ), 4.40–3.00 (m,81.66; H, 7.88.

16H, ArCH Ar, ArOCH CH ), 2.80–0.80 (m, 28H,2 2 3
11ArCH CH CH B(OH ) , ArOCH CH ). B NMR: d2 2 2 2 2 3

2.9. 5,17-Diallyl-25,26,27,28-tetrapropoxycalix[4]arene 33.13. Anal. Calcd. for C H O B : C, 71.20; H, 7.68.42 54 8 2

(12c) Found: C, 70.97; H, 8.07.

12c was prepared by propylation of 11 (0.505 g, 1.0 2.12. 5,17-Bis(3-boronopropyl)-25,26,27,28-
mmol) as described in Section 2.1 for 9a and was obtained tetrapropoxycalix[4]arene (13c)
as a pale yellow solid: yield, 0.573 g (85.1%); m.p.,
112–1138C. IR: 1638 (m), 1602 (w), 1460 (vs), 1232 (s), 13c was prepared by hydroboration of 12c (0.100 g,

21 11217 (s), 910 (s) cm . MS: m /z 672 (M , 2%), 41 0.15 mmol), followed by hydrolysis as described in
1 Section 2.4 for 10a and was obtained as a white solid:(100%). H NMR: d 6.99–6.97 (d, J57.6 Hz, 4H, ArH ),

yield, 0.102 g (89.1%); m.p., .3508C. IR: 3380 (s), 15996.81 (s, 4H, ArH ), 6.71–6.67 (t, J57.6 Hz, 2H, ArH ),
21(w), 1454 (s), 1211 (s) cm . UV: l (Abs) 272.66.00–5.80 (m, 2H, ArCH CH5CH ), 5.08–5.03 (m, 4H, max2 2

(0.138), 239.8 (0.301) nm. MS (APCI-): m /z 763.5 (M2ArCH CH5CH ), 3.61 (s, 8H, ArCH Ar), 3.55–3.45 (m,2 2 2
11). H NMR: d 7.20–6.60 (m, 10H, ArH ), 4.20–3.20 (m,8H, ArOCH CH CH ), 3.24–3.23 (d, J56.8 Hz, 4H,2 2 3

24H, ArCH Ar, ArOCH CH CH ,ArCH CH5CH ), 1.65–1.50 (m, 8H, ArOCH CH CH ), 2 2 2 32 2 2 2 3
13 ArCH CH CH B(OH ) ), 2.70–2.50 (m, 4H,1.00–0.80 (m, 12H, ArOCH CH CH ). C NMR: d 2 2 2 22 2 3

ArCH CH CH B), 2.10–1.20 (m, 12H, ArOCH CH CH ,156.57, 154.97 (Ar25,26,27,28-C), 133.63, 133.45 2 2 2 2 2 3

ArCH CH CH B), 1.20–0.70 (m, 12H,(Ar1,3,7,9,13,15,19,21-C), 129.94 2 2 2
11ArOCH CH CH ). B NMR: d 34.11. Anal. Calcd. for(Ar4,6,10,12,16,18,22,24-C), 132.14, 121.43 2 2 3

C H O B : C, 72.26; H, 8.17. Found: C, 72.53; H, 8.29.(Ar5,11,17,23-C), 36.95 (ArCH Ar), 137.99 (ArCH CH5 46 62 8 22 2

CH ), 115.22 (ArCH CH5CH ), 73.14, 72.962 2 2

2.13. The complex of compound 10a with D-glucose(ArOCH CH CH ), 39.62 (ArCH CH5CH ), 23.34,2 2 3 2 2

(10a–Glu)23.30 (ArOCH CH CH ), 10.52, 10.342 2 3

(ArOCH CH CH ). Anal. Calcd. for C H O : C, 82.10;2 2 3 46 56 4

A solution of D-glucose (60 mg, 0.3 mmol) in H O (3H, 8.39. Found: C, 82.25; H, 8.38. 2

mL) was added to a solution of 10a (36.3 mg, 0.05 mmol)
in methanol (15 mL) and the reaction mixture was stirred

2.10. 5,17-Bis(3-boronopropyl)-25,26,27,28- for 4 h at room temperature. After evaporation of the
tetramethoxycalix[4]arene (13a) solvent, H O (15 mL) was added to remove the excess2

glucose, and the solid was precipitated and then washed
13a was prepared by hydroboration of 12a (0.100 g, with acetone and CH Cl to afford 10a–Glu as a white2 2

0.18 mmol), followed by hydrolysis as described in solid: yield, 23.4 mg (52.6%); m.p., 1728C (dec.). IR: 3350
21Section 2.4 for 10a and was obtained as a white solid: (s), 1598 (w), 1472 (s), 1451 (s), 1224 (s), 1070 (s) cm .

2 1yield, 0.073 g (62.3%); m.p., .3508C. IR: 3370 (s), 1589 MS (APCI ): m /z 887.7 (M21). H NMR [dimethylsul-
21(w), 1461 (s), 1220 (s) cm . UV: l (Abs) 276.5 foxide (DMSO)1D O]: d 7.10–6.50 (m, 8H, ArH ), 4.30–max 2

(0.155), 239.9 (0.368) nm. MS (APCI-): m /z 651.9 (M2 3.60 (m, 22H, ArCH Ar, ArCH CH CH B, CH –O, CH–2 2 2 2 2
11). H NMR: d 7.20–6.10 (m, 10H, ArH ), 4.50–2.20 (m, O), 3.20–3.00 (m, 12H, ArOCH ), 2.40–2.10 (m, 8H,3

28H, ArCH Ar, ArOCH , ArCH CH CH B(OH ) ), 2.20– ArCH CH –CH B), 1.80–1.30 (m, 8H,2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
11.20 (m, 8H, ArCH CH CH B). H NMR (CDCl 1D O): ArCH CH CH B). Anal. Calcd. for C H O B ?2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 50 63 12 3

d 7.20–6.10 (m, 10H, ArH ), 4.50–2.20 (m, 24H, CH Cl ?0.5H O: C, 62.35; H, 6.77. Found: C, 62.10; H,2 2 2

ArCH Ar, ArOCH , ArCH CH CH B), 2.20–1.20 (m, 8H, 6.61.2 3 2 2 2
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3. Results and discussion making the molecular ion unstable. The mass spectra APCI
of 10a, 10b, 10c, 13a, 13b and 13c displayed the peaks

3.1. Synthesis of boronoalkylalkoxycalix[4]arenes (M21) at m /z 761.3, 817.3, 935.2, 651.9, 707.9 and
11763.5, respectively, and their B NMR spectra showed

Boronoalkylalkoxycalix[4]arenes 10 and 13 were pre- peaks at d 31.19, 33.47, 33.37, 33.31, 33.13 and 34.11,
1pared by hydroboration of allylalkoxycalix[4]arenes 9 and respectively; these, as well as IR and H NMR spectra,

12, which were synthesized by alkylation of were consistent with the proposed structures.
1allylcalix[4]arenes 8 and 11 with alkyl iodide. Since The data from H NMR spectra at d 10.21–10.18 (s,

borane, a hydroborating reagent, reacts easily with the ArOH ), 4.26–4.18 (d, J513 Hz, ArCH Ar, endo), 3.51–2
13hydroxy groups in 8 and 11, the hydroxy groups should be 3.43 (d, J513 Hz, ArCH Ar, exo) and C NMR spectra2

protected by alkylation before hydroboration. Compounds at d 31.85–31.75 (ArCH Ar) confirm that 8 and 11 had2

8 and 11 were obtained by Claisen’s rearrangement of ‘cone’ conformations. Only a multiplet peak of
125,26,27,28-tetraallyloxycalix[4]arene, 3, and 25,27- ArCH CH5CH was displayed in d 6.00–5.80 in H2 2

1dihydroxy-26,28-diallyloxycalix[4]arene, 4, in dimethyl- NMR spectra of 8 and 11, respectively. In the H NMR
formamide (DMF), respectively, although N,N-diethylani- spectra of compounds 9a, 9b, 9c, 12a and 12b, two
line is usually used as the solvent [11]. Compounds 3 and multiplet peaks of ArCH CH5CH were displayed in d2 2

4 were prepared by allylations of 25,26,27,28-tetrahydrox- 6.10–5.60; this indicated that the chemical environments
ycalix[4]arene, 2, with allyl bromide in the presence of of the allyl groups in these molecules were different;
K CO in acetonitrile, according to the literature [12]. therefore, their conformations were neither ‘cone’ nor2 3

‘1,3-alternate’. Furthermore, Ar–H displayed four peaks in
9a, 9b and 9c, and a multiplet peak in 12a and 12b,
respectively, therefore, their conformations were ‘partial

1cone’, not ‘1,2-alternate’ [13]. In the H NMR spectrum of
12c, as only a multiplet peak of ArCH CH5CH appeared2 2

in d 6.00–5.80, the peaks of Ar–H were a singlet, a
doublet and a triplet, and the peak of ArCH Ar was a2

13singlet at d 3.61. In the C NMR spectrum of 12c, a peak
of ArCH Ar showed at d 36.95. These data indicated that2

the conformation of 12c was ‘1,3-alternate’. That con-
formations of 9a, 9b, 9c, 12a, 12b and 12c were not ‘cone’
was probably due to the steric hindrance among the allyl

There were two alkylboronic acid units and one groups, among the alkoxy groups, and between any two of
dialkylboronic acid unit in the molecules of these groups, and due to the absence of intramolecular
tetraalkyltetraalkoxycalix[4]arene triboronic acid, 10a and hydrogen bonds in their molecules. The conformations of
10b, and four alkylboronic acid units and two alkylboronic 10a, 10b, 13a, 13b and 13c were similar to those of their
acid units in the molecules of 10c and 13. precursors, 9a, 9b, 12a, 12b and 12c, respectively. The

The structures of 9, 10, 12 and 13 were characterized by ‘1,3-alternate’ conformation of 10c could probably be
1 13 11elemental analysis, IR, H NMR, C NMR, B NMR, MS accounted for by the fact that there were four boronic acid

and UV spectra. moieties in its molecule.

3.2. Spectral properties of the products
3.3. The coordination of 10 and 13 with carbohydrates

The IR spectra of 9 and 12 displayed the absorption
21bands of CH5CH at 1660–1630 cm and 900–910 The coordinations of 10 and 13 with D-glucose, D-2

21 1cm ; their H NMR spectra showed the multiplet of fructose and D-galactose were determined by UV spectra in
CH5CH in d 6.10–5.60, and the multiplet of CH5CH methanol. The UV data are listed in Table 1.2 2

in d 5.20–4.80, indicating the existence of allyl groups. It can be seen from Table 1 that the changes of the UV
The characteristic data of hydroxy groups disappeared in data of 10a were the most significant with respect to

1IR and H NMR spectra of 9 and 12, indicating the D-glucose, D-fructose and D-galactose. The K-band shifted
occurrence of alkylations. In mass spectra, the molecular to high values, about 16–17 nm; and the absorbance
ion peaks were present at m /z 640, 696, 560, 616 and 672, increased 1.4–2.0-fold. The absorbance of the B-band
respectively; this further confirmed the structures of 9a, increased 5.0–5.5-fold. Similarly, the changes in the UV
9b, 12a, 12b and 12c. However, in the mass spectrum of data of 10b were moderate with additions of carbohy-
9c, the molecular ion peak was not present. This probably drates. The K-band shifted to higher values, ranging from
arose from the strong steric hindrance in the molecules, 8–10 nm and the absorbance of the K-band and B-band
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Table 1 were weak and that the coordinations of 10a and 10b with
UV data for 10, 13 and on adding carbohydrate carbohydrates were strong. As described in our previous
Compounds l (Abs) paper [10], calix[4]arene triboronic acid had strong coordi-max

nation ability with carbohydrates. This conclusion can10a 281.5 (0.060) 208.6 (1.373)
10a1Glu 280.8 (0.309) 224.9 (2.862) probably be supported by the fact that there was a
10a1Fru 281.2 (0.308) 225.0 (2.694) dialkylboronic acid in the molecules of calix[4]arene
10a1Gal 280.7 (0.324) 225.4 (2.697) triboronic acid and that they were ‘partial cone’ conforma-
10b 281.7 (0.189) 219.2 (2.372)

tions. The boronic acid units of 10a and 10b reacted easily10b1Glu 281.7 (0.489) 229.4 (2.796)
with the hydroxy groups of carbohydrates to form a five-10b1Fru 281.5 (0.450) 228.6 (2.781)

10b1Gal 281.3 (0.471) 227.5 (2.814) membered ring and a six-membered ring ester or coordi-
10c 281.2 (0.367) 227.7 (2.723) nate bonds. 10a–Glu (Fig. 1) was obtained in the reaction
10c1Glu 281.3 (0.424) 228.6 (2.762) of 10a with D-glucose in methanol and its structure was
10c1Fru 281.0 (0.424) 229.0 (2.755) 1confirmed by elemental analysis, MS, IR and H NMR10c1Gal 281.4 (0.373) 228.6 (2.715)

spectra.13a 275.9 (0.210) 221.9 (2.210)
13a1Glu 275.7 (0.199) 221.3 (2.195)
13a1Fru 275.9 (0.226) 221.2 (2.216)
13a1Gal 275.8 (0.196) 221.7 (2.190) Acknowledgements
13b 273.6 (0.152) 218.8 (1.877)
13b1Glu 273.5 (0.206) 218.8 (1.981)

We are grateful to the National Natural Science Founda-13b1Fru 275.4 (0.193) 219.2 (1.951)
13b1Gal 275.0 (0.161) 218.7 (1.912) tion of China (29372069) and the Natural Science Founda-
13c 272.5 (0.243) 218.9 (2.424) tion of Henan Province for their financial support. We
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Abstract

The phosphinophosphido niobocene complex Cp Nb(PHPh )(PPh ) (2) was prepared by deprotonation of the cationic diphosphino2 2 2

complex [Cp Nb(PHPh ) ]Cl (3). Complex 2 is thermally unstable and readily dissociates phosphine to give the ortho-metallated2 2 2

complex Cp Nb(PHPhC H 2). Crystal structure determination of 2 supported its formulation as the phosphinophosphido compound. The2 6 4

˚ ˚Nb–P(1) (phosphino) bond length is 2.524(2) A and Nb–P(2) (phosphido) bond length is 2.610(2) A.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Recently there has been an increased interest in the Cp Nb(PPh )(HPPh ) (2), that has more explicit NMR2 2 2

chemistry of early transition metal phosphido complexes features.
[1–49]. Much of this interest has focused on the known
ability of these compounds to form stable phosphido-
bridged bimetallic complexes [19–34], although the high 1. Results and discussion
reactivity of the phosphido moiety in other reactions was
also studied [35–47]. We were interested to prepare The easiest route to complex 2 is via deprotonation of
complexes with neighbouring hydrido and phosphido the cationic diphosphino complex [Cp Nb(PHPh ) ]Cl2 2 2ligands that could exhibit a richer reactivity. We found that (3). Three-step synthesis of the latter compound, using the
the cationic dihydridephosphino complex insertion /deprotonation technique (Scheme 1), has been1[Cp NbH (PHPh )] can be deprotonated to give initially2 2 2 previously reported [48]. Now we report that complex 3
the dihydridephosphido complex Cp NbH (PPh ) that2 2 2 can be conveniently prepared in a one-pot synthesis shown
rapidly rearranges into Cp NbH(PHPh ), whereas the2 2 below (1).
analogous tantalocene complex Cp TaH (PPh ) was found2 2 2

to be quite stable towards further transformations [48,49].
The closely related diphosphorus substituted hydride com-
plexes could, in principle, also exist in two isomeric forms,

(1)
namely, Cp NbH(PPh ) (A) and Cp Nb(PPh )(HPPh )2 2 2 2 2 2

(B). For the methyl ring-substituted compound
9Cp Nb(PPh )(HPPh ) (1) (Cp95C H Me) only the form2 2 2 5 4

B was observed. However, the nonequivalence of the Apparently, this reaction proceeds via the same steps
cyclopentadienyl protons in 1 and its little thermal stability which are shown in Scheme 1. However, the strength of
complicated further studies. Therefore, we set out to the base NEt is not sufficient to effect significant deproto-3

prepare the unsubstituted analogue of 1, i.e. complex nation of 3 to give 2, i.e. in this case, the equilibrium in (2)
is shifted towards 3. Complete deprotonation of 3 was
achieved using aqueous NaOH. Complex 2 was isolated as

1
* oily red crystals and is highly air sensitive. The H NMRCorresponding author. Fax: 17-095-932-88-46; e-mail:

nikonov@org.chem.msu.su spectrum of 2 obtained

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00408-2
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Scheme 1.

˚tion. The Nb–P bond distances are 2.524(2) A for the
˚niobium–phosphino bond and 2.610(2) A for the niobium–

phosphido bond. In the only one previously reported
phosphido derivative of niobocene, complex

i(2) Cp Nb(CO)(PPhPr ), the Nb–P bond lengths are 2.644(3)2
˚ ˚A and 2.622(3) A for two crystallographically independent
molecules [50]. The reported niobium–phosphino bond

˚lengths lay in the range 2.462–2.579 A [51]. The P(1)–
Nb–P(2) bond angle is 87.70(5)8, close to the value foundat 400 MHz shows only one signal for the cyclopen- 2for other d niobocene derivatives and the calculated valuetadienyl protons that appears as a triplet at 4.42 ppm 2for the d complexes Cp MXY [52]. The P–H bond2(J 51.8 Hz), consistent with the formation of the formP–H ˚distance of 1.24(5) A observed in 2 is somewhat shorterA. However, a hydride signal was not observed. Also, the

˚31 than the sum of covalent radii (1.40 A) and also than theP NMR spectrum of 2 shows the presence of two
nonequivalent phosphorus centres with the resonances at
66.2 and 5.9 ppm, expected for the form B. The latter
formulation was further supported by a X-ray diffraction
study. Therefore, the triplet signal for the cyclopentadienyl
protons is in fact composed of two overlapping doublets
due to coupling to two nonequivalent phosphorus atoms
with similar J and the structure of 2 is analogous to 1.P–H

We expected that the phosphino and phosphido centres in 2
could be in a degenerated exchange, probably, via the
diphosphidohydride form A. This exchange would result in
a coalescence of the phosphorus resonances at higher
temperatures. However, complex 2 was found to be
thermally unstable, like its methyl substituted analogue 1.
Even at room temperatures it releases free HPPh to give2

the previously described ortho-metallated product
Cp Nb(PHPh–C H 2) [4a].2 6 4

The formulation of 2 as the phosphidophosphine deriva-
tive B was confirmed by an X-ray structure determination.
The molecular structure of 2 is shown in Fig. 1 and
selected bond lengths and angles are given in Tables 2 and
3. Complex 2 has a disubstituted metallocene geometry, Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 2. Displacement parameters are shown at

2 50% probability level. Hydrogen atoms (except H(01)) are omitted fortypical for d niobocene complexes of the type Cp NbXL.2
clarity.The cyclopentadienyl rings are in an eclipsed conforma-
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Table 1 spectra were referenced to the residual protiosolvent
31Crystal data and details of data collection and structure refinement for 2 (relatively to SiMe ). P NMR spectra were referenced to4

Empirical formula C H NbP .C H .0.5C H 85% H PO as external standard. Cp NbH was prepared34 31 2 7 8 7 8 3 4 2 3
Temperature 183(2) by the modified procedure as reported earlier [48]. ClPPh2˚Wavelength 0.71069 A was purchased from Merck.
Crystal system monoclinic
Space group P2(1) /n

˚Unit cell dimensions a512.847(3) A 2.1. Preparation of [Cp Nb(PHPh ) ]Cl (3)2 2 2˚b514.134(3) A
˚c520.124(4) A

In a typical experiment 2 equivalents of ClPPh are2b 590.72(3)
3˚ added to a toluene solution containing 1 equivalent ofVolume 3653.8(14) A

Z 4 Cp NbH and 1.1 equivalent of NEt under rapid stirring.2 3 3
Theta range for data collection 1.76 to 20.148 The mixture becomes red and an orange precipitate of
Index ranges 212#h#12, 0#k#13, 219#l#0 complex 2 deposits. The mixture is stirred overnight to
Reflections collected 3221

ensure the completeness of the reaction. The solution isIndependent reflections 3121
2 filtered and the residue is washed by toluene until therefinement method full-matrix-least-squares on F

R .0404 washings are almost colourless. The material thus obtainedint

Data / restraines /parameters 3118/17/425 is contaminated by ClHNEt which can be removed by32Goodness -of-fit on F 1.065 washing with THF. Alternatively, it can be used as
Final R indices (all data 3121) R 50.0506, wR 50.09491 2 obtained to make complexes 2 and [Cp Nb(PPh ) ]Li by2 2 2R indices [2487 with I.2s(I)] R 50.0337, wR 50.08911 2

3˚ treatment with NaOH or excess BuLi, respectively. ThisLargest diff. peak and hole 0.528 and 20.339 e/A
procedure was used to make 3 on a 1–3 g scale. Example
experiment: Cp NbH (1.07 g, 4.73 mmol) /NEt (0.73 ml,2 3 3

Table 2 5.20 mmol) /ClPPh (1.70 ml, 9.46 mmol) / toluene (602
˚Selected bond lengths (A) for 2 ml).

Nb–P(1) 2.524(2) Nb–P(2) 2.610(2)
P(1)–C(21) 1.833(5) P(2)–C(31) 1.831(5) 2.2. Preparation of [Cp Nb(PHPh )(PPh )] (2)2 2 2P(1)–C(11) 1.843(5) P(2)–C(41) 1.852(5)
Nb–C(1) 2.342(5) Nb–C(6) 2.402(6)

0.848 g (1.34 mmol) of [Cp Nb(PHPh ) ]Cl suspendedNb–C(2) 2.404(5) Nb–C(7) 2.374(5) 2 2 2
Nb–C(3) 2.408(5) Nb–C(8) 2.358(5) in 30 ml of toluene was treated by 25 ml of 0.2 M aqueous
Nb–C(4) 2.370(5) Nb–C(9) 2.387(5) NaOH. The mixture is intensively stirred with intensive
Nb–C(5) 2.348(6) Nb–C(10) 2.406(6) grinding of the oily material formed until all the oil is
P1–H(01) 1.24(5)

dissolved in organic phase. The toluene solution is then
separated and dried in vacuo. Recrystallization from ether
of the material formed gives red oily crystals of 2. TheTable 3

Selected bond angles for 2 yield: 0.347 g (0.584 mmol, 43%). Thermal instability of
this compound prevented obtaining satisfactory combus-P(1)–Nb–P(2) 87.70(5) C(21)–P(1)–C(11) 100.1(2)
tion analysis data.C(21)–P(1)–Nb 119.2(2) C(11)–P(1)–Nb 119.8(2)

1C(31)–P(2)–C(41) 99.0(2) C(31)–P(2)–Nb 112.3(2) H NMR (toluene-d ): 6.9–7.6 (m, 20, Ph), 6.14 (half of8
31C(41)–P(2)–Nb 113.2(2) Nb–P1–H01 118(2) doublet, 0.5, P–H), 4.42 (t, J(P–H)51.8 Hz, 10, Cp). P

1h Hj NMR (toluene-d ): 5.9 (bs, PHPh ), 66.2 (bs, PPh ).8 2 2

P–H bond found in the phosphinobromide complex
i ˚ 2.3. Crystal structure determinationCp NbBr(PHPr ) (1.51 A) [51]. This difference can be2 2

attributed to the influence of the Ph rings. In the cationic
Red crystals of 2 were grown from toluene-d solutiondiphosphite complex [Cp Nb(PH(OR) ) ]Cl the coopera- 82 2 2

on keeping at 2268C for three months. The crystal wastive action of charge and electron-withdrawing alkoxy
˚ covered by oil and mounted on an Enraf–Nonius CAD-4groups results in much shorter P–H bonds of 1.0 A [51].

diffractometer at 2908C. Crystallographic data are given
in Table 1. The unit cell parameters were determined using
25 accurately centered reflections, two reflections were2. Experimental
measured every 2 h for orientation and decay control. The
data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects.All manipulations were carried out in vacuo using
The structure was solved by direct methods [53] andconventional Schlenk techniques. Solvents were dried over
refined by full-matrix least squares procedures [54]. Twosodium or sodium benzophenone ketyl and distilled into
toluene solvate molecules were found, one of them oc-the reaction vessel by high vacuum gas phase transfer.
cupies a special position and is disordered. This moleculeNMR spectra were recorded on a Varian VXR-400 spec-

1 31 1 was refined only isotropically without hydrogen atoms. Intrometer ( H, 400.0 MHz; P 161.9 MHz). H NMR
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[22] J. Ho, D.W. Stephan, Organometallics 10 (1991) 3001.the final cycles of refinement, all other non-hydrogen
[23] D.G. Dick, D.W. Stephan, Organometallics 10 (1991) 2811.atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parame-
[24] J. Ho, D.W. Stephan, Organometallics 11 (1992) 1014.ters. Hydrogen atoms were found from Fourier difference
[25] J. Ho, Z. Hou, R.J. Drake, D.W. Stephan, Organometallics 12 (1993)

syntheses and were refined isotropically using a ‘‘riding’’ 3145.
model. The location and magnitude of the residual electron [26] S. Xin, H.G. Woo, J.F. Harrod, E. Samuel, A.-M. Lebuis, J. Am.

Chem. Soc. 119 (1997) 5307.density was of no chemical significance.
[27] U. Senff, S. Kurz, E. Hey-Hawkins, Z. Anorg. Allg. Chem. 623Full details of crystallographic study including the

(1997) 1255.atomic coordinates and displacement coefficients, hydro-
[28] R. Payne, J. Hachgenei, G. Fritz, D.Z. Fenske, Naturforsch 41(b)

gen atom parameters, and a full list of bond lengths and (1986) 1535.
angles for 2 have been deposited as supplementary data [29] E. Hey-Hawkins, S. Kurz, J. Sieler, G. Baum, J. Organomet. Chem.

486 (1995) 229.with the CCDS, deposition number 102173.
[30] G.I. Nikonov, L.G. Kuzmina, D.A. Lemenovskii, J. Organomet.

Chem. 496 (1995) 187.
[31] G. Bonnet, O. Lavastre, G. Boni, J.C. Leblanc, C. Moise, CR Acad.

Acknowledgements Sci. Paris Ser. 319(2) (1994) 1293.
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Abstract

The coordination of Cu(II) to the Keggin type anions a-undecatungstophosphocuprate(II) and a-undecatungstoborocuprate(II) was
investigated in different environments by EPR and electronic spectroscopy. This study has shown that the coordination geometry around
Cu(II) in the tetrabutylammonium (TBA) salts, (TBA) H [XW CuO ], with X5P or B, is square pyramidal, with copper bound to the4 x 11 39

n2five oxygen donor atoms of the polyoxometalate, whereas for the [XW Cu(H O)O ] anion, on the corresponding potassium salt, a11 2 39

tetragonally elongated pseudo-octahedral geometry was found. For the potassium salts, in aqueous solution, six-coordinated copper is the
only form found. For the TBA salts, in nonaqueous solvents, we can observe either the presence of only one form (the six-coordinated
Cu(II) species, with a solvent molecule bound to copper), or of two forms: the solvent coordinated copper anions and the five-coordinated

n2copper [XW CuO ] anions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.11 39

Keywords: Polyoxometalates; Heteropolyanions; Metal substituted polyoxotungstates; Copper; Tungstophosphate; Tungstoborate; EPR

(m14)21. Introduction the lacunary [XW O ] ligands, namely elongated11 39

tetragonal (pseudo-octahedral, with an additional ligand),
Recently, there has been some interest in transition square planar and square pyramidal [8]. The status of

metal substituted Keggin type heteropolyanions a- copper in the substituted Keggin heteropolyanions is not
n2[XW M(L)O ] , (where X5B, Si or P; M5transition yet completely understood. Jahn-Teller distorted octahedral11 39

metal and L5monodentate ligand), in view of their [9,10] and square planar [7] geometries have been re-
potential use as oxidative homogeneous catalysts [1–5]. ported, but the coordination geometry of Cu(II) in the
These polyoxometalates resemble the corresponding parent polyoxometalate may be dependent upon the medium in

m2Keggin anions, a-[XW O ] , having a related structure which it is studied. For instance, recently it has been12 40

in which a W5O moiety is substituted by a M(L) group. shown that copper exists in a distorted octahedral geometry
These also may be described as complexes of the lacunary in solid K [SiW Cu(H O)O ].nH O [11], but this anion6 11 2 39 2

(m14)2 62anions a-[XW O ] , which are potential penta- is quickly dehydrated to [SiW CuO ] in an aprotic11 39 11 39

dentate ligands [6]. (The prefix a- will be omitted sub- solvent like toluene [12].
sequently.) Generally, the environment of the substituent Electron paramagnetic resonance coupled with elec-
cation M in the metal substituted polyanions tronic spectroscopy may be used to obtain relevant in-

n2[XW M(L)O ] is considered to be near octahedral, but formation about the electronic / structural properties of11 39

examples with other geometries have been reported [6,7]. Cu(II) compounds. In this work we have used both
52In particular, the extra ligand L may be absent or the metal techniques to characterise the anions [PW Cu(L)O ]11 39

72M may bind only to four oxygen atoms of the lacunary and [BW Cu(L)O ] (with potassium and tetrabutylam-11 39

anion, in a square planar geometry. monium cations) in different media. We have found that, in
Copper(II) is known to form complexes with a large the solid state, Cu(II) is pentacoordinated in the TBA

variety of stereochemistries that can be accommodated by compounds (L is absent) and hexacoordinated, with an
elongated tetragonal geometry, in potassium compounds

* (L5H O). In aqueous solution, six-coordinated copper isCorresponding author. Tel.: 1351-34-370-200 or 1351-34-370734; 2

fax: 1351-34-370084; e-mail: ana @dq.ua.pt the only form found for the potassium salts, whereas for

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00410-0
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the TBA salts, in nonaqueous solvents, we can observe Spin Hamiltonians. The values of g , and g (or g ) andx y '

either the presence of only one form (the hexacoordinated uA u, and uA u (or uA u) are less accurate because of thex y '

species, with a solvent molecule bound to copper), or of presence of overshoot lines and their dependence on the
two forms simultaneously: the solvent coordinated copper applied line widths (line widths in the range 10 to 50

n2anions and the five-coordinated copper [XW CuO ] gauss).11 39

anions. Electronic absorption spectra (visible and near infrared)
were recorded on a Hitachi U-2000 spectrophotometer,

23 23using solutions approximately 5310 mol dm . Diffuse
2. Experimental reflectance spectra were registered on a Shimadzu 3100

spectrophotometer, using MgO as reference.
All reagents were used as received. The solids Infrared absorption spectra were recorded on a Mattson

K [PW Cu(H O)O ].10H O (KPW Cu), and 7000 FTIR spectrometer, using KBr pellets. Powder X-ray5 11 2 39 2 11

K [BW Cu(H O)O ].12H O (KBW Cu) were prepared diffraction patterns were measured on a RigakuD/Max III7 11 2 39 2 11

by published procedures [9] and characterised by elemental instrument, using Cu K radiation, in the range 2u53–508.a

and thermal analysis, infrared absorption spectroscopy and
powder X-ray diffraction. Pro-analysi (Merck) solvents
(dimethylsulphoxide, N,N-dimethylformamide and acetoni- 3. Results and discussion
trile) were used in solution studies.

(TBA) H[PW CuO ] (TBAPW Cu) was prepared by 3.1. Cu(II) environment in the solid compounds4 11 39 11

cation methathesis in aqueous solution: to a solution of
K [PW Cu(H O)O ].nH O [9] at 708C, an excess of Powder EPR spectra of all compounds (KPW Cu,5 11 2 39 2 11

(TBA)Br was slowly added. After filtration, the precipitate KBW Cu, TBAPW Cu and TBABW Cu) at room tem-11 11 11

was washed with water and absolute ethanol. Anal.(%): perature are similar: they exhibit non overlapping well-
Found: W, 54.6; P, 0.8; Cu, 1.6; total decomposition loss, resolved g regions and reveal hyperfine couplings with

63 6527.6. Calcd.: W, 54.5; P, 0.8; Cu, 1.7; total decomposition copper ( Cu/ Cu, I53/2) in the region of low magnetic
21loss, 27.2. IR (cm ): 1101 (s), 1067(s), 960 (vs), 884 (s), field. For all compounds the spectra at 77 K are virtually

813 (vs), 739 (s), 700(s), 596(w). identical to those at room temperature (Fig. 1). EPR data
(TBA) H [BW CuO ].4H O (TBABW Cu) was pre- are presented in Table 1.4 3 11 39 2 11

pared as follows: an aqueous solution of the anion EPR spectra of the potassium salt of PW Cu show g11
72[BW Cu(H O)O ] was prepared by mixing H BO , and A values (Table 1) similar to those of the related11 2 39 3 3

Na WO .2H O (pH adjusted to 6.3) and CuSO .5H O [9]. silicon compound, K [SiW Cu(H O)O ].nH O [11], and2 4 2 4 2 6 11 2 39 2

An aqueous solution of (TBA)Br was then added drop- to those of Cu(II) in oxidic solids [13], and this similarity
wise, with stirring, at 80–858C. The solid formed was can be extended to support the same orientation scheme for
collected and washed with water. Anal.(%): Found: W, the tensor axes of KPW Cu: g 5g , g 5g , g 5g or11 1 z 2 x 3 y

52.3; Cu, 1.5; hydration H O, 1.8; total decomposition g 5g , g 51/2( g 1g ), where g and g refer to the2 i 1 ' 2 3 1 3

loss, 29.5. Calculated: W, 53.7; Cu, 1.7; hydration H O, lowest and highest magnetic field g values, respectively2
211.9; total decomposition loss, 29.2. IR (cm ): 948 (vs), (obviously, A 5A , A 5A , A 5A or A 5A ; A 51/1 z 2 x 3 y i 1 '

898 (s), 827 (vs), 530 (w). The preparation of this 2(A 1A )). In this context, the observation that g .g , g2 3 z x y

compound could also be performed by cation methathesis for KPW Cu implies a B (3d ) ground state for this2 211 1g x 2y

from the corresponding potassium salt, albeit with lower compound [8], and an O -tetragonally elongated geometryh

yields. for Cu(II) in the matrix, as observed for the other
72(TBA) H [BW CuO ].4H O and (TBA) H- compounds cited above. Thus, the [PW O ] anion acts4 3 11 39 2 4 11 39

[PW CuO ] were found to be iso-structural by powder as a pentadentate ligand, possibly with a long Cu–OPO11 39 3
1 1X-ray diffraction. The absence of Na or K in the bond, and the sixth coordinative position around copper is

compounds was confirmed by ICP analysis. occupied by a water molecule.
Powder and solution EPR spectra were recorded with a The boron compound, KBW Cu, exhibits EPR spectra11

Bruker ESP 300E spectrometer at 298 and 77 K. The with lower g, higher uA u and lower uA u values than thosei '

spectra were calibrated with diphenylpicrylhydrazyl (dpph; of the corresponding phosphorus compound (Table 1); the
g52.0037), and the magnetic field was calibrated by the same oxidic environment is proposed for this compound,
use of Mn(II) in MgO. Typical experimental conditions as explained below (see Section 3.4).
used: microwave frequency 9.53 GHz; modulation fre- The TBA salts show a different pattern for the g and A
quency 100 kHz; modulation amplitude 0.1–0.5 mT; values: the g values are lower and the uA u or uA u valuesi z

microwave power 5 mW and 15 mW for powder and are higher, and the uA u or uA u are lower than those of' x,y

solution samples, respectively. The reported EPR parame- the related potassium salts. The EPR parameters are in the
ters were obtained by simulation using the programme Win range observed for other Cu(II) compounds with a O -5

EPR Simfonia (Bruker) and assuming rhombic or axial coordinated environment (square pyramid) which is char-
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compounds to the respective lacunary anions as a result of
the decrease in symmetry [15]. Coordination of metal ions
to the lacunary anions affects the value of this splitting,
Dn(P–O); this quantity has been taken as an indirect
measure of the extent of the interaction of metal ions with
the central PO group [10]. When the metal in the lacuna is4

too large to be five-coordinated to the PO moiety, the4

value Dn(P–O) is expected to be of the same magnitude to
that observed for the correspondent lacunary anion [15], as

52has been observed for [PW O Sn] salts [16] and11 39

others. For the lacunary anion in the compound
21(TBA) H [PW O ] [17,18], this splitting is 53 cm .4 3 11 39

The spectrum of TBAPW Cu shows a decrease in this11
21splitting (Dn(P–O)534 cm ), what suggests that the

copper atom is coordinated to the central PO group.4

The corresponding boron compound, TBABW Cu,11

exhibits an infrared spectrum that is not very informative
about the environment of the Cu(II), as the n(B–O)
features are superimposed on the W–O stretching vi-
brations; however the same O coordination sphere is5

proposed for Cu(II) in this TBA salt (see below Section
3.4).

Further evidence for five-coordination of Cu(II) in TBA
salts of PW Cu and BW Cu ligands is provided by11 11

electronic spectroscopy. Electronic data for these polyox-Fig. 1. EPR spectra of powder samples at room temperature of (A)
ometalate clusters are presented in Table 1.K [PW Cu(H O)O ].10H O; (B) (TBA) H[PW CuO ]; (C)5 11 2 39 2 4 11 39

K [BW Cu(H O)O ].12H O and (D) (TBA) H [BW CuO ].4H O. The reflectance spectrum of KPW Cu shows a broad7 11 2 39 2 4 3 11 39 2 11

band tailoring into the near infrared region, with band
maximum at about 870 nm [9], characteristic of Cu(II)

acterised by g 52.33–2.34, g 5|2.07, uA u5|140 G and ions in a O -tetragonally distorted hexacoordinated geome-i ' i 6

try, that is assigned to the three unresolved d–d transitionsuA u5|18 G [14], and consequently an O coordination' 5

sphere with a square pyramidal geometry is proposed for from the four low-lying d orbitals to the 3d orbital2 2x 2y

both TBA salts. [19]. In the related TBA salt, the maximum of this band
Infrared spectroscopic data for tungstophosphate com- has been shifted by about 150 nm to a lower wavelength.

pounds, namely the analysis of P–O stretching vibrations, A shift of the same magnitude (870→710 nm) has been
62can be used to obtain further insights into the coordination reported to occur when the [SiW Cu(H O)O ] anion11 2 39

mode of the lacunary anion. The P–O stretching vibration was transferred from aqueous solutions to an aprotic
is split in two when we change from the parent Keggin solvent, toluene, where it is immediately dehydrated,

Table 1
aEPR parameters and electronic spectroscopy data for solid compounds

b b b c c cCompound g g g uA u uA u uA u l /nmz x y z x y max

dK [PW Cu(H O)O ].10H O 2.426 2.095 2.080 80 30 20 8705 11 2 39 2

Room temperature
(TBA) H[PW CuO ]4 11 39

Room temperature 2.345 2.069 2.069 124 5 5 718
T577 K 2.337 2.065 2.065 131 6 6
K [BW Cu(H O)O ].12H O 2.388 2.085 2.085 90 10 10 7697 11 2 39 2

Room temperature
(TBA) H [BW CuO ].4H O4 3 11 39 2

Room temperature 2.328 2.067 2.065 135 8 8 798
T577K 2.319 2.061 2.058 143 5 5
a The A values are expressed in Gauss. The values, g , g (or g ) and uA u, uA u (or uA u) are less accurate because of the presence of overshoot lines andx y ' x y '

their dependence on the applied line widths.
b When the symmetry is axial, g 5g and g 5g 5g .z i x y '
c When the symmetry is axial, uA u5uA u and uA u5uA u5uA u.z i x y '
d From Ref. [8].
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62forming [SiW CuO ] , in which the copper ion is five 3.3. Cu(II) environment in coordinating organic solvents11 39

coordinate [12].
1The diffuse reflectance spectra of the BW Cu salts No spectroscopic studies could be performed for the K11

(Table 1) show, again, one broad band, with band maxima salts in organic solutions as these compounds are insoluble
at 769 and 798 nm for the potassium and TBA salts, in the organic solvents used. Frozen solution EPR spectra
respectively. The band maxima do not follow the trend of TBAPW Cu and TBABW Cu in the organic solvents11 11

described above for the PW Cu salts. However, deconvo- may resemble those observed for the respective powder11

lution of the spectra reveals that (i) the band envelope is samples, albeit with different g and A values (Table 2).
due to three bands and (ii) the maximum in the band Upon solubilisation of TBAPW Cu in dmso and dmf, the11

envelope is associated with different transitions. In the EPR parameters change to values very similar to those of
potassium salt the maximum is associated with the higher the corresponding potassium salt in powder and in aqueous
energy transition (l 5769 nm), and the corresponding solution (Fig. 2A–I). These results imply an O coordina-max 6

band in the TBA salt appears at l|685 nm, not at the tion environment for Cu(II); in these solvents the polyan-
maximum of the band envelope (l 5798 nm). Therefore ion acts as a pentadentate ligand and the sixth coordinationmax

the same conclusions regarding the change from an O to site is occupied by a solvent molecule, as has been6

O coordination sphere on going from the potassium to the observed for other similar cases [20].5

TBA salt can be proposed as for the related phosphorus The EPR spectrum of frozen TBABW Cu in dmso11

compounds. (Fig. 2B–I) shows EPR parameters similar to those of the
corresponding potassium salt in the solid and in aqueous

3.2. Cu(II) environment in aqueous solution solution, thus paralleling the behaviour of the related
phosphorus compound. However, in dmf the EPR spec-

Frozen solution EPR spectra of KPW Cu and of trum (Fig. 2B–II) shows two overlapping signals with11

KBW Cu are similar to those of the respective powder different g and A patterns: one with EPR parameters11

samples and their EPR parameters are summarised in similar to those of the compound in the solid state (species
Table 2. The similarity between their powder EPR spectra B, see Table 2), and the other with parameters similar to
with those in aqueous solution suggests the same O - those of the related potassium salt both in the solid and inh

tetragonally distorted hexacoordinated geometry for the aqueous solution (species A). These observations indicate
Cu(II) in the anion in aqueous solution. This result is also the presence in solution of both the five-coordinated
corroborated by the observation that the maxima of the species and of anions with a solvent molecule axially
electronic bands in aqueous solution (Table 2) are close to coordinated.
those in the reflectance spectra. No electronic and EPR The EPR spectra of both substituted Keggin anions in
spectra were obtained for the TBA salts in aqueous CH CN also exhibit two overlapping signals with different3

solution, since these compounds are insoluble in this g and A patterns (Fig. 2A–II), as observed for the
medium. TBABW Cu in dmf solution; for the TBABW Cu only11 11

Table 2
aFrozen solution EPR parameters and electronic spectroscopic data

b c c c d d d eCompound Solvent g g g uA u uA u uA u l /nmz x y z x y max

gK [PW Cu(H O)O ].10H O Water 2.431 2.092 2.092 85 23 23 8775 11 2 39 2

(TBA) H[PW CuO ] dmso 2.435 2.105 2.092 84 28 28 8614 11 39

(TBA) H[PW CuO ] dmf 2.431 2.095 2.085 86 24 24 8394 11 39
f(TBA) H[PW CuO ] CH CN (A) 2.413 2.095 2.080 92 20 20 7824 11 39 3

(B) 2.350 2.070 2.065 124 6 6
gK [BW Cu(H O)O ].12H O Water 2.366 2.075 2.075 114 12 12 7817 11 2 39 2

(TBA) H [BW CuO ].4H O dmso 2.371 2.068 2.060 125 9 9 7894 3 11 39 2
f(TBA) H [BW CuO ].4H O dmf (A) 2.373 2.070 2.064 121 9 9 7104 3 11 39 2

(B) 2.332 2.078 2.063 135 5 5
f(TBA) H [BW CuO ].4H O CH CN (A) 2.372 2.065 2.062 125 10 9 7544 3 11 39 2 3

(B) traces
a The A values are expressed in Gauss. The values, g , g (or g ) and uA u, uA u (or uA u) are less accurate because of the presence of overshoot lines andx y ' x y '

their dependence on the applied line widths.
b dmf5N,N-dimethylformamide, dmso5dimethylsulphoxide.
c When the symmetry is axial g 5g and g 5g 5g .z i x y '
d When the symmetry is axial, uA u5uA u and uA u5uA u5uA u.z i x y '
e Room temperature.
f Two species, referred to as A and B, are observed.
g From Ref. [8].
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Fig. 2. Frozen EPR spectra of: (A) (TBA) H[PW CuO ] in (I) dmso; (II) CH CN [(III) simulation of the EPR spectrum in CH CN] and (B) of4 11 39 3 3

(TBA) H [BW CuO ] in (I) dmso; (II) dmf [(III) simulation of the EPR spectrum in dmf].4 3 11 39

traces of one of the species are observed (Table 2). These more than one species in solution, as shown by the EPR
observations can, again, be taken as indicative, on the basis data.
of their g and A values, of the presence in solution of the
five-coordinated compound and of the solvent-coordinated 3.4. Copper(II) status in complexes of lacunary Keggin
species. No superhyperfine couplings due to the axially polyoxotungstates
coordinated nitrogen of the solvent molecules could be
detected in any of the g regions in the spectra of the A clear-cut distinction between five and six coordination

n2solvent coordinated species. of copper(II) in the Keggin anions [XW CuO ] , X5P11 39

Electronic spectra of TBAPW Cu in dmso and dmf and B, can be obtained by plotting uA u or uA u vs g or g11 i z i z

(Table 2) show one broad band for which the value of l for both compounds (Fig. 3a and b). Analysis of the datamax

has been shifted to longer wavelength (|150 nm and 120 for each anion allows the detection of two different A /g
nm, respectively) relative to that of the respective powder regions: (i) one defined by potassium salts (powder and
compound. Moreover, the band maxima in these solvents aqueous solution) and TBA salts in organic solvents
occur at a wavelength near that of the related potassium (spectra showing only one species) and (ii) the other
salt in solid and in aqueous solution. Once more, the defined by the solid TBA salts. When two species are
changes in electronic spectral data are consistent with a observed in organic solution, species A (see Table 2) is
change in copper environment, from five to six coordina- found in region (i) and species B in region (ii). This result
tion, upon solubilisation of the TBA salts. is interpreted as being due to two different coordination

For the TBABW Cu in dmso the band maximum also geometries for Cu(II): those in region (i) are hexacoordi-11

occurs at a wavelength near that of related potassium salt nated, with tetragonal distortion, and those in region (ii)
in solid and in aqueous solution. No comparison could be are square pyramidal. In both cases the lacunary anions act
made with the solid TBABW Cu, as the electronic band as a pentadentate ligand, and the hexacoordinated Cu(II)11

has a different shape. Also, no comparison could be made compounds have the sixth position occupied by a water or
in the other solvents as their electronic spectra are due to an organic solvent molecule.
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n2 n2Fig. 3. Plot of uA u or uA u vs g or g for the [XW Cu(L)O ] anions Fig. 4. Plot of l vs g or g for the [XW Cu(L)O ] anions: (a) X5Pi z i z 11 39 i z 11 39

(values at 77 K, except for solid salts): (a) X5P and (b) X5B. (When two and (b) X5B. (l value for TBABW Cu was obtained by deconvolution11

species are observed they are labelled A and B, see Table 2). of the experimental spectrum, see text).

Analysis of EPR data for PW Cu and BW Cu shows includes the potassium salts and the solvent coordinated11 11

that the latter polytungstates exhibit lower g and higher TBA salts. The increase in the d–d energy transition from
uA u or uA u. Recalling that a transition from octahedral to a region (i) to region(ii) is also consistent with the change ini z

square planar geometry causes a decrease in g and an coordination number of the Cu(II) ion.i

increase in uA u, we can deduce therefore that the Cu–O A comparison between data for both anions shows thati

bond in Cu–OBO moiety must be longer and weaker than the boron derivatives (potassium and TBA salts) have3

in the related phosphorus anion. The oxygen of the –OBO higher energy d–d transitions than the phosphorus com-3

moiety acts as a weaker donor atom when compared with pounds, which suggests that for compounds with the same
the related atom in the phosphate group. This can be geometry around copper, those of boron must have longer
attributed to the higher polarising power of the boron atom axial bonds, a consequence of the high polarising power of
that produces more covalent O–XO bonds and conse- boron, as proposed above. In the same context, the fact that3

62quently, lowers the s donor properties of the oxygen the values for [SiW Cu(H O)O ] fall in the region of11 2 39

atoms. those of the phosphorous polyoxometalates with O hexa-6

Similar information regarding the electronic and struc- coordinated Cu(II) may be attributed to the size and charge
tural properties of Cu(II) in lacunary Keggin polytung- properties of silicon that are more similar to those of
states can also be extracted from the plot of l vs g or g , phosphorus atoms.i z

where l is the wavelength of the electronic band. Data for
the two anions XW Cu are plotted in Fig. 4a (X5P) and11

in Fig. 4b (X5B); in the former plot, published values for 4. Conclusions
62the anion [SiW Cu(H O)O ] are also represented11 2 39

[9,11]. The coordination environment of copper(II) in unde-
Two regions are clearly detected: (i) one that corre- catungstophosphocuprato(II) and undecatungstoborocup-

sponds to the anions with an O hexacoordinated geometry rato(II) was found to depend upon the countercation in6

for Cu(II) and (ii) another that is due to the species with solids: the potassium salts have copper in a hexacoordi-
Cu(II) in a square pyramidal coordination. Region (i) nated geometry, whereas in the TBA salts the metal is in a
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Abstract

The compounds PbhSe CN(C H ) j and PbhSe CN(CH )(C H )j were synthesised and characterised. The X-ray crystal structure2 2 5 2 2 2 3 6 13 2

of PbhSe CN(C H ) j is reported. The use of these compounds as single-molecule precursors to produce PbSe by thermolysis in2 2 5 2 2

tri-n-octylphosphine oxide was investigated. The optical and morphological properties of the PbSe particulates were analysed; strong
quantum confinement effects were observed in the optical spectra of nanodispersed PbSe in organic solvents.  1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Lead selenide; Nanocrystals; Metal diselenocarbamate complexes

1. Introduction However, PbSe is a semiconductor that has several appli-
cations, such as in infrared detection devices [15] and in

The last decade has seen considerable interest in the which interesting non-linear optical properties are ex-
synthesis and properties of materials having dimensions of pected, due to the strong quantum confinement observed
the order of nanometers, ca. 2–20 nm diameter, often for PbSe nanocrystals.
so-called quantum dots [1–5]. There are many reports on
the preparation of isolated materials that should ideally be
monodispersed, pure, crystalline and be suitable for surface 2. Experimental
derivatization. Reports on the preparation of metal selenide
nanocrystals have concentrated on cadmium selenide and Pb(NO ) , ethanol (99.7–100%) and dichloromethane3 2
zinc selenide [6–12]. We have been interested in the were supplied by BDH. The compounds NaSe CNMeHx2
synthesis of high quality nanocrystals using single mole- (Me, methyl; Hx, hexyl) and Zn(Se CNEt ) (Et, ethyl)2 2 2
cule precursors [11–14]. This approach provides both were prepared by insertion of CSe into the secondary2
elements within a single molecule, which allows the amine in the presence of the metal hydroxide, as described
preparation of semiconductor nanocrystals in a one-step previously [16]. The salt NaSe CNMeHx was unstable and2
process by the thermal decomposition of the molecular was used immediately after the preparation. All other
precursor in a convenient dispersing medium such as chemicals were supplied by Aldrich and were used as
tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO). received.

In this paper, we report the preparation of PbSe
nanocrystals using diselenocarbamate complexes as molec- 2.1. Synthesis of lead (II) diselenocarbamate complexes
ular precursors, together with the first X-ray single crystal
structure of a lead diselenocarbamate complex, dieth-

2.1.1. Pb(Se CNEt )2 2 2yldiselenocarbamatolead(II), PbhSe CN(C H ) j . The2 2 5 2 2 The complex Zn(Se CNEt ) (0.9 mmol, 0.5 g) was2 2 2synthesis of lead selenide materials has received con-
dissolved in 50 ml of CH Cl and to this solution was2 2siderably less attention than that of the sulphide [4,14].
added 20 ml of aqueous Pb(NO ) (1.8 mmol, 0.6 g). The3 2

two phases that formed were shaken vigorously using a
*Corresponding author. E-mail: ttrindade@dq.ua.pt separating funnel. The organic phase was collected after

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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the mixture was left standing on a bench for 30 min; the brown mixture was allowed to cool down to 708C and an
aqueous phase was discarded. The above procedure was excess of MeOH was added. The solid was then isolated
repeated twice, using the organic phase collected for each by centrifugation, redispersed in toluene and then repre-
step. Finally, the organic phase was washed, first with 20 cipitated and washed with MeOH. The formation of
ml and then with 50 ml of distilled water. The mixture was nanocrystallites was monitored by recording the optical
kept standing overnight, after which, the organic phase was absorption spectra of aliquots (2 ml) collected with a
collected and kept in the refrigerator. The yellow crystals syringe from the reactant solution, addition of an excess of
formed were collected by filtration, washed with toluene MeOH, centrifugation and redispersion in toluene. Toluene
and dried under reduced pressure (yield, 69%). could be replaced by other solvents such as n-hexane or

1H NMR: d 1.38 (3H, t, CH CH ), d 3.86 (2H, q, pyridine.2 3]13CH CH ); C NMR: d 12.06 (CH CH ), d 50.472 3 2 3] ]
(CH CH ), d 190.60 (Se CN); IR and Raman wave num- 2.2.1. Crystallography2 3 2] ]21 Intensity data were collected on an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4bers cm (major bands, Raman bands in italic and

diffractometer operating in the v /2u scan mode, withtentative assignments): 1485, 1495 n(C–N); 843, 849
graphite–monochromated MoK radiation. The unit-celln(C–Se); 311, 310 n(Pb–Se); melting point, 2278C, (de- a

parameters were determined by least-squares refinementscomp.); microanalysis results with theoretical values in
on positions of 25 automatically centred reflections withparentheses C: 17.4 (17.4); H: 2.8 (2.9); N: 4.1 (4.1).
108#u #148. The structures were solved by the direct
method using the SHELX program package [17] and refined2.1.2. Pb(Se CNMeHx) 22 2 anisotropically on F by full-matrix least-squares pro-

An aqueous solution of Pb(NO ) (3 mmol, 1 g) was3 2 cedures using the SHELXL-93 package [18].
treated with an excess of aqueous Na(Se CNMeHx). The2

yellow solid that was formed was isolated by filtration,
2.2.2. Spectroscopic measurements

washed with distilled water and dried in an oven at 608C. 1 13 1H NMR and C-h HjNMR spectra were recorded on a
The solid was then dissolved in 10 ml of toluene and the

¨JEOL ESX 270 or on a Bruker WM-250 FT using
solution obtained was filtered under reduced pressure. The

CDCl 1TMS (tetramethylsilane) as solvent. Infrared spec-3solvent was then evaporated at room temperature and a
tra were recorded on a Matson instrument using KBr disks.

yellow solid was obtained [yield, 31.6%; calculated in
Raman spectra were measured as powders on a Perkin-

relation to Pb(NO ) ]. Attempts to recrystallise the com-3 2 Elmer 1760X FT–IR instrument fitted with a 1700X NIR
pound Pb(Se CNMeHx) were not successful and a gum2 2 FT–Raman accessory (Spectron Nd:YAG laser, 1064 nm
was always obtained.

excitation). Electronic spectra were recorded on a Jasco1H NMR: d 0.89 (3H, t, (CH ) CH ), d 1.32 (6H, m,2 5 3] V-560 UV/Vis Spectrophotometer. X-Ray diffraction was
(CH ) (CH ) CH ), d 1.80 (2H, m,2 2 2 3 3] performed on a Philips X’Pert with Cu–K radiationa(CH CH (CH ) CH ), d 3.37 (3H, s, CH ), d 3.81 (2H, t,2 2 2 3 3 3 ˚] ] (l51.54178 A) at 40 kV/50 mA.13CH (CH ) CH ); C NMR: d 14.03 ((CH ) CH ),2 2 4 3 2 5 3] ]
d 22.56 ((CH ) CH CH ), d 26.44 ((CH ) CH CH CH ),2 4 2 3 2 3 2 2 3] ] 2.2.3. Electron microscopy and electron diffraction
d 26.66 ((CH ) CH (CH ) CH ), d 31.442 2 2 2 2 3] HRTEM (high-resolution transmission electron micro-
(CH CH (CH ) CH ), d 44.06 (CH ), d 58.702 2 2 3 3 3] ] scopic) images and transmission electron diffraction pat-
CH (CH ) CH ), d 192.15 (Se CN); IR wave numbers2 2 4 3 2] ] terns were obtained using a Hitachi H-9000 transmission21cm (major bands and tentative assignments): 1493, n(C– electron microscope operating at 300 kV. Samples were
N); 870, n(C–Se); 349, n(Pb–Se); melting point, 1258C prepared by placing an aliquot of a toluene solution
(decomp.); microanalysis results with theoretical values in containing PbSe nanocrystallites onto a carbon-coated
parentheses C: 26.2 (24.8); H: 3.8 (4.2); N: 3.6 (3.6). copper grid and then allowing the solvent to evaporate at

Microanalysis was carried in the Microanalytical Lab- room temperature. The size of the particles was measured
oratories at Imperial College. directly on the HRTEM images. In order to index the

transmission electron diffraction patterns, the camera con-
2.2. Synthesis of PbSe nanocrystallites stant was determined using an aluminium standard.

The PbSe nanocrystallites were synthesised by injecting
solutions of the precursor in tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP) 3. Results and discussion
into TOPO (tri-n-octylphosphine oxide) at the required
temperature (e.g. 1808C) under an atmosphere of nitrogen. 3.1. X-ray single crystal structure of Pb(Se CNEt )2 2 2

In a typical preparation, Pb(Se CNMeHx) (0.15 mmol,2 2

0.12 g) was dissolved in 10 ml of TOP. This solution was Figs. 1 and 2 show the crystal structure of
carefully injected into 25 g of TOPO, while stirring at a Pb(Se CNEt ) and the molecular packing diagram for the2 2 2

temperature of 1808C. After heating (e.g. for 80 min), the same compound. The crystal data and structure refinement
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of PbhSe CN(C H ) j .2 2 5 2 2

data for Pb(Se CNEt ) are shown in Table 1. Selected2 2 2

bond angles and bond distances are given in Table 2. In the
molecule, the lead atom is coordinated to four selenium
atoms in a distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry, consid-
ering that a lone pair of electrons occupies an equatorial
position in the trigonal bipyramid. The valence-shell
electron-pair repulsion model is often used to explain the
coordination geometries in this type of lead complex, e.g.
(AsPh ) hPb[Se C (CN) ] j [19]. The reported bond an-4 2 2 2 2 2

gles and bond distances in these complexes are consistent

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement of PbhSe CN(C H ) j2 2 5 2 2

Empirical formula C H N PbSe10 20 2 4

Formula weight 691.31
Temperature 293(2) K

˚Wavelength 0.71069 A
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group Cc

˚Unit cell dimensions a516.892(9) A a5908
˚b512.051(6) A b5116.758

˚c59.402(7) A g5908
3˚Volume 1709.1(18) A

Z 4
3Density (calculated) 2.687 g/cm

21Absorption coefficient 18.374 mm
F(000) 1248
Crystal size 0.3030.2030.20 mm
u range for data collection 2.16 to 26.988

Index ranges 219#h#21, 0#k#15, 212#l#0
Reflections collected 1976
Independent reflections 1976 [R(int) 50.0000]

2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 1976/2 /166

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.049
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0459, wR 50.09711 2

R indices (all data) R 50.0856, wR 50.10761 2
23˚Largest difference peak and hole 1.263 and 21.397 e.A

Fig. 2. Molecular packing diagram of PbhSe CN(C H ) j .2 2 5 2 2
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for Pb(Se CNEt )2 2 2

Pb(1)–Se(3) 2.827(3) Se(3)–Pb(1)–Se(1) 97.48(10)
Pb(1)–Se(1) 2.849(3) Se(3)–Pb(1)–Se(4) 67.29(7)
Pb(1)–Se(4) 2.952(3) Se(1)–Pb(1)–Se(4) 92.96(8)
Pb(1)–Se(2) 3.013(3) Se(3)–Pb(1)–Se(2) 83.48(8)

Se(1)–Pb(1)–Se(2) 66.27(7)
Se(4)–Pb(1)–Se(2) 141.90(11)

with the presence of a stereochemically active electron
lone pair located on the lead atom. Table 2 shows that the
bond distances close to the lone-pair (axial position) are
longer than the more remote bonds (equatorial position)
due to electronic repulsion effects; moreover, the Se–Pb–
Se angle (1428) also deviated considerably from the 1808

found in a perfect trigonal bipyramid.

3.2. Synthesis and characterization of PbSe
nanocrystallites

The injection of a solution of Pb(Se CNEt ) in TOP2 2 2

into hot TOPO led to a material that was identified by
X-ray powder diffraction as a mixture of elemental
selenium and lead selenide. A similar result was reported
following the thermolysis of [Cd(Se CNEt ) ] in differ-2 2 2 2

ent dispersing media, in which elemental selenium and
CdSe mixtures were obtained as final products [13].
However, in this work, it was observed that the asymmet-
ric analogue, Pb(Se CNMeHx) , thermally decomposed2 2

into pure cubic-type lead selenide under the same ex-
perimental conditions that were used for Pb(Se CNEt ) .2 2 2

Table 3 shows the X-ray diffraction data for the non-
dispersible powder obtained after the decomposition of
Pb(Se CNMeHx) . Due to the smaller particle size, the2 2

nanodispersed material prepared from the same precursor
showed an X-ray diffraction pattern that had broadened

˚peaks at d (A) spacings 3.517 (111), 2.962 (200) and
2.171 (220). The transmission electron diffraction pattern
of a typical nanocrystalline sample showed rings that were
indexed to the d-spacings of cubic (rock-salt type) PbSe
(Fig. 3a). A ring-type pattern is expected for nanocrystal-
line PbSe; however, for essentially single crystalline PbSe,

Fig. 3. Transmission electron diffraction pattern (a) and transmissiona spot-like pattern was observed instead.
electron microscope image (bar5100 nm) (b) of PbSe nanocrystallites
prepared from thermolysis of PbhSe CN(C H )(C H )j .2 2 5 6 13 2Table 3

X-ray diffraction data of a powder prepared by thermal decomposition of
Pb(Se CNMeHx)2 2

a˚ ˚d (experimental) /A d (literature) /A (hkl) The optical absorption spectra of nanodispersed PbSe in
3.540 3.5360 111 toluene is shown in Fig. 4. The onset of optical absorption
3.064 3.0620 200 is clearly shifted to the visible when compared with
2.167 2.1650 220 macrocrystalline PbSe, which has a typical direct band gap
1.850 1.8460 311

of 0.29 eV (4275 nm) at room temperature. The observed1.768 1.7680 222
blue shift in Fig. 4 from the normal onset of absorption is a1.531 1.5310 400

1.408 1.4050 331 result of the three-dimensional confinement of the charge
1.371 1.3690 420 carriers in PbSe nanocrystals [1–6]. Similarly to PbS, lead
aJCPDS powder diffraction file No. 6-0354 (lead selenide). selenide has a large bulk exciton radius, and strong
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Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting
the deposition number 103198.
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Abstract

The reaction of 6-methyl-2-acetylpyridine 3-hexamethyleneiminylthiosemicarbazone, H6MAchexim, with potassium tetrachloro-
palladate(II) and tetrachloroplantinate(II) in methanol afforded the complexes [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl], respectively.
The X-ray crystal structure determination of both shows that anions of H6MAchexim coordinate in a planar conformation to the central
palladium(II) or platinum(II) via the pyridyl nitrogen, azomethine nitrogen and thiolato sulfur atoms. The complexes have also been

1characterized by spectroscopic techniques (IR, UV–VIS and H NMR).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: 6-methyl-2-acetylpyridine; Thiosemicarbazone; Hexamethyleneimine; Palladium; Platinum; Crystal structure

1. Introduction of the palladium(II) complexes of 2-formyl- and 2-
acetylpyridine 3-hexamethyleneiminylthiosemicarbazones,

Heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones are important because [Pd(Fohexim)Cl] and [Pd(Achexim)Cl], respectively [4].
of their potentially beneficial biological activity [1]. 3- Here we have structurally and spectrally characterized the
azacyclic thiosemicarbazones, including the 3-hexa- palladium(II) and platinum(II) complexes of 6-methyl-2-
methyleneiminylthiosemicarbazone, derived from various acetylpyridine 3-hexamethyleneiminylthiosemicarbazone,
heterocyclic and aromatic aldehydes and ketones have [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl], respective-
often proved to be among the most active against 60 tumor ly. The physical and spectral properties of the copper(II)
cell lines and in other tests administered by the National complex of H6MAchexim, [Cu(6MAchexim)Cl], have
Cancer Institute [2]. Recently, it has been shown that been reported previously [5].
6-methyl-2-acetylpyridine 3-hexamethyleneiminylthio-
semicarbazone, H6MAchexim, and its chlorocopper(II)
complex are potent cytotoxic agents in murine and tumor 2. Experimental
cell lines [3]. DNA synthesis appears to be the major target
of these compounds, and its reduction was achieved by Solvents were purified and dried according to standard
several biochemical mechanisms: inhibition of DNA poly- procedures. The spectroscopic instrumentation used was as
merase a which would reduce synthesis of new strands of follows: NMR spectra were obtained with a Varian Gemini
DNA; reduction of ribonucleoside reductase activity which 300 MHz spectrometer, UV–VIS spectra were acquired
lowers the levels of deoxyribose nucleosides and nucleo- with a Cary 5E spectrophotometer in 1 cm cells, and IR
tides in the nucleus for DNA synthesis; and reduction of de were recorded as nujol mulls between CsI plates with
novo purine synthesis at regulatary enzyme sites within the Nicolet 5SCX FT and Magna 850 spectrometers.
pathway which would reduce d[GMP] [3]. Thus, we have
initiated a study of the structures of various 3-azacyclic 2.1. Preparations
thiosemicarbazones and recently reported on the structures

H6MAchexim was prepared by refluxing an ethanolic
*Corresponding author. solution of a 2:1 excess of hexamethyleneimine (Aldrich)

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00412-4
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with 6-methyl-2-acetylpyridine S-methyldithiocarbazate crystal and intensity collection for [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl]
for ca. 6 h (until moistened lead nitrate paper indicated and [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] are given in Table 1.
evolution of methyl mercaptan had stopped). The solution
was filtered while still warm, the resulting yellow solid

1dried at 358C, and its H NMR recorded to confirm its
purity. 6-methyl-2-acetylpyridine S-methyldithiocarbazate 3. Results and discussion
was prepared by reacting 6-methyl-2-acetylpyridine with
S-methylhydrazide-carbodithioate as described previously 3.1. Crystal structures
[1]. [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] was prepared by refluxing
equimolar mixtures of H6MAchexim and K PtCl in Interatomic distances and bond angles are compiled in2 4

methanol for ca. 24 h and [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] was Tables 2 and 3, respectively, for [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and
prepared by stirring equimolar mixtures of K PdCl and [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl]. Perspective views of2 4

H6MAchexim in methanol for 2 days at room temperature. [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] are shown in
Approximately 70% yields were achieved for both com- Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The anionic 6MAchexim acts
plexes. as a tridentate ligand coordinating to the palladium(II) and

platinum(II) centers through the pyridyl nitrogen, N1, the
2.2. Crystal structure solution azomethine nitrogen, N2 and the thiolato sulfur atoms. The

metal–ligand bond distances for the two complexes are
Crystals of both complexes were grown by slow evapo- within an order of magnitude of their combined estimated

ration of dichloromethane and the selected crystals standard deviations except for the Pd–N1 (pyridyl nitro-
mounted on glass fibers for data collection. Summaries of gen), 2.134(3), and Pt–N1, 2.105(9). The thiosemicar-

Table 1
Crystallographic data and methods of data collection, solution and refinement for [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl]

Crystal data [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl]
Empirical formula C H N SClPd C H N SClPt15 21 4 15 21 4

Crystal color, habit Red, prism Red, prism
Crystal size (mm) 0.4030.2430.12 0.4030.2230.06
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /c P2 /c1 1

˚a (A) 7.284(1) 7.3360(10)
˚b (A) 20.676(1) 20.622(3)
˚c (A) 11.088(1) 11.074(2)

b (8) 100.661(7) 101.530(10)
3˚Volume (A ) 1641.1(2) 1641.4(5)

Z 4 4
Data collection
Diffractometer Siemens P4 Siemens P4

˚ ˚ ˚Radiation wavelength (A) MoKa (0.71073 A) MoKa (0.71073 A)
Temperature (K) 293 293
Monochrometer Highly oriented graphite crystal Highly oriented graphite crystal
2u range 3.0–50.08 7.0–45.08

Scan type v /2u v

Scan range (v) 0.908 in v 0.538

Index ranges 0#h#8 0#h#9
0#k#24 0#k#26
213#l#2 214#l#14

Reflections collected 3217 4067
Ind. reflec. (R ) 2892 (2.37%) 3782 (4.22%)int

Observed reflections 2464 [F.3.0s(F )] 2605 [F.4.0s(F )]
Absorption correction Face-indexed numerical Semi-empirical
Solution and refinement
Solution method Direct methods Direct methods
Goodness-of-fit 1.05 1.03
Data /parameter ratio 12.3:1 13.0:1

23˚Largest diff. peak (e A ) 0.64 2.14
23˚Largest diff. hole (e A ) 20.64 22.05

Largest and mean D /s 0.000, 0.000 0.000, 0.000
R 0.0305 0.0452
vR 0.0330 0.0507
Programs used SHELXTL SHELXTL PLUS
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Table 2
˚Bond distances (A) for [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl]

[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl]

Pd1–Cl1 2.319(1) Pt1–Cl1 2.322(3)
Pd1–S 2.240(1) Pt1–S1 2.244(3)
Pd1–N1 2.134(3) Pt1–N1 2.106(9)
Pd1–N2 1.961(3) Pt1–N2 1.962(8)
S–C8 1.769(4) S1–C8 1.782(10)
N1–C2 1.364(5) N1–C2 1.378(15)
N1–C6 1.345(5) N1–C6 1.358(15)

Fig. 2. Perspective view of [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl].C7–N2 1.305(5) C7–N2 1.287(15)
N2–N3 1.374(4) N2–N3 1.381(12)
N3–C8 1.324(5) N3–C8 1.327(15)
C8–N4 1.348(5) C8–N4 1.332(14)

rings are 9.3(1) and 8.8(2)8 for [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and
[Pt(6MAchexim)Cl], respectively. The thiosemicarbazone

Table 3 moiety and the metal atoms are also quite planar: N2–N3–
Bond angles (8) for [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] C8–S1–Pd deviates by 0.021 and N2–N3–C8–S1–Pt
[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] deviates by 0.024.

A comparison of bond distances for the thiosemicar-Cl1–Pd1–S1 88.4(1) Cl1–Pt1–S1 88.9(1)
Cl1–Pd1–N1 106.6(1) Cl1–Pt1–N1 105.5(3) bazone moiety of [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and
Cl1–Pd1–N2 172.8(1) Cl1–Pt1–N2 173.8(2) [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] with previously studied HAchexim [6]
S–Pd1–N1 164.9(1) S1–Pt1–N1 165.6(3) and its complexes [7,8], palladium(II) complexes with
S–Pd1–N2 84.7(1) S1–Pt1–N2 85.2(3)

other 2-acetylpyridine thiosemicarbazones [9–11], and aN1–Pd1–N2 80.3(1) N1–Pt1–N2 80.3(3)
copper(II) complex of 2-benzoylpyridine 3-hexa-Pd1–S1–C8 95.8(1) Pt1–S1–C8 95.7(4)

Pd1–N1–C2 108.7(2) Pt1–N1–C2 109.6(7) methyleneiminylthiosemicarbazone [12] is given in Table
Pd1–N1–C6 132.0(3) Pt1–N1–C6 132.7(8) 4. Fig. 3 shows representative metal complexes of the
C2–N1–C6 119.2(3) C2–N1–C6 117.6(10) different heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones included in
Pd1–N2–N3 123.2(2) Pt1–N2–N3 122.4(7)

Table 4. The C=N2 column of Table 4 shows thatPd1–N2–C7 118.1(3) Pt1–N2–C7 118.2(7)
coordination of a thiosemicarbazone’s azomethine nitrogenC7–N2–N3 118.6(3) C7–N2–N3 119.4(7)

N2–N3–C8 112.7(3) N2–N3–C8 113.7(9) does not result in a significant change in its C=N bond
N1–C2–C7 117.5(3) N1–C2–C7 115.8(10) distance. However, coordination of the thiolato sulfur does
N1–C2–C3 121.8(4) C2–C7–N2 115.7(9) produce significant changes: (1) an increase in the length
N2–C7–C15 122.5(3) N2–C7–C15 122.6(10)

of the C–S bond, which is formally a double bond in anS–C8–N3 123.5(3) S1–C8–N3 122.7(8)
uncoordinated thiosemicarbazone, but becomes a singleS–C8–N4 118.5(3) S1–C8–N4 118.5(9)

N3–C8–N4 118.1(3) N3–C8–N4 118.7(9) bond on coordination of anionic thiosemicarbazones; and
(2) a decrease in the length of the N3–C8, which is
formally a single bond in an uncoordinated thiosemicar-

bazone moieties’ bond distances also show little variation bazone, but is considered a double bond on coordination of
between the two complexes. anionic thiosemicarbazones. In contrast, the coordinated

The coordination spheres of [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and thiosemicarbazone bond distances are essentially indepen-
[Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] (i.e., N1–N2–S–Pd(Pt)–Cl) deviate dent of both the N(4)-substituent and the metal center.

˚from planarity by 0.013 and 0.012 A, respectively. The Since [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and [Pd(Achexim)Cl] [4] have
angles between these coordination planes and the pyridine essentially the same bond lengths in Table 4, the presence

of the 6-methyl group on the pyridine ring causes no
differences in the bonding of the thiosemicarbazone moie-
ty.

Table 5 lists the palladium(II)–donor bond distances for
palladium heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones having a
pyridyl nitrogen as the third donor atom. Although the
bulkiness of the hexim function would be expected to
affect the Pd–S bond distance, there is no significant
difference among the various thiosemicarbazones in this
bond or in the Pd–N2 (i.e., imine nitrogen) bond. How-
ever, [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl], due to the presence of the
methyl group on the 6-position on the pyridyl ring has a
significantly longer Pd–N1 bond than [Pd(Achexim)Cl]

Fig. 1. Perspective view of [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl]. [4]. Further, the Pt–N1 bond of [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] is the
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Table 4
˚Comparison of thiosemicarbazone moiety bond distances (A) for complexes of heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones

Compound C=N2 N2–N3 N3–C(S) C–S C(S)–N4 Ref.

HAchexim 1.29(1) 1.37(1) 1.36(2) 1.70(1) 1.36(1) [6]
[Pd(Ac4DH)Br] 1.301(4) 1.388(4) 1.325(4) 1.746(3) 1.339(4) [9]
[Pd(Ac4M)Cl] 1.307(5) 1.373(4) 1.316(5) 1.768(4) 1.336(5) [11]
[Cu(Achexim)Br] 1.275(9) 1.373(7) 1.301(9) 1.759(6) 1.377(11) [11]
[Cu(Bzhexim)Cl] 1.295(10) 1.358(9) 1.336(10) 1.750(9) 1.342(10) [12]
[Ni(Achexim)Br] 1.33(1) 1.37(1) 1.33(1) [8]
[Pd(Fohexim)Cl] 1.292(4) 1.361(3) 1.335(4) 1.765(3) 1.336(4) [4]
[Pd(Achexim)Cl] 1.303(5) 1.372(5) 1.326(6) 1.765(5) 1.345(5) [4]
[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] 1.305(5) 1.374(4) 1.324(5) 1.769(4) 1.348(5) This work
[Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] 1.287(15) 1.381(12) 1.327(15) 1.782(10) 1.332(14) This work

second longest metal–pyridyl nitrogen bond after
[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] in Table 5. The Pd–Cl bond of
[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] is also longer than found for
[Pd(Achexim)Cl] [4], which is probably due to the pres-
ence of the methyl group in the 6-position of the pyridyl
ring since the chloro ligand is cis to the pyridyl nitrogen.
However, the Pd–S bonds are shorter in the present
complex and there is no difference in the Pd–N
(azomethine) bond distances between [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl]
and [Pd(Achexim)Cl] [4].

Because the Pd–N1 bond of [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] is
considerably longer than the same bond of [Pd(Achex-
im)Cl] [4], angles involving N1 and the Pt center are
expected to be different. The N1–Pd–N2 bond angle is
essentially the same for [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl], 80.3(1)8, and
[Pd(Achexim)Cl], 80.25(15)8. However, the N1–Pd–Cl
bond angles are very different: [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl],
106.6(1)8, and [Pd(Achexim)Cl], 97.54(10)8, showing the
significance of the 6-methyl-substituent in the former. The
other angles involving the coordinated chlorine, N2–Pd–
Cl and S–Pd–Cl, are also affected. For
[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] N2–Pd–Cl and S–Pd–Cl are
172.8(1)8 and 88.4(1)8, respectively, but for [Pd(Achex-
im)Cl] the analogous angles are 176.13(11)8 and 96.80(5)8,
respectively [4]. As indicated earlier, the bond distances

Fig. 3. Representation of metal complexes of heterocyclic thiosemicar- and angles for [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] are similar to those of
bazones.

[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl]; therefore, the above three angles of

Table 5
˚A comparison of palladium–donor atom bond lengths (A) for heterocyclic thiosemicarbazone palladium complexes

Compound Pd–S Pd–N(1) Pd–N(2) Pd–Cl Ref.

[Pd(Ac4DH)Br] 2.245(1) 2.053(3) 1.971(3) [9]
[Pd(Ac4M)Cl] 2.256(1) 2.057(3) 1.952(3) [11]
[Pd(Ac4DM)Br] 2.245(4) 2.073(11) 1.94(9) [10]
[Pd(Ac4DM) ] 2.258(3) 2.088(10) 1.984(10) [10]2

2.314(4)
[Pd(Fohexim)Cl] 2.2620(10) 2.070(3) 1.951(2) 2.2984(9) [4]
[Pd(Achexim)Cl] 2.2539(14) 2.054(4) 1.959(3) 2.3037(12) [4]
[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] 2.240(1) 2.134(3) 1.961(3) 2.319(1) This work
[Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] 2.244(3) 2.106(9) 1.962(8) 2.322(3) This work
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the coordination sphere of Pt also show the effect of the
6-methyl-substituent.

3.2. Spectral studies

Relevant spectral information for [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl]
and [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl], as well as previously studied
H6MAchexim [5] and HAchexim [4] are shown in Table

16. In the H NMR spectra of H6MAchexim and HAchexim
the signal(s) further downfield are assignable to N3H,
which disappears on coordination. H6MAchexim (Fig. 4)
exists as the hydrogen bonded Z form and as a bifurcated
hydrogen bonded form, in which the N3H is actually

Fig. 4. Z and E9 forms of H6MAchexim.
shifted to the azomethine nitrogen, N2, creating formal

1charges on N2 and the thiol sulfur. Although the H NMR
of HAchexim shows an mixture of the bifurcated tautomer, metal ions [e.g., Co(III)] shift this resonance downfield
the hydrogen bonded Z isomer, and the E isomer, a [10]. The downfield shift of the pyridyl ring’s C6–CH3

diffraction quality crystal of the bifurcated tautomer was resonance on complexation is consistent with donation of
recently produced and solved [6]. Thus, it is likely that electron density by the pyridyl nitrogen. The platinum(II)
H6MAchexim would give a crystal of the tautomer, as center, consistent with the shorter Pt–N(py) bond, causes
well, since it has a greater percentage of this form in the larger shift of the pyridyl ring’s C6–CH resonance,3

solution than HAchexim. which is likely due to the Pt’s greater ability to back
C4H of the pyridyl ring is easily identified in the spectra p-bond with its longer d orbitals.

of [Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] and [Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] as a The important infrared spectral bands are listed in Table
triplet at d57.704 and 7.712, respectively; C3H and C5H 6. n(C=N) of the uncomplexed H6MAchexim is assigned

21appear as doublets. The 6-methyl group of the pyridyl ring at 1592 cm and shifts to lower energy in the spectra of
21and the acetyl methyl group both undergo shifts in the the complexes (1549, 1556 cm ) indicating coordination

spectra of the complexes from their positions in of the azomethine nitrogen. A band appears in the spectra
21H6MAchexim. The acetyl methyl group shifts upfield, of the complexes at about 1600 cm which we assign to

presumably due to significant back p-bonding from the n(N3–C), which formally becomes a double bond on
palladium(II) and platinum(II) centers. Previous studies of formation of the coordinated anion. The metal–nitrogen

21metal complexes of acetylpyridine N(4)-substituted bands n(MN) are assigned in the 434–457 cm range for
thiosemicarbazones have shown that divalent metal ions the azomethine nitrogen in the spectra of the complexes.

21[e.g., Ni(II), Pd(II)] cause this upfield shift while trivalent Metal–sulfur bands appear in the 327–331 cm range.

Table 6
1Selected H NMR, IR and UV–VIS spectral data for 6-methyl-2-acetylpyridine 3-hexamethyleneiminylthiosemicarbazone and its metal complexes

Compound Solvent N3H (CH )C7 CH C6 Ref.3 3

H6MAchexim CDCl 15.104 2.464(50%) 2.464 [5]3

14.852 2.371(50%) 2.402
[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] CDCl 2.296 2.9163

[Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] CDCl 2.246 2.9763

HAchexim CDCl 2.58(34%) [13]3

2.49(45%)
2.37(21%)

n(C=N) n(CS) d(py) n(MN2) n(MS) n(MCl) n(MN1)

H6MAchexim 1592s 800s 600w
[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] 1556m 732w 630w 434m 331s 324sh 242s
[Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] 1549m 724w 632w 457m 327s 316sh 316sh

Intraligand Charge transfer and d–d
aH6MAchexim 34 140sh 29 640(4.09)

24 530(4.03)
[Pd(6MAchexim)Cl] 34 350sh 31 870(4.05) 25 470(4.18), 23 50sh

26 920(4.19) 21 380(4.05)
[Pt(6MAchexim)Cl] 34 620sh, 31 280(4.08) 25 240(4.26), 23 920(4.36)

26 470sh 20 290(3.15)
a Log of the molar absorptivity.
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Abstract

1,5-Diaza-3,7-diphosphacyclooctanes form 1:1 complexes with the metal fragments Mo(CO) and PdCl . Two of these products along4 2

with a parent heterocycle have been structurally characterized. The [P(Ph)CH N(2-pyridyl)CH ] ring is found in a crown conformation2 2 2

while its cis-Mo(CO) complex adopts a chair–boat ligand conformation. On the other hand, the cis-PdCl complex of4 2

[P(Ph)CH N(Bz)CH ] is found to retain a highly flattened crown ligand conformation. Unlike the related eight-membered heterocycle2 2 2

1,3,5,7-tetraoxa-2,4,6,8-tetraphosphacyclooctane which behaves as a tetradentate ligand chelating homo- or hetero-bimetallics, coordina-
tion to a second metal by these complexes was not realized.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Molybdenum; Palladium; Phosphorus; Heterocycles; Metal complexes

1. Introduction adopt one of eight coordination modes [10], led us to
reexamine the potentially tetradentate 1,5-diaza-3,7-

Eight-membered rings containing two or more donor diphosphacyclooctanes which were first prepared by Markl
atoms have a coordination chemistry between multidentate et al. in 1980 [11]. Monometallic metal complexes featur-
macrocycles and smaller heterocycles that have limited ing 1:1 and 1:2 metal / ligand ratios have been synthesized
chelating ability [1–4]. If these donor atoms are in the 1,5 and structural studies of two Pt(II) and one Cu(I) as well
positions, chelation of a metal can potentially result in one as a single parent heterocycle, [P(Ph)CH N(Ph)CH ] ,2 2 2

of several possible ligand conformations including chair– have appeared [12–15]. We report herein the structure of
chair, boat–boat and chair–boat (Fig. 1). The most the [P(Ph)CH N(2-pyridyl)CH ] heterocycle (ligand 1)2 2 2

common of these found in solid-state structures appears to and syntheses and structures of its Mo(CO) complex as4

be the chair–boat, although the boat–boat form has been well as the PdCl complex of [P(Ph)CH N(Bz)CH ]2 2 2 2

observed in a number of six-coordinate complexes [1–9]. (ligand 2).
Our interest in tetraphosphorus heterocyclic ligands, espe-
cially the 1,3,5,7-tetraoxa-2,4,6,8-tetraphosphacyclooctane
rings (or cyclotetraphosphoxane [RP–O] ) which can4 2. Experimental

2.1. General considerations

The ligands [P(Ph)CH N(2-pyridyl)CH ] , 1, and2 2 2

[P(Ph)CH N(Bz)CH ] , 2, were prepared according to the2 2 2
2literature method [11]. Mo(CO) (h -norbornadiene),4

PdCl –2PhCN, and NiCl –(dimethoxyethane) were ob-2 2

tained using the literature procedures [16–18]. All com-
plexes were prepared and handled under a nitrogen atmos-

Fig. 1. Eight-membered ligand ring chelating conformations.
phere using standard Schlenk techniques. Solvents were
reagent grade and dried and distilled under nitrogen

*Corresponding author. immediately before use. Elemental analyses were per-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00413-6
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formed on a Perkin-Elmer 2400 Elemental Analyzer. residue washed with cold toluene to give 0.13 g (49%) of
13 31Proton, C, and P NMR spectra were recorded on the product NiCl –2. Small, branched purple crystals were2

JEOL-FX-90Q spectrometer and a Bruker AM 360 spec- obtained from CH Cl /hexane. Analysis from calculation2 2

trometer. IR spectra of products were obtained as KBr for C H Cl N NiP : C, 58.86%; H, 5.27%; N, 4.58%30 32 2 2 2

pellets using a Nicolet MX-1 FT-spectrophotometer. Found: C, 59.05%; H, 5.62%; N, 4.53%.

2.3. Attempts at synthesis of bimetallic complexes2.2. Syntheses

Use of excess metal reagents (Mo(CO) –nbd, PdCl –4 22.2.1. Mo(CO) [P(Ph)CH N(2-pyridyl)CH ] , Mo(CO) –4 2 2 2 4 2PhCN or NiCl –dme) in the above preparations failed to21
yield any isolable bimetallic products. Further attempts at

To a flask containing 0.37 g (0.86 mmol) of ligand 1
coordination of a second metal (NiCl , CoCl , ZnCl , etc.)2 2 2 2and 0.30 g (0.99 mmol) of Mo(CO) (h -norbornadiene)4 at the open nitrogen donor sites in the monometallic

was added 30 ml of methylene chloride. After stirring at
complexes Mo(CO) –1, PdCl –2 and NiCl –2 were also4 2 2room temperature for 20 h, the yellow solution was
unsuccessful.

concentrated to 15 ml and 20 ml of hexane was added to
precipitate a small amount of brown material. This was

2.4. X-ray crystallography
filtered off and to the filtrate was added a further 25 ml
hexane. The yellow precipitate formed was filtered off,

Crystal, data collection, and refinement parameters are
washed with hexane, and dried to give 0.35 (64%) of the

given in Table 1. The systematic absences in the diffrac-
complex Mo(CO) –1. X-ray crystals were obtained from4 tion data were consistent with monoclinic space group21toluene and hexane. IR (cm , CO): 2014, 1919, 1389,

C2/c for both 1 and PdCl –2, and uniquely consistent for1 21877. H NMR (CDCl , d ) 7.24–8.15 (m, Ph), 6.59–6.653 the orthorhombic space group Pbca for Mo(CO) –1.2 4(m, Py), 4.55 (d, NCHHP, J 514.3 Hz)) and 4.35 (d,HH Structures of 1 and PdCl –2 were refined in the cen-2 13 2NCHHP, J 514.3 Hz). C NMR (CDCl , d ) CO’s:HH 3 trosymmetric space group which yielded chemically2 2216.2 (t, J 57.0 Hz), 209.8 (t, J 59.0 Hz); 158.5,PC PC reasonable and computationally stable results. Semi-em-
148.0, 138.1, 129.3, 113.7, 106.3, 134.8 (t, J 513.9 Hz),PC pirical absorption correction was applied to the latter set of
131.3 (t, J 56.7 Hz), 129.3 (t, J 54.7 Hz), 49.4 (t,PC PC PdCl –2 and ignored in the others. All three structures31 2J 513.2 Hz). P NMR (CDCl , d ) 23.2 (s). AnalysisPC 3 were solved by direct methods, completed by subsequent
from calculation for C H MoN O P : C, 54.07%; H,30 28 4 4 2 Fourier syntheses and refined by full-matrix least-squares
4.23%; N, 8.41%. Found: C, 54.23%; H, 4.02%; N, 8.30%.

procedures. The compound was found on a two-fold axis
in PdCl –2. The phenyl carbons in 1 were refined isotropi-2

2.2.2. PdCl [P(Ph)CH N(Bz)CH ] , PdCl –22 2 2 2 2 cally. All other nonhydrogen atoms were refined aniso-
To a flask containing 0.30 g (0.62 mmol) of ligand 2 tropically with hydrogen atoms treated as idealized contri-

and 0.21 g (0.62 mmol) of PdCl –2PhCN was added 202 butions. All software and sources of the scattering factors
ml of methylene chloride. All the solids dissolved immedi- are contained in the SHELXTL PLUS (4.2) Library (G.
ately to give a brown solution. After 30 min of stirring, a Sheldrick, Siemens XRD, Madison, WI).
thick yellow suspension formed. This was filtered and the
residue washed with cold hexane and dried to give 0.27 g
(65%) of the tan-brown complex PdCl –2. X-ray crystals2 3. Results and discussion

1were obtained from CH Cl / toluene. H NMR (CDCl , d )2 2 3

7.34–7.50 (m, Ph), 4.37 (s, NCH Ph), 3.66 (d, NCHHP,2 The two parent 1,5-diaza-3,7-diphosphacyclooctanes,
2 2J 513.6 Hz), 3.60 (dd, NCHHP, J 513.6 Hz andHH HH [P(Ph)CH N(2-pyridyl)CH ] (ligand 1) and2 2 22 13J 56.1 Hz). C NMR data (CDCl , d ) 136.2, 131.7,PH 3 [P(Ph)CH N(Bz)CH ] (ligand 2), were prepared using the2 2 2
130.1, 129.3, 128.7, 132.4 (J 53.8 Hz), 129.0 (t, J 5PC PC literature methods in moderate yields [11]. Complexes of
5.5 Hz), 125.44 (dd, J 552.9 and 2.7 Hz), 63.8 (s,PC these were readily obtained using the respective metal

31 2NCH Ph), 51.4 (m, NCH P). P NMR (CDCl , d ) 29.22 2 3 precursors Mo(CO) (h -norbornadiene), PdCl –2PhCN,4 2
(s). Analysis from calculation for C H Cl N P Pd: C,30 32 2 2 2 and NiCl –(dimethoxyethane). Isolated products included2
54.61%; H, 4.89%; N, 4.29%. Found: C, 54.54%; H, yellow Mo(CO) –1, orange PdCl –2, and purple NiCl –2.4 2 2
5.02%; N, 4.24%. All three products were found to be 1:1 complexes by

elemental analyses even when excess metal reagents were
used in their preparations, confirming earlier reports of2.2.3. NiCl [P(Ph)CH N(Bz)CH ] , NiCl –22 2 2 2 2

monometallic coordination [12–14]. The crystal structuresTo a flask containing 0.20 g (0.42 mmol) of ligand 2
of ligand 1, Mo(CO) –1, and PdCl –2 have been de-and 0.090 g (0.42 mmol) of NiCl –dme was added 20 ml 4 22

termined. We were not able to grow X-ray quality crystalsof toluene. After 5 min, the reaction mixture turned into a
of the NiCl complex of ligand 2. Its paramagnetic nature,purple suspension. After 1 h, this was filtered and the 2
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Table 1
Crystallographic data for 1, Mo(CO) –1 and PdCl –24 2

1 PdCl –2 Mo(CO) –12 4

Formula C H N P C H Cl N P Pd C H MoN O P26 28 4 2 30 32 2 2 2 30 28 4 4 2

Formula weight 458.5 659.8 666.4
Space group C2/c C2/c Pbca

˚a (A) 26.831(6) 22.526(6) 14.983(4)
˚b (A) 10.535(2) 7.972(2) 19.995(7)
˚c (A) 19.576(2) 15.839(5) 19.583(9)

b (8) 121.74(2) 98.52(2) –
3˚V (A ) 4706(2) 2813(1) 5867(4)

Z 8 4 8
23D (calc) (g cm ) 1.294 1.558 1.509
21

m (MoKa) (cm ) 2.07 9.87 5.99
Temp (K) 298 238 298

˚Radiation MoKa (l50.71073 A)
R(F ) (%) 5.59 3.67 6.18
R(wF ) (%) 6.51 4.89 8.06
a 2 1 / 2 1 / 2Quantity minimized5owD ; R5oD /o(F ); R(w)5oD /o(F –w ), D5u(F 2F )u.o o o c

however, suggested a non-planar geometry at the metal
center, consistent with the observed pseudo-tetrahedral
geometry around the nickel vertex of the previously

ireported Mo(CO)4[ Pr NPO] NiBr [19].2 4 2

3.1. Crystal structure of [CH P(Ph)CH N(2-pyridyl)] ,2 2 2

ligand 1

The heterocycle was found to adopt the familiar crown
conformation with essentially planar ring nitrogen environ-
ments (Fig. 2). The sum of the bond angles around either
N(1) or N(2) totalled 3598. The two phosphorus lone pairs
are oriented syn to each other, suitable for metal chelation.
Average ring P–C distances and N–C bond lengths were

˚ ˚1.87 A and 1.45 A, respectively. Selected bond distances
and angles are presented in Table 2. For comparison, the
previously reported structure of [P(Ph)CH N(Ph)CH ]2 2 2

has endocyclic angles within 28 of those in 1 [15]. Near
planarity of the ring nitrogen bonding geometry is also

˚observed. Its average ring P–C bond length of 1.88 A and
˚N–C length of 1.45 A are essentially analogous. Both

heterocyclic conformations are close to an idealized crown.

3.2. Crystal structure of Mo(CO) [P(Ph)CH N(2-4 2

pyridyl)CH ] , Mo(CO) –12 2 4

Unlike several six-coordinate metal complexes of 1,5-
dithiacyclooctane and many 1,5-diazacyclooctane deriva-
tives [8,9], a chair–boat ligand conformation was ob-
served in this complex (Fig. 3). The distorted octahedral
coordination environment around Mo features a com-
pressed P(1)–Mo–P(2) angle of only 74.9(1)8 and cis-P–
Mo–C angles greater than orthogonality ranging from
91.0(3)8 to 101.7(3)8 for P(1)–Mo–C(3). This significant
expansion of the P(1)–Mo–C(3) angle is a direct conse- Fig. 2. (a)Molecular structure of [P(Ph)CH N(2-Py)CH ] , 1; (b) Crown2 2 2

quence of the proximity of the P(1)–phenyl group. The conformation of ligand 1.
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for 1

P(1)–C(5) 1.876(7) P(1)–C(8) 1.862(6)
P(1)–C(16) 1.826(4) P(2)–C(6) 1.856(6)
P(2)–C(7) 1.884(7) P(2)–C(26) 1.820(4)
N(1)–C(7) 1.444(7) N(1)–C(8) 1.459(6)
N(1)–C(36) 1.385(9) N(2)–C(5) 1.451(7)
N(1)–C(6) 1.449(5) N(2)–C(46) 1.374(8)
C(5)–P(1)–C(8) 101.0(3) C(5)–P(1)–C(16) 97.2(2)
C(8)–P(1)–C(16) 101.5(3) C(6)–P(2)–C(7) 100.4(3)
C(6)–P(2)–C(26) 101.0(3) C(7)–P(2)–C(26) 98.7(3)
C(7)–N(1)–C(8) 118.9(5) C(7)–N(1)–C(36) 121.1(4)
C(8)–N(1)–C(36) 118.7(4) C(5)–N(2)–C(6) 118.4(5)
C(5)–N(2)–C(46) 120.9(4) C(6)–N(2)–C(46) 120.1(4)
P(1)–C(5)–N(2) 114.6(4) P(2)–C(6)–N(2) 113.6(4)
P(2)–C(7)–N(1) 114.3(4) P(1)–C(8)–N(1) 113.2(4)

˚average Mo–P bond length of 2.49 A is almost identical to
ithat found in the structure of Mo(CO) [ Pr NPO] [20].4 2 4

Both ring nitrogens are near planarity with bond angle
sums totalling 3608 and 3578 at N(1) and N(2), respective-

˚ly. Average ring P–C and N–C distances are 1.86 A and
˚1.45 A, essentially unchanged from the free ligand values.

The observed shorter cis-Mo–C(carbonyl) bond lengths of
˚1.98 A (average) compared to trans-Mo–C distances of
˚2.03 A (average) is well established in metal carbonyl

phosphine structures. Selected bond distances and angles
are listed Table 3.

Chelation of the Mo(CO) moiety led to a closing of the4

two phosphorus ring atoms from the free ligand value of
˚ ˚3.750(2) A to only 3.023(3) A. The other notable change,

of course, is the flipping of N(1) from the crown into the
chair–boat conformation as manifested in changes of its
ring torsional angles from 85.708 and 291.08 to 270.08

and 67.88, respectively (Table 4).
In solution at ambient temperature, this complex ap-

peared to be either conformationally mobile or in a
structure of higher symmetry with ring methylenes appear-

1ing as a single AB system in its H NMR spectrum.
2Interestingly, no discernable J coupling was observed.PH

13 1Its Ch Hj NMR spectrum contained a single virtual
triplet at 49.4 ppm assignable to four equivalent methylene
ring carbons. Fig. 3. (a) Core structure of Mo(CO) –[P(Ph)CH N(2-Py)CH ] ,4 2 2 2

Mo(CO) –1; (b) molecular structure of Mo(CO) –1.The same chair–boat coordination ring conformation 4 4

was also found in the solid-state structures of Cu(I) and
Pt(II) complexes of related 1,5-diaza-3,7-diphos-
phacyclooctanes [12–14]. In CuI(pyridine)[P(Ph)CH N( p-2

3.3. Crystal structure of PdCl [P(Ph)CH N(Bz)CH ] ,tolyl)CH ] , however, one of the ring nitrogens is more 2 2 2 22 2

PdCl –2pyramidal with bond angles totalling only 3448. The other 2

ring nitrogen bond angles do add up to a near-planar value
The heterocyclic ligand was found in a highly distortedof 3548. The P–Cu–P angle is 86.78(6)8, far short of the

crown conformation with both nitrogens flattened towardsideal tetrahedral angle, but still considerably larger than
the four ring-carbon plane. These ring nitrogens are onlythe P–Mo–P angle in Mo(CO) –1. The shorter Cu–P4

˚˚ 0.223 A from the least-squares plane of these ring-carbons,distance of 2.26 A compared to the average Mo–P bond
˚˚ whereas the phosphorus atoms are a full 1.123 A out oflength of 2.49 A is consistent with the discrepancy in

this plane (Fig. 4). Although not previously observed inP–M–P angles.
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Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for Mo(CO) –14

Mo–P(1) 2.480(3) Mo–P(2) 2.492(3)
Mo–C(1) 2.013(13) Mo–C(2) 1.988(11)
Mo–C(3) 1.978(12) Mo–C(4) 2.041(13)
N(1)–C(7) 1.451(12) N(1)–C(8) 1.439(12)
N(1)–C(36) 1.392(13) N(2)–C(5) 1.455(11)
N(2)–C(6) 1.446(12) N(2)–C(46) 1.392(14)
P(1)–C(5) 1.863(10) P(1)–C(8) 1.861(10)
P(1)–C(16) 1.802(10) P(2)–C(6) 1.850(10)
P(2)–C(7) 1.868(10) P(2)–C(26) 1.823(11)
P(1)–Mo–P(2) 74.9(1) P(1)–Mo–C(1) 91.0(3)
P(2)–Mo–C(1) 93.1(3) P(1)–Mo–C(2) 167.1(2)
P(2)–Mo–C(2) 92.3(3) C(1)–Mo–C(2) 90.6(5)
P(1)–Mo–C(3) 101.7(3) P(2)–Mo–C(3) 176.6(3)
C(1)–Mo–C(3) 86.6(5) C(2)–Mo–C(3) 91.1(5)
P(1)–Mo–C(4) 87.7(3) P(2)–Mo–C(4) 95.6(3)
C(1)–Mo–C(4) 170.5(5) C(2)–Mo–C(4) 92.8(4)
C(3)–Mo–C(4) 84.5(5) C(7)–N(1)–C(8) 116.6(8)
C(7)–N(1)–C(36) 125.1(8) C(8)–N(1)–C(36) 118.3(8)
C(5)–N(2)–C(6) 118.4(7) C(5)–N(2)–C(46) 120.9(8)
C(6)–N(2)–C(46) 117.3(8) Mo–P(1)–C(5) 112.5(3)
Mo–P(1)–C(8) 113.4(3) C(5)–P(1)–C(8) 102.3(4)
Mo–P(1)–C(16) 122.6(3) C(5)–P(1)–C(16) 103.7(4)
C(8)–P(1)–C(16) 99.9(4) Mo–P(2)–C(6) 113.9(3)
Mo–P(2)–C(7) 115.0(3) C(6)–P(2)–C(7) 99.6(4)
Mo–P(2)–C(26) 118.6(3) C(6)–P(2)–C(26) 106.6(5)
C(7)–P(2)–C(26) 100.8(5) N(2)–C(5)–P(1) 113.7(6)
N(2)–C(6)–P(2) 113.0(7) N(1)–C(7)–P(2) 111.6(7)
N(1)–C(8)–P(1) 113.4(6)

1,5-diaza-3,7-diphosphacyclooctane complexes [12–14],
this coordinating ring conformation was found in the

irelated tetraphosphoxane complex PdCl [ Pr NPO] which2 2 4

had all six non-coordinating atoms of the P O ring within4 4
˚0.01 A of planarity [21]. Upon metal chelation, the ligand Fig. 4. (a) Molecular structure of PdCl –[P(Ph)CH N(Bz)CH ] , PdCl –2 2 2 2 2

2; (b) ligand conformation in PdCl –2.2 phosphorus atoms are brought together to a separation of 2

˚only 2.963 A. Ring torsional angles reflect this chelating
conformation compared to the two other structures de-
scribed in this study (Table 4). At both ring N’s, the

˚ ˚torsional angles are substantially smaller in magnitude with lengths of 2.362(1) A and 2.247(1) A are unexceptional.
˚values of 264.08 and 60.88 than those for ligand 1. Again, average ring P–C and N–C distances of 1.89 A and

˚The near square-planar palladium coordination sphere 1.45 A, respectively, are very similar to those of related
contains a distorted P–Pd–P angle of 82.5(1)8 and Cl–Pd– heterocycles and complexes. Interestingly, both ring nitro-
Cl angle of 91.9(1)8. The average Pd–Cl and Pd–P bond gens have bonding environments almost midway between

Table 4
Comparison of ring torsional angles (8) for 1, Mo(CO) –1 and PdCl –24 2

1 Mo(CO) –1 PdCl –24 2

C(8)–P(1)–C(5)–N(2) 100.5 C(8)–P(1)–C(5)–N(2) 103.9 C(3A)–P–C(1)–N 111.0
C(5)–P(1)–C(8)–N(1) 293.7 C(5)–P(1)–C(8)–N(1) 248.5 C(1)–P–C(3A)–N(0A) 2106.3
C(7)–N(1)–C(8)–P(1) 85.7 C(7)–N(1)–C(8)–P(1) 270.0 C(1A)–N(0A)–C(3A)–P 60.8
C(8)–N(1)–C(7)–P(2) 291.0 C(8)–N(1)–C(7)–P(2) 67.8 C(3A)–N(0A)–C(1A)–P(0A) 264.0
C(6)–P(2)–C(7)–N(1) 100.5 C(6)–P(2)–C(7)–N(1) 51.5 C(3)–P(0A)–C(1A)–N(0A) 111.0
C(7)–P(2)–C(6)–N(2) 294.7 C(7)–P(2)–C(6)–N(2) 2110.8 N–C(3)–P(0A)–C(1A) 2106.3
C(5)–N(2)–C(6)–P(2) 86.2 C(5)–N(2)–C(6)–P(2) 66.6 C(1)–N–C(3)–P(0A) 60.8
C(6)–N(2)–C(5)–P(1) 290.5 C(6)–N(2)–C(5)–P(1) 263.3 C(3)–N–C(1)–P(0A) 264.0
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Table 5 Supplementary data
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for PdCl –22

Pd–Cl 2.362(1) Pd–P 2.247(1) Tables of X-ray experimental details and crystallo-
Pd–ClA 2.362(1) Pd–PA 2.247(1) graphic data, all atomic coordinates, anisotropic thermal
P–C(1) 1.878(3) P–C(26) 1.810(3)

parameters, and bond distances and angles for the struc-P–C(3A) 1.894(3) N–C(1) 1.456(4)
tures of ligand 1 (Deposition No. 103281), Mo(CO) –1N–C(2) 1.469(4) N–C(3) 1.439(4) 4

(Deposition No. 103282), and PdCl –2 (Deposition No.Cl–Pd–P 93.1(1) Cl–Pd–ClA 91.9(1) 2
P–Pd–ClA 172.9(1) Cl–Pd–PA 172.9(1) 103295) have been deposited at the Crystallographic Data
P–Pd–PA 82.5(1) ClA–Pd–PA 93.1(1) Center (CCDC, Cambridge, UK).
Pd–P–C(1) 111.4(1) Pd–P–C(26) 119.8(1)
C(1)–P–C(26) 107.4(1) Pd–P–C(3A) 109.8(1)
C(1)–P–C(3A) 104.4(1) C(26)–P–C(3A) 102.7(1)
C(1)–N–C(2) 116.6(2) C(1)–N–C(3) 113.1(2) References
C(2)–N–C(3) 113.6(2) P–C(1)–N 116.0(2)
N–C(2)–C(16) 112.6(3) N–C(3)–PA 117.1(2)
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Abstract

New formate (1–3; 4b, 6 and 7), acetate (8, 9) and trifluoroacetate (12, 13 and 15) complexes have been synthesized and characterized
1 13by elemental analysis and by IR and H and C NMR spectroscopies. New data or new synthetic procedures are provided for several

1known complexes (4a, 5, 19, 11 and 14). X-ray structural data for cis-Ru(bpy) (CO)(OCHO)(PO F ) (4b) clearly identify the h -bound2 2 2
2formate ligand bound to an octahedral ruthenium center and the data for fac-Re(CO) (PPh (OCOMe) (9) show an h -bound acetate3 3

ligand bound to an octahedral rhenium center. Infrared spectral data for four types of formate complexes, three bonding types of acetates
and the two known types of trifluoroacetate ligands are discussed. Comparisons of the v bands for the carboxylate ligands in all of theOCO

complexes show that these bands are useful in identifying the bonding type of each carboxylate ligand.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Keywords: Infrared spectra; Crystal structures; Spectra / structure correlations; Synthetic methods

Interest in the catalytic hydrogenation of CO to formate few new bonding types have been identified since the2

or formic acid by metal complexes as well as in the earlier efforts to correlate spectra and structural data.
decomposition of formic acid on metal surfaces has We describe herein the synthesis and characterization of
resulted in increased interest in metal complexes with several new formate, acetate and trifluoroacetate complex-
formate ligands [1–6]. In particular, the vibrational spec- es and discuss the relationships between their bonding
tral bands of the carboxylate groups in such model types and IR spectral characteristics together with the
compounds can be of assistance in the characterization of structural characterizations of two of the new compounds.
surface-bound formate [7–10]. However, the utility of this With all of the compounds which we have prepared, the IR
approach has been somewhat limited in the past by the spectral data have been obtained by solid-state techniques
lack of structurally characterized compounds for which (see Section 3) in order to compare the IR data with X-ray
both v bands have been reported. In particular, the structural data wherever possible. Also, representativeOCO

lower-frequency n band has frequently not been iden- spectra are provided for a number of compounds whichsym

tified in compounds which were structurally characterized. illustrate intensity differences in the carboxylate bands for
Efforts to correlate carboxylate IR spectral bands with differing structural types.
structural types have been made earlier [11–13]; thus, the
general region where the bands will be found is well
known. However, the previous work was done without the 1. Results and discussion
benefit of as much structural data to support the assign-
ments of bonding types as is available now. Furthermore, a 1.1. Synthesis of new compounds

New formate complexes prepared for the present study
1

* are of three types: h (bound to the metal by a singleCorresponding author. Tel.: 11-502-8525977; fax: 11-502-8525977;
2

e-mail: dhgibs01@athena.louisville.edu carboxylate oxygen), h (bound to a single metal through

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00414-8
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2both carboxylate oxygens) and m –h (bound through both The new monodentate acetate complex, cis-2
1carboxylate oxygens to two different metal centers). In all Ru(bpy) (CO)(h -OCOCH ) (8), was prepared by heating2 3

1cases, the h -type complexes have been used as precursors the corresponding hydride complex with acetic acid. The
to the other two types. product was characterized by elemental analysis and

1We prepared the h -coordinated formates by reactions of spectral data.
2the corresponding methyl or hydrido complexes with The bidentate acetate complex, fac-Re(Co) (PPh ) (h -3 3

1formic acid; the compounds are cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(h - OCOCH ) (9), was obtained after prolonged heating of4 3 3
1 1OCHO) (1), Cp Ti(CH )(h OCHO) (2) and CP Ti(h - cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(CH ) with acetic acid. The compound2 3 2 4 3 3

1 2 -OCHO) (3) and cis-Ru(bpy) (CO)(h -OCHO) PF (4a; was characterized by elemental analysis, spectral data and2 2 6

bpy52,29-bipyridyl). Compound 4a has been reported by X-ray crystallography (see below) which established the
2previously [14], but full characterization data was not facial geometry of the carbonyl ligands and the h nature

provided. The PO F salt of the same cation (4b) is new of the acetate ligand with certainty.2 2

and was formed as the result of hydrolysis of the PF salt An alternate method was used for the preparation of the6

during synthesis (as observed previously with this anion known [17] complex, cis, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) -2 3 2
2[15]); structural data for 4b are discussed below. The new (h -OCOCH ) (10); in our procedure, mer, trans-Re-3

compounds have also been characterized by elemental (CO) (PPh ) (H) [21] was heated with acetic acid for3 3 2

analysis and spectral data. We reported structural data for 3 several hours to obtain the bidentate acetate complex. The
previously [16]; spectral and analytical data for it are compound was obtained in high yield and had spectral
provided in Section 3. Also, a new synthesis of the known properties which were in agreement with those reported

1[17,18] compound, mer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (h - previously.3 3 2
2OCHO) (5), was accomplished by treating the corre- A sample of fac-Mn(CO) (PPh )(h -OCOCH ) (11)3 3 3

sponding hydride complex with formic acid; the spectral was available from previous work [22]. The assignment of
properties of the product were identical to those reported facial geometry was made on the basis of characteristic IR
previously. spectral bands for the terminal carbonyls in the compound

2The known [18] h -coordinated formate, cis, trans- which are closely related to those of the analogous
2Re(CO) (PPh ) (h -OCHO) (6), was prepared for the rhenium complex, 9, that has been fully characterized.2 3 2

1 1present study by thermolysis of the corresponding h - The new trifluoroacetate complexes, Cp Ti(CH )(h -2 3
1complex, 5. The product had IR spectral properties which OCOCF ) (12) and cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(h -OCOCF ) (13)3 4 3 3

were identical to those reported earlier. were made by treating the corresponding methyl complex-
As noted previously [11–13], carboxylate anions es with trifluoroacetic acid. Samples of the known [17,23]

1bridged between two identical metal centers, and via both mer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (h -OCOCF ) (14) and the3 3 2 3
2 1oxygen atoms in m –h fashion, can assume any of the new cis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(h -OCOCF )]PF (15), were ob-2 2 3 6

geometries shown in Fig. 1 for formate ion unless the tained by treating the corresponding hydride complexes
metal atoms are bound together or connected by other with the acid. The greater acidity of CF COOH allows3

bridging ligands; in the latter cases, only the syn, syn much milder conditions to be used in this procedure than
isomers are possible. Also, if the metal centers are with the preparations of formate and acetate complexes.
different, two isomers of the anti, syn type are possible. The new compounds were characterized by elemental
The structurally characterized formate complexes of the analysis and spectral data.

2
m –h type which are discussed below are all metallacy-2

cles where the formate is constrained to be in the syn, syn
mode; several have more than one such formate bridge 1.2. Structural characterizations

2[19]. The new complex, cis, cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(m -h -4 3 2
1 2OCHO) BF (7), was prepared by reaction between the The solid state structures of 4b and 9 have been4

monodentate complex 1 and cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(F-BF ) established by X-ray crystallography. The ORTEP diagram4 3 3

[20]; it has been characterized by elemental analysis and for 4b is shown in Fig. 2; the diagram for 9 is shown in
spectral data. The geometry about the formate ion in 7 is Fig. 3. The crystal data for both compounds are summa-
not known and, in fact, samples of 7 may contain a rized in Table 1. Selected bond distances and bond angles
mixture of isomers. are shown in Table 2. The formate ligand is clearly

monodentate, with unequal O–C bond lengths of 1.151(7)
˚ ˚A and 1.224(8) A and a carboxyl O–C–O angle of

˚127.0(7) A; the coordination geometry about the
ruthenium atom is distorted octahedral. The Ru–N bond
that is trans to the terminal carbonyl ligand is longer, at

˚2.112(5) A than the Ru–N bonds which are cis to this
˚ligand (both approximately 2.06 A) as is commonly seen

12Fig. 1. Coordination geometries for m –h –type formate complexes. for cations of the general type cis-Ru(bpy) (CO)(X)2 2
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giving rise to a symmetrically chelated acetate ligand. The
structure is closely similar to that for cis, trans-Re-

2(CO) (PPh ) (h -OCOCH ) reported by La Monica, et al.2 3 2 3

[18].
Crystallographic data for Cp Ti(OCHO) with two2 2

monodentate formate ligands, have been reported by us
previously [16]. The O–C–O bond angles, 126.7(3)8 and
127.2(3)8, are slightly larger than for the ruthenium
complex 4b; however, the carboxylate O–C bond lengths

˚ ˚are similar to those of 4b at 1.188(4) A and 1.275(4) A.

1.3. IR spectral data

21The region from 1800 to 950 cm of the DRIFTS (see
1Section 3) spectra for the h -type formate complexes 1 and

25 are shown in Fig. 4 together with that of the m –h -2
1coordinated formate 7; spectral data for another h com-

plex, 4a, is shown in Fig. 5. All of the complexes in Fig. 4Fig. 2. ORTEP drawing of 4b (cation only) with thermal ellipsoids shown
contain triphenylphosphine ligands and thus show theat the 50% probability level.
characteristic pair of weak bands at approximately 1430

21and 1480 cm ; typically, the lower frequency band is
[24–27]. Selected bond distances and bond angles are more intense. Compounds with this phosphine ligand also
shown in Table 3. The geometry about the rhenium atom show a low frequency band, of similar intensity, at

21in 9 is also best described as distorted octahedral. The approximately 1100 cm . The n bands for the formateOCO

bidentate carboxyl O–C–O angle is 121.2(4)8 and is ligand in each of these complexes (see Table 4 for
substantially larger (112.7(7)8) than in the complex having assignments) are weak to medium in intensity, but are
a chelated CO ligand, from a metallocarboxylate moiety, clearly more intense than the pair of bands for the2

21bound through both oxygen atoms to this metal fragment phosphine ligand in the 1450 cm region in each com-
3 2as the result of m –h bridging [28]. The Re–C bond pound. The n band in the m –h -type complex 7 is2 sym 2

length for the carbonyl ligand trans to triphenylphosphine broad and has several shoulders on it as does the weaker
˚in 9 is slightly longer, at 1.957(4) A, than for those cis to n band. These features were reproduced for severalasym

˚this ligand (1.889(4) and 1.892(4) A). The O–Re bond different samples of the compound; since spectral data for
˚lengths are similar in length (2.182(2) and 2.210(3) A), other complexes of this type have not been reproduced, it

is unclear whether this pattern is characteristic of com-
pounds with bridging formate ligands of this type or
whether it is due to the presence of multiple geometric
forms of the bridging formate ligands (as discussed above)

2in the sample. Partial spectra for an h complex, 6, are
shown in Fig. 6. Note that the carboxylate bands have both

1moved relative to those of the h complexes: the nasym
21band is now at 1547 cm and the n band is at 1358sym

21cm also, both bands are greatly diminished in intensity
1as compared with the corresponding bands in the h

complex.
The n bands for formate complexes in four distinctOCO

bonding modes are collected in Table 4 and include data
from our new complexes as well as data from well-
chararacterized compounds prepared by other groups pre-
viously. In addition to the three general types described
above, one recently characterized compound has a single
carboxylate oxygen bridged between two titanium centers,

1providing a m –h bridging formate ligand [29]. Although2

not the first structural report of a compound with this
bonding mode [30–33], it is the first for which the
carboxylate bands in IR spectral data can be readilyFig. 3. ORTEP drawing of 9 with thermal ellipsoids shown at the 50%

probability level. identified.
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Table 1
Summary of crystallographic data for [Ru(bpy) (CO)(OCHO)]PF O (4b) and Re(CO) (PPh )(OCOCH ) (9)2 2 2 3 3 3

4b 9

Formula C H F N O PRu C H O PRe22 17 2 4 5 23 18 5

Formula weight 587.44 591.57
Cryst dimens, mm 0.4330.2530.17 0.4030.3630.33
Cryst descripn yellow block colorless block
Crystal system triclinic monoclinic

¯Space group P1 P2 /n1
˚a, A 11.018 (3) 13.229 (3)
˚b, A 13.819 (3) 10.523 (2)
˚c, A 7.949 (3) 15.683 (2)

a, deg 99.79 (2)
b, deg 98.90 (2) 93.69 (1)
g, deg 76.25 (2)

3˚Vol. A 1150.2 (6) 2178.7 (6)
Z 2 4

23D , g cm 1.696 1.803c
21

m(Mo K ) cm 8.10 56.84a

Diffractometer Enraf-Nonius CAD4 Enraf-Nonius CAD4
Monochromator graphite crystal graphite crystal

˚Radiation (l, A) MoK (l50.71073) MoK (l50.71073)a a

Temp, 8C 23 (1) 23 (1)
Scan range, deg 0.8510.35 tan u 0.7510.35 tan u

Scan speed, deg/min 1–5 1–5
Maximum 2u, deg 50.0 55.0
Abs. corr. PSI Scans PSI Scans
Transmission factors: min /max 0.9110/1.0000 0.8592/1.0000
No. unique reflns collected 4042 53/2
No. reflns included (I .3s (I )) 3266 38080 0

No. of params 344 272
Computer hardware Silicon Graphics Silicon Graphics
Computer software teXsan (msc) teXsan (msc)
Residuals: R; R 0.055; 0.055 0.022; 0.022w

GOF 3.27 1.38
2 21 2 21Least squares weights [s (F )] [s (F )]0 0

3 32 2˚ ˚Maximum peak in final diff. map 1.71 e /A 0.65 e /A
3 32 2˚ ˚Minimum peak in final diff. map 21.03 e /A 20.60 e /A

a 2 2 1 / 2R5o iF u2uF i /o uF u; R 5[o w(uF u2uF u) ] /o wF ] .0 c 0 w 0 c 0

Table 3
2˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for Re(CO) (PPh )(h -3 3

OCOCH ) (9)3

Bond distances
Table 2

Re–P 2.4951(9) Re–O(1) 2.210(3)˚Selected bond distances (A) and Angles (8) for
Re–O(2) 2.182(2) Re–C(3) 1.957(4)

[Ru(bpy) (CO)(OCHO)]PF O (4b)2 2 2 Re–C(4) 1.889(4) Re–C(5) 1.892(4)
Bond distances O(1)–C(1) 1.280(5) O(2)–C(1) 1.266(5)
Ru–O(2) 2.060(4) Ru–N(1) 2.057(5) O(3)–C(3) 1.123(4) O(4)–C(4) 1.152(5)
Ru–N(2) 2.061(5) Ru–N(3) 2.112(5) O(5)–C(5) 1.148(4) C(1)–C(2) 1.491(6)
Ru–N(4) 2.072(5) Ru–C(1) 1.838(8)
O(1)–C(1) 1.151(7) O(2)–C(2) 1.253(8) Bond angles
O(3)–C(2) 1.224(8) P–Re–O(1) 84.58(7) P–Re–O(2) 89.88(7)

P–Re–C(3) 176.6(1) P–Re–C(4) 93.9(1)
Bond angles P–Re–C(5) 89.5(1) O(1)–Re–O(2) 59.42(9)
O(2)–Ru–N(1) 93.5(2) O(2)–Ru–N(2) 167.4(2) O(1)–Re–C(3) 94.7(1) O(1)–Re–C(4) 163.9(1)
O(2)–Ru–N(3) 81.9(2) O(2)–Ru–N(4) 85.6(2) O(1)–Re–C(5) 109.2(1) O(2)–Re–C(3) 92.6(1)
O(2)–Ru–C(1) 96.2(2) N(1)–Ru–N(2) 78.5(2) O(2)–Re–C(4) 104.6(1) O(2)–Re–C(5) 168.6(1)
N(1)–Ru–N(3) 96.7(2) N(1)–Ru–N(4) 174.7(2) C(3)–Re–C(4) 87.7(2) C(3)–Re–C(5) 87.6(2)
N(1)–Ru–C(1) 89.4(2) N(2)–Ru–N(3) 89.3(2) C(4)–Re–C(5) 86.8(2) Re–O(1)–C(1) 90.7(2)
N(2)–Ru–N(4) 101.5(2) N(2)–Ru–C(1) 93.5(2) Re–O(2)–C(1) 92.4(2) O(1)–C1–O(2) 117.5(4)
N(3)–Ru–N(4) 78.1(2) N(3)–Ru–C(1) 173.7(2) O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 121.2(4) O(2)–C(1)–C(2) 121.1(4)
N(4)–Ru–C(1) 95.8(2) Ru–O(2)–C(2) 125.4(5) Re–C(3)–O(3) 176.2(4) Re–C(4)–O(4) 178.5(4)
Ru–C(1)–O(1) 178.8(6) O(2)–C(2)–O(3) 127.0(7) Re–C(5)–O(5) 178.7(3)
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21Fig. 4. DRIFTS spectra (1800–950 cm ) for complexes 1, 5, and 7.
21Fig. 5. DRIFTS spectra (1800–950 cm ) for complexes 4a, 8, and 15.

1In the example compounds, those with h -coordinated
21formate ligands show the carboxyl n band in the region value of Dn for the bridging type of 225 cm while Dnasym

21 21 2 211603–1652 cm and the n band at 1253–1329 cm ; for the h -type is 216 cm for the available examples;sym
21the median value of Dn is 337 cm . In some cases, clearly, it is not a large enough difference to be definitive.

isotopic labeling has been done to provide further con- Although the compounds in Table 4 vary from metal-
firmation of carboxylate band assignments. For example, locenes with pseudotetrahedral geometry at the metal to
the IR spectrum of the structurally characterized trans- square planar and octahedral complexes, there is not yet

1Ru(dmpe) (h -OCHO)(H) shows bands for the carbox- any discernible pattern of dependence of the band positions2
21 13ylate at 1603 and 1329 cm ; use of CO in the in these compounds on structural factors or geometry at the2

preparation of the compound gives a product with these metal center.
21 1bands lowered to 1564 and 1309 cm , respectively [34]. The single example compound with a m -h -coordinated2

This technique is certainly necessary when there is severe formate ligand shows the carboxyl n band at 1664asym
21 1overlapping of bands from other ligands with those of the cm , well above the analogous band in simple h -type

carboxylate group. Usually, however, it is not necessary complexes. Also, the n band is at much lower frequencysym
21 1now because the general position of these bands is well (1205 cm ) than in the h complexes, leading to a large

21known [11–13] and comparisons with spectra from other Dn of 459 cm which easily identifies the bonding type
closely related compounds in a series (e.g., those with a as distinct from the others.
halide instead of a carboxylate ligand, but otherwise the Examination of the DRIFTS spectra in the region 1800–

21 1same) will usually allow the identification of the n 950 cm for an h acetate, as illustrated by 8 in Fig. 5,OCO

bands to be done. shows the problem which attends the assignment of bands
2 2The h - and m –h -types of chelated complexes, for for the carboxylate stretching vibrations in acetate com-2

which data is shown in Table 4, exhibit the n band well plexes. There are three vibrations for the acetate ligand inasym
21below 1600 cm and the n band appears above 1300 this region: n and n for the carboxylate and d forsym asym sym C–H

21 21cm . The asymmetric stretching band in the compounds the methyl group. For 8, the band at 1605 cm and the
21with bridging ligands appears at slightly higher frequency series of weak bands centered at approximately 1470 cm

than the n band in compounds having both carboxyl are due to the bipyridine ligand; the bands at 1621, 1380asym
21oxygens bound to a single metal. This results in a median and 1317 cm are due to the acetate ligand. By analogy
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Table 4
Carboxylate stretching frequencies of formate complexes

Compound Structure assignment Bonding n (CO ) n (CO ) Dn Refasym 2 sym 2

1 aCp Ti(CH )(OCHO) (2) spectroscopy h 1652, 1636 1270, 1253 366–3992 3
1 aCp Ti(OCHO) (3) X-ray h 1644 1290 (1273) 354 (371) , [15]2 2
1trans-(PCy ) Pt(H)(OCHO) X-ray h 1620 1310 310 [41]3 2
1CpFe(CO) (OCHO) X-ray h 1620 1293 327 [3]2

b 1fac-Re(bpy)(CO) (OCHO) X-ray h 1630 1280 350 [42,43]3
1 acis-Re(CO) (PPh )(OCHO) (1) spectroscopy h 1625 1278 3474 3
1 amer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (OCHO) (5) spectroscopy h 1616 1289 3273 3 2

1 - b 1 acis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(OCHO)] PF (4a) spectroscopy h 1621 1282 3392 6
1 1 acis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(OCHO)] PO F (4b) X-ray h 1621 1282 3392 2 2

c 1trans-Ru(dmpe)(OCHO)(H) X-ray h 1603 1329 274 [44]
2(PPh ) Cu(OCHO) X-ray h 1585 1350 235 [10,45]3 2
2 acis, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (OCHO) (6) spectroscopy h 1547 1358 1892 3 2
2mer-Ru(H)(PPh ) (OCHO) X-ray h 1553 1310 243 [46,47]3 3
2trans-Ru(CO)(PPh ) (HC5CHPh)(OCHO) X-ray h 1555 1358 197 [5]3 2
2Mo(H)(PMe ) (OCHO) (trans H and X-ray h 1570 1360 210 [48]3 4

formate)
1[CpTi(OCHO)] (C H ) X-ray m –h 1664 1205 459 [49]2 10 8 2
2[Pd(PPh )(Me)(OCHO)] X-ray m –h 1595 1349 246 [50]3 2 2

d 2[Rh(cod)(OCHO)] X-ray m –h 1590 1354 236 [51]2 2
d 2[Rh(cod)(OCHO)Rh(CO) spectroscopy m –h 1590 1358 232 [51]2 2

2[Rh(CO) (OCHO)] spectroscopy m –h 1570 1345 225 [51]2 2 2
2[CpRe(NO)(CO)] (OCHO) spectroscopy m –h 1560 1315 245 [52]2 2

1 2 2 acis, cis–[Re(CO) (PPh )] (OCHO) PF spectroscopy m –h 1563 1395 1684 3 2 6 2

(7)
a IR data from this work.
b bpy52, 29-bipyridine.
c dmpe5bis(1,2-dimethylphosphino)ethane.
d cod51, 5-cyclooctadiene.

21with organic acetates [11–13], the band at 1380 cm is shown in Fig. 6 (compare the intensities of the carboxylate
assigned to the symmetric scissoring vibration of the bands against those for the phosphine ligands, in the 1430

21acetate methyl group; the other two bands are assigned to and 1480 cm region, in these two compounds and the
n and n of the carboxylate ligand, respectively. This same bands in any of the complexes illustrated in Fig. 4).asym sym

particular problem may not be resolved readily by prepar- The reduction in intensities of the carboxylate bands is a
2ing the isotopically substituted compound since all three characteristic of h -type formates and acetates as com-

1bands will sometimes move [11–13]. pared to their h -type counterparts. The bands due to the
All of the compounds in Fig. 6 have triphenylphosphine triphenylphosphine ligands in 11 are thus identified as the

21 21ligands which show a pair of bands in this region, typically ones at 1471 cm and 1435 cm , band positions which
21at 1430 and 1480 cm , in addition to those of the are typical of these ligands in this region. The Dn for the
2 2 21carboxylates. For the h -coordinated acetate complexes, h -type acetate complex, 11, is 106 cm and is much

only the manganese complex 11 clearly shows all of the smaller than the value for monodentate acetate complexes
expected bands; in the other acetate complexes, there is (as is observed in comparisons of these two types of
overlapping of one of the bands of the phosphine ligand formates).
with one of the n bands of the acetate ligand. As is the Summary data for the n bands for three bondingOCO OCO2case with h -coordinated formate complexes (spectra of types of acetate complexes are listed in Table 5. For the

1compound 6 shown in Fig. 6 for comparison), the car- h -type complexes, the n band position is similar toasym
boxylate n band in the acetates moves to lower that for the related formate complexes; a range of 1612 toasym

21frequency; however, both of the other acetate bands in the 1646 cm is observed. However, the n band is atsym
21compound move to higher frequency. The bands for the higher frequency (1300–1323 cm ) than in the formate

21acetate ligand, in this region, in 11 are assigned as follows: complexes giving a median value for Dn of 316 cm . For
21 21 2n at 1521 cm , n at 1425 cm and d at 1460 the h -type acetates (Table 5) the n bands vary fromasym sym C–H asym

21 21cm . For comparison, the structurally characterized ben- 1515 to 1562 cm and the n band position varies fromsym
2 21zoate complex, mer-Ir[P(CH ) ](H)(h -O CPh), shows the 1411 to 1425 cm . However, there are some structural3 3 2

21carboxylate bands at 1510 and 1428 cm [35]. Note that differences among the example compounds; X-ray data
the intensities of the bands assigned to the carboxylate in have been obtained recently for In(tpp)(OCOCH ) (tpp53

211 are very low as are the ones in the h -type formate 6 meso-tetraphenylporphyrin) which show differences in the
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the carboxylate n bands is in the formate complex, (339OCO
21 21cm ); the trifluoroacetate shows Dn5298 cm and the

21acetate shows a separation of 304 cm for these bands.
Also, the acetate methyl C–H bending vibration is readily

21seen at 1360 cm . Particularly noteworthy is the vastly
21reduced intensity of the n band (1403 cm ) in thesym

trifluoroacetate complex relative to the n band; thisasym
1appears to be a characteristic of the h -type of trifluoroace-

21tate complex. Strong bands in the 1200 cm region are
assigned to vibrations of the CF group [11–13,37–40].3

Examples of complexes demonstrating just two bonding
types for the trifluoroacetate ligand are available and are
shown in Table 5. Because the electron-withdrawing
characteristics of the CF group reduces the nucleophilicity3

1of the carbonyl oxygen in the h complexes, ligand
2displacement reactions which are used to prepare h -type

formates and acetates will not proceed with trifluoroace-
1 2tates. Only the h and m –h -types are available for2

comparison. The electron-withdrawing characteristics of
the trifluoromethyl group are also responsible for moving
the n band in both classes of compounds to higherasym

21 1frequency values (1685–1713 cm in the h -type and at
211682 cm in the one example bridging type); the band in

1the h trifluoroacetate complexes is highest for this type,
but does not change very much for the bridging complexes.

1The Dn for the h type of trifluoroacetate is relatively large
21 21at a median value of 293 cm and much less, 228 cm ,

for the bridging type.

2. Conclusions

Spectral data for four distinct classes of formate com-
21Fig. 6. DRIFTS spectra (1800–950 cm ) for complexes 6, 9, 10, and 11. plexes and three classes of acetates are now available, but

the low donor characteristics of the trifluoroacetoxy oxy-
˚In–O bond lengths: 2.322(4) and 2.215(4) A [36]. The gen atoms make the CF CO group a much less versatile3 2

investigators described the bonding as ‘‘asymmetric bi- ligand and limits its complexes to those in which this
dentate’’ and noted that Dn for the compound is sig- ligand is monodentate at each metal center. In addition to

21nificantly larger (141 cm ) than is typical for complexes the bonding type, the nature of the R group in the
2with symmetrically-bound h -type acetate groups. carboxylate ligand, OC(O)R, has a large impact on the IR

2As with formate complexes, compounds having m –h - band positions for n in all classes of compounds. The2 OCO

bound acetate ligands can exist in several different geomet- electron-withdrawing CF group has the greatest impact,3

ric forms. The compounds listed in Table 5 are ones that moving both carboxylate bands to higher frequencies than
are structurally constrained to be of the syn, syn type. Both those in the corresponding formate and acetate complexes.
carboxyl C–O stretching bands are moved to higher For formate and acetate complexes, the intensities of both

2 2frequencies in comparison to the h -bound types; the Dn n bands in compounds with h -coordinated ligands areOCO
21 1for the examples shown has an average value of 111 cm . much reduced as compared to their h -bound analogs. For

21 1This value is very similar to the median of 104 cm for example, compare the spectra for formate 5 (h ) in Fig. 4
2 2the symmetrically bonded h complexes of this type (first to that for formate 6 (h ) in Fig. 6; both compounds have

2three entries of the h type in Table 5). two triphenylphosphine ligands.
1Fig. 5 shows DRIFTS spectra of h -type formate, The Dn values, within each ligand type, vary regularly

acetate and trifluoroacetate complexes derived from the with the nature of bonding to the metal centers. Com-
1cis-Ru(bpy) (CO) fragment. All of the compounds show pounds with chelated carboxyl oxygens have much smaller2

21three weak bands in the 1450 cm region which are due Dn values than their monodentate counterparts, although
2 2to the bipyridine ligands; they differ slightly in intensity the type of chelation (h or m –h ) doesn’t appear to have2

from one compound to another. The widest separation of further impact. Additionally, with the complexes having
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Table 5
Carboxylate stretching frequencies of acetate and trifluoroacetate complexes

Compound Structure Bonding n (CO ) n (CO ) Dn Refasym 2 sym 2

assignment
1Cp Ti(CH )(OCOCH ) spectroscopy h 1646 1300 346 [53]2 3 3
1 amer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (OCOCH ) spectroscopy h 1612 1323 289 , [17]3 3 2 3

1 2 1 acis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(OCOCH )] PF (8) spectroscopy h 1621 1317 3042 3 6
1Pt(dppf)(OCOCH ) c X-ray h 1625 (1595) 1308 317 [54]3 2

(287)
2 afac-Re(CO) (PPh )(OCOCH ) (9) X-ray h 1515 1412 1033 3 3
2 a 17cis, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (OCOCH ) (10) X-ray h 1516 1411 105 ,2 3 2 3
2 afac-Mn(CO) (PPh )(OCOCH ) (11) spectroscopy h 1521 1425 1063 3 3
2In(tpp)(OCOCH ) X-ray h 1562 1421 141 [36]3

2[Rh(CO)(PCy )] (OCOCH )(m-s, s-C5C5CPh ) X-ray m –h 1538 1440 98 [55]3 2 3 2 2
1 2 2[Rh(CO)(PCy )] (OCOCH )(m-h :h -C Ph) X-ray m h 1575 1450 125 [56]3 2 3 2 2

1 aCp Ti(CH )(OCOCF ) (12) spectroscopy h 1701 1422 2792 3 3
1 acis-Re(CO) (PPh )(OCOCF ) (13) spectroscopy h 1698 1411 2874 3 3
1 amer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (OCOCF ) (14) spectroscopy h 1685 1412 2733 3 2 3

1 2 1 acis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(OCOCF )] PF (15) spectroscopy h 1701 1403 2982 3 6
b 1Pt(dppm)(OCOCF ) X-ray h 1713 (1698) 1406 307 [54]3 2

(292)
t 2Re (NBu ) (m-O)(m-OSiMe ) (OCOCF ) X-ray m 2h 1682 1454 228 [57]2 4 3 3 3 2

a IR data from this work.
b dppm5bis(diphenylphosphino)methane.
c dppf51, 19-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene.

chelated carboxyl ligands, the n bands shift their Mattson RS-1 FTIR Spectrometer using a MinidiffOCO

positions greatly, with the n band moving to lower DRIFTS accessory (Graseby Specac. Inc.). Melting pointsasym

frequency and the n band moving to higher frequency, were determined on a Thomas-Hoover capillary meltingsym

as compared to the monodentate complexes. point apparatus and are uncorrected. Elemental analyses
were performed by Midwest Microlab, Indianapolis, IN.

3. Experimental 13.2. Synthesis of cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(h -OCHO) (1)4 3

3.1. General procedures.
Cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(CH ) (0.20 g, 0.35 mmol) was4 3 3

placed in a flask, followed by excess formic acid (5 ml).
All reactions were carried out under a nitrogen atmos-

The mixture was heated to 508C with stirring for 2 h, then
phere either in Schlenkware or in a Vacuum Atmospheres

cooled to room temperature and evaporated to dryness. The
glovebox. The solvents used in the glovebox were distilled

residue was triturated with hexane, then the hexane
under N from the following drying agents: CH Cl with2 2 2 extracts were evaporated under vacuum to leave a white
P O hexanes and toluene with Na/benzophenone. Re-2 5 solid (quantitative yield), mp 1098C.
agent grade acetonitrile, ethanol, and diethyl ether were

Anal. calcd for C H O PRe: C, 45.62; H, 2.66.23 16 6used as received without further purification. Formic acid
Found: C, 45.54; H, 2.70. IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 2101,CO(95%, aqueous), acetic acid, and trifluoroacetic acid were 21 212018, 1983, and 1960 cm ; n 1626 and 1277 cm .OCOpurchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and used as re- 1 13H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.64 (s, OCHO); 7.45 (m, Ph). C3ceived. cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(CH ) [58], cis-Re(CO) -4 3 3 4 NMR (CDCl ): d 187.45 (s, CO); 187.38 (s, CO); 184.323(PPh )(FBF ) [20], mer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) H [21],3 3 3 3 2 (d, J 553.7 Hz, CO); 168.22 (d, J 51.2 Hz, OCHO);1 CP CPmer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (h -OCOCH ) [17], cis-3 3 2 3 133.39 (d, J 511.7 Hz, Ph); 131.28 (d, J 547.8 Hz,1 CP CP[Ru(bpy) (CO)H]PF [59], and Cp Ti(CH )(h -2 6 2 3 Ph); 131.14 (d, J 51.2 Hz, Ph); 128.86 (d, J 510.1 Hz,CP CPOCOCH ) [53] were prepared according to literature 313 Ph). P NMR (CDCl ): d 12.11.1 13 31 3methods. The H, C, and P NMR spectra were recorded

1 13on a Bruker AMX-500 spectrometer; the H and C
1chemical shifts were referenced to residual protons and 3.3. Synthesis of Cp Ti(CH )(h -OCHO) (2)2 3

31carbons in the deuterated solvents, respectively. The P
chemical shifts were determined using H PO (85%) as the Cp Ti(CH ) [61], 0.52 g (2.50 mmol), was dissolved3 4 2 3 2

external standard. Infrared spectra were obtained by the in CH Cl (20 ml), formic acid (0.10 ml, 95%, 2.5 mmol)2 2

DRIFTS technique (diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier was added and the mixture was stirred for 30 min. The
transform spectroscopy [60]) and were recorded on an ATI mixture was evaporated to dryness under vacuum and the
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residue was recrystallized from CH Cl /hexanes to yield a mixture was heated at reflux for 30 min. The solvent was2 2

red solid, 0.55 g (92%), mp 117–1188C (dec). removed under vacuum to yield a white solid, 0.105 g
Anal. calcd for C H O Ti: C, 60.53; H, 5.93. Found: (quantitative yield).12 14 2

21C, 60.72; H, 6.20. IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 1652, 1636, IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 2045, 1943, and 1902 cm ;OCO CO
21 1 211270, and 1258 cm . H NMR (CD Cl ): d 8.07 (s, 1, n 1616 and 1289 cm (lit. [17]: n 2040, 1950, and2 2 OCO CO

13 21 21 1OCHO); 6.19 (s, 10, Cp); 0.70 (s, 3, CH ). C NMR 1900 cm ; n 1620 and 1300 cm ). H NMR3 OCO
13(CD Cl ): d 166.23 (OCHO); 115.07 (Cp); 45.99 (CH ). (CDCl ): d 7.54–7.34 (m, Ph); 7.07 (s, OCHO). C NMR2 2 3 3

(CDCl ): d 6 195.08 (t, J 56.1 Hz, CO); 194.41 ((t,3 CP13.4. Characterization data for Cp Ti(h -OCHO) (3)2 2 J 59.2 Hz, CO); 167.89 (s, OCHO); 133.70 (t, J 55.6CP CP
[16] Hz, Ph); 133.28 (t, J 523.9 Hz, Ph); 130.22 (s, Ph);CP

31128.25 (t, J 55.1 Hz, Ph). P NMR (CDCl ): d 18.38.CP 3
Anal. calcd for C H O Ti: C, 53.76; H, 4.51. Found:12 12 4

C, 53.68; H, 4.47. IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 1644, 1290, 2OCO 3.8. Synthesis of cis, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (h -OCHO)21 1 2 3 2and 1273 cm . H NMR (CD Cl ): d 8.46 (s, 2, OCHO);2 2 (6)136.55 (s, 10, Cp). C NMR (CD Cl ): d 167.05 (OCHO);2 2

119.10 (Cp). 1Mer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (h -OCHO) (0.05 g, 0.063 3 2
1 mmol) was dissolved in toluene (10 ml) and the solution3.5. Synthesis of cis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(h -OCHO)]PF (4a)2 6

was heated at reflux for 1 h. After cooling to room
temperature, the solvent was removed under vacuumCis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(H)]PF (0.100 g, 0.17 mmol) was2 6
leaving a white residue which was washed with ethanolplaced in a flask, formic acid (5 ml) was added and the
(435 ml) then dried under vacuum, 0.04 g (81%).mixture was stirred for 1 hr. The mixture was evaporated

21IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 1925 and 1849 cm ; nCO OCOto dryness under vacuum, then dissolved in CH CN (103 21 211547 and 1358 cm (lit. [17]: n , 1930 and 1850 cm ;ml) and treated with excess NH PF (aq, 10 ml) to afford CO4 6 21 1
n , 1550 and 1360 cm ). H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.83 (t,anion-exchange. The resulting solution was concentrated to OCO 3

13J 53.6 Hz, OCHO); 7.44–7.37 (m, Ph). C NMRhalf of its original volume and a yellow solid which HP

(CDCl ): d 201.46 (t, J 57.1 Hz, CO); 173.86 (t, J 5precipitated was collected by filtration and dried under 3 CP CP

2.0 Hz, OCHO); 134.17 (t, J 56.1 Hz, Ph); 132.47 (t,vacuum, 0.095 g (88%), mp.2508C. CP
21 J 522.9 Hz, Ph); 130.05 (s, Ph); 128.28 (t, J 55.1 Hz,IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 1972 cm ; n 1621 CP CPCO OCO 3121 21 1 Ph). P NMR (CDCl ): d 33.65.and 1281 cm (lit. [16] (CH Cl ): n 1984 cm ). H 32 2 CO

NMR (CD CN): d 9.54 (d, J55.7 Hz, bpy); 8.85 (d,3 13
2J55.7 Hz, bpy); 7.83 (s, OCHO); 8.52–7.27 (m, bpy). C 3.9. Synthesis of cis, cis-([Re(CO) (PPh )] (m –h -4 3 2 2

NMR (CD CN): d 201.67 (CO); 169.04 (OCHO);3 OCHO)]BF (7)4
158.05–124.54 (20 resonances, bpy).

1Cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(h -OCHO) (1; 0.07 g, 0.12 mmol)1 4 33.6. Synthesis of cis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(h -OCHO)]PF O2 2 2 and cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(FBF ) (0.08 g, 0.12 mmol) were4 3 3(4b)
combined in a flask. CH Cl (10 ml) was added. The2 2

mixture was stirred for 1 h and then solvent was removed
Cis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(H)]PF (0.12 g, 0.20 mmol) was2 6 under vacuum to afford a white solid, 0.150 g (quantitative

placed in a flask, formic acid (5 ml) was added. The
yield), mp 1148C.

mixture was heated to reflux for 1 hr, then formic acid was
Anal. calcd for C H BF O P Re : C, 43.14; H, 2.49.45 31 4 10 2 2removed under vacuum. The residue was extracted with

Found: C, 42.83; H, 2.62. IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 2114,COCH CN (20 ml) and the extract filtered. Ether (60 ml) was 21 21 13 2012, and 1955 cm n 1562 and 1359 cm . H NMROCOadded to precipitate a yellow solid; the solid was re- 13(CD Cl ): d, 7.58–7.38 (m, Ph); 6.94 (s, OCHO);. C2 2crystallized from CH CN/ether to yield yellow crystals,3 NMR (CD Cl ): d 186.90 (d, J 58.8 Hz, CO); 185.642 2 CP0.043 g (36%).
(d, J 56.3 Hz, CO); 183.73 (d, J 552.5 Hz, CO);CP CPAnal. calcd for C H F N O PRu: C, 44.98; H, 2.92.22 17 2 4 5 177.84 (s, OCHO); 135.55 (d, J 510.1 Hz, Ph); 132.401 13 CPFound: C, 45.39; H, 3.06. The H and C NMR spectral
(d, J 51.2 Hz, Ph); 129.85 (d, J 549.0 Hz, Ph); 129.451 CP CPproperties are identical to those of cis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(h - 312 (d, J 510.1 Hz, Ph). P NMR (CD Cl ): d 13.31.31 CP 2 2OCHO)]PF (4a). P NMR (CD CN): d 212.93 (t, J 56 3 PF

948.0 Hz).
13.10. Synthesis of cis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(h -OCOCH )]PF2 3 6

13.7. Synthesis of mer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (h -OCHO) (8)3 3 2

(5)
Cis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(H)]PF (0.05 g, 0.08 mmol) was2 6

Mer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (H) (0.10 g, 0.13 mmol) placed in a flask together with acetic acid (5 ml). The3 3 2

was placed in a flask. Formic acid (10 ml) was added. The mixture was heated at 608C for 2.5 h, then acetic acid was
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removed under vacuum. The residue was dissolved in work [22]. It showed IR(DRIFTS, KCl) n 2030, 1949,CO
21 21 1CH CN (10 ml) and treated with NH PF (aq, 10 ml) to 1913 cm ; n 1521 and 1415 cm . H NMR (CDCl ):3 4 6 OCO 3

13afford anion-exchange. The resulting solution was concen- d 7.41 (m, 15H, Ph); 1.02 (s, 3H, CH ). C NMR3

trated to half of its original volume, resulting in precipi- (CDCl ) d 222.63 (CO); 212.67 (CO); 185.84 (OCO);3

tation of a yellow solid which was collected by filtration 134.27 (d, J 58.1 Hz, Ph); 136.63 (s, Ph); 130.17 (d,PC

and dried under vacuum, 0.04 g (76%), mp.2508C. J 538.1 Hz, Ph); 128.56 (d, J 56.1 Hz, Ph), 22.92 (s,PC PC

Anal. calcd for C H F N O PRu: C, 42.80; H, 2.97. CH ).23 19 6 4 3 3

Found: C, 42.50; H, 3.04. IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 1964CO
21 21 1

1cm n 1621 and 1317 cm . H NMR (CD CN): dOCO 3 3.14. Synthesis of Cp Ti(CH )(h -OCOCF ) (12)2 3 39.55 (d, J55.7 Hz, bpy); 8.88 (d, J55.7 Hz, bpy); 8.49–
137.25 (m, bpy) 1.70 (s, CH ). C NMR (CD CN): d 201.953 3 Cp Ti(CH ) (1.60 g, 7.69 mmol) was dissolved in2 3 2(CO); 177.78 (OCO); 158.21–124.44 (20 resonances, CH Cl (20 ml) and cooled to 08C. Trifluoroacetic acid2 2bpy); 23.21 (CH ).3 (0.60 ml, 99%, 7.7 mmol) was added dropwise. The

mixture was stirred for 30 min. The solvent was removed
23.11. Synthesis of fac-Re(CO) (PPh )(h -OCOCH ) (9) under vacuum. The residue was recrystallized from3 3 3

toluene /hexanes to yield a red solid, 2.12 g (90%), mp
Cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(CH ) (0.103 g, 0.18 mmol) was 117–1188C (dec).4 3 3

placed in a flask together with acetic acid (5 ml). The Anal. calcd for C H F O Ti: C, 51.00; H, 4.28.13 13 3 2

mixture was stirred at 608C for 6 h, then acetic acid was Found: C, 51.14; H, 4.38. IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 1700OCO
21 1removed under vacuum. The residue was recrystallized and 1240 cm . H NMR (C D ): d 5.62 (s, 10, Cp); 0.976 6

13from CH Cl /hexane to yield colorless crystals, 0.079 g (s, 3, CH ). C NMR (C D ): d 160.06 (q, J 539.1 Hz,2 2 3 6 6 CF

(73%), mp 195–1968C. OCO); 115.41 (Cp); 51.06 (CH ).3

Anal. calcd for C H O PRe: C, 46.70; H, 3.07.23 18 5

1Found: C, 46.60; H, 3.14. IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 2030,CO 3.15. Synthesis of cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(h -OCOCF ) (13)4 3 321 21 11937, and 1901 cm n 1515 and 1412 cm . H NMROCO
13(CDCl ): d, 7.50–7.33 (m, Ph); 1.10 (s, CH ). C NMR3 3 Cis-Re(CO) (PPh )(CH ) (0.20 g, 0.35 mmol) was4 3 3

(CDCl ): d 195.18 (d, J 57.1 Hz, CO); 190.47 ((d,3 CP dissolved in CH Cl (10 ml) and trifluoroacetic acid2 2
J 572.7 Hz, CO); 189.18 (d, J 52.5 Hz, OCO); 134.24CP CP (0.030 ml) was added. The mixture was stirred for 30 min.
(d, J 511.2 Hz, Ph); 130.91 (d, J 52.0 Hz, Ph); 129.33CP CP Then the mixture was evaporated to dryness under vac-
(d, J 545.3 Hz, Ph); 128.74 (d, J 59.7 Hz, Ph); 24.09CP CP uum. The gummy residue was treated with hexane. The

31(s, CH ). P NMR (CDCl ): d 29.33.3 3 hexane was removed under vacuum to leave a white solid,
0.23 g (quantitative yield), mp 928C.

23.12. Synthesis of cis, trans-Re(Co) (PPh ) (h - Anal. calcd for C H F O PRe: C, 42.79; H, 2.24.2 3 2 24 15 3 6

OCOCH ) (10) Found: C, 42.70; H, 2.25. IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 2105,3 CO
21 21 12003, and 1958 cm ; n 1698 and 1410 cm . HOCO

13This compound was prepared by a modification of the NMR (CDCl ): d, 7.50–7.45 (m, Ph). C NMR (CDCl ):3 3

previous method [16]. Mer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (H) d, 186.94 (d, J 55.6 Hz, CO); 186.83 (d, J 59.2 Hz,3 3 2 CP CP

(0.10 g, 0.13 mmol) was placed in a flask together with CO); 183.86 (d, J 556.0 Hz, CO); 162.25 (d of q,CP

acetic acid (10 ml). The mixture was heated to 858C for 5 J 52.0 Hz, J 537.6 Hz, OCO); 133.23 (d, J 511.2CP CF CP

h, then acetic acid was removed under vacuum. The white Hz, Ph); 131.34 (d, J 52.5 Hz, Ph); 130.73 (d, J 548.8CP CP

residue was washed with ethanol (435 ml) and dried Hz, Ph); 129.02 (d, J 510.2 Hz, Ph); 114.23 (q, J 5CP CF
31under vacuum, 0.08 g (91%). 289.4 Hz, CF ). P NMR (CDCl ): d 11.88.3 3

21IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 1925 and 1851 cm ; nCO OCO
21 21

11516 and 1411 cm (lit. [17]: n 1930 and 1850 cmCO 3.16. Synthesis of mer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (h -3 3 221 1
n , 1515 cm ). H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.43–7.38 (m,OCO 3 OCOCF ) (14)313Ph); 0.42 (s, CH ). C NMR (CDCl ): d 201.88 (t,3 3

J 57.1 Hz, CO); 185.59 (t, J 54.0 Hz, OCO); 134.24CP CP This compound was prepared by a modification of the
(t, J 55.6 Hz, Ph); 132.56 (t, J 522.4 Hz, Ph); 129.87CP CP literature method [23]. Mer, trans-Re(CO) (PPh ) (H)3 3 231(s, Ph); 128.20 (t, J 54.6 Hz, Ph); 23.49 (s, CH ). PCP 3 [21] (0.20 g, 0.25 mmol) was dissolved in CH Cl (202 2
NMR (CDCl ): d 33.14.3 ml). The solution was then heated to reflux and CF COOH3

(1 ml) was added. The mixture was kept at reflux for 30
23.13. Spectral properties of fac-Mn(CO) (PPh )(h - min then evaporated to dryness under vacuum. The residue3 3

OCOCH ) (11) was washed with ethanol (4315 ml) and dried under3

vacuum (0.20 g (90%).
21A sample of this compound was available from previous IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 2053, 1952, and 1901 cmCO
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21
n 1685 and 1412 cm (lit. [17]: n 2040, 1950, and variables. All calculations were performed using theOCO CO

21 21 11895 cm ; n 1680 and 1410 cm ). H NMR teXsan package (Molecular Structure Corporation) [62].OCO
13(CD Cl ): d 7.59–7.36 (m, Ph). C NMR (CD Cl ): d2 2 2 2

2194.85 (t, J 55.6 Hz, CO); 194.37 (t, J 58.8 Hz, CO); 3.19. X-ray crystal structure of fac-Re(CO) (PPh )(h -CP CP 3 3
162.60 (q, J 536.3 Hz OCO); 133.84 (t, J 55.6 Hz, OCOCH ) (9)CF CP 3
Ph); 133.16 (t, J 524.1 Hz, Ph); 130.94 (s, Ph); 128.92 (t,CP

31 2J 55.0 Hz, Ph); 114.32 (q, J 5283.8 Hz, CF ). P A colorless crystal of fac-Re(CO) (PPh )(h -CP CF 3 3 3
NMR (CD Cl ): d 17.67. OCOCH ), grown from CH Cl /hexanes at 2308C, was2 2 3 2 2

mounted on a glass fiber with epoxy cement. Data were
collected on an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 diffractometor

13.17. Synthesis of cis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(h -OCOCF )]PF equipped with a graphite monochromator. Crystal data,2 3 6

(15) data collection, and refinement parameters are listed in
Table 1. Of 5312 unique reflections, 3808 were considered

Cis-[Ru(bpy) (CO)(H)]PF (0.05 g, 0.08 mmol) was observed (I.3s(I)). The structure was solved by direct2 6

dissolved in CH Cl (10 ml) then trifluoroacetic acid (1 methods. An empirical correction for absorption (C scans)2 2

ml) was added. The mixture was stirred for 20 min then was applied. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with
evaporated to dryness under vacuum. The residue was anisotropic thermal parameters. The hydrogen atoms were
dissolved in CH Cl (5 ml); diethyl ether (20 ml) was then located by difference maps and included as fixed contribu-2 2

added to precipitate a yellow solid. The solid was collected tions (B51.2 B of attached atom). A final R index of 0.022
by filtration and dissolved in CH CN (10 ml) and treated was obtained for 272 variables. All calculations were3

with NH PF (aq, 10 ml) to afford anion-exchange. The performed using the teXsan package (Molecular Structure4 6

resulting solution was concentrated to half of its original Corporation) [62].
volume and the yellow solid which precipitated was
collected by filtration and dried under vacuum, 0.04 g 3.20. Supplementary materials
(60%), mp.2508C.

Anal. calcd for C H, F N O PRu: C, 39.49; H, 2.31.23 6 9 4 3 Tables of bond lengths, bond distances, positional and
Found: C, 39.58; H, 2.55. IR (DRIFTS, KCl): n 1990CO isotropic thermal parameters and general displacement

21 21 1cm ; n 1701 and 1403 cm . H NMR (CD CN): dOCO 3 parameters for 4b and 9 are provided in the Supplementary
9.55 (d, J55.7 Hz, bpy); 8.76 (d, J55.7 Hz, bpy); 8.56– Materials which have been deposited at the Cambridge137.28 (m, bpy). C NMR (CD CN): d 200.48 (CO); 163.663 Crystallographic Data Base.
(q, J 535.6 Hz, OCO); 158.22–124.68 (20 resonances,CF

bpy); 114.70 (q, J 5289.9 Hz, CF ).CF 3
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with the copper(I) tetrahydroborates (phen)Cu(BH ) and4

(phen)(PPh )Cu(BH ): Probing the character of species in solution3 4
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Abstract

Added free ligand, i.e. phenanthroline for (phen)CuBH and either phenanthroline or triphenylphosphine for (phen)PPh CuBH , causes4 3 4
2a progressive change in the mode of attachment of the h –BH moiety from that in the initial complexes to the formation in solution of4

1 2 1 2ionic species of the type [(phen) Cu] BH and [(phen)(PPh ) Cu] BH , respectively. These changes were indicated by: (i) infrared2 4 3 2 4

spectroscopy, which showed both a gradual loss of signals attributed to n(B–H ) and d(BH ) and their replacement with spectra typicalb 2
2of ionic BH ion; (ii) an increase in the conductance measured that was consistent with a 1:1 electrolyte; (iii) chemical shift changes in4

11 31 2the B- and P-NMR signals associated with the BH and PPh moieties, respectively and (iv) a relative increase in signal intensities of4 3

the ions detected by electrospray mass spectrometry.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(I); Tetrahydroborate; Phenanthrolines; Triphenylphosphine; Complex ions

1. Introduction absence of stabilizing ligand. Complete decomposition
probably occurs by the following reactions:

The material bis(triphenylphosphine)copper(I) tetrahy-
1
]LCu(BH ) → CuH 1 B H 1 L4 2 6droborate is thermally stable until close to its melting point 2

(1778C; [1]) and is available commercially as a mild
1
]reductant [2]. Other phosphine and phenanthroline cop- CuH → Cu 1 H22

per(I) tetrahydroborate derivatives display similar thermal
1 3stability to the triphenylphosphine compound [3,4], but
] ]B H → B 1 H2 6 22 2

scarcely have been investigated as potential reducing
agents. Two new series of copper(I) tetrahydroborates

overall: LCu(BH ) → Cu 1 B 1 2H 1 L (where L 54 2containing either phenanthroline ligands only
bidentate ligand).[(phen)CuBH ] (series I) and phenanthroline together with4

PPh [(phen)PPh CuBH ] (series II) have been reported,3 3 4 A number of suggestions have been offered to define thewhich have extended the range of derivatives available [5].
role of the PPh addition. La Monica et al. [7] report that3It has been noted that the addition of an excess of PPh3 the addition of PPh to acetonitrile solutions of3to solutions of various copper(I) tetrahydroborates in-
(phen)(PPh )Cu(BH ) (where phen51,10-phen or tmp)3 4creases both the thermal stability of the reducing agent and
results in an increase in molar conductivity consistent withthe rate of reaction [3,6]. Without PPh addition, these3 a 1:1 electrolyte and suggests the possible formation ofsolutions decompose on standing or during subsequent

1 2ionic species of the type [(phen)(PPh ) Cu] [BH ] . Fleet3 2 4reactions. This effect is readily observed for the series I
et al. [8] propose that the reduction of acid chlorides toand II compounds and is particularly evident in the series I
aldehydes by (PPh ) Cu(BH ) with a 2 mol excess of3 2 4complexes, which decompose rapidly in solution in the
PPh might occur by nucleophilic catalysis involving the3

formation of an intermediate acyl phosphonium salt that is
* subsequently reduced. It has been suggested that theCorresponding author. Tel.: 161-39-479-2534; fax: 161-39-479-

1399; e-mail: b.james@latrobe.edu.au addition of excess PPh to solutions of (PPh ) Cu(BH )3 3 2 4

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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induces the mode of attachment of the BH group to 3. Results and discussion4

change from bidentate to monodentate, with the accom-
panying formation of tris(triphenylphosphine)copper(I) 3.1. Conductance
tetrahydroborate [9]. In investigations of tris-

23(methyldiphenylphosphine)copper(I) complexes containing The conductance measurements of 10 M CH CN3

either tetrahydroborato or (ethoxycarbonyl)trihydroborato solutions of the series I and II complexes on addition of
moieties, unidentate attachment of the hydroborato group mol equivalents of the appropriate ligands are presented in
in the solid state, and co-existence between the unidentate Fig. 1. All solutions showed substantial increases in
and bidentate moieties in solution, were suggested [10]. conductance following ligand addition; the largest single

In view of the disparate suggestions for the role of PPh increase occurred following the initial 0.5 mol addition,3
21addition to copper(I) tetrahydroborate solutions, a more with average increases of 24.6 and 15.3 mS cm for the

general investigation into phen and PPh addition to the series I and II complexes, respectively.3

new series I and II complexes was undertaken. This paper The results indicate that, in the absence of added ligand,
reports investigations using conductance and spectroscopic the series II complexes dissociate more readily, while

11 31techniques [infrared, B- and P NMR and electrospray following the addition of excess ligand, the series I
mass spectrometry (ESMS)] into the nature of the species complexes exhibit a greater tendency to exist as disso-

2existing in solution, in particular, the variation of the BH ciated ionic species in solution. The addition of excess4

moiety, following addition of phen ligand to phen to series I complexes results in a larger increase in
(phen)Cu(BH ) compounds, and of PPh or phen to conductance because of the effectiveness of the bidentate4 3

(phen)(PPh )Cu(BH ). phen ligand to form bis(phen)Cu(I) species, whereas the3 4

PPh is more labile. The final conductance values for both3
23series are consistent with that expected for a 10 M

solution of a 1:1 electrolyte [11,12] and indicate the
2. Experimental

The series I and II copper(I) tetrahydroborate com-
pounds were obtained from (PPh ) CuBH , as described3 2 4

previously [5].
Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer 1720X

Fourier transform spectrometer. Solids were diluted (1:10)
with KBr (spec. grade) and spectra were recorded by
diffuse reflectance, while solution spectra were obtained
using CH Cl in a 0.1-mm pathlength KBr cell.2 2

31 11P- and B NMR spectra in a 3:1 mixture of CH Cl –2 2

CD Cl were acquired on a Bruker AM300 spectrometer2 2

and referenced to external 1,2-bis(diphenylphos-
phino)ethane and boron trifluoride etherate (d 0.00 ppm),
respectively, at 298 K.

Electrospray mass spectrometry with a VG Bio-Q triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer used a 10 mM stock solu-
tion of tetrahexylammonium bromide [Hx NBr, Aldrich]4

in methanol, which was diluted (1:10) with CH Cl to2 2

yield a 1 mM working solution. Compounds (1 mmol) for
3ESMS investigation were dissolved in 1 cm of working

solution, which was further diluted (1:10) with CH Cl2 2

before injection into the ion source of the spectrometer. All
ES mass spectra were acquired at an operating voltage of
30 V of the first skimmer electrode (B ) of the mass1

analyser assembly and data were accumulated for ten Fig. 1. Conductivity plots for CH Cl /CH CN solutions of copper(I)2 2 3

scans. tetrahydroborates of the type (phen)Cu(BH ) (a) and4

(phen)(PPh )Cu(BH ) (b) following the addition of mol equivalents ofConductance measurements were performed using an 3 4

appropriate phen in (a) and PPh in (b). Where A, (2,9-dmp)Cu(BH ); B,3 4Activon conductance meter (model PTI-10) and cell
(4,7-dmp)Cu(BH ); C, (tmp)Cu(BH ); D, (3,4-dmp)Cu(BH ); E,4 4 4(Activon model AECP221). The complexes were dissolved (1,10-phen)(PPh )Cu(BH ); F, (4,7-dmp)(PPh )Cu(BH ); G,3 4 3 4

in the minimum quantity of dichloromethane before being (tmp)(PPh )Cu(BH ); H, (5,6-dmp)(PPh )Cu(BH ) and I, (3,4-3 4 3 4
23diluted to a concentration of 10 M in dry acetonitrile. dmp)(PPh )Cu(BH ).3 4
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formation of ionic species, possibly of types nated PPh as the mol equivalents of PPh are increased.3 3
1 2 1 2 11[(phen) Cu] [BH ] and [(phen)(PPh ) Cu] [BH ] The B NMR results indicate a chemical shift of the2 4 3 x 4

(where x51 or 2) for the series I and II complexes, observed signal to higher frequency with the increased
respectively. addition of PPh . This is consistent with a deshielding3

The addition of excess phen to series II complexes also effect around the boron nuclei as the electron density of
results in a large increase in conductance, consistent with the covalent interaction is reduced as the BH moiety4

that observed for the series I complexes, and indicates the assumes a more ionic nature in solution. These trends are
displacement of PPh by the preferred chelating phen expected to be typical of similar PPh additions to other3 3

ligand with the resulting formation of series II complexes.
1 2 31[(phen) Cu] [BH ] species, as has been observed previ- The P NMR spectra, indicating an exchange averaged2 4

31ously by ESMS [13]. P signal shifting towards uncoordinated PPh (d 57.483
11ppm), together with a chemical shift of the B NMR

signal to low field on the addition of excess PPh , support3
11 313.2. B- and P NMR spectroscopy a substantial change in the coordination of the phosphine

and tetrahydroborate ligands that is compatible with the
1 2It has been noted that the addition of excess phosphine formation of [(4,7-dmp)(PPh ) Cu] [BH ] and reflects3 2 4

ligand to solutions of Cu(I) tetrahydroborates containing the fact that four-coordinate copper(I) sites are maintained.
31labile phosphines results in a chemical shift of the P

NMR phosphine signal towards that of the uncoordinated 3.3. Infrared spectroscopy
phosphine [9,10]. For example, a 0.1 M solution of

31MePh P exhibits a P NMR signal at 27.7 ppm (relative2 For (MePh P) Cu(BH ), the solid state infrared spec-2 3 4
to external H PO ), and a 0.05 M solution of3 4 trum was consistent with a unidentate mode of attachment
Cu[MePh P] BH shows a single signal at 22.1 ppm,2 3 4 of the BH moiety, while differences in the solution4
whereas a solution mixture of 0.1 M ligand and 0.05 M spectra were interpreted as being due to an equilibrium

1 2complex exhibits a single resonance at the intermediate between the h - and h –BH complexes (with accompany-4
value of 24.1 ppm as a consequence of rapid phosphine ing loss of one PPh Me ligand) [14]:2
exchange [14].

31 11 1 2The P- and B NMR spectra of solutions of (4,7- (MePh P) Cu(h -BH )á(MePh P) Cu(h -BH ) 12 3 4 2 2 4

dmp)(PPh )Cu(BH ) following additions of PPh were3 4 3 MePPh .2investigated and the results are presented in Table 1. Only
31one signal was observed in the P NMR spectra of these The solid state structure of (MePh P) Cu(BH ) was found2 3 4

solutions at both 200 and 298 K; the data for the various to be consistent with a unidentate coordination of BH to4

additions of PPh were acquired at 298 K. The results copper. Any similar effect was investigated for CH Cl3 2 2

indicate that all PPh groups are magnetically equivalent, solutions of the series I and II complexes by observing the3

with chemical shift values approaching that of uncoordi- resulting infrared spectra following successive additions of
various mole equivalents of the appropriate ligand.

The infrared data associated with the BH moiety (fromTable 1 4
11 31B and P NMR data for solutions of (4,7-dmp)(PPh )Cu(BH ) diffuse reflectance in the solid state) for both the series I3 4

following additions of PPh3 and II compounds that were reported and assigned previ-
Solution PPh / NMR data ously [5] have been used for comparison. The infrared3

mol equiv. spectrum of an initial solution of (1,10-
11 a 31 bB d P d phen)(PPh )Cu(BH ) shows subtle differences from that3 4

1 0.00 240.60 11.20 of the solid state, in agreement both with previous results
2 0.25 239.60 2 reported for this complex and other copper(I) tetrahydro-
3 0.50 238.79 10.61 borates [10,14,15]. Following PPh addition, the spectra34 0.75 238.03 2

show a gradual change in both the regions 2400–2000 and5 1.0 237.52 9.96
211160–1060 cm associated with the BH moiety. The6 1.25 237.12 2 4

7 1.50 236.81 9.47 changes involve the gradual loss of signals at 2235 and
218 2.00 236.36 9.22 1930 cm and the concomitant formation of signals at

9 2.50 236.05 2 212220 and 2285 cm (Fig. 2). Thus, in these regions, the
10 3.00 235.85 8.77

BH modes exhibit essentially ionic character [4,16] after411 4.00 235.55 8.42
the addition of 2 mol equivalents of PPh . Signals due to12 5.00 2 8.21 3

13 6.00 2 8.07 the bridging hydrogen mode n(B–H ) are no longerb
a readily apparent nor are peaks due to (HBH) bend orReferenced to external BF ?Et O (d 0.00 ppm).3 2 1 3bReferenced to external dppe (d 0.00 ppm). d(BH ), indicative of an h - or h –BH moiety, respec-3 4
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interaction. From the infrared data previously given [5],
the series I complexes show values of D(H –H ) in thet b

21 21range 394–427 cm (mean, 407 cm ) while for series II
21complexes, values of between 238–306 cm (mean, 284

21cm ) are observed. Both series of copper(I) tetrahydrobo-
rates thus would be characterized as exhibiting a ‘normal’
copper-to-tetrahydroborate interaction, neither overly co-
valent nor ionic in nature, based on the three-range
classifications of Jensen and Girolami [17], i.e., that D(H –t

21H ) values of ca. 735 cm indicate strong covalentb
21M–BH interactions, those near 460 cm exhibit a4

‘normal’ interaction, neither typically ionic nor covalent,
21while those ca. 125 cm were said to have a ‘weak’

interaction.
The ‘covalent’ nature of the solid state infrared spectra

and the ‘ionic’ nature of their solutions [18] might be
explained on the basis of these classifications. The D(H –t

H ) values indicate that series I complexes exhibit a moreb

covalent nature for the Cu–BH interaction than those in4

series II. This trend is particularly evident for those series I
complexes having a corresponding conjugate series II
complex. If reductions by both series of complexes in the
absence of added ligand proceed through ionic species
formed in solution via the dissociation of the original
covalent complex, then it seems likely that the series II
complexes would be more readily converted to ionic
species and could therefore be more efficient reductants
than their corresponding conjugate series I complexes.
Other bidentate copper(I) tetrahydroborates exhibit similar

21values for D(H –H ): 370 and 410 cm fort b

(dppe)Cu(BH ) and (PPh ) Cu(BH ), respectively, as4 3 2 4
2Fig. 2. Infrared spectra of the regions associated with the [BH ] moiety4 calculated from their original infrared data [3]. These

for a 0.02 M CH Cl solution of (1,10-phen)(PPh )Cu(BH ) corre-2 2 3 4 D(H –H ) values are consistent with those reported heret bsponding to I50.00, II50.25, III50.50, IV50.75, V51.00, VI52.00,
for the series I complexes, which have a similar tetrahedralVII53.00, VIII54.00, IX55.00 and X56.00 mol equivalents of added
arrangement of ligands around the copper(I) centre, wherePPh .3

2each of the bridging hydrogens of the h -BH moiety4

occupy a separate tetrahedral site. For the monodentate
tively, at all evident. The results are consistent with a BH complex (MePh P) Cu(BH ), a value of D(H –H )54 2 3 4 t b

21 21gradual change in the coordination mode of the BH 290 cm was reported [19] (although a value of 265 cm4

moiety from covalent to essentially ionic as the mol is indicated from the original infrared data [20]). Neverthe-
equivalents of PPh are increased. less, these values for (MePh P) Cu(BH ) are similar to3 2 3 4

Attempts to physically isolate the ionic products after those reported here for the series II complexes that have a
the addition of the appropriate ligand to members of both similar arrangement of ligands around the copper(I) centre,
series of complexes were unsuccessful. In all cases, even where, in this instance, the bridging hydrogens of the

2in the presence of a 6 mol equivalence of PPh for series II h -BH moiety are orientated such that both occupy only3 4

and a 4 mol equivalence of phen for series I complexes, one of the available tetrahedral sites.
the solid state infrared spectra of the products isolated

2indicated the presence of an h -BH group. This suggests 3.4. Electrospray mass spectrometry4

that an equilibrium probably exists in solution between the
different modes of attachment of the BH moiety, of which Solutions of series I and II copper(I) tetrahydroborates4

2the h -BH product is thermodynamically preferred and have been shown by ESMS to give rise to ions of the types4
1 1more readily isolated for these complexes in the solid state. [(phen)Cu] and [(phen) Cu] (for series I) and2

1 1Marks and Kolb [4] suggested that the separation [(phen)(phos)Cu] and [(phen)(phos) Cu] (for series II)2

between the n(B–H ) and n(B–H ) modes (i.e., [D(H – where both types of ligands (phen and phos) are labile andt b t

H )]) could be a useful measure of the ‘degree of readily exchanged with similar ligands [13]. However, inb

covalency’ of the metal-to-tetrahydroborate (M–BH ) this earlier work, no attempt was made to confirm an4
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increase in intensity of particular ions following ligand that they are non-preferred in the presence of phen ligand.
addition. Earlier work indicated that even at low B voltages, the1

Any change in the relative signal intensity of particular tetra- and tri-phosphine copper(I) ions are metastable, with
species following the addition of further ligand may be the ready loss of PPh occurring [13]. The ES mass spectra3

indicated by comparison with signals originating from the of the other series II complexes investigated following
working solution used to prepare the samples. Tetrahex- PPh addition were similar. The initial spectrum of (1,10-3

ylammonium bromide (Hx NBr) is readily soluble in the phen)(PPh )Cu(BH ) exhibits a non-significant signal of4 3 4

solvents employed and exhibits a consistent, stable signal low intensity (ca. 4%) at m /z 422 due to [(1,10-
1 1in the mass range of interest at m /z 354, due to [Hx N] , phen) Cu] which is no longer apparent following ligand4 2

with no signals due to decomposition or rearrangement addition. Details of the ESMS results are available in a
being observed in the range m /z 200–1200 at the B supplementary table.1

voltage employed. All signal intensities were measured For both the series I and II copper(I) tetrahydroborates,
relative to the signal at m /z 3545100%. Therefore, while in addition to the increased intensity of the signal due to a

1an increase in intensity of a signal assigned to a particular particular ion relative to that due to [Hx N] , an increase4
1ion relative to [Hx N] following ligand addition does not in signal strength was also indicated by the higher voltage4

yield quantitative information on the concentration of that observed at the detector, indicating an increased number of
particular ion, it does indicate an enhancement of the detected ions. This effect is supported by the lower number
species responsible. of scans required to produce a similar signal-to-noise ratio

The addition of 1 and 2 mol equivalents of appropriate of the acquired spectrum compared with that of the
phen to solutions of complexes of the type (phen)Cu(BH ) original solution. An increase in concentration of the4

(where phen 52,9-dmp, 4,7-dmp and 3,4-dmp) were species responsible for the observed signal in the ion
investigated. For example, the initial spectrum in the case source of the spectrometer is indicated.
of (4,7-dmp)CuBH exhibits a signal of medium intensity The preferred tetrahedral stereochemistry of copper(I) is4

1(ca. 19%) at m /z 479 that is due to [(4,7-dmp) Cu] . A well established. ESMS results indicate that the BH2 4

significant increase in intensity of ca. 16% is observed moiety readily dissociates to form the corresponding four
following the addition of a 1 mol equivalent of 4,7-dmp coordinate copper(I) ions that are readily observed. For the

1 2and a less substantial increase (ca. 7%) is observed series I complexes, the species [(phen) Cu] [BH ] is2 4

following the addition of a further 1 mol equivalent. No formed by excess ligand addition and/or the decomposi-
signal corresponding to a single phen ion of the type tion of some of the initial series I complex making

1[(phen)Cu] was observed. Similar behaviour was ob- available uncoordinated phen, enabling the in situ forma-
served for the ES mass spectra of the other series I tion of this species. This might explain the greater solution
complexes investigated following additions of their appro- stability of series II complexes than the series I complexes
priate phen ligands. prior to the addition of excess ligand. The increased

Similar experiments for PPh addition were performed lability of PPh (cf. the various phen ligands) enhances3 3

on solutions of complexes of the type stability due to the rapid exchange between coordinated
2(phen)(PPh )Cu(BH ) (where phen51,10-phen, 4,7-dmp and ionic forms of BH .3 4 4

and 3,4-dmp). The initial ES mass spectrum of (4,7-
dmp)(PPh )Cu(BH ) exhibits two signals of relative in-3 4

tensity ca. 13% at m /z 533 and 795 due to the ions
4. Conclusion1[(4,7-dmp)(PPh ) Cu] (where x51 or 2). After the3 x

addition of a 1 mol equivalent of PPh , both of these3 While none of the techniques employed is, by itself,
signals increase in intensity by ca. 3%, while only a ca. 1%

conclusive, the totality of results obtained support the
further increase in intensity is observed following the

conclusion that ionic species are produced by the addition
addition of a further 1 mol equivalent. This apparent small

of an excess of the ligands to solutions of the copper(I)
increase in relative intensity is due to there being two

tetrahydroborate derivatives. The results suggest that the
detected species of almost equal intensity which ‘share’ the 2BH anion is the dominant species in the solutions and the4observed increase. Earlier work indicated that signals due

most likely site for reduction reactions carried out in1to [(phen)(PPh ) Cu] ions were more intense than corre-3 2 solutions of this type.1sponding [(phen)(PPh )Cu] ions at low B voltages [13].3 1

That both ions are observed in almost equal intensities in
this work suggests that the ions of the type

1[(phen)(PPh ) Cu] are undergoing more collisional de- 5. Notation3 2

compositions due to the more populated conditions in the
ion source of the spectrometer in the presence of added Phenanthrolines (phen): 1,10-phen, 1,10-phenanthroline; 2-

1Hx NBr and PPh . No signals due to [(PPh ) Cu] , mp, 2-methyl-1,10-phenanthroline (similarly for 4-mp and4 3 3 2
1 1[(PPh ) Cu] or [(PPh ) Cu] were observed, indicating 5-mp); 2,9-dmp, 2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline (simi-3 3 3 4
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Abstract

A series of [OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) L ] (L5phosphine) complexes have been prepared by cleavage of [OsCl(m-Cl)(CO) ] with a2 2 2 3 2

variety of phosphines for a comparison of spectroscopic data with those for the related [OC-6-13][OsF (CO) L ] (L5phosphine). The2 2 2

X-ray structural characterisation of [OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) (PEt ) ] represents the first structural characterisation for this class of2 2 3 2

complex.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Osmium(II) complexes; Carbonyl; Phosphine; Crystal structure

1. Introduction ing the structural characterisation of [OC-6-
33][OsCl (CO) (PEt ) ], and compare results from this2 2 3 2

We have recently described the preparation of a range of study with those from the related study of the difluoride
[OC-6-13][OsF (CO) L ] (L5phosphine) complexes [1] complexes.2 2 2

and were surprised to find that, even though the first
example of one of the structurally related chloride com-
plexes, [OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) (PPh ) ], was first reported 2. Experimental2 2 3 2

31in 1966 [2,3], there was little P NMR data with which to
1 31compare those for our fluoride complexes, and that there H and P NMR spectroscopic studies were carried out

had been no single crystal X-ray structural characterisa- on a Bruker ARX 250 spectrometer at 250.13 and 101.26
tions. Although a wide variety of synthetic routes to MHz or a Bruker DRX 400 spectrometer at 400.13 and
examples of the osmium dichloride complexes, particularly 161.98 MHz, respectively. All chemical shifts are quoted

1when L5PPh , have been described in the literature [4], in ppm using the high-frequency positive convention; H3

there is no single, general route to prepare these deriva- NMR spectra were referenced internally to tetra-
31tives. Since our route [1] to the fluoride complexes, namely methylsilane and P NMR spectra were referenced exter-

cleavage of the fluoride-bridged, tetrameric [OsF (CO) ] , nally to 85% H PO . IR spectra were recorded on a2 3 4 3 4

represents a widely applicable synthetic procedure and Digilab FTS40 Fourier transform spectrometer for Nujol
21since a clean, high-yield route to a similar, chloride- mulls held between KBr plates at 4 cm resolution.

bridged, starting material, h[OsCl(m-Cl)(CO) ] j, had re- Elemental analyses were performed by Butterworth Lab-3 2

cently been reported [5], we have re-investigated the oratories and fast atom bombardment (FAB) mass spectra
cleavage of this dimer with a range of phosphine ligands. were recorded on a Kratos Concept 1H mass spectrometer.
Early applications of this synthetic route include the Dichloromethane was dried by heating to reflux over
preparation of [OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) (PPh ) ] [2,6] and CaH and was stored over molecular sieves in a closed2 2 3 2 2

[OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) (PhC H j ) ] [2]. Here, we report ampoule. The phosphines (Aldrich, Fluorochem) were used2 2 6 11 3 2

the synthesis and characterisation of a series of established without purification and, where appropriate, were handled
and novel [OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) L ] complexes, includ- under nitrogen. The [OsCl(m-Cl)(CO) ] was prepared by2 2 2 3 2

the literature route [5].
*Corresponding author. Fax: 144-116-2523789. In a typical experiment, [OsCl(m-Cl)(CO) ] (100 mg,3 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00417-3
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0.145 mmol) and the ligand (0.658 mmol) in dichlorome- rection based on c scans, maximum and minimum trans-
3thane (40 cm ) were heated to reflux for 4 h under mission factors of 0.464 and 0.1043, respectively, Siemens

nitrogen. The solution was allowed to cool, filtered, and P4 diffractometer, v scans, data collection range 5.16,

the solvent was removed by rotary evaporation to give the 2u ,54.008, 21#h#10, 21#k#25, 216#l#15, no crys-
products as cream solids in 75–80% yields. tal decay was detected from periodically measured check

Product identification was achieved using IR and NMR reflections; 5050 reflections were measured, and 3964 were
spectroscopic studies (Table 1) and FAB mass spec- unique (R 50.0347). The data were corrected for Lorentzint

trometry. [OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) L ]: L5PEt , m /z 526 and polarisation effects.2 2 2 3
1 1 1(M ), 491 ([M2Cl] ); L5P(C H ) , m /z 878 (M ),6 11 3

1 1843 ([M2Cl] ); L5PPh , m /z 807 ([M2Cl] ), 779 2.3. Structure solution and refinement3
1 1([M2Cl2CO] ); L5PMePh , m /z 718 (M ), 683 ([M22

1 1 1Cl] ), 655 ([M2Cl2CO] ); L5PEtPh , m /z 746 (M ), Structure solution by Patterson methods and structure2
1 1 2711 ([M2Cl] ), 683 ([M2Cl2CO] ). Satisfactory refinement of F employed SHELXTL/PC version 5.0 [7].

elemental analyses were obtained for representative prod- Hydrogen atoms were included in calculated positions
˚ucts: [OsCl (CO) hP(C H ) j ] (Found: C, 51.86; H, (C–H50.96 A) with isotropic displacement parameters set2 2 6 11 3 2

7.44; P, 7.02. C H Cl O OsP requires C, 52.04; H, to 1.2 U (C) for methylene H atoms and 1.5 U (C) for38 66 2 2 2 eq eq

7.58; P, 7.06); [OsCl (CO) (PMePh ) ] (Found: C, 46.79; methyl H atoms. All non H atoms were refined with2 2 2 2

H, 3.52; P, 8.28. C H Cl O OsP requires C, 46.87; H, anisotropic displacement parameters. Final, R 50.0278,28 26 2 2 2 1

3.65; P, 8.63); [OsCl (CO) (PEtPh ) ] (Found: C, 48.32; wR 50.0678 (0.033 and 0.070, respectively, for all data)2 2 2 2 2

H, 4.03; P, 7.23. C H Cl O OsP requires C, 48.33; H, for 190 variables. The final residual Fourier map showed30 30 2 2 2
23˚ ˚4.06; P, 8.31). peaks of 11.174 and 21.294 eA at ,1 A from the

osmium atom.

2.1. Crystal structure determination of [OC-6-
33][OsCl (CO) (PEt ) ]2 2 3 2 3. Results and discussion

Crystals were grown by slow evaporation from a
As shown previously in the cleavage of the fluoride

solution of the complex in dichloromethane.
bridges in [OsF (CO) ] with phosphines [1], cleavage of2 3 4

the chloride bridges in [OsCl (CO) ] represents a clean2 3 2

2.2. Crystal data and widely applicable route to a range of osmium–phos-
phine–carbonyl–halide complexes. Although this meth-

C H Cl O OsP , M5553.42, monoclinic, a5 odology had been utilised in the earliest preparations of14 30 2 2 2
˚8.286(1), b520.210(3), c512.717(1) A, b5107.5(1)8, complexes of this type, the straightforward new synthetic

3˚U52031.0(4) A (by least-squares refinement on diffrac- route to the chloride-bridged starting material has allowed
tometer angles from 39 centred reflections, 5.03 to 12.538), a comprehensive series of these complexes to be prepared
T5190(2) K, space group P2 /c, graphite-monochromated (Table 1). The cis-,cis-,trans-geometry for these complex-1

˚ es is, and has previously been, implied from the IRMo–Ka radiation, l50.71073 A, Z54, D 51.810 gc
23 spectroscopic data and our results are in acceptable agree-cm , F(000)51080, dimensions 0.6030.2130.17 mm,

21 ment with that in the literature. This geometry is nowm(Mo–Ka)56.700 mm , semiempirical absorption cor-

Table 1
Spectroscopic data for cis-,cis-,trans-[OsX (CO) L ] (X5F, Cl; L5phosphine)2 2 2

a 21 b
n(CO) /cm d(P) /ppm

c cL F Cl Br F Cl Br

PEt 2034, 1963 2029, 1953 2 11.1 29.3 23
dP(C H ) 2005, 1925 2008, 1931 2 15.5 22.2 26 11 3

e d,fPPh 2017, 1937 2041, 1970 2035, 1970 1.0 29.9 216.53
g dPEtPh 2031, 1950 2043, 1962 2046, 1977 4.4 26.0 22
f,h d d,fPMePh 2026, 1941 2043, 1971 2045, 1970 21.8 214.6 223.62

a 21Recorded as Nujol mulls unless otherwise stated; 62 cm .
bSpectra recorded in CD Cl unless otherwise stated.2 2
cData taken from ref. [1].
dCDCl solution.3
eKBr pellets, data taken from ref. [3].
fData taken from ref. [8].
gCHCl solution, data taken from ref. [9].3
hCH Cl solution.2 2
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confirmed by a single crystal X-ray crystallographic study
(vide infra). When L5PPh , PMePh and PEtPh , the data3 2 2

confirm our earlier contention [1] that n(CO) is lower for
fluoride than chloride¯bromide, which may be accounted
for by p-electron donation by the fluoride ligand [10].
However, this trend is not repeated for the better s-donor
ligands PEt and P(C H ) . Indeed, when L5PEt ,3 6 11 3 3

n(CO) for fluoride $n(CO) for chloride, indicating that,
here, the electron-withdrawing effects of the fluoride
ligands are only partially offset by Os–F p bonding, which
must arise from the different s-donor /p-acceptor prop-
erties of the axial phosphine ligands. Further work is
necessary in this area to fully understand the nature of the
metal–halide interaction in these low-valent metal com-
plexes.

31 1The Ph Hj NMR data (Table 1) again confirm our
earlier suggestion [1] that d(P) F.Cl.Br is part of a
general trend in line with the nephelauxetic effect. How-
ever, here again, the effect is more pronounced for the
alkyl than the aryl phosphines, mirroring the variations in
n(CO), and suggesting differences in the metal–ligand
interactions between the two groups of complexes.

Slow evaporation from a dichloromethane solution of
[OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) (PEt ) ] produces colourless crys-2 2 3 2

tals that were studied by X-ray crystallography. The
molecular structure of [OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) (PEt ) ] is2 2 3 2

shown in Fig. 1 and selected bond lengths and angles are
given in Table 2. All other crystallographic data may be
obtained from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Cen-
tre, where the CIF file has been deposited (deposition

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of [OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) (PEt ) ], showing2 2 3 2number 103014). The complex is pseudo-octahedral with
the atom labelling scheme with 30% probability ellipsoids. H atoms are

the two phosphine ligands trans to each other and the two shown as spheres of arbitrary radii.
chloride ligands trans to the carbonyl groups, as indicated
by IR spectroscopy. The Os–P bond lengths are similar
and entirely reasonable. However, the Os–Cl and the related difluoride complexes [OC-6-13][MF (CO) L ]2 2 2

Os–C bond lengths, which are consistent, appear unusually [M5Ru, L5PPh , PEtPh ; M5Os, L5PPh , P(C H ) ]3 2 3 6 11 3

long and short, respectively, in comparison with other [1,13], do not appear to influence the packing or ligand
Os(II)–Cl or Os(II)–CO bond lengths [11]. Indeed, the arrangement for [OC-6-33][OsCl (CO) (PEt ) ] in the2 2 3 2

osmium–chlorine bond lengths are closer to the Os– solid state.
Cl bond lengths in [OsCl (CO) ] than to the Os–bridging 2 3 2

Cl bond length [5]. However, the unusually short Table 2terminal
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [OC-6-C–O bond lengths and unusually high carbonyl stretching

33][OsCl (CO) (PEt ) ]2 2 3 2frequencies for this dimer suggest that it contains a
Os(1)–C(2) 1.867(4) Os(1)–C(1) 1.869(5)distorted charge distribution. The carbonyl and chloride
Os(1)–P(2) 2.4048(11) Os(1)–P(1) 2.4054(11)ligands and the osmium atom are essentially co-planar,
Os(1)–Cl(2) 2.444(1) Os(1)–Cl(1) 2.4452(11)with the largest inter-ligand angle occurring between the
C(1)–O(1) 1.132(5) C(2)–O(2) 1.134(5)

two carbonyl ligands. The ethyl substituents on the mutual- P(1)–C(5) 1.818(4) P(2)–C(9) 1.820(5)
ly trans phosphine ligands adopt a staggered conformation P(1)–C(3) 1.826(5) P(2)–C(11) 1.823(4)

P(1)–C(7) 1.826(4) P(2)–C(13) 1.831(4)in contrast to the eclipsed conformation in [OC-6-
C(1)–Os(1)–C(2) 93.5(2) C(1)–Os(1)–Cl(1) 178.10(14)13][MF (CO) L ] [M5Ru, L5PEtPh ; M5Os, L52 2 2 2
Cl(1)–Os(1)–Cl(2) 88.61(4) Cl(2)–Os(1)–C(2) 176.96(14)P(C H ) ] [1]. Although the P(1)–Os(1)–P(2) axis bends6 11 3 C(1)–Os(1)–Cl(2) 89.50(14) C(2)–Os(1)–Cl(1) 88.36(14)

slightly (1788) towards the chloride ligands, there are no P(1)–Os(1)–P(2) 178.05(3) P(1)–Os(1)–Cl(1) 89.22(4)
H...Cl interactions that are significantly shorter than the O(1)–C(1)–Os(1) 179.3(4) O(2)–C(2)–Os(1) 178.1(4)

C(5)–P(1)–C(3) 105.7(2) C(5)–P(1)–C(7) 105.9(2)sum of the van der Waals radii of H and Cl [r (H)5vdw
C(7)–P(1)–C(3) 100.5(2) C(3)–P(1)–Os(1) 114.3(2)˚1.20, r (Cl)51.75 A] [12]. Hence, intra- and inter-vdw
C(5)–P(1)–Os(1) 114.7(2) C(7)–P(1)–Os(1) 114.3(2)molecular interactions, which appear to be important in the
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Abstract

Five copper(II) complexes with thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid (H Tda): Cu(Tda)(H O)?(H O) (1), Cu(Tda)(im) ?(H O) (2),2 2 2 2 2 2

Cu(Tda)(im) (3), [Cu(Tda)(py) ] (4) and [Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O)] ?n[Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O) ]?2nH O (5) (im5imidazole, py5pyridine4 2 n 2 n 2 2 2

and bipy52,29-bipyridine) have been synthesised and their spectroscopic and thermal properties investigated. Three of them (3, 4 and 5)
are structurally characterised and the Cu atom is in five coordinate, distorted square pyramidal environments. The thiophene-2,5-
dicarboxylate molecule is monodentate in 3 in which the molecular structure is stabilised by intermolecular hydrogen bonding involving

22two of the four non-coordinated nitrogen atoms of the imidazole ligands and carboxylate groups from adjacent Tda . In 4 the
thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylate ion is bridging tridentate and bonded to three copper atoms to form a chain polymer with alternating

2216-membered ring bridged by two Tda and an 8-membered ring bridged by two carboxylates. Complex 5 comprises discrete
[Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O) ] (5a), one dimensional zig–zag chain of [Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O)] (5b) and water molecules of crystallization. The2 2 2 n

thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylate molecule is monodentate in 5a and involved in intermolecular stacking interactions with 2,2’-bipyridine
rings, and bidentate in 5b to bridge [Cu(bipy)(H O)] to form a one dimensional zig–zag chain.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights2

reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structures; Copper(II) complexes; Chain complexes; Thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid; Stacking interactions; Hydrogen bonding

221. Introduction [Cu(Tda)(phen)(H O)] . These results indicate that Tda2 n

is possibly a suitable candidate in modelling active sites of
Recently we have studied the coordination properties of some proteins /enzymes and a useful building moiety in the

thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid (H Tda) in its copper(II) construction of low-dimensional coordination polymers2

complexes with 1,10-phenanthroline [1]. The thiophene- which are of interest on account of their potential applica-
222,5-dicarboxylate anion (Tda ) is monodentate [Fig. 1 tion in materials science [2–4]. On the other hand, like

(a)] in [Cu(Tda)(phen)(H O) ]?3H O and other dicarboxylic acids such as pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic2 2 2

[Cu(Tda)(phen) ]?1/2H Tda?2H O in which the molecular acid [5–8] and benzene-1,2-dioxyacetic acid [9–11] which2 2 2

structures are stabilised by intermolecular aromatic ring show diverse coordination modes, thiophene-2,5-dicarbox-
stacking interaction between the thiophene ring and the ylic acid is also a versatile ligand and can variously
aromatic rings in the 1,10-phenanthroline molecule and by function as a mono-, bi-, tri- or tetra-dentate ligand. As an
hydrogen bonding. The interesting structural features in extension of our studies on model coordination compounds
these two complexes are their similar coordination en- with thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid and application of

22vironments and stacking interactions with those in the Tda in the construction of diverse low-dimensional
22copper(II) site of galactose oxidase (GOase). Tda can coordination polymers, we report here the synthesis of its

also be bridging bidentate [Fig. 1 (b)] and act as building copper(II) complexes with monodentate N-containing lig-
units in the construction of one-dimensional ands imidazole (im) and pyridine (py) and bidentate 2,29-

bipyridine: Cu(Tda)(H O)?(H O) (1), Cu(Tda)(im) ?2 2 2 2

(H O) (2), Cu(Tda)(im) (3), [Cu(Tda)(py) ] (4) and2 4 2 n
*Corresponding author. [Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O)] ?n[Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O) ]?2nH O2 n 2 2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00418-5
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21mV s in EtOH/H O(1:1) that contained 0.10 M2

(NEt )ClO as the supporting electrolyte. Only complex 34 4

is sufficiently soluble for voltammetric studies and the
23concentration of the metal complex was 1310 M.

Solutions were purged with dry argon prior to data
collection. EMF values are reported versus SCE. Thermo-
gravimetric data were obtained on a Universal V1.5B TA

21Instrument in air flux with a heating rate of 108C min .
Thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid was synthesised by a
modified literature method [12].

2.2. Synthesis of Cu(Tda)(H O)?(H O) (1)2 2 2

3 32 cm of 0.1 M CuCl aqueous solution and 2 cm of2
30.1 M H Tda ethanol solution were mixed in a 20 cm2

3beaker covered with an aluminium foil, then 4 cm of 0.1
M NaOH aqueous solution was added. The resulting
solution with a pH of 4.26 was set aside. A light green
complex formed and was collected the next day (35 mg,
yield 61% based on Cu). Anal. Calcd. for C H CuO S: C,6 8 7

25.03; H, 2.78; S, 11.12; Cu, 22.09. Found: C, 25.26; H,
212.56; S, 11.19; Cu, 21.65%. IR (KBr disc, cm ): 1534

2 2(n COO ), 1348 (n COO ). UV–Vis (nm): 278, 698 (d–as s

d*).

2.3. Synthesis of Cu(Tda)(im) ?(H O) (2)2 2

22 3 3Fig. 1. Possible coordination modes of Tda . 2 cm of 0.1 M CuCl aqueous solution and 2 cm of2
30.1 M H Tda ethanol solution were mixed in a 20 cm2

3beaker covered with an aluminium foil, then 4 cm of 0.1(5) and their spectroscopic and thermal properties and the
M imidazole ethanol solution were added. Light blueX-ray crystal structures of 3, 4 and 5.
crystals formed were collected the next day (42 mg, yield
54% based on Cu). Anal. Calcd. for C H CuN O S: C,12 12 4 5

37.13; H, 3.09; N, 14.44; S, 8.25; Cu, 16.39. Found: C,2. Experimental
37.08; H, 2.84; N, 14.16; S, 8.14; Cu, 16.18%. IR (KBr

21 2disc, cm ): 2867 (nNH), 1602 (n COO ), 13542.1. General as
2 2(n COO ), 1334 (n COO ). UV–Vis (nm): 286, 653 (d–s s

d*).All chemicals were reagent grade and used without
further purification. Elemental analyses were carried out by
the Microanalytical Laboratory of the Department of

2.4. Synthesis of Cu(Tda)(im) (3)Chemistry, National University of Singapore. Solution pH 4

values of the reaction mixture were measured using a
3 32 cm of 0.1 M CuCl aqueous solution and 2 cm ofMetrohm 691 pH Meter. IR spectra were recorded as KBr 2

30.1 M H Tda ethanol solution were mixed in a 20 cmdiscs using a Perkin Elmer 1600 Fourier-transform IR 2
321 beaker covered with an aluminium foil, then 8 cm of 0.1spectrometer (4400–450 cm ) and UV–Vis spectra were

M imidazole ethanol solution were added. One monthrecorded on a Shimadzu UV-240 UV-visible spec-
later, when the solution evaporated to almost dryness, darktrophotometer using Nujol mulls for solid samples and in
blue crystals were formed and collected (28 mg, yield 28%EtOH/H O(1:1) for solution samples. Cyclic voltammetry2

based on Cu). Anal. Calcd. for C H CuN O S: C, 42.69;studies were performed on a EG&G 273 Potentiostat / 18 18 8 4

H, 3.56; N, 22.14; S, 6.32; Cu, 12.56. Found: C, 42.74; H,Galvanostat using EG&G 270/250 Research Electrochemi-
213.39; N, 22.55; S, 6.41; Cu, 12.63%. IR (KBr disc, cm ):cal Software 4.0. The single-compartment electrochemical

2 22836 (nNH), 1582 (n COO ), 1343 (n COO ). UV–Viscell was equipped with a platinum foil working electrode as s
2 3 21 21(0.5 cm ), a saturated calomel electrode (SCE), and a (l /nm, ´ /dm mol cm in parentheses): 282, 582max

platinum wire counter electrode. Scans were done at 50 (d–d*) (solid); 277 (9680), 655 (380).
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2.5. Synthesis of [Cu(Tda)(py) ] (4) 2.7. X-ray structure determination2 n

3 3 X-ray diffraction data for 3 were collected on a MAR2 cm of 0.1 M CuCl aqueous solution and 2 cm of2
3 Research Image Plate System at room temperature, using0.1 M H Tda ethanol solution were mixed in a 20 cm2

graphite-monochromated Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073beaker, then four drops of pyridine were added. The
Å). The single crystal was positioned at 90 mm from theresulting solution with a pH of 3.78 was set aside. Dark
plate and an exposure time of 2 min was used per 28 frameblue crystals were formed and collected the next day (52
collected. Data analyses were carried out with the XDSmg, yield 66% based on Cu). Anal. Calcd. for
[13] program. Intensities were not corrected for absorptionC H CuN O S: C, 49.04; H, 3.06; N, 7.15; S, 8.17; Cu,16 12 2 4

effects. Data for 4 were collected on a Siemens R3m/V16.22. Found: C, 48.62; H, 2.96; N, 6.74; S, 8.53; Cu,
21 2 diffractometer using graphite-monochromated Mo Ka16.32%. IR (KBr disc, cm ): 1604 (n COO ), 1377,as

2 ˚radiation (l50.71073 A). Unit cell parameters were1349 (n COO ). UV–Vis (nm): 285, 654 (d–d*).s

determined by a least-squares fit of 25 independent reflec-
tions, which were obtained by automatic random search.2.6. Synthesis of [Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O)] ?2 n

Semi-empirical absorption corrections were applied. Datan[Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O) ]?2nH O (5)2 2 2

for 5 were collected on a Siemens CCD diffractometer
3 3 using graphite-monochromated Mo Ka radiation(l52 cm of 0.1 M Cu(NO ) aqueous solution and 2 cm3 2

˚of 0.1 M H Tda–bipy (1:1 molar ratio) ethanol solution 0.71073 A). The Sadabs absorption correction programme2
3were mixed in a 20 cm beaker covered with an aluminium was applied.

3foil, then 3.0 cm of 0.1 M NaOH aqueous solution was The structures were solved by direct methods and any
added. The resulting solution with a pH of 4.16 was put remaining non-hydrogen atoms from difference Fourier
aside. After several days, blue crystals were formed and maps. Refinements by full matrix least-squares were
collected as 5 (48 mg, yield 55% based on Cu). Anal. carried out on a PC by using SHELXTL PLUS (PC
Calcd for C H CuN O S: C, 44.20; H, 3.45; N, 6.44; version) software package [14] and final refinement was16 15 2 6.5

S, 7.38; Cu, 14.61. Found: C, 44.69; H, 3.32; N, 6.40; S, run using SHELXL-93 [15]. All non-hydrogen atoms were
216.67; Cu, 14.26%. IR (KBr disc, cm ): 1611, 1578, 1560 refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were introduced at

2 2 ˚(n COO ), 1391, 1363, 1335 (n COO ). UV–Vis (l / calculated positions (C–H=0.96 A). A summary of theas s max

nm): 286, 662 (d–d*) (solid). crystallographic data is given in Table 1.

Table 1
Crystal data and refinement details for complexes 3, 4 and 5

Compound 3 4 5

Formula C H CuN O S C H CuN O S C H CuN O S18 18 8 4 16 12 2 4 16 15 2 6.5

Formula weight 506.00 391.88 434.90
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic Monoclinic
Space group P-1 P-1 P2 /C1

˚a (A) 7.949(2) 9.308(2) 12.758(1)
˚b (A) 10.739(2) 9.526(2) 16.034(1)
˚c (A) 13.309(3) 9.956(2) 18.191(1)

a (8) 85.55(3) 75.43(1) 90
b (8) 111.41(3) 65.80(1) 103.52(1)
g (8) 94.81(3) 83.32(1) 90

3˚V (A ) 1052.6(4) 779.2(3) 3618.2(1)
Z 2 2 8

23D (mg cm ) 1.596 1.670 1.597c
21

m (mm ) 1.181 1.559 1.361
F (000) 518 398 1776
Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.2030.4030.42 0.1530.2530.28 0.3330.3530.44
Index range h 0 to 9 0 to 12 215 to 15

k 212 to 12 212 to 12 219 to 17
l 215 to 14 211 to 12 222 to 16

Independant reflections 3316 3589 7309
No. of variables 287 217 501

23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e. A ) 0.29; 20.48 0.40; 20.27 0.36; 20.43
aR1 0.0277 0.0323 0.0273

bwR2 0.0717 0.0736 0.0715
GOF 1.102 1.019 1.015
a b 2 2 2 4 1 / 2R15o wuF 2F u /o(F ); wR25how[(F 2F ) ] /o wF j .o c o o c o
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3. Results and discussion It is to be noted that hydrogen bonding-ligand–metal
interactions usually play important roles in the structure

3 and function of metalloenzymes [16,17] and metal–imida-Reaction of 2 cm of 0.1 M CuCl aqueous solution2
3 zole–carboxylate triad systems are frequently observed inwith 2 cm of 0.1 M H Tda ethanol solution, followed by2

enzymes [18]. Hydrogen bonding distances of O(2a)???the addition of NaOH (0.4 mmol), imadazole (0.4 mmol
˚ ˚N(18) (2.699(3) A) and O(3b)???N(13) (2.758(3) A) in 3and 0.8 mmol) and pyridine (excess), yielded complexes 1,

3 are comparable to those found in model compounds2, 3 and 4 respectively. Reaction of 2 cm of 0.1 M
3 ˚[Zn(im) (MeCO ) ] (2.724(5) and 2.783(5) A) andCu(NO ) aqueous solution and 2 cm of 0.1 M H Tda– 2 2 23 2 2

˚[Co(im) (MeCO ) ] (2.717(6) and 2.800(5) A) [19] andbipy (1:1) ethanol solution, at a pH of 4.16, produced 2 2 2
˚an average value of about 2.8 A in zinc enzymes [16,17].complex 5. Crystals suitable for X-ray crystallographic

The two carboxylate groups involved in the hydrogendetermination were obtained directly from the above
bonding act in the syn mode and the oxygen atoms arereaction mixture. Crystals of 3 and 4 were stable but those
almost coplanar with the corresponding imidazole groupsof 5 slowly turned opaque on standing in air for a few

˚ ˚days. (deviation 0.06 A for O(2a) and 0.01 A for O(3b)).
The X-ray structure of 4 shows that the copper atom is

3.1. Structures of complexes 3, 4 and 5 five-coordinate, being bonded to one oxygen atom from
22each of three different Tda ligands and two nitrogen

The structure of 3 consists of monomeric atoms from two pyridine ligands in trans positions. The
22[Cu(Tda)(im) ] units linked by intermolecular hydrogen Tda anion is tridentate and bonded to three different4

bonding as shown in Fig. 2. Selected bond distances and copper atoms to form a chain polymer with alternating
22angles are given in Table 2 (a). The copper atom is in five 16-membered ring bridged by two Tda and 8-membered

coordinate, distorted square pyramidal environment, with ring bridged by two carboxylates as shown in Fig. 3 with
˚ ˚four imidazole nitrogen atoms forming the basal plane and Cu???Cu separation of 4.641 A (Cu ???Cu ), 8.599 A1b 1c

22 ˚an oxygen O(1) from the monodentate Tda anion as the (Cu ???Cu ) and 10.478 A (Cu ???Cu ). Selected bond1a 1b 1a 1c

axial atom. Two of the four non-coordinated nitrogen distances and angles are given in Table 2 (b). The
atoms of the imidazole ligands are involved in hydrogen geometry about the Cu centre is best described as distorted
bonding with carboxylate groups from adjacent molecules. square pyramidal, with O(1), N(1), O(4) and N(7) defining

Fig. 2. Molecular structure of complex 3 with the hydrogen bonding and atom-numbering scheme.
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Table 2
˚Selected Bond Distances(A) and Angles(8) for 3 and 4

(a) Cu(Tda)(im) (3)4

Cu(1)–N(1) 1.996(2) Cu(1)–N(6) 1.996(2)
Cu(1)–N(16) 2.022(2) Cu(1)–N(11) 2.035(2)
Cu(1)–O(1) 2.372(2)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(6) 175.56(8) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(16) 88.53(7)
N(6)–Cu(1)–N(16) 90.73(7) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(11) 90.17(7)
N(6)–Cu(1)–N(11) 90.11(7) N(16)–Cu(1)–N(11) 173.91(7)
N(1)–Cu(1)–O(1) 91.26(7) N(6)–Cu(1)–N(1) 93.11(7)
N(16)–Cu(1)–O(1) 89.31(7) N(11)–Cu(1)–O(1) 96.66(7)

(b) [Cu(Tda)(py) ] (4)2 n

Cu(1)–O(4) 1.938(2) Cu(1)–O(1) 1.949(2)
Cu(1)–N(1) 2.019(2) Cu(1)–N(7) 2.044(2)
Cu(1)–O(3) 2.302(2)
O(4)–Cu(1)–O(1) 163.63(7) O(4)–Cu(1)–N(1) 90.59(8)
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1) 89.34(8) O(4)–Cu(1)–N(7) 89.35(8)
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(7) 89.69(8) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(7) 176.37(9)
O(4)–Cu(1)–O(3) 95.74(8) N(7)–Cu(1)–O(3) 87.73(8)
N(1)–Cu(1)–O(3) 95.74(8) N(7)–Cu(1)–O(3) 87.73(8)

the basal plane and O(3) as the axial atom. The coordina- rings. Partial molecular packing diagrams are shown in
22tion mode of Tda is similar to that of terephthalate Figs. 4 and 5 for [Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O) ] (5a) and2 2

22(ta ) in Cu(ta)(3-pic) ?0.5(3-pic)?0.5CH OH (3-pic 53- [Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O)] (5b) respectively with the atomic2 3 2 n

methylpyridine) [20]. The doubly carboxylate-bridged Cu?? labelling schemes. Selected bond length and angles are
˚?Cu separation (4.641 A) in 4 is a little longer than the listed in Table 3. The copper atom in both 5a and 5b is in

˚4.414 A in Cu(ta)(3-pic) ?0.5(3-pic)?0.5CH OH [20] and five coordinate, distorted square pyramidal environment,2 3
22˚the Cu???Cu (10.478 A) separation through a Tda bridge with O(1), O(6), N(1) and N(2), and O(7), O(9), N(3) and

˚is comparable with the value of 10.76 A in N(4) forming the basal plane, and O(5) and O(11) as the
22˚[Cu(Tda)(phen)(H O)] (7) [1] and 10.566 A and 10.892 axial atom respectively. The Tda anion is monodentate2 n

Å in Cu(ta)(3-pic) ?0.5(3-pic)?0.5CH OH bridged by tere- in 5a but bidentate in 5b, bridging [Cu(bipy)(H O)] to2 3 2

phthalate [20]. form a chain with intramolecular Cu???Cu separation of
˚The crystal structure of 5 comprises discrete 10.51 A. Of interest is the intermolecular stacking interac-

[Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O) ] (5a), one dimensional zig–zag tions between the thiophene ring and bipyridyl rings in 5a2 2

chain of [Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O)] (5b) and water molecules as shown in Fig. 4. As previously noted, such interactions2 n

of crystallization. Molecules 5a and 5b are linked by play important roles in biological systems and are well
hydrogen bonding and intermolecular aromatic ring-stack- established in the active copper(II) site of galactose
ing interactions involving both bipyridyl and thiophene oxidase (GOase) involving stacked thioether [21,22], and

Fig. 3. Part of the chains of linked alternating 16- and 8-membered rings in the structure of 4 together with atom-numbering scheme.
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Fig. 4. Partial packing diagram of 5(a) with atomic labelling scheme showing the stacking interactions.

also found in [Cu(Tda)(phen)(H O) ]?3H O (6) and away from the mean plane of the bipyridyl ring as shown2 2 2

[Cu(Tda)(phen) ]?1/2H Tda?2H O (7) [1]. In in Fig. 4.2 2 2

[Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O) ] (5a), the dihedral angle between The copper atom in 3, 4, 5 and three structurally2 2

the thiophene and bipyridyl mean planes in an adjacent characterised copper(II) complexes with thiophene-2,5-di-
˚molecule is 12.68 and atom S(1a) is just above and 3.66 A carboxylic acid and 1,10-phenanthroline

Fig. 5. Partial packing diagram of 5(b) with atomic labelling scheme.
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Table 3
˚Selected Bond Distances(A) and Angles(8) for 5

(a) [Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O) ] (5a)2 2

Cu(1)–O(1) 1.962(2) Cu(1)–O(6) 1.978(2)
Cu(1)–N(1) 2.012(2) Cu(1)–N(2) 2.015(2)
Cu(1)–O(5) 2.191(2)
O(1)–Cu(1)–O(6) 92.86(7) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1) 165.49(7)
O(6)–Cu(1)–N(1) 93.55(7) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 90.11(7)
O(6)–Cu(1)–N(2) 167.15(7) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 80.89(7)
O(1)–Cu(1)–O(5) 94.61(7) O(6)–Cu(1)–O(5) 99.11(7)
N(1)–Cu(1)–O(5) 97.21(7) N(2)–Cu(1)–O(5) 93.10(7)

(b) [Cu(Tda)(bipy)(H O)] (5b)2 n

Cu(2)–O(7) 1.974(2) Cu(2)–O(9) 1.985(2)
Cu(2)–N(3) 2.021(2) Cu(2)–N(4) 2.027(2)
Cu(2)–O(11) 2.216(2)
O(7)–Cu(2)–O(9) 97.00(6) O(7)–Cu(2)–N(3) 169.66(6)
O(9)–Cu(2)–N(3) 93.12(6) O(7)–Cu(2)–N(4) 89.54(6)
O(9)–Cu(2)–N(4) 153.95(6) N(3)–Cu(2)–N(4) 80.40(7)
O(7)–Cu(2)–O(11) 93.51(6) O(9)–Cu(2)–O(11) 94.51(6)
N(3)–Cu(2)–O(11) 87.79(6) N(4)–Cu(2)–O(11) 110.28(7)

21[Cu(Tda)(phen)(H O) ]?3H O (6), [Cu(Tda)(phen) ]?1/ cm regions, which correspond to the asymmetric and2 2 2 2
2symmetric vibrations of the COO moiety respectively.2H Tda?2H O (7) and [Cu(Tda)(phen)(H O)] (8) [1] is2 2 2 n

21 2The comparatively low D value (186 cm , D5n COOall in a five coordinate, distorted square pyramidal environ- as
2 22

2n COO ) possibly indicates [25] that Tda is bridgingment. Fig. 6 summarises the copper(II) coordination s

tetradentate in complex 1, similar to the coordinationenvironment in these six complexes. Stacking interactions
22 modes of terephathlate in [Mn (bipy) (ta)][ClO ] (D5and hydrogen bonding existing in monodentate Tda 2 4 4 2

21 21185 cm ) [26], [Mn (phen) (ta)][ClO ] ([D5185 cm )complexes with copper(II) are of interest due to their 2 4 4 2
21and [Mn (phen) (H O) (ta)][ClO ] (D5185 cm ) [27].similarities with those in biological systems. The different 2 4 2 2 4 2

21 21structural frames between [Cu(Tda)(phen)(H O)] and The D values in the range of 227cm to 268 cm2 n
22[Cu(Tda)(py) ] indicate that the secondary (end-capping) indicate the presence of un-coordinated Tda oxygen2 n

ligand also plays important roles in the construction of atoms in 2, 3, 4 and 5, consistent with the X-ray structures
22coordination polymers. The diverse bridging modes of of 3, 4 and 5 in which Tda is monodentate, bridging

22Tda make it a good moiety in the construction of bidentate and tridentate respectively.
low-dimensional coordination polymers with diverse The solid state room-temperature electronic spectra of 1,

22frameworks. Comparison of coordination modes of Tda 2, 3, 4 and 5 exhibit a broad d–d band with a maximum at
and some structural parameters of these complexes are 698, 653, 582, 654 and 662nm respectively, comparable
listed in Table 4. The t value in the range of 0.00320.26 with those found in 6 (656 nm), 7 (640 nm) and 8 (680
clearly indicate that the copper atom in complexes 3–8 is nm) [1], which is typical for square-pyramidal coordination
all in a five coordinate, slight distorted square pyramidal of copper(II) complexes [28–32]. The d–d absorption
environment [23]. As noted, the less deviation of copper band energy decreases in the order 17182 (3), 15625 (7),

21atom from the basal plane, the longer the Cu–L(axial) 15290 (4), 15243 (6), 15105 (5) and 14705 cm (8) for
bond distance [24]. Thus axial Cu–O(carboxylate) bond the six structurally characterised copper(II) complexes

˚ ˚ with thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid (Fig. 6) with coordi-distance decreases from 2.372(2) A in 3, 2.302(2) A in 4
˚ nation environments Cu–O(carboxylate)–N (3), Cu–to 2.184(3) A in 8, with the deviation of copper atom from 4

˚ N(phen)–N O (7), Cu–O(carboxylate)–N O (4), Cu–the corresponding basal plane of 0.07, 0.14 and 0.21 A 3 2 2

O(water)–N O (6), Cu–O(water)–N O (5) and Cu–respectively. 2 2 2 2

O(carboxylate)–N O (8). This means the larger the2 2

number of coordinated nitrogen atoms, the higher the d–d
3.2. Physical, electrochemical and thermal properties transition energy in the above six complexes, in accord-

ance with the prediction based on crystal field theory and
Complexes 3 is soluble in water, methanol, ethanol, spectrochemical series that N.O (water or carboxylate) in

DMF, etc., while 1, 2, 4 and 5 are insoluble in common their contributions to crystal field splitting [33,34].
organic solvents. The cyclic voltammogram of 3 was measured in etha-

The IR spectra of complexes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 show very nol–water (1:1) solution containing 0.10 M (NEt )ClO as4 4
21strong bands in the 1534–1611 cm and 1334–1391 the supporting electrolyte. Complex 3 is electrochemically
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Fig. 6. Comparison of copper(II) coordination environments in six square pyramidal complexes involving thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid.

21 1active and displays an quasi-reversible one-electron reduc- which are assigned to Cu /Cu one-electron redox
tion waves with E 50.133 V (i /i 50.64, DE 5140 reaction.1 / 2 pa pc p

mV), considerably different from the 20.126 V for A water molecule of crystallization can be distinguished
[Cu(Tda)(phen)(H O) ]?3H O (6) [1] and 0.001 V for from a coordinated water molecule in a complex by means2 2 2

[Cu(Tda)(phen) ]?1/2H Tda?2H O (7) [1] versus SCE, of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). TGA result shows2 2 2
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Table 4
22Comparison of coordination modes of Tda and some structural parameters for copper(II) coordination spheres

a ˚Complex Coordination modes t r.m.s deviation of Deviation of Axial bond length / A
22 ˚ ˚of Tda basal plane /A Cu above plane /A

3 monodentate 0.028 0.018 0.07 2.372
4 bridging tridentate 0.21 0.106 0.14 2.302
5(a) monodentate 0.028 0.001 0.21 2.191
5(b) bridging bidentate 0.26 0.212 0.22 2.216

b6 monodentate 0.07 0.071 0.20 2.272
b7 monodentate 0.20 0.116 0.11 2.225
b8 bridging bidentate 0.003 0.011 0.21 2.184

a For perfect tetragonal and trigonal–bipyramidal geometries the values of t are zero and unity respectively; t5(b2a) /60, being an index of the degree of
tetragonality within the structural continuum between square-planar and trigonal–bipyramidal geometries. [12]
b [1].

J. Liu, Supermolecular architecture. Washington, DC: ACS publi-that 1 first loses water of crystallization between 1008C
cations, 1992, p. 256.and 1708C with a total lost of two water molecules (calcd.

[4] C.T. Chen, K.S. Suslick, Coord. Chem. Rev. 128 (1993) 293.
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Para-Functionalised Molybdenum Aryl–Imido Complexes
[Mo(NAr)(S CNEt ) Cl ] and Diimido Complexes2 2 2 2

[hMo(S CNEt ) Cl j (m-1,5-NC H N)] and2 2 2 2 2 10 6

[hMo(S )(S CNEt ) j (m-p-NC H N)]2 2 2 2 2 6 4
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Abstract

A range of para-substituted aryl–imido complexes [Mo(NAr)(S CNEt ) Cl ] has been prepared upon reaction of2 2 2 2

[MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] with substituted anilines. With diamines similar mononuclear complexes result containing a pendant amino group2 2 2 2

which is deactivated towards further addition of molybdenum. This is attributed to the significant reduction in basicity of the remaining
amine functionality upon coordination of the first to the electron-deficient molybdenum(VI) centre, and suggests that the two centres
communicate strongly via the p-conjugated organic linking group. Diimido-bridged [hMo(S CNEt )Cl j (m-1,5-NC H N)] was isolated2 2 2 2 10 6

from the reaction with naphthalene-1,5-diamine, while reaction of [MoO (S CNEt ) ] with para-phenylene diisocyanate afforded2 2 2 2

[hMo(S )(S CNEt ) j (m-p-NC H N)].  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 2 2 2 2 6 4

1. Introduction mediate formation of monoimido complexes with pendant
isocyanate functionalities, suggesting that coordination of

Interest in the chemistry of the imido ligand continues the first imido group leads to activation of the second
unabated [1]. While a wide-range of synthetic approaches towards further oxidative-addition.
to this class of complex have been established, use of While the oxidative-addition of diisocyanates to
amines as the imido source is most appealing as their [WCl (Ph PMe) ] afforded a simple clean route to tung-2 2 4

variety and easy accessibility offer an almost unlimited sten(IV) diimido-bridged complexes, it was restricted with
potential for imido functionalisation. One of our recent respect to the range of commercially available or easily
research goals has been the preparation of diimido-bridged prepared diisocyanates. Thus, in extending our studies to
complexes in which metal centres are linked via a strongly the molybdenum(VI) centre, we looked for simple prepara-
p-conjugated diimido ligand, such that there is potential tions of such complexes which utilised amines. One such
for strong electronic communication between the two [2]. synthesis is that developed by Minelli and coworkers for
Such complexes are relatively rare, although a number of the preparation of aryl–imido complexes
para-phenylene diimido complexes have been reported [Mo(NAr)(S CNEt ) Cl ] via reaction of2 2 2 2

[2–10]. Our strategy has been to vary the p-conjugated [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] with anilines in methanol [12]. This2 2 2 2

organic moiety linking the imido metal centres together synthetic route to substituted imido complexes is especially
and investigate the effects that this has on the communica- appealing as the precursor oxo-complex is easily prepared,
tion between metal centres. In this respect, we have in high yield, from inexpensive starting materials. Herein
prepared a wide-range of tungsten(IV) diimido-bridged we describe our attempts to prepare diimido-bridged
complexes of the type [hW(CO)Cl (Ph PMe) j (N–link– complexes via this route utilising aromatic diamines. Two2 2 2 2

N)], via oxidative-addition of two equivalents of new diimido-bridged complexes of molybdenum(VI) have
[WCl (Ph PMe) ] to diisocyanates [2,11]. It is noteworthy been prepared and characterised, including the first naph-2 2 4

that in this system no evidence is found for the inter- thalene-bridged complex of this type. We have also,
however, noted for other aromatic diamines a significant

*Corresponding author. E-mail: G.HOGARTH@UCL.AC.UK and general deactivation of the pendant amino function-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00419-7
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ality upon coordination of the first to the electron-deficient previously prepared the ortho isomer of 2a, namely [Mo(o-
molybdenum(VI) centre, an effect which suggests that the NC H NH )(S CNEt ) Cl ] via the same preparative6 4 2 2 2 2 2

nitrogen lone-pair is significantly delocalised in these route and spectroscopic data are similar [12]. The un-
systems. coordinated amine was clearly seen as a broad resonance at

1
d 4.27 in the H NMR spectrum, while in the mass
spectrum peaks associated with loss of one and two
chlorides were evident. Other para-phenylene diamines2. Results and discussion
reacted with [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] in an analogous fash-2 2 2 2

ion leading to the formation of complexes 2b–g in2.1. Para-substituted complexes 1a–c
moderate yields. Most were oily red solids and in many
cases we failed to isolate analytically pure solids.Our initial experiments were aimed at extending Minel-

li’s synthesis of molybdenum(VI) aryl–imido complexes
to simple para-substituted derivatives. These proved suc-
cessful, for example, addition of para-iodoaniline to a
suspension of yellow [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] in methanol2 2 2 2

resulted in the slow formation of an orange solution, from
which a yellow precipitate was deposited. Dissolution of
the latter in dichloromethane and addition of light-petro-
leum resulted in the isolation of [Mo( p-NC H I)(S-6 4

CNEt ) Cl ] 1a as yellow crystals in 68% yield. The2 2 2 2 With asymmetric diamines mixtures of isomers arebeige para-nitro 1b (54%) and orange para-di-
potentially possible. For 2b, 2f–g, however, only a singlemethylamino 1c (46%) complexes were prepared in an 1isomer was observed by H NMR spectroscopy, beinganalogous fashion, but being more soluble, did not precipi-
assigned on the basis of the chemical shift of the uncou-tate from solution. Characterisation was straight-forward,
pled proton(s) adjacent to the substituent on the aryl ring.each displaying two doublets in the aromatic region of the

1 For example, in 2b this appears as a singlet at d 6.47, theH NMR spectrum, that shifted to higher-field being
high-field shift being indicative of its close–proximity toassociated with the aromatic protons adjacent to the imido
the free amine group. Thus, here the more stericallyfunctionality. A number of related seven-coordinate
hindered amine has reacted preferentially. In contrast, 2f ismolybdenum(VI) complexes have previously been char-
assigned as the isomer in which the least hindered amineacterised crystallographically [12–14] and the imido ligand
has reacted since the proton adjacent to the nitro groupalways occupies an axial site.
appears at d 8.19. This may be an electronic effect as the
nitro group will deactivate the amine ortho to it. Assign-
ment of 2g is less ambiguous with the aryl protons
appearing as a singlet at d 7.39. This can be compared to
their chemical shift of d 6.60 in the free amine, suggesting
that they are now located away from the molybdenum(VI)
centre.

2.2. Para-Substituted phenylene amine complexes 2a–g 2.3. Biaryl and alkynyl diamine derived complexes 3a–b

Extending this preparative method to prepare para- The deactivation of the second amine group on para-
phenylene bridged diimido complexes we reacted two phenylene diamines described above is ascribed to the
equivalents of [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] with a range of delocalisation of the nitrogen lone-pair via the p-conju-2 2 2 2

commercially available para-phenylene diamines. For all gated aryl group to the electron-deficient molybdenum(VI)
however, whatever the reaction conditions used, only a centre. This, then, suggests that there is a strong degree of
single amine functionality reacted to produce an imido communication between the metal centre and the pendant
ligand, the second remaining unreacted. Thus, addition of amine as a result of extensive p-conjugation. In order to
para-phenylenediamine to a suspension of further probe the extent of this communication we carried
[MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] in methanol at room temperature, out reactions of [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] with more extended2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

resulted over 4h in the formation of a deep red solution diamines. Addition of biaryldiamines 3,39,5,59-tetra-
with dissolution of all molybdenum–oxo starting material. methylbiphenylene diamine and 3,39-dimethox-
After work-up, an oily red solid was isolated which proved ybiphenylene diamine to suspensions of
difficult to purify, requiring three recrystallisations from [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] in methanol resulted in the isolation2 2 2 2

dichloromethane and light-petroleum, yielding red [Mo( p- of 3a (56%) and 3b (47%) respectively as oily red solids
NC H NH )(S CNEt ) Cl ] 2a in 63% yield. Minelli has after work-up. Attempts to prepare diimido-bridged com-6 4 2 2 2 2 2
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plexes upon further reaction of either 3a–b with [MoO(S )(S CNEt ) ] with para-phenylene diisocyanate2 2 2 2

[MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] were not successful. in toluene for 1d. Characterisation was made on the basis2 2 2 2

of analytical and spectroscopic data, the aryl protons
1appearing as a singlet at d 7.06 in the H NMR spectrum.

A number of other products were also isolated from these
reactions but eluded full characterisation. Attempts to
extend the scope of this reaction to other diisocyanates
were generally unsuccessful; in all cases reactions did
occur but product separation and characterisation proved2.4. naphthalene-1,5-diamine complexes 4a–b
difficult and was inconclusive.

Unlike all reactions detailed above, the outcome of the
reaction of naphthalene-1,5-diamine with
[MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] was dependent upon the relative2 2 2 2

stoichiometry of reactants. Thus, addition of one equiva-
lent of the oxo complex resulted in the formation of a
purple solution from which the expected mononuclear
product, [Mo(1,5-NC H NH )(S CNEt ) Cl ] 4a, in ca.10 6 2 2 2 2 2

1 2.6. Attempted coupling of [Mo(N-p-70% yield. Pure samples of 4a were not obtained as H
C H I)(S CNEt ) Cl ] 1a to prepare diimido-bridgedNMR analysis indicated that it was contaminated with a 6 4 2 2 2 2

complexessecond minor and symmetrical species, namely the
diimido-bridged complex 4b. Thus, addition of two equi-

Thus far the synthetic approach adopted towards thevalents of [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] to the diamine resulted in2 2 2 2
formation of diimido-bridged complexes has been to linkthe isolation of dimeric [hMo(S CNEt ) Cl j (1,5-2 2 2 2 2
the metal centres via coordination to the preformed organicNC H N)] 4b as a purple crystalline solid in 78% yield.10 6
bridge. An alternative strategy involves the linking ofElemental analysis supported this formulation, while in the
mononuclear imido complexes via carbon–carbon bondmass spectrum peaks due to successive loss of four

1 formation. Sharp and co-workers [17] have recently re-chlorines were observed. The aromatic region of the H
ported the successful application of this strategy. Thus,NMR spectrum was diagnostic, consisting of three signals
oxidation of [(m-dppm) (CO) Rh (m-NPh)] by half anat d 7.48 (t, J 8.6), 7.91 (d, J 8.6) and 8.69 (d, J 8.6). The 2 2 2

equivalent of ferricinium resulted in formation of theformation of diimido-bridged 4b demonstrates that the
benzidine derivative [h(m-dppm) (CO) Rh j (m-p-second amine is much less deactivated (if at all) than those 2 2 2 2

NC H –C H N)] via coupling of the initially formedin the linear systems. 6 4 6 4

cationic radicals. Our approach is somewhat different,
being based on the well-established Ullman coupling of
bromo- and iodo-arenes [18] which has previously been
successfully applied to the coupling of low-valent metal
centres.

Treatment of yellow 1a with activated copper in di-
methylformamide at high temperatures, resulted in the
formation of a bright red solution and the deposition of

2.5. Synthesis of [hMo(S )(S CNEt ) j (m-p-NC H )] 5 copper iodide. Filtration and removal of solvent left an oily2 2 2 2 2 6 4
1red solid. The H NMR spectrum was poorly resolved but

In earlier work, we showed that thermolysis of appeared to contain a number of products, all attempts at
[MoO (S CNEt ) ] with phenylisocyanate yielded the separation and purification of which were unsuccessful.2 2 2 2

imido–disulfur complex [Mo(NPh)(S )(S CNEt ) ] in Some evidence for carbon–carbon bond formation was2 2 2 2

moderate yield [15,16]. This results from both oxo substi- seen in the mass spectrum, as envelopes of peaks at 646
tution by the imido group, and the formal double sulfur– and 611 mass units relate to the molecular ion of
carbon bond cleavage of a dithiocarbamate ligand. As an [Mo(NC H –C H NH )(S CNEt ) Cl ] and subsequent6 4 6 4 2 2 2 2 2

extension to this chemistry, we were interested in utilising loss of chlorine respectively. Other higher mass peaks
diisocyanates towards the synthesis of diimido-bridged were, however, also observed which should not easily be
molybdenum(VI) complexes. Thermolysis of two equiva- accounted for. A further coupling reaction was attempted
lents of [MoO (S CNEt ) ] with para-phenylene between two equivalents of 1a and para-diiodo benzene,2 2 2 2

diisocyanate in toluene for 3d resulted, after chromatog- which again lead to the formation of an oily red solid.
raphy, in the isolation of a green diimido-bridged Here, the mass spectrum contained an envelope of peaks at
[hMo(S )(S CNEt ) j (m-p-NC H )] 5 in 26% yield; also 1116 mass units, corresponding to diimido-bridged ter-2 2 2 2 2 6 4

prepared (18% yield) upon thermolysis of phenyl complex [hMo(S CNEt ) Cl j(m-p-NC H –2 2 2 2 6 4
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1C H –C H N)] after loss of two chlorines. Again, the H while further, the mono-substituted complex was not6 4 6 4

NMR spectrum was uninformative and all attempts to observed. Such an activation might be expected as the
isolate a pure product were unsuccessful. delocalisation of electron density away from the isocyanate

These results suggest that, at least to some extent, will render it more susceptible to nucleophilic attack by the
carbon–carbon bond formation may occur under these a second metal-bound oxo moiety.
conditions. Reactions are not, however, clean and thus it is
not a suitable synthetic method towards the preparation of
high-valent diimido-bridged complexes. The contrast be- 4. Experimental
tween the high yield coupling of free aryl halides and also
those linked to low-valent metal centres is striking. One

All reactions were carried out using standard schlenk
explanation of this is that metal reduction may also take

techniques under a nitrogen atmosphere, but sample sepa-
place under the reaction conditions. In support of this, a

ration and purification were carried out in air. Unless
preliminary cyclic voltammetry study of 1a revealed an

otherwise stated in the text, substituted anilines, diamines
irreversible reduction at 0.7 V [19], a value similar to that

and para-phenylene diisocyanate were purchased from
of the Cu(0) /Cu(I) couple. Thus, it appears that reduction

standard suppliers and used as supplied. Molybdenum–oxo
of the metal centre and the reductive-coupling of the aryl

complexes [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] [21],2 2 2 2iodide are in competition.
[MoO (S CNEt ) ] [21] and [MoO(S )(S CNEt ) ] [22]2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

were prepared by literature methods. Chromatography was
carried out using deactivated alumina as the stationary

3. Conclusions
phase. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 205
FTIR spectrometer, NMR spectra on Varian XL-200 or

This study reveals the strong deactivation of an amino-
VXR-400 spectrometers and mass spectra on VG 7070

functionality in a para-site on an arylimido ligand when
high resolution and VG Analytical ZAB2F spectrometers.

bound to the molybdenum(VI) centre. It appears that this
Elemental analyses were performed in house.

is due to the delocalisation of the amine lone-pair via the
p-conjugated aryl group(s) onto the electron-deficient

4.1. Synthesis of para-substituted complexes 1a–cmetal centre. This in turn suggests that in such high-valent
diimido-bridged complexes, the metal centres communi-

3Iodoaniline (0.22 g, 1.00 mmol) in methanol (20 cm )cate strongly through the full p-conjugated linking unit.
was added to a suspension of yellowSuch deactivation may be a general phenomenon. As long
[MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] (0.50g, 1.04mmol) in methanol (20ago as 1964, Chatt and co-workers noted a similar effect 2 2 2 2

3cm ) and the reaction was stirred overnight. A yellowduring their pioneering studies on the synthesis of
precipitate formed within an orange solution. The volumerhenium(V) imido complexes, which utilised the addition

3of solvent was reduced to ca. 5 cm and the precipitate wasof anilines to [ReOCl (PEt Ph) ]. For example, while3 2 2

isolated by filtration and washed with light-petroleum.addition of aniline itself afforded the phenylimido complex
Slow diffusion of light-petroleum into a saturated dichloro-[Re(NPh)Cl (PEt Ph) ], reaction with para-phenylene3 2 2

methane solution afforded [Mo( p-NC H I)(S CNEt ) -diamine afforded only the para-amino-substituted imido 6 4 2 2 2

Cl ] 1a as small yellow crystals (0.46g, 68%).complex [Re( p-NC H NH )Cl (PEt Ph) ] [20]. These 26 4 2 3 2 2

1a: IR (KBr) 1560 s, 1521 vs, 1459 s, 1441 m, 1381 w,observations are in marked contrast to the oxidative-addi-
1355 m, 1278 s, 1208 m, 1148 m, 1052 w, 1002 s, 817 mtion of isocyanates to the tungsten(II) centre, where the

21 1cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 7.67 (d, J 8.7, 2H, Ar), 7.20 (d,second isocyanate is activated upon coordination of the 3

J 8.7, 2H, Ar), 3.85 (m, 4H, CH ), 3.76 (m, 4H, CH ), 1.35first to a tungsten(IV) centre [11]. At the molybdenum(VI) 2 2
13centre, it is only with 1,5-naphthalene diamine that a (t, J 7.2, 6H, CH ), 1.34 (t, J 7.2, 6H, CH ); C NMR3 3

diimido-bridged complex was isolated. Here the rate of (CDCl ) 198.0 (CN), 137.8, 129.1, 113.0, 43.9, 43.0, 12.7,3
1 1reaction of both amines to the molybdenum-oxo moiety 12.6 ppm; mass spectrum (FAB ) m /z 646 (M 2Cl),

1appear to be similar, suggesting that little deactivation 611 (M 22Cl); Anal: Calc. for Mo C H N S Cl I ,1 16 24 3 4 2 1

occurs through this organic spacer group, despite that fact %C 28.24, %H 3.53, %N 6.11; Found, %C 28.38, %H
that it is fully p-conjugated. 3.51, %N 6.11.

A molybdenum(VI) para-phenylene diimido complex, An orange solution of para-nitroaniline (0.012 g, 0.084
3[hMo(S )(S CNEt ) j (m-p-NC H )] 5, was isolated from mmol) in methanol (20 cm ) was added to a suspension of2 2 2 2 2 6 4

the slow, high temperature, reaction of [MoO (S CNEt ) ] [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] (0.040 g, 0.084 mmol) and the2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

with para-phenylene diisocyanate. Here it is difficult to mixture was stirred for 6 h. The solvent was removed
say anything about the relative rates of the reactions of the under reduced pressure to give an oily orange–red solid

3two ends of the isocyanate. Circumstantial evidence points which was washed with light-petroleum (10 cm ). Dissolu-
3to the activation of the second isocyanate. Thus, reaction tion in dichloromethane (7 cm ) and addition of light-

3with phenylisocyanate proceeds at a similarly slow rate; petroleum (10 cm ) afforded [Mo( p-NC H NO )(S -6 4 2 2
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CNEt ) Cl ] 1b as a beige powder (0.027g, 54%). Orange NMR (CDCl ) d 7.60 (d, J 7.6, 1H, Ar), 7.17 (s, 1H, Ar),2 2 2 3

6.47 (d, J 7.6, 1H, Ar), 3.84 (m, 10H, CH 1NH ), 1.75 (s,1c (46%) was prepared in a similar fashion after stirring 2 2

3H, CH ), 1.30 (t, J 7.0, 12H, CH ); mass spectrumovernight. 3 3
1 1 1(FAB ) m /z 545 (M 2Cl), 510 (M 22Cl).1b: IR (KBr) 1626 m, 1587 m, 1528 s, 1458 m, 1345 m,

21 2c: IR (KBr) 1623 m, 1590 vs, 1521 vs, 1400 m, 13431279 m, 1205 m, 1151 w, 1096 w, 1075 m, 852 m cm ;
21 11 m, 1158 s, 841 w cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 7.57 (d, JH NMR (CDCl ) d 8.18 (d, J 9.3, 2H, Ar), 7.59 (d, J 9.3, 33

8.4, 1H, Ar), 6.38 (d, J 8.4, 1H, Ar), 4.14 (br, 2H, NH ),2H, Ar), 4.02–3.72 (m, 8H, CH ), 1.43 (t, J 7.3, 6H, CH ), 22 3
13 3.84 (m, 4H, CH ), 3.74 (m, 4H, CH ), 2.54 (s, 3H, CH ),1.42 (d, J 7.3, 6H, CH ); C NMR (CDCl ) 198.4 (CN), 2 2 33 3

1.97 (s, 3H, CH ), 1.33 (t, J 6.9, 12H, CH ); mass131.1, 127.3, 113.8, 43.7, 42.8, 12.5, 12.6 ppm; mass 3 3
1 1 11 1 1 spectrum (FAB ) m /z 562 (M 2Cl), 526 (M 22Cl);spectrum (FAB ) m /z 565 (M 2Cl), 528 (M 22Cl);

Anal: Calc. for Mo C H N S Cl .0.5CH Cl , %CAnal: Calc. for Mo C H N S Cl O , %C 32.05, %H 1 18 30 4 4 2 2 21 16 24 4 4 2 2

34.71, %H 4.84, %N 8.76; Found, %C 34.41, %H 4.89,4.01, %N 9.34; Found, %C 31.05, %H 3.85, %N 8.56.
%N 9.38.1c: IR (KBr) 1627 m, 1566 vs, 1443 m, 1400 s, 1312 s,

2d: IR (KBr) 1620 m, 1591 vs, 1551 s, 1342 m, 1160 s,1245 m, 1156 m, 1054 w, 1016 m, 967 m, 937 m, 907 m,
21 1 21 1798 vw, 708 vw, 632 m, 581 m cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 841 w cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 7.36 (s, 1H, Ar), 6.29 (s,3 3

7.49 (d, J 9.0, 2H, Ar), 6.46 (d, J 9.0, 2H, Ar), 3.84 (m, 4H, 1H, Ar), 4.70 (br, 2H, NH ), 3.91 (m, 4H, CH ), 3.69 (m,2 2

CH ), 3.74 (m, 4H, CH ), 3.11 (s, 6H, NMe ), 1.33 (t, J 4H, CH ), 2.43 (s, 3H, CH ), 1.99 (s, 3H, CH ), 1.40 (t, J2 2 2 2 3 3
1 17.0, 12H, CH ); mass spectrum (FAB ) m /z 562 (M 2 7.0, 6H, CH ), 1.29 (t, J 7.0, 6H, CH ); mass spectrum3 3 3

1 1 1 1Cl), 526 (M 22Cl). (FAB ) m /z 562 (M 2Cl), 526 (M 22Cl).
2e: IR (KBr) 1635 m, 1573 s, 1519 vs, 1456 s, 1438 s,

4.2. Synthesis of para-substituted phenylene amine 1380 w, 1355 w, 1312 s, 1296 m, 1277 s, 1204 m, 1149 m,
complexes 2a–g 1092 w, 1075 m, 942 w, 910 s, 847 w, 800 m, 731 w, 713

21 1w, 663 w, 571 w, 557 w cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 3.903

A solution of para-phenylenediamine (0.045 g, 0.42 (m, 10H, CH 1 NH ), 2.66 (s, 6H, CH ), 1.96 (s, 6H,2 2 3
3mmol) in methanol (15 cm ) was added to a stirred CH ), 1.39 (t, J 7.0, 6H, CH ), 1.29 (t, J 7.0, 6H, CH );3 3 3

1 1 1suspension of [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] (0.20 g, 0.42 mmol) mass spectrum (FAB ) m /z 590 (M 2Cl), 554 (M 22 2 2 2
3in methanol (20 cm ). The solution turned orange within 2Cl).

seconds and darkened to red over 10 mins. After stirring 2f: IR (KBr) 1530 vs, 1404 m, 1345 m, 1280 m, 1202
21 1for 4h there was no remaining yellow solid. The solvent m, 1148 m, 1096 m, 853 m cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d3

was removed under reduced pressure at 408C and a small 8.19 (s, 1H, Ar), 7.52 (d, J 9.0, 1H, Ar), 6.88 (d, J 9.0, 1H,
amount of unreacted diamine sublimed onto the walls of Ar), 3.79 (m, 8H, 3CH 1 NH ), 3.47 (q, J 6.4, 2H, CH ),2 2 2

the schlenk tube. The oily red solid remaining was 1.37 (t, J 7.0, 6H, CH ), 1.34 (t, J 7.0, 6H, CH ); mass3 3
3 1 1 1dissolved in dichloromethane (5 cm ) and filtered. Remov- spectrum (FAB ) m /z 579 (M 2Cl), 541 (M 22Cl).

al of the solvent afforded a dry red solid which was 2g: IR (KBr) 1611 vs, 1565 w, 1524 vs, 1458 m, 1441
3washed with light-petroleum (10 cm ). Three recrystallisa- m, 1358 s, 1281 s, 1208 m, 1150 m, 1078 m, 1036 m, 871

21 1tions from cooled dichloromethane:light-petroleum solu- m, 794 w, 475 w cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 7.39 (s, 2H,3

tions afforded red–orange crystalline [Mo( p- Ar), 4.98 (br, 2H, NH ), 3.84 (m, 4H, CH ), 3.76 (m, 4H,2 2

NC H NH )(S CNEt ) Cl ] 2a (0.15 g, 63%). Other CH ), 1.35 (t, J 7.2, 6H, CH ), 1.34 (t, J 7.2, 12H, CH );6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
1 1 1complexes were prepared in a similar manner giving; red mass spectrum (FAB ) m /z 603 (M 2Cl), 568 (M 2

2b (47%), red 2c (61%), red 2d (61%), red 2e (56%), 2Cl); Anal: Calc. for Mo C H N S Cl , %C 30.09, %H1 16 24 4 4 4

orange 2f (50%), red 2g (59%). 3.76, %N 8.78; Found, %C 30.26, %H 3.91, %N 8.41.
2a: IR (KBr) 1623 m, 1589 vs, 1521 vs, 1442 s, 1380

sh, 1345 s, 1278 s, 1207 m, 1158 s, 1076 m, 1006 w, 840 4.3. Synthesis of biaryl and alkynyl diamine complexes
21 1m, 600 w, 553 w, 476 w cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 7.38 3a–c3

(d, J 8.8, 2H, Ar), 6.45 (d, J 8.8, 2H, Ar), 4.27 (br, 2H,
3NH ), 3.83 (m, 4H, CH ), 3.74 (m, 4H, CH ), 1.35 (t, J Methanol (40 cm ) was added to a mixture of 3,39,5,59-2 2 2

137.1, 6H, CH ), 1.33 (t, J 7.3, 6H, CH ); C NMR tetramethylbiphenylene diamine (0.02 g, 0.084 mmol) and3 3

(CDCl ) 198.2 (CN), 151.7, 144.7, 132.1, 130.7, 113.8, [MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] (0.04 g, 0.084 mmol) and the3 2 2 2 2

43.7 (CH ), 42.8 (CH ), 12.5 (CH ) ppm; mass spectrum suspension was stirred at room temperature for 10h.2 2 3
1 1 1(FAB ) m /z 534 (M 2Cl), 498 (M 22Cl); Anal: Calc. Filtration afforded an orange solution from which volatiles

for Mo C H N S Cl , %C 33.74, %H 4.56, %N 9.90, were removed under reduced pressure. The oily red solid1 16 26 4 4 2
3%Cl 12.48, %S 22.50; Found, %C 33.72, %H 4.28, %N was washed with light-petroleum (10 cm ) and diethyl

39.57, %Cl 12.86, %S 22.53. ether (10 cm ) and pumped dry to give oily red 3a (0.06g,
2b: IR (KBr) 1624 w, 1592 w, 1536 vs, 1458 m, 1440 56%). Attempts at crystallisation from a range of common

m, 1380 m, 1354 m, 1277 s, 1204 m, 1150 m, 1092 m, organic solvents was unsuccessful. Oily red 3b (47%) was
21 11073 m, 946 s, 849 w, 777 w, 576 w, 411 w cm ; H prepared in an analogous fashion.
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3a: IR (KBr) 1624 m, 1590 s, 1518 s, 1507 s, 1457 m, pressure and the resulting oily green solid was absorbed
1438 m, 1380 w, 1336 m, 1276 m, 1205 m, 1160 s, 1074 onto deactivated alumina via dissolution in dichlorome-
m, 1003 w, 955 m, 914 w, 836 m, 798 m, 598 vw, 574 vw, thane and subsequent removal of solvent. Column chroma-

21 1554 vw cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 7.13 (s, 2H, Ar), 7.04 tography afforded a number of bands. Eluting with dich-3

(s, 2H, Ar), 3.78 (m, 10H, CH 1NH ), 2.77 (s, 6H, CH ), loromethane:light-petroleum (3:1) gave a yellow band2 2 3

2.20 (s, 6H, CH ), 1.32 (t, J 7.0, 6H, CH ), 1.30 (t, J 7.1, which afforded [MoO(m-S)(S CNEt )] (0.83 g, 13%)3 3 2 2 2
1 16H, CH ); mass spectrum (FAB ) m /z 667 (M 2Cl). [23]. Eluting with dichloromethane:light-petroleum (4:1)3

3b: IR (KBr) 1580 s, 1521 vs, 1440 s, 1270 s, 1205 m, gave a green band which afforded
21 11150 m, 809 w cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 7.65 (d, J 8.2, [hMo(S )(S CNEt ) j (m-p-NC H N)] 5 (1.62 g, 26%).3 2 2 2 2 2 6 4

1H, Ar), 7.00–6.89 (m, 4H, Ar), 6.73 (d, J 8.2, 1H, Ar), Further purple, orange and red bands were eluted from the
3.89 (s, 3H, OMe), 3.86 (s, 3H, OMe), 3.69 (m, 8H, CH ), column but were not successfully characterised. Dark2

3.01 (br, 2H, NH ), 1.33 (t, J 7.0, 12H, CH ); mass green crystals of 5 were grown upon mixing of methanol2 3
1 1 1spectrum (FAB ) m /z 670 (M 2Cl), 634 (M 22Cl). into a saturated dichloromethane solution. When this

solution was left to stand for long periods (over 2d)
substantial decomposition was noted. Complex 5 was also

4.4. Synthesis of naphthalene-1,5-diamine complexes
isolated in 18% yield from a similar reaction of

4a–b
[MoO(S )(S CNEt ) ] with para-phenylenediisocyanate2 2 2 2

in refluxing toluene for 1d.3Addition of methanol (30 cm ) to a mixture of 1,5-
5: IR (KBr) 1508 s, 1467 m, 1458 m, 1450 m, 1436 s,

naphthalene diamine (0.04 g, 0.25 mmol) and
1418 w, 1378 w, 1356 w, 1310 m, 1271 m, 1206 m, 1151

[MoO(S CNEt ) Cl ] (0.12 g, 0.25 mmol) resulted in the 212 2 2 2 m, 1095 m, 1074 m, 1002 w, 978 w, 842 m, 551 w cm ;
slow formation of a purple solution over 10h. Filtration 1H NMR (CDCl ) d 7.06 (s, 4H, C H ), 3.97–3.47 (m,3 6 4and removal of solvent under reduced pressure afforded a

16H, CH ), 1.45–1.1 (m, 24H, CH ); Anal: calc. for2 3purple solid which was washed with light-petroleum (10
Mo C H N S .0.5CH Cl ; %C 30.03, %H 4.28, %N3 2 26 44 6 12 2 2cm ). Cooling an acetonitrile–diethyl ether solution af-
7.93, %S 36.30; Found, %C 30.05, %H 4.58, %N 7.73, %S

forded a microcrystalline purple solid (0.084g, 54%) which
36.75; E (irrev) 20.91 V, E (irrev) 10.61 V.pc paconsisted predominantly of 4a but was contaminated with

4b. All attempts to separate the two were unsuccessful.
When the same reaction was carried out over 20h with a 4.6. Attempted imido coupling reactions
0.5 equivalents of the diamine, a similar work-up afforded
pure 4b (0.11 g, 78%). Activated copper (0.05 g, 0.74 mmol) was added to a

4a: IR (KBr) 1624 m, 1577 w, 1522 vs, 1457 s, 1439 s, yellow solution of 1a (0.10 g, 0.15 mmol) in dmf (20
31393 w, 1379 w, 1354 m, 1275 s, 1263 s, 1204 m, 1149 m, cm ). Upon heating to 1108C, the solution became red and

1094 m, 1075 m, 1045 m, 955 m, 916 m, 848 w, 800 s, a fine grey precipitate of copper iodide was deposited. The
21 1721 w, 705 w, 609 vw, 572 vw cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d solution was cooled and filtered and volatiles were re-3

8.06 (d, J 8.4, 1H, Ar), 7.84 (d, J 8.0, 1H, Ar), 7.75 (d, J moved under reduced pressure to give an oily red solid. A
8.4, 1H, Ar), 7.29–7.15 (m, 3H, Ar), 6.69 (d, J 8.0, 1H, number of attempts were made to wash and triturate the
Ar), 3.77 (m, 10H, CH 1 NH ), 1.32 (t, J 7.0, 12H, oily solid but with little success. IR (KBr) 1644 s, 1513 m,2 2

1 1CH ); mass spectrum (FAB ) m /z 585 (M 2Cl), 549 1436 m, 1264 s, 1203 w, 1147 w, 1094 s, 1075 sh, 10513
211 sh, 1025 s, 1001 s, 804 s, 684 m cm ; mass spectrum(M 22Cl).

1(FAB ) m /z 759, 727, 698, 658, 646, 611, 510. When the4b: IR (KBr) 1533 vs, 1438 m, 1354 m, 1277 s, 1025 m,
21 1 reaction was carried out in the presence of half an933 m, 786 s cm ; H NMR (CDCl ) d 8.69 (d, J 8.6,3

equivalent of para-diiodobenzene a similar red solution2H, Ar), 7.91 (d, J 8.6, 2H, Ar), 7.48 (t, J 8.6, 2H, Ar),
was formed. IR (KBr) 1646 s, 1559 m, 1520 vs, 1439 m,3.78 (m, 16H, 7CH 1NH ), 3.45 (q, J 7.0, 2H, CH ), 1.322 2 2

211381 w, 1355 m, 1277 s, 1204 m, 1001 m, 823 w cm ;(t, J 7.0, 12H, CH ), 1.30 (t, J 7.0, 12H, CH ); mass3 3
11 1 1 mass spectrum (FAB ) m /z 1116, 727, 657, 625, 510,spectrum (FAB ) m /z 1046 (M 2Cl), 1010 (M 22Cl);

478, 426, 394.Anal: Calc. for Mo C H N S Cl , %C 33.33, %H 4.26,2 30 46 6 8 4

%N 7.78; Found, %C 33.83, %H 4.60, %N 7.48.

4.5. Synthesis of [hMo(S )(S CNEt ) j (m-p-NC H N)] 5 Acknowledgements2 2 2 2 2 6 4
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[MoO (S CNEt ) ] (5.30 g, 12.5 mmol) and para- provision of a studentship to S.P.R, and University College2 2 2 2

phenylenediisocyanate (1.0 g, 6.25 mmol) for 3d resulted London for partial funding to T.N. Dr David Humphrey is
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brown precipitate. Volatiles were removed under reduced electrochemical study of 1a.
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N,N9,N0-1,4,7-Triazacyclononane with pendant alkyne arms: Crystal
9 9structures of [CuL ][PF ] , [NiL ][ClO ] and CuL0Cl2 6 2 2 4 2 2

(L95N-(4-but-2-yne)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane,
L05N-(5-pent-2-yne)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane)
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Abstract

We report the synthesis of a series of macrocyclic ligands based on N,N9,N0-1,4,7-triazacyclononane with pendant alkyne arms.
N,N9,N0-tris-(3-prop-1-yne)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane (L) has three pendant alkyne arms while N-(4-but-2-yne)1,4,7-triazacyclononane (L9)
and N-(5-pent-2-yne)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane (L0) each have a single pendant arm. The ligands form coordination complexes with Cu(II),

9 9Ni(II), Co(II) and Mo(0). The crystal structures of [CuL ][PF ] , [NiL ][ClO ] and CuL0Cl are presented and discussed.  19992 6 2 2 4 2 2

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Coordination complexes; Macrocyclic ligands; N,N9,N0-1,4,7-Triazacyclononane

1. Introduction of these ligands and no traceable organometallic com-
pounds could be isolated.

The small three-nitrogen macrocycle N,N9,N0-1,4,7-tri-
azacyclononane (9-[ane]N ) has been N-functionalised3

with a wide variety of pendant arms [1–3]. In most of the 2. Experimental
earlier work all three nitrogen atoms were substituted;
more recently mono, bis and mixed N-substituted ligands 2.1. Preparations
have been synthesised. The vast majority of the pendant
arms have ended in ‘‘hard’’ ligators such as carboxylic 2.1.1. N,N9,N0-tris-(3-prop-1-yne)-1,4,7-
acid [4,5], alcohol [6–9], amine [10], amide [11,12], triazacyclononane (L)
phosphinate [13] etc. More recently a number of ligands To a solution of 9-[ane]N (0.50 g, 3.87 mmol) in3

with ‘‘soft’’ ligators have been reported. These have ethanol / toluene (50:50, 25 ml) was added potassium
included alkenes [14], sulphides [15–18] and phosphines hydroxide (0.72 g, 12.83 mmol) followed by propargyl
[19]. As part of our programme to explore the chemistry of bromide (1.80 g, 15.13 mmol). The reaction mixture was
9-[ane]N with a variety of ‘‘soft’’ arms we report the stirred for 24 h, filtered, and the volatiles removed in3

preparation of three new ligands in which 9-[ane]N is vacuo to leave a viscous orange oil. Yield 0.90 g, (quantita-3

substituted with three arms (N,N9,N0-tris-(3-prop-1-yne)- tive). m /e 243(M1), 204(M–CH CCH), 175(M–2

N,N9,N0-1,4,7-triazacyclononane, L) or one arm (N-(4-but- 2CH CCH), 149(M–3CH CCH), 42, 56, 68, 82, 94, 108,2 2
12-yne)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane, L9 and N-(5-pent-2-yne)- 123 (9[ane]N ). H (CDCl ) 3.37 (d 6H CH –C≡C;3 3 2

41,4,7-triazacyclononane, L0) containing an alkyne group. J(H,H) 52.20 Hz), 2.72 (s 12H N–CH –CH –N), 2.10 (t2 2
13We had hoped that the alkyne groups would show reactivi- 3H C≡C–H ); C (CDCl ) 80.41 (C≡C–H), 71.60 (C≡C–3

ty towards organometallic reagents. However the basicity H), 53.64 (N–CH –CH –N), 46.78 (CH –C≡C).2 2 2

of the macrocycle nitrogen atoms dominated the chemistry
2.1.2. N-(4-but-2-yne)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane, (L9)

*Corresponding author. BrCH C≡CMe was prepared from the alcohol via the2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00420-3
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tosylate according to procedures of Tipson [20] and Place from nitromethane. Yield 200 mg (50%). (Found: C, 33.5;
[21]. 1,4,7-Triazacyclo[5.2.1.0 decane [22] (0.36 g, 2.59 H, 5.36; N, 11.8. Calc. for C H CuF N P : C, 33.6; H,20 38 12 6 2

21mmol) and 4-bromobut-2-yne (0.34 g, 2.56 mmol) were 5.35; N, 11.7%). IR (KBr disc) cm 3162 n , 842(N–H)

dissolved in THF (20 ml) and the reaction mixture was n .(P–F)

stirred under nitrogen for 48 h in the dark. The white
precipitate was isolated by filtration, washed with diethyl 2.1.5. CuL0Cl (3)2
ether and dried in vacuo. Yield 0.69 g (quantitative). The L0 (118 mg, 0.61 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml) was added
salt was dissolved in water (40 ml), sodium hydroxide to CuCl .2H O (87 mg,0.51 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml). An2 2
(0.50 g) was added and the solution heated under reflux for initial green colour gave way to a blue precipitate on
6 h. Toluene was then added and most of the water stirring for ca. 16 h. The precipitate was filtered off,
removed on a Dean–Stark trap. Sodium hydroxide (0.5 g) washed with ether, and air dried. Yield was 35 mg (22%).
was added and all remaining water removed. The trap was X-ray quality crystals were obtained from nitromethane.
packed with silica and the toluene solution boiled for 1 h. (Found: C, 40.1; H, 6.08; N, 12.5. Calc. for
The solution was then filtered and all the volatiles removed C H N Cl Cu: C, 40.1; H, 6.42; N, 12.7%). IR (KBr11 21 3 2

21in vacuo to leave a clear colourless oil. Yield 0.42 g disc) cm 3170 n .(N–H)
(91%). m /e 179(M1), 151(M–CMe), 137 (M–
CH CCMe), 30, 42, 66, 70, 85, 96, 108, 125 (9[ane]N ).2 3 992.1.6. [Cu L (m-OH)] [PF ]1 5 2 2 2 6 2H (CDCl ) 3.26(q 2H CH –C≡C; J(H,H) 52.33 Hz),3 2 L0 (150 mg, 0.78 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml) was added
2.7–2.5 (m 12H N–CH –CH –N), 1.79(s 2H NH ), 1.72(t2 2 to CuCl .2H O (65 mg, 0.38 mmol) in ethanol containing13 2 23H C≡C–CH ); C (CDCl ) 79.1 (C≡C–Me), 75.53 3 NH PF (310 mg). A green precipitate formed which was4 6(C≡C–Me), 51.7 (CH –C≡C), 46.7, 46.3, 45.8 (N–CH –2 2 filtered off, washed with ethanol and ether, and air dried.
CH –N), 3.30 (CH ).2 3 Yield 125 mg(79%). (Found: C, 31.3; H, 5.14; N, 9.50.

Calc. for C H N Cu O P F: C, 31.4; H, 5.27; N,22 44 6 2 2 22.1.3. N-(5-pent-2-yne)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane, (L0) 2110.0%). IR (KBr disc) cm 3432 n , 3333 n , 842(O–H) (N–H)Br(CH ) C≡CMe was prepared from the alcohol via the2 2 n .(P–F)tosylate according to procedures of Tipson [20] and Place
[21]. 1,4,7-triazacyclo[5.2.1.0 decane (1 g, 7.18 mmol) and

2.1.7. [NiL ][PF ]2 6 25-bromopent-2-yne (1.1 g, 7.21 mmol) were dissolved in
L (200 mg, 0.82 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml) was added toTHF (25 ml) and the reaction mixture was stirred under

NiCl .6H O (98 mg, 0.41 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml),2 2nitrogen for 72 h in the dark. The white precipitate was
containing NH PF (350 mg). The reaction mixture was4 6isolated by filtration, washed with diethyl ether and dried
stirred for 4 h. The green precipitate was filtered, washedin vacuo. The reaction mix was stirred for a further 7 days
with ethanol and ether, and air dried. Efflorescent crystalsand more precipitate was recovered. Total yield was 0.6 g
were obtained from nitromethane. Yield was 105 mg(30%). The salt was dissolved in water (40 ml), sodium
(32%). (Found: C, 42.8; H, 5.08; N, 10.4. Calc. forhydroxide (0.36 g) was added and the solution heated
C H N NiP F : C, 43.1; H, 5.07, N, 10.1%). IR (KBr30 42 6 2 12under reflux for 6 h. Toluene was then added and most of 21disc) cm 842 n .(P–F)the water removed on a Dean–Stark trap. Sodium hy-

droxide (0.2 g) was added and all the remaining water
92.1.8. [NiL ][NO ]2 3 2removed. The trap was packed with silica and the toluene

L9 (150 mg, 0.84 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml) was addedsolution boiled for 1 h. The solution was then filtered and
to Ni(NO ) .6H O (102 mg, 0.42 mmol) in ethanol (203 2 2all the volatiles removed in vacuo to leave a clear,
ml). Stirring was continued for 4 h. The purple precipitatecolourless oil. Yield 0.35 g (25%). m /e 193 (M1), 166
was filtered off, washed with ethanol and ether, and air(M–CMe), 152(M–CH CCMe), 138 (M–(CH ) CCMe),2 2 2

1 dried. Yield was 105 mg (45%). (Found: C, 44.2; H, 6.42;42, 66, 70, 85, 96,108,125 (9[ane]N ). H (CDCl ) 2.7–3 3
N, 20.5. Calc. for C H N NiO : C, 44.1; H,7.02; N,20 38 8 62.5 (m 14H N–CH ), 2.16 (m 2H CH –C≡C), 1.99 (s, 2H2 2 215 13 20.6%). IR (KBr disc) cm 3131 n , 1384 n .NH ),1.67 (t 3H C≡C–CH ; J(H,H) 52.54 Hz); C (N–H) (N–O)3

(CDCl ) 77.70(C≡C–Me), 76.32(C≡C–Me), 55.55 (CH –3 2

92.1.9. [NiL ][ClO ] (2)CH –C≡C), 52.39, 46.72, 46.38 (N–CH –CH –N), 2 4 22 2 2

L9 (141 mg, 0.78 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml) was added18.02(CH –C≡C), 3.29(CH ).2 3

to NiCl .6H O (92 mg,0.39 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml)2 2

containing LiClO (200 mg). The purple precipitate was2.1.4. [CuL0 ][PF ] (1) 42 6 2

filtered, washed with ethanol and ether, and air dried. YieldL9 (200 mg, 1.12 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml) was added
100 mg(41%). Crystals suitable for X-ray analysis wereto CuCl .2H O (95 mg, 0.56 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml)2 2

obtained from acetonitrile. (Found: C, 38.5; H;, 6.34; N,containing NH PF (450 mg). The blue–violet precipitate4 6

13.7. Calc. for C H Cl N NiO : C, 38.7; H, 6.18; N,was filtered, washed with ethanol and diethyl ether, and air 20 38 2 6 8
21dried. Crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained 13.6%). IR (KBr disc) cm 3167 n , 1110 n .(N–H) (Cl–O)
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CAUTION: Perchlorate salts are potentially dangerous. 2.2. Crystal structure determinations of 1, 2 and 3
Caution is advised and the handling of only small quan-
tities is recommended. Details of the data collection procedures and structure

refinements are given in Table 1. Crystals of 1, 2 and 3
were obtained as pale violet, pale violet and green prisms992.1.10. [NiL ][PF ]2 6 2
respectively. In each case a single crystal was attached to aL0 (150 mg; 0.77 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml) was added
glass fibre with acrylic resin and mounted on a goniometerto NiCl .6H O (92 mg, 0.39 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml)2 2
head in a general position. Data were collected on ancontaining NH PF (300 mg). The reaction mixture was4 6
Enraf–Nonius Turbo CAD4 diffractometer running CAD4-stirred for 4 h. The purple precipitate was filtered off,
Express software and using graphite monochromated X-washed with ethanol and diethyl ether, and air dried. Yield

˚radiation (l50.71073 A). Precise unit cell dimensions116 mg (41%). (Found: C, 35.3; H, 5.73; N, 11.6. Calc. for
were determined by refinement of the setting angles of 25C H N NiP F : C, 35.8; H, 5.73; N, 11.4%). IR (KBr22 42 6 2 12

21 (1 and 2) or 23 (3) high angle reflections which weredisc) cm 3188 n , 842 n .(N–H) (P–F)
flagged during data collection. Standard reflections were
measured every 2 h During data collection small decays of92.1.11. [CoL ][PF ]2 6 2 3% (1), 4% (2) and 7% (3) were noted and interpolatedL9 (150 mg, 0.83 mmol) in degassed ethanol (10 ml)
corrections were applied to the reflection data. Lorentz-was added to (99 mg, 0.42 mmol) in degassed ethanol (10
polarisation corrections were applied to the reflection dataml) containing NH PF (350 mg). The reaction mixture4 6 (1 and 2). c-Scans using nine reflections with x580.98 (1)was stirred for ca. 16 h under nitrogen. The orange
or 71.78 (2) were collected and examination of theseprecipitate was filtered off under nitrogen and washed
revealed no systematic variation of intensity with the crepeatedly with ethanol and dried in vacuo. Solutions of
angle. Hence no absorption corrections were deemedthe complex oxidise in air to (presumably) Co(III) species.
necessary. For 3, Lorentz-polarisation corrections and aYield was 110 mg (38%). (Found: C, 33.7; H, 5.31; N,
semi-empirical absorption correction (c-scans using nine11.9. Calc. for C H N CoP2F : C, 33.8; H, 5.38, N,20 38 6 12

21 reflections with x571.48) were applied to the reflection11.8%). IR (KBr disc) cm 3175 n , 841 n .(N–H) (P–F) data, as was an extinction correction. The structures were
solved by direct methods (SIR92 [23]). All non-H atoms

992.1.12. [CoL ][PF ]2 6 2 were allowed anisotropic thermal motion. Hydrogen atoms
L0 (121 mg, 0.51 mmol) in degassed ethanol (10 ml) ˚were included at calculated positions with C–H50.96 A,

was added to CoCl .6H O (61 mg, 0.26 mmol) in de-2 2 apart from the NH hydrogen atoms which were observed
gassed ethanol (10 ml) containing NH PF (400 mg). The4 6 in the Fourier maps and freely refined. One of the
reaction mixture was stirred for ca. 16 h under nitrogen. perchlorate anions in (2) was disordered over two positions
The pink precipitate was filtered off under nitrogen and (|60:40) which are related by rotation about the O(21)–
washed repeatedly with ethanol and diethyl ether and dried Cl(2) axis so that these two atoms have full occupancy.
in vacuo. Solutions of the complex oxidise in air to The highest peaks in the difference Fourier were close to
(presumably) Co(III) species. Yield was 90 mg (46%). the oxygen atoms of the other perchlorate ion. Refinement

2(Found: C, 35.3; H, 5.63; N, 11.5. Calc. for (SHELEX93 [24]) was by full-matrix least-squares on F ,
2 2C H N CoP F : C, 35.7; H, 5.72; N, 11.4%). IR (KBr22 42 6 2 12 using the weighting scheme w5[w5[s (F ) 1(0.0467021

2 21 2 2 2 21 2 2disc) cm 3166 n , 842 n .(N–H) (P–F) P) ] (F ) 1(0.0467 P) ] (1), w5[s (F ) 1(0.08030 0
2 21 2 2 2 21P) ] (2) and w5[s (F ) 1(0.00313 P) ] (3) where0

2 2 22.1.13. MoL(CO)3 P5[F /312F /3]. s(F ) was estimated from counting0 c 0
L (188 mg, 0.62 mmol) and Mo(CO) (CH CN) (1503 3 3 statistics. Neutral atom scattering factors and coefficients

mg, 0.62 mmol) were stirred together in 30 ml of CH CN3 of anomalous dispersion were obtained from Ref. [25].
at room temperature. The reaction was monitored by
following the disappearance of n of the(CO)

21Mo(CO) (CH CN) (1920 and 1796 cm ) and the3 3 3
21appearance by two new bands at 1908 and 1774 cm . 3. Results and discussion

Reaction was complete after 24 h. The solvent was
removed and the yellow solid washed with 5 ml of diethyl 3.1. Preparation of ligands
ether. Yield was 215 mg (82%). (Found C, 51.3; H, 5.04;
N, 9.9. Calc for C H N O Mo: C, 51.1; H, 5.00; N, 9.9) The preparation of the ligands L, L9 and L0 follows the18 21 3 3

21 1IR (CH CN soln) cm 1908 and 1774 n . H (CDCl ) methods described for the analogous alkene ligands [14]3 (CO) 3
4 and requires no further comment. All the ligands were4.08 (d 6H CH –C≡C; J(H,H)5Hz), 3.02 (second order2

13 mildly hygroscopic oils. Reaction of Br(CH ) C≡CMe ormultiplet 12H N–CH –CH –N), 2.65 (t 3H C≡C–H ); C 2 22 2

BrCH C≡CMe with 9-[ane]N gave mixed products which(CDCl ) 117.40 (CO), 77.53 (C≡C–H), 75.26 (C≡C–H), 2 33

could not be purified. Reaction of BrCH C≡CH with53.96 (N–CH –CH –N), 53.00 (CH –C≡C). 22 2 2
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Table 1
Details of the crystal structure determinations of 1,2 and 3

1 2 3

Formula C H CuF N P C H Cl N NiO C H Cl CuN20 38 12 6 2 20 38 2 6 8 11 21 2 3

M 716.04 620.17 329.75r

Space group P-1 P-1 P21/c
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic Monoclinic

˚a /A 9.7436(5) 9.3837(5) 10.740(2)
˚b /A 9.7005(5) 10.7167(4) 9.733(3)
˚c /A 9.8177(6) 14.8816(8) 14.024(2)

a / 8 63.773(4) 80.691(4) 90
b / 8 60.990(4) 73.311(5) 95.49(2)
g / 8 80.879(4) 72.615(4) 90

3˚U / A 726.11(7) 1363.28(12) 1459.2(6)
u Range for cell / 8 17.7 to 20.3 17.7 to 20.2 17.5 to 21.6
Z 1 2 4

23D /g cm 1.638 1.511 1.501c

F(000) 367 652 684
21

m(Mo Ka) /cm 9.63 9.62 18.46
Scan mode v-2u v-2u v-2u

v-Scan angle 0.8350.45 tan 0.68510.41 tan u 1.5310.58 tan u

u Range/ 8 2.40 to 25.0 2.4 to 25.0 2.92 to 25.00
Crystal size /mm 0.230.230.1 0.730.430.3 0.630.530.4
Range of transmission None None 0.95 to 1.0
coefficients /corrections
No. of data collected 3040 5736 3370
No. of unique data 2547 4777 2555
hkl Ranges 21 to 11, 211 to 11, 210 to 11 211 to 1, 212 to 12, 217 to 17 212 to 1, 21 to 11, 216 to 16
Standard reflections (2, 25, 3) (6, 3, 3) (0, 2, 24) (23. 1, 3) (3, 0, 7) (3, 5, 1) (0, 4, 210) (0, 4, 3) (29, 2, 23)
No. of data refined 2545 4777 2544
No. of refined parameters 196 282 163
R[I.2s(I)] (all data) 0.0339 (0.0424) 0.0438 (0.0473) 0.0478 (0.0697)

2R0 [I .2s(I)] (all data) 0.0856 (0.0946) 0.1255 (0.1287) 0.1082 (0.1542)
Goodness of fit, S 1.052 1.053 1.016
Largest remaining reature in 0.452, 20.305 0.876, 20.458 0.411, 20.301

23˚electron-density map/e A
Shift / e.s.d. in last cycle 0.0005(mean) 0.001 (max.) 0.001 (mean) 0.006 (max.) 0.0005 (mean) 0.001 (max.)

4.101,4,7-triazacyclo[5.2.1.0 ]decane gave the desired salt are sufficiently basic to disproportionate Co (CO) . Proto-2 8
4.10 nation of the free amine by CH COOH suppressed the[1,4,7-triazacyclo[5.2.1.0 ]-decane-N-3-prop-1-yl] bro- 3

2Co (CO) disproportionation. No bands from [Co(CO) ]mide but the basic conditions required to obtain the free 2 8 4

were seen in the IR spectrum and, in addition, the bridgingbase invariably led to decomposition.
CO stretches of Co (CO) were lost indicating reaction.2 8

However no characterisable products could be isolated.
3.2. Attempted reactions of the pendant alkyne groups

3.3. MoL(CO)3

Attempts were made to react the pendant alkyne groups
Mo(CO) (CH CN) reacts with L to give MoL(CO) .with a variety of organometallic compounds including 3 3 3 3

i The IR spectrum in the carbonyl region (n 51908 andRu (CO) , Co (CO) , Pt(norbornene)( Pr P) and (CO)3 12 2 8 3 2
211774 cm ) confirms that the complex has the expected[Ni(CO)Cp] . Unfortunately no characterisable products2

‘‘piano stool’’ structure, with the three amine nitrogencould be isolated. The reaction of L0 with Co (CO) in2 8

atoms co-ordinating the Mo. The IR spectrum is compar-chloroform (monitored by following the IR spectrum)
able with Mo(9-[ane]N )(CO) (n 51850 and 1730resulted in disproportionation of the Co (CO) and the 3 3 (CO)2 8

2 21production of the [Co(CO) ] ion, presumably due to the cm ) and Mo(Me -9-[ane]N )(CO) (n 51880 and4 3 3 3 (CO)
21high basicity of the amine. The same result was obtained 1750 cm ) both of which are ‘‘piano stool’’ molecules

2199when [NiL ] was reacted with Co (CO) indicating [1]. The alkyne IR stretch was unchanged in the compound2 2 8

either that the Ni complex dissociates in CHCl or, more showing that the alkyne groups had not co-ordinated.3
21likely, that even when bonded to Ni , the amine nitrogens Crystallographic quality crystals could not be obtained.
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1

Cu(1)–N(1) 2.065(2) Cu(1)–N(4) 2.541(2)
Cu(1)–N(7) 2.018(2) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(4) 78.02(8)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(7) 83.23(9) N(4)–Cu(1)–N(7) 78.67(8)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(79) 96.77(9) N(19)–Cu(1)–N(4) 101.99(8)
N(4)–Cu(1)–N(79) 101.33(8) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(49) 101.98(8)

3.4. Cu(II), Ni(II) and Co(II) complexes-crystal
structures of 1, 2 and 3

Although of the pendant alkyne groups of L, L9 and L0

failed to react to give characterisable complexes, the amine

Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 2

Ni(1)–N(11) 2.244(2) Ni(1)–N(14) 2.104(3)
Ni(1)–N(17) 2.121(3) Ni(1)–N(21) 2.233(2)
Ni(1)–N(24) 2.101(2) Ni(1)–N(27) 2.122(2)

Fig. 2. ORTEP-3 for Windows [30] plot of the cation of 2 (thermalN(11)–Ni–N(14) 81.31(10) N(11)–Ni–N(17) 80.76(10)
ellipsoids drawn at the 30% probability level; the triazacyclononane C–HN(11)–Ni–N(21) 105.19(9) N(11)–Ni–N(24) 99.51(10)
hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity).N(14)–Ni–N(17) 81.11(11) N(14)–Ni–N(21) 100.32(10)

N(14)–Ni–N(27) 97.22(10) N(17)–Ni–N(24) 97.08(10)
N(17)–Ni–N(27) 92.96(10) N(21)–Ni–N(24) 81.37(9)
N(21)–Ni–N(27) 81.09(10) N(24)–Ni–N(27) 81.75(10) part of the molecules showed no such reluctance giving a

variety of coordination complexes. The structures of three
of these have been determined. Selected bond lengths and

Table 4 9 9angles for [CuL ][PF ] (1), [NiL ][ClO ] (2), and2 6 2 2 4 2˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 3 CuL0CL (3) are given in Tables 2–4, and the structures of2

Cu(1)–N(1) 2.026(5) Cu(1)–N(4) 2.256(4) the cations of 1 and 2 and of 3 are shown in Figs. 1–3,
Cu(1)–N(7) 2.045(4) Cu(1)–Cl(1) 2.2874(14) respectively.
Cu(1)–Cl(2) 2.276(2) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(4) 83.0(2) 1 and 2 are both bis-ligand complexes but have substan-
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(7) 81.7(2) N(4)–Cu(1)–N(7) 82.0(2)

tially different structures. 1 is severely Jahn–Teller dis-N(1)–Cu(1)–Cl(1) 91.0(2) N(1)–Cu(1)–Cl(2) 167.6(2)
torted (Cu–N 52.018(2), 2.065(2); Cu–N 52.541(2)N(4)–Cu(1)–Cl(1) 100.32(11) N(4)–Cu(1)–Cl(2) 105.68(11) eq ax
˚N(7)–Cu(1)–Cl(1) 172.1(2) N(7)–Cu(1)–Cl(2) 90.56(14) A) while the metal coordination in 2 is essentially octahed-

Fig. 1. ORTEP-3 for Windows [30] plot of the cation of 1 (thermal Fig. 3. ORTEP-3 for Windows [30] plot of 3 (thermal ellipsoids drawn at
ellipsoids drawn at the 30% probability level; the triazacyclononane C–H the 30% probability level; the triazacyclononane C–H hydrogen atoms
hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity). have been omitted for clarity).
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Table 5
21 21˚ 9 9Bond lengths (A) for [CuL ] (1), [NiL ] (2), [CuL9Cl ] (3) and related complexes2 2 2

Cu–N Cu–N Ref.ax eq

21 a9[CuL ] (1) 2.541 2.042 This work2
21 a[CuL -] 2.527 2.032 [14]2

21 a a[Cu([9]-aneN ) ] 2.321 2.062 [26]3 2
2 a[Cu(NOTA)] 2.177 [27]

a[CuL0Cl ] (3) 2.256 2.036 This work2

tert amine (long, median) 2.244 [28]
sec amine (median) 2.022 [28]

Ni–N Ni–Nmax min
21 a a9[NiL ] (2) 2.239 2.112 This work2

21[Ni([9]-aneN ) ] 2.111 2.098 [29]3 2

tert amine (median) 2.147 [28]
sec amine (median) 2.098 [28]

NOTA5N,N9,N0-trisacetato-[9]aneN ; L-5N-(4-but-1-ene)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane.3
a
5average value.

˚ [4] M. Takahashi, S. Takamoto, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan 50 (1977)ral (Ni–N 52.101(2); Ni–N 52.244(2) A). The twomin max
3413.˚longest Ni–N bond lengths (2.244(2) and 2.233(2) A) are

[5] M.J. van der Merwe, J.C.A. Boeyens, R.D. Hancock, Inorg. Chem.
those to the secondary nitrogen atoms, but unlike the Cu 24 (1985) 1208.
complex where the secondary nitrogen atoms are trans, in [6] B.A. Sayer, J.P. Michael, R.D. Hancock, Inorg. Chim. Acta 36
the Ni complex they are cis to each other. The Cu–N (1983) 2357.ax

˚ [7] R.D. Peacock, J. Robb, Inorg. Chim. Acta 121 (1986) L13.bond length of 2.541(2) A is extremely long (Table 5) well
[8] A. Belal, L.J. Farrugia, J. Robb, R.D. Peacock, J. Chem. Soc. Daltonabove the upper quartile of ‘‘long’’ Cu–N (tert amine)

Trans. (1989) 931.21˚bond lengths (2.299 A) (a feature also found in [CuL -] ,2 [9] I.A. Fallis, L.J. Farrugia, N.M. Macdonald, R.D. Peacock, J. Chem.
L-5 N-(4-but-1-ene)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane) while the Soc. Dalton Trans. (1993) 2759.
Cu–N bond lengths are unexceptional. The Ni–N (tert [10] A. Hammershoi, A.M. Sargeson, Inorg. Chem. 22 (1983) 3554.eq

[11] S. Amin, C. Marks, L.M. Toomey, M.R. Churchill, J.R. Morrow,amine) bonds are also significantly longer than the median.
Inorg. Chim. Acta 246 (1996) 99.In 3, the Cu has square pyramidal geometry, the base of

[12] R. Kataby, K.E. Matthes, P.E. Nicholson, D. Parker, H.-J. Busch-the square being the two chloride ligands and two amine
mann, J. Chem. Soc. Perkin Trans. 2 (1990) 1425.

nitrogens. The base is bent down out of plane by |108. [13] K. Bazakas, I. Lukes, J. Chem. Soc. Dalton Trans. (1995) 1133.
[Cu (L0) (m-OH) ][PF ] was not crystallographically [14] L.J. Farrugia, P.A. Lovatt, R.D. Peacock, Inorg. Chim. Acta 2462 2 2 6 2

(1996) 343.characterised. From the analysis and the IR spectrum it is
[15] D.J. Evans, G. Garcia, G.J. Leigh, M.S. Newton, M.D. Santana, J.believed that it is a m-hydroxy bridged dimer, similar to

Chem. Soc. Dalton Trans. (1992) 3229.21[Cu (L-) (m-OH) ] [14]. The remaining complexes,2 2 2 [16] D.J. Evans, G. Garcia, D.L. Hughes, G.J. Leigh, M.D. Santana, Acta
99 99[NiL ][PF ] , [NiL ][PF ] , [CoL ][PF ] and2 6 2 2 6 2 2 6 2 Crystallogr. C C49 (1993) 905.

99[CoL ][PF ] were not crystallographically characterised, [17] J.K. Mochizyki, F. Kesting, T. Weynermuller, K. Wieghardt, C.2 6 2

Butzlaff, A.X. Trautwein, J. Chem. Soc. Chem. Commun. (1994)but in all cases the analyses and electronic spectra suggest
909.octahedral coordination for the metal ion.

[18] R.P. Hauser, V.G. Young Jr., W.B. Tolman, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 118
(1996) 2101.
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Abstract

Two new m-oxalato binuclear copper(II) complexes, [hCu(NO )(H O)(bipy)j (ox)] (1) and [hCu(dien)j (ox)](NO ) (2), with3 2 2 2 3 2

ox5oxalate, dien5diethylenetriamine and bipy52,29-bipyridine, have been synthesized and their crystal and molecular structures have
been determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction methods. The crystal structure of 1 consists of centrosymmetric neutral dimers where
the copper atoms lie in a strongly elongated octahedral environment, surrounded by two nitrogen atoms of a bipy molecule and two
oxygen atoms of the bridging oxalato group in the equatorial plane and oxygen atoms of water molecules and nitrate ions in the axial
positions. Crystal structure of 2 is made up of non-coordinated nitrate anions and asymmetric binuclear cations in which copper atoms are
in a distorted square–pyramidal coordination with three atoms of a diethylenetriamine ligand and an oxygen atom of the asymmetrically
coordinated oxalato bridge building the basal plane and the other oxygen atom of the oxalato ligand filling the apical position. Both
compounds have been also characterized by Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) and electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopies, thermal
analysis and variable temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements. The two compounds exhibit antiferromagnetic exchange with a

21singlet–triplet separation of 2382 and 26.5 cm for 1 and 2, respectively. Magnetic and ESR results are discussed with respect to the
crystal structure of the compounds.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II) complexes; m-oxalato dimers; Crystal structure; ESR; Magnetic properties

1. Introduction factors that influence the magnitude of the coupling
through oxalato allowed to tune the value of the singlet–

Over the last few years, the chemistry of oxalato- triplet energy gap (J) in oxalato-bridged dinuclear cop-
21containing compounds has become an active area of per(II) complexes between 0 and 2386 cm by playing

research with interest arising from the study of the varied on the nature of the terminal ligand (tridentate and/or
structural features of these compounds [1–7] to their bidentate nitrogen donors), taking advantage of the plas-
applications in areas such as biological chemistry [8], ticity of the coordination sphere of copper(II) [23,24]. The
catalysis [9,10], photochemistry [11] and magnetoch- rich stereochemistry of copper(II) and the fact that it has
emistry [12–15]. In this last field, a significant magneto- only one unpaired electron make it very easy to investigate
structural research work has been devoted to analysis of the influence of the symmetry of the magnetic orbital in
the remarkable ability of the oxalate (ox) bridge to mediate the oxalato-bridged dinuclear copper(II) complexes and to
exchange coupling between first-row transition metal ions reveal that the nature of the peripheral donor atoms also

˚separated by more than 5 A in both homo- [16–19] and exerts a significant role on the magnitude of the exchange
heteropolynuclear [20–22] compounds. Analysis of the coupling.

In the present work, we report the preparation, and the
structural and magnetic characterization of two oxalato-

*Corresponding author. bridged copper(II) dimers, [hCu(NO )(H O)(bipy)j (ox)]3 2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00421-5
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(1) (bipy52,29-bipyridine) and [hCu(dien)j (ox)](NO ) green solution was filtered off to removed impurities and2 3 2

(2) (dien5diethylenetriamine). then allowed to stand at room temperature. Overnight, a
blue–greenish crystalline powder of 1 appeared. Yield,
1.633 g; 95% based on copper. Found: C, 38.1; H, 2.8; N,

2. Experimental 12.4; Cu, 18.5. Calc. for C H Cu N O : C, 38.4; H,22 20 2 6 12
212.9; N, 12.2; Cu, 18.5%. Main IR data (cm ): n(OH)

2.1. Reagents and physical measurements 3530 s, 3455 s; n (CH) 3080 w, 3030 w; y (CO) 1645 vs;s as

n (C5C) 1550 m, 1500 m, 1475 m; y (CO) 1450 m;s s

All chemicals were procured commercially and used y(NO) 1380 vs; y (CO) 1350 m, 1315 m; d(OCO) 780 s;s

without subsequent purification. Microanalyses of carbon, y(NO) 730 m. Blue–greenish crystals suitable for a single-
nitrogen and hydrogen were performed on a Perkin-Elmer crystal X-ray analysis were obtained by recrystallisation of
2400 C-, H-, N- analyser. Copper analysis was carried out the studied complex from a water solution. Crystals were
on a Perkin-Elmer 360 atomic absorption /flame emission found to be quite stable to light, air exposure and X-ray
spectrometer. Densities were measured by flotation in radiation.
CHBr –CCl mixtures [25]. IR spectra were recorded on a3 4

Nicolet 740 FT-IR spectrometer as KBr pellets in the 2.2.2. [hCu(dien)j (ox)](NO ) (2)21 2 3 2spectral region 4000–400 cm . A Setaram TAG 24 S16
This compound was obtained during our attempts to

thermobalance was used to simultaneously obtain the
prepare heteronuclear Ni /Cu oxalato-bridged complexes.

differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetric
To a dark-blue solution of [Cu(dien)(ox)] [27] (0.588 g, 1.8

analysis curves, in a synthetic air atmosphere with a
mmol) in 25 mL of water, 17 mL of an aqueous mixture21heating rate of 58C min . X-ray powder diffraction
containing Ni(NO ) .6H O (0.522 g, 1.8 mmol) and3 2 2patterns of the compounds and the final products from the
diethylenetriamine (0.2 mL, 1.8 mmol) were added drop-

thermal decompositions were recorded at room tempera-
wise. The mixture was stirred for a further 30 min while

ture with a Philips PW 1710 instrument equipped with
being heated gently. Overnight, small blue crystals of the

graphite monochromated Cu–K radiation. A Brukera compound [hNi(H O)(dien)j (ox)](NO ) [28] were2 2 3 2ESP300 spectrometer, operating at the X- (ca. 9.5 GHz)
formed and filtered out. After two days, blue plaque-

and Q-band (ca. 34 GHz), was used to study the ESR
shaped crystals of compound 2 that were suitable for X-ray

polycrystalline spectra at room temperature. The magnetic
diffraction analysis were grown from the mother liquid by

susceptibility measurements were carried out on poly-
slow evaporation at room temperature. They were col-

crystalline samples in the temperature range 2–300 K, with
lected and washed with water and air-dried. Yield, 0.393 g;

a pendulum type susceptometer /magnetometer (Manics
80% based on copper. Found: C, 22.1; H, 4.8; N, 20.4; Cu,

DSM8) equipped with a helium continuous flow cryostat.
23.2. Calc. for C H Cu N O : C, 22.0; H, 4.8; N, 20.5;10 26 2 8 10Diamagnetic corrections terms were estimated from Pasc- 21Cu, 23.3%. Main IR data (cm ): n(NH) 3300 m, 3365 m,26 26 23al’s constants [26] as 2324310 and 2246310 cm
3170 m; n(CH) 3065 w, 2895 m; y (CO) 1655 vs; d(NH)21 asmol for 1 and 2, respectively. Experimental magnetic
1595 m, 1585 m, y (CO) 1455 w; y(NO) 1385 vs; y (CO)s ssusceptibility data were also corrected for temperature-
1340 m, 1305 s; n (C–C) 1095 m, 1030 m; d(OCO) 80026 3 21 sindependent paramagnetism (60310 cm mol per
m; y(NO) 740 m.IICu ) and magnetisation of the sample holder.

Twinned blue crystals of compound 2 were obtained by
slow evaporation at room temperature of a mixture (302.2. Syntheses
mL) that had been prepared previously by adding 10 mL of
an aqueous solution of K C O ?H O (0.092 g, 0.5 mmol)2 2 4 2Caution! Nitrate salts of metal complexes with organic
to a stirring aqueous solution containing stoichiometric

ligands can be potentially explosive during drying, grind-
amount of Cu(NO ) ?3H O (1.0 mmol) and dien (1.03 2 2ing and heating. Only a small amount of material should be
mmol).

prepared, and it should be handled with caution. So far, we
For both compounds prepared here, the purity and

have not experienced any problems during the preparation
homogeneity of the samples used for physical measure-

of samples.
ments were checked by IR spectroscopy, elemental analy-
sis and by comparison of the observed X-ray powder2.2.1. [hCu(NO )(H O)(bipy)j (ox)] (1)3 2 2 diffraction patterns and those generated from the single

An aqueous solution (30 mL) of 2,29-bipyridine (0.781
crystal X-ray data [29].

g, 5 mmol) was added dropwise to an aqueous solution (30
mL) of Cu(NO ) ?3H O (1.208 g, 5 mmol). The mixture3 2 2

was heated at 608C under reflux with continuous stirring 2.3. X-ray single-crystal analysis
for 1 h. Then, 10 mL of an aqueous solution of K C O ?2 2 4

H O (0.461 g, 2.5 mmol) was added. The resulting hot Single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis of the com-2
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pounds were obtained as described above. Structural 3. Results and discussion
measurements were performed on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4
automatic four-circle diffractometer, using graphite–mono- 3.1. Crystal structure of [hCu(NO )(H O)(bipy)j (ox)]3 2 2

˚ (1)chromatic MoK radiation (l50.71069 A). The data werea

collected at 293(2) K using v22u scan mode up to 608 in
The crystal structure of compound 1 consists of cen-2u. The intensities were corrected for Lorentz-polarization

trosymmetric binuclear neutral entitieseffects. Neutral and anomalous dispersion factors were
[(bipy)(H O)(NO )Cu(C O )Cu(NO )(H O)(bipy)] heldtaken from the literature [30]. The positions of non-hydro- 2 3 2 4 3 2

together by hydrogen-bond O –H???O and p –pgen atoms were found by direct methods [31]. At the end w nitrate

interactions involving the aromatic rings of the bipyof an isotropic refinement cycle, an empirical absorption
ligands. A drawing of the dimer structure showing thecorrection [32] was performed. The structures were refined
labelling scheme is given in Fig. 1. Selected bond lengthsby the full-matrix least-squares method on F, with the
and angles are reported in Table 2.X-RAY76 computer program [33]. Anisotropic thermal

The planar oxalato group, with a center of symmetryparameters were given to all of the non-hydrogen atoms. A
lying in the middle of the C–C bond, bridges the twoconvenient weighting scheme was used to give no trends in

2 copper atoms in the usual bis(bidentate) fashion: eachkwD Fl vs. kF l and vs. ksin u /ll [34]. All hydrogen atomso

copper atom is bound to two oxygen atoms from the twowere located on a Fourier difference map and they were
different carboxylic groups, with a Cu–Cu distance acrossisotropically refined. Final geometrical calculations were

˚carried out with the PARST [35] and PLATON [36] the dimeric unit of 5.143 A. The copper atom is involved
programs. All calculations were performed on a Digital in a CuN O O9O0 chromophore, and lies in an elongated2 2

MicroVAX 4500. Table 1 summarizes crystal data and data octahedral environment. The equatorial coordination posi-
collection procedures for both compounds. tions are occupied by two oxalate oxygen atoms and two

Table 1
Crystallographic data for compounds [hCu(NO )(H O)(bipy)j (ox)] (1) and [hCu(dien)j (ox)] (NO ) (2)3 2 2 2 3 2

1 2

Formula C H Cu N O C H Cu N O22 20 2 6 12 10 26 2 8 10

M 687.53 545.46r

Space group P2 /n P2/a1
˚a (A) 7.695(1) 13.164(1)
˚b (A) 10.180(2) 6.719(1)
˚c (A) 16.510(2) 23.768(1)

a (8) 90.0 90.0
b (8) 100.21(1) 95.38(1)
g (8) 90.0 90.0

3˚V (A ) 1272.8(3) 2093.0(4)
Z 2 4
F(000) 696 1120

23D (Mg m ) 1.79(1) 1.75(1)o
23D (Mg m ) 1.794 1.731x

21
m (MoKa) (mm ) 1.75 2.10
Form Prismatic Plaque
Dimensions (mm) 0.20 x 0.30 x 0.35 0.05 x 0.16 x 1.00
Colour Green–blue Blue
u range 1–30 1–30
Index ranges 0#h#10 0#h#18

0#k#14 0#k#9
hkl 223#l#23 233#l#33
Independent reflections 3703 6094
Observed reflections (N ) 1910 [I$2s(I)] 3859 [I$2s(I)]obs

No. of variables (N ) 230 377var

Absorption correction T : 0.917; T : 1.134 T : 0.656; T : 1.560min max min max
aGoodness-of-fit on F(S) 1.46 1.30

23˚Dr (e A ) 1.12 1.23max
bR(F ) 0.040 0.058o

cR (F ) 0.043 0.061w o

a 2 1 / 2S5[Sw(uF u2uF u) /(N 2N )] .o c obs param
b R5S uuF u2uF uu /S uF u.o c o
c 2 2 1 / 2R 5[Sw(uF u2uF u) /SwuF u ] .w o c o
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the mean plane of the oxalate ligand. As a result, the
binuclear complex displays a chairlike structure. However,
because of the out-of-plane position of the copper atoms,
the central Cu–ox–Cu core is planar.

All of the relevant parameters for the 2,29-bipyridine
ligand and oxalato group are in good agreement with the
data previously obtained for related systems [37–41,45].
As expected, the individual pyridine rings of the two bipy
are nearly planar [the largest deviation from the mean

˚Fig. 1. Thermal ellipsoid plot (50% probability level) for the planes is 0.02 A at C(13)] and makes a dihedral angle
[hCu(NO )(H O)(bipy)j (ox)] dimeric unit with a labelling scheme.3 2 2 between them of 68, which is perfectly normal for a

coordinated bipy, although angles up to 188 have been
observed previously [46]. In the centrosymmetric oxalato

nitrogen atoms of the 2,29-bipyridine ligand. The Cu–O group, the C–O bond lengths are equal and normal for
˚and Cu–N distances range from 1.96 to 1.99 A and are symmetric bidentate coordination. In the nitrate anion,

similar to those found in related complexes [37–41]. The there is no evidence of elongation in the N–O bond, due to
‘bite’ angles of bipy and oxalate are 82.4 and 85.08, copper interaction, probably owing to the involvement of
respectively, which are in good accord with the expected the two non-coordination oxygen atoms in hydrogen-
values. The four donor atoms on the equatorial plane are bonds.
not perfectly planar, showing a tetrahedral distortion, with Coordinated water molecules are involved in two hydro-
a dihedral angle of 9.18 formed between the O–Cu–O and gen bonds, as indicated by the values of the Ow???O,
N–Cu–N planes. A water molecule and one oxygen atom H???O and the corresponding O –H???O angles listed inw
belonging to a nitrate group occupy the apical positions at Table 2: one intramolecular bond to an oxygen atom of the

˚significantly different distances, 2.351 and 2.755 A, re- nitrato ligand in the centrosymmetric half of the same
spectively, which are larger than the equatorial ones. The molecule, and one intermolecular hydrogen bond to the
axial H O–Cu–ONO angle is 160.48. The copper atom is remaining non-coordinated oxygen atom of a nitrate group2 2

˚0.113 A outside the equatorial plane towards the apical of an adjacent dimer. This latter interaction leads to the
water molecule. The nitrate ion may be considered as formation of the hydrogen-bonded chains of dimeric
being semi-coordinated [42] to the central copper atom: the molecules along the [100] direction (Fig. 2). Finally, the
Cu–ONO distance exceeds the Cu–O (equatorial) ones by cohesiveness of the crystal structure is also ensured by2

˚ca. 0.8 A. Thus, the coordination polyhedron around the weak face-to-face interactions among the p-aromatic
copper(II) ion can be described as a tetragonally elongated systems of the bipy ligands belonging to different hydro-
octahedron (i.e. a ‘41111’ coordination mode); the gen-bond chains with a dihedral angle between the mean

˚tetragonality parameter is T50.77 [42–44]. As a whole planes of 7.08, an interplanar distance of 3.62 A and a
˚(apical groups omitted), the dimeric entity is slightly lateral offset of 1.54 A. The shortest intermolecular Cu–Cu

˚folded: the equatorial plane makes an angle of 4.68 with distance in the crystal structure is 6.344 A.

Table 2
˚ ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) and hydrogen-bonding system (A,8) for [hCu(NO )(H O)(bipy)j (ox)] (1), with e.s.d.s in parentheses3 2 2

Coordination sphere
Cu(1)–O(1) 1.964(3) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(2) 85.0(1) O(2)–Cu(1)–O(3) 85.7(1)
Cu(1)–O(2) 1.986(3) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(11) 174.6(1) O(2)–Cu(1)–O(11) 78.5(1)
Cu(1)–N(11) 1.969(4) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(18) 94.9(2) N(11)–Cu(1)–N(18) 82.4(2)
Cu(1)–N(18) 1.982(3) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(3) 96.7(2) O(3)–Cu(1)–N(11) 88.5(2)
Cu(1)–O(3) 2.351(3) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(11) 93.4(1) O(11)–Cu–N(11) 82.1(1)
Cu(1)–O(11) 2.755(4) O(2)–Cu(1)–N(11) 97.0(1) O(3)–Cu(1)–N(18) 102.3(1)

O(2)–Cu(1)–N(18) 171.9(1) O(11)–Cu(1)–N(18) 93.5(1)
O(3)–Cu(1)–O(11) 160.4(1)

Oxalato bridge
iC(1)–O(1) 1.253(5) O(1)–C(1)–O(2) 125.8(4)

i iC(1) –O(2) 1.254(5) O(1)–C(1)–C(1) 117.3(3)
i iC(1)–C(1) 1.528(5) O(2)–C(1) –C(1) 116.8(3)

Hydrogen contacts
O–H? ? ?O O–H O? ? ?O H? ? ?O ,O–H? ? ?O

iO(3)–H(31)? ? ?O(12) 0.77(8) 2.918(5) 2.29(8) 139(7)
iiO(3)–H(32)? ? ?O(13) 0.71(8) 2.810(5) 2.21(8) 142(8)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: (i) 2x, 2y, 2z; (ii) x11, y, z.
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distances and angles, they will be described jointly for the
sake of brevity.

The basal coordination planes are formed by three
nitrogen atoms of the dien ligands and one oxygen atom of
the oxalate ion with the corresponding Cu–O and Cu–N
distances of the same magnitude and ranging from 1.98 to

˚2.03 A. The remaining oxygen atom of the oxalate
provides the apical position of the coordination sphere at a

˚ ˚larger distance, 2.263 A for Cu(1) and 2.269 A for Cu(2).
As expected, the copper atoms are outside the basal plane

˚towards the apical oxygen atom [0.138 A for Cu(1) and
˚0.167 A for Cu(2)]. The value of the bite angle of the

oxalate is 79.28 for Cu(1) and 79.08 for Cu(2), whereas
those of the remaining five-membered rings at the metal
atoms substended by the tridentate dien ligands vary in the
range 84.5–85.68. The flexibility of the dien ligand allows
two of the terminal nitrogen atoms to be in the trans
position in both coordination polyhedra.

The geometry of the CuN O chromophores can be3 2

quantitatively characterized using the parameter t, as
defined by Addison et al. [47]. The calculated values of
t50.25 for Cu(1) and Cu(2) (relative to one for a regular
trigonal bipyramid and zero for a square pyramid) clearly
indicate the predominance of the square pyramid form.

Fig. 2. Packing of the chains of dimeric molecules in compound 1. The oxalato group is almost planar [the largest deviation
Hydrogen-bonds (dashed lines). p –p interactions (double dashed lines). ˚being 0.019 A at O(4)], and makes angles of 91.3 and

84.68 with coordination equatorial mean planes of the
Cu(1) and Cu(2), respectively. Cu(1) and Cu(2) atoms

3.2. Crystal structure of [hCu(dien)j (ox)](NO ) (2) deviate from the oxalato mean plane by 20.05 and 20.072 3 2

Å, respectively. The C–O bond distances are not equiva-
The crystal structure of compound 2 is made up of lent, as expected, those involving two the apical oxygen

21non-centrosymmetric [(dien)Cu(C O )Cu(dien)] entities atoms are shorter, in concordance with the longer Cu–O2 4
2and non-coordinated NO ions, two of them with a N–O distances of these oxygen atoms. Both distances and angles3

bond lying on a two-fold axis. A drawing of the dimeric of the coordinated dien ligand are close to those found in
entity with the labelling scheme is shown in Fig. 3. other dien-containing complexes [48,49]. The two chelate
Selected bond lengths and angles are reported in Table 3. rings adopt the ld conformation for both dien molecules.
The two crystallographic independent copper(II) ions are The intramolecular metal–metal distance across the

˚five-coordinated by three nitrogen atoms of the dieth- oxalate is 5.489 A, which is significantly longer than that
ylenetriamine ligand and two oxygen atoms of the bridging observed for compound 1, but within the range found in
oxalate ligand, in a 411 environment. As both chromo- dinuclear copper(II) complexes in which the oxalato ligand
phores are similar, with only small differences in bond bridges in an asymmetrical bis-bidentate coordination

between the two metal centres [50–52].
The nitrate ions in the structure are ordered, with N–O

˚bond lengths in the range 1.20–1.27 A and O–N–O angles
of 117.7–123.98; these geometrical parameters are again
comparable to those observed in recent determinations of
the structure of this anion. One of the nitrate anions is
close to the coordination sphere of Cu(1) but the quite long

. . . ˚Cu ONO distance of 3.040(7) A seems to indicate the2

non-existence of interaction [42].
The structural units are held together in the crystal

structure by means of an extensive three-dimensional N–
H???O hydrogen-bond network that involves the amine
groups as donors and the oxygen atoms of the nitrate
counterions and the oxalate ligand as acceptors. TheFig. 3. Thermal ellipsoid plot (50% probability level) for the

21[hCu(dien)j (ox)] cation with a labelling scheme. dimers are placed in sheets sit on two z levels, z51/4 and2
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Table 3
˚ ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) and hydrogen-bonding system (A,8) for [hCu(dien)j (ox)](NO ) (2), with e.s.d.s in parentheses2 3 2

Coordination spheres
Cu(1)–O(1) 1.993(5) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(11) 94.3(2) N(11)–Cu(1)–N(17) 161.7(3)
Cu(1)–N(11) 2.019(7) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(14) 176.6(2) N(11)–Cu(1)–O(2) 98.5(2)
Cu(1)–N(14) 1.978(7) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(17) 94.7(2) N(14)–Cu(1)–N(17) 84.5(3)
Cu(1)–N(17) 2.032(7) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(2) 79.2(2) N(14)–Cu(1)–O(2) 104.2(2)
Cu(1)–O(2) 2.263(4) N(11)–Cu(1)–N(14) 85.6(3) N(17)–Cu(1)–O(2) 98.9(2)
Cu(2)–O(4) 1.979(5) O(4)–Cu(2)–N(21) 94.1(2) N(21)–Cu(2)–N(27) 159.8(3)
Cu(2)–N(21) 2.031(7) O(4)–Cu(2)–N(24) 174.8(2) N(21)–Cu(2)–O(3) 103.4(2)
Cu(2)–N(24) 1.984(7) O(4)–Cu(2)–N(27) 95.1(2) N(24)–Cu(2)–N(27) 84.6(3)
Cu(2)–N(27) 2.022(7) O(4)–Cu(2)–O(3) 79.0(2) N(24)–Cu(2)–O(3) 106.3(2)
Cu(2)–O(3) 2.269(4) N(21)–Cu(2)–N(24) 84.6(3) N(27)–Cu(2)–O(3) 96.0(2)
Oxalato bridge
C(1)–O(1) 1.280(8) O(1)–C(1)–O(3) 124.8(6)
C(1)–O(3) 1.222(8) O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 116.5(6)
C(2)–O(2) 1.221(8) O(3)–C(1)–C(2) 118.7(6)
C(2)–O(4) 1.280(8) O(2)–C(2)–O(4) 124.6(6)
C(1)–C(2) 1.555(9) O(2)–C(2)–C(1) 119.1(6)

O(4)–C(2)–C(1) 116.4(6)
Hydrogen contacts
N–H? ? ?O N–H N? ? ?O H? ? ?O ,N–H? ? ?O
N(11)–H(111)? ? ?O(12) 0.79(9) 3.226(10) 2.55(8) 145(8)

iN(11)–H(112)? ? ?O(11) 0.84(8) 3.167(10) 2.39(8) 154(7)
N(14)–H(141)? ? ?O(21) 0.69(8) 3.110(7) 2.50(8) 150(8)

iiN(14)–H(141)? ? ?O(22) 0.69(8) 3.107(9) 2.49(8) 151(8)
iiiN(17)–H(171)? ? ?O(11) 0.80(7) 3.138(9) 2.35(7) 167(7)

iiiN(17)–H(172)? ? ?O(4) 0.77(8) 3.085(8) 2.40(9) 148(8)
N(21)–H(211)? ? ?O(13) 0.68(7) 3.262(11) 2.58(7) 173(7)

ivN(21)–H(212)? ? ?O(1) 0.81(8) 3.183(8) 2.39(8) 169(7)
N(24)–H(241)? ? ?O(31) 0.74(7) 3.062(7) 2.46(7) 139(6)
N(24)–H(241)? ? ?O(32) 0.74(7) 3.146(9) 2.46(7) 155(7)

iiiN(27)–H(271)? ? ?O(11) 0.90(8) 3.105(10) 2.21(8) 174(7)
vN(27)–H(272)? ? ?O(1) 0.79(8) 3.183(8) 2.59(8) 133(7)

vN(27)–H(272)? ? ?O(13) 0.79(8) 3.082(12) 2.53(8) 128(7)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: (i) x11/2, 2y11, 2z; (ii) 2x11/2, y, 2z11; (iii) x11/2, 2y, 2z; (iv) x21/2, 2y,
2z; (v) x, y21, z.

z53/4 (Fig. 4). In these sheets, dimeric cations are held
together my means of hydrogen bonds stablished with the
oxygen atoms of the non-symmetric nitrate anion. The

. . . ˚short intermolecular Cu Cu distance, 5.387 A, is stab-
lished between two units belonging to the same sheets. The
sheets at different z levels are connected by hydrogen
bonds involving to the two axiosymmetric nitrate anions.

3.3. Thermal studies

The thermal behaviours of the compounds have been
deduced from their TG and DTA curves in synthetic air
(Fig. 5). Thermal degradation of compound 1 starts with
the cleavage of the two coordination water molecules
during one endothermic process in the range 65–1158C.
The anhydrous compound is thermally stable up to around
2308C, at which temperature a strong exothermic loss mass
takes place to lead to CuCO [ASTM 27-150] at 2758C.3

This product decomposes exothermically at 2908C to lead
to CuO [ASTM 5-661] above 3808C. Compound 2 is
thermally stable up to 2058C, above which temperature it
undergoes two strong exothermic mass losses which lead Fig. 4. View along the b axis of the unit cell of the compound
to CuCO above 2658C. CuO is obtained as the final [hCu(dien)j (ox)] (NO ) (2).2 3 23
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copper(II) ions. For compound 1, the x value is 1.393M
23 3 2110 cm mol at room temperature, decreasing quickly

to reach a minimum at approximately 80 K. After this
temperature, the magnetic susceptibility slowly increases,

23 3 21reaching of a maximum of 3.34310 cm mol at 4 K,
indicating the presence of a small amount of paramagnetic
impurity. For compound 2, the value x T at room tem-M

3 21perature is 0.80 cm K mol . This value declines slowing
with decreasing temperature until approximately 70 K,
when it begins to decline more rapidly, reaching a value of
0.09 at 2 K (the x vs. T curve exhibits a maximum at 6M

K, indicating a relatively weak antiferromagnetic cou-
pling). The data for both complexes were successfully
fitted to a modified Bleaney–Bowers expression [53]

2 2 2 22Nb g Nb g
]]]]]] ]]x 5 (1 2 r) 1 rM 2KTKT(3 1 exp(2J /KT ))

for a dinuclear copper(II) complex, where J is the singlet–
triplet energy gap defined by the Hamiltonian H52J
S ?S , with S 5S 51/2, N, b, K, g and T having theirA B A B

usual meaning, and r is the percent of non-coupled
21impurity. The best fit results are J52382 cm , g52.10,

25
r 51.8% and R55.1310 for compound 1, and J52

21 246.5 cm , g52.09, r 51.0% and R53.6310 for com-
pound 2. R is the agreement factor defined as R5

obs calc 2 obs 2
S [(x 2x ) /S(x ) ]).M M M

At first sight, the different magnitude of the antiferro-
magnetic coupling between copper(II) ions through bridg-
ing oxalate in 1 and 2 does not seems surprising. Previous
theoretical and experimental works [23,24,50,51] have
demonstrated that, for m-oxalatodicopper(II) complexes,

Fig. 5. TG and DTA curves of the thermal decompositions in an oxidant the magnetic exchange pathway is dominated by interac-
atmosphere for compounds 1 and 2. 2 2tions between the metal d(x 2y ) orbitals and the oxalate

s orbitals, and systems can be designed with J-values
21product above 4608C. Thermoanalytical data for both from approximately zero to approximately 2400 cm by

compounds are shown in Table 4. modifying the terminal ligands. The actual role of this
ligand modification is to realign the metal magnetic orbital

3.4. Magnetic properties relative to the oxalate s orbital. The concept is that, if we
have two square planar Cu(II) centers, leading to an

The x T and x vs. T curves for complexes 1 and 2 entirely planar [LCu(m-ox)CuL] array, such as is found inM M
2 2(x being the molar magnetic susceptibility per dinuclear compound 1, the d(x 2y ) Cu magnetic orbital will beM

unit) are displayed in Fig. 6. Both compounds exhibit a ideally directed towards the oxalate s orbitals, and the
behaviour characteristic of antiferromagnetically coupled antiferromagnetic interaction will be maximized [J from

Table 4
Thermoanalytical data for compounds 1 and 2

T T T DH %Dm S %Dm Product Calc.i f m

(1)
65 115 100 Endo 5.02 22H O 5.232

230 275 265 Exo 58.74 63.76 CuCO 64.063

290 380 330 Exo 12.36 76.12 CuO 76.86

(2)
205 240 235 Exo 16.90
240 265 255 Exo 38.10 55.00 CuCO 54.703

360 460 430 Exo 15.79 70.79 CuO 70.83
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Fig. 6. Plots of the thermal dependence of x T (s) and x (n) for 1 [top] and 2 [bottom]. Solid lines correspond to the best theoretical fits.M M

21
2280 to 2400 cm ]. In contrast, if the geometry at both the oxalate oxygen atoms is in the basal plane of a
copper centers is such that their magnetic orbitals are tetragonal pyramid while the other is apical.
perpendicular to the oxalate s orbital, we will observe a However, for both orbital topologies, the antiferromag-

21very weak coupling [J from 0 to 237 cm ] due to the netic coupling is weakened by the not strictly identical
fact that overlapping will be almost nonexistent. This is coordination geometry around both copper atoms [54,55]
achieved in a system, such as compound 2, in which one of and structural distortions such as the displacement of the
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copper atom out of the basal plane (h ), the non-planarity (mpym5mepirizole) [40,41] with a non-symmetrical struc-m
21of the Cu–ox–Cu framework and the tetrahedral distortion ture (J52284 cm ), or [hCu(NO )(phen)j (ox)] (phen53 2

of the basal plane [24]. The observed J-value of 2382 1,10-phenanthroline) [56] with a centrosymmetric mole-
21cm for compound 1 compares well with the value of cule but showing a higher displacement of the copper

21 ˚2386 cm obtained for [hCu(tmen)(H O)j (ox)](ClO ) ? atoms from the basal plane (h 50.271 A, J523302 2 4 2 m
21 211.5H O (tmen5N,N,N9,N9-tetramethylenediamine) [50], cm ). The antiferromagnetic interaction (J526.5 cm )2

which is characterized by a centrosymmetric binuclear afforded by the non-symmetrical coordination geometry of
entity with a planar Cu–ox–Cu core, but it is stronger than compound 2 is weaker than that evaluated (J5219.2

21those found for [hCu(mpym)(H O)j (ox)](NO ) .2H O cm ) for [hCu(Et dien)j (ox)](PF ) (Et dien52 2 3 2 2 5 2 6 2 5

Fig. 7. Q- and X-band (inset) ESR spectra at room temperature for 1 [top] and 2 [bottom].
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N,N,N9,N9,N0,N0-pentaethylenetriamine) with a cen- which are hydrogen-bonded by means of the non-cen-
trosymmetric cation [57]. trosymmetric nitrate anion (Fig. 8).

Supporting information available
3.5. ESR spectroscopy

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
In order to obtain more information about the magnetic Union Road, Cambridge CB12 1EZ, UK, on request,

environment of the copper(II) centres, polycrystalline quoting the deposition numbers 102006 (compound 1) and
samples were used to record X- and Q-band ESR spectra 102007 (compound 2).
of the two compounds at room temperature (Fig. 7). The
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Abstract

One new diferrocene Schiff base was prepared by condensing 19-formyl[(2,2-diferrocenyl)propane] with isonictinoyl hydrazine.
19-formyl[(2,2-diferrocenyl)propane]isonicotinoyl hydrazone (HL) and its chelates with lanthanide ions, Ln(HL) Cl (H O) (Ln5La, Dy,2 3 2 n

1Yb, Gd, Sm, Nd; n51–5.) were prepared, isolated and characterized by elemental analysis, IR and H NMR spectra. In these chelates the
ligand coordinates to lanthanide ions in the keto form, and some chloride ions and water molecules participate in coordination to the metal
ion. The redox properties of the ligand and its complexes were investigated using cyclic voltammetric method. Both the ligand and its
lanthanide complexes exhibit two distinct pairs of redox peaks displaying electrochemical characteristics of multi-component system.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Diferrocene; Hydrazone; Lanthanide complex; Electrochemistry

1. Introduction rocenyl)propane]isonicotinoyl hydrazone (HL) with lanth-
anide(III) chloride. The influence of the lanthanide ions on

Ferrocene-containing metal chelate complexes are multi- the electrochemical behavior of the diferrocene ligand was
nuclear molecules possessing the features of both or- studied as well.
ganometallics and coordination chemistry [1,2]. Mutual
interaction between metal sites with different environments
and oxidation states may lead to electron transfer in the 2. Experimental
molecules [2]. Recently, complexes of monoferrocenyl
substituted hydrazone with lanthanide metals were syn- 2.1. Materials
thesized and characterized [3–9] . In alkyl-bridged di-
ferrocenyl derivatives, though the bridging alkyl group Lanthanide(III) chlorides were prepared from their
prevents conjugation between the two ferrocenyl group, oxides and hydrochloric acid. 19-formyl[(2,2-difer-
they show characteristics of mixed-valence species and rocenyl)propane] was prepared analogously according to
exhibit interesting electrochemical behaviors [10–13]. In a the literature method [10]. Isonicotinoyl hydrazine was
previous paper, we reported the synthesis and electro- synthesized by the reaction of methyl isonicotinate with
chemical behaviors of 19-formyl[(2,2-difer- hydrazine hydrate.
rocenyl)propane] benzoyl hydrazone i.e. N-[(2,2-prop-
inyldiferrocenyl)methinyl]benzoyl hydrazone and its bival- 2.2. Apparatus
ent transition metal complexes [10]. In this paper, we
report the synthesis characterization and electrochemical The elemental analysis for C, H and N were performed
behaviour of the chelates of 19-formyl[(2,2-difer- on a CHN-CORDERM 7-autoanalyzer. Melting points

were determined on a PHMK melting point apparatus
1*Corresponding author. (from Germany) and are uncorrected. H NMR spectra

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00424-0
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3were recorded on a BRUCKER AC-P200M NMR ap- EtOH (25 cm ) for 4 h. The resulting solution was
paratus, using CDCl as solvent, and TMS as internal evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. The crude3

standard. IR spectra were obtained from KBr pellets with a oil dissolved in C H was chomatographed on silica gel6 6

NICOLET-FT-IR 5-DX infrared spectrophotometer. column using benzene as eluent. An deep red crystal was
obtained. Yield 78%, m.p. 103–1058C. Found: C, 63.9; H,
5.3 N, 7.5. Calcd. for C H N Fe O: C, 64.4, H, 5.2, N,30 29 3 22.3. Cyclic voltammetry
7.5 The structural formula of the ligand is shown in Fig. 1a

Cyclic voltammetric experiments were performed on a
2.4.2. Complexes with lanthanide ions (1 –6)BAS-100B electrochemical analyzer (Purdue Research

A mixture of LnCl (0.15 mmol) and the ligand (0.63Park, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA) equipped with a three
21 mmol) in absolute EtOH was refluxed for 6 h. The reactionelectrode assembly with 0.1 mol l n-Bu NPF (Aldrich)4 6 mixture was cooled and filtered. The filtrate was concen-as supporting electrolyte and CH Cl as solvent. The2 2 trated to an appropriate volume under reduced pressure.working electrode was a platinum disk of 1.5 mm in

Solid formed on cooling was collected, washed successive-diameter embedded in a cobalt glass seal and was polished
ly with EtOH, Et O and petroleum ether and dried under2consecutively with polishing alumina and diamond suspen-
vacuum. The yield was above 68%.sions (supplied by BAS as a kit) between runs. The

reference electrode was a KCl saturated calomel electrode
(SCE). A platinum filament was used as an auxiliary

3. Results and discussionelectrode. The solutions were saturated and blanketed with
N before the first scan. Measurements were made at 138C.2 The ligand formed deep red crystals and was soluble inThe voltammograms were scanned over the potential range

ethanol and ether. The new complexes were brownish0–1 V (positive potential direction in forward mode), and
21 powders which were stable in the solid state and insolublethe scan rates employed were 100 and 200 mV s .

in non-polar solvents such as pentane and benzene, slightly
soluble in anhydrous EtOH, methanol MeOH, CH Cl and2 22.4. Synthesis CHCl , but soluble in DMF and DMSO. Their elemental3

analyses show that LnCl nH O forms chelates without loss3 2

2.4.1. 19-Formyl[(2,2-diferrocenyl)propane]isonicotinoyl of chloride ions and they conform to the formula
hydrazone (HL) Ln(HL) Cl (H O) (Ln5La, Dy, Yb, Gd, Sm, Nd, n51–2 3 2 n

19-Formyl[(2,2-diferrocenyl)propane]isonictinoyl hy- 5).
drazone (HL) was prepared by refluxing a mixture of The physical properties and elemental analysis data for
19-formyl[(2,2-diferrocenyl)propane] (0.44 g, 1 mmol) and the ligand and its lanthanide complexes are listed in Table
isonictinoyl hydrazine (0.137 g, 1 mmol) in anhydrous 1.

3.1. IR spectra

Important absorptions in the IR spectra of the ligand and
its lanthanide complexes are given in Table 2. Bands
attributable to n(N–H), n(C=O) (amide I), n(C=N),
d(CNH) (amide II), d(C–N) (amide III) and n(N–N) are
found in the IR spectra of the ligand at 3248, 1655, 1605,

211560, 1359 and 900 cm respectively. The bands at 3090,
21818 and 480 cm are attributed to the ferrocenyl group as

n(C–H), d(C–H) and p(C–H) respectively [14]. Absorp-
tion of the ligand and complexes at ca. 1105 and 1031

21cm are assignable to the characteristic bands of unsubsti-
tuted cyclopentadienyl (9–10 m rule) [15]. The bands of

21ligand and its complexes at ca. 2970, 1499 and 1360 cm
are allocated as the symmetric and asymmetric deforma-
tion vibration of the two bridging methyl groups, respec-
tively [10]. The IR spectra of the lanthanide complexes are
similar to that of the free ligand. n(C=O) and n(C=N)

21bands shift to lower wavenumber by about 25 cm and 15
21cm . The n(N–N) and amide (II) bands, as well as the

ferrocenyl and bridging methyl absorption exhibit little
Fig. 1. Proposed structure for the chelates. change. A new band of n(Ln–N) is observed at ca 540
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Table 1
Physical properties and elemental analysis of the ligand and its lanthanide complexes.

No. Compounds Dec. point Elemental Analysis Found (Calcd.)%
(8C)

C H N

1 La(HL) Cl H O .232 52.3(52.1) 4.3(4.4) 6.0(6.1)2 3 2

2 Dy(HL) C1 2H O .238 50.8(50.6) 4.5(4.4) 5.8(5.9)2 3 2

3 Yb(HL) Cl 5H O .230 48.6(48.4) 4.7(4.6) 5.8(5.7)2 3 2

4 Gd(HL) Cl 2H O .220 50.9(50.8) 4.5(4.4) 6.0(5.9)2 3 2

5 Sm(HL) Cl 2H O .240 51.2(51.1) 4.5(4.4) 5.9(6.0)2 3 2

6 Nd(HL) Cl H O .234 51.9(51.9) 4.4(4.4) 6.2(6.1)2 3 2

Table 2
21Important IR frequencies of the ligand and its lanthanide complexes (cm )

Compound Amide I Amide II n(C5N) Amide III n(N–N) n(Ln–N)
n(C5O) d(CNH) n(C–N)

HL 1655 vs 1605 vs 1560 vs 1359 m 900 s –
1 1630 br, vs 1597 vs 1548 s 1351 s 909 m 540 w
2 1630 vs 1597 vs 1548 s 1351 s 909 m 534 w
3 1638 s 1597 vs 1548 s 1359 s 900 m 534 w
4 1638 s 1597 vs 1548 s 1368 s 900 m 530 w
5 1630 br, s 1589 vs 1548 s 1359 vs 909 m 531 w
6 1646 br, vs 1605 vs 1548 s 1359 s 909 m 545 w

Vs5very strong, s5strong, m5medium, w5weak and br5broad

21 1cm [5,9]. The stretching vibration frequency n(O–H) of According to the elemental analysis, IR and H NMR
water in the complexes appears in the range 3000–3500 spectra data, we suggest that a plausible structure for these

21cm , so the n(N–H) and n(C–H) of the chelates are chelates is as shown in Fig. 1b.
covered by the n(O–H). The above observations support
the conclusion that the ligand coordinates to the lanthanide 3.3. Electrochemical investigations
ions via the carbonyl oxygen and the azomethine nitrogen
as a neutral ligand. The cyclic voltammetric behaviour of the ligand and its

complexes was studied using CH Cl as solvent. Attention2 2
1 II III3.2. H NMR spectra was essentially centered on the Fe →Fe oxidation

process in HL and its complexes. The measurements were
1Due to poor solubility in CDCl , only the H NMR data carried out at 138C. The scan rate varied over the 100–2003

21for the ligand and its La chelate (1) and Yb chelate (3) mV?s range. The anodic (E ) and cathodic (E ) peakpa pc
o9were obtained and are listed in Table 3. It can be seen that potentials, as well as the formal reduction potential E 5

o9 o9 o9the chemical shift values of the N–H and CH=N in the 0.5(E 1E ) [16] DE 5E –E , the experimentallypa pc 2 1

chelates are shifted downfield by varying degrees on determined anodic and cathodic peak current (i and i )pn pc

coordination. These can be interpreted as the result of the and their ratios i /i are given in Table 4. For com-pc pa

deshielding effect upon forming chelates. The downfield parison, the parent Compound ferrocene and (2,2-difer-
shifting of the proton signals on azomethine and nitrogen rocenyl)propane (DIFP) were also included in the mea-
for the complexes confirm the ligand coordinates to the surements and the results are listed in the same table.
central metal in the keto form. There is little change in the Typical curves of the ligand and its Nd(II) complex (6) are
proton signals of bridging methyl ferrocenyl and pyridinyl illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively.
groups. The following could be inferred from Table 4.

Table 3
1H NMR data of the ligand and some of its lanthanide complexes (d, ppm)

Compound N–H HC5N NC H Fc–H Bridging CH5 4

HL 11.5 (s, 1H) 8.7 (s, 1H) 7.8 (m, 4H) 4.08 (s, 5H) 1.56 (d, 6H)
4.38–4.76 (m, 12 H)

1 11.68 (s, 2H) 8.8 (s, 2H) 7.7–7.9 (m, 8H) 4.06–4.48 (m, 34H) 1.57–1.85
(d, 12H)

3 11.8 (s, 2H) 8.84 (s, 2H) 7.8 (m, 8H) 3.87–4.48 (m, 34H) 1.51–1.85
(d, 12H)
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Table 4
Electrochemical data for the ligand and its lanthanide complexes (V vs.SCE)

21 a o9 o9 bCompound V(mVs ) E (V) E (V) DEp(mV) E (V) DE (V) i / ipa pc pc pa

ferrocene 100 0.48 0.39 90 0.43 0.97
200 0.48 0.39 90 0.43 1.05

o9DIFP 100 0.40 0.31 90 E 0.36 0.19 0.771
o90.59 0.51 80 E 0.55 1.612
o9200 0.39 0.31 80 E 0.35 0.20 0.751
o90.59 0.51 80 E 0.55 1.702
o9HL 100 0.42 0.34 80 E 0.38 0.27 0.931
o90.68 0.61 70 E 0.65 1.282
o9200 0.41 0.33 80 E 0.37 0.26 0.901
o90.67 0.60 70 E 0.63 1.402
o91 100 0.42 0.37 50 E 0.40 0.34 1.501
o90.83 0.64 190 E 0.74 1.702
o9200 0.40 0.35 50 E 0.38 0.33 1.301
o90.80 0.62 180 E 0.71 2.342
o92 100 0.41 0.35 60 E 0.38 0.27 1.891
o90.69 0.60 90 E 0.65 0.922
o9200 0.39 0.35 40 E 0.37 0.27 1.631
o90.67 0.60 70 E 0.64 0.962
o93 100 0.41 0.35 60 E 0.38 0.31 3.121
o90.74 0.63 110 E 0.69 3.122
o9200 0.40 0.34 60 E 0.37 0.31 1.721
o90.73 0.64 90 E 0.68 2.642
o94 100 0.43 0.35 80 E 0.39 0.29 0.831
o90.79 0.58 210 E 0.68 0.792
o9200 0.44 0.37 70 E 0.40 0.28 0.741
o90.75 0.60 150 E 0.68 1.422
o95 100 0.41 0.37 40 E 0.39 0.34 2.651
o90.79 0.66 130 E 0.73 1.862
o9200 0.40 0.36 40 E 0.38 0.33 1.541
o90.75 0.67 80 E 0.71 1.642
o96 100 0.39 0.35 40 E 0.37 0.32 1.261
o90.75 0.63 120 E 0.69 2.072
o9200 0.40 0.35 50 E 0.37 0.29 1.211
o90.70 0.61 90 E 0.66 1.382

a b o9 o9 o9 o9 o9
DEp5Epa2Epc (mV), DE 5(E 2E ) the difference between E and E .2 1 2 1

1. All the compounds exhibit two pairs of redox peaks, one-electron removal for DIFP and the ligand, the first
corresponding to Fe(II) Fe(II)→Fe(II) Fe(III) and two-electron removals for complexes. On the other
Fe(II)Fe(III)→Fe(III)Fe(III) respectively. It is clear hand, an i /i ratio equal to 1 points out thepc1 pa1

that the electrochemical parameters in columns 5–8 in chemical reversibility of the redox change (in the CV
Table 4 indicate the chemical reversibility of the first timescale). However, the second pair of redox peaks

Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammogram recorded at a platinum electrode on a Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammogram recorded at a platinum electrode on a
2 23 23CH Cl solution containing the ligand (HL, ca 310 M) and n- CH Cl solution containing the Nd(IV) complexes (b) (ca 2310 M)2 2 2 2

23 21 23 21Bu NPF (0.1 mol /dm ), vs. SCE, scan rate 0.1 V s . and n-Bu NPF (0.1 mol dm ), vs. SCE, scan rate 0.1 V s .4 6 4 6
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often shares an ipc / ipa value more than 1.00. This may waves are observed. This basically indicates that there
be due to the electrode adsorption phenomena, which is is no communication between the ferrocenyl groups of
in some cases responsible for the departure of the the two ligands through the Ln metal centre. From the

o9peak-current ratios of the second step from unity. The CV data, we can see the DE values increase in the
second pair of redox peaks is less reversible. order DIFP→HL→complexes. It can be inferred that

2. Comparing the electrochemical signals of the ligand the electrochemical non-equivalence in the complexes
and its complexes with that of ferrocene under the same is higher than that in the ligand. The chelation with
experimental conditions (the same concentration and lanthanide ions increases the non-equivalent property
scan rate), the anodic current of the ligand is almost the between the ferrocenyl centers. As a result, they display

o9same with that of ferrocene, while those of the com- a larger DE .
plexes doubled. It is conceivable that one and two-
electron transfer, happen to the ligand and the complex- In conclusion, the redox behavior of the alkyl-bridged
es respectively at either electrode reaction. diferrocenyl derivatives investigated in this work reflects

3. All the compounds exhibit two pairs of redox peaks, that one-electron oxidation of the individual ferrocenyl
indicating the two ferrocenyl fragments are not electro- sub-units takes place through separated charge transfers.
chemically equivalent in the alkyl-bridged diferrocenyl This system is a typical Fe(II)–Fe(III) mixed-valence
derivatives investigated. The DIFP and ligand undergo species.
two reversible or quasireversible one-electron oxidation
processes redox reactions at two distinct potentials. In
the case of its lanthanide complexes, there are four Acknowledgements
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Abstract

> > n iMononuclear palladium(II) complexes of the type [Pd(Epy)(S S)(PPh )] [E5S or Se; S S5S CNEt , S P(OR) (R5Et, Pr , Pr )]3 2 2 2 2
1 31 1 77 1have been prepared. All the complexes have been characterized by elemental analysis and NMR ( H, Ph Hj, Seh Hj) spectral data. The

>NMR data indicate that there are two species in solution, i.e. one with chelating S S ligand predominates (|95%) while the other with
> ichelating Epy and monodentate S S existing in |5% concentration. The X-ray crystal structure of [Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] has been2 2 3

i 2 2determined. The square planar palladium atom is coordinated to asymmetrically chelated (Pr O) PS ligand, PPh and pyS groups.2 2 3

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Palladium; Pyridine-2-thiolate; Pyridine-2-selenolate; Dialkyldithiophosphates; NMR; X-ray

> n i1. Introduction [S S5S CNEt , S P(OR) (R5Et, Pr , Pr )] [16] and2 2 2 2

py Se [17] were prepared according to literature methods.2 2
2The chemistry of transition metal chalcogenolates (RE ) Triphenylphosphine (Strem Chemicals Inc) and pySH

has received considerable attention in recent years. The (Aldrich) were obtained from commercial sources. All
2high propensity of organochalcogenide ligands (RE , E5 reactions were carried out in anhydrous solvents under a

1 31 1 77 1S, Se, Te) to bridge two metal atoms normally makes them nitrogen atmosphere. H, Ph Hj and Seh Hj NMR were
unsuitable for isolation of monomeric complexes [1,2]. recorded on a Bruker DPX-300 NMR spectrometer in
The latter have been attractive owing to their utility as CDCl solvent. Spectra were referenced with internal3

1mononuclear precursors for semiconductor materials [3– chloroform peak (d 7.26 ppm for H), external H PO for3 4
31 15], and in many catalytic organic transformations [6,7] as Ph Hj and Me Se [secondary reference Ph Se in C D2 2 2 6 6

well as in desulfurization of organosulfur compounds [8– (d 1463 ppm)]. Microanalyses were performed by the
10]. Several strategies have been adopted to stabilize the Analytical Chemistry Division of this research centre.
monomeric framework. These strategies include use of

2 2chelating phosphine ligands [11] and S(CH ) S [12].2 n

Recently we have isolated a number of palladium(II) and
platinum(II) organochalcogenolates employing chelating 2.1. Preparation of [Pd(Spy)hS CNEt j(PPh )]2 2 3

phosphine ligands [13,14]. Herein we report the synthesis
of some monomeric palladium(II) complexes stabilized To a methanolic solution of NaSpy [prepared from

3with internally functionalized chalcogenolates, i.e. pyS/ pySH (51 mg, 0.46 mmol) in methanol (5 cm ) and
3pySe. sodium hydroxide solution (0.9 cm , 0.55 mmol, 0.61 M)]

3was added a dichloromethane solution (5 cm ) of
[PdClhS CNEt j(PPh )] (255 mg, 0.46 mmol) with vigor-2 2 32. Experimental
ous stirring, which was continued for 5 h. The solvents

>[Pd Cl (m-Cl) (PPh ) ] [15], [PdCl(S S)(PPh )] were evaporated in vacuo and the residue was extracted2 2 2 3 2 3
3with dichloromethane (20 cm ) and filtered. The filtrate

3 3*Corresponding author. Fax: 191- 022-556-0750. was concentrated to 3 cm and hexane (5 cm ) was added,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00426-4
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which on slow evaporation gave red crystals (204 mg, Spy containing complexes were prepared and pertinent
71%). data are given in Table 1.

2.3. Preparation of [Pd(Sepy)hS CNEt j(PPh )]2 2 3
i2.2. Preparation of [Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )]2 2 3

To a methanolic solution of py Se (42 mg, 0.132 2
3To a dichloromethane solution (15 cm ) of mmol), a dilute methanolic solution of NaBH (10 mg,4

i[PdClhS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] (193 mg, 0.31 mmol) was 0.26 mmol) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere. After2 2 3
3added solid NaSpy (41 mg, 0.31 mmol) with vigorous 5 min a dichloromethane solution (5 cm ) of

stirring and the whole mixture was stirred for 3 h. This was [PdClhS CNEt j(PPh )] (145 mg, 0.26 mmol) was added2 2 3

filtered and the filtrate was concentrated in vacuo. The and the whole mixture was stirred for 5 h. The solvents
residue was recrystallized from CH Cl –hexane mixture to were evaporated in vacuo and the residue was extracted2 2

give a red crystalline solid (172 mg, 80%). Similarly other with dichloromethane and filtered. The filtrate was concen-

Table 1
Physical, analytical and NMR spectroscopic data for palladium complexes containing Spy or Sepy ligand

Complex Recrystallization m.p. % Analysis found (calcd.) NMR spectroscopic data in CDCl3

solvent (% yield) 8C
31 1 1C H N Ph Hj NMR H NMR

[Pd(Spy)(S CNEt )(PPh )] CH Cl –hexane 184–185 54.0 4.8 5.0 30.2 (s, PPh ) 1.16 (t), 1.19 (t) (7.3 Hz each, NCH Me); 1.27 (t,2 2 3 2 2 3 2
c c c(71) (53.6) (4.7) (4.5) 33.2 (s, PPh ) 7.2 Hz, NCH Me) ; 3.65 (m, NCH ); 6.70 (t) ,3 2 2

6.75 (t, 5.5 Hz, 1 H, py); 7.15–7.49 (m), 7.65–7.71

(m) (Ph12 H, py); 8.26 (d, 3.7 Hz 1 H, py).

[Pd(Spy)hS P(OEt) j(PPh )] CH Cl –hexane 89–90 48.8 4.1 2.5 32.6 (s, PPh ) 1.33 (t, 7.0 Hz, OCH Me); 4.15 (m, OCH ); 6.702 2 3 2 2 3 2 2
c(67) 48.8 (4.4) (2.1) 100.7 (s, dithio) (br) ; 6.72 (t, 5.8 Hz, 1H, py); 7.13–7.39 (m),

c33.0 (s, PPh ) 7.52–7.72 (m) (Ph11 H, py); 8.19 (br, 1 H, py).3
c104.1 (s, dithio)

n[Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] acetone–diethyl 114–115 49.7 4.6 1.4 32.6 (s, PPh ) 0.86 (t, 7.4 Hz, OCH CH Me); 0.92 (t, 7.4 Hz,2 2 3 3 2 2
cether (85) (50.3) (4.8) (2.0) 100.8 (s, dithio) OCH CH Me) , 1.62 (m, OCH CH ); 3.95 (m,2 2 2 2

c c c33.2 (s, PPh ) OCH ); 4.15 (br, OCH ) ; 6.60 (br, py) ; 6.65 (t,3 2 2
c104.5 (s, dithio) 5.7 Hz, 1 H, py); 7.08 (d, 7.6 Hz, 1 H, py); 7.29–

7.37 (m), 7.57–7.63 (m) (Ph11 H, py); 8.20 (br,

1 H, py).
i[Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] CH Cl –hexane 125–127 50.8 4.8 2.2 32.6 (s, PPh ) 1.25 (d, 6.2 Hz, OCHMe ); 1.31 (d, 5.8 Hz,2 2 3 2 2 3 2

c c(80) (50.3) (4.8) (2.0) 96.7 (s, dithio) OCHMe ) ; 4.73 (m, OCH ); 6.60 (br, py) ; 6.652
c33.2 (s, PPh ) (t, 6.0 Hz, 1 H, py); 7.08 (t, 7.0 Hz, 1 H, py); 7.28–3

c100.6 (s, dithio) 7.35 (m), 7.58–7.64 (m) (Ph11 H, py); 7.75 (br,
cpy) ; 8.10 (d, 4 Hz, 1 H, py).

a[Pd(Sepy)(S CNEt )(PPh )] CH Cl –hexane 185–186 48.4 4.1 4.5 30.5 (s, PPh ) 1.14 (t), 1.19 (t) (each 7.0 Hz, OCH Me); 1.26 (t,2 2 3 2 2 3 2
c c(60) (49.9) (4.3) (4.2) 33.5 (s, PPh ) 7.2 Hz, OCH Me) ; 3.55–3.68 (m, OCH ); 3.72 (q,3 2 2

c cOCH ) ; 6.80 (t, py) ; 6.86 (t, 5.0 Hz 1 H, py);2

7.18–7.41 (m), 7.64–7.71 (m) (Ph12 H, py); 8.32

(d, 3.1 Hz, 1 H, py).
b[Pd(Sepy)hS P(OEt) j(PPh )] ether–hexane 99–101 45.9 3.9 2.4 32.0 (s, PPh ) 1.30 (t, 7.0 Hz, OCH Me); 1.39 (t, 7.0 Hz,2 2 3 3 2

c(84) (45.6) (4.1) (2.0) 101.1 (s, dithio) OCH Me) ; 4.05–4.15 (m, OCH ); 4.20 (m,2 2
c c33.6 (s, PPh ) OCH ) ; 6.90 (br, 1 H, py); 7.19–7.72 (m, Ph11 H,3 2

c104.2 (s, dithio) py); 8.29 (br, 1 H, py).
n[Pd(Sepy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] ether–hexane 110–115 46.8 4.6 1.8 32.1 (s, PPh ) 0.85 (t, 7.4 Hz, OCH CH Me); 0.90 (t, 7.5 Hz,2 2 3 3 2 2

c(52) (47.1) (4.5) (1.9) 101.5 (s, dithio) OCH CH Me) ; 1.64 (m, OCH CH ); 3.90 (td, 72 2 2 2
c33.6 (s, PPh ) Hz (t); 9 Hz (d), OCH ); 4.10 (br, OCH ); 6.653 2 2

c c104.7 (s, dithio) (m) ; 6.80 (m, 1 H, py); 7.12 (m, 1 H, py); 7.29–7.40
c(m), 7.51–7.65 (m) (Ph11 H, py); 8.00 (m) , 8.22

(m, 1 H, py).
i[Pd(Sepy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] ether–hexane 115–118 46.7 4.7 1.7 32.1 (s, PPh ) 1.21 (d, 6.2 Hz, OCHMe ); 4.67 (m, OCH ); 6.802 2 3 3 2

(78) (47.1) (4.5) (1.9) 97.5 (s, dithio) (m, 1 H, py); 7.12 (m, 1 H, py); 7.28–7.36 (m), 7.51–

7.62 (m) (Ph11 H, py); 8.22 (m, 1 H, py).

a 77 1Seh Hj NMR in CDCl : 286 ppm relative to Me Se.3 2
b 77 1Seh Hj NMR in CDCl : 316 ppm relative to Me Se.3 2
c > 1 1Due to chelated Epy complex containing monodentate S S ligand (|5% by integration of H NMR spectra). In H NMR spectra all the resonances due to

cthe species ( ) were not resolved because of the overlapping with the signals of the major species.
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3 3 Table 2trated to 3 cm and hexane 5 cm was added, which on
Crystal data and structure refinement details forslow evaporation gave a red crystalline solid (105 mg, i[Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )]2 2 360%).
Empirical formula C H NO P S Pd29 33 2 2 3

MW 692.1
2.4. Preparation of [Pd(Sepy)hS P(OEt) j(PPh )] Crystal system Monoclinic2 2 3

Space group P2 /n1
˚a (A) 14.867(4)To a methanolic solution of NaSepy [prepared from
˚b (A) 10.160(1)py Se (41 mg, 0.13 mmol) and NaBH (11 mg, 0.272 2 4 ˚c (A) 21.136(4)3mmol) in (10 cm ) methanol] was added a dichlorome- b (8) 93.18(1)

3 3˚thane solution (10 cm ) of [PdClhS P(OEt) j(PPh )] (133 V (A ) 3187.7(11)2 2 3

Z 4mg, 0.23 mmol) with stirring which was continued for 3 h.
T (K) 293(2)The solvents were evaporated in vacuo and the residue was

˚l (A) 0.71073extracted with dichloromethane and passed through a
Crystal size (mm) 0.20330.21930.252

3Florisil column. The solution was dried in vacuo and the Density (mg/m ) 1.442
residue recrystallized from a diethyl ether–hexane mixture No. reflections collected 5591

No. unique reflections .2s(I) 3643as a red crystalline solid (134 mg, 84%). Similarly other
No. parameters 343Sepy containing complexes were prepared. Pertinent data
R 0.1067ware given in Table 1.
R 0.04641

2.5. Attempted preparation of [Pd(Spy)hS P(OR) j]2 2

2To a dichloromethane suspension of [hPdCl(Spy)j ] (94n o (uF u2uF u) , including 3643 reflections with I.2s (I),w o cmg, 0.37 mmol), solid NH [S P(OEt) ] (76 mg, 0.374 2 2 adjusting 343 parameters converged at R and R indices ofwmmol) was added and the whole mixture was stirred for 3 0.0464 and 0.1067, respectively. All calculations were
h. Reactants were filtered and the filtrate was concentrated carried out using the NRCVAX [20] and SHELXL-93 [21].
in vacuo. The residue was first extracted with ether, Neutral atom scattering factors were used [22] and anomal-
filtered, dried in vacuo and recrystallized from hexane as ous scattering terms were included in F [23].cyellow crystals (yield 65 mg, 73%) identified as
[PdhS P(OEt) j ] (m.p. 114–1168C) from analysis [C, 20.12 2 2

(20.2); H, 4.2 (3.4)] and NMR data. After diethyl ether 3. Results and discussion
extraction, the residue was dissolved in CH Cl and2 2

filtered, dried in vacuo (yield 25 mg, 41%) identified as >Reaction (Eq. (1)) of [PdCl(S S)(PPh )] with one mole3[hPd(Spy) j ] m.p. 2108 (d) [C, 30.8 (30.6); H, 2.1 (2.5);2 2 equivalent of sodium pyridine-2-thiolate or -selenolate
N, 7.2 (8.6) %]. >affords complexes of the type [Pd(Epy)(S S)(PPh )] inn 3The reaction of [hPdCl(Spy)j ] with NH S P(OPr ) ,n 4 2 2 fairly good yield. Attempts to prepare complexes free fromiNH S P(OPr ) , or NaS CNEt .3H O proceeds similarly.4 2 2 2 2 2 triphenylphosphine by the reaction of [hPdCl(Spy)j ] withn

[NH S P(OR) ] (Eq. (2)) in dichloromethane leads to4 2 2
2.6. X-ray crystallography disproportionation to [hPd(Spy) j ] and [PdhS P(OR) j ]2 2 2 2 2

as characterized by elemental analysis and NMR data.
X-ray diffraction data (Table 2) for the complex

> >i [PdCl(S S)(PPh )] 1 NaEpy → [Pd(Epy)(S S)(PPh )] 13 3[Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] were collected at room tem-2 2 3

perature with an Enraf–Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer NaCl (1)
using graphite monochromated Mo-Ka radiation (l5

aqueous MeOH˚0.71073 A). The unit cell parameters were determined Na PdCl 1 NaSpy → [hPdCl(Spy)j ]2 4 n
from least-squares refinement of the setting angle of 25

↓NH [S P(OR) ]reflections with 2u in the range 6.05 to 13.768. The data 4 2 2

1 1were corrected for Lorentz-polarization effects and for ] ][Pd(Spy) ] 1 [PdhS P(OR) j ] 1 NH Cl (2)2 2 2 2 42 2
linear decay. Experimental absorption corrections based on

> n ipsi-scans of three reflections were carried out for the [S S5S P(OR) (R5Et, Pr , Pr ), S CNEt ; E5S or Se].2 2 2 2

structure [18]. The structure was solved by heavy atom
>methods using the SHELX-86 program [19] and successive All the [Pd(Epy)(S S)(PPh )] complexes are wine red–3

difference Fourier Synthesis. All non-hydrogen atoms were maroon in colour, soluble in common organic solvents
refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms were fixed except petroleum ether or hexane. The IR spectra of
geometrically and refined with the riding model. The final dialkyldithiophosphate complexes showed absorptions in

21full matrix least squares refinements on I minimizing the regions 960–1155 and 720–855 cm which may be
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attributed to y(P)–O–C and yP–O–(C) stretching modes,
respectively.

31 1The Ph Hj NMR spectra (Table 1) exhibited two sharp
2singlets attributable to PPh and [S P(OR) ] ligands. The3 2 2

resonance due to the former is deshielded (|2 ppm) on
>substituting chloride in [PdCl(S S)(PPh )] by an Epy3

2ligand while the signal due to [S P(OR) ] was little2 2
2affected. The resonance due to [S P(OR) ] in palladium2 2

complexes appears to be little influenced by X substitutents
> 1in [PdX(S S)(PR )] (X5Cl, SR, SeR, Me) [24]. The H3

NMR spectra exhibited characteristic peak multiplicity and
integration. As reported in other cases [25–27], the ethyl
groups on the diethyldithiocarbamate ligand are non-equiv-
alent. Unlike other organoplatinum–palladium complexes

i 2containing the [S P(OPr ) ] ligand [24–26,28], the2 2

methyl groups in the present case are isochronous as only
1one doublet was observed in the H NMR spectra.

1 31 1The H and Ph Hj NMR spectra of these complexes
showed additional peaks integrating to |5% and were
deshielded from the main resonances. These signals may
be attributed to a species containing a chelated Epy ligand.
Structure I may tentatively be proposed. For II (PPh trans3

31to N) one would expect P resonances at |29 ppm, e.g. in
the case of [PdCl(Spy)(PPh )] [32].3

Fig. 1. Molecular structure with numbering scheme for
i[Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )].2 2 3

single bond values confirming partial double bond charac-
ter. The Pd(1)–S(3) bond distance in the present case can
be compared with the values reported for the thiolate
linkage in [Pd(SMe)hS CNEt j(PEt )] [33]. The pyridine2 2 3

plane of the Spy ligand is nearly perpendicular to theiThe structure of [Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] was estab-2 2 3 coordination plane of palladium as reported inlished unambiguously by X-ray diffraction analysis. An
[PdEt(SPh)(PMe ) ] [35].3 2ORTEP [29] view of the molecule

In order to evaluate whether the complexes reportedi[Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] together with the atomic2 2 3 here can serve as precursors for the synthesis of palladiumnumbering scheme is shown in Fig. 1. Selected bond
chalcogenides, thermolysis of two representative complex-lengths and angles are listed in Table 3. The structure
es was studied. Thus thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) ofconsists of a discrete molecule with a square planar

configuration around palladium which is coordinated to an
i 2 Table 3asymmetrically chelated (Pr O) PS ligand, PPh and2 2 3 ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for-

ipyS groups. The palladium atom is slightly away [Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )]2 2 3˚[0.035(1) A] from its coordination plane defined by P(1)–
Bond lengths

S(1)–S(2)–S(3). Various angles around palladium are Pd(1)–P(1) 2.2582(13) S(1)–P(2) 1.997(2)
deviated from their ideal values because of the strain in the Pd(1)–S(1) 2.3523(14) S(2)–P(2) 1.986(2)
four-membered chelate ring and can be compared with the Pd(1)–S(2) 2.3946(14) S(3)–C(19) 1.773(6)

i Pd(1)–S(3) 2.3111(15) N(1)–C(19) 1.331(7)values reported in [PdClhS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] [30].2 2 3
N(1)–C(20) 1.336(8)Although all the Pd–S bond distances are within the

Bond angles (8)normal Pd–S bonding values [30–34], the Pd–S bonds
P(1)–Pd(1)–S(1) 94.40(5) C(19)–S(3)–Pd(1) 103.3(2)trans to PPh and Spy ligands are different. Both thiolate3
P(1)–Pd(1)–S(2) 174.32(6) S(1)–P(2)–S(2) 104.44(8)and tertiary phosphines are known to have a strong trans
P(1)–Pd(1)–S(3) 88.69(5) O(1)–P(2)–O(2) 96.6(2)

influence [35]. Slight lengthening of the Pd(1)–S(2) bond S(1)–Pd(1)–S(3) 176.59(5) O(1)–P(2)–S(2) 116.4(2)
˚(0.04 A) than that of the Pd(1)–S(1) indicates that PPh S(2)–Pd(1)–S(3) 93.97(5) O(1)–P(2)–S(1) 112.4(2)3

S(1)–Pd(1)–S(2) 83.09(5) O(2)–P(2)–S(1) 113.9(2)has a stronger trans influence than Spy ligand. The Pd–P
P(2)–S(1)–Pd(1) 86.21(7) O(2)–P(2)–S(2) 113.6(2)bond length is, as usual, less than the radius sum. The P–S
P(2)–S(2)–Pd(1) 85.31(6)bond lengths are intermediate between double bond and
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iFig. 2. Thermogravimetric curve for [Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] (initial weight 5.1 mg).2 2 3

i[Pd(Spy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] and with the CCDC, No 102639. They are available from2 2 3
i CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge, CB2 1EZ, UK on[Pd(Sepy)hS P(OPr ) j(PPh )] were carried out. Both2 2 3

complexes underwent three stage decomposition paths. request.
The first two stages showed elimination of organic res-
idues, with one sulfur from the dithiophosphate. In the
third stage it appears from the weight loss and the residual Acknowledgements
weight of the material that PdS in the case of2
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Abstract

Novel mixed complexes 2,4,6-Me C H SZnS CNEt (1), 2,4,6-Me C H SeZnSe CNEt (2) and their pyridine adducts3 6 2 2 2 3 6 2 2 2

([Zn(SC H Me -2,4,6) (C H N) ] (3), [Zn(SeC H Me -2,4,6) (C H N) ] (4) and (Et CNSe ) Zn.NC H (5) and6 2 3 2 5 5 2 6 2 3 2 5 5 2 2 2 2 5 5

(Et CNS ) Zn.NC H (6) have been synthesised and characterised. The X-ray single crystal structures of (4), (5) and (6) have been2 2 2 5 5

determined.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cadmium complexes; Zinc complexes; Chalcogenides; Pyridine adducts

1. Introduction 2,4,6) (C H N) ] (3), [Zn(SeC H Me -2,4,6) (C H N) ]2 5 5 2 6 2 3 2 5 5 2

(4) and (Et CNSe ) Zn.NC H (5) and2 2 2 5 5

Arene-thiolato or -selenolato complexes of cadmium or (Et CNS ) Zn.NC H (6) The X-ray single crystal struc-2 2 2 5 5

zinc are usually crystalline solids with infinite lattices in tures of (4), (5) and (6) have been determined.
which the metal centre is bridged by the chalcogenolato
ligands to give pseudo-tetrahedral co-ordination at the
metal [1–4]. The structures of metal-arene chalcogenalato 2. Experimental
complex are strongly influenced by packing arrangements
and the nature of the substituents [5] on the arene-chal- 2.1. Chemicals
cogenalato ligands is crucial. The mesityl (2,4,6-tri-
methylphenyl) chalogens form one dimensional chain Dimethylzinc was supplied by Epichem Ltd. Carbon
structures whereas the related 2,4,6-trimethylphenyl com- disulphide, diethylamine, diethyl ether, toluene, thf were
plexes MER (M5Cd or Zn; E5S or Se) are polymeric purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. Ltd, solvents were2

solids which only dissolve in co-ordinating solvents [6]. dried (distilled after boiling with sodium metal and ben-
Other than for Cd(SR) (R5C H Me -2,4,6), which forms zophenone for two hours under nitrogen) and degassed by2 6 2 3

a unstable crystalline pyridine adduct, [Cd(SR) . (py) ], no freeze and thawing. This process was repeated three times2 2

defined pyridine adducts have been obtained [6]. The before use. Carbon diselenide was prepared using the
bulkier tert-butyl analogue of the mesityl aryl group forms literature method [12].
dimers in the solid state [7] which are air-stable, sublime
under reduced pressure, dissociate to monomers and hence 2.2. Physical measurements
are useful precursors for film deposition by MOCVD.

We report the synthesis and characterisation of several NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker AM250
novel compounds, derived from these chalcogenides. The pulsed Fourier transform instrument. Infra red spectra were
compounds synthesised include: the mixed complexes carried out using Matteson Polaris FT-IR spectrometer as
2,4,6-Me C H SZnS CNEt (1), 2,4,6-Me C H SeZn- nujol mulls, mass spectra were recorded by a micromass3 6 2 2 2 3 6 2

Se CNEt (2) and their pyridine adducts ([Zn(SC H Me - Auto-spec-Q using micromass OPUS software. An elec-2 2 6 2 3
27tron impact energy of 70 eV at 10 Torr was used to

*Corresponding author. E-mail: p.obrien@ic.ac.uk initiate mass fragmentation. Melting points were measured

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00427-6
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in sealed tubes with an electrothermal melting point Atomic co-ordinates, thermal parameters and bond
apparatus and are uncorrected. Microanalyses were carried lengths and angles have been deposited at the Cambridge
out by the Imperial College London service. Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC).

2.4. Synthesis2.3. X-ray crystallography

All reactions were performed under dry nitrogen using
The structures of compounds (4), (5) and (6) were

standard Schlenck techniques. 2,4,6-Me C H SH, 2,4,6-3 6 2determined by single crystal X-ray methods. Measure-
Me C H SeH [11,6], CSe [12] MeZnS CNEt [13] and3 6 2 2 2 2ments were made on a sample mounted in a glass capillary.
MeZnSe CNEt were prepared as described in the litera-2 2The intensity data were collected with a CAD4 diffrac-
ture [14].

tometer in v /2u scan mode with graphite-monochromated
Mo Ka, and corrected for absorption by the empirical
method (c-scan) [8]. The unit cell parameters were de- 2.4.1. 2,4,6-Me C H SZnS CNEt (1)3 6 2 2 2

termined by a least-squares refinement on diffractometer 2,4,6-Me C H SH (0.20 g, 1.4 mmol) and3 6 2
3angles for automatically centred reflections. The structure MeZnS CNEt (0.33 g, 1.4 mmol) in toluene (20 cm )2 2

was solved by the heavy-atom method using the SHELX-97 were stirred and heated at 808C for 0.5 h. The mixture on
program package [9] and than refined anisotropically (non- concentration gave white powder which was separated by

2 decanting the solvent. The product, m.p. .2608C (0.40 g,hydrogen atoms) by a full-matrix least-square on F . All
1.1 mmol, 79%) was insoluble in most organic solventshydrogen atoms were calculated geometrically (riding
and hence could not be recrystallised. (Found: C, 45.38; H,model) using the AFIX command of the SHELX-97 pro-
5.68; N, 3.93; S, 26.42. Calculated: C, 46.08; H, 5.80; N,gram. The program ORTEP-3 for Windows [10] was used for

1 23.84; S, 26.36). H NMR ([ H ]C H ), 250 MHz) d (ppm)drawing molecular structures. Crystal data and details of 6 6 6

1.30 [6H, t, CH ], 3.84 [4H, q, CH ], 1.55 [6H, s, CCH ],the intensity measurements and refinements are given in 3 2 3
13 1Table 1. 2.24 [3H, s, CCH ], 6.71 [2H, s, C H -]. C-h Hj NMR3 6 2

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement

(4) (5) (6)

Formula C H N Se Zn C H N Se Zn C H N S Zn28 32 2 2 15 25 3 4 15 25 3 4

Molecular weight 619.85 628.59 440.99
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Crystal size, mm 0.430.330.25 0.3530.2330.2 0.3030.2530.2
Space group P21/a P21/c P21/c

˚a, A 16.410(3) 10.392(5) 10.140(2)
˚b, A 12.425(1) 32.796(8) 31.794(5)
˚c, A 13.546(2) 13.186(4) 13.48191)

a / 8 90 90 90
b / 8 99.68(2) 105.41(4) 107.17(1)
g / 8 90 90 90

3˚Volume (A ) 2722.6(7) 4332(3) 4152.5(2)
Z 4 8 8

23D (g cm ) 1.512 1.927 1.411calc

F(000) 1248 2416 1840
Temperature (K) 293(2) 293(2) 293(2)

˚l, A Mo Ka Mo Ka Mo Ka
21

m, mm 3.594 7.855 1.58
20 range (8) 1.52 /26.97 1.72/24.97 1.28/24.98
Data / restraints /parameters 5926/0 /316 7608/0 /441 7274/0 /441
Observed 3012 4134 3959
reflections[I.2s(I)]
Refinement method Full-matrix least Full-matrix least Full-matrix least

2 2 2squares on F squares on F squares on F
2Goodness of fit on F 0.878 0.966 1.054

aCalculated weights a50.0569, b50.00 a50.1308, b50.00 a50.0626, b50.00
bFinal R 0.0484 0.0567 0.0497

cFinal R 0.0.0979 0.1680 0.1194W 2

a 2 2 2 2 2w51[s (F )1(aP) 1bP] where P5(F 12F ) /3.o o c
b R5ouuF u2uF uu /ouF u.o C o
c 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R 5[o[w(F 2F ) ] /o[w(F ) ]] .W 2 O C O
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2([ H ]C H ), 62.9 MHz) d (ppm) 12.09 [CH ], 49.216 6 6 3

[CH ], 26.51 [(CH ) ], 20.72 [CCH ], 128.3 [meta-C],2 3 2 3

138.9 [ortho-], 142.2 [ipso-C], 128.4 [para-C], 202.2
[CS ]. IR major bands and tentative assignments) 559, 5572

21 21 21cm (y(Zn–S), 987cm (y(C=S), 1489 cm (y(C=N).
1Mass spectrum (m /z): M 362 [Me C H SZnS CNEt ],3 6 2 2 2

base peak 116 [SCNEt ], 244 [SZnS CNEt ], 2122 2 2

[ZnS CNEt ], 148 [S CNEt ], 119 [Me C H ], 96 [ZnS],2 2 2 2 3 6 2

72 [NEt ], 44 [HNEt].2

2.4.2. 2,4,6-Me C H SeZnSe CNEt (2)3 6 2 2 2

A mixture of 2,4,6-Me C H SeH (0.85 g, 4.3 mmol)3 6 2

and MeZnSe CNEt (1.40 g, 4.3 mmol) in toluene (202 2
3cm ) were stirred and heated at 808C for 0.5 h. On cooling

a yellowish powdery material settled in a yellow solution.
The product was separated by decanting the solvent and
dried under vacuum, m.p. .2608C (1.51 g, 3.0 mmol,
87%). Several attempts to recrystallise from ordinary
organic solvent were unsuccessful as the product was
insoluble in most of them. (Found: C, 33.11; H, 4.13; N,

12.86. Calculated: C, 33.26; H, 4.18; N, 2.77). H NMR
2([ H ]C H ), 250 MHz) d (ppm) 1.35 [6H, t, CH ], 3.79 Scheme 1.6 6 6 3

[4H, q, CH ], 1.48 [6H, s, CCH ], 2.20 [3H, s, CCH ],2 3 3
13 1 26.69 [2H, s, C H –]. C-h Hj NMR ([ H ]C H ), 62.9 1 26 2 6 6 6 4.09;). NMR data: H NMR ([ H ]C H ), 250 MHz) d6 6 6MHz) d (ppm) 11.7 [CH ], 52.1 [CH ], 27.2 [(CCH ) ],3 2 3 2 (ppm) 2.10 [3H, s, CH ], 2.66 [6H, s, (CH ) ], 6.71 [2H,3 3 219.9 [CCH ], 122.6 [meta-C], 136.5 [ortho-C], 143.1 13 13 s, C H –], 6.37, 6.68, 8.45 [5H, m, NC H ]. C-h Hj6 2 5 5[ipso-C], 126.7 [para-C], 191.3 [CSe ]. 22 NMR ([ H ]C H ), 62.9 MHz) d (ppm) 20.89 [CH ],6 6 6 3IR (major bands and tentative assignments) 472, 503

27.20 [(CH ) ], 122.0 [meta-C], 134.1 [ortho-C], 142.321 21 21 3 2cm (y(Zn–Se), 850 cm (y(C=Se), 1503 cm
[ipso-C], 133.0 [para-C],, 123.9, 139.2, 149.6 [NC H ]. IR1 5 5(y(C=N). Mass spectrum (m /z): M 507 21(major bands and tentative assignments) 476 cm (y(Zn–[Me C H SeZnSe CNEt ], base peak 44 [HNEt], 388 213 6 2 2 2 Se), 798 cm (y(C–Se).[SeZnSe CNEt ], 308[ZnSe CNEt ], 244 [Se CNEt ],2 2 2 2 2 2 Compound (5) : (Found: C, 28.72; H, 4.0; N, 6.75.119 [Me C H ], 144 [ZnSe], 72 [NEt ]. 13 6 2 2 Calculated: C, 28.65; H, 3.98; N, 6.68). H NMR

2([ H ]C H ), 250 MHz) d (ppm) 1.23 [6H, t, CH ], 3.956 6 6 3
13 12.4.3. 2,4,6-Me C H SNC H (3) and 2,4,6- [4H, q, CH ], 7.43, 7.78, 8.88 [5H, m, NC H ]. C-h Hj3 6 2 5 5 2 5 5

2Me C H SeNC H (4), (Et CNSe ) Zn.NC H (5) and NMR ([ H ]C H ), 62.9 MHz) d (ppm) 11.7 [CH ], 52.63 6 2 5 5 2 2 2 5 5 6 6 6 3
(Et CNS ) Zn.NC H (6) [CH ], 124.6, 138.3, 149.1 [NC H ], 189.9 [CSe ]. IR2 2 2 5 5 2 5 5 2

21All four compounds were prepared by the reaction of (major bands and tentative assignments) 447 cm (y(Zn–
21 21compounds (1) or (2) with an excess of pyridine. The Se), 837 cm (y(C–Se), 1508 cm (y(C=N).

mixture was heated to obtain a clear solution, concentrated Compound (6): (Found: C, 41.23; H, 5.73; N, 9.71.
1under vacuum, and left in the fridge to crystallise. Crys- Calculated: C, 40.87; H, 5.68; N, 9.54;). H NMR

2talline products were obtained for all compounds, (Scheme ([ H ]C H ), 250 MHz) d (ppm) 1.29 [6H, t, CH ], 3.876 6 6 3
13 11). [4H, q, CH ], 7.45, 7.84, 8.98 [5H, m, NC H ]. C-h Hj2 5 5

2Compound (3): m.p. 2558C (decomp.), 89%, (Found: C, NMR ([ H ]C H ), 62.9 MHz) d (ppm) 12.1 [CH ], 49.16 6 6 3
56.06; H, 5.39; N, 4.89; S, 10.90. Calculated: C, 56.86; H, [CH ], 124.4, 137.8, 149.5 [NC H ], 203.3 [CS ]. IR2 5 5 21

215.45; N, 4.78; S, 10.84). NMR data: H NMR (major bands and tentative assignments) 463 cm (y(Zn–
2

21 21([ H ]C H ), 250 MHz) d (ppm) 2.11 [3H, s, CH ], 2.666 6 6 3 S), 973 cm (y(C–S), 1510 cm (y(C=N).
[6H, s, (CH ) ], 6.71 [2H, s, C H –], 6.39, 6.72, 8.45 [5H,3 2 6 2

13 1 2m, NC H ]. C-h Hj NMR ([ H ]C H ), 62.9 MHz) d5 5 6 6 6

(ppm) 21.1 [CH ], 27.4 [(CH ) ], 128.0 [meta-C], 131.53 3 2

[ortho-C], 142.8 [ipso-C], 133.2 [para-C], 124.5, 138.0, 3. Results and discussion
149.3 [NC H ]. IR (major bands and tentative assign-5 5

21 21ments) 557 cm (y(Zn–S), 866 cm (y(C–S). 3.1. Structure of [Zn(SeC H Me -2,4,6) (C H N) ] (4)6 2 3 2 5 5 2

Compound (4): m.p. 2458C (decomp.), 67% (Found: C,
47.98; H, 4.64; N, 4.15. Calculated: C, 49.08; H, 4.71; N, The structure of the pyridine adduct (4) was determined
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8]

Compound (4)

Zn(1)–N(1) 2.112(4)
Zn(1)–N(2) 2.125(3)
Zn(1)–Se(2) 2.3768(9)
Zn(1)–Se(1) 2.3775(8)
Se(1)–C(20) 1.926(4)
Se(2)–C(11) 1.925(4)
N(1)–Zn(1)–N(2) 93.94(14)
N(1)–Zn(1)–Se(2) 110.61(12)
N(2)–Zn(1)–Se(2) 100.92(10)
N(1)–Zn(1)–Se(1) 106.82(13)
N(2)–Zn(1)–Se(1) 108.18(10)
Se(2)–Zn(1)–Se(1) 130.16(3)

Compound (5)
Zn(1)–N(1) 2.054(10)
Zn(1)–Se(2) 2.430(2)
Zn(1)–Se(3) 2.4329(19)
Zn(1)–Se(1) 2.737(2)
Zn(1)–Se(4) 2.749(2)
N(1)–Zn(1)–Se(2) 112.2(3)
N(1)–Zn(1)–Se(3) 109.8(3)
Se(2)–Zn(1)–Se(3) 137.89(8)
N(1)–Zn(1)–Se(1) 96.4(3)
Se(2)–Zn(1)–Se(1) 75.84(6)
Se(3)–Zn(1)–Se(1) 102.44(7)Fig. 1. The molecular structure of [Zn(SeC H Me -2,4,6) (C H N) ].6 2 3 2 6 5 2

N(1)–Zn(1)–Se(4) 94.0(3)
Se(2)–Zn(1)–Se(4) 98.14(7)
Se(3)–Zn(1)–Se(4) 75.95(6)by single crystal X-ray diffraction methods. The molecular
Se(1)–Zn(1)–Se(4) 169.34(7)

structure is shown in Fig. 1 and selected bond distances
and angles are given in Table 2. The structure is based on Compound (6)
monomeric units where the zinc atom is four co-ordinated Zn(1)–N(1) 2.072(4)

Zn(1)–S(3) 2.3561(17)through two nitrogen atoms of pyridine and two selenium
Zn(1)–S(1) 2.3691(17)atoms of the mesitylselenolato group. The co-ordination
Zn(1)–S(2) 2.5292(17)

can be defined as distorted tetrahedral. Zn–N bond dis- Zn(1)–S(4) 2.5566(18)
tances in adducts such as Me Zn[(CH NMe) ] [15,16] N(1)–Zn(1)–S(3) 109.32(14)2 2 3 2

˚(2.410(4) A), Me Zn[(Me N(CH ) NMe ] [17] N(1)–Zn(1)–S(1) 110.38(14)2 2 2 2 2 2˚ ˚(2.260(8) A), [Me N(CH ) ]Zn [18] (2.307(4) A), S(3)–Zn(1)–S(1) 140.28(7)2 2 3
˚ N(1)–Zn(1)–S(2) 96.53(14)(Me CCH ) Zn[Me N(CH ) NMe ] [17] (2.411(4) A),3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

S(3)–Zn(1)–S(2) 102.90(6)[(Et NCO ) Zn(Me NCH ) ] [19] (2.208(9), 2.179(6)2 2 2 2 2 2 S(1)–Zn(1)–S(2) 73.72(6)Å), are much larger than those observed in this structure
N(1)–Zn(1)–S(4) 95.63(14)˚(2.112(4), 2.125(3) A). The bond distances in other S(3)–Zn(1)–S(4) 73.37(6)

˚adducts e.g. C H N.Zn[S CNMe ] [20] (2.079 (9) A), S(1)–Zn(1)–S(4) 101.51(6)5 5 2 2 2
2 ˚[(CNS)ZnS CNMe ) ] [21] (1.954(9) A), S(2)–Zn(1)–S(4) 167.84(6)2 2 2 ˚[(Et NCO ) MeZn NC H ) ] [19] (2.057(6) A), [2,4,6-2 2 3 2 5 5 2 ˚CF (C H )Se]ZnHN(SiMe ) [22] (2.070(4) A),3 6 2 3 2

˚[Zn (C N H )h(i-C H ) NCS j ] [23] (2.076(5) A),2 10 2 8 4 9 2 2 4i 2 ˚˚ 2.368(8)A). Se–Zn–Se angle (130.16(3)8) is very close toand [(Me PrNCS ) ZnNC H ] [24] (2.067(2) A) are2 5 5
that reported for Zn(SeBu C H -2,4,6) .(OSC H ) [26].slightly shorter but are comparable in 3 6 2 2 4 8

i 2 ˚[(Me PrNCS ) ZnMe N(CH ) NMe ] [24] (2.137(5) A).2 2 2 2 2 ˚The Zn–Se distance (2.377(9), 2.378(8) A) is shorter 3.2. Structures of (Et CNSe ) Zn.NC H (5) and2 2 2 5 5

than those reported for selenocarbamates such as (Et CNS ) Zn.NC H (6)2 2 2 5 5
˚MeZnSe CNEt [14], (2.581(4), 2.467(3), 2.634(3) A),2 2
˚EtZnSe CNEt [14], (2.590(9), 2.484(8), 2.617(3) A), Compounds (5) and (6) are isostructural and the struc-2 2
˚MeZnCdSe CNEt [14], (2.682(4), 2.575(4), 2.742(4) A), ture of both compounds (5) and (6) is based on monomeric2 2
˚and Zn(Se CNEt ) [25], (2.57, 2.45, 2.44, 2.49 A), molecular units [Zn(E CNEt ) .Py] (E5S, Se) in which2 2 2 2 2 2

slightly longer than that of Zn(SeBu C H - each zinc atom is five co-ordinate through two diseleno- or3 6 2
˚2,4,6) .(OSC H ) [25] (2.313(3) A) and is close to that in dithio-carbamato which chelate through sulphur (6) or2 4 8

[2,4,6-CF (C H )Se]ZnHN(SiMe ) [22] (2.350(8), selenium (5) atoms and an additive bond from nitrogen3 6 2 3 2
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atom of pyridine. The co-ordination is close to trigonal for the ethyl protons (singlets with different intensity) of
bipyramidal. There are two unsymmetrical molecular units the aryl group and only one signal (a singlet) at lower field

13in a unit cell in each of these structures. The structure of corresponding to equivalent aryl protons. The C NMR
compound (6) is shown in Fig. 2 and the selected bond appear as nine line spectra as expected (see Section 2). The

1 13distances and angles are given in Table 2. H NMR and C NMR spectra of pyridine adducts ((3)
˚ ˚The Zn–N bond distance (2.054(1) A (5), 2.072(4) A and (4)) and (5) and (6) give spectra as expected. Infra red

(6) in both structures is very similar and is close to those spectra showed clear bands for C–E and Zn–E (E5S, Se)
˚in C H N.Zn[S CNMe ] [20] (2.079 (9) A), in all compounds. Compounds (1) and (2) were further5 5 2 2 2

˚ characterised by mass spectrometry. Section 2 shows the[(Et NCO ) MeZn NC H ) ] [19] (2.057(6) A), [2,4,6-2 2 3 2 5 5 2
˚ assignment of all major peaks to different fragments. BothCF (C H )Se]ZnHN(SiMe ) [22] (2.070(4) A),3 6 2 3 2

˚ compounds show a similar trend in their fragmentation[Zn (C N H )h(i-C H ) NCS j ] [23] (2.076(5) A), and2 10 2 8 4 9 2 2 4
i 2 ˚ behaviour.[(Me PrNCS ) ZnNC H ] [24] (2.067(2) A). These dis-2 5 5

tances are much shorter than other adducts [15–18] formed
through nitrogen co-ordination. The Zn–Se bond distances Supplementary material
in compound (5), as usual, encompass short and long

˚bonds (2.430(2), 2.433(1), 2.737(2), 2.749(2) A). The Complete bond lengths and angles, coordinates and
shorter Zn–Se distances are close to those reported for displacement parameters have been deposited at the Cam-

˚bis(di-ethyl-di-selenocarbamato)zinc [28] (2.45, 2.44A) but bridge Crystallographic Data Centre. Supplementary data
˚the longer distances (2.49, 2.57 A) are considerably longer are available from the CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge

in compound (5). These bond lengths are also longer than CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers
those observed in MeZnSe CNEt [14], (2.581(4), for compound (4)–103201; compound (5)–103199; and2 2

˚2.467(3), 2.634(3) A), EtZnSe CNEt [14], (2.590(9), compound (6)–103200.2 2
˚2.484(8), 2.617(3) A), MeZnCdSe CNEt [14], (2.682(4),2 2

˚2.575(4), 2.742(4) A), [2,4,6-CF (C H )Se]-3 6 2
˚ZnHN(SiMe ) [22] (2.350(8), 2.368(8)A) and Zn(SeBu -3 2 3 Acknowledgements
˚C H -2,4,6) .(OSC H ) [26] (2.313(3) A). But the Zn–S6 2 2 4 8

bond distances in compound (6) (2.356(1), 2.369(1), POB thanks the EPSRC for grants supporting work on
˚2.529(1), 2.556(1) A) show a small variation as compared single molecule precursors for chalcogenides. POB is the

to those in EtZnS CNEt [27] (2.481(7), 2.375(9), 2.509(9)2 2 Sumitomo/STS Professor of Materials Chemistry and the
˚ ˚A) and MeZnS CNEt [13] (2.512(4), 2.501(4), 2.370(3) A).2 2 Royal Society Amersham International Research Fellow

(1997/98).
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Abstract

2The reaction between K [Ag (ecda) ] (generated in situ by the reaction of AgNO and K ecda) and R NX (R5Et or n-Pr ; X5Br2 2 2 3 2 4 4 4
2or I ) as well as metal(II) salt leads to the formation of the complex salt, [R N] [Ag (ecda) ] and heterobimetallic complexes,4 2 2 2

22 22M[Ag (ecda) ] [M5Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Pd(II), Cd(II), or Hg(II); ecda 51-ethoxycarbonyl-1-cyanoethylene-2,2-dithiolate ]. They2 2
1were characterized by elemental analysis, molar conductance, magnetic susceptibility, X-ray powder diffraction, IR and Raman, H and

13 21 2 21 23C NMR, UV-visible and EPR spectroscopies. The molar conductance value |50 V cm mol in 10 M DMSO solution indicates
2:1 electrolytic behaviour of the complex salts [R N] [Ag (ecda) ] while low conductivity / insolubility of heterobimetallic complexes in4 2 2 2

common organic solvents indicate their polymeric nature. Diamagnetism and powder room temperature EPR spectrum with A 566.6 Gi

indicate strong antiferromagnetic interaction between spins of two adjacent copper(II) atoms in Cu[Ag (ecda) ]. The g values together2 2

with electronic spectral bands are consistent with square planar geometry around copper(II) in this complex. The magnetic moment value,
a feature of the EPR spectrum and parameters derived from this and UV-visible absorption bands suggest square planar geometry around
cobalt(II) with CoS chromophore in Co[Ag (ecda) ]. The UV-visible bands and unusual magnetic moment for Ni[Ag (ecda) ] indicate4 2 2 2 2

square planar coordination around nickel(II). Slightly paramagnetic behaviour of this complex shows some sort of solid state interaction
bringing some of the nickel(II) ions into a high spin octahedral environment. Pd[Ag (ecda) ] is diamagnetic and possesses square planar2 2

1 13coordination around palladium(II). IR and Raman, H and C NMR spectral studies indicate identical chemical environment around the
22metal ions with a bidentate /bridging coordination mode of ecda in all the complexes. The temperature dependent (313–373 K)

conductivity and activation energy calculated from the plot of ln s versus 1 /T shows their semiconducting behaviour. The higher
activation energy (0.78–1.59 eV) for [Et N] [Ag (ecda) ], [n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ] and Hg[Ag (ecda) ] indicate their potential to be used4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2

as semiconductors for practical applications.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

101. Introduction more stable and corresponds to the d electronic configu-
ration. This configuration gives rise to some unusual

Heterobimetallic polymeric complexes have attracted features in bonding properties such as low coordination
considerable attention from synthetic and material chemists number ca. 2, higher softness, and affinity for sulphur
because of their novel structural characteristics and also atoms. In addition it shows greater tendency for linear
because of the possibility of their having distinct solid state coordination geometry in its complexes with anionic
properties. The ability of silver to form heterometallic ligands.
aggregates with transition metal complex fragments con- Despite their interesting photoluminescent and excited
taining dithioligands is well known [1–3].Very recently [4] state properties [5–7] the complexes of 1-ethoxycarbonyl-
some platinum(II) and palladium(II) dithiolates have been 1-cyanoethylene-2,2-dithiolate (ecda) are rare. Further, the

22used as metalloligands for the synthesis of heterobimetallic ligand ecda exhibits strong p-delocalization and is
complexes. For silver the 11 oxidation state is common, expected to exhibit interesting structural and solid state

properties in its complexes. With these view points, we
* report here in the preparation, spectroscopic characteriza-Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-542-318310; fax: 191-542-317074;

e-mail: rnsingh@banaras.ernet.in tion and solid state electrical conductance properties of

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00428-8
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some complex salt and heterobimetallic complexes derived filtered off, washed with water followed by ethanol and
from silver(I) and 1-ethoxycarbonyl-1-cyanoethylene-2,2- diethyl ether and dried in air.
dithiolate.

2.4. Analysis and physical measurements

2. Experimental
The organic part of the complexes were destroyed by

concentrated HNO . Except for palladium, the metals and32.1. Materials
sulphur were estimated gravimetrically using standard
procedures [9]. Elemental analyses (C, H and N) wereAll preparations and manipulations were carried out in
carried out from the RSIC at Chandigarh. The experimen-an open atmosphere. The ligand, potassium 1-ethoxycar-
tal details pertaining to solution conductivity and magneticbonyl-1-cyanoethylene-2,2-dithiolate (K ecda) was pre-2
susceptibility measurements are the same as described inpared by a reported method [8] from the reaction of
our previous paper [10]. IR spectra as KBr pellets (4000–ethylcyanoacetate (Aldrich), potassium hydroxide and car-

21400 cm ) were collected on a JASCO FTIR-5300 spec-bondisulphide in dioxane and characterized by IR and
trophotometer. The Raman spectra were recorded on aNMR spectroscopy. Tetrapropylammonium iodide (Fluka),
Bruker IFS 66V FTIR FRA 106 Raman module usingtetraethylammonium bromide (BDH) and all other chemi-
YAG Laser. The X-band EPR spectra of the powderedcals were reagent grade and used as received without
sample was obtained at room temperature with a Varianfurther purification. The solvents were freshly distilled
E-112 spectrometer. Diphenylpicrylhydrazyl (dpph) pow-using standard methods and where necessary dried before
der ( g52.0036) was employed as a field reference.use.
Electronic spectra were recorded in DMSO/nujol mull
with a Cary 14 and UNICAM UV2-100 UV-visible2.2. Synthesis of the complexes

1 13spectrophotometer. H and C NMR spectra were obtained
in DMSO-d on a JEOL FX 90Q spectrometer with d62.2.1. Synthesis of the complex salt [R N] [Ag (ecda) ]4 2 2 2
measured relative to internal reference tetramethylsilane.(R5Et N or n-Pr N)4 4

3 Electrical conductance of pressed pellets was obtained by aTo a stirred aqueous solution (50 cm ) of K ecda (0.542
3 conventional two-probe method in the temperature rangeg, 2 mmol) was slowly added an aqueous solution (5 cm )

313–373 K with contacts made on the pellet surface usingcontaining AgNO (0.34 g, 2 mmol). The cream colour3
silver paste. A Keithley 236 source measure unit was usedprecipitate which formed initially, quickly dissolved giving
to measure sample resistance. Powder X-ray diffractiona yellow solution of K [Ag ecda) ]. This solution was2 2 2

3 (PXRD) spectra were obtained at room temperature usingfiltered into a saturated aqueous solution (2 cm ) con-
Seifert model ID-3000 X-ray diffractometer, operating attaining tetraethylammoniumbromide (0.42 g, 2 mmol) or

˚40 kV and 30 mA at 1.5435 A wavelength (Cu–Katetrapropylammoniumiodide (0.63 g, 2 m mol). The
radiation) and nickel filter. The relevant analytical andorange-yellow microcrystalline solid formed was filtered
physicochemical data are listed in Tables 1–3.off, washed with water, followed by ethanol and diethyl

ether and air dried.

2.3. Synthesis of heterobimetallic complexes
3. Results and discussion

M[Ag (ecda) ]2 2

When a yellow aqueous solution of K [Ag (ecda) ] was3 2 2 2An aqueous solution (5 cm ) of CoCl .6H O (0.238 g, 12 2 reacted with a stoichiometric amount of tetraethylam-
mmol), NiCl .6H O (0.238 g, 1 mmol), CuSO .5H O2 2 4 2 moniumbromide and tetrapropylammoniumiodide, an
(0.25 g, 1 mmol), Cd(NO ) .4H O (0.308 g, 1 mmol) or3 2 2 orange-yellow micro crystalline solid [Et N] [Ag (ecda) ]3 4 2 2 280:20 (v /v) aqueous-methanolic solution (10 cm ) of

and [n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ] precipitated out quickly. The4 2 2 2HgCl (0.271 g, 1 mmol) was added to an aqueous2 heterobimetallic complexes M[Ag (ecda) ] were obtained3 2 2solution (55 cm ) of K [Ag (ecda) ] (0.667 g, 1 mmol)2 2 2 by treating the K [Ag (ecda) ] and aqueous metal salt2 2 2prepared as described above. The complex Pd[Ag (ecda) ]2 2 solutions in equimolar ratio. These may be represented by
was prepared exactly in a similar way by addition of an

the following reactions:3aqueous solution (8 cm ) of K PdCl (0.326 g, 1 mmol)2 4
3(prepared in situ), by reaction of a suspension (5 cm ) of 2AgNO 1 2K ecda → K [Ag (ecda) ] 1 2KNO3 2 2 2 2 33PdCl (0.177 g, 1 mmol) and an aqueous solution (3 cm )2

3of KCl (0.149 g, 2 mmol) to an aqueous solution (55 cm )
K [Ag (ecda) ] 1 2R NX → [R N] [Ag (ecda) ] 1 2KX2 2 2 4 4 2 2 2of K [Ag (ecda) ] (0.667 g, 1 mmol). The mixture was2 2 2

stirred at room temperature for 30 min. After stirring it was
kept aside for 6 h. The coloured precipitates formed were K [Ag (ecda) ] 1 MX → M[Ag (ecda) ] 1 2KX2 2 2 2 2 2
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Table 1
Analytical data, magnetic moment and molar conductance values of the complexes

Complexes Colour M.p. % Found (calculated) s Magnetic Molar conductance inRT
21 21 2 21(d.p.)8C (S cm ) moment m DMSO V cm moleff

M Ag C H N S (BM)

29[Et N] [Ag (ecda) ] Yellow (160–165) – 25.0 38.8 5.6 6.4 14.9 3.38310 – 56.04 2 2 2

C H N S O Ag (25.3) (39.5) (5.8) (6.5) (15.0)28 50 4 4 4 2
211[n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ] Light (130–135) – 22.2 44.5 6.7 5.5 12.9 7.75310 – 49.04 2 2 2

C H N S O Ag orange (22.4) (44.9) (6.8) (5.8) (13.3)36 66 4 4 4 2
aCo[Ag (ecda) ] Brown (.300) 8.7 32.8 21.9 1.4 4.0 19.2 – 3.60 –2 2

C H N S O CoAg (9.1) (33.2) (22.2) (1.5) (4.3) (19.7)12 10 2 4 4 2
28Ni[Ag (ecda) ] Brown (210–220) 8.8 32.7 21.8 1.4 4.1 19.4 6.21310 1.87 –2 2

C H N O S NiAg (9.01) (33.2) (22.2) (1.5) (4.3) (19.7)12 10 2 4 4 2
210Pd[Ag (ecda) ] Orange (210–220) 15.0 30.6 20.2 1.3 3.7 18.0 1.66310 Dia 24.02 2

C H N O S PdAg (15.2) (30.9) (20.6) (1.4) (4.0) (18.3)12 10 2 4 4 2
211Cu[Ag (ecda) ] Brown (140–145) 9.5 32.8 21.7 1.4 4.0 19.2 4.10310 Dia –2 2

C H N O S CuAg (9.7) (33.0) (22.0) (1.5) (4.2) (19.5)12 10 2 4 4 2
29Cd[Ag (ecda) ] Yellow (150–160) 15.8 30.4 20.2 1.3 3.7 18.0 3.36310 – 21.62 2

C H N O S CdAg (16.0) (30.7) (20.5) (1.4) (3.9) (18.2)12 10 2 4 4 2
29Hg[Ag (ecda) ] Yellow (115–125) 25.0 26.8 17.7 1.1 3.2 15.8 1.27310 – 15.132 2

C H N O S HgAg (25.3) (27.2) (18.2) (1.2) (3.5) (16.1)12 10 2 4 4 2

a Does not show conductivity at room temperature

21 2 21K [Ag (ecda) ] 1 2KCl 1 PdCl → Pd[Ag (ecda) ] and 56 V cm mol , which are consistent for 2:12 2 2 2 2 2

electrolytes [11] and thus consistent with the dimeric1 4KCl
formulation of [n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ] and4 2 2 2

[Et N] [Ag (ecda) ], respectively. The insolubility / low2 2 4 2 2 2R 5 Et / n-Pr , X 5 Br / I4 4 solubility of heterobimetallic complexes in the common
organic solvents indicates their polymeric nature, however

2 22 21 2 21M 5 Co(II),Ni(II),Cu(II),Cd(II) / Hg(II); X 5 Cl / SO4 solution state conductivities, (15–24 V cm mol ) of
M[Ag (ecda) ] [M5Pd(II), Cd(II) or Hg(II)] in DMSO2 2

Analytical data of the complexes are consistent with solution indicate a substantial degree of dissociation of
their given composition. The complexes are air stable these complexes in DMSO, a solvent of relatively high
solids and melt /decompose in the temperature range 130– dielectric constant and nucleophilicity.
3008C. The complex salts and the heterobimetallic com-
plexes are insoluble in common organic solvents such as 3.1. Magnetic moment, electronic and EPR spectra
ethanol, methanol, acetone, chloroform, benzene and car-
bontetrachloride. The complex salts are fairly soluble in Electronic absorption spectra of [Et N] [Ag (ecda) ]4 2 2 2

DMSO and nitromethane while the heterobimetallic com- and [n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ] consist of a relatively intense4 2 2 2

plexes show low solubility in these solvents. Molar band centered at around 400 nm involving principally the
23conductivities measured in 10 M DMSO solution are 49 p–p* intraligand transition [5–7] with several other

Table 2
21Prominent IR [Raman] bands (cm ) and UV-visible spectral data of the complexes

3 21 21Complexes nC;N nC=O nC=C nC–S Solvent l , nm (e, dm , cm , mol )max

aK ecda 2165 1680 1360 1160 – –2

[Et N] [Ag (ecda) ] 2195 1680 1460 1145 DMSO 248(4450), 292(4700), 320(4500),4 2 2 2

[2207] [1650] [1445] [1125] 352(5000), 408(4450).
[n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ] 2190 1695 1480 1125 DMSO 276(2716), 316(4900), 336(5340),4 2 2 2

364(4900), 396(4000), 428(2791).
Co[Ag (ecda) ] 2190 1680 1440 1135 – 375–550, 1050.2 2

Ni[Ag (ecda) ] 2205 1690 1420 1140 – 400–6002 2

Pd[Ag (ecda) ] 2195 1660 1380 1140 DMSO 310–4002 2

Cu[Ag (ecda) ] 2200 1685 1420 1145 – 400–550, 8002 2

Cd[Ag (ecda) ] 2205 1640 1390 1150 – –2 2

[2209] [1649] [1445] [1150]
Hg[Ag (ecda) ] 2200 1700 1420 1140 – –2 2

[2204] [1607] [1450] [1105]
a Split band.
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Table 3 intense high energy intraligand charge transfer absorptions
X-ray powder diffraction data of the complexes [Et N] [Ag (ecda) ]-4 2 2 2 below 400 nm. Room temperature magnetic susceptibility˚orthorhombic system a±b±c, a 5b 5g 5908, a58.3598 A, b57.9591

measurements show complete quenching of paramagnetism˚ ˚A, c56.8002 A
for Cu[Ag (ecda) ] which may be attributed to strong2 2

Powder d values Relative Q Q hkl antiferromagnetic coupling between adjacent copper(II)
pattern line intensities (obs.) (calc.)

atoms. Fig. 1 illustrates the room temperature powder EPR
1 5.6798 940 0.0310 0.0300 110 spectrum of this complex where a 14 line pattern is
2 5.1209 312 0.0381 0.0373 011

observed in DM 561 region (seven parallel and sevens3 4.3576 233 0.0526 0.0516 111
perpendicular signals) with an A of 66.6 G. The value4 4.1203 405 0.0589 0.0572 200 i

5 4.0147 342 0.0620 0.0631 020 66.6 G indicates copper–copper interaction in the poly-
6 3.7505 422 0.0710 0.0729 210 meric structure because this value is nearly half of the
7 3.5425 549 0.0796 0.0788 201 reported [12] value for monomeric copper(II) coordination
8 3.4238 410 0.0853 0.0847 021

compounds. EPR parameters g 52.1952 and g 52.0114i '9 3.1159 377 0.1029 0.1022 012
show the trend g .g .ge (2.0023) which indicates that10 2.5477 269 0.1540 0.1563 130 i '

11 2.4903 209 0.1612 0.1636 031 the unpaired electron is present in the d orbital of2 2x 2y
12 2.4518 194 0.1663 0.1660 311 copper(II) [13]. Further, these g values suggest square
13 2.3567 531 0.1800 0.1779 131 planar geometry around copper(II) [12–15]. Slight vari-
14 2.2586 432 0.1960 0.1946 003

ation observed for g values compared to the planar15 2.1323 248 0.2199 0.2208 231 22[Cu(MNT) ] moiety [13,14], may be attributed to the16 2.0828 253 0.2305 0.2309 312 2

17 2.0170 290 0.2458 0.2428 132 copper–copper interaction in the polymeric structure as
18 1.9694 168 0.2578 0.2577 023 well as slight distortion in square-planar geometry. The
19 1.9387 168 0.2660 0.2675 213 electronic absorption spectrum of this complex in nujol
20 1.8631 141 0.2880 0.2857 232

mull displays a medium broad high energy band between21 1.7852 190 0.3137 0.3149 223
400–550 nm and a low energy band at ca. 800 nm. The22 1.6736 166 0.3570 0.3572 332

23 1.6581 161 0.3637 0.3603 104 peak at ca. 800 nm may be assigned to a d–d transition
24 1.5861 217 0.3975 0.3962 242 arising from a distorted square-planar geometry [16]
25 1.5685 213 0.4064 0.4032 204 around the copper atom. The higher l value for thismax26 1.5427 171 0.4201 0.4208 520

complex may be accounted for by a higher distortion of the27 1.5206 195 0.4324 0.4305 151
copper square plane [17]. The band located between 400–28 1.4922 142 0.4491 0.4471 043

29 1.4110 135 0.5022 0.5043 243 550 nm is thought to arise from a Cu(II)←S (ecda) charge
30 1.3792 183 0.5257 0.5213 531 transfer [18] transition. Consistent with the EPR spectrum

the electronic spectral absorptions suggest that this com-

Fig. 1. Room temperature powder EPR spectrum of Cu[Ag (ecda) ].2 2
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plex possesses a distorted square planar geometry around
copper(II).

The m 51.87 BM for Ni[Ag (ecda) ] is not in theeff 2 2

range typical of octahedral nickel(II) complexes instead it
indicates the presence of some octahedral nickel(II) centres
probably due to weak solid state interactions in the
polymeric structure. The high energy end of the medium
broad absorption band between 400–600 nm in the nujol The bands arising from the C=C and C–S bonds of the

22mull spectrum of this complex can be assigned to the metal complexes and free ecda , shows only a little change in
to ligand (M→S ecda) charge transfer transition while the n(C–S) and significant changes in the n(C=C) frequency.
low energy end ca. 600 nm is assigned to a d–d transition A comparison of the IR and Raman spectra collected for
for a square planar coordination around nickel(II) [5– light coloured [Et N] [Ag (ecda) ], Cd[Ag (ecda) ] and4 2 2 2 2 2
7,19]. The first spin allowed d–d absorption band in the Hg[Ag (ecda) ], reveals a marked similarity in the position2 2
Pd(II) complexes are expected to occur at higher energy as of n(C;N), n(C=O), n(C=C) and n(C–S) modes and
compared to nickel(II) complexes but it is generally not authenticates the above assignments. The Raman spectrum
observed. Presumably it is masked by the tail of the charge of [Et N] [Ag (ecda) ] / [n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ] is poorly4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2
transfer band arising from the intraligand or metal to resolved as compared to the heterobimetallic complexes
ligand charge transfer bands. In Pd[Ag (ecda) ], an intense2 2 because of the more photoinduced degradation of the
absorption in DMSO solution at ca. 360 nm may be former. The main feature of the Raman spectra is the

21assigned to the Pd(II)→S (ecda) charge transfer band occurrence of a very strong peak at around 1450 cm and
21following square planar geometry around palladium(II). a weak peak at 1105–1145 cm for n(C=C) and n(C–S)

The room temperature magnetic moment of 2.9 BM of vibrations which are observed as a moderately strong to
Co[Ag (ecda) ] is in the typical range for low spin square2 2 medium peak in the IR spectra. In the low frequency71

]planar (S5 , d ) cobalt(II) complexes. The UV-visible2 region Raman spectra show some distinct peaks at around
21spectrum of this complex features a high energy, medium 225, 300 and 340 cm which can be assigned to n(Hg–

broad absorption band between 375–550 nm and weak, S), n(Ag–S) and n(Cd–S) modes, respectively [21,22]. A
low energy bands at around 650 and 1050 nm. The lower feature of the IR and Raman spectra shows an identical

22end of the band between 375–550 nm corresponds to the environment of the ligand ecda in the heterobimetallic
p–p* (intraligand) charge transfer while the upper end, ca. complexes. The marginal difference in the nature of some
550 nm, in addition to the bands at 650 and 1050 nm of the bands may be related to the variation in the
belong to the metal–ligand charge transfer and d–d distortion of the tetrahedral geometry around the mer-
transition for square planar geometry [19] around cobal- cury(II) / cadmium(II) in the heterometallic complexes.
t(II), respectively. From the powder EPR spectrum of
Co[Ag (ecda) ] recorded at room temperature, eight paral-2 2

59 3.3. NMR spectralel and eight perpendicular signals can be identified ( Co,
I57/2) from which g 51.9641, g 52.0575 and g 5i ' av

1The H NMR spectra of the complex salts [Et N] –2.0254 values have been calculated. These values are 4 2

[Ag (ecda) ], [n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ] and thecomparable to the values reported for low spin square 2 2 4 2 2 2

heterobimetallic complexes M[Ag (ecda) ] [M5Pd(II),planar cobalt(II) complexes [20]. The value of A 551 G 2 2av

Cd(II) or Hg(II)] show sharp and well resolved signals inseems to be higher as compared to the other S51/2 cobalt
the aliphatic region corresponding to –OCH CH ,systems with square planar geometry. It appears that 2 3

–NCH CH , –NCH CH CH protons of ecda, Et N andsymmetry at the cobalt(II) centre is not strictly square 2 3 2 2 3 4

n-Pr N groups and integrate well for the above protons.planar D instead it is D presumably because of the 44h 2h

The resonance signals centered at around d 1.26 ppm as apresence of electronically different silver(I) which prefers
triplet and d 4.12 ppm as a quartet are assigned to –CHlinear geometry and has a strong affinity for sulphur atoms 3

22and –OCH protons of the ecda group in the complexes,in the polymeric structure. 2

respectively [5–7]. In general, the appearance of the
spectra of the heterobimetallic complexes are similar to
that of the free ligand K ecda with the exception of the3.2. IR and Raman spectra 2

–OCH protons which show marginal down field shifts in2

the complexes. The complex salt [n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ]Important vibrational results are presented in Table 2. 4 2 2 2
22The IR spectra of the complexes show several absorption displays two sets of resonances, for ecda and n-Pr N4

bands, n(C;N), n(C=O), n(C=C) and n(C–S) corre- protons, a triplet at d 0.87, a multiplet at 1.6 and a broad
22sponding to the ecda group in a (S, S) bidentate quartet at d 3.15 ppm corresponding to –CH , –CH and3 2

coordination mode [5–7], with a major contribution of the –NCH protons of n-Pr N and a triplet at d 1.20 and a2 4

resonance from: quartet at d 4.07 ppm for ecda protons. In the case of
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[Et N] [Ag (ecda) ], –NCH and –OCH protons are 3.4. Solid state electrical conductivity4 2 2 2 2 2

clearly resolved while the CH protons of the ecda group3

are merged with the CH proton of the Et N. It is now well established that S- - -S contact is one of3 4
13The C NMR spectra of the complexes show resonance the important factors which contribute to the high con-

signals corresponding to ecda, Et N and n-Pr N groups. ductivity of the sulphur rich complexes [23–25]. The4 4

The peaks at d 14.47–15.12, 57.43–59.54, 90.10–92.4, stronger the S- - -S contact, the more effective the increase
116.2–121.2, 163.5–166.3, and 194.7–199.1 ppm corre- in the conductivity is. The other factor which significantly
spond to CH , OCH , C=C, C;N, C=O and C–S carbons influences the conductivity of the compounds are the3 2

of the ecda group. Additionally, the signals at d 7.15– mixed valence (partial oxidation of the molecule) state and
10.62, d 14.52 and d 51.58–58.46 ppm correspond to charge transfers occurring in the molecule. The electrical
CH , CH and –NCH carbons of the Et N and n-Pr N conductivity measurements of compound pellets were3 2 2 4 4

1 13groups. The H and C NMR data of the complexes show made by the conventional two probe technique in the
an identical environment around the metal ions and reveal temperature range 313–373 K. The complexes exhibit
that the heterobimetallic complexes are a single entity and room temperature solid state conductivity in the 4.103

211 28 21not a mixture of the two components. 10 –6.21310 S cm range. Fig. 2 shows that the ln

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of electrical conductivities of the complexes.
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1 13
s of the complexes decreases with 1/T, indicating that the IR, H and C NMR spectroscopies, the ionic-dimeric
complexes show typical semiconducting behaviour in the structure for [R N] [Ag (ecda) ] and the polymeric struc-4 2 2 2

whole temperature range. This plot is almost linear. In ture for the heterobimetallic complexes M[Ag (ecda) ]2 2

most of the cases the band gaps evaluated from these plots may be assumed.
were found to be (0.36–0.70 eV), however for
[Et N] [Ag (ecda) ], [n-Pr N] [Ag (ecda) ] and4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2
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Abstract

A series of anionic chromium(III) thiocyanato complexes with metal crown ether cations have been prepared and characterized. These
1 22 1 32 1 1 1complexes have the form [Crown-M] [Cr(NCS) (H O)] and [Crown-M] [Cr(NCS) ] , where M5Na , K , or NH and crown2 5 2 3 6 4

represents the crown ether. The crown ethers are 15-crown-5, B-15-crown-5, 18-crown-6, DB-18-crown-6, and DB-24-crown-8, where B-
and DB- stand for benzo- and dibenzo-, respectively. The complexes are stable for at least 20 h in the dark in dimethylformamide(DMF)

29or in acetonitrile, and they release thiocyanate slowly, k5(0.71–2.67)310 mol /(L s) in acetonitrile in the dark. Photoanation of
thiocyanate was observed for the complexes in DMF and in acetonitrile. The quantum yields of thiocyanate release in DMF and in

21acetonitrile are reported. The quantum yields were in the range 0.05 to 0.52 mol einstein and were solvent and wavelength dependent.
In general, larger quantum yields were observed in DMF than in acetonitrile. The photoreaction mechanism is discussed.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crown ether; Chromium(III); Thiocyanate; Photochemistry; Supramolecule

1. Introduction [11,12], but few photochemical investigations have been
performed on these compounds.

21It has been found that transition metal complexes which Emission and lifetime data of [Pt(bpy)(NH ) ] and its3 2

are well-characterized molecular species can interact with crown ether adducts have been reported [13]. Balzani et al.
32crown ethers. A series of compounds with ammonium and have studied the photochemical behavior of free Co(CN)6

substituted ions have been reported [1–3]. Such interac- and its adducts with polyammonium macrocyclic receptors
tions are facilitated by the following properties of the in aqueous solution at room temperature [14], but the
complexes: (a) electronic charge; (b) residual interaction structure of the supramolecular adduct was not determined.
properties of the metal complex, and (c) residual inter- Recently, we prepared the supramolecular adducts of
action properties of the ligand [4]. X-ray crystallography chromium(III) thiocyanato complexes with ammonium-18-
has shown that the ammonium in these complexes is crown-6 by the reaction of CrCl , 18-crown-6, and3

involved in three bifurcated hydrogen bonds [5,6] with the NH SCN. X-ray diffraction studies of this complex indi-4

six oxygen atoms in the 18-crown-6 [7] and DB-18-crown- cate coordination of the thiocyanate to the chromium with
1 1 16 [8]. Similarly, alkali metal cations (e.g. Na and K ) the NH anchored in the crown ether ring by hydrogen4

can be intercalated into crown ethers to form a crown ether bonding to the oxygen atoms of the crown ether ring [15].
complex cation [9]. The crown ether complex cations and In addition to Coulomb forces, Van Der Waals forces can
transition metal complex anions are electrostatically at- exist between atoms of the complex anion and cation, and
tracted to each other [10]. A large number of transition the complex can be classified as supramolecule [16].
metal complex-crown ether adducts have been reported We have prepared chromium(III) thiocyanate complexes

with a variety of crown ethers (15-crown-5, 15C5; benzo-
15-crown-5, B15C5; 18-crown-6, 18C6; dibenzo-18-
crown-6,DB18C6; and dibenzo-24-crown-8, DB24C8)

1 1 1*Corresponding author. E-mail: chenzhon@yzu.edu.cn with a variety of cations (Na , K , and NH ). These have4

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00429-X
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been characterized by elemental analysis, UV-Vis and IR 3. Synthesis
spectroscopy. In this paper we report the synthesis, UV-Vis
and IR spectra and photochemical behavior of these 3.1. [15C5 Na] [Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH(I)2 5 2 2 5

complexes.
Three separate solutions were prepared containing 0.44

g (2 mmol) 15C5, 0.65 g (8 mmol) NaSCN, and 0.27 g (1
mmol) CrCl ?6H O each in 10 to 15 ml ethanol. The3 2

2. Experimental section solutions containing NaSCN and CrCl were mixed and3

the resulting precipitate of NaCl was removed by filtration.
2.1. Materials The solution containing the 15C6 was then added dropwise

with stirring and the mixture was heated under reflux for 4
15-crown-5 was supplied by Merk Co. Benzo-15-crown- h. The color turned from green to purple-red. The mixture

5, 18-crown-6, dibenzo-18-crown-6, and dibenzo-24- was then poured into a beaker and stored at room
crown-8 were supplied by Nei Jiang Chemical Plant, temperature in the dark for 4–5 days. A red solid was
Sichuan, China. Other chemicals were analytical or reagent obtained which was filtered and then stirred for 3 h with 40
grade. ml water to remove unreacted crown ether and other salts.

The solid was again filtered, washed with water until free
2of SCN (Fe(NO ) test), washed with ethanol and air-3 3

2.2. Methods dried to yield a red powder.

Elemental analysis (C, H, N) were performed using a 3.2. [B15C5 Na] [Cr(NCS) ]?3H O(II)3 6 2

Perkin-Elmer model 240-C elemental analyzer. Infrared
spectra were run on a Nicolet model 5-DX spec- Three separate solutions were prepared containing 0.54
trophotometer using KBr pellets. UV-Vis spectra and Cr g (92 mmol) B15C5, 0.65 g (8 mmol) NaSCN, and 0.27 g
analysis [17] were performed on Hewlett Packard models (1 mmol) CrCl ?6H O each in 10 to 15 ml methanol. The3 2

8451A and 8452 UV-Vis diode array spectrophotometers. solutions were mixed and stirred for 4 h. The white
Melting points were measured with an X-4 macro melting precipitate which formed was removed by filtration. The
point appliance. Conductivities were measured using DDs- filtered solution was then heated with stirring to a tempera-
11A conductivity equipment. Luminescence spectra were ture of 80–1008C until almost all the methanol evaporated.
measured with a Hitachi 850 spectrofluorometer on solid A purple-black viscous material was obtained. Cold water
samples in pressed plates. was added and the mixture was stirred for 12 h until a red

Photolysis experiments were performed with an Oriel powder formed. The red solid was stirred with additional
Corp. 200 W mercury-xenon arc lamp and interference water for 2–3 h, filtered, washed with water until free of

2filters (10 nm band-pass) were used to isolate the irradia- SCN , and dried in a desiccator. The dried sample was
tion wavelengths (416 and 580 nm). The irradiation light stirred with chloroform for 3 h, filtered, washed with
was passed through a 9 cm water filter to remove any IR chloroform and dried to yield a red solid.
component. A low pressure mercury lamp was used for
irradiation at 254 and 365 nm wavelengths. Typical 3.3. [B15C5 NH ] [Cr(NCS) ]?3H O(III)4 2 6 2

29 21intensities were in the vicinity of 10 einstein s as
determined by ferrioxalate [18] (254, 365 nm) or Reinec- The synthetic procedure was the same as for [B15C5
kate [19] (416, 580 nm) actinometry. The reactants were Na] [Cr(NCS) ]?3H O except that no deposit was formed3 6 2

mixed during irradiation. Free thiocyanate in photolyzed, when the solutions were mixed.
thermalized, or standard solutions were determined spec-
trophotometrically at 460 nm as the red iron(III) thio- 3.4. [18C6 NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH(IV)4 2 5 2 2 5

cyanate complex [19]. Quantum yields for thiocyanate
release, f , were determined from the initial slope of The synthetic procedure was the same as for [15C5 Na]2NCS 2

plots of product concentration vs. Time using thermalized [Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH except that no deposit was5 2 2 5

dark controls as the blank [20]. Typically, 1.00 ml of the formed when the solutions were mixed.
photolyte was mixed with 5 ml of developer (0.1 M
Fe(NO ) in 0.5 M HClO ) and the solution made up to 3.5. [DB18C6 NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH(V)3 3 4 4 2 5 2 2 5

10.00 ml with water. Samples were filtered when necessary
to remove starting material which sometimes precipitated A solution containing 0.72 g (2 mmol) DB18C6 in 20
from samples in dimethylformamide. Molar absorptivity ml chloroform was added dropwise with stirring to a

3 21 21values (´ 53.90310 l mol cm in CH CN and solution of 0.61 g (8 mmol) NH SCN and 0.27 g (1 mmol)460 3 4
3 21 21

´ 53.94310 l mol cm in DMF) were in agree- CrCl ?6H O in ethanol. The mixture was stirred for 4 h460 3 2

ment with literature values for ferric thiocyanate [20]. and then placed in the dark at room temperature. After 2
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Table 2weeks, red solid had formed. The solid was filtered, stirred
21Characteristic IR spectral bands and assignments (cm )with 40 ml water for 3 h, filtered, washed with water until

2 2Complex Crown ether NCS Coord. orfree of SCN , and dried in a desiccator. The dried sample
crystal waterwas added to 40 ml chloroform, stirred for 3 h, filtered,

as C-O-C s C-O-C CN CS NCSwashed with chloroform, and dried to yield a red powder.
OH OH

I 1114 947 2292 830 482 3453 16353.6. [DB24C8 NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH(VI)4 2 5 2 2 5 II 1126 940 2101 836 483 3605 1622
2072 3504

The synthetic method was the same as for [DB18C6 III 1125 918 2087 851 481 3442 1596
NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH. IV 1101 959 2080 833 482 3470 16034 2 5 2 2 5

V 1125 939 2087 851 481 3450 1595
VI 1121 947 2089 826 482 3468 15933.7. [18C6 K] [Cr(NCS) H O]?2H O(VII)2 5 2 2 VII 1104 959 2096 836 481 3548 1618

2077
The crystal was obtained by slow growth in silica gel

containing a mount of 18C6 and 0.8 M KSCN and 0.1 M
CrCl ?6H O in a 258C constant temperature box. three hydrogen bonds are formed between the ammonium3 2

and the oxygen atoms of the crown, and that further
stabilization could arise from ion-dipole interactions.

4. Results and discussion Elemental analysis (see Table 1) shows two ethanols of
solvation for those complexes synthesized in ethanol. In

4.1. Preparation and characterization of the complexes. the case of the benzo-15-crown-5 complex the chromium
is coordinated to six thiocyanates. The IR data shown in

Many of the cyclic polyethers have the unusual property Table 2 are consistent with the structure described above.
of forming a relatively stable complex with ammonium, For the most part, the assignments shown in Table 2 are

31 1Group I and Group II metals. In our preparations, Cr did straightforward. It is worth noting that the NH vibration4
21 21 21not enter into the crown ether ring but instead coordinated at 3205 cm (s), 3066 cm (m), and 1405 cm , and 20

21 21with thiocyanate, and the ammonium or alkali mental cm to 30 cm red shift of the C-O-C vibration of the
21coordinated with the crown ether ring. This was confirmed crown ether at 1120 and 990 cm indicate coordination of

by X-ray cystallography in one case and by IR spec- the crown ether to the cation via the oxygen atoms.
troscopy for the other compounds. A study of the crystal
structure of [18C6 NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O]?2H O has4 2 5 2 2

confirmed [15] that the structure consists of a 4.2. Electronic absorption spectra
22[Cr(NCS) H O] anion sandwiched between two [18C65 2

1NH ] cations. The thiocyanato ligands are coordinated to The UV-Visible absorption spectra of [18C6 NH ]4 4 2

the chromium via the nitrogen atoms in a nearly linear [Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH and [DB18C6 NH ]5 2 2 5 4 2

fashion, and with the one aqua ligand, result in a distorted [Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH in acetonitrile are shown in5 2 2 5

octahedral structure. In the crown ether complex cation, Fig. 1. The absorption data for all the complexes are

Table 1
Summary of elemental analysis and properties of complexes

Complex Yield Elemental analysis (%), found (calc.) M.p. Conductivity
21 2 21(%) (8C) (V cm mol )

C H N Cr

I 58 36.68 5.14 6.88 5.05 150 296.3
(37.07) (5.75) (7.46) (5.54)

II 50 42.76 4.65 5.95 3.85 220 425.9
(43.34) (4.97) (6.33) (3.92)

III 53 43.56 5.08 10.03 3.69 138 361.4
(43.87) (5.94) (9.59) (3.96)

IV 67 38.97 6.89 9.64 5.12 146 283.7
(38.35) (6.59) (10.10) (5.36)

V 63 50.70 5.53 8.90 3.71 178 304.8
(49.86) (5.79) (8.11) (4.30)

VI 65 50.04 5.94 6.61 3.30 86 326.5
(49.38) (6.21) (7.08) (3.75)

VII 34.72 5.42 6.98 5.18 144
(34.65) (5.00) (7.29) (5.74)
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Table 4
Dissociation rate data for thermalized and photolyzed (254 nm) samples
(room temperature in acetonitrile)

9 9 7Complex K 310 I 310 K 310dark o irr
21 21 21(M s ) (einstein s ) (M s )

IV 2.67 1.89 1.62
V 0.71 2.70 2.73
VI 1.00 1.50 2.00

ethers. As expected, the MLCT transitions are sensitive to
the nature of the solvent, with extinction coefficients in the

21 21range of 1000 to 2000 l mol cm in acetonitrile, and in
21 21the range 150 to 300 l mol cm in dimethylformamide.

4.3. Luminescence spectra

An emission peak centered at 360 nm was observed
from solid samples of the complexes (I,III,IV,VI) using 230

23nm excitation. When 1.43310 M [DB24C8 NH ]4 2

[Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH in acetonitrile was excited at5 2 2 5

230 nm, a very weak emission peak was observed at 360
nm. Under similar conditions with [B15C5 NH ]4 2

[Cr(NCS) ]?3H O a very weak emission was observed at6 2Fig. 1. Electronic absorption spectra of [18C6 NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O]4 2 5 2

370 nm. No emission was observed under these conditions(upper) and of [DB18C6 NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O] (lower) in acetonitrile at4 2 5 2

room temperature. for [18C6 NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O]?2C H OH. The ob-4 2 5 2 2 5

served emission at 360 nm is likely from the crown ether
moiety and the fact that crown ether fluoresence can be

summarized in Table 3. The two absorption peaks in the observed from solid samples and not in acetonitrile
visible region have been assigned [21] to spin-allowed solution seems to indicate that under the latter condition

4 4 4 4ligand-field transitions: T ← A and T ← A in the the quenching occurs by excited state electron transfer.1g 2g 2g 2g
32octahedral symmetry of the [Cr(NCS) ] complex, and6

4 4 4 4 4 4E ( T )← B and B ( T )← B in the C symmetry 4.4. Photochemistry2 2g 1 2 2g 1 4V
22of the [Cr(NCS) H O] complex. The ultraviolet region5 2

is dominated by MLCT transitions and by the characteris- The complexes are reasonably stable in the dark at room
tic absorption of the benzene ring [22] at 278 nm in those temperature when dissolved in dimethylformamide or
complexes which contained benzene-substituted crown acetonitrile. No free thiocyanate was detectable after 12 h

in the dark for acetonitrile solution of [15C5 Na]2

Table 3
UV-Vis Absorption Data (room temperature in acetonitrile)

21 21Complex Max (nm), ´ (L mol cm )
24Narrow bands (´310 ) Broad bands

I 240 312 418 560
(2.6) (3.1) (86) (105)

II 228 278 312 418 562
(3.9) (2.2) (3.5) (126) (132)

III 230 278 312 416 558
(3.5) (1.8) (2.7) (115) (129)

IV 240 312 420 568
(2.4) (2.5) (83) (95)

228 276 312 418 560
(4.4) (2.1) (2.5) (73) (89)

VI 234 278 312 416 556
(2.6) (2.0) (2.7) (101) (115)

Fig. 2. Spectral changes observed during photolysis of [18C6
VII 240 322 420 566

NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O] in acetonitrile (1 ml) in the presence of 5 ml4 2 5 2(2.1) (2.2) (96) (98) 28 21aqueous Fe(NO ) 258C, 442 nm, I 52.33310 einstein s , 1 cm cell.3 3, 0
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H O]?2H O in acetonitrile containing ferric ion is shown2 2

in Fig. 2 where a clear progression to the spectrum of the
ferric-thiocyanate complex can be observed. Fig. 3 shows
the increase in thiocyanate concentration observed upon
photolysis at 365 nm for [15C5 Na] [Cr(NCS) H O]?2 5 2

2C H OH in acetonitrile. Fig. 4 shows the spectral2 5

changes observed upon photolysis at 275 nm for [DB24C8
NH ] [Cr(NCS) (H O)] in acetonitrile.4 2 5 2

The electrical conductivity of 18-Crown-6 ammonium
chromium(III) aqua penthiocyanato complex in acetonitrile

21 2 21is 283.7 V cm mol . This indicates that the complex
dissociates into one anion and two cations in acetonitrile.

Fig. 3. Thiocyanate release upon photolysis of 0.002 molar [15C6 The reaction was observed to proceed cleanly at a number
Na] [Cr(NCS) H O] in acetonitrile at room temperature, 365 nm, I 52 5 2 0 of irradiation wavelength, and the following mechanism is29 211.4310 einstein s .

proposed:

hn 1[18C6 NH ] Cr(NCS) H O 1 CH CN →2[18C6 NH ]4 2 5 2 3 4

[Cr(NCS) H O] and [B15C5 NH ] [Cr(NCS) ]. The rates5 2 4 2 6 2 2
1 Cr(NCS) (CH CN) 1 NCS 1 H O4 3 2of thiocyanate release for the various complexes dissolved

in acetonitrile under dark and irradiation conditions are
2shown in Table 4, Under our irradiation conditions(ca. The NCS substitution reaction by acetonitrile for

29 21 22310 einstein s ) the rate of thiocyanate loss is Cr(NCS) (CH CN) species may further occur.4 3

observed to be about 100 times larger than the dark Quantum yields for thiocyanate release for the various
thermal rate. The spectral sequence accompanying photo- complexes in acetonitrile and dimethylformamide are
lysis at 442 nm (He-Cd laser) of [18C6 NH ] [Cr(NCS) reported in Table 5. The effect of the crown ether ring on4 2 5

the quantum yield for thiocyanate loss can be seen by
comparing the data for the 15-crown-5 and 18-crown-6
compounds in Table 5. In acetonitrile, the quantum yield
varies inversely with the size of the crown ether ring

˚ ˚(1.7–2.2 A for 15-crown-5, and 2.6–3.2 A for 18-crown-
6).

The quantum yield results for the benzyl substituted
crown ethers in acetonitrile shown in Table 5 are not
straightforward. This may be related to inefficient ionpair-
ing between these bulky crown ether groups and the
chromium complex in solution. Structural determinations
for [18C6 NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O]?H O indicate that the4 2 5 2 2

crown ether ring is relaxed as it surrounds the anion. In
this case a possible competition between the crown ether
and the solvent in surrounding the anion must be consid-Fig. 4. Spectral changes observed during photolysis of [DB24C8
ered.NH ] [Cr(NCS) H O] in acetonitrile under argon, 258C, 275 nm, I 54 2 5 2 0

28 211.3310 einstein s , 1 cm cell. The quantum yield data in dimethylformaide indicate

Table 5
Quantum yields for thiocyanate release (208C)

Complex Solvent f (mol /einstein)2NCS

irr5254 nm 365 nm 416 nm 580 nm

I CH CN 0.52860.008 0.32060.016 0.41060.0323

DMF 0.21260.025 0.36960.015
III CH CN 0.35860.002 0.49660.0413

DMF 0.23260.007 0.27760.001
IV CH CN 0.26060.002 0.17660.008 0.17260.003 0.05660.0013

DMF 0.43160.081 0.10860.002
V CH CN 0.29960.006 0.24960.017 0.38160.0213

VI CH CN 0.39860.002 0.42860.021 0.32060.0023
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Abstract

Some new o-carborane derivatives of stoichiometry 1,2-(SR) -1,2-C B H [SR5S NC H , S CNEt ] have been synthesised by2 2 10 10 2 7 4 2 2

reaction of 1,2-Li -1,2-C B H with the corresponding disulfide derivatives RSSR (RSSR5(C H NS ) , 2,29-dithiobis(benzothiazole);2 2 10 10 7 4 2 2
t(Et NCS ) , tetraethylthiuram disulfide) in molar ratio 1:2. The reaction of 1-Li-2-Si BuMe -1,2-C B H with RSSR (RSSR52 2 2 2 2 10 10

(C H NS) , 2,29-dithiodipyridine; (C H NS ) ) in molar ratio 1:1 has afforded the new mixed di-substituted compounds 1-SR-2-5 4 2 7 4 2 2
t tSi BuMe -1,2-C B H (SR5SNC H ; S NC H ). The reaction of 1-SNC H -2-Si BuMe -1,2-C B H with NBu F in THF in molar2 2 10 10 5 4 2 7 4 5 4 2 2 10 10 4

ratio 1:2 has afforded the mono-substituted derivative 1-SNC H -1,2-C B H , whereas the treatment of 1,2-(C H NS ) -1,2-C B H5 4 2 10 11 7 4 2 2 2 10 10

with NBu F in THF in molar ratio 1:5 has led to the partially degraded derivative NBu [7,8-(S NC H ) -7,8-C B H ]. The crystal4 4 2 7 4 2 2 9 10

structure of 1-SNC H -1,2-C B H has been determined by X-ray diffraction.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.5 4 2 10 11

Keywords: o-Carborane; Heterocycles; Thiolato-substituted; Carbamato-substituted

1. Introduction ligands, as well as the possible formation of unusual
structures.

The chemistry concerned with o-carborane derivatives In a previous paper we have reported the synthesis of
has been widely studied because of their potential applica- the ligand 1,2-(SNC H ) -1,2-C B H and the study of5 4 2 2 10 10

tions [1,2]. Their applications are the result of their high its reactivity towards silver complexes [13] as part of our
boron content (preparation of tumour-seeking drugs for program in the study of the chemistry of carborane
boron neutron capture therapy [3–5]) or as a consequence derivatives [14–16]. Here we present some more results in
of the specific properties of carborane clusters, such as the synthesis of new potential ligands.
their remarkable thermal and chemical stability, which
make them suitable for the synthesis of polymers for high
temperature [6], neutron shielding purposes [1,2], or for
firing to form ceramics related to boron carbide [7], etc. 2. Results and discussion

Other properties of carboranes, such as their rigid
backbones, have allowed the synthesis of complexes that 2.1. Di-substituted derivatives
exhibit unusual structures [8–10] or have been used for the

nmodulation in Ru–hydride bonds [11,12]. The reaction of o-carborane with Li Bu followed by
According to these facts one of our objectives in the addition of 2,29-dithiobis(benzothiazole) (C H NS ) or7 4 2 2

study of carborane derivatives is the synthesis of new tetraethylthiuram disulfide (Et NCS ) affords the closo-2 2 2

mono- and di-substituted derivatives of o-carborane which di-substituted derivatives 1,2-(SR) -1,2-C B H (SR52 2 10 10

contain heteroatoms in order to study their reactivity as S NC H (1), S CNEt (2)) (Scheme 1).2 7 4 2 2

In the I.R. spectra of compounds 1 and 2 the bands
corresponding to the y(BH) absorptions appear at 2588

21
* (br, vs) (1) and 2591 (br, vs) (2) cm . The y(C–S)Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-976-761185; fax: 134-976-761187;

21
e-mail: alaguna@posta.unizar.es vibration appears for 1 at 586 (m) cm , whereas the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00430-6
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1The H NMR spectra of 5 and 6 consist of a broad
signal due to the (BH) hydrogen atoms and two resonances

tfor the fragment Si BuMe , one at about 0.4 ppm, which2

belongs to the methyl protons and the other to the tert-
butyl hydrogen atoms at about 1 ppm. In the aromatic
region compound 5 exhibits two doublets of doublets of

Scheme 1. doublets for the hydrogen atoms H (nearest to the1

nitrogen atom in the pyridine ring) and H , one doublet of4

carbamate complex 2 has this absorption at 1004 (m) doublets and a virtual triplet for the hydrogen atoms H2
21cm . and H of the 2-thiopyridine fragment, respectively. In the3

The positive liquid secondary ion-mass spectrum spectrum of complex 6 only three resonances appear for
(LSIMS1) of 1 exhibits the molecular peak at m /z5476 the 2-thiobenzothiazole fragment, in this case it has not
(64%). The hydrogen atoms of the carborane backbone been possible to calculate the coupling constants.

1appear in the H NMR spectrum as a broad signal from 1
to 3 ppm. This is a general feature for all the subsequent 2.2. Reactions with NBu F4derivatives. Three more signals appear in the aromatic

tregion which correspond to the hydrogen atoms of the Reaction of 1-(SNC H )-2-Si BuMe -1,2-C B H5 4 2 2 10 102-thiobenzothiazole fragment. Considering hydrogen H as1 with NBu F in THF in molar ratio 1:2 has afforded the4the nearest to the sulfur atom and correlative numbering mono-substituted derivative 1-(SNC H )-1,2-C B H5 4 2 10 11for the other, hydrogen atoms H and H show resonances1 4 (7).
which consist of doublets of doublets, whereas H and H2 3

display very close chemical shifts, resulting in a virtual
triplet of doublets.

1In the H NMR spectrum of complex 2 two broad
signals appear when the experiment is carried out at room
temperature. At 2558C the two signals split into two
quartets and two triplets as the two ethyl groups of each

Compound 7 exhibits the y(BH) and y(C–S) vibrationsdithiocarbamate fragment are not equivalent. This behav-
21 1iour of the ethyl protons is probably due to the restricted at 2596 (br, vs) and 585 (m) cm , respectively. In its H

rotation around the carbamate C–N bond. NMR spectrum four signals appear in the aromatic region
As mentioned before, we are also interested in the which consist in a similar pattern to that obtained for 5.

synthesis of mono-substituted ligands. Hawthorne et al. The resonance corresponding to the CH hydrogen is also
have described the synthesis of mono-substituted carborane present.

tderivatives [17] starting from 1-Si BuMe -1,2-C B H By slow diffusion of n-heptane over a solution of2 2 10 11

(3). Once the desired fragment has been incorporated into compound 7 in dichloromethane crystals were obtained
tthe carborane moiety, the Si BuMe group is removed by and the structure of 7 determined for an X-ray diffraction2

reaction with NBu F. study. The molecule is shown in Fig. 1 and selected bond4

We have synthesised the mixed products 1-SR-2- lengths and angles are collected in Table 1. The molecule
tSi BuMe -1,2-C B H (SR5SNC H (5), S NC H consists on a closo-carborane cage with one of the carbon2 2 10 10 5 4 2 7 4

(6)) by reaction of 2,29-dithiodipyridine or 2,29-dithiobis-
(benzothiazole) with the lithium derivative: 1-Li-2-

tSi BuMe -1,2-C B H (4) (Scheme 2).2 2 10 10

These derivatives show in their IR spectra the absorp-
tions corresponding to the y(BH) vibrations at 2634 (br,

21vs) and 2626 (br, vs) cm and the y(C–S) absorptions at
21576 (m) and 581 (m) cm , respectively. In their mass

spectra (LSIMS1) the molecular peaks appear as the most
intense ones at m /z5368 (5) and 425 (6).

Fig. 1. Structure of compound 7 in the crystal showing the atom
numbering scheme. Displacement parameter ellipsoids represent 50%

Scheme 2. probability surfaces.
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Table 1
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for 7

S–C(3) 1.778(2) S–C(1) 1.802(2)
N–C(7) 1.342(3) N–C(3) 1.345(3)
C(1)–C(2) 1.643(3) C(1)–B(4) 1.694(4)
C(1)–B(9) 1.701(4) C(1)–B(8) 1.704(4)
C(1)–B(1) 1.727(4) C(2)–B(2) 1.687(4)
C(2)–B(5) 1.696(4) C(2)–B(1) 1.697(5)
C(2)–B(9) 1.724(4) C(3)–C(4) 1.376(3) The reaction of carborane derivatives with NBu F in4C(4)–C(5) 1.383(4) C(5)–C(6) 1.367(4) THF can also lead to partial degradation reactions of the
C(6)–C(7) 1.373(4)

carborane cage [22,23]. In these reactions one of the boronC(3)–S–C(1) 104.99(11) C(7)–N–C(3) 116.5(2)
atoms nearest to the carbons is removed from the clusterC(2)–C(1)–B(4) 109.9(2) C(2)–C(1)–B(9) 62.0(2)

B(4)–C(1)–B(9) 114.3(2) C(2)–C(1)–B(8) 110.6(2) and nido species are originated. According to this we have
B(4)–C(1)–B(8) 62.7(2) B(9)–C(1)–B(8) 62.3(2) tried the reaction of 1,2-(S NC H ) -1,2-C B H with2 7 4 2 2 10 10C(2)–C(1)–B(1) 60.4(2) B(4)–C(1)–B(1) 62.2(2) NBu F in THF in 1:5 molar ratio resulting in the partial4B(9)–C(1)–B(1) 114.2(2) B(8)–C(1)–B(1) 113.8(2)

degradation of the carborane cage to afford NBu [7,8-4C(2)–C(1)–S 122.6(2) B(4)–C(1)–S 114.8(2)
(S NC H ) -7,8-C B H ] 8. The elimination of one ofB(9)–C(1)–S 122.7(2) B(8)–C(1)–S 120.9(2) 2 7 4 2 2 9 10

B(1)–C(1)–S 113.6(2) C(1)–C(2)–B(2) 112.2(2) the boron vertex is evidenced by the displacement of the
C(1)–C(2)–B(5) 112.0(2) B(2)–C(2)–B(5) 63.1(2) y(BH) absorptions in the I.R. spectrum of 8 to lower
C(1)–C(2)–B(1) 62.2(2) B(2)–C(2)–B(1) 62.9(2) 21energy (y(BH)52578 cm ) and because of the broad
B(5)–C(2)–B(1) 115.6(3) C(1)–C(2)–B(9) 60.6(2) 1resonance centred at about 22 ppm in the H NMRB(2)–C(2)–B(9) 115.0(2) B(5)–C(2)–B(9) 63.3(2)

spectrum. This resonance corresponds to the hydrogenB(1)–C(2)–B(9) 114.6(2) N–C(3)–C(4) 123.4(2)
N–C(3)–S 117.2(2) C(4)–C(3)–S 119.1(2) atom of the eliminated boron vertex, which is now
C(2)–B(1)–C(1) 57.3(2) C(2)–B(1)–B(3) 104.1(2) bridging two of the boron atoms of the carborane open
C(1)–B(1)–B(3) 105.2(2) C(2)–B(1)–B(2) 58.3(2) 1face. In addition to this broad signal, the H NMR
C(1)–B(1)–B(2) 104.6(2) C(2)–B(1)–B(4) 104.1(2)

spectrum of 8 exhibits only two multiplets for the hydro-C(1)–B(1)–B(4) 58.0(2) C(2)–B(2)–B(3) 104.7(2)
gen atoms of the two equivalent thiobenzothiazole frag-C(2)–B(2)–B(1) 58.8(2) C(2)–B(2)–B(6) 104.7(2)

C(1)–B(4)–B(8) 58.9(2) C(1)–B(4)–B(1) 59.9(2) ments. In the LSIMS2 mass spectrum of 8 the anionic
C(1)–B(4)–B(7) 104.9(2) C(1)–B(4)–B(3) 104.6(2) molecular peak appears at m /z5464 (52%).
C(2)–B(5)–B(2) 58.2(2) C(2)–B(5)–B(6) 104.2(2) Crystals of 8 were obtained by slow diffusion of n-
C(2)–B(5)–B(10) 104.1(2) C(2)–B(5)–B(9) 59.1(2)

hexane over a solution of 8 in dichloromethane. Un-C(1)–B(8)–B(9) 58.8(2) C(1)–B(8)–B(4) 58.4(2)
fortunately, the structure is disordered at nitrogen andC(1)–B(8)–B(7) 104.6(2) C(1)–B(8)–B(10) 104.7(2)

C(1)–B(9)–C(2) 57.3(2) C(1)–B(9)–B(10) 105.6(2) sulfur atoms and no discussion about distances nor angles
C(2)–B(9)–B(10) 103.8(2) C(1)–B(9)–B(8) 58.9(2) can be made.
C(2)–B(9)–B(8) 104.3(2) C(1)–B(9)–B(5) 104.7(2)
C(2)–B(9)–B(5) 57.6(2)

3. Experimental

vertex bonded to a thiolate group. The C(1)–S distance,
3.1. General˚1.802(2) A, is slightly longer than those found in the

i ˚closo-1-PPh -2-S Pr-1,2-C B H (1.777(5) A) or in the2 2 10 10
i 2 Infrared spectra: Perkin-Elmer 883 spectrophotometer˚nido-species [7-PPh -8-S Pr-7,8-C B H ] (1.789(3) A) 212 2 9 10 (4000–200 cm , Nujol mulls between polyethylene˚[18]. The C(1)–C(2) bond distance of 1.643(3) A is very

sheets). Conductivities: Philips PW 9509 conductimetersimilar to that in the o-carborane derivative 9,12-m- 24 23(ca. 5310 mol dm solution). C, H and N analyses:˚[(CH ) CS ]-1,2-C B H (1.634(3) A), in which hydro-3 2 2 2 10 10 Perkin-Elmer 2400. Mass spectra: VG Autospec, (liquidgen atoms are attached to both cluster carbon atoms [19].
secondary ion mass spectrometry (LSIMS1) using nitro-Teixidor et al. have reported that the cluster C–C distance
benzylalcohol as matrix). NMR: Varian Unity-300 andin 1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaborane increases with increas-
Bruker ARX-300 in CDCl . Chemical shifts are refered to3ing number of substituents connected to the cluster C 1 11TMS ( H) and BF .Et O ( B).3 2atoms, and in compounds substituted with sulfur, the

distance is longer than in the non-substituted compounds
or in compounds substituted with carbon or phosphorus 3.2. Starting materials
[18,20]. However, in compound 7 this difference is not
appreciable because the C–C distance is very similar to o-Carborane was obtained from Dexsil Corporation,

tthat in non-substituted carbon clusters and is smaller than Si BuMe Cl, NBu F trihydrate, tetraethylthiuram disulfide,2 4

those found in compounds substituted with phosphorus 2,29-dithiobis(benzothiazole) and 2,29-bis(pyridinethiolate)
˚such as 1-PPh -1,2-C B H (1.666(9) A) [21]. were obtained from Aldrich, all of them used as received.2 2 10 11
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tCompound 3, 1-Si BuMe -1,2-C B H was synthesised under nitrogen atmosphere NBu F was added (0.631 g, 22 2 10 11 4

[17] according to the literature procedures. mmol). The solution is warmed to room temperature over
3 330 min. Water (10 cm ) and diethyl ether (50 cm ) were

added and the water layer separated. The water layer was3.3. Preparation of 1,2-(SR) -1,2-C B H [SR52 2 10 10 3washed with diethyl ether (2315 cm ) and the combinedS NC H (1), S CNEt (2)]2 7 4 2 2
organic phases were dried with anhydrous magnesium
sulphate. Evaporation of the solvent to dryness and addi-To a solution of o-carborane (1.442 g, 10 mmol) in

3 tion of a small amount of dichloromethane /hexane (1:3)diethyl ether (100 cm ) at 08C, under nitrogen atmosphere
n 3 afforded a yellow solid. Yield 35% (88.68 mg). L 530MLi Bu (8 cm , 20 mmol, 2.5 M) was added. After stirring

21 2 21 1
V cm mol . H NMR: d 4.41 (1H, CH), 8.59 (H , dd,1for 30 min RSSR was added [RSSR5(C H NS ) (6.6497 4 2 2
1H, SNC H ), 7.33 (H , ddd, 1H, SNC H ), 7.70 (H ,5 4 2 5 4 3g, 20 mmol); (Et NCS ) , (5.931 g, 20 mmol)]. The2 2 2
‘td’, 1H, SNC H ), 7.51 (H d, 1H, SNC H ), J 54.8,5 4 4 5 4 12mixture was warmed to room temperature and washed with

3 J 51.8 Hz, J |J 57.8 Hz. Analysis for C H B NS13 23 34 7 15 10water (3340 cm ). The organic phase was dried over
(253.4): C 33.2, H 5.95, N, 5.5; found: C 32.95, H 5.85, NMgSO . Concentration of the solution and addition of4
5.45.hexane afforded 3.770 g of 1 (yield: 71%) or 2.983 g of 2

21 2 21 1(yield: 68%), yellow solids. 1: L 58 V cm mol . HM
3.6. Preparation of NBu [7,8-(S NC H ) -7,8-C B H ]NMR: d 8.08 (dd, 2H), 7.49 (‘td’, 4H), 7.86 (dd, 2H), 4 2 7 4 2 2 9 10

1 2 (8)J(HH)57.8, J(HH)51.8 Hz. Analysis (%) for
C H B N S (474.7): C 40.5, H 3.8, N 5.9; found: C16 18 10 2 4

21 2 21 1 To a solution of 1,2-(S NC H ) -1,2-C B H (0.47440.85, H 4.05, N 6.15. 2: L 52 V cm mol . H NMR 2 7 4 2 2 10 10M 3g, 1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 cm ) NBu F (1.577 g, 5(2558C): d 3.95 (q, 4H), 1.27 (t, 6H), J(HH)56.68 Hz; 4

mmol) was added. After stirring for 2 h, dichloromethane3.50 (q, 4H), 1.25 (t, 6H), J(HH)56.40 Hz. Analysis (%)
3(75 cm ) was added and the solution washed with water.for C H B N S (438.7): C 38.45, H, 6.9, N 7.45;12 30 10 2 4

The organic layer is separated, dried over anhydrousfound: C, 38.5; H, 6.95; N, 7.15.
1magnesium sulphate and reduced to dryness. The NBu4

salt is recrystallized from ethanol to afford a white solid.t3.4. Preparation of 1-SR-2-Si BuMe -1,2-C B H 21 2 21 12 2 10 10 Yield 45% (318 mg). L 5134 V cm mol . H NMR:M[SR5SNC H (5), S NC H (6)]5 4 2 7 4 d 7.41 (m, 4H, S NC H ), 7.05 (m, 4H, S NC H ), 0.932 7 4 2 7 4
n n(t, J(HH)57.28 Hz, 12H, Bu), 1.34 (m, 8H, Bu), 1.51 (m,tTo a solution of 1-Si BuMe -1,2-C B H (1.290 g, 5 n n 112 2 10 11 8H, Bu), 3.05 (m, 8H, Bu). B NMR: d (ppm)526.03mmol) in diethyl ether (100 cm ) at 08C, under nitrogen

(br, 1B), 210.2 (br, 2B), 215.1 (br, 2B), 218.3 (br, 2B),n 3atmosphere Li Bu was added (2 cm , 5 mmol, 2.5 M).
232.9 (1B), 235.2 (1B). Analysis for C H B N S32 54 9 3 4After stirring for 30 min RSSR was added [RSSR5
(706.4): C 54.5, H 7.7, N 5.95; found: C 54.85, H 7.95, N

(C H NS) (1.101 g, 5 mmol), (C H NS ) (1.663 g, 55 4 2 7 4 2 2 6.15.
mmol)]. The mixture was warmed to room temperature

3and washed with water (3340 cm ). The organic phase
3.7. Crystal structure determination of compound 7was dried with MgSO and after 30 min the MgSO was4 4

filtered off. Concentration of the solution and addition of
3.7.1. Crystal datahexane afforded 1.433 g of 5 (yield 78%) or 1.6948 g of 6

21 2 21 1 C H B NS, M 5253.36, monoclinic, space group P2/(yield 80%), yellow solids. 5: L 514 V cm mol . H 7 15 10 rM ˚c, a59.087(2), b57.2910(10), c521.526(6) A, b 5NMR: d 8.64 (H , ddd, 1H, SNC H ), 7.33 (H , dd, 1H,1 5 4 2 3 3˚SNC H ), 7.71 (H , ‘td’, 1H, SNC H ), 7.56 (H , dd, 1H, 90.74(3)8, V51426.1(5) A , Z54, D 51.180 Mg/m ,5 4 3 5 4 4 c
21˚SNC H ), J 54.74, J 51.93, J 50.86, J 57.65, l(Mo Ka)50.71073 A, m 50.1098 mm , F(000)5520,5 4 12 13 14 23

J 51.17, J 57.8 Hz, 0.47 (s, 6H, CH ), 1.10 (s, 9H, T521008C.24 34 3
tBu). Analysis (%) for C H B NSSi (367.6): C 42.5, H13 29 10

7.95, N 3.8; found: C 42.95, H 7.25, N 3.8. 6: L 535 3.7.2. Data collection and reductionM
21 2 21 1

V cm mol . H NMR: d 8.13 (m, 2H, S NC H ), 7.88 A colourless plate 0.5030.4030.15 mm was used to2 7 4

(m, 4H, S NC H ), 7.52 (m, 2H, S NC H ), 0.5 (s, 6H, collect 4693 intensities to 2u 508 (Siemens P4 diffrac-2 7 4 2 7 4 maxtMe), 0.99 (s, 9H, Bu). Analysis for C H B NS Si tometer, monochromated Mo Ka radiation) of which 250415 29 10 2

(423.7): C 42.5, H 6.9, N 3.3; found: C 43.05, H, 6.95, N were independent (R 50.039). Cell constants were re-int
3.6. fined from 2u values of 50 reflections in the range 2u

10–258.
3.5. Preparation of 1-SNC H -1,2-C B H (7)5 4 2 10 11

3.7.3. Structure solution and refinement
tTo a solution of 1-SNC H -2-Si BuMe -1,2-C B H The structure was solved by direct methods and refined5 4 2 2 10 10

3 2(0.368 g, 1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 cm ) at 2788C, on F using the program SHELXL-93. [24] All the atoms
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[6] D.A. Brown, H.M. Colquhoun, J.A. Daniels, J.A.H. MacBride, I.R.were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were in-
MacBride, R. Stephenson, K. Wade, J. Mater. Chem. 2 (1992) 793cluded using a riding model, with the exception of the
and Refs. therein.

carborane CH atom which was located in difference [7] L.G. Sneddon, M.G. Mirabelli, A.T. Lynch, P.J. Fazen, K. Su, J.S.2syntheses. Refinement proceeded to wR (F ) 0.151 for Beck, Pure. Appl. Chem. 63 (1991) 407.
2498 reflections, and 176 parameters Conventional R (F ) [8] O. Crespo, M.C. Gimeno, P.G. Jones, A. Laguna, J. Chem. Soc.,

232 ˚ Chem. Commun. (1993) 1696.0.050. S (F ) 0.925. Dr 50.348 eA .
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Abstract

I IVSyntheses and characterisation data are reported for the following Re and Pt bidentate chelate complexes of oligopyridines,
[hReBr(CO) j L] (L52,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine (QP), or 49,40-bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine (BPQP)),3 2

[(PtIMe ) (QP)], [ReBr(CO) (QP)] and [ReBr(CO) (BPQNP)] (BPQNP549,4--bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2-:6-,2+-quin-3 2 3 3

quepyridine). The mononuclear complexes do not exhibit metallotropic shifts in solution as occur in the three-ring 2,29:69,20-terpyridine
complex analogues. This is attributed to the steric effects of the uncoordinated portions of these ligands, which also lead to severe
restrictions to rotation of these pendant arms. Such movements were investigated by low temperature NMR spectra.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Rhenium; Platinum; Quaterpyridine; Quinquepyridine; Dynamic NMR

1. Introduction

To investigate the generality of the 1,4-metallotropic
shift and restricted ring rotation fluxions that were ob-
served [1] in some kinetically inert metal complexes of
2,29:69,20-terpyridine (terpy), we extended our studies of
these modes of fluxionality to metal complexes of analo-
gous planar N ligands such as 2,6-bis(pyrazol-1-3

yl)pyridine (bppy) [2] and to the more complex ligands
2,4,6-tris(2-pyridyl)-1,3,5-triazine (TPT) and 2,4,6-tris(2-
pyridyl)-pyrimidine (TPP). Metal complexes of TPT and
TPP were found to exhibit metal-hurdling fluxions in
addition to the 1,4-metallotropic shifts and restricted ring
rotation [3].

We now report the results of a study of some rhenium(I)
and platinum(IV) complexes of the oligopyridines
2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine (QP), 49,40-bis(4-tert-
butylphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine (BPQP), and
49,4--bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2,29:69, 20:60, 2-:6-, 2+-quin-
quepyridine (BPQNP).

*Corresponding author.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00431-8
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2. Experimental 2.4. 2,29:69,20:60,2--Quaterpyridine-bis-
hbromotricarbonylrhenium (I)j

2.1. Materials
The compound [ReBr(CO) ] (0.3 g, 0.7 mmol) and QP5

Previously described methods were used to prepare the (0.1 g, 0.3 mmol) were dissolved with stirring in a mixture
3 3complexes [ReBr(CO) ] [4] and [(PtIMe ) ] [5] and the of benzene (80 cm ) and tetrahydrofuran (20 cm ) and the5 3 4

ligands QP [6], BPQP and BPQNP [7]. solution was heated under reflux for 18 h. The solution was
treated as for the 1:1 complex to give the desired product
as an orange crystalline solid. Yield 0.16 g (21%).

2.2. Synthesis of complexes
2.5. Physical methods

All preparations were performed by standard Schlenk
1techniques [8] under purified nitrogen using freshly dis- H NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AC300 or

tilled and degassed solvents. The complexes DRX400 spectrometers operating at 300.13 and 400.13
[ReBr(CO) L] (L5QP or BPQNP) and [M L] [M5 MHz respectively. Spectra were recorded as CDCl ,3 2 3

ReBr(CO) , L5QP or BPQP; M5PtIMe , L5QP] were CD Cl or CDCl .CDCl solutions of the complexes with3 3 2 2 2 2

prepared in an analogous manner, synthetic data being SiMe as an internal standard. A B-VT 2000 variable4

given in Table 1. The preparations of the 1:1 complex temperature unit was used to control the probe temperature
[ReBr(CO) QP] and the 2:1 complex [hReBr(CO) j (QP)] (DRX-400). Temperatures, based on calibration against a3 3 2

are given below as representative examples. Comark digital thermometer, are considered accurate to
618C.

Infrared spectra of the complexes were recorded as
2.3. 2,29:69,20:60,2-- solutions on a Perkin-Elmer 881 spectrometer calibrated

21Quaterpyridinebromotricarbonylrhenium (I). from the signal of polystyrene at 1602 cm . Elemental
analyses (C, H, N) were carried out by Butterworth

The compound [ReBr(CO) ] (0.08 g, 0.2 mmol) and QP Laboratories, Teddington, Middlesex, UK. Fast atom bom-5
3(0.08 g, 0.26 mmol) were dissolved in benzene (80 cm ) bardment (FAB) mass spectra were recorded on a V.G.

1with stirring and the mixture was heated under reflux for Autospec instrument using Cs bombardment at 250 kV
1
]1 h. The solution was concentrated under reduced energy on the complexes dissolved in a matrix of 3-2

3pressure to |20 cm and light petroleum (b.p. 40–608C, nitrobenzyl alcohol.
380 cm ) added to precipitate a yellow solid. The almost

colourless solvent was decanted, the solid was washed
3with light petroleum (50 cm ) and then dried in vacuo. A 3. Results and discussion

recrystallization from tetrahydrofuran-hexane gave the
product as orange crystals. Yield 0.06 g (48%). The oligopyridines were prepared by following earlier

Table 1
Synthetic and analytical data for the complexes [ReBr(CO) L] (L5QP or BPQNP), [hReBr(CO) j L] (L5QP or BPQP) and [hPtIMe j (QP)]3 3 2 3 2

a b cComplex Yield n(CO) Analysis (%) m /z
21(%) /cm

1 1C H N [M] [M2X]
d[ReBr(CO) (QP)] 48 2025 s 1925 m 41.2 2.2 7.8 660 5813

1895 m (41.8) (2.1) (8.5)
[hReBr(CO) j (QP)] 21 2029 s,br 1924 m 29.5 1.6 4.3 1010 9313 2

e1903 m (30.9) (1.4) (5.5)
d[ReBr(CO) (BPQNP)] 39 2023 s 1922 m 57.5 4.2 6.8 1001 9203

1892 m (57.5) (4.1) (6.9)
[hReBr(CO) j (BPQP)] 32 2028 s 2021 sh 43.4 2.8 4.4 1274 11953 2

1920 m 1903 m (43.3) (2.9) (4.4)
[hPtIMe j (QP)] 20 – 30.6 3.5 5.5 – 9173 2

(29.9) (3.1) (5.4)
a Yield quoted relative to metal containing reactant.
b Recorded in benzene; s5strong, m5medium, sh5shoulder.
c Calculated values in parentheses.
d 1 1Additional peaks due to [M–3CO] and [M–3CO–Br] also observed.
e Recorded in CH Cl ; br5broad.2 2
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procedures [6,7], (see Experimental section). An improved co-ordination and all 14 ring hydrogens become NMR
distinguishable. Assuming that QP is acting as a bidentatesynthesis of 2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine (QP) has since
chelate ligand, such a result can only be interpreted asbeen published [9]. The five complexes were isolated as
involving co-ordination of the pyridyl rings 1 and 2 (or theair-stable crystalline solids. Difficulty was experienced in
equivalent rings 3 and 4). The assignments of the signalsobtaining the rhenium complexes of QP in a completely
due to environments A–N (see Table 2) were made withpure state. This is reflected in the analytical data (Table 1)

1 the aid of a COSY spectrum and by comparison withand in the H NMR spectra (see later). In solution the
1corresponding shifts in [ReBr(CO) (terpy)], [10]. The Hrhenium complexes displayed carbonyl stretching bands in 3

spectrum at room temperature is shown in Fig. 1. Thethe infrared (Table 1) indicative of a fac-stereochemistry
additional weak set of signals is the result of slightfor the ReX(CO) moiety. The FAB mass spectra of the3

contamination with the 2:1 complex [hReBr(CO) j (QP)]complexes showed peaks that are consistent with the 3 2
1 Imolecular ions M or molecular ions minus halogen [M2 (see later). In previous studies of bidentate chelate Re

1X] . complexes of terpy and other ligands containing a pendant
group with a third nitrogen donor [10–14], 1,4-metallot-

3.1. [ReBr(CO) (QP)] ropic shifts occur in solution, which involve a switching of3

the metal co-ordination sites between adjacent pairs of N
Co-ordination of QP to rhenium (I) led to an increased donors, by an associative process [1]. An analogous

complexity in its NMR spectrum. Whilst QP itself ex- fluxional process was expected to occur in the present
1hibited seven H chemical shifts arising from equivalent mononuclear QP complex with switching of metal co-

pairs of ring hydrogens, this symmetry is lost on metal ordination between the N donors of rings 1 and 2 to those

Table 2
1 aLow temperature (223 K, CD Cl solution) H NMR data for the two rotamers of [ReBr(CO) (QP)]2 2 3

bH label d (I) H label d (II) uDd u

A 9.07 A 9.07
B 7.59 B 7.59
C 8.18 C 8.18
D 8.37 D 8.37
E 8.64 E9 8.60 0.04
F 8.09 F9 8.08
G 7.73 G9 7.76 0.03
H 7.76 H9 7.95 0.19
I 8.29 I9 8.25 0.04

cJ 8.41 J9 8.41
K 8.49 K9 8.53 0.04
L 7.79 L9 7.89 0.10
M 7.37 M9 7.41 0.04
N 8.71 N9 8.72
a The planar structures shown are for labelling purposes only and do not represent the preferred solution conformations. See Fig. 2 for a more accurate
representation of the rotameric forms.
b Significant rotameric shift differences.
c Very small (|5 Hz) rotamer splitting observed.
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1of the complex (in CD Cl solvent) was carried out. H2 2

spectra were recorded in the range 303–193 K and
numerous changes associated with the pyridyl rings 2, 3
and 4 were detected (Fig. 1). Whilst the magnitudes of the
changes varied greatly, all these signals exhibited broaden-
ing on cooling, followed by eventual splitting into slightly
unequal intensity pairs at ca 223 K. The signals most
affected were those of H and H where the low tempera-H L

ture splittings (Dd ) were 0.19 and 0.10 respectively, (Table
2). Other signals significantly affected were H , H , H ,E G I

H and H with splittings of 0.03–0.04. These spectralK M

changes (Fig. 1) can be interpreted in terms of a ‘freezing
out’ of two distinct rotameric forms of the complex
(Structures I and II, Table 2), arising from restricted
rotation about the C–C bond linking pyridyl rings 2 and 3.
Rotation about the bond linking rings 3 and 4 is presumed
to be fast at all temperatures, as it is in the free ligand,
with rings 3 and 4 preferentially adopting a co-planar
transoid arrangement. It is proposed that in the two
rotamers of [ReBr(CO) (QP)], (Fig. 2), the pseudo plane3

of the pendant 2,29-bipyridyl (bipy) lies at an angle,
relative to the plane containing the co-ordinated rings
similar to that adopted by the pendant pyridyl group in the

1Fig. 1. 400 MHz H NMR spectra of [ReBr(CO) (QP)] in CD Cl3 2 2

solvent at various temperatures. Signals are labelled according to the
structures at the head of Table 3. Only those signals which show
significant changes with temperature are labelled. The minor set of signals
which does not change with temperature is due to a trace of
[hReBr(CO) j (QP)].3 2

of rings 2 and 3 and thence possibly to rings 3 and 4. Other
possible ring switches were excluded from consideration

1on spatial grounds. Accordingly, H spectra of
[ReBr(CO) (QP)] in the high boiling solvent3

CDCl .CDCl were recorded in the temperature range2 2

303–403 K. However, no spectral changes associated with
any type of metallotropic shifts were detected. Metal
chelate co-ordination can occur only when adjacent pyridyl
rings adopt a cis orientation with respect to their donor N
atoms. Such an orientation is likely to be greatly dis-
favoured in the case of the QP complex since ring 4 of the
pendant 2,29-bipyridyl group will then exhibit strong steric
interaction with the ReBr(CO) moiety. This also implies3

that the barrier to rotation about the C–C bonds linking
pyridyl rings 2 and 3 is likely to be much higher than in
terpy complexes, and the preferred conformers will be
those with the pendant pyridyl rings 3 and 4 twisted
considerably out of the plane containing rings 1 and 2. In Fig. 2. Structures of the likely static rotamers of [ReBr(CO) (QP)]3

order to test this hypothesis a low temperature NMR study showing the ring and hydrogen labelling.
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corresponding terpy complex, viz. 52.98 [10]. In rotamer I rotated well out of the plane containing rings 1 and 2. Such
the pendant bipy is shown oriented anti with respect to the a situation will militate against any metallotropic shifts
Br group, whereas in rotamer II it is syn to Br. The occurring.
hydrogen most affected by this change in relative orienta-
tion is H since in rotamer I it is close to the axial Br 3.2. [hReBr(CO) j L] (L5QP, BPQP) and [(PtIMe )H 3 2 3 2

ligand whereas in rotamer II it lies close to the axial CO (QP)]
ligand. In the crystal structure of [ReBr(CO) (terpy)] [10]3

the pendant ring N is trans to Br. In the solution of the These three dinuclear chelate complexes were more
present complex the two rotamers are in an abundance easily synthesised than the mononuclear complex above on
ratio of 60:40 and so, by analogy with the terpy complex, account of the strong electron donor properties of the two
the more abundant form is attributed to that with the N of pairs of pyridyl N atoms. The formation of dinuclear
pendant ring 3 trans to Br, (i.e. Structure I). chelate metal complexes of QP or BPQP requires rings 1

An estimate was made of the energy barrier to rotation and 2 and rings 3 and 4 to adopt coplanar cis relationships.
in [ReBr(CO) (QP)] by measuring the coalescence tem- Such a structure differs from the preferred fully transoid3

peratures of the pairs of signals most affected by the free ligand structure by 1808 rotations about the C–C
process. These were as follows, 288 K (H/H9), 268 K bonds between rings 1 and 2 and between rings 3 and 4.
(E/E9 and I / I9) and 263 K (K/K9 and M/M9). Using the No rotation about the C–C bond linking rings 2 and 3 is
usual formulae for exchange rates and activation energies required. Indeed, the trans relationship of these two rings

‡ 21an average energy barrier, DG , of 5761 kJ mol was will favour the co-ordination of two metal moieties from
evaluated. This is significantly higher than for opposite sides of the ligand.

1[ReX(CO) (terpy)] (X5Cl or I) where values in the range These three complexes gave rather similar H spectra,3
21 I IV36–43 kJ mol have been reported [10]. It lends support differing mainly in the coordination shifts of Re and Pt .

to the postulate that the energy of the structure, where Assignments of all signals were firmly established (Table
rings 2 and 3 adopt a cis co-planar arrangement (vital for 3). No metallotropic shifts are possible in these complexes.
the occurrence of 1,4-metallotropic shifts), is much greater However, low temperature studies were performed to
than in those structures where the pendant bipy arm has investigate any evidence for a restricted bond rotation

Table 3
1 a bH NMR data of the dinuclear complexes [hReBr(CO) j (QP)], [(PtIMe ) (QP)] and [hReBr(CO) j (BPQP)]3 2 3 2 3 2

Label M5ReBr(CO) M5PtIMe M5ReBr(CO)3 3 3

cA 9.19 8.91 (13.6) 9.13
B 7.64 7.75 7.65
C 8.16 8.27 8.18
D 8.34 8.69 8.47
E 8.61 8.87 8.66

d e fF 8.29 8.51 8.08 , 7.62 , 1.55
G 8.41 8.09 8.62

cPtMe(eq) – 1.32 (72.4) –
cPtMe(eq) – 0.44 (72.9) –

cPtMe(ax) – 20.04 (70.2) –
a In CD Cl at 303 K. d values relative to Me Si.2 2 4
b The planar structure shown is for labelling only. The preferred solution conformation is likely to have the two metal-chelated portions considerably
angled to each other.
c 2J(PtH) /Hz values in parentheses.
d ortho-ring H.
e meta-ring H.
f t-Bu H.
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Table 4process. Rotation about the C–C bond linking rings 2 and
1 a bH NMR data for the complex [ReBr(CO) (BPQNP)]33 is theoretically possible but likely to be severely hin-

dered by the interaction between the two metal moieties.
The spectra did not change in any significant way so the
conclusion reached is that no measurable rate of rotation
occurs and the two metal-chelated portions of the complex
are locked with their planes being considerably angled to
each other to minimise steric interactions.

3.3. [ReBr(CO) (BPQNP)]3

This is a mononuclear metal complex of a substituted
quinquepyridine ligand [7]. The free ligand appears to
exist in solution preferentially as a near-planar structure
with a transoid arrangement of adjacent pyridyl rings,
since NOE effects between hydrogens of adjacent rings are
absent. A series of NOE difference experiments performed

Ion the Re complex [ReBr(CO) (BPQNP)] also showed no3

NOEs between the hydrogen pairs H /H , H /H andG H J K

H /H implying trans orientations of rings 3, 4 and 5 ofM N

the pendant terpyridine chain in this complex. A strong
NOE between H and H was observed, however, con-D E

firming the cis relationship of the coordinated pyridyl rings
aLabel d R1 and 2. This observation also excluded the possible

1alternative chelate coordination of rings 2 and 3. Full H A 9.11
B 7.54signal assignments of [ReBr(CO) (BPQNP)], based on3
C 8.13COSY experiments, are given in Table 4.
D 8.48

A (CDCl ) solution of the complex was examined in2 2 E 8.54
c d ethe above-ambient temperature range 303–403 K, but no F – 7.82 , 7.49 , 1.39

changes associated with any metallotropic shift were G 7.95
H 7.87observed. This absence of metallotropic shifts is analogous
I 8.17to the case of the mononuclear quaterpyridine complex and fJ 8.97

is attributed to the low tendency for rings 2 and 3 to adopt K 8.92
c d ea cis-planar configuration due to the steric effect of the L – 7.82 , 7.63 , 1.34

2,29-bipyridyl group attached to the 60 position of ring 3. M 8.81
N 7.64Such a structure might also be associated with a high
P 7.95barrier to rotation about the C–C bond linking rings 2 and
Q 7.40

3, as was found in the case of [ReBr(CO) (QP)].3 R 8.76
A low temperature NMR study of the BPQNP complex

a In CD Cl at 303 K, where there is rapid rotation about the C–C bond2 2in CD Cl solvent was therefore carried out, and signifi-2 2 linking rings 2 and 3. d values relative to Me Si.4
bcant broadening of many of the signals, notably those due The planar structures shown are for labelling purposes only and do not

to H , H , H and H , were noted on cooling the solution. represent the preferred solution conformations in which the rings 3–5 areG H J K

likely to be rotated out of the plane containing rings 1 and 2.These hydrogens are the ones likely to be most affected by
c ortho-ring Hs.the rotation about the bond linking rings 2 and 3. Other
d meta-ring Hs.signals, notably H and H , showed no such broadening eM N t-Bu Hs.
fsuggesting that rings 4 and 5 remain in their preferred At 263 K this signal splits into two (d 58.90, 8.94).

time-averaged coplanar trans orientation. Similarly, ring 4
will prefer to be coplanar and trans to ring 3 as in the free
ligand structure. However, the environments of the ring 4

1hydrogens are expected to be sensitive to the restricted the H spectrum at 263 K, where the H signal has clearlyJ

rotation about the C–C bond linking rings 2 and 3 as this split into an unequal intensity pair of signals at d 58.90
rotation will modify greatly their proximity to the (rel. int. 65%) and 8.94 (|35%). Other signal splittings are
ReBr(CO) moiety. It is proposed that there are two also evident but these are less easily assigned. Further3

rotameric structures distinguishable at low temperatures cooling below 263 K resulted in a general broadening of
(see Table 4). Some evidence of these can be gleaned from all signals, probably associated with the slow rates of
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molecular tumbling of this bulky complex species in us (A.G.) and for use of the mass spectrometry service at
solution at lower temperatures. the University of Wales, Swansea.

From the decoalescence of the H signal on cooling, aJ

rough estimate was made of the energy barrier to rotation.
‡ 21A value for DG of ca. 61 kJ mol was calculated, which

21compares closely with the value of 57 kJ mol obtained References
for [ReBr(CO) (QP)].3
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Abstract

The structures of three homoleptic metal–metal triply-bonded M (OR) compounds hMo (OCMe CMe O) , 1; Mo (OCMe Ph) , 2;2 6 2 2 2 3 2 2 6

and W [OCMe(CF ) ] , 3j containing tertiary alkoxides are reported. The data demonstrate that, overall, the M O cores are2 3 2 6 2 6

isomorphous regardless of the substitution pattern of the alkoxide. Dimer 3 is the first example of a W (OR) compound containing2 6

terminal tertiary alkoxides to be structurally characterized; it is of interest as a close structural analogue of the chemically remarkable
W (OCMe ) . The hexa(hexafluoro-t-butoxide) dimer, though slightly disordered, displays distances and angles similar to other W (OR)2 3 6 2 6

species despite the poor electron-donor capacity of the fluoroalkoxide group. The data from these structures, combined with literature
data, show that proximal alkoxide ligands generally exhibit shorter M–O bond distances and larger M–M–O and M–O–C angles than do
distal alkoxides regardless of metal type, alkoxide steric bulk, and alkoxide p donor ability in a range of compounds. This suggests
electrostatic and conformational considerations are of greater importance to the bonding in these dimers than are M–O p interactions.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Metal–metal dimer; Alkoxide; p bonding; X-ray structure; Proximal ligand; Distal ligand

1. Introduction pounds, a problem arising from ready disorder of the
M;M core within the pseudo octahedral X framework.6

Metal–metal triply-bonded compounds of the class Chisholm and Cayton [9] examined this phenomenon
M X (X M;MX ) exhibit a wealth of fascinating computationally, suggesting that the barrier to disorder is2 6 3 3

chemistry, including CO insertion reactions [1,2], b-hy- small, and thus that such difficulties are inherent. Such2

drogen abstraction-induced reduction to quadruply-bonded problems are particularly acute when the X ligand is the
species [3], and scission of alkynes to form monomeric alkoxide of a tertiary alcohol. Cotton’s, Chisholm’s, and
alkylidyne complexes [4]. A number of M X species have other groups have attempted since the mid 1970’s to2 6

been structurally characterized by X-ray diffraction meth- characterize the archetype M (OCMe ) , but have always2 3 6

ods, the data from which have been used to examine such been thwarted by irresolvable disorder resembling complex
diverse issues as the relative abilities of nitrogen and twinning. This is particularly unfortunate in that
phosphorus to form p bonds to transition metals [5], the W (OCMe ) was the first dimeric molecule observed to2 3 6

need for an ‘‘electron-poor’’ 12-electron metal center to undergo the alkyne scission reaction noted above, and its
form p bonds to oxygen [6,7], and the bonding radii of O, structure is thus of considerable interest.

3S, and Se to a d metal center [8]. With time, two approaches have allowed successful
Throughout these studies, it has proven difficult to solution of examples of M (tertiary alkoxide) species.2 6

obtain crystallographic data for homoleptic M X com- The first approach, exploited by Chisholm’s group, has2 6

been to link the two M(OR) fragments with a bridge,3

* thereby stabilizing a single M;M position in the crystalCorresponding author.
1Corresponding co-author. lattice. This has allowed solution of the paddlewheel

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00433-1
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structures of W (OCMe CMe O) [10] and ture, whereupon it was stirred 48 h. The solvent was2 2 2 3

W (OCMe CH CH CMe O) [11]. The second method, evaporated, and the residue extracted with 3340 ml2 2 2 2 2 3

exploited by our group, employs monodentate tertiary portions of benzene warmed to 508C. The extracts were
alkoxides with different alkyl groups, thereby eliminating filtered through celite, giving a clear, deep red solution.
any problems associated with the ligand having three-fold The solvent was evaporated, and the residue triturated by
symmetry. This allowed us to solve the structure of the stirring it with 50 ml pentane for 15 m. The ochre solid
hexa(hexafluoro-t-butoxide) Mo [OCMe(CF ) ] [12]. was then filtered out, washed with pentane and dried,2 3 2 6

We report here the structures of three more homoleptic giving 1.57 g (1.56 mmol, 63%) of product. The purity and
1M (OR) compounds containing tertiary alkoxides, ex- identity of the material were confirmed by H NMR2 6

emplifying each approach. The bridged compound is the spectroscopy. The crystal for diffraction study was grown
dimolybdenum tris(pinacolate) Mo (OCMe CMe O) , 1, by slow cooling of a saturated warm toluene solution to2 2 2 3

while the ‘‘lowered symmetry’’ compounds are 2308C.
Mo (OCMe Ph) , 2, and W [OCMe(CF ) ] , 3. The data2 2 6 2 3 2 6

obtained from these structures plus literature data allow us 2.3. Synthesis of W [OCMe(CF ) ] , 32 3 2 6to contend that M–O p interaction, often thought to be
prominent in the electronic picture of M (OR) species, is2 6 This compound was prepared by a published method
in fact of little importance. [14]. Single crystals were grown by slow cooling of a hot,

saturated n-Bu O solution to room temperature.2

2. Experimental
2.4. Crystal structure determinations

Unless otherwise noted, all reactions and manipulations
Crystals were removed from the glovebox under a layerwere performed under an inert atmosphere employing

of heavy mineral oil for microscopic examination. Selectedstandard Schlenk or glove box techniques. Evaporations of
crystals were rapidly attached with silicone grease to asolvents were performed in vacuo. Ether and hydrocarbon
glass pin held in the goniometer head, and were bothsolvents were distilled from sodium or from purple potas-
frozen in place and protected from the atmosphere bysium diphenyl ketyl. NaOCMe Ph was prepared from a,2 immediately cooling them in a stream of cold nitrogen gas.a-dimethylbenzyl alcohol and NaH in diethyl ether.

Space groups were determined by inspection of reflec-NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker WA-200
tion data and confirmed by the successful solution of thespectrometer at ambient temperature; chemical shifts are
structures. Data for 1 and 2 were collected on a Siemensreported as ppm downfield of tetramethylsilane.
SMART diffractometer employing a CCD area detector.
Data for 3 were collected on an Enraf-Nonius CAD-42.1. Synthesis of Mo (OCMe CMe O) , 12 2 2 3 diffractometer using v22u scans and single-point de-
tection. Both diffractometers used graphite monochro-The compound was prepared previously through al-

˚mated Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073 A). Data collectioncoholysis of Mo (NMe ) [13]. The following preparation,2 2 6
and refinement parameters appear in Table 1. Solutionsbased on the method used to prepare the ditungsten
and refinements were carried out using either SHELXSanalogue, gives a slightly better yield. A stirring solution
[15] and SHELX [16], or SHELXTL [17]. Allof Mo (OCMe ) (391 mg, 0.62 mmol) in 2.5 ml toluene /2 3 6
nonhydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic tempera-20 ml heptane was treated with pinacol (295 mg, 2.5
ture factors, except as described below. Phenyl hydrogenmmol) in two portions. The solution rapidly lightened from
atoms were placed in calculated positions and allowed tored-orange to yellow-green as a creamy white solid
ride on the bonded carbon atom, with U(H)51.2*U (C).eqvprecipitated. After 10 h of stirring, the solid was filtered
Methyl hydrogen atoms were included as a rigid groupout, washed with pentane and dried to give very pale
with rotational freedom at the bonded carbon atom, withyellow material (278 mg, 0.514 mmol, 83%). The crystal
U(H)51.2*U (C), except as noted below for 3. Theeqvfor diffraction study was grown by slow cooling of a

1 refinements of 1 and 2 converged uneventfully and requiresaturated hot toluene solution to ambient temperature. H
no discussion. Notes on the solution of 3 follow. ORTEPNMR (C D ): d 1.49 (s).6 6
[18] drawings of 1, 2, and 3 appear in Figs. 1–3,
respectively.2.2. Synthesis of Mo (OCMe Ph) , 22 2 6

This material can be prepared through alcoholysis of 2.5. Structure determination of W [OCMe(CF ) ] , 32 3 2 6

Mo (NMe ) [13] or by the following procedure. A chilled2 2 6

stirring solution of NaOCMe Ph (2.53 g, 16.0 mmol) in Several data sets were collected for 3, at room and at2

ether (75 ml) was treated with solid ‘‘MoCl (dme)’’ [12]. low temperature, employing different crystals for each set.3

The slurry was allowed to warm slowly to room tempera- In each case, one dimer residing on a center of inversion
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Table 1
Data collection and refinement parameters for 1–3

1 2 3

Compound Mo (OCMe CMe O) Mo (OCMe Ph) W [OCMe(CF ) ]2 2 2 3 2 2 6 2 3 2 6

Formula C H Mo O C H Mo O C H F O W18 36 2 6 54 66 2 6 24 18 18 6 2

Color / shape yellow fragment orange fragment orange fragment
Max. crystal dimensions, mm 0.1030.1030.10 0.0630.1030.12 0.0830.2530.40

¯Space group Pbcn P2 /n P11

Temperature, K 173 173 123
Cell Constants:

a b c˚a, A 17.5198 (5) 9.9093 (2) 10.691 (3)
˚b, A 10.9214 (3) 24.1733 (7) 10.797 (5)
˚c, A 11.1668 (3) 10.3583 (3) 11.472 (4)

a, deg 92.85 (3)
b, deg 96.052 (1) 117.83 (3)
g, deg 118.98 (3)

3˚Volume, A 2136.7 (1) 2467.4 (1) 957.1
Z 4 2 1

23D , g cm 1.680 1.350 2.52calc
21

m , cm 12.03 5.56 65.9calc

Rel. Transmission Factors 0.9634–0.4956 0.9926–0.8293 1.00–0.35
Decay of Standard Reflections 62%
u range, deg 2.20–23.75 1.68–23.28 1–25
Index range –19#h#19 –11#h#10 0#h#12

–12#k#7 –26#k#26 –12#k#12
–12#l#11 –11#l#7 –13#l#13

Reflections measured 7697 9566 3381
1573 unique (R 50.233) 3511 unique (R 50.046)int int

d d eReflections observed 1457 3506 2861
Number of Parameters 125 286 316
Extinction Coefficient 0.0010 (2)

f f gWeights 0.0399, 1.7210 0.0346, 3.4353 0.00008
h h iR 0.0675 0.0328 0.117

R 0.0975 (wR2) 0.0764 (wR2) 0.113w
j j kGOF 1.214 1.033 3.07

a 2Cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of ((sin u ) /l) for 5785 reflections over the full u range.
b 2Cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of ((sin u ) /l) for 5907 reflections over the full u range.
c 2Cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of ((sin u ) /l) values for 25 reflections, u .208.
d Corrected for Lorentz /polarization effects and empirically corrected for absorption (c-scans); I .2s(I ).o o
e Corrected for Lorentz /polarization effects and empirically corrected for absorption (c-scans); I .2.5s(I ).o o
f 2 2 2 21 2 2SHELXTL weight w5[s (F ) 1(a*P) 1b*P] , where P5(Max (F ,0)12F ) /3, and a and b are the values given.o o c
g 2 2 21SHELX-76 weight w5[s(F ) 1a(F ) ] , where a is the value given.o o
h 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R5SuuF u2uF uu /SuF u; wR25hSw(F 2F ) /Sw(F ) j .o c o o c o
i 2 2 1 / 2R5SuuF u2uF uu /SuF u; R 5hSw(uF u2uF u) /Sw(F ) j .o c o w o c o
j 2 2 2 1 / 2GOF5[Sw(F 2F ) /(N 2N )] ; N 5number of observations, N 5number of variables.o c o v o v
k 2 1 / 2GOF5[Sw(uF u2uF u) /(N 2N )] ; N 5number of observations, N 5number of variables.o c o v o v

was readily apparent; however, upon refinement the agree- determined by constrained refinement, and converged to
ment indices invariably proved large (.20%). Only the values of ca. 76% for the major positions and ca. 24% for
low temperature data set reported here resulted in a the minor positions. After several further refinement
structure exhibiting acceptably low agreement indices and cycles, the three alternate positions were assumed to be of
chemically reasonable bond distances and angles. equal value and fixed to occupancy factors of 8% each.

The data provided by SHELXS indicated a likely Analyses of contacts between these positions and the
position for the unique tungsten atom. Refinement of this previously determined oxygen atom locations, and scrutiny
atom, followed by further least-squares and difference of the light atom thermal parameters indicated the probable
Fourier syntheses, allowed the location of positions for the presence of alternate positions for the atoms of the
oxygen, carbon, and fluorine atoms. Least squares refine- fluoroalkoxide ligands. It proved impossible to locate and
ment of these atoms with isotropic thermal parameters led refine these alternate atomic positions, probably due to the
to R50.178. low occupancy of such positions and the proximity of

Examination of the data at this point revealed three these atoms to the corresponding atoms in the major
alternate tungsten positions, and therefore three alternate conformation.
tungsten–tungsten bond axes. The occupancy factors were Ultimately, least squares cycles during which the major
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Fig. 3. ORTEP-III diagram of the predominant contributor of
Fig. 1. ORTEP-III diagram of Mo (OCMe CMe O) , 1.2 2 2 3 W [OCMe(CF ) ] , 3. Hydrogen and fluorine atoms were removed for2 3 2 6

clarity.

tungsten position was refined anisotropically at 76%
occupancy were alternated with least squares cycles during

similar to the ditungsten analogue studied previously (Fig.which the three minor positions were refined isotropically
˚1) [10] The Mo;Mo bond distance in 1 is ca. 0.03–0.04 Aat 8% occupancy. Alternate cycles were used to avoid

shorter than normal (Table 2), a consequence of both thecorrelation effects in refinement of the disorder. All other
presence of the bridging ligands and of the eclipsednonhydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically at 100%
conformation they enforce on the molecule. The Mo–Ooccupancy. Hydrogen atoms were not included in the

refinement. Refinement led to the final R values given in
Table 1.

Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 1–3

Atoms 1 2 33. Results
Mo–Mo(1) 2.1942 (6) 2.2388 (6)
W–W(1) 2.309 (3)3.1. Mo (OCMe CMe O) , 12 2 2 3
Mo–O(1) 1.907 (3) 1.900 (2)
Mo–O(2) 1.881 (3) 1.872 (2)Structurally, the dimolybdenum tris(pinacolate) is quite
Mo–O(3) 1.879 (3) 1.905 (2)
W–O(1) 1.92 (2)
W–O(2) 1.91 (3)
W–O(3) 1.80 (2)
O(1)–C 1.451 (5) 1.468 (4) 1.41 (4)
O(2)–C 1.435 (4) 1.439 (4) 1.40 (5)
O(3)–C 1.437 (5) 1.441 (4) 1.43 (4)
Mo–Mo–O(1) 100.08 (8) 97.24 (7)
Mo–Mo–O(2) 99.01 (7) 109.67 (7)
Mo–Mo–O(3) 99.08 (8) 96.96 (7)
W–W–O(1) 96.0 (6)
W–W–O(2) 98.9 (6)
W–W–O(3) 108.2 (8)
O(1)–Mo–O(2) 116.7 (1) 114.7 (1)
O(1)–Mo–O(3) 113.8 (1) 120.1 (1)
O(2)–Mo–O(3) 121.6 (1) 114.1 (1)
O(1)–W–O(2) 120. (1)
O(1)–W–O(3) 116. (1)
O(2)–W–O(3) 113. (1)
Mo–O(1)–C 135.3 (2) 127.9 (2)
Mo–O(2)–C 138.4 (2) 154.9 (2)
Mo–O(3)–C 139.4 (2) 128.5 (2)
W–O(1)–C 131. (2)
W–O(2)–C 129. (2)

Fig. 2. ORTEP-III diagram of Mo (OCMe Ph) , 2. Hydrogen atoms were2 2 6 W–O(3)–C 157. (2)
removed for clarity.
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distances are typical, and exhibit the ‘‘two short, one long’’ Discussion Section 4, noting for now that one can easily
pattern observed in W (OCMe CMe O) ?THF. It is un- justify this behavior: a proximal alkoxide, lying above the2 2 2 3

clear why the Mo–O1 bond is so much longer than the metal–metal bond, experiences a more crowded environ-
other two Mo–O bonds; we note only that this correlates ment than does a distal alkoxide. The associated steric
with the observations of the Mo–Mo–O1 angle being repulsions are lessened by expanding the M–M–O and
larger than its counterparts and the Mo–O1–C1 angle M–O–C bond angles.
being smaller than its counterparts. As in the ditungsten Interestingly, the data show that the greater steric bulk
tris(pinacolate), the Mo O C rings adopt skew-boat con- of a tertiary alkoxide as compared to a primary alkoxide2 2 2

formations, one of the two possible six-membered ring manifests itself solely in the values of the Mo–O–C
conformations (the chair form being the other) which can angles. While the Mo–O distances and Mo–Mo–O angles
accommodate the crystallographic two-fold axis present. in 2 are nearly identical to those in Mo (OCH CMe )2 2 3 6

Both 1 and W (OCMe CMe O) ?THF form infinite [13], the Mo–O–C angles differ by 14–208 (comparing2 2 2 3

chains through intermolecular O . . . to . . . M contacts. In proximal to proximal and distal to distal) (Table 3). Thus
˚the former, these contacts are 2.794 A in length, while in the Mo O core of these dimers is insensitive to the shape2 6

˚the latter they are ca. 2.9 A long [10]. Thus the molecules characteristics of the alkyl periphery, suggesting that the
of 1 pack more efficiently. We suspect, admittedly without electronic characteristics of the core change little regard-
proof, that this results from the dimolybdenum compound less of what sort of alkoxide is attached.
having slightly shorter M–O and M;M bond lengths than
the ditungsten homologue, making its molecules more 3.3. W [OCMe(CF ) ] , 32 3 2 6

compact. It is possible the smaller intermolecular contacts
and resulting smaller lattice channels in 1 explain why it Previous structural determinations of homoleptic
crystallizes without incorporation of solvent, while W (OR) species have been restricted to cases where either2 6

W (OCMe CMe O) crystallizes as a THF solvate. the ligand is a secondary alkoxide (cyclohexoxide [10],2 2 2 3

isopropoxide [21], menthoxide [22], HL [19]), or the
ligand is a bridging tertiary dioxide (pinacolate [10],

3.2. Mo (OCMe Ph) , 2 dimethyl hexane diolate [11]). Dimer 3 represents the first2 2 6

structurally characterized homoleptic ditungsten hexa-
This is only the second structurally characterized exam- (terminal tertiary alkoxide), and as such should prove

ple of a homoleptic hexa(terminal tertiary alkox- useful for assessing the reasons for the novel reactivity of
ide)dimolybdenum compound; an ORTEP drawing appears the archetype hexa(t-butoxide) W (OCMe ) with alkynes2 3 6

in Fig. 2. [4].
The structural parameters fall into the ranges expected. W [OCMe(CF ) ] exhibits disorder somewhat similar2 3 2 6

The Mo;Mo bond distance in 2 (Table 2) is slightly to that observed in the dimolybdenum homologue [12]. In
˚longer than that in Mo (OCH CMe ) [2.2388 (6) A vs. this case, there is one significantly preferred orientation2 2 3 6

˚2.222 (2) A] [13], probably reflecting repulsion between (76% occupancy) of the ditungsten axis, shown in Fig. 3,
the two bulky Mo(tertiary alkoxide) moieties. In contrast and three minor ones (24% occupancy total). In contrast to3

to 1, the Mo–O bond distances exhibit a ‘‘one short, two the dimolybdenum compound, the atoms of the hexafluoro-
˚ ˚long’’ pattern [1.872 (2) A vs. 1.900 (2) and 1.905 (2) A]. t-butoxy ligands show reasonable equivalent isotropic

This behavior correlates with the conformation the alkox- thermal parameters. However, some pseudorotational dis-
ide adopts. The alkoxide group displaying the short Mo–O order of CF groups is present, so these moieties are3

distance [O(2)] bends toward the metal–metal bond, while poorly defined. In addition, it is evident from the Figure
the other two, with longer Mo–O distances, bend away that some anisotropic ellipsoids exhibit distinct distortions.
from the metal–metal bond. Floriani and coworkers, by Examples include the flattened ellipsoids of the tertiary
analogy to terminology used by Chisholm and Cotton to carbon atoms C5 and C9, and the differently directed
denote the positions of the amide methyl groups in ellipsoids of the oxygen atoms, discussed below. Probably
M (NMe ) compounds, termed the former case a proxim- most of the artifacts arise from the disorder problems (it is2 2 6

al alkoxide and the latter a distal alkoxide [19]. The two probable, though uncertain from the refinement, that small
are quantitatively distinguished by evaluation of the M– contributions from disordered fluoroalkoxides exist along
M–O–C torsion angle. For a proximal alkoxide, the with those from the disordered metals; see Experimental
torsion angle is ca. 08, while for a distal alkoxide it is ca. Section), but some errors may stem from the difficulty
1808. inherent in correcting for crystal absorption when such a

As is evident from Table 2, the proximal and distal wide transmission range exists (Table 1). As a conse-
alkoxides of 2 exhibit different bond angles as well. The quence of all these difficulties, the bond distances and
unique proximal alkoxide [O(2)] shows substantially larger angles exhibit fairly large esds, although the fact that the
Mo–Mo–O angles [109.67 (7)8 vs. 97.10 (7, 20, 2)8] [20] data were obtained at low temperature moderates this.
and Mo–O–C angles [154.9 (2)8 vs. 128.2 (2, 4, 2)8] than The W;W distance in the predominant molecule is

˚do the distal alkoxides. We will explore this further in the 2.309 (3) A, within the anticipated range (Table 2). The
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Table 3
61˚Torsion angles, M–O bond distances (A) and M–M–O and M–O–C angles (8) for various alkoxide-containing (M;M) compounds

Entry Compound M–M–O–C M–O M–M–O M–O–C Ref

1) Mo (OCH CMe ) Distal 178.7 (?) 1.905 (6) 98.3 (2) 114.5 [13]2 2 3 6

Proximal 1.5 (?, 7, 2) 1.861 (6, 8, 2) 105.5 (2, 1, 2) 134.7 (6, 6, 2)
2) Mo (OCMe Ph) Distal 178. (?, 10, 2) 1.903 (2, 4, 2) 97.10 (7, 20, 2) 128.2 (2, 4, 2)2 2 6

Proximal 14.4 (?) 1.872 (2) 109.67 (7) 154.9 (2)
3) Mo (HL) Distal 166 (?, 11, 3) 1.913 (3, 4, 3) 96.9 (1, 9, 3) 121.9 (3, 53, 3) [19]2 6

Proximal 7 (?, 6, 3) 1.878 (4, 11, 3) 104.8 (1, 13, 3) 139.5 (2, 28, 3)
4) Mo [OCMe(CF ) ] Distal 177.8 (?) 1.88 (1) 98.2 (3) 149 (1) [12]2 3 2 6

5) Mo (O-2,6-Me Ph) (NMe ) Distal 1.961 (3) 100.8 (1) 115.3 (3) [28]2 2 4 2 2

Proximal 1.926 (3) 109.0 (1) 148.7 (3)
6) Mo (CH Ph) (OCHMe ) (PMe ) Distal 184.4 (?) 1.911 (4) 105.5 (1) 118.1 (4) [29]2 2 2 2 4 3

Proximal 9. (?, 5, 3) 1.892 (4, 25, 3) 107.6 (1, 13, 3) 143.7 (4, 56, 3)
7) Mo (OCMe ) (O COCMe ) Distal 179. (?, 3, 2) 1.906 (6, 4, 2) 102.7 (2, 1, 2) 124.5 (6, 15, 2) [1]2 3 4 2 3 2

Proximal 15.1 (?, 0, 2) 1.865 (6, 6, 2) 112.2 (2, 8, 2) 154.3 (6, 5, 2)
8) Mo (OCH CMe ) (acac) Distal 166.4 (?) 1.919 (3) 97.1 (1) 117.8 (2) [30]2 2 3 4 2

Proximal 26 (?, 12, 3) 1.894 (3, 9, 3) 103.6 (1, 15, 3) 136.4 (3, 17, 3)
9) Mo (OCHMe ) (mhp) Distal 185 (?, 3, 2) 1.923 (7, 4, 2) 101.5 (2, 11, 2) 120.4 (7, 70, 2) [31]2 2 4 2

Proximal 15 (?, 15, 2) 1.899 (7, 3, 2) 108.2 (2, 16, 2) 138.1 (6, 16, 2)
10) Mo (CH Ph) (OCHMe ) (dmpm) Distal 181. (?, 4, 4) 1.968 (6, 9, 4) 108.1 (2, 17, 4) 124.8 (6, 59, 4) [29]2 2 2 2 4

Proximal 12 (?, 5, 4) 1.917 (6, 7, 4) 106.6 (2, 11, 4) 144.3 (6, 17, 4)
11) W (OCHMe ) Proximal 17 (?, 14, 3) 1.87 (2, 1, 3) 106.7 (7, 5, 3) 150. (1, 18, 3) [21]2 2 6

12) W (HL) Proximal 7 (?, 4, 3) 1.87 (2, 1, 3) 108.3 (5, 12, 3) 147. (1, 3, 3) [19]2 6

13) W (O-c-C H ) Proximal 1.868 (5, 17, 2) 107.4 (1, 3, 2) 143.0 (5, 28, 2) [10]2 6 11 6

14) (1)-W (OC H ) Distal 188. (?, 12, 5) 1.910 (9, 17, 5) 99.9 (2, 22, 5) 120.9 (7, 55, 5) [22]2 10 19 6

Proximal 13. (?, 8, 7) 1.876 (9, 18, 7) 107.8 (3, 6, 7) 141.1 (8, 19, 7)
15) W [OCMe(CF ) ] Distal 180. (?, 18, 2) 1.92 (3, 7, 2) 97.5 (6, 21, 2) 130 (2, 1, 2)2 3 2 6

Proximal 11.9 1.80 (2) 108.2 (8) 157 (2)
16) W (OCHMe ) (py) Distal 165. (?, 23, 4) 1.91 (2, 7, 4) 103.0 (7, 29, 4) 121 (2, 3, 4) [27]2 2 6 2

Proximal 11. (?, 9, 2) 2.02 (2, 3, 2) 104.6 (7, 11, 2) 137 (2, 1, 2)
17) W (OCMe ) (Me BINO) Distal 1.87 (2) 97.9 (5) 128.3 (1) [32]2 3 4 2

Proximal 1.89 (2) 110.9 (3) 145.9 (9)
18) W (OCMe CF ) (CO) Distal 189. (?, 10, 4) 1.91 (1, 1, 4) 101.7 (4, 9, 4) 136 (?, 5, 4) [33]2 2 3 6 2

Proximal 14. (?, 3, 2) 1.92 (1, 1, 2) 115.2 (4, 0, 2) 149 (?, 1, 2)
19) W (OCMe ) (O COCMe ) Distal 179 (?, 4, 2) 1.92 (2, 1, 2) 103.9 (5, 5, 2) 126. (1, 1, 2) [34]2 3 4 2 3 2

Proximal 10 (?, 3, 2) 1.89 (1, 1, 2) 112.6 (5, 24, 2) 154. (2, 7, 2)
20) W (OCMe ) (O CCMe ) Distal 184.4 (?, 5, 2) 1.90 (1, 2, 2) 103.4 (4, 4, 2) 126. (1, 2, 2) [35]2 3 4 2 3 2

Proximal 8. (?, 1, 2) 1.88 (1, 0, 2) 113.1 (4, 4, 2) 151. (1, 1, 2)
21) W (CH Ph) (OCHMe ) (dmpm) Distal 180. (?, 2, 4) 1.968 (15, 8, 4) 109.1 (4, 12, 4) 122.5 (14, 16, 4) [36]2 2 2 2 4

Proximal 13 (?, 5, 4) 1.896 (16, 22, 4) 107.5 (4, 16, 4) 142.1 (14, 23, 4)
22) Al (OCMe ) Distal 177. (?, 2, 2) 1.694 (2, 6, 2) 117.7 (?, 1, 2) 138.5 (2, 25, 2) [23]2 3 6

Proximal 3 (?, 4, 2) 1.682 (3, 1, 2) 127.2 (?, 1, 2) 150.5 (2, 30, 2)

minor contributors exhibit more poorly defined, but none- this to the presence of some electron density between the
˚theless reasonable W;W distances [2.24 (4)–2.29 (4) A]. actual O3 site and the tungsten atom (presumably from a

The W–O bond distances accord with the observation disordered atom) which the model attempts to compensate
made above regarding distances for proximal and distal for by shifting the refined O3 position toward the tungsten
alkoxides. The proximal alkoxide, O3, exhibits a distance and extending its thermal ellipsoid. Despite this, the W–O3

˚of 1.80 (2) A, while the distal alkoxides display longer bond distance is of the proper magnitude, i. e. shorter than
˚values, averaging to 1.92 (3, 7, 2) A. The latter are typical the other two.

distances, but the former is anomalously short. It appears In this regard, we see that the bond angles in 3 also
that O3 is the oxygen atom most affected by the ex- correlate with alkoxide conformation. The distal ligand
perimental problems, and the larger value of its equivalent W–W–O and W–O–C angles are smaller [97.5 (6, 21, 2)8
isotropic thermal parameter as compared with those of O1 and 130 (2, 1, 2)8, respectively] than the corresponding
and O2 bears this out (B 55.00 vs. 4.45, 4.57). The proximal ligand values [108.2 (8)8 and 157 (2)8]. Interest-eqv

ORTEP diagram further reveals that the anisotropic ther- ingly, these values are quite close to those of 2, indicating
mal ellipsoid for O3 elongates along the W–O3 axis, in that the different tertiary alkoxide ligands in each still
contrast to those of O1 and O2, which elongate perpen- require approximately the same relative amount of three-
dicularly to the respective W–O bond axes. We attribute dimensional space.
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˚4. Discussion length of 2.2260.05 A for Mo compounds and2
˚2.3060.05 A for W compounds;2

2. the molecule contained at least two alkoxides orThe structures and data presented here confirm that the
aryloxides of the same type which adopted differentproblems inherent in avoiding disordered crystals of
configurations, i. e. at least one proximal and one distal.M (tertiary alkoxide) species can be overcome, if one2 6

chooses alkoxides in accordance with the design ap-
From this database, a few compounds containing bridg-proaches mentioned above. It is clear that both methods

ing ligands that resulted in the formation of a dimetalla-can provide compounds amenable to diffraction study.
(three membered ring) were removed. This allowed us toThe primary goal of this work was to expand the
avoid systems with highly distorted geometries at the metaldatabase of M (OR) structures by adding compounds2 6

and also systems where bridging alkoxides could act ascontaining tertiary alkoxides. A secondary goal was to
donors to different metals.provide data to assess the extent of significant M–O p

The first notable point from the Table is that all theinteraction in M (OR) compounds. Considerable debate2 6

alkoxides could be easily classified as either distal orhas arisen over this point. In favor of the importance of
proximal by the M–M–O–C torsion angle. The values ofsuch interaction is the fact that metal–oxygen bonds in

˚ these displayed surprisingly little variation, with no proxi-dimetal hexa(alkoxides) are some 0.2 A shorter than
mal torsion greater than 408 [Mo (OCH CMe )(acac) ,metal–carbon bonds in dimetal hexa(alkyls) such as 2 2 3 2

entry 8] and most between 0 and 208, and no distal torsionMo (CH SiMe ) , rather greater than might be expected2 2 3 6

less than 1408, with most between 165 and 1808. This wason the basis of covalent radii for oxygen and carbon.
true even in rather crowded compounds such asFurthermore, even with the triple bond, the metal centers
Mo (OCMe ) (O COCMe ) and Mo (CH Ph) -in M (OR) compounds are electron-deficient, and would 2 3 4 2 3 3 2 2 22 6

(OCHMe ) (dmpm) (entries 7 and 10). It suggests that thebe expected to increase the electron density around them- 2 4

alkoxides in these compounds have an inherent molecularselves through p interaction if it is available. Against this
organization; this might prove important for the use ofview are the facts that the metal–metal triple bond distance
dimers in self-organization systems (e. g. liquid crystalschanges little regardless of whether the ligands are po-
based on dimers) [24].tential p-donors (alkoxides) or not (alkyls), that the metal–

The second point is that Floriani’s observation [19] of aoxygen bond distance changes little or not at all even when
correlation between the conformation of the alkoxide andthe ligands are electron-poor alkoxides such as hexafluoro-
the Mo–O bond distances, the Mo–Mo–O angles and thet-butoxide [12] and perfluoro-t-butoxide, and that
Mo–O–C angles is not specific to the carbohydrate-substi-aluminum–oxygen bond lengths in aluminum alkoxides
tuted Mo (HL) (entry 3), but is indeed a general distinc-are also substantially shorter than aluminum–carbon bond 2 6

tion. Proximal ligands in nearly every case display shorterlengths in aluminum alkyls, even though p-interaction
M–O bonds and larger M–M–O and M–O–C angles thaninvolving aluminum appears minimal to nonexistent [23].
do distal ligands, and when one of the distinctions does notAs can be seen, the debate arises because structural data
hold (for example, the proximal M–O distance is longerare the major component of the database we have to assess
than the distal analogue), the others do. Remarkably, thisthe importance of p bonding in M (OR) compounds, and2 6

holds regardless of whether the metal is three- or four-the data so far are subject to different interpretations. As
coordinate, whether one, two, or three alkoxides are boundChisholm has commented [7], the shortness of the metal–
to it, and whether the metal also has nitrogen, phosphorus,oxygen bond in dimetal hexa(alkoxides) as compared with
or carbon bound to it. As stated above, this is readilythe metal–carbon bond in dimetal hexa(alkyls) may simply
understood on steric grounds alone: a proximal alkoxidereflect the greater difference in electronegativity between
places its hydrocarbon periphery above the metal–metaltungsten and oxygen compared to tungsten and carbon; it
bond, creating steric interactions between it and the metalsdoes not necessarily imply that a metal–oxygen p inter-
and between it and the alkoxide ligands on the other metalaction exists. The M–O bond is more polar than M–C,
atom. To lessen the repulsions, the angles expand and thethus stronger and shorter.
bond shortens. Distal alkoxides are less subject to in-We believe the data in Table 3 provide strong evidence
tramolecular interactions and therefore exhibit longer M–Othat M–O p-interaction contributes little to the electronic
bonds and smaller angles.structure of M (OR) compounds. Collected there are2 6

The third, and most crucial point with regard to M–O pmetrics from a variety of compounds characterized by
interaction, is the recognition that, given a particularX-ray diffraction. All structurally determined homoleptic
coordination number and a particular alkoxide conforma-M (OR) species are included; the other compounds are all2 6

tion, the M–O bond length and M–O–C angles arethose we could find that met the following criteria:
essentially constant regardless of the electronic characteris-
tics of the alkoxide itself. For example, the proximal M–O

61 ˚1. the dimetal core had an (M;M) configuration and bond distance varies little from 1.86–1.89 A, whether the
displayed the characteristic metal–metal triple bond metal is molybdenum or tungsten. In the homoleptic
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systems (entries 1–3 and 11–14), the range is extremely compounds. This is a valid point, but only if steric
˚ ˚tight, 1.861 (6) A–1.876 (9) A. [As noted above, the value considerations can be ruled out. It is possible that the

for entry 15, hexa(hexafluoroalkoxide) dimer 3, is adverse- substitution pattern and structural rigidity of the di-
ly affected by disorder]. This holds whether distal alkox- methylphenoxide ligand require an exceptional amount of
ides are also present (entries 1–3 and 14–15) or in the steric space which can only be accomodated by lengthen-
extremely crowded cases when all the alkoxides are ing the M–O bond. In this regard, we note that the related
proximal (entries 11–13). In other words, despite differ- dimers M (NMe ) (OCPh ) (M5Mo, W) [26], also2 2 4 3 2

˚ences in metal type, in alkoxide ligand steric bulk, and exhibit long M–O bonds [Mo–O: 1.920 (6) A, alkoxides
˚most importantly in electron donor ability between differ- proximal; W–O: 1.963 (9) A, alkoxides distal]. Here the

ent alkoxides (the neopentoxide ligands in entry 1 and the sheer size of the triphenylcarboxide probably dictates
hexafluoro-t-butoxides in entry 4, for example), the metal– unusually long M–O bonds. What one needs to evaluate
oxygen bond distances are identical within experimental the point less ambiguously are data for molecules with the
error. This supports the concept that M–O p interactions general formulae M (OR) (NMe ) , M (OR) (NMe ) ,2 2 2 4 2 4 2 2

in these systems are small, and that the bond distance is and M (OR) (OAr) ,where R is a relatively small alkyl2 4 2

determined primarily by the polarity of the metal–oxygen group (e.g. isopropoxide) and where packing forces require
interaction. a mix of proximal and distal alkoxides. The last would be

Further support for this idea is obtained by comparing of particular use, incorporating alkoxides and aryloxides
the distal M–O bond distances, and the M–M–O angles. into the same molecule.

˚The former fall into a range of 1.88–1.92 A, and are Entry 16, W (OCHMe ) (py) [27], also appears to be2 2 6 2
˚typically between 1.90 and 1.92 A. Again which metal is an outlier, exhibiting typical parameters for the distal

present, how big the alkoxide is, and how good a donor the alkoxides, but unusually long W–O distances for the
alkoxide is have little impact on the M–O bond length. proximal alkoxides. This assuredly results from the trans
Intriguingly, the latter also fall into fairly small ranges, ca. effect, as the proximal alkoxides are those trans to the
98628 for distal alkoxides and 106648 for proximal pyridines. We do not consider this a clear exception to the
alkoxides. The angles exhibit somewhat larger ranges concept.
because they are more flexible than bond lengths / stretches, So, overall, we feel the data indicate that M–O p

but they nonetheless are largely determined by the con- interaction is very small-to-negligible in M (OR) com-2 6

formation of the alkoxide and not by what angle allows for pounds, that the electrostatic component of bonding plays
optimal p interaction. a much bigger role in determining the electronic makeup

A final piece of evidence for the point arises from of the dimetal core than does the p-donor capacity of the
inspection of entry 22, Al (OCMe ) . Chisholm and alkoxide. Thus one should ascribe the chemistry associated2 3 6

Davidson argued persuasively on the basis of computation- with these compounds to the electronegativity of oxygen
al studies [23] that essentially no Al–O p interaction exists and its effects rather than to oxygen’s p donor abilities. To
in this compound, even when d orbital functions are cite a specific example, that W (OCMe CF ) reacts more2 2 3 6

included in the calculation. While it contains bridging rapidly with alkynes than does W (OCMe ) reflects the2 3 6

alkoxides and has no metal–metal bond, Al (OCMe ) greater ionicity of the W–O bonds in the former rather than2 3 6

exhibits entirely the same structural motives as do the the poorer p donor properties of its trifluoro-t-butoxide
other compounds in the Table: distal alkoxides with long ligands. This is a point we have studied by photoelectron
Al–O bonds and compressed Al–Al–O angles, proximal spectroscopy, and will report separately [14].
alkoxides with short Al–O bonds and expanded Al–Al–O
angles. Thus again the ‘‘decision’’ a dimetal alkoxide
makes regarding the M–O distance and M–M–O angles is Supplementary Material Available
based on whether the alkoxide is proximal or distal, and
not on the extent to which M–O p interaction can be

Structural data have been deposited in the Cambridgemaximized.
Crystallographic Data Centre Structural Database [37]; theSome of the data in the Table argue against this view,
deposition reference code numbers are: 1, 102051; 2:but we consider them too incomplete to force reevaluation.
102052; 3: 102053. Some data are also available from theFor example, entry 5, Mo (O-2,6-Me Ph) (NMe ) [25],2 2 4 2 2 primary authors upon request.exhibits exceptionally long Mo–O bonds (which nonethe-

less track the distal /proximal trends). It was suggested that
this results from two factors, both related to Mo–O p

interactions: one, aryloxides are poorer p donors than Acknowledgements
alkoxides, and two, amide ligands are better p donors than
alkoxides or aryloxides. Both factors would decrease the We greatly appreciate the comments and encouragement
M–O bond order and increase the M–O bond length only of Professor Malcolm Chisholm, Indiana University, re-
if M–O p interactions are significant in M (OR) X garding this work.2 n 62n
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Abstract

The syntheses and structures of four homoleptic metal–metal triply-bonded M R compounds [Mo (CH CMe Ph) , 1;2 6 2 2 2 6

Mo (CH SiMe Ph) , 2; W (CH SiMe Ph) , 3; and W (CH Ph) , 4] are reported. The synthetic effort suggests that ditungsten2 2 2 6 2 2 2 6 2 2 6

compounds are inherently more difficult to prepare and more thermally sensitive than dimolybdenum compounds, probably as a result of
the larger dimetal core the ligands must protect. The structural data confirm that dimetal hexaalkyls exhibit shorter M;M distances than
do dimetal hexaalkoxides, even in a matched pair case where steric differences are minimal.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.

Keywords: Metal–metal dimer; Triple bond; Alkyl; Homoleptic; X-ray structure; Distal ligand

1. Introduction respectively) [10], but the generality of these reactions has
not been examined.

Mo (CH SiMe ) was the first M X compound (M5a Our interest in this area arose from our Raman studies of2 2 3 6 2 6

transition metal) to be synthesized, and the first shown the metal–metal stretching frequency in M X dimers2 6

crystallographically to contain an unsupported metal–metal [11]. We needed a variety of M R compounds, and felt2 6

triple bond [1]. Since then, numerous triply bonded M X this warranted investigating the utility of ‘‘MoCl (dme)’’2 6 3

dimers containing pseudohalide ligands have appeared [2– and NaW Cl (THF) in preparing them. We have found2 7 5

4]. However, the number of homoleptic dimetal hexaalkyls that ‘‘MoCl (dme)’’ is a good starting material for other3

has remained small; only M (CH CMe ) (M5Mo [5], W dimolybdenum hexaalkyls, but that preparing ditungsten2 2 3 6

[6]), W (CH SiMe ) [7], and Mo (CH Ph) [8] have hexaalkyls from NaW Cl (THF) is problematic. Hexa-2 2 3 6 2 2 6 2 7 5

been added to the list, and only the last two were (alkoxy)ditungsten compounds are much better precursors
characterized crystallographically. for these. We report here four syntheses of dimetal

One reason relatively few M R compounds are known hexaalkyls containing phenyl groups, and the crystal2 6

is that suitable preparation methods have proved difficult structures of the four compounds Mo (CH CMe Ph) , 1;2 2 2 6

to find. Mo (CH CMe ) , M (CH SiMe ) (M5Mo, W), Mo (CH SiMe Ph) , 2; W (CH SiMe Ph) , 3; and2 2 3 6 2 2 3 6 2 2 2 6 2 2 2 6

and Mo (CH Ph) were initially prepared from metal W (CH Ph) , 4. The structural data confirm that dimetal2 2 6 2 2 6

halides and alkyllithium or Grignard reagents in 2–20% hexaalkyls exhibit the shortest metal–metal bond distances
yield. These reactions did not scale up well. More recently, of any member of the M X class, even when comparing2 6

Rothwell prepared Mo (CH SiMe ) (74% yield) [9] and compounds which are nearly isomorphous. Steric consid-2 2 3 6

Mo (CH Ph) (29%) [8] from Mo (O-i-Pr) , Chisholm erations appear to determine most of the core and peripher-2 2 6 2 6

prepared W (CH CMe ) from NaW Cl (THF) (55%) al structural parameters.2 2 3 6 2 7 5

[6], and we prepared Mo (CH CMe ) and2 2 3 6

Mo (CH SiMe ) from ‘‘MoCl (dme)’’ (73 and 84%,2 2 3 6 3

2. Experimental

*Corresponding authors. Unless otherwise noted, all reactions and manipulations

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00434-3
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1were performed under an inert atmosphere employing boiling to ambient temperature. H NMR (C D ): d 7.50–6 6

standard Schlenk or glove box techniques. Solvents were 7.18 (m, 5H, Ph H); 1.76 (s, 2H, CH ); 0.34 (s, 6H, CH ).2 3

evaporated in vacuo. Ether and hydrocarbon solvents were
distilled from purple potassium diphenyl ketyl. Me SiCl 2.3. Synthesis of W (CH SiMe Ph) , 33 2 2 2 6

was distilled from CaH . ‘‘MoCl (dme)’’ [10] W (OCy)2 3 2 6

[12], W (OCMe ) [6], and LiCH Ph [13] were prepared A stirring slurry of W (OCy) (0.962 g, 1.00 mmol) in2 3 6 2 2 6

by published methods. LiCH CMe Ph and LiCH SiMe Ph pentane (100 ml) was cooled to 2208C and treated2 2 2 2

were prepared analogously to LiCH CMe [14]. dropwise over 45 m with a pentane solution (100 ml) of2 3

NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker WA-200 LiCH SiMe Ph (0.956 g, 6.12 mmol). The yellow2 2

spectrometer at ambient temperature; chemical shifts are cyclohexoxide slowly dissolved, giving a red, translucent
reported as ppm downfield of tetramethylsilane. solution. After the addition of alkyllithium was completed,

the slurry was stirred for 1 h at 2208C, then allowed to
warm slowly to ambient temperature over 1 h. After 36 h

2.1. Synthesis of Mo (CH CMe Ph) , 1 of stirring, the solution was filtered, and the solvent was2 2 2 6

evaporated, giving a mixture of orange and white solids.
Solid LiCH CMe Ph (2.24 g, 16.0 mmol) was added in This was dissolved in ether, and the stirring solution was2 2

small portions from a powder addition funnel to a stirring treated with 3 ml Me SiCl. Over the course of 1 h, white3

slurry of ‘‘MoCl (dme)’’ (1.46 g, 5.00 mmol) in 1:1 solid precipitated. The solution was filtered to remove the3

ether /pentane (120 ml) at 2408C over 30 m. The mixture solid, and the volatiles were evaporated. The resulting
was then allowed to warm slowly to ambient temperature red-orange semisolid was dissolved in pentane and cooled
over 2 h, giving a dark red solution over a goopy grey to 2308C. The orange powder which precipitated was
precipitate. The solvent was evaporated, giving orange- filtered out, washed with cold pentane and dried (0.356 g,
brown solid. This was extracted with toluene until the 0.282 mmol, 28%). The sample for X-ray study was

1extracts were colorless. The extracts were filtered through crystallized from a saturated heptane solution at 2308C. H
a 5 cm pad of silica gel in a frit, giving a dark red-brown NMR (C D ): d 7.49–7.17 (m, 5H, Ph H); 1.76 (s, 2H,6 6

solution and removing a sizable quantity of solid. The CH ); 0.35 (s, 6H, CH ).2 3

solvent was evaporated, and the residue dissolved in 4320
ml portions of boiling heptane. The heptane extracts were 2.4. Synthesis of W (CH Ph) , 42 2 6

filtered, combined, and cooled to 2308C. The precipitated
product was filtered out, washed with cold pentane, and A stirring solution of W (OCMe ) (1.61 g, 2.00 mmol)2 3 6

dried, giving yellow microflakes (0.270 g, 0.272 mmol, in ether (75 ml) was cooled to 2108C and treated dropwise
11%). The sample for X-ray study was crystallized by over 30 m with an ethereal solution of LiCH Ph (70 ml of2

slow cooling of a saturated heptane solution from near 0.180 M solution, 12.6 mmol). The solution reddened, then
1boiling to ambient temperature. H NMR (C D ): d 7.24– became a red slurry as red microcrystals precipitated. After6 6

7.10 (m, 5H, Ph H); 2.02 (s, 2H, CH ); 1.36 (s, 6H, CH ). the addition of alkyllithium was complete, the slurry was2 3

stirred for 30 m at 2108C, then allowed to warm slowly to
2.2. Synthesis of Mo (CH SiMe Ph) , 2 ambient temperature over 1 h. The solvent was evaporated,2 2 2 6

giving orange-brown solid. This was triturated with hep-
A pentane solution (100 ml) of LiCH SiMe Ph (2.50 g, tane, filtered out, washed with pentane and dried, giving2 2

16.0 mmol) was added dropwise over 30 m to a stirring the product as a deep red powder (1.63 g, 1.78 mmol,
slurry of ‘‘MoCl (dme)’’ (1.46 g, 5.00 mmol) in 1:1 89%). It is crucial to avoid heating this material at any3

ether /pentane (60 ml) at 2408C. The mixture was then point, as it decomposes nearly completely after 1 h at
allowed to warm slowly to ambient temperature over 2 h, 508C. The crystal for X-ray study was grown from a

1giving a dark red solution over a goopy grey precipitate. saturated toluene solution at 2308C. H NMR (C D ): d6 6

The solvent was evaporated, giving yellow-black solid. 7.08–6.54 (m, 5H, Ph H); 3.64 (s, 2H, CH ).2

This was extracted with toluene until the extracts were
colorless. The extracts were filtered through a 5 cm pad of 2.5. Crystal structure determinations
silica gel in a frit, giving a clear, orange-yellow solution
and removing a sizable quantity of solid. The solvent was Crystals were removed from the glovebox under a layer
evaporated, and the residue triturated with pentane. The of heavy mineral oil for microscopic examination. Selected
bright yellow powder was filtered out, washed with cold crystals were rapidly attached with silicone grease to a
pentane, and dried. A second crop was isolated by glass pin held in the goniometer head, and were both
evaporating the mother liquor to 1 /3 the original volume, frozen in place and protected from the atmosphere by
and cooling it to 2308C. (Total yield: 0.970 g, 0.892 immediately cooling them in a stream of cold nitrogen gas.
mmol, 36%). The sample for X-ray study was crystallized Space groups were determined by inspection of reflec-
by slow cooling of a saturated heptane solution from near tion data and confirmed by the successful solution of the
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement

1 2 3 4

Color and shape Yellow plate Yellow fragment Orange fragment Red fragment
Crystal size, mm 0.3030.2030.10 0.1230.1030.10 0.0930.2030.23 0.1030.2030.30
Formula C H Mo C H Mo Si C H W Si C H W60 78 2 54 78 2 6 54 78 2 6 42 42 2

Temperature, K 293 (2) 173 (2) 293 (2) 173 (2)
¯ ¯Crystal system/space group Triclinic /P1 Monoclinic /P2 /n Monoclinic /P2 /n Rhombohedral /R31 1

Reflections used for unit cell 430 8201 5432 1768
(over full u range)
Unit cell dimensions: a 12.4296 (14) 12.890 (10) 11.4155 (6) 14.7534 (6)

˚(A, deg) b 12.562 (2) 18.003 (7) 13.7875 (7) 14.7534 (6)
c 18.856 (2) 13.394 (8) 18.6577 (9) 13.3371 (10)
a 91.648 (5) 90 90 90
b 92.152 (5) 111.51 (3) 92.16 (1) 90
g 115.600 (4) 90 90 120

Z 2 2 2 3
u range, deg 1.82–23.25 1.88–23.29 1.84–23.47 2.21–23.29
Index ranges 213#h#7 212#h#14 210#h#12 24#h#16

212#k#13 29#k#18 215#k#14 213#k#13
218#l#20 214#l#7 220#l#19 213#l#14

Reflections collected 7933 5309 10032 2058
Independent reflections 6266 (R 50.0328) 3791 (R 50.0537) 4152 (R 50.2052) 805 (R 50.0305)int int int int

aObserved reflections 6259 3443 4145 764
21Absorption coefficient, mm 0.509 0.590 4.071 6.886

Range of relat. transm. factors 0.94–0.65 0.9962–0.7683 0.9745–0.5430 0.9183–0.5963
Data / restraints /parameters 6259/0 /572 3788/0 /281 4145/0 /287 803/0 /67
Extinction coefficient 0.0030 (4) 0.014 (2) 0.0006 (2)

bSHELX-93 weight parameters 0.0649, 4.2361 0.1301, 3.2094 0.0593, 2.2655 0.0085, 34.6981
cR indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0388, wR250.1020 R150.0660, wR250.1699 R150.0508, wR250.1057 R150.0260, wR250.0574

R indices (all data) R150.0484, wR250.1224 R150.0702, wR250.1781 R150.0790, wR250.1291 R150.0282, wR250.0594
dGOF 0.951 1.038 1.043 1.128

a Corrected for Lorentz /polarization effects and empirically corrected for absorption (c-scans); I .2s(I ).o o
b 2 2 2 21 2 2SHELXTL weight w5[s (F ) 1(a*P) 1b*P] , where P5(Max (F ,0)12F ) /3, and a and b are the values given.o o c
c 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R5SuuF u2uF uu /SuF u; wR25hSw(F 2F ) /Sw(F ) j .o c o o c o
d 2 2 2 1 / 2GOF5[Sw(F 2F ) /(N 2N )] ; N 5number of observations, N 5number of variables.o c o v o v

structures. Data for 1–4 were collected on a Siemens appear in Table 1. Solutions and refinements were carried
2SMART diffractometer employing a CCD area detector, out using SHELXTL, refining on F values [15]. All

using graphite monochromated Mo Ka radiation (l5 nonhydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic tempera-
˚0.71073 A). Data collection and refinement parameters ture factors. Phenyl hydrogen atoms were placed in

calculated positions and allowed to ride on the bonded
carbon atom, with U(H)51.2*U (C). Methyl hydrogeneqv

atoms were included as a rigid group with rotational
freedom at the bonded carbon atom, with U(H)51.2*Ueqv

(C). ORTEP-III [16] diagrams of 1–4 appear in Figs. 1–4,
respectively; selected distance and angle values appear in
Table 2.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Mo (CH CMe Ph) , 12 2 2 6

Treatment of ‘‘MoCl (dme)’’ with three equivalents of3

LiCH CMe Ph provides yellow 1 in poor yield. The low2 2

yield is surprising given that the identical reaction between
the trichloride and either LiCH CMe or LiCH SiMe2 3 2 3

gives the hexa(neopentyl)- or hexa(trimethylsilylmethyl)-Fig. 1. ORTEP-III diagram of one of the independent molecules of
Mo (CH CMe Ph) , 1. Hydrogen atoms were removed for clarity. dimolybdenum compounds in .70% yield [10]. Once2 2 2 6
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isolated, 1 shows thermal and air stability similar to those
of the trimethylalkyl dimers.

In common with Mo (CH SiMe ) [1], 1 crystallizes2 2 3 6

with more than one dimer in the asymmetric unit. The two
independent molecules exhibit identical structural parame-
ters within experimental error (Table 2). The distances and
angles associated with the M C core are entirely con-2 6

sistent with those reported for the hexa(tri-
methylsilylmethyl) dimer and Mo (CH Ph) [8], with2 2 6

slight differences attributable to steric issues. For example,
the average M–C distances in Mo (CH SiMe ) [2.1312 2 3 6

˚ ˚(?) A], 1 [2.135 (5, 9, 6) A] [17], and 2 [2.113 (5, 11, 3)
Å] are experimentally identical, and shorter than that in

˚Mo (CH Ph) [2.162 (2) A] [18]. We think the difference2 2 6

arises from the need for the six ligands to ‘‘protect’’ the
dimetal core; in Mo (CH Ph) , containing the smallest2 2 6

ligand, the metal–carbon distance lengthens to better allow
Fig. 2. ORTEP-III diagram of Mo (CH SiMe Ph) , 2. Hydrogen atoms the benzyl group to do this. Evidence for this theory2 2 2 6

were removed for clarity. appears in the angle data: while the Mo–Mo–C angles of
all four dimolybdenum hexaalkyls are similar [97.89 (14,
34, 6)8 for 1; 99.7 (2, 12, 3)8 for 2; 100.6 (?)8 for
Mo (CH SiMe ) ; 97.61 (6)8 for Mo (CH Ph) ], the Mo–2 2 3 6 2 2 6

C–C(Si) angles track the relative sizes of the groups
attached to the methylene carbon [125.0 (3, 9, 6)8 for 1;
122.0 (3, 16, 3)8 for 2; 121.1 (?)8 for Mo (CH SiMe ) ;2 2 3 6

98.9 (1)8 for Mo (CH Ph) ]. The much more acute angle2 2 6

in the hexabenzyl compounds denotes phenyl rings which
are tipped back toward the dimetal core as a protective
mechanism. It should be noted that this tipping is entirely
steric in origin; no short contacts between the molybdenum
and the 2- and 6-carbons of the phenyl ring were observed

3in Mo (CH Ph) , and thus no h benzyl–metal interac-2 2 6

tions exist.
In our study of M (OR) compounds containing tertiary2 6

alkoxides [19] we noted consistent differences between the
bond and angle values for proximal alkoxides (those where

Fig. 3. ORTEP-III diagram of W (CH SiMe Ph) , 3. Hydrogen atoms2 2 2 6 the alkoxide group lies over the metal–metal triple bond,
were removed for clarity.

and for which the M–M–O–C torsion angle is near 08)
and those for distal alkoxides (those where the alkoxide
group points away from the metal–metal triple bond, and
for which the M–M–O–C torsion angle is near 1808). It
would have been valuable to determine whether this holds
for dimetal hexaalkyls, but intriguingly, every such dimer
characterized by diffraction methods, including 1–4, crys-
tallizes in a nearly ‘‘all distal’’ motif. The Mo–Mo–CH –2

C torsion angles in 1 average 144.5 (8, 3.4, 6)8. This value
is lowered from the ideal 1808 (probably by the steric
crowding that would arise from three perfectly distal
ligands on one metal), but is far larger than the expected 08

for a proximal ligand. This provides a distinct contrast to
M (OR) compounds, where only one all-distal conforma-2 6

tion has been observed.
Compound 1 and Mo (OCMe Ph) [19] are ‘‘peripher-2 2 6

ally identical’’: they contain ligands identical save for the
bonded atom. They thus provide a matched pair forFig. 4. ORTEP-III diagram of W (CH Ph) , 4. Hydrogen atoms were2 2 6

removed for clarity. comparison of the effect of the bonded atom on the dimetal
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 1–4

Atoms 1 (M5Mo) 2 (M5Mo) 3 (M5W) 4 (M5W)

M;M 2.1765 (8) (Mo1–Mo1a) 2.170 (2) (Mo–Mo9) 2.2587 (5) (W–W9) 2.2492 (9) (W–W9)
2.1768 (7) (Mo2–Mo2a)

M–C 2.138 (5) (Mo1–C1) 2.126 (6) (Mo–C1) 2.101 (7) (W–C1) 2.156 (6) (W–C1)
2.125 (5) (Mo1–C11) 2.108 (5) (Mo–C11) 2.116 (7) (W–C2)
2.138 (5) (Mo1–C21) 2.106 (5) (Mo–C21) 2.105 (7) (W–C3)
2.134 (4) (Mo2–C31)
2.125 (4) (Mo2–C41)
2.147 (5) (Mo2–C51)

C–C/Si 1.545 (7) (C1–C2) 1.868 (5) (C1–Si1) 1.856 (7) (C1–Si1) 1.492 (7) (C1–C2)
1.550 (7) (C11–C12) 1.875 (5) (C10–Si2) 1.845 (6) (C2–Si2)
1.551 (6) (C21–C22) 1.876 (6) (C19–Si3) 1.860 (7) (C3–Si3)
1.554 (6) (C31–C32)
1.555 (6) (C41–C42)
1.560 (7) (C51–C52)

M–M–C 97.83 (14) (Mo1–Mo1a–C1) 98.9 (2) (Mo–Mo9–C1) 101.9 (2) (W–W9–C1) 98.36 (14) (W–W9–C1)
97.64 (14) (Mo1–Mo1a–C11) 101.1 (2) (Mo–Mo9–C10) 102.2 (2) (W–W9–C2)
97.82 (14) (Mo1–Mo1a–C21) 99.0 (2) (Mo–Mo9–C19) 102.2 (2) (W–W9–C3)
98.21 (13) (Mo2–Mo2a–C31)
97.47 (13) (Mo2–Mo2a–C41)
98.38 (13) (Mo2–Mo2a–C51)

C–M–C 116.2 (2) (C1–Mo1–C11) 117.4 (2) (C1–Mo–C10) 115.9 (3) (C1–W–C2) 117.92 (7) (C1–W–C19)
120.9 (2) (C1–Mo1–C21) 118.4 (2) (C1–Mo–C19) 114.9 (3) (C1–W–C3)
117.5 (2) (C11–Mo1–C21) 115.9 (2) (C10–Mo–C19) 116.4 (3) (C2–W–C3)
118.8 (2) (C31–Mo2–C41)
116.6 (2) (C31–Mo2–C51)
118.9 (2) (C41–Mo2–C51)

M–C–C/Si 124.9 (4) (Mo1–C1–C2) 123.8 (3) (Mo–C1–Si1) 125.8 (4) (W–C1–Si1) 100.1 (3) (W–C1–C2)
125.1 (3) (Mo1–C11–C12) 121.7 (3) (Mo–C10–Si2) 122.7 (3) (W–C2–Si2)
126.8 (3) (Mo1–C21–C22) 120.6 (3) (Mo–C19–Si3) 122.0 (4) (W–C3–Si3)
124.2 (3) (Mo2–C31–C32)
124.6 (4) (Mo2–C41–C42)
124.3 (3) (Mo2–C51–C52)

core, although one must remember that the two are not the conclusions that could be drawn. For example, one
isomorphous. In the discussion below, we include only could argue that the Mo;Mo bond in Mo (NMe )2 2 6

parameters for the distal alkoxide ligands of lengthens to lessen steric contacts between dimethylamino
Mo (OCMe Ph) so as to compare only ligands of like methyl groups on opposite metals, while this is unneces-2 2 6

conformation. sary in Mo (CH SiMe ) , where rotation about the2 2 3 6

The notable feature of the pair is that the core angles methylene group can decrease repulsions. The matched
match well. The Mo–Mo–O angles in Mo (OCMe Ph) pair here, however, provides clear evidence that hexaalkyls2 2 6

average 97.10 (7, 20, 2)8, while the Mo–Mo–C angles in 1 exhibit inherently shorter metal–metal bond distances than
average 97.89 (14, 34, 6)8. The Mo–O–C angles in do hexaalkoxides.
Mo (OCMe Ph) average 128.2 (2, 4, 2)8, while the Mo– To what should the phenomenon be attributed? Since2 2 6

CH –C angles in 1 average 125.0 (3, 10, 6)8. That the steric effects / ligand conformations appear irrelevant, there2

methylene group in 1 is larger than the oxygen in the are only two obvious candidates. One is the presence of O
hexaalkoxide has little impact on the internal conformation p→M p* donation in the hexaalkoxides lengthening the
of the molecules. M;M bond; the other is the greater electronegativity of

The one feature of the M X cores which clearly oxygen vs. carbon forcing a larger effective positive charge2 6

distinguishes the hexaalkoxide dimer from the hexaalkyl on the metals in the hexaalkoxides, in turn causing them to
dimer is the metal–metal bond length. In repel each other and decrease metal orbital overlap [3].

˚Mo (OCMe Ph) , the Mo;Mo distance is 2.2388 (6) A, The two represent limiting cases of the relationship2 2 6
˚ ˚while in 1 the distances average 2.1767 (8, 2, 2) A, 0.06 A between electron density and bond length: in the former,

shorter. It was recognized in the mid-1970s that the Mo; the metal–metal bond length increases because ligand
˚Mo bond length of Mo (CH SiMe ) (2.167 A) appeared atoms add electron density to the metals, while in the2 2 3 6

˚shorter than that in Mo (NMe ) [2.214 (3) A] [20] and in latter, the metal–metal bond length increases because2 2 6
˚Mo (OCH CMe ) [2.222 (2) A] [21] but the paucity of ligand atoms withdraw electron density from the metals.2 2 3 6

data and the structural diversity of the molecules limited As we discuss in the accompanying paper [19], collected
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structural evidence suggests that M–O p interaction silicon atom in 2, the structures of 1 and 2 are strikingly
contributes little to the bonding picture in M (OR) similar. In particular, the M–C–C angles in 1 are ex-2 6

species. Furthermore, postulating an effective charge in- perimentally identical to the M–C–Si angles in 2, indicat-
crease in M (OR) compounds is crucial in explaining ing that the larger silicon atom is too far removed from the2 6

photoelectron spectroscopic experiments to be reported dimetal core to affect it. The size difference manifests
elsewhere [22]. So it appears the metal–metal bond is itself solely in the M–M–C–C(Si) torsion angles, which
shorter in 1 because the M(CH CMe Ph) moieties do not are 144.5 (8, 3.4, 6)8 for 1 and 126.2 (7, 2.7, 3)8 for 2.2 2 3

repel each other as much as the M(OCMe Ph) fragments This is straightforward to rationalize based on steric2 3

in Mo (OCMe Ph) do. considerations: the ligand with the larger silicon atom (and2 2 6

therefore longer CH –X and X–CH distances) can more2 3

3.2. Mo (CH SiMe Ph) , 2, and W (CH SiMe Ph) , 3 readily bend back toward the dimetal core and lower the2 2 2 6 2 2 2 6

torsion angle.
Treating ‘‘MoCl (dme)’’ with LiCH SiMe Ph gives Comparisons between 2 and Mo (CH SiMe ) and 33 2 2 2 2 3 6

dimer 2 in acceptable yield [though still quite a bit smaller and W (CH SiMe ) demonstrate that the added steric2 2 3 6

than that of Mo (CH SiMe ) ] after minimal workup. bulk of the phenyl groups in the dimethylphenylsilylmethyl2 2 3 6

Preparing the ditungsten homologue 3 is considerably systems causes little if any molecular distortion in the
more difficult. We attempted several times to prepare it M C core. The core distances and angles in each pair of2 6

from NaW Cl (THF) , the most generally useful tungsten compounds are identical within experimental error.2 7 5

(III) halide starting material, but were unable to isolate
more than a few crystals of the hexaalkyl dimer. Using 3.3. W (CH Ph) , 42 2 6

W (OCMe ) proved no more successful. Ultimately we2 3 6

found that treating W (OCy) with the alkyllithium fol- With the publication of the synthesis and structure of2 6

lowed by Me SiCl to remove the LiOCy byproduct led to Mo (CH Ph) , Rothwell and coworkers demonstrated that3 2 2 6

3 in acceptable yield, on a useful scale. stable M R dimers could be formed with relatively small2 6

The original report of the structure of Mo (CH SiMe ) R groups [8]. Surprisingly, the dimolybdenum compound2 2 3 6
3stated that the ditungsten analogue W (CH SiMe ) ex- was not stabilized by h interactions between the benzyl2 2 3 6

hibited nearly identical cell parameters and the identical group and the metal, implying that perhaps other small
space group and thus was isostructural [1]. However, the groups, such as CH CF or CH CHMe , might give stable2 3 2 2

full details have never been published, and Chisholm and dimers. We have investigated this issue peripherally by
coworkers later found that they were unable to refine data synthesizing the hexa(benzyl)ditungsten compound 4. In
from a crystal with these cell parameters. They solved the contrast to 3, W (OCMe ) is an excellent starting material2 3 6

structure using a crystal in which the tungsten dimer for this dimer. Complex 4 precipitates from the reaction
crystallized in a different space group, with different cell mixture, simplifying its isolation considerably, although
parameters [7]. Compounds 2 and 3 provide a complement for best yield removal of solvent and trituration of the
to this curiosity: they crystallize in cells with quite residue is necessary. The advantage of using the hexa(t-
different parameters, but in the same space group. butoxide) dimer in place of the hexa(cyclohexoxide) dimer

The two homologues are nearly isostructural save that is that the LiOCMe byproduct is easily removed by the3

the Mo;Mo bond length is shorter than the W;W bond trituration step. We have been unable to prepare 4 from
˚length by the usual 0.07 A. It appears the M–M–C angle Na W Cl (THF) .2 2 7 5

in 2 is slightly more acute [99.7 (2, 12, 3)8] than that in 3 We thought that the increased W;W bond length in 4 as
[102.1 (2, 2, 3)8], but the data are insufficient to demon- compared to the Mo;Mo bond length in Mo (CH Ph) ,2 2 6

strate this unambiguously. Furthermore, the corresponding and the consequent increased chance for decomposition by
values for Mo (CH SiMe ) [100.6 (?)8] and a- or g-hydrogen abstraction by the metal, might mean that2 2 3 6

W (CH SiMe ) [101.7 (10, 21, 12)8] are experimentally 4 would prove unisolable, but in fact the tungsten dimer is2 2 3 6

identical. Providing some corroboration for the difference, stable at room temperature when pure. It is, however,
however, are the M–M–C–Si torsion angles, which aver- thermally sensitive; an NMR sample decomposed com-
age to 126.2 (7, 2.7, 3)8 for 2 and 118.3 (9, 1.6, 3)8 for 3. pletely to uncharacterized materials within 1 hour at 508C.
As one would expect, the smaller torsion angle correlates Since the dimolybdenum compound is stable for several
with the larger M–M–C angle which determines it. hours under similar conditions, it appears that the larger
Nonetheless, it does not seem that the larger W;W core in size of the ditungsten core in 4 does allow decomposition
3 has a dramatic impact on the conformations of the routes to become viable.
ligands. Combined with our comments above regarding Rothwell et al., noted that the methylene resonance in

1Mo (CH Ph) , it appears ligand size dictates ligand con- the H NMR spectrum of Mo (CH Ph) , appeared at d2 2 6 2 2 6

formation more than does the size of the core the ligand 3.70, a shift attributed to the deshielding caused by the
must protect. diamagnetic anisotropy of the Mo–Mo triple bond [8]. The

Despite the presence of the larger, more polarizable analogous resonance in 4 appears at d 3.64. The shift in
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each case is ca. d 1.6 from that of the parent hydrocarbon W (OCy) good for preparing some hexaalkyls, but form-2 6

(toluene), similar to the shift observed for the methylene ing this material requires several steps. Even when it is
vs. Me SiPh in 2 and 3 (ca. d 1.5; see Experimental). The used, yields are not great. W (OCMe ) , while useful for3 2 3 6

observation holds for M (CH SiMe ) (M5Mo: d 2.02; specific syntheses such as that of 4, does not have broad2 2 3 6

M5W: d 1.90; (CH ) Si: d 0.00) and M (CH CMe ) applicability. Probably the bulky cyclohexoxy and t-butoxy3 4 2 2 3 6

(M5Mo: d 2.75; M5W: d 2.52; (CH ) C: d 0.90). Thus groups slow the attack by the alkyllithium and allow side3 4

the additional data support Rothwell’s hypothesis and reactions to occur. Possibly W (O–iPr) , the homologue of2 6

suggest that the methylene resonance in an M (CH R) Rothwell’s dimolybdenum reagent, is the ideal starting2 2 6

compound will generally lie 1.6–1.9 ppm downfield of the point for the synthesis of ditungsten hexaalkyls, but it
resonance in the organic parent. brings its own set of problems: it must be prepared and

Dimer 4 is isomorphous with the dimolydenum com- stored at low temperature to avoid dimerization [23] As a
˚pound. The W;W distance is 0.074 A longer than the result, we have not tested its efficacy.

Mo;Mo distance, but this has only a minor impact on any The structural data expand the database of homoleptic
of the other parameters. We noted above that the Mo–C dimetal hexa(ligand) species and provide clear proof that
bond distance in Mo (CH Ph) appeared slightly longer the metal–metal triple-bond distance in dimetal hexaalkyls2 2 6

˚than that in the other dimolybdenum compounds character- is inherently 0.06–0.08 A shorter than that in dimetal
ized. The same may hold for W (CH Ph) : the W–C hexaalkoxides. This has been known for a long time, but2 2 6

˚distance of 2.156 (6) A appears longer than that in 3. the matched pair of compounds reported here removes the
However, the average W–C distance in W (CH SiMe ) is possibility that the difference arises from steric concerns2 2 3 6

˚2.14 (4, 6, 12) A, experimentally indistinguishable from rather than electronic ones. The latter are clearly key, and
the target value. This distance may be artifactually long, we believe that the larger effective positive charge on the
though, as the diffraction data for the hexa(tri- metals in the hexaalkoxides resulting from the greater
methylsilylmethyl) compound were noted to be limited and electronegativity of oxygen vs. carbon causes the phenom-
of mediocre quality, so that the carbon atoms were refined enon.
isotropically [7]. More data are needed to address this It is interesting that the structural differences involving
point unambiguously. the alkyl ligands can be attributed to steric needs. One

The W–W–C angle [98.36 (14)8 vs. 97.61 (6)8 for might have suspected that silyl-substituted alkyl ligands
Mo (CH Ph) ] and W–C–C angle [100.1 (3)8 vs. 98.9 would display unique parameters arising from their rela-2 2 6

(1)8 for Mo (CH Ph) ] open slightly, reflecting, as in the tively electron-rich character, but this does not appear so.2 2 6

comparisons above, the need for the ligands to protect the Even more surprising is the fact that the hexa(benzyl)
larger dimetal core in 4 by occupying more space. The compounds are not remarkably different from the hexa-
M–M–C–C (phenyl) torsion angles are essentially identi- (primary alkyls), despite the electronic variations between
cal for the molybdenum and tungsten homologues [143.48 benzyl and other primary alkyls. This suggests that compu-
and 143.7 (5)8, respectively], and are similar to that tational chemists should be able to model most dimetal
observed in 1. (hexaalkyls) as M (CH ) or M (CH CH ) species,2 3 6 2 2 3 6

simplifying the problem considerably.

4. Conclusion Supplementary Material Available

The goal of this work was to find general and optimal Structural data have been deposited in the Cambridge
routes to dimolybdenum- and ditungsten hexaalkyls. While Crystallographic Data Centre Structural Database [24].
‘‘MoCl (dme)’’ appears to be a general reagent for such Some data are also available from the primary authors3

syntheses, product yields are such that it cannot be termed upon request.
an optimal one. Advantages of the trichloride include its
easy preparation and the simple separation of the hexaalkyl
product from byproducts, but its giving unpredictable Acknowledgements
yields cannot be overlooked when the required
alkyllithiums are expensive to prepare. If one is interested We appreciate the interest in and comments regarding
in preparing a dimolybdenum hexaalkyl in the highest this work of Professor Malcolm Chisholm, Indiana Uni-
possible yield, Rothwell’s route starting from Mo (O–iPr) versity, and Professor Richard Dallinger, Wabash College.2 6

appears to be the best choice.
NaW Cl (THF) seems useful only for preparing the2 7 5
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Abstract

The bis(2-pyridyl-ketone) compound is expected to have great potential as a multidentate ligand with transition metals. However,
similar ketone-containing compounds, bis(2-pyridyl-ketone) could undergo metal-promoted hydration. With the aim of determining its
behaviour, bis(2-pyridyl-ketone) was reacted with Cu(II) and Mn(II). X-ray characterisation of the products reveals the formation of
complexes containing picolinate anions as products of the degradation of bis(2-pyridyl-ketone). ESR spectroscopy for the compound with
Mn(II) (1) indicates an important zero-field splitting term originating from the strong distortion of the resulting Mn(II) octahedra. The
ESR spectra for the compound with Cu(II) (2) are consistent with the elongated Cu(II)-octahedra. These octahedra form a
monodimensional arrangement which shows the occurrence of antiferromagnetic exchange couplings.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Cu picolinates; Mn picolinates; Degradation of bis(2-pyridyl-ketone); Crystal structure; ESR spectroscopy; Magnetic susceptibility

1. Introduction N,N-coordination of the ligand [6]. However, the coordina-
tion to a metallic cation does not necessarily imply the

Coordination compounds of first-transition metals are hydration of the ketocarbonyl group since some other
known to participate in multiple biological processes factors influence the occurrence of this process [6–9]. In
involving acid–base and redox reactions [1]. From the this sense, the possibility of direct bonding between bpk
point of view of the inorganic chemistry, an accurate and the metallic cation should be pointed, considering the
characterisation of these compounds accompanied by its fact that this compound shows four potential donor sites.
co-relation to some other factors should be taken as helpful Thus, the reaction of bpk with different metallic cations
information for further studies.

In this sense, complexes of pyridyl-2-carboxylic acid
[also called picolinic acid (I)] and its derivatives have been
determined to exhibit a broad spectrum of physiological
effects on the activity functions of both animal and plants
organisms [2]. It is worth mentioning that a great number
of coordination compounds containing picolinate anions
(hereafter, pic) have been reported so far [3–9] (Scheme
1).

Picolinic acid can be described as a derivative product
of bis(2-pyridyl-ketone) (II) (hereafter, bpk) after a pro-
cess involving hydrolysis and oxidation through the
ketonecarbonyl groups. However, hydration of this type of
ketones is not expected unless it is metal-promoted via

*Corresponding author. E-mail: qipcomor@lg.ehu.es Scheme 1.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00435-5
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Table 1could give rise to a variety of compounds depending on the
Crystal data and processing parameters for compound 1resulting organic entity (bpk itself, picolinic acid or any
Crystal morphology Prismaticintermediate product) as well as the different coordination
Crystal colour Yellowpossibilities in each case (for example N,N-, N, O- or
Crystal size (mm) 0.0830.1030.18N,O,N-coordinated, protonated or deprotonated,...).
Chemical formula [Mn(C N O H ) (H O) ]?H O6 1 2 4 2 2 2 2

21Taking into account these considerations, the present Molecular weight (g mol ) 353.19
work reports on the products of reaction of bpk with Crystal system Monoclinic

Space group P2 /cMn(II) (1) and Cu(II) (2) which were analysed using 1

Cell constantsX-ray diffraction and IR and ESR spectroscopies. The
˚a (A) 7.493(2)compound with Cu(II) was also characterised in terms of ˚b (A) 15.720(4)

its magnetic properties. ˚c (A) 12.464(2)
b (8) 95.37(1)

3˚Volume (A ) 1461.7(6)
Number of formula units, Z 42. Experimental

23Calculated density D (g cm ) 1.605c
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 0.940

2.1. Synthesis u range for data collection 1–30
Reflections collected 4553
Unique date measured 4261Aqueous solutions of (1) MnCl ?4H O and (2) CuCl ?2 2 2
Observed data with I$2s(I) 27952H O (0.5 mmol) were mixed with methanolic solutions2
R 0.0196intof bpk (10 ml, 0.5 mmol). The resulting blue (1) and 2GOF (F ) 0.957

ayellow (2) solutions were left to stand at room tempera- R1(F ) 0.0400o
2 bture. After several days, pure phases were observed to wR2(F ) 0.1004o

No. of parameters refined 219appear, formed by prismatic crystals.
aElemental analysis and atomic absorption results are R1(F )5[oiF u2uF i /ouF u].o o c o
b 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2in good agreement with the stoichiometries wR2(F )5[o[w(F 2F ) ] /o[w(F ) ]] .o o c o

[Mn(pic) (H O) ]?H O (1) and [Cu(pic) ]–2H O (2).2 2 2 2 2 2

Found (1): Mn, 15.7; C, 40.7; N, 7.8; H, 4.2; and,
calculated for MnC N O H : Mn, 15.55; C, 40.80; N, X-ray measurements were taken at room temperature on12 2 7 14

7.93; H, 4.00. Found (2): Cu, 18.3; C, 42.3; N, 7.9; H, 3.3; an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer with graphite-
˚and, calculated for CuC N O H : Cu, 18.48; C, 41.92; monochromated Mo-K radiation (l50.71073 A), oper-12 2 6 12 a

N, 8.15; H, 3.52. ating in a v /2u scanning mode using suitable crystals for
data collection. Accurate lattice parameters were deter-

2.2. Physical measurements mined from least-squares refinement of 25 well-centered
reflections. Intensity data were collected in the 2u range

IR spectroscopy was performed on a Nicolet 520 FTIR 1–308. During data collection, two standard reflections
21spectrophotometer in the 4000–400 cm region. ESR periodically observed showed no significant variation.

spectra were recorded on powdered samples at X- and Corrections for Lorentz and polarisation factors were
Q-band frequencies, with a Bruker ESP300 spectrometer, applied to the intensity values but no absorption correc-
equipped with a standard OXFORD low-temperature de- tions were made.
vice, calibrated by the NMR probe for the magnetic field, The structures were solved by heavy-atoms Patterson
the frequency measured using a Hewlett-Packard 5352B methods using the program SHELXS86 [10] and refined

2microwave frequency computer. Magnetic susceptibility using a full-matrix least-squares procedure on F using
measurements were carried out on powdered samples in SHELXL93 [11]. Non-hydrogen atomic scattering factors
the temperature range 2–300 K using a SQUID SHE were taken from the International Tables of X-ray Crys-
magnetometer equipped with a helium continuous-flow tallography [12].
cryostat. The experimental susceptibility values were cor-
rected for diamagnetism of the constituent atoms (Pascal
tables).

3. Results and discussion
2.3. Crystal structure determination

3.1. Structural analysis
X-ray structural characterisation was carried out for

compounds 1 and 2. Crystallographic data and processing The crystal structure of compound 1 (Fig. 1) consists of
parameters for compound 1 are summarised in Table 1. As neutral monomers in which the Mn(II) ions are coordi-
explained below, the structure of compound 2 is reported nated to two N,O-bonded picolinates. Obviously, both
somewhere else [4]. picolinate units are the result of the degradation of the
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Fig. 1. ORTEP view of compound 1 [Mn(pic) (H O) ]?H O.2 2 2 2

original bpk ligand. Two molecules of H O in the cis2
Fig. 2. View of the packing of compound 1 [Mn(pic) (H O) ]?H O.2 2 2 2position are also coordinated to the metallic ion in such a

way that each oxygen atom is nearly perpendicular to one
of the two N atoms (in Table 2, selected bond distances of this compound (Fig. 2) shows that the monomeric unitspic

and angles for compound 1 are shown). Since the steric are connected via hydrogen bonds through both coordina-
requirements of the ligand causes the O –Mn–N angle tion and crystallisation molecules of water.pic pic

to be 73.86(7) on average, the resulting coordination The structural characterisation of compound 2 revealed
sphere is a rather distorted octahedron where the average that bpk also degrades in contact with Cu(II), resulting in
bond distances Mn–N , Mn–O and Mn–O are the formation of a picolinate-complex. Thus, as can bepic pic w

2.266(2), 2.162(3) and 2.190(3), respectively. Additional- seen in Fig. 3, the structure of compound 2 consists of
ly, there is a molecule of crystallisation water per mono- [CuN O ] octahedra which are connected via O-atoms2 4

mer in the structure of compound 1. A view of the packing forming a chain along the [100] direction. Two strongly

Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for compound 1

Mn1–O1 2.145(2) O1–Mn1–N1 74.18(7)
Mn1–O3 2.180(2) O3–Mn1–N2 73.54(7)
Mn1–Ow1 2.196(2) Ow1–Mn1–N2 90.38(7)
Mn1–Ow2 2.185(2) Ow2–Mn1–N1 89.95(7)
Mn1–N1 2.281(2) Ow2–Mn1–Ow1 83.46(7)
Mn1–N2 2.251(2) O1–Mn1–O3 97.35(8)
C6–O1 1.252(3) N2–Mn1–N1 157.78(8)
C6–O2 1.252(2) O1–Mn1–Ow2 154.37(8)
C12–O3 1.269(3) O3–Mn1–Ow1 163.67(7)
C12–O4 1.235(3) O1–C6–O2 124.9(2)

O4–C12–O3 125.6(2)
Hydrogen bonds

D–H D...A H...A D–H...A

Ow3–H131 Ow3? ? ?O2 H131? ? ?O2 Ow3–H131? ? ?O2
0.99(3) 2.884(3) 1.97(3) 152(2)
Ow1–H110 Ow1? ? ?Ow3(i) H110? ? ?Ow3(i) Ow1–H110? ? ?Ow3(i)
0.99(2) 2.763(3) 1.774(2) 177(1)
Ow2–H121 Ow2? ? ?O4(i) H121? ? ?O4(i) Ow2–H121? ? ?O4(i)
0.99(3) 2.710(3) 1.73(3) 170(3)
Ow1–H111 Ow1? ? ?O3(i) H111? ? ?O3(i) Ow1–H111? ? ?O3(i)
0.99(3) 2.787(3) 1.81(3) 169(3)
Ow2–H120 Ow2? ? ?O2(ii) H120? ? ?O2(ii) Ow2–H120? ? ?O2(ii)
0.99(3) 2.676(2) 1.69(3) 173(3)
Ow3–H130 Ow3? ? ?Ow2(iii) H130? ? ?Ow2(iii) Ow3–H130? ? ?Ow2(iii)
0.99(3) 3.198(3) 2.26(3) 159(2)

(i) x, 2y11/2, z21/2; (ii) x11, 1y, 1z; (iii) x21, 2y11/2, z11/2.
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Fig. 4. (a) X; and (b) Q-band powdered spectra for compound 1
[Mn(pic) (H O) ]?H O and the fitted Gaussian curve for the observed2 2 2 2

Q-band data.Fig. 3. View of the monodimensional arrangement of compound 2
[Cu(pic) ]?2H O. Crystallisation molecules of water are omitted for2 2

clarity.
presence of magnetic exchange interactions propagated via
hydrogen bonding which could also account for the high

N,O-bonded picolinate ligands lie on the equatorial plane intensity of the apparent DM 52 transition.s

while the other two O atoms occupy the axial positions. The spectrum corresponding to the Q-band (Fig. 4b), on
These O-atoms, which belong to two different picolinate the contrary, allows a more satisfactory interpretation of
anions, are weakly coordinated to Cu(II). As mentioned the experimental results. Thus, the room-temperature
above, the X-ray structural characterisation carried out in quasi-isotropic central line ( g52.00) exhibiting four
this work for compound 2 fully coincides with the one ‘shoulders’ (two at each side of the main signal) as well as
reported by Faure et al. [4] in 1973. the fact that the intensity of the half-field signal is much

lower (by a factor of |0.005, as expected for a monomeric
3.2. IR spectroscopy Mn(II) compound) are indicative of an important zero-field

splitting term originating from the strong distortion of the
Since the bands corresponding to metal–ligand bonds Mn(II) octahedra.

appear in the far-IR region, the room-temperature IR Fitting of the room-temperature Q-band spectrum to Eq.
21spectra for both compounds in the 400–4000 cm region (1) has been carried out using values of g52.000, D5

21 21just exhibit signals related to the picolinate ligand. In 0.0532 cm and E50.0177 cm .
Table 3 tentative assignments for the most important bands

2 2 2
21 H 5 bHgS 1 D[S 2 1/3s(s 1 1)] 1 E(S 2 S ) (1)z x yin the 4000–400 cm region can be seen corresponding to

the pyridyl ring and the carboxylate group.
These values of g, D and E can be used for the fitting of

3.3. ESR spectroscopy and magnetic properties the X-band spectrum. The as-obtained theoretical curve
reasonably predicts the positions of the bands but the

The X-band powdered ESR spectrum of compound 1 fitting of the whole curve is not that good.
(Fig. 4a) is rather complex with a wide, unresolved, signal The relatively high value of D (not negligible with
in the DM 51 region and a strong ‘bump’ at approximate- respect to the Zeeman energy when operating at the X-s

ly the half-field of the main signal. The anisotropy of the band) can be explained by the anomalous resolution of the
central line could be originated by the strong distortion X-band spectrum and, especially, the high intensity of the
exhibited by the [MnN O ] octahedra and/or by the DM 52 signal. In this sense, the signal at 1600 Gauss can2 6 s

be interpreted as the sum of the half-field absorption and a
Table 3 Z contribution of the zero-field splitting term.21Characteristic bands in the infrared spectra (400–4000 cm )

In summary, despite the possible magnetic interactions
2 2Compound y (–COO ) y (–COO ) Pyridylas s due to the H-bonds for compound 1, the distortion of the

1 1571br 1380br 1571br 1380br 1047 714 octahedra should be considered as the most significant
2 1660 1392 1616 1366 1044 717 factor for the interpretation of the ESR spectra in this
br5broad. compound.
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The X-band powdered ESR spectra of compound 2 is
characteristic of an axial g-tensor with g 52.239 andi

g 52.060. Just a slight narrowing of the linewidth is'

observed when the temperature is lowered from RT to 4.2
K. Operating at the Q-band, the anisotropy of the perpen-
dicular contribution is resolved and a rhombic spectrum is
obtained. The calculated g values, g 52.237, g 52.0581 2

and g 52.051, are in good agreement with a d 22 23 x y

ground state in an elongated octahedral copper(II)
cromophore. Additionally, the narrow signal observed in
the Q-band spectra can be associated with the occurrence
of exchange couplings.

21X- and Q-band room temperature spectra for compound Fig. 6. Thermal evolution of x and x T for compound 2 [Cu(pic) ]?m m 2

2 have been fitted to theoretical Lorentzian curves by using 2H O and their corresponding theoretical curves.2

values of G 560 Gauss and G 534 Gauss (X-band) andi '

G 550 Gauss, G 512 Gauss and G 512 Gauss (Q-band).1 2 3

Fig. 5 shows both experimental spectra together with the expression was developed by Hall [13] to describe the
fitted curves. While a perfect match occurs for both X-band results graphically presented by Bonner and Fisher [14] for
spectra, a small disparity can be observed between the a uniformly spaced chain of spins S51/2.
Q-band experimental and theoretical curves which can be

2 2 2Ng b A 1 Bx 1 Cxattributed to preferent orientations in the powdered sam- ]] ]]]]]]x 5 (2)S D2 3kT 1 1 Dx 1 Ex 1 Fxples which have not been detected in the X-band measure-
ments. where x5(uJu) /(kT ), N and k are the Avogadro and

With the aim of characterising the magnetic behaviour Boltzmann constants, respectively, b is the Bohr mag-
of compound 2, susceptibility vs. temperature values were neton, A50.250, B50.150, C50.3009, D51.9862 and
recorded over the temperature range 2–300 K. The ex- F56.0625.
perimental data (up to 100 K) are displayed in Fig. 6 as the The best parameters for Eq. (2) to fit the experimental
inverse of x and the product x T. As can be seen, them m data are J /k520.52 K and g52.12 (the latter being close
susceptibility obeys the Curie-Weiss law along the whole to the average value of g obtained from ESR measure-
range of temperatures, with values of C and u of 0.42m ments). The weak character of the antiferromagnetic3 21cm K mol and 20.66 K, respectively, which are typical interactions is consistent with the long pathway which
for octahedral Cu(II). The thermal trend followed by the involves the weak axial Cu–O bond.
product x T indicates the occurrence of antiferromagneticm

interactions between the Cu(II) centres. Supplementary data
In order to evaluate the magnitude of the exchange

coupling constant, Eq. (2) was used. This polynomial Available from the CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
CB12 IEZ, UK, on request, quoting deposition no. 102524.
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Abstract

The controlled nucleophilic halide displacement reaction of [NEt ][Fe(bpc)Cl ] [H bpc54,5-dichloro-1,2-bis(pyridine-2-carboxamido)4 2 2

benzene] with AgClO in MeCN afforded a crystalline iron(III) complex Fe(bpc)Cl?H O 1. The mixed chloro-dimethylformamide (DMF)4 2

axially ligated complex [Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)] (obtained during recrystallization of 1 from DMF; however, it loses DMF quite readily to
revert back to 1) has been structurally characterized. It belongs to only a handful of mononuclear high-spin iron(III) complexes having
deprotonated picolinamide ligand. The iron(III) centre is co-ordinated in the equatorial plane by two pyridine nitrogens and two
deprotonated amide nitrogens of the ligand, and two axial sites are co-ordinated by a chloride ion and a DMF molecule. The metal atom

nhas a distorted octahedral geometry. Reaction of 1 with [ Bu N][OH] in MeOH afforded a m-oxo-bridged diiron(III) complex,4

[Fe(bpc)] O?DMF?2H O, 2. The spin state and the co-ordination environment of the iron(III) centres in 1 and 2 have been determined by2 2

¨temperature-dependent (25–300 K) magnetic susceptibility measurements in the solid state (Faraday method) and Mossbauer spectral
studies at 300 K. Complex 1 behaves as a perfect S55/2 system, in the solid-state as well as in DMF solution. The two iron(III) centres

21in 2 are antiferromagnetically coupled (J52117.8 cm ) and the bridged dimeric structure is retained in DMF solution. Bridge-cleavage
reactions of 2 have been demonstrated by its ready reaction with mineral acids such as HCl and MeCO H to generate authentic S55/22

2 2complexes, [Fe(bpc)Cl ] and [Fe(bpc)(O CMe) ] , respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 2 2

Keywords: 4,5-Dichloro-1,2-bis(pyridine-2-carboxamido)benzene; Mononuclear iron(III) complex; m-Oxo-bridged diiron(III) complex; Temperature-
¨dependent magnetic studies; Mossbauer spectral studies; Crystal structure of a mononuclear iron(III) complex

1. Introduction These examples have utilized two anionic [20,21], such as
2 2 2 2Cl , N , MeCO or CN , and neutral [20,22], such as3 2

Variation of axial ligands leads to a change in the pyridine or 1-methylimidazole, as axial ligands. The
spin-state of iron(III) centres in porphyrin [1,2], phthalo- present work stems from our search for a mononuclear
cyanine [3], Schiff base [4–10], tetraaza macrocyclic iron(III) complex with a picolinamide in-plane ligand and
(neutral [11–16] as well as dianionic [17,18]) and other only one anionic axial ligand, to explore the possibility of
[19] complexes with tetradentate ligands. Since the known completing the missing axial ligating varieties. We have
examples of iron(III) complexes with dinegative N in- now synthesized such a complex Fe(bpc)Cl?H O, 1,4 2

plane ligands are primarily with porphyrins, the prepara- [H bpc54,5-dichloro-1,2-bis(pyridine-2-carboxamido)ben-2

tion of simpler non-porphyrin systems is highly desirable. zene]. The single-crystal of the complex
In an attempt to widen the variety of in-plane ligands, we [Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)], obtained during recrystallization of 1
[20] and others [21,22] have provided new structurally from DMF, has been characterized by X-ray crystal-
characterized examples containing deprotonated picolin- lography. Interestingly, reaction between complex 1 and
amide ligands with S55/2 and S51/2 electronic states. hydroxide ion affords a new m-oxo-bridged diiron(III)

complex, [Fe(bpc)] O?DMF?2H O, 2. The spin state prop-2 2

erties of 1 and 2 have been determined from temperature-
*Corresponding author. Fax: 1512-597-436; e-mail: rnm@iitk.ac.in dependent (25–300 K) magnetic susceptibility and room-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00436-7
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21¨temperature Mossbauer spectral measurements. Bridge- IR (KBr, cm , selected peaks): 3600, 3400, 3150
cleavage reactions of 2 have also been investigated. [n(OH)]; 830 [n (Fe–O–FeO)]; 1650 [n (DMF)].asym co

3Absorption spectrum [DMF solution, l /nm (´ /dmmax
21 21mol cm )]: 390 (sh), 346 (26 500) and 298 (sh).

2. Experimental
2.3. Measurements

2.1. Materials
The analyses (C, H, N) were performed at the Depart-

ment of Inorganic Chemistry, Indian Association for theAll chemicals and reagents were procured from com-
Cultivation of Science, Calcutta and National Chemicalmercial sources and used as received, unless otherwise
Laboratory, Pune, India. Solution electrical conductivitystated. Solvents were purified as before [23–25]. The
measurements were carried out with an Elico (Hyderabad,complex [NEt ][Fe(bpc)Cl ] was prepared as described4 2
India) Type CM-82 T conductivity bridge. Spectroscopicpreviously [20].
data were obtained using the following instruments: in-
frared spectra, Perkin-Elmer M-1320; electronic spectra,2.2. Synthesis of iron(III) complexes 1Perkin-Elmer Lambda 2. The H NMR spectrum of 2 was

¨recorded using a Bruker AC(AF)-200 MHz spectrometer at
2.2.1. Fe(bpc)Cl?H O, 12 ¨the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. Mossbauer

To a stirred solution of [NEt ][Fe(bpc)Cl ] (0.2 g, 0.314 2 spectral measurements at 300 K were made on a standard,3 3mmol) in MeCN (30 cm ), a MeCN solution (5 cm ) of constant-acceleration spectrometer (Department of
AgClO (0.13 g, 0.62 mmol) was added dropwise. The4 Physics). Isomer shift values (d ) are given with respect to
resulting reaction mixture was stirred and a green precipi- metallic iron at 300 K.
tate, with the AgCl that formed, started to appear. After 30
min, it was filtered and the solid thus obtained was washed 2.4. Magnetic studies
thoroughly with hot MeCN. The green compound was then
dissolved in a minimum amount of DMF and filtered. The

Variable-temperature (25–300 K) solid-state magnetic3volume of this solution was reduced to |1–2 cm . Diethyl
susceptibility measurements were done by the Faraday

ether diffusion to this green solution afforded highly
technique using a locally built magnetometer. The set-up

crystalline solid. This compound was collected by filtra-
consisted of an electromagnet with constant gradient pole

tion, washed with diethyl ether, then subsequently with
caps (Polytronic Corporation, Mumbai, India), a Sartorius

MeCN and diethyl ether and finally was dried in vacuo
M25-D/S balance (Germany), a closed cycle refrigerator

(yield, ca. 50%). Found: C, 45.1; H, 2.2; N, 11.5. Calc. for
and a Lake Shore temperature controller (Cryo Industries,

C H N O Cl Fe: C, 45.4; H, 2.1; N, 11.8%. IR (KBr,18 10 4 2 3 USA). Calibration of the system and the experimental21cm , selected peaks): 3580, 3100 [n(OH)]. Absorption details are as reported previously [26]. To check the3 21 21spectrum [DMF solution, l /nm (´ /dm mol cm )]:max quality of the magnetic data reported in this work, the
647 (1 130) and 351 (14 110). The single crystals obtained variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility behaviour of
during recrystallization of 1 from DMF/ethyl acetate were [Fe(salen)] O [salen51,2-bis(salicylidene aminato)-2immediately covered with epoxy resin, and were found to ethane(22)] was studied. The J value thus obtained is in
have the composition [Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)] from X-ray struc- conformity with that reported in the literature [27]. For 1,
tural analysis. measurements were made at a fixed main field strength of

|6 kG and for 2, it was |10 kG. The effective magnetic
2.2.2. [Fe(bpc)] O?DMF?2H O, 22 2 moments m /Fe were calculated as m (T )52.828eff eff

1 / 2To a stirred solution of [Fe(bpc)Cl(H O)] (0.05 g, 0.102 (x T ) , in which x is the corrected molar susceptibilitym m3mmol) in MeOH (10 cm ), a MeOH solution of at temperature T. The temperature dependence of the molar
n 3 23[Bu N][OH] (0.1 cm of a 1.0 mol dm solution of susceptibility of 2 was analyzed using the van Vleck4
n 3[Bu N][OH] in MeOH was diluted to 2 cm , 0.093 mmol) equation with the eigenvalues of the spin coupling4

was added dropwise. After 1 h, the reaction mixture was Hamiltonian (H522JS ?S , S 5S 55/2). This gives rise1 2 1 2
filtered through a G-4 frit and the filtrate was kept for 12 h. to Eq. (1) [28]
The red crystals that precipitated were filtered, washed

2 2 2x 6x 12x 20x 30xNg b (2e 1 10e 1 28e 1 60e 1 110e )several times with methanol and finally were dissolved in
]]]]]]]]]]]]]]x 53 3 2x 6x 12x 20x 30xDMF (2 cm ). The addition of MeOH (1 cm ) and kT(1 1 3e 1 5e 1 7e 1 9e 1 11e )

subsequent diethyl ether diffusion to this red solution (1)
yielded a highly microcrystalline compound. This was
filtered, washed with diethyl ether and finally dried in where x is the molar susceptibility of the dimer, x5J /kT
vacuo (yield, ca. 78%). Found: C, 46.1; H, 3.5; N, 12.5. and other symbols have their usual meanings. The fit of the
Calc for C H N O Cl Fe : C, 46.5; H, 3.5; N, 12.5%). data to the van Vleck equation was improved by the39 29 9 7 4 2
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Table 1addition of a small amount of monomeric impurity and a
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)]temperature-independent paramagnetism (t.i.p.) term. Thus

Fe–N(1) 2.043(8) Fe–N(4) 2.176(9)Eq. (1) was modified in the following manner:
Fe–N(2) 2.044(8) Fe–Cl(1) 2.272(3)
F2–N(3) 2.160(8) Fe–O(3) 2.068(7)

x 5 (1 2 P)x 1 Px 1 t.i.p. (2)calc para N(1)–Fe–N(2) 77.1(3) N(2)–Fe–Cl(1) 106.7(2)
N(1)–Fe–N(3) 154.2(3) N(3)–Fe–N(4) 127.6(3)

where x is the total calculated susceptibility, x is the N(1)–Fe–N(4) 76.9(3) N(3)–Fe–O(3) 77.9(3)calc
N(1)–Fe–O(3) 102.4(3) N(3)–Fe–Cl(1) 87.2(2)spin-coupled susceptibility calculated from Eq. (1), x ispara
N(1)–Fe–Cl(1) 104.3(2) N(4)–Fe–O(3) 79.2(3)the Curie–Weiss law magnetic susceptibility for the mono-
N(2)–Fe–N(3) 77.5(3) N(4)–Fe–Cl(1) 85.9(2)2 2meric Fe(III) impurity [5Ng b S(S11) /3k(T2u )] and P
N(2)–Fe–(O3) 153.2(3) Cl(1)–Fe–O(3) 145.4(2)

is the fraction of the paramagnetic impurity. A non-linear N(2)–Fe–N(4) 100.3(3)
least squares fitting computer program was used to fit the
observed data to Eq. (2).

Selected bond lengths and angles for 1 are given in TableSolution-state magnetic susceptibilities were obtained
1.using the NMR method of Evans [29] in DMF with a

PMX-60 JEOL (60 MHz) NMR spectrometer. Sus-
3 21ceptibilities (cm mol ) were corrected [28] for diamag-

26 26netic contributions: 2178.7310 (1) and 2349.8310
3. Results and discussion(2).

3.1. Synthesis and properties
2.5. Structure determination and refinement

Complex 1 was synthesized following a controlled
The crystal used for the X-ray structural analysis proved nucleophilic halide displacement reaction of

to be that of coordinated DMF solvate, [Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)]. [NEt ][Fe(bpc)Cl ] [20] in MeCN. It should be noted that4 2

The green-coloured block-shaped single crystal (0.43 the synthesis of [Fe(bpc)Cl?H O], following a different2

0.330.1 mm) was mounted on a glass fibre and coated procedure, is already reported in the literature [22]. How-
with epoxy resin. Intensity and lattice parameter measure- ever, apart from providing microanalytical data, no other
ments were made on an Enraf Nonius CAD4-Mach four- properties were mentioned.
circle diffractometer using graphite monochromated Mo– For 1, a strong broad absorption of n(OH) at ca. 3100

21˚K radiation (l50.710 73 A). The data were collected at cm implies the presence of hydrogen-bonded water ina

298 K using the u –2u scan technique to a maximum 2u the complex [31]. An additional weak sharp peak is
21value of 45.08. 4737 reflections were measured, of which, observed at ca. 3600 cm , characteristic of the presence

4132 were unique and used in the structure refinement. The of a coordinated water molecule. From IR and mi-
cell parameters were determined by 25 reflections in the croanalytical results, we propose that the composition of 1
range 15.24#2u #23.548. Three standard reflections moni- is Fe(bpc)Cl?H O. Recrystallization of 1 from DMF/ethyl2

tored every 97 showed no significant variation in intensity acetate afforded crystals of composition [Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)]
over the data collection period. (confirmed by X-ray structural analysis). These single

Crystal data. C H N O Cl Fe, M5549.39, ortho- crystals readily lose co-ordinated DMF molecules under21 17 5 3 3

rhombic, space group P , a514.550(6), b516.523(6), ambient conditions and the IR spectrum of such a solid isbca 3 n˚ ˚c519.654(5) A, V54725.01(3) A , Z58, D 51.545 g identical to that of 1. Reaction between 1 and [NBu ][OH]c 4
23 21cm , m 510.1 cm , F(000)52232. in MeOH resulted in the rapid formation of a species

Intensity data were corrected for Lorentz-polarization assigned to a m-oxo-bridged diiron(III) complex,
effects. The structure was solved by the direct method and [Fe(bpc)] O?DMF?2H O, 2. In its IR spectrum, absorption2 2

expanded using the Fourier technique. All non-H atoms due to n(OH) is seen as two humps at ca. 3400 and 3200
21 21were refined anisotropically and H atoms were included at cm . As for 1, a weak sharp peak at ca. 3600 cm is

their calculated positions but were not refined. All non- clearly visible. Complex 2 exhibits the characteristic
hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal n (Fe–O–Fe) stretch [32,33]. The presence of DMF in 2asym

parameters. All refinements were performed using a full- was confirmed from (i) microanalytical data, (ii) the
1matrix least-squares procedure on F, where the function paramagnetically shifted H NMR spectrum in d -di-6

2minimized was ow(F 2F ) . The final cycle of refinement methylsulphoxide (DMSO) and (iii) the n (DMF) stretch0 c co

included 298 variable parameters and converged with R5 in its IR spectrum. In spite of all our attempts to date, we
0.054, R 50.042 [I.3s(I)], S52.076, final difference have not been successful in growing single crystals ofw

23˚fourier synthesis: 21.66#Dr #1.11 eA . All calcula- complex 2 that were suitable for diffraction work. The
tions were performed using the XTAL3.2 crystallographic present complexes are soluble appreciably only in co-
software package [30] installed on a PC 486 computer. ordinating solvents such as DMF.
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1808. It should be noted that, for [Et NH][Fe(bpb)Cl ]?3 2

MeCN, the Cl–Fe–Cl angle is 152.38 [21].

3.3. Magnetism

In order to confirm the identity and establish the spin
state of the iron(III) centres in 1 and 2, variable-tempera-
ture (25–300 K) magnetic susceptibility measurements
were performed on powdered samples using the Faraday
method. The Curie–Weiss plot (x 5C /(T2u )) of 1m

represents a perfect S55/2 system. The best-fit parameters
3 21(C / cm K mol and u /K) are 4.26 and 21.94. The

measured values of C for 1 correspond to that expected for
an iron(III) ion in the high-spin state (S55/2, C54.38).
The above value of C was computed using g52.00.

The temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep-
tibility of complex 2 (Fig. 2) is as expected for strongly

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of [Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)], showing the atom coupled S55/2 dimers [27,32,33,35–38]. The rapid in-
labelling scheme. crease in x at low temperatures is due to the presence ofM

traces of a monomeric high-spin impurity. This is a
3.2. Description of the structure of [Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)] common feature of m-oxo–diiron(III) complexes. A plot of

the effective magnetic moment per iron versus temperature
A perspective view of the complex, together with the is also given in Fig. 2. The best least-squares fit obtained

21 26 3 21atom labelling scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The iron(III) gave J52117.8 cm , t.i.p.5424310 cm mol , P5
23centre is co-ordinated in the equatorial plane by a bpc(22) 8.81310 , g52.0023 (fixed) and u 527.41. For un-

ligand, providing two pyridine and two deprotonated supported binuclear, structurally characterized, m-oxo
amide nitrogens. The ligand bpc(22), a chloride ion and a diiron(III) complexes, the magnitude of the coupling falls

21DMF molecule provide six-co-ordination around the in the range 265 to 2191 cm [37]. Complexes of
Fe(III) center. The iron atom sits above the mean plane of planar macrocycles (e.g. porphyrins) are generally in the

˚these four N atoms, 0.126 A towards Cl(1). high range of exchange values, while complexes con-
21The Fe–N(amide) and Fe–N(pyridine) distances in 1 are taining less rigid structures fall around 290 cm . In-

comparable to that reported [21] for the high-spin complex variably, the magnetic behaviour of complex 2 points
[Et NH][Fe(bpb)Cl ]?MeCN. However, in 1, the Fe–Cl towards the dimeric nature of this complex, which is in3 2

˚distance is appreciably shorter (0.07 A), implying stronger
2Cl co-ordination to the metal ion. Compared to the

structure of [NEt ][Fe(bpc)(MeCO ) ]?CHCl [20], in 1,4 2 2 3

the amide and pyridine nitrogens are co-ordinated more
˚strongly by 0.02 and 0.04 A, respectively. Stronger co-

ordinations by two acetate groups [av Fe–O(acetate)
˚distance, 1.972 A] compensate for the comparatively

weaker co-ordination by the bpc(22) ligand. Exactly the
opposite effect is observed here, due to co-ordination by

2only one Cl ion and a DMF molecule. The Fe–O(DMF)
˚bond distance is 2.068(7) A. It is worth noting that the

31corresponding distance in [Fe(DMF) ] lies in the range6
˚1.98(2)–2.00(1) A [34]. The co-ordination geometry

around the iron atom deviates significantly from an ideal
octahedral geometry due to the increased strain exerted by
the bpc(22) ligand (Table 1). In fact, the co-ordinating
angles N(pyridine)–Fe–N(pyridine) and N(amide)–Fe–
N(amide) subtended by the ligand deviate considerably
from 908 (perfect octahedron) to 127.6 and 77.18, respec-
tively. A similar situation was observed for

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence (25–300 K) of the molar magnetic
[NEt ][Fe(bpc)(MeCO ) ]?CHCl [20]. A most notewor-4 2 2 3 susceptibility (solid line) and magnetic moment for [Fe(bpc)] O?DMF?2
thy feature of this structure is the trans Cl(1)–Fe–O(3) 2H O. The solid line represents theoretical fits using the equation2

angle, which is as low as 145.4(2)8, from its ideal value of described in the text.
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23 21 2 21conformity with the very good microanalytical data ob- in DMF (|1 mol dm ) are 36 and 12 V cm mol ,
tained. To the best of our knowledge, complex 2 represents for 1 and 2, respectively (expected range [39] for a 1:1

21 2 21the first m-oxo-bridged diiron(III) complex with a deproto- electrolyte, 65–90 V cm mol ). The data suggest that
nated amide ligand. In line with its S50 state, complex 2 the chloride ion in 1 is only partially dissociated in DMF

1exhibits a clean H NMR spectrum in d -DMSO in the solution. The oxo-bridged complex 2 is characterized by6

range ca. 0–20 ppm. its non-electrolytic yellowish–orange colour in DMF.
The absorption spectral features are the easiest means of

identification. The lowest energy absorption band position
23¨3.4. Mossbauer spectra in DMF solution (|1 mol dm 300 K) for 1 is at 647 nm

and 2 has a shoulder at 390 nm. It should be noted that, in
In order to substantiate the spin states as well as to DMF, the authentic high-spin species [Fe(bpc)Cl ] [20]2

23¨check the purity of 1 and 2, Mossbauer spectral measure- absorbs at 641 nm (|3 mol dm ). This could be due to
ments (300 K) were performed. Each complex displays a partial dissociation of chloride ion, giving rise to a species
symmetric doublet, which was analysed as described like [Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)]. This was not appreciated earlier
previously [20]. The isomer shift (d ) and quadrupole [20].
splitting (DE ) parameters of 1 are 0.35 and 0.81 mm/s, To investigate the spin state properties in solution,Q

respectively. Similar values were obtained for the structur- magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed at
ally characterized S55/2 complex 300 K in DMF solution following the method of Evans
[NEt ][Fe(bpc)(MeCO ) ]?CHCl [20]. The spectrum of [29]. The following m /Fe values (m ) were obtained at4 2 2 3 eff B

23
m-oxo-bridged complex 2 displays a symmetric quadrupole the specified concentrations: 6.10 (1, 5.25 mol dm ); 1.61

23doublet (Fig. 3) with d 50.49 and DE 51.48 mm/s, (2, 6.68 mol dm ). Thus, complex 1 behaves as a high-Q

implying that the two iron sites are equivalent. The spin species and, for 2, the dimeric structure is retained in
quadrupole splitting value is comparable to those observed solution.
for oxo-bridged diiron(III) complexes with Schiff base,
porphyrin and polyamino carboxylic acid ligands [32].

3.6. Bridge cleavage reactions

3.5. Solution-state properties To investigate bridge-cleavage reactions of dimeric m-
oxo-bridged complex 2, we reacted it with mineral acids

The electrical conductivity values of the solutions (L ) such as HCl and MeCO H in DMF and monitored theM 2

observed colour change, from yellow to green in the
former case and yellow to violet in the latter case, by
absorption spectroscopy. The final spectra obtained were
those of the known [20] monomeric high-spin complexes

2 2[Fe(bpc)Cl ] and [Fe(bpc)(O CMe) ] . A similar reac-2 2 2

tivity behaviour was demonstrated with a neutral N ligand4

system [16].

4. Conclusions

This work reveals that the high-spin state of mononu-
clear iron(III) with deprotonated picolinamide ligand
bpc(22) is associated not only with two anionic weak field
axial ligands [20,21] but also with co-ordination of a single
anionic ligand, accompanied by water /DMF as another
axial ligand. The structurally characterized complex
[Fe(bpc)Cl(DMF)] substantiates this. The successful syn-
thesis of a m-oxo-bridged antiferromagnetically coupled
complex 2 is a new addition to a family of only a handful
of iron(III) complexes with dinegative open-chain tetra-
dentate N amide ligands [20–22]. We are now investigat-4

ing the reactivities of 1 with nitrogen bases such as
pyridine, imidazole and studying their magnetic properties,

¨Fig. 3. Mossbauer spectrum of 2 at 300 K. with the hope of revealing new spin state properties.
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Abstract

The coordination mode of the title ligand, MP P CA (synthesised for the first time and characterised by elemental analyses, mass, IRy z

and PMR spectral parameters), is reported by solid state isolation and physicochemical identification of copper(II) complexes,
Cu(MP P CA) X .H O (X5Cl/Br /NO /ClO ). Magnetic and electronic spectral features classify the reported complexes as sixy z 2 2 2 3 4

21coordinate distorted octahedral ones. IR spectra (4000–200 cm ) of MP P CA and its complexes indicate different denticity of the twoy z
2 19ligand moities namely neutral bidentate function through pyrazolyl N and pyridyl N of one ligand (A) and the neutral tridentate

2 19behaviour through pyrazolyl N, pyridyl N and the amidic oxygen of the second ligand system (B). The sixth apical coordination site is
occupied by a water molecule in the perchlorate complex (as evident by X-ray data) or by the counter ion, X (X5Cl/Br /NO ). The3

electrochemical studies demonstrate easy oxidative nature of Cu(II) in the reported species. X-ray crystallographic studies of the
perchlorate complex, [Cu(MP P CA) (H O)](ClO ) , (Pna2 , orthorhombic), has substantiated the conjecture that the geometry isy z 2 2 4 2 1

˚ ˚distorted octahedral. The Cu-N (pyrazolyl) and Cu-N (pyridyl) bond lengths are 2.001(3) and 1.969(3) A and 2.020(4) and 2.206(4) A in
the ligand systems, A and B. respectively; Cu-O (amidic oxygen) for ligand system B and Cu-O (water) bond lengths are 2.783(3) and

˚2.010(3) A, respectively. The crystal structure is highly stabilised through extensive hydrogen bonding.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II); Synthesis; Spectroscopy; Electrochemistry; Pyridyl pyrazolyl carboxamide; X-ray crystal structure

1. Introduction gether with X-ray crystal structure of
[Cu(MP P CA) (H O)](ClO ) .y z 2 2 4 2

The well-documented bio-activity of pyrazole-deriva-
tives (isomeric with imidazoles) is often related to the
chelation phenomena [1] with trace metal ions; this has 2. Experimental
generated substantial work on the coordination chemistry
of pyrazole-derived ligands, amply demonstrated through All the materials used at different stages for the prepara-
review articles of Trofimenko [2–4] with due citation of tion of the reported copper(II) complexes were of GR/AR
Saha’s research [2–4]. In continuation of our recent reports quality and were used without further purification. Spec-
[5–8] on the synthesis and structural characterisation of the trograde solvents were used for spectral, conductance and
transition metal complexes with diazole- and diazine-de- electrochemical measurements. CDCl (Aldrich) was used3

1rived ligands, the present communication reports the for recording H-NMR data.
spectroscopic characterisation of new copper(II) complex-
es with 5-methyl-1-(29-pyridyl)pyrazole-3-carboxamide to-

2.1. Synthesis of MP P CAy z

*Corresponding author. 5-Methyl-1-(29-pyridyl)pyrazole-3-carboxamide, has

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00439-2
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been prepared for the first time by the reaction of strong dimensions 0.5120.2020.11 mm on an Enraf-Nonius
ammonia solution with an ethanolic solution of ethyl-5- CAD4 diffractometer using graphite monochromated Mo-
methyl-1-(29-pyridyl)pyrazole-3-carboxylate [9]. The prod- K radiation.a

uct on recrystallisation from ethanol melted at 1158C. The structure was solved by direct methods and refined
2(Found: C, 59.1; H, 5.0; N, 27.6; calc. for C H N O: C, by full matrix least squares based on uF u with aniso-10 10 4 obs

59.4; H, 4.9; N, 27.7%). tropic thermal parameters for non-hydrogen atoms using
program SHELXTL-PC [10]. The hydrogen atoms were

2.2. Synthesis of the complexes Cu(MP P CA) X .H O included in structure factor calculations in their idealisedy z 2 2 2

(X5Cl /Br /NO /ClO ). positions. Neutral atom scattering factors were taken from3 4

Cromer and Weber [11] and anomalous dispersion effects
An ethanolic solution (|25 ml) of CuX .nH O (0.001 were included in F [12]. The crystallographic data are2 2 calc

mole) was added to solution of the ligand (0.002 mole) in summarised in Table 1 and the final positional parameters
the same solvent. The resulting solution (p |3–4) was are available as supplementary material. The crystallo-H

concentrated on water bath temperature and cooled to graphic data have been deposited with the Cambridge
room temperature (|258C), when green microcrystalline Crystallographic Data Centre (deposition number:
compounds separated out in each case. The compound was 102475).
filtered off, washed with cold ethanol and dried over silica
gel.

The bright green perchlorate complex, 3. Results and discussion
Cu(MP P CA) (ClO ) .H O, yielded single crystals fromy z 2 4 2 2

benzene-acetonitrile. 3.1. Spectroscopic characterisation of MP P CAy z

2.3. Physical measurements The electron impact mass spectrum of the ligand gives a
molecular ion peak at m/z 202 (80%) in agreement with

Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen of the MP P CA and of the molecular formula C H N O, of the title ligandy z 10 10 4

reported Cu(II) complexes were analysed at the Indian MP P CA.y z

Association for the Cultivation of Science (IACS), Calcut- The IR spectrum of the ligand MP P CA, show charac-y z
21ta, with a Perkin-Elmer CHNS/O analyser 2400. Mass teristic bands in the region (3500–3100 cm ) at ca.

21spectrum of the ligand was recorded at RSIC, Chennai, 3580–3540 (wb), 3430 (s), 3310 (m) and 3290 (wb) cm
with Finnigan Mat 8230 GC-MS. PMR spectra were which are indicative of vibrations of the components of the

21recorded in CDCl with Brucker AM 300 L (300 MHz) amide group. A very strong band around 1695 cm is3

super conducting FT NMR. The copper content of the characteristic of the asymmetric stretching frequency of the
1complexes were determined iodometrically after decom- carbonyl group of the amide fragment. The H-NMR

posing the complex with HNO and HCl mixture. Mag- spectral features (Fig. 1) further help to characterise the3

netic susceptibilities were measured on a PAR 155 vib- ligand with distinguishable signal of the amide protons.
rating-sample magnetometer at IACS, Calcutta. The molar The structural formulation of MP P CA (Fig. 1), apart fromy z

conductance values of the complexes in methanolic solu- agreeing with C, H and N analyses, is compatible with
tion were obtained with a Systronics model 304 digital spectral data.
conductivity meter. The diffused reflectance spectra and
the spectra of the methanolic solutions of the complexes 3.2. Crystal structure of [Cu(MP P CA) /H O)](ClO )y z 2 4 2

were recorded on U-3501 spectrophotometer. IR spectra
were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer model 883 infrared An ORTEP diagram of the molecule together with the
spectrophotometer. EPR spectra were taken on a Varian atom numbering scheme is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 is a
E112 spectrometer at RSIC, Calcutta. Cyclic voltammo- perspective view of the crystal structure.
grams were recorded with the cyclic voltametry model The bond distances and angles around the Cu(II) ion are
270/250 Research Electrochemistry Software (version shown in Table 2. The two molecules of the 5-methyl-1-
4.23) at Burdwan University, in methanolic solution of the (29-pyridyl)pyrazole-3-carboxamide ligand (designated as

23species (1310 M) using tetrabutyl ammonium perchlor- A and B) are coordinated dissimilarly to the Cu(II) ion.
ate (NBu ClO , 0.1 M) as supporting electrolyte, Pt- Ligand A is bidentate; the pyridyl nitrogen (N1A) and the4 4

electrode as working electrode and standard calomel pyrazolyl nitrogen (N2A) coordinate to Cu(II) to form a
electrode (SCE) as reference electrode; the scan rate five-membered chelate ring (Cu-N1A-C5A-N3A-N2A).

21employed was 50 mV s . Ligand B has tridentate function with Cu(II) through the
pyridyl nitrogen, N1B, the pyrazolyl nitrogen, N2B, and

2.4. Structure determination the amidic oxygen, O9B, generating two five-membered
chelate rings (Cu-N1B-C5B-N3B-N2B and Cu-N2B-C8B-

X-ray data were collected from a bright green crystal of C9B-09B). The two five-membered chelate rings formed
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Table 1
Crystal data

Empirical formula C H C1 CuN O20 22 2 8 11

Formula weight 684.9
Space group Pna21

Temperature, K 173(2)
Crystal system Orthorhombic

˚Lattice parameters a58.8779(6), b519.9722(10), c514.7776(11) A
˚Volume (A) 2620.2(3)

Z 4
23Density (calculated) (g cm ) 1.736
21Absorption coefficient (cm ) 11.13

F(000) 1396
Scan technique v /2u

Total reflections measured 4415
Unique data measured (R 50.0373) 2666int

Unique data with I.2s(I) 2666
2u range, deg. 4–528

Index ranges 29#h#10, 0#k#24, 218#l#0
Absorption correction Semi-empirical (T 50.687, T 50.769)min max

Number of variables 422
Goodness of fit, S 1.058
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0276, wR 50.06701 2

R indices (all data) R 50.0385, wR 50.07101 2
23˚Largest diff. Peak and hole (e A ) 0.328 and 20.330

Absolute structure parameter 0.066(14)
Extinction coefficient 0.0012(4)

by the coordination of the pyridyl nitrogens (N1A and The geometries of the two ligand molecules in the
N1B) and the pyrazolyl nitrogens (N2A and N2B) are complex are not significantly different. The two perchlor-
approximately planar; the dihedral angle between these ate groups are observed to be remarkably stable thermally.
two planes is 75.3(1)8, indicating near orthogonality This can be attributed to the fact that the data were
between them. The coordination environment around the collected at low temperature and that the crystal structure
Cu(II) ion is distorted octahedral [CuN O(amidic)O(wa- shows a high degree of stabilization through extensive4

˚ter)] with a very long Cu-09B bond of 2.783(3) A. The hydrogen bonding (Table 3). The water oxygen, O1W, is
atoms 09B, N2A, N1B and N2B form an excellent plane the donor in two pairs of bifurcated hydrogen bonds, with

˚with N2B showing the maximum deviation of 0.033(4) A the uncoordinated amidic oxygen, O9A, one of the oxy-
from the least-squares mean plane. The Cu(II) ion is gens, O12, of the first perchlorate group, and two of the

˚0.078(1) A away from the plane. The atoms N1A and oxygens, O21 and O22, of the second perchlorate group
O1W complete the distorted octahedron with a NlA-Cu- acting as acceptors. The aminic nitrogen, N9A, is the
O1W angle of 152.9(2)8; the deviations of these two atoms

˚from the basal plane are 1.849(3) and 2.038(3) A, respec-
tively, in opposite directions.

1Fig. 1. H NMR spectrum of MPyPzCA. Fig. 2. ORTEP plot of the molecule showing the atom numbering scheme.
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3.3. Vibrational, electronic and esr spectra

All the Cu(II) complexes gave satisfactory C, H, N and
Cu analyses (Table 4). The room temperature (|258C)
magnetic moment values (m 51.70–1.98 B.M.) agree wellB

with distorted octahedral configuration [13] as expected.
The molar conductance (L ) values (Table 4) classify theM

perchlorate complex as a 1:2 electrolyte and the chloride,
bromide and nitrate species as 1:1 electrolyte [14] in
methanol. The solid state electronic spectra of the com-
plexes are characterised by a d–d transition in the region

2112 050–13 965 cm along with LMCT bands around
2126 180–27 780 cm [15,16].

Fig. 3. Perspective view of the intermolecular hydrogen bonding of the The RT esr parameters, viz. g-values (Table 6), calcu-
molecules in the unit cell. lated from Kneubuhl’s method [17], show g .g and thisi '

is a clear indication of d ground state [18] rather than2 2x 2yTable 2 d . The perchlorate complex (G.4) hardly possesses2z˚Bond distances (A) and bond angles (8), with e.s.d.s in parentheses,
exchange interactions but the chloride, bromide and nitratearound the Cu(II) ion
complexes, (G,4) have moderate degree of coupling

Cu 01W 2.010(3) Cu N1B 2.206(4)
interactions [17,19].Cu N1A 2.020(4) Cu N2B 1.969(3)

21The IR bands near 3m region (3500–3100 cm ) remainCu N2A 2.001(3) Cu 09B 2.783(3)
N1B Cu N2B 75.7(1) 01W Cu N1B 102.4(1) more or less static on binding to Cu(II), indicating that the
N2A Cu N1B 106.2(2) 01W Cu N2A 96.3(2) 2NH group of the amide fragment does not participate in2
N1A Cu N2B 97.2(2) 01W Cu N1A 152.9(2) bonding or is hydrogen bonded. A noticeable negative shift
N1A Cu N2A 79.3(1) 01W Cu N2B 86.4(2) 21in n(C5O) of the amide fragment (Dn 55–20 cm )N1A Cu N1B 104.5(1) 01W Cu 09B 79.1(1)

points out the participation of the amide oxygen inN2A Cu N2B 176.2(2) 09B Cu N1A 77.7(1)
09B Cu N2A 111.2(1) 09B Cu N1B 142.2(1) coordination [20]. The positive shifts in the n(C5N) of

2109B Cu N2B 66.6(1) the pyrazole (Dn 55–25 cm ) and pyridine rings (Dn 5
2130–40 cm ) in the reported species suggest that the

tertiary ring nitrogens of both the pyrazole and pyridine
rings are bonded [21,22] to the metal ion. The appearancedonor in two hydrogen bonds with two oxygens, O22 and
of new bands (absent in the free ligand) around 400, 300O23, of the second perchlorate. One of the hydrogens

21and 250 cm respectively may be safely assigned toattached to the aminic nitrogen, N9B, is participating in a
n [23–25], n [24–26] and nbifurcated hydrogen bond with the perchlorate oxygens M-O(amide) M-N(pyrazale) M-N(pyridine)

O11 and O12. The other hydrogen is involved in hydrogen [27,28] respectively. The diagnostic IR band frequencies of
bond formation with the free amidic oxygen, O9A. the perchlorate group (Table 2) indicate that they retain

Table 3
1-lydrogen bond geometry

Donor hydrogen acceptor symmetry D–———H D—A A—H D———H–A
˚ ˚ ˚(A) (A) (A) (8)

D———H—A Code No:

O1W—H1W1—O9A 0 0.78(6) 2.687(4) 1.96(6) 153(6)
O1W—H1W1—O12 1 0.78(6) 3.006(6) 2.60(5) 114(5)
O1W—H2W1—O21 0 0.67(8) 3.051(5) 2.53(8) 137(8)
O1W—H2W1—O22 0 0.67(8) 2.984(6) 2.34(7) 161(8)
N9A—H92A—O22 2 0.75(5) 2.971(6) 2.34(5) 168(6)
N9A—H92B—O23 3 0.76(5) 2.942(6) 2.30(5) 143(5)
N9B—H92D—O12 4 0.79(5) 3.058(6) 2.64(5) 115(4)
N9B—H92D—O11 4 0.79(5) 2.952(6) 2.17(5) 171(5)
N9B—H92C—O9A 5 0.92(5) 2.897(4) 1.98(5) 172(5)

Symmetry code:
(0) x, y, z.
(1) 2x11/2, y21/2, z11/2.
(2) x11/2, 2y11/2, z.
(3) x11, y, z.
(4) 2x21/2, y21/2, z11/2.
(5) x21, y, z.
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Table 4
Analytical data and pertinent physico-chemical properties of the complexes

21Complex %C %H %N %M Conductivity m Far IR data (cm )eff

found found found found at 308C in MeOH (303 K)
21 2 21 a b c(calc.) (calc.) (calc.) (calc.) (V cm mol ) n n nM-O M-N M-N

Cu(MP P CA) Cl .H O 43.6 3.9 20.7 11.6 100 1.70 390 310 250y z 2 2 2

(43.1) (4.0) (20.4) (11.4)
Cu(MP P CA) Br .H O 37.3 3.2 17.7 10.1 120 1.70 380 295 250y z 2 2 2

(37.1) (3.4) (17.4) (9.8)
dCu(MP P CA) (NO ) .H O 39.8 3.3 23.5 10.6 110 1.75 400 300 260y z 2 3 2 2

(39.6) (3.6) (23.1) (10.5)
Cu(MP P CA) (ClO ) .H O 35.3 3.1 16.8 9.7 170 1.98 380 300 255y z 2 4 2 2

(35.0) (3.2) (16.4) (9.3)
a M-O (amide oxygen, neutral).
b M-N (pyrazole).
c M-N (pyridine).
d Including nitrogen present in the nitrate.

Table 5 Thus the primary ligand, MP P CA, in the bis-chelatedy z
Cyclic voltammetric results species, Cu(MP P CA) X .H O (X5CI/Br /NO /ClO ),y z 2 2 2 3 4
Complexes E (V) E (V) DE (V) E (V) behaves as bidentate NN (ligand A) and tridentate NNOa c 1 / 2

(amide) (ligand B) in the same species as revealed fromCu(MP P CA) Cl .H O 0.43 0.25 0.18 0.34y z 2 2 2

Cu(MP P CA) Br .H O 0.46 0.28 0.18 0.37 the X-ray structure of the perchlorate complex.y z 2 2 2

Cu(MP P CA) (NO ) .H O 0.37 0.12 0.25 0.24y z 2 3 2 2

Cu(MP P CA) (ClO ) .H O 0.42 0.18 0.24 0.30y z 2 4 2 2

Note: E and E are the anodic and cathodic peak potentials respectively; 3.4. Electrochemistry8 c

DE5E 2E ; E 51/2(E 1E ).a c 1 / 2 a c

Electrochemical behaviour of the Cu(II) complexes
studied in dry methanol in the potential range 11.20 to

Table 6
21.20 V vs SCE indicate that Cu(II) is reduced to Cu(I)ESR spectral data
irreversibly around 20.30 V vs SCE (Fig. 4). The most

Complex g g g Gi ' AV interesting observation in the positive potential region
Cu(MP P CA) Cl .H O 2.27 2.10 2.16 2.67y z 2 2 2 appears to be a well defined redox couple for which the
Cu(MP P CA) Br H O 2.24 2.09 2.14 2.58y z 2 2 2 anodic peak potential corresponds to the oxidation [33–36]
Cu(MP P CA) (NO ) .H O 2.14 2.06 2.09 2.26y z 2 3 2 2 9 8of Cu(II) (3d ) to Cu(III) (3d ) and the cathodic counter-Cu(MP P CA) (ClO ) .H O 2.16 2.03 2.07 4.72y z 2 4 2 2

part is due to the reduction of Cu(III). The C(III) /Cu(II)
process is a quasireversible one electron change since the

red oxtheir ionic character [29]. The characteristic IR bands in ratio i /i is very close to one and is expressed asp p
II III 2the nitrate complex (Table 7) indicate that one of the two Cu áCu 1e .

nitrate groups is coordinated and the other retains its ionic The perchlorate complex has the coordination environ-
character [30]. Moreover, the appearance of bands at ca ment CuN O(amide)O(water), as revealed from X-ray data,421325, 320 and 325 cm for the nitrate, chloride and and both the perchlorate groups are ionic and the E1 / 2
bromide complexes can easily be assigned to n(Cu-ONO ) value is found to be 10.30 V vs SCE. The E , values2 1 / 2
[31] and n(Cu-Cl) [32] and n(Cu-Br) [32] respectively. (Table 5) for the other species with chloride, bromide and

Table 7
Anion frequencies with probable assignments

21Compound Anion band (cm ) Assignment

Cu(MP P CA) Cl .H O 320 n(Cu-Cl)y z 2 2 2

Cu(MP P CA) Br .H O 325 n(Cu-Br)y z 2 2 2

Cu(MP P CA) (NO ) .H O 1325–1275 (wb) n Dy z 2 3 2 2 3 3h

810(m) v symmetry2

1370 (s) components of n in C symmetry3 2v

1350 (m)
780(s) n2

Cu(MP P CA) (ClO ) H O 1150–1030 (sb) n Ty 7 2 4 2 2 3 d

975(m) n , symmetry1

620(s) n4
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Abstract

t tBu Se can be prepared in .75% yield from the reaction of SeCl , formed in situ from SeCl and Se in tetrahydrofuran, with BuLi.2 2 4

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction solutions such as bromine in methanol or hydrogen
tperoxide. Although purified Bu Se has a far less repulsive2

odour, it is still highly toxic and should be handled only in
Problems with the growth of wide band gap II /VI

an efficient fume-cupboard.
semi-conductors, ME (M5Zn, Cd, E5S, Se) include

All preparations were carried out under dry oxygen-free
severe prereaction [1] when the reaction is carried out

nitrogen or argon (BOC) purified by passing through two
using H E as the group 16 precursor and passivation of N 212 consecutive columns (2.5 cm380 cm) packed with Cr
dopants, probably because of binding of the N atoms to H

on silica. Greaseless joints and taps were employed and
[2]. This has led researchers to explore other possible

manipulations were carried out using standard Schlenk line
group 16 precursors and the precursor of choice for

and catheter tubing techniques. The solvents, tetrahydro-tselenides is now Bu Se [1,3,4]. In this paper we discuss2 furan (THF) and pentane (Fisher Scientific, UK), weretthe various literature syntheses for Bu Se and report a2 dried by distillation from sodium diphenylketyl and de-
new, one pot, high yield synthesis that is suitable for t 23gassed prior to use. BuLi (1.7 mol dm in pentane,
scale-up to at least the 150 g scale.

Aldrich) was used as received and amorphous Se powder
of 99.9999% purity and particle size ,325 mesh was
purchased from Johnson Matthey. Nuclear magnetic reso-

¨nance (NMR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker As-
2. Experimental

sociates AM300 spectrometer operating in the Fourier
13transform mode with (for C) noise proton decoupling.

2.1. General procedures 13 1 1The Ch Hj and H NMR spectra were run in deuterated
solvents for the lock signal, as given for each spectrum,tDanger: All preparations of Bu Se invariably produce2 with chemical shifts in ppm to high frequency of tetra-

highly volatile and noxious side products including traces
methylsilane (TMS) as the internal reference.

of H Se. Preparations must always be carried out in an2

efficient fume-cupboard fitted with an activated charcoal
filter, with all experimental manipulations designed to t2.2. Preparation of Bu Se2prevent escape of noxious odours into the atmosphere.
Contaminated glassware should be washed with oxidising

A stream of Cl was passed over the surface of a rapidly2

stirred suspension of Se (37.5 g, 0.475 mol) powder in
3

* diethyl ether (600 cm ) at a rate slow enough to avoidCorresponding author. Tel.: 144-1334-463-805; fax: 144-133-463-
808; e-mail: djc@st-and.ac.uk excessive reflux of the solvent during the exothermic
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reaction. This was continued (15–20 min) until the liquid well as a yellow tinge to the collected distillate due to
some thermal decomposition.phase had lost all traces of the intermediate red coloration

(Se Cl ), leaving a large mass of white SeCl suspended2 2 4

in a bright yellow coloured liquid phase. The solvent was
3. Results and discussionremoved by filtration and the precipitate washed with Et O2

3(23300 cm ) before drying in vacuo to afford a near
t3.1. Preparation of Bu Sequantitative yield of free flowing powder. The colour of 2

the powder changed from white on initial formation to pale
The earliest significant report, by Cain, Evans and Leeyellow on isolation and drying.

tin 1962, of the preparation of Bu Se involved theTo this solid was added further Se powder (37.5 g, 2
t t3 condensation of BuSeH with BuOH in glacial acetic acid0.475 mol) together with THF (900 cm ) and the mixture

in the presence of perchloric acid [5]. We have found thisstirred for 30 min to afford a dark red solution. The
method to work well on a large preparative scale (startingsolution was externally cooled in a dry ice–acetone bath

t tfrom ca. 100 g of BuSeH), affording pure Bu Se in yields2(2788C) and stirred until it eventually lightened in colour
well in excess of 80%. The selenol can be prepared on ato afford a clear cherry red solution (ca. 1 h). The
large preparative scale [6], but the low boiling point oftemperature within the reaction flask was maintained t

t 3 23 BuSeH (bp 798C at 760 Torr) renders it a tedious processbelow 2608C while BuLi (1150 cm , 1.7 mol dm in
to isolate the selenol in a pure form away from the solventspentane, 1.955 mol) was added dropwise (ca. 5 h) to the
employed in the synthetic process – requiring distillationrapidly stirred solution, forming an orange coloured sus-
through a column with a high fractionating efficiency (30pension which gradually lightened in colour as the addition
theoretical plates) [6]. The pre-synthesis and purification ofproceeded. To ensure the reaction was complete the tBuSeH, when taken together with the safety issuesmixture was allowed to warm slowly with stirring over-
involved in handling large amounts of a highly volatile andnight causing the precipitated LiCl to dissolve with the
noxious liquid, clearly point to the advantages inherent in

formation of a clear pale yellow/brown solution. [Caution:
the development of a high yield, high purity, one-pot

The flask was vented overnight as some gas evolution was tsynthesis of Bu Se.2observed during the warming process]. Solvent was re-
The only report in the literature of a moderate yield

moved by distillation at atmospheric pressure through a 50 t(60%), one-pot synthesis of Bu Se (12 g scale), by Kuhn2cm Vigreux column until the reaction mixture was reduced et al. in 1992, was developed as a direct consequence of3in volume to ca. 300 cm . [Caution: to prevent decomposi- their pioneering work on the use of this precursor in thet
ttion of the heat sensitive (.1008C) Bu Se, the tempera-2 MOVPE growth of ZnSe [3]. This route to Bu Se2

tture within the distillation pot was not allowed to rise involves the insertion of selenium into BuMgCl in Et O2above 1008C]. The residue was cooled in an ice bath and solvent to form a voluminous white precipitate of
tthe viscous light brown suspension diluted with pentane BuSeMgCl which is subsequently reacted in-situ with3 3
t t(200 cm ) before the slow addition of water (500 cm ) to BuCl to form Bu Se. We have found this route to be2

give two almost colourless liquid layers together with a awkward to scale up owing to the practicalities of main-
tsmall amount of suspended solid. The upper, pentane layer taining stirring of the viscous BuSeMgCl suspension. It

was separated and the lower H O–THF phase extracted2 should also be pointed out that the description by Kuhn et
3 twith pentane (33100 cm ). The combined organic extracts al. of Bu Se as a bright yellow coloured liquid with a2

were dried over CaCl followed by CaH and the solution2 2 boiling point of 1238C at normal pressure is incorrect. In
3 tagain reduced in volume to ca. 200 cm of a pale yellow fact, pure Bu Se is a colourless clear liquid with a boiling2

liquid by distilling the solvent at atmospheric pressure point of 163–1648C at 760 Torr. The yellow coloration
through a 50 cm Vigreux column – again avoiding reported by Kuhn et al. probably arose due to contamina-

ttemperatures within the distillation pot above 1008C. tion with the yellow coloured liquid diselenide, Bu Se , a2 2
tFinally, the Bu Se, a clear, colourless and slightly light side product in this preparation, or, as we have found, a2

tsensitive liquid, was purified by careful fractional distilla- consequence of the thermal degradation of Bu Se during2
ttion at reduced pressure through a high efficiency (80 distillation at normal pressures. For this reason, Bu Se2

theoretical plates) Spaltrohr distillation column. bp 588C should be purified by distillation at reduced pressure, bp
at 17 Torr [Lit. [4] bp 548C at 16 Torr]. Yield after 588C at 17 Torr, while employing an efficient fractionation
purification 141 g (77% based on the Se used). NMR (20% column to aid the separation of both lower and higher

tin C D ): d 1.45 (s, CH ); d 34.0 (CH ), 41.3 (quater- boiling point impurities – particularly Bu Se , which we6 6 H 3 C 3 2 2

nary). The small amount of bright yellow residue within have found almost invariably to form as a significant side
the distillation pot mainly consisted of the diselenide, product regardless of the one-pot synthetic route em-
t tBu Se . Note: distillation of Bu Se at normal pressure, ployed.2 2 2

bp of 163–1648C at 760 Torr, caused the rapid formation In an attempt to overcome the problem of the cumber-
of a bright yellow coloration within the distillation pot as some precipitate formation from the insertion reaction of
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tSe into BuMgCl in Et O, we have screened a range of although this route can be used to afford good yields of2
tsolvents in an attempt to form the required intermediate, Bu Te [13], it does not extend well to the selenium2

t tBuMgSeX (X5Cl, Br and I) or BuSeLi, in solution form. analogue.
tThe best solvent, in which clear solutions of either Our search for an alternative high yield route to Bu Se2

t tBuSeMgX or BuSeLi do form, proved to be THF. has been greatly assisted by the more extensive literature
Unfortunately, all such reagent solutions fail to produce available on routes to the formation of dialkyltellurides

t t tsignificant yields of Bu Se on reaction with BuX (X5Cl, containing bulky alkyl groups [14]. In particular, Bu Te2 2

Br and I). These reactions invariably afford the selenol as can be prepared in high yield by alkylation of TeCl with4
t tthe major selenium-containing product along with signifi- four mole equivalents of BuLi or BuMgX [7,13,15,16].

t tcant amounts of the diselenide, Bu Se . Similarly, when Although the tetraalkylated intermediate, Bu Te, cannot2 2 4

aqueous or ethanol solutions of Na Se, or THF suspen- been detected even at very low temperatures (2908C) [7],2
tsions of Li Se, are reacted with BuX, H Se is formed as the known formation of thermally unstable tetraalkylated2 2

tthe primary selenium-containing product. Clearly, BuSeLi, intermediates when less bulky alkyl groups are employed
tBuSeMgX and M Se (M5Li, Na etc.) generally behave as (for example, methyl [17] and n-butyl [18]), together with2

tbasic reagents towards BuX and abstract a b-proton as in the observed organic by-products of the reaction when
t tScheme 1. BuLi is used, i.e. Bu Te and a ca. 1:1 ratio of isobutane2

tSimilar behaviour has been observed in the analogous and isobutene, strongly support the assertion that Bu Te is4

tellurium chemistry, where b-proton abstraction has been formed as an extremely unstable intermediate which
shown to be the dominant pathway during the reaction of rapidly decomposes through a radical decomposition path-

t tTHF solutions of BuTeLi with BuI, the reaction of way [7]. We could envisage no reason why the extension of
tethanol solutions of Na Te with BuCl and of THF these alkylation reactions to SeCl should not provide a2 4

t tsuspensions of Li Te with BuI [7,8]. This behaviour also high yield route to Bu Se.2 2
tmirrors the BuX b-proton abstraction pathway demon- Selenium tetrachloride, commercially available but ex-

strated by both PhLi and (Me Si) AsLi [9,10]. Thus, the pensive, can be prepared cheaply on a large scale via a3 2
t treaction of an Et O suspension of BuSeMgCl with BuCl, modification of the original literature procedure [19]. Thus,2

tin forming moderate yields of Bu Se by nucleophilic passing chlorine gas over a stirred Et O suspension of2 2

substitution, appears to be the exception to the basic selenium powder precipitates SeCl as a white (initially)4

elimination pathway which dominates, almost exclusively, powder in essentially quantitative yield. Because of the use
under all the other reaction conditions we investigated. of this material in alkylation reactions (as well as in the

It is of interest to note that in contrast to their behaviour in-situ preparations of ‘‘SeCl ’’ – see below) it was2

towards tert-butyl halides, the selenium and tellurium thoroughly washed with Et O to remove free chlorine2
treagents, BuTeLi, Li Se and Li Te, react with Me SiCl to before drying to afford the final product as a free flowing,2 2 3

t 7form BuTeSiMe , (Me Si) Se [11,12] and (Me Si) Te pale yellow powder. The exothermic alkylation of a bright3 3 2 3 2

[11], respectively, in yields of up to 95%. This difference yellow Et O suspension of SeCl at low temperature2 4

in behaviour reflects the greater stability of Me SiCl (2788C cold bath) with slightly greater than four mole3
ttowards b-proton abstraction [7]. equivalents of a pentane solution of BuLi initially results

In a final attempt to improve upon the preparation of in the formation of a bright orange coloration which
tBu Se through an organoselenolate route, we screened for gradually changes to a cream coloured suspension on2

treaction conditions that would induce the disproportiona- complete addition of the BuLi. Caution: When allowed to
t ttion of BuSeLi into Bu Se and Li Se. Unfortunately, warm to ambient temperature there invariably occurs a2 2

t t tScheme 1. Reaction of BuSeM (M5Li or MgX) with BuX to produce the selenol and reaction of M Se (M5Li or Na) with BuX to form H Se (X5Cl,2 2

Br or I).
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tScheme 2. New ‘‘one-pot’’ synthesis of Bu Se.2

quite sudden and violent exothermic reaction. We postulate solution to lighten in colour, over ca. 1 h, to afford a final
that this may be due to the thermal decomposition of the clear cherry red solution. This suggests that the equilib-

t‘‘ Bu Se’’ intermediate, or alternatively, that initial alkyla- rium amount of Se Cl (dark coloured) in solution is4 2 2

tion at low temperature affords an only partially alkylated reduced on cooling, further increasing the dominance of
tintermediate species, Bu SeCl (x51–3), which then the required SeCl . Alkylation of a THF solution of SeClx 42x 2 2

t tundergoes further exothermic alkylation with BuLi on with two mole equivalents of BuLi proceeds smoothly at
twarming to ambient temperature. Although there are no low temperature (,2608C) and affords Bu Se, after2

reports of tetraalkyl derivatives of selenium in the litera- purification, in yields of 70–80%. The identity and
ture, we do have some evidence for the intermediate amounts of side-products which form during this prepara-

tformation of Bu Se from an analysis of the organic tion have a tendency to vary from run to run, with the4
tbyproducts of this reaction. Thus, as well as affording a ca. major side-product, Bu Se , being formed in yields of2 2

t t50% yield of the desired Bu Se, large but unquantified anywhere from 0–20%. However, pure Bu Se is readily2 2

amounts of 2,2,3,3-tetramethylbutane, (CH ) CC(CH ) obtained by fractional distillation at reduced pressure3 3 3 3

are also formed. This hydrocarbon almost certainly arises through an efficient column.
tthrough reductive coupling as the main mode of Bu Se4

decomposition and represents a different decomposition
tpathway to that shown by Bu Te where, as already 4. Conclusions4

mentioned, radical decomposition has been postulated as
taccounting for the observed formation of a ca. 1:1 ratio of The new preparation of Bu Se from SeCl represents a2 2

isobutane and isobutene [7]. Because of the obvious considerable improvement over the preparation from SeCl4

difficulties faced in scaling up a reaction having such an both in the higher, relative to the amount of Se used, yield
tuncontrolled exothermic step, we did not optimise the of Bu Se achieved as well as the 50% reduction in the2

t tconditions required to maximise the yield of Bu Se from amount of BuLi required to prepare the equivalent amount2
talkylation of SeCl , but instead turned our attention to the of Bu Se. It can be carried out on a relatively large scale4 2

alkylation of in-situ formed ‘‘SeCl ’’, where, we hoped, and gives high purity product.2

formation and exothermic decomposition of the tetra-
alkylated intermediate could be repressed. Although
selenium dichloride is unknown in the solid phase it is Acknowledgements
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Abstract

Me,MeThe crystal structure of the simple 1:1 complex of Ag(I) with hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)borate (Tp ) has been shown to be
Me,Mean asymmetric dimer, in which each Tp ligand bridges both metals by coordinating two pyrazolyl donors to one Ag(I) centre and

one to the other, such that to a first approximation one Ag(I) is four coordinate and the other is two coordinate. However two of the
pyrazolyl donors around the ‘four-coordinate’ metal centres are also involved in weak, asymmetric bridging interactions with the

Me,Me‘two-coordinate’ metal centres. This is in contrast to the structure of the Cu(I) analogue [Cu (Tp ) ] in which both Cu(I) ions are2 2

three coordinate.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)borate; Silver(I) complexes; Tris(pyrazolyl)borate complexes

1. Introduction C) [9,10], and it is reasonable to assume that those Ag(I)
analogues with a 1:1 metal:ligand ratio have similar

The chemistry of tris(pyrazolyl)borate complexes (ge- structures [7]. That Tp ligands can act as bridges in
nerically, Tp) with silver(I) is rather poorly developed polynuclear Ag(I) complexes was shown by our very

Ancompared to the rich coordination chemistry of the same recent report of the structure of [Ag (Tp ) ][ClO ] (‘An’3 2 4
3ligands with many other metals [1], because of the inherent denotes a 2-anisyl substituent attached to the pyrazolyl C

instability of the complexes which contain a strongly positions) [11] in which each of the two ligands donates a
oxidising Ag(I) ion and a reducing (borohydride) ligand. separate pyrazolyl donor to all three Ag(I) ions (Scheme 1,
Recently there have been reports of crystal structures of Fig. D). However such a structure cannot arise for those

Me,Mecomplexes of the form [Ag(Tp)L] (where L is a monode- Ag(I) complexes of simpler Tp derivatives such as Tp
ntate co-ligand such as a phosphine), whose simple pseu- [hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)borate] which have a 1:1
do-tetrahedral structures are favoured by the general metal:ligand ratio. We describe in this note the crystal

Me,Metendency of tris(pyrazolyl)borates to coordinate as face- structure of [Ag (Tp ) ].2 2

capping terdentate chelates (see Scheme 1, Fig. A) [2–7].
The structures of the binary silver(I) complexes with

tris(pyrazolyl)borate ligands – that is, complexes con- 2. Results and discussion
taining only tris(pyrazolyl)borate ligands – have been a

Me,Mepuzzle since they were first reported in 1979 [8]. It was [Ag (Tp ) ] was prepared as previously described,2 2

suggested then that on the basis of mass spectroscopic and to give a white powder. Interestingly the FAB mass
osmometric results that the complexes could be oligomeric spectrum of this showed, as well as the expected peak
via a bridging coordination mode of the ligand, and indeed cluster centred at m /z5810 corresponding to the dimer, a
dimeric Cu(I) complexes of the form [Cu (Tp) ] are strong peak cluster at m /z5917 which corresponds to2 2

Me,Me 1known, in which both Tp ligands bridge both metal ions to [Ag (Tp ) ] . Thus, it seems that traces of a trinuclear3 2

give centrosymmetric compounds (Scheme 1, Figs. B and species were also present in the crude material, which is
Anpresumably structurally analogous to [Ag (Tp ) ][ClO ]3 2 4

* [11]. However crystallisation of the powder, by diffusionCorresponding author. Tel.: 144-117-928-7655; fax: 144-117-929-
0509; e-mail: mike.ward@bristol.ac.uk of pentane vapour into a concentrated CH Cl solution,2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Scheme 1. Different modes of coordination of tris(pyrazolyl)borates in complexes of Cu(I) and Ag(I). A: conventional face-capping in four-coordinate
complexes (Refs. [2–7]). B: Bridging (bidentate and monodentate) coordination to two metals to give two three-coordinate metal centres, as in

Me,Me[Cu (Tp ) ] (Ref. [9]). C: Symmetric bridging with one pyrazole shared equally between the two metals, as in unsubstituted [Cu (Tp) ] (Ref. [9]). D:2 2 2 2

Tris-monodentate bridging, resulting in capping of a metal triangle (Ref. [11]). E: Bridging (bidentate and monodentate) coordination to two metals to give
four-coordinate and two-coordinate metal centres (this work).

gave solely a crop of X-ray quality crystals of the dimer the two-coordinate Ag(I) centres [Ag(2) and Ag(12);
Me,Me ˚[Ag (Tp ) ], whose crystal structure is in Fig. 1 (see average Ag–N distance, 2.14 A] and also subject to a2 2

˚also Tables 1 and 2). much wider variation [from 2.208 to 2.566 A around the
˚There are two crystallographically independent but four-coordinate Ag(I) centres; from 2.130 to 2.147 A

similar molecules in the asymmetric unit. In both cases around the two-coordinate Ag(I) centres]. These average
Me,Meeach Tp ligand is bridging the two Ag(I) ions such Ag–N distances are comparable to those found for other

that two pyrazolyl units are coordinated to one Ag(I), and two-coordinate [11] and four-coordinate [2–7] Ag(I) ions
one pyrazolyl unit is coordinated to the other. In this with tris(pyrazolyl)borate ligands. The shorter average
respect the complex is similar to the Cu(I) analogue Ag–N distance to the two-coordinate centres is likely to be

Me,Me[Cu (Tp ) ] [9]. However an important, and surpris- an electronic effect, with a smaller number of donors each2 2
Me,Meing, difference between the structures of [Ag (Tp ) ] being required to donate electron density more strongly to2 2

Me,Meand [Cu (Tp ) ] is that in the former we find that one satisfy the electroneutrality principle. The wide spread of2 2
Me,MeAg(I) ion is four coordinate (from two bidentate Tp Ag–N distances around the four-coordinate Ag(I) centres

ligands) and the other is two-coordinate and near-linear may be ascribed to steric effects arising from (i) the
Me,Me(from two monodentate Tp ligands), whereas in the presence of four bulky donor groups around each ion, and

latter case both Cu(I) ions were three coordinate with the
Table 1complex being centrosymmetric [9] (compare Figs. B and Me,MeX-ray crystallographic data for [Ag (Tp ) ]2 2E in Scheme 1).
Formula C H Ag B N30 44 2 2 12It is noticeable that the Ag–N distances around the
M 810.13four-coordinate Ag(I) centres [Ag(1) and Ag(11); average
System, space group Monoclinic, P2 /n1˚Ag–N distance, 2.35 A] are much longer than those around ˚a /A 17.286(2)

˚b /A 22.989(8)
˚c /A 19.196(2)

b / 8 111.385(7)
3˚U /A 7103(2)

Z 8
23D /g cm 1.515c

21
m /mm (Mo-Ka) 1.142
F(000) 3296
Crystal size /mm 0.4 x 0.3 x 0.2
T /K 173
Reflections collected:
total, independent, R 44894, 16254, 0.0261int

2u limit for data, 8 3–55
Data, restraints, parameters 16253, 0, 834

a,bFinal R , wR 0.0301, 0.08931 2
bWeighting factors 0.0495, 0.3453

23˚Largest peak, hole /e A 11.368, 20.887
a 2Fig. 1. Structure of one of the two independent dimer units in crystalline Structure was refined on F using all data; the value of R is given foro 1

Me,Me[Ag (Tp ) ] showing the numbering scheme. The other dimer unit, comparison with older refinements based on F with a typical threshold of2 2 o

which is similar, follows the same numbering scheme with an additional 1 F$4s(F ).
b 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 21 2 2 2at the start, such that e.g. N(31) becomes N(131) and Ag(1) becomes wR 5[o [w(F 2F ) ] /o w(F ) ] where w 5[s (F )1(aP) 1bP]2 o c o o

2 2Ag(11). and P5[max(F , 0)12F ] /3.o c
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Table 2
Me,Me˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) in the crystal structure of [Ag (Tp ) ]2 2

Ag(1)–N(61) 2.234(2) Ag(11)–N(161) 2.208(2)
Ag(1)–N(11) 2.233(2) Ag(11)–N(111) 2.252(2)
Ag(1)–N(21) 2.434(2) Ag(11)–N(121) 2.393(2)
Ag(1)–N(51) 2.443(2) Ag(11)–N(151) 2.566(2)
Ag(2)–N(31) 2.144(2) Ag(12)–N(131) 2.130(2)
Ag(2)–N(41) 2.147(2) Ag(12)–N(141) 2.139(2)
Ag(2)???N(21) 2.700(2) Ag(12)???N(121) 2.821(2)
Ag(2)???N(51) 2.704(2) Ag(12)???N(151) 2.656(2)
Ag(1)–Ag(2) 2.7956(4) Ag(11)–Ag(12) 2.7884(4)
N(61)–Ag(1)–N(11) 140.71(8) N(161)–Ag(11)–N(111) 144.37(8)
N(61)–Ag(1)–N(21) 114.24(8) N(161)–Ag(11)–N(121) 120.42(8)
N(11)–Ag(1)–N(21) 85.85(8) N(111)–Ag(11)–N(121) 85.19(8)
N(61)–Ag(1)–N(51) 84.66(8) N(161)–Ag(11)–N(151) 82.15(8)
N(11)–Ag(1)–N(51) 113.06(8) N(111)–Ag(11)–N(151) 104.13(8)
N(21)–Ag(1)–N(51) 123.43(8) N(121)–Ag(11)–N(151) 124.78(8)
N(31)–Ag(2)–N(41) 169.49(8) N(131)–Ag(12)–N(141) 168.35(8)

(ii) the fact that two of the pyrazolyl donors attached to the
four coordinate metals Ag(1) and Ag(11) are also involved
in asymmetric bridging interactions with the other metal.

˚The Ag???Ag distances [Ag(1)–Ag(2), 2.796 A; Ag(11)–
˚Ag(12), 2.788 A] are sufficiently short to constitute a

significant bonding interaction between the metal ions
within each dimer [12–16].

Fig. 2 emphasises the arrangement of donor atoms
about the metal centres within each dinuclear complex
unit. It clearly shows how the two longer Ag–N distances
around the four-coordinate metal centres, Ag(1) and
Ag(11), arise because these ligands are also involved in
weak bridging interactions with Ag(2) or Ag(12) respec-
tively; i.e. the structure is tending towards type C of
Scheme 1. Whilst these ‘bridging’ donors are definitely
associated more strongly with the ‘four-coordinate’ metal

˚atom (Ag–N average 2.46 A) than the ‘two-coordinate’
˚one (Ag–N average 2.72 A), in one case the asymmetry is

less obvious, with Ag(11)–N(151) and Ag(12)–N(151)
˚being 2.566(2) and 2.656(2) A respectively. Thus N(151)

can be considered as genuinely bridging, with this complex
molecule exhibiting a geometry somewhere between the
idealised extremes of forms C and E in Scheme 1. This
sort of ambiguous bridging interaction has also been seen
in some dinuclear Cu(I) helicate complexes [17,18]. The
substantial difference between the two crystallographically

Me,Meindependent complex molecules of [Ag (Tp ) ] shows2 2

how the coordination geometry within them is relatively
‘soft’ and can be deformed to accommodate the require-
ments of crystal packing effects.

Me,MeIn summary, the binary complex [Ag (Tp ) ] has2 2

been shown to have a dimeric structure, as had been
Me,Mesuspected [7,8] by analogy with [Cu (Tp ) ]. However2 2

the symmetry is lower, with four-coordinate and two-
coordinate Ag(I) centres, as opposed to two equivalent
three-coordinate Cu(I) centres. Clear mass spectroscopic

Me,Me 1evidence for the formation of trinuclear [Ag (Tp ) ]3 2

was also obtained. Fig. 2. The coordination geometry about the metals in the two in-
We thank the EPSRC for financial support. dependent dinuclear complex units.
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Abstract

51The complexes containing [VS –Cu ] (n53, 4, 5, 6) clusters were characterized by NMR spectra. The relationship between the V4 n
51NMR chemical shift and the number of copper atoms in a cluster was established. V NMR chemical shifts were used to identify possible

products of the reactions of Cu(PPh )Cl and [VS –Cu ] with various mole ratios in CDCl in order to study their reaction mechanism in3 4 3 3

solution. The results demonstrate that the reaction of tetranuclear [VS –Cu ] and Cu(PPh )Cl in CDCl successively yields penta-, hexa-4 3 3 3

and hepta-nuclear V–Cu–S heterometallic clusters when the mole ratio of [VS –Cu ] to Cu(PPh )Cl is decreased, and the process can be4 3 3

reversed when [VS –Cu ] is added to [VS –Cu ] gradually. Theoretical calculations were also carried out to explain the experimental4 3 4 6

results.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nuclear magnetic resonance; V-51; V–Cu–S clusters; Dynamic process; Fenske–Hall calculations

51 511. Introduction of V, the V NMR technique is one of the most sensitive
and effective means for the research of vanadium chemis-

The heterometallic complexes formed by the reactions try. Much useful information such as the distribution of
n2of thiometallates [MS ] (M5Mo, W, n52; M5V, n53) ligands bound to vanadium, the symmetry of the coordina-4

with copper(I) are interesting because of the versatility of tion field, the valence of the vanadium and the electronic
their structural types [1,2]. Jeannin et al. [1] described and structure of the vanadium complex can be obtained

51illustrated the various structures obtained by addition of through the data of V chemical shifts and its line widths.
22Cu(I) to [MS ] (M5Mo, W). The discovery of vana- In our previous work, a series of V–Cu–S clusters had4

dium biological characteristics has impelled more and been prepared by solid state reaction at low temperature,
more scientists to probe into the chemistry of vanadium and their structures were characterized by single-crystal

51compounds, especially vanadium heterometallic cluster X-ray diffraction [4–6]. In this paper, the V chemical
compounds [3]. Meanwhile, copper is important for organ- shifts of the complexes containing [VS –Cu ] (n53, 4, 5,4 n

isms. For example, copper in proteins can absorb molecu- 6) clusters were measured. The reaction mechanism of this
51lar oxygen reversibly and play a role as oxygen transfers in series was studied by the monitoring of V NMR.

the life process. Thus it is worthwhile to study V–Cu–S Multinuclear NMR techniques were used to study [VS –4
31 1 13 1 1complexes closely. Cu ] in detail including P–h Hj, C–h Hj and H6

51The chemical shift of V NMR spans a range of over spectra. To explain the experimental results, theoretical
4000 ppm and is susceptible to the oxidation states of calculations of these clusters were also carried out using
vanadium and its structural types. Because of the high the Fenske–Hall method.
abundance (99.76%) and intermediate gyramagnetic ratio

2. Experimental

* The V–Cu–S complexes were dissolved in CDCl atCorresponding author. Fax: 186-592-2188054; e-mail: 3

chenz@jingxian.xmu.edu.cn room temperature. All NMR spectra were collected on a

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00444-6
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Varian Unity plus 500 (500 MHz for proton) spectrometer
1 13with a deuterium lock. H and C NMR spectra were

31recorded with TMS as the internal standard, while P and
51V NMR were obtained using 85% H PO and VOCl as3 4 3

external reference standards, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. NMR characterization

51The V–Cu–S complexes were characterized by V
NMR spectra. Their molecular formulas, the abbreviated

51forms of them and the V in chemical shifts are listed in
Table 1. Only one resonance peak appears for each

51complex. The chemical shifts of V in the complexes of
tetranuclear [VS –Cu ], pentanuclear [VS –Cu ], hexanu-4 3 4 4

clear [VS –Cu ] and heptanuclear [VS –Cu ] are at 903,4 5 4 6

801, 717 and 530 ppm, respectively. Apparently, there are
51great variations among the V NMR data of the complex-

es with different numbers of copper atoms, and the
vanadium chemical shifts decrease monotonically as addi-

1 32tional [Cu(PPh )] units are bound to the [VS ] core of3 4

the clusters. From [VS –Cu ] to [VS –Cu ], each4 3 4 5
1 51[Cu(PPh )] unit contributes to a decrease of V in3

chemical shift versus that of [VS –Cu ] by ca. 100 ppm.4 3

These results are similar to those reported for [MoS –4
22(CuSPh) ] [7]. From [VS –Cu ] to [VS –Cu ], then 4 5 4 6

51chemical shift of V is shielded to upfield for ca. 180
ppm. Based on the above discussion, a particular correla-

51tion has been noted between the V chemical shift and the
number of copper atoms in a cluster.

Multinuclear NMR experiments were performed to
study [VS –Cu ] closely. PPh and CuPPh Cl were4 6 3 3

Fig. 1. (a) Skeleton structure of VS (CuPPh ) (CuCl)Br with aryl1 13 31 4 3 5 2chosen for comparison. The H, C and P NMR spectra
groups omitted. (b) Atom labels of PPh group.3of [VS –Cu ] and CuPPh Cl exhibit absorption peaks near4 6 3

the corresponding ones in free ligand PPh , which implies3

the diamagnetism of these compounds. downfield compared with that of CuPPh Cl which exhibits3

There are two peaks with a relative intensity of 1:4 in one peak at 21.2 ppm. This may be due to the electron
31 1 10 0the P–h Hj NMR spectrum of [VS –Cu ]. The peak at transfer of Cu(I) (d ) to V(V) (d ) by V–S–Cu. No4 6

8.9 ppm arises from the PPh ligand bound to Cu(6) while spin–spin coupling is observed between the spin I51/23
31 63the resonance at 5.6 ppm arises from the four PPh ligands P nucleus and the strong quadrupole coupled Cu or3
65bound to Cu(2)|Cu(5) (see Fig. 1). This feature dem- Cu nucleus (I53/2) in the solution spectrum owing to

onstrates that the PPh ligand bound to Cu(6) is not the rapid quadrupolar relaxation of copper nuclei in low–3
63equivalent to the four PPh ligands bound to Cu(2)|Cu(5). symmetry environments. No Cu NMR resonance at room3

31On the other hand, the P chemical shift is deshielded to temperature appears because of the highly unsymmetrical
electronic field around the copper.

31Table 1 Although P NMR offers the most direct approach to
51The abbreviated forms, molecular formulas and V chemical shifts of study the phosphorus–metal interaction, information con-

[VS –Cu ]4 n cerning chemical transformation between more remote
51Abbreviated form Molecular formula V chemical shift (ppm) centers in the molecule can not be obtained readily. An

13 1obvious solution to this problem involves C and H[VS –Cu ] VS Cu (PPh ) 9034 3 4 3 3 4
1[VS –Cu ] VS (CuPPh ) Br 801 NMR techniques. The H NMR spectrum of [VS –Cu ]4 4 4 3 4 4 6

1[VS –Cu ] VS (CuPPh ) Br 7174 5 4 3 5 2 shows that the H chemical shifts decrease by ca. 0.1 ppm
[VS –Cu ] VS (CuPPh ) (CuCl)Br 5304 6 4 3 5 2 compared with those in CuPPh Cl, and the resolution3
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becomes bad. The peaks of H-2, H-3 and H-4 are at
7.57|7.32, 7.00|7.18 and 7.25 ppm, respectively. The
relative intensity of peaks at 7.57 and 7.36 ppm is ca. 1:4.
There is an overlapping doublet with a similar relation at

317.00|7.18 ppm. These complemented the results of P–
1 31 13 13h Hj NMR. The coupling of P and C doubles some C

13signals. The C NMR spectrum consists of four group
peaks for C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-4, respectively. The C-1
chemical shift is shielded to upfield. The C-2 peaks
comprise a broaden singlet at 134.5 ppm and a doublet at
134.0 ppm with a relative intensity of ca. 1:4. These results

31 1are in agreement with P and H NMR observations.
In the light of the above analysis, the following conclu-

sions may be drawn:

1. The number of copper atoms n in the complex plays an
51important role in the V chemical shift. It can be

51determined directly by the V chemical shift.
512. All V NMR spectra of the V–S–Cu complexes give a

single main line in CDCl . This means that each of the3

tetra-, penta-, hexa- and hepta-nuclear V–S–Cu com-
plexes has a stable skeleton structure in solution.

3. The P atoms in [VS –Cu ] can be divided into two4 6
5131 Fig. 2. [VS –Cu ] (n53, 4, 5, 6) reaction process monitored by V4 ngroups with a 1:4 ratio. The change of P chemical

NMR in CDCl solution.3shifts compared with that in CuPPh Cl reflects the3
13 1decrease of net charges on P atoms. C and H spectra

31are useful supplements to the P spectrum.

32than six copper(I) atoms can be bound to a [VS ]4
51 tetrathiometallate anion [2]. To see whether the reaction3.2. Reaction process monitored by V NMR

can happen reversibly, some [VS –Cu ] was added to4 3
51 [VS –Cu ]. This yielded [VS –Cu ]. When more [VS –At the V NMR technique was used to monitor the 4 6 4 5 4

Cu ] was added, [VS –Cu ] formed. The successivereaction process of Cu(PPh )Cl and [VS –Cu ] in CDCl 3 4 43 4 3 3

addition of [VS –Cu ] to the last product produced a newsolvent in order to identify possible products during the 4 3

peak at 903 ppm which came from the remainder ofreaction and to study their reaction mechanism in solution.
[VS –Cu ]. This indicates that the reaction process isThe spectra recorded the reaction process are shown in Fig. 4 3

reversible. Therefore, the interchange of V–Cu–S com-2.
plexes can be depicted in Fig. 3. Clearly, the reactionAt the beginning of the reaction, the peak at 903 ppm

51system monitored by V NMR gives direct and usefulwas assigned to complex [VS –Cu ]. When the mole ratio4 3

information on the reaction mechanism. In this case, notof Cu(PPh )Cl / [VS –Cu ] was increased from 0:1 to 1:1,3 4 3
51only can the products be identified by V NMR spectra,the original resonance peak at 903 ppm gradually lowered

but also the whole course of the reactions, and the comingand finally vanished; in the meantime, a peak occurred and
51and going of intermediates, can be monitored by Vrose at 801 ppm. So it can be determined that the product

NMR.is the pentanuclear heterometallic cluster [VS –Cu ].4 4

When more Cu(PPh )Cl was added to the above product,3

the peak at 801 ppm gradually lowered and a peak at 717
3.3. Theoretical calculationsppm appeared. This can be ascribed to the formation of a

[VS –Cu ] cluster. The successive addition of Cu(PPh )Cl4 5 3

To further investigate the relationship between reactionto the last product gave a peak at 530 ppm which indicates
mechanism, chemical shifts and electronic structures,the formation of a [VS –Cu ] cluster. No new peak4 6

Fenske–Hall [8] molecular orbital calculations of the titleappeared when more Cu(PPh )Cl was added.3
32clusters and VS anion were carried out on PC 586. TheThe above phenomena demonstrate that the reaction of 4

basic functions were generated by the numerical Xatetranuclear [VS –Cu ] and Cu(PPh )Cl in CDCl4 3 3 3

atomic orbital program [9] in conjunction with the Xa-to-produces penta-, hexa- and hepta-nuclear V–Cu–S
Slater basis program [10,11]. Mulliken population analysesheterometallic clusters gradually. No octanuclear cluster is
were used to determine atomic charges [12]. The molecularformed. This is in agreement with the fact that not more
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Fig. 3. Reaction scheme of [VS –Cu ] (n53, 4, 5, 6) clusters.4 n

absolute values is as follows: m –S.m –S.m –S.m –S.1 2 3 4structural data were taken from Refs. [4–6,13–15]. To
Similarly, the atomic charges on S which have the samesimplify the calculations, all PPh groups were replaced by3
coordinated number in different complexes decrease withPH with a P–H bond length of 0.142 nm. The averaged3

32 the increase in Cu number except for m –S in [VS –Cu ].3 4 4atomic charges of m –S (m –S in VS ) and V obtainedn 1 4
As more charges on S indicates its stronger nucleophilicare listed in Table 2. It is clear that the atomic charge of V
ability, complexes with m –S and/or m –S might be able2 3decreases as the number of Cu atoms increases. Compared

151 32 to take Cu from those with m –S and/or m –S. Thus if a3 4with the V chemical shifts (1395 ppm for VS ), it can4
complex with a lower Cu number were added to a higherbe found that the atomic charge on V is closely related

51 one, a product with middling Cu number might bewith the chemical shift of V. The more positive the
obtained. For example, adding [VS –Cu ] to [VS –Cu ]4 3 4 6atomic charge, the larger the chemical shift. This is due to

51 makes [VS –Cu ] or [VS –Cu ]. In such a situation, the4 5 4 4the shielding effect of electron density. The plot of V
coordinated number of S in [VS –Cu ] increased from 24 3chemical shifts against atomic charges of V (Fig. 4)
or 3 to 3 or 4. According to this rule, [VS –Cu ] and4 1reflects their nearly linear relationship. The correlation

32[VS –Cu ] may be obtained by adding enough VS to4 2 4coefficient of regression linearity is 0.999. Thus it can be
complexes with a higher Cu number. Further study is insaid that the change of the coordinated environment of the
progress.V atom may be mainly embodied by the change of its

51As we have seen, the change of V chemical shift fromatomic charge. With regard to m –S, their atomic chargesn
[VS –Cu ] to [VS –Cu ] is much larger than that from4 5 4 6in the same complexes decrease monotonically with in-
[VS –Cu ] to [VS –Cu ]. It may be because the sixth4 4 4 5creases in their coordinated numbers, i.e., the order of their
ligand coordinated to VS core is CuCl instead of4

1[Cu(PPh )] . It is known that a neutral CuCl molecule is aTable 2 3
1

The calculated averaged atomic charges of m –S and V weaker electron acceptor than a [Cu(PPh )] cation. Thisn 3

can find support from the calculated total charges on CuClCluster V m –S m –S m –S m –S1 2 3 4

and Cu(PPh ) fragments in [VS –Cu ]. They are 20.3532 3 4 6VS 1.196 21.0494 and ca. 0.45 respectively, i.e. the charge taken away by[VS –Cu ] 1.024 20.605 20.5644 3 1CuCl (0.35) is smaller than that taken by [Cu(PPh )][VS –Cu ] 0.974 20.575 20.489 20.442 34 4

[VS –Cu ] 0.950 20.506 20.416 (0.55). Therefore, the increment of the electron density on4 5

[VS –Cu ] 0.906 20.3944 6 vanadium due to the decrement of other atomic charges
when [VS –Cu ] is further coordinated by CuCl may be4 5

51Fig. 4. V chemical shifts vs. atomic charges of V for [VS –Cu ] (n50, 3, 4, 5, 6).4 n
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Abstract

1 1 2 3 1The following complexes were synthesised [W(CO) L ], [hW(CO) j L ], [W(CO) L ], [W(CO) L ], [hPdCl (PPh )j L ],5 5 2 5 5 2 3 2
2 3 1 2 3[PdCl (PPh )L ] and [PdCl (PPh )L ] where L 52,6-dithiaspiro[3.3]heptane (2,6-DTSH), L 52,6-DTSH-2-oxide and L 52,6-DTSH-2 3 2 3

2,29-dioxide. In solution these complexes exhibit pyramidal inversion of the metal-coordinated sulphur atom(s), rates and activation
‡ 21energies of which were evaluated by total NMR bandshape analysis. DG values were in the range 45–50 kJ mol . These magnitudes

are discussed in terms of ring geometry distortions and sulphur lone pair interactions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tungsten; Palladium; 2,6-Dithiaspiro[3.3]heptane; Sulphur inversion; Dynamic NMR

1. Introduction by dynamic NMR (DNMR) techniques. We have therefore
undertaken an NMR study of S inversion in a variety of

12,6-Dithiaspiroheptanes have been used [1] as ligands transition metal complexes of 2,6-DTSH (L ) and its
2 3linking Ru(II) and Ru(III) centres to investigate the 2-oxide (L ) and 2,2-dioxide (L ) derivatives (Fig. 1). The

phenomenon of electron tunnelling, particularly in bio- ligand 2,6-DTSH formed both mono- and di-nuclear
logical systems [2]. The use of substitutionally inert Ru(II) complexes with the metal moieties W(CO) and5

1 1and Ru(III) as donor and acceptor centres for this process PdCl (PPh ), namely [W(CO) L ], [hW(CO) j L ],2 3 5 5 2
1 1followed the original work of Taube [3]. These spiro [PdCl (PPh )L ] and [hPdCl (PPh )j L ], whereas its2 3 2 3 2

2 3compounds were chosen on account of their rigidity so that mono-oxide and di-oxide derivatives (L and L ) formed
electron transport would have to occur via the bridge and only mononuclear complexes. Analogous complexes of
not directly from one Ru atom to another as might occur in Cr(CO) and Mo(CO) were also prepared but were not5 5

less rigid complexes [4]. An intervalence absorption band fully characterised on account of their unstable nature.
at 910 nm provided evidence of electron tunnelling over a

˚distance of 11.3 A for the two-ring spiro bridge compound
2,6-dithiaspiro[3.3]heptane (2,6-DTSH) [1]. 2. Experimental

Metal-coordinated sulphur atoms undergo pyramidal
inversion [5] and it was thought possible that, as a 2.1. Synthesis of ligands
consequence of electron–electron interaction between the
sulphur lone pairs, the kinetics of inversion of one metal- Extensive improvements were made to the earlier litera-
bound S atom might influence the kinetics of a second ture syntheses [6,7] of 2,6-dithiaspiro[3.3]heptane (2,6-
such atom when the spacer ligand is 2,6-DTSH. We have DTSH), 2,6-DTSH-2-oxide and 2,6-DTSH-2,2-dioxide,
shown previously [5] that pyramidal inversion of S atoms details of which are given below.
is greatly facilitated by coordination to transition metals as
a result of appreciable (p–d) p stabilization of the 12.2. 2,6-DTSH (L )
inversion transition state, and can be monitored accurately

Pentaerythrityl tetrabromide (20.06 g, 51.7 mmol) was
3*Corresponding author. added to an aqueous solution (100 cm ) of sodium

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00445-8
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1 2 3Fig. 1. The 2,6-dithiaspiro[3.3]heptane ligands, L , L and L , with their atom numbering and symmetry point groups.

1sulphide nonahydrate (50.45 g, 210.2 mmol). The reaction powder (mp581.7–81.98C. Lit. 818C [6]). NMR: ( H)
mixture was stirred vigorously at just below reflux tem- d53.96 (AA9BB9,2H); 3.24 (s, 2H); 3.20 (s, 2H); 3.15

13perature for 1.5 h precisely in the presence of ‘Adogen’ (AA9BB9, 2H). ( C) d538.4 (C ); 38.6 (C ); 39.5 (C );7 5 4
21phase transfer catalyst (ca. 1 g). On cooling, the aqueous 64.7 (C ). IR: n 51053 cm (CH Cl solution).1,3 SO 2 2

phase was decanted off and the product mixture taken up Elution with ethyl acetate–methanol [10:1] and solvent
3in CH Cl . After washing with water (4350 cm ), vac- removal under reduced pressure gave 2,6-dithias-2 2

uum distillation gave the title compound (4.81 g, 36.4 piro[3.3]heptane-2,6-dioxide (0.88 g, 5.9 mmol, 10%) in a
mmol, 70% yield, compared to 51% by reaction in aqueous similar physical form to the title compound (mp5141.3–

1ethanol [6] or 68% by a less convenient method [7]) as a 141.88C. Lit. 1378C [6]). NMR: ( H) d53.28 (m, 4H);
13pungent, colourless, viscous liquid which crystallised on 3.71 (m, 4H); ( C) d526.8, 62.8, 64.2. IR: n 51048SO

1 21standing (mp5318C). NMR: ( H) d53.28 (s, 8H, –CH –), cm (CH Cl solution).2 2 2
13( C) d539.8 (C ), 52.2 (C ). Both compounds were obtained as colourless, needle-1,3,5,7 4

like crystals on recrystallisation from hot benzene.
22.3. 2,6-DTSH-2-oxide (L )

3A 30% hydrogen peroxide solution (6.73 g, 59.4 mmol) 2.4. 2,6-DTSH-2,2-dioxide (L )
was added, dropwise to a vigorously stirred solution of
2,6-dithiaspiro[3.3]heptane (7.92 g, 58.9 mmol) in To 2,6-dithiaspiro[3.3]heptane (7.96 g, 60.0 mmol) in

3 3ethanoic acid (400 cm ). After stirring for 30 h the solvent acetone (150 cm ) was added potassium permanganate
was removed under reduced pressure and the residue (21.5 g, 136.1 mmol) in small portions over 8 h. After 50 h
washed free of unoxidised disulphide with hot petroleum stirring, the reaction mixture was filtered and the solvent

3spirit (5350 cm ). The two oxidised species formed (R 5 removed under reduced pressure. The residue was partiallyf

0.01 and 0.4 with ethyl acetate–methanol [10:1]) were dissolved in dichloromethane and the insoluble disulphone
separated by chromatography. Elution with ethyl acetate– filtered off. On again removing solvent under reduced
methanol [50:1] and solvent removal under reduced pres- pressure the residue was washed free of unoxidised

3sure gave the title compound (4.00 g, 27.0 mmol, 46% – disulphide with hot petroleum spirit (6350 cm ). Re-
without recovery of unoxidised disulphide) as a fine white crystallisation from boiling ethanol gave the title com-
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pound (4.22 g, 25.7 mmol, 43% – with recovery of 2.5.3. PdCl (PPh ) complexes of DTSH, DTSH-2-oxide2 3

unoxidised disulphide) as colourless, needle-like crystals and DTSH-2,29-dioxide
1(mp5116.2–116.78C. Lit. 116.58C [6]). NMR: ( H) d5 These complexes were prepared from the appropriate

3.45 (s, 4H, –CH SCH –); 4.22 (s, 4H, –CH SO CH –); molar quantities of [PdCl (PPh )] and the ligands. Re-2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2
13( C) d533.8 (C ); 38.0 (C ); 76.0 (C ) [9]. IR: actions proceeded rapidly at ambient temperature in chlori-4 5,7 1,3

21 21 nated solvents and could be monitored visually. Crystallinen asym.51325 cm (vs), n sym.51070 cm (s).SO SO2 2

products (orange, needle-like crystals) were obtained by
slow evaporation of homogeneous dichloromethane–hex-2.5. Synthesis of complexes
ane solutions.

2.5.1. Tungsten pentacarbonyl complexes of 2,6-DTSH, 2.6. Physical methods
2,6-DTSH-2-oxide and 2,6-DTSH-2,2-dioxide

[W(CO) (2,6-DTSH-2-oxide)] and [W(CO) (2,6-DTSH-5 5 Elemental analyses were carried out by Butterworth
2,2-dioxide)] were both prepared by stirring a 5–10% Laboratories Ltd., Teddington, Middlesex, London. Un-
molar excess of [W(CO) (THF)] with the ligand in THF5 corrected melting temperatures were recorded on a digital
solvent at 2308C for 10 h. On solvent removal under Gallenkamp apparatus. IR spectra were recorded in either
reduced pressure, the residue was redissolved in dichloro- dichloromethane or n-hexane solutions on a Perkin-Elmer

1methane, filtered and then recrystallised several times from 881 spectrophotometer. H NMR spectra were recorded at
dichloromethane–hexane [1:1] at 2208C to give the 250 MHz on a Bruker AM250 FT spectrometer. A
desired complexes as glassy, bright yellow crystals. standard B-VT1000 variable temperature unit was used to

Although [hW(CO) j (2,6-DTSH)] was prepared in5 2 control the probe temperature, which was calibrated using
good yield by interaction of a several-fold excess of a Comark digital thermometer. Spectra were recorded as
[W(CO) (THF)] with 2,6-DTSH, an analytically and spec-5 solutions in either CDCl or CD Cl solvents. NMR3 2 2
troscopically pure sample of the complex was easier to bandshape analyses were performed using the authors’
obtain as a by-product in the synthesis of [W(CO) (2,6-5 version of the DNMR3 program [8]. Spectra were recorded
DTSH)] as follows: over as wide a temperature range as possible and fittings

To 2,6-DTSH (2.47 g, 18.68 mmol) in THF at 2788C made for at least six temperatures. Systematic errors in the3was added, dropwise, a THF solution (100 cm ) of calculation of activation energy data were minimised by
[W(CO) (THF)] hgenerated from 2.98 g, 7.47 mmol of5 allowing as far as possible for the temperature dependen-
[W(CO) ]j at the same temperature. After stirring for a6 cies of the chemical shifts and natural line widths, the

21further 8 h, with an accompanying deep orange to pale * *latter expressed as (pT ) values, T values being based2 2
yellow colour change, the solvent was removed under on measurements at the lowest temperatures achieved. The
reduced pressure to give an oily yellow residue. This was treatment of errors followed that of Binsch and Kessler [9].3washed with warm hexane (5380 cm ), the collected
washings being filtered and left at 2208C for 24 h.
Recrystallisation of the residue remaining from dichloro- 3. Results
methane–hexane [1:3] at 2208C gave yellow crystals of
[hW(CO) j (2,6-DTSH)] (0.229 g, 0.294 mmol, 3.5%).5 2 Analytical, IR and melting point data for the complexes
The granular yellow solid, obtained from cooling the warm I–VII are given in Table 1. Infrared spectroscopy was able
hexane washings, was washed with cold hexane (2208C, to differentiate clearly between the sulphoxide and sul-35350 cm ) to remove free ligand and then recrystallised phone functionalities. For sulphoxides a single S=O3

21again from hexane (80 cm ) to give yellow microcrystals stretching mode (1058–1060 cm ) was observed whilst,
of [W(CO) (2,6-DTSH)] (2.05 g, 4.49 mmol, 53%).5 for sulphone functionalities, symmetric and antisymmetric

SO stretching modes were observed in the ranges 1073–2
21 212.5.2. Cr(CO) complexes of 2,6-DTSH, 2,6-DTSH-2- 1095 cm and 1330–1334 cm in accordance with5

oxide and 2,6-DTSH-2,2-dioxide. literature data [10].
Attempts to prepare [Cr(CO) (2,6-DTSH-2-oxide)] at5

ambient temperature resulted in the species 3.1. NMR studies
[hCr(CO) j (2,6-DTSH)](n51 and 2) as evidenced by5 n

1 The W(CO) complexes I–IV were studied in detail bytheir H NMR signals. Attempts to prepare 5
1variable temperature H NMR and their chemical shift and[hCr(CO) jhW(CO) j(2,6-DTSH)] by the reaction of5 5

scalar coupling constant data collected in Table 2. Assign-[W(CO) (2,6-DTSH)] with [Cr(CO) (THF)] at 2308C5 5

ments of signals refer to the hydrogen labelling in Fig. 2.resulted in the observation of the desired complex (ca. 60%
1 In all cases the spectra showed gross changes on coolingyield by H NMR spectroscopy) plus the four complexes

the solutions as a result of the slowing down of the[hM(CO) j (2,6-DTSH)] (M5Cr, W; n51, 2). Separation5 n

pyramidal inversion of W-coordinated sulphur atoms.was not attempted.
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Table 1
Synthetic, melting point, IR spectroscopic and analytical data for complexes I–VII

cComplex No. Yield mp M–CO stretch S–O stretch Elemental analysis
21 21% 8C cm cm

C(%) H(%)
a[W(CO) (2,6-DTSH)] I 53 79.7 2071(w), 1941(vs) , – 26.25 (26.50) 1.60 (1.75)5

b2077(w), 1947(vs), 1937(m)
a[hW(CO) j (2,6-DTSH)] II 62 132.6 2074(w) 1930(vs) – 23.15 (23.10) 0.95 (1.00)5 2
a a[W(CO) (2,6-DTSH-2-oxide)] III 47 118.0 2074(w), 1930(vs) 1060(vs) 25.40 (25.45) 1.75 (1.70)5

b2071(w), 1946(vs), 1939(vs)
a a a[W(CO) (2,6-DTSH-2,2-dioxide)] IV 68 112.8 2078(w), 1940(vs) 1334(vs) , 1073(s) 24.55 (24.60) 1.65 (1.65)5

b2076(w), 1948(vs), 1942(vs)
[hPdCl (PPh ) j(2,6-DTSH)] V 79 194.9 – – 45.95 (47.00) 3.90 (3.95)2 3 2

a d d[PdCl (PPh )(2,6-DTSH-2-oxide)] VI 44 184.2 – 1058(vs)2 3
a[PdCl (PPh )(2,6-DTSH-2,2-oxide)] VII 69 183.4 – 1330(vs), 1095(s) 44.80 (45.75) 3.75 (3.85)2 3

a In CH Cl solution.2 2
b In very dilute hexane solution.
c Calculated values in parentheses.
d Not obtained.

1Inversions were rapid on the H timescale at room terns (labelled AB and CD in Fig. 3). The low temperature
temperature but became slow by ca. 260 to 2808C. assignments given in Table 2 are somewhat tentative as

In the case of [W(CO) (2,6-DTSH)](I), the room tem- they depend on the long range shielding /deshielding effect5

perature spectrum consists of two singlets due to the of the W(CO) moiety on the methylene hydrogens of the5

methylene protons of each four-membered ring. On cool- other ring.
ing, the higher frequency signal, due to the methylenes of The spectral changes of this complex may be rational-
the metal-bound sulphur ring, split into an apparent AB ised on the basis of the different symmetries associated
quartet whereas the lower frequency signal, due to the with rapid and slow pyramidal inversion of both S atoms.
methylenes of the other ring, split into two singlets (Fig. The complex, like the free ligand, possesses D symmetry2d

3). A symmetry plane bisects these latter methylenes and when S inversions are rapid at ambient temperatures and
so their geminal hydrogens are chemically equivalent only a single type of methylene group exists. In the
although, in principle, they are magnetically non-equiva- absence of S inversion the symmetry of the complex
lent. However, no four-bond H–H couplings were detected reduces to C and two pairs of methylene groups become2

between the methylenes of this ring and so this magnetic chemically distinguishable with geminal hydrogen distinc-
non-equivalence was not manifest and two singlet signals tion within each group. Hence, two AB quartet patterns (in
persist at low temperature. The splitting (decoalescence) of the absence of cross-ring coupling) are detected. It is
the C and D signals on cooling was followed by bandshape apparent from the spectrum at 2708C (Fig. 3) that two of
analysis and reliable rate data obtained (Table 3). these hydrogens do, however, exhibit weak long-range

1The H spectrum of [hW(CO) j (2,6-DTSH-2-ox- coupling. This could be either adjacent-ring or cross-ring5 2

ide)](II) consists of a singlet at room temperature which four-bond coupling. Results for complex III (see below)
splits into two slightly overlapping AB quartet-like pat- suggest that cross-ring coupling may be more likely.

Table 2
1H NMR parameters for the W(CO) complexes I–IV5

Complex Temperature Solvent Chemical shifts Spin–spin coupling
8C constants

d d d dA B C D
2 2J JAB CD

I 30 CDCl 3.75 3.353

260 CDCl 3.85 3.63 3.44 3.27 211.0 |03

II 30 CD Cl 3.832 2

280 CD Cl 3.755 3.61 3.98 3.764 210.5 29.82 2
aIII 30 CD Cl 3.71 3.762 2

b b b b c c
270 CD Cl |3.7 |3.7 |3.7 |3.7 ? ?2 2

IV 30 CD Cl 3.92 4.322 2
d d e e

270 CD Cl |3.90 |3.90 4.46 4.26 ? ?2 2

a Also d 53.26, d 54.01.E / G F / H
b Also d 53.35, d 54.20, d 53.25, d 53.93.E F G H
c 2 2 2 2 4J , J could not be measured; J 511.5 Hz, J 511.7 Hz, J 56.6 Hz.AB CD EF GH FH
d ud 2d u very small giving an AA9BB9 spectrum near the A limit.a b 4
e 2 2J , J could not be measured.AB CD
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1 2 3Fig. 2. The metal complexes of the ligands L , L and L , with the hydrogen labelling and symmetry point groups.

The spectral changes of complex II can be described in On cooling the complex to ca. 2708C the arresting of the
terms of a spin problem, using the Haigh notation [11], of S inversion should, in principle, lead to distinction between
type all eight hydrogen environments. In reality, the four

hydrogens of the –S=O ring are clearly distinguished (Fig.
k

5) but the chemical shifts of the hydrogens A→D of the[ABCD] á[BADC]2 2

metal-bound ring are closely similar at 2708C and only a
complex multiplet is detected. The assignments of thewhere the labels refer to the methylene hydrogens. If all
signals E→H are based on the assumption that the –S=Oscalar couplings other than geminal couplings are ignored
moiety will deshield those hydrogens which are cis to it,then this problem reduces to
i.e. hydrogens F and H. It is noteworthy that at 2708C,

k k
ABáBA and CDáDC. these signals show a surprisingly strong four-bond mutual

scalar coupling, an analogous coupling not being observed
This description was used as the basis of the bandshape between the lower frequency pair of signals E and G, This
analysis and excellent fits between experimental and must be associated with a considerable distortion of the
computer simulated spectra were obtained (Fig. 4). ring geometry by the –S=O group.

1The H spectrum of [W(CO) (2,6-DTSH-2-oxide)](III) The spectral changes of this complex are described by5

is more complex than the others because of its lower the dynamic spin problem
molecular symmetry. At ambient temperatures where the S

ABCDáBADC plus EFGHáGHEF
inversion is rapid there are four chemically distinct CH2

groups. Those associated with the W←S bound ring However, since the changes associated with the hydrogen
(labelled A–D, Fig. 2) are essentially singlets due to the set A → D are not clearly observed, this part of the
absence of the appreciable four-bond cross-ring couplings spectrum was not fitted. Thus, total bandshape analysis
whereas those of the sulphoxide ring (labelled E–H) are was carried out on the system EFGHáGHEF, where, in

2 2detected as a four-spin AA9XX system, [12], this pattern addition to including the geminal couplings J and J ,EF GH
2 2being dominated by the geminal couplings J and J .EF GH
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1Fig. 3. The ‘static’ low temperature 250 MHz H spectra of (a) complex I (2608C), (b) complex II (2708C) and (c) complex IV (2708C). Solvent in all
cases was CD Cl .2 2

4the cross-ring coupling J (56.6 Hz) was also incorpo- an equal intensity pair of singlets, whereas little changeEF

rated. The simulated spectra are shown in Fig. 5, from occurs in the other signal. The low temperature limiting
which a set of rate constants was obtained, Table 3. spectrum (2708C) is shown in Fig. 3. The C symmetry ofs

The complex [W(CO) (2,6-DTSH-2,2-dioxide)](IV) this structure in the absence of S inversion leads to the5

possesses the same symmetry as complex I and therefore expectation of four distinct chemical shifts. A closer
comparable spectra are expected. At room temperature two inspection of the lowest frequency signal at d |3.90 reveals
singlets due to the methylenes of the two rings are additional weak signals characteristic of an AA9BB9

detected. On cooling the high frequency signal splits into system [12] with a very small internal chemical shift,

Table 3
1Best-fit rate constants used in the computer simulation of the H spectra of complexes I–IV and VI

21 21 21 21 21T / 8C k / s k / s k / s k / s k / sI II III IV VI

260 3.3 – – – –
250 10.3 – – 9.2 –
245 23.0 30.1 – 23.5 –
240 42.5 53.5 13.2 46.0 12.2
235 80.0 95.0 30.0 79.0 –
230 144 170 68.0 136 56.0
225 250 300 139 221 –
220 440 480 310 375 157
215 – 780 – – 250
210 1670 2000 930 – 430
25 – – – – 680

0 – – – – 1100
10 – – – – 2450
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have been induced by the sulphone function of the other
ring, causing the geminal environments to be magnetically
very similar. The other signals in the low temperature
spectra due to C,C9 and D,D9 are strictly part of an
AA9XX9 system, but line splittings are not fully resolved

4because of the weakness of the cross-ring couplings J ,EG
4 4 4J , J and J . This is in interesting contrast toEH FG FH

complex III where the S=O ring distortion strongly
favoured one four-bond coupling, presumed to be J .FH

The spectral changes with temperature of the C and D
signals, treated as singlets, were computed in the usual
way and rate data calculated, Table 3.

Analogous NMR studies were performed on the
II 1 2 3Pd Cl (PPh ) complexes of the ligands L , L and L .2 3

These complexes in solution behaved in a similar manner
to the corresponding W(CO) complexes with pyramidal5

inversion of the metal-bound S atom being fast on the
NMR time-scale at room temperature and slow at tempera-

1
1 tures below ca. 2508C. The H parameters of theseFig. 4.Variable temperature 250 MHz H spectra of complex II in CD Cl2 2

complexes are collected in Table 4. Low temperaturewith computer simulated spectra using ‘best-fit’ rate constants shown
alongside. solution spectra were obtained for complexes V and VI,

and a full bandshape analysis performed on the spectra of
VI. In general, the spectra were of lower quality than those

un 2n u, causing the spin system to be near its A limit. of the W(CO) complexes, perhaps due to the more limitedA B 4 5
IIThis is unexpected by comparison with the spectrum of solubility of these Pd species. The spectra of the dinu-

complex I where un 2n u is appreciable. In complex IV clear complex V are similar to those of II with fourA B

distortion of the geometry of the W←S bound ring must chemical shifts resolved at low temperatures, but the scalar

1Fig. 5. Variable temperature 250 MHz H spectra of complex III in CD Cl with theoretically simulated spectra based on ‘best-fit’ rate constants shown2 2

alongside. The weak sets of lines indicated by asterisks are due to a trace of free ligand. The signal labelling refers to Fig. 2.
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Table 4
1H NMR parameters for the PdCl (PPh ) complexes V–VII2 3

Complex Temperature Solvent Chemical shifts Spin–spin coupling constants J /Hz
8C

d d d d J JA B C D AB CD

aV 30 CDCl 3.923
b b

250 CDCl 4.01 3.34 4.52 3.87 ? ?3
c cVI 30 CDCl 3.64 3.683

d d e e
250 CDCl |3.79 |3.79 |3.53 |3.53 ? ?3

VII 30 CDCl 3.87 4.393

a Broad band (line width at half height |20 Hz).
b Not measurable due to poor spectral resolution.
c Also d 53.27, d 54.17.E / G F / H
d Assignments uncertain. Also d 53.51, d 54.75, d 53.21, d 53.89.E F G H
e 2 2 4J , J could not be measured; J 511.8 Hz, J 511.3 Hz, J 56.4 Hz.AB CD EF GH FH

couplings were less easily identified. Complex VI gave the W(CO) complexes of four-membered S-heterocyclic5
‡ IIexpected spectral changes on cooling but complex VII gave rings, the DG value for the Pd complex, VI, of 50.4 kJ

21 ‡a low temperature spectrum which could not be analysed. mol is significantly lower than the DG values obtained
IIpreviously [14] for the trans- Pd dichloride complexes of

the four-membered rings and
4. Discussion

21were 61.8 and 60.9 kJ mol respectively.
The activation parameters for pyramidal sulphur inver- This implies considerable distortion of the four-membered

sion in both the W(CO) and PdCl (PPh ) complexes of rings in the present spiro compounds compared to in-5 2 3
1 2 3the spiro ligands L , L and L are given in Table 5. With dividual thiabutane rings. This considerable lowering of

the exception of complex III, the data fall within narrow the activation energy for pyramidal inversion suggests an
‡limits. For example, DG data, which are least prone to enlargement of the C–S–C angle containing the metal-

21systematic error [13], are in the range 47.5–50.4 kJ mol . bound sulphur atom so that there is easier access to the
‡ 2Errors quoted for DG data are as defined by Binsch and planar sp transition state of the inversion process [5]. An

Kessler [9]. Values for the mono- and di-nuclear W(CO) X-ray crystal structure would be needed to confirm this.5

complexes of L9 are almost identical, implying that there is The change of heterocyclic sulphur to sulphoxide and to
no interaction between the sulphur lone pairs which can be sulphone certainly leads to further distortions of the four-
measured in terms of their pyramidal inversion characteris- membered rings. This is particularly apparent in the
tics. Thus, electron–electron interactions of the type complexes III and VI where there is a single very strong

II IIIobserved in Ru /Ru complexes of this same ligand as an four-bond interaction between the methylene pairs rather
intervalence absorption band in the near IR region do not than two equal-magnitude interactions expected for a more
appear to be as pronounced in these analogous dinuclear symmetrical ring geometry.

0 II 2W and Pd complexes. The activation energy values are The DNMR results of [W(CO) L ] (III) are somewhat5

also independent of these transition metals. Whilst there do anomalous. Despite good agreement between experimental
not appear to be any previous energy data of S inversion in and theoretical bandshapes being achieved (Fig. 5), the

Table 5
Activation parameters for complexes I–IV and VI

21 21 ‡ 21 ‡ 21 21 ‡a 21Complex E / kJ mol log (A / s ) DH /kJ mol DS / J K mol DG /kJ mol No. data pointsa 10

I 58.0 14.6 56.0 28.4 47.5 7
60.7 60.2 60.7 63.1 60.2

II 53.6 13.7 51.5 11.4 48.1 7
60.4 60.1 60.4 61.7 60.1

III 76.9 18.4 74.9 99.9 45.1 6
60.9 60.2 60.9 63.6 60.2

IV 52.5 13.4 50.5 5.0 49.0 6
60.7 60.2 60.7 63.1 60.2

VI 57.4 14.0 55.3 16.3 50.4 8
61.3 60.3 61.3 65.0 60.2

a At 298.15 K.
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Abstract

1New symmetrical 2,6-bishN-[2-(2-benzimidazolyl)-phenyl]iminomethylj-4-methylphenol (L ) and unsymmetrical 2-N-[2-(2-
2benzimidazoyl)phenyl]iminomethyl-6-[(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)-methyl]-4-methylphenol (L ) binucleating ligands have been synthes-

ized. Complexation of these ligands with Cu(II) perchlorate and appropriate sodium salt offered the binuclear copper(II) complexes,
[Cu L(X)](ClO ) , (X5Cl, OH and OAc 1–6). Their spectral, electrochemical and magnetic properties have been studied. Two distinct2 4 2

2reduction peaks were observed at negative potentials. The electrochemical data shows that the complexes of L undergo reduction at less
1 2 1 1negative potential (E 520.15 to 20.25 V, E 520.45 to 20.65 V) when compared to the complexes of L (E 520.45 to 20.58 V,pc pc pc

2 1E 521.07 to 21.103 V). A variable temperature magnetic study on the complexes of the ligand L showed strong antiferromagneticpc
21 2coupling between the copper atoms (22J5285–295 cm ), in contrast, the complexes of the ligand L showed weak antiferromagnetic

21 1interaction (22J560–85 cm ). Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra (RT) of the complexes of ligand L showed no signal and the
2complexes of ligand L showed a broad feature.  1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Metalloproteins; Benzimidazole; Antiferromagnetism; Dicopper(II) complexes; Electrochemistry

1. Introduction and magnetic properties of the complexes are reported and
discussed.

The vital role played by imidazole in stabilizing the
active sites of a number of metalloproteins and X-ray
crystallographic characterization of this unit in several 2. Experimental
metalloproteins have stimulated the synthesis of small
molecular model complexes with imidazole-related and 2.1. Materials and methods
imidazole-containing ligands [1–5]. In particular, several
mono- and binuclear copper complexes with phenolic and All of the chemicals and reagents were obtained from
benzimidazole donors, as models for copper proteins, have commercial sources and were used without any further
been reported [6–10]. In addition to their significance as purification. 2-Aminophenylbenzimidazole [13] and 2-
models, these metal complexes have widespread applica- formyl-6-(4 - methyl - piperazin - 1 - yl) - methyl- 4 - methyl-
tions in magnetochemistry [11], multimetal-centered phenol [14] were prepared by following the literature
catalysis and superconductivity [12]. procedures. Elemental analyses were carried out using a

1The present work deals with the synthesis and charac- Carlo Erba elemental analyzer, model 1106. The H NMR
1terisation of new binucleating ligands 2,6-bishN-[2-(2-ben- (90 MHz) spectrum of the ligand L was recorded in

1zimidazolyl)-phenyl]iminomethylj-4-methylphenol (L ) CDCl using an FX-90Q Fourier transform NMR spec-3
1and 2-N-[2-(2-benzimidazoyl)phenyl]iminomethyl-6-[(4- trometer. The H NMR (400 MHz) spectrum of the ligand

2 2 13methylpiperazin-1-yl)-methyl]-4-methylphenol (L ) and L and C NMR (100 MHz) spectra were recorded on a
their copper(II) complexes. The spectral, electrochemical GSX 400 NMR spectrometer. Mass (EI) spectra were

recorded on a JMS-DX303 HF mass spectrometer. IR
*Corresponding author. spectra were recorded on a KBr disc using an Hitachi

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00401-X
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270-50 spectrophotometer. Thermogravimetric analysis methylphenol (2.47 g, 0.01 mol) and 2-aminophenylben-
(TGA) of the complexes were performed using A Mettler zimidazole (2.09 g, 0.01 mol) were dissolved in 250 ml of
model TG50 and A model 30 TA processor in the distilled ethanol and refluxed on a waterbath for 1 h. The
temperature range 35–1508C. Molar conductivity measure- resulting solution was treated with activated charcoal and
ments were performed using an Elico Model SX80 con- filtered. An equal volume of petroleum ether was added to
ductivity bridge with a freshly prepared solution of the the filtrate and the mixture was kept at room temperature
complexes in dimethylformamide (DMF). Electronic ab- for 24 h. A light yellow crystalline solid separated and was
sorption spectra were recorded using a Hewlett-Packard filtered and recrystallized from a dichloromethane–metha-

18452A spectrophotometer. Cyclic voltammograms were nol (2:1, v /v) mixture. m.p. 2258C; yield, 2.5 g, 57(%); H
obtained on an apparatus comprising a PAR model 173 NMR (400 MHz) d52.0 (s, 3H, Ar–CH ), 2.36 (s, 3H,3

potentiostat /galvanostat, a model 175 universal pro- N–CH ), 2.62 (br, 8H, piperazinyl protons), 3.73 (s, 2H,3

grammer, a model 176 current /voltage converter, a model benzylic protons), 5.42 (s, 1H, N5CH-), 6.03 (s, 1H), 6.68
13179 coulomb meter and a Perkin-Elmer Hitachi 057 X-Y (d, 2H), 7.1–7.35 (m, 6H), 7.7 (d, 1H), 8.2 (d, 1H). C

recorder. Measurements were carried out in DMF under NMR (100 MHz) d520.4, 45.9, 52.1, 63.2, 63.9, 109.2,
oxygen-free conditions using small platinum foils as the 113.1, 114.5, 119.3, 120.5, 122.2, 125.2, 128.3, 129.5,
working- and counterelectrodes (131 cm). All of the 131.0, 133.0, 142.0, 143.9, 147.4, 152.0. Mass (EI) m /z

21potentials were referenced to a saturated Ag/AgCl elec- 439 (M12). IR 1655 cm for C5N. Anal. (%) calc. for
trode. Tetrabutylammonium perchlorate was used as the C H N O: C, 73.97; H, 6.62; N, 15.98. Found: C, 74.11;27 29 5

supporting electrolyte. Room temperature magnetic mo- H, 6.84; N, 16.13.
ment data were obtained using a Guoy balance and
Hg[Co(SCN) ] was used as the calibrant. Variable tem-4 2.3. Synthesis of the complexesperature magnetic susceptibility was measured in the
temperature range of 77-300 K using a PAR model 155

The following general procedure was used for thevibrating sample magnetometer and the instrument was 1 2preparation of the complexes [15]. The ligand L or L (1calibrated using metallic nickel. The effective magnetic
mmol) was dissolved in 75 ml of distilled methanol bymoment was calculated using the relationship m 5Cu

1 / 2 heating at 608C. The resulting solution was added to a2.828(x T ) , where x is the molar magnetic suscep-m m
solution of copper(II) perchlorate hexahydrate (0.74 g, 2tibility /mol, corrected for diamagnetism. X-band ESR
mmol) dissolved in 30 ml of methanol and refluxed on aspectra were recorded on a Varian EPR-E 112 spectrometer
waterbath for 3 h and, then, one equivalent of NaX (X5Cl,using diphenylpicrylhydrazine (DPPH) as the reference.
OH, OAc) dissolved in 5 ml of water–methanol (1:4, v /v)
was added. Complexes 1 and 2 were separated as spongy2.2. Synthesis of the ligands
solids within minutes of mixing of the sodium salt, while
complexes 3–6 were separated after refluxation of the2.2.1. 2,6-BishN-[2-(2-benzimidazolyl)phenyl]-

1 mixture for 1 h and cooling at 08C for 24 h. The solidiminomethylj-4-methylphenol (L )
obtained was filtered, washed with a little diethyl ether and2,6-Diformyl-4-methylphenol (1.64 g, 0.01 mol) and
dried under vacuum. CAUTION: Perchlorate salts are2-aminophenylbenzimidazole (4.18 g, 0.02 mol) were
potentially explosive, care should be taken while handlingdissolved in 250 ml of distilled ethanol and refluxed for 1
these complexes.h on a water bath. The resulting solution was treated with

activated charcoal and filtered. The bright yellow solid,
1which separated on evaporation of the solvent, was filtered 2.3.1. [Cu L Cl](ClO ) (1)2 4 2and recrystallized from a dichloromethane–methanol mix- Yellowish green solid. Anal. (%) calc. for1ture (2:1, v /v). m.p. 2318C; yield 3.8 g (69%); H NMR C H Cl Cu N O : C, 43.33; H, 2.78; N, 9.27. Found: C,35 25 3 2 6 9(90 MHz) d52.0 (s, 3H, Ar–CH ), 5.7 (s, 2H, -N5CH-),3 43.65; H, 2.92; N, 9.32. Selected IR (KBr): 1630, 1100 and

21 2 216.2 (s, 2H, Ar–H), 6.6 (s, 2H, Ar–H), 7–7.3 (m, 10H, 620 cm . Conductance in DMF 95 (L /S cm mol ).m
21 21Ar–H), 7.8 (d, 2H, Ar–H), 8.2 (d, 2H, Ar–H), 10.0 (s, 1H, l in nm (´ /M cm ) in DMF 666 (193), 428 (1945),max13-OH). C NMR d520.4 (Ar–CH ), 109.2, 113.1, 119.3,3 302 (23 992), 292 (22 610).

120.5, 122.2, 125.2, 128.3, 129.5, 131.0, 133.0, 142.0,
143.9, 147.7, 152.0. Mass (EI) m /z 547 (M12). IR on

21 1KBr disc, 1685 cm for C5N, Anal. (%) calculated for 2.3.2. [Cu L (OH)](ClO ) ?2H O (2)2 4 2 2

C H N O: C, 76.92; H, 4.76; N, 15.38. Found: C, 77.14; Green solid. Anal. (%) calc. for C H Cl Cu N O :35 26 6 35 30 2 2 6 12

H, 4.83; N, 15.63. C, 45.45; H, 3.25; N, 9.09. Found: C, 45.72; H, 3.15; N,
219.18. Selected IR (KBr): 3450, 1625, 1100 and 620 cm .

2 212.2.2. 2-N-[2-(2-benzimidazoyl)phenyl]-iminomethyl-6- Conductance in DMF 110 (L /S cm mol ). l in nmm max
2 21 21[(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl) methyl]-4-methylphenol (L ). (´ /M cm ) in DMF 665 (173), 422 (1029), 303

2-Formyl-6-(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)methyl-4- (28 316).
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12.3.3. [Cu L (OAc)](ClO ) ?2H O (3) ligand are aromatic in nature and the peaks for these2 4 2 2
13Green solid. Anal. (%) calc. for C H Cl Cu N O : protons were observed in the range d56.0–8.2. C NMR37 32 2 2 6 13

1 2C, 46.01; H, 3.21; N, 8.70. Found: C, 46.28; H, 3.24; N, spectra of ligand L show 17 lines and of ligand L show
218.89. Selected IR (KBr): 3450, 1610, 1100 and 620 cm . 21 lines, equivalent to the number of asymmetric carbon

2 21Conductance in DMF 100 (L /S cm mol ). l in nm atoms present in the ligands. In both ligands, the peakm max
21 21(´ /M cm ) in DMF 675 (195), 420 (s), 390 (2801), observed at d520.4 was assigned to the carbon atom of the

2303 (19 610). Ar–CH group. In ligand L , the peak observed at d545.93

was assigned to the N–CH carbon atom of the piperazinyl3
22.3.4. [Cu L Cl](ClO ) (4) residue and peaks observed in the region d551–64 were2 4 2

Yellowish–green solid. Anal. (%) calc. for assigned to the benzylic carbon atoms. In both of the
C H Cl Cu N O : C, 40.53; H, 3.50; N, 8.76. Found: C, ligands, peaks for the aromatic carbon atom were observed27 28 3 2 5 9

40.98; H, 3.83; N, 8.52. Selected IR (KBr): 1610, 1100 and in the region d5109–152.
21 2 21620 cm . Conductance in DMF 120 (L /S cm mol ).m

21 21
l in nm (´ /M cm ) in DMF 698 (156), 416 (1608), 3.2. Spectroscopymax

294 (24 152).
Both of the ligands showed the characteristic IR peak

2 212.3.5. [Cu L (OH)](ClO ) ?2H O (5) for the C5N group at 1655 cm . The characteristic peak2 4 2 2

Green solid. Anal. (%) calc. for C H Cl Cu N O : for the C5N group of the complexes shows a red shift27 29 2 2 5 12
21 21C, 39.85; H, 3.56; N, 8.61. Found: C, 40.12; H, 3.75; N, from 1655 cm to around 1610–1625 cm , indicating

218.83. Selected IR (KBr): 3450, 1630, 1100 and 620 cm . the coordination of the imino nitrogen to the copper atoms.
2 21Conductance in DMF 100 (L /S cm mol ). l in nm Characteristic peaks for acetate and perchlorate werem max

21 21 21(´ /M cm ) in DMF 696 (210), 428 (1032), 302 observed at 1540 and 1100 cm , respectively. The
(19 193). complexes showed a broad band in the region around 3450

21cm , indicating the presence of coordinated or lattice
22.3.6. [Cu L (OAc)](ClO ) ?2H O (6) water in the complexes. A sharp deflection observed in the2 4 2 2

Green solid. Anal. (%) calc. for C H Cl Cu N O : TGA curve at a temperature of 1208C for complexes 2, 3,29 31 2 2 5 13

C, 40.70; H, 3.63; N, 8.12. Found: C, 40.97; H, 3.72; N, 5 and 6 indicates the presence of coordinated water
218.36. Selected IR (KBr): 3450, 1620, 1100 and 620 cm . molecules in the complexes. Electronic spectra of the

2 21Conductance in DMF 100 (L /S cm mol ). l in nm complexes were recorded in DMF. The electronic spectram max
21 21(´ /M cm ) in DMF 698 (158), 428 (1357), 385 of the complexes show three main features: a weak band in

21(15 120), 298 (14 265). the region 665–700 nm with ´ in the range 155–210 M
21cm for the d–d transition, a peak or shoulder around 430

21 21nm with ´ in the range 1000–3000 M cm for
3. Results and discussion phenolate [16] or benzimidazole [17] charge transfer

transition, and one or two strong peaks below 300 nm with
21 213.1. Synthesis ´ in the range 14 000–28 000 M cm for intraligand

1charge transfer transitions. Complexes 1–3 of ligand L
1The ligand L was obtained as a yellow crystalline solid showed the d–d band in the shorter wavelength region

by the reaction of 2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenol and 2- (665–675 nm) when compared to complexes 4–6 of ligand
2aminophenylbenzimidazole (1:2) in ethanol medium. The L (690–700 nm), which indicates that the copper coordi-

2ligand L was obtained as a light yellow crystalline solid nation geometry in the latter complexes is more distorted
by reacting 2-formyl-6-(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)methyl-4- than in the former complexes [18].
methylphenol and 2-aminophenyl-benzimidazole (1:1) in
ethanol medium (Fig. 1). Reaction of the ligands, cop- 3.3. Electrochemical studies
per(II) perchlorate and an appropriate sodium salt afforded

1the dicopper(II) complexes (Fig. 2). H NMR spectra of The electrochemical behaviour of the complexes was
1ligand L show the peak for the Ar–CH group at d52.0. studied by conductance measurements and cyclic vol-3

The peak for -N5CH protons was observed at d55.7. The tammetry in DMF. All of the complexes showed a
2 21peak for the OH proton was observed at d510.0. All other conductance value in the range 95–120 L /S cm mol ,m

protons in the ligand are aromatic in nature and the peaks indicating that the complexes are 2:1 electrolytes. The
for these protons were observed in the range d56.2–8.2. cyclic voltammogram of the complexes showed two redox
1 2H NMR spectra of ligand L show the peak for the peaks in the cathodic potential region (0.2 to 21.5 V) and
Ar–CH group at d52.0. The peak for -N–CH protons the data are summarized in Table 1. Cyclic voltammo-3 3

was observed at d52.4. A broad peak was observed for the grams of complexes 3 and 5 are reproduced in Fig. 3.
piperazinyl protons at d52.6. The peak for the -N5CH Coulometric analysis was carried out for complexes 3 and
proton was observed at d55.4. All other protons in the 5 at 100 mV more negative to the second reduction peak,
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1 2Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the synthesis of the ligands L and L .

which consumes ¯2F electrons per mole (n51.95 and lowed the characteristics of a typical quasireversible
1.91, respectively). Based on these coulometric results, reduction peak [19,20].
these two reduction peaks of the complexes were assigned The electrochemical data indicate that complexes 1–3 of

1to successive one electron transfers ligand L undergo reduction at high negative potentials
1 2(E 520.45 to 20.58 V, E 521.07 to 21.10 V) whenpc pcCu(II)Cu(II)áCu(II)Cu(I)áCu(I)Cu(I) 2 1compared to the complexes of ligand L (E 520.15 topc

2The cyclic voltammeric response of the complexes fol- 20.25 V, E 520.45 to 20.65 V). In complexes 1–3,pc
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1Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammogram for complexes (a) [Cu L (OAc)](ClO ) ?2 4 2
22H O (3) and (b) [Cu L (OH)](ClO ) ?2H O (5).2 2 4 2 2Fig. 2. Proposed structure for the complexes.

Table 1
Electrochemical data for the complexes (V vs. Ag/AgCl)

1 1 1 2 2 2Complex E E E (DE /mV) E E E (DE /mV)pc pa 1 / 2 pc pa 1 / 2

1[Cu L Cl](ClO ) 20.58 20.45 20.52(130) 21.08 2 22 4 2
1[Cu L (OH)](ClO ) ?2H O 20.55 20.17 20.36(380) 21.07 2 22 4 2 2
1[Cu L (OAc)](ClO ) ?2H O 20.45 20.34 20.41(110) 21.10 2 22 4 2 2
2[Cu L Cl](ClO ) 20.25 10.05 20.05(400) 20.45 20.31 20.38(140)2 4 2
2[Cu L (OH)](ClO ) ?2H O 20.21 20.09 20.15(110) 20.61 20.54 20.58(70)2 4 2 2
2[Cu L (OAc)](ClO ) ?2H O 20.15 10.15 0.00(300) 20.65 20.22 20.36(280)2 4 2 2

23Potential V vs. Ag/AgCl. Electrodes, Pt–Ag/AgCl; supporting electrolyte, tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP); concentration, complex 1310 M;
21TBAP, 1310 M; scan rate, 50 mV/s.
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factors such as restricted free rotation of the imino linkage was interpreted using the modified Bleaney-Bowers equa-
tionand planarity induced by complete conjugation and a rigid

ligand framework [21], due to direct attachment of the 2 2 21
x 5 (Ng b /3kT )[3 1 exp(22J /kT )] (1 2 P)mbenzimidazole ring to the phenyl residue [22] of the ligand

1 (0.45P/T ) 1 Na[22], will stabilize the copper(II) oxidation state, making
the Cu(II) to Cu(I) conversion difficult. The flexibility of where x is the molar magnetic susceptibility of them2the piperazinyl side-arm in complexes 4–6 of the L is also complexes, P is the percentage of monomeric impurities
a reason for the reduction observed at less negative and other symbols have their usual meanings. g has been

26 3potential, since flexibility facilitates easy reduction [23– fixed as 2.12 and Na has been fixed as 120310 cm
2125]. M for all magnetic simulations. The parameters 22J

1 2Since the ligands L and L have a common phenylben- and P were evaluated from the best fit of the experimental
zimidazole compartment, further comparison was possible. data to the above equation and the room temperature

1From Table 1, it can be seen that the E values of magnetic moments of the complexes are listed in Table 2.pc
2complexes 1–3 and the E of complexes 4–6 are in closer Temperature-dependent magnetic properties for complexespc

range. This behaviour indicates that, in complexes 4–6, the 1 and 4 are shown in Fig. 4a–b, respectively.
second redox wave is due to the reduction of the copper in A significantly higher 22J value is observed for the

1 2the phenylbenzimidazole compartment and the first redox complexes of L when compared to the complexes of L .
wave observed may be due to the reduction of copper in This can be justified on the basis of the dissimilar
the flexible piperazinyl compartment. coordination environment between the two ligands. In

2Furthermore, the complexes of ligand L show better complexes 1 and 2, both rigid ligand framework [25] and
electrochemical reversibility when compared to the com- planarity induced by complete conjugation [22] will reduce

1plexes of ligand L . General reasons, such as lack of the dihedral angle between the two copper coordination
flexibility of the complexes to adopt the required stereo- planes, which will favour effective antiferromagnetic inter-
chemical changes prior to and subsequent to the electro- action between the metal magnetic orbitals, leading to a
chemical reduction, speedy chemical reaction followed by higher 22J value. By contrast, for complexes 4 and 6,
reduction and non-specific interaction of solvents, etc. are flexibility of the piperazinyl side-arm, when compared to
possible. the phenylbenzimidazole, would induce a larger dihedral

The electrochemical data indicate that the reduction angle between the copper-containing planes [26], leading
potential also exogenous donor dependent. The reduction to low 22J values. Another possibility for the higher 22J

1potential follows the order OAc,OH,Cl. Although ace- value for the complexes of the ligand L could be a second
tate is a better electron donor than other members, superexchange pathway via p delocalized spin exchange
reduction was observed at a less negative potential. This interaction arising from the complete conjugation of the
behaviour may be due to the influence of the flexible ligand framework [27].
acetate bridge, (involving three atoms, -O–C–O-), which Small variation in the 22J values of complexes 1 and 2
may offer better flexibility than other exogenous donors. or 4 and 6 of a particular ligand may be due to the

contribution of the exogenous donor. Although acetate is a
better electron donor than chloride, the smaller 22J value

213.4. Magnetic properties (61 cm ) observed for complex 6 than for 4 is possibly
due to the counter-complementary nature of the overlap of

The room temperature magnetic moment of the com- the magnetic orbitals involving the monoatomic and three
plexes are low, suggesting the presence of antiferromag- atom-bridging ligands [28].
netic coupling between the copper atoms. The magnetic
moment of the complexes (1, 2, 4 and 6) was measured in 3.5. ESR spectra
the temperature range 77–300 K and the temperature
dependence of the magnetic properties of the complexes The X-band ESR spectra of the complexes were re-

Table 2
Magnetic and ESR spectral data for the complexes

21Complex 22J (cm ) P (%) m (m ) per geff B

molecule at 298 K
1[Cu L Cl](ClO ) 285 0.03 1.75 22 4 2
1[Cu L (OH)](ClO ) ?2H O 292 0.01 1.65 22 4 2 2
1[Cu L (OAc)](ClO ) ?2H O 2 2 1.61 22 4 2 2
2[Cu L Cl](ClO ) 83 0.02 2.51 2.122 4 2
2[Cu L (OH)](ClO ) ?2H O 2 2 2.36 2.092 4 2 2
2[Cu L (OAc)](ClO ) ?2H O 61 0.03 2.73 2.132 4 2 2
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2Fig. 5. ESR spectra of complexes (a) [Cu L Cl](ClO ) (4), (b)2 4 2
2 2[Cu L (OH)](ClO ) ?2H O (5) and (c) [Cu L (OAc)](ClO ) ?2H O (6).2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2

induced by the rigid nature and conjugation of the ligand
1L .
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Abstract

New unsymmetrical binucleating ligands 4-bromo-2-[(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)methyl]-6-[N-(3,5-dimethyl-2-hydroxy-benzyl)-N-
1methylaminomethyl]phenol (H L ) and 4-bromo-2-[(4-methyl-piperazin-1-yl)methyl]-6-[N-(3,5-dichloro2-hydroxybenzyl)-N-cyclo-hex-2

2 1-2ylminomethyl] phenol (H L ) and their copper(II) complexes [Cu L (X)]ClO , (X5OH, Br, OAc) have been prepared. Spectral,2 2 4

electrochenuical and magnetic behaviors have been studied. Electrochemical study of the complexes shows two distinct quasireversible
1 2redox peaks. (E 520.35 to 20.70 V, E 520.75 to 20.97 V). Variable temperature magnetic susceptibility studies of the complexespc pc

2 1show the presence of antiferromagnetic interaction between the copper atoms (22J569–124 cm ). A comparison of the electrochemical
and magnetic behavior of the complexes derived from both the ligands is discussed on the basis of substitutional steric and electronic
effects.  1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Binucleating ligands; Binuclear copper(II) complexes; Electrochemical studies; Magnetic studies

Synthesis and characterization of new binuclear cop- and magnetic behaviours associated with the chemically
per(II) complexes have made an impact on bioinorganic different coordination environments around the two copper
chemistry, since the spectral, electrochemical and magnetic atoms within the molecule. The present work deals with
features provide new insight into the structure of naturally the synthesis of two new unsymmetrical binucleating

1 2occurring dicopper proteins such as hemocyanin, tyrosin- ligands H L and H L their copper(II) complexes and the2 2

ase, catechol oxidases, ceruloplasmin etc. [1–5]. In study of their spectral, electrochemical and magnetic
physicochemical aspects these dicopper complexes have behaviors.
noteworthy significance as new inorganic materials capable
of showing peculiar magnetic and redox properties and
hence these binuclear copper(II) complexes have wealth of 1. Experimental
applications in magnetochemistry [6–8] and homogeneous
catalysis [9]. From Robson’s pioneering work on binuclear 1.1. Materials and methods
copper(II) complexes with phenolate endogeneous bridge,
a lot of work has been carried out [10,11]. Most of the All the chemicals and reagents were obtained from
work is concerned with the studies of symmetrical di- commercial sources and used without further purification.
copper complexes and the study on unsymmetrical di- 3,4-dihydro-3,6,8-trimethyl-2H-1,3-benzoxazine [14], and
copper complexes is sparse. Synthesis of unsymmetrical 2-cyclohexylaminomethyl-4,6-dichlorophenol [15] were
binucleating ligands and their copper(II) complexes gains prepared by following the literature procedures. Elemental
the attention in recent years with the establishment of analyses were carried out using a Carlo Erba Elemental

1unsymmetrical nature of the active site of hymocyanin [12] Analyzer Model 1106. H NMR (90 MHz) spectra were
and tyrosinase [13] and the expectation of interesting redox recorded in CDCb or DMSO D6 using JOEL FX-90Q

1 3Fourier Transform NMR spectrometer. C NMR spectrum
* (100 MHz) of ligand H L was recorded on JOEL GSX 400Corresponding author. Tel.: 191 044 2454515; fax: 191 044 2

2352494; e-mail address: mKands@unimad.ernet.in NMR spectrometer. Mass (EI) spectra were recorded on

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00014-5
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JOEL JMS-DX303 HF Mass spectrometer. IR spectra were 1.4. 4-Bromo-2-[(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)methyl]-6-[N-
recorded on KBr disc using Hitachi 270-50 Spec- (3,5-dimethyl-2-hydroxybenzyl)-N-methy-

1trophotometer. Electronic spectra were recorded using a laminomethyl]phenol. H L2

Hewlett-Packerd 8452A Spectrophotometer. Conductivity
measurements were done using an Elico digital conduc- Compound PC1 (3.35g, 0.01 mol) was dissolved in 100
tivity bridge model CM-88 using freshly prepared solution ml of ethanol and N-methylpiperazine (1.2 ml, 0.01 mol)
of the complexes in dmf Cyclic voltammograms were was added. To the resulting mixture 37% formalin (1.2 ml,
obtained on an apparatus comprising a PAR model 173 0.015 mol) was added with cooling and stirred at room
potentiostat /galvanostat, model 175 universal programmer, temperature for 5 h. The mixture was refluxed on a water
model 176 current /voltage convertor, 179 coulometer and bath for 24 h and the solvent was evaporated. The residue
Perkin Elmer Hitachi 057 X–Y recorder using platinum was thoroughly washed with water. Column chromato-
foil as the working electrode and a saturated Ag/AgCl as graphic separation on silica gel (CH Cl /MeOH 4:1)2 2

1the reference electrode, using freshly distilled HPLC grade offered the compound as yellow oil. Yield 2.2 g (67%), H
dmf as the solvent. Magnetic susceptibility on powdered NMR (CDCl ) d52.2 (two close peaks, 9H), 2.3 (s, 3H),3

samples of the complexes were measured in the tempera- 2.6 (br, 8H), 3.6 (two close peaks, 6H), 6.5–6.8 (m, 4H),
ture range 77–300 K using a PAR model 155 vibrating 9.8 (br. 2H). Mass (EI) m/z5461 (M11). Anal (%) Calc
sample magnetometer and the instrument was calibrated for C H BrN O C, 60.00; H,6.52; N,9.13. Found2 3 3 0 3 2

with the use of metallic nickel. Room temperature mag- C,61.09; 11,6.96; N,9.27.
netic moment of the complexes were recorded using a
Gucy balance, in which HgIICo(SCN)411 was used as the

1.5. 4-Bromo-2-[(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)methyl]-6-[N-calibrant. ESR spectra of the complexes were recorded
(3,5-dichloro-2-hydroxybenzyl)-N-cyclo-using a Varian EPR-E112 spectrophotometer using DPPH

2hexylaminomethyliphenol H Las the reference. 2

The procedure adopted for the preparation of the ligand1.2. N-(2-Hydroxy-5-bromobenzyl)-N-(2-hydroxy-3,5-
2 1H L was same as that of H L , but instead of ethanoldimethylbenzyl)-N-methylamine PC1 2 2

medium the reaction was carried out in THF/ethanol(1:1).
After 24 h of refluxion the solvent was evaporated at room3,4-Dihydro-3,6,8-trimethyl-2H-1,3-benzoxazine (8.85
temperature. The residue was extracted with CH Cl (23g, 0.05 mol) and p-bromophenol (8.65 g, 0.05 mol) were 2 2

50 ml). To the extract 50 ml of methanol was added andmixed by slight warming and kept stoppered at room
cooled at 08C for several days. Solid separated was filteredtemperature. After 15 days the viscous mass was diluted
and recrystallized from ethanol–hexane(1:1). m.p. 878C,with 150 ml of methanol and kept at room temperature for

1Yield 1.6 g, (34%), 11 NMR (CDCl ) d51–2 (two broad24 h. Colourless solid separated was filtered off and 3

mutiplets, 10H), 2.3 (s, 3H), 2.6 (br. 9H), 3.6 (s, 2H), 3.65recrystallized from benzene–methanol (1:1) mixture. m.p.
1 131588C, Yield 9 g, 48 %. H NMR (CDCl ) d52.2 (two (s, 2H), 3.7 (s, 2H), 6.6–7.2 (m, 4H). C NMR (CDCl )3 3

close peaks, 9H), 3.7 (s, 4H), 6.7–6.9 (m, 5H). Mass (EI) d525.4, 25.7, 31.5, 47.02, 47.06, 57.68, 58.8, 60.6, 109.7,
m/z5336 (M1). Anal (%) calc. for C H BrNO C, 117.8, 123.1, 124.7, 126.5, 126.6, 127.3, 127.4, 153.6,17 20 2

160.81; H, 5.96; N, 4.17. Found C, 61.18; H, 6.35; N, 4.29. 156.4. Mass(EI) m/z5571 (M ). Anal (%) Calc for
C H BrCl N O C,54.74; H,5.96; N,7.37. Found26 34 2 3 2

1.3. N-(2-Hhydroxy-5-bromobenzyl)-N-(2-hydroxy-3,5- C,54.84; H,6.01; N,7.45.
dichlorobenzyl)-N-cyclohexylamine PC2 The m-phenoxo-m-(X)-dicopper(II) complexes

1–2[Cu L (X)]ClO (1–6) were prepared by following the2 4

Paraformaldehyde (1.8 g, 0.06 mol) was taken in 75 ml procedure reported by Reed and coworkers [16].
1 2of glacial acetic acid, 2-cyclohexylaminomethyl-4-6-di- The ligand H L or H L (1 mmol) was dissolved in 752 2

chlorophenol (13.6 g, 0.05 mol) was added and stirred at ml of distilled methanol by heating. To the resulting
room temperature for 24 hours. Then 4-bromophenol (8.65 solution copper(II) perchlorate hexahydrate (0.74 g, 2
g, 0.05 mol) was added and stirred for 72 hours. The mmol) dissolved in 30 ml of methanol was added and
reaction mixture was neutralized with solid Na CO and refluxed on a water bath for 3 h. The reaction mixture was2 3

the residue was dissoluted in 150 ml of methanol. Colour- then reacted with one equivalent of NaX (X5OH, Br,
less insoluble solid separated was filtered off and re- GAc) dissolved in 5 ml of water–methanol (1:4) and

1crystallized from CHCl . m.p. 1798C. Yield 7 g (69%), H refluxed for further 1 h. Solid compound deposited on slow3

NMR (DMSO D ) d51–2 (two broad multiplets, 10H), evaporation of the solvent was filtered, washed with6

2.5 (br, 1H), 3.6 (s, 2H), 3.7 (s, 2H), 6.7–7.2 (m, 5H). diethyl ether and dried. Various attempts to develope
Mass (EI) m/z5460 (M12) Anal (%) Calc for crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies such as slow
C H BrCl NO C,52.40; H,4.80; N,3.06. Found diffusion, crystallisation using mixture of solvents and low2 0 2 2 2 2

C,52.45; H,4.85; N,3.17. temperature crystallisation were unsuccesful.
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11.5.1. [Cu L (OH)]ClO .2H O (1) assigned to the piperazinyl protons and multiplet observed2 4 2

Green solid. Anal (%) calc for C BrCl Cu N O C, in the region d56.6 to 7.1 were assigned to the aromatic2 3 2 3 9

37.35; H,4.74; N,5.68. Found C,37.45; H,4.74; N,5.59. protons. Broad bands observed in the region d51–2 and
2 1 2Selected IR (KBr): 3450, 1630, 1100 and 620 cm . 2.5 for the compound PC2 and ligand H L were assigned2

2 2 1Conductance (L /S cm mol ) in dmf 74., /H2. to the cyclohexyl protons. Appearance of new benzylicm

peak in the region d53.6 and 3.65 and broad peak in the
1 1 21.5.2. [Cu L (Br)]ClO .H O (2) region d52.6 in the ligands H L and H L with respect2 4 2 2 2

Brown solid. Anal (%) calc for C H Br Cl Cu N O to their corresponding intermediates clearly indicates the23 3 2 2 2 3 7

C,35.23; H,4.08; N,5.36. Found C,35.11; H,4.13; N,5.28. presence of N-methyl piperazinyl residue in the ligands.
2 1Selected IR (KBr): 3450, 1630, 1100 and 620 cm . IR spectra of the complexes shows a broad band

2 2 1 2 1Conductance (L /S cm mol ) in dmf 83. centered around 3400 cm indicating the presence ofm

coordinated or lattice water in the complexes along with a
1 211.5.3. [Cu L (OAc)]ClO .2MeOH (3) strong symmetrical peak for the ClO anion at 1100 cm ,2 4 4

Green solid. Anal(%) calc for C H BrCl Cu N O which indicates that the perchlorate anion is not coordi-2 7 4 1 2 3 1 0

C,41.67; H,5.27; N,5.40. Found C,41.45, H,5.24; N,5.48. nated to the copper ions. The acetato bridged complexes 3
2 1Selected R(KBr): 1630, 1100 and 620 cm . Conductance and 6 shows the characteristic peak for the acetate in the

2 2 1 2 1(L S cm mol ) in dmf 78. region 1540 cm . Electronic spectra of the complexesm

were studied in dmf and the data are given in Table 1. The
21.5.4. [Cu L (OH)]ClO .2H O (4) electronic spectra of the complexes shows three main2 4 2

Green solid. Anal(%) calc for C H Cl Cu N O features, a weak band in the region around 640–676 nm26 37 4 2 3 9
21 2 1C,38.81; H,4.60; N,5.22. Found C,38.89; H,4.65; N,5.28. (´¯150 M cm ) for the d–d transition, a peak or

2 1 2 1 21Selected IR (KBr): 3450, 1630, 1100 and 620 cm . shoulder in the region 410–428 nm (´¯1000 M cm )
2 1Conductance (L /S cm2 mol ) in dmf 77. for phenolate to copper charge transfer transition and onem

2 1 21or two strong peaks below 300 nm (´¯7000 M cm )
21.5.5. [Cu L (Br)]ClO .MeOH (5) for intraligand charge transfer transitions. A red shift in the2 4

2Brown solid. Anal(%) calc for Cr H BrCl Cu N O d–d band for the complexes of the ligand H L when2 7 3 6 4 2 3 7 2
1C,37.54; H,4.17; N,4.87. Found C,37.69; H,4.14; N,4.98. compared to the complexes of the ligand H L indicates2

2 1Selected IR (KBr): 1630, 1100 and 620 cm . Conduct- that the coordination geometry around the copper atom of
2 2 1ance (Lm/S cm mol ) in dmf 85. the former complexes is more distorted than the latter

complexes.
11.5.6. [Cu L (OAc)]ClO .2H O (6)2 4 2

Green solid. Anal(%) calc for C H C Cu N O 2.2. Electrochemical studies28 3 8 1 4 2 3 8

C,41.33; H,4.67; N,5.17. Found C,41.33; H,4.45; N,5.12.
2 1Selected IR (KBr): 3450, 1630, 1100 and 620 cm . Electrochemical behavior of the complexes was studied

2 2 1Conductance (L /S cm mol ) in dmf 79. by molar conductance measurement and cyclic voltam-m

metry. All the complexes show a molar conductance in the
2 2 1range 75–85 L /S cm M which indicates that them

2. Results and discussion complexes are 1:1 electrolytes [18] in which the per-
chlorate is not coordinated to the any of the copper atoms

2.1. Synthesis (Table 2). The cyclic voltammogram of the complexes
generally show two redox peaks and the data are summa-

Reaction of p-bromophenol and 3,4-dihydro-3,6,8-tri- rized in Table 2. Cyclic voltammogram for the complexes
methyl- 2H-1,3-benzoxazine in 1:1 molar ratio offered the 1 and 4 are reproduced in Fig. 3.
intermediate compound PC1, whose X-ray structure has Coulometric analysis carried out for the complexes 1
been solved (Fig. 1) [17]. Reaction of p-chromophenol and and 4 at 100 mV to the first reduction peak consumes one
2-cyclohexylaminomethyl-4-6-dichlorophenol gave the in- electron per molecule and consumes two electrons per
termediate PC2. Reaction of PC1 and PC2 with formalde- molecule of the complex when it was performed at 100 mV
hyde and N-methylpiperazine (1:1:1) offered the ligands more negative to the second reduction peak. This be-

1 2H L and H L respectively. Reaction of the ligands with haviour indicates that the two reduction peaks are due to2 2

copper(II) perchlorate and appropriate sodium salt (1:2:1) two single electron transfers which involves
afibrded the binuclear copper(II) complexes (Fig. 2). Cu(II)Cu(II)àCu(II)Cu(I) and Cu(II)Cu(I)àCu(I)Cu(I)

In all the compounds the peaks observed in the region conversions. The relative stability of the mixed valent
d52.2 to 2.3 were assigned to the aromatic methyl and species Cu(II)Cu(I) in the equilibrium mixture of
N-methyl protons, peaks observed in the region d53.6 to Cu(II)Cu(II) and Cu(I)Cu(I) has been calculated using the
3.9 were assigned to the benzylic protons, broad observed relationship log K 5DE /0.0591 and the values are givencon

1 2in the ligands H L and H L in the region d52.6 were in Table 2. Larger K values observed for the complexes2 2 con
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the synthesis of the ligands and complexes.

Table 1
Electronic spectral data for the complexes

2 1 2 1Complex l /nm (´ /M cm )max

d–d C.T

1 640(148) 420(648), 310(5202), 290(4169)
2 642(191) 410(s), 310(7171), 291(7498)
3 647(160) 410(1121), 320(9202), 293(8167)
4 672(184) 410(700), 313(9152), 298(9093)
5 676(162) 415(765), 3 10(6763), 297(6160)
6 666(178) 410(531), 3 15(7610), 298(8031)

Fig. 2. ORTEP diagram for compound PC1.
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Table 2
Electrochemical data for the complexes

1 1 1 2 2 2Complex E /V E /V E E /V E /V E /V Kp c p a 1 / 2 p c p a 1 / 2 con

(DE /mV) (DE /mV)
51 20.70 20.52 20.61(180) 20.97 20.85 20.91(120) 1.19310
52 20.66 20.54 20.60(120) 20.93 20.62 20.81(190) 4.32310
43 20.55 20.45 20.50(100) 20.85 20.66 20.76(190) 2.50310

4 20.42 20.32 20.37(100) 20.85 – – –
35 20.39 20.23 20.31(160) 20.80 20.62 20.72(180) 7.79310
76 20.35 20.13 20.24(220) 20.75 20.65 20.70(100) 6.07310

2 3Potential V vs Ag/AgCl, Electrodes: Pt vs Ag/AgCl. Sweep rate 50 mV/sec. Supporting electrolyte: TBAP, Concentration: Complex (1310 M); TBAP
21(1310 M).

indicates the greater stability of the mixed valent species superexchange interaction within the complex molecule.
under electrochemical conditions. The extent of superexchange interaction has been evalu-

A comparison of the electrochemical data of the com- ated by performing variable temperature magnetic moment
1 2plexes of the ligands H L and H L shows the following measurements in the temperature range 77–3000 K and by2 2

2interesting feature. Complexes of the ligand H L undergo fitting the data to the Bleaney-Bowers equation [22].2
1reduction at less negative potential (E 520.35 to 20.42pc 2 2 212 x 5 (Ng b /3kT )[3 1 exp(22J /kT ) (1 2 P)V and E 520.75 to 20.85 V) when compared to the mpc

1 1complexes of the ligand H L (E 520.55 to 20.70 V2 pc 1 0.45P/T 1 Na2and E 520.85 to 20.97 V). Since, the nature of thepc

donor atoms in both these ligands are the same, the where x is the molar magnetic susceptibility of them

reduction observed at less negative potential for the complex, P is the percentage of monomeric impurities and
complexes 4–6 can be related to the electronic and steric other symbols have their usual meanings. N has beena

2 2 6 3 2 1effect of the substituents of the ligand H L . The electron fixed as 120310 cm mol and g has been fixed at2

withdrawing chlorine atoms positioned on the phenolic 2.20 for all magnetic simulations. A best fit to the
2residues of H L will reduce the electron density on the experimental value for the complexes were summarized in2

copper atoms, distortion will be induced in the copper Table 3. The temperature dependance of the magnetic
coordination geometry by the relatively bulky cyclohexyl properties for the complexes 1 and 5 are shown in Fig. 4.

2group. Further, cyclohexyl amine of the ligand H L is less Poor exchange interaction is the generally observed2
1basic than methyl amine [19] of the H L , hence the latter phenomenon in unsymmetrical dicopper(II) complexes due2

will be a better electron donor than the former. Both to ligand induced two different geometries around the two
distortion in the coordination geometry [20] and less copper atoms within the molecule [23,24], which may
electron density on the copper atom [21] in the complexes result larger dihedral angle between the two copper

24–6 of the ligand H L will influence easy Cu(II)→Cu(1) magnetic orbitals [25]. In accordance with these results,2

conversion at less negative potential relative to the com- the observed coupling constant values for the complexes
1plexes of the ligand H L . are low.2

The electrochemical data indicates that the reduction Relatively larger spin exchange coupling values are
1potential is exogenous donor dependent. The reduction observed for the complexes of the ligand H L , when2

2potential follows the order OAc,Br,OH. Although ace- compared to the complexes of the ligand of H L . This2

tate is better electron donor than hydroxide and bromide, behavior indicates that the extent of spin–spin interactions
reduction was observed at less negative potential. This in the former case is more than the latter. As explained in
behavior seems to be associated with the increased number the electrochemical properties of the complexes of the
of atoms involved in the acetate bridge, which may offer ligands, generation of electropositive character on the
more flexibility for the acetate bridged complexes as copper atoms due to effective electron withdrawal by the

2against the bromo and hydroxo bridged complexes. Reduc- chlorine atoms substituted in the ligand H L and the2

tion at less negative potential observed for the bromo possible distortion in geometry due to the bulky cyclohexyl
bridged complexes when compared to the hydroxide may group of the ligand are the most probable reasons for the

2be due to the poor electron donating nature of the bromide observed low 22J values of the complexes of H L than2
1.than the hydroxide. H L . Reports suggest both these factors i.e. reduction in2

electron density on the copper atoms [26] and distorted
2.3. Magnetic properties structure [27–31] are unfavourable for effective coupling,

resulting a small 22J value for the complexes of the
2Low room temperature magnetic moment value ob- ligand H L .2

served for the complexes suggests the operation of Comparison of the complexes 1, 3 or 5, 6 of a particular
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Table 3
Magnetic and ESR spectral data for the complexes

2 1Complex 22J cm m per mole- geff

cule (B.M.)

77K 298K

1 124 1.65 1.98 213
2 – – 2.10 225
3 98 1.96 2.15 219
4 – – 2.24 g 52.24 g 52.06u '

5 85 1.73 2.65 g 52.20 g 52.01u '

6 69 2.16 2.83 g 52.25 g 51.99u '

Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammogram for the complexes (a)
1 2[Cu L (OH)]ClO .2H O 1 and (b) [Cu L (OH)]C1O .2H O 4.2 4 2 2 4 2

ligand shows that the exchange interaction is influenced by
the exogenous donor. A lower 22J value was observed for
acetato bridged complexes (3 and 6) when compared to the
hydroxo or bromo bridged complexes. This behaviour of
the acetato complexes is possibly due to the counter-
complementary nature of the overlap of the magnetic
orbitals involving monciatomic and three atom bridging Fig. 4. Temperature dependence magnetic properties of the complex (a)

1 2ligands [32]. [Cu L (OH)]ClO .2H O 1 and (b) [Cu L (Br)]ClO .MeOH 5.2 4 2 2 4
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Abstract

1 4Four new ligands, bis-[3,5-disubstituted-2-hydroxybenzyl]-N-alkylamines (L –L ) with three potential donor sites, capable of forming
dimeric copper(II) complexes have been prepared. The dimeric nature of the complexes has been confirmed by FAB mass spectral
studies. Molar conductance studies indicate that the complexes are neutral. Electrochemical studies indicate that the complexes undergo

1 2quasi reversible two step single electron transfers at negative potentials (E 520.34 to 20.48 V, E 520.59 to 20.72 V). Variablepc pc
21temperature magnetic studies indicate that the complexes are antiferromagnetically coupled (22J5290 to 400 cm ). ESR spectral

studies in DMF indicate that the complexes are dimeric and undergo dissociation on addition of pyridine.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tridentate ligands; Dimeric copper(II) complexes; Magnetic properties; Electrochemical properties

1. Introduction analysis were performed on Carlo Erba Elemental Ana-
1lyser Model 1106. H NMR spectra of the ligands were

Synthesis and characterisation of new binuclear cop- recorded in CDCl using JOEL FX-90Q Fourier Transform3

per(II) complexes have made an impact on bioinorganic NMR spectrometer. EI mass spectra were recorded using
chemistry [1–3], since, the spectral, electrochemical and JOEL JMS-DX303 HF mass spectrometer. FAB mass
magnetic features provide new insight into the structure of spectra of the complexes were recorded on JOEL SX
naturally occurring dicopper proteins such as hemocyanin, 102/DA-6000 mass spectrometer using 3-nitrobenzyl al-
tyrosinase, catechol oxidases, etc. In physicochemical cohol as the matrix solvent. IR spectra of the complexes
aspects these dicopper complexes have noteworthy signifi- were recorded on Hitachi 270-50 spectrophotometer as
cance as new inorganic materials capable of showing KBr discs. UV-Visible spectra of the complexes were
peculiar magnetic and redox properties and hence these recorded using a Hewlett-Packard 8452A spectrophotome-
model complexes have a wealth of applications in mag- ter. Conductivity measurements of the complexes were
netochemistry [4,5] and homogeneous catalysis [6–9]. The determined on an Elico Model SX80 conductivity bridge
present work deals with the synthesis and characterisation using freshly prepared solutions of the complexes in DMF.
of four new dimeric copper(II) complexes and their Cyclic voltammetric studies were performed using a PAR
spectral, electrochemical and magnetic properties. model 173 potentiostat, model 175 universal programmer,

model 176 current /voltage convertor, 179 coulometer and
Perkin Elmer Hitachi 057 X-Y recorder. The measurements

2. Experimental were carried out in DMF under oxygen free conditions
using a three electrode cell in which the working and

2.1. Physical measurements counter electrodes were small platinum foils (131 cm) and
the reference electrode was a saturated Ag/AgCl electrode.

All chemicals were obtained from commercial sources Tetrabutylammonium perchlorate was used as the support-
and used without any further purifications. All elemental ing electrolyte. Variable temperature magnetic suscep-

tibility measurement of the complexes were performed in
* the temperature range 77–300 K using a vibrating sampleCorresponding author. Tel.: 191-044-2454515; fax: 191-044-

2352494; e-mail: mKards@unimad.ernet.in magnetometer model 155 and the instrument was cali-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00015-7
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brated with the use of metallic nickel. Room temperature C H Cl NO C, 47.24; H, 4.41; N, 3.67. Found C,15 13 4 2

magnetic moments of the complexes were determined 47.31; H, 3.45; N, 3.74.
using a Guoy balance. Hg[Co(SCN) ] was used as the4

4reference. X-band ESR spectra were recorded on a Varian 3.4. Bis-(3,5-dichloro-2-hydroxybenzyl)-N-ethylamine L
EPR-E 112 spectrophotometer operated at the field
strength of 3000 G, modulation frequency of 100 kHz and The above procedure was used for the preparation of
DPPH as reference. this compound using ethylamine (1.28 ml, 0.025 mol). A

colourless crystalline solid separated and was filtered off,
and recrystallised from CHCl –ethanol. M.P. 1248C, Yield3

13. Experimental 52%. H NMR: (90 MHz/CDCl ): d51.5 (t, 3H, CH of3 3

ethyl), 2.4 (q, 2H, CH of ethyl), 3.7 (s, 4H, benzylic), 6.82

3.1. Bis-(3,5-dimethyl-2-hydroxybenzyl)-N-methylamine (d, 4H, Ar-H). Mass m /z 396 (M11). Elemental analysis
1L (%) calculated for C H Cl NO C, 48.61; H, 3.79; N,16 15 4 2

3.54. Found C, 48.67; H, 3.83; N, 3.58.
Paraformaldehyde (1.5g, 0.05 mol) was dissolved in 200

ml of ethanol containing 0.1 g of KOH. To the resulting 3.5. Preparation of the complexes
solution methylamine (40%) (2.15 ml, 0.025 mol) was
added with cooling. Then 2,4-dimethylphenol (5.95 ml, The following general procedure was used for the
0.05 mol) was added and refluxed on a water bath for 6 h. preparation of the complexes. To the ligand (0.005 mol)
A colourless solid separated on evaporation of the solvent dissolved in 100 ml of ethanol, copper(II) perchlorate
and was filtered off and recrystallised from ethanol. M.P. hexahydrate (1.88 g, 0.005 mol) was added and refluxed11248C, Yield 65%. H NMR: (90 MHz/CDCl ): d52.2–3 on a water bath. A dark green crystalline solid separated
2.3 (two close peaks, 25H, Ar-CH and N-CH ), 3.6 (s,3 3 while heating and this was filtered off and dried under
4H, benzylic protons), 6.8 (d, 4H, Ar-H). Mass m /z 300 vacuum.

1(M11). Elemental analysis (%) calculated for C H NO19 25 2 [CuL ] (1) Elemental analysis (%) calculated for2C, 76.25; H, 8.36; N, 4.68. Found C, 76.31; H, 8.41; N, C H Cu N O C, 63.15; H, 6.37; N, 3.88. Found C,38 46 2 2 44.73. 63.23; H, 6.41; N, 3.75.
2[CuL ].2H O (2) Elemental analysis (%) calculated for2

23.2. Bis-(3,5-dimethyl-2-hydroxybenzyl)-N-ethylamine L C H Cu N O C, 61.07; H, 6.87; N, 3.56. Found C,40 54 2 2 6

61.09; H, 6.95; N, 3.60.
3The above procedure was used for the preparation of [CuL ] .2H O (3) Elemental analysis (%) calculated for2 2

this compound using ethylamine (1.28 ml, 0.025 mol) C H Cl Cu N O C, 39.05; H, 2.25; N, 3.04. Found C,30 30 8 2 2 6

instead of methylamine. A colourless crystalline solid, 39.12; H, 2.32; N, 3.25.
4recrystallised from ethanol was obtained. M.P. 1318C, [CuL ] .2H O (4) Elemental analysis (%) calculated for2 2

1Yield 68%. H NMR: (90 MHz/CDCl ): d51.5 (3H, CH C H Cl Cu N O C, 40.42; H, 3.16; N, 2.95. Found C,3 3 32 30 8 2 2 6

of ethyl), 2.2 (s, 12H, Ar-CH ), 2.3 (q, 2H, CH of ethyl), 40.52; H, 3.25; N, 3.01.3 2

3.6 (s, 4H), 6.8 (d, 4H, Ar-H). Mass m /z 314 (M11).
Elemental analysis (%) calculated for C H NO C,20 27 2

76.43; H, 8.60; N, 4.46. Found C, 76.48; H, 8.65; N, 4.49. 4. Results and discussion

3.3. Bis-(3,5-dichloro-2-hydroxybenzyl)-N-methylamine 4.1. Synthesis
3L

The ligands used for the present work were prepared by
Paraformaldehyde (1.8 g, 0.06 g) was dissolved in 250 the reaction of 2,4-disubstituted phenols, formaldehyde and

1ml of ethanol, containing 0.1 g of KOH. To the resulting various primary amines in 2:2:1 ratio. The H NMR
solution methylamine (2.15 ml, 0.025 mol) was added with spectra of the ligands show the characteristic peak for the
cooling. Then 2,4-dichlorophenol (8.15 g, 0.05 mol) was aromatic methyl and N-methyl protons in the region d5

added and refluxed on a water bath for 6 h. The resulting 2.2–2.3. A triplet for the ethyl group was observed in the
solution was concentrated to 100 ml, cooled to RT, region d51.5, and the peak for the CH of the ethyl group2

filtrated and cooled at 08C for 24 h. A light yellow was observed at d52.4 as a quartet. Peaks for the benzylic
crystalline solid separated and was filtered off and re- protons were observed in the region d53.6–3.7 and peaks
crystallised from CHCl –ethanol mixture. M.P. 1188C, for the aromatic protons were observed in the region3

1Yield 55%. H NMR: (90 MHz/CDCl ): d52.3 (s, 3H, d56.6–7.1. The complexes were prepared by the reaction3

N-CH ), 3.6 (s, 4H, benzylic), 6.9, (d, 4H, Ar-H). Mass of the ligand and copper(II) perchlorate in ethanol medium3

m /z 382 (M11). Elemental analysis (%) calculated for (Fig. 1).
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1Fig. 2. FAB mass spectra for the complex [CuL ] .2

DMF and the data are given in Table 1. The broad band
observed in the region 640–680 nm was assigned for the
d–d transition [10]. The shoulder or peak observed for the
complexes in the region 410–415 nm was assigned for the
phenolate–copper change transfer [11] transition and the
strong peak observed in the region 310–320 nm were
assigned for the intra-ligand charge transfer transitions.

4.4. Molar conductivity

Molar conductivity of the freshly prepared solution of
the complexes in DMF shows a conductance value in the

2 21Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the synthesis of the ligands and complexes. range 10–15 L /S /cm /M which indicates that them

complexes are neutral [12].
4.2. FAB mass spectra

4.5. Electrochemistry
FAB mass spectral data for the complexes are given in

Table 1. All the complexes show the molecular ion peak Cyclic voltammetric studies of the complexes were
corresponding to the [CuL] and [CuL] fragments which2 performed in DMF using TBAP as the supporting elec-
indicates the dimeric nature of the complexes. The FAB trolyte in the potential range 20.1 to 21.8 V. The cyclic1mass spectra for the complex [CuL ] is reproduced in Fig.2 voltammetric data for the complexes are given in Table 2
2. and the cyclic voltammograms were reproduced in Fig. 3.

All the complexes show two reduction waves in the
4.3. Electronic spectra forward scan. Coulometric studies performed at 100 mV

more negative to the first reduction wave consumed
Electronic spectra of the complexes were carried out in approximately one electron (n¯0.89) and at 100 mV more

negative to the second reduction wave consumed two
Table 1 electrons (n¯1.85) per molecule which indicates the
Electronic and FAB mass spectral data for the complexes involvement of two single electron transfers in the reduc-

2 21 tion processes.Complex l /nm (´5cm /M ) m /z for major fragmentsmax

(% intensity)
Cu(II)Cu(II)àCu(II)Cu(I)àCu(I)Cu(I)d–d CT

1 1[CuL ] 642(162) 410(648), 310(5220) 722 [CuL ] (12)2 2
1 The peak current for the complexes varies with scan361 [CuL ] (100)

2 2[CuL ] 647(184) 410(sh), 320(9202) 786 [CuL ] .2H O (2) rates and the E 2E values are greater than 60 mV,2 2 2 pa pc
2751 [CuL ] (30)2 which indicates that the reduction processes are quasi
1376 [CuL ] (80) reversible in nature [13].3 3[CuL ] 672(171) 415(765), 310(6763) 922 [CuL ] .2H O (3)2 2 2

3 The electrochemical data show that the complexes886 [CuL ] (25)2 1 23 [CuL ] and [CuL ] , undergo reduction at higher negative443 [CuL ] (100) 2 2
1 24 4[CuL ] 676(168) 410(513), 315(7620) 950 [CuL ] .2H O (10) potential (E 520.43 to 20.48 V and E 520.68 to2 2 2 pc pc

4 3914 [CuL ] (30)2 20.72 V) when compared to the complexes [CuL ] and24457 [CuL ] (80) 4 1 2[CuL ] (E 520.34 to 20.38 V and E 520.59 to2 pc pc
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Table 2
Electrochemical data for the complexes

1 1 1 2 2 2Complex E /V E /V E /V DE /mV E /V E /V E /V DE /mVpc pa 1 / 2 pc pa 1 / 2

1[Cu L ] 20.48 20.38 20.43 100 20.72 – – –2
2[Cu L ] 20.43 20.32 20.38 110 20.68 20.52 20.60 1602
3[Cu L ] 20.38 20.22 20.30 160 20.64 – – –2
4[Cu L ] 20.34 20.23 20.28 110 20.59 20.40 20.55 902

compared with 1.73 BM. indicating that the complexes are
antiferromagnetically coupled. The extent of exchange
interaction in these dimers has been calculated using
Bleany–Bowers equation [15].

2 2 21
x 5 (Ng b /3kT )[3 1 exp(22J /kT )] (1 2 P)m

1 0.45P/T 1 Na

26In which Na and g have been fixed as 120310
3 21cm /M and 2.20, respectively. The best fit of the

experimental values to the theoretical values was evaluated
by a non-linear regression analysis in which J and P are
variables. The best fit parameters are given in Table 3 and
the temperature dependence of the magnetic properties for

1 1 3Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammogram for the complexes; (a) [CuL ] (-) and2 the complexes [CuL ] and [CuL ] are given in Fig. 4.2 3 4 2 2[CuL ] (—); (b) [CuL ] (-) and [CuL ] (—).2 2 2 The 22J values indicate that the exchange interaction
1 2in the complexes [CuL ] and [CuL ] are greater, when2 2

3 4compared to the complexes [CuL ] and [CuL ] . As2 2

explained in the electrochemical properties of the complex-
20.64 V). This behaviour can be explained as follows. In es, less electron density on the copper atoms as a result of3 4the complexes [CuL ] and [Cu L ], the electron density2 2 the electron withdrawing effect of the chlorine substitution
on the copper atoms will be less, due to the effective [16], is the possible reason for this behaviour.
withdrawal of electron by the chlorine atoms substituted in The small variation in the 22J values between the
the phenolic residue when compared to the complexes 1 2 3complexes of [CuL ] and [CuL ] or [CuL ] and1 2 2 2 2[CuL ] and [CuL ] residues. Reports suggest that re- 42 2 [CuL ] indicates that the coordination geometry around2duced electron density [14] on the copper atoms influences the copper atom in the latter complexes is slightly less
the Cu(II) to Cu(I) conversion at less negative potential. distorted than in the former complexes, which may be due
The small variation in the reduction potential between to the sterically bulky ethyl substitution in the former1 2 3 4[CuL ] and [CuL ] or [CuL ] and [CuL ] will be the2 2 2 2 complexes
electronic and steric effect of the ethyl group when
compared to the methyl group.

4.7. ESR spectra
4.6. Magnetic properties

ESR spectra of all the complexes recorded in DMF
RT magnetic moments of the complexes are very low shows no signal consistent with strong antiferromagnetic

interaction, which also indicates dimeric nature of the
complexes is maintained in DMF. The ESR spectra

Table 3 recorded in DMF containing a coordinating base like
Magnetic and ESR spectral data for the complexes

pyridine shows well defined four hyperfine splitting sig-
21Complex mb /BM per 22J / cm E and R data in DMF nals, indicating that the dissociation of the dimers into

molecule containing pyridine 1monomers [17]. The ESR spectra of the complex [CuL ]2
298 K 77 K g gu ' is reproduced in Fig. 5 and the spectral data calculated

1 using the relationship h95gbH is given in Table 3. In all[CuL ] 1.84 1.25 393 2.19 1.962
2[CuL ] 1.91 1.35 365 2.20 1.95 the cases the g values are greater than g value which2 u '3[CuL ] 2.15 1.26 308 2.22 2.012 indicates that the coordination geometry of the monomer is
4[CuL ] 2.26 1.28 291 2.22 2.002 square planar in nature [18].
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5. Summary

Four new ligands capable of forming dimeric copper(II)
complexes have been prepared and characterised. Observa-
tion of single d–d band in the range 640–675 nm indicates
that the complexes are four coordinated planar. Molar
conductance data indicate that the complexes are neutral.
Electrochemical studies indicate that the complexes under-
go quasi reversible two step single electron transfers.
Magnetic properties indicate that the complexes are anti-
ferromagnetically coupled. ESR spectra suggest the com-
plexes are dimeric and undergo dissociation in the pres-
ence of a coordinating base like pyridine.
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Abstract

Several attempts were made to generate organic-separated copper oxide layers via solvothermal routes. Four new extended solids were
isolated from the reaction of copper complexes with pyrazine in superheated solvents. Decomposition of copper(II) hexafluoroacetylaceto-
nate (hfacac) in the presence of pyrazine(pyz) at 1958C in THF/H O (14/1 v/v) yields primarily Cu (CF CO )(pyz) (1). Alternatively, 12 3 2

can be formed from solvothermal treatment of [Cu (hfacac) ] (pyz) at 1958C in MeOH/H O (14/1 v/v). Reaction of CuO with pyz and2 2 2

NH Cl ‘mineralizer’ cleanly forms CuCl(pyz) (2), while the presence of HNO as a mineralizer promotes the formation of a mixture of4 3

products including CuCN(pyz) (3) and Cu(NO ) (pyz) (4). The three CuX(pyz) phases each have unique structure types. Phases 1 and 32 2

have three-dimensional lattices, while 2 has a two-dimensional layered structure. The new Cu(II) phase (4) is structurally similar to the
known orthorhombic phase, Cu(NO ) (pyz), but 4 crystallizes in a monoclinic space group.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights3 2

reserved.

Keywords: Solvothermal; Copper; Pyrazine; Low dimensional

1. Introduction linear fashion. A variety of copper–pyrazine salts are
known. Most comparable to our CuO(pyz) target are the

Remarkable advances have been made in superconduct- examples with octahedral Cu(II) centers: CuX (pyz) (X52

ing ceramics in the last few decades. Goodenough and Cl, Br) [4], Cu(NO ) (pyz) [5], Cu (O CCH ) (pyz)3 2 2 2 3 4

Manthiram have outlined the necessary components for [6,7], Cu(C O )(pyz)(H O) and Cu (C O ) (pyz) [8,9],4 4 2 4 2 4 4 2 3

high T superconductivity in copper oxides [1]. This body as well as a recently reported Cu(I) pyrazine salt,c

of work has renewed interest in the fundamental chemistry Cu Cl (pyz) [10]. These known extended structures led us2 2

of new mixed valent layered copper oxides. We hypoth- to believe that a ‘coordination material’ of formula
esized that we could prepare layered copper oxides sepa- CuO(pyz) might form under the right conditions. We tried
rated by organic ligands. By sandwiching copper oxide two different approaches, each involving the use of
layers between organic groups, one can envision tuning superheated solvents. While neither yielded organic-sup-
both electronic and physical properties of the metal oxide ported copper oxide layers, we wish to report several
layers by varying the organic segments. This paper de- interesting new extended structures.
scribes our initial steps to find a synthetic method for
creating organic-supported copper oxide layers.

In the course of investigating oxide precursor decompo-
2. Experimental

sition reactions by solvothermal routes, we observed
several interesting extended structures containing acetate,

X-ray powder diffractograms were obtained on a Scintag
hydroxide, and/or oxide ligands [2,3]. These results have

XDS 2000 u –u diffractometer equipped with CuKa radia-
inspired us to attempt solvothermal routes to [CuO(L) ]x ` ˚tion (l51.540562 A). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
(L5linear bidentate ligand). Pyrazine was chosen as the

was performed on a Dupont Instruments 951 Analyzer,
organic spacer because it is a robust aromatic organic

using Pt foil containers, nitrogen purge, and a temperature
compound that is ideally suited to bridge metal centers in a

ramp of 108C/min. Infrared spectra were recorded on a
* Nicolet Magna-IR 550 Spectrometer using a SpectraTechCorresponding author. Tel.: 11-864-656-3065; fax: 11-864-656-

6613. Microscope attachment for single crystals. Elemental anal-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00425-2
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ysis was performed by Atlantic Microlabs. Copper(II) liberally with water and acetone, and then dried for several
oxide (Strem, 99.999%), pyrazine (Aldrich, 991%), cop- h at 608C, (yield 85%). Analysis from calculations for
per(II) texafluoroacetylacetonate (Strem), and ammonium C H ClCuN : C, 26.83; H, 2.25; N, 15.64. Found: C,4 4 2

21chloride (Aldrich) were used as received. 26.79; H, 2.31; N, 15.65. IR (single crystal, cm ): pyz:
[Cu(hfacac) ] (pyz) was synthesized using a modification 3082 (s), 3027 (s), 2069 (w), 1961 (m), 1901 (w), 1787 (w),2 2

of the method given by Belford et al. [11] Cu(hfacac) H O 1724 (m), 1690 (m), 1475 (s), 1416 (s), 1363 (s), 1156 (vs),2 2

(0.200 g, 0.19 mmol) and pyz (0.017 g, 0.21 mmol) were 1110 (s), 1072 (sh), 1048 (s), 802 (s).
refluxed briefly under Ar in 20 ml of hexane. The pale-
green precipitate was collected on filter paper and washed 2.3. CuCN(pyz) (3)
with petroleum ether (yield50.180 g, 0.084 mmol, 88%).
XRD matched the pattern calculated from the crystal A few long (#2 mm) orange rods of this phase were
structure of [Cu(hfacac) ] (pyz), although there were a few2 2 isolated from a reaction of CuO (0.04 g, 0.5 mmol),
non-matching peaks. The solvothermal reactions were pyrazine (0.04 g, 0.5 mmol), and HNO (conc., 26 ml, 0.373
conducted in sealed Pyrex or fused-silica tubes which were mmol) in 600 ml H O in a 1.5 ml Pyrex tube for 2 days at2
flame sealed on a vacuum line and held in stainless-steel 2008C. Caution! The tube was immersed in liquid nitrogen
autoclaves counterpressured to 2000–2500 psi. Similar prior to opening in anticipation of gaseous pressure
loading techniques have beer reported previously [2,3]. buildup. Even with this precaution, the tube popped

audibly when opened. The yield of 3 was very low (several
2.1. Cu(CF CO )(pyz) (1)3 3 crystals). Due to the danger of generating cyanide in the

presence of acid, this method was not further pursued. IR
212.1.1. Method I (single crystal, cm ): C;N: 2177 (w), 2116 (vs); pyz:

A 1.5 ml Pyrex tube (80 mm length, 7 mm O.D., 5 mm 3079 (m), 3029 (w), 2071 (m), 1956 (m), 1900 (m), 1776
I.D.) was charged with [Cu(hfacac) ] (pyz) (0.022 g, 0.0212 2 (w), 1722 (m), 1673 (w), 1477 (s), 1414 (vs), 1358 (s), 1154
mmol), H O (40 ml, 2.2 mmol), and CH OH (560 ml,2 3 (vs), 1115 (s), 1075 (m), 1042 (s), 802 (vs).
forming a pale green solution. After sealing and heating at
1958C for 2 days, red crystals had formed and the solution

2.4. Cu(NO (pyz) (4)2was yellow. The crystals were collected by filtration (0.396
g, 74% yield). Since they were unstable in air and in the

Several light tan plates of 4 were obtained from the
presence of a range of solvents, one was mounted inside an

same reaction in which 3 was formed. A very similar
argon glovebox for single crystal X-ray data collection (see

reaction employing the same reagents at 1808C for 2 days
below). Analysis from calculations for C H N O CuF : C,6 4 2 2 3 yielded several long (#3 mm) polyhedra of 4 (and no 3),
28.08; H, 1.56; N, 10.54. Found: C, 26.06; H,.53; N,

which were isolated by manual separation (yield 3%). IR2110.48. IR (single crystal, cm ): C–O: 1550–1750 (s, br); 21(single crystal, cm ): NO: 1300 (vs, br), 1150 (vs, br);
C–F: 1120–1350 (s, br), 720 (m, br), pyz: 3106 (m), 3043

pyz: 3124 (s), 3109 (s), 3058 (s), 3034 (w), 1963 (w), 1895
(m), 1957 (m), 1892 (vw), 1792 (m, br), 1712 (m), 1674

(w), 1798 (w), 1729 (w), 1428 (vs), 1114 (vs), 1075 (vs),
(m), 1488 (m), 1427 (m), 1361 (w), 1146 (sh), 1065 (sh),

851 (s), 819 (m).
809 (s, br).

2.4.1. Single crystal X-ray structures2.1.2. Method II
A 1.5 ml Pyrex tube was loaded with Cu(hfacac) H O2 2

2.4.1.1. General(0.050 g, 0.10 mmol), pyrazine (0.010 g, 0.12 mmol), H O2

Single crystal X-ray studies were performed on a Rigaku(40 ml, 2.2 mmol), and THF (560 ml). After heating for 4
AFC7R 4-circle diffractometer equipped with graphite-days at 1958C, the tube contained a light-brown solution,

˚numerous red crystals (yield 72%) and a few yellow monochromated MoKa radiation (l50.71073 A). Unless
crystals. The yellow crystals were of very poor quality and otherwise noted, the unit cell lattice parameters and
air sensitive; their identity was not pursued further. Powder centering condition were determined from at least 18
XRD confirmed the presence of 1 and at least one other centered reflections (11,2u ,418) found in a random
unidentifiable phase. search or measured from a rotation photograph. Data were

collected using v /2u scans with scan speeds of 48 /min
2.2. CuCl(pyz) (2) with #7 rescans (1,3) or 168 /min with #7 rescans (2), or

128 /min with #5 rescans (4). The space groups were
A Pyrex tube with a volume of 3.2 ml was charged with determined by systematic absences in the complete intensi-

CuO (0.10 g, 1.3 mmol), pyrazine (0.20 g, 2.5 mmol), ty data sets. Data were corrected for Lorentz and polariza-
NH Cl (0.40 g, 7.5 mmol), and H O (1.2 ml). After tion factors, and an absorption correction was applied4 2

heating at 2608C for 5 days, the tube was opened, and the based on psi scan data. Structures were solved by direct
red crystalline solid collected on filter paper, washed methods, and refined on uF u using a full-matrix least-
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squares techniques, using teXsan [12] and/or SHELXTL- 2.6. CuCl(pyz) (2)
PLUS [13] software. Copper atoms were located in initial
E-maps, and the remainder of non-hydrogen atoms were Systematic absences in the data set collected on a red

3obtained from subsequent difference Fourier maps. All plate with dimensions of 0.2830.2530.02 mm indicated
non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. The either the space group Pc or P2/c. Subsequent refinements
results of the refinements are given in Tables 1 and 2. confirmed the centric choice, P2/c. The refinement pro-

ceeded without problems, and pyrazine hydrogen atom
positions and individual thermal parameters were also

2.5. Cu(CF CO )(pyz) (1) refined.3 2

A red polyhedral crystal of dimensions 0.2430.1730.13
3mm was mounted in silicon grease inside a sealed glass 2.7. CuCN(pyz) (3)

capillary in an argon glovebox. Systematic absences in the
3complete data set determined the space group Pnma. The An orange rod (0.4530.0530.05 mm ) was cleaved

structure refinement was complicated by extensive thermal from a larger, highly twinned crystal. The asymmetric peak
motion and disorder in the CF group. After least-squares shapes of several reflections indicated some twinning in3

refinement of a model including F1 and F2, two new peaks this smaller crystal still existed. Nonetheless, the centered
appeared near C4 in the difference Fourier map, and the reflections indexed well to a monoclinic cell with dimen-
thermal parameters for F1 and F2 were extremely large. sions listed in Table 1. We therefore proceeded with full
The new difference peaks were assigned the labels F19 and data collection. Systematic absences indicated the space
F29, defining a second rotameric orientation for the CF group P2 /c.3 1

group. Inclusion of this second orientation with partial The refinement proceeded normally. Hydrogen atoms
˚occupancy improved the R-factor by nearly 1%, and the were added in fixed idealized positions held at 0.96 A from

thermal parameters for fluorine atoms were more reason- their respective carbons, and refined with a group thermal
able, albeit still quite large. More details are included in parameter. We investigated the possibility of disorder
Supplementary data. between C1 and N1 of the cyanide group. If the positions

Despite the problems with the CF group, all non- of C1 and N1 were exchanged, the R factor climbed from3

hydrogen atoms behaved when refined anisotropically in 0.0763 to 0.0792. If both positions were half-occupied by
the final stages, and a satisfactory overall refinement was C and N, an R value of 0.0769 was obtained. Therefore,
achieved. Hydrogen atoms were included in fixed, ideal- for the purposes of this refinement, we did not model the

˚ized positions held at 0.96 A from their respective carbons C/N disorder. However, the relative sizes of the C1 and
and refine isotropically with a group thermal parameter. N1 thermal parameters seem to indicate some disorder.

Table 1
X-ray crystallographic data

a b c dFormula C H CuF N O C H ClCuN C H CuN C H CuN O6 4 3 2 2 4 4 2 5 4 3 4 4 4 4

Formula weight 256.7 179.09 169.7 235.7
Crystal system Orthorhombic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group (No.), Z Pnma (62), 4 P2/c (13), 2 P2 /c (14), 4 C2/m (12), 21

˚a (A) 8.838(2) 3.816(2) 6.208(2) 11.787(1)
˚b (A) 11.9988(8) 6.354(1) 9.158(2) 6.7313(8)
˚c (A) 8.5601(9) 11.496(2) 11.198(2) 5.151(1)

b (8) 90 95.92(3) 90.89(3) 115.88(1)
3˚Volume (A ) 907.8(2) 277.3(2) 636.6(3) 367.7(2)

3Calculated density (g /cm ) 1.88 2.14 1.77 2.13
2u range (8), octants 3.5–55, h,k,6l 3.5–60, h,k,6l 3.5–50, h,k,6l 3.5–55, 6h,6k,6l
Refl. collected (unique) 2330 (1242) 1002 (886) 1323 (1123) 1674 (458)
Observed F .4s(F ), R 804, 0.027 606, 0.019 608, 0.034 429, 0.101int

Variables 81 46 83 40
21

m (mm ) 2.428 4.777 3.326 2.957
Transmission range 0.619–1.000 0.754–1.000 0.836–1.000 0.869–1.000

1R 0.0370 0.0288 0.0760 0.0637
2wR 0.0413 0.0292 0.0835 0.0655

3S 3.88 2.26 2.58 2.09
3˚Residual (e /A ), max shift 0.9 / 20.47, 0.005 0.43/ 20.38, 0.005 1.44/ 20.74, ,0.0005 0.95/ 21.61, 0.001

a b c dThe average decay of three standard reflections was: 0.7%; 0.1%; 0.8%; 15.4%.
1 R5oiF u2uF i /ouF u.o c o
2 2 2 1 / 2 2 2wR5[owhuF u2uF uj /ouF u ] ; w51/(s uF u1xuF u ) where x50.002 for 1 and 2, 0.007 for 3 and 0.038 for 4.o c o o o
3 S5[o(uF u 2uF u ) /s ] /(n2m); i51 to n.o i c i i
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2.8. Cu(NO ) (pyz) (4)2 2

Table 2 A transparent tan tabular crystal of dimensions 0.293˚Bond distances (A) and angles (8) 30.1430.05 mm was mounted in epoxy inside a glass
Cu(CF CO )(pyz)3 2 capillary. Twenty-three peaks from a random search were
Distances ˚indexed to the primitive cell, a56.730(4) A, b56.786(5)Cu1–N1 1.966(3)32 Cu1–O1 2.101(5)

˚ ˚Cu1–O2a 2.222(4) F1–C4 1.35(1) A, c56.789(5) A, a544.60(4)8, b560.29(5)8, g5
F19–C4 1.35(2) F29–C4 1.20(2) 60.34(5)8. This cell can be transformed to an I-centered
F2–C4 1.27(1) N1–C1 1.320(5) ˚orthorhombic setting with axial lengths of a56.730(2) A,N1–C2a 1.319(5) O1–C3 1.227(7)

˚ ˚O2–C3 1.204(7) C1–C2 1.366(6) b510.610(4) A and c55.152(1) A, very similar to the
C3–C4 1.54(1) primitive orthorhombic cell for Cu(NO ) (pyz), which has3 2Angles

˚ ˚ ˚axial lengths of 6.712(1) A, 5.142(1) A and 11.732 (2) AN1–Cu1–N1a 128.2(2) N1–Cu1–O1 109.3(1)32
N1–Cu1–O2a 105.8(1)32 O1–Cu1–O2a 92.4(2) [5]. However, the Laue test for a 2-fold axis parallel to b
Cu1–N1–Cl 124.7(3) Cu1–N1–C2a 120.7(3) on the 1-centered orthorhombic cell of 4 failed (R-merge5C1–N1–C2a 114.6(4) Cu1–O1–C3 114.7(4)

0.2351). A data set was thus collected using the originalCu1–O2a–C3a 157.7(5) N1–C1–C2 123.3(4)
N1–C2a–C1a 122.1(4) O1–C3–O2 130.3(6) primitive triclinic cell. Systematic absences in the com-
O1–C3–C4 112.8(6) O2–C3–C4 116.9(6) plete intensity data set indicated a centered monoclinic cellF1–C4–F1a 107(1) F1–C4–F2 108.1(7)

with a choice of space groups: C2, Cm or C2/m. The bestF1–C4–C3 109.7(8) F19–C4–F1a9 118(2)
F19–C4–F29 101(1) F19–C4–C3 111(1) solution was obtained in C2/m with unit cell dimensions
F2–C4–C3 113.9(8) F29–C4–C3 116(1) shown in Table 1. The structure was solved normally andCuCl(pyz)

the hydrogen atom position and isotropic thermal parame-Distances
Cu1–Cl1 2.348(1)32 Cu1–N1 2.042(2)32 ter were also refined.
Cl1? ? ?H2 2.69(4)32 N1–Cl 1.344(4)
N1–C2 1.341(4) C1–C2a 1.374(4)
C1–H1 0.92(3) C2–H2 0.98(3)
Angles

3. ResultsCl1–Cu1–Cl1a 108.69(6) Cl1–Cu1–N1 104.86(7)32
Cl1–Cu1–N1b 113.12(7)32 N1–Cu1–N1b 112.3(1)
Cu1–Cl1–Cu1a 108.69(6) Cu1–Cl1–H2a 97.0(7) We initially attempted to incorporate pyrazine into a
Cu1–Cl1–H2b 146.6(7) H2a–Cl1–H2b 70(1)

copper oxide system by solvothermal decomposition ofCu1–N1–C1 121.0(2) Cu1–N1–C2 123.0(2)
C1–N1–C2 115.9(3) N1–C1–C2a 122.2(3) Cu(hfacac) H O in the presence of pyrazine. Although this2 2
N1–Cl–H1 120(2) C2a–C1–H1 118(2) copper precursor is commonly used for OMCVD deposi-
N1–C2–Cla 121.8(3) N1–C2–H2 118(2)

tion of copper metal [14], we have found that solvothermalC1a–C2–H2 120(2)
CuCN(pyz) decomposition of Cu(hfacac) H O alone in THF/H O or2 2 2
Distances MeOH/H O, (14:1 v:v) at 1808C for 32 h gives mixtures2Cu1–N1 1.95(2) Cu1–N2 2.16(1)

of CuO, Cu O and Cu O. We therefore subjected theCu1–N3 2.14(1) Cu1–C1 1.92(2) 4 3 2

N1–C1a 1.12(3) N2–C2 1.34(2) copper(II) precursor to these conditions in the presence of
N2–C3 1.31(2) N3–C4 1.30(3) a slight excess of pyrazine in the hope that the copper
N3–C5 1.34(3) C2–C3a 1.37(3)

precursor would decompose to oxide layers separated byC4–C5a 1.37(3)
Angles pyrazine. In the presence of the ligand, the resulting
N1–Cu1–N2 99.8(6) N1–Cu1–N3 101.3(6) products were a mixture of Cu(CF CO )(pyz) (1) and an3 2N2–Cu1–N3 99.2(5) N1–Cu1–C1 133.2(8)

unidentified product, according to powder XRD (Eq. (1)).N2–Cu1–C1 110.9(7) N3–Cu1–C1 107.4(7)
Cu1–N1–C1a 178(2) Cu1–N2–C2 119(1)
Cu1–N2–C3 124(1) C2–N2–C3 116(2) Cu(hfacac) 1 pyz 1 H O/THF → Cu(CF CO )(pyz) (1)2 2 3 2
Cu1–N3–C4 128(1) Cu1–N3–C5 118(1)
C4–N3–C5 115(2) Cu1–C1–N1a 178(1) Alternatively, a ‘pre-mixed’ recursor, [Cu(hfacac) ] (pyz),2 2N2–C2–C3a 121(2) N2–C3–C2a 123(2)

was treated solvothermally in a THF/H O mixture. The2N3–C4–C5a 123(2) N3–CS–C4a 122(2)
Cu(No ) (pyz) necessary Cu–N bonds have already been formed in this2 2

Distances complex, and we had hoped that they would be maintained
Cu1–O1 2.006(5)32 Cu1–N1 1.993(5)32

as the copper-oxide system developed and thereby lead toCu1–O2 2.462(5)32 O1–N2 1.265(9)
O2–N2 1.23(1) N1–C1 1.334(6)32 the formation of CuO(pyz) with square–pyramidal Cu0.5
C1–C1a 1.36(1) C1–H1 0.92(6) centers. However, the primary product from this reaction
Angles

was also found to be predominately 1 (Eq. (2)). TheO1–Cu1–O2 54.1(3) O1–Cu1–O2a 125.9(3)
O1–Cu1–O1a 180 N1–Cu1–N1a 180 extensive rearrangements needed to form the 1:1 Cu:pyz
N1–Cu1–O1 9034 Cu1–O1–N2 107.5(6) product (1) from the 2:1
Cu1–O2–N2 86.0(4) Cu1–N1–C1 121.4(3)32
C1–N1–C1c 117.2(6) O1–N2–O2 112.4(6) [Cu(hfacac) ] (pyz) 1 THF/H O → Cu(CF CO )(pyz) 12 2 2 3 2N1–C1–C1a 121.4(3) N1–C1–H1 113(4)
C1a–C1–H1 126(3) yellow xtls (2)
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Cu:pyz starting complex suggest that the Cu–N bonds are
not maintained at these reaction conditions.

Both of these reactions (Eqs. (1) and (2)) suffer from
incomplete conversion of the precursor to copper oxide
layers. Even more daunting is the reduction of Cu(II) to
Cu(I) in the reaction. We therefore employed a different
tactic, free of unnecessary reducing organic constituents.
The second general approach involved mineralization of
CuO in the presence of pyrazine. Ideally, a mineralizer
aids solvation without being incorporated into reaction
products. We initially tried NH Cl because we had earlier4

success using it to mineralize CuO in the formation of new
ternary and quaternary oxide materials [15]. However,
under the conditions employed, chloride from NH Cl was4

incorporated into the new product as CuCl(pyz) (2), which
we obtained in high yield and purity (Eq. (3)). Once again,
we observe

CuO 1 pyz 1 NH Cl → CuCl(pyz) (3)4

reduction to Cu(I), and in this case chloride was a non-
innocent mineralizing agent becoming incorporated in the
lattice.

We therefore sought mineralizer that would provide a
less coordinating anion, and a more oxidizing environment,
thus utilizing dilute HNO as the mineralizer. When a3

substoichiometric amount of HLNO is heated with CuO3

and pyz under hydrothermal conditions, a mixture of
several products is obtained in low yield (Eq. (4)),
including

CuO 1 pyz 1 HNO → Cu(CN)(pyz) 1 Cu(NO ) (pyz)3 2 2

(4)

small amounts of Cu(CN)(pyz) (3) and Cu(NO ) (pyz)2 2

(4). The major peaks in XRD of the bulk product mixture
corresponded to unreacted CuO. The presence of two
ligands which were not part of the reaction mixture
suggests that the pyrazine ring becomes fragmented by the
acid. In the case of (3), presumably this occurs via acid

2catalyzed decomposition of pyrazine to CN . Due to the
presence of cyanide in a high pressure acidic environment
this particular reaction was not pursued further. The nitrite
ligand of (4) is probably formed after oxidation of the
organic ligand by nitrate.

3.1. Structural descriptions

3.1.1. Cu(CF CO )(pyz) (1)3 2

The three-dimensional structure of 1 is a web of copper Fig. 1. The structure of Cu(CF CO )(pyz) (1) as viewed down the (a)3 2

b-axis, and (b) a-axis. Copper (50% principal ellipsoids), fluorineatoms connected through pyrazine nitrogen atoms and
2 (striped), oxygen (50% boundary ellipsoids), nitrogen (dotted), andh -trifluoroacetate ligands (Fig. 1a). A mirror plane con-

carbon (open) atoms are shown. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.
tains Cu1, C3, C4, O1, O2, F2 and F29 of the trifluoroace-
tate ligands. The centroid of the pyrazine ligand lies on an
inversion center. Trifluoroacetate and pyrazine ligands are try. The bridging of the trifluoroacetate ligand creates
both dihapto, giving a coordination number of four around nearly right angles, one corner forms between the co-
the Cu(I) sites, which have a distorted tetrahedral geome- planar Cu1–O1 and O2–Cu1a vectors (92.78) and the
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O1–Cu1–O a angle (92.4(2)8) comprises the other. [17]. Because the pyz ligands lie on inversion centers, they2

Pyrazine ligands bridge the copper atoms in neighboring generate two equidistant hydrogen bonds per chloride atom
layers, knitting the structure together, thereby creating in 2. This hydrogen bonding along with the tongue-and-
hydrophobic regions comprised of the –CF groups (Fig. groove arrangement of neighboring zigzag layers assures3

1b). The nearly orthogonal O–Cu–O angles are compen- relatively dense packing. The Cu coordination is almost
sated by the 128.2(2)8 N–Cu–N angle, giving a tetrahedral exactly tetrahedral with angles falling within the range
coordination geometry with a flattened pyz–Cu–pyz link- 104.86(7)–113.12(7)8. Including the hydrogen bonds, the
age. coordination at chloride is very distorted from tetrahedral.

For example, the H? ? ?Cl? ? ?H angle is 708. This structure
can be contrasted to the recently reported Cu Cl (pyz) [10]2 2

3.1.2. CuCl(pyz) (2) which also contains infinite chains of Cu(I) in a tetrahedral
2Layers of CuCl(pyz) are formed by copper atoms environment. However, each Cu contains three Cl ligands

2bridged by chloride ligands in the a direction and pyz and one pyz, versus 2 which contains two Cl and two pyz
ligands in the c direction (Fig. 2). While the Cu–pyz–Cu ligands.
linkage is linear, the Cu1–Cl1–Cu1a angle is 108.69(6)8.
This arrangement creates a zigzag pattern that positions
chloride ligands along the top and bottom faces of the 3.2. CuCN(pyz) (3)
neighboring layers. The halide is therefore poised to
participate in Cl? ? ?H hydrogen bonding, which holds the This compound has two linearly bridging ligands, which
layers together. The pyrazine ring appears to be rotated join copper centers arranged in a roughly tetrahedral three-

2slightly to maximize this hydrogen bonding interaction The dimensional array (Fig. 3). The CN ligands bridge in a
˚chloride hydrogen-bonded to H2 is only 0.04 A out of the zig-zag fashion along b, while the pyz ligands do likewise

plane of the pyz ring containing H2. This is reminiscent of along c. Furthermore, both ligands have a component
the behavior observed in CdCl (pyz), in which the pyz along the a direction, leading to the observed three-dimen-2

rings are also rotated to favor C–H? ? ?Cl hydrogen bond- sional structure. The coordination at Cu is distorted from
˚ing [16]. The Cl? ? ?H–C distance in 2 is 2.69(4) A, slightly tetrahedral by an opening of the CN–Cu–CN axis, with an

˚shorter than that observed in CdCl (pyz), 2.89(2) A. The angle of 133.2(8)8. The N2–Cul–N3 angle is corre-2
˚expected range for such interactions is 2.569–2.944 A spondingly closed to 99.2(5)8. The pyrazine ligands lie on

inversion centers and all atoms are in general positions.

Fig. 2. The layered structure of CuCl(pyz) (2), showing Cu (70%
principal ellipsoids), Cl (70% boundary ellipsoids), N (dotted), and C and Fig. 3. The three-dimensional polymeric structure of Cu(CN)(pyz) (3):
H (open) atoms. C–H bonds are narrow and dotted lines show the Cu (50% principal ellipsoids), N (dotted), C and H (open) atoms are
hydrogen bonding holding the layers together. shown.
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3.3. Cu(NO ) (pyz) (4)2 2

The structure of 4 is similar to that of Cu(NO ) (pyz)3 2

[5]. Both phases consist of linear chains of pyrazine-linked
copper centers with oxygen atoms from the uninegative
ligands completing the square planar coordination. Along
the c axis, the neighboring parallel chains of 4 are directly
superimposed (Fig. 4a). However, neighboring chains in
the a direction are displaced by half of a repeat unit, a
result of the C-centered cell. One can envision pseudo-
layers of 4 parallel to the (201) planes (Fig. 4b). One
significant difference between the nitrite and the nitrate

Fig. 5. The pseudo octahedral Cu(II) coordination found in 4 (40%
complexes is that, the pyrazine rings in 4 are all coplanar thermal ellipsoids).
with each other. Also these pseudo-layers in 4 do not
propagate along axial directions, thus the layers of 4 do not
stack neatly atop one another, which is further justification rotation axis passing through the pyz–Cu–pyz linkage.
of the monoclinic cell setting for 4. Thus, Cu1 has crystallographically imposed square planar

Unlike compounds 1–3, phase 4 contains Cu(II), and coordination geometry. Long Cu1–O2 bonds of 2.462(5)
˚therefore has square planar geometry rather than tetra- A complete the coordination environment. Again, these

˚hedral (Fig. 5). In fact, Cu1 lies on a 2/m site, with the bonds are very similar to the 2.490(5) A Cu–ONO bonds2
2mirror containing the NO ligands and the two-fold observed in Cu(NO ) (pyz).2 3 2

3.3.1. Thermal decomposition of CuCl(pyz)
The relative purity and stability of 2 enables it to be

investigated by thermal analysis. Thermogravimetric anal-
ysis of 2 shows a two-step loss of pyz from about 150–
2508C (Fig. 6). The observed weight loss (44.6%) corre-
sponds precisely to that calculated for loss of pyz (44.7%).
Interestingly, a distinct feature at 2008C indicates that the
first half-equivalent of pyz is lost more easily than the
second half-equivalent. This implies that the nominal
composition of the intermediate is Cu Cl (pyz), a phase2 2

reported by Kawata et al. [10].

Fig. 4. One-dimensional polymeric chains of Cu(NO ) (pyz) (4), with2 2

asymmetrically chelating nitrito ligands as viewed down the (a) c-axis,
and (b) b-axis showing the pseudo layered nature of 4. Copper atoms are
shown as 40% principal ellipsoids, oxygen atoms are 40% boundary
ellipsoids, nitrogen atoms are dotted, and carbon atoms are open.
Hydrogen atoms are not shown. Fig. 6. Thermograph of CuCl(pyz) (2), showing facile loss of pyrazine.
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4. Discussion coordination at the copper center are attainable in order to
accommodate the linear bridging pyrazine ligand.

Several copper pyrazine salts have been previously There is a tendency for extended solid phases to be
reported using evaporation or diffusion methods (see formed in solvothermal media, as compared to room
below). However, the insolubility of CuO precludes this temperature syntheses. Both 1 and 3 have three-dimension-
direct approach. We therefore attempted to form copper al structures, while 2 has a layered structure. In contrast,
oxide layers by employing two different methods for copper-pyrazine phases formed by room-temperature
solubilizing CuO in the presence of pyrazine in supercriti- evaporation or diffusion processes generally have col-
cal solvents: (1) formation of copper oxide via a precursor umnar [5–7], or layered [4,8–10], [18–20] structures. In
method, and (2) mineralization of CuO. Solvothermal fact, a molecular structure was proposed by Lever et al. for
reaction of copper oxide precursors in the presence of Cu (CN) (pyz), formed at room temperature in aqueous2 2

pyrazine and various mineralizers lead to formation of a solution [21]. Infrared spectra reported for this compound
large number of extended copper pyrazine and bridging are quite different than those observed for 3. In particular,

21small molecules. No copper oxide linkages were observed. Lever reports a single C;N stretch at 2132 cm , while
21It is interesting to note that the solvothermal conversion the spectrum of 3 displays peaks at 2177 and 2116 cm ,

of Cu(hfacac) to copper oxides is thwarted by the as expected for a bridging cyanide ligand [22,23]. This2

introduction of pyrazine into the system. In fact, it seems tendency for the formation of more condensed phases is
that pyrazine serves to trap Cu(CF CO ) fragments, which encouraging for the use of solvothermal routes to the3 2

may be an intermediate in the conversion. Rather than three-dimensional CuO(L) target materials.
decomposing to copper oxides, insoluble crystals of 1 are
formed, protecting the species from complete decomposi-
tion. The reduction of the metal in solvothermal decompo-
sition of metal acetylacetonate species has been observed 5. Conclusions
before, [2,3] but to our knowledge, no intermediates in any
decomposition reactions of Cu(hfacac) have previously Solvothermal techniques have been used to form several2

been detected. While 1 seems to be an unfortunate ‘dead new non-molecular inorganic–organic composite phases.
end’ for the production of CuO(pyz), it is germane to the Superheated fluids prove to be excellent media for the
mechanistic understanding of Cu(hfacac) decomposition. synthesis of pyrazine-linked extended solids. None of these2

In the formation of 2 the chloride, which was introduced solids contain copper oxide layers as originally hoped;
as a mineralizer, actually becomes incorporated in the however, it is clear that the chemistry is very rich. Any
lattice. It appears that pyrazine reacts quickly with the changes in mineralizer or starting material appear to lead
soluble chloride-containing mineralized copper species to new solvothermally prepared copper containing low-
forming a stable insoluble product in the supercritical dimensional structure types. While the formation of a
solvent. Thus, 2 is formed and again protected from further CuO(L) phase with copper oxide layers is a very challeng-
reaction, in this case re-deposition of copper oxides. In ing goal, these preliminary attempts seem to indicate that
fact, 2 is formed in very high yield and purity. The thermal superheated reaction media are quite promising for this
decomposition behavior of 2 (Fig. 6) illustrates why type of synthesis.
traditional solid-state techniques would be ineffective for
this type of synthesis. Even when it is intricately bonded

Supplementary data
within the layered structure of 2, pyrazine is removed at
relatively mild temperatures (150–2008C), well below the

Anisotropic displacement coefficients for 1–4, positionalthermal regime needed for melting copper salts or oxides.
parameters with isotropic thermal parameters for 1–4.The solvothermal reaction system using HNO as a3

Thermal ellipsoid plots showing Cu coordination for 1–3‘mineralizer’ seems to be simply too harsh and leads to the
and a view of the disordered CF group of 1. Moreapparent decomposition of the pyrazine. The nitrite ligand 3

detailed structural discussion of 1, 3 and 4 and structurealmost certainly originates from nitric acid, but the cyanide
factor tables are available from the author.must be a decomposition product of pyrazine. Not all of

the pyrazine is decomposing at these conditions, since
intact pyrazine groups are also incorporated into 3 and 4.

The three CuX(pyz) species (X5CF CO , Cl, CN) have3 2

quite different structures and the coordination environment Acknowledgements
at Cu(I) is rather variable. Although Cu is very nearly
tetrahedral in 2, the X–Cu–X angle is 92.4(2)8 in 1, and We are indebted to the National Science Foundation
133.2(8)8 in 3. The pyz–Cu–pyz angle compensates in (CHE-9102548) for support of this work. The X-ray
either case, opening to 128.2(2)8 in 1, and closing to diffractometer was also purchased with a grant from the
99.2(5)8 in 3. Thus, drastic variations from tetrahedral NSF (CHE9207230).
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Synthesis and characterization of a mixed-ring bis-cyclopentadienyl
derivative of neodymium. X-ray crystal structures of (h-C Me )NdI (py)5 5 2 3

and (h-C Me )(h-C H SiMe )NdI(py)5 5 5 4 3
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Abstract

Reaction of neodymium metal with 1.5 equiv of elemental iodine in iso-propanol, followed by crystallization from THF, leads to
isolation of NdI (THF) (1). Compound 1 reacts with one equiv of KC Me to produce the mono-pentamethylcyclopentadienyl derivative3 x 5 5

(h-C Me )NdI (THF) (2) in moderate yield. Treatment of 2 with an excess of pyridine in toluene leads to displacement of the THF5 5 2 3

ligands and formation of the tris-pyridine adduct (h-C Me )NdI (py) (3). Compound 3 reacts with one equiv of KC H SiMe to yield5 5 2 3 5 4 3

the mixed-ring complex (h-C Me )(h-C H SiMe )NdI(py) (4). Single crystal X-ray diffraction studies have been performed on5 5 5 4 3

complexes 3 and 4. (h-C Me )NdI (py) (3) adopts a pseudo-octahedral geometry in the solid state, with the cyclopentadienyl ligand5 5 2 3

occupying one coordination site, the three pyridine ligands in a mer-configuration, and the iodide ligands trans to one another. The Nd–I
˚ ˚distance is 3.1603(5) A, while Nd–N bond lengths to the pyridine ligands are 2.631(4) and 2.678(6) A. The solid state structure of

(h-C Me )(h-C H SiMe )NdI(py) (4) features a typical bent metallocene Cp MX geometry with Nd–I and Nd–N distances of5 5 5 4 3 2 2

˚3.0664(4) and 2.555(4) A, respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Mixed-ring; Neodymium; Metallocene; Iodide

1. Introduction or (h-C H SiMe ) Ln [5]. The number of mixed-ring5 4 3 2

bis(cyclopentadienyl) lanthanide complexes which have
In recent years the organometallic chemistry of the been reported in the literature is fairly small, being

f-elements, in particular the lanthanide metals, has at- confined to the scandium complexes prepared by Bercaw
tracted considerable interest due to the highly active nature et al. [6–8], ‘tied-back’ derivatives described by Marks
of these complexes in areas such as organic functional and Schumann and their co-workers [9–16], and a limited
group transformations, olefin polymerization, catalytic number of other examples [17,18]. Fine tuning of the steric
hydrogenation and hydroamination, as well as in alkyne environment around a lanthanide metal center could prove
coupling reactions [1–4]. The stabilization of organolan- to be extremely important, for example, in altering the
thanide complexes has relied, for the most part, on the use catalytic activity of a particular system.
of p-donating ligands, in particular the cyclopentadienyl Reaction of metal triiodide complexes with potassium
ligand and its substituted analogs. The vast majority of [19,20], and more recently thallium [21], salts of penta-
bis(cyclopentadienyl) lanthanide complexes prepared to methylcyclopentadienyl ligands has been found to be an
date have been based around the (h-C Me ) Ln or (h- effective synthetic approach which circumvents the forma-5 5 2

C H ) Ln frameworks, with a smaller number containing tion of salt or ‘ate’ complexes [22–28]. We have noted the5 5 2

other substituted ring systems such as (h-C H -t-Bu) Ln preparation by Bruno et al. of the lanthanum triiodide5 4 2

adduct LaI (THF) , via the reaction of lanthanum metal3 4
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-505-665-2628; fax: 11-505-667- with elemental iodine in THF [20]. This was an attractive

9905. synthetic procedure since it allowed the preparation of a1NMT-DO, Mail Stop E500.
2 lanthanide trihalide adduct on a large scale from cheap andCST-18, Mail Stop J514.
3 convenient precursors. However, at one stage the synthesisCST-18, Mail Stop J514.
4CST-18, Mail Stop J514. required a 5 day Soxhlet extraction of LaI with THF. In3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00438-0
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order to reduce the amount of time required to carry out The reaction of NdI (THF) with one equivalent of solid3 x

this type of procedure, we have utilized the reaction of KC Me in THF solution (reflux, 48 h) results in smooth5 5

neodymuim metal with elemental iodine in iso-propanol to substitution of one iodide ligand and the formation of the
form NdI (HO-i-Pr) , followed by a simple recrystalliza- mono-pentamethylcyclopentadienyl complex (h-C Me )-3 4 5 5

tion of this material from THF to produce NdI (THF) . NdI (THF) (2), which may be isolated in 68% yield3 x 2 3
We show here that the successive addition of two following crystallization from THF/Et O (Eq. (2)).2

different cyclopentadienyl ligands may be achieved using
lanthanide triiodides and potassium cyclopentadienyls
without alkali metal retention or salt formation.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Synthesis and reactivity

We have previously reported the syntheses of the iso-
(2)propanol adducts LnI (HO-i-Pr) (Ln5La, Ce, Nd) [29]3 4

following reaction of the appropriate lanthanide metal
Formulation of 2 with three molecules of coordinated THFpowders (Ln5La, Nd) or turnings (Ln5Ce) with 3/2
is based upon the stoichiometry of the analogous lan-equiv of elemental iodine in iso-propanol at 08C (Eq. (1)).
thanum and cerium complexes, and the formation of a

HO2i2Pr
Ln 1 3/2I → LnI (HO 2 i 2 Pr) (1) tris-pyridine adduct upon reaction with pyridine (vide2 3 4

Ln5La,Ce,Nd 1infra). H NMR signals of 2, containing the highly
Refluxing a suspension of NdI (HO-i-Pr) in THF for 15 paramagnetic neodymium metal center, were found to be3 4

min leads to complete substitution of iso-propanol ligands too broad to be of any diagnostic value. The THF ligands
by THF, and the formation of NdI (THF) (1) as a pale are readily lost from 2 upon standing in the drybox3 x

blue solid which may be isolated by filtration. An IR atmosphere, and after several days an elemental analysis
spectrum of the THF adduct shows that the strong –OH revealed a formulation of (h-C Me )NdI (THF) . This5 5 2 0.3
absorptions present in the starting material [3435 (sh, br) behavior mirrors that observed for the analogous lantha-

21and 3228 cm (br, m)] have disappeared, and bands nide complexes (h-C Me )LnI (THF) (Ln5La, Ce) [20],5 5 2 3
characteristic of coordinated THF [30,31] are present at although these latter complexes require the application of

211002, 849 and 831 cm . The IR spectrum also displays a vacuum to remove the coordinated THF ligands. The fact
striking similarity to those of the actinide triiodide adducts that the neodymium complex loses THF more readily than
AnI (THF) (An5U, Np, Pu) [32].3 4 the lanthanum or cerium analogs would appear to reflect

NdI (THF) (1) has previously been described in the3 x the relative sizes of the metal centers (La.Ce.Nd).
literature, with the value of x being assigned as 3 [33] or Since the rapid loss of THF precluded the collection of
3.5 [34]. However, these determinations were made solely X-ray diffraction data for 2, it was decided to prepare a
on the basis of microanalytical data, and no structural data more stable Lewis base adduct of this complex. It was
were obtained. We have previously reported similar be- found that the addition of an excess of pyridine to a
havior in the chemistry of ThBr (THF) which, when4 4 toluene solution of (h-C Me )NdI (THF) (2), followed5 5 2 3freshly crystallized from THF and mounted straight from by stirring at ambient temperature for 30 min and removal
the mother liquor onto a diffractometer, actually has the of solvent, yielded the tris-pyridine adduct (h-C Me )-5 5formulation ThBr (THF) .(THF) [35]. However, within4 4 0.5 NdI (py) (3) (Eq. (3)).2 3a matter of minutes the complex begins to desolvate, and
subsequent elemental analyses reveal compositions varying
between ThBr (THF) and ThBr (THF) depending upon4 4 4 3

the length of time since removal of mother liquor. By
analogy with this behavior, we believe that the mi-
crocrystalline material obtained directly from THF solution

5has the formulation NdI (THF) , but desolvation and loss3 4

of THF begins as soon as supernatant solution is removed.
We have assumed a formulation of NdI (THF) for3 3

material which has stood for several weeks in the drybox,
and have experienced no problems in using this formula to
calculate molecular weights for future reactions.

5 31 31Nd and U have very similar ionic radii, and UI (THF) has been3 4

isolated and structurally characterized – see Refs. [19,32]. (3)
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Table 2The tris-pyridine adduct 3 is not susceptible to solvent
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for (h-C Me )-5 5loss, and crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis

NdI (py) .C H (3)2 3 7 8were grown from toluene solution (vide infra). The formu-
Nd(1)–I(1) 3.1603(5)lation of this complex is based upon the X-ray diffraction

1 Nd(1)–N(1) 2.631(4)results, since H NMR signals were extremely broad and
Nd(1)–N(2) 2.678(6)

uninformative. In addition, the IR spectrum of 3 (Nujol Nd(1)–C(21) 2.750(12)
mull) shows a band characteristic of coordinated pyridine Nd(1)–C(22) 2.79(2)

21 Nd(1)–C(23) 2.784(12)at 621 cm [36].
Nd(1)–C(24) 2.75(2)Preparation of the mixed-ring derivative (h-C Me )(h-5 5
Nd(1)–C(25) 2.73(2)C H SiMe )NdI(py) (4) was accomplished by reaction of5 4 3 I(1)–Nd(1)–I(1a) 153.39(2)

(h-C Me )NdI (py) (3) with one equiv of KC H SiMe5 5 2 3 5 4 3 N(1)–Nd(1)–I(1) 85.57(10)
in THF solution at room temperature for 18 h (Eq. (4)). N(1a)–Nd(1)–I(1) 88.96(10)

N(2)–Nd(1)–I(1) 76.696(9)Crystallization from toluene afforded blue /purple blocks
N(1)–Nd(1)–N(1a) 156.1(2)suitable for an X-ray diffraction study (vide infra).
N(1)–Nd(1)–N(2) 78.03(10)

2.2. Solid state and molecular structures

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies were performed
on the mono-pentamethylcyclopentadienyl complex 3 and
the mixed-ring bis-cyclopentadienyl derivative 4. Data
collection parameters are given in Table 1, while selected
bond lengths and angles are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

2.2.1. (h-C Me )NdI (py) .C H (3) (Fig. 1)5 5 2 3 7 8

Single crystals of 3 suitable for X-ray diffraction
analysis were grown by slow evaporation of a toluene
solution in the drybox atmosphere. Data were collected at
21008C. Compound 3 crystallizes in the trigonal space

(4) group P3 2 with no unusual intermolecular contacts. One2 1

Table 1
Summary of crystal data

aCompound 3 4
Empirical formula C H I N Nd C H INNdSi32 38 2 3 23 33

Crystal size, mm 0.2930.2930.54 mm 0.1230.1830.21 mm
Color, habit Colorless needle Lavender block
Space group P3 2 P2 /c2 1 1

˚a, A 11.215(1) 9.804(1)
˚b, A 11.215(1) 15.651(1)
˚c, A 23.222(2) 16.442(1)

a, 8 90 90
b, 8 90 99.541(9)
g, 8 120 90
Temp (K) 173 173
Z 3 4

3˚V (A ) 2529.5(4) 2488.0(3)
23d (g cm ) 1.699 1.662calc

l (Mo Ka) 0.71073 0.71073
Formula weight 862.69 622.73

21Abs coeff, cm 33.93 33.83
Reflections collected 3940 6274
Independent reflections 2940 (R 50.1066) 5047 (R 50.0249)int int

Data / restraints /parameters 2940/0 /202 5047/0 /244
bR1 0.0248 0.0362
cR2 0.0622 0.0679w

a 35(h-C Me )NdI (py) .C H ; 45(h-C Me )(h-C H SiMe )NdI(py).5 5 2 3 7 8 5 5 5 4 3
b R15S uuF u2uF uu /S uF u.o c o
c 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R2 5[S [w(F 2F ) ] /S [w(F ) ]] .w o c o
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˚Table 3 bond length of 3.1603(5) A is comparable to that of
Bond distances and angles (8) for (h-C Me )(h-C H SiMe )NdI(py) (4) ˚5 5 5 4 3 3.1483(4) A observed in (h-C H SiMe ) NdI(py) [44],5 4 3 2 2

˚Nd(1)–I(1) 3.0664(4) but is substantially shorter than that of 3.287(1) A found in
Nd(1)–N(1) 2.555(4) the cyclooctatetraenyl half-sandwich complex (h-
Nd(1)–C(1) 2.790(5) C H )NdI(THF) [45]. The range of Nd–C distances8 8 3Nd(1)–C(2) 2.763(5)

˚(2.73(2)–2.79(2) A) and the distance from the centroid ofNd(1)–C(3) 2.722(5)
˚Nd(1)–C(4) 2.710(5) the h-C Me ligand to the metal center (2.48 A) are5 5

Nd(1)–C(5) 2.740(5) typical of those observed in other cyclopentadienyl
Nd(1)–C(6) 2.716(5) neodymium complexes [46–49]. Nd–N distances to the
Nd(1)–C(7) 2.728(5) ˚pyridine ligands of 2.631(4) and 2.678(6) A are similar toNd(1)–C(8) 2.733(5)

˚those of 2.682(5), 2.668(5) and 2.62 A observed inNd(1)–C(9) 2.724(5)
Nd(1)–C(10) 2.723(5) Nd (OCH-i-Pr ) (py) [50], (h-C H ) Nd(py) [51] and2 2 6 2 5 5 3
Si(1)–C(1) 1.867(5) h[(C H S)C(O)CC(O)CF ] Nd(NC H CH CH C H N)j5 3 3 3 5 4 2 2 5 4
Si(1)–C(16) 1.862(6) [52].
Si(1)–C(17) 1.847(6)
Si(1)–C(18) 1.850(7)
N(1)–Nd(1)–I(1) 95.25(9)

2.2.2. (h-C Me )(h-C H SiMe )NdI(py) (4) (Fig. 2)5 5 5 4 3

Single crystals of 4 suitable for an X-ray diffraction
toluene solvent molecule per unit cell is found in the study were grown by slow evaporation of a toluene
lattice. If the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl ligand is con- solution in the drybox atmosphere. Data were collected at
sidered to occupy a single coordination site then the 21008C. Compound 4 crystallizes in the monoclinic space
geometry about the neodymium metal center is best group P2 /c with no unusual intermolecular contacts. The1

described as pseudo-octahedral, with the iodide ligands molecule adopts a typical bent metallocene geometry with
adjacent to the Cp* ligand and trans to one another. The the angle between ring planes being 52.38. The trimethyl-
three pyridine ligands occupy the remaining three sites in a silyl group is oriented toward the ‘open’ face of the
meridional fashion. This molecular geometry is very metallocene wedge, and occupies an area between the
similar to that observed in the related mono-cyclopen- pyridine and iodide ligands. The Nd–I bond length of

˚tadienyl lanthanide complexes (h-C Me )CeI (THF) [20] 3.0664(4) A is considerably shorter than the other exam-5 5 2 3

and (h-C H )LnCl (THF) (Ln5Nd [37], Gd [38], Eu5 5 2 3
5[39], Er [40], Yb [41]) and the indenyl derivatives (h -

C H )MX (THF) (M5Gd, X5Cl [42]; M5Sm, X5I9 7 2 3

[43]). The significant distortion of the I–Nd–I bond angle
away from linearity to 153.39(2)8 presumably reflects the
moderation of a steric interaction between the penta-
methylcyclopentadienyl and iodide ligands. The Nd–I

Fig. 1. ORTEP plot (50% probability ellipsoids) showing the molecular Fig. 2. ORTEP representation (50% probability ellipsoids) of the molecu-
structure of (h-C Me )NdI (py) (3) giving the labeling scheme used in lar structure of (h-C Me )(h-C H SiMe )NdI(py) (4) giving the labeling5 5 2 3 5 5 5 4 3

the Tables. scheme used in the Tables.
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1˚ples reported to date, namely 3.1603(5) A in 3 (vide in the glovebox prior to combustion. H NMR spectra of
˚supra), 3.1483(4) A in (h-C H SiMe ) NdI(py)2 [44] and the paramagnetic neodymium complexes were too broad to5 4 3 2

˚3.287(1) A in (h-C H )NdI(THF) [45]. However, this be of any diagnostic value.8 8 3

distance is comparable to the Sm–I bond length of
˚3.043(2) A seen in (h-C Me ) SmI(THF) [53], allowing 4.1.1. NdI (THF) (1)5 5 2 3 x

˚for the 0.02 A difference in ionic radii between the two Neodymium powder (4.60 g, 31.9 mmol) was placed
metals. Distances from the neodymium metal center to the into a 500 ml Schlenk vessel containing ca. 150 ml of dry

˚ring centroids are 2.47 A for the h-C H SiMe ligand and iso-propanol. The flask was removed from the drybox,5 4 3
˚2.44 A in the case of the h-C Me moiety, while Nd–C cooled to 08C in an ice /water bath and iodine (12.14 g,5 5

˚bond lengths range from 2.710(5) to 2.790(5) A. The 47.8 mmol) was added in one batch. The resulting
˚Nd–N distance of 2.555(4) A is appreciably shorter than burgundy colored solution was allowed to stir and gradual-

those observed in 3 and the other examples given above. ly warm to room temperature overnight. The flask was then
taken into the drybox and the contents filtered through a
Celite pad. All solvent was removed from the filtrate in

3. Concluding remarks vacuo, and the resulting solid washed with toluene until
the washings were colorless. The pale blue solid was then

We have shown that the reaction of neodymium metal slurried in 200 ml of THF and allowed to stir at ambient
with elemental iodine in iso-propanol, followed by re- temperature for 1 h. The solution was pumped to dryness
crystallization from THF, provides a straightforward route to yield a pale blue solid, to which was added 100 ml of
to the triiodide complex NdI (THF) . We have also THF and the contents of the flask refluxed for 15 min. The3 x

demonstrated that cyclopentadienyl ligands containing solution was cooled to room temperature, filtered through a
differing substitution patterns may be attached to a lantha- sintered glass funnel and the solid collected on the funnel
nide metal center in a stepwise manner via the reaction of was washed with a minimal amount of THF followed by
the potassium salt of the cyclopentadienyl ligand with the hexane. The solid was then dried in vacuo to yield a pale
triiodide derivative of the lanthanide metal. This synthetic blue solid of NdI (THF) . Yield 16.86 g (65%, assuming3 x

21method circumvents the formation of salt or ‘ate’ complex- initial product is NdI (THF) ). IR (Nujol, cm ) 1442 (m,3 4

es, which are a pervasive problem in the chemistry of the sh), 1365 (m, sh), 1341 (w), 1310 (w), 1294 (w), 1240 (w),
f-elements. Preparation of such mixed-ring complexes of 1172 (w), 1157 (w), 1149 (vw), 1036 (m), 1002 (s), 952
the lanthanides is expected to provide the opportunity to (w), 920 (m), 914 (m), 849 (s), 831 (s), 722 (m), 668 (m),
‘tune’ the degree of steric saturation around the metal 574 (w). Microanalysis of freshly prepared material –
center, and to allow the isolation of catalytically-active Calcd. for NdI (C H O) : C, 21.63; H, 3.63. Found: C,3 4 8 3.5

species specifically suited to the incorporation of substrates 21.33; H, 3.66. Microanalysis of aged material (several
of a particular size range. Further studies are currently in months in drybox) – Calcd. for NdI (C H O) : C, 17.53;3 4 8 2.6

progress. H, 2.94. Found: C, 17.51; H, 3.45.

4.1.2. (h-C Me )NdI (THF) (2)5 5 2 3

4. Experimental To a solution of NdI (THF) (1) (4.04 g, 5.45 mmol3 x

assuming x53) in THF (100 ml) was added solid KC Me5 5

4.1. General procedures and techniques (0.94 g, 5.39 mmol) in one batch. The flask was removed
from the drybox and the blue suspension refluxed under

All manipulations were carried out under an inert argon for 2 days, during which time the solution became
atmosphere of oxygen-free UHP grade argon using stan- purple and a pale precipitate was formed. The flask was
dard Schlenk techniques, or under oxygen-free helium in a returned to the drybox and all solvent removed in vacuo.
Vacuum Atmospheres glovebox. Neodymium powder The resulting pale blue solid was extracted into toluene (80
(Strem) and iodine (Aldrich) were used as received. Iso- ml) and filtered through a Celite pad. All solvent was
propanol was distilled from Na under argon and stored in removed from the filtrate in vacuo to leave a pale green
the drybox. Pyridine was distilled from calcium hydride. solid, which was redissolved in THF (20 ml) and layered
KC Me and KC H SiMe were prepared by reaction of with diethyl ether (20 ml). This solution was then placed5 5 5 4 3

the appropriate substituted cyclopentadiene with potassium in the freezer at 2408C overnight, resulting in the forma-
hydride in refluxing THF. Solvents (THF, toluene, hexane) tion of large violet crystals that were isolated by removal
were degassed and distilled from Na–benzophenone under of mother liquor and allowed to dry briefly in the drybox
nitrogen. atmosphere. Yield 2.76 g (68%). Exposure of the crystals

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Digilab FTS-40 to the drybox atmosphere at ambient temperature resulted
spectrometer. Solid-state IR spectra were taken as Nujol in desolvation and the formation of a pale blue powder. IR

21mulls between KBr plates. Elemental analyses were per- (crystalline material, Nujol, cm ): 1344 (w), 1310 (w),
formed on a Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHN analyzer. Elemental 1294 (w), 1245 (w), 1236 (vw), 1171 (w), 1160 (w), 1145
analysis samples were prepared and sealed in tin capsules (w), 1126 (vw), 1074 (w), 1026 (m), 1011(s), 951 (vw), 923
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(w), 910 (w), 871 (m), 855 (s), 834 (m), 773 (vw), 734 (w), from a pool of mineral oil bathed in argon, was then
666 (w). Microanalysis of desolvated powder – Calcd. for immediately placed under a nitrogen cold-stream on a
[C H NdI ] : C, 22.52; H, 2.84. Calcd. for Siemens P4/PC diffractometer. The radiation used was10 15 2 x

C H NdI (C H O) : C, 23.68; H, 3.06. Found: C, graphite monochromated Mo Ka radiation (l50.7107310 15 2 4 8 0.2
˚23.72; H, 3.38. A). The lattice parameters were optimized from a least-
squares calculation on 32 carefully centered reflections of

4.1.3. (h-C Me )NdI (py) (3) high Bragg angle. Three check reflections monitored every5 5 2 3

(h-C Me )NdI (THF) (2) (0.519 g, 0.69 mmol) was 97 reflections showed no systematic variation of inten-5 5 2 3

dissolved in toluene (30 ml) to give a pale green solution, sities. Lattice determination and data collection were
to which was added 1 ml of pyridine. This resulted in an carried out using XSCANS Version 2.10b software. All
immediate color change to bluish /green. The solution was data reduction, including Lorentz and polarization correc-
stirred for 30 min and then pumped to dryness to yield a tions and structure solution and graphics were performed
pale blue solid. Yield 0.480 g (90%). A portion of this using SHELXTL PC Version 4.2 /360 software. The
material was recrystallized by slow evaporation of a structure refinement was performed using SHELX 93
concentrated toluene solution in the drybox atmosphere. IR software. Semi-empirical absorption corrections were ap-

21(Nujol, cm ); 1624 (w), 1597 (m), 1572 (w), 1494 (sh,w), plied using the ellipsoid option in the XEMP facility in
1487 (m), 1442 (s), 1304 (w), 1217 (m), 1170 (vw), 1144 SHELXTL PC.
(w), 1066 (m), 1036 (m), 1000 (m), 762 (m), (751w), 728 The structure was solved in the trigonal space group
(m), 708 (m), 693 (m), 621 (m), 462 (w), 418 (w). P3 2 using Patterson techniques. This solution revealed2 1

the neodymium atom on a two-fold rotation axis and the
4.1.4. (h-C Me )(h-C H SiMe )NdI(py) (4) iodine atom in a general position. The carbon and nitrogen5 5 5 4 3

To a stirred solution of (h-C Me )NdI (py) (3) (0.995 atoms appeared in subsequent Fourier synthesis. At this5 5 2 3

g, 1.33 mmol) in THF (60 ml) was added solid time a toluene molecule was discovered in the lattice. This
KC H SiMe (0.234 g, 1.33 mmol) in one portion, toluene molecule was disordered across a two-fold rotation5 4 3

resulting in a color change from blue to green and axis and refined as two one-half occupancy molecules with
formation of a pale precipitate. This mixture was allowed isotropic thermal parameters and no hydrogen atoms. The
to stir at room temperature overnight, before all solvent ring portion of the Cp* ligand was refined as a perfect

˚was removed in vacuo. The resulting solid was extracted pentagon with C–C distances set to 1.42 A. All hydrogen
with toluene (50 ml) and filtered through a Celite pad. The atoms were fixed in positions corresponding to a C–H

˚ ˚filtrate was pumped to dryness, redissolved in toluene (25 distance of 0.96 A (methyl) or 0.93 A (phenyl) and refined
ml) and 1 ml of pyridine was added. This mixture was using the riding model in the HFIX facility in SHELX 93.
allowed to stir overnight, after which time the solvent was Hydrogen atoms had their isotropic temp factors fixed at
removed in vacuo to produce a green oil. The oil was 1.2 (aromatic) and 1.5 (methyl) times the equivalent
triturated with hexane to give a pale green solid, which isotropic U of the carbon atom to which they were bonded.
was redissolved in toluene (10 ml) and the solution The final refinement included anisotropic thermal parame-
allowed to evaporate slowly in the drybox atmosphere. ters on all non-hydrogen atoms except for the toluene
When the solvent had evaporated, large crystals with an carbon atoms. The Flack parameter converged to 0.02(2)
oily coating were present. The crystals were washed with indicating correct absolute configuration. The final refine-

6cold toluene (231 ml) to give large blue /purple blocks ment converged to R150.0248 and R2 50.0622.w

that were allowed to dry in the drybox atmosphere. Yield
210.335 g (42%). IR (Nujol, cm ); 1600 (s), 1488 (m), 1443

5.2. (h-C Me )(h-C H SiMe )NdIpy (3)(vs), 1418 (w), 1406 (w), 1366 (sh, m), 1362 (m), 1306 (w), 5 5 5 4 3

1251 (sh, m), 1245 (m), 1240 (m), 1216 (m), 1188 (vw),
A lavender block was attached to a thin glass fiber using1178 (m), 1154 (vw), 1065 (m), 1060 (m), 1036 (s), 1023

silicone grease. The crystal, which was mounted from a(sh, w), 1007 (s), 903 (s), 854 (w) 846 (sh, m), 835 (vs),
pool of mineral oil bathed in argon, was then immediately786 (s), 753 (s), 730 (vw), 699 (s), 687 (sh, w), 639 (m),
placed under a nitrogen cold-stream on a Siemens P4/PC632 (m), 627 (m), 416 (m). Calcd. for C H INNdSi: C,23 33

diffractometer. The radiation used was graphite monochro-44.36; H, 5.34; N, 2.25. Found: C, 44.05; H, 5.21; N, 2.17.
˚mated Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073 A). The lattice

parameters were optimized from a least-squares calculation
5. Crystallographic studies on 32 carefully centered reflections of high Bragg angle.

Three check reflections monitored every 97 reflections
5.1. (h-C Me )NdI py .C H (3)5 5 2 3 7 8

6 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R15S uuF u2uF uu /S uF u and R2w5[S [w(F 2F ) ] /S [w(F ) ]] . Theo c o o c o
2 2 2 2A colorless needle was attached to a thin glass fiber parameter w51/ [s (F )1(0.0322*P) 11.1654*P], with P5(F 1o o

2using silicone grease. The crystal, which was mounted 2F ) /3.c
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Synthesis and characterisation of novel 1,3- and 1,4-bis[benzimidazole-1-
yl-methylene]benzene and chloro bridged Cu(II) coordination polymers.
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Abstract

Two new copper(II) coordination polymers [(BIX) Cu Cl ] , [(BIX)-1,3-bis(benzimidazole-l-yl)methylene]benzene hereafter 1,3-BIX2 3 6 n

and 1,4-bis(benzimidazole-1-yl-methylene]benzene, hereafter 1,4-BIX] have been synthesized. Magnetic susceptibility data have been
measured in the temperature range 5–300 K. These compounds exhibit slight ferromagnetic interaction with J values of 12.70 and 12.71
respectively. An extended chain structure of Cu(II) bridged by chloro anion and BIX ligand has been proposed for these complexes on the
basis of variable temperature magnetic moment, FAB-mass and ESR spectroscopic studies.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.

Keywords: Coordination polymer; Chloro bridged; Extended chain; Non-chelating; Bidentate ligand; Oligomeric

1. Introduction xylene group which is expected to make the ligand non-
chelating bidentate and report herein unexpected Cu(II)

In recent years much attention has been paid to the study polymers derived from bridging of the chloro anion and
of bis benzimidazole ligands because of the interesting BIX ligand.
chemistry of azoles with Cu(II) metal ion [1–5]. More-
over, these ligands are being increasingly used, as models

2to mimic biological systems [6,7] and bis[ -benzimidaz- 2. Experimental
ole]alkanes, [alkane-methane, ethane, propane and butane]
have been used for coordination to metal ions [8,9]. 2.1. Synthesis of ligands (Fig. 1)
Various types of dinuclear Cu(II) complexes with these
ligands have been described in which methoxy/ethoxy 2.1.1. 1,3-Bis (benzimidazol-1-yl-methylene) benzene
group (derived from CH OH/C H OH used as a reaction3 2 5 The mixture of benzimidazole (3.57 g; 0.03 M), potas-
medium) acts as a bridging ligand [10,11]. However, all sium-t-butoxide (3.57; 0.032 M) and the catalyst 18-
these ligands possess flexible alkane backbone which crown-6 (3–4 mg) was stirred in dry ether for 15 min and
enable them to act as a bis-chelating ligand. In the present then m-xylene dibromide (4 g; 0.015 M) quickly added
work, I have selected a moderately rigid backbone of [12,13]. The contents were stirred for 24 h (TLC moni-

tored) and then filtered. The residue was washed twice
3with ether and refluxed with acetonitrile (50 cm ) for 1 h

to extract the product. It was then filtered and residue
3washed with two portions of acetonitrile (10 cm ). The

combined filtrate was concentrated to half its volume
which on cooling gave crystals of the product. It was
further purified by recrystallisation from acetonitrile, yield
70%, m.p. 1098C; For C22 H N , Found (Cald): C, 77.918 4

Fig. 1. Structure of 1,3- /1,4-BIX ligand. (78.1); H, 5.0 (5.3); N, 16.2 (16.6). MS: m/z 338 (89.1,
1 1 1M ), 221 (76.9, M -benzimidazole), 104 (100, M -benz-

1
* imidazole), 91 (72.5, tropolium ion); H NMR d (CDCl ,Tel.: 191-183-258845; fax: 191-183-258820. 3

E-mail address: DCSE-gndu@yahoo.com (S.K. Chawla) DMSO-d ): 7.28–7.13 (m 10H, ar-H), 8.16 (s, 2H, N5C-6

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00440-9
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Table 1
Magnetic susceptibility and ESR data for the complexes

S.No. Complex T Magnetic susceptability data ESRmax

K data
21X g J cm gm (max)

e.m. units
21mol

1. [Cu (1,3-BIX) Cl ] 4.99 0.3529 2.08 2.70 2.103 2 6 n

2. [Cu (1,4-BIX) Cl ] 5 0.3704 2.14 2.71 2.103 2 6 n

H), 7.69 (dd, 2H, J 56 Hz, J 52 Hz, peri-ar-H), 5.41 (s, carried out by the Regional Sophisticated Instrumentation1 2
134H); C NMR d (CDCl , DMSO-d ): 47.20 (2ve, CH ), Centre of the Punjab University, Chandigarh on a Carlo3 6 2

114.01 (1ve, CH), 118.63 (1ve, CH), 120.63 (1ve, CH), Erba Model 1106. The FAB-mass spectrum of [Cu (1,3-3

121.46 (1ve, CH), 124.71 (1ve, CH), 125.40 (1ve, CH), BIX) Cl ] was carried out on a POS-FAB-NAB at the2 6 n

128.12 (1ve, CH) 132.47 (ab, C), 135.73 (ab, C), 142.29 Department of Biochemistry, Washington State University.
(ab, C), 142.50 (1ve, CH) Magnetic susceptibilities of samples were obtained using a

digital balance (Johnson Matthey, England) at room tem-
perature applying Evans’ method. Variable temperature2.2. 1,4-Bis (benzimidazol-1-yl-methylene) benzene
magnetic moments were measured on the powdered sam-
ples in the temperature range 5–300 K at TPPED, BhabhaIt was prepared by the analogous method, yield 70%,
Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai at 10 kG field strength.m.p. 1248C; For C H N , Found (Cald): C, 78.4 (78.1);22 18 4

1 The X-band ESR (9.44 GHz) spectra of the powderedH, 5.1 95.3); N, 16.9 (16.6); MS: m/z 338 (70.5, M ),
1 1 samples were recorded on a JEOL JES-FE 3 X G221 (100, M -benzimidazole), 104 (78.9, M -2-benzimid-

1 spectrometer (field set 3000 gauss, scan range 300062500azole) and 91 (53.3, tropolium ion); H NMR d (CDCl ,3 G).DMSO-d ): 7.40–7.19 (m, 10H, ar-H), 7.79–7.59 (m, 2H),6
138.49–7.90 (m, 2H), and 5.42 (s, 4H); C NMR d (CDCl ,3

DMSO-d ): 45.78 (2ve, CH ), 113.58 (1ve, CH), 117.72 3. Results and discussion6 2

(1ve, CH), 120.33 (1ve, CH), 120.95 (1ve, CH), 127.19
(1ve, CH), 135.90 (ab, C), 141.50 (1ve, CH), 142.28 (ab, Mixing either ligand and CuCl .2H O in CH OH:H O2 2 3 2
C). in 1:1 molar ratio resulted in the immediate precipitation of

the highly insoluble green complexes. Both of these
complexes were insoluble in all common solvents like2.3. Preparation of [Cu (1,3-BIX) Cl ] and [Cu (1,4-3 2 6 n 3
H O, CHCl , CH OH, CH CN, ether, DMA, DMF,2 3 3 3BIX) Cl ]2 6 n
DMSO. The C, H and N analyses of the complexes

3 correspond to 2:3 (L:M) stoichiometric ratio.Addition of an aqueous solution (10 cm ) of
The magnetic moment value was found to be 2.1 and 2.2CuCl .2H O (340 mg, 0.002 M) to methanolic solution2 2

3 B.M for 1,3-BIX and 1,4-BIX complex respectively. The(10 cm ) of either ligand (675 mg; 0.002 M) yielded
relevant data for magnetic susceptibility measurements isimmediate green precipitate (over 60%) of the product
listed in Table 1. The values for the susceptibility arewhich was filtered off and washed several times with water
corrected for diamagnetism of constituent atoms usingand methanol and dried in vacuo. For [Cu (1,3-3 26 21Pascal’s constants (372.06310 e.m. units mole ) [14]BIX) Cl ] , Found (Cald): C, 49.6 (48.9); H, 3.2 (3.3), N2 6 n 26and for temperature independent paramagnetism (603109.9 (10.3); Cl, 20.3 (19.7). For [Cu (1,4-BIX) Cl ] , C3 2 6 n 21e.m. units mol ) [15]. The values of J were determined49.3 (48.9), H, 3.1 (3.3), N, 11.2 (10.3), Cl, 20.5 (19.7).
from Bonner Fisher expression [16] and g values wereChanging the Cu salt / ligand ratio was found to have no
obtained from Heisenberg model for ferromagneticallyeffect on the stoichiometry of the product.
coupled S51/2 ion as derived by Baker et al. [17].

These values indicate that there is only a weak inter-
2.4. Techniques action between two Cu atoms.

Elemental analyses (CHN) of the complexes were J 5 kT /1.282max

2 3 4 1 / 34kTX 1 1 2.7979916K 1 7.008678K 1 8.653864K 1 5743114Km
]] ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]g 5 F GF G2 2 3 4 5Nb m 1 1 5.7979916K 1 16.902653K 1 29.37688K 1 29.832959K 1 14.036918K

where K5J /2kT.
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The g values are more precisely determined from the ESR gous BIX ligand bridged complexes
data, and the differences which were observed between [(en)Cu(BIX)] (ClO ) have been found to exhibit only2 4 4

these values and the ones calculated from the magnetic one signal at g52.08 (Fig. 2). Hence, the appearance of
data are not great. Since the susceptibilities at the lowest DM 62 signal can only be attributed to the presence ofs

temperatures (5 K) do not tend towards zero, the data are chloro bridged Cu(II) moieties in the complexes. ESR
indicative of extended chain behaviour [18]. Both the studies further support that the extension of the chain is
compounds exhibit weak ferromagnetic interactions with J through BIX ligand as well as chloro bridges.

21values of 2.70 and 2.71 cm [19]. A polymeric extended The FAB-mass spectrum of the [Cu (1,3-BIX) Cl ]3 2 6 n

chain structure is proposed for both the complexes on the complex shows a typical fragmentation pattern corre-
basis of magnetic moment data. The chain may be sponding to its oligomeric nature. A pair of peaks at m/z
propagated both through chloro anion and BIX ligand values of 1273 and 1275 corresponding to the

1(because the design of the BIX-ligand is bis non-chelat- (BIX) Cu Cl fragment ion are recorded which first lose3 3 2

ing). However, the extent of exchange is very small. These one of the ligands and then CuCl, Cu and CuCl successive-
complexes are rare examples of ferromagnetically coupled ly generating peaks at m/z values of 937, 838, 840 (pair),
chain polymers [20,21]. The other complexes of this type 776 and 338. The peak at m/z 338 corresponds to the

21are: Cu[2(29-methylaminoethyl)pyridine], (J51.58 cm ), ligand which is also the base peak of the spectrum.
21[Cu(caffine) (OH )Cl ], (J50.48 cm ) and Similarly, a pair of peaks for the fragment (BIX) Cu Cl2 2 2 4 3

21[CuCl (indazole)], (J55.2 cm ). are recorded at m/z 1035 and 1037, which successively2

The ESR spectra for both the complexes exhibit only lose three fragments of CuCl to record peaks at m/z value
one broad absorption band corresponding to DM 61 at of 937, 838 and 739. Further loss of Cu from (BIX) Cus 2

g52.10 (Fig. 2) which is indicative of d , ground state (m/z 739) gives two fragments of ligand recorded at m/z2 2x 2y

in ferrodistortive complexes [19,22,23]. However, an 338. The FAB mass fragmentation pattern, therefore,
additional transition ca. 1525 G associated with DM 62 is clearly corresponds to oligomeric structure which is boths

also observed indicating a dimeric /polymeric structure of chloro and BIX bridged.
these complexes (Fig. 2). The Cu–Cu distance of 1,3- or These polymers represent very rare example of the
1,4-BIX bridged ligand is expected to be large enough (6.5 Cu Cl :2L stiochiometry. To the best of my knowledge the3 6
˚ only known example so far is Cu Cl (C H NO) .2H OA from CPK models) for any Cu–Cu dipolar interaction 3 6 6 7 2 2

1˚ [24]. The complex has been formulated as polybis[m -(2-(r¯7 A, the zero filed splitting parameter D5O] and
picoline N-oxide)chlorocopper(II)di-m-chloro]diaquo-cannot account for the appearance of half field transition
copper(II) Fig. 3] in which alternating Cu Cl (C H NO)band ca. g54.4. Moreover the ESR spectra of the analo- 2 2 6 7 2

units and CuCl .2H O units are joined by long Cu-Cl2 2
˚bonds (Cu-Cu distances 2.955 and 2.654 A). During the

present investigations the observed variable temperature
magnetic moment data indicate that there is only weak
ferromagnetic interaction between CuCl Cu moieties,2

whereas Cu-BIX-Cu should not interact. Moreover, in the
FAB-mass the repeated loss of 99 mass units (corre-
sponding to CuCl moiety) suggest that two types of
chlorides (bridging as well as non-bridging) are present in
the polymers. The following structure (Fig. 4a) consisting
of alternating Cu Cl (BIX) units and CuCl joined by2 4 2 2

long Cu–Cl bonds has been proposed for the complexes in
which square planar copper ions lie at the centre of

Fig. 2. ESR spectra of: (a) [Cu (1,3-BIX) Cl ] ; (b) [Cu (1,4-3 2 6 n 3

BIX) Cl ] ; (c) [(en)Cu(1,3-BIX)] (ClO ) ; (d) [(en)Cu(1,4-BIX- Fig. 3. X-ray crystal structure of polybis-[m-2-picoline N-oxide) chloro2 6 n 2 4 4

)] (ClO ) copper(II) -di-m-chloro]diaquo copper(II).2 4 4
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Fig. 4. (a and b). Proposed structures for [(BIX) Cu Cl ] polymers.2 3 6 n
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Abstract

13 15 1 13 15 2The disproportionation of cyanogold(I) complexes of general formula [R PAu C N] forming [(R P) Au] and [Au( C N) ] ions3 3 2 2
13 15 31has been investigated using C, N and P NMR spectroscopy for a series of phosphines with R5cyclohexyl, i-propyl, Et, Me,

13cyclohexyl /diphenyl, o-tolyl, p-tolyl, m-tolyl, p-tolyl /diphenyl, allyl /diphenyl, phenyl, tri(cyanoethyl) CEP, and 1-naphthyl. The C
13 15 13 13 15NMR of the C N group in these complexes exhibited two distinct resonances, one due C in the starting [R PAu C N] complex and3

13 15 2 31 31 13 15the second in the [Au( C N) ] anion. The P NMR spectra revealed two P resonances due to [R PAu C N] complex, and the2 3
1 15 13 15 13 15 2[(R P) Au] cation. The N NMR revealed only an averaged resonance due to [R PAu C N] and [Au( C N) ] anion, except in the3 2 3 2

13 15 13 15 1 13 15 2 31 13cases of [Me PAu C N] and [Et PAu C N] where two resonances were observed. The coupling constants, J( C– N), J( P– C)3 3
3 31 15and J( P– N) were obtained for all complexes and the free energies of activation for ligand disproportionation were determined using

31 1P–h Hj NMR band shape analysis.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Disproportionation; Cyanogold(I) complexes; NMR of gold phosphine complexes

21. Introduction enters into the red blood cells in the form of [Au(CN) ]2

has been a subject of several recent studies [11–15]. A
2large formation constant [16] for [Au(CN) ] (log b 5Gold(I) cyanide forms linear monomeric complexes of 2 2

36.6) is believed to drive the reaction in Eq. (1) in thethe type [(R P)AuCN] where PR 5different tri(alkyl /3 3
2forward direction generating [Au(CN) ] anions whicharyl)phosphines [1–3]. However, the tris(2-cyano- 2

ultimately enter the red blood cells.ethyl)phosphine (CEP), forms an ionic complex
1 2 In the present study, we have synthesized doubly labeled[(CEP) Au)] [Au(CN) ] , both in solution as well as in2 2

13 15[R PAu C N] complexes with R groups having differentthe solid state [4]. The formation of the ionic species was 3

steric and electronic requirements. The ligand disproportio-attributed [2,5,6] to disproportionation (Eq. (1)) of the
13 31nation of these complexes was studied using C, P andligand from the [R PAuCN] monomer initially formed in3

15N NMR spectroscopy. All relevant coupling constantssolution.
were determined and the free energy of activation forKeq

1 2 disproportionation of these complexes was determined2[R PAuCN]á[(R P) Au] 1 [Au(CN) ] (1)3 3 2 2 31using proton decoupled P NMR band shape analysis.
The ligand scrambling shown in Eq. (1) is quite important
from the biological point of view [7]. Smokers treated with
various anti-arthritic gold drugs are reported to have higher 2. Experimental
concentrations of gold in their red blood cells as compared
to nonsmokers [8–10]. The mechanism by which gold 2.1. Chemicals

13 15K C N (99%) was obtained from Merck, Sharp and*Corresponding author.
Dohme, Canada. Sodium NaAuCl .2H O, and R P ligands4 2 3E-mail address: sakhawat@kfupm.edu.sa (M.S. Hussain)

1 were obtained from Strem Chemical Co. CD OD was fromCorresponding co-author. 3

E-mail address: aisab@kfupm.edu.sa (A.A. Isab) Fluka Chemical Co.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00441-0
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2.2. Preparation of the complexes sured relative to internal reference dioxane, 67.4 ppm
13upfield from TMS. The C NMR spectral data are given

The precursors R PAuCl were prepared by the literature in Table 2.3
15method [17–19]. The Me SAuCl was prepared using The N NMR spectra were recorded at 20.284 MHz. A2

15dimethylsulfide (0.50 ml, 6.8 mmole) and HAuCl (0.62 g, sealed external tube of NH NO (375.11 ppm relative to4 4 3

1.5 mmole) in ethanol. pure CH NO at 380.2 ppm) was used as a reference3 2
13 15The doubly labeled [R PAu C N] complexes were [20,21]. Approximately 60 thousand scans were accumu-3

prepared using one of the following methods: (a) by adding lated for each sample. The spectral conditions used were:
13 15equimolar amount of solid K C N (99% labeled) directly 5.0 s delay time, 16 K data points, spectral width 20 000

to the alcoholic solutions of R PAuCl, or (b) by stirring Hz, pulse width 6.0 ms (208), and 10 mm multinuclear3
13 15 15equimolar amounts of solid Me SAuCl and K C N in probe. The N spectral data are given in Table 3.2

31acetone with the addition of solid phosphine ligands to the The P NMR spectra were obtained at 80.98 MHz at
slurry in the dark under nitrogen, or (c) by dropwise variable temperatures. Temperature control was accom-
addition of equimolar amounts of AgNO to R PAuCl plished with the XL-200 temperature controller which was3 3

13 15followed by the addition of K C N after removing the calibrated with standard chemical shifts of methanol and
precipitated AgCl. Elemental analyses, melting points, and glycol for low and high temperatures, respectively. The
percentage yields for all the complexes thus prepared are spectral conditions used were: 50.0 s delay time, 32 K data
reported in Table 1. points, spectral width 4000 Hz, pulse width 5.0 ms, 10 mm

multinuclear probe and accumulation of approximately
13 15 312.3. C, N and P NMR spectroscopy 5000 scans. The temperatures were accurate to 60.58C. In

the case of R PAuCN (where R5Et, i-Pr or cyclohexyl)3

All NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian XL-200 DMSO-d was used as solvent for spectra above 608C,6
31spectrometer using 3 ml of the sample in a 10 mm tube as while in all other complexes CD OD was used. The P3

described below. NMR chemical shifts were referenced to external 1%
13 31The C NMR spectra were recorded at 50.30 MHz with trimethylphosphate (TMP) [23]. The P NMR spectral

1coherent off-resonance H decoupling or with broad-band data are listed in Table 4.
1 31H decoupling at 297 K. The chemical shifts were mea- The T values for P NMR resonances were previously1

Table 1
13 15Elemental analysis, melting points and % yield of R PAu C N complexes3

13 15R PAu C N Found (calcd.) m.p. Yield3

(8C) (%)
C H N

13 15[(Cyclohexyl) PAu C N] 44.80 6.72 2.63 135 783

(45.45) (6.55) (2.77)
13 15[(i-Propyl PAu C N] 31.64 5.77 3.80 108 54)3

(31.27) (5.47) (3.91)
13 15[Et PAu C N] 25.08 4.54 4.16 109 413

a(24.58) (4.39) (4.39) (113)
13 15[Me PAu C N] 15.94 2.97 3.86 201 803

(16.00) (3.00) (5.00)
13 15[(Cyclohexyl Ph PAu C N] 46.45 4.26 3.04 165 82) 2

(46.42) (4.25) (2.95)
13 15[(o-Tolyl) PAu C N] 51.16 4.12 3.13 240 813

(50.10) (3.97) (2.84)
13 15[( p-Tolyl) PAu C N] 50.08 3.90 2.75 55 853

(50.10) (3.97) (2.84)
13 15[(m-Tolyl) PAu C N] 50.05 3.90 2.75 137 863

(50.10) (3.97) (2.84)
13 15[( p-Tolyl)Ph PAu C N] 48.11 3.39 2.95 68 692

(47.95) (3.31) (2.80)
13 15[(Allyl)Ph PAu C N] 43.12 3.43 3.03 135 692

(42.89) (3.33) (3.11)
13 15[Ph PAu C N] 46.23 3.29 2.81 205 903

a(46.93) (3.08) (3.08) (204)
13 15[CEPAu C N] 29.72 2.95 14.14 114 71

(28.95) (2.87) (13.4)
13 15[(1-Naphthyl) PAu C N] 58.56 3.30 2.35 248 753

(57.68) (3.25) (2.42)
a From Refs. [2,5].
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Table 2
13 1 13 15 aCh Hj NMR: Chemical shift (ppm) and coupling constants for [R PAu C N] complexes for the low field region3

13 15 13 2 13 31 13 1 13 15R PAu C N d( C) J( C– P) d( C) J( C– N)3
13 15 13 15 2[R PAu C N] (Hz) [Au( C N)2] (Hz)3

b c

13 15[(Cyclohexyl) PAu C N] 160.29 118.1 151.70 5.53
13 15[(i-Propyl) PAu C N] 160.86 115.8 152.02 6.23

13 15[Et PAu C N] 160.24 122.2 151.70 6.53
13 15[Me PAu C N] 158.23 130.0 151.20 6.83

13 15[(Cyclohexyl)Ph PAu C N] 158.81 122.8 152.01 10.72
13 15 d d[(o-Tolyl) PAu C N] 152.15 6.83
13 15[( p-Tolyl) PAu C N] 156.88 125.95 151.92 6.83
13 15 e[(m-Tolyl) PAu C N] 156.55 151.70 6.83

13 15 e[( p-Tolyl)Ph PAu C N] 156.64 151.94 6.82
13 15[(Allyl)Ph PAu C N] 157.58 131.0 151.79 6.152

13 15 e[Ph PAu C N] 156.63 152.05 6.453
13 15 e d[CEPAu C N] 157.10 152.12

13 15 d[(1-Naphthyl) PAu C N] 152.03 6.83

a 13The up-field C resonances for the pure ligands are not listed in the table.
b 13 13 15 2 13 31 1 13 15A doublet was resolved for C in CN groups of R PAu C N due to J( C– P) splitting while further splitting due to J( C– N) was not resolved.3

The chemical shift values given in the table correspond to the center of the doublet.
c 13 15 2 1 13 15The resonance for [Au( C– N) ] was observed as a triplet due to J( C– N) virtual coupling. The chemical shift values given in the table correspond2

to the center of the triplet.
d A number of resonances were observed in 126–140 ppm region which were difficult to assign.
e 13 15 1Was not resolved at room temperature due to fast exchange between [R PAu C N] and [(R P) Au] species when R5m-tolyl, p-tolyl, phenyl and CEP.3 3 2

13 15 13 15reported [2,5] for some of the complexes and are in the tolyl) P-Au C N] and [(1-naphthyl) PAu C N], multi-3 3
31range of 5–7 s. The P NMR spectra were simulated ple resonances were observed in the 126–140 ppm region.

13 13 15using the program NC SHAPE [22], which calculates band The C resonance for the [R PAu C N] complex was a3
1 13 15shapes for exchange between two non-coupled sites with doublet of doublets resulting from J( C– N) and

2 31 13unequal population. The band shape analysis yielded life J( P– C) coupling. The resonance due to
13 15 2times of the species. The second order rate constants were [Au( C N) ] anion was a non 1:2:1 triplet around2

calculated from the inverse of the product of life time and 151.7–152.0 ppm and these are the cases of deceptively
concentration. simple AA9XX9, rather than A X system. The simple2 2

13triplet appearance of the C spectrum arises due to the
2 13 13 4 15 15fact that J( C C).. J( N N) and the inner lines of

2.4. Results the AB subspectrum are so close together that they cannot
be resolved, and the outer lines lie below the limit of

13All C resonances assigned to carbon atoms for the detection. So we are able to extract only the sum of the
1 13 15 3 13 15phosphine ligands in the complexes as well as their coupling constants [ J( C– N)1 J( C– N)] from the

corresponding ions were observed in the up-field regions. separation of the outer lines of the triplet, and they lie in
13Since these resonances are quite obvious, these are not the range 10.4–13.2 Hz. The C NMR of [(m-

13 13 15 13 15included in Table 2 for C NMR. Two distinct resonances tolyl) PAu C N], [( p-tolyl)Ph PAu C N] and3 2
13 15were observed in the low field for all complexes. These [Ph PAu C N] revealed a triplet as above, due to3

13 13 15 13 15 2were assigned to d( C) in [R PAu C N] and [Au( C N) ] , but only a doublet was observed in their3 2
13 15 2 13 15[Au( C N) ] species. However, in the case of [(o- corresponding [R PAu C N] complex at room tempera-2 3

1ture due to a fast exchange between [(R P) Au] and3 2
Table 3 13 15 2 13 31[R PAu C N] species. Thus, the J( C– P) for these15 1 15 13 15 3Nh Hj NMR: chemical shift d( N) in ppm for [R PAu C N]3

a complexes could not be obtained. The spectrum of [(i-complexes
13 15propyl) PAu C N] is shown in Fig. 1 as a representative13 15 13 15 13 15 2 3R PAu C N [R PAu C N] [Au( C N) ] 13 133 3 2 C NMR. The results from C NMR analysis for all

13 15 b 13 15 31[(Cyclohexyl) PAu C N] 264.353 [R PAu C N] complexes were consistent with P NMR13 15 b 3[(i-Propyl) PAu C N] 264.613 data (Table 4) for similar solutions.13 15[Et PAu C N] 265.54 266.793 15
13 15 The N NMR spectra (Table 3) could be recorded only[Me PAu C N] 267.35 267.383

13 15 b for five complexes with R5cyclohexyl, i-Pr, Et, Me and[( p-Tolyl) PAu C N] 270.063

a 15 p-tolyl because other complexes were only slightly soluble.The N spectra of other complexes could not be obtained due to their
15The difference in the N chemical shifts between thevery low solubility.

13 15 13 15 2b Only a single broad resonance was observed in these complexes. [R PAu C N] complex and the [Au( C N) ] anion is3 2
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Table 4
31 1 13 15 1Ph Hj NMR: chemical shift (ppm) and coupling constants (Hz) for [R PAu C N] and [(R P) Au] complexes in CD OD or DMSO-d3 3 2 3 6

13 15 31 31 2 31 13 3 31 15R PAu C N d( P) d( P) J( P– C) J( P– N)3
13 15 1[R PAu C N] [(R P) Au] (Hz) (Hz)3 3 2

a b

13 15[(Cyclohexyl) PAu C N] 53.53 62.12 115.23 2.963
13 15[(i-Propyl) PAu C N] 65.07 79.03 116.08 2.843

13 15[Et PAu C N] 35.35 44.17 122.18 2.933
13 15[Me PAu C N] 23.09 5.94 130.71 4.013

13 15[(Cyclohexyl Ph PAu C N] 44.04 51.34 121.96 2.57) 2
13 15 c[(o-Tolyl) PAu C N] 37.38 – –3
13 15[( p-Tolyl) PAu C N] 34.45 40.77 126.34 2.443
13 15 d[(m-Tolyl) PAu C N] 35.79 41.47 125.55 2.953

13 15 d[( p-Tolyl)Ph PAu C N] 35.29 40.93 128.10 2.802
13 15[(Allyl)Ph PAu C N] 31.98 39.31 126.0 4.422

13 15 e[Ph PAu C N] 39.37 43.92 124.56 4.013
13 15 c[CEPAu C N] 30.35 – –

13 15 c[(1-Naphthyl) PAu C N] 35.43 – –3

a 13 15 2 31 13 3 31 15The resonance due to [R PAu C N] was observed as doublet of doublet due to J( P– C) and J( P– N) coupling.3
b 1The resonance due to [(R P) Au] appeared as a single sharp peak.3 2
c Only an average resonance was observed.
d Only one resonance was observed at room temperature, but at 233 K the complexes gave rise to two separate resonances shown here.
e The two resonances were observed at 213 K.

15 15 13 15very small, therefore, only an average single broad N from AA9XX9 system. The d( N) of [R PAu C N] was3
1 15 13 3 15 31resonance was observed in most of the cases except in a doublet of doublets due to J( N– C) and J( N– P)

13 15 13 15 15[Me PAu– C N] and [Et PAu C N] where two sepa- coupling. A typical N NMR spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.3 3
13 15 31rate resonances from the [R PAu C N] complex and The P NMR spectra (Table 4) were obtained using a3

13 15 2 13 15[Au( C N) ] anion could be resolved. The resonance 0.025 M solution of R PAu C N in CD OD or in2 3 3
31 13 1513 15 2 13 DMSO-d . The P NMR spectra of [Me PAu C N],due to [Au( C N) ] was a triplet as for the C spectra, 6 32

13 15 13 15arising from the X part of the AA9XX9spin system. The [Et PAu C N] and [Ph PAu C N] complexes are3 3
13 15 31C and N parts are identical in appearance as expected shown in Fig. 3 as representative P spectra.

13 13 15Fig. 1. A typical C spectrum of [(i-propyl) PAu C N] complex.3
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31All complexes revealed two P signals at room tem-
13 15perature, one each from [R PAu C N] complex and3

1[(R P) Au] cation as shown in Eq. (1). The [(m-3 2
13 15 13 15tolyl) PAu C N] and [( p-tolyl)(Ph) PAu C N] re-3 2

vealed these resonances at 233 K while for
13 15[Ph PAu C N] at 213 K. Only one resonance was3

13 15observed in the cases of [(o-tolyl) P–Au C N],3
13 15 13 15[(CEP) PAu C N] and [(1-naphthyl) P–Au C N]3 3

13 15complexes. The [(m-tolyl) PAu C N], [( p-3
13 15 13 15tolyl)Ph Au C N] and [Ph PAu C N] exhibited only2 3

an average resonance at room temperature due to fast
1exchange between [(R P) Au] cation and3 2

13 15 13 15[R PAu C N] complex. The ratio of [R PAu C N] to3 3
1[(R P) Au] resonances were different because of differ-3 2

31ent K of each complex [5]. The P NMR ofeq
1[(R P) Au] cation in all complexes appeared as a single3 2

sharp resonance, whereas the resonance for
13 15 2 31[R PAu C N] was a doublet of doublets due to J( P–3

13 3 31 15C) and J( P– N) coupling as listed in Table 4.
The free energy of activation for the exchange reaction

15 13 15 13 15Fig. 2. A typical N spectrum of [(Et) PAu C N] complex. of [R PAu C N] (Eq. (1)) was determined from proton3 3
31decoupled P NMR over various temperature ranges. At

31 13 15Fig. 3. The representative P NMR spectra of recorded at 297 K: (A): (I) [Me PAuCN], (II) [Me PAu C N], and (III) expanded spectrum of3 3
13 15 13 15 13 15 13 15[Me PAu C N]. (B) (I) [Et PAuCN], (II) [Et PAu C N], and (III) expanded spectrum of [Et PAu C N]. (C) (I) [Ph PAuCN], (II) [Ph PAu C N],3 3 3 3 3 3

13 15and (III) expanded spectrum of [Ph PAu C N].3
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Table 5 Table 6
[ [ [ 13 15 21 31The DH , DS and DG of different R PAu C N complexes The values of n in cm , cone angles u and d( P) in ppm for various273 3 (CO)

phosphines used in this study13 15 [ [ [R PAu C N DH DS DG3 273
31(kJ /mol) (J /mol) (kJ /mol) R P ligands n d( P) Cone angles u3 (CO)

21 acm (ppm) (8)13 15 [[(i-Propyl PAu C N] 14.260.3 2195.060.5 67.460.3)3
13 15[Me PAu C N] 4.460.1 2215.760.2 63.360.1 (Cyclohexyl) P 2056.4 8.2 1703 3

13 15[Ph PAu C N] 53.160.5 49.060.5 39.760.5 (i-Propyl P 2059.2 18.6 1603 )3
13 15[(Allyl)Ph PAu C N] 45.361.0 253.762.8 59.961.0 Et P 2061.7 220.6 1322 3
13 15[(m-Tolyl) PAu C N] 33.960.7 50.462.3 47.660.7 Me P 2064.1 264.1 1183 3
13 15[( p-Tolyl) PAu C N] 60.061.3 10.763.5 57.161.3 (Cyclohexyl Ph P 2064.7 26.5 –3 ) 2

13 15[( p-Tolyl)Ph PAu C N] 28.360.1 255.060.2 43.360.1 (o-Tolyl) P 2066.6 24.0 1942 3

( p-Tolyl) 2066.7 26.8 1453

(m-Tolyl) P 2067.2 27.7 –3

( p-Tolyl)Ph P 2068.2 28.7 1452low temperatures the two separate resonances for (Allyl)Ph P – 6.4 –213 15 1[R PAu C N] complex and [(R P) Au] cation were Ph P 2068.9 27.8 1453 3 2 3

very sharp. As the temperature was increased these reso- CEP 2077.9 21.0 132
[

anances broadened and coalesced. The DG values for273 Values from Ref. [24].
13 15 13 15[Et PAu C N] and [(cyclohexyl) PAu C N] could not3 3

be obtained because their resonances remained sharp even
temperature. Exchange reactions became slow for [(m-up to 323 K, at which temperature decomposition of the

13 15 13 1531 tolyl) PAu C N] and [( p-tolyl)Ph PAu C N] at 233 K,complexes was observed. The integration of P NMR 3 2
13 15but [Ph PAu C N] still exhibited fast exchange at thisresonances yielded relative concentrations for both species 3

temperature and gave rise to separate resonances only atand K values were calculated. The free energy ofeq
13 15[ 213 K. In the cases of [(o-tolyl) PAu C N] and [(1-activation (DG ) was calculated from the rate constants 3273

13 15naphthyl) PAu C N], the steric factor (i.e. cone angleobtained from band shape analysis and using Eyring 3
(2DG[ / RT ) u ) of phosphine plays an important role. The (o-tolyl) Pequation: k5k T /h exp . Since the temperature 3B

has a cone angle of 1948, which makes it difficult for thisrange available for the study was rather limited, and other
1phosphine to form the [(o-tolyl) P) Au] species. Thefactors, such as changes in chemical shift difference with 3 2

same is true for (1-naphthyl) P which has a cone angletemperature, led to a considerable systematic errors in the 3
13 15[ [ similar to (o-tolyl) P. Hence, the [(o-tolyl) PAu C N]thermodynamic parameters, DH and DS , when the 3 3

13 15and [(1-naphthyl) PAu C N] complexes do not undergoEyring plot was used. These errors are often mutually 3
[ [ disproportionation reactions even at 213 K. Recently, wecompensatory, so that DG is better determined than DH

[ have observed that tri(alkyl / triaryl)PAu(I)SCN complexesor DS with an error of 60.5 kJ /mole, particularly near
also do not undergo ligand disproportionation reactionsthe coalescence region. The thermodynamic parameters for
[25].various complexes are given in Table 5.

13 15The d( C) and d( N) are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function
13of the basicity i.e., n of the phosphines. The d( C) and(CO)

15
d( N) have opposite dependence on the basicity of

13 15 153. Discussion phosphine ligands in [R PAu C N] complexes. The N3
13NMR resonance shifts up-field, while C NMR resonance

The equilibrium constant K for the disproportionation shifts down-field with the increase in the basicity of theeq

shown in Eq. (1) depends upon a number of intrinsic phosphine. This opposite behavior can be explained on the
(electronic and steric) and extrinsic (ionic strength, solvent basis of p-bonding or back-bonding between gold(I) and

2polarity, initial concentration of the complexes) factors the CN group [26,27]. The p-bonded species involves a
[2,5]. The electronic covalent parameter n for various transfer of electron density from a filled metal d-orbital
phosphines in R PNi(CO) complexes was used by Tol- into the p* antibonding molecular orbitals centered on3 3

man [24] (Table 6) to compare the relative basicity of carbon of the cyanide group. Most of the electron density
various phosphines. A decrease in the value of n donated from the metal to the cyanide group would be(CO)

indicates a net increase in the basicity of the phosphines. It centered on the cyanide carbon. Thus, stabilization of the
has been observed that basicity of phosphines is the most p-bonded species by increased electron donation across a

13 15 13important factor which affects K . The [R PAu C N] series of axial ligands should shift the cyanide Ceq 3
21complexes with n values equal or less than 2067 cm chemical shift downfield as observed. Similarly, the reduc-(CO)

exhibit equilibrium of Eq. (1) at room temperature. tion in the C–N bond order in the p-bonded species, would
However, (m-tol) P, ( p-tol) P and Ph P have higher n be expected to be accompanied by an upfield shift of the3 3 3 (CO)

15 15values and therefore, K values are very low for the N resonance. This opposite dependence of d( N) andeq
13 15 13corresponding [R PAu C N] complexes. These species d( C) on the basicity of trans axial ligands is in agree-3

underwent fast exchange on the NMR time scale at room ment with other metal cyanide systems. For example
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13 15 13 15Fig. 4. Plots of n of phosphines versus d( C) and d( N) of R PAu C N complexes. Solid lines are the regression lines.(CO) 3

2 31 13 13 15 13 13 15Fig. 5. Plot of J( P– C) of R PAu C N complexes versus: (A) d( C) of R PAu C N complexes; (B) n of phosphines. Solid lines are the3 3 (CO)

regression lines.
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31 13 15 1Fig. 6. Plot of d ( P) of R PAu C N complexes and the corresponding [(R P) Au] cations.3 3 2

Brown and Satyanarayana have reported similar behavior compared to the one with more sterically hindered groups.
31in a series of cyano(ligand)-cobaloxime system [26,27]. As expected, the d( P) values for the complexes are

Comparisons with metal carbonyl complexes having phos- systematically lower than the corresponding cation.
2 31 13 [phines trans to the CO group demonstrate that J( P– C) The DG values at 273 K listed in Table 5 are plotted273

[increases as the basicity of the phosphine decreases [28]. in Fig. 7 which shows that DG for redistribution273
2 31 13 13 reactions increases with the increase in the basicity, i.e.A plot of coupling constant J( P– C) versus d( C)

decrease in n of phosphine ligands in R PAuCNand n is shown in Fig. 5. A decrease in the basicity of a (CO) 3(CO)

complexes. When the basicity of the phosphine increases, itphosphine causes an increase in the effective nuclear
causes more donation of electrons to gold(I), and results incharge on the phosphorus atom, which results in withdraw-
a stronger bond between gold(I) and the phosphine. If theal of electron density from gold(I) and causes an increase

2 31 13 13 rate determining step is the breaking of the P–Au bond,in J( P– C). Similarly the high field shift of C implies
then the increase in basicity should increase the barrier, asan increase in the effective nuclear charge on the carbon,

2 31 13 observed experimentally.which is responsible for the increase in J( P– C) like
The ligand redistribution might be through an associa-that of phosphorus.

31 tive mechanism. There are several examples in the litera-Fig. 6 shows the relationship between d( P) of the
13 15 ture where gold(I) has been shown to undergo ligand[R PAu C N] complexes and the corresponding3

1 exchange by an associative process [28–31]. This mecha-[(R P) Au] cations. A strong parallelism exists between3 2
31 nism is also indicated by the behavior ofthe d( P) values of the complex and the corresponding

13 15[(cyclohexyl) PAu C N] which was observed to takecation, with the least bulky group having lower values as 3

[ 13 15Fig. 7. Plot of DG of R PAu C N complexes versus n of the phosphines. Solid line is the regression line.273 3 (CO)
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Abstract

Four cdta (trans-cyclohexane-1,2-diamine–N,N,N9,N9-tetra-acetate)-based copper(II) compounds, [(H cdta)Cu(4,49-bpy)Cu(H cdta)]?2 2

4,49-bpy?2H O (1), [(H cdta)Cu(pyz)–Cu(H cdta)]?14H O (2), [Cu(cdta)Cu(H O) (4,49-bpy)] ?8nH O (3) and [hCu(cdta)(H O) j –2 2 2 2 2 3 n 2 2 2 2
21(pyz)] ?4nH O (4), were obtained from a Cu –diimine–cdta system (4,49-bpy54,49-bipyridine and pyz5pyrazine). The X-rayn 2

crystallography analysis shows that 1 and 2 are diimine-bridged dimers, 3 has an infinite zigzag configuration and 4 contains a ‘step
ladder’-like structure.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Copper; 4,94-Bipyridine; Pyrazine; trans-Cyclohexane-1,2-diamine–N,N,N9,N9-tetra-acetate

1. Introduction [hCu(cdta)(H O) j (pyz)] ?4nH O (4). 1 and 2 are2 2 2 n 2

diimine-bridged dimers, 3 has an infinite zigzag configura-
Many infinite structures have been obtained by using tion and 4 contains a ‘step ladder’-like structure.

4,49-bipyridine (4,49-bpy) or pyrazine (pyz) as the bridging
ligands, such as 1D linear chain [1,2], zigzag chain [3,4],
2D square network [5,6], interwoven honeycomb [7], 3D 2. Experimental
square grid [8,9] and interpenetrated square grid [10],
railroad-like network [11] and some complicated architec- 2.1. Synthesis
ture [12–14], even discrete squares [15,16]. In a recent
paper, we reported a two-dimensional square network 4,49-bpy and pyrazine were used as purchased. Infrared
containing flexible (malonate) and rigid (4,49-bipyridine) spectra were recorded on a Magna 750 using KBr pellets.
ligands [Cu (C H O ) (H O) (4,49-bpy)]?H O [17]. In Elemental analyses were performed in the Elemental2 3 2 4 2 2 2 2

order to study the role played by different flexible and Analysis Laboratory of our institute.
21rigid ligands, we developed a Cu –diimine–cdta system

using [Cu(H cdta)]?H O as the precursor. The reaction 2.1.1. Preparation of [Cu(H cdta)]?H O2 2 2 2

leads to the self-assembly of a series of cdta-based dimers To a suspension of H cdta aqueous solution, CuO4

and polymers. The results indicate that different ligands powder was added and heated to boiling for 1.5 h and then
afford various configurations. Herein, we report the synth- filtered. The blue filtrate was condensed and evaporated in
eses and structures of [(H cdta)Cu(4,49-bpy)Cu(H cdta)]? air. Deep blue block crystals were obtained. Anal. Calcd.2 2

4,49-bpy?2H O (1), [(H cdta)Cu(pyz)Cu(H cdta)]?14H O (found): C, 39.48 (39.41); H, 5.21 (5.14); N, 6.58 (6.67).2 2 2 2

(2), [Cu(cdta)Cu(H O) (4,49-bpy)] ?8nH O (3) and2 3 n 2

2.1.2. Preparation of [(H cdta)Cu(4,49-bpy)Cu(H cdta)]?2 2

* 4,49-bpy?2H O (1)Corresponding author. Fax: 186-591-371-4946. E-mail address: 2
3

wxt@ms.fjirsm.ac.cn (X. Wu) An aqueous solution (15 cm ) containing 0.43 g (0.97

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00447-1
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mmol) of [Cu(H cdta)]?H O and 0.16 g (1.03 mmol) of 4,49-bpy was added, the solution was heated in a water-2 2

4,49-bpy was heated to boiling and the resultant solution bath and, after being filtered, 0.08 g of blue–green needle
was filtered. After allowing the blue filtrate to stand in air crystals precipitated overnight. Yield, 34.5% (on copper
for several days, 0.21 g of blue needle crystals of com- basis), Anal. Calcd. (found): C, 34.99 (34.90); H, 5.87

21pound 1 were obtained. Yield, 34.4% (on copper basis). (5.76); N, 6.80 (6.87). IR (KBr pellet, cm ): 3425.0 vs,
Anal. Calcd. (found): C, 49.52(49.43); H, 5.19(5.12); N, 2939.0 s, 2863 m, 1610.3 vs, 1492.7 m, 1396.2 vs, 1255.4
9.63(9.70). IR (KBr pellet, 3438.5, 2940.9, 2863.8, 2539.8, m, 1222.7 s, 1097.3 m, 1078.0 m, 916.0 m, 889.0 m, 815.8
1957.4, 1731.8, 1608.4, 1537.0, 1490.7, 1430.9, 1388.5, s, 794.5 w, 644.1 ms, 628.7 w, 570.8 w, 505.3 w, 482.1 w.
1330.7, 1253.5, 1226.5, 1166.7, 1130.1, 1072.2, 1008.6,
979.7, 968.1, 941.1, 912.2, 887.1, 815.8, 790.7, 744.4,

2.1.5. Preparation of Cu(cdta)(H O) j (pyz)] ?4nH O (4)21 2 2 2 n 2729.0, 703.9, 640.3, 547.7, 530.3, 480.2, 435.8 cm ).
The synthetic method is similar to that of 3, but involves

using 0.04 g (0.50 mmol) of pyz instead of 4,49-bpy, 0.07
2.1.3. Preparation of [(H cdta)Cu(pyz)Cu(H cdta)]?2 2 g of deep blue plate crystals were obtained. Yield, 42.7%
14H O (2)2 (on copper basis), Anal. Calcd. (found): C, 33.05 (33.12);3An aqueous solution (5 cm ) containing 0.22 g (0.50 21H, 4.85 (4.74); N, 7.23 (7.31). IR (KBr pellet, cm ):
mmol) of [Cu(H cdta)]?H O and 0.05 g (0.63 mmol) of2 2 3511.8 vs, 3324.7 vs, 2939.0 m, 1602.6 vs, 1448.3 m,
pyz was heated to boiling and then filtered. A 0.11-g

1430.9 m, 1415.5 s, 1403.9 s, 1330.7 m, 1255.4 m, 1159.0
amount of blue needle crystals precipitated from the blue

m, 1099.2 m, 1083.8, 1070.3 m, 989.3 m, 968.1 m, 918.0
filtrate after being evaporated for several days. Yield,

m, 889.0 m, 815.8 m, 796.5 m, 759.8 m, 626.8 m, 570.8 w,
37.1% (on copper basis), Anal. Calcd. (found): C, 33.48

532.3 w, 482.1 w, 464.8 w, 441.6 w.
(33.41); H, 6.32 (6.28); N, 7.32 (7.35). IR (KBr pellet,

21cm ): 3426.9 vs, 2950.6 s, 2869.6 w, 2551.4 w, 1724.1
vs, 1616.1 vs, 1592.9 vs, 1421.3 s, 1386.6 vs, 1326.8 s, 2.2. X-ray structure determinations
1259.3 vs, 1228.4 vs, 1159.0 m, 1126.2 vs, 1091.5 s,
1066.5 s, 997.0 m, 964.2 s, 929.5 m, 914.1 w, 887.1 s, The data collection of compounds 1–4 was performed
815.8 m, 788.8 w, 742.5 m, 696.2 m, 626.8 w, 586.3 w, on a Siemens SMART CCD diffractometer. The structure
563.1 w, 474.4 s, 437.8 w. was solved and refined by the full-matrix least-squares

technique using SHELXS-86 [18] and SHELXT-93 [19].
2.1.4. Preparation of [Cu(cdta)Cu(H O) (4,49-bpy)] ? For 1, all non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically.2 3 n

8nH O (3) No attempt was made to locate the hydrogen atoms of2

To an aqueous solution containing 0.12 g (0.27 mmol) water; the other hydrogen atoms were added in riding
of [Cu(H cdta)]?H O and 0.06 g (0.15 mmol) of model. For 2, except for the disordered water, the other2 2

Cu (Ac) (H O) (Ac5acetate), 0.07 g (0.45 mmol) of non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic parame-2 4 2 2

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement details

Compound 1 2 3 4
Formula C H Cu N O C H Cu N O C H Cu N O C H Cu N O48 60 2 8 18 32 72 2 6 30 24 48 2 4 19 32 56 4 6 24

Color and habit Blue needle Blue needle Blue–green needle Blue plate
Crystal size (mm) 0.4030.2030.15 0.5030.2830.04 0.4030.4030.30 0.4030.3530.10
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /c C2/c P2 P2 /n1 1 1

˚a (A) 8.4482(2) 24.0919(7) 8.814(2) 11.279(3)
˚b (A) 13.4066(2) 12.6991(4) 14.979(3) 12.238(2)
˚c (A) 24.1248(5) 16.9414(5) 13.574(3) 16.753(3)

b (8) 90.931(1) 108.520(1) 104.97(2) 108.82(1)
Å3V ( ) 2732.1(1) 4914.7(3) 1731.2(7) 2188.8(7)

Z 2 4 2 2
Total /uniq. 10 441/3900 8035/3475 6730/3705 6854/3125
Rint. 0.0385 0.0367 0.0294 0.0183
Observed [.2s(I)] 2992 2968 3356 2724
Correction SADABS SADABS SADABS SADABS
T /T 0.466/0.647 0.323/0.415 0.734/1.000 0.327/0.694min max

Parameter 338 308 403 378
a bFinal R /Rw 0.0664/0.1768 0.0564/0.1495 0.0440/0.1188 0.0279/0.0783

Weighting a50.0965 a50.0846 a50.0800 a50.0635
cScheme b55.8196 b520.4869 b50.8078 b50.6697

Goodness-of-fit 1.138 1.075 1.074 0.972
a b 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 c 2 2 2 2 2R5S uuFou2uFcuu /S uFou, Rw5[Sw(Fo 2Fc ) /Sw(Fo ) ] w51/ [s (Fo )1(aP) 1bP], where P5(Fo 12Fc ) /3.
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ters. The hydrogen atoms of water molecules were not
included and the other hydrogen atoms were added in
riding mode. For 3, except for the solvate water oxygen
atoms, all non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropical-
ly. No attempt was made to locate the hydrogen atoms of
water molecules and the rest hydrogen atoms were added
in riding mode. For 4, all non-hydrogen atoms were refined
with anisotropic parameters. The hydrogen atoms of water
molecules were located at the difference map with 1.2
times Ueq of the neighboring atoms.

2 2 2Final R5S uuFou2uFcuu /S uFou 5, Rw5[Sw(Fo 2Fc ) /
2 2 1 / 2 2 2 2

Sw(Fo ) ] 5, with w51/ [s (Fo )1(aP) 1bP] [where
2 2P5(Fo 12Fc ) /3].

The crystal data and some details of refinement are
summarized in Table 1.

Scheme 1.

213. Results and discussion 2Cu(H cdta) 1 2Cu 1 pyz 1 4H O →2 2

1[Cu(cdta)Cu(H O) ] ? pyz 1 4H (4)2 2 2The configuration of mononuclear [Cu(H cdta)] is2

shown in Scheme 1 [20]. The copper(II) atom is coordi-
nated by two N and three O atoms. Using [Cu(H cdta)]? In Eq. (1), when 4,49-bpy is added, as the N atoms of2

H O as the starting reactant, the synthetic routes of 1–4 4,49-bpy attack Cu(II) atom, one Cu–O bond breaks, and2

are summarized in the following equations: the dimerization is carried out to form 1 through the
bridging of the bifunctional ligand 4,4-bpy. The situation

2Cu(H cdta) 1 4,49-bpy → (H cdta)Cu 2 4,49bpy2 2 in Eq. (2) is very similar to that of Eq. (1); the addition of
pyz results in the formation of dimeric copper(II) com--Cu(H cdta) (1)2
pound 2.

When Cu (Ac) (H O) is included as an additional2 4 2 22Cu(H cdta) 1 pyz → (H cdta)Cu-pyz-Cu(H cdta)2 2 2 reactant in Eq. (1), a different product is obtained, as
shown in Eq. (3). The reaction is not a simple dimeriza-(2)
tion, but a polymerization. The dimeric Cu (Ac) (H O)2 4 2 2

dissolves in aqueous solution by hydration to give21Cu(H cdta) 1 Cu 1 4,49-bpy 1 3H O → 21 212 2 Cu(H O) , and Cu(H O) polymerizes through the2 6 2 6
1[Cu(cdta)Cu(H O) (4,49-bpy)] 1 2H (3) linking of 4,49-bpy to form a zigzag chain. When the2 3

Fig. 1. The molecular configuration of 1 at the 20% probability level.
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Table 2 Table 3
˚ ˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1 Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 2

Cu–N(1) 2.290(5) Cu–O(11) 1.949(4) Cu–O(21) 1.933(3) Cu–N(2) 2.180(4)
Cu–N(2) 2.158(4) Cu–O(21) 1.941(4) Cu–O(11) 1.933(3) Cu–N(1) 2.199(4)
Cu–N(3) 2.048(4) Cu–N(3) 2.055(4)
O(21)–Cu–O(11) 175.9(2) N(3)–Cu–N(2) 150.8(2) O(21)–Cu–O(11) 178.2(2) N(3)–Cu–N(2) 146.1(2)
O(21)–Cu–N(3) 91.9(2) O(21)–Cu–N(1) 97.9(2) O(21)–Cu–N(3) 91.9(2) O(21)–Cu–N(1) 98.7(2)
O(11)–Cu–N(3) 91.2(2) O(11)–Cu–N(1) 78.0(2) O(11)–Cu–N(3) 88.9(2) O(11)–Cu–N(1) 79.63(14)
O(21)–Cu–N(2) 82.1(2) N(3)–Cu–N(1) 127.9(2) O(21)–Cu–N(2) 81.15(14) N(3)–Cu–N(1) 131.6(2)
O(11)–Cu–N(2) 96.5(2) N(2)–Cu–N(1) 81.3(2) O(11)–Cu–N(2) 99.0(2) N(2)–Cu–N(1) 82.34(14)

Fig. 2. The molecular configuration of 2 at the 20% probability level.

4,49-bpy is replaced by pyz, another polymerization oc- Table 4
˚curs, as illustrated in Eq. (4). Due to the shorter length of Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 3

pyz, the polymerization is influenced by the steric effect. Cu(1)–O(11) 1.971(5) Cu(2)–O(1) 1.961(6)21No similar zigzag chain is obtained. Two Cu(H O) and Cu(1)–O(23) 1.979(4) Cu(2)–O(14) 1.987(5)2 6

two Cu(H cdta) are linked through Cu–O(carboxylate) Cu(1)–N(2) 2.001(6) Cu(2)–N(4)[1 2.011(6)2
Cu(1)–N(1) 2.029(5) Cu(2)–N(3) 2.027(6)bonds to form a tetranuclear ring. These kinds of rings are
Cu(1)–O(13) 2.348(5) Cu(2)–O(2) 2.422(5)bridged by pyz alternately to give an infinite step ladder-
Cu(1)–O(21) 2.389(6) Cu(2)–O(3) 2.562(6)

like chain. O(11)–Cu(1)–O(23) 107.1(2) O(1)–Cu(2)–O(14) 92.5(2)22It is noteworthy that L is cdta in 3 and 4, but L is O(11)–Cu(1)–N(2) 165.4(2) O(1)–Cu(2)–N(4)[1 175.0(3)
21H cdta in 1 and 2. The Cu of Cu (Ac) (H O) replaces O(23)–Cu(1)–N(2) 83.8(2) O(14)–Cu(2)–N(4)[1 90.6(2)2 2 4 2 2

1 O(11)–Cu(1)–N(1) 83.6(2) O(1)–Cu(2)–N(3) 88.3(3)the two H of H cdta so that compounds 3 and 4 are2
O(23)–Cu(1)–N(1) 161.1(2) O(14)–Cu(2)–N(3) 175.1(2)neutral.
N(2)–Cu(1)–N(1) 88.7(2) N(4)[1–Cu(2)–N(3) 88.2(2)

The crystal structure of 1 consists of a binuclear O(11)–Cu(1)–O(13) 101.5(2) O(1)–Cu(2)–O(2) 90.6(2)
copper(II) compound and 4,49-bpy and water solvates. The O(23)–Cu(1)–O(13) 83.3(2) O(14)–Cu(2)–O(2) 92.1(2)
molecular structure of 1 is shown in Fig. 1. The labelled N(2)–Cu(1)–O(13) 89.2(2) N(4)[1–Cu(2)–O(2) 93.2(2)

N(1)–Cu(1)–O(13) 79.2(2) N(3)–Cu(2)–O(2) 92.7(2)portion is the independent unit, and the two moieties are
O(11)–Cu(1)–O(21) 88.1(2) O(1)–Cu(2)–O(3) 82.9(2)equivalent. Copper(II) is in a distorted trigonal bipyrami-
O(23)–Cu(1)–O(21) 106.5(2) O(14)–Cu(2)–O(3) 81.1(2)

dal environment, completed by three N atoms in the N(2)–Cu(1)–O(21) 79.4(2) N(4)[1–Cu(2)–O(3) 93.8(2)
equator and two O atoms as the apices. The selected bond N(1)–Cu(1)–O(21) 89.1(2) N(3)–Cu(2)–O(3) 94.2(2)
lengths and angles are listed in Table 2. Atoms O(11), Cu O(13)–Cu(1)–O(21) 163.9(2) O(2)–Cu(2)–O(3) 170.3(2)

and O(21) are nearly in a line, with a bond angle of Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [1,
175.9(2)8. 2x11, y11/2, 2z21; [2, 2x11, y21/2, 2z21.
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Fig. 3. The independent unit of 3 at the 20% probability level.

The crystal structure of 2 consists of neutral dimer and distorted trigonal bipyramid. The selected bond lengths
water solvates. The molecular structure of 2 is shown in and angles are listed in Table 3. The linearity of O(11), Cu
Fig. 2. The configuration is similar to that of 1. Two and O(21) is more perfect than that in 1, with a bond angle
monocopper(II) moieties are bridged by a pyz instead of of 178.2(2)8.
4,49-bpy. The coordination environment of Cu(II) is also a The independent unit of 3 is shown in Fig. 3. There are

Fig. 4. The zigzag chain in 3.
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Table 5
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 4

Cu(2)–O(14) 1.953(2) Cu(1)–O(21) 1.936(2)
Cu(2)–O(23)[1 1.968(2) Cu(1)–O(13) 2.239(2)
Cu(2)–N(3) 2.058(2) Cu(1)–O(11) 1.949(2)
Cu(2)–O(2) 1.988(2) Cu(1)–N(2) 2.029(2)
Cu(2)–O(1) 2.245(2) Cu(1)–N(1) 2.049(2)
O(14)–Cu(2)–(23)[1 169.28(9) O(21)–Cu(1)–O(11) 95.73(9)
O(14)–Cu(2)–O(2) 93.47(9) O(21)–Cu(1)–N(2) 86.61(9)
O(23)[1–Cu(2)–O(2) 86.97(8) O(11)–Cu(1)–N(2) 155.39(9)
O(14)–Cu(2)–N(3) 90.72(9) O(21)–Cu(1)–N(1) 166.99(9)
O(23)[1–Cu(2)–N(3) 88.12(9) O(11)–Cu(1)–N(1) 84.48(9)
O(2)–Cu(2)–N(3) 174.00(9) N(2)–Cu(1)–N(1) 87.88(10)
O(14)–Cu(2)–O(1) 104.72(9) O(21)–Cu(1)–O(13) 111.67(8)
O(23)[1–Cu(2)–O(1) 85.89(9) O(11)–Cu(1)–O(13) 102.12(9)
O(2)–Cu(2)–O(1) 94.83(10) N(2)–Cu(1)–O(13) 99.70(9)
N(3)–Cu(2)–O(1) 88.25(10) N(1)–Cu(1)–O(13) 80.89(8)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [1,
2x11, 2y, 2z; [2, 2x, 2y, 2z.

The crystal structure of 4 consists of neutral step-ladder-
like chains. As shown in Fig. 5, each step is a tetracopper
unit composed of two binuclear moieties. These two
moieties are related by a center of symmetry (see Table 5).
Cu(1) and Cu(2) are both five-coordinated, but theirFig. 5. The tetracopper unit in 4 at the 20% probability level.
coordination environments are significantly different.
Cu(1) is in a distorted trigonal bipyramid and Cu(2) has a
tetragonal pyramid symmetry. For Cu(2), the pyramid is

two kinds of coordination environment in 3. Both cop- completed by one water oxygen, one N atom from pyz and
per(II) centres are six-coordinated, and the octahedron two O atoms from cdta as the tetragon and another water
around Cu(1) is completed by two N and four O atoms of oxygen as the apex. Due to steric effects, the middle of the
cdta, and is seriously distorted, with bond angles of O(N)– tetracopper unit is vacant. There exists an 18-membered
Cu–O(N) being far from 90 or 1808 (see Table 4). The ring in the tetranuclear unit, as displayed in Fig. 5.
octahedron of Cu(2) is formed by one O atom of the Through the linking of pyz, the tetracopper units extend to
carboxylate of cdta, two N atoms from 4,49-bpy and three an infinite polymer. The step-ladder-like structure is shown
water O atoms, and is slightly distorted. Each Cu(2) is in Fig. 6. A similar structure is found in
linked to another Cu(2)9 by 4,49-bpy to extend to a zigzag Cu [Cu(cdta)] (NO ) ?15H O [21], but a square-planar3 2 3 2 2

infinite chain, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This zigzag chain is coordinated copper(II) replaces the bridging pyz ligand in
similar to that of [Cu(4,49-bpy)(2,29-bpy)(ClO ) ] [4], but compound 4. The infinite structure in4 2

there is only a kind of copper(II) coordination environment Cu [Cu(cdta)] (NO ) ?15H O is cationic, but that in 4 is3 2 3 2 2

in [Cu(4,49-bpy)(2,29-bpy)(ClO ) ]. neutral.4 2

Fig. 6. The step ladder-like configuration in 4.
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Abstract

The title compounds (C H NO) H PMo O ?3H O (I) and (phen) H PMo O ?CH CN?H O (II) were synthesized by reactions of9 7 4 7 12 40 2 3 7 12 40 3 2
VI VC H NO and phen with the four-electron-reduced heteropoly blue H [PMo Mo O ]?12H O, respectively, and characterized by9 7 7 8 4 40 2

31elemental analysis, TG/DTA, IR and P NMR. Spectroscopic data support the view that the heteropoly blue anion in the product
molecules still retain the Keggin structure, and both C H NO and phen are functioning as bases, i.e. they are protonated by the heteropoly9 7

blue acid. Nonlinear optical (NLO) properties of the charge-transfer complexes were studied with a 200 ps pulsed laser at 532 nm with
13 2I 55.6310 W/m . Complexes (I) and (II) exhibit mainly optical self-defocusing with negligibly very small nonlinear absorption. The0

(3) 211 23 23third-order NLO susceptibilities x of the two complexes are 9.6310 esu as measured with an 1.34310 mol dm DMSO solution
212 24 23for (I) and 1.48310 esu as measured with an 8.4310 mol dm DMSO solution for (II), respectively. These nonlinear optical

VIproperties of the complexes were compared with those of complexes prepared by reacting C N NO and phen with H [PMo O ]?nH O,9 7 3 12 40 2

respectively. It reveals a qualitative structure /NLO property correlation.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Heteropoly blue; Quinolin-8-ol; 1,10-phenanthroline; Charge-transfer complex; Z-scan; Third-order optical nonlinearity

1. Introduction largely overlooked. According to ‘charge-transfer theory’
and ‘molecule engineering’ which are used widely for the

The importance of nonlinear optical phenomena has design of NLO materials [25–28], we know that if there is
been known for some time [1]. However, since the mid- a donor and a acceptor in a molecule, it is easy for a
1980s, there has been an explosion of interest in the search charge transfer to happen in the molecule, and the mole-
for and development of nonlinear optical materials that cule will probably show good NLO properties. As we
possess commercial device applications. To date, efforts know, heteropoly blues [29–35] are a kind of compound
have been largely devoted to exploring NLO properties of with mixed oxidation states, in which mixed-valence
discrete organic molecules [2–9], inorganic materials [10– transition metal atoms can coexist, the electrons added to
14], semiconductors [15–18], organometallic compounds the polyanion have a certain extent of delocalization. If
[19–22], long-chain polymers [23,24] with delocalized p they act with aromatic organics with a conjugated system,
electrons; however, no one species has proved to be charge-transfer interaction may easily occur between the
all-encompassing, with advantages for one application heteropoly blue anion acting as the charge donor and the
being negated by disadvantages for another. On the aromatic organics acting as the charge acceptor, and hence
contrary, charge-transfer complexes of heteropoly blue extensive polarisation of charge can occur. In addition,
type, a very promising group of compounds, seemed to be constituent elements, size, and the total charge of the

heteropoly blue anion can be easily altered and changed in
* order to tune the energies of the relevant electronic statesCorresponding author. Fax: 186-431-568-4009.
E-mail address: huchw@nenu.edu.cn (E.-b. Wang) and the extent of the electron delocalization. All of the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00448-3
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VI Vabove characteristics can be used to optimize the desired H [PMo Mo O ]?12H O (0.5 g, 0.25 mmol) in 1:17 8 4 40 2
3nonlinear optical properties. Furthermore, heteropoly blues H O/CH CN (15 cm ). A blue precipitate immediately2 3

possess quite good anti-acidolysis capability and thermal appeared. After 10 min stirring the precipitate was re-
stability, compared with heteropoly anions in oxidation moved by filtration, washed with deionized H O and2

states in air [35]. Therefore, heteropoly blues are chosen as anhydrous EtOH. The anal. calc. for
candidates for the formation of charge-transfer complexes, (C H N ) H PMo O ?CH CN?H O were: C, 18.8; H,12 8 2 3 7 12 40 3 2

and they are expected to be a new attractive object of study 1.5; N, 4.0; P, 1.3; Mo, 47.4; found: C, 18.1; H, 1.3; N,
in the nonlinear optical material field. 4.1; P, 1.4; Mo, 48.0. The anal. total loss of weight for

(C H N ) H PMo O ?CH CN?H O was: 26.43; found:12 8 2 3 7 12 40 3 2

26.0.
2. Experimental

2.1. Starting materials 3. Results and discussion

All materials used are of analytical grade. Four-electron- 3.1. IR spectra
VI Vreduced heteropoly blue H [PMo Mo O ]?nH O was7 8 4 40 2

prepared by electrolysis reduction according to the litera- Comparing the IR spectrum of the title compounds with
31 23 VI Vture [30] and was affirmed by P NMR (0.5 mol dm the IR spectrum of H [PMo Mo O ]?12H O, it is noted7 8 4 40 2

HCl-50% 1,4-dioxane, 85% H PO external) (d, 13.263 4 that the four characteristic absorption bands of the Keggin
ppm(s)). structure [36] are still retained for both complexes: (I)

(n P–O , 1061; n Mo–O , 967; n Mo–O –Mo, 882; nas a as d as b as2.2. Physical measurements and analysis 21Mo–O –Mo, 801 cm ); and (II) (n P–O , 1054; nc as a as

Mo–O , 958; n Mo–O –Mo, 842; n Mo–O –Mo, 793d as b as cC, H and N elemental analyses were performed on a 21cm ). This indicates that the Keggin structure of the
Perkin-Elmer 240c elemental analyser, P and Mo elemen-

heteropoly blue anion is not destroyed after the formation
tal analyses were performed on a PLASMA SPECI(I)

of the title complexes, whilst the vibration frequencies for
ICP-AES quantometer. IR spectra of the samples were

complexes change in varying degrees compared with those
recorded on a BIO-RAD FTS-7 IR spectrophotometer

of the parent heteropoly blue anion. The typical vibration
using KBr discs. TG/DTA analyses were performed on a

frequencies of C H NO [37] and phen also appear in the31 9 7Q-Derivatograph thermal analyzer. P NMR spectra were
IR spectra for complexes (I) (ring breathing: 712; ring

recorded at a nominal frequency of 400 MHz on a Varian 21stretching: 1376, 1401, 1431, 1495, 1555, 1594 cm ) and
Unity-400 NMR system. The crystal structure data were

(II) (nC–N: 1241; nC=N, 1627; nC=C: 1285; 1435; 1463;
collected on a Siemens P 4-circle X-ray diffractometer 214 1541; 1600 cm ) indicating that the structure of C H NO9 7with v /2u scan mode. The nonlinear optical properties

and phen are also still retained for complexes (I) and (II),
were studied using a JK Active Mode-locking Nd:YAG

respectively, whilst these absorption bands shift to varying
laser.

degrees compared with those for free C H NO (ring9 7

breathing: 709; ring stretching: 1378, 1409, 1433, 1506,2.3. Synthesis of (C H NO) H PMo O ?3H O (I)9 7 4 7 12 40 2 211577 cm ) and phen (nC–N: 1225; nC=N, 1644; nC=C:
211283; 1421; 1473; 1504; 1587 cm ), respectively. TheQuinolin-8-ol (580 mg, 4 mmol) dissolved in hot MeCN

3 results are assumed to be due to charge-transfer interaction(80 cm ) was added, with stirring, to a hot solution of
VI V occurring between electron-rich heteropoly blue anion andH [PMo Mo O ]?12H O (1.9 g, 0.93 mmol) in water7 8 4 40 2

phen, respectively. In addition, a wide and weak vibration(80 ml). The resulting blue precipitate was collected,
21band occurs in the 3600–2000 cm region, for complexeswashed with deionized H O, anhydrous EtOH, and was2

(I) and (II), respectively, unequivocally indicating thatrecrystallized from N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). The
hydrogen bonds [38] exist within complexes and, there-anal. calc. for (C H NO) H PMo O ?3H O were: C,9 7 4 7 12 40 2

fore, both C H NO and phen are functioning as bases and17.5; H, 1.7; N, 2.3; P, 1.3; Mo, 46.7; found: C, 17.6; H, 9 7

they are protonated by the heteropoly blue acid, respective-1.7; N, 2.2; P, 1.2; Mo, 46.7%. The anal. total loss of
ly.weight for (C H NO) H PMo O ?3H O was 29.7%;9 7 4 7 12 40 2

found: 29.1%. The complex (I) crystallizes in the mono-
313.2. P NMRclinic space group c with a524.04(2), b525.37(2), c5

3˚ ˚12.01(1) A, b5116.37(5)8, Z54, V56575.7(14.1) A .
31The P NMR spectra of the title compounds and the

VI V2.4. Synthesis of (phen) H PMo O ?CH CN?H O (II) parent H [PMo Mo O ]?12H O were recorded with3 7 12 40 3 2 7 8 4 40 2

reference to an external 85% H PO in a sealed capillary3 4

To a hot solution of phen (0.4 g, ca. 2.2 mmol) in in a 12 mm sample tube in DMSO. The chemical shifts
3CH CN (15 cm ) was added, with stirring, to a solution of obtained are 27.45 ppm for complex (I), 27.78 ppm for3
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complex (II) and 213.20 ppm for the parent
VI VH [PMo Mo O ]?12H O. The result suggests that the7 8 4 40 2

electron densities around the P atom in complexes (I) and
(II) have decreased compared with those of the parent
heteropoly blue, and this result provides further strong
evidence for the charge-transfer interaction discussed
above.

3.3. Nonlinear optical properties

The third-order nonlinear optical properties were investi-
gated using the Z-scan technique [39]. In our experiment,
DMSO solutions of complexes (I) and (II) were placed in
a 1.5 mm quartz cell, respectively. The optical responses of
the complexes were measured with a linearly polarized
laser light (l5532 nm; pulse width t5200 ps) generated
by a JK Active Mode-locking Nd:YAG laser. The spatial
profiles of the optical pulses were nearly Gaussian and the
light was focused onto the sample. The interval between
the laser pulses was chosen to be 1 Hz. By moving the
samples along the axis of the incident beam (Z direction)
with respect to the focused point, the relation between the
normalized transmittance T(Z) and the Z position was
obtained with respect to the sample’s Z-position with (and
without) a 2.5 mm-diameter aperture placed in front of the
transmission detector.

The NLO properties of complexes (I) and (II) are
relatively simple. They are dominated by nonlinear refrac-
tion, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The nonlinear
absorption of both complex (I) and complex (II) is
negligible (Fig. 1a, Fig. 2a). The peak–valley patterns of
the normalized transmittance curve obtained under the
closed aperture configuration show the characteristic self-
defocusing behavior of the propagation in the samples, a
property with wide application in the protection of optical
sensors, like night-vision devices [40].

The valley and peak occur at equal distances from the
focus (i.e., Z50) with the valley–peak separation DZ 5v–p

8.6 mm for complex (I) with v 535 mm (Fig. 1b) and0

DZ 52.2 mm for complex (II) with v 515 mm (Fig.v–p 0

2b), respectively; matching Eq. (1). This result suggests
that observed optical nonlinearity for both complexes (I)
and (II) has a third-order dependence on the incident
electric field [39].

2
DZ 5 1.72pv /l (1)v2p 0

23 23Fig. 1. Z-scan data of 1.34310 mol dm of (C H NO) H PMo O ?9 7 4 7 12 40
13 23H O at 532 nm with I 55.6310 W/m : (a) collected under the openThe difference between the normalized transmittance 2 0

aperture configuration showing small NLO absorption; (b) collected undervalues at valley and peak positions DT , is related to thev–p the closed aperture configuration showing the self-defocusing effect.2 21nonlinear refractive index n (m w ) and the nonlinear2
(3)optical coefficient x (esu), when the possible contribu-

0.25 2a L0tion from the nonlinear optical absorption can be ignored, DT 5 0.812p /l(1 2 S) I (1 2 e ) /a n (2)v2p 0 0 2

using Eqs. (2) and (3), where I , a , S, L and c are the0 0
(3) (3) 2on-axis irradiance, the linear absorption coefficient, the x 5 x 5 cn n /80p (3)Re 0 2

aperture size, the thickness of the sample, and the velocity
of light, respectively. The parameters I , a , S, L, DT measured and n ,0 0 v–p 2
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Table 1
Data obtained for the optical experiment

2 2 (3)Compounds I (W/m ) a S L (mm) DT n (m /W) x (esu)0 0 v–p 2
13 219 213

310 310 310

Complex (I) 5.6 9.57 0.29 1.5 1.53 227 960
Complex (II) 5.6 0.711 0.29 1.5 0.20 5.7 14.8
Poly(methylphenylsilane) [41] 72
1,4-bis(ferrocenyl)butadiyne [42] 22.5
(C H NO) H PMo O 3CH CN [43] 399 7 3 3 12 40 3

(phen) H PMo O 2C H O [43] 4.03 3 12 40 3 6

(3)
x values subsequently obtained for complexes (I) and 3CH CN, (phen) H PMo O –2C H O, prepared by3 3 3 12 40 3 6

(3) VI(II), and some x reported for some best performing reacting C H NO and phen with H [PMo O ]?nH O,9 7 3 12 40 2

NLO materials are listed in Table 1. Experiments with a respectively [43], and other NLO materials reported, we
(3)varied I show that n and x measured in this way were could conclude the following: (1) as far as the magnitude0 2

(3)indeed independent of I , consistent with the notion that of the x is concerned, charge-transfer complexes are0

n5n 1n I , and the observed NLO signals are truly potential nonlinear optical materials with a bright future,0 2 0

third-order in origin for complexes (I) and (II). and the complexes of the heteropoly blue type are better
After a comparison of the NLO properties of the charge- due to the facile extensive polarisation; (2) C H NO is9 7

transfer complexes of heteropoly blue type reported in this better than phen for synthesizing optical materials of good
(3)paper with those of complexes (C H NO) H PMo O – quality with a big x value.9 7 3 3 12 40
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Abstract

A dinuclear copper(II) complex, [Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ] was isolated by reacting Cu(O CCH ) ?H O and 2-hydroxy-5-nitro-2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2

benzaldehyde benzoylhydrazone (H bhsNO ) in methanol. The X-ray structure of the complex has been determined. The dinegative2 2

ligands bind the Cu(II) ions through the deprotonated amide–O, imine–N and phenolate–O atoms. The pair of Cu(II) ions are linked by
the two phenolate–O atoms. The coordination geometry around each Cu(II) is square pyramidal. The imine–N, amide–O and the bridging
phenolate–O atoms form the square plane and the oxygen atom of a water molecule occupies the axial coordination site. The complex is
redox active. Variable temperature (25–300 K) magnetic susceptibility measurements in the solid state are consistent with an

21antiferromagnetic interaction between the two metal centres. The coupling constant J is found to be 2186(5) cm by least-squares
fitting of the magnetic susceptibility data using an expression derived from the isotropic spin Hamiltonian, H522JS ?S (S 5S 51/2).1 2 1 2

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Dicopper(II) complex; Crystal structure; Phenolate bridge; Antiferromagnetic coupling

1. Introduction istry and electronic properties of the complexed metal ions.
Amide oxygen bridged dinuclear complexes are particu-

Continuing interest in the dinuclear transition metal larly attractive for the study of the influence of the amide
complexes stems from their structural, redox and magnetic proton on the interaction between the two metal ions,
properties [1–3] and as models for metalloenzymes having provided the dinuclear core remains intact after protona-
bimetallic active sites [4–6]. Tridentate dibasic Schiff tion. Dinuclear copper(II) complexes are already reported
bases are excellent ligands in forming dinuclear species of with this type of ligands [16,17].
metal ions which prefer square planar geometry.
Aroylhydrazones of ortho-hydroxy aldehydes are such
ligands and provide a phenolic–OH, an imine–N and an
amide–O as coordinating centres. In a dinuclear complex
either the phenolate–O or the deprotonated amide–O can
act as the bridging atom. It has been found earlier that in a
situation similar to this the most negatively charged centre
is preferred as the bridging atom in dinuclear copper(II)
complexes [7]. We are interested in the complexes [8–12]
of this class of ligands for two reasons: (i) presence of

However, the identity of the bridging atom is ambigu-
high oxidation state promoting amide and phenolic–OH

ous. Comparing the infrared frequencies of the phenolic
functionalities [13–15]; and (ii) to study the effect of

C–O stretch in the free ligand and in the metal bound
amide protonation and deprotonation on the stereochem-

ligand, it is concluded in one report [16] that the amide–O
bridges the two metal ions and in the other report [17] a*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-40-301-0510; fax: 191-40-301-
bisphenoxo bridged structure is proposed. Herein, we0120.

E-mail address: spsc@uohyd.ernet.in (S. Pal) report the synthesis, structure and properties of a di-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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copper(II) complex, [Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ] of ben- Industries, USA). Molar paramagnetic susceptibilities were2 2 2 2 2
26zoylhydrazone of 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzaldehyde obtained by using a diamagnetic correction (2309310

(H bhsNO ) (I). cgsu for [Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ]) calculated from Pascal’s2 2 2 2 2 2 2

constants [20].

2. Experimental 2.3. X-ray structure determination

The ligand H bhsNO was prepared in a |95% yield by2 2 Single crystals of [Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ] were obtained2 2 2 2 2condensing one equivalent of benzoylhydrazine and one
by slow evaporation of a methanol solution. A dark

equivalent of 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzaldehyde in methanol
parallelopiped crystal of dimensions 0.1130.2030.44 mm

[18,19]. All other chemicals and solvents used in this work
mounted at the end of a glass fibre was used for structure

were of analytical grade available commercially.
determination. Unit cell parameters were determined by a
least-squares fit of 30 reflections (2u, 14–308). Data were

2.1. Synthesis of [Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ]2 2 2 2 2 collected using the v-scan method (3,2u ,458) on a
Nicolet R3m/V diffractometer with graphite monochro-3A methanol solution (15 cm ) of Cu(O CCH ) ?H O2 3 2 2 ˚mated MoKa radiation (l50.71073 A). No significant

(100 mg, 0.5 mmol) was added to a suspension of
reduction in the intensities of two check reflections mea-3H bhsNO (143 mg, 0.5 mmol) in methanol (15 cm ) and2 2 sured after every 198 reflections was observed during data

the mixture was refluxed for 3 h. A dark green mi-
collection. Data were corrected for Lorentz-polarization

crocrystalline solid separated on cooling to room tempera-
effects. An empirical absorption correction was applied

ture. The complex was collected by filtration and washed
based on the c-scans [21] of six reflections with 6,2u ,

with an ice-cold water–methanol (1:1) mixture and finally
448 and 276,x ,2878. Out of 1827 reflections collected,

dried in vacuum. The yield was 175 mg (48%). We found:
1803 are independent and 1442 are observed [I.3s(I)].

C, 45.6; H, 3.1; N, 11.4. We calc. for Cu C H N O : C,2 28 22 6 10 The complex of the empirical formula Cu C H N O2 28 22 6 1046.09; H, 3.04; N, 11.52%. The selected IR bands were ¯crystallises in the space group P1 with: a56.531(3), b521(cm ): 3543w, 1601s, 1557m, 1491s, 1435w, 1383m, ˚10.518(9), c510.639(9) A; a 592.50(9), b 5107.72(5),
31325s, 1281m, 1105m, 1055m, 947w, 916w, 837m, 795m, ˚g 596.68(6)8; V5689.0(9) A ; and, Z51. The structure

754m, 704s, 588m, 546m, 447m. The electronic spectral
was solved by direct methods and refined by full-matrix

data in the methanol solution were [l (´) (nmmax least-squares and Fourier techniques. All non-hydrogen21 3 21(mol dm cm ))]: 640 (300), 376 (44900), 304
atoms were refined by using anisotropic thermal parame-

(37300), 232 (32200).
ters. Hydrogen atoms were included in the structure factor
calculation at idealised positions with fixed thermal param-2.2. Physical measurements
eters, but not refined. The number of parameters refined is
208. The refinement on F converged (maximum shift / esd

Microanalytical data (C, H, N) were obtained with a
0.001) to a final R50.0430, R 50.0458 and goodness-of-wPerkin-Elmer model 240C elemental analyser. The infrared
fit51.02, with the largest difference peak and hole 0.95

23spectrum was recorded for a KBr pellet of the complex by ˚and 20.56 e A , respectively. The quantity minimized
using a JASCO-5300 FT-IR spectrophotometer. A JASCO- 2 2 2was Sw(uF u2uF u) with w51/ [s (uF u)10.0001uF u ].o c o o7800 UV/vis spectrophotometer was used to obtain the

All calculations were performed on a MicroVAX II com-
electronic spectrum. The electrical conductivity measure-

puter using the SHELXTL-Plus programs [22].
ment was performed by using a Digisun conductivity
meter, model DI-909. A Cypress model CS-1090/CS-1087
electroanalytical system was used for cyclic voltammetric
experiments with the methanol solution of the complex 3. Results and discussion
containing tetrabutylammonium perchlorate as the support-
ing electrolyte. The three electrode measurements were 3.1. Synthesis and some properties
carried out at 298 K under a dinitrogen atmosphere with a
platinum disk or glassy carbon working electrode, a The ligand (H bhsNO ) was obtained by condensation2 2

platinum wire auxiliary electrode and an Ag–AgCl refer- of one equivalent of benzoylhydrazine and one equivalent
ence electrode. The potentials reported in this work are of 5-nitrosalicylaldehyde in methanol. The complex was
uncorrected for junction contributions. The variable-tem- synthesised by reacting Cu(O CCH ) ?H O and2 3 2 2

perature (25–300 K) magnetic susceptibilities at a field H bhsNO in a 1:1 mole ratio in methanol. The elemental2 2

strength of 10 kG were measured using the Faraday analysis of the complex is satisfactory with respect to the
technique with a set-up comprising an electromagnet empirical formula Cu(bhsNO )(H O). The complex is2 2

(Polytronic Corporation, Mumbai, India), a microbalance electrically nonconducting in a methanol solution.
(Sartorius, Germany) and a closed-cycle refrigerator (Cryo The infrared spectrum of the complex shows a weak
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21band at |3543 cm possibly due to the coordinated H O2
21molecule [23]. Absence of any band at 1625 cm

indicates the enolate form of the amide function in the
21ligand [24]. A strong band observed at 1601 cm with a

shoulder is possibly due to the –C=N–N=C– conjugate
fragment of the ligand [25]. Two medium-to-strong bands

21observed at 1557 and 1491 cm are most likely due to the
C=C stretches from the aromatic part of the ligand [26].

The electronic spectrum of the complex in methanol
displays a weak band at 640 nm followed by three intense
absorptions at 376, 304 and 232 nm. Copper(II) complexes
of Schiff bases and related ligands display a weak band in
the range 620–675 nm [27,28]. The origin of this band is
assigned to a d–d transition. For an octahedral complex the

2 2expected E to T transition is observed around 800 nm.g 2g

A considerable blue shift of this band is observed as the
octahedral geometry distorts to a square pyramidal and
square planar structure [29–31]. The high-intensity absorp-

Fig. 1. Structure of [Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ] showing 30% probability2 2 2 2 2tions are most likely due to the ligand-to-metal charge
thermal ellipsoids and the atom-labelling scheme. Hydrogen atoms are

transfer and intraligand transitions. omitted for clarity.
Cyclic voltammogram of the complex in methanol

shows a reduction response at 20.63 V (vs. Ag–AgCl) at a axial Cu(II)–O distance is significantly longer than the
platinum electrode. On reverse scan the corresponding equatorial bond distances. The Cu O unit is planar, but2 2oxidation response is observed at 20.17 V. If the initial unsymmetrical with respect to Cu–O distances (Cu–O15
scan was allowed beyond 20.63 V another reduction ˚ ˚1.943(4) A, Cu–O1a52.016(5) A). The metal–metal
response is observed at 21.25 V. However, in the reverse ˚distance is 3.041(4) A. The Cu(II)–O (amide) distance is
scan the corresponding oxidation response for the second smaller than the Cu(II)–O (bridging phenolate) distances.
reduction is not clearly observed. If a glassy carbon The Cu(II)–O (phenolate) and the Cu(II)–N (imine)
electrode is used the E value of the first reduction is1 / 2 distances are unexceptional [37].
found to be 20.41 V (DE 5480 mV), but the secondp

reduction is not well resolved. Considering the dimeric 3.3. Magnetic susceptibility
structure of the complex in the solid state, as determined
by X-ray crystallography, the antiferromagnetic coupling Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility measure-
(see below) between the two metal centres and the ments on a powdered sample of [Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ]2 2 2 2 2separation (620 mV) between the two reduction responses, were conducted in the temperature range 25–300 K at a
we assign the first reduction as Cu(II)Cu(II) to Cu(II)Cu(I) constant magnetic field of 10 kG. The effective magnetic
and the second reduction as Cu(II)Cu(I) to Cu(I)Cu(I). moment of the complex at 25 K is 0.32 m and graduallyB

increases to 1.69 m (at 300 K) indicating an antiferro-B

magnetic coupling between the two Cu(II) centres (Fig. 2).
3.2. Structure of [Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ]2 2 2 2 2 The data were fit by using an expression for x vs. TM

obtained from the isotropic spin-exchange Hamiltonian
The molecular structure of the complex is shown in Fig. H522JS ?S , where S 5S 51/2 for the two Cu(II) ions1 2 1 21. Selected bond distances and angles are listed in Table 1. [38]. A satisfactory fit was obtained by least-squares

The molecule has crystallographically imposed inversion 21refinement with J52186(5) cm , g51.91(9), p53.2%
symmetry in the solid state and thus the asymmetric unit

22contains half of it. The ligand, bhsNO is planar and2
Table 1binds the metal ion via the deprotonated amide–O, imine–
Selected bond distances and angles for [Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ]2 2 2 2 2N and phenolate–O atoms forming a five- and a six-

˚Bond distances (A)membered chelate ring. Intraligand bond distances are
Cu–O1 1.943(4) Cu–O1a 2.016(5)similar to other structurally characterised complexes con-
Cu–O2 1.914(4) Cu–N1 1.924(5)taining similar ligands [8,10,32–36] and indicate the
Cu–O5 2.223(4)

deprotonation of the amide function. Each copper(II) Bond angles (8)
centre is square pyramidal with the amide–O, imine–N O1–Cu–O1a 79.6(2) O1–Cu–N1 93.4(2)

O1–Cu–O2 171.2(2) O1a–Cu–O2 102.8(2)and the two bridging phenolate–O atoms forming the
O1a–Cu–N1 158.9(2) O2–Cu–N1 81.3(2)square plane. The axial coordination site of each copper(II)
Cu–O1–Cua 100.4(2)is occupied by the oxygen atom of a water molecule. The
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bridged dinuclear species using aroylhydrazones and to
study the effect of amide protonation on the complex. In
the literature dimeric Cu(II) complexes of this class of
ligands have already been reported. However, the identity
of the bridging atom is not unambiguous. We have
prepared and characterised a dicopper(II) complex of
benzoylhydrazone of 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzaldehyde. The
X-ray structure reveals that the pair of Cu(II) centres are
linked by the phenolate–O atoms instead of the amide–O
atoms. In the complex both the metal centres are redox
active. A strong antiferromagnetic interaction is operative
between the two metal centres.

Supplementary material

Tables of atomic positional parameters, anisotropic
thermal parameters, intramolecular bond distances and
angles and hydrogen atom positional parameters for
[Cu (bhsNO ) (H O) ] are available from the Cambridge2 2 2 2 2

Fig. 2. Inverse molar magnetic susceptibility (h) and effective magnetic Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC), 12 Union Road,
moment (s) per complex as a function of temperature. The solid lines Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, on request, quoting the deposi-
represent the quality of least-squares fit with the parameters given in the

tion no. CCDC-102692.text.
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Abstract

The reaction of [ReX(CO) ] (X5Br, H) with the bidentate phosphinite ligand 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphinite)ethane (L–L), synthesized5

by reaction of PPh Cl and ethylene glycol in a 2:1 ratio in the presence of NEt , at room temperature, affords the mononuclear rhenium(I)2 3

complexes fac-[ReBr(CO) (L–L)] (1) and fac-[ReH(CO) (L–L)] (2). The coordination geometry of the complexes was established by3 3

diffraction studies and confirmed by spectroscopic data of both complexes. Compound 1 crystallizes in the P2 /c (No. 14) monoclinic1

space group while the hydride complex does so in P2 (No. 4). The coordination polyhedron around the rhenium atom in both cases is a1

slightly distorted octahedron with three carbonyl groups in facial positions. The link of the bidentate ligand to the metal atom leads to a
seven-membered ReP O C ring, adopting a conformation better described as a twisted chair.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights2 2 2

reserved.

Keywords: Rhenium(I) 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphinite)ethane complexes

1. Introduction characterization of rhenium(I) carbonyl bromide and hy-
dride derivatives of the bidentate ligand bis(diphenylphos-

The coordination chemistry of rhenium(I) derivatives phinite)ethane, Ph PO–CH CH –OPPh .2 2 2 2

with monodentate and bidentate phosphine ligands is well
developed. Recently, studies of the phosphite complexes
have also received attention due to the different electronic 2. Experimental
and steric properties of these ligands [1–11]. However, the
coordination chemistry of bidentate phosphites has been 2.1. Materials and instrumentation
explored much less thoroughly than that of the phosphine
analogs, probably due to the lack of stability and difficulty All operations were carried out under an atmosphere of
of isolating the former [12]. dry dinitrogen or argon, using standard Schlenk tech-

On the other hand, an increasing number of studies have niques. All solvents were dried over appropriate drying
been undertaken to evaluate the effects on structure, agents, degassed on a vacuum line and distilled in an Ar
bonding and chemical properties of the hydride and the atmosphere [15].

2corresponding h –H rhenium complexes [13,14] when an Ph PCl, ethylene glycol (Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany)2 2

oxygen atom, near the phosphorous belonging to an and Re (CO) (ABCR, Karlsruhe, Germany) were used2 10

ancillary ligand, is introduced. without any further purification. [ReBr(CO) ] and5

As a way of continuing with these studies, we report [ReH(CO) ] were synthesized by reported methods5

here on the synthesis and spectroscopic and diffractometric [16,17].
Elemental analyses were carried out on a Fisons EA-

1108. Melting points (m.p.) were determined on a Gallen-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-986-812-319; fax: 134-986-812-
Kamp MFB-595 and are uncorrected.382.

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Bruker Vector 22FT´ ´E-mail address: ezequiel@uvigo.es (M. Vasquez-Lopez)
1Corresponding co-author. spectrophotometer. NMR spectra were obtained on a

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00002-9
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1 13 1Bruker AMX 400 spectrometer. H and Ch Hj chemical crystals were obtained by slow evaporation of an EtOH/
shifts refer to internal tetramethylsilane (TMS), while CH Cl (10:2, v /v) solution.2 2
31 1Ph Hj chemical shifts are reported with respect to 85%

2 1H PO , with downfield shifts considered positive. 2.5. Synthesis of [Re(h –H )(CO) (L–L)] , 33 4 2 3

Longitudinal relaxation time values of the hydride
resonance were measured in CD Cl solutions at 400 MHz The complex was prepared by the addition of HBF ?2 2 4

by the inversion–recovery method using a standard 1808– Et O (3.78 mL, 0.02 mmol) with a microsyringe to a2

t –908 pulse sequence between 183 and 283 K in 2 and solution of hydride compound 2 (0.02 mmol) in 0.5 mL of
183 and 238 K in 3. The resulting T (min) values are CD Cl , placed inside a 5-mm NMR tube and cooled to1 2 2

included in Table 3, while plots of T (ms) vs. T (K) 193 K. The tube was shaken to complete the reaction and1
1 31parameters corresponding to compound 3 are shown in then the NMR spectra ( H and P) were registered. The

Fig. 4. compound was not isolated as solid due to the easy loss of
hydrogen above 230 K.

2.2. Synthesis of the ligand Ph PO(CH ) OPPh (L–L)2 2 2 2

2.6. X-ray data collection, structure and refinement
The synthesis of the ligand is based on the method

described by Rabinowitz and Pellon [18]. Ph PCl (13 mL, Crystallographic measurements of both compounds were2

72.4 mmol) was slowly added dropwise (ca. 30 min) to a performed on a CAD4 Enraf-Nonius diffractometer. Crys-
cooled (2808C) solution of freshly distilled Et N (10 mL, tal data and experimental conditions are listed in Table 1.3

72.1 mmol) and ethylene glycol (2.23 g, 35.9 mmol) in 30 Data were corrected for polarization and Lorentz effects.
mL of toluene. The solution was stirred for 1 h and the C-scan absorption corrections were also applied [19].
formation of the ligand was established by the presence of Structure analyses for both compounds were carried out

31 1a unique signal at 132.6 ppm in the Ph Hj spectrum. The by the heavy atom method [20] followed by difference
formed solid, [Et NH]Cl, was filtered off and the resulting Fourier techniques until all non-hydrogen atoms were3

solution was vacuum concentrated to yield a yellow oil. located. All non-H atoms were anisotropically refined. The
Attempts to purify this oil (by distillation or column positions of H-atoms were calculated geometrically and
chromatography) were unsuccessful because the product is included in structure factor calculations, except the hydride
unstable, as shown by the disappearance of the characteris- ligand in compound 2 that was located and isotropically

31 1tic signal in the Ph Hj spectrum. So, for the synthesis of refined.
the complexes, a toluene solution of the oil was used. This For compound 2, the obtained Flack parameter [21], of
solution is stable at room temperature for several months 0.11(2), refined simultaneously with the other atomic and
when it is stored under an inert atmosphere. crystal parameters, is rather high. However, all attempts to

refine it as a racemic twin did not improve the model.
2.3. Synthesis of fac-[ReBr(CO) (L–L)], 1 Scattering factors and anomalous dispersion terms were3

taken from Ref. [22]. Most calculations were performed
To a suspension of [ReBr(CO) ] (200 mg, 0.5 mmol) in with programs SHELXS97 [20] and SHELXL97 [23].5

toluene (20 mL), 4 mL of the ligand solution (0.45 M) Important intramolecular bond distances and angles for
were added and the mixture was stirred for 12 h. The compounds 1 and 2 are given in Table 2.
solvent was removed under vacuum and the resulting oil
was tritured with ethanol (2 mL). The white precipitate that
formed was filtered off, washed with ethanol and vacuum 3. Results and discussion
dried. Yield, 142 mg (37%); m.p., 1608C. Anal. Found: C,
45.4; H, 3.2%. C H BrO P Re requires C, 44.6; H, The chelating 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphinite)ethane ligand29 24 5 2

3.1%. Single crystals were obtained by slow evaporation of Ph PO(CH ) OPPh (L–L) is produced by the reaction of2 2 2 2

an EtOH/CH Cl (10:2, v /v) solution. 35.9 mmol of ethylene glycol (HOCH CH OH) and 72.42 2 2 2

mmol of diphenylphosphine chloride (Ph PCl) in the2

2.4. Synthesis of fac-[ReH(CO) (L–L)], 2 presence of triethylamine. Attempts to isolate the ligand3

from the solution, after separating [Et NH]Cl, were unsuc-3

To 3 mL of the solution of the ligand L–L (0.50 M), cessful; therefore, the synthesis of the rhenium derivatives
[ReH(CO) ] (230 mg, 0.7 mmol) dissolved in 10 mL of must always be performed from a toluene solution of L–L5

tetrahydrofuran (THF) was added. After 4 h of stirring, the (see Section 2) (Scheme 1).
resulting solution was vacuum concentrated to ca. 4 mL. After treatment of a toluene solution of L–L with
The white precipitate obtained by the addition of 2 mL of [ReX(CO) ] (X5Br, H), suspended or dissolved in5

MeOH was filtered off, washed with methanol and vacuum toluene at room temperature, the corresponding 1:1 com-
dried. Yield, 80 mg (16%); m.p.: 1328C. Found: C, 49.8; plexes were obtained (Scheme 2), as indicated by the
H, 3.6%. C H O P Re requires: C, 49.6; H, 3.6%. Single appearance of IR-bands due to the stretching vibrations of29 25 5 2
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Table 1
Crystallographic data for compounds 1 and 2

1 2

Formula C H BrO P Re C H O P Re29 24 5 2 29 25 5 2

Molecular weight 780.53 701.63
Crystal class Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /c (No. 14) P2 (No. 4)1 1

˚a (A) 10.5090(8) 12.136(2)
˚b (A) 11.2070(10) 9.244(1)
˚c (A) 24.719(5) 12.958(1)

b (8) 99.456(8) 110.76(2)
3˚V (A ) 2871.7(7) 1359.3(3)

Z 4 2
Temperature (K) 293(2) 213(2)

23 2Dc (g cm ) 1.805 1.714
Crystal size (mm) 0.2530.2530.10 0.3030.0530.05

˚l (A) Mo–Ka50.71073 Cu–Ka51.54184
m (mm) 5.771 10.167
u (8) range 2–31 6–65
h, k, l range 0,14; 0,15; 235,34 21,14; 210,10; 215,14
Reflections measured 9087 4569
Independent reflections /R 8661/0.0707 4569/0.0242int

No. reflections with I.2s(I) 3812 4392
aR /wR [I.2s(I)] 0.0461/0.0760 0.0528/0.14731 2

23˚Peak/hole (eA ) 1.143/22.202 0.807/21.763
a 2 2 1 / 2Dc5calculated density; R 5ouuF u2uF uu /ouF u; wR 5[ow(F 2F ) /ow(F ) ] .1 o c o 2 o c o

Table 2
Selected bond distances and angles

[ReBr(CO) (L–L)], (1) [ReH(CO) (L–L)], (2)3 3
Scheme 1.

Re–C(1) 1.911(9) Re–C(1) 1.961(14)
Re–C(2) 1.938(8) Re–C(2) 1.944(14)
Re–C(3) 1.962(9) Re–C(3) 1.941(15) 31 1CO groups in 1 and the change in the Ph Hj spectrum ofRe–P(1) 2.4423(19) Re–P(1) 2.425(3)

1 and 2. The resulting complexes can be isolated asRe–P(2) 2.4654(18) Re–P(2) 2.410(3)
Re–Br 2.6259(9) Re–H(1) 1.75(14) air-stable white solids. They can be partially dissolved in
C(1)–O(1) 1.120(8) C(1)–O(1) 1.149(17) alcohols or completely in solvents such as chloroform,
C(2)–O(2) 1.137(8) C(2)–O(2) 1.147(17) dichloromethane and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO).
C(3)–O(3) 1.130(9) C(3)–O(3) 1.147(18)
P(1)–O(4) 1.638(5) P(1)–O(4) 1.623(9)
P(1)–C(11) 1.812(7) P(1)–C(11) 1.824(13)
P(1)–C(21) 1.821(7) P(1)–C(21) 1.825(14)
P(2)–O(5) 1.608(5) P(2)–O(5) 1.631(9)
P(2)–C(31) 1.825(8) P(2)–C(31) 1.824(13)
P(2)–C(41) 1.834(7) P(2)–C(41) 1.831(17)
C(4)–O(4) 1.458(8) C(4)–O(4) 1.428(16)
C(4)–C(5) 1.478(9) C(4)–C(5) 1.480(19)
C(5)–O(5) 1.436(7) C(5)–O(5) 1.448(16)
C(1)–Re–C(2) 89.1(3) C(1)–Re–C(2) 92.1(6)
C(1)–Re–C(3) 92.4(3) C(1)–Re–C(3) 93.2(6)
C(2)–Re–C(3) 86.2(3) C(2)–Re–C(3) 89.1(6) Scheme 2.
C(1)–Re–P(1) 92.7(2) C(1)–Re–P(1) 96.8(4)
C(2)–Re–P(1) 95.2(2) C(2)–Re–P(1) 91.5(4)
C(3)–Re–P(1) 174.8(2) C(3)–Re–P(1) 170.0(5)
C(1)–Re–P(2) 94.6(2) C(1)–Re–P(2) 90.7(4) The nature of the complexes as fac-[ReX(CO) (L–L)]3
C(2)–Re–P(2) 174.3(3) C(2)–Re–P(2) 176.1(4) was established by spectroscopic and diffractometric
C(3)–Re–P(2) 89.4(2) C(3)–Re–P(2) 88.1(4) studies of both complexes (vide infra).
P(1)–Re–P(2) 88.92(6) P(1)–Re–P(2) 90.78(10)
C(1)–Re–Br 178.4(2) C(1)–Re–H(1) 177(5)

3.1. X-ray structure of the [ReX(CO) (L–L)] complexesC(2)–Re–Br 89.8(3) C(2)–Re–H(1) 90(5) 3
C(3)–Re–Br 86.4(2) C(3)–Re–H(1) 89(5)
P(1)–Re–Br 88.55(5) P(1)–Re–H(1) 81(5) Figs. 1 and 2 show ZORTEP plots [24] of asymmetric
P(2)–Re–Br 86.41(5) P(2)–Re–H(1) 87(5) units of the structures, together with the numbering scheme
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plexes [25–30]. It is worth mentioning that the distance
˚Re–C(1) in compound 2 [1.961(14) A] is significantly

˚longer than in compound 1 [1.911(9) A]. This fact can be
explained in terms of a stronger trans influence of H
ligand compared to Br. The position of the hydride ligand
in 2 was determined from an analysis of the Fourier map

˚and the distance H(1)–Re51.75(14) A is similar to that
found in other rhenium terminal hydride complexes
[14,31] and, like the bromine atom in 1, is located in the
trans position to a carbonyl group.

˚The Re–P distances [2.443(2) and 2.466(2) A in 1 and
˚2.425(3) and 2.410(3) A in 2] fall into the range observed

in rhenium(I) complexes with bidentate phosphorus donor
ligands [32], although an increase in the bite ligand angle
in our complexes does not impose geometric restrictions.
This bite angle is slightly deviated from the ideal value
[P–Re–P588.92(7)8 in 1 and 90.78(10)8 in 2].

The coordination of the bidentate ligand to rhenium
leads to a seven-membered ReP O C ring. The torsionFig. 1. ZORTEP plot of the molecular structure of compound 1. The 2 2 2

thermal ellipsoids correspond to 30% probability. angles and the distances of the atoms to the ideal plane
involving the chelate ring are represented in Fig. 3. Study
of these data suggests that, in both complexes, the ring

used for [ReBr(CO) (L–L)] and [ReH(CO) (L–L)] com- conformation is better described as a twisted chair [32].3 3

pounds, respectively.
The complexes exist as discrete molecules in the unit 3.2. Spectroscopic results

cells, with no unusually short intermolecular contacts.
The coordination polyhedron around the rhenium atom The IR spectrum of the bromide derivative in toluene

can be described as distorted octahedron (main distortions solution shows three strong bands at 2034, 1951 and 1907
21involving Br–Re–P angles, 88.55(5) and 86.41(5)8 and, cm with similar intensity, corresponding to n(CO), and

C(2)–Re–C(3), 86.2(3)8 in compound 1; H(1)–Re–P(1)5 at similar positions to those observed in the complexes
81(5)8, H(1)–Re–P(2)587(5)8 and C(3)–Re–P(1)5 fac-[ReX(CO) (L) ] (L5phosphine or phosphite ligand)3 2
170.0(5)8 angles in compound 2; Table 2). The distances [33]. When the bromide ligand is replaced by the hydride
Re–C in both compounds and Re–Br in 1 are similar to ligand, the first two bands shift to lower wavelength
those found in other rhenium(I) bromide–carbonyl com- numbers and a contrary effect is observed with respect to

Fig. 2. ZORTEP plot of the molecular structure of compound 2. The Fig. 3. Distances to ideal plane and torsion angles (in italics) of the
thermal ellipsoids correspond to 30% probability. seven-membered chelate ring of compounds 1 (bold) and 2.
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21the third band (2019, 1939 and 1923 cm ). However, the 3.3. Protonation of hydride complex 2
net result is the shift towards smaller wavenumbers, in
agreement with the structural data obtained by X-ray The reaction of 2 with HBF ?Et O at 2808C gives the4 2

2diffraction (C–O distances shorter in 1 than 2). In complex non-classical dihydrogen complex [Re(h –H )(CO) (L–2 3
12, the Re–H band, which usually appears as a weak band L)] , 3 (Scheme 3). This cationic compound is fairly

21around 1990 cm , is obscured by the presence of stable in solution at low temperatures but was not isolated
carbonyl bands. as a solid because of easy dihydrogen release (around 233

1 1The H-NMR spectrum of compound 2 shows the signal K). The H NMR spectrum exhibits a broad resonance in
due to the hydride ligand at 24.87 ppm; it appears as a the hydride region at 23.5 ppm, due to a more deshielded
triplet due to its coupling with the two phosphorus atoms nuclide than in 2 (24.87 ppm) and close to those chemical

2 1 31 2 1of the phosphinite ligand ( J( H– P)526 Hz). For both shifts observed in [Re(h –H )(CO) (L) ] (L5P(OEt) ,2 3 2 3

complexes, the signals corresponding to –CH – groups of PPh(OMe) , PPh(OEt) , PPh (OMe) and PPh (OEt)) [14].2 2 2 2 2

the bidentate ligand appear as two groups of multiplets at
around 3.9 and 4.68 (1) and 4.29 ppm (2).

The fac-geometry of the complexes can also be pro-
13 1posed by the study of the Ch Hj spectra. The spectra

show two signals, a triplet (1, 187.0 ppm; 2, 194.3 ppm)
due to a carbonyl group trans to X ligand (cis to

2 13 31phosphinites groups, J( C– P).7 Hz) and a multiplet
Scheme 3.

(collapsed double doublet) at a lower field (1, 188.9; 2,
195.1 ppm), corresponding to carbonyl groups at trans
positions with respect to phosphorous atoms. At the same Experiments of longitudinal relaxation times measured
time, the methylene carbons are magnetically equivalent, at different temperatures of hydride resonance were per-
showing a unique signal around 66 ppm. formed to establish the nature of the H –Re bond [34–36]2

31 1Finally, the Ph Hj spectra of both compounds present in compound 3 but also in compound 2 for comparative
a single signal at positions close to those corresponding to purposes. The plotting of T (ms) versus T (K) in both1

the free ligand (132.6 ppm), suggesting the magnetic compounds shows a well defined V-shaped curve, shown
equivalence of the two phosphorus nuclei at room tempera- in Fig. 4, from which the T (min) can easily be de-1

ture. termined. The T (min) values and the corresponding1

Table 3
Relevant spectral data

2 1[ReBr(CO) (L–L)], (1) [ReH(CO) (L–L)], (2) [Re(h –H )(CO) (L–L)] , (3)3 3 2 3

aIR spectra
n(CO) 2034 s 2019 s

1951 s,b 1939 s,b
1907 s,b 1923 s,b

bNMR spectra
Solvent CDCl CD Cl CD Cl3 2 2 2 2
1H
d(H–Re) 24.87 t 23.5 br

2 1 31J( H– P)526
cT (K) 218 225

T (min) ms 267.7 15.31
dT stability (K) 233

d(CH ) 3.97 m, 4.68 m; 3.99 m, 4.29 m; 3.9 m, 4.2 m2
3 1 31 3 1 31J( H– P)57 (4H) J( H– P)56–7 (4H)

(4H)
d(Ph) 7.1–8 m (20H) 7.3–7.8 m (20H) 7.3–7.8 m (20H)

13C
d(CO) 187.0 t 194.3 t

2 13 31 2 13 31J( C– P)57.2 J( C– P)57.4
188.9 m 195.1 m

31P 122.3 s 135.5 s 129.3 s
a 211 in toluene, 2 in dichloromethane. n in cm . b5broad and s5strong.
b

d in ppm and J in Hz. m5multiplet; s5singlet; t5triplet.
c Temperature (K) for T (min).1
d Limit for thermal stability.
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Abstract

II IIA group of three dinuclear ruthenium(II) complexes of the type [(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O, 1a–1c [bpy52,29-2 2 4 4 2

bipyridine, L5bridging ligand, N C H CH5N –(R)–N 5CHC H N ; R5none, 1a; R5–C H –, 1b; R5–CH –C H –CH –, 1c] havep 5 4 i i 5 4 p 6 4 2 6 4 2

been synthesized and characterized. The complexes are essentially diamagnetic and behave as 1:4 electrolytes in acetonitrile solution. The
mass of the molecular ion for the complex 1a and the geometry of the complexes 1 in solution have been assessed by fast atom

1 13bombardment (FAB) mass spectrometry and H/ C NMR spectroscopy, respectively. Complexes 1 display three metal-to-ligand
charge-transfer (MLCT) transitions in the visible region, where the lowest energy MLCT transition is considered to be a

II II* *dp(Ru )→p (L) transition. The other two higher energy MLCT transitions are believed to be dp(Ru )→p (bpy) transitions. Highly
*intense ligand-based p→p transitions are observed in the UV region. In acetonitrile solvent, complexes 1 show one quasi-reversible

two-electron oxidation process near 1.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl, due to simultaneous one-electron oxidations [ruthenium (III)áruthenium(II)] of
both of the ruthenium centers in 1 and multiple reductions in the range 20.5–22.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl, due to successive reductions of the
coordinated bridging ligand, L, as well as bipyridine. The chemically and electrochemically generated oxidized trivalent congeners of 1
are unstable at room temperature.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Dinuclear ruthenium(II) bipyridine complexes; Bridging ligands

1. Introduction ligands to bring together different ruthenium–bipyridine
fragments in the polynuclear array. Although mononuclear

Since the discovery of the important photo-redox activi- systems are extensively studied, current interest is now
II 21ty of [Ru (bpy) ] (bpy52,29-bipyridine) complexes, primarily focused on the supramolecular assemblies of3

there has been continuous research activity in the direction molecular components having well-defined structures and
of developing new and effective redox catalysts and properties [15–28]. Photo-induced energy and electron
photosensitizing devices involving the ruthenium– transfer processes in supramolecular systems can be ex-
bipyridine moiety [1–14]. In this context, a variety of ploited to develop sensors, light-harvesting and charge
ruthenium–bipyridine complexes have been prepared and separation devices [29,30]. The activity pattern of polynu-
studied over the last 15 years to modulate the ground and clear species essentially depend on the nature of the
excited states’ electron transfer and energy transfer pro- bridging group, which can facilitate the flow of electrons
cesses. The basic strategies behind all of these activities and energy through the molecular components.
are either to introduce different groups within the The present work originates from our interest in de-
bipyridine moiety of Ru(bpy) or to substitute one or two veloping a new class of polynuclear ruthenium–bipyridine3

bipyridine molecule(s) from the Ru(bpy) core by other complexes having neutral a,a9-diimine-based bridging3

types of donor sites or by the use of suitable bridging ligands and to study the effect of the nature of the spacers
of the bridging center on the electron and charge transfer
processes. As a part of our programme, a group of three*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-22-578-2545; fax: 191-22-578-
binuclear ruthenium–bipyridine complexes of the type3480.

II II 41
E-mail address: lahiri@ether.chem.iitb.ernet.in (G.K. Lahiri) [(bpy) Ru N , N –(R)–N , N Ru (bpy) ] (R5none,2 p i p i 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00003-0
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1 3–C H –, –CH –Ph–CH –) were prepared and their 2.3. Preparation of ligands (L –L ) and complexes6 4 2 2

spectroscopic and electrochemical properties have been (1a–1c)
reported.

1 3To the best of our knowledge, this work demonstrates The ligands L –L were prepared by condensing
the first example of polynuclear ruthenium bipyridine pyridine-2-aldehyde with the appropriate diamine in a 2:1
complexes incorporating neutral pyridinealdimine-based mole ratio in dry ethanol following the available procedure
bridging ligands (L). [33]. The complexes 1 were synthesized by a general

method, and yields varied in the range 55–60%. Details
are given for one representative complex 1a .

2. Experimental
II 1 II2.3.1. [(bpy) Ru (L )Ru (bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O, 1a2 2 4 4 2

2.1. Materials The starting complex [Ru(bpy) Cl ].2H O (300 mg,2 2 2

0.57 mmol) and AgClO (240 mg, 1.17 mmol) were4
3Commercially available ruthenium trichloride (S.D. Fine placed in dry ethanol (25 cm ) and the mixture was heated

Chemicals, Bombay, India) was converted to RuCl ?3H O to reflux under stirring conditions for 1 h. The initial violet3 2

by repeated evaporation to dryness with concentrated solution changed to orange–red. It was then cooled and
hydrochloric acid. The complex cis-[Ru(bpy) Cl ]?2H O filtered through a Gooch (G-4) sintered-glass funnel. The2 2 2

1was prepared according to the reported procedure [31]. ligand L (60 mg, 0.29 mmol) was then added to the above
Pyridine-2-aldehyde and a,a9- diamino–p-xylene were filtrate (ethanolato species). The resulting mixture was
obtained from Fluka, Switzerland. Other chemicals and heated to reflux overnight and it was then cooled. The
solvents were of reagent grade and used as received. For precipitate thus formed was filtered and washed thoroughly
electrochemical studies, HPLC-grade acetonitrile was used. with cold ethanol and benzene. Finally, the product was
Commercial tetraethyl ammonium bromide was converted recrystallized from an acetonitrile–benzene (1:3, v /v)
to pure tetraethyl ammonium perchlorate (TEAP) by mixture. The yield was 55%.
following an available procedure [32]. CAUTION! Perchlorate salts of metal complexes are

generally explosive. Care should be taken while handling
such complexes.

2.2. Physical measurements

The electrical conductivity of the solution was checked
using a Systronic conductivity bridge, 305. Electronic 3. Results and discussion
spectra (900–200 nm) were recorded using a Shimadzu
UV 2160 spectrophotometer. Infrared spectra were taken 3.1. Synthesis
on a Nicolet spectrophotometer with samples prepared as
KBr pellets. Magnetic susceptibility was checked with a The three a,a9-diimine bridging ligands used for the

1 13 1 3 1 3PAR vibrating sample magnetometer. H and C NMR present study are abbreviated as L –L . The ligands L –L
spectra were obtained using a 300 MHz Varian FT–NMR differ with respect to the nature of the spacers (R) used in
spectrometer. Cyclic voltammetry and coulometric mea- the ligand framework (R5none, –C H – and –CH –Ph–6 4 2

1 3 1 3surements were carried out using a PAR model 273A CH for L –L , respectively). The bridging ligands L –L2

electrochemistry system. A glassy carbon working elec- bind to the metal ions in a neutral and bidentate N ,N andp i

trode, a platinum wire auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl N ,N (M L) manner, forming five-membered chelatep i 2
II II 41reference electrode were used in a three-electrode configu- rings. The complexes [(bpy) Ru (L) Ru (bpy) ] 12 2

IIration. TEAP was the supporting electrolyte and the have been synthesized from [Ru (bpy) Cl ]?2H O follow-2 2 2
23concentration of the solution was |10 M. The half-wave ing the synthetic route shown in Scheme 1. The red-

0potential E was set equal to 0.5 (E 1E ), where E colored cationic complexes 1 were precipitated directly298 pa pc pa

and E are anodic and cathodic cyclic voltammetric peak from the respective reaction mixture as dihydrated per-pc
21 II IIpotentials, respectively. The scan rate used was 50 mV s . chlorate salts, [(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O.2 2 4 4 2

A platinum wire gauze working electrode was used in The pure complexes 1 were obtained by recrystallization
coulometric experiments. All electrochemical experiments from a benzene–acetonitrile (1:3, v /v) mixture.
were carried out under a dinitrogen atmosphere and are The reactions of the active ruthenium starting complex

II 21uncorrected for junction potentials. Elemental analyses [Ru (bpy) (EtOH) ] with the ligands, L, always ended2 2

were carried out using a Perkin-Elmer 240C elemental up as dimeric complexes 1, irrespective of the metal–
analyzer. The FAB mass spectrum was recorded on a ligand ratio used. The yield of the products varies depend-
JEOL SX 102/DA-6000 mass spectrometer. ing on the metal–ligand ratio and it was found to be
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Scheme 1. (i) AgClO , EtOH, heat, stirring and (ii) L, heat, stirring.4

II 6maximum (|60%) in the case of a 2:1 metal–L ratio, as es 1a–1c are essentially diamagnetic (low spin Ru , t ,2g

S50).expected. All of our attempts to synthesize the corre-
II 21 The selected IR frequencies of complexes 1 are listed insponding mononuclear species, [Ru (bpy)L] , using

Table 1. The n stretching frequency of the freelower metal–ligand ratios, of 1:1 or less, have failed (C5N)
21 21completely. ligands (|1640 cm ) has been shifted to |1610 cm in

The complexes 1 are highly soluble in polar solvents accordance with the coordination of the azomethine (CH5

such as acetonitrile, dimethyl formamide (dmf) and di- N) functions to the metal ions [34]. The strong bands near
21methyl sulfoxide (dmso), and are slightly soluble in water, 1100 and 630 cm are observed for all of the complexes

due to ionic perchlorate. The n of the water ofbenzene, dichloromethane and chloroform. The extent of O–H
21solubility varies depending on the nature of the R group crystallization appears near 3400 cm as a broad peak.

1 3present in the ligands L –L . The microanalytical data (C, The other expected vibrations of the bipyridine and
H, N) of the complexes are shown in Table 1. The results bridging ligands are systematically present for all of the
are in good agreement with the calculated values, which complexes.
confirm the gross composition of the complexes The FAB mass spectrum of one representative com-

II II[(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O 1. The complex- plex, 1a, shows the maximum peak at m /z 1036.6,2 2 4 4 2

es are 1:4 electrolyte in acetonitrile solution (Table 1). which corresponds to the molecular ion
1 41Solid state magnetic moment measurements at room [(bpy) Ru(L )Ru(bpy) ] (calculated molecular weight,2 2

temperature (298 K) indicate that all three of the complex- 1037.2).
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Table 1
a b c bMicroanalytical , conductivity , infrared and electronic spectral data

21 21Compound Elemental analysis (%) L /V IR (cm ) UV/VisM
2 2 1 2 d 21 21cm mol n(C5N) n(ClO ) l (nm) (´ , M cm )4 max

C H N

1a 42.32 3.10 11.56 444 1611 1124 523(9520), 416(15 720),
e(42.45) (3.16) (11.43) 637 347 (15 200), 284(108 320),

246(39 800), 197(95 760)
e1b 45.17 3.29 10.73 469 1608 1098 480 (20 120), 429(28 360),
e(45.02) (3.26) (10.87) 631 344 (20 760), 286(103 720),

245(55 480), 200(113 200)
e1c 45.87 3.40 10.52 440 1610 1098 470(24 560), 420 (16 000),

e(45.74) (3.46) (10.67) 637 359 (16 640), 288(102 640),
243(51 120), 202(110 400)

aCalculated values are in parentheses.
bIn acetonitrile at 298 K.
cIn KBr disc.
dExtinction coefficient.
eShoulder.

1 1 3The H NMR spectra of the ligands L –L and one direct comparisons of the intensity of the aromatic region
representative complex, 1b, in (CD ) SO solvent are proton signals with that of the clearly observable3 2

1 azomethine protons (–CH5N–) in the downfield regionshown in Fig. 1a–1d. The observed H NMR spectra
for all three complexes [d(–CH5N–), 9.44, 9.12 and 9.40indicate that each half of the ligand is equivalent due to the
ppm for 1a, 1b and 1c, respectively] reveal the presence ofpresence of internal symmetry. In view of the observed
the expected number of protons for all three complexes.NMR pattern, it may be considered that the trans configu-
The two phenyl ring protons (a, a9) for the bridging ligandsration of the ligands is predominant in solution or that

2 3L and L in complexes 1b and 1c appear as an AB quartetthere is a fast equilibrium between the cis and trans
1 3 near 6 ppm (Fig. 1d) and the methylene protons (–CH ) ofisomers of L –L [35]. Although the presence of two-fold 2

3the bridging ligand L in complex 1c appear as a doublet atsymmetry make each half of the complexes 1 equivalent,
5.42 ppm. The singlet due to the azomethine (–CH5N)the asymmetric nature of L makes all five pyridine groups
proton in the complexes 1 is found to be considerablyaround each ruthenium center non-equivalent. The aro-
deshielded, d .9 ppm relative to that of the free ligands,matic region of the spectra are complicated due to severe
d|8.5 ppm as a consequence of electron donation to theoverlapping of several signals, which has precluded the
metal center [36,37].specific identification of individual resonances. However,

13The decoupled C NMR spectra of the ligands (L) in
(CD ) SO (Fig. 2a–2c) exhibiting distinct six, eight and3 2

1 2 3nine carbon peaks for L , L and L , respectively, were as
expected. The two phenyl ring carbons (a, a9) for the

1 1 2 3 13 1 2 3Fig. 1. H NMR spectra in (CD ) SO of (a) free L , (b) L , (c) L and (d) Fig. 2. C NMR spectra in (CD ) SO of (a) free L , (b) L , (c) L and (d)3 2 3 2
2 2[(bpy) Ru(L )Ru(bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O, 1b. [(bpy) Ru(L )Ru(bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O, 1b.2 2 4 4 2 2 2 4 4 2
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3.2. Electronic spectra

Solution electronic spectra of the complexes 1 were
recorded in acetonitrile solvent in the UV/Vis region
(200–700 nm). Spectral data are listed in Table 1 and the
spectra are shown in Fig. 3. Complex 1a displays two
distinct bands at 523 and 416 nm. The higher energy
visible band is associated with a shoulder at 347 nm.
Complex 1b exhibits a band at 429 nm with an associated
shoulders at the higher energy part at 480 nm and at the
lower energy part at 344 nm. Complex 1c shows the lowest
energy band at 470 nm, which is associated with a
shoulder at 420 nm followed by another shoulder at 349
nm. The band positions and profiles are sensitive to the

1Fig. 3. Electronic spectra of [(bpy) Ru(L )Ru(bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O, 1a nature of the bridging ligands, L, in the complexes 1.2 2 4 4 2
2(———) [(bpy) Ru(L )Ru(bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O, 1b (– ? –) and2 2 4 4 2 Although there is a sharp blue shift (40 nm) of the lowest3[(bpy) Ru(L )Ru(bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O, 1c (– ? – ? –) in acetonitrile at2 2 4 4 2 energy band while moving from 1a to 1b, only a 10 nm298 K.

blue shift has been observed on going from 1b to 1c
(Table 2). Based on the intensity of these visible bands

2 3ligands L and L appear together and the –CH carbon (Table 1), the transitions are assigned to charge transfer in2
3signal of L appears separately at the upfield region (63.44 nature [38–40]. The multiple transitions in these complex-

ppm). es may arise due to the presence of different acceptor
13The C NMR spectra of the complexes 1a, 1b and 1c levels [41]. Since, in these complexes, the ruthenium(II) is

6exhibit 26, 29 and 30 signals, respectively. One representa- in the low-spin t state, the observed visible bands are2g

tive spectrum for complex 1b is shown in Fig. 2d. Some of considered to be metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT)
the signals appear in a very narrow chemical shift range as transitions. The lowest energy band is assigned to the

II *overlapping peaks due to their similar electronic environ- dp(Ru )→p L transition [42]. This explains the observed
ment and that has precluded the identification of the shifts in this transition with the change in the bridging
individual signals. ligand in the complexes 1. This MLCT transition energy

1 13 3 2 1Thus, the FAB mass, H and C NMR spectroscopic decreases in the order of L5L .L .L , which suggests
results along with the microanalytical, conductivity, mag- that the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

*netic moment and IR data collectively establish the (LUMO) of the complexes 1 (primarily the p orbital
1 3composition and stereochemistry of the complexes. energy of a,a9-diimine moieties in the ligands L –L )

Table 2
aElectrochemical data at 298 K

III II 0 d 21Compound Ru –Ru Ligand Ligand reduction DE /V n / cmMLCT
0 0E /V, (DE /mV) oxidation E /V, (DE /mV)298 p 298 p

e fObserved Calculated
1 b c cL 1.75 21.50 , 21.85

1a 1.55 (120) 20.52(90), 20.96(90), 2.07 19 120 19 694
21.62(80), 21.95(90),

c c
22.45 , 22.65

2 b c cL 1.79 21.53 , 21.87
1b 1.59 (100) 20.53(100), 21.01(110), 2.12 20 833 20 259

21.51(80), 21.85(100),
c c

22.38 , 22.57
3 b c cL 1.80 21.55 , 21.87

1c 1.56 (90) 20.59(90), 21.09(100), 2.15 21 277 20 340
21.52(90), 21.89(100),

c c
22.41 , 22.59

a 23Conditions: Solvent, acetonitrile; supporting electrolyte, NEt ClO ; reference electrode, Ag/AgCl; solute concentration, 10 M; working electrode, glassy4 4
21 0carbon. Cyclic voltammetric data: scan rate, 50 mV s ; E 50.5(E 1E ) where E and E are the cathodic and anodic peak potentials, respectively.298 pc pa pc pa

bE values are considered to be due to the irreversible nature of the voltammograms.pa
cE values are considered to be due to the irreversible nature of the voltammograms.pc
dCalculated using Eq. (11).
eIn CH CN solution.3
fUsing Eq. (10).
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decreases in the said order. The charge-transfer transition
energy is known to depend on the separation in potential
between the donor and acceptor levels [43–45]. In the
present complexes 1, the difference in potentials between
the first ligand reduction couple (reduction of the bridging

II IIIligand L) and the metal oxidation couple (Ru –Ru )
matches well with the observed lowest energy MLCT
transition (see Section 3.4). The other two visible bands
near 420 and 350 nm have been assigned on the basis of

21reported spectra of [Ru(bpy) ] complexes having other2

kinds of chelating third ligands [46–49]. With respect to
the C axis of the bipyridine ligand, there are two different2

kinds of bipyridine acceptor orbitals, one symmetric (x)
and one antisymmetric (c) and the transitions from a

*metal-filled dp orbital to these two p orbitals results in
the above-mentioned bands. The lower energy MLCT band

*is considered to be due to the dp(Ru)→p (c) and the
*higher energy MLCT band to the dp(Ru)→p (x) transi-

tions.
II 21The lowest energy MLCT band of [Ru (bpy) ]3

appears at 450 nm [50], thus, the replacement of one bpy
ligand by an asymmetric ligand L results in a blue-shift of
the same transition (429–416 nm). The overall lowering of

Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammograms and differential pulse voltammograms of athe molecular symmetry and the increase in charge of the 23 1|10 M solution of [(bpy) Ru(L )Ru(bpy) ](ClO ) ?2H O, 1a in21 2 2 4 4 2present complexes (14) with respect to the Ru(bpy)3 acetonitrile at 298 K.
might be the possible reasons for the observed shift.

In the UV region, the complexes show very intense
*transitions (Table 1) possibly due to ligand-based p–p couple I, (Eq. (1)) has been established with the help of

transitions involving energy levels higher than those of the differential pulse voltammetric current height and also by
ligand LUMOs [41]. constant potential

III III 61 2[(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ] 1 2e á2 23.3. Electron-transfer properties
II II 41[(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ] (1)2 2

The electron-transfer properties of the complexes have
21been studied by cyclic voltammetry in acetonitrile solvent [1] [1]

(supporting electrolyte, 0.1 M [NEt ]ClO ; working elec-4 4
coulometry (‘n’52.05, 1a ; 1.96, 1b; 2.09, 1c ; n5Q /Q9,trode, glassy carbon). All the potentials are referenced to
where Q9 is the calculated Coulomb count for two-electronthe Ag/AgCl electrode. The complexes are electroactive
transfer and Q is that found after exhaustive electrolysis ofwith respect to the metal as well as ligand centers and

22 III III10 mmol of solute. The oxidized trivalent Ru –Rudisplay the same multiple redox processes in the potential
congener is unstable at room temperature.range 12–23 V at 298 K. Voltammograms are shown in

Under identical experimental conditions, theFig. 4, and reduction potentials in Table 2. The assign-
ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) reduction potential ofments of the responses to specific couples are based on the

21[Ru(bpy) ] appears at 1.29 V [46–50]. Thus, substitu-following considerations. 3
21tion of one bpy ligand from the [Ru(bpy) ] by a a,a9-3

diimine ligand, L, results in an increase of ruthenium3.3.1. Ruthenium (III)–ruthenium(II) couple
(III)–ruthenium(II) potential by |0.2 V. The increase inThe uncoordinated ligands L display one irreversible
overall charge of the complex cation from 12 inoxidation process near 1.75 V (Table 2). The complexes 1

21[Ru(bpy) ] to 14 in the complexes 1 provides furtherexhibit one quasi-reversible two-electron oxidation process 3
21electrostatic destabilization of the oxidized species 1 ,near 1.5 V vs a Ag/AgCl reference electrode (couple I, Fig.

which possibly has been reflected in the high4 and Table 2). Since the oxidative response for the
ruthenium(III)– ruthenium(II) potential of 1.complexes 1 occurs at a less positive potential than that of

the free ligands, L, it may therefore be considered that the
observed oxidation process for the complexes 1 occurs due 3.3.2. Ligand reduction
to the simultaneous one-electron oxidation of both of the In acetonitrile solvent, the free ligands L exhibit two
ruthenium centers (Eq. (1)). The two-electron nature of the irreversible reductions near 21.5 and 21.9 V vs. Ag/
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AgCl reference electrode (Table 2). The complexes 1 acetonitrile solvent (n50.95, 1a; 0.97, 1b; 1.05, 1c). The
display six successive quasi-reversible reductions (couples reduced solution is unstable. The one-electron nature of the
II–VII) in the potential window 0 to 23 V (Fig. 4 and couples III–V and two- and four-electron stoichiometries
Table 2). Since the first two reductions (couples II and III) of couples VI and VII, respectively, are identified by
occur at much less negative potentials (|20.5 and 21.0 comparison with the previous first ligand reduction (couple
V) compared to the first reduction potential of co-ordinated II) with the help of cyclic voltammetric current heights as

212,29-bipyridine ligand of [Ru(bpy) ] (21.30 V), we well as differential pulse voltammetry (Fig. 4). Thus,3

therefore believe that the observed first two reductions instead of observing all eight ligand-based reductions
involve the LUMO of the bridging ligand L. Thus, on separately, only the first two (Eqs. (2) and (3)) appear
coordination, the reversibility of the reduction processes distinctly (couples IV and V); the other six reductions are
increases and the reduction potentials are |1.0 V more observed as simultaneous two-electron reduction (Eqs. (4)

1 3positive than those of the free ligands L –L . It may be and (5), couple VI) and simultaneous four-electron reduc-
noted that this is quite consistent with the available data tion (Eqs. (6)–(9), couple VII).
for complexes of ruthenium(II) containing heterocyclic
ligands [51–53]. The other observed eight reductions 3.4. Spectroelectrochemical correlation
(couples IV–VII) possibly originated from the coordinated
bipyridine ligands as expected. 2,29-Bipyridine is a well Complexes 1a, 1b and 1c exhibit the lowest energy

IIknown potential electron-transfer center and each MLCT transitions of the type t (Ru )→ligand LUMO2
bipyridine ligand can accept two electrons in an electro- (where LUMO is primarily dominated by the ligand L) at
chemically accessible LUMO [54–56]. Since the complex- 523, 480 and 470 nm, respectively (Table 1). The quasi-
es contain four electroactive ligands, eight successive reversible ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) reduction poten-
reductions are therefore expected for each complex in tials are 1.57, 1.52 and 1.54 V, and the first ligand
principle. All of the eight expected reductions are actually reductions are at 20.50, 20.60 and 20.63 V, respectively.
observed in careful cyclic voltammetric experiments, cou- The MLCT transition involves excitation of the electron

6ples (IV–VII), (Eqs. (2)–(9)). *from the filled t orbital of ruthenium(II) to the lowest p2g

orbital of the ligand L. The energy of this transition can beII II 21 2[(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ] 1 e á2 2 predicted from the experimentally observed electrochemi-
II II 1~̄[(bpy)(bpy)Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ] (2) cal data with the help of Eqs. (10) and (11) [57,58]. Here,2

0
II II 1 2 g 5 8065(DE ) 1 3000 (10)MLCT~̄[(bpy)(bpy)Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ] 1 e á2

II II 0 0 0 III II 0~ ~¯ ¯[(bpy)(bpy)Ru (L)Ru (bpy)(bpy)] (3) DE 5 E (Ru 2 Ru ) 2 E (L) (11)298 298

0 III IIII II 0 2~ ~¯ ¯ E (Ru –Ru ) is the formal potential (in V) of the[(bpy)(bpy)Ru (L)Ru (bpy)(bpy)] 1 e á 298

quasi-reversible ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) couple,II II 2~ ~¯ ¯[(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy)(bpy)] (4) 02 E (L) is that of the first ligand reduction and g is the298 MLCT

frequency or energy of the lowest energy charge-transferII II 2 2~ ~¯ ¯[(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy)(bpy)] 1 e á 212 band, in cm . The factor 8065 is used to convert the
21II II 22~ ~¯ ¯ potential difference DE from V into cm and the term[(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ] (5)2 2

213000 cm is of empirical origin. The calculated and
II II 22 2~ ~ experimentally observed g transitions are listed in¯ ¯[(bpy) Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ] 1 e á MLCT2 2

Table 2 and there is a linear relationship between theII II 32~ ~¯ ¯ ¯[(bp̧y)(bpy)Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ] (6)2 g and DE (Table 2). Here, the calculated and observedMLCT
21values lie within 1000 cm of the experimentally ob-II II 32 2~ ~¯ ¯ ¯[(bp̧y)(bpy)Ru (L)Ru (bpy) ] 1 e á2 served g energies, and are in good agreement with theMLCT

II II 42~ ~ earlier observation on other mixed ligand ruthenium–¯ ¯ ¯ ¯[(bp̧y)(bpy)Ru (L)Ru (bpy)(bp̧y)] (7)
bipyridine complexes [59–61].

II II 42 2~ ~¯ ¯ ¯ ¯[(bp̧y)(bpy)Ru (L)Ru (bpy)(bp̧y)] 1 e á
II II 52~¯ ¯ ¯[(bp̧y) Ru (L)Ru (bpy)(bp̧y)] (8)2 4. Conclusions

II II 52 2~¯ ¯ ¯[(bp̧y) Ru (L)Ru (bpy)(bp̧y)] 1 e á2 We have observed the effect of neutral a,a9-diimine-
II II 62¯ ¯[(bp̧y) Ru (L)Ru (bp̧y) ] (9) based bridging ligands (L) on the redox and spectroscopic2 2

properties of the [Ru(bpy) ] core. The presence of strong2

The one-electron nature of the first reduction (couple II p-acidic pyridinealdimine-based bridging ligand (L) along
in Fig. 4) is confirmed by constant-potential coulometry in with the [Ru(bpy) ] core destabilizes the oxidized trivalent2
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Abstract

The crystal structures of five monomeric complexes with monodentate thiosulfato-S ligation have been determined. A,
62(NH ) [Co(II)(S O ) ]?H O, contains a novel [Co(II)(S O ) ] anion in which the cobalt has a distorted tetrahedral coordination4 6 2 3 4 2 2 3 4

˚environment and is bonded to four discrete thiosulfate ligands: (Co–S, 2.330(3)–2.351(4) A). B, trans-(N(CH ) ) [Co(II)-3 4 2

(H O) (S O ) ], and C, trans-(N(CH ) ) [Ni(II)(H O) (S O ) ], are isomorphous and contain the novel anions trans-[M(II)-2 4 2 3 2 3 4 2 2 4 2 3 2
2-(H O) (S O ) ] [M5Co(II) and Ni(II)]. The anions are centrosymmetric with the metals in octahedral environments; [Co(II)–S,2 4 2 3 2

˚2.488(2); Co(II)–O, 2.104(3), 2.120(3); Ni(II)–S, 2.452(1); Ni(II)–O, 2.080(2), 2.100(2) A]. D, trans-Na[Co(III)(en) (S O ) ], and E,2 2 3 2
12 1 1trans-NH [Co(III)(en) (S O ) ]?2H O contain the trans-[Co(III)(en) (S O ) ] anion with Na and NH cations, respectively. These4 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 4

anions are centrosymmetric with cobalt in an octahedral environment; [D Co(III)–S, 2.340(3); Co–N, 1.982(6), 2.002(6); E Co(III)–S,
˚2.322(1); Co–N, 1.974(5) A]. In D and E, there are structural trans effects; with mutually trans thiosulfato ligands, the Co(III)–

˚thiosulfate bond is lengthened, by 0.061(3) and 0.043(2) A for D and E, respectively. This structural trans effect correlates with the
general labilising of ligands trans to thiosulfate ligands, but is not consistent with the stability of the anion in D and E to nucleophilic
substitution. This stability is attributed to four intramolecular hydrogen bonds (N–H???O–S) between the ethylenediamine and thiosulfate

˚ligands. In C and D, the Co–N bond lengths cis to the thiosulfate ligand are slightly longer than expected: for D by 0.041 and 0.021A,
˚and in E by 0.013 A. This cis lengthening may be associated with the intramolecular (N–H???O–S) hydrogen bonds, but there is no direct

correlation between the cis lengthening and the shortness of the hydrogen bond.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction The thiosulfate ion forms a wide range of transition
metal complexes with three modes of ligation, as shown in

22The structure of the thiosulfate ion S O has been well Fig. 1. Monodentate bonding through S only, I, is well2 3

documented [1–4]. Typical dimensions are observed in known for cobalt(III) [6–9], but not for cobalt(II) com-
nickel(II) thiosulfate hexahydrate [3]; the ion is almost a plexes. Bridging monodentate bonding through S, II, is
regular tetrahedron with mean dimensions: S–S, 2.015(7) known [10,11] and the thiosulfate ligand forms one of the
˚ ˚A; S–O, 1.465(25) A; S–S–O, 107.8(6)8 and O–S–O, bridges in the doubly bridged dinuclear cobalt(III) peroxo
110.2(6)8. Sulfur–sulfur bonds are often flexible and complexes [12]. Bidentate bonding through S and O, III, is
variable in length; the S–S single bond varies from 2.03 to known for cobalt(III) [7] and nickel(II) complexes [13].

˚ ˚2.06 A and the S=S double bond length is 1.89 A [5]. The On coordination, the S–S bond in the ligand often
˚S=O bond distances in SO and SO are 1.43 A and in the lengthens to become similar to the S–S single bond length,2 3

˚symmetrical sulfate ion (bond order, 1.5) are 1.49 A [5].
Singly charged cations, such as sodium [1] and ammonium
[2], i.e. more purely ionic thiosulfates, cause the S–S bond

˚to shorten, e.g. to 1.979(1) A in ammonium thiosulfate [2].
The above S–S–O and O–S–O bond angles correlate with
the respective bond orders and VSEPR theory.

Fig. 1. Modes of ligation of the thiosulfate ion in transition metal
*Corresponding author. complexes.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00004-2
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whereas the S–O bond distances in the ligand do not percentages for (NH ) [Co(II)(S O ) ]?H O are H, 4.14;4 6 2 3 4 2
˚change significantly and remain ca. 1.465 A. Mean dimen- N, 13.26 and S, 40.48.

sions within the thiosulfate ligand for the four Co(III)
complexes shown in Tables 5 and 6, whose structures have 2.2. Preparation of B: trans-˚been determined previously, are S–S, 2.050(2) A; S–O, (N(CH ) ) [Co(II)(H O) (S O ) ]3 4 2 2 4 2 3 2˚1.455(2) A; S–S–O, 106.6(2)8 and O–S–O, 112.2(2)8.

In this study, five monomeric thiosulfato complexes This orange–brown complex was prepared by dissolving
with mode I ligation have been prepared and their struc- 7.28 g (25 mmol) of cobalt(II) nitrate hexahydrate in 50

3tures determined. A, (NH ) [Co(II)(S O ) ]?H O, con-4 6 2 3 4 2 cm of 1 M sodium thiosulfate solution (50 mmol). The62tains a novel [Co(II)(S O ) ] anion in which the cobalt2 3 4 solution was saturated with solid tetramethylammonium
has a distorted tetrahedral environment and is bonded to chloride and the mixture was gravity filtered. The filtrate
four discrete thiosulfate ligands. The only comparable was allowed to crystallise at room temperature for three
anion whose structure has been determined is days. The crystals of B were filtered, washed in water and72[Ag(S O ) ] , which is found in (NH ) [Ag(I)-2 3 4 4 9 air dried. Quantitative analysis of B found: C, 19.17; H,
(S O ) ]Cl [14]. There has been interest in Co(II)2 3 4 2 6.47 and N, 5.51%. Percentages for (N(CH ) ) [Co(II)-3 4 2complexes tetrahedrally bonded to sulfur ligands, par- (H O) (S O ) ] are calculated as C, 19.08; H, 6.41 and N,2 4 2 3 2ticularly thiolates, as models for cysteinyl sulfur coordina- 5.56.
tion in biological systems [15].

B, trans-(N(CH ) ) [Co(II)(H O) (S O ) ], and C,3 4 2 2 4 2 3 2
2.3. Preparation of C: trans-trans-(N(CH ) ) [Ni(II)(H O) (S O ) ], contain the3 4 2 2 4 2 3 2

22 (N(CH ) ) [Ni(II)(H O) (S O ) ]3 4 2 2 4 2 3 2novel anions trans-[M(II)(H O) (S O ) ] . B and C are2 4 2 3 2

isomorphous, with the metal atoms in octahedral environ-
This green complex was prepared by the same methodments. No structures of octahedral cobalt(II) complexes

as for B, starting from nickel(II) nitrate. Quantitativecontaining thiosulfate ligand with mode I ligation have
analysis of C found: C, 19.11; H, 6.48 and N, 5.51%.been reported. B is formed in situ and oxidised during the
Percentages for (N(CH ) ) [Ni(II)(H O) (S O ) ] are3 4 2 2 4 2 3 2stereospecific synthesis of the well known Ray’s salt, D,
calculated as C, 19.09; H, 6.41 and N, 5.56.trans-Na[Co(III)(en) (S O ) ] [16,17]. A previous attempt2 2 3 2

to determine the structure of D was unsuccessful due to
crystal instability in the X-ray beam [17]. D was syn- 2.4. Preparation of D: trans-Na[Co(III)(en) (S O ) ]2 2 3 2
thesised by a new method, and E, trans-NH [Co(III)-4

(en) (S O ) ]?2H O, was synthesised by a conventional2 2 3 2 2 2.4.1. Method 1method [17]. Both D and E contain the same trans-
D was obtained as a biproduct of a failed attempt to12[Co(III)(en) (S O ) ] anion; the structures of D and E 222 2 3 2 make a complex containing the [Co(II)(en) (S O ) ]2 2 3 2are reported in this paper.

anion from the solution stage in the preparation of B. Thus,Kinetic trans effects (KTE) [17–19] or trans effects,
7.28 g (25 mmol) of cobalt(II) nitrate hexahydrate wereand structural trans effects (STE) [5–8] or trans in- 3dissolved in 50 cm of 1 M sodium thiosulfate solution (50fluences, have been well documented for
mmol). The solution was saturated with tetramethylam-bis(ethylenediamine)Co(III) complexes with sulfur ligands
monium chloride and the mixture was gravity filtered. Asuch as sulfito and thiosulfato. D has been included in
3.00 g (50 mmol) amount of ethylenediamine was addedthese interesting studies.
slowly with stirring. The buff precipitate was filtered and
the filtrate was allowed to crystallise over a three-month
period. Small dark-brown–black crystals of D formed as a
minor product along with a major orange crystalline2. Synthesis of the complexes
product. These were picked out by hand, washed in water
and then dry propanone, and air dried. Quantitative analy-2.1. Preparation of A: (NH ) [Co(II)(S O ) ]?H O4 6 2 3 4 2 sis of D found: C, 11.27; H, 3.78 and N, 13.13%.
Percentages for Na[Co(III)(en) (S O ) ] are calculated as2 2 3 2This deep blue complex was prepared by dissolving
C, 11.41; H, 3.88 and N, 12.97. The UV spectrum of an2.91g (10 mmol) of cobalt(II) nitrate hexahydrate in 25

3 aqueous solution of D gave results consistent with thosecm of 1 M ammonium thiosulfate solution. The solution
obtained by Cooper et al. [17].was saturated with solid ammonium thiosulfate and the

mixture was gravity filtered. The filtrate was allowed to
crystallise at room temperature for three weeks. The 2.4.2. Method 2
crystals of A were filtered, dried with filter paper, washed The method of Cooper et al. [17] was used, but the
in dry propanone and air dried. Quantitative analysis of A small crystals of D obtained were not suitable for X-ray
found: H, 4.20; N, 13.39 and S, 40.33%. Calculated structural work, as found by the original workers.
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˚ ˚2.5. Preparation of E: trans-NH [Co(III)(en) (S O ) ]? of 2.334(4) A, and one slightly longer bond at 2.351(4) A.4 2 2 3 2

2H O This mean value for A is similar to the Co–S bonds in the2

following compounds with a distorted, tetrahedral Co(II)–
˚This was prepared using the method of Cooper et al. S core: tetrakis(thiourea)cobalt(II) nitrate, 2.305(4) A4

22[17], substituting ammonium thiosulfate for sodium [23,24]; thiolates for the [Co(II)(PhS) ] anion,4
˚ ˚thiosulfate, in case D proved to be unstable in the X-ray 22.328(5) A [25] and 2.313(5) A [15]. The sum of the

˚beam. Small dark-brown–black crystals of E were formed, Pauling [26] covalent radii for Co(II) and S is 2.36A,
which were suitable for X-ray structural work. These were which is slightly larger than all the above values. Fukui et
washed in water and then dry propanone, and air dried. al. [15] showed that p-bonding in the thiolate anion

22Quantitative analysis of E found: C, 10.62; H, 5.1 and N, [Co(II)(PhS) ] accounted for the variation in magnetic4
115.32%. Percentages for NH [Co(III)(en) (S O ) ]?2H O properties on the S -Co–S–C torsion angle. Given the4 2 2 3 2 2

are calculated as C, 10.50; H, 5.29 and N, 15.30. similarity of the Co–S distances in A and
22[Co(II)(PhS) ] , there is probably some p-bonding in the4

Co–S bond in A.
2.6. X-ray data collection, structure determination and ˚The S(11)–S(12) mean bond distance is 2.061(3) A,
refinement which is is significantly longer than in the thiosulfate ion,

but is normal for the p-bonded coordinated ligand. How-
Crystal data for A, B, C, D and E are given in Table 1, ever, in the only other reported [14] tetrakis thiosulfato

together with refinement details. Data were collected with complex, (NH ) [Ag(I)(S O ) ]Cl , the S–S bond is4 9 2 3 4 2MoKa radiation using the MAResearch image plate sys- ˚shorter, at 2.009 A, which is the same as that of the free
tem. The crystals were positioned at 70 mm from the

ion. This is possibly due to the low charge density on the
image plate. Ninety-five frames were measured at 28

silver ion and the poor overlap between Ag and S p-
intervals with a counting time of 2 min. Data analyses

orbitals.
were carried out with the XDS program [20]. The struc-

The coordination environment of Co(II) in the anion is a
tures were solved using direct methods with the Shelx86

distorted tetrahedron with some flattening of the molecule
program [21]. The non-hydrogen atoms were refined with

caused by the opening out of one S axis and with the4anisotropic thermal parameters. The hydrogen atoms were
corresponding increase of two S–Co–S angles and the

included in geometric positions whenever possible. Hydro-
decrease of four S–Co–S angles. The S–Co–S angles vary

gen atoms bonded to the coordinated water atoms in B and
from a maximum of 122.6(1) to a minimum of 102.6(1)8.

C were located in difference Fourier maps, but those in the
There are two angles that are much greater than the

ammonium cations in A and E and the water molecules in
tetrahedral, 122.6(1) and 118.5(1)8, and four angles that

E could not be located and were not included. The
are shorter than the tetrahedral. Similar effects are shown

structures were then refined using Shelxl [22]. All calcula- 72for the other distorted tetrahedral ions in [Ag(S O ) ]2 3 4tions were carried out on a Silicon Graphics R4000 21[14], [Co(II)(SC(NH ) ) ] [23,24] and for2 2 4Workstation at the University of Reading. 22[Co(II)(PhS) ] [25]. The Co–S–S mean bond angle is4

105.9(1)8, but again, there are three very similar smaller
angles (mean, 104.3(5)8) and one larger, at 110.1(1)8. This
larger angle is not associated with the longer Co–S bond,3. Results and discussion
and is possibly caused by crystal packing factors.

The mean S–O bond length of 1.467(6) is normal forSelected distances and bond angles in the five structures
the coordinated ligand. However, three of the thiosulfateare listed in Tables 2 and 3: Table 4 shows the closest

˚ligands have mean S–O bonds of 1.472(4) A; the fourthhydrogen-bonded contacts.
˚ligand has a mean S–O of 1.451(4) A, which is associated

with the longest Co–S bond.
3.1. Structure of A There is strong inter-molecular hydrogen bonding in A

between the thiosulfate ligands, ammonium ions and
Structures of monomeric cobalt(II) complexes contain- hydrated water molecules, as shown in Table 4. Indeed, all

ing thiosulfate ligands have not been reported previously. twelve oxygen atoms in the the four thiosulfate ligands
A is (NH ) [Co(II)(S O ) ]?H O and contains the anion participate in hydrogen bonds.4 6 2 3 4 2

62[Co(II)(S O ) ] , the structure of which is illustrated in2 3 4

Fig. 2. This highly charged, monomeric anion contains
3.2. The structures of B and Ccobalt(II) in a somewhat flattened tetrahedral environment

with four monodentate(S) thiosulfato ligands in type I
B is trans-(N(CH ) ) [Co(II)(H O) (S O ) ] and C isligation. 3 4 2 2 4 2 3 2

˚ trans-(N(CH ) ) [Ni(II)(H O) (S O ) ]. B and C areThe Co(II)–S mean bond distance is 2.338(8) A; there 3 4 2 2 4 2 3 2

isomorphous.The structure of the novel anionare three almost identical length bonds, with a mean length
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Table 2
˚Selected distances (A) and angles (8) in the five structures

(a) in A (NH ) [Co(II)(S O ) ]?H O4 6 2 3 4 2

Co–S(11) 2.330(3)
Co–S(21) 2.337(3)
Co–S(31) 2.351(4)
Co–S(41) 2.336(3)
S(11)–S(12) 2.067(3)
S(21)–S(22) 2.065(4)
S(31)–S(32) 2.060(3)
S(41)–S(42) 2.059(3)
S(11)–Co–S(41) 104.9(1)
S(11)–Co–S(21) 118.4(1)
S(41)–Co–S(21) 102.5(1)
S(11)–Co–S(31) 103.8(1)
S(41)–Co–S(31) 122.7(1)
S(21)–Co–S(31) 105.6 (1)
S(12)–S(11)–Co 104.7(1)
S(22)–S(21)–Co 104.8(1)
S(32)–S(31)–Co 103.4(1)
S(42)–S(41)–Co 110.0.(1)

(b) in B and C (N(CH ) ) [M(II) (H O) (S O ) ]3 4 2 2 4 2 3 2) 62Fig. 2. The structure of [Co(S O ) ] in A. Ellipsoids shown at 30%B: M=Co(II) C: M=Ni(II) 2 3 4

probability.M(1)–OW(1) 2.104(3) 2.080(2)
M(1)–OW(2) 2.120(3) 2.100(2)
M(1)–S(11) 2.488(2) 2.452(1)
S(11)–S(12) 2.011(2) 2.014(1)
OW(1)$1–M(1)–OW(2) 91.7(1) 90.3(1)
OW(1)$1–M(1)–S(1)$1 88.7(1) 88.8(1)
OW(2)–M(1)–S(1)$1 92.1(1) 87.3(1)
S(12)–S(11)–M(1) 104.6(1) 104.9(1)
$1 symmetry elements 2x, 2y, 2z.

(c) in D, Na[Co(III)(en) (S O ) ], and E, (NH )[Co(III)(en) (S O ) ]?2 2 3 2 4 2 2 3 2

2H O2

D E
Co(1)–N(21) 1.982(6) 1.974(5)
Co(1)–N(24) 2.002(6) 1.974(5)
Co(1)–S(11) 2.340(3) 2.322(1) 22Fig. 3. The structure of [Co(S O ) (H O) ] in B. Ellipsoids shown at2 3 2 2 4S(21)–S(12) 2.063(3) 2.048(2)

30% probability. The structure of the Ni anion in C is equivalent.N(21)–Co(1)–N(24) 85.0(2) 85.4(2)
N(21)–Co(1)–S(11) 85.0(2) 85.6(2)
N(24)–Co(1)–S(11) 92.0(1) 92.3(2)
C(22)–N(21)–Co(1) 110.3(4) 110.1(4)
C(23)–N(24)–Co(1) 107.9(4) 109.6(4)
S(12)–S(11)–Co(1) 110.4(1) 110.3(1)

22[Co(II)(H O) (S O ) ] is shown in Fig. 3. The anions2 4 2 3 2

are monomeric and centrosymmetric with the metals in
approximately octahedral environments.

In B, the two Co(II)–S(thio) distances are identical at
˚2.487(1) A, which is slightly shorter than Co–S(thiourea)

˚distances of 2.502(6) and 2.553(6) A in the octahedral
complex trans-[Co(II)(SC(NH ) ) Cl ] [27].2 2 4 2

The only simple nickel(II) thiosulfate complex with a
reported structure [12] is (SC(NH ) ) Ni(II)(S O ), which2 2 4 2 3

contains thiosulfate with mode III bidentate(S,O). In C, the
˚Ni–S(thiosulfate) distance is 2.452(1) A, which is very

˚similar to the Ni(II)–S(thiourea) distance of 2.462(4) A in 2Fig. 4. The structure of [Co(en) (S O ) ] in D. Ellipsoids shown at2 2 3 2
the octahedral complexes [Ni(II)(SC(NH ) ) Cl ] [28], 30% probability. The structure of the anion in E is equivalent.2 2 4 2
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Table 3
˚Selected distances (A) and angles (8) in the thiosulfate ligand in A, B, C, D and E

A B C D E
aS(11)–S(12) 2.063(2) 2.011(2) 2.014 (1) 2.063(3) 2.048(2)

S(12)–O(13) Range 1.471(3) 1.459(2) 1.475(5) 1.455(5)
S(12)–O(14) 1.429(10)–1.483(7) 1.456(3) 1.464(3) 1.463(5) 1.460(5)
S(12)–O(15) 1.456(3) 1.456(3) 1.462(5) 1.456(5)
Mean 1.463(18) 1.461(9) 1.460(4) 1.467(7) 1.457(3)

O(13)–S(12)–S(11) Range 107.7(1) 107.6(1) 108.0(2) 103.6(2)
O(14)–S(12)–S(11) 105.2(3)–109.8(3) 108.1(1) 108.1(1) 104.0(2) 109.2(2)
O(15)–S(12)–S(11) 108.2(1) 108.0(1) 109.1(2) 109.0(2)
Mean 107.5(3) 108.0(3) 107.9(3) 107.0(2) 107.3(32)

O(14)–S(12)–O(13) Range 110.8(1) 110.9(1) 111.8(3) 112.9(3)
O(13)–S(12)–O(15) 108.3(6)–115.0(9) 111.6(2) 111.6(2) 110.0(3) 110.9(3)
O(14)–S(12)–O(15) 110.2(2) 110.5(2) 113.7(3) 110.8(3)
Mean 111.4(18) 110.9(7) 111.0(6) 111.8(19) 111.5(12)

a Mean of four values.

and the average of the two trans thiourea distances of 3.3. The structures of D and E
˚2.455(18) A in [Ni(II)(SC(NH ) ) (S O )]?H O [12].2 2 4 2 3 2

˚ D is trans-Na[Co(III)(en) (S O ) ] and E, trans-The S–S distances in B [2.010(1)] and C [2.014(1) A] 2 2 3 2

NH [Co(III)(en) (S O ) ]?2H O. Cooper et al. [17] ob-are both unusually short for the coordinated ligand and 4 2 2 3 2 2

tained cell dimensions for their D crystal, but these werevery similar to the value for the free thiosulfate ion. This
different to the values found in this study. Their interpreta-suggests that the Co(II)–S bond is a single bond. Assum-
tion of the UV spectrum raised the possibility that oneing that the thiosulfate ion has the same radius in both B
thiosulfate ligand was S-bonded and one was O-bonded.and C, then the Co(II) ionic radius is larger than the Ni(II)

˚ Both D and E contain discrete centrosymmetric mono-ionic radius by 0.036(1) A. This is in agreement with the
˚ meric units within the unit cell, and the structure of theirdifference in the Shannon [29] ionic radii of 0.04 A. The

2common anion [Co(III)(en) (S O ) ] is shown in Fig. 4.bond angles in the metal coordination sphere of B and C 2 2 3 2

This structure shows that the mode of ligation for bothare close to the ideal octahedral values, with the cis angles
sulfur atoms is monodentate(S), and the possibility of bothbetween water ligands being 1.66 and 1.208, respectively,
S and O coordination is disproved.from 908.

The geometry about the central cobalt is approximatelyThe Co–S–S bonds angles in B and C, of 104.6(1) and
octahedral. The bite angles within the ethylenediamine104.9(1)8, are similar to those found in A, which is also a
ligands, at ca. 858, and the Co–S–S bond angles, atCo(II) complex, but are some 58 smaller than the nearly
110.4(1) and 110.3(1)8, in D and E are normal forperfect tetrahedral angles found in cobalt(III) complexes
bis(ethylenediamine)(thiosulfato)Co(III) complexes [7–9].[6–8] and in D and E below. This decreased angle may

The anions in D and E contain two thiosulfato ligandsmaximise the intramolecular hydrogen bond interactions,
trans to each other. The Co–S bond lengths in D and E areO–H???O–S, noted below.

˚˚ longer than normal, at 2.340(3) and 2.322(1) A, respec-The mean S–O distance in B, of 1.463(5) A, and in C,
˚ tively. Table 5 identifies three similar compounds with aof 1.459(2) A, are identical within experimental error, and

thiosulfato ligand trans to an ethylenediamine ligand: thenormal for the coordinated ligand. The mean O–S–O bond
mean Co–S bond length is significantly smaller, atangles are 110.9(7) and 111.0(6)8, and this near ideal

˚2.279(1) A. Table 6 shows that there are structural transtetrahedral angle is consistent with the short S–S bond
effects, lengthening of this bond, of 0.061(3) in D andlength. As shown in Table 4, O(14) and O(15) atoms in

˚0.043(2) A in E. This appears to be the only reportedthe thiosulfate ion form quite strong intramolecular hydro-
structural determination of a cobalt(III) complex with twogen bonds to the water ligands. The torsion angles in B and
trans lengthening sulfur ligands trans to each other. TableC for O–M???S(12)–O are: B (2.8, 11.18) and C(2.1,
6 also shows that, in trans-[Co(en) (S O )(NCS)?1.5H O,10.98). These are sufficiently close to zero to facilitate 2 2 3 2] ˚intramolecular bonding in both B and C. O(13) and O(14) the Co–N (NCS) bond length is lengthened by 0.050(6) A

]
also form intermolecular hydrogen bonds to water ligands. compared to cis [Co(en) (S O )(NCS)]?1.5H O, although2 2 3 2]
It is interesting that the comparable S–C–S–C torsion this structural trans effect was not noted in the original

22angles in the anion [Co(SPh) ] [25], where there are no paper [8].4

hydrogen bonds, are ca. 608. The S(11)–S(12) bond lengths in the thiosulfato ligands
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Table 4 longer, almost single, S–S bond in D allows the S(11)
Hydrogen bonds in A, B, C, D and E atom to act as a pp donor to cobalt lengthening the trans

˚Hydrogen bonds in A (A) Co–S bond. In E, there is a shorter S–S bond, less pp
O(13)???N(2) 2.863 O(43)???N(!)$7 2.855 electron density on S(11) for Co–S p bonding and less
O(13)???N(4)$6 2.901 O(44)???N(6)$3 2.946 trans lengthening of the Co–S bond.
O(14)???N1)$1 3.037 O(44)???N(3) 3.009

There are also small cis structural effects in D and E.O(14)???O(23)$1 3.085 O(44)???N(5)$9 3.195
The Co–N bond lengths are longer than average for twoO(15)???N(4)$4 2.871 O(45)???N(3)$3 2.825

O(15)???N(3)$3 2.967 O(45)???N(5)$7 2.941 ethylenediamine ligands that are trans to each other in D
O(15)???N(2) 2.998 O(7)???N(3) 3.205 and E. Table 5 shows that an average value for the Co–N
O(23)???N(2)$2 2.880 O(7)???O(43)$9 3.208 (en) bond, with two ethylenediamine ligands trans to each
O(23)???N(4)$1 2.944 ˚other, is 1.960(3) A. In D, there are two different Co–NO(23)???N(1) 3.048 Symmetry elements for A

bonds distances within the same bidentate ethylenediamineO(23)???O(14)$1 3.085 $1 12x, 12y, 2z
˚O(24)???N(5) 3.007 $2 12x, 0.51y, 0.52z ligand; Co–N(21) is 1.982(6) A, lengthened by 0.022(7)

O(25)???N(3) 2.838 $3 x, 0.52y, 0.51z ˚ ˚A, and Co–N(24) is 2.002(6) A, lengthened by 0.042(7)
O(33)???N(5) 2.932 $4 12x, 12y, 12z Å. This lengthening of the Co–N bond cis to the thiosul-
O(33)???N(6)$7 2.984 $6 12x, 0.5, 0.52z ˚fato ligand in D has an average value of 0.032(14) A,O(34)???N(1)$14 2.976 $7 0.52x, 12y, 0.51z

which is similar to the mean STE for the lengthening ofO(34)???N(4) 3.182 $9 0.52x, y2 0.5, z
O(35)???N(5)$14 2.859 $13 x, y, 11z the Co–N by the thiosulfato ligand in the three compounds
O(35)???N(1)$13 2.983 $14 x, 1.52y, 0.51z in Table 5. In E, both Co–N bonds are the same length, at

˚ ˚1.974(5) A, with a cis lengthening of only 0.014 A.˚ ˚Hydrogen bonds in B (A) Hydrogen bonds in C (A)
We now discuss two factors that may be involved inOW(1)???O(14)$2 2.696(4) OW(1)???O(14)$2 2.728(4)

these cis lengthenings, i.e. intramolecular hydrogen bond-OW(1)???O(15)$1 2.710(4) OW(1)???O(15)$1 2.708(4)
OW(2)???O(14)$1 2.732(4) OW(2)???O(14)$1 2.743(4) ing and the relief of N???N interligand strain energy: these
OW(2)???O(13)$2 2.743(4) OW(2)???O(13)$2 2.753(4) two factors might be inter-related.

Intramolecular N–H???O–S hydrogen bonds are present
Symmetry elements for B and C $1 2x, 2y, 2z; $2 x10.5, 0.52y, 1 ˚in [(NH ) Co(S O )] and a cis shortening of 0.013 A of3 5 2 3z1 0.5

the Co–N bond that is H-bonded to the thiosulfate ligand
˚ ˚Hydrogen bonds in D (A) Hydrogen bonds in E (A) was noted [5]. Kastner et al. [8] assert that intramolecular

N(21)???O(15)$1 2.950 O(13)???N(32)$2 2.800 and intermolecular hydrogen bonds may be the decisive
N(21)???O(15)$9 3.115 O(13)???N(21)$6 3.123 forces controlling the final conformation of cis and trans-
N(24)???O(13) 3.087 O(13)???N(24)$7 3.123

bis(ethylenediamine)Co(III) complexes. Both D and EN(24)???O(14)$8 3.183 O(14)???O(31) 2.829
have four N–H???O–S intra-molecular hydrogen bonds per

2Symmetry elements for D O(14)???N(21)$1 2.952 [Co(III)(en) (S O ) ] anion, as illustrated in Table 4.2 2 3 2
$1 1.52x,1.52y, 12z, O(14)???N(32) 3.130 The torsion angles in D and E for O–Co???S(12)–O are: D
$8 x, 22y, z20.5 O(15)???N(24) 2.997 (7.3, 16.68) and E (0.7, 10.18). These are sufficiently close
$9 x20.5, 2y11.5, z20.5 O(15)???O(31)$2 3.188

to zero to facilitate intramolecular bonding in both D and
E.Symmetry elements for E

$1 0.52x, 0.52y,12z This cis lengthening of the Co–N(en) bond may be
$2 2x, 2y, 12z associated with these intramolecular (N–H???O–S) hydro-
$6 0.52x, y20.5, 1.52z gen bonds, in that electron density is removed from the
$7 x, 2y, 0.51z

Co–N bond to the hydrogen bond. There is, however, no
direct correlation of cis shortening to the length of
intramolecular hydrogen bonding. For example, the biggest

˚ ˚in D and E are 2.063(3) and 2.048(2) A, respectively. Co–N cis lengthening, by 0.042 A to N(24), is associated
These S–S bond lengths correlate with the relative struc- with the longest intramolecular hydrogen bond, of 3.087

˚tural trans effects in D and E. It is suggested that the A, in D.

Table 5
Structural trans effects (STE) of the thiosulfate ligand in some cis [Co(III)(en) (S O )X] complexes2 2 3

cis Complex Ref. Ligand Co–S Co–N (en) Co–N (en) STE
trans to (thio) trans to en trans to S O Co–N (en)2 3

˚ ˚ ˚ ˚S O (A) (A) (A) (A)2 3

cis-[Co(en) (S O )(NCS)]?H O [9] en 2.277(3) 1.961(5) 1.988(6) 0.027(7)2 2 3 2

cis-NH [Co(en) (S O )(SO )]?3H O [8] en 2.280(3) 1.955(3) 1.992(7) 0.037(9)4 2 2 3 3 2

cis-[Co(en) (S O )(NO )] [7] en 2.281(3) 1.965(12) 2.000(7) 0.035(13)2 2 3 2

Mean 2 2.279(1) 1.960(3) 1.993(4) 0.033(5)
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Table 6
Structural trans effects (STE) of the thiosulfate ligand in some trans-[Co(III)(en) (S O )X] complexes.2 2 3

trans Complex Ref. Ligand Co–S Co–X trans Co–X trans STE
X trans (thio) to en to S O D2 3

˚ ˚ ˚ ˚to S O (A) (A) (A) (A)2 3

D: Na[Co(en) (S O ) ] This work S O 2.340(3) 2.279(1) 2.340(3) 0.061(3)2 2 3 2 2 3

E: NH [Co(en) (S O ) ]?2H O This work S O 2.322(1) 2.279(1) 2.322(1) 0.043(2)4 2 2 3 2 2 2 3

[Co(en) (S O )(NCS)] [9] NCS 2.246(3) 1.890(6) 1.940(2) 0.050(6)2 2 3 ] ]

E contains an ammonium ion and two hydrated water found by Cooper et al. [17] that log(KTE) is directly
2molecules per anion, both of which lead to a significant proportional to the STE for thiosulfate, sulfite and RSO .2

increase in intermolecular hydrogen bonding. D has the This was explained in terms of the sulfur ligand weakening
largest cis effect and the structure contains intramolecular the cobalt–trans ligand bond, decreasing the activation
H-bonding only. The hydrogen bonding of the hydrate enthalpy and speeding up the rate of substitution.

2water may diminish the cis effect of the thiosulfate ligands. D and E contain the [Co(en) (S O ) ] anion with2 2 3 2

Another view of the variation of metal–N bond length in mutually trans thiosulfate ligands. In view of the known
n1 n1[M(NH ) ] , [M(en) )] and macrocyclic hexamine trans effects of these ligands, it is interesting that D and E3 6 3

complexes considers the consequent changes in interligand are isolable as stable solids, and that, paradoxically, D is
N???N strain. Molecular mechanics calculations showed only slowly nucleophilically substituted. This slow rate

n1 n1[30] that, for [M(en )] and [M(NH ) ] complexes, the caused Cooper [17] to choose a more labile complex3 3 6
1strain energy continues to decrease as the the metal–N cation, trans-[Co(en) (S O )(H O)] , for their quantita-2 2 3 2

bond lengthens, and that these strain energy changes are tive kinetic studies. D has also been used to synthesise
n1independent of the metal. For [M(en )] complexes, the both cis and trans-bis(ethylenediamine)(isothiocyanoto)-3

˚ (thiosulfato)cobalt(III) by nucleophilic substitution withdecrease in strain energy for a 0.04 A lengthening is about
221 21 NCS in neutral solution [8]. It is interesting, in view of15 kJ mol and, by interpolation, roughly 10 kJ mol for

the trans and cis effects in D, that a relatively highbis complexes such as D and E.
temperature of 608C was necessary and that there wereThe Co–S(11)–S(12), S(11)–S(12)–O and O–S–O
mixed products; 12% cis and 88% of the trans product.bond angles in both D and E are in a normal range and
The longer and weaker Co–S bond to the thiosulfatecomparable to mean values for the four other complexes in
ligands in the trans bisthiosulfato complex cannot there-Tables 5 and 6. The S–O bonds in the thiosulfate ligand in
fore be reconciled, on its own, with this very slow rate ofD and E are normal, with means of 1.459(2) and 1.468(3)

˚ nucleophilic substitution. As noted above, there are fourA, respectively.
. . .intramolecular N–H O–S hydrogen bonds in the

2[Co(en) (S O ) ] anion. As the thiosulfate oxygen atom2 2 3 2

3.4. Discussion of the structural and kinetic trans effects is negatively charged, the probable hydrogen bond strength
21in D could be in excess of 25 kJ mol for a total of greater

21than 50 kJ mol per ligand. It is suggested that the
In common with most octahedral complexes, cobalt(III) activation enthalpy to dissociate a thiosulfate ligand in

does not usually show important trans effects in octahedral solution must include a large component to break these
complexes [31,32]; apparently because of the operation of hydrogen bonds. Thus, the slow rate of nucleophilic
dissociative mechanism or a concerted interchange mecha- substitution might be explained by a large activation
nism. Both cis and trans ligands affect the rate of, for enthalpy to break these hydrogen bonds, despite the
example, hydrolysis reactions in inverse proportion to the structural trans Co–S bond weakening effect of the other
strength of their bonds with cobalt. However, in the case of thiosulfate ligand.
cis and trans-bis(ethylenediamine)Co(III)-containing sul-
fur ligands, KTE [17–19] and STE [5–8] have been well Supporting information available
documented. D has been included in these studies. Spe-
cifically, the length of a bond between the central Co(III) Further details of the crystal structure of A can be ordered
and a ligand X, trans to a thiosulfate ligand is significantly from Fachinformationzentrum Karlsruhe, 76344, Eggen-
greater than the mean length of the two chemically stein-Leopoldshafen, under the depository number 410183.
identical Co–X bonds trans to each other in the same Supplementary X-ray data are available for B, C, D and
complex. Substitution reactions of these E from the CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge, CB2 1EZ,
bis(ethylenediamine)Co(III) complexes are faster at ligand UK, quoting the deposition numbers: B 103006, C 103007,
sites trans to the sulfito and thiosulfato ligands [8]. It was D 103008 and E 103009.
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A comparative study
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Abstract

A conductometric titration study has been done of the tris(meta-substituted phenyl)arsine–halogen systems, (m-YC H ) As–X , and6 4 3 2

the tris(ortho-substituted phenyl)arsine–halogen systems, (o-YC H ) As–X [Y5CH , F, and CF ; X 5Br , I , and IBr]. For every6 4 3 2 3 3 2 2 2

(m-YC H ) As–X system studied the conductometric titration graph was similar in type to that of the corresponding ( p-YC H ) As–X6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2

system (reported earlier), whereas with the (o-YC H ) As–X systems correspondence with the ( p-YC H ) As–X systems was only6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2

partial. In the (m-YC H ) As–X systems examined, the titrations provided evidence for the formation of eight adducts in acetonitrile6 4 3 2

whilst in the corresponding (o-YC H ) As–X systems only four adducts were indicated. All four of the 1:1 adducts [(m-YC H ) As–6 4 3 2 6 4 3

Br (Y5CH , F, CF ) and (o-CH C H ) AsBr ] and some of the 2:1 adducts [(m-CH C H ) AsX and (o-CH C H ) AsX (X 5Br ,2 3 3 3 6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 4 3 6 4 3 4 2 2

I , IBr)] which were shown by conductometric titration to form in acetonitrile have been isolated as crystalline solids. Measurement of the2

electrolytic conductance of the dichlorides, (m-YC H ) AsCl , and dibromides, (m-YC H ) AsBr , in acetonitrile gave molar6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2

conductivity values typical of weak electrolytes. The Hammett plots show that for each series there is a good correlation between molar
conductivity and the electronic effect of substituent Y. Molar conductivity values for the available tris(ortho-substituted phenyl)arsine
dihalides [(o-CH C H ) AsX (X5C1, Br), (o-FC H ) AsC1 , and (o-CF C H ) AsC1 ] are substantially higher than those of the3 6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2

corresponding meta- and para-substituted compounds; this enhancement of molar conductivity is attributed to the occurrence of a
significant steric effect of the ortho substituent in these compounds.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Triarylarsines; Halogen; Adducts; Dihalides; Conductance (electrolytic); Steric effects

In a recent publication we have reported the results of a dependent on the nature of R, X, and (where appropriate)
conductance study of two series of tris( para-substituted the solvent [2]. In this paper we describe an extension of
phenyl)arsine dihalides, ( p-YC H ) AsCl and ( p- our work to the corresponding meta- and ortho-substituted6 4 3 2

YC H ) AsBr [Y5CH , F, CF ], dissolved in acetonitrile compounds. It was of considerable interest to find out if6 4 3 2 3 3

[1]. This showed that for compounds of each series there changing the position of the substituent would substantially
was a good correlation between the observed molar alter the molar conductivity, and, in particular to discover
conductivity and the electronic effect of the substituent Y if there was any evidence for the occurrence of a steric
(‘‘the smaller the electron withdrawing power of Y, and effect in the case of the ortho-substituted compounds.
hence of the group YC H , the higher is the observed As a preface to our study of the electrolytic conductance6 4

value of molar conductivity’’). A comprehensive study of a of the dihalides (o-YC H ) AsX and (m-YC H ) AsX6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2

range of arsine dihalides, R AsX , carried out recently by we have carried out conductometric titrations of the parent3 2

McAuliffe and co-workers draws attention to the diverse systems (o-YC H ) As–X and (m-YC H ) As–X [X 56 4 3 2 6 4 3 2 2

nature of these compounds and demonstrates clearly that Br , I , IBr] to obtain information on the stoichiometry of2 2

their structure and their solution properties (e.g. tendency the adducts formed in acetonitrile and to gain preliminary
1 2to disproportionate to R AsX X and R As) are strongly information on their conducting properties. Also, to iden-3 3 3

tify any trihalide ions formed in each reaction, the ultra-
violet spectrum of the solution being titrated was recorded*Corresponding author.

1 at selected stages. These techniques have previouslyPresent address: Chemistry Department, University of Baluchistan,
Quetta, Pakistan. proved to be very informative when applied to other

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00005-4
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R E–X (E5a group 15 element) systems in which the III and IV. Examples of each type are illustrated in Fig. 13 2

formation of one or more adducts is possible in principle (a–d). The graph types I, II and III correspond in form to
and in which there is a distinct likelihood of trihalide ion those obtained (and labelled correspondingly, I, II and III)
formation [3–5]. in our study of the analogous systems involving the

tris( para-substituted phenyl)arsines [1]; the graphs shown
in Fig. 1a–c are taken from Ref. [1], and it should be noted

1. Results and discussion that in the earlier study, a type-IV graph was not given by
any ( p-YC H ) As–X system.6 4 3 2

1.1. Conductometric titrations The form of the graph obtained in a conductometric
titration of an R E–X system is determined by the nature3 2

It was found that the conductometric titration graphs fell of the reaction(s) occurring and the electrolytic conducting
into four categories which we shall refer to as types I, II, properties of the product(s) [3–6]. For the (YC H ) As–6 4 3

Fig. 1. (a) Conductometric titration of ( p-FC H ) As with Br (type-I graph), (b) conductometric titration of ( p-CH C H ) As with I (type II graph), (c)6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2

conductometric titration of ( p-CF C H ) As with IBr (type-III graph), (d) conductometric titration of (o-FC H ) As with I (type-IV graph). [Graphs (a),3 6 4 3 6 4 3 2

(b), and (c) are reproduced from Ref. [1]].
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X systems under investigation we now give a brief iodine (i.e. X 5I ). A negligible rise in conductivity2 2 2

general description of the reactions which lead to one or occurs as the titration proceeds and there is no evidence of
other of the four observed graph types (a detailed interpre- a ‘break’ in the graph. In addition, the amount of trihalide
tation of the conductometric titration graphs of types I, II ion formed in solution is insignificant. The type IV graph
and III is given in Ref. [1]). may be regarded as a limiting case of the type III graph,

resulting from the reaction equilibrium,
1.1.1. Type-I graph (Fig. 1a)

The systems which give this graph type all involve
bromine (i.e. X 5Br ). The two ‘breaks’ in the graph2 2

indicate two consecutive reactions, the first leading to a 1:1
lying so far to the left that, effectively, reaction (toadduct (an arsine dihalide, R AsX ) and the second3 2
produce ionic species) does not occur.leading to a 2:1 adduct (an arsine tetrahalide, R AsX ),3 4

A summary of the conductometric titration graph types
obtained for the individual (o-YC H ) As–X and (m-6 4 3 2

YC H ) As–X systems investigated is given in Table 16 4 3 2Molar conductivity values at the 1:1 mole ratio are
(the results previously obtained for the corresponding ( p-

generally much lower than at the 2:1 mole ratio, reflecting
YC H ) As–X systems are included for comparison).6 4 3 2weak electrolyte properties of the dibromides in acetoni-
Attention is drawn to the following important general

trile,
features which emerge from the conductometric titration
data:

and strong electrolyte behaviour of the tetrabromides in 1. For a given substituent Y the behaviour of systems
acetonitrile, involving the tris(meta-substituted phenyl)arsines corre-

sponds exactly with that of systems involving tris( para-
substituted phenyl)arsines.

2. Systems involving the tris(ortho-substituted phenyl)ar-
1.1.2. Type-II graph (Fig. 1b) sines do not show complete correspondence with the

The single ‘break’ in this graph (at the 2:1 mole ratio) tris( para-substituted phenyl)arsine systems in their
indicates the formation, in a one-stage reaction, of a 2:1 conductometric titration behaviour. Although five (o-
adduct, YC H ) As–X systems do give the same graph type6 4 3 2

as their ( p-YC H ) As–X counterparts, four systems6 4 3 2

do not. Two of these anomalous systems, (o-
Trihalide ion is formed in the solution from the start of FC H ) As-Br and (o-CF C H ) As-Br , unlike any6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2
these titrations and the high molar conductivity at the 2:1 other system involving bromine in these studies, do not
ratio indicates that the tetrahalides are strong 1:1 elec- give Type-I conductometric titration graphs; this is a
trolytes, clear indication that in these two cases the dibromides

do not form in acetonitrile. In the other two anomalous
systems, (o-FC H ) As–I and (o-CF C H ) As-I ,6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2

the conductometric titration results (type-IV graphs)
1.1.3. Type III graph (Fig. 1c) provide no evidence for the formation of any ion-

The progressive increase in conductivity as titration
proceeds coupled with the observation that trihalide ion is Table 1
formed from the start of titration, points to the formation of Conductometric titration graph types observed for the systems

1 2
(YC H ) As–X in acetonitrile (Y5o-, m-, p-CH ; o-, m-, p-F; o-, m-,the 2:1 adduct (R AsX ;R AsX X ). However, the 6 4 3 2 33 4 3 3
p-CF . X 5Br , IBr, I )3 2 2 2absence of any distinct ’break’ in the titration graph at the

2:1 ratio and the continued rise in conductivity beyond this (YC H ) As X Graph type6 4 3 2

(Position of substituent Y as indi-ratio suggests incomplete reaction at the 2:1 equivalence
cated)point,

ao-Y m-Y p-Y

(CH C H ) As Br I I I3 6 4 3 2

(CH C H ) As IBr II II II3 6 4 3

(CH C H ) As I II II II3 6 4 3 2That is, there is an equilibrium in solution with a signifi-
(FC H ) As Br III I I6 4 3 2cant amount of the reactants present at the equivalence (FC H ) As IBr III III III6 4 3

point. (FC H ) As I IV III III6 4 3 2

(CF C H ) As Br II I I3 6 4 3 2

(CF C H ) As IBr III III III3 6 4 31.1.4. Type-IV graph (Fig. 1d)
(CF C H ) As I IV III III3 6 4 3 2Two systems give this graph type and both involve
a Results for the arsines with the p-Y substituent are taken from Ref. [1].
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forming adduct in acetonitrile solution. Although simi- the formation, in acetonitrile, of 2:1 adducts (arsine
lar conductometric titration behaviour has been ob- tetrahalides) in nine of the eighteen (YC H ) As–X6 4 3 2

served previously (in the (C F ) As–I system [7]), systems studied. A number of these have been obtained as6 5 3 2

this result was unexpected since the majority of R As– pure crystalline solids:3

I systems studied lead to the formation (to a greater or2
1 2 (m 2 CH C H ) AsBr (o 2 CH C H ) AsBr3 6 4 3 4 3 6 4 3 4lesser degree) of ions R AsI 1I [1–3]. The apparent3 3

(m 2 CH C H ) AsI Br (o 2 CH C H ) AsI Brlack of reaction to form ions in some cases could be due 3 6 4 3 2 2 3 6 4 3 2 2

to a steric effect arising because there are three bulky (m 2 CH C H ) AsI (o 2 CH C H ) AsI3 6 4 3 4 3 6 4 3 4
ortho-substituted phenyl groups and a large iodine atom

The trifluoromethyl compound, (o-CF C H ) AsBr ,attached to the central arsenic atom of the four-coordi- 3 6 4 3 4
1 shown by conductometric titration to form in acetonitrilenate R AsI ion. In this situation, overcrowding in3

21 could not be obtained as a solid. A systematic attempt toR AsI is likely to result in the reaction equilibrium3
1 2 prepare the other possible 2:1 adducts (whether indicated(R As1I áR AsI 1I ) lying well over to the side of3 2 3 3

by conductometric titration or not) was not made, sincethe reactants. This situation will also be favoured by the
this study, like the previous one [1] is concerned mainlyelectron-withdrawing nature of the groups involved
with the electrolytic conductance properties of the 1:1(entropy effect) [1].
adducts.

1.2. Isolation of adducts
1.3. Electrolytic conductance of the arsine dihalides

The 1:1 adducts (arsine dihalides) shown by conduc-
Electrolytic conductance measurements were made ontometric titration to form in acetonitrile were all arsine

acetonitrile solutions of the 1:1 adducts (m-YC H ) AsXdibromides: 6 4 3 2

and (o-YC H ) AsX (dichlorides and dibromides in each6 4 3 2(m 2 CH C H ) AsBr (o 2 CH C H ) AsBr 24 223 6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2 case) in the concentration range 4310 –2.5310
23(m 2 FC H ) AsBr mol dm . With one exception, (o-CH C H ) AsBr , the6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2

adducts gave relatively low values of molar conductivity(m 2 CF C H ) AsBr3 6 4 3 2 2 21(in the range 0.9–42.5 S cm mol ) and the graphs of
Each of these compounds was obtained as a crystalline molar conductivity versus square root of concentration
solid from a solution containing equimolar proportions of were typical of weak electrolytes. For the purpose of
the arsine and bromine. Attempts were made likewise to comparison, values of molar conductivity at a concen-

23obtain as solids the two arsine dibromides [(o- tration of 0.01 mol dm were estimated from the graphs
FC H ) AsBr and (o-CF C H ) AsBr ] whose formation6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2 and these values are recorded in Table 2. Gaps in the molar
in acetonitrile was not indicated by conductometric titra- conductivity data for the tris(ortho-substituted phenyl)ar-

3tion, but these attempts were unsuccessful. All six possible sine dihalides arise because fewer of these adducts have
arsine dichlorides, been isolated as solids, and in one case, (o-FC H ) AsCl ,6 4 3 2

the compound is insoluble in acetonitrile (see the footnotes(m 2 CH C H ) AsCl (o 2 CH C H ) AsCl3 6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2
of Table 2 for details). The previously reported molar

(m 2 FC H ) AsCl (o 2 FC H ) AsCl6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2 conductivity values for the corresponding series of tris-
(m 2 CF C H ) AsCl (o 2 CF C H ) AsCl ( para-substituted phenyl)arsine dihalides, ( p-3 6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2

YC H ) AsCl and ( p-YC H ) AsBr and for the unsub-6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2were obtained readily by passage of excess chlorine into a stituted triphenylarsine dihalides, (C H ) AsCl and6 5 3 2solution of the appropriate arsine in chloroform in. As the (C H ) AsBr , are also included in Table 2, enabling6 5 3 2case of (o-CF C H ) the dichloride was obtained as the3 6 4 3 comparisons to be made readily.
hemisolvate, (o-CF C H ) AsCl , 0.5 CHC1 ]. Although3 6 4 3 2 3 We draw attention to the salient features of the molar
the formation, by any of the arsines, of 1:1 adducts with conductivity data for the meta- and ortho-substituted
iodine or iodine bromide was not indicated by the conduc- dihalides.
tometric titrations, four such adducts were in fact obtained (a) Tris(meta-substituted phenyl)arsine dihalides, (m-
as crystalline solids: YC H ) AsX . Comparing the meta-substituted dichlor-6 4 3 2

ides and dibromides with the corresponding para-substi-(m 2 CH C H ) AsIBr (o 2 CH C H ) AsIBr3 6 4 3 3 6 4 3

tuted dihalides it can be seen that the molar conductivity(m 2 CH C H ) AsI (o 2 CH C H ) AsI3 6 4 3 2 3 6 4 3 2 values fall in similar ranges, and that the molar con-
We have reported previously that the corresponding 1:1
adducts of tris( para-methylphenyl)arsine were likewise

2 The 2:1 adduct ( p-C H ) AsI has been prepared recently by McAuliffe6 4 3 4isolated as solids; in these cases too the conductometric
et al. [2].
3titration results indicated non-formation of these 1:1 Henceforth, for brevity, and when no confusion is likely to result, less

adducts in acetonitrile. formal descriptions will frequently be used for these compounds, e.g. ‘the
ortho-substituted dihalides’, ‘the meta-substituted dichlorides’.The conductometric titrations have given evidence for
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Table 2
Molar conductivity (L) at 258C of (o-YC H ) AsX , (m-YC H ) AsX6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2

and ( p-YC H ) AsX (Y5CH , F, CF , and H; X5Cl and Br) at a6 4 3 2 3 3
23concentration of 0.01 mol dm in acetonitrile

21 22Adduct L S cm mol
formula for position of substituent indicated

o-Y m-Y p-Y

(CH C H ) AsCl 42.5 15.9 5.43 6 4 3 2
d a(FC H ) AsCl 1.2 2.56 4 3 2

b(CF C H ) AsCl 7.2 0.9 0.53 6 4 3 2

(C H ) AsCl 4.0 4.0 4.06 5 3 2

(CH C H ) AsBr 109.0 41.0 53.03 6 4 3 2
c(FC H ) AsBr 9.5 20.06 4 3 2
c(CF C H ) AsBr 4.8 2.53 6 4 3 2

(C H ) AsBr 25.3 25.3 25.36 5 3 2

a Insoluble in acetonitrile.
b This adduct was obtained as the hemisolvate (o-CF C H ) AsCl , 0.53 6 4 3 2

CHCl which was used for the conductance measurements. Since the3

concentrations of solutions used in these measurements are very low the
amount of CHCl introduced to the solvent (CH CN) in this way is very3 3

small and its effect on the dielectric constant of the solvent and hence on
the molar conductivity [of (CF C H ) AsCl ] is likely to be negligible.3 6 4 3 2
c These compounds could not be isolated as solids.
d Fig. 2. Hammett plots for the conductivity (molar) of (m-YC H ) AsCl6 4 3 2The conductance of each of the three isomers of (FC H ) AsCl was6 4 3 2

21 22 and ( p-YC H ) AsCl [graph A; left-hand ordinate] and (m-6 4 3 2measured in nitrobenzene, giving the following values of L S cm mol
23 YC H ) AsBr and ( p-YC H ) AsBr [graph B; right-hand ordinate] in6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2at c50.01 mol dm : (o-FC H ) AsCl , 2.3; (m-FC H ) AsCl , 0.1;6 4 3 2 6 4 3 2 acetonitrile solution. The two ordinates have the same scale but these are( p-FC H ) AsCl , 0.4.6 4 3 2 displaced relative to one another to avoid overlap of the two graphs. On

the upper abscissa the s values of the groups (Y) involved are indicated.Yductivity of a given meta-substituted dihalide has a value (The conventional symbol for the Hammett substituent constant is s butx
close to that of the corresponding para-substituted dihalide in this paper s is used instead because we use Y as the general symbolY

(in each case the value of molar conductivity is indicative for a substituent and X as the general symbol for a halogen atom).

of a weak electrolyte [4]. Also, as with the para-substi-
tuted dihalides, the molar conductivity values for the meta- YC H ) AsX . The most significant feature of the con-6 4 3 2

substituted dihalides show an obvious dependence on the ductivity data for the ortho-substituted dihalides is the
nature of subsituent Y. With the para-substituted dihalides substantially higher value observed for the molar con-
the dependence of molar conductivity on the nature of Y ductivity of a given compound compared with the value
was shown, from Hammett plots (molar conductivity for the corresponding meta- or para-substituted dihalide;
versus Hammett substituent constant), to be a systematic that is, for the three dihalides, (YC H ) AsX ,6 4 3 2

one. Inclusion of the molar conductivity data for the
L(ortho) 4 L(meta) | L( para)meta-substituted dihalides give the revised Hammett plots

shown in Fig. 2. From the graphs it is seen that for each
Of particular note is the unexpectedly high value of molarseries of compounds [the dichlorides (graph A) and
conductivity found for (o-CH C H ) AsBr , indicatingdibromides (graph B)], the points lie approximately on a 3 6 4 3 2

that the behaviour of this compound approaches that of astraight line indicating a good Hammett correlation in each
strong 1:1 electrolyte in acetonitrile. Although a differentcase. Thus molar conductivity of the meta- and para-
solvent (nitrobenzene) was used (for solubility reasons) forsubstituted compounds correlates well with the electronic
the conductance measurements on the three tri-effect of substituent Y; this implies correlation of molar
s(fluorophenyl)arsine dichlorides, the same patternconductivity with the electronic effect of the group YC H6 4
emerged in the molar conductivity values (see footnote d(as a whole) attached to the arsenic atom. The results
of Table 2).obtained here for the meta-substituted dihalides add further

The observed enhancement of molar conductivity ofsupport to the rule proposed earlier regarding the tendency
(YC H ) AsX when Y is in the ortho position is anof the compounds R AsX in general to form ions in a 6 4 3 23 2
important result since it leads directly to the idea that stericnon-aqueous ionising solvent. [The rule, which applies to
influence of the o-YC H groups attached to the arsenicarsine dihalides in which steric effects do not play a part, 6 4

atom is the factor responsible for the high molar con-is, ‘‘the tendency of R AsX (X being specified) to form3 2
ductivity values; that is, steric strain in the unionisedions increases as the electron withdrawing power of group
(o-YC H ) AsX molecule is the most likely cause of theR decreases’’] [1]. The conductivity behaviour of R AsX 6 4 3 23 2
ionisation equilibrium,as a function of the electronic effect of R is discussed in

more detail in Ref. [1].
(b) Tris(ortho-substituted phenyl)arsine dihalides, (o-
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lying much further to the right than is the case with the [8], Ph BiCl [9]); the latter structure was shown recently3 2

corresponding meta or para compounds. It should be noted by McAuliffe and co-workers to be the one adopted by
that enhancement of molar conductivity occurs in (o- some crystalline triphenylphosphine and triphenylarsine
CF C H ) AsCl in spite of the strongly electron-with- dihalides (Ph PBr , Ph PI [10,11], Ph AsI [12]). The3 6 4 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

drawing (and hence L-lowering [1]) nature of the CF manner in which a steric effect of R acts to cause a shift in3

group. Thus it is quite clear that the steric effect is playing the equilibrium,
the dominant role (over the electronic effect) in influencing
conductivity behaviour. The relative values of molar
conductivity of the tris(trifluoromethylphenyl)arsine di- to the right hand side will be different for each of the
chlorides are conveniently summarised in the following structure types [(a) and (b) above]. If R AsX has the3 2
sequence (which includes, for comparison, L for unsubsti- pentacoordinate structure and there is steric strain arising
tuted triphenylarsine dichloride): from the size of the groups R (overcrowding around the

central arsenic atom), then clearly this will be less severe4
L(o-CF ) . L(H) . L(m-CF ) | L( p-CF ) 13 3 3 (or absent) in the four-coordinate ion, R AsX , formed on3

ionisation of R AsX :3 2In the tris(methylphenyl)arsine dichlorides, the substituent
(CH ) is, in contrast with CF , electron releasing (hence3 3

L-enhancing [1]); in this case, therefore, the steric and
electronic effects act in the same sense giving rise to a
slightly different ordering in the molar conductivity se-
quence. In these circumstances a shift to the right in the ionisation

equilibrium, and hence an increase in molar conductivity,
L(o-CH ) 4 L(m-CH ) | L( p-CH ) . L(H),3 3 3 would be expected. If, on the other hand, the structure of

the unionised molecule in solution is that of a donor–but with the ortho compound again being at the ‘head’ of
acceptor complex then the above argument does not applythe sequence.
since the coordination number of the arsenic atom is theThe strong evidence presented by the molar conductivity
same before and after ionisation:results for the tris(ortho-substituted phenyl)arsine di-

halides, (o-YC H ) AsX , that steric activity of the o-6 4 3 2

YC H groups leads to high values of molar conductivity6 4

prompts us to suggest that for arsine dihalides, R AsX , in3 2

general, if the group R exerts a steric effect, then this will
In that case it is likely that enhancement of molarplay a major role in determining the extent to which
conductivity arising from a steric effect is due to anR AsX forms ions when dissolved in a non-aqueous3 2

increase in donor strength of R As associated with anionising solvent. 3

increase in the C-As–C bond angles. This angle isIt seems reasonable to assume, on the basis of the results
expected (on the basis of available crystal structure analy-presented for (o-YC H ) AsX , that as the steric effect of6 4 3 2

sis data) to have a value in the region of 95–1008 in arsinesany group R increases the tendency of R AsX (X being3 2

in which R is not likely to be exerting any significant stericspecified) to form ions will increase as a result. It must be
effect [e.g. Ph As [13], ( p-CH C H ) As [14]]. If how-kept in mind however that the overall effect of R is the 3 3 6 4 3

ever, R is more bulky, resulting in steric strain, this willresult of its steric effect and its electronic effect, the latter
5lead to an increase in the C–As–C bond angle , and as thisacting in the same or opposite sense to that of the steric

3angle tends towards the tetrahedral angle the sp charactereffect, depending on the nature of R [1].
of the lone pair orbital of the arsenic atom will increase.Explanation of the enhancement of molar conductivity
That is, the lone pair of electrons on the arsenic atom willof R AsX arising from steric effects associated with3 2

be more localised resulting in an increase in donor strengthgroup R must take into consideration the fact that there are
of the R As molecule with a consequent weakening of thetwo plausible structures for the unionised R AsX mole- 33 2

X–X bond in the R As–X–X adduct molecule [10,16,17].cule in solution. (The same consideration had to be given 3

Cleavage of this bond in the ionisation process willin explaining the electronic effect of R on the molar
therefore be facilitated.conductivity of R AsX [1]). The likely structure of3 2

The phosphorus compounds R PX like their arsenicR AsX is either, (a) a pentacoordinate (e.g. trigonal 3 23 2

analogues discussed above vary in their conductivitybipyramidal) covalent molecule or, (b) a donor–acceptor
properties [4,6,18,19], and it seems reasonable to assumecomplex of the type R As–X–X. The former is the3

that with these compounds too the steric effect of R willstereochemistry commonly adopted by molecules involv-
play an important role in determining the molar con-ing a pentacoordinate central Group 15 atom (e.g. Me PF3 2

4 5The symbol in brackets indicates the nature of Y and, where appropriate, For example, when R is the bulky 2,4,6-trimethylphenyl group the
its position of substitution in (YC H ) AsCl . C–As–C bond angle is 107.98 (average) [15].6 4 3 2
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ductivity of a given compound. Indeed it seems likely that hydrolytically unstable, hence strict precautions had to be
the conductivity enhancing steric effect of R will have an taken to ensure the exclusion of moisture at all times:
even greater influence in the phosphorus compounds on manipulations were carried out in a dry-box through which
account of the smaller size of the phosphorus atom. This a flow of dry nitrogen was passed, all apparatus and
view is supported by the limited data available for the solvents were dried thoroughly before use, and a vacuum
comparison of molar conductivity of R PX with that of system was used in the purification and handling of3 2

R AsX . For example, in the following pairs, values of L volatile compounds.3 2
21 22S cm mol are given in brackets: (Me N) PCl , Standard reagents and solvents used were of the best2 3 2

(Me N) AsCl (89, 27); Ph PBr , Ph AsBr (73, 25) quality available commercially and these were further2 3 2 3 2 3 2

[4,18]. purified by conventional methods. Acetonitrile of quality
suitable for conductivity studies of moisture sensitive
compounds was obtained using the method of purification

2. Experimental described by Smith and Witten [20].
For conductance measurements of solutions a sealed cell

Most of the compounds involved in this work are of the dipping electrodes type was used. The platinum

Table 3
aElemental analysis (%) and properties of the adducts

bAdduct Colour m.p. (8C) C H Cl Br I

(o-CH C H ) AsC1 White 200–206 59.6 4.9 16.7 – –3 6 4 3 2

(60.2) (5.1) (16.9) – –
(o-FC H ) AsCl Pale Yellow 190–200 49.4 2.9 16.1 – -6 4 3 2

(50.1) (2.8) (16.5) – –
c d(o-CF C H ) AsCl , 0.5 Z White 216–218 40.7 2.1 12.4 – –3 6 4 3 2

(40.3) (2.0) (11.1) – –
(o-CH C H ) AsBr Pale Yellow 192–193 50.2 4.3 – 31.7 –3 6 4 3 2

(49.6) (4.2) – (31.5) –
(o-CH C H ) AsIBr Yellowish 162–163 44.9 3.8 – 13.7 22.23 6 4 3

Brown (45.4) (3.8) – (14.4) (22.9)
(o-CH C H ) AsI Dark Brown 163–164 41.7 3.5 – – 41.23 6 4 3 2

(41.9) (3.5) – – (42.1)
(o-CH C H ) AsBr Yellow 154 37.6 3.2 – 47.1 –3 6 4 3 4

(37.8) (3.2) – (47.8) –
(o-CH C H ) AsI Br Yellowish 149–150 33.2 2.7 – 20.3 34.73 6 4 3 2 2

Brown (33.1) (2.8) – (21.0) (33.2)
(o-CH C H ) AsI Brownish 114 28.5 2.3 – – 60.43 6 4 3 4

Black (29.4) (2.5) – – (59.3)
(m-CH C H ) AsCl White 173–175 59.8 5.5 17.3 – –3 6 4 3 2

(60.2) (5.1) (16.9) – –
(m-FC H ) AsCl White 156–160 50.0 2.7 16.3 – –6 4 3 2

(50.1) (2.8) (16.5) – –
(m-CF C H ) AsCl Pale Yellow 166–168 43.7 2.3 11.6 – –3 6 4 3 2

(43.4) (2.1) (12.2) – –
(m-CH C H ) AsBr White 185–186 49.6 4.2 – 30.8 –3 6 4 3 2

(49.6) (4.2) – (31.5) –
(m-FC H ) AsBr White 169–171 41.5 2.2 – 30.3 –6 4 3 2

(41.6) (2.3) – (30.7) –
(m-CF C H ) AsBr White 172–174 38.6 1.9 – 23.2 –3 6 4 3 2

(37.6) (1.80) – (23.9) –
(m-CH C H ) AsIBr Yellow 136 45.1 3.7 – 14.3 22.83 6 4 3

(45.4) (3.8) – (14.4) (22.9)
(m-CH C H ) AsI Light Brown 185–186 41.6 3.5 – – 41.93 6 4 3 2

(41.9) (3.5) – – (42.2)
(m-CH C H ) AsBr Yellow 65 37.6 3.2 – 47.5 –3 6 4 3 4

(37.8) (3.2) – (47.9) –
(m–CH C H ) AsI Br Reddish 102 32.9 2.7 – 20.5 33.23 6 4 3 2 2

Brown (33.1) (2.8) – (21.0) (33.3)
(m-CH C H ) AsI Dark Violet 101–102 29.6 2.5 – – 59.33 6 4 3 4

(29.5) (2.5) – – (59.3)
a Theoretical values in parentheses.
b With decomposition.
c Z5CHCl .3
d Readily hydrolysable chlorine (excludes chlorine of CHCl of solvation).3
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electrode supports were mounted on a glass cone which addition (dropwise with shaking) of the appropriate
fitted the vessel containing the solution which was pre- halogen or interhalogen (x moles) in dry acetonitrile to a
pared in situ in the dry-box. The apparatus and techniques solution or suspension of the triarylarsine (x moles) in the
used for the conductometric titrations have been described same solvent. The di-iodides were prepared similarly using
previously [4,21]. Conductance was measured using a petroleum (40–608C) as solvent in place of acetonitrile.
Phillips bridge (type GM 4249). Ultra-violet spectra were The crystalline dihalide was obtained from the resulting
recorded on a Unicam SP 800B ultra-violet-visible record- solution either by removal of solvent under vacuum or by
ing spectrophotometer; measurements were made on solu- reduction of the volume of the solution followed by the
tions which were contained in stoppered quartz cells of addition of dry diethyl ether. The tetrahalides were pre-
path lengths in the range 5–0.1 mm. Analytical data (C, H, pared by adding (dropwise with stirring) the appropriate
and N) were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Model 240 and halogen or interhalogen (x moles) in dry acetonitrile to the
a Carlo Erba strumetazione Mod 1106 elemental analyser. triarylarsine (x /2 moles) dissolved or suspended in the
Halogen analysis was carried out potentiometrically using same solvent. After reducing the volume of the resultant
an adaptation of Linganes method after preliminary treat- solution, the crystalline tetrahalide was obtained by the
ment of the compounds [22]. Before analysis the solids addition of dry diethyl ether. Analytical and m.p. data for
were hydrolysed with excess of dilute sodium hydroxide all the adducts prepared are given in Table 3.
solution for several hours in a sealed flask. This solution
was then boiled to ensure complete reaction, cooled,
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Abstract

Zinc(II) and platinum(II) complexes of 1-phenylglyoxal bis(3-piperidylthiosemicarbazone), H Pgpip, have been prepared and the2

crystal structures of H Pgpip and the two metal complexes have been solved. The two arms of H Pgpip are on the same side of the2 2

carbon–carbon backbone and the N(2)H of the phenyl arm hydrogen bonds to the azomethine nitrogen of the aldehyde arm. Loss of the
N(2)H hydrogens from both thiosemicarbazone moieties occurs for [Pt(Pgpip)], resulting in coordination of the dianion Pgpip as a
tetradentate N S ligand with the expected 5–5–5-chelate ring system. However, [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] involves the monoanion HPgpip on loss2 2

of the phenyl arm’s N(2)H, resulting in a five-coordinate complex with coordination of the two azomethine nitrogens, a thione sulfur
(aldehyde arm), a thiolato sulfur (phenyl arm) and an axial chloro ligand in an approximately square pyramidal arrangement.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: 1-Phenylglyoxal; Bis(thiosemicarbazone); Zinc; Platinum; Structure

1. Introduction phenylglyoxal bis[N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone] and 1-
phenylglyoxal bis[N(4)-ethylthiosemicarbazone], respec-

The synthesis and spectral characterization of metal tively, have been communicated [9]. Here, we include the
complexes of 1-phenylglyoxal bis[N(4)-substituted structure of H Pgpip, a four-coordinate platinum(II) com-2

thiosemicarbazones] have been reported previously [1], plex, [Pt(Pgpip)], and five-coordinate zinc(II) and cad-
and included copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes of bis(3- mium(II) complexes, [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and
piperidylthiosemicarbazone), H Pgpip. There is substantial [Cd(HPgpip)Cl], respectively.2

antitumor activity by a-dialdehyde, a-diketone and a-
ketoaldehyde bis(thiosemicarbazones) [2], as well as their
metal complexes [3], and considerable dependence of the

2. Experimentalbiological activity on the nature of the N(4)-substituent
attached to the thiosemicarbazone moiety in other series of

3-Piperidylthiosemicarbazide was prepared by the meth-thiosemicarbazones [4]. Therefore, copper(II) and nic-
od of Scovill [10]. A 2:1 molar ratio of 3-kel(II) complexes of 2,3-butanedione [5], pyruvaldehyde
piperidylthiosemicarbazide with 1-phenylglyoxal in 95%[6] and glyoxaldehyde [7] bis[N(4)-substituted
ethanol was stirred for 30 min and then three drops ofthiosemicarbazones] have been studied. Recently, we
concentrated sulfuric acid were added to the mixture.reported spectral and structural studies of the nickel(II),
Stirring was continued for another 2 h, with some warm-copper(II) and palladium(II) complexes of 1-phenylglyox-
ing, and the bright yellow H Pgpip was filtered off. Slowal bis[N(4)-diethylthiosemicarbazone], H Pg4DE [8]. 22

evaporation of the filtrate produced yellow crystals.Also, the structures of H Pg4M and H Pg4E, 1-2 2

[Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] were prepared by
23*Corresponding author mixing 1310 mol of zinc or cadmium chloride and

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00006-6
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231310 mol of H Pgpip in 25 ml of 95% EtOH, with 1 ml displacement parameters [12]. The hydrogens attached to2

of triethylamine added. The mixture was refluxed for 2 h nitrogens and the aldehyde hydrogens in the four structures
and the resulting orange solids were filtered while the were located from difference Fourier maps and were
solution was warm. [Pt(Pgpip)] was prepared by refluxing refined isotropically. The remaining hydrogens were lo-

24 24 ˚5310 mol of K PtCl and 5310 mol of H Pgpip in cated in their calculated positions (C–H, 0.93–0.97 A).2 4 2

an 80% (v/v) ethanol–water mixture for 2 h. The resulting
brown solid was filtered while the solution was still hot.

Infrared spectra were recorded using a Perkin Elmer 3. Results and discussion
1330 and a Bruker Model IFS 66V spectrometer with KBr
disks and polyethylene pellets, respectively. Electronic 3.1. Crystal structure of [H Pgpip)]2

spectra were acquired as dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) solu-
tions in 1 cm cells with a Perkin-Elmer 300 spectrometer The crystal data for H Pgpip and [Pt(Pgpip)] are shown2

and NMR spectra were obtained with a Bruker WM-250 in Table 1 and those for [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and
6spectrometer using d -DMSO as the solvent, with tetra- [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] are given in Table 2, selected bond

methylsilane as the reference. distances for the four are shown in Table 3 and selected
bond angles are presented in Table 4. Perspective views of

2.1. Crystal structure determination H Pgpip, [Pt(Pgpip)], [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and2

[Cd(HPgpip)Cl] are shown in Figs. 1–4, respectively.
A yellow prism of H Pgpip, grown from 95% ethanol, The two thiosemicarbazone moieties of H Pgpip are on2 2

orange prismatic crystals of [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and the same side of the carbon–carbon backbone, as found for
[Cd(HPgpip)Cl], grown from ethanol, and a brown pris- H Pg4M and H Pg4E, 1-phenylglyoxal bis[N(4)-2 2

matic crystal of [Pt(Pgpip)], grown from ethanol, were methylthiosemicarbazone] and 1-phenylglyoxal bis[N(4)-
mounted on glass fibers and used for data collection. The ethylthiosemicarbazone], respectively [9]. However, 2,3-
structures were solved by direct methods [11] that revealed butanedione bis(3-piperidylthiosemicarbazone) [5],

2the positions of all non-hydrogen atoms, and refined on F H Bupip, has the two moieties located on opposite sides of2

by a full-matrix least-squares procedure using anisotropic the carbon–carbon backbone, thus minimizing the in-

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for 1-phenylglyoxal bis[piperidylthiosemicarbazone], H Pgpip and its platinum(II) complex, [Pt(Pgpip)]2

Empirical formula C H N S C H N S Pt20 28 6 2 20 26 6 2

Temperature 293(2) K 293(2) K
˚ ˚Wavelength 1.54184 A 0.71073 A

Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic
Space group P1 P2 /a1

˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a59.1827(3)A a59.4931(11) A
˚ ˚b510.0684(5)A b512.8961(12) A
˚ ˚c512.7599(7)A c518.309(2) A

a567.852(4)8 a590.00(2)8
b585.043(4)8 b599.347(8)8
g584.16(9)8 g590.00(2)8

3 3˚ ˚Volume 1085.52(9)A 2211.7(4) A
Z 2 4
Crystal size 0.4030.3030.15 mm 0.4030.2030.15
Diffractometer Nonius CAD-4 Nonius MACH3

˚ ˚Radiation, (wavelength) CuKa, (1.54184 A) MoKa, (0.71073 A)
u range for data collection 3.75–74.308 2.69–26.298

211#h#0 211#h#0
Index ranges 212#k#12 216#k#0

215#l#15 222#l#22
Reflections collected 4711 4752
Independent reflections 4422 [R 50.0146] 4467 [R 50.0310]int int

Absorption correction Semi-empirical Empirical
Max. and min. transmiss. 0.974/0.745 0.738 and 0.296
Refinement method Full-matrix Full-matrix

2 2least-squares on F least-squares on F
Data /parameters 4422/366 4467/262

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.033 1.052
Final R indices [I .2s(l)] R54.54%, wR2512.80% R 50.0473, wR 50.08941 2

R indices (all data) R56.03%, wR2513.97% R 50.1313, wR 50.11281 2
23 23˚ ˚Largest difference peak and hole 0.0396 and 20.228 eA 1.898 and 22.024 eA
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Table 2
Crystal data and structure refinement for chloro-1-phenylglyoxal bis[piperidylthiosemicarbazone]zinc(II) and -cadmium(II), [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and
[Cd(HPgpip)Cl]

Empirical formula C H ClN S Zn C H ClN S Cd20 27 6 2 20 27 6 2

Temperature 293(2) K 293(2) K
˚ ˚Wavelength 1.54184 A 1.54184 A

Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic
Space group P-1 P-1

˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a58.406(3) A a58.6919(8) A
˚ ˚b511.086(2) A b511.2727(8) A
˚ ˚c513.991(3) A c514.520(10) A

a578.702(12)8 a577.466(8)8
b586.93(2)8 b587.949(9)8
g576.465(14)8 g575.026(7)8

3 3˚ ˚Volume 1243.1(5) A 1307.32(18) A
Z 4 2
Crystal size 0.2530.1530.15 0.2530.2530.25
Diffractometer Nonius CAD-4 Nonius CAD-4

˚ ˚Radiation, (wavelength) CuKa, (1.54184 A) CuKa, (1.54184 A)
u range for data collection 3.22–74.278 3.20–75.958

210#h#0 210#h#10
Index ranges 213#k#13 0#k#14

217#l#17 217#l#17
Reflections collected 5427 5736
Independent reflections 5067 [R 50.0206] 5447 [R 50.0604]int int

Absorption correction Empirical Semi-empirical
Max. and min. transmission 1.000 and 0.172 0.973 and 0.861
Refinement method Full-matrix Full-matrix

2 2least-squares on F least-squares on F
Data /parameters 5067/380 5447/280

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.038 1.090
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0388, wR 50.0983 R 50.0477, wR 50.13711 2 1 2

R indices (all data) R 50.0670, wR 50.1122 R 50.0564, wR 50.14281 2 1 2
23 23˚ ˚Largest difference peak and hole 0.289 and 20.437 eA 1.282 and 21.799 eA

Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) for H Pgpip, [Zn(HPgpip)Cl], [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and [Pt(Pgpip)]2

Bond H Pgpip [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] [Pt(Pgpip)]2

M–N(22) 2.133(2) 2.346(3) 1.972(8)
aM–N(12) 2.155(2) 2.358(3) 2.013(9)

M–Cl 2.2974(11) 2.4832(13)
aM–S(1) 2.3380(10) 2.4903(12) 2.279(3)

M–S(2) 2.4287(10) 2.5527(13) 2.272(3)
aS(1)–C(12) 1.683(2) 1.742(3) 1.743(5) 1.751(12)

S(2)–C(22) 1.670(2) 1.709(3) 1.713(5) 1.785(10)
aN(12)–C(11) 1.298(3) 1.311(4) 1.314(5) 1.351(13)
aN(12)–N(13) 1.355(2) 1.343(3) 1.339(5) 1.278(11)
aN(13)–C(12) 1.374(3) 1.345(4) 1.343(6) 1.411(13)
aN(14)–C(12) 1.336(3) 1.346(4) 1.363(5) 1.344(13)
a,bN(14)–C(17) 1.468(3) 1.469(4) 1.449(7) 1.453(13)
aN(14)–C(13) 1.472(3) 1.466(4) 1.468(7) 1.461(14)

N(22)–C(21) 1.286(3) 1.277(4) 1.273(5) 1.286(12)
N(22)–N(23) 1.365(3) 1.369(3) 1.377(5) 1.348(12)
N(23)–C(22) 1.370(3) 1.361(4) 1.352(5) 1.307(13)
N(24)–C(22) 1.341(3) 1.335(4) 1.340(6) 1.344(12)

a,bN(24)–C(27) 1.456(3) 1.472(5) 1.469(6) 1.45(2)
N(24)–C(23) 1.464(3) 1.480(5) 1.468(7) 1.476(14)
aPhenyl arm.
bcis to the sulfur with regard to the C(S)–N(piperidyl) bond.
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Table 4
Selected bond angles (8) for H Pgpip, [Zn(HPgpip)Cl], [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] and [Pt(Pgpip)]2

Angle H Pgpip [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] [Pt(Pgpip)]2

N(22)–M–N(12) 72.71(9) 67.12(12) 80.4(4)
N(22)–M–Cl 103.90(8) 103.31(10)
N(12)–M–Cl 103.01(7) 103.93(10)
N(22)–M–S(1) 142.38(7) 136.95(9) 165.4(3)
N(12)–M–S(1) 80.34(7) 76.00(9) 85.0(3)
Cl–M–S(1) 107.43(4) 106.51(4)
N(22)–M–S(2) 77.84(7) 73.11(9) 83.8(3)
N(12)–M–S(2) 142.06(7) 132.41(9) 164.2(3)
Cl–M–S(2) 106.90(4) 109.84(5)
S(1)–M–S(2) 111.53(4) 122.65(4) 110.84(10)
C(12)–S(1)–M 95.05(10) 96.62(15) 92.8(4)
C(22)–S(2)–M 99.41(11) 101.89(15) 94.1(3)
C(11)–N(12)–M 119.0(2) 120.1(3) 115.3(8)
N(13)–N(12)–M 119.9(2) 119.8(2) 125.2(8)

aC(11)–N(12)–N(13) 118.97(16) 121.0(2) 119.8(3) 119.5(10)
aN(12)–N(13)–C(12) 118.89(17) 112.9(2) 114.5(3) 110.2(10)
a,bC(12)–N(14)–C(17) 120.25(19) 123.7(3) 123.4(4) 124.4(10)
aC(12)–N(14)–C(13) 123.2(2) 121.1(3) 121.3(4) 121.9(9)
aC(17)–N(14)–C(13) 113.2(3) 111.8(3) 111.7(3) 113.7(9)
aN(13)–C(12)–N(14) 115.14(18) 114.8(3) 113.8(3) 114.5(9)

aN(13)–C(12)–S(1) 121.13(16) 126.2(2) 128.3(3) 126.8(8)
aN(14)–C(12)–S(1) 123.73(17) 118.9(2) 117.9(3) 118.7(8)

C(21)–N(22)–M 118.4(2) 119.2(3) 113.9(8)
N(23)–N(22)–M 121.4(2) 121.1(2) 125.1(7)
C(21)–N(22)–N(23) 113.51(18) 120.2(3) 119.7(4) 121.0(9)
N(22)–N(23)–C(22) 122.89(19) 117.5(3) 118.1(4) 111.5(9)

bC(22)–N(24)–C(27) 122.2(2) 120.2(3) 120.9(4) 120.7(10)
C(22)–N(24)–C(23) 126.3(2) 122.1(3) 123.5(4) 124.8(10)
C(27)–N(24)–C(23) 111.2(2) 115.4(3) 113.5(4) 113.2(10)
N(23)–C(22)–N(24) 113.7(2) 117.1(3) 117.1(4) 117.7(10)
N(23)–C(22)–S(2) 122.00(17) 120.6(2) 122.2(4) 125.4(8)
N(24)–C(22)–S(2) 124.28(17) 122.3(2) 120.7(3) 116.9(8)
aPhenyl arm.
bcis to the sulfur with regard to the C(S)–N(piperidyl) bond.

˚tramolecular interactions. The two imine C5N bond phenyl’s arm, 1.298(3) A. This is similar to H Pg4M and2

distances are rather different, as would be expected; even H Pg4E, which both have slightly shorter aldehyde arm2

though the aldehyde arm’s imine nitrogen is involved in C5N bond distances than those for the phenyl arm. For
˚hydrogen bonding, it is still shorter, 1.286(3) A, than the H Pgpip, the phenyl arm’s N–N bond distance is some-2

˚what shorter, 1.355(2) A, compared to the aldehyde arm’s

Fig. 1. Perspective view of 1-phenylglyoxal bis[3-piperidylthiosemicar-
bazone], H Pgpip. Fig. 2. Perspective view of [Pt(Pgpip)].2
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mean plane of the phenyl ring and the phenyl arm’s
thiosemicarbazone moiety is 16.94(14)8.

3.2. Crystal structure of [Pt(Pgpip]

Based on other bis(thiosemicarbazones) [5–8,13], the
mode of coordination for [Pt(Pgpip)] is as expected, with
the two azomethine nitrogens and the two thiolato sulfurs
coordinating to give an approximately planar, four-coordi-
nate complex, on loss of N(2)H from both moieties. The
Pt–S bonds are significantly longer than the Pt–N bonds

Fig. 3. Perspective view of [Zn(HPgpip)Cl]. and the cis bond angles in [Pt(Pgpip)] range from 80.4(4)8
in N(21)–Pt–N(12) to 110.84(10)8 in S(1)–Pt–S(2). Also,

˚distance of 1.365(3) A, and both are considerably shorter the bonds within the two thiosemicarbazone moieties of
˚than the N–N bond of H Bupip, 1.390(4) A [5] but are [Pt(Pgpip)], as well as the metal-donor atom bonds, have2

comparable to the N–N bond distances for both H Pg4M somewhat different distances, which are listed in Table 3.2

and H Pg4E. The remaining bond distances in the two Significant differences are found for Pt–N bonds for the2

moieties of H Pgpip are similar. The three C–N bonds of two moieties, with the ‘phenyl arm’ having the longer2

each of the two thiosemicarbazone moieties of H Pgpip Pt–N bond.2

have considerable double bond character since they are The bond angles involving the platinum(II) center are
considerably shorter than the single N–C bonds of the within two to three orders of magnitude of the combined

˚piperidyl ring [i.e., 1.460(3) A]. estimated standard deviations, as are the bond angles
The bond angles of the two thiosemicarbazone moieties within the two thiosemicarbazone moieties. The coordina-

of H Pgpip are similar, and most angles, except for C–N– tion sphere about the platinum(II), S1–N1–N2–S2–Pt, is2

C of the piperidyl rings, are within 58 of 1208, since there quite planar, with a mean plane deviation of 0.004. Both
is considerable double bond character throughout the thiosemicarbazone moieties are also essentially planar and
thiosemicarbazone moiety. The non-bonding distance be- their mean planes deviate from the coordination plane by
tween nitrogens, involving the intramolecular N–H???N less than 0.58. The phenyl ring is at angle of ca. 228 to the

˚bond is 2.685(3) A and the N–H???N angle is 138(2)8 for plane of the coordination sphere and the thiosemicarbazone
H Pgpip. This compares with non-bonding distances of moiety planes compared to ca. 178 for H Pgpip.2 2

˚2.612(8) and 2.682(4) A and angles of 143(4) and 126(3)8
for H Pg4M and H Pg4E, respectively. The aldehyde’s 3.3. Crystal structure of [Zn(HPgpip)Cl]2 2

N(2)H is intermolecularly hydrogen bonded to the phenyl
arm’s thione sulfur of a neighboring molecule with a The two ‘arms’ of [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] have very different

˚non-bonding N–H???S distance of 3.529(3) A and an angle Zn–S bond distances since the aldehyde arm [2.4287(10)
˚of 151(2)8. A] coordinates via a thione sulfur, but the phenyl arm

˚The two thiosemicarbazone moieties of H Pgpip are [2.3380(10) A], on loss of N(2)H, coordinates with a2

quite planar. having 0.0473 and 0.0696 mean plane thiolato sulfur. The axial Zn–Cl bond distance is some-
deviations for the phenyl and aldehyde arms, respectively. what shorter than the two Zn–S bonds, and considerably
In each arm, the azomethine nitrogen, N(1), shows the longer than the two Zn–N bond distances. The bond angles
greatest deviation from the mean plane. H Pgpip has an of intramoiety coordination (i.e., N–Zn–S for a2

angle of 32.59(12)8 between the mean planes of its two thiosemicarbazone moiety) are substantially different: the
thiosemicarbazone moieties and its angle between the phenyl arm involving the thiolato sulfur has an angle of

80.34(7)8 and the aldehyde arm with the thione sulfur has
an angle of 77.84(7)8. The Zn–S–C angles of the two are
as follows: phenyl arm595.05(10)8 and aldehyde arm5

99.41(11)8 and both are considerably distorted from their
3 2expected sp and sp bond angles.

The S1–N1–N2–S2 basal atoms have a mean plane
deviation of 0.025, with the two sulfurs showing the

˚greatest deviation from the plane. The zinc is 0.646(1) A
above the S1–N1–N2–S2 plane, towards the axial chloro
ligand. The Zn–N–N–C–S planes are tilted away from the
coordinate plane by approximately 108, and the phenyl ring
is at an angle of about 308 to the S1–N1–N2–S2 basal

Fig. 4. Perspective view of [Cd(HPgpip)Cl]. plane.
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Table 5
˚Comparison of the bond distances (A) of the two thiosemicarbazone moieties of [Pt(Pgpip)], [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] with [Ni(Pg4DE)],

8[Cu(Pg4DE)] and [Pd(Pg4DE)]

Compound Arm C5N N–N N–C(S) C–S C(S)–N M–N M–S

[Pt(Pgpip)] H 1.286(3) 1.348(12) 1.307(13) 1.785(10) 1.344(12) 1.972(8) 2.272(3)
[Pt(Pgpip)] Ph 1.351(3) 1.278(11) 1.411(13) 1.751(12) 1.344(13) 2.013(9) 2.279(3)
[Pd(Pg4DE)] H 1.302(11) 1.364(9) 1.322(11) 1.736(11) 1.347(12) 1.966(8) 2.344(3)
[Pd(Pg4DE)] Ph 1.310(11) 1.340(10) 1.332(12) 1.736(12) 1.332(12) 1.968(8) 2.257(3)
[Ni(Pg4DE)] H 1.293(9) 1.358(9) 1.336(10) 1.733(11) 1.309(11) 1.840(7) 2.151(3)
[Ni(Pg4DE)] Ph 1.319(9) 1.304(9) 1.405(10) 1.736(9) 1.334(11) 1.906(8) 2.130(3)
[Cu(Pg4DE)] H 1.290(5) 1.358(5) 1.341(6) 1.747(5) 1.322(6) 1.932(4) 2.2348(13)
[Cu(Pg4DE)] Ph 1.308(5) 1.361(5) 1.341(5) 1.750(4) 1.341(5) 1.979(3) 2.2088(14)
[Zn(HPgpip)Cl] H 1.277(4) 1.369(3) 1.361(4) 1.709(3) 1.335(4) 2.133(2) 2.4287(10)
[Zn(HPgpip)Cl] Ph 1.311(4) 1.343(3) 1.345(4) 1.742(3) 1.346(4) 2.155(2) 2.3380(10)
[Cd(HPgpip)Cl] H 1.273(5) 1.377(5) 1.352(5) 1.713(5) 1.340(6) 2.346(3) 2.5527(13)
[Cd(HPgpip)Cl] Ph 1.314(5) 1.339(5) 1.343(6) 1.743(5) 1.363(5) 2.358(3) 2.4903(12)

3.4. Crystal structure of [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] and [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] of this study. [Pd(Pg4DE)] is unusual
in that the thiosemicarbazone moiety on the phenyl side

Like [Zn(HPgpip)Cl], the two ‘arms’ of [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] coordinates via the thioamide nitrogen, N2, rather than the
have different Cd–S bond distances: the aldehyde arm azomethine nitrogen, N1 [8]. For all six complexes, the

˚[2.5527(13) A] coordinates via a thione sulfur, but the imine linkage, C5N, is shorter for the aldehyde arm,
˚phenyl arm [2.4903(12) A], on loss of N(2)H, coordinates although, for [Pd(Pg4DE)], the difference is not signifi-

˚with a thiolato sulfur. Both are about 0.15 A longer than cant. With the exception of [Cu(Pg4DE)], the next bond,
the corresponding bonds in [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and the Cd–N N–N, is longer for the aldehyde arm, but further along the

˚and Cd–Cl bond distances are about 0.20 A longer than the thiosemicarbazone moiety, the differences in the bond
Zn–N and Zn–Cl bonds. The S1–N1–N2–S2 basal atoms distances of the two arms become less significant. The
have a mean plane deviation of 0.0384, with the two metal–nitrogen bond distances are longer for the phenyl

˚nitrogens being 0.0464(21) and 20.0472(21) A above and arm (and the bonds weaker due to the inductive effect of
below the plane, respectively. The cadmium is 0.7072(12) the phenyl ring) in the six complexes shown in Table 5. In
Å above the S1–N1–N2–S2 plane, towards the axial contrast, the metal–sulfur bonds are shorter for the phenyl

˚chloro ligand, compared to 0.646(1) A for the zinc atom in arm than the aldehyde arms in all of the complexes except
[Zn(HPgpip)Cl]. The phenyl ring is at an angle of about [Pt(Pgpip)]. The bond angles shown in Table 6 for the two
308 to the S1–N1–N2–S2 basal plane, which is similar to thiosemicarbazone moieties do not show a regular trend for
the situation in [Zn(HPgpip)Cl]. the six complexes, although there are differences between

Tables 5 and 6 shows a compilation of the more the two arms in an individual complex.
important bond distances and bond angles found for three
complexes of 1-phenylglyoxal bis[N(4)-dieth- 3.5. NMR, IR and UV–Vis spectral results
ylthiosemicarbazone], [Ni(Pg4DE)], [Cu(Pg4DE] and

8 1 6[Pd(Pg4DE)] , along with [Pt(Pgpip)], [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] The H NMR spectrum (d -DMSO) of H Pgpip shows2

Table 6
Comparison of the bond angles (8) of the two thiosemicarbazone moieties of [Pt(Pgpip)], [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and [Cd(HPgpip)Cl] with [Ni(Pg4DE)],

8[Cu(Pg4DE)] and [Pg(Pg4DE)]

C–N–N N–N–C N–C–S N–C–N S–C–N M–N–C(N) M–S–C

[Pt(Pgpip)] H 121.0(9) 111.5(9) 125.4(8) 117.7(10) 116.9(8) 113.9(8) 94.1(3)
[Pt(Pgpip)] Ph 119.5(10) 110.2(10) 126.8(8) 114.5(9) 118.7(8) 115.3(8) 92.8(4)
[Pd(Pg4DE)] H 116.0(4) 111.2(9) 126.1(9) 115.6(10) 118.2(8) 120.5(7) 94.6(4)

a[Pd(Pg4DE)] Ph 118.7(8) 127.9(9) 125.0(9) 126.4(11) 108.6(8) 103.0(7) 78.1(4)
[Ni(Pg4DE)] H 120.3(8) 109.4(8) 124.0(8) 116.3(10) 119.7(8) 114.8(7) 94.5(4)
[Ni(Pg4DE)] Ph 121.1(9) 109.5(9) 124.5(9) 115.1(9) 120.4(9) 115.6(7) 93.7(4)
[Cu(Pg4DE)] H 120.9(4) 111.0(4) 124.4(4) 117.2(5) 118.4(5) 114.4(3) 95.13(16)
[Cu(Pg4DE)] Ph 122.3(3) 111.0(3) 125.7(4) 116.7(4) 117.6(3) 115.2(3) 94.97(16)
[Zn(HPgpip)Cl] H 120.2(3) 117.5(3) 120.6(2) 117.1(3) 122.3(2) 118.4(2) 99.41(11)
[Zn(HPgpip)Cl] Ph 121.0(2) 112.9(2) 126.2(2) 114.8(3) 118.9(2) 119.0(2) 95.05(10)
[Cd(HPgpip)Cl] H 119.7(4) 118.1(4) 122.2(2) 117.1(4) 120.7(3) 121.1(2) 101.89(15)
[Cd(HPgpip)Cl] Ph 119.8(3) 114.5(3) 128.3(3) 113.8(3) 117.9(3) 119.8(2) 96.62(15)
aM–N–N for the ‘phenyl arm’.
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21the aldehyde hydrogen at d58.481 and the hydrogens of lower energy S→Cd(II) band is centered at 20,790 cm
21 21the piperidyl rings at d53.975(4H), 3.886(4H) and (´532,300 M cm ) and the low energy shoulder is

211.586(12H) ppm [1]. The N(2)H resonances are at d5 located at ca. 20,250 cm .
12.985 and 10.500 ppm, the former being the phenyl arm’s The intramolecular hydrogen bonding between arms of
N(2)H that is hydrogen bonding to the imine nitrogen of H Pgpip appears to be unique to 1-phenylglyoxal bis(th-2

the aldehyde arm, and the latter is the aldehyde arm’s iosemicarbazones) because all other bis(thiosemicar-
N(2)H that is hydrogen bonding to DMSO [1]. In the bazones) studied to date, including examples of 1-phenyl-
spectrum of [Pt(Pgpip)], the aldehyde hydrogen is shifted 1,2-propanedione [14], have the thiosemicarbazone moi-

195upfield to d57.854 ppm. The Pt spectrum shows a eties on opposite sides of the C–C backbone. [Pt(Pgpip)]
has the expected 5–5–5 chelate ring system, in contrast tobroad resonance centered at d523055 ppm. The NMR
the unique 5–6–4 system found for [Pd(Pg4DE)]. Finally,spectrum of [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] shows the aldehyde arm’s
the five-coordinate [Zn(HPgpip)Cl] and [Cd(HPgpip)Cl]N(2)H resonance at d511.367 ppm, due to its hydrogen
complexes provide new coordination examples of bis(th-bonding to the DMSO solvent and the aldehyde’s CH at
iosemicarbazones).d57.682 ppm. [Cd(HPgpip)Cl]’s spectrum shows the

aldehyde arm’s N(2)H resonance at d511.440 ppm, due to
Supporting information availableits hydrogen bonding to the DMSO solvent and the

aldehyde’s CH at d57.682, which is identical to that for
A complete list of bond distances and angles, positional[Zn(HPgpip)Cl].

parameters and equivalent isotropic temperature factorsThe infrared spectrum for H Pgpip was reported2
1 have been deposited at the Crystal Structure Center,previously and n(C5N) and n(CS) were assigned at 1570

21 21 Karlsruhe, with the following CSD numbers: H Pgpip,and 815 cm , respectively. A single band at 1554 cm is 2

408983; [Pt(Pgpip)], 408980; [Zn(HPgpip)Cl], 408982 andassignable to n(C5N) for both arms and bands at 802 and
21 [Cd(HPgpip)Cl], 408981. Further details for crystal-struc-763 cm are probably due to the n(CS) bands for the

ture analysis can be requested at the Fachinformationszen-thione (aldehyde arm) and thiolate (phenyl arm) sulfurs of
trum Karlsruhe 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafe, given the[Zn(HPgpip)Cl]. Two bands are found for n(ZnN) at 467

21 21 deposition-number CSD.and 452 cm , but only one band at 347 cm for n(ZnS).
21

n(ZnCl) is assigned to an intense band at 306 cm . For
21[Cd(HPgpip)Cl], n(C5N) is at 1558 cm , n(CS) at 800

21 21 Acknowledgementsand 750 cm , n(CdN) at 473 and 457 cm , n(CdS) at
21353 and 332 cm and n(CdCl) appears as a shoulder at

21 21 Acknowledgement is made to the Donors of the Petro-ca. 280 cm . For [Pt(Pgpip)], n(C5N)51556 cm ,
21 21 leum Research Fund, administered by the Americann(CS)5760 cm , n(PtN)5450 cm and n(PtS)5342

21 Chemical Society, for the partial support of this research.cm .
The UV–visible spectrum of the yellow H Pgpip has a2

21
p→p* band due to the phenyl ring at 41,000 cm , which
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Abstract

1 13Ferrocenylethanol has been prepared and characterized by H and C NMR, cyclic voltammetry and X-ray crystallography. The
electrochemical data were compared to ferrocene and related compounds. The lattice constants for ferrocenylethanol (C H FeO) are12 14

¯˚a517.291(2) A and a5118.590(0)8. The crystal exists in R3 and there are six formula units per rhombohedral unit cell.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ferrocenylethanol; Electrochemistry; X-ray crystal structure

1. Introduction procedures for the preparation of ferrocenylethanol gives
approximately 65% yield of 1.

Since its discovery [1–3], ferrocene and its derivatives
are among the most thoroughly studied compounds in
organometallic chemistry. Of particular interest is the
redox chemistry of the iron center [4,5] and the structure
[6]. As part of a program involving the synthesis of redox
active cyclo- and polyphosphazenes [7,8], we are inter-
ested in functionalized ferrocene derivatives which can
potentially serve as phosphazene substituents. In this
regard, we were surprised that there has been limited study
of the alcohol derivatives of ferrocene, particularly, fer-
rocenylethanol. In this paper we present the results of
electrochemical studies of ferrocenylethanol. These are
compared to ferrocene and related derivatives. The X-ray
crystal structure of ferrocenylethanol is also presented.

NMR spectra of 1 were obtained on a Bruker ARX-500
1spectrometer. H NMR (CDCl ): d 4.11 (s, 5H, Cp), 4.10,3

2. Experimental. 4.08 (AA9BB9 system, J51.75 Hz, 4H, C H ), 3.71 (br t,5 4

J56.01 Hz, 2H, -CH -CH -OH), 2.57 (t, J56.54 Hz, 2H,2 2
13 1Acetylferrocene (Strem) was used to prepare fer- -CH -CH -OH), 1.69 (s, 1H, -OH). Ch Hj NMR2 2

rocenylacetic acid according to the method developed by (CDCl ): d 84.79 (s), 68.55 (s), 68.37 (s), 67.58 (s), 63.413
13Rinehart, et al. [9]. Ferrocenylacetic acid was reduced to (s), 32.79 (s). C NMR (CDCI ): d 84.90 (s, br), 69.233

2-ferrocenylethanol (1) as previously described [9]. Work- (m), 67.85 (m), 67.61 (dq, J5176.5 and 6.5 Hz), 63.37 (tt,
up and purification of 1 were performed according to a J5143.2 and 5.4 Hz, -CH -CH -OH), 32.77 (t, J5127.22 2

related synthesis of 1 [10]. The combination of these two Hz, -CH -CH -OH).2 2

Electrochemical experiments were performed in CH Cl2 2
*Corresponding author. using a PAR Model 273 potentiostat /galvanostat. A three-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00007-8
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Table 1 out under a moisture free N atmosphere using NBu PF2 4 6
Crystalographic data for CpFe(C H CH CH OH) (1)5 4 2 2 as the supporting electrolyte.

1 A crystal of 1 suitable for X-ray analysis was prepared
by slow cooling of a solution of 1 in hexanes. An orangeChemical Formula C H FeO12 14

˚Lattice Constants a517.291 (2) A crystal of 1 was mounted on a glass fiber and transfered to
a 5118.590(0)8 a Siemens R3m/V diffractometer. The cell constants were

Crystal System rhombohedral determined from a random search routine. Data was¯Space Group R3 ˚collected using Mo K (l50.71073 A) radiation. TheaZ 6
structure was solved by direct methods and refined usingIntensity Measurement Method 2u

Reciprocal Space scanned 2u –u full-matrix least-squares analysis. Hydrogen atoms were
Temperature 25.0 treated as riding atoms. Pertinent data collection and
Data Collected 475 reduction details are given in Table 1. The ORTEP
Independent Reflections 410

drawing of 1 is shown in Fig. 1.Observed Reflections 371
R .046
R .057w

3. Results and discussion
electrode configuration was used. The working electrode

1was a Pt disk (diameter 0.250 mm) sealed in glass. The The H NMR of 1 has previously been reported [11],
reference electrode was an Ag wire with electrochemically however, the proton signals of the substituted and non-
deposited AgCl inside of a fritted glass tube in solution. substituted Cp rings could not be distinguished. However
The counter electrode was a Pt wire. Potentials were at 500 MHz the separation of these signals was observed.

13 1*calibrated against Cp Fe. The experiments were carried The Ch Hj NMR showed 4 peaks for the carbon atoms of2

the Cp rings and two peaks for the different carbon atoms
13of the ethylene chain. The C NMR allowed for the

unambiguous assignment of the ethylene carbons.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV), normal pulse voltammetry

(NPV) and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) were
measured for a CH Cl solution of compound 1. These2 2

studies showed that oxidation of 1 appeared to be Nerstian
and diffusion controlled. Plots of (i ) verses the squarep anod

1 / 2root of the scan rate (v ) were linear. The E of 1 was1 / 2

measured to be 254 mV relative to Cp Fe. The E of2 1 / 2

compound 1 is similar to that of CpFeC H CH (260 mV5 4 3

relative to Cp Fe) [12] suggesting that the electron with-2

drawing alcohol group in 1 does not significantly influence
the redox potential of the iron center. This is not surprising
as there are two saturated carbon centers between the
alcohol and the Cp ring.

The structure of 1 is similar to the structures of
ferrocene [13] and acetylferrocene [14]. Bond lengths are
listed in Table 2. The only structure that has been
determined of a ferrocene derivative containing an ethyl
group is for [CpFeC H CH -] [15]. The C –C andFig. 1. Thermal ellipsoid drawing of CpFe(C H CH CH OH) (1) 5 4 2 2 10 115 4 2 2

showing the atom numbering scheme (50% thermal ellipsoids). C –C distances in 1 are shorter than the corresponding11 12

Table 2
Selected bond lengths (A)

1 Cp Fe CpFe(C H COCH ) [CpFe(C H CH -)]2 5 4 3 5 4 2 2

cC –C (avg.) 2.037 2.033 2.045Cp Cp
cC –Fe (avg.) 1.404 1.389 1.417Cp

aC –C 1.49(3) 1.528(9)Cp
bC–C 1.48(5) 1.509(7)

aC –C for 1.10 11
bC –C for 1.11 12
cThe average value of the range given in ref. [14].
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distances in [CpFeC H CH -] (Table 2). The C –O References5 4 2 2 12
˚distance in 1 is 1.41(3) A).
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Abstract

Ce(OCMe ) (NO ) (THF) and Ce(OCMe )(NO ) (THF) react with chlorotrimethylsilane in tetrahydrofuran (THF) at room3 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 2

temperature to form [CeCl(NO )(THF) ][CeCl (THF)], 1, and [CeCl (THF) ][CeCl (THF)], 2. Ce(OCMe ) (THF) is less reactive3 5 5 2 5 5 3 4 2
2under the same conditions but was found to form a salt involving a [CeCl (THF)] anion. Ceric ammonium nitrate, [(NH ) Ce(NO ) ],5 4 2 3 6

2does not form these polychlorinated species under these conditions. 1 crystallizes from THF to form an octahedral [CeCl (THF)] anion5
1and a pentagonal bipyramidal [CeCl(NO )(THF) ] cation, which has chloride and nitrate in the axial positions.  1999 Elsevier3 5

Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cerium; Halide abstraction; Polychlorinated

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Since lanthanide complexes exhibit halophilic [1] as All of the chemistry described below was performed
well as oxophilic reactivity [2,3], they appear to have under nitrogen with rigorous exclusion of air and water
potential as halide abstraction reagents. The high charge using standard Schlenk, vacuum line and glovebox tech-
and electropositive nature of the lanthanides also offers the niques. Tetrahydrofuran (THF), toluene and hexane
possibility that a single metal center could effect multiple (Fisher) were distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl.
dehalogenations. The lanthanide halides formed in these Chlorotrimethylsilane was dried over molecular sieves and
reactions are desirable chlorinated end products since they magnesium turnings, freeze–pump-thawed three times, and
have some value as starting materials for use in other areas vacuum transferred before use. Ce(OCMe ) (THF) ,3 4 2

of chemistry [4]. Cerium is particularly attractive as a Ce(OCMe ) (NO ) (THF) and Ce(OCMe )(NO ) -3 2 3 2 2 3 3 3
1halide abstractor because it has a powerful tetravalent (THF) were prepared as previously described [7]. H2

oxidation state, which could be used for oxidation in NMR spectra were recorded on a General Electric GN500
1conjunction with halide removal [5,6]. spectrometer. H NMR shifts were assigned relative re-

To investigate the reactivity of Ce(IV) with chlorinated sidual protons in THF-d at d 3.58 and in C D at d 7.15.8 6 6

compounds, we have examined reactions with the most Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 1600
common Ce(IV) reagent, ceric ammonium nitrate (CAN), FTIR. Magnetic moment data were obtained using the
and some readily available Ce(IV) derivatives made from method of Evans [8]. Metal analysis was done by complex-
CAN, namely, Ce(OCMe ) (NO ) (THF) , ometric titration with EDTA [9]. Elemental analysis was3 2 3 2 2

Ce(OCMe ) (THF) and Ce(OCMe )(NO ) (THF) [7]. done by Analytische Laboratorien, Lindlar, Germany.3 4 2 3 3 3 2

Initially, the reaction of chlorotrimethylsilane with these
Ce(IV) reagents was examined since this reaction should 2.1. Reaction of Ce(OCMe ) (NO ) (THF) with3 2 3 2 2
be favored by the formation of a Si–O bond in the chlorosilane
byproduct.

In a glovebox, chlorotrimethylsilane (0.5 ml, excess)
was added to a solution of Ce(OCMe ) (NO ) (THF)* 3 2 3 2 2Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-714-824-5174; fax: 11-714-824-
(0.0454 g, 0.082 mmol) in 2 ml of THF. The solution2210.

E-mail address: wevans@uci.edu (W.J. Evans) immediately turned from orange to dark red. X-ray quality

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00008-X
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crystals were grown from this THF solution at room result of the two-fold axis. Each of these ligands was
1temperature in approximately 2–3 h (32 mg, 83%). The H included with a site-occupancy-factor50.50. Hydrogen

NMR spectrum of the crystals in THF-d contained only atoms were included using a riding model. At conver-8

THF resonances. X-ray analysis showed the product to be gence, wR250.1432 and goodness-of-fit (GOF)51.057 for
[CeCl(NO )(THF) ][CeCl (THF)], 1. IR (Nujol): 2681, 215 variables refined against all 5463 unique data points3 5 5

211967, 1363, 1251, 1182, 1069, 910, 850 cm . Magnetic [as a comparison for refinement on F, R150.0490 for
26susceptibility: x 52.48310 , m 52.4 m . Anal. Calcd. those 4519 data points with F.4.0s(F )]. Due to the decayg eff B

for Ce Cl C H O N: Ce, 28.4. Found: Ce, 25.8. and disorder, detailed analysis of the bond distances and2 6 24 48 9

angles is not appropriate.

2.2. Reaction of Ce(OCMe )(NO ) (THF) with3 3 3 2

chlorosilane
3. Results and discussion

To a solution of Ce(OCMe )(NO ) (THF) (0.0454 g,3 3 3 2
Ce(OCMe ) (NO ) (THF) , which is easily prepared0.084 mmol) in 2 ml of THF, chlorotrimethylsilane (0.5 3 2 3 2 2

from (NH ) Ce(NO ) by reaction with 4 equivalents ofml, excess) was added. The solution immediately turned 4 2 3 6

NaOCMe [7] reacts instantaneously with excess chloro-from orange to a dark red color. X-ray quality crystals 3

trimethylsilane in THF to form a red–orange solution fromformed from this THF solution in approximately 2–3 h (22
1 which crystals of [CeCl(NO )(THF) ][CeCl (THF)], 1,mg, 58%). The H NMR spectrum of the crystals showed 3 5 5

readily form in hours. Complex 1 was identified by X-rayonly THF resonances. X-ray analysis showed the product
1crystallography (Fig. 1). H NMR studies of this reactionof this reaction to be the previously characterized

in THF-d show formation of the expected silane by-[CeCl (THF) ][CeCl (THF)] [8]. 82 5 5
product, Me SiOCMe , according to Eq. (1).3 3

2.3. X-ray data collection, structure determination and Ce(OCMe ) (NO ) (THF) 1 excess Me SiCl3 2 3 2 2 3

refinement for [CeCl(NO )(THF) ][CeCl (THF)], 1 THF3 5 5 → [CeCl(NO )(THF) ][CeCl (THF)] 1 Me SiOCMe3 5 5 3 3
1

An orange crystal of approximate dimensions 0.203
(1)

0.2530.28 mm was mounted on a glass fiber and trans-
ferred to the Siemens P4 rotating-anode diffractometer. Magnetic susceptibility measurements on 1 are consistent
The determination of Laue symmetry, crystal class, unit with a mixed valence Ce(III) /Ce(IV) salt.
cell parameters and the crystal’s orientation matrix were Complex 1 has a structure analogous to that of
carried out according to standard procedures [11]. Intensity
data were collected at 158 K using a 2u /v scan technique
with MoKa radiation. The raw data were processed with a
local version of CARESS [12], which employs a modified
version of the Lehman-Larsen algorithm to obtain inten-
sities and standard deviations from the measured 96-step
peak profiles. Subsequent calculations were carried out
using the SHELXTL program [13]. All 5695 data points
were corrected for decay (20%) and for Lorentz and
polarization effects and were placed on an approximately
absolute scale. The diffraction symmetry was 2/m with the
systematic absence h0l for l52n11. The two possible
monoclinic space groups are Pc or P2/c. The cen-
trosymmetric space group P2/c was chosen and later
determined to be correct. Unit cell constants were found to

˚ ˚ ˚be a512.138(2) A, b511.2986(14) A, C514.066(2) A,
3˚b5104.309(12)8, V51869.2(5) A , Z52 and r51.755

3Mg/m .
The structure was solved by direct methods and refined

2on F by full-matrix least-squares techniques. The ana-
lytical scattering factors for neutral atoms were used
throughout the analysis [14]. There is one cation and one
anion present per asymmetric unit. Each is located on a Fig. 1. Structure of [CeCl(NO )(THF) ][CeCl (THF)], 1, with thermal3 5 51two-fold rotation axis. The [Ce(THF) (NO )Cl] ion is ellipsoids drawn at the 50% probability level. Hydrogen atoms have been5 3

disordered. The NO and Cl ligands are superimposed as a omitted and only one component of the disorder is shown.3
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[CeCl (THF) ][CeCl (THF)], 2, a compound previously the lanthanide, i.e. the reactivity can be manipulated by the2 5 5

identified as a product of the reaction between ligand set. In the past, Ce(IV) chemistry has been largely
CeCl (THF) and NaC H [10]. In complex 1, one dominated by ceric ammonium nitrate. These studies show4 3 9 7

bidentate nitrate ligand replaces a chloride ligand in the that other ligand systems can be more effective in certain
1cation of 2. The Ce(III) cation in 1, [CeCl(NO )(THF) ] , reactions. Unfortunately, the mixed nitrate tert.-butoxide3 5

can be regarded as a pentagonal bipyramid if the small bite complexes of Ce(IV) do not react readily with simple
chelating nitrate ligand is considered to occupy one chlorocarbons under these conditions. Further studies must
coordination position [15]. Many varieties of pentagonal be done to generate Ce(IV) reagents that are more reactive

1bipyramidal [LnZ (THF) ] cations (Z5mono-anionic with such substrates.2 5

ligand) have been reported in the literature, including
1 1[CeCl (THF) ] , [10] [TbCl (THF) ] , [16]2 5 2 5

1 1 Acknowledgements[SmI (THF) ] [17], [YCl(OCMe )(THF) ] [18] and2 5 3 5
1[YCl (N–MeIm) ] [15].2 5

For support of this research, we thank the Division ofCe(OCMe )(NO ) (THF) , prepared from3 3 3 2

Chemical Sciences of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences(NH ) Ce(NO ) and 3 equivalents of NaOCMe [7], also4 2 3 6 3

of the Department of Energy. By acceptance of this article,reacts rapidly with excess chlorotrimethylsilane. Again, the
the publisher and/or recipient acknowledges the U.S.expected silane byproduct is formed and a chlorinated salt
Government’s right to retain a non-exclusive, royalty-freeis obtained, but in this case, X-ray crystallography revealed
license in and to any copyright covering this paper.the formation of a salt containing only chloride ions as the

anionic ligands, [CeCl (THF)][CeCl (THF) ], 2 [10], Eq.5 2 5

(2).
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Abstract

tN P (O–C H – Bu) Cl reacts with 4-hydroxybenzylcyanide in acetone in the presence of K CO , to give the cyanide ligand3 3 6 4 5 2 3
t tN P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN) (1). The monofunctionalized cyclotriphosphazene, N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2

CN), reacted with CpFe(dppe)I and with CpRu(PPh ) Cl in the presence of NH PF and in CH OH as solvent to give the monocationic3 2 4 6 3
t tcomplexes [N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH CN) Fe(Cp)dppe]PF (2) and [N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN)?3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 6 3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2

Ru(Cp)(PPh ) ] PF (3), respectively. Electrochemical as well as chemical oxidation of (2) and (3) with NOBF yield the stable3 2 6 4
1 1dicationic species (2) and (3) . Electrochemical as well as spectroscopic data suggest that ligand (1) behaves like a nitrile ligand. The

small influence of the cyclophosphazene ring upon coordination is attributed to the long length of the organic spacer groups. An
31exponential dependence of D P with the spacer length was found for several organometallic derivatives of cyclophosphazene.coord

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cyclophosphazenes; Nitrile complexes; Iron complexes; Ruthenium compounds

1. Introduction appropriate substituent. Thus, this method has the advan-
tage of being adapted to linear macromolecules by the

Cyclophosphazenes are precursors of poly(phos- protocol developed by Carriedo et al. [6,7] to generate new
phazenes), bearing interesting properties such as possible types of polymeric ligands.
applications with materials such as ion exchangers; as a As the pendent organic spacer group, we have selected

1carrier or depot for chemotherapeutic immobilizers of 4-phenoxy-benzylcyanide because of the fragment CpML2

enzymes or catalysts and electronic conductors [1–4]. (M5Fe, Ru; L 5diphosphine), which forms stable com-2

An important facet of cyclophosphazene chemistry is its plexes with nitriles [8–12]. Specifically, in this paper, we
relationship to the high-polymer chemistry, since small
molecule rings are excellent models for exploring reactions
that can be applied subsequently at the high-polymer level
[5]. The possibility of using cyclophosphazenes as ligands
towards transition metals also has been attracting the
attention of research workers in this area. There are at least
three ways in which cyclophosphazenes can interact with
transition metals [1]: (a) coordination by a skeletal (ring)
nitrogen atom, (b) ring phosphorus–transition metal co-
valent bond formation and (c) coordination by an exocyclic
group substituted on a ring phosphorus (See Fig. 1).

For our initial studies on cyclophosphazenes, we select-
ed method (c) because it is the most versatile as it offers
the advantage of being able to design and assemble
appropriate cyclophosphazene ligands by choosing the

*Corresponding author. Fig. 1. Coordination modes of cyclophosphazenes.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00009-1
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tdescribe the synthesis and characterization of the new 2.2. Synthesis of [N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2

cyclotriphosphazene cyanide ligand N P (O–C H – CN)?Fe(Cp)dppe]PF3 3 6 4 6
tBu) (O–C H –CH –CN) and its ruthenium and iron5 6 4 2

tderivatives. The related ligand N P (O–C H ) (O–C H – A mixture of N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –3 3 6 5 5 6 4 3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2

CN) and its manganese complex have been reported CN), 0.13 g (0.13 mmol) and CpFe(dppe)I, 0.2 g (0.3
previously [13]. mmol) in methanol (30 ml), in the presence of NH PF4 6

(1.22 mmol) was stirred for 46 h at room temperature. The
solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the

2. Experimental residue was extracted with CH Cl and filtered through2 2

celite and concentrated to ca. 10 ml. An n-hexane–diethyl-
Infrared spectra were recorded on a FT-Bruker-66V ether (4:1, v /v) mixture was added and the red powdered

spectrometer in Nujol. NMR spectra were recorded on a precipitate was washed twice with the same solvent
Bruker AMX 300 spectrometer in dichloromethane-d with mixture and dried under reduced pressure. Yield, 0.25 g,2

TMS (H) d50.0 ppm as the internal standard or 85% 49%. Found: C, 63.1; H, 5.8. Calc. for
1H PO and downfield positive to the reference as external C H F O N P Fe: C, 63.73; H, 5.96. H-NMR3 4 89 100 6 6 4 6

31standard for the P measurements. (CD Cl ): 6.6–6.7 m C H ; 4.27, s, C H ; 3.04 CH ; 0.932 2 6 4 5 5 2

UV–Vis absorption spectra were recorded using a Varian t C(CH ) .3 3

DMS-90 spectrophotometer, with 1 cm optical path cu-
vettes. Elemental analyses were performed on a Fisons– t2.2.1. Synthesis of [N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2Carlo Erba EA 1108 apparatus by CEPEDEQ, Universidad

CN)?Ru(Cp)(PPh ) ]PF3 2 6de Chile.
A solution of CpRu(PPh ) Cl, 0.18 g (0.24 mmol) in3 2The mass spectrum of (1) was recorded using ICP–MS

CH OH (30 ml) was stirred with [N P (O–C H –3 3 3 6 4Fisons VG Plasma Quad mass spectrometers. tBu) (O–C H –CH –CN), 0.25 g (0.24 mmol), in the5 6 4 2Electrochemical measurements were performed using a
presence of NH PF , 0.25 g (1.5 mmol) at room tempera-4 6Parc model 370 electrochemistry system, using a three-
ture for 24 h. The solvent was removed under reduced

electrode device, employing a carbon glassy working
pressure and the residue was extracted with CH Cl and2 2electrode, a platinum wire counter-electrode and a satu-
filtered through celite. This was then reduced in volume23rated calomel reference electrode. Solutions were 10 M
and n-hexane–diethylether (4:1, v /v) was added. The

in the complex and 0.1 M in [NBu ]PF as the supporting4 6 yellow solid precipitate was washed twice with the same
electrolyte. Under the same experimental conditions, E1 / 2 mixture and dried. Yield, 0.41 g, 97%. Found: C, 69.2; H,
for the ferrocene–ferrocenium complex was 0.64 V, with

6.2. Calc. for C H F O N P Ru: C, 69.76; H, 6.22.99 106 6 6 4 7peak separations of about 0.060 V (internal standard). 1H-NMR (CD Cl ): 6.6–7.6 m C H ; 4.36 s, C H ; 0.932 2 6 4 5 5Reactions were carried out under nitrogen using standard
t, C(CH ) .3 3Schlenk-tube techniques. Diethylether and n-hexane were

dried over sodium and distilled.
tN P Cl , HO–C H – Bu, HO–C H –CH –CN,3 3 6 6 4 6 4 2

3. Results and discussionNH PF and CpRu(PPh ) Cl were purchased from Al-4 6 3 2

drich. CpFe(dppe)I was prepared by a previously reported
tt N P (O–C H – Bu) Cl reacts with HO–C H –CH –method [9,10]. N P (O–C H – Bu) Cl was prepared by 3 3 6 4 5 6 4 23 3 6 4 5

CN and K CO in refluxing acetone to give the new ligandthe method of McBee et al. [29]. 2 3
tN P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN) (Fig. 2). The3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2

312.1. Preparation of ligand and complexes reaction was monitored by P NMR spectroscopy (see
Fig. 3). Compound 1 was obtained as a red–brown oil and

t2.1.1. Synthesis of N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH – characterized by spectroscopic data (see Section 2 and3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2
31CN) Tables 1–3). The P NMR spectrum (Table 1) showed

tA mixture of N P (O–C H – Bu) Cl, 1.615 g (1.76 that the phosphorus atoms of the phosphazene ring appear3 3 6 4 5

mmol); HO–C H –CH –CN, 0.3 g (2.2 mmol), K CO , as a singlet near the chemical shift value of the similar6 4 2 2 3

0.58 g (4.2 mmol) and [Bu N]Br, 1.3 g (4 mmol) was compound N P (O–C H ) (O–C H –CN); 9.20 ppm4 3 3 6 5 5 6 4

refluxed in acetone (40 ml) for three days. The solution [13].
was filtered through celite and the solvent was evaporated As observed for other N P (O–C H –R) (O–C H –3 3 6 4 5 6 4

31in vacuo. The red oil residue was extracted with toluene to R9) compounds, the P signal appears as a pseudo-singlet,
13give a red solution. n-Hexane was added to obtain a red AB system [13–15]. The C NMR spectrum (Table 2)2

oil, which was washed with n-hexane and dried under exhibits the expected signal according to the proposed
1reduced pressure. Mass spectrum (m /e) 1012 M , Calcd. structure; the typical signal of the cyanide group appears at

1 1(1012); 974 (M 2CH CN) H-NMR (CD Cl ): 6.7–7.5 around 120 ppm, while that of the signals of the tert.-butyl3 2 2

m, C H ; 3.75, s, CH ; 0.98 t C(CH ) . group were observed at 31.84 (tertiary carbon) and 24.556 4 2 3 3
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Fig. 2. Structural formulae of compounds (1), (2) and (3).

1(methyl groups) ppm. The H NMR spectra also confirm
the composition of compound 1 (see Section 2).

The IR spectrum exhibits, among other things, the nCN
band and the typical ring P–N stretching frequency [16].
Data are displayed in Table 3.

tReaction of N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN)3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2

with the precursors CpFe(dppe)I and CpRu(PPh ) Cl in3 2

the presence of NH PF and in CH OH affords the4 6 3
tcationic complexes [N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –3 3 6 4 5 6 4

CH –CN)?Fe(dppe)Cp]PF (2) and [N P (O–C H –2 6 3 3 6 4
tBu) (O–C H –CH –CN)?Ru(PPh ) Cp]PF (3), respec-5 6 4 2 3 2 6

31 ttively (Fig. 2). The complexes were characterized by the Fig. 3. P-NMR spectra monitoring the reaction of N P (OC H – Bu) Cl3 3 6 4 5

analytical and spectroscopic data (Section 2 and Tables with HO–C H –CH –CN.6 4 2

1–3).
31The P NMR spectra of complexes 2 and 3 clearly

show the formation of the cationic compounds with a 120–140 ppm are masked by the signals of the O–C H –6 4
tdecrease in the chemical shifts of the ring phosphorus of Bu group. Values are given in Table 2.

0.18–0.38 ppm (see Table 1), upon coordination. This is The IR spectra of the complexes exhibit the typical
probably caused by a s(CN)→M(ds) bonding interaction, bands of the moiety CpFe(dppe) [17] as well as the
which is typical of [CpFe(dppe)(nitrile)]PF ] complexes expected bands of the ligand (see Table 3) modified by6

[8–12]. Similar chemical shifts have been observed on coordination effects. As found in other
coordination of the related ligand N P (O–C H ) (O– [CpFe(dppe)NCR]PF complexes [8–12], the n band3 3 6 5 5 6 CN

C H –CN) to the manganese organometallic fragment, appears to be shifted to a higher frequency with respect to6 4
31trans-Mn(CO) (dppm)[P(OPh) ]. The P spectra of the the free ligand, which has been attributed to the s(N)→Fe2 3

complexes show also the typical signals of dppe and PPh bonding. The n(PF ) band was observed at a normal3 6

coordinated to CpFe and CpRu fragments, respectively. position.
13The C-NMR spectra of the complexes exhibit signals In the electronic spectra, the complexes show one metal-

corresponding to the ligand as well as the expected signals centred d–d transition, with l values typical ofmax

of the CpFe(dppe) [10,12]. [CpFe(dppe)NCR]PF complexes [11,18,19], as is shown6

Signals of the phenyl group that appear in the range in Fig. 4 for (2).
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Table 1
3 1 t aP-NMR data for N P (OC H – Bu) (OC H –CH –CN) and its complexes3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2

31Compounds d P
tN P (OC H – Bu) (OC H –CH –CN) 11.88 (P5N)3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2
t bN P (OC H – Bu) (OC H –CH –CN)[Fe] PF 11.70 (P5N); 100.28 (dppe)3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 6
t cN P (OC H – Bu) (OC H –CH –CN)[Ru] PF 11.50 (P5N); 44.28 (PPh )3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 6 3

aIn CD Cl solution; d in ppm.2 2
b[Fe]5CpFe(dppe).
c[Ru]5CpRu(PPh ) .3 2

Table 2
1 3 tC NMR data for N P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN) and its complexes3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2

Compound CN CH CH C(CH ) C H2 3 3 5 5

HO–C H –CH –CN 119.18 23.356 4 2
tN P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN) 120.73 23.1 24.55 31.843 3 6 4 5 6 4 2
tN P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN)[Fe]PF 120.75 20.04 24.23 31.59 79.523 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 6
tN P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN)[Ru]PF 120.66 20.05 24.23 31.00 83.953 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 6

Table 3
aSelected IR data for cyclophosphazene and its complexes

Compound n n n nCN (P5N) C5H5 PF6

tN P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN) 2245 1171 2 23 3 6 4 5 6 4 2
tN P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN)[Fe][PF ] 2253 1169 1102 8403 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 6
tN P (O–C H – Bu) (O–C H –CH –CN)[Ru][PF ] 2273 1169 1090 8393 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 6

a 21
n in cm ; KBr pellets.

3.1. Nature of the Fe–NC bondCyclic voltammograms of the two-phosphazene-based
cationic complexes with iron (2) and ruthenium (3)

The spectroscopic and electrochemical data shown inshowed (Fig. 5) a single diffusion-controlled oxidation
1 / 2 Tables 1–4, respectively, suggest that the cyclotriphos-wave (i /v 5constant) that was not totally chemicallypa

phazene (1) ligand behaves mainly as a nitrile donorreversible (i /i 51.02 for (2) and 0.94 for (3) at 100 mVpa pc
21 towards the organometallic Fe and Ru fragments. This iss ) with E8 being very close to that of the related

1 31confirmed by comparing the d H-NMR and d P-NMRcomplexes [CpFe(dppe)NCR]PF and6

data of the CpM(dppe) moiety, which is an indicator of the[CpRu(dppe)NCR]PF . Data are displayed in Table 4.6
1nature of the L ligand in [CpM(dppe)L] complexes.Chemical oxidation of complexes (2) and (3) afford

Values for complexes (2) and (3) are compared with thosecomplexes whose UV–Vis spectra were consistent with the
(III) 11 for other nitrile complexes [23–25] in Table 5.presence of [CpFe (dppe)–NCR] species [20–22].

1H chemical shift data for the C H group of (2) and (3)5 5

are close to those of other nitrile complexes. A similar
31conclusion can be made for d P chemical shifts of the

21Fig. 4. UV–Vis spectrum of (2). Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammogram of (1) in CH Cl at 50 mV s .2 2
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Table 4 Table 5
31 1CV data for complexes (2) and (3) and for other related d P and H NMR data for iron and ruthenium complexes

[CpM(L )NCR]X complexes2 (a) Iron
a bCompound E (V) DEp 311 / 2 Complex d( P)dppe Reference

(2) 0.72 0.080
(2) 100.28 This work

(3) 0.48 0.060
[CpFe(dppe)NCCH ]PF 98.71 [11]3 6[CpFe(dppe)NCCH ]PF 0.84 0.0703 6 [CpFe(dppe)NC(CH ) NC]PF 99.6 [21]2 3 6[CpFe(dppe)NC(CH ) NC]PF 0.79 0.0502 3 6 [CpFe(dppe)NC(CH ) NC]PF 99.7 [21]2 4 6[CpFe(dppe)NC(CH ) NC]PF 0.78 0.0602 4 6 [CpFe(dppe)NC(CH ) –C;CH]PF 98 [12]2 2 6[CpFe(dppe)NC(CH ) –C;CH]PF 0.77 0.1002 2 6

aE 51/2[Ep 1Ep ] vs. SCE in CH Cl solutions; [NBu ]PF , 0.1 M (b) Ruthenium1 / 2 c a 2 2 4 6

was used as the supporting electrolyte. 1Complex d( H)(C H ) Ref.b 5 5DEp5Ep 2Ep .c a

(3) 4.4 This work
[CpRu(PMe ) NCCH ]PF 4.9 [23]3 2 3 6

[CpRu(PPh ) (NC–C H –OEt)]PF 4.6 [24]3 2 6 4 6

[CpRu(PPh ) (NC–C H –OC H )]PF 4.6 [24]3 2 6 4 16 3 6

[CpRu(PPh ) NCCH ]PF 4.2 [22]3 2 3 6

Table 6
3 1P NMR chemical shift data for the cyclophosphazene ring in organometallic complexes

31 a b cCompounds d P D d(P2M) Referencecoord

N P Cl PhPPh 37.9 2 4.62 [25]3 3 4 2

N P Cl PhPPh ?Cr(CO) 32.5 4.8 4.62 [25]3 3 4 2 5

N P Cl PhPPh ?Fe(CO) 32.5 5.4 4.47 [25]3 3 4 2 5

[N P Cl PhPPh ?Mn(CO) (bipy)(P(Ph) )]PF 31.9 5.3 4.60 [26]3 3 4 2 2 3 6

N P (OC H ) 8.3 2 [27]3 3 6 5 6

N P (OC H ) ?Cr(CO) 9.7 1.4 6.0 [27]3 3 6 5 6 3

N P (OCH CH OC H ) 17.5 2 [27]3 3 2 2 6 5 6

N P (OCH CH OC H ) ?[Cr(CO) ] 17.6 0.1 12.19 [27]3 3 2 2 6 5 6 3 6
tN P (OC H – Bu) (OC H –CH CN)?Fe(Cp)dppe]PF 11.7 0.18 13.15 This work3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 6
tN P (OC H – Bu) (OC H –CH CN)?RuCp(PPh ) ]PF 11.5 0.38 13.36 This work3 3 6 4 5 6 4 2 3 2 6

aChemical shift of the phosphorus ring linked directly to the spacer.
b
D(coord)5 /d complex2d ligand/.

cEstimated distance from the phosphorus atom to the metal.

31 rFig. 6. Plot of D( P) vs. 1 /(exp) for (2), (3) and related cyclophosphazene-containing complexes.
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Abstract

The interaction of (NH ) Mo O with Me SiCl in 1,2-dimethoxyethane (dme) gives, in a one pot reaction, the known dioxo-compound4 2 2 7 3

MoCl O (dme) (1). Dioxo–molybdenum complexes of the type (L)MoO Cl (L5monoanionic, formally tridentate, ancillary ligand like2 2 2
tms 2tms(h-C H )CohP(O)(OEt) j , L (2) C H (SiMe ), Cp (3) and 1,3-C H (SiMe ) , Cp (4)) have been prepared using 1 as the5 5 2 3 OEt 5 4 3 5 3 3 2

starting material. Other known oxo complexes are also easily accessible from 1, for example, the reaction with CpTl, PMe and3

Li[(Me SiN) CPh].tmda affords CpMoO Cl (5), MoOCl (PMe ) (7) and Mo(O) h(Me SiN) CPhj (8), respectively. Complex 4 acts3 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 2

as a good catalyst of the oxo-transfer model reaction from dimethylsulfoxide to PPh at room temperature. Complex (L )MoO Cl (2)3 OEt 2

has been structurally characterized by X-ray crystallography.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

¨Keywords: Dioxo complexes; Molybdenum; Klaui’s ligand

1. Introduction proved to be a suitable starting material for the synthesis of
other oxo–molybdenum complexes, among them, the new

iThe chemistry of transition metal–oxo compounds is an xanthate derivative Mo O (S CO Pr) , 6, or the known2 3 2 4

area of permanent interest [1,2] that has experienced a CpMoO Cl, 5, MoOCl (PMe ) , 7, and2 2 3 3

remarkable renaissance during the last few years [3]. Much Mo(O) h(Me SiN) CPhj , 8. The molecular structure of2 3 2 2

of the attention these compounds attract is due to the role complex (L )MoO Cl, 2, is discussed. Some of theseOEt 2

they seem to play in many important reactions, such as the derivatives catalyze the transfer of an oxo group from
oxidation of hydrocarbons [4–8] and the epoxidation of dimethylsulfoxide (dmso) to PPh .3

olefins and other enzymatic processes [9–11]. Dioxo
derivatives of Group 6 elements, particularly molybdenum
[12], are of special relevance in this regard and have 2. Experimental
therefore been subjected to intense investigation.

Here, we wish to report a one-pot procedure for the 2.1. General
preparation of the known [13] MoCl O (dme) (1) (dme52 2

1,2-dimethoxyethane) through the reaction of Microanalyses were carried out by the Microanalytical
(NH ) Mo O with Me SiCl. Starting from 1, we have Service of the University of Sevilla. Infrared spectra were4 2 2 7 3

prepared some dioxo–molybdenum complexes of the recorded on a Perkin-Elmer model 883 spectrophotometer.
1 13 31general formulation (L)MoO Cl, where L represents a H, C and P NMR spectra were run on Bruker AMX-2

31monoanionic, formally tridentate, ancillary ligand [L5(h- 300 and Bruker AMX-500 spectrometers. P shifts were
tms 13C H )CohP(O)(OEt) j , L , 2, C H (SiMe ), Cp , 3, measured with respect to external 85% H PO . C NMR5 5 2 3 OEt 5 4 3 3 4

2tms 13and 1,3-C H (SiMe ) , Cp , 4]. Compound 1 has spectra were referenced using the C resonance of the5 3 3 2

solvent as an internal standard but are reported with
* respect to SiMe . All preparations and other operationsCorresponding author. Fax: 134-95-4557156. 4

E-mail address: galindo@cica.es (A. Galindo) were carried out under oxygen-free nitrogen following

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00012-1
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conventional Schlenk techniques. Solvents were dried and ipso, Cp), 118.5 (s, CH, Cp), 21.6 (s, SiMe ). Anal. calcd.3

degassed before use. The petroleum ether used had a b.p. for C H ClMoO Si (%): C, 31.9; H, 4.3. Found: C, 32.1;8 13 2

of 40–608C. (NH ) Mo O was purchased from commer- H, 4.2.4 2 2 7

cial sources and used as received. Compound 4 was obtained by a similar procedure, using
2tms 21 1NaCp , (25%). IR (Nujol): 922, 893 (n ) cm . HMo5O

NMR (500 MHz, C D ): d 6.66 (s, 1, CH, Cp), 6.26 (s, 2,6 6
13 12.2. Synthesis of oxocomplexes CH, Cp), 0.19 (s, 18, SiMe ). Ch Hj NMR (C D ): d3 6 6

128.9, 126.2, 123.8 (s, CH, Cp), 21.24 (s, SiMe ). Anal.3

calcd. for C H ClMoO Si (%): C, 34.7; H, 5.5. Found:11 21 2 2

2.2.1. MoCl O (dme), 1 C, 35.4; H, 5.6.2 2

A suspension of (NH ) Mo O (3.44 g, 10 mmol) in 40 The use of TlCp provided the known complex 5 (30%).4 2 2 7

ml of dimethoxyethane (dme) was reacted with Me SiCl Spectroscopic data are analogous to those reported previ-3

(ca. 8 ml, excess 60 mmol) in 10 ml of dme. The mixture ously [48].
was stirred overnight, at room temperature. The ammo-
nium salts were eliminated by filtration and the volatiles

iwere pumped off under vacuum. The resulting white solid 2.2.4. Mo O (S CO Pr) , 62 3 2 4
iwas extracted with a mixture of dme–Et O. Cooling at Over a mixture of 1 (0.25 g, 0.86 mmol) and KS CO Pr2 2

2308C overnight afforded crystals of 1 (4.33 g, 75%). IR (0.30 g, 1.72 mmol) was added THF (30 ml) and the
21 1(Nujol): 927, 870 (n ) cm . H NMR (300 MHz, reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature over-Mo5O

C D ): d 3.27 (br s, 6, CH O), 2.77 (br s, 4, OCH ). night. Volatiles were removed under vacuum and the violet6 6 3 2
13 1Ch Hj NMR (C D ): d 58.8 (br s, CH O), 70.3 (br s, residue was extracted with Et O. Crystals of 6 were6 6 3 2

OCH ). Anal. calcd. for C H Cl MoO (%): C, 16.6; H, obtained by cooling the solution at 2308C (40%). IR2 4 10 2 4
21 13.5. Found: C, 16.2; H, 3.5. (Nujol): 945, 895 (Mo5O), 723 (Mo–O–Mo) cm . H

NMR (500 MHz, C D ): d 5.50 (br, 4, CHMe ), 1.45 (d,6 6 2
3 13 124, CHMe , J 57 Hz). Ch Hj NMR (C D ): d 79.82 HH 6 6

2.2.2. (L )MoO Cl, 2 (br s, CHMe ), 21.7, 21.6 (s, CHMe ). Anal. calcd. forOEt 2 2 2

A reaction flask was charged with MoCl O (dme) (0.29 C H Mo O S (%): C, 24.6; H, 3.6. Found: C, 24.6; H,2 2 16 28 2 7 8

g, 1 mmol) and NaL (0.56 g, 1 mmol). Tetrahydrofuran 3.7.OEt

(THF; 50 ml) was added under an atmosphere of nitrogen A similar procedure, but using KS COEt, allowed the2

and the resulting solution was stirred at room temperature isolation of the known compound Mo O (S COEt)2 3 2 4

overnight. Volatiles were removed in vacuo, the residue (40%) [49].
was extracted with a mixture of Et O–petroleum ether and2

filtered to remove NaCl. Concentration of the solution and
cooling at 2208C afforded yellow crystals of compound 2 2.2.5. MoOCl (PMe ) , 72 3 3

1(0.60 g, 86%). H NMR (300 MHz, C D ): d 4.75 (s, 5, To a solution of MoCl O (dme) (0.7 g, 2.4 mmol) in6 6 2 2

Cp), 4.29, 4.15, 3.97 (m, 4, CH ), 1.19, 1.12, 1.05 (t, THF (30 ml) was added PMe (1 ml, 10 mmol). After2 3
3 13 1J 57 Hz, 6, CH ). Ch Hj NMR (C D ): d 89.0 (s, stirring at room temperature overnight, the reaction mix-HH 3 6 6

Cp), 62.5 (s, CH ), 62.3 (br d, CH ), 61.8 (br d, CH ), ture was filtered. NMR studies of the filtrate indicated the2 2 2
31 1 formation of OPMe and MoOCl (PMe ) . The volatiles16.4, 16.3, 16.2, 16.1 (s, CH ). Ph Hj NMR (C D ): d 3 2 3 33 6 6

were removed and the blue residue extracted with ethanol.127.8 (br), 115.1 (br). Anal. calcd for
Blue crystals of 7 (0.69 g, 70%) were obtained by coolingC H ClCoMoO P (%): C, 29.2; H, 5.0. Found: C,17 35 11 3

the solution at 2308C.29.4; H, 4.4.

tms 2 tms2.2.3. (Cp9)MoO Cl (Cp95Cp , 3; Cp , 4; Cp, 5) 2.2.6. Mo(O) h(Me SiN) CPhj , 82 2 3 2 2

To a solution of MoCl O (dme) (0.6 g, 2 mmol) in THF Over a mixture of 1 (0.14 g, 0.48 mmol) and2 2

(40 ml) at 2258C was added a 0.31 M THF solution of Li[(Me SiN) CPh].tmda (0.375 g, 0.966 mmol) was added3 2
tmsNaCp (6.7 ml, 2 mmol). The reaction mixture was THF (30 ml). The reaction mixture was stirred at room

stirred at this temperature for 30 min and then at room temperature overnight, then the volatiles were removed
temperature overnight. The volatiles were removed, the and the brown residue was extracted with petroleum ether
blue residue was extracted with petroleum ether (4330 and filtered. The resulting light yellow solution was
ml), filtered to remove NaCl and the solution was then concentrated and cooled at 2208C to give white–yellowish
concentrated. Cooling at 2208C gave yellow crystals of 3 crystals of 8 (55%). IR and NMR data are analogous to

21 1(25%). IR (Nujol): 924, 894 (n ) cm . H NMR (500 that previously reported [50]. Anal. calcd. forMo5O

MHz, C D ): d 5.93 (m, 4, CH, Cp), 0.10 (s, 9, SiMe ). C H N MoO Si (%): C, 47.7; H, 7.0; N, 8.5. Found: C,6 6 3 26 46 4 2 2
13 1Ch Hj NMR (C D ): d 120.2 (s, CH, Cp), 119.5 (s, C 47.7; H, 7.1; N,8.7.6 6
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2.3. Oxo-transfer reactions 3. Results and discussion

2.3.1. Catalytic oxidation of PPh by dmso 3.1. Synthesis and structural characterization of dioxo–3

Over a mixture of 4 (22 mg, ca. 0.06 mmol) and an molybdenum complexes
excess of PPh (0.29 g, 1.18 mmol) was added dmso (7.23

ml). An aliquot of this solution was transferred into an A number of compounds of general formulation
NMR tube and the reaction was monitored immediately by MoCl O (L ) (L 5two monodentate or one bidentate2 2 2 2
31 1Ph Hj NMR at 258C. After 4 h, total conversion to neutral ligands) have been known for many years [14–18].
OPPh was achieved. Similar experiments were carried out More recently, some of these complexes have been shown3

with complexes 1 (at 258C) and 3 (at 378C). to exhibit interesting catalytic properties [5,6,19–22]. We
have approached the chemistry of dioxo compounds of this

2.4. X-ray diffraction study of 2 type by developing a one-pot procedure for the synthesis
of MoCl O (dme), 1. Previous reports on the preparation2 2

A summary of the fundamental crystal data is given in of 1 employed the dioxo compound MoO Cl . Very2 2

Table 1. A yellow crystal of prismatic shape was silicone recently, Dreisch et al. [23] published a more detailed
grease-coated and mounted in a CCD detector diffractome- experimental procedure, but also using MoO Cl as the2 2

ter equipped with a low temperature device. The cell starting material. Although an improved synthesis of
dimensions were refined by least-squares fitting the u MoO Cl has been described [24], using MoOCl and2 2 4

values of 25 reflections. Data collection was performed at O(SiMe ) , we looked for a more direct procedure. The3 2

low temperature in order to minimize possible thermal availability of (NH ) Mo O (cheaper than MoOCl ),4 2 2 7 4

disorder. The intensities were corrected for Lorentz and coupled with the results obtained by Arnaiz et al. [25] in
polarization effects. Scattering factors for neutral atoms aqueous media and Schrock’s strategy for the preparation
and anomalous dispersion corrections for Mo, Co, Cl and P of bis(imido) derivatives [26,27], prompted us to prepare 1
were taken from the International Tables for X-Ray starting from the chemical (NH ) Mo O . During the4 2 2 7

Crystallography [57]. The structure was solved by Patter- course of our studies, the preparation of this complex,
son and Fourier methods in the centrosymmetric C under more forcing conditions, using Na MoO as the2 / c 2 4

space group. An empirical absorption correction [58] was starting material, was communicated by Chiu et al. [28].
applied at the end of the isotropic refinements. A final As detailed in Section 2, compound 1 can be conveniently
mixed refinement was undertaken with unit weight and prepared in a one-pot reaction, from (NH ) Mo O and4 2 2 7

anisotropic thermal motion for all atoms except the Me SiCl in 1,2-dimethoxyethane (dme) at room tempera-3

hydrogen atoms that have been included with fixed iso- ture (Eq. (1)). Me SiCl acts as an oxo scavenger, giving3

tropic contributions at their calculated positions. No trend (Me Si) O as a good leaving product [29] and a dme3 2

in DF vs. F or (sin u ) /l was observed. Final difference solution of 1.o

synthesis showed no significant electron density. Most of
(NH ) Mo O 1 6Me SiCl 1 dme → 2MoCl O (dme) 14 2 2 7 3 2 2the calculations were carried out with the X-Ray 80 system

[59]. 2NH Cl 1 3(Me Si) O (1)4 3 2

No spectroscopic data were previously reported for 1,Table 1
Crystallographic data for 2 although NMR studies of MoO Cl (dme) have been2 2

reported as unpublished results [22]. Those now obtained(L )MoO Cl, 2OEt 2

are in agreement with the proposed formulation.
Formula C H O P ClCoMo17 35 11 3 Interaction of 1 with 1 equiv. of the monoanionic tripodFw 698.7

ligand NaL [30] affords the expected compoundCrystal system Monoclinic OEt

Space group C (L )MoO Cl (2) in good yields. Compound 2 is a yellow2 / c OEt 2
˚a, A 33.76(1) crystalline material, which is readily soluble in common
˚b, A 10.673(5) organic solvents, and exhibits moderate stability in air. Its˚c, A 17.006(3) 1 13 1H and Ch Hj NMR spectra show the signals expectedb, 8 118.38(2)

3˚ for the L ligand in a molecule with C symmetry.V, A 5391(3) OEt s

Z 8 Similarly, the observation of an AX spin system in the2
23 31 1D , g cm 1.72calc Ph Hj NMR spectrum is in agreement with the structure

21
m(Mo Ka), cm 13.9 suggested. Analogous tungsten derivatives have been
Temp, K 250

reported recently [31].˚l(Mo Ka), A 0.71069
To confirm this proposal, the crystal structure of(Graphite monochromated)

aR 0.046 (L )MoO Cl (2) has been determined and the molecularOEt 2bRw 0.054 geometry is shown in Fig. 1. Table 2 contains selected
a b 2 2 1 / 2R5SuDF u /SuF u. R 5[SwD F /SwuF u ] . bond distances and angles. The complex has a distortedo w o
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The molecular parameters of the related
(L )Mo(Nmes) Cl complex (mes52,4,6-Me C H ), re-OEt 2 3 6 2

cently reported by us [41], allow a good comparison with
¨compound 2. Both complexes contain the Klaui function-

ality and, in addition, two cis multiply bonded ligands of
similar electronic characteristics, but with rather different
steric properties. Since bond angles between the two oxo
ligands in 2 [101.9(2)8] and the imido groups in
(L )Mo(Nmes) Cl [101.2(4)8] are identical, the openingOEt 2

of the angles can be confidentially associated with elec-
tronic effects.

As represented in Scheme 1, the interaction of 1 with
tms 2tmsNaCp and NaCp gives the corresponding compounds

tms 2tms(Cp )MoO Cl (3) and (Cp )MoO Cl (4), respectively,2 2

as yellow crystals. Related dioxo derivatives of
molybdenum and tungsten containing cyclopentadienyl

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of (L )MoO Cl (2).OEt 2 type ligands have been reported previously [42–48]. Our
approach is a new entry to prepare this type of complex,

octahedral structure with the chelating L ligand occupy-OEt but provides only modest yields of compounds 3 and 4,
ing three facial positions. The Mo–O10 and Mo–O11 due to side reductions, that afford molybdenum blue

˚bond distances [1.685(5) and 1.694(4) A, respectively] residues. Even when carrying the reaction out at low
appear normal and are close to the mean Mo=O bond temperature, the yields are only moderate. For example,

˚length [1.706(79) A] that is typically observed in oxo the known CpMoO Cl (5) can be prepared in the same2
complexes of molybdenum [32]. The bond distances from way by using 1 and TlCp in 30% yield, similar to that

¨molybdenum to the oxygen donor atoms of Klaui’s ligand reported previously [48].
are not significantly different from those found for other The easy reduction of 1 to molybdenum(V) species is

istructurally characterized complexes of Mo and W of this exemplified by the reaction of 1 with KS CO Pr, which2
kind [33,34]. The Mo–O bonds trans to the oxo ligands yields essentially the molybdenum(V) compound

˚ iare elongated by 0.12 A with respect to the Mo–O bond Mo O (S CO Pr) (6), similar to the previously reported2 3 2 4
trans to the chloride, in accord with the high trans ethyl xanthate [49], which is also obtainable from 1 (see
influence expected for the oxo ligand. Section 2). To ascertain further the utility of 1 as a starting

The main distortion from the octahedral geometry in 2 material, we have carried out the synthesis of the known
comes from the opening of the O10–Mo–O11 bond angle Mo(O) h(Me SiN) CPhj (8) using Li[(Me SiN) -2 3 2 2 3 2
[101.9(2)8] and the closure of the O1–Mo–O2 and Cl– CPh].tmda. Comparable yields to those previously de-
Mo–O3 bond angles [79.8(2) and 161.4(1)8, respectively]. scribed starting from MoO Cl are obtained [50].2 2
Similar oxo–Mo–oxo bond angles have been found in
other structurally characterized compounds of the general 3.2. Oxo-transfer reactions
formulation (L)MoO X [for example, 103.4(1)8 in2

* *Tp MoO hS P(OEt) j [35], 103.4(2)8 in Tp MoO (NCS)2 2 2 2 The oxo-transfer model reaction from dmso to PPh has3*[36], 103.8(2)8 in Tp MoO Me [37] and 102.6(2)8 in2 been used to test the catalytic properties of some of the
*Tp MoO (SPh) [38]]. The structural determination of2 new dioxo derivatives. The oxidation of PPh (excess,3related h(L )MoO jO complexes has been carried outOEt 2 pseudo-first-order conditions) was carried out in dmso at

previously [39,40] but not yet reported. 31 1258C and the solutions were analyzed by Ph Hj NMR
spectroscopy, using acetone-d as an internal reference (d,6

Table 2 PPh , 27.5 and OPPh , 24.9 ppm). Complex 4 shows the3 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for (L )MoO Cl (2)OEt 2 catalytic activity at 258C, producing the conversion to

OPPh in a few hours (Eq. (2)), whilst compound 3 is lessMo–Cl 2.356(2) Mo–O1 2.180(4) 3
Mo–O10 1.685(5) Mo–O2 2.180(5) active at this temperature
Mo–O11 1.694(4) Mo–O3 2.058(4)

dmso
O10–Mo–O11 101.9(2) O11–Mo–O2 90.2(2) PPh → OPPh (2)3 3

[Mo]O1–Mo–O2 79.8(2) O11–Mo–O3 92.8(2)
O1–Mo–O3 81.4(2) Cl–Mo–O3 161.4(1)

(only 38% of PPh was converted after 24 h). Compound 23O2–Mo–O3 80.7(2) Cl–Mo–O2 83.7(1)
is inactive under these conditions. Similar processes haveO10–Mo–O1 87.9(2) Cl–Mo–O1 85.9(1)

O10–Mo–O2 167.6(2) Cl–Mo–O11 97.3(2) been observed recently for closely related systems [51–
O10–Mo–O3 96.1(2) Cl–Mo–O10 97.0(2) 53]. Although no detailed kinetic experiments were carried
O11–Mo–O1 169.1(2) out, the rate constant observed for the oxidation of PPh in3
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Scheme 1.
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´orders of magnitude higher than that observed for Junta de Andalucıa for a research studentship (F.M.).
tms(Cp )MoO Cl, 3.2
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oxo transfer reaction also occurs, giving the phosphine
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Abstract

Reaction of Cu(ClO ) ?6H O with 4-(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazole (abbreviation pytrz) resulted in the formation of the trinuclear Cu(II)4 2 2

complex [Cu (pytrz) (H O) ](ClO ) ?7H O. The X-ray diffraction study shows that the central copper atom lies on an inversion center3 10 2 2 4 6 2

and is triply bridged to each of the external copper atoms by the pytrz ligands through the nitrogen atoms in 1,2-positions. Each external
copper atom completes its octahedral surroundings with two pytrz ligands and one water molecule. Variable temperature magnetic
susceptibility (77–300 K) suggests a weak antiferromagnetic interaction between neighboring copper(II) ions.  1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tricopper(II) complex; 4-(2-Pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazole; Crystal structure; Magnetism

1,2,4-Triazoles, Rtrz, have been actively studied as
bridging ligands between transition metal(II) ions coor-
dinating through their N1 and N2 atoms, since their
complexes have interesting structures and specific mag-
netic properties [1–12]. Particularly, Reedijk et al. reported
a series of linear trinuclear compounds of general formula

61[M (Rtrz) (H O) ] , (M5Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Zn, where3 6 2 6

Rtrz is a substituted 1,2,4-triazole), in which the metal 1. Experimental
centers are linked to each other through triple triazole
bridges; the iron(II) compounds were found to show an 1.1. Reagents
interesting spin-crossover behaviour [13–16], and the other
compounds nearly all exhibited a weak antiferromagnetic The ligand 4-(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazole (pytrz) was pre-
exchange [17–22]. pared by the literature method [24].

Although the structure of trinuclear copper(II) com-
pounds with the similar type of bridge,

1.2. Synthesis of [Cu (pytrz) (H O) ](ClO ) ?7H O3 10 2 2 4 6 2[Cu (metrz) (H O) ](CF SO ) (H O) , where metrz53-3 6 2 4 3 3 6 2 4

methyl-4-ethyl-1,2,4-triazole, has been characterized [23],
Cu(ClO ) ?6H O (111.16 mg, 0.3 mmol) in 15 ml of4 2 2there are few well-characterized tricopper compounds

water was added to pytrz (146.15 mg, 1.0 mmol) dissolvedwith a larger number of Rtrz ligands and no crystal struc-
in 30 ml EtOH with stirring for several minutes at roomture determinations [17,18]. In this study, we report the
temperature. The resulting light blue solution was filtered.synthesis and crystal structure of
The well-shaped blue crystals and light blue powder were[Cu (pytrz) (H O) ](ClO ) ?7H O, where pytrz54-(2-3 10 2 2 4 6 2 isolated upon slow evaporation of the solvent at roompyridyl)-1,2,4-triazole, and its magnetic susceptibility (77–
temperature. The blue crystals was collected. Yield 60 mg300 K).
(25%). Anal. Calcd for C H N Cl O Cu : C, 34.10;70 84 40 6 36 3

H, 3.43; N, 22.73; Cu, 7.73; Found: C, 33.92; H, 3.14; N,
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-25-3592787; fax: 186-25-3314502. 22.75; Cu, 7.87%.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00013-3
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Table 21.3. Measurements
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for

[Cu (pytrz) (H O) ](ClO ) ?7H O3 10 2 2 4 6 2C, H and N were determined on a Perkin-Elmer 240C
Cu(1)–N(1) 2.030(4) Cu(1)–N(5) 2.021(4)elemental analyser. Magnetic measurements were made in
Cu(1)–N(10) 2.402(4) Cu(2)–N(2) 2.041(4)the temperature range 80–300 K on a CAHN 2000
Cu(2)–N(6) 2.275(4) Cu(2)–N(9) 2.017(4)

magnetic balance by the Faraday method. Cu(2)–N(13) 1.995(4) Cu(2)–N(17) 2.043(4)
Cu(2)–O(1) 2.535(5) N(1)–N(2) 1.388(5)
N(5)–N(6) 1.387(5) N(9)–N(10) 1.379(5)1.4. X-ray structure determination of
N(13)–N(14) 1.374(6) N(17)–N(18) 1.371(6)[Cu (pytrz) (H O) ](ClO ) ?7H O3 3 2 2 4 6 2
N(5)–Cu(1)–N(1) 90.2(2) N(5)–Cu(1)–N(1)i 89.8(2)
N(5)–Cu(1)–N(10) 90.6(2) N(5)–Cu(1)–N(10)i 89.4(2)

A blue single crystal with dimensions 0.2530.2030.12 N(1)–Cu(1)–N(10) 87.2(2) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(10)i 92.8(2)
mm was sealed in a Lindeman capillary containing the N(13)–Cu(2)–N(2) 177.8(2) N(9)–Cu(2)–N(17) 165.4(2)

N(13)–Cu(2)–N(9) 89.1(2) N(13)–Cu(2)–N(17) 89.4(2)mother liquor. The crystal data were collected on an
N(13)–Cu(2)–N(6) 93.8(2) N(13)–Cu(2)–O(1) 87.9(2)Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with graphite mono-
N(9)–Cu(2)–N(2) 89.9(2) N(2)–Cu(2)–N(6) 88.2(2)˚chromator using Mo Ka radiation (l50.71069 A). Lattice
N(9)–Cu(2)–N(6) 92.2(2) N(17)–Cu(2)–N(6) 102.4(2)

parameters and orientation matrices were obtained from N(2)–Cu(2)–N(17) 91.0(2) N(6)–Cu(2)–O(1) 173.4(2)
least-squares refinement of the setting angles of 25 well- N(2)–Cu(2)–O(1) 90.0(2) N(9)–Cu(2)–O(1) 81.4(2)

N(17)–Cu(2)–O(1) 84.0(2)centered reflections (7.538#u #14.468). The intensities of
three standard reflections monitored periodically during
data collection showed no decay. Corrections for Lorentz
and polarization effects were applied. An absorption
correction was made using c-scan data. Atomic scattering factors were taken from Ref. [25]. All

The structure was solved by direct methods and succes- calculations were performed on a MICRO VAX 3100
sive Fourier difference synthesis and refined by full-matrix computer using the TEXSAN program package.
least-squares methods. All non-hydrogen atoms were in-
serted at their calculated positions and treated aniso-
tropically. Hydrogen atoms were generated geometrically 2. Results and discussion
and included isotropically in the structure factor calcula-
tions, but not refined. The final R value is 0.057 and Rw The crystal structure of [Cu (pytrz) (H O) ](ClO ) ?3 10 2 2 4 6

2value is 0.064 with w51/s (F ). Details of the data 7H O consists of linear trinuclear cations with 16 charges2

collection and processing are given in Table 1, selected shown in Fig. 1, noncoordinated monovalent perchlorate
bond lengths and angles in Table 2. anions, and crystal water molecules. In the cation,

61[Cu (pytrz) (H O) ] , the central copper atom is located3 10 2 2

on an inversion center, and surrounded by six pytrz
ligands. The CuN core involving the central atom is aTable 1 6

Data collection and refinement parameters for distorted octahedron. The basal plane is formed by four
˚[Cu (pytrz) (H O) ](ClO ) ?7H O3 10 2 2 4 6 2 nitrogen donor atoms at 2.021(4)–2.030(4) A, which is an

almost perfect plane, whereas two pytrz ligands coordinateChemical formula Cu Cl O N C H3 6 33 40 70 78

˚Formula weight 2410.99 axially at significantly longer distances 2.402(4) A. The
Crystal color, habit Blue, block two kinds of Cu–N bond distances for the central Cu agree

˚a (A) 13.627(1) well with those found in the related complex˚b (A) 14.054(1)
[Cu(hyetrz) ](ClO ) ?3H O [10], where hyetrz54-(2-hy-˚ 3 4 2 2c (A) 15.452(1)
droxyethyl)-1,2,4-triazole. The bond angles are very closea (8) 115.625(9)

b (8) 92.24(1) to either 90 or 1808. This central atom is bridged to each
g (8) 111.675(8) external copper atom through the triple N1, N2 bridge of3˚V (A ) 2408.8(2) coordinating pytrz ligands.
Z 1

Each external copper atom is surrounded by threeCrystal system Triclinic
bridging and two terminal pytrz ligands, the octahedralSpace group P-1 ([2)

3D (g /cm ) 1.662 environment being completed by one water molecule. Thecalc

F (000) 1231 basal plane is formed by four nitrogen donor atoms at
21

m (cm ) 9.24 ˚1.995(4)–2.043(4) A; two of them originate from crys-
2u (8) 49.9max tallographically independent pytrz molecules, and the otherNo. of obs. [I.2s (I)] 5911

two from pytrz bridges. The apical Cu–N and Cu–O bondNo. of variables 718
˚Goodness of fit 1.30 distances are 2.275(4) and 2.535(5) A, respectively. The

Residuals: R; Rw 0.057; 0.064 CuN O octahedra are fairly distorted, which are also3 5˚Largest peak in final diff. map (e /A ) 0.495; 20.499 reflected in the deviation of the bond angles from 90 or
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61Fig. 1. Structure of [Cu (pytrz) (H O) ] cation with atomic numbering scheme.3 10 2 2

1808. The bond angles of N9–Cu2–O1, N17–Cu2–N6, observed in the complex Co(phetrz) (NCS) ?2.7H O5 4 2

N17–Cu2–O1, and N9–Cu2–N17 are 81.4(2), 102.4(2), (126.1, 118.0 and 114.38) (phetrz54-phenyl-1,2,4-triazole)
84.0(2) and 165.4(2)8, respectively. [26]. For the two terminal ligands, the dihedral angle

˚The Cu–Cu distance of 3.8540(7) A in the present between their triazoles is equal to 61.08 (trzD–trzE). It is
˚complex is in good agreement with 3.853(2) A for Cu(II) interesting to see that this complex presents various

1 2ions linked by triple m-N ,N -1,2,4-triazole bridges in the dihedral angles between the triazoles and pydriyl planes in
linear chain compound, [Cu(hyetrz) ](ClO ) ?3H O [10], the pytrz group. They are equal to 32.1 (trzA–pyA), 32.23 4 2 2

˚but significantly longer than the 3.719(7) A for those in the (trzB–pyB), 3.4 (trzC–pyC), 15.8 (trzD–pyD) and
linear trinuclear compound 23.78(trzE–pyE), respectively. Of these angles, the largest
[Cu (metz) (H O) ](CF SO ) (H O) [23], which is values and the smallest value all set in the bridging pytrz3 6 2 4 3 3 6 2 4

mainly due to the dynamic Jahn–Teller effect for the ligands occupying trans-positions with respect to two
central Cu(II) ion at room temperature, resulting in a terminal pytrz ligands. The largest dihedral angle (32.28) is
perfectly symmetric octahedron. much smaller than that found in the complex [Fe ( p-3

61There are two kinds of N–N bond length in the pytrz MeOptrz) (H O) ] (88.08), where p-MeOptrz54-( p-8 2 4

ligand in this compound. The average bond length of the methoxyphenyl)-1,2,4-triazole) [16].
˚grouping N1–N2, N5–N6 and N9–N10 is 1.385(5) A,

˚while the N13–N14 and N17–N18 average 1.372(6) A, the 2.1. Magnetic properties
longer bonds involving the nitrogen atoms bridged to the
metals. The magnetic behavior of [Cu (pytrz) (H O) ]-3 10 2 2

All triazole rings are fairly planar, the deviation from the (ClO ) ?7H O is shown in Fig. 2 in the form of a x vs T4 6 2 m

least squares plane through the ring atoms is smaller than plot, x being the molar magnetic susceptibility and Tm
˚0.012 A. All the pyridyl rings are also quite planar, the being the temperature. The magnetic data were fitted to the

˚largest deviation from the least squares plane is 0.021 A. theoretical for the magnetic susceptibility of a symmetrical
For the triple bridging ligands, the dihedral angle between linear trinuclear copper(II) complex [27,28], taking the
the triazoles are equal to 111.5 (trzA–trzB), 136.4 (trzA– exchange constant between the terminal copper ions to be
trzC) and 110.38 (trzB–trzC); which are similar to those equal to zero.
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Abstract

trans-Tetrachlorobis(methyl-diphenylphosphinite)rhenium(IV) and trans-tetrachlorobis(ethyl-diphenylphosphinite)rhenium(IV) were
obtained by recrystallization of the corresponding rhenium(III) phosphinite complexes, [ReCl L ], in chlorinated solvents. The structures3 3

of the compounds consist of discrete molecules with trans-octahedral coordination geometry around the rhenium atom, having Re–P
˚ ˚distances between 2.534(1) and 2.555(2) A and Re–Cl distances in the range 2.321(1)–2.336(1) A. trans-[ReCl (OPPh ) ] is formed4 3 2

˚during the reaction of triphenyloxonium tetrafluoroborate with [ReNCl (PPh ) ]. P–O bond lengths of 2.033(4) A have been found, while2 3 2
˚the Re–Cl bonds are 2.336(2) and 2.344(2) A, respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

The coordination chemistry of rhenium phosphine com- [ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ], [ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ] and3 2 3 3 2 3

plexes is well developed. In contrast, reports of the [ReNCl (PPh ) ] have been obtained by reported methods2 3 2

phosphinite and phosphine oxides derivatives are exceed- [18,24]. (Ph O)(BF ) was supplied commercially (Fluka).3 4

ingly rare, despite their uneven reactivities as a conse-
quence of their different electronic and steric properties 2.1. trans-[ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ]4 2 2
[1].

[ReX L ] derivatives (L5phosphine) have been known [ReCl hPPh (OMej ] (500 mg, 0.53 mmol) was dis-4 2 3 2 3
for a long time and some of them have been structurally solved in 10 ml of a CH Cl –CCl mixture (1:4, v /v) and2 2 4
characterized [2–8]. These Re(IV) complexes are usually stirred for 24 h. The resulting violet powder was filtered
obtained by reduction of rhenium(V) chloride or oxoch- off and recrystallized from CH Cl . Yield, 38%. M.p.:2 2
loride precursors [5,9–11] or by oxidation of rhenium(III) 207–2098C. Found: C, 40.7; H, 3.3%. C H Cl O P Re26 26 4 2 2

1halides [12]. The latter process may be performed by the requires C, 41.1; H, 3.5%. H NMR (CD Cl ): 18.4 (m,2 2
solvents when they are chlorinated [13]. Alternative meth- 8H, C H ortho), 10.2 (m, 4H, C H para), 8.8 (m, 8H,6 5 6 5
ods are ligand exchange reactions of coordinated solvent C H meta) and 7.2 (d, 6H, OCH ).6 5 3
molecules vs. phosphine ligands [14] or bond cleavage
reactions of binuclear complexes [3]. 2.2. trans-[ReCl hPPh (OEt)j ]4 2 2In this paper, we report the synthesis and structural
characterization of the two new rhenium(IV) phosphinite This compound was prepared as outlined above for the
complexes [ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ] and [ReCl hPPh -4 2 2 4 2 methyl derivative starting from [ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ].3 2 3(OEt)j ] together with those of the phosphine oxide com-2 Yield, 47%. M.p.: 202–2088C. Found: C, 41.8; H, 3.9%.

1pound [ReCl (OPPh ) ].4 3 2 C H Cl O P Re requires C, 42.7; H, 3.8%. H NMR28 30 4 2 2

(CD Cl ): 18.4 (m, 8H, C H ortho), 10.1 (m, 4H, C H2 2 6 5 6 5

* para), 8.8 (m, 8H, C H meta), 7.4 (d, 4H, OCH ) and 3.8Corresponding author. 6 5 2

´ ´E-mail address: ezequiel@uvigo.es (E.M. Vazquez-Lopez) (m, 6H, CH ).3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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2.3. trans-[ReCl (OPPh ) ] Scattering factors and anomalous dispersion terms have4 3 2

been taken from reference [27]. Most calculations were
[ReNCl (PPh ) ] (80 mg, 0.1 mmol) was suspended in performed with the programs SHELXS97 [18] and2 3 2

200 ml of CH Cl and (Ph O)(BF ) (330 mg, 1 mmol) SHELXL97 [28].2 2 3 4

was added. The mixture was refluxed for 24 h. During this
time, the adduct was only partially dissolved to give a
red–brown solution. The remaining solid (essentially 3. Results and discussion
[ReNCl (PPh ) ] with a few percent of [ReOCl (PPh ) ])2 3 2 3 3 2

was filtered off and the filtrate was reduced in volume to The [ReCl L ] derivatives (L5PPh hOMej and4 2 2

about 50 ml and stored overnight in a refrigerator, which PPh hOEtj) are obtained in yields .30% by recrystalliza-2

resulted in the deposition of red plates at the glass walls. tion of the corresponding [ReCl L ] compounds in chlori-3 3

More product could be obtained by further evaporation of nated solvents. The oxidation of the rhenium(III) com-
the solution. Yield, 18 mg (20%). Found: C, 48.1; H, 3.6%. pounds follows a reaction pattern that has previously been
C H Cl O P Re requires C, 48.9; H, 3.4%. IR: n(P=O) found for phosphine complexes of rhenium [12] and36 30 4 2 2

21 technetium [15]. The mechanism of this reaction has not1106 cm . Magnetic moment (SQUID): 4.21 B.M.
been elucidated. Oxygen may be ruled out as an oxidant in
the case of our reactions. No evidence has been found for

2.4. X-ray data collection, structure and refinement oxidation products of the readily oxidisable phosphinite
ligands that have been potentially released during the

Crystallographic measurements were performed on a reaction. The activation of halogenated solvents by
CAD4 Enraf-Nonius diffractometer with molybdenum Ka rhenium or molybdenum complexes, however, and their
radiation. Crystal data and experimental conditions are participation in the formation of the products has also been
listed in Table 3. Data were corrected for polarization and reported for other reactions [16,17] and suggests a remark-
Lorentz effects. C-scan absorption corrections were also able catalytic activity of the transition metal complexes
applied [25]. applied.

Structure analyses were carried out by the heavy atom [ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ] and [ReCl hPPh (OEt)j ] are4 2 2 4 2 2

method [26] followed by difference Fourier techniques crystalline violet products. They are air-stable and soluble
until all non-hydrogen atoms were located. All non-H in common organic solvents such as chloroform, dichloro-
atoms have been anisotropically refined. The positions of methane, alcohols, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), etc. The

1H-atoms have been calculated geometrically and included H NMR spectra of the paramagnetic complexes show
in structure factor calculations. typical paramagnetic shifts of the signal positions with

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement

[ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ] [ReCl hPPh (OEt)j ] [ReCl (OPPh ) ]4 2 2 4 2 2 4 3 2

Empirical formula C H Cl O P Re C H Cl O P Re C H Cl O P Re26 26 4 2 2 28 30 4 2 2 36 30 4 2 2

Temperature (K) 293(2) 293(2) 223(2)
˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073

¯Crystal system/space group Monoclinic /C2/c Monoclinic /P2 /n Triclinic /P11
˚ ˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a515.998(3) A a59.621(1) A a59.372(4) A

˚ ˚ ˚b59.122(1) A b515.756(2) A b59.682(4)A
˚ ˚ ˚c519.655(3) A c510.239(2) A c510.422(5) A

a5102.26(2)
b5101.54(1)8 b5104.29(1)8 b5108.75(2)8

g593.47(2)8
3˚Volume (A ) 2810.3(7) 1504.1(4) 866.6(6)

Z 4 2 1
3Crystal size (mm ) 0.2530.2530.15 0.2030.2030.15 0.1530.1030.05

u range for data collection (8) 3–27 3–27 3–25
h,k,l index range 0,21; 0,12; 225,25 0,11; 219,0; 212,12 21,11; 211,11; 212,12
Reflections collected 3491 3215 3893
Independent reflections (R ) 3376 (0.0302) 3034 (0.0371) 3057 (0.0247)int

Reflections observed, criterion 2397, I.2s(I) 1949, I.2s(I) 2906, I.2s (I)
2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F

Data / restraints /parameters 3376/0 /160 3034/0 /209 3057/0 /205
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.023 1.022 1.097

Final R indices R , wR [I.2s(I)] 0.0308, 0.0728 0.0307, 0.0542 0.037, 0.07541 2

wR [I.2s(I)]2
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respect to those expected for diamagnetic compounds [18].
The paramagnetism of reactives and products prevented us
from monitoring the reaction course by NMR spectros-
copy.

[ReCl (OPPh ) ] is formed from the reaction of4 3 2

[ReNCl (PPh ) ] with (Ph O)(BF ) in low yields. The2 3 2 3 4

attempted attack of the triphenyloxonium cation at the
nucleophilic nitrido ligand of the rhenium(V) complex
could not be observed. During a refluxing period of 24 h in
CH Cl , however, a considerable amount of the sparingly2 2

soluble [ReNCl (PPh ) ] dissolved to give a red–brown2 3 2

solution, from which red crystals of [ReCl (OPPh ) ] have4 3 2

been isolated. The remaining, insoluble solid contained,
besides the adduct, small amounts (approximately 5%) of
[ReOCl (PPh ) ], which has been detected by IR spec-3 3 2

troscopy.
[ReCl (OPPh ) ] is soluble in hot CH Cl and CHCl4 3 2 2 2 3

and can be recrystallized from those solvents to give red
plates. The compound is paramagnetic, with an effective
magnetic moment of m 54.21 B.M. The infrared spec-eff

21trum shows the n(P=O) frequency at 1106 cm . This
value is comparable with those that have been found for

21[Re(NCS) (PPh )(OPPh )] (1116 cm ) [19] and a num-4 3 3 Fig. 1. ZORTEP [21] representation of the molecular structure ofIIber of Re nitrosyl complexes containing triphenylphos- [ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ]. Thermal ellipsoids represent 50% probability.4 2 2

phine oxide ligands with n(P=O) bands between 1105 and
211220 cm [20].

phosphinite derivatives, the ligands are oriented differently
with respect to the ReCl plane. The vector P(1)–O(1) lies4

ialmost on the vector Re–Cl(2) as can be seen in the value3.1. Crystal structures

The molecular structure of the complexes trans-[Re-
Cl hPPh (OMe)j ] and trans-[ReCl hPPh (OEt)j ] are4 2 2 4 2 2

shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and important bond distances and
angles are listed in the accompanying Table 1. A ZORTEP
representation [21] of trans-[ReCl (OPPh ) ] is given in4 3 2

Fig. 3, and the corresponding bond lengths and angles are
summarized in Table 2.

In all three structures, the rhenium atoms are situated on
symmetry centers imposing the essentially D symmetry4h

in the complexes. Therefore, all trans angles are equal to
1808 and the cis angles are all close to 908.

The Re–Cl and Re–P distances within the ReCl P4 2

octahedra of the phosphinite complexes are similar to those
found in the structurally characterized tetrachlorobis(phos-
phine)rhenium(IV) derivatives trans-[ReCl (PMe Ph) ]4 2 2

[6], trans-[ReCl (PPh ) ] [4,5], trans-[ReCl (PEt ) ] [3]4 3 2 4 3 2

and trans-[ReCl hP(m-tol) j ] [8] and also agree with4 3 2

those in the only cis-diphosphine derivative [ReCl (dppe)]4

[2]. All of these complexes, including those of the present
work, show Re–Cl distances ranging between 2.32 and

˚ ˚2.40 A and Re–P distances ranging from 2.51 to 2.55 A.
The latter, as has been reported by Engelhardt et al. ( [6],
see also ref. [22]), suggests that effects other than elec-
tronic effects should dominate the chlorine attachment to
rhenium. Fig. 2. ZORTEP [21] representation of the molecular structure of

Although the rhenium kernel is very similar in the two [ReCl hPPh (OEt)j ]. Thermal ellipsoids represent 50% probability.4 2 2
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Table 2 Table 3
a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ] and Selected bond lengths and angles for [ReCl (OPPh ) ]4 2 2 4 3 2

[ReCl hPPh (OEt)j ]4 2 2 Re–O(1) 2.034(4) P(1)–C(10) 1.777(6)
a b[ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ] [ReCl hPPh (OEt)j ] Re(1)–Cl(1) 2.3438(17) P(1)–C(20) 1.781(7)4 2 2 4 2 2

Re(1)–Cl(2) 2.3362(16) P(1)–C(30) 1.787(7)
Re–Cl(1) 2.3209(13) 2.3273(14)

P(1)–O(1) 1.444(5)
Re–Cl(2) 2.3364(12) 2.325(2) iO(1) –Re(1)–O(1) 180.0 P(1)–O(1)–Re(1) 156.2(3)
Re–P(1) 2.5342(13) 2.555(2) iO(1)–Re(1)–Cl(2) 89.14(14) O(1)–P(1)–C(10) 110.8(3)
P(1)–O(1) 1.598(3) 1.600(4)

O(1)–Re(1)–Cl(2) 90.86(14) O(1)–P(1)–C(20) 106.8(3)
P(1)–C(21) 1.829(5) 1.802(6) iO(1)–Re(1)–Cl(1) 89.32(14) C(10)–P(1)–C(20) 109.5(3)
P(1)–C(11) 1.808(5) 1.821(6) i iCl(2) –Re(1)–Cl(1) 90.33(6) O(1)–P(1)–C(30) 112.1(3)
O(1)–C(1) 1.460(6) 1.441(8) iCl(2)–Re(1)–Cl(1) 89.67(6) C(10)–P(1)–C(30) 107.9(3)
C(1)–C(2) 1.427(10) iCl(1) –Re(1)–Cl(1) 180.0 C(20)–P(1)–C(30) 109.7(3)iCl(2)–Re–Cl(1) 89.40(5) 90.11(6)

aCl(2)–Re–Cl(1) 90.60(5) 89.89(6) i52x, 2y, 2z.
Cl(2)–Re–P(1) 87.66(4) 90.63(6)
Cl(1)–Re–P(1) 90.10(5) 89.77(5)

iCl(2)–Re–P(1) 92.34(4) 89.37(6)
iCl(1)–Re–P(1) 89.90(5) 90.23(5) comparable with that of the phosphinite complexes. The

O(1)–P(1)–C(21) 105.4(2) 100.6(3) ˚Re–O bond length of 2.033(4) A is slightly longer than
O(1)–P(1)–C(11) 100.3(2) 105.9(3)

that in cis-[Re(NCS) (PPh )(OPPh )], where a length of4 3 3C(21)–P(1)–C(11) 103.0(2) 104.8(3)
˚2.018 A has been found [19] but it is similar to that in theO(1)–P(1)–Re 112.7(2) 113.9(2)

˚C(21)–P(1)–Re 120.0(2) 112.8(2) mixed halide [ReBr Cl (OPPh ) ] [2.030(7) A], which2.5 1.5 3 2
C(11)–P(1)–Re 113.1(2) 117.1(2) was reported recently [23]. This is surprising, since the
C(1)–O(1)–P(1) 119.4(3) 123.9(4) Re–N bond distances in the rhenium(IV) isothiocyanato
C(2)–C(1)–O(1) 111.6(7)

complex suggest an increase of the structural trans in-
a b 2i52x11/2, 2y11/2, 2z. i52x, 2y, 2z. fluence in the order OPPh ,NCS #PPh . Re–O dis-3 3

˚tances between 2.020 and 2.075 A have been found for a
number of rhenium(II) nitrosyl compounds with tri-

of the torsion angle O(1)–P(1)–Re–Cl(2)9 [1.6(2)8] in phenylphosphine oxide ligands [20]. For those complexes,
trans-[ReCl hPPh (OMe)j ] (I), while the same angle is shorter bonds are also evident when PPh or OPPh are4 2 2 3 3

wider by 24.8(2)8 in compound trans-[Re- situated in a cis-arrangement to the triphenylphosphine
Cl hPPh (OEt)j ] (II). oxide ligand regarded. The longest Re–OPPh bond has4 2 2 3

1The bonding situation in trans-[ReCl (OPPh ) ] is been found in a trans position to NO .4 3 2

Fig. 3. ZORTEP [21] representation of the molecular structure of [ReCl (OPPh ) ]. Thermal ellipsoids represent 50% probability.4 3 2
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Abstract

Treatment of [Cu(PPh ) Cl] (PPh 5triphenylphosphine) in acetonitrile /methanol solvent with benz-1,3-thiazolidine-2-thione (bzthztH)3 3 3

yielded, depending on the reactions stoichiometry, two different products. The reaction in a 1:2 metal–thione ratio yielded a product of
the formula h[Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl][Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ]j, while the reaction in a 1:3 metal–thione ratio resulted in the total3 2 3 2 2

elimination of the phosphine ligands to give the mononuclear complex [Cu(bztzdtH) Cl]. The complexes were characterized by their IR,3
1UV–Vis and H-NMR spectroscopic data. The crystal structure of h[Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ][Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl]j was determined by3 2 2 3 2

single crystal X-ray diffraction methods. The unit cell contains two different molecules [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ] (hereafter molecule A)3 2 2

and [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl] (hereafter molecule B). In both of the molecules, copper(I) atoms display a distorted tetrahedral3 2
˚environment. In the CuP S core of molecule A, Cu–P bond lengths are 2.285(2) and 2.281(2) A, while Cu–S bond distances are2 2

˚2.364(2) and 2.386(2) A. In molecule B, the tetrahedral arrangement around the copper(I) atom is formed by two P atoms from
˚ ˚triphenyl-phosphine with Cu–P bond distances of 2.269(2) and 2.285(3) A, one Cl atom (Cu–Cl52.40 A) and one S atom from the

˚thione ligand [Cu–S52.36(4) A].  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(I) complexes; Benz-1,3-thiazolidine-2-thione; Triphenylphoshine; Crystal structure

1. Introduction concerned with copper(I) halide complexes and, recently, a
wide diversity of complexes with either monomeric three-

Copper(I) complexes have received considerable atten- and four-coordinate or dimeric pseudo-four-coordinated
tion since they provide suitable models for the representa- geometry have been prepared and characterized. For
tion of several enzymic sites [1,2] as well as active example, we have reported the crystal structure of
intermediates in organic synthetic reactions [3], in par- [Cu(PPh ) (tzdtH)Cl], which was prepared by treatment of3 2

ticular, photocatalytic isomerizations [4]. Furthermore, [Cu(PPh ) Cl] with 1,3-thiazolidine-2-thione [9]. Once the3 3

copper(I) complexes with arylphosphines and heterocyclic ability of the thiones to replace phosphine ligands in
thiones as ligands continuously attract considerable interest [Cu(PPh ) Cl] was established, we tried to specify this3 3

because of the thione ligand versatility as well as the interesting substitution reaction. Examining the experimen-
different steric characteristics of the phosphine ligands, tal conditions of the reaction, especially the influence of
which can modify the compound geometry [5–9]. the ratios of the thione applied, we treated [Cu(PPh ) Cl]3 3

Our extensive investigations in this area have been with benz-1,3-thiazolidine-2-thione in a 1:2 ratio, receiving
a compound of the formula h[Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl]3 2

[Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ]j, while the reaction in a 1:3 ratio3 2 2

caused the total elimination of the phosphine ligands in
*Corresponding author. [Cu(PPh ) Cl], yielding the complex [Cu(bztzdtH) Cl].3 3 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Table 12. Experimental
Crystal data and structure refinement

Empirical formula C H CuN P S , C H ClCuNP S2.1. Materials and instruments 50 39 2 2 4 43 35 2 2

Temperature 293(2) K
˚Wavelength 0.71073 ATriphenylphosphine copper(I) chloride (Merck) was

Crystal system Triclinic
used as obtained, while benz-1,3-thiazolidine-2-thione ¯Space group P1

˚(Aldrich) was recrystallized from hot ethanol. All solvents Unit cell dimensions a59.998 (5) A
˚b520.313 (7) Aused were of reagent grade. IR, electronic and NMR
˚c520.874 (7) Aspectra, conductivities, magnetic susceptibility measure-

˚a582.93 (6) Aments and elemental analyses of carbon, nitrogen and ˚b577.99 (8) A
hydrogen were performed as described previously [5–9]. ˚g583.60 (3) A

3˚Volume 4099 (3) A
Z 22.2. Preparation of the complexes

21Absorption coefficient 0.832 mm
Crystal size 0.2230.2030.18 mm(a) h[Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ][Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl]j: A3 2 2 3 2 u range for data collection 2.01 to 25.098

solution of benz-1,3-thiazolidine-2-thione (1 mmol, 167 Index ranges 211,5h,57
mg in 30 ml of methanol) was added to a solution of 223,5k,523

224,5l,524[Cu(PPh ) Cl] (0.5 mmol, 443 mg in 30 ml acetonitrile).3 3
Reflections collected 17 260The reaction mixture was stirred at 60–708C for about 30
Independent reflections 11 145 [R (int)50.1020]min until an almost clear solution was obtained. After
Observed reflections [I.2s(I)] 3758

2filtration, the resulting orange solution was allowed to Refinement method Full-matrix l.s. on F
stand at room temperature, whereupon orange crystals Number parameters 1008

2Goodness-of-fit on F (S) 0.419formed. Yield: 46%. Melting point: 1628C. Anal. Calcd.
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0399, wR250.0782for C H ClCu N P S : C, 65.23; H, 4.35; N, 2.45.93 74 2 3 4 6
R indices (all data) R150.1140, wR250.2153Found: 66.35; H, 4.90; N, 2.18. 2 2Final weighting scheme calc w51/ [s (Fo )]

3(b) [Cu(bztzdtH) Cl]: Following the above method, the ˚3 Residual diffraction max. 0.261 e/A
3˚orange microcrystalline compound was formed by treating Residual diffraction min. 20.252 e/A

a mixture of 250 mg (1.5 mmol) of benz-1,3-thiazolidine-
2-thione and 443 mg (0.5 mmol) of [Cu(PPh ) Cl]. Yield:3 3

50%. Melting point: 2168C. Anal. Calcd. for plemented in the CACAO program [15]. The calculations
C H ClCuN S : C, 42.00; H, 2.50; N, 7.00. Found: were carried out using crystallographic data from the21 15 3 6

42.52; H, 2.72; N, 6.97. molecules studied. The Extended Huckel (EH) parameters
for Cu were those established in the literature.

2.3. X-ray crystallography

The unit cell and intensity data were collected on a Delft 3. Results and discussion
Instruments FAST diffractometer using the routines
ENDEX, REFINE and MADONL in the MADNES soft- It has been proved that reaction of [Cu(PPh ) Cl] with3 3

ware [10] and processed using ABSMAD [11,12]. The thiones (L) in a 1:1 ratio causes the replacement of one
absence of crystal decay in the X-ray beam was confirmed phosphine ligand by one thione molecule, yielding com-
by checking equivalent reflections at the beginning and end plexes of the formula [Cu(PPh ) (L)Cl] (L5thione),3 2

of data collection, which lasts for about 8 h. The structure whereas reaction of [Cu(PPh ) Cl] reaction with thione in3 3

was solved with SIR92 [13] and refined with SHELXL93 a 1:3 ratio yield products of the formula [Cu(L) Cl] [9]. In3

[14]. Details are given in Table 1. The copper, chlorine, addition, the reaction of [Cu(PPh ) Cl] with thiones in a3 3

sulphur and phosphorus atoms were refined with aniso- 1:2 ratio seems to produce a mixture consisting of
tropic temperature factors and the carbon atoms were [Cu(PPh ) (L) ] and [Cu(PPh ) (L)Cl] molecules, as we3 2 2 3 2

refined with isotropic temperature factors. The hydrogen are enable to demonstrate at least for the case of L5

atoms were allowed to ride on the attached atoms with bzthztH. Both complexes are microcrystalline solids that
common isotropic temperature factors for the methyl and are soluble in chloroform, acetonitrile, ethanol, methanol
non-methyl hydrogens. The four disordered atoms in and acetone. The elemental analyses confirm that their
molecule B had population parameters of 0.62 (labelled B) stoichiometry and their physical properties are in accord-
and 0.38 (labelled D). ance with the proposed structures. Room temperature

magnetic measurements confirmed the diamagnetic nature
2.4. Computational details of the compounds.

Note should be made at this point that coordination of
Calculations were performed using the EHT, as im- one of the two thione units in the complex [Cu(PPh ) L ]3 2 2
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takes place under deprotonation, whereupon the charge 11
on the copper atom in the complex still remains.

3.1. Spectroscopy

The electronic spectrum of h[Cu(PPh ) (bztztH) ]-3 2 2

[Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl]j in chloroform solution exhibits3 2

two strong broad absorptions with maxima at 245 and 333
nm, respectively. Considering the fact that the spectrum of
the free phosphine reveals bands at 245 nm, which usually
remain unshifted upon coordination to Cu(I) [16–18], the
rather strong first band corresponds to intraligand phos-
phine excitation. The second one, present in the spectrum
of the free ligand as well, can be considered as a thione-
originating intraligand band. Since this band exhibits a
small red shift (15 nm) relative to that observed in the
spectrum of the free thione, it could be suggested that it
contains some MLCT character [16–18]. The spectrum of
[Cu(bztzdtH) Cl] shows the single broad thione intraligand3

band with a maximum at 346 nm.
21The infrared spectrum in the region 4000–250 cm

Fig. 2. Atomic arrangement in [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl] (molecule B),3 2provides information concerning the thione ligand coordi- orientation 1. Displacement ellipsoids are shown at the 50% probability
nation mode, which occurs via the exocyclic sulphur atom, level.
because of the presence of the characteristic NH stretching

21vibration at 3130 cm [19–22] and the absence of a
21v(SH) band in the 2500–2600 cm region. A further molecules with the formulae [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ]3 2 2

characteristic feature of the spectrum is the occurrence of (molecule A) and [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl] (molecule B). A3 2

the four ‘thioamide bands’ at ca. 1500, 1330, 1030 and 745 view of molecule A is given in Fig. 1 while Figs. 2 and 3
21cm . show two different views (orientations 1 and 2) of mole-

cule B.
3.2. Description of the crystal structure Selected bond lengths and angles for molecule A are

given in Table 2. In moiety A, the copper atoms reveal a
The unit cell of the crystal consists of two different

Fig. 3. Atomic arrangement in [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl] (molecule B),3 2

Fig. 1. Atomic arrangement in [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ] (molecule A). orientation 2. Displacement ellipsoids are shown at the 50% probability3 2 2

Displacement ellipsoids are shown at the 50% probability level. level.
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Table 2
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8)

Bond lengths

Molecule A
CuA–P(2A) 2.281(2) C(2A)–C(3A) 1.424(9)
CuA–P(1A) 2.285(2) C(3A)–C(40A) 1.386(10)
CuA–S(1A) 2.364(2) C(40A)–C(41A) 1.345(11)
CuA–S(3A) 2.386(2) C(41A)–C(42A) 1.387(11)
P(1A)–C(10A) 1.822(6) C(42A)–C(43A) 1.360(11)
P(1A)–C(16A) 1.823(5) S(3A)–C(44A) 1.697(7)
P(1A)–C(4A) 1.835(6) C(44A)–N(2A) 1.319(8)
P(2A)–C(28A) 1.832(6) C(44A)–S(4A) 1.742(6)
P(2A)–C(22A) 1.840(7) N(2A)–C(50A) 1.394(8)
P(2A)–C(34A) 1.845(6) S(4A)–C(45A) 1.755(7)
S(1A)–C(1A) 1.701(7) C(45A)–C(46A) 1.370(9)
C(1A)–N(1A) 1.322(8) C(45A)–C(50A) 1.398(8
C(1A)–S(2A) 1.746(6) C(50A)–C(49A) 1.374(9)
N(1A)–C(3A) 1.374(9) C(46A)–C(47A) 1.390(10)
S(2A)–C(2A) 1.741(7) C(47A)–C(48A) 1.370(10)
C(2A)–C(43A) 1.393(10) C(48A)–C(49A) 1.379(9)

Molecule B
CuB–P(1B) 2.269(2) C(1B)–S(2B) 1.743(10)
CuB–P(2B) 2.285(3) N(1B)–C(3B) 1.381(9)
CuB–S(1D) 2.36(4) N(1B)–C(1D) 1.50(2)
CuB–S(1B) 2.37(3) S(2B)–C(2B) 1.816(7)
CuB–Cl B 2.40(2) C(2B)–C(43B) 1.375(10)
CuB–Cl D 2.41(4) C(2B)–C(3B) 1.391(9)
P(1B)–C(16B) 1.830(7) C(3B)–C(40B) 1.364(9)
P(1B)–C(10B) 1.832(6) C(40B)–C(41B) 1.382(11)
P(1B)–C(4B) 1.846(8) C(41B)–C(42B) 1.364(10)
P(2B)–C(34B) 1.815(7) C(42B)–C(43B) 1.405(11)
P(2B)–C(28B) 1.824(7) S(1D)–C(1D) 1.72(5)
P(2B)–C(22B) 1.827(6) S(2D)–C(1D) 1.78(2)
S(1B)–C(1B) 1.74(5) N(1B)–C(3B) 1.381(9)
C(1B)–N(1B) 1.430(11)

Bond angles

Molecule A
P(2A)–CuA–P(1A) 116.63(8) C(29A)–C(28A)–P(2A) 123.9(5)
P(2A)–CuA–S(1A) 109.98(9) C(33A)–C(28A)–P(2A) 117.6(5)
P(1A)–CuA–S(1A) 99.99(7) S(1A)–C(1A)–S(2A) 121.6(3)
P(2A)–CuA–S(3A) 97.52(7) C(1A)–N(1A)–C(3A) 114.4(5)
P(1A)–CuA–S(3A) 114.42(7) C(2A)–S(2A)–C(1A) 91.2(3)
S(1A)–CuA–S(3A) 119.26(8) C(43A)–C(2A)–C(3A) 120.5(5)
C(10A)–P(1A)–C(16A) 103.5(3) C(43A)–C(2A)–S(2A) 131.0(5)
C(10A)–P(1A)–C(4A) 103.9(2) C(3A)–C(2A)–S(2A) 108.5(4)
C(16A)–P(1A)–C(4A) 102.6(3) N(1A)–C(3A)–C(40A) 127.4(5)
C(10A)–P(1A)–CuA 116.2(2) N(1A)–C(3A)–C(2A) 113.6(5)
C(16A)–P(1A)–CuA 110.2(2) C(40A)–C(3A)–C(2A) 119.0(6)
C(4A)–P(1A)–CuA 118.6(2) C(41A)–C(40A)–C(3A) 119.2(6)
C(5A)–C(4A)–P(1A) 118.7(7) C(40A)–C(41A)–C(42A) 122.1(7)
C(9A)–C(4A)–P(1A) 123.1(5) C(43A)–C(42A)–C(41A) 121.0(6)
C(15A)–C(10A)–P(1A) 124.3(4) C(42A)–C(43A)–C(2A) 118.2(6)
C(11A)–C(10A)–P(1A) 117.9(4) C(44A)–S(3A)–CuA 101.8(2)
C(17A)–C(16A)–P(1A) 120.5(4) N(2A)–C(44A)–S(3A) 118.2(6)
C(21A)–C(16A)–P(1A) 121.0(5) N(2A)–C(44A)–S(4A) 112.0(4)
C(28A)–P(2A)–C(22A) 105.1(3) S(3A)–C(44A)–S(4A) 122.6(4)
C(28A)–P(2A)–C(34A) 101.5(2) C(44A)–N(2A)–C(50A) 114.3(4)
C(22A)–P(2A)–C(34A) 104.2(3) C(44A)–S(4A)–C(45A) 91.3(3)
C(28A)–P(2A)–CuA 113.6(2) C(46A)–C(45A)–C(50A) 122.0(6)
C(22A)–P(2A)–CuA 110.5(2) C(46A)–C(45A)–S(4A) 129.3(5)
C(34A)–P(2A)–CuA 120.5(2] C(50A)–C(45A)–S(4A) 108.7(4)
C(23A)–C(22A)–P(2A) 122.0(5) C(49A)–C(50A)–N(2A) 126.5(5)
C(27A)–C(22A)–P(2A) 119.3(5) C(49A)–C(50A)–C(45A) 119.8(5)
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Table 2 (continued)

Bond angles

C(35A)–C(34A)–P(2A) 123.0(4) N(2A)–C(50A)–C(45A) 113.7(5)
C(39A)–C(34A)–P(2A) 117.2(5) C(45A)–C(46A)–C(47A) 117.4(5)
C(1A)–S(1A)–CuA 115.2(2) C(48A)–C(47A)–C(46A) 120.8(6)
N(1A)–C(1A)–S(1A) 126.2(4) C(48A)–C(47A)–C(46A) 120.8(6)
N(1A)–C(1A)–S(2A) 112.3(5) C(50A)–C(49A)–C(48A) 118.4(5)

Molecule B
P(1B)–CuB–P(2B) 124.31(9) C(23B)–C(22B)–P(2B) 118.1(5)
P(1B)–CuB–S(1D) 105.4(12) C(27B)–C(22B)–P(2B) 123.3(5)
P(2B)–CuB–S(1D) 102.6(13) C(29B)–C(28B)–P(2B) 124.8(5)
P(1B)–CuB–S(1B) 112.3(12) C(33B)–C(28B)–P(2B) 117.6(5)
P(2B)–CuB–S(1B) 102.2(11) C(39B)–C(34B)–P(2B) 117.7(6)
P(1B)–CuB–Cl B 101.9(7) C(35B)–C(34B)–P(2B) 124.6(5)
P(2B)–CuB–Cl B 106.7(7) C(1B)–S(1B)–CuB 104.2(2)
S(1B)–CuB–Cl B 108.8(7) N(1B)–C(1B)–S(1B) 129.0(13)
P(1B)–CuB–Cl D 111.2(2) C(3B)–N(1B)–C(1B) 112.5(6)
P(2B)–CuB–Cl D 105(2) C(3B)–N(1B)–C(1D) 105.6(7)
S(1D)–CuB–Cl D 107.4(11) C(1B)–S(2B)–C(2B) 92.2(4)
C(16B)–P(1B)–C(10B) 105.2(3) C(43B)–C(2B)–C(3B) 119.3(6)
C(16B)–P(1B)–C(4B) 102.8(3) C(43B)–C(2B)–S(2B) 132.9(6)
C(10B)–P(1B)–C(4B) 101.0(3) C(3B)–C(2B)–S(2B) 107.2(5)
C(16B)–P(1B)–CuB 118.0(2) C(40B)–C(3B)–N(1B) 122.7(5)
C(10B)–P(1B)–CuB 113.2(2) C(40B)–C(3B)–C(2B) 120.2(6)
C(4B)–P(1B)–CuB 114.6(2) N(1B)–C(3B)–C(2B) 117.0(5)
C(9B)–C(4B)–P(1B) 121.9(6) C(3B)–C(40B)–C(41B) 121.8(7)
C(5B)–C(4B)–P(1B) 119.2(6) C(3B)–C(40B)–S(2D) 108.0(5)
C(11B)–C(10B)–P(1B) 124.2(5) C(41B)–C(40B)–S(2D) 129.6(6)
C(17B)–C(16B)–P(1B) 120.1(5) C(42B)–C(41B)–C(40B) 117.5(7)
C(21B)–C(16B)–P(1B) 123.5(5) C(41B)–C(42B)–C(43B) 122.3(7)
C(34B)–P(2B)–C(28B) 104.2(3) C(2B)–C(43B)–C(42B) 118.7(7)
C(34B)–P(2B)–C(22B) 105.9(3) C(1D)–S(1D)–CuB 106(2)
C(28B)–P(2B)–C(22B) 103.6(3) C(1D)–S(2D)–C(40B) 90.4(6)
C(34B)–P(2B)–CuB 114.7(2) N(1B)–C(1D)–S(1D) 127(2)
C(28B)–P(2B)–CuB 113.8(2) N(1B)–C(1D)–S(2D) 112.4(9)
C(22B)–P(2B)–CuB 113.5(2) S(1D)–C(1D)–S(2D) 120(2)

distorted tetrahedral coordination surrounded by two phos- P(1A)–Cu–S(3A) angles are 97.52(7) and 114.42(7)8,
phorus and two sulphur atoms. The Cu(A)–P(1A) and respectively.

˚Cu(A)–P(2A) bond lengths are 2.285(2) and 2.281(2) A, Selected bond lengths and angles for molecule B are
respectively, which are slightly shorter than the corre- given in Table 2. In moiety B, copper(I) atoms reveal a
sponding lengths observed in [Cu(PPh ) (quintH) ] distorted tetrahedral coordination surrounded by two phos-3 2 2

˚[23,24] [2.30006(19) and 2.3156(18) A, respectively]. The phorus, one sulphur and one chlorine atom. The Cu(B)–
Cu(A)–S(1A) and Cu(A)–S(3A) bond lengths are 2.364(2) P(1A) and Cu(B)–P(2A) bond lengths are 2.269(2) and

˚ ˚and 2.386 (2) A, which are similar to those observed in 2.285(3) A, respectively, which are close to those found in
˚ ˚[Cu(PPh ) (quintH) ] [23] [2.380(2) and 2.3405(19) A]. the [Cu(PPh ) (tzdtH)Cl] [2.287(3) and 2.298(2) A] [9] as3 2 2 3 2

˚The P(2A)–Cu–P(1A) angle is 116.63(8) A. This angle is well as to the corresponding lengths observed in
unexpectedly smaller than the corresponding one observed [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl]CH COCH [2.2787(13) and3 2 3 3

˚in [Cu(PPh ) (quintH) ] [12a] [121.16(7)8], since the 2.286(2) A] [24]. The Cu(B)–Cl(B) bond length is 2.40(2)3 2 2
˚steric effect caused by the two 2-mercapto-quinoline A, which is very close to those observed in

˚ligands must be stronger than the steric effect caused by [Cu(PPh ) (tzdtH)Cl] [2.344(3) A] [9] and in3 2
˚two benz-1,3-thiazolidine-2-thione ligands. On the other [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl]CH COCH [2.3776(12) A] [24].3 2 3 3

˚hand, the S(1A)–Cu–S(1A) angle [119.26(8)8] is bigger The Cu(B)–S(1B) bond length is 2.37(3) A.
than the corresponding one observed in
[Cu(PPh ) (quintH) ] [23] (114.24(7)8), indicating a re-3 2 2

pulsion between thiones caused by their negative charge. 3.3. Computational study
The P(2A)–Cu–S(1A) and P(1A)–Cu–S(1A) angles are
109.98(9) and 99.99(7)8, while P(2A)–Cu–S(3A) and The rather unusual formation of [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ],3 2 2
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[3] S. Sakaki, G. Koga, S. Hinokuma, S. Hashimoto, K. Ohkubo, Inorg.especially when the starting material contains halogen,
Chem. 26 (1987) 1817.prompted us to undertake a computational study in order to

[4] G. Spritchnik, H.W. Spritchnik, P.P. Kirch, D.G. Whitten, J. Am.
verify its origin and its possible consequences as well as to Chem. Soc. 98 (1976) 2337.
unravel the factors leading to the [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ] [5] P. Karagiannidis, P. Aslanidis, D.P. Kessissoglou, B. Krebs, M.3 2 2

formation. Details of the approximations and parameters Dartmann, Inorg. Chim. Acta 156 (1989) 47.
[6] P. Karagiannidis, S.K. Hadjikakou, P. Aslanidis, A. Hountas, Inorg.used are reported in the computational Section 2.4. As has

Chim. Acta 178 (1990) 27.been evidenced, the energy of LUMO lies 3.356 eV higher
[7] S.K. Hadjikakou, P. Aslanidis, P. Karagiannidis, D. Mentzafos, A.

than the corresponding HOMO energy in the case of the Terzis, Polyhedron 10 (1991) 935.
[Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ] complex, while the energy of [8] S.K. Hadjikakou, P. Aslanidis, P. Karagiannidis, B. Kojic-Prodic, M.3 2 2

LUMO lies 2.313 eV higher than the corresponding Luic, Inorg. Chim. Acta 197 (1992) 31.
[9] S.K. Hadjikakou, P. Aslanidis, P. Karagiannidis, P.J. Cox, Inorg.HOMO energy in the case of [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl]. The3 2

Chim. Acta 271 (1998) 243.differences in the HOMO–LUMO energy values computed
[10] J.W. Pflugrath, A. Messerschmidt, MADNES Version 11, September,

(1.043 eV) could be explained by the higher stability of 1989. Distributed by Delf Instruments, Delft, The Netherlands.
[Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ]. The calculated overlap population [11] A.I. Karaulov, ABSMAD, 1992. Program for FAST Data Process-3 2 2

in the case of [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH) ] is 0.559 and 0.557 e ing, University of Wales, Cardiff.3 2 2
[12] J.A. Darr, S.R. Drake, M.B. Hursthouse, K.M.A. Malik, Inorg.for the two Cu–P bonds and 0.344 and 0.309 e for the two

Chem. 32 (1993) 5704.Cu–S bonds, while the overlap population in the case of
[13] A. Altomare, M.C. Burla, M. Camalli, G. Cascarano, C. Giacovazzo,

the [Cu(PPh ) (bztzdtH)Cl] complex is 0.578 and 0.557 e3 2 A. Guagliardi, G. Polidori, J. Appl. Cryst. 27 (1994) 435.
for the two Cu–P bonds and 0.343 and 0.269 e for the [14] G.M. Sheldrick, SHELXL93, Progam for the Refinement of Crystal

¨Cu–S and Cu–Cl bonds, respectively. Structures, University of Gottingen, Germany, 1994.
[15] C. Mealli, D. Proserpio, C.A.C.A.O. (Computer Aided Composition

of Atomic Orbitals) PC Ver. 4.0, J. Chem. Educ. 67 (1990) 399.Supporting information available
[16] A.A. Del Paggio, D.R. McMIllin, Inorg. Chem. 22 (1983) 691.
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Abstract

When 2,3-pyrazinedicarboxylic acid (PzdcH ) reacts separately with two manganese(II) salts: MnCl and Mn(OAc) in aqueous2 2 2

solution, two different products are obtained: a mononuclear complex Mn(Pzdc) ?2H O and a polymeric complex [MnPzdc(H O) ?2 2 2 2

2H O] which has been determined by X-ray diffraction at room temperature. The manganese atoms are located in a distorted octahedral2 n

coordination environment with two oxygen atoms O(5), O(6) from two water molecules, the other three oxygen atoms O(1), O(3a), O(4a)
from carboxylate groups of three adjacent 2,3-pyrazinedicarboxylate anions and one nitrogen atom N(1) from the 2,3-pyrazinedicarbox-

21ylic acid. Therefore, the infinite ‘ladder-like’ chains consisting of Mn and the Pzdc dianion are formed. The ladder-like chains are
linked together with hydrogen bonds from coordinated and uncoordinated water molecules. The magnetic susceptibilities of the two
manganese complexes have been determined over the temperature range 1.5–300 K. The study of magnetic properties shows that there is
a weak antiferromagnetic interaction between two metal ions in the complex [MnPzdc(H O) ?2H O] , but a paramagnetic behavior in2 2 2 n

MnPzdc(H O) .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 2

Keywords: Manganese(II) complex; Ladder-like structure; 2,3-Pyrazinedicarboxylic acid

1. Introduction construct polymeric coordination compounds as chains or
as two- or three-dimensional infinite networks.

Due to the vast number of orientations which a molecule Pyrazine is well-known to act as a bridging ligand
may possess in the crystal lattice [1–3], designing solid- [14–16], especially in low-dimensional materials. This
state materials that exhibit particular structure has been one system is particularly informative since the use of a
of the most difficult aspects in materials synthesis, the relatively simple bridging ligand (pyrazine) permits a study
functional materials with the special crystal structure are of the mechanism of magnetic coupling over extended
still limited in number. A great deal of effort [4,5] has distances. It allows electron coupling between the metals
been devoted to the study of polymetallic complexes with via orbital overlap with the ligand orbital. Several linear-
the goal of designing molecular-based magnetic materials. chain complexes bridged with pyrazine and its derivatives
Particular attention is now being paid to synthesizing have been prepared which exhibit ferromagnetic coupling
extended transition-metal complexes with increasing di- [9–12,17]. Carboxylate has been considered as a good
mensionality in order to provide efficient exchange path- bridging ligand. For example, they form binuclear or
ways between metal ions. Recent studies on syntheses, polynuclear complexes with transition-metal ions, such as
structure and magnetic properties of ordered polymetallic Cu(II) [18], Co(II) [19], Ni(II) [22,23], Mn(II) [24], and
chains open a new perspective in the field of low-dimen- Fe(II) [26], by bonding to two metal ions with each of two
sional electronic and magnetic systems. Different bridging oxygen atoms forming a three-atom-bridge or even by
ligand-systems such as oxalate [6,7], cyanide [8], pyrazine bonding to two metal ions with a single oxygen atom
[9–12] and bipyrimide [13] have successfully been used to forming a one-atom-bridge. Therefore, 2,3-pyrazinedicar-

boxylic acid (PzdcH ) [27] could be a good bridging2

ligand to build polymeric coordination compounds [28,29].
*Corresponding author. Here, we report the reaction of 2,3-pyrazinedicarboxylic

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00019-4
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Table 1acid with manganese(II) salts, and a new ladder-like one-
Summary of crystal data, data collection and structure refinement for thedimensional manganese(II) complex.
complex [MnPzdc(H O) ?2H O]2 2 2 n

Formula C H MnN O6 10 2 8

M 293.10
2. Experimental Crystal system Monoclinic

Space group P2 /c1
˚a (A) 6.5547(5)2.1. Materials and physical measurements
˚b (A) 7.6711(4)
˚c (A) 20.5869(9)

Commercially available solvents, MnCl ?4H O and2 2 ß (8) 93.620(5)
3Mn(OAc) ?2H O were used without further purification. ˚Volume (A ) 1033.08(11)2 2

2,3-Pyrazinedicarboxylic acid (PzdcH ) was prepared by Z 42
3Dc (Mg/m ) 1.884the literature method [30]. C, H, N elemental analyses

21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 1.314were determined on a Perkin-Elmer 240C microanalysis
F(000) 596

instrument. IR absorption spectra (KBr pellets) were
u range (8) 1.98–24.97

recorded on a Nicolet FTIR 170X spectrophotometer. Index ranges (h,k,l) 27/7, 0 /9, 0 /24
Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibilities were deter- Reflections collected 1801

Independent reflections 1801 (R(int)50.0000)mined on a CF-1 ESM magnetic balance (1.5–300 K).
Data / restraints /parameters 1801/0 /155

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.056
2.2. Mn(PzdcH) ?2H O (1) Final R, wR indices(I.2s(I)) 0.0267, 0.06772 2

R, wR indices (all data) 0.0312, 0.0698
3An aqueous solution (20 cm ) of PzdcH (0.504 g, 32

3mmol) was added to an aqueous solution (20 cm ) of
Mn(OAc) ?2H O (0.727 g, 3 mmol), the color immedi-2 2 were refined anisotropically while the H-atoms were

2ately turned to yellow. The mixture was heated to boiling ˚refined with temperature factors fixed at 0.05 A . Ex-
and left in the air. After several days, the light-yellow

perimental details for the structure determinations are
crystals were collected and washed with a small amount of

given in Table 1. Selected bond distances and angles are
cool water to give 0.27 g (43%) of the product

shown in Table 2.
Mn(PzdcH) ?2H O. (Found: C, 33.9; H, 2.5; N, 12.9%.2 2

C H N O Mn, calcd: C, 33.9; H, 2.4; N, 13.2%).12 10 4 10

3. Results and discussion
2.3. [MnPzdc?(H O) ?2H O] (2)2 2 2 n

3.1. Synthesis
3A 10 cm amount of an aqueous solution of MnCl ?2

34H O (0.198 g 1 mmol) and 10 cm of an aqueous2 Each 2,3-pyrazinedicarboxylic acid molecule has six
solution of PzdcH (0.168 g, 1 mmol) were added to each2

side of an H-tube, respectively. The pale yellow prism
Table 2crystals which formed after several days at the side of the

˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) of the complexmanganese chloride solution, filtered and washed with
3 [MnPzdc(H O) ?2H O]2 2 2 n235 cm of cool water to get 85 mg (29%) of product

Mn–O(5) 2.117(2) Mn–O(1) 2.160(2)[MnPzdc?(H O) ?2H O] (Found: C, 24.8; H, 3.5; N,2 2 2 n
Mn–O(6) 2.152(2) Mn–O(3a) 2.165(2)9.7%. C H MnN O , calcd: C, 24.6; H, 3.4; N, 9.6%).6 10 2 8 Mn–O(4b) 2.222(2) Mn–N(1) 2.295(2)
O(1)–C(6) 1.263(3) O(2)–C(6) 1.234(3)
O(3)–C(4) 1.244(3) O(4)–C(4) 1.253(3)2.4. X-ray crystallographic analysis of [MnPzdc?(H O) ?2 2
N(1)–C(1) 1.334(3) N(1)–C(5) 1.345(3)2H O]2 n
N(2)–C(2) 1.331(3) N(2)–C(3) 1.346(3)
C(1)–C(2) 1.379(3) C(3)–C(5) 1.390(3)

A pale yellow prism-shaped crystal of the complex C(3)–C(4) 1.518(3) C(5)–C(6) 1.517(3)
[MnPzdc?(H O) ?2H O] with dimension 0.1430.183 O(5)–Mn–O(1) 166.87(6) O(5)–Mn–O(6) 97.79(7)2 2 2 n

O(1)–Mn–O(6) 95.04(7) O(5)–Mn–O(3a) 88.24(7)0.43 mm was selected for lattice parameter determined and
O(1)–Mn–O(3a) 95.29(6) O(6)–Mn–O(3a) 86.84(7)collection of intensity data at room temperature (300(2) K)
O(5)–Mn–O(4b) 85.15(7) O(1)–Mn–O(4b) 94.42(6)using the v22u scan technique with graphite mono-
O(6)–Mn–O(4b) 79.66(7) O(3a)–Mn–O(4b) 164.00(6)˚chromatic Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073 A). Lorentz- O(5)–Mn–N(1) 93.56(7) O(1)–Mn–N(1) 73.36(6)

polarization effects and absorption corrections were ap- O(6)–Mn–N(1) 166.32(7) O(3a)–Mn–N(1) 101.18(7)
O(4b)–Mn–N(1) 93.77(6)plied. The structure was solved by the direct method using

the SHELXLS 86 programs. The H-atoms were located Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: (a) 2x, 2y,
from the difference Fourier map. All non-hydrogen atoms 2z12, (b) 2x11, 2y, 2z12.
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potential donor atoms (two nitrogen atoms, four oxygen
atoms from two carboxyl groups). Carboxyl groups have
many coordinating fashions under different reaction con-
ditions [18–27]. Many studies have shown that the pH of
the reacting medium could affect the coordinating mode of
two carboxyl groups of pyrazinedicarboxylic acid. So, we
selected two manganese salts: MnCl and Mn(OAc) , the2 2

aqueous solutions of which possess different pH values. In
reaction (1), PzdcH reacts with Mn(OAc) . When reaction2 2

2medium is neutral, PzdcH dissociates into [PzdcH]2

anion that presents two kinds of carboxylate group with
different coordination abilities. Therefore, the product is a
mononuclear complex Mn(PzdcH) ?2H O which was2 2

proved by IR spectra and variable temperature magnetic
susceptibility. But in reaction (2), the aqueous solution of
MnCl is weakly acidic. It prevents much of the PzdcHFig. 1. ORTEP drawing of [MnPzdc(H O) ] ?4H O showing Mn coordi- 2 22 2 2 2

2from dissociating into [PzdcH] anion and leads to twonation. Thermal ellipsoids of the non-hydrogen atoms are drawn at the
50% probability level. The hydrogen atoms are shown as spheres of carboxylic groups that have the same coordination ability,
arbitrary size. therefore it is possible to form the polymeric complex

Fig. 2. Selected stereoview of the ‘ladder-like’ chain for [MnPzdc?2H O] along the z-axis.2 n
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[MnPzdc?(H O) ?2H O] and this was proved by X-ray nates to manganese with one oxygen O(1) in a monode-2 2 2 n

ntate fashion. The other carboxyl group C(4)O(3)O(4) ofcrystal structure analysis.
the same ligand coordinates to two manganese(II) atoms
Mn(a) and Mn9(a) as a bridging bidentate ligand in an
anti–anti fashion [33] with a short bond Mn(a)–O(3)53.2. Crystal structure of [MnPzdc?(H O) ?2H O]2 2 2 n

˚ ˚2.165(2) A and a long bond Mn9(a)–O(4)52.222(2) A.
The crystal structure of [MnPzdc?(H O) ?2H O] shows The bond angles of C(4)–O(3)–Mn(a) and C(4)–O(4)–2 2 2 n

a ladder-like configuration, which is composed of crys- Mn9(a) are 143.8(2) and 147.3(2)8, respectively. The
tallographically independent subunits [MnPzdc(H O) ] ? planes of the Pzdc unit are parallel to each other and form2 2 2

4H O. The structure diagram of the subunit is shown in a ladder-like polymeric complex with two infinite chains,2

Fig. 1. Each manganese(II) atom has a distorted octahedral as shown in Fig. 2. The distance of the nearest two
coordination environment. The equatorial plane consists of manganese atoms Mn(a) and Mn9(a) bridged by the

22 ˚O(1), N(1) from Pzdc and O(5), O(6) from two carboxylate group C(4)O(3)O(4) is 6.475 A. The shorter
coordination water molecules. The axial sites are occupied distance between the two manganese atoms Mn and Mn(a)

22 22 ˚by O(3a) and O(4a) from two adjacent Pzdc ligands, bridged by Pzdc is 6.555 A.
respectively. The distances of Mn and N(1), O(1), O(5), One of the most notable features of the structure is the
O(6) and O(4a) are similar to those of other manganese(II) presence of a strong hydrogen-bond interaction, as shown
complexes [31], while the distance of Mn–O(3a) 2.165(2) in Fig. 3. The lengths of the hydrogen-bond are given in
˚ ˚A is slightly longer than that of the usual value 2.113– Table 3. O–H???O distances greater than 2.80 A are

˚2.123 A [32]. considered weak [34], because it is commonly considered
Each 2,3-pyrazinedicarboxylic ligand provides six po- as a very weak interaction if longer than this value [34]. In

tential coordination sites of which four are involved in the the manganese compound, there are three sorts of such
˚coordination. The carboxyl group C(6)O(1)O(2) coordi- interaction, namely O(5)–H(5B)???O(2) (2.679 A), O(6)–

Fig. 3. Plot of the hydrogen-bonding arrangement existing between the chain of crystalline [MnPzdc(H O ] .2 2 n
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Table 3
˚Bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) of hydrogen-bonds in crystal cells based on the equation x 5C/(T2u ) is negative (u526.89Mof two complexes [MnPzdc(H O) ?2H O]2 2 2 n K), suggesting an antiferromagnetic interaction. In the

aO(5)–H(5A)???O(7 ) 2.716 171.5 complex [MnPzdc(H O) ?2H O] , the nearest distance of2 2 2 naO(5)–H(5B)???O(2 ) 2.679 177.3 two Mn atoms between the two ladder-like chains is longer
O(6)–H(6A)???O(8) 2.773 178.2 ˚b than 2.90 A, so there is no significant interaction betweenO(6)–H(6B)???O(7 ) 2.681 170.8

the chains, the observed magnetic exchange interaction isO(7)–H(7A)???O(8) 2.836 161.9
O(7)–H(7B)???O(1) 2.787 165.3 expected to be solely intrachain exchange. There are two

cO(8)–H(8A)???N(2 ) 3.006 146.2 possible exchange pathways in the intrachain; (1) through
dO(8)–H(8A)???O(4 ) 2.863 157.7 the pyrazinedicarboxylate anion between two linear chains

˚Symmetry transformations of [MnPzdc(H O) ?2H O] . with the Mn???Mn(a) separation 6.555 A, and (2) through2 2 2 n
a x, y11, z. the carboxyl group C(4)O(3)O(4) with Mn(a)???Mn9(a)b

2x, 0.51y, 1.52z. ˚c separation 6.475 A. In the first pathway, the magnetic12x, 2y, 22z.
d exchange interaction is propagated by a delocalized px, 20.52y, 20.51z.

orbital of pyrazine and carboxyl group C(4)O(3)O(4), but
the two planes of the pyrazine and the carboxylate group

˚H(6B)???O(7) (2.681 A) and O(5)–H(5A)???O(7) (2.716 are perpendicular to each other, which limits electron
˚ delocalization, so that the magnetic exchange in thisA), these are stronger than those presented in ice (2.752(8)

˚ pathway is usually very weak [28,29]. In the secondand 2.765(2) A [35]). The remaining water molecule
pathway, two manganese atoms Mn(a) and Mn9(a) are(labeled O(8)) in the cell unit links O(4) and N(2) atoms
linked by the carboxylate group C(4)O(3)O(4) in theto form hydrogen-bonds O(8)–H(8A)???N(2) and O(8)–
anti–anti fashion. The observed magnetic interaction isH(8B)???O(4). In this way the void is filled by two crystal
rather weak, the same as in the earlier report [33,36].water molecules O(7)H and O(8)H to give a closely2 2

The magnetic behavior of the compound Mn(PzdcH) ?associated hydrogen-bonded network. 2

2H O (Fig. 5) is slightly different. The x T did not2 M

change when the temperature was cooled down (4.35
3.3. Magnetic properties emu/mol /K at 300 K and 4.38 emu/mol /K at 28 K) until

28 K, then decreased more drastically down to a value of
The temperature dependence of the magnetic sus- 0.797 emu/mol /K at 1.43 K (Fig. 5). There is no evidence

ceptibilities were collected for solid samples of the com- of magnetic interaction above this temperature. This result
pounds [MnPzdc(H O) ?2H O] and Mn(PzdcH) ?2H O is in agreement with the fact that Mn(PzdcH) ?2H O is a2 2 2 n 2 2 2 2

in the temperature range 300–1.5 K. The magnetic be- mononuclear complex. Below 28 K, there appears to be a
havior of the two compounds are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 in lattice antiferromagnetic transition which suggests weak
the forms of x and x T versus T, respectively. links between the monomeric units which enable longM M

For the complex [MnPzdc(H O) ?2H O] , x T de- range interactions to take over at low temperatures.2 2 2 n M

creases slightly upon cooling down (4.43 emu/mol /K at
300 K and 3.81 emu/mol /K at 32 K) until 32 K, then Supplementary data
decreases more drastically down to a value of 0.635 Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
emu/mol /K at 1.45 K (Fig. 4). The plot of 1 /x versus T Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quotingM

is linear in the range of 7–300 K. The Weiss constant the deposition number(s) 103264.

Fig. 4. Thermal variation of x (h) and x T (d) for [MnPzdc(H O) ? Fig. 5. Thermal variation of x (h) and x T (d) for MnPzdc(H O) ?M M 2 2 M M 2 2

2H O] . 2H O].2 n 2
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Abstract

The photoelectric conversion and second harmonic generation properties of the complex bishN[(E)-N-octadecyl-4-N[2-(4-di-
methylaminophenyl)ethenyl] pyridiniumjbis(2-thione-1,3-dithiol-4,5-dimercapt)M,N[D M(dmit) where M5Cd, Ni] have been investi-2 2

gated. The photoelectric conversion quantum yield of the complex of D Cd(dmit) was evaluated to be 1.1% which is five-fold larger2 2

than that of bishN[(E)-N-octadecyl-4-N[2-(4-dimethylaminophenyl)ethenyl] pyridiniumj iodide (DI) itself, while the second order
2 21nonlinear optical susceptibility x was measured as 149.8 pm V which is about the same as DI.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. Allzzz

rights reserved.

Keywords: Photoelectric conversion; Second-harmonic generation; Hemicyanine cation; Transition metal complex anions; Single-crystal structure

It is known that some compounds not only show good studies on the photoelectric properties and the second-
performance in photoelectric conversion, but also show order nonlinear optical properties of the titled compounds.
excellent behavior in nonlinear optical property [1]. In the study of the superconduction materials, the
Squaraine, as an example, has been practically used in complex of a transition metal and sulfur-containing ligand,
xerographic photoreceptors [2], and Ashwell has shown H dmit was proposed to be a good material [12]. As a2

that this molecule also has a good second harmonic matter of fact, its special electron configuration is not only
generation (SHG) property [3]. Our group has sys- good for conduction but also good for photoelectric
tematically studied the photoelectric conversion properties properties. Hemicyanine dyes (DI) are a class of nonlinear
of some dye molecules with SHG character and have optical materials well-known for their large second-order
found that the molecules having SHG property are good molecular hyperpolarizabilities [13]. Very recently, our
for the photoelectric conversion [4–7]. The principle of group first reported the investigation of photoelectric
second-order nonlinear optics indicates that the dipole conversion properties of a series of hemicyanine congeners
moment difference of the molecule between the ground and their quantum yields are about 0.22–0.50% [14]. The

2 2state and the excited state is one of the main factors for introduction of a zinc anion complex containing (dmit)
molecular hyperpolarizability [8,9]. As regards the photo- to replace the iodide in hemicyanine was also good for
electric conversion, the charge dissociation and the photo- promoting photoelectric properties [15].
current generation are connected with the charge sepa- To study the effect of the counter anion in the photo-
ration process [10,11], which also requires a large dipole electric conversion process, the transition metals, cadmium
moment in the excited state. So there is a connection and nickel, are used as central atoms to coordinate with the
between the photoelectric conversion and the SHG prop- ligand of H (dmit) . The complexes are formed by using2 2

erties. As a part of our systematic studies, we report here (E)-N-octadecyl-4-N[2-(4-dimethylaminophenyl)ethenyl]-
1pyridinium (D ) as the cation and the complex anion of

22[M(dmit ) as the counter anion. Their structures are* 2Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-10-6275-1723; fax: 186-10-6275-
shown in Scheme 1.1708.

E-mail address: hch@chemms.chem.pku.edu.cn (C. Huang) From all these experiments, the important role of the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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platinum wire was used as a counter electrode and the
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as a reference electrode.
A solution of 0.1 M KCl was used as the supporting
electrolyte for all the electronic measurements. The LB
film-modified electrodes were irradiated with a 500 W
xenon lamp (Ushio Electric). All measurements were
carried out at room temperature on a Model 600 Vol-
tammetric Analyzer (CH Instruments, USA). Different
wavelengths were obtained by using various filters with a
certain bandpass (Toshiba KL-40|KL-80). The intensities
of the incident beams were checked by a power and energyScheme 1. The structures of the studied complexes (M5Ni, Cd).

meter (Model 372, Scientech). The IR light was filtered
counter anions can be found and the counter anion with throughout the experiments with a Toshiba IRA-25s filter
cadmium as the central atom has both the best photoelec- (Japan) to protect electrodes from heating.
tric conversion and second-order non-linear optical prop-
erties. In order to understand this phenomenon, the com-
plex of (NBu ) Cd(dmit) was synthesized and its struc- 1.4. Second harmonic generation measurement (SHG)4 2 2

ture has been studied by single-crystal X-ray diffrac-
tometry. The SHG was measured in transmission with a Y-cut

quartz plate as a reference. The peak power of the Nd:
22YAG laser beam (l51064 nm) was 5.1 mW cm with a

1. Experiment section pulse duration of 10 ns and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. A
1/4l-plate and a Glan-Taylor polarizer were used to vary

1.1. Synthesis the polarization direction of the laser beam. The laser light,
linearly polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the

The synthesis of bis(tetrabutylammonium)bis(2-thione- plane of incidence, was directed at an incidence angle of
1,3-dithiol-4,5-dimercapto) cadmium was performed by 458 onto the vertically mounted sample. A set of 1064-nm
following the procedures of Steimecke [16]. The same filters and a monochromator were used to ensure that only
method was used to synthesize the complex of nickel. A second-harmonic light was detected. The second-harmonic
nearly saturated solution of the (NBu ) Cd(dmit) in signals were detected by a photomutiplier. The average-4 2 2

acetone was allowed to evaporate slowly, and after 1 week output signals were recorded on a figurized storage recor-
the red single crystals were obtained. The element analysis der (HP 54510A).
results were: Found (Calc.)% for CdS C H N : C,10 38 72 2

46.14 (46.13) H, 7.21 (7.28) N, 2.81 (2.83) Cd, 11.40
1.5. X-ray data collection, structural solution and(11.37). Found (Calc.)% for NiS C H N : C, 48.5010 38 72 2

refinement(48.78) H, 7.69 (7.70) N, 2.94 (2.93).
The hemicyanine dye and its complexes with 4,5-di-

The crystal selected for data collection had the dimen-mercapto-1,3-dithiole-2-thione containing cadmium and
sions 0.2530.2530.40 mm along the a, b and c axis,nickel as central atoms respectively were prepared accord-
respectively. The X-ray data were collected with an Enraf-ing to the methods in reference [17]. The element analysis
Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer, using graphite monochro-results were: Found (Calc.)% for CdS C H N : C,10 72 106 4

˚58.86 (59.26) H, 7.24 (7.27) N, 4.00 (3.84). Found mated MoKa radiation (l50.71073 A). Independent
(Calc.)% for NiS C H N : C, 62.18 (61.76) H, 7.87 reflections totalling 1993, were collected at room tempera-10 72 106 4

(7.98)N, 3.54 (3.89). ture (29961 K) in the range of 9.288#u #11.378, of which
1108 observed reflections N[1$3s(I)] were used for

1.2. Spectroscopic measurements structural refinement. All intensities were corrected for
Lorentz and an absorption correction was applied. The

UV–VIS spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu 3100 direct method was used as the method of solution. The
spectrophotometer. hydrogen atoms were located and refined by adding

theoretically, refining with riding model position parame-
1.3. Photoelectrochemical measurement ters and fixing isotropic thermal parameters. The coordi-

nates of all non-hydrogen atoms and anisotropic thermal
A conventional three-electrode system was used in the parameters were refined by full-matrix least-squares and

photoelectrochemical experiments. The indium–tin oxide gave final values of R50.072 and R 50.074. All thew

(ITO) glass modified with LB films was used as a working calculations were carried out on a PDP 11/44 computer
2electrode, with an effective contact area of 0.5 cm , while using the SDP-PLUS package.
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Table 1 Table 2
Single crystal parameters Photocurrent and quantum yield of monolayer film-modified electrodes

b cC S Cd?2(N(C H ) ) Complex Quantum yield (%) Photocurrent (nA)6 10 4 9 4

M 5990.05r D Cd(dmit) 1.1 800–9922 2Cell parameters from a least-squares fit of the setting angles of 25
D Ni(dmit) 0.309 200–6002 2reflections with u range 9.288–11.378 at T529961 K aDI 0.22 150–178

Orthorhombic Space group: Aba2 (No. 41) a Quoted from Ref. [2].
b 22˚a528.980(6) A Crystal dimensions: 0.2530.2530.40 mm Irradiated by white light of 200 mW cm through a 450-nm bandpass

˚b519.119(4) A Crystal habit: red filter.
c 22˚c59.134(2) A Block Irradiated by white light of 200 mW cm .

2 1˚V55061(3) A m50.8526 mm
2 3Z54 D 51.299 Mg mx

2.3. The SHG studyF(000)52088

On the assumption that the hemicyanine chromophores
The crystal data and additional details are shown in have a common tilt angle f, with a random azimuthal

Table 1. distribution and that the second-order molecular hyper-
polarizability (b ) is dominated by the component along
the intramolecular donor–p–acceptor axis, and using the
method described in Ref. [18–21], the second-order sus-

2. Results and discussion (2)ceptibility (x ) and tilt angle (f) of the LB film arezzz
(2)evaluated and given in Table 3. From the values of x ,zzz2.1. UV–VIS spectra 22the complex with Cd(dmit) anion has better second-2

order non-linear property than that of the complex with
In the visible spectrum of the complex 22Ni(dmit) .2(NBu ) Cd(dmit) in DMF, there is a peak at 504 nm due4 2 2 Because the complexes have the same cation and the

to the d–p interaction of the central atom and the sulfur
same ligand, the only difference is the central atoms in the

atoms. In the UV region, there are two peaks which are
counter anion, the structures of the counter anion become

mainly contributed by the ligand: one at 293 nm, due to the
more important in the promotion of both the photoelectric

p–p* transition; the other one at 315 nm, which is
conversion and the second harmonic generation. It can be

assigned to the n–p* transition. As regards the complex 22found from literature that the structure of Ni(dmit) in2(NBu ) Ni(dmit) in DMF solution, there is a peak at 6334 2 2 (NBu ) Ni(dmit) has a planar configuration [22], but to4 2 2which represents the d–d transition for the electron con-
our knowledge the structure of Cd(dmit) -has not been21 8 2figuration of Ni is d . The peak at 418 nm represents the
reported. In order to understand this phenomenon, the

d–p interaction and the peak at 316 is assigned to the
single crystal of (NBu ) Cd(dmit) was obtained and4 2 2n–p* transition.
studied by X-ray diffraction analysis.

The complex of D Cd(dmit) has one peak at 480 nm in2 2

DMF solution and 460 nm in LB films. The complex of
2.4. Description of the structure

D Ni(dmit) has a peak at 486 nm in DMF and 480 nm in2 2

LB films. The maximum absorption in LB films are all ˚The selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for
blue-shifted because of the formation of aggregates in the

the complex are given in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. The
LB films. 2 2 1packing of the [Cd(dmit) ] and N(C H ) (ions in the2 4 9 4

unit cell is shown in Fig. 1). The anions extend along the
2.2. Photoelectric conversion properties of the LB film- z-axis while the cations occupy the holes between the
modified electrode anions. The central cadmium ion is coordinated by four

sulfur atoms, the polyhedron takes a distorted tetrahedral
A steady cathodic photocurrent has been observed when configuration. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the complex

each of the complex-modified ITO electrode is irradiated together with the atom-labeling scheme.
22by a white light (200 mW cm ). The cathodic photo- The Cd–S distances determined in this investigation are

current indicates that the electrons flow from the electrode
Table 3through the LB film to the electrolyte solution. The

(2)The second-order non-linear optical susceptibilities x , and the tilt anglezzzquantum yields or the photocurrent of the two complexes
of the chromophore f of monolayer film-modified electrodes

were evaluated to be 1.1% and 0.309% or 800 nA and 200
(2) 2 1

x (pm V ) f(8)zzznA respectively (shown in Table 2). Data show that the
Cd(dmit) D 149.8 43.55quantum yield of the complexes D M(dmit) are larger 2 22 2
Ni(dmit) D 91.1 47.882 2than DI itself, and that for D Cd(dmit) is much larger2 2
Hemicyanine 150.0 34.1than the one for D Ni(dmit) .2 2
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Table 4
Selected bond lengths (A) of [N(C H ) ] Cd(dmit)4 9 4 2 2

˚Bonding Distance (A)

Cd(1)–S(1) 2.514(5)
Cd(1)–S(2) 2.524(4)
Cd(1)–S(1a) 2.514(5)
Cd(1)–S(2a) 2.524(4)
S(1)–C(1) 1.753(19)
S(2)–C(2) 1.738(14)
S(3)–C(1) 1.736(17)
S(3)–C(3) 1.759(22)
S(4)–C(2) 1.738(14)
S(4)–C(3) 1.651(23)
S(5)–C(3) 1.676(17)
C(1)–C(2) 1.376(26)
N(1)–C(11) 1.437(20)
N(1)–C(21) 1.434(16)
N(1)–C(31) 1.428(21)
N(1)–C(41) 1.427(21)

Symmetry code: a512x, 12y, 211z.

Fig. 1. The unit cell projected along the z axis showing the packing of the
˚ ˚ ions.2.514 A and 2.524A. There are two planes formed by S(1),

S(2), C(2), C(1), S(3), S(4), C(3), S(5), and S(1a), S(2a),
C(2a), C(1a), S(3a), S(4a), C(3a), S(5a) respectively, and
the angle between the two planes is 69.88. The least- (see in Scheme 2) and avoids the p–p interactions

1 1 1 22squares planes is shown in Table 6. between D –D or D –Cd(dmit) . This will benefit the2
3 1In the counter anions, cadmium uses with its sp hybrid charge separation of the cation D . The different conjuga-

orbitals and the configuration is distorted tetrahedron while tion of the counter anions may lead to different efficiencies
2nickel uses with its dsp hybrid orbitals and the configura- on the charge separation of the cation D1, thus promoting

˚tion is perfect planar. The Ni–S distances are 2.221 A and the photoelectric conversion and the second harmonic
˚2.211 A while all non-bonding S–S distances are about generation properties.

equal. At this point, the extent of the conjugation of
22 22Ni(dmit) is larger than that of Cd(dmit) . So the most2 2 Supplementary material

possible reason to explain the promotion effect of the
22introduction of the Cd(dmit) is that: as a spacer between2

1the two chromophores (D ), it helps them to separate Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
more effectively because the tetrahedral configuration of Union Road, Cambridge CB2 IEZ, UK on request, quoting

2 2Cd(dmit) makes the volume of this counter anion larger the deposition number 102711.2

Table 5
Selected bond angles (8) of [N(C H )] ] Cd(dmit)4 9 4 2 2

Angle Degree (8) Angle Degree (8)

S(1)–Cd(1)–S(2) 89.9(2) S(4)–C(2)–C(1) 113.7(11)
S(l)–Cd(1)–S(1a) 128.4(3) S(3)–C(3)–S(4) 112.6(9)
S(2)–Cd(l)–S(1a) 112.7(1) S(3)–C(3)–S(5) 120.1(14)
S(l)–Cd(1)–S(2a) 112.7(1) S(4)–C(3)–S(5) 127.3(14)
S(2)–Cd(l)–S(2a) 127.7(2) C(11)–N(1)–C(21) 112.9(12)
S(la)–Cd(1)–S(2a) 89.9(2) C(11)–N(1)–C(31) 110.3(12)
Cd(1)–S(1)–C(1) 96.6(7) C(21)–N(1)–C(31) 108.8(13)
Cd(1)–S(2)–C(2) 96.1(5) C(11)–N(1)–C(41) 109.6(12)
C(1)–S(3)–C(3) 97.0(9) C(21)–N(1)–C(41) 110.2(12)
C(2)–S(4)–C(3) 100.5(8) C(31)–N(1)–C(41) 104.7(12)
S(1)–C(1)–S(3) 116.2(12) N(1)–C(11)–C(12) 118.5(15)
S(1)–C(1)–C(2) 127.8(12) N(1)–C(21)–C(22) 117.7(15)
S(3)–C(1)–C(2) 116.0(12) N(1)–C(31)–C(32) 118.7(16)
S(2)–C(2)–S(4) 116.7(9) N(1)–C(41)–C(42) 120.2(14)
S(2)–C(2)–C(1) 129.6(11)

Symmetry code: a 512x, 12y,211z.
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Fig. 2. The labeling scheme of[N(C H ) ] Cd(dmit) .4 9 4 2 2

Table 6
The least-square planes for [N(C H ) ] Cd(dmit)4 9 4 2 2

Plane Items Parameters

1 Equations 20.3413 XO1 (20.4591YO10.8202ZO)528.329029.889 X1 (28.778Y17.492Z)528.3290
˚Deviation Mean deviation from plane50.0208 A

2 Equations 0.3413XO10.4592YO10.8202ZO59.890X18.779Y17.492Z510.3391
˚Deviation Mean deviation from plane50.0208 A

angle between plane 1 69.88

and plane 2

XO5orthogonal coordinates, X5crystal coordinates.
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Abstract

Four novel polymeric lanthanide(III) complexes of two new double betaine derivatives have been synthesized and structurally
1 1 1determined. In [hLa (L ) (H O) j ]Cl ?2nH O (1) and [hTb(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?nH O (2) (L 54,49-trimethylenedipyridinio-N,N9-2 2 2 9 n 6n 2 2 4 n 3n 2

diacetate), the lanthanide(III) ions form a two-dimensional layer in which each pair of lanthanide(III) ions is bridged by two syn–anti
m-carboxylato-O,O9 groups. Adjacent layers are cross-linked through hydrogen bonds among aqua ligands, lattice water molecules and

2 2chloride ions, to form a three-dimensional network. Isomorphous [hLn(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?5nH O (Ln5La, 3; Ln5Tb, 4; L 51,32 4 n 3n 2

bis(pyridinio-4-carboxylato)-propane) each contain a centrosymmetric paddle-wheel-like dimeric unit in which each pair of adjacent metal
atoms is bridged by four syn–syn m-carboxylato-O,O9 groups that are oriented nearly perpendicular to each other about the metal–metal

2axis. Neighboring dimeric subunits are bridged by a pair of flexible L ligands into a polymeric chain. Adjacent chains are inter-linked by
hydrogen bonds among aqua ligands, lattice water molecules and chloride ions into a three-dimensional network.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Lanthanide; Lanthanum; Terbium; Coordination polymer; Double betaine; Crystal structure

There has been considerable interest in the coordination tion modes to metal ions are expected to be much more
complex. However, studies on the synthesis and structuralchemistry of lanthanide complexes with carboxylate lig-
characterization of their lanthanide complexes are still veryands due to their potential application as luminescent
limited [10]. In this paper, we report the synthesis andprobes in systems of biological relevance [1], particularly
crystal structure determination of four novel lanthanideas resonance contrasting agents [2,3]. Of the numerous
coordination polymers of two new double betaine deriva-lanthanide complexes that have been widely studied [4,5],

1tives, namely, [hLa (L ) (H O) j ]Cl ?2nH O (1) andmost are found to exhibit a variety of dimeric or infinite 2 2 2 9 n 6n 2
1 1[hTb(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?nH O (2) (L 54,49-tri-chain structures. Recent studies in our laboratory have 2 4 n 3n 2

methylenedipyridinio-4,49-diacetate), which contain ademonstrated that the lanthanide complexes of betaine,
21 2 metal carboxylate layer; [hLn(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?5nH OMe N CH CO , and its derivatives exhibit a variety of 2 4 n 3n 23 2 2

2structures: mononuclear in which the carboxylate group is (Ln5La, 3; Ln5Tb, 4; L 51,3-bis(pyridinio-4-carboxy-
unidentate-coordinated [6], dimeric with the two lantha- lato)-propane), whose main structural feature is a metal
nide ions bridged by four syn–syn carboxylato-O,O9 carboxylate chain.
groups [7], and polynuclear [8,9]. Double betaines each
contain two carboxylato groups and, hence, their coordina-

1. Experimental
*Corresponding author. Tel: 186-591-37711368; fax: 186-591-

IR spectra were obtained from KBr pellets with a3714946.
E-mail address: mjg@ms.fjirsm.ac.cn (J.-G. Mao) Nicolet Magna-IR 550 spectrometer.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00021-2
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1 21.1. Synthesis of L and L 1.3. Crystal structure determination

4,49-Trimethylenedipyridine (10 g, 0.05 mol, Aldrich) Information concerning crystallographic data and struc-
3was dissolved in 100 cm of acetone to give a light-yellow ture refinement of the four complexes is summarized in

3solution. To this solution, 12 cm of ethyl chloroacetate Table 1. Raw intensities of complex 1 were collected at
(0.11 mol, Aldrich) were added. The resulting solution was 293 K on an MSC/Rigaku RAXIS-IIC imaging-plate
refluxed for three days. After the acetone was removed by system with a rotating anode Mo–Ka X-ray source (l5

3 ˚rotary evaporation under reduced pressure, 50 cm of 5% 0.71073 A, 50 kV, 150 mA) [11,12], and corrected for
(w/v) hydrochloric acid were added to the green residue. absorption using the ABSCOR program [13]. Data collec-
The mixture was refluxed for 24 h to give a yellow tion of complexes 2, 3 and 4 were performed on a Siemens
solution. Removal of solvent afforded a yellow powdery R3m/V four-circle diffractometer in the variable v-scan

˚product (11.6 g; yield, 66%). The product was then mode [14] using Mo–Ka radiation (l50.71073 A) at 294
3dissolved in 50 cm water, and silver(I) oxide was added, K. Unit-cell parameters were calculated from least-squares

with stirring, to remove the chloride ions. The white fitting of 2u angles for 25 reflections. Crystal stability was
precipitate was filtered off, and the filtrate was then monitored by recording three check reflections at intervals
dehydrated to yield a brownish solid, which was recrystal- of 197 data measurements, and no significant variation was

1lized in water–ethanol (1:4, v /v) to give brownish L detected. The raw data were processed with a learnt-profile
ligand (8.4 g; yield, 54%). IR data (KBr): 1643s, 1574w, procedure [15], and empirical absorption corrections based
1517m, 1472m, 1437w, 1375s, 1304m, 1232w, 1188m, on c-scan data were also applied.

21982w, 914m, 841w, 784w, 693m, 596m cm . All calculations were performed on a PC 486 computer
2The double betaine L was prepared from 1,3-dibromop- with the SHELXTL-PC program package [16,17]. Each

3 3ropane (10 cm , 0.1 mol) and ethyl isonicotinate (33 cm , crystal structure was solved with the Patterson superposi-
0.22 mol) in acetone. Refluxing of the mixture gave a tion method. An initial attempt was made to refine the
white precipitate, which was collected by filtration. Hy- structure of complex 1 in the centrosymmetric space group
drolysis of the product in 5% (w/v) hydrochloric acid and P2 /n (No. 14), but the aqua ligands were severely1

then removal of the solvent yielded a white powder (25.2 disordered and the R value was large (0.12). StructureF

g; yield, 72%). Removal of the bromide and chloride ions determination in the non-centrosymmetric space group Pn
with moist silver(I) oxide, in the same manner as in the (No. 7) revealed that there are actually two independent La

1 2case of L , finally yielded colorless microcrystals of L atoms, one being nine-coordinated and the other eight-
1(17.4 g; yield, 61%). IR data (KBr): 1641s, 1567s, 1509w, coordinated. Likewise for complex 2, the L ligands and

1470m, 1453w, 1371s, 1338m, 1247m, 1214m, 1187m, chloride ions were badly disordered when the space group
1152m, 1070w, 853m, 795s, 749m, 699s, 664m, 627m, C2/m (No. 12) was used, and it was necessary to refine

21548w, 517w cm . the crystal structure in space group C2 (No. 5). Even so,
the two independent chloride ions [represented by Cl(2),
Cl(29), Cl(3) and Cl(39)] and the lattice water molecule

1.2. Synthesis of complexes 1 –4 [represented by O(5w) and O(5w9)] still exhibited disor-
der, so that the site occupancy factors of these atoms were

The four complexes were synthesized by the same set to one-half. The lattice water molecule [O(6w) and
1 2procedure. A mixture of lanthanide chloride and L (or L ) O(6w9)] in complexes 3 and 4 is likewise two-fold

in a 1:1 molar ratio in distilled water was stirred at 608C disordered. The non-hydrogen atoms were refined aniso-
for 10 min and then filtered off. Slow evaporation of the tropically, except for C(1), O(5w) and O(5w9) of complex
filtrates afforded colorless block crystals of complexes 2, which were refined isotropically. All hydrogen atoms

11–4. IR data: [hLa (L ) (H O) j ]Cl ?2nH O, 1, 3446s, were generated assuming idealized geometry, assigned2 2 2 9 n 6n 2

1637m, 1585m, 1514m, 1472m, 1433m, 1401m, 1229m, fixed isotropic thermal parameters and included in the
1192m, 1039w, 983w, 936m, 864m, 806m, 748m, 699s, structure factor calculations. Analytical expressions of

21 1566m, 529m cm ; [hTb(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?nH O, 2, neutral-atom scattering factors were employed [18], and2 4 n 3n 2

3308s, 1868m, 1609s, 1512m, 1476m, 1444s, 1411s, anomalous dispersion corrections were incorporated. Im-
1398m, 1361w, 1314s, 1229m, 1208m, 1196m, 1036w, portant bond lengths and angles for complexes 1–4 are
1019w, 983w, 940w, 865m, 807s, 749m, 700s, 665w, listed in Table 2.

21 2583m, 564w, 545w cm ; [hLa(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?5nH O,2 4 n 3n 2

3, 3349s, 1675s, 1641m, 1614w, 1574s, 1463m, 1437w,
1404s, 1344m, 1248m, 1214m, 1181m, 1148m, 1066w, 2. Results and discussion
1049m, 1022w, 994w, 970w, 885m, 859m, 825w, 778s,

21 2 1686s, 666m, 631m, 559m cm ; [hTb(L )(H O) j ]Cl ? 2.1. Crystal structure of [hLa (L ) (H O) j ]Cl ?2nH O2 4 n 3n 2 2 2 9 n 6n 2
15nH O, 4, 3368s, 1695s, 1653m, 1620m, 1576s, 1463m, (1) and [hTb(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?nH O (2)2 2 4 n 3n 2

1409s, 1345m, 1250m, 1213m, 1182m, 1150m, 1055m,
21891m, 873m, 803w, 788s, 687s, 667m, 638m, 571m cm . The crystal structures of complexes 1 and 2 both
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Table 1
Summary of cell parameters, data collection and structural refinements for complexes 1–4

1 2 3 4

Formula C H O N La Cl C H O N TbCl C H O N LaCl C H O N TbCl34 58 19 4 2 6 17 28 9 2 3 15 32 13 2 3 15 32 13 2 3

Molecular weight 1317.4 669.7 693.7 713.7
Color, habit Colorless, block Colorless, block Colorless, block Colorless, block
Crystal size (mm) 0.0830.1630.20 0.3430.4030.26 0.3630.2830.44 0.3630.3830.42
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group Pn (No. 7) C2 (No. 5) C2/m (No. 12) C2/m (No. 12)

˚a (A) 9.681(2) 27.460(4) 16.816(3) 16.626(2)
˚b (A) 9.651(2) 9.676(4) 16.018(3) 15.878(4)
˚c (A) 27.593(6) 9.462(1) 11.902(2) 11.808(2)

b (8) 98.71(3) 101.063(7) 122.50(3) 122.234(7)
3˚U (A ) 2548(1) 2467(1) 2704(1) 2636.9(8)

Z 2 4 4 4
F(000) 1316 1328 1392 1424

23D(calcd) (g cm ) 1.717 1.803 1.704 1.798
21

m (mm ) 2.040 3.239 1.936 3.047
Collection range (2u ) 2h, 6k, 6l, 528 h, 2k, 6l, 528 h, k, 6l, 528 h, k, 6l, 528max

Data collected 8307 3547 3804 3700
Unique data 4539 3343 3233 3140
Observed data [I.2s(I)] (n) 4485 2794 3009 2767
No. of Variables, p 584 291 170 170
Final R and wR
for observed data 0.042, 0.056 0.058, 0.074 0.027, 0.042 0.036, 0.044
S (goodness-of-fit) 1.36 1.64 1.23 1.06
Data-to-parameter ratio 7.7:1 9.6:1 17.7:1 16.3:1

23˚ ˚Largest difference peak (eA ) 0.56 1.60 [0.934 A from O(4W)] 0.63
2 2 1 / 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 21*R5oD /ouFou, wR5[o(wD) /o(wuFou )] and S5[owD /(n2p)] where w5[s (Fo)1kuFou ] ; D5uuFou2uFcuu. The values of k are 0.008, 0.009,

0.008 and 0.007, respectively, for complexes 1, 2, 3 and 4.

comprise two-dimensional metal–carboxylate layers, dis- along the b axis. Adjacent chains are interconnected by
1crete chloride ions and lattice water molecules. As illus- flexible L ligands through carboxylate groups to form a

trated in Fig. 1, there are two independent La atoms in 1. two-dimensional polymeric metal carboxylate layer paral-
¯The La(1) atom is coordinated by nine oxygen atoms from lel to the plane (1 0 3) in complex 1 (Fig. 1b) or (3 0 2) in

1 complex 2. Along the metal...metal chain, the Ln...Lnfour L ligands and five aqua ligands, and the mean
˚distances are alternatively long [La(1)...La(2), 5.498(1) A]La–O(carboxylate) and La–O(aqua) bond lengths are

˚ ˚2.517(6) and 2.610(7) A, respectively. The La(2) atom is and short [La(1)...La(2b), 5.092(1) A] in complex 1, but
1coordinated by eight oxygen atoms from four L ligands they are almost equal in complex 2 [Tb(1)...Tb(1a),

˚and four aqua ligands with mean La–O(carboxylate) and 5.253(1) and Tb(1)...Tb(1b), 5.252(1) A]. The chloride
˚ ions and lattice water molecules are accommodated be-La–O(aqua) distances of 2.475(6) and 2.592(7) A, respec-

tween the metal carboxylate layers. The hydrogen bondstively. The Tb complex 2 has only one independent metal
among the aqua ligands from the layers, chloride ions andion (Fig. 2), whose coordination environment is similar to
lattice water molecules crosslink the layers into a three-that of the La(2) atom in complex 1. The average Tb–
dimensional network (Fig. 1c).O(carboxylate) and Tb–O(aqua) distances are 2.32(1) and

˚ The coordination geometry about the La(1) atom in2.45(1) A, respectively, being shorter than the corre-
complex 1 may be described as a mono-capped squaresponding La–O bond lengths in complex 1. The car-

1 antiprism. The face fitted to O(1w), O(2w), O(3w) andboxylate groups of the L ligand in both complexes are
˚O(5w) has a mean deviation of 0.130 A, whereas theonly involved in the syn–anti bidentate bridging coordina-

least-squares plane defined by O(1), O(3), O(5) and O(7)tion mode [torsion angles: La(1)–O(1)–C(1)–C(2), 39.18;
˚has a mean deviation of 0.069 A. The capping atom O(4w)La(2)–O(2)–C(1)–C(2), 2169.38; La(1)–O(3)–C(17)–

˚is 1.829 A above the latter least-squares plane. TheC(16), 232.58; C(16)–C(17)–O(4)–La(2b), 2162.08;
dihedral angle between the two planes is ca. 1.98, and theLa(1)–O(5)–C(18)–C(19), 159.28; La(2)–O(6)–C(18)–
distances from the metal atom to the above planes areC(19), 244.08; La(1)–O(7)–C(34)–C(33), 164.78; C(33)–

˚1.624 and 0.818 A, respectively.C(34)–O(8)–La(2b), 25.78 for 1; Tb(1)–O(1)–C(1)–
The coordination polyhedra of the eight-coordinatedC(2), 2159.08; C(2)–C(1)–O(2)–Tb(1b), 54.48; Tb(1)–

La(2) atom of complex 1 is a severely distorted squareO(3)–C(10)–C(11), 212.58; C(11)–C(10)–O(4)–Tb(1a),
antiprism. The least-squares plane containing O(2), O(6),169.48 for 2]. Each metal ion in both complexes is

˚connected to two neighboring ones through four m-carbox- O(7w) and O(8w) has a mean deviation of 0.368 A,
ylato-O,O9 groups to form an infinite metal...metal chain whereas the face fitted to atoms O(4a), O(8a), O(6w) and
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and torsion angles (8)

1[hLa (L ) (H O) j ]Cl ?2nH O (1)2 2 2 9 n 6n 2

La(1)–O(1) 2.436(6) La(1)–O(3) 2.519(6) La(1)–O(5) 2.543(6)
La(1)–O(7) 2.572(5) La(1)–O(1W) 2.602(8) La(1)–O(2W) 2.627(7)
La(1)–O(3W) 2.591(5) La(1)–O(4W) 2.653(8) La(1)–O(5W) 2.575(7)
La(2)–O(2) 2.547(5) La(2)–O(6) 2.410(6) La(2)–O(6W) 2.605(6)
La(2)–O(7W) 2.605(6) La(2)–O(8W) 2.595(8) La(2)–O(9W) 2.564(8)
La(2)–O(4a) 2.505(5) La(2)–O(8a) 2.439(6) O(4)–La(2b) 2.505(5)
C(8)–C(9c) 1.541(13) C(9)–C(8d) 1.541(13) O(8)–La(2b) 2.439(6)
C(25)–C(26d) 1.526(12) C(26)–C(25c) 1.526(12) La(1)...La(2) 5.498(1)
La(1)...La(2b) 5.092(1)
Hydrogen bonding:
O(1W)...Cl(2a) 3.071 O(1W)...Cl(3) 3.183 O(1W)...O(5W) 2.705
O(2W)...O(3W) 2.914 O(2W)...O(9W) 2.969 O(3W)...O(5W) 2.861
O(3W)...Cl(5a) 3.081 O(3W)...Cl(6) 3.126 O(4W)...O(6Wb) 2.879
O(4W)...O(11Wa) 2.706 O(5W)...Cl(3) 3.118 O(6W)...O(8W) 2.791
O(7W)...Cl(5e) 3.115 O(7W)...Cl(6e) 3.164 O(8W)...Cl(1f) 3.053
O(8W)...Cl(4a) 3.112 O(9W)...O(10Wa) 2.674 O(9W)...Cl(6a) 3.190
O(10W)...Cl(2) 3.079 O(10W)...Cl(3) 3.108 O(11W)...Cl(1g) 3.112
O(11W)...Cl(4b) 3.138
La(1)–O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 39.1 La(2)–O(2)–C(1)–C(2) 2169.3
La(1)–O(3)–C(17)–C(16) 232.5 C(16)–C(17)–O(4)–La(2b) 2162.0
La(1)–O(5)–C(18)–C(19) 159.2 La(2)–O(6)–C(18)–C(19) 244.0
La(1)–O(7)–C(34)–C(33) 164.7 C(33)–C(34)–O(8)–La(2b) 25.7

1[hTb(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?nH O (2)2 4 n 3n 2

Tb(1)–O(1) 2.354(14) Tb(1)–O(3) 2.351(18) Tb(1)–O(1W) 2.570(13)
Tb(1)–O(2W) 2.373(10) Tb(1)–O(3W) 2.434(8) Tb(1)–O(4W) 2.407(8)
Tb(1)–O(2a) 2.149(12) Tb(1)–O(4b) 2.422(12) O(2)–Tb(1b) 2.149(12)
O(4)–Tb(1a) 2.422(12) C(9)–C(8c) 1.510(20) C(18)–C(17c) 1.540(20)
Tb(1)...Tb(1a) 5.253 Tb(1)...Tb(1b) 5.252
Hydrogen bonding:
O(1W)...O(2W) 2.876 O(1W)...O(3W) 2.617 O(1W)...O(4Wa) 2.849
O(1W)...O(5W9a) 2.766 O(1W)...Cl(1) 3.019 O(2W)...Cl(1d) 2.784
O(3W)...Cl(2b) 3.076 O(3W)...Cl(20b) 3.052 O(3W)...Cl(30a) 3.003
O(4W)...O(5W) 2.669 O(4W)...O(5W0) 2.634 O(5W)...Cl(2) 3.195
O(5W)...Cl(39) 2.866 O(5W)...Cl(20) 3.130 O(5W)...Cl(3) 3.085
Tb(1)–O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 2159.0 C(2)–C(1)–O(2)–Tb(1b) 54.4
Tb(1)–O(3)–C(10)–C(11) 212.5 C(11)–C(10)–O(4)–Tb(1a) 169.4

2[hLa(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?5nH O (3)2 4 n 3n 2

La(1)–O(1) 2.477(2) La(1)–O(1W) 2.559(4) La(1)–O(2W) 2.509(3)
La(1)–O(3W) 2.578(3) La(1)–O(1a) 2.477(2) La(1)–O(2b) 2.440(3)
La(1)–O(2c) 2.440(3) La(1)–O(3Wa) 2.578(3) O(2)–La(1b) 2.440(3)
C(8)–C(7d) 1.518(4) La(1)...La(1b) 4.674(1)
Hydrogen bonding:
O(6W)...O(2W) 2.777 Cl(3)...O(2W) 3.127 O(4W)...O(3W) 2.774
O(3W)...O(2W) 2.964 Cl(2)...O(6W9) 3.103 Cl(2)...O(6W) 3.172
O(3W)...O(1W) 3.043 Cl(1)...O(1W) 3.169 O(6W0)...O(2W) 2.662
O(4W)...O(3We) 2.853 Cl(2)...O(4We) 3.118 Cl(2)...O(5Wf) 3.239
O(5W)...O(4Wg) 2.673
La(1)–O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 161.3 C(2)–C(1)–O(2)–La(1b) 2174.4

2[hTb(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?5nH O (4)2 4 n 3n 2

Tb(1)–O(1) 2.350(3) Tb(1)–O(1W) 2.421(6) Tb(1)–O(2W) 2.381(4)
Tb(1)–O(3W) 2.458(4) Tb(1)–O(1a) 2.350(3) Tb(1)–O(2b) 2.319(4)
Tb(1)–O(2c) 2.319(4) Tb(1)–O(3Wa) 2.458(4)
O(2)–Tb(1b) 2.319(4) C(8)–C(7d) 1.508(6)
Hydrogen bonding:
O(1W)...O(3W) 2.865 O(1W)...Cl(1) 3.192 O(2W)...O(3W) 2.831
O(2W)...O(6W) 2.765 O(2W)...O(6W0) 2.640 O(2W)...Cl(3) 3.119
O(3W)...O(4W) 2.790 O(3W)...O(4We) 2.911 O(4W)...O(5Wf) 2.676
O(4W)...Cl(2e) 3.121 O(5W)...Cl(3g) 3.201 O(6W)...Cl(2) 3.167
O(6W9)...Cl(2) 3.110
Tb(1)–O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 162.3 C(2)–C(1)–O(2)–Tb(1b) 2173.3

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:for 1: (a) x,y21,z (b) x,y11,z (c) x23/2,2y,z21/2 (d) x13/2,2y,z11/2(e) 211x,211y,z
(f) 21/21x,2y,1 /21z (g) 21/21x,12y,1 /21z
Symmetry codes for 2:(a) 1 /22x,21/21y,2z (b) 1 /22x,1 /21y,2z (c) 12x,y,212z (d) 1 /22x,1 /21y,212z
Symmetry codes for 3:(a) x,2y,z (b) 2x,2y,12z (c) 2x,y,12z (d) x, 12y,z(e) 1 /22x, 1 /22y,12z. (f) 12x,2y,12z (g) 1 /21x, 1 /22y,z
Symmetry codes for 4: (a) x,2y,z (b) 2x,2y,12z (c) 2x,y,12z(d) x,12y,z (e) 1 /22x,1 /22y,12z (f) 21/21x,1 /22y,z (g) 12x,2y,12z.
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the two least-squares planes. The coordination geometry
about the Tb(1) atom of complex 2 is similar to that of the
La(2) atom of complex 1.

22.2. Crystal structure of [hLn(L )(H O) j ]Cl ?5nH O2 4 n 3n 2

(Ln5La, 3; Ln5Tb, 4)

These two complexes are isostructural, and the crystal
structure of the terbium(III) complex 4 is shown in Fig. 3a.
Each Tb(III) atom is coordinated by eight oxygen atoms

2from four L ligands and four aqua ligands. The mean
Tb–O(carboxylate) and Tb–O(aqua) bond lengths are

˚2.335(4) and 2.430(5) A, respectively, being shorter than
the La–O distances in complex 3 [2.459(3) and 2.556(3)
Å, respectively]. The carboxylate groups are only involved
in the syn–syn bidentate bridging coordination mode
[La(1)–O(1)–C(1)–C(2), 161.38 and C(2)–C(1)–O(2)–
La(1b), 2174.48 in complex 3; Tb(1)–O(1)–C(1)–C(2),
162.38 and C(2)–C(1)–O(2)–Tb(1b), 2173.38 in complex
4]. In the dimeric subunit, two pairs of the bidentate
bridging carboxylate groups are oriented nearly perpen-
dicular to each other about the Tb(1)...Tb(1b) axis. The
least-squares plane defined by Tb(1), Tb(1b), C(1), O(1),
O(2), C(1b), O(1b), O(2b) atoms and the other one fitted
to Tb(1), Tb(1b), C(1a), O(1a), O(2a), C(1c), O(1c), O(2c)

˚have a same mean deviation of 0.055 A. The dihedral
angle between these two least-squares planes is ca. 93.78.
This kind of dimeric subunit has been found in many
dimeric lanthanide carboxylate complexes [7,10]. The
distances between the two lanthanide atoms are 4.674(1)

˚and 4.536(1) A, respectively, for complexes 3 and 4,
1which are much shorter than those in corresponding L

complexes. Each dimeric unit bridges with two neigh-
2boring ones through four L ligands to form an infinite

chain along the b direction. Such adjacent chains are
further crosslinked by hydrogen bonds among aqua lig-
ands, chloride ions and lattice water molecules, to form a
three-dimensional network (Fig. 3b).

The coordination geometry of the terbium(III) ion in
complex 4 is a slightly distorted square antiprism. Atoms
Tb(1), O(1w) and O(2w) reside on a mirror plane. O(1),
O(1a), O(2b), O(2c) define a perfect least-squares plane,
whereas four aqua ligands form another one with a mean

˚deviation of 0.018 A. The dihedral angle between these
two least-squares planes is ca. 2.08, and the Tb(1) atom is

˚1.168 and 1.360 A away from these two faces, respective-Fig. 1. (a) Perspective view showing the asymmetric unit of complex 1
with the atom labeling scheme (the lattice water molecules and chloride ly.

1ions have been omitted for clarity); (b) Perspective view showing the The reason why lanthanide complexes with L ligand
two-dimensional metal–carboxylate layers of complex 1 corresponding to 2have layer structure whereas those with L ligand exhibit¯the (1 0 3) plane; (c) Packing drawing showing the three-dimensional

chain structure might be attributed to the much greaternetwork of complex 1.
1 2flexibility of the L ligand compared to that of the L

ligand. The introduction of the two methylene groups
˚O(9w) has a mean deviation of 0.267 A. The dihedral between each pair of carboxylate groups and pyridinyl

1angle between the two planes is ca. 6.18, and the La(2) rings makes it easier for the L ligands to connect with
˚atom is placed 1.307 and 1.235 A, respectively, away from metal carboxylate chains into a two dimensional layer.
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Fig. 2. Perspective view showing the asymmetric unit of complex 2 with the atom labeling scheme (the chloride ions and lattice water molecules have been
omitted for clarity).

Fig. 3. (a) Perspective view showing the syn–syn carboxylato-O,O9 bridged dimeric unit of complex 4 with the atom labeling scheme (the lattice water
molecules and the chloride ions have been omitted for clarity); (b) Packing drawing showing the three-dimensional network built from metal–carboxylate
chains through the linkage of hydrogen bonds among aqua ligands, lattice water molecules and chloride ions.
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Abstract

Homoleptic cobalt(II) and cobalt(III) complexes of the sterically demanding bidentate ligand N-ethyl-2-(29-hydroxy-39-methylphenyl)-
benzimidazole (H-ehmpb) are reported. The bis-ligand cobalt(II) complex Co(ehmpb) has a distorted tetrahedral geometry with Co–N2

˚ ˚bond lengths of 1.982(3) and 1.976(3) A, and Co–O bond lengths of 1.915(2) and 1.930(2) A. The tris–ligand cobalt(III) complex
˚Co(ehmpb) has a distorted mer-octahedral geometry with Co–N bond lengths of 1.879(6), 1.897(6), and 1.895(6) A, and Co–O bond3

˚lengths of 1.923(7), 1.937(7), and 1.937(7) A.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cobalt; Benzimidazoles; Phenolates; Bulky ligands; Bidentate

The control of the structure and properties of transition presence of the N-ethyl group also eliminates the compli-
metal complexes through ligand design is an important cations which may arise from the deprotonation of the
goal of coordination chemistry. Complexes of particular acidic benzimidazole NH group. In addition, the N-ethyl
interest are those in which the metal is coordinately group will increase the twist of the ligand about the
unsaturated and/or adopts a distorted coordination geome- benzimidazole–phenolate linkage due to the steric interac-
try. One method of achieving these objectives is the use of tions between the phenol ring and the N-ethyl group, and
sterically demanding ligands. In this regard the effects of the effect of this imposed twist upon the structure of
the bulky N-ethyl benzimidazole group of H-ehmpb, a transition metal complexes is of interest. The inspection of
derivative of the previously studied ligand H-hmpb, were molecular models indicates that a substantial twist around
investigated. the benzimidazole–phenol bond is possible without greatly

destabilising complex formation, and that the expected
consequences of this twist are an increased ligand bite
angle and a reduced M–O–Ar bond angle. Although the
39-methyl group of H-ehmpb does not sterically hinder
coordination to a single metal centre, it presence helps
prevent the phenolate group from acting as a bridging
ligand between two metal centres.

Studies with H-hmpb have shown that both the ligand
and its complexes have low solubility in water and most
common organic solvents, thus hampering the investiga-

1. Results and discussion
tion of their chemistry in solution [1,2]. However, the
replacement of the benzimidazole NH group with an N-

The parent ligand H-hmpb was prepared by a modi-
ethyl group in H-ehmpb was expected to increase the

fication of the literature condensation of 1,2-diaminoben-
solubility, especially in non-protic, polar solvents. The

zene and 3-methyl-2-hydroxybenzoic acid in the presence
of polyphosphoric acid [3]. Pre-heating of the polyphos-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-1482-465-457; fax: 144-1482-466-
phoric acid to 1008C prior to the addition of the reactants410.

E-mail address: j.d.crane@chem.hull.ac.uk (J.D. Crane) allowed their rapid dissolution and mixing as they were

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00028-5
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added, and the subsequent raising of the reaction tempera-
ture to 2508C for 4 h was achieved with minimal charring
and reagent sublimation.

H-ehmpb was prepared from H-hmpb by a two step
procedure. In the first step both the benzimidazole and the
phenol groups of H-hmpb were alkylated with excess
bromoethane to give a mixture of H-ehmpb, I and II and in
the second step the aryl ethers formed were selectively
dealkylated by reaction with pyridinium chloride at reflux
(|2308C): the benzimidazole N-ethyl group is stable to
these conditions. Attempts to selectively alkylate the Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 1 with thermal ellipsoids shown at 50%

˚benzimidazole of H-hmpb with one equivalent of bromo- [13]. Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8): Co–O(11), 1.915(2);
1

Co–O(31), 1.930(2); Co–N(1), 1.982(3); Co–N(21), 1.976(3); O(11)–ethane was found by H-NMR to yield a mixture of
Co–O(31), 121.4(1); O(11)–Co–N(1), 94.3(1); O(11)–Co–N(21),H-ehmpb and I in a ratio of 45:55 along with a trace of II,
108.5(1); O(31)–Co–N(1), 109.1(1); O(31)–Co–N(21), 92.2(1); N(1)–showing that under these reaction conditions the first
Co–N(21), 134.4(1).

alkylation of H-hmpb can occur on either the benzimidaz-
ole nitrogen or the phenolate oxygen, with the latter being
the slightly more favoured site. Even with excess bromo- There are no crystal structures for comparable cobalt(II)
ethane and longer reaction times it was found that the benzimidazole–phenolate complexes in the literature and

therefore this complex can only be compared with foursecond alkylations of H-ehmpb and I were slow and that
coordinate complexes which contain a similar combinationthe slightly increased yields of II were not worthwhile.
of N/O–donor ligands [5–9]. The Co–N and Co–O bondThe separation of these mixtures was not attempted due to
lengths of 1 are unexceptional but 1 does display anthe relative ease of destroying the O-ethyl derivatives with
unusual distortion away from an ideal tetrahedral geome-pyridinium chloride at reflux and isolation of pure H-
try. Although the torsional angle between the two metal–ehmpb, although the final yields of H-ehmpb are thus
ligand Co(N)(O) planes is 80.68 (085square planar, 9085limited to about 50%.
tetrahedral) the N–Co–N bond angle of 134.48 is largeThe reaction of cobalt(II) acetate with the potassium salt
compared to more typical values of 104–1258 [5–9]. Inof H-ehmpb in methanol yielded the cobalt(II) complex
addition, the cobalt(II) atom lies some distance out of theCo(ehmpb) (1). This complex was obtained as a red2

plane of each benzimidazole ligand and the overall result ispowder from concentrated solutions, but x-ray quality
that the two benzimidazole groups form a near planar facecrystals were grown over a few days from more dilute
for the molecule. One of the benzimidazole groupssolutions. The structure of 1 was determined by single
hN(21)–C(29)j lies in a slipped p-stacking arrangementcrystal x-ray diffraction; the molecular structure is shown
with the equivalent group from an adjacent moleculein Fig. 1.

2 (related by an inversion centre): the shortest intermolecularAs expected ehmpb acts as a bidentate ligand coor-
aC . . . C interactions are C(25) . . . C(25) , 3.32;dinating through the deprotonated phenolate oxygen and

1a a ˚the benzimidazole nitrogen. The geometry around the C(22) . . . C(27) , 3.40; C(27) . . . C(22) , 3.40 A . There
˚cobalt(II) centre is distorted tetrahedral, a geometry fre- are no short intermolecular distances (,3.5 A) for the

7quently adopted by the d cobalt(II) ion. The two ligands phenolate groups except for interactions between the
are crystallographically distinct with slightly different Co– phenolate oxygen atoms and the N-ethyl groups of neigh-

b˚ bouring molecules: O(11) . . . C(17) , 3.37;O bond lengths of 1.915(2) and 1.930(2) A, and the two
1c b ˚Co–N bonds are almost identical, 1.982(3) and 1.976(3) O(11) . . . C(18) , 3.32; O(31) . . . C(17) , 3.25 A .

Å. The presence of the N-ethyl group induces a substantial As expected 1 has much greater solubility that the
2twist about the phenolate-benzimidazole linkage with corresponding cobalt(II) complex of hmpb [1,2]; it is

torsion angles of 32.48 and 36.48 respectively, compared to soluble in non-protic, polar solvents such as acetone,
2typical values of 10–208 for hmpb complexes [1,2,4]. As

expected this increased twist also produces larger bite 1 Coordinates for atoms from neighbouring molecules are generated by
angles (94.38 and 92.28) than for divalent transition metal the following transformations: a, x11, y11, z12; b, x11, y, z11; c, x,

2complexes of hmpb (85–908). y, z11.
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chloroform and dmf, but has low solubility in protic ligands are in different chemical environments, one of
solvents such as water and alcohols. which hN(1)–C(18)j has significantly shorter Co–N and

During the preparation of 1, a small amount of a green Co–O bond lengths (1.923(6) and 1.879(6) respectively)
powder formed when the reaction mixture was left to stand than the other two ligands and this ligand also has the
in air for several days. The yield of this green product smallest twist about the benzimidazole–phenolate bridge
could be maximised by bubbling dioxygen through the of only 19.78 compared to 34.68 and 32.68 for the other
reaction mixture prior to the crystallisation of 1, where- two. These twist angles allow the partial relief of the
upon the colour of the solution slowly changed from red to unfavourable steric interactions between the benzimidazole
green, followed by the deposition of a green powder. rings, but despite this steric congestion the Co–N and
Alternatively the addition of excess aqueous hydrogen Co–O bond lengths are still shorter in 2 than in 1.
peroxide caused an immediate colour change to green with Furthermore, despite these large twist angles all the ligand
an instant precipitation of a green powder. The products bite angles are below 908. In contrast to 1 there are no
formed by aerial oxidation and hydrogen peroxide oxida- significant p-stacking intermolecular interactions in 2.
tion were shown to be identical by IR. Elemental analysis However, it is interesting to note that for all five of the

1and H-NMR indicated that these products were mixtures crystallographically distinct ligand conformations in the
of several cobalt(III) complexes, but that the major com- two structures the N-ethyl group always has the same
ponent was mer-Co(ehmpb) 2. A pure crystalline sample orientation with respect to the rest of the ligand.3

of 2 could be obtained with cobalt(II) sulphate and The structure of 2 is directly comparable to one litera-
hydrogen peroxide oxidation, and recrystallisation from ture complex, mer-Co(hpp) [H-hpp52-(29-hydroxy-3

chloroform yielded X-ray quality crystals. The structure phenyl)pyridine] [10]. The two structures are qualitatively
(Fig. 2) confirmed the coordination of the three ligands in similar, however, there are differences that cannot simply
a distorted mer-octahedral geometry. This is somewhat be explained by the much greater steric congestion of 2.
surprising as molecular models of this complex appear too Despite the steric bulk of the benzimidazole group the

˚sterically hindered to be stable, with the enforced proximi- average Co–N bond distance in 2 [1.932(7) A] is slightly
˚ty of the three benzimidazole benzene rings. All three shorter than in 3 [1.951(9) A], indicating than the benz-

imidazole is a marginally better ligand than pyridine for
cobalt(III), and the difference is sufficient to outweigh any
unfavourable steric interactions. In contrast, for the less
sterically hindered phenolate group, the average Co–O

˚bond distance in 2 [1.890(6) A] is markedly longer than in
˚3 [1.847(10) A].

1The H-NMR of 2 shows the presence of three different
ligand environments, thus confirming retention of the mer-
octahedral geometry in solution. Two of the signals for the
39-methyl groups are significantly shielded (d 1.24 and
1.33) and these are assigned as C(16) and C(36) due to
their proximity to the aromatic systems of the imidazole
rings of adjacent ligands: the third 39-methyl group, C(56),
lies at a greater distance from a phenolate ring and is not
as shielded (d 1.92). The CH groups of the three N-ethyl2

groups are non-equivalent and diastereotopic, and appear
as six ABX multiplets in the range d 4.90–4.00 (Fig. 3).3

2. Experimental

2.1. General procedures
Fig. 2. Molecular structure of 2 with thermal ellipsoids shown at 50%

˚[10]. Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8): Co–O(11), 1.879(6);
All chemicals and solvents were used as supplied. IRCo–O(31), 1.897(6); Co–O(51), 1.895(6); Co–N(1), 1.923(6); Co–

N(21), 1.937(7); Co–N(41), 1.937(7); N(1)–Co–N(21), 174.7(3); N(1)– spectra were recorded using a Perkin–Elmer 983G spec-
1Co–N(41), 93.1(2); N(1)–Co–O(11), 87.3(2); N(1)–Co–O(31), 88.2(2); trophotometer. H-NMR spectra were recorded on a Jeol-

N(1)–Co–O(51), 91.9(2); N(21)–Co–N(41), 91.2(3); N(21)–Co–O(11), 270 (270 MHz) instrument with tetramethylsilane as
88.6(2); N(21)–Co–O(31), 88.5(2); N(21)–Co–O(51), 91.4(2); N(41)–

standard. UV/VIS spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Co–O(31), 92.1(2); N(41)–Co–O(51), 87.1(2); N(41)–Co–O(11),
Elmer Lambda 15 spectrophotometer over the range 900–177.4(2); O(11)–Co–O(31), 90.5(2); O(11)–Co–O(51), 90.4(2); O(31)–

Co–O(51), 179.1(2). 300 nm.
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mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature and the
potassium salts (KOH and KBr) filtered off and washed
with acetone. The combined filtrates were evaporated to
dryness to yield a mixture of H-ehmpb, I and II as a
viscous brown oil. This crude material was used in the next
reaction without further purification.

H-ehmpb: The crude material from the above reaction
3was dissolved in pyridine (50 cm ) and concentrated

3hydrochloric acid (36%, 60 cm ) added carefully with
cooling in ice. The water was distilled out of the reaction
mixture over a period of 1 h, after which time the reflux
temperature (2308C) of pyridinium hydrochloride was
attained. After 1 h at this temperature the mixture was
allowed to cool to about 1008C, then poured into cold

3water (300 cm ) with stirring. The crude product was
filtered off, washed with water and sucked dry in air, it
was then taken up in diethyl ether, dried over magnesium
sulphate, filtered and evaporated to dryness to yield an
off-white powder. Analytically pure material was obtained
by recrystallisation from diethyl ether. Overall yields for
the two steps were in the range 6.30–6.68 g (50–53%).

1Fig. 3. d 4.90–4.00 region of the H-NMR spectrum of 2 showing the six Found C, 76.19; H, 6.46; N, 11.20. C H N O requires C,16 15 2ABX signals for the diastereotopic CH protons. 13 2 76.16; H, 6.39; N, 11.10%. H-NMR (CDCl ): d 1.62 (3H,3

t, -CH CH ), 2.36 (3H, s, Ar-CH ), 4.45 (2H, q,2 3 3

2.2. Synthesis of the ligand CH CH ), 6.88–7.75 (7H, m, Ar-H). IR (KBr disc, n2 3
21cm ): 3050 (br), 1590 (m), 1460 (s), 1432 (s), 1268 (s),

H-hmpb: This compound was prepared by a modi- 743 (s), 444 (w).
fication of the literature procedure [3]. Polyphosphoric acid

3(60 cm ) was heated until free flowing (ca. 1008C), and an
2.3. Synthesis of the complexesintimate mixture of 1,2-phenylenediamine (100 mmol, 10.8

g) and 3-methyl-2-hydroxy-benzoic acid (100 mmol, 15.2
Co(ehmpb) 1: To a solution of H-ehmpb (1.0 mmol,g) was carefully added in small portions to form a dark 2

0.25 g) and potassium hydroxide (1.0 mmol, 0.056 g) ingreen solution. This mixture was then heated to 2508C and
3methanol (20 cm ) was added a solution of Co(OAc) ?this temperature maintained for 4 h before it was allowed 2

3 3to cool to about 1008C and poured into water (500 cm ) 4H O (0.5 mmol, 0.12 g) in methanol (20 cm ). The2

with vigorous stirring. The green precipitate was filtered resultant maroon solution was left to stand at room
off, washed with a copious amount of water and then temperature overnight, yielding 1 as red crystals. The yield

3suspended in water (|300 cm ). To this suspension was was 0.22 g, (79%). X-ray quality crystals were grown by
added potassium hydroxide pellets until the mixture was repeating this procedure but with twice the volume of
basic (pH.7) and a purple paste had formed. This was solvent and allowing the reaction mixture to stand for two
allowed to stand overnight before the crude product was days. Found C, 68.33; H, 9.97; N, 5.35. C H CoN O32 30 4 2

filtered off, washed with water and dried in an oven at requires C, 68.45; H, 9.98; N, 5.38%. UV/VIS [CHCl ,3
3 21 2170–808C for several days. Typical yields were 13.5–19.1 g l nm, (´ dm mol cm )]: 614 (85), 502 (157), 342max

21 21(60–85%). IR (KBr disc, n cm ): 3360 (s), 1610 (w), (19100). IR (KBr disc, n cm ): 3400 (br), 2973 (m),
1480 (s), 1460 (m), 1430 (m), 1390 (m), 1330 (m), 1280 (s), 1593 (m), 1551 (w), 1494 (m), 1428 (s), 1239 (s), 1154 (m),
1260 (m), 1230 (m), 820 (m), 760 (m), 750 (s). 1086 (m), 854 (m), 740 (s), 481 (w).

Alkylation of H-hmpb with bromoethane: Thoroughly Co(ehmpb) ?CHCl 2?CHCl : To a solution of H-3 3 3

dried H-hmpb (50 mmol, 11.2 g) was suspended in acetone ehmpb (1.0 mmol, 0.25 g) and potassium hydroxide (1.0
3 3(200 cm ) and freshly powdered potassium hydroxide (75 mmol, 0.06 g) in methanol (20 cm ) was added 3 to 4

mmol, 4.2 g) added together with bromoethane (75 mmol, drops of 40 vol. hydrogen peroxide solution and then a
35.2 cm ) and the mixture heated at reflux. A further solution of CoSO ?7H O (0.5 mmol, 0.14 g) in methanol4 2

3addition of potassium hydroxide (4.2 g) and bromoethane (20 cm ). The solution was filtered and allowed to stand
3(5.2 cm ) was made after one hour and the reaction for several days, after which green microcrystals of 2 had

mixture was heated at reflux for a further 2 h. During the formed together with a colourless crystalline solid (shown
course of the reaction a copious amount of a fine white by IR to be K SO ). The green microcrystals were isolated2 4

precipitate of potassium bromide was formed. The reaction by filtration followed by washing with water and air dried.
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Table 1
Details of structure determinations

1 2

Formula C H CoN O C H CoCl N O32 30 4 2 49 46 3 6 3

Molecular weight 561.6 932.23
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic

¯ ¯Space group P1 (no. 2) P1 (no. 2)
Crystal colour, habit Red, prism Black, prism
Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.3830.2230.18 0.6030.3030.15

˚a, A 11.962(7) 13.479(5)
˚b, A 12.727(4) 17.019(9)
˚c, A 9.545(2) 10.459(3)

a, 8 98.65(2) 104.04(3)
b, 8 104.67(3) 104.61(3)
g, 8 100.13(4) 84.67(4)
Z 2 2

3˚V, A 1355(2) 2251(3)
23D (g cm ) 1.377 1.375calc

21
m (cm ) 6.66 6.06
F(000) 586 968
Temperature (K) 296 296

˚Radiation (MoKa, l A) 0.71069 0.71069
Scan type v 22u v 22u

Maximum 2u (8) 53.1 55.1
p-factor 0.02 0.01
No. unique reflections measured 5626 3533
No. unique reflections used (I.3.00s(I)) 3366 2272
No. variables 352 359
R, R 0.037, 0.038 0.059, 0.060w

23˚Dr , Dr (e A ) 0.31, 20.27 0.80, 20.49max min

The yield was 0.32 g (71%). X-ray quality crystals were was used to determine the metal position, which phased the
obtained from chloroform by slow evaporation at room data intensity data sufficiently well to permit location of
temperature over several days. Found C, 62.73; H 4.92; N the other non-hydrogen atoms from difference Fourier
8.93. C H CoCl N O requires C, 63.13; H 4.97; N maps. Full-matrix least-squares refinement was carried out49 46 3 6 3

1 using the TEXRAY program set [12]. For 1 all non-hydrogen9.02%. H-NMR (CDCl ): d 1.24 (3H, s, ArCH ), 1.333 3

atoms were refined anisotropically and for 2?CHCl all(3H, s, ArCH ), 1.35–1.40 (6H, m, 23 NCH CH ), 1.67 33 2 3

heavy atoms and some carbon atoms were refined aniso-(3H, t, NCH CH ), 1.92 (3H, s, ArCH ), 4.00–4.95 (6H,2 3 3

tropically. Supplementary data are available from them, CH CH ), 6.15–7.6 (21H, m, ArH). UV/VIS [CHCl ,2 3 3
3 21 21 CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge, CB2 1EZ, UK,l nm, (´ dm mol cm )]: 677 (454), 605 (473), 377max

21 quoting the deposition numbers: 1, 111–457; 2?CHCl ,(26300). IR (KBr disc, n cm ): 3420 (br), 1599 (m), 3

111–458.1504 (s), 1389 (m), 1259 (s), 1083 (m), 859 (m), 745 (s),
498 (w), 451 (m).
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Abstract

Cp Ln (Cp5C H , Ln5Yb, Dy, Sm, Y) reacts with an equimolar amount of 2-mercapto-benzothiazole (HSBT) in THF at room3 5 5

temperature to give Cp Ln(SBT)(THF) [Ln5Yb(1), Dy(2), Sm(3), Y(4)]. All these complexes have been characterized by elemental2

analysis, IR and MS spectra, indicating they are solvated monomeric structures. The crystal structural analysis shows that in complexes 1
5and 2 each lanthanide ion is coordinated by two -cyclopentadienyl groups, one oxygen atom of THF, one sulfur and one nitrogen atoms

from the chelating benzothiazole-2-thiolate ligand to form a distorted trigonal–bipyramidal geometry with coordination number nine. The
Ln–S bond length is the longest value found in organolanthanide complexes containing the Ln–S bond up to now.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Lanthanide; Cyclopentadienyl; Benzothiazole-2-thiolate; Synthesis; Crystal structure

The extensive development of organolanthanide chemis- complexes, we herein report the synthesis of four new
try has increased during the past two decades [1–4]. benzothiazole-2-thiolate organolanthanide complexes
Although organolanthanides containing Ln–S bonds were Cp Ln(SBT)(THF) [Ln5Yb(1), Dy(2), Sm(3), Y(4)].2

first synthesized by Tilley et al. in 1982 [5], since the These compounds are more stable to moisture and air than
lesser stability of Ln–S bonds between ‘hard’ rare-earth the other analogous complexes reported in literature [15].
elements and the ‘soft’ sulfur atom results in that the
number of organolanthanides with Ln–S bonds is less than
that of the analogous complexes with Ln–O bonds [4,6,7]. 1. Experimental
Up to date, the structurally characterized examples are
limited to organolanthanides such as (C Me ) - 1.1. Reagents and general techniques5 5 2

tLu((-S Bu) Li(THF) [8], [(C Me ) Sm] S(THF) [9],2 2 5 5 2 2 2

(C Me ) YbSPh(NH ) [10], (C Me ) SmS CNMe [11], All the operations on the lanthanide complexes were5 5 2 3 5 5 2 2 2
t i performed under purified nitrogen using Schlenk tech-(C Me ) YbS CNEt [5], ( BuC H ) CeS Pr [12] and5 5 2 2 2 5 4 2

niques. THF and n-hexane were refluxed and distilled from[(C H ) Yb((m-SCH CH CH )] [13]. Recently, Ciriano5 5 2 2 2 3 2

sodium benzophenone ketyl before use. Anhydrous lantha-et al. found the benzothiazole-2-thiolate complexes of
nide trichlorides [16] and tris(cyclopentadienyl)lanthanidetransition metals not only have an interesting coordination
complexes [17] were prepared by the literature methods.chemistry, but also have some unusual reactivities [14]. In
2-Mercaptobenzothiazole was purified by recrystallizationorder to investigate the bonding mode and the reactivity of
from anhydrous alcohol and dried under vacuum for 24 h.the benzothiazole-2-thiolate ligand in organolanthanide
Infrared spectra were recorded on a NICOLE FT-IR 5DX
spectrometer with samples prepared as Nujol mulls in KBr*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-21-65643885; fax: 186-21-
pellets. Metal analysis was carried out by complexometric65641740.

E-mail address: Organo@fudan.edu.cn (Z.-E. Huang) titration with disodium EDTA and the combustion method

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00026-1
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was used for the carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen analyses (%)]5831[M9-Cp, 15.87], 766[M9-2Cp, 4.42], 730[M9-
on a rapid CHN-O analyzer. Mass spectra was carried out SBT, 3.90], 665[M9-Cp-SBT, 2.50], 600[M9-SBT-2Cp,
on a HP5989A mass spectrometer with electron impact 1.25], 448[M-THF, 30.09], 383[M-THF-Cp, 13.65],

12 14 16 32 1 174mode, the data are based on C, N, O, S, H, Yb, 382[M-THF-CpH, 100], 317[M-THF-2Cp-1, 63.55],
164 152 89Dy, Sm and Y. 286[M-THF-2Cp-S, 4.78], 282[M-THF-SBT, 14.65 ],

217[SmCp, 16.91], 152[Sm, 4.2], 72[THF, 40.48],
1.2. Syntheses of 1 –4 66[CpH, 38.22], 65[Cp, 29.66] [M5Cp Sm(SBT)(THF),2

M95[Cp Sm(SBT)] ].2 2

A mixture of YbCp (0.565 g, 1.53 mmol) and HSBT Complex 4: white, yield, 75.05%. Anal. Found: C,3

(0.256 g, 1.53 mmol) in 20 ml THF was stirred for 24 h at 54.70; H, 4.72; N, 3.38; Y, 19.75. C H ONS Y Calc.; C,21 22 2
21room temperature, the color of solution changed slowly 55.14; H, 4.85; N, 3.06; Y, 19.44%. IR (Nujol, cm ):

from green to red. The solution was concentrated to ca. 5 3091 m, 2714 m, 1653 m, 1559 m, 1451 vs, 1442 vs, 1387
ml in vacuo, then 15 ml of n-hexane was added and a red vs, 1339 s, 1309 m, 1278 s, 1252 m, 1123 m, 1086 vs,
solid was deposited, the solution was decanted after 1026 vs, 1017 vs, 926 m, 866 s, 848 s, 809 s, 794 vs, 783
centrifugation. Complex 1 was obtained as red block vs, 763 vs, 735 s, 679 s, 614 m, 602 w, 582 w, 537 w, 497
crystals by recrystallization from THF at 2158C. w, 435 m. MS: m /z [fragment, relative intensity (%)]5

According to a similar procedure, complexes 2, 3 and 4 705[M9-Cp, 15.65], 650[M9-2Cp, 10.20], 539[M9-SBT,
were obtained with good yields. 1: red, yield, 78.9%. Anal. 0.55], 474[M9-Cp-SBT, 0.64], 409[M9-SBT-2Cp, 0.78],
Found: C, 46.27; H, 4.18; N, 2.79; Yb, 31.60. 385[M-THF, 38.48], 320[M-THF-Cp, 100], 255[M-THF-
C H ONS Yb Calc.; C, 46.57; H, 4.09; N, 2.59; Yb, 2Cp, 0.78], 223[M-THF-2Cp-S, 0.35], 219[M-THF-SBT,21 22 2

2131.95%. IR (Nujol, cm ): 3090 m, 3066 w, 2721 m, 1656 18.93], 167[HSBT, 0.53], 154 [YCp,1.49], 89[Y,2.15],
w, 1562 w, 1453 vs, 1443 vs, 1387 vs, 1337 s, 1312 m, 72[THF, 7.40], 66[CpH, 2.00], 65[Cp, 6.65] [M5

1257 s, 1275 s, 1250 m, 1125 m, 1084 vs, 1025 vs, 1009 Cp Y(SBT)(THF), M95[Cp Y(SBT)] ].2 2 2

vs, 928 m, 890 m, 862 s, 846 s, 809 s, 793 vs, 781 vs, 759
vs, 731 s, 678 s, 668 m, 612 m, 601 w, 582 w, 532 w, 503

1.3. X-ray crystal structure determinations of complexes
w, 437 m. MS: m /z [fragment, relative intensity (%)]5

1 and 2
875[M9-Cp, 10.42], 810[M9-2Cp, 10.18], 774[M9-SBT,
1.22], 709[M9-Cp-SBT, 1.23], 644[M9-SBT-2Cp, 1.25],

A suitable crystal was selected and sealed in a thin-
470 [M-THF, 44.57], 405[M-THF-Cp, 54.92], 340[M-

walled glass capillary under N for structural analysis.2THF-2Cp, 68.01], 308[M-THF-2Cp-S, 4.30], 304[M-THF-
Diffraction data were collected on a Enraf-Nonius CAD4

SBT, 1.01], 239[YbCp, 4.38], 174[Yb, 3.47], 167[HSBT,
diffractometer using graphite-monochromated MoKa

16.71], 72[THF, 9.32], 66[CpH, 100], 65[Cp, 66.67] [M5 ˚radiation (l50.71069 A) at 296 K. Accurate cell dimen-
Cp Yb(SBT)(THF), M95[Cp Yb(SBT)] ].2 2 2 sions and the crystal orientation matrix were determined by

Complex 2: yellow, yield, 76.3%. Anal. Found: C,
a least-squares treatment of the setting angles of 25

46.96; H, 4.38; N, 2.95; Dy, 30.90. C H ONS Dy Calc.;21 22 2 reflections with 10.56#u #15.628(1) [or 13.38#u #21C, 47.50; H, 4.18; N, 2.64; Dy, 30.60%. IR (Nujol, cm ):
15.798(2)]. Intensities were corrected for Lorentz-polariza-

3090 m, 2724 m, 1656 m, 1562 m, 1453 vs, 1443 vs, 1381
tion effects and empirical absorption. The structures were

vs, 1337 s, 1309 m, 1278 s, 1250 m, 1125 m, 1081 vs,
solved by the heavy-atom method using the TEXSAN pro-

1022 vs, 1012 vs, 928 m, 862 s, 846 s, 806 s, 790 vs, 778
gram and Fourier techniques [18]. All calculations were

vs, 759 vs, 731 s, 678 s, 612 m, 600 w, 578 w, 531 w, 503
performed on a Micro VAX 3100 computer. Crystal and

w, 434 m. MS: m /z [fragment, relative intensity(%)]5
data collection parameters for the complexes 1 and 2 are

855[M9-Cp, 9.41], 790[M9-2Cp,10.08], 754[M9-SBT,
given in Table 1.

1.52], 689[M9-Cp-SBT, 1.29], 624[M9-SBT-2Cp, 1.15],
460[M-THF, 1.04], 395[M-THF-Cp, 0.66], 328[M-THF-
2CpH, 0.18], 298[M-THF-2Cp-S, 3.03], 293[M-THF-SBT,
14.65], 229[DyCp, 0.10], 167 [HSBT, 0.46], 164[Dy, 2. Results and discussion
0.15], 72[THF, 29.66], 66[CpH, 6.11], 65[Cp, 2.41] [M5

Cp Dy(SBT)(THF), M95[Cp Dy(SBT)] ]. 2.1. Syntheses and spectroscopic characterization of2 2 2

Complex 3: yellow, yield, 62.2%. Anal. Found: C, complexes 1 –4
48.16; H, 4.21; N, 3.14; Sm, 29.10. C H ONS Sm Calc.;21 22 2

21C, 48.61; H, 4.27; N, 2.70; Sm, 28.98%. IR (Nujol, cm ): By the reaction of Cp Ln with equimolar amount of3

3082 m, 2718 m, 1587 m, 1562 m, 1456 vs, 1443 vs, 1378 HSBT in THF, we synthesized four new complexes Cp2

vs, 1337 s, 1309 m, 1278 s, 1246 m, 1181 m, 1162 s, 1125 Ln(SBT)(THF) (Ln5Yb, Dy, Sm, Y) in good yields.
w, 1103 w, 1081 s, 1022 vs, 1012 vs, 925 m, 865 s, 846 s, These complexes are highly soluble in THF, but insoluble
806 s, 775 vs, 756 vs, 728 s, 678 m, 609 m, 600 w, 532 w, in n-hexane. They are moderately sensitive to moisture and
504 w, 436 m. MS: m /z [fragment, relative intensity air.
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Table 1
Crystal and data collection parameters for complexes 1 and 2

Formula YbS ONC H DyS ONC H2 21 22 2 21 22

Crystal color Red Yellow
Symmetry Orthorhombic, P2 2 2 Orthorhombic, P2 2 21 1 1 1 1 1

˚a (A) 10.613(2) 10.742(2)
˚b (A) 12.788(3) 12.789(4)
˚c (A) 14.679(3) 14.766(3)

3˚V (A ) 1992(1) 2029(1)
Z 4 4

23D (g m ) 1.806 1.739calc
21

m (cm ) 48.92 39.24
Temperature (8C) 23 23
Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.9030.3530.25 0.3530.3530.30
Scan type v22u v22u

hkl range 0–14, 0–17, 0–20 0–13, 0–15, 0–18
˚2u (A) 58.0 52.0max

No. of measured reflections 2999 2290
No. of unique reflections 2999 2290
No. of observed reflections [I.3.0s(I)] 2716 2143
No. of variables 235 235
R 0.031 0.039
Rw 0.040 0.049
Max. shift in final cycle 0.007 0.0008

23˚Largest peak (e A ) 0.57 0.91

5The IR spectra of these complexes show that the dal geometry with two h -C H ring centroids in axial5 5

positions. The coordination number of the ytterbium atomcharacteristic absorption of n for the free HSBT atC5N
21 is nine and is not as common as eight like those of1496 cm is shifted on complexation to lower frequency,

21 (C Me ) YbSPh(NH ) and [(C H ) Yb((m-SCH CH -about 1442 cm , and this shift is similar to that previous- 5 5 2 3 5 5 2 2 2

CH )] . The Yb-C(Cp) distances range from 2.56 toly reported [19]. In addition, the peaks at ca. 434–437 3 2
21 ˚ ˚2.64 A, and average 2.61 A. This value is similar to thatcm may be attributed to the absorption of the Ln–

found in complex [(C H ) Yb((m-SCH CH CH )]N(chelating) stretching vibration [20], indicating that the N 5 5 2 2 2 3 2
˚(2.60 A), but is slightly shorter than that reported inatom of the SBT ligand is coordinated to the metal ions.

˚(C Me ) YbSPh(NH ) (2.64 A). The Yb–S distance ofAll complexes exhibit characteristic absorptions of the 5 5 2 3
5 21 ˚2.843 A is longer than that found inh -C H at ca. 780, 1010 and 1450 cm [21], and5 5

21 ˚(C Me ) YbSPh(NH ) (2.675 A), and is even longer thancoordinated THF molecule at ca. 1080 and 913 cm [22]. 5 5 2 3

the distances of bridged Ln–S bonds in [(C H ) Yb((-Although the molecular ion peaks of these complexes 5 5 2
˚SCH CH CH )] (2.707 A). The Yb–N distance ofare not observed in the mass spectra, their main fragments 2 2 3 2

311 .1 ˚2.390(6) A is between those expected for an Yb –Nare observed, such as [M-THF] , [M-THF-Cp] , [M-
311 1 .1 single bond and an Yb ←:N donor bond [23–25], and isTHF-CpH] , [M-THF-2Cp] , [M-THF-2Cp-S] , [M-

31.1 1 shorter than the values reported for a sample Yb ←:NTHF-SBT] , [LnCp] , etc. These results indicated that
˚donating bond in [(C H ) Yb] (NC H N) (2.61 A) [25]the SBT group is coordinated to the metal. It is interesting 5 5 2 2 4 4

˚and (C Me ) YbSPh(NH )(2.43 A). Presumably, theto note that when the evaporation temperature of the 5 5 2 3

rather long Ln–S bond distance and the rather short Ln–samples reaches a certain value for each, their corre-
sponding dimeric fragments are also observed. We deduce
that the complexes 1–4 may be unstable to heat, and easily
lose the coordinated THF to form unsolvated dimers
[Cp Ln(SBT)] .2 2

2.2. Crystal structures of complexes 1 and 2

The structures of complexes 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 1,
their selected bond distances and angles are listed in Table

312. In complex 1, the Yb ion is coordinated by two
5

h -C H groups, one nitrogen and one sulphur atom from5 5 Fig. 1. ORTEP plot showing the molecular structures of the
the benzothiazole-2-thiolate ligand and one oxygen atom Cp Ln(SBT)(THF) (Ln5Yb, Dy) with the atomic numbering scheme.2

of THF molecule leading to a distorted trigonal–bipyrami- Atomic thermal ellipsoids are presented at the 30% probability level.
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Table 2 smaller than those found in [(C H ) Y(OH)] , 130.18 [26],5 5 2 2˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angle (8) of complexes 1 and 2 and [(C H ) Yb((m-SCH CH CH )] , 128.38. This result5 5 2 2 2 3 2

Complex 1 (M5Yb) Complex 2 (M5Dy) may be understood by a increase in the intraligand
repulsion since the chelating coordination exists. TheM–N 2.390(6) 2.439(9)

M–O 2.401(6) 2.420(8) dihedral angles between the SBT group with two Cp rings
M–C(11) 2.610(8) 2.67(1) are 29.72 and 26.368, respectively, and the THF plane and
M–C(12) 2.606(9) 2.65(1) Cp(2) are nearly orthogonal with each other (74.658).
M–C(13) 2.638(8) 2.67(1)

Complex 2 is isostructural with complex 1. The Dy–M–C(14) 2.635(8) 2.67(1)
˚C(Cp) distances range from 2.59(1) to 2.69(1) A, andM–C(15) 2.626(8) 2.69(1)

˚M–C(21) 2.63(1) 2.66(1) average 2.65 A, this value is similar to those found in
2 1 2M–C(22) 2.56(1) 2.61(1) [(MeCp)Dy(h -PzMe )(m-h :h -OSiMe PzMe )] (PzM-2 2 2 2

M–C(23) 2.559(8) 2.59(1) ˚e 53,5-dimethylpyrazolyl), average 2.68(2) A [20];2M–C(24) 2.618(9) 2.65(1) ˚[(C H ) Dy(OCMe5CHCH )] , average 2.67(1) A [15],5 5 2 3 2M–C(25) 2.64(1) 2.67(1)
˚and [(C H ) DyCl] , average 2.63(1) A [27]. When theM–S(1) 2.843(2) 2.898(3) 5 5 2 `

S(1)–C(31) 1.70(1) 1.69(1) difference in metallic radii is subtracted [28], the Dy–N
S(2)–C(31) 1.743(8) 1.75(1) and Dy–S lengths in 2 are reasonable in comparison with
N–C(31) 1.31(1) 1.30(1) the corresponding values in the isostructural complex 1.
N–C(32) 1.39(1) 1.40(1) ˚a The Dy–N distance of 2.439(9) A is comparable to theM–Cent1 2.339 2.397

2˚Dy–N(bridging) distance of 2.454 A in [(MeCp)Dy(h -M–Cent2 2.326 2.354
1 2N–M–O 136.3(2) 136.2(2) PzMe )(m-h :h -OSiMe PzMe )] [20].2 2 2 2

N–M–S(1) 59.2(2) 57.8(2)
O–M–S(1) 77.1(2) 78.4(2)

Supplementary dataS(1)–M–C(25) 89.6(2) 89.8(3)
S(1)–M–C(22) 138.2(3) 137.7(4)
M–S(1)–C(31) 77.2(3) 77.3(4) Crystallographic data have been deposited with the
M–N–C(31) 103.0(5) 103.3(7) CCDC,12 Union Road, Cambridge, CB2 1EZ, UK on
M–N–C(32) 144.2(6) 143.9(8)

request, quoting the deposition numbers 102757 andS(1)–C(31)–N 120.5(6) 121.2(9)
102758 for Cp Yb(SBT)(THF) and Cp Dy(SBT)(THF),S(1)–C(31)–S(2) 125.4(5) 124.7(7) 2 2

S(2)–C(31)–N 114.1(7) 114.1(1) respectively.
C(31)–N–C(32) 112.3(7) 112(1)
Cent1–M–Cent2 124.4 123.09
a Cent represents the centroid of the cyclopentadienyl ring. Acknowledgements
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Abstract

The reactions of CpWFeCo(CO) (m -S) with Cp*M(CO) Cl (Cp*5C H , C H CH ; Cp5C H ; M5W, Mo) gave the mixed-metal7 3 3 5 5 5 4 3 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5clusters (h -C H )W(h -C H )MoFe(CO) (m -S) (1), (h -C H )W(h -C H )WFe(CO) (m -S) (2), (h -C H )W(h -C H CH )5 5 5 5 7 3 5 5 5 5 7 3 5 5 5 4 3

5 5 1 13MoFe(CO) (m -S) (3), (h -C H )W(h -C H CH )WFe(CO) (m -S) (4). The title clusters have been characterized by IR, H/ C-NMR7 3 5 5 5 4 3 7 3

spectroscopy and their compositions have been confirmed by elemental analyses. The X-ray crystal structure of cluster (4) was also
reported. There are two independent cluster molecules (4) that are enantiomers of each other in one crystal structure unit.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Heterometallics; Iron; Molybdenum; Tungsten; Sulfido; Chirality

1. Introduction techniques. Solvents were dried with sodium and distilled
from sodium benzophenone under nitrogen atmosphere.

5With the development of transition metal cluster chemis- (h -C H )WFeCo(CO) (m -S) was synthesized according5 5 7 3

try, attempts to synthesize heterometallic clusters have to the literature [9]. Cp*M(CO) Cl was made from3

received much more attention [1,2]. The sulfido ligand cyclopentadiene or methlycyclopentadiene and M(CO)6

plays an important role in heterometal cluster formation by (M5W, Mo) [10,11]. Column chromatographic separation
expanding its coordination number and stabilization the was carried out by using 200–300 mesh silica gel.
resulting transition metal cluster. Since the Vahrenkamp The IR spectrum was recorded on a Nicolet FT-IR

1 13group reported [3] the first tetrahedral framework chiral 10DX infrared spectrophotometer using KBr disk. H/ C-
cluster, a simple synthesis method with higher yields has NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker-AM 400 MHz
been sought. In our previous work [4–9], series of clusters spectrometer (CDCl as solution and TMS as internal3

with a tetrahedral framework have been prepared, some of standard). C/H determination was performed using a
them exhibiting chirality. In the reactions, an electrophilic Carlo-Erba 1106-type microanalyser. Metal elements were
addition substituent elimination reaction mechanism was analyzed by using the ICP-AES method.
also proposed [5]. As a part of continuing work, here we
report the synthesis and characterization of the title clus-

5 5ters. 2.1. Syntheses of (h -C H )W(h -C H )MFe(CO) (m -S)5 5 5 5 7 3

(M5Mo,W) (1,2)

2. Experimental section 5(h -C H ) Mo(CO) Cl (0.337 g, 1.20 mmol) was added5 5 3
5All operations were carried out under a highly pure to a solution of (h -C H )WFeCo(CO) (m -S) (0.577 g,5 5 7 3

nitrogen atmosphere using standard Schlenk and vacuum 0.93 mmol) in 50 ml toluene, the mixture was refluxed for
6 h. Solvent was removed under reduced pressure afford-

*Corresponding author. ing a black residue, the residue was chromatographed with

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00355-6
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5 21 1petroleum ether to give red-brown band, which is [(h - 1822.5 (vs) cm . NMR: H, 2.14 (s, 3H, CH ); 5.33 (s,3
13C H )Mo(CO) ] (ca. 0.08 g), elution with ethyl ether 5H, C H W); 5.33–5.13 (m, 4H, C H MeMo) ppm. C,5 5 3 2 5 5 5 4

5 5for black band, which is (h -C H )W(h -C H ) 14.47 (s, CH ); 89.23 (s, C H W); 89.83–110.27 (m,5 5 5 5 3 5 5

MoFe(CO) (m -S) (0.507 g, 78.7%) (1). The black solid C H Me-Mo); 212.44|229.62 (m, CO) ppm.7 3 5 4

(1) was repurified by column chromatography and char-
acterized by elemental and spectroscopic analysis.

2.2.2. For cluster (4)5(h -C H )W(CO) Cl (0.368 g, 1.0 mmol) was added to5 5 3 Anal. Calcd for C H O SW : C, 27.16; H, 1.52; Fe,5 18 12 7 2a solution of (h -C H )-WFeCo(CO) (m -S) (0.478 g,5 5 7 3 7.02; W, 46.19. Found: C, 27.34; H, 1.58; Fe, 7.10; W,
0.81 mmol) in 60 ml toluene. The reaction conditions and

46.23. IR. (Carbonyl region): 2028.4 (vs), 1975.2 (w, sh);
the product treatment were similar to the above procedures.

1952.1 (s, sh); 1890.4 (w, sh); 1871.1 (s); 1826.7 (vs)5 5(h -C H )W(h -C H )WFe(CO) (m -S) (0.473 g, 77.9%) 21 15 5 5 5 7 3 cm . NMR: H, 2.29 (s, 3H, CH ); 5.37 (s, 5H, C H );3 5 5(2) was obtained and repurified by column chromatog- 135.36–5.17(m, 4H, C H Me) ppm. C, 14.27 (s, CH );5 4 3raphy and characterized by elemental and spectroscopic
89.15 (s, C H ); 89.67–107.90 (m, C H Me); 211.85|5 5 5 4analysis.
214.43 (m, CO) ppm.

2.1.1. For cluster (1)
5 52.3. X-ray diffraction study of cluster (h -C H )W(h -5 5Anal. Calcd for C H O SMoW: C, 29.42; H, 1.45; Fe,17 10 7

C H CH )MoFe(CO) (m -S) (4)5 4 3 7 38.05; Mo, 13.83, W, 26.49. Found: C, 29.73; H, 1.52; Fe,
8.11; Mo, 13.84, W, 26.51. IR. (Carbonyl region): 2025.4

Crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were grown at(vs); 1977.2 (s); 1948.2 (s, sh); 1896.2 (w, sh); 1874.9 (s);
21 1 2158C. The dark crystals are air sensitive. A crystal1843.0 (vs) cm . NMR: H, 5.36 (s, 10H, 23C H ) ppm.5 5

13 measuring 0.3630.3630.36 mm was chosen. The crystalC, 89.35 (s, C H W); 91.29 (S, C H Mo); 212.40|228.95 5 5 5
belongs to the orthorhombic system, space group Pna2 .1(m, CO) ppm.
Intensity data was collected by v scan method using
molybdenum Ka radiation with P4 diffractometer

2.1.2. For cluster (2)
equipped with a graphite crystal monochromator. Final

Anal. Calcd for C H O SW : C, 25.18; H, 0.81.17 10 7 2 unit cell parameters given in Table 1 were calculated by
Found: C, 25.34; H, 0.83. IR. (Carbonyl region): 2021.5

least-squares refinement on the setting angle reflections
(vs); 1975.2 (vs, sh); 1934.7 (vs); 1892.3 (s, sh); 1869.2 (s);

(3.34#u #18.71). Relevant data collection conditions are21 1 131828.6 (vs) cm . NMR: H, 5.37 (s, C H ) ppm. C,5 5 listed in Table 1. The data were corrected for Lorentz and
89.22 (s, C H ); 211.61–213.56 (m, CO) ppm.5 5 Polarization effects. An absorption correction was applied

5 52.2. Syntheses of (h -C H )W(h -5 5
Table 1C H CH )MFe(CO) (m -S) (M5Mo,W) (3,4)5 4 3 7 3 Summary of crystallographic data for compound (4)

5 5 Molecular formula C H FeO SW18 12 7 2(h -C H CH )Mo(CO) Cl (0.33 g, 1.12 mmol) or (h -5 4 3 3
Molecular Weight 795.89C H CH )Mo(CO) Cl (0.42 g, 1.1 mmol) was added to a5 4 3 3 Crystal colour and habit Black, Prismatic5solution of (h -C H )WFeCo(CO) (m -S) (0.577 g, 0.935 5 7 3 Crystal system Orthorhombic

mmol) in 60 ml toluene, the mixture was refluxed for 6 h, Unit cell parameters Pna21
˚a (A) 14.854(3)after removal of the solvent in vacuo. The residue was
˚b (A) 8.477(2)subjected to chromatographic work-up on silica chromato-
˚c (A) 32.140(9)graphic column using petroleum ether as elutant to yield a 3˚V (A ) 4047(2)5dark-red band, which is [(h -C H CH )Mo(CO) ] (ca.5 4 3 3 2 Z 8

5
230.08 g) or [(h -C H CH )W(CO) ] (ca. 0.11 g), elution Dcalc (Mg m ) 2.1635 4 3 3 2

5 21Absorption Coefficient mm 12.190with ethyl ether to give a black band, which is (h -
5 Diffractometer used Siemens P4C H )W(h -C H CH )MoFe(CO) (m -S) (3) (0.506 g,5 5 5 4 3 7 3

5 5 Radiation used MoKa (0.71073)78.3%) or (h -C H )W(h -C H CH )MoFe(CO) (m -S)5 5 5 4 3 7 3 Temperature (K) 291(2)
(4) (0.484 g, 64.5%). The black solid was repurified by Limiting indices 0#h#17, 0#k#9, 237#l#0
column chromatography and characterized by elemental Standard reflections 3

Reflections collections 3969and spectroscopic analysis.
Observed Reflections (I.2s(I)) 2157
Max. /Min. transmission 0.9305/0.6957

2.2.1. For cluster (3) No. of parameters refined 523
Anal. Calcd for C H O SMoW: C, 30.54; H, 1.71; Fe, Final R 0.047618 12 7

Weight R 0.09887.89; Mo, 13.55, W, 25.93. Found: C, 30.68; H, 1.71; Fe,
GOF on Obs. 1.0427.88; Mo, 13.53, W, 25.94. IR. (Carbonyl region): 2023.4 23˚Largest diff. peak and hole 2.861 and 21.611 e A(vs); 1977.2 (s); 1940.5 (s, sh); 1891.1 (w, sh); 1871.1 (s);
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Table 2 respectively. General displacement parameters, bond dis-
˚Selected bond distances (A) in cluster (4) tances and angles and structure factor tables are available

˚ ˚Bond Distance (A) Bond Distance (A) from the authors.

W(1)-Fe(1) 2.818(2) W(3)-Fe(2) 2.825(2)
W(2)-Fe(1) 2.806(1) W(4)-Fe(2) 2.804(2)
W(1)-S(1) 2.388(3) W(4)-S(2) 2.375(2) 3. Result and discussion
W(1)-W(2) 3.024(9) W(4)-W(3) 3.032(9)
W(2)-S(1) 2.366(3) W(3)-S(2) 2.376(2)

The title clusters CpWCp*MFe(CO) (m -S) might be7 3Fe(1)-S(1) 2.192(3) Fe(2)-S(2) 2.197(3)
derived from Cp*M(CO) Cl electrophilic addition towardsW(1)-C(7) 1.875(12) W(3)-C(25) 1.982(11) 3

W(1)-C(8) 1.928(10) W(3)-C(26) 1.858(11) the sulfur atom of the cluster CpWFeCo-(CO) (m -S),7 3
5W(2)-C(14) 1.916(8) W(4)-C(32) 1.954(9) giving the electrophilic addition intermediate (h -

W(2)-C(15) 1.966(10) W(4)-C(33) 1.900(2) C H )WFeCo[m -SM(CO) Cp*](CO) . Since the group5 5 3 3 7Fe(1)-C(18) 1.835(9) Fe(2)-C(36) 1.757(9) 5Cp*M(CO) (d ML ) has an isolobal analogue in the2 3Fe(1)-C(17) 1.722(11) Fe(2)-C(35) 1.750(12) 9group Co(CO) (d ML ) [12], we propose elimination ofFe(1)-C(16) 1.757(9) Fe(2)-C(34) 1.747(11) 3 3

W(1)-C(2) 2.432(7) W(3)-C(20) 2.363(7) group Co(CO) via substitution by group Cp*M(CO) .3 2
W(1)-C(3) 2.165(9) W(3)-C(21) 2.348(7) The reaction processes are shown in Fig. 1.
W(1)-C(4) 2.331(6) W(3)-C(22) 2.250(6) We have not isolated the electrophilic addition inter-
W(1)-C(5) 2.329(7) W(3)-C(23) 2.249(8)

mediate formed in above process. However, the analogousW(1)-C(6) 2.355(7) W(3)-C(24) 2.432(7)
cluster of intermediate Fe Co[m -SCp*Fe(CO) ](CO)W(2)-C(9) 2.224(8) W(4)-C(27) 2.344(7) 2 3 2 9

W(2)-C(10) 2.300(7) W(4)-C(28) 2.365(7) (Cp*5C H , C H CH ) was synthesized and character-5 5 5 4 3
W(2)-C(11) 2.362(7) W(4)-C(29) 2.305(8) ized in our laboratory. The reaction mechanism supported
W(2)-C(12) 2.248(8) W(4)-C(30) 2.274(7) by these observations is reasonable. The project of
W(20)-C(13) 2.321(7) W(4)-C(31) 2.323(6)

heterometallic sulfido cluster synthesis by this mechanism
is continuing in our research group.

by empirical method with max. /min. transmission 0.9305/ The elemental analytical data of the title clusters are in
0.6957 respectively. The structure was solved by direct good agreement with calculated data. Infrared spectro-
methods and subsequent difference Fouier syntheses maps scopic bands for clusters (1), (2), (3) and (4) in the

21using SHELXS package [15]. Two discrete molecules carbonyl region appeared between 1822|2023 cm ,
were found in an independent unit. Full-matrix refinements indicating the presence of terminally bonded carbonyl

13were performed by using SHELX-93 package [16]. All groups. In the C NMR multiplet peaks were observed in
data collection and refinement were carried in Siemens the range ca. 211|229.62 ppm. The IR, elemental analy-

1 13XSCANS computer program. All of the non-hydrogen ses, H/ C-NMR were in agreement with our previous
atoms were treated anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were report [9].

1placed at geometrically idealized positions. The weight The H-NMR spectrum of cluster (1) showed a single
13factor w was calculated according to the expression w5 peak, whereas the C-NMR chemical shifts were d 89.35

2 2 2 21 2 2[s (Fo )1(0.0528P) 10.0000P] with P5(Fo 12Fc ) / ppm for the CpW group and d 91.29 ppm for the CpMo
3. Final cycles of refinement converged at R5ouuFou2 group.

2 2 1 / 2 1uFcuu /oFo50.0476, wR5[ow(uFou2uFcu ) /ow(Fo) ] 5 The H NMR spectrum of cluster (3) showed a single
0.0988, GOF51.042 for 2157 observed reflections (I. peak at d 2.14 ppm for three protons of the CH group, a3

2s(I)), (GOF50.867 for all reflections). Selected bond single peak at 5.33 ppm for the protons of CpW group and
distances and angles are shown in Tables 2 and 3, two doublets for the four protons of C H group, one5 4

group doublet in the range 5.12|5.14 ppm attributed to the
3 4H , H and another in the range 5.12|5.14 ppm attributedTable 3

Selected bond angles for cluster (4)

Bond angle (8) Bond angle (8)

W(2)-W(1)-S(1) 50.18(6) W(4)-W(3)-S(2) 50.33(6)
Fe(1)-W(1)-S(1) 48.94(7) Fe(2)-W(3)-S(2) 49.04(7)
Fe(1)-W(1)-W(2) 57.27(3) Fe(2)-W(3)-W(4) 57.75(3)
W(1)-Fe(1)-W(2) 65.07(3) W(3)-Fe(2)-W(4) 65.19(3)
W(1)-Fe(1)-S(1) 55.24(8) W(3)-Fe(2)-S(2) 54.76(7)
W(2)-Fe(1)-S(1) 54.88(8) W(4)-Fe(2)-S(2) 55.12(7)
W(1)-W(2)-Fe(1) 57.67(3) W(3)-W(4)-Fe(2) 57.75(3)
W(1)-W(2)-S(1) 50.81(7) W(3)-W(4)-S(2) 50.36(6)
Fe(1)-W(2)-S(1) 49.25(7) Fe(2)-W(4)-S(2) 49.35(7)
W(2)-S(1)-Fe(1) 75.87(9) W(4)-S(2)-Fe(2) 75.52(8)
W(2)-S(1)-W(1) 79.01(8) W(4)-S(2)-W(3) 79.31(8)
W(1)-S(1)-Fe(1) 75.82(9) W(3)-S(2)-Fe(2) 76.20(8)

Fig. 1. The reaction process.
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2 5to the H , H , respectively. The methyl carbon absorption (4) which are enantiomeric isomers of each other in one
13in the C NMR spectrum is observed at 14.47 ppm. The crystal structure unit. The bond length of S-W(Cp*) is

13absorption of C H in the C NMR shows a signal peak longer than S-W(Cp) and may be caused by the steric-5 4

at 110.27 ppm for the tertiary carbon and peaks at 89.83, resistance of methylcyclopentadienyl, and for the same
˚90.45, 91.13, 91.89 ppm for the other carbons. A single reason, the bond of Fe-W(Cp*) (2.8215(2) A ave.) is

13 ˚peak at 89.24 ppm in the C NMR was assigned to the longer than the bond of Fe-W(Cp) (2.8048(14) A ave.).
C H group, indicating the same chemical environment for The bond distance of S-Fe [13], S-W(Cp*), S-W(Cp) [14]5 5

˚the five carbon atoms. is 2.1945(3), 2.382(3) and 2.3705(3) A (ave.), respective-
1An H NMR study for cluster (4) showed methyl ly. Those bond distances were in ordinary region and in

protons at d 2.29 ppm, cyclopentadienyl proton absorp- agreement with other similar bonds as found in other
tions at d 5.57 ppm. The proton absorptions gave two complexes.

2 5 3broad peaks, 5.36 ppm for H , H and 5.18 ppm for H , While the sulfido group acts as a four electronic donor,
4 13 5H . A single peak in the C NMR at 89.15 ppm was the cyclopentadienyl or methylcyclopentadienyl as h -

assigned to the C H group. For cluster (3), the single bonded to the tungsten or molybdenum and carbonyl act as5 5
13peak at 110.7 ppm in C NMR spectra corresponds to two electronic donor. Thus, the title clusters reach a

methyl carbon of the methylcyclopentadienyl (C(2) or ‘‘closed shell’’ electronic configuration.
C(20) in Fig. 2) and the multiplet peaks at 86.97, 88.37,
88.54, 91.33 ppm correspond to the other carbons of
methylcyclopentadienyl (C(3)|C(6) or C(21)|C(24) in References
Fig. 2), while the absorption at 14.27 ppm corresponds to
the methyl carbon of C(1) or C(19) in Fig. 2. [1] H. Vahrenkamp, in: Transition Metal Chemistry. Verlag Chemie,

5 5 Weinheim, 1981, p. 35.The isomeric structure of (h -C H )W(h -5 5
[2] K.H. Whitmire, J. Coord. Chem. B 17 (1988) 95.C H CH )WFe(CO) (m -S) (4) is shown in Fig. 2. The5 4 3 7 3 [3] F. Richter, H. Vahrenkamp, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Eng. 17 (1978)

cluster is of the m -S trinuclear facial bridged type. If we3 864.5note that group (h -C H )W is different from the group [4] W.H. Sun, S.Y. Yang, H.Q. Wang, Q.F. Zhou, K.B. Yu, Organometal-5 5
5(h -C H CH )W, the tetrahedral skeleton of the cluster is lics 13 (1994) 2910.5 4 3

[5] W.H. Sun, S.Y. Yang, H.Q. Wang, Q.F. Zhou, K.B. Yu, J. Organomet.made up of four different entitles, so it imparts chirality to
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Abstract

A monodithiolate gold complex (1), potassium[dichloro(1,3,5-trithiepin-6,7-dithiolato)aurate] was isolated in a 1:1 reaction of
1,3,5-trithiepin-6,7-dithiolato (ttdt) and potassium tetrachloroaurate. 1 was characterised by its elemental analysis, IR and Raman spectra.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Monodithiolate complex; Aurate; IR; Raman spectra

1. Introduction 2. Results and discussion

2.1. Preparation of K[Au(ttdt)Cl ] (1)2Bis(dithiolate) transition metal complexes have been
studied extensively because of their ability to form molec-

A monodithiolate metal complex, potassiumular conductors and non-linear optical materials [1]. There
[dichloro(1,3,5-trithiepin-6,7-dithiolato)aurate] (1) wasare many reports concerning symmetrical bis(dithiolate)
found as a by-product in the preparation of K[Au(ttdt) ]2metal complexes, but little attention has yet been paid to
resulting in a lower yield of the latter [10]. A relatedpreparing unsymmetrical bis(dithiolenes). This is probably
compound was also obtained from the reaction of anbecause methods for preparing the latter have been limited
excess of K (diod), diod51,4-dithia-6-oxa-2,3-dithiolato,2to ligand exchange reactions between two different
with KAuCl [11]. 1 was prepared more efficiently using4symmetric bis(dithiolate) complexes [2–6]. Mono(dithiol-
equimolar quantities of K (ttdt) and KAuCl as shown in2 4ate) complexes with readily displaced ancillary ligands
Scheme 1.such as halogens would be useful precursors for preparing

unsymmetric bis(dithiolate) complexes, but few have been
reported [7] so far for gold [8,9]. We now report the
preparation and characterisation of a new monodithiolate
complex, which may be an important precursor material
for the preparation of unsymmetrical bis(dithiolene) com-
plexes.

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 181-29-228-8091; fax: 181-29-228-
8094.

E-mail address: masakit@mito.ipc.ibaraki.ac.jp (M. Takahashi)
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2-1-1, Bunkyo, Mito 310-8512, Japan.
2Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh,
King’s Buildings, West Main Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JJ Scotland, UK. Scheme 1.
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for (n-Bu N)[Ni(ttdt) ]) [12]. The band wavenumbers4 2

confirm the presence of ttdt in 1.
The Raman spectra of complex (1) exhibited main bands

21at 592, 438, 377, 335 and 237 cm , complex (4) bands at
21634, 442, and 379 cm , and compound (2) bands at 632

21and 521 cm (Fig. 1). Considering the structural differ-
ences between 1, 4 and 2, the bands around 630 and 592

21cm can be attributed to CH –S stretches, that at 5212
21 21cm to the (C=S)–S moiety, and that around 440 cm to

21the Au–S stretch. The band at 335 cm of 1 is assigned to
the Au–Cl stretch by analogy with the a band of1g

2 21[AuCl ] (347 cm ) [13]. Moreover, it has been reported4
21that the Au–Cl stretch appears at ca. 330–320 cm in the

case of the dichloro-N,N-dialkylthioselenacarbamato gold
21(III) complex (5) [14] and at 340–335 cm (IR) for

Scheme 2.
Me N[Au(mnt)Cl ] (6) [8].4 2

All attempts to recrystallise 1 to form single crystals
resulted in the production of crystals of K [Au(ttdt) ] due2 2

to ligand exchange reactions in solution. Complex (1) was
not formed when a methanol solution of KAuCl was4

mixed with a methanol solution of (n-Bu N)[Au(ttdt) ] in4 2

the presence of an equimolar amount of KCl for 3 h. This
fact suggests that the product is not a 1:1 mixture of
KAuCl and K[Au(ttdt) ] or a dinuclear complex between4 2

them.

2.2. Reaction of monodithiolate complex (1) with
K (ttdt)2

To establish that 1 is a monodithiolate complex, it was
allowed to react with an equimolar amount of K (ttdt). A2

methanol solution of K (ttdt) was added to a suspension of2

1 in methanol and the solution held under reflux overnight.
After filtration, addition of tetrabutylammonium bromide
(TBABr) afforded TBA[Au(ttdt) ] (4) (41% yield; in2

addition, 47% of the starting material was recovered)
(Scheme 2).

2.3. IR and Raman spectra of the monodithiolate
complex (1)

The IR spectrum (KBr disk) of 1 showed similar
absorption bands to TBA[Au(ttdt) ] (4) in the region2

21700–3000 cm , as shown in Table 1. The bands at 1374
21 21and 1213 cm (4) and 1365 and 1209 cm (1) are

21assigned to C=C stretches and those at 850 cm (4) and 2.4. Redox properties of the monodithiolate complex (1)
21849 cm (1) to C–S stretches; both absorptions are

characteristic of bis(1,2-dithiolene) metal complexes (for Cyclic voltammetry of 1 was carried out both on
21example, compare the values of 1380, 1210 and 845 cm acetonitrile and on dichloromethane solutions in the pres-

Table 1
IR spectra of the mono- and bis-(dithiolate) gold complexes 1 and 4

21Complex Wavenumber /cm

K[Au(ttdt)Cl ] (1) 2961(m), 2910(m), 1486(m), 1365(m), 1307(s), 1209(s), 1162(m), 1117(w), 946(w), 849(s), 716(s)2

TBA[Au(ttdt) ] (4) 2958(s), 2869(s), 1482(s), 1374(m), 1213(s), 1120(m), 951(m), 872(s), 850(s), 719(s)2
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exchange precludes the full characterisation of such
species.

4. Experimental

All the reactions were carried out under nitrogen. All the
solvents used in the experiments were purified by pub-
lished methods. A Perkin-Elmer 1600 series FTIR spec-
trophotometer was used for IR measurements. A Spex
1401 spectrometer with Coherent I70 or I301 lasers
emitting 514.5 nm (20–30 mW) excitation was used to
obtain the Raman spectra, the samples being in the form of
KBr disks (10–20%) and held at liquid nitrogen tempera-Fig. 1. Raman spectra of the mono- and bis-(dithiolate) gold complexes 1
ture. Cyclic voltammograms were performed using a(a) and 4 (b).

Polarographic Analyser Model 264 A.

4.1. Preparation of K[Au(ttdt)Cl ] (1)2

ence of 18-crown-6. The measurement was conducted with
0.1 M [TBA]PF as electrolyte using a standard calomel Thione (2) (0.51 g, 2 mmol) was allowed to react with6

21 3electrode (sweep rate: 100 mV s ). potassium hydroxide (0.90 g, 16 mmol) in 10 cm ethanol
The mono(dithiolate) complex (1) showed a reversible for 1.5 h at 40–608C. The resulting grey precipitate of

oxidation peak at 10.66 V in acetonitrile and 10.73 V in K (ttdt) (3) was isolated by filtration under nitrogen [12].2
3dichloromethane, and an irreversible reduction peak at A methanolic solution (20 cm ) of the dipotassium salt

3
21.25 V (in acetonitrile). 4 has a reversible oxidation peak was added to a methanolic solution (20 cm ) of K[AuCl ]4

at 10.46 V. The occurrence of the oxidation peak of 1 at a (0.64 g, 1.7 mmol). A brown precipitate of 1 appeared
higher voltage than 4 can be explained by the lesser immediately, and was filtered and washed with methanol
stability of the oxidized compounds of 1 than that of 4. (0.67 g, yield 76%, mp: decomposed over 2008C). Anal.

Found: C, 9.33; H, 0.58; S, 31.2%. Calc. for
C H S Cl AuK: C, 9.25; H, 0.78; 5, 30.87%. The product4 4 5 22.5. Attempted preparation of asymmetric metal
was insoluble in water and in non-polar organic solvents,

dithiolates from 1
but was slightly soluble in methanol or DMF. Unfor-
tunately, the product was obtained as a powder and, in

Experiments were carried out in which a suspension of 1
consequence, it was not possible to confirm the structure

was treated with a solution of another dithiolate ligand (for
by X-ray studies.

example, 4,5-dimercapto-1,3-dithiole-2-thionate (dmit), 2-
(4,5-dithiol-1,3-dithiol-2-ylidene)-4,5-dithiol-1,3-dithiolato

4.2. Reaction of K[Au(ttdt)Cl ] (1) with K (ttdt)42 2 2(TTFS ) or 1,2-benzenedithiolate). In all cases a reaction
occurred as indicated by the colour change, and the colour 3A methanolic solution (30 cm ) of K (ttdt) was pre-2indicated the possibility of the formation of asymmetric

pared and isolated by the above method from thione (2)
complexes in the reaction mixture. This was supported by

(383 mg, 1.5 mmol), and added to a methanolic suspension
elemental analysis results which suggested the initial

of K[Au(ttdt)Cl ] (1) (519 mg, 1 mmol). The methanolic2isolated product to be the asymmetric bis(dithiolene).
reaction mixture was held under reflux for 1 night and then

However, attempts to crystallise the products for X-ray
filtered off. 1 was recovered as the precipitate (245 mg,

studies produced crystals of the symmetrically substituted
47%). Addition of tetra-n-butylammonium bromide

complex as a result of ligand exchange reactions.
(TBABr) (1.61 g, 5 mmol) to the filtrate followed by
concentration, evaporation and filtration afforded
TBA[Au(ttdt) ] (4) as a yellow solid (358 mg, yield 41%).2

3. Conclusions 4 was recrystallised from isopropyl alcohol and acetone
under vacuum (mp 197.0–198.58C). 4 showed similar

We have prepared a monodithiolate gold complex (1) by analytical and spectroscopic data to those reported in Ref.
reaction of K (ttdt) with KAuCl . Elemental analysis, [10].2 4

Raman spectra and electrochemical studies are consistent
with the structure assigned to the complex. Reactions with 4.3. Cyclic voltammogram
salts of dithiolate ligands demonstrate the potential of this
complex for the synthesis of asymmetric dithiolate-con- The cyclic voltammogram of 1 was measured in acetoni-
taining complexes, although the apparent ease of ligand trile and in dichloromethane in the presence of 5 molar
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equivalents of 18-crown-6. The measurement was con- ence of 18-crown-6. Elemental analysis: obsd: C: 37.4; H:
ducted with 0.1 M [TBA]PF as an electrolyte using a 5.79; N: 1.71; S: 33.9% (cf. calcd. for C H NS Au6 26 44 7

mercury calomel standard electrode (sweep rate: 100 mV (TBA[Au(ttdt)(C H S )]): C: 39.43; H: 5.60; N: 1.77; S:6 4 2
21s ). 28.34%). The poor analysis indicates that the complex has

been obtained impure, but unfortunately it cannot be
4.4. Attempted preparation of unsymmetrically recrystallised.
coordinated dithiolene gold complexes
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Abstract

Three different polynuclear coordination compounds have been obtained from several purine derivative and isomer–Cu(II) center
22chemical reactions performed in neutral aqueous solution. One of those is [Cu(II)(hypoxanthine )(H O) ] . Characterization of this2 2 n

22compound suggests that hypoxanthine acts as a bridging ligand, with H O molecules present in the metallic coordination sphere. The2

magnetic studies carried out on this Cu(II) compound were performed considering both the linear chain and the tetranuclear magnetic
1
]models of S5 coupled spins. In these studies, the superexchange magnetic coupling parameters obtained have been rationalized in terms2

22of the hypoxanthine and the H O ligand contributions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2

Keywords: Hypoxanthine; Allopurinol; 6-Mercaptopurine; Copper; Magnetic coupling; Magnetic model

1. Introduction magnetic coupling pathways in both dinuclear and polynu-
clear Cu(II) compounds [5–7].

Heterocycles, which consist of pyrimidinic rings fused One of the key motivations in our research program is
to azolic moieties, are the subject of study in several determining the role played by these bridging ligands on
research fields [1–4]. Among these heterocycles, al- the type and intensity of the superexchange magnetic
lopurinol, hypoxanthine and 6-mercaptopurine (Fig. 1) coupling. In this paper, different heterocycle–Cu(II) center
have received our attention in recent years [5–7]. chemical reactions in neutral aqueous solution, and spec-

22The heterocycles mentioned show very complex protot- tral and magnetic studies on the new hypoxanthine –
ropic tautomerism in solution [8–17]. As ligands, their Cu(II) polynuclear compound, are presented.
reactivity and metallic coordination behavior are strongly
related to the experimental conditions. As bridging ligands,
they have played a critical role in the superexchange 2. Experimental

2.1. Reagents

Heterocyclic ligands were purchased from Aldrich;
buffer salts and solvents were from Merck. All of the
chemicals were used without further purification.

2.2. Heterocycle–Cu(II) center reactions

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing and numbering sequence of the heterocycles In a typical reaction, 1 mmol of hypoxanthine was
L 5allopurinol (N(1)–H/N(5)–H ketonic form), L 5hypoxanthine1 2 dissolved in 100 ml of a boiling buffer solution (KH PO –] ] 2 4(N(1)–H/N(9)–H ketonic form) and L 56-mercaptopurine (N(1)–H/3] ] ] K HPO , pH 7.0). CuCl ?2H O (1 mmol; dissolved2 4 2 2N(9)–H thione form).
] beforehand in ca. 10 ml of H O) was added to the2

* colorless solution. The resulting suspension changed fromCorresponding author. Fax: 152-5-6223-521.
E-mail address: costas@zenon.pquim.unam.mx (M.E. Costas) pale blue to dark green within the first 20 min. After three

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00025-X
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days without additional changes, a dark green solid trometer. BaSO was employed as the reference. Thermo-4

product was isolated, and this was washed with boiling gravimetric data (room temperature–8008C) were obtained
water, C H OH and (CH ) CO, successively. The product using a 2100 Dupont thermobalance, with N (g) as the2 5 3 2 2

was kept at ca. 1008C for 24 h. Analytical results: Found, carrier fluid and a heating rate of 58C/min. X-band EPR
%C524.83, %H52.38, %N523.20; calculated for spectra of powdered samples were obtained (room tem-

22Cu(II)(C H N O )(H O) , %C525.70, %H52.58, perature and 77 K) with a 200-D Bruker spectrometer and5 2 4 2 2
2%N523.97. The same product was obtained when Br or by using diphenylpicrylhydrazine (DPPH) as a reference.

2CH CO were used as the metallic salt counterions. The Magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature at3 2
12 2compounds [Cu(II)(allopurinol )(OH )] (dark blue) and H5500 and 5000 G was measured with a SQUID Quan-n

22[Cu(II)(6-mercaptopurine )] (dark green) were obtained tum Design magnetometer from 2 to 300 K. The magneticn

by employing the same methodology (see Section 3). susceptibility data were corrected by cell and sample
These compounds have also been synthesized under differ- diamagnetic contributions. Preliminary magnetic suscep-
ent reaction conditions [5–7]. tibility data (room temperature) were obtained using a

Johnson Matthey balance and Hg[Co(SCN) ] as the cali-4

2.3. Heterocycle–Cu(II) compound reactions brating agent. X-ray diffraction patterns of powdered
samples were obtained using a D-5000 Siemens diffrac-

In a typical substitution reaction, 1 mmol of tometer, and employing CuKa radiation, a graphite mono-
12 2[Cu(II)(allopurinol )(OH )] was suspended in 100 ml of chromator and the DIFFRAC-AT software.

the buffer solution. The suspension was kept under con-
ditions of stirring and boiling. 6-Mercaptopurine (1 mmol)
was added to the blue suspension, which changed briefly to 3. Results and discussion
a dark green color, and then to yellow–green after five
days under the same conditions. A further eight days 3.1. Cu(II) compounds obtained
elapsed without changes, and the hot suspension was
filtered off. The dark green solid product isolated was Table 1 shows the reactions studied and the Cu(II)
purified and dried as mentioned before. An additional compounds obtained. The nature of the resulting products
reaction was performed following the same methodology obtained from the heterocyclic competition reactions was
(see Section 3). established from detailed studies of the infrared and

electronic spectra, and of the X-ray diffraction patterns of
2.4. Purine derivative and isomer–Cu(II) center all of the samples, and by comparison with those of the
reactions products resulting from single heterocycle–Cu(II) center

reactions.
In a typical reaction, 1 mmol of allopurinol and 1 mmol The heterocyclic competition reactions explored show

of hypoxanthine were dissolved under conditions of stir- that the S(6)-purine derivative is able to release both
]

ring and boiling in 100 ml of the buffer solution. CuCl ? allopurinol and hypoxanthine of their respective Cu(II)2

2H O (1 mmol; dissolved beforehand in ca. 10 ml of H O) coordination compounds. The noticeable kinetic and2 2

was added to the colorless solution. The formation of a thermodynamic stabilities of the S(6)-purine derivative–
]

blue suspension was observed within a short period of Cu(II) compound have also been corroborated in previous
time. The mixture was kept under the same conditions and studies [7]. The sequence of the descending competitive
without changes for three days. The hot suspension was heterocyclic capability towards Cu(II) under the working
filtered off, resulting in a blue solid, which was treated as conditions is S(6)-purine derivative.O(4)-purine deriva-

] ]
before. Other reactions were carried out by employing the tive isomer.O(6)-purine derivative. This S(6)-purine de-

] ]
same protocol (see Section 3).

Table 1
Scheme of the different heterocycle–Cu(II) center chemical reactions2.5. Methods
carried out at pH57, and the Cu(II) compounds obtained

Reaction ProductElemental microanalysis (C, H, N) was determined by
2 2the Chemistry Department at University College London. Cu(II)1L [Cu(II)(L )(OH )]1 1 n
22Cu(II)1L [Cu(II)(L )(H O) ]Infrared (IR) spectra were obtained as nujol mulls using 2 2 2 2 n
2221 Cu(II)1L [Cu(II)(L )]3 3 nCsI plates in the 4000–200 cm range using a 598 Perkin

2 2 22
21 Cu(II)(L )(OH )1L [Cu(II)(L )]1 3 3 nElmer instrument. Infrared spectra in the 600–200 cm 22 22Cu(II)(L )(H O) 1L [Cu(II)(L )]2 2 2 3 3 n

2 2range were also obtained, both as high density poly- (L 1L )1Cu(II) [Cu(II)(L )(OH )]1 2 1 n
22ethylene pellets and nujol mulls between CsI plates in a (L 1L )1Cu(II) [Cu(II)(L )]1 3 3 n
22(L 1L )1Cu(II) [Cu(II)(L )]740 FT IR Nicolet spectrometer. Electronic spectra (350– 2 3 3 n
22(L 1L 1L )1Cu(II) [Cu(II)(L )]1 2 3 3 n1100 nm) of powdered samples were measured by the

specular reflectance method in a 160-A Shimadzu spec- L are heterocyclic ligands (see Fig. 1).i
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rivative capability might be related to the involvement of The temperature range for this process suggests the
the S(6) atom in the metallic coordination. This capability involvement of the H O molecules in the Cu(II) coordina-2]
has also been shown in related studies under several tion sphere, in agreement with the IR spectral studies.
experimental conditions [7].

223.2. [Cu(II)(hypoxanthine )(H O) ] characterization 3.2.5. Electronic spectroscopy studies2 2 n

The spectrum shows a broad and asymmetric band at ca.
Of the three Cu(II) compounds obtained, the al- 417 nm. From the low-energy side of this band, a step-by-

lopurinol- and the S(6)-purine derivative–Cu(II) systems step absorption decrease is found, which continues until
]

have been synthesized and characterized previously the near-infrared. The spectral features could be associated
22[5,7,18]. [Cu(II)(hypoxanthine )(H O) ] showed very with both a metal–ligand charge transfer process and d–d2 2 n

limited solubility in common solvents, which made the electronic transitions in a distorted tetracoordinated en-
growth of crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies vironment for Cu(II) [7].
extremely difficult.

3.2.1. IR spectroscopy studies 3.2.6. EPR spectroscopy studies
Characterization of the IR bands of the free ligand An anisotropic g tensor is deduced [R5( g 2g ) /( g 22 1 3

22hypoxanthine [6,19,20] and [Cu(II)(hypoxanthine ) g )50.74, g 52.13] from the spectrum at 300 K (n 52 av

(H O) ] is presented in the Section entitled ‘Supple- 9.224 GHz), which suggests a Cu(II) distortion from Oh2 2 n

mentary data’. symmetry. Possible Cu(II)–Cu(II) magnetic coupling is
also inferred from the high-field spectral features. At 77 K,

213.2.2. 4000 –600 cm region the spectrum shows an intensity decrease of the main
Noticeable changes both in frequency and intensity absorption. In the high-field region, the higher departure of

patterns of the Cu(II) compound IR bands are obtained, the absorption from the dA /dB50 line allows us to
suggesting a great electronic perturbation in suggest an increase in the intensity of the magnetic

22hypoxanthine . The bands associated with rings, C–H coupling considered before (300 K).
and N–H vibrational modes show noticeable modifica- These results would be in concordance with the sug-
tions, from which, both full hypoxanthine deprotonation gestion of both a distorted Cu(II)(N) (O) unit and2 2

and involvement of several N atoms in its metallic possible Cu(II)–Cu(II) magnetic coupling. The room
coordination are inferred. For example, the band appearing temperature effective magnetic moment [1.6 BM/Cu(II)]

21in the free hypoxanthine IR spectrum at 1670 cm and supports this last proposal.
21those at 1625 and 1528 cm in the Cu(II) compound

would be in concordance with a remarkable electronic
charge density redistribution through the C–O group and 3.2.7. Magnetic studies
the pyrimidinic ring of the coordinated purine derivative The magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature

¯and, thus, with the suggestion of the deprotonation of its (2–300 K) at 500 and 5000 G was measured. The x–T
21N(1) atom. The band appearing at 3353 cm is attributed curves show a Curie-Weiss behavior. In the 300–50 K

¯ ¯to nOH modes. range, the xT–T plots show a nearly linear decrease in xT2

values with temperature. At temperatures lower than 50 K,
213.2.3. 600 –200 cm region the curves show a progressive slope increase, which is

Noticeable spectral changes in this region are also indicative of an antiferromagnetic coupling in the Cu(II)
21observed. The band appearing at ca. 384 cm is attributed compound.

21to n(Cu–OH ). The band with peaks at 315 and 287 cm The Curie–Weiss equation was employed to analyze the2

¯is assigned to n(Cu–N), supporting the existence of x–T data. The resulting parameters were: for H5500 G,
heterocyclic metallic coordination through N atoms. C50.22660.002 emu K/mol, u 5211.5560.14 K and

25
x̄ 50.0004462310 emu/mol; for H55000 G, C50

¯3.2.4. Thermal studies 0.23160.003 emu K/mol, u 5211.9060.18 K and x 50
25The mass–temperature plot shows two steps, the first 0.0002363310 emu/mol. The u values support an

one starting at 98.658C and ending at 265.958C (84.10% of antiferromagnetic coupling in the solid product.
initial mass). With a further temperature increase, a second Several magnetic models were also explored. The first

1
]and complex step-by-step mass decrease is observed from successful model was the linear chain of S5 coupled2

ca. 3008C, which continues up to a temperature of spins, for which the Bonner-Fisher equation [21] was
529.418C (29.28% of initial mass). The first mass decrease employed. Possible interchain magnetic coupling was also
would be in agreement with the global process: taken into account. In order to consider this, a mean-field

22 22Cu(II)(C H N O )(H O) → Cu(II)(C H N O ). A approximation was included. The theoretical magnetic5 2 4 2 2 5 2 4

theoretical value of 84.6% is calculated for this process. susceptibility is thus given by:
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x̄BF¯ ]]]]x 5 (1)¯2zJ9xBF
]]]1 2 2 2Nb g

¯where x is the magnetic susceptibility for a linear chainBF
1
]of S5 coupled spins, z is the number of nearest2

neighbors chains, J9 is the mean-field interchain magnetic
coupling parameter, and the other symbols have their usual
meaning.

For H5500 G and g52.13, the parameters J52
21 214.0360.83 cm and zJ9527.4660.38 cm were ob-

tained; when the range 2–150 K was considered, the
21parameters J523.9360.80 cm and zJ9527.1560.43

21 1
]Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the Cu(II) tetranuclear unit of S5 coupledcm were calculated (Fig. 2a). 2

spins, for which the assignment of the corresponding magnetic couplingFor H55000 G and g52.13, the parameters J52
J parameters is shown.21 21 ij2.7660.55cm and zJ9526.5860.50 cm for the 2–

150 K range were obtained (Fig. 2b). Similar values were
calculated for the whole experimental temperature range. were considered, a structural proposition for the Cu(II)

As we found that two types of magnetic coupling could compound under study can be made (Fig. 4).
be present in the Cu(II) compound, we also explored the In this figure, the J parameter, calculated from the chain

1
]tetranuclear model of S5 coupled spins under several model, could be associated with the -metal–L–metal-2

symmetries, and for which the correspondent equation [22] intrachain antiferromagnetic coupling pathway, with the J9

was considered. The scheme of the Cu(II) tetranuclear unit parameter associated with the pathway emerging through
studied here and of the corresponding assignment of J H O molecules, which also act as bridging units between2

parameters are shown in Fig. 3. chains. On the other hand and for a certain chain, there is a
Of all the symmetries explored (T , D , D C and neighboring chain that also leads to distorted Cu(II)d 2d 2, 2v

C ), the best results were obtained for the C symmetry tetranuclear units. One of these units closely resembles that2 2v

(J ±J ±J 5J ). For H5500 G and g52.13, the parame- shown in the scheme of Fig. 3. The two -Cu(II)–hypoxan-1 2 3 4
21ters obtained were: J 528.7460.41 cm , J 5 thine–Cu(II)- fragments could be associated with the1 2

21 21
22.9560.01 cm and J 5J 522.4060.23 cm ; for antiferromagnetic coupling pathways characterized by the3 4

21H55000 G and g52.13: J 528.4660.43 cm , J 5 J and J parameters; J and J are associated with the1 2 1 2 3 4
21 21

22.9760.02 cm and J 5J 522.6360.23 cm . Very pathways for which H O molecules would be involved in3 4 2

similar results were obtained when the 2–150 K range was interactions with the nearest neighbors Cu(II) centers.
considered.

When the common features of both magnetic models
4. Conclusions

In this study, several purine derivative and isomer–
Cu(II) center chemical reactions were carried out in neutral
aqueous solution. For each one of the single heterocycle–
Cu(II) reactions, only a Cu(II) compound was obtained,
independently of the metallic salt counterion employed.
The sequence of descending heterocyclic metallic coordi-

¯Fig. 2. x(emu/mol)–T (K) experimental data (dotted lines) and theoret- Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of the proposed structure of the polynuclear
22ical values (solid lines) from the Bonner-Fisher equation with a mean- compound [Cu(II)(hypoxanthine )(H O) ] and some of its interactions.2 2 n

22field correction for powdered [Cu(II)(hypoxanthine )(H O) ] at (a) Solid circles, Cu(II) atoms; empty circles, H O molecules; L,2 2 n 2
22H5500 G and (b) H55000 G. hypoxanthine ligand.
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Abstract

The reaction of dipropargyl phthalate with Co (CO) in benzene at room temperature gave a new cluster [C H -1,2-(CO CH C H-2 8 6 4 2 2 2
2

m) ][Co (CO) ] 1, which reacts with the cyclopentadienyl tricarbonyl molybdenum anion [Mo(CO) Cp] to form the tetranuclear2 2 6 2 3

clusters [C H -1,2-(CO CH C H-m) ][Co (CO) ][CoMoCp(CO) ] 2 and [C H -1,2-(CO CH C H-m) ] [CoMoCp(CO) ] 3, respec-6 4 2 2 2 2 2 6 5 6 4 2 2 2 2 5 2

tively. The reaction of Mo Cp (CO) with dipropargyl phthalate gave rise to the formation of the dinuclear cluster [o-2 2 4

(HC CH OCO)C H (CO CH C H-m)][Mo Cp (CO) ] 4 and tetranuclear cluster [C H -1,2-(CO CH C H-m) ] [Mo Cp (CO) ] 5,2 2 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2

respectively. The cluster 4 reacted with Co (CO) to produce the tetranuclear cluster [C H -1,2-(CO CH C H-m) ][Co (CO) ]2 8 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 6
1[Mo Cp (CO) ] 6. These clusters were characterized by C/H analyses, IR and H NMR. The structure of [C H -1,2-(CO CH C H-2 2 4 6 4 2 2 2

m) ][Co (CO) ] 1 and [o-(HC CH OCO)C H (CO CH C H-m)][Mo Cp (CO) ]-CH Cl 4?CH Cl were determined by single2 2 6 2 2 2 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2

crystal X-ray diffraction methods.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Cobalt; Molybdenum; Cluster compounds

1. Introduction actions. Herein we wish to report the capping reactions of
diyne ligands with dinuclear species and the exchange

Alkyne and alkynyl species bearing a C;C functional reactions of the tetranuclear clusters with the metal ex-
group belong to a class of surface species which may play change reagent Na[MoCp(CO) ]. The crystal structures of3

a pivotal role in various catalytic reactions such as CO the clusters [C H -1,2-(CO CH C H-m) ][Co (CO) ]6 4 2 2 2 2 2 6 2

hydrogenation, and the coordination chemistry of the and [o-(HC CH OCO)C H (CO CH C H-m)][Mo C-2 2 6 4 2 2 2 2

corresponding ligands has been studied extensively. [1,2] p (CO) ]?CH Cl were determined by single crystal X-ray2 4 2 2

The interaction of alkynyl compounds with dinuclear diffraction methods.
species leading to adducts with a tetrahedral C M core2 2

has been recognized as one of the classical reactions in the
field of organometallic chemistry [3]. In recent years diyne 2. Experimental
clusters have been receiving considerable attention because
of their unusual structures and reactions [4–8]. As an All reactions were carried out under a nitrogen atmos-
extension, we examined the interaction of diynes with phere using standard Schlenk and vacuum line techniques.
dinuclear species and investigated the interrelations of two The solvents were treated using the usual method for
C;CH or C M during the capping and exchange re- preparing anhydrous and deoxygenated solvents. Column2 2

chromatography was carried out using 160–200 mesh
silica gel. Mo(CO) were purchased from Aldrich Chem.6*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-931-8827971-37; fax: 186-931-
Co. Co (CO) was prepared according to the literature8417088. 2 8

E-mail address: hcom@ns.lzb.ac.cn (Y.-Q. Yin) [28]. The dipropargyl phthalate was obtained by esterifica-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00022-4
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tion of phthalic anhydride with propargyl alcohol and clusters 4 and 5. Cluster 4 was recrystallized from hexane–
1characterized by C/H analyses, IR and H NMR. The IR CH Cl at 2208C to give red crystals 4?CH Cl (280 mg,2 2 2 2

spectra were recorded on a Nicolet FT-IR 10 DX spec- 37%). Anal. Calcd. for C H O Mo Cl : C, 45.75; H,29 22 8 2 2
1trophotometer. The H NMR spectra were measured on 2.91. Found: C, 45.72; H, 2.90. IR (KBr): n (C=O) 1745

Bruker Am 300 MHz spectrometer. The C/H analyses m, 1725 m; n (CO) 1993 vs, 1909 vs, (terminal CO) and
21 1were performed on a Carlo Erba 1106 type analyzer. 1828 vs (semi-bridge CO) cm . H NMR (CDCl ): d3

7.78–7.54 (m, 4H, C H ), 5.91 (s, 1H, CH), 5.37 (s, 2H,6 4

2.1. Preparation of 1 CH ), 5.32 (s, 10H, 2Cp), 4.93 (d, 2H, CH , J52.5 Hz)2 2

and 2.54 (t, 1H, ;CH, J52.5 Hz) ppm.
The dipropargyl phthalate (242 mg, 1 mmol) was treated The cluster 5 was recrystallized from hexane–CH Cl at2 2

3with Co (CO) (684 mg, 2 mmol) in benzene (40 cm ) at 2208C to give a red oil (208 mg, 19%). Anal. Calcd. for2 8

room temperature. After being stirred for 2 h, the solvent C H O Mo : C, 45.42; H, 2.72. Found: C, 45.51; H,42 30 12 4

was removed under reduced pressure and the residue 2.65. IR (KBr): n (C=O) 1742 m, 1728 m; n (CO) 1990
purified by chromatography on silica gel using benzene as vs, 1905 vs (terminal CO) and 1830 vs (semi-bridge CO)

21 1an eluent. Recrystallization from hexane–benzene gave red cm . H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.80–7.56 (m, 4H, C H ),3 6 4

prismatic crystals (648 mg, 79.6%). Anal. calcd. for 5.80 (s, 2H, 2CH), 5.38 (s, 4H, 2CH ), 5.29 (m, 20H, 4Cp)2

C H O Co : C, 38.36; H, 1.24. Found: C, 38.38; H, ppm.26 10 16 4

1.20. IR (KBr): n (C=O) 1737 m, 1715 m; n (CO) 2098 s,
212055 vs, 2022 vs, 2016 vs, 2002 vs (terminal CO) cm .

2.4. Preparation of 61H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.81–7.57 (m, 4H, C H ), 6.14 (s,3 6 4

2H, 2CH) and 5.52 (s, 4H, 2CH ) ppm.2 The cluster 4 (150 mg, 0.2 mmol) was treated with
3Co (CO) (70 mg, 0.2 mmol) in benzene (20 cm ) at2 82.2. Preparation of 2 and 3

room temperature. After stirred for 2 h, the solvent was
removed in reduced pressure and the residue purified by

The Mo(CO) (132 mg, 0.5 mmol) was added to a6 chromatography on silica gel using benzene as an eluent.
solution of 89 mg (0.5 mmol) NaCp–DME in THF (30

Recrystallization from hexane–CH Cl at 2208C to give a3 2 2cm ). The mixtures were heated under reflux for 20 h and
red solid cluster 6 (130 mg, 68%). Anal. Calcd. for

cooled to room temperature. Then 200 mg (0.25 mmol)
C H O Mo Co : C, 42.44; H, 2.10. Found: C, 42.42;34 20 14 2 2cluster 1 was added and the mixture was stirred for 60 h at
H, 2.08. IR (KBr): n (C=O) 1734 m, 1718 m; n (CO) 2099

room temperature. The solvent was removed under vac-
vs, 2058 vs, 2025 vs, 1918 s (terminal CO) and 1839 vs

uum. The residue was chromatographed on silica gel using 21 1(semi-bridge CO) cm . H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.78–7.563benzene–CH Cl (1:1) as an eluent to give two red2 2 (m, 4H, C H ), 6.06 (s, 1H, CH), 5.85 (s, 1H, CH), 5.42 (s,6 4fractions clusters 2 and 3. Cluster 2 was recrystallized from
4H, 2CH ), 5.32 (s, 10H, 2Cp) ppm.2hexane–CH Cl at 2208C to give red crystals (70 mg,2 2

32%). Anal. Calcd. for C H O MoCo : C, 40.57; H,30 15 15 3

2.5. Single crystal structure determination of 1 and 4?1.70. Found: C, 40.61; H, 1.66. IR (KBr): n (C=O) 1736
CH Clm, 1720 m; n (CO) 2098 s, 2056 vs, 2028 vs, 1944 s, 1890 2 2

21 1m (terminal CO) cm . H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.80–7.543

Crystals suitable for an X-ray diffraction analysis were(m, 4H, C H ), 6.06 (s, 1H, CH), 5.70 (s, 1H, CH), 5.42 (s,6 4

obtained by recrystallization from hexane–CH Cl and4H, 2CH ), 5.33 (s, 5H, Cp) ppm. 2 22

mounted on glass fibers tip onto a goniometer. DiffractionThe cluster 3 was recrystallized from hexane–CH Cl at2 2

measurements were made on a Rigaku AFC7R diffrac-2208C to give a red solid (52 mg, 22%). Anal. Calcd. for
tometer with graphite monochromated Mo-Ka radiationC H O Mo Co : C, 42.44; H, 2.10. Found: C, 42.38;34 20 14 2 2

˚H, 2.15. IR (KBr): n (C=O) 1738 m, 1724 m; n (CO) 2097 (l50.71069 A) and a 12 kW rotating anode generator.
21s, 2058 vs, 2000 vs, 1945 s, 1892 m (terminal CO) cm . Unit cells were determined and refined by a least-squares

1H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.80–7.52 (m, 4H, C H ), 5.70 (s, method using 23 reflections in the range 13.39,2u ,3 6 4

2H, 2CH), 5.42 (s, 4H, 2CH ), 5.32 (s, 10H, 2Cp) ppm. 21.408 for 1 and 18 reflections in the range 14.96,2u ,2

21.688 for 4?CH Cl . The data were collected at a2 2

2.3. Preparation of 4 and 5 temperature of 20618C using the v22u scan technique.
The structure of each compound was solved by direct

A solution of [Mo Cp (CO) ] (490 mg, 1 mmol) in methods and expanded using the Fourier technique. The2 2 6
3toluene (30 cm ) was refluxed for 14 h. Upon cooling to non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydro-

room temperature, the dipropargyl phthalate (242 mg, 1 gen atoms were included but not refined. Neutral atom
mmol) was added and the mixtures were stirred for another scattering factors were taken from Cromer and Waber. All
3 h at room temperature. The solvent was removed under calculations were performed using the TEXSAN crystallo-
vacuum. The residue was chromatographed on silica gel graphic software package of the Molecular Structure
using benzene–CH Cl as eluent to give two red fractions Corporation.2 2
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3. Results and discussion bonded complex [Mo Cp (CO) ], prepared by refluxing a2 2 4

toluene solution of the metal–metal single bonded dimer
The reaction of dipropargyl phthalate with Co (CO) in [Mo Cp (CO) ] [15], the dinuclear cluster [o-2 8 2 2 6

benzene at room temperature gave the cluster [C H -1,2- (HC CH OCO)C H (CO CH C H-m)] [Mo Cp (CO) ] 46 4 2 2 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 4

(CO CH C H-m) ][Co (CO) ] 1. The exchange regent and tetranuclear cluster [C H -1,2-(CO CH C H-m) ]2 2 2 2 2 6 2 6 4 2 2 2 2

Na[MoCp(CO) ], prepared by refluxing a THF solution of [Mo Cp (CO) ] 5 are obtained. Further reaction of 4 with3 2 2 4 2

NaCp and Mo(CO) [9–14], was reacted in situ with the Co (CO) in THF at room temperature produce the cluster6 2 8

cluster 1 at room temperature for 60 h to give two 6. These reactions described in this work are summarized
tetranuclear clusters [C H -1,2-(CO CH C H- in Scheme 1.6 4 2 2 2

m) ][Co (CO) ][CoMoCp(CO) ] 2 and [C H -1,2- The reaction (2) required a long time at room tempera-2 2 6 5 6 4

(CO CH C H-m) ][CoMoCp(CO) ] 3. Through the in ture, but at high temperature (refluxing THF) the reactant2 2 2 2 5 2

situ reaction of dipropargyl phthalate with the triply decomposes and the expected product could not be ob-

Scheme 1.
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tained. These are inconsistent with the exchange reaction the methylene (CH ) connected to the C;CH group and2

of the RCCo (CO) clusters [16–19]. the proton of uncoordinated terminal alkyne (C;CH).3 9

In the IR spectra of clusters 4, 5 and 6, besides the These data are consistent with the structure of 4, which is
terminal carbonyls absorption bands exhibited in the range produced by the coordination of a Mo Cp (CO) group to2 2 4

212099–1905 cm , there are absorption bands at around one of the two C;C bonds and does not affect coordina-
211830 cm characteristic of bridging carbonyls. The IR tion to the other C;C bond. It is worth pointing out that

spectra of clusters 1, 2 and 3 show only the terminal the chemical shift of the proton attached to the C Co2 2
21carbonyls in the range 2098–1890 cm . In clusters 1–6, cores appeared at lower fields than that of the proton

there are two absorption bands in the range 1745–1715 connected to the C Mo cores. This is consistent with the2 2
21cm characteristic of carbonyls of the ester group of the literature [20,21].

ligands. The configurations of isomer clusters 3 and 6 could be
1 1In the H NMR spectra of all clusters 1–6, a singlet at deduced from their IR and H NMR spectra. The IR

about d55.32 arises from the protons of the cyclopen- spectrum of cluster 3 did not exhibit a signal due to a
tadienyl ring (C H ) and singlets at d55.52–5.32 arise semi-bridging carbonyl but the IR spectrum of the clus-5 5

21from the two or four protons of the methylene (CH ) ter 6 shows a semi-bridging carbonyl at 1830 cm . Be-2

connected C–CH group. The protons of the coordinated cause the semi-bridging carbonyl occurs in the
terminal alkyne (C–CH) appear in the region d56.14– C Mo (C H ) (CO) , C W (C H ) (CO) and2 2 5 5 2 4 2 2 5 5 2 4

5.70, as expected [4,14,15]; because of the reduction in the C MoW(C H ) (CO) cores and does not occur in the2 5 5 2 4

C;C triple-bond character there is a downfield shift in the C CoMo(C H )(CO) core [14,22–26], it could be con-2 5 5 5

position of these terminal protons with respect to the free sidered that cluster 3 possesses two C CoMo(C H )(CO)2 5 5 5

ligand (d52.50). It is important to note that the chemical cores and cluster 6 possesses one C Co (CO) core and2 2 6
1shift of coordinated terminal alkyne (C–CH) is affected by one C Mo (C H ) (CO) core. In the H NMR spectra,2 2 5 5 2 4

the nature of the metal coordinated to C–CH group. These the two protons of two C H groups of cluster 3 appear2

protons appear in the range d56.14–6.06 when the C–CH with the same chemical shift at d55.70. This illustrates
group is coordinated to Co–Co in clusters 1, 2 and 6 and that two protons occur in the same chemical environment.
appear in the range d55.91–5.80 when the C–CH group is However, the two protons of the two C H groups of cluster2

coordinated to Mo–Mo in clusters 4, 5 and 6. However, 6 appear as two singlets at d56.06 and 5.85, respectively.
1they appear at d55.70 when the C–CH group is coordi- Comparing with the H NMR spectra of cluster 1 (C H2

1nated to Co–Mo in clusters 2 and 3. The H NMR spectra coordinated to Co–Co, d56.14) and clusters 4 and 6 (C H2

of cluster 4, besides the above signals, exhibited a doublet coordinated to Mo–Mo, d55.91 and 5.85), the singlet at
at d54.93 and a triplet at 2.54 assigned to the protons of d56.06 is assignable to the protons of the C H group2

Table 1
Crystallographic parameters for 1 and 4?CH Cl2 2

Clusters 1 4?CH Cl2 2

aFormula C H O Co C H O Mo –CH Cl26 10 16 4 28 20 8 2 2 2

Formula weight 814.06 761.27
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic
Space P2 /a P-11

˚a (A) 8.521(2) 10.964(3)
˚b (A) 29.143(6) 12.941(3)
˚c (A) 12.918(7) 10.859(2)

a (8) 93.29(2)
b (8) 100.12(3) 92.81(2)
g (8) 107.67(2)

3˚V (A ) 3158(2) 1462.1(6)
Z 4 2

23D (g cm ) 1.712 1.729cal

F(000) 1608.00 756.00
21

m(Mo-Ka) (cm ) 21.37 10.88
Temp. (8C) 20.0 20.0
Scan type v22u v22u

2u (8) 51.0 49.9max

No. of reflections Total: 5610 Total: 4204
Measured Unique: 5194 (R 50.028) Unique: 3912 (R 50.017)int int

No. observations 3151 (I.2.00s (I)) 3234 (I.2.50s (I))
No. variables 455 370

b bResiduals: R ; R 0.044; 0.048 0.029; 0.037w

a A unit cell contained the two 4 and two CH Cl .2 2
b 2 2 1 / 2R5(ouuF uuF uu) /ouF u, R 5[ow(F u2uF u) /owF ] .8 c 8 w 8 c 8
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of cluster 1.

coordinated to Co–Co and at d55.85 to the protons of the undertaken using X-ray diffraction methods. Table 1 lists
C H group coordinated to Mo–Mo. All these are con- their crystallographic data. The selected bond lengths and2

sistent with the configurations of isomers of clusters 3 and angles are given in Table 2 for 1 and Table 3 for 4?
6. CH Cl , respectively. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the molecu-2 2

In order to further establish the structures of 1–6, single lar structures of the 1 and 4 clusters, respectively.
crystal structure determinations of 1 and 4?CH Cl were As seen in Fig. 1, a Co (CO) unit coordinates to each2 2 2 6

of the two alkynyl groups of dipropargyl phthalate. The
Table 2 C Co core adopts a pseudo-tetrahedral geometry. The2 2˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1 overall conformations of the two (CH CCH)Co (CO)2 2 6

Co(1)–Co(2) 2.472(1) Co(3)–Co(4) 2.475(1) moieties in 1 resemble each other. The two Co–Co bond
Co(1)–C(7) 1.951(6) Co(3)–C(19) 1.956(6)
Co(1)–C(8) 1.955(6) Co(3)–C(20) 1.937(7)
Co(2)–C(7) 1.937(6) Co(4)–C(19) 1.937(7)
Co(2)–C(8) 1.942(6) Co(4)–C(20) 1.926(7)
C(7)–C(8) 1.319(8) C(19)–C(20) 1.317(9)
C(14)–C(15) 1.36(1) C(11)–C(12) 1.403(8)
Co(2)–Co(1)–C(7) 50.3(2) Co(4)–Co(3)–C(19) 50.2(2)
Co(2)–Co(1)–C(8) 50.4(2) Co(4)–Co(3)–C(20) 50.0(2)
C(7)–Co(1)–C(8) 39.5(2) C(19)–Co(3)–C(20) 39.6(3)
Co(1)–Co(2)–C(7) 50.8(2) Co(3)–Co(4)–C(19) 50.9(2)
Co(1)–Co(2)–C(8) 50.8(2) Co(3)–Co(4)–C(20) 50.3(2)
C(7)–Co(2)–C(8) 39.8(2) C(19)–Co(4)–C(20) 39.9(3)
C(7)–C(8)–C(9) 140.9(6) C(18)–C(19)–C(20) 143.3(6)
C(8)–C(7)–H(1) 141(4) C(19)–C(20)–H(10) 140(3)

Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 4?CH Cl2 2

Mo(1)–Mo(2) 2.9811(5) Mo(1)–C(15) 2.194(4)
Mo(1)–C(16) 2.171(4) Mo(2)–C(15) 2.126(4)
Mo(2)–C(16) 2.202(4) C(15)–C(16) 1.348(6)
C(21)–C(22) 1.365(8) C(19)–C(24) 1.391(6)
C(27)–C(28) 1.134(7) Mo(2)–C(4) 1.965(5)
Mo(2)–Mo(1)–C(15) 45.4(1) Mo(2)–Mo(1)–C(16) 47.5(1)
C(15)–Mo(1)–C(16) 36.0(2) Mo(1)–Mo(2)–C(15) 47.3(1)
Mo(1)–Mo(2)–C(16) 46.6(1) C(15)–Mo(2)–C(16) 36.2(2)
Mo(1)–C(15)–C(16) 71.1(2) Mo(2)–C(16)–C(15) 68.8(3)
C(15)–C(16)–C(17) 135.3(4) C(26)–C(27)–C(28) 179.2(6)
C(16)–C(15)–H(11) 138.6 C(27)–C(28)–H(20) 168.6

Fig. 2. Molecular structure of cluster 4?CH Cl .2 2
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Abstract

Lanthanide(III) complexes of the chloro substituted 18-membered tetraaza macrocycle, 14,29-dichloro-3,10,18,25-tetraazapenta-
12,16 4,9 19,24 4cyclo[25.3.1.1 .0 .0 ]dotriaconta-1(31),2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16(32),17,19,21,23,25,27,29-hexadecaene-31,32-diol (H L ), and the2

12,16 4,9 19,24bromo substituted 18-membered tetraaza macrocycle, 14,29-dibromo-3,10,18,25-tetraazapentacyclo[25.3.1.1 .0 .0 ]dotriaconta-
51(31),2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16(32),17,19,21,23,25,27,29-hexadecaene-31,32-diol (H L ), have been synthesized by the template condensation2

of 2,6-diformyl-4-chlorophenol and 2,6-diformyl-4-bromophenol with 1,2-diaminobenzene, respectively, in the presence of hydrated
lanthanide(III) nitrates in acetonitrile. Discrete mononuclear lanthanide(III) complexes of the composition

4 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31[Ln(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .nH O (Ln5Nd -Tm and Y , except Pm ; n51 for Nd and Y , n52 for Sm , Gd ,2 3 3 3 2 2
31 31 31 31 31 31 5 31 31 31Tb , Dy , Ho and Tm and n53 for Eu and Er ) and [Ln(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .nH O (Ln5Sm -Tm and Y ;2 3 3 3 2 2

31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31n52 for Sm , Dy , Ho and Er and n53 for Eu , Gd , Tb , Tm and Y ) have been synthesized in 20–35% yield. The
chloro and bromo substituents on the macrocyclic framework do not affect the template potential of the lanthanide(III) cations. The

4 5formation of the complexes of H L and H L with lanthanide(III) ions is due to the adaptability of these macrocycles to coordinate2 2

according to the geometrical requirements of the metal ions and to the steric demands of the exocyclic ligands. The macrocycles
coordinate as neutral ligands and the phenolic protons remain intact. The magnetic moments of the complexes are very close to the van
Vleck values of the free lanthanide(III) cations. The complexes are stable in methanol and DMF over a period of 1 month. The complexes
exhibit high thermal stability and the coordinated macrocycles are stable up to 3608C.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Lanthanides; Macrocyclic complexes; Lanthanide macrocycles; Substituted macrocycles; FAB mass spectrometry

1. Introduction lanthanide chelators [22,23] and in the separation of
lanthanides [24–26].

There is a continued interest in synthesizing macrocyclic Design of macrocycles for selective complexation of the
complexes of lanthanides [1–4] because of their potential rare earth cations is necessary to exploit the emerging
applications in fundamental and applied sciences [1,5,6]. applications of macrocyclic complexes of these metal ions.
Studies on lanthanide complexes have produced tech- In order to identify the ligand design features required to
nological developments and industrial applications [7–9]. synthesize robust lanthanide complexes to harness their
Macrocyclic and macroacyclic complexes of paramagnetic potential uses we have embarked on research to synthesize
lanthanide metal ions find extensive biomedical applica- macrocyclic complexes of all lanthanide(III) cations in
tions as contrast enhancing agents in magnetic resonance identical ligand frameworks. Such a study is essential to
imaging [10–13], as NMR shift reagents for biological understand the influence of structure and dynamics of the
systems [14] and as catalysts for the cleavage of RNA ligand on the template potential, stability and reactivity of
[15–17]. Complexes of radioisotopes find use in diagnostic the rare earth cations. Schiff base macrocycles derived
imaging and radioimmunotherapy [18,19] and as bioconju- from 2,6-diformyl-4-substituted phenols and aromatic
gates for monoclonal antibody radioisotope labeling diamines would exhibit rigidity due to the extended
[20,21]. Macrocyclic ligands are also used as effective conjugation of the aromatic rings and consequently the

lanthanide complexes of these macrocycles would be
thermodynamically stable. Incorporation of pyridine units

*Corresponding author. onto the macrocyclic framework would increase the bind-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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ing ability toward lanthanide(III) cations. Therefore, we current interest in supramolecular chemistry [31–33]. Thus
have undertaken a research project to synthesize lanth- synthesis of lanthanide complexes of macrocycles con-
anide(III) complexes of macrocycles derived from phenol taining peripheral substituents is of current research inter-
and pyridine head units and aromatic lateral units. The first est. 2,6-Diformyl-4-substituted phenols are versatile or-
macrocycle we have reported in this series is the 18- ganic precursors to synthesize Schiff base macrocycles

1membered tetraaza macrocycle H L derived from 2,6- having peripheral substituents. As part of our continuing2

diformyl-4-methylphenol as head units and 1,2- effort to synthesize macrocyclic complexes of lanthanides
diaminobenzene as lateral units [27]. It forms complexes in identical ligand frameworks, we report herein the

31 31with all lanthanide(III) cations (except La and Ce ). template synthesis of lanthanide(III) complexes of the
The second member of the series is the 18-membered chloro- and bromo substituted 18-membered tetraaza mac-

2 4 5hexaaza macrocycle L derived from phthalic dicarbox- rocycles H L and H L (Scheme 1).2 2

aldehyde as head units and 2,6-diaminopyridine as lateral
units. It forms lanthanide(III) complexes of varying stoi-
chiometry according to the geometrical requirements of the

2. Experimental section
metal ions [28]. The third member of the series is the

320-membered hexaaza macrocycle H L which incorpo-2 2.1. Materials
rates the rigid pyridine rings and the flexible 2,6-diformyl-
4-methylphenol units [29]. It forms complexes with all

The lanthanide(III) nitrates, namely, Nd(NO ) .6H O31 31 31 3 3 2lanthanide(III) cations (La -Tm and Y ). The com-
(99.99%), Sm(NO ) .6H O (99.99%), Eu(NO ) .6H O3 3 3 2 3 3 2plexes of H L are inert to the release of metal ions and2 (99.9%), Gd(NO ) .5H O (99.99%) Tb(NO ) .6H O3 3 2 3 3 2the exocyclic ligands are substitution labile.
(99.9%) and Dy(NO ) .5H O (99.99%) (Indian Rare3 3 2Macrocycles with peripheral substituents are suitable to
Earths Ltd.) and Ho(NO ) .5H O (99.9%),3 3 2study the influence of substituents on the template potential
Er(NO ) .5H O (99.9%), Tm(NO ) .5H O (99.9%) and3 3 2 3 3 2and other properties of lanthanides. Particularly, Eu(III)
Y(NO ) .5H O (99.9%) (Aldrich) were used as such for3 3 2complexes of macrocycles having functional groups on
the synthesis of complexes. 1,2-Diaminobenzene (LOBA)

their periphery suitable for coupling to bio-substrates can
was recrystallized from hot water using activated charcoal

serve as luminescent markers in cell analysis and immu-
before use. 2,6-Diformyl-4-chlorophenol and 2,6-diformyl-

nology [30]. Furthermore, the design of organized molecu-
4-bromophenol were synthesized by modifying the pro-

lar architectures containing lanthanide ions is a theme of
cedure described by Gagne et al. [34].

2.2. Physical methods

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Bruker FSS C66v
21FT IR spectrometer in the 4000–400 cm range using

KBr pellets. Electronic absorption spectra were recorded
on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 3B UV-visible spectrophotome-
ter equipped with a PC AT 286 and Perkin Elmer
Computerized Spectroscopy Software (PECSS) in metha-
nol at 258C using a matched pair of Teflon stoppered
quartz cells of path length 1 cm. Conductivity measure-
ments of the complexes were carried out in methanol at
258C using an Elico CM 180 digital conductivity meter
and Elico Type CC-03 conductivity cell with a cell

21constant of 1.02 cm . CHN micro analyses were carried
out on a Heraeus CHN analyzer. Metal ions in the
complexes were estimated by direct titration with EDTA
using arsenazo-III indicator. Thermal studies were carried
out using Mettler 1000 A TA system. Fast atom bombard-
ment mass spectra were recorded on a JEOL-SX 102/DA
6000 mass spectrometer /data system using argon (6 kV, 10
mA). The accelerating voltage was 10 kV and the spectra
were recorded at room temperature. m-Nitrobenzyl alcohol
was used as the matrix solvent and the mass spectrometer
was operated in the positive ion mode. Magnetic suscep-

Scheme 1. tibility measurements were carried out on a EG and G PAR
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Table 1
4 5Yield, analytical, molar conductivity, and UV-visible spectral data of the lanthanide(III) complexes of H L and H L2 2

aComplex Yield Analytical data (%) L l , nmM max
21 2 21 21 a(%) (V cm (e, l mol cm )

Found Calcd 21mol )
C H N Ln C H N Ln

4[Nd(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .H O 20 39.54 2.62 12.32 15.87 39.94 2.55 12.43 15.98 210 238(36523), 284(34263)2 3 3 3 2 2
4[Sm(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 22 39.02 2.66 12.70 16.26 38.91 2.70 12.11 16.21 185 238(38461), 284(42588), 411(26903)2 3 3 3 2 2

4[Eu(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 31 38.79 2.65 11.47 15.83 38.09 2.85 11.85 16.08 208 237(34855), 284(33466), 410(18312)2 3 3 3 2 2
4[Gd(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 21 39.04 2.86 12.65 15.93 38.70 2.68 12.04 16.66 124 237(38472), 284(34438), 410(20497)2 3 3 3 2 2
4[Tb(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 23 38.91 2.58 12.03 16.84 38.54 2.67 11.99 17.02 249 238(46564), 284(39228), 411(23187)2 3 3 3 2 2
4[Dy(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 22 38.50 2.79 11.87 17.21 38.42 2.67 11.95 17.29 216 237(50004), 284(35017), 408(19738), 514(3851)2 3 3 3 2 2
4[Ho(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 36 38.78 2.61 11.80 17.59 38.33 2.66 11.92 17.55 192 238(54451), 284(38578), 408(21624), 514(3452)2 3 3 3 2 2

4[Er(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 30 37.27 2.80 11.56 16.85 37.50 2.81 11.66 17.39 168 238(41034), 284(30768), 410(18846), 513(3985)2 3 3 3 2 2
4[Tm(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 35 38.15 2.88 11.98 17.69 38.13 2.64 11.86 17.90 248 238(57526), 284(41182), 410(22384), 514(3435)2 3 3 3 2 2

4[Y(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .H O 33 42.54 2.87 13.41 10.33 42.55 2.72 13.23 10.52 198 238(51676), 284(34701), 406(19602), 513(4597)2 3 3 3 2 2
5[Sm(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 32 35.23 2.43 10.93 14.68 35.47 2.46 11.03 14.78 175 243(42965), 283(41883), 411(24863)2 3 3 3 2 2

5[Eu(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 33 34.98 2.61 10.68 14.53 34.78 2.61 10.82 14.69 201 243(38137), 283(36512), 410(21345)2 3 3 3 2 2
5[Gd(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 31 35.01 2.66 10.66 14.85 34.68 2.60 10.79 14.93 211 241(42241), 283(36778), 410(21525)2 3 3 3 2 2
5[Tb(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 35 34.91 2.65 10.55 15.02 34.54 2.59 10.75 15.26 147 237(62875), 283(46174), 408(24074), 515(4149)2 3 3 3 2 2
5[Dy(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 30 35.08 2.49 10.57 15.58 35.05 2.43 10.90 15.77 160 237(49095), 283(33777), 407(21525), 515(3351)2 3 3 3 2 2
5[Ho(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 34 34.98 2.56 10.98 15.79 34.95 2.42 10.87 16.02 152 237(55566), 283(38141), 408(22307), 511(3883)2 3 3 3 2 2

5[Er(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 35 34.57 2.42 10.83 16.21 34.85 2.42 10.84 16.18 160 239(35533), 283(25615), 406(13906), 508(2128)2 3 3 3 2 2
5[Tm(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 34 35.05 2.54 10.89 15.85 34.81 2.41 10.63 16.06 144 239(54635), 283(39262), 407(22241), 511(3954)2 3 3 3 2 2

5[Y(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 34 37.25 2.78 11.79 8.87 37.04 2.77 11.52 9.16 183 237(51676), 283(38773), 407(22721), 514(3092)2 3 3 3 2 2

a 24Methanol (10 M at 258C).
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model 155 vibrating sample magnetometer at 258C. The under the same experimental conditions forms complexes
5instrument was calibrated using pure nickel. of the composition [Ln(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2 3 3 3 2

31 31 31 31 31 31 31nH O (Ln5Sm , Eu , Gd , Tb , Dy , Ho , Er ,2
31 31 31 31 31 31Tm and Y ; n52 for Sm , Dy , Ho and Er and2.3. General method of synthesizing lanthanide(III) 31 31 31 31 31

4 5 n53 for Eu , Gd , Tb , Tm and Y ) in 30–35%complexes of H L and H L2 2 yield. When the Schiff base condensation is carried out in
the presence of lanthanide templates in ethanol or metha-A solution of 1,2-diaminobenzene (0.108 g, 1 mmol) in
nol either at room temperature or under refluxing conditionacetonitrile (50 ml) was added to a solution of 2,6- 6 7the diamine–diimine macrocycles H L and H L are2 2diformyl-4-X-phenol (X5chloro or bromo) (1 mmol) and
obtained in the free form (Scheme 2). The complexes arethe respective lanthanide(III) nitrate hydrate (0.5 mmol) in
appreciably soluble in methanol, DMF, DMSO and ace-acetonitrile (60 ml) at room temperature (308C) under
tone and are sparingly soluble in ethanol and acetonitrile.stirring. The color of the solution changed rapidly from

yellow to orange and then to deep red. Reddish brown
3.2. Infrared spectra of the lanthanide(III) complexes ofcrystals started depositing on the sides of the flask within

4 5H L and H L30 min and stirring was continued for 6 h. The solid 2 2

product that separated out was filtered, washed with
4 5The infrared spectra of the complexes of H L and H Lacetonitrile followed by chloroform and dried under vac- 2 2

are devoid of absorptions characteristic of NH or .C5Ouum over anhydrous CaCl . The yield, analytical data (C, 22

functions of the organic precursors and absorption bandsH, N and Ln), molar conductivities and UV-visible spectral
4 5 characteristic of the coordinated macrocycle and thedata of the complexes of H L and H L are presented in2 2

exocyclic ligands are observed. The strong absorptionTable 1.
21bands occurring in the region 1613–1619 cm in the

4 5infrared spectra of the complexes of H L and H L are2 2

attributed to n(C5N) vibration [35]. The absorption bands
3. Results 21appearing in the 1540–1560 and 1536–1538 cm region

4 5in the complexes of H L and H L , respectively, are2 23.1. Template synthesis of lanthanide(III) complexes of attributed to the n(C5C) vibration. The n(OH) vibration4 5H L and H L2 2 of the phenolic proton appears as a broad band in the
21region 3380–3390 cm probably due to the overlapping4The lanthanide(III) complexes [Ln(H L )(NO )2 3 of the symmetric and antisymmetric OH stretching vi-31 31 31(CH CN)](NO ) .nH O (Ln5Nd -Tm and Y ; n513 3 2 2 brations of lattice water [36]. The n(N5O) (n ) and31 31 31 31 31 31 1for Nd and Y , n52 for Gd -Ho , Sm and Tm ; n (NO ) (n ) vibrations characteristic of the chelating31 31 a 2 5

21and n53 for Eu and Er ) are synthesized by the bidentate nitrate ion appear at ca. 1483 and 1293 cm ,
condensation of 2,6-diformyl-4-chlorophenol with 1,2- respectively [37]. The absorption band appearing at ca.

21diaminobenzene in the presence of hydrated lanthanide(III) 1031 cm is attributed to n (NO ). The frequency sepa-s 2
21nitrates in acetonitrile at room temperature (308C). The ration between the n and n vibration is ca. 190 cm1 5complexes are obtained in 20–35% yield. The condensa- which is indicative of bidentate coordination of the nitrate

tion of 2,6-diformyl-4-bromophenol with 1,2-diaminoben- ion [38]. All these complexes also exhibit the n(N–O)
zene in the presence of hydrated lanthanide(III) nitrates absorption, characteristic of coordinated nitrate, at ca. 815

21cm . The sharp as well as the strong absorption band
21occurring at 1384 cm is due to the n(N5O) vibration of

the ionic nitrate [37].

3.3. Molar conductivity

The molar conductivities of the lanthanide(III) complex-
4 5es of H L and H L in methanol fall in the range of2 2

21 21 2168–249 and 144–211 ohm mol cm , respectively,
characteristic of 1:2 electrolytes [39]. The conductivities of
the complexes are invariant over a period of 1 month
indicating their stability.

3.4. Magnetic moments

31 31 31
Scheme 2. The m values of the Nd , Eu and Tb complexeseff
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4 5Fig. 1. FAB mass spectrum of (a) [Tb(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O; (b) [Er(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O.2 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2

4 5 1 31 31 31of H L are 3.18, 3.36 and 9.45 B.M. and that of the and [Ln(HL ) ] (Ln5Sm -Tm and Y ) are found2 2
31 31 31 5 and their relative abundance is found to be greater for theSm , Eu and Tb complexes of H L are 1.73, 3.312

heavier lanthanides. These sandwich complex species haveand 9.23 B.M., respectively. These values are close to the
been formed under FAB conditions. The peaks corre-van Vleck [40–42] values for the free lanthanide(III) ions.
sponding to the sandwich complex species found in the

3.5. Fast atom bombardment mass spectra

In the FAB mass spectra of the complexes the peak due
4to the molecular ion [[Ln(H L )(NO )(CH CN)]-2 3 3

1(NO ) 1H] is observed for every complex. The molecu-3 2

lar ions undergo fragmentation to give the species
4 1 4[[Ln(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO )] , [Ln(HL )(NO )2 3 3 3 3

1 4 1 4 1(CH CN)] , [Ln(HL )(NO )] , [Ln(L )] and3 3
4 1[Ln(HL ) ] . The same kind of species are observed for2

5the complexes of H L . The molecular ion2
4 1[[Gd(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) 1H] , for example,2 3 3 3 2

4undergoes fragmentation to give [[Gd(H L )(NO )2 3
1 4 1(CH CN)](NO )] and [Gd(HL )(NO )(CH CN)] by3 3 3 3

the removal of two HNO molecules. The species3
4 1[Gd(HL )(NO )(CH CN)] loses the coordinated acetoni-3 3

4 1trile (mass loss 41 m/z) and forms [Gd(HL )(NO )]3

(m/z 732) and the latter species loses HNO (mass loss 633
4 1m/z) and forms [Gd(L )] (m/z 669). The presence of

coordinated acetonitrile in the complexes is supported by
FAB mass spectra. The FAB mass spectra of

4 5[Tb(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O and [Er(H L )2 3 3 3 2 2 2

(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O are depicted in Fig. 1a and3 3 3 2 2

1b, respectively. Each metal containing fragment is ob-
served with a cluster of peaks due to the natural isotopes of Fig. 2. The peak due to the sandwich complex species in the FAB mass

4the lanthanide ions. The peaks due to the sandwich spectrum of (a) [Ho(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O; (b)2 3 3 3 2 24 1 31 31 31 5complex species [Ln(HL ) ] (Ln5Eu -Tm and Y ) [Gd(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O.2 3 3 3 2 22
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Table 2
4 5FAB mass spectral data of the lanthanide(III) complexes of H L and H L2 2

Species m/z values for the complexes of

Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Y
4 1[[Ln(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) 1H] 887 894 895 897 900 903 904 909 910 8282 3 3 3 2
4 1[[Ln(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO )] 822 831 832 834 837 839 845 846 847 7652 3 3 3

4 1[Ln(HL )(NO )(CH CN)] 759 766 767 771 776 777 781 783 784 7023 3
4 1[Ln(HL )(NO )] 723 732 733 732 734 736 743 744 745 6633

4 1[Ln(L )] 668 – 664 669 671 673 679 680 681 600
4 1[Ln(HL ) ] – – 1178 1183 1178 1189 1196 1197 1198 11162

5 1[[Ln(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) 1H] – 982 983 988 989 992 993 998 999 9182 3 3 3 2
5 1[[Ln(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO )] – 919 920 925 926 928 932 935 936 8552 3 3 3

5 1[Ln(HL )(NO )(CH CN)] – 856 857 862 863 865 869 872 873 7923 3
5 1[Ln(HL )(NO )] – 817 818 823 824 827 830 832 834 7533

5 1[Ln(L )] – 754 755 758 761 763 767 768 770 690
5 1[Ln(HL ) ] – 1358 1359 1364 1365 1368 1371 1374 1375 12942

4 4 5FAB mass spectra of [Ho(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) . es [Er(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O, [Ho(H L )2 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2
5 52H O and [Gd(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O are (NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O and [Tm(H L )(NO )2 2 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 3

shown in Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively. The FAB mass (CH CN)](NO ) .3H O also exhibit similar thermal be-3 3 2 2
4spectral data are presented in Table 2. havior. The thermogram of [Eu(H L )(NO )(CH CN)]2 3 3

(NO ) .3H O is shown in Fig. 3. The thermogravimetric3 2 2
4data of some of the lanthanide(III) complexes of H L and2

53.6. Electronic absorption spectra H L are given in Table 3.2

4 5The lanthanide(III) complexes of H L and H L in2 2
4methanol exhibit ligand centered electronic absorption 3.8. Reaction of the lanthanide(III) complexes of H L2

31 31 31 31 31 5bands. The Nd , Sm , Eu , Gd and Tb complexes and H L with acids, bases, precipitating and2
4of H L exhibit three transitions at ca. 238, 284 and 410 complexing agents2

31 31 31 31nm and the complexes of Dy , Ho , Er , Tm and
31 4 5Y exhibit four absorptions at ca. 238, 284, 408 and 514 The complexes of H L and H L when treated with2 2

31 31 31 5nm. The Sm , Eu and Gd complexes of H L exhibit LiOH or NaOH in methanol undergo demetalation and the2
31 6 7three absorptions at ca. 243, 283 and 410 nm and the Tb , free diamine–diimine macrocycles H L and H L , re-2 2

31 31 31 31 31Dy , Ho , Er , Tm and Y complexes exhibit four spectively, are formed in solution. When treated with dilute
absorptions at ca. 237, 284, 408 and 511 nm. These acids (HCl and HNO ) the complexes undergo decomposi-3

absorptions are due to the p→p* and n→p* transitions of tion and intractable products are formed. When the com-
the ligand frameworks. Electronic absorption spectra of the plexes are treated with aqueous solution of sodium acetate,
complexes recorded using freshly prepared solution and sodium oxalate or disodium salt of EDTA the lanthanide
after keeping the solutions for 1 month show no change in acetate, oxalate or EDTA complex is formed after 1 day
the absorption bands. The electronic absorption spectral

4 5data of the complexes of H L and H L are given in2 2

Table 1.

3.7. Thermal studies

The complexes exhibit high thermal stability. The lattice
water is removed in the temperature range of 55–1108C
and the ionic nitrates are removed in the 178–3608C range.
The macrocycle is lost in the temperature range of 361–
8258C along with the coordinated nitrate and acetonitrile.

4In [Eu(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O, for example,2 3 3 3 2 2

the three lattice water molecules are removed with a mass
loss of 5.27% (calcd. 5.71%) in the temperature range of
57–988C. The two ionic nitrates are removed with a mass
loss of 14.40% (calcd. 13.12%) between 266 and 3628C.

4The macrocycle remains stable up to 3608C. The complex- Fig. 3. The thermogram of [Eu(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O.2 3 3 3 2 2
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Table 3
4 5Thermal data of the lanthanide(III) complexes of H L and H L2 2

Complex Temperature Species lost Mass loss (%)
range (8C)

Found Calcd
4 a[Eu(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 57–98 3 H O 5.27 5.712 3 3 3 2 2 2

b266–362 2 NO 14.40 13.123
4362–659 H L 1NO 1CH CN 67.49 65.082 3 3

4 a[Er(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 57–110 3 H O 4.67 5.642 3 3 3 2 2 2
b178–371 2 NO 12.55 12.953

4371–750 H L 1NO 1CH CN 66.39 64.262 3 3
5 a[Ho(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .2H O 58–103 2 H O 4.01 4.112 3 3 3 2 2 2

b260–361 2 NO 13.58 14.153
5361–732 H L 1NO 1CH CN 72.69 68.512 3 3

5 a[Tm(H L )(NO )(CH CN)](NO ) .3H O 55–100 3 H O 5.73 5.132 3 3 3 2 2 2
b233–409 2 NO 11.78 11.783

5409–825 H L 1NO 1CH CN 69.09 67.022 3 3

a Lattice water.
b Ionic nitrate.

2with the concomitant formation of the respective diamine– the exocyclic ligands (NO and CH CN) is to stabilize the3 3

diimine macrocycles. lanthanide(III) cations in the macrocyclic frameworks by
fulfilling the geometrical requirements of the central metal
ion.

The methyl, chloro and bromo substituents on the
4. Discussion macrocyclic frameworks do not affect the template po-

tential of the lanthanide metal ions. However, it is interest-
4The formation of lanthanide(III) complexes of H L and ing to observe the influence of the substituents on the yield2

5 1H L demonstrates the template potential of lanth- of the complexes. The yield of the complexes of H L2 2

anide(III) ions in the assembly of Schiff base macrocycles. increases along the lanthanide series with decreasing ionic
4 5The formation of the complexes of H L and H L with radii of the metal ions whereas the yield of the complexes2 2

4 5the lanthanide(III) ions is due to the flexibility of these of H L and H L does not vary appreciably along the2 2

macrocycles to fold according to the geometrical require- lanthanide series. The yield of the lanthanide(III) complex-
4 5ments of these metal ions and to the steric demands of the es of H L (20–35%) and H L (30–35%) is lower than2 2

31 31 1coordinated exocyclic ligands. However, La , Ce and that of the complexes of H L (28–70%) under identical2
31Pr do not form complexes under these experimental reaction conditions [27]. When the condensation of the

conditions. The complexes are formed in acetonitrile and organic precursors is carried out in the absence of the
in every complex there is one coordinated acetonitrile. metal template the diimine–diamine macrocycles are

6This indicates the importance of solvents in the synthesis formed in the free form; H L being formed in 45% yield2
7of lanthanide macrocyclic complexes. The use of acetoni- in methanol and H L in 29% yield in chloroform. On the2

trile as a suitable solvent to synthesize lanthanide(III) other hand, when the reaction is carried out in the presence
4 5complexes of H L , H L and the corresponding methyl of the metal templates in acetonitrile complexes of the2 2

1substituted analog H L may be due to the more negative respective tetraimine macrocycles are formed. The pre-2

reaction enthalpies and high relative permittivity of ace- formed diimine–diamine macrocycles do not form com-
1tonitrile. The macrocycle H L having methyl substituent plexes under varying reaction conditions. This indicates2

on its periphery forms discrete mononuclear complexes the importance of the structural features of macrocycles
1 31 31[Ln(H L )(NO )(H O)](NO ) .nH O (Ln5Pr -Tm required to form lanthanide complexes. The imine nitro-2 3 2 3 2 2

31and Y ) in 28–70% yield [27]. It is interesting to note gens seem to be better donors towards the lanthanide(III)
1that while H L forms complexes with coordinated water cations than the secondary amine nitrogens.2

molecule, the chloro- and bromo substituted macrocycles
form complexes with coordinated acetonitrile under the
same experimental conditions. The geometrical and steric
requirements of the metal ions are satisfied by coordination Acknowledgements
to the four nitrogen and two oxygen donors of the
macrocycles and to the two oxygen atoms of a bidentate We thank the Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences,
chelating nitrate ion and to a molecule of acetonitrile. The Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India, for
coordination number of the central metal ion is 9. In all the funding this research project. D.S.K. thanks Council of
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Abstract

The kinetics of the substitution reactions of [Pt(dipic )(H O)] and [Pt(dipic )(L)] where H dipic52,6-pyridinedicarboxylic acid withtr 2 tr 2

the subscript ( ) denoting its tridendate mode of bonding and L5imidazole, benzimidazole and pyrazole with excess L have been studiedtr
IIin dimethylformamide solution by UV–Vis spectrophotometry. The reactions show mono- and bi-phasic features depending on the Pt

substrate. The tridentate dipic ligand transforms to a bidentate one allowing the entry of the second molecule of the N-bases in the course
of the reaction. The kinetic study has been substantiated by product isolation, IR and NMR spectral analysis. The reactions follow normal
square-planar substitution mainly in an associative way. Rate parameters have been evaluated under different conditions.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Substitution; UV–Vis spectrophotometry; Pt(II) complexes; N-heterocyclic bases

1. Introduction nucleophile involving the ring opening, we have further
examined the reactions of these azole bases with the

The interest in studying the substitution reactions of [Pt(dipic )(azole base)]. The present study emphasizes antr

square-planar complexes of platinum(II) and palladium(II) interesting type of substitution kinetics, whereby all the
continues uninterruptedly as revealed from the very large steps have been scrutinized in detail, rate parameters
number of publications every year in the field [1–11]. A evaluated, and thus it has considerable implications from
recent report by Goodgame et al. [12] is concerned with the mechanistic viewpoint.
the synthesis and X-ray structural investigation on
[Pt(dipic )(H O)] where H dipic 52,6-pyridinedicarbox-tr 2 2 tr

ylic acid with the subscript ( ) denoting its tridentate 2. Experimentaltr

bonding mode. It is also claimed to be the first structurally
IIcharacterized example of a mononuclear Pt complex with 2.1. Materials and reagents

a N O donor atom set. The primary objective of the study1 3

here is to report on the kinetics of anation reactions of Potassium tetrachloroplatinate, K PtCl used in the2 4
[Pt(dipic ) (H O)] with N-heterocyclic (azole) bases, e.g. syntheses of platinum complexes was obtained fromtr 2

imidazole, benzimidazole and pyrazole in DMF medium. Arora-Matthey Limited (India). Spectroscopically pure
We have been able to isolate and characterize the inter- dimethylformamide purchased from SRL(India) was fur-
mediate and final products of the reactions. The study ther purified by distillation before use. The ligand,
assumes significance in view of the fact that the tridentate H dipic52,6-pyridine-dicarboxylic acid was a Fluka prod-2
dipic ligand transforms to a bidentate ligand (dipic ) uct. The N-heterocyclic bases and sodium perchlorate usedbi

allowing the entry of the second molecule of the azole base in this work were reagent grade products (imidazole, E.
in the course of reaction. To verify and compare such a Merck; benzimidazole, Fluka; pyrazole, Lancaster;
type of anation followed by the entrance of another NaClO , Fluka).4

2.2. Physical measurements*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-33-473-4971; fax: 191-33-473-
2805.

E-mail address: icpb@mahendra.iacs.res.in (P. Banerjee) All the spectral scanning and kinetic measurements were

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00024-8
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done in a Shimadzu UV–Vis spectrophotometer (UV [Pt(dipic )(bz)] –H O 4 and [Pt(dipic )(pz)] –H O 5:tr 2 tr 2

2100). Elemental (CHN) analyses were carried in a 2400 These were prepared following the method adopted for 3
Series-II CHN Analyzer, Perkin Elmer, USA, in our replacing imidazole with the corresponding azole bases. In

1institute. H NMR spectra were recorded in a 300 MHz both cases the yield was approximately 80%. (Found for 4:
Bruker avance DPX 300 machine in DMSO-d solvent C, 33.7; H, 2.07; N, 8.39. Calc. for C H N O Pt, C,6 14 11 3 5

with internal standard TMS. IR spectra were measured in 33.9; H, 2.23; N, 8.47%. Found for 5: C, 26.6; H,1.71; N,
Perkin Elmer 783 infrared spectrophotometer. 9.35%. Calc. for C H N O Pt: C, 26.9; H, 2.03; N,10 9 3 5

9.42%.) Significant IR bands (KBr) for 4: 1670 sb (n ),COO
21560 w (n ), 430 m (n ) cm . Significant IR bandsPt–N Pt–O

2.3. Syntheses of the complexes (KBr) for 5: 1670 s (n ), 580 w (n ), 465 m (n )COO Pt–N Pt–O
21 3 21 21cm . [l /nm (´ /dm mol cm ) for 4 is 346(4167)max

K[Pt(dipic )Cl] –H O 1: This was synthesized follow-tr 2 and for 5 is 333(3940).] Both complexes exhibit proton
ing the literature method [6]. The red product 1 which signals in the aromatic region 6.50–8.50 ppm which
precipitated within a few minutes on cooling the equimolar cannot be properly assigned due to overlap of corre-
mixture of K PtCl and pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid2 4 sponding signals of dipic and azole protons.
(kept at 708C on a water-bath for ca. 2 h at pH 6.0) was [Pt(dipic )(imz) ] 6: A solution of imidazole (1.25bi 2

3filtered off, washed with cold water and dried under mmol, 0.085 g) in 10 cm water was added slowly with
vacuum (yield 65%). (Found: C, 18.4; H, 1.23; N, 3.12. stirring to a solution of K[Pt(dipic )Cl]–H O (0.25 mmol,tr 2

3Calc. for C H ClKNO Pt: C, 18.6; H, 1.11; N, 3.09%.)7 5 5 0.113 g) in 10 cm water at 708C. Initially a greenish-
3 21 21[l /nm (´ /dm mol cm ) for 1 is 355(1900).]max yellow precipitate appeared which gradually turned to

[Pt(dipic )(H O)] 2: A solution of K[Pt(dipic )Cl]tr 2 tr white. This was then filtered off, washed with water, dry
3(0.25 mmol, 0.113 g) was made in 25 cm water and it alcohol and finally by dry ether and dried under vacuum

was heated on a water-bath for ca. 30 min. at 708C. Freshly (yield 85%). (Found: C, 31.4; H, 2.5; N, 13.9. Calc. for
prepared silver nitrate solution was added dropwise with C H N O Pt: C, 31.5; H, 2.23; N, 14.1%.) IR(KBr):13 11 5 4
stirring in slight excess until complete precipitation 1735 sb (n bonded), 1605 s (n anionic), 1370 mCOO COO–

21 1occurred. A white precipitate of silver chloride was formed (n ), 540 m (n ), 430 w (n ) cm . The H NMRC–O Pt–N Pt–O
and removed by filtration. The yellow filtrate was allowed results will be discussed later.
to concentrate on a waterbath. Small yellow crystalline [Pt(dipic )(bz) ] 7 and [Pt(dipic )(pz) ] 8: These werebi 2 bi 2
precipitate was obtained on cooling slowly the solution at prepared following the method as adopted for 6 taking
room temperature and was filtered off and air dried under benzimidazole and pyrazole, respectively, instead of imida-
vacuum (yield 70%). The purity of the complex was zole. All the bis-complexes were formed as white powder
checked by elemental analysis. (Found: C, 22.2; H, 1.48; and the yields were found to be ca. 60%. (Found for 7: C,
N, 3.69. Calc. for C H NO Pt: C, 22.2; H, 1.33; N,7 5 5 42.2; H, 2.8; N, 11.6. Calc. for C H N O Pt: C, 42.3; H,21 15 5 4
3.70%.) The complex prepared using the procedure laid 2.53; N, 11.7%. Found for 8: C, 31.2; H, 2.3; N, 14.3.
down by Goodgame et al. [12] showed almost identical Calc. for C H N O Pt: C, 31.5; H, 2.23; N, 14.1%.)13 11 5 41purity and other characteristics. H NMR: d58.06, 8.09 (d, Significant IR bands (KBr) for 7: 1660 s (n bonded),COO3 5 4H , H ) and 8.49, 8.52, 8.54 (t, H ) ppm indicate a 1605 s (n anionic), 1360 m (n ), 560 w (n ), 430COO– C–O Pt–N

21symmetric dipic moiety. [l /nm and l /nm (´ /tr max shoulder w (n ) cm . Important IR bands (KBr) for 8: 1670 sPt–O3 21 21dm mol cm ) for 2 are 347(2090) and 370(1540), (n bonded), 1605 s (n anionic), 1350 m (n ), 570COO COO– C–O
21respectively.] w (n ), 450 w (n ) cm .Pt–N Pt–O

[Pt(dipic )(imz)] –H 0 3: A solution of imidazole (0.25tr 2 All these bis-azole substituted complexes have very poor
3mmol, 0.017 g) in 5 cm water was added slowly with solubility in any organic or inorganic solvent-only partly

24 23stirring to a solution of K[Pt(dipic )Cl]–H O (0.25 mmol,tr 2 soluble in DMF or DMSO (,5.0310 mol dm ). But
30.113 g) in 10 cm water. The mixture was allowed to careful washing gave material with reasonable purity as

react at 708C on a waterbath for 15 min when a greenish- low solubility of complex precluded purification by re-
1yellow precipitate appeared. The precipitate was filtered crystallisation. This low solubility also gives poor H

off, washed with water, dry ethanol and finally with dry NMR signals. [Pt(dipic )(bz) ] and [Pt(dipic )(pz) ] com-bi 2 bi 2
diethyl ether. A greenish-yellow powder was obtained plexes are highly unstable when dissolved in pure DMF
(yield 80%). (Found: C, 27.1; H, 1.7; N, 9.63. Calc. for and turns to mono azole base substituted complex which

1C H N O Pt:C, 26.9; H, 2.03; N, 9.42%.) Significant IR10 9 3 5 prevents their characterisation by H NMR study.
bands (KBr): 1670 sb (n ), 570 w (n ), 460 m (n )COO Pt–N Pt–O

21 1 3 5cm . H NMR: d57.93, 7.90 (d, H , H ) and 8.46, 8.43,
48.41 (t, H ) ppm indicates that the dipic moiety is 2.4. Kinetic methods

4 5symmetric here; d57.07 (s, H ), 7.46 (s, H ) and 8.17 (s,
2 3 21H ) represent imidazole protons. [l /nm (´ /dm mol The reactions were initiated by adding a small volumemax

21 3 IIcm ) for 3 is 340(2601).] (0.05 cm ) of a concentrated fresh solution of the Pt -
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24 I IIsubstrate (so that its final concentration became 1.0310 (k and k ) obtained by analysis of the data in terms ofobs obs
23 a two-exponential process [Eq. (1)] at various concen-mol dm ) in pure DMF to a DMF-solution of the

trations of azole bases.appropriate nucleophile previously brought to the reaction
temperature (408C) in the thermostated cell of a Shimadzu

I IIA 2 A 5 a exp(2k t) 1 a exp(2k t) (1)UV–Vis spectrophotometer (UV 2100). The concentration t ~ 1 obs 2 obs

of the entering nucleophile was always large enough to
where A 5absorbance at time t and A 5absorbance at ~.t ~provide pseudo-first-order conditions. All the reactions

23 The terms a and a are composed of rate constants and1 2were studied at constant ionic strength I50.10 mol dm
molar absorptivities. The reactions can be schematically(NaClO ) after temperature equilibration. The kinetics4
represented as follows:were followed by measuring the absorbance change at a

fixed wavelength (370 nm) as a function of time.
Ikobs

[Pt(dipic )(H O)] 1 X →[Pt(dipic )(X)] 1 H Otr 2 tr 2

IIkobs3. Results [Pt(dipic )(X)] 1 X →[Pt(dipic (X) ]tr bi 2

3.1. Spectral studies where X5imidazole and benzimidazole.

Examination of the changing spectrum of a mixture of
Both the reactions are overall second-order, first-order

the [Pt(dipic )(H O)] with excess benzimidazole [Fig.tr 2 on each substrate and involve the entrance of two azole
1(a)] or imidazole in the range 300–475 nm with time

molecules at different rates. The corresponding second-
shows the development of an isosbestic point at ca. 320 nm

order rate constants (k ) and also the sovolytic paths (k )2 1initially (for 0–6 min; curves 1– 6). This gets deviated at
for the various systems are included in Table 2.

longer times (curves 6–10 obtained at intervals of 10 min).
The reaction of [Pt(dipic )(H O)] with an excess oftr 2The occurrence of the isosbestic point strongly suggests

pyrazole exhibits monophasic absorbance changes with
that the original reactant is being replaced by one product, IItime. Although the reaction was first-order on the Pt
or if by more than one product, that these are formed in a

substrate, it was experimentally observed to have a second-
strictly constant ratio. As the reaction progresses, this ratio

order dependence on the pyrazole concentration. The
is not maintained. The indication of a biphasic reaction is

stoichiometric equation for pyrazole will be:
suggestive. A careful scanning of the spectral changes for

III[Pt(dipic )(imz)] and excess imidazole shows the occur- ktr obs

[Pt(dipic )(H O)] 1 2pz →[Pt(dipic )(pz) ] 1 H Orence of two isosbestic points [Fig. 1(b)] at ca. 285 and tr 2 bi 2 2

315 nm which are retained throughout. The absence of
IIIThe experimental k values at different concentrations ofobsappreciable amounts of reaction intermediates is thus

pyrazole have been enlisted in Table 3 and the slopes ofimplied, and a single step entry of the nitrogen base with
III 2the linear plots of k vs. [pyrazole] yielded the third-obsconcomitant cleavage of one of the carboxylate arms of

III 23order rate constant, k 5(2.7960.21)310dipicolinate moiety is likely to occur. The spectral changes
6 22 21dm mol s .encountered with the reaction of [Pt(dipic ) (H O)] withtr 2

excess pyrazole [Fig. 1(c)] does not follow the trend
observed in Fig. 1(a). No isosbestic point is seen and the 3.3. Kinetics of the reaction of [Pt(dipic )(azole base)]trspectral change is a continuous decrease of absorbance in

with azole bases
the region 275–450 nm. At this stage we can suggest that
the reaction pathway for pyrazole entry into the aqua

When the monosubstituted complexes of platinum(II),
complex is likely to be different from that of benzimidaz-

i.e. [Pt(dipic )(azole base)] are treated with an excess of antrole or imidazole.
azole base, an exponential decay of absorbance with time
is noted. The ultimate product is isolated as

3.2. Kinetics of the reaction of [Pt(dipic )(H O)] with [Pt(dipic )(azole base) ]. This shows the entrance of onetr 2 bi 2

azole bases azole molecule to give the bis-substituted product with the
simultaneous rupturing of one Pt–O bond and thus the

The reactions of [Pt(dipic ) (H O)] with excess amount strained tridentate dipic ligand is converted to a bidentatetr 2

of imidazole and benzimidazole followed biphasic ab- one. The plots [i.e. 2ln (A 2A ) vs. t] are linear for ca.t ~

sorbance decay with time—the initial faster phase consists six half-lives or more indicating a first-order dependence
of ca. 40% of the reaction and the second slower phase of rate on [Pt(dipic )(azole base)]. The slopes of such plotstr

corresponds to the rest, ultimately ending up with more gives the value of pseudo-first-order rate constants at a
than seven to eight half-lives (Fig. 2). Table 1 gives the particular azole base concentration and have been listed in
values of pseudo-first-order rate constants for both phases Table 4. This can be depicted by the following:
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24 23 23Fig. 1. (a) Spectral scanning of [Pt(dipic )(H O)] complex (1310 mol dm ) with excess benzimidazole (0.15 mol dm ) in DMF medium at 408Ctr 2
24 23having ca. 1 min (scans 1–6) and ca. 10 min (scan 6–10) time intervals. (b) Spectral scanning of [Pt(dipic )(imidazole)], complex (1310 mol dm )tr

23 24 23with excess imidazole (0.5 mol dm ) in DMF medium at 408C. (c) Spectral scanning of [Pt(dipic )(H O)] (5310 mol dm ) complex with excesstr 2
23pyrazole (0.1 mol dm ) in DMF medium at 408C.

[Pt(dipictr)(azole base)] 1 azole base obtained from the slopes and intercepts, respectively, of
IVthe plot of k vs. [azole base], and have been enlisted inIV obskobs

Table 5. It shows the reactivity order imidazole.→[Pt(dipic )(azole base) ]bi 2

benzimidazole.pyrazole.
The least-squares plot of these pseudo-first-order rate
constants vs. concentration of the azole base yields straight
lines having small intercept on the rate axis. This confirms 4. Discussion
the first-order dependence of rate on the concentration of
the incoming azole nucleophile. The second-order rate The least-squares plots of k vs. [azole base] for theseobs

IV IVconstants (k ) as well as the solvolytic paths (k ) were reactions indicate that the rate law would involve a small2 1
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Table 3
III IIIPseudo-first-order rate constants k and third-order rate constant k forobs

monophasic substitution reactions of [Pt(dipic )(H O)] with pyrazole intr 2
II 24 23 23DMF ([Pt ]51.0310 mol dm , I50.1 mol dm (NaClO ), T54

a408C )
2 3 III 21 3 III[pyrazole] [pyrazole] 10 3k (s ) 10 3kobs

23 2 26 6 22 21(mol dm ) (mol dm ) (dm mol s )

0.50 0.25 0.9
1.00 1.00 3.5

231.30 1.69 5.1 2.8 (0.2)310
1.50 2.25 7.2
1.80 3.24 9.9
2.00 4.00 11.2

a 24 21An intercept of 5.4(3.3)310 s (k ) is obtained from the plot of0
24 2Fig. 2. log (A 2A ) vs. time plot for biphasic reaction between 1310 k vs. [pyrazole] which may correspond to a negligible solvolytict ~ obs

23 23mol dm [Pt(dipic )H O] and 0.1 mol dm imidazole in DMF at 408C; pathway.tr 2
23I50.1 mol dm (NaClO ).4

were evaluated by the analysis of the k vs. [azole base]Table 1 obs
I II data. The reaction of pyrazole with [Pt(dipic )(H O)]Pseudo-first-order rate constants k and k for biphasic substitutionobs obs tr 2

reactions involving [Pt(dipic )(H O)] with different azole bases in pure follows the rate law:tr 2
II 24 23DMF (conditions adopted are: [Pt ]51.0310 mol dm , I50.1

23
III III 2mol dm (NaClO ), T5408C)4 k 5 k 1 k [pyrazole] (3)obs 0

23 3 I 21 4 II 21Azole base (X) [X] (mol dm ) 10 3k (s ) 10 3k (s )obs obs

III 2Plot of k vs. [pyrazole] gives the solvolytic path (k ) asImidazole 0.03 1.1 3.3 obs 0
III0.05 1.4 4.2 the intercept and the third-order rate constant (k ) as the

0.10 1.8 4.9 slope. The different energetics for pyrazole entry into the
0.20 3.4 6.5

aqua complex would require a low-energy pathway involv-0.25 3.7 8.4 IIing two molecules of the azole base coordinated to the Pt0.30 4.5 9.5
center in the transition state. The biphasic reactions ofBenzimidazole 0.10 0.8 4.3

0.15 1.2 4.6 [Pt(dipic )(H O)] with imidazole and benzimidazole taketr 2
0.40 2.9 6.4 place by the entry of these nitrogen bases with concomitant
0.60 3.8 6.5

cleavage of one of the carboxylate arms of dipic moietytr1.00 7.0 7.4
to make room for the entry of the azole molecule. The
product determination study clearly shows that in this

contribution of solvent path which is a characteristic reaction the tridentate dipic ligand is converted to a
IIfeature of the general square-planar substitution in Pt bidentate one. This is easily conceived if we consider the

chemistry. The pseudo-first-order rate constants can thus structure of the [Pt(dipic )(azole base)] which is essential-tr
IIbe given as: ly square-planar and contains Pt atom in the plane with a

tridentate dipicolinate dianion that forms a strained chelatek 5 k 1 k [B] (2) 2obs 1 2 comparable to the parent [Pt(dipic )Cl] complex havingtr

where k term refers to the solvolytic pathway involving O–Pt–N bite angles of 80.7–81.98C [13]. The easy1

the entry of solvent molecule in the rate determining step displacement of one of the carboxylate groups from the
followed by a very fast removal of solvent molecule by platinum(II) atom is likely to be a consequence of the
azole base, and k is related to the direct attack by the steric strain as well as the more ionic nature of the Pt–O2

azole nucleophile on the substrate. The values of k and k bond than that of the Pt–N bond. The bidentate (un-1 2

symmetrical) coordination of this ligand is confirmed from
1the IR-data and H NMR spectrum of the bis-substituted

Table 2
21 3 21 complex. The complex [Pt(dipic )(imz) ] on overnightbi 2Second-order rate constants k (mol dm s ) and solvolytic paths k2 1

21 accumulation in DMSO-d solution in the presence of(s ) for the biphasic substitution reactions of the azole bases with 6
23[Pt(Dipic )(H O)] (I50.1 mol dm (NaClO ), T5408C) TMS as an external standard shows two doublets at 7.95tr 2 4

4 21 3 21 3 21 ppm, 7.73 ppm and one triplet at 8.20 ppm, characteristicAzole base Phase 10 3k (s ) 10 3k (mol dm s )1 2 1of H NMR signals. This clearly suggests an asymmetric
Phase I

binding of the dipic ligand showing thereby a partialImidazole 7.0(1.2) 12.5(0.7)
carboxylate ring opening. The similar type of partialBenzimidazole 1.1(1.8) 6.7(0.3)

Phase II carboxylate ring-opening in the reactions of
2Imidazole 2.8(0.3) 2.2(0.2) [Pt(dipic )Cl] with methionine and its derivatives hastr

Benzimidazole 4.3(0.4) 0.3(0.1) also been confirmed by Kostic et al. [14] from NMR
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Table 4
IVPseudo-first-order rate constants k for monophasic substitution reactions involving [Pt(dipic )(azole base)] with different azole bases in pure DMFobs tr

II 24 23 23(conditions adopted are: [Pt ]51.0310 mol dm , I50.1 mol dm (NaClO ), T5408C)4

23 3 IV 21Azole base [azole base] (mol dm ) 10 3k (s )obs

Substrate5[Pt(Dipic )(Imidazole)]tr

Imidazole 0.05 1.2
0.10 2.0
0.20 4.0
0.30 5.4
0.50 9.1

Substrate5[Pt(Dipic )(Benzimidazole)]tr

Benzimidazole 0.05 0.7
0.10 1.2
0.30 2.8
0.50 4.5
0.80 7.0
1.00 8.4

Substrate5[Pt(Dipic )(Pyrazole)]tr

Pyrazole 0.10 0.4
0.30 1.3
0.50 2.0
1.00 4.0

studies, and evidence of bidentate (unsymmetric) coordina- mediate is presumably involved but the dipic ligand musttr

tion of the dipic ligand has been put forward. A probable coordinate axially or equatorially:
associative bimolecular mechanistic pathway may involve
the following five coordinated intermediate:

In the former case (I) this would not result in Pt–O bond
cleavage by the established square-planar substitution
mechanism involving dissociation of the leaving group
from the trigonal plane. In the latter case (II) it is easier to
envisage Pt–O cleavage because of the large (1208) angles
that the dipic ligand has to accommodate. Hence, we maytr

consider (II) as the reactive intermediate.
To propose the mechanism of the ring opening process, The final products isolated from the reaction mixtures

it is likely that the rigid dipic ligand can bind to axial or have been finally characterized by elemental analysis andtr

equatorial positions. Thus, a trigonal bipyramidal inter- IR data. All these show that during the monophasic

Table 5
IV 21 3 21 IV 21Second-order rate constants k (mol dm s ) and solvolytic paths k (s ) for the monophasic substitution reactions of the azole bases with2 1

[Pt(Dipic )(azole base)] (conditions the same as in Table 4)tr

IV 21 IV 21 3 21 aSubstrate Azole base k (s ) k (mol dm s )1 2

[Pt(Dipic )(Imidazole)]tr
24 22Imidazole 3.5(1.4)310 1.7(0.04)310

23[12.5(0.7)310 ]
[Pt(Dipic )(Benzimidazole)]tr

24 23Benzimidazole 3.8(0.5)310 8.1(0.1)310
23[6.7(0.3)310 ]

[Pt(Dipic )(Pyrazole)]tr
25 23Pyrazole 5. 6(8.5)310 3.9(0.1)310

a Values inside square brackets denote the second-order rate constants obtained from the first phase of the biphasic reaction traces for the aqua complex.
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substitution reaction, introduction of one azole nucleophile the reactivity would mainly be guided by the steric criteria
IIto the mono-azole substituted Pt -substrate occurs. The of the nucleophile involved. In our system the reactivity of

monophasic change for the reaction between imidazole is found to be greater than that for benzimidaz-
[Pt(dipic )(H O)] with pyrazole, however, shows some ole towards all the metal complexes under investigation.tr 2

peculiarity. The ultimate product is characterised as This may be due to the larger size of benzimidazole
[Pt(dipic )(pyrazole) ], i.e. the introduction of two azole compared to imidazole, generating a greater steric repul-bi 2

molecules into one molecule of the substrate takes place. sion with the dipic moiety. Thus, the entry of two bulky
Furthermore, the reaction rate depends on the second-order benzimidazole molecules is kinetically a less facile process

IIconcentration of pyrazole, and first-order on the Pt -sub- because in that case the associated intermediate would
strate. A probable path can be realised as the formation of involve a higher amount of activation energy. Generally,
a mono-substituted pyrazole complex from the aqua-sub- the second-order rate constant increases with decreasing
strate as an intermediate which further takes up another basicity of the leaving group and this gives rise to LFER.
pyrazole molecule by rupturing a Pt–O bond with a This reflects the fact that the metal–ligand bond breaking
comparable rate. must be significant even in a predominantly associative

Each phase of the biphasic substitution reactions has reaction of this type.
been ascertained by preparing the intermediate mono-
substituted azole product and examining its reaction with

IVan excess of azole nucleophile. Thus k (Table 5) are very Acknowledgements2
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Abstract

The reactions of copper (I or II) salts with ligands Rntb (tris(N-alkylbenzimidazol-2-ylmethyl)amine) gave complexes
[Cu(II)(ntb)Cl]Cl?3H O (1), [Cu(I)(ntb)(PPh )](NO )?1.5H O (2), [Cu(II)(Prntb)I]Cl (3) and [Cu(I)(Prntb)I] (4), depending on the2 3 3 2

reaction conditions. X-ray single crystal diffraction analyses showed the copper atom to be tetrahedrally coordinated in 2 and 4, but square
pyramidal in 1 and trigonal bipyramidal in 3. Structural characteristics were revealed for the complexes and compared, and complex 3 was
shown to be the best model compound among the four for the active center of blue copper proteins. CV studies showed the
electrochemical behaviors of the complexes: 1 has two redox couples, phosphine ligation stabilizes 2 towards redox reactions, while 3 and

11,04, with the same cationic formula [Cu(Prntb)I] have very similar complicated redox patterns, indicating the reversibility of the two
species. IR and UV–Vis spectroscopic studies were also reported.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Mononuclear copper complexes; Rntb ligands; Crystal structures; CV; IR; UV–Vis

1. Introduction synthesis and respiration and have been termed cupredox-
ins.

Copper complexes with imidazole derivatives as ligands The geometry of cupredoxin copper sites is known to
have been studied extensively for their possible simulation have four protein side-chain ligands, two of imidazole-N
of the active sites of blue copper proteins [1]. The unique from histidines and two of S from cysteine and
features of the small blue copper proteins have fascinated methionine. In some cases, a weak carbonyl oxygen is
chemists for a long time. The proteins contain a mononu- attached as the fifth ligand. The copper coordination in
clear Cu(II) site with three characteristic properties [2]: (i) azurins is trigonal bipyramidal, with N S in the equatorial2

˚An intense blue color with l 5600 nm; (ii) an unusually plane in which the Cu–N distances are close to 2.08 A, themax

narrow hyperfine coupling (A values of 0.0035–0.0063 average value from the x-ray structural data of a series of/ /
21cm ) in the EPR spectrum; (iii) high reduction potentials azurins, azurin mutants, azurin metal derivatives and apo-

(range, 0.18–0.68 V). These proteins function as electron azurins [2].
transfer agents in such fundamental processes as photo- Cu(II) complexes of tripodal ligands, tris(N-alkylben-

zimidazol-2-ylmethyl)amine (Rntb), with a variety of
substituents R on the imidazolyl-N have been studied

qSerial papers. Part I. C.Y. Su, B.S. Kang, Y.X. Tong, Z.N. Chen, C. extensively [3–9]. There were also works on Mn(II) [10],
Zhang, J. Sun, X.Q. Mu, H.X. Zhang, Aust. J. Chem., 51 (1998) 565. Part Zn(II) [11,12], Co(II) [6] and Ni(II) [7]. Recently, lantha-
II. C.Y. Su, B.S. Kang, H.Q. Liu, Q.G. Wang, T.C. W. Mak, Chem.

nide complexes of Rntb with rare coordination of cubicCommun., 1998, 1551.
core structures have been synthesized in this laboratory*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-8419-3056; fax: 186-8419-3056.

E-mail address: ceslhg@zsu.edu.cn (B.-S. Kang) and strong luminescence was observed [13]. However,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00023-6
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crystal structures of mononuclear copper (II) complexes 2.1.3. [Cu(Prntb)I]Cl (3)
3are rare [8,9], mostly the studies are about the EPR and To a 10 cm methanol solution containing CuCl ?2H O2 2

UV–Vis properties [4–7]. This work deals with the Rntb (0.17 g, 1.0 mmol) was added the MeOH solution (10
3chelated Cu(II) complexes as well as the Cu(I) complexes cm ) of crude Prntb (0.53 g, 1.0 mmol, prepared from PrI

for structural comparisons in order to elucidate the struc- and Kntb according to the literature method for Mentb [3],
ture–oxidation state relationship, and also to determine the containing small amounts of the by-product Pr ntbI) with2

influence of the second ligand on the geometric arrange- stirring at room temperature. Dark red crystalline precipi-
ment of the central copper atom and the electronic tates formed after standing for several days at room
properties of the three arms of the Rntb ligands. temperature. Yield, 75%. The complex is very hygroscopic

in air. Anal. calcd. for C H ClCuIN : C, 52.18; H, 5.18;33 39 7

N, 12.91%. Found: C, 52.33; H, 5.46; N, 12.96%.

2.1.4. [Cu(Prntb)I] (4)
3To a MeCN (10 cm ) solution of CuI (0.019 g, 0.1

3mmol) was added the MeOH solution (10 cm ) of Prntb
(0.53 g, 0.1 mmol) with stirring at room temperature.
Shiny flakes of 4, which were a light greenish–brown
color, precipitated immediately on mixing, with nearly
quantitative yield. Anal. calcd. for C H CuIN : C, 54.73;33 39 7

H, 5.43; N, 13.54%. Found: 53.76; H, 5.53; N, 13.02%.

2.2. X-ray diffraction2. Experimental

Crystal data and experimental details for complexes 1–42.1. Synthesis
are given in Table 1. Single crystals with suitable dimen-
sions were mounted on glass fibers and data collection wasLigand ntb [tris(benzimidazol-2-ylmethyl)amine] was
performed at room temperature (208C) on a diffractometersynthesized according to the literature method [14] and its

n 1 n by the v 22u scan technique using graphite-monochro-N- propyl derivative, Prntb [tris(N - propylbenzimidazol-
˚mated Mo–Ka radiation (l50.71073 A). The structures2-ylmethyl)amine], was synthesized in a manner similar to

were solved by direct methods and refined by full matrix-that reported for the N-methyl derivative [3].
least squares methods using the SHELTXL-PC program
package. Corrections were made where appropriate. Most2.1.1. [Cu(ntb)Cl]Cl?3H O (1)2

3 of the non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically.The MeOH (3 cm ) solution of CuCl ?2H O (0.034 g,2 2
3 The Cl anion in 3 was severely disordered, resulting in0.20 mmol) was mixed well with the MeOH (3 cm )

slightly higher R values. The atoms C(10) and C(11) in 4solution of ntb (0.082 g, 0.20 mmol) and kept at room
are both disordered and each located at two positions withtemperature for several hours, to give yellowish–green
an occupancy of 0.5. All of the hydrogen atoms were fixedprismatic crystals upon slow evaporation of the solvent.
in idealized positions isotropically and only includedThe crystals were filtered and easily effloresced, with loss
during structure factor calculations, but were not refined.of some of the solvated water molecules, resulting in

2The structures were refined against F using the weightinginaccurate elemental analysis data. Yield: 65%. Analysis
2 2 2 2scheme w51/ [s (F ) 1AP 1BP], where P5(F 1calcd. for C H N Cl CuO : C, 48.37; H, 4.57; N, 0 024 27 7 2 3 22F ) /3.16.45%. Found: C, 50.55; H, 4.27; N, 17.72%. The 0

analysis result agrees better with 1.5 H O molecules (anal.2

calcd: C, 50.67; H, 4.25; N, 17.23%). 2.3. Physical measurements

2.1.2. [Cu(ntb)(PPh )](NO )?1.5H O (2) Infrared spectra were obtained using a Nicolet 5DX or3 3 2
3 Perkin Elmer 1600 FTIR spectrometer as KBr pellets.The MeCN (2 cm ) solution of Cu(PPh ) (NO ) (0.0653 2 3

3 UV–Vis spectra were measured on a Shimatzu UV-240g, 0.10 mmol) was mixed well with the MeOH (3 cm )
spectrophotometer in dimethylformamide (DMF) solutionsolution of ntb (0.041 g, 0.10 mmol) and left standing at
at room temperature.room temperature. After several days, colorless crystalline

Cyclic voltammetric measurements were performed atproduct is isolated in 70% yield. Anal. calcd. for
room temperature on a HDV-7B potentiostat with a DCD-3C H CuN O P: C, 61.27; H, 4.77; N, 13.61%. Found:42 39 8 4.5

frequency generator, equipped with an LZ32-204 X–YC, 62.42; H, 4.80; N, 13.52%. Some water molecules
recorder in a three-electrode cell with platinum workingmight have been lost during elemental analysis, resulting

2(A50.314 mm ) and auxiliary electrodes and a saturatedin a higher analysis value for carbon.
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Table 1
Crystal data, data collection and refinement parameters for complexes (1)–(4)

1 2 3 4

Formula C H N Cl CuO C H CuN O P C H ClCuIN C H CuIN24 27 7 2 3 42 39 8 4.5 33 39 7 33 39 7

Mg 595.97 822.32 759.6 724.15
Color and habit Yellow–green prism Colorless block Red block Greenish brown plate
Crystal size (mm) 0.30 30.2030.20 0.9030.8030.25 0.430.3530.35 0.230.230.15
System Monoclinic Triclinic Trigonal Rhombohedral

] ] ]
Space group C2/c P 1 P 31c R 3
T (8C) 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
Diffractometer Rigaku AFC7R Siemens R3m/V Siemens P4 Rigaku RAXIS IIC IP

˚a (A) 21.260(5) 9.871(3) 14.5310(1) 24.254(3)
˚b (A) 18.373(3) 11.850(1) 14.5310(1) 24.254(3)
˚c (A) 13.933(3) 17.374(2) 21.7294(3) 24.254(3)

a (8) 90 99.13(1) 90 118.25(2)
b (8) 95.97(2) 95.83(1) 90 118.25(2)
g (8) 90 90.48(2) 120 118.25(2)

3˚U /A 5412(1) 1995.5(7) 3973.46(7) 4855.7(10)
Z 8 2 4 6

23
r (g cm ) 1.463 1.369 1.270 1.486calcd

F(000) 2456 856 1540 2208
21

m(Mo–Ka) (cm ) 10.44 6.43 14.22 16.62
2u range (8) 49.8 52.0 50.0 51.12
h, k, l Ranges 0–22; 0–0; 215–0 21–12; 214–14; 221–21 216–13;217–14; 225–18 0–29; 229–24; 229–25
Independent reflections 3708 7838 2331 5830
Observed reflections 2136 [I.3s (I)] 4141[I.2s (I)] 2054[I.2s (I)] 5441 [I.2s (I)]
Corrections Lp, empirical absorption, decay Semi-empirical from c-scans Semi-empirical from c-scans Semi-empirical from c-scans
Transmission factors 0.8323–1.0000 0.804–0.987 0.3030–0.4050 0.800–1.104

a 2R (F ) 0.067 0.0760 0.0822 0.05701 0
b 2R (F ) 0.076 0.1509 0.02392 0.1602w 2 0

No. of variables 407 514 141 377
Goodness of fit 2.33 1.045 1.293 1.095
(D /s) 0.10 0.004 0.000 0.522max

R 0.047 0.0565 0.0383 0.0585int
23˚Residual extrema (e.A ) 1.24, 20.69 0.557, 20.327 1.108, 20.522 0.768, 20.905

1calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference. The supporting give the five-coordinate cations [Cu (Rntb)X] (X5Cl or
n 23electrolyte was Bu NClO (0.1 mol dm ) and a scan rate I). It is our belief that the initial intermediate might be [Cu4 4

21 1of 100 mV s was used, unless otherwise stated. All of the (Rntb)Cl] in both cases, while, due to the stronger
2 2solutions were purged with Ar before measurements. coordination ability of I than Cl , the contaminant

1 2Pr ntb I (obtained as a by-product during the preparation2
nof Prntb from the slight excess of PrI used) might have

2 2provided the adventitious I to substitute the Cl ligand3. Results and discussion
from the Cu(II) core, resulting in the formation of 3.

Due to the low solubility of the Cu(I) salts in methanol,3.1. Synthesis
acetonitrile was used to dissolve the starting material and
the reactions were run in mixed solvents. Cuprous iodideAll of the complexes were obtained by reacting the
gave [Cu(Prntb)I] (4) straightforwardly when reacted withcopper salt directly with the appropriate Rntb ligand (R5

n the ligand, while the phosphine-coordinated cuprous nitrateH or Pr) in the protic solvent MeOH or in a mixture of
Cu(PPh ) (NO ) gave the phosphine-ligated3 2 3MeOH and MeCN. Complexes [Cu(ntb)Cl]Cl?3H O (1)2 [Cu(ntb)(PPh )](NO )?1.5H O (2). Complex (2) is color-3 3 2and [Cu(Prntb)I]Cl (3) were both synthesized from the
less, compared to the other colored halogen ligated onesreaction of
and it was later found (see properties) to be very stable
electrochemically, showing quite different electrochemical
behavior.

3.2. Structures

The cationic structure of complex [Cu(ntb)Cl]Cl?3H O2
nCu(II)Cl ?2H O with the Rntb (R5H, 1; R5 Pr, 3) to (1) is shown in Fig. 1a. The molecule consists of the cation2 2
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Fig. 2. Thermal ellipsoid plot (30%) of the cation of complex
[Cu(ntb)(PPh )](NO )?1.5H O (2) with the atomic labeling scheme.3 3 2

1) between the BIm–NH [i.e. N(3), N(5), N(7)], the Cl
atoms [Cl(1) and Cl(2)] and the water molecules [H O(1),2

H O(2), H O(3)], as depicted in Fig. 1b.2 2

The cationic structure of complex [Cu(ntb)(PPh )]3

(NO )?1.5H O (2) is depicted in Fig. 2. The molecule3 2
1 2consists of discrete cation [Cu(ntb)(PPh )] , anion NO ,3 3

and one and a half solvated water molecules. The cop-
per(I) ion is in a distorted tetrahedral environment of N P,3

where the N atoms came from two arms of the ntb ligand
and the N . A third BIm arm bends away from theamine

direction where the phosphine ligand is protruding, obvi-
ously due to the large steric effect of the phenyl rings in
the triphenylphosphine, which prevents the approach of the
BIm ring towards the Cu atom. One of the O atoms of the

2anion NO forms a hydrogen bond with the N atom of3 BIm

one of the chelated BIm rings, with a N(6)–O(3) distance
˚of 2.885 A. However, the solvated H O molecules do not2Fig. 1. (a) Thermal ellipsoid plot (30%) of the cation of complex

form any hydrogen bonds in the molecule.%4 %%%%%4[Cu(ntb)Cl]Cl?3H O (1) with the atomic labeling scheme. (b) Packing of2

The two chelate rings CuN(2)CCN formed by two of thethe molecules of complex (1) showing the hydrogen bondings and the
stacking of the BIm rings. BIm arms exhibit a dihedral angle of 718, while each of the

two chelate rings folds about 108 with the respective BIm
plane. The BIm plane of the non-bonded third arm of ntb is

1 2[Cu(ntb)Cl] and the anion Cl with three solvated water on the opposite side of the folded chelate planes.
molecules. The copper (II) ion in the cation is five- The molecules of complex [Cu(Prntb)I]Cl (3) consist of

1 2coordinated in square pyramidal geometry with one of the discrete cations [Cu(Prntb)I] and anions Cl . The Cu(II)
benzimidazole-N atoms (abbrev. as N ) in the axial site atom in the cation is trigonal bipyramidally coordinated byBIm

and the other two N atoms, together with the amine-N the four N donor atoms of the Prntb ligand and one iodineBIm

(abbrev. as N ), in the equatorial positions. The fourth atom in the axial position, as shown in Fig. 3a. The Namine

site of the equatorial plane is occupied by a Cl atom. atoms of the three BIm arms of the Prntb ligand are in the
The stacking of the molecules of 1 in the crystal lattice equatorial positions with the N in one of the axialamine

is such that the two BIm arms of the ntb ligand in the sites. The molecule possesses C symmetry with the axis3

equatorial plane and the BIm ring in the axial position of passing through atoms N(3)–Cu(1)–I(1) (trans-angle,
one row of molecules interact weakly with the respective 1808). The propeller-like cations stack their BIm arms in
BIm arms of another reversely oriented row of molecules xy directions with weak inter-molecular electrostatic inter-

˚by p???p and off-set interactions [15] simultaneously. The actions (p???p distance of about 3.5 A) between the
two-dimensional layer thus formed is further strengthened aromatic rings, as shown in Fig. 3b.
by the eight different kinds of hydrogen bonds (see Table The molecule of complex [Cu(Prntb)I] (4) is neutral, as
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different, being tetrahedrally coordinated just like in the
other Cu(I) complex 2, a common feature of Cu(I)
coordination, where the N atom of the Prntb ligandamine

does not ligate to the copper atom, thus forming a
puckered eight-membered chelate ring. All of the propyl
substituents point in the opposite direction from the I atom.
The molecules in the crystal lattice are stacked in such a
the way that the three BIm arms interact via weak
intermolecular interactions (p???p distance of about 3.6
Å) between the aromatic rings on three sides of the
molecule forming a 2D sheet, just as in complex 3 (also
see Fig. 3b).

The selected atomic distances and bond angles of
complexes 1–4 are listed in Tables 2–5, respectively.
Table 6 compares the relevant structural parameters of all
of the complexes. The following structural characteristics
are observed: (i) The Cu(II) complexes (1 and 3) are
five-coordinated with either square pyramidal or trigonal
bipyramidal geometry, while the Cu(I) complexes (2 and
4) are all tetrahedral. While the latter geometry has been
proclaimed as the most common state for Cu(I) complexes,

Table 2
˚Selected atomic distances (A) and bond angles (8) for complex (1)

Amine-N Bite angle
Cu–N(1) 2.255(8) N(1)–Cu–N(2) 80.0(3)
N(1)–C(1) 1.49(1) N(1)–Cu–N(4) 79.6(3)
N(1)–C(9) 1.46(1) N(1)–Cu–N(6) 81.1(3)
N(1)–C(17) 1.52(1)

trans-angle
Imidazole-N Cl–Cu–N(1) 172.1(3)

Fig. 3. (a) Thermal ellipsoid plot (30%) of the cation of complex Cu–N(2) 1.970(8)
[Cu(Prntb)I]Cl (3) with the atomic labeling scheme. (b) View of the Cu–N(4) 2.128(8) N(4)–Cu–N(1) 79.6(3)
p???p interactions intermolecularly between the BIm planes. Cu–N(6) 1.972(8) N(4)–Cu–N(2) 101.6(3)

N(4)–Cu–N(6) 95.5(3)
Other ligand N(4)–Cu–Cl(1) 108.3(3)depicted in Fig. 4, with the copper atom in oxidation state
Cu–Cl(1) 2.279(3) N(2)–Cu–N(6) 151.6(3)

I. Compared to the Cu(II) complex 3, which also has N(2)–Cu–Cl(1) 98.1(3)
aiodine coordination, the geometry of Cu(I) atom is quite N –C N(6)–Cu–Cl(1) 97.8(2)H CH2

N(3)–C(2) 1.34(1)
N(7)–C(18) 1.34(1) Chelate angle
N(5)–C(10) 1.34(1) with amine-N

Cu–N(1)–C(1) 105.3(6)
bN –C Cu–N(1)–C(9) 109.2(7)Cu CH2

N(2)–C(2) 1.33(1) Cu–N(1)–C(17) 105.2(6)
N(4)–C(10) 1.31(1) with imidazole-N
N(6)–C(18) 1.30(1) Cu–N(2)–C(2) 115.6(7)

Cu–N(4)–C(10) 114.0(7)
Cu–N(6)–C(18) 115.6(6)

C(9)–N(1)–C(1) 113.0(9)
C(9)–N(1)–C(17) 113.8(10)

H-bonding
N(3)–O(1) 2.723 Cl(2)–O(1) 3.133
N(5)–Cl(2) 3.237 Cl(2)–O(2) 3.080
N(7)–O(2) 2.832 Cl(2)–O(3) 3.086
Cl(1)–O(1) 3.236 O(2)–O(3) 2.748

a N denotes the protonated N atom; C denotes the C atom attachedH CH2

to CH .2
b N denotes the N atom attached to Cu. Both a and b are bondsFig. 4. Thermal ellipsoid plot (30%) of the complex [Cu(Prntb)I] (4) Cu

within the five-membered imidazole rings.with the atomic labeling scheme.
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Table 3 Table 5
˚ ˚Selected atomic distances (A) and bond angles (8) for complex (2) Selected atomic distances (A) and bond angles (8) for complex (4)

Amine-N Bite angle Amine-N Chelate angle
Cu–N(2) 2.394(4) N(3)–Cu–N(2) 79.2(2) Cu–N(1) not bonded Cu(1)–N(2)–C(2) 120.9(2)
N(2)–C(1) 1.467(7) N(5)–Cu–N(2) 77.7(2) C(1)–N(1) 1.447(3) Cu(1)–N(4)–C(13) 122.21(14)
N(2)–C(9) 1.460(7) C(12)–N(1) 1.438(3) Cu(1)–N(6)–C(24) 120.70(14)
N(2)–C(17) 1.477(7) N(5)–Cu–N(3) 103.4(2) C(23)–N(1) 1.460(3)

P–Cu–N(2) 116.72(12) N(2)–Cu–N(4) 104.08(13)
Imidazole-N P–Cu–N(3) 121.26(14) Imidazole-N N(6)–Cu–N(4) 109.94(13)
Cu–N(3) 1.995(5) P–Cu–N(5) 134.45(14) Cu–N(2) 2.143(2) N(2)–Cu–N(6) 109.54(14)
Cu–N(5) 2.025(4) Cu–N(4) 2.150(2) I–Cu–N(2) 112.96(11)
Cu–N(8) not bonded C(17)–N(2)–Cu 112.1(3) Cu–N(6) 2.152(2) I–Cu–N(4) 112.34(11)

C(17)–N(2)–C(9) 112.5(4) I–Cu–N(6) 107.93(13)
Other ligand C(17)–N(2)–C(1) 112.4(4) Other ligand
Cu–P 2.171(2) Cu–I 2.69(2)

a bChelate angle N –C N –CR CH Cu CH2 2aN –C with amine-N N(3)–C(2) 1.358(3) N(2)–C(2) 1.326(7)H CH2

N(4)–C(2) 1.336(7) C(9)–N(2)–Cu 102.7(3) N(5)–C(13) 1.368(3) N(4)–C(13) 1.323(7)
N(6)–C(10) 1.353(7) C(1)–N(2)–Cu 104.2(3) N(7)–C(24) 1.364(3) N(6)–C(24) 1.324(7)

with imidazole-N a N denotes the N atom with the propyl group; C denotes the Cb R CH2N –C C(2)–N(3)–Cu 117.0(4)Cu CH2 atom attached to CH .2N(3)–C(2) 1.333(7) C(10)–N(5)–Cu 116.0(4) b N denotes the N atom attached to Cu. Both a and b are bondsCuN(5)–C(10) 1.314(6)
within the five-membered imidazole rings.

C(1)–N(2)–C(9) 112.3(4)
N(2)–C(17)–C(18) 114.3(4)

a N denotes the protonated N atom; C denotes the C atom attachedH CH2 Cu(II) and five-coordinated. (iv) The N –C and N –R CH Cuto CH . 22
b C bonds in the imidazolyl ring of the free Prntb ligandN denotes the N atom attached to Cu. Both a and b are bonds CHCu 2

within the five-membered imidazole rings. [9] can easily be differentiated by the differences in bond
˚distances (1.371 and 1.315 A, respectively), as listed in

Table 6. However, the former shortens and the latter
˚the former is quite unusual for Cu(II) ones [16]. (ii) Both lengthens, both by nearly 0.01–0.03 A (except for 1, which

the Cu–N and the Cu–N bonds vary significantly is shortened slightly) after coordination to copper ions; theamine BIm

from each other and are very much related to the coordina- effect is small but obvious, and is an indication of a result
tion geometry and the steric environments. The Cu–N of ligation to copper causing electrons to delocalize moreBIm

˚distance of 2.09 A in complex 3 is right within the distance effectively within BIm and the chelate rings. (v) The bite
range for blue copper protein [2], which also has a trigonal angles N –Cu–N are quite rigid, with a range ofamine BIm
bipyramidal Cu(II) atom. Thus, 3 would be the best only 1.58. (vi) The chelate angles Cu– N –C andamine
structural model for blue copper protein among the four Cu–N –C are variable, particularly the latter vary, withBIm
Rntb complexes. (iii) The N –C bonds seem to be a range of 168, indicating that steric factors are important.amine

related to the oxidation state or the coordination number of (vii) Both complexes 3 and 4 have propeller-like BIm arms
the copper atoms: it is shortened if the copper atom is in from the ligands, which interact weakly intermolecularly
oxidation state I and four-coordinated, but elongated for via off-set p???p interactions, as depicted in Fig. 3b, to

form 2D layers.Table 4
˚Selected atomic distances (A) and bond angles (8) for complex (3)

Amine-N Bite angle
3.3. SpectroscopyCu(1)–N(3) 2.121(10) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 79.4(2)

C(2)–N(3) 1.484(8)
I(1)–Cu(1)–N(1) 100.6(2) Both complexes 1 and 2 with ntb ligand have broad

Imidazole-N 21absorptions in the range 3000–3500 cm , showing the
Cu(1)–N(1) 2.091(6) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(1a) 116.69(10) 2presence of hydrogen-bonded water molecules. The NO3Other ligand trans-angle

21stretching absorption of 2 appears at 1384 cm , which isCu(1)–I(1) 2.584(2) I(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 180.000(1)
aN –C Chelate angle characteristic of free nitrate ion. The strong absorption atR CH2

21N(2)–C(1) 1.350(9) with amine-N 694 cm could be assigned to the P–C bond in 2.
Cu(1)–N(3)–C(2) 108.6(5) Complexes 3 and 4 with Prntb chelation exhibit mainly thebN –C with imidazole-NCu CH2 ligand absorptions, as listed in Table 7. All complexesN(1)–C(1) 1.344(9) Cu(1)–N(1)–C(1) 111.3(4)

showed the characteristic absorption of the out-of-planea N denotes the N atom with the propyl group; C denotes the CR CH2 bending vibrations for the o-disubstituted phenyl rings inatom attached to CH .2 21
b the BIm arms near 750–740 cm .N denotes the N atom attached to Cu. Both a and b are bondsCu

within the five-membered imidazole rings. The ligand absorption at 274.9 nm for ntb or 275.5 nm
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Table 6
˚Comparison of structural data (atomic distances in A and bond angles in 8) for the complexes (1)–(4)

Structural data Complex Prntb
Free ligand

1 2 3 4

Ligand ntb ntb Prntb Prntb
Oxidation state II I II I
Geometry Square pyramid Tetrahedron Trigonal bipyramid Tetrahedron
Namine

aCu–N 2.255(8) 2.394(4) 2.121(10) Not bondedamine
aC–N 1.49 1.464 1.484 1.448 1.470amine

1.477
(not bonded to Cu)

NBIm
bCu–N 2.128(8) (axial) 2.010 2.091 2.148BIm

1.971(8) (equatorial)
cN –C 1.34 1.345 1.350 1.363 1.371R CH2 dN –C 1.31 1.324 1.344 1.324 1.315Cu CH2

Bite angle
N –Cu–N 79.9 78.5 79.4 /amine BIm

Chelate angle
Cu– N –C 106.6 103.5 108.6 /amine

Cu–N –C 105.1 116.5 111.3 121.3BIm

a N denotes the amine-N.amine
b N denotes the BIm-N.BIm
c N denotes the N atom with R substituent, R5H or R5propyl; C denotes the C atom attached to CH .R CH 22
d N denotes the N atom of the BIm arm attached to Cu.Cu

for Prntb splits into a doublet for all of the complexes in 812.7 nm (´, 131) for 3 and none for 2 and 4. The extra
the UV–Vis spectra. The ligand to metal charge transfer peak at 470.7 nm (´, 1166) for 3 might be attributed to
(LMCT) absorption appears at 302.1 nm as a shoulder (´, I→Cu(II) charge transfer.
798) for 1 and at 368.3 nm (´, 1903) for 3, while it is not The CV diagrams of the complexes (1)–(4) in DMF are
observable for 2 or 4, although the latter is slightly shown in Figs. 5–7, respectively, and the respective E ,pc

colored. This non-observance of a charge transfer transi- E and E values are listed in Table 8. Ligand ntb haspa 1 / 2

tion could just be a result of the low concentration of 4 in two irreversible reductive waves at 21.14 and 21.38 V,
the solution, since it has very low solubility in DMF. The and an irreversible oxidation wave at 0.86 V, which are
d–d transition appears at 886.1 nm (´, 59) for 1 and at outside the range where the complexes (1) and (2) are

Table 7
21Infrared data (cm ) for the complexes (1)–(4)

1 2 ntb 3 4 Prntb

H O 3472b 3430b / /2

NH 3205b 3183b 3190b / /
aAromatic CH 3064w 3056w 3057 a 3058w 3049m
aAliphatic CH 2938w 2930w 2917 2930w 2926w 2966m

2875w 2875w 2931w
2872w

bBIm ring 1623m 1624w 1623m 1616w 1615m 1614m
1595m 1593w 1588w
1546w 1539m 1539m

Cu–ntb 1475s 1482m 1489w 1492m 1473s 1519m
1454s 1452s 1447s 1454s 1454s 1420

1343s 1349m
Aliphatic CH 1384m 1384s 1384w 1384vs 1382w 1361

2NO / 1346s / / /3

o-Disubstituted phenyl ring 744s 741s 744vs 752vs 751s 732s
Phosphine P–C / 694s / / /
Cu–P / 531s / / /

502m
a Immersed under broad NH and/or H O absorptions.2
b BIm indicates the benzimidazole group.
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Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammogram of [Cu(ntb)Cl]Cl?3H O (1) in DMF vs.2

SCE with Et NClO electrolyte on the Pt electrode.4 4

Fig. 7. Cyclic voltammograms of [Cu(Prntb)I]Cl (3) (upper) and
[Cu(Prntb)I] (4) (lower) in DMF vs. SCE with Et NClO electrolyte on4 4reactive on the electrodes, so that the E values should not the Pt electrode.

be caused by the free ligands. Ligand Prntb has a similar
reduction wave at 21.15 V and two weak oxidation waves
at 20.70 and 0.63 V; the latter peak does not appear if the
compound is oxidized first. Both ligands will be oxidized The phosphine coordinated complex (2) is quite inert in
completely at around 1.18 V. the range of 1.5 to 20.5 V and showed only one reduction

Complex (1) showed two redox couples, E and E , wave at 21.13 V, which was probably caused by reduction1 2

with E at 0.56 and 20.025 V, respectively, when of the ligand ntb. Complexes (3) and (4) behaved very1 / 2

sweeping starts at 0.8 V, indicating that the following similarly in DMF in the range 1.0 to 20.5 V, as shown in
electrochemical reactions occurred in the DMF solution: Fig. 7, implying that similar species are present in both

complex solutions. It will be difficult right now to clarifyE E1 2 211 0 1→ →[Cu(ntb)Cl] [Cu(ntb)Cl] [Cu(ntb)Cl] (1) the identity of the species since partial substitution or← ←
2replacement by the solvating solvent DMF of I might

complicate the products. Compared to the chloro ligated
(1), complexes (3) and (4) have more redox reactions, and
the redox couples E and E (Table 8) for complexes (3)1 3

and (4) could be caused by electrochemical processes
nrelated to the [Cu(Prntb)I] moiety, while the additional

two redox couples E and E occurred at E 50.30 and2 4 1 / 2

20.26 V and may have been caused by some iodo species
in solution. All of these interpretations are only tentative,
with a detailed understanding of the electrochemical
behavior of the complexes awaiting more intensive studies.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, on request. The
deposition numbers are [Cu(II)(ntb)Cl]Cl?3H O (1)2

105291; [Cu(I)(ntb)(PPh )](NO )?1.5H O (2) 105292;3 3 2

[Cu(II)(Prntb)I]Cl (3) 105293 and [Cu(I)(Prntb)I] (4)Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammogram of [Cu(ntb)(PPh )](NO )?1.5H O (2) in3 3 2

DMF vs. SCE with Et NClO electrolyte on the Pt electrode. 105294.4 4
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Table 8
Cyclic voltammetric data (V) for complexes (1)–(4)

Comp Solv E , V E , V E , V E , V1 2 3 4

E E E E E E E E E E E Ep,a p,c 1 / 2 p,a p,c 1 / 2 p,a p,c 1 / 2 p,a p,c 1 / 2

antb DMF 0.86 21.38 21.14
Prntb DMF 0.63 20.70 21.15

b1 DMF 0.66 0.45 0.56 0.055 20.105 20.025
2 MeCN 21.13
3 DMF 0.61 0.53 0.57 0.34 0.25 0.30 0.125 20.07 0.03 20.19 20.32 20.26

MeCN 0.68 0.61 0.65 0.38 0.31 0.35 0.15 0.075 0.11 20.15
a a4 DMF 0.66 0.53 0.60 0.375 0.225 0.30 20.15 20.34

a Not given due to the difficulty in fixing the exact position.
b Not accurate due to the flatness of the peak.
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Abstract

III III 1The crystal and molecular structures of Os (tpy)(Cl) (1) (tpy52,29:69,20-terpyridine) and (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2) (PPN 5bis-3 3
III(triphenylphosphoranylidene) ammonium cation, Tp5hydrido tris(1-pyrazolyl)borate anion) are reported. In trans-Os (tpy)(Cl) (1)3

III˚Os–Cl bond lengths are in the range 2.3604(10)–2.3833(9) A. In (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2) Os–Cl bond lengths are in the range3
III˚2.3789(19)–2.4082(17) A. These bond lengths are consistent with Os as compared with similar values in chloro-containing Os

compounds found in the literature.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Osmium complexes; Terpyridine; Pyrazolyl; Crystal structures; Chloride ligands; Redox chemistry

1. Introduction additional osmium-containing complexes in order to corre-
late structural features with oxidation state. In this paper

Complexes of Os containing polypyridyl ligands are a we report on the crystal structures, spectroscopy and redox
IIIsubject of growing interest because of their attractive chemistry of two members of the series, Os (tpy)(Cl)3

IIIphotochemical and photophysical properties and their (1) and (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2). Ligand structures are3

complex electronic structures [1–3]. There is also an illustrated in Fig. 1.
extensive multiple oxidation state chemistry and this has
been a theme of major interest our laboratories [4–11].
Recently we completed a spectroscopic and crystallo-

2. Experimental
graphic study of the mixed-valence dimer, trans,trans-

III II[(tpy)(Cl) Os (N )Os (Cl) (tpy)](BF ) [6,11]. The crys-2 2 2 4 2.1. Materials
tallographic data supported infrared spectroscopic evidence

III IIfavoring the existence of localized Os and Os oxidation
Dichloromethane was dried and distilled from P O2 5states based on: (a) inequivalent Os–N(bridge) bonds of

under argon and was subsequently deoxygenated by purg-2˚ ˚lengths 1.968(9) A and 1.909(10) A. (b) the BF counter-4 ing with nitrogen prior to use. DMF was distilled from˚ion which is placed asymmetrically in the lattice, 6.22 A CaH under reduced pressure. DMSO was used as re-2˚from one Os center and 6.74 A from the other. (c) there are ceived. Isotopically labeled reagents were purchased from
two distinct sets of Os–Cl bond lengths; ‘‘short’’ bond Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and used without furtherIII˚ ˚lengths, 2.352(3) A and 2.371(3) A, consistent with Os – purification. TBAH was recrystallized three times from˚Cl [12–16] and ‘‘long’’ bond lengths, 2.401(3) A and boiling ethanol and dried under vacuum at 1208 for twoII II˚2.402(3) A, consistent with Os –Cl [17–20]. The Os site days. (NH ) OsCl , tpy and KTp were purchased from4 2 6was identified as having the short Os–N(N ) bond length2 Alfa-AESAR and used as received.
and longer Os–Cl bond lengths and is more ‘distant’ from

2the BF counterion.4

These results have provided an incentive to investigate 2.2. Physical measurements and instrumentation

*Corresponding author.
E-mail address: tjmeyer@email.unc.edu (T.J. Meyer) Electronic absorption spectra were recorded on a Hew-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00033-9
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10 ml CH Cl was added to the above solution. The2 2

Nomenclature resulting reaction mixture was stirred for 30 min. The
volume was reduced by rotary evaporation to 5 ml. A

IIyellow precipitate of (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) (N )] was ob-2 2

tpy 2; 29:69; 20-terpyridine tained by addition of 200 ml Et O, filtered off, and air2
14Tp hydrido tris(1-pyrazolyl)borate anion dried. Yield 70 mg (66%). Infrared in KBr discs: n( N;

1 14 VI 15PPN bis-(triphenylphosphoranylidine) N) 2047. Reaction of Os (Tp)(Cl) ( N) with PPNN2 3
II 15 14 21ammonium cation gives (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ( N; N)]. Infrared (cm ,2

15 14TBAH Tetra-n-butylammonium KBr discs): n( N; N) 2010. A solution of
IIhexafluorophosphate (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) (N )] in CH Cl was carefully2 2 2 2

[N(n-Bu) ](PF ) layered with anhydrous Et O. After standing for several4 6 2
IIItetr tetrazolate anion hours it gave (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ]. Anal. Calc. for3

MLCT metal-to-ligand charge transfer OsCl P BC H N : C, 51.52; H, 3.85; N, 9.35. Found:3 2 45 40 7
21LMCT ligand-to-metal charge transfer 50.25; H, 3.63; N, 9.31. Infrared (cm , KBr discs): n(Tp)

1628 (s), 1438 (s), 1405 (s), 1231 (s), n(B–H) 2509 (s),
n(P5N) 1115 (s).

2.4. Crystal structure determinationslett-Packard 8452A diode array UV–visible spec-
trophotometer in quartz cells. Electrochemical measure-

Single crystals of 1 were obtained by slow diffusion ofments were carried out in solutions of CH CN or DMF3 Et O into a DMF solution of the compound. Single2with 0.1M TBAH as the supporting electrolyte. A platinum
crystals of 2 were obtained by dissolving (PPN)disc working electrode (Bioanalytical Systems, West II[Os (Tp)(Cl) (N )] in CH Cl and layering it with Et O.2 2 2 2 2Lafayette, Indiana, USA) was used for measurements. All
During crystallization loss of N and presumably Cl2potentials are referenced to the saturated sodium chloride
abstraction from the solvent or from another molecule of 2calomel electrode (SSCE, 0.24 V vs. NHE), unless other-
occurred. Crystal data, intensity collection information,wise noted, at room temperature and are uncorrected for
and structure refinement parameters for 1 and 2 arejunction potentials. Voltammetric experiments were per-
provided in Table 1. The structures were solved by directformed with the use of a PAR 173 Galvanostat /Potentios-
methods. The remaining non-hydrogen atoms were locatedtat. Infrared spectra were recorded as KBr pellets on a
in subsequent difference Fourier maps. Empirical absorp-Nicolet 20DX FT-IR Spectrometer.
tion corrections were applied with SADABS. The ORTEP
plotting program was used to computer generate the
structures shown in Figs. 2 and 3 [24]. Hydrogen atoms2.3. Synthesis and characterization ˚were included in calculated positions (C–H50.95 A) with

III thermal parameters derived from the atom to which theyOs (tpy)(Cl) (1) was prepared by heating3 were bonded. All computations were performed by using(NH ) OsCl and tpy in DMF at reflux, as reported4 2 6 the NRCVAX suite of programs [25]. Atomic scatteringpreviously by Sargeson et al. [21]. Anal. Calc. for
factors were taken from a standard source [26] andOsCl N C H (1, M.W. 529.8): C, 33.97; H, 2.08; N,3 3 15 11

21 corrected for anomalous dispersion. The final positional7.93. Found. C, 33.79; H, 2.34; N, 7.96. Infrared (cm ,
parameters, along with their standard deviations as esti-KBr discs): n(tpy) 1598 (s), 1447 (s), 1383 (s), 1325 (m),
mates from the inverse matrix, Tables of hydrogen atom1277 (s), 1157 (m), 1048 (m), 840 (s), 826 (w), 794 (vs),
parameters, anisotropic thermal parameters, and observed/729 (m), 642 (w), 558 (w), 509 (m), 471 (w), 439 (m).

III calculated structure amplitudes are available as supple-(PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2). A quantity of3 mentary material. Bond lengths and angles are given inVIOs (Tp)(Cl) (N) [22,23] (50 mg 0.10 mmol) was dis-2 Table 2 (for 1) and Table 3 (for 2).solved in 50 mL CH Cl . PPNN (58 mg 0.10 mmol) in2 2 3

3. Results

IIIOs (tpy)(Cl) (1). UV–vis data for 1 are compiled in3

Table 4 and the spectrum is shown in Fig. 4A. The
spectrum is dominated by intense p→p*(tpy) bands at 278

21and 318 nm. A series of moderately intense (e,3000 M
21cm ) charge-transfer bands appear in the visible at 414,

Fig. 1. Ligand structures. 428, 478, 524, 574 and 738 nm.
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Table 1
III IIISummary of crystal data, intensity collection and structure refinement parameters for Os (tpy)(Cl) (1) and (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2)3 3

Compound 1 2
Formula OsCl C H N OsCl P C H BN3 15 11 3 3 2 45 40 7

Molecular weight 529.83 1048.16
˚a (A) 8.3436(4) 8.7899(4)
˚b (A) 14.0986(6) 21.126(1)
˚c (A) 13.7754(6) 23.508(1)

a (deg) 90 90
b (deg) 104.868(1) 98.975(1)
g (deg) 90 90

3˚V (A ) 1566.2(1) 4312.0(3)
Z 4 4
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P 2 /n P 2 /n1 1

Crystal size (mm) 0.2530.3530.10 0.4030.1030.10
3d (g /cm ) 2.247 1.615calcd

Diffractometer Siemens SMART Siemens SMART
˚ ˚Radiation Mo Ka (l50.71073 A) Mo Ka (l50.71073 A)

Collection temperature 21008C 21008C
21Abs. coefficient m, cm 8.65 3.26

F(000) 994.74 2084.06
2u (deg) 60.0 50.0max

Total reflections 20459 22874
Unique reflections 4524 7584
Refined reflections 4139 5929
Merging R value 0.025 0.040
Number of parameters 199 532

aR (%) 2.3 3.9
bR (%) 2.8 4.2w

cGoodness of fit 2.19 1.75
3˚Deepest hole (e /A ) 21.100 20.930
3˚Highest peak (e /A ) 1.120 1.510

a R5S(uF 2F u) /SuF u.o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2R 5[S(wuF 2F u) /Sw(F ) ] .w o c o
c 2 1 / 2GoF5[Sw(F 2F ) /(no. of reflections2no. of parameters)] .o c

IV/ IIIAn Os couple appears at E 510.86 V and an1 / 2
III / IIOs couple at E 520.38 V vs. SSCE, in 0.1M TBAH1 / 2

in DMF. A reduction appears at 21.63 V and is assigned
2 / 0to the tpy couple.

In the structure of 1 the tpy ligand is planar and

IIIFig. 2. ORTEP diagram (30% ellipsoids) of Os (tpy)(Cl) (1) with Fig. 3. ORTEP diagram (30% ellipsoids) of the anion in3
IIIlabeling scheme. (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2) with labeling scheme.3
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Table 2 Os(3) of 89.34(3)8 and 89.96(4)8, respectively, are close to
III˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (deg) for Os (tpy)(Cl) (1)3 the idealized 908 value.

Bond distances One of the peripheral tpy rings forms an aromatic ring
Os(1)–Cl(1) 2.3741(8) N(21)–C(22) 1.348(4) stacking interaction with its counterpart in a neighboring
Os(1)–Cl(2) 2.3833(9) N(21)–C(26) 1.359(4) molecule. The rings are not exactly aligned but are
Os(1)–Cl(3) 2.3604(10) C(22)–C(23) 1.391(5)

staggered with a torsional angle of |258. The orientationOs(1)–N(11) 2.077(3) C(23)–C(24) 1.392(5)
of the rings suggests a weak stacking interaction similarOs(1)–N(21) 1.969(3) C(24)–C(25) 1.385(5)

Os(1)–N(31) 2.075(3) C(25)–C(26) 1.380(5) to those observed in crystals of cis-
IV IIN(11)–C(12) 1.344(4) C(26)–C(36) 1.473(5) [Os (tpy)(Cl) (NPPh Me)](PF ) [4], Cu bipyridine2 2 6

N(11)–C(16) 1.372(4) N(31)–C(32) 1.346(4) complexes with 3,5-diiodo-L-tyrosinate [30], and complex-
C(12)–C(13) 1.384(5) N(31)–C(36) 1.381(4) IIes of Cu with acetate derivatives bearing aromaticC(13)–C(14) 1.380(6) C(32)–C(33) 1.393(5)

pendant groups [31].C(14)–C(15) 1.389(5) C(33)–C(34) 1.381(6)
IIIC(15)–C(16) 1.384(4) C(34)–C(35) 1.397(6) (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2). The spectrum of 2 does not3

C(16)–C(22) 1.484(4) C(35)–C(36) 1.385(5) exhibit intense bands in the visible as does its terpyridyl
analog, 1 (Table 4, Fig. 4B). Intense absorptions for 2

Angles
appear at higher energies (310–275 nm) which appear toCl(1)–Os(1)–Cl(2) 89.34(3) C(15)–C(16)–C(22) 123.5(3)

III 2 IIIbe a mixture of dp(Os )→p*(Tp) MLCT, Cl →OsCl(1)–Os(1)–Cl(3) 179.16(3) Os(1)–N(21)–C(22) 119.02(20)
Cl(1)–Os(1)–N(11) 90.40(7) Os(1)–N(21)–C(26) 118.55(21) LMCT, and p→p*(Tp) transitions. Bands in the same

IICl(1)–Os(1)–N(21) 87.59(8) C(22)–N(21)–C(26) 122.4(3) region have been reported for Ru complexes containing
Cl(1)–Os(1)–N(31) 90.04(7) C(16)–C(22)–N(21) 113.4(3) tris-pyrazolyl methane ligands [32,33].
Cl(2)–Os(1)–Cl(3) 89.96(4) C(16)–C(22)–C(23) 126.3(3)

A cyclic voltammogram of 2 in CH CN is shown in Fig.3Cl(2)–Os(1)–N(11) 102.09(8) N(21)–C(22)–C(23) 120.4(3)
IV/ III5. An Os couple appears at E 510.45 V and anCl(2)–Os(1)–N(21) 176.60(8) C(22)–C(23)–C(24) 117.1(3) 1 / 2

III / IICl(2)–Os(1)–N(31) 98.70(8) C(23)–C(24)–C(25) 122.1(3) Os couple at E 521.20 V vs. SSCE, 0.1M TBAH in1 / 2
V/ IVCl(3)–Os(1)–N(11) 89.30(7) C(24)–C(25)–C(26) 118.3(3) CH CN. In addition, an Os couple appears at E 513 1 / 2Cl(3)–Os(1)–N(21) 93.12(8) N(21)–C(26)–C(25) 119.6(3) 1.00 V.

Cl(3)–Os(1)–N(31) 90.52(8) N(21)–C(26)–C(36) 113.2(3) 1The crystal of 2 contains discrete PPN cations andN(11)–Os(1)–N(21) 79.40(10) C(25)–C(26)–C(36) 127.2(3)
III 2[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] anions. The metric features of the PPNN(11)–Os(1)–N(31) 159.21(10) Os(1)–N(31)–C(32) 127.41(22) 3

N(21)–Os(1)–N(31) 79.86(10) Os(1)–N(31)–C(36) 112.85(21) counterion are unexceptional and similar to those in other
Os(1)–N(11)–C(12) 127.88(22) C(32)–N(31)–C(36) 119.6(3) structures in the literature [34–37]. Tp acts as a facial
Os(1)–N(11)–C(16) 113.76(20) N(31)–C(32)–C(33) 121.5(3) 2tridenate ligand. This forces the Cl ligands to be cis with
C(12)–N(11)–C(16) 118.3(3) C(32)–C(33)–C(34) 119.3(3)

respect to each other. Os–N(Tp) bond lengths at 2.047(5)N(11)–C(12)–C(13) 122.1(3) C(33)–C(34)–C(35) 119.4(3)
˚ ˚ ˚A, 2.059(5) A and 2.058(5) A, show no significantC(12)–C(13)–C(14) 119.4(3) C(34)–C(35)–C(36) 119.5(4)

C(13)–C(14)–C(15) 119.6(3) C(26)–C(36)–N(31) 115.1(3) variation and compare well with literature examples [38–
C(14)–C(15)–C(16) 118.6(3) C(26)–C(36)–C(35) 124.4(3) 44].
N(11)–C(16)–C(15) 122.0(3) N(31)–C(36)–C(35) 120.4(3) The geometric features of the Tp ligand force Os to
N(11)–C(16)–C(22) 114.4(3)

assume a distorted octahedral structure. This is reflected in
the values of / N(21)–Os(1)–N(11), / N(31)–Os(1)–

Os–N(tpy) bond lengths vary. The Os–N(tpy) bond N(21) and / N(11)–Os(1)–N(31), all of which are
˚distance to the central tpy ring is 1.969(3) A. The other smaller than 908 (85.7(2)8, 86.8(2)8 and 87.4(2)8, respec-

two Os–N(tpy) bond distances are 2.077(3) and 2.075(3) tively).
˚ ˚A. The shortening of the ‘central’ M–N(tpy) bond is a The Os–Cl bond lengths are equivalent at 2.379(2) A,

˚ ˚characteristic of the structural chemistry of metal– 2.393(2) A and 2.408(2) A. They compare well with those
IIIterpyridine complexes (in the absence of strong trans of 1 and are consistent with Os (see Section 4).

influence ligands) and is shared by 1 (Table 1) [27–29].
This is also reflected in / N(31)–Os(1)–N(11) which is
159.2(1)8, a value significantly smaller than the idealized
1808. In addition, / N(11)–Os(1)–N(21) (79.4(1)8) and 4. Discussion
/ N(21)–Os(1)–N(31) (79.9(1)8) have values smaller

IV/ III III / IIthan 908. E (Os ) and E (Os ) for 1 are similar to those1 / 2 1 / 2
IIIThe Os–Cl bond lengths do not show significant varia- for trans-Os (tpy)(Cl) (5-CH -tetr) (tetr5tetrazolate2 3

tions. The Os–Cl bond, which is coplanar with tpy, is anion). They appear at 11.01 and 20.26 V vs. SSCE, in
VI / III˚ ˚2.3833(9) A; the other two are 2.3741(8) A and 0.1M TBAH in CH CN, respectively [45]. E (Os )3 1 / 2

III˚2.3604(10) A. These are consistent with Os –Cl values in for 1 appears at a less positive potential compared to
IIIother complexes (see Discussion). The angle Cl(1)–Os(1)– trans-Os (tpy)(Cl) (5-CH -tetr), presumably due to de-2 3

Cl(3) with a value of 179.16(3)8, approaches linearity. localization of the negative charge in the tetrazolate ring in
IV/ IIIAlso, the angles Cl(1)–Os(1)–Cl(2) and Cl(2)–Os(1)– the latter. The potential for the Os couple in 2 appears
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Table 3
III˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (deg) for (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2)3

Bond distances
Os(l)–Cl(l) 2.3789(19) N(11)–N(12) 1.362(6)
Os(1)–Cl(2) 2.3928(17) N(11)–C(15) 1.326(8)
Os(1)–Cl(3) 2.4082(17) N(12)–C(13) 1.344(7)
Os(1)–N(11) 2.047(5) C(13)–C(14) 1.362 (10)
Os(1)–N(21) 2.059 (5) C(14)–C(15) 1.377 (9)
Os(1)–N(31) 2.058(5) C(34)–C(35) 1.383 (8)
B(1)–N (12) 1.541(9) N(21)–N(22) 1.363(7)
B(1)–N (22) 1.533 (9) N(21)–C(25) 1.338(8)
B(1)–N (32) 1.537 (9) N(22)–C(23) 1.340(8)
C(23)–C(24) 1.364(12) N(31)–N(32) 1.369(6)
C(24)–C(25) 1.383 (11) N(31)–C(35) 1.329 (8)
N(32)–C(33) 1.335(8) C(33)–C(34) 1.367(9)

Angles
Cl(l)–Os(l)–Cl(2) 92.57(6) Cl(2)–Os(l)–N(21) 90.93(14)
Cl(1)–Os(1)–Cl(3) 92.49(7) Cl(2)–Os(l)–N(31) 90.11(13)
Cl(l)–Os(l)–N(11) 89.69(14) Cl(3)–Os(l)–N(11) 90.19 (13)
Cl(l)–Os(l)–N(21) 89.47(16) Cl(3)–Os(1)–N (21) 175.47(14)
Cl(l)–Os(l)–N(31) 175.43 (13) Cl(3)–Os(l)–N(31) 91.06(12)
Cl(2)–Os(l)–Cl(3) 93 .07 (6) N(11)–Os(l)–N(21) 85.73 (18)
Cl(2)–Os(l)–N(11) 175.95(13) N(11)–Os(1)–N(31) 87.42(18)
N(21)–Os(l)–N(31) 86.79(19) B(1)–N (22)–N (21) 118.6(4)
N(12)–B(l)–N(22) 107.4(5) B(1)–N(22)–C(23) 132.4(6)
N(12)–B(1)–N(32) 109.1(5) N(21)–N(22)–C(23) 109.0(5)
N(22)–B(l)–N(32) 108.0(5) N(22)–C(23)–C(24) 108.2(6)
Os(l)–N(11)–N(12) 120.1(4) C(23)–C(24)–C(25) 106.6(6)
Os(l)–N(11)–C(15) 132.9(4) N(21)–C(25)–C(24) 108.7 (6)
N(12)–N(11)–C(15) 106.9(5) Os(1)–N(31)–N(32) 118.9(4)
B (1)–N(12)–N(11) 118.4(4) Os(1)–N(31)–C(35) 133.8 (4)
B(l)–N(12)–C(13) 132.7(5) N(32)–N(31)–C(35) 107.1(4)
N(11)–N(12)–C(13) 108.9(5) B(1)–N(32)–N(31) 119.3 (5)
N(12)–C(13)–C(14) 108.4(5) B(1)–N(32)–C(33) 132.5(5)
C(13)–C(14)–C(15) 105.8(5) N(31)–N(32)–C(33) 108.0(5)
N(11)–C(15)–C(14) 110.0(5) N(32)–C(33)–C(34) 110.0(5)
Os (1)–N (21)–N (22) 119.7(3) C(33)–C(34)–C(35) 104.5(6)
Os(1)–N(21)–C(25) 132.8(5) N(31)–C(35)–C(34) 110.3(5)
N(22)–N(21)–C(25) 107.5(5)

at an even less positive potential than that of 1 due to the The visible absorption bands in 1 are largely
III 5 2 IIIelectron donating character of the Tp ligand and increased Os (dp )→p*(tpy) MLCT in origin, with Cl →Os

negative charge on the complex. These effects also appear LMCT bands contributing at higher energy. Given the
III / II III / II 2 2 1in the Os potentials with the Os couple for 2 ground state configuration dp dp dp , the lowest energy1 2 3

III 5appearing at 21.20 V compared to 20.30 for 1 and in the Os (dp )→p*(tpy) MLCT band at 738 nm for 1 arises
V/ IV 1 2appearance of an Os couple at 11.00 V. from the transitions dp →p*(tpy) or dp →p*(tpy) de-3 2

Table 4
UV–vis and electrochemical data for compounds 1 and 2

21 21Complex l , nm (e, M cm ) E (V) E (V) E (V) Other waves Solventmax 1 / 2 1 / 2 1 / 2

(V/ IV) (IV/ III) (III / II)
III cOs (tpy)(Cl) (1) 738 (600), 574 (1800), 524 (2600), – 10.86 20.38 21.63 DMF3

478 (2400), 428 (3100), 414 (sh, |3000),
a318 (23 800), 278 (20 300)

III(PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2) 518 (900), 310 (sh, |7400), 11.00 10.45 21.20 – CH Cl3 2 2

290 (sh, |11 000), 275 (15 100),
b270 (15 000), 238 (37 000)

a In DMF.
b In CH Cl .2 2
c 2 / 0tpy couple.
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The same pattern of bands is observed but shifted to lower
energy in 1. Similarities can also be found in the UV–vis

IIIspectra of 1 and trans-Os (tpy)(Cl) (5-CH -tetr) [45].2 3

The lowest-lying MLCT band in the latter is at 680 nm.
There is a weak band in the spectrum of 2 at 518 nm,

III 5which may be the lowest-lying Os (dp )→p*(Tp) MLCT
transition.

It has been noted previously that Os–X (X5halogen)
bond distances tend to decrease with increasing metal
oxidation state due to enhanced s and p bonding [14,15].
The distances observed in both 1 and 2 are consistent with

IIIOs . Since tpy is a relatively weak p-acid whose s-donor
capacity is not expected to be significantly greater than that

2 IIIof Cl at Os , little or no lengthening of the Os–Cl bond
trans to tpy is expected. This is supported by the metric
features in 1.

The central Os–N(tpy) bond length in 1 is significantly
shorter that the peripheral Os–N bonds. It is a feature
dictated by the geometrical constraints of tpy as a ligand
and its inability to span the 1808 required for a planar
terdentate ligand and has been demonstrated in a variety of
examples [27–29,46–49]. A representative example is

II 1trans-[Os (tpy)(Cl) (NS)] in which the Os–N(tpy, cen-2
˚tral) bond length is 2.032(7) A and the remaining two

˚2.079(7) and 2.084(7) A [45]. This is not the case when a
ligand which exerts a strong trans influence is in a trans
position to the Os–N(central) bond as shown by trans-

VI 1[Os (tpy)(Cl) (N)] [50,51]. The trans influence of the2
˚nitrido ligand increases Os–N(trans, tpy) to 2.162(4) A

IIIFig. 4. UV–visible spectra of Os (tpy)(Cl) (1, A, in DMF), and3 ˚with Os–N(cis, tpy) 2.080(4) A. This is accompanied by aIII(PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ] (2, B, in CH Cl ). 23 2 2 bending of the cis Cl ligands away from the multiple
bond [52–55]. It results in / Cl–Os–Cl of 165.05(5)8 in

VI 1pending upon the relative magnitudes of the pairing energy trans-[Os (tpy)(Cl) (N)] [50].2

and splitting between dp and dp . The lowest-lying,2 3
II 6Os (dp )→p*(bpy) MLCT band in cis-
IIOs (tpy)(Cl) (NH ) [10] appears at 690 nm. The differ-2 3

ence in band energy with 1 is of the same magnitude as the 5. Conclusions
III / II IV/ IIIdifference between E (Os ) and E (Os ) for 11 / 2 1 / 2

III / IIwith DE (Os )50.28 V. The UV–vis spectrum of 1 is It has been noted before [12–20] that the Os–Cl bond1 / 2
IIIvery similar to that of trans-Os (tpy)(Cl) (NPPh ) [4]. length shortens as the Os oxidation state increases. This is2 3

expected based on the increase of the formal positive
charge at Os, and supported by a plethora of Os complex-
es, compiled in Table 5. The available crystallographic
data, particularly Os–Cl bond lengths, indicate that Os–Cl
bond lengths in 1 and 2 clearly fall in the expected range

IIIfor Os .

Supplementary data

Packing diagrams, complete tables of atomic positional
and thermal parameters, bond distances, bond angles and
listings of observed and calculated structure factors (for 1,

III 23 pages and for 2, 37 pages) can be obtained from theFig. 5. Cyclic voltammogram of (PPN)[Os (Tp)(Cl) ], 2, in CH CN,3 3

0.1M TBAH, vs. SSCE. authors upon request.
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Table 5
Os–Cl bond distances in various Os complexes

˚Complex Os–Cl bond length (A) Reference
IIOs complexes

1cis-[Os(bpy) (Cl)(CH CN)] 2.4199(6) [45]2 3
acis-Os(tap) (Cl) 2.399(2)–2.393(2) [56]2 2

III II 1trans,trans[(tpy)(Cl) Os (N )Os (Cl) (tpy)] 2.401(3)–2.402(3) [6,11]2 2 2
bOs(tacn)(PPh )(CO)(Cl) 2.447(3) [19]3

ctrans-Os(dppe)(Cl) 2.434(1) [20]2
dcis-Os(dppm)(Cl) 2.445(2)–2.448(2) [17]2

etrans-Os(vdpp)(Cl) 2.431(1) [18]2

IIIOs complexes
Os(tpy) (Cl) 2.3604(10)–2.3833(9) this work3 3

2[Os(Tp)(Cl) ] 2.3789(19)–2.4082(17) this work3
21cis-[Os(bpy) (Cl)(CH CN)] 2.332(3) [57]2 3

trans-Os(tpy)(Cl) (5-CH -tetr) 2.3425(18)–2.3453(18) [5,45]2 3
1cis-[Os(tpy)(Cl) (CH CN)] 2.346(4)–2.354(4) [45]2 3

1cis-[Os(tpy)(Cl) (H O)] 2.3650(10)–2.3752(10) [57]2 2
2trans-[Os(PEt ) (Cl) ] 2.375(3)–2.386(2) [16]3 2 4

1trans-[Os(PMe ) (Cl) ] 2.352(4) [14]3 4 2

mer-Os(PPh ) (NH )(Cl) 2.360(3)–2.363(2) [12]3 2 3 3
III II 1trans,trans[(tpy)(Cl) Os (N )Os (Cl) (tpy)] 2.352(3)–2.371(3) [6,11]2 2 2

1trans-[Osho-C H (AsMe ) j(Cl) ] 2.337(3) [15]6 4 2 2 2

IVOs complexes
1trans-[Os(tpy)(Cl) (NPPh )] 2.363(2)–2.372(2) [4]2 3

1cis-[Os(tpy)(Cl) (NMePPh )] 2.365(2)–2.394(2) [4]2 2

cis-Os(CH CN) (Cl) 2.286(3)–2.307(3) [58]3 2 4
22[Os(Cl) ] 2.325(3)–2.338(3) [59]6

Os(PMePh ) (Cl) 2.319(3) [60]2 2 4
22 f[Os(ox)(Cl) ] 2.297(2)–2.355(2) [61]4

VOs complexes
2[Os(Cl) ] 2.252(4)–2.295(2) [59]6

a tap52-(m-tolylazo)pyridine.
b tacn51,4,7-triazacyclononane.
c dppe5bis(diphenyl)-phosphinoethane.
d dppm5bis(diphenyl)-phosphinomethane.
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Abstract

n i n iThe reactions of triethylaluminum with a series of 13 secondary amines (RH5HNMe , HNEt , HNPr , HNPr , HNBu , HNBu ,2 2 2 2 2 2
sHNBu , HNC H , HNC H , HNC H , HN(c-C H ) , HN(CH Ph) , and HNC H NMe) afford room-temperature stable, clear,2 4 8 5 10 6 12 6 11 2 2 2 4 8

1 13colorless liquid complexes. These complexes were characterized by H and C NMR, IR and elemental analyses. Trends in the NMR
chemical shift data are compared with data previously reported for the analogous trimethylaluminum, -gallium, and -indium compounds in
terms of the steric properties of the amines. Subsequent thermolysis of these complexes yields dimeric aminoalanes via 1,2-elimination of

1 13ethane in all cases. The dimers were characterized by H and C NMR, IR, melting point, cryoscopic molecular weight determinations,
and elemental analyses. The NMR chemical shift data are compared with known data for the [Me AlR] and [Me GaR] series. The2 2 2 2

molecular structures of [Et AlN(c-C H ) ] and [Et AlNC H NCH ] , obtained from X-ray crystal data, are presented and discussed in2 6 11 2 2 2 4 8 3 2

terms of the correlations between the structural parameters of the Al N ring and the nature of the Al and N substituents.  19992 2

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Aminoalane; Adduct; Molecular structure; NMR; Secondary amine; Triethylaluminum

1. Introduction Literature on the chemical reactivity of Et Al with3

secondary amines is limited, compared to that for Me Al,3

The chemical reactivity of organo-aluminum compounds with only synthesis and partial characterization data for the
itowards amines to form Lewis acid-base complexes is of adducts of HNMe [12], HNEt [13], HNPr [13],2 2 2

current interest due to several possible material science HNC H [14], and HNC H [15] being reported. There-4 8 5 10

applications, such as single-source precursors for the fore, in this study, 13 Et Al-secondary amine adducts3
n i n i sdeposition of aluminum nitride thin films [1–9]. Addition- (R5NMe , NEt , NPr , NPr , NBu , NBu , NBu ,2 2 2 2 2 2 2

ally, the use of primary or secondary amines permits the NC H , NC H , NC H , N(c-C H ) , N(CH Ph) , and4 8 5 10 6 12 6 11 2 2 2

formation of interesting and potentially useful condensed NC H NMe) were synthesized in order to obtain FT-IR4 8
1 13Al-N species from the thermolysis of the initially formed and complete H and C NMR data for comparison with

complexes. Recently, the chemical synthesis, characteriza- the above Me Al-secondary amine series, as well as to3

tion, and NMR spectroscopic studies for three series of investigate further the relative electronic and steric in-
1 13adducts, (Me M?RH), obtained by reacting 13 secondary fluences of the amines in terms of H and C NMR3

amines (RH) with Me M (M5Al, Ga, In) in 1:1 mol ratio chemical shift parameters. The Et Al system offers the3 3
1 13 1were reported by this laboratory [10,11]. Both H and C advantage that the H NMR chemical shift difference

NMR data for the three series of adducts suggest a strong between the -CH - and -CH protons for the ethyl group of2 3

correlation between the chemical shifts of the methyl Et Al in a given adduct can be used as a means of3

groups on the metal and the steric properties of the amines. comparing relative adduct strengths in the series via the
use of the Dailey-Shoolery equation [12,16–18].

Thermolysis of the Me Al?RH adducts leads in each3*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-205-934-8017; fax: 11-205-934-
case to the expected aminoalane dimer, [Me AlR] [11].2543. 2 2

E-mail address: krannich@uab.edu (L.K. Krannich) However, preparation of aminoalane dimers of the type
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i[Bu AlR] by thermolysis is not feasible for some of the Me Al?RH, Me Ga?RH, and Me In?RH NMR data2 2 3 3 3

more sterically hindered amines in the series [19]. There- [10,11], the following compound numbering system is
fore, thermolysis studies of the Et Al?RH adducts were used in the discussion of NMR data. In the alkyl deriva-3

conducted in order to note the comparative ease of tives, position 1 is assigned to the carbon bound to the
aminoalane dimer formation and obtain a complete series nitrogen; and in the cyclic amine derivatives, to the

1 sof aminoalane dimers of the type [Et AlR] for an H and nitrogen bound to the aluminum. For the HNBu deriva-2 2 2
13C NMR spectroscopic study and comparison of their tives, positions 2 and 4 are assigned to to CHCH and3

properties with the previously reported [Me AlR] and CHCH CH methyl groups, respectively. Normal aromatic2 2 2 3
i[Bu AlR] series. The dimers were characterized by numbering is used. Position 7 is assigned to the CH in the2 2 2

elemental analysis, cryoscopic molecular weight, FT-IR, benzyl and to the N-CH in the N(C H )NCH groups.3 4 8 3
1 13mp, and H and C NMR data. The synthesis of several Satisfactory C, H, and N elemental analyses were

[Et AlR] dimers has been reported, with varying degrees obtained from E&R Microanalytical Laboratory, Inc.,2 2

of characterization, where R5NMe [9,12,20–22], NEt Parsippany, NJ, on the unreported adducts and aminoalane2 2
i i[9,13,23–25], NPr [9,25], NBu [9], N(c-C H ) [26], dimers. Cryoscopic molecular weight determinations on2 2 6 11 2

NC H [27], and NC H [15]. the unreported aminoalane dimers were conducted in4 8 5 10

X-ray structural data were obtained for [Et AlN(c- benzene solution. IR spectra were obtained using a Bruker2

C H ) ] and [Et AlNC H NMe] and are presented for Vector 22 FT-IR spectrometer with the liquids being6 11 2 2 2 4 8 2
icomparison with previously reported data on [Et AlNPr ] recorded as neat samples and the solids as split Kel-F /2 2 2

[9,25], [Me AlN(c-C H ) ] [28], [Me GaNC H NMe] Nujol mulls on KBr plates. Melting points were deter-2 6 11 2 2 2 4 8 2
i[29], [Me AlNC H NMe] [19], and [Bu AlNC H NMe] mined in sealed capillaries and are uncorrected. The2 4 8 2 2 4 8 2

[19]. These data are discussed in terms of the structural elemental analysis, IR, and cryoscopic molecular weight
parameters of the [Al N ] ring and any correlation with data are reported as supplementary material.2 2

the substituents bound to the Al and N ring atoms.

2.1. General synthesis of the Et Al?RH adducts3

2. Experimental A 10 ml pentane solution containing 6.5 mmol of the
n i ngiven amine, RH, [R5NMe , NEt , NPr , NPr , NBu ,2 2 2 2 2

i sAll experimental procedures for compound synthesis NBu , NBu , NC H , NC H , NC H , N(c-C H ) ,2 2 4 8 5 10 6 12 6 11 2and sample preparation were carried out using a Vacuum N(CH Ph) , and NC H NMe] was added slowly to a 102 2 4 8Atmospheres Model HE-43 Dri-Lab equipped with a ml pentane solution containing 6.5 mmol of tri-
Model HE-493 Dri-Train or under an atmosphere of dry ethylaluminum with stirring at 08C. The mixture was then
nitrogen using standard Schlenk and vacuum-line tech- allowed to warm to RT where the solvent was removed

1niques. Triethylaluminum (Strem Chemicals) was used as under vacuum. H NMR analysis indicated quantitative
obtained. The amines in this study were purchased from conversion to a liquid adduct in each case in high purity.iAldrich Chemicals, with the exception of Bu NH (Fluka)2

and Me NH (Matheson Gas Products). The amines were2 2.2. General synthesis of the [Et AlR] dimers2 2distilled over KOH prior to use, except for Me NH, which2

was dried over sodium. Benzene-d (Isotec, Inc.) was6 Each of the [Et AlR] dimers was prepared by ther-2 2degassed with dry nitrogen and stored over molecular
molysis of the respective Et Al?RH adduct. Each neat3sieves. Benzene used for the cryoscopic determination of
adduct was heated to 1308C under dry nitrogen on themolecular weights of the aminoalane dimers was distilled
vacuum line until gas evolution ceased. Sample purity wasover CaH , deoxygenated by bubbling dry nitrogen2 1checked by H NMR. Compounds 14, 15, 18, 23, and 24through it, and stored over molecular sieves.

1 13 are colorless liquids with the remaining dimers being whiteH and C NMR spectral data were obtained at 300 K
solids. Unreported dimer melting points are: 16, 44–46;on a Bruker DRX 400 FT NMR spectrometer and are
20, 153–155; 21, 116–119; 25, 37–40; and 26, 75–778C.summarized in Tables 1–3. All data were obtained on 0.20

M benzene-d solutions and the chemical shifts were6
1 13referenced to those of the solvent. The H and C NMR 2.3. X-ray crystal structure determination

chemical shift assignments for the Et Al?RH adducts and3

the [Et AlR] aminoalane dimers were determined by X-ray quality crystals of [Et AlN(c-C H ) ] and2 2 2 6 11 2 2
1 13comparison with H and C NMR chemical shift data for [Et AlNC H NMe] were obtained by recrystallization2 4 8 2

the free amines and those previously reported for the from hexane solution at 2158C. A suitable crystal was
Me Al?RH adducts and [Me AlR] dimers [11] and, as sealed in a thin-walled glass capillary under strictly3 2 2

1 1 1 1 13required, by H-h Hj decoupling, H-h Hj COSY, C anaerobic conditions. The crystal was then mounted and
13 1DEPT, and C-h Hj HETCOR 2-D NMR experiments. aligned upon an Enraf Nonius CAD4 single crystal diffrac-

To remain consistent with the previously reported tometer with k geometry. Intensity data (Mo Ka, l5
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Table 1
1 13Et Al H and C NMR data for the Et Al-amine adducts and dimers3 3

Amine Number Adducts
1 13H (ppm) C (ppm)

1CH CH CH CH H Dd x CH CH CH CH3 2 3 2 Al 3 2 3 2

HNMe 1 [12] 1.37 0.031 21.34 1.24 10.49 20.972

HNEt 2 1.42 0.12 21.30 1.26 10.61 0.262
nHNPr 3 1.44 0.16 21.28 1.28 10.60 0.162
iHNPr 4 1.44 0.21 21.23 1.31 10.61 2.082
nHNBu 5 1.45 0.18 21.27 1.28 10.62 0.192
iHNBu 6 1.45 0.20 21.25 1.30 10.53 0.0742
sHNBu 7 1.45 0.22 21.23 1.31 10.61 2.072

HNBzl 8 1.45 0.22 21.23 1.31 10.57 0.172

HNCy 9 1.48 0.27 21.21 1.32 10.74 2.322

HNC H 10 1.43 0.092 21.34 1.24 10.69 20.464 8

HNC H 11 [15] 1.44 0.13 21.31 1.26 10.64 20.775 10

HNC H 12 1.45 0.16 21.29 1.27 10.69 20.476 12

HNMP 13 1.44 0.14 21.30 1.26 10.58 20.80

Dimers
1 13H (ppm) C (ppm)

CH CH CH CH CH CH CH CH3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

HNMe 14 [9,20,21] 1.25 0.091 9.35 21.592

HNEt 15 [9,24,25] 1.28 0.14 9.78 20.402
nHNPr 16 1.33 0.22 9.83 20.532
iHNPr 17 [9,25] 1.36 0.33 10.39 4.502
nHNBu 18 1.37 0.27 9.89 20.352
iHNBu 19 [9] 1.39 0.36 10.23 2.142
sHNBu 20 1.38 0.34 10.49 3.922

aHNBzl 21 1.49 0.56 10.56 1.992
aHNCy 22 1.40 0.38 10.29 4.282

HNC H 23 1.26 0.10 9.69 21.274 8

HNC H 24 [15] 1.34 0.18 9.91 20.545 10

HNC H 25 1.34 0.19 9.76 20.266 12
aHNMP 26 1.32 0.16 9.82 20.51

a Bzl, benzyl; Cy, cyclohexyl; NMP, N-methylpiperazine.

0.71073 D) were collected at room temperature using 3. Results and discussion
graphite-monochromatized radiation. The resulting data

3.1. Reactions of triethylaluminum with secondarywere corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. Ab-
aminessorption problems were corrected for by the use of a

semiempirical c-scan technique.
Triethylaluminum readily forms adducts with the 13All crystallographic calculations were carried out on an

secondary amines in this study. The Et Al?RH adductsIBM-PC, with the use of the Siemens SHELXTL-PC 3

were isolated as discrete compounds which are stableprogram package. Both structures were solved by use of
under vacuum [Compounds 1–13 in Table 1]. However,Patterson methods. All positional and anisotropic thermal
the adducts are very air and moisture sensitive, and tend toparameters for all non-hydrogen atoms were refined. All
slowly convert to the respective dimer upon standing. Theyhydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions in the

˚ have been characterized by C, H, N elemental analyses, IR,appropriate staggered geometry and with d(C-H)50.96 A.
1 13and H and C NMR spectroscopy. Their general prop-The isotropic thermal parameter for each hydrogen atom

erties are very similar to the previously reported Me Al?was set equal to the U of the atom to which it was bound. 3eq
1RH series [10,11]. H NMR has been reported previouslyRefinement continued until convergence was reached with

for adducts 1 [12] and 11 [15] only. For a proper basis ofD /s,0.001; the structural solution was then verified by
1 13means of a final difference-Fourier synthesis in which no comparison, the H and C NMR chemical shift data for

chemically meaningful residuals were found. A summary all the adducts have been determined under the same
of the crystal structure data is given in Table 4 for conditions and are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3. These
compounds 22 and 26. compounds are typical of the 1:1 adducts formed between
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Table 2
1Amine H NMR chemical shifts

Amine N–H Adducts

H(1) H(2) H(3) H(4) H(5) H(6) H(7)

1 [12] 0.90 1.59
a2 1.15 2.18 0.52
a3 1.47 2.22 1.04 0.51

a a4 1.55 2.85 0.78 0.78
a5 1.53 2.32 1.11 0.93 0.71

a a6 2.00 2.22 1.59 0.56 0.56
a a a7 2.04 2.63 0.85 1.13 0.54

a8 2.50 6.64 6.93 6.93 6.93 6.64 3.57
a a a a a9 1.64 2.69 1.30 1.01 0.87 1.01 1.30(ax) (ax) (ax) (ax) (ax) (ax)
a a a a a1.50 1.53 1.40 1.53 1.50(eq) (eq) (eq) (eq) (eq)

a a a a10 1.59 2.20 0.90 0.90 2.20
11 [15] 1.20 2.07 0.49 0.70 0.49 2.07(ax) (ax) (ax) (ax) (ax)

2.59 0.97 1.09 0.97 2.59(eq) (eq) (eq) (eq) (eq)
a a a a12 1.45 2.44 0.98 0.94 0.94 0.98 2.44

13 1.16 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 1.76

Dimers
H(1) H(2) H(3) H(4) H(5) H(6) H(7)

14 [9,20,21] 2.11
15 [9,25] 2.69 0.80
16 2.70 1.33 0.74
17 [9,25] 3.58 1.21 1.21
18 2.82 1.43 1.18 0.86
19 [9] 2.85 2.05 0.89 0.89

a20 3.22 1.22 1.62 0.82
21 7.01 7.05 7.00 7.05 7.01 4.25
22 3.13 1.55 1.27 1.00 1.27 1.55(ax) (ax) (ax) (ax) (ax) (ax)

2.05 1.74 1.54 1.74 2.05(eq) (eq) (eq) (eq) (eq)

23 2.67 1.36 1.36 2.67
24 [15] 2.66 1.27 1.27 1.27 2.66
25 2.89 1.42 1.32 1.32 1.42 2.89
26 2.80 2.11 2.11 2.80 2.02

a Averaged value.

trialkylaluminum species, R Al, and alkylamines (CH CH Al) of the adducts lie in the range d 50.031 to3 3 2 H

[1,11,12,30]. The FT-IR spectra of the adducts show a 0.27 ppm. The nature of the d within the series is veryH
21 1strong band in the NH region, 3231–3287 cm , where similar to that in the Me Al?RH series, where the H NMR3

there is a shift to lower frequency, compared to the free chemical shifts of the methyl protons in the Me Al group3

secondary amines, similar to that of the Me Al?RH analogs were found to be dependent on the steric nature of the3

[11]. secondary amine [10]. Plotting the d values for the twoH

Each of the Et Al?RH adducts readily undergoes ther- series results in an acceptable linear correlation (r50.979).3

molysis at 1308C to form the respective [Et AlR] dimer The d values for the methyl group (CH CH Al) are2 2 H 3 2

[compounds 14–26, Table 1], in agreement with the somewhat less sensitive to the nature of the amine (d 5H
13previously reported [Me AlR] series [11]. Compounds 1.37 to 1.48 ppm). Examination of the C NMR chemical2 2

16, 18, 20, 21, 25, and 26 are newly reported and shift data in Table 1 for the methylene carbon suggests that
1 13characterized aminoalane dimers. Complete H and C the d values increase, or move to lower field, with theC

NMR data have been obtained for the dimers under increasing steric demands of the secondary amine in a
conditions similar to those for the previously reported manner similar to that reported for the Me Al?RH series3

[Me AlR] dimers [11] for comparative purposes and are [10]. The d values for the methylene carbon move2 2 C

reported in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Previously reported NMR downfield as follows: most upfield is 1, then the cyclic
data for the other dimers are referenced in the Tables. secondary amines (10–13); then the amines with sec-

ondary carbons at the C(1) position (2,3,5,6,8). Most
1 133.2. H and C NMR spectral data analysis downfield are the adducts where the amine contains a

tertiary carbon at the C(1) position (4,7,9). A plot of the
1 13The H NMR chemical shifts for the methylene group (CH CH Al) C chemical shifts, d , vs. the available cone3 2 C
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Table 3
13Amine C NMR chemical shifts

Amine Adducts

C(1) C(2) C(3) C(4) C(5) C(6) C(7)

1 37.14
2 41.20 12.44
3 49.65 20.95 11.07

a a4 46.71 21.60 21.60
5 47.68 29.72 20.22 13.66

a a6 57.19 25.77 19.90 19.90
a a a a7 53.04 18.76 28.74 10.99

8 135.77 129.04 128.96 128.39 128.96 129.04 52.05
a a a a9 55.86 32.32 25.72 25.16 25.72 32.32

10 46.68 24.68 24.68 46.68
11 45.87 25.59 23.05 25.59 45.87
12 47.24 28.72 26.34 26.34 28.72 47.24
13 45.85 54.39 54.39 45.85 45.01

Dimers
C(1) C(2) C(3) C(4) C(5) C(6) C(7)

14 [20] 41.34
15 [24,25] 39.55 12.29
16 48.93 20.78 11.69
17 [25] 51.23 27.14 27.14
18 46.90 29.72 21.10 14.11
19 55.93 27.37 22.61 22.61

a a a a20 58.80 23.60 34.72 13.55
21 136.63 129.24 128.10 127.30 128.10 129.24 52.36
22 62.48 38.07 28.44 26.36 28.44 38.07
23 49.59 25.43 25.43 49.59
24 49.74 27.04 24.49 27.04 49.74
25 50.65 28.34 29.07 29.07 28.34 50.65
26 48.66 56.20 56.20 48.66 46.60

a Averaged value.

angle data for the corresponding free amines [31] illus- vary greatly with the nature of the amine. Therefore, the
trates that there is a fairly linear increasing d downfield capacity for electron donation (Lewis basicity) uponC

shift with increasing cone angle for the amine. However, adduct formation should be relatively constant in this
as in the Me Al?RH series, there is a sharp break in the series of amines.3

curve above a cone angle of about 1388 . The d for the There are significant changes in the appearance of theC
i s 1adducts of HNBu (1388), HNBu (1588), and H NMR spectra for a number of the amines upon adduct2 2

HN(CH Ph) (1408) are at lower ppm than expected. This formation, with chemical non-equivalence being intro-2 2

suggests a decrease in the effective cone angle of each duced for several of the CH groups (2, 3, 5–12) as well2

amine upon adduct formation [10]. Analysis of the above as the CH groups in three derivatives (4, 6, 7). These3
13data, as well as the C NMR chemical shift data for the spectral changes are presumably due to strong adduct

C(1) carbon (carbon bound to the nitrogen) [10], indicates formation, that slows or stops the inversion-rotation pro-
that the greatest steric strain upon adduct formation occurs cess about the nitrogen atom in the amines. Only averaged

1in compounds 4, 7, and 9, a result consistent with that of values of the H NMR chemical shifts are reported in the
1the Me Al?RH series. Tables as indicated. Even more interesting are the H3

1The H NMR chemical shift difference between the NMR spectra for the cyclohexyl and piperidine derivatives,
-CH and -CH - ethyl group protons, Dd, has been where individual resonances are observed for the equatori-3 2

employed in the Et Al?RH complexes to calculate empiri- al and axial protons in the six-membered ring. For the3
13cally the apparent electronegativity (x ) or electron cyclohexyl derivative, there are additionally, two CAl

withdrawing power of the attached Al containing fragment NMR resonances for C(2) and C(6) and two resonances
upon adduct formation. The x values, calculated from the for C(3) and C(5), suggesting that not only is the cyclo-Al

modified Dailey-Shoolery equation [18], are almost con- hexyl ring motion slow on the NMR timescale, but that
stant for the Et Al?RH series (Table 1). Thus, the induc- there is additional non-equivalence either between the3

tive effect of the amine substituent in the series does not rings or at individual positions within the ring, as sug-
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Table 4
Crystal data for compounds 22 and 26

22 26

Formula C H Al N C H Al N32 64 2 2 18 42 2 4
¯Space group P1 P2 /n1

Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic
Temperature (K) 298 298

˚a (A) 10.1439 (9) 10.8073 (20)
˚b (A) 19.0305 (28) 8.8537 (13)
˚c (A) 19.3342 (19) 12.2213 (32)

a (8) 109.944 (10) 90
b (8) 100.138 (8) 103.434 (11)
g (8) 102.254 (9) 90

3V (D ) 3300.8 (17) 1137.4(6)
Z 4 2
Crystal size (mm) 0.3530.3530.20 0.2030.2030.20

21Absorption coefficent (mm ) 0.105 0.135
˚Radiation, l (A) Mo Ka, 0.71073 Mo Ka, 0.71073

2u range (8) 2.0–45.0 2.0–45.0
Scan type v v22u

Index ranges 0#h#10, 220#k#20 0#h#11, 29#k#9
220#l#20 213#l#13

Reflections collected 9132 3025
Independent reflections 8574(R 52.54%) 1485 (R 52.85%)int int

Observed reflections 4307 (F.3.0s(F)) 1070 (F.3.0s(F))
Absorption correction Semiempirical Semiempirical
R Indices (3s data) R55.96%, R 56.57% R54.62%, R 55.13%w w

R Indices (6s data) R55.45%, R 56.06% R54.17%, R 54.78%w w
23˚Largest Diff. Peak/hole (eA ) 0.75/20.54 0.28/20.27

gested by the X-ray structural data on 22. The individual the cyclohexyl derivative, 22. The observation of separate
1axial and equatorial H NMR chemical shifts can be easily axial and equatorial proton resonances for the cyclohexyl

discerned by 2-D NMR correlation experiments, by the ring suggests that the ring is in a locked conformation with
2 3magnitude of the coupling constants [ J(ax, eq)¯ J(ax, the C(1) hydrogen in the axial position. The assignments

3ax)4 J(ax, eq)], and by the observation that for a given are made in a manner similar to that for 9. Similar
1carbon, the axial d is upfield of the equatorial d [29]. conformational features in the H NMR have been ob-H H

1 13The H and C NMR spectra and chemical shift values served for [Me AlN(c-C H ) ] [19] and [Me GaN(c-2 6 11 2 2 2

for the [Et AlR] aminoalanes correlate very well with C H ) ] [29,32].2 2 6 11 2 2

those of the analogous [Me AlR] dimers [10]. Plots of the2 2
1 13CH CH Al methylene H and C NMR chemical shifts3 2

3.3. Molecular structures for [Et AlN(C H )NMe (26)with the corresponding CH Al chemical shifts suggest a 2 4 83

and [Et AlN(c-C H ) ] (22)strong correlation (r50.991; r50.996) between the mag- 2 6 11 2 2

nitude of the shifts and the nature of the amine in each
[Et AlNC H NMe] (26). The molecular structure of 26series. This trend of the above chemical shifts moving 2 4 8 2

has been determined by X-ray diffraction techniques and isdownfield with the increasing steric demands of the amine
shown in Fig. 1. Compound 26 crystallizes in the mono-is also observed in a similar [Me GaR] series reported2 2

clinic crystal system and P2 /n space group (Table 4).recently by our laboratory [29]. Likewise, there is a strong 1
1 Selected bond lengths and bond angles are given in Tabledependence of the C(1) and C(2) H NMR chemical shifts

5. The central Al N ring is planar with Al-N bond lengthsin the amine moiety on the nature of the alkylaluminum 2 2
˚ ˚of 1.982(3) A and 1.967(2) A, and an Al(1)???Al(1A)group [9,11,19,29]. This effect is especially pronounced in

˚cross-ring distance of 2.828(2) A. The internal anglesaromatic solvents. Increasing the size of the
associated with the Al-N ring are N-Al-N588.6(1)8 andalkylaluminum group impedes the proton-solvent inter-
Al-N-Al591.4(1)8. Our research group has also recentlyaction (collision complex effect [9]), leading to deshield-

13 reported the molecular structures of [Me AlNC H NMe]ing. A similar trend is noted in a comparison of the C 2 4 8 2

(27) [19], [Me GaNC H NMe] (28) [29], andNMR chemical shifts for C(1) and C(2) amine carbons for 2 4 8 2
i[Bu AlNC H NMe] (29) [19]. The methyl aluminumthe Me Al [11] and Et Al series vs. that of the analogous 2 4 8 22 2

i (27) and methyl gallium (28) analogs have similar planarBu Al [19] series.2
1 central ring geometries where, for 27, the Al-N bondAll the H NMR spectra for the aminoalane dimers

˚lengths are 1.980(2) and 1.968(1) A with an Al(1)???show partial or rapid conformational averaging except for
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Fig. 2. Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme for [Et AlN(c-2

C H ) ] (22) (20% thermal ellipsoids).6 11 2 2

Fig. 1. Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme for
[Et AlNC H NMe] (26) (20% thermal ellipsoids).2 4 8 2

cules, in a manner similar to that reported [28] for the
methyl aluminum analog. The four-membered Al N core2 2

˚Al(1A) cross-ring distance of 2.792 A, and internal angles has an angle of fold of 32.98 (29.98 in molecule 2) from
of N-Al-N588.67(6)8 and Al-N-Al591.33(6)8. Thus sub- the planar conformation, as defined by the intercept of the
stitution of an ethyl for a methyl group on aluminum in planes Al1-N1-Al2 and Al1-N2-Al2. The average Al–N

˚ ˚this case has a minimal effect on the core geometry. bond length is 2.012(12) A (2.019(13) A), comparable to
Likewise, substitution of a gallium for an aluminum atom, that of the methyl aluminum analog. The average angle in
as in 28, leads to a similar molecular geometry with only the ring is 87.7(5)8 (88.1(6)8). Unlike 26, the substitution
small changes in the metal-nitrogen bond lengths and the of an ethyl for a methyl group on the metal atom in this
internal angles for the four-membered ring, as expected, series produces a significant effect on the ring geometry.
due to the relative sizes of the Al and Ga atoms. The fold angle increases from 27.48 in the methyl

It is well established that the planarity of the Al N ring aluminum analog to 32.98 (29.98) in compound 22, and2 2

is affected by several factors, including the nature of the there is also an increase in the Al(1)???Al(2) distance,
˚substituents at both the Al and N ring positions 2.767 A to 2.793(3) (2.790(3)). Although the steric nature

[9,19,25,28,29,33], with substitution at the nitrogen being of the substituent on the aluminum is less important than
more important. For example, with both the isobutyl, that on the nitrogen in determining Al N ring geometries,2 2

i[Me AlNBu ] [9], and cyclohexyl, [Me AlN(c-C H ) ]2 2 2 2 6 11 2 2

[28], nitrogen substituents the Al N rings are non-planar.2 2
i Table 6A non-planar ring is also observed in [Et AlNPr ] [25].2 2 2 ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for compound 22For the series above, substitution of the sterically demand-

Al(1)???Al(2) 2.793(3)ing isobutyl group at the Al position induces non-planarity
Al(1)-N(1) 1.993(6)in the Al N ring in 29 [19].2 2
Al(1)-N(2) 2.028(7)[Et AlN(c-C H ) ] (22). Compound 22 crystallizes in2 6 11 2 2 Al(2)-N(1) 2.022(7)¯the triclinic crystal system and P1 space group with two Al(2)-N(2) 2.004(5)

molecules in the asymmetric unit cell. The labeling of the Al(1)-C(1) 1.989(9)
Al(1)-C(3) 1.998(6)atoms is shown in Fig. 2. Selected bond lengths and bond
Al(2)-C(5) 1.995(9)angles for molecule 1 are given in Table 6. There are no
Al(2)-C(7) 2.010(9)anomalous intermolecular contacts observed. The four-
N(1)-C(11) 1.504(10)

membered aluminum-nitrogen ring is folded in both mole- N(1)-C(21) 1.512(10)
N(2)-C(31) 1.517(10)
N(2)-C(41) 1.532(10)

Table 5
N(1)-Al(1)-N(2) 87.5(3)˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for compound 26
N(1)-Al(2)-N(2) 87.4(2)

Al(1)-N(1) 1.983(3) Al(1)-C(1) 1.959(4) Al(1)-N(1)-Al(2) 88.1(3)
Al(1)-C(3) 1.970(3) Al(1)???Al(1A) 2.828(2) Al(1)-N(2)-Al(2) 87.7(3)
Al(1)-N(1A) 1.967(2) N(1)-C(5) 1.498(4) C(1)-Al(1)-C(3) 108.6(3)
N(1)-C(8) 1.501(3) N(1)-Al(1A) 1.967(2) C(5)-Al(2)-C(7) 110.5(3)
N(1)-Al(1)-N(1A) 88.6(1) C(1)-Al(1)-C(3) 116.2(2) C(11)-N(1)-C(21) 118.8(6)
Al(1)-N(1)-Al(1A) 91.4(1) C(5)-N(1)-C(8) 106.7(2) C(31)-N(2)-C(41) 119.3(6)
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Abstract

Both PhP(2-NCC H ) and P(2-NCC H ) have been synthesized from the carbanions generated from 2-bromobenzonitrile and6 4 2 6 4 3

dimethyl phenylphosphonite or triphenyl phosphite. The A y(CO) bands for the Ni(CO) L complexes of these two ligands along with1 3

that from the previously reported Ph P(2-NCC H ) have been recorded in dichloromethane solutions. The values (2073.0, 2076.4 and2 6 4
21 312079.7 cm ; decreasing number of Ph rings) reflect the electron-withdrawing nature of the ortho-positioned cyano groups. P chemical

shifts of the L PdCl complexes of these three ligands have been recorded, and all provide shifts of d524.161, approximately that for2 2

(PPh ) PdCl , d523.9. The molecular structure of P(2-NCC H ) , from X-ray crystallographic studies, is reported. A prominent feature3 2 2 6 4 3

of the structure is that the cyano groups are pointed in the general direction of the phosphorus lone pair. The average distances from
˚phosphorus to cyano carbon and nitrogen atoms were found to be 3.03 and 3.23 A, respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights

reserved.

Keywords: Phosphines; Ligands; X-ray crystallographic studies

11. Introduction PCH CH OCH )] , the chelated ether group is readily2 2 2 3

replaced by other ligands, including acetonitrile and ethyl-
Phosphines are among the most common ancillary ene.

ligands for transition metal complexes with the result that Recently, we became interested in studying the series of
there are many reported systems [1,2]. Ligands possessing phosphine–nitrile ligands Ph P(2-NCC H ) , of whichx 6 4 32x

both softer donor phosphines and harder donor nitrogen or the x5two member had been reported previously [9,10].
oxygen sites have been studied extensively as systems not These ligands are briefly mentioned in U.S. patents
only to stabilize homobimetallic or heterobimetallic com- numbered 5,741,943 and 5,741,945. Part of our interest in
plexes but also to provide catalyst systems with hemilabile these molecules arose because cyano groups have well-
ligands that readily dissociate to provide vacant coordina- established reactivity patterns that make them potential
tion sites for incoming substrates [3–5]. In regard to the precursors for other functionalities that could be used
latter, phosphine–ether ligands, including Ph PCH either as additional donor sites or groups to tailor the2 2

CH OCH [6], P(2,4,6-MeOC H ) [7] and the bis-phos- steric, electronic and solubility properties of the attendant2 3 6 2 3

phine 1 [1,4-bis(2-diphenylphosphino)ethoxy]2,3,5,6,tet- phosphines. In addition, the likely proximity of the ortho-
ramethylbenzene [8] chelate to a variety of metals forming positioned cyano groups to phosphorus-coordinated metals
complexes in which the oxygen donors can be readily suggested that, in some situations, these groups might

6 2displaced. For example, in [(h -C Me )RuH(Ph- display the properties of k N,C (side-on) coordinated6 6

nitriles [11,12]. In accord, herein we report the synthesis of
PhP(2-NCC H ) and P(2-NCC H ) , the X-ray structure6 4 2 6 4 3

of the latter, the donor properties of these phosphines, as*Corresponding author.
1Permanent address: Shanghai Teachers University, P.R. China 201418. determined from the IR spectra of the LNi(CO) complex-3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00036-4
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31es and, to help gain information about cone angles, the P silicone grease and transferred to a goniostat. After cooling
chemical shifts of the L PdCl complexes. to 21718C, a systematic search of a limited hemisphere of2 2

reciprocal space was used to determine that the crystal
possessed monoclinic symmetry, and the systematic abs-
ences were found to indicate a P2 /a space group.1

Subsequent solution and refinement confirmed this choice.
The data were collected by using a moving-crystal,

moving-detector technique, with fixed background counts
at each extreme of the scan. Data were corrected for
Lorentz and polarization effects, and the equivalent data
were averaged. The structure was solved by direct methods
(SHELXTL) and Fourier techniques. Hydrogen atoms

2. Experimental were located and included as isotropic contributors in the
final cycles of refinement. A final difference Fourier was

3˚2.1. Materials featureless, with the largest peaks being 0.33e /A . The
crystallographic data are presented in Table 1.

Palladium(II) chloride and nickel carbonyl were used as
obtained from Strem Chemicals. 2-Bromobenzonitrile,

2.5. Preparation of bis(2-cyanophenyl)phenylphosphine,dimethyl phenylphosphonite, triphenyl phosphite and n-
PhP(2-NCC H )6 4 2butyllithium (2.5 M in hexane) were purchased from

Aldrich. Prior to use, tetrahydrofuran (THF, over sodium
2-Bromobenzonitrile (4.00 g, 22.0 mmol) was dissolvedand benzophenone) was distilled. Dichlorobis(benzonit-

in 150 ml of THF and cooled in an ethyl acetate / liquidrile)palladium (II) [13] [(PhCN) PdCl ] and 2-2 2 nitrogen slush. n-Butyllithium (8.79 ml, 22.0 mmol) was(cyanophenyl)diphenylphosphine [9] were prepared as
added via a syringe over a period of 20 min to the cooledpreviously described.
and stirred solution. This mixture was stirred and cooled
for an additional 20 min, at which time dimethyl2.2. Methods and instruments
phenylphosphonite (1.74 ml, 22.0 mmol, in 5 ml of THF)
was added over a period of 20 min. At this time, no more

Reactions and purifications were carried out under a
liquid nitrogen was added to the cold bath, and the mixture

blanket of argon. Chromatographic separations were car-
was allowed to slowly warm to room temperature. Tri-

ried out by using 40–63 mm silica gel cartridges fixed in a
ethylamine (4 ml), aqueous ammonium chloride (8 ml,

Biotage apparatus. IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin
20%) and 200 ml of dichloromethane were added in

Elmer Spectrum 1000 instrument. IR spectra of the two
sequence to the mixture. The organic layer was collected

phosphines reported herein were recorded on 3M Type 61
and the aqueous phase was washed with an additional 200

IR cards. NMR spectra were recorded on either a Varian
ml of dichloromethane. The nonaqueous phases were

Gemini-200 or a JEOL Eclipse Plus 400 instrument. The
combined and the solvent was removed under reduced1 31H and P NMR spectra are referenced to TMS (internal)
pressure providing 3.20 g of a dark brown oil. Pure

and 85% phosphoric acid (external). The IR instrument
product was obtained by chromatographing the crude

was calibrated with solutions of Ni(CO) PPh , for which3 3 product using a 9:1 mixture of toluene and ethyl acetate as
the A y(CO) stretching band has been reported to be1 the mobile phase, providing 0.63 g (9.6%) of colorless212068.9 cm [14]. Elemental analyses were carried out by 31product. PhHj NMR (CDCl ): d, 9.4. Anal. found: C,3Midwest Microlab Ltd., Indianapolis, IN, USA. The X-ray

76.77; H, 4.16, N, 8.89. Anal. calcd. for C H N P: C,20 13 2analysis was carried out by the Molecular Structure Center, 2176.92; H, 4.20; N, 8.97. IR data: 2223 cm w, y(CN).Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405, USA.

312.3. IR and P studies 2.6. Preparation of tris(2-cyanophenyl)phosphine, P(2-
NCC H )6 4 3

31The Ni(CO) L IR [14–16] and L PdCl P [17,18]3 2 2

studies were carried out in situ as previously described. For This compound was prepared from 2-bromobenzonitrile
the former and latter, dichloromethane (distilled from and triphenyl phosphite using the method described above
CaH ) and CDCl were used as solvents, respectively. for bis(2-cyanophenyl)phenylphosphine. Product, 10.4%,2 3

was obtained via chromatography utilizing the indicated
2.4. Single crystal X-ray diffraction study mobile phase. Plate-shaped crystals for the X-ray analysis

were obtained by slowly cooling an ethanol solution of a
31A plate-shaped crystal, cleaved from a nearly portion of the chromatographed sample. PhHj NMR

13equidimensional fragment, was affixed to a glass fiber with (CDCl ): d, 9.8. ChHj NMR (CDCl ): 116.9 (d, J53.83 3
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Table 1
Crystallographic data for P(2-NCC H )6 4 3

Formula C H N P21 12 3

Formula weight 337.32
Space group P2 /a1

˚Cell dimensions, A, at 21718C a514.255(12), b58.592(6), c515.339(12)
b, 8 113.37(4)

3˚Vol., A 1724.53
˚l, A 0.71069

3Calcd. density, g /cm 1.300
Z, molecules /cell 4

21
m, cm 1.666
Max. and min. 2u, 8 6–50
No. of reflections collected 4429
No. of unique intensities 3031
No. with F.0.0 2744
No. with F .2.44 o (F) 2228

aR(F ) 0.0485
bR (F ) 0.0374W

GOF for last cycle 1.305
a R(F )5o uF u2uF u / uF u.0 c 0
b 2 2 2R (F )5[o w (uF u2uF u) /o w uF u ], where w51/s (uF u).w 0 c 0 0

Hz), 118.5 (d, J531.5 Hz), 130.5 (s), 133.1 (s), 134.2 (d, here along with those for Ph P and Ph P(2-NCC H ) are3 2 6 4

J54.6 Hz), 134.7 (d, J54.6 Hz), 137.5 (d, J518.5 Hz). presented in Table 2. As summarized, all three of the
Anal. found: C, 74.92; H, 3.62, N, 12.50. Anal. calcd. for phosphines with the ortho-positioned cyano groups have
C H N P: C, 74.77; H, 3.59; N, 12.46. IR data: 2223 chemical shifts that are upfield from that of Ph P. Given21 12 3 3

21 the structure of P(2-NCC H ) , vide infra, it is likely thatcm w, y(CN). 6 4 3

this trend is the result of a ‘g’ effect that arises for
phosphines that have groups in ortho or equivalent posi-
tions that can ‘compress’ the phosphorus lone pairs. This

3. Results and discussion type of effect is especially prominent not only for the Z
31and E isomers of Ph PCH=CHCH , for which the P2 3

Both PhP(2-NCC H ) and P(2-NCC H ) have been shifts are d 5232.7 and 214.2 [21], respectively, but also6 4 2 6 4 3
31obtained in low yields from 2-NCC H Br and PhP(OMe) P(2,4,6-MeOC H ) , for which the P chemical shift is6 4 2 6 2 3

or P(OPh) , for the former and latter, respectively, follow- d 5266.3 [7]. The Dd values of 3.1, 4.6 and 5.0 for these3

ing the low temperature formation of the carbanions, 2- cyano phosphines clearly indicate that the observed shifts
2NCC H , through the use of n-BuLi. During the genera- are not linearly dependent on the number of CN groups. If6 4

tion of the carbanions, the THF solutions invariably turned a ‘g’ effect is the primary origin of the shifts, the observed
from colorless to very dark. This is usually not the decrease in the ratios of the Dd-to-total CN groups could
situation for Li–Br exchange reactions [19,20], and it reflect a change in how, on average, the CN groups are
could reflect that, as mentioned previously, cyano groups positioned so that they can shield the phosphorus atoms.
are susceptible to a variety of reactions including nu- In order to help characterize the P(III) donor abilities of
cleophilic attack. Following chromatographic separations the three members of this series, the IR spectra of the
of the crude reaction mixtures, both products readily LNi(CO) complexes have been recorded; the frequencies3

formed crystals from ethanol or mixtures of dichlorome- of the A bands are presented in Table 3. These data1

thane and methanol. Given these two new molecules and clearly show that the order of donor ability regularly
the previously reported Ph P(2-NCC H ), the complete decreases as the number of CN group substituents in-2 6 4

series of Ph P(2-NCC H ) molecules have become creases, an outcome expected based on the well-estab-x 6 4 32x

available for study. lished electron-withdrawing abilities of the cyano group
31The P NMR chemical shifts for the molecules reported [22]. This range of values places these ligands in the

Table 2
31 aP chemical shifts of phosphines

Compound Ph P Ph P(2-NCC H ) PhP(2-NCC H ) P(2-NCC H )3 2 6 4 6 4 2 6 4 3

31 bPhHj, (Dd ) 24.8 (0) 27.9 (3.1) 29.4 (4.6) 29.8 (5.0)
a ppm (d ).
b

2d 24.8.
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Table 3
A y(CO) stretching frequencies for Ni(CO) L complexes1 3

Phosphine Ph P Ph P(2-NCC H ) PhP(2-NCC H ) P(2-NCC H )3 2 6 4 6 4 2 6 4 3

21
y(CO), cm 2068.9 2073.0 2076.4 2079.7

general range of Ph P(OR) and PhP(OR) ligands. For The C–P–C angles, which range between 99.75 and2 2

102.188, with an average of 100.868, are also similar tocomparison, Ph P(OPh) and PhP(OPh) have been re-2 2
21 those of P(2-CH C H ) and P(2-Me NCH C H ) , forported to provide values of 2074.6 and 2079.8 cm , 3 6 4 3 2 2 6 4 3

which the average values are 100.71 and 102.68. Theserespectively [15]. The Ph P(CH CH CN) ligands, withx 2 2 32x

C–P–C angles are all somewhat smaller than that ofmuch smaller cone angles, also provide values in this
triphenylphosphine [26], average5102.88, whereas thoserange. For example, the x5two and zero phosphines have

21 in phosphines with two ortho-positioned groups are typi-provided values of 2072.0 [23] and 2077.9 cm [14],
cally larger. For example, the angles reported for P(2,4,6-respectively.
OMeC H ) [7] and P(2,6-MeC H )3 [27] average 105.26 2 3 6 3

and 109.58, respectively.3.1. Structure of P(2-CNC H )6 4 3

To help describe the structure, the degrees to which the
phenyl rings are rotated from the vertical position haveThe molecular structure of P(2-NCC H ) is shown in6 4 3

been measured. The approach used was similar to thatFig. 1, and selected bond distances and angles are pre-
previously described [28] in that the torsion angles fromsented in Table 4. In regard to the general features of the
the centroid of the three ipso carbons through the phos-structure, the bond distances and angles are in the expected
phorus atom back to the ipso and ortho carbons wereranges. The P–C bond lengths of 1.84 D is typical for
measured. With this approach, larger torsion angles corre-phosphines and, for comparison, the average distances
spond to greater clockwise rotation, for the phenyl rings,reported for P(2-CH C H ) [24] and P(2-3 6 4 3

˚ around the P–C bonds. As summarized in Table 5, each ofMe NCH C H ) [25] are 1.84 and 1.85 A, respectively.2 2 6 4 3

the three rings are rotated ca. 2408 from a vertical
position, values that are similar to those for the previously
mentioned P(2-Me NCH C H ) [25].2 2 6 4 3

Clearly, however, a prominent feature of the structure is
that the cyano groups point in the general direction of the
phosphorus lone pair, but not so that phosphorus and
nitrogen lone pairs could bind in a chelating fashion.
Rather, the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 suggests that the
pi electron clouds are not only relatively close to the
phosphorus atom but that they could also be close to a
metal atom coordinated to the phosphorus atom. The
distances from the phosphorus atom and a dummy atom

˚positioned at 2.28 A from the phosphorus atom, the
distance previously selected for locating a coordinated
metal [14,29], to the cyano group’s carbon and nitrogen
atoms have been measured, and these are collected in
Table 6. These distances are clearly significantly longer
than the typical bonds and, for example, the W–C and

2W–N distances reported for the k N,C coordinated ace-Fig. 1. Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme for P(2-
tonitrile in LW(S PR* )(CH CN)(CO) [L5NCC H ) .6 4 3 2 2 3

ihydrotris(dimethylpyrazol-1-yl)borate and R*5OPr ] are

Table 4 Table 5
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for P(2-NCC H ) Torsion angles for P(2-NCC H ) and P(2-Me CH NC H ) (8)6 4 3 6 4 3 2 2 6 4 3

a aP(1)–C(2) 1.836(3) C(8)–N(9) 1.149(4) CENT.–P–C(2)–C(3) 241.8 CENT.–P–C(2)–C(7) 139.5
a aP(1)–C(10) 1.841(3) C(16)–N(17) 1.141(4) CENT.–P–C(10)–C(11) 241.1 CENT.–P–C(10)–C(15) 140.3
a aP(1)–C(18) 1.838(3) C(24)–N(25) 1.140(4) CENT.–P–C(18)–C(19) 239.1 CENT.–P–C(18)–C(23) 144.3
b bC(2)–C(3) 1.389(4) C(18)–C(23) 1.414(4) CENT.–P–C(1)–C(2) 152.7 CENT.–P–C(1)–C(6) 232.2
b bC(2)–P(1)–C(10) 100.66(13) C(7)–C(8)–C(9) 176.9(3) CENT.–P–C(10)–C(11) 147.1 CENT.–P–C(10)–C(15) 239.7
b bC(2)–P(1)–C(18) 102.18(14) C(15)–C(16)–C(17) 178.7(3) CENT.–P–C(19)–C(20) 147.8 CENT.–P–C(19)–C(24) 235.1

C(10)–P(1)–C(18) 99.75(13) C(23)–C(24)–C(25) 177.9(3) a P(2-CH C H ) .3 6 4 3C(11)–C(12)–C(13) 120.5(3) P(1)–C(10)–C(11) 124.37(22) b P(2-Me NCH C H ) .2 2 6 4 3
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Table 6 Supplementary data
˚Phosphorus-and-dummy atom-to cyano group atom distances (A)

C(8) N(9) C(16) N(17) C(24) N(25) Tables of atom coordinates and thermal parameters have
P- 3.04 3.71 3.00 3.58 3.05 4.21 been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Centre
Du- 3.22 3.25 3.20 3.15 3.24 3.28 (CCDC deposition number, 103357).

˚2.051 and 2.033 A, respectively [11]. However, these
distances are approximately equal to the sum of van der Acknowledgements
Waals radii of phosphorus and carbon or nitrogen, i.e. ca.

˚3.3 A [30]. Acknowledgment is made to the donors of the Petro-
31It has been reported that the P chemical shifts of leum Research Fund, administered by the American

trans-L PdCl complexes can be used to estimate the cone Chemical Society and both the Ball State University2 2

angles of phosphines [18]. It appeared to us that this series Faculty Grants and Honors College Programs for support
of Ph P(2-NCC H ) ligands could help to further of this research. Special thanks to John C. Huffman,x 6 4 32x

establish any such relationships because the cone angles of Indiana University Molecular Structure Center, for his
these triphenylphosphine-based ligands would be expected assistance.
to increase as the number of ortho substituents increased.
Accordingly, the spectra of the complexes summarized in
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Abstract

The role of N-alkyl chain-length in binding or release of water molecules to the copper(II) coordination sphere in bis[N,N-dialkyl-L-a-
alaninato]copper(II) complexes (N-alkyl: methyl-, ethyl-, propyl-) was studied by EPR and UV/VIS spectroscopies. Several hydrogen
bond-making and non-hydrogen bond-making organic solvents with different capacities to dissolve water were used. In the alaninato
complexes the amino-acid side-chains (-CH ) are too short to form intramolecular Van der Waals contacts. Thus, the effect of water3

binding to the copper(II) coordination sphere of the complex on the solute–solvent interactions can be studied separately from the
intramolecular conformational effects of the amino acid side-chains. Water bound at the copper(II) ion in Cu(DMA) was found to be2

essential for the stability of the molecule. In Cu(DEA) , apical water can easily exchange with water molecules from the solvent in both2

hydrogen bond-making and non-hydrogen bond-making solvents. Apical water in Cu(DPA) can be exchanged with solvent molecules in2

non-hydrogen bond-making solvents like chloroform, while in the hydrogen bond-making solvents like methanol, apical water is screened
from the solvent by the N-propyl chains.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy; Copper(II) complexes; Amino-acids; N,N-dialkyl-L-a-alanine

1. Introduction organic solvents. Two types of solvents were used: hydro-
gen bond-making solvents like methanol and non-hydrogen

Cu(II) complexes with N-alkyl-L-a-amino-acids have bond-making solvents like methylene chloride.
been extensively studied by Davankov and co-workers Three copper(II) complexes with N,N-dialkyl alanines
[1–3]. Spectroscopic results (UV–VIS and CD) led the were studied: bis[N,N-dimethyl-L-a-alaninato] copper(II)-
authors to conclude that the conformational effects of the Cu(DMA) ; bis[N,N-diethyl-L-a-alaninato] copper(II)-2

substitutents at the amino groups influence the spectrum Cu(DEA) , and bis[N,N-propyl-L-a-alaninato] copper(II)-2

greatly. They believed that the vicinal contributions of the Cu(DPA) . The crystal structures of these complexes were2

asymmetric C-atoms played a subordinate role [2]. Two resolved recently [4–7]. It was shown that Cu(DMA)2

forms of the complexes with different copper(II) coordina- contains a pentacoordinated aquo copper(II) complex, with
tion numbers were suggested in organic solvents: one with six crystalline water molecules. Cu(DEA) was found to2

coordination number four and one with the fifth apical crystallize in two modifications: a blue one with a penta-
ligand (water or solvent molecule). The two forms were coordinated copper(II), and a dark-violet with a four
detected in methanol, while only the four-coordinated form coordinated square planar copper(II) ion. Cu(DPA) was2

existed in chloroform [3]. found to crystallize only as a dark-violet four coordinated
We believe that it is of interest to study the role of square planar copper(II) ion.

N-alkyl chain-length in water binding (or water release) to We have recently found that water molecules dissolved
the copper(II) coordination sphere in the bis[N,N-dialkyl-L- in organic solvents (|0.07% w/w by Karl-Fisher) affected
a-alaninato]copper(II) complexes dissolved in various electronic states of copper(II) complexes with N,N-di-

methyl-L-a-valine or with N,N-dimethyl-L-a-isoleucine [8].
We suggested that water binding to the copper(II) coordi-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1385-1-4561-136; fax: 1385-1-4680-
nation sphere in these complexes may have induced239.

E-mail address: laslo@faust.irb.hr (V. Noethig-Laslo) changes in the conformation of the aliphatic amino-acid

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00027-3
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11 2side-chains. In order to distinguish the effect of the b 5 0.006 ? 10 ? t ? n ? (4 1 3u) ? ( g 2 g ) ? (A 2 A ) /gu i ' i '

conformation of the amino-acid side-chains from the role
(5)

of water binding to the copper(II) ion as such, we decided
to study the influence of the length of the N-alkyl chain on 5 2c 5 4.4828 ? 10 ? t ? (5 2 u) ? (A 2 A ) /g (6)u i 'water binding to the copper(II) ion in bis(N,N-dialkyl-L-a-
alaninato) copper(II). 2 2 2 18 21where u5(114p n t ?10 ) , n the microwave fre-u

quency in giga-hertz, t , reorientation correlation time,u

proportional to viscosity of the solvent, A /mT and A /i '

mT the components of the copper(II) hyperfine splitting2. Experimental
tensor.

Reorientation correlation time, t , describing McCon-2.1. Theory u

nell’s tumbling mechanism [12] was calculated using the
WIN-EPR Simfonia software (BRUKER), for the mEPR spectra of bis[aminoacidato] copper(II) complexes I

dependent line-width:are determined by four resonance transitions arising from
the hyperfine coupling between an unpaired electron spin 2

9 DB 5 a 1 bm 1 cmtot I Iof the copper(II) (configuration 3d ) and the copper
nuclear spin (I53/2), determined by a hyperfine tensor From the experimental point of view, a contains (DB 1o
A , and a g tensor related to the spin-orbit coupling. TheCu DB 1a ), and b and c are given by the expressions abovesr 1
average of the diagonal g and A values is observed in [12,13].
solutions. If a rotational correlation time, t , of theu

210complex is about 10 s, further splitting of the hyperfine 2.2. Methods
lines may reveal the coupling of the electron spin with the
nitrogen nuclear spin (I51) [9,10]. The rotational correla- EPR spectra were taken on a Varian E-109 spectrometer
tion time, t , of the complex is related to the line width ofu equipped with a Bruker variable temperature control unit,
the EPR spectra. in the variable temperature aqueous solution flat cell which

It is generally assumed that the total line-width, DB, can was previously dried with nitrogen stream. The g-factor
be expressed as: was measured relative to diphenyl-picryl-hydrazil (DPPH),

as an external marker ( g 52.003660.0003). DuringDB 5 DB 1 DB 1 DB (1) DPPHo sr T
EPR measurements with the extra dry solutions, the cell

where the first term DB describes contributions to the total was closed with the stopper and protected from airo
23line-width from the unresolved superhyperfine structure humidity with parafilm. About 0.1 mmol dm concen-

arising from the interaction between the unpaired electron trations of copper complexes in various solvents were
14and the N-nuclei. used.

The second term, DB , is related to the spin-rotation Electron absorption spectra were taken with a P.U. 8730sr

relaxation. Assuming the axially symmetric ligand field UV/VIS spectrophotometer (Phillips).
around the copper(II) ion, this term is given by Eq. (2)
[11]: 2.3. Preparation of the complexes

] 2 2 21ŒDB 5 2/9 3 ? " /gb ? [Dg 1 2Dg ]t (2)sr i ' sr Alanine was alkylated applying a modified method of
Bowman and Stroud [15]. Copper(II) complexes: bis[N,N-where " is Planck’s constant divided by 2p, g the spin-
dimethyl-L-a-alaninato] copper(II) – (CuDMA) , [C H2 10 20orbit splitting factor, Dg 5g 22.0023 and Dg 5g 2i i ' ' N O Cu?H O; (M.W.5313.85), blue crystals, elemental2 4 22.0023, t , the spin-rotation relaxation time, proportionalsr analysis: C(calc. 38.27%) 38.02%; H(7.06%) 7.13%;to 1/h, where h is viscosity of the solvent [11].
N(8.97%) 9.07% Cu(21.12%) 20.12%]; bis[N,N-diethyl-The third term, DB , is related to the McConnell’sT
L-a-alaninato] copper(II) – (Cu(DEA) ), [C H N O Cu;2 14 28 2 4tumbling mechanism [12]:
M.W.5351.94; recrystallized from CH Cl dark violet2 2

2 crystals; elemental analysis: C(47.78%) 47.62%; H(8.02%)DB 5 a 1 b ? m 1 c ? m (3)T 1 I I
7.95%; N(7.96%) 7.90% Cu(18.05%) 18.47%]; and
bis[N,N-dipropyl-L-a-alaninato] copper(II) – (Cu(DPA) )the expressions for a , b, c, for the axially symmetric 21

[C H N O Cu; M.W.5408.048; recrystallized from dryligand field are given as [13,14]: 18 36 2 4

CH Cl red-violet crystals; elemental analysis: C(52.98%)2 211a 5 10 t 52.76%; H(8.89%) 8.84%; N(6.86%) 6.97%; Cu(15.57%)1 u

2 2 26 15.59%] were prepared using the method described by? [0.9969(4 1 3u) ? ( g 2 g /g) ? n 1 16.8105 ? 10i ' Nash and Schaefer [16].
2

? (3 1 7u) ? (A 2 A ) ] /g (4) Organic solvents were dried over Linde moleculari '
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˚sieves, Na–Al-silikat, Type 4, radius of the pores 4 A
(SERVA, Heidelberg, Germany). The amount of water
dissolved in organic solvents was determined applying the
Karl-Fischer method (Radiometer, Copenhagen). When
non-hydrogen bond-making solvents were dried over mo-
lecular sieves, water dissolved in the solvent was in the
concentration beyond the detection limit of the Karl-Fisher
method (0.03% w/w). Before preparation of the solutions,
powdered samples were kept overnight in vacuum (over
silica gel). With this procedure, water was removed from
the apical position of the copper(II) coordination sphere in
Cu(DEA) and Cu(DPA) , but not in Cu(DMA) , as was2 2 2

proved by TGA analysis.

3. Results and discussion

Table 1 presents the EPR spectra parameters of the
three examined complexes dissolved in several different
solvents.

Fig. 1 shows EPR spectra taken at 77 K of the three
complexes dissolved in CDCl (kept over molecular3

sieves) containing water in the amount beyond the de-
tection limit of the Karl-Fisher method. Spectrum a, of
Cu(DMA) is characterized by g 52.240 and A 518.02 i i

mT. Spectra b and c, of Cu(DEA) and Cu(DPA) , Fig. 1. EPR spectra, taken at 77 K, of bis[N,N-dialkyl-L-a-alaninato]cop-2 2

per(II) dissolved in CDCl3: spectrum a: Cu(DMA) ; spectrum b:respectively, are characterized by similar parameters 2

Cu(DEA) ; spectrum c: Cu(DPA) .2 2(Table 1), i.e. by smaler g and larger A values than thosei i

characteristic for Cu(DMA) . When the blue pentacoordi-2

nated modification (4–7) of these complexes was dissolved
in CDCl containing more than 1% w/w of water, EPR3Table 1
spectra of both complexes showed two different A valuesEPR parameters of the copper(II) complexes i

at two different g values, suggesting two different cop-iSolvent g g g a /mT A /mT A /mTo i ' o i '

per(II) complexes. This result suggests that Cu(DEA) and2
Cu(DMA)2 Cu(DPA) can easily release the apical water. On the other2D O 2.123 2.245 2.060 7.2 17.8 1.302 hand, when the apical water was released from Cu(DMA)2CD OD 2.120 2.239 2.061 7.9 18.2 2.753

the complex was easily decomposed.(CD ) CO 2.115 2.244 2.050 8.2 18.2 3.203 2

In all non-hydrogen bond-making solvents, the increaseCu(DEA)2
in N-alkyl chain-length from -CH to -CH CH CH wasD O 2.110 2.255 2.035 8.0 17.9 3.05 3 2 2 32

CD OD 2.107 2.213 2.034 9.3 20.4 3.75 reflected in EPR spectra of these complexes (Table 1) as3
a a a a a a2.108 2.256 2.054 9.0 17.8 4.60 an increase in the copper(II) hyperfine splitting constant,

(CD ) CO 2.104 2.213 2.050 9.3 20.6 3.53 2 a , and A , and a decrease in g and g , which is ina a a a a a o i o i2.109 2.243 2.051 9.3 18.5 4.6
accordance with the electron-donating properties ofCD Cl 2.103 2.204 2.052 9.3 20.4 3.752 2

a a -CH CH and -CH CH CH groups. Polarity (j ) of the2.106 9.3 2 3, 2 2 3 2o

CDCl 2.105 2.211 2.054 9.4 20.4 3.90 solvents was reflected in g (Table 1), which is in3 o
a a2.107 9.35 accordance with the electrostatic effects of the solvent

Benzene 2.103 2.210 2.050 9.3 20.5 3.90 molecules along the axis approximately perpendicular to
Cu(DPA) the mean plane of the copper to ligand bonds. For2

CD OD 2.102 2.204 2.050 9.6 20.5 4.13 Cu(DPA) in the solvent: CD Cl (j 59.1), g 52 2 2 20 oa a a a a a2.103 2.249 2.040 9.10 18.2 4.48 2.103560.0003 was determined; in benzene (j 52.28),2o(CD ) CO 2.103 2.204 2.053 9.65 20.7 4.133 2
a a a a a a g 52.101060.0003; and in CCl (j 52.24), g 5o 4 20 o2.106 2.246 2.035 9.30 17.8 5.11

2.100560.0003. The amount of water dissolved in theCD Cl 2.104 2.204 2.053 9.6 20.1 4.352 2

CDCl 2.102 2.201 2.053 9.7 20.9 4.10 solvent had a larger effect on g and g than the differences3 o i
Benzene 2.101 2.200 2.050 9.6 21.0 4.10 in the polarity of the solvents. This suggests that water is
a Denotes solvent with water content about 1% (w/w). not tightly bound to copper(II) in these complexes but may
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Table 2easily exchange with the solvent molecules. In Cu(DMA) ,2
Positions of the maximum intensity (l ) in the electron absorptionmaxwater is firmly bound to the copper(II) ion and determines
spectra

the stability of the complex.
Cu(DMA) l2 maxFig. 2 shows electron absorption spectra (range 400–
D O 6132900 nm) of Cu(DMA) and of Cu(DPA) dissolved in2 2 CD O 5903CDCl . The spectrum of Cu(DMA) (full line) is char-3 2 (CD )CO 480(sh) 5683

acterized by two l values of similar intensity, one at CDCl 470 567max 3

470 nm and the other at 567 nm. This fact may be due to Cu(DEA) l2 max
the exchange of water molecules with the solvent, so that D O 5902

in the time scale of the UV/VIS spectroscopy in the CD OD 490(sh) 5803

(CD )CO 486 570(sh)solution, there are two types of complexes, one with the 3

CDCl 485 570(sh)3pentacoordinated copper(II) and one with the four coordi-
Cu(DPA) lnated copper(II) ion. The spectrum of Cu(DPA) (broken 2 max2
D O2lines) is characterized by one l at 470 nm with amax
CD OD 490(sh) 5903shoulder at 570 nm. The intensity of the shoulder at 570
(CD )CO 487 560(sh)3nm depends on how well the complex was dried before CDCl 487 570(sh)3

preparation of the solution, and this indicates that there
water is coordinated to the copper(II) ion.

Table 2 shows positions of the maximum intensity, powder obtained does not contain apical water. Dissolved
l , in the electron absorption spectra taken in the range in (CD ) CO containing less than 1% H O, it gavemax 3 2 2

from 400 to 900 nm. All absorption spectra of the spectrum b (Fig. 3) characterized by EPR parameters
examined complexes are characterized by l at about similar to the parameters obtained for this complex dis-max

470 nm and 570 nm. The main peak is at 570 nm in the solved in CDCl (Table 1). When the above procedure was3

methanol solvent and at 470 nm in the non-hydrogen not followed, EPR spectra reflected two types of copper(II)
bond-making solvents. Cu(DMA) , although the blue complexes. This is shown for the violet powder of2

complex, when dissolved in chloroform shows two l Cu(DPA) in spectrum c (Fig. 3). Molecules with themax 2

values. This may be understood if one supposes that the apical water are characterized by g 52.246 and A 517.8i i

exchange of the water and the solvent is slow on the time mT, and molecules with the four coordinated copper(II)
scale of UV/VIS spectroscopy.

Fig. 3 shows EPR spectra of the three copper(II)
complexes dissolved in (CD ) CO, taken at 77 K: spec-3 2

trum a – Cu(DMA) ; spectrum b – Cu(DEA) ; spectrum c2 2

– Cu(DPA) . In order to completely remove the apical2

water from the copper(II) coordination sphere, Cu(DEA)2

was re-crystallized from CH Cl at 608C. The dark-violet2 2

Fig. 2. Electron absorption spectra taken in the range 400–900 nm of Fig. 3. EPR spectra, taken at 77 K, of bis[N,N-dialkyl-L-a-alaninato]cop-
Cu(DMA) (———), and of Cu(DPA) (- - -). Spectra were taken at per(II) dissolved in deuterated acetone: spectrum a: Cu(DMA) ; spectrum2 2 2

room temperature. b: Cu(DEA) ; spectrum c: Cu(DPA) .2 2
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by g 52.204 and A 520.7 mT (Table 1). Even with thei i

excessive drying of the complex before preparation of the
solutions, Cu(DMA) always retained apical water, as2

shown in spectrum a (Fig. 3). One has to note that in order
to obtain a good glassy state of Cu(DMA) , a drop of2

isopropanol has to be added to the aceton solution.
Methanol has a higher capacity to dissolve water than

acetone. Fig. 4 shows EPR spectra, taken at 77 K, of the
three complexes dissolved in CD OD: spectrum a of3

Cu(DMA) ; spectrum b of Cu(DEA) ; and spectrum c of2 2

Cu(DPA) . EPR spectrum of the fully dehydrated2

Cu(DEA) (dark-violet powder), reveals two different2

complexes: one characterized by EPR parameters as in
acetone, or in CDCl , and the other by parameters as in3

water (Table 1). Cu(DPA) that was not dried before the2

preparation of the solution, i.e. that has water bound at the
apical position, showed only one type of the complex (Fig.
4, spectrum c) in methanol, with EPR parameters similar to
those obtained for Cu(DEA) in water (Table 1). The2

results presented above suggest that all three copper(II)
complexes easily bind water molecules to the apical
position. In the fully dehydrated Cu(DEA) dissolved in2

methanol, water molecules may easily reach the copper(II)
ion.

Fig. 5. EPR spectra, taken at 300 K, of bis[N,N-dialkyl-L-a-alaninato]cop-
Fig. 5 compares EPR spectra, taken at 300 K, of per(II) dissolved in deuterated methanol: spectrum a: Cu(DMA) , t 52 u

211 211Cu(DMA) and Cu(DPA) dissolved in methanol. Full 5.4?10 s; spectrum b: Cu(DPA) , t 54.7?10 s. (———) Ex-2 2 2 u

lines are experimental spectra and broken lines are theoret- perimental; (- - -) theoretical fit.

ical fit. In the temperature range from 280 to 300 K,
rotational correlation time, t , of Cu(DMA) has larger values than t of Cu(DPA) . This can be understood if oneu 2 u 2

assumes that apical water in Cu(DMA) can form hydro-2

gen bonds with the solvent molecules. Accordingly,
Cu(DMA) molecule in the crystal was found to be2

surrounded with six water molecules [6]. Copper(II)
polyhedron in the crystal was a highly distorted tetrahedral
pyramid with a very short bond of water to copper(II), i.e.

˚2.22 A. Cu(DPA) was found to crystallize without the2

apical water [5]. On the other hand, in a humid atmos-
phere, a water molecule from the atmosphere may bind to
the apical position of the copper(II) ion. When the so
obtained blue modification of the complex is dissolved in
the hydrogen bond-making solvents, the N-alkyl-chain
screens the apical water from the solvent, preventing
hydrogen bonding with the solvent molecules. The tum-
bling of Cu(DPA) in methanol is thus faster than tumbling2

of Cu(DMA) as it drags along the hydrogen bonded2

molecules from the solvent.
Fig. 6 shows EPR spectra, taken at 295 K, of Cu(DEA)2

(spectrum a) and of Cu(DPA) (spectrum b) dissolved in2

CDCl : full lines represent experimental spectra and3

broken lines the theoretical fit. In the second derivative
representation, the spectra of both complexes show re-

14solved five N-superhyperfine lines at the resonance
transition m 523/2, as displayed in the upper corner ofI

14the spectra a and b. Five N-superhyperfine lines suggest
one type of the complex, the trans one, with respect to theFig. 4. EPR spectra, taken at 77 K, of bis[N,N-dialkyl-L-a-alaninato]cop-
positions of the nitrogens bound to the copper(II) ion [17].per(II) dissolved in deuterated methanol: spectrum a: Cu(DMA) ; spec-2 14

trum b: Cu(DEA) ; spectrum c: Cu(DPA) . For X-band EPR spectra, N-superhyperfine lines will2 2
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bis-N,N-dialkyl-L-a-alaninato] copper(II) complexes was
studied by EPR and UV/VIS-spectroscopies. The pre-
sented results suggest that EPR spectra of all the three
examined complexes are determined mainly by the water
bound at the fifth (apical) position of the copper(II) ligand
field.

Water bound at the copper(II) ion in Cu(DMA) was2

found to be essential for the stability of the molecule. In
Cu(DEA) , apical water can easily exchange with water2

molecules from the solvent in both hydrogen bond-making
and non-hydrogen bond-making solvents. Apical water in
Cu(DPA) can be exchanged with solvent molecules in2

non-hydrogen bond-making solvents like chloroform,
while in the hydrogen bond-making solvents like metha-
nol, apical water is screened from the solvent by the
N-propyl chains.
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Abstract

The reaction of MnCl ?4H O with the biheteroaromatic ligand (L), formed the dinuclear complex bis[aquachloro-2-(29-pyridyl)quinox-2 2

aline]di-m-chloro dimanganese h[Mn L Cl (H O) ]j, which was studied in the solid state by thermal techniques [thermogravimetry (TG),2 2 4 2 2

differential thermogravimetry (DTG) and differential thermal analysis (DTA)], spectroscopy (IR, far-IR, electronic spectra), magnetic
susceptibility, X-ray diffraction methods as well as in methanolic solution by electrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS). The X-ray crystal
structure showed two manganese(II) ions bridged by two chloro ligands with a terminal chloride, a water molecule and a chelating
molecule of L, completing a six-coordinate octahedral geometry around each metal centre. The complex in methanolic solution
decomposes, forming various monomeric species, as observed from both conductivity measurements and ES-MS. Anions of the general

2formula [(MnCl )Cl] , where n51, 2, 3, 4 and 5, were also observed in the negative ES mode.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights2 n

reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Manganese(II) dinuclear complex; Electrospray MS; 2-(29-pyridyl)quinoxaline

1. Introduction The ability of L to combine the chelating properties of
2,29-bipyridine [20] with the bridging properties of quinox-

Manganese(II) complexes of the type MnLCl , where aline [21] classified it among compounds whose coordina-2

(L) is a bidentate ligand such as 2,29-bipyridine [1–3], tion chemistry is a field of intense research [22]. To date,
5 III III 6 II II 7 II 81,10-phenanthroline [4], 2-(2-pyridyl)-1H-benzimidazole complexes with d (Fe , Ru ), d (Fe ,Ru ), d (Co ), d

II II II 9 II 10 I II II II[5], 2,29biquinoline [6] and 2-(2-pyridyl)quinoline [7], (Ni , Pd , Pt ), d (Cu ) and d (Cu , Zn , Cd , Hg )
have been known for a number of years. Complexes of metal ions have been studied. We are now extending this

5 IIthese types of ligands have been used as models to chemistry to d divalent metal ions (such as Mn ) which
understand the electron transfer process, the excited-state
acid–base properties of inorganic systems and magnetic
coupling interactions. The ferromagnetic exchange interac-
tions in some of these complexes exhibit a dramatic rise in
magnetic moment at low temperature and have been
studied in detail [8].

Ligand L, 2-(29-pyridyl)quinoxaline (Fig. 1), which was
formed via an unusual condensation reaction from 2-
acetylopyridine and 1,2-diaminobenzene [9], has been
studied extensively because its coordination chemistry is
rich in structural types and coordination modes [9–19].

*Corresponding author. Fig. 1. The ligand L52-(29-pyridyl)quinoxaline.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00029-7
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allows us to compare the influence of the electronic Yellow prismatic crystals. Crystal dimensions: 0.153
21structure of the metal ion in the structure of the complex. 0.2530.50 mm, m(Mo K )51.326 mm . Intensity dataa

Furthermore, investigations of a number of metal com- were collected on a crystal Logic Dual Goniometer diffrac-
plexes, such as Cu(II), Zn(II), Fe(III), alkali and alkaline tometer using a u-2u scan method to 2u(max)5528, with a
earth ions in the liquid phase have been carried out, with scan speed 3.08 /min, scan range 2.51a a separation.1 2

the use of electrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS) [23]. Three standard reflections monitored every 97 reflections
ES-MS as a mild ionization technique was first introduced showed less than 3% variation and no decay. Lorentz,
in 1968 by Dole et al. [24] and, since then, during the last polarization and psi-scan empirical absorption corrections
ten years, it has exploded into an overwhelming plethora of were applied using Crystal Logic software. A total of 2911
data concerning a great number of organic, inorganic, reflections were measured, of which, 2741 were unique
biological and polymeric compounds [25–28]. (R 50.0138), giving 2555 with I.2s(I), 226 parametersint

In the case of metal complexes, ES-MS, combining mild refined, [D /s] 50.002, [Dr] / [Dr] 50.921/2max max min
3˚ionization with sample introduction in the form of solution, 0.598 e /A , R1(wR2)50.0373(0.1005) for 2555 indepen-

provides very useful information on molecular weight, dent observed reflections. The structure was solved by
structure and solution dynamics. Metal–solvent cluster direct methods using SHELXS-86 [35] and was refined by

y1 2ions M(S ) [29,30], ligand–ligand proton and metal– full-matrix least-squares techniques on F with SHELXL-n

ligand electron transfer [29,31] accompanied by ligand 93 [36]. All hydrogen atoms were located by difference
fragmentation have been studied in detail [32–34]. We maps and refined isotropically. All non-hydrogen atoms
used electrospray ionization in the case of the manganese were refined anisotropically.
complex under study, in our effort to obtain a more
detailed picture of its behavior in solution. 2.3. Preparation of [Mn Cl (H O) L ]2 4 2 2 2Herein we report the preparation, the solid state and
solution structure of the complex bis[aquachloro-2-(29- To a stirred solution of MnCl ?4H O (0.198 g, 1.02 2pyridyl)quinoxaline]di-m-chlorodimanganese(II), which mmol) in MeOH (30 ml), a methanolic solution (20 ml) of
was formed from the reaction of ligand L with MnCl ?2 L (0.21 g, 1.0 mmol) was added. The pale-yellow solution
4H O in methanolic solution.2 was stirred for 2 h, concentrated at 10 ml and stored at

room temperature. After two days, yellow crystals were
formed, which were collected by filtration, washed with
cold MeOH (235 ml) and dried in vacuo. The yield was2. Experimental
0.23 g (65%). Elemental analysis for C H N Cl O Mn :26 22 6 4 2 2

Calculated (%) C544.4, H53.1, N512.0, Cl520.2, Mn52.1. Materials and methods
15.7. Found (%): C544.4, H53.2, N511.9, Cl520.4,
Mn515.7.All manipulations were performed under aerobic con-

ditions. Materials and solvents were of reagent grade and
were used without further purification. Ligand (L) was
synthesized as described previously [9]. Elemental analy- 3. Results and discussion
ses, physicochemical measurements and spectroscopic
techniques were carried out by published methods [10]. 3.1. Synthesis and physical properties

ES-MS was performed in a Micromass Platform II
instrument, equipped with a standard flow electrospray The title complex has been prepared according to Eq.
probe. (1)

24A 1310 M solution of the manganese complex in
2MnCl ? 4H O 1 2L → [Mn L Cl (H O) ] 1 2H O (1)methanol was passed through a liquid chromatography 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2

pump to a capillary tube.
In an attempt to isolate the 1:2 and 1:3 complexes, ligandA mixture of water–acetonitrile (1:1, v /v) was used as
(L) was reacted with MnCl ?4H O in mole ratios of 2:1,2 2the mobile phase.
3:1 or 6:1, but, in all cases, only the 1:1 complex was

II IIIformed. This behavior is similar to that of Fe , Fe and
II II II II II2.2. X-ray crystal structure determination Co ions [14,18], in contrast to Ni , Cd , Cu , Pd and
IIRu , which also form 1:2 complexes [14,17,19] with L.

¯C H N O Cl Mn , fw5702.19, triclinic, PI, a5 The [Mn L Cl (H O) ] is soluble in MeOH, dimethyl-26 22 6 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2
˚ ˚9.877(4), b59.899(4) A, c58.677(4) A, a575.24(1), b5 formamide (DMF), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and

3˚ CH CN. The molar conductivity in DMF is L 515 S?71.94(1), g560.59(1)8, V5697. 3(5) A (by least squares 3 M
2 21 23fit of the setting angles of 25 automatically centered cm mol (at 258 for ca. 10 M solution, assuming a

˚reflections with 2u in the range 11–238, l50.710730 A), dimer formulation), indicating that the complex is non-
23Z51, F(000)5354, D 51.672 Mg m , T5298 K. electrolyte [37]. In methanolic solution, the L value iscalc M
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similar complexes [Hg L X ] [10,11], [Cu L Cl ] [12]2 2 4 2 2 4

and [Fe L Cl ] [18]. The free (L) prefers the anti con-2 2 4

formation between N(1) and N(2) [10], while the coordi-
nated form adopts the syn conformation, where the
pyridine nitrogen N(1) and the quinoxaline N(2) are
located on the same side of the C(5)–C(6) bond as a
consequence of the chelate effect. The angle between the
pyridyl and quinoxaline rings, which is defined from the
twist of the rings around the C(5)–C(6) bond, is 3.988 .

The bridged Mn–Cl bonds are, as expected, slightly
elongated, while the terminal Mn–Cl bond is normal for

˚manganese(II) hexacoordinated complexes [2.494(1) A]
[38].

˚The Mn? ? ?Mn distance is quite large (3.821 A) and
seems to rule out any strong direct metal–metal inter-

˚action. The Mn–N(1), bond length [2.301(2) A], is within
the expected limits, while the Mn–N(2) bond is among the
longest [38]. This slight difference may arise from steric
distortions due to the quinoxaline hydrogen nearest the

Fig. 2. ORTEP diagram of Mn L Cl (H O) with 50% probability2 2 4 2 2 nitrogen (Fig. 1) [39]. The water molecule is firmlythermal ellipsoids showing the atomic labeling scheme.
bonded to manganese (II), with a bond length of 2.190(2)
Å, which is among the shortest ones [38].

205 (2:1 electrolyte), and increased further with time, Each manganese(II) environment is of distorted octahed-
2 21reaching the value of L 5410 S?cm mol , suggesting ral geometry rather than trigonal prismatic. The f value,M

decomposition of the dimeric complex (see Section 3.5). calculated according the Muetterties and Guggenberger
model [40] (w 5548), indicated that the coordination

3.2. Description of the structure polyhedron is very close to the ideal octahedral geometry
(w 5608) (Fig. 3).

The molecular structure of the [Mn L Cl (H O) ] is The meridional axis OW–Mn–N(2) deviates signifi-2 2 4 2 2
˚shown in Fig. 2. cantly from linearity (163.218). Manganese(II) is 0.055 A

Selected bond distances and angles are presented in above the best mean plane, defined by Cl(1), Cl(2), N(1)
Table 1. and Cl(19), toward the coordinated water molecule (2.243

˚The crystal structure consists of two centrosymmetrical- A).
IIly related Mn centers bridged, almost symmetrically The bond angles in the equatorial plane are Cl(1)–Mn–

˚ ˚[Mn–Cl(1)52.550(1) A, Mn–Cl(19)52.591(1) A] by two Cl(19)583.988, Cl(19)–Mn–N(1)586.808, N(1)–Mn–
chloro ligands. Each manganese(II) atom is coordinated Cl(2)593.728 and Cl(2)–Mn–Cl(1)595.738. Significant
additionally with a chelating (L) molecule, a terminal deviation from the ideal value of 908 was observed for the
chloride and a water molecule, giving a six-coordinated N(1)–Mn–N(2) bond angle (71.638) because of the chelat-
ON Cl ligand donor set. The bulky ligands (L) are ing nature of (L).2 3

especially effective in holding the Mn Cl unit planar, The dimers are linked together through H-bonds and2 2

¯which is also observed in the crystal structures of the form polymeric chains along the c-axis [HW ? ? ?Cl(2*) (x,A

Table 1
˚Selective bond distances (A) and angles (8) for the complex

[Mn L Cl (H O) ]2 2 4 2 2

Mn–OW 2.190(2) Mn–Cl(1) 2.550(1)
Mn–N(1) 2.301(2) Mn–Cl(19) 2.591(1)
Mn–N(2) 2.347(2)
Mn–Cl(2) 2.494(1) Mn? ? ?Mn 3.821(1)
OW–Mn–N(1) 91.72(9) N(2)–Mn–Cl(1) 110.38(6)
OW–Mn–N(2) 163.21(9) Cl(2)–Mn–Cl(1) 95.73(4)
N(1)–Mn–N(2) 71.63(7) OW–Mn–Cl(19) 93.72(7)
OW–Mn–Cl(2) 93.14(7) N(1)–Mn–Cl(19) 86.80(7)
N(1)–Mn–Cl(2) 93.72(7) N(2)–Mn–Cl(19) 87.60(6)
N(2)–Mn–Cl(2) 86.04(6) Cl(2)–Mn–Cl(19) 173.10(2)
OW–Mn–Cl(1) 86.40(7) Cl(1)–Mn–Cl(19) 83.98(4)

Fig. 3. The twist angle, w, for a six-coordinate manganese atom of the
N(1)–Mn–Cl(1) 170.44(6) Mn–Cl(1)–Mn9 96.02(4)

dinuclear complex Mn L Cl (H O) .2 2 4 2 2
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˚ ˚*22y, 12z)52.280 A, OW? ? ?Cl(2 )53.100 A, OW–
*HW ? ? ?Cl(2 )5172.18].A

3.3. Spectroscopic studies

In the IR spectrum of the complex, the characteristic
in-plane, d(Py), and out-of-plane, g(Py), pyridine ring

21bands shift to higher frequencies [d(Py)5643 cm and
21

g(Py)5416 cm ] in comparison with the free L [d(Py)5
21 21620 cm and g(Py)5401 cm ] [9], indicating coordina-

tion through N(1) [41]. The appearance of a very strong
21sharp band at 930 cm characterizes the monodentated

quinoxaline coordination [42]. The far IR spectrum shows
21one terminal n(Mn–Cl) stretching mode at 237 cm , twot

21bridging modes n(Mn–Cl) at 173 and 186 cm and twob
21Mn–N frequencies at 195 and 230 cm , confirming the

cis-geometry of the two bridged chlorine and the two
coordinated nitrogens, N(1) and N(2) [43]. These fre-
quencies are close to those observed in the similar com-
plexes Mn(bpy)Cl [1,42] and Mn(phe)Cl [1,4,44]. In2 2

general, the observed frequencies in IR spectra are con-
sistent with the X-ray structure.

The r.t. effective magnetic moment of (1) is 5.82 B.M.
per manganese atom, which is characteristic of high-spin

IIoctahedral Mn complexes [45]. The electronic spectrum
is in accordance with an octahedral environment for the
manganese(II) ion [45–47]. The bands at 26.300, 23.800

Fig. 4. The TG/DTG curve for the title complex in the range of21 6and 18.860 cm are assigned to transitions from the A1g 30–6508C.4 4 4 4 4 4 4ground state to E ( D), E or A ( G), and T ( G),g g 1g 1g

correspondingly.
3.5. Electrospray mass spectrometry

3.4. Thermal analysis
The decomposition of the dimeric complex in metha-

nolic solutions (suggested by the high L value, seeMThe thermal decomposition of the complex was studied
Section 3.1) forced us to further investigate the variousby thermogravimetry (TG), differential thermogravimetry
ions formed, by electrospray mass spectrometry, taking(DTG) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) techniques
advantage of the combined soft ionization and highunder nitrogen (Fig. 4).
sensitivity offered by this technique [49,50].The complex decomposes via endothermic solid state

Moreover, the ability of this technique to detect speciesreaction (2):
existing within the solvent matrix is in accordance with the

120–1688C 168–3018C
scope of this work. Ionic species existing in solution are[Mn L Cl (H O) ] → [Mn L Cl ] → [Mn LCl ]2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 4

22H O 2L2 directly detected, while neutral species are ionized and
300–3848C detected either as protonated or as sodiated ions, the latter→ 2MnCl (2)2

2L formed in the presence of sodium traces under electrospray
The TG/DTG data show a three-step decomposition. The conditions. Electrospray mass spectrometry can thus be
first one is between 120 and 1688C, with weight loss of utilised in the detection of metal complexes in solution
5.4% (calc., 5.2%) which corresponds exactly to two [51].
molecules of water. The two following mass losses are Both positive and negative electrospray spectra of the
almost equal in size (28.6 and 29.3%) and correspond to aqueous manganese complex solution were recorded at low
the successive release of two molecules of L. (calc., and medium values of counter-electrode voltages. All
29.4%). Finally, the product formed at 3938C is MnCl , peaks are listed in Table 2.2

which loses mass from 4508C. In positive mode, the mononuclear species
1 1The complex Mn(bpy)Cl , which decomposes at higher [MnL (H O)Cl 1H ] and [MnL Cl] , at 631 and 5042 2 2 4 2

temperatures in two steps [3658C (in N , 4628C) for the m /z, respectively, as well as the more intense ions at m /z2
1first 0.5 mol bpy and 4378C for the remaining 0.5 mol], is 297 and 208 due to [MnLCl] and the protonated quinox-

much more stable than [Mn L Cl (H O) ] [48]. aline, respectively, were observed under both tested volt-2 2 4 2 2
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Table 2 and a mononuclear ionic species in solution is suggested.
Peaks of positive and negative ions detected in ES-mass spectra of the This implies a labile manganese complex in methanolicacomplex at 70 V

solutions.
m /z Ion observed

Positive mode
1208 L1H

21235 [MnL ]2 4. Conclusions1297 [MnCl(L)]
1329 [MnCl(L)(CH OH)]3

1 In our previous work, we have shown that the electronic504 [MnL Cl]2 III 51631 [MnL (H O)Cl 1H ] configuration and the size of the metal ion (Fe 3d and2 2 4
1 II 6711 [Mn Cl L (H O)(CH OH) ]2 3 2 2 3 2 Fe 3d ) have little structural consequence on the com-

plex. Thus, both ions form dinuclear five-coordinatedNegative mode
2 II 5161 [MnCl ] complexes. In the case of Mn (3d ion), ligand (L) also3

2288 [Mn Cl ]2 5 formed a dinuclear complex h[Mn L Cl (H O) ]j, but the2 2 4 2 2213 [Mn Cl ] II3 7 Mn environment was six-coordinated in distorted octa-2539 [Mn Cl ]4 9 hedral geometry. This observation was rather expected
a The highest peaks of the pattern are mentioned. because of the high difference (25 pm) between the

effective ionic radius of the two ions. (R 572 pm for1
III 5ages (70 and 100 V). Two ions of weak intensity at m /z five-coordinated Fe 3d ion and R 597 pm for six-2

II 5688 and 707 were also observed, possibly belonging to coordinated high spin Mn 3d ) [52,53].
ions of the sodiated bridged binuclear species The dinuclear complex decomposes in methanolic solu-

1 1[Mn L Cl 1Na ] and [Mn L Cl (H O)1Na ], corre- tions, mainly forming mononuclear species, as observed2 2 4 2 2 4 2

spondingly. At elevated cone potential (100 V), the from the electrospray mass spectra.
binuclear ions diminish rapidly as opposed to the ones at
m /z 631, 504, 297 and 208. Peaks recorded in positive
mode are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Under negative electrospray conditions, the manga- Supplementary data
2 2 2nese(II) clusters [MnCl ] , [Mn Cl ] , [Mn Cl ] ,3 2 5 3 7

2 2 2[Mn Cl ] , [Mn Cl ] and [Mn Cl ] are predominant. Crystallographic supplementary data are available from4 9 5 11 6 13

After consideration of data recorded under all electro- CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on
spraying conditions, the presence of at least a binuclear request, quoting the deposition number 104508.

Fig. 5. A typical electrospray mass scan at 70 V of a methanolic solution of Mn L Cl (H O) . Inset, a calculated spectrum in comparison to the the m /z2 2 4 2 2

631 mass peak is shown.
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Abstract

Partially oxidized by iodine, uranium(IV) diphthalocyanine, U(C H N ) I , (UPc I ), was obtained by the direct reaction of pure32 16 8 2 5 / 3 2 5 / 3
2powder uranium with 1,2-dicyanobenzene under a stream of iodine. The compound crystallizes in a space group D 2P4/mcc of the4h

tetragonal system with one molecule in a unit. The two heavy atoms (U and I) are disordered in the crystal. The crystal is composed of
partially oxidized UPc units, which form a pseudo monodimensional stack along the [001] direction. The stacks are surrounded by2

2disordered chains of iodine, identified as I ions by Raman spectroscopy. The EPR measurements ( g52.0014) confirm that3

phthalocyaninato ligand is partially oxidized.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Sandwich phthalocyanine; Iodine-doped uranium diphthalocyanine; Raman spectroscopy; EPR; Crystal structure

˚1. Introduction not too different from the average value of 3.25 A. The
highest conductivity of these materials occurs when the
rotation angle is equal to 458; this angle provides theIodine-doped phthalocyanine-like metallomacrocycles
greatest overlap of the a HOMO p-orbitals of the1uand related compounds are well known as one-dimensional
macrocycle [15,16].‘molecular metals’ [1–14]. These materials are built up

Extensive theoretical and experimental investigationsfrom a planar aromatic macromolecular partially oxidized
suggest two pathways for the charge transport. The highaggregates with strong delocalization of the p-electron
conductivity of these iodine-doped complexes can besystem. A single structural motif, retained throughout this
explained by (1) the interaction of the neighbouring p-series of macromolecular conductors, consists of metal-
ligand orbitals, as in organic molecular metals, and (2) theover-metal stacks of partially oxidized units that are

2 formation of linear chain metal spine conductors thatsurrounded by iodine chains of doped iodine I anions.3 2propagate charge through the metal based a (d ) orbitals1g Z

[17–19]. The majority of the known iodine-doped
2pthalocyanine complexes contain I ions, because their3

129 ¨resonance Raman and I Mossbauer spectra are typical
for compounds containing linear chains of symmetrical
triiodine ions [20–26].

The iodine-doped, sandwich-type metal-
lodiphthalocyanines are less studied, with only the X-ray

The arrangement of the macrocyclic rings in the pseudo- crystal structure of iodine-doped titanium diphthalocyanine
monodimensional aggregates can be described as ABAB having been reported [27]. Recently, we reported the
(Scheme 1) with a rotation angle of about 408 between the synthesis and structure of an iodine-doped bismuth(III)
A and B macrocycles, with the interplanar spacing being diphthalocyanine [28]. Both of the iodine-doped metal-

lodiphthalocyanine complexes (Ti and Bi) are different
according to the iodine doped index. For the titanium*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-71441029; fax: 148-713435021.

E-mail address: janczak@highscreen.int.pan.wroc.pl (J. Janczak) complex, the ratio of Ti–I is 1:2 [27], while for the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00031-5
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dimensions 0.1630.1630.44 mm [3], was used for data
collection on a four-circle KM4 Kuma Diffraction diffrac-

˚tometer, with MoKa radiation (l50.71073 A). From
Weissenberg photographs, the crystal was assigned to the
Laue group 4/m of the tetragonal system. Systematic
absences were observed for reflections hhl and 0kl with l
odd, consistent with the space group P4/mcc or P4cc.
Successive refinement of the structure confirmed the

2choice of D 2P4/mcc as the correct space group. The4h

unit cell parameters were determined by a least-squares
refinement of 25 reflections measured in the 2q range of
164268. A total of 2232 reflections were measured in the
range 3#2u #538 using the v 22u scan technique. Two
standard reflections were monitored every 50. They
showed no significant intensity variations. Intensities and
their standard deviations were corrected for Lorenz and
polarization effects. Face indexed analytical absorption

Scheme 1. was calculated using the SHELXTL-program system [41];
max. and min. transmission factors are 0.55758 and

bismuth complex, this ratio is 2:3 [28]. This distinction 0.45958, respectively. A total of 729 independent reflec-
implicated the differences in the crystal structure between tions (501 with I.2s , R 50.0193) were used for crystalI int

the [BiPc ]I and [TiPc ]I . structure solution and refinement.2 3 / 2 2 2

Using a slightly modified preparation method [29], we
have obtained a mixed valence of iodine-doped uranium 2.3. Structure determination and refinement
diphthalocyanine. In this method, the metal-
lophthalocyanines are formed by cyclotetramerization of The structure was solved by the Patterson heavy-atom
1,2-dicyanobenzene in the presence of pure powder metal method. The Patterson map revealed the positions of the U
or intermetallic alloy [30–40]. In this paper, we describe and I atoms at (1 /2, 1 /2, 1 /4) and (0, 0, 1 /4), respective-
the iodine-doped uranium diphthalocyanine, UPc I . ly. This requires that the U atom is statistically distributed2 x

Elemental analysis of this uranium complex gave a value over two positions. The remaining atoms were located
of 1.667 for the iodine index. from difference Fourier synthesis. The subsequent DF map

showed that the I atoms do not lie in the special position
422 at z51/4, instead, they occupied statistically two

2. Experimental positions around z51/4 (i.e. z50.21265 and 0.28735).
The structure was refined with anisotropic thermal parame-

2.1. Preparation ters by the full-matrix least-squares method using the
SHELXL97 program system [42]. Hydrogen atoms of the

The crystals of [UPc ]I were obtained directly by phenyl rings were introduced as their computed coordi-2 1.667

the reaction of the powder uranium and 1,2-dicyanoben- nates (HFIX 43) and isotropic thermal parameters were
zene in the presence of I . The powder uranium, 1,2- fixed. The final unweighted and weighted agreement2

2 2dicyanobenzene and iodine (1:6:2, w/w/w), were mixed factors converged to R(F .2s)50.0293 and wR(F )5

together and pressed into pellets. The pellets were inserted 0.0771, a goodness of fit calculation resulted in a value of
into an evacuated glass ampoule and sealed. The ampoule 1.005 at final convergence. The final difference Fourier
was heated at 2008C for several hours. At this temperature map showed no peaks of chemical significance; the largest

23˚(2008C), the liquid 1,2-dicyanobenzene undergoes catalytic was 10.468 and 20.308 eA . Scattering factors for
tetramerization forming the phthalocyanine units. Simul- neutral atoms and correction for anomalous dispersion
taneously, the iodine atoms (as an oxidant), which partially were as given in the SHELXL program [42]. The drawing
oxidize the UPc complex, yielded black crystals of good was made using the graphics of the SHELXTL program2

quality. Elemental analysis was performed using an energy system [41]. Final agreement factors and crystallographic
dispersive spectrometer. Found: U, 16.15; I, 14.61; N, data are listed in Table 1, selected bond length and angles
15.02; C, 52.02. Calculated for [(C H N ) U]I : U, in Table 2.32 16 8 2 5 / 3

16.14; I, 14.34; N, 15.18; C, 52.13 and H, 2.21%.
2.4. Raman spectroscopy

2.2. X-ray data collection
The Raman spectra were recorded at room temperature

A black single crystal of UPc I , with the approximate on a Jobin-Yvon Ramanor U-1000 spectrometer equipped2 5 / 3
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Table 1
aCrystallographic data for [(C H N ) U]I32 16 8 2 5 / 3

Formula [(C H N )U ]I32 16 8 2 5 / 3

Mol. wt. 1474.59
Crystal system Tetragonal
Space group P4/mcc (No.124)

˚Unit cell dimensions: a [A] 13.947(2)
˚c [A] 6.501(1)

3˚Volume, [A ] 1264.6(3)
Z 1
F(000) 690.5

3D g/cm 1.936calc.
3D (measured, floation), g /cm 1.93obs.

˚Radiation, MoKa, [A] l50.71073
2u range 3 4 53
Reflections collected 2232
Independent reflections 729 (R 50.0193)int

Observed reflections 501 (with I.2 s)
21Absorption coefficient, m [mm ] 4.290

Correction Lorentz, polarization, face indexed analytical absorption, T 50.45958,max.

T 50.55758min.
2Refinement on F 0.0293

2R(F .s) 0.0905
2wR(F all reflections) 1.005

Goodness-of-fit, S 0.001
Largest D /s 10.468 20.308

23˚Residual electron density, eA
a 2 2 2 2 4 1 / 2 21 2 2 2 2 2R5SuuF u2uF uu /SF wR(F )5hS(w(F 2F ) ] /SwF j w 5[s (F )1(0.0489P) 11.1922P] where P5(F 12F ) /3.o c o o c o o o c

with a photomultiplier-type detector and phonon-counting 2.1310 [20] spins /g, i.e. ¯0.51 unpaired electron per
hardware. The 908 geometry was used. Resolution was set UPc I molecule.2 5 / 3

21up to 3 cm . An argon-ion laser line at 514.5 nm, of
power 200 mW, was used as the exciting radiation.

3. Discussion

2.5. Electron paramagnetic resonance measurements The iodine-doped sandwich-type metal-
lodiphthalocyanines have been less studied; only the

EPR measurements were made on SE-Radiopan and structures of titanium (IV) and bismuth (III) iodine-doped
ESP 300 E-Bruker X-band spectrometers at room tempera- diphthalocyanine complexes have been reported [27,28].
ture. The studies were carried out on solid samples of 2–10 Recently, the new iodine-doped complex of niobium(IV)
mg. A single line EPR spectrum at g52.0014 was diphthalocyanine has been structurally characterized in
observed for UPc I . DPPH, TEMPO and TEMPOL free which the two macrocyclic units (Pc) ‘stapled’ together by2 5 / 3

radicals were used as standards for calculation of the spin two inter-ligand C–C bonds [43]. Additionally, in this
concentration. The calculation of the spin concentration is niobium(IV) complex, the arrangement of the iodine atoms

22suggests an I fragment, composed of the two peripheral8
2Table 2 unsymmetrical I ions and one central neutral I moleculea 3 2˚Selected bond distances and angles (A, 8)

[43]. In this paper, the structure and some properties of
iI1–I1 2.766(5) U1–N2 2.549(3) iodine-doped uranium diphthalocyanine are reported. The

iiU1–U1 3.2505(5) N1–C1 1.330(8) ratios of metal to iodine-doped atoms in the Ti(IV), Bi(III)
N2–C1 1.392(7) N2–C8 1.346(7)

iii and U(IV) diphthalocyanines have different values, andN1–C8 1.328(7) C1–C2 1.438(8)
this is implicated in the small differences in crystalC2–C3 1.371(10) C2–C7 1.394(8)

C3–C4 1.383(9) C4–C5 1.375(11) structure.
C5–C6 1.383(10) C6–C7 1.378(9) When refining the crystal structure of the iodine-doped

ivC7–C8 1.459(7) C8–N1 1.328(7) uranium diphthalocyanine, we stated that, in contrast to theii iiiN2–U1–N2 66.02(7) N2–U1–N2 100.79(13)
v vi structure of [TiPc ](I ) , in which the iodine atoms lie2 3 0.66N2–U1–N2 148.9(2) N2–U1–N2 142.6(2)
vii viii in 422 sites at (0,0,0.25) and, similarly, as in [BiPc I ],N2–U1–N2 91.07(17) N2–U1–N2 87.53(16) 2 1.5

a the iodine atoms are not located on the 422 sites, but theySymmetry code: (i) 2x, 2y, 2z; (ii) 112x, 12y, 2z; (iii) 12y, x,
occupy the (0, 0, z) position (z±0.25). The uranium atomz; (iv) y, 12x, 2z; (v) 12y, 12x, 1 /21z; (vi) 12x, y, 1 /22z; (vii) x,

12y, 1 /21z; (viii) y, x, 1 /22z. located at (0.5, 0.5, 0.25) and the iodine atom at (0, 0,
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˚[CePc ](BF ) [45] and even 0.63 A in a-2 4 0.33

[SmPc ](ClO ) [46]. The uranium atom is sandwiched2 4 0.63

between two staggered 40.7(6)8C macrocyclic Pc rings and
is surrounded by the eight isoindole nitrogen atoms of the
two N systems, forming the usual square antiprism around4

the central metal. As can be seen from Table 3, the internal
U cation in an unoxidized complex of UPc is asymmetri-2

cally located between two Pc rings. The rotation angle
between the Pc rings in the UPc complex is smaller by2

|48 in relation to the partially oxidized uranium
diphthalocyanine. In addition, in oxidized iodine-doped
uranium diphthalocyanine, the distance between the Pc

˚rings in a sandwiched UPc unit is |0.44 A longer than in2

an unoxidized UPc molecule [47]. This is probably due to2

an electrostatic interaction between the linear chains of
iodine anions and the outermost hydrogen atoms with the
phenyl rings [the closest distance, C—H? ? ?I, is equal to

˚3.266(9)A, and the C—H? ? ?I angle is equal to 148.6(8)8].
An essential difference between the crystal structures ofFig. 1. View of the partially oxidized of [UPc ] unit and labeling scheme.2

Displacement ellipsoids are shown at the 50% probability level. partially oxidized iodine-doped Bi and U
diphthalocyanines is the location of the central atoms. In
contrast to BiPc I in which the Bi atom is non-2 1.5

symmetrically sandwiched, in UPc I , as in TiPc I , the0.21265) positions have occupation factors of 1 /23 2 5 / 3 2 2

internal atom is located closely in the center between two0.12550.0625 and 5/1230.2550.101667, respectively,
Pc rings. These dissimilarities between the partially oxi-thus, both heavy atoms are disordered in the crystal. In
dized iodine-doped sandwich-type Bi(III), Ti(IV) and[UPc ]I , the Pc macrocyclic ring, as in [BiPc I ], lies2 1.667 2 1.5
U(IV) diphthalocyanines may be related to the nature ofon the plane at z50. All of the anisotropic temperature
the metal ion as well as the different iodine-doped indicesfactors of atoms forming the Pc-ring were normal, in
(3 /2, 2 and 5/3 for Bi, Ti and U-complex, respectively).contrast to those in [TiPc ](I ) , where the atoms of the2 3 0.66

The structure of UPc I consists of columnar stacks ofPc-ring were statistically distributed above and below the 2 5 / 3

the partially oxidized UPc units with their molecular Pcmirror plane, which showed unusually high amplitudes of 2
˚planes normal to the c axis and separated by c /2(3.25 A.the thermal displacements. The molecular structure of the

The disordered iodine-doped atoms are located in theUPc unit is shown in Fig. 1. Both of the Pc macrocyclic2
channels between the UPc units forming one-dimensionalrings are planar and take the position of the site symmetry 2

chains. The statistical I–I distances in the disorderedof 8m. This compound is the second example of a partially
i˚polyiodine chains in UPc I are 2.765(5) A (I–I , i5x,oxidized sandwich-type diphthalocyanine, in which simi- 2 1.667

ii˚ ˚y, 2z); 3.250(5) A (I–I , ii5x, y, 0.51z) and 3.735(6) Alarly as in BiPc I [28], the Pc rings are closely planar.2 1.5
iii(I–I , iii5x, y, 12z). The shorter I–I bond length ofThe vertical amplitudes of the thermal displacements of the

˚2.765(5) A is comparable to the I–I distance in pure Ioutermost atoms of the Pc rings are not significantly 2
˚ ˚(2.662 A in I gaseous [48] and 2.715(6) A in the soliddifferent from the remaining atoms. In the other known 2

state at 21638C [49]). On the other hand, the middle I–Ipartially oxidized diphthalocyanines, the Pc rings are not
2˚closely planar. For example (see Table 3), the vertical distance of 3.250(4)A is typical for the symmetrical I3

displacement of the outermost atoms from the mean Pc ions that are usually present in this class of iodine-doped
˚ ˚plane is about 0.15 A in a-[PrPc ]Br [44], 0.365 A in complex. The C–C and C–N bond distances and angles for2 1.5

Table 3
Coordination of the central ion of partially oxidized metallobisphthalocyanine complexes and unoxidized UPc for comparison2

Compound M–N M–N Distance between N- Rotation of Reference
˚ ˚ ˚PcI [A] PcII [A] isoindole plane [A] the rings [8]

U(IV)Pc I 2.550(4) 2.550(4) 3.250(1) 40.7(6) This work2 5 / 3
(IV)[Ti Pc ]I 2.246(7) 2.246(7) 2.42 41.1 [27]2 2
(III)[Bi Pc ]I 2.337(8) 2.760(8) 3.275(5) 39.4(6) [28]2 1.5

(III)
a-[Pr Pc ]Br 2.495 2.495 3.24 41 [44]2 1.5

(IV)[Ce Pc ](BF ) 2.45(1) 2.67(1) 2.908 41 [45]2 4 0.33
(III)

a-[Sm Pc ](ClO ) 2.48(1) 2.61(1) 3.24 41 [46]2 4 0.63
(IV)U Pc 2.333 2.388 2.81 37 [47]2
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chemically equivalent bonds do not differ significantly and
they compare well with the bond lengths and angles of the
other phthalocyanine structures.

The structure shown in Fig. 2 is statistically built up
with two real units, which are also presented as I and II on
Fig. 2. Both units are present in 50% in the unit cell. This
model converged well on the refinement. The models
based on the structures of TiPc I and BiPc I were also2 2 2 1.5

inspected in the uranium complex, but the structure was
not successfully refined.

The resonance Raman spectrum (Fig. 3) of polycrystal-
line iodine-doped uranium diphthalocyanine at room tem-

21perature exhibits a sharp fundamental peak at |109 cm ,
with an overtone progression of peaks at |220 and |330

21cm . This pattern is characteristic of linear chains of
Fig. 3. Resonance Raman spectra of polycrystalline samples ofsymmetric triiodine ions [24–26,50,51]. The absence of
[UPc ]I at room temperature.2 5 / 3any observable peaks with an intensity larger than that of

21the overtone band at either |160 or 180 cm eliminates
2 2I ion or I molecule coordinated to a Lewis base, I kel(II) [54], the iodine atoms in both complexes are5 2 3

2 2 2(I 1I ), as a predominant iodine form. The absence of a present in different forms (I in uranium and I in nickel2 3 3 5
21band at |200cm eliminates the free I as an impurity. complex).2

2Also, there is no evidence in the spectrum of the presence The assignment of the iodine species as I in UPc I3 2 5 / 3
2 22of alternative iodine aggregates, such as I [52] or I implies a 15/9 oxidation state for the UPc unit, and this7 4 2

2[53]). Although, in the UPc I , the iodine-doped index is uranium complex is best formulated as [UPc ](I )2 5 / 3 2 3 5 / 9

the same as in iodine-doped tetrapropylporphycenato nic- where one electron per 9 /5 UPc molecules has been2

Fig. 2. Crystal structure of [UPc ]I viewed perpendicular to the macrocycle stacking direction. The (I) and (II) units are present in 50%.2 5 / 3
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Abstract

Horse heart cytochrome c and apocytochrome c (with the Fe-porphyrin removed), which have completely different conformations, are
21selectively cleaved at the same site in the presence of cis-[Pd(dtco-3-OH)(H O) ] (dtco-3-OH5dithiacycrooctan-3-ol). The cleaved2 2

fragments were separated by SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and the cleavage yields were determined by a scanning
densitometer. The site and size of cleavage were confirmed by precisely determining molecular masses of the proteins and of the cleaved
fragments using electrospray mass spectrometry. Different pH behavior in the cleavage of cytochrome c and apocytochrome c is observed
due to a requirement of a partially unfolded state II of the cytochrome c. Although the Pd(II) complex coordinates to different sulfur
forms of Cys17 in the cytochrome c and the apocytochrome c (thioether in the former and thiolate anion in the latter), their cleavage
yields at pH,2 are comparable.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cytochrome c; Apocytochrome c; Palladium; Protein cleavage

1. Introduction toxic, therefore, precautions must be taken while handling
it.

Hydrolysis of the inactivated amide bond in peptides Since the 1990s, a variety of metal complexes have been
and proteins is an extremely slow reaction. The half-life in developed for the direct hydrolytic or oxidative cleavage of
neutral solutions is measured in hundreds of years [1]. This amide bonds in peptides [3–22] and proteins [23–31].
hydrolysis reaction, however, is an essential metabolic However, reports concerning the direct selective hydrolysis
process and a desirable reaction in various bioanalytical of proteins are very rare due to the difficulty involved in
procedures. The reagents that effect it both in vivo and in cleaving them. To our knowledge, up to now only four
vitro usually are proteolytic enzymes [2]. Only a few of proteins have been really hydrolyzed by transition metal
them are routinely applicable in biochemistry and structur- complexes [28–31]. In the first application of this method
al biology. They have great catalytic power, but their to proteins, horse heart cytochrome c was specifically
sequence selectivity can be changed only with difficulty, cleaved by Pd(II) complexes at pH,2.0 [28]. The site of
and their size may limit their use as probes of molecular cleavage is at the His18–Thr19 peptide bond and this was
structures and interactions. Furthermore, since the require- confirmed by N-terminal amino-acid sequencing and kinet-
ments for traditional applications are changing today, new ic studies on some short peptides as model substrates [28].
methods for cleavage are needed for many tasks in The previous study provided a novel method for selective
biochemistry and molecular biology, e.g. semisynthesis of cleavage of cytochrome c, however, some questions still
proteins, the sequencing of large or blocked protein, remain to be solved. For example, although the N-terminal
structural and functional analysis of protein domains, the amino-acid of the cleaved long fragment was determined,
development of new drugs, etc. Chemical reagents are well the C-terminal amino-acid for the fragment has not been
suited to many of these tasks. Although the need for them determined yet. The reason why the cleavage of cyto-
is growing, only one, cyanogen bromide, usually works chrome c is governed by the pH of the digestion solution is
very well, but it has several shortcomings. It is volatile and not completely understood. A preliminary study showed

that cytochrome c and apocytochrome c have identical
*Corresponding author. cleavage sites [28], but it is not known if exhibit the same

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00037-6
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pH behavior during the cleavage reaction. In order to
answer these questions and to develop this new method for
practical application, it is necessary to further investigate
the mechanism and the stereochemical requirement for the
selective cleavage. In this article, we report selective
hydrolytic cleavage of cytochrome c and apocytochrome c,
studied by electrospray mass spectrometry, and its ap-
plicability, and explain different pH behaviors of two
proteins for cleavage.

2. Experimental

2.1. Chemicals

Double distilled water was used for the preparation of
solutions. Glutathione (GSH) and horse heart cytochrome
c (type III) were obtained from Sigma. PdCl and2

dithiacyclooctan-3-ol (dtco-3-OH) were obtained from
Aldrich. All other chemicals were of reagent grade.

cis-[Pd(dtco-3-OH)Cl ] was prepared and recrystalized2

[31,32]. The corresponding diaqua complex was obtained
by treating this complex with 2.0 equivalents of anhydrous
AgBF in water, and stirring for 4 h at 358C. The solid4

AgCl was removed by centrifugation, with all procedures
being performed in the dark. The diaqua complex was
always prepared freshly before use. An aqueous solution of
native cytochrome c (Cyt. c) was prepared. The con-
centration of the cytochrome c was determined at 550 nm

21 21(e 527.2 mM cm ) after adding ascorbic acid. Apo-550

cytochrome c (apo-Cyt. c) was prepared using a method
based on a procedure in the literature [33]. About 77 mg of
native Cyt. c were dissolved in 10 ml of water. A 2-ml
volume of glacial acetic acid and 15 ml of a 0.8% silver
sulfate solution were added and the mixture was incubated
in the dark for 4 h at 448C. The reaction mixture was then
dialyzed against 0.2 M acetic acid to remove the excess
silver sulfate. The apoprotein was precipitated by the
addition of ten volumes of cold (48C) acid acetone
containing 1 ml of 5 N H SO in 100 ml of acetone. The2 4

precipitate was collected by centrifugation, washed several
times with acid acetone and then suspended in a small
volume (4 ml) of 0.2 M acetic acid. Solid urea was added
until a clear solution was obtained. The bound silver was Fig. 1. ESMS spectra of native cytochrome c (A), apocytochrome c (B)
removed by reaction of the apoprotein with a 25-fold and their cleaved fragments, (C) from native cytochrome c and (D) from

apocytochrome c. The calculated isotopic distribution patterns are in-molar excess of 2-mercaptoethanol for 20 min at ambient
serted.temperature. The silver-free apoprotein solution was

clarified by centrifugation for 1 h at 10 000 rpm in a
Du-Pont Sorvall Super T 21 ultracentrifuge. The molecular 2.2. Measurements
mass of the apocytochrome c, as observed by electrospray
mass spectrometry (ESMS), was 11 744 (Fig. 1(B)); the All of the instruments used for SDS–polyacrylamide gel
calculated value using the IsoPro 3.0 program for electrophoresis (PAGE) were produced by Bio-Rad. A

1C H N O S 1H (inset in Fig. 1(B)) was 11 744. protean II cell combined with a PAC 200 power supply526 842 144 152 4

The purified and freeze-dried apo-Cyt. c was stored at was used. The routine SDS–PAGE experiments were done
2208C. Aqueous solutions of the apoCyt. c containing 100 at 100 V for 3 h. A 5.0-ml volume of a sample containing a

21mg ml were prepared by weight. quenched reaction mixture (a digestion solution) and a
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standard SDS-reducing buffer solution was loaded on a
stacking gel. An 18% polyacrylamide gel (for separations)
was overlaid with a 7% polyacrylamide gel (for the
stacking). The standard SDS-reducing buffer solution
comprised 1.70 ml of H O, 1.00 ml of a 500-mM Tris–2

HCl buffer, pH 6.8, 1.6 ml of glycerol, 1.60 ml of an
aqueous solution of SDS, 0.4 ml of b-mercaptoethanol and
1.70 ml of a 0.05% aqueous solution of bromophenol blue.
The gel was stained using a 0.10% solution of Coomassie
Blue R-250 in an aqueous solution that contained 10%
acetic acid and 40% methanol. The intensity of the blue
band corresponding to the intact protein was determined by
a scanning densitometer–UVP White /Ultraviolet Trans-

Fig. 2. pH effect on cleavage of native cytochrome c promoted byilluminator, and the estimated relative error of the densito-
21cis-[Pd(dtco-3-OH)(H O) ] in a 1:5 mole ratio of the protein to the2 2metric analysis was 10%. The cleavage yield was calcu-

Pd(II) complex. Lanes, from left to right, in the SDS polyacrylamide gel
lated based on the difference between the relative inten- electrophoretogram: (1) native cytochrome c at pH 1.5 in the absence of
sities of the bands obtained in the presence and in the Pd(II) complex; Lanes (2)–(9) have pH values of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0,
absence of the palladium(II) complex in solutions con- 3.5, 4.0 and 4.2, respectively.

taining equal concentrations of the protein under the same
experimental conditions; the band obtained in the absence
of the palladium(II) complex was taken to be 100%. An in a freezer. The pH was adjusted to 6.0 by adding a
LCQ electrospray mass spectrometer (ESMS, Finnigan) 200-mM aqueous solution of Na HPO , pH 9.1, and then2 4

was employed in this study for determination of the 16 ml of the standard SDS-reducing buffer was added. The
molecular masses of the proteins and their cleaved frag- final solution was kept at 958C for 5 min., cooled and
ments. The sample was dissolved in water, desalted and centrifuged to remove the precipitate containing pal-

21diluted to 100 mmol l . A 10-ml volume of such a ladium(II). The clear supernatant was subjected to SDS–
solution was loaded into the injection valve of the LCQ PAGE. The electrophoretograms are shown in Figs. 2 and
and then injected into the mobile phase solution (50% 3.
aqueous methanol containing 1% acetic acid) and carried
through the electrospray interface into the mass analyzer at

21a rate of 200 ml min . The employed voltage at the 3. Results and discussion
electrospray needles was 5 KV and the capillary was
heated to 2008C. The molecular masses of the proteins and 3.1. Site of the cleavage
their cleaved fragments were obtained from the multi-
positive charge peaks of the electrospray mass spec- As shown in Fig. 1(A) and (B), molecular masses of
trometry. Predicted isotope distribution patterns for the horse heart Cyt. c and apoCyt. c, as observed by ESMS,
proteins and their cleaved fragments were calculated using were 12 360 and 11 744, respectively; the calculated
the IsoPro 3.0 program (shareware). The pH was measured
with an Orion 901 instrument and a Phoenix Ag–AgCl
reference electrode.

2.3. Cleavage of cytochrome c and apocytochrome c
21with cis-[Pd(dtco-3-OH)(H O) ]2 2

In a typical procedure, a total volume of 60 ml of a
mixture, which contained 12 ml of protein (Cyt. c or

21apoCyt. c; 100 mg ml ), 5.10 ml of cis-[Pd(dtco-3-
21OH)(H O) ] (100 mmol) in a 1:5 mole ratio of protein2 2

to the Pd(II) complex, an aliquot of 0.5 M HBF , to adjust4

pH, and water to make the volume up to 60 ml, was
incubated at 40618C for 48 h. After that, the reaction was

Fig. 3. pH effect on cleavage of apocytochrome c promoted by cis-quenched by adding a five-fold excess of a 200-mM
21[Pd(dtco-3-OH)(H O) ] in a 1:5 mole ratio of the protein to the Pd(II)2 2aqueous solution of GSH [with respect to the Pd(II)

complex. Lanes, from left to right, in the SDS polyacrylamide gel
complex] to the mixture and by incubating at 40618C for electrophoretogram: (1) and (2) are apocytochrome c in the absence of
1 h. A 12.0-ml volume of the solution was used for Pd(II) complex at pH values of 1.5 and 3.4, respectively; Lanes (3)–(9)
electrophoretic analysis. The rest of the solution was stored have pH values of 1.0, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.4, respectively.
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values for them using the IsoPro 3.0 program were exactly
equal to those observed. The amazing accuracy of the
method for measuring the molecular masses of the proteins
provided a powerful tool for determination of the cleavage

´site. In a previous study done by one of authors in Kostic’s
group [28], native Cyt. c was selectively cleaved by four
palladium(II) complexes. The site of cleavage was de-
termined by N-terminal amino-acid sequencing, and by
model studies of some short peptides. It was revealed that
only His18–Thr19 was selectively cleaved by binding of
Pd(II) complex to the sulfur atom of Cys17, and to the
amide nitrogen and amide oxygen of His18, followed by
external attack of solvent water. In this study, we incu-

21bated native Cyt. c with cis-[Pd(dtco-3-OH)(H O) ] at2 2

40618C for 48 h. The reaction was quenched by adding
GSH and the digestion solution was desalted. A strong Fig. 4. Effect of pH on the cleavage yields of native cytochrome c.

peak of ESMS spectrometry was observed by infusing the
digestion solution via a fused-silica capillary into the
ion-spray tip. The molecular mass observed was 9702 (Fig. forming a nearly spherical molecule with a hydrophobic
1(C)), which was in very good agreement with that interior and a hydrophilic exterior [35]. The heme iron is

1calculated for the monoprotonated cation (NH ) of the coordinated to two amino-acid residues, His18 and Met80,
cleaved long fragment, Thr19-Gly104 of the native Cyt. c. and the heme moiety forms numerous noncovalent interac-
This result further confirmed that the peptide bond between tions with the polypeptide chain. The so-called acid
His18 and Thr19 was efficiently cleaved during the transition from the native state, III, to the partially un-
digestion and that the C-terminal amino-acid of the folded state, II, occurs at pH#2.5 [36–38]. In state II, the
fragment is Gly104. The short cleaved fragment was not heme crevice is open, and both of the axial ligands to the
detected by ESMS due to its precipitation. The pal- iron atom are replaced by two water molecules. The
ladium(II) complex-mediated hydrolysis of apo-Cyt. c was dissociation of His18 from iron was accompanied by
also investigated by the same procedure as described protonation of the imidazole of His18 (pK 52.5) [36–41].a

above. Fig. 1(D) shows that the apo-Cyt. c was selectively Corresponding to this, it was found from Fig. 4 that the
cleaved at the same cleavage site. Compared with native cleavage reaction decreased as the pH increased and
Cyt. c, apo-Cyt. c has no the heme moiety, but it has the ceased at pH¯3.5. The pH effect on the cleavage implied
same amino-acid sequence, and the thioether group in that the cleavage reaction is associated with state II of
native Cyt. c was replaced by a sulfhydryl group in native Cyt. c. In other words, opening of the heme crevice
apo-Cyt. c. That the two proteins have completely different is required for coordination of Pd(II) to the side chain of
conformations has long been known [33,34]. Native Cyt. c Cys17, followed by cleavage of the His18–Thr19 bond.
has a compact and nearly spherical conformation, whereas When the pH of the digestion solution is less than 2.5, this
apo-Cyt. c has a randomly coiled conformation. It was stereochemical requirement is satisfied, therefore, a high
concluded that the site of cleavage is independent on the cleavage yield will be expected. For apo-Cyt. c, since the
three-dimensional conformation, but it seems to be depen-
dent on the amino-acid sequence of the proteins.

3.2. pH effect on the cleavage

Although the site of cleavage for native Cyt. c and
apo-Cyt. c is the same, the pH effect on the cleavage is
clearly different. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the cleavage
yields of native Cyt. c decreased from 61 to 0% as the pH
of the digestion solution was raised from 1.0 to 3.5.
However, in the case of apo-Cyt. c, the cleavage yield
remained at about 45% as the pH of the digestion solution
was varied over the same range. This finding is of interest
in understanding the mechanism for Cyt. c cleavage. In
native Cyt. c, a single heme moiety is covalently attached
to the polypeptide chain by two thioether bridges. The
polypeptide chain is folded around the heme moiety, Fig. 5. Effect of pH on the cleavage yields of apocytochrome c.
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Abstract

An aqueous solution–solid-state study of the Cu(II) /HL system (HL5N-2-(4-amino-1,6-dihydro-1-methyl-5-nitroso-6-ox-
opyrimidinyl)glycine) is reported. The solution studies have been carried out on the protonation equilibria of HL and the Cu(II) /HL
system, at molar ratios of 1:1 and 1:5. Two complexes were obtained in the solid state, Cu(II) /HL molar ratio51:1, and were
characterized by spectroscopic and X-ray single-crystal diffraction techniques. Mononuclear complex 1 [(CuCl (HL) ] crystallizes with2 2 n

a hexacoordinated coordination mode around the Cu(II) ion, while complex 2 [CuCl(L)(H O) ] is an infinite polynuclear ladder-like2 2

chain, with a distorted asymmetric square-based bipyramid. None of those crystalline complexes were detected in the solution study.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Solution–solid-state study; Spectroscopic technique; X-ray single-crystal diffraction technique

1. Introduction involve N-acetyl and N-benzyloxycarbonyl amino acids
[10]. On the other hand, the substituent at the amino group

The coordination ability of a-amino acids towards reduces both its affinity for metal ions with respect to the
several transition metal ions has been reported widely, and corresponding free a-amino acids, and in-plane donor
has been compiled in several detailed and exhaustive ligand field, which permits a relatively wide variety of
reviews [1–4]. There is evidence of single a-amino acid– coordination types, depending on the nature of the N-
metal ion interactions in certain metal ion intestinal substituent. Although the carboxylic group acts as the
absorption processes [5]. Moreover, the presence of free primary ligating site against Cu(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Zn(II),
amino acids in blood plasma suggests ‘absorbed metal Pd(II) and Cd(II) complexes [10], it is commonly assumed
ion-free amino acid’ interactions, which have been re- that the carboxylic group is ineffective at promoting
ported in the case of Cu(II) ion transport processes [6,7]. ionization at the a-amino group for the above cases,
Metal complexes, both in natural and abiotic systems, have resulting just in coordination through the carboxylate
also been described as amino acid and peptide carriers [8]. group [10,11]. Nevertheless, deprotonation is dependent on

N-protected amino acids, which have special synthetic the nature of the N-substituent, in fact, N-4-tosylglycine
applications in peptides with a marked reduction of gives complexes with Cu(II) acting as a dianionic bi-
racemization [8,9], have been proved to be involved in dentate ligand through the carboxylate group and the
diverse biological processes. Natural processes, such as the deprotonated nitrogen atom at the sulphonamide group
de novo synthesis of peptides, have been postulated to [12,13].

In this work, a solution–solid-state study of the Cu(II) /
*Corresponding author. HL system, HL5N-2-(4-amino-1,6-dihydro-1-methyl-5-ni-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00034-0
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troso-6-oxopyrimidinyl)glycine, with special emphasis in 23.20; H, 3.32; N, 19.38. Found: C, 22.95; H, 3.35; N,
the ligand coordination mode is reported. 18.98.

2.3. Spectral and magnetic measurements
2. Experimental

Infrared spectra were recorded with a Perkin Elmer
2.1. Potentiometric measurements FTIR 1760-X instrument using KBr pellets in the spectral

21range 4000–400 cm , and with a Perkin Elmer 983-G
Nanopure water was used for potentiometric measure- instrument using polyethylene pellets in the spectral range

21ments. CuCl solutions (Merck) were standardized by 400–180 cm . UV spectral curves of aqueous solutions of2

atomic absorption spectrometry. Protonation and Cu(II) ligand, at 0.1 M KCl ionic strength, in the pH range from
complex stability constants, b ( p, q and r 5 number of 1.79 to 9.03 were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda-pqr

metal ions, anionic ligands and protons, respectively, of a 19 spectrophotometer. The magnetic measurements were
given species), were calculated from titrations at 358C, performed in a Faraday Manics DMS-8 instrument, at
using 40 ml of 0.1 M KOH. Ligand concentrations temperatures between those of liquid helium and room
(ranging from 0.000346 to 0.001024 M) were calculated temperature.
potentiometrically with three titrations for each experi-
ment: metal–ligand ratios of 1:1 and 1:5, ionic strength5 2.4. X-ray data collection and structure determination
0.1 M KCl. The potentiometric assembly, calibration
procedures and log K calculation were described in a Single crystal data collection for 1 and 2 was performedw

previous work [14]. Protonation and Cu(II) complex at 293 K with a Siemens R3m/V diffractometer using
˚stability constants were calculated from titration data, graphite monochromatized MoKa (l50.71069 A) radia-

using PKAS and BEST computer programs, respectively tion. Unit cell parameters were calculated by least-squares
[15]. refinement of 25 well centred reflections in the range of

15,2u ,458 for 1 and 2. Data were collected by v /2u

2.1.1. Ligand (HL) preparation scan mode. Intensities of four check reflections measured
To a suspension of 4-amino-1,6-dihydro-1-methyl-2- after every 120 min showed only statistical variation. Data

methoxy-5-nitroso-6-oxopyrimidine monohydrate [16] were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation effects. Ab-
(1.83 g, 9.92 mmol) in acetonitrile (30 ml), a solution of sorption corrections were applied via an empirical C scan.
glycine (0.751 g, 9.92 mmol) in aqueous KOH (32 ml, Structures were solved by direct methods and subsequent
0.31 M) was added. The mixture was heated under reflux Fourier syntheses with the SHELXTL-PC V5.0 program
for 50 min. The resulting reddish–orange reaction mixture [17]. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically
was acidified to pH 3 with CH COOH. Yellow crystals and the position of hydrogen atoms were calculated with3

appeared after 24 h, and these were filtered off, washed isotropic temperature factors. Crystal data and structure
with water, recrystallized and dried over P O . Anal. calc. determination parameters are given in Table 1.4 10

for C H N O : C, 31.99; H, 4.94; N, 26.60. Found: C,7 13 5 6

32.23; H, 4.75; N, 27.09.
3. Results and discussion

2.2. Preparation of complexes
3.1. Solution study

2.2.1. CuCl (HL) (1)2 2

To a solution of KL (0.26 g, 1 mmol) in aqueous KCl HL protonation equilibria have been analysed by titra-
(20 ml, 0.5 M), a saturated aqueous solution of CuCl tion of acidified aqueous solutions in the pH range from2

(0.13 g, 1 mmol) was added. The pH was then adjusted to 2.0 to 9.0. The protonated ligand dissociates two protons
2.0 using 0.1 M HCl. Green–brown crystals appeared after with log K values of 3.98 and 2.56, which correspond to

2 1 1 148 h, and these were filtered off, washed with ethanol and L 1H 5HL and HL1H 5H L processes, respective-2

then with diethylether. Anal. calc. for CuCl (HL) : C, ly (Table 2). The first protonation process involves the2 2

28.54; H, 3.05; N, 23.07. Found: C, 28.14; H, 3.14; N, carboxylate group, as has been shown by an X-ray crystal
22.82. study of HL [18], afterwards the next most basic position

is the N(3) atom at the pyrimidine ring. The lesser basicity
2.2.2. CuCl(L)(H O) (2) of the exocyclic-NH group and the amino acidic nitrogen2 2 2

To a solution of KL (0.26 g, 1 mmol) in aqueous KCl atom than that of the N(3) atom is due to the conjugation
(20 ml, 0.5 M), a saturated aqueous solution of CuCl of their respective lone pairs into the p system of the2

(0.13 g, 1 mmol) was added. Green crystals appeared after pyrimidinic nucleus, which has been confirmed by X-ray
48 h, and these were filtered off, washed with ethanol and studies where both groups are co-planar to pyrimidine
then with diethylether. Anal. calc. for CuCl(L)(H O) : C, nucleus [18]. According to literature data, oxo and nitroso2 2
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for 1 and 2

Compound [CuCl (HL) ] h[CuCl(L)(H O)]?H Oj2 2 2 2 n

Empirical formula C H N O Cl Cu C H N O ClCu14 18 10 8 2 7 12 5 6

Formula weight 588.82 361.21
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic

]
Space group P2 /c P11

Unit cell dimensions
˚a, A 9.209(2) 6.9740(10)
˚b, A 7.853(2) 9.127(2)
˚c, A 14.878(3) 11.243(2)

a, 8 90.0 107.35(3)
b, 8 93.59(3) 105.14(3)
g, 8 90.0 101.99(3)
Z 2 2

3˚Vol., A 1073.8(4) 626.9(2)
21Density (calcd.), g cm 1.821 1.914

21Abs. coeff., mm 1.334 1.990
F(000) 598 366
Crystal size, mm 0.2630.2530.20 0.1530.2130.17
u range, 8 2.22–32.52 2.02–30.01
Limiting indices 213,5h,513 21,5h,59

0,5k,511 211,5k,511
0,5l,522 215,5l,515

Reflections collected 3896 4349
Independent reflections 3896 [R(int)50.0000] 3544 [R(int)50.0330]
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares
Data / restrns /parameters 3874/0 /160 3514/6 /181

2Goodness-of-fit (F ) 1.084 0.960
R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0765 R 50.03621 1

R 50.1951 R 50.1025w2 w2

R indices (all data) R 50.1250 R 50.03971 1

R 50.2608 R 50.1138w2 w2
23 23˚ ˚Largest peak and hole 1.073 and 21.608 e?A 0.743 and 20.778 e?A

groups are less basic than the N(3) atom [19]. Moreover, correspond to the deprotonation of the amino acid nitrogen
these data are supported by the UV spectroscopic study of but it was not detected at pH,9.0.
HL as a function of pH (Fig. 1), which shows that the The stability constants of the formed species in the
spectral curve in the pH 3.5–9.0 range is unchanged, being Cu(II) /HL system (molar ratio51:1) were calculated
consistent with the protonation at the amino acid residue using 84 experimental points in the pH range from 2.6 to
(log K 53.98). In contrast, the appearance of an isosbestic 9.3. The assumption of the formation of the following1

21 1point at pH,3.0 (similar to the behaviour of 4-amino-5- species, i.e. [Cu(HL)] , [CuL] , CuLOH and Cu(OH) ,2

nitroso-6-oxo-1-methyl-3methylthiopyrimidine [20]) indi- gave us the best fit with experimental data (s 50.010).fit

cates that the second protonation (log K 52.56) corre- The CuLOH species was included in the theoretical model2

sponds to the pyrimidine moiety. A third process could because it afforded an improvement in the s value evenfit

though it appears to give a small contribution (see Fig.
2(a)); however, inclusion of any polynuclear species in theTable 2

1 21 2Equilibrium data for the formation of H and Cu species with L formation equilibria set did not lead to variation in the sfito a(35 C in 0.1 M KCl) value. This fact means that the isolated solid species,
Species (pqr) Process log b Cu (LH) Cl , has to be formed when the solution is2 2 2

21
1 2 concentrated by dimerization from [Cu(HL)] species(0 1 1) H 1L 5HL 3.98(3)

1 2 1 (predominant at pH 3).(0 1 2) 2H 1L 5H L 6.54(4)2
21 2 1(1 1 0) Cu 1L 5CuL 3.97(9) The study of the Cu(II) /HL system (molar ratio, 1:5)
21 2 1 21(1 1 1) Cu 1L 1H 5CuHL 7.83(8) indicates the formation of species with ligand–metal
21 2 1(1 1 21) Cu 1L 5CuLOH1H 25.10(3) stoichiometric ratios .1. The best fit (s 50.0054) with21 2 1 21 fit(1 2 2) Cu 12L 12H 5Cu(HL) 10.53(8)2
21 2 experimental data (73 experimental points within the pH(1 2 0) Cu 12L 5CuL 8.37(2)2
21 2 2 range from 2.7 to 9.0) was obtained when the following(1 3 0) Cu 13L 5CuL 12.21(3)3
21 1 21 2(1 0 22) Cu 5Cu(OH) 12H 212.67(1) species are taken into account: CuLH , [CuL ], [CuL ]2 2 3

a and Cu(OH) (see Fig. 2(b)). These plots show CuL andValues in parentheses are the standard deviation corresponding to the 2 2
2

last significant digit. [CuL ] species in a very little extension, which leads to3
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24Fig. 1. Electronic spectra of HL aqueous solutions ([HL]510 M) at 358C and 0.1 M KCl, at varying pH values.

weak ligand–metal interactions. In this system, inclusion
of polymeric species results in worse s values. Forma-fit

tion constant values for L/Cu(II) species with stoich-
iometries of 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1 indicate a weak ligand–metal
interaction, through the carboxylate group in a monode-
ntate coordination mode [21–24]. In contrast, the forma-
tion constant values in the case of the protonated carboxyl
group suggest a bidentate-chelating coordination through
N(5) and O(6) atoms in the pyrimidine moiety. Thus, these
results underline the ambivalent behaviour of HL in dilute
solutions, leading to different coordinated species depend-
ing on the pH.

3.2. Solid study

By working in a 1:1 ligand to metal ratio, two solid
species suitable for single crystal X-ray analysis were
obtained. Neither of these were detected in the HL/Cu(II)
system at a 1:1 molar ratio. In fact, complex 1 is only
detected in solution by working at a high ligand to metal
ratio (5:1) and, even then, only to a slight extent. Thus, the
isolation of complex 1 from a HL/Cu(II) 1:1 solution is
probably due to solubility reasons. In the case of complex
2, this fact may arise from dilution of the experimental
solutions, which favors the dissociation of the dinuclear
species into mononuclear ones. This process is obviously
reversed in the liquid–solid interphase, yielding the self-
assembled product.

The structure of 1 is depicted in Fig. 3, and consists of
discrete mononuclear molecules with hexacoordinated
Cu(II) ions in a pseudo-octahedral environment. The
ligands are coordinated in a bidentate fashion through the
N(5) and O(6) atoms, with Cu–O(6) distances that are ca.

˚0.33 A longer than those in Cu–N(5) (see Table 3). This
coordination mode is also confirmed by its IR spectrum;Fig. 2. Distribution species diagram as a function of pH for the Cu(II) /

21
HL system: (a) 1:1 molar ratio and (b) 1:5 molar ratio. the n(CO) and n(NO) bands (1659 and 1464 cm ,
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Fig. 3. A perspective view of complex 1.

respectively) are shifted to lower frequencies with respect coordination sphere of the Cu(II) ion can be described as a
21 distorted asymmetric square-based bipyramid (41111),to the free HL ligand (1706 and 1500 cm , respectively),

when equatorial positions are occupied by N(5), O(1W),while the strong n(CO) band in the -COOH group remains
i21 Cl and O(22) (i52x, 12y, 2z), with shorter bondpractically unaffected (1592 and 1590 cm for 1 and HL,

2 distances than the axial ones, which are occupied by O(6)respectively). Axial positions are occupied by Cl anions
ii˚at 2.476 A and O(21) (ii5x, y, z21), belonging to awith longer distances than equatorial ones. The rest of the

neighbour dinuclear unit, with a longer distance, at 2.742bond lengths and angles remain almost the same with
Å. It should be noted that the latter distance is between therespect to the free ligand.
usual Cu(II)–OCO–Cu(II) bridge distances (observedThe crystal structure of 2 (see Fig. 4) consists in

˚between 1.9 to 2.4 A) [25–28] and the Van der Waals radiidinuclear units linked through syn–anti carboxylate
˚sum (around 2.9 A).bridges, affording an infinite ladder-like chain. Within each

˚The Cu? ? ?Cu intraunit distance (8.370 A) is considera-dinuclear unit, ligand acts deprotonated coordinating in a
iiibridging tridentate mode through N(5) and O(6) donor bly longer than the Cu? ? ?Cu (iii52x, 12y, 2z)

˚atoms to one Cu(II) ion, and through the O(22) (car- interunit distance along the ladder-like chain (4.867 A).
boxylate group) to the other Cu(II) ion, this head-to-tail That syn–anti carboxylate bridge between two Cu atoms
disposition of the ligand towards two Cu(II) ions resem- gives weak ferromagnetic interactions [30,31]. Next, we
bles a ‘scorpion’. Its IR spectrum is consistent with this studied the temperature dependence of x ?T (where x 5M M

coordination mode; n(NO) and n(CO) bands are also molar magnetic susceptibility and T5absolute tempera-
2shifted to lower frequencies, as well as the n(COO ) ture) for a powdered sample of 2, between 5 and 295 K,sym

21band (1601 and 1622 cm for 2 and L, respectively). The using the Bleany-Blowers equation [29] for quantitative

Table 3
a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1 and 2

ICu(1)–N(5) 1.970(4) Cu(1)–N(5) 1.970(4)
ICu(1)–O(6) 2.297(3) Cu(1)–O(6) 2.297(3)
ICu(1)–Cl(2) 2.446(2) Cu(1)–Cl(2) 2.446(2)

I I IN(5)–Cu(1)–N(5) 180.0 O(6) –Cu(1)–Cl(2) 89.07(10)
I IN(5)–Cu(1)–O(6) 102.56(13) O(6)–Cu(1)–Cl(2) 90.93(10)

I IN(5) –Cu(1)–O(6) 77.44(13) N(5)–Cu(1)–Cl(2) 88.66(13)
IN(5)–Cu(1)–O(6) 77.44(13) N(5) –Cu(1)–Cl(2) 91.34(13)

I IN(5) –Cu(1)–O(6) 102.56(13) O(6) –Cu(1)–Cl(2) 90.93(10)
IO(6) –Cu(1)–O(6) 180.0 O(6)–Cu(1)–Cl(2) 89.07(10)

I IN(5)–Cu(1)–Cl(2) 91.34(13) Cl(2) –Cu(1)–Cl(2) 180.0
I IN(5) –Cu(1)–Cl(2) 88.66(13)

IICu–O(1W) 1.961(2) Cu–O(22) 1.978(2)
Cu–N(5) 1.990(2) Cu–Cl 2.2777(11)

IIICu–O(6) 2.376(2) Cu–O(21) 2.742(2)
IIO(1W)–Cu–O(22) 89.85(7) N(5)–Cu–O(6) 75.44(6)

O(1W)–Cu–N(5) 176.00(7) Cl–Cu–O(6) 95.25(6)
II IIIO(22) –Cu–N(5) 86.28(7) Cl–Cu–O(21) 92.32(5)

IIIO(1W)–Cu–Cl 90.89(6) N(5)–Cu–O(21) 89.93(6)
II IIIO(22) –Cu–Cl 176.72(5) O(6)–Cu–O(21) 163.81(6)

IIIN(5)–Cu–Cl 93.02(6) O(1W)–Cu–O(21) 90.75(7)
II IIIO(1W)–Cu–O(6) 103.42(7) O(22) –Cu–O(21) 84.50(7)

IIO(22) –Cu–O(6) 87.68(8)
a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: I5

2x11,2y,2z; II52x, 12y, 12z; III5x, y, z21. Fig. 4. A perspective view of 2, a polynuclear ladder-like chain complex.
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[8] A.L. Goldberg, J.F. Dice, Annu. Rev. Biochem. 43 (1974) 852.analysis of the data. The best fit parameters were 2J5
21 6 [9] I. Photaki, in: A. Senning (Ed.), Topics in Sulphur Chemistry,Vol. 1,20.46 cm and g52.21 with R53310 , 2J5singlet–

Thieme, Stuttgart, 1976, p. 111.
triplet energy gap. Ferromagnetic contribution is known to

[10] A. Bonamartini Corradi, Coord. Chem. Rev. 117 (1992) 45.
be proportional to the overlap integral, so the observed [11] L. Antolini, L.P. Battaglia, A. Bonamartini Corradi, G. Marcot-
exchange to a weak antiferromagnetic interaction can be rigiano, L. Menabue, G.C. Pellacani, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 107 (1985)

1369.explained by the weak overlapping Cu–O(21) having a
[12] L. Antolini, L.P. Battaglia, G. Battistuzzi Gavioli, A. Bonamartinilonger distance than the reported cases.

Corradi, G. Grandi, G. Marcotrigiano, L. Menabue, G.C. Pellacani,In conclusion, extrapolation of the coordination features
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 105 (1983) 4377.

of the studied system from solution to solid state or [13] L. Antolini, L.P. Battaglia, G. Battistuzzi Gavioli, A. Bonamartini
vice-versa should be done with care, because none of the Corradi, G. Grandi, G. Marcotrigiano, L. Menabue, G.C. Pellacani,

J. Am. Chem. Soc. 105 (1983) 4333.Cu(II)–ligand complexes detected in solution have been
´ ´ ´[14] M.L. Godino-Salido, M.D. Gutierrez-Valero, R. Lopez-Garzon, J.M.obtained in the solid state. From solution studies, coordina-

Moreno, Inorg. Chim. Acta 221 (1994) 177.tion modes were found to be dependent on pH; at pH,4,
[15] A.E. Martell, R.J. Motekaitis, in: Determination and Use of Stability

the ligand coordinates through N(5) /O(6) in a bidentate- Constants, second ed., VCH, New York, 1992.
chelating fashion, while in basic medium, the ligand just [16] M. Engelman, Chem. Ber. 42 (1909) 177.

[17] SHELXTL PC V5.0, X-ray Instrument Group, Nicolet Instrumentcoordinates monodentately to metal ions through the
Corp., Madison, WI, 1995.carboxylate groups. The formation of crystalline polynu-

´[18] J.N. Low, G. Ferguson, R. Lopez, P. Arranz, J. Cobo, M. Melguizo,clear complexes comes from the deprotonated ligand’s
´M. Nogueras, A. Sanchez, Acta Crystallogr. C53 (1997) 890.

inability to coordinate to the same metal ion (like a [19] D.J. Brown, R.F. Evans, N.B. Cowden, M.D. Fenn, in: The
‘scorpion’ biting itself) through its two chelating moieties. Pyrimidines, Vol. 52, Wiley, New York, 1994.

´ ´ ´ ´[20] C. Valenzuela-Calahorro, J.D. Lopez-Gonzalez, R. Lopez-Garzon,
M. Melgarejo Sampedro, An. Quim. 77 (1981) 143.

[21] J. Kragten, in: Atlas of Metal–Ligand Equilibria in AqueousSupplementary data
Solution, Wiley, London, 1978, p. 23.
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Abstract

Bis-2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionatolead (1), bis-2,2-dimethyl-6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluorooctane-3,5-dionatolead (2) and bis-
1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoropentane-2,4-dionatolead (3) have been prepared and characterised. X-ray single crystal structures for (1) and (2)
have been determined. Compound (1) has a monomeric structure with the chelating thd (2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione) units
distorted away from a stereochemically active lone pair of electrons at the lead (II) centre. The structure of compound (2) is based on
unusual dimers. Seven co-ordinate lead units are bridged by the fluorine atoms of the ligand. All three compounds are useful precursors in
the deposition of lead-containing materials and their structures are useful in understanding their behaviour in materials deposition.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: X-ray crystal structures; Ferroelectric thin films; Volatile lead compounds

1. Introduction ing. MOCVD techniques are also fully compatible with the
existing CVD technologies used for the processing of

Thin films of the ferroelectric ceramics lead titanate silicon.
[PbTiO ], lead zirconate titanate [Pb(Zr,Ti)O ] and lan-3 3

thanum-modified lead zirconate titanate [(Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)O ]3

have important applications in non-volatile ferroelectric
memories, infrared detectors, electro-optic devices, sensors
and microactuators [1–10]. Ferroelectric thin films have
been grown by a variety of techniques, including deposi-
tion from solution [11,12], electron beam evaporation [13],
sputtering [14–16], laser ablation [17,18] and metalorganic
chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) [19–21]. Of these
techniques, MOCVD has great potential because it offers
the advantages of simple apparatus, excellent film uni-
formity, good control of composition, well-developed film
densities, high deposition rates, excellent step coverage
and the method is easily scaled up for large area process- There has thus been considerable interest in the use of

volatile lead compounds as precursors for the MOCVD of
lead titanate and related ceramics. The metalorganic com-*Corresponding author.

E-mail address: p.obrien@ic.ac.uk (P. O’Brien) pound tetraethyllead (PbEt ) has been widely used for the4
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MOCVD of PbTiO [22], Pb(Zr,Ti)O [23,24] and termined by single crystal methods. Measurements were3 3

Pb(Zr,Ti)O and has also been grown from the trialkyllead made on samples mounted in glass capillaries. The intensi-3

alkoxides Et Pb(OR) (R5tert.-butyl [25] or neopentyl ty data were collected with a CAD4 diffractometer in v /2u3

[26]). However, lead alkyls are extremely toxic and scan mode with graphite-monochromated MoK radiation,a

volatile compounds, presenting a serious hazard if release as described previously [35]. Absorption corrections were
occurs during use. Such problems are likely to restrict their made for both compounds with the i-scan method [36].
large scale application in MOCVD. In contrast, the lead The unit cell parameters were determined by a least-
b-diketonates bis-2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionato- squares refinement on diffractometer angles for automat-
lead(II) [Pb(thd) ]) and bis-2,2-dimethyl-6,6,7,7,8,8,8- ically centered reflections. The structures were solved by2

heptafluorooctane-3,5-dionatolead(II) ([Pb(fod) ]) are the heavy-atom method using the SHELXS program2

much less toxic and are easier to handle than lead alkyls. package [37] and than refined anisotropically (non-hydro-
2Even though Pb(thd) and Pb(fod) have lower vapour gen atoms) by a full-matrix least-squares method on F ,2 2

pressures than tetraethyllead, they do have sufficient using the SHELXL-93 program [38]. All hydrogen atoms
volatility for MOCVD applications. Pb(thd) has been were calculated geometrically (riding model) using the2

used successfully for the MOCVD of PbTiO3 [20], AFIX command of the SHELXL-93 program. The pro-
Pb(Zr,Ti)O [19,27,28] and (Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)O [29,30], gram ORTEP-3 [39] was used for drawing molecular3 3

whilst the slightly more volatile precursor Pb(fod) has structures. Crystal data and details of the intensity mea-2

been used for the MOCVD of a range of ferroelectric lead surements and refinements are given in Table 1. Atomic
oxides [31,32]. Recently, several lead b-diketonates have co-ordinates, thermal parameters and bond lengths and
been synthesised and their thermal properties investigated. angles have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallo-
Compounds with suitable volatility were used as pre- graphic Data Center (CCDC).
cursors to grow thin films of PbO or Pb [33].

The vapour pressure or volatility of a solid compound is
determined by both its molecular structure and the nature 2.4. Synthesis
of any inter-molecular interactions. The X-ray crystal
structure of Pb(fod) has been reported in a preliminary Bis-2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionatolead(II) (1):2

communication [34]. In this paper, we now report a full NaOMe and thdH were reacted in 1:1 stoichiometric ratios
structural study of Pb(fod) with an improved refinement at room temperature to give Nathd, which was than added2

and also the X-ray crystal structure of Pb(thd) . dropwise to a solution of Pb(CH COO) ?3H O in water at2 3 2 2

room temperature. The mixture was stirred for 1 h. The
solid product was separated by filtration and dissolved in

2. Experimental

Table 1
2.1. Chemicals Crystal data and structure refinement

(1) (2)
Sodium methoxide, lead acetate, 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-

Chemical formula C H O Pb C H F O Pb22 38 4 20 20 14 4heptanedione, 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentadione, 2,2-
Formula weight 573.71 797.55

dimethyl-6,6,7,7,8,8,8-hetafluorooctane-3,5-dione, lead ni- T, 8C 20 20
trate, lead carbonate and ammonia were purchased from Crystal system orthorhombic triclinic

Space group Pccn Pbar1Aldrich. Toluene, hexane and other solvents were obtained
˚a, A 10.913(2) 9.943(1)from BDH.
˚b, A 22.499(4) 12.229(2)
˚c, A 10.199(2) 12.616(3)

2.2. Physical measurements a, deg 90 112.53(2)
b, deg 90 82.57(1)
g, deg 90 91.55(2)NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker AM250

3˚Volume (A ) 2504.2(8) 1404.6(4)pulsed Fourier transform instrument, infrared spectra were
Z 4 2recorded on a Matteson Polaris FT–IR spectrometer as 23D (g cm ) 1.522 1.886calc.nujol mulls between KBr plates and mass spectra were F(000) 1136 760

˚recorded with a Kratos MS50 TC instrument. Melting l, A 0.71073 0.71073
21

m, mm 6.758 6.122points were measured in sealed tubes with an electrother-
Data, restraints parameters 2190, 0, 132 3911, 0, 362mal melting point apparatus and are uncorrected. Mi-
Calculated weights, w a50.0857 a50.0689croanalyses were carried out by the Imperial College,

b50.000 b50.030
London service. Final R 0.0506 0.0376

Final R 0.1295 0.0975W G

2.3. Crystallography a 2 2 2 2 2 2w51[s (F )1(aP) 1(bP) where P5(F 12F ) /3.O O C

R5o iF u2uF i /ouF u.O C C
2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2The structures of compounds (1) and (2) were de- R 5[o[w (F 2F ) ] /o [w(F ) ]] .W G O C O
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hexane to give white crystals, m.p. 124 8C (lit. [40,41], moisture. The compound slowly decomposes to a white
1238C). powder that is insoluble in hexane. It can be stored at low

Bis-2,2-dimethyl-6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluorooctane-3,5- temperature under nitrogen for several months. Bis-2,2-
dionatolead(II) (2) was prepared from the reaction of lead dimethyl - 6,6,7,7,8,8,8 - heptafluorooctane - 3,5 - dionato-

3nitrate (2.0 g, 6.4 mmol) in liquid ammonia (30 cm ) with lead(II) (2) and bis-1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoropentane-2,4-
2,2-dimethyl-6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluorooctane-3,5-dione (4.- dionatolead(II) (3) were prepared from the reaction of lead
0 g, 13.5 mmol) at room temperature. The yellow, solid nitrate or lead carbonate with 2,2-dimethyl-6,6,7,7,8,8,8-
product, was recrystallised from toluene to give transparent heptafluorooctane-3,5-dione or 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-
yellow cubes, m.p. 718C (lit. [40,41], 728C). pentanedione at room temperature in liquid ammonia. Both

Bis - 1,1,1,5,5,5 - hexafluoropentane - 2,4 - dionatolead(II) compounds are soluble in most common organic solvents
(3): Lead carbonate and 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pen- and were recrystallised from toluene to give cubic yellow
tanedione were reacted in 1:2 stoichiometric ratios in crystals for (2) and long yellow flaky crystals for (3). Both
ammonia at room temperature. The solid product was are reasonably stable in the atmosphere but compound (3)
recrystallised from toluene to give transparent crystals, slowly decomposes at room temperature over a period of

1m.p. 161 8C (lit. [40,41], 156 8C). Compound (2) was also weeks. The H NMR spectrum of compound (3) clearly
prepared by refluxing a mixture of lead nitrate and showed the presence of two water molecules in the solid
1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione in chloroform for compound. Several attempts to determine the X-ray single
3 h. crystal structure for this compound were unsuccessful

All compounds have satisfactory microanalysis [for the although various crystals showed similar cell parameters:
˚ ˚ ˚anhydrous bis(b-diketanato)-lead] and were additionally a58.483(2) A, b518.171(4) A, c520.808(4) A; a 5908,

3˚characterised by NMR, IR and mass spectroscopy. X-ray b 5100.49(3)8, g 5908; V53153.8 A , monoclinic crystal
crystal structures have been determined for (1) and (2). system, space group5C2/C.

1Compound (1), NMR spectra: H (CDC1 , 250.1 MHz)3
13

d 1.23[s, C(CH ) ]. C (CDC1 , 62.9 MHz) d 198.573 3 3

(OC), 28.52 [(CH ) ], 41.80 (CH), No signal was ob-3 3
21served for C(CH ) . IR (Nujol mull), y / cm 467 (Pb– 4. X-ray structures3 3

O), 1549 (C–O). (Found: C, 45.5; H, 6.6; calculated: C,
46.0; H, 6.7). The crystal structure of compound (1) consists of

1Compound (2), NMR spectra: H (CDC1 , 250.1,MHz) monomeric units of Pb(thd) (Fig. 1). The chelating thd3 2
13 units can be viewed as being distorted away from ad 5.90(18H,s, CMe ) and 0.89 (2H,s, CH). C (CDC1 ,3 3

stereochemically active lone pair of electrons at the lead62.9 MHz) d 209 (CF ), 170.53 (b-CF ), 121,02 (a-CF ),3 2 2

(II) centre. The lead atom is four co-ordinated, chelated by96.19 (CH), 43.41 (CMe ) and 28.17 (CMe ). No signal3 3
19 the oxygens of two diketonate ligands. A crystallographicwas observed for C–C F and C–CMe F (C D ,CFC13 7 3. 7 8 3

two-fold axis passes through Pb and a lone pair ofas external ref., 235 MHz) d 2126 (4F, s, a-CF ),2

electrons. The co-ordination sphere around the lead atom2119.10 (4F, q,CF ) and 80.82 (6F,t, CF3). m /z 7982
1 can be described as a square pyramid with oxygens[M , Pb(fod) 1.8%,], m /z 57 (CMe 100%); other major2 3,

forming the base of the square and with the lone pair ofpeaks were found at m /z 503 [Pb(fod) 32.8%] and 296
21 electrons at the axial position. The structure is built up(fod) 5.3%]; IR (Nujol mull), y / cm 474 (Pb–O), 1541

(C–O) and 1068 (C–F). (Found: C, 30.3; H, 2.5; calcu-
lated: C, 30.1; H, 2.5).

1Compound (3), NMR spectra: H (CDC1 , 250.1 MHz)3
13

d 6.07(2H, s, CH) and 1.60 (4H, s, H O). C (CDC1 ,2 3

62.9 MHz) d 177.30 (CF ), 93.33 (CCF ) and 30.83 (CH).3 3]19F(C D ,CFC1 as external ref., 235 MHz) d 276.82 (s,7 8 3
1CF ); m /z 622 [M , 1.8%], m /z 415 [2OC(CF )3 3

CHC(CF )CO, 100%]; other major peaks at m /z 227 [PbF3

20.1%] and 139 [OC(CF )CHC(CF )CO, 7.2%]; IR3 3
21(Nujol mull), y / cm 476 (Pb–O), 1544(C–O) and 1071

(C–F). (Found: C, 19.5; H, 0.3; calculated: C, 19.3; H,
0.3).

3. Results and discussion

Bis-2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionatolead(II) is a Fig. 1. Molecular diagram of bis-2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionano-
shiny-white crystalline solid that is sensitive to air and lead(II) (1), 50% probability.
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opposite directions. Compound (2) can be viewed as being
built up from discrete dimeric molecules. Inter-molecular
interactions between these large hydrophobic units are
weak, with the closest contacts between neighbours being
between fluoro groups and alkyl groups (Fig. 4).

The principal lead–oxygen separations are shorter in
˚compound (1) [2.287(9) to 2.303(8) A] than in compound

˚(2) (2.29 to 2.40 A). Both compound (1) and (2) have
considerably shorter Pb–O distances than those observed
in other divalent lead complexes such as lead (II) formate

˚(Pb–O, 2.53–2.85 A) [44] and in ( p-methoxyphenyl)–X-
methylphenacyllead diacetate [45], where the Pb–O bond

˚distances range from 2.29 to 2.63 A, but the distances are
comparable to those in [Pb (OSiPh ) O] [46], [2.28(1) to4 3 6

41˚ ˚2.49(1) A], a- and b-[Pb O(OH) ] (2.22 to 2.33 A)6 6

[47,48], bis(N-methylthioacetohydroxamato)lead(II) [49]
˚(2.371, 2.448 A), bis(D-penicilliaminato)lead(II) [50]

˚(2.444 A) and Pb[OP(C H ) O] [2.232(7), 2.430(6),6 5 2 2
˚2.234(6), 2.439(6) A] [51].

The most interesting feature of the structure in com-
pound (2) is the way that the dimers are formed with a

Fig. 2. Molecular diagram of bis-2,2,dimethyl-6,67,7,8,8,8-heptafluorooc- number of unusual bridging atoms. These include the
tane-3,5-dionanolead(II) (2), 50% probability. oxygen atoms O(19) and O(39), which are 3.179 and 3.084

Å away from Pb(1), respectively [sum of atomic (Pb) and
˚from these monomeric units with little or no interactions van der Waal’s radii, (O) 3.04 A]. A relatively short

˚between each lead atom and the oxygen atoms co-ordi- contact is found for F(8), 3.301A, from Pb(1) [the sum of
˚nated to the adjacent lead atom. The structure of compound the atomic (Pb) and van der Waal’s radii (F) is 3.14 A]

(1) is similar to those reported for Cu(thd) [42] and [52]. The fluorine atom F(10) is more distant from the2
˚Ni(thd) [43]. lead, at 4.492 A, but effectively blocks a co-ordination site.2

The structure of Pb(fod) (2) is different from that of Co-ordination at lead in this dimer could hence be de-2

(1) and is based on dimeric units of [Pb(fod) ] . Each lead scribed as seven plus one, which is in itself relatively2 2

atom is chelated by the oxygens of two diketonate ligands unusual [44]. We know of no other examples of a discrete
˚with a Pb–O distance of between 2.29 and 2.40 A. The dimeric, rather than polymeric structure, being supported

oxygen atoms are distorted away from the lone pair of by bridging fluorine atoms.
electrons as in compound (1) (Fig. 2). The refinement of There are now an increasing number of reports of
the structure has been improved on that reported earlier interactions between organofluorine molecules and main
[34] and co-ordination at lead can best be viewed as being
completed by one fluorine and two further oxygens to give
a seven-co-ordinate lead atom. The packing diagram for
(1) shows the stacking of molecules along the c-axis (Fig.
3) with the lead atoms well separated, with alternate
molecules along the c-axis having lone pairs pointing in

Fig. 3. Packing diagram of bis-2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionano- Fig. 4. Packing diagram of bis-2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionano-
lead(II) (1). lead(II) (2).
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group elements. The present interactions are probably Supplementary data
˚weaker than those reported for Ru–F (2.49 A) in

[RuhSC F (F )j] (SC F ) PMe Ph) ] [53], Ca–F (2.52 Complete bond lengths and angles, co-ordinates and6 4 2 6 5 2 2 2
˚ ˚ displacement parameters have been deposited at the Cam-A) in [Ca(hfa) (OH ) ] or Ba–F (2.92–2.97 A) in2 2 2

bridge Crystallographic Data Centre. Supplementary data[Ba(hfa) (OH ) ] [54] (Hhfa51,1,1,5,5,5,-hexafluoropen-2 2 2

are available from the CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridgetane-2,4-dione). However, the interactions in the present
CB2 1EZ, YK on request, quoting the deposition numberscompound are sufficient to support the dimeric structure
for compound (1), 104128 and compound (2), 104127.observed for the compound. Other comparable M–F

˚interactions include: Cs...F (3.21–3.75 A) in [Cs Y(hfa) ]4
˚[55], Rb...F (2.80–3.35 A) in [Rb Na(hfa) ] [56] and some2 3

lanthanide complexes of trifluoromethyl alkoxy ligands Acknowledgements
[57]. The weak Pb–O contacts are comparable to some of
the contacts in bis(o-nitrophenolato)barium (II) (2.71–3.12 We thank Inorgtech Ltd for partial support of this work.
Å) [58]. Selected bond lengths and angles are given in POB is the Sumitomo/STS Professor of Materials Chemis-
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Abstract

5Reaction of IndMe GeGeMe Ind with Fe(CO) in refluxing xylene yields complex (Me GeGeMe )[(h -1-indenyl)Fe(CO)] (m-2 2 5 2 2 2

CO) (2). 2 undergoes a novel thermal rearrangement reaction between its Ge–Ge and Fe–Fe bonds, forming two isomeric rearrangement2
5products with new cyclic structures, [Me Ge(h -1-indenyl)Fe(CO) ] (3). The crystal structures of the cis isomer 3c and the trans isomer2 2 2

3t were determined by X-ray diffraction.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Indenyl ligand; Thermal rearrangement; Crystal structure; Fe–Fe bond

1. Introduction biscyclopentadienyl transition metal complexes [11–13].
In 1993, we reported a novel rearrangement reaction

Considerable attention has been focused on the synthesis between Si–Si and Fe–Fe bonds in a binuclear iron
5and study of a variety of bridged binuclear metal–metal complex (Me SiSiMe )[(h -C H )Fe(CO)] (m-CO) [14].2 2 5 4 2 2

bonded transition-metal complexes [1–3]. In particular, Later we found that substituted cyclopentadienyl analogues
bridged biscyclopentadienyl tetracarbonyl diiron deriva- also exhibit a similar thermal rearrangement (Scheme 1)
tives in which two cyclopentadienyl ligands are linked [15–21].
together by certain alkyl or silyl groups have been receiv- The similarity between silicon and germanium leads us
ing attention [4–7]. As compared to nonbridged analogues, to synthesize the related germyl-bridged analogues and to
the bridging linkage enables these complexes to exhibit examine the rearrangement reaction between Ge–Ge and
some characteristics of their structures and reactivity [8– Fe–Fe bonds. Following the synthesis of the germyl-
10]. For some years we have been investigating the bridged cyclopentadienyl diiron complex [22,23], and
syntheses, structures and reactions of disilyl bridged owing to the similarity of indenyl and cyclopentadienyl

Scheme 1.

*Corresponding author.
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ligands, we synthesized the tetramethyldigermane-bridged C H Fe O Si Calcd: C, 47.51; H, 3.68%. IR (KBr):26 24 2 4 2
21 1bis(1-indenyl) tetracarbonyl diiron (2) and studied the [y / cm ] 1981.8 vs, 1932.1 vs. H NMR (200 MHz,co

6related rearrangement (Scheme 3). acetone-d ): d 7.64 (m, 4H), 7.29 (m, 4H), 5.70 (d, 2H),H

5.35 (d, 2H), 1.14 (s, 6H), 0.0.35 (s, 6H) ppm.

2. Experimental 2.3. Rearrangement

All operations were carried out in an argon atmosphere. For 15 h, 0.25 g of 2 was heated in refluxing xylene (30
Heptane and xylene were distilled from sodium ml) . The dark red solution turned orange yellow and was
diphenylketyl under argon before use. IR spectra were accompanied by decomposition. After removal of solvent,
recorded on a Nicolet 5DX FT-IR spectrophotometer, the residue was extracted with CH Cl , filtered through a2 21while H NMR spectra were obtained on a JEOL FX-90Q silica column and afforded 67 mg (27%) of 3 as a mixture
or BRUKER AC-P200 instrument. Elemental analyses of cis and trans isomers (3c /3t¯2/3).
were performed by a Perkin-Elmer 240C spectrometer.
1,2-dichlorotetramethyldigermane was prepared from

2.4. CrystallographyGeMe by literature methods [26,27].4

Crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained
2.1. Preparations of 1, 2-bis(1-indenyl) from dichloromethane–petroleum ether. All data were
tetramethyldigermane, 1 collected on Enraf-Nonius CAD4 or Rigaku AFC7R

diffractometer with MoKa radiation. Empirical absorption
A solution of ClMe GeGeMe Cl (3.4 g, 12.4 mmol) in2 2 correction was applied. The structures were solved by the

20 ml of THF was added to 24.8 mmol of indenyl-lithium direct method using the SDP-PLUS program on PDP
in 40 ml of THF. After 12 h of stirring at room tempera- 11/44 computer for 3t, while using the teXsan Crystallo-
ture, 30 ml of water was added. The aqueous layer was graphic Software Package of Molecular Structure Corp. for
separated and extracted twice with 20 ml of diethyl ether. 3c. The full-matrix least-squares method was employed for
The organic and ether extracts were combined and dried
with sodium sulfate. The solvents were removed under

Table 1reduced pressure. The residue was filtered through a SiO2 Summary of crystal data and data collection and refinement for 3t and 3c
column and 1.6 g (30%) of 1 as white crystals was

1 3t 3cobtained. H NMR(200 MHz, CDCl ): d 7.42|7.45(m,3 H

8H), 6.81(t, 2H), 6.57(d, 1H), 6.47(t, 1H), 3.60(s, 1H), Formula C H Fe Ge O C H Fe Ge O26 24 2 2 4 52 48 4 4 8
21M (g mol ) 657.35 1314.693.53(s, 1H), 0.17(s, 3H), 0.07(s, 3H), 0.01(s, 3H), 20.14(s,

Crystal size (mm) 0.130.230.3 0.2030.2030.303H) ppm.
Crystal system monoclinic triclinic
Space group P2 /c P-11

˚a (A) 10.217(2) 15.793(5)2.2. Preparations of 2 and 3
˚b (A) 13.889(3) 17.633(6)
˚c (A) 9.455(2) 9.543(4)For 5 days, 1.25 g (2.9 mmol) of 1 and excess of

a (8) 90.31(3)
Fe(CO) (10 ml) were heated in heptane (50 ml) under5 b (8) 103.37(3) 105.12(3)
reflux . After removal of unreacted Fe(CO) and solvent G (8) 84.68(3)5

3˚V (A ) 1305(1) 2553(1)under vacuum, the residue was extracted with dichlorome-
Z 2 2thane and filtered through a silica column. The first and

23D (g cm ) 1.672 1.710csecond yellow band yielded yellow crystals of 3c (70 mg,
F (000) 656 1312.00

4%) and 3t (90 mg, 5%) respectively. The third red band Temperature (K) 299(61) 293
21gave 0.28 g (15%) of deep red crystals of 2 as a mixture of m (MoKa) (mm ) 3.370 3.472

Scan type v /2u v /2ucis and trans isomers.
2u range (8) 0–46 0–45.02, Anal. Found: C, 47.65; H, 3.79. C H Fe Ge O26 24 2 2 4 Reflections collected 1972 651521Calcd: C, 47.51; H, 3.68%. IR (KBr): [y / cm ] 1982.4co Independent reflections 1612 62261vs, 1938.1 s, 1920.6 m, 1807.9 m, 1774.1 vs. H NMR Observed reflections 1262 4715

6(200 MHz, acetone-d ): d 7.60 |7.10(m, 8H), 6.30|6.20 [I$3s(I)]H
] Number of refined 154 614(m, 2H), 5.45|5.15 (m, 2H), 0.70 (s), 0.69 (s) 0.55 (s) 0.44

parameters(s) (total 12 H) ppm.
Goodness of fit 1.01 1.68

3c, Anal. Found: C, 47.42; H, 3.60. C H Fe O Si26 24 2 4 2 R 0.018 0.016int21Calcd: C, 47.51; H, 3.68%. IR (KBr): [y / cm ] 1979.4 R 0.039 0.039co
1 6 R 0.043 0.051vs, 1929.1 vs. H NMR (200 MHz, acetone-d ): d 7.67 (m, wH

Maximum D /s 0.00 0.014H), 7.22 (m, 4H), 5.65 (d, 2H), 5.43 (d, 2H), 0.66 (s, 6H), 3˚Max. residual peak (e /A ) 0.56 0.580.63 (s, 6H) ppm. 3t, Anal. Found: C, 47.38; H, 3.72.
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and bond angles (8) of 3t

Fe(1)–Ge(1a) 2.494(1) C(11)–Ge(1) 1.948(7)
C(11)–C(12) 1.435(9) C(12)–C(13) 1.437(10)
C(13)–C(14) 1.536(9) C(11)–C(19) 1.547(9)
C(14)–C(19) 1.409(10) C(14)–C(15) 1.472(10)
C(15)–C(16) 1.413(12) C(16)–C(17) 1.401(13)
C(17)–C(18) 1.423(10) C(18)–C(19) 1.494(9)

aFe–PL 1.7166 Ge–PL 0.2418

C(11)–Fe(1)–Ge(1a) 99.2(2) C(11)–Ge(1)–Fe(1a) 115.7(2)
Fe(1)–C(11)–Ge(1) 130.6(3)
aPL5The plane of indenyl ring.

Table 3
˚ 3. Results and discussionSelected bond distances (A) and bond angles (8) of 3c

Ge(1)–Fe(1) 2.375(2) Ge(1)–C(19) 1.977(7)
1,2-Bis(1-indenyl) tetramethyldigermane (1) was pre-Ge(2)–Fe(2) 2.382(2) Ge(2)–C(12) 1.974(7)

Ge(3)–Fe(3) 2.376(1) Ge(3)–C(45) 1.976(6) pared from dichlorotetramethyldigermane ClMe Ge2
Ge(4)–Fe(4) 2.388(1) Ge(4)–C(38) 1.975(6) GeMe Cl and indenyl-lithium using the similar method for2

1Fe(1)–PL(1) 1.740 Fe(2)–PL(2) 1.742 its silicon analogue [24]. The H NMR spectrum of 1 in
Fe(3)–PL(3) 1.737 Fe(4)–PL(4) 1.746

CDCl shows a mixture of two diastereoisomers (1c and3Ge(2)–PL(1) 0.187 Ge(1)–PL(2) 0.219
1t) (Scheme 2), which is similar to sila-bridged analoguesGe(4)–PL(3) 0.177 Ge(3)–PL(4) 0.313
[25].

Ge(1)–Fe(1)–C(12) 102.4(2) Fe(1)–Ge(1)–C(19) 115.4(2) 1 was treated with Fe(CO) in heptane under reflux for5
Ge(2)–Fe(2)–C(19) 102.8(2) Fe(2)–Ge(2)–C(12) 115.2(2) 5 days. After work-up, it was filtered through a SiO2Ge(3)–Fe(3)–C(38) 99.9(2) Fe(3)–Ge(3)–C(45) 116.6(2)

column and afforded deep red crystals of 2 in a yield ofGe(4)–Fe(4)–C(45) 97.5(2) Fe(4)–Ge(4)–C(38) 109.2(2)
15%, as well as yellow products which were later con-Ge(2)–C(12)–Fe(1) 130.8(3) Ge(4)–C(38)–Fe(3) 129.1(3)

Ge(1)–C(19)–Fe(2) 131.1(4) Ge(3)–C(45)–Fe(4) 135.9(4) firmed to have the structure of 3c (4%) and 3t (5%)
PL(1)–PL(2) 104.11 PL(3)–PL(4) 149.41 (Scheme 3). To illuminate the relationship between 2 and

3, a xylene solution of isolated pure 2 was refluxed for 15
h. It was found that 2, aside from decomposition, wasrefinement. Crystal data and some details of data collection
entirely converted into 3 (Scheme 3). This indicated that 3and refinement are given in Table 1. Selected bond lengths
was formed via a thermal rearrangement reaction betweenand bond angles are listed in Tables 2 and 3.
Ge–Ge and Fe–Fe bonds of 2, similar to its sila-bridged
analogue [16].

Similar to the silicon analogue, the tetramethyldiger-
mane-bridged bis(1-indenyl) Fe–Fe bond complex 2 is
also less stable: much decomposition occurs in refluxing
xylene. Owing to the asymmetry of the indenyl ligand,
both 2 and 3 can be formed as cis and trans isomers. The
pure cis isomer 3c and trans isomer 3t were isolated by
column chromatography.

1The 200 MHz H NMR spectrum of 2 indicates the
presence of two isomers. In the IR spectrum of 2 there are

21absorption peaks of bridged carbonyls at about 1800 cm
Scheme 2.

Scheme 3.
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C(11a)–Ge(1a)–Fe(1)–C(11) constituting its molecular
framework adopts a standard chair conformation. It further
accounts for the greater stability of the rearrangement
products and presumably provides the driving force for the
rearrangement.

The molecular structure of 3c is presented in Fig. 2.
Table 3 provides selected bond distances and angles. The
molecule of 3c is similar to that of 3t. It is different in that
the fused benzo rings are cis to each other. The molecule

5of 3c also consists of two [Me Ge(h -indenyl)Fe(CO) ]2 2

moieties linked to each other by two Ge–Fe bonds. There
are two independent molecules with the ratio of 1:1 (A/B)
in the unit cell. Unlike the trans isomer 3t, both A and B

5 are unsymmetrical and the corresponding six-memberedFig. 1. Molecular structure of [Me Ge(h -1-indenyl)Fe(CO) ] (3t).2 2 2

ring no longer adopts a chair conformation. The dihedral
angle between the two indenyl rings is 104.118 for A and

21and terminal carbonyls between 1900|2000 cm . After 149.418 for B. The Ge atoms are bent out of the linked
˚ ˚rearrangement, the absorption peaks associated with the indenyl rings by 0.187, 0.219 A for A, and 0.177, 0.313 A

bridged carbonyls disappeared. for B, indicating that the molecule is in a rather twist form.
The molecular structure of 3t is illustrated in Fig. 1. The unbalanced coordination presumably results from

Selected bond distances and angles are listed in Table 2. stronger interaction between the two benzo rings.
5The molecule of 3t consists of two [Me Ge(h -in-2

denyl)Fe(CO) ] moieties linked to each other by two2

Ge–Fe bonds. Like many analogues [14,16,22], 3t has Ci
Supplementary datasymmetry, and the six-membered ring Ge(1)–Fe(1a)–

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting
the deposition numbers CCDC 111747 and CCDC 111748.
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Abstract

New lanthanide complexes associating two ligands, oxalate and oxydiacetate, have been prepared under an autogenous pressure at
2008C for 7 to 21 days by reacting an aqueous suspension of the corresponding lanthanide oxalate and oxydiacetic acid. These complexes
are gathered into two families, [Ln(H O) ] (C O )[O(CH CO ) ] with x53, Ln5Ce–Gd I and x51, Ln5Ho–Lu including Y II,2 x 2 2 4 2 2 2 2

according to the number of water molecules. The structures have been solved for neodymium I and for yttrium II, respectively, from
X-ray diffraction data on single crystal. Both families crystallize in the monoclinic symmetry but with different space groups, P21/c and
C2/m for I and II, respectively. I has a double-chained structure in the form of ladder while II has a double-layered structure. The
oxydiacetate ligands and the metal atoms build a chain or a layer. The oxalate ligands bridge two chains or two layers, respectively. There
is no connection between these entities, double-chain or double-layer, but hydrogen bonds. While I has a compact structure, II presents a
relatively open framework; about 12% of the unit cell is empty. In both families, the oxalate ligand is bischelating while the coordination
mode of the oxydiacetate ligand changes from tridentate and monodentate in I to tridentate and bismonodentate in II. The thermal
behavior of some compounds of these two families is presented.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Lanthanides; Oxalate; Oxydiacetate; Crystal structure; Thermal behavior

1. Introduction but the temperature of the synthesis is greatly decreased,
8008C against at least 12008C [4,5].

The last few decades have witnessed considerable Therefore, we tried to prepare novel lanthanide pre-
growth in the development of the synthesis of ceramic cursors which by sulfurization yield mainly the g-phase at
precursors and it will be of great interest to tailor the low temperature. In this way, the lanthanide mixed-lig-
composition of a precursor in order to achieve a given ands, oxalate–formate and oxalate–carbonate are practical-
ceramic. In this way, lanthanide oxalates have received ly convenient precursors to do so [4]. The latter precursors
important attention. They are convenient precursors for the can be prepared hydrothermally at 2008C [4,12,13] by
thermal preparation of the corresponding oxides, an exam- treating the lanthanide oxalate and oxalic acid as a function
ple being luminescent phosphors. Our research, in the of both time of treatment and amount of oxalic acid used.
chemical preparation of ceramic materials, is currently These complexes are: (a) Ln(C O )(HCO ) with Ln5Ce–2 4 2

focused on the synthesis of lanthanide sesquisulfides, Gd, (b) [Ln(H O)] (C O ) (CO ).2.5H O with Ln5La–2 2 2 4 2 3 2

particularly the g-phase; because g-Ce S constitutes a Dy, (c) [Ln(H O)] (C O )(CO ) with Ln5Eu–Ho.2 3 2 2 2 4 3 2

safe red pigment [1–8]. By a conventional route, such We have continued the preceding study by replacing the
g-phase might be formed, generally through the oxide, at oxalic acid by the oxydiacetic acid, O(CH COOH) . Thus,2 2

very high temperatures (1200–13008C; [9–11]). The sul- two new families of lanthanide oxalate–oxydiacetate,
furization of oxalate of light lanthanide (La, Ce, Pr, Nd), [Ln(H O) ] (C O )[O(CH CO ) ] with x53, Ln5Ce–2 x 2 2 4 2 2 2 2

yields mainly the b-phase instead of the g-phase required, Gd abbreviated as I and x51, Ln5Ho–Lu including
yttrium abbreviated as II have been isolated. To our
knowledge, these complexes are the first ones to be*Corresponding author. Tel.: 133-5-6225-7857; fax: 133-5-6225-
associated simultaneously with these two ligands. The7999.

E-mail address: trombe@cemes.fr (J.C. Trombe) existence of lanthanide oxydiacetate is known [14,15] but

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00051-0
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most studies have been devoted to these complexes with summarized in Table 2. An absorption correction based on
additional sodium metal [16–22]. psi-scans was applied. The structure was solved by a

The purpose of the present paper is to describe the Crystal program [24]. All the atoms, including hydrogen,
synthesis and the structural determination of these new were found from Fourier-difference calculations. The
families. The thermal behavior of some pure complexes of hydrogen atoms were introduced as fixed contributors. All
these families is presented. the non-hydrogen atoms were refined with an anisotropic

thermal displacement. For the final cycles of least-squares
refinement, a weighting scheme was introduced

2. Experimental (Chebyshev series with the coefficients 5.39, 23.55, 3.65
for I or 3.39, 0.452, 2.34, 0.849, 0.585 for II [24]). The

2.1. Synthesis and analytical data highest residual peak of a Fourier-difference map was
3 3˚ ˚0.85e /A and 1.33e /A for I and II, respectively. The

The preparation of the title compounds was carried out reliability factors converge to R50.0195 and R 50.0189w

in a teflon-lined steel bomb (autogeneous pressure) at for 146 variables and 2579 observations I$3s(I) for I and
2008C. An aqueous suspension (50 ml) of lanthanide R50.0314 and R 50.0359 for 70 variables and 1146w

oxalate (1 mmol) was reacted with a variable amount of observations I$3s(I) for II. The selected bond lengths
oxydiacetic acid (1–5 mmol) for some days or weeks. and angles are given in Tables 3 and 4.
After cooling, the final products were filtered, washed with
distilled water and dried at 208C.

Single crystals of both families (Nd as I and Y as II)
were grown for 21 days using 1 mmol of the corre- 3. Results and discussion
sponding lanthanide oxalate and 5 mmol of oxydiacetic
acid. The X-ray powder pattern of these phases was The influence of the conditions of treatment focused
determined by a Seifert Diffractometer, XRD 3000 using mainly on the neodymium and yttrium elements. Two
CuKa radiation. Both can be wholly indexed on the basis factors were particularly studied: the ratio R, R5

of the cell constants determined hereafter. Thus, the oxydiacetic acid / lanthanide oxalate and the time of treat-
crystals are representative of the bulk, at the X-ray ment.
diffraction detection threshold. Elemental chemical analy- R does not appear to be a significant factor as long as it
ses were consistent enough with the formula determined by is sufficient to achieve these phases while the time of
X-ray diffraction on single crystal: wt%: Found Nd538.4, treatment is sometimes determinant.
C516.2, H52.5 and Y531.1, C521.0, H52.2; Calc. Nd5 As an example, in the case of neodymium, R55, 2.5 and
38.54, C516.03, H52.67 and Y531.42, C521.22, H5 whatever the time of treatment is (7–21 days), I is
2.14. obtained, as a pure phase. For R51 and 21 days, I is

Then, a study of the conditions of treatment was carried mixed with the remaining oxalate. The final pH values
out for neodymium and yttrium. This study is reported in (2.4, 2.7 and 3.7) are depending on R (5, 2.5 and 1),
Section 3. For the other lanthanide elements, their prepara- respectively. The more acidic pH value the easier is the
tion and their unit cell constants, refined from the X-ray growth of single crystals.
diffraction powder pattern using the least squares tech- In the case of yttrium, which has been taken as
nique [23], are also reported in Section 3. representative of family II, a treatment for 7 days and

The thermogravimetric curves were performed on pow- whatever the R value is (R55, 2.5) gives a compound
dered samples under an O 1He atmosphere by using a classified into the family I.2

Setaram analyser B85. The heating rate was 58C/min and a By changing the lanthanide element some samples
plateau was imposed at 10008C for 1 h. The differential isostructural with neodymium or yttrium are obtained as
thermal analyses were carried out on a Setaram M5, with pure phase (with some exceptions La, Tb, Dy) by using the
the same heating conditions in air. The data on such following conditions: R55 for 7 days. The unit cell
analyses will be presented in Section 3. constants of both families, are listed in Table 1. In general,

the decrease of the cell parameters is in agreement with the
2.2. Structure determination general lanthanide contraction. Lanthanum does not belong

to either of the families, but it forms a third family for
A suitable crystal of both families, neodymium for I and which the structural study is currently in progress. One

yttrium for II, was selected for the X-ray diffraction study. terbium sample presents simultaneously the phases I and II
The intensities were collected on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 and an unknown phase, but it seems that the unknown
diffractometer. Orientation matrices and accurate cell phase is the most stable. That is the same for dysprosium
constants were derived from least-squares refinement of which belongs to family I as a minor phase. Actually, the
the setting angles of 25 reflections. The refined cell attempts to solve their structure (Tb, Dy) have failed due
constants and the conditions of data measurements are to the bad quality of single crystals.
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Table 1
Lattice constants of the two families

[Ln(H O )] (C O )[O(CH COO) ] I2 3 2 2 4 2 2 2

Ln Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Y

˚r (A) (N59) [36] 1.196 1.179 1.163 1.132 1.120 1.107 1.095 1.083 1.075
˚a (A) 12.587(1) 12.561(2) 12.521(1) 12.477(3) 12.405(2) 12.348(4) 12.383(3) 12.34(1) 12.312(2)
˚b (A) 6.817(1) 6.786(2) 6.7503(6) 6.693(1) 6.671(1) 6.658(3) 6.631(2) 6.618(5) 6.579(1)
˚c (A) 11.689(1) 11.679(4) 11.658(1) 11.630(4) 11.634(4) 11.654(4) 11.596(6) 11.69(3) 11.586(3)

b (8) 95.492(6) 95.42(2) 95.42(1) 95.44(2) 95.46(2) 95.50(2) 95.43(2) 94.7(3) 95.56(2)
3˚V (A) 998.4(2) 991.1(4) 980.9(2) 966.8(4) 958.4(4) 953.7(6) 947.9(6) 951(3) 934.1(3)

[Ln(H O)] (C O )[O(CH COO) ] II2 2 2 4 2 2 2

Ln Tb Y Ho Er Tm Yb Lu

˚r (A) (N58) [36] 1.040 1.019 1.015 1.004 0.994 0.985 0.977
˚a (A) 9.283(2) 9.175(2) 9.176(3) 9.137(2) 9.083(2) 9.047(3) 9.020(2)
˚b (A) 9.642(3) 9.607(2) 9.615(3) 9.593(1) 9.584(1) 9.557(3) 9.547(2)
˚c (A) 11.295(3) 11.214(4) 11.235(3) 11.206(2) 11.166(2) 11.133(3) 11.119(2)

b (8) 112.96(2) 112.67(2) 112.79(3) 112.78(2) 112.64(2) 112.58(3) 112.51(2)
3˚V (A) 930.9(5) 912.1(5) 913.8(5) 905.6(3) 897.1(3) 888.8(5) 884.6(3)

3.1. Description of the structures Er (C H O ) .6H O [15], respectively. It is a salient2 4 4 5 3 2

feature for this kind of tridentate ligand and it can be
The composition of these two families, attributed to the polarity of oxygen atoms, the ether

[Ln(H O) ] (C O )[O(CH CO ) ] is similar with the2 x 2 2 4 2 2 2 2

Table 2exception of the number of water molecules, x53 for the
Crystallographic data for [Nd(H O) ] (C O )[O(CH CO ) ] I and2 3 2 2 4 2 2 2 2first and x51 for the second. Both structures are mono-
[Y(H O)] (C O )[O(CH CO ) ] II2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2clinic but with a different space group: P21/c for I and

I IIC2/m for II. The volume of the unit cell of these families
is not very different but the a and b parameters and the b Crystal data

Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinicangle diverge (Tables 1 and 2). The structures of these
Space group P2 /c C2/m1families present some differences and some similarities.

˚a (A) 12.521(1) 9.175(2)The structure of I will be described first, then the structure ˚b (A) 6.7503(6) 9.607(2)
of II will be compared to the I structure. ˚c (A) 11.658(1) 11.214(4)

The structure of [Nd(H O) ] (C O )[O(CH COO) ] is b(8) 95.42(1) 112.67(2)2 3 2 2 4 2 2 2

Molecular weight (g) 748.72 566.00monodimensional and it can be described as double-chain
Z (by formula) 2 2ladder-shaped parallel to the (101) plane (Fig. 1). The 3˚V (A ) 980.9(2) 912.1(5)ladder uprights are constituted by the oxydiacetate ligands 23
r (g cm ) 2.535 2.061cal

21which associate two neodymium atoms in the [010] m(MoKa) (cm ) 53.56 63.47
direction, while the ladder rungs are formed by the oxalate Transmission coefficient range Min50.99 Min51.00

Max51.46 Max51.14groups which bridge two neodymium atoms on the diag-
Morphology Parallepipedic Parallepipediconal xz. The only connection between two adjacent double-
Crystal size (mm) 0.35*0.35*0.30 0.17*0.12*0.10chains is made by hydrogen bonds through the water
Data collectionmolecules (Fig. 2). Short O . . . O contacts have been
Temperature (8C) 20 20encountered between the three coordinated water mole- ˚Wavelength Mo(Ka) (A) 0.71073 0.71073

cules and practically all the oxygen atoms of the ligands Monochromator Graphite Graphite
(Table 3). Scan mode v v22u

The neodymium atom is nine-coordinate with three Max. Bragg angle (8) 30 30
t (s) 60 70water molecules and six oxygen atoms of the ligands (two max

of the oxalate and four of the oxydiacetate) at distances Structure refinement
˚ ˚ Index ranges 0#h#17 0#h#12varying from 2.379(1) A to 2.565(2) A (Table 3). For

0#k#9 0#k#13the oxydiacetate ligand there are two sets of distances
216#l#16 215#l#15Nd–O: the longer one involves the ether function

No. data collected 3202 2952˚(Nd–O(1)52.525(1) A) the shorter ones ranging from No. unique data (I$3s(I)) 2579 1146
˚ ˚2.379(1) A to 2.433(1) A involve the carboxylate func- No. refined parameters 146 70

˚ R5S[(F )2(F )] /S(F ) 0.0195 0.0314tion. The difference of distances reaches 0.11 A. Such o c o
2 2 1 / 2R 5hSw[(F )2(F )] /SwF j 0.0189 0.0359˚ ˚ w o c ocomparable differences, D50.08 A and 0.15 A are

Weighting scheme See text See textobserved for La (C H O ) (H O) .5H O [14] and for2 4 4 5 3 2 3 2
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Table 3
˚Selected interatomic distances (A) and angles (8) for

[Nd(H O) ] (C O )[O(CH CO ) ]2 3 2 2 4 2 2 2 2

Around the neodymium atom
Nd O3a 2.379(1) Nd O2 2.430(1)
Nd O4 2.443(1) Nd Ow1 2.470(2)
Nd Ow2 2.518(2) Nd O7b 2.520(2)
Nd O1 2.525(1) Nd O6 2.538(2)
Nd Ow3 2.565(2)

Oxydiacetate
C1 O1 1.418(2) O1 C1 C2 107.7(1)
C1 C2 1.513(3) C1 C2 O3 118.6(2)
C2 O3 1.247(2) C1 C2 O2 117.9(2)
C2 O2 1.261(2) O3 C2 O2 123.5(2)
C3 O1 1.418(2) O1 C3 C4 108.7(1)
C3 C4 1.517(3) C3 C4 O4 118.3(2)

Fig. 1. View of the ladder-shaped of [Nd(H O) ] (C O )2 3 2 2 4 C4 O5 1.255(2) C3 C4 O5 116.7(2)
[O(CH COO) ] I parallel to (101) (slightly inclined).2 2 2 C4 O4 1.258(2) O5 C4 O4 125.0(2)

C1 O1 C3 114.0(1)

Oxalatefunction being the less polar. The coordination polyhedron
C5 O6 1.245(2) O6 C5 O7 126.3(2)may be represented as a distorted tricapped trigonal prism.
C5 O7 1.258(2) O6 C5 C5b 117.5(2)O(1), O(7b) and Ow(3); the atoms with the longest
C5 C5b 1.560(4) O7 C5 C5b 116.1(2)

distances from the neodymium atom occupy the cap
Hydrogen bonds or Van der Waal interactionspositions (Fig. 3(1)). The dihedral angle between the
Ow1 O7c 2.768(2) Ow1 H1 O7c 164.6(1)

triangular bases is equal to 8.0(9)8. The three rectangular Ow1 O2d 2.875(2) Ow1 H2 O2d 158.5(1)
faces present slight or large deviations from planarity, the Ow1 O7b 2.777(2)
most distorted one is the face O(2), Ow(2), O(4), O(6) Ow1 Ow3 2.803(3)

Ow2 O5f 2.777(2) Ow2 H3 O5f 167.4(1)where the O(2) atom deviates from the mean plane by
Ow2 O5e 2.722(2) Ow2 H4 O5e 169.6(1)˚0.15(2)A.
Ow3 O4f 2.952(2) Ow3 H6 O4f 159.7(1)

As is usual for a lanthanide element, the oxalate ligand
Symmetry operators a: x, 11y, z; b: 12x, 12y, 12z; c: x, 0.52y, 0.51z;is bischelating. It is planar and its bond lengths and angles
d: 12x, 0.51y; 1.52z; e: 2x, 12y, 12z; f: x, 1.52y, 0.51z.agree favorably with the values found in the literature data

for such complexes [12,13,25–28].
The oxydiacetate ligand is tridentate towards one

˚ ˚neodymium atom through the O(1), O(2) and O(4) atoms plane of 0.10(2) A (C(2)) and 0.07(2) A (C(4)), respec-
and monodentate towards another neodymium atom tively. A dihedral angle of 10.0(4)8 has been found
through the O(3) atom. Only the O(5) oxygen atom is not between these rings. The O(3) and O(5) oxygen atoms

˚linked to a neodymium atom. The two five-membered deviate from the mean plane of these rings by 0.39(2) A
˚chelate rings, (Nd, O(1), C(1), C(2), O(2) and Nd, O(1), and 0.26(1) A, respectively. In the case of

C(3), C(4), O(4)) with a common Nd–O(1) bond depart La (C H O ) (H O) .5H O and Er (C H O ) .6H O,2 4 4 5 3 2 3 2 2 4 4 5 3 2

from planarity with maximum deviations from the mean the two five-membered chelate rings are almost planar and
the dihedral angle between these rings is 0 and 58,
respectively [14,15]. However, the bond lengths and the
angles within this ligand are in accordance with the
literature data (Table 3) [14–22].

The structure of [Y(H O)] [O(CH COO) ] (C O ),2 2 2 2 2 2 4

family II is bidimensional. By comparison with the results
of I, the principal difference is that all the oxygen atoms of
the oxydiacetate ligand are bound to the yttrium atoms
which involves a change of dimensionality. One oxydiace-
tate group bridges three yttrium atoms to form a layer
parallel to (001) (Fig. 4). Another difference is the
location of some atoms in special positions: yttrium,
oxygen O(1) atoms and the water molecule (Ow) occupy
the 4(m) special positions on the mirror and the ligands are
symmetric with respect to the mirror. Similar to the way
that chains in I are bridged by oxalate ligands forming a
ladder, these latter groups join together two adjacentFig. 2. Projection along the [010] of a part of the ladders of

[Nd(H O) ] (C O )[O(CH COO) ] I. layers, building a double-layer (Fig. 5). The connection2 3 2 2 4 2 2 2
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Fig. 5. View of the connections of adjacent double-layer by water
molecules for [Y(H O)] (C O )[O(CH COO) ] II.2 2 2 4 2 2 2

between the double-layer is made by hydrogen bonds
(Table 4) and so the layers appears to be sandwiched in
between the oxalate groups at z50 and a water bed at
z51/2.

Fig. 3. Coordination polyhedron; (1) of neodymium in [Nd(H O) ]2 3 2 The yttrium atom is eight-coordinate with one water(C O )[O(CH COO) ] I; (2) of yttrium in [Y(H O)] (C O )2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 4
molecule, two oxalato oxygen atoms and five oxydiacetato[O(CH COO) ] II.2 2 2

oxygen atoms. The change from nine-coordinate in I to
eight-coordinate in II is currently observed in the chemis-

Table 4
˚Selected interatomic distances (A) and angles (8) for

[Y(H O)] (C O )[O(CH CO ) ]2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2

Around the yttrium atom
Y O3a 2.303(3) Y O2c 2.359(2)
Y O3b 2.303(3) Y O4 2.360(2)
Y Ow 2.350(3) Y O4c 2.360(2)
Y O2 2.359(2) Y O1 2.383(4)

Oxydiacetate
C1 O1 1.411(4) O1 C1 C2 107.9(4)
C1 C2 1.514(5) C1 C2 O2 118.2(3)
C2 O2 1.249(4) C1 C2 O3 118.0(3)
C2 O3 1.256(3) O2 C2 O3 123.9(3)

C1 O1 C1c 117.1(4)

Oxalate
C3 O4 1.249(3) O4 C3 O4d 127.3(4)
C3 O4d 1.249(3) O4 C3 C3e 116.4(2)
C3 C3e 1.542(7) O4e C3 C3e 116.4(2)

Hydrogen bonds
Ow O3f 2.889(4) Ow H1 O3f 138.5(2)
Ow O2f 3.123(3) Ow H1 O2f 155.7(2)

Fig. 4. Projection along the [001] of a layer built of yttrium atoms and Symmetry operators a: x20.5, y20.5, z; b: x20.5, 0.52y, z; c: x, 2y, z;
oxydiacetate ligands for [Y(H O)] (C O )[O(CH COO) ] II. d: 2x, y, 2z; e: 2x, 2y, 2z; f: 0.52x, 0.52y, 12z.2 2 2 4 2 2 2
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try of lanthanides due to the lanthanide contraction, an
example being oxalate [25–28]. Sometimes, the same
element can present a coordination number of eight or nine
according to the conditions of preparation. That is the case
for terbium or yttrium in our study. The distribution of

˚Y–O distances is very narrow from 2.303(3) A to 2.383(4)
Å (Table 4). Again, the distance Y–O(1) (ether) is longer
than the Y–O(2,2c) (carboxylate) but only with a small

˚difference, D50.05 A. The yttrium polyhedron is de-
scribed as a slightly distorted square antiprism with one
element of symmetry, the mirror (Y, Ow and O(1)) (Fig. 3
(2)). Due to this mirror, the first square face (O(4), O(4)c,
O(3)a and O(3)b) is strictly planar while the second one
(O(1), O(2), Ow and O(2)c) departs slightly from planari-
ty, the O(1) atom deviates from the mean plane of 0.08(1)

Fig. 6. Thermal decomposition of some aquo-lanthanide oxalate oxy-Å. The dihedral angle between the two square faces is
diacetate: (a) cerium I; (b) neodymium I; (c) holmium II; (d) ytterbiumequal to 1.2(2)8.
II.

The coordination mode of the oxalate ligand does not
change from one to the other family, it is planar and its

and 2208C (endothermic peak about 2008C); the anhydrousbonds and angles are normal.
compound is observed. Then, the decomposition of the twoThe oxydiacetate is tridentate and bismonodentate. The
ligands is observed in very narrow range of temperaturefive-membered rings which are deduced between them by
(290–3508C), marked by an exothermic peak about 3358C,the mirror, are not planar; the maximal deviation to the

˚ which leads to ceria, CeO . For the neodymium samplemean plane reaches 0.13(4) A for the O(1) atom. The 2

(Fig. 6b), each loss occurring in the cerium compound candihedral angle between these rings is equal to 40.4(6)8; a
be divided roughly by two. The dehydration process isvalue notably higher than that observed for I or lanthanide
marked by two losses which overlap. Two water moleculessesqui-oxydiacetate hydrated complexes [14,15]. The O(3)
by formula unit are released (1008C to 1608C, endothermicatom deviates from the mean plane of the five-membered

˚ peak at 1308C) then the four remaining are lost fromring by 0.21(5) A. In spite of the high dihedral angle, the
1608C to 2908C (endothermic peak at 2408C). The firstbond lengths and angles of this ligand are comparable to
dehydration loss is attributed to the water molecules,those observed for family I.
Ow(3); as a matter of fact, the distance Nd–Ow(3) is byWhile the complex I presents a compact structure, the
far larger than the Nd–Ow(1) and Nd–Ow(2) distance (cf.complex II appears to be an open framework. The result of
Table 3). The decomposition of ligands begins at 3608Ca calculation made by the program Platon [29] leads to a

3˚ with a steep slope, then continues more slowly to end uppercentage of voids equal to approximately 12% (112.9 A
about 6808C, leading to an intermediate compound,by cell). The respective sites to receive some supple-
Nd O CO . This process is marked by an exothermic peakmentary solvent, here water molecules, are 0, 0.5, 0 and 2 2 3

centered about 4208C. Finally, the last loss from 6808C to0.5, 0, 0. In fact, as clearly shown by the thermal behavior
7108C, which overlaps with the previous one, is assignedof family II, some disordered zeolitic water molecules, not
to a release of CO from the intermediate compoundevidenced by the formula, are trapped in these voids. In 2

formed at 6808C, leading to Nd O . The curve of thethat respect, family II may be compared to open frame- 2 3

gadolinium compound (not represented) which limits, as awork structure like the [Ln(H O)] (C O )(CO ) with2 2 2 4 3 2

pure phase, family I, is very similar to the previous one.Ln5Eu–Ho [13] or some synthetic zeolite (ZSM4) [30]
The fact that for the cerium compound the dehydrationwhich present an empty volume of 15% or 14%, respec-
process takes place in one single step, can be attributed totively.
its larger ionic radius (cf. Table 1) and to its higher
electropositive characteristic than the elements of family I

3.2. Thermal behavior [31] .
For the compounds of family II, the global observed

The thermograms of some pure samples representative weight loss is a bit higher than those corresponding to the
of both families are given in Fig. 6. Even within a family, formula deduced by X-ray. For the holmium compound
these curves show some subtle discrepancies. (Fig. 6c), the dehydration loss is double staged. About one

For all the compounds of family I studied, the values of water molecule by formula unit is lost between 408C and
the weight losses are compatible with the formula pro- 1108C (zeolitic water molecule included in the voids of the
posed. For cerium (Fig. 6a), two distinct losses are structure) and then the two water molecules are released
observed. The dehydration process occurs between 1508C from 2008C to 2808C (endothermic peak at 2458C). Again
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Abstract

The reaction of (1,4,7-triazaheptane)Cu(NO ) with 2-amino-5-methyl-1,3-thiazole (amtz) yields the compound3 2

[(amtz)(dien)Cu](NO ) (dien51,4,7-triazaheptane). The compound has been characterised by elemental analyses, molar conductance and3 2

magnetic measurements, as well as by its electronic and IR spectra and X-ray diffraction. There are two crystallographically discernible
21 2cations [(amtz)(dien)Cu] and four NO in the asymmetric unit of the structure. Dien is tridentate with mean Cu–N51.997(5) and3

˚ ˚2.021(5) A in the two Cu-ions, respectively. Amtz is coordinated through its endocyclic N with Cu–N52.063(7) and 1.945(6) A in the
two ions, respectively. The CuN unit is approximately square planar and almost perpendicular to the tz plane. Both the cations make two4

21 21˚long (trans-Cu . . . O52.6–2.7 A) contacts. Ab initio calculations on the constituent fragments [(dien)Cu] , [(amtz)Cu] and
21[(dien)(amtz)Cu] reproduced the average molecular structure parameters of the two Cu-ions in the unit cell and also helped interpret the

details of the molecular structure as well as the assignment of the vibrational and electronic spectra.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II) complexes; Dien; 2-Amino-5-methyl-1,3-thiazole; Crystal structure; Molecular structure; Ab initio calculations

1. Introduction conformation is preferred when Cu is 4-coordinate, and
fac-conformation is preferred when Cu(II) is 6-coordinate.

The 1,3-thiazoles are an important class of S,N-con- Further, the ethylene groups of the two branches of dien
taining heterocycles [1–4], which have been identified as viewed from the secondary amine group can assume a
such over a century ago [5]. The great interest in thiazoles symmetric or asymmetric conformation [10,11].
and their derivatives is due to their biological importance We report here the preparation and the characterisation
as constituents of many biomolecules, including antibiotics of the mixed-ligand compound [(2-amino-5-methyl-1,3-
[6]. In some cases, the pharmacological activity of Cu(II)– thiazole)(1,4,7-triazaheptane)Cu](NO ) as well as its3 2

thiazole complexes was found to be much higher than that crystal and molecular structures. Ab initio calculations
of the parent heterocycles [6]. Another class of extensively were also performed to help interpret the details of the
studied copper(II) compounds includes as ligand the molecular structure of the compound, as well as its
tridentate 1,4,7-triazaheptane, or as known formally, dieth- electronic and vibrational spectra.
ylenetriamine (dien) [7–9]. Dien in such complexes can
coordinate to Cu(II) in a mer-conformation, where Cu and
the three N atoms lie in a plane, or alternatively, fac- 2. Experimental
conformation, where the 3N are located at the vertices with
Cu in the centre of an octahedron. In general, the mer- 2.1. Materials

The starting material (dien)Cu(NO ) was prepared as3 2*Corresponding authors. Fax: 130-31-997-738 (C.A. Bolos), fax:
described elsewhere [12]. 2-Amino-5-methyl-1,3-thiazole

130-31-206-138 (P.C. Christidis).
(amtz) was purchased reagent grade from Aldrich Chemi-E-mail addresses: bolos@chem.auth.gr (C.A. Bolos),

christid@physics.auth.gr (P.C. Christidis) cal Company and used without further purification. All

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00048-0
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solvents were reagent grade and they were also used lated by least-squares refinement of the setting angles of 70
without any further purification. reflections [25.158,2u ,37.248, Mo Ka radiation]. Intensi-

ty data were collected with graphite monochromated Mo
Ka radiation (scintillation counter, 2u /v scan mode, three2.2. Preparation of the compound
standard reflections monitored every 120 min). All reflec-
tions up to 2u5458 were measured, but only the in-The complex was prepared by the reaction of
dependent ones were measured in the region 448,2u(dien)Cu(NO ) with amtz. The aqueous solution of3 2

3 ,558. A total of 12 292 reflections were measured, which(dien)Cu(NO ) (2 mmol in 2 cm of H O) was diluted3 2 2
3 were corrected for Lorentz, polarization and absorptionwith 10 cm methanol. A methanol solution of 2-amino-5-

3 (c-scan technique) effects. These were finally reduced tomethyl-1,3-thiazole (2 mmol in 10 cm of methanol) was
7314 unique ones (R 50.0508), of which 2534 wereadded dropwise to the solution of the starting material. The int

considered as observed [I.(2s(I)].reaction mixture was stirred and left to evaporate slowly at
room temperature. After 2 days, blue crystals were formed.
The crystals were isolated by filtration and dried under 2.4.3. Structure solution and refinement
vacuum. The reaction yield was 65%. C, H and N were The structure was solved by direct methods with the

2analysed with a Perkin-Elmer 2400 elemental analyser and program SHELXS-97 [13], and refined on F by a full
copper was determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy. matrix least-squares procedure using the program
Calculated (found) for the formula unit (1,4,7-triazahep- SHELXL-97 [14]. Neutral atomic scattering factors and
tane)(2-amino-5-methyl-1,3-thiazole) copper(II)-dinitrate anomalous dispersion corrections were taken from the
C H CuN O S: C 23.68 (23.73); H 4.73 (4.73); Cu 15.61 International Tables for Crystallography [15]. One atom8 19 7 6

(15.69); N 24.21 (24.22). (C8), which exhibits disorder, was split over two positions,
The new mixed-ligand copper(II) complex was char- with the same site occupation factor (0.5). All non-hydro-

acterised by its IR and electronic spectroscopy, magnetic gen atoms were refined anisotropically, except C2, C8,
susceptibility and molar conductivity measurements. The C8A, C10, C13 and N2, whose displacement ellipsoid axes
structure and molecular structures of [(dien)(2-amino-5- had no reasonable values. The hydrogen atoms, except
methyl-1,3-thiazole)Cu](NO ) was determined by X-ray those of the disordered methylic group, –C(8)H , were3 2 3

˚diffraction and further examined by ab initio calculations. located at their calculated positions (C–H 0.96 A, N–H
˚0.89 A) and refined using a riding model. At convergence

a bit was: wR2 50.1607 (for all reflections), R1 50.0628 (for2.3. Spectral and physical measurements
cobserved reflections), S 50.856 (for all reflections),

23˚The IR spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer 1650 Npar5395, (shift / error) 50.132, (Dr) 50.651 e A ,max max
21 23FT-IR spectrophotometer in the 200–4000 cm region ˚(Dr) 520.755 e A . Selected bond lengths and val-min

using KBr pellets. The electronic spectra were obtained in ence angles compared with ab initio calculations (vide
methanol solution on a Shimadzu UV-160A spec- infra) are given in Table 1. Lists of the H-bonds and some
trophotometer in the 200–1100 nm region. Molar conduc- torsional angles defining the conformation of the coordi-
tivities were measured with a WTW conductivity bridge nate ligands are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
and a calibrated dip-type cell. Magnetic susceptibilities of
powdered samples were recorded by the Faraday method 2.5. Theoretical
with a home-made balance against Hg[Co(SCN) ] as4

calibrant. Diamagnetic corrections were estimated from The electronic structure, electronic spectra and vibra-
Pascal constants. tional spectra were calculated with the Gaussian-94 pro-

gramme [16] at the RHF or UHF levels, respectively, using
2.4. X-ray crystallography the standard 3-21G** basis of wave functions.

2.4.1. Crystal data
. ¯C H CuN S 2NO , triclinc, space group P1 (No. 2),8 19 5 3 3. Results and discussion

˚a513.593(3), b58.172(1), c516.749(3) A, a5

116.002(8), b596.696(7), g5102.174(9) (8), V51587.60 The reaction of (dien)Cu(NO ) with 2-amino-5-methyl-3 23 23˚(A ), Z54, D 51.70 Mg m (flotation in CHCl / 1,3-thiazole in a 1:1 molar ratio in methanol solutionmeas 3
˚CH I), l(Mo Ka)50.71069 A, T5293 K. yielded a solid, stable in air, coloured crystalline com-3

pound of the general formula (2-amino-5-methyl-1,3-
2.4.2. Data collection thiazole) (1,4,7-triazaheptane)copper(II)-dinitrate, or

A dark blue crystal prism of dimensions 0.3630.363 [(amtz)(dien)Cu](NO ) for short. The compound is in-3 2

0.22 mm was mounted on an upgraded Philips PW1100 soluble in common organic solvents such as chloroform,
single-crystal diffractometer. Cell parameters were calcu- benzene, etc., but it is soluble in water, in coordinating
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Table 1 Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and valence angles (8) Torsion angles (8)

First molecule Second molecule Ab initio optimised Definition Angle (SD)
21[(amtz)(dien)Cu]

First molecule
C1–C251.501(17) C9–C1051.507(13) C1–C251.551 Cu1–N1–C1–C2 238.8 (1.1)
C3–C451.533(14) C11–C1251.500(15) C3–C451.541 N1–C1–C2–N2 52.3 (1.2)
N1–C151.543(11) N6–C951.486(13) N1–C151.512 C1–C2–N2 –C3 2166.7 (0.9)
N3–C451.439(14) N8–C1251.414(10) N3–C451.514 C2–N2–C3–C4 172.1 (0.9)
C2–N251.478(17) C10–N751.452(15) C2–N251.506 N2–C3–C4–N3 246.1 (1.2)
C3–N251.414(13) C11–N751.437(14) C3–N251.505 C3–C4–N3–Cu1 23.5 (1.1)
Cu1–N151.996(7) Cu2–N652.036(8) Cu–N152.043 Second molecule
Cu1–N252.003(6) Cu2–N752.017(9) Cu–N252.034
Cu1–N351.993(10) Cu2–N852.010(9) Cu–N352.040 Cu2–N6–C9–C10 223.7 (1.1)
Cu1–N452.063(7) Cu2–N951.945(6) Cu–N451.976 N6–C9–C10–N7 44.6 (1.3)
N1–Cu1–N2584.3(3) N6–Cu2–N7583.2(4) N1–Cu–N2584.4 C9–C10–N7–C11 2174.7 (1.1)
N1–Cu1–N35165.4(3) N6–Cu2–N85165.7(3) N1–Cu–N35163.8 C10–N7–C11–C12 162.9 (1.0)
N1–Cu1–N4594.7(3) N6–Cu2–N9598.6(3) N1–Cu–N4594.8 N7–C11–C12–N8 245.3 (1.3)
N2–Cu1–N3583.0(3) N7–Cu2–N8584.0(4) N2–Cu–N3583.7 C11–C12–N8–Cu2 35.2 (1.1)
N2–Cu1–N45173.9(3) N7–Cu2–N95173.9(4) N2–Cu–N45172.7
N3–Cu1–N4598.6(3) N8–Cu2–N9594.8(3) N3–Cu–N4598.3
N1–C1–C25107.5(8) N6–C9–C105111.2(10) N1–C1–C25107.7

rule out the formation of dimers and cannot tell which ofN3–C4–C35107.5(10) N8–C12–C115109.5(7) N3–C4–C35108.8
C1–C2–N25105.5(8) C9–C10–N75107.4(9) C1–C2–N25107.1 the possible coordination sites of the substituted thiazole
C4–C3–N25108.6(8) C12–C11–N75109.5(7) C4–C3–N25106.5 are involved in the bonding to Cu. The molar conductivity

21C2–N2–C35116.6(7) C10–N7–C115123.4(9) C2–N2–C35115.2 of the complex in water is in the 175–185 mS cm range
C5–N4–C75115.0(8) C13–N9–C155106.9(7) C5–N4–C75111.1

indicating a 1:2 electrolyte [17] which may result from theC5–S1–C6592.0(5) C13–S2–C14589.0(5) C5–S1–C6590.7
dissociation in water of the two nitrate ions. The measured

9magnetic moment of 1.73 BM confirms the d electronic
solvents such as DMF and DMSO and only slightly in configuration of copper(II) and suggests the monomer
methanol. nature of the complex.

The elemental analysis confirms the proposed stoichiom- The infrared and electronic spectra will be discussed
etry Cu:dien:thiazole:nitrate51:1:1:2, although it does not after the presentation of the electronic structure calcula-

tion.

Table 2
3.1. Crystal and molecular structuresHydrogen bonds and symmetry operators

D–H d(D–H) d(H . . . A) ,DHA d(D . . . A) A
As seen from Fig. 1, the asymmetric unit of the title˚ ˚ ˚(A) (A) (8) (A) 21compound comprises two cations [(amtz)(dien)Cu] and

aN1–H1N1 0.900 2.091 159.88 2.952 O7 2four NO . The Cu atom is 4-coordinate by 3N from theb 3N1–H2N1 0.900 2.260 145.02 3.041 O5
c dien ligand and one N atom from the thiazole ring, in aN2–H1N2 0.910 2.094 165.48 2.983 O8
c slightly distorted CuN square planar arrangement. TheN2–H1N2 0.910 2.582 114.41 3.071 O9 4
dN3–H1N3 0.900 2.543 123.95 3.136 O4 maximum deviation of the 4N from their best plane is
dN3–H1N3 0.900 2.558 142.02 3.314 O6

N3–H2N3 0.900 2.496 147.70 3.292 O5
bN5–H1N5 0.860 2.125 155.05 2.927 O6
eN5–H2N5 0.860 2.361 155.44 3.164 O1
eN5–H2N5 0.860 2.516 145.85 3.264 O3

bN6–H1N6 0.900 2.375 149.48 3.183 O12
cN6–H2N6 0.900 2.521 128.75 3.163 O11
cN6–H2N6 0.900 2.531 141.43 3.283 O10

N7–H1N7 0.910 2.130 167.25 3.024 O1
N8–H1N8 0.900 2.275 146.40 3.066 O12

fN8–H2N8 0.900 2.133 162.99 3.005 O3
N10–H1N10 0.860 2.129 159.02 2.948 O10
N10–H2N10 0.860 2.384 149.29 3.154 O7
N10–H2N10 0.860 2.404 148.26 3.167 O8

a x, y, z21.
b x, y11, z.
c

2x11, 2y12, 2z11.
d

2x, 2y11, 2z. Fig. 1. A view of the asymmetric unit of [(amtz)(dien) Cu](NO ) with3 2
e

2x, 2y12, 2z. the atomic numbering scheme. The displacement ellipsoids are drawn at
f

2x, 2y12, 2z11. the 30% probability level.
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˚0.15(1) A. The central Cu atom lies on this plane within elsewhere [9]. The omega form with symmetric ethylene
experimental error (3s) and it is also coplanar with the fragments was found to be the lowest energy one that is
thiazole ring atoms, deviating from their plane by 0.07(1) appropriate for coordination to a metal ion in both mer-
Å. and fac-conformers. The results from electronic structure

The C(CH ) and N(NH ) atoms of the thiazole sub- calculations of 1,3-thiazole and some of its substituted3 2

stituents also lie on the thiazole ring plane. Conversely, C8 derivatives are presented in Table 4 (see also Ref. [22]). It
of the disordered CH -group is distributed between two is clearly seen that the amine substituent at position 23

almost equidistant positions from the ring’s plane [C8: contributes greatly to the high negative charge at the cyclic
˚ ˚ N. The CH -radical at 5th position leaves the charge on the20.18(1) A, C8A: 10.16(1) A]. The angles contended by 3

cyclic N unchanged but together with NH at the 2ndthe CuN plane and the thiazole ring plane are 105.8(4) 24

position they produce the largest negative charge at theand 106.1(4)8 for the two cations, respectively, indicating a
cyclic N. In 2-amino-5-methyl-1,3-thiazole the charge attilt of the thiazole molecule from the expected perpen-
the amine nitrogen is slightly more negative than that ofdicular position. In this way, the amine N-atom is
the cyclic N. The difference, however, is very small. Thus,positioned above the CuN plane, but the distances Cu1–4

˚ from the point of view of the accumulated negative charge,N5 and Cu2–N10 are too long (3.36 and 3.40 A, respec-
both the amine and cyclic N’s are candidates to coordinatetively) to give rise to a 5th Cu–N bond. However, by
to Cu. Sulfur, however, with its positive charge can bepositioning the amino group above the CuN plane and the4

neglected as a donor. The negative charge at a particularCH -group away from the CuN -group, repulsion that is3 4

atom is not the only prerequisite for good coordinationinduced by these groups is greatly reduced. The Cu–
since a difference in MO’s may play the decisive role [23].N(dien) bond lengths in the two molecules are almost

˚equal [1.997(5) and 2.021(5) A, respectively]. No trend of
21sec 3.3. [(Dien)Cu]shortening of the central Cu–N (dien) bond length has

been observed, in agreement with the data found in Refs.
We have optimised the geometry of this stripped ion in[18,12] but in disagreement with those of Refs. [19,20]. As

21prim sec two separate initial conformers-[( fac-dien)Cu] andexpected the two N CuN bite angles are significantly
21[(mer-dien)Cu] . The fac-dien conformer with the sym-smaller than 908, the mean values in the two dien ligands

metry restrictions N1–Cu1–N25N2–Cu1–N35N1–Cu1–of the two Cu-ions being 83.7(2) and 83.2(3)8. The
N35908 (for the numbering of the atoms, see Fig. 1),conformation of the coordinated dien molecules is

sec collapsed during the optimisation procedure: the Cu1–N1symmetric with a symmetry plane defined by Cu–N –H.
and Cu1–N3 bonds started to grow and the NCCN unitThe two molecules have similar geometrical parameters

˚unfolded to yield large Cu1–N1 and Cu1–N3 (.5 A),and they do not differ significantly with respect to the
˚while Cu1–N2 stayed at 2.0 A, thus pointing out tolocation of the neighbouring nitrate ions. The distances

i ii˚ dissociation of the Cu–N1 and Cu–N3 bonds. Hence,Cu . . . O are Cu1 . . . O9 52.61(1) A and Cu1 . . . O6 5
˚ without any additional ligands to stabilise the fac-dien2.71(1) A for the first molecule (symmetry operations: i.

conformer, this conformer does not produce a stable12x, 22y, 12z; ii. x, 11y, z); they are Cu2 . . . O252.72
˚ ˚ structure.A and Cu . . . O1052.73 (1) A for the second molecule.

The mer-dien conformer had the starting geometry N1–These Cu . . . O distances are rather long, the ‘normal’
˚ Cu1–N25N2–Cu1–N3590.08 N1–Cu1–N351808, butCu(II)–O bonds are about 2.0 A [21]. The two oxygen ,

2 both angles were left to vary during the optimisationatoms come up from different NO and they form O–Cu–3

procedure, retaining only the equivalence of N1–Cu1–N2O angles of about 1728 and the O–Cu–O lines are slanted
and N2–Cu1–N3. The mer-dien conformer reached ato the CuN plane because of the presence of a nearby4

stationary point with the following more important param-NH -group from amtz. Thus, both molecular cations can2
˚eters: three equal Cu–N51.97 A, N1–Cu1–N25N2–Cu1–roughly be described as a trans-CuN O chromophore4 2

N3590.28, and N1–Cu1–N351688. The mer-coordinatedforming a highly distorted tetragonally elongated octahed-
dien molecule is in a symmetric conformation with aron.

secsymmetry plane passing through Cu–N –H. While theAll H-atoms attached to the N-atoms in the Cu-con-
taining ions participate in hydrogen bond formation with
the O-atoms of the nitrate ions, the latter playing the role Table 4

Ab initio calculated charges on the donor atoms in unsubstituted andof a bridge between the former (Table 3).
substituted 1,3-thiazole

Compound q q qN N S3.2. Electronic structure (cyclic) (amine)

1,3-thiazole 20.595 – 0.383
2-amino-1,3-thiazole 20.708 20.477 0.3653.2.1. Thiazole and substituted thiazoles
5-methyl-1,3-thiazole 20.598 – 0.403The electronic and vibrational structures of the dien
2-amino-5-methyl-1,3-thiazole 20.710 20.716 0.387molecule in its different conformations were discussed
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prim secangles N CuN 590.28 are practically the same as Cu-ion. That this is the case has been proven in the
prim secthose in the ideal mer-dien conformer (N CuN 5908), following manner: we calculated the electronic structure of

prim prim 21the angle N CuN 51688 shows a slight folding of the [(amtz)(dien)Cu] with the geometry of the second mole-
prim primligand towards the fac-dien conformer (N CuN 5 cule (see Fig. 1, Table 1). Then, we calculated the

1808), but it is still far away from it. We shall discuss these frequencies of the molecule with this geometry. Several
values together with the results for the full cation (includ- frequencies turned out to be negative, which indicates that
ing the thiazole ligand). the geometry used is not a stationary point. The negative

frequencies involve mostly the motion of the thiazole
213.4. [(2-Amino-5-methyl-1,3-thiazole)Cu] molecule from the tilted position towards a perpendicular

position, thus proving that the strain in the Cu-ion was
We have optimised the structure of this cation locating coming up from the displaced coordinated thiazole.

cyclicthe Cu–N bond at two different positions – Cu–N ,
amineCu–N . The result was invariably a stable structure

3.7. Vibrational spectra
with the thiazole ligand coordinated through the cyclic N.

cyclic ˚The calculated Cu–N bond is 1.98 A, while Cu–
The IR spectra of the free ligands dien and thiazole, asamine ˚N was 3.44 A. Once again these values will be

well as that of the dicopper salt were recorded in KBr
discussed in comparison with the parameters of the full

pellets. Table 5 lists the experimental frequencies of the21[(dien)(amtz]Cu] ion and the X-ray structure (vide infra).
dinitrate salt compared with the ab initio calculated
frequencies of the free mixed-ligand Cu cation and the213.5. [(2-Amino-5-methyl-1,3-thiazole)(dien)Cu]
frequencies of the same ion with geometry of the second
molecule as well as the assignment produced by the ab

The full optimisation of the geometry of this ion
initio calculations for this ion. The vibrational spectra of tz

produced a stationary point, as indicated by the absence of
has been discussed in detail [2,24]. It is seen that despite

negative frequencies. The calculated geometry parameters
the relatively small basis set of wave functions, the ab

are given in Table 2 together with the X-ray structure
initio calculations are in agreement with the experimental

parameters. The plane defined by the thiazole molecule (H
IR spectrum. However, just a few frequencies deserve to

from CH and NH excluded) is perpendicular to the CuN3 2 4 be discussed, since the thiazole IR spectrum is typically
plane, the amine group is positioned above the Cu atom

that of a compound with double bond conjugation, where˚but at a large distance 2.78 A.
the use of characteristic frequencies is not permitted [24]
and that of dien consists of simple C–C, C–N, C–H and

3.6. Comparison of the geometry parameters from X-ray 21N–H frequencies. There are bands at 1513–1631 cm in
diffraction and from ab initio calculations

the free ligand’s spectrum which have been assigned to
n(C=N) and n(C=C) of the thiazole ring. In the spectrum

Both the X-ray study of the compound in a crystal state
of the complex this region gives rise to a number of bands21and the ab initio calculations with [(dien)Cu] have 21located in the 1525–1629 cm range. It is seen that the

produced three equal CuN bonds, although the calculated
lower limit is slightly shifted to higher frequencies upon˚values (1.97 A) are slightly shorter than the experimental
coordination while the upper limit is almost the same˚ones (2.00 A). Ab initio calculations of the full cation,
within experimental error. This picture may be tentativelysechowever, do indicate some minor differences – CuN is
explained in terms of the highly mobile p-electrons withinprim ˚shorter than CuN by about 0.01 A, and Cu–
the tz conjugated system upon its coordination through thecyclic ˚N (thiazole) is the shortest CuN bond (1.98 A) within
endocyclic N.

the CuN unit. 214 The bands at 1384 and 1750 cm of the nitrate groupsprim secThe calculated N CuN angles in the stripped
(stricken out from Table 5) of the complex are assigned to21[(dien)Cu] ion were approximately 908, while those in 2uncoordinated NO groups [25].3the mixed-ligand compound both X-ray and ab initio

results indicate values of about 848, suggesting that the
3.8. Electronic spectradien ligand, as more flexible than thiazole, retreats to make

room for the thiazole molecule.
The electronic spectrum of the solid compound dis-Another important feature that emerges from such

persed in Nujol displays (Fig. 2) two bands at 19 120 andcalculations is the tilt of the plane of the thiazole molecule
21 21with respect to the CuN -plane. The calculated angle is 16 780 cm . The 19 120 cm band is within and the4
21908, while the experimental one is about 1068. Such a large 16 780 cm band is outside the interval expected for a

deviation cannot be explained in terms of repulsion among square planar CuN chromophore, namely, 18 000–20 0004
21the atoms constituting the mixed ligand complex and cm [26]. In the solid state the molecular ions are in fact

should be attributed to the necessity to accommodate the highly distorted trans-CuN O chromophores and such4 2

charge compensating nitrate ions or the adjacent second chromophores are expected to give rise to bands in the
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Table 5
21Experimental (nitrate salt in KBr pellets) and calculated (ab initio of [(amtz)(dien)Cu] ) infrared spectrum

a,d a bExp. IR Calcd. IR Calcd. IR Theoretical assignment
molecule 2 optimised geometry (free amtz spectrum)

535 561 529 NH 1CH dien, Cu–N2 2

637 630 655 NH dien1out-of-plane def. amtz (653)2
c840 870 847 CN1CS1CH(ring) amtz

1004 – 1011 NH 1in-plane ring def. amtz (995)2

1031 – 1049 CH amtz3

1052 1041 1084 NH 1CH dien2 2

1105 1084 1134 CN1CH 1NH dien2 2

1144 1154 1159 CH 1NH1NH dien2 2

– – 118–6 NH 1CH(ring) amtz; CN1CH dien2 2

– – 1214–7 CH 1CN1CC1NH amtz (1239)3 2

1255 1242–50 1237 NH 1CH dien2 2

1301 1273 1307 NH amtz2

1338 1293 1351 CH dien2

– – 1359 NH 1CH dien2 2

1370 1378 1371 CH 1NH dien2 2

1408 1414 1396 CH(ring)1CN(ring) amtz
1460 1420 1500 CH –dien2

1475 1466 1503 CN(ring)1CC(ring) amtz (1494)
1525 – 1533 NH1CH dien2

1586 – 1584 CH amtz3

1602 – 1592 CH amtz3

1629 1646 1611 CH 1CH(ring) amtz (1944)3

a 21Peak positions in cm . Only band with calculated IR intensity .10 are listed.
b Assignment as obtained from ab initio calculations.
c Thiazole bands marked as amtz.
d 2 21The NO bands (1175–1214, |700 cm ) are stricken out.3

2116 700–18 500 cm range [25]. Hence, one might be dien molecule from mer- to fac-conformations with the
tempted to assign both bands to d–d transitions of Cu(II) ensuing tetrahedral geometry distorting component. In
in a distorted octahedral arrangement. In view of the very such a case both bands could be assigned to d–d transi-
long Cu . . . O contact, however, such an assignment may tions in the same (distorted planar CuN ) chromophore.4

be misleading (vide infra). The shift to the lower energy The solution spectrum in methanol consists of one band
21may be explained in terms of either: (a) p-back donation (16 420 cm , log ´51.98) in the visible part of the

21from the amtz molecule onto Cu, and/or (b) folding of the spectrum and one band (37 870 cm , log ´54.03) in the

23 23Fig. 2. Electronic spectra of [(amtz)(dien)Cu](NO ) : (———) in MeOH (C 50.08 mmol dm , C 510 mmol dm ); (- - -) in H O (C 50.083 2 UV vis 2 UV
23 23mmol dm , C 510 mmol dm ); (– ?–) in Nujol.vis
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ultraviolet spectrum (Fig. 2). The aqueous solution spec- measured IR and electronic spectra reflect the observed
21 21trum gave 16 100 cm (log ´51.89) and 39 370 cm and calculated structures of a square planer CuN chromo-4

(log ´54.02). In solution the long Cu–O contacts are phore with a small distortion towards T symmetry. The abd
21expected to be broken. The higher energy (19 120 cm ) initio calculations helped rationalise both the small struc-

band, observed in the solid state spectrum, is lacking in the tural details and the measured physical constants.
solution spectrum (possibly overlapped by the strong
absorption tail coming from the UV); however, the lower

21energy (16 780 cm ) band, which is outside the spectral Supplementary data
range for a square planar CuN chromophore, is present.4

These findings rule out the alternative explanation (vide Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
21supra) that the 16 780 cm band in the solid-state Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting

spectrum should be assigned to a d–d transition in the the deposition number 106958.
21trans-CuN O chromophore. The 16 780 cm band is4 2

21shifted to lower energies by 360 cm on going from solid
21state to methanol solution and by 320 cm when metha-

Acknowledgementsnol is substituted by water as solvent. It is of low intensity
and may be tentatively assigned to a Cu(II) d–d transition,

We gratefully acknowledge a NATO grant CRG 971695possibly d → d , or d → d , most probably the2 2 2 2 2z x 2y xy x 2y
which helped finalise the present study and made possiblefirst one since solvent coordination is expected to affect (to
the scientific contacts.push up) the energy of the d orbital of Cu in a square2z

planar complex and thus decrease the transition energy.
21 21The 37 870 cm band is shifted by 1500 cm to higher
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Abstract

The complex [NiL ] has been synthesised by the electrochemical oxidation of nickel in an acetonitrile solution of [(4-2

methylphenyl)sulfonyl]-imino-1H-pyridine (HL). When the oxidation was carried out in the presence of neutral ligands L9 (pyridine,
2,29-bipyridine or 1,10-phenanthroline) the complexes [NiL py ], [NiL bipy] and [NiL phen] were obtained. The crystal structures of2 2 2 2

[(4-methylphenyl)sulfonyl]-imino-1H-pyridine, 2,29-bipyridine bish[(4-methylphenyl)sulfonyl]-2-pyridyl-amidejnickel(II) and 1,10-phen-
anthroline bish[(4-methylphenyl) sulfonyl]-2-pyridyl-amidejnickel(II) were determined by X-ray diffraction methods. In the monomeric
complexes, the nickel atom is in a distorted octahedral environment defined by the amide and pyridyl nitrogen atoms of the two ligands
and the two bipyridine or phenanthroline nitrogen atoms. The vibrational and electronic spectra of the complexes are discussed and are
shown to agree with the structures.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Electrochemical synthesis; Nickel (II) complexes; Amide complexes; X-ray

1. Introduction For these reasons, and as a result of our interest in the
metallic complexes of amide ligands, we now report the
electrochemical synthesis of a nickel(II) complex withIt is well known that metal complex formation by the
[(4-methylphenyl)sulfonyl]-imino-1H-pyridine (HL), asubstitution of a metal ion for an amide proton is a very
molecule containing a weakly acidic N–H group and adifficult process [1]. However, this process is facilitated by
pyridine ring which can lead to chelation involving thethe presence of an additional donor atom on the molecule,
pyridine nitrogen and the deprotonated nitrogen of thepermitting the formation of a stable five or six membered
amide. We have also prepared mixed complexes containingchelate ring with the metal ion [2,3], or by the presence in
this anionic ligand and pyridine (py), 2,29-bipyridinethe amide group of groups, such as tosyl, which have a
(bipy) or 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) by the same method.strong inductive electronic effect and thereby increase the

acidity of the amide hydrogen.

2. Experimental

Acetonitrile, dichloromethane, 2-aminopyridine, tosyl
chloride, pyridine, 2,29-bipyridine, 1,10-phenanthroline
and all other reagents were commercial products and were
used as supplied. Nickel (Aldrich Chemie) was used as

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-981-563-100; fax: 134-981-597-
232 cm plates.525.

The parent molecule, HL (1) was prepared by reactionE-mail addresses: fojo@uvigo.es (J. Castro), qiansoal@usc.es (A.
Sousa) of the amine and the tosyl chloride in a 2:1 ratio in

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00049-2
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dichloromethane. A diluted aqueous solution of K CO for [C H N O S Ni]: H, 4.53%; C, 57.40%; N 11.81%;2 3 34 32 6 4 2
21was added to the mixture until pH 10 and the resultant S, 9.01%. IR (KBr, cm ): 3061(w); 1595(s); 1559(m);

white product collected by filtration of the organic phase, 1464 (s); 1267(m); 1133(s); 1091(m); 1020(m); 988(m);
and dried in vacuo. Anal: C: 58.19%, H: 5.06%, N: 780(m); 759(m); 703(m); 662(s) 631(w); 577(m); 555(m);
11.33%, S: 12.98%; Calc for C H N SO : C: 58.05%, 531(m); 437(m).12 12 2 2

1 [NiL bipy] (4). Electrolysis of an acetonitrile–dichloro-H: 4.88%, N:11.29%, S: 12.91%. H NMR (Cl CD, ppm) 23
3methane (25125 cm ) solution containing HL (200.3 mg,2.4 -CH ; 13.6 N–H; 7.8, 7,3 benzene ring; 6.8, 7.4, 7.6,3

21 0.81 mmol), 2,29-bipyridine (53.2 mg, 0.40 mmol) and8.3 pyridine ring. IR (KBr, cm ): 3230(m); 3127(m);
tetraethylammonium perchlorate (ca. 20 mg) at 10 mA and3056(w); 1915(w); 1866 (w); 1793(w); 1654 (sh); 1635(s);
14 V for 2 h dissolved 20.5 mg of nickel (E 50.47). At1534 (m); 1463(w); 1393(m); 1375 (m); 1282 (m); f

the end of the experiment the blue-grey solid was filtered,1086(m); 1035(w); 1020(w); 999(m); 959(m); 807(m);
washed with hot acetonitrile and diethyl ether and dried in785(m); 732(w) 704(w); 668(m); 633(w); 613(w); 572(m);
vacuo. This solid was recrystallised from (CH ) CO/552(m); 515 (w). The product was recrystallised from 3 2

CH CN to give crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. TheCH CN/(CH ) CO to give crystals suitable for X-ray 33 3 2

compound was characterised as [NiL bipy].(CH ) CO.diffraction crystallography. 2 3 2

Anal. Found: C, 57.57%; H, 4.66%; N, 11.38%; S, 7.89%.
Calc. for [C H N NiO S ]: C, 57.90%; H, 4.73%; N,37 36 6 5 2

212.1. Electrochemical synthesis 10.95%; S, 8.36%. IR (KBr, cm ): 3094(vw); 3060(vw);
1706(m); 1592(s); 1559(w); 1461(s); 1438(s); 1319(s);

The electrochemical procedure was similar to that 1140(s); 1112(w) 1089(m); 1043(w); 1010(m); 984(m);
3described by Odlhan and Tuck [4]. The cell was a 100 cm 813(w); 773(m); 735(m); 709(w); 668(m); 657(m); 577(s);

beaker fitted with a rubber bung through which the 553(m).
electrochemical leads entered the cell. The nickel anode [NiL phen] (5). Electrolysis of an acetonitrile–dichloro-2

3was suspended from a platinum wire, and another platinum methane (25125 cm ) solution containing HL (220.4 mg,
wire formed the cathode. The tosyl parent (HL) and the 0.89 mmol), 1,10-phenanthroline (80.0 mg, 0.44 mmol)
additional ligand (py, bipy or phen) were dissolved in and tetraethylammonium perchlorate (ca. 20 mg) at 10 mA
acetonitrile–dichloromethane and a small amount of tetra- and 10 V for 2 h dissolved 20.2 mg of nickel (E 50.46).f

ethylammonium perchlorate (ca. 20 mg) was added as At the end of the experiment the blue-grey solid was
current carrier. Direct current was obtained from a pur- filtered, washed with hot acetonitrile and diethyl ether and
pose-built d.c. power supply. In all cases, hydrogen was dried in vacuo. This solid was recrystallised from
evolved at the cathode. The cells can be summarised as: (CH ) CO/CH CN and crystals suitable for X-ray diffrac-3 2 3

Pt /CH CN1HL1(py, bipy or phen) /Ni . tion were obtained. The compound was characterised as(2) 3 (1)

[NiL ] (2). Electrolysis of an acetonitrile–dichlorome- [NiL phen]: Anal. Found: C, 58.61%; H, 4.05%; N,2 2
3thane (25125 cm ) solution containing HL (200 mg, 0.81 11.51%; S, 8.90%. Calc. for [C H N O S Ni]: C,36 30 6 4 2

21mmol) and tetraethylammonium perchlorate (ca. 20 mg) at 58.95%; H, 4.12%; N, 11.46%; S, 8.74%. IR (KBr, cm ):
10 mA and 12 V for 2 h dissolved 21.2 mg of nickel 3056(vw); 3025(vw); 1652(m); 1589(s); 1557(m); 1520(m);
(E 50.48). At the end of the experiment the green/blue 1495(w); 1457(m); 1134(m); 1010(m); 844(m); 776(m);f

crystalline solid was filtered, washed with acetonitrile and 728(m); 707(m); 675(m); 655(m); 577(m); 552(m).
diethyl ether, dried in vacuo, and crystallised from
CH CN. The compound was characterised as [NiL ].H O: 2.2. Physical measurements3 2 2

Anal. Found: H, 3.91%; C, 50.21%; N 10.48%; S, 10.83%.
Calc. for [C H N O S Ni]: H, 4.23%; C, 50.46%; N The C, N, H and S contents of the compounds were24 24 4 5 2

219.81%; S, 11.22%. IR(KBr, cm ) 2360(vw); 1733(w); determined on a Carlo-Erba EA 1108 microanalyser. IR
1384(w); 1590(s); 1563(w); 1506(m); 1457(m); 1318(m); spectra were recorded as KBr mulls on a Bruker Vector-22

11267(m); 1137(m); 1091(m); 1041(w); 1012(m); 991(m); spectrophotometer. The H NMR spectra were recorded on
818(w); 793(m); 769(s); 748(w); 709(m); 668(m); 651(m); a Bruker ARX-400 MHz spectrometer using Cl CD as3

577(m) 553(m); 418(w). solvent. Solid state electronic spectra were recorded on a
[NiL py ] (3). Electrolysis of an acetonitrile–dichloro- Shimadzu UV 3101 PC. Magnetic measurements were2 2

3methane (25125 cm ) solution containing HL (190.0 mg, made using a DMS VSM 1160 instrument.
0.77 mmol), pyridine (127 mg, 1.60 mmol) and tetra-
ethylammonium perchlorate (ca. 20 mg) at 10 mA and 7 V 2.3. Crystal structure determination
for 2 h dissolved 18.3 mg of nickel (E 50.42). At the endf

of the experiment the solid product was filtered, washed The data collection was on a SIEMENS Smart CCD
with hot acetonitrile and diethyl ether and dried in vacuo. area-detector diffractometer with graphite-monochromated

˚The compound was characterised as [NiL py ]: Anal. Mo K radiation, l50.71073 A at room temperature.2 2 a

Found: H, 4.36%; C, 57.16%; N 11.52%; S, 8.43%. Calc. All the structures were solved by direct methods [5] and
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Table 1
Summary of crystal data and structure refinement

Compound HL (1) [NiL bipy]?(CH ) CO. (4) [NiL phen] (5)2 3 2 2

Empirical formula C H N O S C H N O S Ni C H N NiO S24 24 4 4 2 37 36 6 5 2 36 30 6 4 2

Formula weight 496.59 767.55 733.49
Crystal system/space group Monoclinic /P2 /c (No. 14) Orthorhombic /P2 2 2 (No. 19) Orthorhombic /P2 2 2 (No. 19)1 1 1 1 1 1 1

˚ ˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a510.8142(5) A a510.247(2) A a510.46150(10) A
˚ ˚ ˚b515.1088(7) A b514.298(5) A b514.0533(2) A
˚ ˚ ˚c514.7701(7) A c525.199(7) A c525.7907(4) A

b 5104.1583(13)8
3 33˚ ˚Volume 2340.0(2) A 3692(2) A 3791.71(9) A

Z 4 4 4
3 3 3Density (calculated) 1.410 Mg/m 1.381 Mg/m 1.285 Mg/m

21 21 21Absorption coefficient 0.267 mm 0.689 mm 0.666 mm
F(000) 1040 1600 1520
Crystal size /colour 0.6030.2530.15 mm/White 0.3530.1530.10 mm/grey-blue 0.3030.2530.15 mm/grey-blue
Theta range for data collection 1.94 to 28.308. 1.62 to 28.298 1.58 to 28.398

Index ranges 210#h#14, 220#k#20, 219#l#19 213#h#13, 219#k#10, 233#l#33 212#h#13, 218#k#16, 226#l#34
Reflections collected 12281 19790 21155
Independent reflections 5713 [R(int)50.1015] 9077 [R(int)50.1900] 9373 [R(int)50.1102]
Reflections observed 2256 3177 4448
Criterion for observation .2s(I) .2s(I) .2s(I)
Data / restraints /parameters 5713/0 /403 9077/0 /460 9373/0 /442

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.915 1.018 0.957
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0672, wR 50.1298 R 50.0903, wR 50.1415 R 50.0834, wR 50.17931 2 1 2 1 2

Absolute structure parameter 20.03(3) 0.03(3)
23 23 23˚ ˚Largest diff. peak and hole 0.300 and 20.558 e A 0.532 and 20.615 e A 0.650 and 20.713 e A

2refined by a full-matrix least-squares based on F [6]. Non The overall reactions can be described as
hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displace-

Ni 1 2HL → [NiL ] 1 H2 2ment parameters. Hydrogen atoms were included in ideal-
ised positions and refined with isotropic displacement

9Ni 1 2HL 1 nL9 → [NiL L ] 1 H .2 n 2parameters, except those from the free ligand which were
located. The SQUEEZE program [7] was used to correct
the reflection data for the diffuse scattering due to dis- 3.1. Description of the structure of HL, (1).
ordered solvent found in the [NiL phen] complex. Correct2

absolute structures of both complexes were determined by Fig. 1 shows a view of 1 together with the atomic
using the Flack parameter. Atomic scattering factors and
anomalous dispersion corrections for all atoms were taken
from International Tables for X-ray Crystallography [8].
Details of crystal data and structural refinement are given
in Table 1.

3. Results and discussion

Anodic oxidation of nickel metal in the presence of
(4-methylphenyl)sulfonyl]-imino-1H-pyridine, alone or
dissolved with the coligands pyridine (py), 2,29-bipyridine
(bipy) or 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) yields crystalline
products with formula [NiL ], [NiL py ], [NiL bipy] and2 2 2 2

[NiL phen], respectively. The values of the electrochemi-2

cal efficiency, defined as the amount of metal dissolved per
21number of Faradays, were close to 0.5 mol F in all

cases. This value is compatible with the mechanism,

2 2Cathode: HL 1 2e → 2L 1 H2

Fig. 1. ORTEP draw of the compound HL (1) showing the atom label
21 2Anode: Ni → Ni 1 2e scheme and the hydrogen bonds.
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Table 2 Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for HL (1) Hydrogen bonds in the asymmetric unit of the ligand

S(1)–O(11) 1.433(3) S(1)–O(12) 1.435(3) Atoms: A? ? ?HD d(D–H) d(H..A) d(D..A) ,DHA
S(1)–N(12) 1.611(3) S(1)–C(16) 1.767(4)

N(12)? ? ?H(2)–N(21) 0.90(4) 2.01(4) 2.909(5) 169.98
N(11)–C(11) 1.339(5) N(11)–C(15) 1.362(5)

N(22)? ? ?H(1)–N(11) 0.83(4) 2.13(4) 2.959(5) 172.48
N(12)–C(15) 1.346(4) C(14)–C(15) 1.406(5)

O(12)? ? ?H(2)–N(21) 0.90(4) 2.78(4) 3.266(5) 115.38
S(2)–O(22) 1.439(3) S(2)–O(21) 1.451(3)

O(22)? ? ?H(1)–N(11) 0.83(4) 2.86(4) 3.330(4) 117.78
S(2)–N(22) 1.600(3) S(2)–C(26) 1.762(4)
N(21)–C(21) 1.358(5) N(21)–C(25) 1.364(5)
N(22)–C(25) 1.354(5) C(24)–C(25) 1.411(6)

O(11)–S(1)–O(12) 117.7(2) O(11)–S(1)–N(12) 114.0(2) other, so each H(N) atom is participating in a bifurcated
O(12)–S(1)–N(12) 104.9(2) O(11)–S(1)–C(16) 107.5(2) hydrogen bond with the N and one oxygen atom of theamide
O(12)–S(1)–C(16) 106.6(2) N(12)–S(1)–C(16) 105.2(2) other molecule in the asymmetric unit. These bond lengths
C(11)–N(11)–C(15) 124.2(4) C(15)–N(12)–S(1) 123.1(3)

and angles are given in Table 3.N(11)–C(11)–C(12) 121.3(4) N(12)–C(15)–N(11) 114.0(3)
N(12)–C(15)–C(14) 130.7(4) N(11)–C(15)–C(14) 115.2(4)
O(22)–S(2)–O(21) 117.3(2) O(22)–S(2)–C(26) 107.4(2) 3.1.1. Description of the structures of [NiL bipy] (4)2
O(21)–S(2)–N(22) 113.9(2) O(21)–S(2)–C(26) 107.0(2) and [NiL phen] (5)2
N(22)–S(2)–C(26) 105.6(2) O(22)–S(2)–N(22) 105.0(2) The molecular structures of 4 and 5 are shown in Figs. 2
C(21)–N(21)–C(25) 123.8(4) C(25)–N(22)–S(2) 122.1(3)

and 3. Selected bond lengths and angles are given inC(22)–C(21)–N(21) 119.7(5) N(22)–C(25)–N(21) 113.4(4)
Tables 4 and 5, respectively. The complexes are isostruc-N(22)–C(25)–C(24) 130.7(4) N(21)–C(25)–C(24) 115.8(4)
tural, with the nickel atom in a highly distorted octahedral

number scheme. Selected bond lengths and angles with the
estimated deviations are listed in Table 2. The bond
distances and bond angles are similar to those found in
other N-2-pyridinyl benzenesulfonamide derivatives [9–
12].

The most relevant feature is the presence of the hydro-
gen atom on the N-pyridine ring, indicating that the free
ligand is the imido tautomer (I) rather than the amido
tautomer (II).

Fig. 2. ORTEP drawing of [NiL bipy](CH ) CO (4). The ellipsoids2 3 2

correspond to 30% probability.

Both, the phenyl and the pyridine rings are almost
planar, with the largest deviations being 0.012(3) and

˚0.008(3) A, respectively. The interplanar angles of
83.69(10)8 and 87.62(11)8 are similar to those found in
other sulfonamides [11]. In addition, the molecules of
[(4-methylphenyl)sulfonyl]-imino-1H-pyridine are associ-
ated by intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the atoms
in two independent molecules of the unit cell, leading to
the formation of a dimer. These hydrogen bonds are
between the pyridine nitrogen atom of one molecule and
the amide nitrogen atom of the other neighbour. In
addition, one oxygen atom of the sulfone group [O(22),
O(12)] of one molecule is involved in a hydrogen bond Fig. 3. ORTEP drawing of [NiL phen] (5). The ellipsoids correspond to2

with the nitrogen of the pyridine ring [N(11), N(21)] of the 30% probability.
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Table 4 to each other. The distortion of the octahedral geometry is
˚Selected bond lengths [A] angles [8] for [NiL bipy]?(CH ) CO (4)2 3 2 mainly due to the small bite of the ligand, with an average

Ni–N(32) 2.047(5) Ni–N(31) 2.061(5) angle N –Ni–N of 63.0(2)8 for [NiL bipy] andpy amide 2
Ni–N(11) 2.089(5) Ni–N(22) 2.101(7) 63.8(2)8 for [NiL phen]. These values are similar to those2
Ni–N(12) 2.104(6) Ni–N(21) 2.142(6) found in other nickel(II) complexes containing four-
S(1)–N(12) 1.601(7) N(11)–C(15) 1.349(3)

member N,N-chelate rings; e.g. N–Ni–N, 59.078 andN(11)–C(11) 1.352(3) N(12)–C(15) 1.403(8)
59.738 in bis(m -hydroxo)-(m -1,2-bis(phenyltriazenidyl)S(2)–N(22) 1.580(7) S(1)–C(16) 1.762(6) 2 2

benzene - N,N9,N0,N-) - bis(1,2 - bis(phenyltriazenidyl) ben-N(21)–C(21) 1.329(3) N(21)–C(25) 1.357(3)
N(22)–C(25) 1.393(8) S(2)–C(26) 1.771(7) zene)-di-nickel(II) [13] and 66.688 in chloro-(6-methoxy-
N(31)–C(31) 1.324(3) N(31)–C(35) 1.333(3) methyl-1,3,6,8,11,14-hexa-azabicyclo(12.2.1)heptadecane-
N(32)–C(310) 1.336(3) N(32)–C(36) 1.364(3) N,N9,N0,N-,N+)-nickel(II)perchlorate [14].
N(32)–Ni–N(31) 79.8(2) N(32)–Ni–N(11) 98.6(2) ˚The Ni–N bond distances [2.104(6), 2.101(7) A] inamide
N(31)–Ni–N(11) 163.3(2) N(32)–Ni–N(22) 99.1(2) ˚4 and [2.095(6), 2.096(6) A] in 5 are very similar, but, as
N(31)–Ni–N(22) 102.8(3) N(11)–Ni–N(22) 93.9(3)

expected, significantly longer than those found in tetra-N(32)–Ni–N(12) 97.1(3) N(31)–Ni–N(12) 100.5(2)
˚hedral [1.916(3) [15], 1.839(6) [16] A] or square planarN(11)–Ni–N(12) 63.1(2) N(22)–Ni–N(12) 153.6(3)

˚N(32)–Ni–N(21) 159.0(2) N(31)–Ni–N(21) 93.3(2) [1.904(3) A] [17] nickel(II) amide complexes, in keeping
N(11)–Ni–N(21) 93.6(2) N(22)–Ni–N(21) 62.9(2) with the lower co-ordination number in these compounds.
N(12)–Ni–N(21) 103.7(3) N(12)–S(1)–C(16) 105.8(3) The Ni–N bond distances in 4 and 5 differ slightly, onepyC(15)–N(12)–S(1) 121.4(5) N(11)–C(15)–N(12) 105.6(5) ˚[2.089(5) in 4 and 2.063(5) A in 5] being shorter thanC(14)–C(15)–N(12) 131.6(5) N(22)–S(2)–C(26) 105.1(4)

˚other [2.142(6) in 4 and 2.110(6) A in 5]. These values areC(25)–N(22)–S(2) 123.7(6) N(21)–C(25)–N(22) 107.2(5)
˚C(24)–C(25)–N(22) 130.3(5) larger than that of 1.905(4) A found in square planar

bis-m-h2-2[2-(pyridylethyl) amino]ethylthiolato] dinic-
˚kel(II) perchlorate [18] and 1.897(3) A in bish4-methyl-N-

(2-pyridin-2-yl-ethyl) benzenesulfonamidej nickel(II) [17],environment, [NiN ]. Two of the nitrogen atoms belong to6

but shorter than those in other pyridine complexes ofa bidentate bipyridine or phenanthroline ligand, and two
2 ˚six-coordinate nickel(II); e.g. 2.175(3) A in bishN-[2[2-(2-anionic forms L groups each provide an amide and a

pyridyl)ethyl] salicylideneiminatoj nickel(II) [19] andpyridine nitrogen atom; so that each forms a four-mem-
˚2.209(4) A in bish1,1,1,-trifluoromethyl)-2-pentanolatojbered chelate ring. The arrangement of the two ligands is

nickel(II) [20], probably as a result of the anionic charactersuch that the two amide nitrogen atoms are in a cis
of the nitrogen donor atom.arrangement and the two pyridine nitrogen atoms are trans

The Ni–N bond distances of 4 are only slightlybipy

different from those reported for Ni–N in cis-bis-bipy
˚(benzenethiolato)bis(2,29-bipyridine) nickel(II), 2.089 ATable 5

˚Selected bond lengths [A] angles [8] for [NiL phen] (5) [21] and for other hexacoordinated nickel(II) complexes,2

such as (2,29-bipyridine)bis(pyridine-2-thiolato)nickel(II),Ni–N(31) 2.031(6) Ni–N(32) 2.052(6)
˚Ni–N(11) 2.063(5) Ni–N(22) 2.095(6) 2.074(2) and 2.067(3) A [22]. Similarly, the Ni–Nphen

Ni–N(12) 2.096(6) Ni–N(21) 2.110(6) bond distances in 5 are shorter than those found in other
S(1)–N(12) 1.598(6) S(1)–C(16) 1.717(8) mixed hexacoordinated nickel(II) complexes containing
N(11)–C(15) 1.355(9) N(11)–C(11) 1.367(9) ˚1,10-phenanthroline, e.g 2.121(5), 2.136(5) A in 1,10-N(12)–C(15) 1.406(8) N(22)–C(25) 1.361(8)

phenanthroline bish[2-(2-pyrrole)-methylimino-4-methylS(2)–N(22) 1.587(6) S(2)–C(26) 1.755(8)
N(21)–C(21) 1.335(9) N(21)–C(25) 1.391(9) phenolatojnickel(II) [23].
N(31)–C(35) 1.337(9) N(31)–C(31) 1.358(9) The two pyridine portions of the bipyridine ligand are
N(32)–C(36) 1.320(9) N(32)–C(310) 1.373(8) planar, with no atom deviating from the least-squares plane

˚N(31)–Ni–N(32) 79.6(2) N(31)–Ni–N(11) 98.7(2) by more than 0.014 A. The interplanar angle between these
N(32)–Ni–N(11) 163.6(2) N(31)–Ni–N(22) 99.6(2) two pyridine rings is 9.278, similar to that found in
N(32)–Ni–N(22) 102.2(2) N(11)–Ni–N(22) 94.2(3) [Ni(bipy) ]SO [24] and in [Ni(bipy) ](ClO ) [25]. The3 4 3 4 3N(31)–Ni–N(12) 96.3(2) N(32)–Ni–N(12) 99.8(2)

phenanthroline ligand is also essentially planar, withN(11)–Ni–N(12) 64.0(2) N(22)–Ni–N(12) 154.8(2)
maximum carbon and nitrogen displacements of 0.032(7)N(31)–Ni–N(21) 160.8(2) N(32)–Ni–N(21) 94.5(2)
˚ ˚N(11)–Ni–N(21) 92.0(2) N(22)–Ni–N(21) 63.6(2) A and 0.045(6) A, respectively. The bond lengths and

N(12)–Ni–N(21) 102.7(2) N(12)–S(1)–C(16) 107.0(3) angles within the bipyridine and phenanthroline are similar
C(11)–N(11)–C(15) 116.1(7) C(15)–N(12)–S(1) 121.7(5) to those found in other bipyridine and phenanthroline
N(11)–C(15)–N(12) 105.8(6) N(11)–C(15)–C(14) 124.1(6)

complexes. The pyridine portion of the ligand is planar,N(12)–C(15)–C(14) 130.0(7) N(22)–S(2)–C(26) 107.1(4)
˚with the largest deviation being 0.015(6) A from theC(21)–N(21)–C(25) 116.7(7) C(25)–N(22)–S(2) 124.1(5)

N(22)–C(25)–N(21) 107.2(6) N(22)–C(25)–C(24) 132.7(7) least-squares plane. The deviation of the exocyclic nitro-
N(21)–C(25)–C(24) 120.0(7) C(35)–N(31)–C(31) 116.0(6) ˚gen amide atom is 0.036(5) A, so that these nitrogen atoms
C(36)–N(32)–C(310) 117.0(6) are practically in the plane of the pyridine ring to which
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Abstract

2The mixed-metal cluster anions [M Ir(CO) ] (M5Ru, Os) react in methanol under metal-framework degradation with bis-3 13

(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm) or tricyclohexylphosphine (PCy ) to give a series of neutral tri- and tetranuclear mixed-metal3
2clusters. The reaction of [M Ir(CO) ] (M5Ru, Os) with dppm leads to the phosphine-substituted hydrido derivatives3 13

HRu Ir(CO) (dppm) (1) and HOs Ir(CO) (dppm) (2), respectively. The two 48e clusters show a triangular arrangement of the M Ir2 5 3 2 5 3 2

skeleton. The dppm ligands are coordinated in bridging positions over each metal–metal edge; the hydride is bonded terminally to the
2iridium atom. Cluster degradation is also observed by treating [Ru Ir(CO) ] with PCy in methanol, giving the highly electron-deficient3 13 3

2(44e) mixed-metal cluster HRu Ir(CO) (PCy ) (3). The reaction of the osmium homologue [Os Ir(CO) ] with PCy under the same2 6 3 3 3 13 3

conditions leads to a mixture of the neutral tetranuclear clusters H Os Ir (CO) (PCy ) (4) and H Os Ir(CO) (PCy ) (5). Both2 2 2 10 3 2 3 3 8 3 3

clusters, 4 and 5 still have a tetrahedral metal core like the starting cluster anion but in 4 an osmium atom has been replaced by an iridium
atom. The molecular structures of 1, 3, 4 and 5 were confirmed by single-crystal X-ray structure analyses.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Keywords: Mixed-metal clusters; Ruthenium; Osmium; Iridium; Phosphine

1. Introduction compounds only a few examples of neutral phosphine-
substituted ruthenium–iridium or osmium–iridium clus-

The chemistry of mixed-metal clusters has received ters are known, such as HRu Ir(CO) (PPh ), H Ru -3 12 3 3 3

steadily growing attention due to their inherent catalytic Ir(CO) (PPh ), H Ru Ir (CO) (PPh ) (x51, 2)11 3 42x 42x x 10 3 2

potential [1]. Different metals in a cluster may have [6], H Ru Ir (CO) (PPh ) [7] H Ru Ir(CO) -22x 42x x 12 3 2 3 8

synergistic effects for a catalytic transformation, which is (PPh )(PPhC H ) [8], HRu Ir(CO) (PEt )(m -PPh) [9]3 6 4 3 10 3 3

based on the idea that a substrate may require coordination or H Os Ir(CO) (PPh ) [10]. Ruthenium–iridium or os-3 3 11 3

to several atoms of the metal framework [2]. mium–iridium clusters containing diphosphine ligands
We recently reported a series of Ru Ir and Os Ir mixed- such as dppm or dppe or bulky phosphine ligands for3 3

metal clusters and their catalytic activity in the carbonyl- example containing cyclohexyl substituents are not known
ation of methanol [3,4]. We have also shown that to date. Bulky phosphines are known to allow unusual

2the reactions of the dihydrido anion [H Ru Ir(CO) ] structures and unsaturated configurations for steric reasons,2 3 12

with phosphine, phosphite, arsine and stibine derivatives as shown recently by the synthesis of Ru (CO) (PCy )3 9 3 3

give a series of mono-substituted cluster anions and H Ru (CO) (PCy ) , accessible from the cluster2 3 6 3 3
2 2[H Ru Ir(CO) L] , which can be protonated to yield the anion [HRu (CO) ] with PCy in methanol [11]. We2 3 11 3 11 3

neutral clusters H Ru Ir(CO) L [5]. Apart from these were able to demonstrate in this case that the solvent3 3 11

methanol is the source of protons for the transformation of
*Corresponding author. the anionic into a neutral cluster [12]. This method should

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00056-X
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provide a good possibility to synthesize selectively new 54.85; H, 3.89. Found: C, 55.03; H, 4.01. 2: Yield: 44 mg
neutral phosphine-substituted ruthenium–iridium and os- (39% with regard to Ir). Anal. Calc. for C H IrO Os P :80 67 5 2 6

mium–iridium clusters from anionic systems as starting C, 51.47; H, 3.62. Found: C, 51.65; H, 3.77.
materials, because substitution reactions of the neutral
hydrido cluster HRu Ir(CO) with different phosphines 2.2. Preparation of HRu Ir(CO) (PCy ) (3)3 13 2 6 3 3

are not selective and always afford a high number of
products in low yields. A 150 mg (0.107 mmol) sample of [N(PPh ) ]-3 2

In this paper we describe the synthesis and characteriza- [Ru Ir(CO) ] and a five-fold excess of PCy (150.4 mg,3 13 3

tion of the degradation products of the reactions of 0.536 mmol) were dissolved in 20 ml of methanol. The
2[M Ir(CO) ] (M5Ru, Os) with dppm or PCy in solution was placed in a pressure Schlenk tube and heated3 13 3

methanol: the trinuclear clusters HRu Ir(CO) (dppm) (1), under stirring to 1008C for 1 h; during this time a brown2 5 3

HOs Ir(CO) (dppm) (2) and HRu Ir(CO) (PCy ) (3) as precipitate formed. At the end of the reaction, the solution2 5 3 2 6 3 3

well as the tetranuclear species H Os Ir (CO) (PCy ) was concentrated to a volume of 10 ml. The brown2 2 2 10 3 2

(4) and H Os Ir(CO) (PCy ) (5). precipitate was separated from the solution and dissolved3 3 8 3 3

in 2 ml of CH Cl . This solution was submitted to TLC2 2

using a mixture of CH Cl and hexane (4:1, v /v). The2 2

2. Experimental orange-brown main band containing 3 was extracted with
CH Cl . Crystallization from CH Cl /methanol gave 3 as2 2 2 2

All reactions were carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere dark-orange crystals. Yield: 36 mg (63% with regard to Ir).
using standard Schlenk techniques. Solvents were distilled Anal. Calc. for C H IrO P Ru ?2 CH OH: C, 50.69; H,60 100 6 3 2 3

over appropriate drying agents [13] and saturated with 7.42. Found: C, 50.60; H, 7.34.
nitrogen prior to use. Preparative thin-layer chromatog-
raphy was performed using 20320 cm plates coated with 2.3. Preparation of H Os Ir (CO) (PCy ) (4) and2 2 2 10 3 2

Fluka silica gel G. Infrared spectra were recorded on a H Os Ir(CO) (PCy ) (5)3 3 8 3 3

Perkin-Elmer 1720X FT-IR spectrometer. The NMR spec-
tra were recorded using a Varian Gemini 200 BB instru- A pressure Schlenk tube was charged with a methanol

1ment. The H NMR spectra were referenced by using the solution (20 ml) of [N(PPh ) ][Os Ir(CO) ] (100 mg,3 2 3 13

resonance of residual protons in the deuterated solvents, 0.06 mmol), then 84.2 mg (0.30 mmol) of PCy were3
31the P NMR spectra with 85% H PO . Micro-analytical added. The mixture was stirred at 1208C for an 18 h3 4

data were carried out by the Mikroelementaranalytisches period, during which a dark-orange precipitate formed. The
¨Laboratorium of the ETH Zurich, Switzerland. The starting volume of the reaction solution was reduced to 10 ml and

compounds [N(PPh ) ][Ru Ir(CO) ] [3] and [N(PPh ) ]- the precipitate was filtered off, dried and dissolved in 3 ml3 2 3 13 3 2

[Os Ir(CO) ] [4] were synthesized according to the of CH Cl and separated by TLC. Eluation with CH Cl /3 13 2 2 2 2

published methods. The ligands bis(diphenylphosphino)- hexane (2:3, v /v) gave four bands which were isolated and
methane (dppm) and tricyclohexylphosphine (PCy ) extracted with CH Cl . The first yellow band contained3 2 2

(Fluka) were purchased and used as received. H Os Ir (CO) (PCy ) (4) which was isolated as orange2 2 2 10 3 2

crystals from CH Cl /CH OH. Yield: 17 mg (35% with2 2 3

2.1. Preparation of HRu Ir(CO) (dppm) (1) and regard to Ir). Anal. Calc. for C H Ir O Os P ?0.752 5 3 46 68 2 10 2 2

HOs Ir(CO) (dppm) (2) CH Cl : C, 33.59; H, 4.20. Found: C, 33.57; H, 4.38.2 5 3 2 2

From the fourth rose band H Os Ir(CO) (PCy ) (5) was3 3 8 3 3

A solution of [N(PPh ) ][Ru Ir(CO) ] (100.0 mg, 0.07 isolated and obtained as dark-red crystals from CH Cl /3 2 3 13 2 2

mmol) or [N(PPh ) ][Os Ir(CO) ] (100.0 mg, 0.06 CH OH. Yield: 5 mg (4.5% with regard to Ir). Anal. Calc.3 2 3 13 3

mmol) in 20 ml of methanol was placed in a pressure for C H IrO Os P ?1.5 CH Cl : C, 38.93; H, 5.41.62 102 8 3 3 2 2

Schlenk tube. After addition of five equivalents of dppm Found: C, 39.09; H, 5.33.
(137.5 mg, 0.35 mmol or 115.4 mg, 0.30 mmol, respec-
tively) the mixture was heated under stirring to 1008C for 2.4. Crystallography
2 h (for the Ru compound) or to 1208C for 12 h (for the
Os compound); during this time the products Single crystals were obtained by slow evaporation of
HRu Ir(CO) (dppm) (1) or HOs Ir(CO) (dppm) (2) saturated solutions in CH Cl /CH OH: red blocs for 1,2 5 3 2 5 3 2 2 3

precipitated. The precipitation was completed by con- dark-orange plates for 3, orange blocs for 4 and dark-red
centration of the reaction solution to a volume of 10 ml. blocs for 5. Selected crystallographic data for all com-
The precipitates were then filtered off, washed with small pounds are summarized in Table 1.
amounts of methanol and dried in vacuo. Crystallization All data were collected on a Stoe Imaging Plate Diffrac-
from CH Cl /methanol gave red crystals of 1 or orange tometer System equipped with a one-circle w goniometer at2 2

crystals of 2, respectively. 1: Yield: 52 mg (43% with 293 K (for compound 1) or at 223 K (for compounds 3, 4
regard to Ir). Anal. Calc. for C H IrO P Ru ?CH Cl : C, and 5) using Mo–Ka graphite-monochromated radiation80 67 5 6 2 2 2
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Table 1
Crystallographic data for compounds 1, 3, 4 and 5

Compound 1 3 4 5

Empirical formula C H IrO P Ru ?CH Cl C H IrO P Ru C H Ir O P Os C H IrO P Os ?1.5 CH Cl80 67 5 6 2 2 2 60 100 6 3 2 46 68 2 10 2 2 62 102 8 3 3 2 2
23M (g cm ) 1773.42 1404.65 1607.74 1957.53

Temperature (K) 293(2) 223(2) 223(2) 223(2)

Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic triclinic

Space group P2 /n P2 /n P2 /n P1 1 1

˚a (A) 15.244(1) 10.561(1) 11.239(2) 11.869(1)
˚b (A) 20.407(1) 36.539(3) 21.072(2) 14.499(2)
˚c (A) 24.056(2) 15.982(2) 21.672(4) 21.715(3)

a (8) 90 90 90 86.38(1)

b (8) 91.805(9) 96.44(1) 90.66(2) 86.20(1)

g (8) 90 90 90 71.19(1)
3˚V (A ) 7480.1(9) 6128.3(11) 5132.4(13) 3526.0(8)

Z 4 4 4 2
3D (cm ) 1.575 1.522 2.081 1.844c

3Crystal dimensions (mm ) 0.530.530.5 0.530.530.5 0.330.330.125 0.530.330.125

Color red red-brown orange dark-red
21

m (mm ) 2.424 2.778 10.219 7.500

F(000) 3536 2872 3040 1900

u limits (8) 1.97–25.92 2.02–24.12 1.93–25.90 2.09–25.78

hkl ranges 218 to 18, 225 to 25, 229 to 29 212 to 12, 240 to 41, 218 to 18 213 to 13, 225 to 25, 226 to 26 214 to 14, 217 to 17, 226 to 26

Transmission factors: min, max – 0.344, 0.766 0.108, 0.573 0.105, 0.570

Reflections collected 58095 36155 39937 26771

Independent reflections 13739 9618 9580 12589

Reflections observed [I.2s(I)] 9948 5576 6450 9525
2 aGoodness of fit on F 0.981 0.904 0.813 0.937

bFinal R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0467, wR250.1265 R150.0847, wR250.1050 R150.0304, wR250.0549 R150.0564, wR250.1388

R indices (all data) R150.0673, wR250.1366 R150.1414, wR250.1189 R150.0549, wR250.0584 R150.0737, wR250.1477

a 2 2 2 1 / 2S 5 [ow(F 2 F ) /(n 2 p)] (n - number of reflections, p - number of parameters).o c
b 2 2 2 4 1 / 2R1 5 ouuF u 2 uF uu /ouF u.wR2 5 [ow(F 2 F ) /ow(F ) ] .o c o o c o

˚(l50.71073 A). Two hundred exposures (3 min per were fixed in their original positions. The figures were
exposure) were obtained at an image plate distance of 70 drawn with ZORTEP [18] (thermal ellipsoids, 50% prob-
mm with 0,w,2008 and with the crystal oscillating ability level).
through 18 in w. The structures were solved by direct
methods using the program SHELXS-97 [14]. The struc-
ture refinement, using weighted full-matrix least-squares 3. Results and discussion

2on F , was carried out using the program SHELXL-97
[15]. For compounds 3, 4 and 5 an empirical absorption 3.1. Synthesis and characterization of
correction was applied using DIFABS [16]. Compound 1 HM Ir(CO) (dppm) [M5Ru (1), Os (2)]2 5 3

crystallizes with one molecule of CH Cl per asymmetric2 2
2unit, the two hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated The thermal reaction between [M Ir(CO) ] (M5Ru,3 13

positions and treated as riding atoms using the SHELXL- Os) and a five-fold excess of dppm in methanol leads, with
97 default parameters. In the structure of 5 two dichloro- fragmentation of the cluster framework, to the trinuclear
methane molecules were located, one of them being clusters HRu Ir(CO) (dppm) (1) or HOs Ir(CO) (dppm)2 5 3 2 5 3

disordered (Cl2, Cl2A having occupancies of 0.5, respec- (2) which are neutral and precipitate directly from the
tively). The second dichloromethane molecule has an reaction solution. The solvent methanol plays a decisive
occupancy of 0.5. The C–Cl distances for the solvent role in the reaction as a source of protons. Compounds 1
molecules in the structure of 5 are constrained to their and 2 are stable for some days, but decompose over a
theoretical values [17] with estimated standard deviations longer period of time even under nitrogen.
of 0.02. In 3 two of the cyclohexyl rings are disordered. The infrared spectra of 1 and 2 show an almost identical
The crystal quality and the disorder explain the relatively CO absorption pattern, indicating the presence of only
high R1 values of 0.0847 and 0.1414 (for all data). The terminal carbonyl groups; the simplicity of the spectra

1positions of the hydrides in 1, 3, 4 and 5 were derived suggest a highly symmetrical structure. In the H NMR
from Fourier difference maps and refined while the re- spectra of the two compounds one signal (triplet) is
maining hydrogen atoms were included in calculated observed in the region of terminally bonded hydrides, at

2positions and treated as riding atoms using SHELXL-97 d28.14 ppm for 1 and at d29.39 ppm for 2, with a JPH

default parameters; in the case of 1 and 4 the hydrides coupling constant of 18.6 or 18.8 Hz, respectively. For 1
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Fig. 1. Symmetry in HM Ir(CO) (dppm) (M5Ru, Os).2 5 3

several badly resolved multiplet signals for the CH2

protons of the dppm ligands appear between d 3.80–4.70
ppm. A better resolution of the corresponding signals in 2 Fig. 2. Molecular structure of HRu Ir(CO) (dppm) (1) (50% probability2 5 3
shows the CH protons to be diastereotopic; two of the ellipsoids, phenyl hydrogens are omitted for clarity).2

three multiplets are resolved into a set of two triplets each
with a chemical shift difference of only 0.07 ppm or 0.06

2ppm, respectively. The J coupling constants in the 3.2. Molecular structure of HRu Ir(CO) (dppm) (1)PH 2 5 3
31triplet vary between 9.4 and 10.6 Hz. The P NMR

spectra exhibit for both compounds three multiplet signals, Suitable crystals of 1 were obtained by slow diffusion of
which suggests the presence of a mirror plane in the methanol into a CH Cl solution of 1. An ORTEP [18]2 2

molecule (Fig. 1). All spectroscopic data are summarized plot of 1 is depicted in Fig. 2 and important bond lengths
in Table 2. and angles are given in Table 3. The metal core shows a

Table 2
IR and NMR data of compounds 1–5

21 a 1 b 31 bComplex IR n [cm ] d ( H) [ppm] d ( P) [ppm]CO

2 2 21 1986w, 1916vs 28.14 (t, 1H, H , J 518.6 Hz) 217.03 (t, 2P, dppm, J 543.0 Hz)PH PP
23.92 (m, 2H, CH ) 12.25 (d, 2P, dppm, J 542.0 Hz)2 PP
24.20 (m, 2H, CH ) 23.84 (d, 2P, dppm, J 543.3 Hz)2 PP

4.61 (m, 2H, CH )2
2 22 1995w, 1942sh, 1918vs, 1898m 29.39 (t, 1H, H , J 518.8 Hz) 233.63 (m, 2P, dppm)PH

4.30 (m, 2H, CH ) 219.78 (m, 2P, dppm)2
24.64 (m, 2H, CH ) 218.93 (d, 2P, dppm, J 545.9 Hz)2 PP

5.05 (m, 2H, CH )2
33 1982m, 1937m, 1920s, 1807vw, 211.52 (ddd, J 512.5 Hz) 51.86 [d, P(C H ) , J 532.5 Hz]PH 6 11 3 PP

2 3 31763m, 1742vs 216.10 [ddd, J 54.6 Hz (2x), J 5 51.93 [d, P(C H ) , J 532.5 Hz]PH PH 6 11 3 PP
323.4 Hz) 71.16 [d, P(C H ) , J 532.8 Hz]6 11 3 PP

216.50 (dt, J 548.5 Hz, J 54.1 Hz) 74.97 [s, P(C H ) ]PH PH 6 11 3

216.51 (dt, J 59.1 Hz, J 52.2 Hz) 82.02 [s, P(C H ) ]PH PH 6 11 3

216.79 [ddd, J 523.4 Hz, J 55.5 Hz 82.12 [s, P(C H ) ]PH PH 6 11 3
2(2x), 1H, H ]

[m, 99H, P(C H ) ]6 11 3

c.0.178;
2 24 2068m, 2033s, 2009s, 1999vs, 218.02 (dd, 1H, H , J 510.2 Hz, 0.65 [s, P(C H ) ]PH 6 11 3

31972m, 1965m, 1947sh, 1931m J 51.6 Hz) 22.92 [s, P(C H ) ]PH 6 11 3
2 2

220.62 (d, 1H, H , J 58.3 Hz)PH

1.70 [m, 66H, P(C H ) ]6 11 3
2 25 2040s, 1996vs, 1980m, 1961s, 29.26 (dd, 1 H, H , J 59.3 Hz, 18.02 [s, P(C H ) ]PH 6 11 3

2 31942m, 1915m J 57.7 Hz) 28.59 [d, P(C H ) , J 516.0 Hz]PH 6 11 3 PP
2 2 3

212.93 (d, 1H, H , J 58.1 Hz) 65.69 [d, P(C H ) , J 516.0 Hz]PH 6 11 3 PP
2 2

213.67 (dd, 1 H, H , J 58.7 Hz,PH
2J 57.0 Hz)PH

1.29–2.20 [m, 99H, P(C H ) ]6 11 3

a Measured as KBr pellets.
b Measured in CDCl solution at 294 K.3
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Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths [A], bond angles [8] and torsion angles [8] for 1

Ir(1)–Ru(1) 2.8113(5) Ir(1)–C(1) 1.891(8)
Ir(1)–Ru(2) 2.7784(6) Ru(1)–C(2) 1.917(7)
Ru(1)–Ru(2) 2.8497(7) Ru(1)–C(3) 1.906(7)
Ir(1)–P(2) 2.285(2) Ru(2)–C(4) 1.914(7)
Ir(1)–P(3) 2.271(1) Ru(2)–C(5) 1.912(8)
Ru(1)–P(1) 2.297(2) C(1)–O(1) 1.149(9)
Ru(1)–P(6) 2.299(2) C(2)–O(2) 1.154(8)
Ru(2)–P(4) 2.296(2) C(3)–O(3) 1.154(8)
Ru(2)–P(5) 2.317(2) C(4)–O(4) 1.157(8)
Ir(1)–H(1) 1.8740(1) C(5)–O(5) 1.150(8)

Ru(1)–Ir(1)–Ru(2) 61.30(2) P(1)–Ru(1)–P(6) 110.06(6)
Ir(1)–Ru(1)–Ru(2) 58.78(1) P(4)–Ru(2)–P(5) 115.33(7)
Ir(1)–Ru(2)–Ru(1) 59.92(2) P(2)–Ir(1)–C(1) 95.2(2)
Ru(2)–Ir(1)–C(1) 93.3(2) P(1)–Ru(1)–C(2) 85.7(3)
Ru(1)–Ir(1)–C(1) 95.6(2) P(1)–Ru(1)–C(3) 98.8(2)
Ir(1)–Ru(1)–C(2) 83.1(2) P(6)–Ru(1)–C(2) 93.8(2)
Ir(1)–Ru(1)–C(3) 88.2(2) P(6)–Ru(1)–C(3) 92.4(2)
Ru(2)–Ru(1)–C(2) 87.1(2) P(4)–Ru(2)–C(4) 91.1(2)
Ru(2)–Ru(1)–C(3) 85.3(2) P(4)–Ru(2)–C(5) 85.8(2)
Ir(1)–Ru(2)–C(4) 89.7(2) P(5)–Ru(2)–C(4) 90.5(2)
Ir(1)–Ru(2)–C(5) 86.4(2) P(5)–Ru(2)–C(5) 94.4(2)
Ru(1)–Ru(2)–C(4) 89.7(2) C(1)–Ir(1)–H(1) 177.0(2)
Ru(1)–Ru(2)–C(5) 91.1(2) C(3)–Ru(1)–C(2) 170.6(3)
P(2)–Ir(1)–P(3) 108.97(6) C(5)–Ru(2)–C(4) 175.0(3)

Ru(2)–Ir(1)–Ru(1)–P(1) 2175.79(4) Ru(1)–Ir(1)–Ru(2)–P(4) 2179.12(5)
Ru(2)–Ru(1)–Ir(1)–P(2) 2173.97(5) Ir(1)–Ru(1)–Ru(2)–P(5) 179.64(4)
Ru(1)–Ru(2)–Ir(1)–P(3) 164.24(4) Ir(1)–Ru(2)–Ru(1)–P(6) 177.27(4)

slightly distorted triangle in which all metal–metal bonds with a five-fold excess of PCy at 1008C, the anion reacts,3
˚have different distances, namely 2.8113(5) A [Ir(1)– also with fragmentation of the cluster framework, to give

˚ ˚ the trinuclear cluster HRu Ir(CO) (PCy ) (3) whichRu(1)], 2.7784(6) A [Ir(1)–Ru(2)] and 2.8497(7) A 2 6 3 3

precipitates from the reaction solution. After separation by[Ru(1)–Ru(2)]. Each edge of the Ru Ir triangle is bridged2

thin-layer chromatography the compound can be isolatedby an equatorially coordinated dppm ligand, five of the six
as dark-orange, air-stable plate-like crystals from CH Cl /phosphorous atoms almost lying in the Ru Ir plane. The 2 22

CH OH. As in the case of 1 and 2, methanol is the sourcecorresponding dihedral angles are given in Table 3. Atom 3

of protons for the formation of a neutral hydride cluster.P(3) is found above the metal triangle, the tetrahedral
Complex 3 shows, with an electron-count of only 44e, theangle being 164.24(4)8. Each of the ruthenium atoms
same electron-deficiency as observed for the unique clustercarries two axial carbonyl ligands, whereas only one
H Ru (CO) (PCy ) published recently [11].carbonyl group is coordinated to the Ir atom, but also in an 2 3 6 3 3

The infrared spectrum of 3 shows three bands in theaxial position. The free place in the coordination sphere of
21region of terminal carbonyls (1900–2000 cm ) and twothe Ir atom is occupied by a terminally bonded hydride

21absorptions between 1740 and 1770 cm , which areligand.
attributed to bridging carbonyl ligands (Table 2). TheThe structure is comparable with that of

1interpretation of the H NMR spectrum turns out to beRu (CO) (dppm) in which the ‘‘Ir–H’’ fragment is3 6 3

very difficult: in the hydride region, five resonances arereplaced by the isoelectronic ‘‘Ru–CO’’ unit [19]. In
observed, appearing as doublets of triplets or doublets ofcontrast to Ru (CO) (dppm) , in which the Ru–Ru–C3 6 3

doublets of doublets [d211.52 (ddd), d216.10 (ddd),angles are in a wide range between 79.2 and 100.28, the
d216.50 (dt), d216.51 (dt) and d216.79 ppm (ddd)].carbonyl ligands in 1 are found in more idealized axial
This behavior is due to the high fluxionality in thepositions, the metal–metal–C angles measure between
molecule, resulting in the formation of different isomers in83.1(2) and 95.6(2)8.
solution. If one considers either a movement of the ligand
envelope around the metal core or the movement of the

3.3. Synthesis and characterization of metal core in the ligand envelope, the existence of six
HRu Ir(CO) (PCy ) (3) isomers can be concluded, in which the hydride can2 6 3 3

occupy the following bridging positions with respect to
2When a methanol solution of [Ru Ir(CO) ] is treated the phosphine ligands: (a) Ru–Ru (cis,cis), (b) Ru–Ru3 13
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(cis,trans), (c) Ru–Ru (trans,trans), (d) Ru–Ir (cis,cis), (e)
Ru–Ir (cis,trans) and (f) Ru–Ir (trans,trans). The most
intensive signal in the spectrum at d216.10 ppm (ddd) can
be attributed to the isomer found in the crystal structure
(corresponding to configuration d). Otherwise the assign-
ment of the resonances to individual isomers is not
possible. Heating of a toluene-d solution of 3 to 1008C8

does not lead to a simplification of the spectrum.
31The P NMR spectrum shows six signals and is also

more complex as expected for three phosphine ligands in
the molecule. The resonances, which do not change even
by heating the toluene-d solution at 808C, appear at d8

51.86 (d), d 51.93 (d), d 71.16 (d), d 74.97 (s), d 82.02 (s)
and d 82.12 ppm (s). Taking into account the coupling
pattern, the signals at d 51.86, d 71.16 and d 74.97 ppm

Fig. 3. Molecular structure of HRu Ir(CO) (PCy ) (3) (50% probabilityare attributed to the main isomer (structure d). This 2 6 3 3

ellipsoids, cyclohexyl hydrogens are omitted for clarity), M(1) corre-interpretation is supported by the results of irradiation
sponds to an atom occupation of Ru Ir , M(2) and M(3) of Ru Ir .0.5 0.5 0.75 0.25experiments: By irradiation with the frequencies of these

three signals, either the doublet or the triplet coupling of
1the corresponding hydride signal in the H NMR spectrum crystallographic Fourier synthesis the same amount of

disappears. A further assignment of the signals to other electron density was found for all three metal positions.
isomers is not possible. The spectroscopic data are summa- Refinement of the occupancy factors for each metal
rized in Table 2. position gives for M(1) a ratio of Ru Ir and for M(2)0.5 0.5

and M(3) a ratio of Ru Ir giving a ruthenium–0.75 0.25

3.4. Molecular structure of HRu Ir(CO) (PCy ) (3) iridium ratio of 2:1 (Ru Ir). A similar observation has been2 6 3 3 2

made for metal positions in H –Ru Ir(CO) (PPh )42x 42x 10 3 2

Suitable crystals of 3 were grown by slow diffusion of [6] or in HRuCo Rh (CO) (PPh ) [20]. Each metal1.75 1.25 10 3 2

methanol into a CH Cl solution of the cluster. Selected is coordinated to one PCy ligand; the phosphine at M(3)2 2 3

bond lengths and angles are summarized in Table 4, the lies above the M plane, whereas the phosphine groups at3

structure is depicted in Fig. 3. M(1) and M(2) are bent downwards, being in line with
The molecular structure of 3 comprises an almost findings for H Ru (CO) (PCy ) [11]. Each metal carries2 3 6 3 3

equilateral triangle of the M core with metal–metal one terminal carbonyl group opposite of the PCy ligand3 3
˚distances of an average value of only 2.69 A, being in line and is bridged with their neighbouring metals by one CO

with the high electron-deficiency (44e) in 3. In the ligand. The hydride ligand is found to bridge the M(1)–
M(2) edge.

Table 4 Because of the metal disorder in the Ru Ir core of 3,2
a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for 3 observed in the crystal structure analysis, four coordination

possibilities for the three phosphine ligands must beM(1)–M(2) 2.6960(8) M(1)–C(2) 2.17(1)
M(1)–M(3) 2.7028(8) M(1)–C(6) 2.16(1) considered: coordinated to Ir cis with respect to the
M(2)–M(3) 2.6884(9) M(2)–C(2) 2.10(1) hydride ligand, coordinated to Ir trans with respect to the
M(1)–P(1) 2.343(2) M(2)–C(3) 1.80(1) hydride ligand, coordinated to Ru cis with respect to the
M(2)–P(2) 2.336(2) M(2)–C(4) 2.13(1)

hydride ligand or coordinated to Ru trans with respect toM(3)–P(3) 2.329(2) M(3)–C(4) 2.12(1)
the hydride.M(1)–H(1) 1.3702(1) M(3)–C(5) 1.82(1)

M(2)–H(1) 1.7181(1) M(3)–C(6) 2.11(1)
M(1)–C(1) 1.76(1)

3.5. Synthesis and characterization of
M(2)–M(1)–M(3) 59.73(2) M(1)–C(1)–O(1) 176.4(10)

H Os Ir (CO) (PCy ) (4) and H Os Ir(CO) (PCy )2 2 2 10 3 2 3 3 8 3 3M(1)–M(2)–M(3) 60.26(2) M(2)–C(2)–O(2) 140.7(9)
(5)M(1)–M(3)–M(2) 60.01(2) M(1)–C(2)–O(2) 139.0(9)

M(2)–M(1)–P(1) 137.04(6) M(2)–C(3)–O(3) 175.5(9)
2M(3)–M(1)–P(1) 129.11(7) M(2)–C(4)–O(4) 140.3(9) The thermal reaction of [Os Ir(CO) ] with five3 13

M(1)–M(2)–P(2) 135.60(6) M(3)–C(4)–O(4) 140.9(8) equivalents of PCy at 1208C is less selective; from the3M(3)–M(2)–P(2) 126.75(7) M(3)–C(5)–O(5) 171.8(9)
product mixture two compounds could be isolated byM(1)–M(3)–P(3) 124.19(6) M(1)–C(6)–O(6) 137.8(9)
thin-layer chromatography and characterized as the orangeM(2)–M(3)–P(3) 125.42(7) M(3)–C(6)–O(6) 143.5(8)

M(1)–H(1)–M(2) 121.201(9) cluster H Os Ir (CO) (PCy ) (4) and the dark-red clus-2 2 2 10 3 2
a ter H Os Ir(CO) (PCy ) (5). Whereas 4 is stable in theM(1) corresponding to an atom occupation Ru Ir ; M(2) and M(3) 3 3 8 3 30.5 0.5

corresponding to an atom occupation of Ru Ir . solid state as well as in solution, decomposition of 5 takes0.75 0.25
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place in solution (particularly in halogenated solvents)
which complicates the crystallization.

The IR spectra of 4 and 5 show only n absorptionsCO
1assigned to terminal carbonyl ligands. In the H NMR

spectrum 4 gives rise to two hydride resonances at d2
220.62 ppm (d, J 58.3 Hz) and at d218.02 ppm (dd,PH

2 3J 510.2 Hz, J 51.6 Hz). A large multiplet centered atPH PH

d 1.70 ppm is attributed to the protons of the cyclohexyl
rings in PCy . The non-equivalence of the two PCy3 3

31ligands is also confirmed by the P NMR spectrum of 4
which exhibits two signals at d 0.65 ppm and d 22.92

1ppm. The H NMR spectrum of 5 exhibits in the hydride
2region three signals at d29.26 ppm (dd, J 59.3 Hz,PH

2 2J 57.7 Hz), d212.93 ppm (d, J 58.1 Hz) and d2PH PH
2 213.67 ppm (dd, J 58.7 Hz, J 57.0 Hz), indicatingPH PH

only P–H couplings. All the three phosphines are different, Fig. 5. Molecular structure of H Os Ir(CO) (PCy ) (5) (50% probabili-3 3 8 3 3

the signals for the two equatorial PCy ligands [d 28.59 ty ellipsoids, cyclohexyl hydrogens are omitted for clarity), the arrow ↑3
3 3 on the atom Os(1) indicates the supposed coordination site for H(3).ppm (d, J 516.0 Hz), d 65.69 ppm (d, J 516.0 Hz)]PP PP

appear as doublets due the coupling with each other. For
˚ ˚the axially bonded phosphine the resonance is observed at [2.8872(5) A], the Ir(1)–Os(2) bond [2.9817(7) A] and the

˚d 18.02 ppm (s). Ir(2)–Os(2) bond [2.9757(6) A] are found to be longer. In
the case of the latter two, the considerable lengthening is
explained by bridging hydrido ligands. One PCy ligand is3

3.6. Molecular structure of H Os Ir (CO) (PCy ) (4) coordinated in an equatorial position to Os(1), the phos-2 2 2 10 3 2

phorus atom lying in the Ir(2)–Os(2)–Os(1) plane as well
Suitable crystals were obtained by slow diffusion of as almost in the Ir(2)–Ir(1)–Os(1) plane, the dihedral

methanol into a CH Cl solution of 4. An ORTEP plot of angles being 2179.47(5)8 and 174.79(5)8, respectively.2 2

4 is shown in Fig. 5, selected bond lengths and angles are The second PCy ligand is bonded to the apical osmium3

given in Table 5. The Os Ir core of 4 defines a distorted atom. The phosphine-substituted osmium atoms carry two2 2

tetrahedron in which the two Ir and one Os atom form the terminal CO groups, the two iridium atoms both carry
basal triangle, the second Os atom occupies the apical three terminal carbonyl ligands.
position. The metal–metal distances are very different. Cluster 4 is saturated with an electron-count of 60e. To

˚Whereas the Ir(1)–Ir(2) distance [2.7982(5) A], the Ir(2)– our knowledge, H Os Ir (CO) (PCy ) is the first exam-2 2 2 10 3 2
˚Os(1) distance [2.7934(5) A] and the Os(1)–Os(2) dis- ple for a Os Ir mixed-metal cluster. The only isoelec-2 2

˚tance [2.8289(6) A] are similar, the Ir(1)–Os(1) bond tronic cluster of the same type is H Ru Ir (CO) (PPh )2 2 2 10 3 2

which crystallizes together with H Ru Ir(CO) (PPh ) ,3 3 10 3 2

but in which the phosphine ligands are coordinated to the
iridium atoms [6]. The tetranuclear cluster
H Os Pt (CO) (PPh ) also has a different structure: with2 2 2 8 3 2

an electron-count of 58e the four metal atoms form a
butterfly framework [21].

3.7. Molecular structure of H Os Ir(CO) (PCy ) (5)3 3 8 3 3

Suitable crystals were obtained by diffusion of methanol
into a CH Cl solution of 5. An ORTEP plot of 5 is2 2

depicted in Fig. 5, selected bond lengths and angles are
summarized in Table 6. The Os Ir core in 5 defines a3

strongly distorted tetrahedron with a basal Os Ir triangle in2

which the hydride-bridged edges Os(1)–Os(2) [2.8760(8)
˚ ˚A] and Os(2)–Os(3) [3.0295(8) A] are significantly longer

˚than usual. The third Os–Os bond [2.8165(6) A] as well as
the Ir–Os bonds are all different [Ir(1)–Os(1): 2.7600(6)
˚ ˚A, Ir(1)–Os(2): 2.8175(7) A and Ir(1)–Os(3): 2.7732(6)Fig. 4. Molecular structure of H Os Ir (CO) (PCy ) (4) (50% prob-2 2 2 10 3 2
˚ability ellipsoids, cyclohexyl hydrogens are omitted for clarity). A]. Two of the PCy ligands are coordinated in an3
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Table 5
˚Selected bond lengths [A], bond angles [8] and torsion angles [8] for 4

Ir(1)–Ir(2) 2.7982(5) Os(1)–P(1) 2.398(2)
Ir(1)–Os(1) 2.8872(5) Os(1)–Os(2) 2.8289(6)
Ir(1)–Os(2) 2.9817(7) Os(2)–P(2) 2.394(2)
Ir(1)–H(2) 1.6959(3) P(1)–C(11) 1.866(7)
Os(2)–H(2) 1.6798(3) P(1)–C(17) 1.868(7)
Ir(2)–H(1) 1.5976(3) P(1)–C(23) 1.884(8)
Os(2)–H(1) 1.8076(2) P(2)–C(41) 1.851(8)
Ir(2)–Os(1) 2.7934(5) P(2)–C(29) 1.867(7)
Ir(2)–Os(2) 2.9757(6) P(2)–C(35) 1.877(7)

Ir(2)–Ir(1)–Os(1) 58.83(1) Ir(2)–Os(1)–Os(2) 63.91(1)
Ir(2)–Ir(1)–Os(2) 61.88(2) P(1)–Os(1)–Ir(1) 118.96(5)
Os(1)–Ir(1)–Os(2) 57.61(2) Ir(2)–Os(1)–Ir(1) 58.99(1)
Ir(1)–H(2)–Os(2) 124.08(2) Os(2)–Os(1)–Ir(1) 62.87(2)
Ir(2)–H(1)–Os(2) 121.70(2) P(2)–Os(2)–Os(1) 168.26(4)
Os(1)–Ir(2)–Ir(1) 62.17(1) P(2)–Os(2)–Ir(2) 110.96(5)
Os(1)–Ir(2)–Os(2) 58.63(1) Os(1)–Os(2)–Ir(2) 57.46(1)
Ir(1)–Ir(2)–Os(2) 62.09(2) P(2)–Os(2)–Ir(1) 113.62(5)
P(1)–Os(1)–Ir(2) 175.05(5) Os(1)–Os(2)–Ir(1) 59.52(1)
P(1)–Os(1)–Os(2) 111.16(5) Ir(2)–Os(2)–Ir(1) 56.03(1)

Ir(2)–Ir(1)–Os(1)–P(1) 174.79(5) Ir(2)–Os(2)–Os(1)–P(1) 2179.47(5)

equatorial fashion on the Os atoms in the basal triangle, occupying almost symmetrically bridging positions over
whereas the third one is bonded to the apical Os atom. It is the Os(1)–Os(2) and the Os(2)–Os(3) edges, respectively,

˚noteworthy that the Os(3)–P(7) bond measures only the Os–H distances having an average value of 1.87 A.
˚2.329(2) A, in contrast to the other two Os–P distances The third hydride H(3) could not be found but should

˚ ˚[Os(2)–P(6): 2.396(3) A and Os(3)–P(5): 2.400(2) A]. occupy the free coordination site of Os(1), which carries
1This can be due to the different CO ligand coordination on only one CO ligand, being also in accordance with the H

the osmium atoms. Whereas the atoms Os(2) and Os(3) NMR spectrum. Normally the hydride ligands in Os
carry two terminal carbonyl ligands only one CO group is clusters prefer to be in bridging positions, but in some
bonded to Os(1). The three remaining CO ligands are cases terminal hydrides have also been observed, i.e. in
coordinated to the Ir atom. Two of the three hydrides, H(1) H(m –H)Os (CO) L (L5PEt , HPEt , HPPh , H PPh)2 3 10 3 2 2 2

and H(2) have been localized in the crystal structure, [22] or H Os Pt (CO) (m -C H )(C H ) [23].2 6 2 16 2 8 10 8 12

Table 6
˚Selected bond lengths [A], bond angles [8] and torsion angles [8] for 5

Ir(1)–Os(1) 2.7600(6) Os(2)–H(2) 1.8578(3)
Ir(1)–Os(2) 2.8175(7) Os(2)–H(1) 1.8766(2)
Ir(1)–Os(3) 2.7732(6) Os(3)–H(1) 1.9297(3)
Os(1)–Os(2) 2.8760(8) Os(1)–P(7) 2.329(2)
Os(1)–Os(3) 2.8165(6) Os(2)–P(6) 2.396(3)
Os(2)–Os(3) 3.0295(8) Os(3)–P(5) 2.400(2)
Os(1)–H(2) 1.8578(3)

Os(1)–Ir(1)–Os(2) 62.07(2) Os(1)–Os(3)–Os(2) 58.80(2)
Os(1)–Ir(1)–Os(3) 61.20(2) Ir(1)–Os(1)–P(7) 136.38(6)
Os(2)–Ir(1)–Os(3) 65.62(2) Os(2)–Os(1)–P(7) 119.89(8)
Ir(1)–Os(1)–Os(2) 59.95(2) Os(3)–Os(1)–P(7) 163.97(6)
Ir(1)–Os(1)–Os(3) 59.64(1) Ir(1)–Os(2)–P(6) 173.83(7)
Os(2)–Os(1)–Os(3) 64.30(2) Os(1)–Os(2)–P(6) 121.60(7)
Ir(1)–Os(2)–Os(1) 57.98(2) Os(3)–Os(2)–P(6) 117.66(7)
Ir(1)–Os(2)–Os(3) 56.49(2) Ir(1)–Os(3)–P(5) 124.77(6)
Os(1)–Os(2)–Os(3) 56.90(2) Os(1)–Os(3)–P(5) 174.25(6)
Ir(1)–Os(3)–Os(1) 59.17(2) Os(2)–Os(3)–P(5) 118.69(7)
Ir(1)–Os(3)–Os(2) 57.90(2)

Os(3)–Ir(1)–Os(1)–P(7) 2179.16(1) Ir(1)–Os(3)–Os(2)–P(6) 177.73(7)
Ir(1)–Os(3)–Os(1)–P(7) 177.9(3) Os(1)–Ir(1)–Os(3)–P(5) 175.01(8)
Ir(1)–Os(1)–Os(2)–P(6) 172.75(8) Os(1)–Os(2)–Os(3)–P(3) 174.02(6)
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Table 4
NMR data for Mes PbBr and Mes PbBr (Mes52,4,6-(CH ) C H )3 2 2 3 3 6 2

Mes PbBr Mes PbBr3 2 2

d (CDCl ) [ppm], J [Hz]3

1H
CH, 2H 6.98 7.04
4J 49.0 81.3H–Pb

2,6-CH , 6H 2.42 2.623
4J 10.1 14.3H–Pb

4-CH , 3H 2.27 2.303
6J 5.3 7.2H–Pb
13 1Ch Hj
C-1 (Ar) 160.8 161.7
1J 481.1 647.7C–Pb

C-2 (Ar) 143.5 142.0
2J 78.9 109.0C–Pb

C-4 (Ar) 139.2 141.1
4J 19.2 27.5C–Pb

C-3 (Ar) 129.9 130.9
3J 83.0 128.2C–Pb

2,6-CH 25.5 24.03
3J 71.1 96.0C–Pb

4-CH 21.0 21.03
5J 12.5 19.2C–Pb

207 1Pbh Hj
Pb 297 2149
1J 481 650Pb–C
nJ |80 (n52, 3) Not resolvedC–Pb
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1. Introduction formed by the 3d transition metals, so that high co-
ordination numbers are frequently met with in its chemis-

This article aims to record developments in the chemis- try; although early structures to be reported like
try of scandium since the last major review [1] which was ScCl (thf) [8] and Sc(acac) [9] tended to give the3 3 3

concerned solely with its co-ordination chemistry. The impression that a co-ordination number of six was the
1994 review of Schaverien covered scandium within its norm, examples between three and nine exist.
purview of detailing progress in rare earth organometallic
chemistry since Evans’ review in 1984; since accounts of
organoscandium chemistry tend to be included within the 2. Complexes
4f context [2–7], highlights of the organometallic chemis-
try are discussed here and the final section of this report 2.1. Salts and the aqua ion
discusses the burgeoning use of scandium compounds in
organic synthesis. A recent synthesis [10] of Sc(ClO ) from hydrated4 3

Although not a rare element, scandium is expensive to scandium chloride proceeds via an orange adduct
study because its even distribution in the earth means that [Sc(ClO ) . 0.25 Cl O ] that loses the Cl O in vacuo at4 3 2 6 2 6

there are no rich ores. Another factor that has tended to 958C.
restrict its study is that in its inorganic chemistry scandium Cl O2 6 958C

ScCl .3.7 H O → Sc(ClO ) .0.25Cl O → Sc(ClO )exhibits exclusively the 13 oxidation state, so that it is not 3 2 4 3 2 6 4 3
2Cl O2158C 2 6classed as a transition metal and is not amenable to study

by most of the usual spectroscopic tools of the co-ordina- Infrared and Raman spectra are similar to those of gallium
tion chemist. The chemistry of scandium does, however, perchlorate and are interpreted in terms of the presence of

31exhibit distinct possibilities. The ionic radius of Sc is, at bridging bidentate perchlorates.
31˚0.745 A (for 6-co-ordination) larger than any of M ions Grey anhydrous scandium triflate, [Sc(O SCF ) ]3 3 3
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trans-[Sc(OH ) (pic) ](pic)(HPic).8.2 H O (Hpic52 4 2 2

HOC H (NO ) -2,4,6), (Sc–OH 2.100(9)–2.121 (8);6 2 2 3 2
˚Sc–O 2.019 (8), 2.046 (8) A). Reaction of scandium

hydroxide with p-toluene sulphonic acid leads to the
isolation of hydrated scandium tosylate, Sc(SO C H CH -3 6 4 3

4) . 6 H O; this has cis- co-ordinated tosylate ligands in a3 2

cation having the structure cis-[Sc(OH ) (SO C H CH -2 4 3 6 4 3
1Fig. 1. ˚4) ] (Sc–OH 2.117 A (av),; Sc–O 2.021 (4), 2.067 (4)2 2

Å); in contrast, the later lanthanides form square antipris-
(triflate5trifluoromethane sulphonate), has been obtained matic [Ln(OH ) (SO C H CH -4) ] (Ln5Sm, Gd, Ho,2 6 3 6 4 3 2

[11] by dehydration of the hydrate at 190–2008C; in this Er, Yb, Y) cations [17].
paper, the hydrated salt was itself obtained from the An important development has been the discovery of
reaction of hydrated scandium chloride and dilute triflic di-m-hydroxy bridged species [18]. Attempted synthesis of
acid (another route is described below) . [Sc(O CCF ) ], scandium benzene sulphonate from ScCl and sodium3 3 3 3

in which triflate is believed to act as a bidentate ligand benzene sulphonate led to the isolation of the dimer
(similar to perchlorate in Sc(ClO ) ), is not isomorphous [(H O) Sc(m-OH) Sc(H O) ] (C H SO ) . 4H O. This4 3 2 5 2 2 5 6 5 3 4 2

with the lanthanide analogues. contains seven co-ordinate scandium with an approximate-
A number of hydrated scandium salts of uncertain ly pentagonal bipyramidal co-ordination geometry (Fig. 1).

˚structure have been established for many years [12–14]; The axial Sc–OH bonds average 2.146 A, the equatori-2
˚examples of these include the very hygroscopic al Sc–OH bonds 2.227 A, whilst the Sc–OH bridge2

˚Sc(NO ) .nH O (n52, 3, 4), Sc(ClO ) .nH O (n56, 7) distances of 2.072 A appear rather short compared to the3 3 2 4 3 2
˚and Sc(BrO ) .3H O. However, the encapsulation of terminal Sc–O distances of 2.111–2.125 A in the3 3 2

32[Sc(NO ) (H O) ] and [Sc(NO ) (H O) ] molecules, [Sc(OH) ] ion [19] and certainly do not give any3 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 6

containing eight and nine-co-ordinate scandium respective- evidence for crowding of the co-ordination sphere. Crys-
ly, with crown ethers, should be noted (see Section 2.3). tallisation of hydrated scandium chloride from n- and

Very recently, the hydrated triflate Sc(O CCF ) .9H O iso-propanol gives a substance of similar stoichiometry3 3 3 2

was synthesised by refluxing scandium oxide with triflic [(H O) Sc(m-OH) Sc(H O) ] Cl .4H O. Scandium bro-2 5 2 2 5 4 2

acid [15]. It is isomorphous with the hydrated lanthanide mide behaves similarly [20,21]. The co-ordination geome-
triflates, containing tricapped trigonal prismatic scandium try here has been described as approximating to a mono-

31in the [Sc(H O) ] ions, with Sc–O (vertices)52.171(9) capped trigonal prism, but the average Sc–OH and Sc–2 9 2
˚ ˚A, Sc–O (face capped) 2.47 (2) A. The fact that this OH bond lengths are similar in all three of these dimers
structure is observed for all M(O CCF ) . 9H O (M5Sc, Table 1.3 3 3 2

Y, La–Lu), irrespective of ionic radius, reflects the role of Bond lengths in dimeric complex ions [(H O) Sc(m-2 5
˚hydrogen-bonding between the co-ordinated water mole- OH) Sc(H O) ] X (in A). A further example of a seven2 2 5 4

cules and the triflate groups in stabilising the structure. co-ordinate di-m-hydroxy bridged complex is provided
Apart from the rather high co-ordination number of nine [22] by [(H O)(picolinate) Sc(m-OH) Sc(picolinate)2 2 2 2

(the maximum yet observed for scandium), hydrated (H O)].2

scandium triflate is also relatively unusual in featuring only A different kind of hydroxy complex was obtained [23]
water molecules in the co-ordination sphere of scandium. from the reaction of scandium chloride with 3 moles of
Other hydrated salts contain less than nine water molecules sodium m-nitrobenzene sulphonate. Its formula
bound to Sc and generally involve additional co-ordination Sc(OH)(O SC H NO -3) (H O) conceals the complexity3 6 4 2 2 2

of an anionic ligand. Thus the reaction of Sc(OH) with of its structure; based on an infinite chain, it does not3

picric acid (Hpic) results in the isolation of hydrated feature hydroxy bridges but instead bidentate bridging
scandium picrate [16] (as a 1:1 adduct with picric acid), sulphonates and terminal hydroxides. Its structure shows
where the scandium is part of a six-co-ordinate cation, each scandium to have an octahedral environment with

Table 1
41˚Bond lengths (A) in salts of the [(H O) Sc(m-OH) Sc(H O) ] ion2 5 2 2 5

Sulphonate Chloride Bromide

Sc–OH 2.17532; 2.18932; 2.208 2.17032; 2.17432; 2.2072

Sc–OH (axial) 2.138; 2.143; 2.152; 2.1522

Sc–OH (equat.) 2.196; 2.200; 2.228; 2.2302

2.249; 2.256
Sc–OH 2.069; 2.071; 2.072; 2.076 2.066; 2.068 2.047; 2.076
Average Sc–OH 2.195 2.187 2.1792

Average Sc–OH 2.072 2.067 2.061
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31 31bonds to two terminal and four bridging oxygens. Both the glasses of Sc (aq) and Al (aq) display significant differ-
OH groups are believed to be attached to the same ences in both the number and polarisation of bands. For

31scandium, likewise the two water molecules. For one example, glasses of [Al(OH ) ] show three bands (one2 6
˚scandium, the average Sc–O bond length is 2.077 A, polarised) in the region expected for metal–ligand stretch-

31essentially ‘normal’ Sc–O distances; for the second scan- ing vibrations, whilst glasses of Sc (aq) show four bands
˚dium the average Sc–O bond length is 2.412 A; the (two polarised) in the corresponding region (450 (p), 410,

31 21 31authors’ explanation for this disparity is that the latter Sc 375 and 310 (p) cm ). An octahedral [Sc(OH ) ] ion2 6

ion is essentially ‘trapped’ in a cage formed by six would be expected to have only three Raman-active metal–
negatively charged oxygens. ligand vibrations. Glasses of Sc(ClO ) yield similar4 3

In contrast to these hydrated salts, the anhydrous results, indicating that anion co-ordination is not respon-
scandium carboxylates Sc(OCOR) (R5H, CH ) have sible. X-ray diffraction data for scandium perchlorate3 3

˚long been known to have polymeric structures with six-co- solutions indicate [29,30] a Sc–O distance of 2.180(7) A
ordinate scandium [24]. Scandium propynoate (R is with a co-ordination number of 7.4(4); the XAFS data
C≡CH) crystallises anhydrous from aqueous solution [25] from scandium triflate solutions also indicate a Sc–O

˚and has an infinite three-dimensional structure, again with distance of 2.18(2) A. No co-ordination number could be
˚six-co-ordinate scandium (Sc–O 2.081–2.091 (2) A). On unambiguously obtained from the XAFS measurements,

g-irradiation, it changes from colourless to orange in though the data were not consonant with a tricapped
colour, a change accompanied by a gradual disappearance trigonal prismatic nine co-ordinate structure. This Sc–O

˚of the n(C≡C) stretching mode in the IR spectrum, distance, some 0.1 A longer than that found for six co-
indicating conversion to a poly(propynoate). ordination, fits well with the Sc–water distances found in

seven co-ordinate species (Table 2).
The Sc–OH distances in crown ether complexes of2

2.1.1. The aqua ion scandium nitrate look a little short in comparison with
It is remarkable that there has for many years been no other aqua complexes, possibly because the small ‘bite

concrete evidence for the co-ordination number of scan- angle’ of nitrate allows closer approach.
dium in aqueous solution. It has been generally assumed

31that the species present is [Sc(OH ) ] , possibly by2 6 2.1.2. Hydroxides31analogy with [M(OH ) ] (M5Ti–Co), neglecting the2 6 Scandium hydroxide is well known to be amphoteric31 ˚point that since Sc has an ionic radius (0.745 A [26])
[31], several salts such as Na [Sc(OH) ] .4H O and M31 3 6 2 3˚intermediate between that of Ti (0.670 A) and the
[Sc(OH) ] (M5Ca, Ba) having been crystallised from31 31 6 2˚ ˚lanthanides (La 51.032 A; Lu 50.861 A) which form

9aqueous solution. More recently, M [Sc(OH) ] (M95K,31 31 3 6[Ln(OH ) ] for the early lanthanides and [Ln(OH ) ]2 9 2 8 Rb) have been isolated from the reaction of scandium
for the later ones, a co-ordination number intermediate

nitrate with amide and nitrate ions in supercritical am-
between six and nine would be expected purely on steric

monia [19]: X-ray diffraction studies confirm the presence
considerations, and it is now appreciated that a co-ordina- 32 ˚of octahedral [Sc(OH) ] ions. Sc–O is 2.111 (9) A in6tion number.6 is more likely [27,28]. The lack of ˚Rb [Sc(OH) ] and 2.120 (4)–2.125 (4) A in K3 6 3evidence is in part due to the facile complexation of

[Sc(OH) ].6scandium by many anions, including halide and nitrate
[28].

An important study by Japanese workers [29] combined 2.2. Complexes of other O-donor ligands
Raman spectroscopy with solution X-ray diffraction mea-
surements. Raman spectra of acidic (pH ,2) solutions and Scandium readily complexes with a wide range of polar

Table 2
Sc–OH distance and co-ordination number2

˚Compound Average Sc–O (A) Coord. number Reference
31Sc (aq) 2.18 [33]

[Sc(OH ) ] (CF SO ) 2.271 9 [15]2 9 3 3 3
41[(H O) Sc(m-OH) Sc(OH ) ]2 5 2 2 5

Benzene sulphonate 2.194 7 [18]
Chloride 2.187 7 [20,21]
Bromide 2.179 7 [20,21]

1[Sc(OH ) (picrate) ] 2.109 6 [16]2 4 2
1[Sc(OH ) (tosylate) ] 2.117 6 [17]2 4 2

[Sc(OH )(picolinate) (OH)] 2.175 7 [22]2 2 2

[Sc(NO ) (H O) ] 18-crown-6 2.215 9 [51–53]3 3 2 3

[ScCl (H O) ] [H L].3H O 2.122 6 [59]3 2 3 2 2
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O-donors, but there is still a relative paucity of structural complexes described above is uncertain, but it is known
information. that both mono- and bidentate co-ordination are possible.

The structures of mer-Sc(thf) Cl [8] and mer- The compound Sc(NO ) .N O is a long-established3 3 3 3 2 4
1 22Sc(H O) Cl [59] have recently been complemented by example of this [41]; it is in fact (NO ) [Sc(NO ) ] ,2 3 3 2 3 5

Sc(thf) (H O)Cl , synthesised by reaction of the stoichio- with one monodentate and four bidentate nitrates giving2 2 3

metric amount of water with Sc(thf) Cl .The structure nine-co-ordinate scandium. It has recently been shown,3 3

(Fig. 2) shows [32] that the meridional framework is however, that in Rb [Sc(NO ) ] there are three bidentate2 3 5

retained; the Sc–Cl distance trans to water is shorter and two monodentate nitrates [42], resulting in eight co-
˚(Sc–Cl 2.399 A) than the mutually trans Sc–Cl distances ordination for scandium. The influence of the counter-ion

˚(2.477(3) and 2.478(3) A). It has not yet proved possible here is similar to that found in (NO) [Y(NO ) ] (10-2 3 5

to isolate the ‘missing’ member of the series, co-ordinate) [41] and Rb [Y(NO ) ] (8- co-ordinate) [43].2 3 5

[Sc(thf)(H O) Cl ]. In contrast to the lanthanides, which Scandium alkoxides represent a class of compound as2 2 3

form tetrahydro-2-pyrimidone (pu) complexes [Ln yet with poorly characterised structures. Attempted syn-
ipu ](OT ) , with square antiprismatic eight co-ordination, thesis of the isopropoxide Sc(OPr ) results in the pro-8 f 3 3

iscandium yields [Sc pu ](OT ) , which unexpectedly has duction of a pentanuclear compound [Sc O(OPr ) ],6 f 3 5 13

trigonal antiprismatic co-ordination of scandium, possibly similar to those formed by yttrium, ytterbium and indium
i ipartly induced by side-on interactions between pairs of pu [44]. It has the structure [Sc (m -O)(m -OPr ) (m -OPr )5 5 3 4 2 4

iligands [33]. (OPr ) ].5

Complexes with various N-oxides ScL (CF SO )6 3 3 3

(L5pyridine N-oxide, 2-picoline N-oxide, 3-picoline N-
2.2.1. Diketonatesoxide, 4-picoline N-oxide,) and ScL (H O) (CF SO )5 2 3 3 3

Since the determination [9] of the structure of tris(ac-have been synthesised, all presumably containing octahed-
˚etylacetonato)scandium (Sc–O 2.061–2.082 A, averagerally co-ordinated scandium [34]. Reaction of anhydrous

˚Sc–O 2.070(9) A), several other diketonates have beenscandium triflate with hmpa (hmpa5hexa-
examined, though not in detail. mer-[Sc(CF COCH-methylphosphoramide, O5P(NMe ) ) gives Sc(hmpa) 32 3 4

1 COCH ) ] is isostructural with the aluminium, gallium,(CF SO ) , which contains trans-[Sc(hmpa) (CF SO ) ] 3 33 3 3 4 3 3 2

rhodium and iridium analogues, as well as those of the 3dions, similar compounds being formed by most lanthanides
metals V–Co [45], whilst the dipivaloylmethanide(Ce–Lu) [35]. Though Sc–O bond lengths have not been
[Sc(Me COCHCOMe ) ] is isostructural with the iron andpublished, it was reported that the P–O bond length is 3 3 3

indium analogues [46].relatively long compared to those in most of the lanthanide
Acetylpyrazolones also act as chelating ligands. In acompounds, a possible reflection of the strength of the

comparative study of the co-ordinating ability of the ligandSc–O bond. Six and seven co-ordination is found in the
HPMTFP (1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-trifluoroacetyl-pyrazolone-scandium picrate complex of trans-1,4-dithiane-1,4-diox-
5), it was found that scandium formed a seven co-ordinateide(TDHD), [Sc (pic) (TDHD) (OH) (H O) ] (pic) -6 6 3 10 2 2 2

adduct [Sc(PMTFP) (OPPh )] whilst neodymium forms(H O) which has hexameric clusters of scandium ions, 3 32 10

the eight co-ordinate [Nd(PMTFP) (OPPh ) ] [47] (Thejoined by TDHD bridges [36]. Four of the scandiums are 3 3 2
˚six co-ordinate, two are seven co-ordinate. Complexes with Sc–OP distance quoted in the paper (1.198 A) appears to

naphthyridine N-oxide (napyo) have been synthe- be in error; other Sc–O distances are in the range 2.12–
˚sised [37,38]. Those reported are Sc(napyo) - 2.27 A.)2

(NO ) , Sc(napyo) (ClO ) , Sc(napyo) (NCS) , and The structure of the scandium–EDTA complex does not3 3 4 4 3 4 3

Sc(napyo) Cl ; these are respectively 1:1, 1:3, 1:3 and appear to have been reported, but a seven or eight co-3 3
2non-electrolytes in solution. The chloride is thus pre- ordinate species [Sc(EDTA)(OH )] or [Sc(EDTA)2

2sumably six-co-ordinate, but no diffraction data are re- (OH ) ] are likely. The structure of MnSc(DTPA).4H O2 2 2
52ported. 1,10-Phenanthroline N-oxide complexes features octadentate DTPA (DTPA 5diethylene-

Sc(phenNO) (NCS) , and Sc(phenNO) Cl , with pre- triaminepentaacetate) occupying the co-ordination sphere4 3 3 3

sumably similar structures, have also been made [39,40]. of scandium with no co-ordinated water molecules [48], in
The co-ordination of the nitrate group in those nitrate contradistinction to the MRI contrast agent

22[Gd(DTPA)(H O)] ; the eight-co-ordinate scandium is2
˚bound to five oxygens (Sc–O 2.116 (3)–2.197 (3) A) and

˚three nitrogens (Sc–N 2.377 (3) –2.489 (3) A).

2.3. Crown ether complexes

Scandium complexes of these ligands have been known
Fig. 2. for some 20 years [49], such as Sc(NCS) (dibenzo-18-3
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crown-6).3thf and ScCl (dibenzo-18-crown-6).1.5MeCN3

but it is only recently that systematic synthetic study has
been extended and crystallographic study made.

As with the lanthanides, two types of complex have
been obtained; in some ‘inner sphere’ complexes, scan-
dium is bound directly to the crown ether, whilst in a
second class, a crown ether is present in the second
co-ordination sphere of the scandium, hydrogen-bonded to
a scandium aqua-complex. Studies of lanthanide nitrate
complexes of 18-crown-6 [50] show that the crown ether

31ligand tends to fold around the Ln ion and that as the Fig. 3.
size of the lanthanide ion decreases, torsion angle strain on
the crown ether increases, so that for the later lanthanides below). In the presence of CuCl , the ‘threaded’ complex2

1 22(Eu, Gd, Tb–Lu, Y) only second sphere complexes h[ScCl (15-crown-5)] j [CuCl ] is obtained. The cation2 2 4

[Ln(NO ) (H O) ].18-crown-6 are possible. As the scan- (Fig. 3) has pentagonal bipyramidal seven co-ordination of3 3 2 3

dium ion is even smaller than the later lanthanides, it is not scandium; five oxygens form an approximately planar
surprising that it imitates them in forming such com- equatorial belt with a near linear (176.4– 179.8 8) Cl–Sc–
pounds. It is possible that scandium nitrate might complex Cl unit threaded through the crown ether ring roughly at
directly with a small crown like 12-crown-4, but this does right angles to the O plane, with Sc–O distances falling5

˚not seem to have been explored. into a narrow range of 2.09–2.15 A (Table 3).
Both 8- and 9- co-ordinate [Sc(NO ) (H O) ] and Independently a detailed systematic study has explored3 3 2 2

[Sc(NO ) (H O) ] molecules have been encapsulated by the reaction of SbCl as a chloride ion extractor with3 3 2 3 5

crown ethers, and several structures have been reported acetonitrile solutions of ScCl (thf) , thus generating a3 3
1[51–58].The Sc–O bonds lengths in the 9-co-ordinate solvated [ScCl ] unit, followed by addition of the crown2

[Sc(NO ) (H O) ] complex with 18-crown-6 span a wider ether, which replaces the nitrile ligands. Thus:3 3 2 3

range than in the [Sc(NO ) (H O) ] complexes, suggest-3 3 2 2
MeCNing that there is some steric congestion here. In the ScCl 1 SbCl →3 5

[Sc(NO ) (H O) ] complex, Sc–O(water) distances are3 3 2 3 L1 2 1 2˚2.120(6), 2.221(6) and 2.303(15) A, whilst the Sc–O(nit- [ScCl (MeCN) ] SbCl → [ScCl L] SbCl2 4 6 2 6

rate) distances of 2.227 (6), 2.240 (17), 2.243 (5), 2.342
The first complex to be made by this route [62] was(7), 2.348 (16) and 2.366 (7) show similar trends (compare

1 2[ScCl (18-crown-6)] [SbCl ] . The crystal structurewith data for the other compounds in Table 3). 2 6

shows that again scandium enjoys pentagonal bipyramidalA different type of hydrogen-bonded aqua species has
˚co-ordination (Sc–O 2.190–2.229 A) with one oxygen inbeen isolated [59] encapsulated in a cryptand ligand, [H L]2

the crown ether ring uncoordinated to the metal. Furthermer-ScCl (H O) .3 H O (L5cryptand-2,2,2); the scan-3 2 3 2

studies have led to the isolation of relateddium complex, rather similar to mer-ScCl (thf) , has Sc–3 3
1 2˚ [ScCl (crown)] [SbCl ] systems (crown515-crown-5O 2.078 (10), 2.132 (9) and 2.155 (9) A with Sc–Cl 2.413 2 6

˚ [63], benzo-15-crown-5 [63], and dibenzo-18-crown-6(6), 2.419 (4) and 2.419 (5) A.
[64]). All are believed to have a pentagonal bipyramidalDirect scandium-crown ether complexation could give
co-ordination geometry, confirmed crystallographically forrise to extra-cavity complexes, in which the co-ordinated
the benzo-15-crown-5 compound.scandium lies outside the ligand cavity, in a kind of

The cavity in the tetradentate 12-crown-4 ring is toohalf-sandwich structure, alternatively to intra-cavity com-
1˚plexes, where scandium fits into the cavity within the small (1.8 A diameter) for a [ScCl ] ion, so an ‘extra-2

crown ether ring. To date, the latter are more common. cavity’ (half-sandwich) structure (Fig. 4) is likely, though
Reaction of ScCl (MeCN) with 15-crown-5 affords a no diffraction data are available, for [ScCl (12-crown-3 3 2

1 21:1 complex [60,61], which in the absence of structural 4)(MeCN)] SbCl . The co-ordination of a MeCN ligand6

information could have a ‘half-sandwich’ molecular struc- reflects the preference of scandium for seven co-ordination
1 2ture, or be of the type [ScCl (15-crown-5)] Cl (see in these systems [63] Table 4.2

Table 3
˚Bond ranges (in A) in outer-sphere complexes of scandium nitrate with crown ethers

Sc–OH Sc–O(N) Ref.2

[Sc(NO ) (H O) ].18-crown-6 2.120(6) –2.303 (15) 2.227 (6)–2.366 (7) [51–53]3 3 2 3

[Sc(NO ) (H O) ].15-crown-5 2.120 –2.143 2.195–2.245 [54–56]3 3 2 2

[Sc(NO ) (H O) ].benzo-15-crown-5 2.123(3) –2.143 (3) 2.158 (3)–2.248 (3) [57,58]3 3 2 2
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15-crown-5 or benzo-15-crown-5, can occupy five equa-
torial sites round scandium with little ring distortion and
concomitant strain, this is not possible for the larger ethers
with 8 or 10 oxygens in the ring. It should also be noted
that whilst the dibenzo-30-crown-10 ligand has a large
enough cavity to accommodate two scandium ions, it does
not do so. The scandium–water distances in these com-
pounds are intermediate in length between those found in
the six and seven co-ordinate aqua complexes, probably
because the macrocyclic ligands have the flexibility to

Fig. 4.
ensure a small ‘bite’ for each donor atom.

Use of excess SbCl permits the extraction of further5

chlorides from the crown ether complexes [64]. Thus
Larger oxacrown rings have more donor atoms and are reaction of [ScCl (thf) ] in MeCN with 3 moles of SbCl3 3 5

also more flexible. Reaction of [ScCl (thf) ] and 1 mole of and dibenzo-18-crown-6 leads to the complex3 3
21 2SbCl with 1 mole of a larger crown ether affords the [ScCl(dibenzo-18-crown-6)(MeCN)] (SbCl ) ; this5 6 2

1 2complexes [ScCl (dibenzo-24-crown-8)(H O)] SbCl .2 reacts with a large excess of SbCl forming a species2 2 6 5
1MeCN and [ScCl (dibenzo-30-crown-10)(H O) ] identified by NMR as [Sc(dibenzo-18-crown-2 2 2

2 31SbCl .MeCN. H O. Both cations again feature seven co- 6)(MeCN) ] .6 2 2

ordinate scandium in a pentagonal bipyramidal environ- Another route to complete halide extraction involves the
ment [64]. The water molecules (probably arising from coupled use of SbCl and SbCl (Fig. 5). The cation5 3

31either charcoal or solvent used in recrystallisation) play an contains a Sc ion sandwiched between two 12-crown-4
important role in the structure, apart from co-ordinating to molecules in roughly square antiprismatic eight- co-ordina-
the metal, they also hydrogen-bond to oxygens in the tion with Sc–O distances in the range 2.160 (8)–2.274 (9)

˚ ˚crown ether that are not co-ordinated to scandium. Whereas A, averaging 2.212 A. [65].
a smaller crown ether like 18-crown-6, not to mention The structure of a di-m-oxo bridged calix [3] arene

Table 4
˚Bond lengths (A) in scandium complexes of crown ethers

Crown 15-Crown-5 18-Crown-6 15-Benzo-crown-5 Dibenzo-24-crown-8

Other ligands Water (31)
Sc–Cl 2.417 (6) 2.402 (3) 2.394 (2) 2.387 (4)

2.425 (8) 2.418 (3) 2.396 (2) 2.393 (4)
2.427 (6)
2.435 (7)

Sc–Cl (av.) 2.426 2.413 2.166 (4) 2.390
Sc–O 2.09 (2) 2.171 (4) 2.184 (7)

2.09 (2) 2.173 (4) 2.226 (7)
2.11 (2) 2.205 (4) 2.291 (7)
2.12 (2) 2.223 (4) 2.297 (7)
2.12 (2)
2.14 (1)
2.14 (1)
2.14 (2)
2.15 (1)
2.15 (1)

Fig. 5.
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˚complex has been reported [66] whilst other complexes (3) A. More significant progress has occurred with oc-
have been isolated with p-tert-butylcalix[n]arenes (n5 taethylporphyrin derivatives. A facile entry into the system
4,6,8). p-tert-Butylcalix [4] arene forms a 2:1 complex involves the reaction of [ScCl (thf) ] with Li (OEP)(thf)3 3 2 2

whilst p-tert-butylcalix [6] arene and p-tert-butylcalix at 1008C forming red [ScCl(OEP)], thus obviating the use
[8]arene form 1:1 complexes, but these compounds as yet of high-boiling solvents. [ScCl(OEP)] is a most useful
lack structural characterisation [67]. synthon for a whole range of scandium porphyrin deriva-

tives (Scheme 1), since the chlorine is readily replaced by
a range of alkyl, alkoxide, aryloxide and amide ligands as

52.4. Complexes of N-donors well as h -ligands such as cyclopentadienyl and indenyl
[72,73]. The triflate group in [Sc(O SCF )(OEP)] is also3 3

Ammonia gas has long been known [68,69] to react with easily replaced by other ligands. All the [ScX(OEP)]
anhydrous ScX (X5Cl, Br, I) forming ammine complex- compounds are readily hydrolysed, forming the bis(m-3

es such as ScX .5NH (X5Cl, Br) and ScX .4NH (X5 hydroxy) derivative [(OEP)Sc(m-OH) Sc(OEP)] rather3 3 3 3 2

Cl, Br, I). than a m-oxo compound (which is, however, detected in
No structural information is available for any of these the mass spectrum).

compounds but recently the first such complex to be Structural data for the scandium OEP systems [ScX-
characterised, (NH ) [Sc(NH )I ] has been obtained as (OEP)] (X5CH , CH(SiMe ) , C H and C H ) and the4 2 3 5 3 3 2 5 5 9 7

pink crystals from the reaction of NH I and metallic dimeric [(OEP)Sc(m-OH) Sc(OEP)] are listed in Table 5.4 2

scandium in a sealed tube at 5008C. Scandium has The structure of the indenyl compound shows that it is not
5˚octahedral co-ordination with Sc–N52.29 (2) A and Sc– a pure h system as there is some variation in the Sc–C

˚I52.856 (5)–2.899 (5) A [70]. distances.
The most striking developments in the Sc–N bond have In the presence of scandium perchlorate, 2,6-

occurred in porphyrin chemistry. Metallation of tetra- diacetylpyridine condenses with m-phenylenediamine to
tolylporphyrin (TTPH ) has been achieved [71] by reflux- form a macrocyclic complex ScL(ClO ) .4H O (L is2 4 3 2

ing it with ScCl in 1-chloronaphthalene, forming shown in Fig. 6). The structure has not been determined,3

[ScCl(TTP)]. This has the expected square pyramidal but the perchlorates are not co-ordinated [74]. The reaction
˚structure with scandium 0.68 A out of the N plane; bond probably proceeds via the (isolable) complex4

˚lengths are Sc–Cl 2.32 (1) A and Sc–N 2.17 (3)–2.18 (3) Sc(diacetylpyridine) (ClO ) .7H O. The template re-2 4 3 2

Å. On alkaline hydrolysis, this gives the oxo-bridged dimer action of 2,6-diacetylpyridine with 3,39-diaminodip-
[(TTP)Sc(m-O)Sc(TTP)]. Here Sc–O distances are 2.06 ropylamine in the presence of ScCl or Sc(ClO ) gives3 4 3

˚(3) and 2.09 (3) A and Sc–N range from 2.15 (3) to 2.21 complexes of a 14-membered N macrocycle [75] (Fig. 7).4

Scheme 1. Reproduced by permission of the American Chemical Society 1993.
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Table 5
˚Bond lengths (A) in scandium porphyrin complexes

Methyl Bis(trimethylsilyl)methyl Cyclopentadienyl Idenyl Hydroxy

Sc–N 2.151 (2) 2.142 (6) 2.184 (3) 2.170 (6) 2.195 (2)
2.152 (2) 2.151 (6) 2.184 (3) 2.180 (6) 2.197 (2)
2.157 (2) 2.162 (6) 2.195 (3) 2.189 (6) 2.203 (2)
2.158 (2) 2.196 (6) 2.197 (3) 2.190 (6) 2.216 (2)

Sc–X 2.246 (3) 2.243 (8) 1.992 (1)
2.066 (1)
2.072 (2)
2.084 (2)

Sc–C (ring) 2.499 (8)
2.508 (9)
22.539 (8)
2.540 (8)
2.580 (8)

Sc–C (ring) average 2.494 2.533
Sc–centroid 2.196 2.232 (6)

˚Sc displacement (A) 0.66 0.71 0.80 0.78 0.84

contacts in the solid state; this is in contrast to the 5-co-
9ordinate [LnhN(SiHMe ) j (thf) ]. When [Li (NN )(thf) ]2 2 3 2 3 3 3

9(NN 5N(CH CH NSiMe ) ) reacts with [ScCl (thf) ], it3 2 2 3 3 3 3

9forms an ‘ate’ complex [(thf) Li–Cl–Sc(NN )]; yttrium3 3

and the lanthanides behave similarly. A triamidoamine
complex of scandium (Fig. 8) distils on heating the
corresponding ‘ate’ complex [77].

Scandium(and similar yttrium) benzamidinate complexes
(Fig. 9) [hRC H C(NSiMe ) j ScCl(thf)] (R5H, MeO)6 4 3 2 2

have been reported [78] and are believed to have octahed-
ral structures.

The dichloro-lithium adduct (Fig. 10) has also been
characterised crystallographically [79], but the lithium free
halides are better synthons for a range of hydrocarbyls and
hydride [hPhC(NSiMe ) j ScR] (R5CH SiMe , 2,4,6-3 2 2 2 3

Me C H , CH SiMe Ph). Unlike the corresponding3 6 2 2 2

*Cp ScR systems, these show no signs of s-bond2
Fig. 6. metathesis on heating in hydrocarbon solvents. On the

other hand, [hPhC(NSiMe ) j Sc(CH SiMe )] undergoes3 2 2 2 3
The three co-ordinate silylamide [SchN(SiMe ) j ] has hydrogenolysis on reaction with H (1 atm) in benzene or3 2 3 2
long been known to be pyramidal in the solid state; it does alkanes:
not form a thf adduct stable enough to be isolated. Using a

[hPhC(NSiMe ) j Sc(CH SiMe )] 1 H3 2 2 2 3 2less bulky ligand, it is possible to synthesise [76] the new
amide [SchN(SiHMe ) j (thf)] which has distorted tetra- → [hhPhC(NSiMe ) j ScHj ] 1 SiMe2 2 3 3 2 2 2 4

hedral co-ordination of scandium, with short Sc...........Si
The IR spectrum of the hydride shows a band due to

21
n(Sc–H) for bridging hydrogens at 1283 cm (shifted to

21907 cm on deuteration) whilst the structure of the
˚hydride features Sc–H bonds of 1.87 to 2.00 A. (Fig. 11).

This inserts PhC≡CPh forming the alkenyl
[hPhC(NSiMe ) j Sc(C(Ph)=CH(Ph))].3 2 2

2.5. Compounds with P-donor ligands

These are as yet rare, given the limited ability of a hard
31acid like Sc to bind to a soft base like a tertiary

Fig. 7. phosphine. Recent developments include the synthesis of
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Fig. 8.

Fig. 9. Fig. 12.

mer-octahedral structure (12.; X-ray) loses its thf on
pumping [80] (Fig. 12).

The chlorines can be replaced by alkyl groups using RLi
(but not RMgX or R Zn) to afford alkyls2

iScR [N(SiMe CH PPr ) ] (R5Me, Et, CH SiMe )2 2 2 2 2 2 3

which are very hydrocarbon-soluble and have to be
recrystallised from (Me Si) O. They have tbp five co-3 2

ordinate structures (X-ray; R5Et, CH SiMe ); despite the2 3Fig. 10.
fact that they are formally 12-electron compounds, there is

i no evidence for agostic interactions between scandium andScCl (thf)[N(SiMe CH PPr ) ] from ScCl (thf) and2 2 2 2 2 3 3
i b-hydrogens (Fig. 13). Another compound featuring Sc–PLiN(SiMe CH PPr ) . This has to be carried out in2 2 2 2 bonding is the phosphomethanide (Fig. 14)toluene since the reaction in thf is a failure, recalling the

Sc[C(PMe ) X] (X5SiMe , PMe ) where the ligands2 2 3 3 2lack of reactivity of lithium alkyls and aryls with
Sc(CF SO ) 13Li[C(PMe ) X]→Sc[C(PMe ) X] 13 3 3 2 2 2 2 3*Cp ScCl(thf) (Section 5). The thf complex, which has a2 3CF SO Li bind in a fashion intermediate between s-3 3

3chelating and p-type (h ) co-ordination [81].

2.6. Halides and halide complexes

The essential facts of the binary scandium halides are

Fig. 11. Fig. 13.
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16308C affords NaScCl , isostructural with NaLuCl ; Na4 4
31and Sc ions occupy 1/4 of the octahedral sites between

the layers of chloride ions, the structure being made up of
cis edge-sharing ScCl octahedra [93]. Na ScBr has the6 3 6

Na CrCl structure [94]. Study of the CsI–ScI phase3 6 3

diagram identified the compounds Cs ScI and Cs Sc I ,3 6 3 2 9
2whilst ScI ions are believed to exist in the molten phase4

[95]. Raman spectra of the vapour over CsI–ScI melts3
21exhibited bands at 127 and 153 cm , assigned to stretch-

ing vibrations in CsScI and ScI molecules respectively,4 3
21whilst Sc–I stretching frequencies of 119 and 129 cm

32 2have been assigned to ScI and ScI ions respectively.6 4
Fig. 14.

2.6.1. Lower halides
well established; the four scandium(III) halides exist, all The reduced chlorides, ScCl, Sc Cl , Sc Cl , Sc Cl ,5 8 7 10 7 12

but the fluoride (WO structure) having the FeCl (BiI ) synthesised by chemical transport reactions from Sc/ScCl3 3 3 3

structure, and many complexes are known [27]. A refine- mixtures, have been well established for years [96]. They
ment of the ScCl structure (using ScCl prepared by mostly contain chains of edge-sharing octahedra, with3 3

32reductive chlorination of Sc O at 9008C) by neutron- Sc Cl octahedra in Sc Cl ; Sc Br is also known.2 3 6 12 7 12 2 3
˚diffraction gives an average Sc–Cl distance of 2.52 A Some attention has now been given to iodides. The

˚(Sc–Sc 3.68 A) [82]. In the gas phase, most recent metallic diiodide is the only intermediate in the Sc/ScI3

electron-diffraction data at 1750 K indicate isolated ScF system [97], it is readily prepared by the reaction of Sc3

molecules to be planar or nearly so [83] with Sc–F51.847 with ScI in the range 550–8708C. The actual composition3

Å; studies on ScI indicate the presence of both monomers of the compound is Sc I ; it has a cation-deficient CdI3 0.93 2 2
˚and dimers in the vapour at 1050 K [84]; the monomers structure, with Sc–I 2.934 A. In the field of iodide

˚have Sc–I 2.62 A with /I–Sc–I 117 (3)8. Most recently, complexes, reaction of Sc, ScI and LiI or NaI at 750–3

density functional theory calculations [85] on ScCl and 8508C has been found to give the intensely air-sensitive3

Sc Cl dimers favour a planar D monomeric structure LiScI and Na ScI [98]. Both contain chains of confa-2 6 3h 3 0.5 3
˚for the former (Sc–Cl 2.285 A) and a D dichloro bridged cial octahedra. LiScI has essentially undistorted ScI2h 3 6

˚ ˚structure for the dimer with Sc–Cl (terminal) 2.260 A and trigonal antiprisms (with Sc–I 2.91....A) centred upon
˚ ˚Sc–Cl 2.475 A. Electron-diffraction studies on the vapour scandium atoms (Sc–Sc 3.384 A) as in the previously

indicate a slight distortion to a C pyramidal structure established RbScX (X5Cl, Br) and CsScX (X5Cl, Br,3v 3 3
˚having Sc–Cl 2.291 A and /Cl–Sc–Cl 119.8 8. I). Na ScI however has some pairing of the scandiums;0.5 3

˚KScF has a layered structure [86]; in which scandium alternate Sc–Sc distances are 3.278 and 3.572 A; the larger4

acquires six-co-ordination by edge-sharing alternate cis- average Sc–Sc separation reflects reduction in bonding
and trans- corners, with Sc–F terminal bond lengths in the electron population compared with LiScI . LiScI is3 3

˚range 1.941–1.983 A and bridging distances of 2.009– weakly paramagnetic and Na ScI has a small tem-0.5 3
˚2.038 A. Na ScF has the cryolite structure with an perature-independent paramagnetism [99]. Metallothermic3 6

˚ reduction of ScCl by caesium in the presence of carbonaverage Sc–F distance of 2.007 A [87]; Sr ScF has seven 32 7

gives [100] Cs [Sc C]Cl ; it contains an isolated Sc Cco-ordinate scandium however [88]. Rb KScF , synthes- 4 6 13 62 6

cluster surrounded by 18 bridging chlorides. Heating ScIised by heating stoichiometric amounts of RbF, KF and 3

and MI (M5Co, Ni) with scandium at 750–9508C givesScF at 7008C, exists in three different crystalline forms 23

clusters Sc MI having a Sc(Sc MI ) structure. Other[89]. The lowest temperature (monoclinic) form has a 7 12 6 12

clusters Sc(Sc XCl ) (X5B, N) and Sc(Sc YI ) (Y5B,structure related to cryolite; on warming to 223 K, it 6 12 6 12

C) have also been reported [101].transforms to a tetragonal structure and on further warming
to 252 K changes to a cubic elpasolite structure. K NaScF2 6

also has the cubic elpasolite structure [90]. Ba ScCl ,2 7

3. Fullerene complexessynthesised from a 1:1 molar mixture of BaCl and ScCl2 3

at 5808C, has the structure Ba [ScCl ]Cl in which the2 6

This is, of course, a completely new area [102].Sc–Cl bond lengths in the octahedral anion fall in the
˚ ˚ Direct-current arc-vaporisation of Sc O –graphite mix-range 2.42–2.52 A (average 2.48 A) [91]. Na ScCl , made 2 33 6

tures under a helium atmosphere leads to a soot containingby heating NaCl and ScCl together in a stoichiometric3

scandium fullerenes, initial separation being accomplishedratio, has the cryolite structure and is isotypic with
by high pressure extraction of the soot using a solvent suchNa LnCl (Ln5Dy–Lu, Y) [92] whilst Cs LiScCl has3 6 2 6

˚ as toluene or CS . Fast atom bombardment mass spectrathe elpasolite structure with Sc–Cl 2.476–2.481 A [90]. 2

have identified species including Sc @C , Sc @C (n5Heating a 1:1 mixture of NaCl and ScCl together at 2 74 n 823
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1–3) and Sc @C . They are all believed to be endohedral 4. Organometallic chemistryn 84

[103,104] compounds, with the scandium atoms encapsu-
lated within the cage. Best yields of the Sc compounds There has been no specific recent review of the or-3

are obtained using a low C/Si ratio (|10:1) [105]. ganometallic chemistry of scandium, but several articles on
The ESR spectra of the extracts involve overlapping the organometallic chemistry of the lanthanides provide

signals from two scandium-containing paramagnetic coverage [2–7]. One important growth area has lain in the
species. One set of eight equally spaced lines, due to a study of low oxidation states, principally due to Cloke
1-scandium species believed to be Sc@C , is centred [113,114].82

upon g51.9998 with hyperfine splitting, due to interaction A number of p-arene complexes of scandium have been
with an I57/2 scandium nucleus, of 3.83 Gauss; superim- synthesised. These compounds have, like those of the
posed upon this is a series of 22 lines with a larger lanthanides, typically been prepared by the interaction of
hyperfine splitting (6.25 Gauss) centred on g51.9986, scandium atoms with hydrocarbons. Cocondensation of
attributable to a species with three equivalent scandiums, scandium with benzene, the simplest arene, in a rotating
Sc @C . There is no ESR evidence for any paramagnetic cryostat at 77 K, gives two ESR-active species [115]. One3 82

Sc species. is believed to be of the type Sc(h-C H ) (n51 or 2)2 6 6 n
2Separation of the metallofullerene extracts is best whilst the other may arise form a h interaction of a

achieved using HPLC (high performance liquid chroma- scandium with a benzene ring, since similar spectra have
tography); on-line EPR can ensure that the system detects been obtained from a cyclohexene complex.
the paramagnetic Sc and Sc systems and separates them More definite characterisation has been possible using3

from the empty fullerenes [106,107]. More detailed study the 1,3,5-tri-t-butylbenzene ligand. Cocondensation of
of the ESR spectra of a purified scandium fullerene extract scandium atoms and excess 1,3,5-tri-t-butylbenzene at 77

24showed the presence of Sc@C , Sc @C and a third K gives after sublimation (1008C, 10 mbar) a deep82 3 82
6species with a non-equivalent Sc trimer structure [108]. orange–green dichroic crystalline hexane-solid [Sc(h -

tThe discandium species Sc @C (n574, 82, 84) iden- C H Bu ) ] (Fig. 15). The considerable thermal stability2 n 6 3 3 2

tified by mass spectroscopy, and separated via HPLC, are of this zerovalent compound is noteworthy. It gives an
ESR-silent and believed to be diamagnetic [109]. Study of ESR spectrum in frozen solution (toluene) at 77 K
pure, crystalline Sc @C obtained by HPLC by electron characterised by g 52.004, g 52.03; A 519.42 84 perp parallel perp

2diffraction and transmission electron microscopy indicates G, A 29 G., suggesting a E ground state [116] (Fig.parallel

that it has a hexagonal close packed structure and that the 15).
˚molecular spacing in Sc @C is 11.2 A, the same as that If this compound is not sublimed but isolated by2 84

in metal-free C , supporting the endohedral model [110]. recrystallisation, an unstable red–purple crystalline solid84

These results contrast with earlier studies of Sc @C can be obtained from pentane at 2808C which gives an 74

absorbed on silicon by field ion-scanning microscopy, ESR spectrum at room temperature with g52.004,
1 2which indicated the cages to be rather bigger than the A(Sc)513.45 G, A(H )58.9G, A(H )53.3G. This is

parent fullerenes [111]. caused by a compound that has not been isolated in a pure
MO calculations on Sc @C using a model with a state, but is believed to be the scandium(II) compound3 82

triangular arrangement of scandiums (as suggested by (Fig. 16). It is unstable on heating and cannot be made
˚ ˚ESR) with Sc–Sc 2.98 A, the triangle about 2.5 A above from the Sc(0) sandwich compound, it is believed to

the carbon framework, suggest Sc–C bond distances ca. originate from the reaction of a scandium atom with the
˚2.15 A and that the unpaired electron is in a non-degener- C–H bond of a tributylbenzene molecule during the
99ate a orbital [112]. cocondensation experiment. In favour of this argument is2

Fig. 15.
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Fig. 16.

the fact that the Sc(II) compound is formed in increasing
amounts if the cocondensation is carried out at 195 K
rather than 77 K (Fig. 16).

Fig. 18.Iodinolytic titration enables a Sc–arene bond energy to
6 tbe determined [117] by the reaction [Sc(h -C H Bu ) ]6 3 3 2

t(soln)13/2 I (soln)→ScI (cryst)12 C H Bu (soln). A2 3 6 3 3
Icompound, but it is also the first molecular Sc compoundmetal–ligand bond dissociation energy of 45 kcal /mole

as well as being a rare example of a paramagneticwas determined, comparing favourably with a value of
256 scandium compound. It sublimes in vacuo at 2508C(1039.4 kcal /mole for a classic compound like [Cr(h -

mbar) [118].C H ) ]. Other scandium bis(arene) sandwich molecules6 6 2
5A second product of this reaction, dark purple [Sc(h -have been prepared; there is a general correlation between

tBu C P ) ], is separable by flash sublimation (Fig. 19). Itstability and the bulk of the ligand. Thus [Sc(1,3,5- 3 3 2 2

is the first stable scandocene complex to be characterisedC H Me ) ] decomposes above 2308C; [Sc(C HMe ) ]6 3 3 2 6 5 2

as well as being the first molecular scandium(II) com-above 08C and [Sc(C Me ) ] above 408C. However it is6 6 2

pound. It is ESR active and has the expected magneticthought that in contrast to most of these compounds that
12 3 characteristics for a d compound (m 51.70 m ) [119]have the E (e ) ground state, Sc(1,3,5-C H Me ) ] and eff B2g 6 3 3 2

4 2 1 (Fig. 19).[Sc(C HMe ) ] have the A (e a ) ground state, these6 5 2 2g 1g

So far as the organometallic chemistry of scandium inbeing ESR silent even at 4 K [114].
‘normal’ oxidation states is concerned, there are certainCocondensation of scandium vapour with 2,4,6-tri-t-
gaps. There has been no report of the alkylbutylpyridine yields a heteroatom sandwich, stable to
[SchCH(SiMe ) j ] which is expected to exist, by analogyabove 1008C (Fig. 17). 3 2 3

with [MhCH(SiMe ) j ] (Ln5Y, La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Lu)Another most remarkable discovery is that cocondensa- 3 2 3

[120,121].tion of Sc vapour with Me C.C≡P affords a triple-decker3
5 t 6 6 A stable peralkylate species exists in the form of thesandwich (Fig. 18) [(h -Bu C P )Sc(m-h : h -2 2 3

32t 5 t [ScMe ] ion, isolated as its tris(tmed) salt from theBu C P )Sc(h -Bu C P )]. 63 3 3 2 2 3

reaction of ScCl with MeLi in the presence of excessNot only is this volatile, very air-sensitive, pentane- 3
6 tetramethylethylenediamine [122].soluble green substance the first h -triphosphabenzene

Fig. 17.
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*Cp Sc–R 1 H → 1/n [Cp* Sc–H] 1 RH2 2 2 n

The hydride is stable in solution under a H atmosphere2

and forms a more stable thf adduct. It reacts with stoichio-
metric amounts of ethene and propene forming

*Cp ScCH CH R (R5Me).2 2 2

*Cp ScMe is monomeric in the solid state (unlike the Lu2

*analogue, which is an asymmetric dimer, [Cp Lu(m-2

*Me)LuCp Me]); its co-ordination sphere is not saturated,2

however, as it forms a thf adduct. There is no evidence for
agostic Sc–H–C interactions (though there may be a b

*C–H to Sc interaction in Cp ScEt)2

*Cp ScMe is a quite remarkable molecule. Its reaction2

with dihydrogen has already been mentioned. It reacts withFig. 19.
unsaturated hydrocarbons by s-bond metathesis:

* *Cp ScMe 1 C D → Cp ScC D 1 CH D2 6 6 2 6 5 3
4.1.1. Cyclopentadienyl systems

In its chemistry, scandium has been compared to later * *Cp ScMe 1 HC≡CMe → Cp ScC≡CMe 1 CH2 2 4
lanthanides [123] as its ionic radius is slightly less than

31theirs (compare the radii of M for Sc, Y, La and Lu at * *Cp ScMe 1 CH =CMe → Cp ScCH=CMe 1 CH2 2 2 2 2 4˚0.745, 0.900, 1.032, 0.861 A respectively for 6-co-ordina-
*although Cp ScMe is an active catalyst for the poly-tion) [26]. 2

merisation of ethene itself [129]. Thus all alkyls and arylsIndeed, ScCp is isostructural with LuCp , having a3 3
5 1 5 insert ethene; for other alkenes subsequent s-bondpolymeric chain structure of [(h -Cp) Sc(h :h -Cp)], but2

metathesis occurs, with formation of free alkane and asuch close similarities are rare [124].
scandium alkenyl.The more volatile methylcyclopentadienyl has been

Other alkyls can be made by low-temperature (2808C)studied in the gas phase by electron diffraction (the
insertion reactions of the hydride; low temperatures arecyclopentadienyl compounds are thermally unstable and
necessary to avoid competition with s-bond metathesis.substitution of one methyl group increases the volatility

and thermal stability of M(MeCp) ). In comparison with3 * *Cp ScH 1 CH =CHR → Cp ScCH CCH R (R 5 H, Me)5 2 2 2 2 2Yb(MeCp) , which has three h cyclopentadienyl rings,3
5 *Sc(MeCp) has two h cyclopentadienyl rings and one Excess ethyne reacts with Cp ScR (R5alkyl, alkenyl,3 2

2 / 3 31 31 *alkynyl) and Cp ScH below 2788C forming the unisol-h ring. With a relatively small M ion like Sc , 2

* *able Cp Sc–C≡CH which decomposes affording Cpinterligand repulsions are too great to allow the approach 2 2

*Sc–C≡C–ScCp . The dimer has C≡C and Sc–C (s) bondof three pentahapto- C H Me rings [125]. 25 4
˚lengths of 1.224 and 2.194 A, respectively, which can beThe organometallic chemistry of the lanthanides has
˚compared with C≡C of 1.21 A in HC≡CH and Sc–C ofbeen radically altered by the use of the penta-

˚ *2.243 A in Cp ScMe, indicating that Sc–C≡C–Sc is amethylcyclopentadienyl, C Me (Cp*) ligand. This results 25 5

predominant contributor to the bridge without contribu-in the formation of compounds with greater solubility in
tions from Sc–C multiple bonding [130].hydrocarbon solvents, particularly useful in catalytic

CO insertion reactions have been observed and thestudies, and also, because of its bulk, compounds with 2

*structure of Cp Sc(O CC H -p-Me) determined [131].more than two Cp* ligands do not appear to be feasible, in 2 2 6 4

*Alkyls Cp ScR react with pyridine in a strikingview of the difficulty in preparing Cp* Ln systems [126]. 23

orthometallation (Fig. 20), the product having a bent-A key compound for entry into the bis(cyclopen-
sandwich structure.tadienyl)scandium system is Cp* ScCl, which incidentally2

*Alkyls Cp ScR (R5Me, CH -cyclo-C H ) decomposeis unusual in exhibiting luminescence in fluid solution 2 2 5 8

forming a dimer (Fig. 21) in which metallation of Cp*(alkanes) at room temperature [127].
ligands has occurred [132].Together with its thf adduct, it is obtained as follows:

*Alkyls Cp ScR insert tellurium into the Sc–C bond2LiCp* 1208C
* *ScCl(thf) → Cp ScCl(thf) → Cp ScCl *resulting in the isolation of mononuclear tellurolates Cp3 2 2 2241408C / xylene 10 torr *ScTeCH Ph and Cp ScTeCH SiMe . These decompose2 2 2 3

The thf adduct is inert to halide substitution by lithium on UV irradiation with extrusion of TeR2

alkyls and aryls, but Cp* ScCl undergoes metathesis in the2 * * *2Cp ScTeR → Cp Sc(m-Te)ScCp 1 TeR .2 2 2 2usual way to afford Cp* ScR (R5Me, Bz, Ph, o- m- and2
˚p-tolyl) [128]. Of these hydrocarbyls, only the methyl The dimer has Sc–Te52.7528 A and /Sc–Te–Sc 172.078;

forms a stable thf adduct, but they all undergo hydro- significant Sc–Te p-bonding is suggested [133,134].
*genolysis: Cp ScR (R5H, CH ) reacts with Cp MCO (M5Mo,2 3 2
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Fig. 20.

Fig. 23.

The volatile mixed sandwich Cp*Sc(COT) is believed to
Fig. 21. be monomeric [137].

1. K C H2 8 8

→ScCl(thf) }} Cp*Sc(COT)3W) forming R-substituted scandoxycarbenes 2. KCp*

* *Cp M=C(R)OScCp ; similarly, Cp ScR react with2 2 2

CpM9(CO (M95Co, Rh) forming A number of compounds have been prepared using more)2

*Cp(CO)M9=C(R)OScCp . The structure of complex substituted cyclopentadienyl ligands. A com-2

*Cp(CO)Co=C(CH )OScCp (Fig. 22) has been deter- pound (Fig. 23) of a multidentate cyclopentadienyl ligand3 2

mined [135]. Little is known about the mono(penta- which additionally features two amine groups has been
methylcyclopentadienyl) compounds. Cp*Sc(acac) results made in a one-pot synthesis [138], starting from2

from the reaction of Sc(acac) with Cp*MgCl(thf) in ScCl (thf) , via the reactive alkyl Sc(CH SiMe ) (thf)3 3 3 2 3 3 2.

toluene. Cp*ScCl , undoubtedly oligomeric, is synthesised This reaction proceeds with 100% diastereoselectivity. The2

by the reaction of Cp*Sc(acac) and aluminium chloride in alkyl can be converted into a dinuclear di-m-hydrido2

toluene; this can be used as a synthon for Cp*ScMe and species (Fig. 24).2

aryloxides [136]. An alkyl complex of a complex cyclopentadienyl (Fig.
25) undergoes hydrogenolysis, forming a dinuclear hydride

Cp*Sc(acac) 1 2AlCl → Cp*ScCl 1 2AlCl(acac)2 3 2 2 complex (Fig. 26), which is a catalyst for the poly-
MeLi.LiBr merisation of a-alkenes [139].

→Cp*ScCl }} Cp*ScMe2 2 Another alkyl complex (Fig. 27) of a bridged ligandEt O / 2788C2

with two cyclopentadienyl groups affords a dinuclear
LiOR / PMe3 hydride (Fig. 28) quantitatively on hydrogenolysis [140].→Cp*ScCl }} Cp*Sc(OR)Cl.LiCl2

toluene / 2788C There have been fewer developments in the area of
LiOR / PMe cyclooctatetraene compounds; Cp*Sc(COT) has already3

2-→Cp*Sc(OR)Cl.LiCl }} Cp*Sc(OR)2 been discussed. With the 1,4-(Me Si) C H dianion,3 2 8 6Et O / 708C2
ScCl (thf) reacts forming an unusual dimer (Fig. 29) with3 3

t t(OR 5 O-2,4,6-C H Bu , O-3,5-C H Bu )6 2 3 6 3 2

Fig. 22. Fig. 24.
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Fig. 25.

Fig. 26.

a bridging thf ligand and asymmetric chloride bridges
[141] (Fig. 29).

5. Scandium compounds in synthetic organic
chemistry

This is an area which has developed from nothing in the
last decade; following the use of lanthanide compounds
[142], particularly SmI , as reactants in synthetic organicFig. 27. 2

chemistry, some scandium compounds have been found to
be equally, if not more efficacious for certain applications.

Interest has centred upon scandium triflate, [Sc
(O SCF ) ], (see Section 2.1) whose use has been pion-3 3 3

eered by Kobayshi [143,144]. Its scope has included use as
a Lewis acid catalyst for electrophilic substitution, Friedel-
Crafts acylations, Michael additions, Diels-Alder and
Mukaiyama reactions. As a Friedel-Crafts catalyst, it
shows much higher activity for acylation of substituted
benzene e.g. anisole, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (no reaction
with benzene or toluene) than lanthanide triflates [145]. It

Fig. 28. can be recovered and reused. (Fig. 30).
An extension of this uses LiClO in addition as an4

accelerator for the Friedel-Crafts acylations (the catalyst
system can again be recovered and reused without change
in its activity) [146]. 2-acylation reactions of phenol and
1-napthol derivatives are catalysed by small amounts of
scandium triflates to give the ketones in good yield [147]
(Fig. 31).

Friedel-Crafts alkylation of aromatics by alkenes using
scandium triflate with sulphuric acid has been described
[148,149]. Thus reaction of C H OMe with isobutene6 5

tgives almost exclusively p-Bu C H OMe (Fig. 32).6 4

Fig. 29. Scandium triflate has comparable catalytic activity to
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Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.

Fig. 32.

ytterbium triflate (the most active lanthanide system) for for the esterification of alcohols by carboxylic acids in the
nitration of a range of aromatics, obviating the use of presence of p-nitrobenzoic anhydride [153–156]. This is
sulphuric acid etc., as the catalyst is readily recycled [150] particularly useful for sterically hindered secondary or
(Fig. 33). tertiary alcohols. It gives higher yield more quickly than

Some acylaminoalkylation and Friedel-Crafts alkylation other catalysts (Fig. 36).
reactions using scandium triflate as a recyclable Lewis acid It was particularly useful for the selective macrolactoni-
catalyst are possible [151] (Fig. 34). zation of v-hydroxy carboxylic acids (Fig. 37).

It acts as a recyclable Lewis acid catalyst (a strong Scandium triflate is a very efficient Friedel-Crafts
Lewis acid even in protic media) for the direct acetylation catalyst for the benzylation and allylation of aromatics,
of primary, sec. and tert. alcohols with acetic acid – often using aromatic alcohols as the alkylating agents; again it is
in essentially quantitative yield at 5% reagent level. The a more efficient catalyst than the lanthanide triflates and
reagent can be recovered quantitatively and reused with no can be reused after workup [157] (Fig. 38).
loss in activity [152] (Fig. 35). In the presence of propane-1,3-diol, it catalyses (Fig.

A similar reaction has been reported using scandium 39) the reductive Friedel-Crafts benzylation of aromatics
triflate for the acylation of alcohols with acid anhydrides or [158]; no lanthanide triflates were active.

Fig. 33.
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Fig. 34.

Fig. 35.

Fig. 36.

Fig. 37.

Fig. 38.

Fig. 39.
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Scandium triflate catalyses the allylation of carbonyl reactions of silyl enolates [161] in both organic and
compounds with Sn(C H ) in aqueous media [159] (Fig. aqueous solution (Fig. 44).3 5 4

40). Aldol reactions of polymer-supported silyl enol ethers
Scandium triflate acts as a reusable Lewis acid catalyst with aldehydes have been reported to be a convenient route

in some Diels-Alder reactions; it is better than lanthanide to 1,3-diol, b-hydroxy carboxylic acid and b-hydroxy
triflates. Thus whilst use of scandium triflate gives 91% aldehyde derivatives [162].
conversion 08C, 13 h) in the following reaction (Fig. 41), Scandium triflate is a good catalyst for aldol reactions of
only a trace of the product was found on extended reaction silyl enol ethers with aldehydes in micellar systems and for
(24 h) with either yttrium triflate or ytterbium triflate. As is the allylation of aldehydes with Sn(C H ) under these3 5 4

general in the syntheses described here, 1% is an adequate conditions [163,164] (Fig. 45).
level of catalyst for complete reaction [160]. It catalyses the addition of allyltrimethylsilane to both

The catalyst is active in aqueous media, a contrast to aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes at relatively low catalyst
most Lewis acids (Fig. 42). Scandium triflate is a reusable concentrations [165] (Fig. 46).
Lewis acid catalyst in both Aldol (Fig. 43) and Michael Two different groups have reported the use of scandium

Fig. 40.

Fig. 41.

Fig. 42.

Fig. 43.

Fig. 44.
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Fig. 45.

Fig. 46.

triflate in acetal synthesis [166,167]. Scandium triflate Scandium triflate (and also scandium triflamide) have
catalyses the direct synthesis of chiral acetals from car- been shown to be versatile catalysts in the synthesis of a
bonyl compounds and chiral diols [166]. The acetals react range of both cyclic and acyclic acetals. In the example
with Me SiCN leading to a one-pot synthesis of chiral shown, the overall yield was 76%, with 92% of this being3

cyanhydrin ethers (Fig. 47). the cis isomer [167] (Fig. 49).
The one-pot reaction shown proceeds with essentially Two papers have reported the use of lanthanide triflates,

quantitative yield (Fig. 48). including scandium triflate, in Mannich-type condensations

Fig. 47.

Fig. 48.

Fig. 49.
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affording b-amino ketones [168,169]. The catalyst is with alkynyl sulphides to give a,b-unsaturated thioimi-
reusable (Fig. 50). dates [173]. (Fig. 53).

In the second reaction, N-(a-aminoalkyl)benzotriazoles Scandium (and ytterbium) triflate have been investigated
react with silyl enolates (Fig. 51). as catalysts in the synthesis of enamino compounds from

A three-component one-pot synthesis of pyridine and bulky amines and either pentane-2,4-dione or
quinoline derivatives from aldehydes, amines and dienes or ethylacetoacetate [174] (Fig. 54) the high pressure route,
alkenes using scandium triflate catalyst has been developed however, has more utility.
(in this case ytterbium triflate is a more efficient catalyst) Scandium triflate is the most efficient catalyst for the
[170,171]; the reaction can also be carried out starting Fries rearrangement of acyloxy naphthalenes to hydroxy-
from the imine intermediate (Fig. 52). naphthyl ketones; unlike AlCl , it does not co-ordinate to3

Scandium triflate has also been used for the catalytic the ketone group [175] and it does not require to be used in
allylation of imines [172] and for the reaction of imines stoichiometric amounts, as it does not interact with the

Fig. 50.

Fig. 51.

Fig. 52.

Fig. 53.
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Fig. 54.

Fig. 55.

Fig. 56.

Fig. 57.

Fig. 58.
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Fig. 59.

Fig. 60.

Fig. 61.

–OH groups of the product. Ytterbium triflate is almost and a tertiary amine in dichloromethane have been used to
completely inactive (Fig. 55). carry out stereoselective Diels-Alder syntheses [186–188]

Scandium triflate is an efficient reusable Lewis acid (Fig. 62).
catalyst for the synthesis of a-tocopherol by condensation Thus in the reaction shown, using 3% scandium catalyst
of trimethylhydroquinone with isophytol [176] (Fig. 56). gave 92% enantiomeric excess (Fig. 63). Scandium triflate

Scandium triflate has been reported as an active catalyst (and also scandium triflamide) have been shown to be
for the decarbonylation of electron-rich aromatic aldehydes versatile catalysts in a range of both cyclic and acyclic
on heating for a few minutes in methanol [177] (Fig. 57). acetals [189].

Several papers have recently reported the use of scan-
dium triflate in the presence of surfactants: it catalyses
[178] aqueous aldol reactions with silyl enol ethers with
aldehydes in the presence of sodium dodecylsulphate
(SDS) (Fig. 58).

Similarly it catalyses allylation reactions of aldehydes
with tetraallyltin in the presence of SDS or other surfac-
tants [179] (Fig. 59).

The three-component reactions of aldehydes, amines and
allyltributylstannane to afford homoallylic amines is cata-
lysed by scandium triflate and SDS [180] (Fig. 60). Other
scandium compounds are being studied as catalysts. The
use of other fluoralkyl groups rather than the CF group is3

being pursued and scandium compounds Sc(O SR ) are3 F 3

being synthesised and tested [181–184].
Scandium perchlorate has been used to catalyse

glycosylation [185] (Fig. 61).
Chiral catalysts based on mixtures of scandium triflate

(or with other fluoroalkylcarboxylates), (R)-(1)-binaphthol Fig. 62.
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Fig. 63.
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Abstract

A survey of carbon–carbon double bond lengths in transition metal vinyl complexes reveals a number of complexes with surprisingly
short C=C bonds. Accurate calculations with restricted Hartree–Fock (RHF) and density functional theory (DFT) methods on three

1*examples with extremely short C=C double bonds, Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiMe ), Cp Ir(PMe )(C H )(H) and Pt(PPh ) (MeC=CHMe) ,2 3 3 2 3 3 3

show that the short double bonds cannot be due to electronic or intramolecular steric effects. However, model calculations on
a bCp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiMe ) reveal that a disorder between two configurations of the C =C moiety could result in the apparent shortening2 3

a bof the C =C distance. The simulated structural parameters under this disorder model are completely consistent with the measured
*structure. A corresponding disorder model can be used to rationalize the shortening of the C=C bond in Cp Ir(PMe )(C H )(H) and3 2 3

1Pt(PPh ) (MeC=CHMe) . Thus, these structures and perhaps other vinyl transition metal structures with short C=C bonds could be3 3

subject to a similar disorder problem that results in an apparent shortening of the C=C bonds.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd All rights
reserved.

Keywords: Carbon-carbon double bonds; Transition-metal vinyl complexes; Density functional theory

˚1. Introduction distance of 1.485 A, a value considerably shorter than the
˚expected value of 1.541 A. For TiCl (dmpe)Et, the disor-3

Our interest in the transition metal promoted C–H der was resolved by a two-site model involving the
activation of ethylene to form a metal hydrido vinyl twisting of the –(CH –CH )– unit and two ‘normal’ C–C2 2

complex precipitated a general interest in the structure of bond distances resulted. Here, on the basis of theoretical
transition-metal vinyl complexes [1–3]. A survey of the calculations, we propose that a similar but unappreciated
structures of these complexes revealed a number with problem occurs in many transition-metal vinyl complexes.
surprisingly short C=C bonds. The origin of this shortening
could be electronic, steric, packing or statistical, and the
current study was undertaken to examine this question. We 2. Scientific details
will first present the results of a Cambridge Data Base
(CDB) search, then a theoretical determination of the bond 2.1. Cambridge Data Base search
length expected for several free molecules that have
extremely short C=C bonds and, finally, a proposal for a The standard methods for searching CDB were taken
disorder that explains the shortening observed in the from Taylor and Kennard [5]. The CDB was examined for
crystallography studies. Our proposed disorder model is transition metal vinyl complexes as defined in Scheme 1.
similar to that found in dimethyl phosphino ethane com- The following search criteria were established before
plexes such as TiCl (dmpe)R (R5Et, Me; dmpe5 attempting the database query:3

Me PCH CH PMe ) [4]. In the X-ray refinement of2 2 2 2

TiCl (dmpe)Me, no disorder could be resolved but the (a) One and only one transition metal was allowed per3

–(CH –CH )– joining the two P atoms refined to a hit / structure.2 2

(b) The transition metal must be singly bonded to the
a

* alpha carbon (C ) of the ethylene moiety.Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-409-845-2011; fax: 11-409-845-
4719. (c) No bond between the transition metal and the beta

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00010-8
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hydrogen, phosphorus and silicon atoms (BS1). The STO-
3G basis sets are used for the carbon and hydrogen atoms
of cyclopentadienyl rings of the Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiH )2 3

complex. For the CpIr(PH )(C H )(H) complexes, the3 2 3

ECPs and basis sets of Stevens et al. [16] in double-z form
are used for the carbon and phosphorus atoms, whereas the
Dunning–Huzinaga (31) double-z basis set [15] is used for
the hydrogen atoms (BS2).

All ab initio and DFT calculations were performed using
the GAUSSIAN94 program [17] on Silicon Graphics
Power Challenge servers at the Supercomputer Center of

Scheme 1. Texas A and M University and Department of Chemistry,
and on Silicon Graphics Indigo I and Power Indigo II

bcarbon (C ) of the ethylene moiety was allowed (this workstations in our laboratory.
bwas verified by monitoring the transition metal–C

distance).
(d) The ethylene-containing fragment was not allowed 3. Results and discussion
to be involved in a cyclic structure.
(e) Any structure where possible delocalization of the The CDB was searched as described above for the
double bond could occur, such as dienes and enolates, structural feature shown in Scheme 1. Results of the CDB
was not allowed. search are given in Table 1 and the histogram is plotted in
(f) Other search criteria were: Fig. 1 [18–44]. The histogram does not show a normal

distribution but is skewed (21.342) towards lower values.
˚SIGFLAG 1–2 The arithmetic and geometric means are both 1.315 A,

˚ ˚SYMCHK ON with a SD equal to 0.031 A and a median of 1.325 A for
SCREEN — 35 — insist no-disorder
SCREEN — 54 — insist no-polymers Table 1

a b ˚SCREEN — 88 — insist RFACTOR,510% Summary of the C =C bond lengths (A)
SCREEN — 33 — insist error-free a bRef. code C =C bond length References

KEHLEO 1.217 [18]Manual selection of hits was undertaken to ensure com-
JANFOT 1.241 [19]

pliance to the pre-established criteria. JOGSAZ 1.258 [20]
X-ray structures were searched using the Cambridge WIBROO 1.271 [21]

SEPZAO 1.288 [22]Data Base package on the Vax 4000 computer in the
KUMPAJ 1.289 [23]Department of Chemistry [6].
DEHGEC 1.291 [24]
DAMLOS 1.296 [25]

2.2. Ab initio and density functional theory (DFT) DAMLOS10 1.296 [26]
calculations JERRUT 1.301 [27]

JERRUT10 1.301 [28]
JAXREF 1.309 [29]All geometries were optimized at the restricted Hartree–
DIDVAN 1.311 [30]Fock (RHF) [7] and DFT [8] levels; specifically, Becke’s
JOGSED 1.315 [20]

three parameter hybrid method [9–11] and the Lee–Yang– FUGWOT 1.320 [31]
Parr correlation functional (B3LYP) [12] were employed PIJHEV 1.321 [32]

FIPHER 1.329 [33]in all DFT calculations. The basis sets for zirconium,
GINGOZ 1.332 [34]iridium and platinum are described by a modified version
JOGSIH 1.333 [20]of the Hay and Wadt basis set with effective core po-
VAXBOL 1.334 [35]

tentials (ECPs) [13]. The modifications to the double-z CUNCOD 1.335 [36]
basis set were made by Couty and Hall [14] and give a GIRMAV 1.336 [37]

MBYMOB10 1.336 [38]better representation of the (n11)p space. The result is a
PAJCEI 1.337 [39][3s3p2d] contracted basis set for zirconium, iridium and
VUNMAS 1.339 [40]platinum, where the ns and np basis functions are left
BUVMEK 1.342 [41]

totally contracted but the (n11)s, (n11)p and (n)d are split ZIHYAQ 1.342 [42]
(41), (41) and (21), respectively. For the HARPIZ 1.342 [43]

1 1 CICDUN 1.343 [44]CpIr(PH )(C H ) , Pt(PH ) (MeC=CHMe) and3 2 3 3 3
YIHYET 1.346 [45]Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiH ) complexes, the ‘LANL2DZ’2 3
HARPIZ 1.35 [43]basis sets [13,15] are used for the chlorine, carbon,
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ametal center and the C –H s-bond [18,45]. The authors of
the experimental structural work realized that this bond
was ‘too short’ and offer a contamination problem involv-
ing the disorder between Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiMe ) and2 3

Cp ZrCl as a possible explanation (see footnote 16 in ref.2 2

[18]). Although this disorder problem can lead to a
shortening of the C=C distance, it will also lead to a

alengthening of the Zr–C distance because both complexes
have the same Cl–Zr–L (L5Cl or vinyl) angle (96.68)
[46]. In previous work, both experimental and theoretical
studies showed that, in a mixture of MOCl (L) and2 3

MCl (L) (M5Mo and W), an impurity of the latter in the3 3

former results in a lengthening of the M5O distance [47].
aHowever, the very slight difference in the Zr–C bond

distance between Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiMe ) and (t-Bu–2 3

Cp) ZrCl(–CHCH =CH ) eliminates this possibility as the2 3 2Fig. 1. Histogram of 31 ethylene fragment double bond lengths from the
correct explanation. Here, we are going to propose aCambridge Crystallographic Data Base. Based upon the search criteria
different explanation.given in this work.

To begin, let us examine the original refinement, which
˚resulted in the C=C distance of 1.217 A. If the observed

28 samples out of 120,000 entries. The minimum and shortening is due to an intramolecular effect, either elec-
˚maximum values observed are 1.217 and 1.350 A, respec- tronic or steric, we should be able to reproduce the

tively. The skew is surprisingly large, with one value being shortening with the theoretical methods described above.
more than three standard deviations shorter than the mean The optimized geometries for the model compound
and no values being more than one standard deviation Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiH ) in several conformations: 1a, 1b,2 3

longer. 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 2. For the two minimum energy
Generally, a lengthening of the C=C bond is expected rotational isomers, 1a and 1b, one might anticipate pos-

because of electronic effects such as p-donation from the sible b- and a-CH agostic interactions, respectively.
vinyl-ligand p bond to the transition-metal center or back- Structure 2 is the transition state for conversion of 1a to

*donation from the metal to the C=C p , as illustrated in 1b, while 3 is a model with ‘forced’ angular distortion, as
Scheme 2. However, the observed shortening of C=C described below.
bonds of several transition-metal complexes are still poorly In the RHF and DFT optimized geometries of 1a, the

b aunderstood. Here, we will investigate possibilities for the C , C , Zr, Cl and Si atoms are nearly in the same plane.
a b 2origin of the observed shortening of C=C bonds. We hope The Zr–C –C angle is close to the normal sp -hybridized

that this work will lead to a better appreciation of the angle (1208) at RHF and DFT levels. Thus, the RHF and
problems encountered when studying transition-metal vinyl DFT optimized geometries of 1a do not show a b-CH
complexes. agostic structural feature, which is in very good agreement

with the experimental X-ray result for (t-Bu–Cp) ZrCl(–2

3.1. The Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiMe ) complex CHCH =CH ) [41]. According to previous reports, the2 3 3 2

b-CH agostic interaction in neutral alkenylzirconocene
The shortest observed C=C bond is found in Cp ZrCl(– complexes only appears as a result of intramolecular steric2

b aCH=CHSiMe ) [18], where the authors examined the strain [18,45]] The RHF and DFT optimized C –C –Zr–3

possibility but were unable to show that the shortening was Cl dihedral angles of 1b are 145.7 and 140.98, respectively.
due to three-center two-electron interaction between the In 1b, which is the conformer that most closely resembles

the experimental refinement, the vinyl group twists about
a a408 from the Cl–Zr–C plane. The calculated Zr–C –H

bond angle of 1b is smaller by 11 and 138 and the
a bZr–C –C angle is larger by 15 and 178 than a normal

2sp -hybridized angle (1208) at RHF and DFT levels,
arespectively. The RHF and DFT optimized C –H bond of

˚1b are longer by 0.004 A with respect to that of 1a. Such
astructural features point to the presence of a Zr–H–C

agostic interaction, as expected. However, the calculated
a b˚ ˚length (RHF, 1.350 A; DFT, 1.364 A) of the C –C bond

˚of 1b is longer by 0.016 A than that in free ethylene (RHF,
˚ ˚Scheme 2. 1.334 A; DFT, 1.348 A). A general feature of vinyl ligands
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a bdistance for the C –C bond of 1b determined here is very
˚different from the X-ray-determined distance of 1.217 A

[18]. To check for a possible angular origin for the unusual
a bdistortion of the Zr–C H=C H–[Si] unit, the structure 1b

a b a bwas reoptimized with the Zr–C –C and C –C –Si
angles fixed at the experimental angles of 144 and 1378,
respectively (see 3 in Fig. 2). Unfortunately, this distortion

a bonly slightly changes the C –C bond distance, which, at
˚1.346 A (3), is still far from the experimental value of
˚1.217 A. Therefore, this unusually short C=C bond length

in the X-ray structure cannot be explained by three-center
two-electron interactions between the metal center and the

aC –H s-bond nor by a forced, perhaps by packing,
angular distortion.

What then is actually responsible for this unusually short
double bond? We first considered the effect of thermal
motion on the experimental structure [48] These correc-

ations are shown in Table 2; the corrected Zr–C and
a b ˚C –C distances are 2.269 and 1.227 A, respectively. It is

clear that the thermal motion corrections only slightly
change the reported values [18]. We now have to suspect a
possible systematic error, such as an unresolved disorder
of some type.

The energy difference between 1a and 1b is only about
0.6 kcal /mol at the RHF and DFT levels. The rotation
barrier from 1a through 2 to 1b is only 2.2 kcal /mol at the
RHF level. Thus, one could imagine the co-crystallization
of 1a and 1b. This possibility was modeled by using the
routine OFIT in XP (SHELXTL-PC v5.11, [48]) in a
least-squares model fit. The atoms Zr, Cl and Si and the

a bcentroid of the C =C alkene distance of the literature
structure were fitted by an orthogonal model of the
calculated structure. The fit minimizes the root mean
square displacement of the specified atoms. The centroid
of the alkene bond distance was chosen as one of the fit
parameters in order to allow for ease of trigonometric
computations. A structural drawing of the best ‘fit’ is
shown in Fig. 3.

a bIt is easily shown that the C =C bond length can be
artificially shortened by the linear combination of the two
calculated structures (Fig. 4). If the action is confined to
the plane of the four ‘fitted’ atoms, the calculation results
in a simple ‘bow tie’ trigonometric relationship between

Table 2
a a bRiding Model correction for the Zr–C and C –C bond lengths of

Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiMe )2 3

a a bBond Zr–C C –CFig. 2. RHF and DFT-B3LYP optimized geometries and relative energies
a(kcal /mol) for the model compound Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiH ) in several ˚Rms i (A) 0.191 0.226 0.229 0.2822 3

bconformations: 1a–b, 2 and 3. ˚Rms ' (A) 0.211 0.292 0.291 0.312
˚d (uncorrected) (A) 2.267 1.217
˚d (lower limit) (A) 2.269 1.218
˚connected to early transition metals is the lengthening of d (upper limit) (A) 2.378 1.516
˚d (riding model) (A) 2.269 1.227the C=C bond and the shortening of the M–C bond, effects

awhich arise from the p-donating interaction between the Rms amplitudes in Angstroms parallel to bonds.
bvinyl and metal, as shown in Scheme 2(a). The theoretical Rms amplitudes in Angstroms perpendicular to bonds.
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Table 3
˚Calculated and simulated geometrical parameters (distance in A and angle

in degrees) of Cp ZrCl(–CH=CHSiMe )2 3

Disorder (1b:1a) 0:100 100:0 86:14 Measured

Zr–Cl 2.524 2.523 2.541 2.441
aZr–C 2.277 2.279 2.280 2.267

a bC –C 1.366 1.364 1.215 1.217
bC –Si 1.881 1.882 1.873 1.847

aCl–Zr–C 101.1 96.5 96.3 96.6
a bZr–C –C 123.5 137.4 145.0 144.2

a bC –C –Si 125.2 125.4 136.8 136.9
a bCl–Zr–C –C 0.0 140.9 137.3 133.3

degree of disorder between the two configurations present
in the crystal structure. Based on this model, we have
simulated a structure for an 86:14 (1b:1a) disorder (see

a a b a bTable 3). The simulated Cl–Zr–C , Zr–C –C , C –C –
a bSi bond angles, and Cl–Zr–C –C dihedral angle are 96.3,

a b145.0, 136.8 and 137.38, respectively, while the C =C
˚distance (D5) is 1.215 A. These simulated structural

parameters are completely consistent with the measured
structure.

1*3.2. The Cp Ir(PMe )(C H ) and3 2 3
Fig. 3. Composite stick plot of the optimized structures of 1a (dashed *Cp Ir(PMe )(C H )(H) complexes3 2 3line) and 1b (solid line). Results of the least squares fit of the three

a bcommon atoms Zr, Cl, Si, and the centroid of the C –C bond.
During our research on the ethylene C–H bond activa-

1tion by the CpIr(PH )(CH ) complex [2,3], we found3 3
1˚the calculated bond lengths, D1 (1.350 A) and D2 (1.351 that the Ir–vinyl complex, CpIr(PH )(C H ) (4a), does3 2 3

Å), and the observed distance between similar carbon not show an agnostic structural feature (a close C–H???Ir
˚atoms of the ‘fitted’ model, D3 (0.791 A) and D4 (0.925 interaction) but a strong p-donating interaction between

Å). This affords the artificially shortened bond distance the metal center and the vinyl ligand of 4a, as illustrated in
a b˚(D5) of 1.051 A when the C =C bonds of 1b and 1a are Scheme 2(a). The p-donating interaction leads to a longer

a b ˚50% occupied (see Fig. 4). Thus, it seems reasonable that C –C double bond (longer by 0.02 A than that of a free
the bond length observed in the reported structure could be ethylene) in the Ir–vinyl complex, as shown for 4a in Fig.
a result of the disorder between two configurations of the 5. To elucidate the origin of this electronic effect, we

a bC =C moiety. The disorder results in the apparent optimized a corresponding Ir(III) hydrido complex,
a bshortening of the C =C distance and in a slightly enlarged CpIr(PH )(C H )(H) (5a) (Fig. 6). The optimized geome-3 2 3

thermal parameter for the alkene carbon atoms as the try of complex 5a appears to have a similarly stretched
centroids of the ellipsoidal parameters are displaced to- C=C bond as that of 4a. However, the X-ray crystal
wards the disordered atom. Observed bond lengths in the structure of the Ir hydrido vinyl complex, 5a, reveals an

˚ ˚range of 1.35 to 1.05 A are possible, depending on the unexpectedly short C=C bond (about 1.29 A) and an

Fig. 4. Suggested mechanism for apparent shortening of the double bond distance of the vinyl ligand in the experiment.
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differences between 4a and 4b, as well as between 5a and
5b, are very small (11.24 and 10.07 kcal /mol, respec-
tively). Thus, a co-crystallization of isomers with different
rotation angles could lead to an unresolved disorder that

a bshortens the C=C bond and enlarges the Ir–C –C angle,
as shown in Scheme 3.

13.3. The Pt(PPh ) (MeC=CHMe) complex3 3

Since shortened C=C double bonds are also observed in
several square planar complexes [19,20,24], we investi-

1gated a square planar complex, Pt(PPh ) (MeC=CHMe) ,3 3

as an example. The experimental work by Stang et. al. [19]
showed that two isomers (Z and E isomers) of

1Pt(PPh ) (MeC=CHMe) are produced by the reaction of3 3

(Me)(OTf)C=C(H)(Me) with the Pt(PPh ) complex. The3 4

crystal structure (refined as the Z isomer) has a shortened
˚C=C bond (about 1.24 A), a normal Pt–vinyl bond (2.07

Å) and an acute angle between (cis-PPh )–Pt–(cis-PPh )3 3

(166.88). The experimental esd’s hint at a hidden problem
in this structure. The optimized geometries of the model

1Fig. 5. DFT-B3LYP/BS1 optimized geometries for the model compound complexes, Pt(PH ) (trans-MeC=CHMe) (6a), Z isomer,3 31CpIr(PH )(C H ) in different conformations: 4a–b. 13 2 3 and Pt(PH ) (cis-MeC=CHMe) (6b), E isomer, are3 3

shown in Fig. 7. Compared to the crystal structure of
1a b Pt(PPh ) (MeC=CHMe) , the optimized Pt–vinyl bondunusually large Ir–C –C angle (132.88) [25,26]. Clearly, 3 3

˚this result cannot be explained by an electronic effect. To (2.079 A) and (cis-PH )–Pt–(cis-PH ) angle (167.58) of3 3

examine the possible packing and steric effects, we have 6a are very close to the experimental values. However, the
optimized the isomers, 4b and 5b (Figs. 5 and 6). The optimized C=C distances of 6a and 6b show ‘normal’

˚isomers, 4b and 5b, differ from 4a and 5a by a rotation of vinyl double bonds, which are longer by 0.008–0.011 A
the vinyl ligand. The calculations show that the energy than that of free ethylene. Since the back-donating inter-

action between the transition-metal center and vinyl ligand
can only lead to a lengthened C=C bond, as shown in

˚Scheme 2(b), the shortened C=C distance (1.24 A) in the
crystal structure is difficult to explain by any electronic

a bmechanism. Compared to 6a, the Pt–vinyl, C =C and
a b9C –C bond distances of the isomer 6b change only

slightly; however, the isomerization leads to a 48 decrease
a bin the Pt–C =C angle. The bulky phosphine ligand will

further increase this angle in 6a because of the steric
interaction between the phosphine ligands and the methyl

a bgroup on the vinyl ligand. The disorder in the Pt–C =C
angle, which results from the co-crystallization of 6a and

Fig. 6. DFT-B3LYP/BS2 optimized geometries for the model compound
CpIr(PH )(C H )(H) in different conformations: 5a–b. Scheme 3.3 2 3
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Abstract

Examples of boron-insertion reactions are presented in which either a functionalized alkene or alcohol is inserted into the open face of a
dicarbollide ion. Boron-insertion products of both ortho- and meta-carborane are synthesized, such as closo-3-(3-bromopropyl)-1,2-
dicarba-dodecaborane, 6a, and closo-2-(3-bromopropyl)-1,7-dicarbadodecaborane, 6b. While the ortho-3- and meta-2-alkylhydroxy-
carborane derivatives, 8a or 8b, respectively, cannot be synthesized directly using this method, they can be prepared first by
functionalization of the brominated products, 6a and 6b, to their respective acetate derivatives, 7a and 7b. Then, these acetate derivatives
can be reduced to the alcohols, 8a and 8b, respectively. Symmetric or asymmetric double boron-insertion reactions were employed for
synthesis of 1,6-bis(closo-1,2-dicarba-3-dodecaboranyl) hexane, 9, and 1,4-bis(closo-1,2-dicarba-3-dodecaboranyl)-1-oxabutane, 11. Both
types of boron-insertion products, 4-(closo-1,2-dicarba-3-dodecaboranyl)-4-oxabut-1-ene, 10, and 8a can be selectively degraded by
tetrabutylammonium fluoride to form their nido- derivatives, 12 and 13. The X-ray crystal structure of 9 is also presented.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Carborane; Boron-insertion; Boron-substitution; Carborane degradation

1. Introduction or both of the carbon atoms of the carborane cage by
functionalized alkyl and/or aryl substituents. This is

Ortho-, meta- and para-carboranes, 1,2-, 1,7- and 1,12- accomplished by removal of the acidic C–H protons of the
carborane (closo-C B H ), respectively, have been found carborane and subsequent nucleophilic substitution [2–2 10 12

to be very versatile building blocks in the area of molecu- 5,10–14].
lar and macromolecular syntheses due to their rigid The second general method for the regiospecific substi-
icosahedral framework [1]. Among the three isomers, tution of icosahedral carboranes is based on the facile
ortho-carborane is the least expensive and most widely iodination of the 9- and 12-vertices of the cage by I in the2

studied. Applications of the carboranes range from rocket presence of catalytic AlCl . The dialkyl- or diaryl-substi-3

fuel to cancer therapy [2–9]. However, the utility of tuted carborane is then prepared by reaction of the 9,12-
carborane units is dependent upon their functionalization diiodo-ortho-carborane with the appropriate Grignard re-
and incorporation into more elaborate structures. agent [15–18]. By these two methods, ortho-carborane can

Generally, there are two methods for the direct func- be functionalized at the 1-, 2-, 9- and 12-vertices. Although
tionalization of ortho-carborane. The more popular and the first method has been widely employed, its utility in the
easiest method involves replacement of hydrogen on one preparation of macromolecules is somewhat limited be-

cause one or both of the electrophilic carbon atoms are
blocked from further substitution. In the last few years, the
second method has been utilized to functionalize the 9- and

*Corresponding author. Fax: 11-310-825-5490.
12-vertices, freeing the carbon vertices for further reaction.E-mail address: mfh@chem.ucla.edu (M.F. Hawthorne)

1 Application of this method is limited to functionalizingPresent address: Department of Chemistry, University of Hawaii at
Manoa, 2545 The Mall, Honolulu, HI 96822, USA. groups without b-hydrogen atoms. For groups with b-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00038-8
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hydrogens, very low yields of substituted carborane are 2. Experimental
isolated due to b-elimination [19,20].

A third method for carborane functionalization is a 2.1. General considerations
combination of the boron-degradation and the boron-inser-
tion reactions (Scheme 1) [21–26]. Although originally Standard Schlenk and vacuum line techniques were
developed in 1965, the availability of dichloroborane alkyl employed for all manipulations of air- and moisture-sensi-
derivatives has limited the utility of this reaction. Recent tive compounds [40]. Tetrahydrofuran, diethyl ether, pen-
availability of such reagents, sold as thioether complexes tane and methylene chloride were distilled from appro-
in standardized solutions, as well as advances in the area of priate drying agents under nitrogen immediately prior to
boron chemistry have enhanced the viability of this method use. Both ortho- and meta-carborane were obtained from
[27–29]. In this paper, we present the synthesis of several Consumer Health Research of Los Angeles (CA, USA).
ortho-carborane derivatives that have been substituted in ortho-Carborane was purified by high-vacuum sublimation
the 3-position with functionalized alkyl or alkoxy groups. prior to use. The nido-derivatives of ortho- and meta-
We also report the application of this method for the carborane, 1a and 1b, respectively, were made by estab-
synthesis of meta-carborane derivatives that are function- lished methods [38].
alized in the 2-position. This preserves the carborane
carbon atoms for further reaction. Also, alkyl and alkoxy 2.2. Physical measurements
substituents with b-hydrogen atoms could be used for

1 13boron insertion with no evidence of b-elimination or The H and C NMR spectra were recorded on either a
diminution of yields. Bruker AM 200 or ARX 400 spectrometer at room

11In a comparison of the three methods of substitution on temperature. The B NMR spectra were recorded on a
the carboranes, the boron-insertion reaction is the best Bruker ARX 500 spectrometer at room temperature.
approach for the synthesis of boron-substituted dicarbollide Proton chemical shifts were referenced to residual solvent
metal complexes. Some of these boron-substituted car- protons. Carbon chemical shifts were referenced to the
borane derivatives, such as bromo- and hydroxyalkyl solvent. Boron chemical shifts were referenced to external
derivatives, are potential starting materials for the syn- BF ?Et O (0.0 ppm) with negative values upfield.3 2

thesis of carboracycles [30,31], mercuracarborands [32,33], A Rigaku AFC5R diffractometer was used for the X-ray
water-soluble carborane derivatives [34], and dicarbollide structure determination. Programs used in the X-ray struc-
metal complexes, including ‘‘Venus flytrap complexes’’ tural determination of compound 9 include locally modi-
[35–37]. fied versions of the following programs: CARESS

Scheme 1. Functionalization of ortho- and meta-carborane on the boron positions.
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(Broach, Coppens, Becker and Blessing), peak profile 2.2.5. Closo-3-(3-bromopropyl)-1,2-
analysis, Lorentz and polarization corrections: ORFLS dicarbadodecaborane, (6a)
(Busing, Martin and Levy), structure factor calculation and The dinegative ion, 1a9, was generated in situ by adding
full-matrix least-squares refinement, SHELX76 (Shel- 1a, (3.86 g, 20.0 mmol) to a 250-ml three-necked flask
drick), a crystal structure package, SHELX86 (Sheldrick), containing an excess of 95% NaH (1.5 g, 60 mmol) in
a crystal structure solution package and ORTEP (Johnson). THF (60 ml) under a flow of nitrogen using the established

procedure [21–26]. A freshly generated solution of 2 (25
mmol) in pentane /heptane was added to the flask with2.2.1. 1-Bromo-3-(dichloroboro)propane, (2)
constant stirring at 2788C under a flow of nitrogen. TheBoron trichloride (25 ml of a 1.0-M solution in heptane,
solution was then left to warm to room temperature and25 mmol) was added slowly via a syringe to a solution of
was stirred for 12 h. The crude product was filteredallyl bromide (2.2 ml, 25 mmol) in dry pentane (20 ml) at
through Celite. All volatiles were then removed in vacuo08C over a 20-min period. Then, BHCl ?Me S (3.0 ml, 252 2
and the residue was dissolved in diethyl ether and washedmmol) was added slowly to the solution. A white solid
with water. The ether solution was dried over MgSO ,4(BCl ?Me S) was observed to precipitate while a very3 2
filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo. Thereactive intermediate, 2, formed. Compound 2 was as-
colorless oil was further purified by column chromatog-sumed to form quantitatively and was used in subsequent
raphy (silica /1:4 mixture of dichloromethane–pentane).reactions without further purification.
After purification, compound 6a, a colorless liquid, was

1obtained in 30% yield (1.58 g, 5.98 mmol). H NMR (400
2.2.2. 1,6-Bis(dichloroboro)hexane, (3)

MHz, CDCl ): d51.20 (t, B–CH –, 2H), 1.5–2.8 (br.,3 2Boron trichloride (20 ml of a 1.0-M solution in heptane,
B–H , 10H), 2.05 (m, C–CH –C, 2H), 3.47 [(m, –CH –carb 2 220 mmol) was added via a syringe to a pentane (25 ml) 13 1Br, 2H) and (s, C–H , 2H)] . C[ H] NMR (100carb overlapsolution of 1,5-hexadiene (0.822 g, 10.0 mmol) with
MHz, CDCl ): d514 (br., B–CH –), 31.24 (C–CH –C),3 2 2constant stirring over a period of 10 min at 08C. Dich- 1135.80 (–CH –Br), 56.80 (CH ). B NMR (160 MHz,2 carbloroborane dimethyl sulfide complex (2.29 ml, 19.8 mmol)
12:1 pentane:dichloromethane): d521.31 (d, 2B), 23.81was added via a syringe slowly to the above-mentioned
(s, 1B), 28.04 (d, 1B), 212.7 (br., 6B). High-resolution EIsolution at 08C over a period of 20 min. The reaction 1 10 11 81MS: m /z 264.1462 [(M2H) , calcd. for C H B B Br,5 16 2 8mixture was then warmed to room temperature for another
m /z 264.1454].20 min. Compound 3 was assumed to form quantitatively

and was used in subsequent reactions without further
purification.

2.2.6. Closo-2-(3-bromopropyl)-1,7-
dicarbadodecaborane, (6b)

2.2.3. 4-(Dichloroboro)-4-oxabut-1-ene, (4) The dinegative ion 1b9 was generated in situ by adding
Allyl alcohol (1.36 ml, 20.0 mmol) was dissolved in dry 1b, (3.8 g, 20 mmol) to a 250-ml three-necked flask

pentane (20 ml) and cooled to 08C. Boron trichloride (20.0 containing an excess of 95% NaH (1.5 g, 60 mmol) in
ml of a 1.0-M solution in heptane, 20.0 mmol) was then THF (60 ml) under a flow of nitrogen with the established
added via a syringe to this solution. The reaction mixture procedure [21–26]. A freshly generated solution of 2 in
was then warmed to room temperature. Compound 4 was pentane and heptane (25 mmol) was added to the flask
assumed to form quantitatively and was used in subsequent with constant stirring at 2788C under a flow of nitrogen.
reactions without further purification. The solution was then warmed to room temperature and

was stirred for 12 h. The crude product was filtered
through Celite. All volatiles were then removed in vacuo2.2.4. 1,4-Bis(dichloroboro)-1-oxabutane, (5)
and the residue was dissolved in diethyl ether and washedAllyl alcohol (0.68 ml, 10 mmol) was dissolved in dry
with water. The ether solution was dried over MgSO ,pentane (20 ml) and cooled to 08C. Boron trichloride (3.5 4

filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo. Theml of a 1.0-M solution in heptane, 3.5 mmol) was added
colorless oil was further purified by column chromatog-via a syringe to this solution. The reaction mixture was
raphy (silica /1:4 mixture of dichloromethane–pentane).then warmed to room temperature. All volatile components
Compound 6b, a colorless liquid, was obtained in 30%were removed in vacuo and the residue was redissolved in

1yield (1.6 g, 5.9 mmol). H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d ):pentane (20 ml). Boron trichloride (10 ml of a 1.0-M 6

d51.31 (t, B–CH –, 2H), 1.2–2.9 (br., B–H , 10H),solution in heptane, 10 mmol) was added via a syringe to 2 carb

2.00 (m,–CH –, 2H), 3.49 (t, –CH –Br, 2H), 3.62 (s, br.,this solution, followed by BHCl ?Me S (1.2 ml, 10 mmol). 2 22 2
13 1C–H , 2H). C[ H] NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d ): d5A white precipitate (BCl ?Me S) was observed while a carb 63 2

14 (br., B–CH –), 31.51 (–CH –), 35.76 (–CH –Br),very reactive intermediate, 4, formed. Compound 4 was 2 2 2
11assumed to form quantitatively and was used in subsequent 57.85 (C–H ). B NMR (160 MHz, CDCl ): d525.90carb 3

reactions without further purification. (d, 2B), 26.85 (s, 1B), 210.56 (d, 1B), 212.60 (d, 5B),
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215.18 (d, 1B). High resolution EI MS: m /z 264.1463. formed. A solution of 1 M HCl was used to neutralize the
1 10 11 81[(M2H) calcd. for C H B B Br, m /z 264.1454]. solution and then the THF was removed in vacuo. The5 16 2 8

residue was redissolved in diethyl ether and washed with
water. The ether solution was subsequently dried over2.2.7. Closo-3-(acet-4-oxabutyl)-1,2-

dicarbadodecaborane, (7a) MgSO , filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo.4

Compound 6a (1.50 g, 5.70 mmol) was dissolved in The product was further purified by column chromatog-
acetic anhydride (15 ml, 160 mmol) and glacial acetic acid raphy (silica /1:2 mixture of ethyl acetate–diethyl ether).
(15 ml, 260 mmol). The solution was stirred for 1 h and Compound 8a, a colorless liquid, was isolated in 90%

1then excess potassium acetate (3.50 g, 35.6 mmol) was yield (0.90 g, 4.6 mmol). H NMR (200 MHz, acetone-d ):6

added. The resulting solution was heated at reflux for 15 h. d50.7–3.2 (br., B–H , 10H), 1.19 (t, br., B–CH –,carb 2

The product was extracted into diethyl ether and washed 2H), 1.73 (m, –CH –, 2H), 3.53 (t, C–CH –OH, 2H),2 2
13 1with water. The ether solution was then dried over MgSO , 4.39 (br. s, C–H , 2H). C[ H] NMR (100 MHz,4 carb

filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The acetone-d ): d511 (br., B–CH –), 31.01 (–CH –), 58.076 2 2
11colorless liquid product, 7a, was obtained in almost (–CH –OH), 63.27 (C–H ). B NMR (160 MHz,2 carb

1quantitative (98%) yield (1.37 g, 5.61 mmol). H NMR diethyl ether): d522.10 (m, 3B), 27.96 (d, 1B), 212.11
(200 MHz, acetone-d ): d51.41 (br. t, B–CH –, 2H), 1.88 (d, 3B), 212.92 (d, 3B). High resolution EI MS: m /z6 2

1 10 11(m., br. C–CH –C, 2H), 1.96 (s, CH –, 3H), 1.0–3.4 (br., 201.2283 [(M2H) , calcd. for C H B B O, m /z2 3 5 17 2 8

B–H , 10H), 4.02 (t, C–CH –O, 2H), 4.27 (s., br., 201.2283).carb 2
13 1C–H , 2H). C[ H] NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d ): d5carb 6

12 (br., B–CH ), 20.86 (C–CH –C), 27.67 (CH ), 58.642 2 3
11(C–H ), 66.13 (C–CH –O), 170.90 (.C5O). B 2.2.10. Closo-2-(3-hydroxypropyl)-1,7-carb 2

NMR (160 MHz, acetone): d522.264 (d, 3B), 28.147 (s, dicarbadodecaborane, (8b)
1B), 211.861 (d, 3B), 212.501 (d, 3B). High resolution Product 7b (1.25 g, 5.12 mmol) was dissolved in dry

1EI MS: m /z 245.2536 [(M1H) , calcd. for THF (35 ml) and reduced to its primary alcohol derivative
10 11C H B B O , m /z 245.2545). by an excess of LiAlH (20 ml of a 1.0-M solution in7 21 2 8 2 4

THF, 20 mmol). Water was slowly added to quench excess
LiAlH . A white precipitate containing LiOH and Al(OH)2.2.8. Closo-2-(acet-4-oxabutyl)-1,7- 4 3

dicarbadodecaborane, (7b) formed. A solution of 1 M HCl was used to neutralize the
Compound 6b (1.45 g, 5.47 mmol) was dissolved in an solution and then the THF was removed in vacuo. The

excess of acetic anhydride (15 ml, 160 mmol) and glacial residue was redissolved in diethyl ether and washed with
acetic acid (15 ml, 260 mmol). The solution was stirred for water. The ether solution was subsequently dried over
1 h and then an excess of potassium acetate (3.50 g, 35.6 MgSO , filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo.4

mmol) was added. The resulting solution was heated at The product was purified by column chromatography
reflux for 12 h. The product was extracted into diethyl (silica /1:2 mixture of ethyl acetate–diethyl ether). Com-
ether and washed with water. The ether solution was then pound 8b was isolated as a colorless liquid in 90% yield

1dried over MgSO , filtered and the solvent was removed in (0.92 g, 4.5 mmol). H NMR (200 MHz, acetone-d ):4 6

vacuo. The colorless liquid product, 7b, was obtained in d51.20 (t, br., B–CH –, 2H), 1.67 (m, –CH –, 2H), 3.542 2
1almost quantitative (99%) yield (1.32 g, 5.41 mmol). H [m, (C–H , 2H; –CH –OH, 2H) ], 3.69 (s, –OH,carb 2 overlap

13 1NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d ): d51.2–2.7 (br., B–H , 1H). C[ H] NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d ): d531.99 (–6 carb 6

10H), 1.21 (t, B–CH , 2H), 1.78 (m, C–CH –C, 2H), 1.96 CH –), 58.55 (C–H ), 64.06 (–CH OH), 215 (br.,2 2 2 carb 2
11(s, –CH , 3H), 3.63 (s, br., C–H , 2H), 4.01 (t, CH –O, B–CH –). B NMR (160 MHz, acetone): d525.59 [(d,3 carb 2 2

13 12H). C[ H] NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d ): d512 (br., 2B)1(s, 1B)] , 210.44 (d, 1B), 211.64 (d, 2B),6 overlap

B–CH ), 20.75 (CH ), 28.04 (CH –), 58.78 (C–H ), 212.39 (d, 2B), 213.46 (d, 1B), 214.18 (d, 1B). High2 2 3 carb
11 166.18 (CH –O), 170.91 (.C5O). B NMR (160 MHz, resolution EI MS: m /z 201.2283 [(M2H) , calcd. for2

10 11diethyl ether): d525.81 [(d, 2B) and (s, 1B)] ], C H B B O, m /z 201.2283].overlap 5 17 2 8

210.36 (d, 1B), 212.11 (d, 2B), 212.65 (d, 3B), 214.84
1(d, 1B). High resolution EI MS: m /z 245.2547 [(M1H) ,

10 11calcd. for C H B B O , m /z 245.2545). 2.2.11. 1,6-Bis(closo-1,2-dicarba-3-7 21 2 8 2

dodecaboranyl)hexane, (9)
The dinegative ion, 1a9, was generated in situ by adding2.2.9. Closo-3-(3-hydroxypropyl)-1,2-

dicarbadodecaborane, (8a) 1a, (4.25 g, 22.0 mmol) to a 250-ml three-necked flask
Compound 7a (1.2 g, 4.9 mmol) was dissolved in dry containing an excess of 95% NaH (1.38 g, 57.5 mmol) in

THF (35 ml) and reduced to its primary alcohol derivative THF (70 ml) under a flow of nitrogen using the established
by an excess of LiAlH (20 ml of a 1.0-M solution in procedure [21–26]. A solution of 3 in pentane–heptane4

THF, 20 mmol). Water was slowly added to quench excess (10.0 mmol) was transferred via a canula to the THF
LiAlH . A white precipitate containing LiOH and Al(OH) solution of 1a9 at 2788C under a flow of nitrogen. The4 3
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mixture was gradually warmed and was heated at reflux for washed with water. The ether solution was then dried over
12 h. After the solution was cooled to room temperature, it MgSO , filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo.4

was filtered through a layer of Celite. Then all volatiles The crude product was purified further by column chroma-
were removed in vacuo. The crude product was purified by tography (silica /1:7 mixture of dichloromethane–pentane).
column chromatography (silica /1:4 mixture of dichlorome- Compound 11, a white solid, was isolated in 14% yield

1thane–pentane). Compound 9, a white solid, was isolated (0.24 g, 0.69 mmol). H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d ):6
1in 15% yield (0.56 g, 1.5 mmol). H NMR (400 MHz, d51.1–2.8 (br. m, B–H, 20H), 1.79 (t, B–CH –, 2H),2

acetone-d ): d51.09 (t, a-CH , 4H), 1.3 22.7 (m., br., 1.82 (m, –CH –, 2H), 3.90 (t, CH –O, 2H), 4.39 (s., br.,6 2 2 2
13 1B–H, 20H), 1.38 (m, b-CH , 4H), 1.50 (m, g-CH , 4H), C–(C–H ), 2H), 4.50 (s., br., O–(C–H , 2H). C[ H]2 2 carb carb)

13 14.32 (s., br., C–H , 4H). C[ H] NMR (100 MHz, NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d ): d512 (B–CH ), 29.53carb 6 2

acetone-d ): d515 (br., a-CH ), 27.85 (b-CH ), 31.97 (–CH –), 56.93 [C–(C– )], 58.14 [O–(C– )],6 2 2 2 Hcarb Hcarb
11 11(g-CH ), 58.00 (C–H ). B NMR (160 MHz, CDCl ): 71.30 (CH –O). B NMR (160 MHz, acetone): d51.192 carb 3 2

d521.83 (d, 2B), 23.51 (s, 1B), 28.30 (d, 1B), 212.43 (s, 1B), 22.85 (d, 2B), 23.84 (s, 1B), 25.46 (d, 2B),
(d, 3B), 213.27 (d, 3B). High resolution EI MS: m /z 29.17 (d, 1B), 212.98 (d, 4B), 213.71 (d, 3B), 214.68

1 10 11370.4657 (M , calcd. C H B B , m /z 370.4667). (d, 3B), 215.82 (d, 2B). High resolution EI MS: m /z10 34 4 16
1 10 11344.4137 (M , calcd C H B B O, m /z 344.4147).7 28 4 16

2.2.12. 4-(Closo-1,2-dicarba-3-dodecaboranyl)-4-
oxabut-1-ene, (10)

The dinegative ion, 1a9, was generated in situ by adding 2.2.14. Tetrabutylammonium salt of nido-2-(3-
1a (4.5 g, 23 mmol) to a 250-ml three-necked flask hydroxypropyl)-7,8-dicarbaundecaborate, (12)
containing an excess of 95% NaH (1.5g, 63 mol) in THF Compound 8a (0.47 g, 2.3 mmol) was dissolved in a
(80 ml) under a flow of nitrogen using the established solution of tetrabutylammonium fluoride in THF (20 ml of
procedure [21–26]. A solution of 4 in pentane–heptane (20 a 1.0-M solution, 20 mmol) [39]. The solution was stirred
mmol) was transferred via a canula to the THF solution of at room temperature for 7 days. Solvent was removed in
1a9 at 2788C under a flow of nitrogen. The mixture was vacuo and the product mixture was purified by column
gradually warmed and was heated at reflux for 12 h. After chromatography (silica /1:2 mixture of acetone–ethyl ace-
the solution was cooled to room temperature, it was filtered tate). Compound 12, a white solid, was isolated in 40%

1through a layer of Celite. Then all volatiles were removed yield (0.40 g, 0.92 mmol). H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-
1in vacuo. The crude product was purified by column d ): [n-Bu N : d50.96, 1.44, 1.79, 3.40], d50.66 (t., br.,6 4

chromatography (silica /1:8 mixture of dichloromethane– B–CH –, 2H), 1.57 (m, br., –CH –, 2H), 3.39 h[(t, br.,2 2
13 1pentane). Compound 10, a colorless liquid, was isolated in –CH –OH, 2H); (br. s, C–H , 2H)] j. Ch Hj2 carb overlap

1 120% yield (0.80 g, 4.0 mmol). H NMR (400 MHz, NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d ): [n-Bu N : d513.08, 19.50,6 4

CDCl ): d51.2–3.0 (br., B–H , 9H), 3.60 (br. s, C– 23.58, 58.51], d532.35 (C–CH –C), 46 (br., B–CH –),3 carb 2 2
11H , 2H), 4.42 (d, O–CH –, 2H), 5.22 (m, CHH5, 1H, 59.71 (–CH –OH), 64.78 (C–H ). B NMR (160 MHz,carb 2 2 carb

J 510.4 Hz), 5.32 (m, CHH5, 1H, J 517.1 acetone): d527.84 (s, 1B), 29.93 (d, 2B), 215.54 (d,HH(cis) HH (trans)
13 1Hz), 5.95 (m,5CH–, 1H). C[ H] NMR (100 MHz, 2B), 220.52 (d, 2B), 235.03 (d, 1B), 235.74 (d, 1B).

2CDCl ): d555.90 (C–H ), 70.64 (–O–CH –), 116.7 High resolution EI MS: m /z 192.2238 [M , calcd.3 carb 2
11 10 11 2(CH 5), 134.6 (5CH–). B NMR (160 MHz, acetone): (C H B B O) , m /z 192.2231).2 5 18 8

d52.52 (s, 1B), 24.61 (d, 2B), 211.32 (d, 1B), 213.54
(d, 3B), 214.60 (d, 2B), 218.56 (d, 1B). High resolution

1 10 11 2.2.15. Tetrabutylammonium salt of 4-(nido-7,8-dicarba-EI MS: m /z 200.2204 (M , calcd. C H B B O, m /z5 16 2 8

2-undecaborate)-4-oxabut-1-ene, (13)200.2204).
Compound 10 (0.70 g, 3.5 mmol) was added to a

solution of potassium hydroxide (2.0 g, 35 mmol) in2.2.13. 1,4-Bis(closo-1,2-dicarba-3-dodecaboranyl)-1-
oxabutane, (11) ethanol (50 ml). The solution was heated at reflux tem-

The dinegative ion, 1a9, was generated in situ by adding perature for 12 h and then was cooled to room temperature
1a, (1.9 g, 10 mmol) to a 250-ml three-necked flask and CO was bubbled through the solution until precipitate2

containing an excess of 95% NaH (1.6g, 67 mmol) in THF failed to form. The precipitate (K CO ) was removed by2 3

(80 ml) under a flow of nitrogen using the established filtration and the ethanol was removed in vacuo. The
procedure [21–26]. A solution of 5 in pentane (10 mmol) residue was dissolved in water and the product was
was transferred via a canula to the THF solution at 2788C precipitated from the solution by the addition of excess
under a flow of nitrogen. The mixture was gradually tetrabutylammonium fluoride. The crude product was
warmed and was heated at reflux for 48 h. After the recrystallized from hot water (50 ml) to produce white

1solution was cooled to room temperature, it was filtered solid compound 13 in 94% yield (1.4 g, 3.3 mmol). H
1through a layer of Celite. Then all volatiles were removed NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d ): [n-Bu N : d50.95, 1.40,6 4

in vacuo. The residue was dissolved in diethyl ether and 1.78, 3.38], d52.85 (s, br., C–H , 2H), 4.13 (t, –CH –carb 2
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O, 2H), 5.03 (m, CH 5, 2H), 5.88 (m,5CH–, 1H). corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects and for2
13 1 1C[ H] NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d ): [n-Bu N : d5 secondary extinction.6 4

13.03, 19.49, 23.57, 58.53], d547 (br., C–H ), 68.57carb
11(B–O–CH ), 112.50 (CH 5), 138.47 (5CH–). B NMR2 2

2.4. Solution and refinement of the structure of(160 MHz, acetone): d520.57 (s, 1B), 211.74 (d, 2B,
1,6-bis(closo-1,2-dicarbadodeca-boranyl)-hexane, 9217.67 (d, 2B), 222.83 (d, 2B), 238.48 (d, 1B), 240.07

2(d, 1B). High resolution FAB–MS: m /z 190.2081 [M ,
10 11 2calcd. (C H B B O) , m /z 190.2079). Details of the crystallographic data collection for com-5 16 8

pound 9 are presented in Table 1. Atoms were located by
2.3. X-ray crystal and molecular structural use of direct methods (SHELX 86). All calculations were
determination of 1,6-bis(closo-1,2-dicarba- performed on a VAX 3100 computer in the J. D. McCul-
dodeca-boranyl)-hexane, 9 lough X-ray Crystallography Laboratory. All nonhydrogen

atoms of the carborane moieties were refined with aniso-
A colorless crystal, obtained from a CHCl solution, tropic parameters. Carboranyl hydrogen atoms were lo-3

was placed on a fiber and mounted on a Rigaku AFC5R cated and were included but parameters were not refined.
diffractometer. Systematic absences were found for 0kl Hydrogen atoms were assigned isotropic displacement
reflections for which l ± 2n, for h01 reflections for h ± values based approximately on the value for the attached
2n, and for hk0 reflections for which k ± 2n. Unit cell atom. Scattering factors for hydrogen atoms were obtained
parameters were determined from a least-squares fit of nine from Stewart et al. [41] and, for other atoms, they were
accurately centered reflections (16.7 ,2u ,26.38). These taken from The International Tables for X-ray Crystal-
dimensions and other parameters, including conditions of lography [42]. The largest peak on a final difference

23data collection, are summarized in Table 1. Data were ˚election density map was 0.1 eA .
collected at 258C in the u22u scan mode. Three intense
reflections (21 26 21, 0 0 22, 21 23 21) were
monitored every 97 reflections to check stability. Inten-

3. Results and discussionsities of these reflections did not decay during the course
of the experiment (36.4 h). Of the 1772 unique reflections

3.1. Synthesesmeasured, 772 were considered observed (I.2s (I)) and
were used in the subsequent structure analysis. Data were

21The nido-carborane anions, 7,8-C B H , 1a, and 7,9-2 9 12
21

Table 1 C B H , 1b, were generated by degradation of ortho-2 9 12
Details of crystallographic data collection for 1,6-bis(closo-1,2-dicar- and meta-carborane, respectively, with concentrated potas-
badodeca-boranyl)-hexane, 9 sium hydroxide in ethanol [38]. Subsequent deprotonation
Formula C H B with sodium hydride yielded the respective dinegative10 34 20

Formula weight 370.58 dicarbollide ions, 1a9 and 1b9, respectively, (Scheme 1).
Temperature (8C) 25 The dichloroboroalkanes, 1-dichloroboro-3-bromo-
Crystal size (mm) 0.0230.2230.38

propane, 2, and 1,6-bis(dichloroboro)-hexane, 3, wereNormal to faces 001 100 010
produced by hydroboration of the corresponding alkeneAppearance Colorless plate

Radiation (graphite monochromator) CuK with dichloroborane [27–29]. This method is an effectivea

˚Wavelength (A) 1.5418 technique for the synthesis of a variety of dichloroboron
Space group Pbca derivatives, which can then be used as starting materials˚a (A) 23.995 (11)

for boron-insertion.˚b (A) 10.325 (13)
˚ Compound 4, 4-(dichloroboro)-4-oxabut-1-ene, was pro-c (A) 9.580 (11)

3˚V (A ) 2373 (3) duced by the reaction of allyl alcohol with excess boron
Z 4 trichloride. Similarly, compound 5, 1,4-bis(dichloroboro)-

23Density, r (calcd.) (g cm ) 1.04 1-oxabutane, was produced by the reaction of allyl alcohol21
m (cm ) 2.7

with boron trichloride followed by hydroboration withScan width, below K 0.63a1

dichloroborane. Because of the reactive nature of com-above K 0.63a2
21Scan rate (degree min ) 4 pounds 2, 3, 4 and 5, they were prepared in situ and used

Number of unique reflections 1772 without characterization or purification.
Number of observed [I.2s (I)] reflections 772 Reaction of 2, 3, 4 or 5 with either 1a9 or 1b9 forms the
2u max (degree) 120

corresponding boron-inserted closo-carborane derivative.Data collected 1h, 1k, 11
Compound 6a, closo-3-(3-bromopropyl)-1,2-dicar-Number of parameters refined 137

R 0.075 badodecaborane, is formed in the reaction of 2 with 1a9,
R 0.191W and compound 6b, closo-2-(3-bromopropyl)-1,7-dicar-
GOF 1.20 badodecaborane, is formed in the reaction of 2 with 1b9
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(Scheme 1). Both colorless liquid products were isolated in primary alcohol while in the previous technique, the
30% yield. starting material for the synthesis of compound 6a or 6b is

Because boron trichloride reacts vigorously with hy- a terminal alkene. This method extends the capacity of the
droxyl groups, alkenyl alcohols could not be used as a boron-insertion reaction for synthesis of boron-substituted
starting material in the boron-insertion reaction to form carborane derivatives. The combination of these two
hydroxyalkyl carborane derivatives. However, two com- techniques could offer a wide range of novel products. The
mon organic reactions were employed to accomplish this synthesis of compound 11, 1,4-bis(closo-1,2-dicarba-3-
end. Compounds 6a and 6b were readily converted to their dodecaboranyl)-1-oxabutane, is an example of the combi-
corresponding acetate esters, by reaction with excess nation of the two boron-insertion methods (Scheme 3).
potassium acetate in a mixture of acetic acid and acetic
anhydride. The resulting products, 7a, closo-3-(acet-4-ox- 3.2. Carborane cage degradation
abutyl)-1,2-dicarbadodecaborane, and 7b, closo-2-(acet-4-
oxabutyl)-1,7-dicarbadodecaborane, were formed in nearly The common method used to degrade carbon-substituted
quantitative yields from 6a or 6b. Subsequent reduction of ortho- and meta-carboranes with ethanolic potassium
these acetate derivatives with lithium aluminum hydride hydroxide is not suitable for the degradation of boron-
resulted in the respective alcohols, 8a, closo-3-(3-hydroxy- substituted carboranes such as 8a, 8b and 9, because the
propyl)-1,2-dicarbadodecaborane, and 8b, closo-2-(3-hy- method removes the substituted boron vertex. However, it
droxypropyl)-1,7-dicarbadodecaborane. Both colorless liq- was found that cage degradation with fluoride ion [39]
uid compounds were isolated in 90% yield (Scheme 2). yields primarily the functionalized nido-derivative, 12. On

In a reaction similar to that used to prepare white solid the other hand, the B–OR type of carborane derivative, 10,
6a, 1,6-bis(closo-1,2-dicarbadodeca-boranyl)-hexane, 9, was found to yield the functionalized nido-derivative, 13,
was produced in 15% yield by addition of half equivalents when either method of cage degradation was used (Scheme
of 1,6-bis(dichloroboro)-hexane, 3, to a tetrahydrofuran 4). That is, the B–OR type of carborane can undergo
(THF) solution of 1a (Scheme 3). The crystal structure of degradation under basic conditions without loss of the
compound 9 was determined and is presented below. Note substituent. This fact hints that this kind of substituted
that this method provides a means of linking two car- carborane may be more useful in the synthesis of car-
boranes, leaving the carbon vertices available for further borane-containing macromolecules.
functionalization.

Compound 10, 4-(closo-1,2-dicarba-3-dodecacar- 3.3. X-ray structure of 1,6-bis(closo-1,2-dicarbadodeca-
boranyl)-4-oxabut-1-ene, was formed in the reaction of the boranyl)-hexane, 9
borate ester, 4, and a THF solution of 1a. In this technique,
the starting material for the boron-insertion reaction is a The crystal structure of 9 is presented in Fig. 1. Details

Scheme 2. Functionalization of ortho- and meta-carborane on the boron positions.
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of compounds 9, 10, and 11.

of the crystallographic data collection are given in Table 1 of the boron-insertion. The selective degradation using
and selected bond distances and angles are given in Table fluoride ion makes it possible to apply the boron-insertion
2. The molecule is centrosymmetric and is observed to be technique in the synthesis of boron-substituted nido-car-
fully extended with the two carboranyl subunits being 9.09 borane derivatives. The two synthetic methods could be
Å apart. Bond angles within the hexamethylene tether are helpful in the development of new generations of metal-
greater than 109.58 [B(3)–C(1M)–C(2M) 117.88, and lacarboranes and supramolecules containing substituted
C(1M)–C(2M)–C(3M) 116.28] and the dihedral angle carboranes. Furthermore, the two methods could be em-
[B(3)–C(1M)–C(2M)–C(3M)] is 179.88. ployed to link three or more carboranes in the construction

of a supramolecule.

4. Conclusions
Supplementary data

With a growing trend towards the synthesis of more
complex supramolecular structures, it has become increas- For compound 9, crystallographic experimental details
ingly important to find effective ways to predictably and tables listing full data collection and processing
functionalize carboranes in order to augment the selection parameters, full bond lengths and angles, torsion angles,
of geometric possibilities. In this paper, we present two anisotropic displacement parameters and atom coordinates
useful methods for boron functionalization of carborane at are available. Ordering information is given on any current
vertex-3 in the case of ortho-carborane or at vertex-2 for masthead page. The data are available on request on
meta-carborane. This new approach increases the variety quoting the depository number CSD-101111.
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Scheme 4. Degradation of compounds 8a and 10.

Fig. 1. X-ray structure of 1,6-bis(closo-1,2-dicarba-3-dodecaboranyl)hexane, 9.

Table 2
˚Interatomic distances (A) and angles (8) of 1,6-bis(closo-1,2-dicarbadodeca-boranyl)-hexane, 9

˚ ˚Bond Distance (A) Bond Distance hA)

B(3)–C(1M) 1.571(6) C(1M)–C(2M) 1.474(6)
C(2M)–C(3M) 1.499(6) C(1)–C(2) 1.624(7)
C(1)–B(3) 1.730(6) C(2)–B(3) 1.712(7)

Atoms Angle (8) Atoms Angle (8)
C(1)–B(3)–C(1M) 121.4(5) B(3)–C(1M)–C(2M) 118.0(4)
C(1M)–C(2M)–C(3M) 117.3(4) C(2)–C(1)–B(3) 61.3(3)
B(3)–C(1M)–C(2M)–C(3M) 179.3(5)
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Abstract

Novel binucleating ligands having non-equivalent chelating sites, one site involving an amide and the other involving an imine
functionality have been synthesised by the condensation of salicyl hydrazide and anthranil hydrazide with bidentate aldehydes. The

1–3 4–6complexes of dioxouranium(VI) with these ligands having the general formulae [(UO ) L ] and [(UO ) L ](CH COO) have been2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2

synthesised and characterised by various analytical, spectral and electrochemical methods. The force constants for UO stretching and2

hence the U5O bond lengths in the complexes have been determined from the IR spectral data. The cyclic voltammetric studies indicate
that the complexes undergo irreversible reduction at Pt electrode between 0 and 22.0 V. The UO stretching frequencies and the energies2

of the LMCT transitions are observed to follow a regular trend.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Uranyl complexes; Binucleating ligands; Amide; Amine

1. Introduction cleophilicity of the coordinating atom or p-bonding ability
can be brought about by changing the substituents over the

In recent years, studies involving multinuclear complex- aromatic ring. Thus, the ligands are expected to provide
es with the metal ions in dissimilar ligand environments geometrically similar but electronically distinct coordina-
have attracted much attention [1–4]. This is because these tion environments to the two metal ions.
complexes can be used as models for biological systems Complexes of uranyl ion are, particularly, interesting in

21[5–8] as well as for the systematic study of magnetic that the UO ion being linear, the ligands have to occupy2

exchange interaction [9]. Such types of systems also allow the equatorial coordination positions and the structures can
the study of the preference of a metal ion for certain be treated as the least distorted from axial geometry. This
geometrical and electronic ligand environments that can can allow a fair comparison with respect to the electronic
lead to a more stable structure [10]. The binucleating properties of the coordinating sites.
ligands which can provide dissimilar coordination environ-
ments to the metal ions can also modulate their redox
properties. Keeping this in mind, novel binucleating lig-

2. Experimental
ands having non-equivalent chelating sites, one site involv-
ing an amide and the other involving an imine function-

2.1. Reagents
ality and their uranyl complexes have been synthesised.
The two chelating sites of the ligands can form planar, six

All the chemicals used were of AR grade.
membered chelate rings having p-delocalisation whereas

Salicylhydrazide and anthranil hydrazide were prepared
the electronic characteristics of the coordinating atoms in

from their methyl esters by condensation with hydrazine
each site can be different. Further variation in the nu-

[11]. These hydrazides were then condensed with bidentate
aldehydes, namely, salicylaldehyde, o-vanillin and 2-hy-

*Corresponding author. droxynaphthaldehyde to get the corresponding 1-(2-hy-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00041-8
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doxy/amino benzoyl)-2-(substituted-2-hydroxybenzal) hy- The ligands were prepared and used in situ for the reaction
drazines as follows: with metal ion as detailed below.

1 –32.3. Preparation of complexes [(UO ) L ] and2 2 2
4 –6[(UO ) L ](CH COO)2 2 2 3 2

To a solution of 50 mmol salicylhydrazide or anth-
3ranilhydrazide dissolved in 20 cm ethanol was added

310 cm ethanolic solution of 50 mmol of aldehyde. The
mixture was stirred for 1 h. The yellow colour of the solid
indicates the formation of the Schiff base. To this was
added dropwise a solution of 50 mmol uranyl nitrate
hexahydrate dissolved in a minimum quantity of ethanol.
A solution of 50 mmol of sodium acetate dissolved in
minimum quantity of ethanol was added slowly with
stirring, whereupon the precipitation of the complex had
taken place. The mixture was refluxed for 15–20 min. A
deep reddish brown crystalline solid separated on cooling.
It was filtered, washed with ethanol and dried in air.

Alternatively, the Schiff bases formed have been iso-
lated, characterised and then the reaction with equivalent
quantity of UO (NO ) .6H O in presence of sodium2 3 2 2

acetate has been carried out. The complexes formed by the
two methods have been found to be identical.

The result of the C, H and N analyses of the ligands and
the complexes are recorded in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

2.4. Spectral studies
1H L : 1-(2-hydroxybenzoyl)-2-(2-hydroxybenzal)hy-2

drazine, (H salhzsal) The electronic spectra of the complexes in UV–VIS2
2H L : 1-(2-hydroxybenzoyl)-2-(2-hydroxy-3-methoxy- region were recorded in methanolic solutions using2

benzal)hydrazine, (H salhzvan) Shimadzu UV240 recording spectrophotometer. The dif-2
3H L : 1-(2-hydroxybenzoyl)-2-(2-hydroxynaphthal)hy- fuse reflectance spectra of all the complexes in the region2

drazine, (H salhznaph) 350–850 nm were recorded on the same instrument2
4HL : 1-(2-aminobenzoyl)-2-(2-hydroxybenzal)hydra- equipped with a spherical reflectance assembly using

zine, (Hanhzsal) BaSO as reference.4
5HL : 1-(2-aminobenzoyl)-2-(2-hydroxy-3-methoxyben- The IR spectra were recorded in the form of KBr pellets

zal)hydrazine, (Hanhzvan) using a Shimadzu IR408 spectrometer.
6HL : 1-(2-aminobenzoyl)-2-(2-hydroxynaphthal) hy- The FAB mass spectra of two representative complexes,

drazine, (Hanhznaph) [UO (salhznaph)] and [UO (anhzsal)] (CH COO) , were2 2 2 2 3 2

Table 1
21Analytical data and IR absorptions (cm ) of the ligands

21Ligands M.P. %C %H %N Important IR frequencies (cm )
1H L 273 66.12 5.09 11.36 3500–2900(b), 1660, 1650, 1610, 1560, 1495, 1465, 1385, 1315, 1280, 1240, 1200, 1165, 1105, 1040, 935, 885, 785, 755.2

(65.62) (4.69) (10.93)
2H L 232 62.99 5.40 10.06 3500–2900(b), 1640, 1610, 1570, 1490, 1460, 1385, 1320, 1260, 1240, 1160, 1110, 1085, 910, 785, 750, 735.2

(62.93) (4.89) (9.79)
3H L 261 71.03 4.95 9.55 3500–2800(b), 1660, 1650, 1605, 1580, 1560, 1545, 1510, 1465, 1400, 1320, 1245, 1190, 1160, 815, 750.2

(70.58) (4.58) (9.15)
4HL 160 66.30 5.48 16.90 3600–3200(b), 1665, 1620, 1585, 1535, 1480, 1420, 1360, 1320, 1280, 1260, 1165, 760, 740.

(65.88) (5.09) (16.47)
5HL 142 63.43 5.35 14.33 3600–3200(b), 1650, 1620, 1595, 1530, 1470, 1460, 1420, 1365, 1275, 1255, 1160, 1085, 980, 950, 900, 840, 790, 750.

(63.38) (4.93) (14.78)
6HL . 190 68.23 5.89 12.80 3600–3200(b), 1620, 1585, 1550, 1480, 1400, 1340, 1265, 1195, 820, 750.

1 /2H O (68.79) (5.10) (13.37)2
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Table 2
Analysis and molar conductivity of the binuclear complexes

bComplex %C %H %N Temp. %wt. Molar conductivity
c 21 21 21 dLoss V cm mol

(%H O)2

11. [(UO ) L ].(H O) 30.05 3.30 5.03 100, 130 4.8, 1.7 –2 2 2 2 4
a(30.00) (2.50) (5.00) (4.6) (1.6)

22. [(UO ) L ].(H O) 31.73 3.45 4.66 160 3.1 –2 2 2 2 2

(31.46) (2.45) (4.80) (3.1)
33. [(UO ) L ].(H O) 36.79 3.33 4.50 100, 200 1.5, 1.5 –2 2 2 2 2

(36.48) (2.36) (4.80) (1.5) (1.5)
44. [(UO ) L ](CH COO) 32.49 2.77 7.61 – – 11.102 2 2 3 2

(32.93) (2.57) (7.20)
55. [(UO ) L ](CH COO) 33.10 3.14 6.78 – – 6.362 2 2 3 2

(33.27) (2.77) (6.74)
66. [(UO ) L ](CH COO) .(H O) 37.09 3.38 6.48 120 2.6 13.632 2 2 3 2 2 2

(36.86) (2.92) (6.45) (2.8)
a The values in parenthesis are theoretical values calculated from the molecular formulae given in column 1.
b The temperature at which the solvent molecules are lost during TGA.
c % weight loss observed during thermogravimetric analysis.
d 23The conductivity measurements were carried out with 1.0310 M solutions of the complexes in DMF.

recorded on a JEOL SX/DA-6000 Mass spectrometer /data Schiff bases also have molar conductivity values much less
system using argon as the FAB gas (6 kV, 10 mA). The than expected for 1:2 or 1:1 electrolytes. This indicates that
spectra were recorded at room temperature with an ac- in these compounds the acetate is weakly coordinated with
celerating voltage of 10 kV. m-Nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA) the uranyl ion which has a tendency to expand its
was used as the matrix. coordination shell to 7 or 8. The loss of water at tempera-

tures higher than 1008C in the TGA may be due to the
H-bond formation with oxygen atoms bound with uranium.2.5. Electrochemical measurements

3.1. Mass spectra
The cyclic voltammetric studies of the complexes were

carried out using PAR model 174A polarographic analyser,
The FAB mass spectra of the complexes

175 universal programmer and model 303A electrode
[UO (anhzsal)] (CH COO) and [UO (salhznaph)] con-2 2 3 2 2 2assembly. Voltammograms were recorded using solutions 1sist of parent binuclear monocation, [UO L] , peaks at2 2in DMSO (0.1M TBAP) under dry nitrogen. Ag/AgNO3 m /z 1047 and m /z 1149 with relative abundance values of

(0.1M in CH CN) was used as a reference electrode.3 38% and 42%, respectively. The peaks corresponding to
Platinum disc working electrode and Pt wire counter 21the parent binuclear dications, [UO L] , are observed at2 2electrode were used. Ferrocene /Ferrocenium couple was

m /z 524 (100%) and 575 (56%), respectively, with very
used as an external standard. Redox potentials of the

high relative abundance values. The presence of these
complexes are recorded in Table 5.

peaks confirms the formation of binuclear complexes.
Specific conductivity of all the complexes in DMF

These molecules undergo fragmentation to give the
solutions having 1.0 mM concentration was measured

species like [(UO ) L] and [UO L]. These fragments2 2 2using a Toshniwal conductivity bridge. 1further lose the ligand to form UO ion. The peaks2
1resulting from oligomers (UO ) (n51–6), clusters of the2 n

1general formula (UO ) O (m51 and 2) and clusters2 n m

3. Results and discussion containing ligand molecules are also observed. The forma-
tion of such oligomers and clusters has been reported

As the values in Table 2 reveal, the complexes corre- earlier by other groups [12,13]. In the mass spectrum of
1–3spond to the general formulae [(UO ) L ].(H O) , (n54 the complex [UO (salhznaph)] , a peak with low relative2 2 2 2 n 2 2

1 2 3 4–6for L ; n52 for L and L ) and [(UO ) L ] abundance is observed at m /z 1723 which can be assigned2 2 2
4 5 6 1(CH COO) .(H O) , (n50 for L and L , n52 for L ). to [UO L] . This indicates the possibility of the complex3 2 2 n 2 3

The binucleating aroyl hydrazone ligands coordinate with fragments getting oligomerised under FAB conditions or
two uranyl ions without dissociation of the amide protons. even a trace amount of the trimer being present in the
The complexes with salicylhydrazide Schiff bases are complex.
observed to be non-conducting as they are neutral species. The peaks corresponding to the fragments of m-nitro-
However, the complexes involving anthranilhydrazide benzyl alcohol and associated products are observed at m /z
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Table 3
Fragmentation pattern in the positive ion FAB-MS of [UO (anhzsal)] (CH COO) in m-nitrobenzyl alcohol2 2 3 2

m /z (% relative abundance) Molecular formula Fragment
1 1270 (19) UO (270) UO2 2

1 1524 (100) UO C H N (523) / [UOL]4 14 13 3
21 21U O C H N (1046) [UOL]2 8 24 26 6 2

1 1540 (10) U O (540) (UO )2 4 2 2
1 1556 (26) U O (556) (UO ) O2 5 2 2

21 21657 (50) U O C H N (1050) [UO L] .S2 4 24 26 6 2 2

1sol (136)
21 21680 (15) U O C H N (1050) [UO L] .S2 4 24 26 6 2 2

1sol (154)
1 1793 (22) U O C H N (794) [(UO ) L]2 6 14 13 3 2 2

1 1826 (20) U O (826) (UO ) O3 7 2 3
1 11047 (38) U O C H N (1048) [UO L]2 8 24 26 6 2 2
1 11180 (30) U O C H N (1048) (UO L) .S2 8 24 26 6 2 2

1sol (136)
1 11313 (12) U O C H N (1318) [(UO ) L ]3 10 28 26 6 2 3 2

136, 137, 154, 289, and 307. These fragments can get bound with amine N or phenolate O of anhz or salhz
associated with various fragments of metal complexes and part of the ligand, respectively, and the amide O. The

2thus are responsible for the occurrence of widely distribut- second metal is bound with azomethine N and O of
ed peaks with low abundance. the phenolate (Plates 1 and 2).

The coordinated ligands in [UO (anhzsal)] (CH COO) 2. Bidentate–tridentate coordination where the first metal2 2 3 2
2undergo dissociation under FAB conditions to give the ion coordinates with amine N or phenolate O and

1 1 1fragments like [C H NH] , [C H NO] , [C H N O] , weakly coordinating amide NH. The ligand can coordi-6 5 7 6 7 8 3
1 1 1[C H N OH] , [C H N O] and [C H ] . In the mass nate with the second metal ion in a tridentate fashion8 8 3 14 11 2 7 7

2spectrum of the complex [UO (salhznaph)] the fragments with amide O, azomethine N and phenolate O as the2 2
1 1 1 1[C H ] , [C H ] , [C H O] , [C H NO ] and coordinating sites (Plates 1 and 2).7 5 6 5 7 7 7 6 2

1[C H N O ] are observed corresponding to the ligand.18 13 2 3

The fragments with relative abundance .10% are listed Different modes of coordination with uranyl ion should
in Tables 3 and 4. result in different fragmentation patterns under FAB

The ligands can coordinate with the metal ion in two conditions as shown in Plates 1 and 2.
different ways. In the mass spectrum of [UO (anhzsal)] (CH COO)2 2 3 2

1peaks due to the ligand fragments [C H NO] and7 7
11. Bidentate–bidentate coordination where one metal is [C H NO] and their uranyl complexes (1a and 1b) have7 5

Table 4
Fragmentation pattern in the positive ion FAB-MS of [UO (salhznaph)] in m-nitrobenzyl alcohol2 2

m /z (% relative abundance) Molecular formula Fragment
1 1576 (56) UO C H N (575) / [UOL]5 18 13 2

21 21U O C H N (1150) [UOL]2 10 36 26 4 2
1 1540 (10) U O (540) (UO )2 4 2 2
1 1556 (31) U O (556) (UO ) O2 5 2 2

1 1674 (36) UO C H N (676) [UO L] .S5 18 13 2 2

1sol (136)
1 1708 (25) UO C H N (710) [UO L] .S5 18 13 2 2

1sol (170)
1 1826 (100) U O (826) (UO ) O3 7 2 3
1 1842 (26) U O (842) (UO ) O3 8 2 3 2

1 1843 (42) U O C H N (846) [(UO ) L]2 7 18 14 2 2 2
1 1862 (11) U O C H N (861) [(UO ) OL]2 8 18 14 2 2 2

1 11096 (34) U O (1096) (UO ) O4 9 2 4
1 11112 (30) U O (1112) (UO ) O4 10 2 4 2

1 11132 (11) U O C H N (1132) [(UO ) OL]3 10 18 14 2 2 3
1 11149 (22) U O C H N (1148) [UO L]3 11 18 14 2 2 2
1 11402 (10) U O C H N (1402) [(UO ) OL]4 12 18 14 2 2 4

1 11366 (10) U O (1366) (UO ) O5 11 2 5
1 11382 (11) U O (1382) (UO ) O5 12 2 5 2

1 11723 (19) U O C H N (1725) [UO L]3 15 54 39 6 2 3
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Plate 1. Possible coordination modes of [UO (anhzsal)] (CH COO) and the corresponding fragments in FAB mass.2 2 3 2

Plate 2. Possible coordination modes of [UO (salnaph)] and the corresponding fragments in FAB mass.2 2
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21been observed at m /z 119, 120, 388 and 390. The peaks at 1630 cm . These are at lower energies compared to the
21free ligand values of 1630–1690cm . The shift in them /z 363 and 432 corresponding to 2a and 2b are absent.

n (amide) and n (imine) towards lower energy inSimilarly in the mass spectrum of [UO (salhznaph)] the aC5O aC5N2 2

fragments 3a and 3b shown in plate 2 with m /z 391 and the complex and almost unaffected amide N–H stretching
439 have been observed whereas the fragments 4a and 4b frequency indicate that the imine nitrogen and amide
with m /z 369 and 482 are absent. This confirms the oxygen are involved in coordination with the uranyl ion
bidentate–bidentate coordination of the aroyl hydrazone where as the amide nitrogen does not take part in the
ligands in the complexes. binding with the metal ion. Other bands characteristic of

21the ligands include bands between 1600–1400 cm
3.3. Electronic spectra corresponding to the C–C stretching in the aromatic ring

of the substituted benzoyl part and the aldehyde or ketone
The electronic spectra of the binuclear complexes in part of the ligand, stretching of the phenolic C–O in

21methanolic solutions exhibit several bands in the range of 1430–1310 cm region and the N–H bending at |1570
21190–900 nm. The bands in the region 190–390 nm cm .

coincide with the bands observed in the free ligand. Some In the complexes containing water molecules in the
of these bands are slightly shifted towards lower energy empirical formula absorptions due to O–H stretching and

21region compared to the free ligand transitions because of O–H bending vibrations are observed at |3500 cm and
21the coordination with the metal ion. Since these are |1300 cm , respectively, indicating the presence of water

essentially the intraligand transitions they are allowed and molecules.
occur with high intensity. Two relatively less intense bands The absorptions due to the UO group were observed2

21 21occur in the 390–450 nm region. These can be assigned to near 920–900 cm and 820–880 cm region. These
uranyl oxygen to uranium and imine nitrogen to uranium correspond to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching
charge transfer transitions, respectively (Table 5). In some vibrations, respectively [14]. The bands are sharp and
cases these bands are partly hidden under intense in- unsplit indicating that the two uranyl centres in the
traligand transitions. However, in the diffuse reflectance molecules are in energetically equivalent electronic en-
spectra the charge transfer bands are observed with greater vironments. This suggests a trans structure for the complex
clarity. with each uranyl ion coordinated with the hydrazide

chelating site of one ligand and the Schiff base part of the
3.4. Infrared spectra and nature of coordination other ligand as shown in Fig. 1.

G-F matrix method was used to determine the stretching
The IR spectra of the complexes in the region 4000–650 and interaction force constants for uranyl ion [15]. The
21cm are very rich. The most important IR absorption U5O bond distance was calculated following Jones [16]

frequencies among these are as follows: modification to the Badger’s formula [17]. The f values are
˚Absorption due to the stretching of the amide N-H takes found in the range of 6.90 to 7.20 mdyne/A. The

21place between 3300–3500 cm in the free ligand and in corresponding values for the U5O bond distance were
˚the complexes. The absorption frequencies of the amide found to be in the range of 1.72–1.74 A (Table 6). As the

aC5O– and imine aC5N– are observed between 1590– electron withdrawing character of the substituents in-

Table 5
Energies of the charge transfer and the redox potentials of the binuclear complexes

aComplex Charge transfer band Redox potentials
positions (nm)

methanolic d.r.s. Ep (V) Ep (V)c a

soln.
1 b1. [(UO ) L ].(H O) 350, 415 385, 505 20.90 20.732 2 2 2 4

21.74 21.20
22. [(UO ) L ].(H O) 333, 410 435, 525 21.51 21.302 2 2 2 2
33. [(UO ) L ].(H O) 410, 460 427, 590 21.48 21.412 2 2 2 2
44. [(UO ) L ](CH COO) 360, 425 407, 533 21.56 21.452 2 2 3 2
55. [(UO ) L ](CH COO) 365, 426 425, 550 21.62 21.502 2 2 3 2

21.86 21.00
66. [(UO ) L ](CH COO) . (H O) 415, 455 448, 555 21.57 21.482 2 2 3 2 2 2

21.83 21.00
a The cyclic voltammograms of the complexes were recorded using pt working and auxiliary electrodes and 0.1M Ag/AgNO (CH CN) as reference3 3

electrode. The potentials are referred to ferrocene / ferrocenium couple.
b This couple is reversible in 0 to 21.1 V potential range.
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with reference to ferrocene / ferrocenium in DMSO solu-
tion. The high potential values are expected because of the
presence of strong s-donating ligands which are occupying
the equatorial coordination positions and the absence of
any M→L back donation of electron density.

1[(UO ) L ].(H O) undergoes the first reduction at2 2 2 2

20.90 V. This process is reversible if the limiting potential
is restricted to the value less than that required for the
second reduction. If the second reduction is allowed to take
place, the corresponding oxidation peak disappears. This
indicates that the first reduction at 20.90 V must be due to

VI 1 V 1the reduction of [(U O ) L ] to [(U O ) L ], where2 2 2 2 2 2
VU O can still hold the ligand with equivalent strength.2

V IVHowever, at 21.74 V, U O is reduced to U , which is2

stable and not able to remain bound with the ligand.
Hence, the complex undergoes disintegration. Complexes

5 21 6 21[(UO ) L ] and [(UO ) L ] also undergo stepwise2 2 2 2 2 2
V IVreduction to U O and U at close potentials. In the2

remaining complexes, however, only one irreversible
reduction process is observed.

4. Conclusion

The change in noncoordinating substituents over the
ligands do not affect the reduction potentials of the
complexes to a significant extent. However, a regular trend
has been observed in the energies of the LMCT transitionsFig. 1. Structure of the complexes, [(UO ) L ].2 2 2

and the U5O bond lengths. The LMCT transitions occur
at higher energies whereas the O5U5O stretchings have

1 3 4 6creases in the ligands from L to L and from L to L , the lower energies, when the ligands have electron withdraw-
nucleophilicity of the coordinating site decreases. This ing substituents and their nucleophilicity is less.
should result in the decrease in the U5O bond lengths in
the complexes. The observed trends in the f and R values
are according to the above expectation.
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Table 6
Infrared absorption frequencies, force constants ( f ) and (O5U5O) bond lengths (R) of the uranyl moiety

a bComplex n (UO ) n (UO ) f Ras 2 s 2 U-O U-O
21 ˚(Nm ) (A)

11. [(UO ) L ].(H O) 902 844 674 1.74(2)2 2 2 2 4
22. [(UO ) L ].(H O) 914 870 704 1.73(3)2 2 2 2 2
33. [(UO ) L ].(H O) 903 830 664 1.74(4)2 2 2 2 2
44. [(UO ) L ](CH COO) 910 860 693 1.73(6)2 2 2 3 2
55. [(UO ) L ](CH COO) 915 875 709 1.73(2)2 2 2 3 2
66. [(UO ) L ](CH COO) . (H O) 918 885 720 1.72(9)2 2 2 3 2 2 2

a Force constants calculated using G-F matrix method [15].
b U5O bond distances calculated using Jones’ modification [16] of the Badger’s formula [17].
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Abstract

Synthesis and characterization of a series of five-co-ordinate mononuclear copper(II) compounds (1–8) have been achieved using
1tridentate /bidentate heterocyclic nitrogen donor ligands with mixed hard-soft donor sets [L 52,6-bis(pyrazol-1-ylmethyl)pyridine;

2 3 4L 52,6-bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-ylmethyl)pyridine; L 52-(pyrazol-1-ylmethyl)pyridine; L 52-(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-ylmethyl)-
1 2 2 2pyridine]. Two types of complexes have been synthesized: (i) the anion bound complexes [Cu(L /L )X ] (X5Cl 1and 2; N 3 and 4;2 3

2 1 2 3 4SCN 5 and 6) and (ii) mixed-ligand complexes [Cu(L /L )(L /L )](ClO ) 7 and 8. Complexes 1–8 belong to only a handful of4 2

copper(II) complexes with this class of non-planar ligands where pyrazole and pyridine rings are separated by methylene spacer(s). A
2 4representative complex [Cu(L )(L )](ClO ) 8, having CuN co-ordination sphere, has been structurally characterized, to reveal square4 2 5

pyramidal stereochemistry at the copper(II) centre. Conductivity measurements revealed that one of the co-ordinated anions in 3, 5 and 6
is dissociated in solution, with the vacant site occupied by solvent molecule. Absorption and EPR spectral features of 1–8 represent that
these copper(II) complexes adopt essentially a square pyramidal geometry. However, for 1 both in the solid state as well as in solution
and for 2 in solution we propose that the copper(II) centre could be six-co-ordinate. Cyclic voltammetric measurements reveal the

II I II 2 2following trends in their E values (Cu –Cu redox process): (i) relative stabilization of Cu state by anionic ligands (N , Cl or1 / 2 3
2 1 2NCS ) and a strongly co-ordinating solvent like DMF and (ii) predominance of steric over electronic effect (L vs. L ).  1999

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: 2-(Pyrazol-1-ylmethyl)pyridine and 2,6-bis(pyrazol-1-ylmethyl)pyridine and their 3,5-dimethylpyrazole derivatives; Anion-bound and mixed-
ligand copper(II) complexes; X-ray structure; Absorption spectra; EPR spectra; Cyclic voltammetry

1. Introduction

During the past few years we have investigated [1–11]
the co-ordination chemistry using non-planar tridentate /

1 5bidentate ligands L –L . We have now initiated a pro-
gramme to study systematically mononuclear copper(II)
complexes with variable ligation types and co-ordination
environments with these ligands. As a first step towards
this goal, we recently reported [11] spectroscopic, X-ray
structural characterization, and redox behaviour of

*Corresponding author. Fax: 191-512-597436.
E-mail address: rnm@iitk.ac.in (R. Mukherjee)

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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4 3[Cu(L ) (ONO)]ClO . It should be noted here that studies aqueous solution (2 cm ) of NaN (0.044 g, 0.68 mmol)2 4 3

with this class of ligands are relatively unexplored [1–18]. was added dropwise, resulting in an immediate precipi-
Here we report on the spectroscopic and redox properties tation of a dark blackish green microcrystalline product. It
of a series of mononuclear five-co-ordinate copper(II) was filtered, washed with ethanol, and dried in vacuo.

1 2complexes of L and L with two additional anionic axial Recrystallization was achieved from slow evaporation of a
2 2 2ligands such as Cl , N or SCN . Two mixed-ligand 2:1 (v /v) DMF/EtOH solution, affording well formed dark3

1 2 3 4complexes utilizing L /L and L /L have also been blackish green crystals within 3–4 days (yield ca. 60%).
prepared and a representative complex Found: C, 40.2; H, 3.6; N, 40.0. Calc. for C H N Cu:13 13 11

2 4 21[Cu(L )(L )](ClO ) with CuN co-ordination geometry C, 40.4; H, 3.4; N, 39.8%. IR (KBr, cm , selected peak):4 2 5
2has been structurally characterized. 2050 s (n [N ]). m (DMF; 298 K)51.88 m .3 eff B

22.2.4. [Cu(L )(N ) ] 43 22. Experimental 2A similar procedure as that for 3 was followed with L
(0.080g, 0.27 mmol) and NaN (0.044 g, 0.68 mmol). The32.1. Materials
product is dark green in colour (yield ca. 50%). Found: C,
46.4; H, 4.9; N, 34.9. Calc. for C H N Cu: C, 46.1; H,17 21 11All chemicals and reagents were used as received from 214.8; N, 34.8%. IR (KBr, cm , selected peak): 2050 s (ncommercial sources, unless otherwise stated. Purification 2[N ]). m (DMF; 298 K)51.90 m .3 eff Bof acetonitrile (MeCN) was achieved by distillation over

CaH and methanol and ethanol were distilled from2

1Mg(OMe) and Mg(OEt) , respectively. The ligands 2,6-2 2 2.2.5. [Cu(L )(NCS) ] 521
1bis(pyrazol-1-ylmethyl)pyridine (L ), 2,6-bis(3,5-di- A similar procedure as that for 4 was followed with L2methylpyrazol-1-ylmethyl)pyridine (L ), 2-(pyrazol-1- (0.065 g, 0.27 mmol) and KSCN (0.066 g, 0.68 mmol).3ylmethyl)pyridine (L ) and 2-(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1- The product is a well formed green crystals (yield ca.4ylmethyl)pyridine (L ) were synthesized as reported previ- 60%). Found: C, 43.3; H, 3.3; N, 23.2. Calc. for

ously [1,13,14]. The supporting electrolyte used in cyclic C H N S Cu: C, 43.0; H, 3.1; N, 23.4%. IR (KBr,15 13 7 2
21 2voltammetric experiments, tetra-n-butylammonium per- cm , selected peak): 2080 s (n[SCN ]). m (DMF; 298effchlorate (TBAP) was prepared as before [19,20]. K)51.87 m .B

2.2. Synthesis of copper(II) complexes
22.2.6. [Cu(L )(NCS) ] 62

1 A similar procedure as that for 5 was followed with2.2.1. [Cu(L )Cl ] 12 23 0.080 g of L (yield ca. 70%). Found: C, 48.2; H, 4.7; N,To a magnetically stirred MeCN solution (3 cm ) of
20.6. Calc. for C H N S Cu: C, 48.1; H, 4.5; N, 20.7%.CuCl (0.056 g, 0.42 mmol) was added an MeCN solution 19 21 7 22 21 23 1 IR (KBr, cm , selected peak): 2070 s (n[SCN ]). meff(4 cm ) of L (0.1 g, 0.42 mmol) dropwise, resulting in an
(DMF; 298 K)51.91 m .Bimmediate precipitation of a blue microcrystalline product.

It was filtered, washed with MeCN, and dried in vacuo.
Recrystallization was achieved by slow diffusion of diethyl 1 32.2.7. [Cu(L )(L )](ClO ) 74 2ether to an DMF solution of the resulting solid (yield ca. 1 3To L (0.065 g, 0.27 mmol) dissolved in MeOH (5 cm )83%). Found: C, 41.3; H, 3.6; N, 18.4; Cl, 18.7. Calc. for

was added a solution of Cu(ClO ) .6H O (0.1 g, 0.274 2 2C H N Cl Cu: C, 41.4; H, 3.5; N, 18.7; Cl, 19.0%. m 313 13 5 2 eff mmol) in water (2 cm ). The resulting blue solution was(DMF; 298 K)51.87 m .B stirred for 10 min at 298 K and to this was then added a
3 3methanolic solution (2 cm ) of L (0.043 g, 0.27 mmol),22.2.2. [Cu(L )Cl ] 22 while stirring the reaction mixture. After 12 h, the blue2A similar procedure as that for 1 was followed with L crystals obtained were collected, washed with methanol,

(0.1 g, 0.34 mmol) and CuCl (0.046 g, 0.34 mmol). The2 and dried over P O in vacuo (yield ca. 84%). Found: C,4 10product is dark green in colour (yield ca. 70%). Found: C, 39.7; H, 3.4; N, 16.7. Calc. for C H N Cl O Cu: C,22 22 8 2 8
2147.4; H, 4.9; N, 16.4. Calc. for C H N Cl Cu: C, 47.5;17 21 5 2 40.0; H, 3.3; N, 16.8%. IR (KBr, cm , selected peaks):

2H, 4.9; N, 16.3%. m (DMF; 298 K)51.90 m .eff B 1105, 620 s (n[ClO ]). m (MeCN; 298 K)51.84 m .4 eff B

12.2.3. [Cu(L )(N ) ] 33 2
3 2 4To a magnetically stirred aqueous solution (3 cm ) of 2.2.8. [Cu(L )(L )](ClO ) 84 2

Cu(ClO ) .6H O (0.1 g, 0.27 mmol) was added an This complex which was isolated as a green solid was4 2 2
3 1ethanolic solution (3 cm ) of L (0.065 g, 0.27 mmol) prepared following a similar method as that of 7, using

dropwise, resulting in a blue colouration. After 5 min, an appropriate ligands (yield ca. 60%). Found: C, 45.2; H,
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Table 14.9; N, 15.1. Calc. for C H N Cl O Cu: C, 45.1; H, 4.8;28 34 8 2 8 2 4˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (deg) of [Cu(L )(L )](ClO ) 84 2N, 15.0%. Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction
Cu–N(2) 2.0106 (1) Cu–N(6) 2.0283 (9)studies were obtained by slow evaporation of an aqueous

21 Cu–N(3) 2.0618 (8) Cu–N(7) 2.2001 (1)methanolic solution. IR (KBr, cm , selected peaks): 1100,
2 Cu–N(5) 2.0487 (9)620 s (n[ClO ]). m (MeCN; 298 K)51.80 m .4 eff B N(2)–Cu–N(3) 85.9 (4) N(3)–Cu–N(6) 173.4 (4)

N(2)–Cu–N(5) 165.1 (4) N(3)–Cu–N(7) 99.6 (4)
CAUTION! Perchlorate salts are potentially explosive. N(2)–Cu–N(6) 92.0 (4) N(5)–Cu–N(6) 91.1 (4)

N(2)–Cu– N(7) 101.4 (4) N(5)–Cu–N(7) 93.3 (4)Although no detonation tendencies have been observed,
N(3)–Cu– N(5) 89.4 (4) N(6)–Cu–N(7) 87.0 (4)caution is advised and handling of only small quantities is

recommended.

were refined anisotropically and H atoms were included at2.3. Measurements
their calculated positions but not refined. All non-hydrogen
atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters.Solution electrical conductivity measurements were
All refinements were performed by full-matrix least-carried out with an Elico (Hyderabad, India) Type CM-82
squares procedure on F where the function minimized wasT conductivity bridge. Spectroscopic data were obtained 2[Sw(F 2F ) . The final cycle of refinement included 424o cby using the following instruments: infrared spectra,
variable parameters and converged with R50.067, R 5wPerkin-Elmer M-1320; electronic spectra, Perkin-Elmer
0.067 [I.3s(I)], S52.446, final difference fourier syn-Lambda 2; X-band EPR spectra, Varian E-109 C. Solution- 23˚thesis: 20.80#Dr#0.68 eA . All calculations werestate magnetic susceptibility was obtained by the NMR
performed using the XTAL3.2 crystallographic softwaretechnique of Evans [21] in MeCN/DMF with a PMX-60
package [23] installed on a PC 486 computer. SelectedJEOL (60 MHz) NMR spectrometer. Susceptibilities were
bond lengths and angles for 8 are given in Table 1.corrected using appropriate diamagnetic corrections [22].

Cyclic voltammetry was performed by using a PAR model
370 electrochemistry system, as described in the literature
[19,20]. The working electrode was a planar Beckman 3. Results and discussion
(M-39273) platinum electrode. Potentials are referenced to
the saturated calomel electrode (SCE). Potentials are 3.1. Synthesis
uncorrected for any junction contributions.

1 2Reactions between L /L , copper(II) salts and NaN or3

KSCN afforded dianion-bound complexes (1–6). The2.4. Structure determination and refinement
mixed-ligand copper(II) complexes 7 and 8 were readily
prepared by the stoichiometric reaction of copper(II)The green coloured block shaped single crystal (0.53
perchlorate hexahydrate with aqueous methanolic solutions0.430.3 mm) was mounted on a glass fibre and coated

1 2 3 4of L /L and L /L . Microanalytical and IR [19,20] datawith epoxy resin. Intensity and lattice parameter measure-
(conductivity data, vide infra) are in conformity with thements were made on a Enraf Nonius CAD4-Mach four-
suggested formulations for 1–8. The effective solutioncircle diffractometer using graphite monochromated Mo-

˚ magnetic moment values of all the complexes are in theK radiation (l50.710 73 A). The data were collected ata

range of 1.8–2.0 m expected for copper(II) complexes in293 K using the u –2u scan technique to a maximum 2u B

a magnetically dilute environment [24].value of 50.08. 3492 reflections were measured of which
3297 were unique and 2501 reflections with I.3s(I) were
used in the structure refinement. The cell parameters were 3.2. Description of molecular structure of

2 4determined by 25 reflections in the range 16#2u #308. [Cu(L )(L )](ClO )4 2
Three standard reflections monitored every hour showed
no significant variation in intensity over the data collection The molecular structure consists of a discrete five-co-
period. ordinate cation and two non-coordinating perchlorate

anions. Fig. 1 provides a perspective view of the cationic
2.4.1. Crystal data part. The structure reveals that the copper(II) ion is

C H N Cl O Cu, M5744.6, orthorhombic, space surrounded by three pyrazole nitrogens and two pyridyl28 34 8 2 8

group P2 2 2 , a59.582(4), b511.937(4), c529.147(6) nitrogens. The geometry around copper(II) is best de-1 1 1 3 23˚ ˚ scribed as square pyramidal with a very small trigonal-A, V53333.84(2) A , Z54, D 51.484 gm cm , m58.8c
21 bipyramidal component of t50.14 [5(b2a) /60, with acm , F(000)51540.

and b being the two largest coordination angles].Intensity data were corrected for Lorentz-polarization
In a perfect, square pyramidal geometry, t equals 0,effects. The structure was solved by the direct method and

while it is 1 in a perfect trigonal-bipyramidal geometryexpanded using the Fourier technique. All non-H atoms
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5pyramidal geometry. The tetragonality parameter T which
is defined as the ratio of the four in-plane Cu–N distances
and the single long Cu–N distance, has a value of 0.93 for
the present complex. This value is within the observed
range of 0.90–0.96 for a large group of five-coordinate
complexes [24].

Barring the distance of Cu–N (axially co-ordi-pyrazole

nated), the Cu–N and the Cu–N distances arepyridyl pyrazole
4 2comparable to [Cu(L ) (ONO)](ClO ) [11]. For both L2 4

4and L the pyridyl and pyrazole rings are each planar. For
2L the two pyrazole rings are tilted to each other by |768

and they make an angle of |578 and |608 with the pyridine
4ring. For L the angle between the two heterocyclic rings

is |538. Thus the six-membered chelate rings exist in boat
conformations, as is observed in compounds with these
kinds of ligands [9–11,13,14].

3.3. Conductivity measurements
Fig. 1. Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme of

2 4 21[Cu(L )(L )] cation in complex 8.
Since the structure of the complexes in solution could be

different from that in the solid state, conductivity measure-
[25]. Two pyridyl nitrogens N(3) and N(6) and two ments were carried out. The data (Table 2) revealed that
pyrazole nitrogens N(2) and N(5) form the equatorial (i) in DMF solution no appreciable dissociation of the
plane of a square pyramid, with the other pyrazole N(7) bound anions occur for chloro complexes 1 and 2 and for

2 1˚occupying the axial position. The copper is |0.2 A above the azido complex of L 4, (ii) azido complex of L 3 and
the N plane towards the axially co-ordinated pyrazole thiocyanato complexes 5 and 6 behave as 1:1 electrolyte in4

4nitrogen of L . It should be mentioned here that an inverse DMF, implying that the anions are partially dissociated in
correlation exists between the displacement parameter and solution, i.e. in solution the copper(II) centres are mono-
the Cu-(apical) distance in square pyramidal copper(II) anion-bound with an additional DMF co-ordination (vide
complexes [24]. Longer the apical distance lower the infra), (iii) complexes 7 and 8 behave as 1:2 electrolyte in
displacement and the structure tends toward square MeCN [26].

Table 2
aCharacterization data of Copper(II) complexes

bComplex Conductivity UV-vis spectra
21 2 21 21 21

L , V cm mol l , nm l , nm (´, M cm )M max max

solid state, paraffin oil in solution
c1 25 980 (sh), 760 920 (320), 340 (sh)
d2 33 980(sh), 710, 400 980 (sh), 785 (110),

(sh) 445 (sh), 340 (sh)
3 71 1000 (sh), 640, 435 655 (290), 417(2200)
4 19 1000 (sh), 790 (sh), 713 (300), 400 (2500)

468
e5 66 1000(sh), 700 (sh), 958 (sh), 673 (90), 402

430 (840), 320 (sh)
6 66 1000 (sh), 730, 950 (sh), 689 (90), 409

440 (900)
f7 250 885 sh, 603, 355 sh, 870 (sh), 615 (65), 320

275 (sh), 267 (sh), 261
(11 050)

f8 300 900 (sh), 633, 375 900 (sh), 621 (100), 350
(sh), 275 (sh), 258 (10 200)

a Unless otherwise stated, the solvent is DMF.
b Expected ranges: 65–90 in DMF (1:1); 120–160 in MeCN (1:2); 220–300 in MeCN (1:2).
c The low energy absorption bands are very broad and spread out.
d In solution the shoulder at 980 nm is ill defined.
e In the solid state the low energy shoulders are very poorly resolved.
f The solvent is MeCN.
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3.4. Electronic structures 3.4.2. (b) EPR spectra
The EPR spectra of all the complexes have been

3.4.1. (a) Absorption spectra recorded as polycrystalline solids (at 298 K and at 77 K)
To gain insight into the co-ordination geometry of the and in frozen MeCN/DMF solutions at 77 K. The data are

present complexes, the absorption spectral behaviour was summarized in Table 3. The frozen solution EPR spectrum
investigated in solution [1–6 in DMF and 7 and 8 in of 1–8 is anisotropic, yielding the parameters ( g 52.275–uu

24 21MeCN] as well as in the solid state (dispersed in mineral 2.245, A 5(183–133)310 cm , g 52.066–2.047)uu '

oil mull). The data are contained in Table 2. The tran- that are typical of square pyramidal Cu(II) complexes,
2 2sitions in the range 300–450 nm are attributed to with the unpaired electron in the dx 2y orbital

various ligand-to-metal charge-transfer (LMCT) and [24,27,28]. It is well documented that tetragonally co-
still higher energy transitions are assigned to the ordinated Cu(II) complexes show features with g .2.1.uu

24 21metal-perturbed intraligand in origin, typically found g .2.0 and A ¯130–190310 cm [30]. It is worth' uu

for Cu(II) complexes of the present kind of ligands mentioning here that for 1 in the solid state (77 K) there is
[11,14]. an inflection at the centre of the signal. It is in line with its

In the solid state, for most of the complexes a peak in proposed solid state structure [24]. The g and A valuesuu uu

the region 600–800 nm with a low-energy (less intense) are strongly affected by the ligand environment in a
shoulder was observed. For 1 the absorption feature is very tetragonal Cu(II) site [27,28]. Increasing field strength of
broad; for 4 and 5, instead of a peak a shoulder was the equatorial ligands causes g to decrease and A touu uu

2observed. For a given type of complex, except for 1 and 2, increase. As L is a weaker donor to transition-metal ions
1 2 1in going from L to L the position of the main absorption compared to L [1,4,6]], it provides weaker ligand field in

band is systematically red shifted. This must be reflecting the equatorial plane, which in turn causes g to increaseuu
2 1the reduced field strength of L compared to L , due to the and A to decrease. Moreover, the values of g and A areuu uu uu

presence of methyl substituents near the donor site in the known [31] to increase and decrease, respectively, with
former ligand [1,4,6]. Barring the case of 1 and 2, for all increase in either tetrahedral distortion or axial interaction.
the complexes a similar trend was also observed in The relatively higher g values observed for the presentuu

solution. For 5 and 6, in going from solid state to solution complexes suggest the presence of strong axial interaction,
the absorption band positions are blue shifted, due to in line with electronic spectral results. Interestingly, EPR
dissociation of one of the anions (cf. conductivity data) and spectrum of 6 shows well-resolved superhyperfine struc-
concomitantly stronger axial co-ordination by DMF. Given ture (nine lines) on the lowest field peak (Fig. 2) due to the
the results at hand for 4, we are not in a position to interaction of the odd electron with four equivalent nitro-

IIcomment on the existence of the main d–d absorption band gen nuclei [32]. This implies that in solution the Cu
in the solid state as a shoulder at |780 nm and its blue center is N-coordinated from the thiocyanate ion. The
shift in DMF solution, as the anions are bound in DMF X-ray structure of a thiocyanato-bonded copper(II) com-
solution (cf. conductivity data). Thus, for 2–8, in the solid plex with a ligand closely similar to ours also is N-bonded
state as well as in solution the presence of one absorption [14]. Additionally, complexes 1–6 exhibit superhyperfine
accompanied by a lower energy (less intense) shoulder is structure in the g region. At 77 K the observed more'

typical of the presence of a square-pyramidal Cu(II) co- number of peaks for 4 in the solid state could be due to
ordination [24,27,28]. more distorted geometry.

For 1 in the solid state as well as in solution the
absorption feature is very broad. We propose that in the
solid-state a ‘pseudo dimeric structure’ exists, due to weak 3.5. Redox properties
co-ordination of one chlorine atom of a Cu(II) centre to a
nearby Cu(II) centre. The existence of such a Cu Cl core When examined by cyclic voltammetry in MeCN/DMF2 2

is well documented in Cu(II) co-ordination chemistry [29]. solution, complexes 1–8 exhibit two consecutive steps of
II IIn the case of 2 such a possibility does not exist, given the reduction. The first response is assigned as Cu –Cu redox

presence of methyl groups near the donor site in the ligand process and for most complexes it is quasireversible
2L (steric effect). Since the chloride ions are not disso- [19,20] (Table 4), as the peak-to-peak separations (DE )p

ciated in DMF solution (cf. conductivity data), we are increase with increase in the scan rate. The observation of
inclined to believe that complex 1 assumes six-co-ordina- larger DE values for these complexes is expected givenp

tion in DMF, with the solvent occupying an additional the differing stereochemical requirements of Cu(II) and
2 1

]axial position. This is exemplified by its very low absorp- Cu(I) state [33,34]. No response due to Cl / Cl redox22

tion band position (|900 nm). We do not rule out the couple was observed for 1 or 2, implying that there is no
2possibility of six-co-ordinate tetragonal geometry for 2 in free Cl (cf. conductivity data) in DMF solution. Given the

DMF solution, given its absorption band position at |800 X-ray structural evidence [35] of
2nm. However, to retain its pseudo-six-co-ordinate solid- [Cu(L )(OClO )].CH Cl , we anticipate that these Cu(I)3 2 2

state structure, the extent of DMF axial coordination is species generated at the electrode surface could be penta-
more in the case of 1 than in 2. co-ordinate. Interestingly, two overlapping anodic peaks
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Table 3
EPR parameters of Copper(II) complexes

24 21Complex g g 10 A (cm )uu ' uu

1 a e[Cu(L )Cl ] 1 Soln 2.275 2.066 159(10)2
bSolid 2.115
cSolid 2.106

2 a e[Cu(L )Cl ] 2 Soln 2.275 2.066 133(10)2
bSolid 2.264, 2.168, 2.086
cSolid 2.260, 2.170, 2.090

1 1 a e[Cu(L )(N )(DMF)] 3 Soln 2.255 2.047 179 (14)3
bSolid 2.223 2.063
cSolid 2.191 2.063

2 a e[Cu(L )(N ) ] 4 Ssoln 2.271 2.066 156 (10)3 2
b fSolid 2.263, 2.073, 2.050
cSolid 2.265, 2.079, 2.050

1 1 a e[Cu(L )(NCS)(DMF)] 5 Soln 2.271 2.060 175 (14)
bSolid 2.160 2.071 121
cSolid 2.258, 2.105, 2.075

2 1 a e[Cu(L )(NCS)(DMF)] 6 Soln 2.273 2.061 175(15)
bSolid 2.252 2.076
cSolid 2.332 2.085

1 3 21 a[Cu(L )(L )] 7 Soln 2.264 2.057 180
bSolid 2.273 2.074 202
cSolid 2.256 2.062 184

2 4 21 d[Cu(L )(L )] 8 Soln 2.245 2.062 183
bSolid 2.076
cSolid 2.071

a In DMF at 77 K.
b Solid at 77 K.
c Solid at 298 K.
d In MeCN at 77 K.
e Superhyperfine coupling constant.
f Five humps between the g values of 2.263 and 2.073.

2are observed in the case of 5 and 6. The case of 5 is due to S-bound NCS , implying a redox-driven linkage
2displayed in Fig. 3. We believe that the more negative isomerization of the NCS ion. A similar situation was

2 4response is due to N-bound NCS and the less negative is observed before with [Cu(L ) (ONO)]ClO [11]. The2 4

2Fig. 2. EPR spectra at 77 K of [Cu(L )(NCS) ] 6 in DMF.2
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Table 4
aRedox potential data of copper(II) complexes

I 0 I 0Couple Solvent Cu /Cu couple Cu /Cu couple

E ,V E , V E ,V DE , mV E , Vpc pa 1 / 2 p pc

b1 DMF 0.140 0.280 0.21 140 21.00
c2 DMF 0.340 0.540 0.44 200 20.94

3 DMF 0.095 0.025 0.06 70 20.58
4 DMF 0.080 0.200 0.14 120 20.76
5 DMF 0.160 0.280 0.22 120 20.48
6 DMF 0.255 0.345 0.30 90 20.50
7 MeCN 0.380 0.240 0.31 140 20.61
8 MeCN 0.430 0.230 0.33 200 20.60

a Potentials are versus SCE.
b The response is drawn out.
c Two overlapping broad response.

II Isecond redox process (Table 4) is due to Cu(I) /Cu(0) The Cu –Cu redox potential data of the present group
process and is irreversible. For every complex, the elec- of complexes (Table 4) reveal the following trends. (i) For

1trogenerated Cu(0) species gets adsorbed on the electrode anion-bound complexes with a given tridentate ligand L
2 2 2surface, as is evidenced during reoxidation step. or L , in DMF the trend follows the order: SCN .Cl .

II I 2 2Interestingly, the E values (Cu –Cu couple) for N . The effect is more clearly observed in the L series.1 / 2 3
1majority of the complexes investigated here are fairly (ii) With anionic ligands remaining invariant, as L ligands

2positive [11,33,34]. The factors which contribute to tune (complexes 1, 3 and 5) are replaced by L (complexes 2, 4
II Ithe Cu –Cu reduction potentials are well known and 6), the E values become more positive, implying the1 / 2

[11,27,36]. We believe that the present observation is due predominance of steric effect created by the methyl groups
to reduced ligand field strength exerted around copper(II) near coordination site [1–3,6]]. (iii) For complexes with

21centre by the present class of ligands. Generally speaking, hCuN j coordination unit (7 and 8) the E values in5 1 / 2

the present ligands do not possess good s-donor ability to MeCN are fairly positive [37].
stabilize the copper(II) center.

4. Conclusions

1 4The non-planar heterocyclic ligands L –L readily form
penta-co-ordinate copper(II) complexes using either a
combination of chelating ligand(s) and anion(s) or two
chelating ligands. A representative compound has been
structurally characterized. UV-vis and EPR spectroscopic
properties of the present complexes reveal that the cop-
per(II) centres in these complexes are essentially square
pyramidal. The results presented here indicate that a

II Ichange in the nature of anion can influence the Cu –Cu
redox potentials of these copper(II) complexes. It is known
from the literature [11,36,38,39] that the introduction of
pyrazolyl groups in the ligand stabilizes Cu(I) state over
Cu(II). In fact, reduced donation from the pyrazole groups
raises the E values and hence stabilize Cu(I). Interest-1 / 2

ingly, Sorrell’s copper(I) complexes with pyrazole-based
ligand systems, show a relatively high stability toward
dioxygen in aprotic solvents [38,39]. The lowest potential
observed for 3 (one of the azides is dissociated in solution,

1 1giving rise to hCu(L )(N )(DMF)j as the solution3

species) is of particular significance, from the viewpoint of
affinity of copper(I) complexes for dioxygen. In this way1Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms of [Cu(L )(NCS) ] 5 in DMF (0.1 M2

21 the Cu(I) state could be destabilized and electron transferTBAP) at a platinum electrode (scan rate 50 mV s ). The response due to
I 0 to dioxygen could be made favourable.Cu /Cu is not shown.
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Abstract

The previously known, but not well-characterized, fluorinated imides, trifluoroacetyltrifluoroacetimide, HN(C(O)CF ) (1), acetyltrifl-3 2

uoroacetimide, HN(C(O)CH )C(O)CF (2), and dichlorophosphoryltrifluoroacetimide, HN(P(O)Cl )C(O)CF (3), have been shown to3 3 2 3

be moderately strong acids in aqueous solution; the first two compounds have pK ’s of 2.0 and 2.1 while the last compound consumesa

three equivalents of base per mole of imide owing to the hydrolyzable chlorine atoms. All three imides show a window of electrochemical
inactivity on platinum from 0 to near 12.0 V. On vitreous carbon, (1) and (2) are inactive from –1.0 to 11.5 V and (3) from –1.0 to 11.0
V (vs. SCE). (1) crystallizes in a body-centered tetragonal unit cell while (2) and (3) crystallize in monoclinic unit cells. Hydrogen-
bonded chains are formed in (1) and (2) and hydrogen-bonded dimers are formed in (3). The compounds were further characterized by
1 19 13H, F, and C NMR, FTIR, and elemental analysis.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Imides; Crystal structure; Imide acids; Fluorinated imides

1. Introduction because of their ability to decrease the polarization of the
oxygen cathode by 70 mV [9] when added to the phos-

There has been considerable interest in the development phoric acid fuel cell.
of new main group materials with applications in fuel cells, Based on the reported properties of bis(per-
and as components of solid polymer electrolyte systems fluoroalkylsulfuryl)imides, we anticipated that an imide
[1–4]. Bis(trifluoromethylsulfuryl)imide [5] and its lithium series incorporating the trifluoroacetyl group might show
salt [6] have been reported to exhibit properties rendering similar or enhanced behavior making possible an extended
them suitable for use as additives in solid polymer range of additives with a variety of electrochemical
electrolytes. Armand et al. [6] have shown that lithium properties. An effective synthetic method that can produce
bis(trifluoromethylsulfuryl)imide increases the conductiv- the imide in high yield and purity is necessary for
ity of polyethylene oxide in comparison with lithium electrochemical applications. We targeted a series of
(trifluoromethylsulfuryl)amide; this is attributed to the known but not extensively characterized trifluoro-
greater charge delocalization and the increased mechanical acetimides for study in this context.
flexibility possible in the bis-derivative. Furthermore, the In this paper, the synthesis of analytically pure trifluoro-
lithium derivative acts efficiently as a charge carrier acetyltrifluoroacetimide, HN(C(O)CF ) (1), acetyltrifl-3 2

because there are weak interactions between the alkali uoroacetimide, HN(C(O)CH )C(O)CF (2), and dich-3 3
2metal and the anion, N(SO CF ) . It has also been lorophosphoryltrifluoroacetimide, HN(P(O)Cl ) C(O)CF2 3 2 2 3

demonstrated that bis(trifluoromethylsulfuryl)imide stabi- (3), is described along with a more extensive characteriza-
lizes polypyrrole [7] and polythiophene [8] when used as a tion of these compounds. Their hydrolytic stability and
dopant. There is considerable interest in bis(per- acid properties were studied with a view towards their
fluoroalkylsulfuryl)imides, such as HN(SO CF )SO C F , potential use as electrolytes. In order to explore the2 3 2 4 9

relationship between structure and properties, in particular
the extent of hydrogen-bonding, infrared spectra were*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1001-336-758-5500; fax: 11-910-758-
obtained and crystal structure determinations of the three4656.

E-mail address: noftle@wfu.edu (R.E. Noftle) imides were carried out. The electrochemical properties of

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00055-8
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the three imides were investigated by cyclic voltammetry working electrode was polished with 1.0m, 0.3m and 0.05m

in terms of the potential for hydrogen reduction and the alumina (Buehler), rinsed with deionized water, and
window of electrochemical inactivity. cleaned ultrasonically in an acetonitrile bath.

2.4. Crystal structure determination2. Experimental

Crystallographic data for compounds (1)–(3) are sum-2.1. Materials
marized in Table 1. Diffraction data for (1) and (3) were
collected on a computer-controlled Siemens P4 autodif-Trifluoroacetamide, trifluoroacetic anhydride (PCR Inc.),
fractometer using v or u /2u scans and graphite-monochro-acetic anhydride, acetamide, phosphorus pentachloride

¯mated MoKa radiation. Data for (2) were collected on a(Aldrich), benzene (thiophene-free), acetonitrile, formic
Rigaku AFC-7R diffractometer using graphite-monochro-acid, standard buffer solutions (pH54.0), silver chloride

¯mated MoKa radiation and the v –2u scan technique. All(Fisher Scientific), and tetrabutylammonium tetrafluorobo-
data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects.rate (Acros Chemicals) were used as received except for
The three structures were each solved using ‘Directspecial precautions taken to ensure dryness: benzene
Methods’ techniques using versions of the Siemens /Bruker(refluxed over sodium and distilled), acetonitrile (distilled
SHELXTL [10,11] or TEXSAN [12] software packages.over calcium hydride) and 2,2,2-trifluoroacetamide (dried
For compound (1), the resulting structural parameters wereunder vacuum overnight). Woelm alumina (super I) was
refined using counter-weighted full-matrix least-squaressupplied by ICN Biomedical.
techniques and a structural model which incorporated
anisotropic thermal parameters for the oxygen and dis-

2.2. Analytical methods ordered fluorine atoms and isotropic thermal parameters
for the nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen atoms. A number of

IR spectra were obtained using AgCl windows on a crystals of (1) were examined before obtaining any
Mattson Galaxy 4020 FTIR spectrophotometer. NMR suitable for structure determination. A complete data set
spectra were recorded using a Varian VXR 200 MHz was collected on the two best crystals with basically the1 13FT-NMR spectrometer. H and C NMR spectra were same yield of data and the same result. Compounds (2)13obtained in CD CN with TMS (int. ref.). C–H coupling3 and (3) were refined to convergence using structural1constants were collected with the H decoupler turned off. models which incorporated anisotropic thermal parameters19F spectra were obtained in CD CN with CCl F as an3 3 for all nonhydrogen atoms and isotropic thermal parame-
internal reference. Titrations were performed using a ters for hydrogen atoms. In both compounds (1) and (3),
Fisher Accumet 230A pH meter. Transfers of hygroscopic the CF groups appear to be disordered about the C –C3 1 2
materials were carried out using a vacuum line, an Ace- bond. In compound (1), the major orientation is occupied
Burlitch Schlenk line, or a Vacuum Atmospheres Dri-Lab 67% of the time and the minor orientation is occupied 33%
Drybox. Elemental analyses were performed by Atlantic of the time. In compound (3), the occupancies for the
Microlabs Inc. major and minor orientations are 76% and 24%, respec-

tively.
2.3. Electrochemical methods

2.5. SynthesesCyclic voltammetry was carried out using a JAS Model
JJ1276 waveform programmer, a Southampton potentiostat

(1): Freshly sublimed trifluoroacetamide (38 g, 333and Linseis Model LY 17100 X-Y recorder. Platinum and
mmol) was placed in a 250 ml round bottom flask andvitreous carbon (1 mm diameter) electrodes from Cypress
trifluoroacetic anhydride (70 g, 333 mmol) was added bySystems were employed as working electrodes and a
syringe under nitrogen. The mixture was heated at refluxplatinum mesh was used as the counter electrode. Ag wire
temperature for 16 h after which a bronze-brown, semi-(99.9%, 0.5 mm diameter) from Aldrich was used as a
solid mass remained in the flask. Trifluoroacetic acid waspseudoreference electrode. The potential of this electrode
removed in vacuum and the product was purified bywas referenced against the ferrocene / ferrocenium couple
sublimation into a condenser held at 58 under dynamicat the end of the experiment. Unless otherwise stated, a 0.1
vacuum. Isolated yield: 55%. Anal. Calcd. (1): C, 22.98;M solution of the electrolyte in the solvent was used as an
H, 0.48; N, 6.70; O, F, 69.84. Found: C, 22.26; H, 0.73; N,electrochemical blank. The electrochemical cell and all the

16.58; O, F (by difference), 70.43. NMR: H (d, ppm): 9.5other glassware associated with the electrochemistry were
13 1(b) NH. C (d, ppm; J, Hz): 115 (q) J 5287.0, CF ;cleaned with nitric acid (Fisher Scientific) and rinsed with CF 3

2 19deionized water prior to drying at 1508C. The solution was 155.4 (q) J 545.5, CO. F (d, ppm; J, Hz): 276.6 (s)CF
21degassed with argon for 15 min before the experiment. The CF . IR. (vapor, cm ) 3450, n ; 1830, 1775, n . MP3 NH CO
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for HN(C(O)CF ) (1), HN(C(O)CH )C(O)CF (2) and HN(P(O)Cl )C(O)CF (3)3 2 3 3 2 3

Compound (1) (2) (3)

Empirical formula C HF NO C H NO F C HCl F NO P4 6 2 4 4 2 3 2 2 3 2

Formula weight 209.06 155.08 229.91
˚ ˚ ˚Temperature, wavelength 223(2) K, 0.71073 A 148(1) K, 0.71073 A 293(2) K, 0.71073 A

Crystal system Tetragonal Monoclinic Monoclinic
10 5 5Space group I4cm-C , [108 P2 /c-C , [14 P2 /c-C , [144n 1 2h 1 2h

˚ ˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a59.2201(8) A a57.421(2) A a58.526(1) A
˚ ˚ ˚c59.033(1) A b59.327(3) A, b510.432(1) A

˚ ˚c58.816(2) A c59.224(1) A
b 5105.61(2)8 b 5107.70(1)8

3 3 3˚ ˚ ˚Volume, Z 767.9(1) A , 4 587.7(3) A , 4 781.6(2) A , 4
23 23 23Density (calculated) 1.808 g cm 1.75 g cm 1.954 g cm

21 21 21Absorption coefficient, F(000) 0.229 mm , 408 0.20 mm , 312 1.038 mm , 448
Crystal size 0.1030.2030.95 mm 0.2030.2330.30 mm 0.2030.3530.40 mm
2u range for data collection 3.5–56.88 5.0–50.08 2–50.08

Scanning technique v scan v /2u scan u /2u scan
Limiting indices 21#h#12, 212#k#1,28#l#1 29#h#9, 0#k#11, 212#l#12 21#h#10, 214#k#12, 210#l#10
Reflections collected 590 2389 3257
Independent reflections 260 [R 50.0160] 1036 [R 50.080] 1383 [R 50.0625]int int int

2 2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F Full-matrix least-squares on F Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data /parameters 260/46 826/107 1211/133

2 2Goodness-of-fit 1.102 (on F ) 1.59 (on F ) 1.020 (on F )
Final R indices R 50.047, wR 50.120 R 50.046, wR 50.053 R 50.047, wR 50.0831 2 1 2 1 2

[176 data, I.2s(I)] [826 data, I.3s(I)] [823 data, I.2s(I)]
2R indices (F .0) R 50.068, wR 50.132 R 50.078, wR 50.092o 1 2 1 2

[236 data] [1211 data]
R indices (all data) R 50.075, wR 50.141 R 50.099, wR 50.1001 2 1 2

[260 data] [1383 data]
Extinction coefficient 0.027(8) – 0.037(3)

3 3 32 2 2˚ ˚ ˚Largest diff. peak and hole 0.23 and 20.20 e /A 0.44 and 20.33 e /A 0.229 and 20.228 e /A

1 1383.0–83.58C. Titration of (1) (0.5538 g) required 26.45 ml NMR. H (d, ppm): 9.65 (b) NH; 2.59 (s) CH . C (d,3

of 0.1000 N NaOH. EW. Calcd.: 209 g/gew. Found: 209 ppm; J, Hz) 172.1(s) 25.4 (s) C(O)CH , 25.4 (s) C(O)CH ;3 3] ]1g /gew. pK 52.1. 155.8 (q) C(O)CF , 114.6 (q) C(O)CF , J 5288.2,a 3 3 CF] ]2 19(2) Method 1 : Trifluoroacetamide (2.994 g, 26.5 mmol), J 539.6. F (d, ppm; J, Hz) 275.0 (s) CF . IR (solid,CF 3
21dried by sublimation, was placed in a 50 ml round bottom cm ) 3034, n , 1789, 1730, n , 1223, 1161, n .NH CO CF3

flask under nitrogen. Acetic anhydride (2.50 ml, 26.5 Titration of (2) (0.3324 g) required 21.20 ml of 0.1000 N
mmol) was added by syringe and the mixture stirred at NaOH for endpoint. EW. Calcd.: 155 g/gew. Found: 157
reflux for 16 h during which time it changed from colorless g /gew. pK 52.2.a

to dark brown. After cooling, the volatile materials were (3): Phosphorus pentachloride (62.4 g, 0.3 mol) was
removed under vacuum and the remainder was distilled as added to a solution of freshly sublimed 2,2,2-trifluoro-
a clear, yellow oil which on further cooling gave a pale acetamide (33.9 g, 0.3 mol) in 150 ml of dry benzene in a
yellow solid. The product sublimed but some of the yellow 250 ml round bottom flask and the mixture was refluxed
impurity volatilized along with the product. Yield of crude for 18 h. At the end of the reaction, the mixture was
(2), 21.6%. Method 2 : Acetamide (2.997 g, 50.8 mmol) treated with formic acid (11.3 ml, 0.3 mol) and allowed to
was dried under vacuum in a 50 ml round bottom flask stand for 24 h. The solvent was decanted leaving white
and, under nitrogen, trifluoroacetic anhydride (10.668 g, crystals which were washed with benzene. Isolated yield:
50.8 mmol) was added by syringe. The mixture was held 84%. Anal. Calcd. (3): C: 10.44, H: 0.43, N: 6.09, Cl:
at reflux for 24 h during which it changed from colorless to 30.82, O, F: 52.22. Found: C: 10.37, H: 0.55, N:6.12, Cl

1a clear, dark brown. After cooling, the volatile materials 30.70, O, F (by difference): 52.26. NMR. H (d, ppm) 8.95
13 1were removed under vacuum; the solid mass remaining (b), NH. C (d, ppm; J, Hz) 115.2 (q,d), CF , J 5286.9,3 CF

3 2 2 19was melted and vacuum distilled to give a yellow oil J 517.1; 157.4 (q,d) CO, J 541.9, J 53.5. F (d,CP CF CP
21which solidified on cooling. The yellow solid was sub- ppm; J, Hz): 276.0 (s) CF . IR (solid, cm ) n 3093;3 NH,1 21limed in vacuum to give a white solid which H NMR n 1766; cm ; n , 1181; n , 891. Back-titration of theCO, PO PN

showed had only traces of impurities. Yield: 45.6%. Anal. excess base required to hydrolyze (3) (0.150 g, 30.01 ml of
Calcd. (2): C, 30.98; H, 2.60; N, 9.03; O, F, 57.38. Found: 0.1006 N NaOH) required 1.90 meq of acid. Calcd.: 229.9
C, 31.01; H, 2.61; N, 8.99; O, F (by difference), 57.38. g /gfw. Found: 232 g/gfw.
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3. Results and discussion To minimize problems with decomposition, we prepared
(2) by the reaction of the acid anhydride with the

3.1. Synthesis corresponding amide.

CF C(O)OC(O)CF 1 CH C(O)NH3 3 3 2Trifluoroacetyltrifluoroacetimide (1), was first reported
in a patent by Smith [13] in 1955 as a liquid product 5 HN(C(O)CH )C(O)CF 1 CF COOH3 3 3

(73%) of the reaction of trifluoroacetamide and trifluoro-
It was found to be important, in view of the inductiveacetic anhydride, but later workers [14] found that this
effect of the CF group, that trifluoroacetic anhydride and3reaction gave (1) as a solid (melting point 708). When
acetamide be allowed to react rather than the reverseprepared by the reaction of trifluoroacetic acid with
combination. In this way, it was possible to obtain antrifluoroacetonitrile, however, (1) had a melting point of
analytically pure product after sublimation, but the slow858. In a more complete study [15], it was found that the
decomposition noted in [15] was apparent after a few days.trifluoroacetic acid–trifluoroacetonitrile reaction involved

(3) was prepared using the method of Mao et al. [23];an equilibrium according to the equation below in which
care must be taken throughout to protect the startingthe equilibrium was estimated to lie 96% to the right.
materials and the product from moisture.

R COOH 1 R CN → HN(C(O)R )f f f 2 PCl 1 CF C(O)NH → CF C(O)N 5 PCl5 3 2 3 3

HCOOH
An earlier study [16] on the analogous hydrocarbon → HN(P(O)Cl )C(O)CF2 3

species indicated that the equilibrium also involved the
The product crystallized from solution in benzene and,formation of the corresponding amide and acyl anhydride,
after repeated washings, the product was pumped tobut no evidence for this was found in the fluorocarbon
dryness and remained as colorless crystals of analyticalsystem [15]. It was concluded that a concerted mechanism
purity.involving a four membered ring was operative in the

reaction of trifluoroacetic acid with trifluoroacetonitrile
(Scheme 1). 3.2. Spectroscopy

The solid phase infrared spectrum of (1) was consistent
with that reported by Firth [19] and in disagreement with
that of Young et al. [14] concerning the frequencies of the

21carbonyl stretching modes at 1817 and 1753 cm (Firth,
1802, 1748, solid, Nujol; Young, 1773, 1742, solid). The
presence of NH bands at lower frequencies (3037, 3198

21and 3320 cm ) indicated the presence of hydrogen
bonding but did not suggest dimer formation as was
observed by Kabachnik et al. for phosphoramidates [24].
This was borne out by the X-ray data (see below). In the
dilute vapor phase spectrum, the NH stretching modeScheme 1.

moved to much higher frequency and appeared as a sharp
21(1) has been prepared in varying yields by a number of band at 3445 cm indicating the absence of hydrogen

other methods [17–23]. For this study, we utilized the bonding. Shokol et al. [25] observed a similar band in the
21method in [15] and achieved yields of 55% provided that region of 3391–3428 cm for very dilute solutions of

the trifluoroacetamide was rigorously dried and the tri- dimethylacylphosphor-amidates, HN(P(CH ) )C(O)R,3 2

fluoroacetic anhydride vacuum distilled just prior to use. which was attributed to the free NH group.
Purification was achieved by vacuum sublimation of the Very few infrared data have appeared for (2); Young et

21product into a column held at 0 to 58C; the product must al. [14] listed the carbonyl bands at 1785 and 1727 cm
be handled under anhydrous conditions since it is very with which our data are consistent. Since the complete
hygroscopic (discrepancies in the hydrogen analyses result spectrum has not been reported, the bands are listed in the
from this). This procedure allowed us to obtain up to 30 g experimental section. Similarities exist with the spectra of

21of product of analytical purity. the other imides. Broad NH bands below 3300 cm again
(2) was first prepared in 97% yield [15] by the reaction indicate the presence of hydrogen bonding which is clearly

of acetic acid with trifluoroacetonitrile; however, (2) observed in the X-ray structure of (2). The antisymmetric
slowly decomposed to an equilibrium mixture containing carbonyl stretching band is lower than those in the other
trifluoroacetic acid, acetonitrile, and the parent imide two cases owing to the decreased electronegativity of the
(72%). methyl group. The infrared spectrum does not show the

presence of a C=N stretching mode, and the X-ray
CH COOH 1 CF CN 5 HN(C(O)CH )C(O)CF structure shows only the imide form in the solid state.3 3 3 3
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The infrared spectrum of (3) was consistent with NaOH and produced titration curves characteristic of
previous reports [15,16,26] and also with the NH, and CO reasonably strong acids giving a sharp break near the

21bands (3093, 1478 and 1766 cm ) reported by Mao et al. equivalence point. The equivalent weights were calculated
21 from the mass of imide used and the number of equivalents[23] at 3076, 1471 and 1767 cm . However, additional

21 of base used to titrate it. In the case of (1) and (2), onebroad bands in the region from 2640 to 2923 cm are
equivalent of base was consumed per mole of imide andindicative of hydrogen bonding. Kabachnik et al. [24]
the equivalent weights were very close to those calculatedstudied the infrared spectra of a series of N-acylphos-
for the compounds. In the case of (3), the hydrolysis of thephoramidic alkyl esters to determine whether tautomeric
chlorine atoms attached to phosphorus occurred veryforms (amide vs. imidol /carbinol) existed.
rapidly and released HCl, some of which was lost leading

(RO) P( 5 O)N(H)C(O)R 5 (RO) (OH)P 5 NC(O)R 5 (RO) P(O)N 5 C(OH)R2 2 2 to a high formula weight. When the substance was
I II III

hydrolyzed in excess base and back-titrated with HCl
The infrared spectra in CCl solution showing the absence4 solution, three equivalents of base were found to be
of P=N and C=N vibrations were consistent with the consumed; the formula weight calculated from these data
predominant existence of I even when R contained highly was close to that expected. The pK ’s were estimated froma
electron-withdrawing groups which would favor tautomers the halfway point in the titration for (1) and (2) indicating
II and III. It was reasoned that the acidity of a POH or that these imides had acid strengths in aqueous solution
COH group would be higher (pK 52) than that of an NHa (pK ’s 2.0, 2.2) not a great deal less than that ofa
group thereby favoring form I; however, we found that the HN(SO CF ) (1.7) [5].2 3 2
pK of (1) was close to 2 (see below) and there is noa

reason to suspect that the acidity of the NH group in (3) 3.4. Solid state structures of (1), (2) and (3)
would not be similar. The presence of bands in the region

213077–3113 cm was attributed to the formation of The results of the single crystal X-ray structure analyses
hydrogen bonds in the N-acylphosphoramidates, and addi- for compounds (1–3) are shown in Figs. 1–3, respectively,
tional bands observed for the N-acylphosphoramidic esters along with their numbering schemes. Crystallographic data

21in the 2644–2669 cm region were associated with strong are summarized in Table 1 and selected bond lengths and
intermolecular hydrogen bonds involving the NH groups. bond angles are given in Table 2. Details of the hydrogen
These data, and cryoscopic measurements which gave an bonding interactions for all three structures are summa-
apparent molecular weight twice that of the molecular rized in Table 3. Unit cell packing diagrams for com-
species, indicated the possible presence of dimers [24]. pounds (1) and (3) are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Our solid state infrared data support this conclusion and
the X-ray data (see below) confirm the dimeric nature of
the substance in the solid phase.

Proton, fluorine-19 and carbon-13 NMR spectra are
consistent with the structures of each of the imides. The
NH resonance occurs in the range 9.69–8.95 ppm for the
three compounds in agreement with proton spectra re-
ported for other imides with electronegative groups on the

19nitrogen atom [17]. In the F spectrum, the CF resonance3

appears in the narrow range of 275 to 276.6 ppm and is
near that reported for CF in trifluoroacetic acid [27]. The3

hydrogen-decoupled carbon-13 spectra show quartets with
coupling constants ranging from 286.9 to 288.2 Hz for the
CF group and a smaller coupling for the CO group [39.63

Hz for (2), 41.9 Hz for (3), and 45.5 Hz for (1)]. No
carbon–fluorine coupling was observed over the F–C–C–
N–C system in (2). In the case of (3), carbon–phosphorus
coupling was observed to further split the quartets arising
from the fluorine atoms into doublets (17.1 Hz for CF and3

3.5 Hz for CO). Since the former involves three bonds and
the latter only two, it must be concluded that through space
coupling is significant in (3).

Fig. 1. Perspective drawing of crystalline (1) with non-hydrogen atoms
represented by thermal vibration ellipsoids drawn to encompass 50% of

3.3. pH titrations their electron density. The major orientation (67%) of the disordered CF3

group is shown. Hydrogen bonding interactions represented by dashed-
The imides were titrated in aqueous solution with 0.1 N open bonds.
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hydrogen bonds from the N–H group to the two oxygen
atoms of an adjacent molecule. These chains run parallel to
the c axis of the unit cell as shown in Fig. 4 and each
molecule in the chain is twisted by 908 with respect to the
next molecule in the chain. This arrangement results in the
formation of square channels along the c axis of the unit
cell with the disordered CF groups directed along the3

edges of the square.
The molecular structure of (2) is shown in Fig. 2. Unlike

the crystallographically-imposed planarity of all seven C,
N and O atoms in (1), these seven atoms form two planar
groupings in (2). The least-squares mean planes deter-
mined by these two halves of the C, N, O framework (O ,1

C , C , N and O , C , C , N ) make an angle of 7.68 with1 2 1 2 3 4 1

respect to each other. The differences in C=O, C–N and
C–C bond lengths for these two halves appear to be
correlated with the nature of the CX group. The two C=O3

˚bonds differ by 0.015 A with the shorter bond on the
carbon adjacent to the CF group. The observed C–N3

˚distances differ by 0.040 A with the shorter bond again
Fig. 2. Perspective drawing of crystalline (2). Thermal ellipsoids and involving the carbon adjacent to the CF group and in3
bonds represented as in Fig. 1. general agreement with the values observed in (1). There

are differences in the C–C bonds as well with the shorter
C–C bond involving the methyl group and the longer bondThe HN(C(O)CF ) molecule (1) shown in Fig. 1 lies3 2 involving the CF group.3on a crystallographic 2mm site with the 2-fold axis passing

Individual molecules of (2) form chains in the latticethrough atoms N and H . The C, N, O framework is1 1n which are held together by unsymmetrical bifurcatedplanar and the values observed for the C=O, C–N and
hydrogen bonds from the N–H group to the two oxygenC–C distances in (1) are unexceptional and similar to
atoms of an adjacent molecule. The asymmetry is mostvalues previously reported in related compounds [28–30].

˚ ˚evident in the H? ? ?O contacts (2.49(2) A vs. 2.20(2) A)As shown in Fig. 1, individual molecules of (1) form
with the tighter interaction involving a more linearchains in the lattice which are held together by rather weak
(164(2)8 vs. 122(2)8) N–H? ? ?O arrangement. The weaker,˚(3.000(9)A N? ? ?O separation) symmetrical bifurcated
bent hydrogen bond involves the oxygen atom, O , of the1

carbonyl group adjacent to the more electron-withdrawing
CF group, whereas the stronger, more linear hydrogen3

bond involves the carbonyl group adjacent to the electron-
releasing methyl group. Each molecule in the chain is
twisted by 76.28 with respect to the next molecule in the
chain.

The molecular structure of (3) is shown in Fig. 3. The
C=O, C–N and C–C distances are unexceptional and
similar to the values referenced above. The P–O and P–N
distances fall within the ranges reported for related com-

˚pounds [31–34] (1.456–1.463 A for P–O and 1.608–1.676
Å for P–N).

The imide framework in (3) is more planar than in (2):
atoms O , O , P , N , C and C are coplanar to within1 2 1 1 1 2

˚0.02 A and the two planar ‘halves’ of the framework (C ,1

C , O , N and N , P , O ) meet in an angle of 1.88.2 1 1 1 1 2

Unlike the packing observed in (1) and (2) in which
chains of molecules are held together by bifurcated hydro-
gen bonds between the imine proton of one molecule and a
pair of cis carbonyl oxygens of an adjacent molecule, theFig. 3. Perspective drawing of crystalline (3). The major orientation of
molecules of (3) are held together in the crystal by pairs ofthe disordered CF group (74%) is shown. Thermal ellipsoids and bonds3

represented as in Fig. 1. linear N–H? ? ?O bonds in which the N? ? ?O separation is
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Table 2
aSelected bond lengths and bond angles in crystalline HN(C(O)CF ) (1), HN(C(O)CH )C(O)CF (2) and HN(P(O)Cl )C(O)CF (3)3 2 3 3 2 3

b ˚Type Length (A)

HN(C(O)CF ) (1) HN(C(O)CH )C(O)CF (2) HN(P(O)Cl )C(O)CF (3)3 2 3 3 2 3

O –C 1.18(1) 1.196(2) 1.198(4)1 1

O –C 1.211(2)2 3

N –C 1.365(9) 1.362(2) 1.357(5)1 1

N –C 1.402(3)1 3

C –C 1.55(1) 1.548(3) 1.522(6)1 2

C –C 1.495(3)3 4

O –P 1.446(3)2 1

N –P 1.655(4)1 1

Angle (8)
cC N Y 121.9(10) 124.9(2) 126.0(3)1 1

O C N 126.0(8) 127.8(2) 125.5(4)1 1 1

O C N 122.1(2)2 3 1

O P N 112.0(2)2 1 1

O C C 119.6(7) 118.8(2) 119.0(4)1 1 2

O C C 124.1(2)2 3 4

N C C 114.5(7) 113.3(2) 115.4(4)1 1 2

N C C 113.8(2)1 3 4

a The numbers in parentheses are the estimated standard deviations in the last significant digit.
b Atoms are labeled in agreement with Figs. 1–3.
c The symbol Y is used to represent atoms C , C and P for (1), (2) and (3), respectively. In (1), atoms labeled with an additional subscript (a) are1a 3 1

related to those without subscripts by the symmetry operation 12x, 2y, z.

˚2.815(4) A and the N–H? ? ?O angle is 163(2)8. Based on 3.5. Electrochemistry
the metrical parameters shown in Table 3, the hydrogen
bonding interaction for (3) (where the carbonyl groups in All three imides showed excellent resistance to oxida-
each molecule have a trans conformation and the hydro- tion and reduction on a vitreous carbon electrode in 0.1 M
gen-bond involves the carbonyl oxygen cis to the imine TBAClO /acetonitrile over the potential range of –1.0 to4

proton) is considerably stronger than that observed for (1) 1.5 V (vs. SCE) for (1) and (2) and –1.0 to 11.0 for (3);
or (2). The hydrogen-bonding interactions form dimers in the overpotential for hydrogen reduction is, of course, high
(3) about the crystallographic inversion centers at (1 /2, 0, on a vitreous carbon electrode owing to the inability of
0) and (1 /2, 1 /2, 1 /2) in the unit cell (Fig. 5). carbon to stabilize the hydrogen radical formed in the

Table 3
aA comparison of hydrogen bonding interactions in crystalline HN(C(O)CF ) (1), HN(C(O)CH )C(O)CF (2) and HN(P(O)Cl )C(O)CF (3)3 2 3 3 2 3

b c dDonor Acceptor Distance Distance Angle Angle Angle Asymmetric
˚ ˚Atom Atom (A) (A) (8) (8) (8) Unit of A

D A D? ? ?A H? ? ?A D–H? ? ?A H–D? ? ?A H? ? ?A–X
eHN(C(O)CF ) (1)3 2

N –H O 3.000(9) 2.25 144 26 137 C 1/21y, 1 /22x, 21/21z1 1n 1 1

1 /22y, 21/21x, 21/21z
eHN(C(O)CH )C(O)CF (2)3 3

N –H O 2.998(2) 2.49(2) 122(2) 44(2) 129(2) C x, 3 /22y, 1 /21z1 1n 1 1

N –H O 2.988(2) 2.20(2) 164(2) 12(2) 141(2) C x, 3 /22y, 1 /21z1 1n 2 3

HN(P(O)Cl )C(O)CF (3)2 3

N –H O 2.815(4) 1.98(4) 163(4) 12(4) 144(4) P 12x, 2y, 2z1 1n 2 1

a The numbers in parentheses are the estimated standard deviations in the last significant digit. Atoms are labeled in agreement with Figs. 1–3.
b The hydrogen atom involved in the interaction is also indicated.
c The symbol X is used to denote those atoms which are covalently bonded to the acceptor oxygen atoms.
d All donor atoms belong to the asymmetric unit for which the fractional atomic coordinates are given in the supplementary material.
e In compounds (1) and (2), the hydrogen atom (H ) is involved in a bifurcated hydrogen bond resulting in O? ? ?H? ? ?O angles of 738 and 72(2)8,1n

respectively.
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Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammetry. (3), 22 m M in 0.1 M TBAClO /CH CN;4 3
21100 mV s ; WE, a and b, Pt r50.05 cm; c, glassy carbon, r50.05 cm;

CE, Pt foil; RE, Ag wire.
Fig. 4. Packing plot of the solid-state structure of (1) viewed down the c
axis of the unit cell. The minor orientations for the disordered CF groups3

have been omitted for clarity.
protons, and one would expect the acid properties of these
imides to vary considerably in this solvent. Polarographic

initial reductive step. On a Pt electrode, the overpotential data are available for the reduction of a series of acids on a
for hydrogen reduction is much lower, and as expected, the mercury electrode in acetonitrile and the trend is cathodic
imides underwent reduction readily; a hydrogen desorption for diminishing acid strength [35] in accord with our
peak was observed on the reverse scan. Fig. 6 shows a results for the imide series. The peak separation, which

a ctypical cyclic voltammogram observed for (3); the series ranged from 290 to 526 mV, and the current ratio (i to i ),p p

of imides gave cyclic voltammograms of similar shape. which was less than 1, indicated that these processes were
The values of E [0.33 V (1); 0.96 V (2); 0.24 V (3)] irreversible which is also the case on Hg [35]. These1 / 2

show that the acid strengths of the three imides in results show that the imides have a fairly wide window of
acetonitrile solution decrease in the order (3).(1).(2) electrochemical inactivity. One might expect the alkali
although there is not much variation in pK observed in the metal salts of these imides to exhibit even better electro-a

aqueous titration experiments. However, acetonitrile is a chemical behavior over the range investigated here which
differentiating solvent by virtue of its low ability to solvate might suit them for use as additives to solid polymer

electrolytes in lithium batteries. This possibility is being
investigated.

4. Conclusions

The fluorinated imides, (1)–(3), can be synthesized in
good yield and high purity as indicated by the analytical
and spectroscopic results. Infrared spectra indicate the
presence of hydrogen bonding in each of the solids; for (3)
hydrogen-bonding leads to the formation of dimers. Sin-
gle-crystal X-ray diffraction studies confirm the presence
of hydrogen bonding in the solid state for (1)–(3).
Molecules of (1) form chains in the solid state held
together by weak symmetrical bifurcated hydrogen bonds.
Molecules of (2) also form chains in the unit cell which
result from unsymmetrical bifurcated hydrogen bonding. In
the solid state, molecules of (3) are held together byFig. 5. Packing plot of the solid-state structure of (3) viewed as a

projection down the a axis of the unit cell. stronger pairs of linear N–H–O bonds which form dimers.
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Abstract

H NC(S)NHPPh 1, H NC(O)NHPPh , PhC(O)NHPPh 2, and (C H N)C(O)NHPPh 3 were prepared from reaction of PPh Cl with2 2 2 2 2 5 4 2 2

thiourea, urea, benzamide, and nicotinamide, respectively. Compound 1 reacts readily with [PtCl (COD)] to form2
21 2[PthH NC(S)NHPPh j ] 2Cl 0.5MeOH 4. X-ray crystallography of 4 revealed the platinum atom is coordinated through sulphur and2 2 2

phosphorus atoms forming two five-membered rings which consist of five different atoms in a planar conformation ie. 4 can be classed as
a ‘true’ heterocycle. 4 adopts a hydrogen bonded structure using all of the available N–H protons and the chloride counterions to form a
sheetlike array with the phenyl rings of the phosphorus centres lying above and below the ‘sheets’.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Coordination; X-Ray; Platinum; Heterocycle

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Monochalcogenides of the type [Ph PNHP(E)Ph ] (E5 2.1. General2 2

O, S, or Se) [1–11] have recently been developed and
shown to chelate to a range of late transition metals Diethyl ether, petroleum ether (60–808C) and tetrahy-
through both phosphorus and chalcogen donor atoms. drofuran were purified by reflux over sodium and distilla-
Schmutzler et al. reported that the reaction of thiourea and tion under nitrogen. Dichloromethane was heated to reflux
chlorodiphenyl-phosphine at 2208C did not give the over powdered calcium hydride and distilled under nitro-
expected N,N9-bis(diphenylphosphino)thiourea, Ph PHNC gen. Chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and Lancas-2

(S)NHPPh , but only gave Ph P–P(S)Ph [12]. Later, ter. Infrared spectra were recorded from KBr discs on a2 2 2
31Bhattacharyya et al. carried out the reaction at room Perkin-Elmer system 2000 spectrometer; P NMR spectra

1 13 31temperature and obtained N,N9-bis(diphenyl-phos- on a Jeol FX90Q operating at 36.21MHz; H, C and P
phino)thiourea in up to 46% yield [13]. Since this type of NMR spectra on Bruker instruments operating at 250, 62.9
reaction works with thiourea and its derivatives, we were and 101.3MHz respectively. Fast atom bombardment mass
encouraged to try it with other amines. We decided to spectra were obtained by the Swansea mass spectrometer
reinvestigate the phosphination of thiourea and compare service.
their coordination potential with Ph PNHP(E)Ph (E5O,2 2

S, or Se). Here we report the synthesis of
2.1.1. H NC(S)NHPPh (1)2 2H NC(S)NHPPh 1, H NC(O)NHPPh , PhC(O)NHPPh2 2 2 2 2

To H NC(S)NH (12.7 g, 167 mmol), suspended in2 22, and (C H N)C(O)NHPPh together with some exam-5 4 2
THF (350 ml), was added Et N (15.5 ml, 111 mmol) and3ples of their coordination chemistry and the X-ray structure
DMAP (100 mg, 10 mmol). A THF (150 ml) solution ofof [PthH NC(S)NHPPh j ]2Cl 0.5MeOH.2 2 2
Ph PCl (20 ml, 111 mmol) was added dropwise and2

formed [Et NH]Cl immediately, as a white precipitate.3*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-1509-222-565; fax: 144-1509-223-
Stirring was continued for 3 h. The solution was then925.

E-mail address: j.d.woollins@lboro.ac.uk (J.D. Woollins) filtered and the residue washed with THF (2330 ml). The

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00046-7
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Table 1filtrate was evaporated to dryness, and the product was
Details of the crystal data and refinementextracted with CH Cl (200 ml) to separate any unreacted2 2

Compound 4thiourea, which is insoluble. The extraction was filtered,
and then the filtrate reduced to dryness. The solid was Empirical formula C H Cl N O P PtS26.5 28 2 4 0.5 2 2

triturated with Et O (150 ml) to give a white powder in a Formula weight 802.62
Colour / size (mm) Yellow 0.3630.3030.24crude yield of 18.2 g. The product was extracted with cold
Crystal system Orthorhombicmethanol to give compound 1, 9 g (31%). Mp: 120–
Space group P2 2 231 1 1 11258C. NMR (THF/C D ): P; 26.6 ppm. IR (KBr disc,6 6 a 12.238(1)

21cm ): 3262vs, 3135vs, 2996m, 2686w, 2150m, 1610vs, b 17.996(1)
1485vs, 1430s, 1397s, 1299m, 1270m, 1151s, 1124m, c 15.234(1)

3˚Volume (A ) 33551087s, 1063s, 1027m, 1005w, 871m, 801w, 746vs, 693vs,
Z 4604w, 554m, 519m, 476m, 447w, 386vw, 301vw. FAB 3Density (calc.)g /cm 1.591 1(m /z): 261 [M1H] and 260 [M] . Found: C, 59.62; H, 21
m(Mo-Ka) /mm 4.58

5.37; N, 10.37%. (C H N PS requires C, 59.99; H, 5.03; F(000) 157213 13 2

N, 10.76%.) Ind.refl. /observed refl. 4968/4951
Final R, R1 0.0572/0.1549

2Goodness of fit on F 0.9462.1.2. PhC(O)NHPPh (2)2 Largest difference 1.74, 21.95
To a solution of PhC(O)NH (3.2 g, 7.7 mmol) in THF 23˚2 Peak/hole (e A )

(150 ml) was added Et N (3.9 ml, 30 mmol), DMAP (2003

mg, 20 mmol) and Ph PCl (5 ml, 27.9 mmol). The mixture2

was heated at reflux for 4 h, and then filtered. The filtrate 3453w, 3075m–sh, 3008m, 2718vw, 1630s, 1543vs,
was reduced to dryness to a white powder, and then 1436s, 1400m, 1312m, 1106vs, 1084m, 1017w, 998w,
triturated with Et O (150 ml) for 2 days. The product was 903m, 745s, 720m, 709s, 689s, 567s, 494vs, 475m, 432w,2

1recrystallised from CH Cl /Et O to 2 2.3 g (29%). Mp: 320w. FAB (m /z): 714 [M–2HCl] . Found: C, 39.66; H,2 2 2
31173–1768C. NMR (THF/C D ): P; 25 ppm. IR (KBr 3.71; N, 6.50%. (C H N P O S PtCl requires C,6 6 26.5 28 4 2 0.5 2 2

21disc, cm ): 3262m, 3058w, 3047w, 1642vs, 1598w, 39.66; H, 3.52; N, 6.98%.)
1579m, 1499m, 1482w, 1453vs, 1431vs, 1265s, 1184w,
1118w, 1099m, 1071w, 1027w, 975w, 930w, 866m, 808m, 2.2. Crystallography
790s, 746s, 737s, 691vs, 511s, 449m, 301w. FAB (m /z):

1306 [M1H] . Found: C, 74.38; H, 4.91; N, 4.35%. Crystallography was performed (Table 1) using a
(C H NOP requires C, 74.75; H, 5.28; N, 4.59%.) Siemens SMART diffractometer; full hemisphere of data19 16

with 0.38 ‘slices’, room temperature, Mo-Ka radiation and
2.1.3. PyC(O)NHPPh (3) empirical absorption correction based upon equivalent2

To a solution of PyC(O)NH (3.4 g, 27.8 mmol) in THF reflections was applied. The solvent occupancy was refined2

(150 ml) was added Et N (3.9 ml, 30 mmol), DMAP (200 to 50%. All of the non-H atoms were refined aniso-3

mg, 20 mmol) and Ph PCl (5 ml, 27.9 mmol). The mixture tropically and the protons were refined using a riding2

was heated at reflux overnight. The solution was filtered model. The chirality was established using the Flack
and the filtrate reduced to dryness to give a white powder. parameter [20.34(14)]. The high residual electron density
The product was recrystallised from CH Cl /Et O to give peaks in the final DF map were located very close to heavy2 2 2

313 2.7 g (32%). Mp: 148–1528C. NMR (THF/C D ): P; atom positions. All calculations employed the SHELXTL6 6
2126 ppm. IR (KBr disc, cm ): 3364m, 3264vs, 3067m, program system [20].

3050m, 3003w, 1698m, 1639vs, 1588vs, 1573s, 1480s,
1452vs, 1406vs, 1272vs, 12001w, 1140m, 1116m, 1093m,
1023s, 866s, 801s, 746vs, 697vs, 619m, 509s, 470w, 3. Results and discussion

1443m, 411w, 365w, 297w. FAB (m /z): 306 [M] . Found:
C, 70.82; H, 4.85; N, 8.89%. (C H N OP requires C, Following our success with phosphorus–nitrogen bond18 15 2

70.58; H, 4.78; N, 9.21%.) formation in the synthesis of heteroatom ligands in the
presence of 4-dimethylaminopyridine [14], we decided to

21 22.1.4. [PthH NC(S)NHPPh j ] 2Cl (4) attempt to phosphorylate other amine containing com-2 2 2

To a partially dissolved solution of H NC(S)NHPPh pounds and thus the reaction of PPh Cl was attempted2 2 2

(92 mg, 353 mmol) in CH Cl (15 ml) was added with biuret [H NC(O)NHC(O)NH ], thiourea2 2 2 2

[PtCl (COD)] (60 mg, 160 mmol), a white precipitate [H NC(S)NH ], thioacetamide [CH C(S)NH ], urea2 2 2 3 2

formed immediately. Stirring was continued for 3 h and [H NC(O)NH ], benzamide [PhC(O)NH ] and nicotin-2 2 2

then the solid was filtered off and air-dried. Yield 113 mg amide [(Py)C(O)NH ] (Py52-C H N). Treatment of2 5 4
31(90%). Mp: .3308C. NMR (CH OH/C D insert): P; biuret with two equivalents of chlorodiphenylphosphine3 6 6

1 2170.8 ppm [ J(P–Pt) 3040 Hz]. IR (KBr disc, cm ): dropwise (in the presence of excess triethylamine and a
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catalytic amount of 4-dimethylaminopyridine) at room PhC(O)NHPPh 2 and (C H N)C(O)NHPPh 3, respective-2 5 4 2
31temperature gave N,N9-bis(diphenylphosphino)-biuret, ly. P NMR showed two thirds of the chloro-

diphenylphosphine formed Ph P–P(O)Ph as a by-productHNhC(O)NHPPh j . The intermediate was subsequently 2 22 2
1[d 34 and –23 ppm J(PP) 220 Hz]. Compounds 2 and 3treated with elemental sulphur to give N,N9-bis- P

were purified by recrystallisation from dichloromethane–(diphenylthioylphosphino)biuret, HNhC(O)NHP(S)Ph j2 2
1 diethyl ether to produce analytically pure colourless crys-(d 53 ppm, FAB mass spectrum 558 [M1Na] and 536P

1 talline products in a typical yield of 30%, they are stable in[M1H] , Eq. (1)), but the yield was very low – typically
the solid state, but oxidise in solution when exposed to air.6% and so this reaction was not pursued any further.

The infrared spectrum of H NC(S)NHPPh is similar to2 2

that of thiourea. It contains two very strong and broad
21peaks at 3262 and 3135 cm which are assigned as

n(NH) vibrations. The strong and broad nature of the-
n(NH) vibrations is characteristic of hydrogen bonding

(1) 21interactions. The band at about 1600 cm corresponds to
the band of thiourea of a similar frequency and is assigned

Treating thiourea very slowly with one equivalent of to the NH bending vibration. This peak is sharper than2chlorodiphenylphosphine (in the presence of triethylamine that in thiourea, which further supports the loss of a
and a catalytic amount of 4-dimethylaminopyridine) at 21terminal amino group. The peak at 1485 cm is assumed
room temperature gave N-diphenylphosphinothiourea, 21to relate to 1473 cm in thiourea corresponding to the
H NC(S)NHPPh 1 (Eq. 2). Upon addition of the chloro-2 2 N–C–N stretching vibrations. The n(C=S) peak is as-
diphenylphosphine, the thiourea suspension dissolved and 21signed at 1063 cm which is similar to that in thiourea.
simultaneously precipitated triethylammonium chloride. 21The new peak at 871 cm is assigned to the PN bond
The reaction reached completion when all the reagent was stretching vibration.
added. The solution was filtered and removal of solvent PhC(O)NHPPh displays a n(NH) vibration as a sharp2gave a white powder. The product was extracted using 21band at 3261 cm and n(C=O) as a sharp band at 1642
dichloromethane to separate the insoluble thiourea. The 21cm . However, PyC(O)NHPPh contains two peaks for2reaction always produces Ph P–P(S)Ph and2 2 one NH group; one very strong and broad band at 3264
Ph PNHC(S)NHPPh as by-products in small quantities. 21 212 2 cm and a medium band at 3364 cm . The broad
The former is removed by trituration with diethyl ether.

absorption may be the result of intermolecular hydrogen
Ph PNHC(S)NHPPh is insoluble in methanol, and hence2 2 bonding as shown in Fig. 1, we have previously noted
is separated by a cold methanol extraction. This latter step

several analogous examples of this type of hydrogen
was repeated twice to give compound 1 analytically pure

bonding [3–6]. The carbonyl region of compound 3 shows
with a typical yield of 30–40%. Compound 1 is stable in 21a very strong band at 1639 cm and a very strong
the solid state or in solution almost indefinitely. This 21shoulder band at 1671 cm which support forms I, II and
reaction was repeated using thioacetamide [CH C(S)NH ]3 2 III. Both compounds display the absence of the NH2and gave a similar result, but isolating the product was 21bending character at about 1620 cm . Both compounds
difficult; it decomposed in solution over time to form 21display a peak at about 1453 cm that is assigned as the
Ph P–P(S)Ph .2 2 C–N stretching vibration. The n(PN) band of these

21compounds comes at around 866 cm . 1–3 gave satisfac-
tory elemental analyses, are phosphorus(III) compounds

31and have a single peak at around 26 ppm in their P NMR
(2) spectra. All compounds have the correct parent ions with

the expected isotope distribution in their FAB mass
spectra.

The reaction of one equivalent of H NC(S)NHPPh2 2

with one equivalent of [PtCl (COD)] (COD5cycloocta-2

(3) 1,5-diene) in dichloromethane immediately gave a white

The reaction with urea, analogous to thiourea (Eq. (3)),
gave N-diphenylphosphinourea, H NC(O)NHPPh , in2 2

31quantitative yield according to P NMR. The compound
was not isolated but was subsequently oxidised with
elemental sulphur and will be described elsewhere. How-
ever, the corresponding reaction with benzamide
[PhC(O)NH ] and nicotinamide [(C H N)C(O)NH ] re-2 5 4 2

quired at least 4 h heating at reflux to form Fig. 1. Hydrogen bonding in RC(O)NHPPh .2
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31 21precipitate. P NMR revealed two signals with platinum character. The n(CN) at 1543 cm has shifted from 1485
1 21couplings (65.6 ppm [ J(PPt) 3377 Hz] and 70.8 ppm cm in the free ligand and reflects a close to C–N single

1[ J(PPt) 3040 Hz]) of which the peak at higher frequency bond character in the complex. Similarly the band at 903
21was the major product (70%). A second equivalent of cm is assigned to the n(PN) stretching vibration of a

21ligand was added to the reaction mixture which then single bond; this vibration has shifted (ca. 32 cm ) to
displayed only the signal at d(P)570.8 ppm, however, no higher frequency compared to the free ligand. The n(CS)

21trace of the free ligand [d(P)526.6 ppm] was observed. It band at 1084 cm is around the vibration frequency for
21is probable that most of the metal complex has reacted C=S bond, but is higher (21 cm ) than that in the free

beyond the intermediate stage, [PtCl hH NC(S)NHPPh j], ligand. On complexation, the intensity of the C=S band2 2 2

to form the bis-chelate metal complex usually decreases and this is observed here. The peak at
21 2 21[PthH NC(S)NHPPh j ] 2Cl 4 (Eq. (4)). 320 cm is assigned as n(Pt–S). The metal complex gave2 2 2

a satisfactory FAB mass spectrum. Its elemental analysis
[PtCl (COD)] 1 2H NC(S)NHPPh2 2 2 data agree with the X-ray structure which contains one

21 2→ [PthH NC(S)NHPPh j ] 2Cl (4) methanol molecule per two metal complex molecules2 2 2

(Table 3).
In principle 4 can exist as cis or trans isomers, it The X-ray crystal structure of 4 confirms that the two

31 1displays a singlet in its P-h Hj NMR spectrum [d 70.8 ligands are bonded to the platinum atom by the sulphurP
1ppm, J(P–Pt) 3040 Hz] that is shifted to a high frequency and phosphorus groups (Table 2, Fig. 2) to give five-

compared to the free ligand [d 26.9 ppm]. The phosphor- membered Pt–S–C–N–P rings. The complex has approxi-P

us(III) environment is modestly deshielded when com- mate non-crystallographic C symmetry provided the2
21 2pared with cis-[PthPh PNHP(Se)Ph j ] 2Cl [d 63.8 orientation of the phenyl rings is ignored. The PtS P2 2 2 P 2 2

1ppm, J(P–Pt) 3270 Hz] and the deprotonated cis- coordination plane is almost perfectly square planar [mean
21 2 1 ˚ ˚deviation 0.002 A, maximum deviation 0.002 A for S(1)].[PthPh PNH(S)Ph j ] 2Cl [d 59.8 ppm, J(P–Pt)2 2 2 P ˚The Pt–P bond lengths [2.225(3), 2.225(3) A ] are short in3240 Hz]. The large J(Pt–P) coupling is characteristic of

˚comparison with cis-[PthPh P(Se)NPPh j ] [2.287(2) A]two phosphorus atoms lying in cis positions. [8,9,10,15,16] 2 2 221 2 ˚and trans-[PthPh P(Se)NHPPh j ] 2Cl [2.300(3) A]2 2 2The formation of 4 could proceed by a number of
˚[8,9,13]. The Pt–S [2.292(3), 2.317(3) A] bond lengths arepathways but, based on the intermediate NMR that we i ishorter than those in [Pth Pr P(S)NP(S) Pr j ] [2.338(3)2 2 2observed, it seems most likely that the initial reaction gives ˚and 2.334(2) A] [16]. The S–Pt–P bite angle of the chelate[PtCl hH NC(S)NHPPh j] which undergoes a second ad-2 2 2 ligand is close to 908 [87.0(1)] whilst the P–Pt–P angle isdition reaction via pathway II in Scheme 1 as a conse-

obtuse [100.8(1)8] and the S–Pt–S angle is acutequence of the trans effect labilising the chloride trans to
[86.0(1)8] as a consequence (in part at least) of the stericsulphur in preference to that trans to nitrogen.
bulk of the cis PPh groups. The amino groups are2The IR spectrum of 4 shows a general shift of vibration
effectively in the coordination plane [Pt–P(1)–S(1)–C(1)–frequencies to higher wavenumbers compared to the free ˚N(2) maximum deviation for P(1)50.03 A with N(1)

ligand though the two distinctive peaks of the N–H ˚lying 0.06 A out of this plane; Pt–S(21)–P(21)–C(21)–
stretching vibrations in the free ligand have been reduced ˚N(22) maximum deviation for P(21)50.15 A with N(2)

21 21to a peak at 3008 cm with a shoulder band at 3075 cm ˚lying 0.05 A out of this plane]. The P–N bond lengths
which is strong and broad, indicative of hydrogen bonding ˚[1.678(10) and 1.689(11) A] are similar to those in trans-

21 2 ˚[PthPh P(Se)NHPPh j ] 2Cl [1.684(1) A] and cis-2 2 2 21 2 ˚[PthPh P(O)NHPPh j ] 2[BF ] [1.700(1) A]. [9] The2 2 2 4

C–N bond lengths in the chelate rings are marginally
longer than the terminal C–NH bond lengths, and sig-2

nificantly longer than those in [NihCH NC(S)NP(S)Ph j ]3 2 2
˚[1.294(1) A] [17] which suggests some p delocalisation

within the structure of 4. The chloride ions are held in
place by hydrogen bonding from the hydrogen atoms of

Table 2
21Selected IR data (cm ) in H NC(S)NHPPh 1, PhC(O)NHPPh 2, and2 2 2

PyC(O)NHPPh 32

n(NH) n(CO, S) n(CN) n(PN)

1 3262vs, 3135vs 1063s 1485vs 871m
2 3262s 1642vs 1453vs 866w
3 3364m, 3264vs 1671vs, 1639vs 1452vs 866s

Scheme 1. Reaction pathway forming compound 4.
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Table 3
21 2˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) in cis-[PthPh PNHC(S)NH j ] 2Cl ?0.5(CH OH) 42 2 2 3

Pt–P(1) 2.225(3) Pt–P(21) 2.225(3)
Pt–S(1) 2.292(3) Pt–S(21) 2.317(3)
S(1)–C(1) 1.679(1) S(21)–C(21) 1.700(14)
C(1)–N(2) 1.38(2) C(21)–N(22) 1.35(2)
N(2)–P(1) 1.678(1) N(22)–P(21) 1.689(1)
C(1)–N(1) 1.30(2) C(21)–N(21) 1.27(2)

P(1)–Pt–P(21) 100.77(11) P(1)–Pt–S(1) 87.01(11)
P(21)–Pt–S(21) 86.18(11) S(1)–Pt–S(21) 86.04(11)
P(21)–Pt–S(1) 172.17(11) P(1)–Pt–S(21) 173.05(11)
Pt–S(1)–C(1) 104.5(4) Pt–S(21)–C(21) 103.4(4)
S(1)–C(1)–N(2) 121.09(9) S(21)–C(21)–N(22) 121.08(9)
C(1)–N(2)–P(1) 121.3(9) C(21)–N(22)–P(21) 120.9(8)
N(2)–P(1)–Pt 106.2(4) N(22)–P(21)–Pt 105.2(3)
S(1)–C(1)–N(1) 120.3(10) S(21)–C(21)–N(21) 119.8(10)
N(2)–C(1)–N(1) 118.8(11) N(22)–C(21)–N(21) 119.3(12)

the ring nitrogen and terminal amino group using both
intra- and inter-molecular interactions. Thus pseudo six-
membered H–N–C–N–H–Cl rings are formed by making
use of the N(2)–H(2) proton and one of the N(1) protons

˚[N(2)–H(2a) . . . Cl(1) 2.23 A, N–H . . . Cl 1498; N(1)–
H(1a) . . . Cl(2) 2.23 A, N–H..Cl 1508 with similar
properties for the second ring] whilst the remaining proton
on N(1) forms an intermolecular H-bond [N(1)–
H(1b) . . . Cl(19) 2.10 N–H . . . Cl 1678; N(21)–

˚H(21b) . . . Cl(29) 2.17 A, N–H . . . Cl 1558] to make all of
the chlorides three coordinate and give an overall sheetlike
structure (Fig. 3) with the sheets lying approximately on
the crystallographic ab plane and the phenyl substituents
pointing up and down the c axis. The structure of 4 is a
rare example of a so called ‘true’ or ‘genuine’ heterocycle,
ie. rings in which every atom within the ring is different.
Burford has reviewed the area of genuine heterocycles [18]
and there has recently been a report of a related Cd–S–C–
P–Se ring system [19].

Fig. 3. The sheetlike structure of [PthH NC(S)NHPPh j ] 2Cl in the2 2 2

solid state.

Supplementary data

Crystallographic data for the structural analysis has beenFig. 2. Molecular structure of [PthH NC(S)NHPPh j ] 2Cl .0.5MeOH 42 2 2

in the crystal. deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic data centre,
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Abstract

III III 42Kinetics of the reduction of [Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] (edta5ethylenediaminetetraacetate) with L-ascorbic acid (H A) and the5 2
III II 52 22oxidation of [Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] with peroxydisulfate (S O ) were studied spectrophotometrically. The rate of reduction was5 2 8

III III III IIfound to be first-order both with respect to [Ru –Fe ] and [H A]. Similarly, the oxidation reaction was in first order in both Ru –Fe2
22and S O concentrations. Based on the kinetic observations an Fe centered outersphere electron transfer mechanism has been suggested2 8

for both the oxidation and reduction processes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

III III 42 III II 52Keywords: Redox reactivity; [Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] ; [Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] ; Ascorbic acid; Peroxydisulfate; Kinetics; Electron transfer5 5

1. Introduction ligand viz. edta, hedtra etc.; M5Fe) series. In a very recent
report [21] our work is extended to ruthenium and osmium
(i.e. M5Ru, Os) analogues. The electrochemical studiesRedox reactions of binuclear complexes have been the
revealed that the above complexes would be very goodsubject of continued interest in its own right, especially in
systems for redox studies. The present work is undertakenthe context of electron transfer process. The knowledge of
with an interest to examine the redox reactivity ofthese systems is mostly limited to the binuclear complexes

III III 42[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] with ascorbic acid andcontaining petammineruthenium or cobalt moiety [1–12]. 5
III II 52However, very few reports involving edta type (edta5 [Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] with peroxydisulfate and5

ethylenediaminetetraacetate) complexes of ruthenium(III) establish the mechanism of the redox processes.
are in the literature [9,10]. For the past few years, the
chemistry of edta type complexes of ruthenium is our
central research area [13–20]. The remarkable lability of 2. Experimental

III 2aquo-molecule in [Ru (edta)(H O)] offers the benefit of2

2.1. Materialsa facile and straightforward route for the synthesis
of binuclear complexes. We had reported earlier

IIIK[Ru (Hedta)Cl] was prepared by following the re-[14,15] the synthesis and physico-chemical
III II 52 ported procedure [22] and characterized. Thestudies of [Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] and5

IIIIII II 42 K[Ru (Hedta)Cl] complex rapidly gets aquated [23] when[Ru (hedtra)(NC)Fe (CN) ] (hedtra5N-hydroxy-5

dissolved in water and exists predominently in its mostethylethylenediaminetriacetate) complexes in aqueous so-
III 2labile form [Ru (edta)(H O)] in the pH range 5–6.lution, thus characterizing the first member of the 2

III II 32 Synthesis and characterisation of binuclear compounds[Ru (pac)(NC)M (CN) ] (pac5polyaminocarboxylate5
III III IIIK [Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] and K [Ru (edta)(NC)-4 5 5

IIFe (CN) ] were carried out by following the methods5

described earlier [14]. All other chemicals used were of
A.R. grade. Doubly-distilled water was used throughout*Tel.: 191-343-546-828; fax: 191-343-546-745.

E-mail address: root@cscmeri.ren.nic.in (D. Chatterjee) the experiments.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00050-9
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222.2. Instrumentation and techniques 3.1. Oxidation of complex 1 with S O2 8

Absorption spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu 160 The characteristic IVCT band at 940 nm gradually
UV–vis spectrophotometer equipped with a TCC 240A disappears and a new band at 620 nm (characteristic of

22temperature controller. All the kinetic experiments were complex 2) appears (Fig. 2) when S O is added in the2 8

carried out spectrophotometrically. A HI-TECH (SF-51) solution of complex 1. But this IVCT band can be
stopped-flow spectrophotometer coupled with an Apple IIe regenerated by the addition of ascorbic acid. The stoi-

22data analyser was used for fast kinetic measurements, chiometry of the oxidation of complex 1 with S O2 8

whereas slow reactions were followed by conventional determined spectrophotometrically (both at 620 and 940
mixing techniques. Both the instruments were thermostated nm) at pH 5.2 is outlined in Eq. (1).
to 60.18C. An excess of ascorbic acid or peroxydisulfate

III II 52 222[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 S O5 2 8(10–100 fold excess) was used in all cases to ensure
III III 42 22pseudo-first order conditions and corresponding first-order → 2[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 2SO (1)5 4

plots were linear for at least three to four half-lives of the
The kinetics of the oxidation reaction was studied byreactions. Acetic-acid acetate and phosphate buffers were
following both the absorbance decrease at 940 nm andused to maintain the pH of the kinetic solutions, whereas,
increase at 620 nm to assure the results are independent ofKCl was used to control the ionic strength of the reaction
wavelength. The rate of oxidation was found to be firstmedium. pH measurements were carried out with a Di-
order with respect to [complex 1]. The values of observedgisun pH meter.
rate constant (k ) increased linearly by increasingobs

22[S O ] with a negligible intercept. The value of k2 8 ox
22estimated from the plot of k vs. [S O ] is 0.0260.001obs 2 8

21 21M s at 258C, pH55.2 and I50.5 M. Considering3. Results and discussion
peroxydisulfate is stable and involved in two-electron
transfer reactions, the above experimental findings can beBy way of background chemistry [14], the interaction of

III 2 II 42 accommodated on the basis of the following mechanism as[Ru (edta)(H O)] with [Fe (CN) ] results in the2 6
III II 52 outlined in Eqs. (2)–(3).formation of a stable green [Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN)5]

(1) product complex (value of formation rate constant, III II 52 22
21 21 [Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 S O5 2 8k5100610 M s at 258C, pH55.5 and I50.5 M). This

koxgreen product exhibits an intervalence charge transfer III II 42 22 2→[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe I(CN) ] 1 SO 1 SO (2)5 4 4(IVCT) band at 940 nm (e52630) as shown in Fig. 1. The
III III 42[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] (2), a one electron oxida-5 III II 52 2[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 SO5 4tion product of complex 1 prepared by reacting
III 2 III 32 fast III III 42 22[Ru (edta)(H O)] with [Fe (CN) ] exhibits an ab-2 6 →[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 SO (3)5 4IIIsorption maximum at 620 nm and the characteristic Fe -

cyanochromophore band at 420 nm. The distinct difference The rate-determining step (Eq. (2)) proposed in the above
in the spectral features (Fig. 1) of complexes 1 and 2 has mechanism involves a one-electron transfer from Fe(II) in

22been exploited for kinetic studies. complex 1 to S O in an outersphere manner. The2 8

Fig. 2. Spectral changes associated with the oxidation of complex 1 with
24 22 24 22 23Fig. 1. Spectra of (a) complex 1 (1310 M) and (b) complex 2 S O at 258C, [complex 1]52310 M, [S O ]52310 M, pH52 8 2 8

24(2.5310 M) in H O. 5.2, I50.5 M.2
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2subsequent and kinetically inconsequential step (Eq. (3)) Here, HA and A represent the monoprotonated ascorbic
involving a rapid electron transfer from Fe(II) centre of acid (at pH 5.2) [26–28] and dehydroascorbic acid (two

2another molecule of complex 1 to SO is proposed on the electron oxidation product of ascorbic acid) [28–31],4
2basis of high reactivity of SO towards oxidation of Fe(II) respectively.4

[24]. In a typical kinetic experiment, a solution of complex 2
Summing up all the above experimental findings it can was allowed to mix with ascorbic acid in the stopped-flow

be concluded that the site of oxidation is undoubtedly the chamber and the corresponding kinetic traces (growth at
Fe(II) centre in complex 1, since the higher oxidation state 940 nm and decay at 620 nm) were found to be single
of Ru(IV) is not readily accessible. Additional evidence in exponential in all cases. The reaction was found to be
favour of oxidation of Fe(II) site in complex 1 comes from first-order with respect to [complex 2]. At a constant pH

9the comparison of rate data (Table 1) reported recently for (5.2), the values of pseudo-first order rate constant (k )obs
2II 32 increased linearly with the increase of [HA ]. Consideringthe peroxydisulfate oxidation of [Fe (CN) L] complex-5

2the monoprotonated ascorbate ion (HA ) is the onlyes (L5pyridine, pyrazine, 4,49-bipyridine) [25] proposedly
reacting species at pH55.2 (pK and pK values of H Aoccur through an outersphere electron transfer mechanism. 1 2 2

are 4.1 and 11.4, respectively [26–28] and comparing theThe closed agreement between rate-constant data (Table 1)
observations with those reported for the reduction of otherreported for the peroxydisulfate oxidation of

II 32 binuclear complexes [9,10] with ascorbic acid, the follow-[Fe (CN) L] complexes and complex 1 suggestive of5

ing mechanism involving sequential one-electron transferthe fact that the whole oxidation process involves in
steps is proposed for the present reaction.bringing up the oxidation state from 12 to 13 of the Fe

centre of complex 1 through an outersphere electron
III III 42 2[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 HA5transfer mechanism.

k r III II 52→[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 HA (5)5

3.2. Reduction of complex 2 with ascorbic acid
III III 42[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 HA5

31 21Comparison of redox potentials of Fe /Fe (0.43 V fast III II 52 131 21 →[[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 H 1 A (6)5vs. NHE) and Ru /Ru (0.08 V vs. NHE) [21] in
complex 2 suggests that the oxidizing ability of the Fe(III) The rate determining step (Eq. (5)) in the above proposed

2centre is much higher (by 438 mV) than that of the Ru(III) mechanism involves a one-electron transfer from HA to
centre in complex 2. As a matter of fact addition of the Fe(III) centre of complex 2 in an outersphere manner.
ascorbic acid to a solution of complex 2 results in the The subsequent kinetically indistinguishable step is the
formation of complex 1 quantitatively by effecting prefer- rapid electron transfer step in which highly reactive
ential reduction of the Fe(III) centre of complex 2. ascorbate radical (HA) transfers one electron to the Fe(III)
Spectrophotometric examination of product solutions re- centre of another molecule of complex 2. Though the
vealed 2:1 stoichiometry of the reduction of complex 2 by presence of ascorbate radical (HA), which is a highly
ascorbic acid (at pH 5.2) as outlined in Eq. (4). reactive species [31,32], could not be demonstrated

(acrylonitrile polymerization), its formation can not beIII III 42 22[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 HA5 disregarded. The rate of its (HA) disappearence through
III II 52 1 the reaction with complex 2 (Eq. (6)) perhaps much faster→ 2[Ru (edta)(NC)Fe (CN) ] 1 A 1 H (4)5

Table 1
24 22 aRate and activation parameters for the oxidation of complex 1 (2310 M) and some mononuclear cyanoferrate complexes with S O2 8

3 22 4 21 2 21 21System 10 3[S O ] /M T / 8C 10 3k / s 10 3k /M s2 8 obs ox

bComplex 1 2.00 25 0.79 2.0060.03
4.00 1.61
6.00 2.39
8.00 3.07

10.00 4.08
30 3.3660.03
35 4.3560.04
45 7.7060.1

c 32[Fe(CN) (py)] 25 9.005
c 32[Fe(CN (pyz)] 25 2.89)5
c 32[Fe(CN) (4,49-bipy] 25 5.605

a ± 21 ± 21 21
DH 54663 kJ mol , DS 521156 9 J K mol .

b pH55.2, I50.5 M.
c Ref. [25].
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Table 2than the rate of initiation of polymerization of acrylonitrile
24Rate and activation parameters for the reduction of complex 2 (2.5310under specified conditions. The value of k determinedr M) with L-ascorbic acid2 21 219from the plot of k vs. [HA ] is 490615 M s atobs

3 2 21 21 219pH 10 3[HA ]/M T / 8C k / s k /M sobs r258C, pH55.2 and I50.5 M
Additional evidence in favour of the reduction of the 5.2 2.00 25 1.98 490615

3.00 2.95Fe(III) site in complex 2 comes from a comparison of the
III 32 4.00 3.93rate constant data for the reduction of [Fe (CN) ] with6 6.00 5.87ascorbic acid. The value of second-order rate constant (560

8.00 7.8121 21M s at 258C) estimated separately for the reduction of 10.00 9.82
III 32 2[Fe (CN) ] with HA is close to the value (1290 30 6066206

21 21 35 700635M s ) reported elsewhere [33]. The closed agreement
45 1000660between two rate constant data for the reductions of a3.0 25 2.921 21 III 32complex 2 (k 5490 M s ) and [Fe (CN) ] (k 5460 ar 6 r 4.1 25 3.121 21

aM s ) with ascorbic acid is suggestive of the fact that 5.2 25 4.9
ain the reduction of complex 2 the electron is transferred to 6.0 25 6.5
a6.7 25 53an orbital primarily cyano–iron in character. The rate and

a 23 21activation parameters are summarized in Table 2. The pH [H A] 55310 M, DH52164 kJ mol , DS521196 112 T
21 21J K mol .dependence of the observed rate constant is associated with

2 22the reducing power of conjugate base (HA and A ) of
III 22ascorbic acid (H A). In general reactivity decreases in the [Fe (CN) L] (Table 1) and, for ascorbate reduction of2 5

22 2 III 32order A 4HA .H A [28]. Considering the value of complex 2 to complex 1 and [Fe (CN) ] to2 6
2 22 II 42pK (corresponding to the acid-dissociation HA →A 1 [Fe (CN) ] (Table 2) reaffirm the above arguments.2 6

1H ) is 11.4, it would be expected that the rate of reduction In conclusion, the present study has explored the redox
should be almost pH independent in the studied pH range reactivity of heterobinuclear cyano-bridged complexes 1

2(6.0–8.0) as the reacting species (HA ) present in more and 2. The redox processes are exclusively Fe centre and
than 95%. However, extreme pH sensitivity of the ascor- proposed to occur through an outersphere manner.

III 32bate reduction of [Fe (CN) ] was also observed by6

others [33]. The value of k for the reductionr
III 32[Fe (CN) ] with ascorbic acid at pH 6.0 is 12906 Acknowledgements

21 21M s (at 258C) whereas, at pH 7.5 the value is
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Abstract

Dissymmetric Mn(III) chiral Schiff base complexes derived from 1R,2R(2)-1,2 diaminocyclohexane with 3-acetyl 4-hydroxy 6-methyl
2-pyrone and 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde, 5-chloro-, 5-methoxy-, 5-nitro-, 3-tertiary butyl- and 3,5 ditertiary butyl 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde
have been prepared. Microanalysis, IR, UV/Vis spectroscopy, conductance measurement, optical rotation, CD spectroscopy and cyclic
voltammetry accomplished the characterization of the complexes. These complexes were used for aerobic enantioselective epoxidation of
1-hexene, 1-octene, and 1,2-dihydronaphthalene using molecular oxygen in the presence of 2-methylpropanal as sacrificial reductant.
Reaction progress was monitored on gas chromatography (GC) and the enantiomeric excess of the resulting epoxide was evaluated by

1chiral capillary column on GC and H NMR using Eu (hfc) as chiral shift reagent. Good to excellent conversions and epoxide selectivity3

for all the substrates were obtained with all the catalysts while enantiomeric excess was relatively better in the case of 1,2-
dihydronaphthalene. The extent of enantioselectivity with respect to the substrates and catalysts is shown by 3-D view presentation.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Aerobic epoxidation; Chiral catalysis; Chiral Schiff base; Enantioselective; Mn(III); Non-functionalized olefins

1. Introduction epoxidation [11–15] of non-functionalized olefins by chiral
Ru(II), Ru(III), Co(II), Ni(II) and Mn(III) Schiff base

Much attention has been paid towards asymmetric complexes and in pursuit of better selectivity through
induction with chiral metal-catalysts, which is mainly electronic tuning in the catalyst, we are reporting here the
dependent on steric repulsion (i.e. non-bonding interaction) aerobic enantioselective epoxidation of 1-hexene, 1-octene
between an active metal center surrounded by chiral and 1,2-dihydronaphthalene catalyzed by Mn(III) Schiff
ligands and substrate. However, the concept of electronic base complexes derived from 1R,2R(2)-1,2 diaminocyclo-
tuning in asymmetric catalytic reactions plays a crucial hexane with 3-acetyl 4-hydroxy 6-methyl 2-pyrone and
role in controlling the catalytic activity or enantioselec- 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde, 5-chloro-, 5-methoxy- and 5-
tivity [1–4]. Hence this concept can provide a new method nitro-, 3-tertiary butyl- and 3,5 ditertiary butyl 2-hydroxy
for the optimization of asymmetric reactions. Enantioselec- benzaldehyde with molecular oxygen in the presence of
tive epoxidation of olefins is a useful synthetic route in 2-methylpropanal as sacrificial reductant.
organic synthesis, as their optically active epoxides can be
converted into various functionality with high regio and
stereoselectivity [5–7]. The development of direct and
selective epoxidation of olefins catalyzed by transition 2. Experimental
metal complexes with molecular oxygen and a suitable
reductant that can accept one oxygen atom from molecular Mn(CH COO) .4H O (Sisco), 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde,3 2 2

oxygen to perform the reaction is of current interest [8– 5-chloro-, 5-methoxy-, 5-nitro 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde,
10]. 3-acetyl 4-hydroxy 6-methyl 2-pyrone, 1-hexene, 1-octene,

In continuation of our earlier work on enantioselective 2-methylpropanal, 1,2-dihydronaphthalene, 1R,2R(2)-1,2
diaminocyclohexane and Eu(hfc) (Aldrich) were used as3

such. 3-Tertiary butyl- and 3,5-ditertiary butyl 2-hydroxy
*Corresponding author. Fax: 191-278-426-970. benzaldehyde were prepared by the known method [16].

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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2.1. Synthesis of dissymmetric chiral Schiff bases mol) containing KOH 0.5 M (4 ml) was allowed to reflux
in an inert atmosphere with Mn (CH COO) . 4H O (0.0023 2 2

Synthesis of dissymmetric chiral Schiff bases was mol) for 8 to 10 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to
carried out with a little modification to the reported method room temperature and 0.127 g of LiCl was added. The
[13]. 1R,2R(2)-1,2 Diaminocyclohexane (0.01 mol) dis- resulting solution was further stirred for 4–6 h while
solved in methylene chloride was stirred at room tempera- exposed to air, then filtered and concentrated on a
ture with 3-acetyl-4-hydroxy-6-methyl-2-pyrone (0.01 rotaevaporator. The residue was redissolved in anhydrous
mol) in methylene chloride for 10 h (TLC checked). After methylene chloride, filtered and concentrated till dryness.
completion of the reaction the solvent was removed on Recrystallization of the complexes was done in acetoni-
rotaevaporator to obtain a light cream compound. It was trile. The overall yields for the complexes lie in the range
recrystallized twice by methylene chloride–methanol (1:1). 56–63%.
The above compound (0.002 mol) and 2-hydroxy benzal- The analytical data for the complexes are given below:
dehyde, 5-chloro-, 5-methoxy-, 5-nitro 2-hydroxy benzal-
dehyde, 3-tertiary butyl 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde and 3,5-

2.5. R,R (2) DISSAL 3-t-butyl Mn 1ditertiary butyl 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde (0.002 mol) in
ethanol was refluxed for 6–8 h on a water bath (TLC

Calcd. for C H N O ClMn: C, 56.55; H, 6.07; N,25 32 2 5checked). The resulting solution was concentrated on a
215.27. Found: C, 56.52; H, 6.03; N, 5.23. IR (KBr) cmrotaevaporator and the desired ligand was precipitated by

1575 n(H–C=N), 3400 n(OH) 1100, 1170 d(OH), UV/Vis40–60 petroleum ether.
(nm) MeOH l (e), 236 (27953), 254 (26453), 288maxThe dissymmetric chiral Schiff bases [R,R (2) DISSAL
(15704), 318 (12096), 354 (6667), 408 (5112); CD lmax3-t-butyl] and [R,R (2)DISSAL 3,5-di-t-butyl] were char-

1 (De) (MeOH) 284 (211.8), 315 (210.8), 412 (25.0), 524acterized by microanalysis, IR-, H NMR spectroscopy, t(21.0), 636 (12.0); [a] 529.41; configuration (R); LD Mwhile characterization of the Schiff bases [R,R (2) DIS-
21 21(MeOH), 3 mho cm mol : m (BM) 4.80; DE 52eff pcSAL], [R,R (2) DISSAL Cl], [R,R (2) DISSAL MeO] and

0.38 volts.[R,R (2) DISSAL NO ] was reported in our previous2

communications [13].

2.6. R,R (2) DISSAL 3,5-di-t-butyl Mn 2
2.2. [R,R (2) DISSAL 3-t-butyl]

Calcd. for C H N O ClMn : C, 59.33; H, 6.86; N,29 40 2 5
21Yield 70%; m.p. 888C; Calcd. for C H N O : C,25 32 2 4 4.77. Found: C, 59.30; H, 6.80; N, 4.73. IR (KBr) cm

70.72; H, 7.59; N, 6.59. Found: C, 70.68; H, 7.55; N, 6.54; 1580n (H–C5N), 3400 n (OH), 1100, 1170 d (OH),
21 1IR(KBr) cm 1630 n (H–C=N); H NMR (CD OD) d3 UV/Vis. (nm) (MeOH) l (e), 234 (21200), 310max

ppm, 1.43 (s, 9H, t-butyl at 30, 1.51–1.92 (m, 8H, (CH )2 4 (19260), 424 (10989); CD l (MeOH) 240 (11.8)), 260max
H –H ), 2.06 (s, 3H, CH , H ), 3.19 (s, 3H, CH , H ),39 69 3 7 3 9 (20.4), 298 (14.2), 328 (26.8), 538(20.4), 626 (13.0);

t 213.54 (m, 2H, H & H ), 5.65 (s, 1H, H ), 6.93 (t, 1H,19 29 5 [a] 523.97 Configuration (R); L (MeOH) 3 mho cmD M
21J58 Hz H ), 7.36 (dd, 1H, J52 Hz & 8 Hz), 7.51 (dd,50 mol , m (BM) 4.80; DE 520.41 volts.eff pc1H, J52 Hz & 8 Hz), 8.35(s, 1H, N=CH, H ), 13.4470 The analytical data for the complexes R,R (2) DISSAL

(bs,1H, phenolic, H ), 14.38– 14.42 (bs, 1H, OH keto /20 Mn 3, R,R (2) DISSAL ClMn 4, R,R (2) DISSAL
enol). MeOMn 5, and R,R (2) DISSAL NO Mn 6 are reported2

earlier [13].
2.3. [R,R (2) DISSAL 3,5-di-t-butyl]

Yield 70%; m.p. 928C; Calcd. for C H N O : C, 2.7. Aerobic enantioselective epoxidation29 40 2 4

72.46; H, 8.38 ; N, 5.82. Found: C, 72.40; H, 8.33; N,
21 15.80; IR(KBr) cm 1630 n (H–C=N); H NMR The chiral catalysts (0.006 mmol), appropriate substrate

(CD OD) d ppm, 1.29 (s, 9H, t-butyl at 50), 1.43 (s, 9H, viz. 1-hexene, 1-octene, 1,2 dihydronaphthalene (2 mmol),3

t-butyl at 30), 1.50–1.90 (m, 8H, (CH ) H –H ), 2.07 (s, dissolved in 1.5 ml methylene chloride were stirred in the2 4 39 69

3H, CH , H ), 3.19 (s, 3H, CH , H ), 3.55 (m, 2H, H & presence of molecular oxygen with sacrificial reductant3 7 3 9 19

H ), 5.65 (s, 1H, H ), 7.00–7.01 (d, 1H, J52 Hz, H ), 2-methylpropanal (6 mmol) at 48C in the dark. After each29 5 60

7.29–7.30 (d, 1H, J52 Hz, H ), 8.29(s, 1H, N=CH, H ) interval of 30 min, an aliquot was taken from the reaction40 70

13.20(bs, 1H, phenolic, H ), 14.34 & 14.73 (two bs, 1H, mixture, quenched with sodium bisulfite and analyzed by20

OH keto /enol). GLC. Pure epoxide was separated from the reaction
mixture on a short column of basic alumina using hexane–

2.4. Preparation of Mn(III) dissymmetric chiral Schiff methylene chloride (9:1) as eluent. Enantiomeric excess
base complexes 1 –6 was evaluated on Chiraldex BPH/BDA chiral capillary

1GC-column and also by H NMR spectroscopy using
An ethanolic solution of the chiral Schiff bases (0.001 chiral shift reagent Eu(hfc) .3
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2.8. Instrumentation and techniques

Microanalysis of the complexes was done on Perkin
Elmer Model 1106. Molar conductance was measured at
room temperature on a Digisun Electronic Conductivity
Bridge DI-909. The IR spectra were recorded on a Biorad
FTS -40 spectrophotometer in KBr/nujol mull. Electronic
spectra were recorded on a Hewlett- Packard Diode Array

1spectrophotometer Model 8452A. H NMR 200 MHz was
recorded on a Bruker FX-200 NMR spectrophotometer in
CD OD. Cyclic voltammetry, differential pulse voltammo-3

grams were recorded with a Princeton Applied Research
(PAR) instrument using tetrabutyl ammonium perchlorate
as supporting electrolyte in methylene chloride. The opti-
cal rotation of the complexes in methanol was measured by
polarimeter Atago, Japan. The CD spectra were recorded
in methanol by Jasco Machine Model J-20 Japan. The
purity of the solvents, substrates and analysis of the
product was determined by GLC using Shimadzu GC 14B
coupled with PC using a 2 m long, 3 mm I. D., 4 mm O. D.

Scheme 1. General structure of the complexes 1–6.stainless steel column packed with SE 30, 5% mesh size
60–80, with FID detector. The column temperature was

21programmed between 70 to 1508C and the injection centered at ca. 3400 cm along with two deformation
21temperature at 2008C, with nitrogen carrier gas flow of 30 bands at 1100 and 1170 cm are assigned to n(OH) for

ml /min. Synthetic standards of the product were used to coordinated water.
determine yields by comparison of peak height and area. The electronic spectra in methanol show the high
The optical yield (ee’s) of the product was determined by intensity charge transfer band in the range 236 (e 527953)
the integration of peak area of both enantiomers on and 310 (e 519260) nm, while the MLCT bands fall near
chiraldex BPH/BDA chiral capillary GC-column and also 408 (e 55112) nm. The position of the MLCT band

1 thby H NMR spectroscopy using chiral NMR shift reagent depends on the substituents [11] attached at 5 position of
Eu(hfc) . the 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde in the chiral Schiff base3

complexes.
CD spectra of these complexes were measured in

3. Results and discussion methanol and data were given in Section 2. Two repre-
sentative CD spectra of the complexes 1 and 2 are shown

The dissymmetric chiral Schiff base complexes 1–2 of in Fig. 1 where the complex 1 was stereospecifically
the type MLX(H O) where X5chloride, L5chiral dis- coordinated to the metal so that the gauche ring has more2

symmetric tetradentate Schiff base derived from 1R,2R contribution from the d form with a little contribution from
(2)diaminocyclohexane and 3-acetyl-4-hydroxy-6-methyl- the l form but for the complex 2, the reverse is the case .
2-pyrone with 3-tertiary butyl 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde A similar trend was also reported elsewhere and depends
(DISSAL 3-t- butyl), 3,5-ditertiary butyl 2-hydroxy ben- on the steric interaction between the substituents at the
zaldehyde (DISSAL 3,5 di-t- butyl), 2-hydroxy benzal- asymmetric center and the size of the metal ions [17,18].
dehyde (DISSAL), 5-chloro 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde In the ligand field region the CD bands near 636(12.0)
(DISSAL Cl), 5-methoxy 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde (DIS- and 626 (13.0) nm are assigned to d-d bands and spin
SAL MeO), and 5-nitro 2-hydroxy benzaldehyde (DISSAL
NO ) and M5Mn(III) metal ions have been isolated as2

neutral solids (Scheme 1). The magnetic moments of the
complexes lie in the range 4.80 to 4.90 B.M., which is

4consistent with a high spin d system.
In the infrared region a strong band near 1620–1630
21cm of the chiral dissymmetric Schiff bases undergoes a

modest decrease to lower wave number after complex-
ation, inferring the involvement of azomethine group in
coordination to the metal center. A broad band at 3280

21cm in the Schiff base is due to phenolic OH. After
complexation this band disappears showing the coordina- Fig. 1. CD spectra of the complexes 1 ( ? – ? – ? –) and 2 (– – –)
tion of phenolic oxygen to the metal ion. A broad band in methylene chloride.
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forbidden ligand bands while d→p* bands fall between
412(25.0) and 328 (26.8) nm. The high intensity p→p*
transitions lie between 240 (11.8) and 315 (210.8) nm.

The cyclic voltammogram of the complexes in methyl-
ene chloride is one electron reduction process. For the
complexes 1 and 2 the reduction potential of Mn (III) /Mn
(II) falls in the range of 20.38 to 20.41 volts.

All the complexes showed catalytic activity for the
epoxidation of alkenes using molecular oxygen as oxidant
and 2-methylpropanal as a stoichiometric reductant. The
data regarding the enantioselectivity is given in Table 1.
Fairly good conversions with 1-hexene (68–85), 1,2-
dihydronaphthalene (65–80%) and 1-octene (62–75%)
were obtained with all the catalysts Fig. 2, however, the
ee’s were better with 1,2-dihydronaphthalene than long
chain alkenes. A 3D view to show the extent of enantio-

Fig. 2. 3D view representing the % conversion to epoxide S1(1-octene),
selectivity is given in Fig. 3. In all our catalytic runs S2 (1,2 dihydronaphthalene) and S3 (1-hexene) by the catalyst 1–6.
presented here, on employment of R form of the catalyst S
form of the product epoxide was the dominant enantiomer.

A probable mechanism operated for the metal complex
catalyzed oxygenation of non-functionalized olefins by
molecular oxygen and 2-methylpropanal is shown in
Scheme 2. Here the catalyst is assumed to act mainly in
two ways. First, the catalyst reacts with 2-methylpropanal
to initiate the radical chain process by generating an acyl
radical (a) which then reacts with molecular oxygen to

Table 1
Data for aerobic enantioselective epoxidation of prochiral non-function-
alized olefins catalyzed by catalyst 1–6

aCatalyst Substrate % Conversion Time ee % Configuration

1 1-Octene 71 24 20 S
1,2 Dihydro
naphthalene 75 24 31 1S,2R Fig. 3. 3D view representing the % ee’s to epoxide S1(1-octene), S2 (1,2
1-Hexene 80 24 23 S dihydronaphthalene) and S3 (1-hexene) by the catalyst 1–6.

2 1-Octene 75 24 25 S
1,2 Dihydro

give an acylperoxy radical (b). The acylperoxy radical actsnaphthalene 80 24 34 1S,2R
as carrier in a chain mechanism by reacting with another1-Hexene 85 24 25 S
2-methylpropanal molecule to give a peroxy acid, with a3 1-Octene 65 24 15 S
concomitant generation of an acyl radical. The peroxyacid1,2 Dihydro

naphthalene 66 24 22 1S,2R then reacts with catalyst to form high valent metal oxo
1-Hexene 72 24 13 S

4 1-Octene 60 24 12 S
1,2 Dihydro
naphthalene 68 24 24 1S,2R
1-Hexene 70 24 17 S

5 1-Octene 68 24 27 S
1,2 Dihydro
naphthalene 70 24 25 1S,2R
1-Hexene 76 24 18 S

6 1-Octene 62 24 18 S
1,2 Dihydro
naphthalene 65 24 27 1S,2R
1-Hexene 68 24 19 S

a Determined on GC as no other product could be detected on GC and
NMR. These conversions were taken both as total conversion and
conversion to epoxide. Scheme 2. Possible mechanism for the catalytic epoxidation reaction.
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Abstract

Coordination compounds of compositions [Ni(bapen)(ttcH)]?2H O (1), [Ni(bappn)(ttcH)] (2), [Ni(mdpta)(ttcH)(H O)] (3),2 2

[Ni(nphen) (ttcH)]?H O (4), [Ni(nphen) ](ttcH)?2H O (5), [Ni(ampy) (ttcH)]?H O (6) and [Ni(aepy) (ttcH)]?2H O (7), where bapen52 2 3 2 2 2 2 2

N,N9-bis(3-aminopropyl)ethylenediamine, bappn5N,N9-bis(3-aminopropyl)-1,3-propanediamine, mdpta53,39-diamino-N-methyldip-
ropylamine, nphen55-nitro-1,10-phenanthroline, ampy52-aminomethylpyridine, aepy52-aminoethylpyridine and ttcH 5trithiocyanuric3

acid, have been prepared. The crystal and molecular structure of (1) was determined by X-ray analysis. Nickel atom is six-coordinated by
four N atoms of amine and S and N donor atoms of trithiocyanuric dianion, whereas two water molecules are situated outside the

21 31coordination sphere. Cyclic voltammetry showed that the complexes undergo an oxidation attributable to Ni →Ni in the range
550–950 mV. The magnetic behaviour of (6) and (7) has been studied in the 291–94 K temperature range. Magnetic susceptibility follows
the Curie-Weiss law.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel(II) complexes; Trithiocyanuric acid; Synthesis; X-ray structure; Cyclic voltammetry

1. Introduction [6,7]. ttcH bounds in thiol form in coordination com-3

pounds. Very often low soluble compounds are formed and
Much attention has been focused in recent years towards therefore not too many complexes involving tri-

characterisation of binuclear and polynuclear transition thiocyanuric acid have been structurally characterised [8–
metal complexes bridged by extended polyatomic ligands, 13].
among which also triazines and tetraazines belong. Coordi- The aim of this work was to prepare nickel complexes,
nation properties of compounds involving these ligands are where the formation of polymers is prevented by amine
relatively unexplored. We have focused on coordination ligands coordinated to the metal centre. We have used
modes of trithiocyanuric acid. Trithiocyanuric acid has tetraamines, triamine and bidentate N ligands in combina-
three N, S donor sets suitable for coordination to metal tion with trithiocyanuric acid. The study is especially
centres. As a ligand it can be coordinated in monoanionic, interesting from the coordination point of view in depen-
dianionic as well as trianionic form. Moreover, potentially dence on N donor ligands used. We were successful in
six donor sites can bridge two or three metal centres and synthesis of mononuclear Ni(II) complexes only. To date
can also form polymers [1–5]. The thione form of ttcH we have structurally characterised two Ni(II) complexes3

and its lithium salt were proved by X-ray measurements with trithiocyanurate dianion. Here we present a third
complex on Ni(II) with resolved X-ray structure. Tetra-
amine ligand enables coordination of ttcH by both S and N*Corresponding author.

E-mail address: kopel@risc.upol.cz (P. Kopel) donor atoms unlike tris-(2-aminoethyl)amine, where

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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coordination through N atom only occurs [13]. Preliminary 2.2. Preparation of [Ni(nphen) (ttcH)]?H O (4),2 2

data of the title complex were presented at the 23rd ICCC [Ni(nphen) ](ttcH)?2H O (5), [Ni(ampy) (ttcH)]?H O (6)3 2 2 2

in Florence [14]. The electrochemical study on Ni(II) and [Ni(aepy) (ttcH)]?2H O (7)2 2

complexes involving trithiocyanuric acid presented here is,
as far as we know, the first electrochemical study on such Appropriate amounts of ligands [(4) 0.5 g, 2.2 mmol,

3 3complexes. (5) 0.7 g, 3.1 mmol, (6) 0.22 cm , 2.2 mmol, (7) 0.24 cm ,
32.2 mmol] in 50 cm of ethanol were added to an ethanol

3solution (20 cm ) of NiCl ?6H O (0.24 g, 1 mmol). The2 2

solutions were boiled for a little while and cooled.
2. Experimental Solutions of ttcNa ?9H O (0.4 g, 1 mmol) in water (103 2

3cm ) with 1 ml 0.1 M HCl were then slowly added.
The chemicals and solvents were supplied from Aldrich Precipitates immediately formed and were filtered off and

and Lachema (Czech Republic) and used as received. The washed with water and ethanol. The products were dried
C, H, N, S analyses were carried out on an EA 1108 under an infrared lamp at 508C.
instrument (FISONS). IR spectra were recorded on a
Specord M 80 (Carl Zeiss, Jena) and diffuse-reflectance 2.3. Crystal structure determination
spectra were recorded on a Specord M 40 (Carl Zeiss,
Jena), using Nujol mulls. Magnetochemical data were

Crystal data of (1): C H N NiO S , M 5444.29,11 27 7 2 3 robtained at 293 K by Faraday method using a Sartorius ˚ ˚triclinic, space group P-1, a58.731(2) A, b511.144(2) A,
M-25D electrobalance. Hg[Co(SCN) ] was used as a4 ˚c511.240(2) A, a592.41(3)8, b5110.21(3)8, g5calibrant. The correction for diamagnetism was calculated 3 23˚108.71(3)8, V5957.6(3) A , D 51.541 Mg m , for Z52.cusing Pascal’s constants. Temperature dependence of 21F(000)5468, m (MoK )51.360 mm , l(MoK )5a amagnetic susceptibility was measured on a Newport Instru- ˚0.71073 A, T5123(2) K, crystal size50.8030.6030.10ments Ltd electrobalance by the Gouy method in the range

mm. A total of 3287 reflections were collected in the index94–291 K. Thermal decomposition was studied with a Q
ranges 0#h#9, 212#k#12, 213#l#12, corresponding1500 D Derivatograph (MOM Budapest) with a sample
to 3041 unique data (R 50.0821). Crystals were obtainedintweight of 100–120 mg and temperature increase of
by evaporation of a water solution of the complex and212.58C min . Conductivities were measured on a con-
measured immediately after extraction from the solution.ductivity meter OK-102/1 (Radelkis, Hungary) in DMF
The unit cell dimensions and intensity data were collected23(1310 M). Electrochemical behaviour of the prepared
on a KUMA KM-4 four-circle k-axis diffractometercomplexes was studied in DMF solution using cyclic
equipped with a modified Nonius low-temperature withvoltammetry. The experiments were carried out using a
v –2u scan (2u 5508) and a variable scan speed using(max)computerized electrochemical measuring system Eco-Tribo
graphite-monochromatized MoK radiation. The stabilityaPolarograf (fy Polaro-Sensors s.r.o., Praha, Czech Re-
of the crystal was checked by re-measuring of three1public). The three-electrode cell used a reference Li /Li
reference reflections after every 200 measurements, no0electrode (E of the ferrocene / ferrocenium couple 1470
significant decrease in their intensities was observed.mV) with a Luggine capillary and a Pt wire sealed in glass

The structure was solved by direct methods (SHELXS-2(0.5 mm diameter, 0.00196 cm ). Tetramethylammonium
97) [15]. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined aniso-perchlorate (TMAP, 0.1 M) was used as supporting
tropically by the full-matrix least-squares procedure23electrolyte and the solutions were 2310 M in complex.
(SHELXL-97) [16]. Refinement converged at R 50.04901All the potentials are referred against reference electrode
(for 3041 reflections) and wR 50.1505 (all data) with2used in this work. 2 2 2weight scheme w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (0.1033P) 1 1.6807P],o

2 2where P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3, final GoF51,063. The finalo c

difference map showed no peaks greater than 10.8832.1. Preparation of [Ni(bapen)(ttcH)]?2H O (1), 23 232 ˚ ˚eA and no hole larger than 21.280 eA (both ca. 1.0[Ni(bappn)(ttcH)] (2) and [Ni(mdpta)(ttcH)(H O)] (3)2 Å from Ni). All H-atom positions were found from
difference Fourier maps and all their parameters wereAn appropriate amine (approx. 1.1 mmol) was added to
refined, except for the U -parameter of the H(1) atoms.eqa solution of NiCl ?6H O (0.24 g, 1 mmol) in water (1002 2

3cm ). A solution of ttcNa ?9H O (0.4 g, 1 mmol) in water3 2
3(10 cm ) with 1 ml 0.1 M HCl was then added dropwise.

The solutions were left to stand for 1 week.Violet (1, 3) or 3. Results and discussion
blue (2) crystals were collected on a frit, washed with
small amounts of water and dried in air. The crystals of (1) 3.1. Physical properties
undergo dehydration and the anhydrous product was
analysed. Data for the complexes are listed in Table 1. The room
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Table 1
Analytical data and results of physico-chemical measurements

Compound Yield Colour Found (calc.) (%) m UV–Viseff

3 21(%) C H N S (B.M.) 310 (cm )

(1) [Ni(bapen)(ttcH)] 65 Violet 32.7(32.4) 5.8(5.7) 24.2(24.0) 23.2(23.6) 3.13 17.5, 29.0, 35.0
(2) [Ni(bappn)(ttcH)] 74 Blue 34.0(34.1) 6.4(6.0) 22.5(23.2) 23.3(22.8) 3.06 16.6, 28.4, 34.5
(3) [Ni(mdpta)(ttcH)(H O)] 56 Violet 30.2(30.4) 5.6(5.5) 21.2(20.6) 24.2(24.3) 3.14 15.6, 29.42

(4) [Ni(nphen)2(ttcH)]?H O 85 Orange 46.2(46.2) 2.3(2.4) 17.5(18.0) 13.3(13.7) 3.22 19.0, 29.0, 36.52

(5) [Ni(nphen) ](ttcH)?2H O 78 Orange 48.8(49.5) 2.6(2.8) 17.7(17.8) 9.8(10.2) 3.23 20.0, 29.03 2

(6) [Ni(ampy) (ttcH)]?H O 64 Blue 38.3(38.5) 4.0(4.1) 20.7(20.9) 19.8(20.5) 3.43 17.3, 28.8, 31.62 2

(7) [Ni(aepy) (ttcH)]?2H O 71 Green 39.5(39.7) 4.4(4.9) 18.8(19.1) 18.4(18.7) 3.51 17.7, 29.0, 32.02 2

22temperature magnetic moments lie in the range 3.06–3.23 transition of ttcH [20,11] while the bands in the range
21B.M. for (1–5). The values are typical of octahedral Ni(II) 31 600–36 500 cm can be assigned to CT or a p-p*

complexes [17]. We used magnetochemical measurement transition. For complexes (6) and (7), where the trigonal-
at variable temperatures for the complexes (6) and (7), bipyramidal arrangement can not be ruled out, the bands at
where higher values of m at room temperature were 17 300 and 17 700, respectively, could be due to aeff

3 3calculated. Magnetic susceptibility measured for the com- E9→ E0 transition [18].
plexes follow the Curie-Weiss law with C51.48 The infrared spectra of the complexes show an absorp-

3 21 21 21cm mol K and u 528.25 K for (6), C51.63 tion band in the 630–648 cm region attributable to
3 21 21cm mol K and u 5212.33 K for (7), respectively. n(C–S), while the band of the free ligand was observed at

21The values of u are negative due to orbital contribution, 662 cm . The shift to the lower frequency suggests
22which is also indicated by a decrease of m with a coordination of the ttcH but can be also caused by aeff

decrease of temperature (3.43–3.31 B.M. and 3.51–3.39 change in the electron density of the ligand. The absorption
B.M. for (6) and (7), respectively). probably corresponding to the (C=N) vibration is in the

21Inconsistent results of the HDVV model suggest that the range 1600–1584 cm . The n(N–H) and n(C–H) bands
21complexes (6) and (7) are mononuclear. Tetrahedral are in the range 2800–2600 cm and appear in the spectra

22geometry of (6) and (7) with ttcH out of the coordina- of all complexes [21].
tion sphere can be ruled out as it is known that ampy and
aepy coordinate to the nickel center as bidentate ligands,
and [Ni(aepy) ](ClO ) is nearly diamagnetic with a 3.2. Electrochemical measurements2 4 2

square-planar geometry. Thus, the complexes (6) and (7)
can be either of deformed octahedral arrangement or high- The electrochemical behaviour of the ttcH is very3

spin pentacoordinated with a possible trigonal-bipyramidal simple, i.e. there is only one irreversible anodic response at
arrangement [18]. The suggested coordination is also
supported by thermal analysis, when dehydration of com-
plexes (4–7) begin within 50 and 608C, and therefore
coordination of water molecules can be excluded.

Complexes (1–4) behave as non-electrolytes in DMF
22solution confirming coordination of the ttcH to nickel

centre. The molar conductivity value for (5) is 38.9
2 21S cm mol . The value is below the range typical for

2 21uni-univalent electrolytes, i.e. 65–90 S cm mol [19]. It
is very probable that the complex composition goes
through changes in DMF solution and one nphen ligand is

22substituted by ttcH and results in complex (4). The same
sample was measured after 6 h and l was equal to 15.1M

2 21S cm mol , which supports this assumption. Therefore,
the complex stability of (5) is probably due to its low
solubility. The complexes (6) and (7) are insoluble in all
usual solvents and therefore we were not able to measure
their conductivities.

Bands found in diffuse-reflectance spectra are listed in
3 3Table 1. One set of bands attributable to A → T (F)2g 1g

21transition is in the 15 600–20 000 cm region. The bands Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammograms of ttcNa in DMF solution taken at the3
21 21at 28 400–29 400 cm are probably due to the p–p* following scan rates: 100, 200, 500 and 1000 mV s .
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Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms of [Ni(bapen)(ttcH)] (1) taken at theFig. 2. Cyclic voltammogram of [Ni(mdpta)(ttcH)(H O] (3) taken at a2 21
21 following scan rates: 20, 50, 100, 200 and 500 mV s .scan rate of 50 mV s .

21 311200 mV on the cyclic voltammogram recorded in the These peaks very probably correspond to Ni →Ni
range 2500 to 1500 mV. The cyclic voltammogram of oxidation. The processes are nearly irreversible as can be
ttcNa is given in Fig. 1. The oxidation peak at 1200 mV seen from the heights of the individual oxidation peaks3

21is, at a higher scan rate (above 200 mV s ), preceded by (from 30 to 15% of the value for the reversible one
two additional peaks at 640 and 850 mV (scan rate 1000 electron electrode reaction) [22] and from imperceptible

21mV s ). The existence of these new anodic peaks is cathodic responses on the reverse scan. Only on the cyclic
probably connected with the dissociation equilibrium of voltammograms of (4) and (5) do oxidation processes for
the di- and trianion of the acid. All the oxidations of the trithiocyanuric anions appear, but they are not very appar-
ttcNa are irreversible as no cathodic response appeared on ent.3

the reverse scan. Complexes (1) and (2) belong to the second group. The
The electrochemically studied complexes can be divided electrochemical behaviour of the complexes is more

into two groups. To the first group belong complexes (3), complicated than in group one, because there appear to be
(4) and (5). The cyclic voltammograms of the complexes anodic peaks coupled with oxidation of the ttc ligand (see
contain only low anodic peaks at 740, 910 and 950 mV for Fig. 3). At a low scan rate the first oxidation peak of the ttc
(3), (4) and (5), respectively. A plot for (3) is in Fig. 2. coincides with the oxidation peak at 550 mV which can be

Fig. 4. View of the molecular structure of [Ni(bapen)(ttcH)]?2H O (1). Most of the H atoms are omitted for clarity.2
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21 31 Table 2attributed to the oxidation process Ni →Ni . The
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for Ni(bapen)(ttcH)]?2H O (1)2potential of this peak does not change with a rise in the

21 Ni–N(6) 2.077(4) N(7)–Ni–N(5) 173.68(15)scan rate (545 mV for 50 mV s and 590 mV for (1) and
Ni–N(4) 2.080(4) N(6)–Ni–N(1) 163.44(15)565 mV for both scan rates for (2), respectively). At scan

21 Ni–N(7) 2.089(4) N(4)–Ni–S(1) 164.93(11)rates higher than 100 mV s there are two distinct anodic
Ni–N(5) 2.115(4) C(3)–N(1)–C(1) 118.1(3)

peaks for central atom oxidation and ttc oxidation (this Ni–N(1) 2.143(3) C(2)–N(2)–C(1) 117.1(3)
second peak moves up to higher anodic potentials). At the Ni–S(1) 2.5208(16) C(3)–N(3)–C(2) 123.0(3)

S(1)–C(1) 1.708(4) C(4)–N(4)–C(9) 112.3(4)higher scan rate the anodic peak for ttc oxidation at a
S(2)–C(2) 1.685(4) C(6)–N(5)–C(5) 114.2(4)potential about 1200 mV can be seen, too. From the
S(3)–C(3) 1.684(4) N(2)–C(1)–N(1) 125.2(4)stability of the first oxidation peak at 550 mV it can be
N(1)–C(3) 1.336(5) N(2)–C(1)–S(1) 120.9(3)

assumed that the central atom Ni oxidation process is N(1)–C(1) 1.362(5) N(1)–C(1)–S(1) 113.9(3)
electrochemically (but not chemically) reversible and the N(2)–C(2) 1.323(6) N(2)–C(2)–N(3) 119.0(3)

N(2)–C(1) 1.339(5) N(2)–C(2)–S(2) 122.3(3)values of the diffusion coefficient for the complexes can be
2 21 N(3)–C(3) 1.366(5) N(3)–C(2)–S(2) 118.6(3)estimated (0.31 and 029 cm s for (1) and (2), respec-

N(3)–C(2) 1.379(5) N(1)–C(3)–N(3) 117.2(3)tively). Assignment of this peak to the central atom
N(4)–C(4) 1.465(6) N(1)–C(3)–S(3) 123.4(3)

oxidation is supported by a cyclic voltammogram of N(4)–C(9) 1.469(6) N(3)–C(3)–S(3) 119.3(3)
[Cu(bapen)(ttcH)], where only peaks coupled with ligand N(5)–C(6) 1.469(6) N(4)–C(4)–C(5) 109.2(4)

N(5)–C(5) 1.487(6) N(5)–C(5)–C(4) 111.0(4)oxidation occur (P. Kopel et al., unpublished results).
N(6)–C(8) 1.480(6) N(5)–C(6)–C(7) 114.6(4)
N(7)–C(11) 1.467(5) C(6)–C(7)–C(8) 114.7(4)3.3. Structure of (1)
C(4)–C(5) 1.505(7) N(6)–C(8)–C(7) 111.3(4)
C(6)–C(7) 1.513(7) N(4)–C(9)–C(10) 112.8(3)

A view of the [Ni(bapen)(ttcH)]?2H O molecule ap- C(7)–C(8) 1.517(7) C(9)–C(10)–C(11) 114.8(4)2

C(9)–C(10) 1.501(7) N(7)–C(11)–C(10) 112.1(4)pears in Fig. 4. Bond lengths and angles are listed in Table
C(10)–C(11) 1.513(6)2. The nickel atom is hexacoordinated, linked to the four

nitrogen atoms of the bapen ligand and to the nitrogen and
sulphur atoms of the trithiocyanurate(2–) ion. The coordi-
nation polyhedron can be described as distorted octahed- structure by a network of hydrogen bonds. The Ni–S

˚ron. Two water molecules are situated outside of the distance [2.5208 A] is in a range typical for this type of
˚coordination sphere of nickel and they are attached to the compounds (2.20–2.52 A), like the Ni–N bond lengths

Fig. 5. View of the crystal cell of [Ni(bapen)(ttcH)]?2H O (1).2
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Abstract

Two monomeric zinc complexes, [Zn(H biim) (H O) ](OAc) ?OHCH CH OH (H biim52,29-biimidazole) (1) and2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

[Zn(bipy) (H O)(CF CO )](ClO ) (bipy52,29-bipyridine) (2), have been synthesized and characterized by NMR and single-crystal2 2 3 2 4

structural analysis. The zinc ions in both complexes are coordinated in a distorted N O octahedral geometry: the zinc ion in complex 1 is4 2

˚ ˚surrounded by two aqua [Zn–O 2.150 (3) A] and two H biim ligands (Zn–N 2.150 A), the acetate groups act as counter-anions and form2
˚ ˚hydrogen bonds with H biim; the zinc ion in 2 is ligated by two bipy ligands (Zn–N 2.144 A), one aqua molecule [Zn–O 2.148(2) A] and2

˚one monodentate carboxylate [Zn–O 2.154(2) A]. In both complexes, the aqua ligand forms strong donor hydrogen bonds with the
hydroxyl or carboxylate groups, being analogous to those found for the active sites of several zinc enzymes.  1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Zinc complex; Aqua; 2,29-Biimidazole; 2,29-Bipyridine; Carboxylate

1. Introduction biomimetic ligand. Interestingly, it occurs as the neutral
2bidentate molecule, H biim, as the monoanion, Hbiim , or2

22as the dianion, Biim . Furthermore, a variety of geomet-
The functional unit at the active site of zinc-hydrolases

ries and ligating schemes for H biim-containing complexes2is a zinc-bound water molecule, which is deprotonated near
have been observed, due to the ligand’s ability to accom-

neutral pH to generate the strongly nucleophilic Zn–OH
modate a wide range of electronic and steric demands

group [1–3]. The aqua ligand bound to zinc ion is further
imposed by the bound metal. The complexation of H biim2stabilized via the formation of a hydrogen bond with a
to Cu(II) [9–12], Co(II) [9,11,13], Fe(II) [9,11,14], Fe(III)

carboxylate or a hydroxyl (phenolic) group from amino
[11,15], Ni(II) [9,11,13,16] and Cd(II) [17] has been

acid residues [3]; this H-bond has been postulated to play a
investigated. Compared with the coordination compounds

role in the activation of the coordinated aqua ligand in the
of the other first transition metal ions, only two examples

catalytic pathway [1,4,5]. Although a number of zinc
of zinc complexes containing H biim, [Zn (m-H biim)-2 2 2model complexes have been synthesized and well studied
(H biim) ](ClO ) ?3H O and [Zn(H biim) (HCO )]-2 4 4 4 2 2 2 2[4,5], the weak or indirect interactions, such as the H-bond
(ClO ), have been prepared, in which the zinc ions all4that is found to modulate the activity of metalloenzymes
display five-coordination [18].

[6–8], have been largely neglected. Studies on low-molec-
In an ongoing effort to study the interaction of zinc ion

ular-weight model compounds may clarify the coordination
with aqua ligand, we report here on the synthesis and

geometries and properties of the active sites of metal-
characterization of two monomeric zinc complexes,

loenzymes and facilitate an understanding of the mecha-
[Zn(H biim) (H O) ](OAc) ?HOCH CH OH (1) and2 2 2 2 2 2 2nism of the hydrolytic reaction of enzymes.
[Zn(bipy) (CF CO )(H O)](ClO ) (where bipy is 2,29-2 3 2 2 42,29-Biimdazole (H biim) can serve as an example for a2 bipyridine) (2), in which the aqua ligand forms a donor
hydrogen bond with an hydroxyl or carboxylate group, in*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-20-8403-6461; fax: 186-20-8403-
an analogous manner to those found at the active sites of6737.

E-mail address: cesiln@zsulink.zsu.edu.cn (B.-H. Ye) several zinc enzymes [1–3].

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00058-3
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2. Experimental temperature for 1 h. The addition of NaClO (0.2 g) to the4

resulting solution and cooling in a refrigerator lead to the
Starting materials were purchased from commercial formation of a colorless crystalline product within 3 days.

sources and were used without further purification. (CAU- Yield, 51%. Found: C, 43.61; H, 3.13; N, 9.43%. Calc. for
TION: No problems were encountered during the prepara- C H ClF N O Zn: C, 43.41; H, 2.96; N, 9.21%. FT–IR32 18 3 4 7

21tion of the perchlorate derivatives described above. How- data (cm ): 3433 br, 1691 vs, 1598 vs, 1576 m, 1566 m,
ever, suitable care and precautions must be taken when 1492 m, 1475 s, 1442 vs, 1418 m, 1317 m, 1250 m, 1207
handling such potentially explosive compounds). Elemen- s, 1193 s, 1120 vs, 1076 vs, 1018 s, 778 m, 765 vs, 737 m,
tal analyses (C, H and N) were performed on a Perkin- 718 m, 629 m, 415 m. A single crystal suitable for X-ray
Elmer 240Q elemental analyzer. FT–IR spectra were analysis was obtained by evaporating a methanol solution
recorded on a Bruker IFS-66 spectrometer as KBr pellets of compound 2.

21 1 13(4000–400 cm ). H and C NMR spectra were recorded
on a Bruker ARX-300 NMR spectrometer in solution at

2.2. Crystallographic measurements and structure
room temperature; the solvent signal was used to lock the

resolution
field, and all chemical shifts are given relative to Si(CH )3 4

1(TMS); H NMR spectra were measured at 300.132 MHz
The selected single crystals of complexes 1 and 2 were13and C NMR spectra at 74.475 MHz using the solvent

mounted on a glass fiber and placed on a Siemens P3/V
signal as an internal standard with wide band proton

diffractometer (1) or RIGAKU AFC7R (2) (graphite-
decoupling. ˚monochromated Mo–Ka, l50.71073 A), respectively.

The determination of the crystal class, orientation matrix
2.1. Synthesis and unit-cell dimensions was performed according to

established procedures, and parameters were calculated
H biim was synthesized in accordance with a published from least-squares fitting of 2u angles for 25 reflections.2

procedure [19]. Yield, 32%. Found: C, 53.41; H, 4.24; N, Three standard reflections were monitored after every 100
41.56%. Calc. for C H N : C, 53.73; H, 4.48; N, 41.79%. data measurements, showing only small random variations.6 6 4

21FT–IR data (cm ): 3143 m, 3074 m, 3001 s, 2896 s, 2806 The crystal structures were solved by direct methods. Data
s, 1546 s, 1436 m, 1405 vs, 1333 s, 1217 m, 1105 vs, 939 processing, solution, and full-matrix least-squares refine-

1s, 888 m, 763 m, 748 s and 690 m. H NMR (DMSO-d , ment were performed with the SHELXL-PC program6

ppm): 7.06 (arom C–H), 3.34 (arom N–H). package [20]. All of the non-hydrogen atoms were refined
anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were generated geometri-

˚cally (C–H50.96 A), and were assigned isotropic thermal2.1.1. [Zn(H biim) (H O) ](OAc) ?(HOCH CH OH) (1)2 2 2 2 2 2 2
parameters. In 2, the CF group exhibits 1 /3 orientationalZn(OAc) ?2H O (0.219 g, 1 mmol), dissolved in metha- 32 2
disorder. Crystal data as well as details of data collectionnol (10 ml), was added to an ethylene glycol solution (10
and refinement for complexes are summarized in Table 1.ml) containing H biim (0.134 g, 1 mmol), with stirring.2
Selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 2.The solution was stirred at 508C for 5 h. After cooling to

room temperature, the resulting solution was filtered off.
The filtrate was left in air to evaporate the solvent and
crystals were obtained after 2 days. The product was 3. Results and discussion
collected by filtration, washed with acetone and dried in
air. Yield, 52.0%. Found: C, 39.52; H, 5.32; N, 20.54%. 3.1. Syntheses
Calc. for C H N O Zn: C, 39.30; H, 5.09; N, 20.37%.18 28 8 8

21FT–IR data (cm ): 3300–2552 br, 1562 vs, 1534 s, 1442 We have previously reported that the treatment of
s, 1414s, 1346 m, 1133 s, 1038 s, 997 m, 927 m, 784 s, Zn(OAc) ?2H O with imidazole (Im) in a ratio of 1:22 21695 s, 658m, 471 w, 429 w. H NMR data (DMSO-d ,6 afforded a mononuclear zinc complex, [Zn(Im) (OAc) ],2 2ppm): 7.17 (s, 8H, arom C–H), 3.48 (br, 4H, N–H), 2.50 in which the zinc ion is four coordinated and the car-13(s, 4H, CH ), 1.90 (s, 6H, CH ). C NMR data (DMSO-2 3 boxylate–histidine–zinc triad system found in metal-
d , ppm): 173.70, 171.95, 139.24, 62.68, 20.97. A single6 loenzymes was observed [21]. When bidentate ligand
crystal suitable for X-ray analysis was obtained by H biim was used in place of the monodentate ligand Im to2evaporating a methanol and ethylene glycol solution of investigate the carboxylate–histidine–zinc triad system,
compound 1. complex 1 was obtained. The zinc ion in complex 1 is six

coordinated; the acetate anions do not bind to zinc but act
2.1.2. [Zn(bipy) (CF CO )(H O)](ClO ) (2) as counter-anions and form hydrogen bonds to H biim2 3 2 2 4 2

To a methanol solution (15 ml) containing ligands. These arrangements are similar to those found in
Zn(CF CO ) ?2H O (0.29 g, 1 mmol) was added bipy [Fe(H biim) (MeOH) ](OAc) [14] and [Ni(H biim)3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

(0.178 g, 1 mmol). The mixture was stirred at room (H O) ](NO ) [16], but different from that found in the2 2 3 2
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Table 1
Summary of crystallographic and experimental data for 1 and 2

Complex 1 2

Formula C H N O Zn C H ClF N O Zn18 28 8 8 22 18 3 4 7

Mol. wt. 549.9 608.2
T (K) 294 294

˚l (A) MoKa (0.71073) MoKa (0.71073)
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /n P2 /c1 1

˚a(A) 8.369(1) 18.955(4)
˚b(A) 9.551(1) 7.299(1)
˚c(A) 15.579(1) 18.267(4)

b(8) 102.81(1) 104.22(3)
3˚V(A ) 1214.2(5) 2449.9(12)

Z 2 4
23D (g cm ) 1.504 1.649calc

21
m (mm ) 1.071 1.186
F(000) 572 1232
Crystal size (mm) 0.4030.4430.50 0.1530.2030.40
2u range (8) 3.0–52.0 3.0–52.0
Reflections collected 2559 5079
Independent reflections 2392 4802
Observed reflections [F.4s(F )] 1387 3149
Parameters 161 400
Goodness-of-fit on F 1.30 1.39

aR, Rw [I.2s(I)] 0.0543, 0.0416 0.0379, 0.0428
a 2 2 1 / 2R5o([F ]2[F ]) /o[F ], R 5[ow(F 2F ) /ow(F ) ] .o c c w o c o

five coordination complex [Zn(H biim) (HCO )](ClO ) influence of the external charge of the complex. We have2 2 2 4

[18]. It is difficult to trace the main factor that determines also reported that the treatment of Zn(OAc) ?2H O with2 2

the nature of the complex, including the coordinational bipy in a ratio of 1:1 afforded a dinuclear zinc complex,
1preference of the metal ion, steric requirements of the [Zn (bipy) (m-OAc) ] , in which the acetate groups act as2 2 3

ligands, packing considerations in the crystal and the monoatomic and triatomic bridge ligands [22]. When a

Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) of complexes 1 and 2

Complex 1
Zn(1)–O(1w) 2.150(3) Zn(1)–N(1) 2.171(4) Zn(1)–N(3) 2.129(4)
C(1)–N(1) 1.334(6) C(1)–N(2) 1.346(6) C(4)–N(3) 1.319(6)
C(4)–N(4) 1.351(6) N(2)???O(2) 2.756 N(4)???O(1) 2.678
O(1w)???O(3) 2.746 O(2)???O(3c) 2.680 O(1)???O(1wd) 2.681
O(1w)–Zn(1)–N(1) 93.1(1) O(1w)–Zn(1)–N(3) 92.4(1)
N(1)–Zn(1)–N(3) 79.9(2) O(1w)–Zn(1)–O(1wa) 180.0(1)
N(1)–Zn(1)–O(1wa) 86.9(1) N(3)–Zn(1)–O(1wa) 87.6(1)
N(1)–Zn(1)–N(1a) 180.0(1) N(3)–Zn(1)–N(1a) 100.1(2)
N(3)–Zn(1)–N(3a) 180.0(1) N(2)–H(2)???O(2) 165.5
N(4)–H(4)???O(1) 172.2 O(1wd)–H(1wb)???O(1) 148.4
O(1w)–H(1wa)???O(3) 161.6 O(3c)–H(3c)???O(2) 170.6
Symmetry code: (a) 2x, 2y, 12z; (b) 2x, 212y, 12z; (c) 0.51x, 20.5 2y, 0.51z; (d) 12x, 2y, 12z.

Complex 2
Zn(1)–N(3) 2.149(2) Zn(1)–N(2) 2.131(2) Zn(1)–N(3) 2.149(2)
Zn(1)–N(4) 2.145(2) Zn(1)–O(1w) 2.148(2) Zn(1)–O(1) 2.154(2)
C(21)–O(1) 1.251(3) C(21)–O(2) 1.227(3) O(1w)???O(2) 2.672
N(1)–Zn(1)–N(2) 76.9(1) N(1)–Zn(1)–N(3) 99.6(1)
N(2)–Zn(1)–N(3) 95.0(1) N(1)–Zn(1)–N(4) 172.2(1)
N(2)–Zn(1)–N(4) 96.7(1) N(3)–Zn(1)–N(4) 76.5(1)
N(1)–Zn(1)–O(1w) 90.3(1) N(2)–Zn(1)–O(1w) 167.2(1)
N(3)–Zn(1)–O(1w) 88.3(1) N(4)–Zn(1)–O(1w) 96.2(1)
N(1)–Zn(1)–O(1) 93.9(1) N(2)–Zn(1)–O(1) 91.4(1)
N(3)–Zn(1)–O(1) 166.1(1) N(4)–Zn(1)–O(1) 90.5(1)
O(1w)–Zn(1)–O(1) 88.2(1) O(1)–C(21)–O(2) 130.8(2)
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2bulky ligand CF CO was used in place of the acetate thermolysin, attack of water at the peptide carbonyl may be3 2

ligand to investigate the above reaction, complex 2 was assisted through general base catalysis by the carboxylate
obtained. groups of Glu-270 and Glu-143, which form strong

hydrogen bonds with the bound water [1].
Each imidazole ring is planar, with no atom deviating by

˚3.2. Crystal structure of complex 1 more than 0.010 A from the best five-atom least-squares
plane. The two rings of H biim are nearly coplanar,221The crystal structure consists of [Zn(H biim) (H O) ] making an angle of 1.358 with each other. The bond2 2 2 2

˚complex cations, acetate anions and ethylene glycol sol- distances of C(1)–N(1) [1.334 (6) A] and C(1)–N(2)
˚vent molecules, which are self-assembled via hydrogen [1.346 (6) A] are almost equivalent, within experimental

bonds (Fig. 1). The asymmetric unit, therefore, comprises error, indicating that the effects of metal coordination and
half a zinc ion, one biimidazole molecule, one aqua hydrogen-bonded protonation at these imidazole nitrogen
molecule, one acetate anion and one ethylene glycol atoms have equivalent effects on the ring’s electronic
molecule. The zinc ion, situated on a crystallographic structure [15,16]. However, the bond length of C(4)–N(3)

˚inversion center in the unit cell, is coordinated to the N(1) [1.319 (6) A] is significantly shorter than that of C(4)–
˚and N(3) of two H biim ligands that are trans to each N(4) [1.351 (6) A]. This fact does not agree with the2

other and O(1w) of two aqua molecules that are also trans above observation and prompts us to further examine the
to each other. The main distortion of the resulting octahed- data carefully. We noticed that the bond distance of Zn(1)–

˚ral coordination sphere originates in the small N(1)???N(3) N(3) [2.129 (4) A] is markedly shorter than that of
˚bite angle of the chelating ligand [N(1)–Zn(1)–N(3)579.9 Zn(1)–N(1) [2.171 (4) A], and the hydrogen bond of

˚(2)8]. Furthermore, the average Zn–N distance (2.150 A) ˚N(4)???O(1) (2.678 A, 172.28) is stronger than that of
˚is slightly shorter than the apical distance (2.220 A), but is ˚N(2)???O(2) (2.756 A, 165.58). It seems that the bond

˚significantly longer than the basal distance (2.025 A) in a distance of C–N not only depends on the strength of metal
trigonal bipyramidal sphere [18]. The Zn–O distance coordination but also on hydrogen-bonded protonation.

˚ ˚[2.150(3) A] is markedly longer than that observed in four The C–O distances [1.250 (7) and 1.246 (7) A] of the
˚coordination (ca. 2.0 A) [23]. acetate anion indicate the delocalization of the p bond

21The [Zn(H biim) (H O) ] complex cations are linked between the two C–O bonds.2 2 2 2

together into infinite chains along the b axis through an
O(1w)–H(1wa)???O(3) hydrogen bond involving the
coordinated aqua and the solvent molecule ethylene glycol 3.3. [Zn(bipy) (CF CO )(H O)](ClO ) (2)2 3 2 2 4

(Fig. 1). Each acetate anion is connected to one H biim2

through two strong N–H???O hydrogen bonds, with 2.678 The crystal structure of complex 2 consists of discrete
1˚and 2.756 A N???O distances, and further accepts two [Zn(bipy) (CF CO )(H O)] cations and perchlorate an-2 3 2 2

hydrogen bonds from the coordinated aqua and the solvent ions. As shown in Fig. 2, the zinc(II) ion is coordinated by
ethylene glycol molecule, with distances of 2.681 and

˚2.680 A, respectively (Fig. 1). A hydrogen bond between
the carboxylate and bound water has been postulated to
play a role in the activation of the coordinated aqua ligand
in the catalytic pathway [1,4]. In carboxypeptidase A and

Fig. 1. ORTEP view of [Zn(H biim) (H O) ](OAc) ?HOCH CH OH2 2 2 2 2 2 2

with hydrogen bonds, showing 35% probability thermal ellipsoids and Fig. 2. ORTEP view of [Zn(bipy) (H O)(CF CO ](ClO ), showing 35%2 2 3 2 4

atoms labels. probability thermal ellipsoids and atoms labels.
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2a unidentate CF CO group, an aqua ligand and two In conclusion, complexes 1 and 2 were synthesized and3 2

chelating bipy ligands in a distorted octahedral N O further confirmed by single crystal structural analysis and4 2

environment. The main distortion of the resulting octahed- spectroscopic studies. In both complexes, the aqua ligand
ral coordination sphere originates in the small N(3)– forms strong donor hydrogen bonds with an hydroxyl or
Zn(1)–N(4)576.5 (1)8 bite angle of the chelating ligand. carboxylate group, analogous to those found for the active
The Zn–N bond distances, in the range of 2.131(2) to sites of several zinc enzymes. Therefore, the complexes

˚ ˚2.149(2) A, and of Zn(1)–O(1) [2.154(2) A], are normal can be used as models to observe how the water molecule
[23]. The aqua ligand coordinates to zinc ion with a is fixed and further activated in metallohydrolases.

˚Zn(1)–O(1w)52.148(2) A distance, which is comparable
˚to that observed in complex 1 [2.150(3) A], and is further

stabilized through the formation of two hydrogen bonds, Supplementary data
one with the non-coordinated oxygen atom O(2) of the

2 ˚CF CO group (2.67 A) and other with the oxygen atom3 2 Supplementary data are available from CCDC, 12 Union˚O(3) of the perchlorate anion (3.06 A). Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, on request, quoting the
deposition numbers 112075 and 112076.
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Abstract

Treatment of [ReO(SN(R)S)(SMe)] (HSN(R)SH5HS–CH CH –N(R)–CH CH –SH, R5n-propyl 4a, benzyl 4b) with an excess of2 2 2 2

CH I at room temperature gave the–SCH displaced products [ReO(SN(R)S)I] 5a,b in about 80% yield. [(3-(Benzyl)azapentane-1,5-3 3

dithiolato)iodo]oxorhenium(V) 5b was characterized by single-crystal structure analysis revealing a distorted trigonal bipyramidal
geometry with the oxygen and the sulfur atoms forming the equatorial plane. Compounds 5 allow clean transformation to new
SNS/ thiolato mixed-ligand complexes as shown herein by a sample reaction with 1-b-D-thiogalactose to give 6a.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Oxorhenium(V); Mixed-ligand complexes; Ligand exchanges; Crystal structure

1. Introduction and its subsequent conversion into the desired fourfold
sulphur-coordinated complexes 3 (Scheme 1, Eq. 2). The

The ‘311’-mixed-ligand procedure was introduced [1– reaction mixtures are easier to purify, and higher yields
6] and exploited [7–11] for the design of new coordination result. Using this method we were able to bind rhenium to
compounds of technetium and rhenium for applications in more complicated structures like steroids [7,8], carbohy-
nuclear medicine. The method involves the coordination of drate derivatives [7,9] and larger amines [10] in acceptable
three donor atoms of a relatively constant chelator to a yields.

31MO moiety (M5Tc, Re) and the coordination of a However, until now this improved method was restricted
widely variable monodentate thiolato [7,8,10] or selenolato to the 3-thiapentane-1.5-dithiol chelator, from which the
[11] coligand to the remaining coordination site of the chlorine [12], bromine [13] and iodine [13] derivatives
metal core. The reaction is commonly carried out as a have been obtained. Recently we observed the formation of
one-pot procedure and is usually accompanied by the [ReO(S–CH CH –O–CH CH –S)I] in low yields which,2 2 2 2

formation of numerous by-products. Therefore, the yields however, proved to be unstable under the reaction and
of the ‘311’ one-pot reaction (Eq. 1) are medium to fair in processing conditions [14], and will require more research.
most reactions. Several other monohalogenic compounds have shown their

Recently we reported an improved method for the capability to serve as precursors in ligand exchange
preparation of SSS/S coordinated complexes where the reactions in the past [15,16].
competition between the two ligands is avoided [12]. After Glaser unexpectedly observed substitution of the

This alternative route is a two-step procedure based on monodentate ligand in [ReO(S–CH CH –N(H)–2 2

the preparation of [ReO(S–CH CH –S–CH CH –S)Cl] 2 CH CH –S)(S–C H )] by iodide after treatment with2 2 2 2 2 2 6 5

methyl iodide [17], we wondered whether this reaction
would open a general access to halogen derivatives from*Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-351-260-3678; fax: 149-351-260-
the SNS coordinated species, useful as precursors for the3232.

E-mail address: spies@fz-rossendorf.de (H. Spies) preparation of novel SNS/S) mixed-ligand chelates. Fur-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00030-3
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Scheme 1. One-pot ‘311’ reaction (Eq. 1) and two-step ‘311’ reaction involving isolation of template 2 (Eq. 2).

thermore, we would like to get an insight into the reactivity 1,5-dithiol and 205.5 mg (2.93 mmol; 4 equiv.) NaSCH in3

of the mercaptide-halogen exchange in ‘311’ complexes. 3 ml chloroform and 4 ml methanol is added with stirring
Here we report the synthesis, characterization and at room temperature. The colour of the reaction mixture

reactions of [ReO(SN(R)S)I] (R5n-propyl, benzyl), new turns to olive brown soon. After 30 min the solvents are
representatives of halogen containing rhenium compounds removed by rotary evaporation, the residue dissolved in
that are suitable precursors for mixed-ligand complexes. chloroform, filtered and purified by column chromatog-

raphy (silica gel, chloroform). Chromatography yields a
dark green eluent (all materials with lower R values aref

2. Experimental discarded). Some ml ethanol are added to the eluent which
is allowed to evaporate slowly to give 157.3 mg (50%)

12.1. Reagents, chemicals and instrumentation dark green plates of 4a. MP: 183–1858C (dec.). H NMR
(CDCl ; ppm): 1.02 (t, 3H, J57); 1.86 (m, 2H); 2.59 (m,3

All solvents and other chemicals were used without 2H); 2.97 (dt, 2H, J513.2, 5.1); 3.30 (m, 2H); 3.36 (s,
further purification. Melting points were determined using 3H); 3.57 (m, 2H); 3.75 (2H, m).
a Boetius apparature and are uncorrected. Elemental [3-(Benzyl)azapentane-1,5-
analyses were performed on a Leco CHNS932 elemental dithiolato](methanethiolato)oxorhenium(V) 4b was ob-

1analyser. H NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Inova tained according to that procedure in 42% yield as dark
1400 device. For X-ray structure determination details see green needles. MP: 245–2508C (dec.) H NMR (CDCl ,3

below. Tetrabutylammonium-tetrachlorooxorhenate(V) 1 ppm): 2.40 (m, 2H); 3.02 (dt, 2H, J513.5, 5.0); 3.33 (dt,
was synthesized according to [1d] except for using 2H, J512.4, 5.1); 3.41 (s, 3H); 3.79 (m, 2H); 4.91 (s, 2H);
NBu Cl instead of BzEt NCl as the cation source. Com- 7.41–7.49 (m, 5H).4 3

plex 2 was synthesized according to [12]. Iodo-[3-(n-propyl)azapentane-1.5-dithiolato]oxo-
Correct elemental analyses were obtained for 4a, 4b, 5a, rhenium(V) 5a: 157.3 mg (369 mmol) 4a is suspended in

5b, and 6a dihydrate. 3 ml methyl iodide and left at room temperature with
occasional stirring for 1 day. By then a light-green

2.2. Syntheses coloured precipitate has been formed, and the solution had
turned light-green. Excessive methyl iodide was removed

(Methanethiolato) [3-(n-propyl)azapentane-1,5- and the residue recrystallized from acetonitrile, washed
dithiolato]oxorhenium(V) 4a: 431 mg (733 mmol) 1 with methanol and diethyl ether and dried. Processing of
NBu [ReOCl ] are dissolved in 3 ml chloroform. A the mother liquors yielded more product. Total yield: 155.94 4

mixture of 131.6 mg (733 mmol) 3-(n-propyl)azapentane- mg (83%) 5a as light-green coloured, needle-shaped
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1microcrystals. MP: 240–2438C (dec.). H NMR (ppm; tropic thermal parameters were done using SHELXL-93
2acetone-d ; ppm): 0.96 (t, 3H, J57.4; 2.02 (m, 2H); 2.78 [19] and full-matrix least-squares calculations on F .6

(m, 2H); 2.88 (m, 2H); 3.28 (m, 2H); 3.63 (m, 4H). Atomic scattering factors f9 and f99 were used according to
[(3-(Benzyl)azapentane-1,5-dithiolato)]iodo-]oxo- [20]. Final R and wR (I.2s(I)) values are 0.0392 and1 2

rhenium(V) 5b was obtained as yellowish-green needles 0.1025, the largest electron peak and hole were 2.447 and
23˚starting from 4b according to that procedure in 79% yield. 22.348 eA . The largest diff. peak and hole are located

1 ˚MP: 243–2458C (dec.) H NMR (ppm; acetone-d ; ppm): near to the Re atom (0.9 A) and can not be explained by6

2.67 (m, 2H); 2.82 (m, 2H); 3.30 (s, 2H); 3.88 (m, 2H); additional atoms. Carbon atoms in former difference
4.80 (s, 2H); 7.54 (m, 3H). 7.78 (m, 2H). Fourier synthesis gave electron density peaks of more than

23˚[3-(n-Propyl)azapentane-1.5-dithiolato](1-thio-b-D- 5 eA . Therefore, the relatively high diff peak and hole
galactopyranosato)oxorhenium(V) 6a: 20.3 mg (40 mmol) values may be caused by the unfavoured crystal shape and
5a and 9 mg (41.2 mmol) 1-b-D-thiogalactose (sodium salt quality.
monohydrate) were combined in 3 ml acetone and 2 ml
methanol and stirred in a water bath at about 408C. After a
short time (ca. 10 min) the colour of the mixture has turned
from light green to dark green. The mixture was evapo- 3. Results and discussion
rated to dryness, dissolved in acetonitrile, filtered and
evaporated to dryness again. The residue was dissolved in Although the syntheses of the SSS/halogen coordinated
a little hot water and allowed to cool down and evaporate oxorhenium(V) complexes [ReO(SSS)hal] have been ac-
slowly to give green needles of 6a32 H O. The mother complished (hal5Cl [12], Br [13], I [13]), halogeno(3-2

liquor was removed, the crystals dried, washed with oxapentane-1,5-dithiolato)oxorhenium(V) and (3-azapen-
diethyl ether and dried again. Including some material tane-1,5-dithiolato)halogenooxorhenium(V) compounds
from the mother liquor, 14.7 mg (60%) 6a32 H O were are not accessible via reactions of 1 with the respective2

obtained. MP: 141–1448C. MS (FAB neg., matrix: NBA): tridentate dithiol chelators HSXSH (X5N(R); O). A first
1 187m /e found: 574 (M–H ); calculated for [ Re]-6a: 575. hint pointing at by-passing this situation was given by

Glaser et al. who unexpectedly cleaved off the ben-
zenethiolato coligand of [ReO(S–CH CH –N(H)–2.3. Crystal structure determination of complex 5b 2 2

CH CH –S)(S–C H )] during N-alkylation experiments2 2 6 5

with excessive methyl iodide resulting in the formation ofCrystals suitable for single crystal analysis were ob-
[ReO(SN(Me)S)I] [17].tained by slow evaporation of a solution of 5b in acetone.

Now we found that this reaction can be generalized,
furnishing the iodine coordinated complexes 5a and 5b,2.4. Structure determination: crystal data
useful as precursors for the preparation of SNS/S coordi-
nated rhenium complexes.[ReO(S–CH CH –N(CH –C H )–CH CH –S)I] 5b:2 2 2 6 5 2 2 In order to synthesize complexes 5, we decided to¯C H INOReS ; M5554.46, triclinic, space group: P111 15 2 ‘protect’ the fourth coordination site in analogy to the˚ ˚ ˚(no. 2), a57.6495(4)A, b59.5225(5) A, c510.7170(6) A,
Glaser procedure [17] and our own investigations of the

a590.248(1)8, b5109.694(1)8 g591.877(1)8, U5
SSS/S system [13] with a simple and exchangeable3 23˚734.50(7) A , Z52, D 52.507 Mg m , F(000)5512,c coligand. The feasibility of the exchange of the mercaptide

T5293(2) K, yellow-greenish air-stable crystals. Crystal group by iodide was demonstrated on complexes 4a and21size: 0.4530.3630.07 mm, m510.642 mm . 4b. Reaction with excessive methyl iodide at ambient
temperature gave, after recrystallization, crystalline com-

2.5. Data collection and processing plexes 5a and 5b in high yields. Compounds 5 are soluble
in acetone and acetonitrile but, in opposition to 4, only

1Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer, Q –2Q mode, sparingly soluble in chloroform. Elemental analysis and H
graphite-monochromated Mo-Ka radiation (l50.71073 NMR spectra confirm the composition [ReO(SN(R)S)I].
Å); 3385 reflections collected; 2100 independent reflec- 5b was characterized by X-ray crystal structure determi-
tions (R 50.0402) measured (26#h#8, 210#k#8, nation.int

211#l#11); semiempirical correction from psi-scans. The molecular structure of complex 5b (Fig. 1) shows a
near trigonal-bipyramidal coordination of the donor atoms.

2.6. Structure analysis and refinement The angle between the axial bonds (/N–Re–I) is 1648

while the equatorial angles range between 119.282120.668.
Direct methods (Re and S atoms) followed by normal This gives a t value [21] of 0.727 – quite close to an ideal

heavy-atom procedures (MULTAN [18]). All other atoms trigonal bipyramid (t51). This feature is frequently ob-
were located by subsequent difference Fourier syntheses. served [22,23] when HS–CH CH –X–CH CH –SH (X52 2 2 2

Final refinement of atomic coordinates and their aniso- N(R)) chelators are used instead of X5S, O which are far
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min as shown by TLC control. After removal of the
solvent and extraction of the residue by acetonitrile, the
carbohydrate derivative 6a results in a 60% yield. Thus, a
new precursor for a two-step route to SNS/S coordinated
oxorhenium(V) complexes is now available that provides
advantages to known procedures leading to mixed-ligand
complexes, especially in terms of work-up and yields.

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 5b. Supplementary data

Table 1 Complete details of data collection and refinement
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for complex 5b processes can be obtained by citing the CSD number 408

Re(1)–O(1) 1.679(7) Re(1)–N(1) 2.180(7) 902, names of the authors and the full title of this work
Re(1)–S(1) 2.267(3) Re(1)–I(1) 2.6932(8) ¨from: Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, Gesellschaft fur
Re(1)–S(2) 2.267(3) Wissenschaftlich-Technische Information mbH, D-76344
O(1)–Re(1)–N(1) 96.0(3) O(1)–Re(1)–I(1) 100.0(3)

Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany.N(1)–Re(1)–S(1) 84.4(2) S(1)–Re(1)–I(1) 86.48(7)
N(1)–Re(1)–S(2) 84.7(2) O(1)–Re(1)–S(1) 119.8(3)
O(1)–Re(1)–S(2) 119.2(3) S(2)–Re(1)–I(1) 88.70(8)
N(1)–Re(1)–I(1) 164.0(2) C(2)–N(1)–Re(1) 110.6(6) Acknowledgements
C(3)–N(1)–Re(1) 110.2(6)

This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungs-
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Abstract

New cyclotriphosphazenes fully substituted with dicarboxylic amino acid esters (aminomalonate, aspartate and glutamate) were
1 13 31synthesized and characterized by means of elemental analysis, IR and multinuclear ( H, C and P) NMR spectroscopies, and X-ray

crystallography. The rate of full substitution of hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene with the amino acid esters has been found to be largely
dependent on the steric hindrance of the corresponding amino acid esters. The full substitution of the chlorotrimer with aminomalonate
was completed in 6 h when the reactants were refluxed in tetrahydrofuran (THF), but the full substitution with aspartate or glutamate
required more severe conditions: The substitution with aspartate was completed in 12 h by refluxing the reactants in the presence of
n-Bu NBr as the catalyst in toluene, but the substitution with glutamate could not be completed even after refluxing for more than two4

days in the presence of the same catalyst in toluene. To endow the above compounds with the functionality for incorporation of metal
moiety, they have been hydrolyzed in aqueous solutions of alkali metal hydroxides to yield the corresponding metal salts, which can
afford twelve active sites.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Phosphazene; Cyclotriphosphazene; Cyclic trimer; Aminomalonate; Aspartate; Glutamate

1. Introduction of the electron-donor properties of the skeletal nitrogen
atom of phosphazenes [4–6], (b) direct covalent binding of

Phosphazenes are cyclic or linear molecules that contain a transition metal to the skeletal phosphorus atom [7–10]
a framework of alternating phosphorus and nitrogen atoms and (c) the use of a functional group of the ligand that is
with two substituent groups attached to each phosphorus itself connected as a side group to the skeletal phosphorus
atom. Although the chemistry of the cyclic phosphazenes atom [11–16]. Of these, type (c) is the most versatile as it
has been concerned mainly with the substitution reactions offers the advantage of designing and assembling appro-
by various nucleophiles at the ring phosphorus, there have priate phosphazene ligands by a proper choice of sub-
been constant attempts to explore the organometallic stituent. In addition, this way has the advantage of being
chemistry of phosphazenes [1–3]. adapted to linear macromolecules by the protocol de-

The transition-metal chemistry of phosphazenes is still veloped by Allcock [17] to generate new types of poly-
in its infancy, but the possibility of using phosphazenes as meric ligands.
ligands for transition metals has been attracting the atten-
tion of research workers in this area. Phosphazenes possess
skeletal nitrogen atoms as a potential donating site for
transition metals. Moreover, side groups that possess donor
atoms can be attached to the backbone. Therefore, there
are at least three ways in which phosphazenes can interact
with transition metals, as shown in Scheme 1: (a) the use

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 182-2-958-5081; fax: 182-2-958-5089.
E-mail address: yssohn@kistmail.kist.re.kr (Y.S. Sohn) Scheme 1.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00042-X
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Allcock et al. [18,20,21] and Valerio et al. [19], who monitored with repeated check of intensities of three
extensively explored the field of phosphazenes, reported reflections every hour during the data collection period.
that phosphazenes bearing amino acid esters are suscep- Absorption corrections were applied by empirical psi scan
tible to hydrolytic degradation and hold promising prop- on two or three reflection planes with a chi value near 908.
erties as biodegradable materials. In particular, phos- A direct or Patterson method (SHELXS-86) was employed
phazenes bearing amino acids with two carboxylate groups to locate heavy atoms and subsequent cycle or Fourier map
may be able to chelate a bivalent metal cation forming a and least square refinements located other atoms
metallocyclic ring without intermolecular cross-linking. (SHELXS-93). Hydrogen atoms were included in the

Therefore, we describe here the synthesis and characteri- structure factor calculation using a riding model. All of the
zation of new organophosphazene trimers bearing the calculations were carried out using VAX and PC com-
dicarboxylic amino acid esters (aminomalonate, aspartate puters.
and glutamate) and their alkali metal salts, resultant from
hydrolysis. 2.4. Synthesis of hexakis(dicarboxylic amino acid

ester)cyclotriphosphazenes

2. Experimental
2.4.1. hNP[NHCH(COOC H )COOC H ] j (1)2 5 2 5 2 3

Diethyl aminomalonate hydrochloride (16.4 g, 77.72.1. Materials 3mmol) was suspended in THF (400 cm ) containing
triethylamine (7.85 g, 77.7 mmol). The reaction mixtureHexachlorocyclotriphosphazene, (NPCl ) , from Al-2 3 was refluxed for 6 h and then cooled to 08C by means ofdrich, was purified by sublimation at 558C under vacuum
an ice bath. The solution was filtered under nitrogen, and a(ca. 0.1 mmHg). Tetrahydrofuran (THF), dioxane, toluene 3THF solution (100 cm ) of (NPCl ) (3.0 g, 8.63 mmol)2 3and xylene were dried and distilled over sodium-ben-
and triethylamine (7.85 g, 77.7 mmol) was added to thezophenone, and triethylamine was distilled over BaO under
filtrate dropwise, with stirring, under a nitrogen atmos-dry nitrogen. All other reagents purchased from Aldrich
phere. The reaction mixture was then refluxed for one day.were used without further purification. Diethyl aminomalo-
After the solution was filtered to remove amine hydrochlo-nate hydrochloride, dimethyl aspartate hydrochloride and
ride, the solvent was removed using a rotary evaporator.dimethyl glutamate hydrochloride were synthesized ac-
The oily residue was purified using a column packed withcording to the literature procedures [22] and were thor-
silica gel with methylene chloride as the eluent. Eachoughly dried under vacuum. All reactions were carried out
fraction was concentrated under reduced pressure and thenunder a dry nitrogen atmosphere by using the standard
cooled to 08C. The crystals formed were isolated, washedSchlenk line techniques.
with diethyl ether, and then dried. The crystalline product,
1, was obtained in 90% yield; m.p. 83–868C. Found2.2. Measurements
(Calcd. for C H N O P ): C, 42.7(42.8); H, 6.13(6.15);42 72 9 24 3

21N, 10.5(10.7); P, 7.81(7.87). IR (KBr, cm ): n(P5N),IR spectra were recorded on an Analect FX-6160 FT–IR 11210, 1145; n(COO), 1759,1369. H-NMR (CDCl , ppm):3spectrometer as KBr pellets. NMR spectra were measured 134.3(b), 3.9(q), 3.4(b), 1.0(t). C-NMR (CDCl , ppm):3on a Varian Gemini 300 NMR spectrometer. The chemical 31
31 168.0, 61.6, 57.4, 13.7. P-NMR (CDCl , ppm): 15.1.3shifts for P-NMR spectra are relative to the external

standard of 85% aqueous phosphoric acid, with positive
shifts downfield from this reference. Differential scanning 2.4.2. hNP[NHCH(COOCH )CH COOCH ] j (2)3 2 3 2 3

calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) Dimethyl aspartate hydrochloride (34.0 g, 0.17 mol) was
3were carried out on a Perkin-Elmer TGA-2 at a heating suspended in toluene (400 cm ) containing triethylamine

rate of 208C/min under flowing nitrogen. Liquid chroma- (25.3 g, 0.25 mol). The reaction mixture was refluxed for 6
tography was carried out on a column packed with 200– h and then cooled to 08C by means of an ice bath. The
400 mesh silica gel (Aldrich). Elemental analysis was solution was filtered under nitrogen, and a toluene solution

3performed by the Advanced Analysis Center at KIST. (100 cm ) of (NPCl ) (5.0 g, 14.38 mmol), triethylamine2 3

(13.1 g, 0.13 mol) and n-Bu NBr (0.5 g) was added4

2.3. X-ray structure determination dropwise to the filtrate under a nitrogen atmosphere. The
reaction mixture was then refluxed for 12 h. After the

All of the X-ray data were collected on an Enraf-Nonius solution was filtered to remove amine hydrochloride, the
CAD4 automated diffractometer equipped with a Mo X- solvent was removed by a rotary evaporator. The oily
ray tube and a graphite crystal monochromator. The residue was purified using a column packed with silica gel
orientation matrix and unit cell dimensions were deter- with methylene chloride as the eluent. Each fraction was
mined from 25 machine centered reflections in the 2u concentrated under reduced pressure and then poured into
range of 15 to 258. The variation of intensities was a large excess of hexane to obtain a yellow oily product, 2,
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in 90% yield. Found (Calcd. for C H N O P ): C, C H N O P Na ?6H O): C, 23.3(22.1); H, 2.7(2.8);36 60 9 24 3 24 24 9 24 3 12 2
2140.0(39.4); H, 5.60(5.52); N, 11.0(11.5); P, 8.0(8.4). IR N, 9.1(9.7); Na, 20.6(21.2). IR (KBr, cm ): n(P5N),

121 1182, 1117; n(COO), 1586, 1396. H-NMR (D O, ppm):(KBr, cm ): n(P5N), 1217, 1177; n(COO), 1745, 1441. 2
131 3.7(b), 2.6(m). C-NMR (D O, ppm): 181.5, 180.2, 53.7,H-NMR (CDCl , ppm): 4.2(b), 3.8(b), 3.6(s), 3.5(s), 23

3113 43.1. P-NMR (D O, ppm): 17.6.2.7(b). C-NMR (CDCl , ppm): 173.3, 171.2, 52.4, 51.8, 23
3150.5, 38.8. P-NMR (CDCl , ppm): 14.3.3

2.5.3. hNP[NHCH(COONa)CH CH COONa] j ?6H O2 2 2 3 2

(3a)2.4.3. hNP[NHCH(COOCH )CH CH COOCH ] j (3)3 2 2 3 2 3

This compound was prepared using the same method asThis compound was prepared by the same procedure
that used for 1a: Yield, 95%. Found (Calcd. forused for 2 with extension of the reaction time to two days
C H N O P Na ?6H O): C, 26.0(26.0); H, 3.48(3.50);for the nucleophilic substitution reaction of the trimer. The 30 36 9 24 3 12 2

21N, 9.0(9.1); P, 6.6(6.7); Na, 20.0(19.9). IR (KBr, cm ):product, 3, was purified by the following procedure. The
1

n(P5N), 1177, 1117; n(COO), 1581, 1406. H-NMRcrude oily product was eluted through a column packed
13(D O, ppm): 3.6(b), 2.2(m), 1.9(m). C-NMR (D O, ppm):with silica gel and separated into three fractions: the first 2 2

31fraction with ethylacetate–hexane (3:1), the second frac- 183.2, 181.6, 55.7, 33.7, 31.7. P-NMR (D O, ppm): 18.3.2

tion with ethylacetate, and the third fraction with THF. The
first fraction afforded chloropentakis(methyl 2.5.4. hNP[NHCH(COO)COOBa] j ?4H O (1b)2 3 231glutamato)cyclotriphosphazene, which shows a P NMR An aqueous solution of barium chloride (4.77 g, 22.9
spectrum of an AB pattern (v 524.3 ppm, v 512.3 ppm, mmol) was added to an aqueous solution of the sodium2 A B

1J 554 Hz) [22]. H-NMR (CDCl , ppm): 3.7(b), 3.6(d), salt 1a (3.0 g, 2.45 mmol) and the reaction mixture wasPNP 3
133.5(d), 3.4(b), 2.3(b), 2.0(b), 1.8(b). C-NMR (CDCl , stirred for 3 h at room temperature. The resultant precipi-3

31ppm): 173.6, 173.2, 53.2, 52.2, 51.6, 29.8, 28.9. P-NMR tate was filtered, washed with water and acetone, and then
(CDCl , ppm): 24.8, 24.4, 23.9, 12.5, 12.1. The third dried in a vacuum.: Yield, 95%. Found (Calcd. for3

fraction with THF gave an unknown mixture including the C H N O P Ba ?4H O): C, 12.3(12.2); H, 1.47(1.37);18 12 9 24 3 6 2
21unreacted free ligand. From the second fraction, the pure N, 7.35(7.1); P, 5.4(5.2); Ba, 47.1(46.7). IR (KBr, cm ):

oily compound, 3, was obtained in 30% yield. Found n(P5N), 1194, 1127; n(COO), 1613, 1336.
(Calcd. for C H N O P ): C, 42.7(42.7); H, 6.13(6.15);42 72 9 24 3

21N, 10.5(10.6); P,7.81(7.87). IR (KBr, cm ): n(P5N), 2.5.5. hNP[NHCH(COO)CH COOBa] j ?6H O (2b)2 2 3 211206, 1120; n(COO), 1738, 1436. H-NMR (CDCl , ppm):3 This compound was prepared using the same method as133.8(b), 3.7(s), 3.6(s), 3.2(b), 2.4(b), 2.0(b), 1.8(b). C- that used for 1b: Yield, 95%. Found (Calcd. for
NMR (CDCl , ppm): 174.7, 173.4, 55.3, 52.0, 51.5, 29.5,3 C H N O P Ba ?6H O): C, 15.3(15.6); H, 2.0(1.96);24 24 9 24 3 6 231

2124.7. P-NMR (CDCl , ppm): 16.2.3 N, 6.0(6.8); Ba, 45.0(44.6). IR (KBr, cm ): n(P5N),
1182, 1117; n(COO), 1586, 1396.

2.5. Synthesis of metal salt derivatives

2.5.6. hNP[NHCH(COO)CH CH COOBa] j ?6H O (3b)2 2 2 3 2

2.5.1. hNP[NHCH(COONa)COONa] j ?4H O (1a) This compound was prepared using the same method as2 3 2

1 (3.0 g, 2.54 mmol) was suspended in an aqueous that used for 1b: Yield, 95%. Found (Calcd. for
3solution of 1 M NaOH (100 cm ) and the reaction mixture C H N O P Ba ?6H O): C, 18.5(18.6); H, 2.48(2.50);30 36 9 24 3 6 2

21was stirred at room temperature for one day until a clear N, 6.5(6.5); P, 4.7(4.8); Ba, 42.4(42.6). IR (KBr, cm ):
solution was obtained. This solution was frozen in a dry n(P5N), 1177, 1112; n(COO), 1561, 1406.
ice–acetone bath and then freeze-dried. The dried solid
was suspended in an excess of methanol and the solution
mixture was stirred for 6 h to wash out excess NaOH. The 3. Results and discussion
insoluble product was filtered and washed with acetone,
hexane and diethyl ether, and then a dried in vacuum to 3.1. Synthesis and characterization of 1 –3
obtain a white solid, 1a, in 95% yield. Found (Calcd. for
C H N O P Na ?4H O): C, 18.3(18.3); H, 1.70(1.70);18 12 9 24 3 12 2 The synthetic pathway to 1–3 is summarized in Scheme
N, 10.65(10.69); P, 7.69(7.88); Na, 24.2(23.4). IR (KBr, 2.

21 1cm ): n(P5N), 1190, 1127; n(COO), 1613, 1338. H- Hexakis(dicarboxylic amino acid ester)cyclotriphos-
13NMR (D O, ppm): 4.0(s). C-NMR (D O, ppm): 177.5,2 2 phazenes 1–3 were prepared by the reaction of hexachloro-

3162.4. P-NMR (D O, ppm): 17.6.2 cyclotriphosphazene with dicarboxylic amino acid esters in
the presence of triethylamine as a HCl acceptor. The

2.5.2. hNP[NHCH(COONa)CH COONa] j ?6H O (2a) compounds were characterized by means of elemental2 2 3 2

This compound was prepared using the same method as analysis, and multinuclear NMR and IR spectroscopies
31that used for 1a.: Yield, 95%. Found (Calcd. for along with X-ray analysis. The P-NMR spectra of all of
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Scheme 2.

the substituted derivatives exhibit a singlet resonance of the substitution reaction to 2 is completed within 12 h, as
the ring phosphorus atoms, which is indicative of complete shown in Table 1.
replacement of chlorine atoms by the amino acid. In In the case of the substitution reaction with glutamate, it

31particular, the singlet resonance of P NMR spectra of 1, was found that the reaction rate was much slower than
2 and 3 in solution is sensitive to the amino acid ester with aspartate, and full substitution of chlorine atoms was
group, and appears at 15.1, 14.3 and 16.2 ppm, respective- not completed even after refluxing for a few days in the
ly. presence of the catalyst. Therefore, it seems that the

In the case of diethyl aminomalonate, the substitution substitution reaction is largely dependent on the steric
reaction took place smoothly like ethyl glycinate [18,19], hindrance of the corresponding amino acid esters.
and it took 6 h at 608C in THF for complete replacement
of chlorine atoms to occur. However, for substitution with 3.2. Crystal structure of
more bulky amino acid esters, such as aspartate and hNP[NHCH(COOC H )COOC H ] j (1)2 5 2 5 2 3

glutamate, more severe reaction conditions were required,
that is, higher reaction temperature, longer reaction time The X-ray crystallographic analysis of compound 1 was
and the use of a catalyst. In order to find the best synthetic carried out and a summary of cell constants and data
conditions, the progress of the substitution reactions de- collection parameters are given in Table 2. Selected bond
pending on reaction conditions were monitored by means lengths and angles are given in Table 3 and its ORTEP

31of P-NMR spectroscopy. drawing is shown in Fig. 2. The structure contains a cyclic
At the initial stage of the substitution reaction with trimeric phosphazene ring with six aminomalonate groups

31aspartate, two P resonance peaks appeared at 22.8 attached through P–N linkages. The phosphazene ring is
(triplet) and 12.1 (doublet) ppm, which are assigned to nearly planar, and the deviations from the least-squares

˚ ˚chloropentakis(methyl-aspartato)cyclotriphosphazene [23]. plane are 0.072(0.002)A at P(1) and 20.072(0.002)A at
At the same time, the peak at 17.0 ppm, which is N(1). Since the phosphorus and nitrogen atoms have
assignable to fully substituted derivative 2, began to deviations of opposite sign, the ring has a slight tendency

31appear. As illustrated in Fig. 1, P-resonances for chloro- to be a chair conformation, but departure from planarity is
pentakis(methyl aspartato)cyclotriphosphazene gradually very small. The average value of the P–N bond distance of

˚disappears, and the peak for 2 observed at 17.0 ppm grows 1.588A; the P–N–P angle of 122.38, and the N–P–N angle
as the substitution reaction progresses. When the reaction of 116.18 in the phosphazene ring are in reasonable
is completed, only the resonance for 2 is observed. agreement with the average values reported for other

Fig. 1 shows the relative rates of the substitution symmetrically substituted cyclotriphosphazenes [25–27].
reaction with aspartate. The presence of n-Bu NBr exhibits4

a powerful effect [24] on the substitution reactions: In the 3.3. Synthesis and characterization of metal salts
absence of n-Bu NBr, the substitution by aspartate in THF4

resulted in a partial conversion to 2, even after three In order to endow the above compounds, 1, 2 and 3 with
weeks. However, in the presence of n-Bu NBr in toluene, functionality for incorporation of metal moiety, they were4
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31Fig. 1. Time dependent P-NMR spectra at RT (a), at reflux in THF (b) and at reflux in toluene in the presence of n-Bu NBr (c) for the synthesis of 2.4

subjected to hydrolysis reactions according to Scheme 2. plete hydrolysis was also confirmed by the disappearance
The sodium salts of the derivatives (1a–3a) were prepared of the resonance for the methyl or ethyl protons of esters,
by reactions of 1, 2 and 3 with sodium hydroxide in and by the shift of the carboxylate stretching frequency

21 13aqueous solution. The barium salts (1b–3b) could be from 1700 to 1561–1628 cm in the IR spectra. The C
prepared from the sodium salts (1a–3a) by metathesis NMR spectra of all of the metal salts exhibited characteris-
reaction with BaCl , or by direct hydrolysis of the esters2

1–3 with barium hydroxide in aqueous solution. All of the Table 2
Crystallographic data for 1compounds were characterized by means of multinuclear

NMR and IR spectroscopies and elemental analysis, as Formula C H N O P42 72 9 24 3

Fw 1180.00described in Section 2.
31 Temperature, K 293(2)P-NMR spectra obtained during the hydrolysis re-

˚Wavelength, A 0.71073action showed sharp singlets at around 18 ppm, which was
Crystal system trigonal

an indication that the phosphazene ring remained intact ¯Space group P3 (No. 157)
˚during the hydrolysis reaction. No other signals that might a, A 17.105(6)
˚b, A 17.105(6)be attributed to decomposition were observed. The com-
˚c, A 12.676(3)

3˚V, A 3212(2)
Table 1 Z 2

3Synthetic conditions of 1, 2 and 3 d , g /cm 1.220calcd.
21Absorption coefficient, mm 0.169

Compound Solvent Reaction Reaction Catalyst
Theta range, deg 1.37–26.99

temperature time
Reflections collected 1537

1 THF Reflux 6 h 2 Independent reflections [I.2s(I)] 1527
2 THF RT .3 weeks 2 Data to parameter ratio 1527/235

THF Reflux .1 week 2 final R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0678, wR 50.19131 2

Toluene Reflux 12 h n-Bu NBr R indices (all data)4

3 THF Reflux .1 week n-Bu NBr R 50.0703, wR 50.19534 1 2

Toluene Reflux .4 days 2
R 5oiF u2uF i /ouF u.1 o c oToluene Reflux .2 days n-Bu NBr 2 2 2 4 1 / 24 wR 5how(F 2F ) /owF j .2 o c o
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Abstract

Two mixed ligand complexes of the type CuLX for X5NCS, 1 and N 2 and L5pyrazine have been synthesized and characterized by3

spectroscopic and crystallographic methods. The IR and electronic spectra of both complexes are given and discussed. In the monoclinic
˚crystals of complex 1 each copper atom is coordinated by two nitrogen atoms from two m(N,N)-pyrazine ligands [Cu–N(av)52.011 A]

˚and one nitrogen atom and a sulfur atom from two m(N,S)-thiocyanato ligands [Cu–N52.112(7) and Cu–S52.3037(14) A] giving rise to
a two-dimensional structure with the copper atom in a distorted tetrahedral environment. The structure of complex 2 is very close to 1 and

˚ ˚contains m(1,3)-azido ligands [Cu–N52.149 A] as well as m(N,N)-pyrazine ligands [Cu–N51.994 A]. The azido ligands are symmetrical
˚[N –N 5N –N 51.191 (5) A] and linear [,N–N–N5179.78].  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.1 2 2 3

Keywords: 2-D copper(I)-pyrazine complexes; Thiocyanato and azido complexes; Crystal structures; Spectra

1. Introduction pyrazine-bridged copper(I) complex, and to the best of our
knowledge, only a few one- [12–14], two- [14–16], and

Particular attention has been devoted recently to the three-dimensional [16] pyrazine bridged copper(I) com-
development of rational synthetic routes to polymeric plexes have been reported so far.
coordination complexes because they are of interest in Recently, Moreno et al. [17] have synthesized and
connection with material science for their potential prop- structurally characterized the complex [Cu(pyrazine)Cl] .n

erties such as electrical conductivity [1], magnetism [2–5] As some other Cu(pyrazine)X, for X5Br, I or CN, have
and photochemical behavior [6]. Pyrazine and substituted been reported in the early 1960s by Lever et. al. [18,19]
pyrazines are able to act as exo-bidentate ligands giving but none of them were examined by X-ray diffraction, we
rise to the formation of oligomeric and polymeric metal prepared the corresponding thiocyanato and azido com-
complexes [7]. Hoskins and Robson [8] proposed that plexes. In the present work we report on the spectra and
infinite ordered framework may be formed by linking structural properties of these two complexes.
together tetrahedral or octahedral metal centers through rod
like connecting ligands such as pyrazine. These coordina-
tion polymers [9–11] present potential utility in host–guest 2. Experimental
chemistry, ion exchange and heterogeneous catalysis. A
significant part of the research in this field has connected Pyrazine was obtained from Aldrich and the other
systems assembled by using copper(I) salts and N,N9- chemicals were of analytical grade quality.
donor bidentate linear ligands with different rod lengths.
Despite this, only recently Otieno et al. [12] have de- 2.1. Preparation of the complexes
scribed the first one dimensional structurally characterized

2.1.1. Polymeric [Cu(pyz)SCN] complex 1n

*Corresponding author. Fax: 1965-481-6482. A stoichiometric amount of an aqueous solution of

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00045-5
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Table 1CuSO ?5H O (1.5 g, 6 mmol) was added to an aqueous4 2
Crystallographic data and processing parameterssolution of KSCN in presence of L(1)-ascorbic acid. The
Compound 1 2precipitated CuSCN was washed several times with water.

Then it was dissolved by slow addition of the calculated Molecular formula C H CuN S C H CuN5 4 3 4 4 5

quantity of KSCN under constant stirring, and filtered. To Molecular weight 201.71 185.66
Color Orange Deep redthis filtrate, an ethanolic solution of pyrazine (0.64 g, 8
System, space group Monoclinic, P2 Orthorhombic, Pnna1mmol) was added and the final mixture allowed to stand in ˚a (A) 5.757(2) 9.842(3)

a cool place for ca. 2 weeks. The complex was deposited ˚b (A) 10.467(3) 11.936(3)
as orange red plates. Alternatively, an ethanolic solution of ˚c (A) 5.864(2) 5.176(2)
Cu(NO ) .3H O (0.97 g, 4 mmol) was mixed with an a (8) 90 903 2 2

b (8) 97.91(3) 90aqueous solution of KSCN (0.39 g, 4 mmol), followed by
g (8) 90 90addition of L(1)-ascorbic acid. To this mixture, an etha- 3˚V (A) 350.0(2) 608.0(3)

nolic solution of pyrazine (0.40 g, 5 mmol) was added. Z 2 4
21After boiling for several minutes the mixture was allowed m(Mo-Ka) (mm ) 3.332 3.504

to stand for ca. 3 weeks. Yield 50%. Found: C, 29.7; H, Normalized transmission 1.000–0.291 1.000–0.204
factors2.2; N, 21.0, S, 15.5; Cu, 31.1. Calc.: C, 29.8; H, 2.0; N,

3D /D (Mg/m ) 1.914/1.90(2) 2.028/2.02(3)calc obs20.8; S, 15.7; Cu, 31.5%. IR spectrum (v5very, w5weak,
Approx. crystal size (mm) 0.4830.2430.10 0.2830.1130.0421m5medium, s5strong), n (pyrazine) cm ; 3090, 3030 w
u range of data collection (8) 5.69–30.00 3.41–30.00

(b , b ), 1485 m (b ), 1422 s (b ), 1153 s (b ) 1123 Reflections collected 2342 10831u 3u 1u 3u 1u

m (b ), 1053 m (b ), 797 s (b ), 446 s (b ). Independ. refl. /R 1876/0.0343 800/0.0597int2g 1u 2u 2u
Parameters 92 47

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.013 1.080O2.1.2. Polymeric [Cu(pyrazine) N ] complex 23 n R /wR 0.0413/0.0845 0.0806/0.13031 2By adding an ethanolic solution of Cu(NO ) ?3H O to a3 2 2 Weighting factors: a /b 0.0393/0.0000 0.0452/1.0594
23an aqueous solution of NaN followed by L(1)-ascorbic ˚Largest peak/hole (e A ) 0.585/20.383 0.591/20.7953

acid and then an ethanolic solution of pyrazine in a molar a 21 2 2 2 2 2w 5[s (F )1(aP) 1bP] and P5(F 12F ) /3.o o cratio of 1:1:2, respectively, a mixture of the azido and
nitrato complexes were coprecipitated. The separation of
the components of this mixture is not possible. and 32 (compound 2) reflections in the 2u range 15–328.

A pure sample of this complex with good quality Data were collected at 298(2) K using graphite crystal
˚crystals was obtained according to the procedure given for monochromatized Mo-Ka radiation (l50.71069 A) and

complex 1, in which NaN was added to an aqueous the v-scan technique. The intensities were corrected for3

solution of Cu(NO ) ?3H O (0.97 g, 4 mmol) in presence Lorentz-polarization effects, and for absorption. Crystallo-3 2 2

of excess L(1)-ascorbic acid. The precipitated CuN was graphic data and processing parameters are given in Table3

then dissolved by slow addition of concentrated aqueous 1.
NaN solution. After complete dissolution and filtration, The structures were solved by direct methods and3

the filtrate was mixed with an ethanolic solution of subsequent Fourier analyses. Anisotropic displacement
pyrazine (0.64 g, 8 mmol) and the final mixture was parameters were applied to non-hydrogen atoms in full-

2allowed to stand for several days in a cool place until dark matrix least-squares refinements based on F . The hydro-
red long needle-like crystals isolated. Yield 42%. Found: gen atoms were assigned with common isotropic displace-
C, 26.1; H, 2.1; N, 37.0; Cu, 34.5. Calc. C, 25.9; H, 2.2; N, ment factors and included in the final refinement cycles by

2137.7; Cu, 34.2%. IR spectrum, n (pyrazine) cm ; 3080, use of geometrical restraints. Analytical expressions of
3020 w (b , b ); 1475 m (b ); 1418s (b ); 1155s (b ); neutral-atom scattering factors were employed, and1u 3u 1u 3u 1u

1112m (b ); 1050 m (b ); 803 s (b ); 448 s (b ). anomalous dispersion corrections were incorporated. The2g 1u 2u 2u

program DIFABS [21], and the SHELXTL/PC [22] pro-
2.2. Physical measurements gram package were used for computations. In the case of

compound 1, no absolute configuration was determined
Procedures and instruments used for other physical [Flack parameter: 0.52(5)]. Selected bond distances and

measurements are as described previously [20]. bond angles are given in Tables 2 and 3.

2.3. X-ray crystal structure analysis
3. Results and discussion

A modified STOE four circle diffractometer was used
for single crystal X-ray measurements. Orientation matrix The reaction between copper(I) thiocyanate or azide
and lattice parameters were obtained by least-squares afforded the title complexes. The corresponding chloride
refinement of the diffraction data from 39 (compound 1) complex was obtained by accidental reduction of cop-
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Table 2
a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1

Cu(1)–N(1) 1.947(3) Cu(1)–N(3a) 2.075(9)
Cu(1)–N(2b) 2.112(7) Cu(1)–S(1c) 2.3037(14)
S(1)–C(1) 1.654(3) S(1)–Cu(1d) 2.3037(14)
C(1)–N(1) 1.144(5) N(2)–C(2) 1.187(13)
N(2)–C(5) 1.393(12) C(2)–C(3) 1.38(2)
C(3)–N(3) 1.261(12) N(3)–C(4) 1.487(13)
N(3)–Cu(1e) 2.075(9) C(4)–C(5) 1.38(2)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(3a) 112.2(4) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2b) 105.6(4)
N(3a)–Cu(1)–N(2b) 102.37(13) N(1)–Cu(1)–S(1c) 115.39(11)
N(3a)–Cu(1)–S(1c) 106.9(2) N(2b)–Cu(1)–S(1c) 113.7(2)
C(1)–S(1)–Cu(1d) 102.41(14) N(1)–C(1)–S(1) 176.6(9)
C(1)–N(1)–Cu(1) 168.6(6) C(2)–N(2)–Cu(1f) 124.2(7)
C(5)–N(2)–Cu(1f) 117.4(6) C(3)–N(3)–Cu(1e) 131.3(6)
C(4)–N(3)–Cu(1e) 115.1(7)
Cu(1)–N(1)–S(1)–Cu(1d) 167.3(29)

a 1 1
] ]Symmetry codes: (a) 2x11, y2 , 2z 12; (b) x21, y, z; (c) x, y, z 11; (d) x, y, z21; (e) 2x11, y1 , 2z 12; (f) x 11, y, z.2 2

˚sponding values of 2.038(4) A found in the structure of theper(II) to copper(I) in the reaction medium [17]. Allowing
corresponding chloride complex [17]. This may be becausea reaction mixture of copper(II) and pyrazine in the

2 2 of the influence of the bridging thiocyanate ligand. Thepresence of SCN or N ions for several months, how-3

Cu–NCS and Cu–SCN bond distances of 1.947(3) andever, did not afford the expected copper(I) complexes.
˚2.3037(14) A, respectively, fall well within the range ofComplexes 1 and 2 are insoluble in many polar or non-

those previously reported for related compounds [23,24].polar solvents, but they are sufficiently soluble in DMF or
The layers, see Fig. 2, can be described as formed byDMSO, giving rise to non-conducting solutions. In aque-

ous medium the azide complex is stable for several hours
and then slowly decomposes. Both complexes are diamag-
netic as expected for copper(I). In deuterated DMF or
DMSO, both complexes are not sufficiently soluble to
allow their NMR measurements.

3.1. Structures

The most relevant feature of the structure of complex 1
is the disposition of Cu(I) ions in a two-dimensional
lattice. Within each layer the metal ions are bridged by two
m(N,N)-pyrazine ligands and two m(N,S)-thiocyanato
groups. Thus, each copper ion is tetra coordinated, giving
rise to a CuN S chromophore. A view of the chromophore3

along with the labeling scheme is giving in Fig. 1, while
selected bond distances and angles are listed in Table 2.
Within the coordination polyhedron the Cu–N(pyz) dis- Fig. 1. [Cu(pyrazine)(NCS)] , (1): molecular geometry and atom label-n

˚ ing scheme. Hydrogen atoms are omitted.tances of 2.075(9) and 2.112(7) A are longer than corre-

Table 3
a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 2

Cu(1)–N(1) 1.994(5) Cu(1)–N(1b) 1.994(5)
Cu(1)–N(2b) 2.149(6) Cu(1)–N(2) 2.149(6)
N(2)–N(3) 1.191(5) N(3)–N(2a) 1.191(5)
N(1)–C(2) 1.326(8) N(1)–C(1) 1.335(9)
C(1)–C(2c) 1.388(9)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(1b) 140.4(4) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2b) 101.9(2)
N(1b)–Cu(1)–N(2b) 102.0(2) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 102.0(2)
N(1b)–Cu(1)–N(2) 101.9(2) N(2b)–Cu(1)–N(1b) 104.8(4)
N(3)–N(2)–Cu(1) 117.9(5) N(2a)–N(3)–N(2) 179.7(12)
Cu(1)–N(2)–N(2a)–Cu(1) 92.8(6)

a 1 1 1 1
] ] ] ]Symmetry codes: (a) x, 2y 1 , 2z2 ; (b) x, 2y 1 , 2z 1 ; (c) 2x, 2y, 2z.2 2 2 2
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Fig. 2. A 2-D layer structure is formed in the polymeric [Cu(pyz)(NCS)] (1). ORTEP view (approximately along the a-axis of unit cell) onto on sheet ofn

polyhedra.

two types of perpendicular mono-dimensional zigzag ing ligands and the second contains bridging 1,3-azido
chains crossing at the copper centers. Chains of the first ligands. The intra-layer Cu . . . Cu distances are 5.176 (2)

˚type run along the b-axis and have pyrazine as a bridging and 6.768 (3) A for Cu–N –Cu and Cu–pyz–Cu, respec-3

ligand, while more of the second type extend along the tively. The inter-layer stack distance, which corresponds to
˚c-axis containing bridging thiocyanate ligands. The in- one half of the cell length of the a-axis, is 4.921(3) A,

˚ ˚tralayer Cu . . . Cu distances are 5.864(2) and 6.958(4) A whereas the nearest inter-layer Cu . . . Cu is 5.560(3) A.
for Cu–NCS–Cu and Cu–pyz–Cu, respectively. Then, the In the structure of 2, each copper center is tetracoordi-
packing of the crystal structure is achieved by stacking of nated giving rise to a CuN chromophore. The Cu–N(pyz)4

˚the two-dimensional layer along the a-axis with an inter- bond distance of 1.994(5) A is shorter than corresponding
˚layer stacking distance of 5.757(2) A (i.e. cell length of values (Table 2) in complex 1, whereas Cu–N bond3

a-axis). distances match those previously reported for related
Fig. 3 illustrates the essential structure features of the compounds [25]. The m(1,3)-azido ligand is linear within

azido complex 2, and bond distances and bond angles are experimental error [N–N–N angle5179.7(12)8] and
˚listed in Table 3. As seen from Fig. 4, the structure of this symmetrical [N –N 5N –N 51.191(5) A].1 2 2 3

complex is very close to complex 1 and contains two-
dimensional layers formed by two perpendicular mono- 3.2. Electronic spectra
dimensional zigzag chains; the first has pyrazine as bridg-

The electronic spectra (Fig. 5) of the complexes show
the presence of more than one absorption band in the range
400–600 nm; the spectrum of complex 1 exhibits a very
strong and broad band centered around 420 nm and a
shoulder at ca. 500 nm, whereas 2 shows two very strong
bands at ca. 430 and 577 nm. Since no d–d transitions are

10expected for a d complex, these bands have been
assigned to a metal-to-ligand charge transfer transition
(MLCT). These MLCT bands appear at slightly higher
energies, within the visible region, than in most of Cu(I)-
pyrazine complexes, affording orange or yellow colors
[12–16]. The positions of these bands depend upon the
pyrazine substituents, since methyl groups make pyrazine a
poorer p acceptor [13]. In our complexes the MLCT bands
appear at slightly higher energies than the corresponding
Cu(pyz)Cl complex [17]. This may be attributed to the
substitution of one N-, and one S-, and two N-donorFig. 3. [Cu(pyrazine) (N )] , (2): molecular geometry and atom labeling3 n

scheme. Hydrogen atoms are omitted. ligands in complexes 1 and 2, respectively, by two
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Fig. 4. A 2-D layer structure is formed in the polymeric [Cu(pyz)(N )] (2). ORTEP view (approximately along the a-axis of unit cell) onto on sheet of3 n

polyhedra.

bridging chloride ions. This would decrease the HOMO- the two bands appear around 700–780 nm and 550–580
LUMO gap in the chloride complex. Another difference nm. In a tetrahedral molecular environment, the metal
observed between the spectra of the present complexes and valence d orbitals split into two sublevels, t and e. If the2

those of the corresponding halides and other copper(I) two MLCT bands observed in the spectra of both complex-
pyrazine complexes [17,12–16], is the appearance of two es 1 and 2 are the t –p* (500–577 nm) and e–p*2

MLCT bands in the former complexes compared with a (420–430 nm), the energy gap between them lies in the
21single band in the latter ones. This is may be due to the range 5900–3800 cm . This difference is much greater

existence of two types of N-donor atoms in the chromo- than those observed in the cases of the above arylazo
phore CuN (pyz)NS(NCS) and CuN (pyz)N (N ) in 1 and oximato or phenylazo pyridine copper(I) complexes.2 2 2 3

2, respectively, compared with CuN (pyz) [12–16]. Nevertheless, detailed molecular orbital calculations4

A similar situation occurs in the bis (arylazooximates) of should be carried out in order to obtain a best understand-
copper(I) [26,27] as well as in the bis(2- ing of the above effects.
(phenylazo)pyridine) copper(I) complex, [28] except that

3.3. IR spectra

The IR spectrum of the solid complex 1 shows two
21bands at 2125 vs and 2075 m (cm ) due to the n(CN)

21mode, in addition to a medium band at 758 cm . Bridging
N,S-thiocyanato groups are expected to exhibit two n(CN)

21bands above and below 2100 cm as well as two n(CS)
bands [29–37]. While the appearance of one n(CS) band in

21addition to a single band at 485 cm is suggestive of
N-bonded thiocyanato ligands, the two n(CN) bands are
consistent with the X-ray structural results of the complex.
The IR spectrum of complex 2 shows a single very strong

21band at 2041 cm associated with the n (N ) mode. Thisas 3

spectrum is similar to that reported for [(PPh ) CuN ]3 2 3 2

having m(1,3) bridging azide [25]. The existence of this
type of bridging azide in complex 2 is supported by the
disappearance of the stretching azide frequencies in the

21region 1350–1280 cm .Fig. 5. Electronic spectra of solid complexes. (A) [Cu(pyrazine)(NCS)] .n

(B) [Cu(pyrazine)(N )] . The IR spectrum of free pyrazine shows two absorption3 n
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Abstract

The trinuclear clusters [Pd (m -E) (dpae) ][BPh ] (E5S (1), Se (2) or Te (3); dpae51,2-bis(diphenylarsino)ethane) were synthesized3 3 2 3 4 2

and the crystal structure of [Pd (m -S) (dpae) ][BPh ] 1 was determined by X-ray diffraction methods. The structure of [Pd (m -3 3 2 3 4 2 3 3
21 22S) (dpae) ] comprises three square planar PdS As coordination planes sharing two m -S ions. In the central trigonal bipyramidal2 3 2 2 3

˚Pd S core the interatomic distances are Pd–S 2.337(mean) and S???S 3.083(7) A; there are two shorter Pd???Pd distances of 3.008(3) and3 2

˚ ˚2.998(2) A and one longer Pd???Pd distance of 3.117(3) A. The reduction process of 1, 2 and 3 has been studied by cyclic voltammetry.
21 21The clusters 2 and 3 are reversibly reduced and oxidized at the scan rate of 500 mV s and 100 mV s , respectively at 255 K. The

21cluster 1 is not reduced reversibly at a scan rate of 500 mV s at 255 K. The ease of reduction and the extent of reversibility are in the
order Te.Se.S for the [Pd (m -E) (dpae) ][BPh ] clusters.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.3 3 2 3 4 2

Keywords: Trinuclear cluster; Palladium; Chalcogenido ions, 1,2-Bis(diphenylarsino)ethane; X-ray structure

211. Introduction E) (dpae) ] (E5S, Se or Te) clusters. The dpae ligand2 3

chelates to a metal ion through its two arsenic atoms. As
In previous papers [1–3] we synthesized trinuclear the arsenic atom functions as a harder Lewis base than the

21clusters [M (m -E) (L) ] (M5Ni, Pd or Pt; E5S, Se or phosphorus atom, we were interested to learn whether we3 3 2 3

Te; L5bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm), 1,2-bis- could obtain chalcogenido bridged trinuclear [M (m -3 3
21 21(diphenylphosphino)ethane (dppe), 1,3-bis(diphenylphos- E) (dpae) ] clusters using a reaction between Pd ,2 3

phino)propane (dppp) or 1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane NaEH (E5S, Se or Te) and dpae, though we had already
21(dppb)) and studied their redox behavior by use of cyclic obtained the trinuclear [M (m -E) (L) ] (L5dppm,3 3 2 3

voltammetry. The extent of chemical reversibility of the dppe, dppp or dppb) clusters using an analogous reaction.
21reduction process of the [M (m -E) (L) ] clusters de- We were also interested in the redox behavior of [Pd (m -3 3 2 3 3 3

21pends on the chelate ring size and varies in the order E) (dpae) ] clusters in connection with that of the2 3
21L5dppe.dppp.dppb5dppm for the clusters. For the [M (m -E) (L) ] clusters. In this paper synthesis and3 3 2 3

21[M (m -E) (dppe) ] clusters, containing the same metal cyclic voltammetry of the reduction process of [Pd (m -3 3 2 3 3 3

ion, the extent of reversibility improves in the order Te. E) (dpae) ][BPh ] (E5S, Se or Te) clusters and X-ray2 3 4 2

Se.S. The ease of reduction follows the order Te.Se.S structure of [Pd (m -S) (dpae) ][BPh ] are described.3 3 2 3 4 2
21regarding the chalcogenido ligands of [M (m -E) (L) ]3 3 2 3

(M5Ni, Pd or Pt; E5S, Se or Te; L5dppe, dppp or dppb)
containing the same metal ion and the same phosphine.

2. Experimental
In this investigation we used 1,2-bis(diphenylar-

sino)ethane (dpae) to synthesize trinuclear [Pd (m -3 3 2.1. Reagents

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 181-6-6605-2649; fax: 181-6-6605-
All experiments were performed under an atmosphere of2522.

E-mail address: matsumot@sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp (K. Matsumoto) dry argon using solvents degassed prior to use. Acetonitrile

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00059-5
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23(MeCN) and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) were F(000)52492, Z52, D 51.41 g cm and m(MoKa)5c
21purified using a standard method. 1,2-Bis(diphenylar- 22.2 cm .

sino)ethane (dpae) was purchased from Aldrich and used A yellow crystal with an approximate dimension of
without further purification. NaSH [4] and NaSeH [5] were 0.1230.4530.64 mm was selected. The reflection data
prepared according to the methods described previously. were collected at 23618C on a Rigaku AFC7S diffrac-
The preparation of NaTeH was analogous to that of NaSeH tometer (40 kV and 40 mA) using graphite-monochromated

˚except for the heating of a mixture of tellurium powder MoKa radiation (l50.71069 A). The v22u scan mode
21and NaBH in ethanol. was used with the scan speed of 5 8m and the scan width4

of (1.010.3 tanu )8. Of 13 134 reflections measured up to
2.2. Preparation of [Pd (m -S) (dpae) ][BPh ] 1 2u5428, 12 518 were unique (R 50.039), 7078 of which3 3 2 3 4 2 int

were considered as observed (I53s(I)). An empirical
A mixture of Pd(CH COO) (0.5 mmol, 112 mg) and absorption correction base on the C scan was applied. The3 2

3dpae (0.5 mmol, 245 mg) in MeCN (20 cm ) was stirred maximum and minimum transmission factors were 0.645
for 3 h. NaSH (0.5 mmol, 28 mg) was added and the and 1.000.
mixture was reacted for 20 h at room temperature. The The structure was solved by the Patterson method [6,7]
solution was mixed with NaBPh (0.35 mmol, 120 mg) and refined on F by full-matrix least-squares using the4

and filtered. The filtrate was placed in air for a couple of anisotropic thermal parameters for the Pd, As and S atoms
days. Yellow crystals were obtained in 12% yield (50 mg) and the isotropic temperature factors for C and B atoms
upon recrystallization from MeCN. (Found: C, 60.6: H, [8]. The hydrogen atoms were placed at an idealized

˚4.7%. [Pd S (C H As ) ][B(C H ) ] requires C, 61.0; position (C–H50.96 A) with B (H)51.2B (C) and their3 2 26 24 2 3 6 5 4 2 iso iso

H, 4.5%). A single crystal of this product was selected for parameters were not refined. The function minimized was
2 2X-ray diffraction studies. Sw(uFou2uFcu) , where w51/s (Fo) was used. The final

agreement indices for 612 parameters were R50.063 and
2.3. Preparation of [Pd (m -Se) (dpae) ][BPh ] 2 Rw50.053 with GOF of 2.75. The maximum and mini-3 3 2 3 4 2

mum residual electron densities which were observed
23˚Pd(CH COO) (0.5 mmol, 112 mg) and dpae (0.5 around a Pd atom were 0.83 and 20.67 eA . The3 2

3mmol, 245 mg) were mixed in MeCN (20 cm ). After maximum shift of the parameters in the final refinement
3stirring for 3 h NaSeH (0.4 mmol, 40 mg) in 3 cm of was less than their errors (D /s50.25).

ethanol was added and the mixture was reacted for 20 h at
room temperature. The solution was mixed with NaBPh4 2.6. Measurements
(0.35 mmol, 120 mg) and filtered. The filtrate was placed
in air for 3 days. Yellow crystals were obtained in 20%

Cyclic voltammograms were recorded at 29361 K and
yield (80 mg) upon recrystallization from MeCN. (Found:

25561 K with a Yanaco P-1100 system equipped with a
C, 58.3: H, 4.3%. [Pd Se (C H As ) ][B(C H ) ]3 2 26 24 2 3 6 5 4 2 Rikadenki RW201K x–y recorder. The working and coun-
requires C, 58.8; H, 4.4%).

ter electrodes were a glassy carbon disk and a platinum
wire. The Ag–AgCl reference electrode was used in a2.4. Preparation of [Pd (m -Te) (dpae) ][BPh ] 33 3 2 3 4 2 DMF solution. Potentials were measured against the
ferrocenium–ferrocene couple as an internal standard.

Pd(NO ) (0.5 mmol, 115 mg) was dissolved with3 2 Tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP) was used as a3stirring in CH CN (20 cm ), dpae (0.5 mmol, 245 mg)3 supporting electrolyte.
was also added. After stirring for 3 h NaTeH (0.4 mmol,

Controlled potential Coulometry of 1 was carried out at360 mg) in 8 cm of ethanol was added and the solution
29661 K in a standard H-type cell with an Hokuto

reacted for 20 h at room temperature. The solution was
HA-501 potentiostat and a Rikadenki RW-11T x–y recor-

mixed with NaBPh (0.35 mmol, 120 mg), stirred for 0.2 h4 der using the t–y mode to obtain the total charge con-
and filtered. The filtrate which was placed in air for 3 days

sumed. The working electrode was of reticulated vitreous
at room temperature gave reddish brown crystals. The

carbon and the counter electrode was a platinum wire. The
product was recrystallized from MeCN. Yield 10% (50

Ag–AgCl reference electrode was used in a DMF solution.
mg). (Found: C, 56.8: H, 4.3; N, 0.5%.
[Pd Se (C H As ) ][B(C H ) ] CH CN requires C,3 2 26 24 2 3 6 5 4 2 3

56.7; H, 4.2; N, 0.5%).
3. Results and discussion

2.5. Crystallography
The trinuclear clusters 1, 2 and 3 were prepared by an

C H As B Pd S 1, M52480.7, triclinic, space analogous method used in the preparation of [M (m -126 112 6 2 3 2 3 3] 21˚group P1, a515.556(7), b529.869(8), c514.306(5) A, E) (dppe) ] . They are air-stable and soluble in acetoni-2 33˚a599.28(5), b5116.25(5), g590.60(6)8, V55858(5) A , trile and DMF. ORTEP drawing of cluster cation of 1 is
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influenced by the bulky ligand and/or the crystal packing.
On the contrary two longer and one shorter Pd???Pd
distances are observed in [Pd (m -S) (PMe ) ][BPh ]3 3 2 3 6 4 2

[9]. The Pd???Pd distances in 1 are much longer than that
˚found in the palladium metal (2.75 A) [10] and are too

long to be assigned as any Pd–Pd interaction. The S(1)???
˚S(2) distance is 3.083(7) A which also excludes a direct

S???S interaction. The Pd–S bond lengths range from
˚2.310(5) to 2.358(4) A. These values are comparable with

those observed previously [9]. The Pd–As bond lengths
˚are between 2.362(2) and 2.387(2) A, which are about 0.1

Å longer than the Pd–P bond lengths found in [Pd (m -3 3

S) (PMe ) ][BPh ] . The mean value of the S–Pd–S2 3 6 4 2

angles (82.58) is about 38 greater than the S–Pd–S angle in
[Pd (m -S) (PMe ) ][BPh ] , while that of the As–Pd–As3 3 2 3 6 4 2

angles (84.908) is about 128 smaller than the P–Pd–P
angle in [Pd (m -S) (PMe ) ][BPh ] . The smaller As–3 3 2 3 6 4 2

Pd–As angle may cause an enlargement of the S–Pd–S
angles of 1 compared with those of [Pd (m -3 3

21Fig. 1. Structure of the trinuclear cluster [Pd (m -S) (dpae) ] . Phenyl S) (PMe ) ][BPh ] and consequently result in the3 3 2 3 2 3 6 4 2
rings and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Only the ipso carbon elongation of the central trigonal bipyramidal Pd S core3 2
atoms of the phenyl rings are drawn. of 1 in the S???S direction.

Fig. 2 gives the cyclic voltammograms of 1, 2 and 3 in a
shown in Fig. 1. Selected bond lengths and angles are
given in Table 1. The structure may be described by three

22planar PdAs S coordination planes capped by two m -S2 2 3

ligands. The PdAs S coordination planes are tetrahedrally2 2

distorted square planar; the maximum deviation of the
˚atom is 0.265(4) A for S(1) of the [S(1), S(2), As(1),

As(2)] plane. In the central trigonal bipyramidal Pd S3 2

core of the cluster the triangle formed by the three Pd
atoms is not equilateral. The Pd???Pd distances are Pd(1)???
Pd(2) 3.008(3), Pd(1)???Pd(3) 2.998(2) and Pd(2)???Pd(3)

˚3.117(3) A. The Pd(2)???Pd(3) distance is significantly
longer than the other two. As each Pd atom is well
separated, the distances between the Pd atoms would be

Table 1
˚Important interatomic distances (A) and angles (8) for [Pd (m -3 3

S) (dpae) ][BPh ] 12 3 4 2

Pd(1)???Pd(2) 3.008(3) Pd(2)???Pd(1)???Pd(3) 62.52(5)
Pd(2)???Pd(3) 3.117(3) Pd(1)???Pd(2)???Pd(3) 58.58(6)
Pd(1)???Pd(3) 2.998(2) Pd(1)???Pd(3)???Pd(2) 58.89(5)
S(1)???S(2) 3.083(7) Pd(1)–S(1)–Pd(2) 80.7(2)
Pd(1)–S(1) 2.335(5) Pd(1)–S(1)–Pd(3) 79.9(2)
Pd(2)–S(1) 2.310(5) Pd(2)–S(1)–Pd(3) 84.3(2)
Pd(3)–S(1) 2.333(5) Pd(1)–S(2)–Pd(2) 79.7(1)
Pd(1)–S(2) 2.358(4) Pd(1)–S(2)–Pd(3) 79.1(1)
Pd(2)–S(2) 2.337(5) Pd(2)–S(2)–Pd(3) 83.4(2)
Pd(3)–S(2) 2.350(5) S(1)–Pd(1)–S(2) 82.1(2)
Pd(1)–As(1) 2.362(2) S(1)–Pd(2)–S(2) 83.1(2)
Pd(1)–As(2) 2.376(3) S(1)–Pd(3)–S(2) 82.3(2)
Pd(2)–As(3) 2.369(3) As(1)–Pd(1)–As(2) 85.22(8)
Pd(2)–As(4) 2.387(2) As(3)–Pd(2)–As(4) 85.03(9)
Pd(3)–As(5) 2.367(2) As(5)–Pd(3)–As(6) 84.44(8) 24 23Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammograms of 5310 mol dm clusters 1 (a), 2 (b)
Pd(3)–As(6) 2.378(3) 23and 3 (d) in DMF solution containing 0.1 mol dm TBAP at a scan rate
As–C(C H ) 1.92 (mean) 216 5 of 100 mV s at 255 K and that of cluster 3 (c) at a scan rate of 100 mV
As–C(CH ) 1.94 (mean) 212 s at 293 K.
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Table 2
a 23 21Peak potential values for the two-electron reduction of clusters 1–3 in DMF solution (supporting electrolyte TBAP 0.1 mol dm ; scan rate 100 mV s )

Cluster Epc (V) Epa (V)

[Pd (m -S) (dpae) ][BPh ] 1 21.623 3 2 3 4 2

(21.65) (21.59)
[Pd (m -Se) (dpae) ][BPh ] 2 21.593 3 2 3 4 2

(21.64) (21.51)
[Pd (m -Te) (dpae) ][BPh ] 3 21.47 21.323 3 2 3 4 2

(21.39) (21.25)
a Values at 293 K; those in parentheses refer to 255 K.

DMF solution. The cyclic voltammograms of 1 and 2 show Supplementary data
one reduction peak at 21.62 and 21.59 V, respectively, at
293 K. At 255 K a reduction peak at 21.65 V with an Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
associated much smaller oxidation peak at 21.59 V is Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting
exhibited in the cyclic voltammogram of 1 at a scan rate of the deposition number 106538.

21100 mV s (Fig. 2(a)) and the reduction is not reversible
21at the scan rate of 500 mV s because of the presence of

chemical reactions following the reduction process. Con- References
trolled potential coulometry for 1 at 21.95 V indicates that
the process involves a two-electron reduction. An analo- [1] K. Matsumoto, N. Saiga, S. Tanaka, S. Ooi, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton

Trans (1991) 1265.gous cyclic voltammogram with a reduction peak at 21.64
[2] K. Matsumoto, M. Ikuzawa, M. Kamikubo, S. Ooi, Inorg. Chim.V and an oxidation peak at 21.51 V was observed for 2 at

Acta 217 (1994) 129.21a scan rate of 100 mV s (Fig. 2(b)) and the reduction is [3] K. Matsumoto, K. Takahashi, M. Ikuzawa, H. Kimoto, S. Okeya,
21reversible at a scan rate of 500 mV s at 255 K, indicating Inorg. Chim. Acta 281 (1998) 174.

´ ¨[4] F. Feher, in: G. Brauer (Ed.), Handbuch der Praparativen Anorganis-the presence of slower chemical reactions compared with
chen Chemie, Vol. 1, Ferdinand Enke Verlag, Stuttgart, 1954, p. 278.those of 1. The cyclic voltammogram of 3 gives a

[5] D.L. Klayman, T.S. Griffin, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 95 (1973) 197.reduction peak at 21.47 V and a slightly smaller oxidation
[6] P.T. Beurskens, G. Admiraal, G. Beurskens, W.P. Bosman, S. Garcia-21peak at 21.32 V at a scan rate of 100 mV s at 293 K Granda, R.O. Gould, J.M.M. Smits, C. Smykalla, PATTY, The

(Fig. 2(c)) and a chemically reversible couple is exhibited DIRDIF-94 Program System. Technical Report of the Crystal-
21

lography Laboratory, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands,at 21.32 V at a scan rate of 100 mV s at 255 K (Fig.
1992.2(d)). The process is considered a two-electron transfer for

[7] P.T. Beurskens, G. Admiraal, G. Beurskens, W.P. Bosman, R. de2 and 3. The extent of reversibility improves in the order
Gelder, R. Israel, J.M.M. Smits, DIRDIF-94, The DIRDIF-94

Te (3).Se (2).S (1) for the clusters [Pd (m -E)3 3 2 Program System. Technical Report of the Crystallography Labora-
(dpae) ][BPh ] . Numerical data from cyclic voltammo- tory, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 1994.3 4 2

[8] teXsan. Crystal Structure Analysis Package. Molecular Structuregrams of the reduction process for 1, 2 and 3 are
Corporation, 1985 and 1992.summarized in Table 2. The ease of reduction follows the

[9] H. Werner, W. Bertleff, U. Schubert, Inorg. Chim. Acta 43 (1980)same order Te.Se.S, with respect to the chalcogenido
199.

ligand of the clusters. The displacement of dppe in [10] W. Hume-Rothery, K. Lonsdale, International Tables For X-ray21[Pd (m -E) (dppe) ] (E5S, Se or Te) [1,2] by dpae Crystallography, Vol. 3, Kynoch Press, Birmingham 1962, p. 277.3 3 2 3

indicates that the reduction potential of [Pd (m -3 3
21E) (dpae) ] (E5S, Se or Te) is about 300 mV higher2 3

21than that of the [Pd (m -E) (dppe) ] , though the ease of3 3 2 3
21reduction for [Pd (m -E) (dpae) ] is the same order (Te3 3 2 3

21(3).Se (2).S (1)) as that for [Pd (m -E) (dppe) ] .3 3 2 3
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Abstract

i i iThe ferrocene-functionalised anilines 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C H NH (3a), 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C H N(SiMe ) (3b), 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;C-C H NH2 6 2 2 2 6 2 3 2 2 6 2 2
i(5a) and 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;C-C H N(SiMe ) (5b) (Fc5ferrocenyl) have been prepared by Pd-catalysed cross-coupling reactions. The2 6 2 3 2

crystal structure of 5b has been determined. The NSi plane and the aryl ring plane form a dihedral angle of 89.8 8. The N atom is trigonal2
˚planar [C–N distance 1.459(4) A]. The Cp ring and the aryl ring planes, which are connected by the C;C spacer, form a dihedral angle

iof 85.8 8. 3a and 5a have been utilised for the preparation of the novel redox-functionalised imido complexes [Mo(N-2,6-Pr -4-Fc-2
iC H ) Cl (DME)] (6) and [Mo(N-2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;C-C H ) Cl (DME)] (7) (DME51,2-dimethoxyethane). Electrochemical inves-6 2 2 2 2 6 2 2 2

tigations by cyclic voltammetry revealed a pronounced interaction between the respective N functional group and the ferrocenyl moiety
for all six compounds, which is largest for 6.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Cyclic voltammetry; Ferrocene, functionalised; Imido ligand, redox-functionalised; Iron; Molybdenum

1. Introduction glovebox. Solvents and reagents were appropriately dried
and purified by using standard procedures. NMR spectra

The great current interest in ferrocene-functionalised were recorded at 300 K with a Bruker DRX 500 spec-
1ligands is mainly due to the special stereo- and redox- trometer operating at 500.13 MHz for H; TMS was used

chemical properties of the ferrocene moiety. Such ligands as external reference. Cyclic voltammograms were re-
have found widespread application for asymmetric corded with an EG&G Princeton Applied Research Poten-
catalysis [1–3] and redox-chemical sensors [4–7], and tiostat /Galvanostat Model 273A; ferrocene or de-
their potential for a variety of areas such as, for example, camethylferrocene was used as internal reference. Elemen-
thermotropic liquid crystals [8] and redox-tunable catalysts tal analyses were performed by the Microanalytical Lab-

i¨[9] is starting to emerge. The vast majority of ferrocene- oratory of the Universitat Bielefeld. 2,6-Pr -4-I-C H NH2 6 2 2
ifunctionalised ligands known to date are phosphanes and (2a) was prepared from commercially available 2,6-Pr -2

oxygen-, nitrogen- or sulfur-containing macrocycles. In- C H NH and iodine in a degassed aqueous solution of6 3 2
ivestigations concerning further important ligand platforms NaHCO [19]. 2,6-Pr -4-I-C H N(SiMe ) (2b) was ob-3 2 6 2 3 2

are still rare. We are therefore currently investigating the tained from 2a by a standard lithiation /silylation sequence
use of ferrocene-functionalised (oligo-)pyridine and or- using lithium diisopropylamide and chlorotrimethylsilane.
ganoimido ligands in transition metal chemistry, and here Ethinylferrocene (4) [20], Pd(PPh ) [21] and Pd(dba)3 4 2

report on results from our imido chemistry program. [22] were prepared according to published procedures.

i2.1. Synthesis of 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C H NH (3a)2 6 2 22. Experimental
t 3Bu Li (10.0 cm of a 1.70 M solution in pentane, 17.0

All manipulations were performed in an inert atmos- mmol) was added slowly to a stirred solution of ferrocene
phere (purified argon or dinitrogen) by using standard 3(1.30 g, 7.00 mmol) in THF (50 cm ) at 2208C. The
Schlenk and cannula techniques or a conventional mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and

was stirred for 30 min. Volatile components were removed
3

*Corresponding author. in vacuo. The residue was dissolved in THF (30 cm ).

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00057-1
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Subsequently, a solution of ZnCl (0.95 g, 7.00 mmol) in (C H ), 84.9 (C;C), 87.2 (C;C), 113.0 (C), 126.4 (Ar2 5 4
3 CH), 132.2 (quart Ar C), 140.4 (C ). Anal. Calcd forTHF (10 cm ) was added. After stirring of the mixture for ipso

C H NFe (385.3): C, 74.82; H, 7.06; N, 3.64. Found: C,30 min it was added to a solution containing 2a (1.73 g, 24 27
3 74.78; H, 7.14; N, 3.50.5.70 mmol) and a few mg of Pd(PPh ) in THF (35 cm ).3 4

The resulting solution was stirred for 15 h at room
i2.4. Synthesis of 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;C-C H N(SiMe )temperature and was refluxed for 1 h. It was allowed to 2 6 2 3 2

(5b)cool to room temperature and was then quenched with 0.10
3 3M HCl (50 cm ) and extracted with CHCl (3330 cm ).3

In analogy to the preparation of 5a, compound 5b (4.15The combined organic layers were dried with Na SO .2 4

g, 74%) was obtained as a yellow solid from 2b (3.86 g,Volatile components (solvents and ferrocene) were re-
110.6 mmol). H NMR (CDCl ): d 0.07 (s, 18 H, SiMe ),moved in vacuo. The crude product was purified by 3 3

3 31.18 (d, J 56.9 Hz,12 H, CHMe ), 3.42 (sept, J 56.9column chromatography (silica gel, eluent CHCl ) to yield HH 2 HH3
1 Hz, 2 H, CHMe ), 4.21 (‘t’, apparent J 51.8 Hz, 2 H,3a (2.60 g, 74%) as an orange viscous oil. H-NMR 2 HH

3 C H ), 4.23 (s, 5 H, C H ), 4.48 (‘t’, apparent J 51.5(CDCl ): d 1.30 (d, J 56.8 Hz,12 H, CHMe ), 2.93 5 4 5 5 HH3 HH 2
13 13 Hz, 2 H, C H ), 7.17 (s, 2 H, ArH). Ch Hj NMR(sept, J 56.8 Hz, 2 H, CHMe ), 3.67 (br s, 2 H, NH ), 5 4HH 2 2

(CDCl ): d 2.5 (SiMe ), 25.0 (CHMe ), 27.4 (CHMe ),4.03 (s, 5 H, C H ), 4.23 (s, 2 H, C H ), 4.53 (s, 2 H, 3 3 2 25 5 5 4
13 1 65.9 (C H ), 68.6 (C H ), 69.9 (C H ), 71.3 (C H ), 86.5C H ), 7.12 (s, 2 H, ArH). Ch Hj NMR (CDCl ): d 22.5 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 45 4 3

(C;C), 119.1 (quart Ar C), 127.2 (Ar CH), 143.8 (quart(CHMe ), 27.9 (CHMe ), 66.4 (C H ), 68.0 (C H ), 69.42 2 5 4 5 4
Ar C), 147.2 (C ). Anal. Calcd for C H NSi Fe(C H ), 88.8 (C H ), 121.5 (Ar CH), 128.5 (quart Ar C), ipso 30 43 25 5 5 4
(529.7): C, 68.03; H, 8.18; N, 2.64. Found: C, 67.75; H,132.2 (quart Ar C), 138.7 (C ). Anal. Calcd foripso
8.32; N, 2.56.C H NFe (361.3): C,73.14; H, 7.53; N, 3.88. Found: C,22 27

72.82; H, 7.44; N, 3.68.
i2.5. Synthesis of Mo(N-2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C H ) Cl (DME)2 6 2 2 2

(6)i2.2. Synthesis of 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C H N(SiMe ) (3b)2 6 2 3 2

Triethylamine (0.58 g, 5.76 mmol), chlorotrimethyl-
In analogy to the preparation of 3a, compound 3b (2.60 silane (1.04 g, 9.60 mmol) and a solution of 3a (0.60 g,

3g, 46%) was obtained from 2b (5.00 g, 11.2 mmol) after 1.92 mmol) in DME (10 cm ) were added sequentially to a
one crystallisation of the crude product from hot methanol. suspension of sodium molybdate (0.20 g, 0.96 mmol) in1

3H NMR (CDCl ): d 0.10 (s, 18 H, SiMe ), 1.23 (d,3 3 DME (20 cm ) placed in a thick-walled Rotaflo ampoule.3 3J 56.9 Hz, 12 H, CHMe ), 3.45 (sept, J 56.9 Hz, 2HH 2 HH The mixture was stirred at 608C for 15 h. Insoluble
H, CHMe ), 3.98 (s, 5 H, C H ), 4.26 (‘t’, apparent2 5 5 material was filtered off and washed with DME (235

3J 51.7 Hz, 2 H, C H ), 4.62 (‘t’, apparent J 51.7 Hz,HH 5 4 HH cm ). The red solution was reduced to dryness in vacuo.13 12 H, C H ), 7.12 (s, 2 H, ArH). Ch Hj NMR (CDCl ): d5 4 3 The remaining solid was washed with n-hexane (335
32.5 (SiMe ), 25.1 (CHMe ), 27.4 (CHMe ), 66.3 (C H ),3 2 2 5 4 cm ) affording 6 (0.71 g, 76%) as a deep red, mi-

68.5 (C H ), 69.6 (C H ), 86.5 (C H ), 121.4 (Ar CH), 1 35 4 5 5 5 4 crocrystalline solid. H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.11 (d, J 53 HH133.9 (quart Ar C), 141.5 (quart Ar C), 146.5 (C ).ipso 6.3 Hz, 24 H, CHMe ), 3.80 (s, 6 H, OMe), 3.94 (m, 8 H,2Anal. Calcd for C H NSi Fe (505.3): C, 66.56; H, 8.58;28 43 2 CHMe and OCH ), 4.01 (s, 10 H, C H ), 4.30 (s, 4 H,2 2 5 5N, 2.77. Found: C, 66.61; H, 8.74; N, 2.72. 13 1C H ), 4.61 (s, 4 H, C H ), 7.13 (s, 4 H, ArH). Ch Hj5 4 5 4

NMR (CDCl ): d 24.9 (CHMe ), 27.2 (CHMe ), 62.13 2 2
i (OMe), 66.3 (C H ), 68.8 (C H ), 69.3 (C H ), 71.22.3. Synthesis of 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;C-C H NH (5a) 5 4 5 4 5 52 6 2 2

(OCH ), 85.2 (C H ), 120.2 (Ar CH), 137.8 (quart Ar C),2 5 4

144.1 (quart Ar C), 151.6 (C ). Anal. Calcd forPd(dba) (0.17 g, 0.3 mmol) was added to a degassed ipso2

C H N Cl Fe MoO (975.6): C, 59.09; H, 6.20; N,solution of ethinylferrocene (4) (3.17 g, 15.1 mmol), 2a 48 60 2 2 2 2

2.87. Found: C, 59.82; H, 6.44; N, 2.90.(4.57 g, 15.1 mmol), PPh (0.24 g, 0.9 mmol) and CuI (303
3mg, 0.2 mmol) in triethylamine (150 cm ) placed in a

i2.6. Synthesis of Mo(N-2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;C-thick-walled Rotaflo ampoule. The solution was stirred at 2

C H ) Cl (DME) (7)658C for 6 h. The precipitate was filtered off. Volatile 6 2 2 2

components were removed in vacuo from the filtrate. The
In analogy to the preparation of 6, complex 7 (1.67 g,residue was recrystallised from n-hexane to give 5a (2.97

1 79%) was obtained as a deep red, microcrystalline solidg, 51%) as an orange solid. H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.27 (d,3
3 3 from triethylamine (1.26 g, 11.4 mmol), chlorotrimethyl-J 56.9 Hz,12 H, CHMe ), 2.86 (sept, J 56.9 Hz, 2HH 2 HH

silane (2.25 g, 20.7 mmol), 3b (1.60 g, 4.14 mmol), andH, CHMe ), 3.85 (br s, 2 H, NH ), 4.19 (s, 2 H, C H ),2 2 5 4
3sodium molybdate (0.42 g, 2.07 mmol) in DME (55 cm ).4.23 (s, 5 H, C H ), 4.46 (s, 2 H, C H ), 7.16 (s, 2 H,5 5 5 4

1 313 1 H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.06 (d, J 56.6 Hz, 24 H,ArH). Ch Hj NMR (CDCl ): d 22.3 (CHMe ), 27.9 3 HH3 2

CHMe ), 3.51 (s, 6 H, OMe), 3.66 (s, 4 H, OCH ), 3.84(CHMe ), 66.5 (C H ), 68.4 (C H ), 69.9 (C H ), 72.2 2 22 5 4 5 4 5 5
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Table 1
Crystallographic data for compound 5b

Empirical formula C H FeNSi Index ranges 0#h#10, 0#k#19, 222#l#2230 43 2
21Formula weight 529.68 m, mm 0.610

Space group Monoclinic, P2 /c F(000) 11361
˚a, A 9.185(7) u range, deg 2.12–24.99
˚b, A 16.734(11) Reflections collected 5543
˚c, A 19.273(12) Unique reflections 5197 (R 50.0375)int

b, deg 94.25(6) Data / restraints /parameters 5197/0 /317
3˚V, A 2954(3) R /R 2 [I.2s(I)] 0.0481/0.1148 (3934 reflections)F F

2Z 4 Goodness-of-fit on F 1.014
33 ˚r , g /cm 1.191 Largest diff. peak and hole, e /A 0.293 and 20.323calcd

3(sept, J 56.6 Hz, 4 H, CHMe ),4.01 (s, 10 H, C H ),HH 2 5 5

4.23 (s, 14 H, C H and C H ), 4.47 (s, 4 H, C H ), 7.135 5 5 4 5 4
13 1(s, 4 H, ArH). Ch Hj NMR (CDCl ): d 24.1 (CHMe ),3 2

27.3 (CHMe ), 62.6 (br, OMe), 64.8 (C H ), 68.5 (C H ),2 5 4 5 4

69.5 (C H ), 71.0 (C H ), 86.1 (C;C), 89.2 (C;C),5 5 5 4

121.9 (quart Ar C), 125.6 (Ar CH), 144.4 (quart Ar C),
152.2 (C ). Anal. Calcd for C H N Cl Fe MoOipso 52 60 2 2 2 2

(1023.6): C, 61.02; H, 5.91; N, 2.74. Found: C, 61.63; H,
6.05; N, 2.99.

i2.7. X-ray crystal structure analysis of 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;2

C-C H N(SiMe ) (5b)6 2 3 2
Scheme 1. Synthesis of the ferrocenyl-functionalised anilines 3 and 5 by
Pd-catalysed cross-coupling reactions.A yellow crystal with dimensions 0.4030.2030.20 mm

was used for data collection at 173(2) K on a Siemens P3
four-circle diffractometer with graphite-monochromated

structure analysis. A view of the molecule is shown in Fig.˚Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073 A). The structure was
1.

solved by direct methods. Programs used were Siemens
The aryl unit and the ferrocenyl unit are undistorted.

SHELXTL PLUS [23] and SHELXL 97 [24]. Full-matrix
Their respective C–C bond lengths are identical within2least-squares refinement on F was carried out aniso- ˚experimental error, their average value being 1.40 A for

tropically for the non-hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen atoms ˚the C ring and 1.42 A for the cyclopentadienyl rings. The6were included at calculated positions using a riding model.
Cp rings are arranged in an eclipsed orientation and exhibit

Further details are given in Table 1. ˚an average Fe–C bond length of 2.04 A. The acetylene
group is almost linear [C(1)-C(11)-C(12), 176.8(3);
C(11)-C(12)-C(13), 176.5(3)8] and has a C–C distance of

˚3. Results and discussion 1.207(4) A; the distance between each acetylene carbon

We have investigated a number of ferrocene-bearing
2,6-diisopropylanilines as arylimido ligand precursors for
the synthesis of redox-functionalised organoimido com-
plexes. The synthesis of the anilines is outlined in Scheme
1.

iNegishi coupling [10] of FcZnCl (1) with 2,6-Pr -4-I-2
iC H NH (2a) and 2,6-Pr -4-I-C H N(SiMe ) (2b)6 2 2 2 6 2 3 2

i iyielded 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C H NH (3a) and 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-2 6 2 2 2

C H N(SiMe ) (3b), respectively. Similarly, Sonogashira6 2 3 2

coupling [11] of FcC;CH (4) with 2a and 2b afforded
i i2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;C-C H NH (5a) and 2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;C-2 6 2 2 2

C H N(SiMe ) (5b), respectively. It is noteworthy that6 2 3 2 ˚Fig. 1. ORTEP drawing of 5b. Selected bond lengths (A) and angles
the presence of an unprotected primary amino group in 2a (deg): Si(1)–N(1) 1.749(3), Si(2)–N(1) 1.747(3), C(15)–C(19) 1.522(4),
and 3a does not affect the product yields. C(17)–C(28) 1.522(4); Si(1)–N(1)–Si(2) 125.02(16), C(14)–C(15)–

C(19) 118.8(3), C(18)–C(17)–C(28) 118.6(3).5b has been investigated by a single-crystal X-ray
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2 Table 2atom and the sp carbon atom attached to it is 1.431(4)
Formal electrode potentials (in V, vs ferrocene / ferrocenium) for the˚[C(1)–C(11)] and 1.439(4) A [C(12)–C(13)], respective-
oxidation process of the present ferrocenyl-functionalised compounds in

ly. These values are unexceptional and compare well adichloromethane solution
with those of other structurally characterised (phenyl-

Compound 3a 5a 3b 5b 6 7ethynyl)ferrocenes [12–14]. A striking feature of the
09E 20.10 10.05 20.03 10.10 10.03 10.12structure of 5b is the fact that the Cp ring plane and the 0 / 1

0 b9DE 10.07 10.05 10.13 10.07aryl ring plane, which are connected by the acetylene
a Conditions: 298 K; supporting electrolyte, NBu PF (0.1 M); Pt diskspacer, are almost perpendicular to each other, their 4 6

working electrode, Ag wire pseudo-reference electrode, Pt wire counterdihedral angle being 85.88. This may be the result of
electrode; scan rate, 0.1 V/s; solute concentration, 1 mM; confidence limitcrystal packing forces, but it may also reflect an interaction
0.01 V.

bof each aromatic ring with a different one of the two Referenced to the respective parent aniline (3a or 5a).
orthogonal p bonds of the acetylene unit. Although such a
perpendicular orientation is not unprecedented [12], we
note that in the majority of related compounds a more or
less coplanar arrangement of the rings has been observed in accord with a distorted octahedral core geometry with
[12–14]. Owing to the severe steric congestion around the cis coordinating DME and imido ligands and a trans
amino group, the NSi plane is orthogonal to the aryl ring arrangement of the chloro ligands, as is commonly ob-2

plane (dihedral angle 89.8 8). The N atom is trigonal planar served for bis(imido) complexes of the type
(sum of angles 360 8), and the C–N distance has a value of [Mo(NR) Cl (DME)].2 2

˚1.459(4) A. In comparison, the sterically less crowded 6 and 7 are rare examples of ferrocenyl-functionalised
N,N,N9,N9-tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)-para-phenylenediamine transition-metal imido complexes, the only previous exam-
exhibits slightly smaller values for the C–N bond length ple being, to the best of our knowledge, the polyoxo-

22˚(1.44 A) and the NSi –C dihedral angle (838) [15]. ymetallate [(FcN)Mo O ] published recently by Maatta2 6 6 18

Reaction of 3a and 5a under standard ‘one-pot’ con- and coworkers [17,18].
ditions [16] with sodium molybdate in dimethoxyethane The electrochemical behavior of the new ferrocene-
(DME) in the presence of triethylamine and chlorotri- functionalised compounds has been investigated by cyclic
methylsilane gave the bis(imido)molybdenum complexes voltammetry (Table 2).

i 09[Mo(N-2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C H ) Cl (DME)] (6) and [Mo(N- The DE values, referenced to the respective parent2 6 2 2 2
i2,6-Pr -4-Fc-C;C-C H ) Cl (DME)] (7), respectively, in aniline, range from 0.05 (5b) to 0.13 V (6) and prove an2 6 2 2 2

high yields (Scheme 2). Their spectroscopic data are fully interaction between the ferrocenyl unit and the N func-
tional group. Bearing in mind that the electronic influence
of the MoCl (DME) fragment is shared between two2

ferrocenyl groups in the case of the bis(imido) complexes,
one can conclude that the interaction is quite pronounced
for 7 and especially for 6, which shows the largest

0´DE value altogether. The fact that in comparison to the
parent anilines 3a and 5a the potentials of the silylated
derivatives 3b and 5b are shifted anodically is most likely
due to the orthogonal arrangement of the NSi plane and2

the aromatic C ring plane, which effectively prevents6

electron-donating n /p-delocalisation, as is the case in theN

closely related N,N,N9,N9-tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)-para-
phenylenediamine [15].

We are currently exploring the use of 6 and 7 as
precursors for redox-tunable olefin metathesis catalysts of

1 2 3the type [Mo(NR )(CHR )(OR ) ] [16] and will report on2

our findings in due course.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data concerning the crystal structure
determination of 5b are available from the CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1 EZ, UK on request,

Scheme 2. Synthesis of complexes 6 and 7. quoting the deposition number 111895.
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each direction
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Abstract

The synthesis, spectroscopic and structural characterisation of a novel lanthanide compound Na[Sm(pdc) (H O) ](H O) (in which2 2 3 2 4

H pdc5pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid) are described. The X-ray crystal structure revealed a nine-coordinated Sm ion surrounded by two2
˚pdc ligands, which donate four oxygen atoms and two nitrogen atoms (Sm–O distances 2.417(2)–2.564(3) A, Sm–N distances

˚2.537(3)–2.542(3) A). Three water molecules are filling the other three coordination places, two of which bridge between Sm and Na.
The Na ion is six-coordinated with two bridging oxygen atoms of the carboxylate group, two oxygen atoms from a bridging water
molecule, an oxygen atom of a non-bridging carboxylate group and an oxygen atom from a non-coordinating water molecule. This special

21Sm–Na geometry forms a 2D-polymeric sheet. The carboxylate infrared vibrations are found at 1604 cm (n ) as one broad band(C5O)
21and at 1396 and 1369 cm (n ) corresponding to two different Sm-linked carboxylate groups.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All(C–O)

rights reserved.

Keywords: Lanthanide; X-ray structure; Polymeric; bis-compound

1. Introduction which is the usual coordination number for lanthanides and
no water molecules are in the inner coordination sphere in

Lanthanide complexes in solutions are often used in these cases. From the bis-pdc lanthanide compounds only
magnetic resonance imaging and the luminescence prop- a few structures are known, e.g. the compound
erties of the lanthanide ions are of wide interest, e.g. as h[La(pdc)(Hpdc)(H O) ]?4H Oj [6] and the compound2 2 2

quenchers, in solid-state phosphors and lasers [1–4]. h[Nd(pdc)(Hpdc)(H O) ]?4H Oj [20], which are both2 2 2

Moreover, the usefulness of lanthanide complexes in the polymeric and have each two water molecules in the inner
study of transport of alkali-metal ions and alkaline-earth coordination sphere. Also one structure is known of the
ions in biological membranes is studied [5–7]. The ligand mono-dipicolinato compound [Nd(pdc)(H O) ](ClO ),2 4 4

pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid (abbreviated as H pdc) is which has six water molecules in the coordination sphere2

widely studied in this respect and many X-ray structures [21]. As early as 1982 in the literature the bis-dipicolinato
32with species [Ln(pdc) ] are known [1,2,8–19], of which compound with a nine-coordination and three water mole-3

31only two X-ray structures contain the Sm ion [14,19]. cules in the coordination sphere was described and calcu-
These lanthanide compounds are nine-coordinated, lated from shift ratio’s from NMR solution measurements

[5], but so far no X-ray structure could be solved to prove
this structure.*Corresponding author. Tel.: 131-71-527-4459; fax: 131-71-527-

In this study the synthesis, spectral characterisation4451.
E-mail address: reedijk@chem.leidenuniv.nl (J. Reedijk) and X-ray crystal structure of the compound

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00061-3
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[Sm(pdc) (H O)(m-H O) Na(H O)](H O) is described, trosymmetric space group P2 /c (No.14), a511.201(3),2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1
˚the first bis-dipicolinato complex with three water mole- b517.435(6), c511.371(2) A, b598.16(2)8, Z54, V5

3 21 23˚cules in the inner coordination sphere. 2198(1) A , m5277.1 mm , d 51.9 g/cm , T5293calc

K, u range: 2.0–40.0, scan type: 1.011.0 tan u, reflections
measured: 15686, independent reflections: 15793 (R 5int

2. Experimental 0.05548), observed reflections: 7407 (I .2sI), refined
reflections and parameters: 7403, 301. Min. and max.

3˚2.1. Syntheses of the complex resd.dens.: 24.97, 2.35 e /A . Final R150.035, wR25
20.046 (Weighting scheme: 1 /s ). Goodness of fit: 1.447.

The ligand pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid was purchased
from Across Chemicals and used without further purifica-
tion. The Sm(III) nitrate was purchased from Alfa Chemi-

3. Results and discussioncals and was used without further purification.
The compound was prepared according to the following

3.1. Description of the crystal structureprocedure: 2.2 g (5 mmol) of Sm(NO ) ?6H O and 1.67 g3 3 2

(10 mmol) of the ligand were each dissolved in 20 ml of
The labelling of the atoms in the structure of the titlewater and added carefully together. Then a 1 M sodium

compound is depicted in Fig. 1, with relevant bond lengthhydroxide solution was gradually added to create a pH of
and bond angle information in Table 1. The Sm-ion is8–9. The solution was then filtered to remove any traces of
nine-coordinated (see Fig. 2). The coordinated spheresolids. After a few days, when the solution had became
around the Sm-ion consists of four oxygen atoms (O1, O4,unclear, the filtration was repeated. This was done after
O6, O8) from the carboxylate group of the pdc moleculeseach few days until the solution remained clear. The

˚with distances which vary from 2.417(2) to 2.437(2) Asolution was left in the open air and after a few weeks
˚and two nitrogen (Sm–N1 2.542(3), Sm–N2 2.537(3) A)colourless crystals separated, were collected and dried.

from the pyridine ring of the two-coordinating pdc ligands.Analyses for Na[Sm(pdc) (H O) ](H O) : found (calc. for2 2 3 2 4

The other three places are filled by three oxygen atoms ofC H N O SmNa): 26.68 (26.71)%C, 3.11 (3.20)%H,14 20 2 15

the water molecules, one with a short bond (Sm–O134.32 (4.45)%N.
˚2.475(3) A) and two oxygen atom with a slightly larger

˚2.2. Physical measurements bond lengths (Sm–O9 2.564(3), Sm–O10 2.554(3) A).
These last two oxygen atoms are bridging to an adjacent

C, H, N determinations were performed by the Mi- Na atom. One oxygen atom (not coordinating to the Sm
croanalytical Laboratory of University College, Dublin, ion) of the carboxylate group of each pdc ligand is also
Ireland. FTIR spectra were obtained on a Perkin Elmer bridging to an adjacent Na ion. So the Na ion is totally
Paragon 1000 FTIR spectrophotometer as KBr disks or as six-coordinated with two bridging oxygen atoms of the

21nujol mulls between KBr-disks (4000–300 cm ). carboxylate group of each pdc ligand (Na–O1 2.455(3),

2.3. Crystal structure determination and refinement of
the structures

A colourless rod-shaped crystal with dimension 0.053

0.1030.6 mm was mounted and measured on a Enraf-
Nonius CAD4 diffractometer. MoKa radiation (0.71073
Å) was applied with a graphite monochromator. Location
of heavy metal and most non-H atoms was done by direct
method (XTAL) [22]. The remaining of the non-H atoms
were located from difference Fourier maps. All H atoms,
except the water H atoms, were placed at 1.00 Angstrom
from parent atoms. Least-squares refinement of positional
parameters of non-H atoms was done with H atoms
coupled to parent atoms. Least-squares refinement of
anisotropic thermal parameters of non-H atoms and of
isotropic thermal factor (coupled) for the H atoms. A
Zachariasen extinction correction method and an empirical
absorption correction was applied. Fig. 1. ORTEP plot of [Sm(pdc) (H O)(m-H O) Na(H O)](H O) with2 2 2 2 2 2 3

Crystal and refinement data: for SmC H O N Na, atom-labelling scheme. The hydrogen atoms and the non-coordinating14 20 15 2

Mol. weight: 629.71, monoclinic crystal system, cen- water molecules (O12, O14 and O15) are omitted for clarity.
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Table 1
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8)

Sm(1)–O(1) 2.417(2) Sm(1)–O(4) 2.427(3)
Sm(1)–O(8) 2.430(3) Sm(1)–O(6) 2.437(2)
Sm(1)–O(13) 2.475(3) Sm(1)–N(2) 2.537(3)
Sm(1)–N(1) 2.542(3) Sm(1)–O(10) 2.554(3)
Sm(1)–O(9) 2.564(3) Na(1)–O(6) 2.387(3)
Na(1)–O(11) 2.410(4) Na(1)–O(9) 2.439(3)
Na(1)–O(7) 2.450(4) Na(1)–O(1) 2.455(3)
O(1)–Sm(1)–O(4) 127.00(9) O(1)–Sm(1)–O(8) 85.27(9)
O(1)–Sm(1)–O(6) 143.69(9) O(1)–Sm(1)–O(13) 74.21(9)
O(1)–Sm(1)–N(2) 140.22(9) O(1)–Sm(1)–N(1) 63.77(8)
O(1)–Sm(1)–O(10) 72.97(9) O(1)–Sm(1)–O(9) 88.27(9)
O(4)–Sm(1)–O(8) 81.85(9) O(4)–Sm(1)–O(6) 79.65(9)
O(4)–Sm(1)–O(13) 137.96(8) O(4)–Sm(1)–N(2) 75.00(9)
O(4)–Sm(1)–N(1) 63.32(8) O(4)–Sm(1)–O(10) 145.05(9)
O(4)–Sm(1)–O(9) 75.98(9) O(8)–Sm(1)–O(6) 126.55(8)
O(8)–Sm(1)–O(13) 139.77(9) O(8)–Sm(1)–N(2) 63.69(8)
O(8)–Sm(1)–N(1) 78.60(9) O(8)–Sm(1)–O(10) 70.77(9)
O(8)–Sm(1)–O(9) 146.45(9) O(6)–Sm(1)–O(13) 69.88(9)
O(6)–Sm(1)–N(2) 63.17(8) O(6)–Sm(1)–N(1) 132.34(9)
O(6)–Sm(1)–O(10) 99.26(9) O(6)–Sm(1)–O(9) 73.84(8)
O(13)–Sm(1)–N(2) 113.31(9) O(13)–Sm(1)–N(1) 119.59(8)
O(13)–Sm(1)–O(10) 70.27(9) O(13)–Sm(1)–O(9) 68.29(9)
N(2)–Sm(1)–N(1) 126.89(9) N(2)–Sm(1)–O(10) 73.58(9)
N(2)–Sm(1)–O(9) 131.36(8) N(1)–Sm(1)–O(10) 128.33(9)
N(1)–Sm(1)–O(9) 69.07(9) O(10)–Sm(1)–O(9) 137.77(9)
O(6)–Na(1)–O(11) 165.2(1) O(6)–Na(1)–O(9) 77.0(1)
O(6)–Na(1)–O(7) 82.8(1) O(6)–Na(1)–O(1) 102.8(1)
O(11)–Na(1)–O(9) 95.8(1) O(11)–Na(1)–O(7) 84.2(1)
O(11)–Na(1)–O(1) 89.0(1) O(9)–Na(1)–O(7) 89.6(1)
O(9)–Na(1)–O(1) 83.5(1) O(7)–Na(1)–O(1) 169.8(1)

Na–O6 2.387(3)), two oxygen atoms from a bridging non-coordinating water molecule (Na–O11 2.410(4). The
˚water molecule (Na–O9 2.438(3), Na–O10 2.614(4)), an Sm–Na distance is 3.878(2) A, while the nearest Na–Na

˚oxygen atom of a non-bridging carboxylate group of a pdc distance is 4.049(2) A. This special Sm–Na geometry
ligand (Na–O7 2.450(4) and an oxygen atom from a forms a 2D-polymeric sheet (Fig. 3). All the Sm–N and

Sm–O distances and angles are in the range found in the
literature for other lanthanide-pdc compounds [14,19].

3.2. Infrared spectra

The characteristic carboxyl vibrations in the free H pdc2
21ligand are found at 1702 cm as a strong and broad

21vibration and 1331 and 1299 cm for which the former
one is assigned to the n and the latter two to the(C5O)

Fig. 2. Plot of the structure showing the coordination around the Sm ion
and the connections to the Na ion. Fig. 3. Stereo plot showing the polymeric 2D-sheet structure.
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n stretching vibrations [23,24]. These vibrations are (Werkgroep Fundamenteel Materialen Onderzoek). The(C–O)
21shifted in the title compound to 1604 cm as one strong authors are indebted to the EU for a grant as Host Institute

21broad vibration and 1396 and 1369 cm . Comparison of in the EU Programme Human Capital and Mobility (1994–
these spectra with spectra of some tris-pdc compounds 1997). Use of the services and facilities of the Dutch
show no significant difference, although it must be noted National NWO/SURF Expertise Center CAOS/CAMM,

21that instead of one broad peak at 1604 cm in the bis under grant numbers SON 326-052 and STW
compound, a split broad peak is found for the lanthanide NCH99.1751, is gratefully acknowledged. Dr. J.G. Haas-
tris compounds Na [Ls(pdc) ] (Ls5La,Dy,Gd,Sm) at ca. noot is thanked for his helpful discussions and Mr. D.R.3 3

21 1 van Staveren for his help with the synthesis.1624 and ca. 1587 cm [6,18] . This is also the case for
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21are found at 1609 and 1598 cm [23]. The d in-planeoco
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Abstract

5 5The compound [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] reacts with a range of bases L to give the simple monomeric adducts [hRu(h -4 4 2
5C Me S)Cl L] (L5PPhMe 1, P(OMe) 2, CO 3, NC H 4, NC H CN 5). Reaction of [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] with 2,29-4 4 2 2 3 5 4 5 4 4 4 2

5bipyridyl /NH [PF ] gives the cationic complex [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(bipy)][PF ] 6 which reacts further with PPhMe /Ag[PF ] to give4 6 4 4 6 2 6
5 2[hRu(h -C Me S)(PPhMe )(bipy)][PF ] 7. In the presence of a tripodal ligand, such as [HB(Pz) ] , all the chlorides are displaced from4 4 2 6 2 3

5 5the ruthenium in a single synthetic step, giving [hRu(h -C Me S)hHB(Pz) j][PF ] 8. Interestingly when [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] is4 4 3 6 4 4 2
5placed in an aqueous solution in the absence of additional ligands the binuclear face-sharing bi-octadedral complex cation [(h -

5 1 5C Me S)Ru(m-Cl) Ru(h -C Me S)] is formed, and can be trapped out as its hexafluorophosphate salt [Ru (h -C Me S) (m-Cl) ][PF ]4 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 2 3 6

9. Compounds 1–9 have been characterised fully by spectroscopic methods and crystal structure determinations of 1, 7, 8, and 9 are
reported.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

51. Introduction of [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] [21] which was employed4 4 2

as a synthon for two series of closely related complex ions
5 6 21 5 5[Ru(h -C Me S)(h -arene)] and [hRu(h -C Me S)(h -The study of transition metal thiophene compounds is an 4 4 4 4

21thiophene)] [22]. The organometallic chemistry of thearea of great current interest. This is due in no small part to
p-thiophene rings in these systems has been extensivelythe importance of the hydrodesulfurisation reaction in the
explored by Rauchfuss in a series of elegant papers [23–petroleum industry [1–5]. This reaction converts the
27], and related work on the ruthenium(0) derivatives hasorganosulfur compounds which contaminate crude oil into
also been described [28–30]. In contrast the coordinationalkanes, alkenes, and hydrogen sulfide, which can then be

5easily removed. Although there are a wide range of chemistry of [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] remains rela-4 4 2

organosulfur compounds found in crude oil it is the tively unexplored. The only significant coordination
thiophenes and benzothiophenes which are the most dif- chemistry which has been reported for the binuclear
ficult to desulfurise. The industrial process is carried out compound is the formation of the simple bridge-cleaved

5 5heterogeneously over a CoMo/Al O or CoW/Al O cata- adducts [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (PR )] and [Ru(h -2 3 2 3 4 4 2 3

lyst. Increased activity of the catalyst has been observed C Me S)Cl (NH C H Me)] [22], and the preparation of4 4 2 2 6 4
5 21when late transition metals are added as ‘promoters’ to the tris substituted species [Ru(h -C Me S)L ] (L5H O,4 4 3 2

5catalyst [1–4]. For these reasons thiophene and benzo- NH , PH ) [21]. A further reaction of note is that [hRu(h -3 3

thiophene derivatives of elements such as ruthenium [6–9], C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] reacts with (Me Si) S to give the4 4 2 3 2
5rhodium [10–17], and platinum [18–20], and their cata- unusual polynuclear compound [hRu(h -C Me S)(m-4 4

3lytic reactions, have received considerable attention in Cl)j (m -S)] [21]. Given the synthetic utility, and the3

recent years. increasing recognition of catalytic activity, demonstrated
Almost 10 years ago Rauchfuss reported the preparation by the isoelectronic and isostructural series of compounds

6[hRu(h -arene)(m-Cl)Clj ] [31,32] there is clearly consid-2

erable scope for, and persuasive arguements in favour of,
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-171-504-4709; fax: 144-171-380- 5developing the coordination chemistry of [hRu(h -7463; Web: http: / / calcium.chem.ucl.ac.uk /webstuff /people / tocher / in-

C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ]. With that goal in mind we nowdex.html 4 4 2

E-mail address: d.a.tocher@ucl.ac.uk (D.A. Tocher) present a range of compounds, including key crystal
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6 21structures, whose chemistry mimics that of the ‘Ru(h - ppm. Infrared (Nujol, CsI): n 289(w) cm . Mass(Ru–Cl)
1 1arene)’ moiety, but which have not been fully described spectrum (FAB): m /z 450, [M] ; 415, [M-Cl] ; 380,

1previously for the thiophene derivatives. [M-Cl-Cl] , 277 [M-PPhMe -Cl].2

52.2.2. [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (P(OCH ) )] 24 4 2 3 3
5[hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] (0.070 g, 0.11 mmol) was2. Experimental section 4 4 2

3dissolved in dichloromethane (30 cm ) to which an excess
3of P(OCH ) (0.05 cm ) was added and the reaction2.1. General and instrumental 3 3

mixture stirred for 1 h. The solution was concentrated to
3 3ca. 10 cm and hexane (40 cm ) was added, giving anInfrared spectra were recorded on a Nicolet-205 spec-

21 orange precipitate. The solid was isolated by filtration andtrometer between 4000 and 400 cm , as their KBr discs
3 321 washed with hexane (50 cm ) and diethylether (30 cm )and between 4000 and 250 cm on a Perkin-Elmer 457

1 and then dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.080 g, 0.18 mmol, 82%.grating spectrometer, as nujol mulls on CsI discs. The H
Anal. (Found: C, 29.92, H, 4.77%; Calc. forNMR spectra were recorded on either a Varian VXR-400 or

1RuC H O Cl PS: C, 30.28, H, 4.86%). H NMRBruker-spectrospin AC-300 instruments, (referenced inter- 11 21 3 2

[CDCl , 2608C]: d 1.99 (s, 6H, TMT), d 2.00 (s, 6H,nally against respective deuterated solvents: CDCl , d 33
3TMT); d 3.75 (d, J 511.0 Hz., 9H, P–OCH ) ppm.7.27; (CD ) CO, d 2.04; CD Cl , d 5.32 ppm). Elemental PH 33 2 2 2

21Infrared (KBr): n , 1029(s); d , 536(w) cm ,analyses were carried out by the departmental service at (PO) (OPO)
21(Nujol, CsI) n 288(w) cm . Mass spectrum (FAB):University College London. Fast atom bombardment (Ru–Cl)

1 1 1(FAB) mass spectra were recorded by the University of m /z 436, [M] ; 401, [M-Cl] ; 277, [M-P(OMe) -Cl] .3
London Intercollegiate Research Service (ULIRS) at the

5London School of Pharmacy, while positive ion electro- 2.2.3. [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (CO)] 34 4 2
5spray mass spectra were recorded at UCL (assignments [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] (0.078 g, 0.13 mmol) was4 4 2102based on the Ru isotope). All manipulations were added to a CO saturated solution of dichloromethane (30

3carried out under anaerobic conditions in a nitrogen cm ), which was refluxed for 1 h under a gentle stream of
atmosphere using conventional Schlenk-line techniques. CO. The flask was then sealed under a CO atmosphere and
Ruthenium trichloride hydrate was obtained on loan from the solution stirred at room temperature for a further 2 h,
Johnson Matthey plc., and was purified before use by after which time a yellow solid precipitated. The solid was

3repeated dissolution in water and boiling to dryness. filtered off and washed with dichloromethane (20 cm ) and
5

3[hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] was prepared according to4 4 2 diethylether (20 cm ) and then dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.051
literature methods [21]. Diethylether was distilled from g, 0.15 mmol, 59%. Anal.: (Found: C, 31.16, H, 3.43%.
sodium benzophenone ketyl; dichloromethane was distilled Calc. for RuC H Cl OS: C, 31.77, H, 3.56%). Infrared9 12 2

21from CaH ; H O was distilled over KOH and redistilled2 2 (KBr): n 1982(s) cm . Mass spectrum (positive ion(CO)
1 1under nitrogen. All reaction solvents were degassed prior electrospray): m /z 340, [M] ; 305, [M-Cl] ; 277, [M-CO-

1to use, by three repetitions of pump-freeze-thaw cycles. Cl] .
Pyridine was distilled off KOH, and 4-cyanopyridine was
sublimed under vacuum prior to use. All other reagents 52.2.4. [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (NC H )] 44 4 2 5 5were obtained from the usual commercial sources and were 5[hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] (0.070 g, 0.11 mmol) was4 4 2used as received. 3dissolved in dichloromethane (30 cm ) to which an excess

3of pyridine (0.10 cm ) was added. The reaction mixture
2.2. Synthesis was stirred for 20 h then the solution concentrated to ca. 10

3cm . This resulted in the slow formation of a yellow solid.
35 Hexane (10 cm ) was added in order to complete the2.2.1. [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (PPhMe )] 14 4 2 2

5 precipitation. The solid was filtered off and washed with[hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] (0.144 g, 0.23 mmol) was4 4 2 3 33 hexane (20 cm ) and diethylether (40 cm ) and dried indissolved in dichloromethane (30 cm ) to which an excess
3 vacuo. Yield: 0.065 g, 0.17 mmol, 75%. Anal. (Found: C,of PPhMe (0.05 cm ) was added and the reaction mixture2

3 39.61, H, 4.27, N, 3.34%. Calc. for RuC H Cl NS: C,stirred for 2 h. The solution was concentrated to ca. 10 cm 13 17 2
139.90, H, 4.39, N, 3.58%). H NMR [CD Cl ]: d 1.81 (br,and hexane was added giving an orange–red precipitate. 2 2

6H, TMT); d 1.88 (br, 6H, TMT); d 7.33 (dd, 2H) d 7.76The solid was isolated by filtration and washed with
3 3 (tt, 1H), d 8.87 (br, 2H) ppm. (pyridine resonances).hexane (50 cm ) and diethylether (30 cm ) and then dried

21Infrared (Nujol, CsI) n 284(w) cm . Mass spectrumin vacuo. Yield: 0.183 g, 0.41 mmol, 88%. Anal. (Found: (Ru–Cl)
1 1(positive ion electrospray): m /z 391, [M] ; 356, [M-Cl] .C, 42.38; H, 5.11%. Calc. for RuC H Cl PS: C, 42.67;16 23 2

1H, 5.10%). H NMR [CDCl , 2608C]: d 1.29 (s, 6H,3
2 5TMT); d 1.85 (d, 6H, J 511.5 Hz. P–Me); d 1.88 (s, 2.2.5. [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (NC H CN)] 5PH 4 4 2 5 4

56H, TMT); d 7.45 (m, 3H, m /p-Ph); d 7.68 (m, 2H, o-Ph) [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] (0.071 g, 0.11 mmol) was4 4 2
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3dissolved in dichloromethane (30 cm ) and an excess of (m, 1H) (phenyl resonances); d 8.93 (d, 2H); d 8.11 (dd,
4-cyanopyridine (0.103 g, 0.36 mmol) added to the 2H); d 7.93 (d, 2H), d 7.85 (dd, 2H) ppm (2,29-bypyridyl

21solution. The reaction mixture was stirred for 20 h, then resonances). Infrared (KBr): n , 837 cm . Mass spec-(PF )6
1filtered through celite to remove any undissolved material. trum (positive ion electrospray): m /z 681, [M-PF ] ; 649,6

1 1The volume of solution was reduced in vacuo to ca. 10 [M-PF -S] ; 541 [M-PF -TMT] .6 63cm , and a red solid precipitated. Addition of hexane (10
3

5 3cm ) to the concentrated solution ensured complete pre- 2.2.8. [Ru(h -C Me S)(k -HBPz )][PF ] 84 4 3 6
5cipitation. The solid was filtered off and washed with [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] (0.055 g, 0.09 mmol) was4 4 23 3

3hexane (20 cm ) and diethylether (40 cm ) and dried in stirred in H O (10 cm ) to which Na[HBPz ] (0.046 g,2 3vacuo. Yield: 0.074 g, 0.18 mmol, 78%. Anal. (Found: C, 0.19 mmol) was added. The mixture was stirred for 4 h at
40.27, H, 3.86, N, 6.48%. Calc. for RuC H Cl N S: C,14 16 2 2 208C, then filtered through celite. The celite was washed140.39, H, 3.88, N, 6.73%). H NMR [CD Cl , 308C]: d2 2 with water and the filtrate and washings combined. The

31.85 (br, 6H, TMT); d 1.90 (br, 6H, TMT); d 7.58 (m, volume of the solution was reduced to ca. 10 cm and this
2H,), d 9.20 (br, 2H,) ppm (cyanopyridine resonances). was treated with an excess of aqueous NH [PF ]. This4 621Infrared (KBr): n , 2235(s) cm , (Nujol, CsI) n(CN) (Ru–Cl) resulted in the immediate formation of a yellow precipitate

21
3288(w) cm . Mass spectrum (positive ion electrospray): which was filtered off and washed with H O (20 cm ),21 1 1

3 3m /z 416, [M] ; 381, [M-Cl] ; 277 [M-Cl-py] . CHCl (20 cm ) and diethylether (30 cm ), and then dried3

in vacuo. Yield: 0.060 g, 0.10 mmol, 57%. Anal.: (Found:
5 C, 33.61, H, 3.51, N, 13.91%. Calc. for2.2.6. [Ru(h -C Me S)(bipy)Cl][PF ] 64 4 6 15 RuC H N F PBS: C, 34.07, H, 3.71, N, 14.05%). H[hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] (0.112 g, 0.18 mmol) was 17 21 6 64 4 2

3 NMR [(CD ) CO]: d 2.40 (s, 6H, TMT), d 2.45 (s, 6H,stirred in H O (20 cm ) for ca. 10 min. 2,29-Bipyridine 3 22
TMT); d 6.41 (dd, 3H), d 7.98 (d, 3H), d 8.14 (d, 3H)(0.0583 g, 0.37 mmol) was then added to the aqueous
(pyrazolyl resonances). Infrared (KBr): n , 2502(m);solution which became a dark orange / red colour. The (BH)

21
n , 835(s) cm . Mass spectrum (FAB): m /z 455mixture was stirred for 10 min then filtered through celite. (PF)

13 [M-PF ] .The celite was washed with H O (10 cm ) and the filtrate 62

and washings combined. Addition of an excess of aqueous
5NH [PF ] resulted in the formation of a yellow precipitate 2.2.9. [Ru (h -C Me S) (m-Cl) ][PF ] 94 6 2 4 4 2 3 6

5on cooling in an ice bath. The solid was isolated by [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] (0.051 g, 0.08 mmol) was4 4 23 3filtration, washed with hexane (30 cm ) and then dried in dissolved in H O (20 cm ) containing an excess of2
vacuo. Yield: 0.149 g, 0.26 mmol, 72%. Anal. (Found: C, NH [PF ]. The solution was stirred for 72 h at room4 6
37.62, H, 3.26, N, 4.78, Cl, 6.44%. Calc. for temperature during which time a red solid was deposited.
RuC H N SClPF : C, 37.40, H, 3.50, N, 4.85, Cl, This was isolated by filtration and washed with cold water18 20 2 6

1 3 36.13%). H NMR [(CD ) CO]: d 2.10 (br s, 12H, TMT); d (10 cm ) and diethylether (50 cm ), and then dried in3 2

7.81 (ddd, 2H) d 8.28 (ddd, 2H) d 8.63 (br dd, 2H), d vacuo. Yield: 0.043 g, 0.06 mmol, 71%. Anal.: (Found: C,
9.25 (br, 2H) ppm (2,29-bipyridine resonances). Infrared 26.25, H, 3.00, Cl, 14.65%. Calc. for Ru C H Cl S PF :2 16 24 3 2 621 1(Nujol, CsI): n , 839(s), n 294(w) cm . Mass C, 26.18, H, 3.30, Cl, 14.49%). NMR: H [(CD ) CO]: d(PF ) (Ru–Cl)6 3 2

1 1spectrum (FAB): m /z 433, [M-PF ] ; 398, [M-PF -Cl] . 2.10 (s, 12H, TMT), d 2.15 (s, 12H, TMT) ppm. Infrared6 6
21(KBr): n 841(vs) cm . Mass spectrum (FAB): m /z(PF )6

15 591 [M-PF ] .62.2.7. [Ru(h -C Me S)(bipy)(PPhMe )][PF ] 74 4 2 6 2
5The compound [Ru(h -C Me S)(bipy)Cl][PF ] (0.0404 4 6

3 2.3. X-ray crystallographyg, 0.07 mmol) was stirred in H O (20 cm ) to which was2

added Ag[PF ] (0.019 g, 0.07 mmol). The mixture was6

Crystal and refinement data for compounds 1, 7.CH Cl ,stirred for 30 min and then filtered through celite, to 2 2

8 and 9 are provided in Table 1. For compounds 1, 7, andremove the AgCl precipitate that had formed. The celite
3 8 the data were measured at 293 K on an automatedwas washed with H O (10 cm ) and the filtrate and the2

3 four-circle diffractometer (Nicolet R3mV) equipped withwashings combined. An excess of PPhMe (0.05 cm ) was2

graphite monochromated Mo Ka radiation operating at 293added to the clear yellow solution and resulted in the
K. The v22u method was used to to measure reflectionsformation of an orange suspension. On cooling in an ice
in the range 5,2u ,508. Three standard reflections werebath a yellow solid precipitated which was isolated by

3 measured at regular intervals and indicated that none of thefiltration, washed with hexane (50 cm ), and dried in
crystals decayed during the experiments. The data werevacuo. Yield: 0.0150 g; 0.02 mmol; 26%. Anal. (Found: C,
corrected for Lorentz and polarisation effects and for37.94, H, 3.61, N, 3.26%. Calc. for RuC H N SP F :26 31 2 3 12

1 absorption, based on additional azimuthal scan data. For 9C, 37.82, H, 3.79, N, 3.39%). H NMR [CD Cl ]: d 1.852 2
2 crystallographic measurements were recorded at 196 K(d, 6H, J 59.9, P–Me); d 2.04 (br s, 6H, TMT); d 2.06PH

with a Nonius Kappa CCD diffractometer equipped with(br s, 6H, TMT); d 6.58 (m, 2H), d 7.05 (m, 2H), d 7.29
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Table 1
Crystal and refinement data for compounds 1, 7–9

1 7?CH Cl 8 92 2

Formula C H Cl PRuS C H Cl F N P RuS C H BF N PRuS C H Cl F Ru S16 23 2 27 33 2 12 2 3 17 22 6 6 16 24 3 6 2 2

M 450.3 910.5 599.3 733.9
Crystal system Monoclinic Orthorhombic Monoclinic Triclinic
Space group Cc P2 2 2 P2 /c P-11 1 1 1

˚a /A 9.380(2) 12.843(3) 11.483(2) 10.1369(4)
˚b /A 15.614(3) 12.873(3) 15.130(3) 11.4708(3)
˚c /A 13.107(3) 22.869(5) 13.442(3) 12.7140(5)

a / 8 90 90 90 114.681(2)
b / 8 100.06(3) 90 92.83(3) 110.547(2)
g / 8 90 90 90 95.433(2)

3˚U /A 1890(1) 3781(2) 2332(1) 1206.2(1)
Z 4 4 4 2

23D /g cm 1.583 1.600 1.707 2.021c

F(000) 912 1824 1200 720
21

m(Mo Ka) mm 1.30 0.82 0.90 1.87
2u / 8 50 50 50 52max

hkl range 0–12, 0–20, 217–16 0–15, 0–15, 0–27 0–13, 0–18, 216–15 0–12, 213–13, 216–15
Reflections collected 2298 3707 4287 10513
Independant 2298 3707 4074 4426
Data /parameters 2295/189 3697/434 4074/298 4414/272

2Goodness of fit on F 1.051 1.065 1.043 1.095
R [I.2s(I)] R150.0220 0.0665 0.0391 0.0254

wR250.0555 0.1449 0.1000 0.0620
R (all data) R150.0235 0.1332 0.0530 0.0290

wR250.0607 0.2137 0.1204 0.0869
DF synthesis 0.65 1.023 0.745 0.476

23˚(max, min e A ) 20.48 20.754 20.471 20.808

graphite monochromated Mo Ka radiation using w rota- [35]. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically
tions with 28 frames and a detector to crystal distance of 25 whilst the hydrogen atoms were fixed in idealised positions
mm. Integration was carried out by the program DENZO- and allowed to ride on the atom to which they were
SMN [33]. Data were corrected for Lorentz and polariza- attached. During the latter stages of the refinement of 7 the
tion effects, and for the effects of absorption using the presence of a solvent of crystallisation became apparent.
program SCALEPACK [33]. This was successfully modelled as dichloromethane. Se-

Structures were solved by direct methods (SHELXS-86) lected geometrical parameters are reported in Tables 2–5.
[34] developed using alternating cycles of least-squares
refinement and difference Fourier synthesis (SHELX-93)

Table 3
5˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Ru(h -C Me S)4 4

Table 2 (bipy)(PPhMe )][PF ] ?CH Cl 72 6 2 2 2
5˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Ru(h -

Lengths
C Me S)Cl (PPhMe )] 14 4 2 2 Ru(1)–C(1) 2.27(2) Ru(1)–S(1) 2.397(5)
Lengths Ru(1)–C(2) 2.26(2) Ru(1)–P(1) 2.364(4)
Ru(1)–C(1) 2.158(4) Ru(1)–S(1) 2.4422(12) Ru(1)–C(3) 2.28(2) Ru(1)–N(1) 2.089(14)
Ru(1)–C(2) 2.221(4) Ru(1)–P(1) 2.3303(10) Ru(1)–C(4) 2.20(2) Ru(1)–N(2) 2.091(14)
Ru(1)–C(3) 2.228(4) Ru(1)–Cl(1) 2.4414(11) S(1)–C(1) 1.77(2) C(1)–C(2) 1.40(2)
Ru(1)–C(4) 2.169(4) Ru(1)–Cl(2) 2.4419(11) C(2)–C(3) 1.49(2) C(3)–C(4) 1.44(3)
S(1)–C(1) 1.799(4) C(1)–C(2) 1.427(7) S(1)–C(4) 1.76(2) P(1)–C(21) 1.82(2)
C(2)–C(3) 1.444(7) C(3)–C(4) 1.425(7) P(1)–C(31) 1.82(2) P(1)–C(41) 1.83(2)
S(1)–C(4) 1.790(5) P(1)–C(9) 1.835(4)
P(1)–C(10) 1.854(4) P(1)–C(11) 1.842(4) Angles

N(1)–Ru(1)–N(2) 77.4(5) N(1)–Ru(1)–P(1) 87.4(4)
Angles N(2)–Ru(1)–P(1) 89.7(4) C(1)–S(1)–C(4) 91.8(8)
Cl(1)–Ru(1)–Cl(2) 90.82(4) Cl(1)–Ru(1)–P(1) 86.84(4) S(1)–C(1)–C(2) 112.3(13) C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 113(2)
Cl(2)–Ru(1)–P(1) 83.17(4) C(1)–S(1)–C(4) 90.3(2) C(2)–C(3)–C(4) 110(2) C(3)–C(4)–S(1) 112.6(10)
S(1)–C(1)–C(2) 110.9(3) C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 112.9(4) Ru(1)–N(1)–C(11) 125.7(14) Ru(1)–N(1)–C(15) 115.5(12)
C(2)–C(3)–C(4) 112.5(4) C(3)–C(4)–S(1) 111.5(4) Ru(1)–N(2)–C(20) 124.5(12) Ru(1)–N(2)–C(16) 117.7(11)
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Table 4 bond due to significant steric interaction with the sub-
5 3˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Ru(h -C Me S)hk -4 4 stituents on the thiophene ring such that each methyl is

HB(Pz) j][PF ] 83 6 rendered unique [21]. We were interested to probe whether
Lengths mixed alkyl /aryl phosphine ligands also gave rise to
Ru(1)–C(1) 2.184(4) Ru(1)–S(1) 2.4006(12) significant interactions and to that end prepared the com-
Ru(1)–C(3) 2.240(4) Ru(1)–N(12) 2.151(4) 5pound [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (PPhMe )] 1 by the reaction of4 4 2 2Ru(1)–C(5) 2.245(4) Ru(1)–N(22) 2.159(4)

5[hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] with PPhMe in dichlorome-Ru(1)–C(7) 2.204(4) Ru(1)–N(32) 2.125(3) 4 4 2 2
1S(1)–C(1) 1.795(5) C(1)–C(3) 1.419(6) thane. In the room temperature H NMR spectrum the

C(3)–C(5) 1.464(7) C(5)–C(7) 1.415(7) methyl signals on the thiophene ligands appear as two
S(1)–C(7) 1.800(5) widely spaced broad singlets, d 1.30 and 1.88 ppm. On

lowering the temperature of the NMR probe to 2608C theAngles
signals sharpen, d 1.28 and 1.87 ppm, but no splittingN(12)–Ru(1)–N(22) 82.94(14) N(12)–Ru(1)–N(32) 84.51(14)

N(22)–Ru(1)–N(32) 85.21(14) C(1)–S(1)–C(7) 90.2(2) occurs, indicating that even at this temperature the rotation
S(1)–C(1)–C(3) 112.4(3) C(1)–C(3)–C(5) 112.0(4) of both the phosphine and thiophene ligands is rapid. As

5C(3)–C(5)–C(7) 112.9(4) C(5)–C(7)–S(1) 111.9(4) no [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (PR )] compound had been previ-4 4 2 3Ru(1)–N(12)–N(11) 120.0(3) Ru(1)–N(22)–N(21) 120.3(3)
ously characterised by X-ray diffraction we decided toRu(1)–N(32)–N(31) 120.3(3) N(11)–B(1)–N(21) 108.0(4)
undertake such a study on 1, Fig. 1. If we assume theN(11)–B(1)–N(31) 107.9(4) N(21)–B(1)–N(31) 108.1(4)
thiophene ligand to coordinate as a tridentate diolefin–
thioether ligand then we can see that this ligand occupies
three facial sites on an octahedral ruthenium(II) ion. The3. Results and discussion
only previously reported X-ray structure of a simple

5 55 [Ru(h -C Me S)L ] compound was that of [Ru(h -Only a few compounds of the type [Ru(h - 4 4 3

C Me S)(H O) ][OTf] , which was severely disorderedC Me S)Cl L] have been reported previously. Notable 4 4 2 3 24 4 2
5 [22]. The thiophene ligand in 1 is approximately planar.among these are the [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (PR )] [21] (R54 4 2 3

˚However the sulfur atom is displaced 0.27 A out of theMe, Bu, Ph, p-tolyl) series of compounds. While the
plane formed by the atoms C(1), C(2), C(3), and C(4) ontrialkylphosphine derivatives have unremarkable NMR
the side away from the metal. This slight folding of thespectra the variable temperature spectra of the triarylphos-
ligand is also apparent in the angle of 12.58 formedphine compounds are interesting. In particular at low
between the planes [C(1)S(1)C(4)] and [C(1)temperature the TMT ligand exhibits four methyl reso-
C(2)C(3)C(4)]. Further distortions from planarity arenances consistent with hindered rotation about the Ru–P
observed for the methyl substituents on the thiophene

Table 5 which are displaced somewhat from the metal, with
5˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Ru (h -C Me S) (m-2 4 4 2 deviations ranging from 6.1 to 7.58. Although inspection of

Cl) ][PF ] 93 6 the C–C bond lengths implies some localisation of the
Lengths olefinic bonds the differences are not statistically signifi-
Ru(1)–Cl(1) 2.4792(7) Ru(2)–Cl(1) 2.4160(7) cant in this structure. The Ru–C bond lengths form two
Ru(1)–Cl(2) 2.4615(7) Ru(2)–Cl(2) 2.4600(7)

pairs with those to the carbons adjacent to sulfur sig-Ru(1)–Cl(3) 2.4167(7) Ru(2)–Cl(3) 2.4752(7)
˚nificantly shorter, average 2.163(4) A, than those to theRu(1)–S(1) 2.3375(7) Ru(2)–S(2) 2.3353(7)

Ru(1)–C(1) 2.117(3) Ru(2)–C(9) 2.114(3)
Ru(1)–C(2) 2.170(3) Ru(2)–C(10) 2.153(3)
Ru(1)–C(3) 2.155(3) Ru(2)–C(11) 2.172(3)
Ru(1)–C(4) 2.116(3) Ru(2)–C(12) 2.133(3)
S(1)–C(1) 1.770(3) S(2)–C(9) 1.773(3)
C(1)–C(2) 1.420(4) C(9)–C(10) 1.414(4)
C(2)–C(3) 1.437(4) C(10)–C(11) 1.441(4)
C(3)–C(4) 1.418(4) C(11)–C(12) 1.420(4)
C(4)–S(1) 1.766(3) C(12)–S(2) 1.764(3)

Angles
Cl(1)–Ru(1)–Cl(2) 80.73(2) Cl(1)–Ru(2)–Cl(2) 82.03(2)
Cl(2)–Ru(1)–Cl(3) 80.93(2) Cl(2)–Ru(2)–Cl(3) 79.81(2)
Cl(1)–Ru(1)–Cl(3) 80.29(2) Cl(1)–Ru(2)–Cl(3) 80.39(2)
Ru(1)–Cl(1)–Ru(2) 83.39(2) Ru(1)–Cl(2)–Ru(2) 82.86(2)
Ru(1)–Cl(3)–Ru(2) 83.46(2) C(9)–S(2)–C(12) 91.30(14)
C(1)–S(1)–C(4) 90.96(14) S(2)–C(9)–C(10) 111.0(2)
S(1)–C(1)–C(2) 111.6(2) C(9)–C(10)–C(11) 113.3(3)
C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 112.2(2) C(10)–C(11)–C(12) 111.9(3)
C(2)–C(3)–C(4) 112.7(2) C(11)–C(12)–S(2) 111.8(2) 5Fig. 1. The crystal structure of [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (PPhMe )] 1, show-4 4 2 2C(3)–C(4)–S(1) 111.6(2)

ing the atom labelling scheme.
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˚other two carbon atoms, average 2.224(4) A. The Ru–S resonances are sharp and give rise to the eight-line pattern
˚bond, 2.442(1) A, is considerably longer than those expected for an AA9BB9 spin system, chemical shifts d

5 ˚observed in [Ru(h -C Me S)(H O) ][OTf] , 2.307(6) A 7.54, 7.64, 8.80 and 9.24 ppm. At the same time the4 4 2 3 2
5 ˚[22], or [Ru(h -C Me S) ][BF ] , average 2.355(2) A thiophene methyls appear as four singlets, d 1.50, 1.97,4 4 2 4 2

[21], but rather more comparable to those observed in the 2.01 and 2.02 ppm. Clearly for 5 at low temperature in
5 3polynuclear compound [hRu(h -C Me S)(m-Cl)j (m -S)], solution we have frozen out a structure in which each4 4 3

˚2.414(4)–2.432(4) A [21]. The structure can be compared methyl is unique. Whether this arises due to restricted
to that of the related isoelectronic Ru(arene) derivative rotation about the Ru–N bond, or restricted rotation of the

6[Ru(h -p-cymene)Cl (PPhMe )] [36], and indeed with tetramethylthiophene ligand, or both, is unclear. However,2 2
6around ten other crystal structures of [Ru(h -arene) as Rauchfuss pointed out in his discussion of the NMR

5Cl (PR )] compounds [37–43] documented on the Cam- spectrum of [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (PPh )] inhibiting rota-2 3 4 4 2 3

bridge Crystallographic database. Interestingly, while the tion about one Ru–ligand bond can be sufficient to render
˚ each methyl unique if the ‘rotamer’ stabilised at lowRu–P bond length in this compound, 2.330(1) A, does not

˚ temperature has the unique ligand, in our case 4-differ greatly from the average, 2.357 A (range 2.291–
6˚ cyanopyridine, placed such that its projection bisects a2.379 A), found for [Ru(h -arene)Cl (PR )] compounds2 3

˚ S–C bond [21].the Ru–Cl bonds for 1, 2.441(1) A, are considerably
In addition to simple bridge cleavage reactions it islonger than those observed in the Ru(arene) analogues,

˚ ˚ possible to prepare compounds in which one or more ofaverage 2.406 A (range 2.381–2.425 A).
5 the chloride ligands have been displaced from the metalThe reaction of [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] with4 4 2

centre. Rauchfuss used silver reagents to remove theP(OCH ) gives an analogous compound to 1, namely3 3 55 halides from [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ], in the prepara-[Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (P(OCH ) )] 2. Given the small cone 4 4 24 4 2 3 3 5 5tion of [Ru(h -C Me S) ][BF ] [21] and [Ru(h -angle for this phosphite ligand one would anticipate that 4 4 2 4 2
1 C Me S)(OTf) ] [22], however, we report here that forthe H NMR spectrum would be essentially invariant with 4 4 2 n

some ligands at least the use of the expensive silvertemperature and indeed the spectrum remains unchanged in
reagent is unnecessary.the range 260 to 08C, with only two tetramethylthiophene

5Aqueous solutions of [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ]methyl resonances observed throughout, d 1.98 and 2.00 4 4 2

react rapidly with 2,29-bipyridine. When the reaction timeppm. At 208C the two singlets are unresolved, appearing as
is in excess of 30 min addition of NH [PF ] to the reactiona symmetrical singlet, but we attribute that to accidental 4 6

mixture gives the well-known [Ru(bipy) ][PF ] as thecoincidence of the chemical shifts, which vary slightly 3 6 2

only isolated product. However, if the reaction time iswith temperature in any case, rather than some dynamic
5 limited to a maximum of 15 min, and the work up isprocess. A dichloromethane solution of [hRu(h -

5performed rapidly then the complex [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] reacts with carbon monoxide to give4 4 2
5 C Me S)Cl(bipy)][PF ] 6 is obtained in good yield.a yellow insoluble precipitate of [Ru(h - 4 4 6

Although the solid is stable, solutions of 6 rapidly de-C Me S)Cl (CO)] 3. The positive ion electrospray mass4 4 2
compose. The proton resonances for the thiophene methylspectrum of this compound exhibits a parent ion peak, at
groups are not resolved for this compound and appear as am /z 340, and shows fragmentation peaks due to the loss of
broad singlet at ambient temperature. However, the fourchloride and CO (see Section 2). The infrared spectrum of

21 anticipated resonances for the aromatic protons of the3 contains a n band at 1982 cm , compared to one of(CO)
21 5 2,29-bipyridine ligand are clearly seen and integration of2054 cm reported for [Ru(h -C Me S)(OTf) (CO)]4 4 2

5 the spectrum confirms the ligand stoichiometry. The[22]. The reaction of [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] with4 4 2
5 highest peak in the FAB mass spectrum corresponds to thepyridine gives [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (NC H )] 4 which has4 4 2 5 5 5 11 [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl(bipy)] ion and the sequential loss ofbeen routinely characterised (see Section 2). The H NMR 4 4

chloride from this is observed (see Section 2). Compoundspectrum recorded at 208C in CD Cl exhibits two rather2 2 56 will react further with PPhMe /Ag[PF ] to give [Ru(h -broad thiophene methyl resonances, at d 1.81 and 1.88 2 6

C Me S)(bipy)(PPhMe )][PF ] 7, albeit in only modestppm, as well as the usual three signals for the pyridine 4 4 2 6 2

yield. The spectroscopic characterisation of 7 was routine,ligand. On cooling to 08C the methyl signals become
1with integration of the H NMR spectrum being consistentdegenerate, and further cooling results in the precipitation

with a 1:1:1 ratio of the ligands C Me S, bipy, andof the compound from solution and no useful spectra could 4 4

PPhMe . Confirmation of the identity of 7 was obtained bybe obtained. In contrast if one prepares the 4- 2
5 X-ray structure determination, Fig. 2. Unfortunately thecyanopyridine analogue [Ru(h -C Me S)Cl (NC H CN)]4 4 2 5 4

crystal used in this study was significantly poorer than that5 NMR measurements can be made over a wide tempera-
employed for the other three structure determinationsture range. At 308C in CD Cl the NMR spectrum consist2 2
reported herein (only ca. 60% of the measured reflectionsof a pair of broad methyl resonances, at d 1.85 and 1.90
were observed at the 2s(I) level). Hence, the lowerppm, and two broad signals, at d 7.57 and 9.21 ppm, due
precision in the reported geometrical parameters, precludesto the protons on the pyridyl ring. On cooling to 2808C
a detailed discussion of the structure. Nevertheless, thethe spectrum changes dramatically, such that the pyridyl
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5solutions of Na[HB(Pz) ] react smoothly with [hRu(h -3

C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] to give a yellow solution from which4 4 2
5 3[Ru(h -C Me S)(k -HBPz )][PF ] 8 can be precipitated4 4 3 6

by the addition of NH [PF ]. The infrared spectrum of this4 6

material exhibits typical n and n bands, at 2052 and(BH) (PF)
21 1835 cm , respectively. The H NMR spectrum consists of

the three pyrazolyl resonances, d 8.14, 7.98, and 6.41 ppm,
two methyl resonances from the thiophene ligand, d 2.45
and 2.40 ppm, and a rather broad signal at ca. 4.2 ppm, due
to the proton on boron. Complete confirmation of the
structure of 8 is obtained by a single crystal structure
determination, Fig. 3. The basic geometry is as described
previously with pseudo-octahedral coordination at
ruthenium, though it should be noted that the angles
subtended at ruthenium are somewhat smaller than in the
two previous compounds, 83–858, as a consequence of the
chelate bite of the hydridotris(pyrazolyl)borate ligand.5Fig. 2. The crystal structure of the cation in [Ru(h -C Me S)4 4
While the thiophene ligand can be described as approxi-(bipy)(PPhMe )][PF ] 7, showing the atom labelling scheme.2 6 2

mately planar there are nevertheless deviations from
planarity similar to those described for 1. In general,
however, these deviations are somewhat smaller thandiffraction experiment clearly demonstrates the octahedral

˚before. For example, the sulfur is displaced by 0.15 A fromcoordination at the metal. We also note that the thiophene
the plane of the metallated carbons on the side away fromring is closer to planarity than was observed to be the case
the metal and the folding of the thiophene ligand is 7.18,for 1, and interestingly while the Ru–P distance, 2.364(4)

˚ cf. 12.58 for 1. The Ru–C bonds again form a long and aA, is somewhat longer than that observed for 1 the Ru–S
˚ short pair, however the average Ru–C distance in 8,distance, 2.397(5) A, is markedly shorter, by some 0.045

˚˚ 2.218(4) A, is significantly longer than that for 1, 2.194(4)A. Finally it should be noted that while ‘Ru(arene)’
Å, reflecting the superior sigma donor power of the Nanalogues of 6 and 7 have been described [44] none of 3

ligand set in 8, which is also reflected in the shorter Ru–Sthese have been crystallographically characterised.
5 ˚distance, 2.401(1) A. The Ru–N distances can be usefullyBy studying the reaction of [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-4 4

compared to those observed for the analogous Ru(arene)Cl)j ] with Na[HB(Pz) ] we have established that all the2 3

compound, [Ru( p-cymene)hHB(Pz) j][PF ] [45]. As withchlorides can be removed from the metal, while the 3 6

[Ru( p-cymene)hHB(Pz) j][PF ] the Ru–N distances arethiophene ligand is retained, in a single synthetic step. 3 6
˚unequal, with two longer, 2.151(4) and 2.159(4) A, andInitially we attempted this reaction in a variety of organic

˚one shorter, 2.125(3) A, bond. Each of these bonds issolvents, however yields were invariably low. Indeed the
˚optimum solvent for this, and a number of other reactions, approximately 0.03 A longer in 8 reflecting the greater

would, rather surprisingly, appear to be water. Aqueous trans influence of the thiophene ligand and which is
5consistent with the fact that [hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ]4 4 2

6is prepared from [hRu(h -p-cymene)Cl(m-Cl)j ] via an2

arene displacement reaction.
It will have been noticed that many of the reactions

described above have been performed in aqueous solution.
5Rauchfuss originally examined the behaviour of [hRu(h -

1C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] in aqueous solution by H NMR4 4 2

spectroscopy [21]. He reported that in D O two species2

were present in an approximate ratio of 10:1. The minor
5species was identified as the ion [Ru(h -

21C Me S)(D O) ] which could be synthesised indepen-4 4 2 3

dantly, isolated as its triflate salt, and characterised by
X-ray diffraction [22]. At the time of the original report the
major component was not identified. Given our success in
synthesising new compounds in aqueous solution we
thought it important to re-examine this reaction. When

5[hRu(h -C Me S)Cl(m-Cl)j ] is placed in an aqueous4 4 2
5 3 solution containing an excess of NH [PF ] a red solidFig. 3. The crystal structure of the cation in [Ru(h -C Me S)(k - 4 64 4 1

HBPz )][PF ] 8, showing the atom labelling scheme. deposits from solution over a period of 72 h. The H NMR3 6
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spectrum of that compound exhibits only one set of thiophene complexes of ruthenium(II) has focused on the
tetramethylthiophene signals, d 2.15 and 2.10 ppm. A reactivity of the metallated ligand, we have demonstrated
simple test with HNO /AgNO reveals that the compound that there is considerable scope for developing the coordi-3 3

5still contains chloride ions. The mass spectrum exhibits a nation chemistry of the Ru(h -thiophene) moiety, perhaps
peak at m /z 591 which displays the predicted isotope into such areas as bio-organometallic chemistry and water
pattern for two ruthenium and three chlorine atoms. This soluble catalysts.
data together with the elemental analysis (see Section 2)

5suggest that the compound be formulated as [Ru (h -2

C Me S) (m-Cl) ][PF ] 9, which was subsequently con-4 4 2 3 6

Supplementary datafirmed by X-ray diffraction, Fig. 4. The complex cation has
a face-sharing bi-octahedral structure with the two

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12ruthenium(II) ions bridged unsymmetrically by three chlo-
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quotingride ions. There are four long Ru–Cl distances, 2.4600(7)–

˚ ˚ the deposition numbers CCDC 112384–112387.2.4792 A, and two short, 2.4168(7) and 2.4160(7) A.
The short bonds are approximately trans to the Ru–S
bonds, S(1)–Ru(1)–Cl(3) 167.58(3)8, S(2)–Ru(2)–Cl(1)
167.24(3)8, and reflect the trans influence of the ligating

Acknowledgementssulfur atoms, which form shorter bonds to the metal,
˚2.3375(7) and 2.3353(7) A, than seen in the other com-
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˚ ment.2.4514(7) A, is not very different from the mean value
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Abstract

%4 %%%4
6The transmetallation reaction of enantiomerically pure (R )-hHgCl[C H CH(Me)NMe ]j with the [(h -arene)RuCl ] dimer, whereC 10 6 2 2 2%3 %%%%%%%%%3

6
h -arene5C H -Me (toluene), in CH CN at ambient temperature forms a mixture of two diastereomeric ruthenacycles [(S , R ) – a,6 5 3 Ru C%4 %%4

6major, and (R , R ) – a9, minor] of the type h(h -arene)Ru[C H CH(Me)NMe ](Cl)j (1a,a9) in good chemical and optical yields. TheRu C 10 6 2%3 %%%%%%%%3
1 13 1diastereoselectivity of chloride substitution in 1a,a9 by bromide and iodide has been determined by H and Ch Hj NMR spectroscopy

and single-crystal X-ray crystallography. The diastereoselectivity of this type of transmetallation reaction varies as a function of both the
6electronic nature of the (h -arene) ligand attached to the ruthenium center and the steric nature of the chiral arylamine (de is the
6 6diastereomeric excess): [(h -benzene)Ru(TMNA)Cl] (TMNA5[C H CH(Me)NMe ]), 8a,a9, (92% de).[(h -benzene)Ru(TMBA)Cl],10 6 2

6 6(TMBA5[C H CH(Me)NMe ]), 5a,a9, (90.4% de).[(h -toluene)Ru(TMNA)Cl], 1a,a9, (87.5% de).[(h -toluene)Ru(TMBA)Cl], 4a,a9,6 4 2

(86.7% de). The diastereoselectivity of the substitution reactions generally increases with increasing steric bulk of the incoming ligand and
proceeds with predominant retention of configuration at ruthenium.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structures; Ruthenium; Ligand substitutions; NMR spectroscopy

1. Introduction is higher for the 8a,a9 system than for the 5a,a9 system
[22].

With this in mind, we have embarked on a study toIn the field of stereoselective synthesis of organic
prepare a series of cyclometallated, diastereomeric com-compounds, optically-active cyclometallated complexes of

6plexes of Ru(II) of the type h(h -transition metals are increasingly encountered [1–17]. A %4 %%4

very appealing feature of these complexes resides in the C H Me)Ru[C H CH(Me)NMe ](X)j (X5Cl (1a,a9), Br6 5 10 6 2%3 %%%%%%%%3
ability of the chiral metal center, in addition to that of the (2a,a9), I (3a,a9); Schemes 1 and 2). The ‘prime’ in the
chiral ligand, to play important roles in metal-mediated structural designations of each pair of diastereomers
stereoselective organic transformations [18–20]. symbolizes the fact that the two members are identical in

We recently reported [21–23] that ligand substitution the absolute configuration of their benzylic carbon atom
6reactions of (S , R )- and (R , R )-hh - but are different in that of the ruthenium center. OurRu C Ru C%4 %%4

C H (Ru[C H CH(Me)NMe ](Cl)j, 8a,a9, and the interest in this project stems from the higher diastereo-6 6 10 6 2%3 %%%%%%%%3

homologous N,N-dimethyl(1-phenylethyl)amine (TMBA) selectivity in the formation and ligand substitution re-
complex, 5a,a9, with a variety of ligands proceed with actions of the naphthylamine complexes [22] than for the
predominant retention of configuration at ruthenium. The benzylamine complexes. We were also interested to learn

6diastereoselectivity of the substitution reactions is a func- the influence of the ancillary (h -arene) ligands on the
tion of the steric bulk of the incoming ligand and generally diastereoselectivity of the substitution reactions at the Ru

center. Our previously reported [21–24] cyclometallated
Ru(II) complexes and the diastereoselectivity of their*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-775-784-6588; fax: 11-775-784-
substitution reactions are shown in Chart 1 and Table 1,6804.

E-mail address: jhnelson@equinox.unr.edu (J.H. Nelson) respectively.
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Scheme 1.

solvent resonances. FT-IR spectra were recorded on a
Perkin Elmer Spectrum 2000 for the far IR region (710–30

21cm ) as a mineral oil mull on a polyethylene sheet
(abbreviations: shp5sharp, sh5shoulder, st5strong, w5

weak, br5broad). Cyclic voltammograms were recorded at
(258C) in freshly distilled CH Cl containing 0.1 M2 2

tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate using a BAS
CV 50-W voltammetric analyzer. A three-electrode system
was used. The working electrode was a glassy carbon disk,
and the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl (aqueous) sepa-

1rated from the cell by a luggin capillary. The Fc/Fc
couple occurred at 499 mV [34] under the same conditions.
Melting points were determined on a Mel-Temp apparatus,
all complexes decomposed at temperatures above 1508C.
Elemental analyses were performed by Galbraith Lab-
oratories, Knoxville, TN.

Chart 1.

62.2. Preparation of h(h -
%4 %%4

2. Experimental section C H Me)Ru[C H CH(Me)NMe ]Clj, (1a,a9)6 5 10 6 2%3 %%%%%%%%3

2.1. Reagents and physical measurements A diastereomerically-enriched mixture of 1a,a9 was
prepared by a procedure analogous to that which we

6Commercially available, reagent grade chemicals were previously used to prepare [(h -benzene)Ru(TMNA)Cl]
used as received. Acetonitrile was dried over CaH and [22]. The transmetallation reaction is depicted in Scheme2

distilled immediately before use. Aluminum oxide for 1.
6column chromatography (activated, 50–200 micron, neu- Under a dry dinitrogen atmosphere, [(h -

tral) was obtained from Acros. NMR spectra were re- C H Me)RuCl ] [26] 0.610 g (1.16 mmol) and (R) -6 5 2 2 C

corded on a Varian Unity Plus-500 FT-NMR spectrometer [(TMNA)HgCl] [25] 1.00 g (2.32 mmol) were suspended
1 13operating at 500 MHz for H and 125 MHz for C. Proton in CH CN (80 ml) and the mixture was stirred magnetical-3

and carbon chemical shifts were referenced to residual ly at ambient temperature for 15 h. As the reaction
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3 4proceeded, the original dark-red color of the suspension 1H, H ), 7.71 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz,5 2 3 2 4

gradually changed to brick-red (transparent) and a small 1H, H ), 8.11 (s, 1H, H ). The relative intensities of the2 1

amount of a pale yellow solid appeared in the solution. The two H resonances (15 to 1) established the 87.5% de.1
13 1red solution was then taken to dryness on a rotary Ch Hj NMR (125 MHz, CDCl ): 1a (major), d 9.153

evaporator. This gave a dark-red (foamy) residue. The (C ), 19.12 (C ), 49.52 (C ), 52.30 (C ), 66.97 (C ),12 21 13 14 11

dark-red residue was dissolved in a minimum amount of 79.12 (C ), 81.36 (C ), 85.71 (C ), 87.19 (C ), 90.5918 20 17 16

CH Cl and subjected to filtration chromatography over a (C ), 102.92 (C ), 120.97 (C ), 123.36 (C ), 124.682 2 19 15 9 6
2short (|732 cm ) column of alumina which had been (C ), 126.11 (C ), 127.37 (C ), 131.27 (C ), 133.12 (C ),5 4 7 3 8

packed with a mixture of hexane /ether (1:1) and was 134.94 (C ), 149.86 (C ), 165.07 (C ); 1a9 (minor), d2 10 1

eluted with CH Cl . A very dark brown band (containing 10.29 (C ), 19.06 (C ), 44.35 (C ), 54.35 (C ), 65.822 2 12 21 13 14

HgCl , elemental Ru, and organic impurities) moved very (C ), 79.04 (C ), 80.44 (C ), 85.65 (C ), 87.51 (C ),2 11 18 20 17 16

slowly and a red band moved with the solvent front. The 89.44 (C ), 100.46 (C ), 121.06 (C ), 123.62 (C ),19 15 9 6

red eluate was collected and the solvent was removed on a 125.13 (C ), 126.35 (C ), 127.65 (C ), 131.42 (C ),5 4 7 3

rotary evaporator. The resulting red powder was washed 133.94 (C ), 136.63 (C ), 149.14 (C ), 168.32 (C ). IR8 2 10 1
21with several small portions of the hexane /ether mixture data y (cm ), 260 (shp, st), 257 (sh).(Ru–Cl)

and filtered. Drying the resulting solid in vacuo gave the
6pure product as a red powder: yield, 0.59 g (60%). Anal. 2.3. Synthesis and characterization of h(h -

%4 %%4Calcd. for C H ClNRu: C, 59.10; H, 5.62; N, 3.28.21 24 C H Me)Ru[C H CH(Me)NMe ]Xj (X5Br(2a,a9),6 5 10 6 2%3 %%%%%%%%3Found: C, 58.79; H, 5.57; N, 3.32.
I(3a,a9))

The diastereomerically-enriched mixtures of the bromide
(2a,a9) and the iodide (3a,a9) analogs were prepared by
the same general method, i.e. the metathetic reactions
depicted in Scheme 2. Reaction mixtures were not air
sensitive and no precautions were taken to exclude air. The

2reaction time for the I reaction was 3 h longer than that
2of the Br reaction. The following preparation of 2a,a9 is

representative.
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl ): 1a (major), d 1.30 (d,3

3J(H H )57.0 Hz, 3H, CH (12)), 2.21 (s, 3H, CH (21)), 2.3.1. 2a,a9 (X5Br)7 12 3 3

2.44 (s, 3H, NCH (13)), 3.38 (s, 3H, NCH (14)), 4.60 (qd, To a stirred solution of 1a,a9 0.25 g (0.58 mmol) in3 3
3 4J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 4.92 CH Cl (|2 ml) was added a solution of 0.07 g (0.687 12 6 7 7 2 23 3(apparent t, J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), mmol) of NaBr in EtOH (95%, |80 ml). The resulting17 18 18 19 18

34.96 (d, J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.14 (apparent t, deep-red transparent solution was stirred at ambient tem-19 20 20
3 3J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.46 (d, perature for 6 h, after which the solvents were removed16 17 17 18 17
3J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.59 (apparent t, under reduced pressure. The red–brown colored solid16 17 16
3 3J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.17 (d, residue was dissolved in a minimum amount of CH Cl18 19 19 20 19 2 2
4 3J(H H )51.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.25 (ddd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, and subjected to filtration chromatography over a short6 7 6 4 5
3 4 2J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.36 (ddd, (|532 cm ) column of alumina, which had been packed3 4 2 4 4
3 3 4J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, with a mixture of hexane /ether (1:1), and was eluted with2 3 3 4 3 5

3 41H, H ), 7.65 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, CH Cl . This resulted in a very dark brown band (con-3 4 5 3 5 2 2
3 41H, H ), 7.74 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, taining elemental Ru, NaCl, and organic impurities) at the5 2 3 2 4

1H, H ), 8.60 (s, 1H, H ); 1a9 (minor), d 1.39 (d, top of the column and a red band which moved with the2 1
3J(H H )56.8 Hz, 3H, CH (12)), 2.13 (s, 3H, CH (21)), solvent front. The deep-red (transparent) eluate was col-7 12 3 3

2.50 (s, 3H, NCH (13)), 3.35 (s, 3H, NCH (14)), 3.94 (qd, lected and evaporated in vacuo. The resulting red-brown3 3
3 4J(H H )56.8 Hz, J(H H )51.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.02 powder was washed with several small portions of the7 12 6 7 7

3 3(apparent t, J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), hexane /ether mixture and filtered. Drying the resulting17 18 18 19 18
35.03 (d, J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.18 (apparent t, solid in vacuo gave the pure product as a brown, flaky19 20 20

3 3J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.40 (d, solid: yield, 0.20 g (75%). Anal. Calcd. for C H BrNRu:16 17 17 18 17 21 24
3J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.42 (apparent t, C, 53.53; H, 5.09; N, 2.97. Found: C, 53.42; H, 4.98; N,16 17 16
3 3 1J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.18 (d, 3.02. H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl ): 2a (major), d 1.29 (d,18 19 19 20 19 3
4 3 3J(H H )51.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.33 (ddd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )56.8 Hz, 3H, CH (12)), 2.28 (s, 3H, CH (21)),6 7 6 4 5 7 12 3 3
3 4J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.37 (ddd, 2.39 (s, 3H, NCH (13)), 3.40 (s, 3H, NCH (14)), 4.63 (qd,3 4 2 4 4 3 3
3 3 4 3 4J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, J(H H )56.8 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.00 (d,2 3 3 4 3 5 7 12 6 7 7

3 4 31H, H ), 7.70 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.05 (apparent t,3 4 5 3 5 19 20 20
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3 3J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.08 (appar- 1H, H ), 8.47 (s, 1H, H ); 3a9 (minor), d 1.36 (d,17 18 18 19 18 2 1
33 3 J(H H )56.5 Hz, 3H, CH (12)), 2.34 (s, 3H, CH (21)),ent t, J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.42 (d, 7 12 3 316 17 17 18 17

3 2.43 (s, 3H, NCH (13)), 3.28 (s, 3H, NCH (14)), 3.94 (qd,J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.48 (apparent t, 3 316 17 16
3 43 3 J(H H )56.5 Hz, J(H H )51.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 4.90J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.17 (d, 7 12 6 7 718 19 19 20 19

3 34 3 (apparent t, J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ),J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.25 (ddd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, 17 18 18 19 186 7 6 4 5
33 4 4.96 (d, J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.13 (apparent t,J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.36 (ddd, 19 20 203 4 2 4 4

3 3 4 3 3J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.40 (d,2 3 3 4 3 5 16 17 17 18 17
3 4 31H, H ), 7.66 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.83 (apparent t,3 4 5 3 5 16 17 16
3 4 3 31H, H ), 7.73 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.19 (d,5 2 3 2 4 18 19 19 20 19

4 31H, H ), 8.56 (s, 1H, H ); 2a9 (minor), d 1.36 (d, J(H H )51.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.24 (ddd, J(H H )58.0 Hz,2 1 6 7 6 4 5
3 3 4J(H H )56.8 Hz, 3H, CH (12)), 2.06 (s, 3H, CH (21)), J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.37 (ddd,7 12 3 3 3 4 2 4 4

3 3 42.40 (s, 3H, NCH (13)), 3.30 (s, 3H, NCH (14)), 4.58 (qd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz,3 3 2 3 3 4 3 5
3 4 3 4J(H H )56.8 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 4.88 1H, H ), 7.69 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz,7 12 6 7 7 3 4 5 3 5

3 3 3 4(apparent t, J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 1H, H ), 7.74 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz,17 18 18 19 18 5 2 3 2 4
34.94 (d, J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.11 (apparent t, 1H, H ), 8.21 (s, 1H, H ). The relative intensities of the19 20 20 2 1

3 3 two H resonances (23 to 1) established the 91.6% de.J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.44 (d, 116 17 17 18 17
13 13 Ch Hj NMR (125 MHz, CDCl ): 3a (major), d 9.50J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.56 (apparent t, 316 17 16

3 3 (C ), 19.93 (C ), 49.20 (C ), 55.12 (C ), 69.91 (C ),J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.18 (d, 12 21 13 14 1118 19 19 20 19
4 3 83.17 (C ), 83.46 (C ), 86.03 (C ), 86.65 (C ), 90.32J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.26 (ddd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, 20 18 17 166 7 6 4 5
3 4 (C ), 99.33 (C ), 120.78 (C ), 123.27 (C ), 124.65 (C ),J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.37 (ddd, 19 15 9 6 53 4 2 4 4
3 3 4 125.93 (C ), 127.38 (C ), 131.06 (C ), 133.07 (C ),J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 4 7 3 82 3 3 4 3 5

3 4 135.94 (C ), 149.91 (C ), 163.25 (C ); 3a9 (minor), d1H, H ), 7.70 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 2 10 13 4 5 3 5
3 4 10.30 (C ), 19.34 (C ), 49.27 (C ), 55.27 (C ), 69.951H, H ), 7.74 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 12 21 13 145 2 3 2 4

(C ), 81.21 (C ), 81.31 (C ), 85.72 (C ), 87.16 (C ),1H, H ), 8.14 (s, 1H, H ). The relative intensities of the 11 20 18 17 162 1

90.59 (C ), 102.74 (C ), 121.10 (C ), 123.39 (C ),two H resonances (21 to 1) established the 90.9% de. 19 15 9 61
13 1 124.76 (C ), 126.10 (C ), 127.40 (C ), 131.12 (C ),Ch Hj NMR (125 MHz, CDCl ): 2a (major), d 9.25 5 4 7 33

133.02 (C ), 140.32 (C ), 149.70 (C ), 162.24 (C ). IR(C ), 19.50 (C ), 49.40 (C ), 53.21 (C ), 67.88 (C ), 8 2 10 112 21 13 14 11
21data y (cm ), 206 (shp, w).81.92 (C ), 83.06 (C ), 84.46 (C ), 85.59 (C ), 90.55 (Ru–I)18 20 17 16

(C ), 101.40(C ), 120.82 (C ), 123.28 (C ), 124.6119 15 9 6

(C ), 126.03 (C ), 127.34 (C ), 131.15 (C ), 133.06 (C ),5 4 7 3 8
2.4. X-ray data collection and processing135.19 (C ), 149.93 (C ), 164.51 (C ); 2a9 (minor), d2 10 1

10.23 (C ), 19.06 (C ), 49.46 (C ), 52.23 (C ), 66.8812 21 13 14
The crystal data and details of data collection are given(C ), 79.06 (C ), 81.26 (C ), 84.50 (C ), 85.70 (C ),11 18 20 17 16

in Table 2. Deep red blocks of 1a and 2a were obtained by87.09 (C ), 102.76 (C ), 120.85 (C ), 123.40 (C ),19 15 9 6
slow diffusion of a 1:1 mixture of hexane–ether into a124.72 (C ), 126.06 (C ), 127.38 (C ), 131.21 (C ),5 4 7 3
saturated CH Cl solution of each compound. Brown134.88 (C ), 137.79 (C ), 149.70 (C ), 165.17 (C ). IR 2 28 2 10 1

21 crystals of 3a were grown by slow diffusion of ether into adata y (cm ), 216 (shp, w).(Ru–Br)
saturated CHCl solution.3

A suitable crystal of each compound was mounted on a
2.3.2. 3a,a9 (X5 I) glass fiber and placed on a Siemens P4 diffractometer.

Yield, 0.32 g (78%). Anal. Calcd. for C H INRu: C, Intensity data were collected in the v mode at 258C with21 24

48.67; H, 4.63; N, 2.70. Found: C, 48.73; H, 4.54; N, 2.49. graphite monochromated Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073
1 ˚H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl ): 3a (major), d 1.30 (d, A). Three check reflections, monitored every 100 reflec-3
3J(H H )56.5 Hz, 3H, CH (12)), 2.39 (s, 3H, CH (21)), tions, showed random (,2%) variation during the data7 12 3 3

2.41 (s, 3H, NCH (13)), 3.45 (s, 3H, NCH (14)), 4.65 (qd, collection. The data were corrected for Lorentz, polariza-3 3
3 4J(H H )56.5 Hz, J(H H )51.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.08 tion effects, and absorption (using an empirical model7 12 6 7 7

3 3(apparent t, J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), derived from azimuthal data collections). Scattering factors17 18 18 19 18
35.19 (d, J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.35 (apparent t, and corrections for anomalous dispersion were taken from19 20 20

3 3J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.39 (d, a standard source [35]. Calculations were performed with16 17 17 18 17
3J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 5.41 (apparent t, the Siemens SHELXTL Plus (version 5.03) software16 17 16
3 3J(H H )5 J(H H )55.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.19 (d, package on a PC. The structures were solved by direct18 19 19 20 19
4 3J(H H )51.5 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.23 (ddd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, methods. Anisotropic thermal parameters were assigned to6 7 6 4 5
3 4J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, 1H, H ), 7.36 (ddd, non-hydrogen atoms where appropriate. Hydrogen atoms3 4 2 4 4
3 3 4J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )57.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, were refined at calculated positions with a riding model in2 3 3 4 3 5

3 4 ˚1H, H ), 7.66 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, which the C–H vector was fixed at 0.96 A. The data were3 4 5 3 5
3 4 21H, H ), 7.71 (dd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hz, refined by the method of full-matrix least squares on F .5 2 3 2 4
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Table 2Final cycles of refinement gave the R(F ) and R (F ) valuesw
21 2 2 Crystallographic data for 1a–3apresented in Table 2, where v 5s F 10.001F . Abso-

Compound 1a 2a 3alute configurations were determined by refinements of the
Flack parameter [36]. The known absolute configuration of Emp. formula C H ClNRu C H BrNRu C H INRu21 24 21 24 21 24

Mw 426.93 471.39 518.38the benzylic carbon of the starting mercury complex [25]
Cryst. syst. Monoclinic Orthorhombic Monoclinicand hence of 1a also served as an internal reference in

˚a (A) 12.422(4) 7.1803(5) 11.2156(14)verifying the absolute configuration of the Ru(II) center in ˚b (A) 12.868(4) 13.189(2) 15.104(2)
each of the ligand substitution products. ˚c (A) 12.849(4) 21.854(2) 11.7092(12)

a (8) 90 90 90
b (8) 115.42(2) 90 104.036(9)
g (8) 90 90 90

3˚V (A ) 1855.1(10) 2069.6(4) 1924.3(4)3. Results and discussion
a aZ 4 4 4

Space group P2 P2 2 2 P21 1 1 1 13.1. Synthesis and characterization of 1a,a9 3
r (Mg/m ) 1.529 1.513 1.789calcd

21
m (mm ) 0.991 2.690 2.421

Ruthenacycles 1a,a9 were prepared by the transmetalla- Trans. max/min 0.9477/0.7718 0.9529/0.6279 0.8504/0.6853
b,cR(F ) 0.0207 0.0400 0.0701tion reaction of 1 equiv. of optically pure (R) -C%4 %%%4 b,cR (F ) 0.0501 0.0817 0.1347whHgCl[C H CH(Me)NMe ]j [25] with 0.5 equiv. of the10 6 2%3 %%%%%%%%%%3

a6 Two inequivalent molecules per asymmetric unit.dimeric [(h -C H Me)RuCl ] [26] in acetonitrile at am-6 5 2 2 b The data were refined by the method of full-matrix least squares onbient temperature (Scheme 1). The ruthenium atom be- 2F , with the final R indices having I.2s(I).
c 2 2 2 1 / 2comes a stereocenter during the course of this reaction, and R(F )5S(uF u2uF u) /S(uF u); R (F )5[Sv(uF u2uF u) /Sv uF u ] ;o c o w o c c

2 2 2 2since the stereochemistry of the benzylic carbon atom v 51/s (F ) 5s (counts)1( pI) .
remains fixed, the transmetallation leads to the formation
of only two out of four possible diastereomers. Thus, the
pair of diastereomers, e.g. 1a,a9, differs only in the independent of time (several days) and temperature (220
absolute configuration at their Ru center. The chemical to 508C) indicating their configurational stability [5,8].
yield in this reaction (60%) is good and the product is Thus, this ratio is under kinetic control [24].
easily crystallized from a CH Cl : (hexane /Et O, 1:1) The solid-state and solution-phase structures of 1a,a92 2 2

mixture. were elucidated via a combination of X-ray crystallo-
Since each diastereomer shows well-separated reso- graphic and NMR spectroscopic studies. We will first

1nances in the (CDCl ) H NMR spectrum and the dia- discuss the solid-state structure of 1a. X-ray quality3

stereomers are stable toward interconversion in solution crystals were obtained by the slow diffusion of a 1:1
(vide infra), the stereoselectivity or optical yield can be mixture of hexane–ether into a saturated CH Cl solution2 2

assessed from the ratio of their integrated intensities. The of 1a,a9. Crystallographic data are presented in Table 2.
results are presented as percentage diastereomeric excess The structural drawing of 1a, along with the adopted

1(% de) in Table 1. The H NMR spectra obtained on numbering scheme is shown in Fig. 1; selected bond
CDCl , acetone-d , and CD NO solutions of 2a,a9 are distances and angles a.re given in Table 3. There are two3 6 3 2

inequivalent molecules in the asymmetric unit with very
small differences in their overall structures. They differTable 1

Diastereoselectivity for the formation of ruthenacycles 1a,a9–10a,a9

6 a
h -arene Products Ratio % de

major:minor

Toluene 1a,a9 15:1 87.5
Toluene 2a,a9 21:1 90.9
Toluene 3a,a9 23:1 91.6

bToluene 4a,a9 14:1 86.7
bBenzene 5a,a9 20:1 90.4
cBenzene 6a,a9 28:1 93.2
cBenzene 7a,a9 34:1 93.4
dBenzene 8a,a9 24:1 92.0
dBenzene 9a,a9 29:1 93.3
dBenzene 10a,a9 38:1 94.9

a Percentage diastereomeric excess (de)5(% major2% minor), as
1determined from the H NMR spectra of the crude reaction products.

b Ref. [24]. Fig. 1. Structural drawing of one of the two inequivalent molecules of 1a
c Ref. [21]. showing the atom numbering scheme (40% probability ellipsoids, the
d ˚Ref. [22]. hydrogen atom has an arbitrary radius of 0.1 A).
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Table 3
Selected structural parameters for ruthenacycles 1a–3a, 4a and 8a

˚Compound/ Bond distances (A)
a(abs. config.) Ru–C(arene) Ru–C(aryl) Ru–N Ru–halide

1a /(S , R ) 2.200(6) 2.069(4) 2.194(4) 2.4391(13)Ru C

2a /(S , R ) 2.221(8) 2.076(7) 2.208(6) 2.5737(11)Ru C

3a /(S , R ) 2.21(3) 2.07(2) 2.21(3) 2.738(2)Ru C

4a /(S , R ) 2.202(6) 2.058(4) 2.196(4) 2.441(1)Ru C

8a /(S , R ) 2.205(4) 2.090(3) 2.195(3) 2.453(1)Ru C

Bond angles (8)

C(aryl)–Ru–N C(aryl)–Ru–halide N–Ru–halide

1a /(S , R ) 77.70(14) 88.51(11) 88.19(10)Ru C

2a /(S , R ) 77.6(3) 87.9(2) 90.3(2)Ru C

3a /(S , R ) 79.3(8) 88.8(6) 91.4(4)Ru C

4a /(S , R ) 78.2(2) 86.9(1) 88.1(1)Ru C

8a /(S , R ) 77.0(1) 87.6(1) 89.52(9)Ru C

a ˚ ˚ ˚Mean value of the six Ru–C distances which range as follows: 1a: [2.143(5)–2.288(6) A], 2a: [2.167(8)–2.303(8) A], 3a: [2.14(3)–2.31(3) A], 4a:
˚ ˚[2.160(6)–2.272(7) A], 8a: [2.160(3)–2.288(4) A].

mainly in the positions of their toluene methyl groups. The ration at ruthenium is then assigned assuming the follow-
6X-ray structure (Fig. 1) shows that 1a is a mononuclear ing priority numbers [27–29]: 1 (h -C H Me), 2 (Cl6 5

ruthenium species that has a ‘three-legged piano-stool’ atom), 3 (N atom), and 4 (naphthyl C atom): (S ). Thus,Ru
6geometry, the (h -C H Me) ligand is in the ‘stool’ position the structure of 1a is designated as the (S , R ) dia-6 5 Ru C

while the ‘legs’ comprise the C and N atoms of the stereomer, while that of 1a9 is designated as the (R , R )Ru C

naphthylamine ligand and a chlorine atom. Thus, the Ru diastereomer. Since the lack of any observable epimeriza-
atom is in a pseudo-tetrahedral environment with four tion of this ruthenacycle in solution over a period of 2 days
different groups attached to it rendering it a stereocenter. at ambient temperature, hence its configurational stability,
Since the chiral benzylic C atom of the naphthylamino has been established (vide supra), one assumes that the
group is not a reaction center, its absolute configuration is bulk-crystallized sample is a solid mixture of the two
unambiguously assigned on the basis of that in the mercury diastereomers in a ratio equal to that observed in solution.
complex starting material [25]: (R ). The absolute configu- Thus, we assign the crystal structure (Fig. 1) to that of theC

Scheme 2.
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major species since it follows from the above discussion both 2a9 and 3a9 an (R , R ) absolute configuration as theRu C

that the crystals of this species have a higher statistical major and minor diastereomers, respectively. The assign-
chance of being isolated from the solution mixture. This ment of Ru absolute configuration is opposite to its formal
argument is supported by the high % de (87.5%). designation of R and S , respectively, for the iodoRu Ru

As is evident from the data in Table 3, the bond lengths analog (vide infra). This result is similar to those reported
5and angles of 1a are essentially the same as those of the [30] for the halide exchange reactions of [(h -

6 * *benzylamine analog, 4a, [24] and the (S , R )-[(h - C H R )Ru(CO)(Ph P)(X)] (R 5menthyl, neomenthyl;Ru C 5 4 3

C H )Ru(TMNA)Cl], 8a, complex [22]. Also, for each X5Cl, Br, I).6 6

compound, in the solid-state, the five-membered chelate The change in the formal designation of configuration
ring shows the same puckered envelope conformation with merely arises from a change in the position of the halide
the CCH group in a pseudo-equatorial position nearly atom in the ligand priority sequence. The ligand priority is3

6bisecting the adjacent CNC angle of the N(CH ) moiety h -C H Me (1).Cl/Br (2).N (3).C (aryl) (4) but I3 2 6 5
6and away from the chlorine atom in order to minimize (1).h -C H Me (2).N (3).C (aryl) (4). A comparison6 5

1,3-diaxial steric interactions. of the structures of 1a, 2a and 3a shows that the absolute
1The solution structures of 1a,a9 were elucidated by H stereochemical arrangements of the ligands (atoms) around

13 1and Ch Hj NMR spectroscopic studies (see Section 3). the Ru centers in these complexes are the same.
Each spectrum exhibits distinct resonances for the The above conclusions on the ruthenium absolute con-
arylamine and arene nuclei which may be assigned to those figurations in 2a,a9 and 3a,a9 (and hence the stereochem-
of the major and minor diastereomer. For the NMe unit, istry of the reactions leading to their formation) were2

two anisochronous proton resonances are found. From this confirmed by the crystal structures of 2a and 3a, the major
observation one can conclude that the nitrogen center is diastereomers (Figs. 2 and 3, respectively). For the iodo
coordinated to ruthenium. The resulting diastereotopic
nature of the two N-methyl groups can only occur when
pyramidal inversion at the nitrogen atom is blocked by its
coordination to Ru. Since the Ru–C bond is maintained,
the observation of two NMe signals proves that the five-
membered chelate ring found in the solid-state is also

1 13preserved in solution [22]. The H and C chemical shifts
of the naphthylamine ligand were assigned on the basis of

6the assignments for the (S , R )-[(h -C H )Ru(T-Ru C 6 6

MNA)Cl], 8a, complex [22] and were aided by APT and
HETCOR spectra. (See Section 3.)

3.2. Substitution of Cl by a halide: synthesis and
6characterization of h(h -

%4 %%4

C H Me)Ru[C H CH(Me)NMe ](X)j(X5Br, I)6 5 10 6 2%3 %%%%%%%%3

The mixture of the chloro complexes (1a,a9, 15:1
mixture, 87.5% de) readily undergoes clean metathesis
reactions with an excess of the appropriate sodium salt in a
CH Cl /(95%) EtOH (1:30) mixture to form the corre-2 2

sponding bromo (2a,a9) and iodo (3a,a9) analogs (Scheme
2) with high chemical and optical yields. The ratios of the

1diastereomers were determined by H NMR spectroscopy
by integration of the H (see Section 3 for the proton and1

carbon labeling scheme) resonances for each species. The
results are presented as percentage diastereomeric excess
(% de) in Table 1. As can be seen from the data in Table 1,
these reactions are highly stereoselective as evidenced by

1 13 1the high ratios of the diastereomers. The H and Ch Hj
NMR spectra of these compounds are essentially the same

Fig. 2. (Top) Structural drawing of 2a showing the atom numberingas those of the chloro analogs. Since these diastereomers
scheme (40% probability ellipsoids, the hydrogen atom has an arbitrary

6are configurationally stable and the chirality at the benzylic ˚radius of 0.1 A). (Bottom) A view approximately normal to the h -
carbon remains (R ) during the course of these substitution toluene plane illustrating the puckered envelope chelate ring conformationC

with the pseudo-equatorial CH group in the background.reactions, we assign to both 2a and 3a an (S , R ) and to 3Ru C
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and on the diastereoselectivity of the chloride substitution
reactions, a series of cyclometalated, diastereomeric com-

6plexes of Ru(II) of the type [(h -arene)Ru(TMNA)X] (X5

Cl (1a,a9), Br (2a,a9), I (3a,a9)) were prepared with
6toluene as the ancillary (h -arene) ligand (see Schemes 1

and 2).
Table 1 lists comparative diastereoselectivities for the

cyclometalation and chloride substitutions by a halide in
6 6the [(h -arene)Ru(TMNA)X] and [(h -arene)Ru(TMBA)X]

6analogs, where the (h -arene) ligand is either toluene,
1a,a9–4a,a9 or benzene, 5a,a9–10a,a9. It appears from this
data that the diastereoselectivity is controlled by both the
electronic nature of the arene ligand attached to the
ruthenium center and the steric nature of the chiral
arylamine, in such a way that higher diastereoselectivity is
promoted by the combination of a less p-electron-donating

Fig. 3. Structural drawing of one of the two inequivalent molecules of 3a arene ligand together with a more sterically congested and
showing the atom numbering scheme (40% probability ellipsoids, the

rigid arylamine. A literature search [32,33] reveals that˚hydrogen atom has an arbitrary radius of 0.1 A). C , C , C , and12 13 17 6[(h -benzene)RuCl ] is a better cyclometalating agentC –C were refined isotropically. 2 218 20
6than [(h -toluene)RuCl ] , benzene being the weaker p-2 2

electron donor.
complex, there are two inequivalent molecules in the As can be seen from the data in Table 1, (i) the
asymmetric unit, differing mainly in the positions of their diastereoselectivity of the cycloruthenation reactions of

6 6toluene methyl groups. Crystallographic data are presented [(h -toluene)RuCl ] is greater for [(h -toluene)Ru(T-2 2
6in Table 2. Selected bond distances and angles are given in MNA)Cl], 1a,a9, than for [(h -toluene)Ru(TMBA)Cl],

6Table 3. As is evident from the data in Table 3, the bond 4a,a9, but smaller than for both [(h -benzene)Ru(T-
lengths and angles do not change significantly among the MNA)Cl], 8a,a9, and the benzylamine analog, 5a,a9, (ii)

6three structures. The structural parameters of the [(h - the diastereoselectivity of the chloride substitutions is
6C H Me)Ru(TMNA)X], [(h -C H )Ru(TMNA)X] [22], always smaller for the substitutions of complex 1a,a9 than6 5 6 6

6[(h -C H )Ru(TMBA)X] [21] (X5Br, I) complexes, and for both 5a,a9 and 8a,a9. These observations are again6 6
6[(h -C H Me)Ru(TMBA)Cl] [24] complex are very simi- consistent with the electronic effect of the less p-electron-6 5

6lar. The five-membered chelate ring has the same puckered donating arene ligand, h -benzene, on ruthenium and the
envelope conformation where the benzylic CCH group is steric effect of the chiral naphthylamine.3

2in a pseudo-equatorial position and nearly in the plane of The results of our studies on the stereochemistry of Cl
the aryl ring [31]. substitution reactions of 1a,a9 are given in Table 1. They

Since both 2a and 3a are configurationally stable in clearly show that these reactions proceed with predominant
solution over a period of 2 days, these two chloride retention of configuration at Ru, as was seen for the

6 6 6substitution reactions proceed with predominant retention (h -benzene) system. Also, for both (h -benzene) and (h -
of configuration at ruthenium for the major diastereomer. toluene) coordinated complexes the diastereoselectivity
In the bromide reaction 27% of the minor diastereomer increases with increasing steric bulk of the incoming halide
undergoes inversion, whereas in the iodide reaction 33% of ligand. In solution, the decomposition time, several days, is

6the minor diastereomer undergoes inversion. slightly shorter for the [(h -toluene)Ru(TMNA)X] com-
6plexes than for the [(h -benzene)Ru(TMNA)X] complexes.

63.3. The influence of the ancillary (h -arene) ligand on In order to assess whether this has an electronic origin, the
the diastereoselectivity of the substitution reactions at redox potentials for the Ru(II) /Ru(III) couples were

6the Ru center determined by cyclic voltammetry. Oxidation of the [(h -
6benzene)Ru(TMNA)Cl] and [(h -benzene)Ru(TMBA)Cl]

In our earlier report [22], we found that the diastereo- complexes is both chemically and electrochemically re-
6selectivity of chloride substitution reactions generally was versible while oxidation of the [(h -toluene)Ru(TMNA)Cl]

6higher for the [(h -C H )Ru(TMNA)Cl] system than for complex is irreversible. The oxidation potentials of the6 6
6the [(h -C H )Ru(TMBA)Cl] system. We stated that the three complexes are 1a,a9 (409 mV), 2a,a9 (383 mV) and6 6

differences in the diastereoselectivities of the chloride 3a,a9 (365 mV). The oxidation potential of 1a,a9 is 21 mV
substitution reactions for the two series of complexes had a lower than those of both 8a,a9 and 5a,a9. This result is

6steric origin. consistent with the electronic nature of the (h -arene)
In order to understand the relative influence of the ligand, toluene being the stronger p-electron donor, mak-

6ancillary (h -arene) ligand on the cyclometalation reaction ing the metal center more electron rich, and lowering the
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Abstract

Various dehydration procedures have been evaluated for ScCl ?6H O. The ScCl (DME)(MeCN) 1 and ScCl (diglyme) 2 [diglyme53 2 3 3

MeO(CH CH O) Me] adducts have been synthesized by a ligand-exchange reaction from ScCl (THF) in acetonitrile. The diglyme2 2 2 3 3

adduct could also be obtained by dehydration of ScCl ?6H O by trimethylchlorosilane in diethylether in the presence of the ligand. The3 2
1complexes were characterized by FT–IR, H NMR and by X-ray diffraction. They both correspond to monomeric species based on

distorted hexacoordinated scandium. Hydrolysis of 2 gave [Sc (m-OH) (H O) ]Cl ?2H O, 3. The Sc–O coordination bonds of 1 and of2 2 2 10 4 2

˚ ˚2 [2.207(1) A for the DME adduct, 2.165(8)–2.257(9) A for 2] have lengths comparable to the Sc–O(H O) bonds of 3 [2.172(4)–2

˚ ˚2.217(5) A], but were longer than the Sc–OH ones [2.064(5) A]. The dimeric cations, in which the metals are heptacoordinated, are
˚associated by hydrogen bonding (| 2.737(5) A) between coordinated and crystallization-type water molecules. As a result, chains are

developed along the a axis.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Scandium; Halides; Hydroxide; Dehydration

1. Introduction giving the alcohol complexes LnCl (ROH) (R5Et, x54;3 x

R5Pr, x53) [16,17]. Adducts should be more stable
Anhydrous lanthanide(III) or scandium halides are towards rehydration. Scandium products are of wide

essential starting materials for the preparation of coordina- interest in material science [7,8] as well as catalysis [2–6]
tion compounds, for instance, as precursors of inorganic due to their unique properties. However, they are some-
materials or organometallics [1–8]. Various physical or what expensive, due to costly separation and preparative
chemical routes for the dehydration of halides have been techniques, therefore, high yield routes are especially
reported [9]. Synthesis of anhydrous halides by trans- desirable.
metallation reactions using mercuric halides [10] and We wish to report our investigations on the dehydration
chlorination of lanthanide oxides or carbonates [11] by of ScCl ?6H O as well as the synthesis and characteriza-3 2

various reagents have also been considered. A number of tion of scandium chloride adducts, namely
papers have emphasized the difficulty in obtaining anhydr- ScCl (DME)(MeCN) 1 and ScCl (diglyme) 2. The various3 3

ous lanthanide halides even using long-established pro- compounds were characterized by microanalyses, FT–IR
cedures [12,13]. Mixed ‘solvates’, such as and by single crystal X-ray diffraction for 1 and 2.
[MCl (H O)(THF)] (M5Ce, Nd), have been structurally3 2

characterized. Alternate dehydration routes are thus still
being evaluated. Dehydration procedures have been re-
ported with thionyl chloride in THF [14], 2,2-dimethox- 2. Experimental
ypropane [15] and with alkyl orthoformates, the latter

Synthesis and characterization were routinely carried out
under argon using Schlenk tubes and vacuum line tech-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 133-4-7243-1570; fax: 133-4-7243-
niques. Solvents and ligands were dried by standard1568.

E-mail address: hubert@univ-lyon1.fr (L.G. Hubert-Pfalzgraf) procedures. ScCl (THF) was obtained either by dehydra-3 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00063-7
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tion of ScCl ?6H O using thionyl chloride in THF or ml), lithium chloride was eliminated by filtration. Iso-3 2

directly from anhydrous chloride. FT–IR spectra were propanol (4 ml) was added. After stirring for 3 h and
obtained as Nujol mulls on a Paragon Perkin Elmer refluxing for 1 h, crystallization was induced by adding

ispectrometer. NMR spectra were registered on an AC-200 more isopropanol and by cooling. Sc O(OPr ) was5 13
1Bruker spectrometer. Analytical data were obtained from isolated at a yield of 70%. Spectroscopic data (IR, H

the Centre de Microanalyses du CNRS. NMR) are as reported [18].

2.1. Dehydration of ScCl ?6H O3 2 2.5. X-ray crystal structure determinations for 1, 2 and
[Sc (m-OH) (H O) ]Cl ?2H O2 2 2 10 4 2Freshly distilled SOCl (18 equivalents) was added to a2

suspension of ScCl ?6H O in THF, cooled at .08C and3 2 Suitable crystals of 1 and 2 were obtained directly from
maintained in the dark. After stirring for 2 h at 08C and for

the reaction medium and selected in paratone (EXXON)
1 h at room temperature, ScCl (THF) was crystallized at3 3 oil. 3 was obtained by evolution of 2 in the oil. A crystal
2358C and filtered. It was carefully washed with hexane

of each compound was glued to a glass fiber and cooled to
and recrystallized in THF at 2358C in the presence of

around 2808C. Accurate cell dimensions and orientation
activated charcoal (82%).

matrices were obtained by least-squares refinements of 25
accurately centered reflections. No significant decay was

2.2. Synthesis of ScCl (DME)(MeCN) 13 observed in the intensities of two checked reflections
during data collection. Complete crystallographic data and

A 1 g (6.62 mmol) amount of ScCl (THF) was3 3 collection parameters are listed in Table 1. The data were
suspended in 20 ml of MeCN and dimethoxyethane (1.7

corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. Computa-
ml). After |10 h at room temperature, crystallization was

tions were performed using the PC version of CRYSTALS
induced at 2358C (0.75 g, 95%). Anal. calc. for

[19]. Scattering factors and corrections for anomalous
C H NO Cl Sc: C, 25.5; H, 4.6; N, 5.0%. Found: C,6 13 2 3 absorption were taken from Ref. [20]. The structure was2125.65; H, 4.68. IR (cm , nujol): 2317m, 2286m (nC=N),

solved by direct methods (SHELXS-86) [21] and refined
1287m, 1294m, 1190vs, 1115vs, 1077vs, 1026vs (nC–O),

by full-matrix least-squares. All non-hydrogen atoms were
1005m, 941m, 863s, 825m, 800m, 574w, 540w, 470w,

anisotropically refined. Hydrogen atoms on O(2) (hydroxyl14152, 395m (nMCl, nMO). H NMR (CDCl , ppm): 3.90 s3 group) and only two of the eight hydrogen atoms expected
(br, 6H, OMe), 3.60 s (br, 4H, CH2), 2.0 s (3H, Me).

for the four independent water molecules were located on a
difference Fourier map; their coordinates were refined with

2.3. Synthesis of ScCl (diglyme) 23 an overall isotropic thermal parameter. Drawings of 3 were
done by using the program CAMERON [22].

A similar procedure, applied to 1 g (2.72 mmol) of
ScCl (THF) and diglyme (1.1 ml, 26.44 mmol), gave 23 3

(0.7 g, 90%) Anal. calc. for C H O Cl Sc: C, 25.21; H,6 14 3 3
214.9. Found: C, 25.40; H, 5.12; IR (cm , nujol): 1113 m, 3. Results and discussion

1085 vs, 1063 vs, 1030 s, (nC–O), 935 m, 920 m, 863 s,
805 s; 580 m, 545 m; 475 m, 430 m, 405 (nMCl, nMO). 3.1. Synthesis and characterization
1H NMR (CDCl , ppm): 3.90 (s, br, CH , 4H); 3.78 (s, br,3 2

CH , 4H); 3.57 (s, br, Me, 6H). Scandium derivatives display a number of promising2

2 could also been obtained by reacting 1.86 g (17.3 mol) applications [7,8], but high yield preparative routes are
of ScCl ?6H O with 4.1 ml of diglyme and 22 ml (0.17 desirable due to their notable price. Only a few scandium3 2

mol) of Me SiCl in 30 ml of diethylether. After stirring the alkoxides have been described [23]. The most classical3

reaction medium for 1 h at room temperature, refluxing one, scandium oxoisopropoxide, was obtained at a yield of
was achieved for seven days. 1 was separated by filtration, 17% by metathesis of scandium chloride by sodium
washed with diethylether and hexane (95%). isopropoxide, at a yield of 20% by oxidation of the metal

The various adducts were soluble in MeCN, but poorly in isopropanol but at a yield of 65% by alcoholysis of the
soluble in the other usual solvents. tristrimethylsilylamide Sc[N(SiMe ) ] [18]. In our hands,3 2 3

the reaction between commercial scandium trichloride and
i2.4. Synthesis of Sc O(OPr ) lithium or potassium trimethylsilylamide gave poor yields5 13

of Sc[N(SiMe ) ] , affording mainly an oligomeric oxoch-3 2 3

LiNEt (7.77 mmol) in 10 ml of THF was added to a loride trimethylsilylamide derivative. The poor reproduci-2

suspension of 2 (0.75 g, 2.60 mmol) in 10 ml of THF. The bility of the characteristics and, thus, the properties and
mixture was stirred at room temperature for two days. reactivity of commercial scandium chloride motivated
After evaporation to dryness and extraction by toluene (20 investigation of dehydration of the hexahydrate and/or
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Table 1
aCrystallographic data for ScCl (DME)(MeCN) 1, ScCl (diglyme) 2 and [Sc (m-OH) (H O) ]Cl ?2H O 33 3 2 2 2 10 4 2

1 2 3

Formula C H O Cl Sc C H Cl NO Sc H Sc Cl O6 14 3 3 6 13 3 2 26 2 4 14

Molecular weight 285.49 282.49 481.9
Crystal system Monoclinic Orthorhombic Orthorhombic
Space group C c P b c a P m n n
Z 4 8 2

˚a, A 13.262(7) 10.904(4) 7.110(2)
˚b, A 7.063(2) 12.236(3) 8.656(4)
˚c, A 13.356(5) 18.743(6) 15.636(4)

a, deg 90 90 90
b, deg 103.74(4) 90 90
g, deg 90 90 90

3˚V, A 1215.2(9) 2501(1) 962.2(6)
3D , g /cm 1.56 1.50 1.66calcd

21
m , cm 12.5 12.09 13.15calcd

Diffractometer CAD4 Enraf-Nonuis CAD4 Enraf-Nonuis CAD4 Enraf-Nonuis
˚l (Mo Ka), A 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069

Scan type v /2u v /2u v /2u

Scan range 0.810.345 tgu 0.810.345 tgu 0.810.345 tgu

u Limits (8) 2–27 2–27 2–30
Octants collected h50.13; k50.15; l50.23 h50.16; k50.6; l5216.16 h50.9; k50.12; l50.21
Number of data collected 3084 2539 1635
No. of unique data collected 2715 1117 (R 50.07) 1494int

2 2No. of unique data used for refinement (F ) .3s(F ) 2117 686 711o o

Temp, K 178 175 183
R, % 4.56 3.26 4.59
Rw*, % 5.35 S51.05 3.98 S51.18 5.18 S51.15
Extinction parameters none none none
Number of variables 159 119 64

23˚Dr min (e.A ) 20.35 20.35 20.50
23˚Dr max (e.A ) 0.26 0.53 0.61

2 2 1 / 2R5Suu F u2u F uu /Su F u, Rw*5[Sw(u F u2u F u) /SwF ] .o c o o c o
a 2 2w5w9[12(uuF u2uF uu) /6sF ) ] , with w951/Sr51 ArTr(X) with three coefficients for a Chebyshev Series, for which X is F /F (max). Theseo c o o o

coefficients are 6.53, 21.23, 5.13; 3.27, 21.42, 1.96, 5.05, 23.05 and 3.77 for 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

stabilization and purification of the chloride by complex- the solvent. Degradation of THF was observed. No com-
ation. plete dehydration was reached in Et O (room temperature2

Various physical and chemical dehydration routes to for three days or by refluxing for a few days) whereas
anhydrous scandium chloride were evaluated. Dehydration evolution into the oxochloride ScOCl proceeded. Complete
by heating under vacuum lead to the oxychloride ScOCl, dehydration could also not be achieved in the presence of
as observed for yttrium. Dehydration of ScCl ?6H O was dimethoxyethane and ScCl (DME) (H O) was isolated.3 2 3 x 2 y

better achieved by thionyl chloride in THF or trimethyl- The presence of water as a ligand was evidenced by
chlorosilane. The procedure reported by Manzer [14] was several broad absorption bands in the infrared spectra

21modified slightly. The long reaction time (reflux in THF (nOH 3500–3200 cm ).
for 10 h) was observed to favor the formation of colored Ligand-exchange reactions between ScCl (THF) and3 3

powders as well as THF ring-opening reactions. Shorter polydentate O-donors, namely 1,2-dimethoxyethane
reactions times, 2 h at 08C and 1 h at room temperature, (DME) and diglyme [diglyme5MeO(CH CH O) Me]2 2 2

were sufficient for dehydration and could overcome the were envisioned as a means to acceed to scandium chloride
preceding drawbacks. Complete elimination of the SOCl derivatives that were more robust towards moisture and2

residues by recrystallization in the presence of activated that could also be useful starting materials. The reactions
charcoal was required in order to obtain an adduct that was proceed smoothly in acetonitrile at room temperature with
stable during storage. No dehydration was observed on excess ligand (stoichiometry, 1:4). ScCl (DME)(MeCN) 13

using toluene at room temperature. Dehydration by tri- and ScCl (diglyme) 2 were isolated by crystallization in3

methylchlorosilane, according to a method reported for the nearly quantitative yields and characterized by micro-
1preparation of anhydrous transition metal halides (M5Cr, analysis, FT–IR, H NMR and single crystal X-ray diffrac-

Cu, Zn) in THF [24], was found to be largely dependent on tion. By contrast with 1, 2 could be obtained directly from
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hexahydrate ScCl ?6H O when the dehydration is achieved3 2

by excess trimethylchlorosilane in diethylether in the pres-
ence of diglyme and under refluxing conditions (Eq. 1).

ScCl ? 6H O 1 diglyme 13 2

24 Me SiCl → ScCl (diglyme) 1 (Me Si) O 1 12 HCl3 3 3 2

(1)

The IR spectra of 1 and 2 show mainly the absorption
bands of the coordinated ligands. The bands at 2317 and

212286 cm are characteristic of the nC=N vibration. The
1H NMR spectra display the signals of the coordinated
ligands, shifted to lower frequencies with respect to the
free ligand and confirm the presence of two different
ligands for complex 1 and of their stoichiometry. Complex

242 can be recovered by heating for 5 h at 508C under 10
mmHg after partial hydration during storage.

The ScCl (diglyme) adduct was used for the preparation3
Fig. 2. Molecular structure of ScCl (diglyme) (Thermal ellipsoids at 30%3of scandium alkoxides. Alcoholysis by isopropanol of
probability).scandium trisdiethylamide generated in situ by reacting 2

with LiNEt (three equivalents) in THF afforded scandium2
ioxoisopropoxide Sc (m -O)(OPr ) in 70% yield.5 5 13 collected in Table 2. Although a number of chloride

adducts, especially of the ScCl L type (L5Me SO,3 3 2

HMPA, pyridine N-oxide) have been reported [29], struc-3.2. Molecular structures of ScCl (DME)(MeCN), ScCl3 3
tural data on scandium halides remain limited to [mer-(diglyme) and [Sc (OH) (H O) ]Cl ?2H O2 2 2 10 4 2
ScCl (THF) ] [30] and ionic species such as3 3

1[ScCl (DBC)(H O) ] cations (x51, DBC5dibenzo-24-Although lanthanide chloride complexes have been 2 2 x

crown-8; x52, DBC5dibenzo-30-crown-10) [31], stabi-shown to have a large structural variety [25], especially
2lized by the SbCl counter-ion. The Sc–Cl bond distanceswith the THF ligand [26–28], complexes 1 and 2 have 6

˚range from 2.3686(6) to 2.4104(6) A for compound 1 andsimple monomeric structures based on a distorted octahed-
˚from 2.374(4) to 2.387(3) A for compound 2, and are inral scandium atom. Their molecular structures are depicted

agreement with the values observed previously [2–6,30].in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Structural parameters are
˚The Sc–O coordination bonds have values of 2.207(1) A

2for 1 in which DME displays an h -chelating behaviour.
˚They vary from 2.165(8) to 2.257(9) A for the diglyme

adduct; the central Sc–O(glyme) is the shortest one, as is
usually observed [32]. The Sc–O distances fall in the range

˚observed for ScCl (THF) (mean value, 2.18 A) but are3 3

longer than for the Sc–O(H O) distances observed in the2
1dibenzocrown [ScCl (DBC)(H O) ] cations in which the2 2 x

metal is heptacoordinated. The Sc–N coordination bond of
˚2.292(2) A is, as expected, longer than the Sc–N distances

for scandium benzamidinates [33] or the tri-
strimethylsilylamide [34]. The octahedral geometry of
scandium is distorted in both complexes but the tridentate-
chelating behavior of diglyme increases the distortion. The
complexing properties of DME have afforded
LnCl (DME) (Ln5Y [35], Eu, Gd [11]) complexes, as3 2

well as [SmCl (DME)(THF) ] [36] and [EuCl3 2 3

(DME)(H O) ]. The latter was obtained directly from2 2

EuCl ?2H O [11], whereas the anhydrous adducts of3 2

europium and gadolinium were obtained by reacting the
oxide with thionyl chloride in the presence of the ligand
and water.Fig. 1. Molecular structure of ScCl (DME)(MeCN) (thermal ellipsoids at3

30% probability). The evolution of 2 in paratone oil at ambient atmosphere
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for ScCl (DME)(MeCN) 1 and ScCl (diglyme) 23 3

1 2

Bond distances Sc(1)–Cl(1) 2.3875(6) Sc(1)–Cl(1) 2.374(4)
Sc(1)–Cl(2) 2.4104(6) Sc(1)–Cl(2) 2.387(3)
Sc(1)–Cl(3) 2.3686(6) Sc(1)–Cl(3) 2.375(4)
Sc(1)–O(1) 2.206(1) Sc(1)–O(1) 2.240(8)
Sc(1)–O(2) 2.209(1) Sc(1)–O(2) 2.165(8)
Sc(1)–N(1) 2.292(2) Sc(1)–O(3) 2.257(9)

Bond angles Cl(1)–Sc(1)–Cl(2) 96.87(2) Cl(1)–Sc(1)–Cl(2) 95.2(1)
Cl(1)–Sc(1)–Cl(3) 101.32(2) Cl(1)–Sc(1)–Cl(3) 101.9(2)
Cl(2)–Sc(1)–Cl(3) 98.21(2) Cl(2)–Sc(1)–Cl(3) 100.6(1)
Cl(1)–Sc(1)–O(1) 161.60(5) Cl(1)–Sc(1)–O(1) 88.8(2)
Cl(2)–Sc(1)–O(1) 93.34(4) Cl(2)–Sc(1)–O(1) 164.7(2)
Cl(3)–Sc(1)–O(1) 92.28(4) Cl(3)–Sc(1)–O(1) 93.0(2)
Cl(1)–Sc(1)–O(2) 91.70(4) Cl(1)–Sc(1)–O(2) 91.6(2)
Cl(2)–Sc(1)–O(2) 88.13(4) Cl(2)–Sc(1)–O(2) 91.6(2)
Cl(3)–Sc(1)–O(2) 164.66(4) Cl(3)–Sc(1)–O(2) 160.9(2)
O(1)–Sc(1)–O(2) 73.33(6) Cl(1)–Sc(1)–O(3) 163.6(3)
Cl(1)–Sc(1)–N(1) 88.57(5) Cl(2)–Sc(1)–O(3) 90.2(2)
Cl(2)–Sc(1)–N(1) 170.50(5) Cl(3)–Sc(1)–O(3) 92.2(2)
Cl(3)–Sc(1)–N(1) 88.30(5) O(1)–Sc(1)–O(2) 73.6(3)
O(1)–Sc(1)–N(1) 79.42(6) O(1)–Sc(1)–O(3) 82.1(3)
O(2)–Sc(1)–N(1) 83.91(6) O(2)–Sc(1)–O(3) 72.8(3)

collected in Table 3. The basic structural unit corresponds
to a dimer in which the two metals are connected by
hydroxo ligands. The other ligands correspond to water
molecules and the scandium atoms are heptacoordinated
with a capped trigonal prismatic geometry. The scandium–
oxygen bond lengths are quite short, namely 2.056(5) and

˚2.069(5) A, when the ligands are hydroxide and vary from
˚2.172(4) to 2.217(5) A if they correspond to water

molecules. The shortest Sc . . . Cl interactions correspond
˚to 4.49 A. The dimeric units are linked by hydrogen bonds

involving the crystallization water molecule O(5) and two
coordinated water molecules O(4) and O(49) with a

41Fig. 3. Structure of the [Sc (m-OH) (H O) ] cation showing the atom ˚2 2 2 10 distance of 2.737(5) A, leading to the formation of strings
numbering scheme. along the direction of the a axis, as shown in Fig. 4. A

similar dinuclear cation was reported to form by crys-
over several days generated new crystals. X-ray diffraction tallization of a benzene sulfonate scandium salt [37],
analysis of them showed that they correspond to an h[Sc (m-OH) (H O) ](C H SO ) ?4H Oj 4 and hydrol-2 2 2 10 6 5 3 4 2
hydroxide [Sc (m-OH) (H O) ]Cl ?2H O. Its structure is ysis of scandium halides [38]. However, although the2 2 2 10 4 2

represented in Fig. 3 whereas its structural parameters are formulation of the scandium cations is identical, 3 and the

Table 3
˚Interatomic distances (A) and bond angles (8) for [Sc (OH) (OH ) )]Cl2 2 2 10 4

Sc(1)–O(1) 2.217 (5) Sc(1)–O(2) 2.056(5)
aSc(1)–O(29) 2.069(5) Sc(1)–O(3) 2.197(4)

Sc(1)–O(4) 2.172(4)
aO(1)–Sc(1)–O(2) 144.8(2) O(1)–Sc(1)–O(29) 145.5(2)

aO(2)–Sc(1)–O(29) 69.8(2) O(1)–Sc(1)–O(3) 77.2(1)
O(2)–Sc(1)–O(3) 125.4(1) O(29)–Sc(1)–O(3) 78.0(1)

bO(3)–Sc(1)–O(30) 87.1(2) O(1)–Sc(1)–O(4) 77.7(1)
O(2)–Sc(1)–O(4) 78.8(1) O(29)–Sc(1)–O(4) 122.5(1)
O(3)–Sc(1)–O(4) 154.5(2) O(30)–Sc(1)–O(4) 83.3(2)

b aO(4)–Sc(1)–O(40) 95.4(2) Sc(1)–O(2)–Sc(19) 110.2(2)
a Atoms labelled 9 are in the equivalent position 2x, 2y, 12z.
b Atoms labelled 0 are in the equivalent position 2x, y, z.
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ence numbers for 1, 2 and 3 are 111 468, 111 469 and 111
470, respectively.
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Abstract

The isolation and characterization of Ln(NO ) complexes (Ln5La, Pr, Nd, Eu, Tb, Lu) with 2,3-benzo-1,4,7,13-tetraoxa-10-azacyclo-3 3
1 2 3penta-decane (L ) and two of its N-substituted derivatives (L , L ) are reported. Structural information in the solid state is derived from

spectroscopic data (vibrational, absorption, reflectance and luminescence spectra). Both ligand- and metal-centered luminescence of
solutions of the complexes in oxygen-free and anhydrous acetonitrile are investigated. Substitution of the N–proton of the crown ether

2 III 3enhances metal emission. Ligand L displays a good antenna effect for Eu luminescence, while L is especially effective in transferring
III III 2energy from its triplet state onto the excited states of Tb . The Eu site in Eu(NO ) L ?0.5C H OH?1.5H O possesses a low local3 3 2 5 2

5symmetry and a relatively long D lifetime (1.01 ms).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.0

Keywords: Lanthanide complexes; Crown ether; Luminescence; quantum yield; Lifetime

1. Introduction state is derived from spectroscopic data (vibrational,
absorption, reflectance spectra and luminescence measure-

The coordination chemistry of macrocyclic ligands is a ments). Both ligand- and metal-centered luminescence of
fascinating area of current research in lanthanide chemis- solutions of the complexes in oxygen-free and anhydrous
try. The synthesis of several classes of macrocyclic acetonitrile are investigated.
ligands, e.g. crown ethers, polyazamacrocycles, cyclic
Schiff bases and calixarenes [1–3], has resulted in different
practical applications in the field of biomedical analysis 2. Experimental
[4–6]. Several of these are based on the remarkable

IIIluminescent properties of lanthanide ions, particularly Eu 2.1. Reagents and analytical procedures
IIIand Tb [6]. The introduction of side arms to the

macrocyclic skeleton often results in improved complexing Reagents for the synthesis of ligands were commercial
ability and also provides potential links for grafting the products of China. Solvents and reagents for the synthesis
complexes onto polymeric materials. of complexes and spectroscopic measurements were pur-

In this paper, we discuss the isolation and characteriza- chased from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland) and were used
ition of Ln(NO ) ?L complexes (i51–3, Ln5La, Pr, Nd, without further purification, except MeCN and MeOH,3 3

Eu, Tb, Lu) with 2,3-benzo-1,4,7,13-tetraoxa-10-azacyclo- which were purified according to standard procedures [7].
1penta-decane (L ) and two of its N-substituted derivatives The solvents were saturated with dry nitrogen before

2 3(L , L , see Scheme 1). Structural information in the solid preparing solutions for spectroscopic measurements. Lan-
ˆthanide oxides (99.99%, Rhone-Poulenc) were converted

to the corresponding nitrates and perchlorates. Melting
¨points were determined on a Buchi-530 apparatus. Elemen-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-21-692-3821; fax: 141-21-692-

tal analyses were performed by Dr. Eder (Microchemical3825.
¨E-mail address: jean-claude.bunzli@icma.unil.ch (J.-C.G. Bunzli) Laboratory, University of Geneva, Switzerland).

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00070-4
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2.2. Spectroscopic measurements of sticky orange residue was extracted over two days using
80 ml of petroleum ether (60–908C) in the presence of 11

Reflectance spectra of finely ground powders dispersed g of Al O . Yellowish prisms were obtained in 16% yield2 3

in MgO (5%) were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda after several recrystallization steps in Me CO and MeCN2

19 spectrometer equipped with a Labsphere ESA-PE-19 (m.p.: 113–114.28C). Elemental analysis: C, 66.10%
integration sphere, taking MgO as the reference. Electronic (calcd.: 66.15%); H, 6.26% (calcd.: 6.31%); N, 3.42%

2spectra in the UV–visible range were recorded at 228C in (calcd.: 3.51%). The crystal structure of L will be
acetonitrile with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 7 spectrometer published elsewhere [14].
using quartz cells of 1- and 0.1-cm path length. IR spectra N-Acetic acid–2,3-benzo-1,4,7,13-tetraoxa-10-aza-cy-

3were obtained from KBr pellets with a Bruker IFS 113v clopentadecane (HL ) was synthesized by adapting the
FT IR spectrometer. Raman spectra were recorded on a literature procedures for N-substituted hetero-macrocycles
Ramalog-4 spectrometer from Spex Industries under exci- [12,13]. A 3.5-g (25.2 mmol) amount of bromo-acetic acid
tation by an Ar laser. The high-resolution, laser-excited in 15 ml of MeOH was added dropwise to 1.4 g (25.0
luminescence and lifetime measurements were performed mmol) of KOH in 35 ml of MeOH at 08C. The solution
on a previously described instrumental set-up [8,9]. Ligand was heated slowly to 40–508C and a mixture containing
excitation and emission spectra and quantum yields were 3.5 g (25.3 mmol) of freshly heated (1108C) and finely

1recorded on a Perkin-Elmer LS-50B spectrometer equipped ground K CO and 2.7 g (10.1 mmol) of L in 50 ml of2 3

for both low temperature (77 K) and room temperature MeOH was added portionwise. After heating for 10 h
measurements. under reflux, the reaction mixture was cooled, filtered and

the filtrate was evaporated to dryness. The resulting white
2.3. Ligand syntheses solid was recrystallized twice in EtOH and was purified as

follows. The solid was dissolved in 18 ml of water, the pH
12,3-Benzo-1,4,7-tetraoxa-10-azacyclopentadecane (L ) was adjusted to one (HClO ) and white crystals were4

was prepared in 46% yield according to literature pro- separated from the solution upon cooling in the re-
cedures [10]. White plates were obtained after successive frigerator. The latter were dissolved in 30 ml of Me CO2

recrystallization from acetone, acetonitrile and acetone, and the insoluble residue was filtered out. The filtrate was
respectively. M.p.: 144.8–145.38C (literature values: 148– evaporated to dryness and the white residue was dissolved
1498C [10] and 142–1438C [11]). During an attempt to in 42 ml of water by heating. After filtering, the solution

1obtain N-substituted L using 1,4-dibutyric acid (and the was cooled and the white needle-like crystals were isolated
3 1synthetic procedure described below for L ), L ?HClO ? and recrystallized twice in Me CO. Elemental analysis for4 2

32H O was isolated as colorless prisms; m.p.: 52.5–53.58C, HL ?HClO ?0.5H O: C, 44.05% (calcd.: 44.19); H, 5.43%2 4 2

elemental analysis: C, 41.83% (calcd.: 41.64); H, 6.27% (calcd.: 5.80); N, 3.06% (calcd.: 3.22). M.p.: 222.5–
(calcd.: 6.49); N, 3.42% (calcd.: 3.45). 223.58C. This product was dissolved in ethanol, the pH

N - (2-Phenyl-1,2-dicarbonyl)-ethyl-2,3-benzo-1,4,7,13- was adjusted to 7–8 (K CO in EtOH)) under stirring and2 3
2tetraoxa-10-azacyclopentadecane (L ). A 1.4-g (52.4 the solution was filtered After filtering, a white solid was

1mmol) amount of L was dissolved in 50 ml of MeCN, obtained by drying the solution and recrystallization in
22and 2.6 g (18.8 mmol) of freshly heated (1108C) and finely EtOH. The final product was dried for 62 h under a 10

ground K CO was added portionwise under stirring. Torr vacuum.2 3

Finally, 1.3 g (6.55 mmol) of bromo-acetophenone was
added slowly. The mixture was refluxed for two–four days 2.4. Complex syntheses
and filtered. The orange filtrate was evaporated and 2.2 g

The following general procedure was used to prepare
1 2[Ln(NO ) (L )] and [Ln(NO ) (L )]?nEtOH. Ln(NO ) ?3 3 3 3 3 3

nH O (0.5 to 1 mmol) was dissolved in 5 ml of CH CN in2 3

the presence of an excess of triethyl orthoformate (TEOF).
After reflux and cooling to room temperature, an equimo-

ilar solution of L (i51,2) in MeCN was added. The
reaction mixture was refluxed for 15–26 h, the solvent was
partially evaporated and the precipitates were filtered off
under N and washed with several ml of MeCN. The2

1products were dried for two days at 45–508C (L ) or 408C
2 22 1(L ) under 10 Torr. [La(ClO ) (L ) ]?2TEOF was4 3 2

prepared using the same procedure; the complex precipi-
tated after three days at 28C.

3[Ln(NO ) L ]?nH O was prepared using 0.5 to 1 mmol3 3 2

Ln(NO ) ?nH O, which was dissolved in 10 ml of EtOH3 3 2
Scheme 1.
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3 3 21 21containing an excess of TEOF. KL ([KL ] / [Ln]50.5 to [15] are shifted by 226 cm (La) to 217 cm (Tb) and
21 211) was dissolved in 7 ml of EtOH containing 0.16–0.20 ml 128 cm (La) to 130 cm (Tb), respectively; the peak

involving C=C stretching and N–H bending vibration (IR:of TEOF. The two solutions were heated separately under
21 213 1593 cm , strong; Raman: 1594 cm , very weak [15])stirring for 8–27 h at 608C (Ln) and 308C (L ), respective-

becomes weaker, is blue-shifted and split in the 1:1ly, before being mixed under N . The reaction mixture was2

complexes. The n vibration disappears infurther heated under reflux for 14–24 h, the solvent was N–H
1La(ClO ) (L ) ?2TEOF (8a) and the d vibration be-partially evaporated and the precipitates were filtered under 4 3 2 N–H

comes a triplet, pointing to non-equivalent molecules ofN after cooling to room temperature and were then dried2
122 coordinated L . The discrete three bands in the IR spectra(408C/10 Torr for 2 days). The same procedure was

23 assigned to the C=O vibration of ligand L changeused to prepare [Eu(ClO ) (L )]?EtOH.4 3

substantially upon complexation. Compared with the spec-
2trum of L , the intensity of the two higher frequency bands

2decreases greatly; the lowest frequency band (L : 1638
3. Results and discussion 21 21 21cm ) shifts to 1619 cm (La) and 1612 cm (Eu, Tb)

2and overlaps with the C=C stretching band (L : 1595iLanthanide nitrates react with L (i51–3) to form 1:1 21cm ). In the Raman spectra of the complexes, the C=OIIIcomplexes with the typical Ln weak colours and which vibration appears with a very weak intensity and is shifted
crystallize with a small number, x, of solvent molecules 2to higher energies with respect to L . After deprotonation,
(H O, EtOH, TEOF, x50.5–2). The following compounds2 the typical broad bands assigned to the carboxylic acid1 1were isolated (i) with L : Ln(NO ) L ?xSolv, Ln5La 33 3 function of HL ?HClO ?0.5H O (3431, 1748 and 16364 2(1a), Nd (4a), Eu (5a), Tb (6a), as well as the Eu-doped 21 21cm ) vanish and the C=O stretching band (1598 cm )
(1.5–1.9%) La (2a) and Pr (3a) and Tb-doped (1.9%) Eu overlaps with the C=C stretching band, which progressive-
(7a) complexes for the purpose of the luminescence study; ly shifts to higher energy and intensifies upon complex-2 2(ii) with L : Ln(NO ) L ?xSolv, Ln5La (9b), Eu (10b)3 3 ation.3 3and Tb (11b); (iii) with L : Ln(NO ) L ?xSolv, Ln5La3 2 Nitrate absorptions point to the presence of bidentate
(12c), Eu (14c), Tb (15c), Lu (18c), as well as the Eu- and somewhat non-equivalent anions: (i) two weak peaks
doped (1.8%) La (13c) and the Tb-doped (1.9%) Eu (17c) 21appear in the region 1700–1800 cm that are slightly split
compounds. Complexes with lanthanide perchlorates are 21and separated by ca. 30 cm , at the lower end of the
more soluble and could only be isolated in two cases, 21reported range for bidentate nitrates (20–66 cm ) [16]1 3La(ClO ) (L ) ?2TEOF (8a) and Eu(ClO ) (L )?EtOH 214 3 2 4 2 and (ii) the n –n splitting is in the ranges 159–163 cm1 4(19c). Elemental analyses are reported in Table 1. 1 21 2 21 3(L ), 193-205 cm (L ) and 158–169 cm (L ), that is,

1 3in the case of L and L , slightly under the limit of the
21accepted range for bidentate nitrate ions (170–240 cm ),3.1. Vibrational spectra

but substantially larger than the splitting observed for
211 monodentate nitrates (ca. 120 cm ) [17,18], which im-In the vibrational spectra of the complexes with L , the

III 221 plies a relatively weak Ln –NO interaction. The per-n and d modes (free ligand: 3314 and 822 cm ) 3N–H N–H

Table 1
aElemental analyses (average of two determinations) of the isolated complexes

Compound Nr C% H% N%
1La(NO ) L 1a 28.35 (28.39) 3.60 (3.57) 9.51 (9.46)3 3

1La Eu (NO ) L 2a 28.38 (28.38) 3.61 (3.57) 9.53 (9.46)0.985 0.015 3 3
1Pr Eu (NO ) L 3a 28.53 (28.28) 3.66 (3.56) 9.66 (9.42)0.981 0.019 3 3

1Nd(NO ) L 4a 28.25 (28.14) 3.67 (3.54) 9.57 (9.38)3 3
1Eu(NO ) L 5a 27.79 (27.78) 3.45 (3.50) 9.22 (9.26)3 3
1Tb(NO ) L ?C H OH 6a 29.73 (29.19) 4.29 (4.13) 8.40 (8.51)3 3 2 5

1Tb Eu (NO ) L ?0.5EtOH 7a 28.31 (28.36) 4.14, (4.18) 8.61 (8.82)0.019 0.981 3 3
1La(ClO ) (L ) ?2TEOF 8a 40.09 (39.77) 5.48 (5.88) 2.81 (2.21)4 3 2

2La(NO ) L ?EtOH 9b 37.38 (37.41) 4.38 (4.06) 6.82 (7.27)3 3
2Eu(NO ) L ?0.5EtOH?1.5H O 10b 35.44 (35.08) 4.36 (3.97) 6.82 (7.11)3 3 2
2Tb(NO ) L ?1.5EtOH 11b 37.42, (36.91) 4.37, (4.21) 7.55, (6.89)3 3
3 bLa(NO ) L ?H O 12c 31.91 (31.75) 4.06 (4.00) 7.30 (6.94)3 2 2
3Eu(NO ) L ?H O 14c 31.37 (31.08) 4.00 (3.91) 7.16 (6.80)3 2 2
3Tb(NO ) L ?0.5EtOH 15c 32.00 (32.39) 4.35 (4.00) 6.90 (6.67)3 2

3(Tb Eu )(NO ) L 17c 31.84 (31.65) 4.06 (3.65) 7.03 (6.92)0.019 0.981 3 2
3Lu(NO ) L ?2.5H O 18c 28.46 (28.75) 4.07 (4.07) 6.73 (6.29)3 2 2
3Eu(ClO ) L ?EtOH 19c 29.68 (29.97) 3.96 (3.91) 2.01 (1.94)4 2

a Calculated values are given in parentheses.
b 3(La Eu )(NO ) L ?H O (13c) was also isolated, but contained traces of KNO .0.018 0.912 3 2 2 3
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3Table 2 Ligand L displays some hypsochromic shift with respect
21 1 2Metal–ligand vibrations (cm ) to L . The energy of the p→p* transition of L is 36003

21 1 21Compound n Compound n cm higher than that of L (36 200 cm ), in good
a agreement with what is reported for benzo-15-crown-51a 213, 198 10b 225,
a3a 217, 197 11b 225, ether [20], and its intensity is 1.9-times stronger. This

a4a 218, 198 12c , 199 substantial difference may be due to the presence of two
a 25a 220, 196 14c 218, non-equivalent benzene rings in L , i.e. the ortho-substi-a a6a 218, 15c 220,

a a tuted moiety fused with the crown ether ring and the9b 212, 18c
monosubstituted phenyl adjacent to the two carbonyl

a Not observed. groups, which may conjugate with them. Finally, two weak
21bands at 29 100 and 28 200 cm are assigned to the

chlorate anions in 8a and 19c also appear to be coordi- n→p*(N) transition [21]. The transition to the ligand-to-
nated, in view of the several bands observed in the 610– metal charge-transfer state could not be identified.

21650 cm range. The main effect of complexation is a modification of the
Weak ligand–metal vibrations are seen in the range band shape, due to slight shifts of the absorption com-

21190–230 cm [19] (Table 2). The higher frequency band ponents, and a fairly large increase of the absorption
is assigned to the Ln–O mode and its energy slightly intensity. We note that, in agreement with the elemental

IIIincreases with increasing atomic number of the Ln ion, analyses (Table 1), 8a has a larger absorption coefficient
as expected from the strengthening of the Ln–ligand bond than 1a, due to the presence of two coordinated ligands.
consecutive to the larger charge density of the ions. The The reflectance spectra of the solid samples display less
lower frequency band, assigned to the Ln–N vibration, is well differentiated p→p* transitions, which are red-shifted

IIIless sensitive to the nature of the Ln ion and is not with respect to the absorption bands (Table 3).
always observed.

3.3. Luminescent properties of the ligands and
3.2. Electronic spectra complexes

The absorption spectra of the ligands (Table 3, Fig. 1) The excitation spectra of solutions of the ligands in
*display the three benzene transitions p→p , i51–3 oxygen-free and anhydrous acetonitrile display two bandsi

1 1 1 1 1 1( A → E , A → B and A → B in free C H ). assigned to the two *p←p transitions observed in the1g 1u 1g 1u 1g 2u 6 6

Table 3
4 21Ligand-centered transitions and excited levels (E/10 cm )

a,b a a c 1 d 3 e* *Compound p→p p→p n→p* p→p* pp* pp*1 3

1L 5.03 (4.65) 3.62 (3.42), 3.53sh 2 4.48, 3.65 3.28 (3.34) 3.02, 2.92
]

2.31, 2.18
]

1a 5.13 (4.66) 3.70 (3.59), 3.62sh 2 4.52, 3.68 3.28 2.24
f3a 5.03 (4.73) 3.64 (3.39), 3.53sh 2 3.28 2.23
f4a 5.05 (4.74) 3.62 (3.47), 3.53sh 2 3.27 2.25

5a 5.05, 5.03 (4.83) 3.64, 3.62 (3.45), 3.53sh 2 4.52, 3.64 3.28 2.24
f f6a 5.03 (4.78) 3.64 (3.50), 3.53sh 2 3.27
f8a 5.03 (5.06) 3.62 (3.83) 3.53sh 2 3.26 (3.32) 2.27

2L 5.05 (4.69) 3.98, 3.97 (3.87) 3.61sh, 3.53sh 2.91 (2.20), 2.82 (2.21) 4.57, 3.89sh, 3.66 3.25 (3.17) 2.34, 2.19
]f9b 5.03 (4.91) 3.97 (4.06) 3.61sh, 3.53sh 2.92 (2.27), 2.82 (2.31) 3.19 2.33, 2.22

]
10b 5.03 (5.03) 3.98 (4.14) 3.61sh, 3.53sh 2.92 (2.26), 2.83 (2.25) 4.83, 3.75, 3.61sh 3.21 2.25

f f11b 5.03 (4.92) 3.98 (4.08), 3.61sh, 3.53sh 2.90 (2.35), 2.82 (2.37) 3.22
3KL 5.10 (4.64) 3.66, 3.64(3.29), 3.62 (3.35) 2 4.85, 4.17, 3.64sh, 3.47 3.29 (3.22, 3.13) 2.17
3 fHL ?HClO 5.05 (4.65) 3.64 (3.39), 3.53sh 2 3.29 (3.32) 2.96, 2.194

f12c 5.13 (4.84) 3.66 (3.39) 3.72sh, 3.53sh 2 3.28 (3.32) 2.24
f14c 5.15 (4.76) 3.68, 3.66 (3.30), 3.75sh, 3.53sh 2 3.26 2.25

f15c 5.15 (4.96) 3.68 (3.44), 3.75sh, 3.53sh 2 4.83, 4.29, 3.61 3.29
f18c 5.13 (4.82) 3.65 (3.36) 3.75sh, 3.53sh 2 3.28 2.25
f19c 5.18 (4.68) 3.75, 3.73 (3.24), 3.68sh 2 3.30 2.25

a 4 21Absorption spectra of solutions in acetonitrile at 295 K; energies are given for the maximum of the band envelope in 10 cm ; molar absorption
21 21coefficients (L?mol cm ) are given in parentheses as log ´; sh5shoulder.

b 1 2 3(p-p*) is observed at 4.41 (3.85) for L , as a shoulder at around 4.69 for 1a–8a, at 4.41 (sh) for L , 4.52 (sh) for L , and at 4.63 (sh) for 12c–19c.2
c Reflectance spectra at 295 K, 5% in MgO, vs MgO.
d 24 25Luminescence data for 10 M solutions in MeCN at 295 K (10 M for 1a and 3a); data in parentheses are for solid samples at 77 K.
e Phosphorescence data (microcrystalline powders, l 5276–277 nm) at 77 K; underlined data have the largest intensities.ex
f Not measured.
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2Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of L complexes in MeCN at 295 K.

1 2absorption spectra. One occurs at 42 900 (L ), 43 100 (L )
3 21and 42 600 (L ) cm and coincides with the onset of the

more energetic *p←p transition, as often observed when
the molar absorption coefficient is large. The second

1 2 3appears at 38 000 (L ), 35 800 (L ) and 38 200 (L )
21cm , and displays a shoulder on the low-energy side.

Complexation brings slight changes only, which parallel
the changes observed in the electronic spectra. The re-
sulting emission spectra are very similar, with a single

21broad band at around 32 800 cm (Table 3). The intensity
of this band diminishes as soon as a short time delay (0.1
ms) is enforced and, therefore, the emission band is

1assigned as arising from the pp* state. Low-temperature
(77 K) measurements in phosphorescence mode and on
solid samples reveal two weak, broad and structured bands

1 3for L and HL ?HClO ?0.5H O, with maxima at around4 2
21 2 329 000 and 22 000 cm , while L and KL display only

the latter one (Table 3; Fig. 2). The higher energy band is
structured with a number of weak low and high energy
shoulders, representing a vibrational progression of about

211000 cm , which was assigned to an in-plane deformation
21mode of the benzene ring (1260 cm in the fundamental

state). The lower energy band is also structured, with a
21progression of about 1200 cm attributed to a ring-

21breathing mode (1450 cm in the fundamental state).
Both bands have single-exponential time decays corre-

1sponding to lifetimes of 0.28 ms (L ), for the high energy
1 2

1emission band, and 1.79 s (L ), 1.65 ms (L ) and 1.40 s Fig. 2. Luminescence spectra of L recorded with various time delays
3(L ) for the low energy component. Therefore, these (TD); vertical scale: arbitrary units (1% filter inserted for TD50.01 ms).
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3emission bands are assigned as arising from pp* states peaks are seen in the phosphorescence spectrum of 19c,
1 3 1 3( A → E and A → B transitions in bulk benzene pointing to a low efficiency of energy transfer from the1g 1u 1g 1u

3 5[21]). The energy separation of the two triplet states triplet state of ligand L onto Eu( D ). For all Eu-con-J
21 5 7(7400–7700 cm ) are close to the one observed for taining complexes, the D → F transition largely domi-0 2

21 2benzene, i.e. 8300 cm [22]. The short lifetime of the L nates the spectra, implying low symmetry coordination
triplet state is indicative of efficient non-radiative pro- polyhedra [6]. The emission spectra arising from the Tb-

5 7cesses taking place, which are further enhanced upon containing complexes display a strong D → F transition.4 5
IIIcomplexation, as exemplified by the shorter lifetime mea- No Eu luminescence appears in the spectra of Eu-doped

IIIsured for the La complex 9b (0.88 ms). La and Pr complexes and the Tb emission bands are only
In principle, the phenyl group may function as an observed in the spectra of Eu-doped Tb complexes,

antenna chromophore, sensitizing the metal-based lumines- indicating that no Tb-to-Eu energy transfer occurs. We
cence of the bound lanthanide ion [6]. In our case, the have taken advantage of the strong luminescence displayed

21 2lowest triplet state is located around 22 400 cm in the by Eu(NO ) L ?0.5C H OH?1.5H O (10b) to analyze its3 3 2 5 2
21complexes, which is approximately 5000–6000 cm spectrum at various temperatures (10–295 K) under high

5 21above the Eu( D ) level and 2000–3000 cm above the resolution conditions.0
5Tb( D ) level. Therefore, provided that the phenyl triplet4

state can be populated significantly, energy transfer should 3.4. Analysis of the high-resolution emission spectrum of
III IIIoccur to the bound Eu or Tb ion, leading to metal- 10b

based luminescence, although back-transfer is expected for
5the latter, the energy gap being relatively small. Effective- Since the Eu( D ) level has J50, it cannot be split by0

3ly, the emission from the pp* state upon excitation crystal field effects and group theoretical analysis of the
5 7through the p→p* transition is quenched for all Eu and D → F transitions yields valuable information on the0 J

3Tb complexes, except Eu(ClO ) L ?C H OH (19c), and symmetry of the site in which the metal ion is imbedded4 2 2 5
III IIIthe characteristic emission bands of the Eu and Tb ions [6]. When the material contains several coordination sites

are clearly evidenced (Fig. 3). Non-radiative deexcitation with different symmetries, site-selective excitation to the
5 5 5of Eu( D ) and Eu( D ) states prevents observation of the various D levels by mean of a tunable dye laser allows1 2 0

7associated transitions to F . It is interesting to note that a one to differentiate these sites, provided that energyJ

very weak triplet state emission band, i.e. weak emission migration processes between the sites are not too im-
IIIpeaks of Tb (the Tb-content in the starting Eu-containing portant. At 77 K the emission spectrum of 10b obtained

IIImaterial is less than 0.01%) and stronger Eu emission upon excitation through the ligand levels is well resolved

2 3Fig. 3. Phosphorescence spectra of L (left) and L (right) and of their complexes; solid state samples at 77 K, time delay51 ms; vertical scale: arbitrary
units.
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but typical of a compound with at least two different
III 5 7low-symmetry Eu sites, viz. the D → F transition0 1

clearly displays four to five components (Fig. 4). Typical-
5 7ly, a narrow symmetrical D → F band arises from an0 0

IIIemitting species containing a single and well-defined Eu
coordination environment; however, for complex 10b, this
is a very weak band (7% of the intensity of the magnetic

5 7dipole transition D → F ) with a full width at half height0 1
21 5 7(fwhh) of ca. 26 cm . Excitation spectra of D ← F0 0

transition recorded at 10 K (Fig. 5) upon monitoring the
7 7transitions to either F or F produce the same broad and1 2

21asymmetric band with fwhh533 cm , which reveals
additional constituents. In fact, when the excitation wave-
length is scanned through the 0–0 band profile, different
emission spectra with similar overall band shape and
relative intensities but distinct fine splittings were re-
corded, indicating a distribution of coordination sites
having possibly different ligand conformations. Two limit-
ing spectra can be obtained (see insert, Fig. 4), corre-

21sponding to excitation at 17 227 (site I) and 17 235 cm
(site II). The total crystal field splittings (Table 4) of the
7 21 21F level are 118 cm (site I) and 68 cm (site II). The1

5 7very intense D → F transition displays a closely spaced0 2

five-line pattern accompanied by one broad and very weak
21 5 7 2satellite at the lower energy side (|1280 cm ), which Fig. 5. D ← F excitation spectra of Eu(NO ) L ?0.5C H OH?1.5H O0 0 3 3 2 5 2

5 7(10b); solid sample, analysis on D → F .originates from electron–phonon coupling emission (n of 0 24
21nitrate, 1282 cm ).

5 between what is expected if one OH oscillator wereThe lifetime of the lowest energy D (Eu) level (site I)0
IIIcoordinated to Eu [6,23] and what is expected if no OHmeasured at 10 K upon direct excitation of this level,

oscillator were bound. It is noteworthy that the lifetimecorresponding to the emission spectra reported in Fig. 4, is
decreases considerably (by ca. 50%) upon raising the1.01 ms and decreases only marginally (7%) upon increas-
temperature to 295 K, which indicates that phononsing the temperature to 77 K. When OH oscillators are

III participate in the deactivation process, however, thesebound to Eu , they induce an efficient deexcitation
5 phonons could be in the outer coordination sphere [24].process of the D excited state, resulting in a shortening0

of the lifetime [6]. In our case, the value is intermediate
III III3.5. Quantum yields of Eu and Tb complexes in

acetonitrile

We have determined the quantum yields of the metal-
Lncentred luminescence (Q ) under ligand excitation andrel

relative to [Eu(terpy) )](ClO ) and [Tb(terpy) ](ClO ) ,3 4 3 3 4 3

which were used as secondary standards (Table 5). Indeed,

Table 4
7 21 2Identified Eu( F ) crystal field levels (cm ) in Eu(NO ) ?L (10b) fromJ 3 3

luminescence spectra at 10 K

Site I Site II Site I Site II
7 7F 333 307 F 25881 4

368 370 2667 2669
401 425 2708 2718

7F 971 966 2764 27752

1000 1005 2819 2859
1036 1028 2847
1059 1058 2969 2977
1089 1096 30992Fig. 4. Luminescence spectra of Eu(NO ) L ?0.5C H OH?1.5H O 53 3 2 5 2 D 17 227 17 2350(10b); solid sample, 10 K, ligand excitation.
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Table 5
Quantum yields (295 K, 620%) of the metal-centred luminescence of solutions in anhydrous and degassed acetonitrile, relative to [Ln(tpy) ](ClO )3 4 3

a(tpy52,29: 69,20-terpyridine)

˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Eu Conc. n ´ (n ) Q % Tb Conc. n ´ (n ) Q %exc exc rel exc exc rel

23 235a 10 33.89 103 4.7 6a 10 34.48 238 1.6
24 2410 35.21 1368 2.0 10 41.84 1056 1.3
23 2310b 10 31.25 126 10.3 11b 10 31.25 146 1.6
24 2410 33.67 109 16.0 10 34.97 2082 0.5
23 2314c 10 33.78 88 2.7 15c 10 40.65 317 10.2
24 2410 34.84 167 4.8 10 38.61 972 7.2
23 2319c 10 35.09 262 0.2 16c 10 40.49 327 11.6
24 2410 36.50 1213 0.9 10 38.61 185 18.8

a 3 21 21 21˜ ˜Units: concentrations in M, n in 10 cm , and ´ (n ) in l mol cm .exc exc

7 7 21since the weaker transitions to Eu( F ) and Eu( F ) are 21 000–22 000 cm . The energy gap between the ligand5 6
3not taken into account, the error due to this neglect is pp* (0–phonon transition measured on the La complex)

5 1 3minimized with these standards. Data have been measured and the metal D excited states is 5165 (L , L ) and 6065J
23 24 21 2 1 3 2at two different concentrations, 10 and 10 M, to cm (L ) for Eu and 2030 (L , L ) and 2930 (L ) for Tb.

3 1 3investigate the effect of complex dissociation. For some of The pp* 0–phonon transitions of ligands L –L there-
the complexes (Eu: 5a; Tb: 6a, 11b, 15c), Q decreases fore do not lie at the most suitable energy. Moreover, therel

Tbwith the concentration, reflecting partial dissociation. For low Q yield may also be traced back to an energyrel

the other ones, Q increases with dilution, indicating that back-transfer process, since the energy differences betweenrel
23 5self-quenching is operating in the 10 M solutions. the maximum of triplet states and D are only 1480 and4

21 1 2Generally speaking, the values of Q are low (0.2–10.3% 1580 cm for L and L , respectively. According to Latvarel
23 3 5for Eu and 1.6–11.6% for Tb, at 10 M), which is not too [26], back-transfer occurs when DE( pp*– D ) is lessJ

21surprising considering that singlet state emission is ob- than 1850 cm . Another factor contributing to the lower
1served for all of the solutions. That is, the intersystem luminescence of Tb(NO ) L ?C H OH (6a) compared3 3 2 5

3 1crossing to the pp* state has a poor yield, in line with the with Eu(NO ) L (5a) is the presence of one ethanol3 3

difficulty of observing the triplet state emission, even at molecule, the OH group of which contributes to the
low temperature. radiationless deexcitation.

3The three ligands behave differently with respect to Eu The quite low quantum yield of Eu(ClO ) L ?C H OH4 2 2 5
1and Tb. While L is a poorly sensitizing ligand for both (19c) (4.6 times smaller than that of the nitrato complex)

ions, which may have some connection with the presence and its extremely weak luminescence in the solid state are
2of a N–H oscillator, ligand L transfers energy reasonably unusual. One explanation is that the ethanol molecule

III III 3well to Eu , but not Tb , while ligand L does the evidenced by elemental and vibrational analyses probably
2opposite. The good sensitizing properties of L with enters the inner coordination sphere and provides its

IIIrespect to Eu can be attributed to the presence of the vibration levels as a path of deexcitation of Eu .
COCOPh group. Although it does not modify the energy
of the ligand triplet state, it lowers the energy of the singlet

21 1state by 300 cm , compared with L , and makes the
0–phonon transition emission of the lowest energy triplet 4. Conclusion
state preponderant. The triplet state is more efficiently

1populated from the singlet state and the 0–phonon level of Ligand L itself is not an effective sensitizer of the
the triplet state induces a more efficient energy transfer to lanthanide-centred luminescence, partly because of the

IIIthe Eu ion. From their work on sensitizer-modified calix presence of the N–H group, which, in a manner similar to
3 5[8]arenes, Steemers et al. [25] concluded that the pp* O–H, deactivates the Ln( D ) states. As a consequence,J

210–phonon band must be 3500 cm above the Ln excited substitution of the N–proton of the 15-crown-5 azacrown
state to ensure efficient energy transfer. In another in- ether by the conjugated group COCOPh substantially
vestigation, Latva [26,27] determined the luminescence enhances the Eu-centred luminescence, but not the Tb-

3yield of 41 Eu and Tb chelates as a function of the pp* centred luminescence. On the other hand, substitution by
0–phonon transition of the ligand and reached similar an acetate group induces good sensitization of the Tb
conclusions, with the best efficiency in energy transfer luminescence, while energy transfer to Eu remains quite
being obtained for Eu when this transition lies around weak. These examples demonstrate that the (2,1) skeleton
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Abstract

Nitrile complexes of platinum easily hydrolyze to amidate, amide, and mixed amide–nitrile complexes. The amide ligands generally
adopt the enol tautomeric form and coordinate to platinum through nitrogen. A mixed amide–nitrile complex, trans-[PtCl hHN52

C(OH)C(CH ) jhN;CC(CH ) j] (trans-3), has shown to be the complex previously formulated as a platinum(IV) dichlorobisamidate3 3 3 3

derivative having the two amidate ligands in different tautomeric forms. The structure of trans-3 has been solved by single-crystal
diffraction. The complex crystallizes in the Pbcn space group. The crystal structure has strong similarities with that previously reported by
some of us for trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j ] [R. Cini, F.P. Fanizzi, F.P. Intini, C. Pacifico, G. Natile, Inorg. Chim. Acta 2642 3 3 2

(1997) 279]. Triplets of complex molecules are stabilized by intra-molecular hydrogen bonds involving N, Cl and O atoms.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Platinum; Nitrile; Amide; Intermolecular interaction

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

The synthetic and structural chemistry of platinum- 2.1. Materials
bound nitriles which are susceptible to nucleophilic attack
by alcohols, amines and carbanions to give imino-ethers, Commercial reagent grade chemicals were used without
amidines and imines is well established [1–14]. We further purification. The complexes cis- and trans-
recently have reported on the hydrolysis of mono and [PtCl hN;CC(CH ) j ] (cis- and trans-1) and cis- and2 3 3 2

bis-nitrile platinum(II) complexes under different ex- trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j ] (cis- and trans-2)2 3 3 2

perimental conditions to yield amidate and amide species were prepared by the procedures reported in Ref. [15].
[15–17]. The presence of amide ligands was shown to play
a critical role in favoring the association of platinum units 2.2. Synthesis
in dimers and oligomers, a key step in the formation of one
dimensional materials such as the biologically active Trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j(N;CR)] (R52 3 3‘platinum blues’ [18–21]. A trans-amidenitriledichlorop- C(CH ) , trans-3; CH , trans-4; C H , trans-5). Cis-3 3 3 6 5latinum(II) complex has also been isolated, this is shown [PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j ] (cis-2) (0.64 mmol) dis-2 3 3 2to be the controversial species previously formulated as a solved in 1,2-dichloroethane (60 ml) and the nitrile (2.5
platinum(IV) complex with two amidate ligands having mmol) were stirred for 16 h at 758C. The solvent was then
different tautomeric forms [22]. evaporated and the solid residue chromatographed on a

open column of silica gel using dichloromethane as eluant.
The first eluted fraction contained trans-[PtCl hHN52

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-577-298-041; fax: 139-577-298- C(OH)C(CH ) j ] (trans-2); the second fraction the prod-3 3 2004.
uct trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j(N;CR)] (R52 3 3E-mail address: cini@unisi.it (R. Cini)

1 C(CH ) , trans-3; CH , trans-4; C H , trans-5, 0.1Present address: ISVEA srl, Laboratorio di Analisi, Via S.Gimignano 92, 3 3 3 6 5

I-53036 Poggibonsi, Italy. mmol). Anal. Calcd for C H Cl N OPt (trans-3): C,10 20 2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00072-8
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Table 126.7; H, 4.5; Cl, 15.7; N, 6.2. Found: C, 26.7; H. 4.6; Cl,
Crystal data and structure refinement for trans-15.3; N, 6.2. Anal. Calcd for C H Cl N OPt (trans-4): C,7 14 2 2 [PtCl hN≡CC(CH ) jhHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j]2 3 3 3 320.6; H, 3.4; Cl, 17.4; N, 6.9. Found: C, 20.7; H, 3.7; Cl,
Parameter Value17.0; N, 6.7. Anal. Calcd for C H Cl N OPt (trans-5):12 16 2 2

C, 30.6; H, 3.4; Cl, 15.1; N, 5.9. Found: C, 30.0; H, 3.4; Empirical formula C H Cl N OPt10 20 2 2

Formula weight 450.29Cl, 15.4; N, 5.9%.
Temperature /K 293(2)Compound trans-3 was also prepared by reaction of the ˚Wavelength /A 0.71073

bis-nitrile complex trans-1 with equimolar amount of Crystal system, space group Orthorhombic, Pbcn (no. 60)
KOH. Trans-1 (0.66 mmol) was dissolved in the minimum Unit cell dimensions

˚volume of dichloromethane and treated with powdered a /A 11.543(2)
b 22.103(2)potassium hydroxide (0.70 mmol). After stirring for 1 h,
c 18.5320(10)the solvent was evaporated under vacuum and the solid 3˚Volume/A 4728.2(10)

residue washed with small portions of ethyl ether and then 3Z, Calculated density /Mg/m 12, 1.898
21dissolved in water. The solution was filtered, cooled to 08C Absorption coefficient /mm 9.227

and acidified with 3 M HCl affording a yellow precipitate Reflections collected /unique 5154/4154 [R(int)50.0632]
2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on Fof trans-3. This was collected and dried, yield 40%. Anal.

Data / restraints /parameters 4154/19/224Found: C, 26.2; H, 4.3; Cl, 15.6; N, 6.0%.
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0511, wR250.1039
R indices (all data) R150.0996, wR250.1226

2.3. Physical measurements

The Pt atoms of the two independent molecules came21IR spectra in the range 4000–400 cm were recorded
from Patterson synthesis by SHELX-97 [23]. A sequence21as KBr pellets; spectra in the range 400–200 cm were
of Fourier-difference analyses showed all the non-hydro-

recorded as polythene pellets on Perkin Elmer 283 and FT
gen atoms. The Pt atom located in general position is part11600 spectrophotometers. H NMR spectra were obtained
of a molecule in which the N;CC(CH ) and HN53 3with Varian XL 200 and Bruker AM 300 spectrometers
C(OH)C(CH ) ligands, trans to each other, are not23 3 3(concentration of the samples, 0.01 mol3dm ).
affected by any detectable disorder. On the contrary, the Pt
atom which sits on the two-fold axis is part of a molecule

2.4. X-ray crystallography which is affected by a complex disorder. Of course, a
complex molecule which consists of two trans chloride

Dark green crystals of the title compound (trans-3) were ligands and of HN5C(OH)C(CH ) and N;CC(CH )3 3 3 3

obtained by slowly evaporating chloroform solutions. A ligands does not have two-fold axis per se. The crys-
parallelepiped of about 0.230.230.5 mm was selected at tallographically required two-fold symmetry is simulated
the polarizing microscope and mounted on a glass fiber for by a statistical disorder which is made up by averaging the
the X-ray data collection on a four-circle Siemens P4 content of a large number of unit cells. This binary axis
automatic diffractometer. Unit cell parameters were com- contains the Pt center and the N donors. The tertiary
puted by a least-squares treatment of the values of 42 carbon atom of both the nitrile and the amide ligands and
carefully centered high intensity reflections randomly the C(sp) atom of the nitrile were also assumed as sitting
chosen in the range 2u 10–358. Crystallographic data are on the axis. Furthermore the site has also a non-crystallo-
reported in Table 1. Analysis of the systematic absences graphic two-fold axis perpendicular to that which passes
indicated the Pbcn space group, in agreement with the through the Pt and the two nitrogen atoms. As a conse-
X-ray analysis carried out by Brown et al. [22] on a crystal quence half of the unit cells contains N;CC(CH ) in one3 3

of trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j ], as the main prod- side of the crystallographic axis with respect to Pt, whereas2 3 3 2

uct (70%). The cell parameters for the present work the second half of the unit cell contains on the same side
showed small differences with respect to those reported by HN5C(OH)C(CH ) . N donor for nitrile and for amide3 3

Brown et al. [22], and significant differences with those was assumed at the same location and its occupancy was
previously reported by some of us for pure trans- assumed to be 0.5 (the atom sits on the axis). Similarly, the
[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j ] [17]. In particular the cell positions of the tertiary carbon atom of the tertiarybutyl2 3 3 2

volume for the present work, for the analysis by Brown et group of both the nitrile and the amide was considered
al. [22], and for the analysis reported in ref. [17] is coincident and having occupancy 0.5; the three terminal

3˚ tertiarybutyl methyl groups of the two ligands were also4728(1), 4734(4) and 4809(2) A , respectively. The
assumed to be coincident and each ligand was assigneddifference is probably related to the 100% presence of the
occupancy 0.5. The C–OH moiety of the amide is dis-bulkier trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j ] molecules in2 3 3 2

placed on opposite sides with respect to the N–Pt–N axis,the crystals of the work of Ref. [17] when compared to the
therefore the occupancy of these atoms was 0.25 for eachcrystal composition of the present work and that relevant
side.to ref. [22].
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Some bond-distances were restrained during the last tiarybutylamide at ca. 1608C. Tertiarybutylnitrile was
stage of refinement: N(1A)–C(1A) and N(2A)–C(6A) formally absent in the reaction performed by Brown et al.,

˚(nitrile) (1.1260.01 A), N(1A)–C(1B) and N(2A–C(6B) however a small amount of nitrile could either be present
˚ as an impurity in the excess amide used or be formed by(amide (1.2560.01 A), C(2A)–C(3A)/C(4A) /C(5A) and

thermal dehydration of the tertiarybutylamide.C(7A)–C(8A)/C(9A)/C(10A) were restrained to refine to
1˚ The H NMR spectrum of compound trans-3 containsthe same value within 0.01 A.

two signals for C(CH ) ; one signal for N–H and one forThe H-atoms of the complex molecule in general 3 3

O–H protons of relative intensity 9:9:1:1. One set ofposition were located through the HFIX option of SHELX-
signals (one C(CH ) , the NH and the OH peaks at 1.22,97 [23] and included in the final least-squares cycles via 3 3

6.95, and 11.10 d, CDCl solution, 228C) belongs to anthe option AFIX. The thermal parameters of the H-atoms 3

amide ligand, the other signal in the C(CH ) region (1.45were restrained to 1.5 times those of the atoms to which 3 3

d ) belongs to a nitrile ligand. The different interpretationthey are bound. The H-atoms for the disordered complex
of this NMR spectrum (an amide and a nitrile instead ofmolecule were not located and not included in the refine-
two isomeric amidate ligands [22]) is also supported by itsment. The Pt, Cl, N and O atoms of the complex molecule
similarity with the spectra of trans-4 and trans-5 con-in general position were refined anisotropically. The Pt, Cl,
taining acetonitrile and benzonitrile in place of ter-and N atoms of the disordered complex molecule were
tiarybutylnitrile (similar resonances for the ter-treated as anisotropic whereas the O and all the C atoms
tiarybutylamide and resonances at 2.50 (3H) and at 7.55were considered isotropic as well as the H-atoms.
(2H) and 7.75 (3H) d for CH (trans-4) and C H (trans-All the calculations were carried out through Pentium 3 6 5

5), respectively).personal computers via SHELX-97 [23] and PARST-97
[24] programs. Molecular graphics were performed by

3.2. Crystal structureORTEP-3 for Windows [25].

The complex molecules of the title compound form
triplets (Fig. 1) in the solid state. This happens in a fashion

3. Results and discussion similar to that of trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j ]2 3 3 2

[17]. Bond distances and angles are given in Tables 2 and
3.1. General description of the reactions and products 3.

In the present structure the intermetallic distance within
˚The hydrolysis of platinum-bound nitriles occurs readily a triplet is 3.6146(8) A; whereas the shortest distance

˚under basic conditions and leads to the formation of the between platinum atoms in different triplets is 4.447(1) A.
corresponding amidate species. The reaction can be per- The platinum atom of the inner molecule of the triplet
formed either in water or in chlorinated solvents with KOH (Pt(1) at 0.5, 0.13787(3), 0.25) is sandwiched between two
added as a powdered solid. Acidification of ice-cold outer molecules related via the two-fold crystallographic
aqueous solutions of the amidate species affords the axis which passes through the Pt, N(11), N(12), C(11n),
corresponding amides in quantitative yields [15]. C(12n), C(112) and C(122) atoms (see experimental

In the case of the trans complexes, both the amidate and section for the analysis and treatment of disorder of the
the amide species are very stable under dry conditions and inner molecule).
can be stored indefinitely at room temperature. However The two crystallographically independent complex
for the corresponding cis complexes, the isolation of the molecules of the triplet have a similar trans square-planar
amidate and the amide species is complicated by isomeri- coordination geometry; the largest deviation from the plane

˚zation to the corresponding trans isomers accompanied by of the four donor is for Pt(2), 0.0194(5) A. Bond angles
decomposition to blue materials. around the metal centers are almost ideal, the largest

2The lability of the cis-diamide complex suggested a deviation being that of N(sp)–Pt–N(sp ) for the outer
procedure for preparing unsymmetrical complexes of molecule (177.3(4)8).
platinum. Therefore, starting from cis-[PtCl hHN5 The Pt–Cl bond distances for the two independent2

˚C(OH)C(CH ) j ] (cis-2) and free nitrile, complexes of molecules average 2.299(3) A in agreement with the3 3 2

formula trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j(N;CR)] (R5 values previously found for other complexes of2 3 3

C(CH ) , trans-3; CH , trans-4; C H , trans-5) were platinum(II) [26,27].3 3 3 6 5
2obtained in good yield. The trans structure of the complex- The Pt–N(sp) and Pt–N(sp ) bond distances, for the

˚es was confirmed by preparing trans-3 by reaction of the outer molecules of the triplet, are 1.965(9) and 1.999(8) A,
2trans-bisnitrile complex trans-[PtCl hN;CC(CH ) j ] respectively. It has to be recalled that the Pt–N(sp ) bond2 3 3 2

(trans-1) with sufficient base to hydrolyze only one nitrile distances for trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j ] [17]2 3 3 2
˚ligand. Compound trans-3 proved to be the compound ’II’ average 2.01(2) A. The Pt–N(nitrile) bond distances in a

of Brown et al., [22] obtained by reaction of the acetoni- series of complex molecules with aliphatic nitrile ligands
trile complex [PtCl (N;CCH ) ] with melted ter- either trans to nitrile, or cis to nitrile and trans to chloride,2 3 2
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Fig. 1. Drawing of the molecular structures of the triplet. For further information on the disorder which affects the middle molecule see the text. Ellipsoids
enclose 20% probability.

or cis to chloride and trans to chloride are 1.969(3), cent occupancy. It has to be recalled that the distinct
˚1.974(5), and 1.968(7) A, respectively [28]. The N(sp)–C, positions of the nitrogen atoms from the two ligands could

2 not be solved. As a consequence the estimated standardN(sp )–C and C–OH bond distances for the outer mole-
˚ deviations of the geometrical parameters around thesecule are 1.117(13), 1.250(13) and 1.369(14) A, respective-

nitrogen donors are relatively high and any accurately, in agreement with previously reported values [15,28].
analysis of bond distances and angles is precluded for theThe inner molecule, for which two different types of
inner molecule (see below for further comments).statistical disorder are present, has Pt–N bond distances of

˚ The Pt–N–C bond angle for the nitrile ligand (171(1)8)1.97(1) A (average). The two nitrogen atoms trans to each
deviates significantly from the idealized value for a purelyother both come from nitrile and iminol ligands at fifty per

3sp-hybridized nitrogen donor. Similarly, the N–C–C(sp )
Table 2 angle of the same ligand (172(1)8) shows significant

˚Bond lengths [A] for trans-[PtCl hN≡CC(CH ) jhHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j]2 3 3 3 3 deviation from the pure sp-hybridization.
Vector Distance Vector Distance The Pt–N–C(OH) bond angle for the iminol ligand is

132.0(8)8 for the outer molecule of the triplet; whereas thePt(2)–N(2N) 1.965(9) C(22A)–C(25A) 1.546(19)
corresponding values for the inner disordered complexPt(2)–N(2A) 1.999(8) C(21N)–C(22N) 1.475(17)

Pt(2)–Cl(21) 2.294(3) C(22N)–C(25N) 1.452(18) molecule average 153(3)8 in agreement with the value
Pt(2)–Cl(22) 2.299(3) C(22N)–C(23N) 1.503(17) found for trans-[PtCl hHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j ] [17]. Pack-2 3 3 2
Pt(1)–N(11) 1.946(14) C(22N)–C(24N) 1.541(18) ing forces, particularly hydrogen bonds between the mole-
Pt(1)–N(12) 1.982(15) C(11N)–C(112) 1.45(2)

cules within a triplet combined to the complex disorder canPt(1)–Cl(1) 2.305(3) C(11A)–O(11A) 1.35(7)
explain the deviations from the regular geometry aroundO(2A)–C(21A) 1.369(14) C(11A)–C(112) 1.51(4)

2N(2A)–C(21A) 1.250(13) C(112)–C(113) 1.574(16) the N(sp ) donor atom of the inner molecule.
N(2N)–C(21N) 1.117(13) C(112)–C(114) 1.578(16) The angles around the C(OH) carbon atom for the outer
N(11)–C(11N) 1.115(10) C(112)–C(115) 1.578(15) molecule have normal values and the NC(OH)C atoms
N(11)–C(11A) 1.243(10) C(12N)–C(122) 1.38(3)

have a small deviation from coplanarity, C(12a), 0.13(5)N(12)–C(12N) 1.116(10) C(12A)–O(12A) 1.31(6)
Å.N(12)–C(12A) 1.246(10) C(12A)–C(122) 1.55(4)

C(21A)–C(22A) 1.492(15) C(122)–C(125) 1.574(16) In the outer molecule of the triplet the amide least-
C(22A)–C(23A) 1.499(17) C(122)–C(123) 1.575(16) squares plane (defined by N(2a), C(21a), O(2a), and
C(22A)–C(24A) 1.513(19) C(122)–C(124) 1.585(16) C(22a)) and the coordination least-squares plane (defined
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Table 3
aSelected bond angles [8] for trans-[PtCl hN≡CC(CH ) jhHN5C(OH)C(CH ) j]2 3 3 3 3

Vectors Angle Vectors Angle

N(2N)–Pt(2)–N(2A) 177.3(4) C(21A)–C(22A)–C(24A) 110.6(12)
N(2N)–Pt(2)–Cl(21) 88.8(3) C(23A)–C(22A)–C(24A) 116.8(13)
N(2A)–Pt(2)–Cl(21) 91.5(3) C(21A)–C(22A)–C(25A) 108.9(11)
N(2N)–Pt(2)–Cl(22) 91.0(3) C(23A)–C(22A)–C(25A) 105.5(13)
N(2A)–Pt(2)–Cl(22) 88.8(3) C(24A)–C(22A)–C(25A) 102.8(14)
Cl(21)–Pt(2)–Cl(22) 178.54(14) N(2N)–C(21N)–C(22N) 172.4(15)
N(11)–Pt(1)–N(12) 180 C(25N)–C(22N)–C(21N) 108.0(12)
N(11)–Pt(1)–Cl(1) 89.98(9) C(25N)–C(22N)–C(23N) 117.5(15)
N(12)–Pt(1)–Cl(1) 90.02(9) C(21N)–C(22N)–C(23N) 109.1(11)
Cl(1)–Pt(1)–Cl(1)[1 179.96(18) C(25N)–C(22N)–C(24N) 109.3(14)
C(21A)–N(2A)–Pt(2) 132.0(8) C(21N)–C(22N)–C(24N) 107.4(11)
C(21N)–N(2N)–Pt(2) 171.2(12) C(23N)–C(22N)–C(24N) 105.2(13)
C(11N)–N(11)–Pt(1) 180 N(11)–C(11N)–C(112) 180
C(11A)–N(11)–Pt(1) 156(3) N(11)–C(11A)–O(11A) 97(4)
C(12N)–N(12)–Pt(1) 180 N(11)–C(11A)–C(112) 136(5)
C(12A)–N(12)–Pt(1) 150(3) O(11A)–C(11A)–C(112) 127(3)
N(2A)–C(21A)–O(2A) 118.8(11) N(12)–C(12A)–O(12A) 104(4)
N(2A)–C(21A)–C(22A) 128.8(12) N(12)–C(12A)–C(122) 126(4)
O(2A)–C(21A)–C(22A) 112.3(10) O(12A)–C(12A)–C(122) 124(2)
C(21A)–C(22A)–C(23A) 111.4(11)

a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [1–x11,y,2z11/2.

by Cl(21), Cl(22), N(2a), and N(2n)) make a dihedral UK on request, quoting the deposition number CCDC
angle of 58.0(3)8. As a consequence the amide ligand is 113623. Additional crystallographic data, final atomic
oriented in a way to allow the OH group to point outward coordinates, additional bond angles, thermal parameters,
from the triplet, whereas the iminic hydrogen H(N(2a)) is hydrogen coordinates, and observed and calculated struc-
oriented inward and interacts with the Cl(1) atom of the ture factors are given in Tables IS, IIS, IIIS, IVS, VS and

˚ VIS, on request, from the author (R.C.).inner molecule of the triplet (N???Cl, 3.55(1) A). A similar
orientation was found for trans-[PtCl hHN52

C(OH)C(CH ) j ] [17].3 3 2
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Abstract

Reaction of (CO) Co (m -CCOOH) with metal trifluoroacetates leads to the isolation of Cr hm-OOC-CCo (CO) j hm-9 3 3 2 3 9 2

OOCCF j (THF) , 1, and Sm hm-OOCCCo (CO) j hm-OOCCF j h(CO) Co CCOOHj (THF) ?2THF, 2, which are cluster substituted3 2 2 2 3 9 2 3 4 9 3 2 2

analogs of known organic carboxylates. Reaction of Pt(II) acetate, prepared in situ, with (CO) Co (m -CCOOH) leads to PtCohm-9 3 3

OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH )h(CO) Co CCOOHj, 3, which contains an unusual Pt(II)Co(II) dimeric core. Reaction of Zn(OH) with3 9 3 3 9 3 2

(CO) Co (m -CCOOH) in THF leads to Zn (m -O)hm-OOC-CCo (CO) j but in 2-MeTHF the reaction leads to ZnCohm-OOC-9 3 3 4 4 3 9 6
2CCo (CO) j hCo(CO) jh2-(CH )C H Oj, 4. This compound features the presence of a [Co(CO) ] moiety coordinated to a Co(II)3 9 3 4 3 4 7 4

center. Reaction of Cr(II) acetate with (CO) Co (m -CCOOH) in noncoordinating solvents results in CoCr (m -O)hm-OOC-9 3 3 2 3

CCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH ) h(CO) Co CCOOHj (H O)?C H , 5a, and Cr (m -O)hm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH ) h(CO) Co C-3 9 4 3 2 9 3 2 2 7 8 3 3 3 9 4 3 2 9 3

COOHj(CH OOH) ?C H , 5b, which are cluster ligand analogs of known organic carboxylate oxo metal trimers. Finally, deprotonation3 2 7 8

of (CO) Co (m -CCOOH) with a bulky base inhibits the base degradation of the tricobalt cluster sufficiently such that9 3 3

[C H (N(CH ) ) H][Co hm-OOCCCo (CO) j hOOCCCo (CO) j ], 6, can be isolated. All compounds are structurally characterized by10 6 3 2 2 2 3 9 3 3 9 2

X-ray crystallography and selected spectroscopic techniques.  1999 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cobalt; Chromium; Zinc; Platinum; Samarium; Clusters; Carboxylates

1. Introduction trated some of the differences a typical metal cluster, e.g.
(CO) Co (m -C-), imparts to the coordinating ability of9 3 3

2There has been considerable interest in recent years in the ligand functionality, e.g. -COO , towards various
the logical synthesis of large molecular systems. The cationic metal centers [8]. In addition, some of the
approaches utilized to date are varied and lead, for compounds have found use as precursors to novel
example, to one-dimensional chains [1] or rings [2] or heterogeneous hydrogenation catalysts [9–11].
two-dimensional sheets [3] or three-dimensional dendritic As the cluster acid, (CO) Co (m -CCOOH), degrades9 3 3

moieties [4]. Both organic reactions as well as coordina- under basic conditions, the synthetic challenge has been to
tion reactions have been employed to yield an impressive find ways to convert the acid to the [(CO) Co (m -9 3 3

2variety of new substances with interesting properties. We CCO )] coordinated ligand without decomposing the2

have explored a related area namely the synthesis of cobalt cluster into organic and inorganic fragments. Some
transition metal cluster arrays using the concept of a of these compounds have been studied in detail and we
functionalized cluster as a ligand towards a cationic metal have provided efficient routes for gram scale syntheses
center [5]. While our compounds derive from monofunc- [5,8,12–20]. As described herein, other approaches have
tional clusters, others have used bifunctional clusters to now been explored and have uncovered an additional set of
form linear cluster arrays [6,7]. Our work has also illus- new compounds with varied cluster ligand coordination

numbers as well as unusual cationic cores. The result is a
set of cluster arrays that mimic most of the classical*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-219-631-7058; fax: 11-219-631-
geometries of coordination chemistry and provide some6652.

E-mail address: Thomas.P.Fehlner.1@nd.edu (T.P. Fehlner) unique spatial arrays as well. In the following we describe
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the preparation and structures of these new cluster metal 2,600). Analysis (dried under vacuum). Found, C 24.38%,
carboxylates. F 7.80%, Co 24.14%, Cr 7.17%. Calculated for

C Co Cr F O : C 26.26%, F 8.31%, Co 25.57%, Cr26 6 2 6 26

7.58%.

2. Experimental
2.1.2. Sm hm-OOCCCo (CO) j hm-OOCCF j2 3 9 2 3 4

h(CO) Co CCOOHj (THF) ?2THF, 29 3 2 22.1. Syntheses
To 0.120 g (0.228 mmol) of solid

Sm(OOCCF ) (H O) dispersed in 10 ml THF was added3 3 2 2Anhydrous CrCl , CF COOH, Na[CF COO],2 3 3 a solution of 0.500 g (1.029 mmol) of (CO) Co (m -9 3 3Ag[CH COO], and PtBr were purchased form Aldrich3 2 CCOOH) in 20 ml THF. After mixing at 308C for 1 h, the
and used as received. Proton sponge C H (N(CH ) )10 6 3 2 2 solvent was removed under vacuum. The solid was ex-
(Aldrich) was sublimed under vacuum at 308C on a

tracted with hot toluene, filtered, kept at 108C for 1 day,
Schlenk line. Samarium metal (American Potash and

and then at 2208C. Well formed crystals of 2 were isolated
Chem. Corp, 99.9%) was dissolved in aqueous CF COOH3 in 88% yield based on samarium (0.310 g, 0.104 mmol).
(50%) and after 1 week, the clear solution was slow-

Recrystallization produced X-ray quality crystals. IR (KBr,
ly evaporated to yield white crystals of 21cm ): 2113 (w), 2051 (s), 1707 (m), 1607 (m), 1479 (w),
Sm(OOCCF ) (H O) . Zn(OH) gel was prepared from3 3 2 2 2 1488 (w), 1365 (w), 1339 (w), 1264 (w), 1205 (m), 1153
4.4 g Zn(CH COO) ?2H O (Aldrich) aqueous solution and3 2 2 (w), 797 (w), 781 (w), 720 (w), 544 (w), 500 (w). EPR
diluted ammonia and the mixture was brought to pH 8.0.

(X-band) powder, g: 2.17, Dp–p: 55 G.
The gel, thus obtained was centrifuged three times with
deionized water and later washed thoroughly on a column

2.1.3. PtCohm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH )3 9 3 3with deionized water until no further base was released. h(CO) Co CCOOHj, 39 32-Methyl-tetrahydrofuran was purchased from Aldrich and
Reaction of PtBr and 2 AgOOCCH in water followed2 3distilled over Na before use. (CO) Co (m -CCOOH) was9 3 3 by removal of the AgBr by filtration yielded a brown–

prepared as described previously [21]. Cr (OOCCF ) ?2 3 4 yellow solid after removal of the solvent. Presumably this
(OEt ) was prepared as described in the literature [22].2 2 is the simple acetate as IR spectra showed that it is not
All the solvents used were distilled under nitrogen just

Pt (OOCCH ) . The latter compound, prepared separately4 3 8before use. All reactions were performed under Ar on a
using the closely related method of Yamaguchi et al. [23],

Schlenk line using standard methods. IR: Nicolet 205
yielded only Pt metal on reaction with the cluster acid. A

FTIR. UV–Vis: Perkin-Elmer Model 6 or 19 spec-
solution of 0.40 g of the fresh Pt intermediate was

trophotometers. MS: JEOL JMS-AX 505HA mass spec-
combined with 1.31 g (2.70 mmol) of (CO) Co (m -9 3 3trometer in FAB mode. NMR: GN 300 MHz spectrometer.
CCOOH) in 100 ml THF and the mixture was stirred in

EPR: Brucker 1600 EPR spectrometer working in the
the dark at 458C for 4 days. After filtration, the THF was

X-band and equipped with an Oxford variable temperature
removed under vacuum and the solid extracted with 70 ml

controller. XPS: Kratos SAM 800 spectrometer with a
toluene. The volume of the solution was reduced to 25 ml

magnesium anode using C1s at 285.0 eV as reference.
at 608C and slowly cooled to 108C at which temperature it
was kept for 2 weeks. Crystalline 3 (0.20 g, 0.09 mmol)

212.1.1. Cr hm-OOC-CCo (CO) j hm-OOCCF j (THF) , 1 was isolated. IR (KBr, cm ) 2946 (w), 2110 (m), 20472 3 9 2 3 2 2

A 400 mg (0.57 mmol) amount of Cr (OOCCF ) ? (vs), 1642 (w), 1625 (sh), 1584 (w), 1355 (m), 1328 (m),2 3 4

(OEt ) plus 80 mg (0.59 mmol) CF COONa and 300 mg 1279 (w), 1069 (w), 768 (w), 722 (m), 546 (w), 527 (m),2 2 3

(0.62 mmol) of (CO) Co (m -CCOOH) in 10 ml THF 499 (m), 462 (w). MS (negFAB, NBA, Xe) m /z 2250.19 3 3

plus 20 ml toluene afforded a deep purple–blue solution. (10%); calculated m /z 2254. Analysis. Found: C 25.18%,
Stirring under argon at 308C for 45 min gave a black– H,0.5%, Co 34.3%, Pt 7.70%. Calculated for
brown solution. The solvents were removed under vacuum C H Co PtO : C 24.52%, H 0.18%, Co 33.99%, Pt46 4 13 46

and the black solid was dispersed in 30 ml freshly distilled 8.66% .
toluene with sonication. The extract was quickly filtered on
a fine frit funnel to remove the solids. The filtrate was left 2.1.4. ZnCohm-OOCCCo (CO) j hCo(CO) j3 9 3 4

at room temperature for 1 day in the dark and then moved h2-(CH )C H Oj, 43 4 7

to 48C for a week. Crystalline 1 in 32% yield (260 mg, A 58 mg amount of Zn(OH) gel (0.090 mmol of Zn)2
210.18 mmol) based on Cr was isolated. IR (KBr, cm ): with 1.00 g (2.06 mmol) of (CO) Co CCOOH dissolved9 3

2988 (w), 2866 (w), 2110 (w), 2055 (vs), 2040 (sh), 1986 in 15 ml THF’ (52-(CH )C H O) was stirred for 30 m at3 4 7

(m), 1659 (m), 1499 (w), 1473 (w), 1388 (m), 1343 (w), room temperature (RT) and the black–brown mixture was
1203 (m), 1160 (m), 1080 (w), 1041 (w), 822 (w), 852 (w), then sonicated for 15 min to further disperse the gel. The
792 (w), 757 (m), 728 (m), 558 (m), 529 (m), 504 (m), 422 solvents were removed at 378C under vacuum and the

21 21 dark–brown solid was dispersed in 35 ml freshly distilled(w). UV–Vis (toluene, nm, M cm ): 380 sh, 516 (´
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toluene plus 1 ml THF’ yielding a brown solution and a 2.1.7. [C H (N(CH ) ) H][Co hm-OOCCCo (CO) j10 6 3 2 2 2 3 9 3

dark-brown precipitate. The brown solution was filtered hOOCCCo (CO) j ], 63 9 2

and the filtrate stood at room temperature for one day and A 45-mg (0.093 mmol) amount of (CO) Co CCOOH9 3

then 2208C for a week. Crystals of 4 were obtained in were placed in a Schlenk tube together with 20 mg (0.093
73% yield based on Zn (120 mg, 0.066 mmol) by layering mmol) of proton sponge C H (N(CH ) ) and 2 ml of10 6 3 2 2

with hexane. Note that the use of THF leads to the CH Cl . After reaction for 2 h at 458C the warm solution2 2

production of Zn (m -O)hm-OOC-CCo (CO) j [5] in was filtered and layered with 4 ml of toluene and left4 4 3 9 6
21 standing at room temperature for 5 days. Nicely shaped70% yield. IR (KBr cm ): 2960 (w), 2110 (m), 2055–

black crystals (22 mg, 0.0079 mmol), suitable for X-ray2045 (vs), 1974 (s), 1963 (s), 1944 (s), 1565 (m), 1496 (w),
21slowly grew from this solution. IR: (KBr pellet, cm ):1379 (s), 1340 (m), 1085 (w), 793 (w), 751 (m), 722 (m),

1 2109(m), 2040 (s), 1580 (m), 1541 (m), 1382 (m), 1338556 (m), 530 (m), 528 (m), 499 (m), 473 (w). H NMR
(m), 749 (m), 723 (m), 551 (m), 528 (m), 501 (m), 408 (m).(CD Cl , d, 208): 8.3 br m, 6.5 br s, 3.4 br s, 2.6 br s, 1.22 2

2121 21 (CH Cl , cm ): 2108 (w), 2068 (s), 2040 (s), 1579 (w),br s. UV–Vis (CH Cl , nm, M cm ): 300 (´ 13,300), 2 22 2
3 / 2 21 21524 (´ 2,300). XPS confirms the existence of Zn (2p , 1542 (w), 1383 (m). UV–Vis (CH Cl , nm, M cm ):2 2

1 / 2 3 / 2 1 / 2 520 (´ 5,500), 350 sh. Magnetic susceptibility (Evans1021 and 2p , 1044 eV) and Co (2p , 780 and 2p ,
23 23 21795 eV) in the ratio of ¯1:9. Analysis (dried under method, CD Cl , 208) c57.08310 cm mol . EPR2 2

vacuum). Found, Co 41.47%, Zn 4.21% (10.98 Co/Zn mol (powder, 4 K) g: 2.04, Dp–p: 116 G, and a sharp signal at
ratio). Calculated for C Co ZnO : Co 37.04%, Zn g: 2.13, Dp–p: 2300 G. Analysis: Found C 29.86%, H37 11 37

3.74% (11.0 Co/Zn mol ratio). 0.83%, N 1.11%. Calculated for C H Co N O C69 19 17 2 55

30.05%, H 0.69%, N 1.02%.

2.1.5. CoCr (m -O)hm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH )2 3 3 9 4 3 2
2.2. Structure determinationsh(CO) Co CCOOHj (H O)?C H , 5a9 3 2 2 7 8

0.443 g (1.18 mmol) of Cr (OOCCH ) (H O) , syn-2 3 4 2 2

thesized by published methods [24], were dispersed with 2.2.1. Cr hm-OOC-CCo (CO) j hm-OOCCF j (THF) , 12 3 9 2 3 2 2
sonication in 30 ml of CH Cl in a two-neck Schlenk flask Crystals of 1 suitable for X-ray diffraction were grown2 2

and mixed with 2.983 g (6.14 mmol) of (CO) Co C- from a saturated solution of 1 in toluene kept at 108C for a9 3

COOH dissolved in 20 ml CH Cl under Ar. The solution month. Crystal data and experimental details are given in2 2

was sonicated three times for 5 min and allowed to react at Table 1. A block-like black crystal with dimensions 0.583
358C for 24 h. The solvent was removed under vacuum at 0.3230.22 mm was mounted in a glass capillary in a
room temperature and the residue extracted with two 25 ml random orientation and data were collected with an Enraf–
portions of toluene, and filtered cold. The yield of crys- Nonius CAD4 diffractometer equipped with a graphite
talline product was 40% (730 mg 0.22 mmol) based on Cr. crystal monochromated Mo Ka X-radiation source. The

21IR (KBr pellet, cm ) 2962 (w), 2929 (w), 2109 (w), 2056 structure was solved by the MULTAN direct methods
(s), 2045 (s), 2038 (s), 1694 (w), 1636 (w), 1600 (w), 1560 followed by successive different Fourier syntheses. Full-
(w), 1379 (m), 1330 (m), 1263 (w), 1084 (w), 757 (w), 730 matrix least-squares refinements were employed. All-non-
(w), 722 (w), 556 (w), 529 (w), 501 (m), 418 (w). UV–Vis hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal

21 21(CH Cl , nm, M cm ) 512 (´ 9,030), 380(sh), 302 (´ parameters in the final cycles. R50.04085, R 50.05394,2 2 w
275,000). EPR(crystals, X-band) silent at room temperature. (370 variables refined) for 2642 reflections with F .o

2Analysis: Found: C 28.72%, H 0.77%, Co 32.08%. Calcu- 3s(F ).o
lated for C Co Cr O : C 27.87%, H 0.55%, Co77H18 19 2 72

33.74%. MS (negFAB, Xe, NBA CH Cl ) Found: m /z2 2 2.2.2. Sm hm-OOCCCo (CO) j hm-OOCCF j2 3 9 2 3 41997.0 (22%), 2133.8 m /z (15%), 2156.5 m /z (25%). h(CO) Co CCOOHj (THF) ?2THF, 29 3 2 2Calculated: m /z 1997.0 Co(C Co O ) , m /z 2133.811 3 11 4 A black plate-like crystal was mounted on a glass fiber52 52C H Cr Co O -CO, m /z 2156.5 C H Cr Co O48 6 2 12 48 48 6 2 12 48 with its long axis roughly parallel to the Phi axis of the
-4H.

goniometer. Data were collected with an Enraf–Nonius
CAD4 diffractometer equipped with a graphite crystal

2.1.6. Cr (m -O)hm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH ) monochromated Mo Ka X-radiation source. Crystal data3 3 3 9 4 3 2

h(CO) Co CCOOHj(CH OOH) ?C H , 5b and experimental details are given in Table 1. The9 3 3 2 7 8

The same reaction mixture as for 5a gave a small yield structure was solved by direct methods. A total of seven
(50 mg, 0.02 mmol) of a second compound. IR (KBr metal atoms were located from an E-map and the remain-

21pellet, cm ) 2963 (w), 2932 (w), 2111 (w), 2043 (s), 1645 ing were located in succeeding difference Fourier synth-
(w), 1562 (w-br), 1430 (w), 1386 (w), 1252 (w), 1080 (w), eses. Hydrogen atoms were not included in the calcula-
760 (w), 722 (m), 697 (w), 554 (m), 527 (m), 500(s), 418 tions. The structure was refined in full-matrix least-
(w). EPR (X-band) powder, g: 2.01, Dp–p: 500 G, single squares. All-non-hydrogen atoms were refined with aniso-
crystal, g: 1.98, Dp–p: 520 G. tropic thermal parameters in the final cycles. R 50.04531,1
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Table 1
Crystal data for compounds 1–6

1 2 3 4 5a 5b 6

Formula C H Co Cr F O C H Co Sm F O C H Co PtO C Co ZnO C H Co Cr O C H Co Cr O C H Co N O34 16 6 2 6 28 68 34 12 2 12 56 46 4 13 46 45 11 38 77 18 19 2 72 70 23 15 3 64 69 19 17 2 55

F.W. 1444.07 2982.87 2253.74 1862.0 3318.68 2927.91 2757.67

F(000) 1416 1446 4308 3234 5728 10768

Crystal dimensions 0.5830.3230.22 mm 0.1330.1830.48 mm 0.5530.2830.12 mm 0.4230.4430.56 mm 0.1830.0930.14 mm 0.5530.3630.35 mm 0.4030.4030.40 mm
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚Mo Ka radiation l50.71073 A l50.71073 A l50.71073 A l50.71073 A l50.71073 A l50.71073 A l50.71073 A

Temperature 208C 208C 208C 208C 208C 208C 2278C

Space group P2 /n Pi P2 /c P2 /n Pi (No. 2) P2 /n (No. 14) P2 /c1 1 1 1 1

˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚a 10.662(1)A 13.6311(9) A 21.759(4) A 12.222(5) 14.500 (3) A 17.770 (5) A 26.069(7) A
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚b 12.430(3) A 13.952(2) A 17.979(3) A 22.584 (6) 20.291 (4) A 21.367 (2) A 24.439 (5) A
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚c 19.415(3) A 16.691(2) A 20.053(5) A 24.052 (6) 20.817 (3) A 28.075 (7) A 30.236 (13) A

a 104.23(1)8 71.60 (1)8

b 94.76(1)8 101.096(7)8 114.91(2)8 92.35 80.90 (1)8 102.69 (1)8 90.70 (3)8

g 115.638(9)8 80.26 (2)8
3 3 3 3 3 3˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚V 2564.1(8) A 2606.7(6) A 7115(3) A 6633 (20) 5692 (2) A 10400 (4) A 19261 (11) A

Z 2 1 4 4 2 4 8
3 3 3 3 3 3 3Cal. density 1.870 g/cm 1.900 g/cm 2.104 g/cm 1.865 g/cm 1.936 g/cm 1.870 g/cm 1.902 g/cm

21 21 21 21 21 21 21
m(Mo Ka) 23.916 cm 30.751 cm 50.180 cm 29.637 cm 29.637 cm 27.117 cm 29.41 cm

No. of reflections measured 4260 total, 3434 unique 7573 total, 7216 unique 10447 total, 8781 unique 9398 total, 9081 unique 10556 total, 10556 unique 14948 total, 11088 unique 21148 total, 20645 unique

Corrections Lorentz-polarization Lorentz-polarization Lorentz-polarization Lorentz-polarization Lorentz-polarization

Linear decay (from 0.999 to Linear decay (from 0.985 to Linear decay (from 0.981 to Linear decay (from 0.998 to Linear decay (from 1.000 to

1.294 on I) 1.131 on I) 1.306 on I) 1.183 on I) 1.157 on I)

Reflection averaging Reflection averaging (agreement Reflection averaging (agreement Empirical absorption (from 0.89 Reflection averaging (agreement

(agreement on I51.6%) on I52.5%) on I53.1%) to 1.00 on I) on I52.2%)

Empirical absorption Empirical absorption (0.6516– Empirical absorption (0.5978– Empirical absorption (from

(0.8250–0.9977 on I) 0.9998 on I) 0.9990 on I) 0.9269 to 0.9998 on I)

Solution Direct methods Direct methods Direct methods Direct methods Direct methods Direct methods Direct methods

hydrogen atoms Not included Not included Not included Not included Not included Not located Idealized

Refinement Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares
2 2 2 2 2 2 2Minimization function ow(uF u2uF u) ow(uF u2uF u) ow(uF u2uF u) ow(uF u2uF u) ow(uF u2uF u) ow(uF u2uF u) ow(uF u2uF u)o c o c o c o c o c o c o c

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Least-squares weights 4F /s (F )51/s (F ) 4F /s (F )51/s (F ) 4F /s (F )51/s (F ) 4F /s (F )51/s (F ) 4F /s (F )51/s (F ) 4F /s (F )51/s (F ) 4F /s (F )51/s (F )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Anomalous dispersion All non-hydrogen atoms All non-hydrogen atoms All non-hydrogen atoms All non-hydrogen atoms All non-hydrogen atoms All non-hydrogen atoms All non-hydrogen atoms
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Reflections included 2642 with F .3.0s(F ) 5781 with F .3.0s(F ) 7226 with F .3.0s(F ) 3910 with F 2.3.0s(F ) 6422 with F .3.0s(F ) 6507 with F .3.0s(F ) 20638 with F .4.0s(F )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Parameters refined 370 663 955 787 930 1315

Unweighted agreement factor 0.04085 0.04531 0.03683 0.0705 0.070 0.08231 0.1260

Weighted agreement factor 0.05 394 0.06065 0.04770 0.0737 0.085 0.1074 0.2783

Esd of obs. of unit weight 1.824 2.077 1.536 2.26 2.240

Convergence, largest shift 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.26 0.03
3 3 3 3 3 3 3˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚High peak in final diff, map 0.70(7) e /A 0.92 (11) e /A 1.56(10) e /A 0.97 e /A 2.38(13) e /A 1.13(13) e /A 4.178 e/A

3 3 3 3 3 3˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚Low peak in final diff, map 20.32(7) e /A 20.86(11) e /A 20.64(10) e /A 20.85(13) e /A 20.85(13) e /A 21.863 e/A

2 2 1 / 2R 5ouF 2F u /ouF u, R 5(ow(F 2F ) /owF ) .1 0 c 0 2 0 c 0
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Table 2
Selected bond distances and angles for 1

˚Bond Distance [A] Angle Angle [8]

Cr Cr 2.427(1) Cr O(2) C(1) 121.4(3)
Cr O(1) 1.993(4) Cr O(3) C(3) 117.7(3)
Cr O(2) 2.002(4) Cr O(4) C(3) 118.5(3)
Cr O(3) 2.028(4) O(1) C(1) 0(2) 123.6(5)
Cr O(4) 2.021(4) O(1) C(1) C(2) 118.1(4)
Cr O(5) 2.234(4) O(2) C(1) C(2) 118.3(4)
Co(1) Co(2) 2.456(1) O(1) Cr 0O(2) 174.2(1)
Co(1) Co(3) 2.449(1) O(1) Cr O(3) 90.9(1)
Co(1) C(2) 1.884(5) O(1) Cr O(4) 88.6(1)
Co(1) C(11) 1.780(6) O(1) Cr O(5) 94.2(1)
Co(1) C(12) 1.825(8) O(2) Cr O(3) 89.2(1)
Co(1) C(13) 1.748(8) O(2) Cr O(4) 90.8(1)
Co(2) Co(3) 2.458(1) O(2) Cr O(5) 91.6(1)

O(3) Cr O(4) 174.8(1)
O(3) Cr O(5) 92.0(1)
0O4) Cr O(5) 93.2(1) Fig. 2. Molecular structure of Sm hm-OOCCCo (CO) j hm-2 3 9 2

OOCCF j h(CO) Co CCOOHj (THF) ?2THF, 2.3 4 9 3 2 2

R 50.06065, (663 variables refined) for 5781 reflections with an Enraf–Nonius CAD4 diffractometer equipped with2
2 2with F .3s(F ). a graphite crystal monochromated Mo Ka X-radiationo o

source. Crystal data and experimental details are given in
2.2.3. PtCohm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH ) Table 1. The structure was solved by direct methods3 9 3 3

h(CO) Co CCOOHj, 3 followed by successive different Fourier syntheses. Full-9 3

A black plate-like crystal was mounted in a glass matrix least-squares refinements were employed. All-non-
capillary in a random orientation and data were collected hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal

parameters in the final cycles. R 50.03683, R 50.04770,1 2
2(955 variables refined) for 7226 reflections with F .o

23s(F ).o

2.2.4. ZnCohm-OOCCCo (CO) j hCo(CO) j3 9 3 4

h2-(CH )C H Oj, 43 4 7

A suitable crystal of 3 was mounted in a thin wall
capillary under nitrogen. Crystal data and experimental
details are given in Table 1. The unit cell parameters were
obtained by the least-squares refinement of the angular
settings of 24 reflections (208#2u #248). Approximately
10% of the data was rejected by the learnt-profile routine

Table 3
Selected bond distances and angles for 2

˚Bond Distance [A] Angle Angle [8]

Sm O(1) 2.475(5) O(1) Sm O(3) 71.8(1)
Sm O(3) 2.483(5) O(1) Sm O(4) 97.1(2)
Sm O(4) 2.420(5) O(1) Sm O(5) 144.8(1)
Sm O(5) 2.410(6) O(1) Sm O(6) 73.3(2)
Sm O(6) 2.39(5) O(1) Sm O(7) 141.5(2)
Sm O(7) 2.379(4) O(1) Sm O(8) 74.1(2)
Sm O(8) 2.462(5) O(1) Sm O(9) 74.4(2)
Sm O(9) 2.467(5) O(3) Sm O(4) 53.0(2)

O(3) Sm O(5) 134.3(1)
O(6) Sm O(7) 75.1(2)
O(6) Sm O(8) 79.9(2)
O(6) Sm O(9) 143.9(2)
O(7) Sm O(8) 120.8(2)
O(7) Sm O(9) 140.8(2)
O(8) Sm O(9) 76.0(2)

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of Cr hm-OOC-CCo (CO) j hm-2 3 9 2 O(5) Sm O(9) 73.8(2)
OOCCF j (THF) , 1.3 2 2
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Table 4
Selected bond distances and angles for 3

˚Bond Distance [A] Angle Angle [8]

Pt Co(1) 2.506(1) O(1) Pt O(2) 90.0(2)
Pt O(1) 1.995(5) O(1) Pt O(3) 91.9(2)
Pt O(2) 2.006(4) O(1) Pt O(4) 177.9(2)
Pt O(3) 2.018(4) O(2) Pt O(3) 178.1(2)
Pt O(4) 1.996(6) O(2) Pt O(4) 88.6(2)
Co(1) O(5) 2.071(5) O(3) Pt O(4) 89.6(2)
Co(1) O(6) 2.036(4) O(5) Co(1) O(6) 89.9(2)
Co(1) O(7) 2.138(4) O(5) Co(1) O(7) 85.7(2)
Co(1) O(8) 2.049(6) O(5) Co(1) O(8) 165.8(2)
Co(1) O(9) 2.013(5) O(5) Co(1) O(9) 95.3(2)

O(6) Co(1) O(7) 164.9(2)
O(6) Co(1) O(8) 91.8(2)
O(6) Co(1) O(9) 100.5(2)
O(7) Co(1) O(8) 89.1(2)
O(7) Co(1) O(9) 94.3(2)
O(8) Co(1) O(9) 98.3(2)

2.2.6. Cr (m -O)hm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH )3 3 3 9 4 3 2Fig. 3. Molecular structure of PtCohm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH )3 9 3 3 h(CO) Co CCOOHj(CH OOH) ?C H , 5bh(CO) Co CCOOHj, 3. 9 3 3 2 7 89 3

Crystals of 5b suitable for X-ray diffraction were grown
from a hot saturated extract of 5b in toluene left at room

as contributions from a minor twin or satellite crystal. The temperature for one day and cooled to 108C for a week. A
unit cell of this compound contains four dimers, where two black crystal was mounted on a glass capillary with its
are structurally different clusters. The structure was solved long axis parallel to the phi axis of the goniometer and
by direct methods and completed by subsequent difference data were collected with an Enraf–Nonius CAD4 diffrac-
Fourier synthesis and refined by full-matrix least-squares tometer equipped with a graphite crystal monochromator
procedures. Carbon atoms were refined isotropically. A and Mo Ka X-radiation source. Crystal data and ex-
Me-THF molecule coordinated to the Zn appears to be perimental details are given in Table 1. The structure was
thermally disordered. A benzene molecule was found near solved by the direct methods finding the 18 metal atoms,
an inversion center with an occupancy of 50% and was the remaining atoms were found in succeeding difference
refined as a rigid body. Hydrogen atoms were ignored. The Fourier synthesis. Full-matrix least-squares refinements

3˚remaining peak in the difference map (0.97 e /A ) occurs were employed. All-non-hydrogen atoms were refined with
at a chemically unreasonable position and was considered anisotropic thermal parameters in the final cycles. Two
as noise. tricobaltcarbonyl clusters were disordered in two sets of

2.2.5. CoCr (m -O)hm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH )2 3 3 9 4 3 2

h(CO) Co CCOOHj (2H O).C H , 5a9 3 2 2 7 8

Crystals of 5a suitable for X-ray diffraction were grown
from a warm toluene extract of 5a left at room temperature
for a week. A black plate-like crystal was mounted on a
glass fiber with its long axis parallel to the phi axis of the
goniometer. Data were collected with an Enraf–Nonius
CAD4 diffractometer equipped with a graphite crystal
monochromatic and Mo Ka X-radiation source. Crystal
data and experimental details are given in Table 1. The
structure was solved by direct methods where we found 21
metal atoms and followed by successive different Fourier
syntheses. Full-matrix least-squares refinements were em-
ployed. All-non-hydrogen atoms were refined with aniso-
tropic thermal parameters in the final cycles. Two toluene
molecules were found in two different sets of inversion
centers. R50.070, R 50.085, (787 variables refined) for Fig. 4. Molecular structure ofZnCohm-OOCCCo (CO) j hCo(CO) jh2-w 3 9 3 42 26422 reflections with F .3s(F ). (CH )C H Oj, 4.3 4 7o o
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Table 5 Table 6
Selected bond distances and angles for 4 Selected distances and angles for 5a and 5b

˚ ˚ ˚Bond Distance [A] Angle Angle [A] Bond Distance [A] Angle Angle [8]

Co(1)–Co(11) 2.419(4) 5a
Co(1) O(1) 1.936(9) O(1) Co(1) O(6) 179.4(4)Zn–O(32) 1.917(13) Zn–O(32)–C(32) 126.7(12)
Co(1) O(2) 2.12(1) O(2) Co(1) O(3) 85.8(4)Zn–O(35) 1.921(12) O(32)–Zn–O(35) 112.2(5)
Co(1) O(3) 2.12(1) O(2) Co(1) O(4) 92.2(4)Zn–O(35)–C(34) 130.2(5)
Co(1) O(4) 2.11(1) O(2) Co(1) O(5) 166.9(4)Zn–O(36) 1.923(11) O(32)–Zn–O(36) 112.5(12)
Co(1) O(5) 2.12(1) O(2) Co(1) O(6) 84.2(4)Zn–O(36)–C(36) 122.8(12)
Co(1) O(6) 2.13(1) O(3) Co(1) O(4) 171.1(4)Zn–O(38) 1.982(13) O(32)–Zn–O(38) 102.5(5)
Cr(1) O(1) 1.85(1) O(3) Co(1) O(5) 91.9(4)Co(1)–C(1) 1.792(23) Co(1 1)–Co(1)–C(1) 75.6(7)
Cr(1) O(7) 2.020(9) O(3) Co(1) O(6) 86.0(4)Co(1)–C(2) 1.722(27) Co(1 1)–Co(1)–C(3) 88.7(8)
Cr(1) O(8) 1.96(1) O(4) Co(1) O(5) 88.1(4)

Co(1)–C(3) 1.790(23) Co(11)–Co(1)–C(3) 167.6(7)
Cr(1) O(9) 1.99(1) O(4) Co(1) O(6) 85.2(4)

Co(1)–C(4) 1.754(25) Co(11)–Co(1)–C(4) 73.2(9)
Cr(1) O(10) 1.957(9) O(5) Co(1) O(6) 82.8(4)

Co(11)–O(33) 1.969(14) Co(1)–Co(11)–O(33) 119.4(4) Cr(1) O(11) 2.10(1) O(1) Cr(1) O(7) 95.9(4)
Co(11)–O(33)–C(32) 143.2(13) Cr(2) O(1) 1.87(1) O(1) Cr(1) O(8) 96.7(5)

Co(11)–O(34) 1.943(13) Co(1)–Co(11)–O(34) 113.3(4) Cr(2) O(12) 1.956(9) O(1) Cr(1) O(9) 94.9(5)
Co(11)–O(34)–C(34) 139.4(13) Cr(2) O(13) 2.01(1) O(1) Cr(1) O(10) 94.3(4)

Co(11)–O(37) 1.969(13) Co(1)–Co(11)–O(37) 108.2(4) Cr(2) O(14) 1.96(1) O(1) Cr(1) O(11) 175.6(5)
Co(11)–O(37)–C(36) 144.8(13) Cr(2) O(15) 1.987(9) O(7) Cr(1) O(8) 89.9(4)

Co(8)–Co(9) 2.455(4) Cr(2) O(16) 2.09(1) O(7) Cr(1) O(9) 85.6(4)
Co(8)–Co(10) 2.4.64(4) Co(8)–Co(9)–Co(10) 60.1(1) O(7) Cr(1) O(10) 169.7(4)
Co(9)–Co(10) 2.466(4) Co(9)–Co(8)–Co(10) 60.2(1) O(7) Cr(1) O(11) 86.9(4)

O(8) Cr(1) O(9) 167.9(5)
O(8) Cr(1) O(10) 90.1(4)

positions with occupancies of 0.73 and 0.27, the rotational
disorder about the C(3)–C(4) bond was successfully 5b
modeled. A toluene molecule was found with the methyl Cr(1) O(1) 1.868(9) O(1) Cr(1) O(2) 178.4(4)

Cr(1) O(2) 2.10(1) O(1) Cr(1) O(3) 96.8(4)group disordered. The hydrogen atoms were not found but
Cr(1) O(3) 1.968(9) O(1) Cr(1) O(4) 94.0(4)three H-bonded carboxylic acid show up in the terminal
Cr(1) O(4) 1.99(1) O(1) Cr(1) O(5) 96.6(4)position of the chromium centers. R50.0823, R 50.1074,w Cr(1) O(5) 1.98(1) O(1) Cr(1) O(6) 95.5(4)2(930 variables refined) for 6507 reflections with F . Cr(1) O(6) 2.021(9) O(2) Cr(1) O(3) 81.8(4)o

2 Cr(2) O(1) 1.856(9) O(2) Cr(1) O(4) 85.4(4)3.0s(F ).o
Cr(2) O(7) 2.10(1) O(2) Cr(1) O(5) 84.0(4)
Cr(2) O(8) 1.971(8) O(2) Cr(1) O(6) 85.9(4)

2.2.7. [C H (N(CH ) ) H][Co hm-OOCCCo (CO) j10 6 3 2 2 2 3 9 3 Cr(2) O(9) 2.01(1) O(3) Cr(1) O(4) 91.7(4)
hOOCCCo (CO) j ], 6 Cr(2) O(10) 1.95(1) O(3) Cr(1) O(5) 89.9(4)3 9 2

Cr(2) O(11) 2.008(9) O(3) Cr(1) O(6) 167.7(4)A crystal of 6 was mounted inside a thin wall capillary
Cr(3) O(1) 1.940(9) O(4) Cr(1) O(5) 169.0(4)
Cr(3) O(12) 2.16(1) O(4) Cr(1) O(6) 86.6(4)
Cr(3) O(13) 2.07(1) O(5) Cr(1) O(6) 89.5(4)
Cr(3) O(14) 2.06(1) O(1) Cr(2) O(7) 177.6(4)
Cr(3) O(15) 2.05(1) O(1) Cr(2) O(8) 95.6(4)
Cr(3) O(16) 2.05(1) O(1) Cr(2) O(9) 93.4(4)
C(1) O(3) 1.28(2) O(1) Cr(2) O(10) 96.8(4)
C(1) O(8) 1.23(2) O(1) Cr(2) O(11) 95.5(4)
C(1) C(2) 1.47(2) O(7) Cr(2) O(8) 83.2(4)
C(3) O(4) 1.24(2) O(7) Cr(2) O(9) 84.6(4)
C(3) O(9) 1.24(2) O(7) Cr(2) O(10) 85.3(4)

O(7) Cr(2) O(11) 85.6(4)
O(8) Cr(2) O(9) 92.0(4)
O(8) Cr(2) O(10) 90.4(4)
O(8) Cr(2) O(11) 168.7(4)
O(9) Cr(2) O(10) 169.3(4)
O(9) Cr(2) O(11) 85.4(4)
O(10) Cr(2) O(11) 90.3(4)
O(1) Cr(3) O(12) 175.9(4)
O(1) Cr(3) O(13) 97.7(4)
O(1) Cr(3) O(14) 94.5(4)
O(1) Cr(3) O(15) 93.7(4)
O(1) Cr(3) O(16) 95.7(4)
O(12) Cr(3) O(13) 85.5(4)
O(12) Cr(3) O(14) 83.0(4)

Fig. 5. Molecular structure of CoCr (m -O)hm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m- O(12) Cr(3) O(15) 88.8(4)2 3 3 9 4

OOCCH ) h(CO) Co CCOOHj (H O)?C H , 5a. The CO ligands have O(12) Cr(3) O(16) 81.0(4)3 2 9 3 2 2 7 8

been removed from the tricobalt clusters for clarity.
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asymmetric unit. The remaining peak in the difference map
3˚(4.18 e /A ) occurs at a chemically unreasonable positions

and were considered artifacts arising from less than
satisfactory absorption coefficients. All crystals of 6 that
were examined diffracted weakly and broadly indicating a
large mosaic spread.

3. Results and discussion

Descriptions of the structures of the various cluster
coordination compounds are presented below and salient
features discussed proceeding from low to high cluster
coordination number. In all cases, the structure of the
tricobalt cluster in the ligand remains invariant within
experimental error. Hence, the emphasis is on cluster
coordination number, geometry, and core properties. Here
the terms cluster coordination number and geometry refer
only to the coordinated cluster ligands [(CO) Co (m -9 3 3

2COO)] , i.e. our interest lies primarily in the spatial array
of the tricobalt clusters rather than the complete coordina-
tion properties of the cationic metal cores which serve to
support these arrays. Some compounds contain weakly
coordinating cluster acid and this is ignored in defining the
geometry of the cluster array. The coordinated cluster acidFig. 6. Molecular structure of Cr (m -O)hm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-3 3 3 9 4

is known to be easily lost in solution [12]. Most likely it isOOCCH ) h(CO) Co CCOOHj(CH OOH) ?C H , 5b. The CO ligands3 2 9 3 3 2 7 8

have been removed from the tricobalt clusters for clarity. found in the crystalline materials used for structural
characterization as it fills some of the large voids that

under nitrogen. Crystal data and experimental details are would exist in its absence, i.e., the tricobalt cluster
given in Table 1. The unit cell parameters were obtained substituent has substantial steric bulk.
by the least-squares refinement of the angular settings of Several of the new compounds contain Co(II) and one a
24 reflections (208#2u #258). Systematic absences are Co(CO) fragment. As discussed previously [5,14,21],4

uniquely consistent with space group P2 /c. The structure these species arise from the degradation of the tricobalt1

was solved by direct methods and completed by sub- cluster during reaction. The likelihood of finding them in
sequent difference Fourier synthesis and refined by full- the products increases with increasing reaction time.
matrix least-squares procedures. There are two indepen- Despite the curious source of the Co(II), yields of isolated
dent but chemically equivalent cluster anions in the products are good in most cases.

Table 7
Selected bond distances and angles for 6

˚Bond Distance [A] Angle Angle [8]

Co(1)–O(1) 1.97(3) Co(1)–O(1)–C(1) 130(3)
O(7)–Co(1)–O(1) 113.4(13)

Co(1)–O(3) 1.93(3) Co(1)–O(3)–C(3) 130(3)
O(7)–Co(1)–O(3) 109.8(13)

Co(1)–O(5) 1.94(3) Co(1)–O(5)–C(5) 143(3)
O(7)–Co(1)–O(5) 98.9(14)

Co(1)–O(7) 1.93(3) Co(1)–O(7)–C(7) 109(3)
Co(2)–O(2) 1.97(3) O(9)–Co(2)–O(2) 116.3(12)

Co(2)–O(2)–C(1) 141(3)
Co(2)–O|4) 1.96(3) O(9)–Co(2)–O|4) 109.5(12)

Co(2)–O(4)–C(3) 142(3)
Co(2)–O(6) 1.99(3) O(9)–Co(2)–O(6) 101.5(12)

Co(2)–O(6)–C(5) 126(3)
Co(2)–O(9) 1.97(3) Co(2)–O(9)–C(9) 103(3)
Co(3)–Co(4) 2.44(2)

Fig. 7. Molecular structure of [C H (N(CH ) ) H][Co hm-OOC-10 6 3 2 2 2 Co(3)–Co(5) 2.456(13) Co(3)–Co(4)–Co(5) 60.5(4)
CCo (CO) j hOOCCCo (CO) j ], 6. The CO ligands have been removed3 9 3 3 9 2 Co(4)–Co(5) 2.439(12) Co(4)–Co(5)–Co(3) 59.7(5)
from the tricobalt clusters for clarity.
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Fig. 8. Schematic drawings of the relative geometries of the metal coordinated cluster ligands for structurally characterized cluster coordination compounds
where G5–CCo (CO) : (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5a, (f) 6.3 9

3.1. Cluster coordination number52 electron withdrawing as the [CF COO] group but more so3

than the [CH COO] group consistent with our earlier3

conclusions [5]. Note that the Cr–O distances for the
3.1.1. Cr hm-OOC-CCo (CO) j hm-OOCCF j (THF) , 1 [CF COO] ligand are significantly longer than those for2 3 9 2 3 2 2 3

The structure of 1 is shown in Fig. 1 (Table 2) and the cluster carboxylate ligand, e.g., Cr(1)–O(3)52.028(4)
˚ ˚exhibits trans cluster carboxylate ligands leading to a linear A, Cr(1)–O(1)51.993(4) A.

array of tricobalt clusters (Fig. 8a). The axial positions are
coordinated by two THF molecules which is typical of

˚related compounds [10]. The Cr–Cr distance 2.427(1) A is 3.1.2. Sm hm-OOCCCo (CO) j hm-OOCCF j2 3 9 2 3 4

typical of a Cr–Cr quadruple bond and midway between h(CO) Co CCOOHj (THF) ?2THF, 29 3 2 2
˚that of Cr (m-OOCCF ) (THF) (2.541 A) [25] and that The structure of 2, which is shown in Fig. 2 (Table 3)2 3 4 2

˚ and Fig. 8b, exhibits a dimeric Sm(III) core (Sm–Sm5of Cr (m-OOCCH ) (CH CCOOH) (2.300 A) [26]. This2 3 4 3 2
2˚suggests that the [(CO) Co (m -CCOO)] group is not as 4.239 A) asymmetrically bridged by four [CF COO]9 3 3 3
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2ligands. Two [CF COO] ligands apparently chelate one THF can be observed for 4 in CD Cl with somewhat3 2 2

Sm(III) each and are positioned such that one oxygen atom larger than normal chemical shifts. The IR spectrum
each also bridges the two Sm atoms. Additionally, each distinctly shows the signature [28] of bridging carboxylates

2Sm(III) center is chelated by one [(CO) Co CCOO] consistent with the solid state structure. In addition, the9 3
21ligand plus coordinated to one THF molecule and one bands observed at 1984–1944 cm , not present in the

(CO) Co CCOOH cluster acid which also forms a hydro- other compounds, are assigned to the Co(CO) moiety.9 3 4

gen bond to an oxygen atom of the chelating cluster ligand. The band position suggests considerably more negative
Thus, the core is closely related to that found in the charge than present on the Co(CO) groups of the ligand3

2[Sm hOOCCH j hH Oj ] dimer, i.e. CF COO is re- clusters which is consistent with a polar (donor–acceptor)2 3 3 2 2 2 3

placed by acetate, the cluster ligand by acetate and the Co(1) – Co(11) metal–metal bond. Thus, we view Co(11)
THF and the cluster acid by two H O molecules [27]. As as a Co(II) center.2

far as the coordinated cluster ligands are concerned, they
form a linear array in the same manner as compound 1 but 3.3. Cluster coordination number54
with a substantially larger distance separating them.

3.3.1. CoCr (m -O)hm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH )2 3 3 9 4 3 2

h(CO) Co CCOOHj (H O)?C H , 5a; Cr (m -O)9 3 2 2 7 8 3 33.2. Cluster coordination number53
hm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH ) h(CO) Co CCOOHj3 9 4 3 2 9 3

(CH OOH) ?C H , 5b3 2 7 83.2.1. PtCohm-OOCCCo (CO) j (m-OOCCH )3 9 3 3 Compounds 5 are related to the known organic car-
h(CO) Co CCOOHj, 39 3 boxylates of the type Cr (m -O)(m-OOCR) (L) [29], e.g.3 3 7 3The structure of 3, shown in Fig. 3 (Table 4) and Fig. Cr (m -O)hm-OOCRj (py) , a mixed valence trimer with3 3 6 38c, exhibits a Co(II)Pt(II) core bridged by three cluster one Cr(II) and two Cr(III) centers [30], which have been
carboxylates and one acetate. The P(II) center is in a extensively studied [31,32]. Because of the kinetic inert-
square planar environment of oxygen atoms; however, the ness of the Cr(III) centers, a simple cluster carboxylate
Pt–Co distance is well within the sum of the metal exchange strategy does not lead to the cluster analogs.

˚covalent radii (Pt–Co(1)52.506(1) A). The Co(II) center However, partially ‘‘exchanged’’ analogs were obtained
is axially coordinated by the oxygen of a cluster acid the from the dimeric Cr(II) cluster carboxylate; namely both
presence of which is corroborated by the IR spectrum in mixed metal 5a and homonuclear 5b complexes. Mixed

21that a band at 1642 cm characteristic of the acid is metal species such as Cr Co(m -O)hm-OOC-2 3observed [28]. As is common with coordinated cluster CMe j (H O) [33] have also been studied previously3 6 2 3acids, the OH group is also hydrogen bonded to one of the [34].
oxygen atoms of a bridging cluster ligand. Thus, the Co(II) The structure of 5a is shown in Figs. 5 and 8e (Table 6)
center may be considered either five or six coordinate and the core structure is similar to that of a Cr Co(m -2 3depending how the Pt atom is viewed. The three coordi- O)(m-OOCR) complex described earlier [33]. Both6nated tricobalt clusters form a T-shaped or isosceles Cr(III) and Co(II) centers are octahedral. The existence of
triangular array. cluster acid connected to each to the Cr centers is evident

21from the IR band at 1695 cm which is typical of a
3.2.2. ZnCohm-OOCCCo (CO) j hCo(CO) j carboxylic acid. The structure of the cluster 5b is shown in3 9 3 4

h2-(CH )C H Oj, 4 Fig. 6. Oxo-trimers of Cr (III, III, III) have been reported3 4 7 3

The structure of cluster 4, shown in Figs. 4 and 8d, much more frequently [29] than Cr (II, III, III) compounds3

consists of a Zn(II)Co(II) nonbonded dimer bridged by [30]. The EPR signal observed for 5b is consistent with
three cluster carboxylates. Consequently, the three cluster that exhibited by Cr (m -O)(m-OOCCH ) [35]. Thus, the3 3 3 7

ligands display a trigonal arrangement. The two metal fact that 5a is EPR silent is ascribed to the presence of the
7cations have tetrahedral environments: the fourth position octahedral Co(II) d metal ion.

being occupied with methyl THF in the case of Zn and a
2[Co(CO) ] fragment in the case of Co. The methyl group 3.4. Cluster coordination number554

of the THF ligand is oriented towards the center of the
cluster and lies between two of the cluster ligands. 3.4.1. [C H (N(CH ) ) H][Co hm-OOCCCo (CO) j10 6 3 2 2 2 3 9 3

˚ hOOCCCo (CO) j ], 6The Co(1)–Co(11) distance of 2.419 (4) A (Table 5) is 3 9 2

Two species are found in the solid state: aclose to that found in a Co (CO) (m -CR) cluster (i.e.3 9 3
1˚ [C H (N(CH ) ) H] cation and the anionic cluster2.450(4) A) and consistent with an unsupported metal– 10 6 3 2 2

coordination compound shown in Figs. 7 and 8f (Table 7).metal bond. Of course, one cannot determine from struc-
2 Reminiscent of 4, 6 contains a Co(II)Co(II) non-bondedtural data whether [Co(CO) ] or Co(CO) is bound to the4 4

˚(3.502(2) and 3.431(2) A in the two independent anions)cobalt center. Therefore, it is not at all clear how one
dimetal core bridged by three cluster carboxylate ligands.should view the formal oxidation state of the Co atom in

1 The Co(II) centers have tetrahedral environments but, inthe ZnCo core. H NMR signals for the coordinated methyl
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contrast to 4, the remaining position in each is filled by a cation. Inhibition of decomposition permits the isolation of
the first anionic cluster metal carboxylate, 6.monodentate cluster ligand. The net result is a trigonal

We have shown previously that cluster metal carbox-bipyramidal array of coordinated cluster ligands.
ylates serve as precursors for heterogeneous catalysts forConsistent with the nonbonded tetrahedral Co(II) cen-
hydrogenation reactions. These catalysts possess promisingters, compound 6 is paramagnetic and displays an EPR
activities and selectivities for demanding reactions such assignal both in the solid state and in a frozen glass at low
the hydrogenation of crotonaldehyde to the unsaturatedtemperature. The IR spectrum distinctly shows the signa-
alcohol [11]. Most importantly we have shown that nottures [28] of both bridging and monodentate carboxylates
only do catalytic properties depend on metal core com-consistent with the solid state structure. The electronic
position but also on the geometry of the cluster array in thespectrum is similar to that of the cluster ligand but the
catalyst precursor, e.g. Co (m -O)hm-OOC-CCo (CO) jposition of the main band is shifted 15 nm to the red 4 4 3 9 6

imparts very different properties to the catalyst than thosecompared to the free cluster acid.
generated by Co hm-OOC-CCo (CO) j . Hence, the com-2 3 9 4

pounds illustrated in Fig. 8 provide a library of cluster
arrays that can be used to further change, and hopefully
refine, the properties of the catalysts derived from them.4. Conclusions

Due to the instability of a cluster carboxylate salt such
Supplementary dataas Na[(CO) Co(m -CCOO)] towards cluster degradation,9 3

simple metathesis chemistry cannot be used to form the
Positional parameters and estimated equivalent isotropicdesired coordination compounds. In past work we have

thermal parameters, anisotropic thermal parameters, fullshown that the protolysis of group 12 metal alkyls provides
list of atomic distances and angles are available from theone route to cluster carboxylates and cluster ligand ex-
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road,change reactions with M(II) metal acetates provides
Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK.another. This work provides additional examples of the

metal acetate exchange route and also establishes new
synthetic pathways to cluster carboxylates. Some are
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Abstract

Complexes of yttrium and lanthanide iodides with N,N9-bis(4-antipyrylmethylidene)ethylenediamine (BAME) having the general
formula [Ln(BAME) I]I (where Ln5Y, La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho and Er) have been synthesised and characterised by elemental3 2

analyses, molar conductance in non-aqueous solvents, electronic, infrared and proton NMR spectra as well as thermogravimetric analyses.
BAME acts as a neutral bidentate ligand coordinating through both azomethine nitrogen atoms. One of the iodide ions is coordinated. A
coordination number of 7 may be assigned to the metal ion in these complexes. The covalency parameters evaluated from the solid state
electronic spectra suggest weak covalent character of the metal-ligand bond. The TG data of the lanthanum complex indicate that the
complex is stable up to about 1458C and undergoes decomposition in two stages forming lanthanum oxide as the final product.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Schiff base; N,N9-bis(4-antipyrylmethylidene)ethylenediamine; Lanthanides; Yttrium; Iodide; Complexes

1. Introduction es would be expected to be of physiological importance
[7–9].

In continuation of our earlier investigations on the
iodide complexes of yttrium and lanthanides with anti-
pyrine derivatives [1–6], we report here the synthesis and 2. Experimental
characterisation of a new series containing ten complexes
derived from the Schiff base, N,N9-bis(4-an- 2.1. Reagents
tipyrylmethylidene)ethylenediamine (BAME) (Fig. 1). The
ligand being an antipyrine derivative, the present complex- The Schiff base was prepared by the condensation of

ethylenediamine and 4-antipyrine carboxaldehyde in ethyl
acetate medium as follows. 10 mmol (0.6 g) of ethyl-
enediamine mixed with a small quantity of ethyl acetate
(0.5 ml) was added dropwise to a solution obtained by
dissolving 20 mmol (4.5 g) of 4-antipyrine carboxaldehyde
in 200 ml of ethyl acetate kept under reflux and stirred
well. The crystalline solid formed was filtered and then
washed several times with hot ethyl acetate to remove the
unreacted reagents, if any. It was recrystallised from
benzene and dried under vacuum over phosphorus(V)Fig. 1. N,N9-Bis(4-antipyrylmethylidene)ethylenediamine (BAME).
oxide. The Schiff base formed was light yellow in colour
with melting point 1858C (yield, 80%, 4.2 g). The purity
was checked by TLC, infrared spectrum and elemental
analyses. (found: C, 68.0%; H, 6.09%, and N, 18.29%;*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-481-598-015; fax: 191-481-597-
calculated for C, H and N are 68.39%, 6.18% and 18.41%;494.

E-mail address: mgu@md2.vsnl.net.in (P.K. Radhakrishnan) formula weight: 456.54).

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 98 )00432-X
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24The metal iodides (LnI .6H O) were prepared by dis- recorded in CH CN (10 M solutions) and in the solid3 2 3

solving the respective oxides (99.99%) in 60% hydriodic state (using a paste with Nujol) on a Shimadzu UV 160 A
1acid and then crystallising out the salt by evaporating the spectrophotometer in the range 200–900 nm. The H NMR

solution on a steam bath. spectra were recorded using DMSO-d as the solvent on a6

JEOL GSX 400 instrument. Thermogravimetric analyses
2.2. Preparation of the complexes were conducted on a Delta Series TGA7 thermal analyser

in nitrogen atmosphere (sample mass 2 mg, heating rate
One mmol (0.5 g) of the metal iodide was dissolved in 108C/min).

the minimum quantity of methanol (10 ml) and it was
added to a solution of 3.2 mmol (1.5 g) of the Schiff base
in 60 ml of acetonitrile kept under reflux. The resulting

3. Results and discussion
solution was refluxed for about seven hours, filtered and
the filtrate was concentrated. The viscous mass so obtained

The iodide complexes of BAME are yellow, non-hygro-
was then washed repeatedly with hot benzene to remove

scopic solids soluble in acetone, acetonitrile, chloroform,
excess ligand. The solid complex separated was recrystal-

DMF, DMSO, ethanol, methanol and nitrobenzene but
lised by stirring vigorously a saturated solution of the

insoluble in benzene, carbon tetrachloride and toluene.
complex in acetonitrile with a few drops of benzene. It was

The analytical data (Table 1) indicate that the iodide
dried under vacuum over phosphorus(V) oxide.

complexes have the general formula Ln(BAME) I ,3 3

where, Ln5Y, La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho or Er.
2.3. Analytical measurements

All the complexes were analysed for the metal [10] and 3.1. Electrical conductance
iodide [11] contents by the methods reported earlier. Molar

23conductances in nitrobenzene, acetonitrile and DMF (10 The molar conductance values (Table 1) of the complex-
M solutions) were measured at room temperature using a es in nitrobenzene, acetonitrile and DMF agree with the
Toshniwal conductivity bridge with a dip-type cell of values proposed for 1:2 electrolytes [12]. The slightly
platinum electrodes (cell constant 0.1098). The infrared higher values observed in certain cases may be due to the
spectra of the ligand and the complexes were recorded in partial displacement of the coordinated iodide ion by

21the range 4000–400 cm on a Shimadzu IR 470 spec- solvent molecule. Thus, the complexes may be formulated
21trophotometer and in the range 400–100 cm on a Bruker as [Ln(BAME) I]I where, Ln5Y, La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu,3 2

IFS 66v FT-IR spectrophotometer. Electronic spectra were Gd, Dy, Ho or Er.

Table 1
a bAnalytical and molar conductance data of yttrium and lanthanide iodide complexes of BAME

Compound % Metal % Iodide Molar conductance

C H NO CH CN DMF6 5 2 3

[Y(BAME) I]I 4.80 20.74 60.94 308.02 172.853 2

(4.83) (20.70)
[La(BAME) I]I 7.31 20.21 62.05 310.24 177.283 2

(7.35) (20.15)
[Pr(BAME) I]I 7.49 20.18 58.17 299.16 171.743 2

(7.45) (20.13)
[Nd(BAME) I]I 7.63 20.03 57.61 304.70 166.203 2

(7.61) (20.09)
[Sm(BAME) I]I 7.87 20.14 52.63 312.46 180.603 2

(7.91) (20.03)
[Eu(BAME) I]I 7.96 20.09 63.15 302.48 163.433 2

(7.99) (20.01)
[Gd(BAME) I]I 8.29 20.04 59.83 314.67 174.513 2

(8.24) (19.96)
[Dy(BAME) I]I 8.45 19.79 58.72 310.24 168.973 2

(8.49) (19.90)
[Ho(BAME) I]I 8.66 19.81 55.40 303.59 166.203 2

(8.61) (19.88)
[Er(BAME) I]I 8.70 19.94 58.17 301.38 167.313 2

(8.72) (19.85)
aCalculated values in parenthesis.
b 23 21 2 2110 M solutions used, in ohm cm mol .
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Table 2 3.4. Electronic spectra
21Important infrared spectral bands (cm ) of BAME and its yttrium and

lanthanide iodide complexes
The electronic spectrum of BAME shows two band

Compound n n n nC5O C5N Ln–N Ln–I maxima at 24.81 and 40.00 kK coresponding to n→p* and
BAME 1648 vs 1594 s – – p→p* transitions. In the spectra of iodide complexes, the
[Y(BAME) I]I 1650 vs 1604 s 381 w,b 182 w3 2 n→p* band is red-shifted to the region 24.57–24.21 kK,
[La(BAME) I]I 1648 vs 1605 s 381 w,b 182 w3 2 while the p→p* band is blue-shifted to the region 41.84–
[Pr(BAME) I]I 1650 vs 1605 s 380 w,b 182 w3 2 40.16 kK. The f–f bands are observed only in the[Nd(BAME) I]I 1650 vs 1605 s 381 w,b 182 w3 2

complexes of Pr, Nd, Sm, Ho and Er which are found to be[Sm(BAME) I]I 1650 vs 1604 s 381 w,b 182 w3 2

[Eu(BAME) I]I 1648 vs 1604 s 382 w,b 181 w slightly red-shifted with respect to the corresponding aquo3 2

[Gd(BAME) I]I 1648 vs 1604 s 381 w,b 182 w3 2 ions. The calculated values of the interelectronic repulsion
[Dy(BAME) I]I 1650 vs 1604 s 382 w,b 182 w3 2 parameter (b ) are found to be less than unity and those of
[Ho(BAME) I]I 1650 vs 1605 s 381 w,b 181 w 1 / 23 2 b and h are positive [18,19] (Table 3). This result[Er(BAME) I]I 1650 vs 1604 s 380 w,b 181 w3 2

suggests some covalent character of the metal–ligand bond
vs, very strong; s, strong; w, weak; b, broad. but it is weak as suggested by the values of d which are

less than 1.5. Further, the hypersensitive transitions ob-
3.2. Infrared spectra served in the nujol mull spectra of Nd, Ho and Er

complexes have close resemblance with that of the seven-
The important infrared frequencies of the free ligand and coordinated complexes reported [20] earlier. Since these

that of the complexes are given in Table 2. The bands complexes are isomorphous with the others, the same
21observed at 1648 and 1594 cm in the spectrum of the coordination number may be assigned to the metal ion in

free ligand are attributed to the stretching vibrations of the all these complexes. Besides, the electronic absorption
ring carbonyl and azomethine groups, respectively [5,13]. bands are identical both in solid and solution states

21The infrared band at 1594 cm is shifted to around 1605 suggesting that the complexes retain the same structure in
21cm in the complexes, indicating that both of the both of these media.

azomethine nitrogens are coordinated [13] while the band
corresponding to the ring carbonyl group remains practi- 3.5. Thermal behaviour

21cally unchanged at around 1650 cm indicating that the
carbonyl oxygens are not coordinated [14] to the metal ion. The thermogram of lanthanum iodide complex in nitro-
The n vibration observed as a broad band around 381 gen atmosphere shows no appreciable mass loss up toLn–N

21cm in these complexes supports the coordination of 1458C indicating the absence of either water or solvent
azomethine nitrogens [15]. The band observed around 182 molecules in this complex. It undergoes a two-stage

21cm in the far infrared region, attributable to the Ln2I
Table 3stretching vibration, suggests that at least one of the
Important f–f bands of the iodide complexes of Pr, Nd, Sm, Ho, and Er,iodides must be in the coordinated [16] state. These
and their tentative assignmentsspectral observations together with the conductance data
Compound Abs. Max. Tentative Covalencyindicate that one of the iodide ions is coordinated while the

(kK) assignments parametersother two iodides remain as counter ions.
calculated

3 1Pr 16.80 H → D b50.99764 23.3. Proton NMR spectrum
d50.2406

1 / 2b 50.0245
The resonance signal corresponding to the azomethine h50.0012

4 4proton of BAME is observed at 8.21d as a singlet with Nd 12.42 I → F b50.99229 / 2 5 / 2
4 413.40 I → F d50.7861respect to TMS. But, in the iodide complexes of Y and La, 9 / 2 7 / 2
4 4 2 1 / 217.18 I → G , G b 50.04419 / 2 5 / 2 7 / 2it is observed at 7.84 and 7.82d, respectively, indicating

h50.0039that both the azomethine nitrogens are coordinated [17] to 6 4Sm 22.52 H → G b50.99205 / 2 9 / 2the metal ion. The other signals due to phenyl, 5N-CH -,2 d50.8064
1 / 2-N-CH and 5C-CH groups are observed in the regions b 50.04473 3

h50.00407.54–7.28d as a multiplet, 3.56d as a singlet, 3.36d as a
5 5Ho 15.43 I → F b50.99588 5singlet and 2.52d as a singlet,with respect to TMS, in the
5 522.02 I → G d50.42188 6spectrum of the free ligand. In the spectra of yttrium and 1 / 2b 50.0324

lanthanum iodide complexes, the resonance signals corre- h50.0021
4 4sponding to phenyl, 5N-CH -, -N-CH and 5C-CH Er 15.17 I → F b50.99212 3 3 15 / 2 9 / 2
4 219.04 I → H d50.7963groups are found in the regions 7.54–7.28d as a multiplet, 15 / 2 11 / 2
4 4 1 / 222.22 I → F b 50.044415 / 2 3 / 23.56d as a singlet, 3.36d as a singlet and 2.52d as a singlet

h50.0040with respect to TMS.
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Abstract

5 t 2The novel reactions between Cp ZrMe (Cp5h -C H ) and (Mes*AlH) (Mes*5C H -2,4,6-Bu ) to afford Cp (H)Zr(m -H) Al-2 2 5 5 2 6 2 3 2 2

(Me)Mes* (1) and between Cp Zr(Cl)H and [Mes*AlH Li(THF) ] to give Cp (H)Zr(m -H) Al(H)Mes* (2) are described. The X-ray2 3 2 2 2 2 2

crystal structure and NMR spectroscopy of 1 indicate that, in the crystalline product, a methyl group has been transferred from zirconium
to aluminum, and the metals have been connected by two hydrogen bridges. The compounds Cp ZrH and Mes*AlMe were also2 2 2

obtained as reaction products in the synthesis of 1. The aluminum center is four-coordinate in contrast to the five- or six-coordination
observed in previously published complexes. Compound 2, which is believed to have a very similar structure to that of 1, was obtained in
moderate yield as a colorless crystalline material.  1999 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.

Keywords: Arylaluminum hydrides; Cyclopentadienyl zirconium derivatives; Bulky aryl ligands

1. Introduction lations show that the energy of association between
21Cp ZrH and H AlNH is 228.9 kcal mol [8]. In2 2 3 3

The reaction of the sterically encumbered primary alane parallel work using the more crowding zirconium pre-
t 5(Mes*AlH ) [1] (Mes*5C H -2,4,6-Bu ) with a variety cursor Cp* ZrH (Cp*5h -C Me ) [9], Etkin and2 2 6 2 3 2 2 5 5

of molecules has permitted the isolation of several new Stephan have reported the synthesis of the unique dimer
2 2types of aluminum compounds [2–5]. Examples include [Cp* Zr(H)(m -H) Al(H)(m -H)] (4) via the reaction of2 2 2

the quasi-aromatic ring compounds (Mes*AlEPh) [2] Cp* ZrCl with LiAlH . More recently, the synthesis of3 2 2 4
2 29 9(E5P or As), the planar aluminoxane (Mes*AlO) [3], and the compounds hCp Zr(H)(m -H) j Al and hCp ZrH(m -4 2 2 3 2

5the sulfides (Mes*AlS) [4] and Al S (NMe ) [5]. The H) j AlH (Cp95h -C H SiMe ) have been described2 4 6 3 4 2 2 5 4 3

behavior of (Mes*AlH ) and related species toward [10]. Here, we report that the reaction between Cp ZrMe2 2 2 2

transition metal substrates is essentially unexplored, how- and half an equivalent of (Mes*AlH ) leads to the new2 2
2ever. Since the interaction of various aluminum reagents complex Cp (H)Zr(m -H) Al(Me)Mes*, 1, and that the2 2

with group 4 transition metal complexes is extremely reaction of Cp Zr(Cl)H with Li(AlH Mes*) leads to the2 3

important in a number of catalytic processes [6,7], it is closely related novel species containing four-coordinate
2surprising that studies of group 4-aluminohydride com- aluminum Cp (H)Zr(m -H) Al(H)Mes*, 2.2 2

pounds have only lately yielded well-characterized prod-
ucts. Raston et al. have shown that the reaction of

5Cp ZrCl (Cp5h -C H ) with LiAlH and H GaL, or of 2. Experimental2 2 5 5 4 3

Cp ZrH with H AlL (L5quinuclidine or NMe ) leads to2 2 3 3

a new type of heterobimetallic Lewis-base complex 2.1. General procedures
2Cp Zr(H)(m -H) AlH (L) (3) with a five-coordinate2 2 2

aluminum atom [8]. Furthermore, density functional calcu- All reactions were performed under N by using either2

modified Schlenk techniques or a Vacuum Atmospheres
* HE-43 drybox. Solvents were freshly distilled from so-Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-530-752-6913; fax: 11-530-752-

8895. dium–potassium alloy and degassed twice prior to use.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00011-X
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(Mes*AlH ) [1], [Mes*AlH Li(THF) ] [11], Cp ZrMe liquor to ca. 30 ml, and crystallization at 2208C for 12 2 3 2 2 2 2

[12], and Cp ZrCl(H) [13,14] were prepared according to week afforded another 0.24 g. Yield, 50%. M.p. turns red2

literature procedures. The compound Cp ZrCl was pur- at 135–1408C, darkens to almost black at 1608, and2 2

chased commercially and used as received. Infrared spectra decomposes with gas evolution at 2438C. Anal. Calcd. for
21were recorded in the range 4000–200 cm as a Nujol C H AlZr; C, 67.55, H, 8.71. Found: C, 67.91, H, 8.65.28 43

1mull between CsI plates, using a Perkin-Elmer PE-1430 H-NMR (C D ): 7.47 (s, m-H, 1H), 7.49 (s, m-H, 1H),6 6

spectrometer, and NMR spectra were recorded on a 5.50 (s, Cp-H, 5H), 5.07 (s, Cp-H, 5H), 2.57 (dd, Zr-H,
2General Electric GE-300 spectrometer. 1H), J 56.6 Hz, 1.67 (s, o-CH , 9H), 1.62 (s, o-CH ,HH 3 3

9H), 1.32 (s, p-CH , 9H), 21.99 (s, broad, m-H, 1H),3
2 13 12.2. Preparation of Cp (H)Zr(m -H) Al(Me)Mes*?0.5 22.81 (s, broad, m-H, 1H). Ch Hj-NMR (C D ): 159.0,2 2 6 6

hexane, 1?0.5 hexane 157.8, (o-C), 150.1 ( p-C), 121.0, 120.9 (m-C), 39.0, 38.8
(o-C(CH ) ), 34.7 ( p-C(CH ) ), 33.6, 33.1 (o-CH ), 31.43 3 3 3 3

27A solution of Cp ZrMe (0.25 g, 1.0 mmol) in hexane ( p-CH ). Al–NMR (C D , n 578.340477 MHz): 2102 2 3 6 6 0
(10 ml) was added to a solution of (Mes*AlH ) (0.27 g, ppm (s, broad) w ¯10,300 Hz. IR: 1837 (st, n ), 15502 2 1 / 2 Al–H
0.5 mmol) in n-hexane (30 ml). The solution immediately (m, n ), 1330 (st, broad, n ).Zr–H m–H
became yellow and then a lime-green color, within ca. 10
min. After ca. 1 h, it had assumed pale orange coloration.

2.4. X-ray data collectionThe slightly cloudy solution was then stirred for a further
18 h and the fine solid was separated by decantation and

X-ray quality crystals of 1?0.5 hexane were removedfiltration. The filtrate was concentrated to ca. 15 ml and
from the Schlenk tube and immediately covered with acooled in a 2208C freezer overnight to afford 0.07 g of
layer of hydrocarbon oil. A suitable crystal was selected,pale orange plates. Concentration of the mother liquor, and
attached to a glass fiber and placed in the cold temperaturesubsequent cooling in a 2208C freezer for a further week,
N -stream as previously described [15]. The data were2gave another 0.04 g of 1?0.5 hexane. Yield, 20% (based on ˚collected at 130 K with Mo Ka (l50.71073 A) radiationAl). M.p. turns opaque at 908C (desolvation), darkens to
on a Syntex R3 diffractometer. Crystal data are as follows:almost black at 1548C, and decomposes with gas evolution
C H AlZr, M5554.94, colorless blocks, 0.4430.24332 52at 155–1588C. Drying of 1?0.5 hexane under reduced ˚ ˚ ˚0.11 mm, a59.675(2) A, b512.692(3) A, c514.275(3) A,pressure (ca. 0.01 mm Hg) for 3 h afforded analytically
a576.81(3)8, b570.89(3)8, g571.25(3)8, Z52, triclinicpure 1 in quantitative yield Anal. Calcd. for C H AlZr; 329 45 ¯ ˚ ˚space group, P1, V51553.5(5) A , Mo Ka (l50.71073 A)C, 68.00, H, 8.86. Found: C, 68.38, H, 9.01.
radiation, Syntex R3m/mV diffractometer, absorption1H-NMR (C D ): 7.48, 7.45 (AB5system, m-H, 2H), 216 6 coefficient50.399 mm , v scans, 2Q range 3–548 with v4J 51.5 Hz, 5.47 (s, Cp, 5H), 5.04 (s, Cp, 5H), 2.52 (dd,HH scans, R 50.0495 for 4675 (I.2s(I)) data; wR 50.1212 1 2Zr-H , 1H), J 59.0 Hz, 5.7 Hz, 1.62 (s, o-CH , 9H),t HH 3 for all 6784 data. Calculations were carried out with the1.59 (s, o-CH , 9H), 1.32 (s, p-CH , 9H), 1.22 (m,3 3 SHELXTL-PLUS V. 5 set of programs. Scattering factors,CH (hexane), 2H), 0.88 (t, CH (hexane), 3H), J56.9 Hz,2 3 and the correction for anomalous scattering were taken0.02 (s, Al–Me, 3H), 21.83 (d, broad, m-H, 1H), 22.63 (s,
from common sources [16]. The structure was solved by13 1broad, m-H, 1H). Ch Hj-NMR (C D ): 159.1, 157.8,6 6 direct methods and refined by full-matrix least squares(o-C), 149.7 ( p-C), 139.5 (broad, i-C), 121.2, 121.0 (m-
refinement. Hydrides were located on difference FourierC), 100.8, 99.8 (Cp), 38.8 (o-C(CH ) ), 34.7 ( p-3 3 maps. Positions of the bridging hydrides were refined, andC(CH ) ), 33.8, 33.4 (o-CH ), 31.9 (g-CH (hexane)), 31.43 3 3 2 the terminal hydrides (disordered) were refined with( p-CH ), 23.0 (b-CH (hexane)), 14.3 (-CH (hexane)),3 2 3 ˚restrained, equal Zr–H distances of 1.80(2) A. Their27

23.0 (Al–Me). Al-NMR (C D , n 578.340477 MHz):6 6 0 thermal parameters were riding on the bonded zirconium21195 ppm (broad) w ¯7250 Hz. IR: n 51545 cm1 / 2 Zr–H atom. An absorption correction was applied using the
(m), n 51350 (broad, st).Al–H–Zr program XABS2 [17]. The structure is illustrated in Fig. 1

and selected bond lengths and angles are provided in the22.3. Preparation of Cp (H)Zr(m -H) Al(H)Mes*, 22 2 figure caption.

A solution of [Mes*AlH Li(THF) ] (0.85 g, 1.0 mmol)3 2 2

in toluene (20 ml) was added to a slurry of Cp ZrCl(H)2

3. Results and discussion(0.51 g, 2.0 mmol) in toluene (20 ml) at 08C. The reaction
mixture was warmed to room temperature and stirred

Upon mixing (Mes*AlH ) and Cp ZrMe in eitherovernight. The solvent was then removed under reduced 2 2 2 2

n-hexane or benzene solution, an immediate reaction takespressure and the remaining colorless solid was extracted
place which is manifested by a color change, first to brightwith n-pentane (100 ml). The pentane solution was cooled
yellow, then to lime-green and finally to pale orange.in a 2208C freezer overnight to give 0.25 g of a mi-
Workup of the reaction mixture gave the new compoundcrocrystalline colorless solid. Concentration of the mother
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distances display significant variation: Zr–H 51.84–2.11br
˚ ˚A, Zr–C52.453–2.579 A, and Zr–centroid52.186–2.288
Å. These distances are similar to those in recently reported
complexes [8–10]. The Al–H and Al–C distances are in
the normal range for sterically encumbered alanes [1,11],

˚ ˚with Al(1)–H(1)51.70(3) A, Al(1)–H(2)51.73(3) A,
˚ ˚Al(1)–C(1)51.992(3) A, and Al(1)–C(19)51.958(3) A.

The H(1)–Al(1)–H(2) angle is 78.9(15)8, the H–Al–C
angles are in the range 108.6(11)–110.1(11)8, and the
C(1)–Al(1)–C(19) angle is widest, with a value of
129.62(14)8. In addition, there is an angle of 25.68 between
the Al(1)–C(1) and the C(1)–C(4) vector. Such distortion
is a common feature of many compounds having the Mes*
substituent throughout the periodic table [1,11,20–22].

The compound 1?0.5 hexane is the only zirconium
aluminohydride that features four-coordinate aluminum in
the solid state since, in the compounds 3 [8] and 4 [9], the
aluminums are five-coordinate either as a result of Lewis
base complexation or self association. The Al–Zr sepa-

˚rations in 1 are 2.970(3) (Zr(1)) and 2.977(3) (Zr(1a)) A.
Fig. 1. Computer generated thermal ellipsoid (30%) drawing of 1. The structure of 1 is maintained intact in solution at
Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon are omitted for clarity. Hydrogen 1 13room temperature as shown by H and C-NMR spec-
atoms bound to aluminum or zirconium are illustrated by circles of

troscopy. There are two sets of signals for the inequivalent˚arbitrary diameter. Selected distances (A) and angles (8) are as follows:
o- and m-carbons, hydrogens, and t-butyl substituents ofZr(1)–H(1) 1.84(3), Zr(1)–H(2) 2.11(3), Zr(1)–H(3) 1.82(2), Zr–C(Cp)

2.432(9)–2.527(13), Al(1)–H(1) 1.70(3), Al(1)–H(2) 1.73(3), Al(1)– the Mes* group, as well as for the Cp rings. In addition,
C(1) 1.992(3), Al(1)–C(19) 1.958(3), H(1)–Zr(1)–H(2) 66.4(13), H(1)– there are three separate signals for the bridging and
Zr–H(3) 67(2), H(2)–Zr(1)–H(3) 134(2), H(1)–Al(1)–H(2) 578.9(15), terminal hydrides which is also consistent with the pre-
H(1)–Al(1)–C(19) 110.1(11), H(2)–Al(1)–C(19) 109.4(11), C(1)–

servation of the structure illustrated in Fig. 1. The terminalAl(1)–C(19) 129.62(14), C(2)–C(1)–C(6) 116.4(2).
hydride at zirconium displays resolved scalar coupling to
the bridging hydrogens. Heating to 858C causes the Cp and

2 hydride signals to broaden, indicating an exchange process,Cp (H)Zr(m -H) Al(Me)Mes*, 1, as the only isolable2 2
1 probably involving the opening and closing of the hydro-crystalline species in ca. 20% yield based on aluminum. H

13 gen bridges.and C NMR spectroscopic investigations of the glass
In spite of the fact that samples of freshly isolated 1obtained after removal of the solvents from the mother

were analytically pure, dissolving crystals of 1 in tolueneliquor of 1 showed broad signals in the Cp Zr region and2

at room temperature affords a solution which displays ansharp peaks that are consistent with the presence of
EPR signal in the form of a complex 13-line multiplet.Mes*AlMe [18]. Apparently, instead of formation of a2

1 This signal is attributable to the presence of a Zr(III)cation–anion pair such as [Cp ZrMe] and2
22 species of formula Cp Zr(m -H) Al(Me)Mes*. Simulation[H (Me)AlMes*] a ligand exchange reaction is preferred, 2 22

of the spectrum of this compound for the coupling ofwhich ultimately leads to the formation of Mes*AlMe and2

various nuclei to the unpaired electron affords constants ofCp ZrH [19], the latter being an almost insoluble poly-2 2

3.9 G for the two equivalent bridging hydrogens and 8.7 Gmer. The compound 1, which may be described as an
for the aluminum (I55/2). The coupling to zirconiumadduct of Mes*Al(Me)H and Cp ZrH appears to be an2 2

91( Zr, I55/2, 11%) was not well-resolved, owing to peakintermediate in this ligand exchange process.
overlap. These values may be compared with those foundThe colorless blocks of 1?0.5 hexane crystallize in the

1 5 2¯ [23] for the Zr(III) species Na [(h -C H CMe ) ZrH ]triclinic space group P1 with no crystallographically 5 4 3 2 2
1 23in THF with a ( H) 58.3 G and a ( Na) 510.1 G. Theimposed symmetry. The molecular structure may be de-

2 generation of Zr(III) from Zr(IV) precursors via reactionscribed as a Mes*AlMe moiety connected via two m -
with reducing agents or under reducing conditions hashydrogen bridges to a Cp ZrH unit, as shown in Fig. 1.2

significant literature precedent. Recent examples includeThe C(1)–Al(1)–C(19) plane is almost perpendicular to
5 2the above-mentioned [hh -C H C(CH ) j ZrH ] radicalthe Al(1)–H(1)–H(2)–Zr(1) (or Zr(1a)) plane. The 5 4 3 3 2 2

anion [23], the production of ‘‘Cp ZrH’’ andCp ZrH group displays 50:50 disorder with respect to an 22

Cp ZrCH PPh by heating of [Cp ZrH(CH PPh)]approximate mirror plane through C(1), Al(1), and C(19) 2 2 2 2 2 n

[24,25], and the production of Zr(III) allyl species by theto accommodate both enantiomers. The bridging hydro-
reaction of Cp ZrCl with LiBu [26].gens, H(1) and H(2) are common to both sets of dis- 2 2

2ordered atoms. Owing to this disorder, the Zr–H and Zr–C The compound Cp (H)Zr(m -H)Al(H)Mes*, 2, was2
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Abstract

A 2,29-bipyridine (bpy) ligand has been prepared which bears two hRu(tpy) j-containing substituents; key synthetic steps involve2

‘organic’ reactions of ruthenium complexes. The new bpy ligand has been used in the convergent assembly of heteronuclear Ru Fe and6

Ru Co complexes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.6

Keywords: bpy ligand; hRu(tpy) j; Heteronuclear complexes2

1. Introduction trophotometer with the samples in compressed KBr disks;
electronic spectra were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 19 spectrophotometer. Electrochemical measure-Multinuclear coordination compounds are of increasing
ments were performed using an EcoChemie Autolabinterest as components of supramolecular systems for
PGSTAT 20 potentiostat and a conventional three elec-energy- and/or electron transport [1]. Very often, the
trode configuration. Glassy carbon working and platinumperceived benefits of the multinuclear systems are out-
auxiliary electrodes were used with an Ag–AgCl referenceweighed by their synthetic inaccessibility and we have
electrode. Freshly distilled HPLC grade MeCN was usedembarked on a long-term program for the synthesis of nas solvent. The base electrolyte was 0.1 M [Bu N][BF ],4 4metal-rich dendrimers and star compounds [2,3]. In this
recrystallized from ethanol /water and rigorously driedpaper, we describe a convergent approach to the prepara-
before use. Potentials are quoted versus the ferrocene /tion of heteroheptanuclear star-shaped molecules in which

1ferrocenium couple (Fc /Fc 50.0 V), and all potentialscoordination of dinuclear fragments to a labile first-row
were referenced to internal ferrocene added at the end oftransition metal ion provides a final self-assembly step [4].
each experiment. 2,29-Bipyridine N,N9-dioxide [9], 4,49-Similar metallocentric approaches have been reported for
dinitro-2,29-bipyridine N,N9-dioxide [10], 4,49-diamino-the assembly of dendritic components [5–8].
2,29-bipyridine [11,12], 2,29-bipyridine-4(1H ),49(19H )-
dione (4,49-dihydroxy-2,29-bipyridine, 3) [13] and
2,29:69,29-terpyridin-49(19H )-one (49-hydroxy-2,29:69,29-
terpyridine, 5) [14] were prepared by the literature meth-2. Experimental
ods.

1 13H and C NMR spectra were recorded on Varian
Gemini 300 or Bruker AC250 spectrometers; fast atom

2.1. [(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ]6 2bombardment (FAB) and electron impact (EI) mass spec-
tra were recorded on a VG 70-250 spectrometer, with

1,4-Bis(bromomethyl)benzene (415 mg, 1.57 mmol)3-nitrobenzyl alcohol as the matrix for the FAB experi-
was added to a suspension of [Ru(tpy)(5)][PF ] (275 mg,6 2ments. Laser desorption time-of-flight mass spectra were
0.315 mmol) and K CO (175 mg, 1.26 mmol) in MeCN2 3recorded on a PerSeptive Biosystems Voyager-RP Biospec- 3(35 cm ) and the reaction mixture heated at 808C for 3 h.trometry Workstation using a variety of matrices. IR 3The resulting red solution was cooled and water (70 cm )spectra were recorded on a Genesis Series FTIR spec-
added. The precipitate was collected on celite, redissolved
in the minimum volume of MeCN and purified by chroma-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-61-267-1001; fax: 141-61-267-
tography (SiO , MeCN: saturated aqueous KNO : H O,1015. 2 3 2

E-mail address: constable@ubaclu.unibas.ch (E.C. Constable) 7:1:0.5 v /v). The major orange fraction was collected and

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00064-9
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3treated with H O (15 cm ) and methanolic [NH ][PF ] silica; an initial mobile phase of MeCN: saturated aqueous2 4 6

and then reduced in volume in vacuo to give a precipitate potassium nitrate: H O (7:1:0.5 v /v) eluted mononuclear2

which was washed thoroughly with ether. Recrystallization species, after which the red product was eluted with DMF:
from 1:1 MeCN–H O gave [(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] as an MeCN: saturated aqueous potassium nitrate: H O2 6 2 2

1 (7:7:1:0.5 v /v). Work-up yielded [(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)]-orange solid (246 mg, 74%). H NMR (CD CN, T5tpy3
1T39 [PF ] as a red powder (71 mg, 47%). H NMR (CD CN,protons, X53 protons): d 8.72 (d, 2H, H ), 8.48 (d, 2H, 6 4 3

X3 T3 X39 T5tpy protons, A52 tpy protons, B52 bpy protons, C52H ), 8.46 (d, 2H, H ), 8.41 (s, 2H, H ), 8.32 (t, 1H,
T39T49 T4 X4 phenylene protons): d 8.72 (d, 4H, H ), 8.54 (d, 2H,H ), 7.93 (dd, 2H, H ), 7.89 (dd, 2H, H ), 7.68 (d, 2H,

B6 A3 T3Ar Ar H ), 8.48 (d, 4H, H ), 8.47 (d, 4H, H ), 8.42 (s, 4H,J58.4 Hz, H ), 7.61 (d, 2H, J58.4 Hz, H ), 7.42 (d, 2H,
A39 T49 B3X6 T6 T5 H ), 8.37 (t, 2H, H ), 8.13 (d, 2H, H ), 7.93 (dd, 4H,H ), 7.30 (d, 2H, H ), 7.19 (dd, 2H, H ), 7.13 (dd, 2H,
T4 A4 CX5 H ), 7.89 (dd, 4H, H ), 7.76 (d, 4H, J58.1 Hz, H ),H ), 5.62 (s, 2H, CH O), 4.69 (s, 2H, CH Br). UV–Vis2 2

C A67.69 (d, 4H, J58.1 Hz, H ), 7.43 (d, 4H, H ), 7.30 (d,(MeCN): l (e) 241 (52.2), 269 (57.0), 305 (65.0), 479max
T6 T5 A54H, H ), 7.19 (dd, 4H, H ), 7.13 (dd, 4H, H ), 7.11(18.2). Mass spectrum (MALDI–TOF): m /z 914 hM–

B51 1 1 (dd, 2H, H ), 5.65 (s, 4H, CH Otpy), 5.38 (s, 4H,PF j , 766 hM–2PF j , 688 hM–Br–2PF j . Found: C, 26 6 6

CH Obpy). UV–Vis (MeCN): l (e) 241 (93.7), 26942.66; H, 3.01; N, 7.62%. Calc. for 2 max

(106), 305 (111), 480 (31.4). Mass spectrum (MALDI–RuC H N OBrP F ?H O: C, 42.47; H, 2.91; N, 7.82%.38 29 6 2 12 2
1 1TOF): m /z 1994 hM–PF j , 1853 hM–2PF j , 1127 hM–6 6

1[(tpy)Ru(Otpy)]–3PF j .62.2. [(tpy)Ru(7)][PF ]6 2

2.4. [Fe(1) ][PF ]Solid [(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] (85 mg, 0.08 mmol) was 3 6 146 2

added to a suspension of hydroxy compound 5 (60 mg,
A standard solution of [NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O (32 mg)0.24 mmol) and K CO (100 mg, 0.72 mmol) in ‘normal’ 4 2 4 2 22 3

3 33 in H O (20 cm ) was prepared and 1.0 cm added to aundried MeCN (15 cm ), and the mixture heated at 808C 2
3solution of 1 (26 mg, 0.012 mmol) in MeCN (10 cm ) andfor 3 h. The resulting red solution was cooled and treated

3 the resulting mixture stirred at ambient temperature for 1 hwith H O (30 cm ) and methanolic [NH ][PF ]. The2 4 6
3after which methanolic [NH ][PF ] and H O (5 cm ) wereresultant precipitate was filtered off, washed with water, 4 6 2

added. The volume was reduced and the brown solidredissolved in the minimum volume of MeCN and chro-
filtered off, washed with water and ether, and then driedmatographed as in Section 2.1. Recrystallization of the
in vacuo. Recrystallization from 1:1 MeCN:H O gavemajor orange band from 1:1 MeCN:H O yielded 22

1[Fe(1) ][PF ] as a brown solid (24 mg, 89%). H NMR[(tpy)Ru(7)][PF ] as a red–orange solid (61 mg, 74%). 3 6 146 2
1 (CD CN, T5tpy protons, A52 tpy protons, B52 bpyH NMR (CD CN, T5tpy protons, X57 protons): d 8.72 33

T39T39 X3 T3 protons, C52 phenylene protons): d 8.72 (d, 12H, H ),(d, 2H, H ), 8.48 (d, 2H, H ), 8.46 (d, 2H, H ), 8.41 (s,
A3 T3X39 T49 T4 8.48 (d, 12H, H ), 8.48 (d, 12H, H ), 8.43 (s, 12H,2H, H ), 8.32 (t, 1H, H ), 7.93 (dd, 2H, H ), 7.89 (dd,

A39 T49 B3X4 Ar H ), 8.37 (t, 6H, H ), 8.32 (d, 6H, H ), 7.91 (dd, 12H,2H, H ), 7.69 (d, 2H, J58.1 Hz, H ), 7.54 (d, 2H,
T4 A4 CAr X6 T6 H ), 7.89 (dd, 12H, H ), 7.80 (d, 12H, J58.1 Hz, H ),J58.1 Hz, H ), 7.42 (d, 2H, H ), 7.30 (d, 2H, H ), 7.19

C B6T5 X5 7.73 (d, 12H, J58.1 Hz, H ), 7.46 (d, 6H, H ), 7.44 (d,(dd, 2H, H ), 7.13 (dd, 2H, H ), 5.62 (s, 2H, CH O),2
A6 T6 B512H, H ), 7.32 (d, 12H, H ), 7.24 (dd, 6H, H ), 7.195.18 (s, 2H, CH OAc), 2.09 (s, 3H, CH ). IR (KBr):2 3

T5 A5(dd, 12H, H ), 7.13 (dd, 12H, H ), 5.65 (s, 12H,n51736 m, 1617 m, 1449 m, 1419 m, 1387 m, 1222 m,
21 CH Otpy), 5.44 (s, 12H, CH Obpy). UV–Vis (MeCN):838 s cm . UV–Vis (MeCN): l (e) 241 (45.0), 269 2 2max

l (e) 241 (290), 269 (318), 305 (328), 480 (94.1).(52.8), 305 (60.8), 480 (16.9). Mass spectrum (MALDI– max
11 1 Mass spectrum (MALDI–TOF): m /z 6333 hM–3PF j ,TOF): m /z 746 hM–2PF j , 687 hM–OAc–2PF j . 66 6

1 14213 hFe(1) (PF ) 1Fj , 2218 hFe(1)(PF ) 1Fj .Found: C, 44.9; H, 3.1; N, 8.1%. Calc. for 2 6 7 6 4

RuC H N O P F ?2H O: C, 44.83; H, 3.3; N, 7.9%.40 32 6 3 2 12 2

2.5. [Co(1) ][PF ]3 6 14

2.3. [(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)][PF ] , 16 4

A standard solution of Co(OAc) ?4H O (25 mg) H O2 2 2
3 3(20 cm ) was prepared and 1.0 cm added to a solution ofSolid [(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] (150 mg, 0.142 mmol) was6 2

31 (32 mg, 0.015 mmol) in MeCN (10 cm ) and theadded to a suspension of 3 (13 mg, 0.071 mmol) and
3 mixture was heated to reflux for 3 h. The orange solutionK CO (62 mg, 0.45 mmol) in MeCN (20 cm ) that had2 3

3was then cooled and H O (5 cm ) and methanolicbeen freshly distilled from P O and the mixture heated to 24 10

[NH ][PF ] added. The volume was reduced and the solidreflux for 6 h. The resulting red suspension was cooled, 4 6
3 filtered off, washed with water, and then dried in vacuo.water (50 cm ) and methanolic [NH ][PF ] were added4 6

Recrystallization from 1:1 MeCN:H O gaveand the precipitate collected on celite, washed with water 2
1[Co(1) ][PF ] as an orange solid (26 mg, 77%). Hand then redissolved in the minimum volume of MeCN. 3 6 14

NMR (CD CN, T5tpy protons, A52 tpy protons, B52The mixture was then purified by chromatography over 3
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1 1bpy protons, C52 phenylene protons): d 94 (br, 6H, 6190 hM–4PF j , 4213 hCo(1) (PF ) j , 20556 2 6 8
B3 / B6 / B5 B3 / B6 / B5 B3 / B6 / B5 1H ), 79 (br, 6H, H ), 41 (br, 6H, H ), hCo(1)(PF ) j .6 3

T3 / TA T398.86 (d, 12H, H ), 8.77 (d, 12H, H ), 8.64 (s, 12H,
A39 A3 / T3 CH ), 8.61 (d, 12H, H ), 8.53 (br d, 12H, H ), 8.41 (t,

T49 C T46H, H ), 8.33 (br d, 12H, H ), 7.97 (dd, 12H, H ), 7.97 3. Results and discussion
A4 A6 T6(dd, 12H, H ), 7.45 (d, 12H, H ), 7.38 (d, 12H, H ),

A5 T57.27 (dd, 12H, H ), 7.19 (dd, 12H, H ), 5.98 (s, 24H, 3.1. Strategy and ligand design
CH Otpy, CH Obpy). UV–Vis (MeCN): l (e) 2402 2 max

(278), 269 (299), 305 (316), 480 (87.6). Mass spectrum The strategy adopted relied upon the preparation of
1 1(MALDI–TOF): m /z 6481 hM–2PF j , 6339 hM–3PF j , didentate ligands bearing two metal-containing substituents6 6
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and the subsequent coordination of three of these units preparation of the ruthenium-containing electrophile that is
with labile first row transition metal ions with a favoured to be reacted with 3.

21six-coordinate geometry. Specifically, the aim was to The electrophile of choice was [(tpy)Ru(4)] , which is
prepare the 2,29-bipyridine (bpy) complex both a metal complex containing a hRu(tpy) j moiety and2

41[(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)] 1 with two hRu(tpy) j (tpy5 an electrophilic benzyl halide. Although the complex2

2,29:69,29-terpyridine) substituents and we elected to ap- could, in principle, be prepared from 4 itself, we preferred
proach this species by the reaction of a bis(nucleophilic) to use an in situ synthesis in which hRu(tpy) j is further2

212,29-bipyridine with an electrophilic hRu(tpy) j derivative. functionalized. The heteroleptic complex [(tpy)Ru(5)]2

This strategy avoids the need to regioselectively introduce [16] is readily deprotonated under mild conditions and
the ruthenium to the two tpy but not the bpy metal-binding reaction with excess 1,4-bis(bromomethyl)benzene in
domains of 2 late in the reaction sequence. MeCN containing K CO resulted in the formation of a2 3

The bis(nucleophilic) 2,29-bipyridine 3 was prepared in deep red solution from which [(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] was6 2

slight modifications of the literature methods from 2,29- isolated as an orange solid in 74% yield after chromato-
bipyridine by conversion to the N,N9-dioxide by reaction graphic work-up. The complex contains a ‘normal’

21 1with H O /AcOH [9], nitration to give the 4,49-dinitro hRu(tpy) j centre and the H NMR spectrum is well-2 2 2

N,N9-dioxide [10], reduction to the 4,49-diamino com- resolved and the aromatic region is typical of a heteroleptic
pound with iron in AcOH [11,12] and finally diazotization complex. The most characteristic features are two singlets
and hydrolysis [13]; 3 was obtained in an overall 10% assigned to the CH OAr and CH Br methylene groups and2 2

yield from 2,29-bipyridine. an AB pattern for the disymmetrically substituted
Although 3 possesses both oxygen and nitrogen sites phenylene group. The complex exhibits a reversible (E 2a

which are potentially nucleophilic, we have previously E 561 mV) ruthenium(II) /(III) redox process at 10.82 Vc
1shown that related compounds may, in basic conditions, be (MeCN, Fc/Fc ) which is comparable to that at 10.83 V

regioselectively alkylated at oxygen [15]. In fact, this is in [(tpy)Ru(6)][PF ] [16] indicating that the remote6 2

exactly the methodology that we have adopted for the functionality has no direct influence on the metal centre.
The presence of the benzyl halide leads to a perturbation of
the reductive electrochemistry, and an irreversible process

1is observed with a reductive wave at 21.67 V (vs Fc/Fc )
together with a reversible (E 2E 559 mV) ligand-centreda c

1reduction at 21.806 V (Fc/Fc ). Although
[(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] is stable in the solid state and in6 2

neutral solution, it proved to be very sensitive to traces of
water in the presence of base.

Reactions of [(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] with a variety of nu-6 2

cleophiles in ‘normal’ laboratory quality MeCN in the
presence of K CO resulted in the formation of2 3

[(tpy)Ru(7)][PF ] rather than the expected products. This6 2

compound was fully characterized and arises as a hy-
drolysis product of MeCN, although in the absence of
direct mechanistic information we prefer not to speculate
upon the precise route for its formation. It is of interest that
the acetate 7 rather than the benzyl alcohol 8 is formed.
Apart from a typical carbonyl stretching mode in the IR

21 1spectrum at 1736 cm ; the H NMR spectrum is virtually
identical to that of [(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] with the exception6 2

that one of the methylene groups and part of the AB
pattern of the phenylene ring are shifted and a new acetyl
signal appears at d 2.06. The electrochemical behaviour of
the complex is very similar to that of [(tpy)Ru(3)][PF ]6 2

with a reversible (E 2E 560 mV) ruthenium(II) /(III)a c
1process at 10.81 V (MeCN, Fc/Fc ).

The reaction of excess [(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] with the6 2

dihydroxy compound 3 in MeCN which had been freshly
distilled over P O resulted in the desired displacement of4 10

41bromide and the formation of [(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)] . This
product is conveniently separated from mononuclear
ruthenium complexes in a two stage chromatographic
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method; the dinuclear complex absorbs strongly to silica strained to crystallographic dimensions, repeated molecular
and initial elution with a MeCN: saturated aqueous potas- dynamics and minimization cycles to reach a global
sium nitrate: H O mixture removes mononuclear complex- minimum) revealed a globular structure (Fig. 2). The2

˚es, whilst in a more polar DMF: MeCN: saturated aqueous Ru...Fe distances are in the range 19–20 A with adjacent
˚potassium nitrate: H O mixture the desired complex is ruthenium centres being about 20 A apart and the Ru...Ru2

˚cleanly eluted and the hexafluorophosphate salt isolated in spanwise distance about 37 A. The diameter is of the order
˚47% yield. The synthetic transformations are summarized of 50 A. The electrochemical properties of this complex

in Scheme 1. were of primary interest to us — was there any communi-
1The H NMR spectrum of a the aromatic region of a cation between the outer ruthenium and central iron

CD CN solution of this complex is presented in Fig. 1; all centres? The cyclic voltammogram exhibits a single re-3

of the resonances are sharp and well-resolved and the versible (E 2E 560 mV) ruthenium(II) /(III) process ata c
1spectrum has been fully assigned by chemical shift com- 10.81 V (Fc/Fc ), which is identical to the starting

parison and COSY spectroscopy. The difference in the [(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)][PF ] complex within experimental6 4

chemical shifts of coordinated and non-coordinated error. A very low intensity and irreversible process as-
6pyridine H resonances is very characteristic, and the signed to the iron(II) /(III) couple was observed at 10.277

6 1appearance of H of the bpy domain at d 8.54 whilst the V (Fc/Fc ). This is in accord with observations on other
6tpy H resonances are found at d 7.30 and 7.43 confirms metallodendrimers, in which increasingly irreversible

that only the tpy domains are bound to ruthenium and that redox behaviour was associated with the ‘burying’ of the
no ligand exchange reactions have taken place. The two metal in the dendrimer as the number of outer generations
methylene groups are in different environments and are increased [8,17]. The UV–Vis spectrum of [Fe(1) ][PF ]3 6 14

observed as singlets. very closely resembles that of [(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)][PF ] ,6 4

The two ruthenium centres in the complex are electro- but with the important difference that all extinction
chemically equivalent and a single essentially reversible coefficients are three times larger (and six times larger than
(E 2E 570 mV) ruthenium(II) /(III) process is observed in [(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] ). It was not possible to deconvolutea c 6 2

1in the cyclic voltammogram at 10.82 V (Fc/Fc ). Two the spectra to extract the iron-based MLCT absorption.
reductive process are observed on the anodic sweep at We also prepared the cobalt(II) complex of
21.53 and 21.986 V, with very poorly resolved return [(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)][PF ] 1 by reaction with cobalt(II)6 4

waves. The electronic spectrum of acetate in boiling aqueous MeCN. This gave an orange
[(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)][PF ] closely resembles that of solution from which the heteroheptanuclear complex6 4

[(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] , with the exception that the extinction [Co(1) ][PF ] was isolated as an orange solid in 77%6 2 3 6 14

coefficients are approximately twice those observed in the yield (Scheme 2); purity was confirmed by TLC and
mononuclear compound. In particular, the MLCT band at HPLC analysis and MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry
480 nm has an extinction coefficient of 16.9 in established the formation of the heptanuclear complex.

7[(tpy)Ru(4)][PF ] and 31.4 in [(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)][PF ] . Regardless of the spin state, d cobalt(II) centres are6 2 6 4

paramagnetic and we have recently shown that the para-
13.2. Heteroheptanuclear complexes magnetically shifted H NMR spectra of cobalt(II) com-

plexes are diagnostic and may be used to follow otherwise
Although [(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)][PF ] is a dinuclear com- inaccessible dynamic processes [18,19]. Protons close to6 4

plex, it is also a substituted 2,29-bipyridine and a didentate the cobalt(II) centre experience local magnetic fields which
ligand. The reaction of [(tpy)Ru(2)Ru(tpy)][PF ] (1) with are dramatically different from the applied magnetic field6 4

iron(II) ammonium sulfate in aqueous MeCN at room of the spectrometer as a result of the field generated by the
temperature gave a dark coloured solution from which the unpaired electrons. Accordingly, the chemical shifts of
heteroheptanuclear complex [Fe(1) ][PF ] was isolated these protons are very different from those observed in3 6 14

as a brown solid in 89% yield (Scheme 2). Like most ‘normal’ diamagnetic compounds — typically, chemical
polynuclear ruthenium complexes, microanalysis results shifts in the range d 1500 to 2500 are observed. The
were consistently low in carbon but the purity of the coupling of the electronic and proton spins leads to rapid
compound was confirmed by TLC and HPLC. MALDI– relaxation and consequent broadening of the NMR spec-
TOF mass spectrometry established the formation of the trum, but in the case of cobalt(II) complexes the broaden-

1heptanuclear complex. The H NMR spectrum is charac- ing is not too extreme, although coupling information is
teristic and very closely resembles that of the starting lost. The spatial extent of the magnetic field is limited, and
complex 1. The only significant changes are in the we have found previously that protons on pyridine rings
resonances of the 2,29-bipyridine protons, of which the which are directly bound to cobalt(II) experience signifi-
upfield shifting of H to d 7.46 is characteristic of cant shifts, but other protons are not greatly perturbed.

1coordination to iron(II). This suggests that the H NMR spectrum of
Molecular modelling of the heptanuclear complex [Co(1) ][PF ] will be characteristic, with the three3 6 14

(MM2, with hFe(bpy) j and hRu(tpy) j domains con- protons of the 2,29-bipyridine significantly shifted and the3 2
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1Fig. 1. 300 MHz H NMR spectrum of the aromatic region of a CD CN solution of the functionalized bpy ligand 2 showing the assignment.3
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Scheme 2. (i) Fe[NH ] (SO ) ?6H O, H O, MeCN (M5Fe) or (ii) Co(OAc) , H O, MeCN (M5Co).4 2 4 2 2 2 2 2
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Fig. 2. Space-filling representation of the minimised structure of the heptanuclear complexes. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. The metal
˚centres are in black. The maximum diameter of the complex is about 50 A.

1 1remaining protons in the ‘normal’ H NMR region. The H fully in accord with the reports mentioned above. Interest-
NMR spectrum of a CD CN solution of [Co(1) ][PF ] is ingly, the cobalt centre also proved to be reluctant to3 3 6 14

presented in Fig. 3. Three resonances are paramagnetically undergo chemical oxidation. Solutions of [Co(1) ][PF ]3 6 14

shifted and are observed at d 94, 79 and 4. All of these in aqueous MeCN were treated with chlorine to give a dark
resonances are broadened and no coupling was observed; green solution, characteristic of ruthenium(III)–tpy com-
although we cannot make a definitive assignment, we plexes. The cobalt(II) /(III) couple is found at ¯0 V in

6 21propose that the most shifted signal is the bpy H , the d 79 [Co(bpy) ] complexes, and oxidation of the ruthenium3
B5 B3signal is H and the d 41 resonance is H . The majority centres would also require oxidation of any centres lying at

of the remaining resonances are within the normal chemi- lower potential. Quenching the green solution in water
cal shift range. Those of the hRu(tpy) j motif are essential- results in reduction of the ruthenium(III) and the formation2

ly identical to those of the iron analogue. The methylene of an orange solution from which a PF salt was precipi-6
1group closest to the bpy domain is shifted such that it is tated. The H NMR spectrum of this salt was identical to

isochronous with the other methylene group, and a 24 that of the starting cobalt complex, with three shifted
proton singlet is observed at d 5.98. peaks. A number of explanations of this behaviour are

The complex exhibits a single ruthenium(II) /(III) redox possible; (i) the cobalt(II) /(III) potential is shifted out of
1process at 10.82 V (Fc/Fc ) essentially unchanged from the observe window and the cobalt(III) state is reduced by

1411 or [Fe(1) ] . No cobalt(II) /(III) process was observed. water or (ii) the cobalt(II) centre is shielded from both3

This latter observation is somewhat surprising, although chemical and electrochemical oxidation by the bulk of the
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Abstract

The reactivity of a binuclear nickel(II) sulfur bridged complex with benzyl bromide and methyl iodide has been studied. The
preparation of a novel binuclear nickel(II) bromine bridged complex of 2,6-bis[(benzyl)mercaptomethyl)]pyridine has been carried out
from the reaction involving bis[2,6-bis(mercaptomethyl)pyridino] dinickel(II) and benzyl bromide. The structure of [Ni(L)Br(m-Br)] was2

determined by single-crystal X-ray analysis. The coordination environment of the nickel atom can be described as a distorted octahedron.
The octahedra from the two nickel atoms in the dinuclear complex share one edge. The midpoint is located in a center of symmetry.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel complexes; Polynuclear complexes; Crystal structure; Pyridine complexes

1. Introduction reactions S-alkylation of the square-planar diamagnetic
nickel(II) complex is accompanied by an increase in the

The behaviour of the mercaptide ion as a donor in coordination number resulting in paramagnetic octahedral
transition metal complexes has not been subjected to such complexes. Furthermore, it was noted that under normal
detailed study as a number of other donor groups. This conditions S-alkylation will only occur at sulfur atoms
arises, in part, because the mercapto group often gives which are terminal and therefore two coordinate. The
metal ion derivatives that are extremely insoluble, bridged, reaction of alkyl halides with bis(methyl-2,29-dimercap-
or even polymeric. Further, these substances are easily todiethylamine) dinickel(II) (1) which contains both termi-
oxidized. These properties greatly complicate the charac- nal and bridging (3-coordinate) sulfur atoms can be used as
terization of mercapto complexes. However, the theoretical an example to illustrate the different behaviour of sulfur
interest and biological importance of mercaptans cause the atoms. In this case, S-alkylation occurs only at the terminal
elucidation of the manner of interaction of this function sulfur atoms. Kinetics studies have indicated that the sulfur
with metal ions to be of great interest [1]. atom remains coordinated during the S-alkylation reaction

The S-alkylation of coordinated thiolo groups has been and Busch et al. have used this type of reaction with nickel
observed to occur when certain metal complexes of thiols atom serving as a template for ring closure [2,3].
are treated with alkyl halides. In the course of a detailed Recently [6], we have studied the reaction of 2,6-
study of this type of reaction, Busch and his coworkers bis(mercaptomethyl)pyridine with nickel(II), palladium(II)
[2–5] have investigated the S-alkylation of the nickel(II) and platinum(II) and based on physicochemical and
complex of 2-aminoethanethiol with alkyl halides. In these spectroscopic data a possible sulfur-bridged dimeric struc-

ture (2) was assumed for the divalent square-planar
complexes. In order to investigate the characteristics of the

*Corresponding author. mercaptide complexes further, particularly the bridging

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00067-4
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and reactivity of coordinated sulfur atoms, the present diamagnetism of the complex were estimated from Pasc-
work was undertaken. al’s constants. Microanalyses were performed by the

Cambridge University Microanalytical Department.

2.3. Preparation of bis[2,6-
bis(mercaptomethyl)pyridino]dinickel(II) (2)

2.3.1. Method I
Nickel sulfate hexahydrate (6 g, 22.8 mmol) was

dissolved in concentrated ammonia solution (d50.88 g/
3 3 3cm , 20 cm ) and water (75 cm ). To this solution was

added, with stirring, 2,6-bis(mercaptomethyl)pyridine
3(1.98 g, 11.6 mmol) dissolved in methanol (15 cm ). A

light brown precipitate was formed immediately. The solid
was separated by filtration and dried in vacuo over
sulphuric acid. Yield 2.23 g, 85.5%.

2.3.2. Method II
Nickel chloride hexahydrate (1.19 g, 5 mmol) was

3dissolved in absolute ethanol (50 cm ). To this solution
was added slowly, with stirring, 2,6-bis(mercap-
tomethyl)pyridine (0.86 g, 5 mmol) in absolute ethanol (13

3cm ). A light brown precipitate was formed immediately
and separated by filtration, washed with absolute ethanol
and ether, and then dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid.
Yield 0.95 g, 82.6%.

2. Experimental 2.4. Reaction of nickel(II) complex (2) with benzyl
bromide

2.1. Materials

The bis[2,6-bis(mercaptomethyl)pyridino] dinickel(II)
3Published methods were used to prepare 2,6-bis(mercap- (0.3 g, 0.7 mmol) was suspended in 250 cm of chloro-

tomethyl)pyridine [7–9]. Solvents used for synthetic and form and then 1.2 g, 7 mmol of benzyl bromide were
spectroscopic work were distilled over appropriate drying added. The mixture was stoppered and stirred for 24 h at
agents prior to use. All other chemicals for synthetic room temperature. During this time the solid dissolved,
experiments were of analytical grade, available commer- giving a red–brown solution which was reduced in volume

3cially. Unless otherwise stated the reactions were carried to about 100 cm and then diethyl ether was added,
out under inert atmosphere of dry dinitrogen, but the final whereupon a light precipitate formed. The precipitate was
work-up was performed in air. collected by filtration, washed with chloroform and ether,

and dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid. Yield 90%. Found:
2.2. Physical measurements C, 44.5; H, 3.9; N, 2.2%. Calcd. for Ni (C H NS ) Br :2 21 21 2 2 4

C, 44.2; H, 3.7; N, 2.5%.
The infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer

Model 983 spectrophotometer and obtained by the KBr or 2.5. Reaction of nickel(II) complex (2) with methyl
CsBr pellet method. The spectra were calibrated against iodide

21the 1603 cm band of polystyrene. Measurements of d–d
transitions in the visible and near infrared region were The bis[2,6-bis(mercaptomethyl)pyridino] dinickel(II)

3taken with a Cary recording spectrophotometer Model (0.3 g, 0.7 mmol) was suspended in 250 cm of chloro-
17D, while a Pye Unicam PU8800 spectrophotometer was form and then 1.2 g, 8.5 mmol of methyl iodide were
used for recording the visible and ultraviolet spectra. slowly added by means of a syringe. The flask was
Conductance measurements were made using a Wayne stoppered and the suspension was stirred at room tempera-
Kerr Universal Bridge. The conductivity cell was cali- ture for a period of approximately 3 h. During this time the
brated with aqueous KCl. Magnetic moments were re- solid dissolved forming a deep red solution which upon
corded on a John Matthey Magnetic Susceptibility Balance continued stirring changed to a dark yellow color. The

3MSB1 Model. Mercury tetrakis(thiocyanate) cobaltate(II) solution was reduced in volume to about 100 cm and then
was used as a susceptibility standard. Corrections for diethyl ether was added, whereupon a dark yellow precipi-
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tate formed. This precipitate was collected by filtration, hydrogen atoms were obtained in successive difference
washed with chloroform, methanol and ether and dried in Fourier maps with SHELXL-97 [11]. The refinement of
vacuo over sulphuric acid. Yield 73%. Found: C, 21.4; H, atomic coordinates and anisotropic thermal parameters was

22.8; N, 3.0%. Calcd. for Ni (C H NS ) I : C, 21.1; H, carried out by full-matrix least-squares techniques on F2 9 13 2 2 4

2.5; N, 2.7%. with SHELXL-97. The hydrogen atoms of the ligand were
included in geometrically calculated positions and refined
using a riding model maintaining the C–H distances at

˚2.6. Crystal structure determination of [Ni(L)Br(m-Br)] 0.93 and 0.97 A for the aromatic and secondary –CH2 2

groups, respectively. They were assigned isotropic thermal
For structural investigations a single crystal of parameters equal to 1.5 times the U of the carbon atom toeq

[Ni (C H NS ) Br ] with approximate dimensions 0.23 which they are attached. The details of the data collection2 21 21 2 2 4

0.330.4 mm was selected. Preliminary oscillation and procedure and the structure refinement results are summa-
Weissenberg photographs allowed to determine approxi- rized in Table 1. Selected bond lengths and angles are
mate cell parameters and possible space group. The summarized in Table 2.
intensities of 3982 reflections were collected at 293(2) K
in the u 22u mode on a Nicolet P3/F diffractometer
automated by Crystal Logic, Inc., using monochromated

˚ 3. Results and discussionMo Ka radiation (l50.7107 A). Unit-cell parameters
were calculated from the least-squares fitting of the angular

The reaction of an excess of methyl iodide or benzylsettings of 30 reflections with 208#2u #308. Three check
bromide with the dimeric nickel complex (2) proceeds at areflections were measured at intervals of 97 reflections in
fairly rapid rate in chloroform. The color change is usuallyorder to monitor crystal stability and alignment. No
found to be complete within 20 to 30 min. To ensuresignificant variation was detected in the intensities of the
complete reaction both processes were allowed to proceedstandards.
for approximately 3 h. In the benzylated case a single lightStarting positions for the heavy atoms were obtained by
green crystalline product [Ni (C H NS ) Br ] formedinterpretation of the Patterson map calculated with 2 21 21 2 2 4

and in the methylated case a single brown crystallineSHELXS-97 [10]. The positions for the rest of the non-
product [Ni (C H NS ) I ] formed. The expected com-2 9 13 2 2 4

positions of these products were confirmed by elemental
Table 1

analysis.Crystal data and structure refinement for [Ni (C H NS ) Br ]2 21 21 2 2 4

The infrared spectra of the products show the absorp-
Formula [Ni (C H NS ) Br ]2 21 21 2 2 4 tions expected for alkylated ligands. They are observed inFormula weight 1140.08

21the following regions: 3000–3100 cm phenyl andTemperature 293(2) K
21˚Radiation Mo Ka (l50.71069 A), pyridine n vibrations, 2900–3000 cm aliphatic nCH CH

21graphite monochromator stretchings and four bands between 1420–1600 cm
Crystal system Triclinic region attributed to the pyridine ring. In addition, the¯Space group P1

spectra show characteristic bands for Ni–pyridine andCrystal size, mm 0.230.330.4
21Ni–S bond stretching frequencies at 314 and 241 cm forColor, shape Olive-green, parallelepiped

˚Unit cell dimensions a511.306(3) A a 594.820(10)8 benzyl bromide, respectively. Methyl iodide also presents
21˚b511.694(3) A b 5102.730(10)8 these bands at 317 and 247 cm , respectively. Bands in

˚c58.572(2) A g 5101.970(10)8 21both complexes for Ni–X vibrations appear at 218 cm3˚Volume, A 1071.4(5) 21for X5bromide and 186 cm for X5iodide.Z 1
23 Magnetic susceptibilities were measured in the solidD , g cm 1.767c

21
m, cm 48.36 state. The benzylated and methylated complexes exhibit
F(000) 568 magnetic moments of 3.30 and 3.08 BM, respectively,
Absorption correction Semi-empirical, from c-scan data corresponding to typical values of two unpaired electrons
Normalized transmission factors 0.787–1.00

in structures involving high-spin octahedral nickel(II).2u range for data collection 1.90 to 25.008

The electronic spectra of these nickel(II) complexesIndex ranges 2 13 # h # 13

0 # k # 13 were recorded in dichloromethane as solvent in the range
212 10 # l # 10 8000–40 000 cm and the interpretation of spectral data

Reflections collected /unique 3982/3776 [R 50.0341, R 50.0621]int s for the methylated complex was made based on a tetragon-2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
al model. Its low energy band presents a smooth splittingData / restraints /parameters 3776/0 /244

2 and the positions of the two, almost equal intensity,Goodness-of-fit on F 1.043
21

Final R indices (I . 2s(I)) R 5 0.0517, wR 5 0.1233 components are at 10 100 and 10 750 cm . These two1 2

R indices (all data) R 5 0.0858, wR 5 0.14271 2 components may represent a tetragonal component [12].
3˚Largest diff. peak and hole, e A 1.353 and 20.882 The observed bands (triplet–triplet transitions) and the
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Table 2
a˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for [Ni (C H NS ) Br ]2 21 21 2 2 4

Ni–N(1) 2.057(5) C(4)–C(5) 1.378(10)
Ni–S(1) 2.4271(19) C(5)–C(14) 1.516(10)
Ni–S(2) 2.4592(19) C(5)–C(14) 1.516(10)
Ni–Br(2) 2.5291(11) C(7)–C(8) 1.505(9)
Ni–Br(1) 2.5405(11) C(8)–C(9) 1.371(10)
Ni–Br(1)[1 2.6101(11) C(8)–C(13) 1.379(10)
Br(1)–Ni[1 2.6101(11) C(9)–C(10) 1.384(11)
S(1)–C(6) 1.801(7) C(10)–C(11) 1.368(13)
S(1)–C(7) 1.829(7) C(11)–C(12) 1.329(13)
S(2)–C(14) 1.792(7) C(12)–C(13) 1.390(11)
S(2)–C(15) 1.821(7) C(15)–C(16) 1.492(10)
N(1)–C(5) 1.344(8) C(16)–C(21) 1.390(11)
N(1)–C(1) 1.355(8) C(16)–C(17) 1.396(10)
C(1)–C(2) 1.381(10) C(17)–C(18) 1.386(12)
C(1)–C(6) 1.514(9) C(18)–C(19) 1.363(14)
C(2)–C(3) 1.367(11) C(19)–C(20) 1.358(14)
C(3)–C(4) 1.364(12) C(20)–C(21) 1.400(12)
N(1)–Ni–S(1) 83.41(15) S(2)–Ni–Br(1) 99.79(5)
N(1)–Ni–S(2) 82.01(15) Br(2)–Ni–Br(1) 90.85(4)
S(1)–Ni–S(2) 165.42(7) N(1)–Ni–Br(1)[1 90.12(13)
N(1)–Ni–Br(2) 94.60(14) S(1)–Ni–Br(1)[1 95.69(5)
S(1)–Ni–Br(2) 86.04(5) S(2)–Ni–Br(1)[1 84.28(5)
S(2)–Ni–Br(2) 95.20(5) Br(2)–Ni–Br(1)[1 175.13(4)
N(1)–Ni–Br(1) 174.09(14) Br(1)–Ni–Br(1)[1 184.48(4)
S(1)–Ni–Br(1) 94.71(5) Ni–Br(1)–Ni[1 95.52(4)

a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [1: 2 x 1 2, 2 y 1 1, 2 z 1 1.

assignments for the methylated complex considering a used successfully in other cases [14]. The conductivity
21 3 3 a 2weak tetragonal field (D ) are: 10 100 cm ( B → E ), measurement on dichloromethane solutions (4.4 cm /ohm/4h 1g g

21 3 3 21 3 3 a10 750 cm ( B → B ), 12 900 cm ( B → A ) mol) provide a molar conductance value that is within the1g 2g 1g 2g
21 3 3 b range usually expected of non-electrolytes, suggesting thatand 17 240 cm ( B → E ). In addition, there is a1g g

21 the bromine atoms is still coordinated to the metal.further intense band at 27 400 cm attributable to a
The benzylated material is very soluble in dichlorome-charge transfer absorption.

thane and when dissolved in it, an orange solution isThe benzylated complex displays a well-resolved split-
obtained. Crystals were grown from dichloromethane byting of the low energy band with two weak components at

2110 200 and 13 000 cm . The observed triplet–triplet slow diffusion of acetone. After several days, green
absorptions and the assignments for the benzylated com- crystals appeared in the orange solution corresponding to
plex considering distorted octahedron are: 10 200 and the dimeric adduct [Ni (C H NS ) Br ]. In order to2 21 21 2 2 4

21 3 3 21 3 313 000 cm ( A → T , n ), 18 000 cm ( A → T elucidate the structure of this product a crystal structure2g 2g 1 2g 1g
21(F), n ), 22 400 cm which may have charge transfer determination was undertaken.2

21character, 30 300 and 37 600 cm assigned to the n→p* The molecular structure of [Ni (C H NS ) Br ] (3)2 21 21 2 2 4

and p→p*, respectively, within the organic molecule. and the atom labelling scheme, are shown in Fig. 1
Conductivity measurements in different solvents provide (ORTEP-III) [15]. The compound is dinuclear, with the

molar conductance values that suggest different conclu- two Ni atoms sharing two bridging bromines. In contrast
sions. In dimethylsulphoxide solutions the values are with Busch results, the linkage of the benzyl group has
within the range usually expected of four-univalent elec- occurred on the four sulfur atoms. A structural search in

2trolyte (155 and 130 cm /ohm/mol for benzyl bromide the Cambridge Structural Database indicates that a similar
and methyl iodide, respectively). They showed to be three- molecular structure is adopted by the cadmium complex of
univalent electrolytes in dimethylformamide (206 and 152 2,6-bis(ethylthiomethyl)pyridine [16]. In this case, chlorine

2cm /ohm/mol for benzyl bromide and methyl iodide, atoms provide a bridge between the cadmium atoms.
respectively) and di-univalent in methanol. The molar The coordination environment of each Ni atom is
conductance of the benzylated complex was made in composed of one nitrogen, two sulfurs, and three bromine
dichloromethane giving very low molar conductivities, less atoms. The coordination polyhedron around Ni can be

2 23than 10 cm /ohm/mol for 10 M solution. Drago and approximated by a distorted octahedron. The Ni, S(1),
Rosenthal [13] have criticized the use of dichloromethane S(2), and N atoms lie in a plane and the Br(2) atom and a
for conductivity studies due to its extensive ion pairing and Br(1)9 atom with symmetry operation 2 x 1 2, 2 y 1 1,
poor solvating properties, but dichloromethane has been 2 z 1 1, occupy the apical positions at distances of
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Fig. 2. Projection of the structure of bis[Ni (C H NS ) Br ] down the2 21 21 2 2 4

c-axis (ORTEP-III, ellipsoids drawn at the 50% level of probability).

1 /2, 1 /2. The dinuclear units repeat in three dimensions,
maintaining the axes of the phenyl rings approximately
parallel to h010j and the axes of the pyridine rings parallel
to h102j. Fig. 2 shows a projection of the structure downFig. 1. Structure of bis[Ni (C H NS ) Br ] indicating the atom label-2 21 21 2 2 4
the c-axis.ling scheme (ORTEP-III, ellipsoids drawn at the 50% level of probabili-

Attempts to characterize further the nickel(II)ty).

methylated complex were unsuccessful. Despite the crys-
talline nature of the product, none of the crystals proved

˚2.514(2) and 2.596(4) A below and above the plane, suitable for X-ray structure determination. In the absence
respectively. The Ni–Br bond lengths are 2.529(1), of X-ray structural data for this complex, it is difficult to

˚2.541(1), and 2.610(1) A for Br(2), Br(1), and Br(1)9. The assign its solid state structure, but it may well involve
˚Ni–S distances differ by 0.032 A (2.427(2) and 2.459(2) coordination as the benzylated product.

Å for S(1) and S(2), respectively). These distances are
longer than in the related ethylthiolato- and phenylthiolato-
(pyridine-2,6-dimethylthiolato-S,S9,N)nickel(II) (4 and 5)

Supplementary data[17], where the Ni–S distances are 2.183(1) and 2.165(1)
Å for the ethylthiolato complex, and 2.171(2) and 2.167(1)

Listings of atomic position and anisotropic thermalÅ for the phenylthiolato complex. The corresponding Ni–S
parameters for the crystal structure have been deposited atbond lengths in cis-dichloroh2,11-dithiah[3,3](2,6)-
the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre under thepyridinophanejnickel(II) (6) [18] are also shorter than in
deposition number CCDC 114173.the compound under investigation (2.407(1) and 2.385(1)

Å).
With regard to the Ni–N distance, the value obtained

˚(2.057(5) A) is longer than the Ni–N bond lengths in Acknowledgements
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Abstract

2-(Arylazo)pyrimidines (aapm, 3) have been synthesized by condensing nitrosoaromatics with 2-aminopyrimidine. They yield cationic
1bis-chelated complexes with copper(I), Cu(aapm) and are isolated as perchlorate salts. The complexes are 1:1 electrolytes in MeOH and2

exhibit intense MLCT transitions in the visible region. The N=N stretch in copper(I) complexes shows a large shift to lower frequency
21 21 *(approx. 1315 cm ) from the free ligand value (approx. 1425 cm ) due to d(Cu)→p (aapm) back bonding. The complexes show highly

1 21 1resolved symmetrical H NMR spectra. In MeOH the Cu(aapm) /Cu(aapm) couple appears at E at approx. 0.7 V versus SCE at 2982 2 1 / 2

K. The structure has been confirmed by X-ray crystallography.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Azopyrimidines; High potential copper(I) complexes; Distorted tetrahedral structure

1. Introduction ring significantly modify the p-acidity and regulate the
physical and chemical properties of the compounds [27–

Recent years have witnessed a great deal of interest in 29]. Ligands consisting of one N-heterocyclic ring with a
the synthesis of the complexes of copper with a-diimine pendant nitrogen donor from azo function, known as
type ligands because of interdependence of their coordina- (arylazo)heterocycles have been used to stabilize low
tion geometry and their redox and photochemical be- oxidation states [7–10,30–41] like Cu(I), Ru(II), Os(II),
haviour [1–5]. Copper can adopt variable valence states Re(II),Co(II), Fe(II), etc.
and the ability is reflected in its redox properties [6–10]. There are two studies available in the literature on the

10The monovalent copper (d ) chemistry has drawn special stabilization of copper(I) by azoheterocycles; the first
attention because of its instability, unusual structural study appeared in 1983 from Datta and Chakravorty [7]
features, utility in solar energy and supramolecular de- which looked at copper(I) complexes of 2-
vices, catalytic activity in photo-redox reactions and the (arylazo)pyridine (aap, 1); the second study has appeared
biological relevance of high potential copper complexes recently from our group [8–10], which looked at copper(I)
[6–22]. complexes of N(I)-alkyl-2-(arylazo)imidazoles (RaaiX, 2).

Proper combination of the steric crowding and p-acidity Anchoring of the azo function in a heterocycle backbone is
in a well designed ligand are the most important pre- interesting because of the photochromatic, redox active,
requisites for high stability of copper(I) complexes [7– pH responsive and photo-redox activity of this functional
10,18–21]. The use of heterocyclic N-donor ligands to group [42,43]. With this background we have initiated to
stabilize low valent metal-redox states is widely studied in search for new azoheterocycles of pyrimidine (3). It is
coordination chemistry [23–26]. The number of hetero chosen because of its higher p-acidity [27–29] than
atoms, ring size and the substituents in the heterocyclic conventional widely used pyridine bases and its biochemi-

cal importance [44–47]. In coordination chemistry the
meta-related nitrogen in pyrimidine has played an im-*Corresponding author. Fax: 191-342-644-52.

E-mail address: bdnuulib@giasclol.usnl.net.in (C. Sinha) portant role for connecting different metals, transmitting

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00085-6
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anti-ferromagnetic interactions and for obtaining magnetic mass), 2-(m-tollylazo)pyrimidine (m-tapm) (35%, gummy
systems of high nuclearity [48–51]. mass), 2-( p-tollylazo)pyrimidine ( p-tapm) (28%, gummy

In this report we describe the synthesis, spectral, redox mass) and 2-( p-chloroazo)pyrimidine ( p-Clpapm) (40%,
studies and single crystal X-ray structure of copper(I)com- semi solid) were prepared similarly.
plexes of 2-(arylazo)pyrimidine.

2.5. Preparation of complexes

2. Experimental
2.5.1. Bis[2-(phenylazo)pyrimidine]copper(I) perchlorate
(Cu(papm) (ClO ) (4)2 42.1. Materials

Nitrogen gas was bubbled through an orange red solu-
tion of the ligand papm (0.2 g, 1.09 mmol) in dry MeOH2-Aminopyrimidine was obtained from Aldrich.
and [Cu(MeCN) ](ClO ) (0.4 g, 1.22 mmol) was added at4 4[Cu(MeCN) ](ClO ) was prepared as previously described4 4 room temperature. The solution color turned to violet and[7]. Propylene carbonate (AR) was purchased from Al-
was stirred for 2 h. The solution volume was then reduceddrich. All other chemicals and solvents were used as
to half by nitrogen bubbling. The dark crystalline mass thatpreviously described [8–10].
separated was filtered off and was recrystallized from
methanol. The crystals were dried in vacuo and the yield2.2. Instrumentation
was 0.18 g (68%).

All other complexes were prepared similarly and theMicroanalytical (C,H,N) data were obtained from a
yield ranged from 62–75%.Perkin Elmer 2400 CHNS/O elemental analyzer. Spectro-

scopic data were obtained with the use of the following
2.6. X-ray crystal structure and analysisinstruments: UV–Vis spectra, Shimadzu UV-160A; IR

21spectra (KBr disk, 4000–200 cm ), JASCO 420 FT-IR;
1 Single crystals of [Cu(papm) ]ClO (4), suitable forH NMR spectra, Brucker 300 MHz FT-NMR spectrome- 2 4

X-ray diffraction were grown by slow diffusion of hexaneters. Electrochemical measurements were carried out with
into dichloromethane solution at 298 K (Table 1). Thethe use of a computer controlled PAR model 270 VER-

3crystal size was 0.1530.4030.50 mm . Diffraction mea-SASTAT, using a platinum disk working electrode. The
surements were carried out on a Nonius CAD-4 fullysolution was iR compensated and the results were collected
automated four circle diffractometer with graphite-mono-at 298 K. The reported results are referenced to the

˚saturated calomel electrode (SCE) in acetonitrile. chromated (Mo Ka) radiation (l50.7107 A) at 298 K.

2.3. Synthesis of ligands
Table 1
Crystallographic data for [Cu(papm) ](ClO ) (4)2 4

2-(Arylazo)pyrimidines (aapm, 3) were synthesized by
Empirical formula C H N ClO Cu20 16 8 4condensing 2-aminopyrimidine with nitrosoaromatics. A
f 531.39wrepresentative case is detailed in Section 2.4. Available Crystal system Monoclinic

information [32–38] on 2-(arylazo)pyridine was served as Space group C 2/c
˚a, A 20.541 (2)a guideline for setting experimental conditions.
˚b, A 19.012(7)
˚c, A 11.893(2)2.4. 2-(Phenylazo)pyrimidine (papm)

b, 8 106.58(1)
3˚V, A 4451.3(19)

To a nitrogen flushed solution of 2-aminopyrimidine Z 8
T, K 298(2.0 g, 2.1 mmol) in dry benzene (30 ml) in the presence

˚l, A 0.7107of molecular sodium (1 g), nitrosobenzene (2.5 g, 2.3
23

r g cm 1.586calcdmmol) was added in small portions for 2 h under refluxing 21
m(Mo Ka), cm 11.473

aconditions. The reaction was further continued for 3 h and Transm coeff. 0.884
cooled to room temperature. A dark red solution was then Params refined 308

bR % 6.0filtered and the filtrate was water washed (20 ml33). It f
cR % 5.3wwas then evaporated to reduce the volume to 5 ml and

dGOF 2.31chromatographed on silica gel (60–120 mesh) column
a Maximum value normalized to 1.(3031 cm). A light yellow band was eluted by petroleum-
b R 5o(uF u2uF u /ouF u.f 0 c 0spirit (60–80) and rejected. A red band was then eluted c 2 2 21 2 2R 5o W(uF u2uF u) /o W / uF u ; W 5s (uF u1guF u ; g5w 0 c 0 0 0with benzene and collected. Evaporation of solvent gave a 0.000100.
d 2‘gummy’ mass of the ligand. The yield was 1.2 g (31%). The goodness-of-fit is defined as [oW(uF u2uF u) /(n 2n ], where n0 c 0 v o

2-(o-Tollylazo)pyrimidine (o-tapm) (30%, gummy and n denote the numbers of data and variables, respectively.v
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The unit cell was determined and refined using setting
angles of 25 reflections with 2u angles in the range of
19.00–30.268. The unit cell dimensions are listed in Table
4. Data were collected by u22u scans in the angular range
of 2.0–50.08. Three check reflections were measured after
every hour during data collections to monitor crystal
stability and showed no significant intensity variation. Of
the 3910 unique reflections 2518 with I.2s(I) were used
for the structure solution. Data reductions and structure
refinement were performed using NBCVAX packages. The
structure was solved by the Patterson method. All non-
hydrogen atoms were located from subsequent difference
Fourier maps. Tables containing full listings of atom
coordinates, anisotropic thermal parameters and hydrogen
atom locations are available as Supplementary data.

3. Results and discussion

1Fig. 1. Single crystal structure of [Cu(papm) ] showing the atom23.1. Ligands and complexes
numbering scheme. For clarity, all hydrogen atoms have been omitted.

2-(Arylazo)pyrimidines (aapm, 3) are used as ligands.
21 2 21These were synthesized by condensing nitrosoaromatics V cm mol suggesting a 1:1 ratio type electrolytic

with 2-aminopyrimidine. The ligands are new and act as nature of the compounds.
N,N9-chelating molecules. The donor centres are ab-
breviated as N(1)(pyrimidine),N. and N(azo),N9. The atom 3.2. Structural studies
numbering scheme is shown in the structure of aapm (3).

X-ray quality crystals were obtained by slow diffusion
of hexane into a CH Cl solution of complex (4). The2 2

1solid state structure of the [Cu(aapm) ] complex cation is2

shown in Fig. 1. The bond lengths and angles within the
coordination sphere of the copper ion are listed in Table 2.
The asymmetric unit contains one complex cation,

1[Cu(aapm) ] . The molecular packing diagram along the2
2c-axis (Fig. 2) shows that ClO is shared by two unit4

cells. Two chelate rings Cu, N(1), C(4), N(3), N(4) and
Cu, N(5), C(14), N(7), N(8) separately constitute two

Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) and their estimated standard

deviations for [Cu(papm) ]ClO (4)2 4

˚Distances (A) Angles (8)

Cu–N (1) 2.010(4) N(1)–Cu–N(4) 79.06(19)The ligands react smoothly with [Cu(MeCN) ClO ] in4 4
Cu–N (5) 2.038(4) N(5)–Cu–N(8) 79.20(20)boiling MeOH in the ratio 1:2 to yield cationic
Cu–N (4) 2.000(4) N(4)–Cu–N(8) 131.93(20)1[Cu(aapm) ] (4–8). The complexes were isolated as their2 Cu–N (8) 1.981(5) N(1)–Cu–N(5) 119.13(18)

perchlorate salt. N(3)–N(4) 1.257(7) N(1)–Cu–N(8) 127.65(18)
N(7)–N(8) 1.260(6) N(4)–Cu–N(5) 126.25(18)Microanalytical data and iodometric determination of
– – Cu–N(4)–C(5) 125.5(4)copper support the ligand to metal in a 2:1 ratio. The
– – Cu–N(1)–C(1) 133.3(4)composition has also been confirmed by a previously
– – Cu–N(4)–N(3) 118.7(4)

published method [52] at 560 nm spectrophotometrically. – – Cu–N(8)–N(7) 119.5(4)
Magnetic susceptibility measurements showed that the – – Cu–N(5)–C(11) 132.6(4)

10 – – Cu–N(5)–C(14) 109.1(4)compounds are diamagnetic (d ) in nature. They are
– – Cu–N(8)–C(15) 126.7(4)soluble in polar organic solvents. The molar conductance
– – Cu–N(1)–C(4) 111.0(4)(L ) of the complexes lies between 90 and 110M
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elongated and may be due to coordination of the azo–N
function. The Cu–N(azo) (N(azo): N(4), N(8); 2.000(4),

˚1.981(5)A) is shorter than the Cu–N(pym) (N(pym): N(1),
˚N(5); 2.010(4), 2.038(4) A) bond distances. The short-

ening may be due to greater p-back bonding,
*dp(Cu)→p (azo) [32–38]. The average chelate [N(1)–

Cu–N(4), N(5)–Cu–N(8)] angle is 79.18 and is the origin
of the structural distortion from tetrahedral geometry. This
is also reflected by other angular parameters around Cu(I)
in the coordination sphere. N(1)–Cu–N(8) and N(4)–Cu–
N(5) are 127.65(18) and 126.65(18)8, respectively. These
are certainly closer to the tetrahedral value (109.88) and
expectedly deviated from the square planar angle (1808).
Therefore, the overall coordination geometry about Cu(I)
is corroborated with the distorted tetrahedral structure.

3.3. Spectral studies

Fig. 2. Packing in the unit cell viewed along the c-axis. Arylazopyrimidines exhibit n and n at 1420–(N=N) (C=N)
211430 and 1600–1610 cm , respectively. Pyrimidine ring

˚ stretching modes appear at the usual position [47].planes (mean deviation 0.009 and 0.037 A, respectively)
[Cu(aapm) ](ClO ), the n appears at 1310–1325and the dihedral angle is 878. This suggests distorted 2 4 (N=N)

21 21cm and is red shifted by 60–70 cm . This has beentetrahedral CuN coordination. Pendant phenyl rings are4

*attributed to the presence of d(Cu)→p (aapm) backindividually planar and slightly deviated from the planarity
bonding [7–10]. All the complexes exhibit a structurelessof the respective chelate rings (dihedral angle 3.08 for

21band approx. 1090 cm corresponding to n sug-C –C ring with first chelate ring and 6.88 for C –C (ClO )5 10 15 20 4

ring with the second chelate ring). These two pendant gesting lack of significant perchlorate coordination in the
phenyl rings are inclined at an angle of 84.18. Each ligand solid state [53–55].
coordinates in a bidentate fashion with Cu–N(pym) (Cu– The electronic spectra of the complexes were recorded

IN(1) /Cu–N(5)) bond lengths comparable to other Cu - in MeOH solution in the range 900–220 nm. The spectral
complexes of heterocyclic N-donor ligands [53–55]. The data are given in Table 3. The absorptions below 400 nm
N=N bond distance (N(3)–N(4), 1.257(7); N(7)–N(8), are due to intraligand charge transfer transitions (in

˚1.260(6) A) are crystallographically indistinguishable. The comparison to free ligand values) and are not considered
N–N distance is not available in the free ligand, however, further. The visible range of the spectrum is dominated by
data available in some free azo ligands suggest that it is metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) transition which is

˚nearly 1.25 A [32–38]. Thus, the N–N distance is slightly a characteristic feature of the copper(I) complexes when

Table 3
Microanalytical, UV–Vis and redox data

a b cCompound Elemental analyses UV–VIS spectral data Cyclic voltammetric data ,
0C H N Cu l /nm E , V(DE , mV)max p

3 21 21(10 ´ /M cm ) Cu(II) /Cu(I) Ligand reductions

[Cu(papm) ](ClO ) (4) 45.11 3.09 20.96 12.10 708(0.87), 560(3.35), 0.69(100) 20.35(100), 20.81(120),2 4

(45.20) (3.01) (21.09) (11.96) 362(12.56) 21.21(130)
[Cu(o-tapm) ](ClO ) (5) 47.17 3.52 20.14 11.07 800(2.49), 635(5.21), 0.66(90) 20.41(80), 20.88(110),2 4

(47.23) (3.58) (20.04) (11.36) 572(14.18), 370(18.74) 21.34(140)
[Cu(m-tapm) ] (ClO ) (6) 47.08 3.64 20.12 11.74 790(2.22), 630(4.11), 0.63(100) 20.38(75), 20.77(100),2 4

(47.23) (3.58) (20.04) (11.36) 567(15.79), 368(16.66) 21.40(150)
[Cu( p-tapm) ] (ClO ) (7) 47.31 3.62 19.92 11.78 713(0.47), 564(1.59), 0.64(100) 20.34(68), 20.72(120),2 4

(47.23) (3.58) (20.04) (11.36) 377(6.91) 21.38(140)
[Cu( p-Clpapm) ] (ClO ) (8) 39.91 2.38 18.73 10.65 720(1.05), 556(3.40), 0.76(90) 20.24(70), 20.58(80),2 4

(40.00) (2.33) (18.67) (10.58) 381(9.68) 21.21(140)
a Calculated values are in parentheses.
b Solvent: MeOH.
c 23 21Solvent: propylene carbonate; supporting electrolyte TBAP (0.1 M), solute concentration |10 M, Pt-bead working electrode, scan rate 0.05 V s ,

SCE reference and Pt-wire auxiliary electrode.
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bonded with a conjugated organic chromophore [6–21]. A undisturbed with a small upfield shifting of the 12-H
1similar situation is observed [7–10] in Cu(aap) and signal. It is noted that all the protons exhibit only one2

1Cu(aai) complexes. This is likely for a tetrahedrally signal (singlet or multiplet) for each proton. This suggests2
1distorted CuN coordination sphere. A single crystal X-ray that both the chelate rings in the complexes are magneti-4

structural study supports this behavior (vide supra). The cally equivalent at least on the NMR time scale and
spectral data in Table 3 reveal that [Cu(o-tapm) ](ClO ) complexes contain the effective C -axis which is also2 4 2

(5) and [Cu(m-tapm) ](ClO ) (6) exhibit three MLCT supported by tetrahedral CuN geometry from the solid2 4 4

transitions of high intensity while others show two observ- state structural study.
able transitions of relatively low intensity. This may be
due to the steric effect provided by o-Me/m-Me in the aryl

3.4. Redox studies
ring leading to stronger tetrahedral distortion and improved
stabilization of copper(I).

The redox behavior of the complexes in propylene1All the chelates display highly resolved H NMR
carbonate solution was examined under a nitrogen environ-

spectra in CDCl . The spectral data are collected in Table3 ment cyclic voltammetrically at a platinum disk working
4. The proton numbering pattern is shown in structure 3.

electrode using tetrabutylammonium perchlorate
Assignment of individual proton resonance are made by

(NBu ClO ) as a supporting electrolyte and the potentials4 4spin–spin interaction, comparative integration, chemical
are reported with reference to the SCE. The results were

shift and changes therein on substitution.
collected and are given in Table 2. The complexes

The spectra of the ligand is clearly divided into two
[Cu(aapm) ](ClO ) undergo a quasi-reversible oxidation–2 4portions; the downfield part is due to pyrimidine protons
reduction reaction at approx. 0.63–0.76 V versus SCE (at

[47] (4–6-H) and the upfield signals refer to azoaryl 2150 mV s scan rate). The response is attributed to the
protons (8–12-H). Aryl protons are affected by substitu-

copper(II) /copper(I) couple (Eq. (1)). The quasi-reversible
tion; for 10-methyl substitution ( p-tapm) the signals are

character is
shifted upfield owing to inductive electron release by the

21 2 1methyl group and the reverse effect is seen for 10-Cl [Cu(aapm) ] 1 e á[Cu(aapm) ] (1)2 2
substitution in p-Clpapm due to the electron withdrawing
effect of the –Cl group with respect to papm. The signal accounted from the DE (E 2E ) values under theP pa pc

movement is corroborated with the electronic effect of the conditions of measurements [7–10]. The redox data is
substituents. 8-Me in o-tapm appears at 2.7 ppm whereas correlated with the electron donating and withdrawing
9-Me and 10-Me in m-tapm and p-tapm appear at 2.5 and effects of the substituents in the azopyrimidine backbone.
2.4 ppm, respectively. The characteristic signal in m-tapm Ligand reductions are observed as negative to SCE; three
is the appearance of a singlet for 8-H. consecutive reduction waves are observed at the negative

In complexes the protons are perturbed irregularly. The side to SCE. These potentials may be due to reductions of
data in Table 3 reveal that the pyrimidine protons are azoimine functions in the ligand frame [7] analogous to
mostly affected compared to aryl protons. The 6-H signal azopyridine systems. The LUMO of the ligand can accom-
is downfield shifted by approx. 1 ppm while 4- and 5-H are modate up to two electrons and the reduction may be
upfield shifted. Aryl protons (8–11-H) remain almost represented by Eq. (2)

Table 4
1 aH NMR spectra of aapm and [Cu(aapm) ](ClO )2 4

Compound d, ppm (J, Hz)
b b b4-H 5-H 6-H 8-H 9-H 10-H 11-H 12-H R

d b d d dpapm 8.24(7.0) 8.10 8.24(7.0) 7.83 (9.0) 7.45 7.45 7.45 7.83(9.0) –
d b b c co-tapm 8.18(7.0) 8.09 8.18 (7.0) – 7.20 (8.0) 7.50 (8.0) 7.50 (8.0) 7.75(8.0) 2.61
d d b cm-tapm 8.20(8.0) 8.11 8.20(8.0) 7.58 – 7.32 (8.0) 7.32 (8.0) 7.72(8.0) 2.54
d b b b bp-tapm 8.20(7.4) 8.10 8.20(7.4) 7.80 (9.0) 7.31 (8.0) – 7.31 (8.0) 7.80 (9.0) 2.43
d b b b bp-Clpapm 8.30(7.8) 8.14 8.30(7.8) 7.88 (8.0) 7.54 (8.0) – 7.54 (8.0) 7.88 (8.0) –
c b d d d(4) 8.11(7.0) 7.85 (9.0) 9.20(7.0) 7.63 (8.0) 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.63(8.0) 2.64
c b c c(5) 7.98(8.0) 7.72 (8.0) 9.15(8.0) – 7.28 (7.0) 7.38 (8.0) 7.42 (8.0) 7.63(8.0) 2.64
c e b c(6) 8.00(7.0) 7.72 (8.0) 9.11(7.0) 7.43 – 7.21 (8.0) 7.38 (8.0) 7.60(8.0) 2.51
c b b b(7) 7.95(7.4) 7.74 (7.0) 9.04(8.0) 7.54 (8.0) 7.17 (8.0) – 7.17 (8.0) 7.54(8.0) 2.45
c b b b(8) 8.12(8.0) 7.85 (7.0) 9.22(8.0) 7.70 (7.4) 7.58 (8.0) – 7.58 (8.0) 7.70(7.4) –

a In CDCl , temp. 295 K.3
b Doublet.
c Triplet.
d Multiplet.
e Singlet.
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2 21e 1e
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Abstract

1The protonation constants of four diazadioximes, 3,3,8,8-tetramethyl-4,7-diazadecane-2,9-dione dioxime (L ), 3,3,9,9-tetramethyl-4,8-
2 3diazaundecane-2,10-dione dioxime (L ), 3,3,6,6,9,9-hexamethyl-4,8-diazaundecane-2,10-dione dioxime (L ), and 3,3,10,10-tetramethyl-

4 234,9-diazadodecane-2,11-dione dioxime (L ), have been determined potentiometrically in 0.10 mol dm NaClO at 25.060.18C. The4

formation of their copper(II) complexes and the deprotonation reactions at the two oxime sites of these complexes have been investigated
quantitatively by the potentiometric technique and by the measurement of their electronic spectra. The kinetics of complexation obtained
by using the stopped-flow technique indicate that the first copper(II)–amino nitrogen bond formation between copper(II) and the
unprotonated ligands is the rate-determining step and that the proton loss is the rate-limiting step in the reaction of copper(II) with the
monoprotonated ligand. The thermodynamic, spectroscopic, and kinetic data are discussed in relation to a combination of steric, inductive,
and ring-strain effects.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Diazadioximes; Copper(II) complex; Kinetic studies

41. Introduction diazadodecane-2,11-dione dioxime (L ). These four lig-
ands are depicted in I.

Copper(II)–diazadioxime complexes are of considerable
interest as the compounds may serve as models for copper
enzymes with ‘type 2’ copper sites [1–5]. However, no
attention has been devoted to the kinetics and the mecha-
nisms of the reactions of these complexes. We report for
the first time the kinetics and mechanism of the com-
plexation reactions of copper(II) with diazadioximes in
aqueous solution:

k fastf21 21 1 1→Cu 1 L →CuL CuH L 1 H (1)← 21

where L represents the quadridentate diazadioxime,
3,3,8,8-tetramethyl-4,7-diazadecane-2,9-dione dioxime

1(L ), 3,3,9,9-tetramethyl-4,8-diazaundecane-2,10-dione
2dioxime (L ), 3,3,6,6,9,9-hexamethyl-4,8-diazaundecane-

32,10-dione dioxime (L ), or 3,3,10,10-tetramethyl-4,9-
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7-312-5339.
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2. Experimental stable pH reading) in the copper(II) studies. The same
values of the stability constants were obtained either by

2.1. Materials using the direct or the back titration.

1 2 3 4The ligands, L , L , L , and L were prepared by 2.3. Computational method
methods previously described [6–12]. All common labora-
tory chemicals used were of reagent grade from Merck. A The protonation constants of the diazadioximes were
saturated solution of sodium hydroxide (Reagent grade) calculated using a FORTRAN computer program PKAS
was prepared to precipitate sodium carbonate. A sample of [13] written for polyprotonic weak acid equilibria. The
this was diluted with freshly boiled, distilled, deionized stability constants of normal metal chelates, the protonated
water and stored in a Nalgene Teflon bottle. It was metal chelates and the hydrolyzed metal chelates formed in
standardized against weighted amounts of potassium hy- aqueous solution were determined from the titration data
drogen phthalate. Standard solutions of ligands, borate– with the FORTRAN computer program BEST [13]. The
mannitol buffers, and sodium perchlorate were prepared by species distribution diagrams were calculated with the
weight. The copper(II) ion concentration was standardized FORTRAN computer program SPE and SPEPLOT [13].
by Na H edta titration. The average difference between observed and calculated2 2

1log [H ] was ,0.04 throughout all titrations. A value of
2.2. Potentiometric measurements 13.78 was employed for the pK at 258C.w

Potentiometric titrations were carried out with an auto- 2.4. Kinetics measurements
matic titrator system to determine the protonation constants
of the diazadioximes and the stability constants of the The kinetics of complexation reactions between cop-

1 2 3 4metal complexes. The autotitrating system consists of a per(II) and L , L , L , and L were studied at 516, 504,
702 SM Titroprocessor, a 728 stirrer, and a PT-100 507, and 503 nm, respectively, with a Union Giken RA-
combination pH electrode (Metrohm). The electrode was 401 stopped flow spectrophotometer equipped with a
calibrated using two standard buffer solutions and all Union RA-415 rapid-scan attachment. The pH of the
calibrations and titrations were carried out under a CO - solution was controlled with a borate–mannitol buffer2

free nitrogen atmosphere to avoid any contact with carbon [14], which was also incorporated into the reference
3dioxide in a sealed glass vessel (20 cm ) thermostated at solution; the ionic strength was maintained constant at

23 2325.060.18C, and an ionic strength of 0.10 mol dm I50.10 NaClO /mol dm for all solutions. Kinetic4

NaClO . studies were carried out under pseudo-first-order condi-4

The electromotive force of the cell is given by E 5 tions by using at least a 10-fold excess of copper(II)
1 24E98 1 Q log [H ] 1 E and both E98 and Q were de- concentrations to those (in the range of 2.0310 |7.03j

23 23termined by titrating a solution of known hydrogen-ion 10 mol dm ) of the ligands.
concentration at the same ionic strength, using the acid
range of the titration. The liquid-conjunction potential, E ,j
was found to be negligible under the experimental con- 3. Results and discussion
ditions used.

23A CO -free 0.100 mol dm NaOH solution was used 3.1. Protonation constants2

as the titrant to minimize ionic strength change during the
titration. The purity of the diazadioximes was also con- Protonation constants K and K calculated from the1 2

firmed by potentiometric titration with standard NaOH. potentiometric titration curves of the perchlorate salts of
Oxygen and carbon dioxide were excluded from the diprotonated ligands are given in Table 1. The protonation
reaction mixtures by maintaining a positive pressure of
purified nitrogen in the titration cell. More than 200 data
points were collected for each titration. Each titration was
performed at least three times.

The potentiometric equilibrium studies were carried out Table 1
aProtonation constants of diazadioximes at 2560.18C and I50.10on solutions of diazadioximes, in the absence of metal ions

23mol dm (NaClO )4and then in the presence of metal ion with the M:L ratio of
31:1. The E data were obtained after additions of 0.005 cm Ligand log K log K1 2

23
1increments of standard 0.103 mol dm NaOH solution, L 8.25(0.03) 5.62(0.03)
2and after stabilization in this direction, equilibrium was L 9.19(0.04) 7.26(0.05)
3L 9.17(0.05) 6.39(0.04)then approached from the other direction by adding
423 L 9.21(0.06) 7.88(0.05)standard 0.101 mol dm acid solution. However, com-

a 1 1 21 1 1plexation was usually rapid (5 min per point to give a K 5[HL ] / [H ][L], K 5[H L ] / [H ][HL ].1 2 2
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1 2 4 Table 2constants of L , L and L are similar to results from the
Equilibrium constants for the interactions of diazadioximes with cop-literature [7,15]. 23per(II) at 25.060.18C and I50.10 mol dm NaClO4Comparing these protonation constants with those of the

a b cSpecies log K log K log Kf A Bparent diamines, we found that the introduction of the two
1oxime groups lowers the basicity of the parent diamine to a L 12.51(0.03) 24.01(0.04) 29.58(0.05)
2L 14.22(0.07) 23.25(0.03) 211.84(0.04)large extent. The value of the protonation constant for the
3L 13.15(0.05) 23.65(0.03) 211.74(0.05)second stage is much less than that of the first stage as 4L 12.11(0.02) 24.02(0.03) 211.90(0.05)

might have been expected on the basis of both statistical
a 21 21K 5[CuL ] / [Cu ][L].ffactors and electrostatic repulsion between the hydrogen
b 1 1 21K 5[Cu(H L) ][H ] / [CuL ].A 21ion and the protonated ligand. For each of these two stages c 1 1K 5[Cu(H L)][H ] / [Cu(H L) ].4 2 B 22 21the protonation constant decreases in the order L .L .

3 1L .L . This order can be explained by considering the
chain length between the amino groups and the desolvation
effect of the C-methyl group [16]. In general, the protona- among the three linked five-membered chelate rings is so
tion constant increases with the chain length between the great that the copper(II) complexes containing alternate
amino groups, and decreases with the number of C-methyl five- and six-membered chelate rings suffer much less
groups [17]. strain and are much more stable than that containing three

adjacent five-membered rings [18,19]. The stability con-
stant of the complex containing five, six, five-membered

3.2. Equilibrium constants for the interactions of rings decreases as the number of methyl groups increases.
copper(II) with diazadioximes The values of K and K for these copper(II) complexesA B

obtained from the titration curves are listed in Table 2. The
Job’s method of continuous variations was used to crystal structures of two deprotonated copper(II)–

1 1 4determine the composition of the copper(II) complexes diazadioxime complexes [Cu(H L)] (L5L and L )21
(Supplementary data, Figs. 1S–4S). Copper(II) forms a 1:1 have been reported previously [20,21]. These structures
complex with each of these diazadioximes. At the begin- indicate that an oxime proton is lost from one of the oxime

21 21ning of the titration the reactants exist as Cu and H L .2 oxygens and the remaining oxime proton forms a strong
During titration the color of the solution changes from intramolecular hydrogen bond between the two oxime
mauve, through pink, to violet. Equilibria (2)–(4) show the hydrogens of each of these complexes. In the first stage of
reactions of copper(II) with these ligands, in which L deprotonation (Eq. (3)) a strong intramolecular hydrogen
represents the diazadioxime and H represents the number bond forms; in the successive stage (Eq. (4)) this bond
of oxime protons removed breaks. Consequently, the value of K is much smallerB

than that of K .21 21 ACu 1 L~CuL (2)

21 21K 5 [CuL ] / [Cu ][L] 3.3. Electronic spectraf

121 1 1 The electronic spectra of copper(II)–L solutions at→CuL CuH L 1 H (3)← 21
various pH values are shown in Fig. 1. At pH 1.60, the
spectrum is the same as that of Cu(ClO ) (curve 1). As1 1 21 4 2K 5 [CuH L ][H ] / [CuL ]A 21 the pH increases, the intensity of the band at 586 nm

1 21increases (curves 2 and 3); curve 3 is due to [CuL ] . A
1 1CuH L → CuH L 1 H (4) further increase in pH (curves 4–5) causes the absorption21 22

band to shift to a shorter wavelength due to the formation
1 11 1 of [Cu(H L )] (Eq. (3)). Curves 6 and 7 are due to aK 5 [CuH L][H ] / [CuH L ] 21B 22 21 1 1 1mixture of [Cu(H L )] and [Cu(H L )]. Curves 8 and21 22

9 are probably due to the deprotonated speciesfrom the complex. The equilibrium constants are listed in
1[Cu(H L )] as no further changes were obtained whenTable 2. 22

the hydroxide ion was added. This result confirms theThe stability constant increases in the order
4 21 1 21 3 21 2 21 potentiometric observation for the 1:1 solution the titration[Cu(L )] ,[Cu(L )] ,[Cu(L )] ,[Cu(L )] . The

1between copper(II)–(H L ) and hydroxide ion. Thethree important factors that influence this sequence are the 22
2electronic absorption spectra of copper(II)–L , copper(II)–size of the central chelate ring, the girdle strains among the

3 4L , and copper(II)–L solutions at various pH values arethree linked chelate rings, and the number of the methyl
deposited as Supplementary data (Figs. 5S–7S).groups. In general, the stability of a chelate ring increases

By means of the various equilibrium constants listed inin the order seven-membered ring,six-membered ring,
1Table 2, the degree of formation of each copper(II)–Lfive-membered ring. However, the cumulative ring strain
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1 22 23 22 23Fig. 1. Visible absorption spectra of copper(II)–L solution. All solutions contain 2.96310 mol dm Cu(ClO ) and 2.96310 mol dm4 2
1 23[H L ][ClO ] at 25.060.18C and I50.10 mol dm NaClO . The pH values of the solutions are as follows: (1) 1.60; (2) 2.50; (3) 3.07; (4) 4.26; (5)2 4 2 4

5.86; (6) 9.79; (7) 10.28; (8) 11.04; (9) 11.80.

species in a 1:1 metal–ligand solution as a function of pH the solutions, the spectra can be resolved into their
can be calculated and shown in Fig. 2. By means of the components by using Eq. (5). The absorption characteris-
calculated concentrations of all species present in each of tics of all species obtained are given in Table 3.

1Fig. 2. The degree of formation of copper(II)–L complexes in 1:1 metal-to-ligand solution.
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Table 3 Table 4
Electronic absorption spectra for copper(II) complexes of diazadioximes Rate constants for the formation reactions of copper(II) ion with

23 23in aqueous solution at 25.060.18C and I50.10 mol dm NaClO diazadioximes in aqueous solution at 25.060.18C and I50.10 mol dm4

NaClO24 4Complex l 10 n ´max max max
21 21 3 21 21 3 21 21 3 21nm cm mol dm cm Ligand pH k , mol dm s Ligand pH k , mol dm sf f

1 21 1 3 3[CuL ] 586 1.706 182 L 4.9 2.30310 L 4.9 55.32
1 1 3[Cu(H L )] 516 1.938 306 5.0 2.42310 5.0 85.1121
1 3 2[Cu(H L )] 622 1.608 315 5.2 3.76310 5.2 1.2031022

2 21 3 2[CuL ] 525 1.904 185 5.4 5.31310 5.4 2.65310
2 1 3 2[Cu(H L )] 504 1.984 345 5.6 6.90310 5.6 3.9431021
2 4 2[Cu(H L )] 533 1.876 355 5.8 1.05310 5.8 5.2831022

3 21 4 2[CuL ] 527 1.898 129 6.0 1.10310 6.0 7.29310
3 1[Cu(H L )] 507 1.972 31521
3 2 4[Cu(H L )] 535 1.869 337 L 4.9 74.47 L 4.9 30.6421

4 21 2[CuL ] 549 1.821 85 5.0 1.29310 5.0 45.74
4 1 2[Cu(H L )] 533 1.876 155 5.2 1.70310 5.2 81.9121
4 2 2[Cu(H L )] 551 1.815 161 5.4 2.90310 5.4 1.6331022

2 25.6 5.09310 5.6 2.45310
2 25.8 7.32310 5.8 4.17310
2 26.0 1.10310 6.0 7.5631021 21A 5 b(´ [Cu ] 1 ´ [CuL ]21 21Cu CuL

1
1 ´ [Cu(H L) ] 1 ´ [Cu(H L)] (5)1CuH L 21 CuH L 2221 22 rate constants are deposited as Supplementary data (Tables

1S–4S).
The most interesting result of this study is that the nmax For these complexation reactions, plots of the observed

1 21
21of [Cu(H L) ] is significantly larger than either [CuL]21 pseudo-first-order rate constants (k ) versus [Cu ] giveobsd

or [Cu(H L)] for each of these four complexes. In22 straight lines according to Eq. (6).
general, a macrocyclic copper(II) complex has a larger

21 12 2 d([CuL ] 1 [Cu(H L)] ) /dt 5 k [S L]in-plane bond strength (i.e., the transition x 2y ~xy) 21 obsd

21than the analogous open-chain copper(II) complex [23].
5 k [Cu ][S L] (6)1 fThe [Cu(H L)] is an intramolecular hydrogen bonding21

1macrocyclic complex, thus, n of [Cu(H L)] is largermax 21 The [S L] represents the total concentration of all21 1than those of [CuL] and [Cu(H L)] . The electrostatic21 species of the uncomplexed ligand. These plots are de-
repulsion between the two negatively charged oxime

posited as Supplementary data (Figs. 8S–11S). The slopes
oxygen atoms in [Cu(H L)] distorts the planarity of22 of these plots lead to the values of the formation rate
Cu(II) and its coordinated atoms, resulting in a small nmax constants, which are functions of pH (Table 4).
for [Cu(H L)].22 In the pH range studied, the predominant form of the21For CuL , the value of n follows the order 21 1max ligand is H L , and the reactive species are L and HL ,2 21 3 21 4 21 1 21 2[CuL ] .[CuL ] .[CuL ] .[CuL ] ; the n ofmax L being the unprotonated diazadioxime. Their reactions1[Cu(H L)] and [Cu(H L)] species is similar when 2121 22 with Cu are then considered to proceed according to the
their hydrogen ions are removed. These sequences indicate

following equations:
the frequency at the maximum absorption decreases as the

21 1 1→steric strains among the three linked chelate rings increase H L HL 1 H←2

and as the number of the methyl groups increases. Like
H 1 1 21other copper(II) complexes [22,23], the steric strains in 1 /K 5 [HL ][H ] / [H L ]2 2

complexes having three consecutive five-membered chelate
1 1rings and those with methyl groups distort the planarity of HL → L 1 H

copper(II) and its coordinated atoms. As a consequence,
H 1 1the frequencies of the absorption maxima of these com- 1/K 5 [L][H ] / [HL ]1

plexes decrease.

Table 5
Values of resolved rate constants for the formation of copper(II) complexes3.4. Kinetic studies
of diazadioximes in aqueous solution at 25.060.18C and I50.10

23mol dm NaClO4The kinetics of the complexation reactions of copper(II)
L 21 3 21 HL 21 3 21Ligand k , mol dm s k , mol dm sCu Cuwith these four diazadioximes have been studied at

23 1 7 325.060.18C, I50.10 mol dm NaClO , and at a pH range L 6.55310 5.623104
2 7 3L 2.35310 7.02310of 4.9–6.0. Under these conditions, the complexation
3 7 3L 2.77310 6.30310reactions of copper(II) with these ligands were found to
4 7 4L 1.32310 3.25310proceed to completion. The observed pseudo-first-order
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Fig. 3. Possible pathways for the reaction of copper(II) with the unprotonated diazadioxime. The circle represents the division between inner-sphere coordination and outer-sphere association.
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Fig. 4. Proposed reaction pathway for the reaction of copper(II) with the monoprotonated diazadioxime. The circle represents the division between inner-sphere coordination and outer-sphere association.
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21 1 21 1 HL L→Cu 1 HL CuL 1 H k As shown in Table 5, the values of k vary in the order← Cu Cu
1 2 3 4L .L .L .L . The three important factors that influ-

21 21 L ence this sequence are the size of the chelate ring, theCu 1 L → CuL kCu
number of methyl groups, and the basicity of the amino

Lgroup. As expected, the rate constant k decreases as the21 1 1 Cu→CuL Cu(H L) 1 H (fast equilibrium) (7)← 21 size of the chelate ring increases. The terminal chelate
rings of these four complexes are the same. If the secondA rate law of a form that involves the predominant species
reaction pathway (initial bonding to an oxime nitrogenis described by Eq. (8) [24,25].
donor atom a→b→c→h→i→e→f→g) were the main

21 1 21 21 1 reaction pathway, then we would expect the rate ofd([CuL ] 1 [CuH L ]) /dt 5 k[Cu ][H L ] / [H ]21 2 complexation to increase as the basicity of the amine group
21 21 1 2 1 3 2 41 k9[Cu ][H L ] / [H ] (8) increases, i.e. L ,L |L ,L . The results listed in Table2

5 indicate the reverse order and, thus, the main reaction
Combining Eq. (6) and (8) yields pathway for these reactions may be the first reaction

pathway (initial bonding to an amino nitrogen donor atom
21 1 21 1 2k [S L] 5 k[H L ] / [H ] 1 k9[H L ] / [H ]f 2 2 a→b→c→d→e→f). The rate constants decrease by a

1 4factor of 50 in going from L to L . This large difference
or in rate constant may be due to a ring size effect with some

H H 1 H H associative contribution.k [S L]/ [L] 5 kK K [H ] 1 k9K K (9)f 1 2 1 2 There is only one possible pathway, initial bonding to an
1 oxime nitrogen donor atom for the complexation reactionsPlots of k [S L]/ [L] against [H ] (Supplementary Data,f of copper(II) with each of the four protonated ligand asFigs. 12S–15S) gave the intercept of k9K K and the slope1 2

L HL shown in Fig. 4. Either the formation of the first cop-of kK K , and the values of k and k obtained,1 2 Cu Cu per(II)–amino nitrogen bond (VI→V) or the proton lossrespectively, as k9K K and kK are listed in Table 5.1 2 2 (V→VI) may be the rate-determining step. As shown in
Fig. 4, the equilibrium constant of step II→III is propor-
tional to the second protonation constant K of the ligand.3.5. Kinetics and mechanism of the complexation 2

On the other hand, the rate constant of step V→VI isreactions
inversely proportional to the basicity of species V. If the
rate-determining step of the reaction were step VI→V, theThe mechanism of these complexation reactions is
rate constant would be sensitive to the second protonationsimilar to that of the reactions of copper(II) with diamino
constant of the ligand. On the other hand, if the rate-diamide [22,26]. There are two possible pathways for the
determining step is step V→VI, the rate constant iscomplexation reactions of copper(II) with each of these

1relatively insensitive to the basicity of HL . The resultsfour diazadioximes (Fig. 3). In the first reaction pathway
HLlisted in Table 5 indicate that the rate constant k is not(initial bonding to an amino nitrogen donor atom Cu

sensitive to the nature of the protonated ligand, therefore,a→b→c→d→e→f→g), the first step (a→b) is the dif-
1the reaction of copper(II) with HL is probably proton-fusion-controlled association of copper(II) and the ligand.

transfer limiting.In the next step (b→c), one strongly basic amino nitrogen
donor atom of the ligands is presumed to hydrogen bond to
a coordinated water molecule to give a strong outer-sphere
complex (c). The third step (c→d) is the replacement of a

Supplementary datawater molecule in the inner coordination sphere of cop-
per(II) by the other nitrogen donor atom of the diazadiox-

Four tables of rate constant data and 15 extra figures areime. The step, the formation of the first copper(II)–amino
available from the authors on request.nitrogen bond, is the rate-determining step, and the sub-

sequent steps (d→e→f→g) are rapid.
In the second reaction pathway (initial bonding to an

oxime nitrogen donor atom a→b→c→h→i→e→f→g),
Acknowledgementsthe first (a→b) and the second (b→c) steps are the same as

described in the first reaction pathway. The third step
We are grateful to the National Science Council of(c→h) is the replacement of a water molecule in the inner

Republic of China for financial support. This work wascoordination sphere of copper(II) by the oxime nitrogen
also supported in part by a grant from the VGH-NTHUdonor atom. The fourth step, the formation of the first
Joint Research Program, R.O.C. (VGHTH-87-II-2-3),copper(II)–amino nitrogen bond, is the rate-determining
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Abstract

Synthesis of a polydentate ligand comprising imidazole donors, 1,3-bis[(4-methyl-5-imidazol-1-yl)ethylideneamino]propan-2-ol
II II II II(BIPO), and its Zn (1), Mn (2), Ni (3) and Cu (4) complexes are reported. Single-crystal structural analysis shows that complex 1

adopts a distorted square-pyramidal coordination geometry with the basal positions occupied by the four nitrogen atoms of a tetradentate
BIPO ligand and the apical position by a water molecule, complexes 2 and 3 exhibit elongated octahedral coordination geometries with
the axial positions occupied by a pair of aqua molecules, whereas complex 4 exhibits an elongated octahedral geometry with the axial
positions occupied by an aqua molecule and a perchlorate oxygen atom. The crystal structures of the four complexes are discussed in

IIrelation to the preference of zinc ion in carbonic anhydrase, and suggest that in the presence of nitrogen donor ligands, Zn has a
significant tendency to form a four- or five-coordination. Hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl acetate with complexes 1–3 shows that the k forobs

22 22 22 21 21complexes 1, 2 and 3 were 2.74310 6 0.01, 1.45310 6 0.01 and 0.98310 6 0.01 M s , respectively.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Poly-imidazole; Schiff base; Crystal structure; Hydrolysis

1. Introduction study we conducted a systematic investigation of model
compounds comprising of poly-imidazole donors, and

The role and inherent acid properties of metal ions in the report on the synthesis of a poly-imidazole ligand, namely
active centres of hydrolytic metalloenzymes, such as, 1,3-bis[(4-methyl-5-imidazol-1-yl)ethylideneamino]p-
carbonic anhydrase (CA), carboxypetidase, and phospha- ropan-2-ol (BIPO), and crystal structures, hydrolytic prop-

II II II IItase, have been interesting biomimic subjects for about two erties of its Zn (1), Mn (2), Ni (3) and Cu (4)
decades [1,2]. Although various types of metal complexes complexes for 4-nitrophenyl acetate (NA).
have been designed to account for or mimic the functions

IIplayed by the central Zn ion [3–17], even some small-
molecular-weight model compounds containing poly- 2. Experimental
imidazole ligands with zinc ion have been documented
[18–26], we still need good experimental facts about the All reagents used in this work were commercially

IIrole and inherent acid properties of the Zn atom to verify available and were used without further purification.
some of the conclusions and propositions derived from Solvents were dried by conventional procedures prior to
enzymatic studies on the role and inherent acid properties use. All samples were thoroughly dried prior to elemental
of the metal ion. A number of questions also remain to be analyses.
answered, such as, why in CA, the metal ion in the active
centre is zinc instead of other metal ions [27,28]. In this 2.1. Physical measurements

The C, H and N elemental analyses were performed on a
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-20-8411-2074; fax: 186-20-8411-

Perkin-Elmer 240Q elemental analyzer. IR spectra were2245.
recorded on a Nicolet 5DX FT-IR spectrophotometer withE-mail address: cedc03@zsu.edu.cn (X. Chen)

211Corresponding co-author. KBr discs in the 4000–400 cm region. The electronic

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00086-8
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spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu MPS-200 spectrome- was prepared by using the same procedure as for complex
ter. (Caution. Perchlorate salts of metal complexes are 1. Blue block crystals of complex 4 were isolated in 81%
potentially explosive and should be handled in small yield. Anal. Calc. for C H Cl N O Cu: C, 27.32; H,13 22 2 6 11

quantities with care.) 3.88; N, 14.71. Found: C, 27.21; H, 3.90; N, 14.67. IR
21(KBr, cm ): 3402s, 3078s, 2959m, 2910m, 1637s,

2.2. Synthesis of ligand 1532w, 1461m, 1300w, 1527w, 1145s, 1110s, 1082s,
976m, 871w, 828w, 800w, 702w, 632s.

The Schiff base ligand (BIPO) was prepared by con-
densation [29,30] of 4-methyl-5-imidazolecarboxaldehyde 2.4. Kinetics of 4-nitrophenyl acetate hydrolysis
(2.2 g, 0.02 mol) with 1,3-diaminopropan-2-ol (0.9 g, 0.01
mol) in dry ethanol. The solvent was removed and the The hydrolysis rate of NA in 10% (v/v) CH CN3resulting yellow oil was dissolved in chloroform, dried aqueous solution was measured as previously described
with magnesium sulfate, and the solvent removed in vacuo. (following the increase in 400-nm absorption of the
An off-white precipitate of 1,3-bis[(4-methyl-5-imidazol-1- released 4-nitrophenolate) [31]. The reaction solution was
yl)ethylideneamino]-propan-2-ol (BIPO) was obtained maintained at 30.060.18C and the ionic strength was
upon removal of an ether solution of the oil (yield: 76%). adjusted to 0.1 with NaNO . TRIS buffer [tri(hydrox-3Anal. Calc. for C H N O: C, 56.92; H, 6.61; N, 30.64.13 18 6 ymethyl)aminomethane] (25 mM, pH57.27) was used.

21Found: C, 56.58; H, 6.63; N, 30.34. IR (KBr, cm ): For the initial rate determination the following procedure
3507m, 3050s, 2980s, 2860s, 2790s, 2727s, 2664s, 2600s, was employed: NA (2.0 mM) and complexes 1 (0.0, 0.10,
1644s, 1581w, 1510w, 1454m, 1398w, 1357m, 1293m, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0 mM), 2 (1.0 mM), 3 (1.0 mM), or
1250m, 1117m, 990m, 962s, 871m, 842m, 639w, 596w, 4 (1.0 mM) were mixed in the buffer solution. The UV
498w, 470w. absorption at 400 nm was recorded immediately and

followed until approx. 2% liberation of 4-nitrophenolate.
2.3. Synthesis of metal complexes 9The observed first-order rate constants (k ) were calcu-obs

lated from the decay. The values of (k / [total Znobs[Zn(BIPO)(H O)](ClO ) ?H O (1). To an ethanol (102 4 2 2 complex]) give the observed second-order rate constants
ml) solution of BIPO (0.274 g, 1.0 mmol), an aqueous (k ).obsethanol (10 ml, v /v550%) solution containing Zn(NO ) ?3 2

6H O (0.297 g, 1.0 mmol) and NaClO ?H O (0.28 g, 2.02 4 2 2.5. X-ray crystallographymmol) was added slowly while stirring. After filtration, the
colourless solution was allowed to stand at room tempera-

Diffraction intensities for complexes 1, 2, 3 and 4 wereture in air, yielding transparent colourless polyhedral
collected at 295 K on a Siemens P4 diffractometer usingcrystals of complex 1 (yield 0.37 g, 64.5%). Anal. Calc. ˚Mo-Ka radiation (l50.71073 A). Lp and absorptionfor C H Cl N O Zn: C, 27.17; H, 3.86; N, 14.62.13 22 2 6 11

21 corrections were applied. The structure solutions and full-Found: C, 27.02; H, 3.86; N, 14.62. IR (KBr, cm ): 2matrix least-squares refinements based on F were per-3339vs, 3142vs, 3011s, 2924m, 1644vs, 1525m, 1447s,
formed with the SHELXS-86 and SHELXL-97 program1363w, 1300m, 1250w, 1145vs, 1117vs, 1075vs, 969m,
packages, respectively [32,33]. All the non-hydrogen864w, 793w, 632vs.
atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms of the[Mn(BIPO)(H O) ](ClO ) (2). Complex 2 was pre-2 2 4 2 organic ligands were generated geometrically (C–H50.96pared by using the same procedure as for complex 1. Pale
Å) and those of the aqua ligands were located from theyellow polyhedral crystals of complex 2 were obtained in
difference maps; all the hydrogen atoms were assigned the67% yield. Anal. Calc. for C H Cl N O Mn: C, 27.68; 213 22 2 6 11 ˚same isotropic temperature factors (U50.08 A ) andH, 3.93; N, 14.90. Found: C, 27.48; H, 3.92; N, 14.82. IR

21 included in the structure-factor calculations. Analytical(KBr, cm ): 3529s, 3472s, 3275vs, 3093, 3029vs, 2959m,
expressions of neutral-atom scattering factors were em-2924m, 1637vs, 1518m, 1447s, 1356w, 1300m, 1250w,
ployed, and anomalous dispersion corrections were in-1145vs, 1117vs, 1082vs, 969m, 864w, 821w, 793w, 695w,
corporated [34]. The crystallographic data for complexes 1,632vs.
2, 3 and 4 are summarized in Table 1. Selected bond[Ni(BIPO)(H O) ](ClO ) (3). Complex 3 was pre-2 2 4 2
distances and angles are given in Table 2. Additionalpared by using the same procedure as for complex 1.
crystallographic data are available as supplementary data.Purple polyhedral crystals of complex 3 were isolated in

69% yield. Anal. Calc. for C H Cl N O Ni: C, 27.49;13 22 2 6 11

H, 3.90; N, 14.80. Found: C, 27.31; H, 3.92; N, 14.67. IR
21(KBr, cm ): 3470s, 3275vs, 3093, 3021vs, 2949m, 3. Results and discussion

2924m, 1637vs, 1518m, 1447s, 1356w, 1300m, 1250w,
1145vs, 1117vs, 1082vs, 966m, 874w, 821w, 793w, 695w, 3.1. Description of crystal structures
632vs.

[Cu(BIPO)(H O)(ClO )](ClO )?H O (4). Complex 4 (a) [Zn(BIPO)(H O)](ClO ) ?H O (1). An ORTEP2 4 4 2 2 4 2 2
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for complexes 1–4

1 2 3 4

Formula C H Cl N O Zn C H Cl N O Mn C H Cl N O Ni C H Cl N O Cu13 22 2 6 11 13 22 2 6 11 13 22 2 6 11 13 22 2 6 11

fw 574.64 564.21 567.98 572.81
Crystal system Orthorhombic Orthorhombic Orthorhombic Monoclinic
Space group Pnma Pnma Pnma P2 /n1

˚a (A) 16.224(2) 16.024(3) 16.028(3) 8.477(2)
˚b (A) 17.353(3) 17.961(4) 17.393(5) 18.878(4)
˚c (A) 7.917(2) 7.979(2) 7.769(3) 13.834(3)

b (8) 90 90 90 91.27(3)
3˚V (A ) 2228.9(7) 2296.4(9) 2165.8(11) 2213.3(9)

Z 4 4 4 4
3

r (g /cm ) 1.712 1.632 1.742 1.719
21

m (MoKa) (cm ) 1.410 0.873 1.212 1.297
aR (I.2s(I)) 0.0496 0.0543 0.0545 0.05181
awR (all data) 0.1321 0.1754 0.1448 0.13712

view [35] of the cation of complex 1 is shown in Fig. 1. position of the axial aqua O(1w) ligand in complex 2
The crystal structure of complex 1 shows that the metal makes it structurally different from complex 1. The bond
atom is ligated by four nitrogen atoms from a pair of angles of O(1w)–Mn(1)–N(1) and O(1w)–Mn(1)–N(3)
imidazole and a pair of imine groups of a BIPO ligand at are 99.49(8)8 and 94.96(8)8, respectively, indicating that

IIthe basal positions and one aqua ligand at the apical the central Mn ion is slightly located above the N plane4
II˚position, resulting in a distorted square-pyramidal geome- (by 0.292(2) A). The displacement of the Mn atom from

try. The remaining water molecule has no significant the N plane in complex 2 is much smaller than that of the4
IIinteraction with the metal atom, since the Zn(1)???O(2w) Zn atom in complex 1.

˚distance is 2.828(6) A. The Zn–N bond lengths are in the (c) [Ni(BIPO)(H O) ](ClO ) (3). The crystal structure2 2 4 2
˚range of 2.077(3) to 2.121(3) A, while the Zn(1)–O(1w) of complex 3 is very similar to that of complex 2, the

˚ metal atom is also ligated by four nitrogen atoms from thebond has a length of 2.028(4) A, which is markedly shorter
II tetradentate BIPO ligand at the equatorial positions andthan the sum of ionic radii of the Zn and O atoms (2.140

˚ two aqua ligands at the axial positions. The Ni–N bondA) [36]. Bond angles of O(1w)–Zn(1)–N(1) and O(1w)–
˚lengths are in the range of 2.037(4) to 2.046(4) A, Ni(1)–Zn(1)–N(3) are 103.50(10) and 99.16(10)8, respectively,

II ˚indicating that the central Zn ion is located above the N O(1w) and Ni(1)–O(2w) bonds have lengths of 2.069(5) A4
˚ ˚plane (by 0.413(2) A) and hence is better exposed to the and 2.205(5) A, respectively. The axial Ni–O bondsaqua

water molecule. Such a geometry may result in have a significantly smaller difference as compared to that
strengthened acidity and higher affinity of the aqua ligand in complex 2, and both Ni–O bond lengths are closer toaqua

II ˚[37]. The hydroxyl group in complex 1 is protonated; both the sum of the ionic radii of the Ni and O atoms (2.09 A)
protonated and deprotonated hydroxyl groups have been [36]. The bond angles of O(1w)–Ni(1)–N(1) and O(1w)–
found in other Schiff bases derived from 1,3-diamine- Ni(1)–N(3) are 94.89(14) and 92.05(15)8, respectively,

IIpropane-2-ol, and the deprotonation resulted in the forma- indicating that the central Ni ion is also located above the
˚tion of dinuclear complexes [38]. In complex 1, this N plane (by 0.167(3) A), although the displacement of4

IIhydroxyl group forms intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the Ni atom from the N plane is smaller than that of the4
IIthe aqua ligand of an adjacent cation (O(1w)???O(1a)5 Mn atom in 2.

˚2.649(5) A). (d) [Cu(BIPO)(H O)(ClO )](ClO )?H O (4). An2 4 4 2

(b) [Mn(BIPO)(H O) ](ClO ) (2). An ORTEP view of ORTEP view of the cation of complex 4 is shown in Fig.2 2 4 2

the cation of complex 2 is illustrated in Fig. 2, showing 3, in which the metal atom is ligated by four nitrogen
that the metal atom is ligated by four nitrogen atoms from atoms from a BIPO ligand at the equatorial positions, and
a BIPO ligand at the equatorial positions and two aqua the axial positions are occupied by one aqua and one
ligands at the axial positions to form a distorted octahedral perchlorate oxygen atom at much longer distances (Cu(1)??

˚ ˚coordination. The Mn–N bond lengths are in the range of ?O(1w)52.630(3) A and Cu(1)???O(2)52.665(3) A). The
˚2.172(2) to 2.240(2) A, while Mn(1)–O(1w) and Mn(1)– Cu–N bond lengths are in the range of 1.982(3) to

˚ ˚ ˚O(2w) bonds have lengths of 2.142(3) A and 2.475(3) A, 2.000(3) A, and the bond angles of O(1w)–Cu(1)–N(5)
respectively. The Mn(1)–O(1w) bond length is shorter and O(1w)–Cu(1)–N(3) are 90.37(11) and 89.34(11)8,

II IIthan the sum of ionic radii of the Mn and O atoms (2.20 respectively. The central Cu atom is virtually located in
Å) [36], while the Mn(1)–O(2w) bond is longer (by 0.26 the N plane. Such highly elongated octahedral coordina-4

II IIÅ) than the sum of the ionic radii of the Mn and O atoms. tion geometry is commonly observed in Cu complexes,
The fact that one extra aqua ligand occupies the opposite due to the Jahn-Teller effect [25,38].
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Table 2
a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for complexes 1–4

[Zn(BIPO)(H O)](ClO ) ?H O (1)2 4 2 2

Zn(1)–O(1w) 2.028(4) O(1w)–O(1a) 2.642(5)
Zn(1)–N(1) 2.077(3) O(1)–O(2w) 2.753(6)
Zn(1)–N(3) 2.121(3) Zn(1)–O(2w) 2.828(6)
O(1w)–Zn(1)–N(1) 103.19(11) C(1)–N(1)–Zn(1) 143.7(3)
N(1b)–Zn(1)–N(1) 103.5(2) C(4)–N(1)–Zn(1) 110.6(2)
O(1w)–Zn(1)–N(3) 99.22(11) C(5)–N(3)–Zn(1) 113.5(2)
N(1b)–Zn(1)–N(3) 155.81(12) C(6)–N(3)–Zn(1) 126.6(2)
N(1)–Zn(1)–N(3) 79.80(11) Zn(1)–O(1w)–O(1a) 133.8(2)
N(3)–Zn(1)–N(3b) 87.8(2) C(7)–O(1)–O(2w) 114.3(3)

[Mn(BIPO)(H O) ](ClO ) (2)2 2 4 2

Mn(1)–O(1w) 2.142(3) O(1w)–O(1a) 2.685(4)
Mn(1)–N(1) 2.172(2) O(2w)–O(1) 2.887(4)
Mn(1)–N(3) 2.240(2) N(2)–C(2) 1.374(4)
Mn(1)–O(2w) 2.475(3)
O(1w)–Mn(1)–N(1) 99.49(8) N(3)–Mn(1)–O(2w) 80.23(7)
N(1b)–Mn(1)–N(1) 116.36(12) C(1)–N(1)–Mn(1) 143.2(2)
O(1w)–Mn(1)–N(3) 94.96(8) C(4)–N(1)–Mn(1) 111.4(2)
N(1b)–Mn(1)–N(3) 158.15(9) C(5)–N(3)–Mn(1) 113.2(2)
N(1)–Mn(1)–N(3) 76.86(8) C(6)–N(3)–Mn(1) 126.9(2)
N(3)–Mn(1)–N(3b) 85.67(11) Mn(1)–O(1w)–O(1a) 135.3(2)
O(1w)–Mn(1)–O(2w) 173.39(11) Mn(1)–O(2w)–O(1) 90.15(10)
N(1)–Mn(1)–O(2w) 83.91(7) C(7)–O(1)–O(2w) 110.9(2)

[Ni(BIPO)(H O) ](ClO ) (3)2 2 4 2

Ni(1)–N(3) 2.037(4) Ni(1)–N(1) 2.046(4)
Ni(1)–O(1w) 2.069(5) Ni(1)–O(2w) 2.205(5)
O(1w)–O(1a) 2.734(7) O(1)–O(2w) 2.830(7)
N(3)–Ni(1)–N(1) 80.97(15) N(3b)–Ni(1)–N(1) 170.40(16)
N(1b)–Ni(1)–N(1) 105.0(2) N(3)–Ni(1)–O(1w) 92.05(15)
N(1)–Ni(1)–O(1w) 94.89(14) N(3)–Ni(1)–O(2w) 85.43(14)
N(1)–Ni(1)–O(2w) 87.32(14) O(1W)–Ni(1)–O(2w) 176.4(2)
C(1)–N(1)–Ni(1) 144.3(4) C(4)–N(1)–Ni(1) 109.6(3)
C(5)–N(3)–Ni(1) 114.2(3) C(6)–N(3)–Ni(1) 125.9(3)
Ni(1)–O(1w)–O(1a) 135.5(3) C(7)–O(1)–O(2w) 107.9(4)
Ni(1)–O(2w)–O(1) 90.08(19)

[Cu(BIPO)(H O)(ClO )](ClO )?H O (4)2 4 4 2

Cu(1)–N(1) 1.980(3) Cu(1)–N(3) 1.999(3)
Cu(1)–N(5) 1.982(3) Cu(1)–O(1w) 2.629(3)
Cu(1)–N(4) 1.989(3) Cu(1)–O(2) 2.664(4)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(5) 101.52(13) O(1w)–Cu(1)–O(2) 174.27(12)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(4) 175.35(12) C(1)–N(1)–Cu(1) 143.7(3)
N(5)–Cu(1)–N(4) 82.66(12) C(4)–N(1)–Cu(1) 110.4(2)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 82.66(13) C(5)–N(3)–Cu(1) 113.5(3)
N(5)–Cu(1)–N(3) 175.81(13) C(6)–N(3)–Cu(1) 126.4(3)
N(4)–Cu(1)–N(3) 93.16(13) C(9)–N(4)–Cu(1) 114.3(2)
N(1)–Cu(1)–O(1w) 94.39(12) C(8)–N(4)–Cu(1) 126.3(3)
N(5)–Cu(1)–O(1w) 90.37(11) C(13)–N(5)–Cu(1) 143.6(3)
N(4)–Cu(1)–O(1w) 87.58(12) C(10)–N(5)–Cu(1) 110.5(2)
N(3)–Cu(1)–O(1w) 89.35(12) Cl(1)–O(2)–Cu(1) 128.4(2)
N(1)–Cu(1)–O(2) 91.26(13) Cu(1)–O(1w)–O(1) 80.15(11)
N(5)–Cu(1)–O(2) 87.60(12) Cu(1)–O(1w)–N(6b) 104.06(12)
N(4)–Cu(1)–O(2) 86.85(13) Cu(1)–O(1w)–O(6) 99.54(14)
N(3)–Cu(1)–O(2) 92.28(12)
N(2) . . . O(2w) 2.776(5) O(6) . . . O(1w) 2.882(6)
O(1) . . . O(1w) 2.695(5) O(1w) . . . N(6b) 2.795(4)
O(1) . . . O(8a) 2.841(9)
C(1)–N(2) . . . O(2w) 122.7(3) Cl(2)–O(6) . . . O(1w) 121.8(3)
C(2)–N(2) . . . O(2w) 128.9(3) O(1) . . . O(1w) . . . N(6b) 134.5(2)
C(7)–O(1) . . . O(1w) 122.9(2) O(1) . . . O(1w) . . . O(6) 116.7(2)
C(7)–O(1) . . . O(8a) 113.6(3) N(6b) . . . O(1w) . . . O(6) 107.4(2)
O(1W) . . . O(1) . . . O(8a) 122.4(2)

a Symmetry codes for complexes 1, 2 and 3: a) x, y, z21; b) x, 2 y 1 1/2, z. Symmetry codes for complex 4: a) 2 x 1 1, 2 y 1 1, 2 z 1 2; b) 2 x 1 1,
2 y 1 1, 2 z 1 1.
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II II II IIMn 5Ni 5Cu .Zn . This fact suggests that in the
presence of nitrogen-donor ligands such as imidazole

IIgroups, the Zn atom has a significant tendency to form a
four- or five-coordination, in accordance with crystallo-
graphic investigations of a large number of zinc enzymes

II IIand metal complexes [39–42], whereas Mn and Ni
prefer to adopt a six-coordination [43–47]. Moreover, the
higher CN in complexes 2, 3 and 4 result in a longer
M–O(aqua) bond and lower acidity of the aqua ligand,
whereas the lower CN in complex 1 furnishes a shorter
Zn–O(aqua) bond and higher acidity of the aqua ligand, as

21 the pKa values are directly related to the M–O bondFig. 1. ORTEP drawing of the [Zn(BIPO)(H O)] cation in complex 1.2

distance [23]. Therefore, the preference of zinc in CA
active sites may be attributed to the coordination properties
and steric arrangement of the ligating residues in the active
site, and to the acidity required for the activity.

3.3. NA Hydrolysis

Complex 1 has been tested as a model for the zinc site
in CA. The second-order dependence of the rate constant
on total concentration of [1] and [NA] fits to the kinetic
Eq. (1), where V is the hydrolysis rate promoted by theZn

IIactive Zn complex, k is the observed rate constant.obs

21 V 5 k [total Zn(BIPO)][NA] (1)Zn obsFig. 2. ORTEP drawing of the [Mn(BIPO)(H O) ] cation in complex2 2

2.
For comparison, the hydrolyses of NA catalyzed by
complexes 2, 3 and 4 were also measured in the same

3.2. Comparison of the coordination geometry condition as for complex 1. The concentrations of NA
versus time of reaction in the hydrolysis of NA catalyzed

Since the BIPO ligand is rigid, the displacement of the by complexes 1–3 in 10% MeCN aqueous solution is
metal ion from the N plane and/or the coordination shown in Fig. 4, the hydrolysis rates versus the con-4

number (CN) should be expected to be in the same order centrations of complex 1 in 10% MeCN aqueous solution
II II II IIas for the ionic radii, i.e. Mn .Zn .Ni (Cu . How- are shown in Fig. 5. From Figs. 4 and 5, the k forobs

ever, the crystal structural data reveal that the displacement complexes 1, 2 and 3 at pH 7.27, 308C, were calculated to
22 22of the metal atom from the N plane is in the order be 2.74310 6 0.01, 1.45310 6 0.01 and 0.9834

II II II II 22 21 21Zn .Mn .Ni .Cu , and the coordination number is 10 6 0.01 M s , respectively. The k of complex 1obs

is comparable to those of [h1-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1,4,7,10-

1Fig. 3. ORTEP drawing of the[Cu(BIPO)(H O)(ClO )] cation in com- Fig. 4. Concentrations of 4-nitrophenolate versus time of reaction in the2 4

plex 4. hydrolysis of NA catalyzed by complexes 1–3.
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4. Conclusion

IIA poly-imidazole ligand and its complexes with Zn ,
II II IIMn , Ni and Cu have been synthesized. Crystal struc-

tural analyses of complexes 1, 2, 3 and 4, as well as the
significantly faster hydrolysis of NA catalyzed by complex
1 than that catalyzed by complexes 2 and 3, indicate that

IIZn has a significant tendency to form a four- or five-
coordination in the presence of nitrogen-donor ligands
such as the imidazole groups. The preference of zinc in the
CA active site may be attributed to the coordination
properties and steric arrangement of the ligating residues in
the active site, and to the acidity required for the activity.

21Fig. 5. Hydrolysis rate versus the concentration of [Zn(BIPO)(H O)] .2 Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting21tetraazacyclododecane)jzinc(II)] [48] and [h1-methyl- the deposition numbers CCDC 111495 to CCDC 111498.21(1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane)jzinc(II)] [49] in the

II II IIsame condition. The values of k for Zn , Mn and Niobs
II II IIcomplexes are in the order Zn .Mn .Ni , instead of

II II II AcknowledgementsZn .Ni .Mn , which is apparently inconsistent with
the bond lengths of metal-bound water. In fact, the bond

˚ This work was supported by the NSFC and the Ministrylength of Mn-bound water in complex 2 is 0.058 A shorter
II of Education of China.than that of the summed radii of a Mn ion and an oxygen

atom, while the bond length of Ni-bound water in complex
II˚3 is 0.021 A shorter than that of the summed radii of a Ni

ion and an oxygen atom. Therefore, the values of k areobs References
consistent with the structural motifs of complexes 1–3,
that is the hydrolysis rate increases with the displacement
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Abstract

The title complex has been obtained by reaction of the tetraethylammonium pentacyanopropenide with tungsten hexacarbonyl in
2acetone. Its crystal structure involves discrete [W(CO) hC (CN) j] anions in which the organic fragment is N-coordinated via one of the5 3 5

nitrogen atoms of a cyano group borne by one of the terminal carbon atoms of the allylic skeleton. The anion presents a distorted
˚octahedral coordination with a W–N bond length [2.168(5) A] considerably longer than the W–C bond lengths [cis-W–C in the range

˚ ˚1.998(7)–2.068(4) A; trans-W–C 1.962(7) A]. Cyclic voltammograms of this complex, recorded in CH Cl and CH CN (Bu NPF 0.12 2 3 4 6

M), display a quasi-reversible reduction and irreversible oxidation waves.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Metal carbonyl; Cyanocarbanion; Tungsten complex; Crystal structure; Electrochemistry

1. Introduction is the simplest example of this class of anions, have shown
that it may be incorporated into solids either as a counter-

2 22 2Anions such as [C (CN) ] 1, [C N ] 2, [C N ] 3 ion [6,7] or as an N-bonded ligand [8]. As our first3 5 10 6 10 7
22and [C N ] 4 (Scheme 1) present (i) a plurality of contribution in this field in which data remain scarce, we10 8

cyano groups juxtaposed in such a way that they cannot all report here the synthesis, characterization, crystal structure
coordinate to the same metal cation and (ii) an almost and the electrochemical behavior of the single crystalline
planar skeleton with a strong electronic delocalisation phase 5 (Et N)[W(CO) hC (CN) j] in which the organic4 5 3 5

[1–3]. We have recently reported that such moieties can act unit acts as a monodentate ligand.
as polybridging ligands towards Cu(II) and Ag(I) cations
leading to sophisticated coordination polymeric transition–
metal complexes with original two- and three-dimensional 2. Experimental
networks [4,5]. However, these examples do not concern
the field of organometallic chemistry but that of coordina- All reactions were performed in Schlenk tubes in a dry
tion chemistry with ancillary ligands such as H O and dioxygen-free dinitrogen atmosphere. Solvents were dis-2

NH CH CH NH . In order to extend this work to or- tilled using standard techniques and were thoroughly2 2 2 2

ganometallic derivatives, we decided to investigate the deoxygenated before use. Elemental analyses were per-
reactivity of such organic anions towards a large range of formed by the ‘Service Central d’Analyses du CNRS’,
organometallic molybdenum and tungsten complexes. Pre- Vernaison, France. IR spectra were obtained with a Per-

13vious works with the pentacyanopropenide anion 1, which kin–Elmer 1430 spectrometer (KBr pellets). C NMR
spectra have been measured in CD Cl solution on a2 2

Brucker AM 300 spectrometer. The apparatus, the three-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 133-29-801-6588; fax: 133-29-801-
compartment micro-electrochemical cell, the treatment of6594.

E-mail address: sala@univ-brest.fr (J. Sala Pala) the solvent and the supporting electrolyte for the electro-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00065-0
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Scheme 1.

chemical studies have all been previously described [9]. equipped with graphite crystal monochromated Mo Ka

The reference electrode used is the half-cell: Pt / fer- radiation. The cell dimensions were determined by least-
22 22rocinium picrate (10 M), ferrocene (10 M), Bu NPF squares refinement from the setting angles of 25 centered4 6

(0.2 M), in the appropriate solvent (CH CN or CH Cl ). reflections in the range 12,2u ,208. The measurement of3 2 2

The starting material i.e. (Et N)[C (CN) ] was prepared as three standard reflections every 90 min revealed no intensi-4 3 5

described in the literature [1–3]. [W(CO) ] was purchased ty fluctuations. The reflections were corrected for Lorenz6

from Aldrich. Table 1
Crystallographic and structure refinement data for complex 5

2.1. Synthesis and physical measurements
Formula C H N O W21 20 6 5

Molecular weight 620.28
[W(CO) ] (0.160 g, 0.45 mmol) and (Et N)[C (CN) ] Crystal system Monoclinic6 4 3 5

Space group P2 /c(0.41 g, 1.38 mmol) were heated under reflux in acetone 1
˚a (A) 13.274(3)(ca. 50 ml) for ca. 20 h. The original solution color turned
˚b (A) 16.961(4)from light yellow to deep red. After the mixture was ˚C (A) 12.402(3)

cooled down to room temperature, the volatile materials b (8) 117.09(2)
3˚were removed under reduced pressure. The dark solid was V (A ) 2485

Z 4then extracted with ca. 40 ml of dichloromethane, filtered
Crystal size (mm) 0.1830.2030.24and left at 2188C for a week. Dark-red crystals were

23D (g.cm ) 1.66calccollected by filtration (yield 60%). IR (KBr pellets,
F(000) 120821

21n̄ cm ): 2990w, 2190s n(CN), 2070s n(CO), 1990–max m (mm ) 4.785
˚1870vs,vb n(CO), 1500s, 1480m, 1460w, 1420w, 1380w, Radiation (A) MoKa graphite monochr. (0.71073)

Scan mode u 22u1360w, 1240vw, 1205vw, 990m, 880m, 675mb, 835m,
hkl limits 0,14 /0,20 / 214,14590m, 630m, 470w, 360s. IR (acetone solution,

21 2u range (8) 5–50.02
n̄ cm ): 2190s n(CN), 2020w n(CO), 1940s, 1895s,max No. of rflcns meas. 4752131840s n(CO). C NMR CD Cl solution (d, ppm): 7.532 2 No. of rflcns with I.3s(I) 2674
(CH , Et N), 53.11 (CH , Et N), 113.76, 114.29, 116.00, R 0.0423 4 2 4 int

2 No. of variables 298116.29, 120.76, 123.70, 136.47, 136.80 (Csp ), 196.79
aR(F ) 0.037(CO , satellite J 130.10 Hz), 201.74 (CO ).eq W-CO ax bR (F ) 0.058v
cGOF 1.278

232.2. Crystal data collection, solution and refinement of ˚Dr(min,max), eA 21.118, 1.759
the X-ray structure D /s 0.03

a R5o[uuF u2uF uu] /ouF u.o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 2 2An orange cubic crystal of the title compound was R 5[ov(uF u2uF u) /ov uF u ] . v 54F / [s (I)1(0.08 uF u ) ].v o c o o o
c 2 1 / 2mounted on an Enraf–Nonius CAD4 diffractometer, Goodness of fit (GOF)5[ov(uF u2uF u) /(N 2N )] .o c obs var
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Table 2
˚Bond distances (A) and bond angles (8) with e.s.d.s in parentheses for complex 5

Bond distances
W–C(1) 1.998(7) C(6)–C(7) 1.424(9)
W–C(2) 2.024(9) C(7)–C(8) 1.428(8)
W–C(3) 1.962(7) C(7)–C(9) 1.41(1)
W–C(4) 2.068(8) C(9)–C(10) 1.486(9)
W–C(5) 2.063(9) C(9)–C(11) 1.387(8)
W–N(1) 2.168(5) C(11)–C(12) 1.41(1)
O(1)–C(1) 1.159(9) C(11)–C(13) 1.397(9)
O(2)–C(2) 1.15(1) O(3)–C(3) 1.161(9)
O(4)–C(4) 1.12(1) O(5)–C(5) 1.09(1)
N(1)–C(6) 1.137(8) N(2)–C(8) 1.156(8)
N(3)–C(10) 1.117(9) N(4)–C(12) 1.15(1)
N(5)–C(13) 1.18(1)

Bond angles
C(1)–W–C(2) 86.7(3) C(6)–C(7)–C(9) 122.6(5)
C(1)–W–C(3) 88.5(3) C(8)–C(7)–C(9) 121.3(6)
C(1)–W–C(4) 173.3(3) N(2)–C(8)–C(7) 177.3(8)
C(1)–W–C(5) 90.8(3) C(7)–C(9)–C(10) 114.3(5)
C(1)–W–N(1) 93.2(2) C(7)–C(9)–C(11) 130.3(6)
C(2)–W–C(3) 90.0(3) C(10–C(9)–C(11) 115.2(6)
C(2)–W–C(4) 91.1(4) N(3)–C(10)–C(9) 178.1(7)
C(2)–W–C(5) 177.3(3) C(9)–C(11)–C(12) 120.1(5)
C(2)–W–N(1) 89.1(3) C(9)–C(11)–C(13) 122.9(7)
C(3)–W–C(4) 85.2(3) C(12)–C(11)–C(13) 116.9(6)
C(3)–W–C(5) 90.8(3) N(4)–C(12)–C(11) 175.3(6)
C(3)–W–N(1) 178.0(3) N(5)–C(13)–C(11) 175.0(9)
C(4)–W–C(5) 91.5(4) C(4–W–N(1) 93.1(3)
C(5)–W–N(1) 90.1(3) W–C(1)–O(1) 175.5(6)
W–C(2)–O(2) 177.9(6) W–C(3)–O(3) 178.2(8)
W–C(4)–O(4) 171.3(7) W–C(5)–O(5) 174.2(8)
W–N(1)–C(6) 174.9(7) N(1)–C(6)–C(7) 177.2(7)
C(6)–C(7)–C(8) 115.9(6)

and polarization effects; no absorption correction was carbonyl and an excess of tetraethylammonium penta-
cyanopropenide under reflux in acetone, we isolated, afterapplied. The structure was solved by SIR92 and successive
recrystallisation in dichloromethane, complex 5 as dark-Fourier difference syntheses and was refined by weighted
orange single crystals. Analyses of infrared data clearlyanisotropic full-matrix least-squares methods; the function

2 indicated that the complexation of the organic anion wasov( F 2 F ) was minimized. The positions of theu u u uo c
˚ completed after ca. 20 h of heating when in the presence ofhydrogen atoms were calculated [C–H50.95A] and their

an excess of the organic reagent.thermal parameters taken as U 5 1.3 U (C); thereafteriso eq

The crystal structure of complex 5 (Fig. 1; Table 2)they were included as a fixed contribution to F . Scatteringc
2consists of discrete [W(CO) hC (CN) j] anions andfactors and corrections for anomalous dispersion were 5 3 5

1ordered Et N cations. The structure determination clearlytaken from Ref. [10]. The drawings were made with ORTEP 4

shows that the [C(CN) C(CN)C(CN) ] unit, which re-[11]. All calculations were performed on Alphastation 255 2 2
˚4/233 computer using OpenMoleN package [12]. The mains planar within 60.2 A, is N-bonded to tungsten via

crystal data and selected bond lengths and bond angles are one of the nitrogen atoms of a cyano group borne by one
given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. of the terminal carbon atoms of the allylic skeleton. Such

mode of coordination is similar to that previously de-
scribed in [RuCpL hC (CN) j] (L5PPh ) [13]. The anion2 3 5 3

3. Results and discussion presents a distorted octahedral co-ordination with a W–N
˚bond length [2.168(5) A] considerably longer than the

Examination of the comportment of the anion 1 towards W–C bond lengths [cis-W–C in the range 1.998(7)–
˚ ˚complexes such as [M(CO) ], and [CpM(CO) (BF )] 2.068(8) A; trans-W–C 1.962(7) A]. It is noteworthy that6 3 4

(M5Mo, W) via infrared studies in acetone solutions the WC N distorted octahedron presents geometrical5

clearly showed that reactions occurred but due to low characteristics close to that of the WC polyhedron found6

solubility, we encountered difficulties to separate and to in the tungsten pentacarbonyl [ethylthio(diphenylmethyl-
obtain the new derivatives as suitable single crystals for eneamino)carbene] complex [W(CO) hC(SEt)(NR)j] (R55

X-ray studies. Nevertheless, by reaction of tungsten hexa- NCPh ) [14]. In the [C(CN) C(CN)C(CN) ] ligand, the2 2 2
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in previously reported examples coordination does not
significantly affect the CN bond length, the coordinated

˚C–N bond length [1.137(8) A] being in the range
˚1.117(9)–1.18(1) A found for the uncoordinated ones.

Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of complex 5 have been
recorded in CH Cl and CH CN (Bu NPF 0.1 M). In2 2 3 4 6

CH Cl (Fig. 2a), the complex gives rise to an irreversible2 2

oxidation and a reversible reduction followed by an
2irreversible reduction. CV of the [C (CN) ] in the same3 5

medium is shown for comparison (Fig. 2b), while the
oxidation of [W(CO) ] is at a too high potential to be6

observed in this medium [15]. In CH CN the CV of 53

displays a very similar pattern, except that an additional set
of systems is observed, namely another irreversible oxida-
tion / reversible reduction set. These two latter systems

2correspond to the features of the free [C (CN) ] anion3 52Fig. 1. ORTEP drawing of the complex anion [W(CO) (C (CN) ] with5 3 5 (Table 3). They also appear by addition of CH CN in the3atoms shown as 30% probability ellipsoids.
CH Cl solution or by the slow degradation (a few days)2 2

of the dichloromethane solution. This observation indicates
2that [C (CN) ] can be readily decoordinated by CH CN.3 5 3

C(7)–C(9)–C(11) system shows evidence for multiple Attempts to generate electrochemically the dianion radical
?22bonding between the three carbons with an almost [W(CO) hC (CN) j] for EPR characterization have5 3 5

symmetrical electronic delocalisation [C–C bond lengths failed and resulted in decomposition. However the
˚of 1.387(8) and 1.41(1) A]. Such a conjugation can be coulometry performed during the electrolysis (n50.9

mainly described by the fully delocalised C(7)–C(9)– electron per mole) indicated that this reduction is a one-
C(11) allylic system with a minor contribution of the electron process, as well as the oxidation by comparison of
W–N5C5C–C5C form. The cyano groups are attached the peak heights.
to the carbon skeleton with C–CN distances which are Comparison of the CV features of the complex to those
longer for the ‘terminal’ groups bonded to C(7) and C(11) of its free constituents (Table 3) leads to the conclusion

˚[in the range 1.397(9)21.428(8) A] than for the ‘central’ that the redox reaction remains centered on the organic
˚C(9) carbon atom [1.486(9) A]. It is noteworthy that like moiety:

Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammetry of (a) (Et N) [W(CO) (C (CN) ] and (b) parent compound Et N[C (CN) ] in solution in CH Cl (Bu NPF , 0.1 M; Pt4 5 3 5 4 3 5 2 2 4 6
21 23 23electrode, 100 mV s , C¯10 mol dm ).
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Table 3
aElectrochemical data for compound 5 and parent compounds in CH Cl and CH CN2 2 3

Reduction Oxidation Solvent

(Et N)[W(CO) hC (CN) j] E 522.24 21.65 (80) E 510.65 CH Cl4 5 3 5 pred pox 2 2
c c[21.73 (60)] 21.55 (100) E 510.69 [E 511.22] CH CNpox pox 3

2[C (CN) ] 21.82 (80) E 511.18 CH Cl3 5 pox 2 2

21.72 (100) E 511.22 CH CNpox 3
b[W(CO) ] E 511.43 CH CN6 pox 3

a E98 /V (DE 5E 2E ) /mV, E 5potential for irreversible oxidation peaks /V. Obtained from cyclic voltammetry in solvent1Bu NPF ; Pt electrode;p pa pc p 4 6
21 1100 mV s . Potential expressed versus Fc /Fc system.

b Out of the anodic solvent range in CH Cl .2 2
c 2Values corresponding to free [C (CN) ] .3 5
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Abstract

New copper(I) complexes of the type [(PBz )L Cu]X, (PBz )L CuX, [(PBz ) L Cu]X, [(PBz ) LCu]X (L5monodentate N-donor3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3

imidazole- or pyrazole-type ligand, Bz5benzyl, X5NO or ClO ), (PBz ) (N-N) CuNO (N-N5bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methane, x5y51;3 4 3 y x 3

9 9N-N5bis(1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)methane, x5y52), (PPh )L CuX, (PPh ) L9CuX, [(PPh )L Cu]X and (PPh )L9CuX, (L95monodentate3 2 3 2 3 3 3

S-donor 1-methyl-imidazoline-2(3H )-thione or imidazoline-2(1,3H )-thione) were obtained from the reaction of (PR ) CuX with the3 n

appropriate N- or S-donor ligand. Reaction between [(PPh ) Cu(L) ]X with PBz often resulted in the formation of new3 n m 3

[(PBz ) L Cu]X (z5n or n11) complexes upon displacement of one molecule of L and two or three molecules of PPh , whereas3 z m21 3

reaction of [(N-N) Cu]ClO with PBz and 1,10-phenanthroline (Phen) yielded [(PBz ) CuClO ] and [(Phen) Cu]ClO , respectively,2 4 3 3 2 4 2 4

9upon displacement of both molecules of bidentate chelating ligands. No reaction occurred between (PPh )L CuX, (PPh ) L9CuX or3 2 3 2
19[(PPh )L Cu]X and PBz . All the derivatives obtained were characterized by IR spectroscopy, H NMR, and conductance studies, and in3 3 3

some cases also by molecular weight measurements.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(I); N-donor ligand; S-donor ligand; IR spectroscopy

1. Introduction found that compounds of empirical formula
PR (imidazole)CuX are often dinuclear when X is halide,3

Coordination compounds of copper(I) containing mono- whereas all the perchlorato derivatives are in general ionic,
or bi-dentate N-donor ligands have been extensively the ClO group often being strongly hydrogen bonded to4

investigated in recent years [1–7]. This class of derivatives the azole ligand [26].
is often very interesting due to their relevant structural Along this line of research, many dimeric, tetrameric
features [8–13] and their potential application in catalysis, and polymeric adducts with heterocyclic thione as ligands
[14–16] CVD techniques, [17–19] and also in the study of have been synthesized and structurally characterized [27–
redox-active copper containing proteins [20–23]. 33]. In fact heterocyclic thiones represent more accurately

In a series of studies [24–26] involving the reactivity of the thioamido moieties present in the proximity of copper
the triorganophosphinocopper(I)-nitrato, -halide and within biological media, but no systematic studies on
-perchlorato complexes of N-donor ligands, we found that mononuclear [34] copper(I) complexes of heterocyclic
from the interaction of (PR ) CuX (R5phenyl or cyclo- thiones has been reported. The present study marks the3 n

hexyl, n51–4, X5Cl, Br, I, NO or ClO ) with azole completion of our research on the vast series of the3 4

ligands L, complexes with different nuclearity, stoichiome- above-mentioned azole-phosphino copper(I) compounds,
try and geometry could be obtained depending on the steric we report on the synthesis and characterization of new
hindrance and pK of phosphorus donor PR , basicity and triphenylphosphino copper(I) complexes of imidazoline-a 3

steric requirements of the azole type N-donor ligand L, and 2(3H )-thiones.
finally on the nature of the counter-ion. For example, we In addition, until now the data reported in the literature

has been limited to triphenyl- (PPh ) and tricyclohexyl-3

phosphine (PCy ) derivatives, no study has been reported*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-0737-402217; fax: 139-0737- 3

637345. on the interaction of azole with tribenzylphosphinecop-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00089-3
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per(I) acceptors. The tribenzylphosphine ligand (PBz ) is 177–1808C dec. Found: C, 68.3; H, 6.1; N, 2.1. Calc. for3

more basic and more hindered than PPh , and less basic C H CuNO P , C, 68.7; H, 5.8; N, 1.9. IR (nujol,3 42 42 3 2
21and less hindered than PCy , therefore we decided to cm ): 1956w, 1882w, 1816w, 1756w, 1694w, 1417s,3

extend our study to the interaction of PBz with Cu(I) and 1317s, 849s, 717s, 699s n , 481m (Ph), 360m, 352vw,3 (NO )31different classes of azoles, with the aim to obtain complex- 308m, 280w. H NMR (CDCl ): d, 3.0 (d, 12H, PCH ),3 2

es with new stoichiometries, nuclearity, and spectroscopic 7.0–7.4 (m br, 30H, C H ).6 5

and structural properties.

2.2.2. Perchloratobis(tribenzylphosphine)copper(I)
(PBz ) CuClO was prepared by the same procedure as3 2 42. Experimental section (PBz ) CuNO by using 5.0 g of PBz and 2.07 g of3 2 3 3

Cu(ClO ) ?6H O; and re-crystallized from methanol (234 2 2All solvents were dried by standard techniques. All 10 ml) (80% yield). M.p. 244–2488C dec. Found: C, 65.6;
operations were carried out under an atmosphere of H, 6.0. Calc. for C H CuClO P , C, 65.4; H, 5.5. IR42 42 4 2

21dinitrogen. The samples were dried in vacuo to constant (nujol, cm ): 3110w, 3060w n , 1599w, 1581w(CH)weight (208C, |0.1 Torr). Elemental analyses were carried n , 1089s br, 622s (ClO ), 484s (Ph) 382w, 346w,. . .(C C) 4] 1out in-house with a Fisons Instruments 1108 CHNSO- 309w, 284w. H NMR (CDCl ): d, 2.9 (br, 12H, PCH ),3 221elemental analyser. IR spectra from 4000 to 150 cm 7.0–7.3 (m br, 30H, C H ).6 5were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer System 2000 FT-IR
1 31instrument. H and P NMR spectra were recorded on a

2.2.3. Tetrafluoroboratetetrakis(triphenylphosphine)copp-VXR-300 Varian Spectrometer operating at room tempera-
er(I)1 31ture (300 for H and 121.4 MHz for P, respectively).

(PPh ) CuBF was prepared by the same procedure as3 4 4Melting points were taken on an IA 8100 Electrothermal
(PBz ) CuNO by using 21.0 g of PPh and 2.9 g of3 2 3 3instrument. The electrical resistance of solutions were
Cu(BF ) ?xH O; and re-crystallized from ethanol (23104 2 2measured with a Crison CDTM conductimeter at room
ml) (90% yield). M.p. 143–1448C dec. Found: C, 71.9; H,temperature. Molecular weight determinations were per-
4.8. Calc. for C H CuBF P , C, 72.1; H, 5.0. IR (nujol,72 60 4 4formed with a Knauer membrane osmometer. (Caution. 21cm ): 3054w n , 1964w, 1888w, 1812w, 1759w n ,(CH) (BF )4The perchlorato derivatives reported in this paper may
1583w n , 1052s n , 523m, 499m (Ph), 429w,. . .(C C) (BF )] 4explode by shock or heating when dry. Small quantities 1398w. H NMR (CDCl ): d, 7.0–7.4 (m br, 60H, C H ).3 6 5(#0.5 g) of the dry products should be handled with all

possible precaution).
2.2.4. Thiocyanatebis(triphenylphosphine)copper(I),
nitratebis(triphenylphosphine)copper(I),2.1. Synthesis of the ligands
nitratebis(tricyclohexylphosphine)copper(I),
perchloratetetrakis(triphenylphosphine)copper(I),The donors bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methane, bis(1,2,4-triazol-
bromotris-(triphenyl-phosphine)copper(I)1-yl)methane and bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-yl)methane

The above compounds were prepared according towere prepared according to previously published methods
previously published studies [37–42].[35,36]. Imidazole (ImH), 1-methylimidazole (1-Meim),

[(PBz )(ImH) Cu]NO ?Et O, 1. Imidazole (ImH) (0.272-methylimidazole (2-MeimH), 1-benzylimidazole (1- 3 3 3 2

g, 4.0 mmol) was added to a diethyl ether suspension (30Bzim), 4-phenylimidazole (4-PhimH), benzoimidazole
ml) of [(PBz ) CuNO ] (0.734 g, 1.0 mmol). After 3 h(BzimH), pyrazole (pzH), 1-methyl-imidazoline-2(3H )- 3 2 3

stirring, the solid was filtered and washed with diethylthione (Hmimt) or imidazoline-2(1,3H )-thione) (Himt),
ether, affording compound 1 (0.616 g, 0.87 mmol) (87%triphenylphosphine (PPh ), tricyclohexylphosphine3
yield). M.p. 165–1688C dec. Found: C, 57.7; H, 5.8; N,(PCy ), tribenzylphosphine (PBz ), 1,10-phenanthroline3 3
13.4. Calc. for C H CuN PO , C, 57.7; H, 6.1; N, 13.8.(Phen) were purchased from Aldrich. 34 43 7 4

21IR (nujol, cm ): 3250–2800 br n , 1950w, 1881w,(NH)

1759w, 1694w, 1350s (br), 835m, 703s n , 480m (Ph),2.2. Synthesis of the copper(I) complexes (NO )31385vw, 352vw, 305vw, 292w. H NMR (CD CN): d, 2.993

(d, 6H, PCH ), 5.2 (br, 3H, NH ), 6.9 (br, 3H, CH ),2.2.1. Nitratobis(tribenzylphosphine)copper(I) 2 ImH ImH

7.0–7.3 (m, 15H, C H ), 7.6 (br, 6H, CH ). LPBz (5.0 g, 16.6 mmol) in warm methanol (30 ml) was 6 5 ImH m3
23 21 2 21(CH CN, c50.94310 M): 129.4 V cm mol .treated with Cu(NO ) ?2.5H O (1.0 g, 4.3 mmol) in 33 2 2

[(PBz ) (2-MeimH) Cu]NO , 2. Complex 2 was pre-methanol. The copper salt dissolved immediately and the 3 2 2 3

pared by the same procedure as 1 by using 2.0 mmol ofblue color of the solution was discharged within 5 min.
2-methylimidazole (2-MeimH) and 1.0 mmol ofThe solution was heated at reflux for 24 h and then stirred
[(PBz ) CuNO ] (82% yield). M.p. 1378C dec. Found: C,at room temperature for 3 h. A colorless precipitate was 3 2 3

66.3; H, 6.0; N, 7.6. Calc. for C H CuN O P , C, 66.8;formed which was filtered off and washed with methanol 50 54 5 3 2
21(235 ml) and diethyl ether (235 ml) (95% yield). M.p. H, 6.1; N, 7.8. IR (nujol, cm ): 3200br n 1957w,(NH)
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211886w, 1815w, 1716w, 1690w, 1350s (br), 850s, 841s, H, 5.7; N, 9.2. IR (nujol, cm ): 3400br n , 3137w(O–H)
1699s n , 482m (Ph), 386vw, 351vw, 305vw, 309w. H n , 1944w, 1890w, 1810w, 1750w, 1684w, 1417m,(NO ) (NH)3

1350br, 840m, 823m, 705sh, 696s n , 1599m, 1581m,NMR (CD CN): d, 2.1 (s, 6H, CH ), 3.0 (d, 12H, PCH ), (NO )33 3 2

1559w n and n , 478s (Ph), 386w, 359w,7.0–7.2 (m br 12H, C H ), 7.4 (m, 22H, C H 1 . . . . . .(C C) (C N)6 5 6 5 ] ]
1 1CH ). H NMR (CDCl ): d, 2.0 (br, 6H, CH ), 2.9 (s2-MeimH 3 3 319w, 305w. H NMR (CD CN): d, 2.3 (br, 2H, OH ), 3.03

br, 12H, PCH ) 6.6 (br, 2H, CH ), 6.9–7.4 (m, 34H,2 2-MeimH (d, 6H, PCH ), 5.18 (s, 4H, N–CH ), 7.11 (m, 6H,2 223C H 1CH ). L (CH CN, c50.98310 M):6 5 2-MeimH m 3 CH 1C H ), 7.2 (m, 12H, C H ), 7.3 (m, 8H,1-Bzim 6 5 6 5
21 2 21 23 23161.7 V cm mol . M.W. (CHCl , c50.5310 M): CH 1C H ). L (CH CN, c51.03310 M): 115.63 1-Bzim 6 5 m 3

21 2 21341. V cm mol .
[(PBz ) (1-Meim) Cu]NO , 3. Complex 3 was prepared [(PBz )hbis(pyrazol-1-yl)methanejCu]NO , 7. Complex3 2 2 3 3 3

by the same procedure as 1 by using 4.0 mmol of 1- 7 was prepared by the same procedure as 1 by using 5.0
methylimidazole (1-Meim) and 1.0 mmol of mmol of bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methane and 1.0 mmol of
[(PBz ) CuNO ] (82% yield). M.p. 170–1758C. Found: C, [(PBz ) CuNO ] (58% yield). M.p. 172–177.8C dec.3 2 3 3 2 3
66.5; H, 6.1; N, 7.4. Calc. for C H CuN O P , C, 66.8; Found: C, 58.7; H, 5.3; N, 11.8. Calc. for50 54 5 3 2

21 C H CuN O P, C, 58.2; H, 5.1; N, 12.1. IR (nujol,H, 6.1; N, 7.8. IR (nujol, cm ): 3114w n , 1950w, 28 29 5 3(CH)
211890w, 1820w, 1738w, 1682w, 1330br, 850sh, 844br, cm ): 3126w n , 1948w, 1887w, 1815w, 1760w,(NH)

. . . . . .
] ]701s n , 1598, 1532 (C C, C N), 482m (Ph), 1317br, 868m, 823m, 702s n , 1599m, 1581w, 1557w,(NO ) (NO )3 3

1392w, 351w, 308w. H NMR (CD CN): d, 2.9 (s br, 12H, 1514w n and n , 483s (Ph), 414w, 386m,. . . . . .3 (C C) (C N)] ]1PCH ), 3.6 (br, 6H, N-CH ), 6.6 (br, 2H, CH ) 6.8 361w, 305w, 288w. H NMR (CD CN): d, 2.99 (br, 6H,2 3 1-Meim 3

(br, 2H, CH ), 6.8 (m, 12H, C H ), 7.3 (m, 18H, PCH ), 6.60 (br, 2H, CH ), 6.80 (br, 2H, CH ), 7.001-Meim 6 5 2 2 N-NN-N
C H ), 7.6 (br, 2H, CH ). L (CH CN, c51.0936 5 1-Meim m 3 (m, 6H, C H ), 7.3 (m, 11H, C H 1CH ), 7.6 (br, 2H,6 5 6 5 N-N

23 21 2 21 2310 M): 175.2 V cm mol . M.W. (CHCl , c50.93 CH ). L (CH CN, c50.98310 M): 182.63 N-N m 323
21 2 2110 M): 448. V cm mol .

(PBz )(4-PhimH) CuNO , 4. Complex 4 was obtained3 2 3 [(PBz ) hbis(1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)methanej Cu]NO , 8.3 2 2 3
by the same procedure as 1 by using 2.0 mmol of 4- Complex 8 was prepared by the same procedure as 1 by
phenylimidazole (4-PhimH) and 1.0 mmol of using 3.0 mmol of bis(1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)methane and 1.0
[(PBz ) CuNO ] (56% yield). M.p. 117–1198C. Found: C,3 2 3 mmol of [(PBz ) CuNO ] (34% yield). M.p. 1708C dec.3 2 3
64.7; H, 5.4; N, 9.4. Calc. for C H CuN O P, C, 65.2;39 37 5 3 Found: C, 60.5; H, 5.4; N, 17.8. Calc. for

21H, 5.2; N, 9.7. IR (nujol, cm ): 3120 br n , 1946w,(NH) C H CuN O P , C, 60.4; H, 5.3; N, 17.6. IR (nujol,52 54 13 3 2
211883w, 1812w, 1750w, 1409s, 1377s, 1317s, 860m, 834d cm ): 3111w n , 1950w, 1883w, 1812w, 1748w,(CH)br, 701s, 690sh n , 1599m, 1587m n , 482m (Ph),. . .(NO ) (C C)] 1345m, 1320m, 850m, 700m n , 1597m, 1580w,3 (NO )31439m (Ph ), 352w, 309w. H NMR (CD CN): d, 3.0 1557w, 1506w n and n , 483m (Ph), 392w,. . . . . .4-PhimH 3 (C C) (C N)] ]

1(d, 6H, PCH ), 7.0 (m, 6H, C H ), 7.2 (m, 6H, C H ), 7.42 6 5 6 5 385w, 351w, 309m. H NMR (CD CN): d, 2.9 (br, 12H,3(br, 9H, CH 1C H ), 7.7 (br, 8H, CH 14-PhimH 6 5 4-PhimH4-PhimH PCH ), 6.5 (s, 4H, CH ), 7.0 (m, 12H, C H ), 7.2–7.32 2 6 523 N-NC H ). L (CH CN, c50.91310 M): 136.36 5 m 3 (m, 18H, C H ), 7.8 (s, 4H, CH ), 8.49 (s, 4H, CH ).4-PhimH 6 5 N-N N-N
21 2 21 23 21 2 21V cm mol . L (CH CN, c51.96310 M): 109 V cm mol .m 3
(PBz )(BzimH) CuNO , 5. Complex 5 was prepared by [(PBz ) (pzH)Cu]NO ?H O, 9. Complex 9 was prepared3 2 3 3 2 3 2

the same procedure as 1 by using 2.0 mmol of benz- by the same procedure as 1 by using 4.0 mmol of pyrazole
imidazole (BzimH) and 1.0 mmol of [(PBz ) CuNO ] (pzH) and 1.0 mmol of [(PBz ) CuNO ] (98% yield).3 2 3 3 2 3
(99% yield). M.p. 1608C dec. Found: C, 63.6; H, 5.4; N, M.p. 180–1848C. Found: C, 65.8; H, 5.8; N, 4.7. Calc. for
10.6. Calc. for C H CuN O P, C, 63.1; H, 5.0; N, 10.5. C H CuN O P , C, 65.9; H, 5.4; N, 5.1. IR (nujol,35 33 5 3 45 48 3 4 2

21 21IR (nujol, cm ): 3184br n , 1940w br, 1890w br, cm ): 3200–2800br n , 3053w n , 1955w, 1890w,(NH) (NH) (C–H)
1779w, 1734w, 1418m, 1374br, 1350br, 839m, 826w, 1807w, 1738w, 1308br, 850m, 701m n , 1633 (O–H),(NO )3
705s, 698s n 1622m, 1597m n , 477m (Ph),. . . 1598m, 1580w, 1577w n and n , 483s, 351w,. . . . . .(NO ) (C C)] (C C) (C N)3 ] ]

1 1389w, 358w, 311w, 279w. H NMR (CD CN): d, 3.0 (d, 308m. H NMR (CD CN): d, 2.9 (br, 12H, PCH ), 3.2 (br,3 3 2

6H, PCH ), 4.7 (br, 2H, NH ), 7.0–7.1 (m, 8H, C H ), 2H, H O), 6.6 (br, 1H, CH ), 7.0 (m, 12H, C H ), 7.22 BzimH 6 5 2 pzH 6 5
17.2–7.4m (m, 12H, C H 1C H ), 7.6 (br, 3H, (m, 18H, C H ), 7.7 (br, 2H, CH ). H NMR (CDCl ): d,6 5 6 5BzimH 6 5 pzH 3

CH ), 8.0 (br, 2H, CH ). L (CH CN, c50.863 3.0 (d, 12H, PCH ), 6.0–7.0 (br, 1H, CH ), 7.0–7.4 (br,BzimH BzimH m 3 2 pzH
2323 21 2 21 32H, C H 1CH ). L (CH CN, c50.99310 M):10 M): 112.6 V cm mol . 6 5 pzH m 3

21 2 21(PBz )(1-Bzim) CuNO ?H O, 6. Complex 6 was pre- 130.4 V cm mol .3 2 3 2

pared by the same procedure as 1 by using 4.0 mmol of [(PBz ) (ImH) Cu]ClO , 10. Complex 10 was prepared3 2 2 4

1-benzylimidazole (1-Bzim) and 1.0 mmol of by the same procedure as 1 by using 4.0 mmol of ImH and
[(PBz ) CuNO ] (94% yield). M.p. 149–1528C. Found: C, 1.0 mmol of (PBz ) CuClO (40% yield). M.p. 160–3 2 3 3 2 4

63.8; H, 5.7; N, 9.5. Calc. for C H CuN O P, C, 64.4; 1658C. Found: C, 62.3; H, 5.6; N, 6.1. Calc. for41 43 5 4
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C H ClCuN O P , C, 62.3; H, 5.7; N, 6.1. IR (nujol, prepared by the same procedure as 13 by using 2 mmol of48 50 4 5 2
21 tribenzylphosphine and 1 mmol of [(PPh )Cu(1-Bzim) ]-cm ): 3258 n , 3128w, 3098w, 3028w n , 1955mbr, 3 3(NH) (CH)

ClO as previously prepared according to the literature1884w, 1812w, 1762w, 1160–1050br, 623s n , 1600m, 4(ClO )4
[26] (90% yield). M.p. 169–1708C dec. Found: C, 66.6; H,1584w, 1538w n and n , 482s (Ph), 389m,. . . . . .(C C) (C N)] ] 5.9; N, 4.8. Calc. for C H ClCuN O P , C, 66.2; H, 5.9;1 62 66 4 5 2352w, 337w, 305m, 297sh, 256w. H NMR (CD CN): 213 N, 5.0. IR (nujol, cm ): 3500br n , 3040w n ,(O–H) (C–H)compound 10 is completely dissociated in CD CN solution3 1952w, 1888w, 1819w, 1772w, 1130–1050br, 621s n ,(ClO )4and for this reason we observed in this solvent only the

1 1598m, 1580w, 1558w, 1517m, 1512m n and. . .(C C)signal of Bz P=O and PBz . H NMR (CDCl ): d, 3.1 (d, ]3 3 3
1

n , 479m, 392w, 316w, 301w. H NMR (CDCl ): d,. . .12H, PCH ), 6.9 (s, 2H, CH ), 7.0 (br, 4H, CH ), (C N) 32 ImH ImH ]

23 1.9 (br, 4H, OH ), 2.9 (s (br) 12H, PCH ), 5.2 (br, 4H,7.1–7.3 (br, 30H, C H ). L (CH CN, c50.88310 26 5 m 3
21 2 21 NCH ), 6.9 (m, 12H, CH 1C H ), 7.2 (m, 22H,M): 172.7 V cm mol . 2 1-Bzim 6 5

CH 1C H ), 7.3 (m, 12H, CH 1C H ). L[(PBz ) (2-MeimH) Cu]ClO ?2H O, 11. Complex 11 1-Bzim 6 5 1-Bzim 6 5 m3 2 2 4 2
23 21 2 21(CH CN, c51.03310 M): 139.4 V cm mol .was prepared by the same procedure as 1 by using 2.0 3

[(PBz ) (BzimH)Cu]ClO ?Et O, 15 Complex 15 wasmmol of 2-MeimH and 1.0 mmol of (PBz ) CuClO (90% 3 2 4 23 2 4

prepared by the same procedure as 13 by using 2 mmolyield). M.p. 1808C dec. Found: C, 61.6; H, 6.0; N, 5.4.
of tribenzylphosphine and 1 mmol of [(PPh ) -Calc. for C H ClCuN O P , C, 61.8; H, 6.0; N, 5.8. IR 3 250 58 4 6 2

21 Cu(BzimH) ]ClO as previously prepared according to the(nujol, cm ): 3500–3000br (N–H), 1958m (br), 1887m, 2 4

literature [26] (88% yield). M.p. 240–2508C dec. Found:1810m, 1776m, 1150–1050br, 621s (ClO ), 1626br OH,4
C, 65.8; H, 5.8; N, 2.4. Calc. for C H ClCuN O P , C,1599m, 1581w, 1567m n and n , 482s (Ph),. . . . . . 53 58 2 5 2(C C) (C N)] ]

211 31 66.0; H, 6.0; N, 2.9. IR (nujol, cm ): 3200–2800br387m, 348w, 304m, 282w, 272w. H and P NMR
n , 3050w n , 1960w, 1888w, 1817w, 1765w,(CD CN): compound 11 is completely dissociated in (N–H) (C–H)3

1621w, 1599m, 1581w, 1557w n and n ,CD CN solution and it is possible only to observe the . . . . . .(C C) (C N)3 ] ]
31 31 1140–1050br n , 621s n , 484m, 431w, 427w,signal of Bz P=O (d P541.3) and PBz (d P52 (ClO ) (ClO )3 3 4 4

23
111.8). L (CH CN, c50.87310 M): 196.5m 3 395w, 384w, 346w, 309w, 280w. H NMR (CDCl ): d, 3.0321 2 21 23

V cm mol . M.W. (CHCl , c50.8310 M): 658.3 (d, 12H, PCH ), 7.0 (m, 2H, CH ), 7.2–7.3 (m, 30H,2 BzimH
[(PBz )(1-Meim) Cu]ClO ?Et O, 12. Complex 12 was3 3 4 2 C H ), 7.4–7.7 (m, 4H, CH ). L (CH CN, c51.0636 5 BzimH m 3

23 21 2 21prepared by the same procedure as 1 by using 6.0 mmol of 10 M): 106.7 V cm mol .
1-Meim and 1.0 mmol of (PBz ) CuClO (81% yield).3 2 4 [(PPh )(Himt) Cu]ClO , 16. Complex 16 was prepared3 2 4M.p. 1858C dec. Found: C, 56.0; H, 5.7; N, 10.3. Calc. for the same procedure as 1 by using 2 mmol of Himt and 1
C H ClCuN O P, C, 56.4; H, 6.3; N, 10.7. IR (nujol,37 49 6 5 mmol of [(PPh ) Cu]ClO (48% yield). M.p. 216–2188C.3 4 421cm ): 3120w (N–H), 1950w, 1890w, 1815w, 1774w, Found: C, 45.7; H, 3.8; N, 8.8; S, 9.8. Calc. for
1150–1050br, 618s n , 1599m, 1581w, 1534m, 1518m(ClO ) C H ClCuN O PS , C, 46.1; H, 3.7; N, 9.0; S, 10.2. IR4 24 23 4 4 2

21n and n , 482s (Ph), 385m, 352w, 304w, 268w,. . . . . . (nujol, cm ): 3400br n , 1582m n and n ,. . . . . .(C C) (C N) (NH) (C C) (C N)] ] ] ]
1 1094s, 623m n , 521m, 498m (Ph), 434w, 314w,230w. H NMR (CD CN): d, 3.0 (br, 6H, PCH ), 3.6 (br, (ClO )3 2 4

19H, N–CH ), 7.0 (m, 6H, C H ), 7.2 (m, 9H, C H ). L 280w. H NMR (CDCl ): d, 6.8 (s, 4H, 4-CH and3 6 5 6 5 m 3 Himt
23 21 2 21 31(CH CN, c50.98310 M): 168.9 V cm mol . M.W. 5-CH ), 7.4–7.7 (m, 15H, C H ). P NMR (CDCl ): d,3 Himt 6 5 3

23 23(CHCl , c50.6310 M): 388. 21.7 br. L (acetone, c51.03310 M): 73.43 m
21 2 21[(PBz ) (4-PhimH)Cu]ClO ?Et O, 13. Tribenzylphos- V cm mol .3 3 4 2

phine (0.6 g, 2.0 mmol) in diethyl ether was added to a [(PPh )(Himt) Cu]NO , 17. Complex 17 was prepared3 2 3

diethyl ether suspension of [(PPh ) Cu(4-PhimH) ]ClO by the same procedure as 1 by using 2 mmol of Himt and3 2 2 4

(0.90 g, |1.0 mmol) as previously prepared according to 1 mmol of [(PPh ) CuNO ] (68% yield). Compound 17 is3 2 3

the literature [26]. The suspension was stirred for 2 days, insoluble in acetone and CH Cl . M.p. 182–1858C. Found2 2

and then filtered off, washed with diethyl ether, affording C, 49.0; H, 3.7; N, 11.8; S, 10.6. Calc. for
compound 13 (90% yield). M.p. 158–1608C dec. Found: C H CuN O PS , C, 49.0; H, 3.9; N, 11.9; S, 10.9. IR24 23 5 3 2

21C, 70.9; H, 6.1; N, 2.1. Calc. for C H ClCuN O P , C, (nujol, cm ): 3100–2800br n , 1581m n and76 81 2 4 3 . . .(NH) (C C)]21
171.4; H, 6.4; N, 2.2. IR (nujol, cm ): 3277br n ,(N–H) n , 1330 br, 693m n . H NMR (CDCl ): d, 6.6. . .(C N) (NO ) 3] 33040w n , 1966w, 1888w, 1823w, 1772w, 1121br,(C–H) (s, 4H, 4-CH and 5-CH ), 7.2–7.6 (m, 15H, C H ).Himt Himt 6 51091br, 1065br, 623s n , 1611w, 1601m, 1584w,(ClO )4 [(PPh )(Himt) Cu]BF , 18. Complex 18 was prepared3 2 4

1558w, 1540w n and n , 485s, 438w, 414w,. . . . . .(C C) (C N) by the same procedure as 1 by using 4 mmol of Himt and] ]

1386m, 348w, 310w. H NMR (CDCl ): d, 3.1 (d, 18H, 1 mmol of [(PPh ) Cu]BF (55% yield). M.p. 151–1568C.3 3 4 4

PCH ), 7.1 (s, 2H, CH ), 7.2–7.5 (m, 45H, C H ), Found C, 46.7; H, 3.5; N, 9.1; S, 10.3. Calc. for2 4-PhimH 6 5

7.5–8.0 (m, 4H, CH ), 8.3 (br, 4H, CH ). L C H BCuF N PS , C, 47.0; H, 3.8; N, 9.1; S, 10.5. IR4-PhimH 4-PhimH m 24 23 4 4 2
23 21 2 21 21(CH CN, c50.96310 M): 64.7 V cm mol . (nujol, cm ): 3300br n , 3100w n , 1583s n . . .3 (NH) (CH) (C C)]

[(PBz ) (1-Bzim) Cu]ClO ?2H O, 14. Complex 14 was and n , 1132s br, 1094s br, 1037s br n , 521m,. . .3 2 2 4 2 (C N) (BF )] 4
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1499m (Ph), 436w, 397w, 353w, 327w, 314w, 280w. H n , 1051s br n , 518m, 497m (Ph), 437w, 414w.. . .(C N) (BF )] 4
1NMR (acetone): d, 6.9 (s, 4H, 4-CH and 5-CH ), H NMR (CDCl ): d, 3.6 (br, 9H, NCH ), 6.7 (br, 3H,Himt Himt 3 3

7.3–7.5 (m, 15H, C H ), 11.1 (br, 2H, NH ). L (acetone, 4-CH or 5-CH ), 6.8 (br, 3H, 4-CH or 5-6 5 m Hmimt Hmimt Hmimt
23 21 2 21c50.99310 M): 75.1 V cm mol . CH ), 7.2–7.8 (m, 15H, C H ), 11.4 (br, 3H, NH ). LHmimt 6 5 m

23 21 2 21[(PPh )(Himt) (SCN)Cu], 19. Complex 19 was prepared (acetone, c50.60310 M): 124.3 V cm mol .3 2

by the same procedure as 1 by using 2 mmol of Himt and [(PPh )(Hmimt) (SCN)Cu], 24. Complex 24 was pre-3 2
1 mmol of [(PPh ) CuSCN] (74% yield). M.p.178–1828C. pared by the same procedure as 1 by using 6 mmol of3 2

Found: C, 51.8; H, 3.7; N, 12.3; S, 16.9. Calc. for Hmimt and 1 mmol of [(PPh ) CuSCN] (60% yield). M.p.3 2
C H CuN PS , C, 51.4; H, 4.0; N, 12.0; S, 16.5. IR 178–1828C. Found: C, 53.4; H, 4.3; N, 11.6; S, 15.9. Calc.25 23 5 3

21 for C H CuN PS , C, 53.0; H, 4.4; N, 11.4; S, 15.7. IR(nujol, cm ): 3250br n , 2094m n 1584s n . . . 27 27 5 3(NH) (CN) (C C)]
21(nujol, cm ): 3200–2700br n , 2095m n , 1570mand n , 519s, 503s (Ph), 440w, 425w, 420w, 415w, (NH) (CN). . .(C N)] 11 n and n , 505s (Ph), 429w, 417w, 348w. H. . . . . .380w, 348m, 340m. H NMR (DMSO-d ): d, 6.8 (s, 4H, (C C) (C N)] ]6

NMR (CDCl ): d, 3.6 (br, 6H, NCH ), 6.7 (br, 2H,4-CH and 5-CH ), 7.2–7.5 (m, 15H, C H ), 12.0 3 3Himt Himt 6 5
23 4-CH or 5-CH ), 6.8 (br, 2H, 4-CH or 5-Hmimt Hmimt Hmimt(br, 2H, NH ). L (acetone, c51.02310 M): 7.0m

21 2 21 CH ), 7.3–7.8 (m, 15H, C H ). L (acetone, c51.03Hmimt 6 5 mV cm mol .
23 21 2 2110 M): 6.2 V cm mol .[(PPh ) (Himt)BrCu], 20. Complex 20 was prepared by3 2 (PPh )(Hmimt)BrCu, 25. Complex 25 was prepared by3the same procedure as 1 by using 2 mmol of Himt and 1

the same procedure as 1 by using 2 mmol of Hmimt and 1mmol of [(PPh ) CuBr] (71% yield). M.p. 170–1728C.3 3 mmol of [(PPh ) CuBr] (38% yield). M.p. 215–2168C.3 3Found: C, 60.5; H, 4.6; N, 4.0; S, 4.3. Calc. for
Found: C, 51.1; H, 3.9; N, 5.4; S, 6.0. Calc. forC H BrCuN P S, C, 61.0; H, 4.5; N, 3.6; S, 4.2. IR39 34 2 2

21 C H BrCuN PS, C, 50.8; H, 4.1; N, 5.4; S, 6.2. IR22 21 2(nujol, cm ): 3200br n , 1581s n and n ,. . . . . .(NH) (C C) (C N) 21] ] (nujol, cm ): 3200–2800br n , 1572w n and. . .(NH) (C C)]524s, 516s, 503s, 491s (Ph), 442w, 426w, 419w, 334w, 1
n , 523m, 508m, 494m (Ph), 440w, 428w, 412w. H. . .1 (C N)]340m. H NMR (CDCl ): d, 6.6 (s, 2H, 4-CH and3 Himt NMR (CDCl ): d, 3.6 (br, 3H, NCH ), 6.8 (br, 1H,3 35-CH ), 7.2–7.5 (m, 15H, C H ), 11.0 (br, 2H, NH ).Himt 6 5 4-CH or 5-CH ), 6.9 (br, 1H, 4-CH or 5-23 21 2 21 Hmimt Hmimt HmimtL (acetone, c51.08310 M): 0.3 V cm mol .m CH ), 7.1–7.8 (m br, 15H, C H ), 12.6 (br, 1H, NH ).Hmimt 6 5[(PPh )(Hmimt) Cu]ClO , 21. Complex 21 was pre- 23 21 2 213 3 4 L (acetone, c50.73310 M): 1.03 V cm mol .mpared by the same procedure as 1 by using 2 mmol of

[(PPh ) (Himt)Cu]BF , 26. Complex 26 was obtained3 2 4Hmimt and 1 mmol of [(PPh ) Cu]ClO (40% yield).3 4 4 when a diethyl ether solution of compound 18 reacted with
M.p. 125–1288C. Found: C, 46.9; H, 4.0; N, 10.9; S, 12.4.

an excess of PBz ; and re-crystallized from methanol3Calc. for C H ClCuN O PS , C, 46.9; H, 4.3; N, 10.9;30 33 6 4 3 (45% yield). M.p. 165–1688C. Found: C, 60.0; H, 4.5; N,
21S, 12.5. IR (nujol, cm ): 3400br n , 3133w n ,(NH) (CH) 3.6; S, 3.9. Calc. for C H BCuF N P S, C, 60.4; H, 4.4;39 34 4 2 2

211569w, 1559w, 1503w n and n , 1090sh,. . . . . .(C C) (C N)] ] N, 3.6; S, 4.1. IR (nujol, cm ): 3200–2800br n ,(NH)11076s, 622m n , 518m, 493m (Ph), 437w. H NMR(ClO ) 1577w n and n , 516s, 502s, 486s (Ph), 441m,. . . . . .4 (C C) (C N)] ]
1(CDCl ): d, 3.5 (s, 9H, NCH ), 6.6 (d br, 3H, 4-CH or3 3 Hmimt 418m, 333w. H NMR (CDCl ): d, 6.6 (br, 2H, 4-CH3 Himt

5-CH ), 6.8 (d br, 3H, 4-CH or 5-CH ),Hmimt Hmimt Hmimt and 5-CH ), 7.2–7.5 (m br, 30H, C H ), 11.0 (br, 2H,Himt 6 5
23 21 2 217.3–7.7 (m, 15H, C H ), 11.0 (br, 3H, NH ). L (acetone,6 5 m NH ). L (acetone, c50.3310 M): 31.0 V cm mol .m23 21 2 21c50.893 10 M): 121.3 V cm mol .

[(PPh )(Hmimt) NO Cu], 22. Complex 22 was prepared3 2 3 2.3.1. Reaction between [(PPh ) bis(pyrazol-1-3 2by the same procedure as 1 by using 2 mmol of Hmimt
yl)methaneCu]ClO and PBz4 3and 1 mmol of [(PPh ) CuNO ] (73% yield). M.p. 100–3 2 3 The reaction between [(PPh ) bis(pyrazol-1-3 21108C dec. Found: C, 51.0; H, 4.3; N, 11.6; S, 10.6. Calc.
yl)methaneCu]ClO and PBz was carried out following4 3for C H CuN O PS , C, 50.7; H, 4.4; N, 11.4; S, 10.4.26 27 5 3 2 the procedure indicated above for compound 13. A color-

21IR (nujol, cm ): 3100–2800br n , 1575w n and. . .(NH) (C C) less precipitate was obtained and identified as a compound]

1 1 31n , 1320s, 696m n , 518m, 506m, 489m (Ph),. . . of empirical formula (PBz ) (L )(CuClO ) . The H, P(C N) (NO ) 3 4 4 2] 3
1 NMR and IR spectra are in accordance with a mixture of418w. H NMR (CDCl ): d, 3.8 (br, 6H, NCH ), 6.6–6.73 3

two different compounds [(PBz ) CuClO ] and(d br, 2H, 4-CH or 5-CH ), 7.1 (s, 2H, 4-CH 3 2 4Hmimt Hmimt Hmimt
[(PBz ) bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methaneCu]ClO that is impos-or 5-CH ), 7.5–8.0 (m, 15H, C H ), 12.4 (br, 2H, 3 2 4Hmimt 6 5 I

23 21 2 21 sible to separate due to the very fast oxidation of Cu toNH ). L (acetone, c51.0310 M): 19.3 V cm mol .m IICu .[(PPh )(Hmimt) Cu]BF , 23. Complex 23 was prepared3 3 4

by the same procedure as 1 by using 4 mmol of Hmimt
and 1 mmol of [(PPh ) Cu]BF (37% yield). M.p. 130– 2.3.2. Reaction between [(PPh ) bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-3 4 4 3 2

1318C. Found: C, 47.2; H, 4.0; N, 10.8; S, 12.4. Calc. for 1-yl)methaneCu]ClO and PBz4 3

C H BCuF N PS , C, 47.7; H, 4.4; N, 11.1; S, 12.7. IR This reaction was carried out following the procedure30 33 4 6 3
21(nujol, cm ): 3100–2700br n , 1571m n and indicated above for compound 13 by using 1 mmol of. . .(NH) (C C)]
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[(PPh ) bis(3, 5 - dimethylpyrazol - 1 - yl)methaneCu]ClO [(PPh ) CuX] 1 xL9 → (PPh ) (L9) CuX 1 nPPh (2)3 2 4 3 y 3 y2n x 3

and 2 mmol of PBz . A colorless precipitate was obtained3
1and identified as [(PBz ) CuClO ] by analysis, IR and H 16–253 2 4

NMR spectra. 16: L95Himt, X5ClO , 21: L95Hmimt, X5ClO ,4 4

y54, x52, n53 y54, x53, n53
17: L95Himt, X5NO , 22: L95Hmimt, X5NO ,3 32.3.3. Reaction between [bishbis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-
y5x52, n50 y5x52, n51yl)methanejCu]ClO and PBz4 3 18: L95Himt, X5BF , 23: L95Hmimt, X5BF ,4 4This reaction was carried out following the procedure
y54, x52, n51 y54, x5n53indicated above for compound 13 by using 1 mmol of
19: L95Himt, X5SCN, 24: L95Hmimt, X5SCN,[bishbis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-yl)methanejCu]ClO and 54
y5x52, n51 y5x52, n51mmol of PBz . A colorless precipitate was obtained and3

1 20: L95Himt, X5Br, y5 25: L95Hmimt, X5Br,identified as [(PBz ) CuClO ] by analysis, IR and H3 2 4
3, x5n51 y53, x51, n52NMR spectra.

When less than two equivalents of the azole were used,
2.3.4. Reaction between [(PBz ) CuClO ] and 1,10-3 2 4 unreacted starting material was recovered from the re-
phenanthroline (Phen) action. No reaction took place from the reaction of

This reaction was carried out following the procedure [(PBz ) CuClO ] with 4-PhimH, BzimH and 1-Bzim,3 2 4indicated above for compound 13 by using 1 mmol of even when the reaction was carried out under forcing
[(PBz ) CuClO ] and 2 mmol of Phen. The colorless3 2 4 conditions, i.e. strong excess of ligand and refluxing
precipitate obtained was identified as [(Phen) Cu]ClO by2 4 solvent. However, it is possible to obtain tribenzylphos-1analysis, IR and H NMR spectra. phinecopper(I)perchlorate derivatives containing the ligand

indicated above (4-PhimH, BzimH and 1-Bzim) by re-
2.3.5. Reaction between [bishbis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1- action of their triphenylphosphinecopper(I)perchlorato de-
yl)methanejCu]ClO and Phen rivatives with tribenzylphosphine in accordance with Eq. 3,4

This reaction was carried out following the procedure or also by reduction of the 4:1 copper(I) complexes
indicated above for compound 13 by using 1 mmol of [(L) Cu(II)](ClO ) (L54-PhimH, BzimH or 1-Bzim)4 4 2

[bishbis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-yl)methanejCu]ClO and 2 with PBz , which again yielded compounds 13–154 3

mmol of Phen. A colorless precipitate was obtained and
1 [(PPh ) (L) Cu]ClO 1 nPBz3 x y 4 3identified as [(Phen) Cu]ClO by analysis, IR and H2 4

NMR spectra. → (PBz ) (L) CuClO 1 xPPh 1 L (3)3 n y21 4 3

13: L54-PhimH, x5y52, n53
14: L51-Bzim, x51, y53, n523. Results and discussion
15: L5BzimH, x5y5n52

The copper complexes 1–12 and 16–25 (see Section 2)
No reaction took place between the copper(I) derivativeswere prepared by reacting an excess of the corresponding
of 1-methyl-imidazoline-2(3H )-thione or imidazoline-heterocyclic N-, N -, or S-donor ligand as in Fig. 1 with a2 2(1,3H )-thione 16–25 and PBz . In this case no displace-3diethyl ether suspension of [(PR ) CuX] previously syn-3 n ment of the PPh by PBz was observed. However, in3 3thesized.
some cases when compounds 16–25 were stored for a long

[(PBz ) CuX] 1 xL → (PBz ) (L) CuX 1 nPBz (1) time in diethyl ether suspension, a dissociation occurred3 2 3 22n x 3

which yielded a derivative different from the starting
1–12 reagent: for example, compound [(PPh ) (Himt)Cu]BF 263 2 4

1: L5ImH, X5NO , x5 7: L5bis(pyrazol-1-yl) was obtained when [(PPh )(Himt) Cu]BF 18 reacted for3 3 2 4

3, n51 methane, X5NO , x5n51 2 days with PBz in diethyl ether.3 3

2: L52-MeimH, X5NO , 8: L5bis(triazol-1-yl)me- From the reaction of [bishbis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-3

x52, n50 thane, X5NO , x52, n50 yl)methanejCu]ClO or [(PPh ) bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-3 4 3 2

3: L51-Meim, X5NO , 9: L5pzH, X5NO , x5 1-yl)methaneCu]ClO with PBz , [(PBz ) CuClO ] was3 3 4 3 3 2 4

x52, n50 1, n50 always obtained, suggesting that the bond between Cu and
4: L54-PhimH, X5NO , 10: L5ImH, X5ClO , the chelating N -donor hbis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-3 4 2

x52, n51 x52, n50 yl)methane is weaker than that between Cu and imida-
5: L5BzimH, X5NO , 11: L52-MeimH, X5 zoles. We also observed that the bond between Cu(I) and3

x52, n51 ClO , x52, n50 1,10-phenanthroline is stronger than that between Cu and4

6: L51-Bzim, X5NO , 12: L51-Meim, X5ClO , triorganophosphines and that between Cu and bis(3,5-3 4

x52, n51 x53, n51 dimethylpyrazol-1-yl)methane; in fact, from the reaction of
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Fig. 1. Structures of the ligands employed.

[(PBz ) CuClO ] or [bishbis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1- basic with respect to ImH, yielded only the 2:1:1 adduct3 2 4

yl)methanejCu]ClO with Phen the derivative (PBz ) (pzH)CuNO ?H O 9. No adduct can be prepared4 3 2 3 2

[(Phen) Cu]ClO was always obtained. from the reaction of pzH with (PBz ) CuClO , and the2 4 3 2 4

It was found that the steric effects and the basicity of the reaction of 9 with excess PBz also yielded untractable3

heterocyclic donor determine, to a great extent, the coordi- material. If the reaction was carried out in the presence of
nation environment on the copper center and also the a strong excess, no displacement of PBz occurred, in3

stoichiometry of the complexes obtained. Adducts 1:3:1 of accordance with the behavior previously observed with
[PBz (L) Cu]X can be obtained only when the azole donor other triorganophosphinecopper(I) acceptors [24–26].3 3

is ImH or 1-Meim, which are less sterically hindered and Instead the stoichiometry of the imidazoline-2(3H )-
also more basic than the other imidazole-type ligands thione derivatives 16–26 is strongly dependent on the
employed here, whereas 1:2:1 [PBz (L) Cu]X and 2:1:1 nature of the counter ion: the ligands Himt and Hmimt are3 2

[(PBz ) (L)Cu]X adducts are generally afforded when L is able to displace not only the PPh ligand but also the NO ,3 2 3 3

BzimH, 4-PhimH or 1-Bzim. BF and ClO groups from the coordinations sphere of4 4

As previously observed, the ligand pzH which is less Cu(I) yielding 1:2:1 or 1:3:1 adducts, but are generally
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unable to displace strongly coordinating groups such as ly reported for triphenylphosphine derivatives, our tri-
SCN or Br. benzylphosphine complexes 1–15 presumably dissociate

We also found that in the same conditions it is more partly in these solvents, in accordance with their ionic
easy to displace the PBz ligand (pK 56.0) from Cu(I), nature or partial ligand loss in solution (Eqs. 4 and 5).3 a

not only than PCy (pK 59.70) but also than the less3 a [(PBz ) L Cu]X↔[(PBz ) L CuX] 1 nPBz (5)3 y x 3 y2n x 3basic PPh (pK 52.73) [43,44]. This is due to the greater3 a

Tolman cone angle of PBz (1658) with respect to PPh3 3 The dissociation is strongly dependent on the concentration
(1458) [45]. of the solutions and also on the Tolman cone angle: [45] r

All the compounds are generally insoluble in diethyl generally decreases with decreasing concentration, and
ether and ethanol, and soluble in acetone, DMSO, chlori- decreases with increasing cone angle value.
nated solvents, and acetonitrile. They may be crystallized
by slow diffusion of diethyl ether into an acetonitrile

3.1. Spectroscopysolution in which they are stable; however it was im-
possible to obtain crystals suitable for X-ray analysis.

3.1.1. IR spectraInstead, they are generally unstable in CHCl and in3

The main vibrational bands of the starting copper(I)acetone solution where they are readily oxidized by air,
phosphino and their azole adducts are given Section 2. Therapidly giving a blue solution. However, none of the
n bands of the imidazoles, pyrazole and imidazoline-2-tribenzylphosphine complexes synthesized are very stable (NH)

thiones are observed as medium to strong broad bands inin solution. We observed that the substitution of tri-
21the 3300–2600 cm region. The slight shift and thephenylphosphine with tribenzylphosphine increases the

broadening and also the appearance of new mediumdissociation of the copper(I) complexes, and then also of
21absorptions in the 3300–3000 cm region, suggest thethe oxidation of Cu(I) to Cu(II). The oxidation is strongly

participation of the NH groups in hydrogen bonding.dependent on the number of PBz groups coordinated to3

The copper(I) nitrato derivatives 1–9, 17 and 22 showCu: the [(PBz ) LCu]X complexes are stable in chloro-3 3

spectra in the regions 2000–1600, 1400–1100 and 1000–form solution also for several hours, the [(PBz ) L Cu]X3 2 2
21700 cm ; these are considerably different from thederivatives for a time which can vary from 15 min to 2 h,

spectra of their starting [(PBz ) CuNO ] andand finally the [(PBz )L Cu]X ones are completely oxi- 3 2 33 3

[(PPh ) CuNO ] which contain bidentate nitrato groups.dized within 20 min. 3 2 3

Compounds 1–3 show four absorptions at approximatelyOn the other hand, all the imidazoline-2(3H )-thione
211350, 1040, 830 and 700 cm characteristic of an ionicderivatives 16–26 are stable in solution for a very long

nitrato group [46]. In the spectra of compounds 4–6, 9, 17time, suggesting that the formation of the Cu–S bond can
and 22, the n and n differ in frequency by approximatelyallow Cu(I) derivatives to be obtained, which are suffi- 1 4

21ciently stable to be spectroscopically characterized. 60–90 cm . This suggests for these compounds, in the
The conductivity measurements carried out only on the solid state, the presence of a monodentate nitrato group

sufficiently stable compounds in dichloromethane or in [47,48]. This hypothesis is also confirmed by the splitting
acetonitrile (the choice is determined only by the solubility of the combination band (n 1n ) which appears in the1 4

21of compounds) show that the nitrato, perchlorato and 1800–1700 cm region, and also by the splitting of the n4
21tetrafluoroborato derivatives (1–3, 10–16, 18, 21, 23 and (near 700 cm ) in two bands, as expected for unidentate

26) are electrolytes also in non-ionizing solvents such as nitrato groups [49]. In the other nitrato complexes, the
dichloromethane, which is in reasonable agreement with bands are often hidden under some ligand absorption, so
their ionic structure proposed in Fig. 2. In a few cases that it is not possible to distinguish between unidentate or
(compounds 19, 22, 24 and 25) the conductivity values are ionic nitrato groups.
considerably lower than those expected for a 1:1 elec- The IR spectra of the perchlorato and tetrafluoroborato
trolyte: this is likely due to the little amount of non-ionic derivatives 10–16, 18, 21, 23 and 26 all show two
dissociation such as 4, which likely yields non-ionic absorptions characteristic of ClO and BF groups: a4 4

21compounds. strong absorption between 1100 and 1000 cm and a
21strong sharp band at approximates 625 cm : these

[(PBz ) L Cu]X ↔[(PBz ) CuX] 1 xL (4) absorptions, similar to those found in the ionic compounds3 y x 3 y

[(PPh ) Cu]XY (XY 5ClO or BF ), are indicative of3 4 4 4 4 4

The compounds 4–9, which are not ionic in the solid state, the presence of ionic uncomplexed XY group [50], in4

are 1:1 electrolytes in dichloromethane, in accordance with accordance with the structures proposed in Fig. 2. The
an ionic dissociation in this solvent. Molecular weight absorptions are very similar to those observed in tri-
measurements were also performed in chloroform on cyclohexylphosphinecopper(I)perchlorato derivatives of
selected sufficiently stable derivatives. The ratio r between imidazoles in which the perchlorato group is strongly
the vaporimetric molecular weight and the formula weight hydrogen bonded [26].
lies in the range 0.38–0.75 and indicates that, as previous- The NCS group may be bonded to a metal through the N
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Fig. 2. Selected structures of the complexes obtained.
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or S atom or may form a bridge between the two metals by ance with the relative strength of the Cu–N and Cu–S
using both atoms. In our complexes 19 and 24, we found bonds.

21
n near 2100 cm , several bands of low intensity near The presence of a broad resonance at approximately 7.4(CN)

21 1420 cm due to d(NCS), and finally a medium absorption ppm in the H NMR spectrum of compound 1 and at
21 1near 700 cm due to n , all typical of S-bonded approximately 6.6 ppm in the H NMR spectrum of(CS)

complexes [51–54]. A neutral structure as in that in Fig. 2 derivatives 16–20, instead of the two expected signals for
is likely. In derivatives 16–26, the n vibrations, found the two H4 and H5 hydrogens, may be due to a rapid(C=S)

21in the free ligands at approximately 770 and 740 cm , interchange of the azole in a dissociative process, a
21respectively, exhibit a slight shift by 615 cm . Slight ‘shuttling’ of the H and the copper(I) atom between the

21 21changes (610 cm ) also occur in the d(CS) (670 cm ) pair of N atoms [56,57].
121 In the H NMR spectra in CDCl of tribenzylphosphinoand p(CS) (530 cm ) bands, and finally some absorp- 3

compounds 1–15, a broad signal at approximately 3.0 ppmtions having n character appear at approximately 700(CS)
21 and a complex multiplet between 7.0 and 7.30 ppm oftencm , which suggests coordination of the imidazoline-

appear, which are due to the formation of Bz P=O inthiones to the copper(I) atom throughout the thiocarbonyl 3

accordance with the previously described fast oxidation ofsulfur as previously observed [55]. This observation is
free PBz in CHCl .supported by the presence of weak absorptions at approxi- 3 3

21mately 300 cm , absent in the spectrum of the free
S-donors and of the starting copper(I) derivative, due to

4. Conclusionsn stretching vibration [28].(Cu–S)

The two bromide complexes 20 and 25 exhibit a very
The conclusions of our study on the interaction betweendifferent far IR spectrum, as expected on the basis of their

monodentate N- or S-donor, or bidentate N -donor ligandsstoichiometry: compound 20 exhibits a band at ca. 200 2
21 and triorganophosphinecopper(I)X acceptors showed thatcm , characteristic of a terminal Cu–Br bond and in

different compounds can be obtained depending on:accordance with a tetrahedral structure, whereas the spec-
trum of 25 is very similar to those reported for dinuclear

1. steric hindrance, basicity, and atom donor of the azole-complexes synthesized by Raper and Clegg [31] The
21 type ligand;thioamide IV bands in the free ligand at 770 and 740 cm

2. steric hindrance (Tolman cone angle) and basicity (pK )are replaced with a sharp but split band in the complex. a

of the phosphorus donor;Slight shift and band splitting have also been found for
21 21 3. reaction conditions (solvent, temperature, ligand tod(CS) at 670 cm and p(CS) at 525 cm . On the basis

metal ratio employed . . . .);of these similarities, the dinuclear structure in Fig. 2 is
4. nature of the counter-ion.likely.

While it is generally very simple to obtain triphenylphos-
13.1.2. H NMR spectra phino derivatives by direct interaction of the starting
1The H NMR spectra recorded in chloroform or in [(PR ) CuX] with the azole ligand, the tribenzyl- and3 n

acetonitrile only when the compounds were sufficiently tricyclohexyl-phosphino derivatives can be more efficiently
soluble and the solution sufficiently stable, support the prepared by substitution reaction of the phosphorus donor
formulae proposed and show that our N- and S-donors ligand.
have not undergone any structural changes upon coordina- The complexes containing S-donor ligands are generally
tion. more stable than complexes containing N-donor ligands;

As previously observed for the tricyclohexylphosphine complexes containing three triorganophosphines are more
and the triphenylphosphino derivatives [24–26], a small stable than those containing two triorganophosphines,
coordination shift is generally found which is due to a which, however, are more stable than those containing
partial dissociation of complexes in solution. The observed only one triorganophosphine ligand. Stability generally
resonances are averaged between those of the complex and decreases with increasing Tolman cone angle and with
free ligand owing to a rapid exchange reaction between decreasing pK of the triorganophosphine, so that it is nota

both (Eq. 4). The dissociation is often larger in the possible to indicate which triorganophosphine is the better
complexes containing sterically hindered imidazoles, i.e ligand.
compounds 2, 4–6, 11, and 13–15. The small coordination
shifts are therefore assignable to the small fraction of the
complex present in solution and are caused by a change in Acknowledgements
the electron density of the donor owing to the formation of
the Cu–N or Cu–S bond. The coordination chemical shifts We would like to thank the Italian Ministry of the
are generally greater in complexes containing imidazoline- University (MURST) and the University of Camerino for
thiones than in those containing N-donor azoles, in accord- financial help.
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Abstract

The platina-b-diketone [Pt h(COMe) Hj (m-Cl) ] (1) reacts with 2,29-bipyridine (bpy) in equimolar ratio in the presence of TlPF to2 2 2 2 6

give the cationic platina-b-diketonato complex of a platina-b-diketone [h(bpy)Pt(m-COMe) Pt[(COMe) H]j ][PF ] (6). The complex2 2 2 6 2
1was characterized by microanalysis, H NMR and IR spectroscopy. X-ray structure analysis reveals that in solid state the complex

6?2CH Cl consists of tetranuclear dications with Pt zigzag chains [Pt–Pt–Pt angle: 124.71(3)8]. The Pt???Pt distances [3.094(1),2 2 4
8 8˚3.183(1) A] give evidence for closed shell d –d interactions. Thus, this bis(acyl)-bridged complex can be formally regarded as an

organometallic analogue of a platinum blue complex.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Platina-b-diketones; Bis(acyl)-bridged complexes; Platinum blue complexes; Closed shell interactions

1. Introduction molar ratio 1:2 to give thermally very stable
acyl(hydrido)platinum(IV) complexes 4 [19] that react

The dinuclear platina-b-diketone [Pt h(COMe) Hj (m- further with TlPF to give intermolecular hydrogen bond2 2 2 6

Cl) ] (1), prepared by reaction of hexachloroplatinic(IV) stabilized acyl(hydroxycarbene)platinum(II) complexes 52

acid with silylsubstituted acetylenes in n-butanol, proved [20] (Scheme 2). Here we report the reaction of the
to be an electronically unsaturated complex with a kinet-
ically labile ligand sphere [1]. This is why complex 1
exhibits a fundamentally other reactivity than Lukehart’s
mononuclear metalla-b-diketones [L Mh(COR) Hj] [2–13]x 2

(L5CO, Cp; M5Mo, W, Mn, Re, Fe, Os) which are
electronically saturated and kinetically stable complexes.
Recently, we reported that the platina-b-diketone 1 reacts
with aniline or p-toluidine yielding neutral platina-b-di-
ketonato complexes of platina-b-diketones 2 (Scheme 1, i)
and with primary, secondary and tertiary aliphatic amines,
with N-methyl- and N,N-dimethylaniline as well as with
strong bases like proton sponge and [NMe ]OH to give4

anionic platina-b-diketonato complexes of platina-b-di-
ketones 3 (Scheme 1, ii, iii) [14,15]. These complexes are
bis(acyl)-bridged complexes. In the solid state dimers are

8 8formed via closed shell d –d interactions. Thus, tetranu-
clear Pt zigzag chains are formed as in platinum blue4

complexes [16–18].
The platina-b-diketone 1 reacts with 2,29-bipyridine in

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-345-55-25620; fax: 149-345-55- Scheme 1. (i) 12 RNH , 2[RNH ]Cl [R5Ph (2a), pMeC H (2b)]; (ii)2 3 6 4

27028. 1B [B5nBuNH (3a), (iPr) NH (3b), NEt (3c), PhNHMe (3d),2 2 3

E-mail address: steinborn@chemie.uni-halle.de (D. Steinborn) PhNMe (3e), C H (NMe ) (3f)]; (iii) 1[NMe ]OH (1:1), 2H O.2 10 6 2 2 4 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00069-8
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Scheme 2. (i) bpy (1:2); (ii) TlPF .6

31 1platina-b-diketone 1 with 2,29-bipyridine in the presence braces. Ph Hj NMR (293 K, CD Cl ): d52141.6 [sept,2 2
1of TlPF yielding the first cationic platina-b-diketonato J(P,F)5711 Hz]. C H F N O PPt (864.50): calcd. C6 18 21 6 2 4 2

complex of a platina-b-diketone. 25.01, H 2.45, N 3.24; found C 25.48, H 2.63, N 3.08.

2.3. X-ray structure determination of 6?2CH Cl2 2

2. Experimental
Suitable crystals were obtained by recrystallization of 6

from methylene chloride. Intensity data were collected on a
2.1. General comments

Stoe IPDS diffractometer with MoKa radiation (0.71073
Å, graphite monochromator). A summary of the crystallo-

All reactions were performed under an Ar atmosphere
graphic data, the data collection parameters and the

using standard Schlenk techniques. The solvents were
refinement parameters is given in Table 1. Absorption

dried and distilled prior to use. Infrared spectra were
corrections were carried out numerically (T /T 0.18 /min. max.recorded on a Galaxy Mattson 5000 FT-IR spectrometer
0.40). The structure was solved by direct methods using

using CsBr pellets. NMR spectra were obtained on Varian
SHELXS-86 [35] and refined with full matrix least squares

Gemini 200, VXR 400 and Unity 500 spectrometers. 2routines against F using SHELXL-93 [35]. All non-H
Chemical shifts are relative to CHDCl (d 55.32),2 H atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parame-
CD Cl (d 553.8), CHCl (d 57.24) and CDCl (d 52 2 C 3 H 3 C ters. The H-atoms were added to the model in their
77.0) as internal references. Microanalyses (C, H, N) were

calculated positions and refined isotropically according to
performed by the University of Halle microanalytical

the ‘riding model’. The bridging H-atom, which was firstly
laboratory using CHNS-932 (LECO) and Vario EL
(elementar Analysensysteme) elemental analyzers, respec- Table 1
tively. The complex [Pt h(COMe) Hj (m-Cl) ] (1) was Crystal data and details on the structure determination of complexes2 2 2 2

prepared according to the literature method [1]. Other 6?2CH Cl2 2

chemicals were commercial materials used after distillation Empirical formula C H Cl F N O P Pt38 46 4 12 4 8 2 4

or without further purification. Formula weight 1898.88
Crystal system Orthorhombic
Space group Pman (no. 53)

˚2.2. Synthesis of [h(bpy)Pt(m- a [A] 12.703(2)
˚b [A] 15.154(4)COMe) Pt[(COMe) H]j ][PF ] (6)2 2 2 6 2
˚c [A] 15.161(3)

Z 2To a yellow suspension of [Pt h(COMe) Hj (m-Cl) ] 32 2 2 2 ˚V [A ] 2919(1)
23(1) (200 mg, 0.32 mmol) in acetone (5 ml) at 2308C were D [g cm ] 2.161calcd.

added 2,29-bipyridine (50 mg, 0.32 mmol) and TlPF (228 F (000) 17686
21

m(MoK ) [cm ] 9.879mg, 0.65 mmol). The immediately formed orange suspen- a

Crystal size 0.130.130.05sion was warmed to ambient temperature over 30 min and
Temperature [K] 220(2)filtered. After standing overnight at 2308C red crystals
u (min., max.) [8] 1.90, 24.99

were obtained from the filtrate, which were filtered, Recip. latt. segment h 215→15
washed with diethyl ether and dried briefly in vacuo. M.p. k 218→17

21 ˜ l 216→16(dec.) 156–1588C, Yield: 150 mg (55%). IR (cm ): v5
1 Measured reflections 186131542 (s, CO), 1536 (s, CO), 839 (s, PF). H NMR (293 K,

3 Independent reflections [R ] 2560 [0.1057]int.CD Cl ): d52.38 [s1d, 6 H, J(Pt,H)515.5 Hz, CH ],2 2 3 Observed reflections 189932.72 [s1d, 6 H, J(Pt,H)520.5 Hz, CH ], h7.74 [t, 2 H,3 Parameters 172
3 3J(H,H)56.2 Hz], 8,22 [d, 2 H, J(H,H)55.3 Hz], 8.33 [t, R1, wR2 [I.2s(I)] 0.0444/0.1062

3 3 R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0663/0.11482 H, J(H,H)58.4 Hz], 8.40 [d, 2 H, J(H,H)58.1 Hz]j,
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.015resonance for OHO not observed, resonances of the 3˚Min. and max. resd. electron dens. [e /A ] 20.808 and 1.802aromatic H atoms of the bipyridine ligands are given in
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found in the difference Fourier map, was then included
with an occupancy of 0.5 and an isotropic displacement
parameter of 1.2 of O2.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and spectroscopic investigations

The reaction of [Pt h(COMe) Hj (m-Cl) ] (1) at am-2 2 2 2

bient temperature in acetone with 2,29-bipyridine (bpy) in
equimolar ratio in the presence of TlPF results in rapid6

cleavage of the chloro ligands to give TlCl. At low
temperature air-sensitive, orange-red crystals of
[h(bpy)Pt(m-COMe) Pt[(COMe) H]j ][PF ] (6) precipi-2 2 2 6 2

tate from solution in 55% yield (Scheme 3). Fig. 1. ORTEP-III plot [36] of the cation in 6?2CH Cl , showing atom2 2

Complex 6 exhibits astonishing thermal stability [m.p. numbering (displacement ellipsoids at 30% probability); only the H atom
in the hydrogen bridge is shown.(dec.)5156–1588C] compared to the anionic complexes 3

and neutral complexes 2 [m.p. (dec.)579–1108C] [14,15].
˚The proton NMR spectrum of the cationic complex [1.91(1) /1.95(1) A] and the C–O bond lengths [1.28(1) /

˚1.29(1) A] are in each case equivalent within 3s and do[h(bpy)Pt(m-COMe) Pt[(COMe) H]j ][PF ] (6) shows2 2 2 6 2

not differ significantly from those in the platina-b-diketonethe expected two signals for the methyl protons (d52.38 /
1 and in the other platina-b-diketonato complexes of2.72). These values are upfield shifted by 0.05 ppm and
platina-b-diketones 2a, 2b, 3a and 3g [d(Pt–C)51.89(3)–downfield shifted by 0.29 ppm, respectively, with respect

˚ ˚2.00(2) A; d(C–O)51.21(3)–1.30(2) A] [1,14,15,21]. Theto those in the platina-b-diketone (1) (d52.43 [1]). The
3 ˚Pt–O distance [2.148(7) A] is in the range of thosecoupling constants J(Pt,H) (15.5 /20.5 Hz) are somewhat

˚observed in 2 and 3 [2.129(8)–2.18(2) A]. The O???Osmaller than that in 1 (21.2 Hz). The proton resonance of
˚distance in the intramolecular O???H???O bond [2.39(2) A]the hydrogen bonded hydrogen atom could not be detected

is the same as those in the complexes 1–3 [2.28(4)–due to line broadening. In the IR spectra of the complex 6
21 ˚2.40(2) A] and reflects a very strong hydrogen bondtwo strong bands at 1536 and 1542 cm were found in

[22–24].the carbonyl region. The C–O stretching vibrations in the
21 As complexes 2 and 3 [14,15], the complex 6?2CH Clcomplexes 2 and 3 appear at 1514–1556 cm [14,15]. 2 2

is a ‘head-to-head’ dimer forming a Pt ‘zigzag’ chain.4

Analogous Pt chains are found in platinum blue complex-4

es [16–18]. The central Pt(2)???Pt(2)9 distance (3.094(1)3.2. Crystal structure
Å) is the shortest one that has been observed in complexes

˚2 and 3 [3.152(1)–3.186(2) A] so far. This indicates aRecrystallization of 6 from methylene chloride afforded
8 8crystals of 6?2CH Cl suitable for X-ray diffraction analy- relatively strong closed shell d –d interaction [25]. Simi-2 2

sis. The ORTEP-III diagram of the dication in 6?2CH Cl lar values are observed in the ‘classical’ platinum blue2 2

is shown in Fig. 1. Selected interatomic distances and complexes with platinum in the average oxidation state of
˚angles are listed in Table 2. The complex is highly 2.0 [d(Pt???Pt)52.88–3.24 A] [26–31] and in platinum(II)

symmetric and exhibits crystallographically imposed C complexes with columnar structures [d(Pt???Pt)53.09–2h
˚symmetry. 3.60 A] [32,33].

Both platinum atoms are square-planar coordinated; the The ligand-bridged intramolecular Pt(1)???Pt(2) distance
˚primary donor sets of Pt(1) and Pt(2) consist of two is 3.183(1) A, the coordination planes of Pt(1) and Pt(2)

nitrogen and two carbon atoms and two oxygen and two are inclined at an angle of 76.3(4)8 and the Pt(1)–Pt(2)–
carbon atoms, respectively. The Pt–C bond lengths Pt(2)9 angle amounts to 124.71(3)8. All these values

correspond with those in the other complexes 2 and 3
˚[3.160(1)–3.358(1) A, 76.4(4)–89.6(3)8 and 119.30(6)–

127.52(3)8, respectively] [14,15]. In the ‘classical’
platinum blue complexes these Pt???Pt distances are shorter

˚[2.70–3.13 A], the interplanar angles are distinctly smaller
(17–408) and the Pt chains are more stretched (Pt???Pt???4

Pt 158–1718) [26–30,34]. These differences can be ex-
Scheme 3. (i) bpy (1:1), TlPF (1:2), 22 TlCl. plained in terms of the different numbers of bridging atoms6
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Table 2
˚Selected interatomic distances [A] and angles [8] for 6?2CH Cl2 2

Pt(1)–N 2.12(1) C(3)–O(2) 1.29(1)
Pt(1)–C(1) 1.95(1) C(3)–C(4) 1.49(2)

aPt(2)–C(3) 1.91(1) O(2)???O(2)9 ([1) 2.39(2)
Pt(2)–O(1) 2.148(7) Pt(1)???Pt(2) 3.183(1)
C(1)–O(1) 1.28(1) Pt(2)???Pt(2)9 ([2) 3.094(1)
C(1)–C(2) 1.52(2)

N–Pt(1)–N9 ([1) 76.9(5) C(3)–Pt(2)–C(3)9 ([1) 93.5(6)
C(1)–Pt(1)–C(1)9 ([1) 83.2(6) Pt(1)–Pt(2)–Pt(2)9 ([2) 124.71(3)
O(1)–Pt(2)–O(1)9 ([1) 85.3(4) [Pt(1)] / [Pt(2)] 76.3(3)

a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [1: 2x, y, z; [2: 2x, 2y, 2z11.

[7] C.M. Lukehart, M. Raja, Inorg. Chem. 21 (1982) 1278.(two in complexes 2, 3, 6 vs. three in the platinum blue
[8] D. Afzal, C.M. Lukehart, Inorg. Chem. 22 (1983) 3954.complexes).
[9] C.M. Lukehart, G.P. Torrence, Inorg. Chem. 18 (1979) 3150.

As the comparison of Schemes 2 and 3 shows, the [10] C.M. Jensen, Y.J. Chen, H.D. Kaesz, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 106 (1984)
reaction of the platina-b-diketone with bipyridine can 4046.
result in entirely different products. It is essential for the [11] P.G. Lenhert, C.M. Lukehart, P.D. Sotiropoulos, K. Srinivasan,

Inorg. Chem. 23 (1984) 1807.formation of 6 that the synthesis is done (i) with a
[12] D. Xu, H.D. Kaesz, S.I. Khan, Inorg. Chem. 30 (1991) 1341.deficiency of bipyridine (1:bpy51:1) to avoid oxidative
[13] E. Lippmann, C. Robl, H. Berke, H.D. Kaesz, W. Beck, Chem. Ber.

addition reaction and (ii) in the presence of TlPF to6 126 (1993) 933.
remove the chloro ligand. With the synthesis of complex 6, [14] D. Steinborn, M. Gerisch, F.W. Heinemann, C. Bruhn, J. Chem.
the series of neutral and anionic platina-b-diketonate Soc., Chem. Commun. (1997) 843.
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[16] K.A. Hofmann, G. Bugge, Ber. Dtsch. Chem. Ges. 41 (1908) 312.
be formally regarded as organometallic analogues of [17] J.K. Barton, S.J. Lippard, Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 313 (1978) 686,
platinum blue complexes. Review.

[18] S.J. Lippard, Science 218 (1982) 1075, Review.
[19] M. Gerisch, C. Bruhn, A. Vyater, J.A. Davies, D. Steinborn,

Organometallics 17 (1998) 3101.Supplementary data
[20] D. Steinborn, M. Gerisch, C. Bruhn, J.A. Davies, Inorg. Chem. 38
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Abstract

The complex [Ni(LS )] was obtained by the reaction of L(SH) (N,N9-bis(o-mercaptophenoxyacetyl)-1,10-diaza-4,7,13,16-tetraoxaoc-2 2

tadecan) with either Ni(acac) or Ni(OAc) –4H O in DMSO or DMF. As elucidated using single X-ray crystallography, the Ni(II) ion in2 2 2

the neutral complex is located in a distorted octahedral S O coordination sphere that consists of two thiolate S atoms, two carboxamide2 4

O atoms and two ether O atoms which stem from the thiophenoxyacetyl sidechains in LS . The complex can be oxidized in DMF solution2

at 10.27 V, 10.75 V, 11.26 V and reduced at 21.10 V (vs. SCE).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel complex; Crown ether; Cryptand; Crystal structure; Redox properties

1. Introduction and on the X-ray structure and other properties of the
complex [Ni(LS )] (3).2

The design of ligands whose binding properties can be
controlled by an external event, i.e. by changing system
variables such as pH or the solution redox potential, has

2. Experimental
been of considerable interest for several years [1–4]. In
1984 Shinkai et al. reported a redox switched crown ether

Unless noted otherwise, all operations were carried out
L(SH) (Scheme 1) whose alkali ion binding selectivity2 at room temperature under a pure dinitrogen atmosphere
can be influenced by varying the solution redox potential

using glove boxes and dried and degassed solvents.
[5–7].

Dimethylformamide (DMF) was dried over P O for 72 h,4 10In this compound, the redox switch consists of two thiol
distilled in vacuum and degassed prior to use. Di-

groups that can be reversibly oxidized to give an in-
methylsulfoxide (DMSO) was dried over molecular sieves

tramolecular disulfide. The structure change which accom- ˚(4 A). Nickel(II)–acetylacetonate and nickel(II)–acetate
panies the interconversion of macrocyclic dithiol 1 into

were used as received. The macrocyclic dithiol 1 was
cryptand 2 is responsible for the change of the metal ion

synthesized according to the published procedures and
binding selectivity of both ligands. Accordingly, it was

obtained as a slightly yellowish powder from ethanol1 1 1found that 2 binds K , Rb and Cs better than 1
[5–7]. The cyclic disulfide 2 was obtained by introducing a

(Scheme 1).
stream of pure oxygen to an alkaline solution of 1 in water

We were interested in 1 and 2, because these ligands
for 72 h [5–7]. The white precipitate was recrystallized

provide a flexible coordination environment of S and O
from ethylene glycol to give the cryptand 2.

donors that resembles the thiolate rich coordination en-
vironment of certain Ni-containing enzymes [8–10]. We
report here on the reactivity of 1 and 2 towards Ni(II) ions, 2.1. [Ni(LS )] (3), Method A2

To a solution of 400 mg (0.673 mmol) of 1 in 20 ml
DMSO a solution of 178 mg (0.673 mmol) of Ni(OAc) –2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-617-495-1792; fax: 149-617-495-
4H O in 10 ml DMSO was added, by stirring. The solution21809.
was heated to 508C for 30 min and then cooled to roomE-mail address: osterloh@sanctuary.harvard.edu (F. Osterloh)

†Deceased. temperature and stored overnight. The orange precipitate

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00075-3
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1Scheme 1. Conversion of macrocycle 1 into cryptand 2 with the application of K as template.

was filtered off, washed with DMSO and ether and dried in atoms. At convergence, R 50.0457, wR 50.0967, GOF51 2

vacuo to afford 0.14 g (0.21 mmol) 32% of a product, 1.011 for 415 parameters and 3815 observed reflections
whose spectroscopic and electrochemical properties are with I.2s(I) (Table 2).
identical to those of the product prepared according to
Method B. 2.4. Other physical measurements

Strictly anaerobic conditions were employed for all
2.2. [Ni(LS )] (3)–DMF, Method B2 measurements. IR spectra were recorded with a Biorad

FTS-7 spectrometer using KBr pellets. Electronic absorp-
To a solution of 400 mg (0.673 mmol) of 1 in 20 ml

tion spectra were obtained on a Shimadzu UV-260 spec-
DMF 173 mg (0.673 mmol) was added Ni(acac) in 20 ml2 trophotometer, using 0.1 cm pathlength quartz-cells. Cyclic
DMF, by stirring. A brown precipitate appears which is

voltammograms were recorded using a three-electrode cell,
dissolved by heating the suspension to 1408C. Storage of

with two Pt-electrodes, an SCE reference electrode, and
the orange solution at 58C for 24 h gives the crystalline

using 0.1 M (n-Bu N)PF solution as the supporting4 6product, which is filtered off, washed with ether and dried
electrolyte.

in vacuo. Yield: 205 mg (0.28 mmol) 42% Mp (decomp.):
2408C, IR (KBr): n(DMF) 1647; nC(O)N 1630, 1609;

21
nC–O 1196, 1132, 1109, 1067 cm . Anal. calcd. for

Table 1C H N NiO S (the crystals lose DMF after prolonged28 36 2 8 2
Crystal and data collection parameters for 3–DMFstorage): C, 51.62; H, 5.58; N, 4.30; Ni, 9.01. Found: C,
Formula C H N NiO S49.85; H, 5.82; N, 4.28; Ni, 8.92. 31 43 3 9 2

F.w. 724.51
Crystal system Triclinic

]
Space group P12.3. X-ray structure determination

˚a (A) 12.275(1)
˚b (A) 12.480(1)Crystal and data collection parameters of 3–DMF are ˚c (A) 12.678(1)

summarized in Table 1 together with refinement parame- a (8) 63.60(1)
ters. Single crystals of the compound 3–DMF were b (8) 87.69(1)

g (8) 87.37(1)obtained by cooling a solution of the complex in DMF to
3˚Volume (A ) 1737.4(2)58C. An orange single crystal of 3–DMF was sealed in a

Z 2glass capillary and mounted on a Siemens-Stoe AED 2 23Density (g cm ) 1.385
21four-circle diffractometer. Data collection using MoKa Absorption coeff. (mm ) 0.733

radiation and v –2u scans gave 4817 independent reflec- Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.6830.2730.13
aData collected 5083tions (u 5238), which were used in subsequent calcula-max

Unique data /parameter 4817/415tions. No absorption correction was applied. The structure
Data [I.2s(I)] 3395was solved by direct methods and the solution developed
Goodness of fit 1.0112

b cusing full-matrix least-squares refinement on F and R [I.2s(I)]; wR [I.2s(I)] 0.0457; 0.09671 2
3˚difference Fourier synthesis. Anisotropic displacement Maximum/minimum (e/A ) 0.437/ 20.219

parameters were refined for all non-H atoms. H atoms were a ˚Collected at 296(2) K using MoK (l50.71073 A) radiation.a
bincluded on calculated positions with isotropic displace- R 5ouuF u 2 uF uu /o F .u u1 o c o
c 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2ment parameters tied to those of the corresponding carbon wR 5ho [w(F 2 F ) ] /o [w(F ) ]j .2 o c o
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Table 2
˚Interatomic distances (A) and angles (8) for 3

Ni–O(4) 2.086(3) Ni–O(1) 2.096(2)
Ni–O(2) 2.106(3) Ni–O(3) 2.164(2)
Ni–S(2) 2.325(1) Ni–S(1) 2.354(1)

S(1)–Ni–S(2) 96.96(5)
O(1)–Ni–S(1) 82.69(8) O(1)–Ni–S(2) 110.85(8)
O(2)–Ni–S(1) 157.87(8) O(2)–Ni–S(2) 93.90(8)
O(3)–Ni–S(1) 115.87(7) O(3)–Ni–S(2) 82.60(7)
O(4)–Ni–S(1) 92.81(8) O(4)–Ni–S(2) 157.30(8)

O(2)–Ni–O(3) 84.6(1) O(1)–Ni–O(2) 75.4(1)
O(2)–Ni–O(4) 84.3(1) O(1)–Ni–O(3) 156.4(1)
O(3)–Ni–O(4) 74.7(1) O(1)–Ni–O(4) 90.7(1)

3. Results pm for O(1) and 216.4(2) pm for O(3)) in which the ether
functions are involved must be regarded as strong when

When a green solution of 1 eq. of Ni(acac) in hot DMF compared to other octahedral Ni ether complexes [24–26].2

is added to a colorless solution of the free ligand 1 in the In general, however, a broad variation of bond lengths can
same solvent, the resulting mixture instantly develops an be observed here.
orange color, which is attributed to the formation of the The L–Ni–L angles reveal a significant distortion of the
complex [Ni(LS )] (3), according to Eq. 1. Orange needles octahedral Ni coordination sphere, which is a result of two2

of 3 crystallize from the reaction mixture when the factors. First, the narrow bite of the two 3-dentate
solution is kept at ambient temperature for 24 h. Complex thiophenoxyacetyl sidechains leads to relatively small
3 can also be obtained in microcrystalline form by O(1)–Ni(1)–S(1) and O(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) angles (82.69(8)8
combining solutions of Ni acetate and 1 in DMSO and 75.4(1)8, respectively), which are significantly smaller
according to Eq. 2 and storing the orange reaction mixture than the ideal value for an octahedral complex. Second, the
at 258C overnight. attachment of the N O -macrocycle to these sidechains2 4

imposes strain on the Ni coordination environment by
DMF

Ni(acac) 1 L(SH) → [Ni(LS )] 1 2acacH (1) pulling together the acetyl moieties of these sidechains.2 2 2

Hence, the planes defined by the atoms O(1)–O(2)–S(1)
DMSO and O(3)–O(4)–S(2) are not perpendicular, but exhibit anNi(OAc) –4H O 1 L(SH) → [Ni(LS )] 1 2HOAc (2)2 2 2 2

angle of only 86.68.
Other physical properties of 3 have also been examined.In contrast to 1, the cryptand 2 does not form a Ni(II)

The electronic spectrum of 3 displays a weak band at 453complex when the ligand is treated with Ni(ClO ) –4H O4 2 2

in CH Cl –CH CN solution [11]. The disulfide group in 22 2 3

has also only weak coordinating ability, that apparently
can not compensate for the loss of binding energy of the
thiolate–Ni bond. In general, Ni-disulfide bonds are only
stable in the presence of tight bonds between Ni and the
other coordinating groups in the same ligand [12–17].

[Ni(LS )] (3) crystallizes from DMF as a solvate with2

one molecule of dimethylformamide per formula unit in
]

the triclinic space group P1. The result of the X-ray
structure analysis is shown in Fig. 1. Surprisingly, the
polyether moiety of the N O -macrocycle does not coordi-2 4

nate to the Ni(II) ion. Instead, the metal ion is essentially
bound by the two sidechains of the hetero crown ether. The
Ni(II) coordination environment consists of two arenethiol-
ate S atoms, two arene–alkane–ether O atoms and two
amide O functions. Whereas the Ni–S distances of
232.5(1) pm (S2) and 235.4(1) pm (S1) are considerably
short for octahedral Ni complexes [18–20], the bond
lengths between the Ni and the O atoms of the amide Fig. 1. Crystal structure of 3, showing thermal ellipsoids at the 50%
groups (210.6(3) pm for O(2) and 208.6(3) pm for O(4)) probability level and the atom labeling scheme. H atoms are omitted for

clarity.are comparably long [21–23]. The Ni–O bonds (209.6(2)
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Abstract

Reaction of C F Br with Li[1-R-1,2-closo-C B H ] readily gives compounds 1-(4-BrC F )-2-R-1,2-closo-C B H [R5Me (1), Ph6 5 2 10 10 6 4 2 10 10
t(2), Bu (3)]. Compounds 1-3 were characterised by NMR spectroscopy and single crystal X-ray diffraction studies. A significant

˚lengthening of the C –C connectivity is seen as the steric demands of the cage bound substituents increase, from 1.712(7) A in 1 tocage cage

˚ ˚1.736(7) and 1.743(8) A in 2 and to 1.761(6) A in 3, the last being the longest C –C distance recorded for a carbaborane with alkylcage cage

or aryl substituents.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction led to the isolation of the unexpected products 1,4-(29-R-
C B H )C F even in the presence of excess C F , and2 10 10 6 4 6 6

1We are currently interested in the effects of substituted no mono-cage products were identified. In the present
aryl substituents on the properties of carbaboranes. Recent contribution we report the synthesis and characterisation of
work has investigated the compounds, 1-R-12-R9-1,2- several haloarylcarbaboranes of general formula 1-(4-

tcloso-C B H (R5H, Ph; R95Ph, p-Tol, p-C H NO ) C F Br)-2-R-1,2-closo-C B H where R5Me, Ph, Bu .2 10 10 6 4 2 6 4 2 10 10

as potential non-linear optical (NLO) materials [1], and the This group of compounds is considered in relation to the
use of electron-withdrawing and -donating aryl groups is analogous compounds 1-Ph-2-R-1,2-closo-C B H (R52 10 10

expected to enhance such NLO properties. We are inter- H [4], Br [5], Me [6], Ph [7]) in which the electron-
ested in polyfluorinated aryl rings as electron-withdrawing withdrawing fluorine atoms are absent.
substituents to carbaboranes. The interdependence of elec-
tronic factors and structure for clusters is codified in
Wade’s rules [2] and, so, any significant electron with- 2. Experimental
drawal may have consequences for the structure of the
cluster. Structural deformations in the cluster may also be 2.1. General
induced as a result of the steric interactions of the
exopolyhedral substituents. All reactions were carried out under an atmosphere of

Previous attempts to synthesise haloarylcarbaboranes, dry, oxygen-free N using standard Schlenk line tech-2

specifically pentafluorophenylcarbaboranes, by Zakharkin niques, with some subsequent manipulation in air. Solvents
and Lebedev [3], involved the reaction of Li[1-R-1,2- were dried and distilled under nitrogen immediately prior
closo-C B H ] (R5Me, Ph) with C F . These reactions to use. Preparative thin-layer chromatography (TLC) em-2 10 10 6 6

ployed Kieselgel 60 F plates (Merck), pre-washed in the254

qFor Part 1, see Ref. [14].
*Corresponding author. Present address: Department of Chemistry,

1University of Durham, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK. Tel.: In all molecules, the haloaryl ring is attached to C(1), which involves a
144-191-374-4642; fax: 144-191-386-1127. renumbering of the cluster from the starting material, where C(1) bears

E-mail address: rhodri.thomas@durham.ac.uk (Rh.Ll. Thomas) substituent R.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
Crystallographic data and details of data collection and structure refinement for compounds 1–3

1 2 3

Formula C H B BrF C H B BrF C H B BrF9 13 10 4 14 15 10 4 12 19 10 4

Crystal size /mm 0.6030.2530.25 0.5030.3030.20 0.5030.3530.30
System Monoclinic Triclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /n Pbar1 P2 /c1 1

˚a /A 6.840(3) 10.901(3) 8.955(3)
˚b /A 14.927(3) 13.263(2) 14.930(4)
˚c /A 15.902(4) 13.823(3) 14.341(4)

a / 8 90 97.83(9) 90
b / 8 92.64(3) 97.12(11) 95.11(3)
g / 8 90 91.76(7) 90

3˚V /A 1621.9(9) 1962.3(7) 1909.7(10)
Z 4 4 (2 independent) 4

23D /g cm 1.578 1.514 1.486calc

u / 8 8,u ,11 9,u ,11 9,u ,11orientation

u / 8 1.87,u ,24.97 1.50,u ,24.97 1.97,u ,24.97data collection

h range 28→18 212→112 210→110
k range 0 →117 215→115 0→117
l range 0 →118 0 →16 0→117
Data measured 2937 7291 3584
Unique data 2834 6890 3357
Data observed [F,2s(F )] 1479 3466 1870
g 0.1026 0.1476 0.10331

R (all data) 0.1531 0.1695 0.1384
R (observed data) 0.0643 0.0828 0.0643

2wR(F ) 0.1708 0.2255 0.1770
S 0.932 0.988 1.003
Variables 251 561 285

23˚Max. residue /eA 0.316 0.938 (near Br) 0.348
23˚Min. residue /eA 20.779 21.639 (near Br) 20.870

appropriate solvent. Infra-red spectra were recorded as the extract under reduced pressure. Recrystallisation from
solutions in CH Cl , referenced against the same solvent MeOH gave the product as a white solid, which was dried2 2

or as KBr discs, on a Perkin-Elmer 598 or a Nicolet Impact in vacuo. Yield51.36 g, 81%.
400 spectrophotometer. NMR spectra were recorded at Found: C, 28.63%; H, 3.91%. Calculated (for

11 1room temperature on Bruker WP200 ( B, H) and WH360 C H B BrF ): C, 28.14%; H, 3.40%. IR (CH Cl ): n9 13 10 4 2 2 max
1 19 21 11 1( H, F) spectrometers. Chemical shifts are reported 2550 cm (B–H). NMR (CDCl ): B-h Hj d 0.91 (1B),3

1 19 19relative to external SiMe ( H), CCl F ( F) and BF ? 24.74 (2B) and 28.38 (7B) ppm; F d 2128.6 (br. s, 2F,4 3 3
11 1OEt ( B), with positive shifts to high frequency. Mi- o-F) and 2130.5 (m, 2F, m-F) ppm; H: d 1.87 (s, 3H,2

croanalyses were performed by the Edinburgh University CH ) ppm.3

Chemistry Department. The starting materials 1-Me-
tC B H [8], 1-Ph-C B H [4] and 1-Bu -C B H [9]2 10 11 2 10 11 2 10 11

were prepared by literature methods, and their purities 2.2.1.2. Synthesis of 1-(4-BrC F )-2-Ph-1,2-closo-6 4
1confirmed by microanalysis and H NMR spectroscopy. C B H (2)2 10 10

To 1-Ph-1,2-closo-C B H (2.20 g, 10.0 mmol) in2 10 11

2.2. Syntheses diethyl ether (30 ml) at 08C was added a BuLi solution
(1.6 M, 6.8 ml, 11.0 mmol). A solution of C F Br (2.51 g,6 5

2.2.1.1. 1-(4-BrC F )-2-Me-1,2-closo-C B H (1) 11.0 mmol) in diethyl ether (5 ml) was then added to the6 4 2 10 10

To a solution of 1-Me-1,2-closo-C B H (0.704 g, stirring mixture. This was then warmed to room tempera-2 10 11

4.45 mmol) in diethyl ether (25 ml) at 08C was added a ture and stirred for 20 h, giving a pale orange solution. The
1.6-M solution of BuLi in hexane (3.1 ml, 5 mmol). A solvents were removed under reduced pressure to leave an
solution of C F Br (1.1 g, 4.46 mmol) in a small amount orange oil, which was extracted with hexane (3340 ml).6 5

of diethyl ether was then added. The mixture was stirred The solvent was removed from the extract under reduced
for 30 min at room temperature, until the solution turned pressure to yield a pale, oily solid. Recrystallisation from
dark orange. The solvents were removed under reduced warm MeOH gave a white solid, 2, which was dried in
pressure to leave a brown oily solid. This was extracted vacuo. Yield53.8 g, 85%.
with hexane (3310 ml) and the solvent was removed from Found: C, 38.16%; H, 4.01%. Calculated (for
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C H B BrF ): C, 37.60%; H, 3.38%. IR (CH Cl ): n Found: C, 34.64%; H, 6.04%. Calculated (for14 15 10 4 2 2 max
21 11 1 C H B BrF ): C, 33.93%; H, 5.48%. IR (CH Cl ): n2545 cm (B–H). NMR (CDCl ): B-h Hj d 1.84 (1B), 12 19 10 4 2 2 max3

21 11 119 2575 cm (B–H). NMR (CDCl ): B-h Hj d 1.00 (1B),22.40 (1B) and 28.23 (8B) ppm; F d 2129.7 (br. s, 2F, 3
1 19o-F) and 2131.2 (m, 2F, m-F) ppm; H d 7.57 (d, 2H), 22.69 (2B), 27.86 (3B) and 29.24 (4B) ppm; F: d

17.32 (m, 1H) and 7.25 (m, 2H) ppm. 2129.7 (br. s, 2F, o-F) and 2131.2 (m, 2F, m-F) ppm; H:
t

d 1.22 (s, 9H, Bu ) ppm.

t2.2.1.3. Synthesis of 1-(4-BrC F )-2-Bu -1,2-closo-6 4

C B H (3) 2.2.2. Crystallography2 10 10
tA diethyl ether (40 ml) solution of 1-Bu -1,2-closo- All data were collected on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4

C B H (0.51 g, 2.5 mmol) was treated with a solution diffractometer at room temperature using graphite mono-2 10 11
˚of BuLi in hexane (1.8 ml, 2.9 mmol). C F Br (0.37 ml, chromated Mo–K X-radiation, l50.71069 A. Diffrac-6 5 a

2.4 mmol) in a small amount of diethyl ether was then tion-quality crystals of the compounds were grown by slow
added. The mixture was stirred for 4 h at room tempera- evaporation of a methanol solution (compound 1) or by
ture, until the solution turned orange, and then the solvents diffusion between water and a methanol solution (com-
were removed under reduced pressure to leave a dark, oily pounds 2 and 3), and were mounted in subsequently sealed
solid. This was extracted with hexane (2315 ml) and the Lindemann tubes.
solvent was removed from the extract under reduced In Table 1 are listed crystal data, as well as details of
pressure. Recrystallisation from warm MeOH gave the data collection and structure refinement, for crystals of
product, 3, as a white solid, which was dried in vacuo. compounds 1, 2 and 3. For each crystal, the unit cell
Yield50.49 g, 49%. parameters and orientation matrix for data collection were

determined by the least-squares refinement of the setting
angles of 25 strong, high-angle reflections. Data collection

Table 2
˚Selected interatomic distances (A) and interbond angles (8) for compound

1

C(11)–C(1) 1.515(7) C(21)–C(2) 1.515(7)
C(1)–B(5) 1.695(8) C(1)–B(4) 1.706(9)
C(1)–C(2) 1.712(7) C(1)–B(6) 1.728(9)
C(1)–B(3) 1.743(9) C(2)–B(11) 1.681(9)
C(2)–B(7) 1.685(9) C(2)–B(3) 1.702(10)
C(2)–B(6) 1.707(9) B(3)–B(8) 1.734(11)
B(3)–B(7) 1.735(10) B(3)–B(4) 1.763(11)
B(4)–B(8) 1.749(11) B(4)–B(5) 1.770(11)
B(4)–B(9) 1.770(11) B(5)–B(9) 1.749(11)
B(5)–B(10) 1.769(10) B(5)–B(6) 1.772(11)
B(6)–B(10) 1.741(10) B(6)–B(11) 1.745(10)
B(7)–B(11) 1.739(11) B(7)–B(12) 1.747(10)
B(7)–B(8) 1.759(11) B(8)–B(9) 1.777(13)
B(8)–B(12) 1.784(11) B(9)–B(10) 1.749(12)
B(9)–B(12) 1.765(10) B(10)–B(11) 1.754(10)
B(10)–B(12) 1.760(12) B(11)–B(12) 1.758(11)

C(16)–C(11)–C(1) 121.6(5) C(12)–C(11)–C(1) 125.4(5)
C(11)–C(1)–B(5) 120.8(4) C(11)–C(1)–B(4) 121.8(5)
B(5)–C(1)–B(4) 62.7(4) C(11)–C(1)–C(2) 120.4(4)
C(11)–C(1)–B(6) 118.3(5) B(5)–C(1)–B(6) 62.4(4)
C(2)–C(1)–B(6) 59.5(4) C(11)–C(1)–B(3) 120.1(5)
B(4)–C(1)–B(3) 61.5(4) C(2)–C(1)–B(3) 59.0(4)
C(21)–C(2)–B(11) 122.1(5) C(21)–C(2)–B(7) 122.4(5)
B(11)–C(2)–B(7) 62.2(4) C(21)–C(2)–B(3) 117.4(6)
B(7)–C(2)–B(3) 61.6(4) C(21)–C(2)–B(6) 117.6(6)
B(11)–C(2)–B(6) 62.0(4) C(21)–C(2)–C(1) 117.2(4)
B(3)–C(2)–C(1) 61.4(4) B(6)–C(2)–C(1) 60.7(3)
C(2)–B(3)–B(7) 58.7(4) B(8)–B(3)–B(7) 60.9(4)

Fig. 1. Perspective view of a single molecule of compound 1 (30%
C(2)–B(3)–C(1) 59.6(3) B(8)–B(3)–B(4) 60.0(5)

thermal ellipsoids except for hydrogen atoms, which have an artificial
C(1)–B(3)–B(4) 58.2(4) C(2)–B(6)–C(1) 59.8(3)˚radius of 0.1 A for clarity). The aryl ring is numbered cyclically
C(2)–B(6)–B(11) 58.3(4) B(10)–B(6)–B(11) 60.4(4)

[C(11)–C(16)], and hydrogen atoms carry the same number as the atom
C(1)–B(6)–B(5) 57.9(4) B(10)–B(6)–B(5) 60.5(4)

to which they are attached.
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was by v22u scans in 96 steps with an v scan width 3. Results and discussion
(0.810.34 tan u ). Data were corrected for Lorentz and
polarisation effects, and for decay (determined by remea- In 1970, Zakharkin and Lebedev [3] attempted to
surement of the intensities of two chosen reflections every synthesise (polyfluorophenyl)carbaboranes by reaction of
8 X-ray h) using CADABS [10]. Only data for which Li[1-R-1,2-closo-C B H ] (R5Me, Ph) with C F , lead-2 10 10 6 6

F.2.0s(F ) were retained for structure solution and refine- ing to the isolation of the unexpected product 1,4-(29-R-
ment. C B H )C F [4] and we have recently structurally2 10 10 6 4

Each structure was solved by direct methods with all characterised the compound where R5Ph (4) [13]. In an
remaining non-hydrogen atoms found by difference attempt to produce a mono-cage product, C F Br was used6 5

Fourier methods and refined on F using full matrix least- in place of C F for reaction with Li[RC B H ]. Re-6 6 2 10 10

squares (SHELXTL [11]). In compound 2, the phenyl ring crystallisation from hot methanol gave analytically pure
˚was constrained to be a regular hexagon (C–C, 1.395 A). white crystalline products, 1-Ar -2-R-C B H (R5MeF 2 10 10

tHydrogen atoms were placed in idealised positions, riding [1], Ph [2], Bu [3]; Ar 54-C F Br) in good yields.F 6 4

on the atoms to which they were bonded. After isotropic The identities of the products were confirmed by micro-
convergence, data were corrected for absorption effects analysis, infra-red spectroscopy and by NMR studies. The

11 1using empirical methods [12]. Non-hydrogen atoms were B-h Hj spectra obtained showed typical features for closo
allowed anisotropic thermal parameters. In compounds 1 carbaboranes, with multiple peak coincidences in the

11and 2, the hydrogen atoms in each crystallographically spectrum due to the small range of B resonances (12 to
1independent molecule were given a common variable 210 ppm) found. H NMR spectroscopy showed that the

thermal parameter (U ). In compound 3, the hydrogen weakly acidic cage CH atoms have been displaced, but theH
19atoms were given isotropic thermal parameters set at cage-bound substituents remain. F NMR spectra con-

1.2U for the atom to which they were bonded (1.5U for tained only two resonances, for the ortho- and meta-eq eq

CH ). In the final stages of refinement, data were weighted fluorine environments, showing that the para-position was3
21 2 2 2such that w 5[s (F )1( g P) 1( g P)] where P5[max not occupied by a fluorine atom. It was noted in each caseo 1 2

2 2(F or 0)12F ] /3. that one resonance showed significant fine structure, whilsto c

Fig. 2. Perspective views of each crystallographically independent molecule of compound 2 (30% thermal ellipsoids except for hydrogen atoms, which
˚have an artificial radius of 0.1 A for clarity). The aryl rings are numbered cyclically [C(11A)–C(16A), C(11B)–C(16B) for Ar and C(21A)–C(26A),F

C(21B)–C(26B) for Ph], and hydrogen and fluorine atoms carry the same number as the atom to which they are attached.
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Table 3
˚Selected interatomic distances (A) and interbond angles (8) for compound 2

C(11A)–C(1A) 1.494(9) C(11B)–C(1B) 1.469(9)
C(21A)–C(2A) 1.507(7) C(21B)–C(2B) 1.496(7)
C(1A)–B(6A) 1.745(10) C(1B)–B(6B) 1.725(10)
C(1A)–B(4A) 1.717(10) C(1B)–B(4B) 1.736(11)
C(1A)–C(2A) 1.743(7) C(1B)–C(2B) 1.736(8)
C(1A)–B(5A) 1.705(9) C(1B)–B(5B) 1.740(11)
C(1A)–B(3A) 1.746(9) C(1B)–B(3B) 1.775(10)
C(2A)–B(6A) 1.722(10) C(2B)–B(6B) 1.709(10)
C(2A)–B(7A) 1.701(10) C(2B)–B(7B) 1.711(10)
C(2A)–B(11A) 1.671(10) C(2B)–B(11B) 1.715(12)
C(2A)–B(3A) 1.735(9) C(2B)–B(3B) 1.738(10)
B(3A)–B(8A) 1.740(12) B(3B)–B(8B) 1.748(13)
B(3A)–B(7A) 1.755(10) B(3B)–B(7B) 1.756(12)
B(3A)–B(4A) 1.782(10) B(3B)–B(4B) 1.787(11)
B(4A)–B(9A) 1.744(12) B(4B)–B(9B) 1.74(2)
B(4A)–B(8A) 1.743(12) B(4B)–B(8B) 1.76(2)
B(4A)–B(5A) 1.788(11) B(4B)–B(5B) 1.793(13)
B(5A)–B(9A) 1.783(13) B(5B)–B(9B) 1.75(2)
B(5A)–B(10A) 1.775(12) B(5B)–B(10B) 1.76(2)
B(5A)–B(6A) 1.761(11) B(5B)–B(6B) 1.787(12)
B(6A)–B(10A) 1.734(11) B(6B)–B(11B) 1.758(12)
B(6A)–B(11A) 1.737(11) B(6B)–B(10B) 1.778(14)
B(7A)–B(11A) 1.746(11) B(7B)–B(11B) 1.778(13)
B(7A)–B(8A) 1.753(11) B(7B)–B(8B) 1.782(13)
B(7A)–B(12A) 1.758(11) B(7B)–B(12B) 1.821(14)
B(8A)–B(9A) 1.729(13) B(8B)–B(9B) 1.75(2)
B(8A)–B(12A) 1.776(13) B(8B)–B(12B) 1.78(2)
B(9A)–B(12A) 1.755(13) B(9B)–B(12B) 1.73(2)
B(9A)–B(10A) 1.790(13) B(9B)–B(10B) 1.75(2)
B(10A)–B(12A) 1.771(12) B(10B)–B(12B) 1.73(2)
B(10A)–B(11A) 1.761(11) B(10B)–B(11B) 1.76(2)
B(11A)–B(12A) 1.753(12) B(11B)–B(12B) 1.771(14)

C(12A)–C(11A)–C(1A) 124.6(7) C(12B)–C(11B)–C(1B) 124.1(6)
C(16A)–C(11A)–C(1A) 122.0(6) C(16B)–C(11B)–C(1B) 123.8(6)
C(26A)–C(21A)–C(2A) 119.6(4) C(26B)–C(21B)–C(2B) 121.1(4)
C(22A)–C(21A)–C(2A) 120.4(4) C(22B)–C(21B)–C(2B) 118.9(4)
C(11A)–C(1A)–C(2A) 120.7(5) C(11B)–C(1B)–C(2B) 119.6(5)
C(11A)–C(1A)–B(3A) 120.4(5) C(11B)–C(1B)–B(3B) 122.0(5)
C(11A)–C(1A)–B(4A) 121.9(5) C(11B)–C(1B)–B(4B) 124.3(6)
C(11A)–C(1A)–B(5A) 119.9(5) C(11B)–C(1B)–B(5B) 120.5(6)
C(11A)–C(1A)–B(6A) 118.4(5) C(11B)–C(1B)–B(6B) 116.5(5)
C(2A)–C(1A)–B(3A) 59.6(3) C(2B)–C(1B)–B(3B) 59.4(4)
B(4A)–C(1A)–B(3A) 61.9(4) B(4B)–C(1B)–B(3B) 61.2(4)
B(5A)–C(1A)–B(4A) 63.0(4) B(5B)–C(1B)–B(4B) 62.1(5)
B(5A)–C(1A)–B(6A) 61.3(4) B(5B)–C(1B)–B(6B) 62.1(5)
B(6A)–C(1A)–C(2A) 59.2(4) B(6B)–C(1B)–C(2B) 59.2(4)
C(21A)–C(2A)–C(1A) 118.9(5) C(21B)–C(2B)–C(1B) 119.2(5)
C(21A)–C(2A)–B(3A) 118.0(5) C(21B)–C(2B)–B(3B) 118.2(5)
C(21A)–C(2A)–B(6A) 119.0(5) C(21B)–C(2B)–B(6B) 119.0(5)
C(21A)–C(2A)–B(7A) 121.8(5) C(21B)–C(2B)–B(7B) 120.4(5)
C(21A)–C(2A)–B(11A) 122.1(5) C(21B)–C(2B)–B(11B) 121.7(5)
B(11A)–C(2A)–B(6A) 61.6(4) B(11B)–C(2B)–B(6B) 61.8(5)
B(11A)–C(2A)–B(7A) 62.4(4) B(11B)–C(2B)–B(7B) 62.5(5)
B(6A)–C(2A)–C(1A) 60.5(4) B(6B)–C(2B)–C(1B) 60.1(4)
B(7A)–C(2A)–B(3A) 61.4(4) B(7B)–C(2B)–B(3B) 61.2(5)
B(3A)–C(2A)–C(1A) 60.3(3) B(3B)–C(2B)–C(1B) 61.4(4)
C(2A)–B(3A)–C(1A) 60.1(4) C(2B)–B(3B)–C(1B) 59.2(4)
C(2A)–B(3A)–B(7A) 58.4(4) C(2B)–B(3B)–B(7B) 58.6(4)
B(8A)–B(3A)–B(7A) 60.2(5) B(8B)–B(3B)–B(7B) 61.1(5)
B(8A)–B(3A)–B(4A) 59.3(5) B(8B)–B(3B)–B(4B) 59.6(6)
C(1A)–B(3A)–B(4A) 58.2(4) C(1B)–B(3B)–B(4B) 58.3(4)
C(2A)–B(6A)–C(1A) 60.4(4) C(2B)–B(6B)–C(1B) 60.7(4)
C(2A)–B(6A)–B(11A) 57.8(4) C(2B)–B(6B)–B(11B) 59.3(5)
B(10A)–B(6A)–B(11A) 61.0(5) B(10B)–B(6B)–B(11B) 59.8(6)
B(10A)–B(6A)–B(5A) 61.0(5) B(10B)–B(6B)–B(5B) 59.1(6)
C(1A)–B(6A)–B(5A) 58.2(4) C(1B)–B(6B)–B(5B) 59.4(4)
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the higher frequency resonance was a very broad singlet. graphic study (Scheme 1). Fig. 1 views a single molecule
This latter resonance was assigned to the ortho fluorine and demonstrates the atomic numbering scheme adopted

19atoms by analogy with the F NMR spectra of 4, which whilst Table 2 presents selected molecular parameters. In
showed only one broad signal from its fluorine atoms, all this molecule, intersubstituent steric effects are expected to
of which are ortho to a carbaborane cage. The broadening be the smallest, and the C –C interatomic distance iscage cage

˚is assumed to be due to long-range coupling to the boron 1.712(7) A, which is not significantly longer than the
˚nuclei in the cluster. The products were as expected for a 1.696(5) A distance found in 6, although both are greater

S Ar reaction, with substitution para to the least elec- than that found in the unsubstituted ortho-carbaborane, i.e.,N
˚tronegative substituent, which was bromine in this case. 1.630(6) A [16]. Intersubstituent steric interactions will

Compounds 1–3 form a series analogous to the 1- also affect the orientations adopted by the aryl rings. The
phenylcarbaboranes, with intersubstituent steric interac- orientation of phenyl rings attached to carbaboranes has
tions growing as we increase the size of the C(2) sub- previously been described by the parameter u, the modulus
stituent. A large series of carbaboranes, 1-Ph-2-R-1,2- of the average of the two C –C –C –C torsioncage cage ring ring

C B H [e.g. R5H (5) [4,14], Br [5], Me (6) [6], Ph (7) angles, and we may use this parameter to describe the2 10 10

[7], Me Si (8) [15]] has been reported and compounds 1 orientation of an aryl ring also. Thus, u5908 when the aryl3

and 2 are directly analogous to two of these. The non- ring lies in the C –C –C plane, and u508 whencage cage ring
tfluorinated analogue of 3, [1-Ph-2-Bu -C B H ], how- the ring lies perpendicular to this plane. Calculations have2 10 10

ever, has not been reported, although many attempts to suggested that the electronically preferred orientation of
synthesise it have been made [9]. Since the haloaryl the phenyl ring in 5, where intersubstituent effects are
carbaborane 3 forms easily, we can discount steric grounds small, is u5688 [4]. In compound 1, u56.8(9)8, which is
for this failure. substantially reduced by the large intersubstituent effects

The identity of compound 1 was confirmed by crystallo- and is even lower than that found in 6 (u516.78).
Compound 2 crystallises with two independent mole-

Fig. 3. Perspective view of a single molecule of compound 3 (30%
thermal ellipsoids except for hydrogen atoms, which have an artificial

˚radius of 0.1 A for clarity). The aryl ring is numbered cyclically
[C(11)–C(16)], and hydrogen atoms carry the same number as the atom

Scheme 1. to which they are attached.
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Table 4
˚Selected interatomic distances (A) and interbond angles (8) for compound 3

C(11)–C(1) 1.501(6) C(21)–C(212) 1.500(9)
C(21)–C(211) 1.497(8) C(21)–C(2) 1.569(7)
C(21)–C(213) 1.518(9) C(1)–C(2) 1.761(6)
C(1)–B(3) 1.737(8) C(1)–B(4) 1.726(8)
C(1)–B(5) 1.719(9) C(1)–B(6) 1.745(8)
C(2)–B(3) 1.731(8) C(2)–B(6) 1.742(8)
C(2)–B(7) 1.702(8) C(2)–B(11) 1.703(8)
B(3)–B(4) 1.773(11) B(3)–B(7) 1.770(9)
B(3)–B(8) 1.756(10) B(4)–B(5) 1.787(12)
B(4)–B(8) 1.756(10) B(4)–B(9) 1.754(11)
B(5)–B(6) 1.766(10) B(5)–B(9) 1.740(12)
B(5)–B(10) 1.752(9) B(6)–B(10) 1.752(10)
B(6)–B(11) 1.752(8) B(7)–B(8) 1.773(11)
B(7)–B(11) 1.740(10) B(7)–B(12) 1.755(10)
B(8)–B(9) 1.776(14) B(8)–B(12) 1.787(12)
B(9)–B(10) 1.747(13) B(9)–B(12) 1.760(11)
B(10)–B(11) 1.773(10) B(10)–B(12) 1.785(12)
B(11)–B(12) 1.768(10)

(16)–C(11)–C(1) 123.4(4) C(12)–C(11)–C(1) 123.4(4)
C(211)–C(21)–C(212) 106.9(6) C(211)–C(21)–C(213) 106.3(7)
C(212)–C(21)–C(213) 107.2(6) C(211)–C(21)–C(2) 110.4(5)
C(212)–C(21)–C(2) 112.7(5) C(213)–C(21)–C(2) 112.9(5)
C(11)–C(1)–B(5) 119.3(4) C(11)–C(1)–B(4) 118.9(4)
B(5)–C(1)–B(4) 62.5(4) C(11)–C(1)–B(3) 120.2(4)
B(4)–C(1)–B(3) 61.6(4) C(11)–C(1)–B(6) 120.8(4)
B(5)–C(1)–B(6) 61.3(4) C(11)–C(1)–C(2) 123.3(4)
B(3)–C(1)–C(2) 59.3(3) B(6)–C(1)–C(2) 59.6(3)
C(21)–C(2)–B(7) 121.3(4) C(21)–C(2)–B(11) 121.3(4)
B(7)–C(2)–B(11) 61.5(4) C(21)–C(2)–B(3) 119.4(4)
B(7)–C(2)–B(3) 62.1(3) B(11)–C(2)–B(6) 61.1(3)
C(21)–C(2)–C(1) 120.9(4) B(3)–C(2)–C(1) 59.7(3)
B(6)–C(2)–C(1) 59.7(3) C(2)–B(3)–C(1) 61.0(3)
C(2)–B(3)–B(7) 58.1(3) B(8)–B(3)–B(7) 60.4(4)
C(1)–B(3)–B(4) 58.9(4) B(8)–B(3)–B(4) 59.7(4)
C(2)–B(6)–C(1) 60.7(3) C(2)–B(6)–B(11) 58.4(3)
C(1)–B(6)–B(5) 58.6(3) B(10)–B(6)–B(5) 59.7(4)
B(10)–B(6)–B(11) 60.8(4)

cules in the asymmetric unit, and both are illustrated in atoms of the Ar group to the plane of the non-fluorinatedF

Fig. 2. Selected interatomic distances and interbond angles ring.
are given in Table 3. The intersubstituent steric effects in 2 The structure of 3 was also determined by crystallo-
may be minimised by the two aryl rings both adopting low graphic study, and is shown in Fig. 3, with selected
u values. Such an effect is observed in both independent molecular parameters in Table 4. The extremely low value
molecules, although to different extents, with the values of of u [0.1(8)8] found is an expected consequence of the
u and u being smaller in molecule A [u 52.5(7)8; extremely bulky C(2) substituent. Intersubstituent stericPh Ar Ar

u 52.3(10)8] than in molecule B [u 56.8(7)8; u 5 effects are significant, and these may induce other distor-Ph Ar Ph

10.3(10)8]. Similar orientations of aryl rings are found in tions in addition to the lengthening of the C(1)–C(2)
the structures of 4 and 7, where the aryl rings are in similar connectivity. Most noticeable is the ‘bend back’ of the aryl
environments to those in molecule 2.

The C(1)–C(2) interatomic distances found in 2 are
˚ ˚ Table 51.743(7) A (2a) and 1.736(8) A (2b) and, although these

11B chemical shifts in a series of carbaboranes, 1-Ar-2-R-C B H2 10 10are numerically larger, they are not significantly different
from those in the non-halogenated analogue 7, 1.733(4) Ar R Range/ppm Weighted mean/ppm

˚and 1.720(4) A. These values are larger than those found 1 Ar Me 10.91→28.38 26.72F

for carbaboranes where the C(2) substituent is a methyl 2 Ar Ph 11.70→28.40 25.21F
t3 Ar Bu 11.00→29.24 26.49group, due to increased steric interactions between the F

6 Ph Me 22.36→29.36 27.77C(2) substituent and the aryl ring. Such interactions are
7 Ph Ph 22.07→28.60 26.97˚indicated by the close approach (ca. 2.8 A) of the fluorine
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ring away from the sterically demanding tertiary butyl Supplementary data
group, giving a C(2)–C(1)–C(11) angle of 123.3(4)8,
compared with ca. 1208 in compounds 1, 2 and 4. The Crystallographic data have been deposited at the Cam-
close contacts of the two substituents are also notable, with bridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road,

˚two butyl hydrogen atoms lying ca. 2.5 A from the plane Cambridge CB2 1E7, UK, and data may be obtained on
˚of the ring. A C(1)–C(2) distance of 1.761(6) A is the request, quoting the deposition codes CCDC 111940,

result of these effects, which is considerably longer than in 111941 and 111942.
the previous haloaryl carbaboranes. Indeed, this distance is
only known to be surpassed by that in three other closo-
carbaboranes, all of which contain non-carbon atoms as Acknowledgements
substituents to the cage; oxygen in one case [17], and
sulfur in the others [18]. The distance surpasses the length We acknowledge Heriot-Watt University for a student-
of the most similar carbaborane, 1-Ph-2-Me Si-1,2-closo- ship (Rh. Ll. T.) and the Callery Chemical Company for a3

˚C B H , at 1.708(4) A, which is as expected due to the generous gift of decaborane.2 10 10

smaller steric influence of the Me Si group relative to the3

Me C group, a consequence of the longer C –Si bond.3 cage
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Abstract

Co-ordination modes for the bis complexes of l-serine with copper(II) ion have been studied in fluid aqueous solution by ESR
spectroscopy. The computer analysis of a series of overlapping spectra taken in neutral and alkaline solutions was carried out including

63 65one to four independent species. For the component spectra a hyperfine splitting by isotopes Cu and Cu and two equivalent nitrogen
atoms were taken into consideration. The isotropic ESR parameters and relative concentrations of different species were optimized. The
distribution of copper(II) amongst different species is in accordance with literature formation constants obtained by pH-metric and

2spectrophotometric studies. For both the [CuL ] and [CuL H ] complexes two kinds of co-ordination exist. The spectra of smaller2 2 21

copper and nitrogen hyperfine coupling constants, which give the major contribution to the experimental curves, are assigned to the cis
22isomer, while the minor species is the trans isomer of higher hyperfine coupling constants. For the complex [CuL H ] only one mode2 22

of co-ordination exists with cis arrangement of the equatorial N and O donor atoms, respectively. The values of ESR parameters indicate
the equatorial binding of deprotonated OH groups of side chains and a geometric distortion of the cis complexes.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: ESR; Copper(II) complexes; l-Serine; Isomerism; Co-ordination

1. Introduction by a model of fast-tumbling molecules of axial symmetry,
in which the principal values of axial interaction tensors

The ESR spectra of different complexes forming in for the isomers and the rotational correlation time have
aqueous solutions of copper(II) and various bioligands been optimized [3].
reveal a strongly overlapping structure, since the ESR Recently, we have developed a versatile automatic
parameters are not very sensitive to the change of co- computer simulation program to analyze overlapping ESR
ordination mode. The fluid-solution spectra, though less spectra recorded either in fluid or frozen solutions [4]. For
resolved than those taken in frozen solution, seem to be isotropic spectra the program allows to decompose one to
more suitable for computer analysis, since the number of four components. An iteration procedure simultaneously
parameters to be optimized is reduced due to the motional gives the magnetic parameters ( g-values, copper and
averaging of anisotropic g and hyperfine parameters. A nitrogen hyperfine coupling constants and relaxation pa-
few cases were reported in the literature when superim- rameters) and concentration data for all species by mini-
posed copper(II) spectra were successfully analyzed. For mizing the square deviation between experimental and
bis amino acid complexes [1–3] computer analysis of the calculated spectra. In our previous study [5] we applied the

63nitrogen superhyperfine pattern of the high-field Cu peak program to analyze the isotropic ESR spectra of the
in the second derivative spectrum has indicated the pres- copper(II)–glycylglycine system at various ligand-to-metal
ence of two isomers, and yielded their relative concen- concentration ratios and pH. Good spectral fitting was
trations. The first derivative isotropic spectrum of the achieved, and the relative concentrations of various species
bis-(l-histidinato)copper(II) complex has been described were found in satisfactory agreement with those calculated

from literature formation constants.
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 136-62-420943; fax: 136-62-420943. In the present study we report on the results of an ESR

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00095-9
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study of the copper(II)–l-serine system in neutral and
alkaline aqueous solutions at ligand excess. The aim is to
identify and characterize all of the bis complexes of
copper(II) with l-serine by determining their ESR parame-
ters from the computer analysis of liquid-phase spectra.

2. Experimental

Reagents of analytical grade from Reanal (Hungary)
were used without further purification. The zwitterionic
l-serine is symbolized by HL. The copper(II) concentration

23of the solutions was 2 mmol dm , and the ligand-to-metal
concentration ratio was 4:1. The pH was adjusted with
NaOH in the range pH 7–12 to an accuracy of 0.01 pH
unit using a RADELKIS OP208/1 pH meter equipped
with a RADIOMETER GK2401C combined glass elec-
trode. The electrode was calibrated using IUPAC standard
buffers from RADIOMETER. In addition, two solutions of
pH 12.7 and 13.0, respectively, were made by adding a
calculated amount of NaOH to the above stock solutions.

ESR spectra were recorded at room temperature (291 K)
on a JEOL JES-FE3X spectrometer with 100 kHz field
modulation using manganese(II)-doped MgO powder as
field standard.

The spectra were evaluated with the EPR program [4].
Since the copper(II) chloride was a natural mixture of
isotopes, the spectrum of each species was calculated as

Fig. 1. ESR spectra of the copper(II)–l-serine system at a ligand-to-metal63 65the superposition of spectra containing Cu and Cu concentration ratio 4:1 between pH57 and 13; the experimental curves
according to their natural abundances. The M dependent are drawn by thinner line, the calculated spectra by thicker one.I

line width of copper was taken into consideration by fitting
the relaxation parameters a, b, g, when s 5a1bM 1M II2
gM [6,7]. A Lorentzian, Gaussian, mixed or dispersion the alkaline region by the PSEQUAD program [8] fromI

shape function could be chosen optionally. The parameter literature formation constants [9] with pK510.5 and 11.5
g , the hf coupling constant A , the nitrogen superhyper- for the deprotonation of the first and the second side-chaino o

´fine coupling constant a , the data for linewidths, and the OH group of [CuL ] complex, respectively (I. Nagypal,No 2

relative concentration of each species were varied, until the personal communication). Fig. 2 shows the above curves
sum of the squares of differences between the calculated together with the relative concentrations obtained from the
and measured intensities (SSQD) reached its minimum. evaluation of ESR spectra. It can be seen that our data are
The concentration of each species was related to the in good agreement with the concentrations calculated from
overall concentration of ESR-active species in the solution. the formation constants obtained by pH-metric studies.

The complex [CuL ] is predominant at a four-fold2

ligand excess and pH 7.00, but good spectral fit requires an
3. Results and discussion assumption of two species to be present: in this case SSQD

is reduced by about 40%. The relative contribution of these
3.1. Spectral fitting species to the spectrum of the [CuL ] complex remains2

constant within experimental error at higher values of pH,
Lorentzian lineshape gave satisfactory fit in all cases.. too, indicating an isomeric equilibrium for this complex.

For a typical fit, the average deviation of calculated and The ESR parameters of the isomers and the values for the
measured intensities was 1.5–3 times as much as the noise, isomeric equilibrium constant are summarized in Table 1.

2and, simultaneously, it was 1.5–2.5% of the spectral The formation of the complex [CuL H ] can be ob-2 21

amplitude. The experimental and calculated spectra are served over pH 8.5. It reaches a maximum concentration of
illustrated in Fig. 1. 65% at about pH 11, then it is replaced by the complex

22[CuL H ] with both side-chain OH group deproto-2 22

3.2. Distribution of copper(II) amongst different species nated. The spectrum of the former species can be described
as a sum of spectra of two isomers again, while only one

The concentration distribution curves were calculated in mode of co-ordination can be shown for the latter complex.
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gested by Goodman and McPhail [1,2] for the [CuL ]2

complexes of amino acids with non-co-ordinating (alanine,
valine, phenylalanine, proline, lysine and glutamine) and
weakly-co-ordinating side chains (asparagine). They de-
termined the positions of the centres of the highest-field
63Cu lines, the N shf constants and the relative con-
centration for the isomers by computer analysis of the
high-field region of the second derivative isotropic ESR
spectra. Later, these experiments were carried out with the

65pure Cu isotope of higher magnetic momentum and
proportionally higher hf coupling constants. Comparing the
line positions for the two isotopes, the values of g and Ao o

for the isomers were calculated [1,2]. The spectrum of
smaller hyperfine coupling constants, which gives the
major contribution to the measured curve, was assigned to
the cis isomer. This conclusion was drawn from the
decrease in A , attributed to a 3d–4s orbital mixing. Sucho

an orbital mixing which is a consequence of a rhombic
distortion is more likely for the cis isomer of lower
symmetry, and is accompanied by a decrease in the Fermi

Fig. 2. Species distribution curve for the copper(II)–l-serine system at a
term and hence in A [11]. For similar reasons, weoligand-to-metal concentration ratio 4:1. The copper(II) concentration is 2
assigned the spectrum for the major isomer of higher g ,mM. Dotted line: concentrations calculated from data in Refs. [7] and [8]; o

and smaller A and a to the molecules of cis-N Osymbols connected by the solid lines are relative concentrations from the o No 2 2
ESR spectra. arrangement.

Goodman and McPhail [1,2] obtained the ESR parame-
Data for the deprotonated complexes are collected in Table ters by the analysis of a narrow region of spectra of
2. isotopically pure complexes, and determined g 52.120–o

2.121 for the cis, and g 52.118–2.119 for the transo
63isomer, respectively. Typical A ( Cu) values for theo

3.3. ESR parameters and the structure of complexes isomers were 60 and 69 G, respectively. While the
differences in ESR parameters between the cis and trans

For the [CuL ] complex the glycine-like co-ordination isomers agree well with our data in Table 3, the actual g2 o

dominates as it was shown by CD spectral studies [10], and A values show a poor agreement. The discrepancyo

thus the most likely kind of isomerism is that of the cis- points out the limitation of technique when Goodman and
and trans-N(amino) O(carboxylate) arrangements in the McPhail analyze only one copper hyperfine line: then it is2 2

equatorial plane. These co-ordination modes were sug- not possible to obtain precise g and A values, even if theo o

Table 1
aESR parameters of the [CuL ] complexes of l-serine2

2pH [CuL H ] [CuL ]2 21 2

b% g A /G a /G a, b, g /G % g A /G a /G a,b,g /G % K log Ko o No o o No

7.00 0 2.1260 65.3 8.9 19.5 67 2.1237 74.3 10.5 20.9 33 2.0 0.30
27.9 –9.4

1.1 1.6
9.60 15 2.1259 65.2 9.2 21.6 58 2.1222 73.3 10.7 21.9 27 2.1 0.33

28.6 210.2
1.1 1.6

9.87 18 2.1256 65.4 9.3 21.8 56 2.1227 75.1 11.3 22.6 26 2.2 0.33
27.9 29.2

0.8 2.8
10.42 33 2.1271 65.5 9.2 18.4 42 2.1223 74.8 9.8 19.6 25 1.7 0.23

27.3 29.2
1.2 1.7

10.87 63 2.1256 64.1 9.6 20.2 25 2.1221 73.5 10.9 21.3 12 2.1 0.32
27.9 29.2

1.1 1.6
a 63The hyperfine coupling constants refer to the isotope Cu.
b Isomeric equilibrium constant, i.e. concentration of the first species divided by the concentration of the second one.
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Table 2
aESR parameters of deprotonated bis complexes of l-serine

2 22pH [CuL ] [CuL H ] [CuL H ]2 2 21 2 22

c% g A /G a /G a, b, g /G % g A /G a /G a, b, g /G % K log K g A /G a /G a, b, g /G %o o No o o No o o No

b9.60 85 F F F F 11 F F F F 4 F F

9.87 82 2.1165 77.0 9.6 20.8 12 2.1240 80.9 11.4 24.8 6 2.0 0.30

27.0 213.6

2.9 2.3

10.42 67 2.1161 76.9 8.5 18.3 24 2.1248 80.5 10.8 23.9 9 2.7 0.43

28.8 214.0

2.2 2.2

10.87 37 2.1159 76.5 9.1 19.7 44 2.1232 80.8 10.2 25.6 19 2.3 0.36

27.3 213.9

2.2 2.2

11.88 0 F F F F 12 F F F F 5 F F 2.1115 81.5 9.30 19.2 83

29.3

1.7

12.7 2.1114 81.4 9.29 19.9 100

210.4

2.1

13.0 2.1115 81.7 9.38 20.2 100

210.0

1.9

a 63The hyperfine coupling constants refer to the isotope Cu.
b The parameters were fixed with average values obtained from other spectra.
c 2Isomeric equilibrium constant for the species [CuL H ] , i.e. concentration of the first species divided by the concentration of the second one.2 21

variation of these parameters can be determined with a ment supports that analysis of poorly resolved spectra for
good confidence. isotopic mixtures can result in meaningful data. The

The N superhyperfine coupling constants for copper(II) spectra computed from the average parameters (Table 3)
complexes of various ligands vary within a broad range, for the different species are shown in Fig. 3.
depending on the hybridization states of the donor atoms, The preference of the cis isomer (60–70%) observed for
the covalency of metal–ligand bonds etc., as it was shown all types of side-chain (see Refs. [1,2] and Table 3) is not
by ENDOR studies [12]. For the bis-(l-aminoacidato)cop- reflected in the values of a : for the cis isomers they areNo

per(II) complexes, however, the equivalence of the two smaller by approximately 1.5 G than for the trans ones
amino nitrogen atoms seems a reasonable assumption, which may indicate a reduced spin density on the equatori-
since their hybridization states agree, and only very small al nitrogens in the case of cis coordination. According to
differences in bond lengths and angles between the two crystallographic data the Cu–N bond lengths for the trans
copper(II)-amino acid moieties of the complexes were complexes [13–18] do not differ significantly from those
found by crystallographic investigations [13–21]. The for the cis isomers [19–21], indicating similar overall
analysis in both Refs. [1,2] and this work was based upon Cu–N bond strengths for both modes of co-ordination.
this assumption. The nitrogen coupling constants agree This fact suggests compensation effects between the bonds
well: for the cis isomers of [CuL ] complexes with non- of different symmetries, similarly to other copper(II)2

co-ordinating side-chains a is 8.5–9.5 G [1,2], while for complexes [22–24]: enhanced covalency of in-plane andNo

the analogous l-serine molecules it is 9.2 G. The out-of-plane p-bonds may compensate the weakening of
superhyperfine coupling constants for the trans isomers are in-plane s-bond. The O–Cu–N angles in both chelate
10.0–10.6 G [1,2] and 10.7 G, respectively. This agree- rings are 848 within experimental error either in cis and

Table 3
aAverage ESR parameters of the copper(II) complexes of l-serine

bComplex Isomer g A /G a /G a /G b /G g /G K log Ko o No cis / trans cis / trans

[CuL ] cis 2.1260(6) 65.1(5) 9.2(2) 20.0(1) 27.9(4) 1.1(1) 2.0(2) 0.30(4)2

trans 2.1226(6) 74.2(7) 10.7(5) 21.0(1) 29.5(4) 1.6(1)
2[CuL H ] cis 2.1162(2) 76.8(2) 9.1(5) 20.0(1) 27.7(8) 2.4(3) 2.3(3) 0.36(5)2 21

trans 2.1240(6) 80.7(2) 10.8(5) 24.8(7) 213.8(2) 2.3(0)
22[CuL H ] cis 2.1115(1) 81.5(1) 9.32(4) 19.8(4) 29.9(4) 1.9(2)2 22

a The uncertainties of the last digits are given in parentheses.
b 63Refers to the isotope Cu.
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The complex bis(l-serinato)copper(II) is more stable than
the analogous l-alanine complex [25], and the formation
rate of the former molecules is also higher, as a conse-
quence of an additional binding group (the OH-group)
[26]. NMR relaxation studies show that ligand exchange is
slower in the l-serine than in the l-alanine complex,
explaining this by the inhibiting effect of the OH groups in
axial positions [27]. Comparison of thermodynamic data
for the [CuL ] complexes of l- and dl-threonine [28] may2

serve as an additional indirect evidence. Most probably,
the major isomer with these complexes is also the cis one.
For the cis-N O arrangement, both side-chain OH groups2 2

can bind axially in the l-threonine complex, while in the
case of the cis(l-threoninato)(d-threoninato)copper(II) both
OH-groups are on the same side of the equatorial plane,
thus only one of them can be bound to the metal ion.
Simultaneously, the formation of the Cu(l-Thr) is en-2

thalpy-favored as compared to the Cu(dl-Thr) [28], pre-2

sumably as a result of a second axial bond. This effect is,
however, counterbalanced by the entropy-change [28]
accompanied with the formation of the second chelate ring.
Taking into consideration all the above facts, we propose
structures 1 and 2 in Fig. 4 as most probable modes of
co-ordination for the [CuL ] complex of l-serine.2

The principal question regarding the structure of de-
2protonated complex [CuL H ] is whether the side-chain2 21

alcoholate group remains in axial position or it is co-

Fig. 3. Spectra of various species in the copper(II)–l-serine system,
calculated from the average ESR parameters at 9.4 GHz as the superposi-

63 65tions of spectra of Cu and Cu isotopes according to their natural
abundances.

trans complexes, giving no explanation for the differences
in a of the isomers. It is the O–Cu–O and N–Cu–NNo

bond angles that seem to be the clue to the mystery. The
oxygen atoms are in favorable positions for overlapping
between their orbitals and the d orbital of the metal2 2x 2y

ion both in trans and cis complexes: the O–Cu–O bond
angles are nearly 1808 in the former [13–18], and 88–928

in the latter case [19–21]. For the trans arrangement the N
atoms are near the x- and y-axes defined by the copper(II)
and O atoms (N–Cu–N angles are approximately 1808

even in the most distorted molecules [13–18]), thus
relatively strong overlapping can occur, which results in
relatively large values of a . At the same time, for the cisNo

complexes the nitrogen atoms are displaced from the
favorable positions as it is indicated by the N–Cu–N
angles of 96–1058 [19–21]. This may reduce the overlap
between the copper d orbital and nitrogen orbitals,2 2x 2y

reducing a , and, simultaneously, promote the overlapNo

between other copper(II) and nitrogen orbitals (see above).
Finally, enhanced strength of Cu–N p-bonds and Cu–O
binding over-compensates the weakening of Cu–N in-
plane s-bond in the cis isomers. Fig. 4. Structures of various species in the copper(II)–l-serine system; 1

Several experimental facts suggest a weak axial inter- and 2 shows the co-ordination modes for the [CuL ], 3 and 4 for the2
2 22action between copper(II) and the side-chain OH-groups. [CuL H ] , 5 for the [CuL H ] complexes.2 21 2 22
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ordinated in the equatorial plane. In the former case only a The strong axial bonds with both carboxylate groups in
22slight change in parameters is expected, since the ESR complex [CuL H ] make the cis-N O arrangement2 22 2 2

parameters of elongated square-bipyramidal copper(II) the only mode of co-ordination in the latter case.
complexes of d ground state are much less sensitive2 2x 2y

to alteration of axial than equatorial co-ordination. A
stronger axial bond generally causes a small (5–15 nm) red Acknowledgements
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Abstract

A series of compounds of N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic acid with divalent Cu, Zn and Cd are synthesized and characterized. For the
complexes [Zn(tsgluO)(H O) ]?H O (1), [Cd (tsgluO) (H O) ] (2) and [Cd(bipy)(tsgluO)] (3) the crystal and molecular structure have2 2 2 2 2 2 6

IIbeen determined by X-ray diffraction (tsgluO5N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamate dianion, bipy52,29-bipyridine). In compound 1 the Zn ion
exhibits a tetrahedral geometry arising from coordination of two carboxylic oxygens of two amino acid molecules and of two water

II 22molecules. In compound 2 each Cd ion of the dimeric unit is coordinated by oxygen atoms of tsgluO and water molecules in a
IIdistorted octahedral environment. In compound 3 the Cd ion is coordinated by 2,29-bipyridine nitrogens and four oxygen atoms from

22three different tsgluO in a distorted octahedral geometry.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Divalent metals; Copper; Zinc; Cadmium; N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic acid; Compounds

1. Introduction alanine leads their coordination modes to be metal- and
pH-dependent. At low pH the only binding site is the

Among naturally occurring amino acids of biological carboxyl group irrespective of the metal ion involved. At
II II IIimportance, aspartic and glutamic acids are characterized increasing pH, with metal ions such as Pd , Pb , Cu ,

IIby the presence of two carboxyl functions which make Cd , the deprotonation reaction of the sulfonamide nitro-
II IIthem potentially tridentate ligands, and a variety of coordi- gen takes place in the order of increasing pH: Pd ,Pb ,

II IInation modes is observed [1–6]. Cu ,Cd with a pK in the range 1–10; for the freeNH

In the highly hydratated complexes they act as simple Ar-SO -N-amino acids the mean pK value is 11.5 [7].2 NH

bidentate N,O-chelate glycine-like ligands forming mono- The ability of Ar-SO -N-amino acids to coordinate all of2

meric species as in Cu(Glu)?3H O [3], [Cu(Asp)(bipy)? the above cited metal ions through the deprotonated2

H O]?3H O [4]. sulfonamide nitrogen is fully confirmed by a number of2 2

In the low hydratated or anhydrous complexes the crystallographic studies [8–10] and by spectrophotometric
second carboxyl group in b- and g-position with respect to analysis (UV and NMR) [7,11,12].

IIamine function, in aspartic (Asp) and glutamic (Glu) acid, For Cu the reaction does not take place with Ar-SO -2

respectively, is also involved in metal coordination as in b-alanine in view of the lower stability of six-membered
Cu(Glu)(Im) [5], Cu(Asp)(Im)?2H O [6], giving rise to chelate rings with respect to five-membered ones, and2

polymeric species. metal hydrolysis prevails. The addition of 2,29-bipyridine
IIThe substitution of an Ar-SO -group on the amine allows the formation of mixed [M (bipy)(LO) ] (x51 or2 x

[M(bipy)] Mnitrogen of amino acids such as glycine, DL-a- and b- 2) species, and Dlog K5log K 2log K is[M(bipy)LO] M(LO)

positive, indicating a stabilization of the mixed complex
with respect to the simple carboxylate one. These results
can be interpreted as due to the extended conjugation
between the p orbitals of the aromatic amine and aryl

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-59-378-424; fax: 139-59-373-543. group of the amino acidic moiety and to the preference of
E-mail address: saladini@pascal.unimo.it (M. Saladini)
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3solved in hot water (25 cm ) and then added to an
3Nomenclature ethanolic solution (20 cm ) of H tsglu (0.301 g, 1.002

mmol). By cooling the solution at room temperature a
green microcrystalline compound separated (yield 80%).

bipy 2,29-bipyridine Found: C, 38.1; H, 3.7; N, 3.7; S, 8.3%. Calculated for
H tsglu N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic acid C H CuNO S: C, 37.8; H, 4.0; N, 3.7; S, 8.4%.2 12 15 7

LO Ar-SO -N-aminoacidate monanion2
22tsglu,O N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamate dianion 2.1.2. K[Cu(tsgluN,O)]?3H O232tsgluN,O N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamate trianion The hot solution from which the carboxylate complex

separated was treated with KOH until pH 9. After addition
3of diethylendioxide (20 cm ) a blue microcrystalline

compound separated (yield 50%). Found: C, 31.7; H, 3.7;
N, 3.0; S, 6.9%. Calculated for C H CuKNO S: C, 31.6;12 18 921oxygen donor ligands toward [M(bipy)] species with H, 4.0; N, 3.0; S, 7.0%.

IIrespect to the free M ion.
II IIThe formation of stable mixed complexes, separated 2.1.3. M(tsgluO)?3H O (M5Zn or Cd )II 2
II IIalso in the solid state as [M (bipy)(LO) ]?xH O [LO5N-2 2 M(CH COO) ?xH O (M5Zn 0.219 g, M5Cd 0.2663 2 2II II II II

3p-tolylsulfonylglycinate, M 5Cu , x51; M 5Pb , x50; g, 1 mmol) was dissolved in water (25 cm ) and thenII II II
3M 5Cd , x50; LO5N-p-tosylsulfonyl-b-alaninate, M 5 added to an ethanolic solution (25 cm ) of H tsglu (0.376II 2Cu , x50], enables the deprotonation and metal coordina- g, 1.25 mmol). By slow evaporation of the solution,

tion of sulfonamide nitrogen of Ar-SO derivatives of2 crystalline compounds separated (yield 70%). Found: C,II II IIglycine and DL-a-alanine also for Zn [11], Co and Ni 34.4; H, 4.7; N, 3.2; S, 7.8%. Calculated for
[13] ions. The same reaction also takes place for b-alanine C H ZnNO S: C, 34.4; H, 4.8; N, 3.3; S, 7.7%. Found:II 12 19 9derivatives in the presence of Cu [14]. C, 29.9; H, 4.2; N, 3.1; S, 7.0%. Calculated for

Similarly to what has previously been observed with C H CdNO S: C, 30.9; H, 4.3; N, 3.0; S, 6.9%.12 19 9glycine derivatives, the Ar-SO -N-aspartic and -glutamic2

acids are expected to present a different coordination II II2.1.4. [M(bipy)(tsgluO)] (M5Cu , Cd )behavior with respect to parent ligands. At low pH their IIThe corresponding binary complex (M5Zn 0.199 g,active binding sites can only be the carboxylate groups, but IIM5Cd 0.242 g, 0.5 mmol) was dissolved in C H OH2 5the second carboxyl group should affect the conditions for 3 3(25 cm ) and added to an ethanolic solution (10 cm ) ofthe sulfonamide nitrogen deprotonation. In fact the de-
2,29 bipyridine (0.078 g, 0.5 mmol). By slow evaporationprotonation of the double negatively charged anion, to give
at room temperature solid crystalline compounds separateda trinegative one, can be reasonably reached at a pH value
(yield 70%). All attempts to obtain the bipy adduct of thehigher relative to glycine derivatives, and the metal
other metals failed. Found: C, 50.9; H, 4.2; N, 8.1; S,hydrolysis can precede this reaction.
6.0%. Calculated for C H CuN O S: C, 50.9; H, 4.1; N,22 21 3 6We now report the results on the solid and solution

II 8.1; S, 6.2%. Found: C, 46.5; H, 3.7; N, 7.3, S, 6.2%.study on binary M -N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic acid
II II II II II Calculated for C H CdN O S: C, 46.5; H, 3.7; N, 7.4, S,22 21 3 6(H tsglu) [M 5Cu , Cd , Zn , Pb ] and ternary 2,2-2 5.6%.bipyridine containing systems, in order to explore the

effect of the second carboxyl group on the coordination
2.2. Analysis and physical measurementsbehavior of the amino acid and on the conditions favoring

the metal coordination of the sulfonamide nitrogen. In
Nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen and sulfur were determinedview of the great amount of results, we decided to report in

with a C.ERBA Mod. 1106 Elemental Analyzer by Mr. G.Part 1 the study on solid complexes and in Part 2 the
Pistoni.results on solution investigation.

The electronic spectra of the copper compounds at room
temperature were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda
19 spectrophotometer equipped with a DM60 integration

2. Experimental sphere. The ESR spectra of the copper compounds were
obtained with a Bruker ER 200-SRC Spectrometer by

All chemicals were of the highest purity commercially using the X-band at 160 and 239 K. The infrared spectra
available. 21(4000–400 cm ) were recorded with an FT-IR Bruker

113v spectrometer in KBr pellets.
2.1. Preparation of the complexes

2.3. X-ray data collection and structure refinement
2.1.1. Cu(tsgluO)?H O2

Cu(CH COO) ?H O (0.200 g, 1.00 mmol) was dis- Lattice constants for all the complexes were determined3 2 2
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Table 1
Experimental data for the X-ray diffraction studies on crystalline compounds 1, 2 and 3

Compound 1 2 3

Formula C H NO SZn C H CdN O S C H CdN O S12 19 9 24 32 2 15 2 22 21 3 6

M 418.7 877.4 567.7
F(000) 864 876 1144
Cryst. syst. Orthorhombic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 2 2 (No. 19) P2 (No. 4) C2 (No. 5)1 1 1 1

˚a, A 23.072(4) 7.408(2) 24.386(3)
˚b, A 9.739(2) 13.916(3) 5.042(1)
˚c, A 7.413(2) 15.263(3) 18.349(2)

b, deg. 90 99.9(1) 93.2(1)
3˚U, A 1665.7(6) 1550.0(8) 2252.5(6)

Z 4 2 4
23d , g cm 1.67 1.88 1.67calc

23d , g cm 1.70 1.85 1.70obs

Cryst. dimensions, mm 0.1230.1230.38 0.0730.1230.19 0.3030.2030.40
21

m (Mo-Ka), cm 16.4 15.8 11.0
Diffractometer Enraf-Nonius CAD 4 Siemens AED Siemens M18X P4/RA
2u range, deg. 6–56 6–56 5–60
hkl range 6h, k, l 6h, k, l h, k, 6l
Unique total data 3214 2950 3769
Unique obs. data, I.2s(I) 1596 2230 3550
No. of defined par. 233 437 149
R 0.055 0.030 0.046
R 0.058 0.031 0.056w

GOF 0.630 0.610 0.262
23˚Largest residue peak, eA 1.11 0.78 1.23

IIby least-squares refinement of the angular settings of 30 copper -acetate like structure [22]. The ESR spectrum at
centred reflections. Crystal data are summarized in Table room temperature shows signals in the spectral range
1. Intensity data were collected at 295 K using Mo K typical of the monomeric species and only small evidencea

˚radiation (l50.71069 A) with the u22u scan technique. of the dinuclear complex; at 160 K the resolution of the
All data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects signal due to the monomer is improved and the g values

4 21and an empirical absorption correction for complex 1 was can be evaluated ( g 52.37; g 52.09; A 310 cm 5i ' i

applied following Walker and Stuart [15] (absorption 159), whereas the improvement of the resolution of the
correction min–max 0.667–1.00). A correction based on c dimer signals is not enough to calculate its g values.
scan [16] was applied in 3 (absorption correction min–max
0.60–0.61), while no absorption correction was applied for

3.1.2. K[Cu(tsgluNO)]?3H O22 in view of the small crystal dimensions. The structures
The electronic spectrum of this compound presents a

were solved by conventional Patterson and Fourier tech-
broad maximum which can be divided into two com-

niques and refined through full-matrix least-squares calcu- 21ponents at 17 400 and 15 000 cm , with a shift toward2lations minimising Sw(uF u2uF u) . Anisotropic refine-o c the high energy region with respect to the previous
ments were carried out for all non-hydrogen atoms.

Cu(tsgluO)?H O compound. The shift is in line with a2Hydrogen atoms were located in a difference map and
change from an oxygen donor atom set to a mixed N,O-

refined with isotropic thermal parameters in 1 and 2, as
donor atom set and with a tetragonally distorted coordina-

fixed contributors in 3.
tion geometry [23] as a consequence of the bonding also

All calculations were performed using SHELX86 [17],
through the deprotonated sulfonamide nitrogen. The ESR

SHELX76 [18], PARST [19], CRYSRULER [20] and ORTEP [21]
parameters, ( g 52.19; g 52.06), are consistent with thei 'programs.
proposed geometry.

3. Results and discussion 3.1.3. Crystal structure of [Zn(tsgluO)(H O) ]?H O (1)2 2 2

The crystal structure is reported in Fig. 1 and the main
II3.1. Binary complexes bond distances and angles are reported in Table 2. The Zn

atom is coordinated by two carboxyl groups, belonging to
3.1.1. Cu(tsgluO)?H O two different amino acidic moieties and two water mole-2

IIThe electronic spectrum of the green Cu complex cules to give a distorted tetrahedral geometry. The C(1)–
21shows a d–d band maximum centred at 14 400 cm and a C(5) chain of the glutamate moiety is in the extended form

21 IIshoulder at 26 400 cm , characteristic of binuclear and coordinates two symmetry-related Zn ions through
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Fig. 1. ORTEP view of 1 (thermal ellipsoids 50%, here and below) with the atom numbering scheme.

the carboxyl groups acting as monodentate, giving rise to a a-carboxyl of a second molecule; O(251) and O(252) of
the bidentate chelate g-carboxyl of a third molecule;polymeric chain running along the b axis.
O(211) of the a-carboxyl of the fourth ligand molecule.The –S–C H –CH group is maintained nearly parallel6 4 3

22Cd(2) is coordinated to both the independent tsgluOto the aliphatic chain by means of intra- and intermolecular
through O(212) and O(151) of a and g-carboxyl. Inhydrophobic interaction between the hydrogens of C(4)

22˚ addition, two other tsgluO coordinate Cd(2) throughand the carbons of the phenyl ring (range 2.90–3.50 A).
II O(112) and O(251), respectively. The coordination isThe bond distances and angles at Zn ion are in the range

completed by Ow(2) and Ow(3).expected for the tetrahedral geometry. The disposition
22One tsgluO acts as bidentate bridging ligand throughassumed by the ligand is associated with Zn–O(12) and

˚ the a-carboxyl oxygens and monoatomic bridging throughZn–O(52) distances of 2.84(1) and 2.954(8) A, respective-
the g-carboxyl, and coordinates three Cd atoms. The a-ly, close to the sum of the corresponding van der Waals

˚ carboxyl of the second amino acid dianion is also bidentateradii (2.91 A) [24,25].
bridging, while the g-carboxyl is bidentate chelate andThe unidentate coordination of the carboxyl is consistent
monoatomic bridging, and this second ligand coordinateswith the uncommon tetrahedral geometry in carboxylate
four Cd atoms. Thus, a tridimensional polymeric arrange-complexes [26]. The bond distances and angles in the

22 ment is built up into adjacent octahedra alternately con-tsgluO dianion are in agreement with the corresponding
nected by O(151) and O(251). Fig. 3 displays a projectionones in the Ar-SO -N-glycinate monoanions [7,13] and in2
of the polymeric trend along the a axis.the glutamate anion [2]. In the carboxyl groups the C–O

The different binding mode of g-carboxyl for the twodistance involving the metal coordinated oxygen is only
22tsgluO entities can be considered mainly responsible forslightly longer than the other, because O(12) and O(52)

the greater distortion from regular octahedron observed forform short contacts with water oxygens.
Cd(1), with respect to Cd(2). In fact, the bidentate chelateThe oxygen atoms of all water molecules are involved in
and monoatomic bridging coordination mode of one g-a network of short intra- and intermolecular contacts

˚ carboxyl group leads to a larger range of Cd(1)–O(2.63(1)–2.81(1) A), contributing to packing stability,
˚distances (2.211(7)–2.400(6) A) as compared to thealong with the nitrogen atom, which forms an intermolecu-

˚Cd(2)–O range (2.240(7)–2.350(7) A) and to a greatlar hydrogen bond with the sulfonic O(1) atom.
deviation of O–Cd–O angles from the ideal value of 1808

(range 150.0(2)–157.5(3)8) and 908 (range 54.7(2)–
3.1.4. Crystal structure of [Cd (tsgluO) (H O) ] (2) 99.8(3)8) expected for a regular octahedron.2 2 2 6

Selected interatomic distances and angles are reported in The distances and angles within the ligands are compar-
IITable 2 with atom numbering in Fig. 2. The unit cell able to those of Zn complex, and the only difference

IIcontains two crystallographically independent Cd atoms between the two independent amino acidic molecules is
22in a distorted octahedral environment, two tsgluO anions with regards to the C–O distance in the monoatomic

and three water molecules. Cd(1) is coordinated to five bridging g-carboxyl; the distance at the metal coordinated
22 ˚oxygen is longer (1.300(12) A) than the other (1.228(11)oxygens belonging to four tsgluO anions and one water

˚molecule. The carboxylate oxygens are: O(151) of g- A). The N(1) atom forms an intramolecular short hydrogen
carboxyl acting as monoatomic bridges; O(111) of the bond with the O(152) atom.
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Table 2
˚Bond distances (A) and angles (deg.) with e.s.d.’s in parentheses on the coordination polyhedra

Compound 1
Zn–O(11) 1.938(8) Zn–Ow(1) 1.967(9)

IZn–O(51) 1.943(8) Zn–Ow(2) 2.013(9)
I IO(11)–Zn–O(51) 104.1(4) O(51) –Zn–Ow(1) 112.5(3)

IO(11)–Zn–Ow(1) 118.7(3) O(51) –Zn–Ow(2) 113.4(4)
O(11)–Zn–Ow(2) 102.9(4) Ow(1)–Zn–Ow(2) 105.1(4)

Compound 2
II IICd(1)–O(111) 2.276(6) Cd(2)–O(112) 2.315(7)

Cd(1)–O(151) 2.211(7) Cd(2)–O(151) 2.281(7)
Cd(1)–O(211) 2.261(7) Cd(2)–O(212) 2.257(9)

III IVCd(1)–O(251) 2.400(6) Cd(2)–O(251) 2.240(7)
IIICd(1)–O(252) 2.318(7) Cd(2)–Ow(2) 2.293(9)

Cd(1)–Ow(1) 2.349(8) Cd(2)–Ow(3) 2.350(7)
II IIO(111) –Cd(1)–O(151) 109.2(3) O(112) –Cd(2)–O(151) 84.0(3)
II IIO(111) –Cd(1)–O(211) 85.7(3) O(112) –Cd(2)–O(212) 92.0(3)
II III II IVO(111) –Cd(1)–O(251) 76.6(2) O(112) –Cd(2)–O(251) 104.2(2)
II III IIO(111) –Cd(1)–O(252) 91.2(3) O(112) –Cd(2)–Ow(2) 90.8(3)
II IIO(111) –Cd(1)–Ow(1) 150.0(2) O(112) –Cd(2)–Ow(3) 172.5(3)

O(151)–Cd(1)–O(211) 99.8(3) O(151)–Cd(2)–O(212) 92.8(3)
III IVO(151)–Cd(1)–O(251) 156.8(2) O(151)–Cd(2)–O(251) 94.7(2)
IIIO(151)–Cd(1)–O(252) 102.2(3) O(151)–Cd(2)–Ow(2) 168.9(3)

O(151)–Cd(1)–Ow(1) 99.6(3) O(151)–Cd(2)–Ow(3) 98.6(3)
III IVO(211)–Cd(1)–O(251) 103.0(3) O(212)–Cd(2)–O(251) 162.8(3)
IIIO(211)–Cd(1)–O(252) 157.5(3) O(212)–Cd(2)–Ow(2) 97.2(3)

O(211)–Cd(1)–Ow(1) 81.2(3) O(212)–Cd(2)–Ow(3) 80.8(3)
III III IVO(251) –Cd(1)–O(252) 54.7(2) O(251) –Cd(2)–Ow(2) 77.1(3)
III IVO(251) –Cd(1)–Ow(1) 80.3(2) O(251) –Cd(2)–Ow(3) 82.7(3)
IIIO(252) –Cd(1)–Ow(1) 90.8(3) Ow(2)–Cd(2)–Ow(3) 87.9(3)

Cd(1)–O(151)–Cd(2) 103.4(3)

Compound 3
V VICd–O(11) 2.316(5) Cd–O(52) 2.286(7)

Cd–O(12) 2.284(5) Cd–N(51) 2.391(6)
VICd–O(51) 2.362(6) Cd–N(62) 2.352(5)

VO(11) –Cd–O(12) 94.8(2) O(12)–Cd–N(62) 82.9(2)
V VI VI VIO(11) –Cd–O(51) 110.4(2) O(51) –Cd–O(52) 55.0(2)
V VI VIO(11) –Cd–O(52) 83.3(2) O(51) –Cd–N(51) 117.7(2)
V VIO(11) –Cd–N(51) 88.2(2) O(51) –Cd–N(62) 89.5(2)
V VIO(11) –Cd–N(62) 155.7(2) O(52) –Cd–N(51) 165.1(2)

VI VIO(12)–Cd–O(51) 127.8(2) O(52) –Cd–N(62) 120.5(2)
VIO(12)–Cd–O(52) 85.3(3) N(51)–Cd–N(62) 69.7(2)

O(12)–Cd–N(51) 107.7(2)

1
]I5x, 1 1 y, z IV51 2 x, y 2 , 1 2 z2

1
]II51 2 x, 1 y, 1 2 z V5x, y 2 1, z2

1 1 1
] ] ]III52 2 x, y 2 , 1 2 z VI5 2 x, y 2 , 1 2 z2 2 2

3.2. Ternary complexes 3.2.2. Crystal structure of [Cd(bipy)(tsgluO)] (3)
A drawing showing the labeling scheme is given in Fig.

4; selected bond distances and angles are reported in Table
3.2.1. [Cu(bipy)(tsgluO)] 2.

IIThe electronic spectrum of this adduct shows a d–d The Cd atom presents a distorted octahedral geometry
band envelope resolved into two bands at 15 750, 13 700 due to the coordination of 2,29-bipyridine nitrogens and

21 22cm and an isotropic ESR with g 52.11. The position four oxygen atoms from three different tsgluO entities.iso

of the d–d bands can be accounted for by a distorted The a-carboxyl shows a bidentate bridging coordination
IIsquare-pyramidal geometry as commonly found in Cu - mode as observed in the analogous binary complex, and

bipy adducts of carboxylate ligands [27]. g-carboxyl coordinates as bidentate chelate group.
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Fig. 2. ORTEP view of 2 with the atomic numbering scheme. The hydrogen atoms, except that bound to the chiral carbon atom, are omitted for clarity.

22The coordination mode of tsgluO gives rise to a normal and similar to the corresponding values in binary
II IIpolymeric ribbon extended along the b-axis formed by the Zn and Cd complexes. The C–O distances of each

repetition of symmetry-generated [Cd(bipy)(tsgluO)] di- carboxyl group are similar to one another in view of the2

mers, as shown in Fig. 5. bidentate binding mode of both carboxyl groups.
The Cd–O distances are comparable with those of the The 2,29-bipyridine molecule is planar with an angle

binary complex and the distortion from regular octahedron between the pyridine planes of 1.58 and nearly orthogonal
22is ascribed to the chelation of g-carboxyl and bipy (84.68) with respect to the tsgluO phenyl ring. Bond

molecule forcing the O(51)–Cd–O(52) and N(51)–Cd– distances and angles within 2,29-bipyridine are in the range
N(62) angles to 55.0(2) and 69.7(2)8, respectively, and the of results from the literature data [28]. The crystal packing

VItrans O(12)–Cd–O(51) angle to 127.8(2). The Cd–N is mainly due to the contacts among carbons of phenylbipy
˚distances are in the range observed for other Cd–bipy rings, in the range 3.5–4.0 A.

IIadducts of ArSO -amino acids [28]. The structures of Cd -N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamate2
22Bond distance and angles within the tsgluO are complexes confirm that upon the substitution of the Ar-

Fig. 3. Projection showing the polymeric trend of compound 2 on the [100] direction.
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Fig. 4. ORTEP view of 3 with the atom numbering scheme. Hydrogen atoms, except that bound to the chiral carbon atom, are omitted for clarity.

SO -group on the amino nitrogen both the carboxyl groups2
IIare active binding sites and the preference of Cd toward

high coordination numbers leads the carboxyl groups to the
bidentate coordination. In particular, the bidentate bridging
binding mode seems to be preferred by a-carboxylate
species.

3.3. Infrared spectroscopy

The more relevant IR bands are reported as supple-
mentary data.

The infrared spectra of all the complexes, except
Cu(tsgluO)?H O, show a series of intense bands in the2

spectral region of n(COO) in line with the presence ofas

the two ionized carboxylate groups. In the spectrum of
K[Cu(tsgluN,O)]?3H O the disappearance of n(NH) and2

the shift of antisymmetric and symmetric n(SO ) toward2

low energy gives further support to the proposed formula,
with the N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamate anion in the tri-
anionic form.

Supplementary data

Supplementary crystallographic data are available from
the CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on
request, deposition number: CCDC 112265. IR spectro-Fig. 5. Projection showing the trend of the polymeric ribbon of com-

pound 3 on the [010] direction. scopic data are available from the authors.
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Abstract

II II II IIThe binary and ternary systems 2,29-bipyridine (bipy)-M-tsglu [M5Cu , Cd , Zn or Pb , tsglu5N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic acid,
hereafter abbreviated LH ] were investigated in aqueous solution by means of polarography, electronic spectroscopy and potentiometry, in3

order to identify the type, number and stability of complex species, as a function of pH and metal to ligand molar ratio. The prevailing
2 II II IIspecies in the binary systems is the [ML] [M5Cu , Cd , Pb ] where the amino acid molecule is in the trianionic form and coordinates

the metal ion through both the carboxylic groups and deprotonated sulfonamidic nitrogen. This coordination mode is also maintained in
2the ternary bipy containing systems. The addition of the aromatic base in the metal coordination, stabilizes the [M(bipy)L] species

II II II[M5Cu , Cd ] with respect to the binary ones, while it enables the Zn ion to substitute for the sulfonamide nitrogen-bound hydrogen of
tsglu.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction tsglu, in presence of metal ions, can be evaluated only by
means of a solution investigation.

II 1Solid state investigation on the systems M -N-p- Here, in Part 2 , we report the results of a polarographic
II II II IItolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic acid [M 5Cu , Cd , Zn ] and potentiometric and spectrophotometric solution study on

IIthe corresponding bipy-containing complexes has shown binary and ternary bipy-containing systems formed by M
II II II II IIthat the substituent on the amino nitrogen atom seems to and tsglu [M 5Cu , Cd , Zn and Pb ].

favor the metal coordination of both a- and g-carboxyl
groups with formation of polymeric species. Until neu-
trality the solid binary and ternary complexes separated 2. Experimental
invariably contained the N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic acid

IIin the dianionic form with an M /LH ratio of 1:1. The All chemicals were of highest purity commercially
great negative charge due to the dissociation of the two available.
carboxyl groups hinders the following dissociation of the
sulfonamide group, and the reaction needs a higher pH 2.1. Polarography
value as compared to N-p-tolylsulfonyl derivatives of
monoacidic amino acids, such as glycine and DL-a-alanine Investigation of the binary systems was carried out in

24 23 II II II[1]. As a consequence, the only solid deprotonated com- the 1310 mol dm of M(ClO ) (M5Cu , Cd , Zn ,4 2
II IIplex was obtained at pH.10 with Cu and its formula Pb ) solutions with ligand-to-metal molar ratio in the

K[Cu(tsgluN,O)]?3H O is consistent with an N,O-binding range of 2:1 to 20:1. The same metal ion concentration was2

mode of tsglu through a a-carboxyl oxygen and the used for the ternary (bipy) systems, with metal bipy ligand
deprotonated sulfonamide nitrogen, with the formation of a molar ratios from 1:1:2 to 1:1:20. Sodium perchlorate was
glycine-like chelate ring. In view of the great difficulty in used as the base electrolyte, and the ionic strength was

23separating solid complexes, the ionization behavior of kept constant (I50.1 mol dm ). The pH of the solutions

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-59-378-111; fax: 139-59-373-543.
1E-mail address: saladini@pascal.unimo.it (M. Saladini) Part 1: see previous paper in this issue (pp. 1975–1982).

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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titrant vessel in order to obtain metal-to-ligand molar ratios
Nomenclature in the range of 1:1 to 1:4. The metal concentration was

23 23 II II1310 mol dm . For the Cu and Cd containing
systems, 14 measurements were made recording four

IItosyl N-p-tolylsulfonyl points for each titration in the pH range 3–9; while for Zn
tsglu N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic acid (LH ) containing system eight titrations were performed with 303

2LH , N-p-tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic-mono, -di, data points in each titration, in the pH range 3–5. In the2
22 32 ternary systems, known volumes of bipy were added inLH , L or -trianion

IIorder to obtain a 1:1 molar ratio with the M ions. For allbipy 2,29-bipyridine
IIthe M containing systems 10 measurements were per-

formed with 40 data points in each titration.
The overall stability constants (b ), which are definedpqrs

by the equations:
was adjusted by adding small amounts of concentrated

pM 1 qA 1 rL 1 sH↔M A L Hp q r saqueous HClO or NaOH. Differential pulse and sampled4

polarographic measurements were carried out with an
p q r sAmel 472 Multipolarograph at 2560.18C using a scan rate b 5 [M A L H ]/ [M] [A] [L] [H]pqrs p q r s

21of 5 mV s and a pulse amplitude of 25 mv. A saturated
were obtained by least-squares calculation using the com-calomel electrode (SCE) was used as the reference and a
puter program SUPERQUAD [4] with s 50.2 mV (EMFplatinum sheet as the counter electrode. All E values e1 / 2 3error) and s 50.01 cm (volume error).were calculated according to the Parry-Osteryoung equa- v

tion [2] and referred to the SCE. Quasi-reversible reduction
processes were invariably observed for binary and ternary 2.3. Spectrophotometric measurements
systems. The reversible E values were determined1 / 2

according to Matsuda and Ayabe [3]. A Jeanway 3045 ion Electronic spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer
analyzer, equipped with an Ingold HA 405-60-KI pH Lambda 19 spectrophotometer (cell length51 cm) in the
combination electrode, was used for pH measurements. 300–200 nm spectral range for the solution of tsglu 23

24 2310 mol dm and the 800–500 nm spectral range for the
IIbinary system Cu/ tsglu in the 1:4 molar ratio, [Cu ]50.01

2.2. Potentiometry 23mol dm . Spectrophotometric pH titrations were per-
formed by changing the pH of the sample with known

The concentration of the aqueous solution of N-p- amounts of concentrated NaOH or HCl.
tolylsulfonyl-L-glutamic acid used throughout was deter-
mined potentiometrically. Four measurements were made
recording 40 points in each titration with the ligand

23 23 IIconcentration ranging from 4 to 7310 mol dm M 3. Results
II II II IInitrate [M 5Cu , Cd , Zn ] of analytical grade

(C.ERBA) and was standardized with EDTA. The etha- 3.1. Potentiometry
nolic–aqueous (2 /100 v/v) solution of 2,29-bipyridine
(C.ERBA) was standardized potentiometrically with 0.1 The logarithm of protonation constants of the ligand and

23mol dm HNO . The NaOH solution (C.ERBA) was the log b values for the formation of the complexes are3

standardized with potassium hydrogen phthalate (N.B.S.). reported in Table 1.
Potentiometic measurements were performed at 2560.18C The tsglu ligand shows three protonation equilibria
with the fully automated ORION 960 Autochemistry involving the two carboxylic groups (K and K ) and the1 2

system using an ORION 8103SC combined ROSS elec- sulfonamidic nitrogen (K ). The value of log K 53.27 isNH 1

trode. All the titrations were carried out at a constant ionic near to that found for other tosyl amino acids [6] while
23strength (0.1 mol dm ) adjusted with solid NaNO . The both log K and log K 54.77 are greater than the values3 1 2

standard electrode potential E8 was determined before and found for glutamic acid (log K 2.18, log K 54.18) [7].1 2

after each calibration curve. The ionic product K was The spectrophotometric titration, carried out in the 300–w

calculated in the alkaline region of each calibration curve. 200 nm spectral range, leads to a log K value of 12.43,NH

All the experiments were carried out under nitrogen in good agreement with the potentiometric value of
atmosphere determining the equivalent point by the first 12.39(3). This value is one order of magnitude greater than
derivative technique with constant volume increments. The the value found for other tosyl-amino acids according to
starting solution for each titration in binary systems was the diminished acidic character of the sulfonamidic hydro-
prepared by successive addition of a known volume of gen due to the presence of two ionized carboxylate groups

II II II IIM(NO ) [M 5Cu , Cd , Zn ] and tsglu solutions to the [1].3 2
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Table 1
II 23Logarithm of protonation costants of the ligand and stability constants of M -complexes at 258C and I50.1 mol dm (NaNO )3

II II II IICu Zn Cd Pb
a b a b a b b

22LH log b 12.39(3)0011
2LH log b 17.16(3)2 0012

LH log b 20.43(3)3 0013
1[MLH ] log b 18.9(1) 19.56(2) 19.11(3)2 1012

[MLH] log b 14.89(4) 14.85 15.12(1) 14.98 14.57(2) 14.37 13.961011
22[M(LH) ] log b 28.20 28.29 27.69 27.512 1022

2[MLH(OH)] log b 8.5(5)1010
2[ML] log b 9.65(2) 9.49 6.24(1) 6.08 6.791010

22[ML(OH)] log b 1.56(6)101-1
1[M(bipy)LH ] log b 27.71(1) 24.55(9)2 1112

[M(bipy)LH] log b 23.49(4) 23.30 20.76(3) 20.58 18.3(2) 18.91 17.781111
2[M(bipy)L] log b 17.98(3) 17.86 13.27(2) 13.08 11.01(3) 11.01 9.311110

21 c[M(bipy)] log b 8.00 5.30 4.25 2.91100

a Potentiometric data with RSD in parentheses.
b Polarographic data with estimated ESD 60.08.
c Values taken from Ref. [5].

3.1.1. Binary systems tosylglycine, tosyl-a-, or b-alanine [8]. In our experimen-
The pH-metric titration curves of the binary systems in tal conditions the precipitation of Cd(OH) takes place2

II II IIthe 1:4 M:L molar ratio [M5Cu , Cd , Zn ] are quite only over pH 9, in accordance with the K value [9], itsPS

superimposable to that of tsglu up to pH 4, suggesting that presence was taken into account but it does not influence
no significant complex formation takes place before almost the potentiometric results.

IIcomplete ionization of carboxylic groups. The titration In the potentiometric titration of Zn -binary system, the
IIcurve of the Cu -containing system shows two equivalent precipitation of metal-hydroxide is already observed at

points according to the equation: pH¯7 and so the formation of any sulfonamide-nitrogen
deprotonated-species is excluded.

m 5 2m 1 m m 5 2m 1 2mNaOH L Cu NaOH L Cu

3.1.2. Ternary systems
The first equivalent point (pH¯7.5) is consistent with IIThe titration curve of Cu -ternary system shows only2 2the formation of the [CuL] or the [CuLH(OH)] species. one equivalent point (pH 7.7) according to the equation

The polarographic data confirm the presence of both
complexes, although the hydroxylate species is a minor m 5 2m 1 mNaOH L Cu
one and its log b value is rather approximate. The

2It was attributed to the formation of the [Cu(bipy)L]spectrophotometric titration of this system (Fig. 1) shows a
species which is preceded by a carboxylate [Cu(bipy)LH]blue shift of the d–d band maximum on increasing pH,
complex, isolated also in the solid state. Polarographicfrom 750 nm at pH 6.5 to 690 nm at pH 10. The position
analysis confirms these complexes and excludes the forma-of the maximum at higher pH is consistent with the
tion of mixed hydroxo-complexes up to pH 10. The speciespresence of deprotonated sulfonamide nitrogen coordinated

II distribution curves are reported in Fig. 2.to the copper ion, as observed in other binary copper -
II IIThe titration curves of Cd and Zn -ternary systems aretosyl amino acid systems [6]. Consequently, the second

similar to one another and give two equivalent points as inequivalent point of the potentiometric titration (pH59.4)
II II22 Cd -binary system. The second (pH 9.3 for Cd and pHis attributed to the formation of the species [CuL(OH)] ,

II8.8 for Zn ) is consistent with the formation of aas also by polarography.
2II [M(bipy)L] species. Fig. 3 reports the species distributionThe titration curve of the Cd -binary system shows two

IIcurves of Zn -ternary system.equivalent points according to equations:

m 5 2m m 5 2m 1 mNaOH L NaOH L Cd 3.2. Polarography

The first, at pH¯7, corresponds to the dissociation of both
The overall stability constants of the prevailing speciescarboxylic groups and the second (pH 9.3) is consistent

2 are reported in Table 1.with the formation of the [CdL] species. There is no hint
of the presence of mixed hydroxo complexes, not even

IIfrom polarographic analysis up to pH 10. This behavior 3.2.1. Binary and ternary Cu complexes
II IIhas previously been found in Cd -binary systems with Polarographic measurements performed on the Cu
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II II 23Fig. 1. Spectrophotometric titration of the binary system Cu / tsglu in the 1:4 molar ratio, [Cu ]50.01 mol dm ; pH varying in order of increasing
absorbency A: 6.5, 7.3, 8.2, 9.0, 9.5.

binary system at different ligand-to-metal molar ratio show ligand concentration and corresponds to that of the sol-
IIonly one quasi-reversible, two electron, and diffusion- vated Cu ion. At higher pH, the E values shift1 / 2

controlled reduction wave (wave I) in the pH range 2.80– cathodically on increasing the ligand concentration and the
6.15. Up to pH 3.50 the E value is independent of pH, even though between pH 5.50 and 6.15 the depen-1 / 2

II II 23 23Fig. 2. Species distribution curves for the ternary system Cu /bipy/ tsglu in the 1:1:4 molar ratio, [Cu ]510 mol dm .
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II II 23 23Fig. 3. Species distribution curves for the ternary system Zn /bipy/ tsglu in the 1:1:4 molar ratio, [Zn ]510 mol dm .

dence on pH disappears. Up to pH 6.15 the limiting current The diffusion current remains nearly constant from acidic
remains constant. Above pH 6.15 a second quasi-reversible pH up to pH 10.00; the decrease observed at higher pH
and bielectronic wave (wave II) appears, whose E values is due to metal hydroxide precipitation. The first1 / 2

depends upon ligand concentration and, above pH 9.00, is and the second polarographic step may be assigned to the
also pH dependent. The two reduction waves coexist in the reduction of the complexes resulting from the ligand acting
pH range 6.15–7.80 and the sum of their diffusion current as a simple carboxylate and N,O-ligand, respectively. The
is nearly constant. Waves I and II correspond to the overall stability constants were calculated by the of
reduction of the complexes in which the amino acid binds DeFord-Hume method [10]. The polarographic behavior of

IIthe metal ion either as simple carboxylate or as N,O-ligand Zn ion interacting with tsglu is characterized by a quasi-
through carboxylate oxygens and the deprotonated amide reversible wave showing a unique pH titration step that is

IInitrogen, respectively. The overall stability constants (b ) closely similar to the first step of the binary Cd systems.
were obtained with the DeFord-Hume method [10]. The At pH values higher than 7, zinc hydroxide precipitation

IIternary 2,29-bipyridine containing systems show a similar occurs. In the presence of 2,29-bipyridine, both Zn and
IIpolarographic behavior. At acidic pH values a bielectronic, Cd -tsglu systems show two waves simultaneously present

reversible and diffusion-controlled wave (wave Ia) is still throughout the investigated pH range, at ligand to metal
observed. Its E value moves toward more negative molar ratio greater than 10:1. In both cases, the wave at1 / 2

values with increasing ligand concentration. At pH.5.50 a more acidic potential (wave I) is fully comparable to that
new wave (wave IIa) appears at more cathodic potential observed for the binary systems. The additional wave
values. It is ligand concentration dependent. The sum of (wave Ia) is quasi-reversible, bielectronic and diffusion-
the reduction currents of waves Ia and IIa is nearly controlled. The pH-dependence of its E values shows1 / 2

constant. As previously proposed, wave Ia can be attribu- two steps. Most likely, waves I and II correspond to the
ted to the reduction of ternary carboxylate complexes and reduction of binary and ternary complexes, respectively.
wave IIa to the reduction of ternary complexes in which As proposed above, the first step of wave Ia can be
the ligand acts as N,O ligand. The stability constants of the assigned to the reduction of the ternary carboxylate species
prevailing species were calculated with the Shaap and and the second step to the reduction of the ternary
McMasters method [11]. complexes in which the tsglu acts as N,O-ligand. The

coexistence of waves I and Ia indicates that the ternary
II II3.2.2. Binary and ternary Cd and Zn complexes complexes are in equilibrium with the corresponding

IIFor the binary Cd system, a single polarographic wave, binary species, as already observed for tsgly [12]. The
reversible, bielectronic and diffusion-controlled, is ob- overall stability constants for the ternary complexes were
served in the pH range 3.00–11.00. Up to pH 4.00, the calculated with the Shaap-McMasters method [11].
E value is independent of ligand concentration and1 / 2

IIcoincides with that relative to the reduction of the solvated 3.2.3. Binary and ternary Pb complexes
IICd ion. With an increase in pH, the E values become In the pH range 2.50–6.00, only one quasi-reversible,1 / 2

concentration-dependent and shift toward more negative bielectronic and diffusion-controlled reduction wave (wave
values by following two titration steps. Up to pH 9, the I) can be observed. Up to pH 4.00, the polarographic wave

IIE values are independent of the pH value, suggesting corresponds to the reduction of the solvated Pb ion. At1 / 2

that mixed-hydroxo complexes if present, are minor higher pH, the E values shift cathodically with increas-1 / 2

species and not detectable by the polarographic method. ing ligand concentration. Above pH 6 a second quasi-
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reversible and bielectronic wave (wave II) appears. Its E behavior is in line with the value of the pK of the1 / 2 NH

value depends on ligand concentration. Both the reduction free ligand, which is greater by about one unit in our
waves can be observed in the pH range of 6.00–6.50 and ligand; in addition, the possible involvement of the
the sum of their currents is nearly constant. The current of second carboxylic group of tsglu in metal coordination

IIwave II decreases above pH 10.00 due to Pb hydroxide also in the solution system, overcomes the destabilizing
precipitation. According to previously reported results factor due to the negative charge of our complex. The

II[13], wave I can be attributed to the reduction of Pb involvement of the side chain of the ligand in metal
complexes in which the ligand acts as carboxylate while coordination as stabilizing factor in solution systems
wave II corresponds to the reduction of complexes char- was also suggested in the tosyl-DL-asparagine and tosyl-
acterized by N,O-ligand. In the presence of 2,29-bipyridine, L-glutamine containing systems [1].
a peculiar polarographic behavior can be observed. At low

2pH values, a single polarographic wave (wave Ia) can be For [PbL] complex the log b value 6.79(8) is not
observed. Its behavior resembles that observed for the much greater than the value observed for other tosyl amino
binary system. At pH higher than 6.20, two new, quasi- acids (mean value 6.46) [13], suggesting that the coordina-
reversible and bielectronic waves appear simultaneously tion of the second carboxylic group may be hindered by
(waves II and IIa). Wave Ia can be attributed to the the presence of the stereochemically active lone pair of

IIreduction of carboxylate binary and ternary complexes and Pb .
waves II and IIa to the reduction of binary and ternary In the ternary systems the stabilizing effect of 2,29-

IInitrogen deprotonated complexes, respectively. The overall bipyridine on the N,O-bidentate species formed upon M -
II II IIstability constants for the ternary species were calculated promoted amide nitrogen deprotonation [M 5Cu , Cd ,

IIwith the Shaap-McMasters method [11]. Zn ] is fully confirmed by the Dlog K value where Dlog
Mbipy MK5log K 2 log K . Dlog K is positive, 0.33 forMLbipy ML

II II IICu and 0.52 for Cd , while in the case of Zn the
4. Discussion presence of bipy as an additional ligand is the necessary

IIrequirement for enabling the Zn ion to lower the pH for
II IIIn the binary system, up to pH56 with Cu , Pb and the deprotonation of sulfonamide nitrogen beneath the

II IICd and at pH,7.5 with Zn the only complex species value for the hydroxyl precipitation. The effect of the
are the carboxylate ones; the prevailing species is [MLH] heteroaromatic base may be ascribed, as proposed previ-

22but in M:L molar ratio$1:4 the [M(LH) ] is also ously, to the stabilizing effect on the N,O-chelate species2
2 IIobserved. The formation of the [ML] species [M5Cu , of the p delocalization involving the aromatic ring of

II IICd , Pb ] takes place above pH 7. 2,29-bipyridine and that of the N-protecting group [15].
IIWith respect to copper, the log b value 9.65(2) of the For Pb the Dlog K is 20.38, a similar negative Dlog K

2[CuL] species is near to the value found in tosyl-L- value was also found with tsgly and ts-b-ala (Dlog K5

glutamine and tosyl-DL-asparagine containing systems 20.22 and 20.19, respectively) [13] so the change in the
(9.03(4) and 9.71(5), respectively) [6] for the corre- coordination mode of the ligand from carboxylate O-donor
sponding [CuL] species, in spite of the greater basicity of to N,O-ligand is confirmed to be unflavored in the presence
our ligand, as evidenced by the pK value 12.39(3), with of a metal-coordinated bipy molecule. It has been proposedNH

IIrespect to that of tosyl-DL-asparagine and tosyl-L-glutamine that the distorted coordination geometry around Pb ion in
(pK 511.38(2), 11.82(3), respectively). The negative the nitrogen-deprotonated ternary species prevents the pNH

charge of our complex, due to the presence of a second conjugation. In the case of tsglu, the presence of a second
dissociated carboxylic group, probably destabilizes the dissociated carboxylic group enhances the steric hindrance
formed complex, counterbalancing the effect of the greater leading to a further destabilization of the ternary species.
basicity of the ligand. In the ternary systems the positive difference is main-

2Comparing the present system with the corresponding tained among the log b values of our [M(bipy)L] [M05
II II IIone with tosylglycine and N-benzenesulfonylglycine, we Cu , Cd , Zn ] complex and the corresponding

can point out some differences: [M(bipy)L] species with other tosyl amino acids. Hence
the involvement of the g-carboxylic group in metal coordi-

2 II II1. The formation of the [ML] species [M5Cu , Cd , nation is proposed also in the ternary species. In addition,
II 2Pb ] takes place above pH 7 while in the corresponding the log b value of the [Cu(bipy)L] species is near to that

systems with other tosyl amino acids, the deprotonated of the corresponding complex with tosyl-DL-asparagine
nitrogen-containing species begins to form at lower pH [log b 517.7(1)] which can act as a tridentate ligand, for
[8,13,14]. in the structurally known [Cu(tsasnN,O)(bipy)]?H O com-2

22. The log b value of the [ML] species is greater than plex [16] the amino acid coordinates through carboxylic
that of previously cited systems (mean value of log oxygen, deprotonated-amide nitrogen and the amidic oxy-

II II
b 57.6 and 5.2 for Cu and Cd respectively) [1]. This gen of the neutral side chain.
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Abstract

The synthesis, spectroscopic, magnetic and structural characterisation of four new alkoxo-bridged dinuclear copper(II) compounds are
2 2 2 2described. All four compounds have the general formula [Cu(m-OR )(L) ] (A ) , in which m-OR5CH O or CH CH O , L52-amino-2 2 2 3 3 2

2 23-picoline (abbreviated as 3pic) and 2-amino-5-picoline (abbreviated as 5pic) and A5NO or ClO . The title compounds all consist of3 4

dinuclear units with bridging methoxo groups for [Cu(3pic) (CH O) (NO ) ](CH OH) (1), [Cu(3pic) (CH O) (ClO ) ](CH OH)2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 4 2 3 2

(2), Cu(5pic) (CH O) (ClO ) (3) and a bridging ethoxo group for Cu(5pic) (C H O) (ClO ) (4) with two picoline ligands linked to2 3 2 4 2 2 2 5 2 4 2

each copper via the pyridine N atom, providing a square planar CuN O unit. The nitrate anions in compound (1) are bridging at2 2
˚semi-coordination distance (Cu–O 2.735–2.793 A), the perchlorate anions in compounds (2) and (3) are at semi-coordination distanceNO3

˚(Cu–O 2.701–3.042 A); on the other hand the perchlorate anion in compound (4) has only one semi-coordination bond (Cu–OClO ClO4 4

˚ ˚2.826 A). The Cu–Cu distances within the dinuclear units are 2.9957(12), 2.9872(15), 2.996(5), and 3.0123(18) A for compounds (1),
(2), (3) and (4), respectively, with Cu–O–Cu angles of 102.3(8), 101.33(13), 103.8(5), and 103.38(16)8 for compounds (1), (2), (3) and
(4), respectively. The structures are stabilized by intramolecular H-bonds between the amino hydrogens and O and/or O atomsmethoxo anion

˚ ˚(shortest contacts N–H? ? ?O 3.108 A; N–H? ? ?O 2.914 A). The magnetic susceptibility measurements of the alkoxo-bridgedmethoxo anion
21compounds display a diamagnetic behaviour below room temperature with an estimated exchange parameter 2J of ,2600 cm . All

3 21compounds have LF absorption maxima in the range 16.9–17.6310 cm , in agreement with tetragonal Cu(II) and one or two axial
ligands at relatively large distances.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II); Alkoxo-bridged; Magnetism; Picolines; Crystal structure

1. Introduction magnetostructural correlation between the angle Cu–O–Cu
and the magnetical exchange parameter J [5,6]. Some

Small nitrogen-donor low-molecular-weight Cu(II) hydroxo-bridged Cu(II) compounds have catalytic activity
coordination compounds have frequently been used to [7]. In earlier investigations the X-ray structures and the
model the active site in copper proteins [1–4], with the aim spectroscopic parameters have been studied of copper(II)
to obtain insight into the correlation between structure and dinuclear units containing hydroxo or alkoxo bridges [8–
the spectroscopic and magnetic behaviour. 11].

There has also been much interest in the past years for From methoxo-bridged Cu(II) coordination compounds
planar Cu–(m-OR) –Cu dinuclear systems in which m- with the chromophore [N Cu(m-OCH )] a number of2 2 3 2

2 2 2OR5OH , MeO , EtO , especially for the magnetic structures exist [12–18], but ethoxo bridged structures with
behaviour of planar [N Cu(m-OH)] systems and the the chromophore [N Cu(m-OCH CH )] are very rare2 2 2 2 3 2

[13,19,20].
To continue our investigations and to explore the steric

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 131-71-527-4459; fax: 131-71-527-
hinderance of a methyl group we now have used the4451.
ligands 2-amino-3-picoline and 2-amino-5-picoline (ab-E-mail address: reedijk@chem.leidenuniv.nl (J. Reedijk)

1On leave from Chemistry Department, Arak University, Arak, Iran. breviated as 3pic and 5pic, respectively) as bridging
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ligands and investigated the structural and magnetical resonance spectrometer using DPPH ( g52.0036) as a
behaviour of their Cu(II) complexes. These ligands have standard.
an additional potential donor and/or H-bonding group. FTIR spectra were obtained on a Perkin Elmer Paragon
Furthermore, such a study can give insight into the 1000 FTIR spectrophotometer as KBr disks or as nujol

21influence of variable methyl substitution to the geometry mulls between KBr disks (4000–300 cm ). FIR spectra
around the Cu(II) atom or even to the packing of the were obtained on a Bruker 113v infrared spectrophotome-

21molecule. ter as polyethylene mulls (600–100 cm , mirror velocity
21The literature on complexes of the Cu(II) atom with the 0.099 cm/s, resolution 2 cm , Mylar 3.5 m beam splitter).

3pic and 5pic ligands is rather limited and in fact only Magnetic susceptibilities were measured in the tempera-
some Cu(II) X-ray structures are known in which the ture range 20–300 K with a Manics DSM-8 susceptometer.
ligands acts as cation and halocuprates as anion [21–24]. Data were corrected for magnetization of the sample

In the study presented here we have synthesized and holder and for diamagnetic contributions, which were
characterized a number of new alkoxo-bridged compounds estimated from the Pascal constants [34].

2 2with the general formula [Cu(m-OR )(L) ] (A ) , in2 2 2
2 2which m-OR5CH O or CH CH O , L53pic or 5pic 2.3. Crystal structure determination and refinement of3 3 2

2 2and A5NO or ClO . These compounds are character- the structures3 4

ised magnetically, spectroscopically and by X-ray crystal
structure determination. The structures will be discussed in The selected violet crystal was mounted to the glass
relation to their magnetic properties. fiber using the oil drop method [25] and data were

collected at 193 K on a Rigaku AFC-7S diffractometer
(graphite-monochromated Mo Ka radiation, v 22u scans).

2. Experimental The intensity data were corrected for Lorentz and polariza-
tion effects, for absorption (psi-scan absorption correction)

2.1. Syntheses and extinction when necessary. All non-H atoms were
refined anisotropically. The H atoms were introduced in

The ligands 3pic and 5pic were purchased from Across calculated positions and refined with fixed geometry with
Organics, Belgium and used without further purification. respect to their carrier atoms. The structures were solved
The Cu(II) salts were purchased as hydrates from Alfa by direct methods. The programs TEXSAN [26],
Chem., Germany and were used without further purifica- SHELXS-97 [27], SHELXL-97 [28] were used for data
tion. reduction, structure solution and structure refinement,

2The coordination compounds were prepared according respectively. Refinement of F against all reflections. The
to the following general procedure: 1.2 mmol of Cu(II) salt weighted R-factor wR and goodness of fit S are based on

2and 1.2 mmol of the ligand were each dissolved in 10 ml F , conventional R-factors R are based on F, with F set to
2of methanol or ethanol. The Cu(II) salt solution was then zero for negative F . For structure (1) the oxygen atoms of

added slowly to the ligand solution thereby preventing any the nitrate anion were disordered and therefore refined with
precipitation, filtered to remove any solids and after a few fixed population parameter of 0.5. The crystals of structure
days to some weeks the violet (micro)crystalline products (3) were very small and poorly scattering.
separated. Yield ca. 60%. Further crystal data and numerical details of the struc-

Elemental analysis [found (calc.)] for compound (1): ture determination are given in Table 1 and as supple-
41.02 (41.53) %C; 5.18 (5.73) %H; 17.06 (17.30) %N; mentary material.
16.13 (15.69) %Cu; compound (2): 36.84 (38.01) %C;
4.75 (5.24) %H; 13.45 (12.67) %N; 14.76 (14.37) %Cu;
compound (3): 37.98 (38.05) %C; 4.68 (4.66) %H; 13.97 3. Results and discussion
(13.66) %N; 15.54 (15.49) %Cu; compound (4): 38.66
(39.63) %C; 4.64 (4.99) %H; 13.79 (13.20) %N; 14.89 3.1. Description of the crystal structure
(14.97) %Cu.

The structure of the dinuclear cationic unit is depicted in
2.2. Physical measurements Figs. 1–4 for the compounds (1), (2), (3) and (4),

respectively, with relevant bond length and bond angle
C, H, N and Cu determinations were performed by the information given in Table 2. All four structures are in

Microanalytical Laboratory of University College Dublin, principle similar and have a dinuclear methoxo-bridged
Dublin, Ireland. copper(II) units (compounds (1), (2), (3)) or a dinuclear

UV–Vis spectra were obtained on a Perkin-Elmer ethoxo-bridged copper(II) unit (compound (4)). The unit
Lambda900 spectrophotometer using the diffuse reflect- cells of each structure contains a dinuclear Cu unit and two
ance technique, with MgO as a reference. X-band EPR anions (nitrate anion for compound (1) and perchlorate
spectra were obtained on a Jeol RE2x electron spin anions for compounds (2), (3) and (4). The nitrate of
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Table 1
aCrystal data and details of the structure determination

Structure (1) Structure (2) Structure (3) Structure (4)

(a) Crystal data
Compound CuC H N O CuC H N O Cl CuC H N O Cl CuC H N O Cl14 23 5 5 14 23 4 6 13 19 4 5 14 21 4 5

Mol. wt. 404.91 442.35 410.31 424.34
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic Triclinic Triclinic
Space group P-1 P-1 P-1 P-1

˚a (A) 7.881(3) 9.088(3) 8.533(9) 9.109(4)
˚b (A) 11.304(4) 9.843(3) 10.177(8) 10.335(4)
˚c (A) 11.357(4) 11.310(4) 10.778(9) 10.968(3)

a (8) 69.91(3) 77.07(3) 73.30(7) 69.62(3)
b (8) 78.09(3) 78.62(3) 74.34(8) 72.96(3)
g (8) 74.54(3) 75.60(3) 71.36(7) 71.04(3)

3˚V (A ) 908.4(6) 944.3(5) 833.0(13) 896.4(6)
Z 2 2 2 2

23D (g cm ) 1.480 1.556 1.636 1.572calc

F(000) 422 458 422 438
21

m (cm ) 1.236 1.336 1.503 1.400
Crystal size (mm) 0.5030.3530.35 0.4930.3430.22 0.1030.0830.06 0.2030.2030.15

(b) Data collection /refinement
Temperature (K) 193(2) 193(2) 193(2) 193(2)
u , u 2.70, 26.50 2.59, 25.00 2.57, 25.01 2.52, 26.50min max

Total data coll. 5210 4169 2210 4083
Observed refl. (I.2s(I) 3455 2517 900 2729
Independent refl. (R ) 3665 (0.0146) 3071 (0.0230) 2093 (0.0923) 3340 (0.0505)int

No. of refined refl. and params. 3665, 254 3071, 236 2093, 127 3340, 226
Final R1, wR2 (I.2s(I) 0.0358, 0.1060, 0.0491, 0.1159 0.1178, 0.1883 0.0645, 0.1551

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.836 1.008 0.940 0.914
23˚Min. and max. resd. dens. e A 0.609, 20.583 0.526, 20.660 0.626, 20.635 0.662, 20.651

a 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Weighting schemes: (1) w51.0 / [s (F )1(0.0857P) 11.1735P], (2) w51.0 / [s (F )1(0.0685P) 10.6810P], (3) w51.0 / [s (F )1(0.0670P) 1o o o
2 2 2 2 20.0000P], (4) w51.0 / [s (F )1(0.1025P) 12.5060P]; P5(F 1 2F ) /3.o o c

compound (1) is disordered and only one position is given unit are 2.9957(12), 2.9872(15), 2.996(5), and 3.0123(18)
˚in Fig. 1. The unit cells of compounds (1) and (2) contains A for compounds (1), (2), (3) and (4), respectively; each

also two uncoordinated methanol molecules. Each dinu- ligand acts as a monodentate molecule with N(11) or
clear unit has a centre of symmetry located between two N(21) as the coordinating atom.
copper ions. The Cu–Cu distances within the dinuclear The Cu atoms are square-planar coordinated with the

Fig. 1. ORTEP 30% probability plot of structure (1) with atom-labelling Fig. 2. ORTEP 30% probability plot of structure (2) with atom-labelling
scheme. H-atoms and non-coordinating methanol molecules are omitted scheme. H-atoms and non-coordinating methanol molecules are omitted
for clarity. Atoms marked with an ‘a’ are generated by an inversion for clarity. Atoms marked with an ‘a’ are generated by an inversion
centre. centre.
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oxygen atom is just at the borderline of semi-coordination
˚(Cu(1)–O(13) 3.042 A).

The perchlorate anions in structure (3) and (4) are at
˚even longer distances (Cu–O 2.826–2.993 A). TheClO4

˚Cu(1) atom lies 0.025 and 0.0367 A above the equatorial
plane for structures (3) and (4), respectively.

The Cu–N and Cu–O distances are comparable with
distances in the literature for similar compounds [8,9,12–
20]. The Cu–Cu distances and the Cu–O–Cu angles are in
the range for comparable dinuclear square planar com-
pounds from the literature in which Cu–Cu distances lies

˚between 2.974 and 3.034 A and Cu–O–Cu angles between
101.7 and 103.978 [8,9,12–20].

The structure is stabilized by a intramolecular hydrogen-
bonding network between the hydrogens of the amino-
nitrogen and the oxygen methoxo group and the oxygensFig. 3. ORTEP 30% probability plot of structure (3) with atom-labelling ˚of the nitrate group (N–H? ? ?O 3.108 A; N–H? ? ?scheme. H-atoms are omitted for clarity. Atoms marked with an ‘a’ are methoxo

˚O 2.914–2.991 A) for structure (1) and betweengenerated by an inversion centre. nitrato

hydrogens of the amino-nitrogen and the oxygen methoxo
˚group (N–H? ? ?O 3.180 A) for structure (2).methoxo

A clear difference is observed between structure (3) and
basal plane formed by the two nitrogens each ligand (with structure (4), which have a methoxo and an ethoxo bridge,

˚a Cu–N distance which vary from 1.989(2) to 2.015(4) A) respectively. While in structure (3) no intramolecular
and two oxygens of two methoxo or ethoxo ligands (with a hydrogen-bonding is observed, there is such a bonding in

˚Cu–O distance which vary from 1.888(11) to 1.936(3) A). structure (4) between the amino-hydrogen and the oxygen
˚The O–Cu–N angles of the basal plane deviate between 5 of the perchlorate anion (N–H? ? ?O 2.984 A). Conse-ClO4to 138 from linearity; the angle of the Cu–O–Cu bridges quently, the Cu–O -bonding is very long, perhaps dueClO4are 102.31(8), 101.33(13), 103.8(5), and 103.38(16)8 for to steric hinderance of the ethoxo-bridging group.

compounds (1), (2), (3) and (4), respectively. The lattice structure is further stabilized with inter-
The nitrate anion in compound (1) is bridging at semi- molecular hydrogen-bonding between the nitrate or per-

coordination distance (Cu(1)–O(22) 2.793, Cu(1)–O(21)a chlorate for all the four structures (N–H? ? ?O 2.925–anion˚ ˚ ˚2.735 A and the copper ion is only 0.001 A above the 3.286 A) and between the oxygen of the methanol
equatorial plane (defined as N(11)–N(21)–O(1)–O(1)a). molecule and the oxygen of the nitrate or perchlorate anion
From structure (2) one oxygen from the perchlorate anion for structures (1) and (2), respectively (O –H? ? ?methanol˚ ˚is at semi-coordination distance (Cu(1)–O(14)a 2.701 A) O 2.733–3.208 A). Details of the H-bonding networkanion

˚resulting also that the Cu(1) is 0.055 A above the are listed in Table 3.
equatorial plane towards the perchlorate oxygen. The other

3.2. Electronic spectra

From Table 4 it shows the ligand field bands at 16.9–
3 2117.7310 cm , which are normal ligand field transitions

for a CuN O or a CuN O (O) chromophore [29,30].2 2 2 2 x

These bands are also comparable with the transitions found
earlier for compounds with the chromophore
N Cu(OR)CuN [8,9]. In addition a second very strong2 2

and sharp band is found for all these compounds at 25.1–
3 2124.1310 cm , which is characteristic for dinuclear

copper(II) compounds, with a square planar Cu O N2 2 4

chromophore and has been assigned to an (O)→(Cu)
charge transfer band [8,9,12,31].

3.3. Far-infrared spectraFig. 4. ORTEP 30% probability plot of structure (4) with atom-labelling
scheme. H-atoms are omitted for clarity. Atoms marked with an ‘a’ are
generated by an inversion centre. In Table 4 the infrared vibrations in the far-infrared area
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for structures (1)–(4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Cu(1)–O(1)a 1.9204(17) 1.936(3) 1.888(11) 1.922(4)
Cu(1)–O(1) 1.9260(18) 1.926(3) 1.920(11) 1.917(4)
Cu(1)–N(21) 1.989(2) 2.011(3) 2.004(14) 2.010(4)
Cu(1)–N(11) 1.995(2) 2.015(4) 1.990(14) 2.003(4)
Cu(1)–O(21)a* 2.735(3)
Cu(1)–O(22)* 2.793(3)
Cu(1)–O(12)a 2.993(3) 3.326(11)
Cu(1)–O(13) 3.042(3) 2.905(3)
Cu(1)–O(14)a 2.701(3)
Cu(1)–O(13)a 2.826(11)
Cu(1)–Cu(1)a 2.9957(12) 2.9872(15) 2.996(5) 3.0123(18)
O(1)a–Cu(1)–O(1) 77.69(8) 78.67(13) 76.2(5) 76.62(16)
O(1)a–Cu(1)–N(21) 173.48(7) 97.21(13) 95.8(5) 171.57(16)
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(21) 95.79(8) 174.94(13) 171.9(6) 96.58(16)
O(1)a–Cu(1)–N(11) 93.64(8) 169.64(14) 169.6(6) 94.78(16)
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(11) 171.33(7) 96.49(13) 94.5(5) 167.47(16)
N(21)–Cu(1)–N(11) 92.88(9) 88.04(14) 93.6(6) 92.70(18)
Cu(1)a–O(1)–Cu(1) 102.31(8) 101.33(13) 103.8(5) 103.38(16)

‘a’ denotes the symmetry related molecule; for structure 1: 2x, 2y11, 2z11; structure 2: 2x, 2y, 12z, structure 3: 2x, 2y, 22z, structure 4: 2x,
12y, 12z.

*Disordered molecule.

are shown. In this range the Cu–N and Cu–O vibrations 2.28–2.32 with A values of 15.9–16.1 mT and A abouti N'

are found [32]. 1.5 mT, which is typical for mononuclear tetragonal
The vibration absorptions for compounds (3) and (4) copper(II) complex with d ground state [29] and is2 2x 2y

with methoxo and ethoxo bridges, respectively, do not also observed in other Cu(II) dinuclear hydroxo or alkoxo-
differ as much as earlier found for copper(II) bisben- bridged compounds [8–11]. The presence in each EPR
zimidazole compounds with methoxo or ethoxo bridges frozen spectra of five peaks for the nitrogen superhyperfine
[8,9]. Based on data from earlier research [8,9] we could structure, in fact agrees with two N donors per copper(II)

21 ion.assign the bands at 452, 453 and 442 cm and at 259,
21 In the literature [33] a linear relationship between the261, 246 and 243 cm (for compounds (1) to (4),

exchange parameter 2J and the Cu–O–Cu angle ofrespectively) to the Cu–N vibration and the bands at 468,
21 21 alkoxo-bridged copper(II) dimers. The magnetic suscep-438 and 417 cm and at 351, 359, 318 and 357 cm (for

tibility measurements of the present alkoxo-bridged com-compounds (1) to (4), respectively) at the Cu–O vi-
pounds shows a diamagnetic behaviour below room tem-brations. However, it must be noted that these bands are
perature. In general the alkoxo-bridged copper(II) dimersfrom vibrations that most likely are coupled Cu–O and
show an anti-ferromagnetic behaviour. According to theCu–N vibrations. For more accurate assignment further
above-mentioned relationship the exchange parameter 2Janalysis, for instance a vibrational analysis, should be

21would be expected ,2600 cm [33].necessary. This is left for future investigation.

3.4. Magnetic properties
4. Concluding remarks

The alkoxo-bridged compounds are EPR silent and show
no triplet spectrum; in fact a weak, but clearly resolved The results discussed above have shown that with the
signal of a monomeric impurity, is observed (see Table 4). ligand 3pic and 5pic in the presence of weakly coordinat-
Such an EPR-silent behaviour is also found in the literature ing anions in alcoholic solution, copper(II) alkoxo dimers
for this type of bridged compounds [8,9]. These mono- are invariably formed. It appears that the ligands are basic
meric impurities, which are present , 0.02%, have a g enough to dehydronate the alcohol. The spectroscopic and'

value of about 2.1 and a g of about 2.3, with A values magnetic properties of our compounds agree with theoret-i i

around 1.5 mT. ical expectations.
The observed frozen-solution EPR spectra of the com- It is shown from the structural data that the steric

pounds at 77 K (in DMF) is typical for dissociation to a hinderence with the amino on the 2-position and methyl on
mononuclear copper(II) complex. The mononuclear cop- the 3-position provides enough space for the anion while in
per(II) complexes have a g value of 2.06–2.09 and g of the case of the amino on the 2-position and methyl on the' i
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Table 3 5-position the anion are placed somewhat further away,
˚Hydrogen-bonding distances (A) albeit still within semi-coordination distance.

Donor–H? ? ?Acceptor D–H H? ? ?A D? ? ?A The difference in stabilization of the structure is ob-
served between the methoxo bridged structure (3) and theStructure 1

N(17)–H(171)? ? ?*O(12) 0.880 2.162 2.953 ethoxo bridged structure (4). While in the first case there is
N(17)–H(171)? ? ?*O(22) 0.880 2.019 2.874 enough space for Cu–O semi-coordination bondingClO4N(17)–H(172)? ? ?*O(11)a 0.880 2.414 3.159 ˚distances from 2.905 and 2.993 A, there is, in the second
N(17)–H(172)? ? ?*O(21)a 0.880 2.274 2.999

case, only one oxygen attached to copper (Cu(1)–O(13)aO(2)–H(211)? ? ?*O(11) 0.840 2.392 3.179
˚2.826 A) and the other oxygen is placed at a very longO(2)–H(211)? ? ?*O(23) 0.840 1.907 2.733

˚N(27)–H(271)? ? ?O(1) 0.880 2.575 3.108 distance (.3.3 A). Consequently the amino nitrogen forms
N(27)–H(271)? ? ?*O(12)b 0.880 2.166 2.991 a hydrogen bond with this oxygen (see Section 3.1) which
N(27)–H(271)? ? ?*O(21)b 0.880 2.143 2.914 is not the case in structure (3).
N(27)–H(272)? ? ?*O(12)c 0.880 2.592 3.017
N(27)–H(272)? ? ?*O(13)c 0.880 2.304 3.087
N(27)–H(272)? ? ?*O(22)c 0.880 2.197 2.949
a512x, 12y, 12z; b52x, 12y, 12z; c5211x, y, z. *Disordered
atoms. Supplementary material

Structure 2
Further details of the structure determination, includingN(17)–H(172)? ? ?Cu(1) 0.880 2.737 3.208

atomic coordinates, bond lengths and angles, thermalN(17)–H(172)? ? ?O(11)a 0.880 2.407 3.122
N(17)–H(172)? ? ?O(14)a 0.880 2.380 3.130 parameters of all non-hydrogen atoms for the structures is
O(2)–H(211)? ? ?O(12)b 0.840 2.413 3.112 available as supplementary material. Crystallographic data
O(2)–H(211)? ? ?O(13)b 0.840 2.401 3.208 (excluding structure factors) for the structures in this paper
N(27)–H(271)? ? ?O(2)b 0.880 2.216 3.043

have been deposited with the Cambridge CrystallographicN(27)–H(272)? ? ?O(1)c 0.880 2.502 3.180
Data Centre as supplementary publication No. CCDC-N(27)–H(272)? ? ?O(11)b 0.880 2.569 3.219

N(27)–H(272)? ? ?O(13)b 0.880 2.575 3.216 106697, 106699, 106698 and 106700 for the structures (1),
a5x, 211y, z; b52x, 12y, 12z; c52x, 2y, 12z. (2), (3) and (4), respectively. Copies of the data can be

obtained free of charge on application to CCDC, 12 Union
Structure 3

Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK [Fax: (internat.)N(17)–H(171)? ? ?O(13)a 0.860 2.156 2.973
144(1223)336-033, E-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk].N(17)–H(172)? ? ?O(13)b 0.860 2.536 3.275

N(17)–H(172)? ? ?O(14)b 0.860 2.483 3.286
N(27)–H(271)? ? ?O(12)c 0.860 2.156 2.925
N(27)–H(272)? ? ?O(11)d 0.860 2.155 2.991
a5211x, y, 11z; b512x, 12y, 12z; c512x, 2y, 12z; d5211x,

Acknowledgementsy, z.

Structure 4 Use of the services and facilities of the Dutch National
N(17)–H(171)? ? ?O(13) 0.880 2.152 2.994 NWO/SURF Expertise Center CAOS/CAMM, under
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Table 4
aLigand field and EPR data of the Cu(II) coordination compounds with the ligands 3pic and 5pic

3 21 b,d d 21Compound UV–Vis (10 cm ) EPR frozen solution EPR (solid) Far-infrared vibrations (cm )
g , g , A , A g , g , A (mT)' i i N' ' i i

c(1) [Cu(3pic) (CH O)] (NO ) (CH OH) 17.0, 25.7 2.06, 2.32, 16.0, 1.4 2.06 (vw) 468, 452, 351, 2592 3 2 3 2 3 2
c(2) [Cu(3pic) (CH O)] (ClO ) (CH OH) 17.6, 25.1 2.06, 2.31, 16.1, 1.5 2.07 (vw) 468, 452, 359, 2612 3 2 4 2 3 2

(3) [Cu(5pic) (CH O)] (ClO ) 16.9, 24.1 2.06. 2.31, 15.9, 1.5 2.07, 2.29, 16.3 453, 438, 318, 2462 3 2 4 2

(4) [Cu(5pic) (C H O)] (ClO ) 16.9, 24.2 2.09, 2.28, 16.0, 1.5 2.06, 2.29, 15.3 442, 417, 357, 2432 2 5 2 4 2

a 3pic52-amino-3-methylpyridine, 5pic52-amino-5-methylpyridine, sh5shoulder, br5broad.
b Frozen solution in DMF (77 K), A and A in mT./ / N'
c Signal was too weak to detect the g , A ./ / / /
d Of mononuclear Cu impurity, see text.
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Abstract

The crystal structures of two bis(oxalato)chromium(III) complexes with histamine and B vitamin, Na[Cr(ox) (hm)]?3H O (1) and6 2 2

Na[Cr(ox) (PM)]?H O (2) (hm, histamine; PM, pyridoxamine) were determined by the single crystal X-ray diffraction technique. In the2 2

complexes, hm and PM act as bidendate ligands; hm is coordinated by N atoms of the aminoethyl group and imidazole, and PM by the N
atom of the aminoethyl group and the O atom of the phenol group. Two oxalato ligands in the complexes 1 and 2 additionally coordinate
to sodium cations by various coordination modes, forming one-dimensional and three-dimensional networks, respectively.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structures; Bis(oxalato)chromium(III) complex; Histamine; B vitamin; Pyridoxamine6

1. Introduction ligand, Na[Cr(ox) (hm)]?3H O (1) and Na[Cr(ox) (PM)]?2 2 2

H O (2).2

Studies on transition metal complexes with B vitamins6

and their derivatives are particularly interesting with regard
to a great importance in biological systems. Recently, we
have investigated the substitution reaction of

2 2[Cr(ox) (histamine)] and [Cr(ox) (B vitamin)] in aque-2 2 6

ous solution, as model quasi-enzyme compounds [1–7].
There are some examples of mechanistic studies in inert

2cis-[Cr(ox) (H O) ] ion in aqueous solution where bi-2 2 2

dentate ligands such as ethylenediamine, amino acids,
carbonates, and diimines are substituted for the coordi-
nated water molecules [8–13]. In all these compounds, 2. Experimental
oxalatos are resistant against substitution by water [1–13].
To obtain more information about the reactivities of these Potassium bis(oxalato)(histamine)chromate(III) and
complexes, it was necessary to examine their structure in potassium bis(oxalato)(pyridoxamine)chromate(III) were
the solid state as well as in solution. In this study we report prepared according to previously published procedures
on the crystal structures of two bis(oxalato)chromium(III) [1,2]. Corresponding sodium salts, (Na[Cr(ox) (hm)]?2

complexes with histamine (hm) and pyridoxamine (PM) 3H O (1) and Na[Cr(ox) (PM)]?H O (2)) were obtained2 2 2
2by QAE Sephadex column (Cl form) with 0.05 M NaCl

solution as an eluent. In both cases, only one band was
*Corresponding author. Present address: Department of Chemistry, eluted. Each eluate was evaporated and desalted by using a

Faculty of Science and Engineering, Ritsumeikan University, Kusatsu,
Sephadex G-10 column. The powders were obtained byShiga 525-8577, Japan. Tel.: 181-77-566-1111, ext. 8455; fax: 181-77-
adding ethanol to the aqueous solution. Crystals suitable561-2659.

E-mail address: sakagami@se.ritsumei.ac.jp (N. Sakagami) for X-ray analyses were grown by slow evaporation of an

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00088-1
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alcoholic aqueous solution which was refrigerated. The to the data collected. The structure was solved by direct
yields were 75–80% for 1 and 50% for 2. methods [14] and expanded using Fourier techniques [15].

The non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. The
2.1. Elemental analyses hydrogen atom positions were included but not refined.

The crystallographic data for 1 and 2 are listed in Table
Calculated for Na[Cr(ox) (hm)]?3H O (1): C, 26.0; H, 1.2 2

3.63; N, 10.1%. Found: C, 25.8; H, 3.63; N, 10.1%.
Calculated for Na[Cr(ox) (PM)]?H O (2): C, 33.0; H,2 2

3.23; N, 6.41%. Found: C, 32.7; H, 3.26; N, 6.33%.
3. Results and discussion

2.2. Crystal data
3.1. Crystal structure of Na[Cr(ox) (hm)]?3H O (1)2 2

A red crystal of 1 (0.1530.2030.55 mm) was loaded
The numbering scheme of the complex anion for 1 isonto the capillary. All measurements were made on an

shown in Fig. 1. Selected bond distances, angles, andEnraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with graphite mono-
torsion angles are given in Table 2.chromated Mo K radiation. The reflection date wasa

The Cr(III) ion is coordinated by four O atoms from twocollected at a temperature of 23618C using the v –2u scan
oxalato ligands and two N atoms from hm, taking atechnique to a maximum 2u value of 60.88. A linear
distorted octahedral geometry. Bond distances and anglescorrection factor was applied to the data to account for the
are almost the same as the known oxalato Cr(III) complex-decay of the standards (5.5%) over the data collection. The

˚es. The average Cr–O and Cr–N distances are 1.974(2) Astructure was solved by direct methods (SIR92) [14] and
˚ ˚different Fourier syntheses (DIRDIF94) [15], and refined and 2.052(3) A, respectively. The Cr–O7 (1.952(2) A)

by full-matrix least-squares. The non-hydrogen atoms were distance is shorter than the other Cr–O distances, which is
refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atom positions were consistent with the Cr–O bond distances trans to the O
calculated and not refined. atom which are shorter than the Cr–O bonds trans to the N

2A red-purple crystal of 2 (0.2030.2530.30 mm) was atom. Similar tendency has been shown in [Cr(ox) (X) ]2 2

loaded onto the capillary. The reflection data were col- type complexes [8,9,12,13]. The weaker trans influence of
lected in the range of 5.0–55.18 on a Rigaku AFC7S the N atom, as compared to O atom, may result in stronger
diffractometer. A linear correction factor was not applied and shorter Cr–O bonds. Two oxalato chelates are almost

Table 1
Crystallographic data

1 2

Formula CrC H N O Na?3H O CrC H N O Na?H O9 9 3 8 2 12 12 2 10 2

Formula weight 416.22 437.24
Crystal size /mm 0.1530.2030.55 0.2030.2530.30
Crystal habit plate prismatic
Crystal color red red-purple
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic

¯Space group P2 /n P11

Z 4 2
˚a /A 9.630(1) 12.382(2)
˚b /A 12.190(2) 16.412(2)
˚c /A 13.474(2) 8.251(2)

a /deg. 94.27(1)
b /deg. 92.11(1) 91.95(2)
g /deg. 92.64(1)

3˚V /A 1580.6(3) 1669.2(5)
21d / cm 1.749 1.740calcd

Index ranges h; k; l 0–13; 217–17; 219–19 0–16; 221–21; 210–10
No. reflections measured (total) 5243 8023
No. reflections measured (unique) 2924 7665
No. of observations (I . 3s(I)) 2478 3891
No. of variables 227 497

aR 0.049 0.062
bR 0.051 0.095w

a R5SiF u2uF i /SuF u.o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2R 5(Sw(uF u2uF u) /SwuF u ) .w o c o
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˚bondings are found between N1–H? ? ?O3 (2.959(3) A) and
˚N1–H? ? ?O5 (2.840(3) A).

3.2. Crystal structure of Na[Cr(ox) (PM)]H O (2)2 2

The numbering scheme of the complex anion for 2 is
shown in Fig. 2. Selected bond distances, angles, and
torsion angles are given in Table 3.

Compound 2 contains two independent molecules in the
unit cell. Bond distances and angles are almost the same
for the two molecules, except for the torsion angle of the
terminal ethanol group. The Cr(III) ion is coordinated by
five O atoms from two oxalato ligands and one phenolic-
oxygen of PM, and one N atom from the amine-nitrogen of
PM, taking a distorted octahedral geometry. The average

˚ ˚Cr–O and Cr–N distances are 1.980(5) A and 2.064(6) A,

2Fig. 1. Structure of [Cr(ox) (hm)] with the atom numbering scheme.2

Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability.

identical except for the bond lengths. The torsion angles
are listed in Table 2, indicating that the oxalato chelates
are flat. Average distance of C–O bond coordinated to

˚Cr(III) ion is 1.281(4) A, whereas that of C=O bond is
˚1.222(4) A.

The histamine coordinated by N atoms of the ethylamine
group and imidazole, acted as a bidentate ligand as
predicted [1–7]. For the hm complexes, only a few
examples have been reported in which hm itself coordi-
nates to the metal ions such as Co(III) [16], Ni(II) [17],
and Cu(II) [18–20]. The six-membered chelate takes an
envelope-like conformation; that is, atoms Cr, N1, N3, C7,
and C8 are located almost in a plane and C9 deviates from

˚this plane by 0.7 A. Similar chelate conformation has been
found for the two b-alaninato (R- and G9-) rings in
[Cr(edtrp)(H O)] type complexes [21]. Bond distances and2

angles in the hm ligand are very close to those observed in
other hm complexes [16–20]. Intramolecule hydrogen

Table 2
Selected bond distances and angles for 1

Cr–O1 1.986(2) Cr–O3 1.973(2)
Cr–O5 1.984(1) Cr–O7 1.952(2)
Cr–N1 2.062(3) Cr–N3 2.041(3)
O1–Cr–O3 82.54(9) O1–Cr–O5 89.1(1)
O1–Cr–O7 94.0(1) O1–Cr–N1 176.4(1)
O1–Cr–N3 91.1(1) O3–Cr–O5 91.6(1)
O3–Cr–O7 173.3(1) O3–Cr–N1 94.3(1)
O3–Cr–N3 91.7(1) O5–Cr–O7 82.57(9)
O5–Cr–N1 89.1(1) O5–Cr–N3 176.7(1) 2Fig. 2. Structure of [Cr(ox) (PM)] with the atom numbering scheme.2O7–Cr–N1 88.9(1) O7–Cr–N3 94.1(1)

Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability; (upper) molecule 1,
N1–Cr–N3 90.8(1)

(lower) molecule 2.
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˚Table 3 A, whereas those of the C=O bond are 1.225(8) and
Selected bond distances and angles for 2 ˚1.229(8) A. Longer C–O distances (1.332(8) and
Cr1–O1 2.009(5) Cr2–O11 1.990(5) 1.402(9)) are found in the phenol group. Intramolecule
Cr1–O3 1.980(5) Cr2–O13 1.985(5) hydrogen bondings are found between N1–H? ? ?O3
Cr1–O5 1.968(5) Cr2–O15 1.970(5) ˚ ˚(2.829(7) A) and N3–H? ? ?O15 (2.837(7) A).
Cr1–O7 1.963(5) Cr2–O17 1.968(5)
Cr1–O9 1.924(5) Cr2–O19 1.934(5)

3.3. Packing modes for 1 and 2Cr1–N1 2.067(6) Cr2–N3 2.059(6)
O1–Cr–O3 82.7(2) O11–Cr2–O13 82.5(2)
O1–Cr1–O5 89.2(2) O11–Cr2–O15 89.6(2) When oxalato ions act as bridging ligands, there are
O1–Cr1–O7 92.6(2) O11–Cr2–O17 91.2(2) many patterns of coordination modes. Scheme 2 shows
O1–Cr1–O9 92.7(2) O11–Cr2–O19 90.3(2)

three different coordination types (Type I to Type III)O1–Cr1–N1 171.1(2) O11–Cr2–N3 174.8(2)
observed for the crystals 1 and/or 2. Type I is the mostO3–Cr1–O5 95.3(2) O13–Cr2–O15 94.0(2)

O3–Cr1–O7 174.9(2) O13–Cr2–O17 173.1(2) popular bridging mode and is found in both 1 and 2. Type
O3–Cr1–O9 92.5(2) O13–Cr2–O19 89.8(2) II, which is found in 1, shows additional coordination of
O3–Cr1–N1 88.7(2) O13–Cr2–N3 92.4(2) 1Type I by another Na ion to the uncoordinated O atom.
O5–Cr1–O7 82.8(2) O15–Cr2–O17 83.0(2) 1Type III found in 2 has two Na ions, each sharing oneO5–Cr1–O9 172.1(2) O15–Cr2–O19 176.1(2)

uncoordinated O atom from two Cr(III) units.O5–Cr1–N1 89.8(2) O15–Cr2–N3 89.5(2)
O7–Cr1–O9 89.4(2) O17–Cr2–O19 93.1(2) The packing views of 1 and 2 are shown in Figs. 3–5.
O7–Cr1–N1 96.0(2) O17–Cr2–N3 93.8(2) For 1, the crystal contains one-dimensional infinite chains
O9–Cr1–N1 89.5(2) O19–Cr2–N3 90.9(2) parallel to the a-axis (Fig. 3). In each chain, one oxalato

1ligand links a Cr(III) molecule and an Na ion, and a
Cr–Na–Na–Cr unit is connected to the next one by

respectively. The Cr–O distances trans to the N atom sharing another oxalato ligand of the terminal Cr(III)
˚(Cr–O1 and Cr–O11, av. 2.000(5) A) become longer than molecules. A sodium ion in 1 takes a highly distorted

the other Cr–O distances. octahedral surrounded by six O atoms; two uncoordinated
The pyridoxamine acts as a bidentate ligand coordinat- oxalato O atoms (O2 and O4) from one Cr unit, two (O6

*ing through the deprotonated phenolic-oxygen. A donor and O8) from another one, one (O2 ) shared by the Na
atom of the amine-nitrogen and pyridinium nitrogen is atom with an inversion center, and one water molecule
protonated. For PM, two types of tautomer are possible as
shown in Scheme 1. The structure of the ligand in 2
corresponds to Type (b). This structure also has been
proposed from the previously published solution study
[1–7]. The six-membered chelate ring of PM takes a
similar boat conformation to that observed in the copper
[22], zinc [23], and Pt(II) [24] chelates. The Cr1, N1, C8,
and C7 (Cr2, N3, C28 and C27) atoms define a plane, with
the methylene carbon C9 (C29) and the phenolate oxygen
O9 (O19) above this plane. Bond distances and angles in
the PM ligand are very close to those observed in other
PM complexes [22–24]. The C7–O9 and C27–O19 dis-

˚tances, 1.332(8) and 1.323(8) A, are much shorter than a
normal single C–O bond, indicating that the bonds exhibit
considerable double-bond character. The four oxalato
chelates are almost identical except for the bond lengths.
The torsion angles indicate that the oxalato chelates are flat
as shown in Table 3. Average distances of the C–O bond
coordinated to two Cr(III) units are 1.277(8) and 1.285(8)

Scheme 1. Tautomer of PM. Scheme 2. Three different coordination modes of oxalato ligand(s).
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Fig. 3. Packing view of 1 (b-axis).

˚ ˚(OW1). Na–O distances are in the range from 2.357(3) to 2.803(4) A for OW2? ? ?O(6) to 3.016(4) A for OW1? ? ?
˚2.430(3) A. Cr? ? ?Na and Na? ? ?Na distances are 5.209(1) OW2.

˚to 5.661(2) and 3.447(3) A, respectively. Intermolecular On the other hand, 2 forms a complicated three-dimen-
hydrogen bondings are found between water molecules and sional network structure (Figs. 4 and 5). There are two
ethylamine N or oxalato O atoms in Cr(III) anions: O? ? ?N crystallographically independent Cr and Na atoms in the

˚ ˚distances are 2.807(4) A for OW2? ? ?N1 and 2.980(4) A crystal. As shown in Fig. 4, both sodium ions are coordi-
1for OW3? ? ?N1, and O? ? ?O distances are in the range from nated by five O atoms. An Na ion is connected by two

Fig. 4. Perspective view of the asymmetric unit of 2. Symmetry codes: (i) x 2 1, y, z; (ii) 2 x, 2 y 1 1, 2 z; (iii) 2 x 1 1, 2 y 1 1, 2 z 1 1; (iv) x,
y 2 1, z; (v) x 1 1, y, z.
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Fig. 5. Packing view of 2 (c-axis). Hydrogen bonds are shown by dotted lines.

uncoordinated oxalato O atoms from one Cr unit (Type I), Supplementary data
two uncoordinated and coordinated oxalato O atoms from
other units (Type III), and one alcohol O atom from the Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
other one. Na–O distances are in the range from 2.317(6) Union Road, Cambridge CB 1EZ, UK on request, quoting

˚ ˚to 2.434(6) A for the Na1 and from 2.351(6) to 2.440(6) A the deposition numbers, 104492 and 104493.
for the Na2, respectively. Each Cr(III) molecule is sur-

1rounded by four Na ions through the coordinations to
oxalato ligands and a terminal ethanol group (Fig. 5).
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Abstract

Four copper(II) a,b-unsaturated carboxylate complexes with imidazole, Cu(CH 5CH–COO) (imH) (1), Cu (CH 5CH–2 2 2 2 2

COO) (imH) (2), Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) (3) and Cu [CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) (4) (where imH5imidazole) have been4 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 4 2

prepared and characterized by elemental analyses, IR, ESR and electronic reflectance spectroscopies. The single crystal X-ray diffraction
study of complex 3 shows that the copper(II) atom is in a symmetric centre of a square planar environment completed by two
monodentate a-methacrylate groups and two imidazole ligands displayed in trans position. Each molecular unit is linked with four

˚neighbouring units by hydrogen-bond interactions forming a two-dimensional supramolecular compound (d 52.781 A). Complex 1N???O

has a similar structure as complex 3, while complexes 2 and 4 have a binuclear cage structure. The ESR spectra show that the spin
coupling between the unpaired electrons of Cu(II) atoms present in complexes 2 and 4, is not observed in complexes 1 and 3. The
electronic reflectance spectra suggest that the d–d transitions of complexes 1 and 3 are in a square planar ligand field, while that of
complexes 2 and 4 are in a tetragonal ligand field, and the ligand field strength of acrylate group and a-methacrylate group is similar.
Complexes 1 and 2 as well as 3 and 4, were produced simultaneously in the reaction of the corresponding copper(II) a,b-unsaturated
carboxylate with imidazole in methanol solution.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction plexes with imidazole have been synthesized and char-
acterized by elemental analyses, IR, ESR and electronic

Copper(II) complexes with organic acids and other reflectance spectroscopies. Purple bis(acrylate)-
donor ligands exist extensively in body, and play an bis(imidazole) copper(II) (1) and bis(a-methacrylate)-
important role in a vast range of chemical and biochemical bis(imidazole) copper(II) (3) have a mononuclear square
catalytic systems [1]. Much attention has been paid for planar configuration, while green tetrakis(m -acrylate-2

what they may reveal about the structures and the probable O,O9)-bis(imidazole)-dicopper(II) (2) and tetrakis(m -a-2

reaction mechanism of metalloenzymes [2]. Extensive methacrylate-O,O9)-bis(imidazole)-dicopper(II) (4) show a
research on copper(II) carboxylate complexes have been binuclear cage structure. The crystal structure of complex 3
published. Most of these complexes show a binuclear cage is the first example of mononuclear square planar cop-
structure with bridging m -carboxylate-O,O9 groups [3–9], per(II) complex with monodentate coordinated carboxylate2

and little is known about other configurations. In this groups. The most interesting feature among the complexes
paper, four copper(II) a,b-unsaturated carboxylate com- is the simultaneous formation of two different structural

type complexes. Complexes 1 and 2 formed in the reaction
of Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (H O) and imidazole in the2 2 4 2 2

methanol solution, and complexes 3 and 4 also formed in*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-29-830-2058; fax: 186-29-830-
the same solution using Cu [CH 5C(CH )–3097. 2 2 3

E-mail address: hwws@nwu.edu.cn (Y.-Y. Wang) COO] (H O) instead of Cu [CH 5CH–COO] (H O) .4 2 2 2 2 4 2 2
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Table 2It is also interesting to observe the interconversion of the
General crystallographic data of Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH)2 3 2 2two corresponding complexes with different structures in
Formula C H CuN Omethonal solution, while it does not occur in anhydrous 14 18 4 4

Formula weight 369.86methanol.
T (K) 293(2)
Crystal system monoclinic
Space group P2 /n1

Crystal size(mm) 0.3630.3430.26
˚a (A) 10.2394(12)2. Experimental
˚b (A) 8.4294(8)
˚c (A) 10.7935(10)2.1. Preparation

b (8) 117.231(7)
3˚V (A ) 828.4(2)

All chemicals were purchased commercially and used Scan limit (8) 2.27#u #26.98
Limiting indices 25#h#5without further purification. Cu (CH 5CH–COO) -2 2 4

0#k#10(H O) and Cu [CH 5C(CH )–COO] (H O) were pre-2 2 2 2 3 4 2 2
0#l#13pared according to a previously published method [3].

Reflections collected 1672
Cu(CH 5CH–COO) (imH) (1) and Cu (CH 5CH–2 2 2 2 2 Independent reflections 1124(R 50.0000)int

3COO) (imH) (2): the mixture of Cu (CH 5CH– r (g /cm ) 1.4834 2 2 2 calc.

Z 2COO) (H O) (0.45 g, 1.0 mmol) and imidazole (0.14 g,4 2 2
21

m (cm ) 13.432.1 mmol) was dissolved in CH OH (30 ml), and stirred3
F (000) 382for 3 h to give a clear solution. Upon standing at room
R indices (all data) R 50.0304, wR 50.07971 2temperature for several days, purple and green crystals Final R indices [I.2s (I)] R 50.0235, wR 50.07411 2

were obtained simultaneously.
Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) (3) and Cu [CH 52 3 2 2 2 2

C(CH )–COO] (imH) (4): these were prepared accord-3 4 2

ing to the procedure as in complexes 1 and 2, using
Cu [CH 5C(CH )–COO] (H O) (0.51 g, 1.0 mmol) 2.3. Crystallography2 2 3 4 2 2

instead of Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (H O) .2 2 4 2 2

A purple crystal with approximate dimensions 0.363The analytical data for these complexes are given in
0.3430.26 mm of complex 3 was mounted on a SiemensTable 1.
P4 diffractometer with the graphite-monochromated Mo-

˚Ka radiation (l50.71073 A). The data were collected
2.2. Physical measurement with the v22u scan technique (2.278#u #26.988) by the

XSCANS program. Lp corrections and absorption correc-
Elemental analyses were performed on a Perkin-Elmer tion were applied (transmission factors: 1.000 and 0.846).

21240C analytical instrument. IR spectra (4000–200 cm ) The structure was solved by direct methods and refined
were recorded on KBr pellets with a Nicolet 170SX FT-IR with full-matrix least-squares technique. The non-hydrogen
spectrometer. Electronic reflectance spectra were recorded atoms were located with difference Fourier synthesis, and
on a Perkin-Elmer 450 spectrophotometer. ESR spectra the hydrogen atoms were generated geometrically. The
were recorded on powdered samples at X-band frequency final least-squares calculation using the weighting scheme

2 2 2 2of about 9.77 GHz with a Bruker ER200-D-SRC10/12 w51/ [s (F )1(0.1000P) 10.0000P], where P5(F 1o o
2atomatic spectrometer. 2F ) /3, converged at R, wR and S values of 0.0235,c

Table 1
Analytical data for the complexes

Complex Color Found (Calc.) (%)

C H N Cu

Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (H O) Blue-green 32.40 (32.21) 3.59 (3.61) – 28.53 (28.41)2 2 4 2 2

Cu [CH 5C(CH )–COO] (H O) Blue-green 38.43 (38.16) 4.80 (4.81) – 25.38 (25.24)2 2 3 4 2 2

Cu(CH 5CH–COO) (imH) Purple 42.32 (42.17) 4.04 (4.13) 16.48 (16.39) 18.42 (18.59)2 2 2

Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (imH) Green 39.33 (39.49) 3.69 (3.65) 10.14 (10.23) 23.46 (23.21)2 2 4 2

Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) Purple 45.37 (45.46) 4.75 (4.90) 15.28 (15.15) 17.11 (17.18)2 3 2 2

Cu [CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) Green 43.65 (43.78) 4.71 (4.68) 9.15 (9.28) 21.11 (21.05)2 2 3 4 2
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Table 3
21Important IR absorption bands of the complexes (KBr pellet) (cm )

2 2Complex n (COO ) n (COO ) Dn n (Cu–N)as sym

CH 5CH–COONa 1562 1428 134 –2

CH 5C(CH )–COONa 1564 1414 150 –2 3

Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (H O) 1573 1430 143 –2 2 4 2 2

Cu [CH 5C(CH )–COO] (H O) 1572 1415 157 –2 2 3 4 2 2

Cu(CH 5CH–COO) (imH) 1563 1371 192 2942 2 2

Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (imH) 1577 1439 138 2942 2 4 2

Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) 1565 1363 202 2962 3 2 2

Cu [CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) 1580 1418 162 2942 2 3 4 2

0.0741 and 0.861, respectively for 116 parameters and Cu (CH –COO) (H O) [3,8], but they appear to be2 3 4 2 2

1064 observed data with I.2s (I). All of the calculations monodentate in complexes 1 and 3 [13,14].
were performed on a IBM 486/PC using the Siemens
SHELXTL-PC program. A summary of crystal and intensi- 3.2. Crystal structure of complex 3
ty collection data for complex 3 is listed in Table 2.

Selected bond distances and angles of complex 3 are
listed in Table 4. Crystal packing diagram and the ORTEP
drawing are given in Figs. 1 and 2.

3. Results and discussion The crystal structure shows complex 3 has a mononu-
clear unit with a trans square planar configuration, in

3.1. IR spectra which the copper(II) atom is coordinated by two monode-
ntate a-methacrylate groups and two imidazole molecules

Since the carboxylate group can coordinate to the metal through non-H-bonded nitrogen atom. The distances of
˚ion in a bidentate or a monodentate fashion, the ‘D both Cu(1)–O(1) and Cu(1)–O(1A) are 1.9488(7) A,

criterion’, which is based on the difference in the longer than the average Cu–O(carboxyl) distance (1.947
2 2 ˚n (COO ) and n (COO ) values compared to the A) of the mononuclear square pyramidal complexas sym

corresponding value in sodium carboxylate, is currently Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (bipy)(H O) [14]. It is shorter2 3 2 2
˚employed to determine the coordinating mode of car- than the average Cu–O(carboxyl) distance (1.967 A) found

boxylate group [10–12]. The data in Table 3 suggests that in the binuclear cage structure complex Cu (CH 5CH–2 2

a,b-unsaturated carboxylate groups in complexes 2 and 4, COO) (urea) [3], due to the larger charge density in the4 2

as well as Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (H O) and Cu [CH 5 oxygen atom of monodentate carboxylate group compared2 2 4 2 2 2 2

C(CH )–COO] (H O) , behave as bridging bidentate with that of the bridging carboxylate group. The distances3 4 2 2
˚ligands between two copper(II) atoms causing a binuclear of Cu(1)–N(1) and Cu(1)–N(1A) are 1.9827(8) A, shorter

˚cage structure as in Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (urea) and than the average Cu–N distance(2.01 A) in Cu[CH 52 2 4 2 2

Table 4
a˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH)2 3 2 2

Cu(1)–O(1) 1.9488(7) Cu(1)–O(1A) 1.9488(7) Cu(1)–N(1) 1.9827(8)
Cu(1)–N(1A) 1.9827(8) O(1)–C(1) 1.2775(11) O(2)–C(1) 1.2286(9)
N(1)–C(5) 1.3240(12) N(1)–C(7) 1.371(2) N(2)–C(5) 1.3251(13)
N(2)–C(6) 1.3569(14) C(1)–C(2) 1.4944(14) C(2)–C(3) 1.3595(13)

bC(2)–C(4) 1.446(2) C(6)–C(7) 1.340(2) O(2)? ? ?N(2) 2.781
O(1)–Cu(1)–O(1A) 180.0 O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1A) 89.50(3)
O(1A)–Cu(1)–N(1A) 90.50(3) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1) 90.50(3)
O(1A)–Cu(1)–N(1) 89.50(3) N(1A)–Cu(1)–N(1) 180.0
C(1)–O(1)–Cu(1) 111.49(5) C(5)–N(1)–C(7) 105.49(8)
C(5)–N(1)–Cu(1) 127.12(7) C(7)–N(1)–Cu(1) 127.38(7)
C(5)–N(2)–C(6) 108.03(8) O(2)–C(1)–O(1) 123.48(9)
O(2)–C(1)–C(2) 119.77(9) O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 116.72(7)
C(3)–C(2)–C(4) 122.68(11) C(3)–C(2)–C(1) 118.60(10)
C(4)–C(2)–C(1) 118.69(7) N(1)–C(5)–N(2) 110.67(9)
C(7)–C(6)–N(2) 106.39(10) C(6)–C(7)–N(1) 109.42(10)

a Symmetry code: 2x 2y, 2z.
b Adjacent molecule unit.
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Fig. 1. Crystal packing for Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) in the cell.2 3 2 2

C(CH )–COO] (bipy)(H O). The average angle of O(1)– tion. Angles C(7)–N(1)–Cu(1) and C(5)–N(1)–Cu(1) are3 2 2

127.38(7)8 and 127.12(7)8, and angle C(1)–O(1)–Cu(1) isCu(1)–N(1), O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1A), O(1A)–Cu(1)–N(1A)
111.49(5)8. The central copper(II) atom is located com-and O(1A)–Cu(1)–N(1) is 90.008 (Table 4), and the
pletely in the plane defined by the atoms O(1), O(1A),angles of O(1)–Cu(1)–O(1A) and N(1)–Cu(1)–N(1A) are
N(1) and N(1A) (average deviation: 0.0000). The dihedral180.08, which is characteristic of a square planar configura-
angle between the plane above and the imidazole ring
plane (average deviation: 0.0013) is 20.58, and it is 94.18

with the plane composed of the atoms O(1), O(2), C(1)
and C(2) (average deviation: 0.0050). The dihedral angle is
91.78 between the imidazole ring plane and the plane
composed of the atoms O(1), O(2), C(1) and C(2).

A number of inter-hydrogen bonds exist in the crystal.
Each molecular unit is linked with four adjacent units by
the hydrogen bonds, O(2)–N(2B)*, O(2A)–N(2C)*,
N(2)–O(2D)*, and N(2A)–O(2E)* [N(2B)*, N(2C)*,
O(2D)*and O(2E)* belong to the four adjacent units,
respectively], forming a two-dimensional supramolecular
compound (see Fig. 1). The distance of the hydrogen bond

˚is 2.781 A.
It is well known that the copper(II) atom is easy to form

21square planar complex, such as Cu(NH ) [15],3 4

Cu(acac) [16] and trans-Cu(gly) [17]. Complex 3 is theFig. 2. ORTEP drawing of Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) . 2 22 3 2 2
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Table 5
21Electronic reflectance spectral data of the complexes (cm )

No. Complex Band I Band II Band III

1 Cu(CH 5CH–COO) (imH) 15152 – 39683, 454552 2 2

2 Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (imH) 13889, 9762 26882 39683, 462962 2 4 2

3 Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) 18248 – 39370, 462962 3 2 2

4 Cu [CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) 13514, 9531 27174 38462, 454552 2 3 4 2

first example of a mononuclear square planar copper(II) (LMCT) [20,21]. The visible reflectance spectra also
21complex coordinated only with monodentate carboxylate contain bands at 15152 cm for complex 1 and 18248

21groups of organic acid and along with other donor ligands. cm for complex 3, characteristic of Cu(II) d ,xz
2 2d →d transition (via B → E ) in a square planar2 2yz x 2y 1g g

3.3. Electronic reflectance spectra ligand field [22,23]. The relatively low intensity of these
bands indicates an approximate centre of symmetry. The

The electronic reflectance spectral data of these com- position of these bands also suggests that the geometry of
plexes in solid state are given in Table 5. the Cu(II) atoms in the two complexes are best described

21The intense reflectance bands (band III) at higher energy as square planar. The absorptions at 13 889 cm with a
21are assigned to the intraligand transitions [18,19] of the shoulder at 9762 cm for complex 2, as those of 13 514

21 21 21complexes. The shoulders at 26 882 cm for complex 2 cm and 9531 cm for complex 4, are assigned to d ,xz
21and 27 174 cm for complex 4 are assigned as car- d →d and d →d transitions in a tetragonal2 2 2 2 2yz x 2y z x 2y

boxylate-to-copper ligand-to-metal charge-transfer bands ligand field [24,25]. The shoulders are characteristic of a

Fig. 3. Solid-state ESR spectra at X-band frequency for complexes 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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Table 6
ESR spectral data of the complexes in solid state

a 21No. Complex g g g D (cm )i ' av

1 Cu(CH 5CH–COO) (imH) 2.098 2.057 2.0712 2 2

2 Cu (CH 5CH–COO) (imH) 2.337 2.046 2.147 0.34002 2 4 2

3 Cu[CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) 2.094 2.043 2.0692 3 2 2

4 Cu [CH 5C(CH )–COO] (imH) 2.336 2.042 2.144 0.33992 2 3 4 2

a 2 2 2g 5(1 /3)(2g 1g ).av ' i

bridging system with an antiferromagnetic interaction Supplementary data
[4,26]. These indicate that both complexes 2 and 4 have a
binuclear cage structure, in which the coordination en- Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
vironment of the Cu(II) atom is a distorted square pyrami- Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting
dal geometry. The energy of band I between the same the deposition number 103229.
coordinating configuration complexes (1 and 3; 2 and 4)
shows that the ligand field strength of the acrylate group
and a-methacrylate group is similar. The d–d transition

Acknowledgementsenergy of complexes 2 and 4 is lower than that of
complexes 1 and 3, which is consistent with the crystal

This work was supported by the National Naturalfield splitting energy of the tetragonal ligand field com-
Science Foundation of China (Grant 29831010) and thepared with that of the square planar ligand field, in the case
Foundation of the State Key Laboratory of Coordinationof the similar or same ligand field strength of the donor
Chemistry of Nanjing University.ligands.
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Abstract

A more direct and efficient route to the syntheses of [Ru(NH ) (X–Y)](BF ) , where X–Y can be 2-acetylpyridine (2-acpy) or3 4 4 2

2-benzoylpyridine (2-bzpy), based on the reactions of [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl with these ortho-substituted azines is described. The3 5 2
21 2 21[Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ](BF ) and [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)](BF ) complexes have a molar conductance of 328 and 292 V cm mol ,3 4 4 2 3 5 4 2

respectively, corresponding to a 1:2 species in solution. These complexes showed two intense absorption bands around 620–650 and 380
nm, the energies of which are solvent dependent, decreasing with the increase of the Gutman’s donor number of the solvent, and were

II / IIIassigned as metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT). The complexes have oxidation potentials (Ru ) of 10.380 V vs. Ag/AgCl
0 / 2(2-acpy) and 10.400 V vs. Ag/AgCl (2-bzpy), and reduction potentials (X–Y ) of 21.10 V vs. Ag/AgCl (2-acpy) and 20.950 V vs.

21 23 21Ag/AgCl (2-bzpy) on CF COOH/NaCF COO at pH53.0, scan rate 100 mV s , [Ru]51.0310 mol l . Both processes show a3 3

coupled chemical reaction. Upon oxidation of the metal center, the MLCT absorption bands are bleached and restored upon subsequent
1reduction. In order to confirm the structure of the complexes a detailed H NMR investigation was performed in d -acetone. Further6

15 21confirmation of the structure was obtained by recording the N NMR spectrum of [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] in d -DMSO using the INEPT3 4 6
15 15pulse sequence improving the sensitivity of N by polarization transfer from the protons to the N. The Nuclear Overhauser Effect

21(NOE) experiments were made qualitatively for [Ru(NH ) (2-acpy)] , and showed that H of the pyridine is close to a NH proton,3 4 6 3

which should then be in a cis position, and, hence, confirming that acpy is acting as a bidentate ligand.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

15Keywords: Rutheniumtetraammine; Inert ammonias; N NMR

1. Introduction [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl [2] through several steps, which are time3 5 2

consuming, and, hence, result in relatively low net yields.
cis-[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl is widely used as the starting Alternative routes to the synthesis of cis-[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl2 3 4 2 3 4

material for cis-tetraammineruthenium complexes, includ- complexes have also been proposed [3–5]. On the other
ing bidentate, but in particular for monodentate ligands [1]. hand, [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl is widely known as the starting3 5 2

n1cis-[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl is usually synthesized from material for ruthenium(II) pentaammines, [Ru(NH ) L]2 3 4 3 5

[6]. However, as far as we know, the first example that
21q ´Taken in part from: (a) Adelia S.A.T. de Paula, M.Sc. Dissertation, [Ru(NH ) (H O)] (generated by reduction of3 5 2

21´ ˆDepartamento de Quımica, Faculdade de Filosofia Ciencias e Letras de [RuCl(NH ) ] ) can react with a bidentate ligand to3 5
˜ ˜ ´Ribeirao Preto da Universidade de Sao Paulo, 1991; (b) Adelia S.A.T. de result in a cis-tetraammineruthenium(II) complex, is the

´Paula, D.Sc. Thesis, Instituto de Quımica de Araraquara, Universidade
reaction with 2-pyridinecarboxyaldehyde (pyC(O)H),Estadual Paulista, Araraquara, SP, Brazil, 1997.
which displaces the relatively inert cis ammines to yield*Corresponding author. Fax: 155-16-633-8151.

21
E-mail address: eltfouni@usp.br (E. Tfouni) [Ru(NH ) (pyC(O)H] [7]. This type of reaction was3 4

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00076-5
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21eventually used to synthesize cis complexes skipping the ous solution (0.1 g ml ) of NaBF or NH PF . The4 4 6

cis dichloro complex synthesis, such as in Ru-flavin [8]. mixture was left under vacuum in the refrigerator, and the
The current paper describes the synthesis of formed solid was collected by filtration, washed with ether

21[Ru(NH ) (X–Y)] hX–Y52-acetylpyridine (2-acpy) or and, then, vacuum dried. Recrystallization was made by3 4

2-benzoylpyridine (2-bzpy)j using two methods, one start- dissolving the compound in deaerated acetone followed by
ing from [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl and the other from cis- precipitation with deaerated ether. Yields average 50%3 5 2

[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl. The yields from the two synthetic (calculated from [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl ). Method B, via cis-2 3 4 3 5 2

methods routes were determined and the products com- [RuCl (NH ) ]Cl, following a described procedure [7]2 3 4

pared by elemental analysis, UV–Vis and IR spectra. To with slight modifications. 200 mg (0.72 mmol) of cis-
confirm the structures and stereochemistry of the one-step [RuCl (NH ) ]Cl (prepared from [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl ) were2 3 4 3 5 2

product a detailed NMR investigation was performed. In added to 3 ml of a deaerated solution of CF COOH3

addition, the electrochemical behavior of the (pH53.0), and gently warmed to help dissolution, and,
21[Ru(NH ) (X–Y)] complexes was investigated by then, Zn/Hg was added at room temperature. The mixture3 4

cyclic voltammetry, including dependence of the observed became a golden light brown solution, when
21peaks on the potentials range, scan rates, pH and medium [RuCl(NH ) ] is reduced. The solution (with Zn/Hg)3 5

used. was filtered over Zn/Hg. Argon was continuously bubbled
through the filtrate, to which a slightly larger than equiva-
lent amount of ligand was added (0.1 ml (0.89 mmol) of

2. Experimental acpy or 150 mg (0.82 mmol) of bzpy in 6 ml of deaerated
methanol). During the ligand addition, the color of the

2.1. Chemicals and reagents mixture turns to deep blue. The reaction was allowed to
proceed with argon bubbling for 2 h, in the dark. The

Ruthenium trichloride ‘RuCl ?3H O’ (Strem) was the compound was isolated by the addition of a freshly3 2

starting material for the ruthenium complexes syntheses. prepared, filtered, deaerated, almost saturated aqueous
212-benzoylpyridine (2-bzpy) (Sigma) was used as supplied. solution (0.1 g ml ) of NaBF or NH PF . The mixture4 4 6

2-acetylpyridine (2-acpy) (Aldrich) was distilled twice was left under vacuum in the refrigerator, and the formed
before use. Sodium tetrafluoroborate (Aldrich) was re- solid was collected by filtration, washed with ether and,
crystallized from hot water. Ether and acetone were then, vacuum dried. Recrystallization was made by dis-
distilled before use. All other reagents were reagent grade solving the compound in deaerated acetone followed by
and used as supplied. Doubly distilled water was used precipitation with deaerated ether. Average yields were
throughout this work. 32% (calculated from [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl ).3 5 2

2.2. Syntheses 2.3. Elemental analysis

[RuCl(NH ) ]Cl : This starting complex was synthes- Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen microanalyses were3 5 2

´ized following a described procedure [9]. The average performed in the Instituto de Quımica da Universidade de
˜yield was 75%. Sao Paulo. [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)](BF ) (synthesized via3 4 4 2

cis-[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl: This was synthesized following a Method A): Calcd.: C, 27.32; N, 13.28; H, 4.02. Found: C,2 3 4

described procedure [2]. The average yield was 45%. 26.67; N, 12.96; H, 3.99. [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)](BF )3 4 4 2
2[Ru(NH ) (X–Y)]Z (X–Y5acpy or bzpy; Z5BF or (synthesized via Method B): Calcd.: C, 27.32; N, 13.28; H,3 4 2 4

2PF were prepared by two different methods. Method A, 4.02. Found: C, 27.11; N, 13.32; H, 3.79. [Ru(NH ) (2-6 3 4

via [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl : 200 mg (0.68 mmol) of acpy)](PF ) (synthesized via Method A): Calcd.: C,3 5 2 6 2

[RuCl(NH ) ]Cl were added to 3 ml of a deaerated 14.49; N, 12.07; H, 3.31. Found: C, 14.25; N, 11.50; H,3 5 2

solution of CF COOH (pH53.0), and gently warmed to 3.22. [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ](BF ) ?H O (synthesized via3 3 4 4 2 2

help dissolution, and, then, Zn/Hg was added at room Method B): Calcd.: C, 17.45; N, 14.53; H, 4.39. Found: C,
temperature. The mixture became a golden light brown 17.01; N, 13.72; H, 4.18.

21solution, when [RuCl(NH ) ] is reduced. The solution3 5

(with Zn/Hg) was filtered over Zn/Hg. Argon was con- 2.4. Electronic and NMR spectra
tinuously bubbled through the filtrate, to which a slightly
larger than equivalent amount of ligand was added (0.1 ml Electronic spectra were recorded on a Varian 634-S, a
(0.89 mmol) of acpy, or 150 mg (0.82 mmol) of bzpy, in 4 Cary 2200 or a HP 8452A UV–Vis spectrophotometer. All
ml of deaerated methanol). During the ligand addition, the spectra were taken in an argon atmosphere, in a quartz cell
color of the mixture turns to deep blue. The reaction was of 1.0 cm path length. NMR spectra were recorded in
allowed to proceed with argon bubbling for 2 h, in the model DPX 300 Bruker and WH400 Bruker NMR spec-
dark. The compound was isolated by the addition of a trometers. All the samples were dissolved in d -acetone or6

freshly prepared, filtered, deaerated, almost saturated aque- d -DMSO.6
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2.5. Electrochemical measurements oxidation process and 20.400 V vs. Ag/AgCl (20.199 V
vs. NHE) for the reduction process at pH51.0; and

These measurements were made using a Princeton 10.490 V vs. Ag/AgCl (10.689 V vs. NHE) and 20.390
Applied Research 273 Potentiostat–Galvanostat and/or a V vs. Ag/AgCl (20.189 V vs. NHE) at pH53.0
CV-1B Cyclic Voltammograph from Bio-Analytical Sys-
tems and an Omnigraphic 100 X–Y Recorder from Hous-

2.7. Conductance measurements21ton Instrument. CF COOH/NaCF COO (m50.1 mol l ,3 3

pH|1.0 or 3.0), CH COOH/NaCH COO (m50.13 3 These were made at 258C using a model C-701 Analion21mol l , pH|5.0), NaH PO /Na HPO (m50.0252 4 2 4 conductivemeter with a C801/1TP Analion conductance21mol l , pH|7.0) and Na B O and KNO (m50.05 24 212 4 7 3 cell. The cell constant (9.06310 cm ) was determined21mol l , pH|9.0) aqueous solutions were used as support- 21using a 0.02 mol l KCl solution.
ing electrolytes. The electrochemical data were obtained
using mM concentrations of the complex. The electro-
chemical cells used were of the three-electrode type with

3. Results and discussionSCE (saturated calomel electrode) or Ag/AgCl in saturated
KCl solution as reference electrodes, platinum wire as the

3.1. Synthesesauxiliary electrode and a glassy-carbon electrode as the
working electrode. All measurements were made under an

21The syntheses of [Ru(NH ) (X–Y)] (X–Y52-acpy orargon atmosphere. In the applied potential measurements 3 4

2-bzpy) were made by two methods, one starting withfor [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)](BF ) a platinum grid was used3 4 4 2

[RuCl(NH ) ]Cl , and the other with cis-as the working electrode, at 10.500 V vs. Ag/AgCl (or 3 5 2

[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl. Both methods produced the same com-10.699 V vs. NHE) at pH 3.0. For comparison purposes 2 3 4
21pound (Scheme 1). Synthesis of [Ru(NH ) (X–Y)] ,with other reported data, potentials were converted to NHE 3 4

with cis-[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl as a precursor, involves moreby adding 0.199 V to the values obtained with the 2 3 4

steps than with [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl , resulting in lower yieldsAg/AgCl electrode [10]. 3 5 2

and is more time consuming. Thus, for the present
complexes, the synthesis from [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl was2.6. Spectroelectrochemistry 3 5 2

shown to be more effective than from cis-
[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl. Eventually, this route can be applied forThe spectroelectrochemical measurements were carried 2 3 4

other potentially bidentate ligands.out using a gold mini-grid working electrode, Ag/AgCl as
The ammine ligands in Ru(II) complexes are consideredthe reference electrode and platinum wire as an auxiliary

to be ‘innocent’, and, in addition they are rather inert [11].electrode. Successive spectra for [Ru(NH ) (2-3 4
21 21bzpy)](BF ) were recorded during the oxidation and The aquation rates of [Ru(NH ) ] and [Ru(NH ) py]4 2 3 6 3 5

reduction of the complexes at 258C. The potentials applied had been measured in acidic aqueous solution [12]. It was
were 10.500 V vs. Ag/AgCl (10.699 V vs. NHE) for the found that the rate of loss of coordinated ammonia from

21Scheme 1. Synthesis in one step of cis-[Ru(NH ) (X–Y)] .3 4
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Table 1
UV–Vis spectra data in aqueous solution

Compound l Referencemax / nm

MLCT2 (log ´) MLCT1 (log ´) IL (log ´)
II 21[Ru (NH ) (py)] – 407 (3.89) 244 (3.66) [6]3 5

410 (3.90) 245 (3.86)
II 21[Ru (4-acpy)(NH ) ] – 523 (3.97) [21]3 5

II 21cis-[Ru (4-acpy)(NH ) (isn)] 503 (4.13) 426 (4.02) 262 (3.81) [1k]3 4
II 21 a[Ru (2-acpy)(NH ) ] 620 (3.72) 383 (3.89) 273 (3.97)3 4

b624 (3.73) 383 (3.64) 273 (3.99)
622 (3.73) 386 (3.63) 273 (3.99) [7]

II 21 a[Ru (NH ) (2-bzpy)] 653 (3.87) 383 (3.68) 296 (4.21)3 4
b650 (3.90) 380 (3.72) 293 (4.22)

653 (3.84) 383 (3.61) 292 (4.20) [7]
a Via [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl (this work).3 5 2
b Via cis-[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl (this work).2 3 4

21 21these complexes increases with increasing hydrogen ion [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] and [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ] and3 4 3 4

concentration. The rate of loss of ammine from related complexes. Table 2 lists the metal-to-ligand charge-
21 23 21 21[Ru(NH ) ] , k , is 1.24 (60.03)310 M s at transfer (MLCT) absorption bands data for these complex-3 6 1

258C. The pentaamminepyridine complex ion aquates at a es in different solvents. The electronic spectra of
21 21somewhat slower rate. It was also observed that the rate of [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] and [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ] by3 4 3 4

21ammine aquation in [Ru(NH ) L] decreases with the both routes were similar to the product obtained by3 5

increase of the electron-withdrawing ability of the substit- Alvarez [7], starting from cis-[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl. As for2 3 4

uent on the pyridine ring [12] For instance, with the high other Ru(II)-ammines with azines and diazines ligands
back-bonding capacity and trans effect phosphite ligands [19–21], the bands in the UV range, in aqueous solution,

21in trans-[Ru(NH ) (P(OR) ) ] , trans-[Ru(NH ) - are assigned as internal ligand (IL) based on the simi-3 4 3 2 3 4
21 21(H O)(P(OR) ] and trans-[Ru(NH ) (CO)(P(OR) )] , larities of their energies and intensities to those of the free2 3 3 4 3

1the cis ammines are photochemically labilized [13,14] but ligands and their absence in cis-[RuCl (NH ) ] [2] and2 3 4
21they are thermally inert, and trans-[Ru(N- cis-[Ru(NH ) (H O) ] . The spectra of the two com-3 4 2 2

21H ) (H O)(P(OR) ] does not undergo chelation reaction plexes each showed two electronic absorption bands in the3 4 2 3

with a bidentate ligand thermally [15–18]. The presence of visible range in aqueous solution. These bands were
the electron-withdrawing acetyl and benzoyl groups would assigned as MLCT on the basis of their intensities (´(4–

3 21 21very likely decrease the ammine aquation rate compared to 8310 mol cm l ) and analogies with related complex-
pyridine. But even though this rate would decrease, the es [1,7] and the solvent dependence of their energies on the

21reaction of [Ru(NH ) (H O)] with 2-acpy or 2-bzpy solvent. The energies of both bands shifted to lower3 5 2

with chelate ring formation is immediate, as is observed by energies with increasing Gutman’s Donor Number (DN) of
the prompt deep royal blue color which develops during the solvent (Table 2), as expected for MLCT bands of
the mixing time of the reagents. ruthenium(II) ammines [22].

The spectral data for each complex were independent of
3.2. Electronic spectra the synthetic method, i.e. either method, from cis-

[RuCl (NH ) ]Cl or [RuCl(NH ) ]Cl , resulted in the2 3 4 3 5 2

Table 1 lists electronic absorption data for same final product, and were consistent with a cis-tetra-

Table 2
UV–Vis spectral data in organic medium

Solvent DN l (log ´)max / nm

21 21[Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ] [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)]3 4 3 4

MLCT-1 MLCT-2 MLCT-1 MLCT-2
aNM 2.7 610 (4.42) 383 (4.22)

ACN 14.1 621 (4.41) 388 (4.21) 649 (4.42) 385 (4.42)
AC 17.0 629 (4.41) 392 (4.20) 658 (4.41) 386 (4.41)
DMF 26.6 641 (4.40) 402 (4.19)
DMSO 29.8 645 (4.39) 407 (4.19) 667 (4.40) 395 (4.40)
HMPA 38.8 676 (4.40) 400 (4.17)

a NM, nitromethane; ACN, acetonitrile; AC, acetone; DMF, dimethylformamide; DMSO, dimethylsulfoxide; HMPA, hexamethylphosphoramide.
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ammine complex based on the following arguments. vs. Ag/AgCl (10.599 V vs. NHE). Changing the scan to
Rather than one band around 500–550 nm as is observed negative potentials, while the corresponding cathodic peak

21in [Ru(4-acpy)(NH ) ] (l 5523 nm, ´59400 (1c) was not observed, a cathodic peak (2c) appeared at3 5 max
21 21 21

20.220 V vs. Ag/AgCl (20.021 V vs. NHE), which wasmol l cm ) [21], the product of [Ru(NH ) (H O)]3 5 2

1a dependent. At a more negative potential, peak 3c atwith 2-bzpy or 2-acpy showed two absorption bands in the
21

20.950 V vs. Ag/AgCl (20.751 V vs. NHE) was ob-visible region. If [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ] was the product, a3 5

served. Switching the scan toward positive potentialsslight bathochromic shift would be expected on changing
resulted in the appearance of peak 4a at 20.120 V vs.the acetyl group from the para to the ortho position, as the
Ag/AgCl (10.079 V vs. NHE), which was shown to be 3cligand becomes slightly more acidic, with the band proba-
dependent. Furthermore, starting from 0 V vs. Ag/AgClbly located above 523 nm. Two MLCT bands were
and scanning toward negative potentials, only peak 3c wasobserved instead for each complex, near 620–650 and 380
seen, and peak 4a after switching the scan toward positivenm. The higher energy bands (MLCT-1) were associated
potentials. These results indicated that peak 3c is in-with a transition from a molecular orbital with a major
dependent of peak 1a.contribution from a Ru d orbital to a molecular orbitalp

The peak 1a was assigned as Ru(II) to Ru(III) oxidation,mainly ligand in character, with a larger contribution from
by comparison with potentials of related complexes shownthe pyridine nitrogen orbital. The lower energy bands
in Table 3. The one-electron oxidation was confirmed by(MLCT-2) were associated with a transition from a
controlled potential electrolysis. This peak was not pHmolecular orbital, with a major contribution from a Ru dp

1 / 2dependent in the 0.5–9.0 pH range. Plots of i vs. vorbital, to a molecular orbital mainly ligand in character, p1a
1 / 2and i /v vs. v showed a diffusional behavior [24].with a larger contribution from the ligand oxygen orbital. p1a

The corresponding cathodic peak, 1c, at 10.320 V vs.
Ag/AgCl (10.519 V vs. NHE) was only observed in

3.3. Molar conductance
pH,1.0 (Fig. 2) or in the aprotic solvent acetone (Fig. 3)
at 10.700 V vs. Ag/AgCl (10.899 V vs. NHE). Addition

The values of molar conductivity for [Ru(NH ) (2-3 4 of the nucleophile butylamine to the acetone solution leads
bzpy)](BF ) and [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ](BF ) were deter-4 2 3 4 4 2 to the disappearance of the 1c peak. These results strongly21 2 21mined to be 292 and 328 V cm mol , respectively, support the participation of water in the process, as
suggesting 1:2 species when compared to data for other proposed for a similar process for the
Ru(II)-ammines [23]. 21[Ru(NH ) (pyC(O)H)] complex [7].3 4

The peak 3c at 20.950 V vs. Ag/AgCl (20.751 V vs.
3.4. Electrochemistry NHE) was assigned as ligand coordinated reduction based

on its potential value. The peak 4a dependence on 3c
The electrochemical results described here showed the suggests that a possible coupled chemical reaction may be

same behavior for each complex, irrespective of the occurring, after the coordinated ligand reduction.
synthetic route. Cyclic voltammetry scans of Thus, these electrochemical data indicate that two

21[Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] ion at pH53.0 are shown in Fig. 1. processes are involved. One involves peaks 4a and 3c, and3 4

Starting from 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl and going to positive is related to the coordinated ligand redox and, possibly
potentials, one anodic peak (1a) was observed at 10.400 V chemical, processes. The other involves peaks 1a, 1c and

2c, related to the metal redox processes and the complexes
coupled chemical reactions. The processes involving peaks
1a, 1c and 2c, can be seen in Scheme 2, which is basically

21the same proposed for [Ru(NH ) (pyC(O)H)] [7]. In3 4

summary, peak 1a is related to the oxidation of Ru(II) to
Ru(III), which is electrochemically reversible in acetone
(Eq. 1). In an aqueous medium, in the 0.5–9.0 pH range,
the oxidized form reacts rapidly with water (Eq. 2) to yield
a hydrated form, which can be reduced (Eq. 3) at 20.220
V vs. Ag/AgCl (10.021 V vs. NHE), and followed by a
fast loss of water (Eq. 4), regenerating the starting
complex. As pointed out above, the water participation is
strongly supported from the presence of both peaks (1a
and 1c) in acetone, and the disappearance of peak 1a upon
addition of water or butylamine.

21The electrochemical behavior of [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ]3 4
21

21 is similar to that of [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] . For [Ru(2-3 4Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammetry scan of [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] on3 4 21
21 acpy)(NH ) ] , peak 1a is at 10.380 V vs. Ag/AgClCF COOH/NaCF COO at pH53.0. Scan rate 100 mV s , [Ru]51.03 3 43 3

23 2110 mol l . (10.579 V vs. NHE), peak 2c is at 20.300 V vs. Ag/AgCl
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Table 3
Formal reduction potentials of some ruthenium complexes

a bComplex E /V vs. Ag/AgCl E /V vs. NHE Medium Reference1a f

31 / 21 c[Ru(NH ) ] 10.051 [25]3 6
c

10.088 [26]
31 / 21 d[Ru(NH ) (H O)] 10.066 [25]3 5 2

31 / 21 e[Ru(NH ) (py)] 10.298 [1i]3 5
d

10.305 [25]
31 / 21 h fcis-[Ru(NH ) (H O) ] 10.100 [25]3 4 2 2

31 / 21 ecis-[Ru(NH ) (py) ] 10.505 [1i]3 4 2
31 / 21cis-[Ru(4-acpy) (NH ) ] 10.740 [1b]2 3 4

21 / 31 g h i[Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ] 10.380 (10.579)3 4
j e(10.552) [7]

21 / 31 g h i[Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] 10.400 (10.599)3 4
j e(10.580) [7]

a Ru(II / III) oxidation potential peak.
b Ru(II / III) redox potential.
c 0.1 M NaBF .4
d 0.1 M NaCF COO and 0.1 M CF COOH.3 3
e 0.10 M p-toluenesulfonic /0.10 M potassium p-toluenesulfonate.
f 0.2 M NaCF COO.3
g Values in parentheses are relative to NHE, by adding 0.199 V to the E value with respect to Ag/AgCl.
h CF COOH/NaCF COO, pH53.3 3
i This work.
j Values in parentheses are the reported values [7] relative to NHE.

(20.101 V vs. NHE), peak 3c is at 21.10 V vs. Ag/AgCl chemically oxidized [H O or Ce(IV)] species, and dis-2 2

(20.90 V vs. NHE), and peak 4a is at 20.040 V vs. played, in addition to IL bands in the UV range, a band at
Ag/AgCl (20.159 V vs. NHE). 350 nm, assigned to a LMCT involving Ru(III)–O, by

analogy with other similar complexes [27–32]. The suc-
3.5. Spectroelectrochemistry cessive spectra, taken upon reduction at 20.390 V vs.

Ag/AgCl by controlled potential electrolysis, showed
Successive UV–Vis absorption spectra of [Ru(NH ) (2- regeneration of the initial spectrum (Fig. 5). These results3 4

21bzpy)] upon oxidation of the metal center at 10.490 V gave further support to the reactions outlined in Scheme 2.
vs. Ag/AgCl (10.689 V vs. NHE) by controlled potential
electrolysis (Fig. 4) showed decrease of the MCLT bands. 3.6. NMR spectra
The final spectrum was similar to the spectrum of the

Some difficulties were encountered in obtaining accept-

21 21Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammetry scan of [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] on Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammetry scan of [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] on acetone (in3 4 3 4
21 21CF COOH/NaCF COO at pH50.5. Scan rate 100 mV s , [Ru]51.03 tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate 0.1 mol l ). Scan rate 1003 3

23 21 21 23 2110 mol l . mV s , [Ru]51.7310 mol l .
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21Scheme 2. Mechanism proposed for the electrochemical behavior of Ru(NH ) (pyC(O)R)] , where R5CH or C H .3 4 3 6 6

able elemental analyses from [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ](BF ) could be noted that when [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ](BF ) was3 4 4 2 3 4 4 2

although satisfactory analyses were obtained from previously reported no analysis was given [7]. In order to
[Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)][BF ] and [Ru(NH ) (2- confirm the structure of [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ](BF )3 4 4 2 3 4 3 4 4 2

bzpy)[PF ] . The reason for this is unknown although it (Structure 1), a detailed NMR investigation was per-6 2

formed.

Fig. 4. Successive spectra during controlled potential electrolysis of Fig. 5. Successive spectra during controlled potential electrolysis of
21 31[Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] at 10.490 V (with respect to Ag/AgCl), 2.53 [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] at 20.390 V (with respect to Ag/AgCl), 2.533 4 3 4

23 21 21 23 21 2110 mol l in CF COOH/NaCF COO, pH53.0, m 50.1 mol l . 10 mol l in CF COOH/NaCF COO, pH53.0, m 50.1 mol l .3 3 3 3
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8.0 Hz, J(H H )51.6 Hz, J(H H )50.8 Hzj, d 58.103 5 3 6

ho-H, [AM] X, J(H H )1J(H H )58.3 Hz, J(H H )52 o m o m9 o p

1.3 Hzj, d 57.62 hm-H, [AM] X, J(H H )1J(H H )52 o m o m9

8.3 Hz, J(H H )58.3 Hzj, and d 57.72 h p-H, [AM] X,m p 2

J(H H )57.4 Hz, J(H H )51.3 Hzj, and d 54.03 (3H),m p o p

d 53.84 (3H), and d 52.41 (6H) for the ammine ligands,
consistent with the proposed structure.

(1)

1The H NMR spectrum of free 2-acpy in CDCl shows3

the expected signals at d 58.70 hH , ddd, J(H H )54.86 5 6

Hz, J(H H )51.7 Hz, J(H H )50.9 Hzj, d 57.48 hH ,4 6 3 6 5

ddd, J(H H )54.8 Hz, J(H H )57.6 Hz, J(H H )51.35 6 4 5 3 5

Hzj, d 57.84 hH , ddd, J(H H )57.8 Hz, J(H H )57.54 3 4 4 5

Hz, J(H H )51.7 Hzj, d 58.05 hH , ddd, J(H H )57.84 6 3 3 4
(2)Hz, J(H H )51.3 Hz, J(H H )50.9 Hzj, and d 52.743 5 3 6

hCH , sj. This is in good agreement with the literature3
1Comparison of the H chemical shifts of the pyridinyl[33]. On coordination to ruthenium in [Ru(2-

21 protons in the two complexes showed considerable simi-acpy)(NH ) ] the chemical shifts and coupling constants3 4
1 larities consistent with both complexes having the samechange somewhat. In the H NMR spectrum of [Ru(2-

2121 structure. For example, in [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ] , H is atacpy)(NH ) ] in d -acetone, the methyl signal was 3 4 63 4 6
21

d 59.40, while it is at d 59.44 in [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] .partially obscured by the water signal, but the pyridine 3 4
21signals integrated accurately with respect to the amine Coordination of the pyridinyl ligand to the Ru ion

signals to give a ratio 1:1:1:1:3:3:6. The resolution of the resulted in a marked high-frequency shift for the H , H3 5

spectrum was not good enough to resolve the longer range and H protons and a smaller one for H . These low-6 4

coupling, but the assignments for the 2-acetylpyridine frequency shifts are similar to those observed for
21ligand were d 59.40 hH , ddd, J(H H )55.7 Hz, [Ru(NH ) L] complexes [34]. The direction of these6 5 6 3 5

J(H H )51.3 Hz, J(H H )50.8 Hzj, d 57.73 hH , ddd, shifts was explained by the metal center and by the p-back4 6 3 6 5
21J(H H )57.4 Hz, J(H H )51.5 Hzj, d 57.92 hH , ddd, bonding ability of the Ru(NH ) center [34]. For the4 5 3 5 4 3 5

J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )57.4 Hz, J(H H )51.3 Hzj, 2-acpy and 2-bzpy complexes the acetyl and benzoyl3 4 4 5 4 6

d 58.48 hH , ddd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )51.5 Hz, substituents are good p-acceptors resulting in an enhanced3 3 4 3 5
1J(H H )50.8 Hzj, and d 52.90 hCH , sj and d 53.85 p-back-bonding, which reflects in the pyridinyl H NMR3 6 3

21(3H), d 53.40 (3H), and d 52.20 (6H) for the ammine consistent with those of [Ru(NH ) L] .3 5

ligands, consistent with the structures. Further confirmation of the structure was obtained by
1 15To obtain additional support for this structure, the H recording the N NMR spectrum of [Ru(NH ) (2-3 4

21 21NMR spectrum of [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] (Structure 2) bzpy)] in d -DMSO using the INEPT pulse sequence,3 4 6

was also recorded in d -acetone. The spectra were compli- see Fig. 6. The spectrum showed three types of NH6 3

cated by the overlap of the phenyl and pyridinyl signals. group, with the intensity ratio 1:2:1. Each signal consisted
1The H NMR spectrum of free 2-bzpy in CDCl showed of an INEPT quartet with intensity ratio 21:21:1:1. There3

the expected signals at d 58.69 hH , ddd, J(H H )54.6 was partial overlap of the two low-frequency signals. The6 5 6
15Hz, J(H H )51.7 Hz, J(H H )50.9 Hzj, d 57.43 (H , N NMR signals were at d 52414.1, 2419.7 and4 6 3 6 5

1 15 1ddd, J(H H ) 4.7 Hz, J(H H )57.6 Hz, J(H H )51.3 2421.3, with J( N H)56762 Hz.5 6 4 5 3 5

Hzj, d 57.84 hH , ddd, J(H H )57.7 Hz, J(H H )57.7 The complex [Ru(2-acpy)(NH ) ](BF ) was not solu-4 3 4 4 5 3 4 4 2
15Hz, J(H H )51.7 Hzj, d 58.01 hH , ddd, J(H H )57.8 ble enough for the N NMR experiment.4 6 3 3 4

Hz, J(H H )51.2 Hz, J(H H )51.0 Hzj, and d 52.74 There were three ammine signals in the ratio 1:1:2 also3 5 3 6

hCH , sj, ortho-H, d 8.06, N(HoHm)58.4 Hz, J(HoHp)5 consistent with the structure. The origin of the high-3

1.4 Hz, para-H, d 57.56, dt, J(HmHp)57.4 Hz, frequency shift of the unique ammines relative to the two
J(HoHp)51.4 Hz, meta-H, d 57.46, N(HoHm)58.4 Hz, equivalent trans-ammines is unclear. This did not occur in

15J(HmHp)57.4 Hz. After coordination of [Ru(NH ) (2- the N NMR spectrum, where the unique ammine signals3 4
21bzpy)] , the signals were at d 59.44 hH , ddd, J(H H )5 are observed to either side of the two equivalent trans-6 5 6

15.8 Hz, J(H H )51.4 Hz, J(H H )50.8 Hzj, d 57.89 ammines. The shifts in the H NMR spectrum could arise4 6 3 6

hH , ddd, J(H H )55.7 Hz, J(H H )57.4 Hz, J(H H )5 from the near neighbour anisotropy of the 2-ben-5 5 6 4 5 3 5

1.5 Hzj, d 57.96 hH , ddd, J(H H )58.0 Hz, J(H H )5 zoylpyridine ligand. Comparison of the two unique am-4 3 4 4 5
17.4 Hz, J(H H )51.4 Hzj, d 58.57 hH , ddd, J(H H )5 mine H NMR signals showed a difference in linewidth,4 6 3 3 4
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15 21Fig. 6. The 40.56 MHz N NMR spectrum of [Ru(NH ) (2-bzpy)] in d -DMSO at room temperature recorded using the INEPT pulse sequence.3 4 6
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Abstract

The enantioselective preparation of (propargyl alcohol) dicobalt pentacarbonylphosphine complexes (2) via kinetic resolution with an
optically active amine oxide was examined. Variations in temperature, solvent, phosphine, amine oxide, and substrate were studied.
Diastereoselectivity showed marked improvement over thermal methods, while enantioselectivity was modest. The typical e.e. for product
2a was 20% at 30–40% conversion when the reaction was carried out at 2588C in a 1:1 mixture of tetrahydrofuran /dichloromethane with
brucine N-oxide as the promoter.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Chiral amine oxide; Enantioselective preparation; (Propargyl alcohol)Co (CO) (PR ) complexes2 5 3

1. Introduction pounds, but classical methods for the preparation of
homochiral organometallic complexes are typically lengthy

The distinctive reactivity and structure of dicobalt and often require a tedious resolution step. Generation of a
propargyl alcohol complexes (1 and 2, Eq. (1)) and the chiral metal center frequently requires ligand substitution,
derived cations 3 has led to considerable exploitation of most often replacement of CO by a phosphine or similar
their synthetic utility by our research group and others ligand. The standard methodology for ligand substitution,
[1,2]. It was anticipated that an asymmetric cobalt cluster e.g. thermal or photochemical labilization of CO, frequent-
(as in 2) should provide facial selectivity in the reactions ly requires stringent reaction conditions, potentially caus-
of cobalt-stabilized propargyl cations or radicals, thereby ing epimerization of metal stereocenters. In contrast, the
leading to enantiomerically-enriched complexes and, ulti- amine oxide-induced replacement of carbonyl ligands is a
mately, optically active organic products [3]. Given remarkably mild transformation [8] which has found use in
stereocenters at both C1 [4] and at the cobalt cluster, four the acceleration of the Pauson–Khand reaction [9–11].
stereoisomers (two diastereomers, each as a pair of en- Kerr et al. have recently demonstrated that the use of
antiomers) can be formed in the ligand substitution re- enantiomerically enriched chiral amine oxides with proch-
action, as shown in eq. 1 (the configuration of only one of iral (alkyne)Co (CO) complexes in this reaction results in2 6

the stereogenic cluster carbons is shown since the second low to moderate asymmetric induction [12]. These re-
carbon’s configuration is dependent on the first [5–7]). searchers have also reported an elegant achiral amine

The ongoing need for stereoselective methods for the oxide-promoted preparation of optically pure dicobalt
preparation of optically pure organic molecules has moti- (alkyne) pentacarbonylphosphine complexes using a chiral
vated our continuing pursuit of efficient enantioselective phosphine ligand [13,14]; Brunner and coworkers had
routes to chiral cobalt complexes of type 2. Numerous prepared such complexes earlier by direct thermal substitu-
powerful methodologies in organic synthesis take advan- tion [13,14].
tage of asymmetric induction by organometallic com- In order to prepare 2 in optically pure form, stereocon-

trol at both C1 and the cobalt cluster must be considered.
Our previous work [5–7] demonstrated that control at the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-405-325-4811; fax: 11-405-325-
cluster is possible with moderate to high diastereoselectiv-6111.

E-mail address: knicholas@ou.edu (K.M. Nicholas) ity in thermal reactions of 1 with L5PPh and that the3
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(1)

cluster is configurationally stable, an important considera- the Kerr group we sought to evaluate the potential of
tion in the development of enantioselective variants of optically pure amine oxides for the enantioselective and
subsequent reactions. Furthermore, use of optically active diastereoselective preparation of phosphine-substituted
propargyl alcohol complex 4 as shown in Scheme 1 [3] cobalt propargyl alcohol complexes as shown in Eq. (1).
resulted in the formation of product 5 with the same e.e. as This novel approach to optically active cobalt propargyl
starting material 4, providing evidence for the stability of alcohol complexes has as its key feature the kinetic
the cations 3 to cluster epimerization, and showing prom- resolution of racemic 1 by reaction with a homochiral
ise for enantioselective propargylation. amine oxide in the presence of an achiral phosphine. The

Stimulated by these findings and in communication with basic premise of the resolution is straightforward. Let k ber

Scheme 1. Enantioselective propargylation by a chiral (propargyl alcohol)Co (CO) (PR ) complex.2 5 3
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the rate constant for conversion of the R enantiomer of 1 1.77 (d, J54.5 Hz, 1 H), 3.60 (m, 1H), 7.00–7.40 (m, 20
into product, and k the rate constant for conversion of the H).s

S enantiomer. If k 4k , stopping the reaction prior tor s

100% conversion allows recovery of starting material
enriched in the S isomer and, ideally, optically pure
product. A similar approach to the preparation of optically 3. Results and discussion
active organometallic complexes was first demonstrated by
von Phillipsborn and co-workers [15] in the preparation of The effects of variations in temperature, solvent, sub-
optically active enone–iron carbonyl complexes. The strate, phosphine and amine oxide on the diastereoselectiv-
present system is exceptional in that a new stereocenter at ity, enantioselectivity and rate of the reaction were investi-
the metal cluster is created in the course of the kinetic gated. Additionally, variations in both stoichiometry and
resolution. Few other kinetic resolutions of chiral or- procedure were examined in an attempt to optimize the
ganometallic complexes can be found in the literature, and enantioselectivity of the reaction. The standard reaction
these typically involve reaction of the resolving reagent at protocol consisted of adding a slurry containing the
the organic ligand rather than at the metal center(s) phosphine and the amine oxide to a stirred, cooled solution
[16,17]. of racemic hexacarbonyl cobalt complex (1). The reaction

progress (specifically, the change in e.e. of both 1 and 2
with time) was monitored by analyzing aliquots from the

2. Experimental reaction mixture by HPLC using a chiral column. The
products were identified by isolation and comparison with

All reactions were carried out under a positive pressure authentic (racemic) samples. Most experiments were con-
of dry high-purity nitrogen. Diethyl ether, dioxane and ducted on the amine oxide-promoted reaction of 1a with
tetrahydrofuran were dried and distilled from sodium/ PPh . HPLC analysis allowed determination of the en-3

benzophenone ketyl. Dichloromethane and acetonitrile antiomeric composition of both the unreacted alcohol
were dried and distilled from calcium hydride under an complex 1a and the major diastereomer of product 2a; the
atmosphere of nitrogen. Methanol was dried and distilled minor diastereomer of 2a, however, could not be resolved.

˚from 4A molecular sieves. The (propargyl The major diastereomer of 2a produced in the reaction was
alcohol)Co (CO) (1a–d) and (propargyl found to be the R,S /S,R isomer, which also dominates in2 6

alcohol)Co (CO) (PPh ) (2a–d) complexes were prepared the purely thermal reaction [5].2 5 3

as reported previously [5]. The amine oxides 6–9 were
prepared by oxidation of the corresponding amine with
hydrogen peroxide (Brucine N-oxide, W.J. Kerr, personel 3.1. Temperature effects.
communication; [31–33]). Analysis of e.e. was carried out
using an ISCO HPLC system equipped with a Chiralpak Several initial experiments were carried out to determine
AD column, eluted with a 2:98 mixture of isopropanol in the effect of temperature on diastereoselectivity in re-
hexanes, and detected at l nm. actions of 1a with PPh and to find the optimum tempera-254 3

ture at which to carry out subsequent reactions. As
2.1. General procedure for kinetic resolution of expected, diastereoselectivity increased as the temperature
phosphine substituted complexes (2) decreased (from 38% d.e. at 2158C to 52% d.e. at 2308C,

76% d.e. at 2608C, and 78% d.e. at 2958C). Because
To a stirred and cooled solution (258648C) of racemic there appeared to be little improvement in diastereoselec-

hexacarbonyl cobalt complex (1, 1.0 mmol)) under nitro- tivity below 2608C, a standard temperature of 258648C
gen in a 1:1 mixture of tetrahydrofuran /dichloromethane was used for all subsequent reactions. As would be
was added slowly a slurry of amine oxide (0.5 mmol) and expected for a typical kinetic resolution, the e.e. of the
triphenylphosphine (1.0 mmol), premixed in the same unreacted starting material slowly increased from its initial
solvent mixture. The reaction progress, over a period of up value of zero to as high as 26% e.e. at moderately high
to several days, was monitored by removing aliquots of the conversion (63%). Fig. 1 shows the change in e.e. of the
reaction mixture, flashing them through a small pad of unreacted starting material as a function of percent conver-
silica gel to remove the amine /amine oxide, and injecting sion, as well as the change in e.e. and d.e. of the major
the sample on the HPLC. diasteromer of 2a for a representative reaction. Interesting-

Mono-phosphinated products were characterized by ly, the e.e. of the product did not decrease steadily with
comparison to known samples. New complexes 1d and 2d time, as would be expected in the case of a simple kinetic

1were characterized by H NMR; complex 2e was not resolution [18,19]. Unfortunately, because we could not
characterized further because of its rapid decomposition. assess the e.e. of the minor diastereomer (op cit), it is

11d ( H NMR, C D ) 1.00 (s, 9H), 1.78 (d, 1H, J54.5 Hz), impossible to account for this curious behavior. This effect6 6

4.62 (d, 1H, J54.8 Hz), 7.04 (m, 1 H), 7.11 (app t, 2H), could be the result of epimerization of the minor to the
17.58 (d, 2H, J57.5 Hz); 2d ( H NMR, C D ) 1.02 (s, 9H), major diastereomer.6 6
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other amine oxide-promoted substitutions [9–12]. Both
protic and aprotic solvents with a range of coordinating
ability were tested. Use of acetone /CH Cl or acetonitrile /2 2

CH Cl increased the rate (Table 1, cf. entries 1 versus 2,2 2

1 versus 5), suggesting the involvement of a coordinatively
unsaturated intermediate [8–11]. However, no enhance-
ment of stereoselectivity was seen with these solvents.
Variations in the ratio of the tetrahydrofuran /dichlorome-
thane co-solvent system similarly had little impact on the
selectivity of the reaction (cf. entries 1 and 6, Table 1), and
was complicated due to the insolubility of the reagents.
Similar solubility difficulties were encountered when using
ether or dioxane in place of tetrahydrofuran and lower
enantioselectivity also resulted (entries 7 and 8, Table 1).
The use of methanol resulted in a greatly diminished
reaction rate (no reaction at 2558C) despite a homogenous
reaction mixture, possibly the result of decreased nu-
cleophilicity of the amine oxide oxygen due to hydrogen
bonding with the solvent (entry 3, Table 1) [21].

3.3. Substrate effects

Based on these findings, the influence of the remaining
variables (the nature of the propargyl substrate, the phos-
phine ligand, and the amine oxide promoter) on

Fig. 1. Stereoselectivity versus conversion for the reaction of 1a with stereoselectivity was tested under the standard conditions
PPh promoted by brucine N-oxide at 2588C in 1:1 THF:CH Cl .3 2 2 of 258648C and in a 1:1 ratio of THF:dichloromethane.Percentage e.e. of 2a is that of the major (RS, SR) diastereomer.

Only modest enantioselectivity was observed with complex
1a, with a typical maximum enantioselectivity for the

3.2. Solvent effects phosphinated product 2a (major diastereomer) of about
20% e.e. at approximately 30–40% conversion when

The nature of the solvent system had a substantial brucine N-oxide was used as the promoter. As a result, we
influence on the rate of the reaction, as has been seen in briefly turned our attention to complexes 1b–d which bore

Table 1
Effect of solvent on brucine oxide-promoted substitutions

a bEntry Solvent Time Conv. d.e. (%) e.e. (%) e.e. (%)
c(h) (%) 2a 1 2a

1 1:1 THF:CH Cl 64 33 58 10 202 2

2 1:1 acetone:CH Cl 24 51 40 4 02 2

3 1:1 CH OH:CH Cl 18.5 0 – – –3 2 2
d20 54 54 4 0

4 1:1 CH CN:CH Cl 1.5 19 56 – 163 2 2

5 1:9 CH CN:CH Cl 24 22 62 4 03 2 2

6 1:19 THF:CH Cl 48 24 – – 142 2

7 1:3 dioxane:CH Cl 43.5 44 52 6 42 2

8 1:4 ether:CH Cl 48 28 58 4 42 2

a Percentage major isomer–percentage minor isomer.
b Percentage major enantiomer–percentage minor enantiomer.
c Percentage e.e. of major diastereomer.
d After initial time at 2588C, reaction was warmed to room temperature.
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reaction conditions. This finding, in conjunction with theisopropyl or tert-butyl groups. We anticipated that the
expense of tri(o-tolyl) phosphine and its relatively lacklus-phosphine substitution could be carried out diastereospeci-
ter selectivity (the system peaked at 12% e.e. for productfically due to the increased steric demands of the propargyl
2e), resulted in its rejection as a viable alternative.R group [5], allowing us to focus on enantioselectivity.2

Unfortunately, brucine N-oxide-promoted triphenylphos-
phine substitution of complex 1b stubbornly yielded a

3.5. Amine oxide effectsmixture of diastereomers (26% d.e. after 48 h at 2558C).
Complex 1c underwent the brucine N-oxide-promoted

Brucine N-oxide (6), sparteine N-oxide (7), quininesubstitution reaction diastereospecifically, but the mono-
N-oxide (8), and two proline derivatives (9a and b), allsubstituted product was contaminated with a small amount
prepared by oxidation of the corresponding amines withof the bis-phosphinated complex. This contaminant was
hydrogen peroxide, were studied to determine their effectinseparable by chromatography, thus rendering the HPLC
on the stereoselectivity of the reaction.analysis of enantioselectivity unreliable. Further inves-

Brucine N-oxide (BNO) was the most effective aminetigations with both 1b and c were therefore abandoned.
oxide in terms of ease of preparation, convenience (solu-Triphenylphosphine substitution of complex 1d proceeded
bility), and consistency of results: the e.e. for the prepara-smoothly to yield a single diastereomeric product, but the
tion of complex 2a was typically 20% when BNO wascomplex failed to resolve on the chiral HPLC column. The
used. Furthermore, brucine N-oxide consistently gave thedecomplexed alcohol, however, did resolve, hence enantio-
highest e.e. Use of sparteine N-oxide (in place of BNO)selectivity was monitored by removing an aliquot from the
ultimately resulted in a large decrease in the diastereo-reaction mixture, separating the starting material from the
selectivity (8% d.e. at 97.5 h and 47% conversion), withproduct by flash silica gel chromatography, decomplexing
the amount of minor diastereomer steadily increasing withthe alcohol from product 2d with ceric ammonium nitrate,
time [20]. Quinine N-oxide initially showed a similarand injecting the crude alcohol on the HPLC. A promising
negative impact on the diastereoselectivity (18% d.e. aftere.e. of 40% was observed after 72 h at 2558C, but the e.e.
30 h and 5% conversion), but in this case, the dia-of the decomplexed alcohol varied erratically with time,
stereoselectivity increased with increasing reaction timepossibly due to racemization or incomplete separation of
(eventually reaching 64% d.e. at 52% conversion; entry 3,the starting complex from the product during workup.
Table 2). The choice of amine oxide also profoundly
affected the rate of the reaction. Reaction of 1a with the3.4. Phosphine effects
proline-derived amine oxides 9a–b was dramatically
slower as was the reaction with quinine N-oxide (entries 4The encouraging results seen with complex 1d sug-
and 5, Table 2). This phenomenon was attributed in part togested that the selectivity of the reaction could be im-
the reduced solubility of the amine oxide in the reactionproved by increasing the steric demands of the other
medium, but the reduced nucleophilicity of the aminespecies presumably involved in the transition states (e.g.
oxide oxygen (due to intramolecular hydrogen bonding)the amine oxide and the phosphine). Accordingly, tri(o-
may play a role as well. Even in a homogenous aprotictolyl) phosphine was employed in place of triphenylphos-
reaction medium, the reaction rate was excruciatinglyphine. Unfortunately, the resulting monophosphinated
slow.complex 2e was found to decompose readily under the
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Table 2
Effect of amine oxide on substitutions

Entry Amine % conv. d.e. (%) e.e. (%) of
a bOxide 2a 2a

1 6 33 66 20
2 7 43 22 4
3 8 52 64 2
4 9b 11 72 0

a Percentage major isomer–percentage minor isomer.
b Of major (RS /SR) diastereomer.

3.6. Other effects takes place only very slowly at 208C in the absence of
added ligands [5–7], the amine oxide and/or the derived

Given the modest enantioselectivity described above, we amine apparently facilitates the epimerization process.
turned our attention to other modifications of the pro- Although the levels of enantioselection observed in
cedure. Interestingly, the enantioselectivity was considera- these reactions are not practically useful, this study does
bly improved by the addition of one-half equivalent of provide the first examples of kinetic resolution of racemic
brucine (in addition to the brucine N-oxide). In this trial, (alkyne)Co (CO) L complexes. The origin of the enantio-2 5

the e.e. of 2a was increased to 32% at 20% conversion. selectivity in this system, however, appears to be complex,
The presence and amount of the additional amine was as indicated by the unexpected increase in the e.e. of the
apparently critical, as addition of two equivalents of product 2 with increasing conversion (Fig. 1) as well as
brucine returned the e.e. to typical values (18% at 50% some of the effects of solvent change and the addition of
conversion with a d.e. of 66%). Addition of four equiva- brucine to the reactions. Clearly this system does not
lents of brucine N-oxide yielded similarly lackluster results adhere to the description of a simple kinetic resolution.
(12% e.e. at 20% conversion). Kagan and others [18,19] have demonstrated that, in

While the enantioselectivities observed in these re- systems where an asymmetric center is created in the
actions were modest, amine oxide promotion did provide resolving process (as is the case here), the e.e. of the
several advantages over the thermal preparation. The diastereomeric products is interdependent upon a number
formation of the bis-phosphinated complex of factors, including the e.e. and fractional amount of each
(PPh ) (CO) Co (HC≡CCHOHPh) was completely sup- chiral species, as well as the extent of conversion. The3 2 4 2

pressed, for example (as also observed by Kerr et al. complex interplay of these effects can cause dramatic
[13,14]). Furthermore, a dramatic increase in rate and a deviations from the typical e.e. versus conversion be-
significant increase in diastereoselectivity was observed. havior.
Earlier studies demonstrated that, under thermal conditions In the present system, the enantioselectivity must result
(508C), triphenylphosphine substitution on complex 1a from discrimination between diastereomeric transition
takes place with 60% d.e. [5–7]; both the thermal and the states (or intermediates) involving the homochiral amine
amine oxide-promoted conditions yielding the same major oxide and a complexed propargyl alcohol species. A
diastereomer (2a ). The observed diastereomeric ex- number of such species may be playing a role in determin-SR / RS

cess for the amine oxide-promoted substitution reactions of ing enantioselectivity. The proposed mechanism for amine
this complex varied with the extent of reaction (Fig. 1), oxide-promoted substitutions begins with initial nu-
typically reaching a maximum in the first several hours of cleophilic attack at a coordinated carbonyl ligand by the
the reaction, then slowly leveling off. The maximum amine oxide (10, Scheme 2), [8,21–26]. It is generally
diastereomeric excess for 2a was 74%, achieved after a accepted that this initial step is followed by loss of CO to2

reaction time of 4 h (21% conversion) in a solvent mixture generate a coordinatively unsaturated intermediate (11)
of 25:75 diethyl ether /dichloromethane at 2628C. The [8–11]; however, experimental evidence for this inter-
variation of percentage d.e. with time suggests that even at mediate and subsequent steps is limited. Intermediate 11
low temperatures equilibration of the minor diastereomer may be stabilized by coordination of the amine generated
to the major diastereomer may be taking place. Since in situ from the decarboxylation (giving 12) [22–27] but is
previous studies have demonstrated that this equilibration likely that the phosphinated products 2 derive from
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Scheme 2. Proposed kinetic resolution mechanism for ligand substitution of (propargyl alcohol)Co (CO) complexes.2 6

phosphine trapping of 11, given the dissociative mecha- stereodifferentiation, however, is provided by: (1) the
nism implicated for thermal ligand substitution of observed percentage e.e. of 2 versus conversion behavior
(alkyne)Co (CO) complexes [28,29]. and (2) the fact that when 1a was treated with one2 6

Formation of the chiral species 10 in step one (Scheme equivalent of BNO but no added phosphine over a period
2) could be the primary stereodifferentiating step, with of 217 h at 2628C, unreacted 1a remained racemic (as
subsequent steps having no further impact on the e.e. of monitored by HPLC). It is possible that the breakdown of
the product. Evidence that this is not the sole source of intermediate 10 also could be enantioselective: i.e. if k ±2R
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Abstract

A new dinuclear complex of formula [(tmen)(H O) Ni(Hdmg)(dmg)Cu]?ClO (H dmg5dimethylglyoxime, tmen52 2 4 2

tetramethylenediamine) has been synthesized. The crystal structure of the complex has been solved by a single-crystal X-ray diffraction
1 2method. The structure consists of one cationic dinuclear complex, [(tmen)(H O) Ni(Hdmg)(dmg)Cu] , and one anion, ClO . In the2 2 4

dinuclear cationic complex the copper(II) ion and the nickel(II) ion are bridged by two oximate groups, one through the nitrogen and
˚oxygen atoms and the other only through the oxygen atom. The intramolecular Cu???Ni distance is 3.424 A. The geometry around the

copper atom is a distorted square pyramid, and the geometry around the nickel atom is a distorted octahedron. Variable-temperature
magnetic susceptibility measurements (75–300 K) on the title complex revealed the occurrence of an intramolecular antiferromagnetic
interaction through the oximate bridges. The IR and UV–Vis spectra have also been investigated.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Dinuclear complex; Glyoximate; Antiferromagnetic interaction

1. Introduction properties of the title complex in which an oxime group
acts as a bridging ligand only through the oxygen atom.

Current research concerning the structural and magnetic The electron transfer ability between metal ions in this
properties of polynuclear transition-metal compounds is particular coordination environment is investigated.
aimed at understanding the nature of electronic exchange
coupling through multiatom bridging ligands [1–3]. This
problem has important implications for research topics 2. Experimental
such as the nature of orbital interactions, electron transfer
in redox reaction precursors, and biological electron-trans- 2.1. Reagents
port chains. It is also known that the oximate group

2(=N–O ) can function as a bridge between two metal ions [Cu(Hdmg) ] was prepared as described previously [4].2

through the imino nitrogen and the deprotonated oxygen, Other chemicals were of reagent grade, obtained from
to afford bi- and tri-nuclear complexes. Therefore, with the commercial sources and used without further purification.
aim of providing some answers to questions regarding the
effectiveness of bridging ligands, like oximes, in propagat- 2.2. Preparation of [(tmen)(H O) Ni(Hdmg)(dmg)Cu]?2 2

ing exchange interactions, we have prepared the following ClO4

heterodinuclear complex with Cu(Hdmg) . This paper2

deals with the synthesis, structure, electronic and magnetic To a solution of Ni(ClO ) ?6H O (0.37 g, 1 mmol) in4 2 2
310 cm water, a solution of tmen (0.113 g, 1 mmol) was

3added in 10 cm water. After the mixture was stirred for*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-25-336-7995; fax: 186-25-331-
10 min at room temperature, a solution of [Cu(Hdmg) ]7761. 2

3
E-mail address: ccinu@netra.nju.edu.cn (Q. Meng) (0.29 g, 1 mmol) in 10 cm water was added. After

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00091-1
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standing at room temperature for 5 days, red crystals which graphite-monochromated Mo–Ka radiation (l50.71069
˚were suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained. These A) using v22u scan method. Data were corrected for

were filtered off, washed with ethanol and dried over Lorentz, polarization and absorption effects using the SDP-
P O under vacuo. Found: C, 24.74%; H, 4.97%; N, Plus program [5].4 10

16.77%. Calculated for C H N O ClCuNi: C, 24.38%; The structure solution by direct methods revealed the12 30 7 10

H, 5.08%; N, 16.58%. metal atom coordinates and subsequent difference Fourier
methods yielded the positions of all remaining non-hydro-

2.3. Physical techniques gen atoms and most of the hydrogen atoms. All non-
hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically by full-matrix

Elemental analyses (C, H, N) were determined with a least-squares calculations using the SHELXS-86 [6] and
Perkin-Elmer model 240C automatic instrument. Copper SHELXL-93 [7] programs. The hydrogen atoms were
and nickel analyses were performed with a Shimadzu treated as riding on their attached atoms and refined
AA-680 atomic absorption–flame emission spec- isotropically. The final values of the discrepancy indicated
trophotometer. Infrared spectra were measured as KBr R and Rw were 0.0573 and 0.1668, respectively. A
discs using a FTS-40 grating infrared spectrophotometer. molecular diagram was prepared with the aid of the
Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibilities were per- ZORTEP program [8].
formed with a CAHN-2000 Faraday balance, from 75 to A summary of the data collection and structure refine-
300 K. The electronic spectrum was recorded on a ment is listed in Table 1.
Schimadzu 3100 UV–Vis spectrophotometer.

2.4. X-ray structure determination
3. Result and discussion

Data collection was performed at room temperature on
an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 four-circle diffractometer with 3.1. Description of the structure of complex

[(tmen)(H O) Ni(Hdmg)(dmg)Cu]?ClO2 2 4

Table 1
aCrystal data and structure refinement parameters The title complex consists of a dinuclear cationic

1complex [(tmen)(H O) Ni(Hdmg)(dmg)Cu] , and one2 2Formula C H CuClNiN O14 33 6 10

uncoordinated perchlorate anion. In the cation, theM 603.16
Crystal system Triclinic Cu(Hdmg) fragment co-ordinates to the2

21Space group P-1 [Ni(tmen)(H O) ] unit through the oximate oxygen2 2
Crystal color Red atoms to offer a dinuclear skeleton doubly bridged by
Crystal size /mm 0.1030.1230.32

oximate groups. The two oximate bridges are not equiva-˚a(A) 8.384 (1)
˚ lent: one has the usual two-atom form Cu–N–O–Ni andb(A) 11.457 (2)
˚c(A) 13.854 (2) the other has monatomic form Cu–O–Ni. A perspective

a(8) 105.21 (1) view of the dinuclear complex with the atom-numbering
b(8) 94.10 (1) scheme is depicted in Fig. 1.
g(8) 105.11 (1)

3 The co-ordination geometry around copper(II) ion is˚V(A ) 1225.8(3)
best described as distorted square-planar, CuN O. TheZ 2 3

F (000) 626 co-ordination geometry around nickel(II) ion is a distorted
Temperature(8C) 294(2) octahedral structure, NiN O . The copper(II) ion is coordi-2 423D (g cm ) 1.634c nated by the three surrounding oximate nitrogen atoms and
Absorption correction range 0.89 to 1.00

21
m(M –Ka) (cm ) 18.10

Diffractometer Enraf-Nonius CAD-4
Radiation Graphite-monochromated

˚Mo–Ka (l50.71069A)
Scan technique v /2u

2u range(8) 0 to 50
Range h 0 to 9
Range k 213 to 13
Range l 216 to 16
Unique data 4296
Parameters refined 303
Largest diff. peak 0.602
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0573, Rw250.1668
R indices (all data) R150.1252, Rw250.1979

a 2 2 1 / 2R5S iF u 2 uF i /S uF u Rw 5 [S (uF u 2 uF u) /S uF u ] ; w0 c 0 w 0 c w 0
2 2 2 2 2 Fig. 1. X-ray crystal of [(tmen)(H O) Ni(Hdmg)(dmg)Cu]?ClO .5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (0.095P) 1 0.1900P], P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3. 2 2 40 0 c
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Table 3one oximate oxygen atom. The nickel(II) ion is coordi-
˚Selected hydrogen bond distances (A) and angles (8)nated by two tmen nitrogen atoms, two oxygen atoms of

O(5)–H(51) 0.534(14) O(5)–H(52) 1.01(2)water and two oxygen atoms of oximates. The molecular
O(6)–H(61) 0.94(2) O(6)–H(62) 0.881(14)geometry is shown in Fig. 1, and selected bond distances
O(4)–H(34) 1.135(13) O(3)–H(34) 1.39(2)and angles are given in Table 2. For the basal plane of Cu,
H(61)–N(6) 1.775(18) O(3)–O(4) 2.399(9)˚the Cu–O bond distance (1.83 A) is considerably shorter O(5)–O(6) 2.875(10) O(5)–N(2) 2.985(11)

˚than that of Cu–N (average 1.88 A), as expected from O(6)–N(6) 2.662(10)
O(4)–H(34)–O(3) 143.48(1.28) O(6)–H(61)–N(6) 156.53(1.20)electronegativity considerations. The Ni–O(1) bond dis-

˚ ˚tance (1.97 A) is shorter than that of Ni–O(2) (2.08 A).
Charge-balance considerations indicate that there are

three oxime protons per dinuclear unit (two di- compared with that of [Cu(Hdmg) ] in order to understand2

the coordination modes of the oxime ligand of the com-methylglyoxime ligands). However, no oxime hydrogen
plexes. The relevant OH, C=N and NO absorption bandsatom was found in the X-ray diffraction study. In the light
are listed in Table 4.of the reported dimethylglyoxime-containing copper(II)

The compound [Cu(Hdmg) ] shows two IR peaks nearcomplexes [9,10], it may be anticipated that the O(1) and 2
212600 and 862 cm which may be assigned to the n(OH)O(2) oxime protons would be attached to the O(3) and

˚ stretching and n(OH) (out-of-plane) deformation modes ofO(4) atoms. The O(3)???O(4) separation (2.39 A) is
the hydrogen bonded O–H???O group, respectively. Theconsistent with the occurrence of a strong hydrogen bond
lack of these bands in the spectrum of the title complex,between those oxygen atoms. This value is even shorter
which was synthesized using [Cu(Hdmg) ] as a ligand, hasthan those observed for hydrogen-bonded oxygen–oxygen 2

been attributed to the breakdown of the hydrogen bondoxime distances in the structures of other metal(II)–oxime
present in [Cu(Hdmg) ] by its full deprotonation (to affordcomplexes [11,12]. 2

22the [Cu(dmg) ] anion) as observed in the complex. TheThe perchlorate anion has the expected tetrahedral 2
21complex shows a strong absorption band near 1100 cmgeometry with the Cl–O bond lengths and the intranion

˚ (antisymmetric stretch) and a sharp absorption band at 625O–Cl–O bond angles averaging 1.39 A and 109.48,
21cm (antisymmetric band) of the perchlorate anion.respectively. The value of the O(6)???N(6) separation (2.66

21˚ The medium strong bands at 1237 cm in the dinuclearA) suggests the occurrence of hydrogen bonding between
complex are assignable to the NO stretching vibration. Thewater (coordinated to Ni) and N(6) of the oxime. Other
complex Cu(Hdmg) exhibits two bands of mediumprobable hydrogen bonds occur between O(5)???N(2) (2.98 2

21 21˚ ˚ intensity at 1210 cm and 1090 cm that are assignableA) and O(5)???O(6) (2.87 A). Selected hydrogen bond
to the NO stretch on the basis of the earlier reportsdistances and angles are listed in Table 3. The intramolecu-

˚ [13–15]. The second NO absorption could not be observedlar Ni???Cu separation is 3.424 A.
in our complex because of the superposition with the bands
originating from the perchlorate anions. The more remark-
able feature of the oximato groups is the splitting of the3.2. Infrared spectra

21NO stretching (sharp features at 1237 and 1200 cm ).
The n(CN) vibration is assigned to the intense band atThe infrared spectrum of the title compound has been

211567 cm . The n(CN) vibration is situated at a sig-
nificantly higher frequency than that of [Cu(Hdmg) ]2Table 2

21where the n(CN) vibration is found at 1535 cm . This is˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8)
in accordance with the concept that on dinuclear complex

Cu–O(2) 1.835(6) Ni–O(2) 2.086(6) 21formation the positively charged [(tmen)(H O) Ni] unit2 2Cu–N(3) 1.896(7) Ni–O(5) 2.092(7)
stablizes the negative charge on the oxygen atom of theCu–N(4) 1.883(7) Ni–O(6) 2.103(6)

Cu–N(5) 1.880(7) Ni–N(1) 2.130(7) oximat [16] functionality and, thus, increases the double
Ni–O(1) 1.975(6) Ni–N(2) 2.114(7) bond character of the CN bond, which is expressed as a
Cu? ? ?Ni 3.4242(2) rise in its frequency.
O(2)–Cu–N(3) 87.5(3) O(2)–Ni–N(1) 92.6(3)
O(2)–Cu–N(4) 168.4(4) O(2)–Ni–N(2) 176.7(3)

3.3. Electronic spectraO(2)–Cu–N(5) 93.4(3) O(5)–Ni–N(1) 175.6(3)
N(3)–Cu–N(4) 80.9(3) O(5)–Ni–O(6) 86.5(3)
N(3)–Cu–N(5) 178.6(3) O(5)–Ni–N(2) 90.4(3) The electronic absorption spectrum in the visible region
O(1)–Ni–O(2) 84.5(3) O(6)–Ni–N(1) 92.4(3)
O(1)–Ni–O(5) 86.8(3) O(6)–Ni–N(2) 93.0(3)

Table 4
O(1)–Ni–O(6) 171.0(3) N(1)–Ni–N(2) 85.3(3) 21Structurally important IR data (cm )
O(1)–Ni–N(1) 94.7(3) Cu–O(2)–Ni 121.6(3)
O(1)–Ni–N(2) 93.0(3) Cu–O(2)–N(6) 129.0(5) Compound n(OH) n(C5N) n(NO) n(OH)
O(2)–Ni–O(5) 91.7(3) Ni–O(2)–N(6) 109.2(5) [Cu(Hdmg) ] 2600 1535 1210, 1090 8622

O(2)–Ni–O(6) 89.7(2) Ni–O(1)–N(3) 118.8(5) The title complex – 1567, 1370 1237, 1200 885
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of N,N9-dimethyl formamide solutions of the title com-
pound was found to obey Beer’s Law in the concentration

23 24 23range of 1310 –1310 mol dm . This solution
contains the dinuclear cationic complex

1[M(Hdmg)(dmg)M9] . The title compound displays two
intense bands at 323, 370 nm with a shoulder near 420 nm
(Fig. 2).

The absorption band near 420 nm can be assigned to the
ligand-to-metal charge-transfer from the bridging oximate
oxygen non-bonding orbital to the vacant 3d orbital of the
metal ion, by analogy with a detailed study on related
dialkoxo-bridged dinuclear copper(II) complexes [17]. The
fact that this band is lacking in the visible spectrum of the
monomeric [Cu(Hdmg) ] complex supports this conclu-2

sion.
Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of x for the title complex.M

3.4. Magnetic properties

Variable-temperature (75–300 K) magnetic suscep- H 5 2 JS ? S . 1 b(S ? g 1 S ? g )Cu Ni Cu Cu Ni Ni

tibility data were collected for the title compound. The
? H (S 5 1/2, S 5 1) [18].1 2magnetic susceptibility data are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.

The effective magnetic moment per dinuclear complex at 2 22 g 1 10g exp(3J /2KT )Nb 1 / 2 3 / 2300 K (m 52.84 m ) is considerably less than the 3.34 ]] ]]]]]]]]eff B x 5 ?MII II 4KT 1 1 2 exp(3J /2KT )m spin-only value expected for a Cu (S51/2)–NiB
2 2(S51) complex with no exchange interaction present. The 8d b 1 2 exp(3J /2KT )

]]]]]]]]2 (1)effective moment, m , decreases with decreasing sampleeff 3J 1 1 2 exp(3J /2KT )
temperature. Thus, the observed magnetic behavior sug-
gests an intramolecular antiferromagnetic spin-exchange The latter term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is

II IIinteraction between Cu and Ni through the oximate extremely small and may be reasonably neglected. The fit
21bridges. The data for the title complex was least-squares gives J52142 cm and g 52.02, g 52.01.1 / 2 3 / 2

fitted to Eq. (1) which was derived from the spin Hamilto-
nian

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting
the deposition number 102970.

Fig. 2. The electronic spectra of the complex
[(tmen)(H O) Ni(Hdmg)(dmg)Cu]?ClO . Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of m for the title complex.2 2 4 eff
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Abstract

The complex formation of aluminum(III) with phosphinate and phosphite ions in acidic solutions (pH 1–3) has been investigated by
27Al NMR spectroscopy. The formation of a 2:2 complex was established in addition to ordinary stepwise complexes in both

31 2 22Al -PH O and –PHO systems. Formation constants of these complexes formed in both systems, and thermodynamic quantities for2 2 3
31 2 23the complexation in the Al -PH O system were determined at an ionic strength of 1.0 mol dm NaClO . The stepwise complexation2 2 4

up to 1:3 becomes more exothermic and less entropy-productive in a regular manner. Both DH8 and DS8 values for the 2:2 complexation
are quite large and positive due to the dimerization.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

27Keywords: Aluminum(III) ion; Phosphinate ion; Phosphite ion; Complex formation; Al NMR; Thermodynamic parameters

1. Introduction does [2]. Once Al(III) reacts with ATP, any consequent
reactions requiring ATP participation are inhibited. In that

Control of phosphorus accumulation in chronic renal context, it is important to specify the interaction of Al(III)
insufficiency is crucial to prevent uremic secondary hyper- with nucleotides and other biologically relevant phos-
parathyroidism and metastatic calcification [1]. In the past pholigands.
number of years, aluminum hydroxide was used as a There has been a large number of NMR studies on the

31standard in controlling phosphorus accumulation in pa- interaction of A1 ion with condensed phosphates (e.g.
tients with renal disease [1]. However, the use of phos- mono-, di- and triphosphate [9,10], cyclo-polyphosphates
phorus binder containing aluminum leads to Al(III) ac- [11], and ATP [12–14]). Such bioinorganic studies were
cumulation. An extensive and articulated body of research performed in order to clarify various aspects of structures
demonstrates that Al(III) is implicated in a number of toxic of these complexes, and, further, to fill the gap between the
processes [2,3]. Abnormal exposure to Al(III) is recog- knowledge concerning biochemical and biological phe-
nized as an etiological factor in aluminosis [4], en- nomena. It is of interest to extend this study to the
cephalopathy [5], osteodistrophy [6], and non-iron de- interaction of Al(III) with phosphinate and phosphite ions.
ficiency microcytic anemia [7]. Al(III) has also been found Phosphinate and phosphite ions are, in a sense, the
in high concentrations in the brains of patients suffering simplest analogues of phosphoric esters, because these
from Alzheimer’s disease [8]. Therefore, the aluminum- simple ions contain the same number of oxygen atoms
containing phosphorus binders should be avoided. which can bind with a metal ion or hydrogen ion as that of

One of the possible pathogenic events involving Al(III) a phosphorus group of phosphoric diester (such biological-
could be its undesired interaction with ATP. Although ATP ly relevant molecules as RNA and phospholipid) and

21 31exists in cells as a complex with Mg , the Al ion binds phosphoric monoester (e.g. AMP and glycerophospate),
7 21approximately 10 times more strongly to ATP than Mg respectively. Feng and Waki studied the binding isomeriza-

tion of aluminum complexes with these simple phosphorus
31oxoanions by using P NMR and Raman spectroscopy

[15], however, the equilibria were not yet well understood.*Corresponding author. Tel.: 181-940-35-1379; fax: 181-940-35- 27In this study, we applied Al NMR spectroscopy to obtain1711.
E-mail address: miyazaky@fukuoka-edu.ac.jp (Y. Miyazaki) more quantitative and detailed information on the Al(III)–

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00082-0
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phosphinate and –phosphite systems, and to clarify the
nature of the complexation.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and NMR samples

All chemicals used were of reagent grade. The pH of the
NMR sample was adjusted to a value of less than pH 3
with a small quantity of HCl or HClO solution to avoid4

the formation of aluminum hydroxo complexes. The pH
was measured using a 3 mm electrode (Horiba 6069-10C)
with a Horiba F-24C pH meter both before and after NMR
measurements. The ionic strength of the NMR samples for
the determination of formation constants and thermody-

23namic quantities was kept at 1.0 mol dm by using
NaClO .4

2.2. NMR measurements

27The Al NMR spectra were recorded at 130.3 MHz on
a JEOL JNM-GSX 500 with a 10 mm multinuclear probe
over a temperature range of 20–508C. The NMR parame-
ters were as follows: flip angle approximately 908 (34 ms),
pulse repetition time 0.6 s and spectral width 31 kHz. The
chemical shifts were reported with respect to a 0.1

23 23mol dm Al(NO ) solution containing 0.1 mol dm3 3

HNO as an external reference. A field / frequency lock3
2was achieved with the H resonance of D O contained in a2

2 mm tube. Overlapping signals were resolved into in-
dividual peaks using a Lorentzian curve-fitting method

27[16]. Fig. 1. Al NMR spectra of aqueous solutions (pH 2.0) containing
phosphinate and Al(III) at various concentration ratios. C 50.1Al

23mol dm ; C /C 5(a) 0.5, (b) 1 and (c) 2.P Al2.3. Computational method

Semi-empirical calculations were carried out on the phosphate system depend principally on the number of
aluminum–phosphinate complex with 2:2 stoichiometry by phosphate groups coordinating directly to the Al(III), and
using PM3 in MOPAC6 [17]. Symmetry restrictions were the effect, when a water molecule in the ligand field of
not employed and all molecular degrees of freedom were Al(III) is substituted by a phosphate group, is almost
considered to be independent. additive [10,11,18,19]. In the same way as that for the

phosphate system, the shift values of Al(III)–phosphinate
complexes also depend on the number of phosphinates

273. Results and discussion binding to Al(III). Al NMR chemical shift values of each
signal resolved by the Lorentzian curve-fitting method are

27Al NMR spectra of aqueous solutions (pH 2) con- listed in Table 1. From the shift values in the table, we can
taining phosphinate and Al(III) at various concentration deduce the signals A, B, D and E are ascribed to 1:1, 1:2,

23ratios (C /C 50.5, 1 and 2, C 50.1 mol dm ) are 1:3 and 1:4 complexes, respectively.P Al Al
31shown in Fig. 1. The signal of Al(H O) is observed at 0 Fractions of each Al(III) species were evaluated by2 6

27ppm, and all other resonances are due to the Al(III)– integrating individual Al signals fitting to the Lorentzian
27PH O complexes. The Al spectra indicate that the curve. Fig. 2 shows the distribution diagram of Al(III)2 2

31ligand exchange rate around the Al ion is small on the species for the phosphinate system. The signal assignment
NMR time-scale. Phosphinate binding to Al(III) produces from chemical shift values of each peak is also sustained

31 27an upfield shift from the signal of Al(H O) in Al by the species distribution. The resonance C should be due2 6

NMR. Chemical shift values of complexes for the Al(III)– to a polymeric complex like the dimeric one, because the
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Table 1
27Chemical shift values of Al signals

Peak Al (ppm) Assignment

A 22.1960.02 1:1
31 2Al –PH O system B 23.9960.03 1:22 2

C 24.7760.03 2:2
D 25.4360.12 1:3
E 26.7960.30 1:4

A 22.9260.07 1:1
31 22Al –PHO system B 25.5660.17 1:23

C 27.1560.23 2:2

intensity of peak C increased with the increase of total
aluminum or phosphinate concentration. Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the formation of stepwise complexes

23 2727 of Al(III) with phosphinate. C 50.1 mol dm ; pH 2.0. Al peakIn order to confirm the stepwise complexations, Al Al

intensity ratios, (s) Peak A/Free Al(III), (h) Peak B/Peak A and (n)NMR peak intensity ratios of A to free Al(III), B to A and
Peak D/Peak B, are expressed as a function of C .PD to B were plotted against the concentration of free

phosphinate according to the following Eq. (1):
31 2 2[Al L ] / [Al ] versus C gave also a straight line2 2 L

[AlL ] / [AlL ] 5 K C (1)n (n21) n L passing through the origin as shown in Fig. 4, confirming
the formation of a complex with 2:2 stoichiometry. The

where L is the ligand, C is the total concentration of freeL formation constants of these complexes in aqueous solu-
ligand and K is the stepwise formation constant of the nth 23n tions (pH 3.0) containing 1.0 mol dm NaClO as a4complex of Al(III). The analysis for peak E is not included constant ionic medium were determined by this graphical
(due to less accuracy). To examine the possibility of the analysis (Table 2). The protonation of phosphinate (pK 5aformation of dimeric complex, the values of [Al L ] /2 2 1.0 [20]) at pH 3.0 could be negligible. In order to evaluate31 2 27[Al ] , which could be estimated from Al NMR, were thermodynamic quantities for the complexation of Al(III)2plotted against C according to Eq. (2):L with phosphinate, the formation constants were also de-

31 2 2 termined in the temperature range of 25–508C. DH8 and[Al L ] / [Al ] 5 b C (2)2 2 2:2 L
DS8 values obtained are summarized in Table 2.

The same analysis was made on the aluminum–phos-where b is the overall formation constant of the 2:22:2
27phite system. Fig. 5 shows Al NMR spectra of aqueouscomplex. As can be seen from Fig. 3, each plot of peak

solutions (pH 2) containing phosphite and Al(III) atintensity ratio versus the total concentration of free phos-
various concentration ratios (C /C 51, 2 and 3, C 5phinate gives a straight line passing through the origin, P Al Al

230.02 mol dm ). The spectra also indicates that phosphiteconfirming the successive complexations. The plot of
binding to Al(III) produces an upfield shift from the signal

31of Al(H O) . Resonances A, B and C are due to the2 6

Fig. 2. Distribution diagram of Al(III) species for the phosphinate system
27 23estimated from Al NMR signal intensity. C 50.1 mol dm ; pH 2.0.Al

(s) Free Al(III); (h) Peak A; (x) Peak B; (3) Peak C; (n) Peak D;
(,) Peak E. The points are experimental results. Solid curves are Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the formation of a dimeric complex of

23 31 2theoretical results calculated by using formation constants obtained. The Al(III) with phosphinate. C 50.1 mol dm ; pH 2.0. [Al L ] / [Al ]Al 2 2
27 2curve for Peak C is omitted. values estimated from Al NMR are expressed as a function of C .P
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27Table 2 integrating individual Al signals. From the distribution of
31 2Formation constants and thermodynamic quantities for Al –PH O and2 2 Al(III) species of the phosphite system, we can deduce that22–PHO systems (I51.0)3 the signals A and B are due to 1:1 and 1:2 complexes,

21 21 21K (258C) DH8 /kJ mol DS8 / J K mol respectively. The shift values of Al(III)–phosphite com-
31 2Al –PH O 1:1 102614 9.364.9 69617 plexes also depend on the number of phosphites binding to2 2

1:2 19.261.2 7.164.6 48616 the Al(III) and are almost additive (Table 1). The reso-
1:3 18.269.0 20.366.5 26620 nance C should be due to a dimeric or polymeric complex,a2:2 12.965.0 4668 175628

31 22 b because the intensity of peak C increased with the increaseAl –PH O 1:1 1026172 3
b of total aluminum or phosphite concentration. To confirm1:2 1765

27a b2:2 163688 the stepwise complexations, Al NMR peak intensity
a 2 ratios of A to free Al(III) and B to A were plotted against→The values listed are for the reaction: 2AlL Al L . K 5b /K .← 2 2 2:2 2:2 1
b the total concentration of free phosphite according to Eq.At pH 2.0.

(1). To examine the possibility of the formation of a
31 2dimeric complex, the values of [Al L ] / [Al ] which2 2

27Al(III)–PHO complexes. The chemical shift values of could be estimated from Al NMR were plotted against3
2each signal resolved by the Lorentzian curve-fitting meth- C according to Eq. (2). As can be seen from Fig. 6, eachP

od are listed in Table 1. plot of peak intensity ratio versus the concentration of
Fractions of each Al(III) species were evaluated by phosphinate gives a straight line passing through the

origin, confirming the successive complexations. The plot
31 2 2of [Al L ] / [Al ] versus C also gives a straight line2 2 P

passing through the origin as shown in Fig. 7, confirming
the formation of a 2:2 complex. The conditional formation
constants of these complexes at pH 2.0 and at I51.0

23mol dm (NaClO ) were determined (Table 2).4

Feng and Waki studied the binding isomerization of
aluminum complexes with phosphinate and phosphite in

31solution by using P NMR [15]. They reported that two
types of binding modes were found in the complexes, that
is a non-chelate binding in which the oxoanion coordinates
to the metal ion as a monodentate ligand and a chelate
binding in which the oxoanion coordinates to the metal ion

31as a bidentate ligand. On the basis of our P NMR data
31(not shown), however, the P resonance signals, which

have been assigned to the chelate and non-chelate com-
plexes of 1:1 stoichiometry in the study by Feng and Waki
[15], were unambiguously assigned to the 1:1 and 1:2

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the formation of stepwise complexes
27 23 27Fig. 5. Al NMR spectra of aqueous solutions (pH 2.0) containing of Al(III) with phosphite. C 50.02 mol dm ; pH 2.0. Al peakAl

phosphite and Al(III) at various concentration ratios. C 50.02 intensity ratios, (d) Peak A/Free Al(III) and (j) Peak B/Peak A, areAl
23mol dm ; C /C 5(a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3. expressed as a function of C .P Al P
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coordinated water molecule with phosphinate ion. The
complexations are entropy controlled and generally weak.

31Since Al ion has a small ionic radius (53.5 pm) and a
31relatively high charge density, bonds between Al and

solvent water are rather strong. Positive DH8 values for 1:1
and 1:2 complexations reflect high energy to break the

31Al –solvent water bonds. Relatively large and positive
DS8 values reflect that solvent water molecules coordinat-

31ing to Al are liberated and enter the bulk solvent. Both
DH8 and DS8 values for the 2:2 complexation are quite
large and positive, which is reasonable if we take into
consideration that more bound water molecules are liber-
ated upon the dimerization.

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of the formation of a dimeric complex of Acknowledgements23 31 2Al(III) with phosphite. C 50.02 mol dm ; pH 2.0. [Al L ] / [Al ]Al 2 2
27 2values estimated from Al NMR are expressed as a function of C .P

We wish to thank Prof. Miyajima and Mr. Maki for their
helpful discussion.complexes, respectively. Our assignment completely ag-

27rees with the Al NMR results in the present paper.
Possible binding isomers of the 2:2 complex with
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Abstract

Copper(II) and iron(II, III) complexes of the tripodal ligand, tris(1-methyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)methanol (Htmim), have been synthesized
1and characterized by elemental analysis, H NMR and IR spectroscopies, magnetic moment measurement and X-ray crystallography. The

structure of the copper complex, [Cu (tmim) (CF SO ) ](CF SO ) ?2MeOH (1), can be regarded as a polyimidazole-linked tetranuclear4 4 3 3 2 3 3 2

cluster where each copper atom adopts a five-coordinate square-pyramidal geometry ligated by the tmim anion. The two iron complexes,
II II III III[Fe (Htmim) ][Fe Cl ]?4MeOH (2) and [Fe (Htmim) ][Fe Cl ] Cl (3), contain the isostructural [Fe(Htmim) ] cation and tetrahedral2 4 2 4 2 2

2[FeCl ] anion. While Htmim shows a normal tripodal tridentate mode in the iron complexes capping one face of an essentially4

octahedral coordination sphere, its deprotonated species exhibit an unusual non-tripodal tetradentate coordination with copper(II) ions.
The observed magnetic moment at room temperature for 1 is 1.13 BM per Cu atom, consistent with antiferromagnetic coupling between
the copper(II) atoms of the tetramer. Both 2 and 3 show magnetic properties consistent with low-spin electronic configurations of the
cation and high-spin nature of the metal ion in the anion.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structures; Copper(II) complex; Tetranuclear cluster; Iron complexes; Imidazole; Tris(imidazolyl) ligand

1. Introduction However, Htmim has received comparatively less attention
in coordination chemistry despite its importance and

The ubiquitous presence of histidine coordination in interest as a model for the coordination environment in
living organisms has stimulated an upsurge in synthesis carbonic anhydrase.
and characterization of metal complexes with the bio-
logically relevant imidazole donors [1–3]. We have been
interested for some time in the synthesis and characteriza-
tion of copper(II) and zinc(II) complexes with polyim-
idazole ligands [4–6]. This interest has encompassed both
the development of new polymeric structural types and a
study of their spectroscopic and physical properties related
to metalloenzymes. In terms of coordinative analogies, the
tripodal ligand tris(1-methyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)methanol There are four X-ray structures of coordination compounds
(Htmim) is expected to provide the closest approximation of this ligand known: one with mercury [17], one with gold
to the behavior of the well studied tris(pyrazolyl)borate [18], and the other two with copper [19,20]. The tris-
[7–12] and tris(imidazolyl)phosphine [13–16] species. (imidazolyl) ligand is found to exhibit mono- and bi-

dentate coordination modes in the formation of mononu-
clear complexes except in the case of the Cu(I) complex

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 181-6-6730-5880, ext. 4119; fax: 181-
where the ligand displays a tridentate mode chelating two6-6723-2721.
metal ions [19]. This paper describes unique tetranuclearE-mail address: munakata@chem.kindai.ac.jp (M. Munakata)

1Corresponding co-author. copper(II) and mononuclear iron (II), (III) complexes of

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00083-2
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the series in which the ligand adopts both normal tripod weeks of standing blue prismatic crystals of 1 were
tridentate and unusual non-tripod tetradentate conforma- isolated (yield, 62%). The following was found: C, 35.21;
tions. H, 3.63; N, 17.26%. Calculated for C H Cu N F S O :29 34 2 12 6 2 9

C, 34.83; H, 3.40; N, 16.80%.

II II2.4. Synthesis of [Fe (Htmim) ][Fe Cl ]?4MeOH (2)2 42. Experimental

This compound was synthesized in a similar manner to2.1. General 3that of 1. A methanolic solution (2 cm ) containing FeCl2

(8.86 mg, 0.07 mmol) and Htmim (19 mg, 0.07 mmol)Preparations were performed under an argon atmosphere
was introduced into one compartment of an ‘h-shaped’using the usual Schlenk techniques. All solvents were
glass tube. Introduced into the second compartment were 2dried and distilled by standard procedures prior to use. 3cm of ether. The glass tube was sealed under Ar and afterHigh-purity argon was used to deoxygenate solvents. IR
3 days of standing red brick single crystals of 2 werespectra were recorded as KBr discs on a JASCO 8000

1 isolated (yield, 58%). The following was found: C, 38.40;FT-IR spectrometer. H NMR spectra were recorded on a
H, 3.87; N, 20.91%. Calculated for C H Fe N Cl O26 32 2 12 4 2JEOL GX-270FT spectrometer in CDCl using TMS as the3
(the formula without solvent molecules of crystallization):internal standard. Variable-temperature magnetic data were
C, 39.13; H, 4.04; N, 21.06%.collected in the liquid helium range with a Quantum

Design MPMS2 SQUID magnetometer. III III2.5. Synthesis of [Fe (Htmim) ][Fe Cl ] Cl (3)2 4 2

2.2. Synthesis of tris(1-methyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)methanol The above mixed solution of FeCl and Htmim in 102
3(Htmim) cm of methanol was left standing in air. Slow evaporation

and oxidation of the solution gave dark brown plate single
The tris(imidazolyl) ligand Htmim was synthesized by crystals of 3 (yield, 48%). The following was found: C,

improved literature methods [21]. A hexane solution of 30.84; H, 3.33; N, 16.43%. Calculated for23tert-butyllithium (1.7 mol dm , 1.0 equiv.) was added in C H Fe N Cl O : C, 30.28; H, 3.13; N, 16.30%.26 32 3 12 9 2a dropwise manner to a solution of 1-methylimidazole
3 3(0.63 cm ) in dry THF (60 cm ) at 2738C. The reaction 2.6. X-ray crystallography

mixture was stirred for 30 min, and then a solution of ethyl
1-methylimidazole-2-carboxylate (0.6038 g) in THF (3 Crystal data for 1–3 are given in Table 1. For 1 and 3 a3cm ) was added. After stirring for a further 30 min, the suitable single crystal was mounted on a glass fiber while
reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room tempera- that for 2 was enclosed in a glass capillary. Room
ture. The reaction was quenched with the addition of brine temperature intensity data were collected on a Rigaku
and the mixture was extracted with chloroform, the organic AFC7R diffractometer with graphite monochromated Mo
layer was then dried (MgSO ) and evaporated. The residue4 K radiation in an v –2u scanning mode. Each structureawas purified by silica gel chromatography using ethyl was determined by a direct method (MITHRIL) [22] and
acetate–methanol (9:1) as eluent to give the product as refined by full-matrix least-squares minimization of

2colorless crystals. Yield was 69%, m.p. was 175.3– Sw(uF u2uF u) with anisotropic thermal parameters for allo c178.78C. The following was found: C, 58.01; H, 6.12; N, of the non-hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen atoms were located
30.06%. Calculated for C H N O: C, 57.34; H, 5.92; N,13 16 6 from difference electron density maps; they were included

2130.86%. n (KBr) /cm 3114, 1489, 1342, 1281, 1065,max but not refined. All of the calculations were performed
1953, 893; H NMR (CDCl ) d 3.43 (9 H, s, NMe), 6.473 H using the teXsan package [23] on a micro UNIX computer.

(1 H, br, s, OH), 6.91 (3 H, d, J 1.62, 4(5)-H), 6.93 (3 H, The selected bond distances and angles are listed in Table
d, J 1.62, 4(5)-H). 2.

2.3. Synthesis of [Cu (tmim) (CF SO ) ](CF SO ) ?4 4 3 3 2 3 3 2

2MeOH (1) 3. Results and discussion

3A methanolic solution (2 cm ) containing Cu(CF SO ) 3.1. Syntheses3 3 2

(23 mg, 0.064 mmol) was introduced into one compart-
ment of an ‘h-shaped’ glass tube. Introduced into the In our previous paper we reported the synthesis and

3second compartment were 2 cm of methanolic solution of characterization of Htmim complexes with copper(I) ions
Htmim (17.4 mg, 0.064 mmol). Between the two compart- as a model for the ethylene receptor site of plants [6].

3ments 2 cm of ethanol were gently injected as a diffusion Htmim can be synthesized by two different routes. Previ-
solvent. The glass tube was sealed under Ar and after 3 ously the synthesis of the ligand was accomplished in a
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Table 1
Crystal and refinement data for complexes 1–3

1 2 3

Formula C H Cu N –S F O ?CH O C H Fe N Cl –O ?4CH O C H Fe N Cl O28 30 2 12 2 6 8 4 26 32 2 12 4 2 4 26 32 3 12 9 2

M 999.86 463.15 1031.24
Space group C2/c Pbcn P2 /c1

˚a (A) 33.483(6) 17.112(3) 9.872(2)
˚b (A) 12.83(1) 12.941(3) 14.985(3)
˚c (A) 26.052(4) 18.457(3) 13.366(2)

b (8) 123.306(9) 93.64(1)
3˚U (A ) 9351(9) 4087(2) 1973.3(5)

Z 8 4 2
23D (g cm ) 1.420 1.505 1.74calc

21
m(Mo-K ) (cm ) 10.79 10.26 17.40a

No. reflections measured 11 434 4711 4978
No. observations [I.3.00s(I)] 6268 2291 1812
No. parameters 251 246 238

aR 0.062 0.048 0.054
bR 0.086 0.054 0.059w

Goodness of fit 1.86 1.67 1.65
Largest difference peak 0.85, 20.63 0.76, 20.49 0.59, 20.56

23˚and hole /e (A )
a R5S(uF 2F )u /SuF u.o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2R 5hSw(uF u2uF u) /SwuF u j .w o c o

straight-forward manner analogous to that of tris(imidazol- tion of the deprotonated species, the characteristic band of
the O–H vibration for 1 is strongly reduced and shifted to2-yl)methanol [21]. In this work we turned our attention to

21lower frequencies (3300 cm ).the bonding and magnetic properties of its metal complex-
es. The synthesis of the tripodal ligand was conveniently

3.2. Crystal structurescarried out by a two-step preparation with higher yield and
higher purity (Scheme 1).

The structure of complex 1, shown in Fig. 1, consists ofThe reactions of equalmolar Htmim and copper(II)
a tetranuclear cation and non-interacting triflate anions. Intriflate or iron(II) chloride in methanol proceeded readily
the solid state, 1 resides on an inversion center so that onlyto yield 1 and 2. Aerial oxidation of 2 in solution gave the
half of the molecule is crystallographically unique. Thecorresponding ferric complex 3 in a high yield. Com-
structure contains a dimeric unit within which each copperpounds 1 and 3 are reasonably stable at room temperature.
atom adopts a five-coordinate square-pyramidal geometry.However, great care is needed to obtain satisfactory
The basal plane for Cu(1) comprises one deprotonatedstructural analyses for 2. The product cannot be dried in
alcohol oxygen and three nitrogen atoms of two separatevacuo and even trying to remove excess methanol with a

2tmim groups and the fifth axial coordination site isslow stream of dry argon resulted in loss of the solvent
2occupied by an oxygen from the third tmim ion. Bymolecules of crystallization. Therefore, the theoretical

contrast, Cu(2) is coordinated to two nitrogen and twovalue for its elemental analysis is based on the formula
2oxygen atoms of two separate tmim moieties forming thewithout methanol molecules. The crystal used for X-ray

basal plane with the furthest oxygen atom of the triflatestructure determination was enclosed in a glass capillary.
located at the apex. The two metal centers are double-Infrared spectroscopy is a good indicator of incorporation
bridged by two oxygen atoms with Cu(1)? ? ?Cu(2) sepa-of metal ions into the polyimidazole system. The infrared

21 ˚ration of 3.09 A. The four in-plane Cu–N and Cu–O bondspectra were recorded in the region of 4000–400 cm on
distances, given in Table 2, are normal, ranging fromKBr disks. The uncoordinated ligand Htmim has several

˚1.952(5) to 2.026(3) A for Cu(1) and from 1.936(3) tovery distinctive signals, including the region from 2951 to
21 ˚1.987(3) A for Cu(2). The apical Cu–O bond distances of3435 cm , which contains the C–H and O–H stretching

21 ˚2.301(3) and 2.383(5) A for Cu(1) and Cu(2), respective-absorptions. A second region, from 1423 to 1531 cm ,
˚ly, are |0.25–0.3 A longer than the normal Cu–Oconsisting of three or four quite intense signals, corres-

distance, which is consistent with the fifth-ligand elonga-ponded to the in-plane vibrations of the C=C and C=N
tion of a square-based pyramidal stereochemistry. The Cubonds. All of these are present in the infrared spectrum of
atom is lifted out of the basal plane by a distance of 0.22431–3 but with small shifts or reduction in intensity. The
˚ ˚bands attributed to the C–H and O–H stretching absorp- A for Cu(1) and 0.2374 A for Cu(2), in a direction

tions that appear as sharp peaks, remain unchanged for the towards the terminal oxygen atom, as normally observed in
two iron complexes. However, according to the coordina- the similar square-pyramidal copper(II) complexes.
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for complexes 1–3

1
Cu(1)–O(1) 2.026(3) Cu(1)–N(5) 1.972(5)
Cu(1)–N(9) 1.952(5) Cu(1)–N(11) 1.966(4)
Cu(1)–O(2) 2.301(3) Cu(2)–O(5) 2.383(5)
Cu(2)–O(1) 1.987(3) Cu(2)–O(2) 1.936(3)
Cu(2)–N(3) 1.968(4) Cu(2)–N(7) 1.957(4)

O(1)–Cu(1)–N(5) 79.8(2) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(9) 94.7(2)
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(11) 159.6(2) N(5)–Cu(1)–N(9) 173.8(2)
N(5)–Cu(1)–N(11) 96.6(2) N(9)–Cu(1)–N(11) 87.6(2)
O(1)–Cu(1)–O(2) 77.2(1) O(2)–Cu(1)–N(5) 96.3(2)
O(2)–Cu(1)–N(9) 85.0(2) O(2)–Cu(1)–N(11) 123.2(1)
O(1)–Cu(2)–O(2) 87.3(1) O(1)–Cu(2)–N(3) 82.9(2)
O(1)–Cu(2)–N(7) 168.9(2) O(2)–Cu(2)–N(3) 156.3(2)
O(2)–Cu(2)–N(7) 83.2(2) N(3)–Cu(2)–N(7) 103.9(2)
O(1)–Cu(2)–O(5) 89.0(2) O(2)–Cu(2)–O(5) 107.9(2)
O(5)–Cu(2)–N(3) 93.5(2) O(5)–Cu(2)–N(7) 99.3(2)
Cu(1)–O(2)–Cu(2) 93.1(1) Cu(1)–O(1)–Cu(2) 100.6(1)

2
Fe(1)–N(1) 1.984(4) Fe(1)–N(4) 1.961(4)
Fe(1)–N(5) 1.975(4) Fe(2)–Cl(1) 2.361(2)
Fe(2)–Cl(2) 2.268(2)

N(1)–Fe(1)–N(19) 180.0 N(1)–Fe(1)–N(4) 86.7(2)
N(1)–Fe(1)–N(49) 93.3(2) N(1)–Fe(1)–N(5) 86.7(2)
N(1)–Fe(1)–N(59) 93.3(2) N(4)–Fe–N(49) 180.0
N(4)–Fe(1)–N(5) 86.7(2) N(4)–Fe(1)–N(59) 93.3(2)
N(5)–Fe(1)–N(59) 180.0 Cl(1)–Fe(2)–Cl(19) 108.1(1)
Cl(1)–Fe(2)–Cl(2) 107.71(6) Cl(1)–Fe(2)–Cl(29) 105.01(6)
Cl(2)–Fe(2)–Cl(29) 122.7(1)

3
Fe(1)–N(1) 1.955(7) Fe(1)–N(4) 1.948(7)
Fe(1)–N(5) 1.944(7) Fe(2)–Cl(1) 2.196(3)
Fe(2)–Cl(2) 2.184(3) Fe(2)–Cl(3) 2.187(3)
Fe(2)–Cl(4) 2.203(3)

N(1)–Fe(1)–N(19) 180.0 N(1)–Fe(1)–N(4) 85.6(3)
N(1)–Fe(1)–N(49) 94.4(3) N(1)–Fe(1)–N(5) 93.3(3)
N(1)–Fe(1)–N(59) 86.7(3) N(4)–Fe–N(49) 180.0
N(4)–Fe(1)–N(5) 92.9(3) N(4)–Fe(1)–N(59) 87.1(3)
N(5)–Fe(1)–N(59) 180.0 Cl(1)–Fe(2)–Cl(2) 109.3(1)
Cl(1)–Fe(2)–Cl(3) 108.4(1) Cl(1)–Fe(2)–Cl(4) 109.9(1)
Cl(2)–Fe(2)–Cl(3) 110.3(1) Cl(2)–Fe(2)–Cl(4) 109.1(1)
Cl(3)–Fe(2)–Cl(4) 109.9(1)

The two dimeric units are associated to give a tetranu- of three imidazole rings, N(7), N(9) and N(11), and the
2clear cluster by the bridging of tmim groups. Each methanolic oxygen, O(2), linking three copper atoms,

polyimidazole involves serious distortion from the Cu(2), Cu(1) and its symmetry-related counterpart Cu(19).
2threefold symmetry of the free ligand. The ligands can be The second set of tmim molecules acts as a non-tripodal

subdivided into two distinct sets by their donor behaviors tridentate ligand employing the nitrogen atoms of two
with respect to the bridging of metal ions. One set acts as a imidazole rings, N(3) and N(5), and the methanolic
tripodal tetradentate ligand employing the nitrogen atoms oxygen atom, O(1), to bridge two metal centers, Cu(1) and

Cu(2), and leaving the third imidazole ring free of
coordination.

Although the two iron complexes 2 and 3 crystallize in
different space groups, both contain the octahedral
[Fe(Htmim) ] cation and the tetrahedral [FeCl ] anion. In2 4

the cation, each metal center is situated on a crystallo-
graphic twofold axis relating the two ligands. As shown in

Scheme 1. Fig. 2, each Htmim molecule is involved in three-coordina-
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tion as a tripod ligand capping one face of an essentially
octahedral coordination sphere of FeN . This coordination6

is reminiscent of the pseudooctahedral iron(III) FeN O4 2

chromophore of related ligand observed in
[Fe(TIEO)(HTIEO)](ClO ) , where TIEOH is 1,1,2-tris-4 2

(N-methylimidazol-2-yl)-1-hydroxyethane, in which two
imidazole ring nitrogen atoms and an alkoxide atom of
both TIEO- and HTIEO ligands are coordinated to the
metal [24]. The FeN core in 2 and 3 involves significantly6

different bond lengths and angles. The six Fe–N bond
˚lengths, ranging from 1.961(4) to 1.984(4) A for Fe(II) are

consistently greater than those for Fe(III), which are in the
˚range of 1.944(7)–1.955(7) A, consistent with the general
III IIrole that a higher positive Fe ion is smaller than Fe ion

owing to the excess of nuclear charge over the orbital
electrons of the former. It should be noted that the same

22 2trend is also prevalent in the [FeCl ] and [FeCl ] ions4 4

where the Fe–Cl bond distances are significantly shorter
for the ferric ion than those for the ferrous species. A
comparison of the bond length differences between 2 and 3
confirms further that these two iron complexes do exist in
different oxidation states.

Molecular packing diagrams for 2 and 3, shown in Fig.
3, indicate that the cations and anions form two segregated
columns. Each unit cell in 2 contains an equal amount (six)
of cations and anions, but it contains three cations and six
anions in 3, which is consistent with the stoichiometries of
the two compounds. There are no non-bonded interactions

2 ˚involving atoms of the [FeCl ] anion shorter than 4.57 A4

in either case. Complex 3, on the other hand, contains an
2additional isolated Cl ion lying on a special position.

Fig. 1. Structure and partial labeling of 1.

3.3. Magnetic properties

The observed magnetic moment at room temperature for
1 is 1.13 BM per copper(II) ion, which is significantly less
than the spin-only value of 1.73 BM for the free copper(II)
ion. This suggests the presence of antiferromagnetic cou-
pling between the four copper(II) ions, which might be

˚anticipated from the short Cu–Cu separation of |3.09 A
within the dinuclear unit. The temperature dependence of
the magnetic susceptibility of 2 and 3 was measured for a
solid sample in the temperature range of 4–270 K. The
data m versus temperature do not show clear spin-eff

crossover transformations in the temperature range al-
though the spin-crossover behavior of iron(II) and iron(III)
complexes has been widely observed [25–28]. Both com-
pounds show magnetic properties consistent with low-spin
electronic configurations for the [Fe(Htmim) ] cation and2

2high-spin nature of the metal ion in the [FeCl ] anion,4

regardless of the oxidation state of the iron atom involved.
The solid-state room-temperature magnetic susceptibilities
are calculated as 5.66 BM per Fe unit for 2 (spin-only2

value for an S54/2 species is 4.90 BM) and 11.65 BM
per Fe unit for 3 (expected 11.95 BM for an S511/23

Fig. 2. The molecular structure of [Fe(Htmim) ] for 2 and 3. species). These values did not change significantly on2
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tripodal ligands to mimic the binding and electro- and
magneto-behaviors of metalloenzymes.

Supplementary data

Complete tables of bond lengths and angles, final atomic
coordinates and equivalent isotropic thermal parameters,
calculated hydrogen atom parameters, and anisotropic
thermal parameters are available from the CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting
the deposition numbers 113517/113518/113519.
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Abstract

22 1Synthesis of hexacoordinate dianionic silicates [(C H O ) Si(NCS) ] [BH] [B5Py(1), 3-MePy(2), 4-MePy(3)] bearing six7 4 3 2 2 2

membered rings around a silicon atom are reported. The complexes 1–3 are prepared from a reaction between salicylic acid and the
appropriate cationic five coordinate silicon(IV) compounds 4–6. All the compounds are characterised by elemental analyses, molar

1 13 29conductance data as well as IR and multinuclei ( H, C, Si) NMR spectra. FAB mass spectra (NBA matrix) of 1–2 have identified
respective cations and anions of these complexes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Silicates; Dianionic; Hexacoordinate; Six membered ring; Bis(salicylato)diisothiocyanato

1. Introduction It is noted that this class of spirosilicates possess five
membered ring systems around silicon. In fact, there is no

Chemistry of dianionic hexacoordinate silicates has been report on the isolation of dianionic hexacoordinate silicates
confined to the preparation and reactivity of tris(benzene-1, with an expanded ring system (i.e., ring size greater than
2-diolato)silicate derivatives [1]. Apart from the early work five) though there are two reports [9,10] on pentacoordi-
of Rosenheim et al. [2] and Frye [3], Corriu et al. [4] have nate silicates with six membered rings on silicon atom.
reported the synthesis and reactivity of alkali metal salts of With the availability of a new method [8], it was consid-
tris(benzene-1,2-diolato) silicates with a view to offer an ered worthwhile carrying out the reactions of cationic five
inexpensive route for the transformation of silica into coordinate silicon species with appropriate ligands so as to

22organosilanes. X-ray crystal structure of [(C H O ) Si] incorporate higher membered ring systems into the6 4 2 3
1[Li. 2.5 DME] has been reported recently [5]. The other dianionic hexacoordinate silicate framework. Preliminary2

related dianionic silicates known are Ba[Si(OCH CH O) ] studies are mentioned in a review article [11], however the2 2 3

[6] and [R N] [Si(C O ) ] [7]. Though stable hexa- complete results are reported in this paper.4 2 2 4 3

coordinate bicyclic silicate dianions [(C H O )6 4 2 2
22 1Si(NCS) ] [M] [M5Na, K, NH ] are obtained from2 2 4

the well known nucleophilic activation of tetracoordinate 2. Experimental
silicon atom by NCS-ion, yet the analogous compounds
with M5PyH, 3-MePyH, 4-MePyH are conveniently All manipulations were performed under dry nitrogen
obtained by a new route discovered by the present authors atmosphere using all glass vacuum line. Solvents were
[8]. This route involves two steps. In the first step dried according to standard procedures. Potassium thio-
appropriate cationic five coordinate silicon(IV) compounds cyanate (Qualigens) was dried at 508C under vacuum for
are formed from the reaction of pyridine or methylpyridine 2–3 days. Pyridine, 3-methylpyridine, 4-methylpyridine
with diethoxydiisothiocyanato silane. These cationic were refluxed over potassium hydroxide pellets and dis-
silicon species subsequently react with benzene-1,2-diol, in tilled under nitrogen prior to use. Silicon tetrachloride
the second step, to give the desired product. (Fluka) was used as received. Salicylic and phthalic acids

were recrystallised from diethyl ether and ethanol, respec-
tively before use.*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-172-567-203.

E-mail address: narula.oo@kushwaha.com (S.P. Narula) Infrared spectra were routinely obtained as thin films or

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00078-9
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13nujol mulls on a Perkin Elmer model 1430 ratio recording 3H, CH ). C NMR (CDCl ): 58.2 (OCH ), 10.4 (CH ),3 3 2 3
1 13 29spectorphotometer. H and C NMR spectra were re- 143.0 (NCS): Si NMR (CDCl ): 2104.0 ppm.3

21 2corded on a Bruker 300 MHz instrument operating at 300 [Si(NCS) ?3Py] [NCS] (4), [(EtO)Si(NCS) ?2(3-2 2 2
1 13 1 2 1MHz for H and 75.47 MHz for C nuclei, respectively. MePy)] [NCS] (5) and [(EtO)Si(NCS) ?2(4-MePy)]2

29 2Si NMR spectra were carried out on a Bruker AMX-400 [NCS] (6) were prepared from the disproportionation
spectrometer operating at 79.49 MHz. All chemical shift reaction of (EtO) Si(NCS) and corresponding pyridine2 2

22values are reported with respect to TMS as external base as reported previously [8]. [(C H O ) Si(NCS) ]7 4 3 2 2
1standard. FAB mass spectra of the samples were obtained [PyH] (1). To the solution of (4) (0.80 g, 1.6 mmol) in2

on micromass VG-7070 E spectrometer by the SIMS THF (30 ml), salicylic acid (0.44 g, 3.2 mmol) was added.
method in 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA) matrix. CHN The clear solution was stirred at 258C for 1 h when a white
analyses of the samples were performed on a Perkin Elmer solid was precipitated out. Stirring was continued for
model 2400 CHN analyser while S and Si contents were another 2 h. The solid thus obtained was filtered out,
estimated gravimetrically. washed once with THF and twice with n-hexane and dried

13The C NMR assignments for the aromatic system are under vacuum.
21 2tentative and based on reported trends [12]. The numbering Yield: 0.68 g (73%). Mp: .2008C dec. L (V cmM

21schemes for the pyridine bases, salicylate groups and mol , DMSO): 62.4 Anal. Calcd. for C H N O S Si:26 20 4 6 2

phthalate groups are shown in Scheme 1. C, 54.17; H, 3.47; N, 9.72; S, 11.11; Si, 4.86. Found: C,
54.21; H, 3.28; N, 9.98; S, 11.05; Si 4.81. IR (Nujol,

21 12.1. Preparations cm ); 2110 (y NCS). H NMR (DMSO-d ): d 9.0 (d,as 6

4H,Py ring), 8.7(t, 4H, Py ring), 8.1(t, 2H, Py ring), 7.8 (d,
Diethoxydiisothicyanato silane was prepared according 2H, C H O ), 7.5 (t, 2H, C H O ), 7.0 (d, 2H, C H O ),7 4 3 7 4 3 7 4 3

13to previously published literature procedures [15]. 6.9 (t, 2H, C H O ). C NMR (DMSO-d ): d 112.0 (Cl,7 4 3 6
21(EtO) Si(NCS) : 1R (Nujol, cm ): 2080 (NCS), C H O ), 134.9 (C2, C H O ), 129.4 (C3, C H O ),2 2 7 4 3 7 4 3 7 4 3

11080(Si–O). H NMR (CDCl ): 3.8 (q, 2H, OCH ), 1.1 (t, 116.2 (C4, C H O ), 118.4 (C5, C H O ), 160.3 (C6,3 2 7 4 3 7 4 3

Scheme 1.
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29C H O ), 171.1 (CO), 145.4 (C2/C6, Py), 126.4 (C3/C5, MePy). 18.0 (CH -MePy), Si NMR (DMSO-d ): d7 4 3 3 6
29Py), 141.4 (C4, Py). Si NMR (DMSO-d ): d 2183.9. 283.6, 290.5.6

Following the procedure employed for (1), the com-
22 1pound [(C H O ) Si(NCS) ] [3-MePyH] (2) was7 4 3 2 2 2

prepared by reacting 5 (0.69 g, 1.6 mmol) with salicylic 3. Results and discussion
acid (0.44 g, 3.2 mmol) in THF (30 ml).

21 2Yield: 0.65 g (68%), Mp: .2008C dec. L (V cm The synthetic route for the silicates 1–3 is illustrated inM
21mol , DMSO): 60.7. Anal. Calcd.for C H N O S Si: Scheme 1. It is apparent that the stable cationic silicon28 24 4 6 2

C, 55.63; H, 4.97; N, 9.27; S, 10.59; Si, 4.30. Found: C, precursors 4–6 are obtained in the manner mentioned
55.30; H, 4.75; N, 9.21; S, 10.31; Si, 4.86 IR (Nujol, above. The details of the preparation and characterisation

21 1cm ): 2100(y NCS): H NMR (DMSO-d ): d 8.8 (s, of these cationic species are described in Ref. [8]. Theseas 6

2H-MePy ring), 8.7 (d, 2H, MePy ring), 8.5 (d, 2H, MePy compounds react, in the second step, with salicylic acid
ring), 8.0 (t, 2H, MePy ring), 2.5 (s, 6H, CH -MePy), 7.8 under extremely mild conditions (RT, 3 h) to afford3

(d, 2H, C H O ), 7.5 (t, 2H, C H O ), 6.9 (d, 2H, silicates 1–3 in 65–75% yield.7 4 3 7 4 3
13C H O ), 6.8 (t, 2H, C H O ), C NMR (DMSO-d ): d The compounds 1–3 are off-white solids, extremely7 4 3 7 4 3 6

112.9 (C1, C H O ); 135.3 (C2, C H O ), 130.1(C3, hygroscopic and insoluble in common organic solvents7 4 3 7 4 3

C H O ), 116.8 (C4, C H O ), 118.8 (C5, C H O ), except in DMSO and DMF. Elemental analyses of these7 4 3 7 4 3 7 4 3

161.3 (C6, C H O ), 172.0 (CO), 146.5 (C2, MePy), compounds conform to the composition as described.7 4 3

137.9 (C3, MePy), 139.1 (C4, MePy), 126.6 (C5, MePy), Conductance measurements of their millimolar solution in
29 21 2 21141.3 (C6, MePy), 17.9 (CH -MePy). Si NMR (DMSO- DMSO [L (V cm mol )560.7–65.4] suggest the3 M

d ): d 2188.3 ionic nature of compounds.6

Compound 6 (0.69 g, 1.6 mmol) was made to react with The infrared spectra of the compounds reveal an NCS
21salicylic acid (0.44g, 3.2 mmol) in THF (30 ml) by using mode at 2110–2100 cm while an absorption due to CO

21the procedure described for the preparation of 1. (carboxylate) appears at 1630–1620 cm . Thus, the CO
22 12 21[(C H O ) Si(NCS) ] [4-MePyH] (3) was obtained mode suffers a shift of 60–70 cm towards lower7 4 3 2 2

as a white solid. frequency relative to that of free acid, suggesting the
21 2Yield: 0.70g (73%). Mp:.2008C dec. L (V cm chelation of carboxylate group with silicon. As expectedM

21 21mol , DMSO): 65.4. Anal. Calcd. for C H N O S Si: OH absorptions (3600–3400 cm ) are absent. The ab-28 24 4 6 2
21C, 55.63; H, 4.97; N, 9.27; S, 10.59; Si, 4.30. Found: C, sorption at 2660–2400 cm indicates protonation of

55.20; H, 4.82; N, 9.19; S, 10.42; Si, 4.42. IR (Nujol, pyridine /methyl pyridine bases. The formation of
21 1cm ); 2100 (y NCS): H NMR: d 8.8 (d, 4H, MePy pyridinium/methyl pyridinium cation is supported byas

1ring), 7.9 (d, 4H, MePy ring), 2.7 (6H, CH -MePy), 7.7 (d, downfield H NMR chemical shift values of the ring3
12H, C H O ), 7.4 (t, 2H, C H O ), 6.9 (d, 2H, C H O ), protons relative to those of free bases. H NMR spectra of7 4 3 7 4 3 7 4 3

136.8 (t, 2H, C H O ). C NMR: d 112.6 (C1, C H O ), compounds 1–3 (Section 2) reveal the presence of7 4 3 7 4 3

135.1 (C2, C H O ), 130.0(C3, C H O ), 116.7 (C4, C H O and BH groups in a 1:1 ratio and therefore7 4 3 7 4 3 7 4 3
13C H O ), 118.6 (C5, C H O ), 161.3 (C6, C H O ), support the suggested composition. In the C NMR7 4 3 7 4 3 7 4 3

171.9 (CO), 159.4 (C2/C6, MePy ring), 127.5 (C3/C5- spectra, signals due to aromatic groups of the anion as well
29MePy), 140.8 (C4, MePy), 21.8 (CH -MePy). Si NMR: as the cation have been observed and assigned according to3

d 2184.6. the reported trends [12] (Section 2). The incorporation of
To the solution of 5 (0.69 g, 1.6 mmol) in THF (35 ml) C H O fragments in the compounds suggests the pres-7 4 3

phthalic acid (0.53 g, 3.2 mmol) was added to obtain ence of six-membered rings involving silicon. However,
22 1[(C H O ) Si(NCS) ] [3-MePyH] (7). The clear solu- the signals due to the NCS group could not be identified8 4 4 2 2 2

tion thus obtained was stirred at 258C for 1 h when a white because of overlapping of signals due to aromatic groups.
29solid was precipitated out. The contents were stirred for Si NMR spectra of 1–3 in DMSO-d (delay time 90 s,6

another 3 h. The white solid was filtered, washed with 600 scans) show a single resonance in each case at 2183.9
THF and dried under vacuum. Yield: 0.6 g (57%). Mp:. to 2188.3 ppm. A comparison between these chemical

21 2 211708C dec. L (V cm , mol , DMSO): 61.5. Anal. shift values and those obtained for corresponding benzene-M
2Calcd. for C H N O S Si: C, 54.54; H, 3.63; N, 8.48; S, 1,2-diolate derivatives [(C H O ) Si(NCS) ] which in-30 24 4 8 2 6 4 2 2 2

299.69; Si 4.24; Found: C, 54.29; H, 3.53; N, 8.15; S, 9.20; volve five membered rings around silicon [d Si NMR:
1Si, 4.03. H NMR (DMSO-d ): d 7.7, 7.5 (4H, 4H, 2115.4 to 2119.2 ppm] [8] reveal an upfield shift in the6

phthalate), 8.8, 8.7, 8.5, 8.0 (MePy ring), 2.5(6H, CH - present compounds. Electronegativity of the substituents3
13 29MePy), C NMR (DMSO-d ): d 125.4 (C1/C2, around silicon atom are known to affect the Si NMR6

C H O ), 128.3 (C3/C6, C H O ), 130.3 (C4/C5, chemical shift values [13]. In silicon heterocycles, on the8 4 4 8 4 4

C H O ring), 168.8 (CO), 147.1 (C2, MePy), 132.4 (C3, other hand, increase in ring size from five to six also8 4 4

MePy), 138.9 (C4, MePy), 126.1(C5, MePy), 141.2(C6, causes the upfield shift [14]. Thus, the large upfield shift in
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the present compounds relative to those for the FAB mass spectrum (in 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol; NBA)
2 1[(C H O ) Si(NCS) ] [BH] may be attributed to the of 7 provide some evidence for the formation of a dianion.6 4 2 2 2 2

cumulative influence of both the factors. Recently, a In the negative ion mode, peaks assignable to cluster ions
22 1 22 1 22similar observation has also been reported for zwitterionic B H (m /z 473), B (3-MePyH) (m /z 566) and B
1 22silicates bearing salicylate groups [10]. H ?NBA (m /z 626) (where B represent the parent

All attempts to obtain suitable crystals for X-ray crystal- dianion) are observed.
lographic studies failed due to selective solubility of the

22 1compounds [(C H O ) Si(NCS) ] [BH] in DMSO and7 4 3 2 2 2

DMF. Therefore, in the absence of X-ray crystallographic
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1 22 12 94 [3-MePyH] 772 [A -CO ][3-MePyH] ?2NBA2
22 1758 [A -NCS][3-MePy] ?2NBA

1 22 17 94 [3-MePyH] 473 B ?H
1 22 1247 [3-MePyH] ?NBA 566 B [3-MePyH]

22 1626 B ?H ?NBA
a 22 22 22 22A 5[(C H O ) Si(NCS) ] , B 5[(C H O ) Si(NCS) ] .7 4 3 2 2 8 4 4 2 2
b 2 2 2Peaks at m /z 58, 93 and 121 corresponding to ions NCS , C H O and C H COO , respectively are observed in the spectra of all the compounds.6 5 6 5
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Abstract

The synthesis and characterization of five-coordinate copper(II) complexes derived from 3,39,30-triaminotripropylamine (trpn) are
described. The X-ray diffraction studies have established the structures [Cu(trpn)(N )]ClO (I) and [Cu (trpn)(tren)(NO )(H O)](ClO )3 4 2 2 2 4 3

2(II). Compound (I) consists of a polymeric cation chain and ClO counter ions. The coordination geometry of the Cu(II) centers may be4

described as distorted square pyramidal (SP) with the azido group at the apical site and three nitrogen donors of the trpn molecule occupy
the basal sites. The CuN5 chromophore is completed by a bridging aminopropyl group of neighboring trpn ligand. Compound (II) is a
dinuclear complex cation with two different cation geometries in the unit cell. The geometry of the Cu(II) binding tren ligand is close to
trigonal bipyramidal (TBP), with the basal and apical sites are occupied by the four nitrogen atoms of the tren ligand. The fifth
coordination site is bridged to one of the aminopropyl arms of the trpn ligand. The geometry of the second Cu(II) center may be described
as close to distorted SP, where the trpn ligand is binding the Cu(II) ion via the two primary aminopropyl groups and the tertiary nitrogen.
The remaining two sites are occupied by oxygen atoms of a water molecule and nitrite ion. The intramolecular Cu . . . Cu distance in I and

˚ ˚II ranges from 7.55 A to 7.94 A. The visible spectra of the complexes in DMSO are consistent with the X-ray results found for I and II
and show a greater tendency toward SP geometry.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II)-(3,39,30-triaminotripropylamine) complexes; Copper(II)-(2,29,20-triaminotriethylamine) complexes; Azido complexes; Nitrito
complexes; Dinuclear copper(II) complexes; Polymeric copper(II) complexes; Crystal structure; Tripod amines

1. Introduction meric copper(II) complexes bridged by aliphatic chain
amines are quite rare [15,16,22,23], and even very few

Numerous five- and six-coordinate dinuclear copper(II) examples with the same coordination mode were found for
complexes derived from macrocyclic ligands linked by other metal complexes such as Na [(VO) (TTHA)]–2 2

alkyl chains and from polydentate ligands with pendant 10H O [24,25], [Mn (tren) (O) ](CF SO ) [26],2 2 2 2 3 3 3

coordinating arms have been recently described [1–4]. [Ni (tren) (trien)](ClO ) [22], [Cr (OH) (ac)(trpn)]-2 2 4 4 2 2

Bridging through oxo, hydroxo, carboxylato and acetato (ClO ) [27] and [Cr (tren) (OH) ]Br –2H O [28]. Thus,4 2 2 2 2 4 2

groups has also been reported [5–10], and some of these it came to our attention that most of the binuclear metal
compounds have served as models for a variety of bio- complexes bridged with aliphatic amines were obtained
logical reactions [11–14]. The bridge formation between with tripodal amines [22,23,25–28] and it seemed possible
the Cu(II) centers was promoted by the presence of to have the same coordination mode by using 3,39,30-
potential donor atoms such as oxygen [5–10,15–17] and triaminotripropylamine (trpn5N(CH CH CH NH ) )2 2 2 2 3

nitrogen [18–21]. On the other hand, binuclear and poly- with Cu(II) salts. The tripodal nature of the amine ligand
enforces the formation of metal complexes of cis-geometry
[29,30].*Corresponding author. Present address: Department of Chemistry and

The stereochemistry of five-coordinate copper(II) com-Biochemistry, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701-2979, USA.
1On leave from Alexandria University. plexes ranges between square pyramidal (SP) and trigonal

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00080-7
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bipyramidal (TBP) [31,32]. Very few examples with regu- MeOH mixture (20 ml), followed by heating on a steam-
lar SP or TBP are known, but most adopt a geometry that bath for 30 min. The resulting blue solution was filtered
is intermediate between the two extremes [32]. The while hot and allow to stand at room temperature. The
coordination chemistry of Cu(II) with symmetric and light blue precipitate, obtained after 4 h, was collected by
asymmetric tripodal tetraamine N4 ligands (tren, Me tren, filtration, washed with 5 ml cold MeOH, ether, and air3

Me tren, trpn, 332 and 322 [24]) have been recently dried. A second crop was obtained as light blue needles6

examined in more detail [23,33–36]. Tetragonal distorted when the mother liquor was allowed to stand overnight
mononuclear TBP complexes were isolated and character- (total yield; 1.5 g, 73%).
ized with N45tren, Me tren and Me tren [33–37]. How- Characterization. Found: C, 27.0; H, 6.1; N, 13.6. Calc.3 6

ever, when these ligands were replaced with trpn or 332 in for C H N Cl O Cu : C, 27.4; H, 6.0; N, 13.7%.18 24 8 3 13 2
21neutral pH medium, changes in nuclearity and coordination Selected IR bands (KBr, cm ): n(N–H), 3342, 3288;

2geometry occurred and dinuclear SP Cu(II) complexes n(O–H), 3342 m; n(Cl–O) (ClO ), 1092 vs; n(Cu–OH–4

were obtained. In these species one primary amine arm of Cu), 954.
the coordinated tripod ligand bridges to the second Cu(II) [Cu (trpn)(tren)(N )](ClO ) . To a solution containing2 3 4 3

center [23]. In connection with these findings, the follow- trpn (0.47 g, 2.5 mmol), tren (0.37 g, 2.5 mmol) and
ing study was undertaken to test the influence of mixed Cu(ClO ) –6H O (1.85 g, 5 mmol) in a 1:5 H O–MeOH4 2 2 2

tripod tetraamine ligands, trpn / tren on the coordination mixture (30 ml), NaN (0.33 g, 5 mmol) dissolved in a 1:13

geometry of the Cu(II) centers. H O–MeOH mixture (15 ml) was added drop by drop.2

The resulting green solution was heated on a steam-bath
for 2 min, then filtered while hot. The green precipitate
obtained after 10 min was allowed to stand at room

2. Experimental
temperature for 1 h. The precipitate was collected by
filtration, washed with cold MeOH (5 ml), ether, and air

2.1. Materials
dried (yield: 1.7 g, 85%).

Characterization. Found: C, 22.5; H, 5.3; N, 19.3. Calc.
3,39,30-triaminotripropylamine (trpn) was purchased

for C H N Cl O Cu : C, 22.5; H, 5.3; N, 19.2%.15 42 11 3 12 2from Strem Chemical Company, USA. All other materials 21Selected IR bands (KBr, cm ): n(N–H), 3263; n (N ),as 3were reagent grade quality, unless otherwise indicated. 22073 vs, 2037 vs; n(Cl–O) (ClO ), 1088 vs.4Caution: Salts of perchlorate and azide, and their metal
[Cu (trpn) (NO )(H O)](ClO ) . To a solution of2 2 2 2 4 3complexes, are potentially explosive and should handled

Cu(ClO ) –6H O (0.93 g, 2.5 mmol) and trpn (0.47 g, 2.54 2 2with care and in small quantities.
mmol) in a 1:1 H O–MeOH mixture (30 ml), NaNO2 2

(0.17 g, 2.6 mmol) dissolved in a 1:2 H O–MeOH mixture2

2.2. Synthesis of the complexes (15 ml) was added drop by drop. The resulting light blue
solution was filtered and heated on a steam-bath until the

[Cu(trpn)(N )]ClO (I). A solution of trpn (0.47 g, 2.5 volume was reduced to ca. 10 ml, then MeOH (5 ml) was3 4

mmol) in a 1:1 H O–MeOH mixture (10 ml) was treated added. After 15 min of standing at room temperature,2

with copper(II) perchlorate hexahydrate (0.93 g, 2.5 shiny blue crystals were separated out. These were col-
mmol) dissolved in H O (10 ml) and the resulting blue lected by filtration, washed with isopropyl alcohol, ether,2

solution was filtered. To the filtrate solution, NaN (0.17 g, and air dried (yield: 0.5 g, 45%).3

2.6 mmol) dissolved in a 1:1 H O–MeOH mixture (10 Characterization. Found: C, 25.2; H, 6.1; N, 14.4. Calc.2

ml), was added dropwise, and the colour turned green. The for C H N Cl O Cu : C, 25.0; H, 5.8; N, 15.0%.18 50 9 3 15 2
21reaction mixture was heated on a steam-bath for 5 min, and Selected IR bands (KBr, cm ): n(N–H), 3333, 3264;

then allowed to stand at room temperature. After 20 min, a n(NO), 1143 s; n(O–H) (coordinated H O), 3436 m;2
2green precipitate was obtained and was collected by n(Cl–O) (ClO ), 1091 vs.4

filtration, washed with 5 ml of cold 1:1 H O–MeOH [Cu (trpn)(tren)(NO )(H O)](ClO ) (II): To a solution2 2 2 2 4 3

mixture, ether, and air dried (yield: 0.41 g, 42%). Crystals containing trpn (0.47 g, 2.5 mmol), tren (0.37 g, 2.5
suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained when the mother mmol) and Cu(ClO ) –6H O (1.85 g, 5 mmol) in a 1:54 2 2

liquor was allowed to stand at room temperature for 3–4 H O–MeOH mixture (30 ml), NaNO (0.33 g, 5 mmol)2 2

days. dissolved in a 1:2 H O–MeOH mixture (30 ml) was added2

Characterization. Found: C, 27.3; H, 6.2; N, 24.7. Calc. drop by drop. The mixture was heated on a steam-bath
for C H N ClO Cu: C, 27.5; H, 6.2; N, 24.9%. Selected until its volume was reduced to ca. 15 ml, then 5 ml of9 24 7 4

21IR bands (KBr, cm ): n(N–H), 3321, 3264, 3232; MeOH was added and allow to crystallize at room
2

n (N ), 2045 vs; n(Cl–O) (ClO ), 1100 vs. temperature. After 1 h, the blue precipitate obtained wasas 3 4

[Cu (trpn) (OH)](ClO ) . Copper(II) perchlorate hexa- collected by filtration, washed with isopropyl alcohol,2 2 4 3

hydrate (1.85 g, 5 mmol) dissolved in water (20 ml) was ether, and air dried (yield: 1.1 g, 53%). Single crystals
added dropwise to trpn (0.95 g, 5 mmol) in a 1:1 H O– suitable for X-ray diffraction measurements were obtained2
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Table 2from aqueous dilute solutions upon standing at room
a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for Itemperature for 1 week.

Cu(1)–N(1) 2.015(6) Cu(1)–N(3) 2.036(5)Characterization. Found: C, 21.9; H, 5.5; N, 15.6. Calc.
Cu(1)–N(11) 2.044(5) Cu(1)–N(2) 2.102(4)for C H N Cl O Cu : C, 21.9; H, 5.4; N, 15.3%.15 44 9 3 15 2

21 Cu(1)–N(4) 2.292(5) N(11)–N(12) 1.184(7)Selected IR bands (KBr, cm ): n(N–H), 3333, 3262;
N(12)–N(13) 1.145(7) Cu(1)...Cu(1a) 7.940(2)

n(NO), 1120 m; n(O–H) (coordinated H O), 3436 m;2
2 N(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 158.5(3) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(11) 89.3(3)n(Cl–O) (ClO ), 1089 vs.4 N(3)–Cu(1)–N(11) 84.2(3) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 91.7(2)

N(3)–Cu(1)–N(2) 92.2(2) N(11)–Cu(1)–N(2) 172.4(2)
2.3. Physical measurements N(1)–Cu(1)–N(4) 106.9(2) N(3)–Cu(1)–N(4) 93.4(2)

N(11)–Cu(1)–N(4) 88.2(2) N(2)–Cu(1)–N(4) 98.7(2)
N(12)–N(11)–Cu(1) 130.9(5) N(13)–N(12)–N(11) 176.0(7)Infrared spectra were measured on a Perkin-Elmer

aSystem 2000 NIR FT-Raman spectrophotometer as KBr Symmetry code: 2x11/2, y21/2, 2z13/2.
pellets. Electronic spectra were recorded using a UV–VIS–
NIR spectrophotometer, Varian, Cary 5. Elemental analyses
were performed at the Micro-analytical Laboratory of subsequent Fourier analyses. Anisotropic displacement
Kuwait University using an Elemental Analyzer LECO parameters were applied to non-hydrogen atoms in full-

2CHN 932. matrix least-squares refinements based on F . The hydro-
gen atoms were assigned with isotropic displacement

2.4. X-ray crystal structure analyses factors and included in the final refinement cycle using
geometrical restraints. Analytical expressions of neutral-

A modified STOE four-circle diffractometer was used atom scattering factors were employed, and anomalous
for single-crystal X-ray measurements. Orientation matrix dispersion corrections were incorporated. The program
and lattice parameters were obtained by least-squares DIFABS [38] and SHELXTL/PC program package [39]
refinement of the diffraction data from 51 reflections in the were used for computations. Selected bond distances and
u range 4.0–12.78 (compound I) and 66 reflections in the u bond angles are given in Tables 2 and 3.
range 8.9–14.48 (compound II). Data were collected at
298(2) K using graphite crystal-monochromatized MoKa

˚radiation (l50.71069 A) and the v-scan technique. The 3. Results and discussion
intensities were corrected for Lorentz-polarisation effects,
and for absorption. Crystallographic data and processing 3.1. Synthesis of copper(II)-trpn complexes
parameters are given in Table 1.

The structures were solved by direct methods and The synthesis of Cu(II)-trpn complexes was achieved in
reasonably good yield (41–85%) by reacting the free

Table 1 ligand trpn with Cu(ClO ) –6H O in aqueous methanol4 2 2
Crystallographic data and processing parameters solutions, followed by the addition of the appropriate
Compound I II sodium salt. The mixed complexes [Cu (trpn)(tren)(N )]-2 3

(ClO ) and [Cu (trpn)(tren)(NO )(H O)](ClO ) were4 3 2 2 2 4 3Empirical formula C H ClCuN O C H Cl Cu N O9 24 7 4 15 44 3 2 9 15

obtained in a similar fashion by the addition of twoFormula weight 393.34 824.02
Color Blue-green Blue equivalents of Cu(ClO ) –6H O to equimolar amounts of4 2 2
System, space group Monoclinic, P2 /n Monoclinic, P2 /n1 1

˚a (A) 8.301(2) 8.538(3) Table 3
˚ ˚b (A) 14.844(4) 28.260(8) Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for II
˚c (A) 13.089(3) 13.529(4)

Cu(1)–N(1) 1.994(7) Cu(1)–N(3) 2.009(7)
b (8) 96.32(2) 96.06(3)

3 Cu(1)–N(2) 2.089(6) Cu(1)–O(14) 2.102(6)˚V (A ) 1603.0(7) 3246(2)
Cu(1)–O(13) 2.339(6) Cu(2)–N(4) 2.024(6)

Z 4 4
Cu(2)–N(6) 2.042(6) Cu(2)–N(7) 2.075(7)21

m(MoKa) (mm ) 1.558 1.634
Cu(2)–N(8) 2.099(7) Cu(2)–N(5) 2.119(8)

Normal. transmission factors 1.000–0.283 1.000–0.464
Cu(1)...Cu(2) 7.552(2)23D /D (Mg m ) 1.630/1.61(3) 1.686/1.67(3)calc obs

Approx. crystal size (mm) 0.5830.1230.10 0.5030.1530.08 N(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 166.3(3) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 94.0(3)
u range of data collection (8) 2.77–25.50 2.80–24.99 N(3)–Cu(1)–N(2) 93.7(3) N(1)–Cu(1)–O(14) 84.8(3)
Reflections collected 3603 6798 N(3)–Cu(1)–O(14) 86.8(3) N(2)–Cu(1)–O(14) 175.9(2)
Independ. refl. /R 2962/0.0383 5671/0.0395 N(1)–Cu(1)–O(13) 97.8(3) N(3)–Cu(1)–O(13) 92.6(3)int

Parameters 223 446 N(2)–Cu(1)–O(13) 96.6(2) O(14)–Cu(1)–O(13) 87.4(2)
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.076 1.085 N(4)–Cu(2)–N(6) 178.7(3) N(4)–Cu(2)–N(7) 94.8(3)

R1/wR2 0.0589/0.1392 0.0714/0.1580 N(6)–Cu((2)–N(7) 84.0(3) N(4)–Cu(2)–N(8) 95.7(3)
aWeighting factors : a /b 0.0745/3.3459 0.0695/10.4643 N(6)–Cu(2)–N(8) 84.8(3) N(7)–Cu(2)–N(8) 122.7(3)

3˚Largest peak/hole (e /A ) 1.205/20.513 1.137/20.545 N(4)–Cu(2)–N(5) 97.5(3) N(6)–Cu(2)–N(5) 83.4(3)
N(7)–Cu(2)–N(5) 122.8(4) N(8)–Cu(2)–N(5) 111.3(4)a 21 2 2 2 2 2w 5[s (F )1(aP) 1bP] and P5(F 12F ) /3.o o c
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trpn and tren ligands. Elemental analyses of the isolated dal environment (SP), formed by three N-atoms supplied
complexes are consistent with the assigned compositions. by one trpn and one by the azido ligand. A bridging

The IR spectra for the complexes show bands in the aminopropyl arm of the neighboring trpn ligand completes
213350–3200 cm region due to the N–H stretching the fifth coordination site. The four N-donors of the trpn

vibrations of the amines and a very strong band at ca. 1090 molecules occupy the basal sites of the pyramidal struc-
21cm for the perchlorate counter ions. The ture, whereas the azido ligand binds the copper at the

[Cu (trpn) (OH)](ClO ) complex displays bands at 3342 apical site. The Cu–N(trpn) distances are 2.015, 2.102,2 2 4 3
21 2 ˚and 954 cm , attributable to coordinated OH ion and 2.036 and 2.292 A, and the Cu(1)–N(azido) distance is

˚most probably bridged Cu–(OH)–Cu, respectively [40]. 2.044 A. The longest Cu(1)–N(4) distance does not
The complex [Cu(trpn)(N )]ClO exhibits a very strong correspond to the terminal Cu–N(azido), but instead to one3 4

21peak at 2045 cm due to the asymmetric stretching of the basal Cu–N distances of the trpn molecule. The
vibration of the azido group, n (N ). However, the (azido)N(11)–Cu(1)–N(trpn) angles are: N(11)–Cu(1)–as 3

corresponding [Cu (trpn)(tren)(N )](ClO ) complex N(1)589.3, N(11)–Cu(1)–N(3)584.2, N(11)–Cu(1)–2 3 4 3

shows two strong bands for n (N ) at 2073 and 2037 N(2)5172.4 and N(11)–Cu(1)–N(4)588.28.as 3
21cm . This might suggest the presence of a bridging azido To obtain the quantitative degree of distortion of the

group between the two asymmetric Cu(II) centers either in copper polyhedron the ratio between the two basal angles,
the end-to-end, m-(1,3) or end-on m-(1,1) form [40]; if the defined as t5[(u2f) /60]3100, that represents the per-
azido group is located at one of the two Cu(II) centers, centage of trigonal distortion from square pyramidal
then one would predict observing only one band due to geometry [37], was used. For an ideal SP, t is 0 while for

1
n (N ). The nitrito complexes [Cu (trpn) (NO )(H O)]- an ideal TBP t is 100. Thus, for [Cu(trpn)(N ) ] (see Fig.as 3 2 2 2 2 3 n

(ClO ) and [Cu (trpn)(tren)(NO )(H O)](ClO ) exhibit 1 for labeling) the relevant angles, u5172.48 and f54 3 2 2 2 4 3
21 158.58 (Table 2) yields a t value of 23% which indicates aa peak of moderate intensity at 3436 cm , due to n(O–H)

geometry close to SP.of a coordinated water molecule. The peaks observed at
21 The intramolecular Cu . . . Cu separation in the poly-1143 and 1120 cm , respectively, are due to n(NO) [40].

1 ˚meric chain [Cu(trpn)(N ) ] is 7.940 A. The Cu . . . Cu3 n

distances for bridged azido complexes were reported to be
˚3.2. Crystal structure of [Cu(trpn)(N )]ClO (I) in the range 3.1–5.1 A; the distance depends on the mode3 4

of azido binding [18,19,41,42]. The torsion angles formed
1The structure of the [Cu(trpn)(N ) ] cation consists of by the bridging aminopropyl arm are: Cu(1)–N(2)–C(7)–3 n

a polymeric 1-D copper chain along the b-axis of the unit C(8)52177.3(4); N(2)–C(7)–C(8)–C(9a)52179.5(5);
2cell, and the ClO anions are found in the interchain space C(7)–C(8)–C(9a)–N(4a)566.2(5) and C(8b)–C(9)–4

at non-bonding Cu–O distances. The molecular structure N(4)–Cu(1)5150.2(4)8. The four-N of the trpn ligand
and the atom labeling scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The main cannot adapt square pyramidal structure; three of them are
bond distances and angles are listed in Table 2. In the oriented in nearly planar arrangement leaving one propyl-
chain, the copper atom occupies a distorted square pyrami- amine arm to span over and bind the second Cu(II) ion.

Fig. 1. Molecular structure and atom labeling scheme of [Cu(trpn)(N )]ClO (I).3 4
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˚This allows the presence of one or two positions available N(2) (2.09 A). The Cu(1)–O(13) (water) and Cu(1)–
˚for either attachment of additional ligand(s) or bridge O(14) (nitrito) bond distances are 2.34 and 2.10 A,

2formation. respectively. The ONO ligand has an off-z-axis bonding,
˚with a Cu(1)–O(15) separation of 2.699 A. Relevant

3.3. Crystal structure of torsion angles are: Cu(1)–N(2)–C(7)–C(8)52179.8(6);
[Cu (trpn)(tren)(NO )(H O)](ClO ) (II) N(2)–C(7)–C(8)–C(9)52170.7(7); C(7)–C(8)–C(9)–2 2 2 4 3

N(4)5266.4(10); and C(8)–C(9)–N(4)–Cu(2)52

The structure of this complex consists of 172.0(6)8.
31 ˚[Cu (trpn)(tren)(NO )(H O)] cation isolated by three The intramolecular Cu . . . Cu separation in II is 7.55 A,2 2 2

2ClO counteranions in the unit cell. The molecular a value which is comparable to those observed in binuclear4

structure and atom labeling scheme of II is illustrated in copper(II) complexes of bis(pentadentate) ligands derived
Fig. 2. The main bond lengths and angles are given in from alkyl-bridged bis(1,4,7-triazacyclonane) macrocycles
Table 3. The copper ions in the dimeric complex cation [1], where no evidence was shown for exchange coupling
display two different geometries. The geometry of the between the Cu(II) centers. Very weak coupling interaction
Cu(2) ion binding the tren ligand may be described as was also described in the corresponding complexes of
more close to trigonal bipyramidal (TBP) [u5178.78 and 5,59-bis(3,7-diazanonane-1,9-diamine) and 5,59-bis(3,7-de-
f5122.78 yields a t value of 56%] with the three primary hydro-3,7-diazanonane-4,6-dione-1,9-diamine) [43]. The
amine nitrogen atoms forming the basal plane. The apical Cu . . . Cu distance in these complexes was found to be in

˚positions are occupied by the tertiary nitrogen atom N(6) the range 6.9–8.0 A. Thus, the large Cu . . . Cu distances
of the tren and the primary nitrogen atom of a bridged observed in [Cu(trpn)(N )]ClO (I) and [Cu (trpn)(tren)-3 4 2

˚amino-propyl arm of the trpn ligand coordinated to the (NO )(H O)](ClO ) (II) complexes (7.55–7.94 A) do2 2 4 3

second Cu(II) ion. The coordination geometry of Cu(1) not permit any kind of bridging through the azide or the
has only a small distortion from square pyramidal (SP) nitrite groups; no magnetic interaction is expected between
[u5175.98 and f5166.38 yields a t value of 16%], where the two Cu(II) centers.
the trpn is coordinated to Cu(1) ion via the two primary
and tertiary amine nitrogen atoms. Oxygen atoms of a
water molecule and a nitrito ion occupy the remaining 3.4. Visible spectra
positions in the Cu(1) center. Three of the Cu(2)–N bond

˚distances in the Cu(2)-tren moiety (2.08–2.12 A) are The visible spectra for the complexes under inves-
˚slightly longer than the other two (2.02–2.04 A). For tigation were measured in DMSO and water, and the data

Cu(1)-trpn moiety, two of the Cu(1)–N distances are are summarized in Table 4, together with the data for
˚similar (1.99–2.01 A) and slightly shorter than the Cu(1)– K[Cu(NH ) ](PF ) and [Cu(tren)(NH )](ClO ) which3 5 6 3 3 4 2

Fig. 2. Molecular structure and atom labeling scheme of [Cu (trpn)(tren)(NO )(H O)](ClO ) (II).2 2 2 4 3
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Table 4
Visible spectral data for Cu(II)-trpn and other related five-coordinate complexes

21 21Complex Solvent l (nm) (´ (M cm )max max

[Cu(trpn)(N )]ClO (I) DMSO 670 (275), 920 (sh)3 4

H O 685 (118), 900 (sh)2

[Cu (trpn) (OH)](ClO ) DMSO 685 (272), 900 (sh)2 2 4 3

H O 695 (222), 900 (sh)2

[Cu (trpn) (NO )(H O)](ClO ) DMSO 668 (296), 920 (sh)2 2 2 2 4 3

H O 690 (212), 900 (sh)2

[Cu (trpn)(tren)(N )](ClO ) DMSO 680 (374), 920 (sh)2 3 4 3

H O 680 (sh), 850 (228)2

[Cu (trpn)(tren)(NO )(H O)](ClO ) (II) DMSO 690 (231), 900 (sh)2 2 2 4 3

H O 690 (sh), 850 (227)2
a bK[Cu(NH ) ](PF ) dr 650, 910 (sh)3 5 6 3

a[Cu(tren)(NH )](ClO ) dr 660 (sh), 8803 4 2

a Source: [37].
b Diffuse reflectance spectra.

are known to be regular SP and TBP, respectively [37]. In quoting the deposition numbers CCDC-103174 and
DMSO, all the complexes in Table 4 display absorbance CCDC-103175, for I and II, respectively.
maxima in the 670–690 nm range with a shoulder around
900 nm. For five-coordinate Cu(II) complexes, this spec-
tral feature is typical for SP or distorted SP geometries,
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Abstract

63 21The adduct of bis(diethyldithiocarbamato)zinc(II) with pyridine, Zn(EDtc) ?Py, was prepared and studied by means of ESR ( Cu2
65 21 13 15and Cu were used as spin labels), solid-state natural abundance C and N CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy and single-crystal X-ray

diffraction data analysis. Two rotation isomers of the adduct were unambiguously determined by these three independent methods. It was
found that these two isomers have different orientations of the pyridine ring about the N(Py)–Zn axis. The acute angles of the plane of the
pyridine molecules relative to the most weak Zn–S bond are equal to 45.6 and 52.78 in the different isomers. Adduct molecules adopt a
geometry which is intermediate between the square pyramidal (C ) and the trigonal bipyramidal (D ). All ESR and NMR resonances of4v 3h

Zn(EDtc) ?Py were assigned.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2

13Keywords: Adducts of zinc(II) dithiocarbamate complexes; Nitrogen bases; Isomerism of coordination compounds; X-ray diffraction; ESR; CP/MAS C
15and N NMR

1. Introduction dithiocarbamate complexes and can therefore form mixed-
ligand complexes, adducts with electron donors such as
neutral nitrogen [4–10], oxygen, sulfur [11] and phosphor-Transition metal complexes of dithiocarbamates and
ous [12,13] bases (B). It was established that in variousrelated ligands have been the focus of research for about
solvents these adducts have a stoichiometry, Me:B51:1,100 years. These complexes have good lubricant, anti-
and build a square-pyramidal molecular structure withoxidant, antiwear and antidote properties. Some dithio-
axially coordinated electron donor bases [7–9,11]. In thecarbamates show fungicidal, pesticidal and bacteriological
solid state the coordination polyhedron of the central metalactivity and are also used as sulfide precursors for tech-
atom can adopt several geometries between the squarenological purposes. Besides that, they are good agents for
pyramid and the trigonal bipyramid as limiting cases [5].the froth flotation process of sulfide minerals and for

In our previous publications we reported the preparationliquid–liquid extraction processes of transition metals. In
procedure and ESR studies of copper(II)-doped adducts ofthis respect, it was noted that the collecting efficiency of
bis(dialkyldithiocarbamato)-zinc(II) complexes with differ-dithiocarbamate flotation reagents increases with the for-
ent nitrogen bases [14–16]. For some of the adducts in themation of hydrophobic adducts of dithiocarbamates with
solid state two structurally inequivalent copper(II) sitesneutral donor molecules [1]. Some of the nitrogen donor
have been detected and the presence of an isomerism ofadducts of dithiocarbamates were also used in the chemical
the corresponding copper(II) and zinc(II) adducts has beendecomposition process of semiconductor Zn–S films [2],
proposed.which are the principal constituent in solar cell technology

In the present work, we perform a comparative study of[3].
the structural organization of bis(diethyldithiocarbamato)-Divalent transition metals are partially unsaturated in
pyridine-zinc(II), Zn(EDtc) ?Py, adducts in the solid state2

13 15by means of ESR, C and N CP/MAS NMR spec-*Corresponding author.
E-mail address: antzut@speck.niddk.nih.gov (O.N. Antzutkin) troscopy and single-crystal X-ray diffraction data analysis.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00081-9
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By these three independent methods we were able to detect spinning (MAS) NMR spectra were recorded on a
two rotation isomers of this adduct, to assign all ESR and Chemagnetics Infinity CMX-360 (B 58.46 T) spectrome-0

NMR resonances and to resolve the structure of the ter using cross-polarization (CP) from the protons together
13system. with proton decoupling [19]. The C operating frequency

was 90.52 MHz. The proton p /2 pulse duration was 4.0
ms, CP mixing time 2 ms and the nutation frequency of

2. Experimental protons during decoupling v /2p552 kHz. For differentnut

samples from 256 to 1536 transients with a relaxation
2.1. Synthesis of the initial complex and the adduct delay of 2 s were accumulated. Powder samples (ca. 350

mg) were packed into zirconium dioxide standard double
The initial dinuclear diethyldithiocarbamate zinc(II) bearing 7.5 mm rotors. The spinning frequencies for all

complex, 1, was prepared by mixing a water solution of samples were 5500 or 6300 Hz and stabilized to 63 Hz
13zinc(II) nitrate hexahydrate with an excess (|10%) of using an inbuilt stabilization device. All C chemical shift

sodium diethyldithiocarbamate trihydrate, Na(C H ) - data were externally referenced to the least shielded2 5 2

NC(S)S?3H O [17]. The resulting white precipitate was resonance of solid adamantane at 38.56 ppm relative to2

collected, filtered off, washed with water, dried in vacuo tetramethylsilane [20].
15over phosphorous pentoxide and recrystallised two times The N operating frequency was 36.48 MHz. The

from toluene. proton p /2 pulse duration was 3.2 ms, CP mixing time 3.5
Bis(diethyldithiocarbamato)pyridine-zinc(II), 2, was pre- ms and the nutation frequency of protons during decou-

pared by dissolving equimolar quantities of pyridine and pling was 50 kHz. 17 600 transients spaced by a relaxation
the initial zinc(II) complex in a minute volume of toluene: delay of 2 s were accumulated. Powder samples were spun

15The stoichiometry Zn:Py of the prepared adduct was at the spinning frequency of 6000 Hz. N isotropic
determined to be 1:1. Both powder and single-crystal chemical shifts are given with respect to NH Cl powder4

samples were isolated by means of slow evaporation of with the resonance at –341.0 ppm in the absolute scale
toluene. The prepared zinc(II) compounds are diamagnetic [21,22] (here, 0 ppm, externally referenced). The drift of

15 21and, therefore, small amounts of paramagnetic copper(II) the N frequency (B -drift) was 0.016 Hz h .0
13 15(Cu:Zn51:1000) were added as spin-labels for ESR All solid-state C and N CP/MAS NMR spectra were

studies. These magnetically diluted systems, Cu– recorded at room temperature (ca. 300 K).
Zn (EDtc) and Cu–Zn(EDtc) ?Py, were also used in2 4 2

NMR measurements. Both copper(II) salts with natural
2.3. X-ray crystallographic studies on 2

isotopic abundance and isotopically highly enriched sam-
65 63ples ( Cu, 99.2 at.%; Cu, 99.95 at.%) were used in the

A suitable single crystal of 2 was selected and mounted
synthesis.

on a glass fiber with epoxy glue. Diffraction data were
collected at T5291(1) K on a STOE single-crystal X-ray2.2. Physical measurements
diffractometer (graphite-monochromatized MoKa radia-
tion) using the v –2u scan technique. The unit cell

The adduct stoichiometry was checked gravimetrically
parameters were refined from 46 well-centred reflections in

after complete desorption of pyridine under slight heating.
the region 26.5,2u ,34.9.

Solid-state samples with 1 mmol of the complex 2 were
Data were corrected for background, Lorentz, polarisa-

used for this purpose.
tion and absorption effects. Numerical absorption correc-

ESR measurements were made at 298 and 77 K on a
tion was performed with the program X-SHAPE [23,24].

‘Bruker’ ER 200D-SRC and a ‘RadioPAN’ SE/X-2544
The structure was solved by direct methods and refined

X-band spectrometers (working frequency was |9.5 GHz).
using the SHELXS86 [25] and SHELXL93 [26] programs,

First and second derivatives of ESR signals were recorded,
respectively.

as well as the second derivative of the second harmonic
(corresponding to the third derivative). The latter con-
siderably improves the resolution of ESR spectra [18]. The
working frequency was measured using a microwave 3. Results and discussion
frequency counter and a microwavemeter MCM-101. The
magnetic field was calibrated and measured using the 3.1. ESR measurements
NMR-gaussmeter JTM-246. The uncertainty of measure-
ments was 60.003 for g values, and 62% for the ESR data for magnetically diluted with copper(II)

Cu Cuanisotropic hyperfine coupling constants (hfcc): A , A diethyldithiocarbamate complexes and their adducts with1 2
Cuand A [given in Gauss (G)]. Experimental ESR spectra pyridine are listed in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows ESR spectra of3

were simulated using the ‘Bruker’ program ‘SymFonya’. bis(diethyldithiocarbamato)copper(II)–zinc(II) adduct with
13 15Solid-state natural abundance C and N magic-angle- pyridine. Parallel (low-field) components of the spectrum
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Table 1
ESR parameters for the two rotation isomers (a- and b-) of the magnetically diluted Cu/Zn(EDtc) ?Py adduct2

Cu a Cu a Cu aComplex T (K) g A g A g A1 1 2 2 3 3

bCu/Ni(EDtc) 295 2.084 163/174 2.025 42/45 2.020 39/422
cCu(EDtc) ?Py 77 2.119 149 2.031 27 2.029 232

a-Cu/Zn(EDtc) ?Py 295 2.121 135/145 2.039 32/34 2.019 5.0 /5.52

77 2.123 139/149 2.039 35/37 2.017 5.5 /6.0
b-Cu/Zn(EDtc) ?Py 295 2.118 137/147 2.039 32/34 2.019 5.0 /5.52

77 2.120 141/152 2.039 35/37 2.017 5.5 /6.0
a Cu 63 65A -values are given in Gauss for Cu/ Cu isotopes.
b Data from [18] for monoisotopic complexes.
c Data from [9] for toluene glasses.

are considerably broadened both at room temperature and suggest that these two isomers differ by orientations of the
pyridine ring with respect to the bisecting axis dividing theat 77 K (spectrum not shown). However, a substantial
two four-membered chelate rings. Scheme 1 shows twoincrease in resolution was achieved by the detection in the
extreme cases for these orientations where the pyridinethird derivative mode [18] (Fig. 1, lower pattern): Each of
ring can be either coplanar or perpendicular to the bisect-the four hyperfine components are split asymmetrically
ing axis.into doublets. Furthermore, the high-field intensive reso-

ESR data for the two isomers differ slightly, by only thenance is, in fact, a superposition of two peaks of ‘extra’
Cuvalues of g and A (see Table 1). Taking into accountfeatures [27] with a doublet of the high-field hyperfine 1 1

that the non-adduct square-planar Cu–Ni(EDtc) complexcomponents. Note that the detection of these tiny details in 2
Cuhas a low value of g 52.084 and a large value of A 5the ESR spectra of Cu–Zn(EDtc) ?Py adduct was success- 1 12 Cu163/174 G it can be concluded that the smaller A andful only due to the combination of the isotopical enrich- 1

63 65 the larger g values are associated with the isomeric form1ment (using either Cu or Cu isotopes) with the spectral
of Cu–Zn(EDtc) ?Py in which a pyridine molecule is2registration in the third derivative mode. The splittings
somewhat strongly bonded with the metal atom (a-con-reveal the existence of two structurally non-equivalent
former). Therefore, in accordance with notions of theisomeric forms of the adduct, called here a- and b-Cu/
interligand repulsion forces we assign the form withZn(EDtc) ?Py. Slightly different hyperfine coupling con-2 smaller g value (b-conformer, weaker bonding) to the1stants for these two isomers suggest different spin densities
structural situation, when the plane of the pyridine ring ison Cu nuclei of the complex and therefore different
closer to the bisecting plane. In this case, the stericalgeometries /bond lengths in this part of the adduct mole-
repulsion interaction between the pyridine ring and the twocules. In accordance with previously reported data [5] we
chelate rings weakens the Zn–N bond.

With the aid of careful simulations of experimental ESR
spectra of the adduct 2, all three hfcc were obtained, with

Cuthe smallest value of A 55.5 G. The fact that all three3

hfcc are different clearly indicates a rhombic ligand field
around Cu nuclei. This, in turn, suggests the geometry of
the five-coordinated complex is an intermediate between
the square pyramidal (C ) and the trigonal bipyramidal4v

(D ) [28]. The ground state wave function of the unpaired3h

electron in this case is a superposition of two d-orbitals
[28]:

2 21 / 2
w 5 (1 1 c ) (d 1 cd )2 2 2g z x 2y

Fig. 1. ESR spectra of the magnetically diluted Cu/Zn(EDtc) ?Py2
63complex with ratio Cu:Zn51:1000, recorded at 298 K both in the Scheme 1. The two extreme orientations of the pyridine ring plane with

first-derivative mode (top pattern) and as the second derivative of the respect to the bisecting axis dividing the two four-membered chelate rings
second harmonic which corresponds to the third derivative mode (bottom (dashed line): d, coplanar; s, perpendicular orientations. The plane of
pattern). The vertical arrow shows the position of the DPPH signal. the pyridine ring is perpendicular to the plane of the figure.
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For five-coordinated copper(II) complexes with the pure
trigonal bipyramidal geometry of molecules the mixing

1 / 2coefficient is c50 (d ground state), while c51/3 for2z

the square pyramid with a d ground state [28].2 2x –y

13 153.2. C and N CP/MAS NMR measurements

In order to confirm ESR results and to obtain an
additional structural information the present adduct, 2, and
the pure diethyldithiocarbamate zinc(II) complex, 1, were

13also studied by means of solid-state natural abundance C
15and N CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy (Table 2). Fig. 2(a)

13shows the C CP/MAS NMR spectrum of 1. There are
13three groups of resonances which can be assigned to C

sites of ligands: methyl, methylene and dithiocarbamate
groups: CH –, –CH – and =NC(S)S– [30]. Each of the3 2

three groups of resonances consists of doublets of peaks
which reflects the dinuclear nature of the Zn (EDtc)2 4

complex: There are two groups of ligands with heteroge-
neous structural functions, each of two terminal ligands
form the four-membered chelate ring and two bridged
ligands are coordinated with two zinc atoms and form an
extensive eight-membered ring [17]. Dithiocarbamate reso-
nances at 202.3 and 199.7 ppm (two pairs of equivalent

13carbon sites in the terminal and bridged positions, respec- Fig. 2. The 90.52 MHz C CP/MAS NMR spectra of the following
tively) are additionally split in asymmetric doublets (44 complexes: (a) Zn (EDtc) ; and (b) Zn(EDtc) ?Py. The MAS frequency2 4 2

was 5.5 kHz and 6.3 kHz, respectively. ‘s’ denotes spinning sidebands.and 41.7 Hz). This arises from the dipole–dipole inter-
13 14action between C (I51/2) and N (I51) nuclear spins

that can not be removed by MAS [31,32]. Splittings due to doublet, but this reflects a slight inequivalence of methyl
13 14C– N dipole–dipole couplings can always be distin- sites in the crystal matrix. This additional splitting has

13guished from the crystallographic inequivalence, since the been not seen in C CP/MAS spectra of Zn (EDtc)2 4

size of this splitting is inversely proportional to the obtained in a low field of 4.7 T [30].
strength of the static magnetic field [31,32]. Note that one The dinuclear nature of the Zn (EDtc) complex is also2 4

15of the methyl resonances is also additionally split into a reflected in the N CP/MAS spectrum of this compound

Table 2
13 15 13 15C and N chemical shifts of the adduct 2 and the initial dinuclear complex 1 [relative to TMS ( C) and NH Cl ( N)]4

13 15Complex C chemical shifts (ppm) N chemical shifts (ppm)

EDtc Py EDtc Py

=NC(S)S– –CH – –CH o- m- p- =N– =N–2 3

aZn (EDtc) 202.3 (44) 50.8 14.6 149.82 4
a199.7 (41.5) 50.0 13.2 136.8

12.8

Zn(EDtc) ?Py 204.4 51.5 15.4 150.7 126.1 140.2 134.0 231.52

50.7 14.5 148.6 132.2 228.8
49.5 13.3 131.3

12.9
12.5
12.1
11.7
11.2

bNa(EDtc) 206.5 48.6 13.2 139.0
cPy 149.8 123.6 135.7 258.0

a 13 14C– N asymmetric doublets (Hz).
b Data from [30].
c 13 15Data for C from [29] and for N from [22].
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15shown in Fig. 3(a). Two N resonances have been already doublets and also considerably broadened. These doublets
assigned earlier to two equivalent nitrogen sites in the instead of quartets, as can be expected for two structurally
terminal position (136.8 ppm) and two equivalent sites in inequivalent types of molecules of 2 in the asymmetric
the bridged position (149.8 ppm) of the dinuclear complex unit, could result from either a motional averaging or an
[30]. accidental overlap of resonances. The bell-like shape of

13Fig. 2(b) shows the C CP/MAS NMR spectrum of 2 ortho- and meta-resonances with a sharp line on broad
which consists of three groups of resonances from diethyl- shoulders is the characteristic lineshape for sites involved
dithiocarbamate ligands (as for 1) and three resonances in a slow tumbling motion of the pyridine ring about the

13from coordinated pyridine molecules (see Table 2). The Zn–N chemical bond. A selective broadening of C
ratio of integral intensities of the diethyldithiocarbamate to resonances of aromatic rings occurs when the rate constant
the para-pyridine resonance is close to 2:1 which confirms of tumbling is of the order of a frequency spread of
the established stoichiometry of 2, Me:Py51:1. A few exchanging resonances (100 Hz–1 kHz in our field) [33–
considerable changes can be noted in the diethyldithio- 36]. The para-carbon site is unaffected by this type of
carbamate part of the spectrum: (i) the detection of eight motion and its resonance appears as a sharp singlet in the
resolved methyl resonances (see Table 2) suggests the spectrum.
inequivalence of all methyl sites, and two (or more) The putative model in which the asymmetric unit
structurally non-equivalent types of molecules of 2 in the comprises two distinct monomer molecules of the adduct is

15crystal; (ii) there is also some inequivalence of methylene further supported by the N CP/MAS NMR spectrum of 2
15sites (two or three peaks), which are, however, broadened (Fig. 3(b)). There are three N resonances (131.3, 132.2

13 14 and 134 ppm, integrated intensities 1:2:1) which can beby C– N dipole–dipole interaction; (iii) a single
assigned to four structurally inequivalent dithiocarbamate–NC(S)S– resonance at 204.4 ppm may indicate an
nitrogen sites in two monomer molecules, and a pyridineequivalence of all dithiocarbamate carbon sites; however,
resonance (around 230 ppm) which is distinctly split in aan accidental overlap of four (or more) dithiocarbamate
symmetrical doublet with relative intensities of peaks 1:1.resonances can not be excluded. The latter observation also
The latter splitting confirms the existence of two structural-suggests a monomeric structure of 2 rather than the

15ly inequivalent pyridine molecules. N chemical shifts ofdinuclear configuration similar to that observed for 1. A
pyridine molecules in the adduct 2 are equal to 231.5 andsingle dithiocarbamate resonance at 204.2 ppm has been

15228.8 ppm while the N chemical shift of a free pyridinedetected earlier in the Ni(EDtc) complex with a known2

molecule is equal to 283.0 ppm in the absolute scalemononuclear square-planar molecular structure [30].
13 [21,22] or 258 ppm relative to solid NH Cl [21,22].The ‘pyridine’ part of the C spectrum of 2, in turn, has 4

Therefore, it can be concluded that the adduct formationtwo remarkable features: (i) meta- and para-carbon sites
leads to an additional shielding of the nitrogen site of theof the donor pyridine molecule are additionally deshielded
donor molecule. Moreover, the resonance at 231.5 ppm iscompared with the isolated Py-molecules (see Table 2),
assigned here to the nitrogen atom of the pyridine mole-which confirms the formation of the adduct complex; (ii)
cule in the b-conformer of 2 (somewhat weakly bonded Pyortho- and meta-carbon resonances of Py are split in
molecule), while the other resonance at 228.8 ppm corre-
sponds to the a-Zn(EDtc) ?Py.2

To summarize the above discussion, both an additional
shielding of the nitrogen atom and a deshielding of carbon
sites of the donor pyridine molecule after the formation of
the chemical bond with zinc(II) reflect the displacement of
the electron density from the system of conjugation to the

13 15nitrogen atom. As can be expected, C and N chemical
shifts of sites of dithiocarbamate groups are also affected
by the coordination of the Py molecule to the zinc atom:
Carbon =N–C(S)S– sites are additionally deshielded by
more than 2 ppm while nitrogens of the ligand groups are
additionally shielded by 2.8, 4.6 or 5.6 ppm (see Table 2).
Since there is a contribution of the double-bond character
to a formally single N–C bond in the dithiocarbamate

2 3group, i.e. the admixture of sp -hybridized state to sp
1orbitals of the nitrogen atom, a considerable d surplus

2charge is localized on the nitrogen atom, while a d

charge is delocalized through the four-membered metal-
15 lochelate ring –CS Me [30] (Scheme 2).2Fig. 3. The 36.48 MHz N CP/MAS NMR spectra of: (a) Zn (EDtc) ;2 4

It is also known that an additional coordination of aand (b) Zn(EDtc) ?Py. The MAS frequency was 6 kHz.2
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nitrogen atom to the axial position of square-planar
transition metal dithiocarbamates yields a decrease of the
nitrogen–carbon partial-double-bond character and, as a
result of that, the displacement of the electron density from
the carbon to the nitrogen atom of the dithiocarbamate
group [4]. This explains the additional shielding of nitro-

Scheme 2. The charge distribution in a dithiocarbamate group with N–C
gen nuclei and the deshielding of carbon sites in thepartial-double-bond character.
–N–C(S)S groups of 2 discussed above.

Table 3
Crystal data and structure refinement for complex 2

Formula C15 H25 N3 S4 Zn
Formula weight 440.99
Space group P2 2 2 (No. 19)1 1 1

Unit cell dimensions
˚a (A) 10.2119(8)
˚b (A) 16.3000(12)
˚c (A) 25.354(3)

a (8) 90
b (8) 90
g (8) 90

Unit cell volume, V 4220.2(7)
Formula units per unit cell, Z 8
Calculated density, D 1.388(1)
Radiation MoKa

˚Wavelength 0.71073 A
Temperature 291(1) K
Crystal shape Irregular
Crystal size 0.2930.4130.49 mm
Diffractometer Stoe 4-circle
Determination of unit cell
No. of reflections used 46
2u-range 26.5–34.98

Intensity data collection v –2u scan technique
21˚Maximum sin(u ) /l 0.62 A

Range of h, k and l 21 to 12, 21 to 20, 21 to 31
Standard reflections (2 0 0), (0 4 0), (1 1 2), (2 2 2)
Intensity instability (standard refl. decay) 4.2%

aInternal R [R(int)] 0.0309
No. of collected reflections 5788
No. of unique reflections 5502
No. of observed reflections 2852
Criterion for significance I.2s(I)

Absorption correction Numerical
21Linear absorption correction 1.561 mm

Transmission factor range 0.4559–0.6039
Structure refinement Full matrix least squares

2Minimization of Sw(DF )
Anisotropic thermal parameters Zn, S, N and C atoms
Isotropic thermal parameters H atoms
No. of refined parameters 423

2 2 2Weighting scheme w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (0.0509P) 1 0.0000P]o
2 2where P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3o c

c,dFinal R1, wR2 for observed reflections 0.0355, 0.0782
Final R1, wR2 for all reflections 0.1261, 0.0937

bFinal S (goodness of fit) observed reflections 1.100
(D /d ) ,0.001max

3˚Dr and Dr (e /A ) 0.402 and 20.361max min

a 2 2 2R(int)5S uF 2F (mean)u /S [F ].o o o
b 2 2 2 0.5S5[S [w(F 2F ) ] /(n2p)] .o c
c R15S iF u2uF i /S uF u.o c o
d 2 2 2 2 2 0.5wR25[S [w(F 2F ) ] /S [w(F ) ]] .o c o
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In order to complete the analysis based on indirect 4. There are no apparent intermolecular interactions be-
13 15methods discussed above, ESR, C and N CP/MAS tween the two structural units, the shortest non-hydrogen

˚spectroscopy which actually measure difference averages intermolecular contacts (terminal C–S) are 3.58(1) A.
of either electron spin or electron charge densities; also, to Molecules are stacked in layers along the c-axis. In the two
confirm the existence of the two rotation isomers of non-superimposable forms there are several atoms that are
bis(diethyldithiocarbamato)pyridinezinc(II) in the more or less related to each other by symmetry. The most
asymmetric unit, direct structural single-crystal X-ray significant deviations between the two molecules in the
diffraction analysis was also performed. asymmetric unit is the conformation of the pyridine ligand

and the geometry of the diethyl groups. The acute angles
3.3. Structural description of the pyridine molecules plane relative to the most weak

Zn–S bond (torsional angles S(6)–Zn(1)–N(5)–C(17) and
Crystal data and details of measurements for the adduct S(5)–Zn(2)–N(1)–C(6) in Table 4) are equal to 52.7 and

are summarized in Table 3. The X-ray crystal structure 245.68 in the different isomers. They correspond to the
consist of two discrete, structurally related but crystal- distances of the Zn–N chemical bonds equal to 2.072(5) in

˚lographically independent molecules of 2 (Fig. 4). The two the a-form and 2.079(5) A in the b-form. There are small
types of molecules are shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b). geometrical differences in bond distances and bond angles
Selected bond lengths and bond angles are given in Table between corresponding parameters in the two zinc coordi-

nation polyhedra. The zinc atoms in both isomers are five
coordinated to four sulfur atoms and to one nitrogen atom.
These distorted polyhedra have geometries that are inter-
mediate between square pyramidal (C ) and trigonal4v

bipyramidal (D ). When applying a Berry pseudorotation3h

coordinate analysis both coordination geometries are de-
scribed as having approximately 45% square pyramidal
character [37]. This could be anticipated since the sulfur
atoms are geometrically constrained in the chelating
dithiocarbamato ligands. The four almost coplanar atoms
Zn(1), S(1), S(3), N(5), and Zn(2), S(2), S(4), N(1),
respectively, define the equatorial plane of the distorted
trigonal bipyramide in each of the molecules. Atoms S(8),
S(6), and S(5), S(7), respectively, define the apical posi-
tions. A notable structural feature around the zinc atoms is
the asymmetry of the four Zn–S bond lengths. All the

˚in-plane Zn–S distances are around 2.33(1) A while the
axial Zn–S distances are within the range 2.56(1)–2.62(1)
Å. This geometrical difference could possibly be attributed
to the combined effects of the above mentioned steric
constraints induced by the dithiocarbamate ligands, elec-
tron pair repulsion and the presence of the pyridine adduct.
It is worth noting that the same kind of asymmetry, with
regards to the Zn–S distances, is present in an adduct of
bis(diethyldithiocarbamato)zinc(II) with 1,2-bis-
(diethylphosphino)ethane [12,13]. Like the title compound,
this complex constitutes a five-coordinated zinc atom
surrounded by four sulfur atoms and a phosphorous atom
from the molecule of a neutral donor base. In the above

˚complex there are two Zn–S distances around 2.32 A, one
˚ ˚at 2.58 A, and one at 2.65 A. Also the S–Zn–S bond

angles are very close to the corresponding angles in the
present compound. As it seems, the geometrical features of
the zinc coordination sphere persist, even if the Lewis base
adduct is changed.

It is interesting to note that a similar to 2, the bis(N-
methyl-isopropyldithiocarbamato)zinc(II) adduct withFig. 4. Projection of the structure of Zn(EDtc) ?Py on the ab-plane.2
pyridine adopts a different space group P1 and has just oneZn(1) and Zn(2) atoms are shown, respectively, as opened and dashed

circles. Ethyl groups of ligands are omitted for clearance. rotation isomer [10], while the bis(diethyldithiocar-
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Fig. 5. Molecular structures of Zn(EDtc) ?Py: (a) a-; and (b) b-form.2

bamato)zinc(II)(thrimethylphosphine) complex, which lated with the bond strength and the local molecular
˚crystallizes in the space group P2 2 2, has three isomers geometry. In particular, the difference of 0.005 A of Zn–N1 1

[12,13]. This variation of the structural isomorphism bond lengths in the two conformers can be correlated with
15depends on a tiny balance between the intra- and inter- the N chemical shift difference of 2.7 ppm of pyridine

molecular potentials. molecules in the complex. Similarly, a high sensitivity of
chemical shifts to structural details has been established

29earlier for Si nuclei in crystalline silicates. Changes of
˚4. Conclusions Si–O bond lengths of the order of magnitude of 0.001 A,

which are difficult to detect with the aid of diffraction
Two structural isomers of bis(diethyl-dithiocar- methods, correspond to chemical shift differences of

29bamato)pyridinezinc(II) were unambiguously identified approximately 1 ppm and are readily detected by Si
using three independent methods: ESR, solid-state natural MAS NMR [38].

13 15abundance C and N CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy and Finally, the above mentioned indirect methods of the
single-crystal X-ray diffraction data analysis. It was estab- magnetic resonance spectroscopy can be especially power-
lished that the main difference between two isomeric forms ful in studies of disordered /amorphous systems, such as
is the mode of orientation of the pyridine ring with respect monolayers of adsorbed organic reagents on mineral
to the bisecting axis dividing the two four-membered surfaces in the froth flotation process. The work in this
chelate rings. Adduct molecules adopt the geometry which direction is in progress.
is intermediate between the square pyramidal (C ) and the4v

trigonal bipyramidal (D ). The latter was concluded on3h

the basis of data obtained with the aid of electron spin
resonance spectroscopy and confirmed by the direct single- Supplementary data
crystal X-ray diffraction data analysis. Chemical shifts of
carbon and nitrogen sites of the adduct measured by Supplementary data is available from the CCDC, 12
solid-state NMR give an insight into the direction of Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting
displacements of the electron density which can be corre- the deposition number 102923.
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Table 4
Selected bond distances and bond angles for a- and b-Zn(EDtc) ?Py2

a-isomer b-isomer

˚(a) Bond distances (A)
Zn(1)–N(5) 2.072(5) Zn(2)–N(1) 2.079(5)
Zn(1)–S(3) 2.323(2) Zn(2)–S(2) 2.330(2)
Zn(1)–S(1) 2.334(2) Zn(2)–S(4) 2.335(2)
Zn(1)–S(8) 2.590(2) Zn(2)–S(7) 2.556(2)
Zn(1)–S(6) 2.616(2) Zn(2)–S(5) 2.609(2)
S(1)–C(1) 1.739(7) S(2)–C(15) 1.730(6)
S(8)–C(1) 1.718(7) S(5)–C(15) 1.707(6)
C(1)–N(3) 1.322(7) C(15)–N(6) 1.333(6)
N(3)–C(4) 1.458(8) N(6)–C(24) 1.464(8)
N(3)–C(10) 1.486(8) N(6)–C(25) 1.469(8)
C(4)–C(14) 1.511(10) C(24)–C(30) 1.520(9)
C(10)–C(12) 1.499(9) C(25)–C(29) 1.502(10)
S(3)–C(2) 1.722(7) S(4)–C(16) 1.724(7)
S(6)–C(2) 1.710(7) S(7)–C(16) 1.704(7)
C(2)–N(4) 1.332(7) C(16)–N(2) 1.335(7)
N(4)–C(9) 1.497(8) N(2)–C(23) 1.483(8)
N(4)–C(11) 1.471(8) N(2)–C(26) 1.465(8)
C(9)–C(13) 1.498(10) C(23)–C(27) 1.513(8)
C(11)–C(22) 1.492(10) C(26)–C(28) 1.509(11)
N(5)–C(17) 1.316(8) N(1)–C(3) 1.326(8)
N(5)–C(18) 1.325(8) N(1)–C(6) 1.323(8)
C(17)–C(20) 1.383(10) C(3)–C(5) 1.391(9)
C(18)–C(21) 1.356(9) C(6)–C(8) 1.365(10)
C(19)–C(20) 1.379(11) C(5)–C(7) 1.370(11)
C(19)–C(21) 1.348(10) C(7)–C(8) 1.361(11)

(b) Bond angles (8)
N(5)–Zn(1)–S(1) 112.54(14) N(1)–Zn(2)–S(2) 111.23(15)
N(5)–Zn(1)–S(3) 112.10(15) N(1)–Zn(2)–S(4) 112.81(15)
N(5)–Zn(1)–S(6) 97.96(14) N(1)–Zn(2)–S(5) 96.96(15)
N(5)–Zn(1)–S(8) 96.90(15) N(1)–Zn(2)–S(7) 96.79(15)
S(1)–Zn(1)–S(3) 135.34(7) S(2)–Zn(2)–S(4) 135.89(7)
S(1)–Zn(1)–S(8) 73.50(6) S(2)–Zn(2)–S(5) 73.12(6)
S(1)–Zn(1)–S(6) 101.96(6) S(2)–Zn(2)–S(7) 103.37(6)
S(3)–Zn(1)–S(8) 99.98(6) S(4)–Zn(2)–S(5) 99.19(6)
S(3)–Zn(1)–S(6) 72.96(6) S(4)–Zn(2)–S(7) 73.72(6)
S(6)–Zn(1)–S(8) 165.08(6) S(5)–Zn(2)–S(7) 166.14(7)
Zn(1)–N(5)–C(17) 122.3(5) Zn(2)–N(1)–C(3) 121.3(4)
Zn(1)–N(5)–C(18) 120.4(4) Zn(2)–N(1)–C(6) 120.8(4)
Zn(1)–S(1)–C(1) 88.4(2) Zn(2)–S(2)–C(15) 88.4(2)
Zn(1)–S(8)–C(1) 80.7(2) Zn(2)–S(4)–C(16) 87.3(2)
Zn(1)–S(3)–C(2) 88.8(2) Zn(2)–S(5)–C(15) 80.1(2)
Zn(1)–S(6)–C(2) 79.8(2) Zn(2)–S(7)–C(16) 80.9(2)

(c) Torsional angles (8)
S(6)–Zn(1)–N(5)–C(17) 52.7(6) S(5)–Zn(2)–N(1)–C(6) 245.6(5)
S(6)–Zn(1)–N(5)–C(18) 2130.0(5) S(5)–Zn(2)–N(1)–C(3) 134.1(5)
S(8)–Zn(1)–N(5)–C(17) 2128.8(5) S(7)–Zn(2)–N(1)–C(6) 132.6(5)
S(8)–Zn(1)–N(5)–C(18) 48.5(5) S(7)–Zn(2)–N(1)–C(3) 247.7(5)
S(1)–Zn(1)–N(5)–C(17) 253.8(6) S(4)–Zn(2)–N(1)–C(6) 57.5(5)
S(1)–Zn(1)–N(5)–C(18) 123.5(5) S(4)–Zn(2)–N(1)–C(3) 2122.9(5)
S(3)–Zn(1)–N(5)–C(17) 127.5(5) S(2)–Zn(2)–N(1)–C(6) 2120.1(5)
S(3)–Zn(1)–N(5)–C(18) 255.2(5) S(2)–Zn(2)–N(1)–C(3) 59.5(5)
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Abstract

The fac-[RuCl (NO)(dppm)] (1) and cis-[RuCl (dppm) ] (2) complexes were obtained with co-crystallization in the solid state from3 2 2

the reaction of RuCl (NO) with the diphosphine in dichloromethane. mer-[RuCl (NO)(dppb)] (3) was obtained from3 3

[RuCl (dppb)(H O)] by bubbling NO for 30 min in the same solvent. The crystal and molecular structures of these three compounds have3 2

been determined from X-ray studies.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium; Nitrosyl; Complexes, Biphosphines; X-ray structure; Isomerism

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

2.1. General considerations
The chemistry of nitrosyl transition metal complexes is

of special interest because of the relevance of nitric oxide
All manipulations involving solutions of the complexes

in biological systems [1–4]. Nitrosyl–ruthenium complex-
were performed under argon. Solvents were purified by

es have been studied due to their importance as potential
standard methods. All chemicals used were of reagent

catalysts in homogeneous processes, ambiental chemistry
grade or comparable purity. The RuCl ?3H O was pur-3 2or with bioinorganic purpose.
chased from Degussa and the ligands dppm and dppb were

Recently, we published a paper on nitrosyl ruthenium
purchased from Aldrich. The RuCl (NO) was prepared3complexes with general formula [RuCl (NO)(P–P), where3 according to the literature [5]. Yields are based on the

P–P5[PPh (CH ) PPh ] n51–3 and [PPh CH5CHPPh ]2 2 n 2 2 2 metal. Microanalyses were performed by Microanalytical
including the X-ray structure of the ˜ ˜Laboratory of Universidade Federal de Sao Carlos, Sao
[RuCl (NO) (PPh (CH ) PPh ] [5]. Now we are extend-h j3 2 2 3 2 ˜ ˜Carlos(SP) or of Universidade de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo.
ing our studies to the mer-[RuCl (NO)(dppb)] complex3

including its X-ray structure and of the fac-[Ru-
Cl (NO)(dppm)] isomer.3 2.2. Measurements

The infrared spectra of the complexes were measured
from powder samples diluted in CsI on an FTIR Bomem-

21Mechelson 102 spectrometer in the 4000–200 cm re-*Corresponding author. Fax: 155-16-260-8350.
31 1E-mail address: alzir@dq.ufscar.br (A.A. Batista) gion. The Ph Hj spectra were recorded in CH Cl on a2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00084-4
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3˚Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer, with H PO (85%) as 11 320(5) A ; Z58 [RuCl (NO)(dppm)] and 43 4 3

internal reference. [RuCl (dppm) ]; crystal size 0.1030.0830.12 mm. In the2 2

u range from 2.138C to 24.648C, 9664 unique reflections
were collected, with 3929 observed (I$3s(I)), R 50.026.int2.3. Syntheses
The structure was refined using F in two blocks of 340
parameters until R50.046; R 50.059 and R 50.21; max.w allThe synthesis of the fac-[RuCl NO(dppm)] was de-3 and min. residual density in the difference Fourier were 1.1

3scribed in our previous paper [5]. The mer-[Ru- ˚and 22.2 e /A respectively, with the hydrogen atoms
Cl NO(dppb)] was synthesized by bubbling NO [generated3 ˚located in their ideal positions (d CH51.08A, Biso5

2by reaction of dilute nitric acid (approx. 33%) over copper ˚6.0A ). The co-crystal structure showed that the molecules
metal and dried passing it through a column containing

(1) and (2) have C symmetry with the Ru lying on the2anhydrous CaCl ] in a dichloromethane solution of the2 two-fold axis.
[RuCl (dppb)(H O)] (0.1 g) for 30 min after what the3 2 The crystallographic parameters for compound (3) are:
volume of the solution was reduced and ether was added to

monoclinic system; s.g. P2 /c; a515.323(2), b59.690(1),1 3precipitate a yellow-greenish solid which was washed with ˚ ˚c519.083(2) A; b594.223(7)8C; V52819.8(5) A ; Z54,
ether and dried under vacuum. The [RuCl (dppb)(H O)]3 2 crystal size 0.1030.1030.05 mm. In the u range from
was obtained and characterized in our laboratory from the

2.138C to 24.648C 5723 unique reflections were collected,
reaction of the [Ru Cl (dppb) ] [6] with chlorine. Yield:2 4 3 with 2168 observed (I$2s(I)), R 50.051. The structureint0.087 g, 85.3%. Found C, 50.9; H, 4.3; N, 1.9%. Calcd. for

was refined using F in two blocks of 325 parameters until
C H Cl NORuP :. C, 50.7; H, 4.2; N 2.1%. n 186728 28 3 2. NO R50.0501; R 50.0481 and R 50.259; max. and min.21 31 1 w alland n 340 and 293 cm ; Ph Hj NMR d 13.65(d)(Ru–Cl) residual density in the difference Fourier were 0.51 and

3and d 10.10(d), J 537.0 Hz.(P–P) ˚20.21 e /A respectively, with the hydrogen atoms located
˚in their ideal positions (d CH50.98A, Biso51.33B ofeq

2.4. X-ray diffraction data the attach atom).

Suitable crystals of complexes were grown by slow
evaporation of dichloromethane /diethyl ether solutions.

3. Results and discussionSingle crystals were used for data collection and cell
parameter determination on an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 dif-

The IR spectra of the [RuCl (NO)(dppb)] complexfractometer, using Mo Ka radiation (graphite mono- 3
21shows n(NO) at 1867 cm indicating that it is indeed ofchromator) in the v-2u scan mode, at room temperature.

II 1The fac-[RuCl (NO)(dppm)] (1) complex co-crys- the hRu — NO j [7,8]. The relevant interatomic bond3

tallizes with cis-[RuCl (dppm) ] (2) compound. The crys- lengths for complexes (1), (2) and (3) are listed in Table 12 2

tallographic parameters for the co-crystal compound (1) and bond angles in Table 2.
and (2) are: monoclinic system; s.g. I2/a; a520.632(5), The molecular structure of the compounds (1) and (2)

˚ are showed in Fig. 1a and b, respectively, with labeledb515.207(3), c536.096(7) A; b591.71(1)8C; V5

Table 1
˚Selected bond distances (A) for fac-[RuCl NO(dppm)], mer-[RuCl NO(dppb)] and cis-[RuCl (dppm)]3 3 2

fac-[RuCl NO(dppm)] mer-[RuCl NO(dppb)] cis-[RuCl (dppm)]3 3 2

Ru(2)-Cl(1B) 2.439(3) Ru-Cl(1) 2.383(2) Ru(1)-Cl(1A) 2.437(3)
Ru(2)-Cl(2B) 2.430(3) Ru-Cl(2) 2.374(3)
Ru(2)-Cl(3B) 2.345(3) Ru-Cl(3) 2.395(2)
Ru(2)-N 1.716(8) Ru-N 1.748(8)
Ru(2)-P(1B) 2.338(3) Ru-P(1) 2.412(2) Ru(1)-P(1A) 2.342(3)
Ru(2)-P(2B) 2.336(3) Ru-P(2) 2.498(3) Ru(1)-P(2A) 2.312(3)
N-O 1.14(1) N-O 1.18(2)

N-O9 1.15(2)
O-O9 0.86(2)

P(1B)-C 1.84(1) P(1)-C(1) 1.825(9) P(1A)-C9 1.85(1)
P(2B)-C 1.84(1) P(2)-C(4) 1.826(9) P(2A)-C9 1.84(1)
P(1B)-C(1B) 1.78(1) P(1)-C(1A) 1.82(1) P(1A)-C(13A) 1.81(1)
P(1B)-C(7B) 1.80(1) P(1)-C(7A) 1.814(9) P(1A)-C(19A) 1.76(1)
P(2B)-C(13B) 1.800(9) P(2)-C(1B) 1.825(9) P(2A)-C(1A) 1.83(1)
P(2B)-C(19B) 1.808(9) P(2)-C(7B) 1.831(9) P(2A)-C(7A) 1.81(1)

C(1)-C(2) 1.52(2)
C(3)-C(4) 1.55(1)
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Table 2
Selected bond angles (8) for fac-[RuCl NO(dppm)], mer-[RuCl NO(dppb)] and cis-[RuCl (dppm)]3 3 2

fac-[RuCl NO(dppm)] mer-[RuCl NO(dppb)] cis-[RuCl (dppm)]3 3 2

Cl(1B)-Ru(2)-Cl(2B) 91.27(9) Cl(1)-Ru-Cl(2) 177.8(1) Cl(1A)-Ru(1)-Cl(1A)* 85.5(1)
Cl(1B)-Ru(2)-Cl(3B) 91.07(9) Cl(1)-Ru-Cl(3) 90.25(9)
Cl(2B)-Ru(2)-Cl(3B) 91.20(9) Cl(2)-Ru-Cl(3) 88.14(9)
Cl(1B)-Ru(2)-N 91.4(3) Cl(1)-Ru-N 86.6(3)
Cl(2B)-Ru(2)-N 92.2(3) Cl(2)-Ru-N 92.0(4)
Cl(3B)-Ru(2)-N 175.8(3) Cl(3)-Ru-N 93.2(3)
Cl(1B)-Ru(2)-P(1B) 169.5(1) Cl(1)-Ru-P(1) 92.53(9) Cl(1A)-Ru(1)-P(1A) 92.6(1)
Cl(1B)-Ru(2)-P(2B) 97.71(9) Cl(1)-Ru-P(2) 89.92(9) Cl(1A)-Ru(1)-P(2A) 163.1(1)
Cl(2B)-Ru(2)-P(1B) 98.39(9) Cl(2)-Ru-P(1) 89.19(9) Cl(1A)-Ru(1)-P(1A)* 92.4(1)
Cl(2B)-Ru(2)-P(2B) 169.8(1) Cl(2)-Ru-P(2) 91.4(1) Cl(1A)-Ru(1)-P(2A)* 88.4(1)
Cl(3B)-Ru(2)-P(1B) 84.70(9) Cl(3)-Ru-P(1) 175.1(1)
Cl(3B)-Ru(2)-P(2B) 83.73(9) Cl(3)-Ru-P(2) 84.4(1)

P(1A)-Ru(1)-P(1A)* 173.2(1)
P(1B)-Ru(2)-P(2B) 72.34(9) P(1)-Ru-P(2) 91.61(9) P(1A)-Ru(1)-P(2A) 72.0(1)

P(2A)-Ru(1)-P(2A)* 101.6(1)
P(1A)-Ru(1)-P(2A)* 103.6(1)

P(1B)-Ru(2)-N 92.3(3) P(1)-Ru-N 91.0(3)
P(2B)-Ru(2)-N 92.5(3) P(2)-Ru-N 175.7(3)
Ru(2)-N-O 176.8(8) Ru-N-O 157.(1)

Ru-N-O9 160.(1)
O-N-O9 43.(1)

Ru(2)-P(1B)-C 94.7(3) Ru-P(1)-C(1) 114.9(3) Ru(1)-P(1A)-C9 95.4(3)
Ru(2)-P(1B)-C(1B) 111.2(3) Ru-P(1)-C(1A) 122.8(3) Ru(1)-P(1A)-C(13A) 122.9(4)
Ru(2)-P(1B)-C(7B) 122.1(3) Ru-P(1)-C(7A) 107.8(3) Ru(1)-P(1A)-C(19A) 122.7(4)
Ru(2)-P(2B)-C 94.6(3) Ru-P(2)-C(4) 114.3(3) Ru(1)-P(2A)-C9 96.5(4)
Ru(2)-P(2B)-C(13B) 113.5(3) Ru-P(2)-C(1B) 111.4(3) Ru(1)-P(2A)-C(1A) 122.3(4)
Ru(2)P(2B)C(19B) 121.6(3) Ru-P(2)-C(7B) 120.7(3) Ru(1)-P(2A)-C(7A) 127.0(4)

˚scheme and Fig. 2 is drawing of the mer-[Ru- same molecule, Ru–Cl(1) and Ru–Cl(2), 2.439(3) A and
˚Cl (NO)(dppb)] complex. 2.430(3) A, respectively. This is expected due to the trans3

In the [RuCl (NO)(dppb)] complex the NO is essential- strengthening effect of the NO group [10,12].3

ly linear with the ruthenium atom (/ Ru–N–O5157(1)8) The observed Ru–N–O bond angle for the mer-[Ru-
and the Ru–Cl, Ru–N and Ru–P bond lengths in this Cl (NO)(dppb)] complex (approx. 1608) is smaller than the3

˚nitrosyl complex, close to 2.4, 1.7 and 2.5 A, respectively, angle [172.0(6)8] found for same isomer with the 1,3-
are comparable to those found for similar complexes as bis(diphenilphosphine)propane (dppp) ligand [8]. This
can be seen in Table 3 [5,9–13]. It is interesting to point effect can be attributed to the bigger repulsion between the

˚out that in this complex the distance Ru–P(2) [2.498(3) A] extensive molecular orbital of the NO ligand and the
which has the NO group in trans position is shorter than phenyl rings bonded to the P(2) atom of the dppb ligand

˚the distance Ru–P(1) [2.412(2) A] where the chlorine is in compared to the same repulsion with the P(2) atom of the
trans position. Here, like in our [RuCl (NO)(dppp)] dppp ligand. This is probably to due the larger carbon3

complex the trans strengthening effect of the NO group chain between the two phosphorus atoms P(1) and P(2) in
was not observed [5]. This can be explained taking in the dppb ligand what makes the phosphorus orbital [P(2)]
consideration that probably the NO group does not present to move towards the NO orbital easily and consequently
strong bonding when trans a bad donor atom like phos- promotes a stronger repulsion with this orbital making the
phorus [15,16]. The high thermal parameter of the oxygen Ru–N–O angle smaller in this case The length of the chain
atom of the NO group in the [RuCl (dppb)(NO)] molecule between the two phosphorus atoms in the biphosphines3

confirms the flexibility for the orientation of the nitrosyl also is reflected in the angles P(1)–Ru–N, which is
with respect to the Ru–N bond in this class of complexes 169.8(2)8 for the complex with the dppp and 175.7(3)8 for
[5]. the P(2)–Ru–N dppb complex. The silent EPR of the

The NO bond lengths for complexes (1) and (3) are fac-[RuCl (NO)(dppm)] and mer-[RuCl (NO)(dppb)]3 3
1˚ ˚ complexes confirm that the Ru–NO species areh jclose to 1.14 A, practically the same distance 1.06 A of the

1 diamagnetics, maintaining the linear structures of the Ru–free N–O group [14] showing almost absence of bac-
NO bonds.kbonding in the bonding between the ruthenium and

The crystallographic data found in this work for thenitrogen atoms. In the fac-[RuCl (NO)(dppm)] complex3
˚ cis-[RuCl (dppm) ] co-crystallized with compound (1) arethe distance Ru–Cl(3) 2.345(3) A is shorter than the bond 2 2

essentially the same found previously for this compoundlengths of the others two chlorine atoms present in the
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Fig. 2. ORTEP view of mer-[RuCl NO(dppb)] with 50% probability3

thermal ellipsoids.

Table 3
˚Comparison of Ru–Cl distances (A) trans to NO in ruthenium com-

pounds

Compound Ru–Cl Ru–NO N–O Ref.
21[RuCl(py) (NO)] 2,315(3) 1.766(8) 1.123(1) [9]4

22[RuCl (NO)] 2.357(1) 1.738(2) 1.131(3) [10]5

[RuCl (PMePh ) (NO) 2.357(2) 1.744(6) 1.132(6) [11]3 2 2

[RuCl (PPh ) (NO)] 2.353(2) 1.737(7) 1.142(8) [12]3 3 2

[RuCl (AsPh ) (NO)] 2.346(2) 1.729(7) 1.151(9) [13]3 3 2
a[RuCl (dppm)(NO) 2.345(3) 1.716(8) 1.14(1)3
a[RuCl (dppb)(NO) 2.384(2) 1.748(8) 1.15(2)3

a This work

P(2A) is 95.7(5)8 and P(1A)–Ru–P(2A) is 72.0(1)8 (Fig.
1b).

It is interesting also to mention that the isomerization
process from the mer to the fac-[RuCl (NO)(dppb)]3

31isomer was also observed through P H experiments. Inh j
1

this case the doublets at d 13.65(d) and d 10.10(d) of a
fresh CH Cl solution do not totally disappear in an2 2

interval of time of 48 h and only 10 h after running the
first spectra the intensity of these doublets is reasonably
decreased and the singlet at d 22.86 of the fac isomer is
really observed. Thus the isomerization process of the

Fig. 1. ORTEP view of fac-[RuCl NO(dppm)] (a) and cis-[RuCl (dppm)]3 2 mer-[RuCl (NO)(dppb)] is much slower than the observed3(b) with 50% probability thermal ellipsoids.
for the mer-[RuCl (NO)(dppp)] [5]. This probably is due3

the stronger strain caused by the shorter carbon chain
between the phosphorus atoms in the dppp ligand when
compared with the dppb molecule.

crystallized as cis-[RuCl (dppm) ]?CHCl in the space2 2 3

group P2 /n [16]. In this complex (2) the Cl–Ru–Cl angle1

is 85.5(1)8 which is less than the ideal value of 908. In this
work was also observed that angles between cis phosphor- Supplementary data
us atoms from different dppm ligands are considerably
higher than 908. The chelate ring is very much distorted as The supplementary material of fac-[RuCl (NO)(dppm)]3

is shown by the P–Ru–P angles in the complexes. The (1) co-crystallized with cis-[RuCl (dppm) ] (2) was de-2 2

steric strain is also imposed on the C9 and phosphorus posited in the CCDC with the number 102519 and the
atoms of the dppm ligand where the angle P(1A)–C9– number 102520 is for the mer-[RuCl (NO)(dppb)] (3).3
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Abstract

Using the semiempirical MNDO method of quantum chemistry, optimum geometries and corresponding electronic structures of
41 41[Pb (OH) ] model systems as well as of their hydrated [Pb (OH) (H O) ] analogues were investigated. Stable tetranuclear lead(II)4 4 4 4 2 4

41 41complexes present in aqueous solutions correspond to tetrahedro-Pb (m -OH) , cyclo-[Pb(m -OH)] , Pb(m -OH)Pb(m -OH) Pb(m -4 3 4 2 4 2 2 2 2
41 41 41 41OH)Pb , Pb(m -OH) Pb(m -OH)Pb(m -OH)Pb , Pb(m -OH)-cyclo-[Pb(m -OH)] Pb(m -OH)Pb[(m -OH)Pb] or Pb(OH)(m -2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2

41OH)Pb[(m -OH)Pb] . The key role of m -OH and m -OH bridges (due to vanishing direct Pb–Pb bonds) for the stability of the isomers2 2 2 3
41is discussed. Our results do not confirm the assumption of preferential tetrahedral configuration of Pb (OH) based on experimental4 4

studies.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Lead(II) clusters; Hydroxo-complexes; Molecular structure; Stability; MNDO calculations

1. Introduction model system may significantly influence relative stability
of the systems even though the H O ligands do not serve2

Despite the water pollution by lead(II) compounds is of as bridges. The number of H O ligands bonded to Pb2

great importance due to their toxicity, only few studies atoms is restricted so that the number of Pb–O bonds
concentrated on the structure of products of their hy- (including OH ligands) is limited to four. The influence of
drolysis. Potentiometric titration data [1,2] on the hy- polar H O molecules on acyclic systems is greater than on2

drolysis of lead(II) indicate significant formation of the the cyclic ones (due to higher polarity). The electronic
1 21 1species [Pb(OH)] , [Pb (OH) ] , [Pb (OH) ] , structure of these systems is much more influenced by3 4 3 5

41 41[Pb (OH) ] and [Pb (OH) ] . In our previous compu- hydration than their geometries. It may be assumed that4 4 6 8
21tational study [3], the trinuclear complexes [Pb (OH) ] similar rules hold for other hydroxo complexes of lead(II),3 4

1and [Pb (OH) ] , as well as their hydrated forms too.3 5
21 1 41[Pb (OH) (H O) ] and [Pb (OH) (H O) ] were in- [Pb (OH) ] species is a member of the series3 4 2 4 3 5 2 4 4 4

41vestigated and the most probable structures have been [Pb (OH) ] discovered by Olin [4]. In perchloraten 2n24
41 1proposed. media, only [Pb (OH) ] and [Pb(OH)] species can be4 4

Quantum chemical studies on trinuclear lead(II) hydr- detected in appropriate pH ranges [5,6]. Hydrolyzed
oxo-complexes [3] confirmed that the Pb atoms in stable lead(II) solutions can be prepared which contain exclusive-

41 41structures are bonded only via OH bridges (due to vanish- ly [Pb (OH) ] or [Pb (OH) ] at high total metal4 4 6 8

ing Pb–Pb bonds). Stability of individual isomers increases concentrations. X-ray diffraction studies of such solutions
with the number of OH bridges. However, the stabilisation [7] indicate a tetrahedral arrangement of the lead atoms in

41mechanisms for m -OH and m -OH bridges are in competi- [Pb (OH) ] species (a cubane-like structure with m -OH3 2 4 4 3

tion; the m -OH bridges cause the Pb–Pb interatomic bridges is assumed [2]).2

distances to increase whereas the m -OH ones cause their The aim of our present work is to investigate stable3

decrease. Inclusion of additional H O molecules into the geometries and corresponding electronic structures of2
41[Pb (OH) ] clusters as well as of their hydrated forms4 4

41[Pb (OH) (H O) ] using the same treatment as in our*Corresponding author. Tel.: 142-7-32584; fax: 142-7-393-1198. 4 4 2 4

E-mail address: breza@cvtstu.cvt.stuba.sk (M. Breza) previous study [3].
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2. Experimental

2.1. Method

The standard semiempirical MNDO (Modified Neglect
of Diatomic Overlap) method of quantum chemistry
(AMPAC program package) [8–11] has been used in order
to find the optimum geometries and to calculate the
corresponding electronic structures of all possible

41[Pb (OH) ] clusters as well as of their hydrated ana-4 4
41logues [Pb (OH)4(H O) ] . The results are compared4 2 4

using heat of formation (DH ), geometry changes, andf

ionisation energy (I) as well as in terms of Mulliken
population analysis, bond orders (BO) and atomic charges
(Q). All calculations were performed at higher precision
(keyword PRECISE) using the Davidon–Fletcher–Powell
optimization procedure [12,13].

41Fig. 1. Stable geometry of tetrahedro-Pb (m -OH) (model A1).4 3 4

3. Results and discussion 3. four-membered linear chain (C models) held together
by m -OH bridges241Lead atoms in [Pb (OH) ] complexes may be, in4 4 4. three-membered cycle (held together by m -OH and/or3

principle, linked by m -OH, m -OH and m -OH bridges4 3 2 m -OH bridges like in Ref. [3]) with the remaining Pb2
and only the remaining OH groups may be bonded to atom bonded by m -OH bridge (D models)2
single Pb atoms. The five configuration types of tetra- 5. three-membered chain (held together by m -OH bridges2
lead(II) systems are possible (cf. Table 1 and Figs. 1–9): like in Ref. [3]) with the remaining Pb atom bonded by

m -OH bridge to the central Pb one of the chain (E2

models)1. tetrahedron (A models) held together by m -OH and/or3

m -OH bridges2
41We have found only nine stable [Pb (OH) ] species of2. four-membered cycle (B models) held together by m - 4 44

possible 156 basic configurations (see Table 1 and Figs.OH and/or m -OH bridges2

Table 1
41 41Heats of formation (DH ) and ionization energies (I) of stable Pb (OH) and Pb (OH) (H O) systemsf 4 4 4 4 2 4

Model Cluster DH If

(kJ /mol) (eV)

Non-hydrated systems
41A1 tetrahedro-Pb (m -OH) 3744 29.04 3 4

41A2 tetrahedro-Pb (m -OH)(m -OH) 3694 27.24 3 2 3
41B cyclo-[Pb(m -OH)] 3494 26.62 4

41C1 Pb(m -OH)Pb(m -OH) Pb(m -OH)Pb 3342 24.52 2 2 2
41C2 Pb(m -OH) Pb(m -OH)Pb(m -OH)Pb 3319 24.42 2 2 2

41D1 Pb(m -OH)-cyclo-[Pb(m -OH)] 3391 25.72 2 3
41D2 Pb(m -OH)-cyclo-Pb (m -OH)(m -OH) 3456 25.72 3 3 2 2

41E1 Pb(m -OH) Pb[(m -OH)Pb] 3436 24.42 2 2 2
41E2 Pb(OH)(m -OH)Pb[(m -OH)Pb] 3533 22.72 2 2

Hydrated systems
41A1h tetrahedro-Pb (m -OH) (H O) 2300 24.94 3 4 2 4

41A2h tetrahedro-Pb (m -OH)(m -OH) (H O) unstable4 3 2 3 2 4
41Bh cyclo-[Pb(m -OH)(H O)] 1855 24.52 2 4

41C1h (H O) Pb(m -OH)Pb(m -OH) Pb(m -OH)Pb(H O) 1696 23.32 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
41C2h (H O)Pb(m -OH) Pb(m -OH)Pb(H O)(m -OH)Pb(H O) 1720 23.22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

41D1h (H O) Pb(m -OH)-cyclo-[Pb(m -OH)] (H O) 1765 24.02 2 2 2 3 2 2
41D2h (H O) Pb(m -OH)-cyclo-Pb (m -OH)(m -OH) (H O) unstable2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2

41E1h Pb(m -OH) Pb[(m -OH)Pb(H O) ] 1805 22.82 2 2 2 2 2
41E2h Pb(OH)(m -OH)Pb[(m -OH)Pb(H O)2] 1861 21.92 2 2 2
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41Fig. 6. Stable geometry of Pb(m -OH)-cyclo-[Pb(m -OH)] (model D1).2 2 3

41Fig. 2. Stable geometry of tetrahedro-Pb (m -OH)(m -OH) (model4 3 2 3

A2).

41Fig. 7. Stable geometry of Pb(m -OH)-cyclo-Pb (m -OH)(m -OH)2 3 3 2 2

(model D2).

41Fig. 3. Stable geometry of cyclo-[Pb(m -OH)] (model B).2 4

41Fig. 8. Stable geometry of Pb(m -OH) Pb[(m -OH)Pb] (model E1).2 2 2 2

41Fig. 4. Stable geometry of Pb(m -OH)Pb(m -OH) Pb(m -OH)Pb2 2 2 2 1–9). Optimum geometries and corresponding electronic(model C1).
structure parameters of these systems as well as of their
hydrated analogues are briefly described in Tables 2–5. It
is evident that m -OH bridges are too weak to hold Pb4

atoms together. Analogously to trinuclear clusters [3], the
m -OH bridges are capable of holding Pb atoms together,3

but m -OH bridges act against them (longer Pb–Pb2

distances correspond to m -OH bridges rather than to the3

m -OH ones cf. Tables 2–5) and the stabilization by2
41 m -OH bridges is much more efficient (cf. DH values ofFig. 5. Stable geometry of Pb(m -OH) Pb(m -OH)Pb(m -OH)Pb2 2 2 2 2 f

(model C2). Table 1). The shortest Pb–Pb distances correspond to
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Table 3
Relevant interatomic distances and electronic structure data for C model
systems (for atom numbering, see Fig. 10)

Model C1 C1h C2 C2h
210Distance (10 m)

Pb(1)–Pb(2) 4.11 3.91 3.56 3.50
Pb(2)–Pb(3) 3.50 3.46 4.01 3.93
Pb(3)–Pb(4) 4.11 3.91 4.16 4.02
Pb(1)–O 2.13 2.19 2.17(23) 2.20(23)

a a a aPb(2)–O 2.32 2.24 2.18(23) 2.17(23)
b b b b2.19(23) 2.19(23) 2.34 2.27
b b b bPb(3)–O 2.19(23) 2.19(23) 2.14 2.18

c c c c2.32 2.24 2.26 2.23
Pb(4)–O 2.13 2.19 2.18 2.22

41 Atom changesFig. 9. Stable geometry of Pb(OH)(m -OH)Pb[(m -OH)Pb] (model2 2 2

Pb(1) 1.58 1.16 1.31 1.12E2).
Pb(2) 1.07 1.02 1.07 1.01
Pb(3) 1.07 1.02 1.27 1.07

multiple m -OH bridges. Non-bridging OH ligands are less2 Pb(4) 1.58 1.16 1.63 1.17
favourable. O(1) 20.58 20.57 20.56(23) 20.56(23)

41 O(2) 20.55(23) 20.55(23) 20.56 20.56The geometry of tetrahedro-Pb (m -OH) corresponds4 3 4
O(3) 20.58 20.57 20.58 20.57to the highest possible symmetry T which is not loweredd
O(3) 20.58 20.57 20.58 20.57by hydration (Table 2). Analogously, tetrahedro-Pb (m -4 3

41OH)(m -OH) has also the maximal C symmetry but its2 3 3v Bond borders
hydrated analogue is unstable. Linear chain species (C Pb(1)–O 0.70 0.58 0.57(23) 0.53(23)

a a a aPb(2)–O 0.38 0.47 0.57(23) 0.58(23)models) possess at least one mirror plane. On the other
b b b b41 0.56(23) 0.55(23) 0.37 0.43hand, the C symmetry of cyclo-[Pb(m -OH)] is not thei 2 4 b b b bPb(3)–O 0.56(23) 0.55(23) 0.72 0.61maximal one. Hydration causes the instability of Pb(m - c c c c2 0.38 0.47 0.48 0.5141OH)-cyclo-Pb (m -OH)(m -OH) species, too. The in-3 3 2 2 Pb(4)–O 0.70 0.58 0.61 0.54

stability of the above mentioned A2h and D2h models a Bond to O(1).
bmight be a consequence of the m -OH and m -OH bridges3 2 Bond to O(2).
ccompetition in the same species (Fig. 10). Bond to O(3).

Inclusion of additional H O molecules into the model2

causes a decrease in the system energy (cf. DH values inf

on the tetrahedral systems is lower than on the cyclic andTable 1). Analogously to Ref. [3], H O ligands do not2

linear ones (due to lower polarity). More complex modelsserve as bridges, their distance from Pb atoms being over
210 (accounting for a greater number of H O molecules) may2.4310 m, and the influence of polar H O molecules 22

Table 2
Relevant interatomic distances and electronic structure data for A and B model systems

Model A1 A1h A2 B Bh
210Distance (10 m)

aPb–Pb 3.70 (63) 3.60 (63) 4.12(33) 4.28(23) 4.24(23)
b4.14(33) 4.20(23) 3.99(23)
cPb–O 2.33(123) 2.34(123) 2.26(33) 2.21(23) 2.21(23)
d2.13(33) 2.22(23) 2.22(23)
b2.44(33)

Atom charges
Pb 11.31(43) 11.15(43) 11.19 11.35(43) 11.10(43)

11.37(33)
aO 20.59(43) 20.59(43) 20.58(33) 20.58(23) 20.56(23)

b)
20.612 20.60(23) 20.57(23)

Bond borders
cPb–O 0.39(123) 0.36(123) 0.45(33) 0.55(43) 0.53(43)
d0.69(33) 0.52(43) 0.52(43)

b0.36
a Related to m -OH bridges.2
b Related to m -OH bridges.3
c

m -OH bonds to the axial Pb atom.2
d

m -OH bonds to the lateral Pb atoms.2
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Table 4 Table 5
Relevant interatomic distances and electronic structure data for D model Relevant interatomic distances and electronic structure data for E model
systems (for atom numbering, see Fig. 10) systems (for atom numbering, see Fig. 10)

Model D1 D1h D2 Model E1 E1h E2 E2h
210 210Distance (10 m) Distance (10 m)

Pb(1)–Pb(2) 4.13 3.97 3.72 Pb(1)–Pb(2) 3.61 3.61 4.10 4.08
Pb(1)–Pb(3) 4.13 3.97 4.20 Pb(1)–Pb(3) 4.44 4.13 4.19 4.01
Pb(1)–Pb(4) 4.18 3.97 4.19 Pb(1)–Pb(4) 4.44 4.13 4.16 4.01

a a a aPb(2)–Pb(3) 4.16 4.02 3.64 Pb(1)–O 2.20(23) 2.21 2.15 2.17
a,c a,c a b,c a b bPb(1)–O 2.21(23) 2.20(23) 2.14 2.53(23) 2.25 2.32 2.25

d d d b,c c c2.31 2.21 2.29 2.35(23) 2.30 2.24
e a a2.39 Pb(2)–O 2.17(23) 2.16 2.28 2.25

a a a d dPb(2)–O 2.20 2.21 2.20 2.13 2.03 2.02
b b b2.19 2.20 2.19 Pb(3)–O 2.11 2.17 2.15 2.20

e2.43 Pb(4)–O 2.11 2.17 2.15 2.20
b b bPb(3)–O 2.19 2.20 2.12
c c e2.20 2.21 2.34 Atom changes

Pb(4)–O 2.16 2.21 2.17 Pb(1) 1.04 0.98 1.00 1.00
Pb(2) 1.30 1.24 1.12 1.12

Atom changes Pb(3) 1.52 1.12 1.60 1.16
Pb(1) 1.08 1.00 1.12 Pb(4) 1.52 1.12 1.60 1.16
Pb(2) 1.32 1.10 1.19 O(1) 20.57(23) 20.57(23) 20.55 20.54
Pb(3) 1.32 1.10 1.36 O(2) 20.60 20.58 20.58 20.57
Pb(4) 1.61 1.17 1.62 O(3) 20.60 20.58 20.57 20.56
O(1) 20.56 20.56 20.57 O(4) – – 20.64 20.62
O(2) 20.57 20.56 20.58
O(3) 20.56 20.56 – Bond borders

a a a aO(4) 20.58 20.57 20.57 Pb(1)–O 0.54(23) 0.51 0.66 0.61
b,c a b bO((3) – – 20.58 0.22(23) 0.44 0.41 0.48

b,c c c0.34(23) 0.42 0.50
a aBond borders Pb(2)–O 0.58(23) 0.59 0.42 0.46

a,c a,c a d dPb(1)–O 0.54(23) 0.54(23) 0.62 0.66 0.59 0.98
d d0.65 0.51 0.44 Pb(3)–O 0.78 0.64 0.66 0.55

e0.37 Pb(4)–O 0.78 0.64 0.66 0.55
a a,b aPb(2)–O 0.56 0.54(23) 0.49 a Bond to O(1).b b0.57 0.51 b Bond to O(2).e0.32 c Bond to O(3).b b bPb(3)–O 0.57 0.54 0.66 d Bond to O(4).c c e0.56 0.52 0.42

Pb(4)–O 0.65 0.54 0.63
(bond order values under 0.05). Pb–O(H O) bonds area 2Bond to O(1).

b relatively weak (bond orders ca 0.2–0.3), m -OH bridges3Bond to O(2).
c are bonded a little stronger whereas m -OH bridges areBond to O(3). 2
d Bond to O(4). much more stronger. The strongest Pb–O bonds corre-
e Bond to O(3). spond to non-bridging OH. These data correlate well with

corresponding bond lengths (a shorter bond length corre-
cause higher stability differences. According to the results sponds to a stronger bond and vice versa). It is evident that
obtained, the linear chain systems seem to be the most the results obtained for tetranuclear and trinuclear [3]
stable. However, this does not agree with the assumption hydroxo complexes of lead(II) are in excellent agreement.
of the most stable tetrahedral arrangement of the lead Finally it can be concluded that the most probable
atoms based on X-ray diffraction studies in solutions [2,7]. tetranuclear lead(II) complexes in aqueous solutions corre-

41The electronic structure of the optimum geometries for spond to tetrahedro-Pb (m -OH) , cyclo-[Pb(m -4 3 4 2
41 41the systems under study (Tables 1–5) is also significantly OH)] , Pb(m -OH)Pb(m -OH) Pb(m -OH)Pb , Pb(m -4 2 2 2 2 2

41influenced by hydration. Ionization energies and polarity of OH) Pb(m -OH)Pb(m -OH)Pb , Pb(m -OH)-cyclo-2 2 2 2
41 41atoms (in particular Pb charges) are higher in non-hydrated [Pb(m -OH)] , Pb(m -OH)Pb[(m -OH)Pb] or2 3 2 2 2

41models than in their hydrated analogues. The decrease in Pb(OH)(m -OH)Pb[(m -OH)Pb] systems. The key role2 2 2

ionization energies in hydrated models is partly associated of configurations of m -OH and m -OH bridges on the2 3

with the increasing size of the model systems. The stability of individual isomers is explained. Our study has
differences in ionization energies between individual confirmed the results obtained for trinuclear lead(II)
model systems may suggest the possibility of verification hydroxo complexes [3]. On the other hand, the assumption

41of our results by electrochemical experiments. In all the of preferential tetrahedral configuration of Pb (OH)4 4

systems under study, direct Pb–Pb bonds are vanishing based on experimental studies [2,7] does not agree with
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Abstract

The reaction of ruthenium trichloride with 1,10-phenanthroline or 2,29-bipyridine in formic acid leads to the formation of
ruthenium(III) carbonyl complexes: [RuCl (CO)(phen)], 1, and [RuCl (CO)(bpy)], 2. The crystal structures of the complexes have been3 3

determined by single-crystal X-ray analysis. Both complexes have distorted octahedral structures with CO ligands in the trans
coordination site relative to the nitrogen atom. The EPR spectra of complexes 1 and 2 dissolved in DMF have been investigated. For both
compounds a hyperfine structure has been observed for g in the spectra.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.3

Keywords: Ruthenium(III); Carbonyl; 1,10-Phenanthroline; 2,29-Bipyridine; Ruthenium(III) carbonyls

1. Introduction erties and X-ray structure of [RuCl (CO)(phen)] and3

[RuCl (CO)(bpy)].3

Ruthenium polypyridine and phenanthroline complexes
have been extensively investigated because of their photo-
catalytic [1–6], photochemical [1–6], catalytic [1,2,7–10], 2. Experimental
biological [11–14] and electrochemical [15,16] properties.
The most stable and common oxidation state of ruthenium 2.1. Synthesis of complexes
in carbonyl complexes containing 1,10-phenanthroline

II(phen), 2,29-bipyridine (bpy) and their derivatives is Ru . RuCl ?3H O (Aldrich) and formic acid (98%) (Fluka)3 2

The most extensively investigated complexes comprise were used as received.
[RuXX9(CO) (N–N)] (X5X95Cl, Br, I, NCS, X95H,2

COOMe; N–N5bpy, phen and their derivatives) [17–22] 2.1.1. [RuCl (CO)(phen)], 13

and [RuX(CO)(N–N) ]X9 (X5Cl, H, COOR, COOH, A mixture of phen (0.099 g, 0.5 mmol) and RuCl ?2 3

CH OH) [23–25]. Interesting properties are also seen in xH O (0.1307 g, 0.5 mmol) in non-aqueous formic acid2 2
I 0 3binuclear Ru [7,8,26–29] and trinuclear Ru [30,31] (10 cm ) was heated in an autoclave at 1008C for 10 h.

carbonyl complexes containing 2,29-bipyridine and 1,10- The black complex 1 deposited in the form of big needles
phenanthroline ligands, although they have been investi- was filtered off, washed with cold methanol and dried in
gated to a lesser extent. Ruthenium(III) carbonyl complex- vacuo (yield 0.0706 g, 34%). Anal. calcd. for
es with bpy and phen ligands have, at least to our C H Cl N ORu (fw 415.65): C, 37.57; H, 1.94; N, 6.74;13 8 3 2

knowledge, never been synthesized and structurally char- Cl, 25.59. Found: C, 37.42; H, 1.99; N, 6.89;Cl, 25.82.
21 21acterized. In this paper we describe the synthesis, prop- UV–Vis results (nm) (´, cm M ): 270 (32 300), 294sh

(11 400), 370 (1630), 454 (1830), 504 (1810). IR results
21(cm ): 3080w, 3055vw, 2056vs, 1632wm, 1604w,

1586wm, 1560w, 1540w, 1516s, 1496m, 1430s, 1412m,*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-71-204-232; fax: 148-71-204-232.
E-mail address: pruchnik@wchuwr.chem.uni.wroc.pl (F.P. Pruchnik) 1340w, 1318w, 1312m, 1222m, 1198w, 1147w, 1106w,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00079-0
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of complex 1.

Fig. 2. Molecular structure of complex 2 with disordered CO and Cl
ligands.

1093w, 1067w, 1033w, 998vw, 980vw, 920w, 878w,
850vs, 775wm, 743wm, 720s, 654m, 550m, 540w, 434m,
340vs. (fw 391.63): C, 33.74; H, 2.06; N, 7.15; Cl, 27.16. Found:

C, 33.48; H, 1.94; N, 6.91; Cl, 27.44. UV–Vis results (nm)
21 212.1.2. [RuCl (CO)(bpy)], 2 (´, cm M ): 302 (14 800), 388 (2510), 454 (2780), 5203

21The method of preparation was the same as above (1580). IR results (cm ): 3110vw, 3080w, 3055vw,
(yield: 0.0548 g, 28%). Anal. calcd. for C H Cl N ORu 2040vs, 1630wm, 1600s, 1494m, 1457m, 1448s, 1310s,11 8 3 2

Fig. 3. The packing diagram of the crystal structure of complex 1.
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Fig. 4. The packing diagram of the crystal structure of complex 2.

Fig. 5. EPR spectrum of complex 1 at 78 K (full line) and simulated Fig. 6. EPR spectrum of complex 2 at 78 K (full line) and simulated
spectrum (dotted line); g 52.334, g 52.181, g 51.941, A 55.12 mT.1 2 3 3 spectrum (dotted line); g 52.333 g 52.185, g 51.934, A 55.15 mT.1 , 2 3 3
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1247m, 1170mw, 1157mw, 1120w, 1105w, 1070mw, ence of 4.5 kV was applied between the electrospray needle
1035m, 1020m, 768vs, 720m, 664wm, 649mw, 494w, and the interior of the ion source. Hot nitrogen gas was
468w, 415mw, 320vs. used to evaporate the solvent.

2.2. Physical measurements 2.3. X-ray structural determinations

EPR spectra of complexes dissolved in DMF were Black, X-ray quality crystals of complexes 1 and 2 were
measured with a Bruker ESP 300E spectrometer equipped formed during the syntheses of the complexes in auto-
with a variable-temperature accessory and a liquid N claves. Data collection was performed on a Kuma Diffrac-2

Dewar insert. IR spectra (KBr pellets) were recorded with tion KM4CCD diffractometer using the KM4CCD pro-
a Bruker IFS113v, and UV–Vis spectra were recorded with gram [32]. The data were collected at room temperature.
Beckman DU 7500 and Cary 5 spectrometers. Electrospray Intensities were corrected using the KM4RED program
mass spectra were recorded on a Finnigan MAT TSQ 700 [33]. An empirical absorption correction was applied (c-
triple stage quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with scan method) using the KM4RED and XEMP programs
an electrospray ion source. Compounds were dissolved in [33,34]. The data were also corrected for Lorentz and
methanol and introduced into the electrospray ionization polarization effects. The structure was solved by direct

21 2chamber at a flow-rate of 2 ml min . A potential differ- methods and refined by full-matrix least-squares on F

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for complex 1, RuCl (CO)(C H N ) and complex 2, RuCl (CO)(C H N )3 12 8 2 3 10 8 2

Identification code Complex 1 Complex 2
Empirical formula C H C N ORu C H Cl N ORu13 8 3 2 11 8 3 2

Formula weight 415.65 391.63
Temperature 293(2) K 293(2) K
Wavelength 0.71073l 0.71073l

Crystal system, space group Monoclinic, P21/n Monoclinic, Pn
Unit cell dimensions

˚a(A) 9.1541(6) 8.235(2)
˚b(A) 14.8257(10) 6.774(1)
˚c(A) 10.9832(8) 12.621(3)

b(8) 100.884(6) 105.25(3)
3˚Volume (A ) 1463.78(17) 679.3(3)

23Z, Calculated density (g cm ) 4, 1.886 2, 1.915
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 1.612 1.730

F(000) 812 382
Crystal size (mm) 0.230.330.4 0.230.230.3
u range (8) 3.00–28.60 3.35–28.79
Index ranges 28#h#12 28#h#12

219#k#19 219#k#19
214#l#14 214#l#14

Reflections collected /unique 7776/2671 3998/2335
R (int.) 0.0464 0.0300
Completeness to 2u 28.60, 68.7% 28.79, 92%
Absorption correction Empirical by c scan Empirical by c scan

2 2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 2671/0 /182 2335(2) 186

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.102 1.058
Final R indices [I.2s (I)]
R1 0.0479 0.0356
wR2 0.1268 0.0832

R indices (all data)
R1 0.0479 0.0364
wR2 0.1268 0.0842

Extinction coefficient 0.0010(7) 0.0050(9)
23 23˚ ˚Largest diff. peak and hole 1.563 and 20.959 e3A 1.394 and 20.679 e3A

Computing data collection KM4CCD (Kuma Diffraction, 1997) [32]
Computing cell refinement KM4CCD (Kuma Diffraction, 1997)
Computing data reduction KM4RED (Kuma Diffraction, 1997) [33], and XEMP program
Computing structure solution SHELXS97 [36]
Computing structure refinement SHELXL97 [35]
Computing molecular graphics XP in SHELXL PC [34]
Computing publication material SHELXL97 [35]
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with anisotropic temperature factors for non-hydrogen those in other ruthenium complexes. The Ru–C bond is13
˚atoms. H atoms were located from DF maps and their relatively long (1.943(6) A), and the bond for C –O is13

˚parameters were not refined. All calculations were per- 1.091(7) A. The largest angular distortions from the ideal
formed using the SHELXL97 system [35,36]. octahedral geometry were observed in the case of the

chelating phenanthroline ligand and the carbonyl ligand
(N –Ru–N 579.28; C –Ru–N 599.58). The other an-1 2 13 1

3. Results and discussion gles at the Ru atom do not deviate by more than 48 from
908. The molecular structure of complex 2 is similar to that

The structures of the complexes 1 and 2 are shown in of complex 1. However, the CO and Cl ligands coordi-
Figs. 1 and 2, and the packing diagrams of the crystal nated in the trans positions with respect to the N atoms are
structure are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. The crystallo- disordered in the crystals of this compound. The ratios of
graphic data are given in Table 1 and selected bond the site occupation factors of the two forms were de-
distances and angles are listed in Tables 2 and 3. The termined to be 66% and 34% (Fig. 4). The C–O bonds in

˚complexes are distorted octahedrals with carbonyl ligands complex 2 (d(C –O )51.15(3) A and d(C –O )520 20 21 21
˚coordinated in the trans position relative to the nitrogen 1.14(8) A) are longer than that in complex 1. Standard

atom of the phen or bpy molecule. As expected, in deviations in this case are much greater owing to the
˚complex 1 the Ru–N bond (2.127(4) A) is longer than the disordered structure.2

21˚Ru–N bond (2.098(4) A) because the trans influence of The n(CO) stretching vibrations are 2056 cm and1
21the CO molecule is stronger than that of the Cl ligand. The 2040 cm for complexes 1 and 2, respectively. These

˚Ru–Cl bond (2.3260(15) A) in the trans coordination site3

relative to the N atom is slightly shorter than those of Table 31
˚˚ ˚ Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for complex 2Ru–Cl (2.3459(14) A) and Ru–Cl (2.3402(15) A). The1 2

˚bonds in the 1,10-phenanthroline ligand are similar to Bond lengths (A) Cl –Ru –Cl 91.6(5)10 1 11

C –Ru –Cl 92.7(10)20 1 2

Ru –C 1.89(3) C –Ru –Cl 94(2)1 20 21 1 2Table 2
Ru –C 1.82(6) N –Ru –Cl 88.58(15)1 21 8 1 2˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for complex 1
Ru –N 2.082(6) N –Ru –Cl 88.64(14)1 8 1 1 2

˚Bond lengths (A) N –Ru–Cl 88.92(12) Ru –N 2.087(5) Cl –Ru –Cl 91.45(11)1 2 1 1 10 1 2

N –Ru–Cl 89.03(12) Ru –Cl 2.315(5) Cl –Ru –Cl 91.3(4)2 2 1 10 11 1 2

Ru–C 1.943(6) Cl –Ru–Cl 92.78(6) Ru –Cl 2.328(16) C –Ru –Cl 90.2(10)13 3 2 1 11 20 1 3

Ru–N 2.098(4) Cl –Ru–Cl 93.17(18) Ru –Cl 2.3316(17) C –Ru –Cl 89(2)1 3 1 1 2 21 1 3

Ru–N 2.127(4) N –Ru–Cl 86.32(12) Ru –Cl 2.3360(18) N –Ru –Cl 88.39(15)2 1 1 1 3 8 1 3

Ru–Cl 2.3260(15) N –Ru–Cl 89.67(12) O –C 1.15(3) N –Ru –Cl 88.40(15)3 2 1 20 20 1 1 3

Ru–Cl 2.3402(15) Cl –Ru–Cl 91.88(6) O –C 1.14(8) Cl –Ru –Cl 91.30(11)2 3 1 21 21 10 1 3

Ru–Cl 2.3459(14) Cl –Ru–Cl 175.22(5) N –C 1.349(8) Cl –Ru –Cl 91.4(4)1 2 1 1 6 11 1 3

O–C 1.091(7) C –N –C 119.2(4) N –C 1.346(8) Cl –Ru –Cl 176.12(9)13 1 1 5 1 2 2 1 3

N –C 1.329(7) C –N –Ru 127.8(4) N –C 1.335(8) O –Cl –C 162(8)1 1 1 1 8 9 21 10 21

N –C 1.377(6) C –N –Ru 113.0(3) N –C 1.367(9) O –Cl –Ru 163(2)1 5 5 1 8 7 21 10 1

N –C 1.329(7) C –N –C 118.9(4) C –C 1.384(10) O –C –Ru 170(3)2 10 10 2 6 2 3 20 20 1

N –C 1.363(6) C –N –Ru 128.4(4) C –C 1.351(12) O –Cl –Ru 168(2)2 6 10 2 3 4 20 11 1

C –C 1.404(8) C –N –Ru 112.7(3) C –C 1.386(11) Cl –C –Ru 168(9)1 2 6 2 4 5 10 21 1

C –C 1.366(9) N –C –C 121.9(5) C –C 1.384(10) O –C –Ru 168(5)2 3 1 1 2 5 6 21 21 1

C –C 1.417(9) C –C –C 119.4(6) C –C 1.470(9) C –N –C 118.8(6)3 4 3 2 1 6 7 6 1 2

C –C 1.403(7) C –C –C 120.4(5) C –C 1.381(10) C –N –Ru 115.2(4)4 5 2 3 4 7 12 6 1 1

C –C 1.442(8) C –C –C 116.9(5) C –C 1.385(11) C –N –Ru 126.0(5)4 11 5 4 3 9 10 2 1 1

C –C 1.428(7) C –C –C 118.2(5) C –C 1.367(16) C –N –C 119.6(7)5 6 5 4 11 10 11 9 8 7

C –C 1.417(7) C –C –C 124.9(5) C –C 1.379(12) C –N –Ru 125.6(6)6 7 3 4 11 11 12 9 8 1

C –C 1.406(8) N –C –C 122.2(5) C –N –Ru 114.9(4)7 8 1 5 4 7 8 1

C –C 1.436(8) N –C –C 117.7(4) Angles (8) N –C –C 121.9(7)7 12 1 5 6 1 2 3

C –C 1.358(8) C –C –C 120.2(5) C –C –C 119.1(7)8 9 4 5 6 4 3 2

C –C 1.405(8) N –C –C 122.1(5) C –Ru –C 87(2) C –C –C 120.2(7)9 10 2 6 7 20 1 21 3 4 5

C –C 1.353(9) N –C –C 117.4(4) C –Ru –N 99.2(9) C –C –C 118.5(8)11 12 2 6 5 20 1 8 4 5 6

C –C –C 120.4(4) C –Ru –N 173(2) N –C –C 121.5(6)7 6 5 21 1 8 1 6 5

Angles (8) C –C –C 117.3(5) C –Ru –N 177.5(10) N –C –C 115.7(6)8 7 6 20 1 1 1 6 7

C –C –C 124.1(5) C –Ru –N 95(2) C –C –C 122.8(7)8 7 12 21 1 1 5 6 7

C –Ru–N 99.5(2) C –C –C 118.5(5) N –Ru –N 78.7(2) N –C –C 120.6(7)13 1 6 7 12 8 1 1 8 7 12

C –Ru–N 176.8(2) C –C –C 119.6(5) C –Ru –Cl 87.1(9) N –C –C 115.5(6)13 2 9 8 7 20 1 10 8 7 6

N –Ru–N 79.25(16) C –C –C 120.3(5) N –Ru –Cl 173.71(19) C –C –C 123.9(7)1 2 8 9 10 8 1 10 12 7 6

C –Ru–Cl 88.57(19) N –C –C 121.8(5) N –Ru –Cl 95.00(18) N –C –C 121.4(8)13 3 2 10 9 1 1 10 8 9 10

N –Ru–Cl 171.85(12) C –C –C 122.2(5) C –Ru –Cl 92(2) C –C –C 119.5(8)1 3 12 11 4 21 1 11 11 10 9

N –Ru–Cl 92.80(12) C –C –C 120.5(5) N –Ru –Cl 94.7(5) C –C –C 119.6(10)2 3 11 12 7 8 1 11 10 11 12

C –Ru–Cl 88.02(19) O–C –Ru 172.8(6) N –Ru –Cl 173.4(5) C –C –C 119.4(10)13 2 13 1 1 11 11 12 7
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values are comparable with the n(CO) stretching vibrations reduction may also be carried out using other weak
found for the ruthenium(II) complexes reductors in the presence of carbon monoxide. The reduc-
[RuCl (CO) (phen)], [RuCl (CO) (bpy)], [hRu(m- tion products are identical to authentic samples obtained by2 2 2 2

Cl) (CO) j ] and Cs [RuCl (CO)] [17,21,23,37] etc., and Kingston et al. [17].2 2 n 3 5

indicate that the electron density for the central atoms is
relatively high, suggesting rather strong s-donor properties
of phen and bpy ligands in complexes 1 and 2. The EPR Supplementary data
spectra of complexes 1 and 2 dissolved in DMF (Figs. 5
and 6) are typical of low-symmetry Ru(III) compounds. Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
For complex 1 g 52.334, g 52.181 and g 51.941, and1 2 3 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, on request,
for complex 2 g 52.333 g 52.185 and g 51.934 at 781 , 2 3 quoting the depositions numbers CCDC 104105 and
K (Figs. 5 and 6). It is interesting to note that hyperfine CCDC 104106.
structures have been observed for g in the spectra of both3

compounds. The hyperfine constants are an average for the
99 101two isotopes Ru and Ru, which each have I55/2, and

Acknowledgementswhose nuclear magnetic moments differ only slightly. The
A value is ca. 5.12 mT for complex 1 and 5.15 mT for3 The authors are grateful to KBN (Committee of Sci-compound 2. The complexes dissolved in DMF do not

entific Research) for support of this work (Grant nos.split off chloro ligands because AgCl is not deposited after
3-T09A-092-10 to FPP, and 7-T08A-011-11 to ZG andthe addition of silver(I) salts. The electronic spectra of
AK).these complexes are similar (see Section 2), and they also

confirm that they have the same structure in solutions. In
the electrospray mass spectra, both mononuclear and
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Abstract

New Re(III) complexes with thiourea derivatives have been synthesized by reduction of perrhenate with tin(II) chloride in 2N
IIIhydrochloric acid in the presence of excess alkylthiourea. The obtained compounds were [Re (alkylthiourea-S) ]X .nH O, where X is6 3 2

2 2Cl or PF and alkylthiourea is N-methylthiourea (Metu), N,N9-dimethylthiourea (Me tu) or N-ethylthiourea (Ettu). Complexes were6 2

characterized by elemental and thermal analyses and by electronic and FTIR spectroscopy. Their kinetic stabilities in aqueous and
IIImethanolic solutions were also studied. Results were compared with those previously reported for [Re (tu-S) ]Cl .4H O, where6 3 2

III IIItu5thiourea. Molecular structures of [Re (Ettu) ](PF ) and [Re (Me tu) ](PF ) were determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction6 6 3 2 6 6 3

methods. The coordination polyhedra around the Re(III) ion are distorted octahedra. The six alkylthiourea ligands are sulfur bonded to the
˚central atom [d(Re–S) ranges from 2.402(4) to 2.441(4) A for the ethylthiourea complex and from 2.416(3) to 2.446(3) for the

dimethylthiourea one]. Capability of working as starting materials via ligand substitution, in methanolic medium for these new Re(III)
IIIcomplexes and for previously reported [Re (tu) ]Cl .4H O is stated. Selected incoming ligands, 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino) ethane6 3 2

III III(dppe) and 1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino) propane (dppp), lead to the already known [Re (dppe) Cl ]Cl.2MeOH and [Re (dppp) Cl ]Cl2 2 2 2

with good yields. Re(III) complexes with thiourea and alkylthioureas can be ordered according to their substitution rate as follows:
31 31 31 31[Re(tu) ] ,[Re(Ettu) ] ([Re(Metu) ] ,[Re(Me tu) ] .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.6 6 6 2 6

Keywords: Rhenium(III); Alkylthioureas complexes; [Re(N-ethylthiourea) ](PF ) structure; [Re(N,N9-dimethylthiourea) ](PF ) structure; Ligand6 6 3 6 6 3

substitution onto Re(III)-alkylthioureas; Synthesis of diphosphine rhenium(III) complexes by ligand substitution

1. Introduction methylthiourea (Me tu) are also able to stabilize Tc(III).2
III 31 III 31[Tc (Metu-S) ] and [Tc (Me tu-S) ] complexes6 2 6

99mOwing to the extensive use of the g-emitter Tc in have been prepared and characterized [11,12]. These Tc
diagnostic nuclear medicine and the potential usefulness of complexes have also been tested as precursors for further
186 188Re and Re for radiotherapeutic purposes, the chemis- Tc(III) compounds [13,14].
try of Tc and Re compounds has become an active field of Ligand substitution onto suitable precursors is also an
research [1–4]. important route of synthesis of Re complexes. This syn-

Ligand substitution onto suitable precursors is an im- thetic route relies on labile Re species as preparative
portant route of synthesis of Tc complexes. Being thiourea intermediates [15–20]. Syntheses of Re(III) complexes
(tu) a poor ligand, its easy substitution under mild con- described in the literature are mainly based on substitution

IIIditions turned [Tc (tu-S) ]Cl into a useful precursor to onto the trans-[ReCl (NCCH )(PPh ) ] precursor, which6 3 3 3 3 2

other Tc(III) compounds in aqueous and methanolic media usually leads to mixed-ligand neutral species. Only scarce
[5–10]. N-methylthiourea (Metu) and N,N9-di- examples of complete ligand substitution onto this pre-

cursor are reported [21]. Moreover, this precursor is not
suitable for ligand substitution in aqueous media. So,*Corresponding author. Fax: 1598-2-9241-906.

E-mail address: dgambino@bilbo.edu.uy (D. Gambino) substitution reactions are commonly performed in organic
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solvents such as dichloromethane, benzene or acetonitrile are soluble in acetone, acetonitrile and methanol, slightly
[15,16,22–24]. soluble in ethanol and insoluble in water. Thermal analyses

IIIOn the other hand [Re (thiourea-S) ]Cl .4H O has TGA and DTA of [Re(Metu) ](PF ) agreed with one6 3 2 6 6 3

recently been synthesized and fully characterized [25]. water molecule of crystallization per complex ion (1.4%
Taking into account the chemical analogy between Re and weight loss centered at 1208C, 1.5% calc.). Absence of
Tc compounds, this complex is obviously a potential water molecules of crystallization was demonstrated for
precursor to other Re(III) compounds, by ligand substitu- Me tu and Ettu complexes.2

tion. Alkylthioureas are also expected to stabilize Re(III)
IIIby sulfur bonding to central atom. These 2.1.1. [Re (N-methylthiourea-S) ](PF ) ?H O6 6 3 2III 31[Re (alkylthiourea-S) ] compounds could be also tested6 Yield 60%. The complex was recrystallized from an

as precursors. Differences in reactivity of these compounds ethanolic solution by slow evaporation at room tempera-
are expected, mainly due to the presence of bulkier groups ture. Anal (%): Found: C, 12.5; H, 3.1; N, 14.1; S, 16.4;
(compared to hydrogen) bonded to thioureas nitrogens Re, 15.3. Calc. for C H N S Re P F ?H O: C, 12.2;12 36 12 6 3 18 2
surrounding the central Re(III) atom. As in Tc(III) com- H, 3.2; N, 14.2; S, 16.3; Re, 15.8. Electronic spectrum

3 21 21pounds, substitution is expected to proceed via a dissocia- (ethanol): 358sh, 387 (8.1310 M cm ), 410 sh, 454
3 21 21tive intimate mechanism [26]. Therefore, changes in (4.8310 M cm ), 241 nm.

leaving ligand nature can be a suitable way to modify
substitution kinetics, and provide a wider range of pre- III2.1.2. [Re (N,N9-dimethylthiourea-S) ](PF )6 6 3cursors which could find much use in the synthesis of other Yield 30%. The complex was recrystallized by slow
Re(III) complexes in aqueous or alcoholic media. evaporation at room temperature of a 1:1 (v /v) mixture

We report here results on synthesis and full characteriza- acetone /2N HCl (0.04M Me tu). Single deep red crystals,III 2tion of [Re (alkylthiourea) ]X .nH O complexes, where6 3 2 suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained by this pro-2 2X is Cl or PF and alkylthiourea is N-methylthiourea,6 cedure. Anal. (%): Found: C, 17.4; H, 3.5; N, 13.2; S,
N,N9-dimethylthiourea or N-ethylthiourea (Ettu). Molecu- 15.0; Re, 15.2. Calc. for C H N S Re P F : C, 17.3;III 18 48 12 6 3 18lar structures of [Re (Me tu) ](PF ) and2 6 6 3 H, 3.9; N, 13.5; S, 15.4; Re, 14.9. Electronic spectrumIII[Re (Ettu) ](PF ) were determined by single crystal X- 3 21 216 6 3 (acetone): 370 sh, 391 (6.0310 M cm ), 425sh, 471
ray diffraction methods and they are reported here. 3 21 21(3.5310 M cm ) and 239 nm (ethanol).

A comparative stability study in aqueous and methanolic
IIImedia with the [Re (thiourea) ]Cl complex previously6 3 III2.1.3. [Re (N-ethylthiourea-S) ](PF )6 6 3reported, has also been performed for all new compounds.

Yield 50%. Single deep red crystals, suitable for X-rayCapability of working as starting materials via ligand
analysis were obtained from a methanolic solution by slowsubstitution in methanolic medium, is stated for

III evaporation at room temperature. Anal (%): Found: C,[Re (thiourea) ]Cl and alkylthioureas Re(III) complexes6 3 17.6; H, 3.6; N, 13.5; S, 15.0. Calc. for C H N S Re18 48 12 6with 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane (dppe) and 1,3-bis-
P F : C, 17.3; H, 3.9; N, 13.5; S, 15.4. Electronic3 18(diphenylphosphino)propane (dppp) as incoming ligands. 3 21 21spectrum (ethanol): 329sh, 389 (9.4310 M cm ), 417

3 21 21sh, 469 (6.4310 M cm ), 241 nm.

2. Experimental 2.2. Preparation of hexakis(alkylthiourea-S) rhenium(III)
trichloride compounds

All common laboratory chemicals were purchased from
commercial sources and used without further purification. These salts were obtained from the same solutions

previously detailed for the isolation of hexafluorophos-
phate salts. For all of them, thermal analyses showed no2.1. Preparation of hexakis(alkylthiourea-S) rhenium(III)
water molecules of crystallization.tri(hexafluorophosphate) compounds (alkylthiourea5N-

methylthiourea, N,N9-dimethylthiourea or N-
IIIethylthiourea) 2.2.1. [Re (N-methylthiourea-S) ]Cl6 3

This salt was obtained by adding a high volume of
3SnCl .2H O (200 mg, 0.89 mmol) was dissolved in 2N acetone (50 cm ) to the reaction mixture. A bright yellow2 2

3HCl (5.5 cm ). A mixture of alkylthiourea (15 mmol) and solid was isolated and washed with acetone. Yield 64%.
NH ReO (100 mg, 0.37 mmol) was added to the solution. The compound was recrystallized from a 2N HCl (0.2M4 4

The solution was stirred overnight at room temperature and Metu) /acetone solution. Anal. (%): Found: C, 17.2; H, 4.2;
filtered off, if necessary. After keeping the final solution at N,19.6; S, 22.8; Re, 21.3. Calc. for C H N S ReCl :12 36 12 6 3

258C for 1 h, 0.5ml of a 6M NaPF aqueous solution was C, 17.3; H, 4.3; N, 20.1; S, 23.0; Re, 22.3. Electronic6
3 21 21added. The yellowish solids obtained were washed with spectrum (ethanol): 359sh, 385 (7.2310 M cm ), 405

3 21 21small portions of cold water, and dried. The compounds sh, 453 (4.3310 M cm ), 241 nm. The compound is
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soluble in water, ethanol and methanol and insoluble in complex at each time was determined as the quotient
acetone. between measured absorbance and initial absorbance.

III2.2.2. [Re (N,N9-dimethylthiourea-S) ]Cl6 3 2.4. Ligand substitution experiments onto [ReL ]X (L56 3
2 2This salt was obtained using a reaction mixture volume tu, Metu, Ettu or Me tu; X5Cl or PF ) by dppe and2 63of 2.7 cm . A yellow solid appeared after stirring over- dppp

night. It was dissolved in acetone and a white solid,
probably excess ligand, was discarded. The acetone solu- 0.1 mmol of [ReL ]X were dissolved in a mixture of6 3tion was evaporated to dryness and the sticky solid was 15 ml of methanol and 0.2 ml of 12N HCl. To this yellow
treated with n-butanol to give a yellow solid which was solution 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane (dppe) (200 mg,
then washed with several small portions of n-buthanol. 0.5 mmol) or 1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino)propane (dppp)
Yield: 20%. Anal (%): Found: C, 24.1; H, 5.3; N, 17.8; S, (200 mg, 0.48 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was
20.5. Calc. for C H N S ReCl : C, 23.6; H, 5.3; N,18 48 12 6 3 heated to reflux (6–7 h). Solvent was evaporated in vacuo
18.3; S, 20.9. Electronic spectrum (aqueous 2N HCl): 363 to about 5 ml. The diphosphine complex was isolated by3 21 21 3 21sh, 391 (5.1310 M cm ), 409 sh, 454 (2.1310 M keeping the solution at 2–88C for at least 2 days. For dppe,

21cm ), 240 nm. The compound is soluble in water, a red intermediate (l 5474 nm) was detected during themax
acetonitrile and methanol and less soluble in acetone and refluxing period which turned completely into the final

1ethanol. orange [Re(dppe) Cl ] complex.2 2

III2.2.3. [Re (N-ethylthiourea-S) ]Cl6 3 III2.4.1. [Re (dppp) Cl ]Cl2 2This compound was also obtained using a lower reaction
3 The yellow solid was recrystallized fromvolume (2.7 cm ). A dark orange solid was isolated by

dichloromethane-methanol-2N HCl by slow evaporation atkeeping the solution for several days at –58C and dried
room temperature. Electronic spectrum (methanol): 432under vacuo. Yield: 50%. Anal (%): Found: C, 23.1; H,
nm. Main IR bands: 3063 (CH stretching of the phenyl5.3; N, 17.8; S, 20.5. Calc. for C H N S ReCl : C,18 48 12 6 3 groups), 2932 (CH stretching), 1484 (CH bending), 14342 223.6; H, 5.3; N, 18.3; S, 20.9. Electronic spectrum

3 21 21 (P–phenyl stretching), 1092 (C–C stretching), 745 and(methanol): 328 sh, 387 (9.0310 M cm ), 417 sh,
21

3 21 21 697 (out of plane CH bending), 327 cm (Re–Cl2468 (5.8310 M cm ), 240 nm. The compound is
stretching) [28]. The compound is a 1:1 electrolyte insoluble in water and methanol and less soluble in acetone
acetonitrile. Anal (%): Found: C, 56,2; H, 5.9. Calc. forand ethanol.
C H Cl P ReCl?H O.CH OH: C, 56.6; H, 5.4. Yields54 52 2 4 2 3

and times required to complete ligand substitution were
2.3. Characterization determined and reported in Table 1.

C, H, N and S elemental analyses were carried out with
IIIa Carlo Erba Model EA 1108 elemental analyzer. Rhenium 2.4.2. [Re (dppe) Cl ]Cl.2MeOH2 2

was determined spectrophotometrically by reaction with The orange solid was washed with ether /ethanol (10:1
a-furyldioxime, modifying a reported method [27]. v /v) and dried in vacuo. Yields: 40–55%. Crystals suitable

Thermogravimetric and differential thermal analyses for X-ray diffraction determinations were obtained by slow
(TGA and DTA) were performed up to 4008C on evaporation of a methanol solution at room temperature.
Shimadzu analyzers TGA-50 and DTA-50 (calcined Al O Anal (%): Found: C, 56.3%; H, 4.4%. Calc. for2 3

3 21as reference) with a 50 cm min N flow and a heating C H Cl P ReCl.2CH OH: C, 56.2%; H, 4.9%. Crystal2 52 48 2 4 3
21rate of 68C min . data, together with electronic and IR spectra agreed with

21FTIR spectra (4000–400 cm ) were measured as KBr those previously reported for [Re(dppe) Cl ]Cl.2MeOH2 2

pellets on a Bruker IFS 66 instrument. Low frequencies [29,30].
21FTIR spectra (500–50 cm ) were performed as poly-

ethylene pellets on a Bruker 113v equipment. Table 1
Electronic absorption spectra were performed on a Yield and time required for the Re(III) precursors to complete ligand

substitution with dppp as incoming ligandSpectronic 3000 spectrophotometer.
aKinetic stability studies were carried out as previously Yield (%) Time (h)

described for [Re(tu) ]Cl .4H O [25]. Decomposition of 316 3 2 [Re(tu) ] 55 4.56
31[Re(Metu) ]Cl , [Re(Ettu) ]Cl and [Re(Me tu) ]Cl in6 3 6 3 2 6 3 [Re(Metu) ] 70 1.06

31the different conditions tested, i.e. aqueous or methanolic [Re(Ettu) ] 75 1.26
23 24 31[Re(Me tu) ] 58 0.5solution 10 –10 M, pH range 1–5 and temperature 2 6

a25.08C60.1, was followed spectrophotometrically. For a Time necessary to complete substitution of the alkylthiourea or
fixed set of conditions, the remaining percentage of the Re thiourea by dppp.
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2.5. X-ray diffraction data and crystal structure thermal parameters of the ethyl and dimethylthiourea
determination and refinement of [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) and ligands toward their free ends suggests relatively large6 6 3

[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) librational vibrations and/or displacive disorder of these2 6 6 3

groups. Several hydrogen atoms were located at approxi-
Crystal data, data collection procedure, structure de- mate positions in a difference Fourier map suggesting that

termination methods and refinement results are summa- amide hydrogens lay on S5CN C planes for2 ethyl

rized in Table 2. The observed trend of an increase in the [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) and on S5C(NC ) planes for6 6 3 methyl 2

Table 2
Crystal data and structure solution methods and refinement for [Re(SC(NHCH ) ) ](PF ) (I) and [Re(SC(NH )NHCH CH ) ](PF ) (II)3 2 6 6 3 2 2 3 6 6 3

Structure I Structure II

Empirical formula C H N S ReF P C H N S ReF P18 48 12 6 18 3 18 48 12 6 18 3

Formula weight 1246.15 1246.15
Temperature (K) 293(2) 293(2)
Crystal system Monoclinic Orthorhombic

fSpace group P2 /c P2 cn1 1
a gUnit cell dimensions

˚a (A) 13.239(3) 11.828(2)
˚b (A) 20.905(6) 15.484(2)
˚c (A) 17.005(5) 25.099(3)

b (8) 102.240(2)
3˚Cell volume (A ) 4599(2) 4597(1)

Formula units /unit cell 4 4
3D (Mg/m ) 1.800 1.801calc

21 21Absorption coefficient 3.124 mm 3.126 mm
F(000) 2472 2472
Crystal size 0.2030.1530.07 mm 0.1430.2030.32 mm
Crystal color / shape Red/parallelepiped Red/parallelepiped
Diffractometer / scan Enraf-Nonius CAD-4/v22u

Radiation,
˚graphite monochromator MoKa, l50.71073 A

Scan width 0.810.35 tan u

Standard reflection (22,8,7) (1,2,214)
Decay of standard (%) 62% 62%
u range for data collection 1.57 to 24.998 1.55 to 27.968

Index ranges 215#h#15, 0#k#24, 0#l#20 0#h#15, 0#k#20, 21#l#33
Reflections collected 8633 6308
Independent reflections 6477 [R 50.034] 4906 [R 50.049]symm symm

Observed reflections
[I.2s(I)] 3668 3006

b hData reduction and correction
cand structure solution and SDP [39],SHELX-76 [40], SHELX-86 [41], SHELX-93 [42]

drefinement programs
2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F

2 2 2 21 2 2 2 21Weights, w [s (F )1(0.05P) 11.19P] [s (F )1(0.0522P) 10.68P]o o
2 2P5[Max(F ,0)12F ] /3o c

Data / restraints /parameters 6477/0 /524 4906/1 /524
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.061 1.048

eFinal R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.058, wR 50.111 R 50.0481, wR 50.09731 2 1 2

R indices (all data) R 50.126, wR 50.138 R 50.1031, wR 50.12021 2 1 2

Absolute structure parameter 20.006(12)
23 23i˚ ˚Largest diff. peak and hole 0.79 and 20.83 e.A 0.913 and 21.205 e.A

a 2Least-squares refinement of [(sin u ) /l] values for 22 reflections in the 17.54,2u ,27.048 range.
b Corrections: Lorentz, polarization and absorption [38]. The maximum and minimum transmission factors were 0.814 and 0.598.
c Neutral scattering factors and anomalous dispersion corrections.
d Structure solved by Patterson and Fourier methods and the final molecular model obtained by anisotropic full-matrix least-squares refinement of

non-hydrogen atoms.
e 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R indices defined as: R 5SuuF u2uF uu /SuF u, wR 5[Sw(F 2F ) /Sw(F ) ] .1 o c o 2 o c o
f Related to the standard space group Pna2 by the interchange of a and c axes.1
g 2Least-squares refinement of [(sinu ) /l] values for 25 reflections in the 23.6,2u ,34.98 range.
h Corrections: Lorentz, polarization and absorption [38]. After this later correction, the R agreement factor among symmetry related reflectionssym

dropped from 0.049 to 0.026; the corresponding maximum and minimum transmission factors were 0.706 and 0.523.
i Located close to the rhenium atom position.
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[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) and that methyl hydrogens are at stretchings), 1636 s (NH bending), 1575 s (combination2 6 6 3 2

staggered positions. All hydrogens were positioned on mode of CN and CS stretchings and NCN bending), 1509 s
stereochemical basis and included in the refinement riding (CN asymmetric stretching), 1459 w (CH bending) and3

21on the atom to which they are bonded with a common 776 m cm (CS stretching). The s, m, w and vw symbols
isotropic thermal parameter, which in the final run con- denote strong, medium, weak and very weak bands respec-

2˚verged to U50.12(1) A for [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) and to tively. Decrease in CS stretching frequencies and all the6 6 32˚U50.16(1) A for [Re(Me tu) ](PF ) . other changes observed for the complexes compared to the2 6 6 3

free ligands agree with S-bonding to the rhenium atom
21[25,34,35]. New bands at 341 cm for [Re(Me tu) ]-2 6

213. Results and discussion (PF ) , at 351 cm for [Re(Metu) ](PF ) ?H O and at6 3 6 6 3 2
21337 cm for [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) can be tentatively as-6 6 3

Reduction of perrhenate by stannous chloride in strongly signed to Re–S stretching modes even though low-fre-
acidic aqueous solution in presence of excess N- quency data were not reported for other Re thiourea
methylthiourea or N-ethylthiourea leads to the formation of complexes.

31hexafluorophosphate and chloride salts of [Re(Metu) ] Decomposition of [Re(Ettu) ]Cl , [Re(Metu) ]Cl and6 6 3 6 3
31and [Re(Ettu) ] with good yields, though the [Re(Me tu) ]Cl in water proceeds with lowering of the6 2 6 3

ethylthiourea complex is more difficult to isolate due to the intense yellow color of their solutions. ReO is the2

formation of sticky solids. Regarding N,N9-di- resulting product. Decomposition reaction has a first order
methylthiourea, the yields are lower. The reaction proceeds dependence on complex concentration, in all tested con-
via a dark red intermediate, that does not disappear ditions. Stability improves around pH 1.3–2.0 for
completely. Probably a Re(V) oxo dimethylthiourea com- [Re(Metu) ]Cl and [Re(Me tu) ]Cl and around pH 2.0–6 3 2 6 3

31plex is formed, as reported in the synthesis of [Re(tu) ] 3.0 for [Re(Ettu) ]Cl . As pH increases, oxidation occurs6 6 3

[25]. with increasing rate. At constant pH, decomposition takes
The electronic spectra of all the complexes show a band place according to the following rate order:

shape similar to that reported previously for [Re(tu) ]Cl . [Re(Metu) ]Cl ,[Re(tu) ]Cl <[Re(Me tu) ]Cl as6 3 6 3 6 3 2 6 3

The visible spectra show also a similar pattern to the Tc showed in Fig. 1 and Table 3. [Re(Ettu) ]Cl decomposes6 3

analogs but shifted to higher frequencies [11,12,25]. more slowly than the others at pH values higher than 2.0.
21The FTIR spectra (4000–400 cm ) of the six com- Therefore kinetics of decomposition in aqueous media

1 31pounds rule out the presence of ReO , ReO or m-oxo depends on pH and also on ligand nature.2

species since the characteristic absorptions of these moi- Decomposition reactions in methanol show also a first
21 21eties around 830 cm and in the 1000–900 cm region order dependence on complex concentration. Decomposi-

are not detected [15,16]. Typical signals of the ligands are tion takes place more slowly in methanol than in aqueous
found in the complexes [31,32]. Previous theoretical media (pH values above 2). The complexes decompose in
assignment of the IR bands for the free N-ethylthiourea methanol according to the following rate order:
ligand was not available. Tentative assignments are made [Re(Ettu) ]Cl ,[Re(Metu) ]Cl <[Re(Me tu) ]Cl .6 3 6 3 2 6 3

based on those for N-methylthiourea. The hexafluoro- So, decomposition by oxidation of the precursors would
phosphate salts show in addition the n (PF) and d (FPF) compete with substitution of thiourea or alkylthioureas byas as

2of the PF moiety [33]. Main bands for other ligands more or less efficiently depending on the6

[Re(Metu) ](PF ) ?H O: 3348 s, 3318 s and 3282 s (NH experimental conditions selected [26]. Owing to this6 6 3 2

and symmetric and asymmetric NH stretchings), 2970 vw competition, substitution in aqueous solution should be2

and 2850 vw (symmetric and asymmetric CH stretchings), tried in acidic media despite the fact that the chelating3

1635 s (NH bending), 1578 s (combination mode of CN capability of incoming ligands usually increases with pH.2

and CS stretchings and NCN bending), 1503 s (CN Therefore, syntheses of new Re compounds by substitution
asymmetric stretching), 1461w and 1422 m (symmetric onto these complexes should be tried in methanolic media
and asymmetric CH bendings), 1293 m (NH bending) and in order to minimize simultaneous oxidation of the starting3

21755 m cm (CS stretching). Main bands for material. Such substitution experiments in methanolic
III 31[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) : 3388 s and 3299 s (in and out of medium onto [Re L ] complexes, with L5tu, Ettu,2 6 6 3 6

plane NH stretchings), 2958 w and 2850 vw (symmetric Metu or Me tu and dppe as incoming ligand, lead to the2
IIIand asymmetric CH stretchings), 1606 s (combination already known [Re (dppe) Cl ]Cl.2MeOH with good3 2 2

mode of CN stretching and trans NH bending), 1527 s yield. Substitution onto the same starting compounds with
III(combination mode of CN stretching and cis NH bending), dppp as incoming ligand leads to [Re (dppp) Cl ]Cl in2 2

1482 w and 1450 w (symmetric and asymmetric CH high yield. This complex has been previously reported but3
21bendings) and 715 m cm (mainly CS stretching). Main not fully characterized [36]. A comparison between the

bands for [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) : 3371 s, 3310 s and 3271 s four starting complexes was performed in terms of substi-6 6 3

(NH and symmetric and asymmetric NH stretchings), tution rate and yield of the substitution. Results with dppe2

2989 vw and 2850 vw (symmetric and asymmetric CH and dppp as incoming ligands show similar trends. As3
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24Fig. 1. Decomposition at 25.08C of [Re(tu) ]Cl , [Re(Metu) ]Cl and [Re(Me tu) ]Cl 10 M aqueous solutions at pH 1.6: , [Re(Metu) ]Cl ; ,6 3 6 3 2 6 3 6 3

[Re(tu) ]Cl ; ; [Re(Me tu) ]Cl .6 3 2 6 3

31shown in Table 1, [Re(Me tu) ] seems to be a good interesting features. Precursors can be easily prepared in2 6

precursor despite being the least stable of the series. high yields. Moreover, salts of these starting complexes
31 31[Re(Metu) ] and [Re(Ettu) ] seem to be the best with different counterions can be isolated. Taking into6 6

precursors, leading faster to a complete substitution and account solubilities, the selection of the appropriate salt of
with the highest yield. So, having in mind measured times the precursor offers the possibility of performing ligand
to complete substitution, yields and decomposition rates of substitution reactions with a wide range of incoming

31the precursors, Re(III) complexes with thiourea and ligands by working in different media. [Re(Metu) ]6

alkylthioureas can be ordered according to their substitu- seems to be the best precursor of the series since the
31 31tion rate as follows: [Re(tu) ] ,[Re(Ettu) ] ( synthesis of the ethylthiourea complex does not lead to6 6

31 31[Re(Metu) ] ,[Re(Me tu) ] . These results agree with easily isolable compounds and the synthesis of the Me tu6 2 6 2

those reported on ligand substitution rate constants of analog leads to relatively low yields. In addition, the Metu
[Tc(alkylthiourea) ]Cl by pyrimidine-thione derivatives: complex shows higher ligand substitution rates than6 3

31[Tc(tu) ]Cl ,[Tc(Metu) ]Cl ,[Tc(Me tu) ]Cl [9]. Then, [Re(tu) ] .6 3 6 3 2 6 3 6

substitution kinetics for these Re complexes depend on
leaving ligand nature as stated for the Tc(III) analogues. 3.1. Molecular structure of hexakis (N-ethylthiourea)

A new easy procedure has been developed to lead to low rhenium (III) trihexafluorophosphate
valent Re complexes in high yield. This new route relies
upon the labile Re(III) thioureas complexes as preparative Selected bond distances and angles are given in Tables 4
intermediates. This new family of precursors shows some and 5. Fig. 2 is an ORTEP drawing of the compound

Table 3
Stability at 25.08C in aqueous media at different pH values, and in methanol for [Re(Ettu) ]Cl , [Re(Metu) ]Cl and [Re(Me tu) ]Cl6 3 6 3 2 6 3

[Re(Metu) ]Cl [Re(Ettu) ]Cl [Re(Me tu) ]Cl6 3 6 3 2 6 3

a a aSolvent pH t Solvent pH t Solvent pH t50% 50% 50%

Water 1.3 360 Water 2.2 287 Water 1.5 64
Water 2.0 74 Water 2.7 190 Water 2.0 41
Water 2.7 13 Water 3.0 43 Water 2.2 26
MeOH – 260 MeOH – 560 MeOH – 35

a t is the time of 50% decomposition for each complex, in minutes.50%
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Table 4 Table 5
˚Selected interatomic bond distances (A) for [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) and Selected bond angles (8) for [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) and [Re(Me tu) ](PF )6 6 3 6 6 3 2 6 6 3

[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) (e.s.d.’s in parentheses) (e.s.d.’s in parentheses)2 6 6 3

[Re(Ettu) ](PF ) [Re(Me tu) ](PF ) [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) [Re(Me tu) ](PF )6 6 3 2 6 6 3 6 6 3 2 6 6 3

Re–S(1) 2.432(4) 2.423(3) S(1)–Re–S(2) 179.8(2) 178.62(11)
Re–S(2) 2.420(4) 2.416(3) S(1)–Re–S(3) 98.34(13) 84.07(12)
Re–S(3) 2.419(4) 2.446(3) S(1)–Re–S(4) 81.16(14) 96.83(12)
Re–S(4) 2.402(4) 2.431(3) S(1)–Re–S(5) 82.78(13) 98.82(11)
Re–S(5) 2.422(3) 2.429(3) S(1)–Re–S(6) 97.93(13) 80.34(11)
Re–S(6) 2.441(4) 2.417(3) S(2)–Re–S(3) 81.54(14) 96.08(12)
S(1)–C(1) 1.72(2) 1.732(13) S(2)–Re–S(4) 98.95(13) 83.04(12)
S(2)–C(2) 1.74(2) 1.735(14) S(2)–Re–S(5) 97.44(14) 82.52(11)
S(3)–C(3) 1.75(2) 1.75(2) S(2)–Re–S(6) 81.85(14) 98.31(11)
S(4)–C(4) 1.70(2) 1.725(13) S(3)–Re–S(4) 179.1(2) 178.72(11)
S(5)–C(5) 1.76(2) 1.744(11) S(3)–Re–S(5) 99.17(13) 98.45(12)
S(6)–C(6) 1.75(2) 1.719(12) S(3)–Re–S(6) 80.39(13) 81.16(12)
C(1)–N(11) 1.33(2) 1.286(14) S(4)–Re–S(5) 81.49(14) 80.52(11)
C(1)–N(12) 1.37(3) 1.35(2) S(4)–Re–S(6) 98.96(14) 99.88(10)
C(2)–N(21) 1.30(2) 1.33(2) S(5)–Re–S(6) 179.20(12) 179.11(11)
C(2)–N(22) 1.32(2) 1.31(2) C(1)–S(1)–Re 116.0(6) 116.4(4)
C(3)–N(31) 1.36(2) 1.31(2) C(2)–S(2)–Re 115.2(6) 115.5(5)
C(3)–N(32) 1.32(2) 1.36(2) C(3)–S(3)–Re 116.8(5) 113.8(7)
C(4)–N(42) 1.32(2) 1.31(2) C(4)–S(4)–Re 114.9(6) 116.3(5)
C(4)–N(41) 1.34(2) 1.33(2) C(5)–S(5)–Re 116.3(7) 114.5(5)
C(5)–N(52) 1.30(2) 1.31(2) C(6)–S(6)–Re 115.8(7) 116.1(4)
C(5)–N(51) 1.30(3) 1.31(2) N(11)–C(1)–N(12) 121(2) 119.4(12)
C(6)–N(62) 1.28(3) 1.319(14) N(11)–C(1)–S(1) 118.7(13) 119.7(11)
C(6)–N(61) 1.33(2) 1.323(14) N(12)–C(1)–S(1) 120.5(11) 120.9(9)

N(22)–C(2)–N(21) 122(2) 120.0(14)
N(22)–C(2)–S(2) 13.3(14) 119.6(13)
N(21)–C(2)–S(2) 124.9(13) 120.4(11)showing the labeling of the non-hydrogen atoms and their
N(31)–C(3)–N(32) 121(2) 120(2)

vibrational ellipsoids [37]. N(31)–C(3)–S(3) 122.1(12) 122(2)
N(32)–C(3)–S(3) 116.7(12) 118(2)
N(42)–C(4)–N(41) 118(2) 117.7(12)

3.2. Molecular structure of hexakis (N,N9- N(42)–C(4)–S(4) 125.2(13) 122.6(11)
dimethylthiourea) rhenium (III) trihexafluorophosphate N(41)–C(4)–S(4) 117(2) 119.7(10)

N(52)–C(5)–N(51) 121(2) 120.5(11)
N(52)–C(5)–S(5) 115(2) 119.0(11)Selected bond distances and angles are given in Tables 4
N(51)–C(5)–S(5) 124.5(12) 120.4(10)and 5. Fig. 3 is an ORTEP drawing of the compound
N(62)–C(6)–N(61) 124(2) 118.7(11)

showing the labeling of the non-hydrogen atoms and their N(62)–C(6)–S(6) 121.3(14) 118.5(10)
vibrational ellipsoids [37]. N(61)–C(6)–S(6) 115(2) 122.6(9)

3.3. Discussion of structural results
errors. Re–S bond distances lay in the wide range of Re–S

The X-ray diffraction results show that both new lengths reported for other six-coordinate rhenium complex-
complexes consist of discrete monomeric molecules. The es and are quite similar to those reported for
coordination polyhedra around the Re(III) ion are distorted [Re(tu) ]Cl .4H O. In contrast to [Re(tu) ]Cl .4H O both6 3 2 6 3 2

octahedra. The six alkylthiourea ligands are sulfur bonded complexes show a set of six different Re–S distances [25].
to the central atom. Though trans S–Re–S angles are close Similar departures from perfect octahedral coordination
to 1808 [varying from 178.6(1) to 179.1(1)8 for have also been observed in [Tc(Me tu) ](PF ) ,2 6 6 3

[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) and from 179.1(2) to 179.8(2)8 for [Tc(Metu) ](PF ) ?H O and [Tc(tu) ]Cl .4H O. Possible2 6 6 3 6 6 3 2 6 3 2

[Re(Ettu) ](PF ) ], there are appreciable departures from reasons for these distortions have been previously dis-6 6 3

ideal octahedral symmetry. The cis S–Re–S angles differ cussed, including Jahn-Teller effect and ligand–ligand
significantly from 908 [vary from 80.3(1) to 99.9(1)8 for repulsion [6,25].
[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) and from 80.4(1) to 99.2(1)8 for The Re–S–C bond angles are slightly greater than the2 6 6 3

[Re(Ettu) ](PF ) ]. The Re–S bond distances vary from tetrahedral value, varying from 113.8(7) to 116.4(4)8 for6 6 3
˚ ˚2.416(3) to 2.446(3) A [average of 2.43(1) A] for the dimethylthiourea complex and from 114.9(6) to

˚[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) and from 2.402(4) to 2.441(4) A 116.8(5)8 for the ethylthiourea complex. The S–C–N2 6 6 3
˚[average of 2.42(1) A] for [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) within a angles are in the range from 118(2) to 123(1)8 for6 6 3

2maximum of five standard deviations of bond length [Re(Me tu) ](PF ) as expected for a C(sp ) bonding. The2 6 6 3
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sponding values for [Re(tu) ]Cl ?4H O [mean S–C and6 3 2
˚C–N distances of 1.746(8) and 1.32(1) A respectively

[25]] and for [Tc(Me tu) ](PF ) [mean d(S–C)51.73(1)2 6 6 3
12˚ ˚A and mean d(C–N)51.34(2) A ]. The N–CH bond3

lengths in [Re(Me tu) ](PF ) vary from 1.44(2) to2 6 6 3
˚ ˚1.48(2) A [mean d(C–N)51.46(1) A] as observed in

[Tc(Me tu) ](PF ) . In [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) mean N–2 6 6 3 6 6 3

C(ethyl) and ethyl C–C bond distances are 1.47(3) and
˚1.47(5) A, respectively. In this structure the increasing

dispersion in bond lengths towards the ligand ethyl free
end is a consequence of librational disorder.

The C–N bonds of thiourea derivatives have an evident
double bond character. Therefore N-alkylthioureas can
exist in different configurations where the thioamide H
atom and the thiocarbonyl bonds are either cis or trans
[12]. For the described ethylthiourea compound the six
ethylthiourea ligands have the cis configuration. The ethyl
groups are oriented away from the Re atom. In
[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) all the dimethylthiourea ligands have2 6 6 331Fig. 2. ORTEP view of [Re(SC(NH )NHCH CH ) ] ion in2 2 3 6 the cis–trans configuration as in the free ligand.

[Re(Ettu) ](PF ) showing the labeling of the non-hydrogen atoms and6 6 3 Similarly to the other thiourea and alkylthioureas Re and
their vibrational ellipsoids at 20% probability.

Tc compounds, the arrangement of the dimethylthiourea
and ethylthiourea ligands around rhenium atom results
from a compromise between steric hindrance and the

variation in S–C–N angles is greater for tendency of the ReSC(NC ) or ReSCN C groupsmethyl 2 2 ethyl
[Re(Ettu) ](PF ) , from 113(1) to 125(1)8.6 6 3 to be as planar as possible. In [Re(Me tu) ](PF ) the2 6 6 3

The S5C(NC ) and S5CN C groups aremethyl 2 2 ethyl rhenium atom departs from the least-squares planes
planar to within experimental accuracy, while in through the S5C(NC ) groups in distances that rangemethyl 2
[Re(Ettu) ](PF ) the methyl carbons separations from the ˚ ˚6 6 3 from 0.050(1) A for ligand 6 to 1.157(1) A for ligand 3. In

˚corresponding least-squares planes vary from 0.04(2) A for [Re(Ettu) ](PF ) the rhenium atom departs from the least-6 6 3˚ligand labeled 5 to 1.30(2) A for ligand 3. Average S–C squares planes through the S5CN(NC) groups in distances
˚and C–N bond lengths are 1.74(1) and 1.32(2) A for ˚ ˚that range from 0.045(4) A for ligand 5 to 0.640(4) A for

˚[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) and 1.74(2) and 1.32(2) A for2 6 6 3 ligand 1.
[Re(Ettu) ](PF ) , respectively, in agreement with corre-6 6 3 As reported for [Tc(Me tu) ](PF ) and2 6 6 3

2[Tc(Metu) ](PF ) H O, the PF ions in both structures6 6 3. 2 6

present appreciable rotational disorder as shown by the
relatively large displacement parameters of F atoms [12].
The corresponding observed bond distances and angles are
therefore strongly distorted, with P–F lengths varying for
example for [Re(Me tu) ](PF ) from 1.45(1) to 1.62(1)2 6 6 3
˚ ˚A (average d(P–F)51.53(4) A) and cis F–P–F angles
ranging from 85(1) to 96(1)8.

Supplementary data

Listings of atomic fractional coordinates and equivalent
isotropic temperature parameters, anisotropic thermal pa-
rameters, hydrogen atoms positions and calculated as well
as observed structure factor amplitudes of both reported
structures are available as supplementary data. Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre codes are: 102605 for hexa-

31 kis (N,N9-dimethylthiourea-S) rhenium(III) tri (hexa-Fig. 3. ORTEP drawing of [Re(SC(NHCH ) ) ] ion in3 2 6
fluorophosphate) and 102606 for hexakis(N-ethylthiourea-[Re(Me tu) ](PF ) showing the labeling of the non-hydrogen atoms and2 6 6 3

their vibrational ellipsoids at 20% probability. S) rhenium(III) tri(hexafluorophosphate).
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P-H-functionalised phosphinocyclopentadienes: 1-SiMe PHCy-2,3,4,5-2

Me C H, Li [(C Me )SiMe PCy], Li[(C H )CMe PHPh] and4 5 2 5 4 2 5 4 2
qLi [(C H )CH CH PPh]2 5 4 2 2
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Abstract

Several P-H-functionalised phosphinocyclopentadienes and lithium salts thereof were prepared: 1-SiMe PHCy-2,3,4,5-Me C H (1)2 4 5

(Cy5C H ), Li [(C Me )SiMe PCy] (1a), Li[(C H )CMe PHPh] (2) and Li [(C H )CH CH PPh] (3). 1 was obtained from6 11 2 5 4 2 5 4 2 2 5 4 2 2

1-SiMe Cl-2,3,4,5-Me C H and LiPHCy. Treatment of 1 with MeLi yields the corresponding dilithio salt 1a. 6,6-Dimethylfulvene reacts2 4 5

with LiPHPh to give 2. The three-membered ring of spiro[2,4]hepta-4,6-diene is cleaved by LiPHPh. Successive treatment of the
1 31 13 7intermediate monolithio salt with MeLi gives 3. Compounds 1–3 were characterised spectroscopically ( H, P, C, Li NMR; IR).

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: P-H-functionalised phosphinocyclopentadienes; Lithium cyclopentadienides

1. Introduction (1) and the lithium salts Li [(C Me )SiMe PCy] (1a),2 5 4 2

Li[(C H )CMe PHPh] (2) and Li [(C H )CH CH PPh]5 4 2 2 5 4 2 2

Since the first report on a cyclopentadienyl transition (3).
metal complex in which the Cp ligand bears a donor-
functionalised side chain, by Mathey et al. in 1978 [1], this
area has expanded rapidly [2]. While numerous O- and

2. Results and discussionN-functionalised cyclopentadienyl ligands are known, the
number of cyclopentadienes with a P-functionalised alkyl

2.1. Syntheses of compounds 1 –3or silyl side chain is still small [1,3–21], and to date no
compound has been reported in which the P atom has a

To date, only a limited number of cyclopentadienes withreactive phosphorus-substituent bond (e.g. P–H, P–
a P-functionalised alkyl or silyl side chain are known.SiMe ). Such compounds should, however, be useful3 These can contain:precursors for dianionic bifunctional ligands in transition

metal chemistry.
• a C bridge: (C H )CH PPh [1],We now report the synthesis of the novel P-H-function- 1 5 5 2 2

Li[(C H )CRR9PPh ] (R5Me, Ph, R95H, Me, Ph) [3],alised cyclopentadienes: 1-SiMe PHCy-2,3,4,5-Me C H 5 4 22 4 5
iLi[(C H )CMe PR ] (R5Ph [4,5], Pr [4], p-tolyl [5]),5 4 2 2

• a C or C/Si bridge: (C H )CH CH PPh [6–8],2 5 5 2 2 2

(C Me H)CH CH PPh (two isomers) [9],5 4 2 2 2

Li[(C H )CHRCH PPh ] (R5Ph, NMe ) [10],5 4 2 2 2qThese results have been presented in part at the XVIII International Li[(C H )SiMe (CH ) PPh ] (n51 [10,11], 2 [12,13],5 4 2 2 n 2Conference on Organometallic Chemistry, Munich, 16–22 August, 1998. i tLi[PR CH CH (C H )] (R5Ph [8], Pr , Bu ) [4],2 2 2 5 4*Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-341-973-6151; fax: 149-341-960-
Li[Ph PCH CMe (C H )] [14], K[1-CMe CH PMe -4600. 2 2 2 5 4 2 2 2

t
E-mail address: hey@rz.uni-leipzig.de (E. Hey-Hawkins) 3-Bu -(C H )] [15],5 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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• a C bridge: (C H )(CH ) PPh [16], 1 reacts with MeLi to give the corresponding dilithio3 5 5 2 3 2
iLi[(C H )(CH ) PR ] (R5Ph, Pr ) [4] or salt Li [(C Me )SiMe PCy] (1a) (Eq. (2)).5 4 2 3 2 2 5 4 2

• a C bridge: the optically active4

(C H )CH (CHOCMe OCH)CH PPh [17] and5 5 2 2 2 2

(C H )CH (CHCH CH CH CH)CH PPh [17], which5 5 2 2 2 2 2 2

contain an L-threitol or (S,S)-1,2-trans-di-
methylenecyclopentane group as chiral backbone.

A cyclopentadienyl ring with two P-functionalised side
ichains, namely, Li[(C H )-1,3-(SiMe CH PPr ) ] [18],5 3 2 2 2 2

the tridentate ligands Ph P(CH ) PPh(CH ) C H (n53,2 2 n 2 2 5 5

4) [19] and (Ph PCH )(R PCH )CMeCH C H (R5Ph,2 2 2 2 2 5 5

m-Xyl, Et) [20] and the PPh-bridged bis(cyclopentadienyl)
compound PhP(CH CH C H ) [21] and transition metal2 2 5 5 2

complexes thereof have also been reported.
Mono- [3–8,10–15,17,19–35] and bimetallic (2)

[10,11,13,14,21–23,32,33] transition metal complexes of
cyclopentadienes with P-functionalised alkyl or silyl side According to method e, 6,6-dimethylfulvene reacts with
chains are known. Also, main group metal complexes with LiPHPh to give Li[(C H )CMe PHPh] (2) (Eq. (3)).5 4 2
s-bonded cyclopentadienyl rings, such as

thBu PCH CH (C H )jMX (M5Ga, In, X5Cl, Me)2 2 2 5 4 2

[36], and hPh PCH CH (C H )jSnMe [6], have been2 2 2 5 4 3

described. Only one paper on indenyl derivatives with a
P-functionalised alkyl side chain [1-(CH ) PR -C H ]2 n 2 9 7

(R5Ph, n52–4; R5Cy, n52) and Rh complexes thereof
has been published [37].

Several synthetic routes to cyclopentadienes with P-
functionalised side chains have been employed:

a) alkali metal Cp and chloroalkylphosphines (salt elimi-
nation) [1,4,6,10,12,37],

b) alkali metal Cp and tosylalkylphosphines [16],
c) alkali metal phosphanide and chloroalkylcyclo-

(3)
pentadiene (salt elimination) [9,20],

d) addition of phosphinoalkyllithium to fulvenes [10],
Cleavage of the three-membered ring of spiro[2,4]hepta-e) addition of alkali metal phosphanides to fulvenes [3–5],

4,6-diene (method f), was employed in the preparation off) ring cleavage of spiro[2,4]hepta-4,6-diene by lithium
3. Thus, LiPHPh reacted with the spiro compound to give[4,7,21,37] or potassium [8] phosphanides.
an intermediate monolithio salt; subsequent treatment with
MeLi gave Li [(C H )CH CH PPh] (3) (Eq. (4)).2 5 4 2 2We now report the preparation of several P-H-function-

alised phosphinocyclopentadienes and lithium salts thereof.
For the preparation of 1-SiMe PHCy-2,3,4,5-Me C H (1),2 4 5

we employed the salt elimination reaction (method c) with
1-SiMe Cl-2,3,4,5-Me C H [38,39] and LiPHCy (Eq. (1)).2 4 5

(4)

Compounds 1–3 were characterised spectroscopically
1 31 13 7 1( H, P, C, Li NMR, IR, and MS for 1). In the H NMR

spectrum of 1, all signals are shifted to high field by about
0.1–0.3 ppm compared with 1-SiMe Cl-2,3,4,5-Me C H2 4 5

(1) [39]. The methyl groups (SiMe in 1, CMe in 2) are2 2
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non-equivalent due to the presence of a prochiral Si or C found C 59.8 (due to silicon carbide formation), H 11.0, P
1atom. Thus, a doublet ( J 5207.5 Hz) of two quartets 11.2%.P–H

3 3 31( J : 11.4 Hz and J : 15.8 Hz) is observed in the PP–H P–H

NMR spectrum of 2. 3.2. Li [(C Me )SiMe PCy] (1a)2 5 4 2
We are now extending these synthetic approaches to

other cyclopentadienes with P-functionalised side chains 1 (1.6 g, 5.7 mmol) was dissolved in THF (50 ml), and
and investigating the coordination properties of 1–3 to- a solution of MeLi in Et O (8.25 ml, 1.38 M) was added2
wards transition and main group metals. slowly at 2508C. The mixture was then brought to

ambient temperature and heated to reflux for several hours.
The product was used without further purification.

31 7P NMR (thf /C D ): d 52137.9. Li NMR (thf /6 63. Experimental C D ): d 51.12, 1.02, 0.92, 0.76.6 6

All experiments were carried out under purified dry
3.3. Li[(C H )CMe PHPh] (2)5 4 2argon. Solvents were dried and freshly distilled under

argon. The NMR spectra were recorded with an AVANCE
1 6,6-Dimethylfulvene (1.34 g, 12.6 mmol) was added toDRX 400 spectrometer (Bruker): H NMR: internal stan-

a suspension of LiPHPh (1.4 g, 12.07 mmol) in Et O (302dard solvent (benzene or THF), external standard TMS;
13 ml), and the reaction mixture stirred for 12 h. The resultingC NMR: external standard TMS, internal standard sol-

31 7 precipitate was filtered off and washed twice with n-vent; P NMR: external standard 85% H PO ; Li NMR:3 4 hexane and dried in vacuo to give solvent-free 2 as aexternal standard 1 M LiCl in D O. The IR spectra were2 light-yellow powder (1.5 g, 58%). M.p. 1658C dec.recorded on a Perkin-Elmer System 2000 FT-IR spec- 1
21 H NMR (thf-d ): d 57.136, 7.110 (m, 5H, Ph), 5.4898trometer in the range 350–4000 cm . Melting points were 1(s, 2H, Cp), 5.462 (s, 2H, Cp), 3.990 (d, 1H, P–H, J :P–Hdetermined in sealed capillaries under argon and are 3206.4 Hz), 1.321 (d, 3H, CH , J : 10.3 Hz), 1.292 (d,3 P–Huncorrected. LiPHR (R5Cy, Ph) [40], 1-SiMe Cl-2,3,4,5-2 3 133H, CH , J : 16.5 Hz). C NMR (thf-d ): d 5138.633 P–H 8Me C H [38,39,41], 6,6-dimethylfulvene [42], and4 5 1(d, ipso-C in Ph, J : 23.5 Hz), 135.84 (d, o-C in Ph,P–Cspiro[2,4]hepta-4,6-diene [43] were prepared by literature

2 3J : 14.1 Hz), 128.05 (d, m-C in Ph, J : 4.7 Hz),P–C P–Cprocedures.
2127.8 (d, ipso-C in Cp, J : 12.6 Hz), 125.95 (d, p-C inP–C

4Ph, J : 10.8 Hz), 102.87 (C3, C4 in Cp), 102.10 (d, C2,P–C
3 1C5 in Cp, J : 4.8 Hz), 34.37 (d, C–CH , J : 9.7 Hz),P–C 3 P–C3.1. 1-SiMe PHCy-2,3,4,5-Me C H (1)2 4 5 2 231.64 (d, CH , J : 6.1 Hz), 28.79 (d, CH , J : 19.03 P–C 3 P–C

31 1Hz). P NMR (thf, C D ): d 521.20 (d of two q, J :LiPHCy (2.00 g, 16.4 mmol) was suspended in a 6 6 P–H
3 3 7207.5 Hz, J : 11.4 Hz and J : 15.8 Hz). Li NMRmixture of n-hexane (50 ml) and Et O (5 ml) and cooled P–H P–H2

21(thf-d ): d 527.17 s. IR (KBr): n (cm ): 2282 m (nPH),to 2808C. Dimethylchlorosilyltetramethylcyclopentadiene 8

1596 br, m (Cp). C H PLi (222.20): calculated C 75.7,(3.53 g, 16.5 mmol) was added and the reaction mixture 14 16

H 7.3, P 13.9%; found C 74.1, H 7.8, P 14.3%.warmed to ambient temperature. The mixture was stirred
Recrystallisation from thf gave pale yellow crystals,for 3 days, after which the yellow colour of the lithium

which were, however, too small for a crystal structurephosphanide had disappeared completely. The mixture was
determination.filtered, the solvent evaporated in vacuo and the resulting

23yellow oil distilled under reduced pressure (508C, 10
Torr) to give 1.6 g (33.2%) of 1 as a light yellow oil. 3.4. Li [(C H )CH CH PPh] (3)2 5 4 2 21H NMR (C D ): d 52.826 (s, 1H, C HMe ), 2.634 (d6 6 5 4

1 3of d, 1H, PH, J : 188.2 Hz, J : 6.25 Hz), 1.956 (s, Spiro[2,4]hepta-4,6-diene (6.35 g, 68.9 mmol) wasP–H H–H

6H, CH in C Me ), 1.818 (s, 2H, Cy), 1.798 (s, 6H, CH added to a suspension of LiPHPh (8.00 g, 68.9 mmol) in3 5 4 3

in C Me ), 1.77–1.5 (m, 6H, Cy), 1.3–0.9 (m, 3H, Cy), n-hexane (75 ml). The mixture was stirred for 12 h. Then5 4
30.234 (d, 3H, SiMe , J : 7.44 Hz), 0.226 (d, 3H, SiMe , the solvent was evaporated in vacuo to give a yellowish2 H–H 2

3 13J : 5.48 Hz). ChHj NMR (C D ): d 5136.67 (2C, C3, solid. The solid is dissolved in thf (50 ml), and the solutionH–H 6 6

C4 in C Me ), 133.66 and 133.35 (2C, C2, C5 in C Me ), filtered. At room temperature, a solution of MeLi in Et O5 4 5 4 2

55.72 (ipso-C, C Me ), 37.70 (1C, Cy), 36.49 (d, C(Cy)– (42 ml, 1.65 M, 69.3 mmol) was added slowly. The5 4
1P, J : 6.6 Hz), 35.76, 35.53, 28.19, 27.90 (4C, Cy), solution was heated to reflux for 3 h, then the solvent wasP–C

16.01, 15.48, 15.40, 11.80 (4C, CH in C Me ), 0.20 (2C, evaporated in vacuo to give 8.5 g (57.6%) of solvent-free 33 5 4
31 1SiMe ). P NMR (C D ): d 52129.2, J : 192.8 Hz. as an orange solid. M.p. 135–1408C, dec.2 6 6 P–H

1 1 1 3EI MS: m /z 294 (47%, M ), 179 (100%, M –PHCy), 115 H NMR (thf-d ): d 56.840 (t, 2H, o-H in Ph, J :8 H–H
1 3(47%, PHCy ), and fragmentation products thereof. IR 6.72 Hz), 6.598 (t, 2H, m-H in Ph, J : 7.43 Hz), 6.226H–H

21 3(KBr): n (cm ): 2280 s (nPH), 1634 m (nC=C). (t, 1H, p-H in Ph, J : 7.01 Hz), 5.452, 5.338 (m, 4H,H–H
3C H SiP (294.50): calculated C 69.3, H 10.6, P 10.5%; Cp); 2.668 (m, 2H, P–CH , J : 6.41 Hz), 2.114 (t, 2H,17 31 2 H–H
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3 13 [18] M.D. Fryzuk, S.S.H. Mao, M.J. Zaworotko, L.R. MacGillivray, J.Cp–CH , J : 6.12 Hz). C NMR (thf-d ): d 5161.622 H–H 8
1 Am. Chem. Soc. 115 (1993) 5336.(d, ipso-C in Ph, J : 42.8 Hz), 132.88 (d, o-C in Ph,P–C [19] T. Kauffmann, J. Olbrich, Tetrahedron Lett. 25 (1984) 1967.2 3J : 8.25 Hz), 127.30 (d, m-C in Ph, J : 16.5 Hz),P–C P–C [20] B. Antelmann, U. Winterhalter, G. Huttner, B.C. Janssen, J. Vo-4126.65 (d, p-C in Ph, J : 5.5 Hz), 121.68 (d, ipso-C in gelgesang, J. Organomet. Chem. 545–546 (1997) 407.P–C

3
[21] O.J. Curnow, G. Huttner, S.J. Smail, M.M. Turnbull, J. Organomet.Cp, J : 4.5 Hz), 102.83, 102.42 (C in Cp), 29.02 (d,P–C

1 31 Chem. 524 (1996) 267.P–CH , J : 12.9 Hz), 27.57 (CH –Cp). P NMR (thf-2 P–C 2
7 [22] J.C. Leblanc, C. Moise, A. Maisonnat, R. Poilblanc, C. Charrier, F.d ): d 5278.0 s. Li NMR (thf-d ): d 50.43 br, s, 27.878 8 Mathey, J. Organomet. Chem. 231 (1982) C43.21br, s. IR (KBr): n (cm ): 3055 m (nCp), 2962, 2876 br, s [23] D.R. Tueting, S.R. Iyer, N.E. Schore, J. Organomet. Chem. 320
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Abstract

111 derivatives of the polykis(diphenylphosphino)benzenes, (Ph P) C H [n52 to 4] obtained by oxidation or reaction with sulfur,2 n 6 62n
31selenium, iodomethane, M(CO) [M5Cr, Mo, W], [codRh-m-Cl] , or (PhCN) MCl [M5Pd, Pt], are reported together with their P and6 2 2 2

selected other NMR parameters. The reactions generally follow predictable courses, although stereochemical factors affect the range of
31products obtained and can lead to significant structural distortion in extreme cases. The P chemical shifts and more particularly vicinal

coupling constants are also markedly influenced by such factors, to the extent that in species with three or more adjacent Ph P moieties2

they may be of limited diagnostic value.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

31Keywords: Polyphosphine; P NMR; coupling constant; steric hindrance; metal complex

1. Introduction

We have previously reported [1,2] that the reaction
between sodium diphenylphosphide and the appropriate
polyfluorobenzene C H F in refluxing liquid ammonia6 62n n

provides a convenient route to the polykis(diphenylphos-
phino)benzenes, (Ph P) C H [n52–4], compounds 12 n 6 62n

to 7. These polyphosphines have considerable potential as
multi- and ambi-dentate ligands with a rigid skeleton that
may facilitate or inhibit chelation to a metal centre or
bridging of several metal centres, and a few examples of
this diverse behaviour have been described [3,4]. We have

31also shown [2] how the P chemical shifts and vicinal
3 31 31coupling constants J( P– P) in the parent polyphos-

1phines display trends that can be understood in terms of mented as necessary by H [including COSY and
13 1 31preferred phosphorus electron lone-pair relative orienta- ROESY], C [including HETCOR], selective H–h Pj

31tions determined by steric interactions between adjacent decoupling, and P COSY experiments. In general they
diphenylphosphino groups. proceeded in the expected sequential manner, and one of

31In order to provide a basis for studying their many types our aims was to establish the extent to which the P
of coordination behaviour we have undertaken a survey of NMR. parameters can be used diagnostically.

31the reactions of these polyphosphines with a range of metal In this paper we present P and selected other NMR.
substrates and with the chalcogens. These reactions were data for 111 distinct derivatives of which 46 have been

31conveniently followed by P NMR spectroscopy, aug- isolated in analytically pure form. Some data were also
obtained on a considerable number of other species
detected in the reactions, but as their characterisation was*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-191-222-7126; fax: 144-191-222-
less certain they are not reported in detail. Two other6929.

E-mail address: william.mcfarlane@ncl.ac.uk (W. McFarlane) members of the series of parent phosphines, 1,3- and
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1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)benzene, have been made [5–7] 2.2. NMR spectroscopy
without recourse to the corresponding difluorobenzenes,

31Pulsed Fourier transform P NMR spectra were ob-but are not included here since in absence of sterically
tained from solutions in trichloromethane-d,interacting diphenyl-phosphino groups their behaviour is
dichloromethane-d , or dichloromethane contained in 10expected to resemble that of triphenylphosphine. 2

mm o.d. NMR tubes at 24.2 MHz (JEOL FX 60) or 36.2
MHz (JEOL FX 90Q), or in 5 mm o.d. NMR tubes at
202.5 MHz (JEOL LAMBDA 500) and are referenced to

13external 85% H PO . Proton (500.15 MHz), C (125.62. Experimental 3 4
77 195MHz), Se (95.4 MHz), and Pt (107.0 MHz) NMR

spectra were also obtained on the last instrument and are2.1. Preparations
referenced to internal Me Si, internal Me Si, external4 4

195The starting polyphosphines 1 to 7 were made as Me Se, and a notional J( Pt)521.4 MHz respectively.2
31described previously [1,2], and most of their reactions P COSY spectra were acquired at 202.5 MHz from

were conducted on a scale of 0.02 to 0.5 mmole. Those unspun samples with broadband proton decoupling into a
with sulfur, selenium, iodomethane, [codRh-m-Cl] , cis- 1K31K data matrix (digital resolution approximately 102

(PhCN) PdCl , or cis-(PhCN) PdCl were performed at Hz), a shifted sine-bell weighting function being applied in2 2 2 2

room temperature in dichloromethane and final products each dimension prior to Fourier transformation. Other 2D
were recrystallised from dichloromethane /diethylether NMR experiments used standard pulse sequences and
prior to elemental and mass spectroscopic analysis. Oxida- methods of data treatment [8,9].
tions were conducted with ca. 3% aqueous hydrogen
peroxide in acetone /dichloromethane at room temperature
to give 1a and 5b, and by aerial oxidation in dichlorome- 3. Results
thane for 5a or refluxing diglyme for 1d and 4a. Reactions

31with M(CO) [M5Cr, Mo, W] were carried out under P chemical shifts and coupling constants for identified6

nitrogen in refluxing diglyme for approximately 1 h and species are in Tables 1–7, and microanalytical data,
the isolated products were recrystallised from dichlorome- molecular weights determined by mass spectrometry and
thane /methanol. melting points for isolated products are in Table 8.

Table 1
31P NMR parameters of derivatives of 1,2-bis-(diphenylphosphino)benzene

31 a 3 31 31 bNo. Compound d( P) J( P – P )1 2

1 1 213.3 145.2
1a 1h1,2-O j 31.8 –2

1b 1h1-Sj 43.1, 217.5 31.7
1c 1h1,2-S j 47.2 –2

c1d 1h1-O,2-Sej 27.5, 41.0 4.9
d1e 1h1-Sej 34.6, 218.2 36.6

e1f 1h1,2-Se j 38.2 7.32

1g 1h1-MeIj 22.2, 214.9 26.9
1h 1h1,2-Cr(CO) j 83.3 –4

1i 1h1,2-Mo(CO) j 59.8 –4
f1j 1h1,2-W(CO) j 46.5 –4

g1k [1h1,2-Rh-m-Clj] 62.3 –2

1l 1h1,2-PdCl j 63.8 –2
h1m 1h1,2-PtCl j 40.1 –2

21 2- i1n [1 h1,19,2,29-Ptj] [PtCl ] 38.0 –2 4

a In ppm 60.2 ppm. When two values are given the first relates to P and the second to P .1 2
b In Hz 60.2 Hz. The absence of an entry indicates that the coupling constant is unavailable owing to symmetry or accidental isochronicity.
c 1 77 31J( Se– P)5743 Hz.
d 1 77 31J( Se– P)5739 Hz.
e 1 77 31J( Se– P)5754 Hz.
g 1 103 31J( Rh– P)5134.3 Hz.
f 1 183 31J( W– P)5232.2 Hz.
h 1 195 31J( Pt– P)53606 Hz.
i 195 1 195 31In the Pt spectrum the resonance at 2558 ppm was a quintet with J( Pt– P)52502 Hz.
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Table 2
31P NMR parameters of derivatives of 1,2,3-tris-(diphenylphosphino)benzene

31 a 31 a 31 a 3 31 31 b 4 31 31 b 3 31 31 bNo Compound d( P ) d( P ) d( P ) J( P – P ) J( P – P ) J( P – P )1 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 3

2 2 212.7 28.9 212.7 97.5 – 97.5
2a 2h1-Sj 45.8 29.9 215.5 55.5 4.9 |0
2b 2h1,3-S j 46.3 25.8 46.3 36.6 – 36.62

2c 2h1,2,3-S j 50.1 48.3 50.1 11.0 – 11.03
c2d 2h1-Sej 37.3 210.6 215.2 63.0 5.3 |1

d2e 2h1,3-Se j 37.4 27.0 37.4 42.1 – 42.12

2f 2h1-MeIj 21.6 21.9 214.4 46.4 4.9 |0
2g 2h1,2-Cr(CO) j 86.5 89.7 217.1 22.0 3.6 13.54

2h 2h1,2-Mo(CO) j 63.9 66.3 216.0 6.1 3.7 14.74
e2i 2h1,2-W(CO) j 48.3 50.5 217.0 3.7 3.7 15.84

a In ppm 60.2 ppm.
b In Hz 60.2 Hz. The absence of an entry indicates that the coupling constant is unavailable owing to symmetry or accidental isochronicity.
c 1 77 31J( Se– P)5735 Hz.
d 1 77 31J( Se– P )5740 Hz.1
e 1 183 31 1 183 31J( W– P )5230 Hz, J( W– P )5228 Hz.1 2

3.1. Notation derivatives were isolated in analytically pure form [see
Table 8], and satisfactory microanalytical data were also

Each reaction product is specified by the number of its obtained for the monosulfide 5c. In other cases the
parent polyphosphine (as in the introductory section of this intermediate products were identified from the patterns of

31 31 31paper) printed in bold followed by the position(s) and their P chemical shifts and P– P coupling constants
nature of the added substituent(s) of phosphorus in curly together with consideration of the sequence of their
brackets. Thus 1,2,4-tris(diphenylthiophosphino)-5- appearance as the reaction progressed. It was noted that the
diphenylphosphinobenzene, 1,2,4-[Ph P(S)] -5-Ph P- spectra continued to change over a period of hours after2 3 2

C H , is designated 7 h1,2,4-S j, and other examples of the initial reaction was complete, indicating that that the6 2 3

the use of this system are as follows: first products were kinetically determined and that there
were subsequent (probably intramolecular) transfers of
sulfur to give the thermodynamically preferred products.
This approach is exemplified in Fig. 1 which shows part of

V 31the P region of proton-decoupled P spectra resulting
from successive additions of sulfur to 1,2,4-(Ph P) C H .2 3 6 3

31Assignments were aided by a proton-decoupled P COSY
Vspectrum of which the P part is shown in Fig. 2. This

IIIspectrum also showed appropriate correlations with the P
region (0 to 220 ppm). These spectra do not unequivo-
cally distinguish 3a and 3b or 3d and 3e, and the latter pair

5 31 V 31 Vare assigned on the basis that J( P – P ) is likely to be
4 31 V 31 Vgreater than J( P – P ) as we have established in the

case of 6e [10]. The same reasoning was applied in other
31 V 31 Vcases of pairs showing four- or five-bond P – P

couplings, but is less well established for the corre-
31 III 31 Vsponding P – P couplings.

3.2. Reactions with elemental sulfur

31 3.3. Reactions with elemental seleniumThese reactions were readily followed by P NMR.
because the phosphorus chemical shifts of the resulting

The behaviour was similar to that with sulfur, signals intertiary phosphine sulfides are some 50 ppm to high
31the P(Se) spectral region (32 to 40 ppm) having satellitesfrequency of those of the parent tertiary phosphine. They

1 77 31due to J( Se– P) of 731 to 772 Hz. The reactionswere generally conducted in toluene or dichloromethane or
generally proceeded with greater difficulty, and the com-occasionally chloroform-d at room temperature, initially
position of the reaction mixtures continued to change overwith a single atomic equivalent of sulfur in an attempt to
a period of several days. It was not possible to formachieve mono-addition, and then with stepwise addition of
species with three adjacent Ph P(Se) groups even thoughmore sulfur. With 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7 the fully sulfurised 2
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Table 3
31P NMR parameters of derivatives of 1,2,4-tris-(diphenylphosphino)benzene

31 a 31 a 31 a 3 31 31 b 5 31 31 b 4 31 31 bNo Compound d( P ) d( P ) d( P ) J( P – P ) J( P – P ) J( P – P )1 2 4 1 2 1 4 2 4

3 3 213.4 214.9 26.7 153.3 ,3 ,3
c3a 3h1-Sj 44.1 217.9 24.2 29.7 1.0 0
c3b 3h2-Sj 217.6 44.4 25.6 30.7 0 0

d d3c 3h4-Sj 211.9 213.9 42.9 147.0 2.0 0
e3d 3h1,4-S j 44.0 217.9 42.6 31.0 4.7 02
e3e 3h2,4-S j 218.3 44.4 43.0 29.8 1.8 1.82

e f f3f 3h1,2,4-S j 47.3 47.3 42.2 7.0 4.6 0.53
d d g3g 3h4-Sej 211.8 213.9 34.9 147.0 ,5 ,5

c g h3h 3h1,4-Se j 34.9 218.5 35.1 35.3 1.4 1.42
c g i3i 3h2,4-Se j 218.9 34.7 34.6 35.4 5.1 3.22

j e e3j 3h1,2,4-Se j 39.5 39.1 35.1 7.3 5.0 ,0.53
c3k 3h1-Melj 24.1 214.2 22.3 24.8 0 0
c3l 3h2-MeIj 213.6 23.4 23.6 24.8 0 0

3m 3h4-MeIj 212.7 210.7 22.4 140.2 1.5 0
c3n 3h1,4-(MeI) j 23.4 212.0 22.7 24.8 |2 3.12
c3o 3h2,4-(MeI) j 211.7 24.3 23.3 21.7 5.4 |22

3p 3h1,2-Cr(CO) j 82.7 82.7 26.1 – ,3 ,34

3q 3h1,2-Cr(CO) ,4-Cr(CO) j 83.1 83.1 56.6 – ,3 ,34 5

3r 3h1,2-Mo(CO) j 59.9 59.9 26.3 – ,5 ,54

3s 3h1,2-Mo(CO) ,4-Mo(CO) j 59.6 60.2 38.6 4.9 3.7 ,34 5
k k3t 3h1,2-W(CO) j 45.0 45.0 26.4 – ,3 ,34
l l l3u 3h1,2-W(CO) ,4-W(CO) j 45.6 45.2 21.6 ,4 ,4 ,44 5

m3v [3h1,2-Rh-m-Clj] 61.0 61.0 25.9 – ,5 ,52
m3w [3h1,2-Rh-m-Cl,4-Oj] 62.4 62.4 26.2 – ,5 ,52

3x 3h1,2-PdCl j 63.3 63.3 24.6 – ,5 ,52
n3y [3h1,2-PdCl j] 53.5 53.5 25.3 – ,5 ,52 2

o3z [3h1,2-PdCl j] h4,49-PdCl j 63.2 63.2 24.1 – ,5 ,52 2 2
p3a [3h4,49-PtCl j] 213.4 213.4 13.8 – ,5 ,52 2

o,q3b [3h1,2-PtCl j] h4,49-PtCl j 40.8 40.8 15.4 – ,5 ,52 2 2

a In ppm 60.2 ppm.
b In Hz 60.2 Hz. The absence of an entry indicates that the coupling constant is unavailable owing to symmetry or accidental isochronicity.
c It may be necessary to interchange the relative assignments of 3a and 3b, of 3h and 3i, of 3k and 3l, and of 3n and 3o.
d It may be necessary to interchange d(P ) and d(P ).1 2
e 5 V V 4 V VAssigned on the basis that J(P –P ). J(P –P ), see text.1 4 2 4
f 31 31Complex multiplet simulated to yield d( P )2d( P )50.06 ppm.2 1
g 1 77 31J( Se– P)5745 Hz.
h 1 77 31J( Se– P , P )5749 Hz.1 2
i 1 77 31J( Se– P )5750 Hz.4
j 1 77 31 77 1 77 31 77 1 77 31 77J( Se– P )5765 Hz; d( Se)52191 ppm; J( Se– P )5762 Hz; d( Se)52195 ppm. J( Se– P )5754 Hz; d( Se)52296 ppm.1 2 4
k 1 183 31J( W– P)523062 Hz.
l 1 183 31 1 183 31J( W– P )523462 Hz; J( W– P )524362 Hz.1,2 4
m 1 103 31J( Rh– P )5133.561 Hz.1,2
n Probable structure, see text.
o See text for structures.
p 1 195 31J( Pt– P)53638 Hz.
q 1 195 31 195 1 195 31 195J( Pt– P )5360761 Hz, d( Pt)54 ppm; J( Pt– P )53636 Hz, d( Pt)584 ppm.1,2 4

the corresponding sulfides (2c, 6e and 6f) were identified. it was easy to add only one atomic equivalent of chal-
6f was made by sulfurisation of 6g. cogen, in each case in the 1-position, so that the products

were readily identifiable in spite of the unusual sizes of
31 313.4. Oxidation reactions their vicinal P– P coupling constants (see Fig. 3).

Very marked variations in susceptibility to oxidation
were noted for these species. Thus one phosphorus atom of 3.5. The addition of iodomethane
the hindered tetraphosphine 5 was easily oxidised in
dichloromethane solution by air at room temperature but This proceeded sequentially and led to the quaternisation
hydrogen peroxide was required to yield the tetroxide 5b of one or more phosphorus atoms as evidenced by the

31as the final product. In general with the highly hindered 5 appearance of P resonances in the range 20 to 27 ppm;
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Table 4 recorded. This showed clear NOE correlations between the
31P NMR parameters of derivatives of 1,3,5-tris-(diphenylphosphino) methyl resonances and the ortho-resonances of the phenyl
benzene

groups on the same phosphorus atom, but unfortunately
31 a 31 a 31 aNo Compound d( P ) d( P ) d( P )1 3 5 there were no correlations with the proton resonances of

4 4 25.4 25.4 25.4 the central C ring, and so the spectrum did not provide the6
4a 4h1,3-O j 23.1 23.1 25.22 required information. In general the products of the
4b 4h1-Sj 42.1 25.3 25.3 quaternisation reactions were of limited stability, but solid
4c 4h1,3-S j 42.0 42.0 25.22 materials with satisfactory elemental analyses were iso-4d 4h1,3,5-S j 42.4 42.4 42.43

lated in the cases of 4i, 4j, and 6l.4e 4h1-Sej 34.3 25.7 25.7
b4f 4h1,3-Se j 34.2 34.2 25.52

4g 4h1,3,5-Se j 34.7 34.7 34.73 3.6. Reactions with group six metal carbonyls
4h 4h1-MeIj 21.5 24.3 24.3
4i 4h1,3-(MeI) j 22.4 22.4 23.52 In refluxing diglyme (1608) either one or two molecules4j 4h1,3,5-(MeI) j 22.8 22.8 22.83

c of carbon monoxide were displaced from the hexacar-4k 4h1-Mo(CO) j 39 25.6 25.65
c c4l 4h1,3-Mo(CO) j 39 39 25.0 bonyls of chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten to yield5 2

4m 4h1,3,5-Mo(CO) j 40.1 40.1 40.15 3 complexes with monodentate and/or bidentate chelating
d4n 4h1,3,5-W(CO) j 22.8 22.8 22.85 3 polyphosphine. Characterisation is based mainly on the

a 31In ppm 60.2 ppm. known variations with ring size and metal of P chemical
b 1 77 31J( Se– P)5746 Hz. shifts in analogous complexes of other phosphines and
c Overlapped signal, 61 ppm. diphosphines [12], together with satisfactory elementald 1 183 31J( W– P)5244 Hz.

analyses and mass spectra in the cases of 1l, 1m, 1n, 2g,
only in the case of 1 was a persistent species found with a 2i, 3q, 3s, 3w, 6m, 6n, 6p, 7n, 7p, and 7r.

1pair of adjacent Ph MeP groups. In the cases of 3n and2

3o the identities of the products were confirmed by their 3.7. Complexes with platinum group metals
methyl proton resonances which showed characteristic
2 31 V 5 31 III 31J( P –H) and J( P –H) couplings of ca. 14 and 2 Hz The P NMR spectra of dichloromethane solutions

13respectively, and their methyl C resonances which had containing a polyphosphine and [codRh-m-Cl] showed the2
1 31 V 13 4 31 III 13J( P – C) and J( P – C) couplings of ca. 57 and presence of many transient species with Rh–P bonds

1 13 1 103 3124 Hz respectively. A H/ C 2D chemical shift correla- [ J( Rh– P)|130 to 190 Hz], but only 1g, 3v, and 3w
1 31 V 13tion experiment showed the signs of J( P – C) and (from adventitious aerial oxidation during the preparation

2 31 VJ( P –H) to be opposite, presumably positive and of 3v) were characterised with sufficient confidence to be
negative respectively [11]. The relative assignments of 3n included in the tables. The palladium and platinum com-

5 31 31and 3o are based on J( P– P) being greater than plexes were made by reacting cis-(PhCN) PdCl and cis-2 2
4 31 31J( P– P) as in the case of 3d and 3e above, and in an (PhCN) PtCl respectively with the polyphosphine in2 2

31attempt to put this on a more secure basis a proton 2D dichloromethane at room temperature. The P NMR
ROESY spectrum with a spin-locking (mixing) time of spectra of the reaction mixtures changed considerably over
250ms of the reaction mixture containing 3n and 3o was periods of several days and indicated transient formation of

Table 5
31P NMR parameters of derivatives of 1,2,3,4-tetrakis-(diphenylphosphino)benzene

31 a 31 a 31 a 31 a 3 b 4 b 5 b 3 b 4 b 3 bNo Compound d( P ) d( P ) d( P ) d( P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P )1 2 3 4 1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 4

5 5 213.5 22.5 22.5 213.5 81.0 4.7 20.3 35.3 4.7 81.0
5a 5 h1-Oj 31.3 3.4 24.8 213.6 37.7 5.0 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3

c c5b 5 h1,2,3,4-O j 38.9 32.4 32.4 38.9 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,34

5c 5 h1-Sj 45.9 21.6 25.2 215.2 62.5 6.6 1.2 0 1.7 ,0.5
d5d 5 h1-Sej 37.1 22.6 25.3 215.1 70.6 6.7 0 0 2.1 0

5e 5 h1-MeIj 20.5 7.6 23.7 214.9 52.5 6.1 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3
e g5f 5 h1,2-W(CO) j 48.0 57.6 26.5 215.3 ,10 ,10 ,5 26 ,5 ,54

g5g 5 h1,2-PdCl j 56.8 77.4 26.8 216.2 ,10 ,10 ,10 24 ,10 ,102
f g5h 5 h1,2-PtCl j 34.7 41.4 27.1 217.8 ,8 ,8 ,8 12 ,8 ,82

a In ppm 60.2 ppm.
b In Hz 60.2 Hz. The absence of an entry indicates that the coupling constant is unavailable owing to symmetry or accidental isochronicity.
c 31The P peaks are broader.2,3
d 1 77 31J ( Se– P)5731 Hz.
e 1 183 31J ( W– P)5230 Hz.
f 1 195 31 1 195 31J ( Pt– P )53603 Hz; J( Pt– P )53456 Hz.1 2
g

61 Hz.
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Table 6
31P NMR parameters of derivatives of 1,2,3,5-tetrakis-(diphenylphosphino)benzene

31 a 31 a 31 a 31 a 3 b 4 b 5 b 3 b 4 b 3 bNo Compound d( P ) d( P ) d( P ) d( P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P ) J(P –P )1 2 3 5 1 2 1 3 1 5 2 3 2 5 3 5

6 6 212.7 29.3 212.7 26.0 93.0 – ,3 93.0 ,3 ,3
c c c c c c6a 6h5-Sj 41.4 – ,3 ,3

6b 6h1,5-S j 46.3 210.1 215.8 41.4 53.7 4.9 ,3 2.4 ,3 ,32

6c 6h2,5-S j 213.1 46.1 213.1 41.2 36.6 – ,5 36.6 ,5 ,52

6d 6h1,3,5-S j 46.4 25.3 46.4 41.4 35.4 – ,5 35..4 ,5 ,53

6e 6h1,2,3,5-S j 51.6 53.8 51.6 42.3 10.9 – ,1 10.9 4.9 ,14

6f 6h1,2,3-S ,5-Sej 50.4 52.4 50.4 33.3 9.8 – ,2 9.8 4.9 ,23
d,e6g 6h5-Sej 212.3 28.5 212.3 33.7 94 – ,4 94 ,4 ,4

f6h 6h1,5-Se j 37.4 211.1 216.2 33.8 61.0 4.9 1.8 2.4 ,1 ,12

6i 6h1,3-S ,5-Sej 46.4 25.4 46.4 33.5 34.1 – ,2 34.1 ,2 ,22

6j 6h1,3,5-Se j 38.0 26.0 38.0 33.5 39.5 – ,2 39.5 ,2 ,23

6k 6h1,5-(MeI) j 21.7 22.5 213.8 20.6 45.5 4.5 3.3 2.2 3.5 2.22

6l 6h1,3,5-(MeI) j 26.8 12.4 26.8 22.8 27.3 – 1.8 27.3 3.7 1.83

6m 6h1,2-Cr(CO) ,5-Cr(CO) j 87.5 90.8 216.2 56.7 23.8 3.7 – 12.8 3.7 1.84 5

6n 6h1,2-Mo(CO) ,5-Mo(CO) j 63.9 66.3 217.0 37.5 8.5 3.4 – 14.4 3.4 1.54 5
g6o 6h1,2-Mo(CO) ,5-Sej 64.1 66.8 217.0 33.2 8.2 3.4 – 13.7 4.6 1.54

h6p 6h1,2-W(CO) ,5-W(CO) j 48.9 51.0 216.6 21.0 1.2 3.4 – 15.3 3.7 1.54 5
i6q 6h1,2-PdCl j h5,5-PdCl j 59.7 70.3 217.1 24.8 ,4 ,4 ,4 ,4 ,4 ,42 2 2 2

j6r 6h1,2-PtCl ,5-Sej 38.2 47.2 217.3 34.0 ,4 ,4 ,4 12.2 ,4 ,42

a In ppm 60.2 ppm.
b In Hz 60.2 Hz. The absence of an entry indicates that the coupling constant is unavailable owing to symmetry or accidental isochronicity.
c Transient species; peaks in P(III) region overlapped by other signals.
d From analysis as AB X system.2
e 1 77 31J( Se– P)5748 Hz.
f 1 77 31 1 77 31J( Se– P )5741 Hz; J( Se – P )5754 Hz.1 5
g 1 77 31J( Se– P )5750 Hz.5
h 1 183 31 1 183 31 1 77 31J( W– P )5235 Hz; J( W– P )5228 Hz; J( Se– P )5243 Hz.1 2 5
i Broad signals.
j 1 195 31 1 195 31 1 77 31J( Pt– P )|3590 Hz; J( Pt– P )|3535 Hz; J( Se– P )5772 Hz.1 2 5

species other than those listed. These probably included transition metal substrates to yield products that are
polymeric and cyclophane-like species such as [1,3,5- generally of the type expected by analogy with the
(Ph P) C H ] (PtCl ) whose successful characterisation behaviour of such ligands as dppe, but which may vary2 3 6 3 2 2 3

was dependent upon the isolation of suitable crystals [3,4]. according to reaction conditions (i.e. for kinetic reasons) as
Assignments of a cis or trans geometry at the metal are well as their inherent thermodynamic stability. In par-

1 195 31based upon values of J( Pt– P) of approximately 3500 ticular, reactions involving attack on the central Ph P2

or 2500 Hz respectively for the platinum complexes moiety of three adjacent ones are significantly hindered.
[13,14], and by analogy with these in the case of pal- For example, species such as 2h2-MeIj, and 2h2-Sej were
ladium. The structure of 1k was confirmed by the presence not observed, and 2c and 6e formed only with difficulty.

31of a quintet from coupling to P with a 1:4:6:4:1 intensity Exceptions to this occur with species such as 2g–i, 5f–h,
195pattern in its Pt spectrum. The reaction of 3 with and 6m–r where additional stability is provided by chelate

cis-(PhCN) PtCl initially gave mainly 3a which is pre- ring formation, but in these cases it was not then possible2 2

sumably a chlorine-bridged dimer, but after several days to attack the Ph P group in the 3-position. It was also2

3b was the major product and was identified from its found that the highly hindered 5 was considerably less
195characteristic Pt NMR spectrum consisting of a pair of robust than the other polyphosphines and underwent

phosphorus-coupled triplets in a 2:1 intensity ratio together spontaneous decomposition over a period of months at 08
31with P resonances in the appropriate regions and allied C.

195Pt satellites indicative of cis geometry at each type of It is of interest to consider the ways in which the
platinum. different degrees of strain encountered in these species are

31reflected in their NMR (primarily P) parameters, par-
ticularly with reference to predictive and diagnostic value.

4. Discussion
4.1. Phosphorus chemical shifts

As already pointed out, the entries in the tables represent
only a proportion of species detected in this work, and it is As indicated in the introduction, steric interactions
clear that the polyphosphines 1 to 7 can undergo a wide between adjacent Ph P groups are likely to have a major2

31range of reactions with chalcogens, iodomethane, and effect upon d( P), with electronic effects involving more
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Table 7
31P NMR parameters of derivatives of 1,2,4,5-tetrakis-(diphenylphosphino)benzene

31 a 31 a 31 a 31 a 3 31 31 b 3 31 31 bNo Compound d( P ) d( P ) d( P ) d( P ) J( P – P ) J( P – P )1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5

7 7 214.2 214.2 214.2 214.2 – –
7a 7 h1-Sj 43.2 218.5 213.5 213.5 29.3 –

c7b 7 h1,4-S j 42.8 219.7 42.8 219.7 29.3 29.32
c7c 7 h1,5-S j 42.8 219.7 219.7 42.8 29.3 29.32

7d 7 h1,2,4-S j 45.0 45.0 42.2 219.3 – 25.43

7e 7 h1,2,4,5-S j 46.0 46.0 46.0 46.0 – –4
d7f 7 h1-Sej 33.7 219.3 213.4 213.6 35.4 –

c7g 7 h1,4-Se j 34.6 220.1 34.6 220.1 34.2 34.22
c7h 7 h1,5-Se j 33.3 219.3 219.3 33.3 33.3 32.22

7i 7 h1,2,4-Se j 35.6 35.6 33.6 219.6 – 31.73
e7j 7 h1,2,4,5-Se j 36.2 36.2 36.2 36.2 – –4
c7k 7 h1,4-(MeI) j 22.1 214.0 22.1 214.0 22.0 22.02
c7l 7 h1,5-(MeI) j 23.3 213.3 213.3 23.3 18.0 18.02

7m 7 h1,2-Cr(CO) j 82.7 82.7 213.8 213.8 – –4

7n 7 h1,2-Cr(CO) , 4,5-Cr(CO) j 83.4 83.4 83.4 83.4 – –4 4

7o 7 h1,2-Mo(CO) j 60.0 60.0 213.9 213.9 – –4

7p 7 h1,2-Mo(CO) , 4,5-Mo(CO) j 59.7 59.7 59.7 59.7 – –4 4
f7q 7 h1,2-W(CO) j 45.0 45.0 214.4 214.4 – –4

g7r 7 h1,2-W(CO) , 4,5-W(CO) j 44.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 – –4 4
h7s 7 h1,2-PdCl , 4,5-PdCl j 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 – –2 2

i7t 7 h1,2-PtCl , 4,5-PtCl j 38.4 38.4 38.4 38.4 – –2 2

a In ppm 60.2 ppm.
b In Hz 60.2 Hz. The absence of an entry indicates that the coupling constant is unavailable owing to symmetry or accidental isochronicity.
c It may be necessary to interchange the relative assignments of 7b and 7c, 7g and 7h, and 7k and 7l.
d 1 77 31J( Se – P )5742 Hz.1
e 1 77 31J( Se– P)5766 Hz.
f 1 183 31J( W– P)5234 Hz.
g 1 183 31J( W– P)5238 Hz.
h 1 195 31J( Pt– P)53620 Hz.
i 1 195 31J( Pt– P)53618 Hz.

widely separated groups being much less important. This is norbornadieneMo(CO) [16] suggest that 1m and4

supported by the observation that the data for derivatives dppeMo(CO) are of comparable stability. Similar remarks4

of 4 (Table 4) and the isolated Ph P groups of 3 (Table 3) apply to the five-membered chelate rings in the M(CO) ,2 4

and 6 (Table 6) are all very similar to those of the PdCl and PtCl complexes of 3 and 7. The foregoing2 2

corresponding derivatives of triphenylphosphine itself. additions also have minor effects upon the chemical
Similarly, the isolated Ph PCCPPh fragments in 1, 3, and shift(s) of the non-reacting Ph P group(s). Thus sulfurisa-2 2 2

317, show closely parallel behaviour to each other. Thus tion in an ortho position reduces d( P) of the unreacted
31mono-sulfurisation increases d( P) by approximately 57 Ph P group by approximately 4 ppm and selenisation has a2

ppm (cf. 48 ppm for Ph P [15]) and disulfurisation of somewhat larger effect, while quaternisation leads to small3

adjacent Ph P groups by approximately 61 ppm, these increases. The additional strain that might be expected to2

larger figures being indicative of a significant steric effect. be present in derivatives of 2 and 6 with three adjacent
31The corresponding figures for mono- and di-selenisation Ph P groups has little further effect upon d( P), and2

and quaternization with MeI are also greater at 48, 52 and indeed this generally also applies to the severely hindered
39 ppm respectively compared with 40, 40, and 27 ppm for 5.
isolated Ph P groups. The M(CO) [M5Mo, W]2 4

derivatives of chelating 1 have been referred to previously 4.2. Phosphorus–phosphorus coupling
[16–18], but apparently not fully characterised and the

31 3 31 III 31 IIIcoordination chemical shifts (i.e. the changes in d( P) In the parent polyphosphines J( P – P ) is large
accompanying their formation) of 96.6, 73.1, and 59.8 ppm and varies considerably with steric factors but nonetheless

4 31 IIIfor M5Cr, Mo, and W respectively are all some 6 ppm has considerable diagnostic value. As expected, J( P –
31 III 5 31 III 31 IIIgreater than for the corresponding complexes of dppe P ) and J( P – P ) are much smaller and any

which also gives a five-membered chelate ring. This steric dependence is not readily apparent. In the derivatives
perhaps implies a greater degree of ‘‘ring strain’’ in the this also applies to the four and five bond coupling
former, and it is noteworthy that its greater conformational constants but not always to the three-bond couplings. In

3 31 V 31 Vmobility permits dppe to achieve a smaller angle of bite general terms it can be stated that J( P – P ) is always
than 1. However, measurements of heats of formation from less than 11 Hz, the only apparent exceptions to this being
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Table 8
Microanalytical data for selected compounds

No %C %H %P MW MP
8C

Calc. Fd. Calc. Fd. Calc. Fd. Calc. Fd.
a1a – – – – – – 478 479 146–147
a1c 70.6 70.0 4.74 4.47 – – 510 510 266–268
a1d 66.6 66.6 4.47 4.25 – – 542 542 178–180
b1e 68.6 68.8 4.60 4.47 – – 526 526 209–211
c i1f 59.6 59.0 4.00 4.01 – – 606 526 205–208
a1g 63.3 62.4 4.63 4.41 – – – – d.235
d1h 66.9 66.8 3.96 3.98 – – – – d.235

a1i 62.4 62.4 3.70 3.53 – – – – d.230
b1j 55.0 54.7 3.26 3.07 – – – – d.275
d g1k 61.6 61.8 4.14 4.16 – – 585 549 d .140
e1m 50.6 50.5 3.40 3.29 – – 711 712 d.240

e1n 50.6 49.6 3.40 3.23 – – – – d.360
b2d 71.1 69.2 4.69 4.76 13.1 12.7 710 710 215–216
f,h2g 69.5 71.3 4.19 4.40 11.7 12.2 795 794 d.215

f2i 59.6 58.2 3.59 3.51 10.0 9.8 926 926 240–245
e3f 69.4 69.1 4.58 4.68 12.8 12.9 727 727 280–283
d3q 62.1 61.8 3.37 3.45 – – – – d.160

b3s 57.5 57.2 3.10 3.30 – – – – d.160
b3u 49.0 49.0 2.66 2.67 – – – – d.180
d3w 64.2 62.9 4.24 4.10 – – 785 786 d.160
b3a 49.1 48.6 2.95 3.12 – – – – d.250
a4d 69.4 67.2 4.58 4.44 12.8 12.2 727 727 220–221
a4e 58.2 58.1 3.83 3.90 – – 867 867 261–263

e4i 51.1 51.3 2.49 2.72 7.0 7.2 – – 140–142
e4j 42.7 42.8 2.08 2.16 5.8 5.8 – – 158–160
a5b 73.8 71.7 4.82 5.05 – – 879 877 160–164
b5c 76.6 75.2 5.00 5.12 14.6 14.0 847 847 d.190
i i5d 72.6 72.1 4.74 5.09 13.9 13.0 893 814 239–242
b5g 65.4 65.0 4.27 4.00 – – 992 991 d.265
b5h 60.0 58.2 3.92 3.72 – – 1081 1081 d.260
b6e 68.8 68.6 4.49 4.47 13.1 12.9 943 942 259–260
d6g 72.6 71.8 4.74 4.82 13.9 13.2 894 894 227–230
d6h 66.7 66.3 4.35 4.27 12.7 12.4 – – 255–258

f6l 55.2 55.5 4.14 4.35 10.0 9.6 – – 285–290
b6n 60.1 59.6 3.36 3.41 9.8 9.9 – – d.160
d6m 64.6 63.3 3.62 3.66 10.6 10.7 – – d.180

d6p 52.7 52.8 2.95 2.88 8.6 8.5 – – d.205
d6q 60.0 59.5 3.92 3.92 – – – – d.275
a7e 68.8 67.7 4.49 4.60 13.1 12.6 942 942 d.280

d7g,h 66.7 66.1 4.35 4.14 12.7 12.6 973 973 d.270
f7j 57.4 57.3 3.74 3.88 11.0 11.2 – – d.320
d7n 65.2 65.2 3.70 3.71 10.8 10.3 – – d.270
d7p 60.1 60.1 3.41 3.47 10.0 10.2 – – d.250
d7r 52.9 52.7 3.01 2.99 8.8 8.6 – – d.260
c7s 55.4 55.5 3.62 3.50 – – – – d.260
e7t 48.2 46.7 3.14 2.89 – – – – d.360
a White.
b Light yellow.
c Light tan.
d Yellow.
e Off-white.
f Orange.
g MW(Calc.)2MW(Fd.);1 Cl.
h Unstable compound.
i MW(Calc.)2MW(Fd.);1 Se.

3 31 V 31 IIIthe Cr(CO) derivatives 2g and 6m in which there is an of 1, 3 and 7) J( P – P ) lies in the range 18.0 to 36.54

additional coupling pathway via the metal atom. In the Hz, the largest values being associated with Ph PSe,2

absence of serious steric constraints (i.e. in the derivatives intermediate ones with Ph PS, and the smallest with2
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31Fig. 1. P5S regions of proton-decoupled P NMR spectra at 202.5 MHz of reaction mixtures resulting from the addition of elemental sulfur to
1,2,4-(Ph P) C H in CDCl . (a) 1 atomic equivalent of sulfur. (b) 1.5 atomic equivalents of sulfur. (c) 2 atomic equivalents of sulfur. (d) 2.5 atomic2 3 6 3 3

equivalents of sulfur. The resonances from 3f at 47.3 ppm are off-scale.

1Ph MeP , in a clear parallel with effective electronegativi- have little electronic and no steric influence. Thus2
3 31 III 31 III 3 31 III 31 IIIty. In addition J( P – P ) remains large and of J( P – P ) is close to zero in 2a and 6b, while

3 31 V 31 IIIcomparable size to its value in the parent polyphosphine. J( P – P ) is 55.5 and 53.7 Hz respectively, results
The foregoing does not apply to the derivatives of the which might cast doubts upon the authenticity of these

more severely hindered 2, 4 and 5, and some striking species had not 6e, the product of complete sulfurisation of
variations in the three-bond couplings are apparent, al- 6 been fully characterised by elemental analysis and
though it is noteworthy that those in derivatives of 2 are single-crystal X-ray diffraction [10]. It is known that in 6e
always similar to those of the corresponding derivatives of the bulk of the three adjacent Ph P(S) groups leads to large2

5 as expected on the basis that an isolated Ph P group will structural distortions with dihedral angles of as much as2
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31Fig. 2. Part of the P5S region of the 2D proton-decoupled P COSY NMR spectrum at 202.5 MHz of the reaction mixture resulting from the addition of
2.5 atomic equivalents of sulfur to 1,2,4-(Ph P) C H in CDCL . The resonance at 47.3 ppm from P in 3f is off-scale but showed a correlation with the P2 3 6 3 3 1 4

IIIresonance at 42.2 ppm, and the resonances from 3d and 3e at 44.1 and 44.4 ppm were also correlated with corresponding signals in the P region of the
spectrum.

708 for the nominally planar P–C–C–P fragments and that tions from through-bond and direct lone-pair interactions
these probably persist in solution. Comparable deviations are of opposite sign.
from planarity can be expected to occur in other deriva- The highly hindered 5 has smaller (81.0 and 35.3 Hz)

31 31 31 31tives of 2 and 6 and to affect the vicinal P– P couplings vicinal P– P coupling constants than any of the other
both by direct modification of the through-bond pathway polyphosphines studied here, and its derivatives display

3 31 IIIand by modifying electron lone-pair interactions. It is some remarkably small or even zero values of J( P –
31 III 3 31 Vdifficult to quantify these effects at present, but it may be P ) in conjunction with abnormally large J( P –

3 31 III 31 III 31 IIInoted that the values of J( P – P ) in 1, cis- P ), e.g. 70.6 Hz in 5d. It is particularly striking that in
Ph PCH5CHPPh , trans- Ph PCH5CHPPh , and dppe 5a–e which are substituted in the 1-position not only is the2 2 2 2

III IIIare 145.2, 105.5, 13.4, and 33.6 Hz respectively [19], adjacent vicinal P –P coupling constant almost zero,
which illustrates the large potential for variation of this but so is that between P and P . This is consistent with3 4

coupling constant; indeed it is possible that the contribu- there being quite severe distortions of the P C skeleton in4 6
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31Fig. 3. Proton-decoupled P NMR spectrum at 24.2 MHz of 1-Ph P(Se)-2,3,4-(Ph P) C H in CH CL showing the pattern of unusual coupling2 2 3 6 2 2 2

constants.

addition to specific electron lone-pair orientations which Acknowledgements
are normally regarded as being the main determining
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Abstract

The infra-red spectroscopic data for a series of 88 sandwich-type (na)phthalocyaninato and porphyrinato rare earth complexes,
including heteroleptic double- and triple-deckers, have been collected and systematically studied. The IR characteristics for unsubstituted

?2 ?2 229 9 9and substituted (na)phthalocyaninato monoradical anion Pc (Pc95Pc, Pc*), Nc (Nc95Nc, Nc*), and dianion Pc (Pc95Pc, Pc*)
are thus comparatively described.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Phthalocyanines; Naphthalocyanines; Porphyrins; Infra-red; Sandwich complexes; Lanthanides

1. Introduction (M5Th, U, Zr, Hf) [33,34], the IR peak around 1310–
211330 cm has been confirmed to be the diagnostic band

?2 22The bis(phthalocyaninato) rare earth double-deckers for the Pc and Pc anions. Despite the existence of
have attracted great attention since their first synthesis in voluminous literature on this topic, there has been no
the 1960s [1,2] due to their application as components of systematic description for the IR spectroscopic properties
electrochromic displays and gas sensors. More recently, of the various kinds of sandwiches, especially for the
these sandwiches have been found to be good materials for substituted-phthalocyanine ligand-containing homoleptic
potential applications in fields such as molecular elec- and heteroleptic phthalocyaninato rare earth compounds
tronics, molecular optronics, and molecular ionoelectronics and the mixed porphyrinato–phthalocyaninato rare earth
[3–12]. The investigation into the relationship between the compounds. In 1989, Aroca described the vibrational
macroscopic characteristics of the molecular materials and spectra of lutetium and ytterbium bis(phthalocyaninato)
their constituents induced intense research into substituted compounds in thin solid films [35]. Meanwhile, Homborg
bis(phthalocyaninato), heteroleptic bis(phthalocyaninato), has also reported the synthesis and structures of a series of
and mixed porphyrinato–phthalocyaninato metal complex- bis(phthalocyaninato) rare earth complexes together with
es especially since the beginning of the 1990s [13–23]. IR their IR and Raman spectroscopic properties [29,30,36–
spectroscopy is one of the most versatile techniques for 38]. Quite recently, Janczak compared the IR characteris-
studying the intrinsic properties of the sandwiches. The tics of the double- and triple-decker phthalocyaninato

21characteristic IR band at 1008 cm of H Pc has been indium compounds In(Pc) and In (Pc) [39]. In the course2 2 2 3

generally used to check the purity of synthesized sandwich of our work to develop new species of sandwich com-
phthalocyaninato metal complexes for a long time [24– pounds, we have recently developed new synthetic routes
28]. For the unsubstituted bis(phthalocyaninato) complexes to both homoleptic and heteroleptic bis(phthalocyaninato)
M(Pc) (M5RE; Th, U, Zr, Hf, Bi, Sn) [29–32] and rare earth [13,14], bis(naphthalocyaninato) rare earth [40]2

porphyrinato–phthalocyaninato double-deckers M(Por)(Pc) as well as mixed porphyrinato–phthalocyaninato rare earth
[16–23,41–43] complexes and have prepared a large
number of corresponding sandwich compounds. Their

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 161-7-3864-2482; fax: 161-7-3864-
spectroscopic properties have been carefully investigated.1804.
In this paper, we describe and compare the IR characteris-E-mail address: d.arnold@qut.edu.au (D.P. Arnold)

1Corresponding co-author. tics, especially for the (na)phthalocyanine ligand in

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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RE(Pc*) , RE(Nc9) , RE(Pc)(Pc9), RE(Pc)(Nc9), RE(Pc) double-deckers through their work on the syn-2 2 2

thesis and optical spectra of a series of monomeric andRE (Por) (Pc9) and RE(Por)(Pc9) (Pc95Pc, Pc*; Nc952 2 2

double-decker rare earth phthalocyanines [28]. This peakNc, Nc*; Pc*5substituted phthalocyanine; Nc*5
21 2lies at about 1330 cm for [RE(Pc) ] or HRE(Pc) andsubstituted phthalocyanine). A full list of abbreviations is 2 2

monomeric RE(Pc)X [28], while for H Pc, the two bandsprovided in Appendix A. In accordance with common 2
21at 1320 and 1330 cm appear with equal strong intensity.usage, we include yttrium and lanthanum in the term ‘rare

Nevertheless, this characteristic band slightly shifted fromearth’.
21 211323 cm for Lu(Pc) to the lower frequency 1314 cm2

for Nd(Pc) , along with the increase of rare earth ionic2

radius [28]. Their results are in good agreement with what2. Experimental
was obtained by Homborg on a series of bis(ph-
thalocyaninato) rare earth complexes, namely RE(Pc) andThe sandwich-type rare earth complexes were prepared 2

2[RE(Pc) ] (RE5La . . . Lu, except Pm) [36–38]. Quiteaccording to the reported procedures [13–26]. It is 2

recently, based on intensive research on both homolepticnoteworthy that both the homoleptic and heteroleptic
and heteroleptic phthalocyaninato and/or porphyrinatodouble-deckers containing substituted (na)phthalocyaninato

n nactinide complexes [M(P) ] and [M(P)(P9)] (n50, 11;ligands were prepared by the cyclic tetramerization of the 2

M5Th, U; P±P95OEP, TPP, Pc), Kadish recognized thatcorresponding (na)phthalonitrile on the template of
besides the porphyrin p-radical marker band (OEP or TPP)RE(acac) ?H O or RE(P)acac (P5Por, Pc) [13–15]. The3 2

21in their IR spectra, an extra band at about 1320 cm istriple-deckers containing unsubstituted phthalocyanine
always present in all of the investigated singly-oxidizedwere obtained by the mixed condensation of H Por and2

1 1[M(Por)(Pc)] and [M(Pc) ] (M5Th, U, Zr, Hf) [33,34].Li (Pc) with RE(acac) ?H O [16–22], while those homo- 22 3 2

As described above, this band corresponds to a similardinuclear and hetero-dinuclear triple-deckers having substi-
21band lying around 1310–1320 cm for the neutral raretuted phthalocyaninato rings were provided by the raise-

IIIearth phthalocyaninato double-deckers RE (Pc) [14–by-one-step method using the reaction between RE(P)acac 2

23,41–43,47,48] in which one Pc ring is a monoanion(P5Por, Pc) and double-decker RE9(Pc*) or2
?2

p-radical Pc . Therefore, Kadish and his co-workersRE9(Por)(Pc*) [42]. IR spectra were recorded on Perkin-
argued that it is the marker IR band for the phthalocyanineElmer 1600 or 1000 FT-IR spectrometers as KBr pellets

21
p-radical monoanion. It is worth mentioning again that thewith resolutions of 4 and 1 cm , respectively.

?2reduction of Pc p-radical leads to a shift of this band
21from 1310–1320 to 1330 cm assigned to the normal

22phthalocyanine dianion Pc . In the IR spectra of3. Results and discussion
III IV 1 ?2homoleptic RE (Pc) and [M (Pc) ] , only the Pc2 2

?2
p-radical marker bands instead of those for both Pc and3.1. IR characteristics of RE(Pc) , RE(Pc*) ,2 2

22Pc are observed. This suggests that the hole in theRE(Pc)(Pc*), (Pc)RE(Pc*)RE(Pc*),
double-decker delocalizes over both the phthalocyanine(Pc)Eu(Pc*)Er(Pc*)
rings on the IR time-scale. Furthermore, the abstraction of
the unpaired electron from the highest (semi-occupied)Metal free phthalocyanines H Pc9 (Pc95Pc, Pc*) usual-2

21 molecular orbital of RE(Pc) does not induce a significantly exhibit a characteristic IR band at 1000–1020 cm 2

change in the characteristic IR bands from those of[24–28], which is therefore used as an effective method to
1RE(Pc) , and thus suggests that the species [RE(Pc) ]check the purity of synthesized sandwich samples. In 1974, 2 2

?2 ?2 1may be denoted as a biradical form [RE(Pc )(Pc )]MacKay and co-workers described the different IR charac-
[49–53].teristics for the green double-decker Gd(Pc) and blue2

Since the IR properties of RE(Pc) have been welldouble-decker HGd(Pc) [44]. Several years later, Mos- 22

studied by other researchers, for the purpose of com-kalev started to notice the difference in the IR spectra
parison, we have prepared only a few bis(ph-between the trivalent rare earth bis(phthalocyanine)
thalocyaninato) rare earth double-deckers RE(Pc) (RE5RE(Pc) (RE5Nd, Eu, Ho, Lu) and the tetravalent metal 22

IVGd, Y, and Ce ) and recorded their IR spectra. The datadouble-decker Th(Pc) [45]. In 1981, by summarizing all2

were in good correspondence with the previous resultsthe existing IR absorption spectroscopic data for the
[28]. When the unsubstituted phthalocyaninato ligands inpublished sandwich-type rare earth double-deckers
RE(Pc) are replaced by substituted phthalocyanine rings,RE(Pc) (RE5La, Ce, Nd, Eu, Gd, Er, Yb, Lu) and 22

changes occurred in the IR spectrum depending on thetriple-decker Nd (Pc) at that time, Walton began to2 3
21 nature of the substituents. For the alkyl-group substitutedidentify the peak around 1310–1330 cm as one of the

phthalocyaninato double-deckers RE[Pc(C H ) ] (RE5characteristic IR bands for these homoleptic 7 15 8 2

Eu, Gd, Y) [13,23], there is a strong absorption at aboutphthalocyaninato sandwiches [46]. Then Clarisse and Riou
21clearly proposed that the IR absorption peak around 1320 1320 cm (Tables 1 and 2). This strong band, due to the

21cm is the sole characteristic IR band for the neutral C–C stretching vibrations of the isoindole skeleton, corre-
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Table 1
21Characteristic IR bands (cm ) of phthalocyanine for RE(Pc) , RE(Pc*) , RE(Pc)(Pc*) [RE5Eu, Y; Pc*5Pc(C H ) , Pc(OC H ) , Pc(OC H ) ],2 2 7 15 8 5 11 8 5 11 8

a,b(Pc)RE(Pc*)RE(Pc*), (Pc)Eu(Pc*)Er(Pc*), Ce(Pc9)2 [Pc95Pc, Pc(C H ) , Pc(OC H ) ]7 15 8 5 11 8

c1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

733vs 739vs 722 724 725m 732 733w 730s 731s 726vs 725 734w
756 757 770m 762vw 762vw 761vw 758w 763 742 752s 748

1044s 1044s 1051s 1051m 1041m 1039m
1070s 1076vs 1074s

1090s 1112s 1106 1101 1110m 1094 1094 1098 1113 1114 1111 1113 1115s
1259s 1272vs 1276vs 1275vs 1274s 1274s 1272

1318vs 1317 1320 1320 1323s 1316m 1317m 1320m 1319vs 1323 1318 1322 1330 1328
1372s 1372s 1378s 1366vw 1375s 1377s 1382s

1449m 1451m 1456 1456 1465s 1457 1456 1456 1448 1456m 1450 1462 1456vw 1451m 1459vs
1474w 1466m

1505sh 1503sh 1506w 1500 1501sh 1509 1501sh 1504sh 1506m 1504m 1485w 1488w 1496s
2856 2848 2856s 2856 2856 2860 2854 2856 2860 2852 2853 2870m
2923 2924 2926vs 2922 2926 2933 2925 2926 2930 2922 2923 2933s
2964 2964 2966s 2971 2956 2956 2967sh 2969 2955 2955 2955 2956

a Compounds: 1 Gd(Pc) , 2 Y(Pc) , 3 Eu[Pc(C H ) ] , 4 Gd[Pc(C H ) ] , 5 Y[Pc(C H ) ] , 6 Eu[Pc(OC H ) ] , 7 Gd[Pc(OC H ) ] , 82 2 7 15 8 2 7 15 8 2 7 15 8 2 5 11 8 2 5 11 8 2

Y[Pc(OC H ) ] , 9 Eu(Pc)[Pc(C H ) ], 10 Y(Pc)[Pc(C H ) ], 11 Eu(Pc)[Pc(OC H ) ], 12 Y(Pc)[Pc(OC H ) ], 13 Ce(Pc) , 14 Ce[Pc(C H ) ] , 155 11 8 2 7 15 8 7 15 8 5 11 8 5 11 8 2 7 15 8 2

Ce[Pc(OC H ) ] .5 11 8 2
b Abbreviations: vs5very strong, s5strong, m5medium, w5weak, vw5very weak, sh5shoulder.
c Relative intensities conform to the pattern of this column, except where otherwise indicated.

21sponds well to the similar one in the unsubstituted species. weaker while the one at 1377 cm gains intensity and
21Besides, there is a very weak band at 1370 cm , also becomes a strong band (Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 1). Moreover,

similar to that in the unsubstituted RE(Pc) . The pyrrole the former one is slightly blue-shifted along with the2

moiety of the phthalocyanine isoindole exhibits several decrease of rare earth ionic size from La to Er [41]. In
stretching bands of medium intensity in the region of 1460 addition, the alkoxy-substituted phthalocyaninato double-

21to 1506 cm . The three strong bands in the region from deckers show the asymmetric and symmetric C–O–C
21 212850 to 2960 cm are assigned to the stretching vibration stretch bands at about 1270 and 1050 cm , respectively.

of C–H for CH and CH in the substituents. When alkoxy In order to study the difference between the trivalent3 2

groups are introduced onto the Pc rings, further changes rare earth and tetravalent cerium bis(phthalocyanines),
are observed. Fig. 1 shows the IR spectrum for Ce(Pc9) [Pc95Pc, Pc(C H ) , Pc(OC H ) ] have been2 7 15 8 5 11 8

Er[Pc(OC H ) ] . In the IR spectra of RE[Pc(OR) ] prepared and their IR spectroscopy studied [15]. The data8 17 8 2 8 2

(RE5La, Pr, Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Er, Y; R5C H , C H ) are organized comparatively in Table 1. It can be seen that5 11 8 17

[13,23,41], the IR marker band of the phthalocyanine the sole difference from those of their trivalent rare earth
21 21monoanion radical at about 1320 cm becomes relatively analogues is in the region of 1310–1390 cm . For all

these three complexes, the diagnostic IR band for phthalo-
?2cyanine p-monoradical anion (Pc’) around 1310 to 1320Table 2

21 21Characteristic IR bands (cm ) of phthalocyanine for RE(Pc*) [RE5La, cm as seen for the trivalent rare earth bis(ph-2
aPr, Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Er, Y; Pc*5Pc(OC H ) ]8 17 8

b16 17 18 19 20 21 22

731 732m 732 731w 723 725 724
756 756 756 756vw 750 754w 758w
1046m 1047 1047 1047s 1046 1047 1048
1063sh 1062sh 1065 1066m 1067 1093 1099
1277s 1278 1278 1277vs 1277 1277 1277
1311 1314 1315 1316m 1317 1319 1320
1375m 1377 1377m 1377s 1378 1379 1377
1467m 1458m 1457 1458s 1458 1460 1458
1493w 1493 1494 1495s 1497 1496 1498
2853 2853m 2854m 2852s 2854 2854 2854
2923 2924s 2925s 2925vs 2924 2924 2925
2950 2950 2950 2950sh 2950 2950 2950

a Compounds: 16 La[Pc(OC H ) ] , 17 Pr[Pc(OC H ) ] , 188 17 8 2 8 17 8 2

Nd[Pc(OC H ) ] , 19 Eu[Pc(OC H ) ] , 20 Gd[Pc(OC H ) ] , 218 17 8 2 8 17 8 2 8 17 8 2

Tb[Pc(OC H ) ] , 22 Er[Pc(OC H ) ] .8 17 8 2 8 17 8 2
b Relative intensities conform to the pattern of this column, except

where otherwise indicated. Fig. 1. IR spectrum of Er[Pc(OC H ) ] (22).8 17 8 2
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thalocyanines) was not observed. Strong peaks at 1330 and
211328 cm appearing in the IR spectra for Ce(Pc) and2

Ce[Pc(C H ) ] , respectively, are then assigned to the7 15 8 2
22 22phthalocyanine dianions Pc and [Pc(C H ) ] . For7 15 8

Ce[Pc(OC H ) ] , the characteristic IR band of5 11 8 2
22 21[Pc(OC H ) ] appeared at 1383 cm . It is noteworthy5 11 8

21that quite a strong absorption band around 1070 cm in
21addition to the one at 1115 cm is observed in the IR

spectrum of Ce(Pc) , and the former is absent in the2

spectra of the trivalent rare earth phthalocyaninato double-
decker analogues. The similar band appears at 1076 and

211074 cm for Ce[Pc(C H ) ] and Ce[Pc(OC H ) ] ,7 15 8 2 5 11 8 2

respectively. We tentatively assign this as the characteristic
22band of Pc by analogy to the similar band at about 1076

Fig. 2. IR spectrum of (Pc)Eu[Pc(OC H ) ]Eu[Pc(OC H ) ] (23).21 8 17 8 8 17 8cm for RE(Pc)(OAc) (RE5Nd, Lu) [28]. This assign-
ment agrees with the conclusion of Janczak in the work on 21for (Pc)Eu[Pc(OC H ) ] Eu to 1382 cm for8 17 8 2phthalocyaninato indium sandwiches [39] and is also

(Pc)Er[Pc(OC H ) ] Er with the decrease of rare earth8 17 8 2supported by the results for HRE(TPyP),
ionic size. Additionally, the strong absorption band at 1081

Li[RE(TPyP)(Pc)], RE (Por) (Pc), RE (Por)(Pc) , 212 2 2 2 cm is attributed to the characteristic band for the
RE (Por) (Pc*), RE (Por)(Pc*) , and RE (Pc)(Pc*) , 22 222 2 2 2 2 2 formation of Pc or Pc* in these heteroleptic phthalo-
which will be described below.

cyanine triple-deckers.
So far, there have not been many examples of heterolep- 21The absorptions near 725 and 760, and 1110 cm are

tic rare earth bis(phthalocyaninato) compounds. According
common for all the sandwich samples regardless of the

to our experimental results on the IR spectra of both
oxidation state of sandwiched metal and the phthalo-

RE(Pc)[Pc(C H ) ] and RE(Pc)[Pc(OC H ) ] (RE5Eu,7 15 8 5 11 8 cyanine ligands and whether two or three ligands are
Y) (Table 1) [14,23], it is clear that they possess the

complexed. These bands are also present in the monomeric
combined characteristics of their constituent RE(Pc) and2 rare earth phthalocyaninato compound RE(Pc)X [28] and
RE[Pc(R) ] or RE[Pc(OR) ] . The IR spectrum for8 2 8 2 are attributed to the C–H wagging and bending vibrations
RE(Pc)[Pc(C H ) ] is quite similar to that of7 15 8 of phthalocyanine rings [39].
RE[Pc(R) ] due to the similarity of IR marker bands8 2

between RE(Pc) and RE[Pc(R)] . However, in the case of t2 2 3.2. IR characteristics of RE(Nc*) [Nc*5Nc( Bu) ,2 4RE(Pc)[Pc(OC H ) ] (RE5Eu, Y), because of the in-5 11 8 Nc(SC H ) ]12 25 8volvement of only one alkoxy-substituted phthalocyanine
21ring, the absorption band at 1377 cm loses some

In contrast to the situation of bis(phthalocyaninato) rare21intensity compared with that of the peak at 1320 cm in
earth compounds, neither the synthesis nor the spectro-

RE[Pc(OC H ) ] [14,23].5 11 8 2

Homoleptic triple-decker phthalocyaninato rare earth
compounds RE [Pc(OBu) ] have only been reported Table 32 8 3

21recently [54,55], and their IR spectroscopic characteriza- Characteristic IR bands (cm ) of phthalocyanine for
(Pc)RE(Pc*)RE(Pc*) (RE5Eu, Tb, Er) and (Pc)Eu(Pc*)Er(Pc*) [Pc*5tion has not been discussed. We recently prepared novel

aPc(OC H ) ]8 17 8homo- and hetero-dimetallic heteroleptic phthalocyaninato
b23 24 25 26triple-deckers (Pc)RE[Pc(OC H ) ] RE (RE5Eu, Tb, Er)8 17 8 2

and (Pc)Eu[Pc(OC H ) ]Er[Pc(OC H ) ] [56] by the 730m 732 733 7328 17 8 8 17 8

raise-by-one-step process, and investigated their spectro- 742w 742 754 753
1046w 1046 1047 1047scopic properties. As expected from the discussion for the
1082s 1081 1081 1080heteroleptic bis(phthalocyaninato) rare earth compounds,
1114w 1113 1114 1113

the IR characteristics for heteroleptic phthalocyanine tri- 1203m 1203 1203 1203
2ple-deckers were derived from both [RE(Pc) ] and 1274s 1275 1275 12752

2hRE[Pc(OC H ) ] j . They resemble those of the analo- 1380s 1381 1382 13828 17 8 2
1462vs 1464 1465 1464gous bis(phthalocyaninato) cerium(IV) complexes [15].
2854s 2854 2854 2854Fig. 2 and Table 3 show the IR spectrum of
2925vs 2925 2925 2925

(Pc)Eu[Pc(OC H ) ] Eu [56]. A very weak band appears8 17 8 2 2954s 2952sh 2954sh 2955sh
21at 1329 cm , while a very strong band at about 1380 a Compounds: 23 (Pc)Eu(Pc*)Eu(Pc*), 24 (Pc)Tb(Pc*)Tb(Pc*), 2521 22cm is assigned to [Pc(OC H ) ] as in8 17 8 (Pc)Er(Pc*)Er(Pc*), 26 (Pc)Eu(Pc*)Er(Pc*) [Pc*5Pc(OC H ) ].8 17 8

bCe[Pc(OC H ) ] . Nevertheless, the absorption attributed5 11 8 2 Relative intensities conform to the pattern of this column, except
22 21to [Pc(OC H ) ] shifts very slightly from 1380 cm where otherwise indicated.8 17 8
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tTable 4 RE[Nc( Bu) ] . The common peaks around 750 and 11004 221
21Characteristic IR bands (cm ) of phthalocyanine for RE(Nc*) [RE5La,2 cm for all compounds are similar to those of thet aPr, Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Er, Y; Nc*5Nc( Bu) , Nc(SC H ) ]4 12 25 8 phthalocyanine analogues and are also assigned to the

b27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 C–H wagging and bending vibrations of the
746m 747 749 749 749 752 751 722w naphthalocyanine ring.
1088m 1099 1099 1099 1099 1099 1099 1097s
1259m 1260 1260 1259 1260 1259 1259 1262w
1314vs 1316 1317 1324 1327 1329 1329 1322s 3.3. IR characteristics of RE(Por)(Pc), RE(Por)(Pc*),
1364s 1365 1365 1366 1366 1366 1366 1378w

RE(Por)(Nc), RE(Por)(Nc*), RE (Por) (Pc),1388s 1391 1391 1392 1394 1394 1394 1412m 2 2

RE (Por) (Pc*), RE (Por)(Pc) , RE (Por)(Pc*) ,1463s 1463 1461 1461 1458 1462 1462 1455 2 2 2 2 2 2
2856s 2853 2853 2854 2854 2853 2851 2852vs (Por)RE(Pc*)RE9(Pc*)
2926vs 2924 2923 2924 2924 2923 2922 2924
2956vs 2957 2957 2958 2958 2957 2958 2951sh Due to the potential applications of sandwich-type

a Compounds: 27 La(Nc*) , 28 Pr(Nc*) , 29 Nd(Nc*) , 30 Eu(Nc*) ,2 2 2 2 porphyrinato and/or phthalocyaninato metal complexes in
t31 Tb(Nc*) , 32 Er(Nc*) , 33 Y(Nc*) , [Nc*5Nc( Bu) ], 342 2 2 4 molecular electronics and ionoelectronics, research into the

Eu[Nc(SC H ) ] .12 25 8 2
b intrinsic properties of sandwich molecules, especially theRelative intensities conform to the pattern of this column, except

ring–ring interactions, has stimulated great interest inwhere otherwise indicated.
heteroleptic phthalocyaninato, heteroleptic porphyrinato
and mixed phthalocyaninato porphyrinato metal complexes
since the beginning of the 1990s. IR spectroscopy is anscopic characterization of bis(naphthalocyaninato) rare
effective tool in analyzing the extent of hole (de)localiza-earth compounds has been extensively studied. Before our

twork on the substituted RE[Nc( Bu) ] [40,57], tion for the double-decker porphyrin and/or phthalocyan-4 2

Eu[Nc(SC H ) ] [40], and RE(TPyP)(Nc9) [8], L9Her ine complexes [15–23,33,34,59]. Before describing the IR12 25 8 2

and co-workers briefly described the IR spectroscopic characteristics of mixed porphyrinato–phthalocyaninato
results for Lu(Nc) and Lu(Pc)(Nc) [58]. They attributed rare earth complexes, it is helpful to give a brief descrip-2

21 ?2the strong band at about 1330 cm to the stretching tion of the porphyrin monoanion radical Por .
vibration of the pyrrole rings of naphthalocyanine. How- In 1981, in order to distinguish the redox site between

tever, according to our results on RE[Nc( Bu) ] , the IR the metal and porphyrin ring for metallo-porphyrins,4 2
tspectra for RE[Nc( Bu) ] are quite similar to their Shimomura developed an effective infrared spectroscopic4 2

21phthalocyanine analogues (Table 4). Fig. 3 displays the IR method, and assigned the band around 1520–1570 cm
t t 21spectrum of Eu[Nc( Bu) ] . RE[Nc( Bu) ] shows a strong and 1270–1300 cm as the IR marker band for the4 2 4 2

?2 ?221 porphyrin p-radicals, OEP and TPP , respectively [60].absorption band at about 1314 to 1330 cm depending on
?2 Based on their work, the nature of the porphyrin p-radicalthe species of rare earth, which corresponds to the Pc IR

in the sandwich-type porphyrinato metal complexes hasmarker band of RE(Pc) and is thus assigned to the C–C2

been diagnosed by the IR technique since their firststretching vibration of the isoindoles, and constitutes the
?2 ?2?2 21 synthesis. The diagnostic bands for OEP and TPP inNc IR marker band. The strong absorption at 1463 cm

IIIthe homoleptic double-deckers RE (Por) [61,62],is attributed to the pyrrole stretching vibration. The C–H 2
IV 1 III[M (Por) ] [33,34,63–69], RE (Por)(Por9) [51,52], andstretching vibration of the tert-butyl group shows three 2
IV 121 [M (Por)(Por9)] [33,34] lie in the regions 1520–1570strong peaks from 2855 to 2960 cm . The IR characteris-
21 21tics of RE[Nc(SC H ) ] are similar to those of cm and 1250–1320 cm , respectively. Interestingly,12 25 8 2

after extraction of a second electron from the mono-
IV 1oxidized complexes [M (Por) ] [33,34,63–69], the cor-2

responding porphyrin p-radical monoanion marker IR
bands are blue-shifted and gain intensity. This suggests
that one electron has been removed from each of the two
Por rings and thus each behaves as an independent p-
radical monoanion.

So far, there have been only limited reports on the
mixed Por–Pc metal double-deckers containing Por or Pc

?2macrocycle p-radical monoanion P [16–23,33,34]. The
?2 ?2monoanion radical nature for both Por and Pc of

1[M(Por)(Pc)] (Por5OEP, TPP; M5Th, U, Zr, Hf) has
been demonstrated by their respective IR marker bands
[33,34]. However, in the IR spectra of RE(TPyP)(Pc)
(RE5Eu, Gd) [16], RE(Por)(Pc) [RE5Eu, Y; Por5TPP,

ttFig. 3. IR spectrum of Eu[Nc( Bu) ] (30). TPyP, T(4-Cl)PP, T(4- Bu)PP, T(4-OMe)PP] [17–23] and4 2
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[RE(TPP)(Pc)] (RE5La, Pr, Nd, Eu, Gd, Er, Lu, Y) [70],
?2 21only the Pc IR marker band around 1320 cm has been

observed. This suggests that the electron hole in the
heteroleptic RE(Por)(Pc) more likely resides on the
phthalocyanine side. When one electron is abstracted from

1the double-decker, the newly-formed [RE(TPP)(Pc)]
(RE5La, Pr, Nd, Eu, Gd, Er, Lu, Y) [70] showed the IR

?2 ?2marker bands of both TPP and Pc , demonstrating that
the electron is removed from the TPP rings. Table 5
summarizes the characteristic IR bands of phthalocyanine
ligand in the mixed double-deckers RE(Por)(Pc),
Li[RE(TPyP)(Pc)] [16] and HRE(TPyP)(Pc) [71] [RE5

Eu, Gd, Y; Por5TPP, TPyP, T(4-Cl)PP, T(4-OMe)PP, T(4-
t ?2Bu)PP]. In the neutral species RE(Por)(Pc), Pc shows
similar IR characteristics as in RE(Pc) . When the neutral Fig. 4. IR spectrum of HY(TPyP)(Pc) (50).2

RE(TPyP)(Pc) is reduced to HRE(TPyP)(Pc), the corre-
22sponding phthalocyanine dianion Pc displays only the Eu[T(OC H )PP][Pc(OC H ) ], and Fig. 5 shows the12 25 8 17 8

spectrum for the last of these. As expected from thesimilar IR absorption characteristics to those in Ce(Pc)2

situation of heteroleptic bis(phthalocyaninato) rare earthand thus can be assigned similarly (Fig. 4). The IR spectra
compounds, the IR characteristics of phthalocyanine inof Li[RE(TPyP)(Pc)] closely resemble those of their
RE(Por)(Pc*) [Pc*5Pc(C H ) , Pc(OC H ) ,protonated species, the sole difference being the appear- 7 15 8 5 11 8

21 Pc(OC H ) ] are similar to those of RE(Por)(Pc) andance of a very strong band at 1378 cm , which likewise 8 17 8

especially of RE(Pc*) . The comparison of the IR datadoes not exist in the spectrum of Ce(Pc) . The origin of 22

between RE(Por)(Pc*) and the corresponding RE(Pc*)this band is not clear at this moment, but is probably 2
1 listed in Tables 1, 2 and 6, clearly demonstrates the samerelated to the lower electron affinity of Li compared with

phthalocyanine nature in the two different series of double-the proton. The five Li[RE(TPyP)(Pc)] and
deckers. Besides the common phthalocyanine absorptionHRE(TPyP)(Pc) samples studied here all exhibit a strong

21 and the normal characteristic bands for CH , CH , pyrroleband around 1075 cm , which is due to the presence of 3 2
22 and C–O–C (for OR-group substituted Pc*-containingPc in these compounds. It also should be noted that the

21 sandwiches) as described above, they all give an IR markertwo absorptions at 1038 and 1246 cm in the IR spectrum
?2 21band of Pc* at around 1320 cm . As forof Eu[T(4-OMe)PP](Pc) are due to the C–O–C stretching

RE[Pc(OR) ] , there is a medium strong absorption aroundbands of the T(4-OMe)PP ligand. 8 2
21In 1998, we first reported on the synthesis of por- 1377 cm for all the alkoxy-substituted phthalocyanine-

phyrinato–phthalocyaninato rare earth double-deckers hav- containing mixed porphyrinato–phthalocyaninato double-
ing substituted phthalocyaninato ligands RE(Por)(Pc*) deckers, which band is absent for both RE(Por)(Pc) and
[RE5Eu, Y, Tb; Pc*5Pc(C H ) , Pc(OC H ) , RE(Por)[Pc(C H ) ]. This accords well with the band in7 15 8 5 11 8 7 15 8

Pc(OC H ) ] [22,23,43]. Table 6 compares the IR spectra the spectra of homoleptic and heteroleptic alkoxy-substi-8 17 8
tfor Eu[T(4- Bu)PP](Pc), [Eu(TPP)[Pc(C H ) ], and tuted phthalocyanine-containing double- and triple-deck-7 15 8

Table 5
21 tCharacteristic IR bands (cm ) of phthalocyanine for RE(Por)(Pc) [RE5Eu, Gd, Tb, Y; Por5TPP, T(4-Cl)PP, T(4-OMe)PP, T(4- Bu)PP, TPyP, OEP],

aLi[RE(TPyP)(Pc)] (RE5Eu, Gd), and HRE(TPyP)(Pc) (RE5Eu, Gd, Y)

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

731vs 731vs 736vs 732vs 733vs 736m 736m 736s 738s 735s 733vs 728s 728s 734vs 734vs 731vs
1038w 1060s 1061s 1058s 1059s 1059s

1085m 1087m 1089w 1076m 1075m 1076s 1074s 1075s
1112m 1115m 1119m 1112m 1113w 1119w 1112w 1113m 1112m 1113m 1111s 1111s 1110s

1246m
1312s 1315s 1320s 1313s 1318s 1320vs 1320vs 1312vs 1311vs 1315vs 1314s 1328m 1328m 1330s 1330s 1328s
1452m 1452m 1447m 1462m 1449m 1461m 1447m 1456m 1450m 1457m 1378vs 1378vs 1406m

1474m 1474m 1508m 1446m 1457m 1457m 1459m
2858s 2872s 2851m 1489m 1483m 1485s 1485s 1486s
2925vs 2926s
2972s 2959vs 2961s

a Compounds: 35 Eu(TPP)(Pc), 36 Y(TPP)(Pc), 37 Eu[T(4-Cl)PP](Pc), 38 Gd[T(4-Cl)PP](Pc), 39 Tb[T(4-Cl)PP](Pc), 40 Eu[T(4-OMe)PP](Pc), 41
tEu[T(4- Bu)PP](Pc), 42 Eu(TPyP)(Pc), 43 Gd(TPyP)(Pc), 44 Y(TPyP)(Pc), 45 Eu(OEP)(Pc), 46 Li[Eu(TPyP)(Pc)], 47 Li[Gd(TPyP)(Pc)], 48

HEu(TPyP)(Pc), 49 HGd(TPyP)(Pc), 50 HY(TPyP)(Pc).
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Table 6
21 tCharacteristic IR bands (cm ) of phthalocyanine for RE(Por)(Pc*) [RE5Eu, Y, Tb; Por5TPP, TPyP, T(4-Cl)PP, T(4-OMe)PP, T(4- Bu)PP, T(4-

aOC H )PP; Pc*5Pc(C H ) , Pc(OC H ) , Pc(OC H ) ] and Eu(TPyP)(Nc9) [Nc95Nc, Nc(SC H ) ]12 25 7 15 8 5 11 8 8 17 8 12 25 8

b51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63

729 729w 722 722vw 720 719 728 730 723vw 723m
758 759 763 763s 761 757w 760 761 752w 757w 757w 767 749w

1038m 1043 1058 1049 1042
1070 1073 1091 1098w 1070 1072 1076 1092 1075 1070 1079 1098m

1114m 1114w
1246s 1243 1244s

1276vs 1281s 1276vs 1276vs
1318 1318 1319 1313vs 1323 1318s 1321 1323 1319 1322 1320 1323 1321s

1377m 1376w 1378w 1378w
1458 1458 1461 1461s 1460 1460vs 1462 1465 1465 1456 1462 1457w 1461

1506m 1499m 1494m 1507m
2851 2853 2851 2858s 2863 2854 2854 2855 2869 2871 2854 2853
2922 2923 2925 2925vs 2923 2925 2925 2926 2931 2931 2925 2924
2954 2954 2972 2972s 2962 2952sh 2951sh 2955 2956 2955 2956sh 2950sh

a Compounds: 51 Eu(TPP)[Pc(C H ) ], 52 Eu(TPyP)[Pc(C H ) ], 53 Eu[T(4-Cl)PP][Pc(C H ) ], 54 Eu[T(4-OMe)PP][Pc(C H ) ], 55 Eu[T(4-7 15 8 7 15 8 7 15 8 7 15 8
tBu)PP][Pc(C H ) ], 56 Eu[T(4-OC H )PP][Pc(OC H ) ], 57 Y(TPP)[Pc(C H ) ], 58 Y(TPyP)[Pc(C H ) ], 59 Y(TPP)[Pc(OC H ) ], 607 15 8 12 25 8 17 8 7 15 8 7 15 8 5 11 8

Y(TPyP)[Pc(OC H ) ], 61 Tb[T(4-OC H )PP][Pc(OC H ) ], 62 Eu(TPyP)(Nc), 63 Eu(TPyP)[Nc(SC H ) ].5 11 8 12 25 8 17 8 12 25 8
b Relative intensities conform to the pattern of this column, except where otherwise indicated.

ers. As in the case of RE(Por)(Pc), the absence of the containing sandwiches as mentioned above. It is consid-
?2 ?2characteristic band for the Por p-radical anion in the IR ered to be derived from a shift in the band of Pc or

21 ?2 21region between 1270 to 1295 cm in all the mixed Pc* at about 1110 cm for the corresponding RE(Pc)2

tetraarylporphyrinato–(substituted-phthalocyaninato) rare or RE(Pc*) .2

earth (III) complexes is further rationalized by the higher In Figs. 5 and 6 we compare the IR spectra of
electron density of substituted Pc* rings due to the Eu[T(OC H )PP][Pc(OC H ) ], Eu [T(OC H )PP] -12 25 8 17 8 2 12 25 2

introduction of electron donating OR or R groups. Even if [Pc(OC H ) ] [43], and Eu [T(OC H )PP]-8 17 8 2 12 25

TPP is replaced by the more electron rich porphyrin ligand
?2 ?2OEP, the IR marker band for OEP rather than Pc was

not observed in the IR spectrum of Eu(OEP)(Pc) [31]. This
IV 1contrasts with the result for [M (OEP)(Pc)] (M5Zr, Hf,

Th, U) [33,34] and probably relates to the weaker OEP–Pc
ring interaction in Eu(OEP)(Pc) compared with that in

IV 1[M (OEP)(Pc)] (M5Zr, Hf, Th, U) due to the larger
ionic size of Eu. It must be pointed out that the weak band

21around 1070 cm for these alkyl- or alkoxy-substituted
phthalocyanine-containing mixed Por–Pc double-deckers

22 22is different from the strong band in the Pc - or Pc* -

Fig. 6. IR spectrum of Eu [T(OC H )PP] [Pc(OC H ) ] (79) (upper)2 12 25 2 8 17 8

Fig. 5. IR spectrum of Eu[T(OC H )PP][Pc(OC H ) ] (56). and Eu [T(OC H )PP][Pc(OC H ) ] (81) (lower).12 25 8 17 8 2 12 25 8 17 8 2
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Table 7
21 tCharacteristic IR bands (cm ) of phthalocyanine for RE (Por) (Pc) and RE (Por)(Pc) [RE5Sm, Eu, Gd; Por5TPP, T(4-Cl)PP, T(4-OMe)PP, T(4- Bu)PP,2 2 2 2

aOEP]
b64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78

732 730 731 732 732s 732s 732 741 742 730 730vs 729 731 733 730
1036 1036m 1046

1061m 1062m 1060m 1063m 1064m 1063m 1070 1071 1071 1071 1071s 1071 1063 1070 1070vs
1112w 1113w 1112w 1115w 1115w 1111w 1114 1114 1114 1114 1113s 1113 1107 1112 1112

1247 1264 1247m 1264 1261s 1262 1262
1329 1330 1329 1331 1330 1330 1328 1330 1330 1330 1329s 1330 1327m 1328 1329

1460 1460 1460m 1460 1451
1476 1475 1477 1476 1476m 1476m 1476 1475 1475 1476 1476s 1477 1463m 1462 1461

1491m 1510m 1509w
2834m 2866 2850s 2866 2854m 2850 2853
2932s 2922vs 2925s 2920 2924
2953sh 2960 2956s 2960 2962 2962 2960

a Compounds: 64 Sm (TPP) (Pc), 65 Eu (TPP) (Pc), 66 Gd (TPP) (Pc), 67 Eu [T(4-Cl)PP] (Pc), 68 Eu [T(4-OMe)PP] (Pc), 69 Eu [T(4-2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
t tBu)PP] (Pc), 70 Sm (TPP)(Pc) , 71 Eu (TPP)(Pc) , 72 Gd (TPP)(Pc) , 73 Eu [T(4-Cl)PP](Pc) , 74 Eu [T(4-OMe)PP](Pc) , 75 Eu [T(4- Bu)PP](Pc) ,2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

76 (OEP)Eu(Pc)Eu(OEP), 77 (OEP)Eu(Pc)Eu(Pc), 78 (Pc)Eu(OEP)Eu(Pc).
b Relative intensities conform to the pattern of this column, except where otherwise indicated.

[Pc(OC H ) ] [43]. The corresponding data for unsubsti- T(4-OMe)PP derived triple-deckers, two bands at 1036 and8 17 8 2
21tuted and substituted phthalocyanine-containing triple-de- 1247 cm are observed due to the C–O–C stretch

ckers are summarized in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. The vibrations. It is also noteworthy that there is no apparent
21absence of a peak around 1320 cm and the appearance difference between the IR spectra of two isomers of

21of a strong band at 1330 cm for unsubstituted or alkyl- Eu (OEP)(Pc) , namely (OEP)Eu(Pc)Eu(Pc) and2 2

substituted phthalocyanine-containing triple-deckers, or at (Pc)Eu(OEP)Eu(Pc) [31]. Naturally, the relative intensity
21 221382 cm for alkoxy-substituted phthalocyanine-contain- of the Pc bands in RE (Por)(Pc) is much higher than in2 2

229ing triple-deckers confirms their Pc nature. RE (Por) (Pc).2 2

For the unsubstituted phthalocyanine-containing com- When the substituted phthalocyanine ligand is intro-
plexes, both RE (Por) (Pc) and RE (Por)(Pc) display a duced into the triple-deckers, significant changes in the IR2 2 2 2

21 22strong band near 1330 cm for Pc and a very weak spectrum appear depending on the substituents on the
21band around 1370 cm , as well as the normal Pc bands phthalocyanine ring. It is not necessary to repeat the

21around 730, 1115 and 1476 cm . The strong band in the different IR characteristics induced by the introduction of
21 21region of 1060 to 1070 cm for all these triple-deckers alkyl and alkoxy groups. Both (TPyP)Eu[Pc(C H ) ]-7 15 8

22is also characteristic of the presence of Pc . For the Y[Pc(C H ) ] and (TPyP)Eu[Pc(C H ) ]Y(TPyP) ex-7 15 8 7 15 8

Table 8
21Characteristic IR bands (cm ) of phthalocyanine for RE (Por) (Pc*) and RE (Por)(Pc*) [RE5Eu, Tb; Por5T(4-OC H )PP, OEP; Pc*52 2 2 2 12 25

Pc(OC H ) ], (Por)RE(Pc*)RE9(Pc*) [RE±RE95Eu, Tb; Por5T(4-OC H )PP; Pc*5Pc(OC H ) ], (Por)RE(Pc*)RE9(Por) [RE±RE95Eu, Y; Por58 17 8 12 25 8 17 8
aTPyP; Pc*5Pc(C H ) ]7 15 8

b79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88

722vw 722 724 722w 729vw 723 723 728vw 718 716
753m 754m 751m 750w 751 751 751 751 756 752s
1044 1042 1047m 1048w 1047 1047 1046 1047
1080 1080 1079s 1080m 1076s 1079 1080 1076 1076 1084s
1244vs 1244s 1243 1243m 1244 1244
1272 1271 1274 1275s 1274 1274 1274 1273
1382 1384m 1381 1383s 1382 1382 1381 1381 1333w 1333
1464vs 1464 1464vs 1463s 1463vs 1464 1463 1462 1466w 1466
1505s 1505s 1498s 1494m 1494 1494 1494 1496
2853 2854 2854 2854s 2854 2854 2854 2854 2855 2855
2923 2923 2924 2924vs 2925 2924 2925 2925 2926 2926
2952sh 2950sh 2951sh 2950sh 2957s 2953sh 2952sh 2958s 2955s 2957s

a Compounds: 79 Eu [T(4-OC H )PP] [Pc(OC H ) ], 80 Tb [T(4-OC H )PP] [Pc(OC H ) ], 81 Eu [T(4-OC H )PP][Pc(OC H ) ] , 822 12 25 2 8 17 8 2 12 25 2 8 17 8 2 12 25 8 17 8 2

Tb [T(4-OC H )PP][Pc(OC H ) ] , 83 Eu (OEP)[Pc(OC H ) ] , 84 [T(4-OC H )PP]Eu[Pc(OC H ) ]Tb[Pc(OC H ) ], 85 [T(4-OC H )PP]-2 12 25 8 17 8 2 2 8 17 8 2 12 25 8 17 8 8 17 8 12 25

Tb[Pc(OC H ) ]Eu[Pc(OC H ) ], 86 (OEP)Eu[Pc(OC H ) ]Gd[Pc(OC H ) ], 87 (TPyP)Eu[Pc(C H ) ]Y(TPyP), 88 (TPyP)Eu[Pc(C H ) ]-8 17 8 8 17 8 8 17 8 8 17 8 7 15 8 7 15 8

Y[Pc(C H ) ].7 15 8
b Relative intensities conform to the pattern of this column, except where otherwise indicated.
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hibit similar phthalocyanine dianion marker bands to their ligands, but the spectra resemble more those of
RE(Pc*) .unsubstituted analogues [42]. The strong band at 1333 2

21 21 4. In the mixed double-deckers RE(Por)(Pc), the IRcm and a very weak one at 1377 cm are the marker
?222 marker band for Pc is also a strong absorption in thebands of [Pc(C H ) ] . However, in the IR spectra of7 15 8

21region of 1310 to 1320 cm depending on the rare(Por)RE[Pc(OC H ) ]RE[Por] [RE5Eu, Tb; Por5T(4-8 17 8
earth metal. When the electron-donating alkyl or alkoxyOC H )PP] and (Por)RE[Pc(OC H ) ]RE9[Pc-12 25 8 17 8
substituents (C H , OC H or OC H ) are intro-(OC H ) ] [RE±RE95Eu, Tb, Gd; Por5OEP, T(4- 7 15 5 11 8 118 17 8

21 duced into the phthalocyanine ring, the correspondingOC H )PP] [43], the strong band around 1381 cm ,12 25
phthalocyanine monoanion radical IR marker bandwhich slightly shifts to higher wavenumber along with the
shifts slightly towards higher energy. Their characteris-decrease of rare earth ionic size, is the diagnostic band for

22 21 tics are just the same as in the corresponding bis(ph-[Pc(OC H ) ] . The common strong band at 1080 cm8 17 8
thalocyaninato) rare earth analogues.for all these compounds is another typical characteristic of

22 225. The IR marker bands for Pc and [Pc(C H ) ] inthe phthalocyanine dianion. Nevertheless, comparison be- 7 15 8

HRE(Por)(Pc), RE (Por) (Pc), RE (Por)(Pc) ,tween the IR spectra of RE (OEP)[Pc(OC H ) ] or 2 2 2 22 8 17 8 2
(TPyP)Eu[Pc(C H ) ]Y(TPyP), and (TPyP)Eu-(TPyP)RE[Pc(C H ) ]RE9(P) [P5TPyP, Pc(C H ) ] 7 15 87 15 8 7 15 8
[Pc(C H ) ]Y[Pc(C H ) ] are a strong band aroundand RE [T(4-OC H )PP][Pc(OC H ) ] suggests that 7 15 8 7 15 82 12 25 8 17 8 2

2121 1330 or 1333 cm , and a very weak band aroundthe bands at 1044 and 1244 cm are probably due to the
211377 cm . On the other hand, forC–O–C stretch vibration of [Pc(OC H ) ], while the8 17 8

2221 [Pc(OC H ) ] in RE [T(4-OC H )PP] -former and the one at 1274 cm have contributions also 8 17 8 2 12 25 2

[Pc(OC H ) ] (RE5Eu, Tb), RE [Por]-from the [T(4-OC H )PP] ligand. 8 17 8 212 25
[Pc(OC H ) ] [RE5Eu, Tb; Por5OEP, T(4-Eu(TPyP)(Nc) [8] and Eu(TPyP)[Nc(SC H ) ] [8] are 8 17 8 212 25 8
OC H )PP], and (Por)RE[Pc(OC H ) ]-the only existing examples of heteroleptic porphyrinato– 12 25 8 17 8

RE9[Pc(OC H ) ] [RE±RE95Eu, Gd, Tb; Por5OEP,naphthalocyaninato rare earth complexes at present. The 8 17 8

T(4-OC H )PP], the IR marker band is a very strongcharacteristics of the naphthalocyanine ligand in the IR 12 25
21 229band at 1381 cm . The absorption attributed to Pcspectrum of the latter are similar to those of its analogue

in RE (Por)(Pc9) is much more intense than that inEu[Nc(SC H ) ] [40]. Both Eu(TPyP)[Nc(SC H ) ] 2 212 25 8 2 12 25 8

RE (Por) (Pc9) (Pc95Pc, Pc*).and Eu(TPyP)(Nc) show the typical IR marker band of 2 2
22?2 21 6. The Pc IR marker bands in Li[RE(TPyP)(Pc)] (RE5Nc near 1320 cm .

21Eu, Gd) are a very strong band at 1378 cm and a
21medium strong band at 1328 cm , which are quite

22different from the normal IR marker bands for Pc in
4. Conclusions HRE(Por)(Pc), RE (Por) (Pc), and RE (Por)(Pc) . The2 2 2 2

reason is not clear at this stage.
1. The characteristics of the IR spectra for both 7. Along with the decrease of rare earth ionic size, the

?2(na)phthalocyanine dianion and monoanion radical in 9Pc IR marker band for RE(Pc9) slightly shifts from2

RE(Pc9) , RE(Nc9) RE(Pc)(Pc9), RE(Pc)(Nc9), lower energy to higher energy due to increased ring–2 2
?2RE (Por) (Pc9) and RE(Por)(Pc9) (Pc95Pc, Pc*; ring interaction. For instance, the Pc* IR marker band2 2 2

21Nc95Nc, Nc*; Pc*5substituted phthalocyanine; Nc*5 shifts from 1311 cm for La[Pc(OC H ) ] to 13208 17 8 2
21substituted phthalocyanine) are the bands at around cm for Er[Pc(OC H ) ] .8 17 8 2

211450, 1310–1330 and 1370, 1110, and 710–760 cm , 8. The introduction of the more extended
which are assigned to isoindole stretching, pyrrole C=C naphthalocyanine ligand induces a more pronounced
stretching, and C–H bending and wagging vibrations of shift with the decrease of rare earth ionic size. The

?2 21Pc rings, respectively. The origin of the characteristic Nc* IR marker band shifts from 1314 cm for
22 21 t 21 t9absorption for Pc at 1080 cm is not clear. La[Nc( Bu) ] to 1329 cm for Er[Nc( Bu) ] .4 2 4 2

?2 ?22. The IR marker band for Pc and [Pc(C H ) ] in 9. In the double-decker RE(P) (P5Pc*, Nc*) with the7 15 8 2
III III ?2RE (Pc) and RE [Pc(C H ) ] is located in the same rare earth ion, the IR marker band for Nc* is2 7 15 8 2

21region of 1310 to 1320 cm depending on the rare located at slightly higher energy compared with that of
?2earth metal, and there is a very weak band around 1370 Pc* .

21cm , while for the alkoxy-substituted phthalocyaninato 10.The typical characteristic for the transformation of
III ?2 229 9double-decker RE [Pc(OR) ] (R5C H , C H ) the Pc into Pc [Pc95Pc, Pc(C H ) , Pc(OC H ) ]8 2 5 11 8 17 7 15 8 8 17 8

?2Pc* IR marker band changes to be two medium is the appearance of a strong absorption in the region of
21 21strong bands at about 1310 and 1377 cm . The latter 1060 to 1080 cm , the exact energy depending on both

absorption is stronger than the former one. the phthalocyanine species (unsubstituted phthalocyan-
3. Heteroleptic bis(phthalocyaninato) rare earth com- ine, unsubstituted phthalocyanine and the kind of

pounds RE(Pc)(Pc*) [Pc*5Pc(C H ) , Pc(OC H ) , substituent) and the sandwich species (double-decker,7 15 8 5 11 8

Pc(C H ) ] possess the IR characteristics of both triple-decker).8 17 8
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Abstract

Reaction of [Cu(pda)(Phen) ]?6H O and [Cu(oda)(Phen) ]?8H O hpdaH 5pentanedioic acid; odaH 5octanedioic acid; Phen51,10-2 2 2 2 2 2

phenanthrolinej with ethanolic solutions of sodium perchlorate gives the two binuclear copper(II) perchlorate salts
[Cu (pda)(Phen) ](ClO ) ?5H O?C H OH (1) and [Cu (oda)(Phen) ](ClO ) ?2.76H O?C H OH (2), respectively. The X-ray crystal2 4 4 2 2 2 5 2 4 4 2 2 2 5

21structures of 1 and 2 are quite similar with each comprising a discrete [Cu (dicarboxylate)(Phen) ] dication, two uncoordinated2 4

perchlorate anions, an uncoordinated ethanol and several uncoordinated water molecules. The copper centres have N O ligation with each4

metal having approximately square pyramidal geometry. h[Cu(pda)]j reacts with ammonium hydroxide to form the polymeric copper(II)n

amine species h[Cu (pda) (NH ) (H O) ]?4H Oj (3). The structure of 3, as determined by X-ray crystallography, consists of polymeric2 2 3 4 2 2 2 n
22chains in which the bridging pda anions link two crystallographically similar copper atoms. The copper atoms are also ligated by two

transoidal ammonia nitrogens and an oxygen atom from an apical water molecule, giving the metals an overall N O , slightly distorted,2 3

square pyramidal geometry. Spectroscopic and magnetic data for the three complexes are also reported.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II) complexes; Dicarboxylate; Crystal structures

1. Introduction and, indeed, reports of this or similar complexes containing
long-chained a,v-dicarboxylic acid ligands are scarce

Anomalies in copper metabolism in humans, whether [5,6].
caused by a deficiency of, or an inability to absorb, the As part of our recent studies into the coordination
metal can lead to the development of Menke’s disease chemistry of dicarboxylic acids [7–22] we have been
[1–3]. This disorder is characterised by severe neurologic, examining the reactions of copper(II) salts with several
skeletal and developmental abnormalities [1]. Near normal long-chained a,v-dicarboxylic acids. [Cu (m-2

growth rates and the survival of animal models for this CH COO) (H O) ] is known to react smoothly [10] with3 4 2 2

disease has been achieved by the administration of cop- HOOC(CH ) COOH (heptanedioic acid; pdaH ) and2 5 2

per(II) salts in the presence of decanedioic acid HOOC(CH ) COOH (octanedioic acid; odaH ) to give the2 6 2

hHOOC(CH ) COOHj [4]. The nature of the copper polymeric copper(II) complexes h[Cu(hda)]j and2 8 n

complexes present in the system is not fully understood h[Cu(oda)]j , respectively. These complexes are believedn

to be similar to those described earlier by Asai et al. [5].
These somewhat insoluble complexes react with 1,10-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1353-1-402-4486; fax: 1353-1-402-
phenanthroline (phen) to yield the highly soluble mononu-4499.

2
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2and [Cu(h -OOC(CH ) COO)(phen) ]?12H O. The X-ray2 6 2 2

crystal structures of the two phenanthroline complexes
showed the copper centres ligated by the four nitrogen
atoms of the two phenanthrolines and two oxygens from a
single asymmetrically chelating carboxylate function of the
dicarboxylate ligand, with the second carboxylate group of
the diacid uncoordinated [10]. Reaction of copper(II)
acetate with octanedioic acid and pyridine yielded the

1 1polymeric copper(II) complex hCu (h h m -oda)2 2 2

(py) (H O)j [12]. The X-ray crystal structure of the latter4 2 n

complex showed it to consist of linear polymeric chains in
22which bridging oda dianions link the metal centres. Each

copper atom has N O square-pyramidal coordination and2 3

is ligated by the nitrogen atoms of two transoid pyridines,
an oxygen atom from an apical water molecule and a
single carboxylate oxygen atom from each of the two

22transoid monodentate oda ligands. Herein we report the
facile syntheses, X-ray crystal structures and physical
properties of the binuclear copper(II) complexes
[Cu (pda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?5H O?C H OH (1) and2 4 4 2 2 2 5

[Cu (oda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?2.76H O?C H OH (2) and also2 4 4 2 2 2 5

the polymeric complex hCu (pda) (NH ) (H O) j ?4H O2 2 3 4 2 2 n 2

(3).

Fig. 1. Structure of [Cu (pda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?5H O?C H OH (1).2 4 4 2 2 2 5

2. Results and discussion [Cu (oda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?2.67H O?C H OH (2), respec-2 4 4 2 2 2 5

tively (Scheme 1).
The mononuclear complexes [Cu(pda)(phen) ]?6H O The X-ray crystal structure of2 2

2[22] and [Cu(h -oda)(phen) ]?12H O [10] were reacted [Cu (pda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?5H O?C H OH (1) is shown in2 2 2 4 4 2 2 2 5

with an excess of sodium perchlorate in ethanol to yield Fig. 1 and selected bond lengths and angles for the
light blue solids which, upon recrystallisation from an complex are given in Table 1. Each copper(II) atom is
ethanol:water (1:1) mixture, yielded dark blue crystals of coordinated to two phenanthroline molecules and to one
the dicopper(II,II) perchlorate salts oxygen atom from a dicarboxylate ion which bridges the
[Cu (pda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?5H O?C H OH (1) and two copper centres. Each carboxylate group of the di-2 4 4 2 2 2 5

Scheme 1.
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Table 1 too long to be considered as bonding. The central (CH )2 6˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [Cu (pda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?2 4 4 2 chain of the dicarboxylate moiety linking the two cop-
5H O?C H OH (1)2 2 5 per(II) atoms is maximally extended hCH –CH –CH –2 2 2
Cu(1)–O(1) 1.958(6) Cu(1)–N(1a) 2.030(7) CH torsion angles are in the range 176.0(7) to 171.1(7)8j2
Cu(1)–N(1b) 2.004(7) Cu(1)–N(2a) 2.003(8) but the terminal carboxylate groups have a ‘‘gauche’’
Cu(1)–N(2b) 2.202(7) Cu(2)–O(3) 1.953(6)

conformation htorsion angles CH –CH –CH –CO2 2 2 2Cu(2)–N(1d) 2.002(7) Cu(2)–N(1c) 2.005(7)
70.1(9) and 57.0(10)8j. The coordination conformation atCu(2)–N(2d) 2.039(7) Cu(2)–N(2c) 2.195(7)

O(1)–Cu(1)–N(2a) 90.3(3) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1b) 92.1(3) each of the copper atoms in complex 2 is slightly different,
N(2a)–Cu(1)–N(1b) 176.4(3) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1a) 158.8(3) and this is presumably attributable to crystal packing. The
N(2a)–Cu(1)–N(1a) 81.4(3) N(1b)–Cu(1)–N(1a) 97.3(3) interplanar angles between the two phenanthroline planes
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(2b) 95.2(3) N(2a)–Cu(1)–N(2b) 97.5(3)

at Cu(l) is 69.8(1)8 while the corresponding angle at Cu(2)N(1b)–Cu(1)–N(2b) 79.6(4) N(1a)–Cu(1)–N(2b) 105.2(3)
˚O(3)–Cu(2)–N(1d) 89.1(3) O(3)–Cu(2)–N(1c) 93.5(3) is 85.5(1)8. At the Cu(l) site oxygen O(11) is 0.50(1) A

N(1d)–Cu(2)–N(1c) 177.3(3) O(3)–Cu(2)–N(2d) 155.3(3) below the plane of the three basal nitrogen atoms, with
N(1d)–Cu(2)–N(2d) 81.7(3) N(1c)–Cu(2)–N(2d) 95.7(3) ˚Cu(l) 0.03(1) A and the remaining nitrogen atom N(42)O(3)–Cu(2)–N(2c) 96.3(3) N(1d)–Cu(2)–N(2c) 100.7(3)

˚N(1c)–Cu(2)–N(2c) 79.7(3) N(1d)–Cu(2)–N(2c) 107.9(3) 2.156(9) A above the basal nitrogen plane. The corre-
sponding displacements at the Cu(2) site for atoms O(81),

˚Cu(2) and N(82) are 20.95(1), 0.081(4) and 2.073(8) A,carboxylate ligand is bound to each of the copper centres
respectively. As was the case for 1 thein a syn monodentate fashion. The geometry at the copper

21[Cu (diacid)(phen) ] dication of 2 is linked by O–H???O2 4ions is approximately square–pyramidal, the apical ligand
hydrogen bonds involving the water and ethanol moleculesbeing one of the nitrogen donors hN(2b) and N(2c) for
to yield an infinite hydrogen-bonded chain extending alongCu(1) and Cu(2), respectivelyj. The planes of the phen-
the a direction. The perchlorate anions are also linked toanthroline ligands are inclined to each other at angles of
this chain by O–H???O hydrogen bonds. p–p interactions69.6(1)8 and 66.0(1)8 for Cu(1) and Cu(2), respectively.
between the phenanthroline groups are again evident in theThere is an extensive hydrogen–bonding network through-
structure.out the crystal involving all the water molecules, the

The infra-red spectra of the perchlorate complexes 1 andethanol solvate, the carbonyl oxygen atoms of the pen-
2 each contained prominent n and n stretch-OCOasym OCOsymtanedioate ligand, and to a lesser extent, the two per-

21ing bands around 1586–1565 and 1309–1300 cm ,chlorate anions (Fig. 1 and Table 2). In addition, there are
respectively. The relatively large values of DOCOsignificant intermolecular p–p interactions between the
(n 2n ) calculated for the copper complexesOCOasym OCOsymphenanthroline ligands (Fig. 2).

21The X-ray crystal structure of (260 and 257 cm , respectively) are as expected for a
[Cu (oda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?2.67H O?C H OH (2) is shown unidentate coordination mode of the carboxylate moieties2 4 4 2 2 2 5

in Fig. 3 and selected bond lengths and angles for the [23].
complex are given in Table 3. The coordination at both Whereas the mononuclear precursors [Cu(pda)(phen) ]?2

copper(II) atoms in the complex dication is distorted 6H O and [Cu(oda)(phen) ]?12H O were only soluble in2 2 2

tetragonal–pyramidal with three nitrogen atoms and one ethanol and in water, the binuclear perchlorate salts were
carboxyl oxygen atom forming the basal plane in each highly soluble in a range of solvents. Conductivity mea-
case, and the apical site occupied by the remaining surements carried out on solutions of 1 and 2 in DMF

2 21phenanthroline nitrogen atom. The apical nitrogen to (L 5117 and 122 S cm mol , respectively) and CH CNM 3
2 21copper bonds hCu(1)–N(42) and Cu(2)–N(82)j are ap- (L 5236 and 278 S cm mol , respectively) showed thatM

˚proximately 0.20 A longer than the other nitrogen to they dissociate extensively in these solvents. The relatively
copper distances for each metal centre. The sixth site of high values of the molar conductivity of the 1 and 2 would
what would be a distorted octahedral coordination at each suggest that they do not form simple 1:1 electrolytes in
copper(II) atom is occupied by the remaining carboxylate either DMF or CH CN hi.e. the binuclear dication3

21 2oxygen atoms [O(12) and O(82)], but the Cu???O distances [Cu (O C(CH ) CO )(phen) ] and 2ClO j but rather2 2 2 n 2 4 4
˚ ˚(Cu(1)–O(12) 2.720(5) A, Cu(2)–O(82) 2.915(5) A) are that they probably dissociate to give two mononuclear

dications, two perchlorate anions and a dicarboxylate
dianion as outlined below, with the equilibrium lyingTable 2
further to the right hand side:˚Selected hydrogen bond distances (A) O–H? ? ?O for

[Cu (pda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?5H O?C H OH (1)2 4 4 2 2 2 5

[Cu (O C(CH ) CO )(phen) ] (ClO ) ? xH O ? C H OH2 2 2 n 2 4 4 2 2 2 5O(2)–O(1w) 2.711(0.010) O(14a)–O(5w) 3.030(0.011)
21 2O(4)–O(4w) 2.743(0.010) O(2w)–O(3w) 2.768(0.011) á2[Cu(L) (phen) ] 1 2ClO2 2 4

O(1w)–O(4w) 2.752(0.011) O(13a)–O(3w) 2.919(0.010) 2 2
1 O C(CH ) CO 1 xH O 1 C H OH2 2 n 2 2 2 5O(1w)–O(5w) 2.666(0.011) O(21a)–O(3w) 2.940(0.011)

O(2w)–O(5w) 2.792(0.011) O(2w)–O(2s) 2.730(0.010) (L 5 DMF, CH CN)3
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Fig. 2. A view down the x-axis of [Cu (pda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?5H O?C H OH (1).2 4 4 2 2 2 5

The insoluble complex hCu(pda)j [22] reacted withn

NH OH to give the polymeric blue ammine adduct4

h[Cu (pda) (NH ) (H O) ]?4H Oj (3) in high yield.2 2 3 4 2 2 2 n

Crystals of (3) were grown from a dark blue ammonia /
hCu (pda) j / chloroform solution and the X-ray crystal2 2 n

structure of the complex was obtained (Fig. 4). The
selected bond lengths and angles for the complex are given
in Table 4. The coordination geometry around the copper
atoms in 3 is essentially the same as that of the metal
atoms in the octanedioic acid complexhCu (oda)2 2

(py) (H O)j [12]. Each copper(II) atom has a slightly4 2 n

distorted square-pyramidal geometry, with the apical site
occupied by a water molecule and with pairs of trans
nitrogen and oxygen atoms from the ammine and dicarbox-
ylate groups, respectively. In the coordination sphere of

21 each metal the Cu–O bond lengths Cu(1)–O(11)Fig. 3. Structure of the [Cu (oda)(phen) ] dication of carboxylate2 4

[Cu (oda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?2.67H O?C H OH (2). and Cu(1)–O(51a) were essentially the same [1.983(2) and2 4 4 2 2 2 5
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Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Cu (oda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?2.67H O?C H OH (2)2 4 4 2 2 2 5

Cu(1)–O(11) 1.974(5) Cu(2)–O(81) 1.970(5)
Cu(1)–N(11) 2.032(6) Cu(2)–N(51) 1.997(6)
Cu(1)–N(22) 1.994(5) Cu(2)–N(62) 2.062(6)
Cu(1)–N(31) 2.014(6) Cu(2)–N(71) 2.000(5)
Cu(1)–N(42) 2.216(7) Cu(2)–N(82) 2.201(6)
Cu(1)–O(12) contact distance 2.720(5)
Cu(2)–O(82) contact distance 2.915(5)
O(11)–Cu(1)–N(22) 91.8(2) O(11)–Cu(1)–N(31) 89.0(2)
N(22)–Cu(1)–N(31) 177.8(3) O(11)–Cu(1)–N(11) 162.5(2)
N(22)–Cu(1)–N(11) 81.6(2) N(11)–Cu(1)–N(31) 97.2(2)
O(11)–Cu(1)–N(42) 93.8(2) N(22)–Cu(1)–N(42) 103.1(2)
N(31)–Cu(1)–N(42) 78.8(3) N(11)–Cu(1)–N(42) 103.4(2)
O(81)–Cu(2)–N(51) 92.6(2) O(81)–Cu(2)–N(71) 92.6(2)
N(51)–Cu(2)–N(71) 174.2(2) O(81)–Cu(2)–N(62) 155.3(2)
N(51)–Cu(2)–N(62) 81.7(2) N(62)–Cu(2)–N(71) 94.6(2)
O(81)–Cu(2)–N(82) 108.1(2) N(51)–Cu(2)–N(82) 96.8(2)
N(71)–Cu(2)–N(82) 79.0(2) N(62)–Cu(2)–N(82) 96.4(2)

Fig. 4. Structure of h[Cu (pda) (NH ) (H O) ]?4H Oj (3) (Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 30% probability level).2 2 3 4 2 2 2 n

21 21˚1.980(2) A]. The Cu(1)–N(1) and Cu(1)–N(2) bond and 1394 cm , respectively. The D value of 173 cmOCO

lengths were also quite similar with values of 1.997(3) and would seem to indicate that a bridging bidentate mode of
˚2.004(3) A, respectively. The Cu–O(1) bond was the coordination was being adopted by the carboxylate groups

˚longest at 2.323(3) A. The pentanedioate dianion is in this complex as opposed to the actual unidentate
maximally extended (C–C–C–C torsion angles 178.9(3) coordination mode revealed in the X-ray analysis. How-
and 178.5(4)8) and links the copper(II) atoms to form an ever, it has been recognised that strong intramolecular
infinite polymeric chain. In addition to the molecules hydrogen-bonding between the uncoordinated carboxylate
coordinated to the copper centre there are two additional oxygen atom and a water molecule can equate the two
water molecules present in the asymmetric unit. These are C–O bonds and alter the absorption frequency of the
linked by O–H? ? ?O and N–H? ? ?O hydrogen bonds to n and n bands to give a lower than expectedOCOasym OCOsym

form a stable three-dimensional network within the crystal. D value [24]OCO

All of the water hydrogen atoms and four of the six The electronic absorption spectra of complexes 1, 2
ammonia hydrogen atoms take part in hydrogen-bonding. (CH CN solutions) and 3 (nujol mull) each contained a3

The infra-red spectrum of h[Cu (pda) (NH ) (H O) ]? single d–d absorption band in the region 678–689 nm. The2 2 3 4 2 2

4H Oj (3) showed n and n bands at 1572 complexes all had room temperature magnetic moments in2 n OCOasym OCOsym

the range expected for simple copper(II) species, i.e. those
lacking Cu–Cu interactions [25].Table 4

˚Selected bond distances (A) and bond angles (8) for
h[Cu (pda) (NH ) (H O) ]?4H Oj (3)2 2 3 4 2 2 2 n

3. ExperimentalCu(1)–O(11) 1.983(2) Cu(1)–N(2) 2.004(3)
Cu(1)–O(51a) 1.980(2) C(1)–O(11) 1.266(4)
Cu(1)–O(1) 2.323(3) C(1)–O(12) 1.245(4) Chemicals were purchased from commercial sources and
Cu(1)–N(1) 1.997(3) used without further purification. IR spectra were recorded
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 172.39(14) N(2)–Cu(1)–O(51a) 91.44(12) 21in the region 4000–400 cm on a Nicolet-400 ImpactN(1)–Cu(1)–O(1) 95.66(14) N(2)–Cu(1)–O(11) 88.62(12)

spectrometer and UV–vis spectra were obtained using aN(1)–Cu(1)–O(11) 88.76(12) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(11) 83.24(10)
N(1)–Cu(1)–O(51a) 91.87(13) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(51) 91.14(10) Milton Roy Spectronic 3000 Array. Magnetic suscep-
N(2)–Cu(1)–O(1) 91.12(13) Cu(1)–O(11)–C(1) 118.3(2) tibility measurements were made using a Johnson Matthey
O(11)–C(1)–O(12) 123.2(3) Magnetic Susceptibility balance. [HgCo(SCN) ] was used4
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as a reference. Conductivity readings were obtained using tributable to the fact that the complex rapidly loses water
an AGB Scientific Ltd model 10 conductivity meter. molecules of crystallization upon standing in the laboratory

21Satisfactory microanalytical data for the complexes were atmosphere). IR n / cm (KBr): 3442, 3328, 2676, 2927,
reported by the Microanalytical Laboratory, University 1629, 1578, 1436, 1400, 1356, 1239, 1061, 916, 756, 735,
College Cork, Ireland. 680, 569; UV–vis (nujol) l 5689 nm; m 51.91 B.M.max eff

per copper. Complex 3 was insoluble in all common
Safety Note: Perchlorate salts of metal complexes with solvents.
organic ligands are potentially explosive. Only a small
amount of the complexes should be prepared at any one
time and they should be handled with care. 3.4. X-ray crystallography

Data collection and refinement parameters are summa-
3.1. [Cu (pda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?5H O?C H OH, 1 rised in Table 5. The diffraction data were collected on2 4 4 2 2 2 5

either a Siemens P4 diffractometer (complex 1) or an
[Cu(pda)(phen) ]?6H O (0.75 g, 1.13 mmol) was added Enraf–Nonius CAD4 instrument (complexes 2 and 3)2 2

˚to an ethonolic solution of sodium perchlorate (0.4 M, 50 using Mo K radiation (l50.71073 A). Each data set wasa
3cm ) and the mixture was gently refluxed for 2 h. The corrected for Lorentz and polarisation effects and empirical

precipitated light blue product was filtered off, washed absorption corrections were applied. Data for 1 were
with a small amount of ethanol and then dried in air. The further corrected for an 18% drop in the intensity of the
solid was recrystallised from an ethanol:water (1:1) mix- standards during the data collection. The structure of 1 was
ture to yield dark blue crystals, yield 21%. Found: C, 51.3; solved by direct methods [26] while 2 and 3 were solved
H, 4.0; N, 8.7; Cl, 5.9. Calc: C,50.3; H, 4.1; N, 8.5; Cl, using heavy atom methods [27]. Each structure was refined

21 25.4%. IR n / cm (KBr): 3408, 3087, 1590, 1516, 1430, by full-matrix least squares on F using all the data, with
1400, 1350, 1307, 1147, 1104, 852, 729, 630; L (in all the non-hydrogen atoms assigned anisotropic atomicM

2 21MeCN)5236 S cm mol ; UV–Vis (MeCN) l 5678 displacement parameters and hydrogen atoms bound tomax
3 21 21nm, e 5279dm mol cm ; m 51.98 B.M. per copper. carbon inserted at calculated positions. Hydrogen atomseff

1 was soluble in H O, EtOH, DMF, MeCN and Me CO. bound to water in complex 1 were not located and not2 2

included in the refinement. Complex 2 showed disorder of
one of the perchlorate anions and the ethanol carbon atoms

3.2. [Cu (oda)(phen) ](ClO ) ?2.76H O?C H OH, 2 (modelled as disordered over two sites) along with partial2 4 4 2 2 2 5

occupancy of one of the three water molecules in the
[Cu(oda)(phen) ]?8H O (0.75 g, 1.0 mmol) was added asymmetric unit. Attempts to model the perchlorate disor-2 2

to an ethonolic solution of sodium perchlorate (0.4 M, 50 der were not successful and it was refined as a rigid
3cm ) and the mixture was gently refluxed for 1 h. The tetrahedral group, consequently there are some residual

23˚precipitated light blue product was filtered off whilst hot, electron density peaks (0.7–1.11 eA ) in this region.
washed with cold water and then dried in vacuo.. The solid Complex 3 crystallises in a chiral space group and the
was recrystallised from an ethanol:water (1:1) mixture to analysis established unambiguously the absolute stereo-
yield dark blue crystals, yield 24%. Found: C, 52.6; H, 4.2; chemistry of the complex (Flack parameter 0.00(2)). The
N, 8.1; Cl, 4.7. Calc: C,52.8; H, 4.3; N, 8.5; Cl, 5.4%. IR decision as to the exact chemical nature of the atoms

21
n / cm (KBr): 3420, 2939, 1560, 1516, 1430, 1406, 1098, labelled N(1) and N(2) was made after refinement of the

2 21849, 723, 658, 621; L (in MeCN)5278 S cm mol ; occupancy parameters (with the atoms considered to beM
3 21UV–vis (in MeCN) l 5689 nm, e 5183dm mol nitrogens) led to values not significantly different frommax

21cm ; m 51.91 B.M. per copper. Complex 2 was soluble unity, confirming this choice was the clear location (fromeff

in H O, EtOH, DMF, MeCN and Me CO. difference maps) of the three hydrogen atoms on each2 2

nitrogen atom. The water hydrogen atoms were located and
constrained to ride on the oxygen atoms to which they

3.3. hCu (pda) (NH ) (H O) j ?4H O, 3 were bound. The programmes used in the final structure2 2 3 4 2 2 n 2

refinements are contained in the SHELXL-93 package
hCu(pda)j (0.22g, 1.13 mmol) was dissolved in [28].n

3NH OH (S.G. 0.88, ca. 25 cm ) and the resulting deep4

blue solution was stirred for 1 h and then filtered.
3Chloroform (10 cm ) was added to the filtrate and on

standing for 14 days deep blue crystals of the product Supplementary data
formed in 76% yield. Found: C, 23.4; H, 5.8; N, 11.6.
Calc: C, 21.3; H, 6.4; N, 9.9% (Discrepancies between The supplementary data for the three structures are
found and calculated analytical figures are probably at- available from the CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
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Table 5
Summary of crystal data, data collection, structure solution and refinement details

Complex (1) Complex (2) Complex (3)

Complex [Cu (pda)(phen) ](ClO ) [Cu (oda)(phen) ](ClO ) h[Cu (pda)(NH )(H O) ]j2 4 4 2 4 4 2 3 2 2 n

?5H O?C H OH ?2.67H O?C H OH ?4H O2 2 5 2 2 5 2

Formula C H Cl Cu N O C H Cl Cu N O C H CuN O55 54 2 2 8 18 58 57.34 2 2 8 15.67 5 18 2 7

Description Blue block Blue block Blue plate
Crystal size (mm) 1.030.4030.20 0.3930.3230.26 0.4430.3530.08
Temperature (K) 123(2) 294(1) 294(1)

˚a (A) 12.250(4) 10.412(1) 7.5234(7)
˚b (A) 31.28(1) 27.878(3) 7.7774(7)
˚c (A) 15.491(6) 19.963(3) 19.444(3)

b (8) 109.03(5) 95.59(1) 90
˚U (A) 5656(4) 5767(1) 1137.7(2)

F(000) 2704 2715 588
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Orthorhombic
Space group P2 /n P2 /n P2 2 21 1 1 1 1
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Abstract

The preparations and crystal structures of [PdCl (R-ahaz)] (ahaz53-aminohexahydroazepine) and [PdCl (R-etahaz)] (etahaz5N-ethyl-3-2 2

aminohexahydroazepine) are described. Both complexes crystallise with two independent molecules stacked in ‘‘dimeric’’ pairs with short
˚ ˚Pd???Pd contacts. In [PdCl (R-ahaz)] the Pd???Pd separation is 3.361(1) A and in [PdCl (R-etahaz)] it is 3.415(1) A. Hydrogen bonds2 2

between the N–H groups of one complex and the chloro ligands of the other link the dimers. There are also Pd???H contacts in the range
˚ ˚2.60 A to 2.75 A between the ligand backbone and the metal. Molecular mechanics models indicate that the hydrogen bonds are the major

contributor to dimer formation.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Pd???Pd contacts; Pd???H(—C) contacts; R-aminohexahydroazepine-dichloropalladium(II); N-ethyl-R-aminohexahydroazepine-dichloropal-
ladium(II); Molecular mechanics analysis

1. Introduction tions that either lead to some of the shortest separations
reported for aliphatic ligands or avoid short interactions

Short axial M???X contacts where M is a square-planar altogether.
d metal ion and X is H, S or M have been reported by a We have previously reported the structures of the Pt8

number of groups [1–11]. There has been much discussion complex of ahaz, [PtCl (ahaz)] and of a number of its2

on the nature of these interactions and they have variously variants, [PtCl (meahaz)], [PtCl (dimeahaz)] and2 2

been described as agostic, weakly agostic and hydrogen [PtCl (etahaz)] (meahaz5N-methyl-3-aminohexahydroaze-2

bonds [1–11]. We have reported elsewhere a molecular pine, dimeahaz5N,N-dimethyl-3-aminohexahydroazepine,
mechanics study of the nature of these interactions and etahaz5N-ethyl-3-aminohexahydroazepine) [13,14]. In
concluded there that the M???H(—C) interactions in par- most of these, short Pt???H(—C) contacts were observed
ticular are at best very weak bonds and the separations are and these have been used to aid in the development of
in the strong repulsive region [12]. We also concluded that nonbonded parameters for the Pt atom [12]. Using the
M???M and M???S interaction may have an attractive same parameters for the Pd atom reproduced Pd???H
component but if they do, it contributes no more that a few separations to a similar level of accuracy as was obtained
kJ to the stability of the complex, particularly in the for the Pt complexes but there was some evidence for
absence of p-acceptor ligands. The ahaz ligand (ahaz53- small differences in the van der Waals radii of the two.
aminohexahydroazepine) and its variants are excellent Therefore, we were interested in extending the range of Pd
candidates for the study of the M???H(—C) interactions complexes available for analysis and comparison.
because they are highly flexible and can adopt conforma- In the present paper we describe the structures of the Pd

complexes of ahaz h[PdCl (R-ahaz)]j and etahaz h[PtCl (R-2 2

etahaz)]j. In both cases, ‘‘dimeric’’ species form in the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 161-2-9351-2830; fax: 161-2-9351-
solid state with short Pd???Pd contacts. Similar dimers and3329.

E-mail address: t.hambley@chem.usyd.edu.au (T.W. Hambley) M???M contacts have been reported previously for a

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Table 1number of [MX (diamine)] (M5Pd and Pt) complexes2
Crystal data[15–21]. The nature of the M???M separations has been

a a[PdCl (R-ahaz)] [PdCl (R-etahaz)]extensively discussed and it has been concluded that there 2 2

is a weakly bonding component that increases in the Space group P2 2 2 P2 2 21 1 1 1 1 1
˚presence of p-acceptor ligands [7,8,22–26]. In order to a, A 11.174(1) 7.989(3)
˚b, A 13.058(2) 9.482(3)shed further light on the nature of these short M???M
˚c, A 13.203(2) 31.786(8)contacts we have undertaken a molecular mechanics 3˚V, A 1926.3(5) 2407.8

analysis of the forces leading to the formation of these Formula weight 291.52 319.57
23dimers. D , g cm 2.010 1.763calcd

Empirical formula C H Cl N Pd C H Cl N Pd6 14 2 2 8 18 2 2

Z 8 8
21Absorp coeff., cm 24.23 19.142. Experimental

Temperature 8C 21 21
˚ ˚l 0.71069 A 0.71069 A

a2.1. Syntheses R(F ) 0.030 0.033o
aR 0.032 0.039w

a 2 2 1 / 22.1.1. [PdCl (R-ahaz)]2 R5o(uuF u2uF uu) /ouF u, R 5(o w(uF u2uF u) /o wF ) .o c o w o c o

A solution of K PdCl (0.326 g, 1.00 mmol) in water2 4

(100 ml) was prepared and filtered. The ligand, R-ahaz
(0.114 g, 1.00 mmol) was suspended in water (20 ml) and methods using SHELXS-86 [29] and refined using full-matrix
this suspension was slowly added over a period of 10 min least-squares methods on F with either SHELX-76 [30]
to the stirred solution of the palladium salt. The mixture h[PdCl (R-etahaz)]j or teXsan [28] h[PdCl (R-ahaz)]j. All2 2

was left to stir for 12 h and filtered to remove a fine of the hydrogen atoms were included at calculated sites
brown-yellow precipitate and some golden-yellow needles. with group isotropic thermal parameters h[PdCl (R-2

The solution was left to stand for 4 weeks. The product as etahaz)]j or isotropic thermal parameters based on those of
golden-yellow needles was removed by vacuum filtration, the parent atom h[PdCl (R-ahaz)]j and the non-hydrogen2

washed with a minimum quantity of cold water followed atoms were refined anisotropically. Neutral atom scattering
by ethanol and air dried. Yield: 68 mg, 23.3%. Calcd for factors were taken from Cromer and Waber [31]. Anomal-
C H N Cl Pd: C, 24.7; H, 4.8, N, 9.6. found: C, 24.8, H, ous dispersion effects were included in F [32]; the values6 14 2 2 c

5.3, N 9.7. for Df 9 and Df 0 were those of Creagh and McAuley [33].
The values for the mass attenuation coefficients are those

2.1.2. [PdCl (R-etahaz)] of Creagh and Hubbell [34]. All calculations were per-2

A solution of K PdCl (0.500 g, 1.53 mmol) in water formed using SHELX-76 [30] or the teXsan [28] crystallo-2 4

(100 ml) was prepared and filtered. The ligand, R-etahaz graphic software package of Molecular Structure Corpora-
(0.220 g, 1.53 mmol) was suspended in water (5 ml) and tion and plots were drawn using ORTEP [35].
just sufficient methanol was added to this suspension to Bond lengths and angles are given in Tables 2–5.
make the ligand soluble. This solution was added dropwise
to the magnetically stirred solution of the palladium salt. 2.3. Molecular mechanics
The resulting solution was filtered and left to stand at room
temperature for 10 days. The product was removed by Starting models were generated and final models were
vacuum filtration, washed with a minimum quantity of viewed and analysed using HyperChem version 4.5 [36].
cold water and air dried. The filtrate and washings were Strain energies were calculated using a force field de-
left to stand and a further crop of crystals were collected. scribed previously [12] and were minimised using MOMECPC

Yield: 335 mg, 88.8%. [37]. Refinement was continued until all shifts were less

Table 2
2.2. Crystallography ˚Bond lengths (A) for [PdCl (R-ahaz)]2

Pd(1)–Cl(1) 2.323(3) Pd(1)–Cl(2) 2.310(3)
Cell constants were determined by least-squares fits to Pd(1)–N(1) 2.069(8) Pd(1)–N(2) 2.028(8)

the u values of 25 independent reflections, measured and Pd(2)–Cl(3) 2.324(3) Pd(2)–Cl(4) 2.300(3)
Pd(2)–N(3) 2.040(7) Pd(2)–N(4) 2.010(9)refined on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4-F diffractometer fitted
N(1)–C(1) 1.49(1) N(1)–C(6) 1.48(1)with a graphite monochromator. The crystallographic data
N(2)–C(2) 1.51(1) N(3)–C(7) 1.50(1)are summarised in Table 1. Data reduction and application
N(3)–C(12) 1.47(1) N(4)–C(8) 1.50(1)

of Lorentz, polarisation and absorption corrections hnu- C(1)–C(2) 1.52(1) C(2)–C(3) 1.54(1)
merical ([PdCl (R-etahaz)]) or analytical ([PdCl (R-ahaz)]j C(3)–C(4) 1.51(2) C(4)–C(5) 1.51(2)2 2

C(5)–C(6) 1.51(1) C(7)–C(8) 1.48(2)were carried out using the Enraf-Nonius Structure De-
C(8)–C(9) 1.54(1) C(9)–C(10) 1.51(1)termination Package [27] h[PdCl (R-etahaz)]j or teXsan2
C(10)–C(11) 1.48(1) C(11)–C(12) 1.51(1)[28] h[PdCl (R-ahaz)]j.The structures were solved by direct2
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Table 3 Table 5
Bond angles (8) for [PdCl (R-ahaz)] Bond angles (8) for [PdCl (R-etahaz)]2 2

Cl(1)–Pd(1)–Cl(2) 94.0(1) Cl(1)–Pd(1)–N(1) 91.3(2) Cl(2)–Pd(1)–Cl(1) 91.1(1) N(1)–Pd(1)–Cl(1) 90.0(3)
Cl(1)–Pd(1)–N(2) 174.7(2) Cl(2)–Pd(1)–N(1) 174.6(2) N(1)–Pd(1)–Cl(2) 178.9(3) N(2)–Pd(1)–Cl(1) 172.4(2)
Cl(2)–Pd(1)–N(2) 91.0(2) N(1)–Pd(1)–N(2) 83.7(3) N(2)–Pd(1)–Cl(2) 94.7(2) N(2)–Pd(1)–N(1) 84.3(3)
Cl(3)–Pd(2)–Cl(4) 93.7(1) Cl(3)–Pd(2)–N(3) 92.3(2) Cl(4)–Pd(2)–Cl(3) 91.7(1) N(3)–Pd(2)–Cl(3) 177.7(2)
Cl(3)–Pd(2)–N(4) 176.3(3) Cl(4)–Pd(2)–N(3) 173.9(2) N(3)–Pd(2)–Cl(4) 90.4(2) N(4)–Pd(2)–Cl(3) 94.4(2)
Cl(4)–Pd(2)–N(4) 89.7(3) N(3)–Pd(2)–N(4) 84.3(3) N(4)–Pd(2)–Cl(4) 172.9(2) N(4)–Pd(2)–N(3) 83.5(3)
Pd(1)–N(1)–C(1) 108.0(6) Pd(1)–N(1)–C(6) 114.9(6) Cl(2)–Cl(1)–Pd(1) 44.5(1) Cl(1)–Cl(2)–Pd(1) 44.4(1)
C(1)–N(1)–C(6) 115.1(8) Pd(1)–N(2)–C(2) 110.7(6) Cl(4)–Cl(3)–Pd(2) 43.9(1) Cl(3)–Cl(4)–Pd(2) 44.4(1)
Pd(2)–N(3)–C(7) 106.9(6) Pd(2)–N(3)–C(12) 117.8(7) C(1)–N(1)–Pd(1) 109.6(6) C(6)–N(1)–Pd(1) 114.5(6)
C(7)–N(3)–C(12) 112.9(7) Pd(2)–N(4)–C(8) 110.3(6) C(6)–N(1)–C(1) 113.2(8) C(2)–N(2)–Pd(1) 107.4(5)
N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 110.7(8) N(2)–C(2)–C(1) 105.1(8) C(7)–N(2)–Pd(1) 120.2(6) C(7)–N(2)–C(2) 117.6(8)
N(2)–C(2)–C(3) 109.2(9) C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 115.4(8) C(9)–N(3)–Pd(2) 107.8(5) C(14)–N(3)–Pd(2) 114.9(6)
C(2)–C(3)–C(4) 116.9(8) C(3)–C(4)–C(5) 114(1) C(14)–N(3)–C(9) 114.2(8) C(10)–N(4)–Pd(2) 106.8(5)
C(4)–C(5)–C(6) 114.3(9) N(1)–C(6)–C(5) 115.5(8) C(15)–N(4)–Pd(2) 120.0(6) C(15)–N(4)–C(10) 115.4(7)
N(3)–C(7)–C(8) 111.8(8) N(4)–C(8)–C(7) 104.9(8) C(2)–C(1)–N(1) 111.3(7) C(1)–C(2)–N(2) 107.1(7)
N(4)–C(8)–C(9) 110(1) C(7)–C(8)–C(9) 116.5(8) C(3)–C(2)–N(2) 112.1(8) C(3)–C(2)–C(1) 114.6(8)
C(8)–C(9)–C(10) 116.8(8) C(9)–C(10)–C(11) 115.5(9) C(4)–C(3)–C(2) 118.0(8) C(5)–C(4)–C(3) 112(2)
C(10)–C(11)–C(12) 117.6(8) N(3)–C(12)–C(11) 115.3(8) C(6)–C(5)–C(4) 119.0(8) C(5)–C(6)–N(1) 112.9(9)

C(8)–C(7)–N(2) 114(2) C(10)–C(9)–N(3) 110.0(7)
C(9)–C(10)–N(4) 105.8(7) C(11)–C(10)–N(4) 111.4(7)
C(11)–C(10)–C(9) 113.5(8) C(12)–C(11)–C(10) 118.3(8)˚than 0.001 A. Constraints were applied using the method
C(13)–C(12)–C(11) 113.0(9) C(14)–C(13)–C(12) 118(2)

of Lagrangian multipliers. The force field has been de- C(13)–C(14)–N(3) 111.9(7) C(16)–C(15)–N(4) 108.8(9)
scribed previously [12].

˚ ˚ ˚0.02 A. The Pd(1) and Pd(2) atoms lie 3.32 A and 3.34 A,
respectively, out of the planes defined by the other

3. Results complex of the dimeric pair. In both complexes the ligands
adopt the conformation that results in a H atom of C(4)

3.1. Structure of [PdCl (R-ahaz)] [C(10) in molecule 2] being disposed toward the metal2

The asymmetric unit contains two independent neutral
complex molecules, packed as a ‘‘dimer’’ with weak
hydrogen bonding contacts between them (Fig. 1). The two

˚Cl? ? ?H(primary amine) separations are 2.70 A and the two
˚Cl? ? ?H(secondary amine) separations are 2.47 A. There is

˚also an intermolecular hydrogen bond (Cl? ? ?H 2.74 A)
between pairs of dimers. The Pd atoms in the dimer are

˚separated by 3.361(1) A and the planes through the two
sets of metal and donor atoms deviate from being parallel
by only 5.98. Deviations from these planes are all less than

Table 4
˚Bond lengths (A) for [PdCl (R-etahaz)]2

Pd(2)–Pd(1) 3.415(1) Cl(1)–Pd(1) 2.312(2)
Cl(2)–Pd(1) 2.318(2) N(1)–Pd(1) 2.034(7)
N(2)–Pd(1) 2.068(7) Cl(3)–Pd(2) 2.316(2)
Cl(4)–Pd(2) 2.298(3) N(3)–Pd(2) 2.067(8)
N(4)–Pd(2) 2.055(7) Cl(2)–Cl(1) 3.304(4)
Cl(4)–Cl(3) 3.310(4) C(1)–N(1) 1.454(12)
C(6)–N(1) 1.528(13) C(2)–N(2) 1.513(11)
C(7)–N(2) 1.460(13) C(9)–N(3) 1.465(13)
C(14)–N(3) 1.512(13) C(10)–N(4) 1.460(11)
C(15)–N(4) 1.521(11) C(2)–C(1) 1.507(15)
C(3)–C(2) 1.525(12) C(4)–C(3) 1.503(13)
C(5)–C(4) 1.489(15) C(6)–C(5) 1.532(16)
C(8)–C(7) 1.513(15) C(10)–C(9) 1.521(13)
C(11)–C(10) 1.583(14) C(12)–C(11) 1.500(15)
C(13)–C(12) 1.478(15) C(14)–C(13) 1.492(13)

Fig. 1. View of the [PdCl (R-ahaz)] molecules giving atom numbering;2C(16)–C(15) 1.554(16)
ellipsoids are drawn at the 30% probability level.
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˚ ˚atom. The Pd? ? ?H separations are 2.60 and 2.70 A in the ahaz complex, ranging up to 0.06 A. The Pd(1) and
˚molecules 1 and 2 respectively. The best description of the Pd(2) atoms both lie 3.37 A, out of the planes defined by

conformation of the seven-membered ring is a skew-chair the other complex of the dimeric pair. In one of the
in which C(2), C(3), C(5) and C(6) define the approxi- complexes the ligand adopts the conformation that results
mately planar seat, C(1) and N(1) the skew back and C(4) in a H atom of C(4) being disposed toward the metal atom

˚the legs. Bond lengths are in the normal range with the (Pd? ? ?H 2.75 A) but in the other the equivalent H atom is
Pd–N bond to the secondary amine being the longer in disposed away from the metal. The conformation of the
each molecule, the same as was observed in the structure seven-membered ring in molecule 1 is the same as for
of the analogous Pt complex [13]. Bond angles around the [PdCl (R-ahaz)] and that in molecule 2 is a skew-boat in2

secondary N atoms are significantly distorted from tetra- which C(10), C(11), C(13) and C(14) define the approxi-
hedral, reflecting the strain associated with coordination of mately planar seat and C(15) and N(3) the skew back and
the ahaz ligand. C(12) the other back. The Pd–N bond lengths are similar

to one another and are similar to that to the secondary
3.2. Structure of [PdCl (R-etahaz)] amine of the ahaz ligand. Angles about the N atoms again2

show evidence of strain. The configuration at the exocyclic
The structure of [PdCl (R-etahaz)] is similar in most N atom is R which results in both H(amine) atoms being2

respects to that of the parent ahaz. Again, the asymmetric disposed toward the same side of the coordination plane.
unit contains two independent neutral complex molecules, This contrasts with what is observed for the analogous Pt
packed as a dimer with weak hydrogen bonding contacts complex, [PtCl (etahaz)], where both endocyclic and ex-2

between them (Fig. 2). The two Cl? ? ?H(primary amine) ocyclic amines have the same configuration and the
˚separations are 2.74 and 2.55 A and the two Cl? ? ? H(amine) atoms are disposed toward opposite sides of the

˚H(secondary amine) separations range are 2.34 and 2.39 A. coordination plane [14]. We showed by NMR spectroscopy
˚The Pd atoms in these pairs are separated by 3.415(1) A that the configuration observed here for the Pd structure

and the planes through the two sets of metal and donor accounts for less than 5% of the Pt complex [14]. Clearly,
atoms deviate from being parallel by only 1.88. Deviations the configuration observed in the Pt complex of etahaz
from these planes are substantially greater than those for does not allow for dimer formation as observed here. It

may be that the diastereomer observed here crystallises
preferentially and it may also be that the greater lability at
Pd allows for a continual re-equilibration leading to
crystallisation of only this diastereomer.

Views down the Pd? ? ?Pd axes of the two structures
(Figs. 3 and 4) show that, in the etahaz complex, the donor
atoms of the two molecules are almost eclipsed and in the
ahaz complex they are staggered by about 108 with respect
to one another. These orientations probably serve to
maximise the hydrogen bonding between the molecules.

3.3. Molecular mechanics

The dimeric ‘‘complexes’’ were modelled in one of two
ways; with only hydrogen bonding and non-bonded inter-
actions between the molecules or with the Pd? ? ?Pd sepa-
ration constrained to the value observed crystallographical-
ly and the hydrogen bonding terms omitted. For both
complexes the former model closely reproduced the geom-
etry of the dimeric species (Table 6). In particular the

˚Pd? ? ?Pd separations are reproduced to within 0.02 A and
the relative orientations of the M–X vectors are re-
produced to within 68 giving nearly eclipsed geometries as
seen crystallographically (Figs. 3 and 4). The alternative
model, with constrained Pd? ? ?Pd separations, does not
reproduce the N–H? ? ?Cl separations and the relative
orientations of the M–X vectors differ by up to 508 from
those observed in the crystal structures giving staggeredFig. 2. View of the and [PdCl (R-etahaz)] molecules giving atom2

numbering; ellipsoids are drawn at the 30% probability level. arrangements. A displacement of the Pd atoms so that the
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In both cases the short Pd? ? ?H–C interactions are
accurately reproduced, but this is to be expected since
[PdCl (ahaz)] was used in the development of the van der2

Waals parameters for Pd(II) and Pt(II) [12].

4. Discussion

The molecular modelling results provide clear support
for the suggestion that weak N–H? ? ?Cl hydrogen bonds
contribute to the stabilisation of the ‘‘dimeric’’ structures
described here. This does not preclude a stabilising contri-
bution from the Pd? ? ?Pd contact but we have been able to
accurately reproduce the crystallographic geometry without
including any attraction between these atoms other than
that inherent in the van der Waals term. Indeed the van der

˚Waals radius we employed (1.7 A) is consistent with these
being non-bonded separations close to the van der Waals
radius sum. This radius and the associated deformability
parameter were derived by modelling Pt? ? ?H–C and Pd? ? ?

H–C contacts [12]. We do not rule out the possibility that
these M? ? ?H contacts have a weak attractive component
corresponding to a three-centre four-electron hydrogen
bond but aliphatic C–H groups of the type involved are not
known to make significant hydrogen bonding contacts in
the solid state. If there is a hydrogen bonding component
to these M? ? ?H contacts then our value for the van der
Waals radius will be an underestimate and in order to
reproduce the Pd? ? ?Pd separation an attractive component
would need to be introduced. However, it is noteworthy
that the one van der Waals radius reproduces both M? ? ?H
and M? ? ?M separations. If attractive components are
involved in both then this would indicate that they are,
coincidentally, similar in energy and bonding geometry.
We have shown that, in the absence of p-acceptor ligands,

Fig. 3. Views down the Pd? ? ?Pd axes of the [PdCl (R-ahaz)] molecules the same parameters reproduce M? ? ?S separations and it2

for; (a) crystallographic data, (b) molecular mechanics model with N–H? ? would be a surprising coincidence if these too had similar
1?Cl hydrogen bonds included and (c) molecular mechanics model with properties. The parameters do not reproduce M? ? ?H–N

N–H? ? ?Cl hydrogen bonds excluded and Pd? ? ?Pd constrained to the
or M? ? ?H–O separations where there is clear evidence ofcrystallographically observed separation.
hydrogen bonding. Thus, we conclude that there is no need
to invoke Pd? ? ?Pd attractions to explain the formation of

Pd? ? ?Pd vectors are no longer perpendicular to the coordi- the dimers in the complexes described herein and else-
nation planes also results (Figs. 3(c) and 4(c)). Thus, the where [15–21]. The major driving force leading to dimer
results are clearly consistent with hydrogen bonding forces formation appears to be N–H? ? ?Cl hydrogen bonds as
contributing to dimer formation and geometry. suggested previously [18–19]. It is noteworthy in this

In [PdCl (R-etahaz)], the ahaz rings of the two mole- context that the N? ? ?Cl and H? ? ?Cl separations in these2

cules adopt different conformations. In modelling the dimers are in the same range as those seen in contacts
dimer formation we found it necessary to mimic this between molecules that do not involve short Pd? ? ?Pd or
situation because refinement with both ligands having the Pt? ? ?Pt separations. This provides further evidence that the
same conformation, as seen for [PdCl (ahaz)], did not N–H? ? ?Cl interactions connecting the dimers are normal2

yield a stable dimer. The orientation of the N–H groups is hydrogen bonds substantially unaffected by either Pd? ? ?Pd
influenced by the ligand conformation and, therefore, it attractions or repulsions.
appears that dimer formation is critically dependent on Dimer formation and stacking leading to short Pd? ? ?Pd
these orientations being optimised. or Pt? ? ?Pt contacts has been observed in a number of
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Fig. 4. Views down the Pd? ? ?Pd axes of the [PdCl (R-etahaz)] molecules for; (a) crystallographic data, (b) molecular mechanics model with N–H? ? ?Cl2

hydrogen bonds included and (c) molecular mechanics model with N–H? ? ?Cl hydrogen bonds excluded and Pd? ? ?Pd constrained to the crys-
tallographically observed separation.

complexes including cisplatin and a some of these are separation between the coordination planes [38]. In that
listed in Table 7. For example, a dimer has been reported case there are four independent molecules; two packed as a

1[21] for [PdCl (tacnH)] (tacn51,4,7-triazacyclononane) ‘‘dimeric’’ pair and the other two not [21]. Thus, whether2
˚with a Pd? ? ?Pd separation of 3.311 A and N–H? ? ?Cl these dimers form or not is clearly dependent on a number

hydrogen bonds similar to those observed here and our of subtle factors. We noted above that in modelling these
molecular mechanics model accurately reproduces the dimers, even slight variations in the conformation of the

ligand were sufficient to prevent their formation. In this
context it is interesting that dimers are not observed in

1Table 6 either of the analogous Pt complexes [PtCl (tacnH)] and2˚Interatomic separations (A) and dihedral angles (8) describing the dimers [PtCl (ahaz)] [13,38]. We have noted previously [12] that2
Crystal Unconstrained Constrained the van der Waals radius of Pt(II) may be a little larger
structure MM MM than that of Pd(II) and this accords with the values derived

˚[PdCl (R-ahaz)] by Bondi (1.63 and 1.72 A). If that is the case then it may2
˚Pd? ? ?Pd (A) 3.361 3.35 3.36 (fixed) be that the additional Pt? ? ?Pt repulsion is sufficient to

N–Pd? ? ?Pd–Cl (8) 13.6, 15.2 8.8 35.2 prevent dimer formation in some cases. It is also interest-
24.0, 24.7 18.6 38.4

ing that the Pd? ? ?Pd separations listed in Table 7 are all at
the shorter end of the range. However, one example where[PdCl (R-etahaz)]2

˚Pd? ? ?Pd (A) 3.415 3.38 3.415 (fixed) isostructural Pt and Pd complexes occur ([MCl (en)])2
N–Pd? ? ?Pd–Cl (8) 11.2, 11.7 14.7, 16.8 27.3, 28.1 exhibits only a marginally shorter separation for Pd (3.369

4.2, 3.9 12.6, 15.2 25.6, 28.5 ˚vs. 3.381 A) [17]. Thus, there is no clear evidence that
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Table 7
˚Short Pd? ? ?Pd and Pt? ? ?Pt separations (A) in the solid state

Complex M? ? ?M Reference

[PdCl (meso-2,3-butanediamine)] 3.34 [16]2

[PdCl (1,2-ethanediamine)] 3.369 [17]2

[PtCl (1,2-ethanediamine)] 3.381 [17]2

cis-[PtCl (NH ) ] 3.372 [15]2 3 2

[PtCl (cis-1,2-cyclohexanediamine)] 3.368, 3.479, 3.511 [19]2

[PtCl (meso-1,2-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)ethanediamine] 3.419 [18]2

[PtCl ((S,S)-1,2-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)ethanediamine] 3.308 [18]2

[PtCl ((S)-1-(2-amino-2-methylpropyl)amino-2-propanol)] 3.39 [20]2

[PtCl (2,29-bipyridine)] 3.45 [39]2
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Abstract

p-Substituted N-phenyl derivatives of 2-carbamoylpyridine (L) have been prepared by the reaction of pyridine-2-carboxylic acid with
p-substituted aniline. Five complexes of the type [Ru(L)(DMSO) Cl ] have been synthesized by the reaction of [Ru(DMSO) Cl ] with L.2 2 4 2

1The amide ligands have been characterized by elemental analysis, infra red and H NMR spectral studies. The complexes are diamagnetic
and show intense absorptions due to metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT) transitions in the UV–visible spectra. The IR spectra of the
complexes show that the amide ligands coordinate to the ruthenium (II) ion as a bidentate ligand coordinating from pyridyl nitrogen and
from the carbonyl oxygen of the amide group. The complexes undergo a reversible ruthenium (II)–ruthenium (III) oxidation near 0.55 V
in acetonitrile solution. The ruthenium (II)–ruthenium (III) oxidation potentials of the complexes are found to be sensitive to the nature of
the substituent on the ligand.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium complexes; 2-Carbamoylpyridine derivatives; Amide complexes; Electrochemistry; Geometrical isomers

1. Introduction

The chemistry of ruthenium receives ample attention
due to the fascinating properties of ruthenium complexes
[1,4]. These include the availability of its wide range of
oxidation states of ruthenium in its complexes [5,6],
occurrence of a ligand mediated intermetallic interaction in
binuclear ruthenium complexes [7–9], reactivity of the
complexes without changing the coordination sphere as
well as reactivity of the complexes causing changes in the
coordination sphere [1–3], enhanced catalytic activity
towards organic substrates [10–15], and occurrence of
some less common reactions [16–21]. The chemistry of
the amide complexes of ruthenium also receives consider-
able attention in the context of metal-peptide chemistry
[22–31]. However, these complexes are mostly limited to
pentaammineruthenium amido complexes. Here we are The presence of a pyridyl nitrogen at the adjacent position
reporting the synthesis and characterization of the aromatic of the amide linkage helps the ligand (L) to bind to a metal
amide of pyridine-2-carboxylic acid and their complexes ion in a bidentate fashion forming a five membered chelate
with ruthenium. The general structure of the ligand can be ring either through N-bonding 1. or through O-bonding 2.
shown as L. from the amide linkage. Both the linkage isomers, O-

bonded and N-bonded,are known for glycinamide chelated
to tetraammineruthenium(III) center [30,31].*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-265-795-552.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00103-5
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2. Experimental white solid was filtered, washed thoroughly with distilled
water and crystallized from aqueous methanol as a color-

2.1. Physical measurements less crystalline solid. Yield: 3.9 g (80%), mp 798C. Found
C, 72.36; H, 4.9; N, 13.93; calc. for C H N O, C, 72.73;12 10 2

Micro analyses (C, H, N) were performed using a H, 5.05; N, 14.14%.
2Perkin-Elmer 240C elemental analyzer. IR spectra were L (X5CH ), yield 79%; mp 1088C. Found C, 73.85;3

obtained on a Parkin-Elmer 783 spectrophotometer. Elec- H, 5.88; N, 12.87; calc. for C H N O, C, 73.58; H, 5.66;13 12 2

tronic spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu 240-UV– N, 13.2%.
3visible spectrophotometer. Magnetic susceptibilities were L (X5OCH ), yield 87%; mp 958C. Found C, 68.73;3

measured with the help of a PAR 155 vibrating sample H, 5.42; N, 11.9; calc. for C H N O , C, 68.42; H, 5.26;13 12 2 2
1 13magnetometer. The H and C NMR spectra were ob- N, 12.28%.

4tained with a Varian Fourier-transform spectrometer, using L (X5Cl), yield 68%; mp. 1398C. Found C, 62.3; H,
TMS as an internal standard. The electrospray mass spectra 3.83; N, 12.37; calc. for C H N OCl, C, 61.94; H, 4.18;12 9 2

were recorded on a MICROMASS QUATTRO II triple N, 12.04%
5quadruple mass spectrometer. Electrochemical measure- L (X5NO ), From the hot reaction mixture the product2

ments were made using the 174A polarographic analyser, a was precipitated directly, isolated by filtration, washed
universal programmer, an X–Y recorder, a platinum work- thoroughly with methanol, dried over fused calcium chlo-
ing electrode, a platinum wire auxiliary electrode and ride, crystallized from large volume of methanol. Yield
Ag/AgNO reference electrode. All electrochemical mea- 78%; mp 2338C. Found C, 59.63; H, 3.89; N, 17.24; calc.3

surements were performed under dinitrogen atmosphere. for C H N O , C, 59.26; H, 3.87; N, 17.28%.12 9 3 3

Ferrocene was used as an internal standard; all potentials
are quoted vs. the ferrocene–ferrocenium couple. Support- 2.4. Syntheses of the complexes
ing electrolyte used was Tetraethylammonium perchlorate
(TEAP) Syntheses of the complexes of the type

[Ru(L)(DMSO) Cl ] were achieved using same general2 2

2.2. Materials method. Specific details are given for representative cases:
Dicholoro[2 - (N - phenylcarbamoyl)pyridine]bis(di-

RuCl ?xH O (Loba, India) was converted to RuCl ? methylsulfoxide)ruthenium(II) I: A suspension of3 2 3

3H O by repeated evaporation to dryness with concen- [Ru(DMSO) Cl ] (0.242 g, 0.5 mmol) and 2-(N-2 4 2
1trated hydrochloric acid. Pyridine-2-carboxylic acid (E- Phenylcarbamoyl)pyridine (L ) (0.099 g, 0.5 mmol) in 15

merk, Germany) was used as received. Aromatic amines ml dry methanol was refluxed for 1 h. Ten millilitres of
(aniline and p-substituted aniline, p-X-C H NH , X52 solvent was distilled out from the reaction mixture. During6 4 2

CH , 2OCH , 2NO and 2Cl) were either distilled over this time an orange colored microcrystalline product3 3 2

KOH or recrystallized before use. Acetonitrile was dis- separated. The solid was isolated by filtration, washed with
tilled over CaH before performing electrochemical experi- minimum volume of dry methanol and then by (1033) ml2

ments. Tetraethylammonium perchlorate (TEAP) was pre- diethylether, dried over fused calcium chloride, yield 0.22
pared using a reported procedure [32]. Methanol was dried g (83%); Found C, 36.67; H, 4.02; N, 5.77; calc. for
over fused CaO and [Ru(DMSO) Cl ] (DMSO5 RuC H N O C S ; C, 36.5; H, 4.18; N, 5.32%.4 2 16 22 2 3 l2 2

dimethylsulfoxide) was prepared as reported before [33]. For complexes II–V the microcrystalline solid was
2 3 4 5 1precipitated directly using L , L , L , L instead of L ,

2.3. Syntheses of ligands respectively
II, yield 68%; Found: C, 37.41; H, 4.31; N, 5.56; calc.

All the amide ligands were prepared using the same for RuC H N O S Cl ; C, 37.77; H, 4.44; N, 5.18%.17 24 2 3 2 2

general method. Specific details are given for representa- III, yield 73%; Found: C, 36.36; H, 4.32; N, 5.21; calc.
tive cases. for RuC H N O S Cl ; C, 36.69; H, 4.32; N, 5.04%.17 24 2 4 2 2

12-(N-Phenylcarbamoyl)pyridine (L ) (X5H): Into a IV, yield 76%; Found: C, 34.55; H, 3.71; N, 4.78; calc.
solution of pyridine-2-carboxilic acid (3.08 g, 25 mmol) in for RuC H N O S Cl ; C, 34.25; H, 3.75; N, 4.99%.16 21 2 3 2 3

10 ml pyridine, aniline (2.28 ml, 25 mmol) was added and V, yield 89%; Found: C, 33.82; H, 3.82; N, 7.13; calc.
was warmed under stirring conditions for 15 min. Into the for RuC H N O S Cl ; C, 33.62; H, 3.68; N, 7.35%.16 21 3 5 2 2

resulting solution 6.6 ml (25 mmol) triphenylphosphite Dichlorobipyridine[2 - (N - phenylcarbamoyl)pyridine-
was added and the mixture was stirred at 1108C for 4 h. ruthenium(II) VI: A solid mixture of I, 0.1052 g (0.2
The cold reaction mixture was washed with 100 ml mmol) and bipyridine (bpy), 0.0312 g (0.2 mmol) was
distilled water and the resulting white paste was taken in refluxed in dry toluene for 24 h. The solid thus obtained
40 ml dichloromethane and extracted in 100 ml 1:1 (v /v) was isolated by filtration, dissolved in minimum volume of
aqueous hydrochloric acid. The acidic aqueous extract was dichloromethane and was purified by column chromatog-
neutralized by solid sodium bicarbonate. The resulting raphy using silica gel (60–120 mesh). The desired product
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was isolated by eluting the column by 4:1 (v /v) benzene– one bidentate N,O-donor ligand to two co-ordinated
1acetonitrile mixture. Evaporation of the solvent from the DMSO ligands. In the aromatic region of the H NMR

2eluate yielded dark red colored microcrystalline solid. spectrum of L six resonances are found and they are
Yield555 mg (53%); Found C, 50.08; H, 3.53; N, 10.26 found to integrate to eight protons. The singlet at d 10.54
calc. for RuC H N Cl C, 50.18; H, 3.42; N, 10.64. is assigned to the NH proton of the amide linkage and the22 18 4 2

singlet (3H) at d 2.29 is assigned to the methyl protons.
The signals in the aromatic regions are assigned as: d 7.18

39 5 29(2H,d,H ), d 7.67 (1H,td,H ), d 7.79 (2H,d,H ), d 8.073. Result and discussion 4 3 6(1H,td,H ), d 8.16 (1H,d,H ) and d 8.74 (1H,d,H ). In the
1H NMR spectrum of II all the signals due to the ligandThe synthetic methodology for the ligands has been
protons are retained but are found to be shifted from itsadapted from Barnes et al. [34] with a modification for the
position compared to the same in the free ligand. Theisolation step. The reaction between pyridine-2-carboxylic
signal due to the NH proton of the amide linkage is foundacid and p-substituted anilines in the presence of tri-
to appear at d 11.74 as a singlet and the signal due to thephenylphosphite proceeds smoothly in pyridine, resulting

4 methyl protons appears at d 2.36 (3H,s). Signals due to thein a pale yellow oil (for L the product precipitated 39aromatic protons are assigned as: d 7.33 (2H,d,H ), ddirectly). The product was isolated from the reaction 29 5 47.52 (2H,d,H ), d 7.94 (1H,t,H ), d 8.30 (1H,td,H ), dmixture by acidification followed by neutralization and 3 68.72 (1H,d,H ) and d 10.33 (1H,d,H ). The methylfinally was crystallized from aqueous methanol. Mi-
protons of the coordinated DMSO molecules appear as twocroanalytical data (experimental section) agree well with
singlets at d 3.35 and d 3.26, each of which integrates tothe empirical formulae of the compounds. In the IR spectra
six protons. This indicates that two coordinated DMSOof the ligands the n and n of the amide linkage areNH CO

21 21 molecules are nonequivalent.observed at ca. 3342 cm and ca. 1677 cm , respective- 13 2In the proton decoupled C NMR spectrum of L , thely.
signal due to the carbon atom of the amide linkage appearsThe reactions of [Ru(DMSO) Cl ] with an equimolar4 2
at d 162.2 while the methyl carbon signal appears at dquantity of amide ligands in dry methanol proceed smooth-
20.5. The spectrum contains nine more signals for 11ly to precipitate microcrystalline [Ru(L)(DMSO) Cl ]2 2
aromatic carbon atoms in the region d 150 to d 120,complexes (Eq. (1)) in reasonably good yields. The
assignment of these signals has not been attempted. In thereaction can be shown as follows. 13proton decoupled C NMR spectrum of II the signal of

[Ru(DMSO) Cl ] 1 L → [Ru(L)(DMSO) Cl ] 1 2DMSO the carbon atom of the amide linkage of the bidentate4 2 2 2

N,O2 ligand appears at d 169.3, while the signal of the(1)
methyl carbon atom appears at d 20.6. The signals due to

Microanalytical data (C, H, N) correspond to the expected the aromatic carbon atoms appear in the region d 155 to d
composition of these complexes. Magnetic susceptibility 122, assignment of the individual signals has not been
measurements show that these complexes are diamagnetic attempted.

6as expected for complexes of ruthenium (II) (low spin d ,
S50). The infrared spectra of these complexes contain 3.1. Geometry of the ruthenium(II) center
many sharp bands of different intensities due to vibrations

2arising from the coordinated DMSO, L and Cl ligands The ruthenium(II) complexes may in principle, exist in
and are therefore complex in nature. No attempt has been the following four geometrical isomeric forms:
made to assign the individual bands. However, comparison
of the IR spectra of the free ligands, with that of the
complexes, shows a negative shift in the n of the amideCO

linkage in the complex, indicating [35] that the oxygen
atom of the amide linkage is coordinated to the
ruthenium(II) center. In the IR spectra of all the complexes

21a sharp band is observed at ca. 1095 cm . This has been
assigned to n . The same band in free DMSO appears atSO

211055 cm [36]. The positive shift in n indicates that theSO

coordination of the DMSO molecules to the ruthenium(II)
center occurs from the sulfur atom [36]. The sharp bands at A single n band is expected for a linear grouping ofRu–Cl

21 21306 cm (medium intensity) and 274 cm are assigned the trans-RuCl moiety (as in a), whereas, two n2 Ru–Cl

to n [37] and n [38] stretching mode. bands of equal intensity are expected for a cis-RuClRu–Cl Ru–N(pyridine) 2
1 13The H and C NMR spectra of one representative moiety (as in b, c and d) [39]. Appearance of a single

2complex, II and the corresponding ligand, L (X5CH ) n band excludes isomers b, c and d, hence the3 Ru–Cl

were recorded in (CD ) SO solvent to confirm the ratio of arrangement of the donor atoms around the ruthenium(II)3 2
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1center is as depicted in a(Y5DMSO). Further, in the H
NMR spectrum of II, the appearance of two different
signals for the coordinated DMSO molecules indicates that
they are non-equivalent. This is expected when the coordi-
nated DMSO molecules are in cis-geometry, as is sug-
gested in a.

Electronic spectra of these complexes have been re-
corded in mixed solvent, dichloromethane–acetonitrile 4:1
v/v mixture. Spectral data are collected in Table 1 and
representative spectra are shown in Fig. 1. All the com-
plexes display two intense absorptions, one of which is in
the visible region and the second one extends to the UV
region. These two intense bands are assigned to the metal
to ligand charge transfer transitions. The corresponding
parent ligands display an intense absorption in the UV
region, assigned to the intraligand transition. The absorp-
tion due to the intraligand transition appears as a shoulder
in the electronic spectra of the complexes I, II and IV with
a minor shift in the position along with the second
absorption in the UV region, whereas for III the intraligand
transition appears as a separate band at 273 nm (Fig. 1)
and for V the same probably merges with the metal to
ligand charge transfer band.

The electro-spray mass spectra of two representative
complexes, II and IV were recorded. The peaks observed
at m /z 542.9 for II and at m /z 559.9 for IV corresponds to
the molecular ion of the corresponding complexes II and
IV, (calculated molecular weight 540.5 for II and 560.6 for
IV).

1 13Thus the mass spectral data along with H and C
Fig. 1. Electronic spectra of II (———) and III (– – – –) inNMR spectroscopic result, microanalytical, magnetic mo-
dichloromethane–methanol 4:1 (v /v) mixture.ment and IR data collectively establish the suggested

composition and stereochemistry of the complexes.
1 2[Ru(L)(DMSO) Cl ]á [Ru(L)(DMSO) Cl ] 1 e (2)2 2 2 2

3.2. Electrochemical properties
The DE values of these couples lie in the range 60–70p

The electrochemical properties of the complexes were mV, which do not change with change in the scan rate and
studied in acetonitrile (0.1 M in TEAP) by cyclic vol- the i /i (i 5anodic peak current and i 5cathodicpa pc pa pc

tammetry. The voltammetric data are presented in Table 1. peak current) ratio is close to 1.0, as expected for
Each complex shows a reversible response, due to reversible couples. To establish the one electron stoi-
ruthenium(II) / ruthenium(III) couple (Eq. (2)) in the po- chiometry of this couple, constant potential coulometric
tential range 0.54–0.60 V. oxidation of one representative complex, I was carried out.

Table 1
Cyclic-voltammetric and optical spectral data

a bComplexes Electronic spectra l (nm) Cyclic-voltammetric datamax
21 21 o II / III(´, M cm ) E , V (DE , mV) Ru298 p

cI 425(2360); 293(11437); 277(10302) 0.55 (70)
cII 419(2431); 305(10713); 275(8134) 0.55 (70)

III 404(2559); 317(9293); 273(6497) 0.54 (70)
cIV 414(2183); 297(11312); 275(9764) 0.57 (60)

V 446(2239); 309(15830) 0.60 (70)
VI 516(1928); 376(5351); 296(16930) 0.83 (63)

a For I–V solvent used is dichloromethane–methanol 4:1 (v /v) mixture and for VI dichloromethane.
b 1 oSupporting electrolyte, TEAP (0.1 M); reference electrode Ag/Ag ; E 50.5(E 1E ) where E and E are anodic and cathodic peak potential;298 pa pc pa pc

21
DE 5E 2E ; scan rate 100 mV s ; solvent: acetonitrile.p pa pc

c Shoulder.
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The observed Coulomb count corresponds to one electron response in the anodic side of the voltammogram (initial
transfer (n50.98; n 5 Q /Q9, where Q9 is the calculated scan anodic), presumably due to ruthenium(II) /
Coulomb count for one electron transfer and Q is that for ruthenium(III) couple, Eq. (4), occurs at 0.83 V.
exhaustive electrolysis).

1 1 1 2[Ru(L )(bpy)Cl ] → [Ru(L )(bpy)Cl ] 1 e (4)Though stable in the cyclic voltammetric time scale 2 2
1attempts for the isolation of [Ru(L)(DMSO) Cl ] by2 2 The DE value of this couple is 63 mV and it does notpchemical oxidation were not successful. The chemical

change with the change in scan rate and the ratio I /I ispa pcoxidation was tried in 1:1 (v /v) aqueous acetonitrile by
close to one as expected for a reversible couple. Thus theammonium ceric sulphate. The color of the reaction
ruthenium (II) / ruthenium (III) couple for VI is shifted to amixture changed from orange to green after stirring the
more positive potential (by 0.28 V) compared to I,reaction mixture for 24 h, but no product could be isolated
indicating substitution of the DMSO groups by bpyfrom the reaction mixture by the addition of the negative

2 stabilizes the oxidation state, (II) of the ruthenium centercounter ion ClO . This may be attributed to the degra-4 in the complex.dation of the complex.
For the five complexes the potential of the

ruthenium(II)–ruthenium(III) couple were found to be
sensitive to the nature of the substituents, X, on the ligand. Acknowledgements
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Abstract

5Reactions of a mixture of doubly bonded and double-bridged trans /anti and trans /syn-(h -RC H ) M (CO) (m-SePh) isomers with5 4 2 2 2 2
5elemental selenium afford a series of novel doubly bonded and quadruply bridged isomers, trans /anti- (h -RC H ) M (m-Se) (m-SePh)5 4 2 2 2 2

5(1a, M5Mo, R5H; 2a, M5Mo, R5MeO C; 3a, M5Mo, R5EtO C; 4a, M5W, R5MeO C; 5a, M5W, R5EtO C) and trans /syn-(h -2 2 2 2

RC H ) M (m-Se) (m-SePh) (1b, M5Mo, R5H; 2b, M5Mo, R5MeO C; 3b, M5Mo, R5EtO C; 4b, M5W, R5MeO C; 5b, M5W,5 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

R5EtO C). Such reactions were found to involve configuration inversions of the phenyl groups bonded to selenium atoms from syn to2
5anti or vice versa. Thus, the reaction of single isomer trans /syn-(h -C H ) Mo (CO) (m-SePh) with elemental selenium in5 5 2 2 2 2

5tetrahydrofuran (THF) or toluene at reflux gave single trans /anti isomer 1a, whereas trans /anti-(h -EtO CC H ) Mo (CO) (m-SePh)2 5 4 2 2 2 2

reacted with selenium powder under similar conditions gave single trans /syn isomer 3b. Except for isomer 1b (previously prepared by
1another route), all of the above quadruply bridged isomers have been characterized by elemental analysis, MS, IR and H NMR

13 77spectroscopies, as well as partly by C NMR and Se NMR spectroscopies.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Metal–metal double bond; Selenium; Molybdenum; Tungsten; Characterization; Reaction

51. Introduction trans /syn-(h -RC H ) M (m-Se) (m-SePh) (M5Mo, W;5 4 2 2 2 2

R5H, MeO C, EtO C) isomers.2 2

The group 6 transition metal complexes containing
chalcogenido ligands continue to attract much attention,
not only because of their importance in biology and 2. Experimental
catalysis [1–5], but also due to their novel structures and
practical uses in the production of transition metal com- All reactions were carried out under nitrogen atmos-
plexes, particularly heteronuclear clusters [6–12]. Among phere using Schlenk techniques. Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
such transition metal complexes, we are interested in and toluene were refluxed and distilled under N from2

bridged dinuclear complexes in view of their unique Na/benzophenone ketyl. Starting materials, i.e. Ph Se2 2
5stereochemistry and their rich chemical reactivities. Based [19], (h -RC H ) W (CO) (R5MeO C, EtO C) [20] and5 4 2 2 4 2 2

5on our previous studies associated with such systems (h -RC H ) M (CO) (m-SePh) (M5Mo, R5H, MeO C,5 4 2 2 2 2 2

[13–18], we recently started an investigation of the EtO C; M5W, R5MeO C, EtO C) [13] were prepared2 2 2

reactions of doubly bonded and doubly bridged complexes according to previously described methods in the literature.
5of type (h -RC H ) M (CO) (m-SePh) with elemental Selenium powder was purchased and used without further5 4 2 2 2 2

selenium, which has led us to synthesize a series of new purification. Progress of the reactions was monitored by
doubly bonded and quadruply bridged trans /anti and thin-layer chromatography (TLC), and products were

isolated by column chromatography or preparative TLC,
and further recrystallized from CH Cl and hexane mixed-2 2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1 86-22-2350-2562; fax: 186-22-2350-
solvent. IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet FT-5DX4853.

1 13 77
E-mail address: lcsong@public.tpt.tj.cn (L.-C. Song) infrared spectrophotometer. H, C and Se NMR spectra

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00109-6
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were recorded on Jeol FX 90 Q and Bruker ARX-500 0.008 g of Ph Se , 0.097 g (30%) of 2a as deep blue2 2

NMR spectrometers. C/H analyses and MS determinations crystals and 0.137 g (43%) of 2b as blue crystals. 2a:
were performed by a Yanaco CHN Corder MT-3 analyzer M.p., 233–2348C. Anal. Found: C, 34.23; H, 2.54. Calc.
and a HP 5988A spectrometer, respectively. Melting points for C H Mo O Se : C, 34.39; H, 2.66%. IR (KBr disk):26 24 2 4 4

21 1were determined on a Yanaco MP-500 micro-melting point n 1713(s) cm . H NMR (CDCl ): d 3.71 (s, 6H,C5O 3
apparatus. 2CH ), 6.20–6.28, 6.44–6.52 6.75–6.80, 6.92–7.10 (4m,3

98 8018H, 2C H , 2C H ) ppm. MS (EI, Mo, Se), m /z5 4 6 5
1 1(relative intensity): 839 (M 2Ph, 18.9), 682 (M 2Ph–2.1. Preparation of 1a,b from solution reaction of trans / 1

5 PhSe, 31.6), 564 ((C H ) Mo Se , 15.9), 500 (C H Mo5 4 2 2 3 5 4 2anti and trans /syn-(h -C H ) Mo (CO) (m-SePh) with5 5 2 2 2 2 1 1 1Se , 30.4), 436 (Mo Se , 14.3), 157 (PhSe , 100). 2b:Se 3 2 38
M.p., 172–1748C. Anal. Found: C, 34.39; H, 2.37. Calc.

3 for C H Mo O Se : C, 34.39; H, 2.66%. IR (KBr disk):A 100-cm three-necked flask fitted with a stirring bar, a 26 24 2 4 4
21 1serum cap and a reflux condenser topped with a nitrogen n 1713(s) cm . H NMR (CDCl ): d 3.70 (s, 6H,C5O 3

inlet tube was charged with 0.242 g (0.35 mmol) of 2CH ), 6.44–6.56, 6.66–6.86, 6.88–7.04 (3m, 18H,3
5 98 80trans /anti and trans /syn-(h -C H ) Mo (CO) (m-SePh) , 2C H , 2C H ). MS (EI, Mo, Se), m /z (relative intensi-5 5 2 2 2 2 5 4 6 5

3 1 1 10.055g (0.70 mmol) of selenium powder and 40 cm of ty): 916 (M , 6.9), 839 (M –Ph, 15.4), 682 (M 2Ph–
1THF. The reaction mixture was stirred at reflux for 1 h. PhSe, 23.4), 602 (M 22PhSe, 4.2), 564 [(C H )5 4 2

1 1After evaporation of the solvent under vacuum, the residue Mo Se , 9.3], 500 (C H Mo Se , 19.7), 484 [(C H )2 3 5 4 2 3 5 4 2
1 1 1was chromatographed on a silica gel column (1533.5 cm) Mo Se , 9.9], 436 (Mo Se , 12.4), 420 (C H Mo Se ,2 2 2 3 5 4 2 2

1using 2:3 (v /v) CH Cl –petroleum ether as the eluent to2 2 10.0), 157 (PhSe , 90).
give small amounts of yellow Ph Se (uncollected), 0.1122 2

g (40%) of 1a and 0.048 g (17%) of known isomer 1b [21] 2.4. Preparation of 3a,b from solution reaction of trans /
as violet and blue crystals, respectively. 1a: M.p. 2158C 5anti and trans /syn-(h -EtO CC H ) Mo (CO) (m-SePh)2 5 4 2 2 2 2(dec.). Anal. Found: C, 33.24; H, 2.56. Calc. for with Se1 8C H Mo Se : C, 33.36; H, 2.55%. H NMR (CDCl ): d22 20 2 4 3

6.42 (s, 10H, 2C H ), 6.60–6.74, 6.82–7.02 (2m, 10H,5 5 To the flask described above, 0.292 g (0.35 mmol) of98 802C H ) ppm. MS (EI, Mo, Se), m /z (relative intensity): 56 5 trans /anti and trans /syn-(h -EtO CC H ) Mo (CO) (m-1 1 1 2 5 4 2 2 2800 (M , 6.2), 643 (M 2PhSe, 8.6), 486 (M 22PhSe, SePh) , 0.111 g (1.4 mmol) of selenium powder and 401 1 211.9), 421 (CpMo Se , 3.7), 356 (Mo Se , 9.3), 157 32 2 2 2 cm of THF were added. The reaction mixture was stirred1(PhSe , 26.5). at reflux for 1 h, and then was evaporated to dryness at
reduced pressure. The residue was subjected to preparative
TLC on silica gel plates using 4:1 (v /v) CH Cl –petro-2.2. Preparation of 1a from solution reaction of trans / 2 2

5 leum ether as the eluent to give 0.021 g of Ph Se , 0.093gsyn-(h -C H ) Mo (CO) (m-SePh) 2 25 5 2 2 2 2
(28%) of 3a as blue crystals and 0.144 g (44%) of 3b as
blue–violet crystals. 3a: M.p., 236–2378C. Anal. Found:To the flask described above, 0.242 g (0.35 mmol) of

5 C, 35.56; H, 2.90. Calc. for C H Mo O Se : C, 35.92;trans /syn-(h -C H ) Mo (CO) (m-SePh) , 0.055 g (0.70 28 28 2 4 45 5 2 2 2 2
21 13 H, 3.01%. IR (KBr disk): n 1704(vs) cm . H NMRmmol) of selenium powder and 40 cm of THF were C5O

(CDCl ): d 1.24 (t, J57.2 Hz, 6H, 2CH ), 4.30 (q, J57.2added. The mixture was stirred at reflux for 1 h. The same 3 3

Hz, 4H, 2CH ), 6.28–6.42, 6.50–6.64, 6.76–6.96, 7.04–workup as above was carried out using 1:2 (v /v) CH Cl – 22 2
98 807.24 (4m, 18H, 2C H , 2C H ) ppm. MS (EI, Mo, Se),petroleum ether as eluent, which gave 0.005 g of Ph Se 5 4 6 52 2

1m /z (relative intensity): 854 (M 22C H O, 4.8), 697and 0.141 g (51%) of 1a. 2 5
1 1(M 22C H O–PhSe, 5.3), 540 (M 22C H O–2PhSe,2 5 2 5

1 15.1), 484 [(C H ) Mo Se , 3.5], 420 (C H Mo Se ,5 4 2 2 2 5 4 2 22.3. Preparation of 2a,b from solution reaction of trans / 2.9). 3b: M.p., 164–1668C. Anal. Found: C, 35.51; H,5anti and trans /syn-(h -MeO CC H ) Mo (CO) (m-2 5 4 2 2 2 2.79. Calc. for C H Mo O Se : C, 35.92; H, 3.01%. IR28 28 2 4 4SePh) 21 12 (KBr disk): n 1704(s) cm . H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.28C5O 3

(t, J57.2 Hz, 6H, 2CH ), 4.30 (q, J57.2 Hz, 4H, 2CH ),3 2To the flask described above, 0.282 g (0.35 mmol) of
3 4 25 6.58 [t, 4H, 2(H , H ) of C H rings], 6.81 [t, 4H, 2(H ,trans /anti and trans /syn-(h -MeO CC H ) Mo (CO) (m- 5 42 5 4 2 2 2

5 77SePh) , 0.055 g (0.70 mmol) of selenium powder and 40 H ) of C H rings], 6.86–7.13 (m, 10H, 2C H ) ppm. Se2 5 4 6 5
3cm of THF were added. The reaction mixture was stirred NMR (CDCl , Me Se): d 2228(s), 206(s), 230(s) ppm.3 2

98 80 1and refluxed for 1 h, during which time, the color of the MS (EI, Mo, Se), m /z (relative intensity): 854 (M 2
1 1mixture turned from brown–green to blue. Solvent was 2C H O, 8.3), 697 (M 22C H O–PhSe, 7.5), 540 (M 22 5 2 5

1removed under vacuum and the resulting solid was chro- 2C H O–2Ph Se, 7.5), 484 ((C H ) Mo Se , 5.1), 4202 5 5 4 2 2 2
1matographed on a silica gel column (1533.5 cm) to afford (C H Mo Se , 3.2).5 4 2 2
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2.5. Preparation of 3b from solution reaction of trans / pared in situ from the reaction of 0.754 g (1.0 mmol) of
5 5anti-(h -EtO CC H ) Mo (CO) (m-SePh) (h -EtO CC H ) W (CO) and 0.312 g (1.0 mmol) of2 5 4 2 2 2 2 2 5 4 2 2 4

3Ph Se in 40 cm of toluene. To this mixture, 0.158 g (2.02 2

The same flask as above was charged with 0.209 g (0.25 mmol) of selenium powder was added and then the
5mmol) of trans /anti-(h -EtO CC H ) Mo (CO) (m- reaction mixture was refluxed for another 1 h. The solvent2 5 4 2 2 2

SePh) , 0.040 g (0.5 mmol) of selenium powder and 40 was removed in vacuum and the resulting residue was2
3cm of THF. The mixture was stirred at reflux for 1 h. The subjected to preparative TLC on silica gel plates using 4:1

same workup as above afforded small amounts of Ph Se (v /v) CH Cl –petroleum ether as the eluent to afford2 2 2 2

(uncollected) and 0.124 g (38%) of 3b. 0.244 g (22%) of 5a as a violet–red solid and 0.209 g
(19%) of 5b as a violet–red solid, respectively. 5a: M.p.,
2168C (dec.). Anal. Found: C, 30.64; H, 2.63. Calc. for2.6. Preparation of 3a,b from solid state reaction of

5 C H O Se W : C, 30.24; H, 2.54%. IR (KBr disk): n28 28 4 4 2 C5Otrans /anti and trans /syn-(h -EtO CC H ) Mo (CO) (m-2 5 4 2 2 2 21 11702 (vs) cm . H NMR (CDCl ): d 1.20 (t, J57.2 Hz,3SePh)2
6H, 2CH ), 4.24 (q, J57.2 Hz, 4H, 2CH ), 6.28–6.42,3 2

6.44–6.60, 6.64–6.88 (3m, 8H, 2C H ), 6.90–7.125 4The same flask as described above was charged with
5 (m,10H, 2C H ) ppm. 5b: M.p., 1598C (dec.). Anal.6 50.292 g (0.35 mmol) of trans /anti and trans /syn-(h -

Found: C, 30.50; H, 2.74. Calc. for C H O Se W : C,28 28 4 4 2EtO CC H ) Mo (CO) (m-SePh) and 0.111 g (1.42 5 4 2 2 2 2 21 130.24; H, 2.54%. IR (KBr disk): n 1705 (vs) cm . Hmmol) of selenium powder. The mixture without solvent C5O

NMR (CDCl ): d 1.22 (t, J57.2 Hz, 6H, 2CH ), 4.22 (q,was heated at 808C for 3 h to give a solid mixture, which 3 3

J57.2 Hz, 4H, 2CH ), 6.54–6.64, 6.68–6.82, 6.82–7.00was subjected to preparative TLC, resulting in small 2

(3m, 18H, 2C H , 2C H ) ppm.amounts of Ph Se (uncollected), 0.077 g (24%) of 3a and 5 4 6 52 2

0.119 g (36%) of 3b.

2.7. Preparation of 4a,b from a one-pot reaction of 3. Results and discussion5trans /anti and trans /syn-(h -MeO CC H ) W (CO) with2 5 4 2 2 4

Ph Se followed by Se2 2 8 On the basis of our synthesis and characterization of
doubly bonded and doubly bridged complexes, trans /anti

5To the flask described above, 0.726 g (1.0 mmol) of and trans /syn-(h -RC H ) M (CO) (m-SePh) (M5Mo,5 4 2 2 2 25(h -MeO CC H ) W (CO) , 0.312 g (1.0 mmol) of2 5 4 2 2 4 W; R5H, MeO C, EtO C) [13], we investigated further2 23Ph Se and 40 cm of toluene were added. The mixture2 2 the reactions of these complexes with selenium powder.
was stirred at reflux for 1 h. After 0.158 g (2.0 mmol) of Interestingly, we found that the mixture of two isomers,

5selenium powder was added, the reaction mixture was trans /anti and trans /syn-(h -RC H ) M (CO) (m-SePh)5 4 2 2 2 2refluxed for another 1 h. Evaporation of the solvent at (M5Mo, W; R5H, MeO C, EtO C) reacted with selenium2 2reduced pressure gave a residue, which was subjected to powder in THF or toluene at reflux to give doubly bonded
preparative TLC on silica gel plates using CH Cl as2 2 and quadruply bridged isomers, trans /anti and trans /syn-

5eluent to give 0.287 g (27%) of 4a as a violet–red solid (h -RC H ) M (m-Se) (m-SePh) (1a,b–5a,b, M5Mo,5 4 2 2 2 2and 0.279 g (26%) of 4b as a violet–red solid, respective- W; R5H, MeO C, EtO C), as shown in Scheme 1.2 2ly. 4a: M.p., 2198C (dec.). Anal. Found: C, 28.79; H, 2.32. Products 1a,b–5a,b can be regarded formally as being
Calc. for C H O Se W : C, 28.81; H, 2.23%. IR (KBr26 24 4 4 2 derived from the substitution of 2e CO ligands in starting

21 1disk): n 1716(s) cm . H NMR(CDCl ): d 3.76(s, 6H,C5O 3 complexes by 2e selenido ligands generated from selenium
2CH ), 6.58–6.68, 6.72–6.86, 6.88–7.12 (3m, 18H,3 powder. However, they can also be viewed as a result of
2C H , 2C H ) ppm. 4b: M.p., 1798C (dec.). Anal. Found:5 4 6 5 the addition of oxidation in starting complexes with
C, 28.99; H, 1.88. Calc. for C H O Se W : C, 28.81; H,26 24 4 4 2 elemental selenium, through which the two M atoms for

21 12.23%. IR (KBr disk): n 1711(s) cm . H NMRC5O each starting complex are oxidized from oxidation state
(CDCl ): d 3.76 (s, 6H, 2CH ), 6.56–6.68, 6.68–6.84,3 3 1II to 1IV and the coordination number of each of the136.86–7.04 (3m, 18H, 2C H , 2C H ) ppm. C NMR5 4 6 5 two M atoms is increased by one. So far, no such
(CDCl ): d 52.1 (2CH ), 93.4, 96.3, 97.1 (2C H ), 126.9,3 3 5 4 complexes have been reported, which contain functionally
127.1, 134.1, 138.0 (2C H ), 166.8 (2MeO C) ppm.6 5 2 substituted cyclopentadienyl ligands. In addition, products

2a,b–5a,b may be potentially useful in the synthesis of
2.8. Preparation of 5a,b from a one-pot reaction of novel organometallic dinuclear and, particularly, cluster

5trans /anti and trans /syn-(h -EtO CC H ) W (CO) with complexes through their functional transformation re-2 5 4 2 2 4

Ph Se followed by Se actions.2 2 8

It is noteworthy that such doubly bonded and quadruply
In the flask described above, a mixture of trans /anti and bridged complexes may exhibit very interesting stereoch-

5trans /syn-(h -EtO C C H ) W (CO) (m-SePh) was pre- emistries. Firstly, for the two naked Se atoms and the two2 5 4 2 2 2 2
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Scheme 1.

77selenolato ligands, there are trans and cis geometrical Se NMR spectroscopies. For example, the IR spectra of
arrangements with respect to the M–M vector. Secondly, 2a,b–5a,b all exhibited one absorption band at 1704–1716

21in the trans case, the two phenyl groups attached to Se cm , which is characteristic of their ester carbonyls. In
1atoms may adopt anti and syn orientations with respect to addition, the H NMR spectra of 2a, 2b, 4a and 4b

the planar four-membered M Se (selenolato) ring, where- displayed a singlet at 3.71, 3.70, 3.76 ppm, which was2 2

as in the cis case, the two phenyl groups might be bonded assigned for their methoxycarbonyls, whereas those of 3a,
to Se atoms of the butterfly M Se (selenolato) skeleton by 3b, 5a and 5b exhibited one triplet at 1.24, 1.28, 1.20 and2 2

axial /axial, axial /equatorial and equatorial /equatorial 1.22 ppm, and one quartet at 4.30, 4.30, 4.42 and 4.22 ppm
(abbreviated as aa, ae and ee, respectively) bonds [21]. for their ethoxycarbonyls, respectively. It is worth noting

5Therefore, such complexes with two h -RC H ligands that the quartets assigned to methylene protons of trans /5 4

located opposite the two M atoms should have five anti isomers 3a and 5a are all pseudoquartets. This is
isomers, namely trans /anti (i)–cis /aa(v), which are shown because these methylene protons are diastereotopic, which
in Fig. 1. should first give an AB quartet and then give rise to the

It is worth noting that the X-ray structural analyses have pseudoquartets by further interaction of the diastereotopic
thus far confirmed that such chalcogenido quadruply protons with their adjacent methyl protons in ethoxycar-

5 1bridged complexes, for example (h -C H ) Mo (m- bonyls of 3a and 5a. As to the H NMR spectra of the5 5 2 2
5Se) (m-SeEt) [22] and (h -C H ) Mo (m-Se) (m-SePh) cyclopentadienyl rings of 2a–5a and 2b–5b, they usually2 2 5 5 2 2 2 2

[23] can exist as two types, i.e. (i) and (ii) isomers, with are mingled with signals caused by phenyl groups, forming
the former as trans /anti and the latter as trans /syn several multiplets in the range of 6.20–7.24 ppm. Fig. 2

1isomers. It seems that the cis-isomers of types (iii)–(v) represents the H NMR spectra of one pair of isomers, i.e.
could not be produced in this case, due to the trans 3a and 3b, from which one could see that such isomers

1configuration of the starting complexes. All of the prepared show different H NMR patterns above 6 ppm, which is
trans /anti and trans /syn 1a,b–5a,b isomers, except for 1b caused by their phenyl and cyclopentadienyl rings.

77(previously prepared by another route [23]), are new and The Se NMR spectrum of the trans /syn isomer 3b
1have been characterized be elemental analysis, IR and H showed one singlet at 2228 ppm, which was assigned to

13NMR spectroscopies, as well as partly by MS, C and its environmentally identical Se atoms attached to phenyl
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5Fig. 1. Structures of (h -RC H ) M (m-SePh) expressed by modified Newman projections (in such projections, the molecule is viewed along the bond5 4 2 2 2

linking the M atoms. These two atoms are placed so that one M is in front and the other is directly behind, away from the viewer, and the two nearly
5eclipsed h -RC H ligands are represented by a pentagon).5 4

groups, and two singlets at 206 and 230 ppm that were groups in product 3b shifts upfield by about 40 ppm. In the
attributed to its two environmentally different naked Se mass spectra, while 1a and 2b showed their molecular ion
atoms. Therefore, compared to its starting complex [13], peaks, 2a, 3a and 3b exhibited only their corresponding
the chemical shift of the Se atoms attached to the phenyl fragment ion peaks. It should be pointed out that the

1Fig. 2. H NMR spectra of isomers 3a and 3b.
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Abstract

New platinum(II) complexes of 1-amino-4-thiapentylphosphonic acid and its diethyl ester were prepared and structurally characterised
both in a solid state and in solution. The ligands coordinate to platinum(II) in the hN,Sj chelating fashion yielding complexes of Pt(L)Cl2

type. The crystal structure of the Pt(II) complex with diethyl 1-amino-4-thiapentylphosphonate was also determined.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Phosphonic acids and derivatives; Platinum(II) complexes; X-ray analysis; ES-MS; Vibrational spectroscopy; NMR

1. Introduction undergoing cis-platin therapy [8] and established to be a
mixture of cis and trans isomers [9]. The best character-

Much research has focused on platinum(II) complex- ised complexes of platinum(II) with L–MetH are the
ation to endogenous and exogenous sulfur-containing M(L)X (X–NH , halide) complexes with the hN,Sj che-2 3

molecules because of their significant role in the metabo- late ring [10–17]. However, the binding of the methionine
lism of platinum-based drugs. Reaction of cis-diaminedich- to Pt(II) was also reported to occur in a monodentate
loroplatinum(II) (cis-platin) and other platinum drugs with manner through sulfur [13,14], as well as through both
thiol groups of plasma proteins is considered to cause renal oxygen and sulfur [15]. Recent experiments show that
toxicity and other negative side effects [1–4]. On the other S-bound thioethers may be relatively easily displaced from
side, sulfur-containing nucleophiles such as thiosulfate, platinum(II) by nitrogen N-7 of a guanine moiety, thus
diethyldithiocarbamate, cysteine or glutathione are ex- increasing the rate of reaction of the anticancer platinum
amined as potentially useful rescue agents in control of the drug with nucleobase [18–21].
adverse side effects of platinum drug treatment in cancer Herein, we report the syntheses and the structural
chemotherapy [5–7]. characterisation of platinum(II) complexes with phos-

The thioether sulfur containing the amino acid phonic acid analogues of methionine: 1-amino-4-
methionine (L–MetH) is also known to play an important thiapentylphosphonic acid and diethyl 1-amino-4-
role in the metabolism of platinum drugs. In particular, thiapentylphosphonate. In both complexes the co-ordina-
Pt(Met) was identified as a metabolite in urine of patients tion modes are the same. The role of the phosphonic or2

phosphonate group in 1 and 2 is to stabilise molecule
conformation through hydrogen bonds and/or van der
Waals contacts.*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-71-320-2454; fax: 148-71-328-

The puckering of the chelate ring both in a solid state4330.
E-mail address: jon@ichn.ch.pwr.wroc.pl (E. Matczak-Jon) and in solution is also discussed.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00110-2
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700 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. The spray volt-
age was 4.5 kV and the heated capillary temperature was
maintained at 453, 473 or 523 K, respectively. The relative
intensities are given in relation to the highest intensity
peak (100%). Since both examined complexes are dichloro
species, the assignments of the molecular ions were aided
by the presence of distinctive cluster patterns derived from

194 195 196 35 37the platinum ( Pt, Pt, Pt) and chloride ( Cl, Cl)
ions isotopes. The confirmation of the species was accom-
plished by the comparison of the observed and calculated
isotope distribution pattern.

The IR spectra were recorded with a Perkin Elmer 2000
FT-IR spectrometer using the KBr pellet technique (4000–

21 21400 cm ) or nujol mulls (500–100 cm ). Raman spectra
were recorded on a Nicolet Magma 860 spectrometer with
Raman accessory equipped with Nd:YVO laser head. The4

21spectra were measured over the range 4000–100 cm
2. Experimental with a 1.064 nm excitation.

The NMR spectra were recorded in D O (compound 1)2

2.1. Syntheses and CD OD (compound 2) solutions on a Bruker DRX3
31spectrometer operating at 121.50 MHz for P, 300.13

1 13K PtCl was obtained according to the previously MHz for H and 75.48 MHz for C, respectively, and are2 4
1 13published standard procedure [22]. The ligands, 1-amino- given in relation to SiMe ( H, C) and 85% H PO4 3 4

314-thiapentylphosphonic acid and its diethyl ester were ( P). All downfield shifts are denoted as positive. Stan-
obtained as racemates by the method described by Tam et dard programs were used to acquire phase-sensitive

13 1 1 1al. [23]. [ C, H] HMQC and [ H, H] DQF as well as J-resolved
12-D spectra. H NMR spectra were iterated using Bruker

2.2. Dichloro[1-amino-4-thiapentylphosphonic-S, WIN NMR DAISY software.
N]platinum(II) (1) Samples of compound 1 for NMR titration were pre-

pared in deuterated water with complex concentrations of
23Equimolar quantities (0.5 mmol) of K PtCl and the 0.2 mol dm . The pH was measured using a Radiometer2 4

ligand were dissolved in a small amount of water and pHM83 instrument equipped with a 2401C combined
allowed to react at room temperature. After several days a electrode and given as meter readings without correction
yellow crystalline product deposited. Crystallisation per- for pD.
formed several times from water gave geminated crystals
unqualified to X-ray analysis each time. Found for

2.5. X-ray structure determination of compound 2PtCl C H NO PS: C 10.35%, N 2.92%, S 7.18%, P2 4 12 3

6.48%. Required: C 10.65%, N 3.10%, S 7.11%, P 6.87%.

2.5.1. Crystal data
2.3. Dichloro[diethyl 1-amino-4-thiapentylphosphonate-S, PtCl (H C NO PS), M5507.27, yellow, prismatic2 20 8 3N]platinum(II) (2) (0.130.130.08 mm), monoclinic, space group P2 /c, a51

˚8.615(2), b518.456(4), c510.438(2) A, b 5110.34(3)8,
3Equimolar quantities of K PtCl and diethyl 1-amino-4- ˚2 4 V51556.1(6) A (by least-squares refinement of the

thiapentylphosphonate oxalate (0.5 mmol) were dissolved diffractometer angles for 70 automatically centered reflec-
in a small amount of water and allowed to react at room tions in the range 2u 15–338 at 150 K), Z54, D 52.165c

23 21temperature. After several days a yellow solid deposited. g cm , F(000)5968, m(Mo Ka)59.593 mm .
The resultant complex was extracted with MeOH and the
solution was allowed to crystallise. Crystals suitable for
X-ray analysis were obtained by slow recrystallisation 2.5.2. Data collection
from MeOH. Found for PtCl C H NO PS: C 19.04%, N The intensity data were collected on a KUMA KM42 8 20 3

2.70%, H 3.78%. Required: C 18.94%, N 2.76%, H 3.97%. four-circle diffractometer with a graphite monochromated
˚Mo Ka (l50.71069 A) radiation at 150 K, using an

2.4. Instrumentation Oxford Cryosystem adapter and v /2u scan technique.
Reflections (4391) were measured in the range 4,2u ,308

The electrospray mass spectra were performed both in a (212,h,0; 226,k,0; 213,l,14), R 50.018,int

positive- and negative-ion mode on a Finnigan Mat TSQ 3629 were assumed as observed by applying the condition
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1 1F $4s(F ). The data were corrected for Lorentz and [PtLCl 1K] and [PtLCl 1Na] were noted together2 2
1 1polarization effect, but no absorption correction. with the weak, [Pt L Cl 1K] and [Pt L Cl 1Na]3 3 6 3 3 6

aggregate ions. It has been well documented that aggregate
1 12.5.3. Structure solution formation involving K or Na ions is frequently ob-

The structure was solved by Patterson synthesis using served even when cation levels are exceptionally low.
1the SHELXS-86 [24] program and refined by the full- Thus, K involved in the ionisation of 1 and 2 may arise

matrix least-squares method, with the SHELXL-93 [25]. both from the traces of KCl which are present in the
The hydrogen atoms were introduced at calculated posi- samples as a contamination or from the mobile phase
tions with the isotropic temperature factors fixed at 1.2 or (MeOH or H O stored in glassware). The mobile phase2

11.5 times U of their parent atoms. The final R(F ), only could be the source of adventitious quantities of Na .eq
2 2wR(F ) and S(F ) factors were 0.0602, 0.1575 and 1.049, The alkali metal cations imparting the positive charges in

respectively. The number of the refined parameters was ES-MS spectra of compound 2 are possibly bonded to the
158. Maximum and minimum peaks in the final difference oxygen atom of the diethylphosphonate group [34]. The

23˚ ˚synthesis were 3.2 e A (|0.75 A from Pt) and 22.2 negative-ion ES-MS spectrum was dominated by a peak
23 2˚ ˚e A (|0.8 A from Pt). assigned to the [PtLCl ] ion, presumably evolved in the3

process of a concomitant dissociation of one Pt–ligand
co-ordination bond and an occupation of the vacant co-

3. Results and discussion ordination site by competing chloride. A dissociation of
either the Pt–N(amino) or the Pt–S(thioether) appears to

3.1. Electrospray mass spectrometric data be possible, however, the ES-MS cannot distinguish
between them. A higher mass range of both positive- and

Electrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS) is receiving negative-ion spectra revealed a formation of aggregates at
increased attention for studying different types of co- m /z 979 and 1048 which structures were tentatively

1ordination complexes including thermodynamically stable attributed to the chloro-bridged diplatinum [Pt L Cl ]2 2 3
2platinum(II) compounds [26–33]. This technique provides and [Pt L Cl ] species. Unidentified low abundance2 2 5

gentle ionisation of the involatile samples resulting in any peaks at m /z 942 and 905 were also detected in the
or minimal fragmentation of the parent ions. positive-ion spectrum at 523 K. The method allowed an

Examination of the ES-MS behaviour of the complex 1 identification of trace quantities of impurities present in the
2 1revealed [PtLCl 2H] and [PtLCl 1K] as the major sample. Thus, the two minor peaks at m /z 596 and 4782 2

2peaks of the spectra recorded in ion-negative and ion- were assigned as [PtLCl 2COOH?COO] and2
2positive mode, respectively. An additional weak [PtL*Cl 2H] . The former peak presumably presents a2

2[Pt L Cl 2H] aggregate was observed in the negative- trace amount of oxalate that was used to protect the diethyl2 2 2

ion spectrum. aminophosphonate ester upon storage. The other peak
The complex 2 with an amino group involved in the arises from the small quantity of ethyl 1-amino-4-

metal chelation is unlikely to protonate or deprotonate thiapentylphosphonate (L*) derived from substrate hy-
easily in order to form parent ions. However, in spite of its drolysis. The fact that the relative intensity of the peak,
low ionising efficiency, numerous complexes were ob- attributed to this easy ionisable species, increases with
served in both positive- and negative-ion electrospray increasing temperature is supportive to the correctness of
spectra. The most intense peak in the positive-ion spectrum the latter assignment. The negative- and positive-ion
occurred at m /z 1037 and was attributed to the electrospray mass spectral data for 1 and 2 are summarised

1[Pt L Cl 1Na] aggregate. Also the less intense in Table 1.2 2 4

Table 1
aNegative and positive-ion electrospray mass spectral data for compounds 1 and 2

Compound Negative ions (m /z) Positive ions (m /z)
b 2 11 [PtLCl 2H] (450, 100); [PtLCl 1 K] (491, 100)2 2

2[Pt L Cl 2H] (903, 26)2 2 2
c 2 1 12 [PtLCl ] (542, 100); [PtLCl 1K] (546, 56); [PtLCl 1Na] (530, 56)3 2 2

2 1 1[Pt L Cl ] (1048, 30) [Pt L Cl 1K] (1053, 56); [Pt L Cl 1Na] (1037, 100)2 2 5 2 2 4 2 2 4
2 1 1[PtLCl 2COOH?COO] (596, 30); [Pt L Cl 1K] (1558, 16); [PtL Cl 1Na] (1543, 20)2 3 3 6 3 6

2 d 1[PtL*Cl 2H] (478, 24) [Pt L Cl ] (979, 40)2 2 2 3

a Species identified by the major peak in the isotope distribution pattern; T5473 K.
b L5C H NO PS; recorded in H O/MeOH.4 12 3 2
c L5C H NO PS; recorded in MeOH.8 20 3
d L*5C H NO PS.6 16 3
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Table 23.2. Crystal structure of dichloro[diethyl 1-amino-4-
˚Bond lengths (A), angles (8) and torsion angles (8) (a), short contacts andthiapentylphosphonate-S,N]platinum(II) ahydrogen bonds (b) for compound 2

(a)The molecular structure and atom numbering of com-
Pt–Cl(1) 2.318(2) Cl(2)–Pt–Cl(1) 92.24(9)pound 2 are shown in Fig. 1. Selected bond distances and
Pt–Cl(2) 2.303(2) N(1)–Pt–S(1) 97.8(2)

angles are given in Table 2a. Diethyl 1-amino-4- Pt–N(1) 2.054(7) S(1)–Pt–Cl(2) 85.58(9)
thiapentylphosphonate is chelated via the N(amino) and Pt–S(1) 2.244(2) N(1)–Pt–Cl(1) 84.3(2)
S(thioether) donors forming a six-membered ring. The two P(1)–O(1) 1.548(7) N(1)–Pt–Cl(2) 174.8(2)

P(1)–O(2) 1.563(7) S(1)–Pt–Cl(1) 177.56(8)Cl atoms involved in platinum(II) complexation are in cis
P(1)–O(3) 1.471(7) O(1)–P(1)–O(2) 104.1(4)positions as required by the geometry of the chelated
P(1)–C(1) 1.829(9) O(1)–P(1)–C(1) 102.4(4)ligand.
N(1)–C(1) 1.474(10) O(2)–P(1)–C(1) 105.6(4)

The square-planar geometry around platinum is slightly C(1)–C(2) 1.523(12) O(3)–P(1)–O(1) 117.5(4)
distorted from the least squares plane through the four C(2)–C(3) 1.518(13) O(3)–P(1)–O(2) 115.9(5)

˚ S(1)–C(3) 1.786(10) O(3)–P(1)–C(1) 109.9(4)donor atoms with a maximum deviation of 0.027(2) A.
S(1)–C(4) 1.819(12) N(1)–C(1)–P(1) 110.1(5)˚The Pt atom deviates by 20.049(2) A from this plane. The
O(1)–C(5) 1.453(11) N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 111.9(7)angles around the Pt atom are close to the expected values
O(2)–C(7) 1.449(14) C(2)–C(1)–P(1) 109.7(6)

of 90 and 1808, but there are some distortions due to a C(5)–C(6) 1.493(16) C(3)–C(2)–C(1) 113.4(7)
slight strain introduced by the bidentate chelation of the C(7)–C(8) 1.52(2) C(2)–C(3)–S(1) 116.3(6)

C(3)–S(1)–C(4) 100.5(5)ligand (Table 2a). The Pt–Cl, Pt–S and Pt–N distances
C(3)–S(1)–Pt 109.7(3)and the angular parameters of the co-ordination sphere are
C(4)–S(1)–Pt 104.7(4)close to those of the related square planar Pt(II) and Pd(II)
C(5)–O(1)–P(1) 124.4(7)

complexes of methionine [10,11,35] and ethionine [36]. C(7)–O(2)–P(1) 122.4(8)
˚The Pt–Cl bond trans to the sulfur [2.318(2) A] is O(1)–C(5)–C(6) 109.5(9)

O(2)–C(7)–C(8) 106.2(12)marginally longer than that trans to the N atom [2.303(2)
O(1)–P(1)–C(1)–N(1) 75.6(6)Å]. A similar trans effect was observed in the structures of
O(2)–P(1)–C(1)–N(1) 233.1(7)

dichloro-(S)-methionine-N,S]platinum(II) [2.323(2), O(3)–P(1)–C(1)–N(1) 2158.8(6)
˚2.320(2) and 2.309(2), 2.310(3) A, respectively] and of P(1)–C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 2160.2(6)

dichloro-(R,S)-ethionineplatinum(II) [2.325(2) and N(1)–C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 77.4(9)
C(1)–C(2)–C(3)–S(1) 271.7(9)˚2.302(2) A, respectively].
C(4)–S(1)–C(3)–C(2) 271.0(9)The six-membered chelate ring adopts a chair conforma-
P(1)–O(1)–C(5)–C(6) 2164.6(8)

tion with Pt and C(2) displaced from the plane defined by P(1)–O(2)–C(7)–C(8) 149.0(9)
N(1), S(1), C(3) and C(4) atoms of –0.403(9) and C(1)–C(2)–C(3)–H(31) 166.3

˚ C(1)–C(2)–C(3)–H(32) 50.30.744(12) A, respectively. The skew chair conformation is
defined by the angles between mean planes Pt, N(1), S(1)

(b)and N(1), S(1), C(3), C(1) [17.0(5)8] and by the latter
D–H . . . A H . . . A D . . . A ,(DHA)
N(1)–H(4) . . . O(3i) 1.92 2.810(10) 172
N(1)–H(3) . . . O(2) 2.50 2.879(10) 105.7
N(1)–H(3) . . . Cl(1) 2.65 2.939(7) 99.5
N(1)–H(4) . . . O(1) 2.78 3.205(10) 110.0

a Symmetry code: (i) x, 2y10.5, z10.5.

with C(1), C(2), C(3) [63.6(6)8]. The thioether methyl
moiety is placed in a pseudo-axial position with the torsion
angle C(4)–S(1)–C(3)–C(2), –71.1(9)8. The phosphonate
group is pseudo equatorial [P–C(1)–C(2)–C(3),
–160.2(6)8] relative to the chelate ring. Furthermore, the
H(31) atom is approximately coplanar with the P–C(1)–
C(2)–C(3) molecular fragment. The dihedral angle be-
tween the least-squares planes formed by H(31), C(3),
C(2), C(1) and P, C(1), C(2), C(3) atoms is 12.5(6)8 and

˚deviation of H(31) from the best plane is 0.304(11) A.
Three short contacts of type NH . . . O and one of type

NH . . . Cl stabilise the crystal structure (see Table 2b). The
N(1)–H(4) . . . O(3) is definitely an intermolecular hydro-Fig. 1. ORTEP [37] drawing of the (1S,SR) diastereomer of compound 2

racemate. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 35% probability level. gen bond linking adjacent complexes through c glide
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relation. The other two N–H(3) . . . O(2) and N–
˚H(4) . . . O(1) of length 2.879(10) and 3.205(10) A and the

˚fourth N–H(3) . . . Cl(1) of length 2.939(7) A stabilise the
conformation inside the complex. However, their geometry

˚(H . . . O, Cl contacts: 2.50, 2.78 and 2.65 A and angles of
105.7, 110.0 and 99.58, respectively) make us consider
them as van der Waals interactions.

3.3. Vibrational spectra

The assignment of the vibrational frequencies of 1 and 2
is based on the comparison with the spectra observed for
the pure ligands and for the deuterated analogues of the
complexes.

213.3.1. Vibrational modes of the ligands Fig. 2. Expanded region (2800–3050 cm ) of the Raman spectra for
Three IR bands are observed for 1 and 2 in the region compounds 1 and 2.

characteristic for the n(NH ) modes of co-ordinated2

amines or amino acids [16,18–21,35,38–45] which shift
21upon deuteration to the region of 2436–2155 cm . sponding stretching vibration of the P=O bond in 2 occurs

21Usually, the co-ordinated amino group generates two as a very strong band at 1224 cm . This frequency
strong bands originating from the n (NH ) and n (NH ) difference for n(P=O) in 1 and 2 demonstrates that theas 2 s 2

vibrations. Thus, the two strong bands, found at 3244 and hydrogen bonding in the complex 1 is significantly
213089 cm in the spectrum of 1 and at 3274 and 3010 stronger than in complex 2. The very strong, deuteration

21 21cm in the spectrum of 2 are undoubtedly associated with insensitive bands, observed at 1046 and 1017 cm in the
the NH stretching. The third band of medium intensity spectrum of 2, were assigned to the vibrations of the2

21 21centred at 3189 cm for 1 and at 3182 cm for 2, can be P–O–C H fragment [38].2 5

attributed to NH bending mode overtones (231589 and The studies on the C–S stretching vibrations for alkyl2
21231594 cm , respectively). The corresponding Raman sulfides [47] revealed, that the two n(C–S) bands appear-

21bands were found at very similar frequencies and are very ing in the region of 800–600 cm are usually of medium
weak. intensities in the IR spectra and very strong in the Raman

21The 3000–2800 cm region is characteristic for CH , spectra. Single, medium intensive bands at 704 and 7163
21CH and CH vibrations [38,46]. The most pronounced cm were found in the IR spectra of 1 and 2, respectively.2

21features for this region are involved in the Raman spectra The corresponding Raman bands, located at 711, 705 cm
21that exhibit very intense n(CH) bands compared to the low (1) and 716, 700 cm (2) are the strongest in the region

21intense IR bands of close wave number position for both 1 of 1000–500 cm .
and 2. However, the spectrum of compound 1 demon-
strates notable band splitting (Fig. 2). This may suggest an 3.3.2. Metal–ligand vibrations
appearance of two conformationally distinct stereoisomers The frequencies of n(Pt–N), n(Pt–Cl) and n(Pt–S)
of the complex that differ in a configuration at the co- stretching vibrations are in accordance with the literature
ordinated sulfur atom. The lack of splitting for respective data for the complexes from the ‘cis platin family’ [41–
bands in the Raman spectrum of 2 is consistent with the 45,48]. Their similarity reveals identity in the co-ordina-
X-ray structural determination indicating that puckering of tion modes of both 1 and 2 (Table 3).
the chelate ring in both diastereomers is the same. Table 3

21A very broad band, in the region 2700–2600 cm Platinum–ligand stretching vibrations for compounds 1 and 2

characteristic for the P–O–H stretching vibrations is Compound n(Pt–N) n(Pt–S) n(Pt–Cl)
observed for the complex 1. The Raman bands appearing

IR R IR R IR R
in this region are very weak. The additional, strong

21 1 533w 537w 436m 429vm 335vsintensity band observed at 3544 cm , shifting to 2619
21 328vs 329vscm in the deuterated analogue, reflects the stretching

318vs
vibrations of the free OH group [38]. The deuteration ratio 310m
of 1.35 for this mode might confirm the existence of a 301s

2 543vs 540m 438s 437w 344s,sh 347vsnon-hydrogen bonded P–OH group in 1. The weak band at
21 334vs 332vs1189 cm , slightly shifted upon deuteration, was assigned

312vs 314vsto the n(P=O) stretching. On the other side, the corre-
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3.4. Solution NMR spectroscopy

31 13Both, the P and C NMR spectra of the compounds 1
and 2 clearly indicate two sets of resonances, resulting
from the existence in the solution of two diastereomers of
each complex, being in a slow exchange on the NMR
timescale. The formation of two distinct isomers, tentative-

1ly described as A and B, is also evident from the H NMR
spectra. Their full assignment was aided by the use of the

1 13 1 1two-dimensional [ H, C] HMQC, [ H, H] DQF and J-
resolved NMR techniques (Table 4).

The intramolecular inversion of the pyramidal configura-
tion at the co-ordinated sulfur has been reported by many
researchers both for bidentate platinum(II) complexes with
hS,Nj type of co-ordination [12,15,49] and for monode-

2ntate, more flexible [PtCl (thioether) ] species with SCl3 3
2donor set [13,14]. Monodentate [PtCl (thioether) ] com-3

plexes exhibit no discrimination between the two configu-
rations of the chiral sulfur, whereas a chiral discrimination
resulting in a predominance of one diastereomer was
observed in the solutions of S-alkylcysteineplatinum(II)

31chelate complexes [13–15]. The integration of P reso-
nances of both 1 and 2 seems to reveal that the discrimina-
tion between the two configurations of the chiral sulfur is
insignificant when thioether ligands form six-membered
chelate rings. The diastereomers have comparable abun-
dance with a predominance of 1A over 1B in ca. 20%
excess and 2A over 2B in ca. 10% excess, respectively
(Fig. 3). Similarly, almost equal populations of the dia-

31stereomers were assigned for PtCl (L–MetH) and Fig. 3. P NMR spectra of compounds 1 (a) and 2 (b) showing the pairs2
of resonances for the diastereomers 1A, 1B (in D O) and 2A, 2B (inPtCl (L–Met–Me) complexes [12]. This appears to indi- 22
CD OD).3cate that structurally related flexibility of the created

Table 4
NMR spectral data for compounds 1 and 2

31 a 13 b 1 cCompound P C H

b
d C(1) C(2) C(3) S–CH S–CH C(1)–H C(2)–H C(2)–H C(3)–H C(3)–HP 3 3 a b a b

Chemical shifts (ppm)

1A 15.09 (84) 51.41 (138.1) 24.72 31.32 (14.8) 20.73 2.49 2.84 2.55 2.00 2.80 2.59

1B 13.33(80) 51.44 (138.5) 26.72 33.68 (13.4) 21.40 2.41 2.97 2.51 1.84 3.11 2.76
2 dLH 11.99 49.98 (132.3) 28.60 30.54 (9.9) 14.20 2.06 3.10 2.14 1.87 2.67 2.61

2A 21.56 (|95) 50.33 (145.5) 27.43 34.79 (14.8) 21.92 2.60 3.59 2.60 1.94 3.20 3.01

2B 21.50 (|95) 49.28 (145.5) 26.00 31.75 (14.0) 21.69 2.55 3.56 2.55 2.13 3.13 2.81

2 3J J JH–H H–H P–H

C(2)H –C(2)H C(3)H –C(3)H C(1)H–C(2)H C(1)H–C(2)H C(2)H –C(3)H C(2)H –C(3)H C(2)H –C(3)H C(2)H –C(3)H P–C(1)H P–C(2)H P–C(2)H P–C(3)Ha b a b a b a a a b b a b b a b b

eCoupling constants (Hz)

1A 16.9 14.7 7.0 14.5 10.8 7.1 5.9 12.8 16.6 18.0 5.3 –

1B 15.4 13.6 3.4 11.3 6.7 4.4 2.5 13.3 15.4 11.6 5.5 –

2A 17.2 17.1 8.1 14.1 9.6 8.6 8.4 14.7 17.5 16.4 7.9 3.9

2B 16.8 17.6 8.6 14.6 7.4 9.5 8.9 14.9 17.3 16.3 9.8 –

a J values in parentheses.Pt–P
b J values in parentheses.P–C
c The assignments a and b for protons are arbitrary; protons b were assumed to be upfield versus a.
d Metal-free 1-amino-4-thiapentylphosphonic acid, pH57.91.
e 2Negative signs for the J values omitted.
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chelate (five-membered,six-membered) may be a signifi-
cant factor inducing the extent of a chiral discrimination.

In order to investigate dynamic exchange reactions,
1variable temperature H NMR spectra were recorded.

From the temperature dependence of the S–CH proton3

signals, the exchange rates for sulfur inversion and the
barriers to inversion at the respective coalescence tempera-

21 [ 21ture were determined to be 42 s , DG 572.6 kJ mol338
21 [ 21for 1 and 56 s , DG 571.4 kJ mol for 2, respective-336

[ly. The DG values were calculated according to the
[equation used by Sadler and are comparable to the DG

found for PtCl (L–MetH) [12]. These values are sig-2

nificantly higher from those reported for monodentately
bonded thioethers [13,14] supporting that the constrain,
provided by a bidentate hN,Sj coordination, increases
markedly the energy barrier for sulfur inversion.

1Comparison between the H NMR spectra of the two
diastereomers 1A and 1B reveals marked differences in
chemical shifts for protons C(1)–H (0.13 ppm), C(2)–Hb

(0.16 ppm), C(3)–H (0.30 ppm) and C(3)–H (0.17a b

ppm). For 2A and 2B significant differences are noted only
in chemical shifts of C(2)–H (0.19 ppm) and C(3)–H 31b b Fig. 4. Plots of the P chemical shifts of diastereomers 1A and 1B
(0.19 ppm). Particularly informative appears to be the versus pH.
signal of C(3)–H of 1B shifted downfield in respect to thea

C(1)–H of 1A. For both diastereomers 2A and 2B the
resonances of C(1)–H protons are, similarly as in 1A, the C(3)H –P coupling constant indicates that, the chelate ringb

highest frequency signals. The diastereomers differ also of 2B adopts a skew chair conformation consistent with
markedly in certain coupling constant values (Table 4). that determined for a solid state complex. Interconversion

3There are decreases in the values of J for isomer 1B to the complex 2A seems to influence only the extent ofH–H

compared to 1A except for J which slightly this distortion increasing the angle between planes through(C(2)H –C(3)H )b b

increases. Besides that, the J is much lower in 1B H(3) , C(3), C(2), C(1) and C(3), C(2), C(1) and P.(P–C(2)H ) ba 3than in 1A. Generally, the respective coupling constants Similarity between the J coupling constants of 1AH–H

calculated for 2A and 2B have similar values. A notable with those of 2A and 2B allows one to speculate that
difference between 2A and 2B is the existence of a distorted chair conformation of the chelate ring is also
long-range coupling between phosphorus and proton preferred for the mostly populated 1A. In contrast, the

3C(3)H of 2B revealing that coupled nuclei may be in a J coupling constants determined for 1B seem to be inb H–H

sterically fixed ‘W’ configuration. accordance with the boat conformation of the chelate ring
There are several examples in the literature indicating similar to that adopted in the minor diastereomer of the

that the dynamic inversion at sulfur is accompanied by a Pt(L–MetH)Cl [12].2
31change in the chelate ring conformation [12,15,49]. Sadler The P NMR titration of an aqueous solution of

et al. attributed the S configuration at sulfur and the compound 1 indicates that over a pH range of about 1–6.5
flattened boat conformation to the less populated dia- the ligand remains co-ordinated without involving the

2stereomer of Pt(L–MetH)Cl . The major diastereomer was PO H group in platinum(II) complexation (Fig. 4). This2 3

assumed to have the R configuration at sulfur and an is not the case when the pH is raised above 7. However,
approximate envelope conformation of the six-membered the full analysis of a versatile equilibrium observed in such
chelate ring [12]. Our NMR results also allow the assump- a system is out of the scope of the current discussion and
tion that in both cases 1A, 1B and 2A, 2B the interconver- will be the subject of our subsequent paper.
sion between the respective diastereomers is accompanied
by a change in the chelate ring conformation. However, the
conformational differences within the pairs of diastereo-
mers appear to be more significant for 1A and 1B in 4. Conclusion
respect to 2A and 2B. In 1B the ring substituents may be
with tolerable approximation described as axial and equa- The binding of 1-amino-4-thiapentylphosphonic acid
torial. In 1A, 2A and 2B, respectively, substituents posi- and its diethyl ester to platinum(II) occurs in a bidentate
tions appear to be much less accurately axial or equatorial manner through nitrogen and sulfur yielding complexes of
in character. The non-zero value of the long-range Pt(L)Cl -type. The role of the phosphonic or phosphonate2
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Abstract

Ba(hfa) (Phen) (I) was obtained by the interaction of Ba(hfa) and Phen and by the reaction of metallic barium with2 2 2

hexafluoroacetylacetone and Phen. Crystal structures of I and the by-product, Ba (hfa) (m -CF COO) (Phen) (II), were determined by2 2 2 3 2 4

single crystal X-ray diffraction. Complex I has a mononuclear structure with four oxygen and four nitrogen atoms in the coordination
21 ˚ ˚sphere of the central Ba ion. The average distances are: Ba–O (2.71 A) and Ba–N (2.89 A). In centrosymmetric dimeric molecules of

II, both barium ions are eight-coordinated as a result of the coordination of one bidentate hfa-ligand, two bidentate Phen ligands and two
˚ ˚oxygen atoms of both bridge tfa-ligands. The average distances of Ba–O and Ba–N are 2.71 A and 2.91 A, respectively. The geometry of

the Ba coordination sphere and the packing in I and II are discussed. Thermal gravimetric analyses showed that I sublimed with the
evolution of Phen and the formation of volatile Ba(hfa) (Phen).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2

Keywords: Barium b-diketonates; Crystal structures; Thermal analysis

1. Introduction tadecane) are able to sublime without dissociation into the
neutral Lewis base and the parent oligomeric barium b-

Volatile b-diketonates of alkaline earth elements (AEE) diketonate [5,6]. All adducts of the well-known barium
have been identified for many years [1], but only during b-diketonate, Ba(thd) (thd–2,2,6,6-tetramethylhep-2

the last decade, has interest in their synthesis, study of tanedionato-anion), such as Ba(thd) (tetraglyme) [5] or2

stability, structure and thermal properties been rekindled Ba(thd) (Phen) [7], sublime in two stages: the first stage,2 2

due to their wide application in modern metal–organic an evolution of neutral ligand; the second one, a sublima-
chemical vapour deposition techniques (MOCVD) [2]. The tion of Ba(thd) . The differences in thermal behavior and2

use of barium b-diketonates as MOCVD precursors is volatility of the adducts of fluorinated and non-fluorinated
complicated by their low volatility and thermal stability, b-diketonates of barium and other AEE have been dis-
both arising from their oligomeric structure [2–4]. One of cussed in terms of electronic and steric characteristics of
the ways to improve the volatility of barium b-diketonates both b-diketonate and additional ligands [2,4,5,7]. How-
is the formation of adducts with neutral Lewis bases. A ever, concerning the main reason for the differences
wide variety of barium b-diketonates adducts have been observed, no consensus exists among the authors. One of
synthesized and studied [2]. Some of them have mononu- the ways to resolve this problem is to study the structure,
clear molecular structures [4], but only the adducts formed thermal behaviour and volatility of fluorinated and non-
by barium fluorinated b-diketonates, for example fluorinated b-diketonate adducts with the same additional
Ba(hfa) (tetraglyme) (hfa–1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoropen- ligands and to compare their properties.2

tanedionato-anion, tetraglyme–2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxapen- Here we describe the synthesis of Ba(hfa) (Phen) (I)2 2

and the X-ray structure of I and by-product, Ba (hfa) (m -2 2 2

CF COO) (Phen) (II). We present the results of an*Corresponding author. Tel.: 17-95-9393-836; fax: 17-95-9390-998. 3 2 4

E-mail address: kuzmin@inorg.chem.msu.cu (N. Kuzmina) investigation by thermal analysis and vacuum sublimation
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of I and compare the properties and the structure of I and method 1, from benzene solution. A small amount of
known Ba(thd) (Phen) (III). crystals of Ba (hfa) (tfac) (Phen) (II) were obtained by2 2 2 2 2 4

slow crystallization of mother liquid after separation of the
2. Experimental main product synthesised by method 2.

The crystals of I and II were placed in glass capillaries.
Analytically pure metallic barium was used. Hhfa was The diffraction data were collected on an IPDS diffrac-

˚synthesized using a previously described method [8]. The tometer (Stoe) (Mo K -radiation, l50.71073 A, graphitea

solvents, benzene and MeCN, were purchased from Merck monochromator). The crystallographic data along with
and used without further purification. The starting complex some details of data collection and structure refinement are
Ba(hfa) was prepared according to the procedure de- given in Table 1. Both structures were solved using the2

scribed in Ref. [9] and purified by vacuum sublimation at direct methods (SHELX-86). The structure refinements
2208C (0.01 Torr). Dry Phen was obtained by dehydration were carried out anisotropically for all non-hydrogen
of Phen?H O (Merck) at 1408C (0.01 Torr). The C, H and atoms. Hydrogen atoms were placed into their calculated2

N contents were determined by conventional elemental positions and refined isotropically in the riding mode.
analysis. The barium content was determined by Some of the CF groups were disordered around their3

gravimetry. IR spectra were recorded on an UR-20 spec- three-fold axes with occupancies of the main components
trometer using nujol and hexachlorobutadiene mulls be- in the range of 0.79–0.95. Important bond distances are
tween KBr plates. Thermogravimetric analysis was per- given in Table 2.
formed on an OD-102 derivatograph under a nitrogen
atmosphere with a heating rate of 58C/min and on a 2.3. Vacuum sublimation
‘Sinku–Riko’ thermal analyzer under vacuum (0.01 Torr)
with a heating rate of 108C/min. XRD patterns were The samples (50 mg) of I were sublimed in glass tubes
obtained on a ‘DRON-3’ diffractometer, Co K -radiation. under the following experimental conditions: pressure 0.01a

1NMR H spectra were recorded on an AC-200P spectrome- Torr, a temperature range of 180–2208C. The total weight
ter (analytical frequency 200 mHz) in C D /TMS. loss of the sample was determined gravimetrically.6 6

2.1. Synthesis of Ba(hfa) (Phen) (I)2 2

3. Results and discussion
Two routes were used:
(1) Ba(hfa) (0.303 g, 0.55 mmol) and Phen (0.198 g,2 3.1. Synthesis

1.1 mmol) were suspended in benzene (100 ml) and the
mixture was refluxed under stirring until the reagents were Two methods were used for the synthesis of
completely dissolved. The volume of the solution was Ba(hfa) (Phen) (I): a combination of pure Ba(hfa) and2 2 2
reduced to a half under low pressure. After cooling, white anhydrous Phen (Eq. (1)) and a single-step reaction of
crystals were collected by filtration and dried under metallic Ba with Hhfa and Phen (Eq. (2)).
vacuum at room temperature. Yield 95%. M.p. 1828C.

Ba(hfa) 1 2Phen → Ba(hfa) (Phen) (1)Anal. Calcd for BaC H F N O : C, 44.79; H, 2.00; N, 2 2 234 18 12 4 4

6.15; Ba, 15.0; Found: C, 44.71; H, 2.05; N, 6.10; Ba,
21 Ba 1 2Hhfa 1 2Phen → Ba(hfa) (Phen) 1 H (2)14.9. IR, cm : n(C5O) 1670, n(C5C) 1530, n(CF) 2 2 2

1480, 1250, 1210, (Phen) 1580, 1600, 1630, 740, 850.
(2) The solution of Phen (1.44 g, 8 mmol) in MeCN (50 According to the data of the elemental, IR and XPD

ml) was added first to metallic barium (0.55 g, 4 mmol) in analyses, both methods of synthesis give similar one-phase
n-hexane (50 ml), and Hhfa (1.66 g, 8 mol) was added to products, the XRD patterns of which coincide with those
the mixture. The reaction was accompanied by H -gas calculated from the structural data for Ba(hfa) (Phen) .2 2 2

evolution. After dissolution of metallic barium, the volume The complex I is non-hydroscopic and can be handled in
of the reaction mixture was reduced to one-quarter by air.
evaporation under low pressure, and needle-like single The methods applied are widely used for the synthesis
crystals were formed. The white crystalline precipitate was of adducts of AEE b-diketonates [2]. Method 2 is advan-
filtered and dried under vacuum. Yield: 90–95%. The tageous because of the absence of the preliminary syn-
elemental analysis data and IR spectroscopy were similar thesis and purification of Ba(hfa) . However, the formation2

to those of the crude product obtained by method 1. of the mixed ligand by-product containing both b-diketo-
nate and carboxylate may occur in this method, especially

2.2. Crystal structure determination in the synthesis of complexes with the hfa ligand. The
generation of the trifluoroacetato ligands occurs not only

The single crystals of Ba(hfa) (phen) (I) were grown due to a partial hydrolysis of starting Hhfa during storage2 2

by recrystallization of the crude product, obtained by but also from a Claisen type reaction induced by trace
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for Ba(hfa) (Phen) (I) and Ba (hfa) (m -CF COO) (Phen) (II)2 2 2 2 2 3 2 4

Ba(hfa) (Phen) Ba (hfa) (m -CF COO) (Phen)2 2 2 2 2 3 2 4

Emperical formula BaC H F N O Ba C H F N O34 18 12 4 4 2 62 34 18 8 8

Formula weight 911.86 1635.66
Temperature (K) 180(2) 180(2)
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic
Space group P2 /c P11

˚a, (A) 11.330(10) 9.891(2)
˚b, (A) 17.880(4) 11.821(3)
˚c, (A) 17.470(2) 15.292(3)

a, (8) 90.000 70.11(2)
b, (8) 103.170(10) 75.45(2)
g, (8) 90.000 70.00(2)

3˚Volume, (A ) 3446.0(9) 1561.4(6)
Z 4 2

3Density(calculated), (Mg/m ) 1.758 1.740
21Absorption coefficient, (mm ) 1.263 1.369

F(000) 1784 800
Crystal size, (mm) 0.330.230.2 0.330.230.2
u range for data collection, (8) 1.65–24.20 1.9–24.29
Reflections collected 23873 10997
Independent reflections 5336 4667

2 2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 4530/0 /536 4667/0 /526

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.662 0.658
R [I.2s(I)] 0.0354 0.04311

vR 0.0605 0.09432
23˚Largest diff peak and hole, (e?A ) 0.437 and20.730 0.485 and 20.678

amounts of alkoxo or hydroxo anions stabilized by a The synthesis of II was not performed separately
highly basic medium [10,11]. The formation of analogous because such a mixed ligand complex, containing carbox-
mixed ligand by-products was described earlier in the ylato and b-diketonato ligands, is known to decompose
synthesis of lanthanide [12] and 3d-transition elements into the corresponding volatile metal b-diketonates and
[13] complexes with hexafluoroacetylacetone. In our syn- non-volatile carboxylates [14]. However, the crystal and
thesis by method 2, a very small amount of Ba(hfa) (m - molecular structure of II is interesting and important for2 2

CF COO) (Phen) (II) was collected from the mother coordination chemistry of barium. Here we discuss it in3 2 4

liquid after separation of the main product (I). In this case, comparison with the structures of I and III [7].
the presence of a small amount of trifluoroacetic acid in
starting hexafluroacetylacetone is the reason for the forma-

3.2. Description of the structurestion of a very small amount of II since the synthesis by
method 2 was performed in the absence of bases (see

The structure of I consists of mononuclearSection 2.1). After the detection of II, the NMR test of
Ba(hfa) (Phen) molecules with the CN of the centralstarting Hhfa was performed, and this ligand was shown to 2 2

barium atom being eight (Fig. 1). The eight donor atomscontain the impurity of trifluoroacetic acid, but not more
(four oxygen and four nitrogen atoms) are situated inthan 3 mol%.
coordination sphere of the central barium atom. The

˚average distance Ba–O (2.71 A) in I (Table 2) is some-
Table 2 ˚what longer than the Ba–O distance in III (2.69 A), and

˚Selected bond lengths (A) in Ba(hfa) (Phen) (I) and Ba (hfa) (m -2 2 2 2 2 ˚the average distance Ba–N (2.89 A) is shorter than the
CF COO) (Phen) (II)3 2 4 ˚distance in III (2.95 A) [7]. The differences between these
Bond I II distances in I and III seem to be related to more weak
Ba–O(1) 2.666(4) 2.720(5) metal–oxygen bonds in the complex with fluorinated b-
Ba–O(2) 2.734(4) 2.688(4) diketonates than in non-fluorinated complexes. A similar
Ba–O(3) 2.758(4) 2.727(4) relationship was found for another pair of adducts,
Ba–O(4) 2.677(3) 2.686(4) ˚Ba(hfa) (tetraglyme) [Ba–O (2.70 A), Ba–O2 hfa tetraglymeBa–N(1) 2.930(5) 2.902(6)

˚ ˚Ba–N(2) 2.859(5) 2.917(5) (2.84 A)] and Ba(thd) (tetraglyme) [Ba–O (2.68 A),2 thd
Ba–N(3) 2.865(5) 2.925(6) ˚Ba–O (2.89 A)] [5]. Moreover, the lengths oftetraglyme
Ba–N(4) 2.893(6) 2.893(6) Ba–O bonds in I are practically the same as in thehfa
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The Ba–O and Ba–O distances lie in the rangehfa CF3COO
˚2.69–2.73 A (Table 2). The analogous relationships be-

tween the lengths of chelating and bridging M–O bonds
were found earlier in similar mixed ligand complexes of
Ba [4] and lanthanides [14]. Furthermore, in complex II,
the Ba–O bond lengths are very close to those in I, in spite
of a different structure and composition of this complex. In
our opinion, the relationships between Ba–O distances,
denoted in structure I and II, demonstrates the predomi-
nantly electrostatic nature of Ba–O bonds in barium b-
diketonates.

The arrangement of the ligands around Ba is different in
I–III and depends on the nature of the ligand and the
composition of the complexes. In order to facilitate a
comparison between the complexes containing four bi-
dentate ligands, it is useful to consider the four directions
from the central atom towards the ligand, arbitrary defined
as middle points between two donor atoms of ligand. The
introduction of the term ‘direction towards the ligand’ is
useful in this case as the planes of the opposite ligands are
twisted around these directions in I in contrary to the

Fig. 1. Mononuclear complex in the crystal structure of Ba(hfa) (Phen)2 2 structures II and III (Fig. 3), in which such planes are
(I).

virtually parallel. A comparison of the angles between
structure of Ba(hfa) (tetraglyme) in spite of the fact that such directions towards the ligand in I–III is given in2

CN of Ba is equal to nine in the latter complex. This Table 3.
means that the barium–ligand bond lengths do not depend In I, the mutual repulsion of the ligands results in a
strongly on the coordination number, i.e. if it equals eight distorted tetrahedral arrangement around the central barium
or nine. atom. The data in Table 3 demonstrate that the angles

The crystal structure of II consists of centrosymmetric between the directions towards the ligand
dimeric molecules (Fig. 2). In Ba (hfa) (tfac) (Phen) , the [/(dik1)Ba(dik2), /(dik2)Ba(phen1), /(dik1)Ba(phen1),2 2 2 4

Ba atoms are eight coordinated due to coordination of one /(phen1)Ba(phen2)] differ from tetrahedral angles by
bidentate chelate hexafluoroacetylacetonate ligand, two only 6–278. In the case of III [7], for identical ligands, the
bidentate molecules of Phen and two oxygen atoms of both angles between directions towards the ligands are about
bridging trifluoroacetate ligands which link barium atoms. 1508, and the angles between b-diketonates and Phen are

Fig. 2. Dimeric molecule in the crystal structure of Ba (hfa) (m-CF COO) (Phen) (II).2 2 3 2 4
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situated in dihedral angles between two Phen ligands. Such
packing of the chains corresponds to short contacts be-
tween fluorine atoms and the peripheral part of Phen
molecules. The distances between fluorine atoms and some

˚atoms of Phen ligand are in the range of 3.07–3.38 A. This
may be a result of an attractive interaction between p-
system of Phen ligands and negatively charged fluorine
atoms [15]. The molecules of III, which do not contain
fluorine atoms, are stacked in the crystal forming the
infinite chains with Phen–Phen intermolecular separation

˚of 3.46 A [16]. The difference in the packing modes of
complexes I and III is reflected by the values of the
packing densities. The volume per molecule is much larger

3 3˚ ˚in III (1097 A ) than in I (862 A ) even after taking into
account the difference in van der Waals volumes of

3 3˚ ˚C(CH ) (65.93 A ) and CF (28.52 A ). The involvement3 3

of fluorine atoms in intermolecular interactions is one of
the special features of fluorinated barium b-diketonates.
Therefore, the interactions between peripheral fluorineFig. 3. Mononuclear complex in the crystal structure of Ba(thd) (Phen)2 2

atoms and the central barium atom were found in crystal(III) [7].
structures of both [Ba (hfa) (Et O)] [9] and2 4 2 n

[Ba(hfa) (H O)] [17]. In other adducts of Ba(hfa) , the2 2 n 2

close to 908. This corresponds to a nearly square arrange- involvement of negatively charged fluorine atoms in
ment of the four ligands and trans-positions of the intermolecular interactions resulted in an increase in the
identical ligands. II has a similar geometry to the Ba CN of the central barium atom to 9–11 [4]. If the central
coordination sphere. This can be seen in Fig. 2 and is also barium atom is coordinatively saturated, as for example, in
demonstrated by comparing the angles between the direc- [Ba(hfa) (tetraglyme)] [5], the additional Ba? ? ?F contacts2

tions towards the ligands (Table 3), namely, are not formed. Complex I is the first example of a barium
/(Phen1)Ba(Phen2) and /(dik1)Ba(dik2), which are hexafluoroacetyacetonate complex with additional
about 1648. The square planar arrangement of four ligands F? ? ?Phen intermolecular contacts resulting in a higher
in the structure of II is less tetrahedrally distorted than that packing density.
in the structure of III since two bridging trifluoroacetate
ligands connect both Ba atoms. 3.3. Thermal behaviour of I

In the crystal structure of I, the p-p-stacking interaction
between Phen ligands of the neighboring molecules occurs, Upon heating under nitrogen, complex I undergoes two
the Phen–Phen interplanar separation was found to be major stages of weight loss (Fig. 6a). The first weight loss

˚approximately 3.5 A, and the packing mode of molecules (81%) occurs at 180–2558C. The DTG curve shows two
can be described as zigzag chains (Fig. 4). In the case of endothermic peaks in this temperature range at 215 and
II, the p-p-interaction between Phen ligands is absent 2458C. The second, smooth stage follows in the tempera-
because of the steric hindrance for dimeric molecules (Fig. ture range of 255–5508C corresponding to about 17% of
5). The analysis of the packing mode of structure I showed the total weight loss (98%). Three stages of the weight loss
another interesting feature. The CF groups of hfa ligands, can be detected under heating at low pressure (Fig. 6b).3

which belong to molecules from neighboring chains, are The first stage (100–2058C), accounted for approximately
20% of the total weight loss, representing evolution of one

Table 3 molecule of Phen (20.2% calculated for Phen evolution).
Angles between the directions towards the ligands (8) in Ba(hfa) (Phen)2 2 The major weight loss occured at 205–2658C. Constant
(I), Ba(hfa) (m -CF COO) (Phen) (II), and Ba(thd) (Phen) (III)2 2 3 2 4 2 2 weight was achieved at 3508C after one more, smooth loss

aAngle /Compound I II III of weight representing about 6% of the total weight loss.
/(dik1)Ba(dik2) 103.1 164.9 150.4 The residual weight amounted to only 0.6% of the initial
/(dik1)Ba(Phen1) 103.6 89.8 99.5 weight implying that the sublimation is mainly responsible
/(dik1)Ba(Phen2) 136.3 82.6 89.9 for the weight loss of complex I upon heating.
/(dik2)Ba(Phen1) 131.4 94.2 82.3

The sublimation of I in the glass reactor occurred over/(dik2)Ba(Phen2) 97.6 96.7 95.0
the temperature range of 180–2208C, and two fractions of/(Phen1)Ba(Phen2) 90.2 164.4 152.3

a sublimate were collected in the colder part of the reactors:In case of II, the direction towards (dik2) means the direction from 1at 1808C and at 2208C. The elemental analysis and the Hthe Ba atom to the middle point between O(3) and O(4) from two
different bridging trifluoroacetate ligands. NMR spectroscopy (Table 4) showed that the solid
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Fig. 4. The arrangement of molecules in zigzag chains in the crystal structure of Ba(hfa) (Phen) (I).2 2

Fig. 5. The packing mode in the crystal structure of Ba (hfa) (m-CF COO) (Phen) (II).2 2 3 2 4
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weakening of Phen? ? ?Phen interactions in the crystal
structures is the determining factor in sublimation of
M(dik) (Phen) complexes.2 2

The difference in sublimation schemes of
M(dik) (Phen) , depending on the nature of the AEE2 2

cations and the b-diketonate ligands, occurs only after the
breaking up of the Phen–Phen intermolecular systems. The
adduct III decomposed at 1608C with evolution of both
Phen molecules and formation of the parent Ba(thd) [7].2

Barium hexafluoroacetylacetonate is a stronger Lewis acid
than Ba(thd) , and forms more stable adducts with neutral2

Lewis bases. This results in a rather high thermal stability
of Ba(hfa) (Phen), which sublimes without decomposition.2

The analogues schemes of sublimation with formation of
volatile M(thd) (Phen) were found earlier for2

M(thd) (Phen) (M5Ca, Sr) [18]. The stability of2 2

M(thd) (Phen) adducts decreases in the row Ca–Sr–Ba2 2

according to a decrease in complex formation capacity of
the AEE group. The fact that the sublimation scheme is theFig. 6. TG-curves of Ba(hfa) (Phen) (I) under (a) one atmosphere of2 2

nitrogen and, (b) under vacuum. same for I and non-fluorinated M(thd) (Phen) (M5Ca,2 2

Sr) and different for III, demonstrates that the thermal
sublimate, evolved at 1808C, did not contain barium stability of the AEE adducts, M(dik) (Phen) , is governed2 2

compounds and the sublimate, formed at 2208C, was by electronic as opposed to steric factors.
Ba(hfa) (Phen) This means that I sublimes with decompo-2 .

sition as follows:

Supplementary data1808C
Ba(hfa) (Phen) (s) → Ba(hfa) (Phen) (s) 12 2 2

2208C The full crystallographic data are available from CCDC,
Phen(g) → Ba(hfa) (Phen) (g)2 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request,

quoting the deposition numbers 112260 (I) and 112261
It is interesting that the adduct I sublimes at the (II).

temperature which is very close to the sublimation tem-
perature of the parent Ba(hfa) (approximately 2208C at2

2210 Torr), whereas another well-known adduct Acknowledgements22Ba(hfa) (tetraglyme) sublimes at 1208C at 10 Torr [5].2

In our opinion, the intermolecular interactions between the This work was financially supported by the Russian
Phen ligands are responsible for the relatively low volatili- Foundation for Basic Research under grant 96-03937a.
ty of I in comparison to Ba(hfa) (tetraglyme). The known2

adducts of AEE dipivaloylmethanates with Phen sublime at
the same temperature [17,18] as I. This means that the
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Abstract

Three alkaline earth metal cryptates (Barium(II), Strontium(II), Calcium(II)) were synthesized by (213) template condensation of
21tris(3-aminopropyl)amine with 2,6-diformylpyridine and characterized by some physical methods. The solution structure of [BaL]

1 13 1(L5cryptand) was studied by electrospray mass spectrometry, H- C NMR and molecular dynamics method based on analysis of H
NMR NOE spectrum. The crystal structure presents a tricapped trigonal prism structure in which barium(II) is enclosed within the
macrobicycle and is nine-coordinated by six imino nitrogen atoms and three pyridyl nitrogen atoms.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Cryptate; Barium; NMR

1. Introduction cryptates (Ba, Sr, Ca) (Fig. 1) by condensation of trpn with
dfp in the presence of corresponding metal ions and

The cryptands and cryptates have received considerable characterized them by several physical methods. X-ray
21attention, owing to their special host, guest chemical crystal structure analysis of complex cation [BaL] (L5

behaviors and potential applications in the molecular denotes cryptand) shows that it is a tricapped trigonal
recognition, biomimic and supramolecular devices [1–8].
Many reports have studied the synthesis of transition metal
cryptates by condensation of tris(2-aminoethyl)amine
(tren) [9–16] or tris(3-aminopropyl)amine (trpn) [17–20]
with dicarboxylaldehyde, respectively. However, only a
few papers have been published for their alkaline earth

21metal complexes [21–23]. The Ba ion is an effective
template ion for synthesis of some transition metal
cryptates by trans-metalation reaction, especially for that
by (213) condensation of trpn with 2, 6-diformylpyridine
(dfp). Because trpn has high flexibility and the ligand
derived from trpn has a large cavity which does not match
small transition metal ions, it is difficult to prepare the
transition metal complexes based a on one-step method.
The Ba(II) cryptate is labile and as a consequence is easily
trans-metallated in solution. Thus far, only a few papers
published are concerned with their structures in solution
[24,25]. We have synthesized three alkaline earth metal

*Corresponding author. Fax: 186-25-3317-761.
21E-mail address: qhluo@jlonline.com (Q.-H. Luo) Fig. 1. The structure formula of [ML] , L5cryptand, M5Ba, Sr, Ca.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00114-X
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prism conformation with nine-coordinated. The solution 2.3. Preparation of complexes [SrL](ClO ) ?3.5MeOH4 2
21structure of [BaL] was calculated by molecular dy- and [CaL](ClO ) ?3.5MeOH4 2

1namics based on analysis of H NMR–NOE spectrum
[26–29] and satisfactory solution structure was obtained Preparations were analogous to [BaL](ClO ) ?MeCN4 2

when compared with that in solid. except that the mixed solutions were stirred at room
temperature for an extra 3 h and the crude products were
recrystallized from methanol. The white crystals were
obtained in 30% yield (0.08 g) for [SrL](ClO ) ?3.5MeOH4 2

and 25% yield (0.06 g) for [CaL](ClO ) ?3.5MeOH. IR2. Experimental 4 2
21(cm ): n(OH), 3400s; n(C5N), 1650s; n(ClO ), 1100vs;4

d(ClO ), 625m for [SrL](ClO ) ?3.5MeOH and n(OH),2.1. Materials 4 4 2

3400s; n(C5N), 1651s; n(ClO ), 1100vs; d(ClO ), 625m4 4

for [CaL](ClO ) ?3.5MeOH.Tris(3-aminopropyl)amine was prepared using a modi- 4 2

fied literature method [30] with a purity of over 99%,
2.4. Physical measurementsidentified by conductimetric titration. 2,6-Diformylpyridine

was synthesized using a previously published method [31].
The molar conductivities of the solutions of

[ML](ClO ) ?X (M5Ca, Sr, Ba; X5MeCN, 3.5MeOH)4 2

2.2. Preparation of complex [BaL](ClO ) ?MeCN were measured by a BSD-A conductometer (Jiangsu,4 2

China) in MeCN at 2560.18C. IR spectra were measured
3An absolute methanol solution (32 cm ) containing trpn as KBr disc using a Nicolet 5DX FT–IR spectrophotome-

(0.376 g, 2 mmol) was added dropwise to a stirred mixed ter. The contents of metals in cryptates were determined by
solution of dfp (0.405 g, 3 mmol) and barium perchlorate conductrometric titration. Electrospray mass spectrum

3(0.403 g, 1.2 mmol) in 80 cm absolute methanol solution (ES–MS) of cryptate [BaL](ClO ) ?MeCN was deter-4 2

at room temperature. After refluxing for 3 h, the solution mined on a Finnigan LCQ mass spectrograph. The con-
was cooled and the white crude product was filtered off, centration of the sample was approximately 1.0 mmol?

23and recrystalized from MeCN/Et O. White crystals were dm . The diluted solution was electrosprayed at a flow2
21 26 3 21obtained in 72% yield (0.72 g). IR spectrum (cm ): n rate of 5310 dm ?min with needle voltage of 14.5

(C;N), 2200w; n (C5N), 1650s; n (ClO ), 1095vs; d kV. The mobile phase was an aqueous solution of methanol4

(ClO ), 625m. The elemental analysis and conductivity are (1:1). Sample runs in the positive ion mode.4

listed in Table 1. NMR d (CD CN, ppm): 8.53 [6H, d, NMR spectra of [BaL](ClO ) ?MeCN were obtained onH 3 4 2

J51.47Hz, H(a)]; 8.35 [3H, t, J57.72Hz, H(c)]; 7.94 [6H, a BRUKER ARX-500 NMR spectrometer at 258C with
m, J57.72 and 1.47Hz, H(b)]; 3.2, 3.0 [12H, m, J516.91 TMS as the internal standard. For NMR measurement,

23 23and 4.78Hz, H(d)]; 2.1, 1.9 [12H, m, J512.13 and 4.41Hz, dilute (3.8310 mol?dm ) solutions of [BaL](ClO ) ?4 2
1 13H(f)]; 1.57 [12H, m, H(e)]. d (CD CN, ppm): 167.3 (6C, MeCN were used. The phase-sensitive H- C HMQCC 3

C5N); 154 (6C, C(a)); 141.8 (3C, C(c)); 130 (6C, C(b)); (heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence) spectrum of
65 (6C, C(d)); 60 (6C, C(f)); 27 (6C, C(e)). Mass spectrum the complex [BaL](ClO ) ?MeCN in CD CN solution was4 2 3

1 1m/z: 737 (60%, L1MeOH ); 674 (51%, L1H ); 405 recorded with the simple four-pulse sequence and with
21 21 GARP [32] decoupling during detection. J(C, H) was(59%, BaL ); 368 (38%, L 12MeOH); 337 (base peak,

21 assumed to be 145 Hz, so 3.45 ms was used for polariza-L ). Colorless cubic crystals of the [BaL](ClO ) ?MeCN4 2

tion transfer. The relaxation delay between scans was 2 s.suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained by diffusion of
The acquisition points were 5123256 ( f 3f ). The hydro-diethyl ether into MeCN solution over 1 week. 1 2

Table 1
The elemental analysis and phyical constants for the complexes

aComplex Analysis (%) L (298 K)m
21 2 21(s cm mol )

C H N M

[BaL](ClO ) ?MeCn 46.81 4.74 15.76 12.63 2944 2

C H N BaCl O (46.85) (5.18) (15.99) (13.03)41 54 12 2 8

[SrL](ClO ) ?3.5MeOH 48.05 6.11 13.89 8.09 3024 2

C H N SrCl O (47.61) (6.11) (14.35) (8.17)42.5 65 11 2 11.5

[Cal](ClO ) ?3.5MeOH 49.40 6.84 14.78 3.44 3104 2

C H N CaCl O (49.82) (6.39) (14.04) (3.90)52.5 65 11 2 11.5

a Calculated values for formula of complexes were given in parentheses.
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Table 2 2.5. Crystal structure determination
Crystal data of [BaL](ClO ) ?MeCN4 2

Empirical formula C H BaCl N O The intensities were collected at 293 K on a Siemens P441 54 2 12 8

Formula weight 1051.2 diffractometer using v /2u scan mode with a variable scan
Crystal size (nm) 0.4230.3830.36 21speed 5.5–50.08min (in v). Details of the crystal data,
Space group P2(1) /n

intensity collection and refinement are listed in Table 2.crystal system Monoclinic
The data were corrected for Lorentz and polarizationUnit cell dimensions

a, A 10.578(5) effects during reduction using the XSCANS program [33].
b, A 23.863(4) All computations were carried out by using the SHELXTL
c, A 18.547(3) PC Program package [34]. The structure was solved by the
a, deg 90 2heavy atom method and refined on F by full-matrixb, deg 92.19(2)

least-squares method using the SHELXTL version 5.0g, deg 90
3Vol. A 4678(3) [34]. All the non-hydrogen atoms were refined aniso-

Z 4 tropically. The perchlorate anions (s.o.f50.5 for O , O ,11 123D (calcd.) Mg/m 1.492 9 9 9 9 9 9O , O , O ,O , O , O , O , O , O , O , O , O ,21 13 14 11 12 13 14 21 22 23 24 21 22Abs coeff. mm 1.027
9O and O ) were disordered. All the hydrogen atoms23 24F(000) 2152

˚ were placed in calculated positions assigned fixed isotropicMo K radiation l50.71073 Aa

Temp. K 293(2) thermal parameter at 1.2 times the equivalent isotropic U
u range, deg. 1.93–24.99 of the atoms to which they are attached (1.5 times for
Limiting indices 21#h#5, 21# k# 28, 222# l#22 methyl groups) and allowed to ride on their respective
No. unique reflection 4940

parent atoms. The contribution of these hydrogen atomsR 0.0797
were included in the structure-factor calculations.R 0.1579v

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.741
23Largest diff. peak and hole 1.520 and 21.561 eA 2.6. Calculation of the solution structure

21The conformation of [BaL] was calculated by the
gen and carbon chemical shifts were referenced to the molecular dynamics (MD) method. At first, the initial
CD CN peaks, which were set to 2.00 ppm for hydrogen geometrical conformation model was sketched using the3

and 0 and 117 ppm for carbon respectively. The steady standard bond lengths and bond angles. Then, the
state NOE experiment was carried out using a BRUKER MAXIMIN2 [35] method with conjugate–gradient mini-
ARX-500. The mixing time was 800 ms, data points for mizer selection was used to make a primitive geometry
acquisition were 10253512, and 102431024 for Fourier optimization. The conformation obtained acts as the origi-
transformation. The number of scans was 32 and the nal input structure for further refining with the simulate
relaxation delay was 2 s. annealing MD method using the SYBYL 6.0 [35] molecu-

21Fig. 2. The ES mass spectrum of [BaL] in methanol solution.
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1 13Fig. 3. (a) The phase-sensitive H- C HMQC spectrum; (b) the NOESY spectrum.
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Table 3lar modeling software (Tripos Inc.). Tripos force field was
˚Selected bond distances (A) of the complex cation in solid and in solutionset with temperatures 2000 K to 200 K and exponential

Bonds Solid Solutionramping annealing function were set, and 100 cycles were
processed. After 100 cycles, the 100 refined conformations Ba(1)–N(11) 2.908(4) 3.022
retained by simulate annealing were further minimized Ba(1)–N(9) 2.936(4) 2.998

Ba(1)–N(7) 2.951(4) 3.047directly using the energy minimization program [35] to
Ba(1)–N(10) 3.006(3) 3.081ensure that the system is truly in a low energy state.
Ba(1)–N(13) 3.056(4) 3.036

Geometry optimization is running until a satisfactory Ba(1)–N(6) 2.935(4) 2.999
agreement between the calculated and observed H–H Ba(1)–N(2) 2.946(3) 3.014
distances obtained from NMR experiment. Convergence is Ba(1)–N(4) 2.966(4) 2.993

Ba(1)–N(8) 3.037(3) 2.992monitored using the values of RMSD (root-mean-square-
Ba(1)–N(3) 1.407(5) 1.453deviation) and R average deviation factor for H–H dis-
Ba(1)–N(4) 1.278(6) 1.278

tances. Finally, the optimum 10 conformations were
determined by energy minimization program. During the

1 13geometry optimization calculations only the distance con- H- C HMQC spectrum of the [BaL](ClO ) It gives two4 2.

straints of Ba–N, which were taken from X-ray data of kinds of correlation signals, the proton signals labeled a, b,
bond lengths, were imposed on the structure. The calcula- c (upper) are correlated to carbon signals a’ b’ c’ (left).
tions were carried out on a SGI Indigo workstation. The downfield shifts arised from strong deshielding effects

of protons or carbon atoms at pyridyl and imino groups.
Another kind of proton peaks d, e, f are correlated to

3. Results and discussion

Table 4
213.1. Characterization of complexes Selected bond angles (8) of the complex [BaL] ion in crystal state and

solution state

In MeCN solution, the conductivities of all the three Bond angles Crystal state Solution state
21 2 21cryptates were in the range 294–310 s cm mol

N(11)–Ba(1)–N(6) 153.28(11) 132.592
behaving as a 1:2 electrolyte [36], which is consistent with N(6)–Ba(1)–N(9) 84.01(11) 79.844
the chemical formulas predicted by elemental analysis. The N(6)–Ba(1)–N(2) 86.22(10) 103.128

N(11)–Ba(1)–N(7) 149.21(9) 137.509IR spectra of the complexes show the characteristic of
21 N(9)–Ba(1)–N(7) 72.30(10) 77.230solvent molecules (ca. 3400 cm for MeOH and 2200

21 N(11)–Ba(1)–N(4) 99.77(11) 97.345cm for MeCN) and of ionic perchlorate (ca. 1090 and
N(9)–Ba(1)–N(4) 148.52(11) 146.93321625 cm ). We have not obtained the pure cryptand ligand N(7)–Ba(1)–N(4) 77.14(11) 70.317

because the cryptand is very difficult to recrystallize in N(6)–Ba(1)–N(10) 135.41(11) 132.592
N(2)–Ba(1)–N(10) 77.81(9) 69.408many solvents. We also attempted to prepare a barium(II)
N(4)–Ba(1)–N(10) 152.05(10) 150.142complex with side chains by (212) condensation which is
N(6)–Ba(1)–N(8) 107.70(10) 112.362analogous to [Cd L’](ClO ) reported previously [37], but2 4 2 N(2)–Ba(1)–N(8) 152.95(9) 143.787

the product obtained was the (213) cryptate. This indi- N(4)–Ba(1)–N(8) 95.65(9) 83.886
cates that the (213) cryptate has higher stability in the N(11)–Ba(1)–N(3) 77.27(11) 78.616

N(9)–Ba(1)–N(3) 139.48(9) 143.888MeOH solution than the (212) complex. Electrospray
N(7)–Ba(1)–N(3) 121.73(9) 119.974mass spectrometry is particularly suitable for characteriz-
N(10)–Ba(1)–N(3) 122.63(10) 119.986ing the ions formed in solution [38]. Fig. 2 shows the
N(11)–Ba(1)–N(9) 110.29(11) 111.075

positive ion ES–MS of cryptate in methanol. Two clusters N(11)–Ba(1)–N(2) 72.45(10) 63.451
of peaks were observed at m /z 368 and 737, whose N(9)–Ba(1)–N(2) 87.62(11) 96.415

21 N(6)–Ba(1)–N(7) 55.61(10) 56.285isotropic pattern corresponds to the species L 1 2MeOH
1 N(2)–Ba(1)–N(7) 137.68(10) 159.035and L 1 2MeOH, respectively, the other clusters of peaks

21 N(6)–Ba(1)–N(4) 72.51(10) 77.106are at m /z 405, 674 and 338 corresponding to [BaL] ,
N(2)–Ba(1)–N(4) 110.82(10) 111.6521 21HL and H L , respectively. No peaks of ligand frag-2 N(11)–Ba(1)–N(10) 56.30(11) 55.290

ments are observed, showing that the ligand is rather stable N(9)–Ba(1)–N(10) 54.31(11) 55.929
N(7)–Ba(1)–N(10) 115.15(11) 119.967in the solution.
N(11)–Ba(1)–N(8) 98.40(9) 82.756
N(9)–Ba(1)–N(8) 71.44(9) 83.3253.2. NMR spectra of the barium(II) cryptate
N(7)–Ba(1)–N(8) 52.25(8) 56.150
N(10)–Ba(1)–N(8) 76.09(9) 81.111

Because of the low solubility of this complex, it is N(6)–Ba(1)–N(3) 77.45(11) 84.888
13 N(2)–Ba(1)–N(3) 55.77(9) 55.565difficult to measure C NMR spectrum using a traditional

1 13 N(4)–Ba(1)–N(3) 55.54(9) 56.465method. The H- C HMQC spectrum has been performed
N(8)–Ba(1)–N(3) 148.66(8) 132.784to assign all the signals. Fig. 3a shows the contour plot of
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carbon peaks d’ e’ f’, which are assigned to the chemical (a–b, b–c) are observed arising from the coupling of
shifts of protons (H(d) H(e) and H(f))or carbon atoms CH5N proton H (a) and with pyridyl proton H(b), and the
(C(d) C(e) and C(f)) at condensed polyazo chains. It is coupling between H (b) and H (c). In the upper right-hand
remarkable that the two protons of both CH N5C (H(d), corner, the cross signals (d–e, d’–e, f–e) arise from the2

H(d’)) and CH N,(H(f), H(f’)) have different chemical coupling of both CH N5C H(d) and CH N,H (f) protons2 2 2

shifts, because they have different chemical environments with -CH -H (e) protons respectively, and two strong cross2

in solution, and that the simple seven carbon peaks of the peaks (d–d’, f–f’) are duo to the coupling of between two
complex imply that the complex has geometrical symmetry protons at the same carbon atoms of both CH N5C and2

of D in solution. CH N,groups. The cross signal (a–d) far from the3 2

The correlativities between protons are detected in diagonal lines arise from the coupling of CH5N proton
NOESY spectrum (Fig. 3b), which displays eight cross with a CH N5C proton. The only one cross signal was2

signals. In the lower left-hand corner, the cross signals observed between CH N5C and CH5N protons and2

21Fig. 4. (a) A perspective view of cation [BaL] ; (b) the structure of coordination polyhedron.
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indicates that one proton of CH N5C is so far from that of composed of six imino nitrogen atoms is distorted. In the2

CH5N proton that the signal can not be observed clearly, distorted prism, the least-square plane (I) composed of
analogously only one cross signal between CH N, and N(2), N(6) and N(9) atoms is parallel with the plane (II)2

-CH -protons indicates that two protons of -CH - group composed of N(4), N(8) and N(11). The two planes are2 2

have the same chemical environment and one proton of the upper and lower basis of the prism, respectively. The
CH N, is so far from those of -CH - group. From distances between Ba(II) and plane (I) and plane (II) are2 2

˚ ˚analysis of NOE peak intensities, the H–H distances are 1.81 A and 1.46 A, respectively. The biplanar angles
obtained. composed of three prism planes are 59.18, 119.78 and

61.38, respectively. The distances between capped atoms
˚3.3. Crystal structure and prism planes are in the range 1.67–1.90 A. The

distances Ba–N (py) and Ba–N (imino) are in the range
21 ˚The crystal data of complex cation [BaL] are listed in 2.91–3.10 A, being larger than normal. It indicates that the

Table 2. The selected bond distances and bond angles are interactions between Ba(II) and the nitrogen atoms are
listed in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. In the complex very week, therefore, the barium ion is substituted very

21cation, Ba is enclosed within the polyazo macrocycle easily by other metal ions. The crystal of [BaL](ClO ) ?4 2

and coordinated by six imino nitrogen atoms (N(2), N(4), MeCN is not stable enough under illumination of X-ray
N(6), N(8), N(9) and N(11)) and three pyridyl nitrogen during collecting diffraction data, so we are unable to
atoms (N(3), N(7) and N(10)). The bridgehead nitrogen obtain very good crystal data.

21atoms N(1) and N(5) do not coordinate to Ba . The
21˚distance N(1)–N(5) is 7.447 A. The distances Ba –N(1)

21 ˚ ˚and Ba –N(5) are 4.64 A and 3.407 A, respectively. The 3.4. The structure in solution
complex cation has no crystallographic symmetry, but

21there is an approximate three–fold axis passing through the The solution structure of [BaL] is obtained by the
barium(II) and two bridgehead nitrogen atoms. The coordi- molecular dynamics method. The values of RMSD and R
nated polyhedron can be described approximately as a are less than 0.005 and 0.0045, respectively. Fig. 5 shows
tricapped trigonal prism (Fig. 4), in which three pyridyl that 10 computed structures were superimposed for mini-
nitrogen atoms are located at capping positions. The prism mal RMSD, and implies the calculated results are satisfac-

Fig. 5. The ten computed structures for minimal RMSD.
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Abstract

7.12 3A new 14-membered tetraaza macrocycle 2-(2-hydroxyethyl)-5,16-dimethyl-2,6,13,17-tetraazatricyclo[16.4.0.0 ]docosane (L ), in
which only one 2-hydroxyethyl pendant arm is appended, has been prepared by direct reaction of 3,4-dimethyl-2,6,13,17-tetra-

7.12 1 3 3azatricyclo[16.4.0.0 ]docosane (L ) with 2-bromoethanol. Two nickel(II) complexes [NiL ](ClO ) and [Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO4 2 2 4
3 3(L –H5a deprotonated form of L ) can be prepared under acidic and basic conditions, respectively. On the other hand, only one form of

3 3copper(II) complex [CuL ](ClO ) was isolated as a solid under acidic and basic conditions. In the complex [CuL ](ClO ) , the hydroxyl4 2 4 2
3 21group is involved in coordination. However, the hydroxyl group of [NiL ] is not involved in coordination in the solid state and in

3 1nitromethane. The nickel(II) complex is deprotonated to form the octahedral complex [Ni(L –H)(H O)] , in which the hydroxoalkyl2

group and the water molecule are coordinated to the metal ion, in basic aqueous solutions. In water and acetonitrile, the nickel(II)
3 21 3 21 3 21complex exists as a mixture of the square-planar [NiL ] and octahedral [NiL (S)] or [NiL (S) ] (S5solvent molecule) species.2

3Synthesis and properties of the mono-N-functionalized macrocycle L and its nickel(II) and copper(II) complexes are reported.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tetraaza macrocycle; Functionalized macrocycle; Nickel(II) complex; Copper(II) complex

11. Introduction of L [12]. Furthermore, the dissociation rates of the
2nickel(II) and copper(II) complexes of L in acidic

Polyaza macrocyclic compounds containing N-hydroxy- solutions are not affected significantly by the hydroxyethyl
6 21alkyl pendant arm(s) are of interest because of the effect of groups [12]. Although the hydroxyl groups of [CuL ] ,

6 1 6 6the functional group(s) upon the structures and chemical [Ni(L –H)] (L –H5a deprotonated form of L ), and
2 21properties of the compounds. Chemical properties and [NiL ] are coordinated to the metal ions, those of the

9 21coordination behaviors of such compounds may be affect- unsaturated nickel(II) complex [NiL ] are not involved
ed by the nature of the central metal ion, the number and in coordination [9–13].
position of the hydroxyalkyl groups, and the structural Coordination behaviors of mono-N-hydroxyethylated
characteristics of the macrocyclic ligands [1–15]. Most 14-membered tetraaza macrocycles and their complexes

114-membered tetraaza macrocyclic ligands such as L and have been studied much less extensively [15] than those of
5L react very slowly with nickel(II) or copper(II) ions and other types of partially [1,12–14] and fully [1–11] N-

the resulting metal complexes are scarcely decomposed hydroxyalkylated analogs. This may be due to the fact that
even at low pH [2,10,16]. In the cases of the fully N- the mono-N-substitution of tetraaza macrocyclic ligands

6 5hydroxyethylated macrocycles such as L , the complex such as L is difficult and requires several steps. For
7formation and dissociation rates are greatly promoted by example, the mono-N-hydroxyethylated macrocycles, L

8 5the pendant 2-hydroxyethyl groups [2,5,9–11]. On the and L , can be prepared by multi-step reactions of L [15].
other hand, the complexation rate of the partially N- In this study, we attempted the preparation of the mono-N-

2 3hydroxyethylated macrocycle L is much slower than that hydroxyethylated tetraaza macrocycle L from a one-step
1reaction of L with 2-hydroxyethyl bromide. The purpose

of this work is to investigate the coordination behaviors of*Corresponding author. Tel.: 182-53-850-6443; fax: 182-53-850-
the mono-N-hydroxyethylated macrocycle, along with the6449.

E-mail address: sgkang@biho.taegu.ac.kr (S.-G. Kang) effects of the number of the pendant arm on the properties

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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24of its complexes. Interestingly, it was found that the M) and NaOH (2.0310 –0.2 M) was prepared in
3coordination behaviors of L are quite different from those volumetric flasks and allowed to equilibrate at 258C. The

2 9 1of the di-N-hydroxyethylated macrocycles L and L or the [H ] of each solution was calculated by either the pH
6fully N-hydroxyethylated macrocycle L . The synthesis measurement or the amount of the added base. The pKa

3 3and properties of L and its nickel(II) and copper(II) values for the complexes of L were obtained by the
1complexes are reported. variation of the electronic spectra as a function of [H ]

[17].

2.3. Synthesis of compounds

Caution. Perchlorate salts of metal complexes are explo-
sive. Although we have had no problems with any of the
perchlorate salts described in this work, such compounds
should be handled with great caution.

32.3.1. L
1To an acetonitrile suspension (ca. 20 ml) of L (2.0 g,

6.0 mmol) and NaHCO (7.0 g, 80 mmol) 98% 2-bromo-3

ethanol (0.6 ml, 9.0 mmol was added). The mixture was
refluxed for 2 days and then filtered. After the filtrate had
been evaporated to an oil, the residue was dissolved in
acetonitrile (10 ml) and allowed to stand in a refrigerator

1 2for several hours. The white solid (L and/or L ) which
had been formed was removed by filtration and then the
filtrate was evaporated to leave a pale yellow oil. The
crude product was reacted with nickel(II) ion to produce

3 3[NiL ](ClO ) (see below). Pure L was obtained as a4 2

white solid by demetallation of the pure complex; de-
metallation was achieved by treating the complex (ca. 1.0
g) with an excess amount of NaCN and extraction with

3chloroform to give L (ca. 0.6 g). Found: C, 69.85; H,
11.46; N, 14.63. Calcd. for C H N O: C, 69.42; H,22 44 4

11.65; N, 14.72%. Mass (m /z): 380. IR: 3300 (nO–H),2. Experimental
213270 (nN–H), 3240 (nN–H), and 3120 cm (nN–H).

13C–NMR (CDCl ): 16.3(Me), 19.0(Me), 21.9, 22.2, 24.8,32.1. Materials and measurements
25.1, 25.3, 25.7, 29.0, 29.6, 30.6, 34.7, 35.0, 42.4, 47.3,

1 2 9 48.8, 49.6, 50.4, 54.8, 57.2, 57.3, and 61.6 (CH OH) ppm.2The compounds L , [NiL ](ClO ) , and [NiL ](ClO )4 2 4 2

were prepared as described previously [12,13]. Mass
32.3.2. [NiL ](ClO )spectra and elemental analyses were performed at the 4 2

3The crude product of L (ca. 1.0 g) and an excess ofKorea Basic Science Institute, Seoul, South Korea. Elec-
.Ni(OAc) 4H O was dissolved in methanol (20 ml). Thetronic spectra were obtained using a Shimadzu UV-160 2

mixture was refluxed for 30 min and then cooled to roomspectrophotometer. IR spectra were recorded on a
temperature. After an excess of HClO had been added,Shimadzu IR-440 spectrophotometer, conductance mea- 4

the resulting mixture was stored in a refrigerator. Thesurements with a Metrohm Herisau Conductometer E518,
red-orange solid was collected by filtration and recrystal-and NMR spectra with a Bruker WP 300 FT NMR
lized from hot water–acetonitrile (1: 1). Yield: |80%.spectrometer. Magnetic moments were calculated from
Found: C, 41.05; H, 7.15; N, 8.54. Calcd. formagnetic susceptibility data obtained using a Johnson

Matthey MK-1 magnetic susceptibility balance. Cyclic C H N NiCl O : C, 41.40; H, 6.95; N, 8.78%. IR: 341022 44 4 2 9
21voltammograms were recorded using a Yanaco Voltammet- (nO–H), 3250 (nN–H), 3165 (nN–H), and 3120 cm

ric Analyzer p-1000 equipped with a FG-121B function (nN–H).
generator and a Watanabe X–Y recorder. The electro-

3chemical measurements were conducted in oxygen-free 2.3.3. [NiL ](PF )6 2

acetonitrile solutions of (n-Bu) NClO (0.1 M) at 208C. An excess amount of NH PF dissolved in a minimum4 4 4 6

volume of water was added to a hot acetonitrile–water (1:
3 32.2. Solution behaviors of the complexes of L 3) solution of [NiL ](ClO ) . The orange solid, which had4 2

been formed, was filtered, washed with cold water, and
23A set of solutions containing the complexes (2.0310 dried in air. Yield: |90%. Found: C, 36.50; H, 6.00; N,
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7.85. Calcd. for C H N ONiP F : C, 36.24; H, 6.08; N, readily prepared by the reaction of the ligand with each22 44 4 2 12
137.68%. C–NMR (CD NO ): 17.8(Me), 19.4(Me), 26.0, metal ion, followed by the addition of perchloric acid.3 2

26.4(d), 26.9, 30.2, 31.4, 34.1, 34.8, 37.4, 38.3, 38.5, 41.5, Interestingly, the addition of NaOH to an aqueous solution
344.2, 45.7, 48.5, 50.0, 53.3, 56.2, 59.3, and 65.1 (CH OH) of [NiL ](ClO ) induces the deprotonation of the pendant2 4 2

3 3ppm. IR: 3430 (nO–H), 3240 (nN–H), 3220 (nN–H), and hydroxyl group and produces [Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO (L –2 4
21 33150 cm (nN–H). H5a deprotonated form of L ), in which the oxygen

atoms of the alkoxide group and the water molecule are
32.3.4. [Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO coordinated to the metal ion. The formation of2 4

3To a warm saturated water–acetonitrile (3:1) solution of [NiL (OH)]ClO is also possible in the basic condition.4
3[NiL ](ClO ) (1.0 g) an aqueous solution (ca. 5.0 ml) of However, the infrared and FAB mass spectra strongly4 2

NaOH (0.2 g) and NaClO (0.5 g) was added. The mixture support that the compound isolated in this work is the4
3was stored in a refrigerator to yield a blue–purple solid. deprotonated complex [Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO (see Section2 4

The solid was filtered, washed with methanol, and dried in 2 and below). Similar deprotonations of the pendant
air. The product was recrystallized from a 0.1 M NaOH hydroxyalkyl groups have been made with the nickel(II)
solution of water–acetonitrile (3:1). Yield: |80%. Found: complexes of fully N-hydroxyethylated macrocycles such

6C, 47.35; H, 8.40; N, 10.09. Calcd. for C H N NiClO : as L [2,10]. On the other hand, in the cases of the22 45 4 6
2C, 47.54; H, 8.16; N, 10.08%. FAB Mass (m /z): 537([M– di-N-hydroxyethylated complexes [NiL ](ClO ) and4 2

1 1 9H O] ) and 438 ([M–H O–ClO ] ). IR: 3530 (nO–H) [NiL ](ClO ) , any deprotonated form of the complexes2 2 4 4 2

(H O), 3240 (nN–H), 3230 (nN–H), 3140 (nN–H), and could not be isolated as a solid even under strongly basic2
211620 cm (d H O). m 53.08 m . conditions ([NaOH].1.0 M). The reasons for the differ-2 eff B

3 6ence in behaviors between the complexes of L (or L ) and
3 2 92.3.5. [CuL ](ClO ) L (or L ) are not clearly understood at this time. All4 2

3This red–purple complex was prepared by a method efforts to prepare a deprotonated form of [CuL ](ClO )4 2
3similar to that for [NiL ](ClO ) except that were unsuccessful. Although the addition of NaOH to the4 2

. .Cu(OAc) H O was employed instead of Ni(OAc) 4H O. red-purple solution of the copper(II) complex changes the2 2 2 2

The product was recrystallized from hot water–acetonitrile color to blue, the addition of NaClO to the resulting basic4
2(3:1) mixture. Yield: |80%. Found: C, 40.94; H, 6.90, N; solutions ([OH ]50.1–1.0M) always produces the com-

3 3 38.45. Calcd. for C H N CuCl O : C, 41.09; H, 6.90; N, plex of L . The nickel(II) complexes of L and L –H and22 44 4 2 9
38.71%. IR: 3420 (nO–H), 3240 (nN–H), 3200 (nN–H), the copper(II) complex of L are quite stable in the solid

21and 3170 cm (nN–H). state. They are soluble in polar solvents such as water,
nitromethane, and acetonitrile.

3. Results and discussion
3.2. Spectra and properties

3.1. Synthesis
13 3C–NMR spectrum (see Section 2) of [NiL ](PF )6 2

1The reaction of L with an excess of 2-bromoethanol measured in CD NO shows 22 carbon peaks. The FAB3 2
2 3produces the di-N-hydroxyethylated macrocycle L as the mass spectrum of [Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO shows two2 4

1 1only product [12]. Direct reaction of L and 2-bromo- groups of peaks due to the fragments [M–H O] (m /z52
2 1ethanol in a 1:1.5 molar ratio produced a mixture of L and 537) and [M–H O–ClO ] (m /z5438). However, no2 4

3 3 3 1L . The mono-N-hydroxyethylated macrocycle L can be peak corresponding to the fragment [NiL (OH)] was
3successfully isolated by dissolving the mixture in acetoni- observed. Infrared spectra of [NiL ](ClO ) and4 2

3 3trile (see Section 2); L is freely soluble in acetonitrile, [CuL ](ClO ) show nO–H of the pendant hydroxyl group4 2
1 2 21whereas L and L are poorly soluble. The pure compound at 3410 and 3420 cm , respectively. Three peaks corre-

3L was obtained as a solid from its nickel(II) complex. sponding to nN–H of the coordinated secondary amino
3 21The mass spectrum of the macrocycle L gives a m /z groups are observed at 3100–3250 cm . In the spectrum

3value of 380, which is in accordance with the molecular of [Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO , nO–H and d H O of the water2 4 2
13 21weight of the macrocycle. C–NMR spectrum (see Section molecule are observed at 3530 and 1620 cm , respective-

212) of the macrocycle measured in CDCl shows 22 carbon ly. However, any peak around 3400 cm corresponding to3

peaks. In the infrared spectrum one peak corresponding to nO–H of the hydroxyethyl group was not observed,
nO–H of the pendant hydroxyethyl group is observed at indicating that the pendant arm is deprotonated. This

213300 cm , together with three peaks of nN–H of the result, together with the mass spectrum, confirms that the
3secondary amino groups. The structure of L could be formula of the nickel(II) complex isolated in the basic

3confirmed by the observation that the ligand further reacts condition is [Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO . Unfortunately, we2 4

with an excess of 2-bromoethanol to produce the di-N- could not obtain single crystals of the nickel(II) and
2substituted macrocycle L . copper(II) complexes suitable for the X-ray work. The

3 3 3The complexes [NiL ](ClO ) and [CuL ](ClO ) are magnetic moment of [Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO in the solid4 2 4 2 2 4
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8state is 3.08 m at 208C, which is consistent with a d observed. The spectra are typical of octahedral coordina-B

electronic configuration in octahedral coordination geome- tion geometry [10,12,22]. However, the wavelength and
3try [12]. the molar absorption coefficient of each band for [Ni(L –

1The electronic absorption spectral data of the complexes H)(H O)] is much longer and larger than those for2
2 21are listed in Table 1, together with the molar conductance [NiL ] , respectively. This may indicate that the former

values. The molar conductance values measured in various complex has a more distorted structure and exhibits much
3 3solvents show that [NiL ](ClO ) and [CuL ](ClO ) are weaker ligand field strength than the latter. The visible4 2 4 2

3 31:2 electrolytes, whereas Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO is a 1:1 absorption spectra of [CuL ](ClO ) measured in various2 4 4 2
3electrolyte. The electronic spectra of [NiL ](ClO ) mea- solvents show one d–d band at ca. 520 nm, which is4 2

1 21 4 21sured in nitromethane and Nujol mull show a d–d band at 30–40 nm longer than those of [CuL ] and [CuL ] .
485 nm, which is comparable with those of the square- The spectra are comparable to those of square-pyramidal

1 4 9planar nickel(II) complexes of L , L , L , and other copper(II) complexes [22], indicating the coordination of
14-membered tetraaza macrocyclic ligands [13,16,18,19]. the hydroxyethyl group.
The spectra are quite different from those for the octahed- The oxidation potentials (Table 2) of the nickel(II) and

2 21 3ral complex [NiL ] [12], in which two hydroxyl groups copper(II) complexes of L were measured in acetonitrile
of the pendant arms are coordinated to the metal ion. This solutions by cyclic voltammetry. The oxidation potential of

3 21 1 21result strongly supports that the complex exists in the solid [CuL ] is intermediate between those of [CuL ] and
2 21state and in nitromethane as the square-planar species [CuL ] . This is consistent with the generally observed

3 21[NiL ] , in which the pendant hydroxyl group is not trend that a stepwise alkylation on coordinated secondary
involved in coordination; the diamagnetism of the complex amino groups of a 14-membered tetraaza macrocyclic
in nitromethane has allowed its characterisation by its complex makes the oxidation more difficult [12,23,24].

3 21NMR spectrometry. The longer wavelength of the band, Interestingly, the oxidation potential for [NiL ] is not
1 21 1compared to that of [NiL ] , corresponds to the generally more positive than that for the complex of L and,

observed trend that N-alkylation of a 14-membered tetra- furthermore, is quite similar to that for the deprotonated
3 1aza macrocyclic nickel(II) complex weakens the ligand complex [Ni(L –H)(H O)] . This may be attributed to the23field strength [18,20,21]. In the spectra of [Ni(L – coordination of the pendant arm and/or the solvent mole-

H)(H O)]ClO , two bands at ca. 370 and 570 nm are cule in acetonitrile solution (see below); in general, the2 4

coordination of the pendant arms of a macrocyclic com-
plex makes the oxidation easier [12,14,25].

Table 1
aMolar conductance and electronic spectral data

21 21 21 2 21Complex l , nm (´, M cm ) L , V cm mol 3.3. Solution behaviorsmax M

1 21 h b[NiL ] 463(73) 459(70)
3c d462(69) 463(73) The nickel(II) and copper(II) complexes of L are

e460(72) decomposed very slowly even at low pH, likewise for the
2 21 i b b

1 2 9[NiL ] 323(18) 516(7.2) complexes of L , L , and L [12,13,16]; no apparent3 b b c[NiL ](ClO ) 485(86) 484(76) 145 205 2754 2 23
c d decomposition of the complexes (3.0310 M) was ob-480(50) 480(62)
e served in 0.1 M HClO aqueous solution in 2 h at room479(48) 4

f486 temperature.
3 b b b c[Ni(L –H)(H O)]ClO 373(80) 570(37) 85 140 1452 4 Table 1 shows that the molar absorption coefficients of

c c371(74) 575(40) 3the d–d band (ca. 480 nm) for [NiL ](ClO ) measured inf f 4 2365 567
g g373(116) 575(45)

4 21 j c[NiL ] 484(109) 486(104) Table 2
1 21 h c[CuL ] 487(113) 508(150) Oxidation potentials (V vs. SCE) for the nickel(II) and copper(II)
2 21 j b c a[CuL ] 527(110) 523(98) complexes
3 b b c[CuL ](ClO ) 519(143) 523(144) 140 200 270 21 314 2 Complex M → Mc521(150)
4 1 21 b[CuL ](ClO ) 480(247) [NiL ] 11.084 2

2 21 c[NiL ] 11.14a In nitromethane at 258C unless otherwise specified. 3 21[NiL ] 11.05b In water. 3 1[Ni(L –H)(H O)] 11.05c 2In acetonitrile. 1 21 b[CuL ] 11.41d In dimethylsulfoxide. 2 21 c d[CuL ] 11.68(i)e In N,N-dimethylformaldehyde. 3 21[CuL ] 11.56(i)f Nujol mull.
g aIn 0.1 M NaOH solution. Measured in 0.1 M (n-Bu) NClO acetonitrile at 208C.4 4
h bRef. [16]. Ref. [16].
i cRef. [12]. Ref. [12].
j dRef. [18]. i5irreversible.
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coordinating solvents, such as H O, Me SO, MeCN, and relatively weak interaction with the hydroxyl group, and2 2

DMF, are distinctly smaller than that in MeNO , a non- weak self-association ability [26,28].2

Fig. 1 shows that the addition of NaOH to an aqueouscoordinating solvent. This indicates that the complex exists
3 21solution of [NiL ] decreases the absorption at 485 nmin the coordinating solvents (S) as an equilibrium mixture

3 21 3 21 but increases those at 370 and 575 nm, indicating theof the square-planar [NiL ] and octahedral [NiL (S)]
33 21 formation of the deprotonated complex [Ni(L –(or [NiL (S) ] ) species [26–28]. Formation of the2

13 1 H)(H O)] . The addition of HClO to the resulting basicdeprotonated form [Ni(L –H)(S)] in each solvent can be 2 4
3solution produced the protonated complex [NiL ](ClO ) .neglected, because no apparent spectral change was ob- 4 2

The coordination behaviors of the nickel(II) complexes inserved by the addition of HClO (0.1 M) to each solution4

aqueous solutions corresponding to the above results areof the complex. The percentage of the octahedral species in
summarized in Scheme 1.each solvent at 258C was calculated using previously

The electronic spectra of the copper(II) complexreported methods [26–29]. The percentage increases in the
3 21[CuL ] in HClO (0.1–2.0 M) solutions were essentiallyorder of H O (12%) ,Me SO (28%) ,MeCN (42%)# 42 2

the same as that measured in neutral aqueous solution.DMF (45%), indicating that the coordination ability of
However, the addition of NaOH to an aqueous solution ofMeCN or DMF is stronger than that of H O or Me SO.2 2

the complex shifts the absorption band to a longer wave-Such solution behaviors are quite different from those for
1 21 4 21 length (Fig. 2). In 0.5 M NaOH solution, the maximum[NiL ] and [NiL ] . The electronic spectra (Table 1) of

absorption is observed at 590 nm; no further significantthe latter complexes indicate that the percentage of the
21 1 4 spectral change was observed in 0.5–2.0 M NaOH solu-octahedral species [NiL(S) ] (L5L or L ) is less than2

tions. Fig. 2 strongly supports that the addition of the base5% in each coordinating solvent. Therefore, the solution
3 to an aqueous solution of the copper(II) complex alsobehaviors of the complex of L must be closely correlated

causes the deprotonation of the pendant arm or thewith the coordination of the pendant hydroxyl group. It is
coordination of water (or an hydroxide ion). However, aslikely that the coordination of the pendant arm makes the
described above, the only complex isolated as a solid in thecoordination of the solvent molecule easier. In solutions of

3basic solution was [CuL ](ClO ) , in contrast to the caseH O or Me SO, the hydroxyl group of the complex is 4 22 2
3readily solvated through hydrogen bonding and is difficult of the nickel(II) complex of L .

3 21to coordinate to the central metal ion. The weaker coor- The acidity of the pendant hydroxyl group of [ML ]
dinating ability of H O, compared to that of Me SO, may (M5Ni(II) or Cu(II)) may be affected by the interaction2 2

also result from the stronger interaction of the solvent between the conjugate hydroxoalkyl group and the central
molecules with the hydroxyethyl pendant arm. The metal ion. The approximate pK values of the pendanta

stronger coordinating ability of MeCN, compared to that of hydroxyethyl group on the complexes were determined at
H O or DMSO, can be attributed to its rod-like geometry, 258C by a spectrophotometric titration [17]. The pK value2 a

3 23Fig. 1. Visible spectra of [NiL ](ClO ) (1.9310 M) in NaOH water–acetonitrile (1:1) solutions at pH 7.0 (a), 8.6 (b), 11.0 (c), 12.6 (d), and 14.0 (e).4 2

The spectrum measured in 1.0 M NaOH solution is similar to curve e.
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Scheme 1.

3of the nickel(II) complex of L was found to be ca. 11, only copper(II) complex isolated in a solid state is
3 21which is smaller than that of the corresponding copper(II) [CuL ] , in which the pendant hydroxyl group is coordi-

complex (ca. 12). The more difficult deprotonation of the nated. The hydroxo group and the water molecule of
3 1copper(II) complex, compared to that of the nickel(II) [Ni(L –H)(H O)] are axially coordinated. Unexpectedly,2

3 21complex, may be due to the Jahn–Teller distortion. The the hydroxyl group of [NiL ] is not involved in coordi-
3 21pK value of [NiL ] is much larger than the first pK nation in the solid state and nitromethane. The coordina-a a

6 21value of [NiL ] (ca. 9 (Ref. [14])). The value of tion and deprotonation behaviors of the hydroxyethyl
2 21 3 21[NiL ] could not be obtained by a similar method, group of [NiL ] is quite different from those of the

3 21because no apparent spectral change was observed even in copper(II) complex [CuL ] and the di-N-hydroxy-
2 21 9 21a 0.1 M NaOH solution of the complex. It is clear that ethylated complex [NiL ] or [NiL ] . This study

acidity of the complexes is strongly affected by the number supports the finding that the properties of N-hydroxy-
of the hydroxyethyl group and the nature of the central ethylated macrocyclic complexes are strongly affected by
metal ion. the number of the pendant arm and by the nature of the

metal ion.

4. Conclusion

3The mono-N-hydroxyethylated macrocycle L can be Acknowledgements
1readily prepared by the one-step reaction of L with

2-bromoethanol. Two types of nickel(II) complexes This work was supported by the Basic Science Research
3 21 3 1[NiL ] and [Ni(L –H)(H O)] can be prepared. The Program of the Korea Research Foundation.2

3 23Fig. 2. Visible spectra of [CuL ](ClO ) (1.9310 M) in NaOH water–acetonitrile (1:1) solutions: pH 7.7 (a); pH 8.6 (b); pH 11.1 (c); pH12.3 (d); pH4 2

13.9 (e); [NaOH]50.5 M (f). The spectrum measured in 2.0 M NaOH solution is similar to curve f.
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Abstract

An Fe(III)–azido complex with the formula [Fe(cyclam)(N ) ]ClO (cyclam51,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane) has been synthesized3 2 4

from the reaction of cis-[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl with sodium azide in methanol. The X-ray structural analysis reveals that the Fe(III) atom2

possesses a tetragonally compressed octahedral geometry with a trans configuration of two azido ions. Variable-temperature (4.5–295 K)
57 ¨magnetic susceptibility measurements show that the complex is low spin over the whole temperature range. Fe Mossbauer spectral

measurements also suggest the same spin state of the Fe(III) ion.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

¨Keywords: Azido complex; Cyclam; Mossbauer spectroscopy; X-ray diffraction; Iron(III) complex

1. Introduction ion forms barely any stable complexes with simple or
acyclic amine ligands [14]. However, only a few Fe(III)–

1,4,7,11-Tetraazacyclotetradecane (cyclam), a mac- cyclam complexes have been reported so far [15,16]. In
rocyclic tetraamine with a 14-membered cyclic structure, the present study, we prepared the first Fe(III)–cyclam
forms stable complexes with many kinds of metal ions complex with azide groups, trans-[Fe(cyclam)(N ) ]ClO ,3 2 4

[1–3]. Recently, a number of reports have been published during our efforts to achieve greater insight into the
regarding the catalytic properties of metal(M)–cyclam coordinating behavior of azide with Fe(III) ion. The azide

2complexes, for example, as homogeneous catalysts for (N ) group being a versatile bridging ligand has aroused3

olefinic epoxidation /peroxidation hM5Fe(II) [4,5], Fe(III) immense interest in the preparation of metal–organic
[6,7], Ni(II) [8,9]j and CO photoreduction hM5Ni(II) molecular assemblies exhibiting three-dimensional mag-2

[10]j, and as electrocatalysts in the electrochemical re- netic ordering [17–19]. The number of Fe(III) complexes
2actions involved in CO and NO reduction hM5Co(III) with azide group(s) is also limited to date: several2 3

[11], Ni(II) [11,12]j, and H O oxidation hM5Mn(III / IV) terminal azido complexes [20–25] and, to our knowledge,2

[13]j. In particular, iron cyclam complexes are of great only two m-azido complexes have been reportedly iso-
interest as the models of non-heme iron oxygenases lated [26,27]. On the other hand, due to the recent
[4–7]. discovery of the azidomet form of hemerythrin, the

Cyclam, being a strong field ligand, has an affinity to preparation of Fe(III) complexes containing a monode-
form a complex with iron(III), while this particular metal ntate azide, which mimics the active site of this non-heme

metalloprotein, has received additional impetus and im-
portance [28,29].

In this paper, we report the synthesis and crystal*Corresponding author. Tel.: 181-298-54-6166; fax: 181-298-54-
preparation procedures, spectroscopic characterization and6161.

E-mail address: iijima@nibh.go.jp (S. Iijima) crystal structure of trans-[Fe(cyclam)(N ) ]ClO .3 2 4

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00107-2
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2. Experimental 2.5. Data collection, structure solution and refinement

2.1. Materials X-ray intensities were recorded on a MAX Science
DIP-3000 image processor with graphite-monochromated

1,4,8,11-Tetraazacyclotetradecane (cyclam) was pur- MoKa radiation and an 18-kW rotating-anode generator. A
chased from Aldrich and was used without further purifica- total of 2948 reflections were collected using the Weisen-
tion. All other chemicals were of analytical reagent (AR) berg method in the range 28,2u ,308 (0,h,10, 0,k,

grade. The trans- and cis-[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl complexes 18, 0,l,25). Of 2809 unique reflections measured, only2

were prepared as previously described [15]. 2158 for which I.3s (I) were used in the structure
analysis. The structure was solved with the Dirdif-Patty
method in CRYSTAN-GM (software package for structure

2.2. Preparation of the complex determination, MAC Science) and refined finally through
full-matrix least squares calculations. Anisotropic refine-

The complex trans-[Fe(cyclam)(N ) ](ClO ) was pre-3 2 4 ments were carried out for the non-hydrogen atoms. All of
pared by mixing the cis-[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl complex (12 the hydrogen atoms, partially located in difference Fourier
mmol) and NaN (2 mmol) dissolved in hot methanol. A3 maps, were refined isotropically. The final R[5SuuF u2omethanolic solution of LiClO (1 mmol) was then added 2 2 1 / 24 uF uu /SuF u] and R h5[Sw(uF u2uF u) /SwuF u ] j val-c o w o c odropwise to the resultant deep red solution. The desired 21ues were 0.050 and 0.052, respectively, using w 5
dark-red crystalline product was obtained after ca. 24 h at a 2 2

s (F )10.003(F ) .o oyield of 62%. The crystals were collected by filtration and
dried over P O in a desiccator. Anal. Found: C, 27.03; H,2 5

5.53; N, 31.75; Fe, 12.9%. Calcd. for C H N FeO Cl:10 24 10 4

C, 27.28; H, 5.46; N, 31.83; Fe, 12.7%. The same product, 3. Results and discussion
trans-[Fe(cyclam)(N ) ](ClO ), was obtained when trans-3 2 4

[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl was used as the starting material to2 An Fe(III)–azido complex with the formula of
prepare the complex. Single crystals suitable for X-ray [Fe(cyclam)(N ) ]ClO was prepared from the reaction of3 2 4measurement were obtained by slow evaporation of the cis-[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl with sodium azide in hot methanol.2mother liquor of the prepared complex. The same complex was obtained when trans-

[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl was used in place of cis-2
Caution! Azido-perchlorate metal complexes are poten- [Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl; the identity of the two products was2
tially explosive. Only a small amount of material should be confirmed by comparison of their infrared spectra. The
prepared and it should be handled with caution. complex showed a strong band in the IR spectra at 2047

21cm where the n band for coordinated azides generallyas

appears in this type of complex [32,33]. The other bands2.3. Spectral and magnetic measurements
(e.g. n and d ) of azide were obscured by the presence ofs

ligand bands. The characteristic IR bands at 1092 and 623IR spectra (nujol mull) were recorded on a Jasco 7300 21cm for perchlorate ion were also found in this complex.FT-IR spectrometer. Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen analy-
Chan and Poon [14] showed that the geometry of theses were carried out using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 II elemen-
[Fe(cyclam)X ]Y complexes (where X5Cl, Br, SCN and2tal analyzer, whereas iron content was estimated using an
Y5Cl, ClO , etc.) can be determined by inspecting their4Hitachi Z-8100 atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The 21IR spectral pattern in the region 910–790 cm . They¨Mossbauer spectra were measured using an instrument as
observed five prominent bands in the case of cis-described previously [30]. The isomer shifts are reported
[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl, which appeared in this region; three of2relative to metallic iron foil. The magnetic susceptibilities
which were for N–H vibrations and the other two for C–Hunder 6.49 kG were measured by a Faraday balance mainly
vibrations, whereas in the case of trans-consisting of a Cahn 2000 microbalance in the temperature
[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]ClO , two bands were observed mainly;2 4range of 4.2–295 K [31].
one for each kind of vibration appeared in the same region

21with a separation at least 70 cm . The present complex
showed two bands in this region that were separated by ca.2.4. Crystal data

2174 cm . This strongly suggests that the coordination
geometry around the metal ion in the complexC H N FeClO , orthorhombic, a57.8090(4), b510 20 10 4 3˚ ˚ Fe(cyclam)(N ) (ClO ) is trans.13.137(1), c517.684(2) A, V51814.2(2) A (by least- 3 2 4

An ORTEP view of the title complex with the atom-squares refinement on diffractometer angles for 20 auto-
˚ labeling scheme is shown in Fig 1. The selected bondmatically centered reflections, l50.71073 A), space group

distances and angles are listed in Table 1. The asymmetricP2 2 2 , Z54, red crystals, dimensions 0.3530.230.21 1 1
1unit of the complex contains a [Fe(cyclam)(N ) ] cationmm, T5298. 3 2
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˚The mean Fe–N(cyclam) distance [2.007(6) A] was
almost identical to that in trans-[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl2

˚[2.006(2) A] [16], and had an intermediate value between
˚the M–N distances in [Ni(cyclam)Cl ]ClO [1.970(4) A]2 4

[36] and [Cr(cyclam)(OCONH ) ]ClO ?1.5H O [2.059(2)2 2 4 2

Å] [37]. The Fe–N(azido) distances [1.954(7) and 1.927(6)
Å] in this complex were in agreement with the reported

22values for Fe(TPP)N B complexes (TPP 55,10,15,20-3

tetraphenylporphinato ion, B5pyridine and methyl-substi-
tuted imidazoles) [21,22]. Most trans-[M(cyclam)X ]Y2

complexes display a geometry of a tetragonally elongated
octahedron around the metal ion hM5Fe(III) [16], Co(II)
[38], Ni(II) [39,40], Ni(III) [36], Cu(II) [41,42] and Ag(II)
[43]j; to our knowledge, a tetragonally compressed oc-
tahedron has been reported so far only for
[Cr(cyclam)(OCONH ) ]ClO ?1.5H O [37] . In addition,2 2 4 2

it seems interesting that the related mononuclear Ni(II)
complex, [Ni(2,7,9,14-tetramethyl-cyclam)(N ) ], indi-3 2

cates a tetragonally elongated octahedral geometry [44].
21Elongated MN geometry is also reported for an Fe6

complex with bis-pendant amine cyclam ligand, [Fe(trans-
diammac)](PF ) (diammac56,13-diamino-6,13-dimethyl-6 2

cyclam) [45]. On the other hand, [Na(18-crown-
6)(H O) ][[Fe(TPP)(N ) ]?2C H Cl shows a tetragonally2 2 3 2 6 5

compressed FeN geometry (18-crown-651,4,7,10,13,16-6

hexaoxacyclooctadecane). However, the extent of the
Fig. 1. ORTEP plot of [Fe(cyclam)(N ) ]ClO with labeling of the3 2 4 distortion is very small in this case [the difference between
non-hydrogen atoms.

the Fe–N(azido) and Fe–N(TPP) mean distances50.012
Å] [20].

2 Both cis and trans-[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]Cl gave trans-2and a ClO anion. The results of X-ray structural analysis4
[Fe(cyclam)(N ) ]ClO , on addition of NaN in hot3 2 4 3revealed that the coordination polyhedra around the metal
methanolic medium. In the case of the preparation usingis a tetragonally compressed octahedron with a FeN6
cis-[Fe(cyclam)Cl ], it seems reasonable to expect a ther-2chromophore. The four equatorial positions of the oc-
mal transformation of cis-[Fe(cyclam)Cl ] to the transtahedron are occupied by the four nitrogen atoms of 2

form in the hot solution [15]. However, only trans-cyclam, while the two axial azides that bonded to the
[Fe(cyclam)(N ) ]ClO was obtained even when the re-Fe(III) atom lead to a trans configuration of the complex. 3 2 4

action was carried out at room temperature in order toIt is well understood that macrocyclic tetraamines can
prevent the cis–trans transformation.possess one of five distinct conformations, four trans

The molar magnetic susceptibility (x ) of trans-forms and one cis form, in their metal complexes [34,35]. M

[Fe(cyclam)(N ) ]ClO was measured in the temperatureIn this complex, cyclam possesses the trans-III conforma- 3 2 4

range of 4.5–295 K. The effective magnetic moment (m )tion [34,35], which is usual for octahedral complexes eff

was estimated at room temperature to be 2.17 BM, whichcontaining this structure of cyclotetraamine.
is comparable to the reported m values for the low spineff

Fe(III) complexes, trans-[Fe(cyclam)Cl ]ClO and trans-2 4

Table 1 [Fe(cyclam)(NCS) ]NCS [15]. The higher value of m in2 eff
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) of [Fe(cyclam)(N ) ]ClO3 2 4 comparison to the expected spin only moment indicates

that there is a considerable amount of orbital contributionFe(1)–N(1) 1.954(7) N(1)–Fe(1)–N(4) 179.4(3)
Fe(1)–N(4) 1.927(6) N(1)–Fe(1)–N(8) 86.0(3) to its moment. The m value gradually decreased witheff
Fe(1)–N(7) 2.007(6) N(1)–Fe(1)–N(10) 93.4(3) decreasing temperature and, at 4.5 K, it was 1.72 BM. This
Fe(1)–N(9) 2.006(6) N(1)–Fe(1)–N(7) 91.6(3) 2is not unexpected for a low spin complex with a T2gFe(1)–N(8) 2.008(6) N(7)–Fe(1)–N(9) 179.7(3)

ground state where the temperature dependence of theFe(1)–N(10) 2.006(5) N(8)–Fe(1)–N(10) 178.6(3)
magnetic moment is a function of the spin–orbit couplingN(1)–N(2) 1.157(9) N(7)–Fe(1)–N(4) 91.6(3)

C(1)–C(2) 1.484(13) N(1)–N(2)–N(3) 176.2(9) parameter [47]. A fairly large increase in x with tempera-M
Cl(1)–O(1) 1.431(6) O(1)–Cl(1)–O(2) 109.5(5) ture, based on spin-equilibrium between S51/2 and S55/
Fe(1)–N(1)–N(2) 130.9(6) Fe(1)–N(4)–N(5) 130.6(5) 2 states, was reported for the related FeN complex6
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Abstract

From the reaction between different Co(II), Cu(II), Zn(II) and Pd(II) salts and the Schiff base 6-amino-5-formyl-1,3-dimethyluracil-
benzoylhydrazone (H BEZDO), in ethanol and acetone media, five complexes with M/L stoichiometry 1/1, containing the neutral2

13 1organic ligand, have been obtained. These compounds have been studied by IR, C and H-NMR, UV-VIS-NIR and EPR spectroscopies
and magnetic measurements. A single crystal X-ray diffraction study has been carried out on the compound

1[Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)]ClO . The structure consists of mononuclear cations [Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)] and uncoordinated4 2 2 4 4 2 2

perchlorate anions. The coordination environment around the Cu(II) may be described as a square-based pyramid in which the Schiff base
acts as tridentate ligand through the O(4), N(51) and O(52) atoms, making two five- and six-membered chelate rings. The coordination
sphere is completed with the oxygen atom of the water molecule and an oxygen atom of a weakly coordinated perchlorate group
occupying the apical position of the polyhedron. Both complex units and uncoordinated perchlorate anions are extensively hydrogen-
bonded, forming bidimensional sheets.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Complexes; Schiff bases; Uracil

1. Introduction and antiviral agents. They usually show an N,N,S coor-
dinating mode. However, there is very little information

Biological activity of complexes derived from hy- available on O,N,O or N,N,O hydrazone compounds in the
drazones has been widely studied and reported, acting in literature. Thus, not many papers on benzoylhydrazones
processes such as antibacterial, antitumoral, antiviral, have been published [6–10], in spite of the strong anti-
antimalarial and antituberculosis effects [1]. With the aim microbial activity found in some of these compounds [10].
of participating in this research field, we have synthesized In the ligand used in this study, we have tried to extend
a new ligand in which we have tried to join the activity of the potentially bidentate coordinating capacity of ben-
benzoylhydrazones with that of uracil derivatives. zoylhydrazones with another metal binding site (O4 or N6)

Many complexes derived from hydrazones, such as supplied by a 6-aminouracil moiety. Moreover, the pres-
thiosemicarbazones, have been reported [2–5]; compounds ence of the uracil ring may contribute to the resulting
of this type have a great biological activity as antitumoral compounds with a structural analogy with the ones present

in biological systems: this fact may be useful to their
potential pharmacologic applications due to the possibility*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-53-212-150; fax: 134-53-212-186.

E-mail address: mmoreno@ujaen.es (M.N. Moreno-Carretero) of the azomethinic bond being hydrolyzed in the acid pH
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of cancer cells, liberating the uracil derivative, which may the palladium complex is placed in the bottom of the range
act as either an alkylating agent or an antimetabolite. cited in the literature for 1:1 compounds [11] and the

values of the [Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)]ClO and4 2 2 4

Zn(NO ) (H BEZDO)?1.5H O complexes are inter-3 2 2 2

2. Experimental section mediate between the ones expected for 1:1 and 1:2
electrolytes. However, taking into account the single

2.1. Synthesis crystal X-ray diffraction study on the copper perchlorate
2complex, there is only one uncoordinated perchlorate ClO4

The Schiff base ligand (H BEZDO) was prepared by group, showing that the slightly high conductivity values2

reacting, in EtOH medium containing a few drops of are owing to a partial solvolysis of the compounds.
glacial acetic acid, equimolar amounts of 6-amino-5-
formyl-1,3-dimethyluracil with benzoylhydrazine; the 2.2. Crystallographic studies
structure of the ligand is depicted in Fig. 1.

The synthesis of the complexes was carried out by A prismatic green crystal of [Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)-4 2
mixing equimolar amounts (0.5 mmol) of the ligand and (H O)]ClO (3) with dimensions 0.3630.1830.18 mm2 4
the corresponding metallic salt in 50 ml of solvent; the was mounted in a Stoe Ipds diffractometer (T5293(2) K)
copper(II) complexes were obtained in acetone solutions, ˚with MoK radiation (l50.71073 A) monochromatizeda
and the remaining were obtained in ethanolic ones. The with a highly oriented graphite crystal. The unit cell was
resulting solutions were stirred and strongly heated for determined from 25 random reflections. The intensities
several hours; then, in order to make a very slow evapora- were collected using the v 2 2u scan mode, in the range
tion of the solvent, the flasks were covered with a plastic 1.758,u ,24.058. A total of 14 260 reflections were
cover containing small holes. Some days later, a small measured with 29#h#9, 218#k#18, 218#l#19.
quantity of crystals of the perchlorate Cu(II) complex were They were averaged to 3511 independent ones (R 5int
obtained, which were filtered off, washed with ethanol and 0.0511), 3196 with I . 2s(I) retained for structure solution
diethylether and air dried. The other complexes were and refinement. Data were corrected by Lorentz, polariza-
isolated as powdered material. The analytical data, color tion and semiempirically by absorption (c-scans).

21 2 21and molar conductivity values (V cm mol ) were as
follows: CoCl (H BEZDO) (1) (green, L 534), found2 2 M 2.2.1. Crystal data39.1% C, 3.8% H, 16.3% N, calculated 39.0% C, 3.5% H,

C H N O Cl Cu, f.w.5581.77, orthorhombic,14 17 5 12 216.2% N; CuCl (H BEZDO)?H O (2) (orange, L 536),2 2 2 M P2 2 2 space group, unit cell dimensions: a58.2107(8)1 1 1found 37.1% C, 3.4% H, 15.5% N, calculated 37.1% C, 3˚ ˚ ˚ ˚A, b515.976(2) A, c517.056(2) A, V52237.3(4) A ,3.8% H, 15.4% N; [Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)]ClO (3)4 2 2 4 23Z54, density(calc)51.727 Mg m , absorption coefficient(green, L 5116), found 28.9% C, 3.3% H, 12.4% N,M 211.286 mm , F(000)51180.calculated 28.9% C, 2.9% H, 12.0% N;
Non-H atoms were refined anisotropically by full-matrixZn(NO ) (H BEZDO)?1.5H O (4) (green, L 5136),3 2 2 2 M 2least-squares on F . H-atoms were idealized and refinedfound 32.2% C, 3.5% H, 18.7% N, calculated 32.5% C,

isotropically; the isotropic temperature factors of hydrogen3.5% H, 18.9% N; PdCl (H BEZDO)?2H O (5) (yellow,2 2 2
atoms of methyl and water molecules were fixed to 1.5L 558), found 32.8% C, 3.3% H, 14.0% N, calculatedM
times U of the parent atom, whereas for the othereq32.7% C, 3.7% H, 13.6% N. According to the conductivity
H-atoms, the isotropic temperature factors were fixed tovalues, the CoCl (H BEZDO) and CuCl (H BEZDO)?2 2 2 2
1.2 times U of the parent atom; O–H distances in theeqH O complexes are non-electrolytes, therefore the chloride2 ˚water molecule were fixed to 1.10 A. A weightingions seem to be coordinated to the metal. The other

21 2 2 2scheme w 5 s (F ) 1 (0.1921P) 1 0.17P (P 5ocomplexes have conductivity data attributable to the
2 21

]a[Max(F ,0) 1 2F ]) was used and 313 parameterso c3presence of two ions; however, the molar conductivity of
refined.

2Final R indices were R[I . 2s(I)] 5 0.0734 and wR 5

0.2164. Goodness-of-fit51.075, data-to-parameter ratio
11.2, DF values in the final map comprised between

23˚20.544 and 3.496 eA . All calculations and drawings
were performed using the Siemens SHELXTL PLUS and
PLUTON 94 systems.

2.3. Apparatus

Microanalyses of C, H and N were performed on a
Fig. 1. Structure of ligand H BEZDO. Fisons EA1108 apparatus. Conductivity measurements2
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23 Table 1have been carried out using 10 M freshly prepared
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) in the crystal structure ofdimethylformamide solutions on a Hanna HI8820 instru-

[Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)]ClO4 2 2 4ment. Infrared spectra were measured on a Perkin-Elmer
21 Around the metal ionFT-IR 1760-X (KBr pellets, 4000–400 cm ) and FT-IR

Cu–N(51) 1.924(6) O(12)–Cu–O(52) 87.20(3)Bruker Vector-22 spectrophotometer (polyethylene pellets,
Cu–O(4) 1.916(6) O(4)–Cu–O(W) 92.2(3)21 13 1600–220 cm ). The C and H-NMR spectra of the Cu–O(12) 2.532(6) N(51)–Cu–O(W) 177.7(4)

Zn(II) compound (DMSO-d solution) were recorded on a Cu–O(52) 1.965(6) O(12)–Cu–O(W) 96.78(3)6

Cu–O(W) 1.908(6) O(52)–Cu–O(W) 96.2(3)Bruker DPX-300 machine. The EPR spectra were obtained
N(51)–Cu–O(4) 90.0(2) C(51)–N(51)–Cu 130.0(6)in the X-band at room temperature on a Bruker ESP 300E
N(51)–Cu–O(12) 81.97(3) N(52)–N(51)–Cu 109.1(4)apparatus, with a microwave frequency of 9.79 GHz and a
O(4)–Cu–O(12) 92.18(3) C(52)–O(52)–Cu 112.8(5)

modulation frequency of 100 kHz. Reflectance diffuse N(51)–Cu–O(52) 82.6(3) C(4)–O(4)–Cu 128.8(5)
spectra (240–1500 nm) were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer O(4)–Cu–O(52) 172.6(2)
UV/VIS/NIR Lambda-19 machine using a BaSO pellet4

In the organic ligandas reference. Magnetic measurements (77–290 K) were
C(2)–O(2) 1.18(1) C(52)–O(52) 1.26(1)carried out on a Manics DSM-8 system.
C(4)–O(4) 1.26(1) O(4)–C(4)–C(5) 125.0(7)
C(6)–N(6) 1.33(1) C(4)–C(5)–C(51) 122.3(7)
C(51)–N(51) 1.25(1) C(5)–C(51)–N(51) 123.7(7)
N(51)–N(52) 1.393(9) N(51)–N(52)–C(52) 117.4(6)3. Results and discussion
N(52)–C(52) 1.33(1) N(52)–C(52)–O(52) 117.9(7)

3.1. Crystallographic studies

In Fig. 2, a view of the molecular structure of the the water molecule and an oxygen atom of a weakly
˚complex 3 is depicted. The bond lengths and angles around coordinated perchlorate group (Cu–O(12), 2.532(6) A).

the metal centre are given in Table 1. The structure The shape of the polyhedron may be best described as a
consists of mononuclear cations [Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)- square-based pyramid, with a distortion parameter D of4 2

1(H O)] and uncoordinated perchlorate counterions linked 0.95 [12,13] and a trigonality index t of 0.09 [14], in2

to the molecular unit through hydrogen bonds. which the O(12) atom of the perchlorate group occupies
The metal is coordinated to the O(4), N(51) and O(52) the apical position. Furthermore, the ratio between the

atoms of the Schiff base, which acts as a tridentate ligand, apical and equatorial metal–ligand bond lengths (R51.31)
making two five- and six-membered chelate rings; the is smaller than the limit cited in the literature [15] to
coordination sphere is completed with the oxygen atom of propose a square-planar geometry around the Cu(II) ion

Fig. 2. Molecular drawing and numbering scheme for the molecular unit of [Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)]ClO .4 2 2 4
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(R.1.4). Both chelate rings are close to planarity with 3.2. Spectral and magnetic studies
average torsion angles of 1.6 (Cu–O(52)–C(52)–N(52)–

The comparative study of the infrared spectra of theN(51)) and 3.98 (Cu–O(4)–C(4)–C(5)–C(51)–N(51)),
complexes and the free ligand is very difficult due to thebeing slightly angled to each other (2.18).
great number of bands and only general remarks can beIn the organic ligand, the substituents of the azomethinic
made. The most interesting features are listed in Table 3.double bond are in an E conformation, as they are in the
In Table 3, a general displacement is observed due to thestructure of the free ligand, but there is an approximate
coordination process, although it is not very pronounced in1808 turn around the C(5)–C(51) bond, with respect to its
some cases since the ligand remains in its non-deproto-arrangement in the free ligand, due to the involvement in
nated form. These shifts agree with the ones found in thethe coordination of the O(4) atom, which facilitates the
literature in similar compounds [16–20]. In all cases, as itbreaking of the initially existent intramolecular hydrogen
has been observed in other related complexes, the bandbond N(6)–H? ? ?N(51). Furthermore, the uracil and phenyl
assigned to the n(N–N) mode is shifted to upperrings are angled at 11.08 with respect to each other, in
wavenumber, which could be explained because of thecontrast to a value of 38.28 in the free ligand; this
higher electronic delocalization due to the O52 coordina-difference is due to the steric requests of the chelates.
tion to the metal.Geometric features are similar to the ones found in the free

In the palladium complex the n(C=O) modes appear asligand; so, the uracil and phenyl rings are nearly planar,
three bands; this fact supports a differentiation of thesewith average torsion angles of 2.8 and 2.68, respectively.
groups with each other, since two of them are coordinatedNevertheless, in the coordinated ligand the C(4)–O(4)

˚ to the metal.distance becomes longer (0.018 A), and the C(2)–O(2)
˚ The bands assigned to the nitrate and perchlorate groupsdistance becomes shorter (0.029 A). As in the free ligand,

21have been clearly detected. In the 600–200 cm range thethe C(6)–N(6) bond length is intermediate between the
bands associated to M–N and terminal M–X vibrationsvalues for the double and single bond. Likewise, the

˚ have been assigned, and are in good accordance with thedistances N(51)–N(52) (1.393 A) and N(52)–C(52)
˚ data found in the literature [21].(1.333 A) suggests that the electronic delocalization in the

13 1The C and H-NMR spectra of the Zn(II) complexchain which joins both rings is nearly the same as in the
display the following signals (d, ppm), whose assignmentsuncoordinated ligand.
have been corroborated from both DEPT and HMQCThe geometrical features of the H-bonds are given in
spectra: 29.1 (C1), 27.7 (C3), 150.2 (C2), 153.7 (C4), 82.9Table 2. In the structure, the hydrogen bonding network is
(C5), 161.1 (C6), 146.4 (C51), 162.2 (C52), 133.1 (C1B),formed by wavy sheets which are placed parallel to the ac
127.5 (C2B1C6B), 128.5 (C3B1C5B), 131.7 (C4B);plane, as observed in Fig. 3. In such sheets, each organic
3.16 and 3.34 (hydrogens from N-methyl groups), 8.70ligand is bonded to an uncoordinated perchlorate (1 2 x,

1 1 (H51), 8.19 (hydrogens from the 6-amino group), 11.72] ]2 1 y, 2 z) through two hydrogen bonds between the2 2
(H52), 7.90 (H2B1H6B, doublet), 7.51 (H3B1H5B1N(52)–H? ? ?O(24) and N(6)–H? ? ?O(22). The hydrogen
H4B, multiplet). It has not been possible to make this onatom attached to the N(52) atom bifurcates its hydrogen
the palladium complex due to its low solubility. Asbond forming another one with a coordinated perchlorate
expected, due to the neutral character of the coordinatedgroup, N(52)–H? ? ?O(13) (x 2 1, y, z). Finally, the remain-
H BEZDO, the spectra of the Zn(II) complex are noting hydrogen atom of the 6-amino group bonds with 2

3 1 much different to the ones of the free ligand. In the free] ]another coordinated perchlorate group ( 2 x, 2 y, 2 12 2
H BEZDO there is an intramolecular H-bond N6–H? ? ?z). Although it may seem surprising, the water molecules 2

N51 which explains the appearance of two signals for theare not involved in any hydrogen bonding, since there is no
˚ hydrogens of the 6-amino group. These two signals do notsuitable atom at distances shorter than 3 A around the

appear in the spectrum of the complex because the aboveO(W) atom.
cited intramolecular hydrogen bond is not possible in the
conformation adopted by the ligand, in which the O(4)
atom becomes available to make the O,N,O tridentate

Table 2
system in the complex; therefore, both H atoms are nowHydrogen bonds in the structure of [Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)]ClO4 2 2 4
equivalent and appear as a single signal in the spectrum.

˚ ˚D–H? ? ?A D? ? ?A, A H? ? ?A, A D–H? ? ?A, 8 The electronic spectrum of CoCl (H BEZDO) (1)2 2
a 4 4 21 4 4N(52)–H? ? ?O(13) 2.941 2.446 117 9 9 9shows the transitions E9← A (9400 cm ), A (P)← A2 2 2bN(52)–H? ? ?O(24) 2.949 2.215 143 21 4 4 219(15 600 cm ) and E0(P)← A (17 500 cm ), belong-c 2N(6)–H? ? ?O(11) 2.996 2.256 144

d ing to the Co(II) ion in a high spin trigonal bipyramidalN(6)–H? ? ?O(22) 2.968 2.202 148
structure [22]. The spectra of Cu(II) complexes show aa x 2 1, y, z. 21

b broad asymmetric band at 11 600 (2) and 15 400 cm (3)1
]2 x 1 1, y 2 , 2 z.2

c 3 1 typical of pyramidal square-based structures (411)] ]2 x 1 , 2 y, z 2 .2 2
d 1 1

] ]2 x 1 1, y 2 , 2 z 1 . [22,23]. The bathochromic displacement of this band2 2
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Fig. 3. View of the bidimensional H-bonded sheets in the crystal structure of [Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)]ClO , from the [100] (top) and [010] (bottom)4 2 2 4

directions.

Table 3
21Selected infrared data (cm )

Compound n(N–H) n(C=O) n(N–N) n(M–N) n(M–X)

H BEZDO 3311 1705 927 – –2

3243 1646
CoCl (H BEZDO) 3468 1709 972 356 2462 2

3414 1661
CuCl (H BEZDO)?H O 3415 1704 969 369 2952 2 2

3377
a[Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)]ClO 3413 1703 968 465 –4 2 2 4

3249
bZn(NO ) (H BEZDO)?1.5H O 3356 1714 975 353 –3 2 2 2

3229
PdCl (H BEZDO)?2H O 3311 1709 970 451 3692 2 2

3243 1695
1680

a 2 21
n(Cl–O) of the ClO group, 1146, 1115 and 1087 cm .4

b 2 21
n(N–O) of the NO group, 1385 cm .3
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Abstract

tThe synthesis and crystallographic characterization of [( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] , when combined with the previously reported2 6 4 2

methyl, ethyl and iso-butyl analogs, allows for the structural comparison of the homologous series [R Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] with the2 6 4 2

ideal structural changes that occur during the S 2-like cleavage of an aluminum alkoxide dimer with an intramolecular Lewis base. AbN

initio calculations on the model system, [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] , confirm that in the absence of steric effects, intramolecularly2 2 2 2

stabilized compounds of aluminum are suitable structural models of the S 2 transition state. However, real compounds are not goodN

models since the bond distances are controlled by the steric bulk of the alkyl substituents on adjacent aluminum centers rather than the
extent of coordination of the fifth ligand.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction Lewis base exchange reactions of Group 13 Lewis
acid-base complexes (Eq. 1) are isolobal to nucleophilic

In 1928, Ingold and Rothstein [1] proposed a convenient
substitutions in organic chemistry and are hence probably

nomenclature (i.e., S 2 versus S 1) to differentiate theN N the closest analogs in inorganic chemistry.
intimate mechanistic details of nucleophilic substitution
reactions in organic chemistry. These terms are still in X M?L 1 L9 → X M?L9 1 L (1)3 3
common usage in organic chemistry and for many re-

M5Al, Ga, In; X5alkyl, halide; L, L95ether, amine, etc.
actions in inorganic chemistry [2,3]. However, the ability
of metals (and some non-metal elements) to have an Ligand exchange in Group 13 Lewis acid-base complexes
expanded coordination environment requires an additional are generally dissociative (D) [4–6], but when the ligands
differentiation of reaction pathways, especially with regard have sufficiently low steric bulk, or with the larger metals,
to ligand substitution reactions in coordination compounds. interchange (I) (or associative, A) mechanisms have been
Thus, ligand substitution is commonly divided into two observed [7]. In the latter case, as with a S 2 reaction, theN
distinct reaction pathways. Reactions involving dissocia- transition state (intermediate for A mechanism) is a five-
tion of a ligand prior to association of a new ligand (i.e., a coordinate trigonal bipyramidal species. In this geometry,
S 1 reaction) are termed dissociative (D). Conversely, the incoming and outgoing ligands are mutually trans andN

reactions involving association of a new ligand prior to share a p-orbital (I); the remaining ligands lie in the
dissociation of the outgoing ligand are termed associative equatorial coordination sites.
(A) or interchange (I) reactions. These latter mechanisms
are dependent on whether a transition state (I) or inter-
mediate (A) are involved. Clearly, associative reactions
have no analog in organic chemistry, while an interchange
reaction (I) is equivalent to a S 2 reaction [2,3].N

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-713-737-5610; fax: 11-713-737-
5619.

E-mail address: arb@ruf.rice.edu (A.R. Barron)
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Whereas five-coordinate compounds of carbon are high-
ly unstable, five-coordinate compounds of the Group 13
metals are widely known [8]. In fact, compounds con-
taining bidentate-bridging ligands (in particular those of
aluminum with ligands such as ether-alkoxides) display the
reverse of the normal trend, i.e., five-coordinate com-
pounds are often more stable than four-coordinate com-
pounds [9–17]. For such compounds, the cleavage of a
four-coordinate dimer (II), via a five-coordinate dimer
(III), to give two four-coordinate monomers (IV) may be
considered to be an example of a S 2 reaction (Eq. 2).N

In this regard, the compounds [R Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)]2 6 4 2
i(V, R5Me, Et, Bu) had already been prepared, by

Hendershot et al. [23] and Schumann et al. [24] and, thus,
in order to complete the series, only the tert.-butyl

t(2) homologue, [( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] , was required.2 6 4 2

Furthermore, these compounds may be compared to theThe stability of five-coordinate compounds of aluminum
model compound, [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] [18]. The2 2 2 2(i.e., III) allows the possibility that such compounds are
results of this study are reported herein.structural representations of the S 2 (I) transition state (orN

A intermediate) [9–17]. However, despite several pro-
posals [9–17], it is worth asking the question, are these
compounds really suitable geometric models for S 2N 2. Experimental
transition state? In order to provide an answer, we
undertook a combined crystallographic–theoretical study Mass spectra were obtained on a Finnigan MAT 95
of an homologous series of dimeric five-coordinate mass spectrometer operating with an electron beam energy

21dialkylaluminum compounds with bifunctional ligands (cf., of 70 eV for EI mass spectra. IR spectra (4000–400 cm )
III). were obtained using an Nicolet 760 FT–IR infrared

We have recently shown that the extent of intra-molecu- spectrometer. NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker
tlar coordination (e.g., Al? ? ?O bond distance in III) is Avance 200 spectrometer. The synthesis of Al( Bu) was3dependent on a number of factors, including the steric bulk performed according to modification of the literature

of the substituents at aluminum (R) and the Lewis base methods [25–27]. 2-Methoxyphenol was obtained from
donor (R9) [18], the basicity of the neutral donor group, Aldrich and used without further purification.
and the chelate ring size (as determined by the length of
the carbon backbone) [18], substitution at the ligand’s

t
a-carbon [19], the geometry at the bridging ligand [20], 2.1. [( Bu) Al[m-OC H -2-OMe]2 6 4 2

and the rigidity of the ligand backbone [21]. The easiest
tthing to vary in a systematic manner is the steric bulk of To a cooled (2788C) solution of Al( Bu) (1.0 ml, 3.93

the substituents at aluminum. In this regard, the Al? ? ?O mmol) in hexane (50 ml) was added a solution of 2-
distance decreases with decreased steric bulk of R. Con- methoxyphenol (0.49 g, 3.9 mmol) in hexane (50 ml). The
versely, it should be possible to use the steric bulk of the mixture was allowed warm to room temperature as it was
substituent on aluminum (as determined by the Tolman stirred overnight. Filtration followed by cooling to 2218C
cone angle [22]) to control the Al? ? ?O distance and, resulted in the formation of colorless crystals. Yield: 0.79

i 1hence, the geometry about aluminum (e.g., R5Me, Et, Bu, g, 75%. Mp. 114–1158C. MS (EI, %): m /z 264 (M , 20),
t 1 t 1 t tBu). Such a systematic variation should provide a geomet- 207 (M 2 Bu, 75), 150 (M 22 Bu, 72), 57 ( Bu, 30).

21ric model of the structural changes that occur along the IR (cm ): 1603 (m), 1501 (s), 1388 (w), 1280 (w), 1255
1reaction profile as it moves towards the transition state for (s), 1111 (m), 768 (m), 748 (s). H NMR (C D ): d 7.126 6

ligand substitution. [1H, d, J(H–H)57.6 Hz, OCH], 6.82 [1H, dd, J(H–H)5
] ] ]

In choosing a simple system for study, we needed one in 7.6 Hz, J(H–H)58.0 Hz, 4-CH], 6.56 [1H, dd, J(H–H)5
] ] ]

which all of the compounds in the series are amenable to 7.6 Hz, J(H–H)58.0 Hz, 5-CH], 6.27 [1H, d, J(H–H)5
] ] ]

crystallographic study (i.e., crystallizable solids) and may 8.2 Hz, 6-CH], 3.23 (3H, s, OCH ), 1.17 [18H, s,3] ]13be compared with a simple theoretical model compound. C(CH ) ]. C NMR (C D ): d 122 (6-CH), 120 (3-CH),3 3 6 6] ] ]
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Table 1 manner that was described previously [28], using the u /2u
tCrystal data and summary of X-ray diffraction data for [( Bu) Al(m-2 scan technique. Pertinent details are given in Table 1. The

OC H -2-OMe)]6 4 2 structure was solved by direct methods (SHELX86) [29].
Empirical formula C H Al O30 50 2 4 The model was refined using full-matrix least squares
Color colorless techniques. Hydrogen atoms were included and con-
Crystal size, mm 0.2030.3530.36

strained to ‘ride’ upon the appropriate atoms [d(C–H)5Crystal system Monoclinic
˚0.95 A, U(H)51.3 B (C)]. A summary of cell parame-Space group P2 /c eq1

˚a, A 8.984(3) ters, data collection and structure solution is given in Table
˚b, A 17.205(2) 1. Scattering factors were taken from the usual reference
˚c, A 10.636(5) [30].

b, 8 109.53(3)
3˚Cell volume, A 1549.4(5)

2.3. Computational methodsZ 2
˚Radiation Mo–K (l50.71073 A)a

graphite monochromator Ab initio all electron molecular orbital (MO) calcula-
Temp, K 298 tions were performed using the GAUSSIAN 92 suite of
2u range, 8 4.6–45.0

programs [31]. Initial optimization of all structures wasReflections collected 2183
carried out at the Hartree-Fock level with the STO-3GIndependent reflection 2035

Reflections observed 1532 (uF u.4s uF u) basis set. The results from these studies were used as the0 0
21 2 2Weighting scheme w 50.04(uF u) 1s(uF u)o o initial guess for optimization using the 3-21G(*) basis set

No. restraints /parameters 0 /163 [32,33]. To determine the relative energy of each species
R 0.069

with electron correlation included, second-order Møller-R 0.175w
23˚ Plesset (MP2) calculations were performed [34,35]. WeLargest diff peak, eA 0.43

have previously found the HF/3-21G(*) model to give
good descriptions of the structures of organoaluminum

119 (5-CH), 110 (4-CH), 56.9 (OCH ), 30.9 [C(CH ) ]. compounds. In this work, we are seeking not the prediction3 3 3] ] ] ]27Al NMR (C D C H ): 45 (W 53050 Hz). of absolute structures, but rather a qualitative explanation6 6, 7 8 1 / 2

for observed structural features. In this regard, and given
2.2. Crystallographic studies the limit of computer time, we do not feel that the

application of a larger basis set is warranted.
tA crystal of [( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] was sealed The calculated structural and geometrical data for2 6 4 2

in a glass capillary under argon and mounted on the [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] at the HF/3-21G(*) level were2 2 2 2

goniometer of a Rigaku four-circle diffractometer using based on our previous studies [18]. In order to determine
Mo–K radiation with a graphite monochromator. Data the changes of geometry upon increasing the Al? ? ?Oa (ether)

collection and cell determinations were performed in a interaction, the latter oxygen was fixed at increasing

Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) in [R Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)]2 6 4 2

a b c i c t dParameter Me Et Bu Bu

Al(1)–O(1) 1.858(2) 1.859(1) 1.861(1) 1.876(2)
Al(1)–O(19) 1.938(2) 1.952(1) 1.950(1) 1.966(2)
Al(1)–O(2) 2.198(3) 2.249(1) 2.267(1) 2.390(3)
Al(1)–C(11) 1.950(4) 1.957(2) 1.972(2) 2.040(4)
Al(1)–C(21) 1.956(3) 1.952(2) 1.966(2) 2.042(4)
Al(1)? ? ?Al(19) 3.015(2) 3.018(2) 3.023(8) 3.048(2)

O(1)–Al(1)–O(19) 74.8(1) 73.3(1) 75.00(6) 75.0(1)
O(1)–Al(1)–O(2) 75.83(9) 75.2(1) 75.01(6) 73.3(1)
O(1)–Al(1)–C(11) 121.7(1) 118.0(1) 120.3(1) 116.4(1)
O(1)–Al(1)–C(21) 116.8(1) 117.5(1) 115.1(1) 114.2(1)
O(2)–Al(1)–O(19) 150.6(9) 150.4(1) 150.1(1) 148.3(1)
O(2)–Al(1)–C(11) 92.2(1) 90.0(1) 93.3(1) 88.9(1)
O(2)–Al(1)–C(21) 92.6(1) 93.0(1) 93.1(1) 90.0(1)
C(11)–Al(1)–C(21) 120.5(2) 123.2(2) 123.9(1) 126.6(2)
Al(1)–O(1)–Al(19) 105.1(1) 104.7(1) 105.00(6) 105.0(1)

a tWhere numbering schemes in the original references differ, atom numbers have been made to be consistent with those of [( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2-2 6 4

OMe)] .2
b Ref. [23].
c Ref. [24].
d This work.
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˚distances from the aluminum and the remaining geometry [1.950(4)–1.972(2) A, see Table 2], consistent with the
was optimized. This was repeated for successive values of increased steric bulk of the tert-butyl groups. All of the
Al? ? ?O distance. bond lengths and angles associated with the ligands are(ether)

within the ranges expected [37–41].

3. Results and discussion 3.2. Effect on molecular geometry of the alkyl
substituent (R) in [R Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)]2 6 4 2

t3.1. Synthesis and characterization of [( Bu) Al(m-2

OC H -2-OMe)] As expected, the Al–O distance [Al(1)–O(2)56 4 2 (ether)
t˚2.390(3) A] in [( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] is longer2 6 4 2

tReaction of Al( Bu) with 2-methoxyphenol results in than those found in the less sterically hindered aluminum3
tthe formation of [( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] (see Sec- alkyls, see Table 2. In fact, as is shown in Fig. 2, there is a2 6 4 2

ttion 3). Although the mass spectrum of [( Bu) Al(m- near linear trend between the Al–O distances and the2 (ether)

OC H -2-OMe)] does not show peaks due to a dimer, the Tolman cone angle (u ) [22] of the aluminum alkyl6 4 2
27Al NMR spectrum (d 45 ppm) is within the range substituents. As expected, increased steric hindrance at
previously observed for dimeric five-coordinate com- aluminum results in an increase in the Al–O bond(ether)

pounds [36]. The dimeric structure was confirmed by distance, i.e., decrease in the bonding interaction [18].
X-ray crystallography. Although clearly a lesser effect, the Al–O bond distances

tThe molecular structure of [( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2- cis [Al–O 5Al(1)–O(1)] and trans [Al–O 52 6 4 (cis) (trans)

OMe)] is shown in Fig. 1; selected bond lengths and Al(1)–O(19)] to the ether ligand [O(2)] also show an2

angles are given in Table 2 along with those of the methyl, increase in bond length with increased steric bulk, see Fig.
ethyl and iso-butyl analogs. The molecular structure of 2.

t[( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] consists of discrete centro- The geometry about aluminum also appears to show a2 6 4 2

symmetric dimers with no close inter-molecular contacts. near linear dependence on the steric bulk of the aluminum
The coordination geometry about the aluminum is that of a alkyls. However, in this case, only the C(11)–Al(1)–C(21)
distorted trigonal bipyramid; O(2)–Al(1)–O(19)5 angle is significantly affected. As is shown in Fig. 3, there
148.3(1)8 and S(X –Al–X )5357.1(2)8. The Al–C is an increase in the C(11)–Al(1)–C(21) angle witheq eq

˚bond distances [2.042(4) and 2.040(4) A] are slightly increased steric bulk of the aluminum alkyl. While this
ilonger than those reported for the Me, Et and Bu analogs may be expected based upon mutual steric repulsion of the

alkyl substituents, this actually follows a trend opposite to
that observed for four-coordinate dimeric aluminum com-
pounds (see Fig. 4), where the decrease in the C–Al–C
angle is as a consequence of increased trans-dimer inter-
action, see below [42].

tFig. 1. Molecular structure of [( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] . Thermal Fig. 2. Plot of Al–O (j), Al–O (h), and Al–O (d) bond2 6 4 2 (ether) (trans) (cis)
˚ellipsoids are shown at the 30% level, and all hydrogens are omitted for lengths (A) as a function of the Tolman cone angle (u, 8) for the

clarity. aluminum substituent (R) in [(R) Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] .2 6 4 2
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the HF/3-21G(*) level on the model compound, [H Al(m-2

OCH CH OH)] (VI) [18].2 2 2

In order to determine the structural changes that would
occur during the formation of the Al–O bond, we(ether)

have performed additional structure optimization and total
energy calculations for a series of model compounds
derived from [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] with regular in-2 2 2 2

Fig. 3. Plot of C(11)–Al(1)–C(21) (j), O(1)–Al(1)–O(19) (h), and creases in the Al? ? ?O distance (see Section 3). If one(ether)Al(1)–O(1)–Al(19) (d) bond angles (8) as a function of the Tolman cone considers the model reaction shown in Eq. 2, there are a
angle (u, 8) for the aluminum substituent (R) in [(R) Al(m-OC H -2-2 6 4 number of geometric changes expected as one moves alongOMe)] .2

the reaction coordinate from a four-coordinate dimer (II)
towards a five-coordinate intermediate (III). In general,
these are faithfully reproduced by the calculations on
[H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] .There appears to be almost no effect of increased steric 2 2 2 2

The Al–H bond distance is expected to decrease withbulk of the aluminum alkyl on either the O(1)–Al(1)–
decreased Al? ? ?O distance, due to a change from tetra-O(19) or Al(1)–O(1)–Al(19) bond angles, see Fig. 3. This

3 2hedral (sp ) to equatorial trigonal bipyramidal (sp ) hy-suggests that the Al O core is invariant with changes in2 2

bridization about aluminum. Such a trend is not observedthe steric bulk of the aluminum alkyl and consequently the
from the calculations on [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] ; in-Al–O interaction. 2 2 2 2(ether)

stead, the Al–H bond distance increases with decreased
Al? ? ?O distance (see Fig. 5a). A similar trend is also
observed at high Al? ? ?O distances for the equatorial3.3. Ab initio calculations on the model compound (ether)

Al–O bond distance, Al–O , which is positioned cis to[H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] (equ.)2 2 2 2

the ‘incoming’ ether ligand [see Fig. 5b (h)]. Below an
˚We have previously performed ab initio calculations at Al? ? ?O distance of 2.2 A, the Al–O decreases(ether) (equ.)

significantly, consistent with the change in hybridization at
aluminum. Given the trend observed for the Al–H dis-
tance, it is perhaps better to rationalize the trend by
considering that the equatorial oxygen is actually associ-
ated with a bridging alkoxide and, with an increased ether
oxygen bonding interaction [i.e., decreased Al? ? ?O(ether)

distance], the symmetrically bridging alkoxide becomes
significantly asymmetric. The latter may be considered to
consist of a strong covalent bond and a weaker dative bond
[43].

The Al–O bond undergoes a significant increase in(axial)

length with decreased Al? ? ?O distance [see Fig. 5b(ether)

(j)]. This trend is consistent with (a) an increase in
p-character in the Al–O bond, (b) increased trans(axial)

influence of the ether ligand and (c) the cleavage of the
Al O dimer. This trend is also consistent with donation of2 2

the ether’s oxygen lone pair into the Al–O anti-bonding
orbital, however, this leads to the same general bonding
picture given in I.Fig. 4. Plot of C–Al–C bond angles (8) as a function of the Tolman cone

We have previously reported that, for dimeric [R M(m-angle (u, 8) for the aluminum substituent (R) in [(R) Al(m-OC H -2- 22 6 4

OMe)] (j) and [(R) Al(m-Cl)] (h). X)] compounds of the Group 13 metals, the X–M–X and2 2 2 2
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Fig. 6. Plots of (a) calculated Al–O–Al (j) and O–Al–O (h) angles (8)
and (b) calculated H–Al–H angles (8) as a function of Al? ? ?O(ether)

˚distance (A) for the model [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] .2 2 2 2˚Fig. 5. Plots of (a) calculated Al–H distance (A) and (b) calculated
˚Al–O (j) and Al–O (h) distance (A) as a function of Al? ? ?(axial) (equ.)

˚O distance (A) for the model [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] .(ether) 2 2 2 2 small angle within the M X cycle [42]. Upon coordina-2 2

tion of a fifth ligand (ether oxygen in the present case), the
M–X–M angles are inversely dependent [42]. This trend is R–Al–R angle appears to decrease (see Fig. 6b).
also observed for [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] as a function2 2 2 2

of Al? ? ?O distance (see Fig. 6a). As expected, the 3.4. Are intramolecularly stabilized compounds of(ether)

O–Al–O angle increases with decreased Al? ? ?O aluminum suitable structural models of the S 2(ether) N

distance; from the value found for dimeric alkoxides with transition state?
four-coordinate aluminum to near the ideal of 908 for a
trigonal bipyramidal geometry. The change in the H–Al–H As discussed above, there are a number of changes in
angle upon increased ether donation [decreased Al? ? ? the structure of a dimeric aluminum alkoxide that are
O distance] is counter to that expected from a expected upon coordination of a fifth ligand and the(ether)

simplistic tetrahedral (109.58) to trigonal bipyramidal subsequent cleavage of the dimer (II–IV in Eq. 2). In
(1208) geometry change (Fig. 6b). However, we have general, all of the expected trends are faithfully reproduced
previously shown that, in dimeric [R M(m-X)] com- in the model system [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] , suggesting2 2 2 2 2 2

pounds, the R–Al–R angle is between 120 and 1308 that these model systems are suitable structural models of
(depending on the identity of R) as a consequence of the the S 2 transition state. The ‘real’ system, [R Al(m-N 2
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OC H -2-OMe)] , does not appear to conform to the6 4 2

required trends.
Although the variation in the O–Al–O, Al–O–Al and

R–Al–R angles as a function of Al? ? ?O distance(ether)

reasonably reproduced the calculated trends, the variation
in bond lengths are not such a good match. The experimen-
tal Al–O bond lengths are all larger than the calculated(cis)

values, but they do at least follow the correct trend. In fact,
if the experimental data is extrapolated, it does fit with
calculated data. However, the experimental Al–O(trans)

follows the opposite trend than that expected. Thus,
increased Al? ? ?O donation results in a shorter(ether)

(stronger) Al–O bond!(trans)

We have previously observed that the structures of
[R M(m-X)] (M5Al, Ga, In; X5halide, alkoxide, amide,2 2

etc.) are controlled by the inter-ligand steric repulsion, in
particular, between the alkyl groups on the adjacent

˚aluminum atoms, i.e., ‘a’ in VII [42]. Fig. 8. Plot of Al? ? ?Al distances (A) as a function of the Al? ? ?O(ether)
˚distance (A) calculated for the model [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)] (j) and2 2 2 2

the experimental values for [R Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] (h).2 6 4 2

(Fig. 8). The calculated model system follows the expected
trend, i.e., shorter Al? ? ?O distances result in an(ether)

increased Al? ? ?Al distance associated with the breaking ofThe extent of this repulsion may be observed in the space
t the dimeric unit. In contrast, the experimentally determinedfilling diagram of [( Bu) Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] , Fig. 7.2 6 4 2

values for [R Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] show a decrease inThis effect is highlighted by comparing the Al? ? ?Al intra- 2 6 4 2

the Al? ? ?Al distance with shorter Al? ? ?O distances.molecular distances determined experimentally for (ether)

This latter is better expressed as increased Al? ? ?Al dis-[R Al(m-OC H -2-OMe)] in comparison to the values2 6 4 2

tance resulting from the increased steric bulk (cone angle)calculated for the model system [H Al(m-OCH CH OH)]2 2 2 2
i tof the aluminum alkyl; i.e., Me,Et, Bu, Bu.

In conclusion, we have investigated the question as to
whether intramolecularly stabilized compounds of
aluminum are suitable structural models of the S 2N

transition state. We have shown that, in the absence of
steric considerations (i.e., the model compound [H Al(m-2

OCH CH OH)] ), such compounds faithfully describe the2 2 2

structural changes that occur in the S 2 cleavage ofN

dimeric aluminum compounds, Eq. (2). However, real
compounds are not good models. Angular changes appear
to follow the correct trends, however, the bond distances
are controlled by the steric bulk of the aluminum alkyl
substituents.

Supplementary data

Crystallographic data has been deposited with the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC 103380).
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Abstract

The synthesis and X-ray structure of the one-dimensional polymeric ethylene bis(diethyldithiocarbamate) copper(I) perchlorate complex
formulated as [Cu(EDTC) ] ?(ClO ) were reported. The copper ion is tetrahedrally coordinated by four sulfur atoms from four different2 n 4 n

ligand molecules. Each of the ethylene bis(diethyldithiocarbamate) ligands bridges two copper(I) ions. The shortest Cu–Cu distance is
˚8.361(3) A. This bidentate, non-chelating coordination leads to a one-dimensional chain. The structure of the title compound in solution

was also studied by electrospray mass spectrometry (ESMS). This study demonstrates that a one-dimensional chain polymer could be
retained in solution as the same structure as in solid.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Copper(I); Polymeric compound; One-dimensional chain compounds; Electrospray mass spectrometry technique

1. Introduction vulcanization accelerator agents in the curing of diene
rubbers [7]. Some of them are used as the lubricant

Since J.C. Bailar Jr. drew an analogy between organic additive for the purpose of an extreme pressure agent and
polymers and a class of inorganic coordination complexes ashless antioxidant [8]. Despite the long-standing commer-
that he called ‘coordination polymers’ [1], one-dimension- cial use and interest in such compounds, there have been
al coordination polymers of metal complexes have been few published studies directed at an understanding of the
intensely studied [2–4]. The fundamental chemistry and coordination properties with metals [9]. To our knowledge,
physics behind their fascinating structures have stimulated no ethylene bis(dialkyldithiocarbamate) bridged metal
interest in their possible uses as unusual materials for new polynuclear complex has been reported so far, although
technologies. Bridging the gap between molecular charac- ethylene bis(dialkyldithiocarbamate) is a possible bridging
teristics and bulk properties remains a continuing challenge ligand in view of its chemical structure, as well as no
to both the chemical and material sciences. In the struc- reported crystal structure of an ethylene bis-
tures of one-dimensional coordination polymers, the well- (dialkyldithiocarbamate) as a free ligand. In this study,
defined cooperative interaction between the discrete mole- ethylene bis-(diethyldithiocarbamate) ligand formulated as
cules provide a continuum between these fields [5]. [Et NC(S)SCH CH S(S)CNEt ] has been synthesized and2 2 2 2

Various alkylbis(dialkyldithiocarbamates) are used as the the single crystal X-ray structure has been described, and
flotation agents in Au- and Cu-recovery [6] and as an ethylene bis(diethyldithiocarbamate) bridged copper(I)

polymeric chain complex formulated as
[Cu(EDTC) ClO )] has been synthesized and the X-ray2 4 n*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-25-3596-2787; fax: 186-25-3317-
structure, luminescence, ESR and room temperature mag-761.

1
E-mail address: sklc@netra.nju.edu.cn (X.-Z. You) netic measurements, IR, Raman, UV-visible spectrum, H

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00090-X
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NMR spectra and TG have been investigated. Also we approximately 10 mg under a nitrogen atmosphere (150
describe our results on the use of the electrospray mass ml /min) at a heating rate of 208C/min. ESR spectra were
spectrometry (ESMS) technique to characterize polymeric recorded on a Bruker ER 200-D-SRC spectrometer. Mag-
systems in solution. netic susceptibility measurements were carried out by the

Faraday technique at several magnetic field strengths,
1using Ni(en) S O as the calibrant. H NMR spectra were3 2 3

obtained on a Bruker AM-500 spectrometer using TMS as2. Experimental
internal standard. ESMS, (Finnigan) was recorded on a
LCQ-mass spectrometry, with methanol /acetonitrile mo-2.1. Synthesis of the compounds
bile phase and the flow rate of the mobile phase was 2
ml /min. The spray voltage was 4.5 KV. The capillaryAll chemical reagents were obtained from a commercial
temperature was 2008C and the capillary voltage was 23.00source and used without further purification.
V.

2.1.1. Ligand [Et NC(S)SCH SH S(S)CNEt ] 12 2 2 2
2.3. Crystal structure determinationSodium N,N9-diethyldithiocarbamate [Et NCS Na, 9.02 2

g, 0.056 mol] was dissolved in 20 ml EtOH. 1,2-dichloro-
For the ligand 1 crystal structure determination, a paleethane [C H Cl , 2.2 ml, 0.028 mol] was added, refluxed2 4 2

yellow crystal mounted on a glass fibre was used for datafor 4 h at 70–808C. Upon collection by filtration, light
collection at 288C on a Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometeryellow precipitation had formed.
with graphite monochromatized M -K radiation (l5o a

2Et NCS Na 1 C H Cl2 2 2 4 2 0.71073) using v 22u scans with v-scan angle (0.551

0.35 tan u )8 at a scan speed of 0.87–5.49 8 /min. Intensity→ Et NCS CH CH S CNEt (EDTC)↓ 1 2 NaCl2 2 2 2 2 2
data (three standard reflections measured after every 300

The precipitate was washed with water, dried overnight in reflections showed decay of 7.15%) were corrected for
air (Yield, 92.8%; m.p., 94.28C). The pale yellow single decay and Lorentz and polarization effects. Absorption
crystals suitable for X-ray analysis was obtained from corrections were not applied. 3435 reflections were mea-
EtOH/CHCl upon slow evaporation at room temperature sured, of which 3299 were unique (R 50.021). The space3 int
for a week. (Found: C, 44.86%; H, 6.83%; N, 8.72%. Calc. group was uniquely determined by systematic absences
for C H N S : C, 44.41%; H, 7.45%; N, 8.63%). and the structure was solved by direct methods SIR92 [10]12 24 2 4

and expanded by the Fourier method and refined by full-
2.1.2. Complex [Cu(EDTC) ?(ClO )] 2 matrix least squares using the software package TeXsan2 4 n

To a heated EtOH solution of EDTC (0.30 g, 0.92 [11] on a Silicon Graphics Indo computer. A crystallo-
mmol), an EtOH solution of copper(II) perchlorate graphic asymmetric unit consists of two halves of one
[Cu(ClO ) 6H O, 0.10 g, 0.27 mmol) was added and molecule. All non-H atoms of the asymmetric unit were4 2 2

stirred for 5 h at 808C. After standing at room temperature refined anisotropically. H atoms at calculated positions
for 1 week, a light yellow precipitate had formed in it. The with thermal parameters equal to 1.3 times that of the
green-yellow solution was filtered. The solution was attached C atoms were not refined. The ORTEP [12]
subjected to slow evaporation at room temperature for 1 drawing of two molecules shows thermal ellipsoids at the
month. Yellow single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis 50% probability level and the numbering scheme. Details
were obtained (Yield, 84.5%; m.p. 137.08C). EPR and of the crystal data, collection and refinement are listed in
room temperature magnetic measurements confirmed that Table 1.
the central metal ion is the diamagnetic Cu(I) ion. (Found: For compound 2 crystal structure determination, a flat
C, 34.91%; H, 5.89%; N, 6.32%. Calc. for needle was used for data collection at room temperature on
Cu(EDTC) ClO : C, 35.49%; H, 5.96%; N, 6.90%). a Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with graphite mono-2 4

chromatized M -K radiation (l50.71073) using v-scano a

2.2. Physical measurements technique. Intensity data were corrected for Lorentz and
polarization effects. Seven thousand and five hundred and

Elemental analyses were obtained at the Analysis and five reflections were measured, of which 7132 were unique
Measurement Center of Nanjing University. IR spectra (R 50.0367). The space group was uniquely determinedint

21were recorded between 4000 and 400 cm on a Nicolet by systematic absences and the structure was solved by
FT-IR 170SX spectrophotometer as KBr pellets. The direct methods SHELX886 [13] and refined by full-matrix

21Raman spectra were recorded 3500–100 cm using RFS least squares using the software package SHELXL-93 on a
100 Fourier Transform Raman spectrophotometer. Reflect- 486 PC. All non-H atoms of the asymmetric unit were
ance spectra and solution spectra were recorded on a refined anisotropically. H atoms at calculated positions
Shimadzu UV-240 spectrophotometer. The TG/DTC data with thermal parameters equal to 1.2 times that of the
were obtained on a SDT 2980 simultaneous for samples of attached C atoms were not refined. The molecular graphics
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Table 1
aCrystal and refinement data for ligand 1 and compound 2

Compound EDTC [Cu(EDTC) ?(ClO )] .2 4 n

Formula C H N S C H ClCuN O S12 24 2 4 24 48 4 4 8

M 324.57 812.13
Crystal size /mm 0.1530.0730.30 0.330.330.1
Color pale yellow yellow
Space group P2 /c P2 /n1 1

˚a /A 12.277(3) 11.487(1)
˚b /A 7.468(1) 21.699(2)
˚c /A 18.409(3) 16.246(2)

b / 8 94.89(2) 108.218(9)
3˚U /A 1722.2(4) 3846.4(7)

23D /g cm 1.252 1.402c
21

m(M -K ) /cm 5.39 11.05o a

F(000) 696 1704
u Range/ 8 1–25 1.62–25.47
h /k /l 0, 14/0, 9 / 221, 21 0, 13/0, 26 / 219, 18
No. of unique reflections 3299 7505
No. of observed reflections 1675 (I.3s(I)) 3750 (I.2s(I))
Absorption correction none c-scan
No. restraints 0 0
No. parameters 163 387
GOF 1.46 0.961
Final R indices R50.037, wR50.041 R50.063, wR50.1165

2 2 2 2 2 2 2w54F / [s (I)1(0.026F ) ] w51/ [s (F )1(0.0531r) ]o o o
2 2

r 5(F 12 F ) /3o o
23Largest peak and hole /e?A 0.20, 20.22 0.534, 20.471

a ˚Details in common: monoclinic, Z54, l(M -K )50.71073 A.o a

were plotted using SHELXTL /PC [14]. Atomic scattering one-dimensional chain structure, and the percholate anion
found in general position balances the charge.factors and anomalous dispersion correction were taken

˚The Cu–S bond lengths which are 2.345(2) A, 2.346(2)from the International Table for X-Ray Crystallography
˚ ˚ ˚A, 2.350(2) A and 2.367(2) A are in agreement with those[15]. Details of the crystal data, collection and refinement
found in other Cu(I) complexes with coordinating sulfurare listed in Table 1.
atoms in a tetrahedral geometry; e.g. [(Ph P) Cu(S N)]3 2 3

˚ ˚(2.304(4) A [16], [Cu(2-RS Py) Br] (2.357(4) A and2 2
˚2.310(4) A) [17]. The bond lengths are also comparable to

3. Results and discussion those in other binuclear or polynuclear Cu(I) complexes
with coordinating sulfur atoms; e.g. [CuI(Py2SH)]2

˚ ˚3.1. Crystal structures of the compounds (2.328(1) A and 2.577(2) A) [18], [Cu(tptp)(pymtH)Cl]2

The cationic polymeric structure of compound 2 is
comprised of the [Cu(EDTC) ] repeating unit. The one-2 n

dimensional structure with the atom-numbering scheme is
shown in Fig. 1. Selected bond lengths and bond angles for
compound 2 is listed in Table 2. The copper atoms are
bridged by four neutral EDTC ligands through the sulfur
atoms in tetrahedral disposition into long chains running
parallel to the face diagonal of the ac axes of the unit cell.
Each of the ethylene bis(diethyldithiocarbamate) ligands
bridges two copper(I) ions to form a chain of polymers.
Metal copper(I) ions are bonded to the organic ligand to
form coordination polymers in which the copper(I) ions
are an essential part of the backbone. A particularly
interesting feature of the structure of the compound 2 is
that Cu and CS (CH ) CS groups form an 18-membered2 2 2 2

˚ring, the intermolecular Cu–Cu distance is 8.361(3) A. Fig. 1. The one-dimensional chain structure of compound 2
This bidentate, non-chelating coordination leads to the [Cu(EDTC) ClO )] with the atom-numbering scheme.2 4 n
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for compound 2

aCu–S(1) 2.345(2) Cu–S(8) 2.346(2)
aCu–S(5) 2.350(2) Cu–S(4) 2.367(2)

S(1)–C(5) 1.703(5) S(2)–C(5) 1.763(5)
S(2)–C(8) 1.793(5) S(3)–C(7) 1.798(5)
S(4)–C(8) 1.684(5) S(5)–C(17) 1.697(5)
S(6)–C(17) 1.751(5) S(7)–C(20) 1.747(6)
N(1)–C(5) 1.309(6) N(1)–C(4) 1.476(7)
N(1)–C(2) 1.476(7) N(2)–C(8) 1.315(6)
N(2)–C(10) 1.469(7) N(2)–C(12) 1.474(7)
C(1)–C(2) 1.505(9) C(3)–C(4) 1.504(9)
C(6)–C(7) 1.514(7) C(9)–C(10) 1.545(8)

aS(1)–Cu–S(8) 107.49(6) S(1)–Cu–S(5) 113.13(6)
a aS(8) –Cu–S(5) 106.73(6) S(1)–Cu–S(4) 110.44(6)
a a aS(8) –Cu–S(4) 112.83(6) S(5)–Cu–S(4) 106.26(5)

C(5)–S(1)–Cu 103.9(2) C(5)–S(2)–C(6) 104.7(3)
C(17)–S(6)–C(18) 104.2(2) C(20)–S(7)–C(19) 104.8(3)
O(3)–Cl–O(1) 105.3(4) O(3)–Cl–O(2) 109.1(4)
O(1)–Cl–O(2) 110.3(5) O(1)–Cl–O(4) 108.6(4)

a Symmetry transformation; x20.5, 2y10.5, z20.5.

˚ ˚(2.356(1) A and 2.470(1) A, tptp5tri-p-tolyl-phos-
phine,pymtH5pyrimidine-2-thione) [19], and

˚[Cu (S CPh)(S CPh)Py] (2.231(2) and 2.386(2) A) [20],2 3 2 2

the distances of Cu–S in compound 2 seem to be affected
little by the Cu(I) environment.

In comparison with ligand 1, for which the molecular
structure with the atom-numbering scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The molecule of ligand 1 [Et NC(S)SCH CH S(S)CNEt ] with2 2 2 2

the atom-numbering scheme.Fig. 2 and selected bond lengths and bond angles are listed
in Table 3, the corresponding C–C and C–N distances are
similar. Both bond lengths of C(2)–N(1) and C(8)–N(2)

˚(1.332(4) and 1.324(4) A) in ligand 1, C(5)–N(1) and from the fill copper(I) d orbital to low-energy p* orbital of
˚ the ligand [22], similar to those found in metal bis-C(17)–N(3) (1.309(6) and 1.315(6) A) in compound 2,

(dialkyldithiocarbamate) chelates [23]. However, thehave double bond characters. There is a slight difference in
broadness and overlapping characteristics of the spectrumthe C–S distances between ligand 1 and compound 2 as
prevented us from obtaining further information about thethe sulfur atoms are coordinating in the latter. There is no
coordination geometry of the copper(I) atom. The solutionobvious Cu...Cu interaction.
electronic spectrum of compound 2 in DMF exhibits a veryThe S–Cu–S angles (113.13(6)8, 112.82(6)8, 110.44(6)8
intense band at 285 nm and a weak broad band aroundand 106.72(6)8) are not far from the tetrahedral value.
340–360 nm. The band around 340–360 nm is assigned toHere bond angles (S–C–S, C–S–C and C–N–C) are
the intraligand transition of the thione ligand. The originalsimilar to the corresponding ones in ligand 1.
thione absorption bands exhibit a small blue shift (20–30
nm) in polar solvent. The band at 285 nm, due to MLCT

3.2. Spectroscopic properties Cu(I), d→p*, L transition is possibly affected by the

We could not determine from the crystal structure data Table 3
˚whether the valence of the copper centre in compound 2 is Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for the ligand 1

11 or 12. ESR spectra and room temperature magnetic S(1)–C(1) 1.803(4) S(1)–C(2) 1.782(4)
measurements of compound 2 confirm that the central S(2)–C(2) 1.661(4) S(3)–C(7) 1.793(4)

10 N(1)–C(2) 1.332(4) N(1)–C(3) 1.471(4)copper ion is diamagnetic Cu(I), d electronic configura-
N(2)–C(8) 1.324(4) N(2)–C(9) 1.476(4)tion.

aC(1)–C(1 ) 1.503(7) C(3)–C(4) 1.510(6)The solid reflectance electronic spectrum of compound 2 aC(5)–C(6) 1.510(6) C(7)–C(7 ) 1.511(7)
shows a broad band around 390 nm and a shoulder at 350 C(1)–S(1)–C(2) 103.6(2) C(2)–N(1)–C(3) 120.7(3)

anm. The band around 390 nm is ascribed to intraligand C(3)–N(1)–C(5) 114.7(3) S(1)–C(1)–C(1 ) 112.9(4)
S(1)–C(2)–N(1) 113.9(3) N(1)–C(3)–C(4) 112.1(3)transition of the thione ligand [21], not far from the
S(3)–C(8)–S(4) 122.0(2) S(4)–C(8)–N(2) 124.3(3)position observed for the free ligand 1 (340 nm). While the

ashoulder band is assigned to charge transfer transitions Symmetry transformations: 2x, 2y, 2z.
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nitrogen atom and the solvent polarity [23]. We may compound 2 in the solution (dissolved in CH CN and3

conclude that the intraligand thione bands possess partial diluted with CH OH). Two base peaks were observed. The3
11CT character based on these observations. peak at m /z 387 is [CuEDTC] ion, and that at m /z 711

11It is well known that certain Cu(I) complexes show is [Cu(EDTC) ] ion. The peak at m /z 834 is probably2
11efficient luminescence [24]. One interpretation of the due to [Cu(EDTC) ?3CH CN] , which is each2 3

transition involved is that the transition has been ascribed [Cu(EDTC) ] structure unit containing three solvent mole-2

to a metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) where an cules in it. The peaks with m /z values of 359 and 903 in
electron is transferred from the copper(I) centre to the the figure were not identified. The absence of the peak of

11unoccupied p* orbital of the ligand [25]. The lumines- Cu ion in the mass spectrum clearly indicates that there
11cence spectra at room temperature were obtained for is no free Cu appearing in the solution. From this work

crystalline compound 2. The room temperature lumines- we can give an important conclusion that the one-dimen-
cence spectrum is broader and much less intense with its sional chain polymer could be retained in solution as the
band maximum near 320 nm. We are unable to carry out same structure as in solid. Also it shows that ESMS is a
low-temperature luminescence which prevents us from powerful technique to investigate polymer cations in
obtaining further information about it. solution.

The C–N stretching vibration is found for compound 2 Cyclic voltammetric data of compound 2 was recorded
21 21at 1503.0 cm in the IR spectrum (1504.2 cm in in DMF medium. From the preparation of compound 2 we

21Raman) [26], the C–S stretching vibration at 973.6 cm can know that the ligand 1 has reductive behavior, which is
21in the IR spectrum (931.4 cm in Raman) [27]. The confirmed by getting S from it’s precipitation. Compound8

Raman spectrum of the compound 2 shows a strong band 2 does not exhibit any redox peaks in the potential range of
21 21at 196.2 cm and a band at 150.3 cm , tentatively 21.7 V to 2.0 V, which show that the polymer has great

assigned as the in-phase and out-of-phase stretching modes redox stability. It also suggests that the copper(I) is warped
of a symmetric S–Cu–S entity [22], respectively. The band by ligands, forming a polymeric structure.

21at 366.8 and 341.6 cm was assigned as Cu(I)–S
stretching vibration. In comparison to ligand 1, there are
three significant differences: first, the weak band at 1647 3.3. Thermal results

21cm which is assigned to the v(C5S) stretching vibration
has disappeared; second, the bands in the region of 1500– The TG/DTC curves of compound 2 are presented in

211200 cm have shifted slightly to the right about 10–20 Fig. 4. There are two heat-absorbing peaks (137.08C,
21cm , due to the Cu(I) ← (S5C) coordination; third, there 237.08C) and one intensely heat-releasing peak (284.08C).

21are two very intense bands at 1090 and 622.8 cm Compound 2 melts at temperatures ranging from 137 to
corresponding to the character absorption peak of per- 2378C. It shows no decomposition before 2658C; but, at

21chlorate. Meanwhile, the band at 1090 cm splits to three 265.978C, decomposition occurs. The weight loss of 83%,
peaks, indicating that the perchlorate is distorted tetra- suggests that the residue may be CuClO . Meanwhile, no4

hedrally and is disordered outside the coordination sphere, structural transitions were found in compound 2, which
which is in agreement with its X-ray structure. implies a greater thermal stability.

1The H NMR spectra of ligand 1 and compound 2 were
recorded in CDCl . The chemical shift of the ligand 1 is3

near to that of compound 2. This observation supports the
aforementioned estimate of the copper(I) oxidation states. Supplementary data
The spectra shows two multiplets with centres at 1.27 and
3.73 ppm (3.74 ppm for ligand 1 and 3.72 ppm for Crystallographic data for the structure reported in this
compound 2) which are assigned to CH – and N–CH paper have been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallo-3 2

proton resonances respectively, and one singlet at 2.63 graphic Data Center as supplementary publication No.
ppm which is assigned to the S–CH proton. The signal of CCDC 109099. Copies of available material can be2

N–CH proton in the spectrum of the compound 2 shows a obtained, free of charge on application to the Director,2

small change to higher shielding compared to that of CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK (fax:
ligand 1, indicating that the copper(I) ion upon S-coordina- 144-1223-336033 or E-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk).
tion of NCS plane causes chemical shift upfield because2

of the lower negativite charge of the N atom.
Electrospray mass spectrometry has been widely applied

to large biomolecules, inorganic and organometallic sys- Acknowledgements
tems [28–30]. In this paper we describe the application of
the ESMS technique to polymer cationic system by This work was supported by the NSFC project
examining the structure of species in solution of compound 29501001, NSF of Jiangsu Province Project BK95024401
2. Fig. 3 displays positive ion ESI mass spectrum of and IRPA grant NO. 09-02-03-0004 of Malaysia.
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Fig. 3. Positive ion ESI mass spectrum of compound 2 [Cu(EDTC) ClO )] in CH CN solvent diluted with CH OH.2 4 n 3 3

Fig. 4. TG/DTC curves of the compound 2 [Cu(EDTC) ClO )] .2 4 n
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Abstract

1An air-stable Ni(III) complex with the donor set, N O S (L ) has been isolated in the solid state. The complex has been characterized2 2 2

by elemental analysis, electronic and EPR spectroscopy and electrochemical studies.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Air-stable Ni(III) complex; Nickel; Ligand

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

The role of nickel as a trace element in biology is 2.1. Materials
manifested with its occurrence in enzymes of many
different metabolic functions [1–4]. In the last few years, Reagent grade salicylic acid, 2-aminothiophenol, ethyl
nickel centres in hydrogenases have been subjected to a chloroformate (Aldrich), triethyl amine, methyl salicylate
number of physicochemical experiments including X-ray (S.D. Fine Chemicals, India) were used as received. All the
crystallography to understand its structure–function corre- solvents (S.D. Fine Chemicals, India) were purified prior to
lationship. The X-ray structure of the heterodimeric Ni–Fe use.
hydrogenase from Desulfovibrio gigas has been deter-

˚mined [5,6] to to be of 2.8 A resolution. Crystallographic 2.1.1. Measurements
studies indicate that the active site contains one nickel and All physical measurements including cyclic voltammet-
also a second metal ion which is believed to be iron. The ric experiments were carried out as described previously
nickel ion is bonded at least to two cysteine thiolates in [13]. Elemental analyses were obtained from the Central
this protein. Thus, stable Ni(III)-thiolate compounds acting Drug Research Institute, Lucknow, India.
as a model for the Ni-site continue to be of interest [7–10].

1The difficulties associated with the isolation of stable 2.2. Synthesis of the ligand, L
Ni(III)-thiolates are oligomerization [11] and redox de-

1composition [12]. In the present paper, we describe The ligand L was synthesized with the mixed an-
synthesis of a new ligand which readily forms a stable hydride [14] method (Scheme 1). Salicylic acid (5 g; 0.04

3Ni(III) complex. The complex shows interesting EPR and mol) was dissolved in dry THF (20 cm ) and cooled to
3electrochemical properties. 58C. Freshly distilled triethylamine (4.7 cm ; 0.04 mol)

3diluted with THF (20 cm ) was added to the cold solution
dropwise with constant stirring. The solution was then

3stirred for another 30 min. Ethylchloroformate (3.4 cm ;
30.04 mol) mixed with THF (20 cm ) was added dropwise

to the reaction mixture over a period of 30 min. Finally,
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-512-597-340; fax: 191-512-590- 32-aminothiophenol (4.5 g; 0.04 mol) in THF (20 cm ) was007.

added slowly to the stirring mixture over a period of 45E-mail address: pkb@iitk.ernet.in (P.K. Bharadwaj)
1Corresponding author. This author is also a Senior author. min; the temperature of 58C was maintained. After the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00054-6
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Scheme 1.

addition was complete, the reaction mixture was allowed 3. Results and discussion
to warm up to room temperature.

The entire operation was carried out under an argon The green complex of nickel is stable in air at room
blanket. The white precipitate was filtered off and the temperature in the solid state. It is soluble in common
yellow solution was evaporated off to obtain a yellow organic solvents, e.g. acetonitrile, THF. In solution at room

3semi-solid. The semi-solid dissolved in 40 cm of chloro- temperature, the complex is stable for at least 5 h. The
21form, the chloroform layer was washed thoroughly with conductivity measurements showed a value of 345 ohm

2 21water and after drying over anhydrous sodium sulfate was cm mol corresponding to a 3:1 electrolyte [15]. The IR
21evaporated completely to get the desired product as a spectrum in KBr showed a strong band at 1590 cm

1yellow semi-solid. Yield: |70%. H NMR (80 MHz, attributable [16] to the de-protonated amides. The shift in
CDCl , d , ppm): 7.2–7.8 (m, phenyl). the carbonyl stretching to lower energy accounts for the3 TMS

de-protonation of the amide hydrogens causing extensive
2.3. Synthesis of the Ni(III) complex (1) delocalization resulting in the lowering of the double bond

character of the carbonyl group. This de-protonation also
1 3 1The ligand L (0.7 g; 0.3 mmol) was obtained in 20 cm accounts for ligand L acquiring three negative charges

of acetonitrile and treated with solid Ni(CH COO) ?4H O which is the principal factor in stabilizing nickel in the 133 2 2

(0.4 g; 0.15 mmol) at room temperature. Upon stirring for state.
30 min, the color of the solution changed to a reddish- The electronic spectrum of the nickel complex is
brown when tetramethylammonium acetate (0.8 g; 0.6 dominated by an intense band at 875 nm (e ¯4500max

3 23 21 21mmol) dissolved in acetonitrile (10 cm ) was added to the dm mol cm ) which is responsible for its dark green
solution. The color of the solution changed to a dark green. color. This peak is attributable to thiolate S→Ni(III)
Stirring continued for another 30 min. The procedure was LMCT transition. Similar intense bands characteristic of
carried out under an atmosphere of argon. Undissolved distorted octahedral Ni(III) complexes with thiolate liga-
material was removed by filtration and the filtrate was tion have been observed [12,17].
evaporated to dryness to obtain a dark green solid. The The EPR spectra of complex 1 are shown in Fig. 1. In
solid was washed with water and air-dried. Yield: |45%. the solid state, the complex exhibits (Fig. 1a) a broad
Found: C, 60.1; H, 6.9; N, 8.71%. Calcd. for signal with g 52.03 at 295 K which sharpens on coolingav

C H N O S Ni: C, 59.6; H, 6.8; N, 9.2%. The present to 77 K without revealing any fine structure. In acetonitrile38 52 5 4 2
23authors’ attempts to obtain the complex in single crystal solution (¯1310 M) at 295 K, an isotropic signal

form suitable for X-ray crystallography remained unsuc- appears (Fig. 1b) with g 52.05. However, in acetonitrileav

cessful. glass at 77 K, the spectrum changes to a distinct aniso-
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tropic signal (Fig. 1c) with g 52.12, g 52.03, and g 51 2 3

2.01 consistent with Ni(III) in S51/2 ground state. The
EPR spectrum remains unchanged when DMF or THF are
used in place of acetonitrile as the solvent. The nature of
the EPR signal at 77 K is consistent with a tetragonally
distorted hexadentate Ni(III) complex with the unpaired
electron in the d orbital [12,18].xy

Electron transfer properties of complex 1 were probed
by cyclic voltammetry at room temperature in freshly

23distilled acetonitrile (¯1310 M) using a PAR model
370-4 electrochemistry system: (174 A polarographic
analyzer, 175 universal programmer and RE 0074 X–Y
recorder). The experiments were performed at 298 K
relative to a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and un-
corrected for liquid junction potentials. A 100-fold excess
of tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP) was used in
each case as the supporting electrolyte. The working
electrode was glassy carbon (model PAR G0021). The
potential was calibrated against ferrocene. The complex
displays a reversible response (Fig. 2a) with E near1 / 2

20.17 V vs. SCE and DE 50.68 mV. The peak currentp
1 / 2function I /n is independent of n and the ratio I /i 5p pa ac

1.0 within experimental error at various scan rates (Fig. 2c)
Fig. 1. EPR spectra of the Ni(III) complex 1, (a) at 295 K in the solid employed. The one electron nature of this response was
state, (b) in acetonitrile at 295 K, and (c) in acetonitrile glass at 77 K. confirmed with the comparison of current height with the

redox response of a sample of ferrocene under the same
experimental conditions. On scanning further to the nega-
tive side, another cathodic peak is observed at 21.06 V;
however, no well-defined peak is observed on scan rever-
sal. When scanned on the positive side, an ill-defined peak
appears (Fig. 2b) at 0.33 V without any corresponding peak
on scan reversal. The reversible cyclic response as men-
tioned above is metal-centred as the free ligand does not
show any peak in the range.

In conclusion, we have isolated an air-stable Ni(III)
complex with the N S O chromophore. This compound2 2 2

shows reversible Ni(III) /Ni(II) couple and exhibits an
anisotropic EPR signal in acetonitrile glass.
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Abstract

The redox chemistry of quercetin (Qz) and its iron(II) complexes has been studied in dimethylsulfoxide. In the absence of base an
Fe(II):Qz51:1 complex is formed which presents oxidation processes at 0.28 V vs. S.C.E.; 0.66 V vs. S.C.E. and 0.92 V vs. S.C.E. These
processes correspond to the oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III), the formation of the quinonic form of the catecholic moiety and the oxidation of
the catecholic system regenerated after conjugated addition of an oxygen atom to carbon 69 on ring B. In the presence of base a stable 1:1
complex is formed with oxidation processes that show up at 10.25 V, 10.64 V and 10.88 V vs. S.C.E. Upon interaction of the complex
with superoxide anion radical in dimethylsulfoxide the basic character of this radical anion causes the formation of the monoanion of
quercetin leading to a more stable complex of iron(II). The protonated superoxide disproportionates to oxygen and peroxide oxidizing the
metal ion to iron(III), precluding the presence of peroxide and iron(II) to produce OH radicals through Fenton chemistry.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Quercetin; Redox chemistry; Iron complexes; Fenton chemistry

1. Introduction biological systems consisting of an aprotic matrix where a
radical anion like superoxide is present and its oxidative

For a long time it has been known that polyphenolic action through the generation of very reactive species, like
flavonoids play a very important role as antioxidants and to hydroxy radicals, can be extremely deleterious to living
exert free radical scavenging ability [1–3]. Among the organisms. No information is found concerning the redox
compounds of this kind most frequently found in vegetable chemistry of the iron complexes of quercetin in an aprotic
fluids are quercetin, catechin and gallic acid. The latter medium where these complexes might act as antioxidants
polyphenol species is found as the ester with catechin. It is protecting the cell membranes from lipid peroxidation. The
especially noticeable that these flavonoids are found in red interaction of flavonoids with superoxide anion has been
wine, and its moderate drinking has been related with the studied [16] but no report has been carried out on the
low frequency of cardiovascular diseases that occur among interaction of this radical with the corresponding iron
people of mediterranean countries, where moderate drink- complexes in aprotic medium. It is also known that upon
ing of wine with meals is a normal practice [4–8]. coordination of polyphenols to a metal ion their oxidation

The presence of metal ions in wine is known and several potentials shift depending on the relative stability of the
reports can be found in the literature concerning their species involved in the charge-transfer reaction [17].
determination [9–11]. On the other hand, it is known that a It would be most interesting to determine the oxidation
flavonoid like quercetin is able to coordinate to a very potentials of these complexes in this medium and to
abundant metal ion like iron(II) in a neutral aqueous characterize the species being formed after the antioxidant
medium [12–15]. These complexes can be taken to other process has occurred. In this work we report the results of

a study done in our group on the iron complexes of
quercetin, the oxidation potentials shown by these species,*Corresponding author.

1Corresponding author. This author is also a senior author. and how they compare with quercetin by itself and, finally,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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the interaction in an aprotic medium like dimethylsulfoxide was used in all experiments in which the iron complexes
with a biologically relevant radical anion like superoxide. were formed in situ.

The superoxide anion radical was prepared by control-
led-potential electrolysis of an oxygen saturated solution in
dimethylsulfoxide at 21.1 V vs. S.C.E. and its concen-2. Experimental
tration was determined by the total charge used in its
generation.2.1. Equipment

A three-electrode potentiostat (Bioanalytical systems
3. Results and discussionModel CV-27) was used for the cyclic voltammetric and a

synthesic potentiostat BAS SP-2 was used for the control-
The voltammetric behavior of quercetin and its ironled-potential electrolyses experiments. A current integrator

complexes in dimethylsulfoxide has been studied. Fig. 1based on operational amplifiers was used as a coulometer
shows the cyclic voltammograms of solutions of both thein the controlled-potential electrolyses. Cyclic voltammo-
totally protonated flavonoid and in the presence of 3 mMgrams were recorded on a Hewlett-Packard Model 7004-A
iron(II). Quercetin by itself presents two oxidation pro-X-Y recorder. The electrochemical cell was equipped with

2 cesses at 0.72 V vs. S.C.E. and 0.93 V vs. S.C.E. whena BAS glassy carbon working electrode (area 4.6 mm ), a
glassy carbon is used as the working electrode.platinum coil auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference

Controlled-potential electrolysis of a solution of quer-electrode filled with an aqueous tetramethylammonium
cetin at 0.85 V vs. S.C.E., using a reticulated glassy carbonchloride solution and adjusted to 0.00 V vs. S.C.E. The
working electrode, indicates that residual current is at-latter was contained in a Pyrex tube with a soft-glass

cracked tip; this electrode was placed inside a Luggin
capillary. For controlled-potential electrolysis a reticulated
glassy carbon working electrode was employed. A Milton
Roy Model Spectronic 3000 diode array spectrophotometer
was used for UV-visible spectrophotometric measurements.

2.2. Reagents

The reagents for the investigation and syntheses in-
cluded Fe(ClO ) ?6H O (G. Frederick Smith), tetra-4 2 2

butylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH, 1.0 M in methanol,
Aldrich), tetramethylammonium chloride (Aldrich). Tetra-
ethylammonium perchlorate was synthesized by neutraliza-
tion of an aqueous solution of tetraethylammonium hy-
droxide (Aldrich) with concentrated perchloric acid
(Merck). The resulting solid was recrystallized from
ethanol. Quercetin was obtained from Aldrich and it was
used without further purification.

Aldrich ‘Gold Label’ solvents were used in all the
experiments. High purity argon was used to deaerate

Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammograms in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) (0.1 Msolutions.
tetraethylammonium perchlorate, TEAP) of (A) a 3 mM solution of

Since the solvation water of Fe(ClO ) ?6H O interfered4 2 2 quercetin and (B) a 3 mM solution of quercetin plus 3 mM
II 21with the stoichiometric formation of the complexes under Fe (DMU) (ClO ) . The scan rate was 0.1 V s and a glassy carbon6 4 2II 2electrode (area 4.6 mm ) was used.study, [Fe (DMU) ][ClO ] (DMU is dimethylurea) [18]6 4 2
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tained after two equivalents of charge have been trans- Therefore, we conclude that in an aprotic medium like
ferred, indicating that the first oxidation process is com- dimethylsulfoxide the oxidation of quercetin can be de-
plete. The two oxidation processes are better resolved scribed by the following set of equations:
using glassy carbon as electrode material rather than
platinum. This result agrees with that reported for the
oxidation of this compound in aqueous medium [19],
which states that the two hydroxy groups on ring B are the
easiest oxidized, leading to the corresponding quinonic
structure. A second controlled-potential electrolysis at 1.1
V vs. S.C.E indicates that the second anodic peak dis-
appears after two more equivalents of charge have been
transferred. This is a consequence of an intramolecular
rearrangement that occurs in the quinone molecule pro-
duced after the first oxidation process. A cyclization
involving the oxygen atom of the hydroxy group on carbon
3 of ring A and the carbon atom in position 69 of ring B
would regenerate the two hydroxy groups on carbons in
positions 39 and 49 of ring B. Its subsequent oxidation
would lead to another quinonic structure [19].

The UV-visible spectra of the solutions before and after
the oxidation processes are illustrated in Fig. 2. An
absorption maximum is observed at 290 nm after the
electrolytic oxidations have taken place. This is indicative
that the quinonic structure is the chromophore present in
the final species. The oxidation of the regenerated cate-
cholic moiety and the above mentioned cyclization process
takes place on the surface of the electrode as part of the
second oxidation. This is confirmed by the linear depen-
dence observed for the anodic peak current with the square
root of the scan rate, indicating that both are diffusion-
controlled processes.

Upon addition of iron(II) to these solutions no signifi-
cant change is observed in the voltammetric behavior, as
indicated in Table 1. As the voltammetric peaks are totally
irreversible, the formation constant of the complex cannot
be determined from the potential shift. A change of color
from colorless to light yellow is observed in the presence
of iron(II). Its spectrum shows a shoulder at 480 nm which
is responsible for the light yellow color. As neither

Fig. 2. UV-visible spectra of the DMSO solutions that are: (A) (?--?--) 0.3 quercetin nor iron(II) present any absorption at this
mM in quercetin; (B) (- - -) 0.3 mM in quercetin after controlled-potential

wavelength, it corresponds to a complex species. The useelectrolysis at 0.85 V vs. S.C.E. and (C) (———) 0.3 mM in quercetin
of Job’s method to determine the stoichiometry of theafter exhaustive controlled-potential electrolysis at 1.1 V vs. S.C.E. The

path length is 0.1 cm. complex was not possible but it has been reported, based
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Table 1
Oxidation peak potentials for quercetin and quercetin plus iron(II) in
dimethylsulfoxide, on a glassy carbon electrode

Solution Ox peak potentials,
V vs. S.C.E.

2310 M quercetin 0.72
0.93

2310 M quercetin 1 0.28
2310 M iron(II) 0.66

0.92

2310 M quercetin 0.04 and 0.49
2310 M TBAOH 0.89

2310 M quercetin 0.25
2310 M TBAOH 0.64
2310 M iron(II) 0.88

on a potentiometric study, that a 1:1 complex is formed in Fig. 4. UV-visible spectra of the dimethyl sulfoxide solutions that are (A)
aqueous solution [15]. 3 mM in the monoanion of quercetin and (B) the same as (A) plus 3 mM

IIFe (DMU) (ClO ). The path length for the spectra was 0.1 cm.The formation of iron–quercetin complexes is facilitated 6 4

in the presence of base. Fig. 3 shows the cyclic volt-
ammograms of quercetin in the presence of one equivalent
of base and one equivalent of iron(II). Two anodic
processes are observed at 0.04 V vs. S.C.E. and at 0.49 V

vs. S.C.E., instead of the original peak shown by neutral
quercetin at 0.93 vs. S.C.E. The following scheme explains
this observation.

Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms in dimethyl sulfoxide (0.1 M tetra-
ethylammonium perchlorate, TEAP) of (A) a 3 mM solution of quercetin
plus one equivalent of TBAOH and (B) the same as (A) plus 3 mM

II 21Fe (DMU) (ClO ) . The scan rate is 100 mV s .6 4 2
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Fig. 4 illustrates the corresponding spectra. With two or
more equivalents of base per mole of quercetin, a black
precipitate is formed precluding further investigation of the
system under these conditions. These results are indicative
that iron(II) forms a coordination compound with deproto-
nated quercetin in aprotic medium. The stoichiometry of
this species was determined to be 1:1 using Job’s method.

Considering that the most acidic proton of quercetin is
that of the hydroxy group on carbon 3 of ring A [20], the
combination of iron(II) ion with the monoanion of this
ligand can be represented by:

The oxidation of the catecholic moiety to the o-quinone
form releases the iron(III) ion because the coordinating
ability of this functional group is very poor [21]. The
presence of free quinonic form of quercetin would explain
the presence of a two-electron oxidation process observed
at 0.88 V vs. S.C.E.

Controlled-potential electrolysis at 0.4 V vs. S.C.E. of a
1:1 complex solution in dimethylsulfoxide yielded a
solution in which iron(II) has been oxidized to iron(III)
and the corresponding cyclic voltammogram and spectrum
are illustrated in Fig. 5. The oxidation of bound quercetin
has been produced by controlled-potential electrolysis at
0.70 V vs. S.C.E. and residual current is attained after two
equivalents of charge have been transferred. The cyclic

The coordination of iron ion to the catecholic moiety has
been described [15] and it can be explained considering the
chelating effect of the two vecinal hydroxy groups on ring
B. On the other hand, the anodic peak of bound quercetin
monoanion is observed at 0.64 V vs. S.C.E., being co-
incident with the oxidation process shown by the cate-
cholic moiety of the protonated flavonoid. The appearance
of an anodic peak involving two electrons at 0.92 V vs.
S.C.E. in the voltammogram of the complex indicates that
the hydroxy group on carbon 3 remains unchanged after
the first oxidation process. Therefore, the catecholic moiety
is regenerated by an oxidative addition in the bound ligand.

Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammograms and UV-visible spectrum of a dimethylThe anodic process observed at 0.25 V vs. S.C.E. for the
sulfoxide (DMSO) (0.1 M tetraethylammonium perchlorate, TEAP) 3iron(II) complex corresponds to the oxidation of the metal
mM solution of the monoanion of quercetin plus 3 mMion to the oxidation state 13: IIFe (DMU) (ClO ) after controlled potential electrolysis at 0.44 V vs.6 4

S.C.E. Glassy carbon was used as the working electrode. The scan rate
10.25 V2 II 1 2 III 12 2 21h[Querc ]Fe ]j → h[Querc ]Fe j 1 e was 100 mV s . The path length for the spectrum is 0.1 cm.
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voltammogram of the resulting solution shows that only iron(II) is present after the reaction. Both oxygen and
peroxide can oxidize iron(II) to iron(III) [22] according tothe anodic process at 0.88 V vs. S.C.E. shows up. The
the following set of equations:cyclic voltammogram and spectrum of this solution are

illustrated in Fig. 6. If the electrolysis at 0.70 V vs. S.C.E. 2 12Fe(II)(Querz ) 1 O →2is stopped after the transfer of one equivalent of charge the
2 1 2 1[Fe(III)(Querz ) OOFe(III)(Querz ) ]semiquinonic species must be produced. This information

is important to characterize the species being formed after
2 21 2 21[Fe(III)(Querz ) OOFe(III)(Querz ) ] →the oxidation of the iron complexes by the action of the

5 1superoxide anion radical. 2 [Fe(III)O(Querz )] 1 H O2
The interaction of the iron(II) complexes with superox-

and:ide anion radical was studied in dimethylsulfoxide. The
2 1 2 2radical superoxide was generated by controlled-potential 2Fe(II)(Querz ) 1 HOOH → [2 Fe(III)(OH)(Querz )]

electrolysis at 21.10 V vs. S.C.E. of a solution saturated
2 2 5with oxygen. The concentration of superoxide was ad- [Fe(III)(OH)(Querz )] → [Fe(III)(Querz )] 1 H O2

justed by controlling the number of coulombs used in its
generation and measuring the anodic peak current of the The presence of the iron(III) complex after the inter-
resulting solution. It is known that this radical is stable in action with one equivalent of superoxide and the presence
this aprotic medium and that its disproportionation to of the semiquinone complex after reaction with a second
oxygen and peroxide is produced in the presence of a equivalent has been demonstrated by the voltammetric and
source of protons. In this case quercetin can cause this spectroscopic results obtained with the final solutions.
disproportionation reaction: The combination of quercetin with an excess of superox-

ide anion radical in this aprotic medium shows theII 2 II 2 1Fe 1 Querc 1 O → [Fe (Querc )] 1 HO2 2 presence of free oxygen in the solutions. This is indicative
2[HO ] → H O 1 O that in the presence of the iron complex superoxide2 2 2 2

disproportionates yielding peroxide and molecular oxygen.
The cyclic voltammogram and UV-visible spectrum of From these results we can conclude that quercetin in an

the solution after the iron(II)–quercetin complex inter- aprotic medium forms 1:1 complexes both with iron(II)
action with one equivalent of superoxide is illustrated in and iron(III) as the neutral species or as the corresponding
Fig. 7. The cyclic voltammogram clearly shows that no anion.

Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammograms and UV-visible spectrum of a 3 mM Fig. 7. Cyclic voltammogram and UV-visible spectrum of a 3 mM
IIsolution of the monoanion of quercetin plus 3 mM Fe (DMU) (ClO ) solution of the iron(II)-monoanion of quercetin complex after reaction6 4 2

after exhaustive controlled-potential electrolysis at 0.70 V vs. S.C.E. The with one equivalent of superoxide in dimethyl sulfoxide. Glassy carbon
21scan rate was 100 mV s . The dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solution is was used as the working electrode. The path length for the spectrum is

0.1 M TEAP. The path length for the spectrum was 0.1 cm. 0.1 cm.
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Abstract

2 2 2The isotherms of adsorption of CuX (X5Cl , Br , ClO ) by silica gel chemically modified with 2-aminothiazole were studied in2 4

acetone and EtOH solutions, at 258C. The 2-aminothiazole molecule, covalently bond to the silica gel surface, adsorbs CuX from solvent2
21by forming a surface complex. At low loading, the electronic and E.S.R. spectral parameters indicate that the Cu complexes have a

2distorted tetragonal symmetry. The d–d eletronic transition spectra show that for ClO complex, the peak of absorption do not change for4
2 2any degree of metal loading whilst for Cl and Br complexes, the peak maxima shift to higher energy with lower metal loading.

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: 2-Aminothiazole; Modified silica gel; Electron spin resonance; Copper complexes with 2-aminothiazole; Copper complexes; Isotherms of
adsorption of CuX2

1. Introduction transition and representative metal were prepared [14–18].
This metal was chosen because it is a good probe to study

In recent years, great interest has been devoted to the the geometrical arrangements of the ligands around the
preparation and study of organofunctionalized silica gels central metal ion [19].
due to their multiple uses in concentration and separation
processes [1–4], ion exchange [5] and chemical sensors
[6–8]. Of particular interest has been the use of these 2. Experimental
materials in sorbing metal ions from aqueous or non-
aqueous solutions [9–11]. As in the solution phase, many 2.1. Preparations
complex species may be formed on the solid surface by the

˚reaction of metal ions with immobilized organic molecules Silica gel (Merck), particle size 0.05–0.2 mm and 60 A
[12,13]. However, some limitations are imposed on the average pore diameter, was used in the present work. It

23complexes formed at the solid–solution interface, since the was previously heated at 1508C under vacuum (10 torr)
attached ligands have limited mobility. The stepwise for 4 h. About 50 g of the activated silica was immersed in
complex formation, which consists of a change in the dry xylene (100 ml). 3-Chloropropyltrimethoxysilane (20
number of attached ligands coordinating one metal ion, is ml) was added and the mixture was boiled under reflux,
therefore a function of the surface loading of the support. with stirring, under nitrogen atmosphere, for 24 h. The

This work reports on the study of adsorption of CuX resulting 3-chloropropyl silica gel was filtered off under2
2 2 2(X5Cl , Br , ClO ) from solution by silica gel chemical- nitrogen atmosphere, washed with xylene, EtOH and Et O.4 2

ly modified with 2-aminothiazole and the structures of the In the next step, 50 g of 3-chloropropyl silica gel,
23surface complex species. Complexes of this ligand with previously degassed under vacuum (10 torr) at room

temperature, was immersed in dimethylformamide (200
ml) and 0.08 mol of 2-aminothiazole (AT) was added. The*Corresponding author. Present address: 1508 McIntyre Drive, Ann
mixture was stirred 40 h at 1108C. The resulting product,Arbor, MI 48105-2413, USA.

E-mail address: nldias@engin.umich.edu (N.L. Dias Filho) 3-[2-aminothiazole] propyl silica gel, was filtered off,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00125-4
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washed with dimethylformamide and finally, washed where ;Si(CH ) Cl is the chloropropyl silica gel.2 3

exhaustively with ethanol. The product was heated at The proportion of functional groups attached on the
23 231008C under vacuum (10 torr) for 8 h. The amount of surface, N , was 0.48310 mol of AT per gram of silica.0

2-aminothiazole on the silica surface was determined by Assuming that the molecules uniformly cover the surface,
analyzing the amount of nitrogen with the Kjeldhal and knowing that the specific surface area was S 5380BET

2 21method. m g , the average density, d, of the attached molecules
and the average intermolecular distance, l, can be calcu-

2.2. Physical measurements lated by applying the equations:

d 5 N.N /S (2)0 BETThe specific surface area, S , was determined on aBET

Micromeritics Flow Sorb 2300 of Micromeritics Instru-
and

ments Corporation. E.S.R. spectra of the samples were
1 / 2obtained for samples in a quartz tube at 21968C, band X l 5 (1 /d) (3)

(9 GHz), 40 mW microwave power, modulation frequency
of 100 kHz and a magnetic field with sweeping of 1000 where N is the Avogadro’s number. The calculated values

22gauss centered at 2858 or 2900 gauss. A Bruker 106 are d50.7 molecule nm and l51.1 nm.
21electron spin resonance spectrometer was used. Electronic The infrared spectra, between 1800 and 1300 cm , of

spectra were obtained for different degrees of metal 3-chloropropyl silica gel and SiAT, are shown in Fig. 1. A
21loading, suspending the chemically modified solid in broad absorption band between 2500 and 4000 cm

spectragrade CCl , in a quartz cell with 1 mm path length (spectrum not shown) characteristic of hydroxyl groups4

and measuring in a Beckman DU 640 spectrophotometer. covers the CH and NH stretching vibrations regions of the
I.R. spectra of self -supported pressed disks were obtained anchored organic molecules, as observed previously [5].

21over 2000–1000 cm , on a Bomem MB series FTIR
spectrophotometer.

2.3. Isotherms of adsorption

The isotherms of adsorption of the metal ions from
EtOH and acetone solutions on the modified silica gel
surface were determined at (25.060.2)8C by the batch

24technique. To solutions of CuX (concentrations 2310 –2
23 218310 mol l ), about 0.2 g of the absorbent was added.

The mixtures were shaken for 60 min and then the
supernatant from each flask was separated off. The super-
natant was also filtered through a millipore filter and the
metal analyzed by atomic adsorption spectrometry. The
quantity of the adsorbed metal, N , in each flask wasf

determined by the equation:

N 5 (N 2 N ) /m (1)f a s

where N is the initial number of moles of the metal in thea

solution phase, N is the metal mole number in equilibriums

with the solid phase and m is the mass of the adsorbent.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characteristics of the material

The reaction which produces the modified silica gel
(hereafter abbreviated as SiAT) is given in Scheme 1.

Fig. 1. I.r. spectra of the self supported pressed disks of (A)3-[2-
aminothiazole] propyl silica gel (SiAT), and (B) 3-chloropropyl silica

Scheme 1. gel.
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Table 1However, two new bands appeared in the SiAT spectrum
2 2 2

21 Adsorption of CuX (X5Cl , Br , ClO ) by SiAT from acetone and2 4(Fig. 1A), at 1560 and 1480 cm . The band observed at
ethanol solutions at 25.060.28C211560 cm can be assigned to the deformation mode

s 21 2121 Metal salt Solvents N /mmol g b / l mol rfd(NH) of the -CNH- moiety and that at 1480 cm to the
vibrationally coupled modes of the heterocycle [14]. The CuCl acetone 0.30 4.9310 [3] 0.9992

321 ethanol 0.26 3.8310 0.999other modes at 1440, 1408 and 1350 cm are due to the
3CuBr acetone 0.28 4.1310 0.9992deformation mode d(CH ) of the propyl bridging group. 32 ethanol 0.25 3.0310 0.99921The strong band at 1630 cm is assigned to d(OH) of the 3Cu(ClO ) acetone 0.15 1.8310 0.9984 2
3matrix. The infrared spectra of metal ions adsorbed on the ethanol 0.12 0.8310 0.996

surface are all identical, and in comparison with the
uncomplexed support, no modification was noticed, even
in relation to the band intensities [5]. These spectral lated constants are presented in Table 1 together with the
changes confirm that the organic group is bound to the linear correlation coefficients r.
silica surface. It is probable that coordination may occur by As shown in Table 1, for both copper halides, ad-
nitrogen atom [16,17,20]. sorptions from acetone solutions are slightly higher than

The process of metal adsorption on the surface can be those from ethanol, presumably because the first solvent is
represented by the following equilibrium: less polar than the second. For Cu(ClO ) , even though the4 2

values of N were lower than those of the halides, thef→mSiAT 1 CuX (SiAT) CuX (4)←2 m 2 magnitudes of the calculated equilibrium constants for
Cu(ClO ) were nearly the same as those calculated for2 2 2 4 2where X is Cl , Br or ClO and m is the number of4 CuCl and CuBr .2 2ligands coordinating the metal ion. The adsorption iso- The surface complexes are thermodynamically stable

therms of CuX from acetone and ethanol solutions were2 and the calculated constants for (SiAT) CuX are verym 2obtained by plotting N against C, where C is the equilib-f similar of those found for (SiL) CuX (L5imidazole,m 2rium concentration of the solute in solution. Fig. 2 shows benzimidazole) [11]. Assuming that the 2-aminothiazole
the adsorption isotherms of CuX from acetone and2 groups are the exclusive adsorption sites, the complexes
ethanol solutions obtained at 258C. Assuming that the formed on the surface can be represented as (SiAT) CuXm 2.adsorption of the solutes by the solid phase can be Therefore, Eq. (1) can also be expressed as (6)
described by the Langmuir Eq. [11]:

N 5O N [(SiAT) CuX ]/m (6)s s f c m 2C /N 5 1/(N . b) 1 C /N (5)f f f

where N [(SiAT) CuX )] is the number of moles of thec m 2sthe adsorption capacity N and the equilibrium constant b,f complex on the surface and the summation is extended for
can be calculated by plotting C /N against C. The calcu-f all complex species. The amount of the attached ligand can

be written as in Eq. (7) where N (SiAT) represents theL

number of moles of the uncoordinated attached ligand.

N 5 hN (SiAT) 1O mN [(SiAT) CuX ]j /m (7)0 L c m 2

Table 2
E.S.R. parameters of (SiAT) CuXm 2

Sample N /N g g A /G A /Go f uu ' N uu

(SiAT) CuCl 200 2.24 2.05 15 160m 2

50 2.25 2.06 160
]

20 2.27 2.07 150
]

7 a 2.08 a
]

2 a 2.09 a
]

(SiAT) CuBr 166 2.25 2.06 15 160m 2

40 2.25 2.06 160
]

15 2.27 2.06 152
]

5 a 2.07 a
]

2 a 2.09 a
]

(SiAT) Cu(ClO ) 200 2.25 2.05 15 165m 4 2

36 2.25 2.06 160
]

14 2.26 2.06 155
]

7 2.27 2.07 150
]

Fig. 2. Adsorption isotherms of CuX from acetone and ethanol solutions 4 2.29 2.08 1502 ]
on SiAT at 258C: (a) CuCl , acetone; (b) CuBr , acetone; (c) CuCl , a2 2 2 The parameters were not calculated due to the hyperfine structureethanol; (d) CuBr , ethanol; (e) Cu(ClO ) , acetone; (f) Cu(ClO ) ,2 4 2 4 2 coalescence resulting from dipole–dipole interactions.ethanol.
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On dividing Eq. (7) by Eq. (6) the ratio N /N gives the loadings [20]. At the lowest loadings, the electronic and0 f

ligand mole number to metal mole number proportion. The e.s.r. spectral parameters provide good evidence of a
N /N ratio is higher for Cu(ClO ) because in this case it tetragonally distorted structure (D symmetry) in which0 f 4 2 4h

is presumed that the anion is outside the coordination four nitrogen atoms in the equatorial plane are coordinated
2 2sphere and thus, more attached ligands are required to to the copper ion for (SiAT) CuX (X5Cl , Br orm 2

2 2 2coordinate the central copper ion. The N /N ratios are not ClO ). For both (SiAT) CuX (X5Cl , Br ) complexes0 f 4 m 2

integer numbers because in fact, the SiAT surface is not at the higher loading, the number of the aminothiazole
homogeneous as was assumed above and many attached ligands coordinated to the metal ion is not constant, and
ligands may remain free. more than one chemical species is present on the surface,

i.e. the Cu(II) can be coordinated to less than four ligands
2-aminothiazole. This is a reasonable possibility taking

3.2. UV–visible absorption spectra into consideration that a reaction in the surface is different
from a reaction with free aminothiazole ligands, due to the

Fig. 3 shows the UV–visible absorption spectra of fact that some limitations are imposed on the complexes
(SiAT) CuX obtained for samples with different N /N . formed at the solid–solution interface, since the attachedm 2 0 f

Since the number of the attached ligands, N , is constant, ligands have limited mobility. These conclusions are0

the average number of the ligands coordinated to the metal supported by adsorptions isotherms (Fig. 2a–d; Table 1) in
is expected to decrease as the metal loading increases. It which at conditions of maximum saturation was found that
was observed that the absorption maxima shifted from ca. the highest aminothiazole ligand to metal ratio attained

2 2700 to ca. 800 nm for both (SiAT) CuX (X5Cl , Br ) was |2:1, as follows: CuCl (ethanol) N /N 51.85; CuBrm 2 2 0 f 2

complexes as the Cu(II) loading increases, i.e. as N /N (ethanol) N /N 51.92; CuCl (acetone) N /N 51.6; CuBr0 f 0 f 2 0 f 2

was decreased from ca. 200 up to ca. 1.8. This can be (acetone) N /N 51.71.0 f

interpreted in terms of the decrease of the average ligand Therefore, the immobilized 2-aminothiazole showed
field strength on the central metal ion as the number of behavior different to that of its free congener toward
ligands around the metal decreases for higher metal reaction with CuCl . In these preparations with free2

aminothiazole ligands, Manhas et al. [16] found that the
highest ligand to metal ratio attained was 4:1. When the
ligand to metal molar ratio was reduced to 4:1 or 2:1, still
the same compound was obtained, with approximately
pseudo-octahedral stereochemistry, but in lesser amount.
[16]

For the (SiAT) Cu(ClO ) system the absorption maxi-m 4 2

mum at ca.700 nm did not change for N /N between 4 and0 f

200, indicating that the number of the ligands coordinated
to the metal ion is constant, i.e. four nitrogen atoms from
four ligands aminothiazole in the equatorial plane are
coordinated to the copper ion, and only one chemical
species is present on the surface. This is supported by
adsorption isotherms (Fig. 2f; Table 1), in which at
conditions of maximum saturation was found that the
highest aminothiazole ligand to metal ratio (N /N ) at-o f

tained was|4:1, as follows: Cu(ClO ) (ethanol) N /N 54 2 o f

4.

3.3. Electron spin resonance

In order to gain more information about the structure of
the surface copper complexes, E.S.R. studies with various
metal loadings were carried out. Fig. 4 shows the E.S.R.
spectra for (SiAT) CuCl obtained at 21968C. Them 2

signals invariably consisted of a powder spectrum with
axial symmetry and resolved low-field components. The

Fig. 3. Electronic absorption spectra of solid samples (immersed in CCl )4 hyperfine interaction (A ) of the copper(II) electron spinuuwith various metal loadings, at various N /N ratios; (SiAT) CuCl , (a)0 f m 2
(S51/2) with the nuclear spin (I53/2) is clearly observed200, (b) 50, (c) 20, and (d)2; (SiAT) CuBr , (a) 166, (b) 40, (c) 5, and (d)m 2

2; (SiAT) Cu(ClO ) , (a) 200, (b) 36, (c) 7, and (d) 4. in Fig. 4a, corresponding to N /N 5200. A broadening ofm 4 2 0 f
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absorption peaks can be identified, which are assigned to
the superhyperfine structure interaction between the copper

1
]electronic spin (S5 ) and the nitrogen nuclear spin (I51),2

with separation between the lines of 15 Gauss (A ). TheN

superhyperfine structure indicates that in this case the
equatorial plane of the observed complex incorporates four
nitrogen atoms of the 2-aminothiazole groups. Similar
results were obtained for (SiAT) CuBr andm 2

(SiAT) Cu(ClO ) (Figs. 5 and 6). Table 2 presents them 4 2

E.S.R. parameters.
2 2The E.S.R. parameters for (SiAT) CuX (X5Cl , Brm 2

2or ClO ) are very similar to those of organofunctionalized4

silica surface complexes (SiL) CuX (L5imidazole), form 2

which g ca. 2.30, g ca. 2.06 and A between 138–158uu ' uu

Gauss [21]. Complexes of CuL X (L5ethyl imidazole or4 2
2 2 2propyl imidazole; X5Cl , Br or ClO ) have parameters4

g ca.2.28, g ca. 2.05 and A between 155 and 166 Gaussuu ' uu

[22,23]. The similarities of these parameters and those of
observed for (SiL) CuX provide good evidence of am 2

tetragonally distorted structure in which four nitrogen

Fig. 4. Electron spin resonance spectra obtained at 21968C for
(SiAT) CuCl with various metal loadings, at various N /N ratios; (a)m 2 0 f

200 (the ten-fold expansion and the second derivative spectrum are
shown in detail), (b) 50, (c) 20, and (d) 2.

the adsorption lines, resulting from the dipolar interactions
as the average distance between the paramagnetic centres
decreases, is observed with increasing metal loadings (Fig.
4b–d), corresponding to N /N between 50 and 2. It was0 f

not possible to determine the perpendicular component of
A due the coalescence of the hyperfine structure, as
observed previously [21–23]. Superhyperfine structure due
to nitrogen nuclei is observed on the high-field component
in Fig. 4a. In the ten-fold expansion (shown in detail in
Fig. 4) the spectrum shows superhyperfine structure in-
dicating that the nitrogen atoms are coordinated in the
equatorial plane. Upon increasing the surface loading, the Fig. 5. Electron spin resonance spectra obtained at 21968C for
superhyperfine structure is not observed so clearly. In the (SiAT) CuBr with various metal loadings, at various N /N ratios; (a)m 2 0 f

second derivative spectrum, shown in detail in Fig. 4, nine 166 (with ten-fold expansion), (b) 40, (c) 5, and (d) 2.
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atoms in the equatorial plane are coordinated to the copper
2 2 2ion for (SiAT) CuX (X5Cl , Br or ClO ). It ism 2 4

unlikely that coordination may occur by sulfur atom
[16,17,20]. The immobilized 2-aminothiazole showed be-
havior similar to that of its free congener toward reaction
with CuCl forming a stable (SiAT) CuCl complex2 m 2

[16,17].
In order to interpret the E.S.R.. parameters, the model of

Abragam and Pryce [24] for copper(II) in a crystalline
field of distorted tetragonal symmetry was applied. The
values of g and g are given by Eqs. (8) and (9) whereuu '

x5l(E 2E ), y5l /(E 2E ) and l5spin–orbit cou-2 0 3 0

pling; E 2E and E 2E are the electronic energy2 0 3 0

transitions obtained from absorption spectra.
2g 5 2 2 8x 1 4x 2 8xy 1 y (8)uu

2g 5 2 2 2y 2 xy 2 2y (9)'

The computed values of the electronic transition energies
in Table 3 correspond to the deconvoluted absorption
bands. For the hyperfine constants A and A Eqs. (10)' uu

21 21and (11) are applicable, where P50.036 cm for Cu
and k is a numerical factor representing the admixture of
configurations with s electrons.

A 5 ( g 2 2 1 h[3 ( g 2 2) 2 4] /7j 2 k) P (10)uu uu '

A 5 [g 2 2 2 (c.7.26;[3 ( g 2 2) /2] 1 2 c.7.34; /7)' ' '

2 k] P (11)

The fit of the theoretical expressions to the experimental
data is good. The effective spin–orbit coupling constant

21for Cu is reduced from its normal free-ion value of
21

l5828 cm by as much as 60%. This reduction is normalFig. 6. Electron spin resonance spectra obtained at 21968C for
(SiAT) Cu(ClO ) with various metal loadings, at various N /N ratios; in the solid state and in frozen solutions of the complexesm 4 2 0 f

(a) 200 (with ten-fold expansion), (b) 36, (c) 7, and (d) 4. [25].

Table 3
E.S.R. parameters and deconvoluted absorption bands of (SiAT) CuX (calculated values are in parentheses)m 2

a b c d 21 eX N /N g g A /G A /G A /G D /nm l / cm k0 f uu ' uu ' N

Cl 200 2.24 2.05 160 15 745,650 2498 0.18
]] f(200) (2.24) (2.05) (2175) (55.7) (735,660)

50 2.25 2.06 160 750,655 2520 0.18
]] ]]

(50) (2.25) (2.06) (2170) (56.4) (740,660)
Br 166 2.25 2.06 160 15 745,660 2483 0.18

]]
(166) (2.25) (2.06) (2170) (56.1) (730,670)
40 2.25 2.06 160 755,672 2505 0.18

]] ]]
(40) (2.25) (2.06) (2165) (57.0) (740,675)

ClO 200 2.25 2.06 165 15 742,655 2499 0.184 ]]
(200) (2.25) (2.06) (2178) (55.1) (735,668)
36 2.25 2.06 160 740,648 2517 0.18

]] ]]
(36) (2.25) (2.06) (2172) (56.2) (750,660)
4 2.29 2.08 150 736,650 2553 0.18

]] ]]
(4) (2.29) (2.08) (2158) (57.3) (730,645)

a It was not possible to determine the perpendicular component of A. These values were calculated by simulation.
b Superhyperfine structure typical for interaction with nitrogen in square-planar configuration.
c Deconvoluted absorption bands.
d Reduced or effective spin–orbit coupling parameter in frozen complex.
e Numerical coefficient connected with admixture of configuration.
f Calculated absorption bands for the electronic spectrum.
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Abstract

3The reaction of l -diazadiphosphetidine [ClPNt-Bu] (1a) with phenols in the presence of triethylamine or as their sodium salts affords2

only cis-[(ArO)PNt-Bu] as isolable products; thus, several compounds where ArO52,6-dimethylphenoxy (2), 2-naphthoxy, 4-methoxy2

(3), 4-methoxyphenoxy (4), 4-methylphenoxy (5), 4-t-butylphenoxy (6) and 1-anthryloxy (8) were synthesized. The reaction of 1a with 1
mol equivalent of 2,6-dimethyl phenol or 2-naphthol afforded the unsymmetrical derivatives [ClP(N-t-Bu) P(OAr)], where ArO52,6-2

31dimethyl phenoxy (9) or 2-naphthoxy (10), which could be characterized by P NMR spectroscopy. In a rather unusual reaction, 9
reacted with excess cyclohexylamine to give the unsymmetrical hydrolyzed product [H(O)P(N-t-Bu) (NHC H )] (11). A single crystal2 6 11

X-ray structure determination confirms the cis disposition of aryloxy groups in 2 as well as that of the phosphoryl oxygen and the
cyclohexylamino group in 11.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Diazadiphosphetidines; Cyclodiphosphazane; X-ray structure

1. Introduction ever, the bulky (Me Si) NLi reacted with 1(a) to give the3 2

trans isomer as a major product [7]! In this context, we
3 were interested in knowing the nature of the products usingThe reaction of l -diazadiphosphetidines [ClPNR] (1)2 normal (non-fluorinated) phenols.with alcohols /phenols can, in principle, lead to both cis

and trans isomeric products [XPNR] [X5alkoxy,2

aryloxy] [1–8]. In quite a few studies, it is perceived that
cis products are the thermodynamically favoured ones and
the initially formed trans isomer gets converted to the cis
isomer [5–7]. Thus, although in the reaction of 1b with

As a second point of interest, we also wanted to see if4-methylphenol or trifluoroethanol trans isomers were the
the unsymmetrical monosubstituted derivatives [ClP(N-t-products that could be isolated, in solution, trans→cis
Bu) P(OAr)] could be synthesized in a pure state. These2isomerization took place leading to an equilibrium mixture
compounds will have one reactive chlorine left, whichin which the cis isomers predominated [6]. By contrast, in
could later be utilized to obtain other unsymmetricalthe reaction of 1(a) with CF CH OLi, CF CF CH OLi3 2 3 2 2 cyclophosphazanes.and CF CF CF CH OLi, only trans isomers were ob-3 2 2 2 Herein, we describe the synthesis of several compoundstained, with no evidence for their conversion to the cis
h[(ArO)PN-t-Bu] j that have the cis disposition of aryloxy2isomer [7]. The treatment of the bulkier nucleophiles
groups; the X-ray structure of one of these, [(2,6-Me C H-2 6(CF ) CHOLi and C F OLi [7,8], however, afforded cis3 2 6 5 O)PN-t-Bu] has been determined. NMR characterization3 2isomers as the major products; rather surprisingly, how-
of two monosubstituted compounds [ClP(N-t-Bu) P(OAr)]2

as well as the X-ray structure of the unexpected hydrolysis
product [H(O)P(N-t-Bu) P(NHC H ), which was ob-2 6 11*Corresponding author. Fax: 191-40-3010-120.
tained by treating [ClP(N-t-Bu) P(O-2,6-Me C H )] withE-mail address: kckssc@uohyd.ernet.in (K.C. Kumara Swamy) 2 2 6 3

1X-ray structure determination. cyclohexylamine are also described.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00112-6
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12. Experimental H NMR: d 1.40 (s, 18H, t-Bu-H ), 2.39 (s, 6H, CH ),3
317.05–7.20 (m, 8H, Ar–H ). P NMR: 142.9.

Chemicals were procured from Aldrich or from local
2.1.4. Compound (6)manufacturers; they were purified when required. Solvents

Quantities used: 1a (0.53 g; 2.15 mmol), 4-t-were purified according to standard procedures [9]. NMR
butylphenol (0.64 g, 4.3 mmol), Et N (0.44 g, 4.3 mmol).spectra were recorded on a Bruker 200 MHz spectrometer. 3

1Yield: 0.99 g (84%). M.p., 1508C. H NMR: d 1.30 (s,Chemical shifts (CDCl , ppm) were measured against3
1 13 18H, t-Bu-H ), 1.40 (s, 18H, t-Bu-H ), 6.90–7.20 (m, 8H,tetramethylsilane ( H, C) or ext. 85% H PO . IR spectra3 4

31Ar–H ). P NMR: 142.5. Found: C, 66.91; H, 8.82; N,were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 1310 spectrophotometer.
5.57. C H N O P requires C, 66.68; H, 8.27; N, 5.40%.Elemental analysis was performed on a Perkin-Elmer 240C 28 44 2 2 2

CHN analyzer.
2.1.5. Compound (7)

Quantities used: 1a (2.25 g, 10 mmol), 8-hydroxy-2.1. Preparation of 2-cis-4-bis(aryloxy)-1,3-di-t-
quinoline (3.00 g, 20 mmol), Et N (2.00 g, 20 mmol).3butyldiazadiphosphetidines [(ArO)PN-t-Bu] [ArO52,6-2
Oily liquid; solid could not be obtained. A minor impuritydimethylphenoxy (2), 2-naphthoxy (3), 4-methoxyphenoxy 31(ca. 6%) of a hydrolyzed product ( P NMR: 24.2 ppm)(4), 4-methylphenoxy (5), 4-t-butylphenoxy (6) and
was present and could not be removed, hence, elementaloxinato (7)]. 1analysis was not obtained. Yield: 2.97g (90%). H NMR: d

1.45 (s, 9H, t-Bu-H ), 1.47 (s, 9H, t-Bu-H ), 7.32–8.94 (m,The typical procedure for (2) is given below. 1312H, Ar–H ). C NMR: 31.4, 31.5, 50.8 (m), 120.1, 121.2,To the compound [ClPNt-Bu] (1a) [10] (0.42 g, 1.72 31
3 122.2, 126.6, 129.6, 135.7, 136.0, 148.9. P NMR: 141.9.mmol) in toluene (20 cm ), a solution of 2,6-di-

Compound (2) was also obtained in the reaction of (1a)methylphenol (0.42 g, 3.41 mmol) and triethylamine (0.34
3 with 2 mol equivalents of NaO-2,6-Me C H ; however,2 6 3g, 3.41 mmol) in toluene (15 cm ) was added over a

the reaction of (1a) with LiO-2,6-Me C H (prepared2 6 3period of 20 min. Stirring was continued overnight.
3 from n-BuLi and 2,6-dimethylphenol) in tetrahydrofuranFiltration followed by concentration (to |10 cm ) afforded

31(THF) led to a mixture that showed a P NMR peak of(2) as a crystalline material. Yield, 0.39 g (79%). M.p.,
1 214.8 ppm (ca. 75%) that was ascribable to trans-[(2,6-1588C. H NMR: d 1.25 (s, 18H, t-Bu-H ), 2.50 (s, 12H,

31 Me C H O)PN-t-Bu] . No cis isomer was observed.2 6 3 2CH ), 6.80–7.10 (m, 6H, Ar–H ). P NMR: 156.3. Found:3
Reaction of (1a) with 2 mol equivalents of the LiO-4-t-Bu-C, 64.55; H, 8.13; N, 6.27. C H O N P requires C,24 36 2 2 2 31C H led to a mixture. P NMR: 232.1 (ca. 15%, ascribed6 464.32; H, 7.95; N, 6.14%.
to trans-[(4-t-Bu-C H O)PN-t-Bu) , 142.4 [cis isomer6 4 2

(6)] and 136.7 ppm (unassigned).
2.1.1. Compound (3)

Reaction of (1b) [11] with 2 mol equivalents of 2,6-
Quantities used: 1a (3.45 g, 13.9 mmol), 2-naphthol

dimethylphenol /Et N afforded a solid that showed two3(4.09 g, 28 mmol), Et N (2.82 g, 28 mmol). Yield: 3.89 g 313 peaks in the P NMR at d 153.3 (ca. 60%) and 222.21(88%). M.p., 1628C. H NMR: d 1.44 (s, 18H, t-Bu-H ),
(15%) ppm, along with some hydrolyzed products [d(P):137.10–7.90 (m, 14H, Ar–H ). C NMR: 31.5 (t, J56 Hz,
23.0 to 12.5 ppm] (ca. 25%). No pure product could be

CH ), 50.8 (m, CMe ), 116.2, 121.9, 124.4, 125.4, 126.2,3 3 isolated.31127.2, 127.7, 128.3, 129.0, 130.2, 134.3, 151.5. P NMR:
142.2. Found: C, 68.56; H, 6.58; N; 5.70. C H N O P28 32 2 2 2 2.2. Preparation of 2-cis-4-bis-(1-anthryloxy)-1,3-di-t-
requires C, 68.32; H, 6.43; N, 5.35%.

butyl-diazadiphosphetidine [(1-C H O)PN-t-Bu] (8)14 9 2

32.1.2. Compound (4) A solution of 1a (0.43 g, 1.74 mmol) in THF (10 cm )
Quantities used: 1a (0.99 g, 4 mmol), 4-methoxyphenol was added slowly to a stirred solution of sodium anth-

(0.99g, 8 mmol), Et N (0.81 g, 8 mmol). Yield: 1.47 g3 ryloxide [prepared using NaH (0.088 g, 3.67 mmol) and
1 3(87%). M.p., 110–1128C. H NMR: d 1.40 (s, 18H, t-Bu- anthrone (0.68 g, 3.49 mmol)] in THF (25 cm ) at room

31H ), 3.80 (s, 6H, OCH ), 6.80–7.10 (m, 8H, Ar–H ). P3 temperature. The mixture was heated at reflux for 24 h and
NMR: 142.2. The reaction mixture showed |3% of a peak then cooled to room temperature. Filtration followed by

31at 231 ppm (probably the trans isomer) in the P NMR. removal of the solvent from the filtrate afforded a solid
Found: C, 58.65; H, 7.16; N, 6.72. C H N O P requires22 32 2 4 2 product (8) that was purified by crystallization from

3C, 58.15; H, 7.25; N, 6.18%. benzene (10 cm ). Yield: 0.49 g (76%). M.p., 2208C (dec).
1H NMR: d 1.30 (s, 18H, t-Bu-H ), 7.20–8.40 (m, 18H,

13Ar–H ). C NMR: 31.4, 52.0, 124.9, 125.4, 125.7, 127.3,2.1.3. Compound (5)
31128.3, 129.1, 134.1. P NMR: 166.8. Found: C, 66.91; H,Quantities used: 1a (0.39 g, 1.58 mmol), 4-

8.82; N, 5.57. C H N O P requires C, 66.45; H, 7.92;methylphenol (0.34g, 3.15 mmol), Et N (0.32 g, 3.15 28 44 2 2 23

N, 4.97%.mmol). Yield: 0.49 g (80%). M.p., not recorded (gummy).
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2.3. Identification of the monoaryloxy derivatives [ClPN- [connected to N(1)] and H(2) [connected to P(2)] were
t-Bu-P(OAr)-N-t-Bu] [Ar52,6-Me -C H O (9), 2-C H O located by difference mapping and were refined isotropi-2 6 3 10 7

(naphthyloxy) (10)] cally. Both the t-butyl groups in this molecule are severely
disordered, with three positions each for the methyl
carbons at N(3) and two positions each for the methyl2.3.1. Procedure for (9)
carbons at N(2).A mixture of 2,6-dimethylphenol (1.43 g, 60 mmol) and

3 Crystal data for (2): C H N O P , M 5446.49,24 36 2 2 2 rtriethylamine (6.13 g, 60 mmol) in toluene (50 cm ) was
monoclinic, space group P2 /C, a512.4190 (2), b51added dropwise to 1a (16.6 g, 67.3 mmol) in toluene (250 ˚3 10.9526 (2), c519.8033 (3) A, b 5102.3010 (10), V5cm ) at 08C over a period of 30 min. After stirring at room 32631.73 (6), Z54, r(calcd)51.127 Mg/m , m 50.186temperature for 12 h, the solvent was stripped off and the

21
31 mm , crystal size (mm) 0.5030.4030.35, reflectionsresidue analysed by P NMR, which showed ca. 80% of

collected515 783, independent reflections56225, R 5int(9) along with a total of 20% of 1a [d(P): 206.9 ppm] and
31 2 0.0262, data /parameters 6219/300, Gof 0.994, R1 [I.2 [d(P): 156.3 ppm]. P NMR: 173.2 [d, J(P–P)545.6

2 2s(I)]50.0517, wR250.1314, extinction coefficientHz, P(OAr)], 199.9 [d, J(P–P)545.6 Hz, P–Cl]. This
0.0008(6), maximum/minimum residual density 0.218/mixture, when subjected to vacuum sublimation (109– 23˚20.219 eA .1118C/0.5 mm) afforded fractions that were rich in 9 (ca.

Crystal data for (11): C H N OP , M 5319.36,14 31 3 2 r95%) but contained either (1a) or (2) as an impurity (ca.
monoclinic, space group C2 /c; a518.6682 (3), b58.74405%).

˚31 (2), c524.2120 (3) A, b 5109.248 (1), V53731.3 (1),Compound (10) was identified analogously. P NMR:
3 21

2 2 Z58, r(calcd)51.137 Mg/m , m 50.234 mm , crystal162.9 [d, J(P–P)546.0 Hz, P(OAr)], 190.8 [d, J(P–P)5
size (mm) 0.3030.2530.18, reflections collected511 399,46.0 Hz, P–Cl].
independent reflections: 4537, R 50.0393, data / re-int

straints /parameters 4537/162/237, Gof 1.010, R1 [I.
2.4. Synthesis of the mixed derivative [(C H NH)P(N-t-6 11 2s(I)]50.0512, wR250.1374, maximum/minimum resid-

23Bu) P(O)H] (11)2 ˚ual density 0.284/ 20.243 eA .

To 2-chloro-4-(2,6-dimethylphenoxy)-1,3-di-t-butyl-
diazadiphosphetidine (9; see above) (ca. 0.69 g, 1.92

3. Results and discussion3mmol) in benzene (25 cm ) [Caution: Benzene is carcino-
genic and all operations involving this solvent should be

3.1. Synthesis and spectroscopy
carried out in an efficient hood], cyclohexylamine (0.39

3 3cm , 0.57 g, 5.76 mmol) in benzene (5 cm ) was added
We have used the reaction of [ClPN-t-Bu] (1a) with2dropwise over 10 min while stirring at room temperature.

phenols in the presence of triethylamine to prepare the
The mixture was stirred overnight and the salt formed was

bis-aryloxy derivatives [ArOPN-t-Bu] (2–6) (Eq. 1). In3 2filtered off. The filtrate was concentrated to ¯10 cm ,
the reaction with 8-hydroxyquinoline also, we obtained

from which, crystals of (11) appeared. Yield: 0.48 g
cis-[(C H NO)PN-t-Bu] (7, d(P) 141.9) but the product1 9 6 2(60%). M.p., 1568C. H NMR: d 1.37 (s, 18H, t-Bu-H ), 31was hydrolytically unstable ( P NMR evidence). The31.00–2.20 (m, 10H, C H ), 2.95 (br d, 1H, J(P–H)5126 11 reaction of (1a) with the sodium salts 2,6-Me C H ONa or1 2 6 3Hz, NCH ), 3.10–3.30 (br, 1H, NH ), 7.35 (d, 1H, J(P–
4-Me-C H ONa also gave the cis isomer (2) or (5) as the6 4H)¯58.0 Hz, PH ). IR: 3230 [n(NH)], 2358 [n(P–H)]
only product. From the reaction using the sterically bulky21 31cm . P NMR: 29.1 (br); [the P(III) signal was probably
sodium anthryloxide, again only cis-[(1-anthryloxy)PN-t-

too broad]. Found: C, 52.51; H, 9.55; N, 13.10.
Bu] (8) was isolated.2C H N OP requires C, 52.66; H, 9.72; N, 13.17%.14 31 3 2

2.5. X-ray crystallography

Data were collected on a Siemens SMART CCD
˚diffractometer at 293 K using MoK (l50.7107 A)a

radiation. Structure solution and refinement were carried
out using standard techniques [12–14]. In (2), the three
carbons of the t-butyl group at C(6) are disordered, with
site occupancies of 0.621 and 0.379; only one of these
positions is shown in the ORTEP drawing. H atoms in (2)
were fixed by geometry using a riding model and were not
refined. In compound (11), all except H(1) and H(2) were
fixed by geometry and were not refined; Atoms H(1)

(1)
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The reaction of (1a) with lithium salts of phenols gave
less clear-cut products; thus, although the mixture obtained
by reacting LiO-2,6-Me -C H with (1a) showed only one2 6 3
31P NMR peak at 214.8 ppm (.85%) in the tricoordinated
region, no pure product could be isolated.

Isolation of cis-[(4-Me-C H O)PN-t-Bu] as the sole6 4 2

product using 1a [Eq. (1)] contrasts with a similar reaction Fig. 1. Molecular structure of (2); only non-hydrogen atoms are shown.
using (1b) in which trans-[(4-Me-C H O)PNPh] was6 4 2

isolated [6] This difference suggests that cis isomers may
be preferred in the reaction of the more hindered phos-

3.2. X-ray structures of (2) and (11)
phazane (1a) relative to that of (1b).

In the reaction of (1a) with 1 mol equivalent of 2,6-
An ORTEP drawing of a molecule of (2) is shown in

dimethylphenol and 2-naphthol, we were able to identify
Fig. 1; selected geometrical parameters are given in Table

the unsymmetrical derivatives [ClP(N-t-Bu) P(OAr)] (9–2 1. The methyl carbons of the t-butyl group at N(2) are3110) readily by P NMR. In the case of (9), repeated
disordered, but in the figure, only one of the possible

vacuum distillation afforded a fraction containing (9) at up
orientations is shown. This compound, to our knowledge,2to 95% purity. The J(P–N–P) values for (9) and (10) are
represents the second bis-cis-aryloxy diazadiphosphetidine

close to those reported by Keat et al. [2] for [ClP(N-t-
to be structurally characterized [8]. Earlier, only the2Bu) P(O-t-Bu)] [ J549.3 Hz].2 structures of trans-[PhNP(OR)] (OR5OMe, OCH CF ,2 2 3

O-4-Me-C H ) were known [4–6].6 4

The P–N distances to a particular phosphorus atom are
unequal; the longer P–N bond to one P atom is associated
with a shorter bond to the second. Although such a feature
is also seen in trans-[PhNP(O-4-Me-C H ] [6], it is more6 4 2

pronounced in (2). However, all of the the P–N distances
˚are in the normal range (1.71–1.73 A) found for analogous

˚compounds [8]. The P–O distances (mean, 1.664 A) lieCompounds (9–10) were unstable in CDCl solutions in3
31 between those of trans-[(4-Me-C H O)PNPh] (mean,6 4 2our hands ( P NMR evidence). Suspecting that the

˚ ˚1.637 A) and cis-[C F OPN-t-Bu] (mean, 1.685 A); onlyresidual chlorine was the problem, we attempted to replace 6 5 2

slight puckering of the diphosphazane ring, as in the caseit with a cyclohexylamine group by treating (9) with an
of cis-[C F OPN-t-Bu] , is observed. The atoms P(1) andexcess of the amine. However, the compound that could be 6 5 2

P(2) deviate from the mean plane of the N P ring in theisolated in good yields was [H(O)P(N-t-Bu) (NHC H )] 2 22 6 11 ˚same direction to an extent of 0.05 A, whereas N(1) and(11), in which the phenoxy group was absent. Although
31 1 ˚N(2) deviate in the other direction by 0.06 A. The planesP NMR showed broad resonances, H NMR showed the

1 of the two aromatic rings are more or less perpendicular topresence of a P(O)H group [d(H): 7.35, J(P–H)5580
each other (dihedral angle, 888).Hz]. Such difficulties in isolating the mixed derivatives

In contrast to the trans-[PhNP(OR)] where the ring2have been alluded to previously by Kumaravel et al. [15];
atoms are virtually planar [5,6], in (2), these are clearlyformation of compounds similar to (11) have also been
non-planar, with the sum of the bond angles at N(1) andnoted by Keat et al. [16] in the reaction of morpholine with
N(2) being 349.6 and 352.38, respectively.(1a).

Compound 11 (Fig. 2; selected geometrical parameters
in Table 1) represents a unique example of a cyclophos-
phazane molecule bearing a P(III) and a P(V) centre.
Although there is appreciable disorder for the methyl
carbons of both the t-butyl groups, the structure is well
refined. Of the two possible dispositions for the phosphoryl
oxygen (cis and trans) with respect to the amino group, the
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Table 1 when a bulky aryloxide, such as anthryloxide, is used. The
˚Selected internuclear distances (A) and angles (8) for (2) and (11) with unsymmetrical chloro(aryloxy)cyclodiphosphazanes are

esds in parentheses
unstable in solution; treatment of one such compound

Compound 2 Compound 11 [ClP(N-t-Bu) P(O-2,6-Me C H )] (9) with an excess of2 2 6 3

P(1)–N(1) 1.718 (2) P(1)–N(2) 1.767 (2) cyclohexylamine led to the compound [H(O)P(N-t-
P(1)–N(2) 1.700 (2) P(1)–N(3) 1.752 (2) Bu) P(NHC H )] (11).2 6 11
P(2)–N(1) 1.704 (2) P(2)–N(2) 1.650 (2)
P(2)–N(2) 1.716 (2) P(2)–N(3) 1.645 (2)
P(1)–O(1) 1.6644 (14) P(1)–N(1) 1.637 (2)
P(2)–O(2) 1.664 (2) P(2)–O(1) 1.468 (2) 4. Supplementary data
P(1)–P(2) 2.5635 (7) P(1)–P(2) 2.5579 (7)
N(1)–C(1) 1.493 (2) N(2)–C(7) 1.488 (2)

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12N(2)–C(5) 1.485 (3) N(3)–C(11) 1.482 (2)
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, on request,O(1)–C(11) 1.399 (2) N(1)–C(1) 1.464 (2)
quoting the deposition numbers 113251 and 113252.O(2)–C(21) 1.396 (2)

O(1)–P(1) –N(2) 97.92 (8) N(1)–P(1)–N(3) 104.51 (9)
O(1)–P(1)–N(1) 105.55 (8) N(1)–P(1)–N(2) 107.86 (9)
N(2)–P(1)–N(1) 82.39 (8) N(3)–P(1)–N(2) 79.01 (8)

AcknowledgementsO(2)–P(2)–N(2) 105.81 (8) O(1)–P(2)–N(2) 121.59 (10)
O(2)–P(2)–N(1) 97.94 (8) O(1)–P(2)–N(3) 120.85 (11)
N(1)–P(2)–N(2) 82.33 (8) N(3)–P(2)–N(2) 85.58 (8) Financial support by the Department of Science and
C(1)–N(1)–P(1) 125.70 (14) C(1)–N(1)–P(1) 122.99 (14) Technology (New Delhi) is gratefully acknowledged.
C(1)–N(1)–P(2) 126.87 (14) C(7)–N(2)–P(2) 130.07 (14)

Thanks are also due to UGC, India (COSIST and SpecialP(2)–N(1) –P(1) 97.05 (8) C(7)–N(2)–P(1) 127.17 (14)
Assistance Programme), as well as AvH Foundation (Ger-C(5)–N(2)–P(1) 126.77 (14) P(2)–N(2)–P(1) 96.88 (8)

C(5)–N(2)–P(2) 128.21 (14) C(11)–N(3)–P(1) 130.1 (2) many) for instrumental facilities. Funding from the Nation-
P(1)–N(2)–P(2) 97.28 (8) C(11)–N(3)–P(2) 130.63 (14) al University of Singapore for the purchase of Siemens
C(11)–O(1)–P(1) 120.68 (11) P(2)–N(3)–P(1) 97.65 (9) SMART CCD diffractometer is also gratefully acknowl-
C(21)–O(2)–P(2) 121.39 (13)

edged.

former is observed. The ring P–N distances in this
˚ Referencescompound (mean, 1.760 A) are quite long when compared

to (2); in fact, this distance in (11) is pretty close to the
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Abstract

The synthesis and characterization of six new copper(II) complexes [H B(pz) ] Cu (pzH53-methyl- or 4-methyl-pyrazole, n51 orn 42n 2

0; pzH53,5-dimethyl-4-chloropyrazole or 3,4,5-trimethylpyrazole, n51) are reported. X-ray crystal structure studies were performed for
[HB(3-Mepz) ] Cu, [HB(4-Mepz) ] Cu, [HB(3,5-Me -4-Clpz) ] Cu, and [B(3-Mepz) ] Cu, all of which are in a strongly distorted3 2 3 2 2 3 2 4 2

octahedral environment. Some derivatives were also characterized with fast atom bombardment spectrometry and magnetic susceptibility
measurements.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II) complexes; Crystal structure; Tris- and tetrakis-(pyrazol-1-yl)borate ligands

1. Introduction structural studies in the literature on metal transition
poly(pyrazolyl)borato complexes, few reports have been

The coordination chemistry of the poly(pyrazol-1-yl)bo- described in the literature for octahedral systems of the
2rate ligands [H B(pz) ] (pzH5pyrazole, n50 or 1) has type [H B(pz) ] Cu which include the X-ray crystaln 42n n 42n 2

been extensively developed over the last few decades structure determination and electronic properties inves-
[1–8]. An important feature of this family of polydentate tigation of [HB(pz) ] Cu [13] and [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] Cu3 2 2 3 2

donors is its ability to control the steric and electronic [14–17]. It has been found that sterically demanding
tenvironment about a metal center by modification of the ligands such as [HB(3-Bu pz) ] prohibit formation of3

tpyrazolyl substituents [1–7]. octahedral complexes such as [HB(3-Bu pz) ] Cu and3 2

Copper(II) complexes containing azole-type ligands are heavily favor four-coordinate compounds with C -dis-3v

of interest from the bioinorganic point of view. Several torted tetrahedral geometries [18].
2 2

m-h :h peroxo dinuclear copper(II) complexes containing In this paper, we report synthesis and spectroscopic
poly(pyrazol-1-yl)borate ligands which show many simi- characterization of six new copper(II) complexes with
larities to oxyhemocyanin have recently been synthesized differently substituted tris- and tetrakis-(pyrazolyl)borate
and characterized [9], whereas copper(I) and copper(II) ligands and also the X-ray crystal structure determination
complexes with tris(3-R,5-R9-pyrazolyl)hydroborate have of four of these compounds. Our aim is to study the effects
been studied as models for copper nitrite reductase [10]. of replacing hydrogens with methyl and chloride groups on
The rigid N ligand framework of tris- and tetrakis- the pyrazole rings and also to give a conclusive picture of3

(pyrazol-1-yl)borates is also able to mimic the spectro- the interaction between the poly(pyrazolyl)borate ligands
scopic behavior of the ‘blue’ copper proteins [11,12]. and Cu(II) acceptor. We also report the results of positive

Compared to the enormous number of synthetic and ion FAB-MS studies carried out for selected derivatives.
The characterization of [HB(pz) ] M complexes has al-3 2

ways relied on IR, NMR (diamagnetic compounds), UV-
visible spectroscopy and X-ray crystal structure determi-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-737-402-217; fax: 139-737-637-
nation: this is the first report showing the utility of FAB-345.

E-mail address: pettinar@camserv.unicam.it (C. Pettinari) MS for the characterization of [HB(pz) ] Cu complexes.3 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00111-4
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2. Experimental section 2.5. [HB(pz) ] Cu3 2

12.1. Physical measurements MS, FAB: m /z 765–767 [M1Cu1HB(pz) ] (4%),3
1 1615–617 [M12Cu] (5%), 552–554 [M1Cu] (100%),

1 1Carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen analyses were carried 490–492 [M1H] (50%), 421–423 [M2pzH] (72%),
1out on a Fisons Instrument EA 1108 CHNS-O, while 355–357 [M12H22pzH] (20%).

molecular weight determinations were performed by a
Knauer membrane osmometer. Infrared spectra were re- 2.6. [B(pz) ] Cu4 221corded from 4000 to 150 cm on a Perkin-Elmer 2000

1System Series FTIR instrument. The conductivity of the MS, FAB: m /z 964–966 [M1Cu1B(pz) ] (49%),4
1 1acetone solutions was measured with a Crison CDTM 522 747–749 [M12Cu] (5%), 684–686 [M1Cu] (74%),

1 1conductimeter at room temperature. The magnetic sus- 622–624 [M1H] (83%), 553–555 [M2pzH] (100%),
1 1ceptibilities were measured at room temperature (20– 486–488 [M12H22pzH] (54%), 420 [M23H23pzH]

288C) by the Gouy method, with a Sherwood Scientific (10%).
Magnetic Balance MSB-Auto, using HgCo(NCS) as4

calibrant and correcting for diamagnetism with the appro- 2.7. [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] Cu2 3 2priate Pascal constants. The magnetic moments (in BM)
corr. 1 / 2

1were calculated from the equation m 52.84(X T ) .eff M MS, FAB: m /z 783–785 [M12Cu] (30%), 561–563
1 1FAB mass spectra were obtained on a Finnigan-MAT [M2pzH] (100%), 466–468 [M12H22pzH] (50%).

TSQ70 triple stage quadrupole instrument equipped with
an Ion Tech (Teddington, UK) atom gun using Xe as

2.8. Bis[hydrotris(4-methylpyrazol-1-yl)borate]copper(II)
bombarding gas. The emission current was typically set at

(1)2 mA with an accelerating voltage of 8 keV. During the
experiment, the source was kept at room temperature,

An aqueous solution (ca. 50 ml) of CuCl ?2H O (0.172 2using CsI for mass calibration. Samples were dissolved
g, 1 mmol) was added to a stirring aqueous solution (ca. 50directly in the matrix 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol. Only the most
ml) of potassium hydrotris(4-methylpyrazol-1-yl)borateintense peaks of the clusters are reported in the experimen-
(0.59 g, 2 mmol). Compound 1 precipitated immediately.tal section; the relative intensity, in parentheses, is referred
The suspension was allowed to stir for 2 h, it was thento the most intense peak of the cluster. Melting points are
filtered off. The green precipitate obtained was washeduncorrected and were taken on an IA 8100 Electrothermal
with diethyl ether, recrystallized from dichloromethane /instrument and on a capillary apparatus.
acetonitrile 2:1 and dried in vacuo (0.51 g, yield 90%).
Mp: 280–2838C dec. Calculated for C H B CuN : C,24 32 2 122.2. Materials
50.29; H, 5.63; N, 29.32%. Found: C, 49.92; H, 5.83; N,

2129.60%. IR (nujol mull, cm ): 3122w, 3095w [n(C–H)],CuCl ?H O, KBH , pyrazole, 3-methylpyrazole, 3,5-2 2 4
2486m, 2447m [n(B–H)], 1566m [n(CiC)], 730s, 681w,dimethylpyrazole and 4-methylpyrazole were purchased
633s [n(B–N)], 392m, 386m, 263m [d(N–B–N)], 350wcommercially; 3,5-dimethyl-4-chloropyrazole and 3,4,5-tri-
(br), 298m, 279m [n(Cu–N)], 225m [d(N–Cu–N)]. MS,methylpyrazole were obtained as described previously in

1FAB: m /z 699–701 [M12Cu] (3%), 636–638 [M1the literature [19]. Concentration was always carried out in
1 1Cu] (100%), 555–557 [M1Cu2pz] (11%), 491–493vacuo (water aspirator). The samples were dried in vacuo

1 1[M2pzH] (9%), 462–464 [M1Cu2HB(pz) ] (29%),2until constant weight was achieved (208C, ca. 0.1 Torr).
1 1411 [M12H22pzH] (12%), 237–239 [Cu1HB(pz) ]2

(13%).2.3. Preparation of potassium salts of poly(pyrazol-1-
yl)borate ligands [H B(pz) ]Kn 42n

2.9. Bis[hydrotris(3-methylpyrazol-1-yl)borate]copper(II)
The donors [HB(pz) ]K, [HB(3,5-Me pz) ]K, (2)3 2 3

[B(pz) ]K, [HB(3-Mepz) ]K, [HB(4-Mepz) ]K, [HB(3,5-4 3 3

Me -4-Clpz) ]K, [HB(3,4,5-Me pz) ]K, B(3-Mepz) ]K Compound 2 was obtained using a similar procedure as2 3 3 3 4

and B(4-Mepz) ]K were prepared according to Trofimen- for compound 1. Recrystallized from chloroform/acetoni-4

ko’s procedure [20]. trile 2:1 (0.487 g, yield 85%). Mp: 234–2388C dec.
Calculated for C H B CuN : C, 50.29; H, 5.63; N,24 32 2 12

2.4. Preparation of copper(II) complexes 29.32%. Found: C, 50.12; H, 5.73; N, 29.50%. IR (nujol
21mull, cm ): 3118w [n(C–H)], 2471m [n(B–H)], 1558w,

The complexes [HB(pz) ] Cu, [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] Cu 1500m [n(CiC)], 670w, 643w [n(B–N)], 410br, 247w3 2 2 3 2

and [B(pz) ] Cu were prepared as described previously in [d(N–B–N)], 325m [n(Cu–N)], 255w, 225m [d(N–Cu–4 2

the literature [13,14]. N)].
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2.10. Bis[hydrotris(3,4,5-trimethylpyrazol-1- for compound 1. Recrystallized from dichloromethane /
yl)borate]copper(II) (3) acetonitrile 2:1 (0.549 g, yield 75%). Mp: 251–2538C dec.

Calculated for C H B CuN : C, 52.41; H, 5.50; N,32 40 2 16

Compound 3 was obtained using a similar procedure as 30.56%. Found: C, 52.53; H, 5.55; N, 30.72%. IR (nujol
21for compound 1. Recrystallized from chloroform/acetoni- mull, cm ): 3158w [n(C–H)], 1570w [n(CiC)], 722m,

trile 3:1 (0.592 g, yield 80%). Mp: 292–2958C dec. 675w, 648w [n(B–N)], 415w (br), 389w, 254w [d(N–B–
Calculated for C H B CuN : C, 58.31; H, 7.61; N, N)], 303w, 284w [n(Cu–N)], 248w [d(N–Cu–N)]. MS,36 56 2 12

122.67%. Found: C, 58.52; H, 7.83; N, 22.61%. IR (nujol FAB: m /z 796–798 [M1Cu] (64%), 571 [M12H2
21 1 1mull, cm ): 2506m [n(B–H)], 1565m, 1506m [n(CiC)], 2pzH] (100%), 542 [M1Cu2HB(pz) ] (50%), 4903

1 1694m, 671m [n(B–N)], 390m, 250br [d(N–B–N)], 338m, [M23H23pzH] (45%), 463 [M1Cu2B(pz) ] (45%),4
1 1305m, 291m [n(Cu–N)], 230m [d(N–Cu–N)]. 317 [M2B(pz) 1H2pzH] (40%), 290 [Cu(pzH)]4 2

1(84%), 237–239 [Cu1HB(pz) ] (23%).2

2.11. Bis[hydrotris(3,5-dimethyl-4-chloropyrazol-1-
yl)borate] copper(II) (4) 2.13. Bis[tetrakis(3-methylpyrazol-1-yl)borate]copper(II)

(6)
Compound 4 was obtained using a similar procedure as

for compound 1. Recrystallized from chloroform/acetoni- Compound 6 was obtained using a similar procedure as
trile 3:1 (0.688 g, yield 80%). Mp: 305–3078C dec. for compound 1. Recrystallized from dichloromethane /
Calculated for C H B Cl CuN : C, 41.70; H, 4.43; N, acetonitrile 2:1 (0.601 g, yield 82%). Mp: 264–2678C dec.30 38 2 6 12

19.45%. Found: C, 41.80; H, 4.46; N, 19.56%. IR (nujol Calculated for C H B CuN : C, 52.41; H, 5.50; N,32 40 2 16
21mull, cm ), 2508m [n(B–H)], 1538m [n(CiC)], 699m 30.56%. Found: C, 52.63; H, 5.65; N, 30.86%. IR (nujol

21[n(B–N)], 398m, 384m, 375m, 247m [d(N–B–N)], 352m, mull, cm ): 3160w, 3120w [n(C–H)], 1516s [n(CiC)],
326m, 303m, 279m (br) [n(Cu–N)], 223m (br) [d(N–Cu– 722m [n(B–N)], 404m, 385w, 263m [d(N–B–N)], 355m
N)]. (br), 307m, 280 m (br) [n(Cu–N)], 224m [d(N–Cu–N)].

1MS, FAB: m /z 859–861 [M12Cu] (8%), 796–798 [M1
1 12.12. Bis[tetrakis(4-methylpyrazol-1-yl)borate]copper(II) Cu] (35%), 571 [M12H22pzH] (71%), 490 [M2

1 1(5) 3H23pzH] (30%), 461–463 [M1Cu2B(pz) ] (80%),4
1317 [M2B(pz) 1H2pzH] (50%), 237–239 [Cu14

1Compound 5 was obtained using a similar procedure as HB(pz) ] (35%).2

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for derivatives 1, 2, 4 and 6

Compound 1 2 4 6

Empirical formula C H B N Cu C H B N Cu C H B Cl N Cu C H B N Cu24 32 2 12 24 32 2 12 30 38 2 6 12 32 42 2 16

Formula weight 581.7 572.7 864.6 736.0
Temperature, K 293(2) 293(2) 293(2) 293(2)

˚Wavelength, A 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic Triclinic Monoclinic

¯ ¯ ¯Space group P1 P1 P1 P2 /c (No. 14)1

Unit cell dimensions
˚a (A)5 11.288(5) 10.831(6) 11.203(5) 9.985(2)
˚b (A)5 12.077(5) 11.253(8) 11.207(6) 12.399(2)
˚c (A)5 13.473(3) 11.597(8) 17.666(6) 14.169(1)

a (deg)5 96.540(3) 81.28(5) 101.210(3) 90.000
b (deg)5 99.700(3) 82.18(5) 101.010(3) 97.880
g (deg)5 113.360(3) 89.76(5) 109.150(4) 90.000

3˚Volume, A 1628.574 1383.931 1976.092 1737.615
Z 2 2 2 4

3Density (calculated), Mg/m 2.374 0.612 1.454 1.098
21Absorption coefficient, mm 1.469 0.043 1.019 0.078

F(000) 1212 270 886 612
u range for data collection, deg 1.56–25.14 2.36–28.98 2.00–28.02 2.06–27.61
Index ranges 0 # h # 13, 0 # h # 14, 0 # h # 14, 0 # h # 12,

214#k#13, 215#k#15, 214#k#13, 0#k#16,
216#l#15 214#l#14 221#l#19 218#l#18

Reflections collected 5798 3051 3472 4012
Reflection observed 2471 3051 3466 2566

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R 5 0.051, wR 5 0.0062 R 5 0.041, wR 5 0.056 R 5 0.063, wR 5 0.084 R 5 0.041, wR 5 0.0521 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
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2.14. Crystallography priate [H B(pz) ] potassium salt in the ratio 1:2, asn 42n

indicated in the following equation:
Crystal and experimental data are summarized in Table

H O2
1. Crystals of compounds 1, 2, 4, and 6, obtained from CuCl ? 2H O 1 2K[H B(pz) ] → [H B(pz) ] Cu2 2 n 42n n 42 n 2

1–6dichloromethane /acetonitrile or chloroform/acetonitrile
solution, were mounted on a Siemens P3 automatic four- 1 2KCl
circle diffractometer using graphite monochromatized Mo-

(1)˚radiation (lK 50.71069 A). The cell parameters werea

refined by least-squares from the angular positions of 30
All the complexes were isolated as microcrystalline air-reflections in the range 98,2u ,378 for 1, of 46 reflections
stable solids. Analytical data of derivatives 1–6 arein the range 158,2u ,308 for 2, of 37 reflections in the
summarized in Section 2. Some of them are high-meltingrange 78,2u ,208 for 4, and of 25 reflections in the range
solids, while others gradually decompose without melting118,2u ,308 for 6, respectively. The data were measured
on heating. They are insoluble in water, alcohols, andat room temperature for 38,2u ,608 from crystals with
hydrocarbons, moderately soluble in chlorinated solvents,approximate dimension of 0.2530.230.05 mm for all
in DMSO, in aromatic hydrocarbons, and acetone, inderivatives 1, 2, 4, and 6, using a u /2u scan technique. The
which they are not electrolytes. Vaporimetric molecularscan rate was automatically chosen according to the peak
weight determinations obtained using chloroform as aintensity in the range 3.0 to 15.08 /min; the background
solvent (r, ratio between vaporimetric and calculatedcounts were taken with stationary crystal at each end of the
molecular weight, in the range 0.95 to 0.98 at conc. 0.04%scan, and a total background-time to scan-time ratio of 0.5.

The data were processed to yield values of I and s(I).
The intensities of three standard reflections, measured Table 2

˚every 97 reflections throughout the data collections, Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for the copper(II) derivatives 1,
2, 4 and 6showed no decay. The values of I and s(I) were corrected

for Lorentz, polarization, and shape anisotropy effects Compound 1 2 4 6
[21]. A total of 2471, 3051, 3466, and 2566, for 1, 2, 4 and

Cu(1)–N(2) 2.055(7) 2.112(4) 2.126(8) 2.361(3)
6 respectively, independent reflections having I . 3s(I) Cu(1)–N(4) 2.107(8) 2.342(4) 2.255(8) 2.055(3)
were processed by the SIR97 direct methods program [22], Cu(1)–N(6) 2.274(8) 2.024(3) 2.108(8) 2.036(2)

Cu(1)–N(8) 2.124(8)which provided the complete structure. All non-hydrogen
Cu(1)–N(10) 2.263(7)atoms were refined by full-matrix least squares methods
Cu(1)–N(12) 2.086(8)with anisotropic thermal parameters. The hydrogen atoms
Cu(2)–N(8) 2.025(8) 2.057(4)˚were idealized (C–H50.96 A) [23]. Each H atom was Cu(2)–N(10) 2.000(6) 2.392(4)

assigned the equivalent isotropic temperature factor of the Cu(2)–N(12) 2.469(6) 2.063(4)

parent atom and allowed to ride on it. The final difference
B(1)–N(1) 1.54(1) 1.523(6) 1.55(1) 1.534(4)Fourier map, with a root-mean-square deviation of electron

3 B(1)–N(3) 1.54(1) 1.540(6) 1.54(2) 1.549(4)˚density of 0.06, 0.08, and 0.06 eA for 2, 4, and 6,
B(1)–N(5) 1.53(2) 1.538(7) 1.55(1) 1.556(4)

respectively, showed no significant features. For compound B(1)–N(7) 1.529(4)
1, the difference Fourier map showed seven peaks, but B(2)–N(7) 1.55(1) 1.536(6) 1.55(1)

B(2)–N(9) 1.54(1) 1.509(7) 1.54(2)attempts to interpret them as a disordered molecule of
B(2)–N(11) 1.53(1) 1.542(6) 1.53(1)solvent were unsuccessful. Nevertheless, introducing these

peaks as carbon lowered the R factor by about two units.
N(4)–Cu(1)–N(2) 86.9(3) 87.7(1) 88.3(3)

The root-mean-square deviation of electron density of the N(6)–Cu(1)–N(2) 84.6(3) 87.8(1) 86.0(3)3˚final difference Fourier map was 0.07 eA . Atomic scatter- N(6)–Cu(1)–N(4) 84.8(3) 86.6(1) 87.1(3)
N(8)–Cu(1)–N(2) 91.7(3)ing factors were taken from Ref. [24]. Calculations were
N(8)–Cu(1)–N(6) 177.7(3)performed on the DEC 3500 AXP of Istituto di Strutturis-
N(8)–Cu(1)–N(4) 92.5(3)tica Chimica CNR, using the SIR CAOS [25] and SIR97 [22]
N(12)–Cu(1)–N(2) 177.6(3)

structure determination packages. N(12)–Cu(1)–N(6) 96.2(3)
N(12)–Cu(1)–N(4) 92.5(3)
N(12)–Cu(1)–N(8) 86.0(3)
N(10)–Cu(1)–N(2) 92.2(3)
N(10)–Cu(1)–N(6) 92.8(3)3. Results and discussion
N(10)–Cu(1)–N(4) 179.5(3)
N(10)–Cu(1)–N(8) 87.7(3)

3.1. Synthesis N(10)–Cu(1)–N(12) 87.0(3)
N(8)–Cu(2)–N(10) 87.8(3) 86.5(2)
N(8)–Cu(2)–N(12) 83.8(3) 86.1(2)Derivatives 1–6 were synthesized in water solution by
N(10)–Cu(2)–N(12) 84.8(2) 85.9(1)the metathetic reaction of CuCl ?2H O with the appro-2 2
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w/w) suggested that these compounds have a mononuclear tions involving n(Cu–N), d(N–Cu–N), and d(N–B–N)
structure. vibrations [27,28].

Magnetic moments of our derivatives were typical of a
93.2. Spectroscopy d metal complex containing one uncoupled electron: the

m values were close to appropriate theoretical m .eff s

Selected infrared data (nujol mull) of derivatives 1–6 The positive fast atom bombardment mass spectra of
are listed in Section 2. For all the compounds, the general copper(II) complexes 1, 5, 6, [HB(pz) ] Cu, [HB(3,5-3 2

spectral pattern was consistent with effective C symme- Me pz) ] Cu and [B(pz) ] Cu (Section 2) gave valuable3v 2 3 2 4 2

try. structural information about these compounds. All the
In the spectra of complexes 1–4 a medium absorption complexes examined undergo a sequential loss of ligands;

21was found at ca. 2500 cm which can be easily assigned in particular, decomposition of the copper(II) complexes
to n(B–H). The n(B–H) can be used as a criterion to followed two fragmentation routes: those in which the
distinguish the hapticity of tris(pyrazol-1-yl)borato ligands parent molecular ion sequentially lost pyrazole, and which
[26]. It is interesting to note that in the case of derivative 1 included direct cleavage of the B–N bonds, and those
we found two n(B–H) stretching absorptions (2486 and corresponding to loss of tetrakis- or tris-(pyrazol-1-yl)bo-

212447 cm ), which indicate the presence in the copper rate groups or their fragments, which included breaking of
complexes 1 of two tris(pyrazol-1-yl)borato ligands having the Cu–N bond. The first route was confirmed by the

3 2 1tridentate (k ) and bidentate (k ) coordination, respective- detection of peaks consistent with either [M2pzH] or
1ly. On the other hand in derivatives 3 and 4 the n(B–H) [M1nH2npzH] (with n52 or 3) whereas the second

21was at 2506 and 2508 cm , respectively, in accordance route was confirmed by the existence of fragments corre-
3with a tridentate (k ) coordination for both ligand mole- sponding to the loss of [HB(pz) ] (n52 or 3) species.n

21cules. The n(B–H) of derivative 2 was at 2471 cm , However, predominant peaks corresponding to ions con-
2 3indicating a midway situation between k and k coordi- taining copper are those which undergo addition of the

11 12nation. Cu /Cu ion with probable formation of a dinuclear
21We found between 400 and 200 cm several absorp- species such as that identified by single crystal X-ray

Fig. 1. ORTEP view of compound 1.
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diffraction methods [29]. [B(4-Mepz) ], [HB(pz) ] or [B(pz) ] ligands: in fact the4 3 4

In the FAB MS spectrum of compounds 1 and 6, we peaks corresponding to copper complexes of [B(3-Mepz) ]4

also found isotopic cluster at m /z 699–701 and 859–861, (6) and [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] were always less intense than2 3

respectively. These peaks are likely due to the addition of the analogous peaks corresponding to copper compounds
11 12two Cu ions with the reduction of the coordinated Cu of [B(4-Mepz) ] (5), [HB(pz) ] and [B(pz) ]. Our hypoth-4 3 4

11to Cu during the process, and to probable formation of esis is also confirmed by the detection of molecular peaks
3 1trinuclear species such as [hm -H B(pz) j Cu ] which only in derivatives of [B(4-Mepz) ], [HB(pz) ] andn 42n 2 3 4 3

has been described previously [30]: formation of clusters, [B(pz) ] which do not contain methyl groups in three4
1addition of M ions and reduction of the sample are positions.

common features of FAB spectra [31–34].
The FAB spectra of complexes 5 and 6 showed a similar 3.3. X-ray crystal structure descriptions

fragmentation but the peaks have very different intensities:
under MS condition, the coordination bond Cu–N did not Selected bond distances and angles for the derivatives 1,
dissociate with the same ease: the link between the 2, 4, and 6 are reported in Table 2. The X-ray crystal
copper(II) ion and each of the fair ligands containing structure of the complexes [B(4-Mepz) ] Cu (1) and [B(3-3 2

methyl substituents in a to chelating nitrogen seemed Mepz) ] Cu (2), as shown in the ORTEP views of Figs. 13 2

easier to break than that between the Cu(II) ion and the and 2, consists of two independent centrosymmetric units

Fig. 2. ORTEP view of compound 2.
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containing two strongly distorted octahedral copper(II)
sites. Each copper atom is six-coordinated by the nitrogen
atoms of two tripodal tris(pyrazol-1-yl)borate. A similar
coordination environment is found in the X-ray crystal
structure of [B(3,5-Me -4-Clpz) ] Cu (4) (Fig. 3) and2 3 2

[B(3-Mepz) ] Cu (6) (Fig. 4). The presence of an un-4 2

coordinate pyrazole as in 6 does not seem to significantly
influence the coordination environment.

In 1 and 2 the CuN chromophores of both independent6

units involve an elongated rhombic octahedral stereochem-
istry, but with significant differences in the bond lengths

˚involved (the Cu–N ranges from 2.000(6) to 2.496(6) A in
˚1, and from 2.024(4) to 2.392(4) A in 2) which lead to a

clear difference in the resulting tetragonalities T: 0.91 and
0.81 for the two independent molecules of 1, and 0.88 and
0.86 for the two independent units of 2 [35]. In [HB(3,5-
Me -4Cl)]Cu the difference between the Cu–N distances2

˚(which varies from 2.086(8) to 2.263(7) A) are less
pronounced, which results in a more regular octahedral
stereochemistry, as indicated also by the observed values
of T (0.939 and 0.930). Instead, in derivative 6 the Cu–N
distances are of the same order of magnitude as those
found in 2, and in the second molecule of [HB(pz) ] Cu3 2

[13] with T50.866.
It is interesting to note that the Cu–N (mean) bond

lengths in our derivatives are significantly longer not only
than those found in distorted or regular tetrahedral [36],
square planar [37–39], and square pyramidal [38] cop-
per(II) complexes containing N-donor ligands, but also

Fig. 4. ORTEP view of compound 6.

octahedral Cu(II) complexes containing pyrazoles, imida-
zoles, or their derivatives [40–42].

It should be noted that in derivatives 2, 4, 6, and
[HB(3,5-Me pz) ] Cu [15], the 3-Me brings about some2 3 2

steric crowding on the metal side which is mainly reflected
in the ‘bite’ angles opening in comparison to
[HB(pz) ] Cu [15], even if in [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] Cu [15]3 2 2 3 2

and [HB(3,5-Me -4-Clpz) ] Cu (4) the 5-Me must be2 3 2

accounted for. In fact, Trofimenko et al. suggested that
repulsion at the boron side introduced by 5-substituent
tended to reduce the bite angles at the metal side [43].

In all our elongated tetragonal-octahedral CuN systems6

1, 2, 4, and 6, the planes of the pyrazole rings lying on the
Fig. 3. ORTEP view of compound 4. elongated axis were markedly more distorted away from
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Abstract

A tetradentate ligand N,N9-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)piperazine (L1) and seven structures of its transition metal coordination compounds are
21 21 21 21described. Most of the compounds are of the general formula [M(L1)(NO ) ], with M5Cu , Co , Mn and Cd . In addition, a3 2

dimeric copper(II) compound, [Cu (L1)(Ac) ](H O) , and polymeric silver(I) compounds, [Ag(L1)] (NO ) (EtOH) and2 4 2 3 n 3 n n

[Ag(L1)] (SO CF ) , were formed. The overall structure of L1 in the metal complexes A–G varies with the size and electronic propertiesn 3 3 n

of the metal ions. Mononuclear complex A is a five-coordinated, B is a six-coordinated, and C and D are eight-coordinated metal
complexes. The dinuclear Cu complex, E, is four-coordinated, as are the polymeric Ag complexes, F and G. The polymeric Ag complexes
contain meso-helical subunits and the anions are clathrated between the metal–ligand strands.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.

Keywords: Metal complex; N-Ligand; Piperazine; Transition metals; X-Ray structure

1. Introduction capabilities, makes it an interesting moiety for sup-
ramolecular complex chemistry [12]. The favored con-

Inorganic self-assembly and self-organization involve formation of the N,N9-alkyl disubstituted piperazines is the
the spontaneous generation of well-defined metallo-sup- chair conformation, with the N-substituents in equatorial
ramolecular architectures from organic ligands and metal positions [3–11], but in some small cyclic [13–16] and
ions [1]. The formation of any complex species from an open-chain [17,18] metal complexes, piperazine has been
organic ligand and a metal ion is an assembly process that found to exist also in the boat conformation. Experimental
occurs spontaneously. Self-assembled systems have a evidence has shown that small open-chain piperazine
strong ionic bond character between the ligand and the ligands can form mono- [19] and dinuclear [20–23] metal
complexated metal ion [2], and the metal ion provides a set complexes or even bigger multinuclear metal systems
of coordination geometries and a range of binding [24,25].
strengths [1]. Our aim was to determine if piperazine could be used as

Piperazine offers an aliphatic nitrogen-containing build- a building block for interesting new helicate structures or
ing block [3–11]. Piperazine itself is a good hydrogen- as a precursor for metal-assisted catenane [1] formation, as
bond acceptor, which, together with its metal complexing an extension to our previous work on piperazine com-

pounds [3–11]. This turned out not to be the case, and L1
and ‘normal’ coordination compounds were obtained in-
stead. As a result, this paper describes the synthesis of the
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mononuclear, one dinuclear and two polynuclear metal 958C) gave single crystals that were suitable for X-ray
complexes are described (Scheme 1). structure analysis.

2.3. Synthesis of the coordination compounds
2. Experimental

2.3.1. [M(L1)(NO ) ] (General procedure)3 2

2.1. Materials and instrumentation The coordination compounds were prepared by dissolv-
ing the appropriate metal salt (0.04 mmol) in 5 ml of

All chemicals and solvents were of reagent grade and acetone and adding this solution to a solution of the ligand
1 13were used without further purification. H and C NMR (L1) (10 mg, 0.04 mmol) in 5 ml of acetone. A mixed

spectra were recorded on a Bruker AM250 ASPECT 3000 solution of the metal salt and the ligand was sealed in a
spectrometer. All chemical shifts are relative to tetra- test tube and kept at ambient temperature. After a number
methylsilane. Mass spectra were run on a VG AutoSpec of hours, crystals emerged (yields ranging from 50 to
HRMS spectrometer. For elementary analysis, the Carlo 80%) on the walls of the tube and these were used for
Erba 1106 CHN1O/S analyser was applied. Melting X-ray structure analysis.
points (uncorrected) were measured using a Gallenkamp
GWB device. X-Ray data was collected on an Enraf- 2.3.2. [Cu(L1)(NO )](NO )3 3
Nonius CAD4 and a Siemens syntax P2 diffractometer. Copper nitrate (0.04 mmol) was dissolved in 4 ml of1

acetone and this solution was added to a solution of the
ligand (L1) (10 mg, 0.04 mmol) in 4 ml of CH Cl .2 2

2.2. Synthesis of L1 Methanol was added to dissolve the formed blue precipi-
tate. The resulting solution was put in an unsealed test

2.2.1. 2-(Chloromethyl)pyridine (1) tube. Slow evaporation of the solvents in a refrigerator
Thionyl chloride (40 ml) was stirred and cooled in an gave blue crystals (yield, 70%) that were suitable for

ice bath as 2-(hydroxymethyl)pyridine (45.8 mmol) was X-ray structure analysis.
added in portions over a 1-h period. The resulting solution
was heated at reflux for 4 h, thionyl chloride was distilled, 2.3.3. [Cu (L1)(Ac) ](H O)2 4 2 3
and the residue was washed with light petroleum ether Copper acetate (0.04 mmol) was dissolved in 5 ml of
(b.p. 40–608C). The crude (1) hydrochloride was dissolved warm methanol and this solution was added to a solution
in 50 ml of water and neutralized with aqueous NaHCO of the ligand (L1) (10 mg, 0.04 mmol) in 5 ml of3

solution. Extraction of the aqueous phase with CH Cl methanol. The solvent was evaporated and the residue was2 2

(4340 ml), followed by drying with Na SO and evapora- dissolved in 4 ml of CH Cl . A 2-ml volume of the blue2 4 2 2

tion, resulted in the production of 5.4 g (92%) of colorless solution was sealed in a test tube and placed in a
1oil, with the following spectral properties: H NMR refrigerator. After several weeks, blue crystals of the

(CDCl ): d54.64 (s, 2H, CH Cl), 7.21 (dd, 1H, H , dimetallic compound formed and these were used for3 2 5
3 3J 55.1 Hz), 7.44 (d, 1H, H , J 57.7 Hz), 7.66 (td, 1H, X-ray structure analysis.56 3 34

3 3 4H , J 5 J 57.7 Hz, J 51.7 Hz), 8.55 (d, 1H, H ,4 34 45 46 6
3 13J 55.1 Hz) ppm. C NMR (CDCl ): d546.7, 122.8, 2.3.4. [Ag(L1)] (NO ) (EtOH) and [Ag(L1)] (SO CF )56 3 n 3 n n n 3 3 n

1123.0, 137.1, 149.4 and 156.6 ppm. MS (EI): 127 (M ). The appropriate silver salt (0.02 mmol) was dissolved in

2.2.2. N,N9-Bis(2-pyridylmethyl)piperazine (L1)
To a stirred mixture of piperazine (2) (5.8 mmol) and

K CO (2 g) in CH CN (20 ml), a solution of (1) (11.62 3 3

mmol) in CH CN (20 ml) was added. The mixture was3

refluxed for 4 h and the inorganic residue was filtered.
Evaporation of the solvent gave 1.5 g (96%) of yellow

1solid, m.p. 92–948C. H NMR (CDCl ): d52.53 (bs, 8H,3

N(CH CH ) N), 3.63 (s, 4H, NCH Ar), 7.11 (dd, 2H, H ,2 2 2 2 5
3 3J 55.2 Hz), 7.35 (d, 2H, H , J 57.6 Hz), 7.60 (t, 2H,56 3 34

3 3 3H , J 5 J 57.6 Hz), 8.50 (d, 2H, H , J 55.2 Hz)4 34 45 6 56
13ppm. C NMR (CDCl ): d553.8, 65.2, 122.6, 123.9,3

137.0, 149.9 and 159.1 ppm. High resolution mass spec-
1trum (HRMS) m /z (M , C H N ) calcd., 268.1680,16 20 4

observed 268.1678. Anal. calcd. for C H N : C, 71.61;16 20 4

H, 7.51; N, 20.88. Found: C, 71.46; H, 7.67; N, 21.24.
Recrystallization of L1 from petroleum ether (b.p. 60– Scheme 1. Synthesis of L1 and its coordination compounds.
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5 ml of ethanol and this solution was added to a solution of linear molecule, with a center of symmetry in the middle
the ligand (L1) (5 mg, 0.02 mmol) in 5 ml of acetone. A of the piperazine moiety. As expected, the piperazine ring
mixed solution of the metal salt and the ligand was sealed is in the energetically favored chair conformation and the
into a test tube and kept in the dark at ambient tempera- free electron pairs of the nitrogen atoms are in all-trans
ture. After a few days, long needles emerged in the test configuration to each other in the solid state. Selected bond
tube (yields ranging from 50 to 70%) and these were used distances and angles for L1 are given in Table 2.
for X-ray structure analysis.

2.4. Crystal structure determinations
3.1.2. Structures of [Cu(L1)(NO )](NO ) (A),3 3

Suitable crystals were selected and mounted on an [Co(L1)(NO ) ] (B), [Mn(L1)(NO ) ] (C) and3 2 3 2

Enraf-Nonius CAD4 or a Siemens syntax P2 diffractome- [Cd(L1)(NO ) ] (D)1 3 2

ter. Intensities were collected with graphite-monochro- L1 was observed to form mononuclear metal complexes
21 21 21 21˚mated Mo–Ka [l(Mo–Ka)50.7107 A] or Cu–Ka [l(Cu– with Cu -, Co -, Mn - and Cd ions. Projections of

˚Ka)51.54178 A] radiation, using the v /2u or v scan the complexes A, B, C and D are shown in Fig. 2. The
technique. No absorption corrections were applied to the coordination sphere bond distances and angles are given in
data. The structures were solved by direct methods [26] Table 2. Copper(II) (A) forms five-coordinated, cobalt(II)

2and subjected to full-matrix refinement using F [27]. The (B) six-coordinated and manganese(II) (C) and cad-o

hydrogen atoms were calculated in their idealized positions mium(II) (D) eight-coordinated mononuclear metal com-
and refined as riding atoms. Crystallographic data for the plexes with the L1. In these mononuclear metal complexes,
investigated structures are shown in Table 1. L1 forms a tetracoordinative plane, where the free electron

pairs of the nitrogen atoms are in an all-cis configuration
and the piperazine ring is turned to the energetically

3. Results and discussion unfavored boat conformation.
The structure of the five-coordinated copper(II) complex

3.1. Description of the structures (A) is almost an ideal square pyramid, in which the
nitrogen atoms of the L1 form the tetracoordinated plane

˚3.1.1. Structure of free L1 (Cu–N distances, 2.00–2.02 A) and one oxygen atom of
Crystal structure of the free L1 is given in Fig. 1. L1 is a the other nitrate anion is positioned at the top of the

Table 1
Crystallographic data for free L1; [Cu(L1)(NO )](NO ), (A); [Co(L1)(NO ) ], (B); [Mn(L1)(NO ) ], (C); [Cd(L1)(NO ) ], (D); [Cu (L1)(Ac) ](H O) ,3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 4 2 3

(E); [Ag(L1)] (NO ) (EtOH) , (F) and [Ag(L1)] (SO CF ) , (G)n 3 n n n 3 3 n

L1 A B C D E F G

Chemical formula C H N C H CuN O C H CoN O C H MnN O C H CdN O C H Cu N O C H AgN O C H AgN SO F16 20 4 16 20 6 6 16 20 6 6 16 20 6 6 16 20 6 6 24 38 2 4 11 18 26 5 4 17 20 4 3 3

Formula weight 268.36 455.92 451.31 447.32 504.78 685.66 484.31 525.30

Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Triclinic

Space group P2 /c P2 /n C2/c P2 /c P2 /c C2/c P21/c P-11 1 1 1

˚a (A) 5.736(2) 7.682(2) 16.631(3) 13.695(7) 13.575(3) 25.310(2) 10.798(3) 10.832(10)
˚b (A) 7.369(2) 18.331(5) 8.369(1) 8.353(6) 8.344(2) 8.927(4) 14.653(4) 11.017(3)
˚c (A) 17.274(5) 13.366(6) 14.225(1) 18.068(10) 18.080(6) 14.549(6) 13.290(4) 11.181(10)

a (8) 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 102.06(10)

b (8) 99.06(2) 99.64(2) 111.74(1) 111.73(4) 111.52(2) 110.57(5) 90.95(2) 114.86(10)

g (8) 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 66.10(10)
3˚V (A ) 721.0(4) 1855.6(11) 1839.1(4) 1920.0(2) 1905.2(9) 3078.0(3) 2102.6(10) 1105.7(3)

Z 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 2

T (K) 223 293 223 293 223 293 293 293

F(000) 288 940 932 924 1016 1424 992 528
23

r (g cm ) 1.236 1.632 1.630 1.547 1.760 1.480 1.530 1.578calcd

Size of crystal (mm) 1.230.930.2 0.330.230.2 0.2530.130.1 0.330.330.2 0.530.330.2 0.430.230.1 0.430.330.2 0.430.330.2

Collected reflections 1618 2798 1937 3160 3994 1029 2965 2721

Independent reflections 1468 2580 1871 3020 3864 976 2794 2721
21

m (cm ) 6.0 12.3 9.8 7.4 11.9 22.3 79.8 10.6

Radiation CuKa MoKa MoKa MoKa MoKa CuKa CuKa MoKa

R1 [I.2s(I)] 0.059 0.042 0.031 0.061 0.030 0.063 0.038 0.054

R1 (all data) 0.060 0.065 0.046 0.121 0.050 0.074 0.057 0.071

Difference Fourier Dr 0.40 0.71 0.24 0.29 0.60 0.44 0.45 1.02max

Dr 20.28 20.63 20.44 20.37 20.72 20.33 20.68 20.72min

Refined parameters 92 262 132 262 262 92 255 277
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8)

Free L1
N(1)–C(2) 1.331(3) C(6)–C(7) 1.510(2)
N(1)–C(6) 1.337(2) C(7)–N(8) 1.456(2)
C(2)–C(3) 1.379(3) N(8)–C(9) 1.459(2)
C(3)–C(4) 1.375(3) N(8)–C(10) 1.460(2)
C(4)–C(5) 1.382(3) C(9)–C(109) 1.514(2)
C(5)–C(6) 1.389(2) C(10)–C(99) 1.514(2)
C(2)–N(1)–C(6) 117.6(2) C(5)–C(6)–C(7) 122.1(2)
N(1)–C(2)–C(3) 124.0(2) N(8)–C(7)–C(6) 113.4(2)
C(4)–C(3)–C(2) 117.9(2) C(7)–N(8)–C(9) 111.99(14)
C(3)–C(4)–C(5) 119.4(2) C(7)–N(8)–C(10) 111.94(14)
C(4)–C(5)–C(6) 118.6(2) C(9)–N(8)–C(10) 109.16(14)
N(1)–C(6)–C(5) 122.5(2) N(8)–C(9)–C(109) 110.1(2)
N(1)–C(6)–C(7) 115.4(2) N(8)–C(10)–C(99) 110.16(14)

[Cu(L1)(NO )](NO ) (A)3 3

N(1)–Cu(1) 2.010(3) N(4)–Cu(1) 2.002(3)
N(2)–Cu(1) 2.009(3) Cu(1)–O(1) 2.203(3)
N(3)–Cu(1) 2.022(3)
N(4)–Cu(1)–N(2) 155.75(14) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 149.43(13)
N(4)–Cu(1)–N(1) 114.84(14) N(4)–Cu(1)–O(1) 89.96(13)
N(2)–Cu(1)–N(1) 83.08(14) N(2)–Cu(1)–O(1) 101.78(13)
N(4)–Cu(1)–N(3) 83.55(14) N(1)–Cu(1)–O(1) 104.09(13)
N(2)–Cu(1)–N(3) 73.63(14) N(3)–Cu(1)–O(1) 99.90(13)

[Co(L1)(NO ) ] (B)3 2

Co–N(1) 2.124(2) Co–O(13) 2.153(2)
Co–N(19) 2.124(2) Co–N(89) 2.211(2)
Co–O(139) 2.153(2) Co–N(8) 2.211(2)
N(1)–Co–N(19) 142.80(11) O(139)–Co–N(89) 84.16(7)
N(1)–Co–O(139) 86.69(7) O(13)–Co–N(89) 100.17(7)
N(19)–Co–O(139) 91.67(7) N(1)–Co–N(8) 76.54(7)
N(1)–Co–O(13) 91.67(7) N(19)–Co–N(8) 139.91(8)
N(19)–Co–O(13) 86.69(7) O(139)–Co–N(8) 100.17(7)
O(139)–Co–O(13) 174.87(10) O(13)–Co–N(8) 84.16(7)
N(1)–Co–N(89) 139.91(8) N(89)–Co–N(8) 66.90(11)
N(19)–Co–N(89) 76.54(8)

[Mn(L1)(NO ) ] (C)3 2

N(1)–Mn(1) 2.318(5) Mn(1)–O(1) 2.311(5)
N(2)–Mn(1) 2.368(5) Mn(1)–O(4) 2.337(5)
N(3)–Mn(1) 2.392(5) Mn(1)–O(5) 2.424(5)
N(4)–Mn(1) 2.308(5) Mn(1)–O(2) 2.532(6)
N(4)–Mn(1)–O(1) 86.9(2) N(2)–Mn(1)–N(3) 62.4(2)
N(4)–Mn(1)–N(1) 159.2(2) N(4)–Mn(1)–O(5) 78.5(2)
O(1)–Mn(1)–N(1) 95.6(2) O(1)–Mn(1)–O(5) 126.2(2)
N(4)–Mn(1)–O(4) 89.0(2) N(1)–Mn(1)–O(5) 83.4(2)
O(1)–Mn(1)–O(4) 175.8(2) O(4)–Mn(1)–O(5) 53.4(2)
N(1)–Mn(1)–O(4) 88.5(2) N(2)–Mn(1)–O(5) 145.0(2)
N(4)–Mn(1)–N(2) 129.3(2) N(3)–Mn(1)–O(5) 125.3(2)
O(1)–Mn(1)–N(2) 81.2(2) O(2)–Mn(1)–O(1) 51.7(2)
N(1)–Mn(1)–N(2) 71.4(2) O(2)–Mn(1)–O(4) 128.6(2)
O(4)–Mn(1)–N(2) 101.0(2) O(2)–Mn(1)–O(5) 75.4(2)
N(4)–Mn(1)–N(3) 70.4(2) O(2)–Mn(1)–N(1) 80.7(2)
O(1)–Mn(1)–N(3) 96.2(2) O(2)–Mn(1)–N(2) 121.9(2)
N(1)–Mn(1)–N(3) 129.6(2) O(2)–Mn(1)–N(3) 141.1(2)
O(4)–Mn(1)–N(3) 81.7(2) O(2)–Mn(1)–N(4) 84.8(2)

[Cd(L1)(NO ) ] (D)3 2

Cd–N(20) 2.346(4) Cd–N(13) 2.466(4)
Cd–N(1) 2.362(4) Cd–O(23) 2.476(4)
Cd–N(8) 2.422(4) Cd–O(22) 2.493(4)
Cd–O(12) 2.455(4) Cd–O(13) 2.527(4)
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Table 2. Continued

N(20)–Cd–N(1) 161.51(13) N(13)–Cd–O(23) 125.24(13)
N(20)–Cd–N(8) 127.87(13) N(20)–Cd–O(22) 88.26(13)
N(1)–Cd–N(8) 70.60(13) N(1)–Cd–O(22) 88.56(13)
N(20)–Cd–O(12) 86.92(14) N(8)–Cd–O(22) 101.22(12)
N(1)–Cd–O(12) 96.26(14) O(12)–Cd–O(22) 175.12(14)
N(8)–Cd–O(12) 81.18(13) N(13)–Cd–O(22) 82.45(12)
N(20)–Cd–N(13) 69.51(13) O(23)–Cd–O(22) 51.48(13)
N(1)–Cd–N(13) 128.01(13) N(20)–Cd–O(13) 85.18(13)
N(8)–Cd–N(13) 61.40(13) N(1)–Cd–O(13) 82.83(13)
O(12)–Cd–N(13) 95.11(13) N(8)–Cd–O(13) 121.81(13)
N(20)–Cd–O(23) 80.02(12) O(12)–Cd–O(13) 50.77(13)
N(1)–Cd–O(23) 83.77(12) N(13)–Cd–O(13) 139.27(12)
N(8)–Cd–O(23) 143.65(12) O(23)–Cd–O(13) 78.13(13)
O(12)–Cd–O(23) 128.18(13) O(22)–Cd–O(13) 129.54(12)

[Cu (L1)(Ac) ](H O) (E)2 4 2 3

N(1)–Cu(1) 1.972(7) Cu(1)–O(1) 1.937(6)
N(2)–Cu(1) 2.119(13) Cu(1)–O(3) 2.004(11)
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1) 161.0(3) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 97.9(3)
O(1)–Cu(1)–O(3) 92.1(3) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 82.6(4)
N(1)–Cu(1)–O(3) 93.0(4) O(3)–Cu(1)–N(2) 161.4(3)

[Ag(L1)] (NO ) (EtOH) (F)n 3 n n

Ag(1)–N(16) 2.270(4) Ag(1)–N(1) 2.392(4)
Ag(1)–N(6) 2.288(4) Ag(1)–N(11) 2.406(4)
N(16)–Ag(1)–N(6) 126.7(2) N(16)–Ag(1)–N(11) 75.04(14)
N(16)–Ag(1)–N(1) 138.35(14) N(6)–Ag(1)–N(11) 122.14(14)
N(6)–Ag(1)–N(1) 75.17(14) N(1)–Ag(1)–N(11) 127.17(13)

[Ag(L1)] (SO CF ) (G)n 3 3 n

Ag(1)–N(4) 2.283(6) Ag(1)–N(2) 2.448(5)
Ag(1)–N(3) 2.324(6) Ag(1)–N(1) 2.486(5)
N(4)–Ag(1)–N(3) 136.6(2) N(4)–Ag(1)–N(1) 73.1(2)
N(4)–Ag(1)–N(2) 122.1(2) N(3)–Ag(1)–N(1) 111.6(2)
N(3)–Ag(1)–N(2) 73.2(2) N(2)–Ag(1)–N(1) 154.1(2)

˚pyramid (Cu–O distance, 2.20 A). L1 is able to surround atoms). Thus, the complexation around the copper(II) ion
the small copper(II) cation completely and hydrogen atoms leads to a helicene type of structure.

˚of six-positions in the pyridine moieties are only 2.35 A In cobalt(II), manganese(II) and cadmium(II) complex-
apart (less than the sum of van der Waals radii of the H es, ligand L1 is not folded around the metal ion complete-

Fig. 1. X-ray structure of L1.
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21 21 21 21Fig. 2. Solid-state structures of coordination compounds of L1 with Cu (a), Co (b), Mn (c), and Cd (d) nitrate salts.

ly. The overall conformation of the L1 is the same as in the be described as a distorted octahedron, in which the
copper(II) complex, but the longer metal–nitrogen bond nitrogen atoms of the L1 are unsymmetrically located in
distances make the complexes more open in respect of the the tetracoordinative plane (Co–N distances, 2.12 and 2.21

˚ ˚L1 bite. Mononuclear cobalt(II) complex (B) is symmetri- A). The capping O atoms are 2.15 A above the N-atom
cal and has a two-fold axis through the metal ion and the plane.
piperazine moiety. The geometry of the metal ion can best The structures of the eight-coordinated manganese(II)
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(C) and cadmium(II) (D) metal complexes are isomorphic the coordination of the L1 to the metal ion. In the case of
to each other and structurally resemble the Co-complex B, nitrate, L1 is the stronger coordinating species and it
deviating mainly only in the bidentate coordination of the controls the formation of a 1:1 metal complex in which the
nitrate anion. In C and D, the coordination of the nitrate piperazine ring is in the boat conformation. When a
anions to the metal ions makes the eight-coordinated metal stronger electron donor, such as acetate, is used, L1 is not
complexes crystallographically unsymmetrical. The coordi- able to replace it completely and a 1:2 metal complex in
nation sphere in C and D is best described as a bicapped which the piperazine ring is in the chair conformation is
trigonal antiprism, with O(2) and N(3) as the capping formed. the molecular structure of the dinuclear copper(II)
atoms in C and O(13) and N(13) in D (Mn–N and Mn–O complex is shown in Fig. 3 and relevant bond distances

˚ and angles are given in Table 2.vary between 2.31 and 2.53 A, and Cd–N and Cd–O
˚distances vary between 2.35 and 2.53 A).

3.1.4. Structures of [Ag(L1)] (NO ) (EtOH) (F) andn 3 n n

[Ag(L1)] (SO CF ) (G)n 3 3 n

3.1.3. Structure of [Cu (L1)(Ac) ](H O) (E) Projections of the structures of complexes F and G are2 4 2 3

L1 was also found to exist in a chair conformation in given in Fig. 4. Relevant bond distances and angles are
21Cu complexes. The structure was dependent on the given in Table 2. L1 forms polynuclear metal complexes

anions used. When a nitrate was used as the anion, a 1:1 with silver(I) ions in both cases. These polynuclear metal
metal complex was formed, and piperazine was in the boat complexes contain meso-helical subunits [28–31]. The
conformation. The replacement of the nitrate by an acetate tetrahedral coordination sphere (Ag–N distances are 2.27–

˚led to the formation of a 1:2 metal complex, in which the 2.49 A in both complexes) of the silver ion seems to be
piperazine moiety was in the chair conformation. The controlling the formation of the polynuclear structures. In
linear dinuclear copper complex has a center of symmetry the case of silver(I)nitrate complex (F), ethanol is included
in the middle of the piperazine moiety, so the free L1 and in the crystal lattice and crystallization occurs in a mono-
copper(II) ions are tetracoordinated by two nitrogens and clinic space group. The replacement of the nitrate by a

˚two acetate oxygens (Cu–N distances, 1.97 and 2.12 A; trifluoromethylsulfonate (triflate) leads to the crystalliza-
˚Cu–O distances, 1.94 and 2.00 A). The coordination tion of G in a triclinic space group, with different

sphere around the Cu atom is a distorted tetrahedron. A clathration of the anion.
quite similar dinuclear copper(II) complex has been used Helical supermolecular systems have attracted wide
in through-bond exchange coupling studies between the chemical interest in the last decade [33–41], but meso-
copper ions by Chiari et al. [32]. The acetate group is a helicate-forming ligands have been rare in chemistry [28–
better electron donor than the nitrate group. The strength of 31]. The rigid piperazine ring does not allow the L1 to
the coordination of the anion competes with the strength of twist its skeleton and form helical complexes with tetra-

hedrally coordinating silver(I), but the rigidity of the
ligand and the coordination preferences of the silver(I) ion
lead to the formation of a polymeric structure. These
polymeric metal complexes contain meso-helical subunits,
but they cannot be considered as meso-helicates due to
their infinite structures. The anions are not coordinated to
the silver(I) ions, but are clathrated between the polymeric
metal–ligand strands.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, on request,
quoting the deposition numbers CSD-406475 for L1, CSD-
406476 for A, CSD-406477 for B, CSD-406478 for C,
CSD-406479 for D, CSD-406480 for E, CSD-406481 for F
and CSD-406482 for G.
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Abstract

Calculations have been carried out on the hydration and amination of alkenes to give alcohols and amines respectively. This density
21functional theory computational study shows both reactions to be exothermic. The enthalpies are in the 27 to 216 kcal mol range for

acyclic alkenes. Computationally, unsubstituted alkenes, or those substituted with electron donor groups, undergo hydration and amination
reactions more readily than electron deficient alkenes. Formation of branched isomers is favored over linear ones, which correlates with

21the preference for Markovnikov addition. Strained bicyclic dienes show enthalpies that range between 211 and 233 kcal mol . The
higher values for the dienes reflects the release of ring strain in the addition reaction. For norbornadiene dicarboxylic acids, addition to the
unsubstituted double bond is favored. For the hydration reaction, addition to a double bond substituted with hydroxymethyl groups is
favored over one substituted with carboxylic acid groups. Ruthenium(II) and palladium(0) TPPTS complexes have been used for the
hydration of 1-octene to 1-octanol.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction hydration and amination reactions. In this article we
present our data on such a study.

The direct hydration or amination of alkenes with water
or ammonia is a potential route for the synthesis of
alcohols and amines respectively. A challenge in develop-

2. Experimentaling homogeneous catalysts for such reactions is that they
must usually be carried out in a two-phase system [1,2].

Calculations were carried out on a DEC alpha computerThe majority of homogeneous catalysts are soluble in the
system (433 MHz) using the SPARTAN Version 5.0.2 soft-organic phase, but increasingly there is an interest in using
ware package. All calculations were density functionalones that partition into the aqueous component. In these
theory, using the Becke–Percew method, with non localcases, a single-phase catalyst system will be realized only
corrections being applied only after final SCF convergenceif the alkene is water soluble. Another aspect of developing
(pBP), and using the DN** basis set [5]. The compoundhomogeneously catalyzed hydration and amination re-
TPPTS was prepared according to the literature procedureactions is that their thermodynamic driving force can be

2[6]. In a typical run, 1 cm of the olefin being investigatedlow, and an equilibrium condition may be reached rather
2was syringed into 10 cm of deionized water. Approxi-than a complete conversion to alcohols and amines [3].

2mately 40 cm of THF was then added to the mixture untilFollowing our initial work on the catalyzed hydration of
it became homogeneous. The resulting three-componentmaleic esters [4], we have sought other catalysts for such
solution was then purged of oxygen by bubbling nitrogensystems. In order to make a rational choice of alkene, it
through the solution for 30 min. The catalyst (typicallywould be useful to know what effect substituents and

2structure on the alkene has on the thermodynamics of the 80–125 mg) was then weighed into a 100-cm Schlenk
flask equipped with a magnetic stirring bar. This vessel
was then purged by carrying out two sequential fill cycles*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-806-742-3067; fax: 11-806-742-
of evacuation and nitrogen filling. The solution of alkene1289.

E-mail address: uldmr@ttacs.ttn.edu (D.M. Roundhill) in an aqueous THF mixture was then added to the catalyst

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00122-9
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by canula techniques. The ensuing mixture was generally phase dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate. After fil-
slightly turbid and dark orange in color. If desired, 5–10 tering, the volatile solvents were removed using a rotary

2 2cm of oxygen-free THF can be added to make the mixture evaporator, and the oily residue taken up in 20 cm of
homogeneous, although homogeneity appears to have no anhydrous diethyl ether for gas chromatographic analysis.
significant impact on yields. The mixture was stirred at A calibration curve of the ratio of the gas chromato-
ambient temperature for 4 days, during which period a graphic peak area ratios (octanol:octene) vs. volume ratio

2 2 2black material formed. After this four-day period, the (cm octanol: cm octene) was prepared as follows: 1 cm
2 2mixture was extracted with 2320 cm of diethyl ether. of octene was dissolved in 20 cm of anhydrous diethyl

2Phase separation was spontaneous, with a dark oily ether. Then 0.03 cm of 1-octanol was added to the
material appearing at the interface. The aqueous phase, solution, and the chromatograph trace acquired using an
including the dark material, was removed, and the organic 18-inch boiling point column in a Hewlett Packard model

Table 1
Enthalpies of reactants and products (in kcal /mol).
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25850 gas chromatograph. Further 0.03-cm aliquots were used across the series, the relative data are reliable. As a
2then added to give a total volume of 0.3 cm of 1-octanol. test of the reliability of our data we have carried out

**A similar calibration curve for 2-octanol, supplied by several of the calculations at the MP2 6-311G level. The
Aldrich, was also constructed. Within experimental error, absolute enthalpies of the compounds are in each case
the two curves are identical. These curves, in conjunction approximately 0.25% higher in energy than those obtained
with the densities of the compounds, were used to calculate by the Becke–Percew method, but the calculated reaction
the yields of octanols. Similar curves were constructed for enthalpies are unchanged.
dodecanols. Yields of 1-octanol and 1-dodecanol corres- These computational data show that each reaction is
ponded to six and one turnovers respectively. exothermic, and that the exothermicities of both the

hydration and amination reactions are closely similar.
Within each reaction type, a number of trends are sug-

3. Results and discussion gested. One trend is that the formation of the branched
isomer is favored over the linear one, which correlates with

The results of our computational studies are collected in the known favorability of an alkene to undergo Markov-
Tables 1 and 2. Although the absolute values of these nikov addition. Another is that a carboxylic acid sub-
298 K energies are subject to variations resulting from the stituent on the alkene results in a less negative enthalpy
computational model, for the consistent model we have change than is observed for a more electron rich alkene. As

Table 2
Reaction enthalpies (in kcal /mol).
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Table 2. Continued

a result dienes with carboxylic acid substituents on one of energy is also reflected in the observation that the addition
the double bonds preferentially undergo additon at the of a second molecule of water or ammonia to a diene
unsubstituted alkene. By contrast, the analogous alkenes results in a less negative enthalpic change than would be
with hydroxymethyl substituents preferentially undergo observed if the addition were to be occurring at the first
addition at the substituted alkene. A trend in these data alkene bond of the diene. This thermodynamic advantage
also indicates that the addition of water or ammonia to an resulting from the release of ring strain in bicyclic alkenes
alkene is more exothermic for a strained bicyclic diene has previously been used to advantage in the transition
than it is for an unstrained linear alkene. This observation metal-catalyzed amination of norbornadiene [7].

2correlates with the release of strain energy as the sp These data suggest that unsubstituted alkenes, or those
3hybridized carbons of the alkene are converted to sp substituted with electron donor groups, should undergo

hybridization in the resulting alkane. The effect of strain hydration and amination reactions more readily than
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electron-deficient alkenes. Nevertheless, such overall en- mediate, it is plausible that the initial step involves an
thalpic changes must be treated with caution in designing addition of water to a low valent complex.
catalytic transformations, because the higher stability of
the intermediate transition metal alkyls having electron-
withdrawing groups on the alkyl groups may result in Acknowledgements
electron-deficient alkenes having lower activation energies
in catalyzed hydration and amination reactions. Such We thank the National Science Foundation for support
intermediates are likely present for a pathway that involves of this research (CHE 9317639). We thank Allan Headley
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resulting metal hydrogen bond. ments.
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Abstract

3 3Treatment of the di-m-chloride allyl palladium complex [(h -C H )Pd(m-Cl) Pd(h -C H )] with [NBu ]OH (1:2 molar ratio) in4 7 2 4 7 4

methanol, followed by addition of phenol or para-substituted phenol ArOH (1:2 molar ratio), allows the preparation of dimeric aryloxo
3 3complexes of the type [(h -C H )Pd(m-OAr) Pd(h -C H )] (Ar5Ph 1, C H Me-p 2, C H Cl-p 3, C H Br-p 4). The addition of4 7 2 4 7 6 4 6 4 6 4

p-nitrophenol or pentafluorophenol to complex 1 results in quantitative substitution of the phenoxide anion to give the di-m-aryloxo
3 3palladium complexes [(h -C H )Pd(m -OAr) Pd(h -C H )] (Ar5C H NO -p 5 or C F 6). Complexes 1, 5 and 6 react with PPh to4 7 2 4 7 6 4 2 6 5 3

3give the monomeric aryloxo complexes [(h -C H )Pd(OAr)(PPh )] (Ar5Ph 7, C H NO -p 8, C F 9). The identity of these complexes4 7 3 6 4 2 6 5
1 19 13 31has been established by partial elemental analyses and NMR ( H, F, C and P) spectroscopy.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All

rights reserved.

Keywords: Palladium; Aryloxo complexes; Allyl complexes

1. Introduction type [NBu ] [hM(C F ) (m-OR)j ] (M5Ni, Pd or Pt)4 2 6 5 2 2

[22–26] and mononuclear aryloxo metal complexes of the
3The role of h -allylpalladium compounds in several type [NBu ][hM(C F ) (OAr)L] (M5Pd, L5PPh ; Pt, L54 6 5 2 3

palladium-catalysed organic syntheses is now well estab- PPh , CO) [26], which have been used as intermediates for3

lished [1–5]. The chemistry of late transition metal alkox- the synthesis of other transition-metal complexes [27,28].
ides or aryloxides [6] is recently attracting growing In this paper we describe an easy route for the synthesis of
attention partly because of their relevance to organic a number of di-m-aryloxo allylpalladium complexes and
synthesis where late-transition-metal alkoxides are their reactivity towards the neutral ligand triphenylphos-
believed to be involved [4,7,8] and partly because of their phine. The synthesis of the related dinuclear allylnickel
recently discovered unique chemical reactivities such as aryloxides has been reported recently [29].
CO insertion into metal alkoxide bonds [9–12] and adduct
formation with alcohols through strong hydrogen bonding
[13–20]. Unfortunately, the synthesis and reactivity of

2. Experimental
palladium and platinum alkoxide and aryloxide complexes
have been little explored, probably because it was thought

The C, H, N analyses were performed with a Carlo Erba
that Pd–O and Pt–O bonds would be weak due to an

model EA 1108 microanalyzer. Decomposition tempera-
unfavorable interaction between the ‘hard’ alkoxide ligand

tures were determined with a Mettler TG-50 thermobal-
and the ‘soft’ metal centre [21]. The thermochemical 21ance at a heating rate of 58C min and the solid sample
studies of Bryndza and Bercaw have shown that this is a 21 1 19under nitrogen flow (100 ml min ). The H, F and
misconception [6,11]. 31P-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC 200E or

We have recently reported on the syntheses of binuclear
Varian Unity 300 spectrometer, using SiMe , CFCl and4 3hydroxo-, methoxo- and aryloxo-metal complexes of the
H PO as standards, respectively. Infrared spectra were3 4

recorded on a Perkin–Elmer 16F PC FT–IR spec-
trophotometer using Nujol mulls between polyethylene*Corresponding author. Fax: 134-68-364-148.

´E-mail address: gll@fcu.um.es (G. Lopez) sheets. Solvents were dried by the usual methods. The

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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3 3starting complex [(h -allyl)Pd(m-Cl) Pd(h -allyl)] (allyl5 constant stirring at room temperature for 30 min to afford a2

suspension from which solvent was partially evaporatedC H ) was prepared by the procedure described elsewhere4 7

under reduced pressure. The yellow (5) or white (6) solids[30].
were filtered off and air-dried. complex 5: Yield 80%. M.p.

211248C (dec). IR (Nujol, cm ) 1288 n(C–O). Anal. Calcd.2.1. Preparation of the complexes
for C H N O Pd : C, 40.1; H, 3.7; N, 4.7. Found: C,20 22 2 6 2

39.8; H, 3.7; N, 4.7. Complex 6: Yield 60%. M.p. 1008C2.1.1. Complexes 1 –4
21(dec). IR (Nujol, cm ) 1348 n(C–O). Anal. calcd. forTo a suspension of the di-m-chloride allyl complex

3 3 C H F O Pd : C, 34.8; H, 2.1. Found: C, 34.7; H, 2.0.[(h -C H )Pd(m-Cl) Pd(h -C H )] (100 mg, 0.25 mmol) 20 14 10 2 24 7 2 4 7
3in methanol (9 cm ) was added 20% [NBu ]OH (aq) (0.674

3 2.1.3. Complexes 7 –9cm , 0.51 mmol) to yield a yellow solution to which the
3 3To a solution of [(h -C H )Pd(m-OAr) Pd(h -C H )]corresponding phenol ArOH (0.51 mmol) was added, with 4 7 2 4 7

(Ar5C H , p-NO C H or C F ) (0.17 mmol) in di-constant stirring at room temperature for 1 h. After partial 6 5 2 6 4 6 5
3evaporation of the solvent under reduced pressure, addition chloromethane (15 cm ) was added triphenylphosphine

of water caused the precipitation of yellowish solids which PPh (90 mg, 0.34 mmol) with stirring at room tempera-3

were filtered-off and air-dried. Complex 1: Yield 85%; ture for 1 h to yield an orange solution. The solvent was
21m.p. 1178C (dec). IR (Nujol, cm ) 1258 n(C–O). Anal. completely evaporated under vacuum and the residue

Calcd. for C H O Pd : C, 47.2; H, 4.8. Found: C, 46.8; treated with hexane, then filtered off and air-dried. Com-20 24 2 2
21H, 4.7. Complex 2: Yield 79%. M.p. 1108C (dec). IR plex 7: Yield 61%. M.p. 1088C (dec). IR (Nujol, cm )

21(Nujol, cm ) 1251 n(C–O). Anal. Calcd. for 1298 n(C–O). Anal. Calcd. for C H OPPd: C, 65.1; H,28 27

C H O Pd : C, 49.2; H, 5.3. Found: C, 48.8; H, 5.4. 5.3. Found: C, 64.7; H, 5.3. Complex 8: Yield 90%. M.p.22 28 2 2
21Complex 3: Yield 83%. M.p. 1278C (dec). IR (Nujol, 131 8C (dec). IR (Nujol, cm ) 1296 n(C–O). Anal.

21cm ) 1254 n(C–O). Anal. Calcd. for C H Cl O Pd : Calcd. for C H NO PPd: C, 59.9; H, 2.5; N, 4.7. Found:20 22 2 2 2 28 26 3

C, 41.5; H, 3.8. Found: C, 41.1; H, 3.6. Complex 4: Yield C, 59.6; H, 2.4; N, 4.6. Complex 9: Yield 80%. M.p. 119
21 2189%. M.p. 1108C (dec). IR (Nujol, cm ) 1256 n(C–O). 8C (dec). IR (Nujol, cm ) 1302 n(C–O). Anal. Calcd. for

Anal. Calcd. for C H Br O Pd : C, 36.0; H, 3.3. Found: C H F OPPd: C, 55.4; H, 3.7. Found: C, 55.7; H, 3.5.20 22 2 2 2 28 22 5

C, 36.0; H, 3.3.

2.1.2. Complexes 5 and 6 3. Results and discussion
3 3To a solution of [(h -C H )Pd(m-OC H ) Pd(h -4 7 6 5 2

3C H )] (200 mg, 0.39 mmol) in methanol (20 cm ) was Treatment of a suspension of the di-m-chloride allylpal-4 7
3 3added p-NO C H OH or C F OH (0.79 mmol) with ladium complex [(h -C H )Pd(m-Cl) Pd(h -C H )] in2 6 4 6 5 4 7 2 4 7

Scheme 1.
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Table 1
1 19 31 aH, F and P NMR data (J in Hz) for the palladium complexes (in CDCl )3

1 19 31Complex H d (SiMe ) F d (CFCl ) P d (H PO )4 3 3 4

1 7.07 (pseudotriplet, 4 H, H , J 7.5)m

6.91 (d, 4 H, H , J 7.5)o

6.63 (t, 2 H, H , J 7.5)p

3.18 (s, 4 H, H )syn

2.52 (s, 4 H, H )anti

2.12 (s, 6 H, CH )3

2 6.81 (m, 8 H, H 1H )o m

3.15 (s, 4 H, H )syn

2.50 (s, 4 H, H )anti

2.21 (s, 6 H, CH allyl)3

2.11 (s, 6 H, CH of ArO)3

3 6.90 (d, 4 H, H , J 8.8)m

6.82 (d, 4 H, H , J 8.8)o

3.16 (s, 4 H, H )syn

2.52 (s, 4 H, H )anti

2.12 (s, 6 H, CH )3

4 7.13 (d, 4 H, H , J 8.4)m

6.77 (d, 4 H, H , J 8.4)o

3.15 (s, 4 H, Hsyn)

2.51 (s, 4 H, H )anti

2.11 (s, 6 H, CH )3

5 8.03 (d, 4 H, H , J 8.9)m

6.82 (d, 4 H, H , J 8.9)o

3.37 (s, 4 H, H )syn

2.62 (s, 4 H, H )anti

2.15 (s, 6 H, CH )3

6 3.06 (s, 4 H, H ) 2161.0 (d, 4 F , J 18.3)syn o

2.40(s, 4 H, H ) 2167.1 (m, 4 F )anti m

2.10 (s, 6 H, CH ) 2175.1 (t, 2 F , J 21.4)3 p

7 7.36 (m, 15 H, PPh ) 23.67 (s)3

6.95 (m, 2 H, H )m

6.66 (m, 2 H, H )o

6.40 (m, 1 H, H )p

4.39 (dd, 1 H, H , J 6.3, J 2.4)d dP ad

3.64 (d, 1 H, H , J 9.6)c cP

2.72 (d, 1 H, H , J 2.4)a ad

2.47 (s, 1 H, H )b

2.05 (s, 6 H, CH )3

8 7.79 (d, 2 H, H , J 9.0) 25.35 (s)m

7.31 (m, 15 H, PPh )3

6.32 (d, 2 H, H , J 9.0)o

4.38 (dd, 1 H, H , J 6.3, J 2.4)d dP ad

3.61 (d, 1 H, H J 9.9)c, cP

2.84 (d, 1 H, H , J 2.4)a ad

2.56 (s, 1 H, H )b

2.04 (s, 6 H, CH )3

9 7.37 (m, 15 H, PPh ) 2167.7 (m, 2 F ) 24.56 (s)3 o

4.38 (dd, 1 H, H , J 6.3, J 2.4) 2170.2 (m, 2F )d dP ad m

3.71 (d, 1 H, H , J 9.6) 2183.9 (m, 1 F )c cP p

2.71 (d, 1 H, H , J 2.4)a ad

2.55 (s, 1 H, H )b

2.06 (s, 6 H, CH )3

a 1 19 31Chemical shifts from TMS ( H), from CFCl ( F) or from H PO ( P). Abbreviations: s, singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet; m, multiplet; dd, doublet of3 3 4

doublets. Assignments:
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methanol with 20% [NBu ]OH (in 1:2 molar ratio),4 (aq)

which gives a yellow solution, followed by addition of
phenol or p-substituted phenol ArOH (1:2 molar ratio)
allows the preparation of the corresponding dimeric
aryloxo complexes 1–4 shown in Scheme 1. Complexes
1–4 were all obtained as yellowish precipitates by addition

2 2of water. This formal metathesis reaction of Cl by ArO
presumably implies the initial formation of a di-m-
methoxo and/or hydroxo palladium complex [31] that then
reacts with ArOH to yield the corresponding aryloxo
complex with the concomitant release of methanol.

In reactions with the stronger acids p-nitrophenol (pK 5a

7.3) or pentafluorophenol (pK 55.5) [19,30] in 1:2 molara

ratio in methanol, complex 1 undergoes quantitative substi-
tution of the phenoxide anion (pK 59.9 for phenol) fora

2 2p-NO C H O or C F O to afford the palladium com-2 6 4 6 5

plexes 5 or 6 (Scheme 1).
Partial elemental analyses, yields and decomposition

Scheme 2.temperatures of complexes 1–6 are shown in the Ex-
1perimental section. The H-NMR spectra of the dimeric

complexes 1–6 (Table 1) at room temperature indicate that
they exist in solution as a unique isomer with only one set
of resonances for the methylallyl group, i.e. three singlet added to a CDCl solution of complex 7 in the NMR tube3

resonances with the expected intensity ratio of 2:2:3 (1:1 molar ratio) the following NMR data were obtained:
1(mixtures of cis and trans isomers, depending on the (i) H, d 7.6–6.8 (very complex multiplet, aromatic), 5.04

arrangements of allyl groups with respect to each other, (s, 1H, CH 5), 4.93 (s, 1H, CH 5), 4.38 (s, 2H, -CH -)2 2 2

have been reported for the related aryloxo nickel complex- and 1.77 (s, 3H, Me), assigned to CH 5C(Me)-CH -OPh;2 2
3 13es [Ni (h -allyl) (m-OAr) ] [29] and thiolato palladium (ii) C: d 141.0 (C Me), 112.5 (CH 5), 71.6 (-CH -) and2 2 2 2 2

3complexes [hPd(h -allyl)(m-SAr)j ] [32]). The anti 19.3 (Me), in accordance with the signals of a genuine2

-protons of the terminal CH group are most shielded, and sample of CH 5C(Me)-CH -OPh [35]; (iii) no signal2 2 2
3no geminal coupling between the syn -periplanar and the assignable to the parent compound [(h -

1 31anti-periplanar protons is observed. The H-NMR spectra C H )Pd(OPh)(PPh )] 7 was observed in the P-NMR4 7 3
19of complexes 1–5 (and the F NMR spectrum of complex spectrum, but three new resonances were found at d 32.6,

6) also show one set of sharp resonances from the two 29.1 and 28.6 which may be attributed to Pd(0)–PPh3

m-aryloxide ligands (Table 1). complexes (metallic palladium was not formed in the NMR
The reaction of the dimeric complexes 1, 5 and 6 with tube). These results are summarized in Scheme 3; in the

triphenylphosphine (1:2 molar ratio) in dichloromethane presence of added PPh the reductive elimination of allyl3

yields the monomeric aryloxo palladium complexes 7–9 phenyl ether occurs with the concomitant formation of
3shown in Scheme 2. The related complex [Pd(h - Pd–PPh complex.3

C H )(OC H CN-p)(PCy )] was prepared by Yamamoto3 5 6 4 3

et al. by oxidative addition of the allyl ether CH 52

CHCH OC H CN to Pd(PCy ) [33].2 6 4 3 2
1The H NMR spectra of complexes 7–9 (Table 1)

3indicate that the h -ligand is rigid at room temperature as
they show a unique set of four resonances of equal
intensities for the allylic protons H , H , H and H (seea b c d

Table 1 for the allyl proton assignments) with a spin–spin
coupling pattern which is the same as that observed for the

3chloride complex [(h -C H )PdCl(PPh )] [34], where4 7 3
31nuclei trans to PPh (H and H ) are coupled to P. The3 d c

31 1Ph Hj-NMR spectra of 7–9 show a singlet resonance
13(Table 1). The C NMR data for complexes 1–9 are

shown in Table 2.
It is well known that monomeric complexes of the type
3[(h -C H )PdX(PPh )] react with nucleophiles to afford4 7 3

the corresponding allylated product [33]. When PPh was Scheme 3.3
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Table 2
13C NMR data for the palladium complexes (in CDCl )3

Complex ipso-C m-C C Me o-C p-C CH CH o-C p-C m-C Me2 3

(OAr) (OAr) (C H ) (OAr) (OAr) (C H ) (C H ) (PPh ) (PPh ) (PPh ) (OAr)4 7 4 7 4 7 3 3 3

1 165.8 128.6 124.8 119.7 117.4 56.0 22.9
2 168.1 129.0 124.7 119.4 126.4 55.9 20.5 20.5
3 174.2 131.2 125.2 121.4 128.6 56.2 22.9
4 174.1 131.2 128.6 125.2 121.4 56.2 22.9
5 169.2 125.8 125.1 124.8 119.5 57.1 22.4

a a a a6 127.0 55.6 22.4
a7 128.2 125.1 119.4 117.4 54.8 23.3 133.7 (d) 130.6 128.6 (d)
a8 126.4 122.1 119.4 125.2 54.6 23.5 133.8 (d) 130.6 128.6 (d)
a a a a9 126.0 53.0 23.2 133.7 (d) 130.6 128.6 (d)

a Not observed.
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Abstract

The structures of the two complexes cis-[Co(tren)(N ) ]ClO (I) and trans-[Co(3,2,3-tet)(N ) ]ClO (II) (tren52,29,20-triamino-3 2 4 3 2 4

triethylamine; 3,2,3-tet51,10-diamino-4,7-diazadecane) have been determined by X-ray crystallography. The compounds consist of
1 1 2isolated complex cations [Co(tren)(N ) ] and [Co(3,2,3-tet)(N ) ] with distorted octahedral geometry and ClO counter ions. The two3 2 3 2 4

single coordinated azido ligands are arranged cis and trans in the cations of I and II, respectively. The Co–N(azido) distances vary from
˚1.946(3) to 1.964(3) A. The configurational geometry for these complexes were previously reported based on the position of the

21asymmetric stretching mode of vibration of the coordinated azido ligands, na(N ) in the 2000–2065 cm region. The results of X-ray3

studies are consistent with the previous assigned geometry based on the IR of na(N ) and strongly support its use as a valuable tool for3

elucidating the geometrical isomerism in octahedral diazido metal complexes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Azido complexes; Cobalt(III) complexes; 2,29,20-Triaminotriethylamine; 1,10-Diamino-4,7-diazadecane; Crystal structure

1. Introduction triazido-metal complexes. It depends on observing the
position in the IR spectrum of the asymmetric stretching

The azide ion is a versatile ligand, it can bind metal ions vibration mode of the coordinated azide ion, na(N ) in the3
21in a number of coordination modes, giving rise to mononu- range 2000–2065 cm ; the cis-diazido and fac-triazido

clear, dinuclear and polynuclear complexes. In these species exhibit two strong absorption bands, whereas their
complexes different types of bonding of the azido ligands corresponding trans- and mer-complexes show only one
have been observed; either simple monodentate terminal band [1]. A similar interpretation was also used in studying
fashion [1–9] or bridging end-to-end (1,3-di-m) or end-on the photoisomerization and photoreduction of some square
(1,1-di-m) modes [10–16]. The coordination mode of the planar diazido-bis(triphenylphosphine)- and diazido-1,3-
azido ligand depends on the nature and oxidation state of bis(diphenylphosphino)propane-platinum(II) complexes [6].
the central metal ion, as well as the nature of the other This work was undertaken to confirm our IR spectral
coordinated ligands. prediction for the geometrical isomerism in octahedral

The study of metal complexes containing azide ligands azido–metal complexes based on the use of na(N ) by3

is complicated by the presence of several binding modes determining the crystal structure for two of the previously
for the azido ligands [10–16] and/or the geometrical characterized diazido complexes namely cis-[Co(t-
isomers of the metal–azido core [1]. We have established a ren)(N ) ]ClO and trans-[Co(3,2,3-tet)(N ) ]ClO [1].3 2 4 3 2 4

simple method to distinguish between the geometrical
configuration of the mono-nuclear octahedral diazido- and

2. Experimental

*Corresponding author. Present address: Department of Chemistry and
2.1. MaterialsBiochemistry, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701-2979, USA.

1Corresponding author. This author is also a senior author.
2On leave from Alexandria University. 2,29,20-Triaminotriethylamine (tren) and 1,10-diamino-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00106-0
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4,7-diazadecane (3,2,3-tet) were purchased from Aldrich described above for I (yield: 0.90 g, 43%). Found: C, 23.2;
Chemical Company, Milwaukee, USA. All other materials H, 5.2; N, 33.2. Calc. for C H N ClO Co: C, 23.1; H,8 22 10 4

were reagent grade quality, unless otherwise indicated. 5.3; N, 33.6%.
Caution: Salts of perchlorate and azide and their metal

2.3. Physical measurementscomplexes are potentially explosive and should be handled
with care and in small quantities.

Infrared spectra were measured on a Perkin–Elmer
System 2000 NIR FT-Raman spectrophotometer as KBr2.2. Synthesis of the complexes
pellets. Elemental analyses were performed at the Micro-
analytical Laboratory of Kuwait University using Elemen-2.2.1. Cis-[Co(tren)(N ) ]ClO (I)3 2 4
tal Analyzer LECO CHN 932.To an aqueous solution (30 ml) containing

Co(NO ) .6H O (1.45 g, 5 mmol) and tren (0.73 g, 53 2 2 2.4. X-ray crystal structure analysesmmol), NaN (0.65 g, 10 mmol) dissolved in H O (10 ml)3 2

was added drop by drop with stirring. To complete the
A modified STOE four-circle diffractometer was usedoxidation of the metal ions the resulting dark brown

for single crystal X-ray measurements. Orientation matrixsolution was air bubbled for 2 h, filtered and treated with 1
and lattice parameters were obtained by least-squaresml of saturated solution of NaClO , and this was followed4 refinement of the diffraction data from 67 reflections in theby slow evaporation on steam-bath to ca 15 ml. Upon
u range 8.0–15.68 (compound I) and 33 reflections in the ucooling at room temperature, dark fine red crystals were
range 8.8–15.98 (compound II), respectively. Data wereseparated out. These were collected by filtration, washed
collected at 298(2) K using graphite crystal-monochromat-with ethanol, acetone, ether and air dried (yield: 1.1 g, ˚ized Mo-Ka radiation (l50.71069 A) and the v-scan57%). Found: C, 18.7; H, 4.7; N, 35.5; Calc. for
technique. The intensities were corrected for Lorentz-po-C H N ClO Co: C, 18.5; H, 4.7; N, 36.0%. Single6 18 10 4 larization effects, and for absorption. Crystallographic datacrystals suitable for X-ray measurements were obtained
and processing parameters are given in Table 1.from dilute solution upon standing at room temperature for

The structures were solved by Direct methods andone week.
subsequent Fourier analyses. Anisotropic displacement
parameters were applied to non-hydrogen atoms in full-2.2.2. Trans-[Co(3,2,3-tet)(N ) ]ClO (II) 23 2 4 matrix least-squares refinements based on F . The hydro-The complex was prepared in a similar fashion as
gen atoms were assigned with isotropic displacement
factors and included in the final refinement cycles by use

Table 1 of geometrical restraints. Analytical expressions of neutral-
Crystal data for cis-[Co(tren)(N ) ]ClO (I) and trans-[Co(3,2,3-3 2 4 atom scattering factors were employed, and anomalous
tet)(N ) ]ClO (II)3 2 4 dispersion corrections were incorporated. The program
Compound I II DIFABS [17], and the SHELXTL/PC [18] program pack-

age were used for computations. Selected bond distancesEmpirical formula C H ClCoN O C H ClCoN O6 18 10 4 8 22 10 4

Formula weight 388.68 416.74 and bond angles are given in Tables 2 and 3.
Color deep red deep red
System, space group Monoclinic, I2 /a Orthorhombic, Pbca

˚a (A) 13.996(4) 23.432(6) 3. Results and discussion˚b (A) 15.182(4) 13.075(3)
˚c (A) 14.548(4) 10.897(3)

3.1. IR spectraa (8) 90 90
b (8) 108.43(2) 90
g (8) 90 90 The IR spectra of the complexes under investigation3˚V (A ) 2932.7(14) 3339(2)

display the characteristic strong absorption bands due toZ 8 8
21 the asymmetric stretching vibration of the coordinatedm(MoKa) (mm ) 1.390 1.227

azido ligands, na(N ). The complex [Co(tren)(N ) ]ClONormal. transmission factors 1.000–0.470 1.000–0.583 3 3 2 4
213D /D (Mg/m ) 1.761/1.75(3) 1.658/1.65(3) (I) exhibits two bands at 2054 and 2025 cm , whereascalc obs

Approx. crystal size (mm) 0.3230.2230.14 0.3030.2430.20 [Co(3,2,3-tet)(N ) ]ClO (II) shows a single band at 20113 2 4
21u range of data collection (8) 2.95–26.00 2.99–26.00 cm . These spectral data are consistent with those

Reflections collected 3554 3763 reported earlier for the two complexes and suggest cis
Independ. refl. /R 2879/0.0376 3271/0.0274int geometry for I and trans geometry for II [1].Parameters 253 239

2Goodness-of-Fit on F 1.073 1.062
3.2. Description of the structuresR1/wR2 0.0433/0.1010 0.0449/0.0980

aWeighting factors : a /b 0.0566/2.8200 0.0432/2.3828
3˚Largest peak/hole (e /A ) 0.423/ 20.456 0.400/ 20.352 3.2.1. Cis-[Co(tren)(N ) ]ClO (I)3 2 4

1a 21 2 2 2 2 2w 5 [s (F ) 1 (aP) 1 bP] and P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3. The structure consists of isolated [Co(tren)(N ) ]o o c 3 2
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Table 2 cations with distorted octahedral geometry and cis arrange-
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for cis-[Co(tren)(N ) ]ClO3 2 4 ment of the two single coordinated azido ligands. As a

(I) 2consequence of their site symmetries, the ClO counter4
Co(1)–N(3) 1.946(3) Co(1)–N(4) 1.945(3) ions are located on split-positions with different types of
Co(1)–N(21) 1.946(3) Co(1)–N(1) 1.953(3) disorder. A perspective view of the molecular structure
Co(1)–N(2) 1.963(3) Co(1)–N(11) 1.964(3)

together with an atom labeling scheme are shown in Fig. 1.N(11)–N(12) 1.172(4) N(12)–N(13) 1.153(5)
The relevant bond distances and angles are given in TableN(21)–N(22) 1.171(4) N(22)–N(23) 1.145(5)

N(3)–Co(1)–N(4) 91.4(2) N(3)–Co(1)–N(21) 96.5(2) 2. The four Co–N distances of the tren ligand [1.953(3),
N(4)–Co(1)–N(21) 91.8(2) N(3)–Co(1)–N(1) 86.94(13) ˚1.963(3), 1.946(3) and 1.945(3) A] are similar to the two
N(4)–Co(1)–N(1) 86.87(13) N(21)–Co(1)–N(1) 176.33(14) ˚Co–N(azido) [1.964(3) and 1.946(3) A]. The Co–N11–
N(3)–Co(1)–N(2) 170.88(14) N(4)–Co(1)–N(2) 94.41(14)

N12 and Co–N21–N22 bond angles are 125.1(3) andN(21)–Co(1)–N(2) 90.28(14) N(1)–Co(1)–N(2) 86.41(13)
127.0(3)8, respectively.N(3)–Co(1)–N(11) 87.2(2) N(4)–Co(1)–N(11) 176.7(2)

N(21)–Co(1)–N(11) 91.3(2) N(1)–Co(1)–N(11) 90.06(13)
N(2)–Co(1)–N(11) 86.6(2) N(12)–N(11)–Co(1) 125.1(3) 3.2.2. Trans-[Co(3,2,3-tet)(N ) ]ClO (II)3 2 4

1N(13)–N(12)–N(11) 175.4(4) N(22)–N(21)–Co(1) 127.0(3) The structure consists of isolated [Co(3,2,3-tet)(N ) ]3 2N(23)–N(22)–N(21) 174.6(4)
cations with distorted octahedral geometry and trans
arrangement of the two single coordinated azido ligands

2and ClO counter ions. A perspective view together withTable 3 4
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for trans-[Co(3,2,3- the atom labeling scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2, and the

tet)(N ) ]ClO (II)3 2 4 relevant bond distances and angles are given in Table 3.
Co(1)–N(21) 1.949(3) Co(1)–N(11) 1.959(3) The four nitrogen atoms of the 3,2,3-tet ligand and the
Co(1)–N(4) 1.983(3) Co(1)–N(1) 1.985(3) cobalt atom are in the same plane. The four Co–N(3,2,3-
Co(1)–N(2) 1.987(3) Co(1)–N(3) 1.987(3) tet) distances are similar [1.985(3), 1.987(3), 1.987(3) and
N(11)–N(12) 1.192(4) N(12)–N(13) 1.150(4) ˚1.983(3) A] and slightly longer than the two axial Co–N(21)–N(22) 1.173(4) N(22)–N(23) 1.147(5)

˚N(azido) [1.959(3) and 1.949(3) A]. The bond anglesN(21)–Co(1)–N(11) 177.98(13) N(21)–Co(1)–N(4) 85.68(13)
N(11)–Co(1)–N(4) 93.45(12) N(21)–Co(1)–N(1) 88.05(14) Co–N11–N12 and Co–N21–N22 are equal to the corre-
N(11)–Co(1)–N(1) 90.11(14) N(4)–Co(1)–N(1) 88.35(13) sponding angles of I.
N(21)–Co(1)–N(2) 93.66(13) N(11)–Co(1)–N(2) 87.22(12) The Co–N(azido) distances in the two diazido complex-
N(4)–Co(1)–N(2) 179.27(12) N(1)–Co(1)–N(2) 91.94(13) ˚es I and II which vary from 1.946(3) to 1.964(3) A, areN(21)–Co(1)–N(3) 92.42(13) N(11)–Co(1)–N(3) 89.45(13)

very close to those observed in mer-triazidotris(substitutedN(4)–Co(1)–N(3) 93.45(12) N(1)–Co(1)–N(3) 178.16(13)
N(2)–Co(1)–N(3) 86.26(13) N(12)–N(11)–Co(1) 125.1(2) pyridine)cobalt(III) complexes, mer-Co(L) (N ) , where3 3 3
N(13)–N(12)–N(11) 175.4(4) N(22)–N(21)–Co(1) 127.0(3) L5pyridine, 3,4-dimethyl-pyridine, 3,5-dimethylpyridine
N(23)–N(22)–N(21) 176.7(5) and 4-picoline [2,3].

2Fig. 1. Molecular structure and atom labeling scheme of cis-[Co(tren)(N ) ]ClO (I). There exist different split orientations of the disordered ClO3 2 4 4

counter anion.
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Fig. 2. Molecular structure and atom labeling scheme of trans-[Co(3,2,3-tet)(N ) ]ClO (II).3 2 4

The geometry of the diazido-tetraamine-cobalt(III) com- recently reported in a series of cobalt(II) azido complexes
plex ions depends on the nature of the tetradentate amine where the tetraamine ligand is replaced by four mono-
ligand. Due to the tripodal nature, the four nitrogen donors dentate pyridine derivative ligands [26]. A ferromagneti-
of the tren can not adopt a planar geometry and hence cally coupled dimer with trivalent metal centers has been
enforces the formation of complexes of octahedral geome- observed in [Fe(salpn)(N )] , (salpnH 5N,N9-bis-3 2 2

try, leaving two vacant cis positions available for binding (salicylidene)-1,3-diaminopropane, tetra-dentate ligand),
two mono-dentate or bi-dentate ligand(s) [19]. In contrast, with two end-on azido bridges in cis orientation [27];
the linear nature of the 3,2,3-tet (1,10-diamino-4,7- whereas an antiferromagnetic 1-D polymeric chain system
diazadecane) amine may lead to the formation of octahed- has been observed for the corresponding manganese(III)
ral complexes of cis- and/or trans-geometry. However, the compound, Mn(salpn)(N ), with EE-bridging azides in3

majority of the complexes isolated with the 3,2,3-tet ligand trans arrangement [27,28].
were found to prefer trans-coordination [20–22]. In this
case, the four nitrogen donors are oriented coplanar with

Supplementary datathe central metal ion leaving the two axial positions for
binding the appropriate ligands leading to simple mono-

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12nuclear species [16,20–22] or poly-nuclear species through
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quotingbridged ligands [16,23]. The tendency of linear tetraamines
the deposition numbers CCDC 113065 and CCDC 113064for trans-orientation decreases in the order 3,3,3-tet (1,11-
for I and II, respectively.diamino-4,8-diazaundecane).3,2,3-tet.2,3,2-tet (1,9-

diamino-4,7-diazanonane).2,2,2-tet (1,8-diamino-3,6-di-
azaoctane; trien) [1,16,20–25].
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Abstract

72 112Tris(organotin)-substituted a,b-Keggin heteropoly-tungstosilicates a-[(RSn) SiW O ] , a-[(RSn) (SiW O ) ] , b-3 9 37 3 9 34 2
72 112[(RSn) SiW O ] and b-[(RSn) (SiW O ) ] have been prepared by reaction of the b-methoxycarbonylethyltin, b-methox-3 9 37 3 9 34 2

102ycarbonyl(i)-propyltin, cyanoethyltin trichlorides with trivacant precursors a,b-SiW O , respectively. The products were characterized9 34
1 119 183 183by elemental analysis, IR, electrochemistry, H, Sn, and W NMR spectroscopy. W NMR spectra of the compounds consist of two

72lines with the intensity ratio 2:1 or 1:2, and demonstrated that a,b-[(RSn) (SiW O )] have the Keggin structure and a,b-[(RSn)3 9 37 3
11-(SiW O ) ] have a sandwich structure. The title complexes display antitumoral activity in vitro.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All9 34 2

rights reserved.

Keywords: Organotin; Keggin structure; Sandwich structure; Antitumoral activity

1. Introduction and cyanotin-substituted heteropolytungstosilicates. We
also investigated the antitumoral activity of organometal-

It has been known for many years that heteropoly lic-substituted heteropolyanions in vitro.
complexes of molybdenum and tungsten can be used as
catalysts, electron microscope ‘stains’, analytic reagents
etc. [1]. In recent years their applications in clinical 2. Experimental
medicine and in organic materials have made great pro-
gress [2–5]. Among these complexes the organometallic- 2.1. Materials
substituted heteropolyanions have received much attention.
Since the first polyanion bound covalently to an or- All the reagents were of analytical or guaranteed quality.

4- 5ganometallic group [(CpTi)PW O ] (Cp5h -C H )11 39 5 5 b-CH OOC CH CH SnCl (C H O SnCl ), b-3 2 2 3 4 7 2 3
was prepared by Klemperer [6] in 1976, a fairly large CH OOCCH(CH )CH SnCl (C H O SnCl ) , NCCH -3 3 2 3 5 9 2 3 2
number of organometallic-substituted heteropolyanions CH SnCl (NC H SnCl ) were prepared as previously2 3 3 4 3
have been prepared and characterized [7–13]. Estertin described [15].
trichlorides have high antitumor activity [14], and can be The trivalant sodium salts of heteropolytungstosilicates

102used as esterfication catalysts. In order to develop the a,b-SiW O (SiW ) were prepared as previously de-9 34 9
application of organometallo derivatives of polymetalates scribed [16] and identified by polarography.
in medicine, we selected estertin and cyanotin as coordina-

10-tion agents reacting with lacunary a,b-SiW O in order9 34 2.2. Preparation of K H [(CH OOCCH CH Sn) (a-4 3 3 2 2 3that the new compounds might have high catalytic and
SiW O )]?10H O9 37 2biological activity. Here, we report the synthesis and

characterization of b-methoxycarbonylethyltin(estertin)
To a solution of 0.94 g, 3 mmol CH OOCCH CH3 2 2

SnCl in 40 ml H O was added to sodium acetate to adjust3 2

the pH to 1.6. Then 2.7 g, 1 mmol of powdered Na [a-*Corresponding author. Fax: 186-431-569-7442. 10

E-mail address: gefei1972@hotmail.com (J.F. Liu) SiW O ]?nH O was added in small portions with stirring.9 34 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00118-7
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The acidity of the mixture was adjusted to pH 4.8 with of RSnCl (R5CH OOCCH CH , CH OOCCH(CH )3 3 2 2 3 3

sodium acetate. Within a few seconds, most of the a-SiW CH , NCCH CH ). Addition of KCl yielded a white9 2 2 2

dissolved and the solution clarified. The solution was precipitate which was filtered and recrystallized from hot
stirred for 15 min and filtered. The filtrate was added to water for a-, and warm water (pH53.0) for b-isomers.

1KCl until there was no more precipitate formed. The white The Bu N salts of the title complexes were prepared4

precipitate was filtered and recrystallized from hot water, similarily to the potassium salts, except that the powdered
with a yield of 1.5 g. The analytical data are summarized Bu NBr was added to precipitate the products and re-4

in Table 1. crystallized from hot CH CN to give a white powder.3

K H [(CH OOCCH(CH )CH Sn) (a-SiW O )]?4 3 3 3 2 3 9 37

10H O and K H [(NCCH CH Sn) (b-SiW O )]?10H O2 4 3 2 2 3 9 37 2 2.3. Chemical analyses
were prepared analogously using the same quantities as
above (0.98 g, 3 mmol of CH OOCCH(CH )CH SnCl3 3 2 3 W, Si and Sn were determined by ICP–AES. The H O2and 0.84 g, 3 mmol NCCH CH SnCl ).2 2 3 content was determined by thermogravimetry. C,H and N

K H [(CH OOCCH CH Sn) (b-SiW O )]?10H O,4 3 3 2 2 3 9 37 2 analyses were determined using a PE-2400 analyser. K was
K H [(CH OOCCH(CH )CH Sn) (a-SiW O )]?10H O4 3 3 3 2 3 9 37 2 determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy.
and K H [(NCCH CH Sn) (b-SiW O )]?12H O were4 3 2 2 3 9 37 2

prepared analogously. Powdered b-Na [SiW O H] (2.7g,9 9 34

1 mmol) was added to a solution of 3 mmol of RSnCl 2.4. The antitumoral activity of polyxoxmetalates3

(R5CH OOCCH CH , CH OOC CH(CH )CH ,3 2 2 3 3 2

NCCH CH ) (pH did not have to be adjusted). Then KCl The antitumoral activity of polyoxometalates (POMs) on2 2

was used to precipitate products. The precipitate was two human cancer cells was tested by the MTT experiment
recrystallized from warm water (pH53.0). as described below.

K H [(CH OOCCH CH Sn) (a-SiW O ) ]?12H O MTT, 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-y]-2.5-diphenyltet-7 4 3 2 2 3 9 34 2 2

was prepared by quickly adding excess (8 g, 3 mmol) razolium bromide, is also named thiazolyl blue. It is a dye
Na [a-SiW O ] to 40 ml of a solution containing 0.94 g, which can accept a hydrogen atom. The surviving tumor10 9 34

3 mmol of CH OOC CH CH SnCl with stirring. Within a cells reduce the yellow MTT to an unsoluble blue for-3 2 2 3

few seconds, the solution became clear. Potassium chloride mazan, but the dead tumor cells do not possess this
was added to this solution in small portions after 30 min capability. The formazan is dissolved by DMSO, and
until no more precipitation was observed. The white determined colorimetrically with a Microplate Reader (490
precipitate was filtered and recrystallized from hot water nm), and the cell surival rate examined.
giving a yield of 5.3 g. Subcultured Hela cells and SSMC-7721 cells were

5K H [(CH OOCCH(CH )CH Sn) (a-SiW O ) ]? suspended in 0.25% trypsin. The cell suspension (1310 |7 4 3 3 2 3 9 34 2
6 2114H O, K H [(NCCH CH Sn) (b-SiW O ) ]?13H O, 10 cells cm ) was added to the 96-well plate at 100 m12 7 4 2 2 3 9 34 2 2

K H [(CH OOCCH CH Sn) (a-SiW O ) ]?13H O and per well, incubated at 37 8C in a 5% CO incubator for 246 5 3 2 2 3 9 34 2 2 2

K H [(CH OOCCH(CH )CH Sn) (b-SiW O ) ]?15H O h. Then 100 m1 different samples containing POMs6 5 3 3 2 3 9 34 2 2

and K H [(NCCH CH Sn) (a-SiW O )]?14H O were (polyoxometalates) was added. After 72 h, 20 ml of MTT6 5 2 2 3 9 34 2
21prepared analogously. Powdered Na [a-SiW O ] or (5 mg cm in 0.01 m PBS) was added. The mixture was10 9 34

Na [b-SiW O H] (8 g, 3 mmol) was added to a solution further incubated for 4 h. The supernatent was removed,9 9 34

Table 1
Analytical data for compounds

Found/calculated (%)

Compounds Sn W Si K H O C N H2

K H [(C H O Sn) (a-SiW )]?10H O 11.11(11.07) 53.22(51.09) 0.90(0.88) 4.69(4.84) 5.51(5.58) 1.48(1.49) 0.78(0.74)4 3 4 7 2 3 9 2

K H [(C H O Sn) (b-SiW )]?10H O 11.13(11.07) 52.80(51.09) 0.87(0.88) 4.77(4.84) 5.56(5.58) 1.48(1.49) 0.79(0.74)4 3 4 7 2 3 9 2

K H [(C H O Sn) (a-SiW )]?10H O 11.12(11.03) 52.77(50.86) 0.90(0.87) 4.76(4.82) 5.50(5.56) 1.83(1.85) 0.98(0.92)4 3 5 9 2 3 9 2

K H [(C H O Sn) (b-SiW )]?10H O 11.13(11.03) 52.78(50.86) 0.92(0.87) 4.77(4.82) 5.50(5.55) 1.84(1.85) 0.96(0.92)4 3 5 9 2 3 9 2

(Bu N) H [(C H O Sn) (a-SiW )]?1H O 9.22(9.22) 42.00(42.51) 0.71(0.73) 0.40(0.46) 21.11(21.06) 1.42(1.44) 4.42(4.36)4 4 3 4 7 2 3 9 2

(Bu N) H [(C H O Sn) (b-SiW )]?2H O 9.13(9.17) 40.01(42.32) 0.71(0.72) 0.92(0.93) 20.90(20.97) 1.42(1.44) 4.42(4.34)4 4 3 4 7 2 3 9 2

K H [(C H O Sn) (a-SiW ) ]?14H O 6.42(6.39) 58.78(58.97) 1.08(1.00) 4.72(4.89) 4.50(4.51) 2.51(2.58) 0.49(0.45)7 4 4 7 2 3 9 2 2

K H [(C H O Sn) (b-SiW ) ]?13H O 6.50(6.46) 59.00(59.58) 1.03(1.01) 4.13(4.23) 4.21(4.23) 2.53(2.60) 0.51(0.47)6 5 4 7 2 3 9 2 2

K H [(C H O Sn) (a-SiW ) ]?14H O 6.41(6.34) 58.11(58.54) 10.1(0.99) 4.70(4.85) 4.45(4.48) 3.13(3.20) 0.52(0.55)7 4 5 9 2 3 9 2 2

K H [(C H O Sn) (b-SiW ) ]?15H O 6.43(6.37) 58.20(58.75) 1.06(1.00) 4.06(4.17) 4.79(4.82) 3.12(3.22) 0.55(0.57)6 5 5 9 2 3 9 2 2

K H [(NC H Sn) (a-SiW )]?10H O 11.38(11.46) 51.08(53.23) 0.93(0.90) 5.03(5.04) 6.31(6.40) 3.39(3.49) 1.38(1.36) 0.50(0.48)4 3 3 4 3 9 2

K H [(NC H Sn) (b-SiW )]?11H O 11.39(11.46) 53.13(52.87) 0.94(0.90) 5.14(5.01) 6.32(6.36) 3.38(3.47) 1.38(1.35) 0.51(0.48)4 3 3 4 3 9 2

K H [(NC H Sn) (a-SiW ) ]?13H O 6.76(6.53) 63.11(60.24) 0.98(1.02) 5.11(4.99) 4.57(4.28) 2.09(1.98) 0.73(0.77)7 4 3 4 3 9 2 2

K H [(NC H Sn) (b-SiW ) ]?14H O 6.75(6.55) 62.79(60.46) 0.98(10.3) 4.26(4.30) 4.48(4.63) 2.13(1.98) 0.72(0.77)6 5 3 4 3 9 2 2
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then 150 ml of DMSO was added. The mixture was shaken of RSnCl with SiW (a- or b-isomer) in a 3:1 mole ratio3 9
183for 10 min at room temperature. Colorimetric analysis was gives (RSn) SiW . Elemental analyses and W NMR3 9

determined with a Microplate Reader (490 nm). The cell spectroscopy are in accordance with this structure. A 3 mol
survival rate was examined and the effective cell 50% sample of RSnCl first reacts with 1 mol of SiW to give3 9

lethal concentrations (IC ) were calculated by the use of a (RSn) (SiW ). When extra SiW is present, (RSn) SiW50 3 9 9 3 9

statistical method. reacts further to give the final compound (RSn) (SiW ) .3 9 2

The samples containing POMs were treated by the This kind of compound has a similar NMR pattern, with one
29 119 183following method: the POMs were dissolved by PBS, then line Si and Sn resonance, and two W lines with an

autoclaved and diluted by 1640 with water to the final intensityratioof1:2.However,thechemicalshiftsaredifferent
21 21 21concentration of 100 mg cm , 10 mg cm , 1 mg cm , from those of the (RSn) SiW compound. (Table 3).3 9

respectively.

2.5. Physical procedure 3.2. IR spectra

119 138Sn and W NMR spectra were recorded at 16.64 The comparison of the IR spectra between a,b-
42MHz on a Unity-400 spectrometer. Chemical shifts were (RSn) SiW , a,b-(RSn) (SiW ) and a,b,-SiW O3 9 3 9 2 12 40

183recorded with reference to 2 mol / l Na WO for W. For (SiW ) is listed in Table 2.2 4 12
119Sn, the chemical shifts were recorded with respect to The IR spectra of the organotin-substituted

1(CH ) Sn. H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruck heteropolyanions exhibit the four characteristic W–Od3 4

AC-8D spectrometer (solvent D O). (Od, terminal oxygen), W–Ob–W (Ob, bridging oxygen),2

IR spectra were recorded on an Alpha Centauri FTIR W–Oc–W (Oc, bridging oxygen between W and Sn) and
21spectrometer (4000–200 cm range) as KBr pellets. Si–Oa (Oa, central oxygen atom) asymmetric stretching

Electrochemical measurements were obtained using a vibrational peaks for heteropolyanions with Keggin struc-
384B electrochemical analyser. Cyclic voltammetry mea- ture. This shows the complexes have Keggin structure.

31surements were performed using a hanging drop mercury When perturbed by [RSn] , the IR spectra of a,b-
working electrode and a SCE reference electrode. (RSn) SiW , a,b-(RSn) (SiW ) anions are different from3 9 3 9 2

that of a,b-SiW . The main differences are as follows: (1)12
21the n , which is at 980 (or 984) cm in a,b-SiW ,as(W–Od) 12

213. Results and discussion shifted to 949–961 cm . The asymmetric stretching
frequency of the W–Od bond vibration of heteropolyanions

3.1. Reaction is an individual stretching mode, which is not affected by
the change of anion symmetry [18]. The shift of nas(W–Od)

Unlike the reaction of organotin trichloride with PW to is due to an increase of negative charges on the polyanion;9

yield (RSnOH) (PW ) [17] with SiW , two kinds of (2) the n and n split. This fact most3 9 2 9 as(W–Ob–W) as(W–Oc–W)

products were formed, (RSn) SiW and (RSn) (SiW ) probably results from the change of anion symmetry, and3 9 3 9 2

depending on the ratio of RSnCl and SiW used. Reaction is similar to that of trisubstituted Keggin anions [19]; (3)3 9

Table 2
21IR data of the complexes (cm )

Anions n n n n n /nas(W–Od) as(Si–Oa) as(W–Ob–W) as(W–Oc–W) C5O CN

a-(C H O D Sn) SiW 949 880 794 729 17334 7 2 2 3 9

a-(C H O D Sn) (SiW ) 948 880 796 730 16964 7 2 2 3 9 2

b-(C H O D Sn) SiW 959 902 808 777 17204 7 2 2 3 9

b-(C H O D Sn) (SiW ) 960 902,871 806 777 17314 7 2 2 3 9 2

a-(C H O D Sn) SiW 951 880 792 731 17355 9 2 2 3 9

a-(C H O D Sn) (SiW ) 949 879 797 730 17215 9 2 2 3 9 2

b-(C H O D Sn) SiW 961 900 809 776 17315 9 2 2 3 9

b-(C H O D Sn) (SiW ) 958 901,878 807 777 17255 9 2 2 3 9 2

a-(NC H Sn) SiW 948 883 795 727 22443 4 3 9

a-(NC H Sn) (SiW ) 949 883 796 727 22473 4 3 9 2

b-(NC H Sn) SiW 958 903 809 778 22563 4 3 9

b-(NC H Sn) (SiW ) 961 902 808 778 22553 4 3 9 2

a-SiW 980 925 894,878 78012

b-SiW 984 917 865 79112

a-SiW 985 930 865 808 7129

b-SiW 990 935 865 800 7459

CH OOCCH CH SnCl 16653 2 2 3

CH OOCCH(CH )CH SnCl 16603 3 2 3
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with the lacunary a,b-SiW , and the organic group did not9

separate with the Sn atom.
The IR spectra of cyanoethyltin substituted

heteropolyanions show the CN vibrational peak at 2240–
212260 cm , indicating that the cyanoethyltin group was

bonded with a,b-SiW anions and the cyanoethyl group9

existed in the heteropolyanions.

3.3. NMR spectra

1H NMR data are listed in Table 3.
1The title complexes gave clean H NMR spectra (Fig.

12). H NMR spectra of estertin substituted heteropolyan-
ions are different from that of b-CH OOCCH CH SnCl .3 2 2 3

In CH OOCCH CH SnCl , the Sn atom is bonded to three3 2 2 3

chloride atoms, the H chemical shift of SnCH is 2.22 ppm2

[15]. In (CH OOCCH CH Sn) SiW , being affected by3 2 2 3 9

the heteropolyanion, the electron density on Sn increases,
and the positive charge decreases, resulting in the H

Fig. 1. The IR spectra of (a) b-SiW (C H O Sn) , (b) b-(SiW ) (C H- chemical shift of SnCH to a high magnetic field. This can9 4 7 2 3 9 2 4 2
31O Sn)7 2 3. also demonstrate that the [RSn] group incorporated with

the tungstosilicates and the organic group did not disso-
ciate from Sn atom.

1The H NMR spectra of a,b-(NCCH CH Sn) SiW and2 2 3 9the n bonds in a,b-(RSn) SiW or a,b-as(Si–Oa) 3 9
a,b-(NCCH CH Sn) (SiW ) are similar to that of2 2 3 9 2(RSn) (SiW ) were hidden by the broader n3 9 2 as(W–Ob–W) NCCH CH SnCl , show two peaks but the chemical shifts2 2 3and n ; (4) the IR spectra of b-SiW (RSn) are 31as(W–Oc–W) 9 3 changed. This fact demonstrated that the [RSn] groupdifferent from those of b-(SiW ) (RSn) (Fig. 1).9 2 3 was bonded with the a,b-SiW and cyanoethyl part did9In comparison with estertin trichloride, the C5O vi-
exist in the heteropolyanions.bration frequencies of the title complexes increase. The 1The H NMR spectra of a,b-(RSn) SiW and a,b-3 9structure of b-methoxycarbonylethyltin trichloride can be
(RSn) (SiW ) are similar (Fig. 2).3 9 2represented: 183 119The W NMR and Sn NMR spectral data are given
in Table 4.

The four kinds of tris(organotin)-substituted polyox-
183otungstates have similar W NMR spectra: two-lines

with relative intensity 1:2 or 2:1 (Fig. 3). For a,b-
(CH OOCCH CH Sn) SiW , the intensity ratio is 2:1, this3 2 2 3 9

fact supports that three organotins occupy the three vacant
21and the carbonyl stretching frequency is 1665 cm . When sites of SiW anion, forming (RSn) SiW with the Keggin9 3 9

b-methoxycarbon-ylethyltin reacts with a,b-SiW , the structure. Since the a- and b-Keggin structure have C9 3v
183intramolecular carbonyl coordination to Sn was broken, symmetry, the W NMR spectra of the substituted

and Sn is incorporated with oxygen atoms of SiW , so the Keggin polyanions should have two-lines with relative9
21C5O vibrational frequency shifts to 1720–1735 cm . intensity 2:1, corresponding to the belt tungsten (6W) and

31This can demonstrate that the [RSn] group incorporated cap tungsten atoms (3W), respectively. (Fig. 3).

Table 3
1 aH NMR data of the compounds (ppm)

b 1 1 1 1Anions H(ome) H (b) H (a) Anions H(ome) H (b) H (a)

a-(C H O Sn) SiW 4.30(s) 3.58(t) 2.20(t) b-(C H O Sn) SiW 4.31(s) 3.64(t) 2.25(t)4 7 2 3 9 4 7 2 3 9

a-(C H O Sn) (SiW ) 4.10(s) 3.27(t) 1.87(t) b-(C H O Sn) (SiW ) 4.14(s) 3.39(t) 1.95(t)4 7 2 3 9 2 4 7 2 3 9 2

a-(NC H Sn) SiW 3.48(t) 2.05(t) b-(NC H Sn) SiW 3.42(t) 2.03(t)3 4 3 9 3 4 3 9

a-(NC H Sn) (SiW ) 3.46(t) 2.06(t) b-(NC H Sn) (SiW ) 3.44(t) 2.05(t)3 4 3 9 2 3 4 3 9 2

C H O SnCl 3.94(s) 2.94(t) 2.22(t) NCCH CH SnCl 2.79(t) 1.51(t)4 7 2 3 2 2 3

a Potassium salt dissolved in D O.2
b This H atom is of the methoxy group.
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1Fig. 2. The H NMR. spectra of (a) b-(SiW ) (C H O Sn) (b) b-(SiW )(C H O Sn) , (c) b-SiW (C H O Sn)9 2 4 7 2 3, 9 4 7 2 3 9 5 9 2 3.

Table 4
183 119 aW and Sn NMR data (ppm)

119 183Anions d( Sn) d( W)/ intensity ratio D(d 2d )belt cap

d dbelt cap

a-(C H O Sn) SiW 2494.6 293.2(2) 2166.4(1) 73.24 7 2 3 9

a-(C H O Sn) (SiW ) 2545.7 2198.9(2) 2144.6(1) 254.34 7 2 3 9 2

b-(C H O Sn) SiW 2492.1 296.3(2) 2120.6(1) 24.34 7 2 3 9

b-(C H O Sn) (SiW ) 2544.3 2199.8(2) 2122.1(1) 277.74 7 2 3 9 2

a-(NC H Sn) SiW 2488.2 292.6(2) 2169.3(1) 76.73 4 3 9

a-(NC H Sn) (SiW ) 2537.6 2177.5(2) 2149.8(1) 227.73 4 3 9 2

b-(NC H Sn) SiW 2487.5 295.9(2) 2123.6(1) 27.73 4 3 9

a 1Bu N salt dissolved in CD CN.4 3

183The W NMR spectra of a,b-(CH OOCCH -3 2

CH Sn) (SiW ) are similar to those of a,b-2 3 9 2

(CH OOCCH CH Sn) SiW with two lines relative in-3 2 2 3 9

tensity 1:2. Since the a- and b-sandwich structures have
183D symmetry, resulting in the W NMR spectra of3h

183sandwich polyoxoanions having a similar W NMR
pattern with two lines with an intensity ratio of 1:2 in
accordance with C symmetry.3v

Our results demonstrated Pope’s view of characteristic
183W NMR patterns of complexes being derived from the

n2lacunary anions XW O (X5P, Si, Ge) [10] and that the9 34
183different structures show characteristic W NMR pat-

terns.
119The Sn NMR spectra of (CH OOCCH CH Sn) (a-3 2 2 3

SiW ) and (CH OOC-CH CH Sn) (a-SiW ) give only9 3 2 2 3 9 2

one line, implying that the enviroments of the tin atom are
equivalent. The chemical shifts of the (RSn) (SiW ) are183 3 9 2Fig. 3. Stick diagrams representing characteristic W NMR spectra of
50 ppm upfield relative to those of (RSn) SiW with the3 9the four types of tungstosilicates. (a) a-Keggin (RSn) (a-SiW ) (b)3 9
same organic ligand on tin. This could be caused by theb-Keggin (RSn) (b-SiW ) (c) a-sandwich (RSn) (a-SiW ) (d) b-sand-3 9 3 9 2

wich (RSn) (b-SiW ) . different coordination around tin [10]. For the a- and3 9 2
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Table 5
aPolarographic half-wave potential (v) for the title complexes

Compounds I II Compounds I II

a-(C H O Sn) SiW 20.744(2) 20.944(2) a-(C H O Sn) SiW 20.736(2) 20.921(2)4 7 2 3 9 5 9 2 3 9

a-(C H O Sn) (SiW ) 20.608(2) 20.876(2) a-(C H O Sn) (SiW ) 20.581(2) 20.766(2)4 7 2 3 9 2 5 9 2 3 9 2

b-(C H O Sn) SiW 20.696(2) 20.916(2) b-(C H O Sn) SiW 20.667(2) 20.911(2)4 7 2 3 9 5 9 2 3 9

b-(C H O Sn) (SiW ) 20.600(2) 20.824(2) b-(C H O Sn) (SiW ) 20.593(2) 20.820(2)4 7 2 3 9 2 5 9 2 3 9 2

a-(NC H Sn) SiW 20.804(2) 21.016(2) b-(NC H Sn) SiW 20.768(2) 20.952(2)3 4 3 9 3 4 3 9

a-(NC H Sn) (SiW ) 20.763(2) 20.953(2) b-(NC H Sn) (SiW ) 20.703(2) 20.887(2)3 4 3 9 2 3 4 3 9 2
[4]

a-SiW 20.78(4) b-SiW 20.80(2) 20.90(2)9 9

a 23 24 23All polarography in 1.0 mol dm (pH54.7) acetate buffer solution with 5310 mol dm heteropolycompound.

b-isomers, the coordination environment around tin is number of electrons involved in the reduction can be
119almost the same, the isomers give virtually identical Sn calculated to be two from the slope of the straight lines,

NMR spectra. showing that the title complexes all undergo a two-step,
two-electron tungsten reduction process. The reduction of

3.4. Electrochemistry Sn(IV) to Sn(II) in the heteropolyanions is not observed.
Controlled potential reduction of a solution of

The redox properties of (RSn) SiW or (RSn) (SiW ) (CH OOCCH CH Sn) (a-SiW ) at 20.74 V produced a3 9 3 9 2 3 2 2 3 9

were investigated by the cyclic voltammetric (C.V.) and dark blue solution.
polarographic methods. Half-wave potentials for the com- The a,b-Keggin structural compounds and a,b-sand-
plexes are listed in Table 5. The C.V. curves of wich structural compound have different half-wave po-
(CH OOCCH CH Sn) (a-SiW ) and tentials and C.V. data. The E values of a,b-sandwich3 2 2 3 9 1 / 2

(CH OOCCH CH Sn) (a-SiW ) are given in Fig. 4. structural compounds are higher than those of a,b-Keggin3 2 2 3 9 2

The redox process of the heteropolyanions appears to structural compounds, showing that the oxidation ability of
involve the reduction of the tungsten atom. Furthermore, a,b-sandwich compounds are higher than that of a, b-
all the heteropolyanions undergo a two-step tungsten Keggin compounds.
reduction process. A straight line is obtained by logarith-
mic analysis in each of the two polarographic waves. The 3.5. Antitumoral activity

The data summarized in Table 6 show that the title
complexes display inhibitory action to two of the human
cancer cells Hela and SSMC-7721 tumor cells.

It is known from Table 6 that (1) the title complexes
display inhibitory action to Hela and SSMC-7721 tumor
cells; (2) the inhibitory action to tumor cells of a,b-
Keggin structural compounds is lower than that of a,b-
sandwich structural compounds, this is similar to the order
of oxidation–reduction half-waves potentials. Yamase [20]
proposed that the only mechanism for the antitumoral
effect of POMs, revolves around a single electron reduc-
tion /oxidation cycle in isopolymolybdates [20]. According
to this hypothesis, the inhibitory activity on tumor cells of
POMs is relevant to the oxidation–reduction ability. The
stronger the oxidation ability is, the higher the inhibitory
effect on tumor cells is. Our results also demonstrated this
hypothesis; (3) the inhibitory effect on tumor cells of
b-isomers is higher than that of a-isomers. The E values1 / 2

of b-isomers are higher than those of a-isomers; (4) the
influence of estertin on the inhibitory effect is small, but
the different organotin group affects the inhibitory action.
The antitumoral activity of the cyanoethyltin substituted
heteropolyanions is larger than that of estertin substituted
heteropolyanions.

In the meantime, in order to assess the stability of theFig. 4. C.V. curves of (a) a-(C H O Sn) (SiW ) (b) a-(C H O -4 7 2 3 9 2 4 7 2
21Sn) SiW in NaAc–HAc buffer solution pH54.7, scan rate 100 mv s . complexes, the residual supernatent in the MTT experi-3 9
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Table 6
Inhititory effect of the title complexes on tumor cells in vitro

21 21 aTumor cell Complexes Dose (mg ml ) Inhibitory rate (%) IC (mg ml )50

K[(C H O Sn) (a-SiW )] 100 54.64 7 2 3 9

90.9
10 5.1

K[(C H O Sn) (a-SiW ) ] 100 82.44 7 2 3 9 2

60.7
10 8.4

K[(C H O Sn) (a-SiW )] 100 55.85 9 2 3 9

90.0
10 5.5

K[(NC H Sn) (a-SiW )] 100 1003 4 3 9

10 55.5 43.2
1 6.23

K[(NC H Sn) (a-SiW ) ] 100 1003 4 3 9 2

10 87.6 28.7
1 10.3

SSMC-7721
K[(C H O Sn) (b-SiW )] 100 81.14 9 2 3 9

61.7
10 7.9

K[(C H O Sn) (b-SiW ) ] 100 96.14 7 2 3 9 2

52.1
10 11.2

K[(C H O Sn) (b-SiW )] 100 81.95 9 2 3 9

61.1
10 8.1

K[(NC H Sn) (b-SiW )] 100 1003 4 3 9

10 85.2 29.9
1 9.4

K[(NC H Sn) (b-SiW ) ] 100 1003 4 3 9 2

10 89.9 19.8
1 19.6

K[(C H O Sn) (a-SiW )] 100 53.64 7 2 3 9

93.2
10 4.8

K[(C H O Sn) (a-SiW ) ] 100 58.14 7 2 3 9 2

87.6
10 5.7

K[(C H O Sn) (b-SiW )] 100 62.94 7 2 3 9

80.6
10 6.1

Hela
K[(C H O Sn) (b-SiW ) ] 100 64.74 7 2 3 9 2

77.5
10 6.4

K[(C H O Sn) (a-SiW )] 100 51.85 9 2 3 9

93.0
10 4.6

K[(C H O Sn) (b-SiW )] 100 64.15 9 2 3 9

79.3
10 6.5

K[(NC H Sn) (a-SiW )] 100 60.63 4 3 9

76.2
10 6.8

K[(NC H Sn) (a-SiW ) ] 100 81.93 4 3 9 2

61.1
10 8.1

K[(NC H Sn) (b-SiW )] 100 69.53 4 3 9

68.3
10 7.2

K[(NC H Sn) (b-SiW ) ] 100 88.23 4 3 9 2

54.9
10 9.0

a The 50% inhibitory concentration (IC ) is defined as the concentration which suppresses tumor cells by 50%.50
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Abstract

The structure of red monoclinic crystals of bis(L-N,N-dipropylalaninato)copper(II) was determined by the X-ray diffraction method.
Coordination around the copper atom is distorted square-planar, with oxygen and nitrogen atoms in trans positions. The crystal structure
consists of discrete molecules held by van der Waals forces. The main conformational feature of the chelate ring systems is the axial
position of b-carbon alanine atoms. This paper proposes a new molecular mechanics model and a new force field derived with the aim to
simulate and predict properties of both cis and trans copper(II) amino acid complexes. The force field was optimised on copper(II)
coordination geometry of three molecules obtained in vacuo by a molecular quantum mechanics method, and on X-ray experimental data
of five molecules. Respective equilibrium structures were calculated in the vacuum and condensed phase approximations. This paper
examines the efficacy of the new force field FF1 to reproduce structural properties of 12 tetra-coordinated copper(II) amino acidates
(including the title compound) with various copper(II) coordination polyhedron geometry, crystal symmetries, and intermolecular
interactions. The FF1 force field was used to investigate the influence of N,N-dialkyl chain lengthening on stereochemistry of the
copper(II) alaninato complexes. Molecular mechanics calculations suggest that reasons for the prevalence of equatorial and/or axial

bpositions of the alanine C H residue in the crystal state should be more readily attributed to the crystal packing preferences than to3

intramolecular steric hindrances caused by N-dialkyl groups.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper; L-N,N-dipropylalanine; N-alkylated amino acids; Molecular mechanics; Force field; Conformational analysis

1. Introduction Another reason is our supposition that these compounds
have a catalytic ability to dismutate superoxide radicals,

.2For some time, we have been interested in studying O , that is that they may successfully mimic superoxide2

copper(II) complexes with N-alkylated and N,N- dismutase (SOD), the physiological scavenger of very
dialkylated a-amino acids. One reason for our interest in reactive superoxide anions [25,26]. As one of the require-
these compounds is a pronounced distortion of the cop- ments for an effective SOD-mimetic compound is the
per(II) coordination polyhedron observed in the crystal solubility in cell membranes [27], we suppose that lengthy
structures [1–11]. The X-ray diffraction measurements alkyl chain substituents at the amino nitrogen should make
[2–18] have become an inexhaustible source of structural bis(aminoacidato)copper(II) complexes soluble both in
data on which we developed and improved several molecu- water and phospholipid vesicles.
lar mechanics models and force fields with an aim to Dissolved in different solvents, bis copper(II) complexes
simulate the copper(II) coordination sphere plasticity with N-alkylated amino acids (glycine, L-alanine, L-valine,
(flexibility) as well as the overall geometry of the mole- and L-isoleucine) were studied by means of the electron
cules [19–24]. spin resonance (ESR) techniques [28–30]. ESR spectra of

the examined complexes were measured as a function of
the solvent composition, temperature [29], and amount of*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1385-1-4673-188; fax: 1385-1-4673-
water molecules dissolved in organic solvents [30]. The303.

´E-mail address: jsabolov@imi.hr (J. Sabolovic) spectra of the valine and isoleucine complexes were found

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00128-X
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different from those of the alanine and glycine complexes. for 48 h. After filtration of the reaction mixture and slow
evaporation of the solvent, red-violet crystals of the copperThis difference was suggested to be connected with the
complex were obtained, total yield 50%. The structure wasintramolecular van der Waals interactions between the
confirmed by C, H, N and Cu analysis (C H N O Cu,bulky aliphatic side chains of the valine and isoleucine 18 36 2 4

b M 408.048; Anal. Calcd: C, 52.98; H, 8.89; N, 6.86; Cu,residues, whereas the alanine residue (C H ) was consid- r3

15.57%. Found: C, 52.76; H, 8.84; N, 6.97; Cu, 15.59%).ered small for forming such van der Waals contacts
[29,30]. Therefore, in order to examine exclusively the

2.2. Crystal structure determinationinfluence of different N-alkyl substituents on properties of
a copper(II) amino acid complex, we have chosen a-

Crystal data. C H CuN O , M 5407.726, monoclinic,alanine as the amino acid. 18 36 2 4 r

space group P2 , a58.731(2), b514.023(2), c59.062(1)The crystal structures of copper(II) complexes with 1 3˚ ˚A, b5104.66(2)8, V51073.4(4) A , Z52, D 51.26dimethyl and diethyl alanine derivatives have already been c
23 21g cm , m(Mo Ka)51.04 mm , F(000)5438, R50.043,reported [6,11,12,16]. Bis(L-N,N-dimethylalaninato)cop-

2 2per(II) [11] and bis(L-N,N-diethylalaninato)copper(II) [6] Rw50.060, w51/ [s F 10.0025 F ], 225 parameters.0 0

crystallised with an apically coordinated water molecule. A red prismatic crystal of good diffraction quality with
On the contrary, bis(D,L-N,N-diethylalaninato)copper(II) dimensions 0.7430.3830.35 mm was used for the diffrac-
was truly tetra-coordinated [12,16]. tion experiment. Unit cell dimensions were obtained and

This paper presents the X-ray diffraction experiment on refined by a least square method of setting angles for 40
the copper(II) chelate with L-N,N-dipropylalanine. The general reflections measured in 2u range from 22 to 368 on
experimental data were used for testing a new molecular a Philips PW1100 automatic diffractometer. The three-
mechanics model. The unit cell constants and molecule dimensional intensities were collected by the v /2u scan
conformation are predicted with a newly developed force method up to a 2u angle of 548 using graphite monochro-
field for tetra-coordinated copper(II) amino acidates. Fur- mated Mo Ka radiation at room temperature [l(Mo Ka)5

˚thermore, the conformational analysis of the title com- 0.7107 A]. The intensities of three representative reflec-
pound has been performed with the new force field. These tions and their Friedel pairs measured every 1.5 h showed
calculations were aimed at investigating the effect of no significant intensity variation (61.6%). The 4625
N,N-dialkyl chain lengthening on the stereochemistry of independent reflections including Friedel pairs (R 5int

the copper(II) alaninato complexes. 0.034) were collected and 3770 with I $2sI werenet net

considered observed and used for structure solution and
refinement. The structure was solved using the heavy-atom

2. Experimental method. The position of the copper atom was revealed
from the three-dimensional Patterson map. Successive

2.1. Preparation of bis(L-N,N-dipropylalaninato)- Fourier syntheses provided the position of all remaining
copper(II) non-hydrogen atoms. Their coordinates were refined by the

full-matrix least-squares method based on F. Fractional
The ligand L-N,N-dipropylalanine was synthesised using coordinates of all hydrogen atoms were calculated at their

a modified procedure of Bowman and Stroud [31] as stereochemically expected positions due to the type of
referenced by Weinstein et al. [32]. The amino acid hybridisation of corresponding C atoms with d(C–H)5

˚dissolved in ethanol /water mixture was condensed with 0.95 A and U 51.2U (C) and included in the structureiso eq

propionaldehyde followed by catalytic hydrogenation for factor calculations only. The hydrogen atom positions in
48 h. After removal of the catalyst with a special mem- the CH groups were checked showing to be consistent3

brane filter, the solution was evaporated in vacuum. The with well defined small positive electron densities found in
residual white crystals of N-di-n-propylalanine were re- contour electron density cross-sections calculated through
crystallised three times from CHCl (C H NO , yield the methyl hydrogen atoms. The absolute configuration3 9 19 2

67%, M 173.259, m.p. 90–928C). The product was was determined by anomalous dispersion assignmentr

characterised by C, H, N analysis and NMR spectroscopy. through refining the h parameter [33]. Corrections for
Anal. Calcd. for C H NO : C, 62.36; H, 11.05; N, Lorentz and polarisation effects, as well as semi-empirical9 19 2

8.09%. Found: C, 62.48; H 11.22; N, 7.89%. NMR c-scan absorption correction had been applied (transmis-
2analysis (d in ppm from TMS, measured in H O): CH sion factors: t 50.7646 and t 50.9450). At the end2 3 min. max.

(N-propyl) triplet, centred at d51.00, 6H; CH (alanine) of the refinement, the deepest hole in the last dF map was3
23 23˚ ˚doublet, centred at d51.50, 3H; CH (b to N) multiplet, 20.51 e A , and the highest peak of 1.06 e A was 0.832

˚centred at d51.78, 4H; CH (a to N) multiplet centred at A far from the Cu atom. Programs used for data collection2

d53.00–3.25, 4H; CH, quartet, centred at d53.92, 1H. and cell-refinement were STADI4 [34] and X-RED [35].
The copper complex was prepared by the reaction of the All calculations were performed with the NRCVAX [36]

ligand sodium salt and copper acetate monohydrate in dry suite of programs, and molecular graphics with ORTEPII
methylene chloride [12] with reflux of the reaction mixture [37].
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2.3. Molecular mechanics calculations molecular interactions in the crystal lattice could be
alleviated either by distortion of the copper coordination

The conformational (strain) potential energy was calcu- polyhedron and/or by changing the geometry of the
lated from the following basic formulae: chelate rings. While the changes in the chelate rings’

torsion angles were quite successfully reproduced with our
22a (b2b ) 2a (b2b )0 0V 5 O D (e 2 2e ) previous molecular mechanics model, the model was abletotal e

bonds
to follow the transition from distorted crystalline to more

1 12 planar ab initio in vacuo copper(II) coordination only] ]1 O k (u 2u ) 1 O V (16cos nw)u 0 w2 2valence torsion qualitatively [24]. Hence, another purpose of the new
angles angles potential energy term is to stabilise the planar copper(II)

1 2 212 26 coordination geometry over a distorted one.]1 O k x 1O (A A r 2 B B r )x i j ij i j ij2 opp All molecular mechanics calculations were performedi,j

with the Consistent Force Field (CFF) program for con-21
1O q q rl m lm formational analysis [38–40], which was slightly modifiedl,m

to cope with the electrostatic interactions among non-
Here b, u, w, x and r are bond lengths, valence, torsion, bonded atoms of a coordination polyhedron. The con-
and out-of-plane angles, and non-bonded distances. D , ae formational potential energy was minimised for an isolated
and b are empirical parameters for bond stretching (a0 molecule (in vacuo or a gas phase approximation), and for
Morse function), k and u for valence-angle bending, andu 0 a molecule surrounded with other molecules in the crystal
k for the out-of-plane deformational potential for thex lattice (a condensed phase approximation). During the
carboxyl groups. Torsional interactions are specified with energy minimisation of a crystal, all degrees of freedom
V and n (height and multiplicity of the torsional barrier,w (i.e. six lattice constants and 3N position coordinates of the
respectively). One torsion per bond was calculated. A and N atoms in the asymmetric unit) were allowed to vary,
B are one-atom empirical parameters for the van der Waals except a and g unit cell angles and all three unit cell
interactions (a Lennard–Jones 12-6 function). The q is a

angles in the cases of a monoclinic and an orthorhombic
charge parameter. Intramolecular interactions separated by

crystal, respectively. The chosen lattice constants were
three and more bonds were considered non-bonded and

kept unchanged to preserve the presumed symmetry of the
calculated with the Lennard–Jones and electrostatic po-

crystals. The other asymmetric units in the simulatedtentials.
crystalline environment were generated from the originalThe interactions inside the copper(II) coordination
asymmetric unit by symmetry operations of a specificsphere were modelled with the Morse potential between
space group assigned to the crystal lattice. The inter-the copper and ligand donor atoms (two nitrogens and two
molecular atom–atom interactions were calculated with theoxygens), and the repulsive electrostatic potential between
same functional forms (Lennard–Jones 12-6 function andthe donor atoms. It is a model without any explicit
coulombic potential) and empirical parameters as thevalence-angle bending potential for the angles around
intramolecular non-bonded interactions. The crystal simu-copper.
lations were carried out by using the Williams variant ofThe choice of the potential energy functions is the same
the Ewald lattice summation method [41,42] with aas in our previously described molecular mechanics model

˚spherical and abrupt cutoff limit of 14 A and convergencefor tetra-coordinated copper(II) amino acidates with trans-
21 21˚ ˚constants of 0.2 A , 0.2 A , and 0.0 for Coulomb,CuN O coordination polyhedron [24]. In order to repre-2 2

dispersion, and repulsion lattice summation terms, respec-sent amino acid arrangements to the metal ion with O and
tively. The empirical parameters of the potential energyN atoms in cis as well in trans positions to each other, this
functions were determined by combining trial and errorpaper proposes a new potential energy term to be added to
guesses with the optimisation algorithm, which is a variantthe conformational potential. It is a torsion-like potential
of the general least-squares method (the Levenberg–Mar-dependent on the ‘torsion’ angle O9–N9–N–O, with two
quardt algorithm) [39,40]. In the CFF program, the inputminima at 0 and 1808, that should hold four ligand atoms
charge parameter values are used for an assignment of thein the coordination plane. Two minima correspond to the
fractional charges by a special charge redistribution algo-cis- and the trans-planar CuN O configurations, respec-2 2

rithm, keeping the total charge on the molecules neutraltively. Namely, first molecular quantum mechanics calcu-
and distributing the charge values in a manner supposed tolations of the equilibrium geometries for three copper(II)
mimic ab initio results [40]. In order to yield the fractionalchelates (with L-N,N-dimethylvaline, L-alanine and L-
charges as much as similar to those obtained by molecularleucine) showed that the copper(II) coordination poly-
quantum mechanics for copper(II) chelates with L-alanine,hedron was less distorted in vacuo than in the crystal state
L-leucine and L-N,N-dimethylvaline (the molecular quan-[24]. Besides, the comparison of the experimental crys-
tum mechanics charge assignments by the natural popula-talline structures with the ab initio in vacuo derived
tion analysis method for the three copper(II) complexes arestructures pointed out that a strain imposed by the inter-
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given elsewhere [24]), we modified the charge distribution The main conformational feature of the chelate ring
routine of the CFF program. systems is the axial position of both C13 and C23. The

review of CSDB (Version 5.16, October 1998) revealed
seven either red or blue modifications of bis-bidentate

3. Results and discussion a-alaninato copper complexes. Three of them possessed
bone axial and one equatorial C H group (i.e. copper(II)3

3.1. X-ray structure refinement chelates with L-alanine [43–45], D-alanine [46], and N-
propionamidoalanine [47]). In all other copper(II) a-

An ORTEPII perspective view of the molecule of red alaninato complexes (the chelate compounds with D,L-
modification of bis(L-N,N-dipropylalaninato)copper(II) alanine [44,48,49], N,N-diethylalanine [6,12,16] and L-N-
complex in a general orientation is depicted in Fig. 1. The benzylalanine [9], including also recently determined
crystal structure consisting of discrete molecules is domi- crystal structure of aqua-bis(L-N,N-dimethylalaninato)cop-
nated by intermolecular van der Waals interactions. The per(II) hexahydrate [11]), the chiral methyl groups were
copper atom has a distorted square-planar coordination found to be exclusively in an equatorial position.
with O and N donor atoms in trans position to each other
[Cu–O11 1.900(3), Cu–O21 1.915(3), Cu–N1 2.036(3), 3.2. Molecular mechanics: force field determination

˚and Cu–N2 2.035(4) A]. According to the crystallographic
3s criterion, these bond lengths are the same as the Twelve X-ray crystal structures of anhydrous copper(II)

IIcorresponding ones established in other red anhydrous Cu complexes with amino acids and amino acid derivative
complexes with various N-substituted amino acids ligands with the same atom types were selected for
[3,5,12,16,18]. The only exception is bis(N-tert-butyl-N- modelling. Eleven are with trans- and one with cis-
benzylglycinato)copper(II) [17] with a very short Cu–O CuN O coordination polyhedron.2 2

˚ ˚[1.874(2) A] and a fairly long Cu–N [2.112(3) A] bond The empirical parameters of the potential energy func-
distances so far determined in this class of compounds. tions, V , were optimised with respect to the experimen-total

The distortion of the square-planar copper coordination is tal data (bond lengths, valence and torsion angles, and unit
defined rather with O11–Cu–O21 and N1–Cu–N2 cell dimensions) of the following five molecules: bis(L-
[174.6(2) and 169.4(2)8, respectively] than with O–Cu–N N,N-dimethylvalinato)copper(II) 1 [3], bis(D,L-N,N-dieth-
valence bond angles [84.1(1), 84.4(1), 96.0(1) and ylalaninato)copper(II) 2 [16], bis(L-leucinato)copper(II) 3
96.5(1)8]. Both chelate rings show the conformation of an [50], bis(L-alaninato)copper(II) 4 [44], and bis(D,L-2-
open envelope with N1 and N2 on the flaps. The latter aminobutyrato)copper(II) 5 [50]. To assure the planarity of
deviate from the mean least-square plane calculated the copper(II) coordination geometry for isolated mole-
through the remaining four chelate ring atoms for 0.704(6) cules, the parameters were also optimised with respect to

˚and 0.695(6) A, respectively. The interplanar angle be- the valence angles around the copper obtained by a
tween two five-membered chelate rings amounts to molecular quantum mechanics method (the hybrid density
26.4(1)8. functional method B3LYP [51]) of three molecules: bis(L-

Fig. 1. An ORTEPII view of the molecule showing the crystallographic numbering scheme. The peculiar spatial orientation is due to the considerable
overlapping in any other view direction. The vibrational ellipsoids enclose 25% probability level. Open circles of arbitrary radius represent hydrogen
atoms.
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Table 1N,N-dimethylvalinato)copper(II), bis(L-alaninato)cop-
a,bPotential energy parameter setper(II), and bis(L-leucinato)copper(II) (the ab initio val-

Bond D a bence angles around copper and the details of the B3LYP e 0

calculations are given elsewhere [24]). The parameters Cu–N 219.414 2.200 1.990
N–C 52.471 3.600 1.465were systematically tested on other six trans copper(II)
C–C 162.361 4.070 1.527chelates: bis(D,L-N,N-dimethylvalinato)copper(II) 6 [18],
C–H 101.600 1.800 1.090

bis(1-aminocyclopentanecarboxylato)copper(II) 7 [44], N–H 93.000 2.500 1.010
bis(a-aminoisobutyrato)copper(II) 8 [52], bis(L-N,N-di- K–Q 54.684 3.480 1.230

C–K 114.167 3.950 1.522methylisoleucinato)copper(II) 9 [5], bis(L-2-amino-
K–O 59.168 2.700 1.290butyrato)copper(II) 10 [53], the title compound bis(L-N,N-
Cu–O 85.768 2.850 1.901

dipropylalaninato)copper(II) 11, and one cis molecule,
Angle k uu 0bis(D-alaninato)copper(II) 12 [46]. The crystal structure of
Cu–N–H 55.000 1.911bis(D-alaninato)copper(II) was the only cis structure found
Cu–N–C 385.000 1.911in the literature that could fit into the class of studied
N–C–C 800.000 1.911

copper(II) amino acid compounds. N–C–H 385.000 1.911
H–N–H 310.000 1.911Previously developed and described force field for tetra-
H–C–H 310.000 1.911coordinated copper(II) amino acidates with trans-CuN O2 2 C–N–H 653.000 1.911coordination polyhedron, FF [24], was taken as an initial H–C–C 375.000 1.911

empirical parameter set for the parameters’ optimisation in C–C–C 840.000 1.911
C–N–C 255.000 1.911the bond-stretching, valence-angle bending, torsion, out-of-
K–C–H 475.000 1.911plane bending, and Lennard–Jones part of the conforma-
N–C–K 362.000 1.911

tional potential V . The charge parameters were chosentotal C–C–K 275.000 1.911
so as to yield the charge assignments similar (with O–K–Q 822.000 2.164

C–K–Q 268.000 2.094maximum difference of 0.05 e) to those obtained by
C–K–O 240.000 2.025molecular quantum mechanics (see Section 2) and kept
K–O–Cu 997.000 2.007

fixed in the optimisation procedure. During the parameters’
Torsion V nwfitting process, we especially took into account the Vw

–C–C– 11.142 3.000empirical parameter for the newly introduced potential
–C–N– 6.536 3.000dependent on the O9–N9–N–O internal coordinate. The
–O–K– 17.645 22.000

energy barrier, V , between the cis and transO 9–N 9–N –O –C–K– 1.300 12.000
minima had to be of a value that simultaneously yielded (i) –O–Cu– 6.346 24.000

–Cu–N– 0.473 12.000cis-N O copper(II) coordination for bis(D-alaninato)cop-2 2
–N–N– 15.500 22.000per(II), both in the vacuum and in the condensed phase,
Out-of-plane torsion kxand (ii) the potential energy surface around the trans-
Q(K–C–O) 45.000planar minimum flat enough to allow an observed tetra-

hedral distortion of the copper(II) coordination polyhedron Non-bonding A B
in crystalline environment and square-planar or distorted H(C) 80.000 3.581
planar coordination in vacuo. The empirical parameters of H(N) 180.000 8.100

C 1014.395 19.640the final force field (FF1) are shown in Table 1. The
N 630.492 27.660assignments of the charges due to the charge parameters
O 874.190 43.800

given in Table 1 are shown in Table 2. Q 334.643 19.000
Having obtained the new force field, FF1, we examined Cu 1224.875 46.500

K 380.000 19.900the ability of the new model to reproduce structural
properties of the 12 copper(II) amino acid complexes. Charge parameter q
Here only experimentally derived atomic coordinates and H 0.135
unit cell dimensions were used as the starting points for C 20.380

K 0.350geometry optimisation. The minimum structures calculated
Q 20.115by the crystal simulator, FF1 (in crystal), and of the
Cu 1.234

isolated molecules, FF1 (in vacuo), were compared with N 21.040
the X-ray crystal data and with the vacuum conformations O 20.930

aof the three copper(II) amino acid complexes obtained by Uncommon symbols: K, planar carbon atom; Q, double-bonded
oxygen atom.the B3LYP ab initio approach, respectively. The efficiency

21b 21 ˚ ˚Units are as follows: D , kcal mol ; a, A ; b , A; k ,e 0 uof FF1 was then tested by comparison with the FF force
21 22 21 21 22kcal mol rad ; u , rad; V , kcal mol , k , kcal mol rad ; A,0 w x

212 26field’s results. 21 1 / 2 21 1 / 2˚ ˚(kcal mol A ) ; B, (kcal mol A ) ; q, in electron units (the
Table 3 presents the errors in the X-ray crystal struc- expression for electrostatic interactions has to be multiplied by 332.091

2121 21˚kcal mol A in order to be in kcal mol ).tures’ reproduction by the two force fields. Although the
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Table 2 root-mean-square deviations in the internal coordinates and
Charge assignment by the modified CFF program using the charge the unit cell constants were of different values by FF1 andaparameters given in Table 1 for 12 copper(II) amino acid complexes

FF for some molecules, both force fields yielded either the
Atom Partial charge /e Atom Partial charge /e same or very close values for total root-mean-square errors
Bis(L-N,N-dimethylvalinato)cop- calculated for all trans bis(aminoacidato)copper(II) com-per(II) Bis(L-alaninato)copper(II)
Bis(D,L-N,N-dimethylvalinato)cop- plexes (Table 3). This fact may suggest that we reached
per(II) Bis(D-alaninato)copper(II) the limits of experimental data reproduction. The maxi-Cu 1.309 Cu 1.309
N 20.618 N 20.965 mum errors in the internal coordinates obtained with FF1
O 20.855 O 20.855 ˚are: 20.074 A for the N–C bond in bis(D,L-N,N-C 0.861 C 0.861 alkylcarboxyl carboxyl
O 20.657 O 20.657carboxyl carboxyl diethylalaninato)copper(II), 28.08 for the Cu–N–C1,2 a alkylC (H ) 20.398 C (H) 20.1283

a b valence angle of bis(L-N,N-dimethylvalinato)copper(II),C (H) 20.128 C (H ) 20.6293
bC (H) 20.176 H(C) 0.210 and 210.58 for the C–C–N–Cu torsion in bis(L-2-amino-g,dC (H ) 20.610 H(N) 0.4393 butyrato)copper(II) (FF’s maximum differences were:H(C) 0.210

˚20.067 A for bond lengths, 11.88 for valence angles, and
Bis(L-leucinato)copper(II) Bis(D,L-N,N-diethylalaninato)cop-

214.28 for torsion angles).per(II)
Cu 1.309 Cu 1.313 The compounds 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 had an irregular
N 20.965 N 20.613 square-planar copper(II) coordination geometry in theirO 20.855 O 20.851
C 0.861 C 0.865carboxyl carboxyl X-ray structures. FF1 and FF maintain that planarity in
O 20.657 O 20.653carboxyl carboxyl

a 1,3 vacuo as well in crystal. Table 4 compares the ability ofC (H) 20.128 C (H ) 20.2592
b 2,4C (H ) 20.493 C (H ) 20.5702 3 the two force fields to simulate the distortion of the
g aC (H) 20.210 C (H) 20.124
d,e b copper(II) coordination polyhedron observed in the otherC (H ) 20.595 C (H ) 20.6243 3

H(C) 0.212 H(C) 0.214 studied molecules, and the coordination polyhedron angles
H(N) 0.439

derived by molecular quantum mechanics for the three
Bis(L-2-aminobutyrato)copper(II) Bis(a-aminoisobutyrato)copper(II) copper(II) amino acidates. As mentioned earlier, the
Bis(D,L-2-aminobutyrato)copper(II) reproduction of the copper(II) coordination polyhedronCu 1.304 Cu 1.321
N 20.970 N 20.953 angles by FF was the most difficult task, as the model was
O 20.860 O 20.843 able to follow the transition from distorted crystalline toC 0.856 C 0.873carboxyl carboxyl
O 20.662 O 20.645 more planar ab initio in vacuo copper(II) coordination onlycarboxyl carboxyl

a aC (H) 20.133 C 0.019
˜b b,a qualitatively. In comparison with FF, the FF1 holds theC (H ) 20.498 C (H ) 20.6712 3

gC (H ) 20.487 H(C) 0.2223 atoms of the copper(II) coordination sphere in the simu-
H(C) 0.205 H(N) 0.451

lated crystalline environment of better resemblance to theH(N) 0.434

experiment, and also better simulates the ab initio in vacuo
Bis(L-N,N-dimethylisoleucinato)cop- copper(II) coordination geometry (Table 4).
per(II) Bis(1-aminocyclopentanecarbox-

FF1 predicts equally or better than FF not only theylato)copper(II)
Cu 1.306 Cu 1.342 copper(II) coordination polyhedron angles of the three
N 20.620 N 20.932
O 20.858 O 20.822 molecules calculated by the hybrid density functional
C 0.859 C 0.894carboxyl carboxyl method, but also their torsion angles [24]. The r.m.s.O 20.660 O 20.624carboxyl carboxyl

1,2 aC (H ) 20.401 C 0.040 deviations in the chelate ring torsion angles are 4.08 for3
a b,gC (H) 20.131 C (H ) 20.5152
b d,e bis(L-N,N-dimethylvalinato)copper(II), 2.28 for bis(L-C (H) 20.179 C (H ) 20.5422
gC (H ) 20.612 H(C) 0.243 leucinato)copper(II), and 2.58 for bis(L-alaninato)cop-3
dC (H ) 20.477 H(N) 0.4722
e per(II) (the FF force field’s r.m.s.(Dw) values were 4.1,C (H ) 20.4933

H(C) 0.207 2.9, and 4.48, respectively).
The inclusion of the new potential energy term in the

Bis(L-N,N-di-
present molecular mechanics model has made simulationpropylalaninato)copper(II)

Cu 1.309 of the coordination sphere flexibility as good as the
N 20.617

reproduction of the chelate ring’s geometry.O 20.855
C 0.861carboxyl In vacuo geometry optimisation of cis bis(D-
O 20.657carboxyl

1,3C (H ) 20.263 alaninato)copper(II) by FF ends up in the trans compound2
2,4C (H ) 20.4402 and the same conformer reproduction as for trans bis(L-3,6C (H ) 20.5043
aC (H) 20.128 alaninato)copper(II). FF fails also to simulate correctly the
bC (H ) 20.6293 crystalline copper(II) coordination angles (12; Table 4).

H(C) 0.210
a Conversely, FF1 predicts quite well the X-ray copper(II)H(C) and H(N) stand for hydrogens bonded to carbon and nitrogen, respective-

ily; C (H ) denotes carbon of alkyl groups for i51–6 or carbon of the amino acid coordination polyhedron angles. Besides, FF1 (in crystal)j

residue for i5a, b, g, d, e; j denotes the number of H atoms bonded to the carbon; structure of the cis molecule yields root-mean-squareC and O stand for the planar carbon and double-bonded oxygen of thecarboxyl carboxyl
carboxyl group. deviation values somehow greater but still comparable to
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Table 3
Comparison of experimental X-ray and theoretical crystal structures (obtained with FF1 and FF force fields) expressed by means of root-mean-square

adeviations in internal coordinates and in unit cell constants (a, b and c), and differences (D) between experimental and theoretical unit cell angles (a, b

and g ) and volumes (V )

Molecules Internal coordinates Unit cell dimensions

˚ ˚r.m.s.(Db) /A r.m.s.(Du ) / 8 r.m.s.(Dw) / 8 r.m.s.(Da,Db,Dc) /A Da,Db,Dg / 8 100(DV ) /Vexp

FF1 FF FF1 FF FF1 FF FF1 FF FF1 FF FF1 FF

1 0.014 0.014 2.5 2.4 3.1 3.0 0.638 0.200 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 21.0 1.3
2 0.031 0.028 2.3 2.4 2.2 2.7 0.239 0.103 4.3, 0.3,23.0 22.7,0.7,21.6 3.8 0.9
3 0.013 0.016 2.2 2.0 4.0 5.8 0.347 0.253 0.0,21.7. 0.0 0.0,21.7, 0.0 20.5 23.2
4 0.017 0.018 2.3 1.9 4.4 3.4 0.245 0.479 0.0, 2.9, 0.0 0.0, 1.5, 0.0 24.3 24.3
5 0.014 0.014 1.6 0.7 2.3 3.9 0.254 0.252 0.0,21.2, 0.0 0.0,22.7, 0.0 26.2 25.0
6 0.010 0.008 1.6 3.1 2.5 3.5 0.083 0.163 0.0, 0.3, 0.0 0.0, 4.1, 0.0 2.2 2.1
7 0.013 0.013 1.8 1.6 4.0 2.9 0.047 0.084 0.0, 1.4, 0.0 0.0, 2.5, 0.0 20.3 23.4
8 0.016 0.014 1.9 1.2 1.4 2.9 0.137 0.280 0.0,20.2,0.0 0.0,20.4, 0.0 20.8 25.3
9 0.019 0.018 2.7 2.9 4.7 3.6 0.556 0.639 0.0, 0.5, 0.0 0.0, 2.5, 0.0 1.2 20.2

10 0.016 0.020 2.2 1.9 5.4 3.7 0.395 0.496 0.0, 0.6, 0.0 0.0, 3.5, 0.0 23.7 27.0
11 0.020 0.018 2.2 2.0 5.6 4.8 0.124 0.120 0.0,20.2. 0.0 0.0, 0.4, 0.0 22.8 22.3

Total 0.018 0.018 2.2 2.2 3.9 3.8 0.332 0.329

12 0.024 0.025 2.3 8.3 6.2 15.5 0.277 0.888 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 27.2 24.4
a Internal coordinates: bond lengths, b, valence angles, u, torsion angles, w. Hydrogen atoms are not taken into account.

cule whose in vacuo structure was calculated with thethose of the trans compounds (Table 3). Unfortunately,
molecular quantum mechanics method [24]. Nearby allthere are no other experimental structural data for cis
changes between the ab initio and X-ray structures were incopper(II) amino acidates without apically coordinated
the copper(II) coordination polyhedron, whereas therewater molecules to be used for testing the new force field.
were no substantial changes in the chelate rings’ geometry.To sum up, although the two force fields, FF and FF1,

give overall reproductions of the 12 X-ray and three ab
3.4. Effect of the N,N-dialkyl chains on stereochemistryinitio structures with minor differences, FF1 can be
of copper(II) a-alaninato complexesconsidered as an improved force field because it can yield

cis as well as trans amino acid chelation to the copper(II),
From theoretical considerations, it can be proposed thatand better reproduces the metal coordination sphere flex-

each chelate ring of bis(L-N,N-dipropylalaninato)copper(II)ibility, both in the gas phase approximation and in the
bcan have 162 conformations (81 conformers with C -axialcrystal state.

band 81 conformers with C -equatorial positions). If we
3.3. FF1 reproduction of the solid state structure of suppose that the terminal CH propyl groups have the3

bis(L-N,N-dipropylalaninato)copper(II) same orientation as in the solid state structure (i.e. all four
C–C–C–N¯1808; Table 5), the conformer number lowers

Fig. 2 shows the match and the differences between the from 162 to 18 basic ones with the same ring conforma-
X-ray and theoretically predicted structures of bis(L-N,N- tions, yielding the same conformer number as for the
dipropylalaninato)copper(II). The experimentally obtained bis(N,N-diethylalaninato)copper(II) molecule.
internal coordinates are gathered together with their differ- The results of in vacuo strain energy minimisations for
ences to the corresponding FF1 (in crystal) and FF1 (in two systems, copper(II) complexes with L-N,N-dieth-
vacuo) values given in Table 5. The maximum differences ylalanine and L-N,N-dipropylalanine, with the FF1 force
(Table 5) and the root-mean-square deviations (11; Table field are listed in Table 6. The strain energy distribution for
3) are within the range of errors over the span of other the two systems is very similar and yields a group of four
studied trans copper(II) chelates. The FF1 (in crystal) and conformers, two axial, a1–a1 and a2–a2 (Table 6), and
FF1 (in vacuo) internal coordinates do not differ substan- two equatorial, e7–e7 and e8–e8 (Table 6), and conse-
tially (Table 5) except for the ones involving the Cu(II) quently their ring conformation combinations as well, with
coordination polyhedron atoms (11; Table 4). Without the essentially lower energy than the rest of the conformers.
constraint of the crystalline environment, two nitrogen and Among these four conformers are the ones found in the
two oxygen donor atoms attain almost planar arrangement condensed phase. For bis(L-N,N-di-
around the copper (Table 4, Fig. 2(b)). A similar result was propylalaninato)copper(II), the a1–a1 conformer, having
found for bis(L-N,N-dimethylvalinato)copper(II), the mole- the lowest strain energy, corresponds to the conformer
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Table 4
IICopper(II) coordination polyhedron angles (8) for copper(II) amino acidates with non-planar Cu coordination geometry

Molecule N9–Cu–N N–Cu–O9 N9–Cu–O O–Cu–O9 O9–N9–N–O

1 X-ray 161.4 97.2 95.4 175.7 156.3
ab initio 172.5 95.3 95.3 171.9 179.9
FF1 (in crystal) 162.3 96.3 94.8 178.5 163.0
FF1 (in vacuo) 168.0 93.9 93.9 167.3 2179.9
FF (in crystal) 158.5 96.1 95.5 171.1 143.9
FF (in vacuo) 160.6 94.4 94.6 176.1 156.1

3 X-ray 174.6 95.6 96.0 179.7 174.7
ab initio 179.6 95.7 95.3 179.8 180.0
FF1 (in crystal) 173.8 98.2 90.8 176.3 175.9
FF1 (in vacuo) 177.3 93.4 93.2 177.3 179.9
FF (in crystal) 170.0 94.8 93.5 174.5 164.3
FF (in vacuo) 176.7 92.6 93.9 178.0 2178.7

4 X-ray 175.5 95.5 96.2 179.2 175.8
ab initio 179.8 94.9 94.8 179.4 2179.4
FF1 (in crystal) 174.4 91.0 97.6 175.5 178.1
FF1 (in vacuo) 178.7 93.2 93.4 178.7 179.9
FF (in crystal) 173.4 92.0 95.4 178.6 174.4
FF (in vacuo) 174.2 93.9 93.0 179.1 173.3

9 X-ray 166.0 95.8 96.3 178.3 163.5
FF1 (in crystal) 168.1 95.9 94.1 173.5 173.8
FF1 (in vacuo) 168.6 93.8 93.8 167.8 2179.8
FF (in crystal) 162.2 95.4 94.2 174.2 157.2
FF (in vacuo) 161.3 95.0 93.7 176.1 157.0

10 X-ray 174.6 95.9 96.0 178.6 175.9
FF1 (in crystal) 172.6 91.1 97.0 174.3 177.5
FF1 (in vacuo) 177.3 92.4 93.7 177.1 179.9
FF (in crystal) 173.4 93.2 94.3 179.7 173.5
FF (in vacuo) 175.5 93.1 93.8 178.6 174.0

11 X-ray 169.4 96.5 96.0 174.6 2163.3
FF1 (in crystal) 168.4 96.2 96.5 177.6 2165.5
FF1 (in vacuo) 179.2 96.0 96.0 178.7 2179.5
FF (in crystal) 162.2 96.1 96.1 171.2 2152.8
FF (in vacuo) 175.4 93.9 93.9 174.2 169.3

12 X-ray 98.6 172.3 171.5 92.1 1.0
FF1 (in crystal) 93.3 178.4 171.6 94.2 4.8
FF1 (in vacuo) 87.0 164.3 170.8 102.7 214.0
FF (in crystal) 101.0 137.0 160.3 102.7 243.7
FF1 (in vacuo) 174.2 93.9 93.0 179.1 2173.3

bfound by the X-ray diffraction experiment [FF1 (in vacuo), possible conformers (C in axial, equatorial, and mixed
Fig. 2(b)]. For bis(L-N,N-diethylalaninato)copper(II), FF1 axial–equatorial positions) were up to 0.7 and 5.6

21gives the equatorial e7–e7 as the global minimum, while kJ mol , respectively. We conclude (in accordance with
its aqua complex adopted another equatorial minimum, the other force fields’ performances [6,11]) that the reasons
e8–e8, in the crystal lattice [6]. The force field per- for the prevalence of axial or equatorial spatial orientation
formance has been also checked for bis(D,L-N,N-dieth- of the alanine methyl group in the crystals of
ylalaninato)copper(II). In the crystalline surroundings, this bis(alaninato)copper(II) chelates can be more readily at-
molecule attained the corresponding DL e8–e8 conforma- tributed to the crystal packing preferences than to the
tion [12,16]. FF1 in vacuo calculations gave the conforma- intramolecular steric hindrances.

21tional energy of DL e8–e8 lower by 17.6 kJ mol than Test calculations of all possible orientations of the
21that of DL e7–e7, and by 0.9 kJ mol higher than that of terminal CH propyl groups (starting from the 18 basic3

the axial DL a1–a1 conformer. conformations if the same ring conformations were as-
The conformation analysis of these three copper(II) sumed, and for all C–C–C–N combinations of the basic

alaninato complexes showed that the energy differences a1–a1 conformation) revealed that their crystal orientation
bcalculated for the equatorial and axial C H minima could was energetically the most preferred. Any other orientation3

21be less than 1 kJ mol . The force field gives similar led to an increase in (non-bonding) energy and as such
results for the copper(II) chelates with L-alanine and L- became less probable. This is not a surprising result; if the
N,N-dimethyalanine. The energy differences between three three propyl carbons and their bonding nitrogen atom are
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Table 5
˚Selected bond distances (A), valence and torsion angles (8) for bis(L-N,N-

adipropylalaninato)copper(II)

Internal Experimental Experimental – theoretical

coordinate value FF1 (in crystal) FF1 (in vacuo)

Alanine residue
Cu–O11 1.900(3) 20.031 20.029
Cu–O21 1.915(3) 20.016 20.014
Cu–N1 2.036(3) 0.013 0.013
Cu–N2 2.035(4) 0.012 0.012
O11–C11 1.289(5) 0.012 0.012
O12–C11 1.229(5) 0.001 0.003
O21–C21 1.310(5) 0.033 0.033
O22–C21 1.217(5) 20.011 20.009
N1–C12 1.501(5) 0.011 0.011
N2–C22 1.497(5) 0.008 0.007
C11–C12 1.545(6) 0.018 0.018
C12–C13 1.527(6) 20.006 20.006
C21–C22 1.524(6) 20.003 20.003
C22–C23 1.527(7) 20.006 20.006

O11–Cu–N1 84.4(1) 0.5 0.4
O21–Cu–N2 84.1(1) 0.2 0.1
Cu–O11–C11 115.1(3) 1.1 1.0
Cu–O21–C21 114.4(3) 0.4 0.3
Cu–N1–C12 101.3(2) 21.3 21.3
Cu–N2–C22 101.6(2) 21.0 21.0
N1–C12–C11 106.9(3) 1.1 1.0
N1–C12–C13 113.6(4) 2.4 2.5
N2–C22–C21 107.5(3) 1.7 1.6
N2–C22–C23 114.1(4) 2.9 3.0
O11–C11–O12 126.0(4) 2.2 2.0
O11–C11–C12 114.4(3) 20.6 20.6
O12–C11–C12 119.5(4) 21.5 21.3
O21–C21–O22 123.7(4) 20.2 20.3
O21–C21–C22 114.4(4) 20.5 20.6
O22–C21–C22 121.9(4) 1.0 1.1
C11–C12–C13 106.7(4) 24.6 23.3
C21–C22–C23 106.8(4) 20.5 20.6

O11–Cu–N1–C14 79.2(2) 22.1 22.5
O21–Cu–N2–C24 79.9(2) 21.5 21.8

Fig. 2. The experimental (dark) and theoretical (light) structures of O11–C11–C12–N1 234.7(2) 6.2 5.7
O21–C21–C22–N2 235.4(2) 5.7 5.0bis(L-N,N-dipropylalaninato)copper(II): (a) X-ray and FF1 (in crystal); (b)
Cu–O11–C11–C12 5.5(1) 28.9 28.5X-ray and FF1 (in vacuo). The molecule orientation is the same as in Fig.
Cu–O21–C21–C22 6.4(2) 28.2 27.6

1. C13–C12–N1–Cu 274.8(3) 0.9 1.3
C23–C22–N2–Cu 275.1(3) 0.5 1.0
C11–O11–Cu–N1 17.0(2) 6.8 6.5
C21–O21–Cu–N2 16.3(2) 6.1 5.8

approximately placed in a plane as in the experimental
N,N-dipropyl
N1–C14 1.510(5) 0.002 0.002crystal structure, they are as distant as possible from the
N1–C17 1.483(5) 20.033 20.034alanine residue and other propyl groups as well, and do not N2–C24 1.499(5) 20.009 20.008
N2–C27 1.494(5) 20.022 20.023exert additional strain in the molecule relative to the
C14–C15 1.486(6) 20.043 20.044

copper(II) chelate with L-N,N-diethylalanine. Therefore, C15–C16 1.513(7) 20.016 20.017
C17–C18 1.537(6) 0.007 0.007we cannot expect that further lengthening of the alkyl
C18–C19 1.510(8) 20.020 20.020
C24–C25 1.484(6) 20.045 20.046chains at the nitrogens could cause important changes in
C25–C26 1.513(8) 20.016 20.017copper(II) alaninato molecule stability relative to bis(N,N- C27–C28 1.523(6) 20.007 20.007
C28–C29 1.507(7) 20.022 20.026diethylalaninato)copper(II).
Cu–N1–C14 109.8(3) 0.7 21.0
Cu–N1–C17 112.5(2) 1.9 1.7
Cu–N2–C24 110.7(3) 1.5 2.4
Cu–N2–C27 112.2(2) 1.5 1.4Supplementary data
N1–C14–C15 114.5(3) 3.7 3.8
N1–C17–C18 116.9(3) 5.6 5.6
N2–C24–C25 115.3(3) 4.5 4.6Crystallographic data have been deposited with the N2–C27–C28 116.6(3) 5.3 5.3
C14–N1–C17 111.4(3) 21.4 21.5CCDC (12 Union Road, Cambridge, CB2 1EZ, UK) and
C24–N2–C27 111.2(3) 21.6 21.7

are available on request quoting the deposition number C14–C15–C16 111.7(4) 2.4 2.3
C17–C18–C19 110.3(4) 1.0 0.9CCDC 106607.
C24–C25–C26 111.5(4) 2.2 2.1
C27–C28–C29 111.4(4) 2.1 2.0

C15–C14–N1–Cu 51.3(2) 210.3 29.4
C18–C17–N1–Cu 172.6(3) 25.1 25.1Acknowledgements C25–C24–N2–Cu 54.4(2) 27.4 26.3
C28–C27–N2–Cu 173.1(4) 24.5 24.6
C16–C15–C14–N1 177.1(5) 25.8 26.9Financial support by the Croatian Ministry of Science C19–C18–C17–N1 2176.4(5) 20.3 20.6
C26–C25–C24–N2 175.2(5) 26.8 28.8and Technology to the Research Programme 002201,
C29–C28–C27–N2 2175.1(5) 1.2 0.7

aTheme 00220103 to N.P., and Research Project 119409 to ˚FF1 (in crystal) unit cell constants: a58.816, b514.213, c59.115 A, b 5
3˚104.98; V51103.7 A .B.K. is gratefully acknowledged.
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Table 6
a,bMinimum strain energies for bis(L-N,N-dipropylalaninato)copper(II) and bis(L-N,N-diethylalaninato)copper(II)

Conformer Cu(L-Pro Ala) Cu(L-Et Ala)2 2 2 2

w w w Strain w w w Strain1 2 3 1 2 3

energy energy
bC -axial

a1–a1 60.7 177.7 276.1 0.0 60.5 177.6 276.1 2.4
a2–a2 255.0 178.4 280.8 15.0 254.9 178.3 280.8 15.3
a3–a3 2144.3 176.5 273.9 120.2 2143.8 176.4 274.0 123.0
a3a–a3a 178.4 161.6 270.8 156.9 178.2 161.2 270.6 163.3
a4–a4 48.1 31.8 278.8 86.6 48.1 31.7 278.9 85.3
a5–a5 261.3 32.7 286.7 59.3 261.5 32.6 286.6 58.5
a6–a6 177.6 30.6 280.1 90.4 177.8 30.5 280.1 89.6
a7–a7 28.4 268.1 274.4 76.9 28.3 267.7 274.5 76.3
a8–a8 261.1 270.9 281.6 66.3 262.8 270.4 281.6 64.6
a9–a9 177.4 265.4 276.5 59.2 174.7 265.1 276.4 60.9

bC -equatorial
e1–e1 48.2 2175.6 2147.9 63.2 47.8 2175.6 2147.6 63.3
e2–e2 254.6 2174.3 2147.4 83.6 254.5 2174.1 2174.5 83.8
e3–e3 2159.4 2168.1 2152.5 227.1 2159.6 2158.0 2152.3 229.8
e4–e4 56.2 47.5 2163.5 36.2 56.7 68.7 2167.7 76.1
e5–e5 239.2 89.4 2167.2 154.6 238.6 89.3 2167.2 154.6
e6–e6 2157.8 55.9 2168.2 141.9 2157.3 53.8 2165.7 148.5
e7–e7 58.2 250.2 2163.5 0.7 58.2 248.8 2163.3 0.0
e8–e8 250.1 258.3 2168.3 7.9 249.8 257.3 2168.0 9.2
e9–e9 2155.9 250.4 2165.5 108.7 2156.1 248.8 2165.0 108.7

a Torsion angles w , w and w correspond to angles C15–C14–N1–Cu (C25–C14–N2–Cu), C18–C17–N1–Cu (C28–C27–N2–Cu) and C13–C12–N1–1 2 3

Cu (C23–C22–N2–Cu), respectively.
b 21 21 21Torsion angles are in degrees and strain energies in kJ mol . Zero point energies: 225 972.2 kJ mol for Cu(L-Pro Ala) , and 220 116.9 kJ mol2 2

for Cu(L-Et Ala) .2 2
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Abstract

The reactions of the nitrosyl rhenium(II) complex [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] with triphenylphosphine, NaBH in the presence of3 3 3 4

PPh , and CO in the presence of PPh were examined. The rhenium nitrosyl complexes [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] (1),3 3 3 3 2
1 31[ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ] (2) and [ReH (NO)(PPh ) ]?1/2C H (3) obtained were characterised by IR, UV–Vis, NMR ( H and P)2 3 2 2 3 3 6 6

and magnetochemical measurements. For 1 and 2, the electronic, crystal and molecular structures were determined.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Rhenium; Nitrosyl; X-ray structure; Electronic structure; Nitric oxide

1. Introduction structure, but for the others, we presented both electronic
and molecular structures.

For many years, much attention has been focused on the Here, we describe new synthetic methods for
synthesis and study of a variety of nitrosyl transition metal [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] (1), [ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ] (2)3 3 2 2 3 2

complexes, due to their catalytic abilities and uses in the and [ReH (NO)(PPh ) ]?1/2C H (3), their spectroscopic2 3 3 6 6

production of organonitrogen compounds or in pollutant characterisation, and determination of the electronic, crys-
control [1–36]. tal, molecular structures of 1 and 2. We have observed the

In our recent publications, we disclosed very convenient formation of the complexes 1, 2 and 3 in the reaction of
single stage syntheses of some nitrosyl rhenium complexes [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] with triphenylphosphine, with3 3 3

with phosphine ligands: [ReX (NO) (PPh ) ] (X5Cl or CO in the presence of PPh and with NaBH in the2 2 3 2 3 4

Br) [37], [ReBr (Ph)(NO)(PPh )] [38], presence of PPh , respectively. The complexes 1–3 are3 3 3

[ReBr (NO)(MeCN)(PPh )] [39], [ReCl (NO)(OPPh ) known as rhenium nitrosyl compounds: they have been3 3 3 3

(PPh )] [40] and [ReCl (NO)(OPPh ) ] [41]. They are all obtained by various methods so far. Complex 3 is one of3 3 3 2

products of reductive nitrosylation of oxotrihalogenobis- the most studied rhenium compounds and is a very useful
(triphenylphosphine)rhenium(V) by gaseous nitric oxide. starting material for the syntheses of a variety of rhenium
For the unstable dinitrosyl complexes nitrosyls [42–45]. We used it to test our new preparative
[ReX (NO) (PPh ) ], we determined only their electronic method. Its crystal and molecular structure were presented2 2 3 2

in Ref. [46]. The nitrosyl complex 1 was a product of the
following reactions: [ReCl (OMe)(NO)(PPh ) ] with HCl2 3 2

[47], [NEt ][ReCl (NO)] with PPh [48] and4 5 3*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-42-631-3137; fax: 148-42-631-
[ReO(OEt)Cl (PPh ) ] with NO in the presence of2 3 23103.
[NEt N]Cl [49]. Complex 2 was isolated in the reactionsE-mail address: tadekbar@cl-sg.p.lodz.pl (T.J. Bartczak) 4

1Corresponding author. This author is also a Senior author. of [ReCl (OMe)(NO)(PPh ) ] or [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ]2 3 2 2 3 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00120-5
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with CO [47,50]. However, the crystal, molecular and 2NaHSO 1Fe (SO ) 12H O, was purified by passing it4 2 4 3 2

electronic structures of 1 and 2 were determined for the through the washers with concentrated KOH solution and
first time in this study. over solid NaOH. Gaseous CO, obtained from HCOOH,

The synthesis methods given in the literature involve a was purified by passing it through the washers with 50%
multi-stage process; for [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ]: KOH and alkaline Na S O solutions and over solid KOH3 3 2 2 2 4

and CaCl .96% 86% 2
[ReOCl (PPh ) ] →[ReCl (N COPh)(PPh ) ] →3 3 2 2 2 3 2 Solvents were dried and deoxygenated in the usual way

71% prior to use. The reaction, all preparations and the re-[ReCl (OMe)(NO)(PPh ) ] →[ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] [47]2 3 2 3 3 2 crystallisation were performed under an argon atmosphere.
or

89% 25% 2.1. Preparation of [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ]3 3 2[ReOCl (PPh ) ] →[ReO(OEt)Cl (PPh ) ] →3 3 2 2 3 2

60% The solution of [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] (0.4 g,(NMe ) [Re(NO)Cl ] →[ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] [10,45,57] 3 3 34 2 5 3 3 2
0.46 mmol) and PPh (0.4 g, 1.5 mmol) in CH Cl3 2 2

3Our method is as follows: (30cm ) was refluxed for 2 h. The colour immediately
51% 95% changed from green to dark red. The dark red precipitate[ReOCl (PPh ) ] →[ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] →3 3 2 3 3 3 3was formed by an addition of 100 cm of EtOH and

[ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ]3 3 2 filtered off after 20 min. The product was washed with
cold ether and dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.37 g (0.44 mmol)

In the case of [ReCl (NO)(CO)(PPh ) ], the methods2 3 2 [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ].3 3 2presented in the literature are: Crystals suitable for X-ray structure determination were
96% 86% obtained by slow evaporation of an acetonitrile solution of[ReOCl (PPh ) ] →[ReCl (N COPh)(PPh ) ] →3 3 2 2 2 3 2

nitrosyl rhenium(II) complex at room temperature.55%
[ReCl (OMe)(NO)(PPh ) ] →[ReCl (NO)(CO)(PPh )2 3 2 2 3 2

2.2. Preparation of [ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ][47] 2 3 2

or (A) CO was passed through a vigorously stirred and
96% 86% refluxing solution of [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] (0.3 g,3 3 3[ReOCl (PPh ) ] →[ReCl (N COPh)(PPh ) ] →3 3 2 2 2 3 2

0.35 mmol) and PPh (0.3 g, 1.1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran391% 95%
3[ReCl (OMe)(NO)(PPh ) ] →[ReH (NO)(PPh ) ] → (THF; 50 cm ). The reaction was carried out for 6–7 h.2 3 2 2 3 3

97% The colour changed first from green to dark red and then
[ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] →[ReCl (NO)(CO)(PPh ) ] [42]2 3 3 2 3 2 gradually to yellow. The resulting solution was evaporated

3to a volume of 10 cm . The bright yellow precipitate wasOur method is as follows:
3formed by the addition of 100 cm of EtOH and, after 2051% 76%

[ReOCl (PPh ) ] →[ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] →3 3 2 3 3 3 min, it was filtered off. The product was washed with cold
ether and dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.22 g (0.27 mmol)[ReCl (NO)(CO)(PPh ) ]2 3 2

[ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ]. When the reaction was carried2 3 2

out in the absence of triphenylphosphine, the yields ofOur two-staged preparative procedures have comparable
[ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ] dropped to 5% (0.014 g). Crys-yields to those of the methods described in the literature. 2 3 2

tals suitable for X-ray structure determination were ob-Therefore, the aim of our work was to simplify the
tained by slow evaporation of an acetonitrile solution ofsynthesis of an important group of rhenium compounds, to
nitrosyl rhenium(I) complex at room temperature.determine their crystal and electronic structures, and also

(B) CO was passed through a vigorously stirred andto characterise their magnetic and spectroscopic properties
31 refluxing solution of [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] (0.3 g, 0.35in the range of electron, infrared and P NMR spec- 3 3 2

3troscopies. mmol) in THF (50 cm ). The reaction was carried out for
6–7 h. The colour changed gradually from dark red to
yellow. The resulting solution was evaporated to a volume

32. Experimental of 10 cm . A light yellow precipitate was formed on the
3addition of 100 cm of EtOH and, after 20 min, it was

Triphenylphosphine and NH ReO were purchased from filtered off. The product was washed with cold ether and4 4

Aldrich Chemical Co. and used without further purifica- dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.23 g (0.28 mmol)
tion. [ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ].2 3 2

The [ReOCl (PPh ) ] and [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )]3 3 2 3 3 3

complexes were synthesised according to methods de- 2.3. Preparation of [ReH (NO)(PPh ) ]?1/2C H2 3 3 6 6

scribed in the literature [40,51]. Gaseous NO, obtained in
the reaction: 2NaNO 13H SO 12FeSO →2NO1 A solution of [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] (0.15 g, 0.172 2 4 4 3 3 3
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1 31mmol), PPh (0.15 g, 0.57 mmol) and NaBH (0.04 g, 0.1 H and P NMR were obtained at room temperature in3 4
3mmol) in ethanol (30 cm ) was refluxed for 2 h. The CDCl solution using a Varian VXR300 spectrometer. The3

colour immediately changed from green to yellow. The sample solutions were prepared using monocrystals of the
yellow precipitate was filtered off. The crude product was complex. In the case of the proton resonance, tetra-
solved in CH Cl . NaCl, which is insoluble in CH Cl , methylsilane (TMS) was used as an internal standard, and2 2 2 2

was filtered off and the precipitate of [ReH (NO)(PPh ) ] for phosphorus resonance, an 85% H PO aqueous solu-2 3 3 3 4
3was formed on addition of 100 cm of EtOH. The tion was used.

diamagnetic complex was recrystallised from a mixture of Magnetic susceptibilities were measured at 296 K by the
ethanol and benzene. Yield: 0.16 g (0.15 mmol) Faraday method.
[ReH (NO)(PPh ) ]?1/2 C H . Anal. calcd.: C, 65.5; H,2 3 3 6 6

4.82; N, 1.34. Found: C, 64.9; H, 4.4; N, 1.31. Infrared
21 21spectrum: 1965 cm (n ), 1794 cm (n ), 1630 2.5. Crystal structure determination and refinementRe–H Re–H

21 31cm (n ). P NMR (CDCl ): two singlets at 18.38 andN–O 3
127.97 ppm. H NMR (CDCl ): two quartets at 1.32 and All of the three-dimensional X-ray intensity data were3

2.54 ppm (J 530 Hz, J 56 Hz); phenyl multiplets collected on a Kuma KM-4 diffractometer with graphitePH HH
˚were found between 6.9 and 7.24 ppm). UV–Vis spec- monochromated Mo–K radiation (l50.71073 A) ata

21 3 21 21troscopy: 29 670 cm (´52432 dm mol cm ), room temperature. Details concerning crystal data and
21 3 21 21 2137 040 cm (´516 768 dm mol cm ), 45 455 cm refinement for 1 and 2 are given in Table 1. Lorentz,

3 21 21(´518 175 dm mol cm ). polarisation and empirical absorption corrections were
applied for 1 and 2. The structures of the complexes were

2.4. Physical measurements solved by means of the Patterson and Fourier methods. All
of the non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Nicolet Magna 560 using the full-matrix, least-squares technique. The posi-
21spectrophotometer in the spectral range 4000–400 cm , tions of the hydrogen atoms of the phenyl rings were found

with the samples in the form of potassium bromide pellets. from subsequent difference Fourier syntheses and were
Electronic spectra were measured on a Beckman 5240 treated as ‘riding’ on the adjacent carbon atom [d(C–H)5

˚spectrophotometer in the range 800–220 nm in deoxy- 0.96 A] and refined with an individual isotropic tempera-
genated dichloromethane solution. ture factor that was equal to 1.2 times the value of the

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for 1 and 2

1 2

Empirical formula C H Cl NOP Re C H Cl NO P Re36 30 3 2 37 30 2 2 2

Formula weight 847.10 827.70
Temperature, K 293(2) 293(2)

˚Wavelength, A 0.71073 0.71073
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group C2/c C2/c

˚Unit cell dimensions, A a525.553(9) a524.494(4)
b59.563(4) b59.500(2)
c515.890(6) c515.963(3)
b 5116.9(3)8 b 5116.030(10)8

3˚Volume, A 3327(2) 3337(11)
Z 4 4

3Density (calculated), Mg/m 1.691 1.742
21Absorption coefficient, mm 4.02 4.01

F(000) 1668 1724
Crystal size, mm 0.3130.2130.13 0.0830.0930.20
u range for data collection 2.31 to 25.058 2.34 to 25.058

Index ranges 226#h#29; 21#k#11; 229#h#18; 0#k#11;
218#l#1 219#l#18

Reflections collected 3693 3033
Independent reflections 2944 (R 50.0285) 2949 (R 50.0214)int int

2 2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 2925/0 /202 2943/0 /215

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.06 1.18
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.033, wR250.087 R150.028, wR250.058
R indices (all data) R150.055, wR250.101 R150.040, wR250.067

23 23˚ ˚Largest diff. peak and hole 4.54 and 21.21 eA 1.50 and 20.73 eA
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equivalent temperature factor of the parent carbon atom.
SHELXL97 [52] and SHELXTL [53] programs were used
for all of the calculations. Atomic scattering factors were
those incorporated in the computer programs.

3. Results and discussion

The [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] complex reacts with3 3 3

CO to give [ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ], but its yield in this2 3 2

synthesis is extremely low (see Section 2). When the
reaction of [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] with CO is carried3 3 3

out in the presence of triphenylphosphine, the yields of the
nitrosyl rhenium (1) complex increase considerably. The
first step in the reaction of [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )]3 3 3

with CO, carried out in the presence of PPh , involves3

replacement of the triphenylphosphine oxide molecule by
PPh to generate 1. Complex 1 is then reduced by CO to 2.3

In order to confirm this mechanism, we also carried out the
Fig. 1. The molecular structure of 1.

reaction of the [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] complex with3 3 3

only PPh . Then, the product of this reaction, complex 1,3

was treated with CO. In this case, nitrosyl complex 2 was
180.08, and the bond lengths discussed above confirm the

isolated also.
linear co-ordination of the nitrosyl ligand. The Cl(2) ligand

The [ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )] reacts with NaBH in3 3 3 4 is trans to the nitrosyl group (p-acceptor ligand) and this
the presence of PPh to yield [ReH (NO)(PPh ) ]?3 2 3 3 ˚is why the bond Re(1)–Cl(2)52.398(2) A is slightly
1 /2C H .6 6 ˚longer than Re(1)–Cl(1)52.378(2) A.

3.1. Molecular structure of
trichloronitrosylbis(triphenylphosphine)rhenium(II) 3.2. Molecular structure of

dichloro(carbonyl)(nitrosyl)bis(triphenylphosphine)
A similar structure of [ReCl (NO)(PMePh ) ] was rhenium(I)3 2 2

published previously [58]. However, the compound crys-
tallised in the different crystal system (triclinic), no bond The numbering scheme of 2 is shown in Fig. 2. The
lengths and angles were given and the R factor for 4118 Re(1) atom is octahedrally surrounded by two chlorine
diffractometer data was 0.10. atoms, Cl(1), Cl(2), a nitrosyl group, N(1)–O(1), a

The numbering scheme of 1 is shown in Fig. 1. The carbonyl group, C(37)–O(2), and two phosphorus atoms,
Re(1) atom is octahedrally surrounded by three chlorine P(1) and P(1a). The central ion, Re(1), the nitrosyl group,
atoms: Cl(1), Cl2) and Cl(1a), a nitrosyl group, N(1)–
O(1), and two phosphorus atoms, P(1) and P(1a). The
central ion, Re(1), the nitrosyl group, N(1)–O(1), and one Table 2

˚of the chloride ligands, Cl(2), occupy special positions; Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1
they all lie on two-fold axis. In the [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ]3 3 2 Bond lengths Angles
complex, in contrast to the starting material

Re(1)–N(1) 1.765(9) N(1)–Re(1)–Cl(1) 90.43(4)[ReCl (NO)(OPPh )(PPh )], the phosphine ligands are in3 3 3 Re(1)–Cl(1) 2.378(2) N(1)–Re(1)–Cl(2) 180
a trans arrangement. Re(1)–Cl(2) 2.398(2) Cl(1)–Re(1)–Cl(2) 89.57(4)

The most important bond lengths and angles for 1 are Re(1)–P(1) 2.530(2) N(1)–Re(1)–P(1) 90.60(4)
P(1)–C(1) 1.819(6) Cl(1)–Re(1)–P(1) 92.51(6)reported in Table 2. The Re–NO bond distance of 1.765(9)
P(1)–C(7) 1.822(6) Cl(2)–Re(1)–P(1) 89.40(4)Å is in good agreement with values previously found by
P(1)–C(13) 1.826(6) C(1)–P(1)–C(7) 106.7(3)˚others, for example, 1.76(2) A in
N(1)–O(1) 1.200(11) C(1)–P(1)–C(13) 105.5(3)˚[ReF(CO)(NO)(PPh ) ][BF ] [50], 1.749(11) A in3 3 4 C(7)–P(1)–C(13) 100.8(3)

˚(NEt )[Re(NO)Cl (py)] [54] and 1.77 A in C(1)–P(1)–Re(1) 107.0(2)4 4

C(7)–P(1)–Re(1) 119.1(2)[ReH (NO)(PPh ) ]?1/2 C H [46]. The N(1)–O(1) bond2 3 3 6 6
C(13)–P(1)–Re(1) 116.8(2)˚ ˚length of 1.200(11) A is in the range 1.10–1.25 A, which
O(1)–N(1)–Re(1) 1801is expected for NO [1]. The value of Re–N–O angle,
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N(1)–O(1), and one of the chloride ligands, Cl(1), occupy
special positions as they all lie on a two-fold axis [59].
Therefore, the C(37)–O(2) group and Cl(2) are disordered
and were treated during refinement with site occupation
factors equal to 0.5. This affected the accuracy of the
associated bond lengths and angles. ESDs of the bonds

˚involved in the disorder are, on average, 0.05 A, compared
˚to 0.001–0.002 A for the bonds of Re(1) with other atoms.

The most important bond lengths and angles for 2 are
reported in Table 3. The value of the Re(1)–N(1)–O(1)
angle, 180.08, and the bond lengths for Re(1)–N(1),

˚ ˚1.829(6) A, and N(1)–O(1), 1.157(8) A, confirm the linear
co-ordination of the nitrosyl ligand.

3.3. Spectroscopic characterisation of the
[ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] complex3 3 2

The trans geometry of phosphine ligands in 1 was
31 31clearly established by P NMR spectroscopy. The P

Fig. 2. The molecular structure of 2.
NMR spectrum of 1 consists of one singlet at 29.65 ppm.

1The H NMR spectrum of 1 shows only phenyl multi-
plets between 7.44 and 7.87 ppm.

Table 3 A strong band, corresponding to the stretching vibration
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 2 21of the nitrosyl group, appears at 1734 cm . Table 4

Bond lengths Angles contains the assignments of characteristic bands in the IR
range for 1 [55].Re(1)–N(1) 1.829(6) N(1)–Re(1)–C(37) 86.8(9)

Re(1)–C(37) 1.93(2) N(1)–Re(1)–Cl(2) 88.4(1) [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] is a paramagnetic compound with3 3 2
Re(1)–Cl(1) 2.428(2) N(1)–Re(1)–Cl(1) 180 a magnetic moment equal to 1.8 BM, corresponding to one
Re(1)–Cl(2) 2.410(6) C(37)–Re(1)–Cl(1) 93.2(9)

unpaired electron.Re(1)–P(1) 2.492 (1) Cl(2)–Re(1)–Cl(1) 91.6(1)
The positions and molar absorption coefficients ofC(37)–O(2) 1.16(2) N(1)–Re(1) –P(1) 90.62(3)

electronic bands for 1 and the electronic transitions as-N(1)–O(1) 1.157(8) C(37)–Re(1)–P(1) 92.5(8)
P(1)–C(1) 1.822(5) Cl(2)–Re(1)–P(1) 92.3(2) signed to the bands are shown in Table 5. The first two
P(1)–C(13) 1.831(5) Cl(1)–Re(1)–P(1) 89.4(3) absorption bands in the electronic spectrum of 1 corre-
P(1)–C(7) 1.826(5) C(1)–P(1)–C(7) 105.5(2)

spond to the electron transitions between d orbitals split inC(1)–P(1)–C(13) 101.3(2) 21a ligand field of C symmetry. The band at 26 180 cmC(13)–P(1)–C(7) 104.9(2) 2v

is a result of two transitions: d →p* and d →d .2 2C(1)–P(1)–Re(1) 118.8(2) xy NO xy x –y
21C(7)–P(1)–Re(1) 108.3(1) The band at 36 360 cm is a charge transfer transition as

bC(13)–P(1)–Re(1) 116.8(2) it corresponds to transition of p electrons to theRe–ClO(2)–C(37)–Re(1) 168.0(3)
suitable d orbitals of rhenium. The band of the highestO(1)–N(1)–Re(1) 180
energy is a result of an electronic transition in the

Table 4
Infrared spectral data for 1 and 2

21Band position (cm ) Assignment

[ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] [ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ]3 3 2 2 3 2

1990 n(CO)
1734 1722 n(NO)
1431 1433 n(P–C H )6 5

1482 1479 d(C–CH in the plane)
1093 1093 and 1026 d(C–H in the plane)
750 and 725 746 d(C–C out of the plane)
690 694 d(C–C in the plane)
534 524 n(Re–N)
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Table 5
Band positions, molar absorption coefficients and assignments for 1 and 2

[ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] [ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ]3 3 2 2 3 2

Band positions Molar absorption Assignments Band position Molar absorption Assignment
21 21(cm ) coefficients (cm ) coefficient

3 21 21 3 21 21(dm mol cm ) (dm mol cm )

15 040 34 d →d 14 700 10 d →d 2 2xy yz yz x – y
ad →p*yz NO

18 760 2800 d →d 15 385 13 d →dxy xz xy xz

26 180 3920 d →p* 36 365 7360 d →d 2 2xy NO xy x –y

d →d d →d2 2 2xy x –y yz z

d →p*xy NO
b36 360 16 858 p →d 38 460 16 453 d →p*Re–Cl yz xy CO

d →d 2yz z
b b41 220 17 220 p →3d 41 670 18 123 p →3dC H fosfor C6H5 fosfor6 5

a Transition forbidden because of symmetry.

phosphine ligand molecule. Based on the data in Table 5, because of symmetry. This fact explains why the intensity
the values of the ligand field parameters Dq, Ds and Dt of the band is so low. The next absorption band in the
have been defined and the energies of molecular orbitals electronic spectrum of 2 corresponds to the electron
for 1 have been estimated. The values of ligand field transitions between d orbitals split in a ligand field of C2

parameters are shown in Table 6; Fig. 3 presents a symmetry. Its intensity is typical for d–d transitions. The
simplified molecular orbital (MO) diagram for complex 1. relatively high intensity of the bands at 36 365 and 38 460

21A relatively high p* energy level has also been cm results from a partial contribution of the transitionsNO

defined by other authors [56]. d →p* and d →p* , respectively. The band of thexy NO xy CO

In the nitrosyl complex, the Re ion is present in the 12 highest energy is a result of an electronic transition in the
oxidation state, and its electronic configuration, consider- phosphine ligand molecule. Based on the data of Table 5,
ing splitting of d orbitals in C symmetry, is as follows: the values of the ligand field parameters, Dq, Ds and Dt,2v

2 2 1(d ) (d ) (d ) . have been defined and the energies of molecular orbitalsxy yz xz

for 2 have been estimated. The values of the ligand field
parameters are shown in Table 6; Fig. 4 presents a

3.4. Spectroscopic characterisation of the simplified MO diagram for 2.
[ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ] complex In the nitrosyl complex, the Re ion is present in a 112 3 2

oxidation state, and its electronic configuration, consider-
Table 4 contains the assignments of characteristic bands ing splitting of d orbitals in C symmetry, is as follows2

2 2 2in the IR range for 2 [55]. Strong bands corresponding to (d ) (d ) (d ) .xy xz yz
the stretching vibrations of nitrosyl and carbonyl groups

21appear at 1722 and 1990 cm , respectively.
[ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ] is a diamagnetic compound.2 3 2

The positions and molar absorption coefficients of 4. Conclusion
electronic bands for 2 and the electronic transitions as-
signed to the bands are shown in Table 5. Transition of d In the light of the results presented above, the simplifiedyz

electrons to p* , which is partially responsible for the synthesis of the rhenium compounds examined has aNO

origination of the smallest energy band, is forbidden distinct advantage in comparison to previously used pre-

Table 6
Values of ligand field parameters for 1 and 2

21Ligand field parameter Value (cm )

[ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] [ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ]3 3 2 2 3 2

Dq 2617 3636
Ds 25537 25282
Dt 430 293
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Fig. 3. Molecular orbitals diagram for 1.
Fig. 4. Molecular orbitals diagram for 2.

parative methods. It is less labour- and material-consuming the crystal and electronic structures of
and it provides a purer product with a comparable yield. [ReCl (NO)(PPh ) ] and [ReCl (CO)(NO)(PPh ) ], and3 3 2 2 3 2

The presented results also allowed for the determination of their spectroscopic characteristics.
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Abstract

A polynuclear manganese(II) complex of L-a-alanine of the formula [Mn (ala) Cl (H O) ]Cl?3H O (where ala5L-a-alanine) has been4 4 7 2 5 2

synthesized and characterized. An X-ray crystallographic study shows that the polymer consists of double linear chains. One chain
contains alternately located Mn(1) and Mn(2) ions, and the other chain is built of Mn(3) and Mn(4) ions. Each independent
manganese(II) ion is in an octahedral arrangements. Mn(1), Mn(2) and Mn(3) atoms display the same coordination environment being
surrounded by two carboxylate oxygen atoms of a-alanine molecules, three chloride ions and one aqua ligand. In the coordination
octahedron of the Mn(4) atom one chloride ion is replaced by a water molecule. In chains Mn(II) ions are joined alternately by a chloride

2ion or by two carboxylate bridges from different a-alanine molecules and one Cl ion. Three non-coordinated water molecules and one
chloride ion are located between the chains. The crystal structure is stabilized by an extensive system of hydrogen bonds.
Thermogravimetric analysis shows this complex is stable to 353 K. Upon heating the complex loses molecules of water and is
transformed into the suitable oxides. The IR spectra of free ligand and complex have been discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: a-Alanine complexes; Manganese(II); X-ray analyses

1. Introduction amino acid molecule acts as a chelating ligand. Such type
of coordination is commonly observed in monomeric

Manganese is a biologically important trace element as complexes of copper(II) with D,L and D,L-a-alanine [7–12],
constituent of proteins and enzymes [1,2]. Plants and many but also in complexes with other divalent metals such as
bacteria require trace amounts of manganese for a healthy cobalt(II) [13–20], nickel(II) [21–23], cadmium [24] as
existence. Thus, the coordination chemistry of manganese well as with trivalent metal ions, e.g. dimeric complex of
is important and the studies of its reactivity are especially chromium [19]. Another mode of coordination of M(II)
interesting. ions by a-alanine assumes binding of these ions by a

As a continuation of our study on the manganese(II) bidentate-bridging carboxylate group while the nitrogen
complexes with natural amino acids [3–6], the current atom is uncoordinated. In this group of complexes, the
work reports on structure, spectroscopy and thermogravi- trimeric [25], tetrameric [26] and polymeric compounds
metric data for a new manganese(II) complex with L-a- [27–29] can be distinguished. In the polymeric complexes
alanine. Based on the known crystal structures of a-alanine neighboring metal ions are linked only by one carboxylate
complexes, which are essential for life metal ions, several group. The a-alanine molecule also acts as a monodentate
modes of binding can be clearly distinguished. The most ligand like in the molybdenum(IV) complex [30], or as a
common type of coordination is binding of metal ions tridentate ligand in the copper(II) complex [31]. In this
through the nitrogen atom of an amino group and one case the amino group and the carboxylate oxygen atom
carboxylate oxygen atom of a-alanine. In these cases, the chelate metal ion and, additionally, the second carboxylate

oxygen atom is linked to the neighbouring ion creating the
polymeric-type structure. In spite of the fact that the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-81-537-5743; fax: 148-81-533-
silver(I) ion does not belong to biologically essential3348.

´E-mail address: rzacz@hermes.umcs.lublin.pl (Z. Rza̧czynska) elements it is noteworthy to mention its complex with
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a-alanine [32]. In this compound the amino acid molecule gravimetric analyzer (TA Instruments, Inc. New Castle,
DE, USA). The instrument was equipped with an openbridges the silver ions in a polymeric chain via nitrogen
platinum pan and an automatically programmed tempera-and oxygen atoms.
ture controller. The TG curves were recorded at a heatingIn the present work a new polymeric complex of

21rate of b558 min . in the temperature range 293–1273manganese(II) with L-a-alanine is reported. It is shown
K.that, in this complex, metal ions are linked by double

IR spectra of L-a-alanine and its complex were recordedcarboxylate bridges and also by chloride ions.
21in the 4000–100 cm spectral range using Nujol mulls

between KBr windows with a Bruker 113 V FT-IR
spectrophotometer.2. Experimental

2.3. X-ray crystallography2.1. Synthesis

Data were collected at 293 K temperature on a KM4Crystals of [Mn (ala) Cl (H O) ]Cl?3H O were grown4 4 7 2 5 2

diffractometer, in the v /2u scan mode with the v scanby slow evaporation of an aqueous solution (0.05 mol) of
width51.210.35 tan u, using graphite monochromatedL-a-alanine and manganese(II) chloride (0.05 mol) of 1:1
Mo Ka radiation. Crystallographic data and other pertinentmolar ratio. Light pink crystals were formed after a few
information are given in Table 1. The crystal structure wasdays. Crystals were isolated by washing with ethanol and
solved by heavy-atom methods using SHELXS-86 [33] anddried in air at room temperature. Analytical data (%):
refined by full-matrix least squares method using SHELXL-found: C, 14.41; H, 4.35; N, 5.52. Calc.: C, 14.34; H, 4.38;
93 program [34]. H-atoms of water molecules were locatedN, 5.58.
from difference Fourier map. Other hydrogen atoms were
placed in the geometrically calculated positions with2.2. Instrumentation
isotropic temperature factors taken as 1.2 U of neigh-eq

bouring heavier atoms. Afterwards, positional parametersCHN microanalysis was carried out on a Perkin-Elmer
were calculated in riding mode with U fixed. Themodel 2400 elemental analyzer. iso

discrepancy factors indicates R 5 S(uF u 2 uF u) /SuF u andThermogravimetric measurements of the complex were o c o
2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2carried out in static air atmosphere and flowing nitrogen R 5 h(S[w(F 2 F ) ] /S[w(F ) ]j and are listed inw o c 0

atmosphere using a TGA 2950 high-resolution thermo- Table 1.

Table 1
Summary of data collection and crystal parameters

Formula C H Cl Mn N O12 44 8 4 4 16

M 1003.88r

Crystal system Triclinic
Space group P1
T (K) 293

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71069
˚a (A) 7.544(2)
˚b (A) 10.869(3)
˚c (A) 11.207(3)

a (8) 85.55(3)
b (8) 87.02(3)
g (8) 82.84(3)

3˚V (A ) 908.2(3)
Z 1
F(000) 508

23D (mg m ) 1.836calc
21Absorption coefficient (cm ) 20.11

Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.3530.3530.40
Reflections measured 3202
2u range /deg. 5.0–50.1
Index ranges 0#h#228, 24#k #20, 219#l#218
Criterion for observed reflections I.3d(I)
No. of observed reflections 3143
GOF 1.082
R 0.02921

wR 0.07492
23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 0.651, 20.795
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3. Results and discussion in polymeric chains, the Mn? ? ?Mn separations are
˚4.405(1) and 4.607(1) A. The shorter Mn? ? ?Mn distances

˚are equal to 3.834(1) and 3.887(1) A and appear when3.1. Structural description
neighbouring Mn(II) ions are simultaneously bridged
through two carboxylate groups and one chloride ion. TheThe new complex of L-a-alanine and manganese(II) has
known polymeric manganese complex with D,L-alaninethe formula [Mn (ala) Cl (H O) ]Cl?3H O. a-Alanine4 4 7 2 5 2

[27] contains only single carboxylate bridges and themolecules appear in zwitterionic form. The compound is
˚distance between Mn(II) ions is longer, i.e. 4.790 A. Notebuilt up from two linear chains as shown in Fig. 1. There

that three bridges were observed in polymeric complexesare four crystallographically independent Mn(II) ions
of Cd(II) and Co(II) with L-a-alanine [28,29], but in thishaving octahedral coordination, which is the most common
case only one bridge originated from the carboxylatefor Mn(II). The Mn(1), Mn(2) and Mn(3) atoms are
ligand group. On the other hand, in polymeric complexesbonded with two carboxylate oxygen atoms of two differ-
of manganese with a-amino acid the single carboxylateent L-a-alanine molecules, one oxygen atom from water
bridge is typical [4,6,27]. The carboxylate groups in themolecule and three chloride ions. The Mn(4) atom displays
complex studied have the bidentate-bridging character anddifferent coordination arrangement being surrounded by
form syn–syn bonds with manganese(II) ions. The C–O–two carboxylate oxygen atoms, two water molecules and
Mn angles are within the range of 129.7(3)–139.9(3)8 andtwo chloride ions. Additionally, one chloride ion appears
the O–C–O angles of carboxylate bridging groups arein the second coordination sphere of Mn(II) ion being
within the range of 126.3(4)–127.6(4)8. They are slightlyhydrogen bonded with the coordinated water molecule and
wider than the O–C–O angle in L-a-alanine which is equalamino group of a-alanine. The remaining three water
to 125.7(8)8 [35]. The O–C bond lengths being within themolecules fill the voids between the polymeric chains and

˚hold the chains together through hydrogen bonds of type range from 1.232(6) to 1.263(6) A agree well with the
O–H? ? ?Cl. In the crystal structure, the adjacent man- corresponding values found for other polymeric a-alanine
ganese(II) ions are connected alternately through one and complexes [27–29].
three bridges. When the chloride ion bridges the metal ions The deviations of manganese atoms from planes defined

Fig. 1. The crystal structure of [Mn (ala) Cl (H O) ]Cl?3H O. Symmetry code: (i) x 1 1, y, z.4 4 7 2 5 2
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Table 3by carboxylate groups range from 21.223(7) to 1.107(8)
˚Hydrogen bond lengths (A) and angles (8) with e.s.d.’s in parenthesesÅ. The torsion angles in a-alanine molecules are not the

D–H? ? ?A D–H H? ? ?A D? ? ?A ,D–H? ? ?Asame. The nitrogen atoms deviate from the planes of the
carboxylate group within a wide range from 224.1(6) to O(1)–H(1)? ? ?Cl(8) 0.93 2.16 3.222(5) 178

a213.7(6)8. The selected bond lengths and angles are given O(1)–H(2)? ? ?O(12) 0.91 1.84 2.748(6) 174
bO(2)–H(3)? ? ?O(21) 0.89 1.89 2.763(6) 168in Table 2.

cO(2)–H(4)? ? ?Cl(7) 0.93 2.29 3.216(5) 176All manganese atoms are in a distorted octahedral aO(3)–H(5)? ? ?O(32) 0.84 1.96 2.776(6) 165
arrangement. The Mn–O bond lengths range from dcarboxyl O(4)–H(7)? ? ?Cl(3) 0.98 2.20 3.101(5) 153

˚ b2.136(3) to 2.204(3) A. The Mn–O distances have O(4)–H(8)? ? ?O(41) 0.73 2.00 2.723(6) 167water
bvery similar values being within the range of 2.134(4)– O(5)–H(9)? ? ?Cl(8) 0.94 2.23 3.113(5) 156

˚ O(6)–H(11)? ? ?Cl(3) 0.93 2.37 3.282(6) 1662.216(4) A. The chloride ions act as monodente- as well as
O(6)–H(12)? ? ?Cl(7) 1.10 2.20 3.292(6) 171bidentate-bridging ligands. The Mn–Cl bond lengths are
O(7)–H(13)? ? ?O(1) 1.11 2.02 3.108(6) 166˚within the range of 2.4720(14)–2.674(2) A. These signifi- aO(7)–H(14)? ? ?Cl(5) 1.03 2.12 3.114(6) 172

cant differences in bond lengths force a large distortion of N(11)–H(11A)? ? ?O(8) 0.89 1.95 2.821(7) 166
co-ordination polyhedrons. The valence angles in the N(11)–H(11B)? ? ?Cl(8) 0.89 2.33 3.204(6) 166

N(11)–H(11C)? ? ?O(6) 0.89 2.27 3.010(7) 140octahedron differ from 908 by a maximum of 17.208 while
cN(21)–H(21A)? ? ?O(7) 0.89 1.94 2.776(7) 156the angles which should be 1808 differ by a maximum of cN(21)–H(21B)? ? ?Cl(7) 0.89 2.31 2.659(6) 165

17.208. eN(31)–H(31A)? ? ?Cl(4) 0.89 2.37 3.175(5) 154
fIn the crystal structure of the complex studied is a N(31)–H(31B)? ? ?Cl(8) 0.89 2.26 3.191(6) 155
dcomplicated system of hydrogen bonds (Table 3). Three N(41)–H(41A)? ? ?Cl(2) 0.89 2.46 3.094(5) 145

gN(41)–H(41B)? ? ?O(6) 0.89 2.21 3.021(7) 151water molecules of outer coordination sphere (O6, O7, O8)
dN(41)–H(41C)? ? ?Cl(3) 0.89 2.51 3.308(5) 150are embedded between the chains connecting them by

a Symmetry code: 2 1 1 x, y, z.means of nearly linear hydrogen bonds of different types.
b Symmetry code: 1 1 x, y, z.The O6 and O7 water molecules participate in two
c Symmetry code: x,1 1 y, z.hydrogen bonds as proton donors to the chloride and water d Symmetry code: 1 1 x, y, 2 1 1 z.
eoxygen atoms. Additionally, O6 and O8 molecules act as Symmetry code: x, 2 1 1 y, 2 1 1 z.
fproton acceptors in the N–H? ? ?O hydrogen bonds. The O8 Symmetry code: 1 1 x, 2 1 1 y, z.
g Symmetry code: 1 1 x, y, 2 1 1 z.molecule does not take part in hydrogen bond formation as

proton donor. Water molecules of the inner sphere (O1,
O2, O3, O4, O5) also act as proton donors: the O3 and O5 groups occur as proton donors to chlorine atoms and water
molecules form only single hydrogen bond, the O1, O2, molecules in the hydrogen bonds: N–H? ? ?Cl and N–H? ? ?

O4 molecules are the proton donors to chloride and O.
carboxylic oxygen atoms and the O1 oxygen atom acts as

1proton acceptor in the O–H? ? ?O hydrogen bond. All NH 3.2. Infrared spectroscopy3

Table 2 The wavenumbers of the bands and their assignments
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) with e.s.d.’s in parentheses are listed in Table 4 [36–38]. Both compounds are

characterized by a broad band with submaxima within theMn(1)–Mn(2) 3.834(1) Mn(3)–Mn(4) 3.887(1)
a a 21Mn(1)–Mn(2) 4.607(1) Mn(3)–Mn(4) 4.405(1) region 3100–2000 cm resulting from stretching vibra-

1Mn(1)–O(11) 2.136(3) Mn(3)–O(3) 2.162(3) tions of the N–H bond of NH group. The band overlaps3
Mn(1)–O(21) 2.181(3) Mn(3)–O(31) 2.171(4) with symmetric and asymmetric stretching bands of CH3Mn(1)–O(1) 2.189(4) Mn(3)–O(41) 2.204(3)

group. The free a-amino acid shows no absorption in theMn(1)–Cl(1) 2.4964(14) Mn(3)–Cl(7) 2.5364(14)
21region of 3650–3200 cm , while on the spectrum of theMn(1)–Cl(3) 2.5866(14) Mn(3)–Cl(5) 2.5570(14)

Mn(1)–Cl(2) 2.5896(14) Mn(3)–Cl(6) 2.580(2) complex a wide band with several peaks is observed
Mn(2)–O(22) 2.157(3) Mn(4)–O(4) 2.134(4) because of the presence of water molecules as well as
Mn(2)–O(2) 2.163(4) Mn(4)–O(32) 2.149(3) hydrogen bonds. As expected from the zwitterionic struc-
Mn(2)–O(12) 2.199(3) Mn(4)–O(42) 2.193(3)

ture of the amino acid, the carboxylate stretching vi-Mn(2)–Cl(4) 2.4720(14) Mn(4)–O(5) 2.216(4)
brations of the carboxylate group appear alike in the freeMn(2)–Cl(1) 2.562(2) Mn(4)–Cl(5) 2.4810(14)

b bMn(2)–Cl(2) 2.674(2) Mn(4)–Cl(6) 2.5881(14) ligand in the complex. For a-alanine the asymmetric nas
O(11)–C(11) 1.232(6) O(31)–C(31) 1.231(6) and symmetric n stretching vibrations of COO groupsym
O(12)–C(11) 1.253(6) O(32)–C(31) 1.263(6) 21appear at 1588 and 1413 cm , respectively. For the
O(21)–C(21) 1.263(6) O(41)–C(41) 1.251(6)

a-alanine complex the asymmetric stretching modes ofO(22)–C(21) 1.236(6) O(42)–C(41) 1.250(6)
COO group are obscured by deformation vibration ofO(11)–C(11)–O(12) 127.3(4) O(31)–C(31)–O(32) 126.3(4)

O(21)–C(21)–O(22) 126.9(4) O(41)–C(41)–O(42) 127.6(4) water molecules. We assume that the n vibration appearsas
21

a at 1594 cm . The coordination of the carboxylate group isSymmetry code: x 2 1, y, z.
b Symmetry code: x 1 1, y, z. reflected in the spectrum of the complex through an
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Table 4
aThe wavenumbers and assignment of the bands observed in the IR spectra of L-a-alanine and its manganese complex

L-a-alanine [Mn (ala) Cl (H O) ]Cl?3H O Vibration modes4 4 7 2 5 2

11620 1626 NH def, NH bend,3 2

OH def
1588 1594 COO asym str

11520, 1506 – NH sym def3

1456 1460 CH asym def3

1413 1377 COO sym str
1362 1352 CH sym def3

1307 1293 C–H bend
11237 1202 NH rock, CH –C–N asym str3 3
11152, 1115 – NH rock, CH rock,3 3

CH –C–N asym str3

– 1138 CH rock, CO str3

– 1109 C–N str
– 998, 973 OH out of plane
1014 – CH rock, CH –C–N sym str3 3

919, 850 930, 850 CH –C–N asym str,3

COO scissor
772 764 COO scissor, CC str
649 656 COO rock
540 553 COO wag

1487 – NH tors3

– 356 Mn–O str
411, 322 – NCCO def
293, 278, 259 277, 256 CCO def in-plane
214 215 skeletal tors
169 – CH tors3

a Abbreviations: asym, asymmetric; sym, symmetric; str, stretch; def, deformation; tors, torsion; wag, wagging; rock, rocking; bend, bending.

insignificant increase in the asymmetric frequencies of 15.52% (nitrogen atmosphere). In spite of the use of a
21COO and a decrease (1377 cm ) of the frequency of high-resolution technique it was impossible to distinguish

symmetric vibrational mode in comparison to the corre- two stages of dehydration related to the loss of outer and
sponding bands of the free ligand. The coordination mode inner sphere water molecules. The anhydrous compound is
of the carboxylate ligand is often proposed on the grounds stable up to 503 K and then it decomposes in several steps
of the frequency difference between the asymmetric and to suitable oxides. Under both conditions, the first stage of
symmetric COO vibrational modes (Dn 5n 2n ) [39]. the decomposition process (to about 623 K) occurs in theas s

The Dn splitting value in the complex studied being 214 same way. Above this temperature the shapes of the TG
21 21cm is comparable to that of 211 cm observed in the curves differ entirely. In air atmosphere the formation of

case of manganese(II) triphenylacetate [40]. In that case Mn O is observed at 873 K. During heating to 1173 K the2 3
2COO also acts as a bidentate-bridging group. Mn O transforms into Mn O which is the final product2 3 3 4

1The asymmetric bending bands of NH group are of decomposition (found and calculated weight loss is3

observed in the complex and free ligand at 1620 and 1626 69.65%). Under a nitrogen atmosphere MnO is found as a
21cm , respectively. The complex spectrum shows a combi- final product (formation temperature, 5008C; found weight

21nation band at 998 cm which could result from the loss, 71.71%; calculated, 71.85%).
21O–H? ? ?O bridges [41]. Below 600 cm most of the

bands occurring in the spectrum of free a-alanine exhibit
reduced intensities or disappear in the spectrum of the Supplementary data

21complex. A band at 356 cm with respect to free ligand is
assigned to stretching vibrations of the Mn–O bond. Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12

Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting
3.3. Thermal analysis the deposition number 116382.

The [Mn (ala) Cl (H O) ]Cl?3H O complex is stable at4 4 7 2 5 2

room temperature. Upon heating, dehydration process Acknowledgements
begins at about 353 K. A calculated weight loss due to
removal of the all water molecules is 14.34%, while the This work was supported by the Polish State Committee
measured weight losses are 13.44% (air atmosphere) and Scientific Research, Grant 3T09A 109 15.
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Abstract

1 31 IIIRelative interatomic distances between the NMR nuclei ( H and P) and the ferric ion of the ATP–Fe complex in solution are
evaluated by quantitative analysis of the relaxation enhancements. The results show that, at pH 3, N-1 of the purine base is the
coordination site rather than N-7.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Adenosine triphosphate (ATP); Coordination sites; Iron(III); NMR relaxation enhancements

1. Introduction Raman study has revealed that there is a direct coordina-
tion bond between ATP N-7 and the ferric ion [8].

Adenosine 59-triphosphate (ATP, 1) is of great impor-
tance in the life sciences. Since the complexes of ATP with
metal ions can mimic the behavior of some enzymes
catalyzing biochemical reactions [1–4], they have been
extensively and intensively studied in coordination chemis-
try [5]. As it is usually not possible to isolate ATP–metal
complexes from solution, much effort has been made to
elucidate the structures of ATP complexes in solution by
using various spectroscopic methods, such as UV, IR and
NMR. Based on spectroscopic data, Sigel [5–7] has
proposed that an ATP molecule chelates a metal ion

In this paper, we report our recent NMR relaxation studydirectly (inner coordination type) or indirectly (outer
on the ATP complex with iron(III) in aqueous solution. Wecoordination type) with two or three phosphate oxygens
find that, at pH 3, the relaxation rate of H-2 is stronglyand together with the N-7 nitrogen in the purine base of

IIIenhanced by the unpaired electrons of the Fe ion. Withthe adenosine (see the labeling scheme in 1). Although
the assumption that the relaxation enhancement is causedN-1, N-3 and N-7 in the purine skeleton are capable of
predominantly by the interaction between the nuclear spinforming coordination bonds with metal ions, it is well
and electron spin dipoles, the relative interatomic distancesaccepted that N-7 finds favor with most metals, because
are estimated, leading to the conclusion that, among thethe ATP molecule usually takes a conformation with N-7
four nitrogens in the purine nucleus of adenosine, N-1 isbeing closer to the phosphate groups than N-1 (the anti-
most likely to coordinate to the ferric ion at pH 3.conformation) [5]. For the ATP complex with iron(III), a

2. Experimental

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-27-8788-2542; fax: 186-27-8788-
The chemicals used in this study were Fe (SO )5291. 2 4 3

E-mail address: maoxian@nmr.whcnc.ac.cn (X.-A. Mao) (Beijing Chemical Company, China) and adenosine 59-
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triphosphate disodium salt (Boehringer, Mannheim, Ger-
many). All NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker
ARX-500 spectrometer with an inverse probe tuned at

1 31500.13 MHz for H and 202.45 MHz for P. Spin-lattice
relaxation rates were measured with the standard inver-
sion–recovery method. Five ATP samples were prepared
with 10% D O for a lock purpose, all having the same pH2

IIIvalue (pH53), but with different molar ratios of Fe to
ATP (0, 1:312, 1:156/ 1:104 and 1:69). The concentration
of ATP in the samples was adjusted to 50 mM.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1a shows the normal proton NMR spectrum of ATP,
which serves as the reference to other spectra. The three
peaks at 6.01, 8.32 and 8.49 ppm are assigned to H-19, H-2
and H-8 protons of ATP, respectively. When the ferric ion
concentration is increased, the originally sharp signals are
effectively broadened, particularly the one for H-2. The
much larger broadening of the H-2 signal as compared to
the other two indicates that the H-2 proton is closer to the

IIIferric ion. There are two possibilities for Fe to lie closer
IIIto H-2 than H-8: Fe binding with N-1 or N-3, since both

nitrogens may donate their unpaired electrons. If the N-3
IIInitrogen coordinates to Fe , the H-19 proton would also

be strongly influenced. However, the H-19 signal still
remains as narrow as the H-8 signal, suggesting that N-1 is

IIIthe coordination site to Fe .
Quantitative spin-lattice relaxation measurements can

provide detailed structural information about the complex
in solution. The relaxation data are listed in Table 1. In the
metal-ion-free ATP solution, the relaxation rates for H-19,

21H-2 and H-8 are nearly the same (0.49, 0.55 and 0.55 s ),
implying that the magnetic environments of the three
protons and the correlation times are similar. However, in
the presence of ferric sulfate, there are great differences in
their relaxation rates. When an ATP molecule chelates

Fig. 1. Proton NMR spectra of ATP solutions containing Fe (SO ) ,2 4 3high-spin iron(III), which has five unpaired electrons, the IIIB 511.74 T. From bottom to top, the molar ratios of Fe to ATP are (a)0magnetic environments of the three ATP protons should 0; (b) 1:312; (c) 1:156; (d) 1:104 and (e) 1:69.
change greatly, but their local correlation times should not
be seriously influenced. Therefore, the large relaxation
enhancements contain quantitative information about the
interatomic distances in the complex. Since the concen-
tration of the ferric ions is much lower than that of the Table 1

21ATP molecules in solution, it is reasonable to assume that, Spin-lattice relaxation rates R (in s ) for H-2, H-8, H-19 protons and1

P-a, P-b, P-g phosphorus nuclei in 50 mM ATP solutions containingwhile not all ATP molecules are involved in coordination
Fe (SO )2 4 3at a given instant, all ferric ions are bound to ATP. There is

IIIPosition Molar ratio of Fe to ATPa fast exchange on the NMR time scale between the bound
ATP and free ATP. If the molar ratio of the metal ion to 0 1:312 1:156 1/104 1:69
ATP is denoted by h, the observed relaxation rate, (R ) ,1 obs H-2 0.55 11.1 23.8 40.2 61.7
can be expressed as a weighted average between the H-8 0.55 1.93 2.98 3.94 5.35
electron-spin-free relaxation rate R and the relaxation rate H-19 0.49 1.09 1.72 2.26 3.151

P-a 1.59 2.26 2.70 3.14 3.609R in the presence of the electron spins. It is convenient to1
P-b 1.43 2.37 2.95 3.49 4.25define the relaxation enhancement for a single complex by
P-g 0.86 1.78 2.47 2.96 3.499the parameter DR . Obviously R 5R 1DR , so we have1 1 1 1
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(R ) 5 (1 2h)R 1h(R 1 DR ) 5 R 1h DR (1)1 obs 1 1 1 1 1

Suppose that the molecular motion of ATP does not
change much when paramagnetic salts are added to the
solution, DR can be evaluated by two separate relaxation1

measurements: measuring R from a metal-free ATP1

solution and measuring (R ) from an ATP solution1 obs

containing metal ions. The results, which are presented in
Table 2, show that the relaxation rate of the H-2 proton in

IIIthe ATP–Fe complex is enhanced by a factor of
thousands, while the enhancements for H-8 and H-19 are
only in the hundreds.

The enhancement of the relaxation rate for a spin in a
paramagnetic solution should result predominantly from
dipole–dipole (D–D) interaction between the nuclear spin
(denoted by I) of ATP and the electron spin (denoted by S)
of the metal ion. According to the relaxation theory of
D–D interaction [9–11], we have

2 2 6
DR 5 K[g g S(S 1 1) /r ] f(t ) (2)1 I S IS c

where K is a constant, g is the gyromagnetic ratio, r isIS

the distance between the nuclear spin and the electron spin,
and f(t ) is a function of the correlation time t . Since thec c

NMR frequency, n, is proportional to g , for a specificI
2 1 / 6nuclear spin, the parameter [n /DR ] is an indication of1

2 1 / 6its relative distance to the electron spin. The values of Fig. 2. Plot of [n /DR ] for H-2 (♦), H-8 (j), H-19 (m), P-a (h), P-b12 1 / 6 III[n /DR ] are presented in Fig. 2 for ATP solutions (s) and P-g (y) as a function of the molar ratio of Fe to ATP, where n1
is the resonance frequency and DR is the relaxation enhancement in a(pH53) containing Fe (SO ) as a function of the molar 12 4 3 IIIIII single ATP–Fe complex.ratio of Fe to ATP. Since DR is the relaxation enhance-1

2 1 / 6ment for a single complex, the value of [n /DR ]1

should be independent of concentration. However, weak
2 1 / 6dependence of the data of [n /DR ] on concentration1

can be seen from Fig. 2, which could be due to the change value of about 0.25 nm for coordination bonds. It is
in local correlation times caused by the formation of the reasonable to conclude that, under the given pH and
ATP–metal complex, which has been neglected in our concentration conditions, N-1 is the coordination site at the
discussion. Nevertheless, useful structure information can purine base of the ATP molecule.
be obtained from Fig. 2, which shows that that r (H-2) is The phosphorus relaxation results are also presented inIS

shorter than r (H-8) by a factor of 40% and is nearly half Fig. 2, but indicate that all phosphorus atoms in ATP areIS

of r (H-1). These data agree well with the molecular not as close to the ferric ion as the H-2 proton but that theyIS

geometry, since the N–Fe distance is close to the normal are relatively farther away than H-8 and H-19. This is
plausible since the phosphorus atoms connect to the ferric
ion indirectly through the coordination of the oxygen. The

IIIfarther distance of P-a to Fe compared with the other
two phosphorus atoms is also understandable as far as theTable 2

21Ferric ion-induced relaxation enhancement DR (in s ) for H-2, H-8 and geometry of the ATP molecule is concerned.1

H-19 protons, and P-a, P-b and P-g phosphorus nuclei for a single From the discussion above, it can be concluded that, in
IIIATP–Fe complex the solution we studied, the ferric ion is bound to N-1 and

IIIPosition Molar ratio of Fe to ATP also to the triphosphate chain, but not to N-7. However, it
is difficult to tell if a ferric ion coordinates simultaneously1:312 1:156 1:104 1:69
to both N-1 and triphosphate, since the concentration of

H-2 3290 3620 4120 4220 IIIFe is far smaller than that of ATP. There are twoH-8 431 379 353 331
possibilities. It is possible that some of the ferric ionsH-19 187 192 184 184

P-a 209 173 161 139 coordinate to triphosphate, while others to N-1. It is also
P-b 293 237 214 195 possible that all ferric ions are simultaneously chelated by
P-g 287 251 218 182 N-1 and triphosphate. The latter case is quite unusual,
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since a stable conformation of ATP should be the anti- tion to the measurement of interatomic distances in a
conformation, where N-1 and P-g are at two ends of the transition metal complex.
molecule and a rotation of the purine base about the bond
between C-19 and N-9 does not occur freely. It is common-
ly accepted that when N-1 coordinates to a metal ion, the Acknowledgements
triphosphate chain would be free [5–7,12]. However,
simultaneous coordination of N-1 and triphosphate is also This work was supported by the National Natural

IIIpossible, when the binding force between N-1 and Fe is Science Foundation of China under grant number of
strong enough to overcome the rotation barrier of the 29725307.
purine ring, and a chelating complex would be more stable.
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Abstract

Treatment of the [(triphos)MP ] compounds [triphos51,1,1-tris(diphenylphosphinomethyl)ethane; M5Co, Rh], which have a3

pseudotetrahedral core formed by three unsubstituted phosphorus atoms and a cobalt group metal fragment, with copper(I) and silver(I)
derivatives affords the compounds [h(triphos)MP j M9]Y (M5Co, M95Cu, Y5BF , PF ; M95Ag, Y5ClO , PF . M5Rh, M95Ag,3 2 4 6 4 6

Y5CF SO , PF ). X-ray crystallographic analysis of the [h(triphos)CoP j Cu]PF derivative shows that the copper atom is bound to two3 3 6 3 2 6

pairs of unsubstituted phosphorus atoms belonging to the P units of two [(triphos)CoP ] fragments; the copper atom has a co-ordination3 3

geometry intermediate between elongated tetrahedral and square planar. The same structure is assigned to all the complexes on the basis
31 1of Ph Hj NMR data which are indicative of dynamic behaviour of the compounds in solution. The unexpected elimination of phosphane

ligands from copper(I) and silver(I) parent salts and the lengthening of the P–P bonds to which addition of the M9 metal occurs is
indicative of significant interaction between the metal and the MP clusters.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.3

Keywords: Copper(I) and silver(I) complexes; Unsubstituted phosphorus compounds; X-ray crystal structure

1. Introduction occurs are significantly longer than the remaining P–P
bonds of the P groups, which are substantially unaffected.3

The neutral compounds [(triphos)MP ] (M5Co, Rh, Ir) The lengthening compares with that undergone by the P–P3
5which have a pseudotetrahedral core formed by three bond of the cyclo–P ring in the [Cp*Fe(h –P )] com-5 5

unsubstituted phosphorus atoms and one cobalt group pound upon addition of an iridium fragment [11]; however
metal stabilized by the tripod tridentate triphos ligand it is definitely smaller than those caused by insertions of
[triphos51,1,1-tris(diphenylphosphinomethyl)ethane] [1,2] other metal–ligand systems into a P–P bond of a P ring3

exhibit distinct reactivity on the polarized MP core: it [12] or an E–S bond of an E S (E5P [13,14] or As3 2

interacts with electrophilic organic reagents and transition [13,14]) triangular unit in cationic compounds which are
metal–ligand fragments through one P atom [3–5], a P–P isoelectronic to the [(triphos)MP ] complexes. The forma-3

[6,7] or M–P edge [8], or through the P triangular face tion of the gold compounds which occurs with the un-3

[9,10]. In particular, the reaction of [(triphos)MP ] (M5 expected elimination of the phosphane ligand from the3
1Co, Rh, Ir) with [AuPR ] fragments yields the com- gold fragment [15], highlights an unprecedented reactivity3

pounds [h(triphos)MP j Au]PF in which the gold atom is of the MP core and is furthermore indicative of a3 2 6 3

bound to two pairs of unsubstituted phosphorus atoms significant interaction between the gold atom and the MP3

belonging to the P units of two [(triphos)MP ] fragments clusters which, however, are not affected by the metal3 3

[6]. The P–P bonds to which the addition of the gold atom oxidizing properties. It was, therefore, of interest to
examine the reactions of [(triphos)MP ] with copper(I) and3

1silver(I) sources which are isoelectronic with [AuPR ]3

but present different bonding abilities according to the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-55-321-6328.
E-mail address: stopmora@chim1.unifi.it (P. Stoppioni) nature of the metal.
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2. Experimental tion in a light stream of Ar (yield 75%). Found C, 57.7; H,
4.5; Cu, 3.5; P, 21.6. Calc. for C H BCo CuF P : C,82 78 2 4 12

1All reactions and manipulations were performed under 57.8; H, 4.6; Cu, 3.7; P, 21.8%; H: d (CD Cl ) 7.35–6.972 2

an atmosphere of dry oxygen-free argon. Solvents were (60H, m, H ), 2.41 (12H, m, CH ), 1.62 (6H, m, CH ).Ph 2 3

freshly distilled under argon from the appropriate drying [h(triphos)MP j M9]Y (M5Co, M95Ag, Y5ClO ; M53 2 4
1 31 1agents immediately before the use. The H and Ph Hj Rh, M95Ag, Y5CF SO ). These compounds were ob-3 3

1NMR spectra were measured on a Bruker AC200 ( H: tained as the [h(triphos)CoP j Cu]BF derivative by adding3 2 4
31200.13 MHz; P: 81.01 MHz) spectrometer. Hydrogen-1 to [(triphos)MP ] (M5Co or Rh) (0.1 mmol) dissolved in3

3positive chemical shifts are to high frequency relative to dichloromethane (30 cm ) the appropriate silver salt
TMS internal standard at 0.00 ppm; phosphorus-31 posi- (AgClO or AgCF SO ) (0.05 mmol) dissolved in abso-4 3 3

3tive chemical shifts are to high frequency relative to 85% lute ethanol (10 cm ). [h(triphos)CoP j Ag]ClO : found C,3 2 4

H PO external standard at 0.0 ppm. Analytical data for 55.8; H, 4.5; Co, 6.5; P, 20.9. Calc. for3 4

carbon, hydrogen, metals and phosphorus were obtained in C H AgClCo O P : C, 56.0; H, 4.5; Co, 6.7; P, 21.1%;82 78 2 4 12
1the Microanalytical Laboratory of the Department of H: d (CD Cl ) 7.37–6.96 (60H, m, H ), 2.36 (12H, m,2 2 Ph

Chemistry. Established methods were used to prepare CH ), 1.57 (6H, m, CH ). [h(triphos)RhP j Ag]CF SO :2 3 3 2 3 3

[Cu(CH CN) ]BF [16], [CuCl(PPh )] [17], found C, 52.4; H, 4.1; Rh, 10.6; S, 1.5. Calc. for3 4 4 3 4

[AgCl(PPh )] [18], and [(triphos)MP ] (M5Co [19], Rh C H AgF O P Rh S: C, 52.5; H, 4.1; Rh, 10.8; S,3 4 3 83 78 3 3 12 2
1[20]). All the compounds were collected on a sintered- 1.7%; H: d (CD Cl ) 7.29–6.88 (60H, m, H ), 2.402 2 Ph

glass frit, in a closed system, and washed with toluene and (12H, m, CH ), 1.62 (6H, m, CH ).2 3

light petroleum (b.p. 40–708C) in turn before being dried
under a stream of argon. The crude compounds do not
need further purification, although they can be recrystal- 2.2. X-ray data collection and structure refinement of
lized from dichloromethane–toluene mixtures. [h(triphos)CoP j Cu]PF3 2 6

The compound crystallizes from tetrahydrofuran–
2.1. Syntheses of the compounds toluene with two THF molecules per formula unit, as

confirmed by the proton NMR spectrum of the sample
[h(triphos)MP j M9]PF (M5Co, M95Cu, Ag; M5Rh, used for the X-ray investigation. Crystals of the compound3 2 6

M95Ag). Neat [M9Cl(PPh )] (M95Cu or Ag) (0.0125 were weakly diffracting. Crystallographic measurements3 4

mmol) and TlPF (0.05 mmol) were added to were made at room temperature on a Siemens CCD6

[(triphos)MP ] (M5Co, Rh) (0.1 mmol) dissolved in a diffractometer equipped with a rotating anode generator3
3 3 ˚dichloromethane (35 cm )–tetrahydrofuran (15 cm ) solu- ¨(Cu radiation, l51.5418 A) and Gobel mirrors. Crystal

tion and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 12 dimensions: 0.330.430.5 mm. All observed reflections
h. The resulting suspension was filtered and toluene (5 were used for determination of the unit cell parameters.

3cm ) was added. Red crystals of [h(triphos)CoP j M9]PF Crystal data for [h(triphos)CoP j Cu]PF ?2THF are as3 2 6 3 2 6

(M95Cu, Ag) and bright yellow crystals of follows: C H Co CuF O P , M51905.66, monoclinic,90 94 2 6 2 13

[h(triphos)RhP j Ag]PF were obtained by slowly concen- space group P2 /n (alternative setting of No. 14), a53 2 6 1
˚trating the solutions in a light stream of Ar (yield 75– 17.644(2), b518.093(2), c530.612(2) A, b5105.23(1)8,

3 23˚80%). [h(triphos)CoP j Cu]PF : found C, 56.0; H, 4.6. V59429.8(2) A , Z54, D 51.342 g cm , F(000)53928,3 2 6 c
1 21Calc. for C H Co CuF P : C, 55.9; H, 4.5%; H: d m(Cu-Ka)55.53 mm .82 78 2 6 13

(CD Cl ) 7.35–6.94 (60H, m, H ), 2.41 (12H, m, CH ), Empirical absorption correction with SADABS [21];2 2 Ph 2

1.62 (6H, m, CH ). [h(triphos)CoP j Ag]PF : found C, max/min transmission factors 1.000/0.579. There were3 3 2 6

54.4; H, 4.5; Co, 6.4; P, 22.1. Calc. for 29956 reflections measured up to u5538, of which 10946
C H AgCo F P : C, 54.5; H, 4.4; Co, 6.5; P, 22.3%; were independent (R 50.052). Although the compound82 78 2 6 13 int
1H: d (CD Cl ) 7.38–6.95 (60H, m, H ), 2.35 (12H, m, was isomorphous with related, previously investigated2 2 Ph

CH ), 1.56 (6H, m, CH ). [h(triphos)RhP j Ag]PF : found compounds, its structure was redetermined by direct2 3 3 2 6

C, 52.1; H, 4.3; P, 21.1; Rh, 10.6. Calc. for methods with SIR [22] and heavy-atom procedures, with
C H AgF P Rh : C, 52.0; H, 4.2; P, 21.3: Rh, 10.9%; SHELXL-93 [23]. In the final refinement, performed by82 78 6 13 2
1H: d (CD Cl ) 7.31–6.92 (60H, m, H ), 2.42 (12H, m, full-matrix least-squares, all nonhydrogen atoms, including2 2 Ph

CH ), 1.64 (6H, m, CH ). those of the solvent molecules, were anisotropic. Phenyl2 3

[h(triphos)CoP j Cu]BF . Neat [Cu(CH CN) ]BF rings were refined as rigid groups and the highly dis-3 2 4 3 4 4

(0.031 g; 0.1 mmol) was added to [(triphos)CoP ] (0.15 g.; ordered solvent molecules were restrained to an idealized3
30.2 mmol) dissolved in dichloromethane (40 cm ). The geometry, with all bonds of approximately equal length.

solution was stirred at room temperature for 4 h and Due to the impossibility of locating the oxygen atom
3toluene (5 cm ) was then added. Red crystals of the position in the latter molecules, each of their atomic sites

complex were obtained by slowly concentrating the solu- was assigned a 4/5C11/5O scattering factor. Hydrogen
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atoms were in calculated positions with U 51.2U compounds involve the interaction of the in situ generatedH eq, C
1(U 51.5U for methyl hydrogens). The final R value [M9PPh ] (M95Cu, Ag) cation with one MP core,H eq,C 1 3 3

[on F, 8075 data with F . 4s(F )] was 0.066, R on all followed by labilization of the phosphane ligand and theo o 1
210946 data was 0.091and the wR value (on F , all data, formation of the final products through the coordination of2

887 parameters) was 0.214; GoF51.109. The weighting a second [(triphos)MP ] complex. Such labilization, which3
21 2 2scheme was according to the formula w 5 s (F ) 1 has been invariantly observed also in the formation of theo

2 2 2(aP) 1 bP, where P 5 [ fmax(0,F ) 1 (1 2 f )F ], a5 gold complexes [6], is significant, being not affected, ino c

0.1255, b58.5840 and f51/3. All values of the final particular, by the oxidizing properties of the coinage metal
shift / e.s.d. ratios were ,0.001 and the max/min residual cation or by the presence of excess ligand. It seems worth

23˚values in the difference map were 0.92/ 20.54 e A . The mentioning at this point that if the [(triphos)CoP ] complex3

sources of scattering factors were as in Ref. [23]. The is reacted with neat CuBr instead of the copper(I) generat-
figure was drawn with ORTEP [24]. ing species which do not provide coordinating anions in

the present conditions, a multinuclear cluster compound is
obtained containing a planar (CuBr) skeleton [25].6

3. Results and discussion The structure of the [h(triphos)CoP j Cu]PF ?2THF3 2 6
1compound consists of [h(triphos)CoP j Cu] trinuclear3 2

2Treatment of a solution of [(triphos)MP ] (M5Co, Rh) cations, PF anions and interposed THF solvate mole-3 6

with silver salts (AgClO or AgCF SO ) or with the cules. The overall geometry of the complex cation (Fig. 1)4 3 3

complexes [Cu(CH CN) ]BF or [M9Cl(PPh )] (M95 is similar to that found for the isomorphous gold deriva-3 4 4 3 4

Cu, Ag) in a 2:1 ratio of the metal amount in the triphos tives [6]. The copper atom is in bridging position between
compound versus that of the other reactant affords com- the two h(triphos)CoP j units, being linked to one pair of3

pounds of formula [h(triphos)MP j M9]Y (M5Co, M95 cyclo–P phosphorus atoms from each of the above units.3 2 3

Cu, Y5BF , PF ; M95Ag, Y5ClO , PF . M5Rh, M95 The P–P bonds to which the Cu addition occurs lengthen4 6 4 6

Ag, Y5CF SO , PF ) in good yields. The compounds are (Table 1), approximately by 5.5% (less than in the gold3 3 6

stable in the solid state and sparingly soluble in dichloro- derivative, where the lengthening was 8.2%), with respect
methane (Scheme 1). to the remaining two bonds of each P unit. The mean3

The formation of the above complexes is invariantly value of the bond lengths of the uncomplexed bonds,
˚achieved also if the reaction is carried out in the presence 2.142(7) A, matches that in the parent [(triphos)CoP ]3

of higher amounts of copper or silver salts with respect to compound [19]. The other structural features of the
the required stoichiometry and even in the presence of a h(triphos)CoP j units essentially agree with those of the3

ten-fold excess of PPh , the latter being introduced in same units in the gold derivative. The geometry of the3

combination with the [M9Cl(PPh )] (M95Cu, Ag) salts. copper environment is intermediate between elongated3 4

It is likely that the reactions between the [(triphos)MP ] tetrahedral and planar. With a 57.0(1)8 angle between the3

complexes and the copper or silver triphenylphosphine planes (planes A hereafter) defined by the bridging atom

Scheme 1.
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Fig. 1. A view of the trinuclear complex cation in the structure of [h(triphos)CoP j Cu]PF ?2THF, with 20% probability thermal ellipsoids. Hydrogen3 2 6

atoms are not shown and the phenyl rings are identified by serial numbers for clarity.

and each pair of connected P atoms, it is slightly more four-coordinate diphosphines [26]. On the other hand, the
˚ ˚tetrahedral than in the gold derivatives, where the mean 0.14 A difference is slightly smaller than that (0.16 A)

value of the same angle was 51.0(5)8. The Cu–P distances between the atomic radii of the two metals [27] and is
˚ ˚are shorter, by 0.14 A in the mean, than the Au–P ones. definitely smaller than the 0.41 A difference between the

˚This difference is larger than that (0.10 A) between the ionic radii of (six-coordinate) gold(I) and copper(I) [28], in
average values of bond lengths in gold(I) and copper(I) keeping with the expected substantial covalency of the

Table 1
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) in the structure of [h(triphos)CoP j Cu]PF ?2THF3 2 6

Cu–P(4) 2.360(2) Cu–P(7) 2.320(2)
Cu–P(5) 2.303(2) Cu–P(8) 2.329(2)
Cu...P(6) 3.528(2) Cu...P(9) 3.525(2)
Co(1)–P(1) 2.200(2) Co(2)–P(10) 2.199(2)
Co(1)–P(2) 2.213(2) Co(2)–P(11) 2.187(2)
Co(1)–P(3) 2.185(2) Co(2)–P(12) 2.192(2)
Co(1)–P(4) 2.274(2) Co(2)–P(7) 2.271(2)
Co(1)–P(5) 2.268(2) Co(2)–P(8) 2.270(2)
Co(1)–P(6) 2.329(2) Co(2)–P(9) 2.319(2)
P(4)–P(5) 2.265(3) P(7)–P(8) 2.257(3)
P(4)–P(6) 2.142(3) P(7)–P(9) 2.137(3)
P(5)–P(6) 2.138(3) P(8)–P(9) 2.152(3)
P(4)–Cu–P(5) 58.09(8) P(7)–Cu–P(8) 58.08(7)
P(5)–Cu–P(7) 152.67(9) P(8)–Cu–P(4) 153.56(8)
P(5)–Cu–P(8) 131.78(9) P(7)–Cu–P(4) 127.19(9)
P(1)–Co(1)–P(3) 92.83(8) P(10)–Co(2)–P(11) 94.39(8)
P(1)–Co(1)–P(2) 91.97(8) P(10)–Co(2)–P(12) 91.27(9)
P(2)–Co(1)–P(3) 93.24(9) P(11)–Co(2)–P(12) 93.84(8)
P(4)–Co(1)–P(5) 59.83(8) P(7)–Co(2)–P(8) 59.61(7)
P(4)–Co(1)–P(6) 55.45(7) P(7)–Co(2)–P(9) 55.48(8)
P(5)–Co(1)–P(6) 55.42(8) P(8)–Co(2)–P(9) 55.92(8)
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31 1present bonds. The two ‘‘hinge’’ angles, formed in corre- All the compounds exhibit in their Ph Hj NMR spectra
spondence of each elongated P–P bond between the P and at room temperature two broad, well separated, resonances3

the A planes which intersect at that bond, are quite similar, having a 1:1 intensity ratio, due to the phosphorus atoms of
with 132.28 mean value. This is in the range of the values the triphos ligands and of the P units. The resonances are3

previously found for similar systems [6,7,12–14]. The broad, presumably due in part to the quadrupole moment
scarce sensitivity of these dihedral angles to the extent of of the Co atoms. The PF derivatives present in addition6

elongation undergone by the bond of the triangular unit in the multiplet due to the anion, with the expected shift and
31the different situations suggests that the hybrid orbitals J coupling constant. The P resonances of the com-P–F

employed by the two P atoms for bonding to the incoming plexes are not affected by the nature of the counterion.
system have substantially fixed orientation with respect to Therefore, for simplicity NMR data are reported in Table 2
the P plane. The same sort of structure as that reported only for the compounds whose spectra have been recorded3

here for the copper compound and previously [6] for the at different temperatures (see below). The lower field
gold derivatives, is assigned to all of the present com- signal of each compound exhibits a shift which is not
pounds on the basis of their elemental analyses (see significantly different from that of the triphos ligand in the

31 1experimental section) and the Ph Hj NMR data (see parent [(triphos)MP ] compound [30] and in the gold3

below). [h(triphos)MP j Au]PF derivatives (M5Co, Rh) [6]; ac-3 2 6

¨Extended-Huckel calculations [29] were performed on a cordingly, this signal is assigned to the phosphorus atoms
model of the cation with sets of PH groups mimicking the of the tripod triphosphane. The resonance of the rhodium3

triphos ligands but with the core geometry accurately complex is resolved into two signals having a coupling
1reproduced. The calculations suggested that the bonding constant (132.6 Hz) in the usual range for J(P –Rh)triphos

between the copper atom and the two h(triphos)MP j [6,30]. The higher field signals of the compounds may be3

moieties is largely due to the interaction between the safely assigned to the phosphorus atoms of the cyclo–P3

empty s and p Cu orbitals (mostly the p metal orbital, group. The comparison of the shifts of the P unit in thes 3

pointing toward the midpoints of the P–P bonds) and filled present compounds as well as in the isostructural
orbitals based on the phosphorus atoms of the two frag- [h(triphos)MP j Au]PF (M5Co, Rh) derivatives [6] with3 2 6

ments. The lengthening of the P–P bond may be attributed that of the parent [(triphos)CoP ] shows that this resonance3

to the above drift of charge toward the M9 metal atom and is markedly affected by the nature of the metal ion
to the, both P–P and M9–P , antibonding nature of the bridging the two h(triphos)MP j halves: it is substantially3 3

HOMO resulting from interactions between filled orbitals. unshifted in the copper derivative, occurs at higher field in
The tetrahedral, although elongated, geometry about M9 the silver adduct and at lower field in the gold adducts [6].
would be favored both by the stabilizing interactions due Such a trend is indicative of different electronic interac-
to the empty p Cu orbitals and by the repulsive interac- tions of the M9 metal ions (M95Cu, Ag, Au) with the Pp 3

tions between the filled P and metal d orbitals. The fact unit in the isostructural [h(triphos)MP j M9]Y compounds.3 3 2

that such arrangement is not completely attained might be It may be recalled at this point that non linear trends in the
due to steric hindrances between the phenyl groups of the P shifts had also been observed for monometal, both3

two ligands in the compact conformation adopted by the neutral and cationic, P derivatives as the nature of the3

cation under the effect of packing forces in the solid state. metal atom was allowed to change from Co through Rh to
The ‘‘hinge’’ angle value was satisfactorily reproduced by Ir and from Ni through Pd to Pt [30].
the approximate calculations (within 38). As the equivalence on the NMR time scale of the Ptriphos

Table 2
Phosphorus-31 NMR data for the compounds at room temperature

aCompound d /ppm

P(triphos) P(P )3

[ (triphos)CoP Cu]BF 34.7 (6, br) 2274.5 (6, br)h j3 2 4

[ (triphos)CoP Ag]ClO 35.3 (6, br) 2287.3 (6, br)h j3 2 4
1[ (triphos)RhP Ag]PF 23.5 [6, d br, J(P–Rh) 132.6] 2279.9 (6, br)h j3 2 6

b,c[(triphos)CoP ] 38.2 (3, br) 2276.2 (3, br)3
b,c 1 1[(triphos)RhP ) 18.7 [3, dq, J(P–Rh) 138.0] 2261.0 [3, dq, J(P–Rh) 13.0]3

b,d[ (triphos)CoP Au]PF 37.6 (6, br) 2246.4 (6, br)h j3 2 6
b,d 1[ (triphos)RhP Au]PF 23.7 [6, d br, J(P–Rh) 138.0] 2234.0 (6, br)h j3 2 6

a Hydrogen-1 decoupled; measured in CD Cl solution. Chemical shifts positive to low field of 85% H PO (external); J in Hertz; br5broad,2 2 3 4

d5doublet, q5quartet.
b NMR data for this complex are reported for comparison purposes.
c Ref. [22].
d Ref. [3].
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Abstract

A new series of polymeric cobalt(II) azido complex cations of the formula [CoL (N )]PF –nH O (n50 or 1), for L5some pyridine4 3 6 2

derivative ligands, have been prepared and characterized. Solid state electronic spectra suggest six-coordinated cobalt(II) in all complexes.
IR spectral results reveal the existence of symmetrical azido ligand, except for complexes of L53-Etpy and 4-Etpy(red) which contain

2asymmetrical azides, as well as PF counter ions in all complexes. X-ray crystal structure determination has shown the complex for6
1 2L54-methylpyridine to contain polymeric [CoL (N )] cation and PF anions. In the cation, each cobalt(II) atom is coordinated by four4 3 6

nitrogen atoms from the pyridine ligands and two nitrogen atoms each from a m-(1,3)-bridging azide giving rise to polymeric chains (1D)
˚of six-coordinate Co(II) polyhedra. The azide ligand is symmetrical [N –N 5N –N 51.170(3) A] and linear within experimental error.1 2 2 3

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: 1D Cobalt(II) azido complexes; Pyridine derivative complexes; Preparation of pyridine derivative complexes; Crystal structure; Spectra

1. Introduction formula [CoL (N )]PF –nH O (n50 or 1). This paper4 3 6 2

reports the synthesis and characterization of such a series
2The azide ion N , is a versatile ligand which can bind of complexes along with the X-ray structure analysis of3

atoms in a variable manner giving rise to terminal, end-on catena-(m-N )[Co(4-methylpyridine) ](PF ), a typical3 4 6

bridging and end-to-end bridging modes described some- member of this series.
where else [1–8]. This versatility of the azide ligand not
only enriches the stereochemistries of transition metal ions
but also their spectroscopic and magnetic properties [9– 2. Experimental
16].

Despite the fact that a substantial array of copper(II) Pyridine derivative ligands were purchased from the
azido complexes [17–23] of pyridine derivative ligands Aldrich or BDH companies and other chemicals are of
and very recently the corresponding manganese(II) azido analytical grade quality.
complexes [24,25] have been synthesized, those of cobal- Abbreviations for the pyridine ligands are given as a
t(II) azide have received a little attention. Thus, in the footnote under Table 1.
early 1980s, some cobalt(II) azido complexes with
pyridine derivative ligands of the general formula

2.1. Preparation of complexesCoL (N ) have been reported [26,27] but none of them2 3 2

were determined by X-ray crystal diffraction. In a trial to
synthesize polynuclear cobalt(II) complexes containing 2.1.1. [Co(4-Mepy) (N )]PF (1)4 3 6

bridging azides of such pyridine ligands, we succeeded in This complex was prepared by mixing an aqueous
the preparation of a new series of complexes of the general solution of Co(NO ) –6H O (2.0 mmol) dissolved in 103 2 2

3 3cm water and 4-Mepy (4.0 mmol) in ca. 10 cm ethanol,
3followed by KPF (2.4 mmol, 3 cm water) and NaN (2.0*Corresponding author. Fax: 1965-481-6482. 6 3

3
E-mail address: goher@ku01.kuniv.edu.kw (M.A.S. Goher) mmol) in ca. 3 cm water. The final clear solution mixture

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00127-8
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Table 1
aAnalytical data

Complex Color Analytical: Found (required)

C H N Co

[Co(py) (N )]PF Violet crystals 42.3 (42.7) 3.8 (3.6) 17.8 (17.4) 10.0 (10.5)4 3 6

[Co(4-Mepy) (N )]PF Violet-red crystals 46.1 (46.6) 4.8 (4.6) 15.5 (15.8) 9.3 (9.6)4 3 6

[Co(4-Etpy) (N )]PF Pink powder 49.2 (49.8) 5.6 (5.4) 14.2 (14.5) 8.4 (8.7)4 3 6
b[Co(4-Etpy) (N )]PF Red crystals 49.6 (49.8) 5.3 (5.4) 14.6 (14.5) 8.3 (8.7)4 3 6

[Co(3-Etpy) (N )]PF Violet powder 50.0 (49.8) 5.6 (5.4) 14.8 (14.5) 8.9 (8.7)4 3 6

[Co(4-t-but-py) (N )]PF ?H O Pink powder 53.2 (53.7) 6.7 (6.8) 12.5 (12.2) 7.6 (7.3)4 3 6 2

[Co(4-Bzpy) (N )]PF ?H O Violet 57.1 (57.8) 3.9 (3.8) 10.0 (9.8) 6.2 (5.9)4 3 6 2

[Co(3-Bzpy) (N )]PF ?H O Red 57.0 (57.8) 3.7 (3.8) 9.5 (9.8) 5.4 (5.9)4 3 6 2

a Abbreviations: py, pyridine; Mepy, methylpyridine; Etpy, ethylpyridine; t-but-py, t-butylpyridine; Bzpy, benzoylpyridine.
b Two types of crystals: red and deep violet both have similar analytical results.

was allowed to stand in an open beaker over several days 2.3. X-ray crystallography
until good quality violet crystals of the complex deposited.

A modified STOE four-circle diffractometer was used.
Orientation matrix and lattice parameters were obtained by2.1.2. [Co(py) (N )]PF4 3 6 least-squares refinement of the diffraction data from 50This complex was prepared by mixing Co(NO ) –3 2 reflections in the u range 8.8–14.48. Data were collected at6H O, pyridine, NaN and KPF in the molar ratio of2 3 6

3 298(2) K using graphite crystal-monochromatized MoKa1:8:1:1.2, respectively, in ca. 30 cm aqueous–ethanol ˚radiation (l50.71069 A) and the v scan technique. Themedium. The final clear solution mixture was allowed to
intensities were collected for Lorentz-polarization effects,stand over several days to produce the complex as red
for absorption and for intensity decay (intensities of threecrystals along with a violet blue microcrystalline powder.
standard reflections dropped during data collection by 7%).
The structure was solved by direct methods. Anisotropic

2.1.3. [CoL (N )]PF ?n(H O) (n50 or 1) for L53-,4- displacement parameters were only applied to the non-4 3 6 2

Bzpy, 4-t-butpy and 3-Etpy hydrogen atoms in full-matrix least-squares refinement
2These complexes were prepared in powder form just based on F . The H atoms were included in the final

upon mixing the components as given in the procedure in refinement cycles on calculated positions. The disorder of
2Section 2.1.1. The filtrates in the case of 3-, and 4-Bzpy, PF counterions was taken into account by refining two6

however, deposit crystalline compounds of the 1:2 or 1:4 split orientations with occupation factors of 0.676(14) and
cobalt(II) azide complexes rather than the desired ones 0.324(14), respectively, and applying P–F distance re-

2containing PF ions. straints. The program DIFABS [29] and the SHELXTL/6

PC [30] program package were used for computations.
C H CoF N P, (FW5618.43), monoclinic, space group2.1.4. [Co(4-Etpy) (N )]PF (pink form) 24 28 6 74 3 6 ˚P2 /C, a510.406(3), b511.183(3), c524.630(8) A, b5This complex was prepared according to the procedure 1 3 21˚90.51(3)8, V52866(2) A , Z54, m(MoKa)50.720 mm ,in Section 2.1.3 which produces the complex as a pink

23D /D 51.433/1.43(2) g cm , crystal size50.503powder. The filtrate deposits long pink crystals of the calc obs

0.4030.28 mm, 5048 reflections, 414 parameters, R5complex upon standing in open air over several days.
0.0466, R 50.0315.int

2.1.5. [Co(4-Etpy) (N )]PF (red form)4 3 6

This complex was prepared by mixing the components
according to the procedure in Section 2.1.2. Filtration of 3. Results and discussion
the immediately formed precipitate and allowing the
filtrate to stand over several days led to separation of two 3.1. Preparation of the complexes
types of crystals; deep violet and red, of the same complex
as shown by their elemental analysis and IR spectra. The reactions between cobalt(II) ions, pyridine deriva-

2The elemental analyses of the isolated complexes are tive ligands, azide and PF ions in aqueous–ethanol6collected in Table 1. medium resulted in the isolation of cobalt(II) azido
complexes given in Table 1. While mixing of cobalt(II) ion

2.2. Physical measurements and pyridine derivative ligand, among other components,
in the 1:2 molar ratio yielded [CoL (N )]PF complexes4 3 6

The experimental procedures and instruments used for with almost all given ligands, this ratio in case of pyridine
physical measurements were described previously [28]. itself led to the isolation of a 1:2 cobalt(II) azido complex
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2rather than the desired complex containing PF anion. In structure determination (described later), but also for the6

order to obtain the pyridine complex, a large excess of other complexes. For the 3-Etpy complex, two very strong
21pyridine (8 folds) with respect to cobalt (see Section 2) bands at 2110 and 2077 cm [n (N )] and a weak toas 3

21must be added. In the case of 4-Etpy, we isolated a pink medium band at 1344 cm [n (N )] are observed. Theses 3

form and two other forms; red and deep violet. The IR results suggest the existence of two azido ligands;
spectra of these later forms could not be distinguished symmetrical and asymmetrical m-(1,3) bridges. Azide
from each other. bridges of the type m-(1,1) usually exhibit a strong band

21The isolated complexes, except those for L53-, and around 1280 cm [17–23]. Thus we may assume dimeric
4-Bzpy, are soluble in one or the other of the following structure for this complex containing di-m-(1,3) azido
solvents, water, MeOH, EtOH, acetone, DMF and DMSO. ligands as well as octahedral cobalt(II) environment. In
Complexes for L53-, and 4-Bzpy are soluble only in DMF case of the red form of the 4-Etpy complex, two bands are

21and DMSO with a change of their colors to blue. Aqueous observed at 2099 and 2055 cm [n (N )] and two weakas 3
21solutions of these complexes, except for L53-, and 4- to medium bands at 1340 and 1289 cm [n (N )]. Theses 3

Bzpy, behave as 1:1 electrolytes giving rise to 170–190 latter bands are not observed in the infrared spectrum of
21 21

V cm mol . This result suggests that they are ionic: the pink form, in addition to the 2085 cm band [ns
1 2[CoL (N )] ?PF in aqueous solutions. (N )]. As the spectrum of the pink form is very similar to4 3 6 3

that of 4-pic, therefore, this form has a polymeric cation
13.2. IR spectra [Co(4-Etpy) (N )] with a m(1,3) azide bridge. For the4 3

21red form, the appearance of the 1289 cm band suggests
The IR spectra (Table 2) of the isolated complexes that it contains two different azido ligands, m(1,3) and

suggest monodentate pyridine derivative ligands in all m(1,1) bridges, both, however, are asymmetric. We may
complexes as indicated by the systematic shifts of the assume that this red compound also is a dimer but contains
vibrations related to pyridine nucleus and the appearance simultaneous m(1,3) and m(1,1) bridging azides connecting
of the carbonyl frequencies at the same positions in spectra the same two cobalt atoms. Simultaneous m(1,3) and
of both free and coordinated ligands. These spectra exhibit m(1,1) azides linking the same two metal atoms were

2bands that can be readily assigned to the PF anions [31] previously observed in the structure of [Cu(py) (N ) ]6 2 3 2 n

as follows; 550–560 s (n ), 740–745 w (n ) and 840–845 [32].4 1
21vs,br (n ) (all values in cm ). These results must meet the Lattice water molecules are indicated by the appearance3

2criteria for non-coordinated PF anions as described of a broad band of medium intensity centered around 34006
21previously [31] and are consistent with the structure of cm in the infrared spectra of the respective complexes.

complex (1). The spectra of all complexes, except those In the far IR region we tentatively assigned [33,34] the
21 21for L53-Etpy and 4-Etpy (red form) show a single very bands in the 290–250 cm and 240–210 cm ranges to

21strong band in the 2055–2100 cm range, due to the n nCo–N(azide) and nCo–N(L) vibrations, respectively.as

(N ) mode. However, we could not locate any absorption3
21band in the 1360–1270 cm range, due to the n (N )s 3

mode in these spectra. The disappearance of the latter band 3.3. Electronic spectra
is strong evidence of the symmetrical nature of the azido
bridge not only in complex (1) as shown by the X-ray The room temperature magnetic moments and the results

Table 2
21 aIR spectral data (cm )

2Complex Azide vibrations PF vibrations nCo–N nCo–N6 3

n N n N d Nas 3 s 3 3

[Co(py) (N )]PF 2101 vs – 601 wm 844 vs, 750 m, 5595 290 wm 240 m4 3 6

[Co(4-Mepy) (N )]PF 2075 vs – 620 w 845 vs,br, 745 wm, 550 m 275 wm 235 w4 3 6

605 w
b[Co(4-Etpy) (N )]PF 2085 vs – 614 w 844 vs,br, 740 w, 558 s 278 w 228 wm4 3 6
c[Co(4-Etpy) (N )]PF 2099 vs 1340 wm 660 w 846 vs, 740 w, 557 s 282 wm 222 wm4 3 6

2055 vs 1289 m 623 w 275 sh
[Co(4-t-but-py) (N )]PF ?H O 2089 vs – 610 w 842 vs, 724 w, 558 m 285 w 232 w4 3 6 2

[Co(4-Bzpy) (N )]PF ?H O 2073 vs – 840 s, 742 wm, 558 m 272 wm 225 wm4 3 6 2

[Co(3-Bzpy) (N )]PF ?H O 2056 vs – 610 w 845 vs, 743 wm, 558 m 265 wm 233 wm4 3 6 2

[Co(3-Etpy) (N )]PF 2101 vs 1344 wm 614 w 844 vs,br, 757 s 280 w 229 wm4 3 6

2077 vs 260 w
a v, very; s, strong; m, medium; w, weak; br, broad.
b Pink form.
c Red form.
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of electronic spectral measurements of the isolated com-
plexes are collected in Table 4. The magnetic moments of
4.8–5.1 B.M. given for those complexes fall in the range
4.8–5.6 B.M. expected [35] for high-spin six-coordinate
cobalt(II) complexes and above the ranges associated with
tetrahedral or high-spin five-coordinate cobalt(II). These
values, however, do not indicate whether the complexes
display the metal–metal interaction expected in complexes
containing m-(1,3) bridging azides. In fact, similar nic-
kel(II) complexes with a single m-(1,3) azide bridge have
been found to exhibit strong antiferromagnetic coupling

2between nickel(II) ions through the N bridge [36,37].3

Nevertheless, a detailed magnetic susceptibility at variable
temperature should be done in order to obtain a better
understanding of this effect.

The electronic spectra (Table 3) of solid complexes are
typical of cobalt(II) in a weak octahedral field and show

4 4the T (F)→ T (P), transition as a band of moderate1g 1g
21 Fig. 1. [Co(4-methylpyridine) (N )] PF , 1: Molecular geometry andintensity around 19 300 cm with a shoulder at high 4 3 6

2atom labeling scheme. For clarity only disordered PF counter ion with6frequency and sometimes another shoulder at lower fre-
occupancy of 0.676(14) is given (atoms represented as spheres with

quency. For the series of complexes derived from 4- arbitrary size).
substituted pyridine ligands the position of the main band
is shifted to lower energy in the order 4-t-but-py.py.4-
Etpy.4-Mepy.4-Bzpy. In methanol, the main band is
shifted to lower wave numbers or two separate bands are pyridine ligands are in the same plane (maximum deviation

˚from plane50.025(1) A); the coordination of the m(1,3)observed.
azido bridge is almost symmetrical; the two Co–N–N
angles are 135.3(3) and 133.0(3)8, respectively, and the3.4. Structure of [Co(4-Mepy) (N )](PF ) (1)4 3 6

˚torsion angle Co–NNN–Co is 299.2(3) A. The four Co–
˚N(L) distances are variable from 2.135(3) to 2.201(3) A,The principal structural features of the complex (1) are

whereas the Co–N(N ) bond lengths are 2.120(3) andillustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, and selected bond distances and 3
˚2.135(3) A. The azido ligand itself is symmetrical [N –angles are given in Table 4. The structure of 1 consists of 1

2 ˚1D cobalt-azido chains, isolated by PF anions, which are N 5N –N 51.170(4) A] and linear [,NNN5177(4) 8]6 2 2 3

found in the interchain space. In the chain structure each within the experimental error.
cobalt(II) atom is coordinated by four nitrogen atoms from A single m(1,3) azido bridge has previously been found
the four pyridine ligands and two azido ligands in an in the cation in [Ni (Me Cyclam) (N ) ]I [38,39]. Fur-2 4 2 3 3

octahedral trans arrangement. The four N atoms of the thermore, X-ray analyses of Mn(acac) N has established2 3

Table 3
Electronic spectral data and magnetic moments

21 aComplex Solvent l (cm ) m (B.M.)max eff

b[Co(py) (N )]PF NM 21739 sh, 19607, 17857 sh 4.824 3 6

MeOH 21186, 18348
[Co(4-Mepy) (N )]PF NM 20833 sh, 18975, 18181 sh 4.804 3 6

c[Co(4-Etpy) (N )]PF NM 26315, 19607 4.904 3 6

MeOH 20833
d[Co(4-Etpy) (N )]PF NM 21700 sh, 19047 4.844 3 6

[Co(4-t-but-py) (N )]PF ?H O NM 19880, 18181 sh, 16501 5.104 3 6 2

MeOH 16500
[Co(4-Bzpy) (N )]PF ?H O NM 20000 sh, 18867, 17857 sh 5.004 3 6 2

[Co(3-Bzpy) (N )]PF ?H O NM 18510 4.964 3 6 2

[Co(3-Etpy) (N )]PF NM 19417, 17857 sh 4.804 3 6

MeOH 16666
a Measured at room temperature.
b NM, Nujol mull.
c Pink form.
d Red form.
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Fig. 3. Thermal decomposition of [Co(4-methylpyridine) (N )] PF .4 3 6

˚are longer (2.165 and 2.172 A) than the four Ni–
˚N(Cyclam) distances (2.059 to 2.073 A).

3.5. Thermal analysis of (1)

Fig. 2. [Co(4-methylpyridine) (N )] PF , 1: Packing plot with chains of4 3 6 Fig. 3 represents the TGA and DTA curves for the
polyhedra oriented along the b-axis of unit cell. thermal decomposition of complex (1). It is clear that the

complex is stable till ca. 1208C at which it starts decompo-
sition which takes place in the 120–2608C range with an

the presence of single m(1,3) azide bridging which links experimental loss of weight of 72.8%. This value corre-
adjacent metal atoms to form polymeric chains of six- spond to a loss of four 4-pic molecules, an azide and two F
coordinate Mn(III) polyhedra [36]. The structure of the atoms (Calcd.: 73.4%). The IR spectrum at 2508C shows
present complex resembles that of catena-m(N )- that the residue contains traces of 4-pic but no azide at all.3

[Ni(Cyclam)]ClO ?H O (Cyclam51,4,8,11-tetraazo- It also shows a little change in the appearance and position4 2
21cyclotetradecane) (2) [33] which features six-coordinate (not intensities) of the bands at 840 and 558 cm and a

21Ni(II), trans arrangement, 1D nickel azide chains and disappearance of the 720 cm (weak) band, all of them
2ClO anions. Complex (2) differs in the asymmetric are related to the PF group. The former bands remain and4 6

arrangement of the azido bridge; the two Ni–N–N angles appear in the spectrum of the residue at 4008C. This step
are 140.7(3) and 128.2(3)8, the azide ligand itself is does not reflect a simple one-stage process and the DTA

˚asymmetric (N –N 51.178(5), N –N 51.138(5) A), as curve shows a weak endotherm (T 51708C and DH521 2 2 3 max
21well as the bond length of the two Ni–N(azide) distances 59.7 kJ mol ), followed by a narrow exotherm at T 5max

21202.48C (DH5154.6 kJ mol ) and then two successive
endotherms with T 5231.8 and 2498C and DH5218.5max

21 21kJ mol and 212.3 kJ mol , respectively.
Table 4

a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for (1)

Co(1)–N(13a) 2.130(3) Co(1)–N(11) 2.137(3) Supplementary data
Co(1)–N(4) 2.158(3) Co(1)–N(2) 2.194(3)
Co(1)–N(1) 2.200(3) Co(1)–N(3) 2.201(3) Further details of the crystal structure investigation are
N(11)–N(12) 1.168(3) N(12)–N(13) 1.170(3)

available on request from the Cambridge CrystallographicN(13a)–Co(1)–N(11) 176.01(11) N(13a)–Co(1)–N(4) 93.24(11)
Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 7EZ, UK, onN(11)–Co(1)–N(4) 90.37(11) N(13a)–Co(1)–N(2) 91.82(10)

N(11)–Co(1)–N(2) 90.16(10) N(4)–Co(1)–N(2) 85.46(10) request, quoting the deposition number CCDC 111534.
N(13a)–Co(1)–N(1) 87.94(10) N(11)–Co(1)–N(1) 90.78(10)
N(4)–Co(1)–N(1) 83.52(10) N(2)–Co(1)–N(3) 168.95(10)
N(13a)–Co(1)–N(3) 89.90(10) N(11)–Co(1)–N(3) 86.45(10)

AcknowledgementsN(4)–Co(1)–N(3) 167.59(10) N(2)–Co(1)–N(3) 95.76(10)
N(1)–Co(1)–N(3) 95.28(10) N(12)–N(11)–Co(1) 135.4(2)
N(11)–N(12)–N(13) 177.5(3) N(11)–N(12)–N(13) 132.9(2) Financial support by the Kuwait University Research

a Administration Project (SC077) and the Department ofSymmetry code: (a) 2x11, y11/2, 2z13/2; (b) 2x11, y21/2,
2z13/2. Chemistry General Facility Projects (Analab) are gratefully
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Abstract

LnCl reacted with three equivalents of methoxyethylcyclopentadienyl potassium in tetrahydrofuran (THF), followed by treatment with3

trans-(6)-2,29-[1,2-cyclohexanediylbis(iminomethyl)] diphenol gave a binuclear mono(methoxyethylcyclopentadienyl)samarium complex
5 1 5 9[(h :h -Cp9Sm] [(m:h-OC H N O)] [h -Cp9Sm] (1), and bis(methoxycyclopentadienyl) ytterbium, [Cp Yb] (OC H N O) (2)20 20 2 2 2 2 20 20 2

(Cp95MeOCH CH C H ). The X-ray determination of complex 1 shows that the molecule is a dimer, in which two2 2 5 4

(MeOCH CH C H )Sm(m:h -OC H N O) units are connected to two bridging oxygen atoms of Schiff base ligands. The average2 2 5 4 1 20 20 2

˚ ˚Sm–C distance is 2.769(7) A, while that of Sm–O (bridging Schiff base oxygens) is 2.401(4) A. Further studies on the reaction of
9Cp DyCl (Cp9H5MeOCH CH CpH) with the disodium salt of trans-(6)-2,29-[1,2-cyclohexanediylbis(iminomethyl)]diphenol resulted2 2 2

99in an analogue of complex 1: [(MeOCH CH C H )Dy(OC H N O)] (3). However, Cp DyCl reacted with disodium salt of2 2 5 4 20 20 2 2 2

trans-(6)-2,29-[l,2-cyclohexanediylbis(iminomethyl)]diphenol to give rise to the isolation of dinuclear bis(tetrahydrofurfurylcyclopen-
99tadienyl) dysprosium complex with one molecular ligand, (Cp Dy) (OC H N O) (4) (Cp0H5C H OCH C H ).  1999 Elsevier2 2 20 20 2 4 7 2 5 5

Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Organolanthanide complexes; Schiff base; Methoxyethylcyclopentadienyl; Tetrahydrofurfurylcyclopentadienyl; C -Symmetry; Crystal structure2

1. Introduction pentadienyl)lanthanide complexes, could be isolated by us-
ing the latter two routes. We are interested in synthesizing

Chiral lanthanide reagents have received more attention the C -symmetric binuclear bis(cyclopentadienyl)lanthan-2

in the literature in recent years due to their excellent ide with one chelating ligand [17]. In this paper, we wish
catalytic properties in polymerization and a symmetric to report the latest progress in this area. The structure

5 1 5synthesis [1–11]. However, the Schiff base complexes of of [(h :h -Cp9)Sm][(m:h-OC H N O)] [(h -Cp9)Sm]20 20 2 2

lanthanides synthesized in non-aqueous conditions are rare (Cp95MeOCH CH C H ) (1) will also be discussed.2 2 5 4

[12]. Liu and co-workers have succeeded in synthesizing
chiral lanthanide Schiff base complexes with bidentate and
tetradentate Schiff base ligands and isolated the first chiral 2. Experimental
bis(cyclopentadienyl)neodymium Schiff base complex [13]
and also the first mono(cyclopentadienyl)lanthanide com- All reactions were carried out under an inert atmosphere
plex by either the reaction of Cp Ln(THF) with phenol or3 of high-purity argon on a vacuum line. Transfer and
by Cp LnCl(THF) with the disodium salt of the ligand2 handling of the complexes were facilitated by the use of
[14,15]. It is surprising that no bis(cyclopentadienyl)lan- Schlenk techniques. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was refluxed
thanide complexes, with the exception of mono(cyclo- and distilled over the sodium ketyl of benzophenone

immediately prior to use. Anhydrous LnCl was prepared3

according to previously published procedures [16]. trans-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-21-6425-3519; fax: 186-21-6470-
(6)-2,29-[1,2-Cyclohexanediylbis(imino-methyl)]diphenol2573.

E-mail address: qianling@online.sh.cn (Y. Qian) as ligand was prepared by the reaction of racemic trans-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00119-9
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1,2-cyclohexanediamine with salicylaldehyde in the boil- (30 ml) of 1.15 g (3.56 mmol) trans-(6)-2,29-[1,2-cyclo-
ing toluene by azeotropic distillation of water (whose hexanediylbis(iminomethyl)]diphenol with NaH (0.2 g, 8
structure has been reported elsewhere [17]), which was mmol), which immediately led to the formtion of a turbid
further reacted with sodium hydride in THF to obtain the suspension. The reaction was continued for 16 h. After
disodium salt. Elemental analyses were accomplished at centrifuging, the resulting solid was washed with THF
the microanalytical laboratory of Shanghai Institute of (2310 ml), the combined solution was concentrated under
Organic Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and reduced pressure to half volume, and then n-hexane was
mass spectra was performed on a HP 5989A mass spec- added until a slight turbidity appeared. The resulting
trometer. suspension was set aside at room temperature to give

yellow prismatic crystals yielding 3.16 g (73.1%). m.p.
5 1 2668C (dec.), calcd. for C H N O Dy : C, 55.49; H,56 62 4 6 22.1. Synthesis of [(h :h -MeOCH CH C H )Sm][(m:h-2 2 5 4

5 5.16; N, 4.62%. Anal. found: C: 55.30; H: 5.39; N: 4.65%.OC H N O)] [(h -MeOCH CH C H )Sm] (1)20 20 2 2 2 2 5 4

52.4. Synthesis of [(h -C H OCH C H ) Dy]4 7 2 5 4 2 2To a stirring 40 ml THF suspension of SmCl (3.02 g,3 (OC H N O) (4)20 20 211.80 mmol) MeOCH CH CpK (35.40 mmol in 56 ml2 2

THF) was added, the resulting deep yellow mixture was
A solution of 1.7295 g (C H OCH C H ) DyCl (3.4844 7 2 5 4 2stirred for 24 h, which resulted in trans-(6)-2,29-[1,2-

mmol) in 15 ml THF was added to the resulting solutioncyclohexanediylbis(iminomethyl)]diphenol (2) (1.74 g,
(30 ml) of 0.56 g (3.56 mmol) trans-(6)-2,29-[1,2-cyclo-5.40 mmol) as a solid; an additional 5 ml of THF was
hexanediyl bis(iminomethyl)]diphenol with NaH (0.60 g,added. After stirring for 32 h at room temperature, the
24 mmol), which formed a turbid suspension immediately.reaction mixture was centrifuged to remove the solid
The reaction was continued for 16 h. After centrifuging,materials and then concentrated under reduced pressure to
the resulting solid was washed with THF (2310 ml), the¯20 ml; 40 ml of toluene was then added. The resulting
combined solution was dried under reduced pressure.solution was first cooled to ¯2188C, then at ambient
Toluene (25 ml) and THF (5 ml) were added to dissolvetemperature to form deep-yellow crystals several weeks
the solid. The resulting solution was cooled to give yellowlater (2.1 g, yield 30.0%). m.p. 2648C (dec.). Found C:
prismatic crystals yielding 1.50 g (69.3%). m.p. 172–57.02, H: 5.58, N: 4.84%. Calc. for C H N O Sm : C,56 62 4 6 2

152 1 1738C (dec.), calcd. for C H N O Dy : C, 58.01; H,60 72 2 6 256.63, H: 5.26, N: 4.71%. EI-MS (m /z, Sm): 595 (M
1 5.84; N, 2.25%. Anal. found: C: 58.47; H: 6.11; N: 2.46%;for monomer, 11.15%), 472 (M 2MeOCH CH C H ,2 2 5 4

1 ms (m /z): 634 ((C H OCH C H ) Dy(OC H N O),4 7 2 5 4 20 20 2100%), 361 (M 22MeOCH CH C H ).2 2 5 4

Table 12.2. Synthesis of [(MeOCH CH C H ) Yb] (OC H N O)2 2 5 4 2 2 20 20 2 Summary of crystallographic data and data collection parameters for 1
(2)

Formula C H N O Sm56 62 4 6 2

M 1187.93wTo a stirring 30 ml THF suspension of YbCl (1.5 g, 5.43 Crystal dimension (mm) 0.4030.2430.16
mmol), MeOCH CH C H K (16.5 mmol in 27 ml THF) Crystal system Monoclinic2 2 5 4

Cell constantswas added, the resulting deep orange yellow mixture
˚a (A) 10.980(3)turned to dark-green and stirring was continued for 24 h,
˚b (A) 24.65(1)in which trans-(6)-2,29-[1,2-cyclohexanediylbis(imino- ˚c (A) 18.661(4)

3methyl)]diphenol (0.87 g, 2.70 mmol) and additional 5 ml ˚V (A ) 5049(2)
of THF was added. After stirring for 32 h at room b (8) 90.27(2)

23D (g cm ) 1.558temperature, the resulting yellow-brown mixture was cen- c

trifuged to remove the solid materials and then concen- Space group P2 /n1
21trated under reduced pressure to one-third volume; 20 ml m (cm ) 23.62

F (000) 2392of toluene was then added. The resulting solution was set
˚Radiation (A) MoKa 0.71069aside at room temperature to form deep-yellow crystals

Monochromator Graphiteseveral weeks later (0.80 g, yield 25.6%). m.p. 126–1288C
Scan mode v 22u

(dec.). Found C: 54.68, H: 5.31, N: 2.49%. Calc. for 2u range (8) 3–46
C H N O Yb : C, 53.88, H: 5.66, N: 2.42%. h, k, l ranges 0 to 11, 0 to 2 9, 221 to 2156 64 2 6 2

Max. and min. transmission 1.0000 and 0.6814
Reflection collected 8301

2.3. Synthesis of [(MeOCH CH C H )Dy(OC H N O)]2 2 5 4 20 20 2 2 No. of unique reflections 7797
(3) No. of observed reflections 6140

Refinement parameters 614
R 0.035A solution of 3.17 g (MeOCH CH C H ) DyCl (7.132 2 5 4 2
R 0.045wmmol) in 40 ml THF was added to the resulting solution
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10.3%), 482 (Dy(OC H N O), 48.7%), 462 3. Results and discussion20 20 2

((C H OCH C H ) Dy, 100%), 150 (C H OCH C H ,4 7 2 5 4 2 4 7 2 5 4
1 The exchange reaction [18] of Cp Ln with the corre-12.4%), 71 (C H O , 22.0%). 34 7

sponding alcohols or phenols whose acidities are stronger
than C H to synthesize organolanthanocene alkoxides or5 6

2.5. X-ray crystal structure determination of 1 phenoxides, is becoming a general method. A published
report indicated that Cp Yb(THF) reacted with the same3

5Suitable crystals of the title complex were sealed under Schiff base leading to the formation of [(h -C H )Yb(m-5 5

argon in thin-walled glass capillaries for X-ray structure OC H N O] (14m-THF)(THF) (5) [14], which was20 20 2 2

analysis. Unit cell and intensity data were obtained using assigned as the only X-ray structurally determined example
standard procedures on a Rigaku AFC7R diffractometer of mono(cyclopentadienyl)lanthanide aryloxide produced

˚using graphite-monochromated MoKa (l50.71069 A). by using an exchange reaction at that time; a further study
During the course of collecting intensity data, no signifi- [15] of Cp SmCl(THF) reacted with the disodium salt of2

5cant decays were found. The intensities were corrected for the Schiff base only gave rise to an analogue [(h -
the Lp effect and empirical absorptions. A summary of the C H )Sm(m-OC H N O] (m-THF)(THF) (6). This re-5 5 20 20 2 2 2

crystallographic data is given in Table 1. The structure was sult encouraged us to find some more qualified ligands to
solved by the heavy-atom Patterson method and using the satisfy the coordination requirement of lanthanide centers
Fourier techniques. The coordinates of all non-hydrogen in order to obtain C -binuclear lanthanocene complexes2

atoms were given by successive Fourier syntheses, and with rac- or chiral ligands. The chelating ligand, methoxy-
refined anisotropically by the full-matrix least-squares ethyl cyclopentadiene and tetrahydrofurfuryl cyclopen-
method. All hydrogen atoms were included but not refined. tadiene were found to be suitable candidates for the
Further refinement led to final convergence at R50.035. syntheses of lanthanocene complexes [19,20]. The elemen-
All the calculations were performed on an Iris Indigo tal analyses and mass spectra indicate that these reactions
computer using DIRDIF 92 programs. followed the same routes as previously reported: the same

Scheme 1.
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9results were obtained by reactions of Cp Sm with tetra- indicates that complexes 1 and 3 are dissimilar to complex-3

9dentate Schiff base or Cp DyCl with the disodium salt of es 2 and 4. These complexes are slightly soluble in2

the same ligand. However, when a chelating ligand (e.g. aromatic solvents and soluble in THF. The molecular
methoxyethyl cyclopentadienyl) and the relatively smaller structure of 1 is shown in Fig. 1. The crystal data and
lanthanide center (Yb) were employed, one could isolate refinement details are given in Table 1. The selected bond
the expected products. When the ligand is tetrahydro- lengths and bond angles are listed in Tables 2 and 3,
furfurylcyclopentadienyl, one can also obtain the desired respectively. Complex 1 is a dimer composed of two

5C - symmetric dinuclear lanthanocene aryloxides even (h -MeOCH CH H H )Sm(m-OC H N O) units con-2 2 2 5 4 20 20 2

with a relatively larger center (Dy in the case of 4). The nected via bridging two oxygen atoms of the Schiff base
molecular structure of complex 1 is evidently different ligands. Atom Sm1 is bonded to two nitrogen atoms of one
from those of 5 and 6. In the crystal structure of 1, there is Schiff base, a methoxyethylcyclopentadienyl ring and two
no bridging THF molecule, and the two samarium centers bridging oxygens from Schiff base ligands, thus the
have different coordination numbers. This means that the coordination number is 8. Atom Sm2 is bonded to two
ligand methoxyethylcyclopentadienyl can also change the bridging oxygens and two nitrogens from Schiff base
coordination environment of the central atoms as shown in ligands, a methoxyethylcyclopentadienyl ring and side-
Scheme 1. chain oxygen on the ring; the coordination number of Sm2

All these complexes are sensitive to air and moisture, is 7. Thus, around Sm1 there is a distorted octahedral
but are thermally stable. Complexes 1 and 3 tend to geometry with O5 and the centroid of cyclopentadienyl
decompose when heated to .2648C, while complexes 2 occupying two polyhedral vertices, while that around Sm2
and 4 decomposed at ¯126 and 1728C, respectively. This can be described as a distorted pentagonal bipyramidal

Fig. 1. Molecular structure and atomic numbering scheme for 1.
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˚Table 2 oxygen atoms) is 2.401(4) A, which is similar to that of 6
˚Selected bond lengths (A) for 1 ˚(2.40(4) A [14] but slightly longer than that of 5

˚Atoms Bond lengths Atoms Bond lengths [2.282(14)] A [15]. The final Sm–O distance of 1 is
˚2.40(4) A. The distances of Sm1–N1 and Sm1–N2 areSm(1)–Sm(2) 3.8037(7) Sm(1)–C(21) 3.8037(7)

˚ ˚Sm(1)–C(22) 2.744(6) Sm(1)–C(24) 2.744(6) 2.527(5) A and 2.530(5) A, respectively, which are
Sm(1)–C(23) 2.767(6) Sm(1)–C(25) 2.767(6) ˚slightly different from those of Sm2–N3 (2.540(5) A) and
Sm(1)–N(1) 2.527(5) Sm(1)–O(2) 2.527(5) ˚Sm2–N4 (2.562(5) A) due to the coordination of methoxy
Sm(1)–O(1) 2.254(4) Sm(1)–N(2) 2.254(4) ˚group to Sm2 center, and the average Sm–N is 2.540(5) A,Sm(1)–O(5) 2.402(4) Sm(2)–O(2) 2.402(4)

˚which is similar to that of 6 (2.61(5) A), but longer thanSm(2)–O(5) 2.427(4) Sm(2)–O(4) 2.427(4)
˚Sm(2)–O(6) 2.680(4) Sm(2)–N(3) 2.680(4) that of 5 (2.43(2) A). The average N=C and C–N bond

Sm(2)–N(4) 2.561(5) Sm(2)–C(49) 2.561(5) ˚distances are 1.281(8) and 1.482(9) A, which are longer
Sm(2)–C(50) 2.788(7) Sm(2)–C(51) 2.788(7) ˚than those in ligand 1.267(4) and 1.463(4) A [17].
Sm(2)–C(52) 2.749(7) Sm(2)–C(53) 2.749(7)

However, the dimeric complexes may exit as a dia-N(1)–C(7) 1.287(8) N(1)–C(8) 1.287(8)
stereomer with a racemic ligand. Further investigationsN(2)–C(14) 1.283(8) N(2)–C(13) 1.283(8)

N(3)–C(42) 1.281(8) N(3)–C(41) 1.281(8) will focus on synthesis and catalytic properties of lanth-
N(4)–C(35) 1.274(8) N(4)–C(36) 1.274(8) anocene or mono(substituted-cyclopentadienyl)lanthanide

alkoxides or aryloxides with chiral C -symmetric ligands.2

geometry with one nitrogen (N4), four oxygens of the
Schiff base and a methoxyethyl group (O2, O4, O5 and Supplementary data
O6) in a pentagonal plane with the centroid of the Cp ring
and another nitrogen atom (N3) in the apical sites. The Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12˚Sm1–C bond distances range from 2.744(6) to 2.804(6) A Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting˚with an average of 2.773(7) A. The Sm2–C bond distances the deposition number 112643.˚range from 2.744(6) to 2.788(7) A, within average of

˚2.765(7) A. The final average distance of Sm–C is
˚ ˚2.769(7) A, which is similar to those of 6 (2.78(7) A) and

Acknowledgements˚5 (2.70(3) A). The bond lengths of Sm1–O (bridging
Schiff base oxygens, O2 and O5) bond lengths changes
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Table 3
Bond angles (8) for 1

ReferencesAtoms Angles Atoms Angles

O(2)–Sm(1)–O(5) 70.8(1) O(2)–Sm(1)–N(2) 72.4(1)
[1] M.A. Giardello, M. Sabat, A.L. Rheingold, C.L. Stern, T.J. Marks, J.

O(2)–Sm(1)–N(1) 136.7(1) O(2)–Sm(1)–O(1) 136.9(1)
Am. Chem. Soc. 116 (1994) 10212.

O(5)–Sm(1)–O(1) 84.3(1) O(5)–Sm(1)–N(1) 88.3(2)
[2] M.A. Giardello, V.P. Conticello, L. Brard, M.R. Gagne, T.J. Marks,

O(5)–Sm(1)–N(2) 79.6(2) O(1)–Sm(1)–N(1) 74.2(2)
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 116 (1994) 10241.

O(1)– Sm(1)–N(2) 137.8(2) N(1)–Sm(1)–N(2) 66.6(2)
[3] P.F. Fu, L. Brard, Y. Li, T.J. Marks, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 117 (1995)

C(21)–Sm(1)–C(22) 29.2(2) C(21)–Sm(1)–C(25) 29.2(2)
7157.

C(22)–Sm(1)–C(23) 30.1(2) C(23)–Sm(1)–C(24) 28.7(2)
[4] M.R. Gagne, L. Brard, V.P. Conticello, M.A. Giardello, C.L. Stern,

C(24)–Sm(1)–C(25) 29.0(2) C(49)–Sm(2)–C(50) 29.2(2)
T.J. Marks, Organometallics 11 (1992) 2003.

C(49)–Sm(2)–C(53) 29.3(2) C(50)–Sm(2)–C(51) 29.2(2)
[5] V.P. Conticello, L. Brard, M.A. Giardello, Y. Tsuji, M. Sabat, C.L.

C(51)–Sm(2)–C(52) 28.9(2) C(52)–Sm(2)–C(53) 30.0(2)
Stern, T.J. Marks, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 114 (1992) 2761.

O(2)–Sm(2)–O(5) 69.5(1) O(2)–Sm(2)–O(4) 81.9(1)
[6] M.A. Giardello, Y. Yamamoto, L. Brard, T.J. Marks, J. Am. Chem.

O(2)–Sm(2)–O(6) 67.4(1) O(2)–Sm(2)–N(3) 89.8(2)
Soc. 117 (1995) 3276.

O(2)–Sm(2)–N(4) 97.3(2) O(5)–Sm(2)–O(4) 142.4(1)
[7] C.M. Haar, C.L. Stern, T.J. Marks, Organometallics 15 (1996) 1765.

O(5)–Sm(2)–O(6) 68.4(1) O(5)–Sm(2)–N(3) 70.3(1)
[8] J.P. Mitchell, S. Hajela, S.K. Brookhart, K.I. Hardcastle, L.M.

O(5)–Sm(2)–N(4) 133.6(1) O(4)–Sm(2)–O(6) 78.5(1)
Henling, J.E. Bercaw, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 118 (1996) 1045.

O(4)–Sm(2)–N(3) 135.3(2) O(4)–Sm(2)–N(4) 72.4(2)
[9] A. Stendel, J. Stehr, B. Siebel, R.D. Fisher, J. Organomet. Chem.

O(6)–Sm(2)–N(3) 137.6(1) O(6)–Sm(2)–N(4) 148.8(2)
510 (1996) 197.

N(3)–Sm(2)–N(4) 65.2(2)
[10] M. Shibasaki, H. Sasai, Pure Appl. Chem. 68 (1996) 113.
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Abstract

Treatment of rhodium(III) halides with the N-heterocycles (LH), 1,3-bis(benzimidazolyl)benzene (bBzlH bzH; Ia) and its N-methyl2

derivative (bBzlMe bzH; Ib) in methanol gave halobridged binuclear cyclometallated products of the composition [RhX L] (X5Cl, Br2 2 2

or I). The chloro complex undergoes halobridge cleavage reactions to yield several new mononuclear complexes of the types
RhCl (bBzlH bz)(AsPh ), RhCl(bBzlH bz)(OClO )(L9 /N-N) (L95AsPh ; N-N52,29-bipyridine or 1,10-phenanthroline) and the2 2 3 2 3 3

heterocycle bridged binuclear complexes of the composition [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (m-N-N) (N-N5pyrazine or 4,49-bipyridine). Passage of2 2 2

CO through [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] in DMF yielded mononuclear carbonyl complex RhCl (CO)(bBzlH bz)?2H O. Treatment of2 2 2 2 2 2

carbonylated solution of rhodium trichloride with Ia produced non-cyclometallated mononuclear complex of the type
1 13[Rh(CO) (bBzlH bzH)]Cl. The complexes are characterised by H, C NMR, IR, Far-IR, electronic and FAB-mass spectral studies.2 2

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cyclometallation; Rhodium; 1,3-Bis(benzimidazolyl)benzene; 1,3-Bis(N-methylbenzimidazolyl)benzene; Binuclear complexes; Multidentate
N-heterocycles

1. Introduction Williams et al. [18] have synthesised a trimer of the
6-metallated acetato palladium(II) complex (IIIb, R5

The chemistry of a variety of organorhodium complexes CH ; M5Pd) whose crystal structure has been established3

of several N-heterocycles and their derivatives has been by X-ray crystallography, the pendant benzimidazole
widely investigated in recent years [1–8]. However, a group serving as a donor to another cyclometallated
relatively small number of N-heterocycles are observed to palladium(II). In continuation of our recent publication
undergo cyclometallation to give five-membered metal- [19] on the reactions of rhodium and iridium salts with
locycles (II) [9–16]. Furthermore, the chemistry of multidentate N-heterocycles, herein we report cyclometal-
cyclometallated complexes is gaining importance as such lation reactions of rhodium(III) with bis(benzimidazole)
complexes have been successively used in organic syn- derivatives (I).
thesis, asymmetric synthesis, homogeneous catalysis, liq-
uid crystals and photochemistry [17].

Cyclometallation of the N-heterocycles Ia and Ib could
give rise to products corresponding to (i) mononuclear
closed metallo-bicycle (IIIa; 2-metallation), (ii) mono-
nuclear open metallo-monocycle (IIIb; 4- or 6-metalla-
tion), or (iii) binuclear open metallo-bicycle (IIIc; 4- and
6-metallation, or IIId, 2 and 4-, or 2 and 6-metallation),
the coordination being symmetrical (IIIa, c) or un-
symmetrical (IIIb, d).

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-80-221-1679; fax: 191-80-221-
1679.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00129-1
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2.3. Preparation of the complexes

2.3.1. [RhX (bBzlH bz)] and [RhX (bBzlMe bz)] (X52 2 2 2 2 2

Cl, Br or I)
Rhodium trichloride /bromide (1 mmol) dissolved in

3methanol (5 cm ) was treated with a methanolic solution
3(5 cm ) of the N-heterocycle (3 mmol). The mixture was

heated under reflux for about 5 h during which a yellow or
brown solid was separated. The solid was washed with
methanol and dried in vacuo. Yield: 60–80%.

Metathesis reaction of the chloro complexes with 15-
fold excess of sodium iodide on prolonged refluxing in
methanol (24 h) gave yellowish-brown iodo complexes.
Yield: 80%.

2.3.2. RhCl (bBzlH bz)(AsPh )2 2 3

[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (0.5 mmol) was treated with tri-2 2 2
3phenyl arsine (1 mmol) in methanol (50 cm ) and the2. Experimental

mixture was refluxed for 2 days when a yellow solid got
separated. It was washed with methanol and dried in2.1. Materials
vacuo. Yield: 50%.

The N-heterocycles bBzlH bzH and bBzlMe bzH were2 2

prepared according to a previously published report [20].
2.3.3. RhCl(bBzlH bz)(L9 /N-N)(OClO ) (L95AsPh ; N-2 3 3Rhodium trichloride was purchased from Arora-Matthey,
N5bipy or phen)

India. Hydrated rhodium tribromide was prepared as
To a suspension of [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (1 mmol) in2 2 2described elsewhere [21]. 3methanol (50 cm ), triphenyl arsine or 2,29-bipyridine

(bipy) or 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) (2 mmol) and sodium
2.2. Physical measurement

perchlorate (10 mmol) were added and the mixture was
refluxed for 24 h when a yellow solid got separated. It was

The IR spectra were recorded on a Carl-Zeiss
washed with methanol and water and dried in vacuo. Yield:

SPECORD 75-IR and Nicolet FT-IR spectrometer. The
60%.

electronic spectra were recorded on a Hitachi 150-20
spectrophotometer. The Far-IR spectra were recorded in
polyethylene powder on a Bruker IFS 113V spec- 2.3.4. [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (m-N-N) (N-N5pyz or bpy)2 2 21 13trophotometer. The H and C NMR spectra were re- [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (1 mmol) and pyrazine (pyz) or2 2 2

3corded at ambient temperatures on a Bruker WH-270 and 4,49-bipyridine (bpy) (1 mmol) in methanol (100 cm )
AMX-400 spectrometer with TMS as the internal refer- were refluxed for 24 h when a yellow solid got separated.
ence. Rotating frame Overhauser effect spectroscopy It was washed with methanol and dried in vacuo. Yield:
(ROESY) experiments [22,23] were performed in DMSO- 80%.
d . A spin-lock mixing time of 250 ms was used. Nearly6

512 FIDs were collected (each of 1024 complex data
points) with t incrementation. The resulting data were 2.3.5. RhCl (CO)(bBzlH bz)?2H O1 2 2 2
Fourier transformed along F and F dimensions with zero CO was bubbled through [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (1 mmol)1 2 2 2 2

3filling the t data points to 1024. The data were multiplied suspended in dimethyl formamide (10 cm ) and heated to1

by squared sinebell window function shifted by 908 on refluxing temperature. Gradually the complex dissolved to
both t and t dimensions prior to Fourier transformation. give a yellow solution. Passage of CO was continued for 62 1
1 13H and C spin lattice (T ) relaxation measurements were h and the resultant solution was evaporated to dryness1

performed using inversion recovery method. The FAB- under reduced pressure when a yellow solid was obtained.
mass spectra were recorded on a JEOL SX 102/DA-6000 It was washed with acetone and dried in vacuo. Yield:
mass spectrometer (using Xenon as the FAB gas and 60%.
m-nitrobenzyl alcohol as the matrix) at CDRI, Lucknow,
India. Microanalyses were obtained from 240B Perkin
Elmer elemental analyser. The molar conductivities were 2.3.6. [Rh(CO) (bBzlH bzH)]Cl2 2

3determined using an Elico model CM-82T conductivity CO was bubbled through an ethanolic solution (10 cm )
bridge with a conventional dip type conductivity cell. of rhodium trichloride (1 mmol) at refluxing temperature
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3until yellow. To this an ethanolic solution (5 cm ) of the 3. Results and discussion
heterocycle (1 mmol) was added. Passage of CO was
continued for about 2 h and the resultant solution was The reaction of rhodium(III) halides with the multiden-
evaporated under CO atmosphere to a small volume when tate N-heterocycles (I, LH) in methanol resulted in yellow
a light yellow solid got separated. The solid was washed dimeric complexes of the composition [RhX L] (X5Cl or2 2

quickly with acetone and dried in vacuo. Yield: 60%. Br). Metathesis reaction of the chloro complex with
sodium iodide in methanol produced the iodo analogues in
a low state of purity. The complexes are diamagnetic and

2.3.7. [Rh(CO) (bBzlH bzH)]ClO are insoluble in common organic solvents except for2 2 4

[Rh(CO) (bBzlH bzH)]Cl (1 mmol) was suspended in [RhX (bBzlH bz)] (X5Cl, Br or I) when dissolved in2 2 2 2 2
3methanol (20 cm ) and to this sodium perchlorate (2 dimethyl formamide and dimethyl sulfoxide, result in

mmol) was added. CO was passed through the mixture at solutions being non-conducting.
refluxing temperature for 4 h. The complex gradually The solid state IR spectra of the complexes (Table 1) are
dissolved to give a yellow solution. It was evaporated to comparable with those of the uncoordinated N-heterocy-
dryness under reduced pressure to obtain a yellow solid. cles barring minor shifts in the positions of the ligand
The resultant solid was washed with acetone followed by bands. The NH stretching and N-Me deformation vibra-

21water and dried in vacuo. Yield: 60%. tions are observed around 3150 and 1415 cm , respec-

Table 1
Analytical and IR data of the complexes

21Complex Analytical data (%) IR spectral data (cm )
found (calc.)

C H N nNH/ nC=N & nRh–X nRh–X nRh–C nCO nClOt b 4

d N-Me nC=C

[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] 49.5 3.1 11.0 3167 1620 354 301 3542 2 2

(49.6) (2.9) (11.6) 1585
[RhBr (bBzlH bz)] 42.2 2.1 9.6 3157 1614 264 215 3342 2 2

(41.9) (2.5) (9.8) 1587
[RhI (bBzlH bz)] 37.2 2.2 8.3 3153 1613 205 150 3272 2 2

(36.0) (2.1) (8.4) 1592
[RhCl (bBzlMe bz)] 51.9 3.4 10.9 1416 1604 356 316 3562 2 2

(51.9) (3.5) (10.9) 1580
[RhBr (bBzlMe bz)] 43.7 2.9 8.7 1413 1602 281 223 3042 2 2

(44.0) (3.0) (9.3) 1577
[RhI (bBzlMe bz)] 37.0 2.4 7.3 1413 1603 212 152 3152 2 2

(38.1) (2.5) (8.1) 1580
aRhCl (bBzlH bz)(AsPh ) 57.8 3.8 8.3 3167 1626 322, 275 3722 2 3

(57.8) (3.6) (7.1) 1595 332,
337

aRhCl(bBzlH bz)(AsPh )(OClO ) 53.7 3.6 6.5 3155 1636 317, 275 340 1180,2 3 3

(53.5) (3.3) (6.6) 1610 334 1103,
628

RhCl(bBzlH bz)(bipy)(OClO ) 51.5 3.0 12.0 3200 1624 317, – 369 1114,2 3

(51.2) (3.0) (12.0) 1590 352 1054,
628

RhCl(bBzlH bz)(phen)(OClO ) 52.5 2.9 11.4 3181 1621 316, – 363 1105,2 3

(52.8) (2.9) (11.6) 1586 363 1057,
628

[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (pyz) 49.8 3.1 13.0 3193 1625 298, – 3662 2 2

(50.5) (2.9) (13.4) 1594 351
[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (bpy) 53.5 3.3 12.4 3103 1594 300, 3582 2 2

(53.5) (3.1) (12.5) 1580 358
RhCl (CO)(bBzlH bz).2H O 45.7 3.9 9.9 3172 1629, 321 (trans), – 336 2019,2 2 2

(46.1) (3.1) (10.2) 1603 303, 336 (cis) 2091
[Rh(CO) (bBzlH bzH)]Cl 52.1 3.3 10.9 3140 1620 – – 2000,2 2

(51.9) (2.8) (11.1) 2080
[Rh(CO) (bBzlH bzH)]ClO 46.6 2.8 9.1 3181 1620, – – – 2029, 1098,2 2 4

(46.5) (2.3) (9.9) 1600 2091 628
a

nRh–As.
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Table 2
1 a,bH NMR spectral data in DMSO-d (d in ppm)6

Complex 49 59 69 79 2 4,6 5 NH

bBzlH bzH 7.65m 7.25m 7.25m 7.65m 9.07s 8.28d 7.75t 13.14s2

[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] 7.71d 7.41m 7.41m 8.01d – 8.66d 7.51t 14.28s2 2 2

(0.06) (0.16) (0.16) (0.36) (0.38) (20.24) (1.14)
[RhBr (bBzlH bz)] 7.73m 7.42m 7.42m 8.01d – 8.84m 7.52t 14.28s2 2 2

(0.08) (0.17) (0.17) (0.36) (0.56) (20.23) (1.14)
[RhI (bBzlH bz)] 7.71m 7.40m 7.40m 8.04d – 9.09m 7.52t 14.29s2 2 2

(0.06) (0.15) (0.15) (0.39) (0.81) (20.23) (1.15)
[Rh(CO) (bBzlH bzH)]Cl 7.82m 7.50m 7.50m 7.82m 9.20s 8.49d 8.00t –2 2

(0.17) (0.25) (0.25) (0.17) (0.13) (0.21) (0.25)
RhCl (AsPh )(bBzlH bz) 6.37d 7.68m 7.68m 7.81d – 8.57d 7.42m 14.24s AsPh (7.372 3 2 3

(21.28) (0.43) (0.43) (0.16) (0.29) (20.33) (1.10) to 7.47m)
aa9 bb9 cc9 dd9 ee9

bipy 8.68d 7.93t 7.44t 8.39d
RhCl(bipy)(bBzlH bz)(OClO ) 6.00d 7.06t 7.26t 7.65d – 8.23d 7.78t 14.44s 7.39d 7.31t 8.00t 8.70d2 3

(21.65) (20.19) (0.01) (20.05) (0.03) (1.30) (21.29) (20.62) (0.56) (0.31)
10.24d 8.48t 8.83t 9.12d
(1.56) (0.55) (1.39) (0.73)

phen 9.10m 8.48m 7.77m 7.97s
RhCl(phen)(bBzlH bz)(OClO ) 5.73d 6.88t 7.17t 7.59d – 8.26m 7.82t 14.45s 7.71d 7.63t 8.62d 8.26m2 3

(21.92) (20.37) (20.08) (20.06) (20.02) (0.07) (1.31) (21.39) (20.85) (0.85) (0.29)
10.50d 8.81m 9.45m 8.57d
(1.4) (0.33) (1.68) (0.60)

a Values in parentheses are coordination induced shifts (c.i.s.5d complex – d ligand).
b s5singlet, d5doublet, t5triplet, m5multiplet.
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Table 3
13 aC NMR spectral data in DMSO-d (d in ppm)6

Complex 29 49 59 69 79 89 99 1,3 2 4,6 5

bBzlH bzH 150.85 119.04 122.04 122.95 111.67 135.21 143.84 131.03 124.84 127.65 129.822
b[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] 158.08 117.73 123.57 123.80 112.77 133.10 140.77 132.77 181.63 , 124.62 124.312 2 2

c(7.23) (21.31) (1.53) (0.85) (1.10) (22.11) (23.07) (1.74) 23.91 (23.03) (25.51)
(56.79)

b[RhBr (bBzlH bz)] 158.34 118.30 123.45 123.80 112.60 133.11 141.14 132.73 181.97 124.70 124.362 2 2
c(7.49) (20.74) (1.41) (0.85) (0.93) (22.10) (22.7) (1.70) 24.45 (22.95) (25.46)

(57.13)
b bRhCl (CO)(bBzlH bz).2H O 150.65 115.18 122.96 122.96 115.18 138.78 138.78 133.37 184.10 129.97 130.30 (CO) 181.51 ,2 2 2

c c(20.2) (23.86) (0.92) (0.01) (3.51) (3.57) (25.06) (2.34) 20.0 (2.32) (0.48) 79.9
(59.26)

b[Rh(CO) (bBzlH bzH)]Cl 148.95 114.67 124.86 124.86 114.67 135.01 135.01 127.30 130.56 130.22 126.72 (CO) 181.80 ,2 2
c(21.9) (24.37) (2.82) (1.91) (3.0) (20.2) (28.83) (23.73) (5.72) (2.57) (1.88) 72.62

aa9 bb9 cc9 dd9 ee9 ff9
bipy 149.07 137.03 120.29 123.93 155.18

bRhCl(bipy)(bBzlH bz)(OClO ) 158.15 113.31 124.07 124.07 113.31 132.70 139.42 133.52 184.94 125.21 125.59 151.68 128.04 139.96 124.07 156.462 3
c(7.30) (25.73) (2.03) (1.12) (1.64) (22.51) (24.42) (2.49) 22.28 (22.44) (24.23) (2.61) (28.99) (19.67) (0.14) (1.28)

(60.1) 150.63 128.34 141.34 154.59
(1.56) (28.69) (21.05) (20.59)

phen 149.94 136.19 126.66 128.45 123.30 145.54
bRhCl(phen)(bBzlH bz)(OClO ) 158.29 113.34 123.75 123.75 113.18 132.75 139.64 133.91 184.93 125.34 125.49 152.64 126.69 139.02 130.22 127.80 146.772 3

c(7.44) (25.7) (1.71) (0.8) (1.51) (22.46) (24.20) (2.88) 22.71 (22.31) (24.33) (2.7) (29.5) (12.36) (1.77) (4.5) (1.23)
(60.09) 151.64 127.19 139.99 130.50 128.31 145.49

(1.7) (29.0) (13.33) (2.05) (5.0) (20.05)
a Values in parentheses are coordination induced shifts (c.i.s.5d complex – d ligand).
b Doublet.
c J in Hz.Rh–C
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tively and are suggestive of the coordination of the N-
heterocycles to the metal ion via the tertiary nitrogens. The
Far-IR spectra of the complexes displayed peaks corre-
sponding to rhodium–halogen stretches and are indicative
of the presence of both terminal and bridged types of
halides [24]. The spectra also displayed a peak due to

21
nRh–C in the range 300–360 cm ; the result pointing to
cyclometallation [25] of the bis-benzimidazole derivative.

1 13Cyclometallation is further supported by the H and C
NMR spectra of the complexes and also the FAB-mass
spectra.

The PMR spectra of bBzlH bzH and [RhX L] in2 2 2

DMSO-d (Table 2) exhibited resonances due to the6

central benzene and the benzimidazole ring protons. The
resonance due to the imine proton is observed around 14 d.
The resonance at 9.07 d arising from the proton on
carbon-2 of the central benzene /phenylene ring of the
un-coordinated heterocycle bBzlH bzH is absent in the2

13spectra of the complexed species. Furthermore, the C
resonance of C-2 which appeared as a singlet at 129.82 d

for the free heterocycle is split into a doublet [26–28] and
has shifted downfield by nearly 50 d on complexation

13(Table 3). The splitting is due to the interaction of C
103with Rh (100%, I51/2) the coupling constant being 24

Hz is diagnostic of rhodium–carbon direct linkage. The
resonances due to C-49 and C-99 of bBzlH bz unit have2

undergone an upfield shift on complexation.
The FAB-MS of [RhCl L] (LH5bBzlH bzH) has2 2 2

confirmed the dinuclear nature of the complex. The
1spectrum showed a parent ion peak at m /z 966 [M 12H].

The parent ion loses Cl, HCl or [HCl1H] to give peaks at
m /z 931, 930 and 929, respectively. These further lose

Scheme 1. Fragmentation pathway of [RhCl L] .2 2(HCl1H), HCl or Cl, respectively to give a peak at m /z
894 due to Rh Cl L . Subsequent fragmentation produced2 2 2

the mononuclear species RhL (by loss of RhCl1Cl) and centrosymmetric (trans, IVa) and the other being non-2

RhClL (due to loss of RhClL). These molecular ions lose L centrosymmetric (cis, IVb). Molecular models favour the
or Cl, respectively, to give RhL (m /z 412), which in turn former (IVa) which has less steric hindrance than the latter.

1 13loses (Rh12H) to give a peak (L –2H) at m /z 307. The Further with both in the H and C NMR spectra, only
fragmentation reactions are summarised in Scheme 1. one set of resonances have been observed implying the

The electronic spectra of [RhX L] exhibited weak chemical equivalence of the corresponding protons as well2 2

absorption bands in the range 400–500 nm (Table 4) and as the carbons of the two heterocycles in each of the
6are ascribed to d–d transitions of octahedral spin paired d binuclear complexes.

system [29]. An intense peak at 370 nm is attributed to The complex [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] undergoes halobridge2 2 2

metal-to-ligand charge transfer transition. cleavage reaction. It reacts with AsPh in methanol at3

The N-heterocycles can serve as bidentate or tridentate refluxing temperature to give a monomeric complex
ligands. Earlier, it has been observed that the heterocycles RhCl (bBzlH bz)(AsPh ) (V). In the presence of excess of2 2 3

have displayed a bidentate non-cyclometallated behaviour sodium perchlorate, complex of the type
[20] in CoX (LH) (X5Cl, Br or I; LH5Ia or Ib) and RhCl(bBzlH bz)(AsPh )(OClO ) has been isolated. The2 2 3 3

Co(LH) (ClO ) complexes and a bridging tridentate dimer [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] reacts with chelating bidentate2 4 2 2 2 2

cyclometallated behaviour in [PdL(OOCCH )] ?9CH CN ligands like 2,29-bipyridine (bipy) and 1,10-phenanthroline3 3 3

complex [18]. In the present investigation a tridentate (phen) in the presence of excess of sodium perchlorate to
behaviour of the N-heterocycles (N–C–N) leading to non- form yellow crystalline monomeric complexes of the type
bridging cyclometallation but dihalobridged binuclear na- RhCl(bBzlH bz)(N-N)(OClO ) (VI) (N-N5bipy or phen).2 3

ture has been observed. Considering the N-heterocycles as On the other hand with bridging bidentate ligands,
planar and by taking the N–C–N skeleton, two structures [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] in methanol yielded complexes of the2 2 2

can be conceived for such complexes, the one being type [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (m-N-N) (VII) (N-N5pyrazine2 2 2
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Table 4
Electronic spectral data in DMF (nm)

aComplex Electronic transitions

Ligand bands M→L d→d transitions
Charge transfer
Transition

bBzlH bzH 300 (44231)2

309 (51442)
324 (35817)
335 (2599)

[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] 299 (29170)2 2 2

309 (31340) 370(9434)
336 (16585) 384(7774) 443(98), 469(34), 517(5)

[RhBr (bBzlH bz)] 304 (37409) 367(12863)2 2 2

339 (15855) 384(11593) 405(737),434(208),
475(83), 548(18)

[RhI (bBzlH bz)] 299(28333) 373(11391)2 2 2

310(29925) 386(8358) 459(266), 591(27)
325(22895)
340(16855)

RhCl (bBzlH bz)(AsPh ) 309(36509) 376(10816)2 2 3

345(22209) 386(8899)
395(4763) 440(140), 468(64)

RhCl(bBzlH bz)(AsPh )(OClO ) 308(43478) 396(4512)2 3 3

338(28225) 388(7406) 439(58), 469(71)
343(24792)

RhCl(bBzlH bz)(bipy)(OClO ) 297(30027) 388(9835)2 3

360(18283) 398(3004) 418(905), 466(42)
RhCl(bBzlH bz)(phen)(OClO ) 278(30425) 389(9162)2 3

292(29621) 397(3759) 447(66), 466(31)
358(18703)

[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (pyz) 304(53888) 386(23056)2 2 2

367(24078) 392(1200)
394sh(11341) 439(258), 471(94)

[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (bpy) 294(47525) 382(29670)2 2 2

300(39142) 393(13894) 440(207), 474(119)
RhCl (CO)(bBzlH bz).2H O 305(35605) 375(2288)2 2 2

395(809) 422(244), 450(74)
a

e values are in parentheses.

1 13(pyz) or 4,49-bipyridyl (bpy)). A similar reaction with ported by H and C NMR spectra of the complexes. The
phenazine also produced a binuclear complex, though in a carbonyl complex exhibits two intense nCO peaks at 2019

21low state of purity. Reaction of CO with and 2091 cm indicating the presence of two isomers
[RhCl (bBzlH bz)] in dimethylformamide at refluxing (VIII; CO trans to Cl and trans to C). The Far-IR spectra2 2 2

temperature gave monomeric yellow rhodium(III) carbonyl of the complexes exhibit peaks corresponding to nM-Cl,
complex of the composition RhCl (CO)(bBzlH bz)?2H O nM-N and nM-C, and are diagnostic of terminal halides.2 2 2

1(VIII). The H NMR spectra of the complexes displayed peaks
The complexes are insoluble in common organic sol-

vents but soluble in dimethyl formamide or dimethyl
sulfoxide in which the solutions are non-conducting. The
physical properties and analytical data of the complexes
are listed in Table 1.

The complexes exhibit nNH in the range 3100–3200
21cm as a broad peak. The perchlorate complexes (being

non-electrolytes in DMSO/DMF) in addition to the
heterocycle bands exhibit peaks around 1100 and 628

21cm , the former peak is split indicating the coordination
of perchlorate to the metal ion [30]. In view of the above,
it is likely that the heterocycle bipy or phen is behaving as
a monodentate rather than bidentate ligand. This is sup-
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uncoordinated part of the heterocycle and the other set in
the downfield region to the coordinated part. Surprisingly,
the heterocycle, bipy or phen is neither chelating nor
bridging bidentate in the complexes. Such a coordination
with pendant nitrogen is rather unusual in organometallic
chemistry. The monodentate behaviour of bipy or phen in
the complexes is also supported by ROESY measurements.
The ROESY spectra of the complexes have revealed the
interaction of all the protons (a9 to d9) of the coordinated
part of bipy or phen with H-49 of bBzlH bz as evidenced2

by the interligand NOE measurements. The H-49 shows
NOE to a9, b9, c9 and d9 in the bipy complex and a9, b9 and
c9 in the phen complex. The results indicate that the
coordinated part of the bipy or phen is much closer to
bBzlH bz than the uncoordinated part. The spin lattice2

relaxation times of the protons and carbons of the coordi-
nated part of the bipy in RhCl(bBzlH bz)(bipy)(OClO )2 3

are observed to be lower compared to those of the
uncoordinated part implying more flexibility of the latter
unit. Detailed 2D NMR studies on the complexes are in
progress. The monodentate behaviour of the ligand may be
attributed to the electronic factor rather than the steric
hindrance around the metal ion. The complexes exhibit
negative c.i.s values for C-49 and C-99 of bBzlH bz. The2
13C NMR spectrum of the carbonyl complex displayed two

103doublets one at 182 and the other at 184 d. The Rh –
13C coupling constant of the former is 80 Hz (due to
Rh–CO) whereas that of the latter is 20 Hz (due to
Rh–C-2 of bBzlH bz).2

The FAB-MS of RhClL(N-N)(OClO ) (LH53

bBzlH bzH) have confirmed the mononuclear nature of the2

complexes. The spectra consist of molecular ion peaks at
m /z 702 (N-N5bipy) and 726 (N-N5phen). Both the
complexes first lose perchlorate to produce RhClL(N-N)
and then Cl to give RhL(N-N). Subsequent loss of N-N
gives RhL (m /z 412). Both RhL(N-N) and RhL lose
Rh12H to give a ligand peak at m /z 307. In the case of
the FAB-MS of [RhCl (bBzlH bz)] (m-bpy) the molecu-2 2 2

lar ion peak corresponding to the dimer (m /z 1120) was
not observed, but the peaks due to the fragmentation
products RhClL (m /z 757), RhL (m /z 712), RhClL (m /z2 2

447) and Rh(bBzlH bz) (m /z 412) were observed.2

A dicarbonyl complex of rhodium(I)
RhCl(CO) (bBzlH bzH) as a light yellow solid was2 2

isolated by treating an alcoholic carbonylated solution of
rhodium trichloride with bBzlH bzH. In the case of2

bBzlMe bzH, a blue coloured dicarbonyl (nCO, 1993 and2
21due to bBzlH bz and the substituted ligands. The reso- 2068 cm ) of low state of purity was obtained. The2

nance due to the imine proton is observed around 14 d. The chloro carbonyl is insoluble in nitrobenzene and acetoni-
resonance of H-49 of bBzlH bz has undergone an upfield trile but soluble in dimethyl formamide and alcohol in2

shift as compared to that of the parent complex. A negative which its electrolytic behaviour is uni-univalent.
c.i.s. has been observed and this is probably due to metal- The IR spectrum of the chloro carbonyl in addition to

1to-ligand p-back donation [31]. Interestingly the H and the ligand peaks exhibited two intense peaks around 2000
13 21C NMR spectra of the complexes RhCl(bBzlH bz)(N- and 2080 cm due to nCO. The nNH of the coordinated2

21N)(OClO ) (N-N5bipy or phen) exhibited two sets of heterocycle is observed at 3140 cm . The complex has3
1resonances due to bipy or phen (Figs. 1 and 2). One set of not undergone metallation reaction as evidenced by its H

13proton resonances in the upfield region assignable to the and C NMR spectra. The PMR spectrum has displayed a
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1Fig. 1. H NMR spectrum of RhCl(bBzlH bz)(bipy)(OClO ).2 3

13Fig. 2. C NMR spectrum of RhCl(bBzlH bz)(phen)(OClO ).2 3
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Abstract

Mixed-ligand aminoacidatocopper(II) complexes of the types, [Cu(L-phe)(NN)](ClO )?nH O [L-phe5L-phenylalaninato; NN52,29-4 2

bipyridine (n52), 1,10-phenanthroline (n52), and 4,7-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline (dmphen, n50)], [Cu(gly)(NN)](ClO )?nH O4 2

[gly5glycinato; NN52,29-bipyridine (n51), 1,10-phenanthroline (n50), neocuproine (n50), and ethylenediamine (n52)], and [Cu(L-
ala)(NN)](ClO )?nH O [L-ala5L-alaninato; NN52,29-bipyridine (n50), 1,10-phenanthroline (n51), and neocuproine (n52)], have been4 2

synthesized and characterized by elemental analyses, and IR, UV–Vis, CD, and EPR spectroscopic measurements. The molecular structure
of [Cu(L-phe)(dmphen)](ClO ) (1) has been determined by three-dimensional X-ray diffraction data. Complex 1 consists of discrete4

perchlorate anions and square planar cationic copper complexes. Based on the spectroscopic data, the structures of the complexes are
either square pyramidal or square planar in solid state, whereas they are square pyramidal in solution. The sequence of d orbitals was
assigned as d 4 d . d . d . d for the solution species as deduced from the Gaussian resolved electronic absorption and CD2 2 2xy z x 2y yz xz

spectroscopic data. Both aminoacidato and heterocyclic diimine ligands do not participate in p-interactions in these complexes.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Aminoacidatodiiminecopper(II) complexes; X-ray structure; d–d spectra; Circular dichroism spectra; EPR spectra; Gaussian analysis

1. Introduction imidazole p-donating ability [8] and accordingly the
layouts of the d orbitals are different for these twop

The complexity of stereochemistry of Cu(II) complexes complexes. It is, therefore, valuable to study the bonding
has well been documented [1], and many factors [2–4], properties of ligands in order to correlate with the stereo-
such as ligand field stabilization energies, the Pauling chemistry of complexes. To this end, investigation on the
electroneutrality principle, the Jahn–Teller effect, relative energies of d orbitals should be very useful inp

semicoordination, counter ion effects, steric effects, etc. elucidation of the extent of p-interactions between the
have been invoked to account for the complicated struc- central metal ion and the ligands.
tures. Correlation of frontier orbitals with stereochemistry We have previously studied the electronic structures of
of transition metal complexes has been demonstrated in the some mixed-ligand copper(II) complexes containing
literature [5]. Indeed, the d orbital energy levels reflect diimine ligands. The ethylenediamine (en) complexes,
directly the geometries and conformations of the complex- [Cu(diimine)(en)(H O)](ClO ) [9], have a regular se-2 4 2

es. For instance, the different orientations of the imidazole quence of d orbitals as usually observed for square
ligands in [Cu(imidazole) (NO ) ] [6] and pyramidal copper(II) complexes, namely, the non-bonding4 3 2

[Cu(imidazole) (ClO ) ] [7] have been ascribed to the d higher in energy than the potential d orbitals,2 24 4 2 x 2y p

d and d . No p-interaction was suggested for thesexz yz

complexes. In [Cu(diimine)(acetylacetonato)(ClO )] com-4*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1886-2-2935-0749; fax: 1886-2-2932-
plexes [10], the non-bonding d was found to be2 24249. x 2y

E-mail address: chefv003@scc.ntnu.edu.tw (C.-C. Su) degenerate with one of the non-degenerate d orbitals.p

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00130-8
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The rise of the d orbital was ascribed to the p-donating 2.1.3. [Cu(L-phe)(bipy)](ClO )(H O) (3)p 4 2 2

ability of the acetylacetonato ligand, while the diimines This blue complex was prepared by the procedure as
showed no p-interactions with the central copper described above but using bipy. Yield, 71%. M.p. 1488C

21ion. The 2-acetylpyrrolatocopper(II) complexes, (dec.). IR (cm ): n(O–H) 3400br m; n(N–H) 3296m
[Cu(diimine)(2acpyr) ] [11], exhibited a large separation of 3206m; n(COO) 1632s; d [C–H(py)] 764s 750m; d(py)2

the d and d orbitals suggesting the diimines as p- 417m; n[Cu–N(bipy)] 306m 278w; n(ClO ) 1090vs 623s.xz yz 4

donors. This is unusual because diimine ligands are Found: C, 44.0; H, 4.3; N, 7.8. Calc. for
generally known to be good p-acceptors [12,13]. It is C H N O ClCu: C, 43.9; H, 4.3; N, 8.1%.19 22 3 8

desirable to provide additional experimental evidence to
support the conclusions drawn from Gaussian analysis of 2.1.4. [Cu(gly)(phen)](ClO ) (4) [15]4

the d–d absorption spectra. In this paper, we report This blue complex was prepared by the procedure as
analyses of both the d–d absorption and the CD spectra of described above but using glycine and phen. The blue
some chiral aminoacidatodiiminecopper(II) complexes to precipitates from the reaction mixture were filtered and
substantiate the assignments of the electronic structures. recrystallized from acetonitrile and diethyl ether. The

product was dried at room temperature in vacuo over
21P O . Yield, 80%. M.p. 2728C (dec.). IR (cm ): n(N–H)4 10

3314mw 3259mw; n(COO) 1586s; d [C–H(py)] 847s
2. Experimental 779m; d(py) 432m; n[Cu–N(phen)] 322m 293mw;

n(ClO ) 1088vs 621s. Found: C, 39.8; H, 2.8; N, 9.8.42.1. Materials and preparations Calc. for C H N O ClCu: C, 40.3; H, 2.9; N, 10.1%.14 12 3 6
2 21Molar conductivity: 114 S cm mol in MeCN.

Glycine (Aldrich), L-alanine (Aldrich), L-phenylalanine
(Sigma), ethylenediamine (Fluka), 2,29-bipyridine (Sigma), 2.1.5. [Cu(gly)(bipy)](ClO )(H O) (5)4 21,10-phenanthroline (Sigma), neocuproine (Sigma), 4,7- This blue complex was prepared by the procedure as
dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline (Aldrich), Cu(ClO ) ?6H O4 2 2 described above but using bipy. Yield, 70%. M.p. 2658C

21(Aldrich) and organic solvents are used as received. (dec.). IR (cm ): n(O–H) 3629br w; n(N–H) 3337w
(Caution: Perchlorate complexes are potential explo- 3284w; n(COO) 1586s; d [C–H(py)] 766s; d(py) 411m;

sives. Handling of these complexes must be in small n[Cu–N(bipy)] 326mw 293mw; n(ClO ) 1087vs 623s.4quantity with great care). Found: C, 34.7; H, 3.2; N, 9.9. Calc. for
C H N O ClCu: C, 35.1; H, 3.4; N, 10.2%. Molar12 14 3 7

2 21conductivity: 140 S cm mol in MeCN.2.1.1. [Cu(L-phe)(dmphen)](ClO ) (1) [14]4

To a MeOH solution (10 ml) of Cu(ClO ) ?6H O (2.04 2 2 2.1.6. [Cu(gly)(neoc)](ClO ) (6)4mmol), a MeOH solution (10 ml) of L-phenylalanine (2.0
This green complex was prepared by the procedure asmmol) and NaOH (2.0 mmol) was added, and after stirring

described above but using neoc. Yield, 65%. M.p. 2138Cfor 5 min, dmphen (2.0 mmol) in MeOH (10 ml) was
21(dec.). IR (cm ): n(N–H) 3323mw 3270mw; n(COO)added. After reaction at room temperature for 30 min, the

1576s; d [C–H(py)] 858s 779m; d(py) 434mw; n[Cu–reaction mixture was added with diethyl ether and then
N(neoc)] 341w 299m; n(ClO ) 1087vs 623s. Found: C,4refrigerated for a few days to give purple crystalline

21 42.4; H, 3.6; N, 9.1. Calc. for C H N O ClCu: C, 43.2;16 16 3 6products. Yield, 75%. M.p. 1648C (dec.). IR (cm ): n(N– 2 21H, 3.6; N, 9.4%. Molar conductivity: 160 S cm mol inH) 3258m 3235m; n(COO) 1647s; d [C–H(py)] 864s 826s
MeCN.752m; d(py) 421m; n[Cu–N(dmphen)] 322m 303w;

n(ClO ) 1094vs 625s. Found: C, 51.5; H, 4.2; N, 7.8.4 2.1.7. [Cu(gly)(en)](ClO )(H O) (7)4 2 2Calc. for C H N O ClCu: C, 51.6; H, 4.1; N, 7.9%. The23 22 3 6 This blue complex was obtained without recrystalliza-single crystals suitable for X-ray structure determination
tion by the procedure as described above but usingwere obtained by slow diffusion of diethyl ether to the
ethylenediamine. Yield, 55%. M.p. 2018C (dec). IRreaction mixture.

21(cm ): n(O–H) 3596w; n(N–H) 3337ms 3289ms
3243ms; n(COO) 1580s; n[Cu–N(en)] 390m 338ms;

2.1.2. [Cu(L-phe)(phen)](ClO )(H O) (2) n(ClO ) 1089vs 623s. Found: C, 15.2; H, 3.9; N, 12.1.4 2 2 4

This blue complex was prepared by the procedure as Calc. for C H N O ClCu: C, 14.8; H, 4.7; N, 13.0%.4 16 3 8

described above but using phen. Yield, 69%. M.p. 1328C
21(dec.). IR (cm ): n(O–H) 3553m 3485m; n(N–H) 3279m 2.1.8. [Cu(L-ala)(phen)](ClO )(H O) (8)4 2

3217m; n(COO) 1620vs; d [C–H(py)] 860s 766m; d(py) This blue complex was prepared by the procedure as
432mw; n[Cu–N(phen)] 326mw 293w; n(ClO ) 1088vs described above but using L-alanine and phen. Yield, 75%.4

21625s. Found: C, 47.0; H, 4.1; N, 7.4. Calc. for M.p. 2738C (dec.). IR (cm ): n(O–H) 3457w br; n(N–H)
C H N O ClCu: C, 46.4; H, 4.1; N, 7.7%. 3296w 3232w; n(COO) 1635s; d [C–H(py)] 856s 785m;21 22 3 8
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Table 1d(py) 432m; n[Cu–N(phen)] 316m 291m; n(ClO ) 1080vs4
Summary of crystal data and processing parameters for 1621s. Found: C, 40.7; H, 3.4; N, 9.7. Calc. for
[Cu(C H NO )(C H N )](ClO ) (1)C H N O ClCu: C, 40.1; H, 3.6; N, 9.4%. Molar 9 10 2 14 12 2 415 16 3 7

212 21 Color; habit: violet; columnar m 51.133 mmconductivity: 124 S cm mol in MeCN.
˚Crystal size: 0.0530.0530.30 mm l50.71073 A

Space group: P2 2 2; orthorhombic Total refl. (unique): 12 713 (4823)1 12.1.9. [Cu(L-ala)(bipy)](ClO ) (9) ˚4 a518.052(1) A R 55.69%int
˚This blue complex was prepared by the procedure as b521.381(1) A 2u range: 2.5 to 55.88

˚c55.845(1) A R50.0489described above but using L-alanine and bipy. Yield, 72%.
3

21 ˚V52256.0(8) A R 50.0473wM.p. 2638C (dec.). IR (cm ): n(N–H) 3330w 3262w;
Z54 Number of parameters: 318

n(COO) 1610s; d [C–H(py)] 774s; d(py) 415m; n[Cu– 23
r 51.576 g cm Absolute structure: h51.06(7)calcN(bipy)] 340m 320m; n(ClO ) 1082vs 621s. Found: C,4

38.3; H, 3.3; N, 10.2. Calc. for C H N O ClCu: C, 38.3;13 14 3 6
2 21H, 3.5; N, 10.3%. Molar conductivity: 136 S cm mol in the SHELXTL-PC program package (T 50.702,min,max

MeCN. 0.942). On the basis of systematic absences, statistics of
intensity distribution, and successful solution and refine-

2.1.10. [Cu(L-ala)(neoc)](ClO )(H O) (10) ment of the structure, the space group was determined to4 2 2

This green complex was prepared by the procedure as be P2 2 2.1 1

described above but using L-alanine and neoc. Yield, 65%. The structure was solved by direct methods using the
21M.p. 2228C (dec.). IR (cm ): n(O–H) 3472m; n(N–H) SHELXTL-PC program package v.4.0 and refined by full-

3328mw 3296mw 3233mw; n(COO) 1601s; d [C–H(py)] matrix least-squares on F values. Scattering form factors
866s 783m; d(py) 438mw; n[Cu–N(neoc)] 291m; n(ClO ) and anomalous dispersion correction terms were taken4

1082vs 621s. Found: C, 41.2; H, 4.4; N, 8.3. Calc. for from the International Tables for X-ray Crystallography
C H N O ClCu: C, 41.2; H, 4.5; N, 8.5%. Molar [17]. All hydrogen atoms included in the refinement were17 22 3 8

2 21conductivity: 158 S cm mol in MeCN. located in succeeding difference Fourier syntheses after the
non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically.

2.2. Physical measurements

Electronic spectra were recorded on a Hitachi model 3. Results and discussion
3501 spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating
sphere for reflectance measurements. Solid samples in 3.1. Description of molecular structures
some cases were measured as Nujol mulls on Whatman
No. 1 filter paper. Circular dichroism spectra were re- The molecular structure of the title complex is shown in
corded on JASCO J-720 and J-715 spectropolarimeters. Fig. 1. Selected bond lengths and angles are given in Table

2Deconvolution of the visible absorption and CD spectra 2. The complex consists of discrete ClO anions and4

into Gaussian component bands was performed on a VAX
6510 computer using the profile-fitting program CUVFIT
[16]. EPR spectra were obtained using Bruker EMX 10
and ER 200D spectrometers and calibrated with DPPH
( g52.0037). IR spectra were recorded as Nujol mulls or
KBr pellets on a BIO-RAD FTS-40 FTIR spectrometer. A
Siemens SMART CCD diffractometer equipped with a
normal focus, 3 kW sealed tube X-ray source was used for
crystal data collection. Elemental analyses were carried out
by the microanalysis laboratories of Taiwan University,
Taipei.

2.3. Structure determination and refinement

Details of crystal data and intensity collection are
summarized in Table 1. A crystal of complex 1 was
selected for indexing and intensity data collection at 293 K
in 1271 frames with increasing v (width of 0.38 per
frame). Unit cell dimensions were determined by a least-
squares fit of 4357 reflections with 5,2u ,508. Absorp-
tion correction was based on 6619 symmetry-equivalent
reflections (223#h#20, 226#k#27, 26#l#7) using Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 1 with numbering scheme.
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1

[Cu(L-phe)(dmphen)](ClO ) (1)4

Cu(1)–N(1) 1.988(6) Cu(1)–N(2) 1.992(6)
Cu(1)–N(3) 1.991(6) Cu(1)–O(1) 1.916(5)
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(1) 93.5(2) O(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 166.1(2)
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 85.6(2) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 82.6(2)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(3) 162.8(3) N(2)–Cu(1)–N(3) 102.1(2)

1[Cu(L-phe)(dmphen)] cations. Although the perchlorate complexes [23–25]. However, assignments for these peaks
˚O(3) lies at an axial site of 2.689 A from the Cu(1), the were not attempted because too many peaks appeared in

1[Cu(L-phe)(dmphen)] is best considered as a square this region. The Cu–N stretches for the diimines [26–28]
21planar structure. This complex ion is somewhat distorted were tentatively assigned in the 300 cm region and

toward a tetrahedral structure; the deviations from the somewhat higher frequency for the en.
least-squares plane through the CuN O atoms are O(1) The EPR, UV–Vis and CD spectral data are given in3

0.2551, N(1) 20.2730, N(2) 0.2347, N(3) 20.2485 and Table 3. Although the powder EPR spectra are of axial or
˚Cu(1) 0.0317 A. The gauche L-phe chelate has a l axial–rhombic type [29], the glass spectra exhibit the fine

conformation, with a torsion angle of 138 and an axial structures of axial–rhombic spectral features, indicating
benzyl amino acid side chain. From a preliminary X-ray that the complexes are essentially square pyramidal or
structure determination of [Cu(gly)(phen)](ClO ) (1) [18], square planar. The g values are much higher for the neoc4 z

1the discrete [Cu(gly)(phen)] is square pyramidal with the complexes (6, 10), whereas the hyperfine coupling con-
gly and phen forming a basal plane and the glycinato stants, A (Cu), are much lower, suggesting tetrahedralz

carboxylate oxygen of a neighboring complex on the apical distortion [30,31] of the basal plane for the neoc complex-
˚position with Cu–O of 2.237 A. The basal atoms of the es, where steric congestion must be serious. For the en

1[Cu(gly)(phen)] are nearly coplanar, while the copper complex (7), extra sets of peaks were observed indicating
˚ decomposition of the complexes in solution and the glassatom lies above the plane by 0.0716 A toward the axial

spectrum was not analyzed. All of the complexes exhibitoxygen. With the exception of the short Cu(1)–O(1) of
˚ superhyperfine coupling in the g region. There appears1.916(5) A of the L-phe, the coordination bond lengths of y

approximately five-line nitrogen superhyperfine splittingthe amino acid ligands are normal as compared with the
for most of the complexes. The apparent separation of theliterature values [19,20]. The mean Cu–N(diimine) dis-

˚ g and g indicates the non-degeneracy of the d and dtance of |2.00 A and the bite angle of |828 for the x y xz yz

orbitals of the aminoacidato complexes.diimine ligands are close to the corresponding average
All of the aminoacidatocopper(II) complexes exhibit thevalues for some phen copper(II) complexes [9,21,22]. The

solid state LF band maximum in a range of 599 to 635 nm,dimensions of 1 are in the normal ranges although the
except the neoc complexes (6, 10), which appear at |100thermal parameters of the perchlorate O atoms are some-
nm longer wavelengths. It is likely that these complexeswhat large.
are square pyramidal, except the square planar [Cu(L-
phe)(dmphen)](ClO ) with a l at 599 nm. The LF band4 max

3.2. Infrared, EPR and electronic spectroscopy maxima suggest that the bonding strengths of the amino-
acidato ligands increase as L-phe,L-ala,gly. In agree-

The infrared spectral data for the aminoacidate complex- ment with the EPR spectral data, the much lower lmax

es are given in Section 2. Two medium to weak peaks values for the neoc complexes indicate that the basal
21appear in the region of |3300 cm for the N–H planes are greatly distorted. In aqueous CH OH solution,3

stretching of the aminoacidato groups. The medium N–H the LF band maxima of most of the phen and bipy
stretching peaks for the en complex also appear in this complexes are somewhat red-shifted. This could stem from
region. For those complexes containing H O molecules, the replacement of the axial anions or ligands by the2

21the O–H stretching peaks were observed in the 3500 cm solvent molecules, which is consistent with the results of
region. These peaks are usually broad and weak suggesting conductivity measurements. The bidentate ligands are non-
water of crystallization in these complexes. The strong dissociative in aqueous CH OH solution, because the LF3

21peaks appearing in the |1600 cm region were assigned band maxima are virtually unaffected by addition of excess
for the n(COO) but interfered by the n(C=N) and d(NH) amounts of the bidentate ligands. The blue shift of the en

21peaks. The very strong broad peaks in the 1090 cm complex (7) in aqueous CH OH is due to decomposition3

region suggest the discrete perchlorate anions in agreement of the complexes as suggested from the EPR spectral data.
with the X-ray structure of 1. The n(Cu–O) and n(Cu–N) The p→p* intraligand transitions appearing in the
of aminoacidate ligands may appear in the region of |330 |270 and |220 nm regions for phen complexes (2, 4, 8)

21to |430 cm , as reported for [Cu(gly) ] and [Cu(ala) ] and |310 and |240 nm for bipy ones (3, 5, 9) are2 2
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Table 3
Electronic and CD spectral data for aminoacidatocopper(II) complexes

a b c dCompound UV–Vis CD EPR
3

l (´310 ), nm l (D´), nmmax max

[Cu(L-phe)(dmphen)]- 599/ refl. 592(20.637) g 2.237 (2.291)z

(ClO ) (1) 609(0.076) 800(10.082) g 2.053 (2.070)4 y

300sh(10.0) 275(45.3) 232(26.3) g 2.005 (2.070)x
Cu NA 187; A 12z y

[Cu(L-phe)(phen)]- 635/ refl 598(20.666) g 2.241 (2.291)z

(ClO )(H O) (2) 617(0.075) 804(10.081) g 2.054 (2.070)4 2 2 y

295(3.70) 274(11.5) 226(13.3) g 2.007 (2.070)x
Cu NA 185; A 11z y

e[Cu(gly)(phen)]- 611/mull; [660] g 2.224 (2.186)z
e(ClO ) (4) 629(0.050); [620(0.049)] g 2.061 (2.110)4 y

293sh 272(29.1) 225(29.5) g 2.009 (2.060)x
Cu NA 187; A 11z y

[Cu(L-ala)(phen)]- 621/mull 550(20.016) g 2.217 (2.172)z

(ClO )(H O) (8) 626(0.050) 690(10.027) g 2.061 (2.113)4 2 y

272(34.9) 224(35.5) g 2.004 (2.051)x
Cu NA 186; A 11z y

[Cu(L-phe)(bipy)]- 622/ refl. 591(20.715) g 2.235 (2.297)z

(ClO )(H O) (3) 606(0.072) 779(10.123) g 2.053 (2.090)4 2 2 y

312(13.6) 301(13.3) 242(13.7) g 2.003 (2.090)x
Cu NA 189; A 12z y

e[Cu(gly)(bipy)]- 606/mull; [605–610] g 2.231 (2.214)z
e(ClO )(H O) (5) 611(0.050); [610(0.053)] g 2.029 (2.063)4 2 y

311(12.3) 300(12.9) 242(13.8) g 2.008 (2.063)x
CuA 198;z

[Cu(L-ala)(bipy)]- 611/mull g 2.221 (2.235)z

(ClO ) (9) 626(0.060) g 2.051 (2.216)4 y

310(19.6) 300(19.9) 240(20.1) g 2.005 (2.216)x
Cu NA 197; A 12z y

[Cu(gly)(neoc)]- 710/mull g 2.265z

(ClO ) (6) 690(0.070) g 2.060 (2.141)4 y

274(22.3) 227(29.1) g 2.020x
CuA 169;z

[Cu(L-ala)(neoc)]- 692/mull 683(20.070) g 2.267 (2.231)z

(ClO )(H O) (10) 697(0.070) g 2.066 (2.088)4 2 2 y

274(27.1) 227(34.5) g 2.018 (2.041)x
Cu NA 169; A 13z y

a
L-phe5L-phenylalaninato; gly5glycinato; L-ala5L-alaninato; phen51,10-phenanthroline; dmphen54,7-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline; bipy52,29-

bipyridine; neoc5neocuproine.
b 21 21Solution spectra measured in aqueous MeOH with ´ in M cm .
c 21 21Measured in aqueous MeOH with D´ in M cm .
d 24 21X-band EPR spectra measured at 77 K in aqueous MeOH matrix with coupling constants in 10 cm . Room temperature powder spectral data in

parentheses.
e Ref. [15].

essentially not varied as compared with those of the 3.3. Electronic structures and bonding properties
corresponding ethylenediamine and acetylacetonate com-
plexes [9,10]. Since no p-interactions have been suggested As evident from the EPR and the visible absorption
for the ethylenediamine complexes [9], there must be spectral data, the complexes in solution are of square
virtually no p-interactions participating in the diimine– pyramidal structure with a CuN O basal plane and a3

copper bonds in the mixed ligand aminoacidato complexes. loosely bound apical O atom of the solvent molecule. It is
The L-aminoacidatocopper(II) complexes exhibit CD usually observed that the bonding abilities of O-donors are

spectral traces in the visible region with a typical pattern of weaker than N-donors for copper(II) complexes. Although
an intense negative peak at |600 nm and extended to the Cu–N and Cu–O bonds of aminoacidato ligands are
positive D´ in the |700 to |800 nm region. The D´ short, the aminoacidatodiimine copper(II) complexes in the
values are much greater for the L-phe complexes than for present study exert weaker ligand field strengths than those
the L-ala complexes. The [Cu(L-ala)(bipy)](ClO ) (9) complexes with a CuN basal plane. In order to reveal the4 4

shows only very weak signals likely due to rapid racemiza- electronic structures and the bonding properties of these
tion in solution. complexes, the solution LF spectra were deconvoluted into
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Gaussian component bands. Starting from a set of four trial processes for the CD spectra of the L-ala complexes were
peaks, in accordance with the axial–rhombic EPR spectra, not performed.
computer iteration processes were performed until a mini- For square pyramidal bis-chelate copper(II) complexes
mum value of the reliability factor, R [32], was reached. with no p-interactions involved in the coordination
Each complex had an excellent fit with the R factor within bonds, such as [Cu(en)(phen)(H O)](ClO ) and2 4 2

0.6%, and showed a resulting set of four Gaussian com- [Cu(en)(bipy)(H O)](ClO ) complexes [9], the sequence2 4 2

ponent peaks as illustrated in Fig. 2. of the d orbitals is expected to be d 4 d . d .2 2 2xy z x 2y

Basically, the CD spectrum in the visible region should d . d . The coordinate system is defined with y lyingyz xz

be composed of the same component peaks of the corre- parallel to the basal plane and along the vector from the
sponding visible absorption spectrum. Their peak positions central copper atom to the midpoint of the two nitrogen
and half-height widths are quite similar, but the areas are atoms of the heterocyclic chelate ring, with x orthogonal to
varying. Each of the component peaks of the CD spectrum y and lying in the basal plane through the copper atom, and
may bear a positive or negative Cotton effect. It is with z orthogonal to x and y. Note the Gaussian com-
therefore possible to fit the CD spectral contours by taking ponents of the absorption and the CD spectra for the L-phe
the component peaks of the absorption spectrum as a complexes (1, 2, 3). The agreement in peak positions and
starting trial set. With the peak positions and half-height half-height widths is striking. Note also that for the
widths fixed and the areas varied at the early stages, absorption spectra, two intense peaks were resolved in the
performance of the computer iteration processes can be high energy region and two small peaks in the low energy
greatly facilitated. The positions and the half-height widths region for all of the structurally similar complexes except
are then gradually allowed to vary to reach a minimum R the neocuproine ones (6, 10).
value. Each of the L-phe complexes (1, 2, 3), which have In conclusion, the heterocyclic bidentate ligands did not
large D´, had an excellent fit with the R value less than participate in p-interactions in these square pyramidal
|0.5%. The component peak positions and the half-height aminoacidatocopper(II) complexes. The non-degeneracy of
widths are in good agreement with those of the absorption the d and d orbitals is due to the unsymmetricalyz xz

spectrum as shown in Fig. 2. The peak positions along geometry of the aminoacidato ligands or the possibility of
with the half-height widths and the relative peak areas are p-donating of the carboxylate O atom [33]. It is therefore
listed in Table 4. Because of the small D´, deconvolution quite certain that the sequence of the d orbitals is the same

Fig. 2. Solution visible absorption and CD spectra and Gaussian line-shape analysis of: (A) [Cu(L-phe)(dmphen)](ClO ) (1), R50.55% (ABS), 0.54%4

(CD); (B) [Cu(L-phe)(phen)](ClO )(H O) (2), R50.48% (ABS), 0.41% (CD); (C) [Cu(L-phe)(bipy)](ClO )(H O) (3), R50.60% (ABS), 0.45% (CD).4 2 2 4 2 2
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as those usually observed for square pyramidal copper(II)
complexes, namely, d (d ) 4 d . d (d ) .2 2 2 2 2xy x 2y z x 2y xy

d $ d . We prefer a d ground orbital here becauseyz xz xy

Table 4 the spectral behavior is similar for the aminoacid-
Gaussian component bands for the visible absorption and CD spectra of atodiiminecopper(II) and the ethylenediaminediimine-

adiimineaminoacidatocopper(II) complexes copper(II) complexes. Finally, the CD spectra of the
3 21 b c 3 21Band n(10 cm ) Area d (10 cm ) Assignment1 / 2 square pyramidal L-phe complexes, of which the gauche

d L-phe chelates are of l conformation, have two positive[Cu(L-phe)(dmphen)](ClO ) (1), R 50.55%; (0.54%)4

I 12.7; (13.0) 6.9; (17.9) 3.50; (3.59) d 2 component peaks of d → d and d → d transitions2 2 2z z xy x 2y xy
II 14.2; (14.0) 9.3; (17.5) 3.24; (3.34) d 2 2x 2y and two negative component d →d and d →d transi-yz xy xz xy
III 16.1; (16.0) 42.0; (237.7) 3.54; (3.46) dyz tions.
IV 17.2; (17.5) 41.8; (246.9) 4.02; (3.57) dxz

[Cu(L-phe)(phen)](ClO )(H O) (2), R50.48%; (0.41%)4 2 2

I 12.4; (12.6) 7.7; (17.2) 3.49; (3.26) d 2z Supplementary data
II 14.3; (14.1) 15.3; (19.3) 3.01; (3.03) d 2 2x 2y

III 16.0; (15.7) 37.6; (235.2) 3.25; (3.59) dyz

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12IV 17.1; (17.3) 39.4; (248.3) 3.74; (3.64) dxz

Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request quoting
[Cu(L-ala)(phen)](ClO )(H O) (8), R50.48%4 2 the deposition number 108442.
I 11.9 11.3 2.70 d 2z

II 13.7 10.6 3.04 d 2 2x 2y

III 15.5 37.6 3.58 dyz

IV 17.0 40.5 3.93 dxz Acknowledgements

[Cu(gly)(phen)](ClO ) (4), R50.41%4 The financial support of the National Science Council ofI 10.9 8.2 3.12 d 2z

the Republic of China (NSC87-2113-M-003-006) is grate-II 13.3 14.6 3.17 d 2 2x 2y

III 15.4 37.2 3.56 d fully acknowledged.yz

IV 16.9 40.0 3.90 dxz

[Cu(L-phe)(bipy)](ClO )(H O) (3), R50.60%; (0.45%)4 2 2

I 13.0; (12.9) 8.5; (16.7) 3.71; (3.77) d 2 Referencesz

II 14.1; (14.0) 9.9; (112.1) 3.39; (3.49) d 2 2x 2y
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Zinc(II) complexes derived from the di-Schiff-base ligand N,N9-bis[1-
(pyridin-2-yl)ethylidene]ethane-1,2-diamine (L ) and its hydrolytic-A

cleavage product N-[1-pyridin-2-yl)ethylidene]ethane-1,2-diamine (L):
preparation, characterization and crystal structure of the 5-coordinate

species [ZnLCl ]2
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Abstract

The reactions of ZnX (X5Cl, Br) with the di-Schiff-base ligand N,N9-bis[1-(pyridin-2-yl)ethylidene]ethane-1,2-diamine (L ) were2 A

studied. The chemical identity of the products is solvent-dependent. The reactions in tetrahydrofuran give complexes [ZnL Cl ] (1) andA 2

[ZnL Br ] (2). Treatment of L with an equimolar, or excess, amount of ZnX in ethanol yields the five-coordinate complexes [ZnLCl ]A 2 A 2 2

(3) and [ZnLBr ] (4), where L is the mono-Schiff base N-[1-pyridin-2-yl)ethylidene]-ethane-1,2-diamine; complexes 3 and 4 have2

resulted from hydrolytic cleavage of the precursor di-Schiff base L . These two complexes can also be prepared in one step and in goodA

yield by the reactions of ZnX with 2-acetylpyridine and ethane-1,2-diamine in refluxing methanol. The X-ray structure of 3 demonstrates2

that L behaves as a tridentate chelate with the ligated atoms being the pyridine, methine and amino nitrogens; two terminal, equatorial
chlorides complete five-coordination at zinc(II). The new complexes 1–4 were characterized by elemental analyses and spectroscopic (IR,

1far-IR, H NMR) techniques. It is proposed that L behaves as a tetradentate chelate in complexes 1 and 2, for which a monomericA

pseudo-octahedral stereochemistry with trans chloro ligands is assigned in the solid state. All data are discussed in terms of the nature of
bonding and known or assigned structures.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structures; Zinc(II) complexes; Hydrolytic cleavage of di-Schiff-base ligands; Template reactions; N,N9-bis[1-(pyridin-2-
yl)ethylidene]ethane-1,2-diamine; N-[1-pyridin-2-yl)ethylidene]ethane-1,2-diamine

1. Introduction bis(acetylacetone imine), H acacen, and N,N9-ethylenebis-2

(salicylaldehyde imine), H salen, and their analogues have2

Schiff-base ligands have played an integral role in the been known for many years [8], the coordination chemistry
development of coordination chemistry since the late 19th of di-Schiff bases derived from 2-pyridyl aldehydes and
century. The finding that metal complexes of these ligands ketones (Scheme 1a) received scant attention in the past
are ubiquitous is a reflection of their facile synthesis, wide [9,10]. The use of such ligands in transition metal chemis-
application and the accessibility of diverse structural try has been receiving a remarkable amount of attention
modifications [1]. Research in this area has been stimu- only in recent years [11–18]. These studies have mainly
lated by, amongst other things, biological modeling appli- been stimulated by the desire of bioinorganic chemists to
cations, catalysis, design of molecular ferromagnets and model [12–17] the Cu site in copper–zinc superoxide
materials chemistry [2–7]. dismutase (Cu Zn SOD), an enzyme which catalyzes2 2

Although transition metal complexes of the ‘classical’ efficiently the dismutation of the harmful superoxide ion
2tetradentate Schiff-base ligands N,N9-ethylene- (O ) to dioxygen and hydrogen peroxide in almost all2

eukaryotic cells and very few prokaryotes. The difficulty of
incorporating the imidazole group into chelating ligands*Corresponding author. Tel.: 130-65-198-420; fax: 130-65-144-112.

E-mail address: nhadjil@cc.uoi.gr (N. Hadjiliadis) has necessitated the use of other nitrogen donors, especial-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00141-2
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complexed [4-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-3-aza-3-buten-1-amino
2monoanion, SE ) ‘half-unit’ are provided in Scheme 1b,c.

Research by the present authors [25–27] has been
directed towards the preparation and characterization of
complexes of the Schiff bases L (R5CH ; R95CH CH ;A 3 2 2

Scheme 1a), L (R5C H ; R95CH CH ; Scheme 1a) andB 6 5 2 2

L (R5H; R95C H ; Scheme 1a); a rich and variedC 6 4

chemistry was found for these ligands. Our involvement in
this chemistry stems from a desire to understand the
factors that influence the binding of acyclic neutral N4

chelating ligands to metal ions and the formation of
complexes with high coordination numbers, and is a part of
a bigger programme directed towards developing the use
of monomeric Schiff-base complexes as precursors to
shish-kebab, metal-containing polymers with interesting
optical, magnetic and electrical properties [28,29]. Also,
the reaction of 1,2-phenylenediamine with two equivalents
of 2-acetylpyridine (hereafter abbreviated as acpy) did not
lead to the desired N Schiff-base ligand, but instead the4

compound 2-(29-pyridyl)quinoxaline (pqx; Scheme 1d)
formed via a cyclization reaction [30]. Over the last few
years, we have expended a lot of time and energy in
developing the coordination chemistry of pqx as it has
become apparent that this chemistry is rich in structural
types and reactivity characteristics [30–39]. Herein we
report the identity of the solid products obtained from the
1:1 reactions of zinc(II) chloride and bromide with L ,A

together with the crystal structure of one complex which
results from hydrolytic cleavage of the precursor di-Schiff
base L ; this cleavage has produced a neutral N ligand.A 3

Although many tridentate Schiff bases with N O, N S,2 2

NO and NSO donor sets have been utilized as anionic2

ligands [8,19,20,23], structurally characterized complexesScheme 1.

of Schiff bases with a N set are rare [21,22].3

ly tetradentate Schiff bases containing some aromatic 2. Experimental
nitrogen atoms, to mimic the N donor set of copper(II) in4

Cu Zn SOD. Another reason for the intense current inter- 2.1. Materials and physical measurements2 2

est in the coordination chemistry of Schiff bases shown in
Scheme 1a is the fact that the 3d metal ions in their All manipulations were performed under aerobic con-
complexes often present high [7,8] coordination numbers ditions using materials and solvents as received. Ethane-
and quite variable geometries [18]. 1,2-diamine (en) was vacuum distilled prior to use. N,N9-

Another interesting and rarely observed aspect of the bis[1-(pyridin-2-yl)ethylidene]ethane-1,2-diamine (L )A

chemistry of tetradentate di-Schiff bases, which is related was synthesized as described previously [25]. Its identity
to the present work, is the following. During their template and purity was judged by melting point determination and

1[19–22] or non-template [23] syntheses, occasionally H NMR spectroscopy. C, H and N analyses were con-
tridentate ligands resulting from the condensation of an ducted by the University of Ioannina Microanalytical
aldehyde or a ketone function with only one amine Service. Zinc analysis was carried out by EDTA titration.

21function of a diamine have appeared. Such ligands, com- IR spectra (4000–500 cm ) were recorded on a Perkin-
monly referred [18] to as ‘half-units’, are potential pre- Elmer 16 PC FT spectrometer with samples prepared as

21cursors of non-symmetrical tetradentate Schiff bases [24], KBr pellets. Far-IR spectra (500–50 cm ) were recorded
while their mononuclear complexes offer convenient syn- as polyethylene discs using a Bruker IFS 113v FT spec-

1thetic routes to different types of homo- and heteropoly- trometer, and 400 MHz H NMR spectra were recorded on
nuclear complexes [18,19,23]. Typical examples of a free a Bruker AMX 400 spectrometer using DMSO-d as the6

(7-amino-4-methyl-5-aza-3-hepten-2-one, AenH ) and a solvent.3
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2.2. Compound preparations 2.2.4. [ZnLCl ] (3) Method B2

To a stirred solution of acpy (0.121 g, 1.0 mmol) in
MeOH (10 ml) a solution of ZnCl (0.136 g, 1.0 mmol) in2

2.2.1. [ZnL Cl ] (1) the same solvent (10 ml) was added. To the resultinga 2

To a stirred solution of ZnCl (0.136 g, 1.0 mmol) in colourless solution a solution of en (0.060 g, 1.0 mmol) in2

THF (10 ml) a solution of L (0.266 g, 1.0 mmol) in the MeOH (5 ml) was added dropwise. The homogeneousA

same solvent (20 ml) was added. Precipitation of a cream solution obtained was refluxed for 30 min and then layered
solid began almost immediately. The reaction mixture was with an equal volume of Et O at room temperature to give2

stirred at ambient temperature for 1 h, and the precipitate crystals of 3. Yield: 0.16 g (55%). The product gave
1was collected by filtration, washed with THF (5 ml) and satisfactory analytical data, and had IR and H NMR

Et O (235 ml) and dried in vacuo over silica gel. Yield: spectra identical with those detailed under Method A.2

0.31 g (77%). Found: C, 47.2; H, 4.5; N, 13.6; Zn, 15.7.
Calc. for C H N ZnCl : C, 47.7; H, 4.5; N, 13.9; Zn,16 18 4 2 2.2.5. [ZnLBr ] (4)21 216.2%. Selected IR data (cm ): 1678 m and 1657 s Methods A and B for complex 3 were repeated using
[n(C=N )], 640 m [d (Py)], 422 m [g (Py)], 310 m andSchiff ZnBr in place of ZnCl ; both methods gave complex 4.2 2288 m [n(Zn–N )], 260 w and 250 sh [n(Zn–N )],Schiff ring Typical yields were in the ranges 50–60% (Method A) and1242 s [n(Zn–Cl) ]. H NMR: d 2.35 (s, 6H, CH ), 3.89 (s,t 3 75–80% (Method B). Found (from a sample of Method
4H, CH CH ), 7.50–8.95 (8H, aromatic protons).2 2 A): C, 27.9; H, 3.4; N, 10.3; Zn, 17.1. Calc. for

C H N ZnBr : C, 27.8; H, 3.4; N, 10.8; Zn, 16.8%.9 13 3 2
21Selected IR data (cm ): 3302 s [n (NH )], 3238 mas 22.2.2. [ZnL Br ] (2)A 2 [n (NH )], 1652 s [n(C=N )], 633 m [d (Py)], 413 ms 2 SchiffUsing ZnBr and following almost the same procedure2 [g (Py)], 396 w [n(Zn–N )], 303 m [n(Zn–N )],amino Schiffas that described above for the corresponding chloro 1247 m [n(Zn–N )], 225 sh and 218 s [n(Zn–Br) ]. Hring tcomplex, a pale yellow material was isolated; the only NMR: d 2.64 (s, 3H, CH ), 3.19–3.82 (two doublets of3difference was that the reaction mixture was stirred for 15 doublets, 4H, CH CH ), 4.09 (s br, 2H, NH ), 7.58–8.742 2 2min. Yield: 82%. Found: C, 39.3; H, 3.8; N, 11.3; Zn, 14.0. (4H, aromatic protons).

Calc. for C H N ZnBr : C, 39.1; H, 3.7; N, 11.4; Zn,16 18 4 2
2113.3%. Selected IR data (cm ): 1676 m and 1659 m

2.3. X-ray crystallography[n(C=N )], 642 m [d (Py)], 421 m [g (Py)], 318 m andSchiff

300 sh [n(Zn–N )], 263 w and 247 sh [n(Zn–N )],Schiff ring
1 Crystal data for 3: colourless plates, 0.4530.1530.04197 s [n(Zn–Br) ]. H NMR: d 2.37 (s, 6H, CH ), 3.92 (s,t 3

mm, crystals mounted in air, C H N ZnCl , a58.880(5),4H, CH CH ), 7.47–8.93 (8H, aromatic protons). 9 13 3 22 2 ˚b59.151(5), c58.401(4) A, a5106.41(4), b5105.89(4),
˚g598.57(5)8, Mo Ka radiation (l50.70930 A), V5

3˚610.6(6) A , triclinic, space group P1, Z52, Rigaku2.2.3. [ZnLCl ] (3) Method A2

AFC6S diffractometer, v /2u scans, 5145 reflections mea-Solutions of ZnCl (0.082 g, 0.6 mmol) in EtOH (202

sured, 2398 unique (R 50.070), 2u 551.98, C-scanml) and of L (0.161 g, 0.6 mmol) in the same solvent (10 int maxA
2absorption correction applied, R1 on F (wR2 on F )5ml) were combined at room temperature. The homoge-

0.0607 (0.1075) for 1518 observed [I.2s(I)] reflections,neous solution obtained soon began to deposit a white
141 parameters refined.microcrystalline solid which remained after stirring for 24

Data were collected at 295(2) K. The unit cell dimen-h. The solid material was collected by filtration, washed
sions were determined using the angular settings of 22with cold EtOH (2 ml) and Et O (235 ml, not added in2

reflections in the 118,u ,15 8 range. The structure wasthe filtrate) and dried in air. Typical yields are in the
solved by direct methods using SHELXS-86 [40] and refined40–50% range. Found: C, 36.4; H, 4.3; N, 13.6; Zn, 22.0.

2by full-matrix least-squares on F with SHELXL-93 [41]; theCalc. for C H N ZnCl : C, 36.1; H, 4.4; N, 14.0; Zn,9 13 3 2
2 221 function minimized was o w(F 2 F ) and the weighting21.8%. Selected IR data (cm ): 3288 s [n (NH )], 3236 o cas 2

2 2 2 2m [n (NH )], 1651 s [n(C=N )], 634 m [d (Py)], 412 scheme w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (0.0503P) ], where P 5 (F 1s 2 Schiff o o
2m [g (Py)], 390 m [n(Zn–N )], 306 m [n(Zn–N )], 2F ) /3. All non-hydrogen atoms were readily located andamino Schiff c

1286 s and 277 m [n(Zn–Cl) ], 258 m [n(Zn–N )]. H refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. The hydrogent ring

NMR: d 2.68 (s, 3H, CH ), 3.22–3.88 (two doublets of atoms are isotropic. Hydrogen atoms were calculated at3

doublets, 4H, CH CH ), 4.05 (s br, 2H, NH ), 7.61–8.80 idealized positions using a riding model with different2 2 2

(4H, aromatic protons). Suitable single crystals of 3 were C–H/N–H distances for type of hydrogen. The isotropic
grown by vapour diffusion of Et O into the filtrate of the displacement factors, U , were adjusted to 20% higher2 iso

1above procedure. The spectroscopic (IR, H NMR) data of value of the bonded carbon/nitrogen atom. Methyl hydro-
the crystals were identical with those of the initially gens were positioned to maximum electron density and
precipitated microcrystalline solid. were refined as one isotropic group. The maximum and
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minimum residual electron densities in the final DF map increased proportion of side reactions. The dependence of
23˚were 0.42 and 20.43 e A , respectively. The maximum analogous template reactions on the order of addition of

shift / error ratio in the final refinement cycle was 0.000. the reactants has been noticed by Costes et al. [19] and
Pecoraro et al. [20], while mechanistic aspects have been
discussed by Rotondo and Priolo [42]. The in situ syn-
thesis of L-complex formation observed here stands in3. Results and discussion
sharp contrast to the template L complex formationA

IVknown to occur for Mo [11]. It should be noted that our3.1. Syntheses
efforts to synthesize the free mono-Schiff base L failed;
employing a variety of synthetic conditions, the reactionComplexes [ZnL Cl ] (1) and [ZnL Br ] (2) are readilyA 2 A 2
between en and acpy yielded the 1:2 compound L , even ifprepared by the reactions between ZnX and L in THF at A2 A
equimolar amounts of the reactants had been used.room temperature (Eq. (1)).

MeOHTHF acpy 1 ZnX 1 en → [ZnLX ] 1 H O (3)ZnX 1 L → [ZnL X ] (1) 2 2 22 A A 2 Tr.t. 3,41,2

Another complex is chemically related to compounds 3Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain crystals of
and 4 in that it also has L as a ligand: [CuL(acpy)](ClO )appropriate quality for the single-crystal X-ray studies 4 2

[22]; this complex was prepared by the reaction ofrequired for elucidation of their structures. Some infor-
II equimolar amounts of acpy, en and Cu(ClO ) ?6H O inmation about the coordination geometry of Zn and the 4 2 2

MeOH under reflux, and further addition of 1 equivalent ofcoordination mode of L was obtained by spectroscopicA
acpy.methods (see discussion below). The compounds are

microcrystalline (1) or powder-like (2), stable in the
3.2. Description of structurenormal laboratory atmosphere and soluble in DMF and

DMSO.
The molecular structure of complex [ZnLCl ] (3) isSurprisingly, a seemingly subtle change in the reaction 2

shown in Fig. 1. Selected bond distances and angles areconditions (i.e. changing the solvent) led to a dramatic
presented in Table 1.change in the type of complex produced. Treatment of LA

The complex is a mononuclear, five-coordinate species.with an equimolar, or excess, amount of ZnX in EtOH2

The zinc(II) atom is surrounded by two chlorides and threeyielded the five-coordinate mononuclear zinc(II) com-
nitrogen atoms; L acts as a tridentate chelating ligand,plexes [ZnX L] (3,4), where L is N-[1-(pyridin-2-2

giving two five-membered rings. In the complex one of theyl)ethylidene]ethane-1,2-diamine (see Scheme 1e). Hydro-
two imine bonds in the parent ligand L has hydrolysed onlytic cleavage of one imine bond in the di-Schiff-base A

reaction with ZnCl and the resultant primary amineligand has occurred and, although it is not proven, it is 2

nitrogen is coordinated to the metal ion.likely that under the conditions of the reaction an activated
The coordination geometry about zinc(II) is distortednucleophile has been generated at the metal and is respon-

trigonal bipyramidal. The atoms Cl(1), Cl(2) and N(2)sible for the ensuing cleavage reaction [2]. The formation
form the equatorial plane with Zn(1) being displacedof complexes 3 and 4 is summarized in Eq. (2). The

˚0.047(2) A from the plane toward the primary amino-hydrolytic instability of tetradentate di-Schiff-base ligand
nitrogen [N(3)]. The effect of the chelate rings is clearlycomplexes containing linked 5-5-5-membered chelate rings

is generally attributed to the steric strain induced in the
ligands.

EtOH
ZnX 1 L 1 H O → [ZnLX ] 1 acpy (2)2 A 2 2r.t. 3,4

No such hydrolytic reaction is exhibited by L (under theA
II IIsame conditions) with Ni and Cu [25].

A second clean route to complexes 3 and 4 was also
developed with the help of the template effect in the
presence of zinc ions. Thus, it is possible to isolate
complexes of the ‘half-unit’ [19] L resulting from the
single condensation of acpy with only one amine function
of en on the metal centre in MeOH under reflux (Eq (3)).
The general method of synthesis involves addition of the
reagents in the order acpy, ZnX , and then ethane-1,2-2

diamine. We observed that variation in the order leads to a
substantial reduction in yields and purity, including an Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 3 with the atom-labeling scheme.
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Table 1 been given in Section 2. The mid-IR spectra of complexes
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 3 1 and 2 are similar to those of the 1:1 complexes in which

Zn(1)–Cl(1) 2.297(2) C(5)–N(1) 1.355(7) L behaves as a tetradente chelate [25,27]. A significantA
Zn(1)–Cl(2) 2.257(2) C(5)–C(6) 1.504(8) change in the L bands upon complexing with zinc(II) isA
Zn(1)–N(1) 2.223(5) C(6)–N(2) 1.267(6) the increase in n(C=N ) [this mode appears at 1636SchiffZn(1)–N(2) 2.108(5) C(8)–N(2) 1.462(7) 21and 1648 cm in the spectrum of free L ]. This shift toAZn(1)–N(3) 2.160(5) C(9)–N(3) 1.463(7)

higher frequencies suggests coordination through nitrogens
N(1)–Zn(1)–N(3) 152.1(2) N(2)–Zn(1)–Cl(2) 127.1(2) of the methine groups [25–27,45]. Extensive studies have
N(1)–Zn(1)–N(2) 73.9(2) Cl(1)–Zn(1)–Cl(2) 113.3(1) shown [45] that a reorganization of the s character of the
N(1)–Zn(1)–Cl(1) 95.9(1) N(3)–Zn(1)–N(2) 78.2(2) nitrogen lone pair occurs upon coordination such that the s
N(1)–Zn(1)–Cl(2) 97.8(2) N(3)–Zn(1)–Cl(1) 98.7(1)

character of nitrogen in the C=N bond increases; thisN(2)–Zn(1)–Cl(1) 119.4(2) N(3)–Zn(1)–Cl(2) 97.9(2)
change in hybridization produces a shorter C=N bond
length and greater C=N stretching force constant relative to

observed in the N(1)–Zn(1)–N(2) and N(2)–Zn(1)–N(3) the free, neutral Schiff base. The characteristic in-plane
bond angles which deviate 16.1 and 11.88, respectively, and out-of-plane deformation bands of the pyridine rings

21from the idealized value. As a result, the N(1)–Zn(1)– of free L at 622 and 406 cm , respectively, are shiftedA

N(3) axis is not linear [152.1(2)8], significantly deviating upwards in 1 and 2, showing the involvement of both ring
from perpendicularity to the equatorial plane. The angle N-atoms in bonding to zinc(II) [46].
between the best plane of the pyridyl ring A comparison of the IR spectra of 3 and 4 with those of
[N(1)C(1)C(2)C(3)C(4)C(5)] and the equatorial plane is 1 and 2 provides a clear evidence of the hydrolytic
85.98. cleavage that has occurred in one imine bond of L . TheA

˚The Zn–Cl bond distances of 2.257(2) and 2.297(2) A presence of the coordinated amino group in 3 and 4 is
10are equivalent, as expected for a d complex, and normal indicated by the appearance of extra bands at 3288–3302

21for five-coordinate zinc(II) complexes with equatorial and 3236–3238 cm , which are attributed to the an-
chloro ligands [43,44]. The Zn–N distance in the equatori- tisymmetric and symmetric –NH stretching vibrations,2

˚al plane [2.108(5) A] is shorter than the Zn–N distances of respectively [47]. The IR spectra of complexes [ZnLX ]2
˚2.223(5) and 2.160(5) A at the apical positions. (X5Cl, Br) exhibit bands typical of 2-substituted

The coordinated amino group makes two intermolecular pyridines [9,48]. These pyridine bands are the four ring
21hydrogen bonds, both to chloro ligands from adjacent stretching vibrations (1600–1430 cm ), the ring breath-

I 21molecules; their dimensions are N(3) . . . Cl(2 ) 3.411, ing vibration (at ¯1010 cm ) and the out-of-plane C–H
I I 21˚H(3A) . . . Cl(2 ) 2.671 A, N(3)–H(3A) . . . Cl(2 ) 140.18 [I deformation (at ¯780 cm ). These compounds also show

II 2122x, 2y, 2z] and N(3) . . . Cl(1 ) 3.435, a strong band near 1650 cm assigned [9] to the
II II˚H(3B) . . . Cl(1 ) 2.580 A, N(3)–H(3B)–Cl(1 ) 159.08 [II azomethine stretching vibration and confirming the Schiff

12x, 12y, 2z]. base nature of the coordinated L molecule.
Complex 3 joins a handful of structurally characterized The far-IR data of the prepared complexes give an

trigonal bipyramidal [Zn(L–L–L)Cl ] complexes (L–L– insight into the structure and bonding in the solid state.2

L5N tridentate ligand) involving two equatorial chlo- Assignments of metal–ligand stretching vibrations in the3

rides, two representative examples being complexes Section 2 have been carefully given by considering the
[Zn(terpy)Cl ] (terpy52,29:69,20-terpyridine [43]) and frequencies of the internal modes of L (for complexes 12 A

Zn(DAPDH )Cl ].H O (DAPDH 52,6-diacetylpyridine and 2), bands principally dependent on X (X5Cl, Br) and2 2 2 2

dioxime [44]). Complex 3 represents the second structural- literature reports [21,26,46,49–52]. A strong halogen-
21ly characterized example of a complex of the mono-Schiff sensitive band at 242(1) and 197(2) cm arises from the

base N-[1-(pyridin-2-yl)ethylidene]ethane-1,2-diamine (L). stretching vibration of the terminal M–X bond in a trans
The other example, as mentioned above, is compound octahedral structure [46,52]. The intense pair of bands in

21[CuL(acpy)], in which the geometry at copper is square the 280 cm -region in the chloro complex 3 is assigned
pyramidal with the acpy oxygen occupying the axial site primarily to the n(Zn–Cl) vibration; this type of vibrationt

21[22]. Another zinc(II) complex should be mentioned at this moves to ¯220 cm in the bromo complex 4. The
point: [Zn(pbp) ](ClO ) [pbp5N-[1-pyridin-2-yl)ben- frequencies of these bands are typical for five-coordinate2 4 2

zoylidene]propane-1,2-diamine], prepared by a template [Zn(L–L–L)X ] species [49]. The fact that the n(Zn–X)2 t

reaction, is the only other example [21] of a zinc(II) frequencies of the trigonal–bipyramidal complexes 3 and 4
complex containing a ‘half-unit’, N tridentate mono- are higher than those of the corresponding octahedral (vide3

Schiff base as ligand. infra) species 1 and 2 is consistent with the decrease in
coordination number in the former. The metal–nitrogen

13.3. IR and H NMR spectra stretching vibrations are often coupled with other normal
modes of vibrations of the same symmetry, especially ring

1IR and H NMR assignments for complexes 1–4 have vibrations [53]; so, the proposed assignments should be
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regarded as approximate descriptions of the vibrations. The and that much work still remains to be done in exploring
presence of two n(Zn–N ) and two n(Zn–N ) the coordination chemistry of L and related ligands. SuchSchiff ring A

vibrations in the far-IR spectra of 1 and 2 is a strong studies with manganese(II) and lanthanides(III) are, in
evidence for the cis arrangement of both imine and fact, already well advanced, and results will be reported in
pyridine nitrogens in the equatorial plane of these com- due course. Work is also in progress for the investigation of
plexes [26,27]. The potential shift of the n(Zn–N ) and the reactivity chemistry of complexes 3 and 4.Schiff

n(Zn–N ) vibrations in the pair 3, 4 compared toring

complexes 1 and 2 is the net result of two opposing
factors: a shift in 1 and 2 to lower frequencies due to the Supplementary material
increase in coordination number and to higher frequencies
due to an increase in chelation. Actually, the n(Zn–N ) Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12Schiff

and n(Zn–N ) vibrations occur at almost the same Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quotingring

frequencies in the four complexes indicating an approxi- the deposition number 113832.
mately equal contribution of these two factors.

1The H NMR spectrum of L in DMSO-d has beenA 6

discussed in detail in Ref. [25]. The spectra of 1 and 2 in Acknowledgements
the same solvent exhibit a sharp singlet at d ¯3.9 ppm
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Abstract

The spectroscopic and electrochemical properties of the complexes [MhNRNC(S)SR9j ] (M5Ni or Pt; R5C H or C H NO -4;2 6 5 6 4 2

R95CH C H or CH (C H NO -4) were investigated. The strong electron-attracting effect of nitro groups strongly influences their2 6 5 2 6 4 2

spectroscopic and electrochemical properties.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Complexes; Platinum; Nickel; Dithiocarbazates; Dithiolene-like; Electron-transfer

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

We have previously investigated the co-ordination prop- 2.1. Materials
erties of methyldithiocarbazate NH NHC(S)SMe and its2

3-substituted derivatives in platinum [1,2], nickel [1,3], The chemicals were commercial analytical grade re-
copper [4] and palladium [5] complexes, prepared under agents and were used without further purification, except
different chemical conditions. The ligands are generally for the solvents employed for electrochemical measure-
co-ordinated through thiono sulfur and terminal nitrogen ments, which were purified as described in Ref. [8].
atoms in neutral or anionic deprotonated form; the deep Nitrogen gas was an ultra-high purity commercial product.
coloured complexes containing the doubly deprotonated All of the compounds were dried in vacuo (1 Torr) over
ligands are dithiolene-like and belong to the electron- P O , unless otherwise stated. Deuterated solvents were4 10

transfer series. These compounds show similarities with from Aldrich or Merck UVASOLS (99.9 atom% D).
complexes of dithiosemicarbazides containing doubly de-
protonated ligands, which are known to be deeply coloured 2.2. Preparation of the ligands
and to belong to the electron-transfer series [6,7]. We have
observed that the properties and reactivity of the complex- 2.2.1. NHC H NHC(S)SCH C H 16 5 2 6 5
es of N(3) substituted dithiocarbazic esters depend strongly C H CH Cl (2.25 mmol) was added to a stirred solution6 5 2
on the substituent and on the metal. We report here on of NHC H NHC(S)SK [9] (2.25 mmol) in anhydrous6 5

3 3dithiolene-like complexes of platinum and nickel with C H OH (160 cm ) at 08C. After 20 h, water (300 cm )2 5
doubly deprotonated dithiocarbazic esters containing was added. The solid compound separated, was filtered off

1strong electron-attracting substituents, such as nitro groups. and dried. Yield, 60%; m.p., 1538C. H NMR [(CD ) SO]:3 2
The ligands considered are: NHC H NHC(S)SCH C H6 5 2 6 5 d 11.41 [1H, s, N(2)H], 8.53 [1H, s, N(3)H], 7.35–7.23
1, NHC H NHC(S)SCH (C H NO -49) 2, NH(C H NO -6 5 2 6 4 2 6 4 2 [5H, m, C H C], 6.68–7.81 [5H, m, C H N], 4.40 [2H, s,6 5 6 5
49)NHC(S)SCH C H 3 and NH(C H NO -49)NHC(S)2 6 5 6 4 2 CH ].2
SCH (C H NO -49) 4.2 6 4 2

2.2.2. HC H NHC(S)SCH (C H NO -49) 26 5 2 6 4 2

The compound was prepared in the same way as
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-6-9067-2565; fax: 139-6-9067-

compound 1 by reacting (C H NO -4)CH Br and2270. 6 4 2 2
1

E-mail address: tarli@mlib.cnr.it (F. Tarli) NHC H NHC(S)SK. Yield, 40%; m.p., 1238C. H NMR6 5

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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[(CD ) SO]: d 11.46 [1H, s, N(2)H], 8.49 [1H, s N(3)H], nine. After 12 h stirring in an open vessel, the product was3 2

8.13–7.59 [4H, m, C H NO -4], 7.20–6.83 [5H, m, filtered off and dried. Yield, 70%.6 4 2

C H ], 4.53 2H, s, CH ]. [PthNC H NC(S)SCH (C H NO -4)j ] 2a, [PthN(C6 5 2 6 5 2 6 4 2 2 6

H NO -4)NC(S)SCH C H j ] 3a and [PthN(C H NO -4 2 2 6 5 2 6 4 2

4)NC(S)SCH (C H NO -4)j ] 4a were prepared as re-2 6 4 2 22.2.3. NH(C H NO -49) NHC(S)SCH C H 36 4 2 2 6 5 ported for compound 1a, starting from compounds 2, 3 andA mixture of NH(C H NO -4)NH (6.5 mmol), CS6 4 2 2 2 4, respectively. Yields: 80% for 2a, 65% for 3a and 55%(65.5 mmol), C H CH Cl (65.5 mmol) and water (1006 5 2
3 for 4a.cm ) was stirred in a closed vessel for six days. The solid

[NihNC H NC(S)SCH C H j ] 1b, [NihNC H NC6 5 2 6 5 2 6 5product was filtered off, washed with water and dried.
1 (S)SCH (C H NO -4)j ] 2b, [NihN(C H NO 4)NC(S)2 6 4 2 2 6 4 2Yield, 70%; m.p., 1348C. H NMR [(CD ) SO]: d 11.683 2 SCH C H j ] 3b and [NihN(C H NO -4)NC(S)SCH2 6 5 2 6 4 2 2[1H, s, N(2)H], 9.70 [1H, s, N(3)H], 7.34–7.24 [5H, m,

(C H NO -4)j ] 4b were prepared as reported for com-6 4 2 2C H ], 8.14–6.78 [4H, m, C H NO -49], 4.42 [2H, s,6 5 6 4 2 pounds 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a, starting from NiCl . Yields: 60% for2CH ].2 1b, 70% for 2b, 60% for 3b and 75% for 4b.

2.2.4. NH(C H NO -49) NHC(S)SCH (C H NO -40) 46 4 2 2 6 4 2

The compound was prepared in the same way as 2.4. Physical measurements
compound 3 by reacting NH(C H NO -4)NH ,6 4 2 2

C H NO -4)CH Br, CS and water. Yield, 75%; m.p.,6 4 2 2 2 Analytical data for the complexes are given in Table 1.11488C. H NMR [(CH ) SO)]: d 11.78 [1H, s, N(2)H],3 2 Microanalyses were performed by the Microanalytical
9.74 [1H, s, N(3)H], 8.17–7.63 [4H, m, C H NO -499],6 4 2 Service of the Area della Ricerca di Roma del CNR. The
8.14–6.79 [4H, m, C H NO -49], 4.60 [2H, s, CH ].6 4 2 2 UV–Vis reflectance spectra of the finely powdered solids

were obtained on a Cary 5 spectrophotometer fitted with a
standard reflectance attachment and MgO in the reference2.3. Preparation of the complexes
beam. Solution spectra were recorded at room temperature

23on a Perkin-Elmer 330 spectrophotometer (10 mol[PthNC H NC(S)SCH C H j ] 1a. A solution of6 5 2 6 5 2
233 dm ). Infrared spectra were determined (200–4000K [PtCl ] (0.45 mmol) in water (20 cm ) was added to a2 4

3 21solution of 1 (0.9 mmol) in EtOH (80 cm ). Ammonium cm ) on a Perkin-Elmer 16FPC FTIR spectrophotometer
23hydroxide (1 mol dm ) was added until the pH value was as Nujol or poly-(chlorotrifluoroethylene) mulls. Magnetic

Table 1
Analytical data for nickel and platinum complexes

aCompound Colour Analysis (%)

C H N S

1 C H N S White 61.6 5.3 10.2 23.514 14 2 2

(61.3) (5.1) (10.2) (23.4)
2 C H N S O White 52.7 4.1 13.2 20.314 13 3 2 2

(52.6) (4.1) (13.1) (20.1)
3 C H N S O Yellow 52.8 4.0 13.2 20.014 13 3 2 2

(52.6) (4.1) (13.1) (20.1)
4 C H N S O Gold–yellow 45.9 3.2 15.1 17.714 12 4 2 4

(46.1) (3.3) (15.3) (17.6)
1a Ni C H N S Black 56.0 3.8 9.1 (21.2)28 24 4 4

(55.7) (4.0) (9.3) (21.2)
2a Ni C H N S O Brown 48.2 3.2 11.9 18.528 22 6 4 4

(48.5) (3.2) (12.1) (18.5)
3a Ni C H N S O Dark brown 48.6 3.2 12.3 18.428 22 6 4 4

(48.5) (3.2) (12.1) (18.5)
4a Ni C H N S O Dark green 42.7 2.5 14.2 16.128 20 8 4 8

(42.9) (2.5) (14.3) (16.4)
1b Pt C H N S Green 45.6 3.2 7.6 17.328 24 4 4

(45.4) (3.3) (7.6) (17.3)
2b Pt C H N S O Green 40.2 2.7 10.2 15.628 22 6 4 4

(40.5) (2.7) (10.1) (15.4)
3b Pt C H N S O Dark green 40.7 2.5 10.2 15.628 22 6 4 4

(40.5) (2.7) (10.1) (15.4)
4b Pt C H N S O Green 36.4 2.2 12.0 13.828 20 8 4 8

(36.6) (2.2) (12.2) (13.9)
a Calculated values are given in parentheses.
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measurements were performed on solid samples with a
Gouy balance calibrated with [Co(SCN) ].4

2.4.1. Electrochemical measurements
DC polarographic and cyclovoltammetric measurements

of the solutions, which had been purged previously with
N were performed, as reported in Ref. [8], with an Amel2

model 471 three-electrode multifunctional assembly. The
working electrode was a standard Amel pulsing or station-
ary platinum electrode and the counter-electrode was a
platinum wire. A HguHg Cl , NaCl (saturated, aq)uagar–2 2

NaCl (aq)uagar (1.5%, w/v)–dimethylformamide (DMF)–
water (40%, v/v)–NEt ClO (saturated)u methylcellulose4 4

(5%, w/v)–DMF–NEt ClO (saturated) sintered-glass disc4 4

served as the reference electrode. Its potential was 2.2 mV
vs. an aqueous saturated calomel electrode (SCE), with the
liquid junction potential being included. All potentials
reported in Table 3 are quoted with respect to the reference
electrode with an accuracy of 65 mV.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preparation and properties of platinum and nickel
complexes

The compounds 1, 2, 3 and 4 react separately with
Fig. 1. Electronic spectra in CH Cl of the platinum complex 4a (———).2 2K PtCl or NiCl in aqueous ethanol. If the medium is2 4 2

made strongly basic, crystalline, intensely coloured,
diamagnetic platinum complexes 1a, 2a, 3a and 4a, and NH NHC(S)SMe and its 3-substituted derivatives with2

nickel complexes 1b, 2b, 3b and 4b, which contain doubly K PtCl [1,2], NiCl [1,3], CuCl [4] and K [PdCl ] [5].2 4 2 2 2 4

deprotonated ligands, are formed. We assume that there is a The complexes are soluble in most organic solvents,
progressive deprotonation of the ligands, in accordance showing differences depending on the substituents. Com-
with reports on dithiolene-like complexes of thiosemicar- plexes 1b and 2b are not stable in solution. The complexes
bazides [6,7] and with our reports on the reactions of can be electrochemically reduced, giving anionic complex-

Table 2
Electronic reflectance and solution (CH Cl ) spectra of the nickel and platinum complexes2 2

3 a 21Compound Chromophore 10 n / cm

Pt[NPhNC(S)SMe] [10] trans PtN S 13.6 (4.43), [2.20] (3.37), 24.0 (3.82), 31.5 (4.18), [40.0] (4.23), 45.7 (4.10)2 2 2

1a 13.7, 21.7, 23.7, 31.5
13.6 (4.47), [21.4] (3.88),23.8 (3.95), 31.2 (4.23)

2a 13.6, 21.1, 23.2, 31.5, 35.9
b b b b13.5 (3.87) , [21.1] (3.64) , 23.7 (3.70) , 37.0 (4.09)

3a 12.9, 21.5, 25.6, 37.7
12.9 (4.43), [20.8] (3.60), 26.6 (4.34), 37.8 (4.46)

4a 12.9, 21.1, 26.2, 36.9,
b b b b12.9 (3.84) , [21.2] (3.40) , 26.8 (3.83) , 37.3 (4.07)

Ni[NPhNC(S)NEt ] [11] trans NiN S 11.9 (3.37), 17.4 (4.07), [19.6] 3.90, 23.5 (4.08), 31.3 (4.43), [33.9] (4.34)2 2 2 2

1b 12.2, 16.4, 18.6, 24.2, 37.2
2b 11.9, 18.5, 21.1, 35.9
3b 9.9, [11.2], 17.2, 26.2, 37.3

11.3 (3.97), [16.9] (3.76), 26.0 (4.45), 35.6 (4.44)
4b 9.5, [11.0],16.2, 24.9, 34.3

11.3 (3.91), [17.2] (3.73), 26.3 (4.47), 35.9 (4.61)
a 3 21 21log (´ dm mol cm ) in parentheses, shoulders in square brackets.
b 25 23Very dilute solution (10 mol dm ).
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es, whereas only some of them can be oxidised, giving
cationic complexes.

3.2. Infrared spectra

The absorption bands, which in the spectra of the
ligands 1, 2, 3 and 4 are attributed to n(N–H) [3174 and

21 213028 cm for 1, 3132 and 3028 (sh) cm for 2, 3316 and
21 213284 cm for 3, and 3288 and 3228 cm for 4] are no

longer present in the spectra of the corresponding platinum
and nickel complexes 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a and 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b,
confirming that both N atoms of the ligands are deproto-
nated. Moreover, the spectra show bands attributable to
n(M–N) and to n(M–S) in the ranges 468–410 and

21380–306 cm , respectively, supporting N–S chelation of
the ligands.

3.3. Electronic spectra

The electronic reflectance and (CH Cl ) solution spectra2 2

of the platinum complexes 1a, 2a, 3a and 4a (Table 2) and
of the nickel complexes 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b (Table 2) are very
similar and show features that are common to dithiolene-
like complexes with electron-transfer properties (see Figs.
1 and 2). The prominent strong bands in the range 12,900–

2113,600 cm are assigned to ligand-to-metal charge-trans-
Fig. 2. Electronic spectra in CH Cl of the nickel complex 4b (———).2 2 fer absorptions in accordance with our previous reports on

Table 3
23 23 aElectrochemical data for the reduction of platinum and nickel complexes in CH Cl solution (1310 mol dm )2 2

bCompound Cyclic voltammetry
3 4 3 c 4 c 3 3 4 4E cat /V E cat /V DE /V DE /V i cat /i an i cat /i ans d s d s d s d s d s dp p p p

1a 20.540 21.170 0.100 0.100 1.1 1.2
2a 20.440 21.120 0.070 0.150 0.8 1.5
3a 20.210 20.545 0.100 0.110 1.2 1.0
4a 20.230 20.600 0.080 0.070 1.0 1.0
3b 20.200 20.640 0.130 0.140 1.0 1.2
4b 20.180 20.660 0.110 0.120 1.0 1.0

dCompound DC voltammetry at a pulsing platinum electrode
3 4 3 4 3 e 4 eE /V E /V i /mA i /mA Slope /V Slope /V1 / 2 1 / 2

1a 20.510 21.140 1.12 1.84 0.070 0.060
2a 20.400 21.070 0.56 1.52 0.070 0.080
3a 20.195 20.530 1.84 1.68 0.070 0.080
4a 20.210 20.590 0.60 1.40 0.070 0.080
3b 20.150 20.600 1.10 1.50 0.080 0.100
4b 20.160 20.640 1.02 1.40 0.080 0.100

a 23Containing 0.1 mol dm NBu BF , 208C, all potentials vs. SCE.4 4
b 21Scan rate, 200 mV s .
c Cathodic to anodic peak potential separation.
d Pulsing time t 52 s.p
e Calculated using E 2E .3 / 4 1 / 4
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Scheme 1.

similar complexes of platinum [1], nickel [2], copper [4] stituents on S, according to a more direct electronic effect
and palladium [5]. We note that the electronic effect of the on the five-membered delocalised system, which is charac-
nitro-substituent is more evident when attached to N(3). teristic of the dithiolene-like complexes. The same effect

can be observed in their electronic spectra (Table 2).
3.4. Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical behaviour of 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a, 3b and Acknowledgements
4b in CH Cl solution shows the electron-transfer prop-2 2

erties of the complexes. They have been investigated by We thank Mr. M. Figuretti for the drawings.
means of DC and cyclic voltammetry: The voltage range
from 0 to 11.5 V was explored in oxidation mode and the
range from 0 to 21.5 V in reduction mode. The data References
concerning the studies in reduction mode are reported in
Table 3. [1] L. Petrilli, F. Tarli, G. Chiozzini, C. Riccucci, Polyhedron 16 (1997)

275.All of the complexes show well-defined waves in
[2] M. Bonamico, V. Fares, P. Imperatori, L. Suber, F. Tarli, J. Chem.reduction corresponding to the formation of the anionic

Soc., Dalton Trans. (1990) 931, and references therein.
radicals (3) and (4) (Scheme 1). The waves correspond to [3] D. Attanasio,V. Fares, P. Imperatori, G. Mattogno, F. Tarli, J. Chem.
one-electron quasi-reversible processes, as inferred from Soc., Dalton Trans. (1988) 1217.
the values of E 2E in DC voltammetry (slopes) and [4] L. Petrilli, F. Tarli, Polyhedron 9 (1990) 1457.3 / 4 1 / 4

[5] M. Bonamico, V. Fares, L. Petrilli, F. Tarli, G. Chiozzini, C.from the cyclovoltammetric cathodic /anodic current ratios,
Riccucci, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. (1994) 3349.which are close to theoretical values for a one-electron

[6] C.E. Forbes, A. Gold, R.H. Holm, Inorg. Chem. 10 (1971) 2479.
reversible process. The complex 1a shows an oxidation [7] K.A. Jensen, K. Berchgaard, C.T. Pedersen, Acta Chem. Scand. 26
wave corresponding to the formation of the cationic radical (1972) 2913.
(1) (Scheme 1): the wave corresponds to a one-electron [8] R. Andruzzi, A. Trazza, J. Electroanal. Chem. 86 (1978) 201.

[9] A. Monaci, F. Tarli, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. (1980) 499.quasi-reversible process at E 51 0.870 V (i51.40 A,p1 / 2 [10] K. Berchgaard, Acta Chem. Scand., Sect. A 8 (1974) 1985.slope50.08). We note that the values of the reduction
[11] C. Battistoni, A.M. Giuliani, E. Paparazzo, F. Tarli, J. Chem. Soc.,

potentials of the complexes containing NO groups in the2 Dalton Trans. (1984) 1293.
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Abstract

Bis(4-halopyrazol-1-yl)alkanes (15bis(4-bromopyrazol-1-yl)methane CH (4-BrPz) , 25bis(3,5-dimethyl-4-bromopyrazol-1-2 2

yl)methane CH (3,5-Me -4-BrPz) , 35bis(4-chloropyrazol-1-yl)methane CH (4-ClPz) , 45bis(3,5-dimethyl-4-chloro-pyrazol-1-2 2 2 2 2

yl)methane CH (3,5-Me -4-ClPz) ) have been synthesized by the reaction of bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methane or bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-2 2 2

yl)methane with Br or SO Cl . These ligands react with M(CO) (M5Cr, Mo, W) to yield bis(4-halopyrazol-1-yl) methane2 2 2 6

tetracarbonyl chromium(0), molybdenum(0) and tungsten(0) complexes in reasonable yield. All new compounds have been characterized
1 13by elemental analyses, IR, H NMR and C NMR in the case of tungsten complexes. The electrochemical properties of these complexes

studied by the cyclic voltammograms indicate that each compound exhibits one reversible or quasi-reversible couple corresponding to a
one-electron oxidation. The structure of CH (3,5-Me -4-ClPz) W(CO) determined by X-ray crystallography shows that the six-2 2 2 4%4 %%%%%%%4

membered W–N–N–C–N–N metallacycle adopts a boat form.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: VIB carbonyl metal complexes; Bis(4-halopyrazolyl)alkanes; X-ray structure; Electrochemistry

1. Introduction methane tetracarbonyl molybdenum (tungsten) with
RSnCl (R5Ph, Cl) yielded M–Sn bond complexes con-3

As a kind of novel, stable and flexible polydentate taining poly(pyrazolyl)methane in high yield [21], and the
ligand, poly(pyrazolyl)alkanes have been extensively in- substituents of pyrazolyl rings remarkably affected the
vestigated in recent years [1–6]. It has been found that the coordination ability of bis(pyrazolyl)methanes with VIB
electronic and steric characteristics of substituents on the carbonyl metals complexes. In the present work we
3-, 4- and 5-positions of the pyrazolyl rings influence the describe the preparation, electrochemical properties and
coordination ability of poly(pyrazolyl)alkanes [7]. Many structures of VIB carbonyl metals complexes containing
derivatives of transition and main group metals of poly- bis(4-halopyrazolyl)alkanes.
(pyrazolyl)alkanes especially bis(pyrazolyl)alkanes have
been synthesized and characterized, some of which have
unusual structures and reactivity [8–11]. In view of the

2. Experimental
literature research, only a limited number of papers have
appeared on the coordination chemistry of poly(pyrazolyl)-

All solvents were dried by standard methods and
alkanes with VIB carbonyl complexes [10–19], in contrast

distilled prior to use. All reactions relating to M(CO)6to the coordination chemistry of poly(pyrazolyl)borates
(M5Cr, Mo, W) were carried out under an argon atmos-

with VIB carbonyl complexes which was extensively 1phere. H NMR spectra were recorded on BRUKER AC-P-
investigated [20]. Recently, we devoted to the study of

200 spectrometer, IR spectra data were obtained from a
VIB carbonyl complexes containing poly(pyrazolyl)al-

Nicolet FT–IR 170SX spectrometer. Elemental analyses
kanes. We found that the reaction of bis(pyrazolyl)-

were carried out on a Perkin–Elmer 240C analyzer.
Melting points were determined on a PHMK (Germany)*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-22-2350-1735; fax: 186-22-2350-
melting point apparatus and were uncorrected. Cyclic1735.

E-mail address: tanglf311@263.net (J.-T. Wang) voltammetric experiments were performed on a BAS-100B

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00142-4
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electrochemical analyzer equipped with a three-electrode white solid. The crude product was crystallized from
assembly with 0.1 M Bu NBF as support electrolyte and benzene /petroleum ether (60|90) to yield 1.3 g of color-4 4

CH Cl as solvent. The working electrode was a platinum less bis(4-chloropyrazol-1-yl)methane. Yield: 62%. m.p.:2 2

disk (f51 mm). The reference electrode was 0.1 M 128|9. Anal. found: C, 38.45; H, 2.89; N, 25.76.
1AgNO /Ag prepared in 0.1 M Bu NBF -DMSO solution. C H Cl N . Calcd.: C, 38.71; H, 2.76; N, 25.81%. H3 4 4 7 6 2 4

A Pt filament was used as an auxiliary electrode. The NMR (CDCl ): d 6.16 (s, 2H); 7.49 (s, 2H); 7.63 (s, 2H)3
21ferrocenium ferrocene redox couple was taken as an ppm. IR (KBr): n (pyrazolyl ring) 1529.6 (m) cm .

internal standard. E values were determined as (E 11 / 2 pa

E ) /2. Bis-(pyrazol-1-yl)methane [21] and bis(3,5-di-pc 2.4. Preparation of bis(3,5-dimethyl-4-chloropyrazol-1-
methylpyrazol-1-yl)methane [22] were prepared according yl)methane (4) (CH (3,5-Me -4-ClPz) )2 2 2to the literature methods.

This ligand was prepared using bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-
2.1. Preparation of bis(4-bromopyrazol-1-yl)methane (1) 1-yl)methane (2.04 g, 10 mmol) and SO Cl (1.6 ml, 202 2(CH (4-BrPz) )2 2 mmol) as described above for bis(4-chloropyrazol-1-

yl)methane. Yield: 67%, m.p.: 155|7. Anal. found: C,
To a solution bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methane (1.48 g, 10 48.53; H, 5.42; N, 20.85. C H Cl N . Calcd.: C, 48.35;11 14 2 4mmol) in 20 ml of dried chloroform, 1.1 ml bromine (21 1H, 5.13; N, 20.51%. H NMR (CDCl ): d 2.16 (s, 6H);3mmol) dissolved in the same solvent (10 ml) was added 2.40 (s, 6H); 6.04 (s, 2H) ppm. IR (KBr): n (pyrazolyl

dropwise with stirring. A yellow solid began to precipitate 21ring) 1563.2 (s) cm .
when half of the bromine was added. After the addition of
the bromine was completed, the mixture was stirred and

2.5. Reaction of CH (4-BrPz) with M(CO) (M5Cr,refluxed for 2 h to complete the reaction. After cooling, a 2 2 6

Mo, W)yellow precipitate of 1.hydrobromide was obtained, which
was filtered off and washed with cold chloroform. The

A mixture of Cr(CO) (1 mmol) and CH (4-BrPz) (1hydrobromide of 1 was suspended in 50 ml of hot water 6 2 2

mmol) in DME (20 ml) was stirred and refluxed for 36 hand neutralized with a saturated solution of aqueous
under an argon atmosphere. After cooling, the solution wassodium carbonate, 1 precipitated out as a white solid. The
concentrated to dryness in vacuo. The residue was re-crude product was crystallized from benzene /petroleum
dissolved in acetone and chromatographed through a shortether (60|90) to yield 1.5 g of colorless bis(4-bromo-
alumina column eluted with acetone. The green–yellowpyrazol-1-yl)methane. Yield: 61%. m.p.: 135|7. Anal.
elution was concentrated to 5 ml, and then 10 ml petro-Found: C, 27.26; H, 1.76; N, 18.03. C H Br N Calcd.: C,7 6 2 4

1 leum ether was slowly added to the mixture. After standing27.45; H, 1.96; N, 18.30%. H NMR (CDCl ): d 6.17 (s,3
for a few hours, 1a was obtained as a green–yellow2H); 7.49 (s, 2H); 7.63 (s, 2H) ppm. IR (KBr): n

21 microcrystalline solid. Yield: 52%. Anal. found: C, 27.89;(pyrazolyl ring) 1520 (m) cm .
H, 1.25; N, 11.63. C H Br CrN O . Calcd.: C, 28.09; H,11 6 2 4 4

11.28; N, 11.91%. H NMR (CD COCD ), d 8.31 (s, 2H);2.2. Preparation of bis(3,5-dimethyl-4-bromopyrazol-1- 3 3

8.11 (s, 2H); 6.63 (s, br, 2H) ppm. IR (KBr): n (CO)yl)methane (2) (CH (3,5-Me -4-BrPz) )2 2 2
212013.8 (m), 1902.2 (vs), 1874.5 (vs), 1819.6 (vs) cm ; n

21(pyrazolyl ring) 1528.5 (w) cm .This ligand was prepared using bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-
Compound 1b was obtained similarly using Mo(CO)1-yl)methane (2.04 g, 10 mmol) and Br (1.1 ml, 21 62

and 1 as described above for 1a, but the reaction time wasmmol) as described above for bis(4-bromopyrazol-1-yl)-
3 h. 1b was a pale green–yellow solid. Yield: 57%. Anal.methane. Yield: 65%, m.p.: 176|8. Anal. found: C, 35.96;
found: C, 25.64; H, 1.53; N, 11.07. C H Br MoN O .H, 3.80; N, 14.96. C H Br N . Calcd.: C, 36.46; H, 11 6 2 4 411 14 2 4

11 Calcd.: C, 25.68; H, 1.17; N, 10.89%. H NMR3.87; N, 15.47%. H NMR (CDCl ): d 2.18 (s, 6H); 2.433

(CD COCD ), d 8.35 (s, 2H); 8.10 (s, 2H); 6.75 (s, br,(s, 6H); 6.08 (s, 2H) ppm. IR (KBr): n (pyrazolyl ring) 3 3
21 2H) ppm. IR (KBr): n (CO) 2013.2 (m), 1902.9 (vs),1552.9 (m) cm .

211865.4 (vs), 1820.5 (vs) cm ; n (pyrazolyl ring) 1526.4
212.3. Preparation of bis(4-chloropyrazol-1-yl)methane (3) (w) cm .

(CH (4-ClPz) ) Compound 1c was obtained similarly using W(CO) and2 2 6

1 as described above for 1a, but the reaction time was 24
To a solution bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methane (1.48 g, 10 h. 1c was a green–yellow microcrystalline solid. Yield:

mmol) in 20 ml of dried chloroform, 1.6 ml SO Cl (20 49%. Anal. found: C, 22.04; H, 0.95; N, 9.50.2 2
1mmol) was added by syringe with stirring. The mixture C H Br N O W. Calcd.: C, 21.93; H, 1.00; N, 9.30%. H11 6 2 4 4

was stirred for 30 min at room temperature and then NMR (CD COCD ), d 8.38 (s, 2H); 8.21 (s, 2H); 6.78 (s,3 3
13refluxed for 30 min to complete the reaction. After cooling, br, 2H) ppm. C NMR (CD COCD , 50.32 MHz): d 65.43 3

the solvent was removed by rotation evaporation to give a (s, methylene group); 95.5 (s, carbons on the ring 4-
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position); 134.9 (s, carbons on the ring 5-position); 148.0 out as described above for the reaction of CH (3,5-Me -4-2 2

(s, carbons on the ring 3-position); 212.0 (s, carbonyls) BrPz) with M(CO) (M5Mo, W) to yield 3a as a2 6

ppm. IR (KBr): n (CO) 2010.9 (m), 1882.9 (sh), 1868.2 microcrystalline solid, but the reaction time was 36 h.
21 Yield: 52%. Anal. found: C, 34.55; H, 1.70; N, 14.35.(vs), 1814.9 (vs) cm ; n (pyrazolyl ring) 1527.6 (w)

21 C H Cl CrN O . Calcd.: C, 34.65; H, 1.57; N, 14.70%.cm . 11 6 2 4 4
1H NMR (CD COCD ), d 8.30 (s, 2H); 8.10 (s, 2H); 6.603 3

(s, br, 2H) ppm. IR (KBr): n (CO) 2011.6 (m), 1909.0 (sh),2.6. Reaction of CH (3,5-Me -4-BrPz) with Cr(CO)2 2 2 6 211882.7 (vs), 1819.8 (vs) cm ; n (pyrazolyl ring) 1537.3
21(w) cm .A mixture of Cr(CO) (1 mmol) and CH (3,5-Me -4-6 2 2

Compound 3b was obtained from Mo(CO) with 3 by6BrPz) (1 mmol) was stirred and refluxed in dried heptane2
an analogous procedure, but the reaction time was 5 h.for 36 h under an argon atmosphere, during this period a
This compound was a pale green–yellow solid. Yield:green–yellow solid precipitated. After cooling, the solid
53%. Anal. found: C, 30.79; H, 1.56; N, 13.18.was filtered off, washed with heptane, and treated by a
C H Cl MoN O . Calcd.: C, 31.06; H, 1.41; N, 13.18%.11 6 2 4 4similar way described above for 1a to yield 2a as a
1H NMR (CD COCD ), d 8.33 (s, 2H); 8.11 (s, 2H); 6.733 3green–yellow microcrystalline solid. Yield: 54%. Anal.
(s, br, 2H) ppm. IR (KBr): n (CO) 2016.1 (m), 1905.2 (sh),found: C, 34.50; H, 2.36; N, 10.80. C H Br CrN O .15 14 2 4 4 211 1869.1 (vs), 1821.6 (vs) cm ; n (pyrazolyl ring) 1535.9Calcd.: C, 34.22; H, 2.66; N, 10.65%. H NMR (CDCl ), d3 21(w) cm .6.02 (s, br, 2H); 2.54 (s, 6H); 2.39 (s, 6H) ppm. IR (KBr):

21 Compound 3c was obtained from W(CO) with 3 by an6n (CO) 2015.1 (m), 1881.7 (vs, br), 1810.1 (vs) cm ; n
21 analogous procedure, but the reaction time was 36 h. This(pyrazolyl ring) 1558.2 (w) cm .

compound was a green–yellow microcrystalline solid.
Yield: 68%. Anal. found: C, 25.54; H, 1.20; N, 10.59.

2.7. Reaction of CH (3,5-Me -4-BrPz) with M(CO)2 2 2 6 C H Cl N O W. Calcd.: C, 25.73; H, 1.17; N, 10.92%.11 6 2 4 4(M5Mo, W) 1H NMR (CD COCD ), d 8.38 (s, 2H); 8.21 (s, 2H); 6.763 3
13(s, br, 2H) ppm. C NMR (CD COCD , 50.32 MHz): d3 3A mixture of Mo(CO) (1 mmol) and CH (3,5-Me -4-6 2 2 65.7 (s, methylene group); 112.5 (s, carbons on the ring

BrPz) (1 mmol) in DME (20 ml) and THF (4 ml) was2 4-position); 132.8 (s, carbons on the ring 5-position); 146.0
stirred and refluxed for 5 h under an argon atmosphere. (s, carbons on the ring 3-position); 216.8 (s, carbonyls)
After cooling, the solution was concentrated to dryness in ppm. IR (KBr): n (CO) 2009.2 (m), 1893.0 (vs), 1860.0
vacuo. The residue was treated according to a similar way 21(vs), 1817.9 (vs) cm ; n (pyrazolyl ring) 1536.0 (w)
described above for 1a to yield 2b as a pale green–yellow 21cm .
microcrystalline solid. Yield: 72%. Anal. found: C, 31.36;
H, 2.45; N, 9.51. C H Br MoN O . Calcd.: C, 31.58; H,15 14 2 4 4

12.46; N, 9.82%. H NMR (CD COCD ), d 6.70 (d, 1H, 163 3 2.9. Reaction of CH (3,5-Me -4-ClPz) with Cr(CO)2 2 2 6Hz); 6.47 (d, 1H); 2.56 (s, 6H); 2.45 (s, 6H) ppm. IR
(KBr): n (CO) 2022.3 (m), 1905.6 (sh), 1881.0 (vs), 1812.2 The reaction of CH (3,5-Me -4-ClPz) with Cr(CO)21 21 2 2 2 6(vs) cm ; n (pyrazolyl ring) 1553.1 (w) cm . was carried out as described above for the reaction of

Compound 2c was obtained similarly using W(CO) and6 CH (3,5-Me -4-BrPz) with Cr(CO) to yield 4a as a2 2 2 62 as described above for 2b, but the reaction time was 24 microcrystalline solid. Yield: 48%. Anal. found: C, 41.14;
h. 2c was a green–yellow microcrystalline solid. Yield: H, 2.91; N, 13.03. C H Cl CrN O . Calcd.: C, 41.19; H,15 14 2 4 4

161%. Anal. found: C, 27.26; H, 2.27; N, 8.15. 3.20; N, 12.81%. H NMR (CDCl ), d 6.39 (s, br, 1H);3C H Br N O W. Calcd.: C, 27.36; H, 2.13; N, 8.51%.15 14 2 4 4 6.01 (s, br, 1H); 2.53 (s, 6H); 2.36 (s, 6H) ppm. IR (KBr):1H NMR (CD COCD ), d 6.76 (d, 1H, 16 Hz); 6.48 (d,3 3 n (CO) 2015.3 (m), 1883.7 (vs), 1861.2 (sh), 1810.8 (vs)13
21 211H); 2.59 (s, 6H); 2.47 (s, 6H) ppm. C NMR cm ; n (pyrazolyl ring) 1564.1 (w) cm .

(CD COCD , 50.32 MHz): d 60.9 (s, methylene group);3 3

96.9 (s, carbons on the ring 4-position); 142.2 (s, carbons
on the ring 5-position); 153.1 (s, carbons on the ring 2.10. Reaction of CH (3,5-Me -4-ClPz) with Mo(CO)2 2 2 6
3-position); 212.3 (s, carbonyls); 15.4, 11.0 (s, methyl
groups on the ring 3,5-positions) ppm. IR (KBr): n (CO) The reaction of CH (3,5-Me -4-ClPz) with Mo(CO)2 2 2 6212006.4 (m), 1864.2 (vs, br), 1816.2 (vs) cm ; n (pyrazolyl was carried out as described above for the reaction of

21ring) 1552.3 (w) cm . CH (3,5-Me -4-BrPz) with Mo(CO) to yield 4b as a2 2 2 6

pale green–yellow solid. Yield: 71%. Anal. found: C,
2.8. Reaction of CH (4-ClPz) with M(CO) (M5Cr, 37.17; H, 2.98; N, 11.33. C H Cl MoN O . Calcd.: C,2 2 6 15 14 2 4 4

1Mo, W) 37.42; H, 2.91; N, 11.64%. H NMR (CD COCD ), d 6.653 3

(d, 1H, 14 Hz); 6.42 (d, 1H); 2.55 (s, 6H); 2.44 (s, 6H)
The reaction of CH (4-ClPz) with Cr(CO) was carried ppm. IR (KBr): n (CO) 2022.9 (m), 1898.1 (vs, br), 1869.02 2 6
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Table 1 carbons on the ring 3-position); 212.3 (s, carbonyls); 14.2,
Summarized crystal data for 4c 9.9 (s, methyl groups on the ring 3,5-positions) ppm. IR
Formula C H Cl N O W (KBr): n (CO) 2005.8 (m), 1867.2 (vs, br), 1822.6 (vs)15 14 2 4 4

21 21Formula weight 569.06 cm ; n (pyrazolyl ring) 1559.9 (w) cm .
Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.2030.2530.30
Crystal system triclinic
Space group P-1 2.12. Structure determination of compound 4c
Cell parameters

˚a (A) 8.184(2)
Crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were grown from˚b (A) 9.683(2)

˚ dichloromethane /hexane at 48C. All intensity data werec (A) 13.297(6)
a (8) 94.42(3) collected on an Enraf–Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with
b (8) 101.78(3) ˚graphite monochromated Mo K radiation (l50.71073 A).a
g (8) 109.96(2)

3 A total of 2999 independent reflections was collected in˚V (A ) 957.2(5)
the range of 28#u #258 with an symbol v /2u scanZ 2
technique. The correction for empirical absorption wasT (K) 299

23Calcd. density (Mg m ) 1.974 applied to intensity data, structures were resolved by direct
F (000) 544 method and refined by full-matrix least-squares. All non-

21
m (mm ) 6.4727 hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. All calcula-
No. of reflections measured 3279

tions were performed on a PDP11/44 computer usingNo. of reflections observed I$3s (I) 2520
SDP-PLUS program system. A summary of the fundamen-No. of parameters 235

Weighting scheme W51 tal crystal data for 4c is listed in Table 1.
Residuals R, Rw 0.050, 0.057

21(vs), 1810.6 (vs) cm ; n (pyrazolyl ring) 1560.7 (w) 3. Results and discussion
21cm .

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of the ligands and
2.11. Reaction of CH (3,5-Me -4-ClPz) with W(CO) complexes2 2 2 6

The reaction of CH (3,5-Me -4-ClPz) with W(CO) Very recently, an account of bis(4-halopyrazolyl)-2 2 2 6

was carried out in octane with refluxing of 24 h to yield 4c methane prepared from the reaction of 4-halopyrazoles
as a microcrystalline solid. Yield: 35%. Anal. found: C, with CH Br has been published [7]. In this work, we2 2

31.58; H, 2.49; N, 9.83. C H Cl N O W. Calcd.: C, found that bis(4-halopyrazol-1-yl)methane could also be15 14 2 4 4
131.63; H, 2.46; N, 9.84%. H NMR (CD COCD ), d 6.71 obtained by the direct reaction of bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methane3 3

(d, 1H, 16 Hz); 6.44 (d, 1H); 2.57 (s, 6H); 2.45 (s, 6H) with Br or SO Cl in moderate yield (Scheme 1).2 2 2
13ppm. C NMR (CD COCD , 50.32 MHz): d 60.5 (s, Upon treatment of bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methane with Br ,3 3 2

methylene group); 110.4 (s, carbons on the ring 4-posi- intermediate A could be isolated. However, upon treatment
tion); 140.3 (s, carbons on the ring 5-position); 151.6 (s, of bis(pyrazol-1-yl)methane with SO Cl , a similar prod-2 2

Scheme 1.
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for a long time. However, the solid tungsten complexes
were stable in air. All complexes were soluble in chlori-
nated solvents, and acetone.

The IR spectra of the free ligands showed the absorption
21due to ring vibration in the range of 1520|1570 cm , and

there was no significant shift upon coordination. Four
carbonyl stretching bands, as expected for a cis-tetra-
carbonyl complex, were observed in all the new complexes
except for 2a, 2c and 4c in which the two middle bands
overlapped. The carbonyl bands in the chromium complex-Scheme 2.
es were unlikely to be influenced by the steric and
electronic factors of the substituents on the pyrazolyl rings,

uct was not obtained. This may be the lower basicity of which had similar results to molybdenum and tungsten
bis(4-chloropyrazolyl)- methane than bis(4-bromo- complexes.

1pyrazolyl)methane, owing to greater electron-withdrawing The H NMR spectra were very interesting. All of
chlorine groups on the 4-position of pyrazolyl rings. pyrazolyl protons in the complexes were accordingly

The reactions of ligands 1 and 3 with M(CO) (M5Cr, shifted downfield compared with those of free ligands. A6

Mo, W) in DME or DME/THF mixed solvents gave typical AB system was observed. The protons of the
compounds 1a|1c and 3a|3c, respectively in reasonable methylene group were in different environments, which
yield. The reactions of ligand 2 with M(CO) (M5Mo, W) exhibited two sets of resonances in complexes contain-6

and ligand 4 with Mo(CO) in DME/THF also yielded ing bis(3,5-dimethyl-4-halopyrazolyl)methane, and one6

compounds 2b|2c and 4b, respectively. However, the broad singlet in complexes containing bis(4-halo-
reactions of ligands 2 and 4 with Cr(CO) were not pyrazolyl)methane at room temperature. We can explain6

successful in the same conditions, which took place in these results by the boat conformation of the six-membered
%4 %%%%%%%%4

refluxing heptane. In addition, the reaction of ligand 4 with metallacycle M–N–N–C–N–N (one case is shown in Fig.
W(CO) took place in refluxing octane. These may be due 1). Although the fluxional process expected in these6

to greater steric hindrance in ligands 2 and 4, and greater octahedral complexes may be present, the fluxional process
electron-withdrawing chlorine in ligand 4 (Scheme 2). in solution may be slowed due to heavier atoms on the

The chromium and molybdenum complexes in the solid 4-position of pyrazolyl ring, which cannot give a time-
were slightly sensitive to air at room temperature, but averaging signal on the NMR time scale. For comparison,
could be stored at low temperature under inert atmosphere the protons of the methylene group in CH (3,5-2

Fig. 1. The molecular structure of 4c.
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Table 2 examined by cyclic voltammetry in CH Cl at room2 2aThe cyclic voltammetric data for 1a|4c temperature. The cyclic voltammetric data are listed in
Complex E (mV) i /i Table 2. Cyclic voltammograms of all the new complexes1 / 2 pa pc

showed one reversible or quasi-reversible oxidation pro-1a 256 1.1
2a 267.5 1.7 cess, where a one-electron oxidation was observed. For all
3a 254 1.1 complexes, the redox potentials (E ) decrease with more1 / 2
4a 280.5 1.4 methyl groups on the pyrazolyl rings of ligands, which are
1b 176 1.4

consistent with the electron-donating ability of ligands.2b 153.5 1.2
The influence of Cl or Br groups in the 4-position of the3b 192 1.1

4b 160.5 1.1 pyrazolyl rings on the potentials is weak in the chromium
1c 157 1.9 complexes. However, the potentials are more in position
2c 126 1.1 for the molybdenum and tungsten complexes containing
3c 164 1.2

bis(4-chloropyrazolyl)methane than those in complexes4c 144.5 1.1
containing bis(4-bromopyrazolyl)methane due to greater

a Note: In volts vs. 0.1 M Ag/AgNO (in 0.1 M Bu NBF -DMSO)3 4 4 electron-withdrawing chlorine groups, indicating that
with a Pt electrode and 0.1 M TBAFB(Bu NBF ) as supporting elec-4 4

21 bis(4-chloropyrazolyl)alkanes are more weaker donorstrolyte and CH Cl as solvent. Scan rate 200 mV s .2 2

than bis(4-bromopyrazolyl)alkanes. The peak current ratios
of i /i .1 in all complexes suggest that the oxidationpa pc

Me Pz) M(CO) [16] and CH Pz M(CO) [18] (M5Cr, products of 1a|4c are of low stability, which slightly2 2 4 2 2 4

Mo, W) showed only one singlet owing to a boat to boat decompose with the loss of carbonyls before reduction.
ring flip.

13All the signals of the C resonances of ligands in the 3.3. Molecular and crystal structure of CH (3,5-Me -4-2 2

case of the tungsten complexes could be observed at room ClPz) W(CO) , 4c2 4
13temperature. However, only one C carbonyl signal was

detected (two were expected in these complexes). We Selected bond lengths and angles are shown in Table 3.
propose that it is possible that the limited solubility The molecular structure of 4c determined by crystal X–ray

13prevented observation of the other C signal. diffraction is presented in Fig. 1, which clearly shows that
ligand 4 acts as a chelating bidentate ligand, and the

%4 %%%%%%%%4

3.2. Electrochemical properties of the complexes six-member ring W–N–N–C–N–N adopts the boat con-
formation. Owing to bridging atoms away from methyl

The electrochemical properties of complexes containing groups, this conformation is advantageous to reduce the
the M(CO) (M5Mo, W) fragment have been studied, strong repulsion between bridging atoms and methyl4

indicating that these complexes have different electro- groups. The overall views of 4c and CH (3,4,5-2

chemical behavior according to different ligands [23–26]. Me Pz) W(CO) Br (I) [15] are similar. The centre metal3 2 3 2

The redox properties of the title complexes have been of W(1) is six-coordinate with a quasi-octahedral coordina-

Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8)

W(1)–N(2) 2.261(5) N(3)–C 1.44(1)
W(1)–N(4) 2.250(7) N(1)–C 1.45(2)
W(1)–C(1) 1.913(8) W(1)–C(4) 2.00(1)
W(1)–C(2) 2.031(9) Cl(1)–C(13) 1.685(8)
W(1)–C(3) 1.914(9) Cl(2)–C(23) 1.704(9)
N(2)–W(1)–N(4) 79.4(2) W(1)–N(4)–C(22) 132.7(6)
N(2)–W(1)–C(1) 177.9(3) N(3)–N(4)–C(22) 104.0(7)
N(2)–W(1)–C(2) 93.8(3) N(1)–C–N(3) 110.6(7)
N(2)–W(1)–C(3) 95.2(4) W(1)–C(1)–O(1) 179.2(8)
N(2)–W(1)–C(4) 97.0(3) W(1)–C(2)–O(2) 173.8(8)
N(4)–W(1)–C(1) 99.8(3) W(1)–C(3)–O(3) 179.0(2)
N(4)–W(1)–C(2) 90.9(3) W(1)–C(4)–O(4) 172.3(7)
N(4)–W(1)–C(3) 174.6(4) C–N(1)–C(14) 130.4(8)
N(4)–W(1)–C(4) 92.9(3) W(1)–N(2)–N(1) 123.3(5)
C(1)–W(1)–C(2) 84.2(3) W(1)–N(2)–C(12) 130.2(6)
C(1)–W(1)–C(3) 85.6(3) N(1)–N(2)–C(12) 106.2(6)
C(1)–W(1)–C(4) 85.0(3) N(4)–N(3)–C 118.8(7)
C(2)–W(1)–C(3) 88.7(4) C–N(3)–C(24) 127.9(6)
C(2)–W(1)–C(4) 169.0(3) W(1)–N(4)–N(3) 123.2(5)
C(3)–W(1)–C(4) 88.5(4) N(2)–N(1)–C 119.2(5)
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[2] D.L. Reger, J.E. Collins, A.L. Rheingold, L.M. Liable-Sands, G.P.A.tion geometry. Due to the steric repulsion between ligand
Yap, Inorg. Chem. 36 (1997) 345.and two cis-carbonyls C(2)O(2) and C(4)O(4), the two

[3] D.L. Reger, J.E. Collins, A.L. Rheingold, L.M. Liable-Sands,
cis-carbonyls are away from the ligand. The angels W(1)– Organometallics 15 (1996) 1029.
C(2)–O(2) of 173.8(8)8 and W(1)–C(4)–O(4) of [4] D.L. Reger, J.E. Collins, S.M. Myers, A.L. Rheingold, L.M. Liable-
172.3(7)8 indicate that the two cis-carbonyls retain distor- Sands, Inorg. Chem. 35 (1996) 4904.
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Colapietro, A. Cassetta, J. Organomet. Chem. 496 (1995) 69.owing to the angles W(1)–C(1)–O(1) of 179.2(8)8 and

[6] C. Titze, J. Hermane, H. Vahrenkamp, Chem. Ber. 128 (1995) 1095.
W(1)–C(3)–O(3) of 179(2)8, which is quite different from [7] C. Pettinari, A. Lorenzotti, M. Pellei, C. Santini, Polyhedron 16
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Abstract

The complexes of hexanedioic acid bis(3-hydroxycarbamoyl-methyl)amide (Dha1) and hexanedioic acid bis(3-hydroxycarbamoyl-
propyl)amide (Dha2) with cobalt(II), nickel(II), copper(II), zinc(II), iron(III), calcium(II) and magnesium(II) have been studied by
pH-metric and spectrophotometric methods. All the complexes formed with Dha2 are soluble in water, but a very insoluble complex is
formed in the copper(II)-Dha1 system. Besides the 1:1 species complexes with 2:3 stoichiometry are also formed in the cobalt(II)-,
nickel(II)-, zinc(II)- and iron(III)-containing systems. Dha2 generally forms more stable complexes than those of Dha1 (e.g. log b values
for their iron(III) 1:1 complexes are 17.9 and 19.1, respectively). A comparison of the data with those on the complexes of a simple
monohydroxamate, (acetohydroxamate, Aha), nonano-dihydroxamate (Dha3) and the natural trihydroxamate-based siderophore, de-
sferrioxamine B (DFB) revealed that the stability sequence of the complexes is generally: DFB.Dha2$Dha3|Dha1.Aha. The shorter
but more flexible connecting chain of Dha3 results in the ca. same stability of complexes of Dha1 and Dha3. The above sequence,
however, did not hold for copper(II) allowing the coordination of at most two hydroxamates and for calcium(II). In this latter case, Dha2,
containing the longest connecting chain, formed the most stable complexes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction (HONOC-(CH ) -CONHOH; n5 4–8) were studied by2 n

Evers et al. [8], who found that the stabilities of the 1:1
Microbial siderophores are relatively low molecular complexes increased in parallel with increasing chain

weight compounds synthesized in order to solubilize and length from n54 to n57 and then levelled out at n57.
transport iron(III) into the cells in the necessary con- Both equilibrium and kinetic studies on the iron(III)
centrations [1,2]. Most of the hydroxamate-type sidero- complexes of N-methyl-substituted dihydroxamic acids (n

2phores contain three chelating groups (-CONHO ) and varying from 2 to 8) demonstrated the formation of the
21 1complete the octahedral coordination sphere of the dimeric 1:1 species [Fe L ] if n,6, monomeric [FeL]2 2

iron(III) in their 1:1 complexes. In some cases, however, if n.6 and the simultaneous existence of monomeric and
microbes synthesize dihydroxamate-type siderophores dimeric species if n56 [9,10]. As dihydroxamate-based
which form very stable dinuclear species, [Fe L ], with the ligands can not fully satisfy the six-coordinate geometry of2 3

iron(III) [3–5]. (The log b value for the iron(III)- iron(III), there is a strong tendency to the formation of the
rhodotoluric acid complex, for example, is ca. 62 [4].) dimer [Fe L ]. Its structure (triply bridged or singly2 3

Synthetic dihydroxamate-based siderophore analogues bridged) has been presumed to be determined by the value
have also been prepared and their metal complexes, of n [10].
primarily the iron(III) complexes, have been studied [6– In contrast, a significant dependence of the stability
10]. These earlier studies focused mainly on the effects of constants on the chain length was not found for the bulky
the connecting chain length on the stabilities and stoich- N-isopropyl-substituted derivatives, where the formation of
iometries of the complexes. Interactions between different triply bridged [Fe L ] and double bridged [Fe L ] dinu-2 3 2 2

metal ions and primary dihydroxamic acid derivatives, clear species was observed [6].
The reactions between molybdenum(VI) and numerous

dihydroxamic acids (including Dha1 and Dha2) were*Corresponding author. Tel.: 136-52-512-900; fax: 136-52-489-667.
E-mail address: farkase@tigris.klte.hu (E. Farkas) investigated in a recent study [11]. Dha1 and Dha2 were
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found to form water-soluble complexes with molyb- (KCl). Carbonate-free KOH solutions of known concen-
3denum(VI), whereas many other dihydroxamic acids with trations (ca. 0.2 mol /dm ) were used as titrant.

shorter chain lengths furnished precipitates. Polynuclear The pH-metric titrations were performed throughout the
species were presumed to precipitate in these cases. It was approximate pH range 2.0–11.0 (or below precipitation) on

3also established that Dha2 formed more stable complexes samples of 10.00 or 25.00 cm .
than those of Dha1 [11]. For a higher extent of complex formation a metal ion

The biologically important calcium(II) and mag- excess was applied only in the case of calcium(II), because
nesium(II) ions in general form unstable complexes. This parallel titrations of samples containing only strong acid or

22 3may be the reason why their complexes with hydroxamic strong acid plus calcium-chloride (1.36310 mol /dm ),
22acids have been studied in only a very few reports [8]. or strong acid plus magnesium-chloride (1.81310 mol /

3In the present work, the complexes formed in aqueous dm ) demonstrated that no measurable hydrolysis occured
solution between hexanedioic acid bis(3-hydroxy- in the presence of calcium(II) in the studied pH-range, but
carbamoyl-methyl)amide (Dha1), or hexanedioic acid there was observable hydrolysis with magnesium(II) above
bis(3-hydroxycarbamoyl-propyl)amide (Dha2) and cobal- ca. pH 8.
t(II), nickel(II), copper(II), zinc(II), iron(III), calcium(II) In the metal–ligand systems, the ligand concentrations

23 23 3or magnesium(II) were characterized. The results were were varied in the range of 8310 –2310 mol /dm ;
compared with those on some other ligands, acetohydrox- the metal–ligand ratios were in general in the range of
amic acid (Aha), nonano-dihydroxamic acid (Dha3) and 1:1–1:5, but in the case of calcium(II) it was increased to
the natural trihydroxamic acid desferrioxamine B (DFB), 20:1. Measurements were made with samples at five or six
and the effects of the peptide moieties in the connecting different ratios. The pH-metric measurements were made
chains, the lengths of these chains and the ionic radii of the with a Radiometer pHM84 instrument equipped with a
metals on the stabilities and stoichiometries of the com- CMAWL/5 Russel combined electrode. The titrant was
plexes were evaluated. Some of the metal ion-DFB, metal added from a Metrohm 715 Dosimat autoburette. The
ion-Dha3 and metal ion-Aha systems had been studied electrode system was calibrated by the method of Irving et
previously [8,12–14], and these earlier results were uti- al. [17] so that the pH-meter readings could be converted
lized in the present work. In some other cases, the data on into hydrogen ion concentrations.
the model systems were determined in the present work. The UV–visible measurements on the iron(III)-Dha1,

iron(III)-Dha2, iron(III)-Dha3 and iron(III)-DFB systems
were carried out in two sets. Individual samples were

3prepared in the first series, in which the 0.2 mol /dm KCl
2. Experimental

was partially or completely replaced by HCl. The pH
values, varying in the range 0.7–1.3, were calculated from

2.1. Chemicals
the HCl content. In the second set, titrations were made on

24 3samples containing the iron(III) ion at 5310 mol /dm
Dha1 and Dha2 were prepared as previously described 24 3or 4310 mol /dm . The metal ion to ligand ratios were

[11]. Aha was purchased from Sigma. DFB was produced
1:2.5, 1:3.75 and 1:5, and the spectra were recorded at

by CIBA Geigy. A standard procedure was used to prepare
15–20 different pH values. A sample of iron(III)-Aha

Dha3 [15]. The levels of purity of the ligands and the 24 3containing the iron(III) in 4310 mol /dm , the Aha in
concentrations of the ligand stock solutions were deter- 23 33310 mol /dm was also titrated. A HP8453 spec-
mined by Gran’s method [16].

trophotometer was used to record the spectra in the region
The metal ion stock solutions were prepared from

300–600 nm.
CoCl ?6H O, NiCl ?6H O, CuCl ?2H O, FeCl ?6H O or2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 Both pH-metric and spectrophotometric results were
CaCl (Reanal) (to prevent hydrolysis of the metal ion, the2 utilized to establish the stoichiometry of the species and to
iron(III) stock solution contained a known concentration of

calculate the stability constants of the iron(III) complexes3HCl (0.1 mol /dm )), whereas ZnO and MgO (Reanal)
and the pH-metric experimental data in all the other cases.

were dissolved in a known amount of HCl. The con-
The calculations were performed with the computer pro-

centrations of the cobalt(II), nickel(II), copper(II), zinc(II)
gram PSEQUAD [18]. Literature data on the iron(III)

and iron(III) stock solutions were determined gravimetri-
hydroxo complexes were included in the models [19]. In

cally via precipitation of the quinolin-8-olates. EDTA was
the pH-regions where the experimental findings indicated

used as titrant to determine the concentrations of the
the possibility of hydrolysis (a continuous decrease of the

calcium(II) and magnesium(II) stock solutions.
pH or the formation of a precipitate), calculations were not
performed. The parameters fitted by the PSEQUAD pro-

2.2. Potentiometric and spectroscopic studies gram were the volumes of titrant in the case of the
pH-metric data, and the absorbances of spectrophotometric

22The pH-metric and spectrophotometric measurements titration curves. Accepted fittings were below 1.10 in the
3 22were carried out at an ionic strength of 0.2 mol /dm former cases, and below ca. 2.10 in the latter.
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Table 13. Results and discussion
3Dissociation constants (pK) for the ligands (t5258C; I50.2 mol /dm

KCl)
3.1. Protonation of the ligands

pK pK pK pK1 2 3 4

aThe formulae of Dha1, Dha2 and the model ligands, Aha 9.27(1)
Dha1 8.48(1) 9.25(1)Aha, Dha3 and DFB, are depicted in Scheme 1. The
Dha2 8.86(1) 9.64(1)dissociation constants of the ligands are listed in Table 1. bDha3 9.00(2) 9.84(2)

The values determined in the present work are in very cDFB 8.30(1) 9.00(1) 9.46(1) 10.84(3)
good agreement with those published earlier in our former

a 3Ref. [8]; pK 59.36; t5258, I50.10 mol /dm (KCl).1works [11–13] or by others [8]. b 3Ref. [8]; pK 59.02, pK 59.65; t5258, I50.10 mol /dm (KCl).1 2
c Ref. [8]; pK 58.32, pK 58.96, pK 59.55, pK 510.79; t5258, I51 2 3 4

33.2. Metal complexation of Dha1 and Dha2 0.10 mol /dm (KCl).

Representative pH-metric titration curves for different
metal ion-Dha2 systems are shown in Fig. 1. Those for the magnesium(II), titration curves for 1:1 metal to ligand
Dha1-containing systems are similar (except for copper(II) ratio, where noticeable differences could already be ob-
-Dha1, where precipitation hindered the measurements), served between the curves for the free ligand and for the
and they are therefore not presented here. metal-containing systems; see Fig. 1).

In Fig. 1, the significant differences in the pH effects As the pH-metric method can not be used in the strongly
caused by the complex formation with various metal ions acidic pH range (below ca. pH 2), spectrophotometric
clearly reveal the great differences in stability of the measurements were also performed in the case of the
complexes. Whereas the complex formation with iron(III) iron(III)-containing systems. Well-known characteristic
starts at very low pH, there is no interaction with cal- charge-transfer absorptions allow determination of the
cium(II) up to pH ca. 7. (In the cases of calcium(II) and stoichiometry and stability constants of the complexes [2].

Each added hydroxamate group results in characteristic
changes in both l and the absorption. The coordinationmax

of one hydroxamate chelate results in l |510 nm andmax
21 21

e|1000 mol cm , two coordinated hydroxamates lead
21 21to l |470 nm and e|1800 mol cm , while complex-max

es with three coordinated hydroxamates have l 5420–max
21 21430 nm, e|2600–2800 mol cm .

Some of the spectrophotometric spectra recorded for
iron(III)-Dha1 samples in the pH ranges 0.7–1.3 (a) and
ca. 2–10 (b) are presented in Fig. 2.

When the above mentioned characteristics are consid-
ered, the following conclusions can be drawn from the
spectra: Two hydroxamate chelates are already coordinated
to the iron(III) at below pH 1 (see Fig. 2a), while the
coordination of the third hydroxamate starts only at ca. pH
3. The pH-range in which the three-chelated complex
predominates is quite narrow (5.5–6.5). Above this pH-
range the absorbance begins to decrease indicating a
decrease in the number of coordinated hydroxamates, most
probably because of hydrolysis. The behaviour of Dha2
exhibits many similarities (which is why these spectra are
not shown here), but also some differences, e.g. the pH-
region, in which only the three-chelated complex exists is
somewhat wider (ca. pH 5–8.0).

Both pH-metric and spectrophotometric experimental
data were used to calculate the stability constants in the pH
regions where no decrease in absorbance was observed
(pH#6.5 in the case of Dha1, and pH#8.0 in the case of
Dha2). The best fits were found on the assumption of the

1existence of [FeL] and [Fe L ] for both ligands. The2 3
21monoprotonated, monochelated species [FeLH] was

Scheme 1. formed below the studied pH region (see Fig. 2a), and thus
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Fig. 1. pH-metric titration curves for the Dha2 (♦) and calcium(II) (j), magnesium(II) (m), cobalt(II) (1), nickel(II) (*), zinc(II) (d), copper(II) (3),
23 3iron(III) (2) Dha2 systems. c 55310 mol /dm . Metal ion to ligand ratios can be found in the parenthesis. Ca(II) (1:1), Mg(II) (1:1); Co(II) (1:1.5);lig

Ni(II) (1:1.5); Zn(II) (1:1.5); Cu(II) (1:1.5); Fe(III) (1:2.4). Negative base equivalent values mean acid excess.

the corresponding stability constants could not be de- possibility of the formation of the mononuclear 1:1
termined. species, [ML], containing the two hydroxamate chelates

The copper(II)-Dha1 complexes are insoluble in water coordinated to the same metal ion. It appears most likely
which strongly suggests the formation of polynuclear Table 2
complexes. The complexes formed with Dha2, however, Models and stability constants (log b ) for the complexes formed in
are water-soluble and the pH-metric titration curves could iron(III)-, copper(II)-nickel(II)-, zinc(II)-, cobalt(II)-, calcium(II)- and

1 magnesium(II)-Dha1 and Dha2 systemsbe fitted on the assumption of [CuLH] and [CuL].
1Complexes with stoichiometries [MLH] , [ML] and

22 [M L H ]p q r[M L ] were necessary to fit the titration curves for the2 3 ]]]b 5 p q rM L Hp q r [M] [L] [H]cobalt(II)-, nickel(II)- or zinc(II)-Dha1 and Dha2 systems.
Because of the low stabilities of the calcium(II)- and

3magnesium(II)-dihydroxamate complexes, the pH-effects (t5258C; I50.2 mol /dm KCl)

of their formation are very small. This is well demon- Metal ion Ionic radius M L H Dha1 Dha2p q r

strated in Fig. 1. The small, but repeatable pH-effects, (pm) p q r
however, allow calculation of the stability constants of the

Fe(III) 55 1 1 0 17.9(1) 19.1(1)
1:1 complexes in both the calcium(II)- and the mag- 2 3 0 51.6(1) 55.6(1)
nesium(II)-containing systems. Cu(II) 73 1 1 1 prec. 17.28(9)

1 1 0 12.83(1)All the equilibrium models and calculated stability
Ni(II) 69 1 1 1 13.89(2) 14.71(2)constants are listed in Table 2.

1 1 0 7.44(1) 8.33(4)Protonated complexes (1:1:1) with dihydroxamic acids
2 3 0 20.94(5) 22.66(4)

may be formed if one of the chelating moieties remains in Zn(II) 74 1 1 1 13.98(4) 14.62(3)
protonated non-coordinated form. These species are 1 1 0 7.73(5) 8.33(5)

2 3 0 22.01(7) 23.01(5)formed in the measurable pH-range for all of the studied
Co(II) 74 1 1 1 13.61(3) 14.43(4)metals except iron(III). It is known from previous studies

1 1 0 6.87(5) 7.89(3)[6–10] (see Introduction) that, depending on the length and
2 3 0 19.0(4) 21.91(5)

character of the connecting chain, the two hydroxamate Ca(II) 100 1 1 1 11.08(5) 11.87(7)
chelates of any dihydroxamic acid coordinate either to the 1 1 0 2.68(2) 3.09(2)

Mg(II) 72 1 1 1 11.72(7) 12.51(4)same metal ion (1:1 species) or to different ones (2:2
1 1 0 3.46(2) 4.11(1)species). In all the present cases, the inclusion of the 1:1
1 1 21 28.21(9) 27.65(5)species in the models gave the best fits, supporting the
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the cases of calcium(II) and magnesium(II), we had to
study the systems with all these three ligands. The
experimental results relating to the magnesium(II)-DFB
and especially the calcium(II)-DFB system are particularly
interesting. The pH effects of the complex formation in
these systems are even less than those in the case of Dha2
(see Fig. 1).

The overall stability constants for the complexes with
Aha, Dha3, DFB are reported in Table 3.

3.4. A comparison between the chelating properties of
the different ligands

Different possibilities are available to compare the
metal-binding abilities of Dha1, Dha2, Aha, Dha3 and

Table 3
Overall stability constants (logb ) for the complexes formed in iron(III)-,
copper(II)-, nickel(II)-, zinc(II)-, calcium(II)- and magnesium(II)-Aha,

a 3-Dha3 and -DFB systems (t5258C; I50.2 mol /dm KCl)

Metal ion M L H Aha Dha3 DFBp q r

p q r
aFe(III) 1 1 0 11.09 19.13(5) 30.4(1)
a1 2 0 20.69
a1 3 0 28.80

1 1 1 41.01(1)
2 3 0 56.0(1)
1 1 2 42.4(1)

dCu(II) 1 1 3 36.99
d1 1 2 33.10
d1 1 1 23.98

b d dFig. 2. UV–vis spectra recorded for iron(III)-Dha1 system in the pH- 1 1 0 7.89 13.60 13.73
24 3

dranges 0.7–1.3 (a) and 2.0–10.0 (b). (c 55310 mol /dm , c 5Fe(III) Dha1 2 1 1 32.09
23 3

a2.5310 mol /dm ). 1 2 0 14.06
a1 2 21 4.44

dNi(II) 1 1 3 33.20
d1 1 2 27.66that two [ML] are joined by the third ligand in the species

c d1 1 1 14.89 19.71[M L ]. b c d2 3 1 1 0 5.15 8.92 8.89
bAll the stability constants for the complexes with Dha2 1 2 0 9.18
bin Table 2 are somewhat larger than those for the complex- 1 3 0 11.68
b1 1 21 24.35es with Dha1. The differences are to some extent due to

dZn(II) 1 1 3 33.40the differences in basicity of the coordinating donors (see
d1 1 2 28.17Table 1), but other factors, e.g. differences in steric d1 1 1 20.40

b dhindrances, may also be important. 1 1 0 5.18 10.36
b1 2 0 9.45
b1 3 0 11.573.3. Metal complexation with Aha, Dha3 and DFB
b1 1 21 23.40

Ca(II) 1 1 2 22.41(4)The stability constants for most of the nickel(II),
1 1 1 12.07(5) 13.25(3)

zinc(II), copper(II) and iron(III) complexes of these 1 1 0 2.45(1) 2.78(2) 3.03(3)
ligands have already been determined either by the present Mg(II) 1 1 2 23.85(3)

1 1 1 12.69(8) 14.66(3)authors [12–14] or by Evers et al. [8]. However, as the
1 1 0 2.96(3) 4.15(3) 2.8(1)constants for the iron(III) complexes with Dha3 and with
1 1 21 27.22(9)DFB were determined earlier under different conditions,

a Standard deviations in parenthesis are shown if only the values werewe have determined them again in the present work. The
determinated in the present work.complex-forming behaviour of cobalt(II) towards the b Ref. [12].

dihydroxamate-based ligands was found to be very similar c Ref. [15].
d 3to that of nickel(II) and zinc(II). For this reason, we did Ref [8]; t5258C, I50.1 mol /dm , (NaNO ).3
enot study the cobalt(II)-Aha, -Dha3 and -DFB systems. In Ref. [13].
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Table 4
Derived stability constants calculated for iron(III)-, copper(II)-, nickel(II)-, zinc(II)-, calcium(II)- and magnesium(II)-Aha, -Dha1, -Dha2, -Dha3 and -DFB
complexes

Ligand Equilibrium Fe(III) Cu(II) Ni(II) Zn(II) Ca(II) Mg(II)
processes

Aha M1L 11.09 7.89 5.15 5.18 2.45 2.96
ML1L 20.69 14.06 9.18 9.45
ML 1L 28.80 11.68 11.572

Dha1 M1LH 4.64 4.73 1.83 2.47
M1L 17.9 7.44 7.73 2.68 3.46
2ML1L 15.8 6.06 6.55

Dha2 M1LH 7.64 5.07 4.98 2.23 2.87
M1L 19.1 12.83 8.33 8.33 3.09 4.11
2ML1L 17.4 6.00 6.35

Dha3 M1LH 5.05 2.23 2.85
M1L 19.13 13.60 8.92 2.78 4.15
2ML1L 17.74

DFB M1LH 7.69 3.90 4.103

M1LH 22.1 12.80 7.36 7.87 2.11 3.552

M1LH 30.2 13.14 8.87 9.56 2.41 3.82
M1L 30.4 13.73 8.89 10.36 3.03 2.80

DFB. For instance, we can compare the stoichiometries significantly wider. The difference cannot be explained
and stabilities of the complexes and the pH-ranges of their solely by the differences in basicity of the coordinating
formation. As Tables 2 and 3 show, monochelated species donor atoms in the two ligands. There may be another
were not formed in measurable concentrations in the contribution from the fact that the presence of two peptide
iron(III)-dihydroxamate or-DFB systems. We could not groups in the relatively short connecting chain of Dha1
determine stability constants for the [FeLH] species with makes the chain quite inflexible. Below the pH ranges
dihydroxamic acids or for [FeLH ] with DFB. The mono- where exclusively the three-chelated species are formed,3

chelated iron(III) complex was formed only with Aha. On processes of protonation of the chelating moieties compete
the other hand, many protonated complexes were formed with metal complex formation, while above these pH
between the different dihydroxamic acids or DFB and ranges hydrolytic processes may occur. Formation of the
copper(II), nickel(II), zinc(II), cobalt(II), calcium(II) or three-chelated species with Aha ([FeL ]) becomes pre-3

magnesium(II). In these cases, the overall stability con- dominant only at ca. pH 6 and the decrease in absorbance
stants include the corresponding protonation constants. To (indicating a decrease in the number of coordinated
compare the stabilities of the hydroxamate chelates, differ- hydroxamates) starts only at ca. pH 8.
ent derived constants were calculated. These values and the
related equilibrium processes are shown in Table 4.

The derived constants in Table 4 reveal that the Dha1
complexes display the lowest stability in most cases. The
differences in stability are the most significant in the case
of iron(III). The stability sequence of iron(III) complexes
is well demonstrated in Fig. 3, which depicts the pH-
dependence of the absorbance at 420 nm. The values were
taken from the spectra of samples with the same hydroxa-
mate group/ iron(III) concentration ratio.

Fig. 3 illustrates the constant absorbances for iron(III)-
DFB in the pH range 2–10. The calculated value of E8

21 21(2650 M cm ) indicates that exclusively the three-
chelated complex ([FeL]) exists in the studied pH range
for DFB. The three-chelated species ([Fe L ]), however,2 3

predominates only in the pH range 5.0–8.0 for Dha2, and
Fig. 3. pH-dependence of absorbance values measured at l 5420 nmmaxin an even narrower pH range (5.5–6.5) with Dha1. If we
in iron(III)-DFB (m), iron(III)-Dha1 (*), iron(III)-Dha2 (s) iron(III)-

compare the pH ranges where exclusively [Fe L ] is 24 32 3 Dha3 (j), iron(III)-Aha (♦) systems. (c 54310 mol /dm , c 5Fe(III) DFB
23 3 23 3formed with Dha3 (having the shortest, but flexible 1.0310 mol /dm , c 5c 5c 51.5310 mol /dm , c 5Dha1 Dha2 Dha3 Aha
23 3connecting chain) and with Dha1, the former (5.5–8.0) is 3.0310 mol /dm ).
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Preference for the trihydroxamate-based DFB does not this is taken into account, the unexpectedly low stability
hold for copper(II), which allows the coordination of at constant of [MgDFB] (see Table 3) may be explained if it
most two hydroxamates [13]. The insolubility of the is assumed that the stoichiometry of this species is really
copper(II)-DhaI complexes most probably indicates poly- [Mg(HDFB)(OH)].
nuclear complex formation. One interesting result is that the formation of cal-

Magnesium(II) forms somewhat more stable complexes cium(II)-DFB complexes is less favoured than the forma-
than calcium(II) with these ligands. However, hydrolysis, tion of dihydroxamate complexes, especially with Dha2.
which is significantly more favoured for magnesium(II) The most reasonable explanation of this finding is that the
than for calcium(II) may compete with complex formation length of the connecting chains allows only the monoche-
at high pH in the magnesium(II)-containing systems. If lated coordination of DFB to the large calcium(II) ion. The

Fig. 4. Concentration distribution curves for hypothtetical systems involving Dha1, Dha2, Dha3, DFB and iron(III) (a), zinc(II) (b) or calcium(II) (c).
23 3 23 3 23 3(c 52310 mol /dm , c 5c 5c 53310 mol /dm , c 52310 mol /dm ).metal Dha1 Dha2 Dha3 DFB
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Abstract

A dinuclear copper complex containing the ligand 3,6-bis(di-2-pyridylmethyl) pyridazine, bdpdz, [Cu (bdpdz) ](ClO ) , was prepared2 2 4 3

and its structure determined by X-ray analysis. The compound consists of a dinuclear mixed valence copper(I)–copper(II) entity with
localised valences, co-ordinated to two bridging ligand molecules. The geometry around the copper(I) centre is distorted tetrahedral, while
that of the copper(II) centre is tetragonally distorted octahedral. Oxidation studies reveal that the compound does not exhibit phenolase
activity.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper complexes; Mixed valence; Structure; Oxidation; Binucleating ligand

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

A large number of copper(II) co-ordination compounds 2.1. Synthesis of [Cu (bdpdz) ](ClO ) (1)2 2 4 3

have been reported as functional models for the active sites
of copper proteins [1,2]. In these studies mono- or dinu- An ammoniacal solution of cupric sulphate (2 mmol, 50

3clear complexes have been employed and the properties of cm ) was reduced by hydroxylamine hydrochloride (6
the chelating ligands have been varied [3–8]. Complexes mmol) under a nitrogen atmosphere. Ultrapure commercial
derived from binucleating ligands providing symmetrically nitrogen was further purified by passing the gas through a
arranged metal centres are the most common, since they chromium(II) solution to eliminate the traces of oxygen
are generally more reactive towards oxidation reactions of that may be present. The bdpdz ligand [10] (1 mmol)
the organic substrates than are the corresponding mononu- dissolved in degassed ethanol was added and the product
clear species. precipitated with a saturated aqueous sodium perchlorate

Binucleating pyridazine and phthalazine derived ligands solution. The product was filtered, washed with deoxy-
form predominantly dinuclear copper(II) complexes in genated water and vacuum dried (yield 90%). Repeated
which these ligands act as a bridge between the metal procedures under careful deoxygenated conditions always
centres [9–11]. Copper(II) complexes with the diazine gave the same product. Recrystallisation from methanol
ligand, 3,6-bis(di-2-pyridylmethyl) pyridazine, bdpdz, have affords crystals suitable for X-ray analysis. Crude and
been shown to have catecholase activity [12]. In this work recrystallised material gave the same analytical results.
we report on the synthesis of a dinuclear copper(I)–(II) Elemental analysis. Found: C: 49.11, N: 13.06, H: 3.15,
complex with this hexadentate ligand, which was studied Cu: 9.95%. Calculated: C: 49.62, N: 13.35, H: 3.20; Cu:
as a potential model of phenolase activity. 10.10%.

2.2. Measurements

*Corresponding author. Fax: 156-02-699-4119. The C, H, N elemental analysis were performed on a

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00136-9
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Fison-Carlo Erba EA 108 model analyser. IR spectra were SHELXTL/PC (Siemens, 1991). Two standards, collected
obtained on a Bruker Vector 22 spectrophotometer. every 98 reflections, showed no significant decay. A total

Magnetic susceptibility measurements were obtained of 9513 unique reflections (R 50.0771) were used inint

between 5 and 300 K using a SHE 906 SQUID magneto- further calculations. Data reduction, Lorentz and polarisa-
3 21meter at a field of 1 kOe (10 Am ). Pascal’s constants tion correction with XDISK in SHELXTL/PC (Sheldrick,

were used to estimate the correction of diamagnetism of 1991). Absorption corrections by c-scan (XPREP in
the sample, and the temperature-independent paramagnet- SHELXTL/PC (Siemens, 1991), max. and min. transmis-

3ism contribution for copper atom was taken as 60 cm sion factors 0.0585 and 0.1159, respectively. The structure
21mol . UV–visible spectra were recorded on a Unicam was solved by direct methods using SHELXS-93 (Shel-

UV-3 spectrophotometer. EPR spectra were determined on drick, 1993), and completed by difference Fourier syn-
a Bruker ECS-106 spectrometer at liquid nitrogen tempera- thesis and refined using SHELXL-93 (Sheldrick, 1993).
ture. The cyclic voltammograms, in acetonitrile–water 3:2 Seven hundred and twenty two least-squares parameters

2 2solvent mixture, using 0.1 M tetra-n-butylammonium refined to R1, wR2 0.0585, 0.1159 (F .2s(F ) and
2perchlorate as electrolyte, were recorded at a glassy carbon 0.2297, 0.1512 (all data). Goodness-of-fit on F , 0.678

electrode, with a saturated calomel reference electrode and (R1, wR2 and GOOF have its habitual meaning). Maxi-
23˚a Pt wire as an auxiliary electrode, on a EG&G Parr model mum differences peak and hole, 0.803 and 20.356 e A .

362 scanning potentiostat. Perchlorate anions are disordered. Some oxygen atoms
occupy more than one position. The occupation factors

2.3. X-ray crystallography were refined for each position. Only the oxygen atoms with
occupancies equal to one were refined anisotropically.

A 0.630.330.3 mm red prism was mounted on a glass Hydrogen atoms were placed in idealised positions with
fibre at room temperature. Preliminary examination and isotropic thermal parameters fixed 1.2 or 1.5 times the
data collection was performed on a Siemens R3m Diffrac- value of the attached atom. Molecular graphics with XP in
tometer (oriented graphite monochromator; Mo Ka radia- SHELXTL/PC (Siemens, 1991).
tion) at 293(2) K. Cell parameters were calculated from the
least-squares fitting for 25 high-angle reflections (7.5$

2.4. Oxidation studies
2u $158) using P3/P4-PC in SHELXTL/PC (Siemens,
1991). Omega scans for several intense reflections indi-
cated acceptable crystal quality. a511.615(5), b5 2.4.1. Kinetics

3˚ ˚21.943(8), c521.695(8) A, b592.62(3)8, V55523(4) A . The oxygen uptake measurements were made with a
Crystal system monoclinic, space group P2 /n, calculated Beckman oxygen sensor in an acetonitrile–water (3:2)1

23 21density 1.513 g cm , Z54, m50.988 mm . Data was solvent mixture at 258C. The concentration of the copper
24collected for 3.72 to 50.028 (two-theta; 0$h$11, 0$k$ complex was varied from 1.5 to 15310 M. The kinetic

26, 225$l$25) at 293(2) K using P3/P4-PC in runs were carried out under pseudo first order conditions.

31Fig. 1. Structural representation of [Cu (bdpdz) ] with hydrogen atoms omitted.2 2
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Table 12.5. Oxidation products
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for (1)

CuI–N(9) 2.012(7) CuI–N(4) 2.026(7)In a typical experiment, the red-brown reaction mixture
CuI–N(3) 2.052(8) CuI–N(10) 2.092(8)containing the appropriate amount of the complex and
CuII–N(5) 2.030(8) CuII–N(7) 2.049(8)3,5-di-tert.-butylphenol in acetonitrile–water (3:2) solution
CuII–N(11) 2.057(7) CuII–N(1) 2.070(8)

was bubbled with oxygen until no further change in colour CuII–N(2) 2.262(8) CuII–N(8) 2.272(8)
was observed. This takes about 3 days. The solvent was CuI–CuII 5.320(3)
removed under vacuum and the residue extracted with N(9)–CuI–N(4) 144.2(3) N(9)–CuI–N(3) 106.8(3)
hexane several times. The extracts were evaporated and N(4)–CuI–N(3) 91.3(3) N(9)–CuI–N(10) 91.1(3)
analysed for organic materials derived from the phenol. N(4)–CuI–N(10) 104.8(3) N(3)–CuI–N(10) 123.1(4)

N(5)–CuII–N(7) 178.6(3) N(5)–CuII–N(11) 94.4(3)Only unreacted phenol can be found in these extracts. The
N(7)–CuII–N(11) 85.6(3) N(5)–CuII–N(1) 86.2(3)remaining solid was dissolved in acetonitrile. Slow evapo-
N(7)–CuII–N(1) 93.9(3) N(11)–CuII–N(1) 177.7(3)

ration of the solvent affords blue crystals that were N(5)–CuII–N(2) 87.6(3) N(7)–CuII–N(2) 93.9(3)
separated and characterised as [Cu (bdpdz) ](ClO ) . N(11)–CuII–N(2) 93.3(3) N(1)–CuII–N(2) 84.5(3)2 2 4 4

Anal. found: C: 45.97, N: 12.46, H: 3.01, Cu: 9.23%. N(5)–CuII–N(8) 93.1(3) N(7)–CuII–N(8) 85.5(3)
N(11)–CuII–N(8) 85.4(3) N(1)–CuII–N(8) 96.8(3)Calc.: C: 45.96, N: 12.37, H: 2.97, Cu: 9.35%. A second
N(2)–CuII–N(8) 178.6(4)impure product was separated from the filtrate, after further

evaporation of the solvent. Repeated crystallisation from
acetonitrile–water gave a green product that was character-
ised by elemental analysis and IR spectroscopy. Anal. A comparison of the structural parameters of 1 with
found: C: 49.21, N: 13.27, H: 3.95, Cu: 9.95%. Calc. for those reported [10] for [Cu (bdpdz) ](ClO ) (2) reveals2 2 4 4

[Cu (bdpdz) (OH) ](ClO ) ?(H O) : C: 49.36, N: 13.29, that the copper–copper distance is longer for 1 (Cu–Cu52 2 2 4 2 2 4
˚H: 3.99, Cu: 10.04%. IR (Kbr pellet): 3400 (OH), 1100 5.320(3) and 4.809(2) A for 1 and 2, respectively). This

2 21(ClO ) 1605, 1570, 1480, 1450, 770, 625 cm (charac- variation is a reflection of the different co-ordinating4

teristic bands of the ligand). modes of the ligand towards the two copper centres in the
two compounds. In the present case the Cu(I) atom is
co-ordinated only to pyridyl nitrogen atoms from two
different ligands, while in the case of compound 2 both

3. Results and discussion copper centres have a square-pyramidal geometry formed
by co-ordination to one pyridazine nitrogen atom from one

3.1. Molecular structure of [Cu (bdpdz) ](ClO ) (1) ligand and two pairs of pyridyl nitrogen atoms from the2 2 4 3

two ligands. In both compounds each ligand co-ordinates
The molecular structure of 1 is shown in Fig. 1 and only through one pyridazine nitrogen atom.

consists of an asymmetric copper(II)–copper(I) dinuclear Recently Haasnoot et al. [13] reported a mixed valence
moiety co-ordinated to two bridging (bdpdz) ligand mole- copper cluster with localised valences
cules. The geometry around the Cu(I) centre is described [Cu(maamt)(CuCl )] , (maamt54-amino-3,5-bis[(N-3 2

as a distorted tetrahedral environment formed by two pairs
of pyridyl nitrogen atoms of different ligand molecules.
[Cu(I)–N(3)52.052(8); Cu(I)–N(4)52.026(7); Cu(I)–

˚N(9)52.012; Cu(I)–N(10)52.092(8) A]. The distortion
from a perfect tetrahedron is reflected by the N–Cu(I)–N
angles that vary from N(9)–Cu(I)–N(10)591.1(3)8 to
N(9)–Cu(I)–N(4)5144.2(3)8.

The geometry around Cu(II) can be described as tetra-
gonally distorted octahedron with the equatorial plane
formed by two pyridazine nitrogen atoms [N(5) and
N(11)], one from each ligand molecule, and two pyridyl
nitrogen atoms [N(1) and N(7)]. [Cu(II)–N(5)52.030(8);
Cu(II)–N(11)52.057(7); Cu(II)–N(1)52.070(8); Cu(II)–

˚N(7)52.049(8) A]. The apical positions are occupied by
the two remaining pyridyl nitrogen atoms, [N(2) and
N(8)], from different ligands. [Cu(II)–N(2)52.262(8);

˚Cu(II)–N(8)52.272(8) A]. Selected bond distances and
angles for the compound are reported in Table 1. A

31simplified drawing of the complex cation is shown in Fig. Fig. 2. A computer generated drawing of [Cu (bdpdz) ] showing the2 2

2. coordination spheres of the copper atoms.
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methylamino) methyl]-1,2,4-triazole). However in this Besides the magnetic susceptibility data (5–300 K) of the
compound the double triazolate bridges only link the studied complex show a behaviour according with isolated
copper(II) centres, whereas the copper(II) and copper(I) copper(I) and copper(II). The magnetic data follow the
ions are just bridged by a single chloride ion, belonging to Curie law and permit to calculate a magnetic moment of

22a [CuCl ] anion. 1.79 m , corresponding to one cupric centre per mole of3 B

complex (Fig. 3b).
3.2. Characterisation of the Cu(I) and Cu(II) centres The localised valences are maintained in solution as can

be observed in the cyclic voltammogram shown in Fig. 4.
The difference in the co-ordination environments of the The redox behaviour of the complex consists of two well

two metal centres in the studied dinuclear complex in the separated Cu(I) /Cu(II) quasireversible couples at E1 / 2

solid state clearly indicates that the oxidation states of values of 0.09 and 20.37 V corresponding to the copper(I)
Cu(I) and Cu(II) are one and two, respectively. The and copper(II) centres, respectively, which can be ob-
valences are therefore essentially localised (class I mixed served individually starting at a rest potential of 0.03 V (all
valence complex). This is confirmed by a four line EPR values versus SCE).
spectrum, which is a typical example of a spectrum This is a new example of the fact that the copper ions in
corresponding to an isolated copper(II) ion (Fig. 3a). non-biological mixed valence complexes have the unpaired

Fig. 3. (a) EPR spectrum of 1 in solid state at liquid nitrogen temperature. (b) Inverse magnetic susceptibility for 1 versus temperature.
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nm region due to the quinone is observable in this stage of
the reaction.

The failure of the complex to catalyse the oxidation of
the phenol can be understood based on the known structure
of the complex and the information available on this type
of reaction. Mononuclear copper(I) complexes such as
those described by Casella et al. [14] and Kitajima et al.
[15,16] have been found not to perform or to very poorly
perform o-hydroxylation reactions on exogenous phenols,
showing that the dinuclearity of the copper(I) complexes is
an important prerequisite for the reaction. Casella et al.
proposed a mechanism for the o-hydroxylation of a
substituted phenol where the central aspect is the formation
of a bridging phenolate–dicopper(I) complex, which on
oxygenation would lead to a transient species containing
both the phenolate and the dioxygen bound to the metal
centres. In this intermediate the attack of the bound

23 dioxygen on the activated substrate would be facilitated.Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammogram for [Cu (bdpdz) ](ClO ) 0.5310 M;2 2 4 3

electrolyte: 0.1 M tetra-n-butylammonium perchlorate in acetonitrile– Such a disposition is unfavourable for the complex under
water. discussion, since it contains only one copper(I) centre.

This may be an important reason why the studied complex
does not present phenolase activity. It becomes evident

electron localised on one metal centre due to stereo- that the formation of an adduct between the copper(I)
chemical effects. centre and the phenol does not necessarily lead to the

oxygenation of the substrate.
At least two different copper(II) complexes are formed

3.3. Oxidation studies as products of the oxidation reaction. One of these
corresponds to a dinuclear copper(II) complex already

The auto-oxidation of the copper complex was studied reported by the present authors and characterised by X-ray
following the dioxygen uptake in an acetonitrile–water analysis as [Cu (bdpdz) ](ClO ) [10]. A second one2 2 4 4

solution at 258C. The reaction was first order in complex in appears to be an hydroxo complex as suggested by
the concentration range studied. An experimental rate elemental analysis and IR spectroscopy. It can be formu-

21 21constant of k50.7 M seg was obtained. lated as [Cu (bdpdz) (OH) ](ClO ) ? (H O) , but no crys-2 2 2 4 2 2 4

The addition of 3,5-di-tert.-butylphenol produces an tals suitable for X-ray analysis could be obtained.
increase in the rate of oxygen uptake, but it is independent
of the concentration of the added phenol. Attempts to
isolate an oxidised form of the phenol failed, thus indicat-
ing that the complex does not catalyse the oxidation of the Supplementary data
phenol under the experimental conditions employed. How-
ever, the formation of a phenol adduct at the copper(I) Crystallographic data (excluding structure factors) for
centre becomes obvious from the UV–visible spectrum. the structure in this paper have been deposited with the
Under anaerobic conditions the UV–visible spectrum of Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as supplementary
the complex in acetonitrile–water solution exhibits ill publication nos. CCDC 112876. Copies of the data can be

21defined bands in the range of 250 to 600 cm . The obtained, free of charge, on application to CCDC, 12
addition of 3,5-DTBP to a solution of the complex results Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK (fax: 144-1223-

21in the development of a band around 310 cm , usually 336033 or e-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk).
assigned to fenoxo–copper(I) charge-transfer in origin
[14], which increases in intensity with increasing DTBP to
complex ratio. An isosbestic point indicates the occurrence
of an equilibrium leading to the formation of a copper– Acknowledgements
DTBP adduct (Fig. 5a). This band decreases in intensity
when molecular oxygen is introduced into the reaction cell. The support of this research by the Departamento de

´Fig. 5b shows a series of absorption spectra during the Investigacion y Desarrollo de la Universidad de Chile
initial phase of oxidation of the adduct. No absorptions (project E012/97) is gratefully acknowledged. A. V. ack-

´near 500 nm attributable to di-copper(II)–catecholate nowledges the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologıa
dianion are observed. Also no spectral feature in the 400 (CONICYT) for a graduate scholarship.
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24Fig. 5. (a) UV–visible spectra for 1 (1310 M) at [Cu (bdpdz) ](ClO ) : [DTBP] ratios from 1:0 to 1:4. (b) Representative spectra recorded during the2 2 4 3

initial phase of the reaction with molecular oxygen (258C, acetonitrile–water).
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Abstract

The chemistry of boron supported by the b-diketiminate ligand, tolylnacnac (tolylnacnacH52-N-p-tolylamino-4-N-p-tolylimino-2-
pentene), has been investigated. (tolylnacnac)Li reacted with one equivalent of BF ?OEt to afford (tolylnacnac)BF (1) in 46% yield.3 2 2

2The structure of compound 1 was solved indicating that the diketiminate ligand is h -bound to B to form a six-membered heterocycle.
While alkylation of compound 1 can be effected with alkyl lithium or Grignard reagents, nucleophilic addition to the diketiminate ligand

2occurred in the reaction between compound 1 and MeLi to afford [h -(Me) C(Ntolyl)CH=C(Ntolyl)Me]BMe (2). For Me SiCH Li,2 3 2
2deprotonation of the diketiminate ligand afforded [h -CH =C(Ntolyl)CH=C(Ntolyl)Me]BCH SiMe (3). Conversely, alkyl Grignard2 2 3

reagents selectively delivered two alkyl groups to the boron center, and several pseudo-tetrahedral (tolylnacnac)BR (4a–d; a, R5Me, b,2
nR5 Pr, c, R5vinyl, d, R5allyl) complexes have been prepared. The structures of compounds 2, 3, and 4a were solved, and variations in

B–N and B–C metrical data for compounds 2 and 4a were correlated to bond order, inductive effects of the co-ligands, and hybridization
1 2of the boron center. The reaction between compound 4a and tris(pentafluorophenyl)boron gave [(tolylnacnac)BMe] [MeB(C F ) ] (5).6 5 3

1 2Compound 5 reacted with pyridine to give an adduct, [(tolylnacnac)B(py)Me] [MeB(C F ) ] (6).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All6 5 3

rights reserved.

Keywords: Three-coordinate boron; Four-coordinate boron; X-ray structure; b-Diketiminate ligand; Abstraction reaction

1. Introduction and transition metal complexes supported by the tolylnac-
nac ligands (tolylnacnacH52-N-p-tolylamino-4-N-p-

Recently, several research groups have examined nitro- tolylimino-2-pentene) [16–18]. We recently reported that
gen-based ligands as complements to cyclopentadienyl the tolylnacnac ligand stabilizes aluminum alkyl complex-
ligands. Popular chelating ligands that contain two nitro- es [19]. Remarkably, (tolylnacnac)AlMe does not react2

gen coordination sites include bis(amide) [1], bis(amidi- with moisture at room temperature and can be stored in the
nate) [2], a- and b-iminoamine [3,4], and aminotroponimi- air without decomposition for months, illustrating the
nate [5] ligands. b-Diketiminates have been known for kinetic stability imparted by diketiminate ligands. Herein,
many years, and were initially employed in spectroscopic we want to describe chemistry and structures of related
studies of coordination compounds [6,7]. In synthetic boron complexes.
applications, the chemistry of this ligand class is domi-
nated by dianionic tetraazamacrocyclic analogs [8], with
examples of monoanionic diketiminate complexes having 2. Experimental
been described more recently. The facile synthesis of
acyclic b-iminoamines from 2,4-pentanedione and primary 2.1. General considerations
aryl amines [9] makes b-diketiminate ligands attractive
candidates in stoichiometric and catalytic applications All manipulations were carried out using standard
since steric and electronic requirements of the ligand can Schlenk techniques. Solvents were freshly distilled over
be fine tuned by varying the amine source [4,10–15]. sodium/benzophenone ketyl and were saturated with di-

We have begun to explore chemistry of the main-group nitrogen before use. Elemental analyses (C, H, N) were
performed by Desert Analytics, Tucson, Arizona or Atlan-
tic Microlabs, Inc. Varian VXR-300 NMR spectrometer*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-517-355-9715; fax: 11-517-353- 1 11was used to record H (299.96 MHz), B (96.23 MHz),1793.
13 19

E-mail address: smithmil@pilot.msu.edu (M.R. Smith III) C (75.43 MHz) and F (282.203 MHz) NMR spectra
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1 13unless noted otherwise. H and C chemical shifts were warmed to room temperature. After stirring for 12 h, the
11 mixture was filtered and the solvent was removed from thereferenced to the residual solvent peaks. B chemical

filtrate to give a yellow oil. The oil was extracted withshifts were referenced to a neat BF ?OEt (0 ppm) external3 2
19 pentane and the solvent volume was reduced to |2 ml.standard. F NMR spectra were referenced to a neat CFCl3

Compound 2 crystallized upon standing overnight at(0 ppm) external standard. CDCl was dried over activated3
˚ 2788C as pale yellow crystals (0.52 g, 61%). mp 87–908C4-A molecule sieves, and vacuum transferred to an air-free

1˚ (dec); H NMR (500 MHz, C D ) d 20.009 (s, 3H), 1.33flask. C D was dried over activated 4-A molecule sieves, 6 66 6

(s, 6H), 1.58 (d, J51.0 Hz, 3H), 2.07 (s, 3H), 2.12 (s, 3H),and vacuum transferred to a sodium-mirrored air-free flask.
4.45 (q, J51.0 Hz, 1H), 6.82 (d, J58.3 Hz, 2H), 6.90 (m,Uncorrected melting points of crystalline samples in sealed

13 14H), 7.05 (d, J58.3 Hz, 2H); Ch Hj NMR (75 MHz,capillaries (under an argon atmosphere) were reported as
C D ) d 1.7 (y 550 Hz), 20.87, 20.91, 21.23, 31.87,ranges. Low resolution mass spectra were obtained on a 6 6 1 / 2

54.94, 109.0, 129.1, 129.4, 130.1, 132.0, 135.1, 135.2,portable Trio-1 VG Masslab Ltd. mass spectrometer and
11143.0, 143.2; B (96 MHz, CDCl ) d 30.7 (y 5283 Hz).were reported in the form (M, %I), where M was the 3 1 / 2

Anal. Calcd. for C H BN : C, 79.25; H, 8.55; N, 8.80.highest mass observed for a molecular ion or fragment 21 37 2

Found C, 79.03; H, 8.52; N, 8.78.peak, and %I was the intensity of the peak relative to the
most intense peak in the spectrum. A YSI model 31A

22.2.3. [h -CH =C(Ntolyl)CH=C(Ntolyl)Me]BCH SiMeconductivity bridge with an Orion conductivity cell 2 2 3

(3)01801A was used to measure conductivities at room
A 100-ml Schlenk tube was charged with 1 (0.46 g, 1.4temperature.

n mmol) and LiCH SiMe (0.26 g, 2.8 mmol) in a glovebox.BuLi and BCl were purchased from the Aldrich 2 33

Diethyl ether (20 ml) was added to the mixture at 08C withChemical Co. and were used as received. BF ?OEt was3 2

stirring. After 30 min, the mixture was filtered and thedistilled over calcium hydride under reduced pressure
solvent was removed under vacuum. The resultant orangebefore use. 2-p-tolylamino-4-p-tolylimino-2-pentene
oil was taken into pentane, and compound 3 crystallized as(tolylnacnacH) was prepared by straightforward modifica-
a pale yellow solid (0.25 g, 47%) upon standing at 2808Ction of the literature method [6]. B(C F ) was prepared6 5 3

1overnight. mp 78–808C (dec); H NMR (300 MHz,from BCl and C F Li [38]. MeLi was prepared from Li3 6 5

CDCl ) d 20.44 (s, 9H), 20.13 (s, 2H), 1.57 (s, 3H), 2.34and ClCH and was stored as a 1.4 M solution in ether. 33

(m, 6H), 2.83 (s, 1H), 3.51 (s, 1H), 5.40 (s, 1H), 6.98 (d,LiCH (SiMe ) was prepared from Li and ClCH SiMe .2 3 2 3

J58.1 Hz, 2H), 7.05 (d, J58.1 Hz, 2H), 7.16 (d, J58.1Grignard reagents were prepared from magnesium turnings
13 1Hz, 2H), 7.20 (d, J58.1 Hz, 2H); Ch Hj NMR (75 MHz,and corresponding organic halides in ether. Concentrations

CDCl ) d 1.07, 5.06 (y 543 Hz), 20.90, 20.97, 21.10,of the ethereal solutions were determined by titration 3 1 / 2

79.34, 104.7, 129.3, 129.6, 130.0, 135.8, 136.0, 140.4,before use.
11141.4, 142.1, 149.4; B NMR (96 MHz, CDCl ) d 333

1(y 5475 Hz). LRMS 373 (M –H, 55). Anal. Calcd. for1 / 22.2. Syntheses of compounds
C H BN Si: C, 73.78; H, 8.55; N, 7.48. Found C, 73.52;23 31 2

H, 8.29; N, 7.45.
2.2.1. (Tolylnacnac)BF (1)2

A 10-ml toluene solution of Li(tolylnacnac) (7.0 g, 25 2.2.4. (Tolylnacnac)BMe (4a)2
mmol) was added to a stirred 20-ml toluene solution of A stirred suspension of 1 (0.48 g, 1.5 mmol) in 15 ml
freshly distilled BF ?OEt (3.5 g, 25 mmol) at 08C. Upon3 2 diethyl ether was treated with an ethereal solution of
warming to room temperature, a precipitate formed. After MeMgI (1.2 M, 2.4 ml, 2.9 mmol) at 08C. After 5 min, the
stirring for 12 h, the mixture was filtered and the filtrate mixture was filtered and the solvent was removed under
was concentrated to afford compound 1 as yellow crystals vacuum. The crude product was extracted with pentane,1(3.7 g, 46%). mp 189–1908C (dec); H NMR (300 MHz, and compound was isolated as yellow crystals (0.31 g,
CDCl ) d 1.87 (s, 6H), 2.33 (s, 6H), 5.16 (s, 1H), 7.08–3 66%) upon standing at 2808C overnight. mp 115–1188C;

13 1
17.17 (m, 8H); Ch Hj NMR (75 MHz, CDCl ) d 21.03,3 H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl ) d 20.44 (s, 6H), 1.66 (s,31121.31, 95.15, 127.2, 129.4, 136.8, 138.5, 163.5; B (96 6H), 2.31 (s, 6H), 4.82 (s, 1H), 6.90 (d, J58.1 Hz, 4H),

19
13 1MHz, CDCl ) d 2.0 (t, 1:2:1 J529.1 Hz); F NMR (2823 7.09 (d, J58.1 Hz, 4H); Ch Hj NMR (75 MHz, C D ) d6 6

MHz, CDCl ) d 2128.9 (q, 1:1:1:1, J529.8 Hz). LRMS3 8.22 (br, s, y 564 Hz), 20.92, 21.77, 95.18, 127.54,1 / 21
11326.2 (M , 45). Anal. Calcd. for C H BF N : C, 69.96;19 21 2 2 129.46, 135.5, 143.36, 162.23; B NMR (96 MHz, C D )6 6

1 1H, 6.49; N, 8.58. Found C, 69.74; H, 6.45; N, 8.44. d 1.07 (s, y 5259 Hz). LRMS 318 (M 1), 303 (M –1 / 2

Me, 100). Anal. Calcd. for C H BN : C, 79.25; H, 8.55;21 27 2
22.2.2. [h -(Me) C(Ntolyl)CH=C(Ntolyl)Me]BMe (2) N, 8.80. Found C, 79.32; H, 8.61; N, 8.76.2

A stirred suspension of 1 (0.88 g, 2.7 mmol) in 20 ml
ndiethyl ether was treated with LiMe (1.4 M, 3.8 ml, 5.4 2.2.5. (Tolylnacnac)B Pr (4b)2

mmol) ether solution at 08C and the reaction mixture was Compound 4b was prepared in a similar fashion to
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n 19compound 4a from 1 and PrMgBr in 56% yield as bright 214.8 (y 530 Hz), 37.1 (y 51200 Hz); F NMR (2821 / 2 1 / 2
1yellow crystals. mp 98–1028C (dec); H NMR (300 MHz, MHz, CDCl ) d 2167.2 (m), 2164.5 (m), 2132.9 (m).3

CDCl ) d 0.11 (m, 4H), 0.73 (t, J56.9 Hz, 6 H), 1.20 (m, Anal. Calcd. for C H B F N : C, 56.42; H, 3.28; N,3 39 27 2 15 2

4H), 1.63 (s, 6H), 2.34 (s, 6H), 4.59 (s, 1H), 6.97 (d, 3.37. Found C, 56.10; H, 3.24; N, 3.33. For conductivity
13 1J58.1 Hz, 4H), 7.10 (d, J58.1 Hz, 4H); Ch Hj NMR measurements, solutions were prepared in the glovebox.

(75 MHz, CDCl ) d 18.52, 19.35, 20.98, 22.03, 27.8 The molar conductivity of a methylene chloride solution of3
1 2 23(y 534 Hz), 93.56, 127.47, 128.8, 135.4, 142.5, 163.8; [(tolylnacnac)BMe] [MeB(CF ) ] (4.7310 M) was1 / 2 5 3

22 2 2111 1.6310 Sm mol . The molar conductivity ofB NMR (96 MHz, CDCl ) d 4.3 (y 5377 Hz). Anal.3 1 / 2
n 1 2[ Bu N] Br solution at the same concentration wasCalcd. for C H BN : C, 80.21; H, 9.42; N, 7.48. Found 425 35 2

22 2 21
L 51.2310 Sm mol .C, 80.44; H, 9.54; N, 7.34. M

1 22.2.6. (Tolylnacnac)B(C H ) (4c) 2.2.9. [(Tolylnacnac)B(py)Me] [MeB(C F ) ] (6)2 3 2 6 5 3
Compound 4c was prepared in a similar fashion to A stirred suspension of compound 5 (0.30 g, 0.36

compound 4a from compound 1 and (C H )MgBr in 50% mmol) in 5 ml toluene was treated with an excess of2 3
1yield as yellow solid. mp 85–888C (dec); H NMR (300 pyridine (0.5 ml, 6.2 mmol) at 08C. Upon addition, the

MHz, CDCl ) d 1.79 (s, 6H), 2.29 (s, 6H), 5.03 (s, 1H), mixture turned yellow. The volatile materials were re-3

5.02 (dd, J54.5, 13.2 Hz, 2H), 5.28 (dd, J54.5, 13.2 Hz, moved under vacuum, and the resulting yellow oil was
2H), 5.87 (dd, J54.5, 13.2 Hz, 2H), 6.93 (d, J58.1 Hz, triturated with pentane to give compound 6 as yellow solid

13 1 14H), 7.04 (d, J58.1 Hz, 4H); Ch Hj NMR (75 MHz, (0.25 g, 76%). mp 107–1098C (dec); H NMR (300 MHz,
CDCl ) d 21.04, 21.88, 96.70, 121.4, 127.4, 128.8, 135.4, CDCl ) d 0.073 (s, 3H), 0.48 (s, br, y 510 Hz, 3H), 1.973 3 1 / 211142.4, 148.1 (y 530 Hz), 162.1; B NMR (96 MHz, (s, 6H), 2.32 (s, 6H), 5.76 (s, 1H), 6.53 (d, J58.1 Hz, 4H),1 / 2

CDCl ) d 21.2 (y 5240 Hz). Anal. Calcd. for 7.13 (d, J58.1 Hz, 4H), 7.63 (dd, J55.1, 7.5 Hz, 2H),3 1 / 2
13 1C H BN : C, 80.52; H, 8.16; N, 8.17. Found C, 80.44; 8.11 (t, J57.5 Hz, 1H), 8.49 (d, J55.1 Hz, 2H); Ch Hj23 27 2

H, 8.04; N, 8.07. NMR (75 MHz, CDCl ) d 5.26 (y 547 Hz), 10.2 (y 53 1 / 2 1 / 2

141 Hz), 20.88, 22.30, 101.8, 125.8, 126.1, 129.0 (y 51 / 2
1 1150 Hz), 130.6, 136.1 (d, J 5247 Hz), 137.4 (d, J 52.2.7. (Tolylnacnac)B(C H ) (4d) C–F C–F3 5 2 1240 Hz), 138.5, 139.0, 141.8, 145.7, 148.2 (d, J 5227Compound 4d was prepared from compound 1 and C–F

11Hz), 168.4; B NMR (96 MHz, CDCl ) d 215.23 (s,freshly prepared (C H )MgBr in 69% as a pale yellow 33 5 191 y 565 Hz), 24.19 (s, y 580 Hz); F NMR (282 MHz,solid. mp 53–588C; H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl ) d 1.12 1 / 2 1 / 23
CDCl ) d 2167.2 (m), 2164.6 (m), 2132.7 (m). Anal.(d, J57.5 Hz, 4H), 1.64 (s, 6H), 2.32 (s, 6H), 4.59 (m, 3

Calcd. for C H B F N : C, 58.11; H, 3.55; N, 4.62.4H), 4.73 (s, 1H), 5.78 (m, 1H), 7.02 (d, J58.1 Hz, 4H), 44 32 2 15 3
13 1 Found C, 58.22; H, 3.63; N, 4.54.7.09 (d, J58.1 Hz, 4H); Ch Hj NMR (75 MHz, CDCl )3

d 20.80, 21.99, 30.98 (y 532 Hz), 95.27, 110.6, 127.9,1 / 2
11129.0, 135.8, 142.0, 142.4, 163.9; B NMR (96 MHz, 2.3. X-ray analysis

CDCl ) d 0 (y 531 Hz). Anal. Calcd. for C H BN :3 1 / 2 25 31 2

C, 81.08; H, 8.44; N, 7.56. Found C, 80.77; H, 8.40; N, X-ray quality crystals of 1 were grown from a concen-
7.50. trated toluene solution at 2308C. X-ray quality crystals of

2, 3, and 4 were grown from concentrated pentane
1 22.2.8. [(Tolylnacnac)BMe] [MeB(C F ) ] (5) solutions at 2308C.6 5 3

Toluene solutions of B(C F ) (0.54 g, 1.0 mmol) and Crystals of 1, 2, 3 and 4a were coated with Paratone-N6 5 3

4a (0.34 g, 1.0 mmol) were combined at 08C with stirring. oil and suitable single crystals were selected under a
After 10 min, the reaction mixture was concentrated to |2 microscope and mounted on a glass fiber. The crystals
ml and layered with pentane. After cooling to 2308C were then transferred to the goniometer of a Siemens
overnight, an oily solid deposited at the bottom of the SMART CCD diffractometer using Mo Ka radiation (l5

˚Schlenk flask. The mother liquor was decanted and the 0.71073 A). Data were collected as 30 s per frame at 173
solid was washed with pentane. After drying under high K. initial cells were calculated by the Smart from three sets
vacuum, compound 5 was collected as colorless solid (0.61 of 15 frames. All data sets were collected over a hemi-

1g, 70%). mp 83–878C (dec); H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl ) sphere of reciprocal space. SAINT was used to integrate3

d 0.27 (s, 3H), 0.41 (s, br, 3H), 2.25 (s, 6H), 2.42 (s, 6H), 1025 frames and to generate the raw file [39]. Final unit
6.73 (s, 1H), 6.94 (d, J58.1 Hz, 4H), 7.34 (d, J58.1 Hz, cell parameters were obtained by least-squares refinement

13 14H); Ch Hj NMR (75 MHz, CDCl ) d 1.43 (br, y 530 of strong reflections obtained. Absorption correction and3 1 / 2

Hz, 10.7 (br, y 5113 Hz), 21.03, 22.67, 111.62, 124.95, time decay were applied to the data by SADABS. In all1 / 2
1128.0 (B–C, y 5120 Hz), 131.4, 136.5, (d, J 5246 structures, the non-hydrogen atoms were found using1 / 2 C–F

1Hz), 137.3, 137.4 (d, J 5242 Hz), 140.5, 148.2 (d, SHELXS-86. Atomic coordinates and thermal parametersC–F
1 11J 5236 Hz), 170.6; B NMR (96 MHz, CDCl ) d were refined using the full-matrix least-squares program,C–F 3
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2
SHELXL-97, and calculations were based on F data. All and B are essentially coplanar. The similar bond distances

˚ ˚non-hydrogen atoms were refined using anisotropic ther- for N(1)–B (1.550(3) A) and N(2)–B (1.553(3) A) the
˚mal parameters. All hydrogen atoms were placed in C–C and N–C pairs (C(2)–C(3)51.384(3) A, C(3)–

˚ ˚calculated positions using HFIX. All crystallographic C(4)51.401(3) A; N(1)–C(2)51.339(3) A, N(2)–C(4)5
˚computations were performed on Silicon Graphics Indigo 1.347(3) A) suggest that the C N backbone is delocalized3 2

computers. [21]. Delocalization is confirmed by chemical equivalence
of symmetry related protons between 250 and 1508C.

˚The average B–F bond distances of 1.404(4) A in com-
˚ ˚pound 1 (B–F(1), 1.411(3) A; B–F(2), 1.396(3) A) are3. Results and discussion

very close to those of 2,2-difluoro-1,3,4,6-tetramethyl-3-
aza-1-azonia-2-bora-4,6-cyclohexadiene (Chart 1 A) (B–FWhen BF ?OEt was treated with Li(tolylnacnac) in3 2 ˚1.403(2) A) [21] and 4,4-difluoro-1,3,5,7,8-pentamethyl-toluene, the b-diketiminate boron difluoride complex,
3a,4a-diaza-4-bora-s-indacene (Chart 1 B) (B–F 1.394(3)(tolylnacnac)BF (1) was isolated in 46% yield (Eq. (1)).2
Å) [22,23].Compound 1 was characterized by conventional spectro-

1scopic methods. Variable temperature (VT) H NMR data
(toluene-d , 250 to 508C) are consistent with the presence8

of a C axis containing B and the methine carbon of the2
11diketiminate ligand in compound 1. The B NMR spec-

1trum of compound 1 exhibits a 1:2:1 triplet ( J 529.1B–F
19Hz) at d 2.0, and the F NMR spectrum reveals a 1:1:1:1

1quartet at d 2128.9 with a similar value of J . TheB–F

solution NMR data are consistent with a monomeric boron
species [20].

3.1. Alkylation chemistry

Related difluoride compounds related to compound 1
have been described in the literature. For example, Vin-
amidine boron difluoride (A) has been used as a ligand,

5binding in h -fashion, to stabilize the tricarbonylchromium
fragment [10]. Since our interests centered on the reactivity
at boron, alkylation of compound 1 with various lithium
and magnesium reagents was examined (Scheme 1).

When compound 1 was treated with two equivalents of
2MeLi in ether, [h -(Me) C(Ntolyl)CH=C(Ntolyl)Me]BMe2

The solid state structure of compound 1 was solved (Fig. (2) was isolated in 61% yield. The desired dimethyl boron
1). Cell parameters and refinement details for compound 1 compound could not be detected in the crude reaction
are listed in Table 1, which contains data for all structures mixture. The inequivalent methyl resonances for the ligand

1in this paper. The structure contains a pseudo-tetrahedral backbone in the H NMR spectrum for compound 2
2boron center and the diketiminate ligand is h -bound to initially suggested a structure where the tolylnacnac ligand

1boron through the nitrogen atoms. The atoms in the was h -bound to the BMe moiety. However, spectro-2

diketiminate backbone (C(2), C(3), C(4), N(1) and N(2)) scopic data did not support the ‘arm-off’ structure since the

˚Fig. 1. ORTEP of 1 (ellipsoids drawn at 50% probability level) and atom-labeling scheme. Selected bond length (A) and bond angles (8): F(1)–B,
1.411(3); F(2)–B, 1.396(3); N(1)–B, 1.550(3); N(2)–B, 1.553(3); N(1)–C(2), 1.339(3); N(2)–C(4), 1.347(3); C(4)–C(3), 1.401(3) C(3)–C(2), 1.384(3).
F(2)–B–F(1), 107.8(2); F(2)–B–N(1), 110.6(2); F(1)–B–N(1), 109.4(2); F(2)–B–N(2), 110.4(2); F(1)–B–N(2), 110.0(2).
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Table 1
Data collection parameters for compounds 1, 2, 3, and 4a

Compound 1 2 3 4a

Formula C H BF N C H BN C H BN Si C H BN19 21 2 2 21 27 2 23 31 2 21 27 2

Formula weight 326.19 318.26 374.40 318.26
Temperature (K) 173(2) 173(2) 173(2) 173(2)

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Triclinic

¯Space group P2 /n C2/c P2 /c P11 1

Unit cell
˚a (A) 13.133(3) 40.617(8) 6.2891(13) 7.679(2)
˚b (A) 7.312(2) 6.1689(12) 25.017(5) 7.899(2)
˚c (A) 18.537(4) 15.096(3) 14.543(3) 17.726(4)

a (8) 99.83(3)
b (8) 103.14(3) 97.77(3) 95.73(3) 92.59(3)
g (8) 115.42(3)

3˚V (A ) 1733.4(6) 3747.7(13) 2276.7(8) 948.3(3)
Z 4 8 4 2

3d (mg/m ) 1.250 1.128 1.092 1.115cal
21Abs. coeff. (mm ) 0.088 0.065 0.112 0.064

F(000) 688 1376 808 344
Size (mm) 0.2030.1830.18 0.3030.2230.20 0.2830.2630.26 03030.2530.25
u range (8) 1.73–28.20 2.02–28.31 1.63–28.23 2.35–28.21
Index ranges 216#h#16 250#h#45 28#h#8 29#h#10

24#k#9 25#k#8 233#k#33 210#k#10
223#l#23 214#l#20 219#l#19 223#l#23

Reflections collected 10 162 6635 26 000 10 662
Independent reflections 3993 [R(int)50.0261] 3797 [R(int)50.0848] 5489 [R(int)50.0374] 4366 [R(int)50.0313]
Data / restraints /parameters 3993/0 /217 3797/0 /217 5489/0 /244 4366/0 /217

2GOF /F 1.444 1.022 1.437 1.420
R [I.2s(I)] R 50.0662, wR 50.2070 R 50.0997, wR 50.2060 R 50.0636, wR 50.1962 R 50.0722, wR 50.21761 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

R (all data) R 50.0959, wR 50.2215 R 50.2401, wR 50.2595 R 50.0873, wR 50.2082 R 50.1108, wR 50.23491 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
23˚Lgst. dif. pk. & hole (e A ) 0.440 and 20.400 0.288 and 20.327 0.468 and 20.473 0.443 and 20.432

13high field peak (d 20.01, C D ) assigned to the boron confirmed by a quaternary carbon resonance in the C6 6

methyl groups integrated as three hydrogen atoms instead NMR spectrum (d 54.94, CDCl ) [24]. Although imines3

of the expected six. Methylation at the imine-carbon was are generally less electrophilic than corresponding alde-

Scheme 1.
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Table 2hydes or ketones, nucleophilic addition in an imine ligand
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for compounds 1, 2, 3 and 4ahas literature precedent. For example, Jordan et al. [25]

1 2 3 4areported a similar methylation on the dibenzotetraazaan-
nulene ligand of a zirconium complex. B–C 1.563(7) 1.567(3) 1.619(4)

The structure for compound 2 was confirmed by single B–C 1.626(3)
N1–B 1.550(3) 1.431(6) 1.438(3) 1.610(3)crystal X-ray diffraction analysis (Fig. 2), and selected
N2–B 1.553(3) 1.425(6) 1.445(3) 1.615(3)bond lengths and bond angles are listed in Table 2. The
N1–B–N2 108.6(2) 118.5(4) 116.9(2) 105.0(2)boron center in compound 2 is planar, as indicated by the
N1–B–C 119.6(4) 121.9(2) 109.9(2)

sum of angles about boron (360.0(7)8). The bond distances N2–B–C 121.9(4) 121.1(2) 110.2(2)
˚ ˚of B–N (B–N(1), 1.431(6) A; B–N(2), 1.425(6) A) and N1–B–C 109.6(2)

˚ N2–B–C 109.6(2)B–C (B–C(21), 1.563(7) A) 2 resemble those in 1,2,3-tri-
methyl-1,3,2-diazaborolidine (Chart 1 C) [26]. As ex-
pected, the C–C distances in the C N B ring in compound3 2

˚ ˚2 (C(2)–C(3), 1.305(6) A; C(3)–C(4), 1.488(6) A) are no chemical shifts for compounds 2 (d 31) and 3 (d 33) are
longer equivalent, since the delocalization observed in similar to that for (MeBNMe) (d 35.9) [27].3

compound 1 is broken by the quaternary carbon C(4). Three potential reaction pathways could account for the
When a more hindered alkyl lithium reagent, formation of compound 2 (Scheme 2). The first involves

LiCH SiMe , was used, alkylation at boron and deprotona- alkylation at boron followed by nucleophilic addition to2 3
2tion of the tolylnacnac group occurred, giving [h - the imine-carbon and subsequent LiF elimination (pathway

CH =C(Ntolyl)CH=C(Ntolyl)Me]BCH SiMe (3) in 47% i). Conversely, nucleophilic addition to carbon could2 2 3

yield (Scheme 1). Presumably since CH SiMe is more precede alkylation at boron (pathway ii). Lastly, compound2 3

sterically demanding than Me, deprotonation of an acti- 2 could result from methyl migration in the dimethyl
vated diketiminate methyl group is favored over nu- complex, (tolylnacnac)BMe (4a) (pathway iii). This2

cleophilic attack at the imine-carbon in the reaction possibility can be excluded since compound 4a can be
between compound 1 and LiCH SiMe . Compound 3 was independently prepared and is stable under the reaction2 3

characterized by spectroscopic methods and single crystal conditions (vide infra). To distinguish between pathways i
X-ray diffraction, and an ORTEP diagram for compound 3 and ii, compound 1 and MeLi were reacted in a 1:1 molar
is shown in Fig. 3. Like compound 2, boron is three- ratio at 2788C. Under these conditions, a mixture of 2 and
coordinate, and B–C and B–N distances in structures for unreacted 1 formed. Thus, we cannot determine whether
compounds 2 and 3 are similar. The biggest structural the initial methylation occurs at the boron or the ligand
difference between 2 and 3 is apparent delocalization along backbone.
the diene backbone of the chelating ligand in 3 as indicated When compound 1 was treated with two equivalents of
by the C–C distances for carbons from C(1) through C(5): freshly prepared MeMgI in Et O, the desired dimethyl2

C(1)–C(2)51.413(3), C(2)–C(3)51.395(3), C(3)– product, (tolylnacnac)BMe (4a), was isolated (Scheme 1).2
11˚C(4)51.389(3), and C(4)–C(5)51.427(3) A. The B In this case, methylation occurred exclusively at boron,

˚Fig. 2. ORTEP of 2 (ellipsoids drawn at 50% probability level) and atom-labeling scheme. Selected bond length (A) and bond angles (8): C(21)–B,
1.563(7); N(1)–B, 1.431(6); N(2)–B, 1.425(6); N(1)–C(2), 1.423(6); N(2)–C(4), 1.491(5); C(3)–C(2), 1.305(6); C(3)–C(4), 1.488(6). N(2)–B–N(1),
118.5(4); N(2)–B–C(21), 121.9(4); N(1)–B–C(21), 119.6(4).
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˚Fig. 3. ORTEP of 3 (ellipsoids drawn at 50% probability level) and atom-labeling scheme. Selected bond length (A) and bond angles (8): B–C(20),
1.567(3); B–N(1), 1.438(3); B–N(2), 1.445(3); C(1)–C(2), 1.413(3); C(2)–C(3), 1.395(3); C(3)–C(4), 1.389(3); C(4)–C(5), 1.427(3); Si(1)–C(20),
1.892(2); N(1)–C(2), 1.422(3); N(2)–C(4), 1.420(3). N(1)–B–N(2), 116.9(2); N(1)–B–C(20), 121.9(2); N(2)–B–C(20), 121.1(2).

and compound 2 was not detected in the reaction mixture. synthesized from compound 1 and the corresponding
1In addition to diagnostic ligand peaks, the H NMR Grignard reagents (Scheme 1).

The solid state structure of compound 4a was deter-spectrum for compound 4a contains a high field singlet (d
11 mined and its ORTEP is shown in Fig. 4. Its structure20.44, 6H) which is assigned to BMe protons. The B2

contains a pseudo-tetrahedral boron center with bondNMR data of 4a (d 1.07, y 5259 Hz) are consistent with1 / 2

angles (8): N(2)–B–N(1), 105.0(2); N(2)–B–C(21),a tetrahedral boron center. Inter-conversion between com-
109.6(2); N(1)–B–C(21), 109.6(2); N(2)–B–C(20),pounds 2 and 4a did not occur after prolonged heating of 2
110.2(2); N(1)–B–C(20), 109.9(2). The average B–Cor 4a in toluene at 708C. Attempts to make (tolylnac-

˚nac)B(F)(Me) by mixing 1 with one equivalent of MeMgI bond length of 1.623(4) A in compound 4a is longer than
˚at different temperatures invariably led to 4a and unreacted that of B–C in compound 2 (1.563(7) A) (Table 2). The

1 [28]. Other dialkyl complexes, (tolylnacnac)BR (4b–d, elongated B–C bonds in 4a are consistent with rehybridi-2
n 2 3b, R5 Pr, c, R5C H , d, R5C H ), were similarly zation from sp boron in compound 2 to sp boron in2 3 3 5

Scheme 2.
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˚Fig. 4. ORTEP of 4a (ellipsoids drawn at 50% probability level) and atom-labeling scheme. Selected bond length (A) and bond angles (8): B–N(2),
1.610(3); B–N(1), 1.615(3); B–C(21), 1.626(3); B–C(20), 1.619(4); N(1)–C(2), 1.333(3); N(1)–C(6), 1.448(3); N(2)–C(4), 1.331(3); N(2)–C(13),
1.451(3); C(1)–C(2), 1.507(3); C(2)–C(3), 1.395(3); C(3)–C(4), 1.403(3); C(4)–C(5), 1.509(3). N(2)–B–N(1), 105.0(2); N(2)–B–C(21), 109.6(2);
N(1)–B–C(21), 109.6(2); N(2)–B–C(20), 110.2(2); N(1)–B–C(20), 109.9(2); C(21)–B–C(20), 112.3(2); C(2)–N(1)–C(6), 120.0(2); C(2)–N(1)–B,
125.2(2); C(6)–N(1)–B, 114.7(2); C(4)–N(2)–C(13), 119.4(2).

compound 4a. The longer B–N bond distances in com- compound with a discrete cation and anion, or as a methyl-
11˚pound 4a (B–N 51.615(3) A) relative to compound bridged zwitterion [29]. The B NMR spectrum ofaverage

˚1 (B–N 51.552(3) A) are consistent with the weaker compound 5 contains two peaks at d 214.8 (s, y 530average 1 / 2

inductive effect of Me relative to F. Hz) and 37.1 (y 51200 Hz), respectively. The resonance1 / 2

at d 214.8 is assigned to MeB(C F ) . The narrow6 5 3

linewidth is consistent with tetrahedral boron; however, the3.2. Alkyl abstraction reactions
resonance is shifted downfield significantly from the ‘free’

11MeB(C F ) anion. For the diketiminate boron, the B6 5 3Methyl abstraction from compound 4a to generate a
resonance at d 37.1 is shifted downfield substantially fromcationic boron center was examined. Unlike the aluminum
the resonance for compound 4a (d 1.07) and appearsanalogue, (tolylnacnac)AlMe , which underwent aryl-Me2 slightly downfield from resonances for compounds 2 and 3exchange with B(C F ) (Eq. (2)) [19],6 5 3 (|d 32). Coupled to the observation that the line-width for
the resonance at d 37.1 is typical for three-coordinate

11boron, the B data support three- and four-coordinate B
centers expected for the discrete pair,

1 2[(tolylnacnac)BMe] [MeB(C F ) ] [30]. The molar con-6 5 3

compound 4a reacted with B(C F ) to give ductivity for a CH Cl solution of compound 5 (L 56 5 3 2 2 M
1 – 22 2 21[(tolylnacnac)BMe] [MeB(C F ) ] (5) in 70% yield 1.6310 S m mol ) was similar to that for6 5 3

n 1 2 22 2 21(Scheme 3). Compound 5 can be formulated as an ionic [ Bu N] Br (L 51.2310 S m mol ). Thus, com-4 M

Scheme 3.
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pound 5 is largely dissociated in CH Cl . Although the abstraction from compound 4a by B(C F ) gives a2 2 6 5 3

resonance assigned to the MeB(C F ) protons (d 0.41) is cationic boron diketiminate compound, 5. Compound 5 is6 5 3
2close the reported value for free [MeB(C F ) ] (d 0.4) less Lewis acidic than B(C F ) ; however, a stable adduct,6 5 3 6 5 3

1 2[31]; the fact that this resonance shifts to d 0.48 when [(tolylnacnac)B(py)Me ] [MeB(C F ) ] (6), forms upon6 5 3

pyridine is added to solutions of 5 implies that addition of pyridine to compound 5 in toluene.
(tolylnacnac)(Me)B? ? ?MeB(C F ) interactions are pres-6 5 3

ent. Presumably, the association implied by the shift of the
2protons for [MeB(C F ) ] upon pyridine addition is Supplementary data6 5 3

weak.
1Inspection of the H NMR spectra for compounds 4a Four crystal data sets were deposited at Cambridge

and 5 provides clues regarding the low electrophilicity of Crystallographic Data Center. The crystallographic data
the boron center in compound 5. Specifically, the methine center deposition codes are: 102912 for compound 1,
proton in compound 4a (d 4.82) shifts downfield substan- 102913 for compound 2, 102914 for compound 3, and
tially in compound 5 (d 6.73). This suggests enhanced 102915 for compound 4a.

3aromaticity for the diketiminate ring. While the sp hybrid-
ized boron center cannot participate in pp-delocalization,

2methyl abstraction from B provides an additional sp Acknowledgements
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5Preferential formation of monogold(I) derivatives of [HRu W(h -3

C H )(CO) BH] permits specificity in cluster linkage reactions: the5 5 11
5crystal structure of [HRu W(h -C H )(CO) B(AuPPh )]3 5 5 11 3
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Abstract

5Deprotonation of [HRu W(h -C H )(CO) BH] (1), occurs by loss of a proton bridging a B–H–Ru edge, and the remaining3 5 5 11
5 2 1cluster-bound hydrogen atom in [HRu W(h -C H )(CO) B] (2), is fluxional in solution. Anion 2 (isolated as the [(Ph P) N] salt)3 5 5 11 3 2
5reacts with [Ph PAuCl] to give [HRu W(h -C H )(CO) B(AuPPh )] (3) in high yield. The crystal structure of 3 illustrates that the3 3 5 5 11 3

gold(I) phosphine unit takes the place of the B–Ru bridging proton in 1. Reaction of [(Ph P) N][2] with [ClAu(dppf)AuCl]3 2
5 5(dppf51,19-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene) leads to [hHRu W(h -C H )(CO) BAuj (m-dppf)] as the dominant product; [HRu W(h -3 5 5 11 2 3

1C H )(CO) B(AuPPh )] is formed in low yield and apparently arises from phosphine exchange involving the [(Ph P) N] cation.5 5 11 3 3 2

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Monogold derivatives; Butterfly clusters; Heterometallic boron

1. Introduction with [Ph PAuCl] and [ClAu(dppf)AuCl] (dppf51,19-bis-3

(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene).
The homometallic butterfly clusters [HFe (CO) BH ]4 12 2

[1,2], [HRu (CO) BH ] [3,4] and [HOs (CO) BH ] [5],4 12 2 4 12 2

each of which contains the structure shown in Fig. 1a with
2. Experimental sectiona semi-interstitial boron atom, have been known for some

time and the chemistries of the iron and ruthenium systems
2.1. General dataare well developed [6,7]. In contrast, studies of

heterometallic boron-containing butterfly clusters are few,
Fourier-transform NMR spectra were recorded on abut for those studied, the introduction of the hetero metal

1Bruker WM 250 spectrometer ( H) or AM 400 spectrome-has given rise to some notable changes in reactivity, e.g. in
31 11 1 1ter ( P, B and VT H); H shifts are reported withclusters with Ru RhB and Ru IrB-cores [8–10]. We have3 3

11previously reported the synthesis and characterization of respect to d 0 for Me Si, B NMR with respect to d 0 for4
5 31[HRu W(h -C H )(CO) BH] (1) (Fig. 1b) and its F B?OEt , and P NMR with respect to d 0 for 85%3 5 5 11 3 2

molybdenum analogue [11] but have so far not reported on H PO ; downfield chemical shifts are positive. Solution3 4

the reactivity of this cluster in relation to the isoelectronic infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer FT 1710
cluster [HRu (CO) BH ]. In this paper, we describe the spectrophotometer, and fast atom bombardment (FAB)4 12 2

deprotonation of 1 and reactions of the conjugate base (2) mass spectra using Kratos instruments (3-NBA matrix53-
nitrobenzyl alcohol).

Reactions were carried out under argon using standard
Schlenk techniques. Solvents were pre-dried and distilled*Corresponding author. Fax: 141-61-267-1014.

E-mail address: housecroft@ubaclu.unibas.ch (C.E. Housecroft) under N . Separation involved thin layer plate (TLC)2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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5Fig. 1. Schematic illustrations of the structures (all confirmed by X-ray diffraction) of (a) HM (CO) BH (M5Fe, Ru, Os), and (b) HRu W(h -4 12 2 3

C H )(CO) BH, 1.5 5 11

1chromatography using Kieselgel 60-PF-254 (Merck). Com- 1332 (P ) with 11 CO losses; calc. for
12 1 197 11 16 31 101 184pound 1 [11] and the gold(I) phosphines [12–14] were C H Au B O P Ru W 1331.34 21 11 3

prepared according to literature procedures. The reagents
[(Ph P) N]Cl and dppf were used as supplied (Aldrich).3 2 2.4. Reaction of [(Ph P) N][2] with [ClAu(dppf)AuCl]3 2Yields are quoted with respect to starting cluster.

CH Cl (10 ml) was added to solid [(Ph P) N][2] (322 2 3 2
5 mg, 0.025 mmol), [ClAu(dppf)AuCl] (12 mg, 0.0122.2. Deprotonation of [HRu W(h -C H )(CO) BH] (1)3 5 5 11

mmol) and TlPF (¯4 mg) and the resulting solution was6

stirred for 1 h. Separation by TLC yielded two products.A solution of 1 (166 mg, 0.19 mmol) dissolved in
5The first fraction (orange, 20%) was [HRu W(h -CH Cl (5 ml) was added to a methanol (5 ml) solution 32 2

C H )(CO) B(AuPPh )] (3) (see above). The secondcontaining [(Ph P) N]Cl (161 mg, 0.30 mmol) and 5 5 11 33 2
5fraction (orange, 70%) was identified as [hHRu W(h -Na CO (32 mg, 0.30 mmol). The addition was carried out 32 3

1C H )(CO) BAuj (m-dppf)] (4): H NMR (CDCl , 298dropwise over a period of 5 min. After a further 10 min 5 5 11 2 3
5K): d 17.5–7.3 (m, Ph), 15.11 (s, 10 H, h -C H ), 14.66of stirring, solvent was removed in vacuo. Unreacted 1 5 5

(s, 4H, dppf, see text), 14.17 (s, 4H, dppf, see text), 220.3was extracted into hexane; a second extraction with
11 315 (s, Ru–H–Ru); B NMR (CDCl , 298 K): d 1150.5; PEt O removed [(Ph P) N][HRu W(h -C H )(CO) B] 32 3 2 3 5 5 11

21NMR (CDCl , 298 K) d 146.5; IR (hexane, cm ) n(CO)(yield close to quantitative) from excess solid [(Ph P) N]Cl 33 2
5 2068 m, 2045 vs, 2038 vs, 2021 s, 2016 m, 2004 s, 1990 s,and Na CO . [(Ph P) N][HRu W(h -C H )(CO) B],2 3 3 2 3 5 5 11

1 1979 s, 1973 vs, 1962 s, sh, 1955 m, sh, 1934 m, 1877 m.[(Ph P) N][2]: H NMR (CD Cl , 195 K): d 17.8–7.33 2 2 2
1 15 11 MS (positive FAB): 2692 (P ), 1820 P –HRu W(C H )(m, Ph), 14.98 (s, h -C H ), 220.6 (s, Ru–H–Ru); B 3 5 55 5

21 (CO) B) with 10 CO losses; calc. forNMR (CD Cl , 298 K): d 1151; IR (CH Cl , cm ) 112 2 2 2
12 1 197 11 56 16 31 101 184

n(CO) 2048 m, 2017 s, 1987 s, 1969 vs, 1920 m, 1856 w, C H Au B Fe O P Ru W 2692.66 40 2 2 22 2 6 2
1sh, 1821 m, 1778 w. MS (negative FAB): 872 (P ) with 4

12 1 11 16 101 184
5CO losses; calc. for C H B O Ru W 872.16 6 11 3 2.4.1. Crystal structure determination of [HRu W(h -3

C H )(CO) B(AuPPh )].CH Cl (3?CH Cl )5 5 11 3 2 2 2 2

A suitable crystal was grown from a CH Cl solution of2.3. Reaction of [(Ph P) N][2] with [Ph PAuCl] 2 23 2 3
3 layered with hexane. Crystallographic data are collected
in Table 1. Blocky, deep-orange crystals were photographi-CH Cl (10 ml) was added to solid [(Ph P) N][2] (2102 2 3 2

cally characterized and determined to belong to the mono-mg, 0.15 mmol), [Ph PAuCl] (74 mg, 0.15 mmol) and3

clinic crystal system. Systematic absences in the diffrac-TlPF (¯10 mg) and the resulting solution was stirred for6

tion data uniquely determined the space group. An empiri-1 h. Separation of products by TLC (CH Cl :hexane 1:1)2 2

cal correction for absorption based in c-scan data wasyielded one major, orange fraction (90%), identified as
5 1 applied to the diffraction data (T 51.31). However,[HRu W(h -C H )(CO) B(AuPPh )] (3): H NMR max / min3 5 5 11 3

5 both the shapes of the thermal ellipsoids and the large(CDCl , 298 K): d 17.6–7.4 (m, Ph), 14.98 (s, h -C H ),3 5 5
2311 ˚220.3 (s, Ru–H–Ru); B NMR (CDCl , 298 K): d residual electron density (.4 e A ) indicated that the3

31
1152; P NMR (CDCl , 298 K) d 153.4; IR (hexane, correction was not completely satisfactory. Several other3

21cm ) n(CO) 2069 m, 2043 vs, 2024 s, 2003 s, 1978 m, absorption correction routines, both analytical and empiri-
sh, 1971 s, 1961 m, 1948 w, 1893 w. MS (positive FAB): cal, were attempted without significant improvement. The
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1Table 1 sharpened to give the H NMR spectroscopic signature (d
Crystallographic data for compound 3?CH Cl2 2 220.3) expected for a Ru–H–Ru bridge associated with
Formula C H AuBCl O PRu W the hinge edge of the Ru W butterfly cluster. The variable35 23 2 11 3 3

1Formula weight 1416.3 temperature H NMR spectroscopic data indicate that the
Crystal size 0.2030.2230.36 remaining cluster-bound hydrogen atom is fluxional. A
Crystal colour Red-orange

similar observation has been made by Shore and coworkersCrystal system Monoclinic
22for the anion [HRu (CO) B] : a sharp signal at dSpace group P21/c 4 12

Unit cell dimensions 220.09 was assigned to a Ru–H–Ru(hinge) hydrogen; the
˚a (A) 14.366(3) signal broadened on warming to 303 K with the concomi-
˚b (A) 11.776(2) tant appearance of a broad signal at d 216.81, and at 323˚c (A) 24.483(5)

K, the higher field signal had disappeared [4]. Attempts tob (8) 99.48(2)
3˚ obtain higher temperature NMR spectroscopic data for 2Volume (A ) 4085.6(13)

Z 4 were unsuccessful, and led to cluster decomposition.
23D (g cm ) 2.303calc The reaction of [(Ph P) N][2] with an equivalent of3 2˚Radiation Mo Ka (l50.71073 A) [Ph PAuCl] in the presence of TlPF gave high yields3 6Temperature (K) 298 5of a single product identified as [HRu W(h -3Diffractometer Siemens P4

11C H )(CO) B(AuPPh )] (3). The B NMR spectrum2u range (8) 4.0–50.0 5 5 11 3

Reflections (collected, independent) 7696, 7137 showed a peak at d 1152, little changed from the starting
2 a 31R(F ), R(wF ) (%) 7.08, 8.25 anion 2. In the P NMR spectrum, a signal at d 153.4

GOF 1.64 was consistent with the incorporation of the AuPPh unit3N /N 9.80 v 1
23 and formation of a neutral compound; ([(Ph P) N]˚ 3 2Max peak (e A ) 4.08

1cation, d 124, was not present). The H NMR spectruma Quantity minimized:
exhibited a sharp singlet at d 220.3 (hinge Ru–H–Ru) as

5R(F ) 5 SD /S(F ); well as resonances for the h -C H and phenyl groups.0 5 5
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R(wF ) 5 S[w(F 2 F ) ] /S[w(F ) ] The highest mass peak (and its isotopic distribution) in the0 0 c 0

D 5 F 2 Fu u FAB mass spectrum of 3 corresponded to the formulation0 c

[HRu W(C H )(CO) B(AuPPh )], and a single crystal3 5 5 11 3

structure was solved by direct methods, completed from X-ray diffraction study was carried out to confirm the
difference Fourier maps, and refined with anisotropic structural details of the cluster. The structure is shown in
thermal parameters for all non-hydrogen atoms. A mole- Fig. 2 and selected bond distances and angles are listed in

5cule of CH Cl (recrystallization solvent) accompanies the Table 2. The structural features of the hRu W(h -2 2 3

cluster. Hydrogen atoms were idealized except for the Ru C H )(CO) Bj part of compound 3 resemble those of5 5 11
5hydride atom which could not be located and was ignored. [HRu W(h -C H )(CO) BH] [11]. The Ru W framework3 5 5 11 3

All residual difference electron density peaks above 1.0 e defines a butterfly geometry with the W atom in a wingtip
23˚ ˚A are less than 1.3 A from a metal atom and therefore

have no chemical significance. All computations used
SHELXTL 4.2 software (G. Sheldrick, Siemens XRD,
Madison, WI).

3. Results and discussion

Treatment of compound 1 with base in the presence of
[(Ph P) N]Cl leads to the formation of [(Ph P) N][2]3 2 3 2

5 2containing the anion [HRu W(h -C H )(CO) B] (2).3 5 5 11
11The change in chemical shift of the B NMR spectro-

scopic signal from d 1131 in 1 [11] to d 1151 in 2
reflects a significant change in the environment of the
boron atom [15–17] and thus the removal of the boron-
bound proton shown in Fig. 1b. In keeping with this is the

1disappearance in the H NMR spectrum of the broad signal
at d 26.6 for the Ru–H–B proton [11]. At room tempera-

1ture, however, the highfield region of the H NMR
5spectrum of [(Ph P) N][2] showed only a broad signal Fig. 2. The molecular structure of [HRu W(h -C H )(CO) B(AuPPh )]3 2 3 5 5 11 3

centred at d 220.1. On cooling to 195 K, the signal (3); hydrogen atoms are omitted.
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Table 2 C H )(CO) BH], the cluster-bound H atoms were not5 5 11
Selected bond distances and angles for compound 3 located but spectroscopic data were consistent with the

˚Bond distances (A) positions shown in Fig. 1b [11]. In 3, the gold(I) phos-
Au–Ru(3) 2.694(2) Au–P(1) 2.318(6) phine unit bridges the Ru(wingtip)–B edge, the site that
Au–B 2.29(2) W–Ru(1) 2.982(2) was left vacant upon deprotonation of 1; this is in keeping
W–B 2.14(3) W–Ru(2) 2.962(2)

with the H/AuPR analogy [18,19]. The bonding mode of3Ru(1)–Ru(2) 2.838(2) Ru(2)–Ru(3) 2.861(2)
the AuPPh unit in 3 is similar to that inRu(1)–Ru(3) 2.854(3) Ru(1)–B 2.24(2) 3

Ru(2)–B 2.16(2) Ru(3)–B 2.11(3) [HFe (CO) BHhAuP(2-MeC H ) j] [20], the only other4 12 6 4 3aW–Cent 2.01(1) monogold derivative of a butterfly M B-cluster crystal-4

lographically characterized to date. Attempts to obtain
Bond angles (8)

monogold derivatives of members of this cluster familyRu(3)–Au–P(1) 164.7(2) Ru(3)–Au–B 49.2(7)
have generally resulted in competing reactions involvingP(1)–Au–B 145.9(7) Ru(1)–W–Ru(2) 57.0(1)

Ru(1)–W–B 48.4(7) Ru(2)–W–B 46.8(6) the formation of digold derivatives, or products of the type
1 2W–Ru(1)–Ru(2) 61.1(1) W–Ru(1)–Ru(3) 92.4(1) [Au(PR ) ] [hHM (CO) BHj Au] (M5Fe or Ru), and,3 2 4 12 2

Ru(2)–Ru(1)–Ru(3) 60.4(1) W–Ru(1)–B 45.6(7) until the isolation of 3, a compound of the type
Ru(2)–Ru(1)–B 48.7(5) Ru(3)–Ru(1)–B 47.0(7)

[HM (CO) BH(AuPR )] had been found to be stabilized4 12 3W–Ru(2)–Ru(1) 61.8(1) W–Ru(2)–Ru(3) 92.7(1)
only when the Tolman cone angle of PR 51948 [20,21].Ru(1)–Ru(2)–Ru(3) 60.1(1) W–Ru(2)–B 46.1(7) 3

Ru(1)–Ru(2)–B 51.0(6) Ru(3)–Ru(2)–B 47.1(7) Apart from the presence of the heterometal, 2 differs from
2Au–Ru(3)–Ru(1) 95.1(1) Au–Ru(3)–Ru(2) 97.3(1) [HM (CO) BH] (M5Fe or Ru) in two ways. First,4 12

Ru(1)–Ru(3)–Ru(2) 59.5(1) Au–Ru(3)–B 55.3(1) 2whereas [HM (CO) BH] (M5Fe or Ru) retains a4 12Ru(1)–Ru(3)–B 50.9(7) Ru(2)–Ru(3)–B 48.7(6) 1boron-attached proton that can be exchanged by AuPR3Au–B–W 117.8(12) Au–B–Ru(1) 129.7(10)
giving a route to a digold derivative, anion 2 does not.Au–B–Ru(2) 139.2(11) W–B–Ru(3) 166.2(13)

Ru(1)–B–Ru(2) 80.4(8) Cent–W–B 167.1(6) Second, the boron atom is less exposed in 2 than in
2Cent–W–Ru(1) 124.1(6) Cent–W–Ru(2) 121.0(7) [HM (CO) BH] , being somewhat shielded by the car-4 12

Cent–W–C(1) 110.6(8) Cent–W–C(2) 111.3(8) bonyl ligands bonded to the tungsten centre. This latter
a 5Cent5centroid of the h -C H ring.5 5 statement makes the reasonable assumption that the

5hRu W(h -C H )(CO) Bj unit of 2 is structurally similar3 5 5 11

site; the tetrametal unit contains a semi-interstitial boron to that in 1 and 3.
atom. Each Ru centre bears three terminal CO ligands, and The structure of 3 should also be compared with those

5the arrangement of the tungsten-bound h -C H and two of monogold derivatives of tetrametal butterfly carbide and5 5

CO ligands is such that the carbonyls lean over towards the nitride clusters. These fall into two groups: those with the
boron atom partly shielding the otherwise exposed region AuPR unit supported over the two wing-tip metal atoms3

5around the semi-interstitial atom. In [HRu W(h - (Fig. 3a) [22–26] and those with the AuPR unit bridging3 3

Fig. 3. Representative examples which define the two classes of monogold(I) phosphine derivatives of tetrametal butterfly clusters with semi-interstitial
atoms which have been crystallographically characterized: (a) [CoFe (CO) C(AuPPh )] [25], and (b) [Fe (CO) (m-OMe)C(AuPEt )] [27].3 12 3 4 12 3
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the hinge edge of the M framework (Fig. 3b) [27,28]. compound 3 (Fig. 2). Over a temperature range of 298–4
1Significantly as yet, only for butterfly borides has the 195 K, the signal in the H NMR spectrum assigned to the

5mode of attachment of the gold(I) phosphine found for 3 h -C H protons (d 15.11) remained sharp. At 298 K,5 5

been observed. two equal intensity signals at d 14.66 and 14.17 were
The reactions of cluster anions with digold(I) com- observed and were assigned to the ferrocenyl protons; two

pounds of the type [ClAu(R PXPR )AuCl], where X is a environments are consistent with a staggered arrangement2 2

spacer, have the potential to lead to a digold derivative of of the two C H PPh rings as shown in Fig. 5a, with H ,5 4 2 1

the cluster (e.g. if the cluster precursor is a dianion), to a H , H and H being equivalent, and H , H , H and H4 5 8 2 3 6 7

linked product, or to a product containing a pendant forming another equivalent set. However, variable tem-
hAu(R PXPR )AuClj arm. In order to extend the inves- perature studies revealed that the molecule is fluxional. On2 2

tigation of the reactivity of anion 2 towards gold(I) cooling to 195 K, the signal at d 4.17 collapsed while that
phosphines, we chose to react 2 with [ClAu(dppf)AuCl]. at d 14.66 broadened. Attempts to cool the sample further
This possesses a flexible backbone, and has been shown in were limited by the freezing point of the solvent; addition

2its reaction with [HRu (CO) BH] to lead both to of CF Cl allowed a spectrum to be run at 150 K but low4 12 2 2

monocluster and linked dicluster products. [29] Examples solubility of 4 prevented further spectra being obtained.
of linked clusters are relatively uncommon [30,31], and we Thus, we propose that 4 is fluxional with a likely process
considered that the combination of cluster 2 (which being mutual rotation of the C H PPh rings (Fig. 5b).5 4 2

showed evidence of selectivity towards a monogold prod- Freezing out in either of the two related conformations
uct) and the hAu(dppf)Auj linker might be a fruitful route shown in Fig. 5b gives rise to four proton environments:
to a linked dicluster without the added complications of the H , H ; H , H ; H , H ; H , H . Interconversion of these1 4 2 3 5 8 6 7

formation of a digold derivative of a single cluster. two conformations leads to two proton environments, with
The reaction of [(Ph P) N][2] with [ClAu(dppf)AuCl] the staggered conformation in Fig. 5a being an average3 2

in a 2:1 molar ratio led to one major product in good yield description of the system.
5identified as [hHRu W(h -C H )(CO) BAuj (m-dppf)] A somewhat unexpected, but not unprecedented, side3 5 5 11 2

(4). The FAB mass spectrometric data (parent ion and product of the reaction of [(Ph P) N][2] with3 2
5isotopic distribution) were in accord with this formulation, [ClAu(dppf)AuCl] was [HRu W(h -C H )(CO)3 5 5 11

11 31 B(AuPPh )] (3). The only source of PPh in this reactionand the B and P NMR spectra showed that the two 3 3
1appears to be the [(Ph P) N] cation. Some years ago,cluster units were equivalent. In addition to signals for the 3 2

1 in a detailed study of the reaction of [(Ph P) N]phenyl and cyclopentadienyl protons, the H NMR spec- 3 2

[HFe (CO) BH] with [Et PAuCl], we reported NMRtrum of 4 showed a sharp resonance at d 220.3, charac- 4 12 3

spectroscopic evidence for the formation of a mixtureteristic of a Ru–H–Ru bridging hydrogen atom. The
of [HFe (CO) B(AuPEt ) ], [HFe (CO) B(AuPPh )proposed structure of 4 is shown in Fig. 4, the bonding 4 12 3 2 4 12 3

(AuPEt )] and [HFe (CO) B(AuPPh ) ], with the sourcemode of the gold(I) units being proposed by analogy with 3 4 12 3 2

Fig. 4. The proposed structure of compound 4.
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Fig. 5. (a) Least sterically demanding staggered conformation of the ferrocenyl unit in compound 4. (b) Proposed mutual rotation of the cyclopentadienyl
rings in the ferrocenyl unit in compound 4; further close approach of the PPh units and associated cluster units is unlikely to be possible on steric grounds.2

1of the PPh being [(Ph P) N] [32]. Although we have the purchase of a diffractometer at the University of3 3 2

now noted two examples of this phosphine exchange Delaware.
phenomenon, it does not seem to be a general problem in

1the reactions of gold(I) phosphines with [(Ph P) N] salts3 2

of cluster anions although we have, as yet, not pinpointed References
the conditions under which it is liable to occur.
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Abstract

Six complexes of intramolecular coordinated dimetallic alkoxides [R Mhm–O–CH CH (2-C H N)j] (M5Al, Ga, In; R5Me, Et)2 2 2 5 4 2

have been obtained by reactions of 2-(2-pyridyl)ethanol with R M in 1:1 ratio in high yields. The compounds have been characterized by3
1elemental analysis, H NMR and mass spectroscopy. A molecular structure of [(CH ) Inhm–O–CH CH (2-C H N)j] has been3 2 2 2 5 4 2

determined by single crystal X-ray analysis.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Alkylaluminum; Alkylgallium; Alkylindium; Metallic alkoxide; Polymer cocatalyst

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

All reactions were performed in a glove box under
Chemistry of organoaluminum, -gallium and -indium

purified nitrogen. The solvents were refluxed with sodium
compounds have received renewed interest recently be- 1benzophenone and distilled under nitrogen prior to use. H
cause of the recognition that these compounds have a wide

NMR data were collected on a Bruker AM-500 or a JEOL
range of applications in both new material science and

PMX-60SI spectrometer with TMS as the internal stan-
organic synthesis [1–4]. Among the compounds, one of the

dard. Mass spectra were obtained on a VG-ZAB-HS GC–
major categories is the organometallic alkoxides or

MS spectrometer (electron impact ionization). Elemental
phenoxides. Although simple alkoxides or phenoxides of

analyses were performed on a Perkin–Elmer 240C elemen-
aluminum, gallium and indium have been known for many

tal analyzer. Melting points were observed in sealed
years, organometallic alkoxides or phenoxides in which the

capillaries and were uncorrected.
alcoholic or phenolic residues contain more than one
coordination site have appeared only recently [5–9].
Herein we report the reaction of 2-(2-pyridyl)ethanol, the 2.1. Preparation of [Me Alhm –O–CH CH (2-C H N)j]2 2 2 5 4 2first pyridyl containing alcohol used in the preparation of (1a)
organoaluminum, gallium and indium alkoxides to our
knowledge, with MR (M5Al, Ga, In; R5Me, Et). A3 A solution of 2-(2-pyridyl)ethanol (1.23 g, 10 mmol) in
single crystal structure of [Me Inhm–O–CH CH (2-2 2 2 15 ml hexane was added dropwise with stirring, over a
C H N)j] is also described.5 4 2 period of about 10 min, to a solution of trimethylaluminum

(0.72 g, 10 mmol) in benzene (10 ml). While methane gas
evolved from the mixture, a white precipitate was formed.
After stirring for an additional 30 min at room temperature,
the volatiles were removed under vacuum and the crude
product which remained was recrystallized from hexane–*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-25-3309-123; fax: 186-25-3317-
benzene (1:5) solution. Yield: 1.45 g (81%), m.p.: 218–761.

E-mail address: mochemnu@public1.ptt.js.cn (Y. Pan) 2208C. Anal. calcd. for C H Al N O : C, 60.32, H,18 28 2 2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00143-6
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17.87, N, 7.82. Found: C, 60.31, H, 7.51, N, 7.81. H NMR: (50.2%), 222 (17.1%), 145 (81.9%), 122 (63.5%), 115
6.2–7.0 (m, 3H, Py–H ), 8.15 (b, 1H, Py–H ), 4.0 (t, 2H, (100%), 106 (30.1%), 78 (11.7%).
OCH ), 2.5 (t, 2H, CH Py), 20.1(s, 6H, AlMe ). MS data:2 2 2

343 (6.7%), 271 (9.4%), 164 (100%), 149 (4.3%), 122 2.6. Preparation of [Et Inhm –O–CH CH (2-C H N)j]2 2 2 5 4 2

(21.5%); 106 (24.1%); 78 (11.3%). (3b)

2.2. Preparation of [Et Alhm –O–CH CH (2-C H N)j] Prepared as for 1a from 2-(2-pyridyl)ethanol (1.23 g, 102 2 2 5 4 2

(1b) mmol) and triethylindium (2.02 g, 10 mmol). Yield: 2.33 g
(79%), m.p.: 96–988C. Anal. calcd. for C H In N O :22 36 2 2 2

Prepared as described for 1a from 2-(2-pyridyl)ethanol C, 44.77, H, 6.15, N, 4.75. Found: C, 43.95, H, 5.79, N,
1(1.23 g, 10 mmol) and triethylaluminum (1.14 g, 10 4.81. H NMR: 6.35–7.2 (m, 3H, Py–H ), 8.5 (b, 1H,

mmol). Yield: 1.74 g (82.5%), m.p.: 108–1108C. Anal. Py–H ), 4.2 (t, 2H, OCH ), 2.8 (t, 2H, CH Py), 1.5 [t, 6H,2 2

calcd. for C H Al N O : C, 63.75, H, 8.75, N, 6.76. In (CH CH ) ]; 0.31 [q, 4H, In(CH CH ) ]. MS data: 56122 36 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 2
1Found: C, 63.32, H, 8.36, N, 6.75. H NMR: 6.3–7.1 (m, (12.3%), 266 (33.0%), 235 (2.6%), 173 (55.2%), 122

3H, Py–H ), 8.6 (b, 1H, Py–H ), 4.01 (t, 2H, OCH ), 2.6 (t, (49.9%), 115 (100%), 106 (57.0%), 93 (57.3%).2

2H, CH Py), 1.31 [t, 6H, Al(CH CH ) ], 0.31 [q, 4H,2 2 3 2

Al(CH CH ) ]. MS data: 308 (20.6%), 178 (25.4%), 149 2.7. Crystal structure determination of [Me Inhm –O–2 3 2 2

(15.3%), 122 (12.4%), 106 (12.8%), 78 (13.7%). CH CH (2-C H N)j] (3a)2 2 5 4 2

2.3. Preparation of [Me Gahm –O–CH CH (2-C H N)j] A crystal of complex 3a was sealed in a thin-walled2 2 2 5 4 2

(2a) glass capillary under nitrogen atmosphere. Data collection
˚was performed with M -K radiation (l50.71073A) on ano a

Prepared as described for 1a from trimethylgallium Enraf–Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer equipped with a
(1.15 g, 10 mmol) and 2-(2-pyridyl)ethanol (1.23 g, 10 graphite monochromator. The structure was solved by the
mmol). Complex 2a was obtained as a transparent color- heavy-atom method (DIRDIF(I) [10]) and subsequent
less crystal after recrystallization from hexane–benzene Fourier techniques. Hydrogens were added geometrically.
(1:5) solution. Yield: 1.72 g (78%). Anal. calcd. for All calculations were performed using the TEXSAN [11]
C H Ga N O : C, 48.71, H, 6.36, N, 6.31. Found: C, program system. ORTEPII [12] was used to produce the18 28 2 2 2

148.32, H, 5.92, N, 6.33. H NMR: 6.4–7.2 (m, 3H, Py–H ), figures and CAD-4 software [13] was used for data
8.2 (b, 1H, Py–H ), 4.02 (t, 2H, OCH ), 2.7 (t, 2H, collection and cell refinement. Crystallographic data are2

CH Py), 0.1(s, 6H, GaCH ). MS date: 206 (100%), 176 summarized in Table 1.2 3

(19.1%), 122 (16.9%), 99 (64.1%), 79 (24.4%).

2.4. Preparation of [Et Gahm –O–CH CH (2-C H N)j] 3. Results and discussion2 2 2 5 4 2

(2b)
Reactions of 2-(2-pyridyl)ethanol with R M (M5Al,3

Prepared as for 1a from 2-(2-pyridyl)ethanol (1.23 g, 10 Ga, In; R5CH , CH CH ) proceeded smoothly, liberating3 2 3

mmol) and triethylgallium (1.57 g, 10 mmol). Yield: 1.87 gaseous alkanes as by-products. All complexes were
g (82.5%), m.p.: 44–458C. Anal. calcd. for isolated in high yields as colorless transparent crystals.
C H Ga N O : C, 52.85, H, 7.2, N, 5.60. Found: C, Although the complexes are much more stable than the22 36 2 2 2

152.37, H, 6.92, N, 5.63. H NMR: 7.2–8 (m, 3H, Py–H ), starting metallic trialkyls, they are still quite air and
8.6 (b, 1H, Py–H ), 4.2 (t, 2H, OCH ), 3.14 (t, 2H, moisture sensitive. They decomposed in minutes, even in a2

CH Py), 1.02 [t, 6H, Ga(CH CH ) ], 0.31[q, 4H, solid state, on exposure to air. The compounds are nearly2 2 3 2

Ga(CH CH ) ]. MS data: 185 (5.6%), 142 (100%), 122 insoluble in cold saturated hydrocarbons such as pentane2 3 2

(16.5%), 106 (59.5%), 98 (16.3%), 78 (13.7%). or hexane and are very soluble in unsaturated hydro-
carbons such as benzene or toluene. All the products

2.5. Preparation of [Me Inhm –O–CH CH (2-C H N)j] obtained gave satisfactory elemental analysis results. All2 2 2 5 4 2
1(3a) compounds obtained have been characterized by H NMR

1and mass spectroscopy respectively. H NMR spectra of
Prepared as for 1a from 2-(2-pyridyl)ethanol (1.23 g, 10 the complexes were obtained as expected. Chemical shifts

mmol) and trimethylindium (1.6 g, 10 mmol). Yield: 2.08 of the protons on metal-bonded carbon moves downfield
g (78%), m.p.: 147–1488C. Anal. calcd. for compared with the related metallic trialkyls. This dem-
C H In N O : C, 40.48; H, 5.28; N, 5.25. Found: C, onstrates electron-withdrawing nature of the pyridyl bear-18 28 2 2 2

139.77; H, 5.46; N, 5.27. H NMR: 6.3–8.2 (m, 3H, Py–H ), ing alkoxyl group and implies the occurrence of the
8.4 (b, 1H, Py–H ), 4.15 (t, 2H, OCH ), 2.7 (t, 2H, pyridyl coordination to the metals. Molecular ion peaks of2

CH Py), 0.2 (s, 6H, InMe ). MS data: 519 (1.7%), 250 the dimeric complexes were not visible in their MS2 2
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Table 1
Crystallographic data for the complex 3a

Formula C H In N O18 28 2 2 2

Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P21/c ([14)

˚a (A) 8.144 (3)
˚b (A) 7.816 (3)
˚c (A) 16.884 (7)

b (8) 94.05 (3)
3˚V (A ) 1072 (1)

F (000) 528
23D (calc, g /cm ) 1.65x

Z 2
Crystal dimension (mm) 0.530.430.15
Crystal color Colorless
u range (8) 11.85–14.97

21
m (Mo-Ka) (mm ) 2.129
T (K) 296
T(max) /T(min) 1.145
Data collection:
Diffractometer Enraf–Nonius CAD4
Monochromator Graphite

˚Radiation M 2K (l50.71073A)o a

Data-collection v /2u scans
Absorption correction Empirical [w scans (TEXSAN)]
Reflections collected 2201
Independent reflections 2110
Independent reflection observed [I.3s (I)] 1654
R 0.010int

Index range (8) 0#h#9, 0#K#9, 220 #L# 20
Standard reflections 3std /300 reflns
Intensity variation in standards 22.3%
Refinement:
R (F) 0.053
wR 0.064
S 1.92
No. of reflections used in refinement 1654
No. of parameters refined 109
Weighting scheme Based on measured e.s.d.’s
(D /s) 0.01max

23˚Dr (e A ) 1.09max
23˚Dr (e A ) 20.96min

spectra. Fragments of one alkyl eliminated dimeric species centrosymmetry. The In atom is five-coordinate. It forms a
for complexes 1a, 2b, 3a and 3b are visible. Fragments of central four-member ring composed of two indium atoms
one alkyl eliminated monomeric species appear, in some and two bridging oxygen atoms. Coordination of the

1cases, as one of the major ion peaks such as [1a–Me] pyridyl nitrogen to the central indium atom forms an
1 1(164, 100%), [2a–Me] (206, 100%) and [3a–Me] (250, irregular six-member ring. The dimer constitutes a trans-

50.2%). Relative intensity of the peaks of gallium and 6,6,4,6,6-fused ring system. Numerous examples of five-
indium containing species agrees well with the isotopic coordinate dialkylaluminum, gallium or indium dimers are

69 71distribution of the gallium atoms [ Ga (ca. 60%); Ga known [5,9,15,16]. Similar trans-6,6,4,6,6-fused ring ar-
113 115(ca. 40%)] and indium atoms [ In (ca. 9%); In (ca. rangements have also been known for some Group 13

91%)]. From the spectroscopic data, the structures of the organometallic complexes, such as [(CH )Al(m-3

complexes are assumed to be dimeric in which the pyridyl OCH C H –OCH )] [5], [(CH ) Ga(m-OC H –COH)]2 6 4 3 2 3 2 6 4 2

group coordinates to the metal intramolecularly. In order to [15] and [(CH ) In(m-OC H –COH)] [9]. The central3 2 6 4 2

confirm the structure, a crystal structure of the complex four-membered ring in 3a is exactly planar. The five fused
[(CH ) Inhm–O–CH CH (2-C H N)j] (3a) has been de- rings are approximately in the same plane. The internal3 2 2 2 5 4 2

termined by single crystal X-ray analysis. A crystal angles in the In O ring [O*–In–O, 75.4(2)8; In*–O–In,2 2

structure of the complex (3a) is presented in Fig. 1. 104.6(2)8] are comparable to those reported gallium and
Selected bond distances and angles for the compound are indium complexes [75.1(1)8 (Ga) and 74.8(1)8 (In) for
listed in Table 2. It shows clearly that the complex O–M–M; 104.5(1)8 (Ga) and 105.2(1)8 (In) for M–O–M]
obtained is dimeric. The geometry of the compound is [9,15]. The plane defined by one indium and two methyl
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Fig. 1. ORTEP representation of [Me Inhm-OCH CH (2-C H N)j] showing the atom-labeling scheme. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.2 2 2 5 4 2
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Abstract

119 ¨The Sn Mossbauer parameters for some chalcogen-containing Zintl phases of composition M SnX (M5Na, K; X5S, Se, Te),4 4

Na SnSe , M SnTe (M5K, Rb, Cs), Cs Sn Te and M SnTe (M5K, Rb) are reported. All the compounds contain tetrahedrally2 3 3 3 4 2 7 2 5

coordinated tin and the chemical isomer shift data show the tin to be involved in covalent bonding with the chalcogen atoms. The
119 ¨dependence of the Sn Mossbauer parameters on the local coordination of tin, the extent of polymerisation of the anionic sub units, the

transfer of electrons from the alkali metal to the anionic units, and the electronegativity of the chalcogen atoms are discussed.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

¨Keywords: Mossbauer spectroscopy; Zintl phases; Tin–chalcogen

1. Introduction ternary phases composed of two semi-metals from differ-
ent Groups are involved [1,2].

The synthesis of intermetallic compounds of the type Although the structural properties of many of the binary-
A B , where A is an electropositive metal from Groups I or and ternary-Zintl phases involving ionic formulationsx y

II and B is a Main Group IV, V or VI metal or semi-metal including covalently bonded ionic substructures are now
which was initiated by Eduard Zintl has given rise to a well known, the nature of the bonding remains the subject
range of materials which are now called Zintl phases [1,2]. of some uncertainty [1,2]. We recently reported our studies,

¨Zintl postulated that the stoichiometries and structures of by Mossbauer spectroscopy, of the bonding in ternary Zintl
these intermetallic-phases can be interpreted by an ionic phases containing sodium or potassium, tin, and a Group V
concept whereby the electropositive metals A lose their element [3]. We report here on an extension of this work to
valence electrons to the semi-metals B. Depending on chalcogen-containing ternary Zintl phases.
composition, the component B elements either gain as
many electrons as necessary to complete their octets (salt-
like composition) or anionic substructures are produced 2. Experimental
which possess element–element bonding to reach the
octets. The anionic species can be isostructural to the The compounds were prepared either by sealing stoi-
isoelectronic elements, however, a variety of other struc- chiometric quantities of the elements in evacuated quartz
tures can also be formed, such as clusters with chain-type tubes and heating the ampoules in a sand bath or by
structures or two- and three-dimensional nets in which the heating stoichiometric quantities of the elements in
atoms can form different numbers of bonds providing the alumina crucibles within an argon-filled steel autoclave.
electron count is satisfied. This is especially true when The preparative details are contained in Table 1. The

compounds were readily hydrolysed by moist air and were
handled in an argon-filled glove box. The monophasic
nature of the compounds was established by X-ray powder*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-1908-652-801; fax: 144-1908-858-
diffraction using a Siemens D5000 diffractometer and Cu327.

¨E-mail address: f.j.berry@open.ac.uk (F.J. Berry) Ka radiation. Samples for Mossbauer spectroscopy were

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00133-3
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Table 1
Preparative details for Zintl phases

Compound Heating rate Reaction Reaction Cooling rate Reaction
(8C/h) temperature (h) time (h) (8C/h) vessel

aNa SnSe 192 600 2 13 to 2008C4 4

175 to 258C
aNa SnTe 169 700 1 204 4

Anneal 2008C (10 h)
175

aK SnSe 242 750 2 18 to 2008C,4 4
o175 to 25 C

aK SnTe 215 670 2 34 to 2008C,3 3

175 to 258C
bRb SnTe 135 700 1.5 563 3
bCs SnTe 125 650 1.5 523 3
aNa SnSe –I 146 900 1 23 to 2008C,2 3

175 to 258C
bCs Sn Te 125 650 1.5 524 2 7
aK SnTe 180 750 1 7252 5
bRb SnTe 135 700 2 402 5

a Evacuated quartz tubes.
b Alumina crucibles within argon-filled steel autoclave.

sealed under argon in specially designed brass holders with Na SnSe and Na SnTe also showed small absorptions4 4 4 4

mylar windows. which were attributed to impurities (SeSn at d53.25 mm/s
119 ¨Sn Mossbauer spectra were recorded at 298 K with a and TeSn at d53.34 mm/s) [6]. The binary tin selenide

¨microprocessor controlled Mossbauer spectrometer using a and telluride are stable compounds and result from in-
119mCa SnO source. The drive velocity was calibrated with efficient mixing of the melt and are difficult to remove3

57a Co–Rh source and a natural iron foil. The spectra were from the mixture once formed. The absorption at 20.03
computer fitted by constraining the areas of the peaks mm/s in the spectrum recorded from Na SnTe can be4 4

representing doublets to be equal and the peaks to have associated with the presence of tin(IV) oxide which was
119 ¨equal linewidth. The Sn Mossbauer chemical isomer probably formed as a decomposition product during the

shift data are referred to tin(IV) oxide. collection of the spectrum.
119 ¨The variation of the Sn Mossbauer chemical isomer

shift data with Pauling electronegativity of the Group VI
3. Results and discussion element is shown in Fig. 2 which also contains data

reported in the literature for Na SnS [7,8], K SnTe [9],4 4 4 4
119 ¨The Sn Mossbauer parameters of the compounds are and [Na(crypt)] [SnX ] (X5Se, Te) [10]. The approximate-4 4

contained in Table 2 and relevant bond lengths and angles Table 2
119in Table 3. ¨Sn Mossbauer parameters of Zintl phase compounds recorded at 298 K

Compound d 60.05 D60.07 t
3.1. Na SnSe , Na SnTe , and K SnSe (mm/s) (mm/s) (mm/s)4 4 4 4 4 4

Na SnSe 1.40 0.00 0.994 4The compounds Na SnSe [4], Na SnTe [5] and4 4 4 4 Impurity 3.25 0.00
K SnSe [4] crystallise in different structure types, but all Na SnTe 1.76 0.00 0.964 4 4 4

Impurity 20.03 0.00contain anionic units of isolated, slightly distorted,
42 Impurity 3.34 0.00[SnX ] tetrahedra.4

K SnSe 1.47 0.49 0.864 4The tin–chalcogen bond lengths in these compounds
Na SnSe –I 1.45 1.06 0.922 3[4,5] are similar to the sum of the covalent radii of tin and K SnTe 1.84 0.42 0.943 3

either selenium or tellurium. Impurity 3.39 0.00
119 Rb SnTe 1.84 0.40 0.96¨The Sn Mossbauer spectrum (Fig. 1) recorded from 3 3

Cs SnTe 1.86 0.37 1.133 3K SnSe was fitted to a quadrupole split absorption4 4
Cs Sn Te 1.77 0.95 0.774 2 7reflecting the slight variation in tin–selenium bond lengths

Impurity 20.03
[4] which produces a small asymmetry in the electric field K SnTe 1.88 0.35 0.712 5

gradient around the tin nucleus. The spectra recorded from Impurity 0.03 0.00
Impurity 3.28 0.00Na SnSe and Na SnTe were similar although the more4 4 4 4

Rb SnTe 1.85 0.00 1.132 5symmetric environment of chalcogens about tin [4,5] gave
Impurity 3.41 0.00no quadrupole interaction. The spectra recorded from
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Table 3
Bond distances and angles for the anionic species

Compound Sn–X bond distances (pm) X–Sn–X bond angles (8)
7Na SnS 238.8 (34) 107.5 (34), 113.5 (32)4 4

4Na SnSe 252.3 (34) 107.57 (34), 113.35 (32)4 4
5Na SnTe 274.0, 274.8, 275.6,275.9 109.3, 114.8, 115.0,4 4

106.2, 108.1, 102.9
4K SnSe 249.4 (32), 251.6, 253.6 109.09, 108.76 (32),4 4

109.84 (32), 110.51
11Na SnSe –I 247.3, 248.0, 254.5, 119.2,123.4, 100.1, 105.2,2 3

256.7 110.3, 95.1
13K SnTe 272.5, 272.8, 272.9, 108.9, 108.5, 110.1 (Sn–3 3

(Sn–Sn5281.4) Sn–Te5107.1,109.7, 112.4)
14Rb SnTe 271.2, 274.1, 274.9, 108.7, 109.9, 110.9, (Sn–3 3

(Sn–Sn5281.9) Sn–Te5109.4,108.3, 109.6)
14Cs SnTe 271.7, 275.2, 275.4, 109.5, 108.0, 110.6, (Sn–3 3

(Sn–Sn5285.2) Sn–Te5109.5, 111.1, 108.1
15Cs Sn Te 268.0, 268.8, 280.0, 121.4, 115.2, 105.8, 99.5,4 2 7

280.8 111.8, 101.6
16K SnTe 274.0 (32), 282.3 (32) 103.92, 102.07,2 5

112.80 (34)
15Rb SnTe 269.3 (32), 285.9 (32) 104.2, 100.5, 113.1 (34)2 5

ly linear increase in chemical isomer shift with decreasing (X5S, Se, Te) tetrahedra in the Zintl phases can be
3electronegativity of the Group VI element reflects the considered to be consistent with sp hybridised tin in-

withdrawal of less electron density from tin. The chemical volved in covalent bonding with the Group VI element but
isomer shifts of Na SnSe and Na SnTe are smaller than with decreasing polarisation of the Sn–X (X5S, Se, Te)4 4 4 4

that of Na SnSb (d51.86 mm/s; D50.38 mm/s) con- bond as Group VI is descended.8 4

sistent with the greater electronegativity of selenium and
tellurium as compared to that of antimony. A linear 3.2. Na SnSe2 3relationship also exists between the chemical isomer shift
and the length of the Sn–X bond (Fig. 3).

There are two isomers of Na SnSe (I and II) which2 3The chemical isomer shifts for the M SnX (M5Na, K;4 4 contain tin in a slightly distorted tetrahedrally coordinated
X5S, Se, Te) compounds are comparable with those

environment with the SnSe tetrahedra forming infinite3 4recorded from other Zintl phases containing sp hybridised
chains by sharing common corners [12,13]. They differ in

tin tetrahedrally coordinated by Group V elements [3] and
the periodicity of the chains, only isomer I, with a

from covalently bonded organotin(IV) halides, e.g.
periodicity of two tetrahedra, has been investigated here.nBu SnI [11]. This can be contrasted with SnCl (where 1192 2 4 ¨The Sn Mossbauer parameters are similar to those

the tin atoms occupy tetrahedral holes in a ccp array of
reported previously [14]. The chemical isomer shift (d5

highly electronegative halogen atoms), which has a much
1.45 mm/s) is, like the compounds of composition M SnX4 4lower chemical isomer shift [11] of 0.85 mm/s. Therefore, 3(M5Na, K; X5S, Se, Te), indicative of tin in a sp42the chemical isomer shift data recorded from the [SnX ]4 hybridised system involving covalent bonding. The large
quadrupole splitting is consistent with the differing lengths
of the bridging (255.6 pm) and terminal (247.7 pm) tin–
selenium bonds [12,13].

3.3. M SnTe (M5K, Rb, Cs)3 3

Compounds of formula M SnTe contain anionic units3 3
62of [Sn Te ] which are isostructural to staggered ethane2 6

(Fig. 4) and contain a tin–tin bond within the anion. The
Sn–Sn bond lengths correspond to the sum of the covalent
radii and the average Sn–Te distances for the three

119compounds are similar in value [15,16]. The Sn
¨Mossbauer spectra recorded from compounds of com-

position M SnTe (M5K, Rb, Cs) consisted of quadrupole3 3
119 ¨Fig. 1. Sn Mossbauer spectrum recorded from K SnSe . split absorptions with identical chemical isomer shifts4 4
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119 ¨Fig. 2. Variation of Sn Mossbauer chemical isomer shift with Pauling electronegativity in compounds of composition M SnX and [Na(crypt)] [SnTe ]4 4 4 4

(M5Na, K; X5S, Se, Te).

within the experimental errors. The result suggests similar membered ring [17] (Fig. 5). Each tin atom exists in a
electron transfer from the cation to the anion in each case distorted tetrahedral coordination sphere.

119 ¨and, given the structural similarities around the tin site The Sn Mossbauer spectrum showed an absorption at
119 ¨[15,16], is not unexpected. The Sn Mossbauer chemical 20.03 mm/s which can be associated with the partial

3isomer shift values are consistent with the presence of sp decomposition of the air-sensitive material to tin(IV) oxide
¨hybridised tin (vide supra) and the presence of covalent during the collection of the Mossbauer data. The chemical

3bonds between the tin atoms and between tin and tel- isomer shift of 1.77 mm/s is indicative of sp hybridised
lurium. Comparing the chemical isomer shift data with that tin and is consistent with structural data [17] which
recorded from Na SnTe (Table 2) suggests that the tin– showed Sn–Te bond lengths between 269 and 280 pm4 4

tin bond slightly increases the 5s electron density at the tin similar to the sum of the Pauling covalent radii and
nuclei due to the lower electronegativity of tin as com- consistent with a covalently bonded system. The chemical
pared to that of tellurium. The small quadrupole splittings isomer shift is similar to that of Na SnTe which also4 4

reflect the asymmetry in the electronic environment about contains tetrahedrally coordinated tin and, in agreement
the tin resulting from the small differences in Sn–Sn and with the Zintl concept, suggests that in these compounds at
Sn–Te bond distances and the relatively small differences least the nature of the cation does not influence the extent
in electronegativity of tellurium and tin. The spectrum of electron transfer to the anionic unit. The large quad-
recorded from K SnTe showed a small absorption at rupole splitting of 0.95 mm/s is consistent with the3 3

d53.39 mm/s consistent with the presence of a small distorted tetrahedral environment about the tin due to
amount of TeSn impurity. terminal and bridging Sn–Te bonds.

3.4. Cs Sn Te 3.5. M SnTe (M5K, Rb)4 2 7 2 5

42The anionic [Sn Te ] unit in the compound The tin atoms in K SnTe and Rb SnTe adopt distorted2 7 2 5 2 5

Cs Sn Te consists of two SnTe tetrahedra connected by tetrahedral coordination such that the SnTe tetrahedra and4 2 7 4 4

a common corner and a Te–Te bridge to give a five- planar Te groups are connected by common edges to form5
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119 ¨Fig. 3. Variation of Sn Mossbauer chemical isomer shift with Sn–X bond length in compounds of composition M SnX (M5Na, K; X5S, Se, Te) and4 4

Na SnSe .2 3

strings which are separated by potassium or rubidium ions are slightly larger than those observed for tin coordinated
[17,18] (Fig. 6). to tellurium in M SnTe and Cs Sn Te (vide supra). In4 4 4 2 7

119 ¨The Sn Mossbauer spectra showed absorptions which both Cs Sn Te and M SnTe tetrahedrally coordinated tin2 2 7 2 5

could be associated with SnO (d50.03 mm/s) and TeSn centres are connected by additional Te atoms, forming a2

d53.28–3.41 mm/s) impurity phases. The chemical iso- Te–Te bridge in Cs Sn Te and planar Te groups on4 2 7 5
3mer shifts are consistent with sp hybridised tin covalently M SnTe . Compared with the Te groups in Cs Sn Te2 5 2 4 2 7

bonded to tellurium. The similarity between the chemical there is obviously a higher electron density in the planar
isomer shifts for the two compounds suggests that the Te groups and as a consequence a lower withdrawal from5

extent of electron transfer from the cation to the strings is tin. This greater electron density on the tin atom is
independent of the nature of the cation. The isomer shifts reflected in the larger chemical isomer shift.

42Fig. 4. Structure of compounds of composition M SnTe (M5K, Rb, Cs) Fig. 5. Structure of Cs Sn Te showing the [Sn Te ] anions: (light –3 3 4 2 7 2 7
62showing the [Sn Te ] anions: (light – Sn; dark – Te). Sn; dark – Te).2 6
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terpyridines
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Abstract

A new class of ligands in which a sugar is covalently linked to a 2,29:69,20-terpyridine metal-binding domain has been prepared.
Iron(II) and ruthenium(II) complexes have been prepared and strategies involving deprotection of coordinated ligands have been
developed. The metal complexes do not undergo enzymatic reactions characteristic of the sugar substituents, even though the free ligands
do.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ligands; 2,29:69,20-Terpyridine; Sugar; Iron; Ruthenium; Supramolecular chemistry

1. Introduction were recorded on a PerSeptive Biosystems Voyager-RP
biospectrometry workstation using a variety of matrices.

We are currently interested in the functionalisation of IR spectra were recorded on a Genesis Series FTIR
biomolecules by metal-binding sites with a view to using spectrophotometer with the samples in compressed KBr
metal-based properties (redox activity, luminescence, disks; electronic spectra were recorded using a Perkin-
colour etc.) to probe molecular recognition events [1]. To Elmer Lambda 19 spectrophotometer. Electrochemical
date, we have prepared 2,29:69,20-terpyridine (tpy) ligands measurements were performed using an EcoChemie Au-
bearing pendant nucleotide [2–4] and peptide [5] function- tolab PGSTAT 20 potentiostat and a conventional three-
ality. Another major class of biopolymers, the polysac- electrode configuration. Glassy carbon working and
charides, is derived from sugar monomer units and, platinum auxiliary electrodes were used with a Ag–AgCl
although a tpy-functionalised cyclodextrin [6] has recently reference electrode. Freshly distilled HPLC-grade MeCN
been reported, no simple carbohydrate derivatives are was used as the solvent. The base electrolyte was 0.1 M

nknown. In this paper we describe the preparation and [Bu N][BF ], recrystallised from ethanol /water and rigor-4 4

coordination behaviour of tpy ligands bearing sugars as ously dried before use. Potentials are quoted versus the
1substituents and studies of the interactions of these new ferrocene / ferrocenium couple (Fc /Fc 50.0 V), and all

ligands with bioreceptors. potentials were referenced to internal ferrocene added at
the end of each experiment. The compounds 2,29:69,20-
terpyridin-49(19H )-one (2) [7], [Ru(2)Cl ] [8], 2-bromo-3

2. Experimental ethyl 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-b-D-glucopyranoside [9] and 6-
tosyl-1,2:3,4-di-O-isopropylidene-a-D-galactopyranose [1-

1 13H and C NMR spectra were recorded on Varian 0] were prepared by the literature methods; 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-
Gemini 300, Bruker AC250 or DRX 600 spectrometers; acetyl-1-a-bromo-D-glucopyranoside (3) and almond b-
fast atom bombardment (FAB) and electron impact (EI) glucosidase were used as supplied by Fluka.
mass spectra were recorded on a VG 70-250 spectrometer,
with 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol as the matrix for the FAB 2.1. 2,29:69,20-Terpyridin-49-yl 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-b-
experiments. Laser desorption time-of-flight mass spectra D-glucopyranoside 4

A mixture of hydroxy compound 2 (150 mg, 0.602*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-61-267-1001; fax: 141-61-267-
mmol), 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-1-a-bromo-D-glucopyranose1015.

E-mail address: constable@ubaclu.unibas.ch (E.C. Constable) 3 (165 mg, 0.401 mmol), benzyltriethylammonium bro-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00134-5
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S4,S6a,S6bmide (87.4 mg, 0.321 mmol), aqueous NaOH solution (1 H ), 2.19 (s, 3H, CH CO), 2.08 (s, 6H, CH CO),3 3
3 3cm , 1 M) and CHCl (10 cm ) was heated to reflux for 3 2.07 (s, 3H, CH CO). IR (KBr): 1753 s, 1617 m, 1475 w,3 3

h. After this period, thin-layer chromatography (TLC) 1440 w, 1420 w, 1368 w, 1217 s, 1064 m, 1044 m, 841 s,
21(SiO ; CH Cl –MeOH–NH OH, 180:18:2, v /v /v) of the 558 m cm .2 2 2 4

brown solution showed the starting materials (R 0.75, RF F

0–0.3) and two new sugar derivatives (R 0.65, 0.40),F 2.3. [Fe(5) ][PF ]2 6 2which were visualised by charring with a 5% solution of sul-
furic acid in EtOH. Heating the mixture for an additional A solution of [Fe(4) ][PF ] (19.0 mg, 0.013 mmol)2 6 211 h and addition of more [BzEt N]Br did not result in any3 and K CO (7.7 mg, 0.056 mmol) in 1:1 (v /v) MeOH–2 3further change. The reaction mixture was diluted with H O 32 H O (3 cm ) was stirred at room temperature for 1 h. The2and extracted three times with CH Cl . The organic phase2 2 mixture was then separated on a Sephadex G-25 column
was washed twice with aqueous NaOH solution (1 M), with 1:1 (v /v) MeOH–H O as eluent and the major purple2dried over MgSO , filtered, and the solvent removed in4 band collected. The solvent was removed in vacuo to give
vacuo to give an oil. The crude product was purified three [Fe(5) ][PF ] as a violet solid (12.8 mg, 87%). Mass2 6 2times by chromatography (SiO ; first column, CH Cl – 12 2 2 spectrum (electrospray): m /z 1023 hFe(5) (PF )j , 844.52 6MeOH, 20:1, v /v; second column, CH Cl –MeOH, 40:1, 1 212 2 hFe(5)(tpyO)j , 439 hFe(5) j . UV–Vis (MeOH): l2 maxv /v; third column, CH Cl –MeCO Et, 1:1, v /v, gradient 12 2 2 (lg e) 554 nm (4.0). H NMR (CD OD, 250 MHz, T5tpy3to pure MeCO Et) to give 4 as a white solid (66.8 mg, T392 protons, S5sugar protons): d 8.77 (s, 2H, H ), 8.59 (d,
27.5%). Mass spectrum (EI exact mass): m /z 579.1849 T32H, J57.8 Hz, H ), 7.93 (td, 2H, J57.8 Hz, 1.5 Hz,1 1(4 , calcd. 579.1853); (FAB–MS): 624 h4–H12Naj , T4 T6H ), 7.23 (d, 2H, J54.8 Hz, H ), 7.15 (td, 2H, J55.81 1 1 1579 h4j , 331 h4–Otpyj , 250 htpyOHj . H NMR T5 S1Hz, H ), 5.67 (d, 1H, J57.3 Hz, H ), 4.11 (dd, J511.7,
(CDCl , 250 MHz, T5tpy protons, S5sugar protons): d S6a S6b3 2.0 Hz, H ), 3.90 (m, 1H, H ), 3.63–3.81 (m, 3H,T6 T38.68 (br d, 2H, H ), 8.60 (d, 2H, J57.8 Hz, H ), 8.09 (s, S2,S3,S5 S4H ), 3.46 (t, 1H, J59.0 Hz, H ). IR (KBr): 3440 sT39 T42H, H ), 7.86 (td, 2H, J57.8 Hz, 2.0 Hz, H ), 7.34 (dd,

br, 1617 m, 1561 m, 1438 m, 1420 m, 1385 w, 1213 m,T5 S12H, H ), 5.55 (dd, 1H, J55.6 Hz, 2.2 Hz, H ), 5.36 (m, 211063 m, 1021 m, 844 m, 720 w, 558 w cm .S2,S3 S4 S6a,6b2H, H ), 5.19 (m, 1H, H ), 4.24 (m, 2H, H ), 4.16
S5(m, 1H, H ), 2.06 (s, 6H, CH CO), 2.05 (s, 3H, CH CO),3 3

13 2.4. 2-(2,29:69,20-Terpyridin-49-oxy)ethyl 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-1.95 (s, 3H, CH CO); C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl ): d3 3
acetyl-b-D-glucopyranoside 7170.7 (CO), 170.2 (CO), 169.4 (2 CO), 169.2 (CO), 166.7

T49 T29 T2 T6(C ), 157.5 (C ), 155.7 (C ), 149.0 (C ), 136.9
T4 T3 T5 T39 S1 A mixture of hydroxy compound 2 (59.6 mg, 0.239(C ), 123.4 (C ), 121.4 (C ), 108.6 (C ), 97.0 (C ),

S2,S3,S4,S5 S6 mmol) and K CO (99.0 mg, 0.717 mmol) was stirred in2 372.8, 72.4, 71.0, 68.3 (C ), 62.0 (C ), 20.7, 20.6,
3238 3 MeCN (10 cm ) for 5 min at 658C, after which a solution20.6, 20.5 (CH CO). [a] (CHCl , 0.735 g in 100 cm ):3 D 3

of 2-bromoethyl 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-b-D-glucopyrano-238.98. IR (KBr): 2959 w, 1753 s, 1599 w, 1584 m, 1562
3side 6 (108.8 mg, 0.239 mmol) in MeCN (2 cm ) wasm, 1422 w, 1406 w, 1376 w, 1352 w, 1226 s, 1090 w,

21 added dropwise. After stirring for 2 h at 708C, a portion of1038 m, 793 w, 733 w, 697 w cm .
KI (39.7 mg, 0.239 mmol) was added. After 30 h at 708C,
TLC analysis (SiO ; PhMe–MeCO Et, 1:1, v /v, or2 2

CH Cl –MeOH–NH OH, 180:18:2, v /v /v) showed a new2.2. [Fe(4) ][PF ] 2 2 42 6 2

product and only traces of the starting materials. The
solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue suspendedA mixture of 4 (68.2 mg, 0.118 mmol) and
in MeCO Et and purified by chromatography (SiO ,[NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O (23.1 mg, 0.059 mmol) in MeCN 2 24 2 4 2 2

3 MeCO Et) to give 7 as a white powder (102.0 mg,(5 cm ) was heated to reflux for 1.5 h, after which time, 2

68.4%). Mass spectrum (EI exact mass): m /z 623.2119the purple solution was concentrated in vacuo and then
1 1 13 (7 , calcd. 623.2115); (FAB): m /z 624 h71Hj . H NMRtreated with [NH ][PF ] and H O (20 cm ). The crude4 6 2

(CDCl , 250 MHz, T5tpy protons, S5sugar protons): dprecipitate was dissolved in the minimum volume of 3
T68.69 (d, 2H, J53.9 Hz, H ), 8.62 (d, 2H, J58.3 Hz,MeCN and purified by chromatography (SiO ; MeCN–2

T3 T39 T4H ), 8.02 (s, 2H, H ), 7.85 (td, 2H, J57.6 Hz, H ),saturated aqueous KNO –H O, 14:2:1, v /v /v) to give3 2
T5 S37.34 (dd, 2H, H ), 5.25 (m, 1H, H ), 5.01–5.16 (m, 2H,[Fe(4) ][PF ] as a violet solid (45.7 mg, 51.6%). Mass2 6 2

S2,S4 S11 H ), 4.72 (d, 1H, J58.3 Hz, H ), 3.92–3.43 (m, 6H,spectrum (electrospray): m /z 1359 hFe(4) (PF )j , 8832 6
S6a,6b S51 21 1 1 CH CH , H ), 3.76 (m, 1H, H ), 2.09 (s, 3H,hFe(4)(tpyO)j , 607.7 hFe(4) j , 553.5 hFe(tpyO) j . H 2 22 2

CH CO), 2.04 (s, 3H, CH CO), 2.01 (s, 3H, CH CO),NMR (CDCl , 250 MHz, T5tpy protons, S5sugar 3 3 33
13T39 1.98 (s, 3H, CH CO). C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl ): dprotons): d 8.46 (s, 2H, H ), 8.38 (d, 2H, J57.3 Hz, 3 3

T49T3 T4 T6 170.6 (CO), 170.2 (CO), 169.4 (23CO), 166.6 (C ),H ), 7.75 (t, 2H, H ), 7.09 (d, 2H, J54.9 Hz, H ), 6.99
T5 S1 T29 T2 T6 T4(t, 2H, J55.9 Hz, H ), 6.10 (d, 1H, J57.3 Hz, H ), 157.2 (C ), 155.9 (C ), 149.6 (C ), 136.8 (C ), 123.8

S2,S3,S4 T3 T5 T39 S15.30–5.62 (m, 3H, H ), 4.38–4.63 (m, 3H, (C ), 121.3 (C ), 107.3 (C ), 101.1 (C ), 72.8, 71.9,
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S2,S3,S4,S5,CH2CH2 S6 T3971.2, 68.4, 67.8, 67.3 (C ), 61.9 (C ), protons, S5sugar protons): d 8.73 (s, 2H, H ), 8.61 (d,
258 T3 T4 T620.7, 20.6, 20.6, 20.5 (CH CO). [a] (CHCl , 1.32 g in 2H, H ), 7.91 (td, 2H, H ), 7.24 (d, 2H, H ), 7.16 (td,3 D 3

T53 2H, H ), 4.90 (m, 2H, CH spacer), 4.54 (d, 1H, J57.3100 cm ): 28.98. IR (KBr): 2959 w, 1753 s, 1599 w, 1584 2
S1Hz, H ), 4.46 (m, 1H, CH spacer), 4.30 (m, 1H, CHm, 1562 m, 1422 w, 1406 w, 1376 w, 1352 w, 1226 s, 2 2

S6a21 spacer), 3.94 (dd, 1H, J512.2, 2.0 Hz, H ), 3.72 (dd, 1H,1090 w, 1038 m, 793 w, 733 w, 697 w cm .
S6b S2,S3,S4,S5J512.0, 5.8 Hz, H ), 3.21–3.46 (m, 4H, H ). IR

(KBr): 3430 s br, 2922 m, 2854 w, 1617 m, 1561 m, 14212.5. [Fe(7) ][PF ]2 6 2 m, 1356 w, 1219 m, 1077 m, 1042 m, 840 m, 668 w, 557
21w cm .A mixture of 7 (50.2 mg, 0.083 mmol) and

[NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O (16.4 mg, 0.042 mmol) in EtOH4 2 4 2 2 2.7. (2,29:69,20-Terpyridin-49-oxy)ethyl-b-D-3(5 cm ) was heated to reflux for 1 h to give a violet glucopyranoside 8
solution. The product was precipitated by adding

3[NH ][PF ] and H O (20 cm ) and purified by chromatog-4 6 2 A mixture of 7 (20.4 mg, 0.033 mmol) and Amberlyst
raphy (SiO ; MeCN–saturated aqueous KNO –H O,2 3 2 A-26 (hydroxide form, 100 mg) was stirred in MeOH (10
14:2:1, v /v /v) to give [Fe(7) ][PF ] as a violet solid 32 6 2 cm ) for 3 h. Filtration and evaporation of the solvent in
(48.4 mg, 72.9%). Mass spectrum (electrospray): m /z 1615 vacuo gave a crude product that TLC analysis indicated1 1hFe(7) (PF ) 1Naj , 1447 hFe(7) (PF )j , 651.52 6 2 2 6 still contained starting material. Treatment with fresh21 1hFe(7) j . H NMR (CDCl , 400 MHz, T5tpy protons,2 3 Amberlyst A-26 (hydroxide form, 100 mg) in MeOH for aT39S5sugar protons): d 8.39 (s, 2H, H ), 8.36 (d, 2H, J57.7 further 1 h gave a solution that no longer contained startingT3 T4Hz, H ), 7.72 (t, 2H, J57.8 Hz, H ), 7.13 (d, 2H, J55.2 material, as indicated by TLC analysis. Filtration andT6 T5Hz, H ), 7.07 (t, 2H, J56.5 Hz, H ), 5.27 (t, 1H, J59.2 evaporation of the solvent in vacuo gave 8 as a colourlessS3 S2Hz, H ), 5.15 (t, 1H, J59.7 Hz, H ), 5.08 (t, 1H, J58.8 oil (15.2 mg, 100%). Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z

S4
1 1 1Hz, H ), 4.84 (m, 2H, CH CH ), 4.77 (d, 1H, J57.8 Hz,2 2 454.3 h8j , 478 h81Naj . H NMR (CD OD, 250 MHz,3S1 S6a,6b T6H ), 4.21–4.38 (m, 4H, CH CH , H ), 3.88 (m, 1H,2 2 T5tpy protons, S5sugar protons): d 8.65 (d, 2H, H ),

S5 T3 T39 T4H ), 2.11 (s, 3H, CH CO), 2.10 (s, 3H, CH CO), 2.04 (s, 8.60 (d, 2H, H ), 7.99 (s, 2H, H ), 7.98 (td, 2H, H ),3 3
T53H, CH CO), 2.00 (s, 3H, CH CO). IR (KBr): 2955 w, 7.46 (dd, 2H, H ), 4.49 (t, 2H, CH CH ), 4.45 (d, 1H,3 3 2 2

S11753 s, 1617 m, 1475 w, 1440 w, 1424 w, 1375 w,1223 s, J57.3 Hz, H ), 4.32 (m, 1H, CH CH ), 4.07 (m, 1H,2 2
21 S6a S6b1042 m, 841 s, 557 m cm . CH CH ), 3.87 (d, 1H, H ), 3.68 (d, 1H, H ), 3.20–2 2

S2, S3, S4, S53.39 (m, 4H, H ).
2.6. [Fe(8) ][PF ]2 6 2

2.8. [Ru(7)(2)][PF ]6 2

2.6.1. Method 1
A mixture of 7 (125.6 mg, 0.201 mmol), [Ru(2)Cl ]3A solution of [Fe(7) ][PF ] (10.1 mg, 0.0063 mmol)2 6 2

(92.0 mg, 0.201 mmol) and six drops of N-ethylmor-and K CO (3.68 mg, 0.028 mmol) in 1:1 (v /v) MeOH–2 3 3
3 pholine in EtOH (15 cm ) was heated to reflux for 1.75 hH O (3 cm ) was stirred at room temperature for 1 h. The 32 to give an orange solution, after which H O (300 cm ) was2mixture was then separated on a Sephadex G-25 column

added and the product precipitated by adding [NH ][PF ].4 6with 1:1 (v /v) MeOH–H O as the eluent and the major2 The red residue was purified by chromatography (SiO ;2violet band collected. The solvent was removed in vacuo to
MeCN–saturated aqueous KNO –H O, 14:2:1, v /v /v) to3 2give [Fe(8) ][PF ] as a violet solid (7.5 mg, 94%).2 6 2 give [Ru(7)(2)][PF ] as a red powder (115.6 mg, 45.4%).6 2

1Mass spectrum (electrospray): m /z 973.3 hRu(7)(2–H)j ,
2.6.2. Method 2 21 1487.2 hRu(7)(2)j . H NMR (CD COCD , 250 MHz,3 3A mixture of 8 (14.7 mg, 0.032 mmol) and T57 tpy protons, L52 tpy protons, S5sugar protons): d

T3 T39[NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O (6.33 mg, 0.016 mmol) in 1:14 2 4 2 2 8.81 (d, 2H, J57.8 Hz, H ), 8.70 (s, 2H, H ), 8.60 (d,3
L3 L39(v /v) MeCN–MeOH (10 cm ) was heated to reflux for 2 h 2H, J57.8 Hz, H ), 8.51 (s, 2H, H ), 8.02 (m, 4H,

T4,L4 T6to give a purple solution. An excess of [NH ][PF ] was4 6 H ), 7.81 (d, 2H, J54.9 Hz, H ), 7.68 (d, 2H, J54.9
L6 T5 L5added and the solvent evaporated to give a violet residue Hz, H ), 7.33 (m, 2H, H ), 7.25 (m, 2H, H ), 5.29 (m,
S3 S2that was purified by chromatography (SiO ; MeCN–satu- 1H, H ), 5.07 (t, 1H, J59.7 Hz, H ), 4.99 (m, 2H,2

S1,S4rated aqueous KNO –H O, 14:2:2.5, v /v /v) followed by H ), 4.80 (m, 2H, CH CH ), 4.18–4.44 (m, 4H,3 2 2 2
S6a,6b S5semi-preparative HPLC (gradient from 9:1 (v /v) 50 mM CH CH , H ), 4.04 (m, 1H, H ), 2.01 (s, CH CO),2 2 3

[Et N][OAc]–MeCN to 3:7 (v /v) 50 mM [Et N][OAc]– 2.00 (s, 3H, CH CO), 1.93 (s, 3H, CH CO) (one acetyl4 4 3 3
MeCN over 45 min). Lyophilisation gave [Fe(8) ][PF ] group is under the solvent residue).2 6 2

as a violet solid (18.1 mg, 89.5%).
21Mass spectrum (electrospray): m /z 483.22 hFe(8) j , 2.9. [Ru(8)(2 –H)][PF ]2 6

11111.08 hFe(8) (PF )j . UV–Vis (MeOH): l (lg e)2 6 max
1556 nm (4.0). H NMR (CD OD, 250 MHz, T5tpy A mixture of [Ru(7)(2)][PF ] (2.1 mg, 1.7 mmol) and3 6 2
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Amberlyst A-26 (hydroxide form, 5 mg) was stirred in 1:1 m, 1443 m, 1407 m, 1381 m, 1372 m, 1255 m, 1208 s,
3 21(v /v) MeOH–MeCOMe (3 cm ) for 3 h. Filtration and 1167 m, 1116 m, 1070 s, 1004 m, 889 w cm .

removal of the solvent in vacuo gave [Ru(8)(2–H)][PF ]6
2.11. [Fe(11) ][PF ]as a red oil (1.8 mg, 99%). Mass spectrum (electrospray): 2 6 2

1 21 1m /z 805.3 hRu(8)(2–H)j , 403.1 hRu(8)(2)j . H NMR
A mixture of 11 (71.6 mg, 0.146 mmol) and(CD OD, 250 MHz, T57 tpy protons, L52 tpy protons,3

L3 [NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O (28.6 mg, 0.073 mmol) in EtOHS5sugar protons): d 8.63 (d, 2H, J57.8 Hz, H ), 8.55 (s, 4 2 4 2 23
39 T3 (5 cm ) was heated to reflux for 1 h to give a purple2H, HL ), 8.33 (d, 2H, J58.3 Hz, H ), 7.93 (dt, 2H,

L4 solution. The product was precipitated by addingJ57.8 Hz, 1.0 Hz, H ), 7.82 (dt, 2H, J57.8 Hz, 1.5 Hz,
3[NH ][PF ] and H O (20 cm ). The crude product wasT4 T39 L6 4 6 2H ), 7.78 (s, 2H, H ), 7.61 (d, 2H, J55.3 Hz, H ), purified by chromatography (SiO , MeCN–saturated aque-L5,T6 T5 27.28 (m, 4H, H ), 7.07 (m, 2H, H ), 4.78 (m, 2H, ous KNO –H O, 14:2:1, v /v /v) to give [Fe(11) ][PF ]3 2 2 6 2S1CH CH ), 4.51 (d, 1H, J57.8 Hz, H ), 4.39 (m, 1H,2 2 as a violet solid (90.7 mg, 94%). Mass spectrum (electro-

1 21CH CH ), 4.25 (m, 1H, CH CH ), 3.92 (dd, 1H, J511.72 2 2 2 spray): m /z 1184.1 hFe(11) (PF )j , 519.3 hFe(11) j .2 6 2
S6a S6b 1Hz, 2.0 Hz, H ), 3.69 (m, 1H, H ), 3.20–3.45 (m, 4H, H NMR (CDCl , 250 MHz, T5tpy protons, S5sugar3 T39S2, S3, S4, S5 protons): d 8.31 (s, 2H, H ), 8.22 (d, 2H, J58.3 Hz,H ).

T3 T4H ), 7.70 (dt, 2H, J57.3 Hz, 2.0 Hz, H ), 7.07 (m, 4H,
T5,T6 S1H ), 5.67 (d, 1H, J54.9 Hz, H ), 4.88 (dd, 1H,

2.10. 6-(2,29:69,20-Terpyridin-49-yl)-1,2:3,4-di-O- SJ510.2 Hz, 3.4 Hz, H ), 4.75 (dd, 1H, J57.8 Hz, 2.5 Hz,
isopropylidene-a-D-galactopyranose 11 S S SH ), 4.68 (m, 1H, H ), 4.49–4.58 (m, 2H, H ), 4.42 (dd,

S51H, J54.9 Hz, 2.5 Hz, H ), 1.64 (s, 3H, CH ), 1.55 (s,3A mixture of 2 (99.8 mg, 0.400 mmol) and sodium
3H, CH ), 1.42 (s, 3H, CH ), 1.39 (s, 3H, CH ). IR (KBr):3 3 3hydride (60% dispersion in oil, 17.6 mg, 0.440 mmol) was
2986 m, 2930 m, 1616 s, 1475 m, 1441 m, 1426 m, 13843heated to reflux in freshly distilled THF (10 cm ) for 1 h
m, 1256 m, 1213 s, 1166 m, 1115 w, 1069 m, 1006 m, 840

under dinitrogen. After this period, 6-tosyl-1,2:3,4-di-O- 21s, 790 m, 754 w, 557 m cm .
isopropylidene-a-D-galactopyranose 10 (166.0 mg, 0.400
mmol) was added to the suspension, and heating continued 2.12. [Fe(12) ][PF ]2 6 23for 4 h, after which, DMF (5 cm ) was added and the
mixture stirred at reflux over night. The THF was then A solution of [Fe(11) ][PF ] (50.1 mg, 0.038 mmol) in2 6 2

3 3removed in vacuo and the mixture stirred at 1308C for 26 CF CO H (5 cm ) and H O (0.050 cm ) was stirred at3 2 2h. Analysis by TLC (SiO ; MeCO Et–hexanes, 1:1, v /v,2 2 room temperature for 30 min. The solvent was then
or CH Cl –MeOH–NH OH, 180:18:2, v /v /v) showed a2 2 4 removed in vacuo and the residue purified by chromatog-
new product and the starting materials. Additional sodium raphy (SiO , MeCN–saturated aqueous KNO –H O, ini-2 3 2hydride (12.3 mg, 0.308 mmol) was added and the mixture tially 14:2:1.8 and then 14:2:2.5, v /v /v) and the major
stirred at 1308C for another 40 h, after which, the solvent purple band collected. The solvent was removed in vacuo

3removed in vacuo. The crude product was purified by and the residue dissolved in H O (3 cm ), the solution was2
3chromatography [SiO ; MeCO Et–hexanes, 1:3, v /v, to2 2 filtered and the residue washed with H O (1 cm ). The2elute unreacted 10, and then with MeCO Et–hexanes, 1:1,2 combined aqueous solutions were evaporated to dryness,

v /v, to give 11 as a white solid (102.4 mg, 52%)]. Mass and the residue dissolved in 1:1 (v /v) MeCN–H O and21spectrum (EI exact mass): m /z 491.2061 (11 , calcd. purified by passing it twice through a Sephadex G-15
1 1491.2056); (FAB): m /z 491 h11j , 476 h11–Mej , 250 column using 1:1 (v /v) MeCN–H O as eluent. The solvent21 1htpyOHj . H NMR (CDCl , 250 MHz, T5tpy protons,3 was evaporated to give [Fe(12) ][PF ] as a violet solid2 6 2T6S5sugar protons): d 8.76 (d, 2H, J53.9 Hz, H ), 8.69 (22 mg, 50%). Mass spectrum (electrospray): m /z 877.0T3 T39

1 21 1(d, 2H, J57.8 Hz, H ), 8.12 (s, 2H, H ), 7.94 (t, 2H, hFe(12) –Hj , 439.2 hFe(12) j . H NMR (D O, 6002 2 2T4 T5J57.3 Hz, H ), 7.41 (t, 2H, J56.1 Hz, H ), 5.59 (d, MHz, T5tpy protons, S5sugar protons): d 8.56 (s, 2H,
S1 T39 T31H, J54.9 Hz, H ), 4.68 (dd, 1H, J58.3 Hz, 2.0 Hz, H ), 8.44 (d, 2H, J58.1 Hz, H ), 7.85 (t, 2H, J57.6

S3 S6a S4,6b T4 T6H ), 4.47 (m, 1H, H ), 4.51 (m, 2H, H ), 4.36 (m, Hz, H ), 7.21 (d, 2H, J55.4 Hz, H ), 7.06 (d, 2H,
S2 S5 T5 S1H, H ), 4.29 (m, 1H, H ), 1.54 (s, 3H, CH ), 1.48 (s,3 J56.5 Hz, H ), 3.5–5.3 (7H, H , see text, 56% b-form,

133H, CH ), 1.36 (s, 3H, CH ), 1.30 (s, 3H, CH ). C NMR 36% a-form, 8% furanoside). IR (KBr): 3429 s br, 1617 m,3 3 3
T49 T29 1474 m, 1438 m, 1421 m, 1384 s, 1364 m, 1337 m, 1215 s,(100 MHz, CDCl ): d 167.0 (C ), 156.3 (C ), 155.23 21T2 T6 T4 T3 T5 1073 m, 1059 m, 1041 m, 789 w, 755 w, 668 w cm .(C ), 148.5 (C ), 137.6 (C ), 124.0 (C ), 121.7 (C ),

UV–Vis (MeOH): l (lg e) 556 nm (4.1).T39,S1,Cacetal acetal max109.5, 108.8, 108.1 (C ), 96.3 (C ), 77.2
S2 S3,S4,S5,S6(C ), 70.9, 70.6, 67.1, 66.3 (C ) 26.1, 26.0, 25.0, 2.13. General protocol for glucosidase experiments

258 324.4 (CH ). [a] (CHCl , 1.00 g in 100 cm ): 272.38.3 D 3

IR (KBr): 2986 m, 2931 m, 1598 m, 1582 s, 1564 s, 1468 A mixture of the glucose derivative (1.0 mg) and b-
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glucosidase (from almond, 0.1 mg, 5.4 U/mg, Fluka) was
3dissolved in an aqueous sodium phosphate buffer (1 cm ,

pH 7) and the mixture stirred at 408C for 24 h. After this
period, the solvent removed in vacuo and the mixture

1analyzed by TLC (detection of tpy fragments) and H
NMR spectroscopy (detection of glucose). If no reaction
was detected, the experiment was repeated with 1.0 mg of
the enzyme.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Strategy

Our initial plan was to attach a tpy group directly to the
anomeric position of a glucopyranoside through an ether
linkage. This had the advantage of using a well-established
methodology for the attachment and allowed the use of the
key tpy derivatives 1 and 2, which are electrophilic and 3.2. Synthesis of directly linked glucosides
nucleophilic, respectively. We decided to concentrate upon
reactions of 2 with electrophilic sugar derivatives, as the As described above, the first generation of ligands were
latter compounds were more readily available. Further- prepared by the reaction of nucleophilic 49-hydroxy-
more, we hoped that we might have better regioselectivity 2,29:69,20-terpyridine 2 with an electrophilic bromo-com-
when the reactive hydroxy group was attached to the tpy pound. For our initial studies, we concentrated upon the
residue rather than the sugar, both because the pK of 2 is tetraacetylated a-bromo-compound 3 in which the mosta

considerably lower than that of an aliphatic alcohol and reactive site in the glucose is the electrophilic anomeric
because of anticipated problems in selectively deprotonat- position. The reaction of 3 with the hydroxy compound 2
ing the sugar. This latter point, together with the reaction under phase-transfer conditions (CHCl solution, aqueous3

conditions that we anticipated, prompted us to use a variety NaOH, [BzEt N]Br) [11] gave the tetraacetyl-protected3

of protected sugar derivatives. As we investigated the ligand 4 in 27.5% yield. The low yield was not improved
chemistry of these compounds, we found it necessary to when the reaction was conducted for longer periods or in
change the strategy to allow the incorporation of a spacer the presence of additional phase-transfer agent. The work-
between the tpy and sugar domains, although, wherever up of this compound was troublesome and, in order to
possible, we tried to use a nucleophilic tpy derivative with obtain a compound that was pure by analytical HPLC,
an electrophilic sugar. The general strategy is indicated in three chromatographic separations using conventional col-
Scheme 1. umn chromatography were necessary. A single anomerical-

Scheme 1.
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3ly pure product was obtained with the constitution con- ly, the J coupling constant in the complex is 7.3 Hz, aS1,S2

firmed by exact mass spectrometry. We assign the b- value typical for the b-anomer, thus confirming the
1conformation to this product, although in the H NMR stereochemistry in the ligand. The acetyl groups are shifted

3spectrum, the coupling constant J of 5.6 Hz is slightly downfield upon coordination of the tpy. TheS1,S2

ambiguous and lies between typical values for the a and b coordination shifts within the aromatic region are typical
anomers [12]. The acetyl protecting groups are unaltered in for binding of a tpy domain to iron(II) [13].
this reaction and three methyl groups (one of twice the This acetyl protection was removed from the coordi-
intensity of the other two, as two of the acetyl groups are nated ligand by stirring [Fe(4) ][PF ] with K CO in2 6 2 2 3

1isochronous) are observed in the H NMR spectrum of the aqueous methanol, followed by chromatographic purifica-
compound. The chemical shifts of the protons of the tpy tion over Sephadex to gave the complex [Fe(5) ][PF ] in2 6 2

are essentially identical to those in the model compound 87% yield. However, in contrast to the complex of the
49-ethoxy-2,29:69,20-terpyridine [7], indicating that there is protected ligand, this latter compound proved to be un-
little chemical interaction between the substituent and the stable in solution with respect to cleavage at the anomeric
metal-binding domain. For this compound and all others, position to give complexes containing 2. Concentration of

1the H NMR spectra were fully assigned by COSY solutions in warm aqueous K CO solution resulted in2 3

methods. As expected, the compound is optically active complete decolourisation. Analytical HPLC analysis of
238and exhibits an [a] of 238.98. The reaction sequence is fresh solutions of [Fe(5) ][PF ] indicated that up to 20%D 2 6 2

presented in Scheme 2. of the cleavage products were present. The identity of the
The new compound 4 also exhibits the normal properties major component was confirmed by electrospray mass

1of a tpy ligand, and reaction with [NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O spectrometry, with peaks corresponding to hFe(5) (PF )j ,4 2 4 2 2 2 6
1 21in MeCN gave a purple solution from which the violet hFe(5)(tpyO)j and hFe(5) j being observed. The com-2

complex [Fe(4) ][PF ] was isolated in 52% yield after plex behaves as a typical low spin iron(II) species with a2 6 2

precipitating with ammonium hexafluorophosphate and dominant MLCT transition in the UV–visible spectrum at
1chromatographic purification. The complex [Fe(4) ][PF ] 554 nm. The aromatic region of the H NMR spectrum of2 6 2

proved to be reasonably stable in both the solid state and in the complex generally resembled that of [Fe(4) ][PF ] ,2 6 2

solution. The electrospray mass spectrum exhibited peaks with differences being ascribed to the different solvents
1 21assigned to hM–PF j and hM–2PF j . The complex is required. However, the sugar resonances were significantly6 6
1diamagnetic and the H NMR spectrum is characteristic. shifted and no acetyl group resonances were observed.

3All of the resonances of protons directly attached to the Once again, the coupling constant, J , unambiguouslyS1,S2

pyranose ring are shifted downfield and the degeneracy of confirms the b-conformation. The complex was redox
S4 S6a S6bthe H , H and H protons is raised. Most interesting- active, but the presence of the hydroxy groups resulted in

Scheme 2. (i) [BzEt N]Br, NaOH (aq), CHCl , D, 3 h. (ii) [NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O. (iii) K CO , 1:1 (v /v) MeOH–H O.3 3 4 2 4 2 2 2 3 2
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all of the redox processes being irreversible. Solutions in proceeded smoothly to give the new ligand 7 in 68% yield
MeCN showed oxidative processes at 10.617 and 11.131 after chromatographic purification (Scheme 3). The consti-
V and weak, poorly defined reductive processes at 21.335 tution of the new compound was confirmed by exact mass

1and 21.728 V. In view of the instability after coordination mass spectrometry. The H NMR spectrum of this ligand
to iron(II), we have not further investigated this series of exhibited all of the expected features and confirmed that
compounds in any detail. the acetyl protection had been retained in the functionalisa-

tion reaction. In this case, unlike the directly linked
compound, the b-conformation at the anomeric centre of

3.3. Synthesis of spacer-linked glucosides the free ligand was unambiguously confirmed by the
3J coupling constant of 8.3 Hz. Furthermore, theS1,S2

S1resonance assigned to the anomeric proton H (d 4.72)
S3 S5showed strong NOEs to H and H and only a very weak

S2one with H . Interestingly, a weak NOE was also
T3observed to H . The compound is optically active and
258exhibits an [a] of 28.98.D

The reaction of 7 with [NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O in etha-4 2 4 2 2

nol gave the purple complex [Fe(5) ][PF ] in 73% yield2 6 2

after precipitation of the hexafluorophosphate salt and
chromatographic purification. Electrospray mass spec-
trometry confirmed the formation of the complex and the
1H NMR spectrum showed changes in both the aromatic
and the aliphatic region. In particular, the expected

As the aim of the work was to prepare biologically changes in the tpy domain upon coordination were ob-
relevant substituents on the tpy ligand, the instability of the served and the four chemically and magnetically different

3deprotected complex was a serious blow. In view of the acetyl groups were detected. The J coupling constantS1,S2

instability of the complex with 5, in which the tpy is in the complex is 7.8 Hz, confirming that the b-anomer is
directly liked to the sugar, we decided to incorporate a retained. The ethylene spacer appears as a complex set of
spacer between the glucopyranoside and the metal-binding signals, with the chiral glucose derivative raising the
domain. We have previously found that the incorporation degeneracy of each diastereotopic pair.
of spacer groups in ether-linked metallodendrimers imparts We now considered two strategies for the preparation of
additional stabilisation [14] and hoped that the effect metal complexes of the deprotected ligand 8, derived from
would also be operative with the sugar derivatives. The 7, and differing in the complexation–deprotection se-
known bromoethyl compound 6 [9] was seen as a ‘spaced’ quence. Deprotection of the salt [Fe(7) ][PF ] with an2 6 2

analogue of 3. The reaction of 6 with the hydroxy aqueous methanolic K CO solution directly gave the2 3

compound 2 in MeCN in the presence of solid K CO violet complex [Fe(8) ][PF ] containing the deprotected2 3 2 6 2

Scheme 3. (i) K CO , MeCN. (ii) [NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O. (iii) Amberlyst A-26 in hydroxide form. (iv) K CO , 1:1 (v /v) MeOH–H O.2 3 4 2 4 2 2 2 3 2
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tetrahydroxy ligand in 94% yield. Unlike the complex with deprotection methodology by applying the technique to the
the directly linked tpy unit, [Fe(5) ][PF ] , this new preparation of kinetically inert ruthenium(II) complexes.2 6 2

compound proved to be stable in solution and exhibited no The conventional synthetic method for the preparation of
21degradation due to cleavage at the anomeric position. heteroleptic [Ru(Xtpy)(Ytpy)] complexes involves the

This same complex of the deprotected ligand 8 could reaction of [Ru(Xtpy)Cl ] with Ytpy under reductive3

also be obtained by reversing the sequence of the coordina- conditions. We considered that it would not be possible to
tion and deprotection steps. Deprotection of 5 using directly prepare complexes of the deprotected ligand 8 by
Amberlyst A-26 in the hydroxide form resulted in quantita- this approach, since the ruthenium(III) starting materials
tive conversion to 8, which was obtained as a colourless oil would oxidise the sugar. The in situ deprotection of

1that was not purified further. The H NMR spectrum of 8 ruthenium(II) complexes would avoid this problem. We
showed that the acetyl groups had been removed and it chose to prepare complexes in which the other substituted
also exhibited the characteristic changes of the sugar tpy ligand contained functionality that could subsequently
resonances upon deprotection. Subsequent reaction of 8 be used for additional post-functionalisation, and the
with [NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O followed by chromatographic hydroxy compound 2 seemed to be ideal. The reaction of4 2 4 2 2

purification of the hexafluorophosphate salt gave purple [Ru(2)Cl ] [8] with the protected ligand 7 in the presence3

[Fe(8) ][PF ] , identical in all respects with that obtained of the reducing agent N-ethylmorpholine gave a deep2 6 2

from the deprotection of [Fe(7) ][PF ] in 89.5% yield. orange solution, from which [Ru(2)(7) ][PF ] was iso-2 6 2 2 6 2
1Clearly, there is little to choose between the in situ lated in reasonable yield. The H NMR spectrum is

deprotection and deprotection of the free ligand as far as characteristic and shows two subsets in the aromatic region
yields of the iron complexes are concerned, but the corresponding to the two tpy domains (Fig. 1). These were
purification procedure for the in situ process is much more assigned by COSY spectroscopy and by chemical shift
convenient. comparison with model heteroleptic compounds [8].

1The b-stereochemistry at the anomeric position is Acetyl groups were directly observed in the H NMR
retained upon deprotection under these basic conditions spectrum, confirming that no deprotection had occurred
and is unambiguously assigned on the basis of the ob- during the coordination reaction. Stirring this complex

3served J coupling of 7.3 Hz. The complex is a typical with the hydroxide form of Amberlyst A-26 gave theS1,S2

hFe(Xtpy) j species and in most respects resembles complex of the deprotected ligand [Ru(2–H)(8)][PF ] as a2 6

[Fe(5) ][PF ] , with the exception that it is stable in red oil. The electrospray mass spectrum showed no peaks2 6 2

solution. In the electronic spectrum, there is an MLCT for the acetyl-protected ligand, but only peaks assigned to
1 21 1absorption at 556 nm. The electronic effect of the linker is hRu(8)(2–H)j and hRu(8)(2)j . The H NMR spectrum

very similar to that of simpler 49-alkoxytpy ligands, but, as (Fig. 2) also confirmed the deprotection and also the
with the complex of 5, the presence of the hydroxy groups deprotonation of the 2 ligand. The chemical shifts of the
complicates the electrochemical behaviour. Acetonitrile tpy domains correlate exactly with those of the deproto-

1solutions of the model compound [Fe(9) ][PF ] show a nated model complex [Ru(2–H)(9)] [8]. The most2 6 2
T39fully reversible iron(II) /(III) redox process at 10.60 V characteristic feature is the upfield shifting of H to d

1(versus Fc/Fc ) [7]. Like [Fe(5) ][PF ] , [Fe(8) ][PF ] 7.78. Detailed studies of the photochemical and redox2 6 2 2 6 2

exhibits an iron(II) /(III) process only on the oxidative properties of these complexes will be reported in future
sweep at 10.58 V. publications.

We had hoped that it might be possible to use the
hFe(tpy) j unit as a redox probe for processes occurring at2

the sugar moiety. To date, we have had no success with
these experiments. As a typical example, the addition of an
excess of calcium nitrate to MeCN solutions of
[Fe(5) ][PF ] or [Fe(8) ][PF ] resulted in no significant 3.4. Attachment of the tpy to the 6-position of galactose2 6 2 2 6 2

changes in the cyclic voltammogram.
We have also shown the versatility of the in situ To show the versatility of these functionalisation re-
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1Fig. 1. 250 MHz H NMR spectrum of the aromatic region of a CD COCD solution of [Ru(7)(2)][PF ] , showing the assignment.3 3 6 2

1 13actions, we have also prepared representative compounds H and C NMR spectra, confirming that no additional
to demonstrate that any desired sugar or polysaccharide reactions at the secondary sites have occurred (Scheme 4).
may be attached at any desired site to the metal-binding The reaction of 11 with iron(II) ammonium sulfate gave
domain by the judicious choice of protected and activated the iron(II) complex [Fe(11) ][PF ] in 94% yield as a2 6 2

compounds. To illustrate this, we have attached the tpy purple solid. The in situ method of deprotection was used
metal-binding domain to the 6-position of a galactopyran- and treatment of [Fe(11) ][PF ] with CF CO H–H O2 6 2 3 2 2

ose. It was necessary to protect the four secondary alcohols followed by chromatographic work-up gave the complex
of the galactose to leave only the primary reactive site. The of the deprotected ligand [Fe(12) ][PF ] in 50% yield.2 6 2

known isopropylidene-protected 6-tosyloxy compound 10 Once again, the complex exhibited the typical properties of
1[10] was reacted with the nucleophilic tpy ligand 2 and a hFe(tpy) j complex. The H NMR spectrum of a D O2 2

sodium hydride in THF to give the new protected and solution of [Fe(12) ][PF ] was, however, considerably2 6 2

tpy-functionalised galactose 11 in 52% yield after chro- more complicated than expected and lead us to make a
1 13matographic work-up. The H and C NMR spectra of 11 detailed two-dimensional study at 600 MHz. This study

were well resolved and possessed the expected features; established that the ligand 12 was present in the complex
diagnostic features include the observation of the four as a mixture comprising 56% of the b-anomer 12a and
diastereotopic methyl groups of the protection in both the 36% of the a-anomer 12b in addition to 8% of the
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1Fig. 2. 250 MHz H NMR spectrum of the aromatic region of a CD OD solution of [Ru(8)(2–H)][PF ], showing the assignment.3 6

galactofuranose form (Fig. 3). Assignments were made on are no significant interactions between the substituents on
the basis of comparison of chemical shifts and coupling the tpy ligands, we cannot establish if there is any selective
constants with known galactose derivatives [12]. As there formation of the (a, a) or (a, b) complexes.

Scheme 4. (i) NaH, THF. (ii) [NH ] Fe(SO ) ?6H O. (iii) CF CO H.4 2 4 2 2 3 2
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sufficient to deactivate the compound towards enzymatic
hydrolysis. The free ligand 8 was efficiently hydrolysed
under the chosen conditions, although the rate appeared
slower than that for simpler model compounds.

Two representative complexes were then studied. Nei-
ther [Ru(8)(2–H)][PF ] nor [Fe(8) ][PF ] were hydro-6 2 6 2

lysed by the enzyme. No new coloured complex fragments
were detected after 24 h and no glucose was observed in

1the reaction mixture by H NMR spectroscopy. In the case
of the iron(II) complex, it was possible that the result was
due to dissociation of the complex at high dilution and an
inhibitory effect from free iron(II). However, a control
experiment using 1-b-4-nitrophenoxy-D-glucopyranose
showed that the enzyme was not inhibited in the presence
of ammonium iron(II) sulfate. When the enzyme was
treated with a mixture of [Fe(8) ][PF ] and 1-b-4-nitro-2 6 2

phenoxy-D-glucopyranose, only the latter was hydrolysed.
This latter observation indicates that the iron complex is1Fig. 3. Part of the 600 MHz H NMR spectrum of a D O solution of2 not binding strongly to the active site and inhibiting[Fe(9) ][PF ] showing the resonances assigned to the anomeric proton in2 6 2

subsequent reaction.the a- and b-pyranose and the furanose forms of the ligand.
Unfortunately, no crystal structure has been reported for

almond glucosidase and the structure at the active site is
not known with any certainty. In the absence of such data,
it is fruitless to speculate upon the precise molecular origin
of these effects.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that sugar functionality may be intro-
duced onto metal-binding tpy domains. Both glucose and

3.5. Molecular recognition experiments galactose derivatives have been attached. The tpy domain
is unaffected by the functionalisation, and iron(II) and

Finally, we have investigated the properties of the ruthenium(II) complexes may be prepared using normal
glucose derivatives. Our initial interest in these compounds methods. The removal of protecting groups from the
was prompted by the possibility of assembling multi- sugars is best achieved after coordination to a metal centre.
functional bioactive molecules and/or drug delivery sys- Although the free ligands are hydrolysed by the enzyme
tems. A crucial question was whether or not the func- glucosidase, the complexes are not, offering interesting
tionalisation modified the biological reactivity of the prospects for metal-activated drug delivery systems with
substituents. We decided to investigate the hydrolysis of the activity switched by metal-ion coordination.
the glucose residue using the enzyme b-glucosidase [15].
The enzyme obtained from almond was used for all
experiments.
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Abstract

¨The key intermediates for the Krohnke methodology for the synthesis of oligopyridines, 4-functionalised-2,6-diacetylpyridines
(4-substituent5Cl, OEt or benzyloxy) have been synthesised. 4-Ethoxy-2,6-diacetylpyridine was reacted to give novel 49-ethoxy-
2,29:69,20-terpyridines which possess substituents at C(4), C(5) and/or C(6) of both terminal pyridines. By cleavage of the ethyl ether
protecting group from 49-ethoxy-5,50-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine, 49-hydroxy-5,50-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine was obtained.
Ruthenium(II) complexes were prepared by the reaction of the substituted terpyridine ligands with [(Cl-tpy)RuCl ] (49-chloro-2,29:69,20-3

terpyridine) and their chemical and electrochemical properties have been investigated. The structures of 49-ethoxy-5,50-dimethyl-
2,29:69,20-terpyridine and the ruthenium(II) complex of 49-ethoxy-5,50-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine with 49-chloro-2,29:69,20-
terpyridine have been determined by X-ray structure analysis.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

¨Keywords: Ruthenium(II) complex; X-ray crystal structure; Oligopyridine; Krohnke methodology

1. Introduction (bis-tpy) using nickel(0) reagents [10] or linked to 49-
hydroxy-2,29:69,20-terpyridine [5,6].

2,29:69,20-Terpyridine (tpy) has found wide application To date, the synthetic approaches to these key inter-
in the field of supramolecular chemistry which has led to mediates have not permitted additional functionalisation on
the formation of racks, ladders and grids [1], helicates [2], the terminal rings. We now report the synthesis of 49-
catenanes [3], knots [4] and dendrimers [5,6] and as a hydroxy-2,29:69,20-terpyridine derivatives bearing func-
result of their chemical and photochemical properties, tionalities at the 4,40-, 5,50- or 6,60-positions and their
these metal-containing compounds have been extensively ruthenium(II) complexes [11].
studied. In particular, the photochemical properties of

21[Ru(bpy) ] -containing species have been extensively3

investigated [7] and have initiated interest in the related
2. Experimental

complexes of the higher oligopyridines [8,9].
The 2,29:69,20-terpyridine (tpy) metal-binding domain is

General [29]. Compounds 2–7 have been prepared as
commonly incorporated into multinucleating systems using

previously reported [23,26]. Crystal structure determina-
49-chloro- or 49-hydroxy-functionalised derivatives [6,10].

tions of 17 and 20. Data collection was carried out on a
49-Chloro-2,29:69,20-terpyridine (Cl-tpy) can be coupled

four-circle Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer using
to obtain 6,69-bis(2-pyridyl)-2,29:49,40:290-quaterpyridine ˚monochromated Cu K radiation (l51.54180 A) anda

˚Mo K radiation (l50.71069 A); T5293 K, respectively.a

Details of the crystal parameters, data collection and*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-61-267-1049; fax: 141-61-267-
refinement are listed in Table 2. The structures were solved1020.

E-mail address: fallahpour@ubach.unibas.ch (R.-A. Fallahpour) by direct methods using the program SIR92 [32]. Aniso-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00147-3
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13tropic least-squares refinement was carried out on all 6H). C NMR (CDCl ): d 199.25 (H CC5O); 166.493 3

non-hydrogen atoms using the program CRYSTALS [33]. (C(4)); 154.53 (C(2)); 134.91; 128.72; 128.50; 127.51;
Scattering factors were taken from the International Tables 111.12 (C(3)); 70.41 (PhCH O); 25.61 (H CC5O). MS2 3

for X-Ray Crystallography [34]. (Maldi-TOF): m/z 269 (found: C, 70.96; H, 5.59; N, 5.13.
Calc. for C H NO : C, 71.36; H, 5.61; N, 5.20).16 15 3

2.1. General procedure for the synthesis of 4-substituted
2,6-diacetylpyridines.

2.1.3. 4-Chloro-2,6-diacetylpyridine (10)
Yield: 0.640 g (3.24 mmol, 36%) from 2.18 g (9.0To a solution of 3.58 g (0.025 mol) of Meldrum’s acid

mmol) 7 as yellow crystals. m.p. 648C. UV (CH CN): l3 maxin 20 ml dichloromethane was added 4.88 g (0.062 mol, 5
278, 322(sh) nm. IR (KBr): 3078m, 2922m, 1704s, 1568m,ml) pyridine at 08C under nitrogen atmosphere. To the
1409m, 1361s, 1307m, 1222m, 1124m, 902m, 809m,resulting clear solution were added 2.80 g (0.012 mol)

1606m, 499m. H NMR (CDCl ): d 8.17 (s, 2H); 2.77 (s,3solid 4-ethoxy-pyridine-2,6-dicarbonyl dichloride in one
136H). C NMR (CDCl ): d 197.95 (H CC5O); 153.733 3portion. After the addition was completed, a brown mix-

(C(2)); 146.75 (C(4)); 124.78 (C(3,5)); 25.50 (H CC5O).3ture formed immediately and was stirred for 1 h at 08C and
MS (Maldi-TOF): m/z 197 (found: C, 54.64; H, 4.25; N,then for an additional 1 h at room temperature. The
7.02; Cl, 17.64. Calc. for C H ClNO : C, 54.70; H, 4.08;9 8 2reaction mixture was diluted with 30 ml dichloromethane
N, 7.09; Cl, 17.94).and poured into 40 ml 2 N hydrochloric acid containing

crushed ice. The organic layer was separated and the
aqueous phase was extracted twice with 30-ml portions of

2.1.4. Mannich-base (11)
dichloromethane. The combined organic phases were

A mixture of 4-ethoxy-2,6-diacetylpyridine 8 (0.5 g,
washed twice with 30 ml 2 N hydrochloric acid and dried

2.41 mmol), dimethylamino hydrochloride (1.97 g, 0.0241
(Na SO ). The solvent was removed and 1.06 g red brown2 4 mol, 10 moleq.) and paraformaldehyde (0.725 mol, 10
foamy crystals were obtained which were heated in 100 ml

moleq.) in 20 ml dimethylformamide (dmf) was heated at
acetic acid /water (1:1) for 16 h without any purification.

608C for 4 h. After cooling, acetone (20 ml) was added to
The mixture was then diluted with water (50 ml) and

the solution, and pink crystals were precipitated and
extracted twice with 40 ml dichloromethane. The com-

filtered yielding 0.55 g (71%) 11. This compound was
bined organic phases were washed with 5% NaHCO and3 used without any characterisation.
dried (Na SO ). The removal of solvent then gave the2 4

desired 4-substituted 2,6-diacetylpyridines. All three 4-
substituted 2,6-diacetylpyridines were recrystallised from 2.1.5. 49-Ethoxy-6,60-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine (12)
hexane. Alternatively, 4-substituted 2,6-diacetylpyridines A mixture of Mannich-base 11 (0.44 g, 1.37 mmol),
can be purified by distilling in Kugelrohr under vacuum N-(methylacetyl)pyridinium chloride (0.16 g, 2.75 mmol)
but this method decreases the yield. and ammonium acetate (1.1 g, excess) in 20 ml ethanol

was heated at 1008C for 3 h. The solvent was then
2.1.1. 4-Ethoxy-2,6-diacetylpyridine (8) removed, 30 ml water was added and extracted twice with

Yield: 0.895 g (4.32 mmol, 36%) from 2.80 g (12.0 40 ml dichloromethane. The combined organic phases
mmol) 3 as colorless crystals. m.p. 103–48C. UV were dried (Na SO ) and solvent was removed and the2 4
(CH CN): l 274, 332(sh) nm. IR (KBr): 2984w,3 max residue was recrystallised from aqueous ethanol to obtain
2924w, 1704s, 1594m, 1561w, 1443m, 1399m, 1363m, 0.10 g (23%) of pink crystals with m.p. 1198C. MS

11341m, 1232m, 1075m, 1040m, 936m, 878m. H NMR (Maldi-TOF): m/z 305.
(CDCl ): d 7.60 (s, 2H); 4.13 (q, J 7.30, 2H); 2.70 (s, 6H);3

131.41 (t, J 7.30, 3H). C NMR (CDCl ): d 199.343

2.1.6. 2,6-Bis[1-oxo-3-(p-tolyl)-2-propene]-4-(H CC5O); 166.70 (C(4)); 154.39 (C(2)); 110.72 (C(3));3

ethoxypyridine (13)64.37 (H CCH O); 25.56 (H CC5O); 14.243 2 3

p-Tolylaldehyde (0.20 g, 1.66 mmol) in 10 ml ethanol(H CCH O). MS (Maldi-TOF): m/z 207 (found: C,3 2

was cooled to 08C, and sodium hydroxide (0.19 g, 4.7563.52; H, 6.35; N, 6.75. Calc. for C H NO : C, 63.76;11 13 3

mmol) in 5 ml water was added. 4-Ethoxy-2,6-H, 6.32; N, 6.76).
diacetylpyridine 8 (0.10 g, 0.48 mmol) in 10 ml ethanol
was added at 08C and stirred for 1 h during which time the2.1.2. 4-Benzyloxy-2,6-diacetylpyridine (9)
yellow solid precipitated. This was filtered and washedYield: 0.835 g (3.10 mmol, 39%) from 2.50 g (7.96
with cold methanol (5 ml) and dried. The yield was 0.18 gmmol) 5 as colorless crystals. m.p. 748C. UV (CH CN):3

1
l 271, 330(sh) nm. IR (KBr): 2926w, 1699s, 1590m, (91%). m.p. 189–908C. H NMR (CDCl ): d 8.41 (d, Jmax 3

1561w, 1459w, 1441m, 1419m, 1365s, 1341m, 1231m, 16.10, 2H); 7.99 (d, J 16.10, 2H); 7.58 (s, 2H); 7.67 (d, J
11078m, 1044m, 911m, 874m, 734m. H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.80, 4H); 7.26 (d, J 7.80, 4H); 4.26 (q, J 7.30, 2H); 2.443

7.78 (s, 2H); 7.41–7.37 (m, 5H); 5.21 (s, 2H); 2.77 (s, (s, 6H); 1.50 (t, J 7.30, 3H). MS (Maldi-TOF): m/z 411.
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2.1.7. 49-Ethoxy-6,60-dimethyl-4,40-di(p-tolyl)-2,29:69,20- 2.1.11. 49-Hydroxy-5,50-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine
terpyridine (14) (18)

A mixture of chalcone 13 (0.075 g, 0.18 mmol), N- Concentrated hydrochloric acid (10 ml) was carefully
(methylacetyl)pyridinium chloride (0.060 g, 0.365 mmol) added to pyridine (8 ml) with rapid stirring. The flask was
and ammonium acetate (0.20 g, excess) in 20 ml ethanol equipped for distillation, and water was distilled from the
was heated at 1008C for 3 h. The solvent was then mixture at 2108C. The reaction mixture was then allowed
removed, 30 ml water was added and extracted twice with to cool to ca. 1408C before 49-ethoxy-5,50-dimethyl-
40 ml dichloromethane. The combined organic phases 2,29:69,20-terpyridine 17 (0.4 g, 1.31 mmol) was added.
were dried (Na SO ) and solvent was removed. The The reaction mixture was heated to reflux under nitrogen2 4

residue was recrystallised from ethanol to obtain 0.070 g for 3 h. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool to
(80%) of white crystals of m.p. 221–28C. MS (Maldi- 1008C, before water (30 ml) was added and the reaction
TOF): m/z 485. mixture stirred for 12 h and then cooled to 48C and

maintained for 4 days. Crystals were filtered, dissolved in
water /ethanol (1 /1, 50 ml), sodium carbonate was added

2.1.8. 2,6-Bis(1-oxo-2-pyridinoethyl)-4-ethoxypyridine and solvent was removed. Water (50 ml) was added and
diiodide (15) the reaction mixture was extracted with dichloromethane

A mixture of 4-ethoxy-2,6-diacetylpyridine 8 (0.23 g, (3330 ml) and dried (MgSO ). Solvent was removed and4

1.11 mmol) and diiodine (0.69 g, 2.44 mmol) in pyridine 0.213 g (58%) of colorless crystals were obtained. UV
(15 ml) was heated at 1208C for 2 h. After cooling to room (CH CN): l 271, 325(sh) nm. IR (KBr): 2923m,3 max

temperature, pyridine was removed and the residue re- 1630m, 1588s, 1577s, 1561s, 1542m, 1509m, 1475m,
crystallised from ethanol /charcoal yielding 0.25 g (37%) 1458m, 1428m, 1378m, 1365m, 1264m, 1028m, 1010m.

13of brown crystals. This compound was used without any C NMR (CDCl ): d 149.66, 146.18, 144.59, 137.78,3

characterisation. 135.01, 119.71, 112.63, 18.31. MS (Maldi-TOF): m /z 277
(found: C, 73.39; H, 5.45; N, 14.94. Calc. for C H N O:17 15 3

C, 73.63; H, 5.45; N, 15.15).
2.1.9. 49-Ethoxy-4,40-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine (16)

A mixture of 15 (0.30 g, 0.486 mmol), but-2-enal (0.20 2.2. General method for the synthesis of [(Cl-
g, 2.86 mmol) and ammonium acetate (1.5 g, excess) in 20 tpy)Ru(Eto- or HO–Me -tpy)][PF ]2 6 2

ml ethanol was heated at 1008C for 3 h. The solvent was
then removed, 30 ml water was added and extracted with Terpyridines 12, 14 and 16–18 (50 mg) and N-
dichloromethane (2350 ml). The combined organic phases ethylmorpholine (0.2 ml) were added to a suspension of
were dried (Na SO ) and solvent was evaporated. The [Ru(Cl-tpy)Cl ] (1 moleq.) in methanol (20 ml) and the2 4 3

residue was recrystallised from hexane to obtain 0.080 g mixture was heated for 1 h. The resulting deep-red solution
(54%) of colorless crystals (m.p. 1358C). UV (CH CN): was filtered through celite, and then excess ammonium3

l 272, 322(sh) nm. MS (Maldi-TOF): m/z 305. hexafluorophosphate was added to the filtrate to precipitatemax

[(Cl-tpy)Ru(EtO- or HO–Me -tpy)][PF ] . This was col-2 6 2

lected by filtration, washed with an ice-cold methanol (5
2.1.10. 49-Ethoxy-5,50-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine ml), water (5 ml), and finally diethyl ether (5 ml) and was
(17) air dried. Purification was performed by chromatography

A mixture of 15 (0.25 g, 0.405 mmol), methacrolein using silica gel utilising acetonitrile /ammonia (30/1). All
(2-methylpropanal) (0.21 g, 2.92 mmol) and ammonium complexes were further purified by recrystallisation by
acetate (1.2 g, excess) in ethanol (20 ml) was heated at diffusion of diethyl ether into the acetonitrile solution.
1008C for 3 h. The solvent was then removed, water (100
ml) was added and extracted with dichloromethane (2350 2.2.1. Ru-complex 19
ml). The combined organic phases were dried (Na SO ) Yield: 92%. UV (CH CN): l 271, 302, 487; l2 4 3 max min

and solvent was evaporated. The residue was recrystallised 293, 388. MS (Maldi-TOF): 674 (M-2PF ) (found: C,6

from hexane to obtain 0.10 g (80%) of pink crystals (m.p. 42.43; H, 3.09; N, 9.18. Calc. for C H ClF N OP Ru:34 29 12 6 2

140–1418C). C, 42.15; H, 3.03; N, 8.72). Cyclic voltammetry: E8 /V
UV (CH CN): l 288, 330(sh) nm. IR (KBr): 2984m, 0.789.3 max

2924m, 1595m, 1561s, 1482m, 1548s, 1438m, 1371m,
131349m, 1195m, 1114m, 1046m, 1025m, 541m. C NMR 2.2.2. Ru-complex 20

(CDCl ): d 167.21, 156.26, 152.84, 148.83, 137.88, Yield: 95%. UV (CH CN): l 273, 307, 482; l3 3 max min

133.74, 121.12, 107.12, 64.02 (H CCH O); 18.32 (H C- 289, 382. MS (Maldi-TOF): 674 (M-2PF ) (found: C,3 2 3 6

Py); 14.52 (H CCH O). MS (Maldi-TOF): m/z 305 42.34; H, 3.22; N, 8.89. Calc. for C H ClF N OP Ru:3 2 34 29 12 6 2

(found: C, 74.10; H, 6.36; N, 13.33. Calc. for C H N O: C, 42.15; H, 3.03; N, 8.72). Cyclic voltammetry: E8 /V19 19 3

C, 74.73; H, 6.27; N, 13.76). 0.822.
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2.2.3. Ru-complex 21 sodium ethoxide, is most commonly used. This methodolo-
Yield: 93%. UV (CH CN): l 274, 308, 488; l gy has been applied to diethyl pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate3 max min

290, 388. MS (Maldi-TOF): 646 (M-2PF ) (found: C, to yield 2,6-diaceylpyridine [20–22]. We have now adapted6

40.96; H, 2.98; N, 8.84. Calc. for C H ClF N OP Ru: this route to the 4-substituted compound, chelidamic acid 132 25 12 6 2

C, 41.06; H, 2.69; N, 8.98). Cyclic voltammetry: E8 /V (Scheme 1).
0.787. Chelidamic acid 1 was converted to diethyl 4-ethox-

ypyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate [23]which gave 4-ethox-
2.2.4. Ru-complex 22 ypyridine-2,6-dicarbonyl dichloride 3 upon hydrolysis and

Yield: 35%. UV (CH CN): l 275, 307, 472; l then reaction with thionyl chloride. The reaction of 3 with3 max min

296, 391. MS (Maldi-TOF): 674 (M-2PF ). Cyclic vol- 2,2-dimethyl-1,3-dioxane-4,6-dione (Meldrum’s acid) [24]6

tammetry: E8 /V 0.870. followed by hydrolysis with aqueous acetic acid [25] gave
4-ethoxy-2,6-diacetylpyridine 8 as colorless crystals in

2.2.5. Ru-complex 23 36% yield from 3.
Yield: 30%. UV (CH CN): l 274, 309, 487; l Alternatively, chelidamic acid 1 was converted to di-3 max min

292, 395. MS (Maldi-TOF): 854 (M-2PF ). Cyclic vol- ethyl 4-benzyloxypyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate [26] which6

tammetry: E8 /V 0.860. gave 4-benzyloxypyridine-2,6-dicarbonyl dichloride 5
upon hydrolysis and then reaction with thionyl chloride.
4-Benzyloxy-2,6-diacetylpyridine 9 was obtained in 39%

3. Results and discussions yield from 5 as colorless crystals after treatment with
Meldrum’s acid and aqueous hydrolysis.

Oligopyridines, generally, and 2,29:69,20-terpyridines, Once again, chelidamic acid 1 was converted to diethyl
especially, have been synthesised by the following meth- 4-chloropyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate [23] which was then
ods: (i) Ullman coupling of bromopyridines [12,13]; (ii) hydrolysed to 4-chloropyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid 6
cross-coupling methods such as Stille reaction [14], Suzuki which readily reacted with thionyl chloride to give 4-
reaction [15] and nickel-mediated reactions [16]; (iii) a- chloropyridine-2,6-dicarbonyl dichloride 7. The reaction of

¨oxoketene dithioacetal methodology [17]; (iv) Krohnke 7 with Meldrum’s acid gave, after evaporation of solvent,
methodology [18]; (v) Jameson methodology [19]. brown crystals which were hydrolysed with aqueous acetic

Though several derivatives of chelidamic acid 1 have acid to give 4-chloro-2,6-diacetylpyridine 10 as a yellow
been synthesised, it has not, to the best of our knowledge, crystalline solid in 36% yield from 7.
been used as a starting material for the synthesis of All the properties of the protected 4-substituted 2,6-
oligopyridines. The presence of a functionality in a posi- diacetylpyridines 8–10 are in agreement with those ex-
tion destined to become C(49) of a 2,29:69,20-terpyridine pected by comparison with the known 2,6-diacetylpyridine.
makes it an attractive starting point. In conclusion, we have established a methodoloogy for

the synthesis of the key intermediates 8–10 for the
¨3.1. Synthesis of 4-substituted-2,6-diacetylpyridines Krohnke methodology of pyridine synthesis. We would

like to emphasise that compound 10, especially, cannot be
Among the existing methods for the synthesis of acetyl formed by the classical Claisen condensation due to the

compounds from carboxylic esters, Claisen condensation high reactivity of chlorine at C(4) which is replaced by
with ethyl acetate in the presence of a strong base, usually ethoxide under the reaction conditions. Some reactions of

Scheme. 1. (a) SOCl , 808C, 84–90%. (e) Meldrum’s acid, pyridine, 08C; H CCO H, 1208C, 16 h, 36–39%.2 3 2
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these reactive species have currently been investigated dimethyl-4,40-di( p-tolyl)-2,29:69,20-terpyridine 14 upon re-
[27]. action with N-(methylacetyl)-pyridinium chloride in 60%

yield as yellowish crystals.
The reaction of 8 with iodine in pyridine gave 2,6-bis(1-

3.2. Synthesis of 2,29:69,20-terpyridines oxo-2-pyridinoethyl)-4-ethoxypyridine diiodide 15; this
reacted with but-2-enal or 2-methylpropenal (methacrolein)

¨The Krohnke methodology for pyridine synthesis was to give 49-ethoxy-4,40-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine 16
applied to 4-ethoxy-2,6-diacetylpyridine 8 and we were and 49-ethoxy-5,50-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine 17, in
able to synthesise 2,29:69,20-terpyridines with substituents 60 and 67% yields, respectively. The ethyl ether protecting
at C(4), C(5) and C(6) of the terminal pyridines while the group of 17 was cleaved in pyridine and hydrochloric acid
49-position of terpyridine is functionalised with an ethyl at elevated temperature [28] and 5,50-dimethyl-49-hydroxy-
ether group (Scheme 2). 2,29:69,20-terpyridine 18 was obtained in 50% yield as

Compound 8 was reacted with paraformaldehyde and colorless crystals.
dimethylamine in dimethylformamide (dmf) to give Man- The data for the new terpyridines 12, 14 and 16–18 are
nich-salt 11 as pink crystals in 71% yield; on reaction with in agreement with the expected properties of the known
N-(methylacetyl)-pyridinium chloride [18] in ethanol, this 49-hydroxy-2,29:69,20-terpyridine and 49-ethoxy-2,29:69,20-
readily gave 49-ethoxy-6,69-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine terpyridine (Table 1) [10].
12 in 56% yield as colorless crystals. Alternatively, In conclusion, we have established a methodology for
chalcone 13 was prepared by reaction of 8 with 4-tolual- preparing terpyridines 12, 14 and 16–18 which have the
dehyde in ethanol in the presence of sodium hydroxide at potential for undergoing regioselective reactions both at
08C (pink crystals, 91% yield); this gave 49-ethoxy-6,60- C(4) /C(40), C(5) /C(50), C(6) /C(60) and, more important-

Scheme. 2. (a) HNMe , HCl, HCHO, dmf, 608C, 4 h, 71%; (b) N-(methylacetyl)pyridinium chloride, NH OAC, EtOH, 788C, 3 h, 23–80%; (c)2 4

p-MePhCHO, EtOH, 08C, 1 h, 91%; (d) pyridine, I , 158C, 2 h, 37%; (e) 2-butenal, NH OAc, EtOH, 788C, 3 h, 54%; (f) 2-methylpropenal, NH OAc,2 4 4

EtOH, 788C, 3 h, 80%; and (g) pyridine, conc. HCl, 2108C, 2 h; 1408C, 3 h; H O, 1008C, 12 h, 50%.2
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Table 1
1H NMR spectroscopic data for 49-substituted dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridines in CDCl solution3

3 4 5 6 39H H H H H CH -Py Other3

12 8.39 7.72 7.19 8.01 2.64 4.31, 1.50
d t d s s q,t
J 3,4 7.80 J 4,5 7.80 J 5,4 7.80 CH CH2 3

J 7.80
14 8.63 8.39 8.04 2.70 4.31, 1.50

d d s s q,t
J 3,5 1.45 J 5,3 1.45 CH CH2 3

J 7.80
7.68, 7.31
d,d

mH8,H
J 7.80
2.44
s
CH -tol3

16 8.39 7.16 8.39 7.95 2.66 4.27, 1.33
s d d s s q,t

J 5,6 5.85 J 6,5 5.85 CH CH2 3

J 7.80
17 8.50 7.66 8.52 7.96 2.40 4.28, 1.47

d dd s s s q,t
J 3,4 8.30 J 4,3 8.30 CH CH2 3

J 7.80
J 4,6 1.95

18 7.80 7.67 8.60 7.02 2.43
d dd bs d s
J 3,4 8.30 J 4,3 8.30 J 39,OH

J 4,6 1.95 1.95

ly, at C(49) which possesses an ethoxy or a hydroxyl posed structure, and is presented in Fig. 1. Crystallo-
graphic data are given in Table 2.group.

The three pyridine rings exhibit transoid configurations
about the interannular C–C bonds, as has previously been3.3. Crystal structure of 49-ethoxy-5,50-dimethyl-
reported in 49-amino-2,29:69,20-terpyridine [29]. The inter-2,29:69,20-terpyridine 17

˚annular C–C bonds (C(5)–C(6), 1.498(3) A) are compar-
The X-ray crystal structure of the compound 49-ethoxy- able with those of 49-amino-2,29:69,20-terpyridine

˚5,50-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine 17 confirms the pro- (1.492(4) A) [29]. As reported previously for terpyridine

Fig. 1. The crystal and molecular structure of 49-ethoxy-5,50-dimethyl-2,29:69,20-terpyridine 17.
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Table 2
Crystal data and parameters of data collection for tepyridine ligand 17 and ruthenium(II) complex 20

Terpyridine Ruthenium(II)
ligand 17 complex 20

Formula C H N O C H Cl F N O P Ru19 19 3 35 30.5 9 7 2.5 1.5

*(C H ClN ORu*1.5 PF *0.5 NO34 29 6 6 3

0.5 CH CN)3

M 305.38 943.14
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic
Spacegroup P2 /n P-11

˚a (A) 8.7010 (8) 9.1593(9)
˚b (A) 21.1500(17) 14.8284(9)
˚c (A) 8.9704(11) 17.1140(10)

a (8) 90 112.170(5)
b (8) 96.424(9) 101.323(6)
g (8) 90 90.714(6)

3˚V (A ) 1640.4(3) 2101.1(3)
Z 4 2
F (000) 648 948

23D (g cm ) 1.24 1.49c
21

m (mm ) 0.07 4.96
Crystal size (mm) 0.10*0.50*0.60 0.12*0.13*0.30
T (K) 293 293
Radiation Mo K Cu Ka a

(l50.71069) (l51.54180)
Scan type v /2u v /2u

u (8) 30.44 77.50max

Reflections collected 3685 8385
Reflections independent 3455 8385
Reflections in refinement 1973 7231
Number of variables 209 1028
Final R 0.0512 0.0687
Final Rw 0.0394 0.0797

derivatives, the three pyridine rings are not coplanar and scopic studies showed that the terpyridine ligand is terden-
the interplanar angles of the two terminal rings with the tate. Each ligand (Cl-tpy) and (EtO- or HO–Me -tpy)2

central ring are 4.32 and 11.388 which are comparable with showed five or four resonances in the aromatic region,
others. The ethyl group is not exactly coplanar with the respectively, indicating the high degree of symmetry of the
central pyridine ring though the distance O(1)–C(8) of complexes on the NMR time-scale. Spectroscopic data are

1˚ given in Table 4. As expected, in the H NMR spectra we1.357(3) A strongly suggests a high degree of p-conjuga-
did not observe any changes in chemical shifts in thetion of the ethoxy group with the aromatic ring. Selected
Cl-tpy part of the heteroleptic complexes 19–23.bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 3.

3.5. Crystal structure of [(49-ethoxy-5,50-dimethyl-
3.4. Ruthenium(II) complexes of 49-substituted dimethyl- 2,29:69,20-terpyridine)(49-chloro-2,29:69,20-terpyridine)]
2,29:69,20-terpyridines ruthenium(II) hexafluorophosphate 20

2,29:69,20-Terpyridines are versatile ligands for complex We have determined the crystal structure of the above
formation with transition metals. We chose the formation complex and is presented in Fig. 2, the data are listed in
of kinetically inert ruthenium(II) complexes to exemplify Tables 2 and 3.
the use of these new ligands. It is also of interest to The expected six-coordinate structure is exhibited, with
investigate the electronic properties of the complexes [(Cl- each of the terdentate ligands exhibiting the expected

21tpy)Ru(EtO- or HO–Me -tpy)] . Initially, hydrated cisoid conformations about the interannular C–C bonds2

RuCl was reacted with 1 equivalent 49-chloro-2,29:69,20- necessary for the chelating complex. The complex exhibits3

terpyridine to obtain the red-brown insoluble [(Cl- interplanar angles between the planes defined by Ru, N(1),
tpy)RuCl ] [30]. This salt was then reacted at reflux with N(2), N(3) and Ru, N(1A), N(2A), N(3A) being 89.258.3

the desired ligand EtO- or HO–Me -tpy (1 eq.) in the The EtO–Me -tpy ligand is approximately planar, exhibits2 2

presence of N-ethylmorpholine (Scheme 3). angle between the central and terminal rings being 2.13
The resulting red ruthenium(II) complexes were precipi- and 3.288, respectively. The Cl-tpy ligand is more twisted,

1tated as their hexafluorophosphate salts. H NMR spectro- exhibiting an interplanar angle of 5.16 and 4.348, respec-
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Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for terpyridine ligand 17 and ruthenium(II) complex 20

Bond length for terpyridine Bond length for ruthenium Bond angles for ruthenium
ligand 17 complex 20 complex 20

N(1)–C(5 1.340(3) RU(1)–N(1) 2.060(4) N(23)–C(35) 1.346(6) 78.7(2)
C(1)–C(2)1.385(3) RU(1)–N(2) 1.990(3) N(1)–RU(1)–N(3) 57.4(2)
C(2)–C(3)1.379(4) RU(1)–N(3) 2.073(4) N(2)–RU(1)–N(3) 78.7(2)
C(3)–C(4)1.383(3) RU(1)–N(21) 2.054(4) N(1)–RU(1)–N(21) 92.3(1)
C(4)–C(5)1.387(3) RU(1)–N(22) 1.966(3) N(2)–RU(1)–N(21)100.0(1)
C(5)–C(6)1.498(3) RU(1)–N(23) 2.070(4) N(3)–RU(1)–N(21) 93.1(1)
N(2)–C(6)1.334(3) N(1)–C(1)1.351(6) N(1)–RU(1)–N(22) 98.2(2)
N(2)–C(10)1.345(3) N(1)–C(5) 1.376(6) N(2)–RU(1)–N(22)176.9(2)
C(6)–C(7)1.395(3) N(2)–C(6)1.350(6) N(3)–RU(1)–N(22)104.3(2)
C(7)–C(8)1.392(3) N(2)–C(10) 1.345(6) N(21)–RU(1)–N(22) 79.1(2)
C(8)–C(9)1.378(4) N(3)–C(11) 1.369(6) N(1)–RU(1)–N(23) 92.4(1)
C(8)–O(1)1.357(3) N(3)–C(15) 1.343(6) N(2)–RU(1)–N(23)102.0(1)
C(9)–C(10) 1.385(3) N(21)–C(21) 1.353(6) N(3)–RU(1)–N(23) 90.7(1)
C(10)–C(11) 1.488(3) N(21)–C(25) 1.368(6) N(21)–RU(1)–N(23)158.0(2)
N(3)–C(11) 1.333(3) N(22)–C(26) 1.347(6) N(22)–RU(1)–N(23) 78.9(2)
N(3)–C(15) 1.331(4) N(22)–C(30) 1.350(6)
C(11)–C(12) 1.371(4) N(23)–C(31) 1.351(6)
C(12)–C(13) 1.388(4)
C(13)–C(14) 1.372(4)
C(14)–C(15) 1.369(4)
C(14)–C(19) 1.508(4
O(1)–C(16) 1.425(3)
C(16)–C(17) 1.499(4)
N(1)–RU(1)–N(2)

tively, between the terminal rings and the central one 3.6. Electronic and electrochemical properties of the
which are consistent with the complexes of terdentate complexes
bonded tpy ligands. The Ru–N contact to the central ring

˚of Cl-tpy (1.966 A) is shorter than the Ru–N distance of The electronic spectra of ruthenium(II) complexes 19–
˚ ˚EtO–Me -tpy (1.990 A). Ru–N(1), 2.061 A; Ru–N(3), 23 exhibit the MLCT bonds in the range of 472–478 nm2

˚ ˚ ˚2.072 A; Ru–N(1A), 2.055 A; Ru–N(3A), 2.070 A are which is typical for ruthenium(II) complexes of tpy
comparable with the complexes containing terdentate ligands.
2,29:69,20-terpyridine ligands [31]. All ruthenium(II) complexes are electrochemically ac-

Scheme. 3. (a) [(Cl-tpy)RuCl ], N-ethylmorpholine, MeOH, 648C, 1 h, 30–95%.3
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Table 4
1H NMR spectroscopic data for acetonitrile solution of ruthenium(II) complexes of [(Cl-tpy)Ru(EtO- or OH–Me -tpy)][PF ]2 6 2

Cl-tpy EtO- or HO–Me -tpy2

3 4 5 6 39 3 4 5 6 39 Me CH CH2 2 3

19
d 8.81 7.93 7.21 7.46 8.81 8.37 7.12 6.96 8.26 2.43 4.60, 1.65

d ddd ddd d s s d d s s q,t
J 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 5.40 5.40 6.80

7.80 7.80
1.45 1.45

20
d 8.48 7.94 7.21 7.45 8.83 8.34 7.70 7.10 8.20 2.16 4.58, 1.65

d ddd ddd d s d dq bs s s q,t
J 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 6.80

7.80 7.80 1.0
1.45 1.45

21
d 8.48 7.94 7.21 7.45 8.83 8.23 7.70 7.05 8.29 2.01

d ddd ddd d s d d bs s s
J 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30

7.80 7.80
1.45 1.45

22
d 8.49 7.95 7.22 7.44 8.85 8.38 7.57 7.14 8.15 2.31 4.58, 1.65

d ddd ddd d s d t d s s q,t
J 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 7.80 7.80 6.80

7.80 7.80
1.45 1.45

23
d 8.49 7.95 7.46 8.84 8.40 7.07 8.05 2.34 4.58, 1.65

ad ddd d s s s s s 8.07
aJ 8.30 8.30 8.30 7.14
a7.80 2.70

1.45
a p-Tol.

Fig. 2. The crystal and molecular structure of the ruthenium(II) complex 20. Hydrogen atoms and counter ions have been omitted for clarity.
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1. Introduction

When magnetic resonance (MR) imaging was first under
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-419-530-1504; fax: 11-419-530- development as a diagnostic tool, it seemed that there

4033.
would be no need for contrast agents and, that by use ofE-mail address: jdavies@uofto2.utoledo.edu (J.A. Davies)

1 carefully selected pulse sequences, it would be possible toPresent address: Department of Chemistry, Wayne State University,
Detroit, MI 48202, USA. differentiate tissue types and provide accurate diagnoses in
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a completely noninvasive manner [1]. In many areas of the water residence time close to the paramagnet, the
diagnostic medicine, experience showed that this was not longitudinal electron-spin relaxation time of the paramag-
the case and the development of MR contrast agents began. net, and the rotational correlation time of the paramagnet–
Contrast agents alter an MR image so that, if localized water unit [6].
within, say, a tumor, the signal intensity due to the water It might seem that the aqua ions of paramagnetic metals
protons within the tumor becomes different from that of would be good choices for use as contrast agents, as these
the surrounding tissue when a specific pulse sequence is ions have the largest possible number of inner-sphere
employed to generate the image. There are two fundamen- water molecules. However, the aqua ions are relatively
tal ways in which these alterations can be made: the signal toxic, and there exists little opportunity to control the
can become more intense (brighter) or the signal can biodistribution of these species. The reported LD values50

become less intense (darker). Both of these effects can be for the metal chloride salts in aqueous solution are 1.4, 1.5
21obtained with various types of MR contrast agent. Nearly and 1.6 mmol kg for Gd(III), Mn(II) and Fe(III),

all classes of MR contrast agent create their effect by respectively, when administered i.p. to mice [7]. In at-
changing the spin–lattice (longitudinal) relaxation time tempts to reduce toxicity and control biodistribution, a
(T ) and/or the spin–spin (transverse) relaxation time (T ) variety of ligands have been employed to complex para-1 2

of water protons (one notable exception is the family of magnetic ions. For current clinical contrast agents based on
diamagnetic fluorocarbons, which function by replacing Gd(III), ligands are employed which occupy almost all of
water and thus producing a null signal for that region [2]) the coordination sites on the metal ion, typically leaving
[3]. Specific pulse sequences can be employed in MR one site available for water molecules to reversibly bind.
imaging that are predominantly sensitive to differences in This approach reduces the toxicity of the metal ion and yet
T , T , or proton density. Those contrast agents that still allows close approach of the water protons to the1 2

operate predominantly on spin–spin relaxation times are paramagnet. By careful variation of the ligand system, the
the superparamagnets, such as particulate iron oxides. biodistribution may be modified and target-specificity may
These materials are outside the scope of this article but be achieved. Other desirable properties of a potential
have been reviewed previously [4]. Paramagnets operate contrast agent may include prompt clearance of an ex-
predominantly on the spin–lattice relaxation time [5]. The tracellular agent as well as in vivo and in vitro stability [8].
unpaired electrons generate a magnetic moment which Ligands for the three Gd(III)-based MR contrast agents
leads to an increase in the spin–lattice relaxation rate of and the single Mn(II)-based MR contrast agent that are
water protons as the magnetic moment stimulates the currently approved for clinical use in the United States are
transition from a high-energy spin state to a low-energy shown in Fig. 1.
spin state. For MR contrast agents it is desirable to have a Unlike gadolinium, both manganese and iron have a
large magnetic moment, with a relatively long electronic natural human biochemistry which may allow the design of
relaxation time. Based upon these criteria, candidates for target-specific contrast agents based upon known bio-

7use in contrast agents include Gd(III), an f system, chemical uptake mechanisms and this has led to interest in
5and the d systems Mn(II) and high-spin Fe(III). new, developmental MR contrast media based upon the

Gadolinium(IIII) has the largest magnetic moment among chemistry of Mn(II) and Fe(III). It has been observed in
these three and complexes of Gd(III) have been extensive- the case of manganese, however, that decomplexation in
ly studied. Paramagnetic contrast agents currently ap- vivo, which would generate free manganese ions, may
proved for clinical use in the US are based upon Gd(III) or actually pose a greater risk than any analogous decomple-
Mn(II) and there are no paramagnetic MR contrast agents xation of Gd(III) because of the physiological role of
so approved that contain high-spin Fe(III). manganese and its ability to trigger multiple functions [9].

Useful measures of the efficiencies of water–proton Certain environmental issues have also prompted new
relaxation agents with respect to their effects on spin– research on MR contrast media based upon Mn(II) and
lattice or spin–spin relaxation times are the relaxivities, r1 Fe(III) [10].
and r2, respectively. Values of r1 and r2 are usually In this article, work on iron(III)-based MR contrast
determined by measuring the relaxation rate of water agents is reviewed; some relevant work on iron(II) com-
protons in the presence of a relaxation agent at different plexes is also included. Research in the general area of
concentrations. Over a limited range, the relaxation rate paramagnetic metal complexes as MR contrast media has
depends linearly on the concentration of the relaxation been reviewed previously [7,11] and the status of contrast
agent. The slope of the corresponding plot is the relaxivity, media research in the various clinical imaging modalities

21 21 21 21usually given in units of mM s (i.e. s mmol l). (MR, ultrasound, and X-ray) has been discussed [12].
Relaxivities are dependent on both the magnetic field
strength employed for the measurements and on the sample
temperature. Molecular parameters that influence relaxivity 2. Considerations for contrast agent design
for a given paramagnet include the paramagnet–water
proton distance, which may be strongly influenced by the Many drugs and contrast agents interact with proteins in
number of directly-bound (inner-sphere) water molecules, vivo. Association of a small molecule with plasma proteins
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complex used for imaging purposes and plasma proteins
can lead to a number of physiologically important effects.
For example, contrast agents that are extensively bound to
plasma proteins may exhibit a prolonged half-life in the
blood and so may have application in the field of MR
angiography [13]. Unlike drugs and other classes of
contrast media (e.g. X-ray contrast agents), the interaction
of MR contrast agents with plasma proteins may have
additional important consequences. Thus, strong binding of
a paramagnetic complex to a protein may significantly
influence the rotational correlation time of the paramag-
net–water unit as the large protein molecule tumbles
slowly in solution and this may lead to a large increase in
r1. In the case of certain Gd(III) complexes, increases in

21 21 21 21r1 from ¯6–7 mM s in water to ¯40–50 mM s
in plasma (0.47 T, 378C) have been observed [13]. Binding
of Fe(III) complexes to plasma proteins may similarly lead
to increases in r1 (see, for example, Section 5.2) although
the area is less well studied for Fe(III) than it is for
Gd(III).

In connection with the interaction of metal complexes
with plasma proteins, it is noteworthy that cationic com-
plexes can act as Lewis acids and promote the hydrolysis
of amides. An amide linkage in a protein has a half-life of
about 7 years at neutral pH and 258C but, in model
systems, it has been shown that cationic Co(III) aqua
complexes can increase the rate of hydrolysis of simple

7amides by a factor of up to 4310 [14]. Certain cationic
Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes also increase the rate of

4hydrolysis of amides by factors greater than 10 [15].
Catalytic peptide hydrolysis clearly needs to be avoided in
vivo and so MR contrast agents that are neutral or
negatively charged are preferred.

Lanthanide ions promote the hydrolysis of tRNA;
La(III), Ce(III) and Eu(III) all selectively hydrolyze the
phosphodiester linkages [16]. Cerium(III) also cleaves the
phosphodiester backbone of DNA in the presence of
molecular oxygen [17]. One of the largest rate enhance-
ments for phosphate ester hydrolysis was reported for
La(III). When two lanthanum ions were coordinated to a
phosphate ester ligand, the rate of hydrolysis of the ligand

13was increased by about 10 [18]. RNA cleavage and
Fig. 1. Ligands used in clinical MR contrast agents in the US. The top

phosphate diester transesterification promoted by La(III)three ligands are employed in gadolinium-based MR contrast agents and
and Eu(III) complexed to 1,4,7,10-tetrakis(2-hydroxy-the bottom ligand is employed in a manganese-based MR contrast agent.
alkyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclodecane, a ligand very similar
to one used in a commercial Gd(III) contrast agent, has

depends on a number of structural features, including also been reported [19]. Iron(III) complexes with one or
lipophilicity and acid–base properties. At least two differ- more coordination sites available also are effective Lewis
ent proteins are responsible for most of the binding acid catalysts for the hydrolysis of phosphates [20]. The
interactions of small molecules in plasma: albumin and Fe(III)–EDDA system (EDDA, ethylenediaminediacetic
a -acid glycoprotein. Albumin is highly concentrated acid), in a 1:1 molar ratio, promotes hydrolysis of 4-1

(4.5%) and typically binds acidic (anionic) drugs, while nitrophenol phosphate. It was proposed that the reactive
a -acid glycoprotein is present at much lower concen- species has three iron centers coordinated to the oxygen1

tration (0.1%) and binds predominantly basic (cationic) atoms of the phosphate group in the substrate, with two of
drugs. As a general rule, more hydrophobic contrast agents the iron centers further bridged by a hydroxy group. The
bind more strongly to proteins. Knowledge of protein rate enhancement under optimum conditions was 160-fold.
binding is important as the interaction between a metal Damage to DNA and RNA may be avoided by ensuring
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that the Lewis acidic character of MR contrast agents is targeting, while preserving the key magnetic properties
minimized. Again, neutral or anionic complexes are pre- necessary for an effective relaxation agent, is desired.
ferred. One of the most important features of Fe(III) chemistry

An additional consideration in the design of MR contrast is that, at pH.2, the aqua ion is essentially insoluble, and
agents based upon Fe(III) is that, unlike gadolinium, iron forms condensed species and colloidal gels. Nature has
is a redox-active metal and, if any coordination sites are developed a series of ligands which are used to coordinate
open, there exists the possibility for catalytic oxidation of to, and thus solubilize, iron at physiological pH in living
organic substrates, which may lead to oxidative damage in systems [25]. Siderophores are natural ligands produced by
vivo. Examples of iron-catalyzed oxidative processes in enteric bacteria and used in iron solubilization and trans-
model systems include the non-classical Fenton oxidation port [25]. One of the most well known siderophores is
of benzene to phenol by hydrogen peroxide in the presence enterobactin (see Fig. 3), for which the Fe(III) complex

45of iron(III)–catechol complexes (with Fe(III) and a cate- has a stability constant $10 , one of the largest recorded
chol ligand in an equimolar ratio and at a pH such that the for a metal–ligand complex.
Fe(III) has open coordination sites) [21,22]. The catechol Siderophores use a variety of donor groups for the
is oxidized to a quinone, reducing the Fe(III) to Fe(II). chelation of Fe(III) and the most common are hydroxa-
The Fe(II) reduces hydrogen peroxide to water and mates, thiohydroxamates and catecholates, as shown in
hydroxyl radical, and the Fe(II) is reoxidized to Fe(III). Fig. 3. Work on Fe(III)–siderophore complexes as MR

The hydroxyl radical is the reactive oxidant. This contrast agents is described in Section 4. In the plant
oxidation also occurs when catechol is replaced with kingdom, aminocarboxylic acids are used in iron solubili-
various quinones [23]. In a similar reaction, Fe(III) zation and transport but the formation constants for
oxidizes 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid to the corresponding Fe(III)–aminocarboxylate complexes are typically much
quinone. It has been demonstrated that treatment of smaller than those for Fe(III)–siderophore complexes.

Chinese hamster V79 cells with Tiron (3,5-disodiumsul- Work on Fe(III)–aminocarboxylate complexes as MR
fonate-1,2-dihydroxybenzene; Fig. 2) protects the cells contrast agents is described in Section 3.
from oxygen- and hydrogen peroxide-induced cytotoxicity Among the most well-known ligand types used in
[24]. It was proposed that this protection was due to

Tiron completely coordinating any redox-active metals,
such as iron, within the system. Coordinative saturation of
Fe(III) thus appears to be beneficial as removal of ‘vacant’
sites inhibits redox processes.

In view of these issues, it seems likely that Fe(III)
complexes most suitable for use in vivo will be anionic or
neutral, to minimize Lewis acid-catalyzed hydrolysis re-
actions, and have a limited number of ‘vacant’ sites,
perhaps even none, to minimize binding of biological
substrates and limit catalytic redox processes. The latter
constraint, in particular, is problematic as effective MR
contrast agents require close approach of water protons to
the paramagnetic center and the absence of ‘vacant’ sites
for water exchange may limit relaxivity. The choice of
ligand system is therefore of paramount importance and
issues of both thermodynamic and kinetic stability must be
considered. A ligand system that will reduce metal-derived
toxicity to an acceptable level and make possible in vivo

Fig. 3. Example of a siderophore and typical binding units found in
Fig. 2. Tiron . siderophores.
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natural systems for coordination of iron are those based ylate oxygens and two nitrogen atoms bind to one iron
upon the porphyrin structure [25]. This ligand system is center and a remaining free carboxylate arm is then
found in hemoglobin and myoglobin in which it binds coordinated to the second iron center, via one of the
Fe(II) and functions in the transport of oxygen or storage carboxylate oxygens. The r1 values measured for the
of oxygen in muscle. Work on Fe(III)–porphyrin complex- Fe(III)–EDTA and Fe(III)–DTPA systems, Table 1 reflect
es as MR contrast agents is described in Section 6. the number of directly coordinated water molecules in each

species. Thus, in the Fe(III)–DTPA system there are no
coordinated water molecules and the relaxivity therefore

3. Aminopolycarboxylates depends upon outer-sphere and any possible second-sphere
interactions occurring in solution. For the Fe(III)–EDTA

The most studied class of ligands for paramagnetic system, the contribution of inner-sphere relaxivity due to a
metal ions in MRI are the aminopolycarboxylates, a class directly coordinated water molecule leads to a significant
which contains both ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid elevation in relaxivity. Data shown in Table 1 indicate that
(H EDTA) and diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid the r1 value for Fe(III)–EDTA is approximately double4

2(H DTPA), both shown in Fig. 4. While [Gd(DTPA)] is that measured for Fe(III)–DTPA.5

perhaps the most widely known MRI contrast agent, for Other simple aminopolycarboxylates that have been
Fe(III)–aminocarboxylates, there is a much smaller body studied as ligands for Fe(III), in the context of MRI

2 22of literature. [Fe(EDTA] and [Fe(DTPA)] have been applications, are iminodiacetic acid (H IDA), nitriloacetic2

examined, as well as Fe(III) complexes of other amino- acid (H NTA) and cyclohexanediaminetetraacetic acid3

polycarboxylates. The Fe(III)–EDTA system has been (H CDTA), shown in Fig. 6. Two macrocyclic amino-4

studied, with crystal structures determined for two species. polycarboxylates have been studied; 1,4,7,10-tetrakis(car-
One complex is formed at low pH where one of the boxymethyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane (H DOTA),4

carboxylic acid groups is protonated, the iron is hexa- and 1,4,7-tris(carboxymethyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclodo-
coordinated [26] and three coordination sites are occupied decane (H DO3A), also shown in Fig. 6 [30]. The crystal3

2by carboxylate oxygens with two occupied by nitrogens structures of [Fe(DOTA) and [Fe(DO3A)] have been
and the remaining site occupied by a water molecule (Fig. solved and both had similar characteristics. Each revealed
5). At higher pH, all of the carboxylic acid groups are a heptacoordinate, face-capped, trigonal-prismatic struc-
deprotonated and the crystal structure shows a heptacoordi- ture, with coordination from the four nitrogens and from

2nated species, with four sites occupied by carboxylate three oxygens of the carboxylate arms. In [Fe(DOTA)] ,
oxygens, two sites occupied by nitrogens and the seventh the fourth arm was not coordinated but was, in fact, turned
site occupied by a single water molecule (Fig. 5) [27]. It away from the iron. These structures are shown in Fig. 7.
has been shown that these structures are essentially main- There have also been derivatives prepared from
tained in solution under appropriate conditions of pH [28]. H EDTA and H DTPA. The propanediol-amide deriva-4 5

For the Fe(III)–DTPA system, the complexes which tives of H EDTA and H DTPA have been described4 5

have been isolated have no water molecules coordinated previously [31,32], although no MR data were reported for
directly to the paramagnet. Crystal structures have been the Fe(III) complex of the propanediol-amide derivative of
determined for a monomer, crystallized from a solution at H EDTA. In an attempt to develop a tissue-specific4

pH 6.5, and a dimeric species, crystallized from a solution contrast agent, water-soluble polysaccharide derivatives of
at pH 1.4 (Fig. 5) [29]. An intermediate species, H EDTA and H DTPA were prepared, and Fe(III) was4 5

2[Fe(HDTPA)] , has also been isolated, but not character- then coordinated to these macromolecules [33]. Both a
22ized crystallographically. The monomeric [Fe(DTPA)] DTPA–dextran conjugate and an EDTA–sucrose–epi-

complex is heptacoordinated, with three sites occupied by chlorohydrin copolymer were synthesized with the poly-
nitrogens and four sites occupied by carboxylate oxygens. saccharide attached by an ester linkage to the amino-
For the dimeric [Fe(H DTPA)] complex, three carbox- polycarboxylate ligand.2 2

Fig. 4. Examples of aminopolycarboxylic acids.
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Fig. 5. Structures of Fe(III)–polyaminocarboxylate complexes.

Fig. 6. Other polyaminocarboxylic acids studied as ligands.
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Fig. 7. Structures of Fe(III) macrocyclic polyaminocarboxylate complexes.

3.1. Synthesis 1:2.13 glycerol /water mixture). All of the complexes have
21 21relatively low values of r1 (1 mM s or less) except for

2H EDTA, H DTPA, H IDA, H NTA and H CDTA are [Fe(EDTA)] and the Fe–DTPA–dextran conjugate. The4 5 2 3 4
2all commercially available. Iron(III) complexes were pre- relatively high r1 of [Fe(EDTA)] is associated with the

pared by dissolving the ligand in aqueous base, adding single site available for the direct coordination of water to
FeCl , and setting the pH to the desired value [34,35]. The the paramagnet and none of the other complexes contain3

propanediol-amide derivatives of H EDTA and H DTPA this structural feature. The reason given for the high r1 of4 5

were prepared by reaction of the bisanhydride of each acid the Fe–DTPA–dextran conjugate is that the large size of
with 2,3-dihydroxypropylamine and purified by chroma- this molecule leads to a long rotational correlation time,
tography [32,36]. The Fe(III) complexes were generated which will lead to an elevated relaxivity [33]. This
by reaction of the ligands with the metal ion in water [31]. explanation, then, makes the r1 values of the other two
H DOTA is commercially available, and H DO3A has polysaccharide conjugates seem abnormally low and these4 3

been prepared by various methods from 1,4,7,10-tetra- low values were explained in terms of the tendency of iron
azacyclododecane, including alkylation with chloroacetic to form hydroxides and oxides at neutral pH, which the
acid followed by ion-exchange chromatography [37]. The DTPA derivative is able to prevent, but the other ligands

2sodium salt of [Fe(DOTA)] was prepared by the reaction are not. Rongved and Klaveness [33], in an attempt to
of fresh Fe(OH) with H DOTA [30] and a similar method explain a low r1 value for Gd(III) in dextran solution – a3 4

21 21was employed with H DO3A. The polysaccharide deriva- value of 0.2 mM s – also suggested that this value3

tives of H EDTA and H DTPA were prepared from the was due to the paramagnet being inaccessible to bulk water4 5

corresponding bisanhydrides [33]. The H EDTA–sucrose– molecules. They did note that independent rotation of parts4

epichlorohydrin ligand was synthesized by the addition of of a molecule may occur, and that this may lead to
the bisanhydride to a solution which contained a co-
polymer of sucrose and epichlorohydrin in methyl sulfox-
ide. To prepare the Fe(III) complex, this solution was
treated with FeCl and then the complex was purified and3

isolated. The H DTPA–dextran conjugate was prepared by5

the addition of the bisanhydride of H DTPA to a solution5

of dextran in dry methyl sulfoxide. To prepare the Fe(III)
complex, an aqueous solution of FeCl was added to the3

conjugate solution, and the pH was set to 5.7 prior to
isolation and purification. For each complex, the iron
content was determined by atomic absorption spectros-
copy.

3.2. In vitro studies

Table 1 shows the r1 values for the Fe(III)–amino-
polycarboxylate complexes (note that the solvent employed
for measurements on the polysaccharide derivatives was a Fig. 8. Crystal structure solution of ferrioxamine D .1
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Table 1
rl values for Fe(III) complexes

Complex rl Temperature Frequency Reference Notes
21 21(mM s ) (8C) (MHz)

2[Fe(EHPG)] 1.313 37 300 [59] a
2[Fe(EHPG)] 0.95 38 20 [66]

[Fe(EHPG)] 1.0 20 [63] b
rac-[Fe(EHPG)] 1.37 5 20 [56]
meso-[Fe(EHPG)] 1.41 5 20 [56]

2[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] 0.725 37 300 [59] c
2[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] 0.96 37 20 [7]
2[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] 0.90 38 20 [66]

2rac-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] 0.84 37 20 [60]
rac-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] 1.54 5 20 [60]

2meso-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] 1.03 3 20 [60]
2meso-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] 1.75 37 20 [60]

2[Fe(5-Cl-EHPG)] 0.96 38 20 [66]
2[Fe(5-Me-EHPG)] 1.06 37 20 [7]
2[Fe(5-Me-EHPG)] 1. 1 38 20 [66]
2[Fe(5-tBu-EHPG)] 1.2 38 20 [66]

2[Fe(HBED)] 1.1 20 [63] d
2[Fe(HBED)] 1.22 5 20 [56]

2[Fe(5-Br-HBED)] 0.79 5 20 [60]
2[Fe(5-Br-HBED)] 1.41 37 20 [60]

Ferrioxamine-B (DF) 1.37 20 [44]
Ferrioxamine-B 2.3 37 10 [43] e
PEG-Ferrioxamine 1.35 20 [44]
PEG-Ferrioxamine 1.45 37 20 [48] f
PEG-Ferrioxamine 1.25 50 [44]
Fe-SDF 2.3 37 10 [43] g
Fe-PSDF 2.0 37 10 [43] h
Fe-GDF 2.0 37 10 [43] i
Fe-PGDF 2.0 37 10 [43] j
Ferrioxamine methanesulfonate 1.8 20 [54]
Transferrin 2 RT 20 [82]
Transferrin in serum 2.4 RT 20 [80] k
Iron phytate 3.04 20 [90] l
Iron phytate11% cellulose 1.60 20 [90]
Iron1oxalic acid 1.72 20 [90]
Iron1tannic acid 1.046 20 [90]
FeCl 0.94 20 [90]3

Ferric ammonium citrate 1.60 16 [86] m
Ferric ammonium citrate1 0.5 16 [86] n
barium sulfate
Fe-Di-iPr-3,4-LICAM-S 4.0 37 10.7 [69] o
Fe-3,4,3-LICAM-C 1.4 37 10.7 [69] o
Fe-oxine-sulfonate 1.2 37 10.7 [69] o

2[Fe(EDTA)] 2.5 37 0.02 [7]
2[Fe(EDTA)] 1.8 37 20 [7]
2[Fe(EDTA)] 1.9 37 20 [7]
2[Fe(EDTA)] 1.6 37 20 [7]
2[Fe(EDTA)] 2.55 20 22 [7]
2[Fe(EDTA)] 2.23 20 60 [7]
2[Fe(EDTA)] 1.7 20 60 [7]
2[Fe(EDTA)] 1.4 37 90 [7]

22[Fe(DTPA)] 0.92 37 0.02 [7]
22[Fe(DTPA)] 0.72 37 20 [7]
22[Fe(DTPA)] 0.73 38 20 [66]
22[Fe(DTPA)] 0.7 37 20 [7]
22[Fe(DTPA)] 0.83 20 60 [7]

[Fe(DTPA-bis(methylamide)] 0.62 37 20 [93]
[Fe(DTPA-bis(morpholinamide)] 0.70 37 20 [93]
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Table 1. Continued

Complex rl Temperature Frequency Reference Notes
21 21(mM s ) (8C) (MHz)

2[Fe(propanediol-DTPA)] 0.9 [31]
Fe-DTPA-dextran 5.0 37 10 [33] p
Fe-EDTA-sucrose- 0.5 37 10 [33] p
epichlorohydrin
Fe-carboxymethyldextran 2.0 37 10 [33]

-[Fe(DOTA)] 0.4 4061 20 [30]
-[Fe(DO3A)] 0.5 4061 20 [30]
2[Fe(EGTA)] 0.5 20 60 [7]

32[Fe(TPPS)] 12 5 0.02 [7]
32[Fe(TPPS)] 11 20 0.02 [7]
32[Fe(TPPS)] 9.4 35 0.02 [7]
32[Fe(TPPS)] 5.8 5 20 [7]
32[Fe(TPPS)] 5.3 20 20 [7]
32[Fe(TPPS)] 4.8 35 20 [7]
32[Fe(TPPS)] 3.9 37 20 [7]

31Fe 17 35 0.02 [7]
31Fe 8.0 35 20 [7]
31Fe 11.1 20 60 [7]
31Fe 5.0 37 90 [7]
a rl51.167 in agarose gel. pH between 8 and 9. Partition coefficient50.007.
b 21Prepared in distilled H O. LD mice53.4 mmol kg .2 50
c rl50.725 in agarose gel. pH between 8 and 9. Partition coefficient51.785.
d 21Prepared in distilled H O. LD mice52 mmol kg .2 50
e pH57.2% binds to HSA.
f pH 5.45.
g pH57.0% binds to HSA.
h pH57.0% binds to HSA.
i pH57.5% binds to HSA.
j pH57. 0% binds to HSA.
k pH 7.9.
l Possible oligomer formed. Prepared from ferric chloride.
m 10 mM solution prepared in deionized water.
n Doped with 6% w/v barium sulfate.
o pH 7.5.
p 1:2.13 glycerol /water.

different rotational correlation times for the macromolecule considerably. As a point of reference, in contrast to the
overall, and for the paramagnet–water unit itself. It is the uncomplexed Gd(III) ion, which accumulates in the liver,
latter rotational correlation time that most directly affects spleen and bone without being excreted, Gd–DTPA is
r1 and this complex area appears to warrant further rapidly excreted via the kidneys by glomerular filtration.
investigation. More than 50% of the complex administered to a rat is

NMRD studies (i.e. measurement of r1 as a function of eliminated within the first 3 h after intravenous injection
Larmor frequency) have been performed on and the agent rapidly diffuses into the extracellular space.

22 2 2[Fe(DTPA)] , [Fe(EDTA)] , [Fe(EHPG)] , and ‘iron In man, the concentration in plasma shortly after the
21citrate’ (a 100-fold excess of the citrate ligand was used) administration of 0.1 mmol kg of body weight reaches

21[38]. These studies showed that the DTPA, EHPG, and values of up to 1 mmol l . The plasma concentration then
citrate complexes, which cause relaxation by outer-sphere drops with a terminal plasma half-life of about 90 min.
interactions, gave profiles of proton relaxation rates against Aminopolycarboxylate complexes of Fe(III) have not been
proton Larmor frequencies which were very similar. the subject of such studies in man but have been examined

2[Fe(EDTA)] also had a similarly shaped profile but, as in mice and rats.
expected, the proton relaxation rate was much higher at all
frequencies, showing the effect of the single site available

3.3.1. Mouse studiesfor the inner-sphere binding of water.
Biodistribution studies of the iron–IDA system,

2 2[Fe(NTA)], [Fe(CDTA)] , [Fe(EDTA)] and3.3. In vivo studies
22[Fe(DTPA)] have been performed using a radioisotope

59The biodistribution of a hydrated metal ion and that of of iron, Fe, to measure accumulation in organs [34]. Both
59 23the corresponding metal–ligand complex normally differ tracer solutions (5 mCi of FeCl in 0.2 ml of 10 M3
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23 22 21ligand solution, at pH 7.5) and carrier solutions (2.5310 [Fe(DTPA)] has reported LD values of 3.4 mmol kg50
59 21M FeCl in 0.1 M HCl containing 5 mCi of FeCl added i.v. and 1.7 mmol kg i.p. in mice [7].3 3

24to 1310 mol of ligand in 1.5 ml of buffer; volume
adjusted to 2.5 ml; pH 6.5–7.5) were employed in these 3.3.2. Rat studies
studies. Mice were injected with either 0.5 mCi of a tracer Anesthetized rats were imaged with an inversion re-

21solution or 0.10 mmol kg of a carrier solution and, after covery pulse sequence at 1.4 T after administration of 0.20
21 221 h, the animals were killed and the blood was collected mmol kg [Fe(DTPA)] [35] and only small and tran-

along with the organs, femurs, samples of muscle and fat, sient enhancement was seen for the liver, with the first
and the total urine. The amount of radioactivity was post-contrast image showing about a 30% increase, with a
determined using a gamma camera and it was found that t of approximately 30 min. These observations are1 / 2

most of the organs collected had accumulated less than 2% consistent with the known extracellular distribution of
2 22 22of the injected dose. For [Fe(EDTA)] , [Fe(DTPA)] and [Fe(DTPA)] which leads to a low liver uptake and rapid

2[Fe(CDTA)] , the majority of the radioactivity was found renal clearance. In biodistribution studies [35], anesthe-
21in the urine with most of the rest remaining in the carcass. tized rats were injected with 0.20 mmol kg

22For the iron–IDA system and [Fe(NTA)] at the tracer [Fe(DTPA)] . At 10, 30, 60 or 180 min the animals were
level, there was a large percentage of radioactivity in the killed and tissue samples were collected for T and T1 2

bone (12–13%), blood (19–21%), carcass (|54%) and measurements at 20 MHz, which were made within 45 min
liver (|9%). When the carrier solution was administered, of death. The results showed only a small decrease in T1

the values for bone (2.5%), blood (,4%) and carcass for the liver, spleen and muscle, with a larger, though still
(20–25%) all fell, while the values for the liver (33–36%) quite small, decrease in T for the blood. These results1

2and urine (12–30%) both increased. With [Fe(EDTA)] , correlate well with in vivo imaging results obtained with
22 2 22 22[Fe(DTPA)] and [Fe(CDTA)] there was little differ- [Fe(DTPA)] . Thus, [Fe(DTPA)] appears to behave in a

ence between tracer and carrier levels, except for manner quite similar to Gd–DTPA and acts an extracellu-
22[Fe(DTPA)] which showed an increase in the urine lar agent that is cleared rapidly from the blood via the

value, from 50.1 to 81.8%, with the values for the carcass, kidneys with little, if any, accumulation in other organs.
blood and bone all decreasing. The explanation for these
results was thought to lie in the stability constants of the 3.3.3. Other animal studies
complexes, which are shown in Table 2 [39,40] where the In limited studies, where groups of animals (type not

21value cited for the iron–IDA system is for the 1:1 species described) were injected with 0.5–5 mmol kg
2 22 2formed at pH,2. The two complexes with the lowest K [Fe(EDTA)] , [Fe(DTPA)] , [Fe(CDTA)] or1

values showed the most significant percentage radioactivity [Fe(HEDTA)] (hydroxyethyldiaminetriacetic acid), there
in the carcass and this was thought to be due to competi- was reported to be no observed advantage for Fe(III) over
tion for the metal from naturally occurring metal-binding Gd(III) [41]. Indeed, it is hard to imagine a case where an
substrates, such as transferrin. The reason for the decrease extracellular agent based upon Fe(III) would be advantage-
in radioactivity at the carrier level was suggested to be the ous over an analogous Gd(III) complex where the r1 value
result of saturation of the iron-binding sites, although this is likely to be significantly higher. Advantages might,
does not explain why there should be a large increase in however, be found for Fe(III) complexes in targeting to
the percent radioactivity in the liver. Hepatocyte (liver specific tissue types where the biochemistry of iron could
cell) uptake of metal complexes may be mediated by be exploited.
carrier proteins and it was noted that translocation in a
protein might allow iron uptake by the liver. It was also
found from this work that the greater the K value of the 4. Ferrioxamines1

complex, the larger the percentage of iron found in the
urine. From a separate study, the LD in mice of Desferrioxamine B is a naturally occurring siderophore50

22[Fe(DTPA-propanediol)] (with excess ligand present) – an iron-transport agent – which binds iron through three
21was shown to be 5.9 mmol kg [31]. In comparison, hydroxamic acid subunits. The Fe(III) complex, ferriox-

amine B, has commonly been used in MR studies as the
acidic form, with the primary amine substituent protonated,

Table 2 and with a methanesulfonate counter ion. The contrast
Fe(III)–aminopolycarboxylate stability constants agent is therefore a 1:1 electrolyte. All of the derivatives of
Complex Log K ferrioxamine that have been reported in the contrast agent1

1 literature use the amine functionality as a site for modi-[Fe(IDA)] 10.7
fication in attempts to change organ specificity through[Fe(NTA)] 16.3

2[Fe(EDTA)] 25.5 manipulation of charge and lipophilicity. Although no
2[Fe(CDTA)] 27.5 crystal structure of ferrioxamine B has been reported, the

22[Fe(DTPA)] 27.3 structure of the closely related ferrioxamine D (the –NH1 2
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Fig. 9. Derivatives of ferrioxamine.

Fig. 10. Phenolate ligands.
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Table 3of ferrioxamine B is replaced by –NHCOCH in ferriox-3
Ferrioxamine derivative properties in vitroamine D ) has been solved [42]. This structure solution1

Complex Human serum Octanol /buffershowed that the three hydroxamate groups bind to iron in a
albumin binding (%) partition coefficientdistorted octahedral arrangement and that there are no

coordinated water molecules, as shown in Fig. 8. Ferrioxamine 2 0.003
Fe–SDF 0 –
Fe–PSDF 0 –4.1. Synthesis
Fe–GDF 5 0.003
Fe–PGDF ,1 0.002

Desferrioxamine B is commercially available and the Fe–(Cl-PGDF) 11 0.022
reported derivatives of desferrioxamine B fall into three Fe–(tBu-PGDF) 14 0.023

Fe–(CF -PGDF) 1 0.016classes, according to their method of preparation. The first 3

Fe–(NO -PGDF) ,1 0.0022and major class arose from reactions of acid anhydrides
Fe–MEPGDF 9 0.451

with the free amine group of desferrioxamine B to generate
amide-linked carboxylic acid derivatives (see Fig. 9) [43].

59Each reaction involved treatment of desferrioxamine B in of Fe’. Separation by paper electrophoresis allowed the
pyridine with 100% excess of acid anhydride with yields relative amounts of each complex to be determined, and
ranging from 37 to 75%. The second class of derivatives, the log(relative stability), calculated as log([Fe–DF deriva-
of which there is just one example, arose from the tive] / [Fe–DF]), was reported. For Fe–SDF and Fe–PGDF
attachment of a polyethyleneglycol (PEG) chain to de- this value was 1.1, and for Fe–GDF the value was 1.3,
sferrioxamine B (see Fig. 9) [44]. Monomethox- suggesting that these complexes are thermodynamically
ypolyethylene glycol was treated with 1,1-carbonyldiimid- more stable than ferrioxamine B for which the thermo-
azole and reacted with the free-base form of desferriox- dynamic stability constant has been reported elsewhere

31amine B. The final class was synthesized as part of an [47] as 10 .
experiment designed to examine how specificity might be For the polymeric contrast agents [45], measurements of
increased [45]. Ferrioxamine B was attached to a polymer, the relaxivity of the isolated macromolecules showed there

21 21which was then attached to a monoclonal antibody. to be an increase from 1.9 to 2.2 mM s for each
Initially, ferrioxamine B was attached to either polyacrylic ferrioxamine on binding to polyacrylic acid (average of 25

21 21acid (70 monomer units average) or polyglutamic acid (90 bound ferrioxamines), and from 1.9 to 2.1 mM s for
monomer units average) by converting the free carbox- binding to polyglutamic acid (average of 27 bound ferriox-
ylates on the polymers to acyl imidazole groups, then amines). Each polymer was then coupled to a monoclonal
reacting these with ferrioxamine B to form amide linkages. antibody with succinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl)
It was found through spectrophotometry that 30% of the cyclohexane-1-carboxylate (SMCC), which forms an
available carboxylates in the polymer had coupled to amide linkage to the antibody and a thioether bond to the
ferrioxamine B. The remaining acyl imidazoles were polymer. The number of polymer units bound to each
converted into thiol groups by reacting the polymer with monoclonal antibody was determined by spectrophotom-
2-mercaptoethylamine and the resulting macromolecules etry and Lowry protein assay. When polyacrylic-ferriox-
were then separated by gel-permeation chromatography to amine was used (5:1 ratio of SMCC/antibody), 30 ferriox-
yield polymers containing 25–30 ferrioxamine B units. amines were attached per antibody, with a relaxivity of 2.2

21 21 21 21mM s for each ferrioxamine (66 mM s for the
4.2. In vitro studies antibody) and the immunoreactivity remaining was 43%.

When the ratio of SMCC/antibody was increased to 15:1,
For all the derivatives of desferrioxamine, except for the 52 ferrioxamines were attached per antibody, again with a

21 21substituted-PGDF cases, r1 values of the Fe(III) complex- relaxivity of 2.2 mM s for each ferrioxamine (114
21 21es have been reported (Table 1). Values range from 1.45 mM s for the antibody), but the immunoreactivity fell

21 21 21 21mM s for Fe–PEG at 20 MHz to 2.3 mM s for to 31%.
ferrioxamine at 10 MHz. At 20 MHz, ferrioxamine has A similar situation was seen for the polyglutamic–
been reported elsewhere (see Table 1) to have an r1 value ferrioxamine polymer. Thus, when polyacrylic–ferriox-

21 21of 1.8 mM s . For some of the complexes other amine was used with a 5:1 ratio between SMCC and the
parameters have also been reported including partition antibody, this led to 34 ferrioxamines bound per antibody,

21 21coefficients and percent binding to human serum albumin. with a relaxivity of 2.1 mM s for each ferrioxamine
21 21[46] These data are shown in Table 3. The relative (71 mM s for the antibody) and the immunoreactivity

stabilities of some of the Fe(III) complexes in comparison remaining was 42%. When the ratio of SMCC/antibody
to that of ferrioxamine itself have been investigated [43]. was increased to 15:1, there was found to be 58 ferriox-
Experiments were performed for Fe–SDF, Fe–GDF and amines bound per antibody, again with a relaxivity of 2.1

21 21 21 21Fe–PGDF in which equimolar amounts of a ligand and mM s for each ferrioxamine (122 mM s for the
desferrioxamine B were equilibrated with ‘a small amount antibody), but the immunoreactivity fell to 32% of its
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original value. The fact that the relaxivity for each specificity of the modified antibody for its antigen is
ferrioxamine unit does not change significantly (,20%) greatly decreased.
throughout these experiments was thought to indicate that
the ferrioxamine has a significant degree of rotational 4.3. In vivo studies
freedom while linked to the polymers. The longitudinal
relaxation times were also measured for the solutions 4.3.1. Introductory studies
containing the antibody bound to the surface of the target Ferrioxamine has been shown to cause large drops in
cells, with the antibody unlabeled and with the antibody blood pressure when administered at concentrations useful
labeled with ferrioxamine (15:1, SMCC/antibody ratio). in MR imaging, [48] although this has not prevented stage
The relaxation times fell from 652653 to 382642 ms I and II clinical trials. When six anesthetized dogs were

21when the polyacrylic–ferrioxamine polymer was used and injected with 25 mg kg of ferrioxamine methanesulfon-
from 637648 to 396636 ms when the polyglutamic– ate over a 5-min period, there was a significant drop in the
ferrioxamine was used to label the antibody. mean arterial pressure from an average of 146 mmHg to an

Reports in this area illustrate the general problem average of 107 mmHg, with a slow elevation over time
encountered in attempts to use labelled antibodies to image [49]. In two of the animals, the mean arterial pressure
their antigens. In order to significantly influence T , dropped below 60 mmHg, which would be dangerous in a1

extensive labeling with the paramagnet is required and this clinical setting. After the slow infusion, two of the dogs,
21results in a marked decrease in immunoreactivity, i.e. the and two new dogs, were injected with 50 mg kg of

Fig. 11. Diagrams and crystal structures of Fe(III)–phenolate complexes.
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ferrioxamine methanesulfonate over a 20-s period. All four ment was about 20% and the enhancement of the kidneys
of the animals experienced extreme hypotension, with the and intestines was about 150%. One possible explanation
mean arterial pressure dropping below 50 mmHg, and the of these data is that there is hepatocyte uptake with rapid
heartbeat dropping from 152 to 121 beats per min on clearance through the liver and, as there is little binding of
average. The drop in heartbeat rate was not seen in the these compounds to human serum albumin, this might
slow-infusion experiment. It was found that when no imply that there is an active transport mechanism with
anesthesia was employed, no hypotension was observed, recognition based upon the phenyl ring. The fecal /urine
and it has been postulated that there may be a mechanism ratios for some Fe(III) complexes of ferrioxamine deriva-
of hypotension that originates in the central nervous tives are given in Table 4 [46]. In order to probe further
system and is potentiated by the anesthetic. However, the the question of hepatocyte uptake, studies were performed
lowest value of the mean arterial pressure was recorded at in which Fe–PGDF was used in competition experiments
the first measurement (2 min post-injection) and so the with two hepatic transport inhibitors of different classes,
minimum may actually be occurring at an earlier time. It bromosulfophthalein (BSP) and taurocholate (TC) [51].
has been argued [44] that this effect occurs too quickly for The experiment involved administration of the inhibitor
there to be an interaction between the anesthetic and the (or saline for a control) and then, 15 min later, administra-

59contrast agent. It is also noteworthy that similar effects tion of Fe–PGDF and measurement of the amount of
59have been observed when desferrioxamine has been em- Fe–PGDF recovered from the bile. For the control, 32%

ployed as a sequestering agent, and that this has limited its was recovered; with TC, 23% was recovered; and with
clinical use. The recommended rate of administration of BSP, 1.6% was recovered. A second experiment was

21 21 21desferrioxamine is less than 0.25 mg kg min , al- performed in which rats were given 0.10 mmol kg
21 21though, in human subjects, rates of up to 1.4 mg kg Fe–PGDF or 2.5 mmol kg BSP. After collection of a

21min of ferrioxamine have given rise to no significant series of T -weighted images at 2 T, each rat was given1
21changes in vital signs [50]. The potential for interaction 0.10 mmol kg Fe–PGDF. As before, in the animals

between MR contrast agents and anesthetics is a serious without BSP, there was slight liver enhancement and rapid
consideration and yet little is known about the nature or enhancement of the upper small intestine. With the animals
consequences of such interactions which might be quite that received BSP prior to administration of Fe–PGDF,
different in animal models and in humans. there was no enhancement of the liver or upper small

intestine, but there was enhancement of the bladder. After
the BSP had cleared, the same animals were given a4.3.2. Imaging studies
second dose of Fe–PGDF and then imaged. Results were
the same as those for animals that had not received BSP. It

4.3.2.1. Mouse studies was concluded that the uptake path for Fe–PGDF is the
The LD of Fe–PEG in mice has been reported as 7.750 same as the uptake path for BSP and that if BSP overloads

21 21mmol kg , compared to 5.8 mmol kg for Gd–DTPA the hepatocytes, there can be no further uptake until the
(see also the LD of ferrioxamine methanesulfonate,50 BSP is cleared. In an attempt to find out if there was any

21which is reported as being 0.87 mmol kg in mice) [49]. enterohepatic recycling of Fe–PGDF, two rats had their
bile ducts linked by a cannula. The recipient rat was given
59Fe–PGDF and, after 105 min, the donor rat was ex-4.3.2.2. Rat studies

59amined for Fe–PGDF. It was found that 28% of theIn T -weighted images measured at 2 T [43] of a rat1
5921 Fe–PGDF was in the donor rat, and nearly all was in theinjected with 0.20 mmol kg ferrioxamine there was early
intestines with a small amount in the stomach, probablyenhancement of the kidneys, with very slight enhancement
due to reflux, suggesting that there was no reabsorption ofof the liver associated with vascular distribution. This
Fe–PGDF. To further examine whether the contrast agentbehavior is typical of an extracellular agent which is

cleared by the renal pathway. Derivatives of ferrioxamine
have been studied with less emphasis on the effects on

Table 4vital signs, and with more emphasis on how steric effects
Ferrioxamine derivative and Fe(III)–phenolate properties in vivo

and lipophilicity affect behavior [43]. Liver specificity and
Complex Fecal /urine ratiothe correlation between uptake mechanism and function-
Fe–GDF 0.11ality were major focal points. In T -weighted images of1

21 Fe–PGDF 0.76rats at 2 T, Fe–SDF and Fe–GDF (0.20 mmol kg ) gave
Fe–MEPGDF 0.66results very similar to those obtained with ferrioxamine,
Fe(Cl-PGDF) 0.76

i.e. early kidney enhancement and very small liver en- Fe(tBu-PGDF) 3.52
hancement. With the phenyl derivatives of desferrioxamine Fe(NO -PGDF) 2.362

Fe(CF -PGDF) 5.45B, i.e. Fe–PSDF and Fe–PGDF, there was considerable 3
2[Fe(EHPG)] 0.85enhancement of the small intestine, a little liver enhance-
2[Fe(HBED)] 2.99ment, and enhancement of the kidneys. The liver enhance-
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needed a negative charge to be taken up by the BSP 4.3.2.4. Dog studies
transport mechanism, a similar study was performed with In this study [44], anesthetized dogs were rapidly

21BSP and Fe–MEPGDF [46]. These experiments were injected with 0.18–0.30 mmol kg ferrioxamine methane-
designed to determine if BSP could block the uptake of a sulfonate. The mean blood pressure dropped from 106.7 to
neutral contrast agent. The effect was to lower the amount 21.71 mmHg, with the drop starting 20 s post-injection,
of contrast agent excreted into the bile from 36 to 19%, and reaching a minimum after one min, with recovery

59showing that a negative charge is not needed for a contrast taking 20 min. In clearance studies of Fe-ferrioxamine
agent to be taken up by the BSP transport mechanism. The over 7 days [43], it was found that about 70% of the
contrast agent was recovered from the bile and urine with contrast agent was recovered in the urine and about 10%
no hydrolysis of the ester functional group. These results was recovered in the feces, showing that ferrioxamine is
suggest either that there is one mechanism for hepatic mainly cleared by the kidneys. The non-ionic derivative,

21uptake that is tolerant of steric effects and changes in Fe–PEG (0.2 and 0.4 mmol kg ), was administered to
overall charge, or that there is more than one hepatic anesthetized dogs [44], and there were noticeable changes
uptake mechanism employed by these different PGDF in blood pressure. The animals were scanned at 1.5 T and
derivatives. the images of the kidneys were similar to those produced

Another study demonstrated that it was possible to use with Gd–DTPA, with signal increases in the cortex and
ferrioxamine B to detect cerebritis [52]. Radiation-induced medulla, followed by transient signal loss in the cortex and
cerebritis was generated by 3000 rad exposure of heavy a more pronounced signal loss in the medulla. These
beam irradiation of the left cerebral hemisphere. Adminis- observations were explained as being due to T and2

tration of ferrioxamine B (reported as being ‘0.03 mM susceptibility effects associated with high concentrations of
21kg ’) gave T -shortening of the lesion signal, making the the contrast agent in those regions.2

lesion visible 5 min post-contrast.
4.3.2.5. Human studies

4.3.2.3. Pig studies In phase I clinical trials of ferrioxamine methanesulfon-
To determine the effectiveness of MR imaging with ate [54], four groups of five healthy males were given 3, 7,

21ferrioxamine as a contrast agent in comparison to other 14, or 28 mmol kg of the contrast agent. There were no
methods clinically used for the determination of hydro- significant changes in vital signs, and four mild side-
nephrosis (i.e. dilation of the renal system, either by effects were reported, with none reported at the highest
obstructing or non-obstructing etiologies), Yucatan mi- concentration. The plasma clearance was found to be
cropigs were given a unilateral partial ureteral obstruction slower than that of Gd–DTPA with ferrioxamine cleared
by placement of a 5-mm silicone tube around the ureter biphasically with t 5128 min for the first phase, and1 / 2

[53]. The pigs were imaged 5, 12 and 19 days post- t .7 h for the second phase. The renal clearance1 / 2

obstruction, then 5, 12 and 19 days post-release. The mechanism was shown to be glomerular filtration, modi-
experiment involved administration of anesthetic and fied by active renal tubular resorption whereas, for Gd–
imaging at 0.35 T. Ferrioxamine was administered (50 mg DTPA, the renal clearance mechanism is solely glomerular

21kg ), and images were collected for 10 min and then a filtration. Urinary assays showed that there was no bio-
21diuretic, furosemide (1 mg kg ), was administered and a transformation in vivo. In MR scans at 0.35 T with the

further sequence of images was taken. The greatest en- highest dose, the enhancement of the kidneys was almost
hancement was seen in the first post-injection image (1 80% and this enhancement was sustained for 60 min.
min after injection), and then the enhancement of normal Phase II clinical trials have also been performed where the
control kidneys and kidneys that had been obstructed for 5 contrast agent was judged based upon lesion detectability,
days fell off. Kidneys obstructed for 12 and 19 days image contrast, edge definition and image technical qual-
showed no fall off in enhancement at 9, 25 and 50 min ity. A group of 24 people at three institutes with known
post-injection, compared to the first post-injection value. pathological processes involving the bladder [50], were
The value of the enhancement also fell for the 19-day studied, with only two people reporting mild adverse
post-obstruction images, from about 95 to 65%. After the reactions to the contrast agent. The scans were performed
obstruction was removed, these effects were reversed and at 1.5 T, with T - and T -weighted images collected pre-1 2

21by 19 days post-removal, kidney function was almost and post-administration of 10 mg kg of the contrast
normal. Rapid MR imaging provided good morphological agent. There were some reports of minor changes in blood
detail from which renal size, parenchyma thickness, and pressure, but none were said to be of significance. Blood
the presence of hydronephrosis could be determined. With chemistry was examined before administration and 24 h
administration of the contrast agent, information about post-administration, with no significant changes, except for
renal function was also provided. Compared to scintig- varied ferritin levels which were outside normal clinical
raphic techniques, contrast-enhanced MR imaging gave values both pre- and post-administration. Urinalysis and
similar functional information as well as better spatial microscopy showed no unusual results which could be
resolution. attributed to the contrast agent. To study the efficacy,
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radiologists scored pre- and post-contrast images on a neutralization of dichloroacetic acid with sodium hydrox-
six-point scale for each parameter examined. All four ide and reaction with p-chlorophenol, methanol and ethyl-

2groups showed significant improvements post-contrast and enediamine. [Fe(EHPG)] was synthesized by reaction of
lesion detectability, image contrast, edge definition and ferric chloride with H EHPG in water [35] and subsequent4

2image technical quality all increased. A change in diag- adjustment of the pH to 7.4. The [Fe(5-X-EHPG)]
nosis was made for 35% of the subjects. derivatives were prepared similarly, using a 5–10% excess

2of the ligand [58]. [Fe(HBED)] was synthesized by
reaction of H HBED with one equivalent of sodium4

5. Phenolates hydroxide in water and addition to a ferric chloride
solution. The resulting solution was held under reflux for

An early attempt at the development of a liver-specific 30–60 min [56] and, in one report, the complex was then
contrast agent focused on Fe(III) ethylenebis(2-hydroxy- isolated by evaporating the solution to dryness [59].

2 2 2phenylglycine), [Fe(EHPG)] , and its derivatives (Fig. Racemic-[Fe(EHPG)] and meso-[Fe(EHPG)] were
10). The H EHPG ligand, after deprotonation, is poten- separated by fractional recrystallization from methanol4

tially hexadentate, and has been shown to bind to Fe(III) [56]. This method was also successfully employed in the
2through the two nitrogens, the two phenolic oxygens and separation of racemic-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] and meso-[Fe(5-

two carboxylate oxygens in an approximately octahedral Br-EHPG)] [60]. Fig. 11 shows that in the racemic isomers
geometry, with no directly bound water molecules [55]. the phenolate groups are in the equatorial plane and are
Crystal structures (Fig. 11) have been determined of both twisted with respect to each other while in the meso isomer

2the racemic and meso forms of Fe(EHPG)] . The reported one of the phenolate groups is out of the equatorial plane.
2derivatives of H EHPG each involve substitution in the The [Fe(HBED)] complex exists as a single isomer.4

2five-positions of the phenyl rings. [Fe(EHPG)] was
modeled on technicium-iminodiacetic acid, which is used 5.2. In vitro studies
to visualize the hepatic parenchyma, bile ducts and gall-
bladder in nuclear medicine [35]. As these Fe(III) com- The octanol /buffer partition coefficients and percentages
plexes showed promise as liver-specific contrast agents bound to HSA (measured by equilibrium dialysis) have

2they have been studied extensively, with a large body of been reported for [Fe(EHPG] and its derivatives – data
literature describing their properties, including possible are shown in Table 5 and r1 values are shown in Table 1.
binding interactions with the transport protein, human The r1 values for all five complexes are similar (1.060.06

21 21serum albumin (HSA). Other phenolate ligands that mM s ), and this suggests that the factors which affect
have been studied are N,N9-bis(2-hydroxy- r1 are not influenced greatly by the substituents on the
benzyl)ethylenediamine-N,N9-diacetic acid (H HBED) and aromatic groups. In addition, r values have been4 (bound)

42its 5-bromo derivative (Fig. 10). The binding of HBED calculated for many of the iron–phenolate complexes
42to Fe(III) is similar to that of EHPG found in based upon the measured percent binding to HSA and

2 2[Fe(EHPG)] . The crystal structure of [Fe(HBED)] has measurement of the relaxivity of the complexes in HSA
been determined [56] (Fig. 11). solution. These values are shown in Table 5 [61]. The

2fecal /urine ratios have been reported for [Fe(EHPG)]
25.1. Synthesis (0.85) and [Fe(HBED)] (2.99) [46]. The results of the

partition coefficient measurements parallel those of the
H EHPG was synthesized [57] by reaction of sodium HSA binding studies, i.e. the more hydrophobic complexes4

glyoxylate, ethylenediamine and phenol. The same method give greater percentages bound. HSA binding probably
was employed to synthesize H 5-Me-EHPG, replacing involves interactions between a hydrophobic domain on4

phenol with p-cresol. H 5-Cl-EHPG was synthesized by HSA and the aromatic groups of the complex [58]. In4

Table 5
Fe(III)–phenolate properties in vitro

Complex P (octanol /buffer % Bound r1 (bound) References
21 21pH 7.4) to 4.5% (mM s )

HSA
2[Fe(EHPG)] 0.0083, 0.007, 23, 11, 17 2.3 [41,58,59,61,94]

0.013 0.014, 0.019
2[Fe(5-Me-EHPG)] 0.070, 0.056 37 2.8 [58,61]

2[Fe(5-Cl-EHPG)] 0.77, 1.45 66 2.3 [58,61]
2[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] 2.1, 1.785, 0.89, 75, 82 2.0 [58,59,61]

1.14
2[Fe(HBED)] 0.048, 0.050, 0.020 19, 34, 26 2.2 [46,61,94]
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preliminary studies of the diastereomers of [Fe(5-Br- already been noted that this is the site from which the
2EHPG)] by equilibrium dialysis, it was found that HSA complex is displaced upon addition of bilirubin. From the

showed a preference for binding to racemic-[Fe(5-Br-EI- data measured at 378C, the secondary site was shown to be
2 4IPG)] , with an estimated association constant of 2310 the highest relaxivity site and, again, this is the site from

21M [62]. The binding was found to occur at or near the which the complex is displaced upon addition of bilirubin.
2bilirubin binding site, as the addition of one equivalent of Two binding sites were found for [Fe(5-Br-HBED)] and

bilirubin IXa completely inhibited the high affinity bind- they were shown to behave as the primary and secondary
2ing. The meso diastereomer showed only non-specific sites for racemic-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] , except that the mag-

binding. Like bilirubin, [Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] is anionic, has nitudes of the relaxivities were smaller. This similarity
2hydrophobic regions and hydrogen-bonding groups. HSA between [Fe(5-Br-HBED)] and racemic-[Fe(5-Br-

2binding studies have also been performed for the dia- EHPG)] may relate to their structural similarities as each
stereomers of [Fe(EHPG)] and it again was found that the has a cylindrical structure in comparison to the meso

2racemic diastereomer binds to HSA [56]. In competition diastereomer of [Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] . This cylindrical struc-
experiments with bilirubin and ibuprofen (both are known ture may allow for cleft-like binding in the bilirubin site of
to bind to HSA, but at different sites), ibuprofen had only a HSA. Bilirubin itself has two cylindrical regions which are

2small effect on the binding of [Fe(EHPG)] , but bilirubin thought to bind to HSA. It is also noteworthy that the
caused a significant displacement of the bound magnitudes of the relaxivities decreased slightly as the

2[Fe(EHPG] complex. The binding constant of racemic- temperature was raised from 5 to 378C for the three
2 3 21[Fe(EHPG)] was measured to be 1.3310 M , which is complexes (see below).

2lower than that of [Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] and this difference The increase in relaxation rate upon HSA binding can be
in binding constants may be due to the increased lipo- understood through examination of how water proton
philicity of the 5-Br derivative. The meso diastereomer of relaxation is caused by coordinatively saturated complexes

2[Fe(EHPG)] was found to have a very low affinity for [60]. There are two models that are commonly employed
HSA. Studies of HSA binding were reported at a later date to explain the relaxation enhancement. The first is a
for [Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] (both diastereomers) and [Fe(5-Br- second-sphere interaction, where there is exchange of

2HBED)] [60] and it was found that these three complexes water molecules between the bulk solvent and the solva-
4bound to HSA with association constants between 10 and tion shell. The relaxivity of the complex is proportional to

5 2110 M . For each complex at least two high-affinity sites the number of water molecules in the solvation shell and
2were found. Racemic-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] was shown to the overall correlation time, which is made up of three

bind to three high-affinity sites and all the complexes terms, the rotational tumbling time, the electron-spin
bound to a large number of low-affinity, non-specific sites. relaxation time and the water molecule residence time. The
At 58C, with the addition of bilirubin, there was pro- second model is diffusion-controlled, outer-sphere relaxa-

2portionally more displacement of meso-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] tion, which depends on the distance between the paramag-
2than of racemic-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] , and this was believed net and the water protons, on a function dependent on the

to occur because the primary binding site for meso-[Fe(5- electron spin relaxation rate and the relative diffusional
2Br-EHPG)] is the bilirubin site, whereas this site is the correlation time, and on the amount of space around the

2secondary binding site for racemic-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] . paramagnet which is available to water molecules. Even
In proton relaxation enhancement (PRE) studies of though there is a decrease in the space available around a

2 2[Fe(EHPG)] and [Fe(HBED)] in the presence of vari- complex for water to interact when the complex is bound
ous amounts of HSA [56], it was found that non-specific to HSA, the increase in relaxivity may be attributed to an
binding led to an approximately two-fold increase in increase in the correlation time. When a complex is bound
relaxivity, whereas high-affinity binding to HSA led to an to HSA, the relative diffusional correlation time increases
increase in relaxivity of three- to four-fold. PRE studies two-to-five times, which could lead to a slight increase in

2have also been performed for racemic-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] , relaxation rate. The majority of the increase in relaxation
2 2meso-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] and [Fe(5-Br-HBED)] [60]. It rate is due to the change in rotational tumbling time which

was found that at 58C the PRE values for the three high increases from approximately 0.1 ns in the free state to
2affinity sites of racemic-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] are 2.5, 4.6 between 20 and 80 ns in the bound state. With these large

and 2.2 (ordered from the highest affinity site to the lowest increases in the rotational tumbling times, the resultant
affinity site). With the addition of bilirubin, the complex tumbling time has only a very small contribution to the
was displaced from the second site, which is the site that overall correlation time, so the major contributions must
has the greatest effect on the relaxivity. When the same now come from electron spin relaxation times and the
measurements were made at 378C, it was found that the water molecule residence times. With these effects playing
site with the greatest relaxivity was the primary site, and a large role in determining the relaxivity, relaxivity
this is the site from which the complex was displaced upon increases upon cooling from 37 to 58C, as anticipated if the

2addition of bilirubin. For meso-[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] at 58C, residency time is decreased. The reason for different
the primary site is the highest relaxivity site, and it has relaxivities at different binding sites may well be due to
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differences in the amount of complex which is exposed to 10 and 20. The C-26 metastases were also split into two
the solvent, or differences in water residency times at these classes: those between 3 and 5 mm in diameter, and those
different sites. As noted earlier, the bilirubin site has the greater than 5 mm in diameter. For the smaller lesions, a
highest relaxivity of all the binding sites, and this site is significant increase was seen in the liver-to-tumor C/N in
thought to be close to the surface of the protein. There is the T -weighted images after the administration of1

2also evidence for protein-induced modulation of water [Fe(EHPG)] . For the larger tumors, T -weighted images1

exchange rates, and it may well be a combination of these both pre- and post-administration were very similar to
effects that causes the large relaxivity at this site. those of the smaller tumors, but the T -weighted images2

had liver-to-tumor C/N ratios of around 90. These ratios
were found to be very close to those found in the post-5.3. In vivo studies
injection T -weighted images. Overall, the experiments1

2demonstrated that the administration of [Fe(EHPG)] led
5.3.1. Mouse studies to an increase in the liver-to-tumor C/N in T -weighted1

2 2The LD of [Fe(EHPG)] in mice has separately been images. To determine the biodistribution of [Fe(EHPG)] ,50
21 21 59 2reported as 8.0 mmol kg [59] and as 3.4 mmol kg a tracer level of [ Fe(EHPG)] was injected into mice

2[63]; the latter study reported the LD of [Fe(HBED)] as with intrahepatic implants of M5076, and the mice were50
212 mmol kg . It has also been shown that, at maximal killed at the time found for maximum liver-to-tumor C/N

concentrations, limited by the solubility of the complexes, ratio in the imaging experiments (20 min). Samples of
2 21 2[Fe(EHPG)] (1.0 mmol kg ) and [Fe(HBED)] (1.2 blood, liver, tumor and other tissues were collected and

21mmol kg ) were both non-toxic to mice after i.v. their radioactivity levels measured. It was found that
59 2administration [64]. 25.5% of the [ Fe(EHPG)] was detected in the liver,

The detectability of liver lesions by contrast-enhanced 0.3% in the tumor, 5% in the blood and 3.9% in the
2MR imaging with [Fe(EHPG)] has been investigated [65] kidney. The results demonstrate significant clearance of the

and two types of tumors were studied. The first was compound by the hepatobiliary pathway.
generated by the implantation of M5076, a murine re-
ticulum cell sarcoma, into the livers of mice and the

5.3.2. Rat studiessecond was generated by intersplenic injection of M5076
Anesthetized rats were imaged at 1.4 T using anor C-26 (a chemically induced murine undifferentiated

inversion recovery pulse sequence and given 0.2 mmolcolon tumor). After 2 weeks for the implanted tumors and
21 2kg [Fe(EHPG)] prior to repeated scanning, starting 62–4 weeks for the generated tumors, the mice were

min post-injection, over a period of 3 h. After injection,anesthetized and imaged at 2.0 T with a pre-injection
there was seen rapid enhancement in the liver of approxi-T -weighted pulse sequence then a T -weighted pulse1 2

21 mately 200%, which lasted for the first few images. Thesequence. Following administration of 0.10 mmol kg
2 estimated t was 80 min. The images revealed significant[Fe(EHPG)] , T -weighted images were measured over a 1 / 21

uptake of the contrast agent into the liver and this was2-h period and liver-to-tumor contrast-to-noise ratios (C/
followed by slow excretion into the bile [35]. No adverseN) were recorded. For implanted M5076 tumors, the pre-
effects were observed over 2–3 months following a singleinjection T -weighted images showed that the lesions had1

21dose of 2 mmol kg [66]. In a second study [61],slightly lower signal intensities than the liver with a
anesthetized rats were imaged at 1.4 T using an inversionliver-to-tumor C/N of around 35. The T -weighted images2

21recovery pulse sequence, injected with 0.05 mmol kgshowed the lesions more intense than the liver with an
2 2 2[Fe(EHPG)] , [Fe(5-Me-EHPG)] ; [Fe(5-Cl-EHPG)] orapproximate liver-to-tumor C/N of 70. Post-injection T -1

2[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] , and scanned repeatedly for over 3 h.weighted images showed a homogeneous enhancement of
2[Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] gave the greatest liver enhancementthe liver with little enhancement of the tumor, which led to

(approximately 240%), with the other three agents givingan increase in the liver-to-tumor C/N to about 120. For
enhancements of around 150%. The time until maximumM5076 metastases, these were split into two classes: those

2enhancement varied as follows: [Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] (30less than 3 mm in diameter and those between 3 and 5 mm
2 1min); [Fe(5-Cl-EHPG)] (23 min); [Fe(EHPG)] (16 min);in diameter. For the smaller lesions, the pre-injection

2[Fe(5-Me-EHPG)] (8 min). The t values for biliaryT -weighted images showed a liver-to-tumor C/N of less 1 / 21

excretion (estimated by the time between ‘maximal intensi-than 5, essentially meaning that the two regions could not
ty’ and ‘half maximal intensity’) varied as follows: [Fe(5-be differentiated. In the T -weighted images the liver-to-2

2 2Br-EHPG)] (100 min); [Fe(5-Me-EHPG)] (80 min);tumor C/N was around 20, which is still very low for
2 2[Fe(5-Cl-EHPG)] (60 min); [Fe(EHPG)] (40 min).differentiation purposes. After administration of the con-

In a biodistribution study, [35] a group of anesthetizedtrast agent, the T -weighted images displayed a liver-to-1
21 2tumor C/N of between 70 and 80. For the larger lesions, rats were given 0.2 mmol kg [Fe(EHPG)] and killed at

the results were similar, except that the pre-injection T - 10, 30, 60 and 180 min post-injection. The T and T1 1 2

weighted images had liver-to-tumor C/N ratios of between values of tissue samples were measured to estimate the
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amount of contrast agent present in each sample at the time signal intensity immediately post-injection, which then
of death. Comparisons between the blood, spleen and reached a constant value. The liver gave a similar result,
muscle showed that the 1/T value for the liver was the but at much lower intensity. The gallbladder showed a1

largest, implying significant liver uptake of the contrast gradual increase in intensity and had a peak value 30 min
agent. Over time, the 1/T values decreased for all tissue post-injection as the gallbladder gradually filled. With1

samples as the contrast agent was cleared. In another varying contrast agent concentration for both pulse se-
biodistribution study, [58] rats were injected with 0.05 quences there was always a distinct increase in contrast

21 2 2mmol kg [Fe(EHPG)] , [Fe(5-Me-EHPG)] , [Fe(5-Cl- between the liver and the gallbladder. In a related study,
2 2 59 the same experiments were performed on dogs that hadEHPG)] or [Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] spiked with Fe, and

partial ligation of the distal common bile duct in order tokilled 30 min post-injection. Tissue and blood samples
induce obstructive jaundice, with the scans carried out 2were collected and radioactivity measurements showed a

59 days after the ligation. These scans showed no enhance-large concentration of Fe in the small intestine due to
59 ment of the hepatic system and no pooling of the contrastexcretion into the bile. Significant levels of Fe were also

59 agent in the gall bladder. A follow-up study was performedfound in the liver, kidney and blood. The ratios of Fe in
59 2 weeks after hepatic function had been returned to normalthe liver to Fe in the blood, which is an indicator of the

and the results were the same as those for healthy animals.liver extraction efficiency, varied as follows: [Fe(5-Cl-
2 2 2 The biliary excretion rates were much lower than thoseEHPG)] (3.2); [Fe(5-Br-EHPG)] (2.2); [Fe(EHPG)]

2 59 reported in other experiments, but this was thought to be(1.2); [Fe(5-Me-EHPG)] (0.9). The ratio of Fe in the
59 due to the fact that different breeds of dog were used insmall intestine to Fe in the liver is an indicator of the bile

other studies.excretion efficiency and this was highest for [Fe(5-Me-
2 2 In a biodistribution study [59], dogs under generalEHPG)] and [Fe(5-Cl-EHPG)] (3.9 and 3.5, respective-

2 2 anesthesia had ligation of the common bile duct performedly). Both [Fe(EHPG)] (2.5) and [Fe(5-Br-EHPG)]
by laparotomy followed by cannulation of the common(0.85) gave lower ratios. The fast rate of uptake of [Fe(5-

2 bile duct, along with catheterization of the bladder forBr-EHPG)] , and its slow excretion into the bile, explains
59 2urine collection. [ Fe(EHPG)] was prepared by addingwhy this complex gave rise to the greatest liver enhance-

59 2FeC1 to [Fe(EHPG)] . The dogs were intravenouslyment. 3
21 59 2injected with 0.10 mmol kg [ Fe(EHPG)] and sequen-Tumor studies of rat models with either primary (hepa-

tial collection of blood, bile and urine was performed everytoma) or secondary (metastatic) liver cancer have been
20 min for 6 h. After 6 h, the dogs were sacrificed andreported [63]. Imaging at 0.6 T with a spin–echo pulse

592 residual Fe measurements were made for the individualsequence following administration of [Fe(EHPG)] (0.30
5921 2 21 organs. The results showed that the blood level of Fe wasmmol kg ) or [Fe(HBED)] (0.20 mmol kg ) revealed

low throughout the experiment whereas for the urine therean increase in liver intensity with a corresponding increase
was a sharp peak 10 min post-injection, which thenin liver contrast-to-noise ratio (LC/N, a measure of the
declined rapidly. For the common bile duct, the level ofdifference in intensity between the two regions of measure-
59Fe steadily climbed reaching a peak 150 min post-ment). The LC/N for unenhanced controls was 225.2 (the
injection, and then leveled off for 90 min before starting tonegative sign indicates that the tumor was darker than the

59fall. The total amount of the injected Fe that washealthy parenchyma). After administration of
2 excreted over the 6-h period and collected was 54.29–[Fe(EHPG)] , LC/N changed to 231.7, and with

2 61.45% in the urine and 1.09–1.19% in the bile. The[Fe(HBED] it changed to 228.2. A decrease in the
residual radioactivity was of trace levels for all organs,threshold size for detection of tumors was noted.
except for the liver and kidneys. There was no significant
radioactivity seen in the gallbladder, which was explained

5.3.3. Dog studies by the fact that the bile was continuously drained through-
An anesthetized dog was imaged with an inversion out the experiment through the common bile duct, and not

21recovery pulse sequence at 0.6 T and given 0.2 mmol kg allowed to accumulate.
2[Fe(EHPG)] . Images were then collected over 2 h and

approximately a 70% maximum enhancement in the liver 5.3.4. Rabbit studies
was observed [35]. There was an intense signal seen from A rabbit was anesthetized and the common bile duct was
the newly formed bile in the gallbladder, indicating biliary isolated and cannulated. Bile samples were collected for 15

21 2excretion of the contrast agent. In another study [59], min prior to the injection of 0.2 mmol kg [Fe(EHPG)]
anesthetized dogs were imaged at 0.5 T with both T - and for 4 h thereafter. The bile samples were analyzed by1

weighted spin–echo and inversion–recovery pulse se- measurement of the T value of the bile and by visible1

quences. Animals were given 0.083, 0.167 or 0.267 mmol absorption. After administration of the contrast agent, the
21 2 21kg [Fe(EHPG)] or 0.167 mmol kg [Fe(5-Br- bile turned from green to red (the color of the contrast

2 21 2EHPG)] . At 0.167 mmol kg [Fe(EHPG)] in a spin– agent), with the lowest T value recorded 36 min post-1

echo image, the common bile duct displayed an increase in injection. By visible absorption analysis, only 6% of the
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injected contrast agent was recovered in the bile after 4 h
[35]. The remaining 94% was believed to be cleared
through renal excretion. In a biodistribution study, rabbits
were anesthetized and the bile duct was cannulated with a
polyethylene tube [67]. The rabbits were given 6 mg Fe

21 2 2 22kg of [Fe(EHPG)] , [Fe(5-Cl-EHPG)] , [Fe(DTPA)]
22 59or [Fe(CDTA)] , spiked with FeC1 . Bile was collected3

from the subjects at 30-min intervals for 3 h, and whole
2blood was collected. [Fe(5-Cl-EHPG)] had the highest

rate of binary output, with 34.5% of the injected dose
2recovered in 3 h. Only 3.3% of [Fe(EHPG)] and less than

0.15% of the other complexes was recovered in the same
59time-period. Blood levels of Fe did not coincide with the

biliary excretion rates, but reflected the sum of the
excretion pathways. After 90 min, less than 7% of the
injected dose of each complex remained in the blood. To
simulate the effects of oral administration, the same
complexes were injected directly into the intestines. Again,

2[Fe(5-Cl-EHPG)] had the highest level of biliary output, Fig. 12. Diagram of H TPPS.62followed by [Fe(EHPG)] , than the other complexes.
Urine output of the contrast agents followed the reverse

2 2order: [Fe(CDTA)] (16.6%); [Fe(EHPG)] (9.6%); ters of relaxation theory, assuming that the number of
2[Fe(5-Cl-EHPG) (3.0%). It was found that complexes bound water molecules was two. The values showed that

with the highest levels of biliary or urine output also gave the rotational correlation time was large (a two-fold
59the highest level of Fe in the blood. increase over the value for the aqua ion), and that t thev,

correlation time which leads to magnetic field strength
dependence, was within the same range as that for an

5.3.5. Human studies
iron–protein complex (i.e. a three-fold increase over the

In limited human studies there was ,6% hepatic
aqua ion). These large values contribute to the unusually2clearance of [Fe(HBED)] [46]. The molecular weight 32high r1 values reported for [Fe(TPPS)] (Table 1).

threshold for hepatic clearance varies from species to
Ligands containing three or four catechol rings attached

species and for rats the threshold value is between 300 and
to an alkyl chain by amide linkages have been employed to

350 Da, whereas for humans the value is greater than 600
complex Fe(III) [69] and two complexes of this type have2 2Da. As both [Fe(EHPG)] and [Fe(HBED)] have molec-
been examined as MR contrast agents: the Fe(III) com-

ular weights that lie between these values (412 and 440
plexes of 2,13-dimethyl-3,7,12-tris(2,3-dihydroxy-5-sul-

Da, respectively, for the anions), predictions of human
fonoyl)-3,7,12-triazatetradecane (reported as 2,3-dimethyl-

hepatic clearance based on data obtained on rats may be
3,7,12-tris(2,3-dihydroxy-5-sulfonoyl)-3,7,12-triazatetra-

problematic.
decane; Di-iPr-3,4-LICAM-S) and 1,5,10,14-tetrakis(2,3-
dihydroxy-4-carboxybenzoyl)-1,5,10,14-tetraazadecane (3-
,4,3-LICAM-C); shown in Fig. 13. The Di-iPr-3,4-

6. Other low molecular weight complexes LICAM-S ligand was synthesized [70] from dimethox-
ybenzoyl chloride and the appropriate polyamine with

Other low molecular weight iron complexes that have deprotection of the methoxy groups by BBr . Fuming3

been studied as potential MR contrast agents include the sulfuric acid was employed in sulfonation. The ligand
porphyrin complex Fe(III)–tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)- 3,4,3-LICAM-C was synthesized through similar meth-

32 odology. The reported r1 values of the Fe(III) complexesporphyrin, [Fe(TPPS4)] shown in Fig. 12, for which
of these ligands are shown in Table 1 and the value of 4.0NMRD studies have been reported [68]. The complex is

21 21mM s for the Fe(III) complex of Di-iPr-3,4-LICAM-Sthought to have either one or two water molecules bound
is the largest ever reported for a low molecular weight,directly to the paramagnet. Measurements made at 5, 20
coordinatively saturated, Fe(III) complex in water. Despiteand 358C and pH 2.0 yielded three NMRD profiles that
the structural similarity, the Fe(III) complex of 3,4,3-were similar in shape, with r1 values of 12.5, 11.0 and 9.5

2121 21 LICAM-C is reported to have an r1 value of 1.4 mMmM s , respectively, at 0.01 MHz. As the proton
21s under the same conditions. For the Fe(III) complex ofLarmor frequency was increased, these values held con-

Di-iPr-3,4-LICAM-S, no toxicity in mice was found at 0.5stant to 1 MHz, where they start to drop, all falling to
2121 21 and 1.0 mmol kg , whereas the Fe(III) complex ofaround 5 mM s at frequencies above 50 MHz. A

3,4,3-LICAM-C had 100% toxicity at these concentrations.least-squares fit was performed to fit the variable parame-
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An Fe(II)–EDTA complex, prepared from FeSO and4

Na EDTA at pH 7.2 [76,77], has been examined as an MR4

contrast agent in anaesthetized rabbits. Renal imaging at
0.15 T using saturation recovery and inversion recovery
pulse sequences was performed. The rabbits were given

210.2 mmol kg Fe(II)–EDTA and scanned every 10 min
for up to 2 h. The inversion recovery scans showed a large
decrease in the T value of the renal pelvis at 7 min1

post-injection and a smaller decrease in the T value of the1

renal parenchyma. After 1 h, the T values had all returned1

to near pre-injection values.

7. Protein-bound complexes

Studies of iron-containing proteins by NMRD have beenFig. 13. Catechol-based ligands.
reported [78]. NMRD studies of transferrin were per-
formed at pH 6.4 and 388C and the r1 value was found to

21 21An interesting application for Fe(III)-based contrast be 3.8 mM s at 0.01 MHz and this declined with
 21 21agents has been reported, where the Tiron ligand was increasing frequency to a low value of 2.8 mM s

 21 21employed in an in vitro assay for iron [71]. The Tiron before rising to approximately 3.2 mM s between 10
ligand forms predominantly a bis(ligand) complex with and 100 MHz. Iron-methemoglobin and the closely related
Fe(III) at pH 5–6 and, above pH 7, more or less exclusive- iron-fluoromethemoglobin [78] have been studied. The

ly the tris(ligand) complex. The r1 of the iron–Tiron major difference between these species is the number of
system has been measured as a function of pH and, as water molecules directly bound to the iron center. For
expected, the value decreased on transition from the bis iron-methemoglobin there is one site available for binding
form to the tris(ligand) complex, when the two sites a water molecule but in iron-fluoromethemoglobin this site
available for direct coordination of water molecules to the is occupied by a fluoride ion. NMRD measurements

paramagnet were blocked by a third Tiron ligand. The r1 revealed that iron-methemoglobin had uniformly low r1
21 21 21 21value of Fe(III) tris(Tironate) (3 mM s ) is much values, changing from 0.4 mM s at 0.01 MHz to

21 1higher than values for typical systems where there are no approximately 0.02 mM s at 100 MHz, but iron-
1 21sites available for the direct coordination of water mole- fluoromethemoglobin had an r1 value of S mM s at

cules to the paramagnet (see Table 1). To perform the in 0.01 MHz, which declined from 0.1 MHz and leveled off
21 21vitro assay, the very large thermodynamic stability con- at 1.8 mM s at 10 MHz. The reason for this difference

stant of Fe(III) bis(Tironate) (log b535.9) was taken into between the two systems is thought to be due to differ-
account. It was demonstrated that on mixing an iron- ences in the water residency times. The inner-sphere

containing protein (transferrin) with excess Tiron at pH 5, system undergoes slow exchange of the directly coordi-
the iron is extracted from the protein and quantitatively nated water molecule whereas, when this is replaced by a
forms Fe(III) bis(Tironate). The T value of the resulting fluoride ion, a rapidly-exchanging second-sphere system is1

solution allows the iron concentration of original protein to established. This is also thought to explain the large values
be determined. The Fe(III)–Tiron system at pH 7.5 was of r1 reported for transferrin, where a coordinated hy-

found [69] to have no toxicity 24 h post-administration at a droxide provides a site for second-sphere binding of water.
21dose of 0.5 mmol kg (i.p.) in mice, but at 1.0 mmol The iron content of serum samples from healthy vol-

21kg , no subjects survived. unteers (which is largely due to transferrin in the serum)
It has been proposed that the high r1 value of Fe(III) was measured with a commercial iron determination kit

tris(Tironate) may arise from second-sphere binding of [79] and was then measured for each sample at 60 MHz
water molecules to the oxygen atoms that form the Fe–O– with an inversion recovery pulse sequence. A plot of 1 /T1

R linkages in the complex. Model calculations support against iron concentration gave a linear relationship, with a
21 21experimental binding studies with probe ions that show slope of 0.1456 ml mg Fe s (which we calculated to

21 21that the coordinated oxygen atoms of the catecholate be 8.153 mM s ). An experiment has also been
subunit retain significant Lewis basicity. In rats, Fe(III) performed to determine how the addition of ferric ions to
tris(Tironate) was shown to provide significant and dose- serum affects the relaxation rate [80]. Samples of serum
dependent enhancement of the kidneys in T -weighted were collected from a human subject with throm-1

imaging studies at 1.5 T, and to be excreted in the urine. bocytopenia and various amounts of a stock solution of
Limited toxicity studies suggest an LD of ¯0.2 mmol aqueous Fe(NO ) were added. The longitudinal relaxation50 3 3

21kg i.v. in rats [72–75]. rates of the samples were measured at 0.5 T and, for an
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undoped sample of the serum, the iron-binding capacity of doses, whereas the stomach and fat had a larger contrast
the transferrin, the iron content of the serum, the albumin (48–68%). Both the stomach and bowel had large amounts
concentration and the gamma globulin concentration were of contrast compared to the muscle (292–566%) and
determined. In addition to samples of the serum and compared to the liver (112–211%). One human subject
iron-doped serum, samples were prepared with albumin was also involved in this evaluation [83]. A solution of 1

21concentrations matching that of the serum sample, and mmol l was ingested (500 ml), and the subject was
these were doped with iron in the same manner. This scanned with a SE pulse sequence 10 min post-ingestion.
process was repeated with samples of gamma globulin, Similar results were obtained to those from the animal
again doping them with iron. All the samples were set to studies, with the gastric lumen and gastric wall observable
pH 7.9. The difference in the 1/T values between the post-contrast. In phase II and III clinical trials of ferric1

doped and undoped samples was determined. In all cases ammonium citrate [84], 222 patients were evaluated for
there was a rapid increase in 1/T as the iron was added efficacy and 220 for safety at 12 facilities. The patients1

and then no further change as any additional iron did not were all suspected or known to have a condition or disease
complex with any proteins but instead formed insoluble of the upper abdomen. The contrast agent was given as a
hydroxides. From the change in 1/T that was due to the single dose of 600 ml containing either 1200 mg of ferric1

albumin and gamma globulin, it was deduced that any ammonium citrate or 2400 mg of ferric ammonium citrate.
additional change must be due to the complexation of iron MR imaging with a spin echo sequence began 5–20 min
to transferrin. As the iron-binding capacity of the trans- post-ingestion and both clinical measurements and baseline
ferrin in the serum sample was known, it was possible to laboratory evaluations were made immediately prior to
obtain the relaxivity of transferrin. The value obtained was injection and 24 h post-injection. Clinical measurements

21 212.4 mM s , which is in good agreement with other were also made 1 h after ingestion. Image analysis was
reported values. performed by blinded, independent radiologists to deter-

mine if there were any differences in image quality and
bowel contrast between pre- and post-injection images.

8. Oral contrast agents The vital signs and clinical data showed no significant
trends associated with the contrast agent. There were some

Ferric chloride was examined as an oral agent as early minor reactions to the contrast agent, with 28% of those
as 1981 [81]. An adult, who was first scanned at 0.15 T by receiving the higher dose reporting side-effects compared
inversion recovery, ingested 300 ml of 0.06% aqueous to 15% at the lower dose. In all the classes judged
ferric chloride prior to repeat scanning. The T of the (opacification, signal intensity, signal homogeneity and1

fundis of the stomach fell from 730 ms prior to administra- distention), there were consistent improvements with the
tion to 285 ms after ingestion. This initial study indicated contrast agent, with the 2400-mg dose giving higher scores
that ferric chloride may help distinguish the stomach from than the 1200-mg dose. It was also noted that these levels
the pancreas. of iron are six to 12 times higher than the daily dose, but

21NMRD studies have been performed with ferric am- are below the estimated lethal oral dose of 0.5–5.0 g kg .
monium citrate [82], where a commercially available form In phase III clinical trials conducted in Japan [85], 167
was taken and diluted to give an iron concentration of 11.3 patients with tumors and suspected lesions in the abdomi-

31mM Fe (as the complex is relatively weak, pK 3.6, nal region were studied at 22 facilities. Either 600 or 1200stab

ferric ammonium citrate samples were supplied with a mg of FerriSeltz (20% by weight ferric ammonium citrate)
large excess of ammonium citrate, up to 1000-fold), and dissolved in 300 ml of a grape-flavored carbonated bever-
the pH set with KOH. Over the pH range 4.5–7, ferric age was administered and imaging was performed at four
ammonium citrate showed little change in the NMRD different field strengths (0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 T) with SE

21 21profile. The r1 at 258C was |1.1 mM s at 0.01 MHz, pulse sequences. Patients were imaged prior to administra-
and this held steady to around 8 MHz where it started to tion of the contrast agent and within 20 min post-adminis-

21 21fall, leveling off at approximately 0.7 mM s at about tration. Some patients were injected with scopolamine
10 MHz. Initially, ferric ammonium citrate, in the com- hydrobromide (a parasympathetic blocker) prior to imag-
mercially available form of Geritol (a mixture containing ing. The images were reviewed by a team of radiologists

213.38 mg ml iron, as well as thiamine, riboflavin, who scored the images on a five-point scale based upon
niacinamide, panthenol, pyridoxine, ethanol, methionine stomach and duodenum enhancement and contribution to
and choline bitartate), was evaluated in rats [83]. Doses of diagnostic efficacy. Almost all of the patients were able to

213.0, 1.0, 1.0 and 0.5 mmol l were administered directly drink the entire contrast agent (only four were not). The
into the esophagus over 30 s. The subjects were then results showed that of those subjects receiving 600 mg of
anesthetized and scanned with a series of SE pulse FerriSeltz, 93.7% scored 4 or 5 for enhancement while
sequences at 0.375 T, with imaging starting 5–67 min with 1200 mg FerriSeltz, 100% scored 4 or 5. With the
post-administration. There were very small enhancement parasympathetic blocker, 100% scored 4 or 5, while,
changes between the bowel and fat (1–6% contrast) for all without the parasympathetic blocker, 94.6% scored 4 or 5.
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The results for diagnostic efficacy showed the same trends, increased. Once the optimal emulsion had been deter-
mined, this was administered to five healthy subjects, andwith 86.6% scoring 4 or 5 with 600 mg of FerriSeltz and
they were imaged. The amount of bowel opacification92.5% scoring 4 or 5 with 1200 mg of FerriSeltz. With the
varied slightly, but the quality of organ delineation withparasympathetic blocker, 94.7% scored 4 or 5, and,
the best pulse sequence was found to be high (averagewithout the parasympathetic blocker, 87.2% scored 4 or 5.
score of 4.6). In another series of experiments, food stuffs,Ferric ammonium citrate doped with 6% barium sulfate
known to minimize the intestinal absorption of iron, weresuspension, which allows filling of the bowel to be
added to Fe(III) chloride [90]. The ‘ligands’ used weremonitored by fluoroscopic techniques, has been examined
phytate, tannins, inositol, cellulose, polyethylene glycolas a bowel-enhancing contrast agent [86]. The addition of
and polyvinylpyrrolidone. Solutions were prepared bybarium sulfate was found to lower the r1 value from 0.7 to

21 21 mixing these materials with Fe(III) chloride. No report was0.5 mM s at 0.38 T. Signal intensities were recorded
made of any attempts to determine what complexes, if any,for samples of both doped and undoped ferric ammonium
were formed, or the pH at which these solutions were used.citrate with a series of spin–echo pulse sequences. Very
Relaxivity (r1) measurements were made, and reported forlittle difference between the two samples was found, with
iron–phytate, iron–oxalic acid, iron–tannic acid and iron–the largest change being 6% and the average being 1.8%.
phytate with 1% cellulose. Iron–phytate had the largest r1A clinical comparison was made between ferric ammo-
and, to optimize the agent, the composition that gave thenium citrate, corn oil, and four different concentrations of
shortest T value was determined. At a 1:1.5 ratio ofbarium sulfate [87]. Human subjects were scanned three 1

21 21iron /phytate, the r1 value was 3.04 mM s and thistimes at 1.5 T after having ingested one of the agents.
ratio was used in further studies. The sample viscosity wasImages were scored on a five-point scale for improvement
adjusted to 10 cp with xanthan gum and the osmolality wasof visual enhancement. The areas scored were the stomach,
increased to 270 mosM with propylene glycol. To bufferduodenum, jejunum, ileum, colon, liver, pancreatic head,
the solution, 30 ml of 0.3 M acetic acid was added, and thepancreatic body and tail, retroperitoneum and spleen. For
solution was flavored with saccharin and vanillin. Theall of these areas, ferric ammonium citrate was the worst of
agent was administered to five human subjects (no reportsthose agents evaluated. Another clinical study [88] com-
were made of toxicity measurements in animals), with thepared ferric ammonium citrate, an oil emulsion, carbon

21dioxide, Kaolin-pectin and barium sulfate. The agents were iron concentration varied from 50 to 250 mg l in 50-mg
judged based upon patient tolerance, as well as organ increments and the volume held constant at 900 ml. The
delineation. Human subjects were given each of the agents, subjects were imaged at 0.5 T before and after administra-
with at least one week between different agents. Imaging tion with spin–echo and variable echo pulse sequences.
was done at 1.5 T, with two SE pulse sequences and a fast The contrast agent was ingested over a 40- to 60-min
imaging steady-state precession (FISP). The pancreatic time-range, and the post-injection scans were performed
head, pancreatic body, pancreatic tail, kidney, small bowel immediately. A second study was performed at 1.5 T and

21and colon were scored on a five-point scale. The worst with a concentration of 200 mg ml . It was suggested that
agent was carbon dioxide, very closely followed by ferric at a ratio of 1:1.5 iron /phytate, an oligomer was formed, as
ammonium citrate. The authors opinion was that none of seen for some phosphorylated gadolinium complexes.
the agents are ideal, but the oil emulsion or barium sulfate According to Unger et al. [90], this was the first iron–
were the best options available at that time. Suspensions of oligomer compound reported. Also evaluated as a potential
ferric ammonium citrate in an oil emulsion have been oral contrast agent was ferrous sulfate [83], in the form of
shown to homogeneously enhance the entire small bowel Fer-In-Sol, a commercial source which also contains sugar,
[89]. Emulsions were prepared by mixing 30% v/v ice sorbitol, citric acid, ethanol and sodium bisulfite. Two rats
cream, 20% v/v corn oil and ferric ammonium sulfate, were given 10 mmol directly into the esophagus and
ranging from 0 to 20% v/v, with the remaining volume imaged 9 or 15 min later. Another rat was given the
made up by milk. Similar samples were made using 10 and contrast agent in its water for 10 days prior to scanning.
0% v/v corn oil, with the volume made up by milk. The The rats were anesthetized and scanned with a series of SE
samples were tested for taste by five subjects, and samples pulse sequences at 0.375 T. Rats given the contrast agent
were imaged with two spin–echo pulse sequences and a directly into the esophagus had significant levels of
fast low-angle shot (FLASH) pulse sequence. The optimal contrast between the stomach or bowel and the fat whereas
samples were those with 20% corn oil and 4, 6, 8, 10 or the rat which was passively supplied the contrast agent had
12% ferric ammonium citrate. These samples were each only a very small amount of contrast between the bowel
tested on human subjects who ingested 500 ml over a 2-h and fat. Contrast enhancement between the stomach or
period prior to scanning, employing the same pulse bowel and the muscle was very large for all the rats, as
sequences as those used previously. The results of taste was contrast enhancement between the stomach or bowel
and organ delineation were grade on a five-point scale. and the liver. Ferrous sulfate in an oil emulsion has been
With increasing concentration of ferric ammonium citrate, compared to ferric ammonium citrate in the same medium
the taste diminished slightly but the scores for the images [89]. Solutions contained 1 mM contrast agent, 20% v/v
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corn oil, with the volume made up with water, and these at different binding sites need to be understood. In
solutions were ingested by a human subject who was addition, how binding to HSA affects water residence
imaged post-administration with two spin–echo pulse times in both inner-sphere and second-sphere exchange
sequences and a FLASH sequence. Grading on a five-point processes, and how the access of bulk water to a bound
scale for organ delineation and taste was performed with paramagnet is affected, are poorly understood. Given
both agents scoring poorly on taste. The degree of bowel observations that different diastereomers of certain metal
enhancement was similar, with ferric ammonium citrate complexes interact quite differently with HSA, the answers
scoring slightly higher with an SE pulse sequence (5 vs. 4) to these questions will require considerable effort.
and with FLASH (5 vs. 3). In parallel with maximizing relaxivity, tolerance must

also be maximized. The apparent contradiction, that effec-
tive contrast agents generally require ‘vacant’ sites for
water exchange and yet ‘vacant’ sites typically reduce

9. Concluding remarks
tolerance because they allow binding of biological sub-
strates and potentially facilitate Lewis acid-catalyzed hy-

Despite examination of a structurally diverse range of
drolysis reactions and redox processes, has been mentioned

Fe(III) complexes as MR contrast agents, no Fe(III)
previously. One approach to address this problem is to

complexes have been approved for clinical use in the US.
minimize inner-sphere accessibility and maximize second-

Many challenges remain in this area. Key among these is
sphere accessibility. Unfortunately, the structural parame-

the question of relaxivity. Low molecular weight Gd(III)
ters that govern second-sphere interactions of water with

complexes with r1 values in plasma that lie in the range
metal complexes are not well understood. Another appar-21 2140–50 mM s have been discovered and yet no low
ent contradiction concerns protein binding. Although

molecular weight Fe(III) complexes with r1 values in
strong binding of a contrast agent to HSA that immobilizes

plasma that even approach this range have been found.
the paramagnet–water unit is desirable in terms of relaxivi-

When compared with Gd(III), the Fe(III) ion has a much
ty, such binding will generally increase the half-life of a

shorter electronic relaxation time and, in the case of
metal complex in the body. Broadly speaking, a long

high-spin Fe(III), the electronic spin relaxation time limits
half-life in the body increases the chances of adverse

the relaxation efficiency of the system. The water–proton
events and so decreases tolerance. Fortunately, there are

spin–lattice relaxation rate increases with increasing mag-
exceptions to this broad generalization (e.g. certain Gd(III)

netic field within a certain range of magnetic field
complexes under development as contrast agents for MR

strengths. This situation can be explained in the case of
angiography [13]), but, nonetheless, the rational design of

inner-sphere binding of water by considering at the param-
high tolerance Fe(III) complexes remains elusive.

eters determining the correlation time for the electron–
Other tolerance-related issues may surface as Fe(III)

nucleus coupling [91]:
complexes are developed as potential clinical agents.
Osmolality is a concern for intravenous MR contrast1 /t 5 1/t 1 1/t 1 1/tc rot m e
agents as high doses may induce significant osmotic stress.

where t is the rotational correlation time for the iron Thus, neutral complexes may be preferred over chargedrot

complex, t is the exchange lifetime of the inner-sphere species as the counterions that accompany a charged metalm

water molecule and t is the electronic correlation time. complex add to the osmotic load. In addition, at least withe

For small molecules, t is normally equal to or smaller ferrioxamine derivatives, there is a suggestion that metalrot

than t and thus limits the relaxivity. For high-spin Fe(III) complexes and anesthetics may interact in complicatede
210 212complexes t is in the range of 10 210 s. For ways that induce hypotension. This question, which is thee

macromolecules, the relaxivity increases with increasing subject of some disagreement in the literature, may surface
field strengths and the relevant parameter that determines as potential clinical agents are considered.
the relaxivity is now the electronic relaxation time. The In addition to relaxivity and tolerance, targeting of
corresponding NMRD plots (relaxivity vs. proton Lamor contrast agents is another major challenge. In this article,
frequency) show a maximum between 10 and 50 MHz. In work on liver-specificity has been discussed. Here the
this case, the effective overall correlation time t is question of protein binding becomes even more significant.c

determined by t and the contribution from the rotation of Thus, carrier-mediated hepatocyte uptake requires inter-e

the bulky iron complex becomes less important [92]. In action of a contrast agent with one or more transport
order to maximize relaxivity in plasma, fundamental proteins. However, the ultimate liver enhancement in the
questions need to be addressed. The question of binding to MR image will depend not only on the rate of uptake of
HSA and how this affects not only overall rotational the agent by the hepatocytes but also on the rate at which
correlation times, but also the motion of the paramagnet– the agent is cleared from the hepatocytes into the bile. This
water unit itself, remains largely unaddressed. The struc- second process is also mediated by a transport protein.
tural features that control where metal complexes bind to Thus, the overall pharmacokinetics are controlled by a
HSA and that govern the association constants for binding series of interactions between a metal complex and differ-
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[21] K. Hotta, S. Tamagaki, Y. Suzuki, W. Tagaki, Chem. Lett. 1 (1981)ent proteins. Key issues, such as the structural basis for
789.recognition of a metal complex by a specific transport

[22] S. Tamagaki, K. Suzuki, W. Tagaki, Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn. 62 (1989)
protein, remain largely unaddressed. 148.

In addition to work on intravenous contrast agents, the [23] S. Tamagaki, K. Suzuki, H. Okamoto, W. Tagaki, Tetrahedron Lett.
area of oral contrast agents is discussed in this article. 24 (1983) 4847.

[24] C.M. Krishna, J.E. Liebmann, D. Kaufman, W. DeGraff, S.M. Hahn,From a chemical view point, this area is in its infancy.
T. McMurry, J.B. Mitchell, A. Russo, Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 294Complex mixtures of substances are given, with many of
(1992) 98.

the components having the potential to act as ligands for [25] F.A. Cotton, G. Wilkinson, C.A. Murillo, M. Bochmann (Eds.),
Fe(III), often with no knowledge of the actual species Advanced Inorganic Chemistry, 6th ed, Wiley-Interscience, New
present in the formulation. This, it transpires, is actually York, 1999.

[26] C.H.L. Kennard, Inorg. Chim. Acta 1 (1967) 347.the smaller of several challenges faced in development of
´ ´ ´[27] J.M. Lopez-Alcala, M.C. Puerta-Vizcaino, F. Gonzalez-Vilchez, E.N.such oral contrast agents. The huge changes in pH which

Duesler, R.E. Tapscott, Acta Crystallogr., Sect. C 40 (1984) 939.
are encountered when such a formulation is taken orally [28] J. Oakes, E.G. Smith, J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans. 79 (1983) 543.
suggest that knowledge of chemical structure prior to [29] D.C. Finnen, A.A. Pinkerton, W.R. Dunham, R.H. Sands, M.O.
ingestion may in fact be of little help in understanding the Funk, Inorg. Chem. 30 (1991) 3960.

[30] C.A. Chang, L.C. Francesconi, M.F. Malley, K. Kumar, J.Z.nature of the species actually responsible for contrast
Gougoutas, M.F. Tweedle, D.W. Lee, L.J. Wilson, Inorg. Chem. 32enhancement in human imaging. Without such understand-
(1993) 3501.

ing, the rational development of improved oral agents will [31] D.H. White, R. Rajagopalan, K.-T. Kuan, Y. Lin, R.A. Wallace,
be a formidable task. M.M. Rogic, M.E. Bosworth, M.S. Robbins, W.H. Ralston, M.D.

There remain many opportunities for chemists to make Adams, T.J. Dunn, Invest. Radiol. 25 (1990) S56.
[32] H. Gries, F.-J. Renneke, H.-J. Weinmann, US Patent 5,316,756.significant contributions to this field. Synergistic interac-
[33] P. Rongved, J. Kiaveness, Carbohydr. Res. 214 (1991) 315.tions between coordination chemists, biochemists, radiolo-
[34] D. Fornasiero, J.C. Bellen, R.J. Baker, B.E. Chatterton, Invest.

gists, pharmacologists, and other investigators have the Radiol. 22 (1987) 322.
potential to lead to a greater fundamental understanding of [35] R.B. Lauffer, W.L. Greif, D.D. Stark, A.C. Vincent, S. Saini, V.J.
MR contrast agents and to the development of new agents Wedeen, T.J. Brady, J. Comp. Assist. Tomogr. 9 (1985) 431.

[36] R.T. Dean, Y. Lin, R.W. Weber, D.H. White, US Patent 4826673.for clinical use.
[37] D.D. Dischino, E.J. Delaney, J.E. Emswiler, G.T. Gaughan, J.S.

Prasad, S.K. Srivastava, M.F. Tweedle, Inorg. Chem. 30 (1991)
1265.
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Abstract

The preparation and spectroscopic study of a series of ten heterobimetallic compounds containing Fe and Sn, in which ferrocene-
derived semicarbazones and thiosemicarbazones reacted with organotin acceptors of the RSnCl and R SnCl type, where R5CH , n-Bu3 2 2 3

and Ph, to give the final products is reported. The crystal and molecular structures of the two novel compounds formylferrocenesemicar-
bazonetrichlorophenyltin(IV) and bis(acetylferrocenesemicarbazone)dichlorodiphenyltin(IV) are also described.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Fe–Sn heterobimetallics; Semicarbazone; Thiosemicarbazone; Crystal structures

1. Introduction upon complexation, and this effect can be studied spectros-
copically, and in two cases it was also possible to carry out

Heterobimetallic compounds have become increasingly X-ray structural determinations. Several physical methods
119 119important in recent years in view of their applications in a were also used in the study, namely Sn NMR, Sn

¨variety of fields, such as catalysis and drug design. Much Mossbauer and IR spectroscopy.
work has been produced involving metal–metal bonded
complexes [1–3]. Compounds like many of the precursors
used in this work, particularly thiosemicarbazones and

2. Experimental
organotins, are known for various biological effects [4,5]
and, as such, are of considerable interest in coordination

All the reactions were carried out in Schlenk glassware
chemistry. This article presents a study of the complex-

under N and the solvents were purified by standard2ation and chemical, spectroscopic and structural properties
techniques. The ligands were prepared according to previ-

of complexes formed by the reaction between these two
ously published literature methods [6–8]. An EtOH solu-

kinds of chemicals, in which the ligands are ferrocene-
tion of the appropriate ferrocene-derived aldehyde or

derived semicarbazones and thiosemicarbazones. The re-
ketone (5 mmol) was mixed with an aqueous solution of

sulting complexes are 1:1 or 1:2 organotin:ligand products,
the semicarbazide or thiosemicarbazide (5 mmol); the

and are formed either as adducts (the semicarbazone
semicarbazide was used as the respective hydrochloride.

complexes) or with HCl elimination (those obtained from
One ml of glacial HOAc was added to the thiosemicar-

thiosemicarbazones). The tin atom expands its coordination
bazide-containing mixture, and an equivalent amount of
NaOAc to the semicarbazide solution. In all cases the

*Corresponding author. mixtures were refluxed for 2 h, after which the desired

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00123-0
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products precipitated. The following equations summarise In all the reactions described above the final products
were precipitated by evaporation of the solution to half itsthe preparations:
initial volume, followed by the addition of n-hexane. The
products were dissolved in CHCl :heptane (2:1) and3

reprecipitated after partial evaporation of the solvent
mixture. Thus, we were able to obtain single crystals of
[PhSnCl (HFFS)] and of [Ph SnCl (HAFS) ] suitable for3 2 2 2

X-ray work. Table 1 lists all the pertinent analytical data
for the complexes.

IR spectra were collected from a 283 B Perkin-Elmer
21The ligands were characterised by elemental analysis, IR spectrophotometer in the 4000–200 cm range with CsI

1 119spectroscopy and H NMR, and conformed to previously pellets. Sn NMR spectra were run in CDCl and CD CO3 3
119published literature results [6–8]. Five ligands were thus ¨on an DRX 400 MHz Brucker instrument. Sn Mossbauer

prepared, with yields ranging from 50 to 75%, namely spectra were obtained using a constant acceleration spec-
formylferrocenethiosemicarbazone (HFFT, R,R95H, X5 trometer moving a CaSnO source at room temperature.3
S), formylferrocenesemicarbazone (HFFS, R, R95H, X5 The samples were analysed at 85 K. All spectra were
O), acetylferrocenethiosemicarbazone (HAFT, R5CH ,3 computer-fitted assuming Lorentzian single lines.
R95H, X5S), acetylferrocenesemicarbazone (HAFS, R5 Single crystals of (5) (0.130.l30.2 mm) and (10)
CH , R95H, X5O) and acetylferrocene-4-3 (0.130.l30.2 mm) were grown from a 2:1 CHCl :heptane3
phenylthiosemicarbazone (HAFPT, R5CH , R95Ph, X53 mixture. A crystal of each compound was mounted on a
S). glass fiber and used for intensity data collection on a

Ten new complexes were prepared by the general Siemens P4 diffractometer, with graphite monochromator,
procedure outlined below. When the ligand is a semicar- ˚l (MoKa)50.71073 A. For data collection the unit cell
bazone the resulting complex with the organotin species dimensions and the orientation matrix were obtained from
turns out to be an adduct, whereas thiosemicarbazones a least-squares fit of 38 reflections in the range 48#2u #
yield complexes with elimination of HCl. All reactions 258 for (5) and 29 reflections in the range 11#2u #318 for
were performed in a 1:1 and 2:1 ligand:Sn molar ratio. To (10). The automatic intensity search and indexing method
a ca. 0.40 (or 0.80) mmol solution of the ligand in CH Cl ,2 2 indicated cells belonging to the monoclinic crystal system
0.40 mmol of the appropriate Sn species was added under (5) and to the triclinic crystal system (10), with a P lattice
N , and the mixture was stirred for 1 h. The corresponding2 for both compounds. X-ray intensity data were recorded
equations for the syntheses can be written as: with a scan speed of 45 s per reflection. Every 60 min the

intensity and orientation of three standard reflections were
confirmed, and no intensity decay was observed over the
data collection. From the Bravais lattice and observed
reflections, the space group was chosen to be P2(l) /n for

˚(5): a510.212(1), b59.643(2), c526.166(2) A, a 590,
21

b 592.23(1), g 5908. Z54, m 51.945 mm , F(000)5
231292, FW5654.35, D51.688 Mg m . The number of

reflections collected was 4486. They resulted in 4216
independent reflections (R 50.10), of which 2274 wereint

considered as observed, with F .4s(F ). The index ranges

Table 1
Physical properties and analytical data for complexes 1 to 10

Complex Yield Colour m.p. (8C) Found (%) Calcd. (%)

(%) C H N Sn Fe C H N Sn Fe

(1) [CH SnCl(AFT) ] 60 Red 134–136 42.4 4.0 10.8 14.2 14.3 42.1 4.1 10.9 15.4 14.53 2

(2) [CH SnCl (HAFS)] 51 Yellow 169–170 31.9 3.3 7.8 22.0 10.8 32.0 3.5 8.0 22.6 10.63 3

(3) [CH SnCl (HFFS)] 69 Purple 170 (dec) 31.4 3.1 8.4 22.5 10.1 30.5 3.2 8.2 23.2 10.93 3

(4) [CH SnCl(AFFT) ] 57 Red 141–145 50.3 4.4 8.9 12.7 11.4 50.8 4.3 9.1 12.9 12.23 2

(5) [PhSnCl (HFFS)] 74 Purple 155–158 36.1 3.0 7.3 21.4 9.4 37.7 3.2 7.3 20.7 9.73

(6) [n-BuSnCl(FFT) ] 64 Red 95– 97 41.0 4.4 10.2 14.5 13.4 42.8 4.5 10.7 15.1 14.22

(7) [n-BuSnCl (HAFS)] 81 Purple 161–163 35.3 4.3 7.1 21.6 9.2 36.0 4.3 7.4 20.9 9.83

(8) [n-BuSnCl (HFFS)] 77 Purple 160–164 34.7 3.8 7.6 22.1 10.2 34.7 4.0 7.6 21.5 10.13

(9) [n-BuSnCl(AFFT) ] 70 Red 147–148 52.0 4.5 8.8 12.7 11.4 52.3 4.7 8.7 12.9 12.22

(10) [Ph SnCl (HAFS) ] 86 Yellow 166–167 50.1 3.9 9.5 13.7 12.6 49.9 4.4 9.2 13.0 12.22 2 2
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Table 2were: 0#h#12, 0#k#11, 231#l#30. In the final
21Selected IR absorptions for precursors and complexes (cm )refinement the discrepancy factors were: R50.0769, wR5

Compound n n n n n n0.1505 (for 2274 observed reflections). The largest differ- CO C5N SnO SnS SnN SnCl
23˚ence peak was 1.286 e A and the largest difference hole HFFS 1708 1665

23˚was 20.633 eA . HAFS 1690 1665
HAFT 1665In the case of compound (10), the space group was
HFFT 1580chosen as P(21): a58.191(4), b514.029(6), c5
HAFPT 1588˚18.434(9) A, a 573.37(4), b 587.15(4), g 578.87(1)8. aCH SnCl 384, 3663 321Z52, m 51.516 mm , F(000)5924, FW5914.1, D5 n-BuSnCl 3323

23 aPhSnCl 3631.524 Mg m . The number of reflections collected was 3
aPh SnCl 360, 3562 218194. This resulted in 9097 independent reflections

(1) 1585 410 378 265 (sh)(R 50.04), of which 4858 were considered as observed,int (2) 1655 1638 342 250, 240
with F .6.0 s(F). The index ranges were: 210#h#10 (3) 1655 1622 380 250
17#k#17, 223#l#23. In the final refinement the dis- (4) 1583 390 230

(5) 1657 1635 397 252, 240crepancy factors were: R50.039%, wR50.033% (for 4858
(6) 1585 395 373 235observed reflections). The largest difference peak was 0.47

23 23 (7) 1652 1637 395 250, 240˚ ˚e A and the largest difference hole was 20.60 e A .
(8) 1650 1625 398 250, 240

Lorentz and polarization corrections were made on the (9) 1588 390 383 250, 240
intensity data employing Siemens XSCANS [9]. Due to (10) 1663 1627 440, 414 250, 240
the low linear absorption coefficient of both compounds, a Ref. [12].
no absorption correction was performed on the diffraction
data.

1:2 (Sn:ligand) species which are likely to have theThe structures of both compounds were solved using
thiosemicarbazones as bidentate ligands.direct methods employing the SHELXS-97 program [10] and

Table 2 shows that in all semicarbazone complexes theall non-hydrogen atoms were located by subsequent
CO stretching frequency is significantly lower than in theFourier difference synthesis. For structure refinement the
precursor ligands. This is in accordance with the expectedSHELXL-97 program [11] was employed and the full-matrix

2 2 2 bonding mode in the semicarbazone complexes. nleast-squares method minimized on Sw(F 2F ) , where C5N0 c

consistently tended to go to lower wavenumbers uponw is a weighting scheme, as indicated below. All non-
complexation, except in the cases of complexes (6) andhydrogen atoms were refined using anisotropic thermal
(9), for which no observable variation could be detected.parameters. Hydrogen atom sites were obtained geometri-
In cases reported in the literature in which X-ray structurescally and their displacement parameters were refined
of both free and complexed thiosemicarbazones wereisotropically on a groupwise weighting scheme, w51/

2 2 2 2 2 determined, the C5N bond distances increase upon com-[s (F )1(0.1000P) 10.0000P], where P5(F 12F ) /30 0 c

plexation, in accordance with the observed n variationfor (10). C5N

in our compounds [18]. It is interesting to note that even
complex (10), where no Sn–N bond occurs, as the X-ray

Table 33. Results and discussion
119 ¨Sn Mossbauer data relative to a BaSnO source3

21 21 21Table 2 lists a selected group of characteristic IR Compound d (mm s ) D (mm s ) G (mm s )
119

a¨absorptions and Table 3 shows Sn Mossbauer data for CH SnCl 1.20(1) 1.99(2) 1.10(1)3 3
bour complexes and their precursors. PhSnCl 1.10 1.803

cn-BuSnCl 1.31–1.38 1.83–1.86Complexes (1–10) behave as 6-coordinate Sn species 3

Ph SnCl 1.32(1) 2.85(1) 0.90(2)2 2and can be divided into two classes: semicarbazone
(1) 1.05 (1) 1.94(1) 0.81(2)complexes (2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10) and thiosemicarbazone
(2) 0.91 (1) 2.46(1) 0.78(1)

complexes (1, 4, 6, 9). The first class consists of adducts in (3) 0.91(1) 1.89(1) 0.80(1)
which the organotin precursor added one (2, 3, 5, 7, 8) or (4) 1.01(1) 1.76(1) 0.88(1)

(5) 0.85(1) 1.70(1) 0.84(2)two (10) semicarbazone moieties. In the first of these
(6) 1.08(1) 2.00(1) 0.93(2)groups the ligand behaves as a bidentate N,O-bonded
(7) 1.04(1) 1.82(1) 0.78(1)species as shown by the structure of (5) presented herein,
(8) 1.01(1) 1.81(1) 0.90(1)

as well as in other cases described previously [16,17]. In (9) 1.16(1) 1.89(1) 0.82(1)
complex (10), two ligands bind in a monodentate O–Sn (10) 1.28(1) 3.77(1) 0.76(1)
mode, as is also shown by its crystal structure. The second a Ref. [13].

bclass of complexes (1, 4, 6, 9) was formed with elimina- Ref. [14].
ction of two HCl molecules. All four of these complexes are Ref. [15].
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Table 4structure shows, undergoes considerable electron density
119Solution Sn NMR data for the complexes and their precursorsredistribution and hence presents such a modification in its

21 Compound d (ppm)IR spectrum. The expected CS bands in the 800–700 cm
aregion [19] were not assigned due to the presence of other CH SnCl 213 3
bligand absorptions in the same wavenumber range. The PhSnCl 63
aBuSnCl 263SnCl stretching frequency is always lower in the complex- 3
aPh SnCl 2322 2es than in the free organotin precursor, regardless of the c(1) 2152

type of complex. The increase in the coordination number d(2) 2475
dof tin causes a rehybridization which accounts for a (3) 2405
clowering of the SnCl force constants and hence of the (4) 2154
d(5) 2458corresponding stretching frequencies. The new Sn-ligand
c(6) 2150absorptions are also listed in Table 2, and conform to the d(7) 2302

literature and to previously observed results from our d(8) 2407
claboratory [16,20]. Only in complex (10) could n be (9) 2162SnO
dassigned without ambiguity. The two bands that are clearly (10) 2222

aobserved agree with the low symmetry of the cis form in All chemical shifts relative to (CH ) Sn. Spectra obtained in: (a,c)3 4

which the two semicarbazone ligands bind to tin in this CDCl ; (b) CCl ; (d) CD CO.3 4 3
aRef. [21].complex, as the X-ray structure shows.
b119 Ref. [22].¨Table 3 lists the Sn Mossbauer data. The isomer
c,d This work.shifts of all complexes are lower than those of the

organotin precursors, which is caused by less s orbital
119participation in the overall hybridization scheme of the Table 4 lists the Sn NMR chemical shifts for the ten

expanded coordination of Sn in the complexes. In addition, complexes and their precursors.
119the total electronegativity of the atoms attached to Sn also Table 4 shows that in all the complexes the Sn

plays a significant role in the isomer shift variation. Thus, nucleus is greatly shielded and consequently its NMR
if we look at the complexes derived from CH SnCl (1 to signal is shifted to higher field compared to its organotin3 3

4), those containing Sn–O bonds (2 and 3) have isomer precursor. An increase in the coordination number of Sn as
shift variations (compared with the organotin parent com- well as large numbers of Cl atoms in the first coordination
pound) two times higher than those with Sn–S bonds (1 sphere of Sn tends to shift d upfield [15–17,21,22]. The
and 4). In (1) and (4) the Sn atom is bonded to one CH presence of the Cl atoms might further the possibility of3

group, one Cl, two N and two S atoms. In (2) and (3), Sn (p–d)p bonding in the complexes, which has been linked
119is bonded to one CH group, three Cl, one N and one O to a shielding of the Sn nucleus [22]. Indeed, for each3

atom, respectively. Since there is a more electronegative organotin precursor, our complexes show higher field
set around Sn in (2) and (3), their isomer shifts are lower absorptions when the number of Cl atoms is higher, e.g.
than those of (1) and (4). The same trend applies to (2) and (3) versus (1) and (4), or (7) and (8) versus (6)
complexes (6) to (9), in that those with an Sn–O bond (7 and (9). Complex (10), with two Cl atoms, shows an
and 8) show greater isomer shift changes than their Sn–S intermediate d value, between those with one and three Cl
bonded analogues (6 and 9). Now when one compares atoms, respectively.
PhSnCl with (5), again there is a large increase in the Figs. 1 and 2 show the molecular structures of complex-3

total electronegativity of the atoms around Sn, leading to a es (5) and (10). Table 5 lists a series of selected values of
very low d value for (5). Complex (10) seemingly runs their bond distances and angles.
counter to this trend. However, (10) is the only semicar- Both complexes show a central Sn atom in a distorted
bazone complex with two ligands, and both its d and D octahedral environment. In (5) only one semicarbazone
values are much higher than those of all other complexes. ligand forms a chelate with Sn, while the three Cl atoms

21The high D value (3.77 mm s ) means that a great are in a mer position. In (10) two semicarbazone ligands
perturbation in electron density symmetry took place, are bonded to Sn in a monodentate mode, with two Cl

21compared to Ph SnCl (D52.85 mm s ). The Sn–O atoms in cis and two Ph groups in trans positions.2 2

bond distance in (10), as will presently be seen, is also Curiously the two large ligands occupy two cis sites, and
greater than in (5) or in other semicarbazone Sn complexes this is possible in view of the unencumbered way the
[17]. This means that the Sn–O bonds are weaker in (5), ligands are positioned, as the molecular structure shows.
which contributes to the observed lesser value of d. The two complexes also occur in different geometric

57 ¨Fe Mossbauer experiments were also performed on the conformations, as in other cases described in the literature
complexes, but the parameters d and D showed no [18]. Fig. 1 shows that complex (5) is in the Z form, with
significant variation, since the changes in the structure of the ferrocenyl group and atom N2 on the same side with
the complexes took place far from the first coordination respect to the C(1)–N(1) bond. On the other hand, Fig. 2
sphere of Fe. shows (10) to be an E type isomer, in which the ferrocenyl
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Fig. 1. ZORTEP [4] plot with atom-labeling scheme of the structure of [PhSnCl (HFFS)] (5), displacement ellipsoids at the 30% probability level.3

group and N4 are on opposite sides relative to the C(27)– is essentially planar, with an average RMS deviation of
˚N(5) bond. 0.0082 A, and shows an interplanar angle of 7.93(3)8 with

A first attempt at crystallisation of complex (5) in THF the Sn–N(1)–N(2)–C(2)–O ring. This five-membered ring
˚did not yield good crystals; however, the solvent remained is quite planar (RMS deviation of 0.0879 A) and the sum

˚as a solvate, and the final crystal, grown from CHCl / of its internal angles, 536.1 A, is close to the ideal value of3

heptane, carried a THF molecule in the unit cell. 5408.
˚The coordination of the Sn atom in (5) as a pseudo- The 1.248(12) A C–O bond distance is in accordance

octahedron involves an equatorial plane made up of atoms with previous determinations of Sn–O(C) bonded com-
Cl(1), C(31), O and N(1), practically coplanar (RMS plexes [17].

˚deviation of 0.0208 A). The Sn atom is off from the centre The C, N, O atoms which form the semicarbazone
˚of this plane by 0.068(4) A. ligand chain are not coplanar, which can be seen by the

The bond lengths involving the Sn atom are: Sn–O5 torsion angle between the C(1)–N(1) and C(2)–N(3) atom
˚ ˚2.134(7) A, Sn–Cl(1)52.408(3) A, Sn–Cl(2)52.497(3) pairs, 19(3)8. Likewise, the cp fragment and the C, N, O

˚ ˚ ˚A, Sn–Cl(3)52.424(3) A, Sn–N(1)52.262(8) A. These atoms of the semicarbazone chain are not coplanar, with a
values are in good agreement with other Sn complexes torsion angle of 17(1)8 between the C(25)–C(21) and
[17]. The Cl(2)–Sn–Cl(3) angle of 164.84(11)8 deviates N(l)–N(2) atom pairs.
considerably from the ideal angle of 1808. The phenyl ring The C(2)–N(2)–N(1) angle of 114.9(8)8 shows that

Fig. 2. ZORTEP [4] plot with atom-labeling scheme of the structure of [Ph SnCl (HAFS) ] (10), displacement ellipsoids at the 30% probability level.2 2 2
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Table 5
˚Selected values of distances (A) and angles (8) for complexes (5) and (10)

[PhSnCI (HFFS)], complex (5) [Ph SnCl (HAFS) ], complex (10)3 2 2 2

Bond lengths
Sn–C(31) 2.133(10) Sn–C1(1) 2.523(2)
Sn–O 2.134(7) Sn–O(1) 2.305(4)
Sn–N(1) 2.262(8) Sn–C(1) 2.137(6)
Sn–Cl(1) 2.408(3) O(1)–C(13) 1.275(6)
Sn–Cl(2) 2.497(3) N(3)–C(13) 1.324(7)
Sn–C1(3) 2.424(3) N(1)–C(13) 1.350(7)
O–C(2) 1.248(12) N(6)–C(26) 1.318(7)
C(1)–N(1) 1.284(11) N(4)–C(26) 1.341(8)
C(2)–N(2) 1.291(12) Sn–Cl(2) 2.508(2)
C(2)–N(3) 1.383(13) Sn–O(2) 2.346(3)
N(1)–N(2) 1.388(11) Sn–C(7) 2.153(6)
C(1)–C(21) 1.454(14) O(2)–C(26) 1.275(6)

N(1)–N(2) 1.400(6)
N(2)–C(14) 1.288(8)
N(4)–N(5) 1.386(6)
N(5)–C(27) 1.289(8)

Bond angles
C(31)–Sn–O 92.0(3) Cl(1)–Sn–Cl(2) 93.3(1)
C(31)–Sn–N(1) 163.6(4) Cl(2)–Sn–O(1) 175.9(1)
O–Sn–N(1) 72.2(3) Cl(2)–Sn–O(2) 89.0(1)
C(31)–Sn–Cl(1) 105.5(3) Cl(1)–Sn–C(1) 94.9(1)
O–Sn–Cl(1) 162.3(2) O(1)–Sn–C(1) 84.0(2)
N(1)–Sn–Cl(1) 90.2(2) Cl(1)–Sn–C(7) 93.9(1)
C(31)–Sn–Cl(3) 99.7(3) O(1)–Sn–C(7) 85.4(2)
O–Sn–C1(3) 88.8(2) C(1)–Sn–C(7) 166.3(2)
N(1)–Sn–Cl(3) 84.6(2) Sn–O(2)–C(26) 132.7(4)
Cl(1)–Sn–Cl(3) 91.30(11) N(1)–N(2)–C(14) 116.2(5)
C(31)–Sn–Cl(2) 94.8(3) N(4)–N(5)–C(27) 116.4(4)
O–Sn–Cl(2) 86.4(2) O(1)–C(13)–N(1) 120.0(5)
N(1)–Sn–Cl(2) 80.3(2) O(2)–C(26)–N(4) 120.9(5)
CI(1)–Sn–Cl(2) 89.00(11) Cl(1)–Sn–O(1) 90.7(1)
C(2)–O–Sn 118.2(7) C1(1)–Sn–O(2) 176.6(1)
N(1)–C(1)–C(21) 129.3(11) O(1)–Sn–O(2) 87.0(1)
O–C(2)–N(3) 123.0(11) Cl(2)–Sn–C(1) 96.5(2)
O–C(2)–N(2) 119.0(11) O(2)–Sn–C(1) 82.4(1)
C(2)–N(2)–N(1) 114.9(8) O(2)–Sn–C(7) 88.5(2)
C(1)–N(1)–N(2) 119.3(9) Sn–O(1)–C(13) 131.8(4)
C(1)–N(1)–Sn 128.9(7) N(2)–N(1)–C(13) 118.8(4)
N(2)–N(1)–Sn 111.8(6) N(5)–N(4)–C(26) 119.8(4)
C1(2)–Sn–Cl(3) 118.2(7) N(3)–C(13)–N(1) 118.8(4)

N(2)–C(14)–C(16) 115.1(5)
N(6)–C(26)–N(4) 118.4(5)

2N(2) assumes some sp character as a result of the The C(1)–Sn–C(7) angle of 166.3(2)8 shows a consid-
complexation of the carbonyl group to the Sn atom. erable deviation from the ideal angle of 1808. The phenyl

In (10) the Sn atom also occupies the centre of a rings show an interplanar angle of 82.0(2)8, and their
pseudo-octahedron, with an almost perfect coplanarity of planarity is shown by their average RMS deviations of

˚ ˚the Cl(1), Cl(2), O(2) and O(1) atoms that make up the 0.0054 A [C(1) to C(6) ring] and 0.0034 A [C(7) to C(12)
˚equatorial plane (RMS deviation of 0.0356 A). The Sn ring], respectively.

˚atom is only 0.015(1) A away from this plane. The O(1)–C(13) and O(2)–C(26) bond lengths are the
˚As in (5), the bond lengths involving the Sn atom are in same (1.275 A), within the range expected for Sn–O(C)

˚agreement with previous results: Sn–O(1)52.305(4) A, systems. This value is, however, higher than the corre-
˚ ˚Sn–O(2)52.346(3) A, Sn–Cl(1)52.523 (2) A, Sn– sponding O–C(2) distance in complex (5). In the latter, the

2˚ ˚Cl(2)52.508(2) A, Sn–C(1)52.137(6) A, Sn–C(7)5 Sn–O–C(2) angle is 118.2(7)8, very close to the ideal sp
˚2.153(6) A. angle of 1208. In complex (10) the corresponding angles
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Abstract

The synthesis and characterization of cis-[MoO (L) (solv)] [L5salicylidene salicyloyl hydrazine and solvent5H O/MeOH) is2 2

described. The tridentate Schiff base ligand was obtained by the condensation of salicylaldehyde and salicylic acid hydrazide in 1:1 ratio.
The dioxomolybdenum complex was isolated from 1:1 reaction mixture containing the Schiff base ligand and MoO (acac) . The orange2 2

1colored, non-electrolytic and diamagnetic compound was characterized by elemental analyses, spectroscopic techniques (IR, H NMR and
UV-Vis), and cyclic voltammetry. The molecular structure was determined using crystals obtained from methanol, confirmed the formula
cis-MoO (L)(CH OH) with triclinic P-1 space group. The Mo is coordinated by two cis terminal Os, ONO from the ligand and O of2 3

methanol. The oxo-transfer reaction from cis-[MoO (L)(solv)] to PPh , is reported.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 3

Keywords: Molybdenum oxotransferase; Dioxo molybdenum complex; Synthesis

1. Introduction have been prominently featured in the oxo-transfer chemis-
try and demonstrated to act as oxidation catalysts.

The mechanism of molybdenum oxotransferase has been The present paper investigates the synthesis, spectral
extensively investigated for over two decades; and this is and structural characterization of cis-dioxo molybdenum
amply supplemented by synthesis, characterization and complex of a tridentate salicylidene salicyloyl hydrazine
reactivity studies of numerous molybdenum dioxo com- Schiff base ligand (L). The oxo-transfer reaction from
plexes in the different Schiff base environments published cis-[MoO (L)(solv)] to PPh is also reported. Although2 3

by several groups including the present authors [1–5]. some cis-dioxo molybdenum(VI) complexes with aroyl
Some of these dioxomolybdenum complexes have been hydrazones have been synthesized and characterized previ-
shown to possess oxygen atom transfer properties as they ously [17–20], their structural determination and oxidation
were found to oxidize thiols, hydrazine, polyketones and catalysis have not been reported.
tertiary phosphines. Of all the substrates, triphenylphos-
phine (PPh ) is most often chosen as model substrate for3

exploring oxo-transfer ability of these complexes. 2. Experimental
Molybdenum complexes of dithiocarbamates [6–8]; steari-
cally bulky tridentates 2,6-bis(2,2-diphenyl-2-sul- 2.1. Materials
fidoethyl)pyridine(2-), L-NS [7–12]; and tridentate Schiff2

bases such as sap (2-salicylideneamino phenolate(2-)) and Ammonium molybdate, acetylacetone and salicylal-
ssp (2-salicylideneamino benzenethiolate (2-)) [13–16] dehyde were procured from BDH (UK). Salicylic acid

hydrazide was obtained from Sisco Chem. Lab., Mumbai
(India). HPLC grade acetone, methanol and N,N-dimethyl-
formamide were used. cis-[MoO (acac) ] was prepared*Corresponding author. 2 2

E-mail address: apcneeri@nagpur.dot.net.in (N.N. Rao) and purified as described previously [21]. Tetrabutyl

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00139-4
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Table 1ammonium hexaflurophosphate (TBAH; Aldrich (USA))
Crystallographic data for cis-MoO (L)(CH OH)2 3was used as supporting electrolyte for electrochemical
Chemical formula C H N O Momeasurements. 15 13 2 6

Formula weight 413.18
Space group Triclinic, P-1

˚a (A) 7.812(2)2.2. Physical measurements
˚b (A) 10.258(3)
˚c (A) 10.372(3)21Infrared spectra (4000–400 cm ) were recorded as a (8) 80.95(3)

KBr discs with a FTS 40 BioRad FT-IR spectrophotome- b (8) 79.75(3)
g (8) 78.15(3)ter. Raman spectra were recorded using neat powder

3˚V (A ) 794.2(4)compounds and FTS-40 BioRad FT-Raman accessory
Z 2attached to near-IR optics (laser power, 0.826 W and
T (K) 295

23current, 7.6 A). Electronic spectra were recorded on a r (g cm ) 1.598calc1 21Shimadzu UV 3101 PC spectrophotometer. H NMR m (mm ) 0.848
F(000) 380spectra were recorded on a JEOL FX100 FT-NMR instru-

˚Mo Ka, l(A) 0.7107ment using TMS as reference and DMSO-d as the6
31 Color of crystals Orangesolvent. P NMR spectra were measured at 40.27 MHz

Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.3230.2430.18
with the use of a JEOL FX100-NMR instrument and Scan mode v /2u
chemical shifts were referenced to 85% H PO as external Measured/observed reflections I.2s(I) 2791, 24883 4

Final R1, wR2 (obs. reflections) 0.064, 0.174standard. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were made
Final R1, wR2 (all data) 0.069, 0.178using a BAS CV-27 C2 cell assembly and BAS X-Y
Reflections used 2791recorder. Platinum working electrode, Pt wire counter
No. of parameters refined 222 (total)

2electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode immersed in Goodness of fit on F 1.025
23DMF solvent containing complex (1.0310 M) and (D /s) 0.069max

supporting electrolyte (TBAH) comprised the cell assem-
bly. Electrochemical measurements were carried out under
nitrogen. Microanalyses (C, H, N) of the ligand and
complex were carried out on a Carlo-Erba 1106 elemental 2.5. Preparation of cis-MoO (L)(solv)2analyzer. Solution electrical conductivity was measured at
298 K using a Digisun Electronics conductivity meter. A mixture of cis-MoO (acac) and the L Schiff base2 2

ligand (1:1) in 10 ml of acetone was refluxed for 6 h. It
was then poured into excess of distilled water (|250 ml)2.3. Collection and reduction of X-ray data
and the walls of the container were gently scratched using
a glass rod. An orange precipitate was quickly obtained.The single crystal X-ray data was collected on a Enraf-
This was filtered, washed with distilled water /acetoneNonius CAD-4 Diffractometer (u 5258). The detailsmax (9:1, v /v) mixture and then dried in vacuo (yield, 75%).regarding experimental conditions, data collection and

refinement are summarized in Table 1. The least-squares
refinement of unit cell parameters and data collection were

2.6. Oxidation experimentscarried out using the program CAD4-PC [22]; the mea-
sured intensities were reduced and corrected for Lp factors

To a hot DMF solution (10 ml) of the complex (0.1 g,using the NRCVAX package [23]. The structure was
242.617310 mol) taken into a glass reactor fitted with asolved using SHELX-86 [24] by heavy-atom method and

condenser, thermometer and sampling port; a hot DMFrefined using SHELX-93 [25] by full-matrix least-squares
24solution of PPh (0.068 g, 2.617310 mol or 2–8 times3procedures. The positions of H-atoms were mostly ob-

excess) was added. Temperature was maintained betweentained in the difference Fourier map, the remaining H-
50 and 708C, while the contents were magnetically stirredatoms were computed using stereochemical criterion.
at 1 atm. O . The color of the reaction mixture changed to2

greenish-yellow from the original orange-yellow color
2.4. Preparation of salicylidene salicyloyl hydrazine (L) within 30 min of heating. The reaction was continued for a

period of 6 h while the samples for analysis were collected
Hot ethanol solutions of salicylaldehyde and salicylic at chosen intervals of time. The reaction progress was

31acid hydrazide (1:1, v /v) were stirred until a yellow followed using TLC, P-NMR and FT-IR. Finally, the
precipitate was formed. The reaction mixture was refluxed phosphine oxide was isolated quantitatively from the ether
for 30 min to ensure completion of the reaction. The extract of the residue remained after removing DMF under
precipitate was then filtered, washed with ethanol and then vacuum. Some experiments were conducted with and
dried in vacuo (yield, 85%). without catalyst, water or oxygen.
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Table 23. Results and discussion
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for cis-MoO (L)(CH OH)2 3

Mo(1)–O(4) 1.692(4) O(4)–Mo(1)–O(3) 106.4(2)The reaction of MoO (acac) with L ligand in acetone2 2
Mo(1)–O(3) 1.705(5) O(4)–Mo(1)–O(2) 104.6(2)followed by precipitation from water affords the orange
Mo(1)–O(2) 1.927(4) O(3)–Mo(1)–O(2) 100.9(2)product, cis-MoO (L) (H O) according to the reaction2 2 Mo(1)–O(1) 2.016(4) O(4)–Mo(1)–O(1) 95.6(2)

(Eq. 1). We have attempted to grow diffraction quality Mo(1)–N(2) 2.234(4) O(3)–Mo(1)–O(1) 96.5(2)
crystals from various solvents; however, good quality Mo(1)–O(5) 2.349(4) O(2)–Mo(1)–O(1) 148.2(2)

O(2)–C(10) 1.354(7) O(4)–Mo(1)–N(2) 157.6(2)crystals were finally obtained from methanol solvent.
N(2)–C(8) 1.294(7) O(3)–Mo(1)–N(2) 93.7(2)Subsequently, crystal structure determination was made
N(2)–N(1) 1.385(6) O(2)–Mo(1)–N(2) 80.5(2)over these crystals.
O(6)–C(6) 1.371(7) O(1)–Mo(1)–N(2) 72.0(2)
N(1)–C(7) 1.308(7) O(4)–Mo(1)–O(5) 82.0(2)
C(7)–O(1) 1.312(6) O(3)–Mo(1)–O(5) 171.3(2)
C(7)–C(5) 1.469(7) O(2)–Mo(1)–O(5) 78.8(2)
C(8)–C(9) 1.412(8) O(1)–Mo(1)–O(5) 80.1(2)
O(5)–C(15) 1.420(8) N(2)–Mo(1)–O(5) 77.6(2)

C(10)–O(2)–Mo(1) 133.2(4)
C(8)–N(2)–N(1) 116.4(5)
C(8)–N(2)–Mo(1) 128.5(4)
N(1)–N(2)–Mo(1) 115.1(3)
C(7)–N(1)–N(2) 110.5(4)
N(1)–C(7)–O(1) 122.5(5)
N(1)–C(7)–C(5) 118.3(5)
O(1)–C(7)–C(5) 119.2(5)
O(6)–C(6)–C(1) 117.7(5)
O(6)–C(6)–C(5) 122.4(5)
N(2)–C(8)–C(9) 123.2(5)
O(2)–C(10)–C(11) 118.7(6)(1)
O(2)–C(10)–C(9) 121.8(5)
C(10)–C(9)–C(8) 123.4(5)

The perspective view (ORTEP [28]) of the molecule is C(8)–C(9)–C(14) 118.3(6)
C(7)–O(1)–Mo(1) 119.9(3)shown in Fig. 1. Selected bond distances and angles are
C(15)–O(5)–Mo(1) 122.2(4)presented in Table 2. The coordination geometry around

Mo ion is highly distorted octahedral. The Schiff base
ligand coordinates through two O atoms and the central N
atom to the MoO moiety, the sixth weaker coordination high degree of planarity from the equatorial base, the metal2

˚comes from the OH group of a solvent molecule, metha- ion is displaced by approx. 0.33 A towards the axial atom
nol. The atoms O(1), N(2), O(2) and O(4) which show a O(3) from this plane and the O(5) is trans-axial to O(3).

Fig. 1. ORTEP view of a molecule of cis-MoO (L)(CH OH).2 3
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The Mo–O(3) and Mo–O(4) bonds of MoO group are compound is soluble in DMF, DMSO, CH CN, CH OH2 3 3
˚ and CH Cl to give orange-yellow solutions having noalmost equal (average 1.698(4) A). The Mo=O bond 2 2

appreciable electrolytic conductance.lengths are within previously reported ranges [29,30]. The
IR bands pertinent to the Schiff base L and complex areMo–N(2) and more so the Mo–O(5) bonds are the longest

presented in Table 3. The ligand showed stretching bandsin the coordination polyhedron (Table 2). The longest
attributed to C=O, C=N, C–OH and NH at 1661, 1637,bond from the methanol coordination indicates the labile

211157, and 1231, and 3290 cm , respectively. In addition,site available for substitutions. The angular distortion in
21a strong band found at 1618 cm is attributed to .C=N–the octahedral environment around Mo comes from the

N=C,group. This IR evidence has been registered earlierbites taken by the Schiff base ligand, angles N(2)–Mo(1)–
for the similar class of ligands that behave as tridentateO(2) and N(2)–Mo(1)–O(1) are 80.5(2) and 72.0(2)8,
dibasic ligands upon enolization [26]. The metal complexrespectively. For the same reason the trans angles O(1)–

21showed two prominent bands at 939 and 911 cmMo(1)–O(2) and N(2)–Mo(1)–O(4) are significantly re-
attributed to cis-dioxomolybdenum (MoO ) group. Theduced from the ideal value of 1808, the trans-axial angle 2

bands due to v and v were absent in the complex, butO(3)–Mo(1)–O(5) is 171.3(2)8. c=o NH
21a new C–O stretch appeared at 1269 cm . This suggestsThe Schiff base ligand is planar, the two phenyl rings

occurrence of keto-imine tautomerization of the ligandmake an angle of about 68 with each other. The slight
during complexation. The .C=N–N=C, framework seennon-planarity comes from C–N linkages that have torsion

21 21at 1618 cm in the ligand shifted to 1602 cm uponangles deviating from 1808. The metal ion, as mentioned
coordination to Mo atom. Similarly, the n appeared atearlier, is significantly displaced from the plane of the C=N

211623 cm in the complex. A band has also appeared inligand. Therefore, the six member and the five member
21the range 3272–3361 cm that may be attributed tochelate rings formed are in half-boat (or half-chair) and

coordinated water. Out of the two n bands observed atenvelope conformation respectively, with their flap atom as C–OH
21˚ 1157 and 1231 cm in the ligand, the latter showed shiftMo(1) displaced by 0.3 A towards O(3). The rotation of

21to 1246 cm while the former remained unchanged. Thisthe aromatic ring (C1–C6) about C(5)–C(7) is probably
indicates that out of the two ring-bound hydroxyls onerestricted because of the strong intramolecular interaction

˚ underwent deprotonation and coordinated to metal center.O6–H . . . N1(O6 . . . N152.564(7) A, H . . . N151.7(1)
˚ The above IR assignments appear to be correct in the lightA, O6–H . . . N15157(8)8) thus extending the conjugation

of bond distance data given in Table 2. The three newof p electrons throughout the ligand molecule.
21peaks found at 818, 718 and 685 cm may be attributed

21to Mo–O linkages in the complex. The peak at 685 cm
is attributed to Mo–O linkage formed through methanol3.1. Spectral characterization
coordination. This assignment is reflected in the relative
differences in bond distances of Mo–O(1), Mo–O(2) andThe C, H, N and spectral data presented in Table 3

21confirm the assigned composition of the complex. The Mo–O(5). The single n found at 1623 cm in theC=N

Table 3
Microanalytical and spectral data for L and MoO (L)(H O)2 2

21 1Ligand/complex UV-Vis C,H,N IR/Raman (cm ) H NMR (d, ppm)
21 21Solvent l(e, M cm ) C H N

C H N O (L), CH OH 265 65.62 4.68 10.93 n 1669 6.96–7.60 (m, 8H, ArH)14 12 2 3 3 C5O

FW5256 305 (65.44) (4.41) (10.80) n 1637 7.87–7.94 (d, 1H, –NH)C5N

n 1231, 1157 8.69 (s, 1H, –CHO)C–OH

n 3290 11.22 (s, 1H, –OH)N–H

11.93 (s, 1H, –OH)
MoO (L)(H O), CH OH 398(2398) 42.00 3.00 7.00 IR data 6.96–7.60 (m, 8H, ArH)2 2 3 ]]
C H N O Mo, 307(6970) (41.72) (2.71) (6.69) n 939 (m) 7.87–7.94 (–NH, absent)14 12 2 6 O=Mo=O(sym)

FW5400 263(6350) n 911 (s) 9.11 (s, 1 H, –CHO)O=Mo=O(asy)

CH Cl 410(2128) n Absent 11.39 (s, 1H, –OH)2 2 C=O

310(3250) n 1602 (s).C=N–N=C,(asy)

264(3250) n 1602 (s).C=N–N=C,(sym)

CH CN 400(4050) n 1157,12463 C–OH

DMF 398(3348) n AbsentN–H

Py 404(4700) n 3272–3361H–OH

Raman data
]]]
n 1596 (m).C=N–N=C,(asy)

n 1529 (s).C=N–N=C,(asy)

n 939 (s)O=Mo=O(sym)

n 911 (w)O=Mo=O(asy)
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complex may be due to comparable C(8)–N(2) and C(7)– indicated through the longest Mo–O(5) bond from metha-
N(1) bond distances. This also supports keto-imine nol coordination to Mo. Indeed the UV-Vis spectra for the
tautomerism and ascertains p conjugation in .C=N– complex in different solvents (Table 3) displayed certain
N=C,. The difference in n of C(10)–O(2) and C(7)– solvent dependence. The availability of such a labile siteC–O

O(1) is reflected in slightly weaker coordination of O(1) to imparts catalytic properties to the molecule. Subsequently
Mo in comparison with that of O(2). Raman spectrum of we undertook studies on the oxidation of triphenyl phos-

21 VIthe complex exhibited peaks at 1596(m) and 1529 (s) cm phine using Mo O (L) (solv) and preliminary results are2

corresponding to symmetric and asymmetric stretchings of reported in the Section 3.2.
.C=N–N=C,framework. Only two weak peaks at 939

21and 898 cm appeared in the metal-oxo region of Raman 3.2. Oxidation of triphenylphosphine
spectrum.

1The H NMR spectra of the ligand (see Table 3) The oxidation of PPh is assumed to involve oxygen3
displayed a split peak at 7.87 and 7.94 ppm attributed to atom transfer from the dioxomolybdenum complex as in
–NH proton. This is distinctly absent in the spectra of the Eq. (2).
complex. This ascertains the keto-imine tautomerism to

VI IVhave occurred during complexation. Two peaks observed Mo O (L)(solv) 1 PPh → Mo (O)(L)(Solv) 1 PPh O2 3 31at 11.22 and 11.93 ppm in H NMR spectra for the ligand
(2)

were attributed to ring bound hydroxyls. However, upon
chelation to MoO moiety, only one peak at 11.39 ppm Such reactions were frequently monitored spectrophotome-2

was observed; once again confirming deprotonation and terically [1,7] in terms of decrease in the absorption
coordination of one of the ring bound hydroxyls. Further- maximum due to dioxo complex and increase in the
more, a singlet at 8.69 ppm observed in the spectra for the absorption maximum due to mono-oxo complex. In the
ligand showed down field shift by 0.4 ppm to appear at present study, although a very slow decrease in the
9.11 ppm upon complexation. This is attributed to proton absorption at 400 nm due to MoO was registered over a2

on the azomethine carbon. The range of chemical shifts reaction period of 5–6 h, no new features attributable to
IVobserved for aromatic protons did not show any appreci- Mo (O) complex were observed. But, the formation of

able change upon complexation. PPh O was ascertained by identifying its characteristic3
21The electronic spectra (Table 3) for the complex re- peak at 1180 cm in the IR spectrum.

corded in DMF, CH CN, Py, CH OH and CH Cl dis- Subsequently, the time course variation of concentration3 3 2 2
31played absorption maxima in the range 390–410; 307–310 of PPh and PPh O is monitored using P NMR. A stack3 3

31and 260–264 nm. The latter two maxima were observed in of P NMR spectra for the case of complex to PPh mol3

CH OH and CH Cl only. The bands at 260–264 and ratio of 1:7.7 is shown in Fig. 2. The PPh in the unreacted3 2 2 3

307–310 nm can be attributed to internal ligand transi- samples showed a peak at 24.7 ppm. For the case of
31tions. The absorption maxima at 398–410 nm could be complex: PPh mol ratio of 1:1, the P NMR spectra3

assigned to ligand-to-metal Mo(dp)← O(p) charge transfer showed only one peak at 126.16 ppm attributed to PPh O,3

(LMCT) transition. This is in the range usually observed after 4-h reaction period. A peak at 24.7 ppm due to PPh3

for MoO complexes [2–5]. The LMCT transition showed in the 0 h samples is completely absent indicating quantita-2

a slight dependence on the solvent coordination power. tive conversion of PPh into PPh O under stoichiometric3 3

This appears about 10 nm more in the visible region in the reaction conditions. As shown in Fig. 2, the signal at
solvents of low coordination power. 125.73 ppm due to Ph PO increases and PPh signal3 3

The complex showed only one reduction peak at decreases in intensity as the reaction proceeds under
20.965 V in the cyclic voltammogram recorded in the complex to PPh ratio of 1:7.7. Based on the peak heights3

potential range 11.3 to21.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The ligand is of PPh at the end of 6-h reaction period, a conversion3

electrochemically inactive under the same conditions. efficiency of 86% could be estimated. The concentration of
Although increase in the scan rate resulted in the shift of PPh O is roughly three times higher than the remaining3

the reduction potential towards more negative, we ob- PPh . Phosphine oxide formed with a turn over number of3

served no sign of its reversibility even at the highest scan 6.6 with respect to complex at the end of 6-h reaction
21rate (i.e. .200 mV s ). Such irreversible reduction is period. We could infer from the above studies that oxida-

typical of all MoO compounds and this response is tion of PPh using the cis-MoO (L)(solv) is catalytic. The2 3 2
VIattributed to one-electron transfer comprising the Mo and uncatalysed oxidation of PPh is slow. In this case, only3

VMo oxidation states [2–5,27]. ,5% conversion was observed during the 6-h reaction
In view of the microanalyses data, evidence from period.

spectral measurements and finally from X-ray structure The reaction mixture turned predominantly green if the
31determination confirms that salicylidene salicyloyl hy- reaction is conducted in the absence of oxygen. The P

drazine undergoes keto-imine tautomerization and behaves NMR spectra for the dark green solutions displayed
as a tridentate dibasic ligand. A labile coordination site is considerably reduced PPh O peak intensity, while that of3
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31Fig. 2. Stack plots of P NMR spectra showing the conversion of PPh to Ph PO in a system containing complex and PPh in 1:7.7 ratio in DMF.3 3 3
24 23Reaction time corresponding to each spectrum is denoted alongside. Concentration of the complex is 2.617310 mol dm .

IV VIPPh increased. Passing O into the green solutions that (L)Mo (O) 1 (L)Mo (O) → (L)(O)Mo–O–Mo(O)(L)3 2 2

turned yellow could reverse the situation. Similar color (without O ) (6)2dependent changes were observed in the peak heights of
According to Eq. (3) and as per the observed quantitativePh PO and PPh in the IR spectra. We examined the3 3

conversion of PPh into PPh O under stoichiometricMo=O stretching region also for compatible changes. The 3 3
IVconditions, the Mo byproduct should be (L)Mo (O). Itgreen solutions showed two strong peaks at 956 and 802

IV21 appears that (L)Mo (O) complex quickly reacts with Ocm due to Mo(O)–O–Mo(O), while yellow solutions 2
VI21 and regenerates (L)Mo (O) complex (Eq. (4)). This mayshowed two peaks at 936 and 906 cm due to cis-MoO 22

IVmoiety. A scheme of reactions (Eqs. (3–6)) has been be the reason why (L)Mo (O) could not be identified
proposed based on the identification of oxidation product spectrophotometrically in the present investigation. How-
and the above-referred qualitative spectral changes. ever, in the absence of oxygen, Ph PO itself acts as3

oxygen donor leading to the intensity changes reported
VI IV above (Eq. (5)). Moreover, formation of m-oxo dimer,(L)Mo (O) 1 PPh → OPPh 1 (L)Mo (O)2 3 3

Mo O (L) (solv) , as identified by the Mo(O)–O–Mo(O)2 3 2 2(L 5 salicylidene salicyloyl hydrazine) (3) group in the IR spectra of green solutions appears possible
in the absence of O (Eq. (6)). Air oxidation of tertiary2

VIIV VI phosphines in the presence of Mo (O) catalysts is known2(L)Mo (O) 1 O → 2(L)Mo (O) (fast) (4) 22 2

to proceed through (L) Mo (O) complex formation [13–2 2 3

16].IV VI(L)Mo (O) 1 OPPh → (L)Mo (O) 1 PPh3 2 3 Thus, catalytic oxidation of PPh into Ph PO by O-atom3 3

(without O ) (5) transfer from the complex, MoO (L)(solv), occurs. Unlike2 2
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Abstract

Single crystals of anhydrous strontium oxalate have been prepared by hydrothermal synthesis in the presence of divalent transition
metal ions. Strontium is eight coordinate with approximate square antiprismatic geometry. The SrO polyhedra form a 3-dimensional8

network by sharing edges and vertices. This structure is compared to that of the strontium oxalate hydrates and related calcium minerals
weddelite Ca(C O )(H O) and whewellite Ca(C O )(H O).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 4 2 2 2 4 2

Keywords: Strontium; Oxalate; Hydrothermal synthesis

˚1. Introduction radiation (l51.7902 A) in the range 3#2u #608. All
chemicals were used as received without further purifica-

Despite recent advances in methods of structural de- tion.
termination such as the use of high flux X-ray sources [1,2]
and improvements in techniques for handling powder 2.1. Strontium oxalate
diffraction data [3,4] there are many commonly used
inorganic materials for which the structures remain un- A mixture of iron(II) oxalate dihydrate (0.198 g, 1.34
known. One such material is anhydrous strontium oxalate, mmol), strontium chloride hexahydrate (4.246 g, 15.9

3Sr(C O ), whose diverse applications include its use as a mmol) and distilled water (10 cm ) was heated to 2408C2 4
3component in fireworks [5,6], as an additive in paint for 2 h, in a 23 cm Teflon-lined autoclave then cooled

21primers [7] and as a reagent in the synthesis of strontium- back to room temperature at a rate of 0.18C min .
3containing high temperature superconductors [8–10]. The Distilled water (300 cm ) was added to the crude product

use of hydrothermal conditions at 2408C has for the first to remove soluble the salts. The insoluble crystals were
time allowed single crystals large enough for X-ray collected by filtration and dried in air to yield the product,
structure determination to be obtained. The synthesis and SrC O (0.11 g, 0.62 mmol, 46%). (Analysis found: C,2 4

structure of this phase allows us to draw correlations with 13.29; H, not detected: SrC O requires: C, 13.69%);2 4

the two known hydrates of this salt, Sr(C O )(H O) and n (KBr) 3137 w, 3072 w, 2923 w, 2774 w, 2494 w, 16072 4 2 2 max

Sr(C O )(H O). s br (nCO ), 1398 w, 1314 m (nCO/CC), 773 m, 764 m2 4 2 2

and 517 m.

2. Experimental
3. X-ray crystallography

Infra-red spectra were recorded on a Nicolet Impact 410
FTIR spectrometer as KBr pellets. C and H analysis was A very pale salmon pink crystal (colour caused by a low
determined by the UEA Elemental Analysis Service. X-ray level of iron(II) impurity) with dimensions 0.1130.033
powder diffraction spectra were recorded using Co-Ka 0.03 mm was selected as representative of the batch. Data

were collected at T5297(2) K, as a series of 30 w

oscillation photographs (Dw578), on a Rigaku R-axisII*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-1603-592-012; fax: 144-1603-592-
image plate diffractometer, using graphite monochromated012.

˚E-mail address: p.wood@uea.ac.uk (P.T. Wood) Mo-Ka radiation (l50.71073 A). Least squares refine-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00135-7
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ment of the first frame (which contained 53 reflections in of single crystals of Sr(C O ) are provided by a hydrother-2 4

the range 4.51#u #16.308) gave a57.341(2), b56.012(1), mal reaction of iron(II)oxalate dihydrate and strontium
3˚ ˚ chloride at 2408C. Synthetic experiments under a variety ofc58.267(3) A, b595.41(3)8, V5363.3(1) A , D 53.212 gc

23 21 reaction conditions and incorporating alternative reagentscm , F(000)5328, m514.705 mm . 1410 reflections
such as Na (C O ), H C O .2H O and Sr(C O ) werewere collected in the range 4.39#u #28.278 (29#h#9, 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 4

much less successful. These reactions never yielded crys-27#k#7, 210#l#10). Of these 442 were unique, R 5int
tals large enough for structural analysis however X-ray0.0509 and 440 had I.2s(I). The programs Denzo and
powder diffraction shows these powders to be the sameScalepack were used to process the data, while the initial
polymorph as our single crystals. The absence of anystructure solution was achieved using direct methods
discernible increase in crystal size resulting from experi-applied by SHELXS-86. All atoms were refined aniso-
ments using a small quantity of commercial (Aldrich)tropically using a full-matrix least-squares refinement on

2 2 2 Sr(C O ) in the presence of a range of mineralisersF , with a weighting scheme; w 5 1/ hs (F ) 1 2 4o
2 2 2 illustrates the difficulty in growing single crystals of this[0.0161(F 1 2F )] j. No absorption correction was ap-o c

phase. Since only reactions starting from Fe(C O )(H O)plied. The final refinement gave R 50.0239 (0.0253) and 2 4 2 21
(or the cobalt analogue) gave a crystalline product and notwR 50.0588 (0.0594) for all data over 2s(I) (all unique2
a fine powder, it seems likely that the poor solubility of thedata) with a goodness-of-fit, S51.186. The largest remain-

23 oxalate source compound in combination with a strong˚ing peak and hole were 0.693 and 20.729 eA . The data
oxalate-transition metal binding interaction conspire toto parameter ratio was 13.00.
reduce the growth rate sufficiently to produce single
crystals. The pale orange (Fe) or pink (Co) colour of these
crystals which cannot be removed by washing is clear

4. Results and discussion evidence for the inclusion of M(II) impurity and dem-
onstrates the significance of the strong transition metal-

Crystals of a particular phase are usually produced from oxalate interaction.
a solution in a state of supersaturation relative to that Sr(C O ) crystallises in the monoclinic space group2 4

phase. To form good quality single crystals the degree of C2/c. To a first approximation the strontium cation is in a
supersaturation, the number of nucleation sites and the square antiprismatic environment with all sites necessarily
crystal growth rate must be minimised. In this case it coordinated by oxalate. In the strontium coordination
would appear that the optimal conditions for the synthesis sphere (Fig. 1) there are two chelating oxalates; one

Fig. 1. The square antiprismatic environment of the strontium and the relative coordination modes of the surrounding oxalates in Sr(C O ). Only the2 4

asymmetric unit and selected symmetry equivalent atoms are labelled. Thermal ellipsoids are drawn to the 50% probability level. Selected bond lengths:
˚Sr(1)–O(1), 2.671(2); Sr(1)–O(2A), 2.610(2); O(1)–C(1), 1.257(4); O(2)–C(1), 1.250(3) and C(1)–C(1A), 1.567(6) A. Selected bond angles:

O(1)–C(1)–O(2), 126.4(3); O(1)–C(1)–C(1A), 117.3(3) and O(2)–C(1)–C(1A), 116.3(3)8.
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forming an edge of the square base while the second forms
an edge of the square top rotated by |458. The remaining
four sites are all filled by unidentate oxalate coordination.
Each oxalate ion connects together six strontium cations;

4two in h -chelating modes with each oxygen forming an
2additional m -bridge to another strontium (schematically

shown in Fig. 2a as the type 1 coordination mode). The
bridging of strontium by oxalate oxygen atoms is a
consequence of the limited O:Sr ratio. Eight-fold coordina-
tion of strontium can only be achieved if all oxygen atoms
are shared between the coordination spheres of two metal
ions. If we consider the structure as an array of SrO8

polyhedra a 3-dimensional network is formed through both
edge and vertex sharing. This network of square antipris-
matic polyhedra may be viewed more easily as comprising
of two lower-dimensional structures fused together. The
relative positions of the shared edges and vertices are
shown schematically in Fig. 3a. Sharing of two edges leads
to the formation of chains along the c-axis (Fig. 4). The
remaining vertices then bridge to four neighbouring SrO8

polyhedra in the ab plane to from a layered network (Fig.
5).

Two hydrated phases have had their structures deter-
mined. Sr(C O )(H O) [11] crystallises in the tetragonal2 4 2 2

space group I4/m and is isomorphous with the calcium
mineral weddelite, whilst the recently discovered monohy-

¯drate, Sr(C O )(H O) [12] is triclinic, crystallising in P1.2 4 2

Interestingly this latter compound has the same connectivi-
ty as the calcium mineral whewellite which crystallises in Fig. 4. The zigzag chain configuration formed by edge sharing of the

square antiprismatic polyhedra for Sr(C O ) viewed with the c-axisP2 /c [13]. Comparing the anhydrous material with these 2 41
running vertically up the page.compounds reveals interesting structural trends. The stron-

Fig. 2. Three types of oxalate coordination modes seen in this series of compounds (a) type 1, (b) type 2 and (c) type 3. Sr(C O ) contains only type 1;2 4

Sr(C O )(H O) contains equal proportions of type 1 and type 2; Sr(C O )(H O) contains only type 3 oxalate environments.2 4 2 2 4 2 2

Fig. 3. The relative coordination geometry of the strontium ions in (a) Sr(C O ), (b) Sr(C O )(H O) and (c) Sr(C O )(H O) . Showing chelating oxalates,2 4 2 4 2 2 4 2 2

coordinated waters and shared edges (in bold) and vertices (black circles) of the SrO polyhedra.8
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Fig. 5. The 2-dimensional component of the network formed by vertex sharing SrO square antiprisms in Sr(C O ) viewed perpendicular to the c-axis.8 2 4

Polyhedra obscure part of the chelating oxalate ligands in this view.

tium is always octacoordinate and in a distorted square not have the same temperature dependence, it is the
antiprismatic geometry with the distortion in the monohy- crossover of these saturation curves that allows different
drate being greatest. The water is always found coordi- phases to be formed at different temperatures. The
nated to the strontium ion. Each coordinated water succes- dihydrate is obtained from an aqueous solution at room
sively reduces the need to share oxalate oxygen atoms to temperature, the monohydrate can be precipitated from
complete the coordination sphere of strontium. The effect boiling water and we now observe that hydrothermal
of this is a reduced degree of bridging which can be seen conditions yield the anhydrous phase at 2408C. This is in
as the average coordination number of the oxalate de- good agreement with thermal studies on the hydrates
creases from six to four in going from the anhydrous phase which show complete dehydration above 1708C [14,15].
to the dihydrate (Fig. 2). Since the water molecules do not In conclusion, this series; dihydrate, monohydrate and
bridge this reduces the extent of linkage between SrO now anhydrous strontium oxalate shows clear structural8

polyhedra. Fig. 3 shows the coordination environments of trends. While the strontium coordination environment
the strontium ions, the relative positions of chelating remains constantly octacoordinate, the average number of
oxalates and coordinated water as well as which edges and strontium ions coordinated to the oxalate ligand increases
vertices of the SrO polyhedra are shared. Depicting these (4, 5 and 6 respectively) as the number of water molecules8

structures as SrO polyhedra reveals a change in structural in the strontium coordination sphere decreases (2, 1 and 0).8

dimensionallity. Thus the dihydrate has only two shared This increase in oxalate coordination number leads to a
2edges forming a 1-dimensional chain, the monohydrate has greater degree of m -bridging by the oxygen atoms and an

three shared edges forming a 2-dimensional sheet and the increased structural dimensionallity of the network from
anhydrous phase has all of its vertices linked to form a 1-D to 2-D and ultimately 3-D for the anhydrous phase.
3-dimensional net. This series clearly shows that decreas- This is accompanied by increases in calculated densities

23ing the degree of hydration leads to an increase in from 2.36 to 2.72 to 3.21 g cm , respectively. The infinite
structural dimensionallity. tightly-packed nature of the lattice and lack of availability

In addition to these structural trends there are also of other suitable coordination sites suggests that Fe and Co
synthetic correlations. Like most other simple salts, pro- cations substitute into the Sr positions. Studies to confirm
gressively dehydrated phases are crystallised from super- this and investigate the electronic properties of these ions
saturated solutions at successively higher temperatures. in the axial D crystal field of the square antiprism are4d

This is because the solubility curves of different phases do underway.
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Abstract

In this paper the synthesis and the characterization of two complexes of copper and 2,29-bipyridyl with amino acids 4-aminohippuric
acid and L-proline are reported. The X-ray structure reveals for the first complex, [Cu (OH)(OH )(bipy) (Am-hip)](NO ) ?4H O,2 2 2 3 2 2

dinuclear copper(II) cations with nitrate counterions and lattice water molecules. The two metal centres are linked together by a water
molecule, a hydroxyl group and the carboxylic moiety of the 4-amino-hippuric acid, the remaining two positions on both metal centres are

1occupied by bipyridyl molecules. The second compound consists of monomeric [Cu(OH )(bipy)(L-pro)] cations and perchlorate anions.2

Also in this case copper is five-coordinated in a distorted square pyramidal geometry with the bipyridine nitrogens, one carboxylate
oxygen atom and the amino nitrogen of the L-proline ion on the basal plane.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper complexes; 2,29-Bipyridyl; Hippuric acid; X-ray diffraction; L-Proline; Dinuclear complex

1. Introduction polymeric arrangement. The chemical stability of the
polymer prevents further reactions with strong donor

(4-Aminobenzoyl)-glycine, (hereafter 4-aminohippuric ligands such as 2,29-bipyridyl or imidazoles. As far as we
acid) is a biologically important ligand. It is produced in know, no crystal structures of ternary complexes of (4-
the renal metabolism of p-aminobenzoic acid and it is also aminobenzoyl)glycine and heteroaromatic bases have been
involved in sulfate transport in human neutrophils [1–3]. studied until now.
From the chemical viewpoint, the coordination behaviour The present work deals with the preparation, the
of 4-aminohippuric acid has recently gained increasing chemical and spectroscopic characterization, the X-ray
interest. The presence of an NH group on the phenyl ring crystal and molecular structures of the dinuclear2

.could, in principle, be a potential donor group in metal [Cu (OH)(OH )(bipy) (Am-hip)](NO ) 4H O, (1), and2 2 2 3 2 2

coordination and this behaviour has already been observed of [Cu(OH )(bipy)(L-pro)](ClO ), (2) (Figs. 1 and 2).2 4

on similar 4-aminobenzoic acid ligands [4–6]. In these
studies the ligand is reported to act also as an N,O bridging
ligand besides its normal monodentate behaviour through

2. Experimental
the carboxylate oxygen. Forti et al. [7] studied the coordi-
nation behaviour of 4-amino-hippuric towards Co(II),

2.1. Preparation of [Cu (OH)(OH )(bipy) (Am-2 2 2Ni(II), and Cu(II) metal ions. They found that the binding
hip)](NO ) ?4H O and [Cu(OH )(bipy)(L-pro)](ClO )3 2 2 2 4mode of 4-amino-hippuric is different from that of N-

benzoyl glycine that acts as O-monodentate and O-bi-
Cu(NO ) ?3H O (0.48 g, 2 mmol) and 2,29-bipyridyl3 2 2dentate bridging through a mono-atomic bridge in cop-

(0.32 g, 2 mmol) were mixed in methanol. To this solution
per(II) complexes [8,9]. The NH group of (4-amino-2 a methanol solution of 4-amino-hippuric acid (0.39 g, 2
benzoyl)glycine is invariably an active binding site and

mmol) was added dropwise. The pH was then adjusted to
this ligand acts as N,O-bidentate bridging forming a

pH58 by adding a few drops of NaOH aqueous solution.
The green solution was left standing for 2 weeks,*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-0521-905-423; fax: 139-0521-905-
after which greenish-blue crystals of557.

E-mail address: giorgio@ipruniv.cce.unipr.it (G. Pelosi) [Cu (OH)(OH )((bipy) (Am-hip)](NO ) ?4H O sepa-2 2 2 3 2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00162-X
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21Fig. 1. Molecular structure of [Cu (OH)(OH )(bipy) (Am-hip)] with numbering scheme (40% probability ellipsoids).2 2 2

rated (m.p. 1828C). Violet-blue crystals of Calcd: C, 39.88; H, 4.02; N, 9.31. Found: C, 40.02; H,
[Cu(OH )(bipy)(L-pro)](ClO ) were obtained in a similar 4.08; N, 9.47.2 4

way, by adding 2 mmol of L-proline (0.24 g) to a methanol
solution of Cu(ClO ) ?7H O (0.78 g, 2 mmol) and 2,29- 2.2. Instrumental equipment4 2 2

bipyridyl (0.32 g, 2 mmol). The crystals were obtained
after 1 week (m.p. 2138C). Elemental C, H, N analyses were carried out on a

Elemental analyses for C H Cu N O (1): Calcd: C, Carlo-Erba CHNS-O EA1108 elemental analyser. Infrared29 36 2 8 15
2140.29; H, 4.20; N, 12.97. Found: C, 40.31; H, 4.23; N, spectra (4000–400 cm ) were recorded as KBr pellets on

13.02. Elemental analyses for C H ClCuN O (2): a Nicolet 5PC FT-IR spectrometer, melting points were15 18 3 7

1Fig. 2. Molecular structure of [Cu(OH )(bipy)(L-pro)] with numbering scheme (40% probability ellipsoids).2
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obtained with a Gallenkamp MFB-595 apparatus in open on an Encore E91 computer using SHELX97 [11], ORTEP
capillaries. Simultaneous TG and DTA were performed by [12] and Parst97 [13] programs.
using Stanton STA 1500 Thermoanalyser under N atmos-2

phere, employing a constant heating rate of 108C/min.
3. Results and discussion

2.3. Crystallography
3.1. Crystal structures

Crystals of 1 and 2 mounted on a glass fibre were
examined by X-ray diffraction using a CAD4 diffractome- The structure of complex (1) consists of dinuclear
ter. The crystal data and the relevant details concerning copper(II) cations, nitrate counterions and lattice water
data collection and refinement are reported in Table 1. The molecules. The two metal centres are linked together by a
crystals of 2 were affected by serious twinning problems water molecule, a hydroxyl group and the carboxylic
and only after several attempts a suitable specimen was moiety of the 4-amino-hippuric acid. Both copper atoms
found that gave acceptable quality data. The reflections are five-coordinated and display a distorted square pyrami-
were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. The dal geometry. The in-plane coordinated atoms are the
atomic scattering factors were taken from the International bipyridine nitrogens, the hydroxyl group and the car-
Tables for X-Ray Crystallography [10]. The structures boxylic oxygens (N3, N4, O4, O1 for Cu1; N5, N6, O4,
were solved by Patterson methods and refined by full- O2 for Cu2), while the fifth position is occupied by the
matrix least-squares with anisotropic thermal parameters. shared water molecule O1W. The four basal atoms around

˚Hydrogens were located in a DF map and introduced in the Cu1 show deviations from 10.211 to 20.251 A and those
˚final cycle of refinement. All calculations were performed around Cu2 from 10.015 to 20.015 A from the average

Table 1
Experimental data for crystallographic analyses

Compound (1) (2)
21 2 1 2Chemical formula [Cu (C H N O )(C H N ) (OH )(OH)] (NO ) ?4H O [Cu(C H NO )(C H N )(OH )] (ClO )2 9 9 2 3 10 8 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 8 2 10 8 2 2 4

Formula C H Cu N O C H ClCuN O29 36 2 8 15 15 18 3 7

Molecular weight 863.74 451.32
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /c P21 1

˚a(A) 15.067(3) 10.987(3)
˚b(A) 15.454(4) 6.854(2)
˚c(A) 16.537(4) 12.165(3)

b(8) 111.6(1) 93.1(4)
3˚V(A ) 3580(3) 914.7(4)

Z 4 2
F(000) 1776 462
Crystal size (mm) 0.1530.4730.47 0.1130.2830.41
Colour Blue Blue
Habit Prism Prism

3D (Mg/m ) 1.602 1.639calc
21

m(cm ) 21.80 13.34
˚l(A) 1.54178 0.71069

Radiation CuKa MoKa

Temperature 298K 298K
Diffractometer CAD4 CAD4
Method of data collection v 22u v 22u

u range(8) 3–70 3–28
hkl ranges 217 to 17; 0 to 17; 0 to 20 214 to 14; 0 to 6; 0 to 16
Standard reflection 25 5 4 6 1 5
No. meas. reflections 4313 2475
No. unique reflections 4144 1522
No. refined parameters 461 262
Max and min height in

23˚final DF map/e A 0.73–0.50 0.66–0.67
a aR5SuuF u2uF uu /SuF u 0.0486 0.0900o c o

R 0.0534 0.0952w
2 2 2 2Weights 1.4920/(s (F )1(0.001115F ) 2.2678/(s (F )1(0.003330F )

a The data were corrected for absorption following Walker and Stuart’s method. [F. Ugozzoli, ABSORB, a program for Walker and Stuart’s absorption
correction, Comput. Chem. 11 (1987) 109].
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plane leading to a tetrahedral distortion of the approxi- 281.9(6)8, O1–C1–C2–N1 and O2–C1–C2–N1 of
mately square-planar base. The copper atoms are displaced 176.5(4)8 and 22.8(7)8, respectively. Compared with an

˚toward the apical water OW1 by 0.183 A (Cu1) and 0.107 analogue Cu dimeric complex with 4-NO -hippuric acid2

Å (Cu2) from the mean basal plane. [18] in which Cu(II) atoms are connected by a mono-
Table 2 shows selected bond distances and angles for atomic bridge forming a Cu O ring, the Cu1–O4–Cu2–2 2

the structure of 1. These values show that the hydroxyl OW1 ring deviates significantly from planarity. The six-
˚group is more tightly bound (1.908(4) A for Cu1 and membered chelation rings Cu1–OW1–Cu2–O2–C1–O1

˚1.919(4) A for Cu2), due to its negative charge [14]. The and Cu1–O4–Cu2–O2–C1–O1 have both an envelope
Cu–N bond lengths are similar to those observed in related conformation. The angle formed by the lines passing
complexes with 2,29-bipyridine [14–17], and the N–Cu–N through the individual copper atoms and the apical water
angles: 81.4(2)8 for Cu1 and 81.2(2)8 for Cu2 are typical molecule is 80.0(1)8.
values determined by the bite of the bipy molecule. The The crystal packing is mainly due to short stacking

˚ ˚Cu–O distances of 1.948(3) A and 1.941(3) A for Cu2 are interactions between bipyridyl rings belonging to different
˚in the range of those generally observed in carboxylate centrosymmetric cations (3.369(9)–3.437(9) A) [15] and

complexes [17–19]. Even the rather long Cu–OW1 apical between rings belonging to different hippuric cen-
˚ ˚ ˚bonds lengths (2.364(2) A for Cu1; 2.359(4) A) fall in the trosymmetric groups (3.371(1) A) giving rise to a ‘poly-

range of distances observed in similar complexes [17]. The meric’ arrangement. Packing is completed by a network of
˚Cu–Cu distance (3.036(8) A) is comparable with that of hydrogen bonding interactions, which involve intramolecu-

other analogous dinuclear copper complexes. In the lar water molecules and the nitrate anions. The amino
bipyridyl molecule the individual pyridine rings are planar nitrogen group is not strongly involved in hydrogen bonds

˚with only slight deviations observed for N6 that shows a (N2–H2NB? ? ?OW2 (2x11, 2y, 2z11) 3.012(12) A,
˚ ˚deviation of 0.011 A and C27 of 0.012 A from the mean 153(6)8), and it could be free for coordination as displayed

plane of the rings they belong to. The two planes are in other hippuric-acid complexes N–O coordinating [19].
twisted about the 2,29 bond by 1.7(2)8 and 2.0(2)8. In the The asymmetric unit of complex (2) consists of

a 1hippuric moiety the planar C –COO group forms a [Cu(OH )(bipy)(L-pro)] cations and perchlorate anions.2

dihedral angle of 81.3(2)8 with the amide group, which in Also in this case copper is five-coordinated in a distorted
turn forms a dihedral angle of 17.4(2)8 with the phenyl square pyramidal geometry with the bipyridine nitrogens,
ring. The conformation of the amino acid moiety can be one carboxylate oxygen atom and the amino nitrogen of
described by the torsion angles C1–C2–N1–C3 of the L-proline on the basal plane. The fifth position is

Table 2
˚Bond distances (A) and angles (8) with s.u.’s in parentheses for 1

Cu1–Cu2 3.036(1) Cu2–N5 2.004(4) C3–C4 1.494(7)
Cu1–O1 1.948(3) Cu2–N6 1.986(5) C4–C5 1.395(10)
Cu1–O4 1.908(4) O1–C1 1.271(6) C4–C9 1.389(9)
Cu1–Ow1 2.364(3) O2–C1 1.283(7) C5–C6 1.401(9)
Cu1–N3 1.983(4) O3–C3 1.246(8) C6–C7 1.394(11)
Cu1–N4 2.000(5) N1–C2 1.439(7) C7–C8 1.365(13)
Cu2–O2 1.941(3) N1–C3 1.350(7) C8–C9 1.374(9)
Cu2–O4 1.919(4) N2–C7 1.416(9)
Cu2–Ow1 2.359(4) C1–C2 1.525(7)

Cu2–Cu1–O1 77.45(10) Cu1–Cu2–N5 150.94(10) O1–C1–C2 114.4(4)
Cu2–Cu1–O4 37.61(10) Cu1–Cu2–N6 110.35(14) O2–C1–C2 119.8(5)
Cu2–Cu1–Ow1 49.93(8) O2–Cu2–O4 94.10(15) N1–C2–C1 114.2(4)
Cu2–Cu1–N3 121.07(10) O2–Cu2–Ow1 90.81(14) O3–C3–N1 122.2(6)
Cu2–Cu1–N4 143.01(14) O2–Cu2–N5 90.05(17) O3–C3–C4 121.3(5)
O1–Cu1–O4 94.79(16) O2–Cu2–N6 169.86(18) N1–C3–C4 116.4(4)
O1–Cu1–Ow1 85.84(13) O4–Cu2–Ow1 83.71(14) C3–C4–C5 122.7(5)
O1–Cu1–N3 157.90(15) O4–Cu2–N5 171.63(14) C3–C4–C9 118.8(5)
O1–Cu1–N4 89.78(17) O4–Cu2–N6 93.97(18) C5–C4–C9 118.6(6)
O4–Cu1–Ow1 83.80(14) Ow1–Cu2–N5 103.53(14) C4–C5–C6 119.6(6)
O4–Cu1–N3 94.78(15) Ow1–Cu2–N6 96.18(18) C5–C6–C7 120.3(6)
O4–Cu1–N4 175.21(18) N5–Cu2–N6 81.2(2) N2–C7–C6 117.5(6)
Ow1–Cu1–N3 114.98(13) Cu1–O1–C1 129.9(3) N2–C7–C8 123.0(7)
Ow1–Cu1–N4 95.14(16) Cu2–O2–C1 126.5(3) C6–C7–C8 119.4(8)
N3–Cu1–N4 81.42(18) Cu1–O4–Cu2 105.03(16) C7–C8–C9 120.6(7)
Cu1–Cu2–O2 79.78(10) Cu1–Ow1–Cu2 80.00(10) C4–C9–C8 121.4(6)
Cu1–Cu2–O4 37.37(10) C2–N1–C3 120.1(4)
Cu1–Cu2–Ow1 50.06(8) O1–C1–O2 125.8(4)
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occupied by a water molecule in a long contact (2.525(14) [11–13]. The planar individual pyridine rings are twisted
Å). The sum of the angles of the equatorial plane is about the 2,29 C–C bond by 7.68. The N–Cu–N angle
360.1(4)8. The four atoms of the basal plane show (where N are the bipy nitrogens) of 81.0(5)8 is the typical

˚deviations from it in the range 20.061 to 10.035 A value determined for the bipy molecule bite.
giving a slight tetrahedral distortion. The copper atom is The packing is due to short stacking interactions be-

˚displaced of 0.013 A from the mean plane through its basal tween bipy rings belonging to different cations (C9? ? ?
1 ˚]atoms in the opposite direction with respect to the apical C132x11, y1 , 2z53.386(33) A; C9? ? ?C132x11,2

1 1˚] ]water molecule, which shows an uncommon feature of y2 , 2z53.472(33) A; C10? ? ?C122x11, y1 , 2z52 2
˚Cu(II) small peptide or amino acid complexes. The angle 3.455(26) A) as seen in complex 1 and in other amino-

formed by the line defined by the water molecule, and the acids and bipy complexes [15]. It is not possible to find a
copper atom and the basal plane is 172.9(4)8. The closest hydrogen bond network as a consequence of the fact that it
approach to the sixth octahedral position is given by the was not possible to identify water molecule hydrogens by
carboxylate oxygen O2 atom from a neighbouring complex difference Fourier maps. However, there is a contact

1 ˚]molecule (12x, 21/21y, 12z) at a distance of O1W? ? ?O2 (2x 1 1, y 1 , 2 z 1 1 5 2.721(18) A that2

2.682(12). allows us to predict a hydrogen bond in that position. The
Table 3 shows selected bond lengths and distances of perchlorate ion is linked with a hydrogen bond to the

the complex. The conformation of the five-membered ring amine nitrogen of the same asymmetric unit: N1–H1? ? ?O3
b ˚of the proline ligand can be described as twisted. The C 2.999(39) A, 160(17)8.

(C3) of proline shows very large thermal parameters but
attempts to identify two possible disordered positions with

3.2. Physical and chemical properties
different site occupation factors and did not lead to a
successful refinement. This kind of feature in the proline
ligand is not uncommon as it has already appeared in other 3.2.1. TGA studies
similar complexes [20]. The conformation of the amino Simultaneous TG and DTA curves of
acid can be described by the torsion angles C1–C2–N1– [Cu (OH)(OH )(bipy) (Am-hip)](NO ) .?4H O, after2 2 2 3 2 2

C5 and O1–C1–C2–N1 that are of 111(1)8 and 14(2)8, subtracting surface adsorbed water molecules that are lost
respectively. below 608C, indicate a total loss of four water molecules

The bond lengths within the bidentate bipy ligand are between 70 and 1508C. The loss of the water molecules
shorter than those reported in similar Cu(II) complexes occurs in two stages: in the first stage in the temperature

Table 3
˚Bond distances (A) and angles (8) with s.u.’s in parentheses for 2

Cu–O1 1.923(9) O2–C1 1.228(18) C4–C5 1.53(3)
Cu–O1W 2.525(15) N1–C2 1.52(2) C6–C7 1.36(3)
Cu–N1 2.017(11) N1–C5 1.50(3) C7–C8 1.39(3)
Cu–N2 2.008(12) N2–C6 1.345(19) C8–C9 1.35(3)
Cu–N3 2.004(12) N2–C10 1.335(19) C9–C10 1.37(3)
Cl–O3 1.36(3) N3–C11 1.35(2) C10–C11 1.51(2)
Cl–O4 1.41(3) N3–C15 1.38(2) C11–C12 1.35(2)
Cl–O5 1.40(4) C1–C2 1.51(2) C12–C13 1.35(3)
Cl–O6 1.45(3) C2–C3 1.50(4) C13–C14 1.40(3)
O1–C1 1.273(18) C3–C4 1.58(4) C14–C15 1.34(3)

O1–Cu–O1W 94.8(4) Cu–N1–C2 107.6(9) N1–C5–C4 100.9(14)
O1–Cu–N1 84.6(4) Cu–N1–C5 117.6(9) N2–C6–C7 121.2(15)
O1–Cu–N2 94.6(4) C2–N1–C5 107.9(14) C6–C7–C8 120(2)
O1–Cu–N3 175.0(4) Cu–N2–C6 125.5(10) C7–C8–C9 117(2)
O1W–Cu–N1 87.8(6) Cu–N2–C10 114.1(10) C8–C9–C10 123(2)
O1W–Cu–N2 94.5(5) C6–N2–C10 120.4(13) N2–C10–C9 118.7(15)
O1W–Cu–N3 83.3(5) Cu–N3–C11 116.5(9) N2–C10–C11 116.8(13)
N1–Cu–N2 177.6(5) Cu–N3–C15 127.3(11) C9–C10–C11 124.5(17)
N1–Cu–N3 99.9(5) C11–N3–C15 116.2(14) N3–C11–C10 111.5(14)
N2–Cu–N3 81.0(5) O1–C1–O2 124.4(14) N3–C11–C12 124.3(14)
O3–Cl–O4 107.2(15) O1–C1–C2 116.8(13) C10–C11–C12 123.7(14)
O3–Cl–O5 113.9(17) O2–C1–C2 118.7(13) C11–C12–C13 117.4(17)
O3–Cl–O6 111.8(15) N1–C2–C1 110.7(12) C12–C13–C14 121(2)
O4–Cl–O5 104.2(15) N1–C2–C3 107.2(13) C13–C14–C15 118.3(17)
O4–Cl–O6 108.6(13) C1–C2–C3 112.9(18) N3–C15–C14 122.1(17)
O5–Cl–O6 110.6(17) C2–C3–C4 103.0(3)
Cu–O1–C1 117.7(9) C3–C4–C5 104.1(16)
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Table 4
Relevant IR bands and relative assignment

Complex [Cu (OH)(OH )(bipy) (Am-hip)](NO ) 4H O [Cu(OH )(bipy)(L-pro)] (ClO )2 2 2 3 2 2 2 4

n(OH)as 3465 sh 3480 m
n (NH)amid 3362 sh 3263 s
n (COO)as 1484 vs 1628 vs
n (COO)s 1384 vs 1390 s

range 60–908C the weight loss is of 5.76% corresponding References
to four crystallization water molecules. The second stage
in the temperature range of 90–1708C gives a weight [1] G.S. Duboff, C.J.D. Zarafonetis, Res. Commun. Chem. Pathol.

Pharmacol. 20 (1978) 585.decrease of 3% that corresponds to the loss of a coordi-
[2] S.H. Wan, S. Riegelman, J. Pharm. Sci. 61 (1972) 1284.nated water molecule. The results of TGA analyses are in
[3] L. Simchowitz, A.O. Davis, J. Gen. Physiol. 94 (1989) 95.

agreement with the elemental analysis and X-ray crystal [4] R.W. Turner, N.G. Charles, E.L. Amma, Cryst. Struct. Commun. 11
structure. (1982) 241.

[5] G. Micera, L. Naldini, L. Strinna Erre, M.A. Zoroddu, F. Cariati,
Inorg. Chim. Acta 97 (1985) 183.3.2.2. Infrared spectra

[6] I. Inomata, T. Moriwaki, Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn. 46 (1973) 1148.The more relevant IR bands of the complexes and their
[7] L. Forti, L. Menabue, M. Saladini, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans.
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Crystallography, Vol. 4. Kynoch Press, Birmingham, 1975.

referred to the NH stretching of the amino acid. The [11] G. Sheldrick, SHELX97 A Program for Structure Refinement,
21presence of a very strong band at 1584 cm for 1 and at University of Goettingen, Goettingen, 1997.

211628 cm for 2 which is typical for asymmetric vi- [12] C.K. Johnson, ORTEP Report ORNL-3794, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge TN, 1965.brations of coordinated carboxylate groups, confirms the
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Abstract

Polychelates were obtained by addition of an aqueous solution of the copolymer poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid) to the aqueous
solutions of Cu(II), Co(II), and Ni(II) chlorides. Elemental analyses, as well as magnetic, spectral and thermal properties, in addition to
electrical conductivities of the chelates were investigated, and possible structures have been assigned to the chelates. All the polychelates
were found to include water. The chelate with Co(II) showed a thermotropic effect between 508C and 708C with a change in color,
thermal behavior, and geometry arrangement. Semi-empirical calculations at the PM3 level were carried out on the geometrical
arrangement of the polychelates.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Polychelates; Structure; PM3 calculations; Thermochromism

1. Introduction ticularly its interaction with copper(II) which forms two
different complexes, whose formation is affected by

The synthesis and investigation of metal-containing electrostatic repulsion and steric hindrance amongst lig-
polymers are important since these systems offer advan- ands [14].
tages over non-polymeric metal complexes and metal salts The aim of this paper is to prepare polychelates of
in a variety of chemical reactions [1]. Polymeric metal poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid) with copper(II), cobalt-
chelates, moreover, are of great significance in different (II), and nickel(II) ions as well as to investigate their
fields of chemistry, e.g. catalytic reactions, mining sepa- nature in order to ascertain both their stereochemistry and
rations, biochemistry, medicine, environmental chemistry, their thermal and semiconducting behavior.
etc. [2–7]. For instance, macromolecular chelates with
Rh(III) were found to be good hydrogenation catalysts for
olefins and some acid derivatives [8]; polymers containing 2. Experimental
triethylenetetramine side chains and/or thiol groups com-
plexed with metals showed an antibacterial activity against 2.1. Materials
Escherichia coli or Staphylococcus aureus [9].

The polymer chelates provide an unique structural All reagents were of analytical grade and were used
environment for complexation [10] and, functionalized by without further purification. Poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic
the multidentate ligand, are often used for this purpose. acid), MW 50 000, Aldrich. CuCl ?2H O, CoCl ?6H O,2 2 2 2
The complexation of such a ligand is determined by and NiCl ?6H O, Merck.2 2
various factors: the nature of the polymer backbone, the
distance of the pendant ligands from the backbone, and the

2.2. Preparation of polychelates
nature of the complexing media. One of the most versatile
and studied polymers is poly(acrylic acid) [11–13], par-

An aqueous solution of metal salt, MCl ?nH O, was2 2

mixed with an aqueous solution of polymer keeping a
*Corresponding author. molar ratio 3:1 (metal:polymer). The pH was adjusted to

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00149-7
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4.0 with 0.1 M HCl or 0.1 M NaOH and the mixture was 3. Results and discussion
stirred for 4 h yielding a precipitate which was filtered,
washed with water, and dried at 408C to constant weight. It is well known that the carboxylic acid moiety forms

The obtained polychelates showed different colors: stable complexes or exchanges the protons with metal ion
Cu(II)–polychelate was dark green, Ni(II)–polychelate depending on the pH [12–14]. In this study a copolymer
light green, and Co(II)–polychelate pink. By heating at poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid) P(AA-MA), MW 50 000,
508C–708C the Co(II)–polychelate changes to a blue with a high content of carboxylic ligand groups was used
color. to prepare polychelates with three divalent metal ions,

Cu(II), Co(II), and Ni(II).
The analytical data of the polychelates are summarized

2.3. Measurements
in Table 1. In order to obtain information about the
stereochemical arrangement and the coordination mode of

Elemental analyses of the polychelates were carried out
the metal ions, FT–IR, electronic spectra, and magnetic

using a Series II CHNS/O analyzer 2400 (Perkin Elmer).
susceptibility measurements were carried out. The molecu-21The infrared spectra (4000–500 cm ) using KBr pellets
lar mass of the repeating unit was used as a basis for the

were recorded on a Magna Nicolet 550 spectrophotometer.
calculations.

The magnetic susceptibilities were determined by the Gouy
The magnetic moment of the polychelates Cu(II)–P(AA-

method [15] using Hg[Co(SCN) ] as calibration standard4 MA) is very high (2.25 B.M.) indicating that the polymer–
according to the relation m 52.84 œX T. The thermaleff M metal bonding is weakly covalent. Due to the usual values
stability of the metal–polymer complexes were studied by

for Ni(II) and Co(II) complexes range between 2.8–3.4
thermogravimetry with a Polymer Laboratories STA-625

B.M. and 4.7–5.2 B.M. respectively, and according to the
thermoanalyzer. The samples were heated in aluminum

magnetic moment values, it is possible to postulate an21crucibles under N at a heating rate of 108C min from2 octahedral geometry which would be satisfied with water
258C to 5508C. For the electrical conductivity measure-

molecules.
ments pellets (1.3 cm in diameter and 0.07 cm thick) of

The FT–IR data for the new ligand (see Table 2)
polymers were prepared. Using a published method [16],

exhibits absorptions due to the carboxylic group [18,19]
the electrical conductivity (s) of the polychelates was

attributable to the n (COOH) (see Fig. 1).C5Omeasured between 478 and 298 K with analog Multimeter
The most significant change in the P(AA-MA) bands

Digital Kayton KT-2210.
upon complexing is the appearance of two absorption

21 21bands at 1550 cm and 1405 cm assigned to symmetric
2.4. Quantum chemical calculations and asymmetric stretching vibration modes of the car-

boxylate group.
The PM3 method does not allow calculations for Cu(II), Usually the difference in energy between the symmetric

Ni(II), and Co(II); their parameters are not available. PM3 and asymmetric stretch of the carboxylate ligands have
semi-empirical calculations [17] were carried out using the been used to provide information on the coordination mode
related Zn(II) complex to study the different configurations of the carboxylates [20]. But it is not possible to extrapo-
of poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid)–Zn(II) with the AL- late it with complete certainty to ligands attached to the
CHEMY 2000 program. The geometries for different polymer chain. Nevertheless, we can discard the unidentate
configurations of either the polymer or the polymer–Zn(II) complex due to that the difference in energy between the

21complex was optimized without geometric restrictions symmetric and asymmetric stretch (167–146 cm ) are not
using a MOPAC program which is included in ALCHEMY quite large but the bridging and/or bidentate complex
2000. could be present. According to these results, the further

Table 1
Analytical data, conductivity, and magnetic moment of the polychelates

a bMain unit Color Elemental analyses Molecular mass Water meff

Found (calcd.) % repeating unit content (B.M.)
21C H (g mol ) (%)

[CuLH]?3H O Dark green 27.3 (27.9) 3.9 (3.9) 303.5 17.8 2.252

[NiLH]?2H O Light green 29.5 (29.9) 3.9 (3.5) 280.7 12.8 3.342

[CoLH]?3H O Pink 28.4 (28.1) 4.2 (4.0) 298.9 18.6 4.802

[CoLH] Blue 33.1 (34.1) 3.0 (3.4) 244.9 – 4.44
a L5P (AA-MA).
b It was determined from elemental analysis and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
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Table 2
21 aFT–IR spectral data (cm ) of poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid) and its metal complexes

Assignment P(AA-MA)5L Cu–L Ni–L Co–L Co–L
(pink) (blue)

yOH 3410 s 3427 s 3433 s 3439 s 3412 ms
yCH 2926 ms 2924 s 2960 ms 2930 m 2938 m
yCOOH 1723 s 1731 ms 1708 ms – 1713 w

1639 sh 1629 s – – –
2

yCOO asymm. – 1568 ms 1554 s 1558 s 1551 s
yCO or OH def. 1448 w 1440 m – – –

2
yCOO symm. 1409 w 1401 m 1404 ms 1406 ms 1405 ms
yCH – 1280 mw – 1380 w 1329 m

1100 w 1100 w – – –
990 w 1020 w 1020 w 1050 w –
845 w 800 w – – –
798 w 798 w – – –
740 w 740 w – – 771 w
598 w 610 w 627 w 646 mw 633 mw
405 w 425 w – – 426 w

a s5strong; m5medium; w5weak; sh5shoulder; ms5medium strong; mw5medium weak.

PM3 calculations were carried assuming a bidentate com-
plex.

All the polychelates show an absorption of low intensity
21between 1725 and 1700 cm which corresponds to the

carbonyl of the carboxylic groups. This indicates that not
all the carboxylic groups are involved in the coordination
process with the metal ions. From the carbonyl signal area,
it was possible to determine that the approximate per-
centage of coordinating and non-coordinating carboxylic
groups is 66% and 34%, respectively. Obviously the FT–
IR does not allow one to establish whether the coordinat-
ing carboxylic groups are from the acrylic or maleic acid
moieties. The poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid) can adopt
the following most important configurations I–III:

There are other possible configurations but they are less
stable. The PM3 calculations of the heat of formation
(DH ) show that configuration III is the most favored one.f

The calculations for the poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic
acid) (Fig. 2) for poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid)–Zn(II)
complex (ZnL) and for poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid)–Fig. 1. FT–IR spectra (KBr) of (a) poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid) and

its polychelates with (b) Cu(II), (c) Ni(II), and (d) Co(II). Zn(II)?2H O are summarized in Table 3 and Fig. 3. The2
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Fig. 2. PM3 calculated structure of poly (acrylic acid-co-maleic acid).

polymer configuration III was employed. According to the moieties resulting in tetrahedral geometry. Thus, only one
calculations it is possible to determine that the metal carboxylic group of the maleic acid unit in the copolymer
coordinates of the carboxylate groups from two different should be participating in the coordination.

Table 3
aSelected PM3 calculated structural parameters for poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid), L and its Zn(II) complex, ZnL and ZnL?2H O2

Parameters L ZnL D ZnL?2H O D Atom Net charge ZnL?2H O2 2

(N8) L ZnL

Bond lengths
C(2)–C(3) 1.538 1.552 0.014 1.546 0.0008 C(2) 20.088 20.043 20.063
C(3)–C(4) 1.527 1.541 0.014 1.530 0.009 C(3) 20.067 20.067 20.0611
C(2)–C(5) 1.523 1.527 0.004 1.529 0.006 C(5) 0.325 0.433 0.443
C(3)–C(7) 1.526 1.527 20.001 1.522 20.004 O(11) 20.256 20.426 20.522
C(4)–C(6) 1.505 1.507 0.002 1.521 0.016 O(12) 20.155 20.409 20.427
C(5)–O(11) 1.206 1.281 0.075 1.250 0.044 – – – –
C(5)–O(12) 1.385 1.291 20.094 1.305 20.08 Zn(27) – 0.603 0.402
Zn(27)–O(11) – 2.179 – 2.627 – O(54) – – 20.219
Zn(27)–O(12) – 2.118 – 2.010 – – – – –
Zn(27)–O(22) – 2.104 – 2.778 – – – – –
Zn(27)–O(23) – 2.200 – 1.991 – – – – –
Zn(27)–O(51) – – – 2.211 – – – – –
Zn(27)–O(54) – – – 1.991 – – – – –

Bond angles
O(11)–C(5)–C(2) 127.649 123.821 23.828 2.221 23.219 – – – –
O(12)–C(5)–C(2) 119.760 124.974 5.214 2.238 2.033 – – – –
Zn(27)–O(22)–O(18) – 96.289 – 124.430 – – – – –
Zn(28)–O(24)–O(19) – 84.415 – 121.793 – – – – –

a ˚Bond lengths (A), bond angles (8), D-differences between the corresponding parameters of the polymer and complex (for numbering of atoms
configuration III).
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Fig. 3. PM3 calculated structure of (a) (ZnL) complex and (b) (ZnL) ?2H O.2 2 2

The calculation results, moreover, indicate a Zn–O bond changes from pink to blue. This material showed a
˚length of 2.1–2.2 A which is in agreement with literature magnetic moment of 4.4 B.M. which suggests a tetrahedral

values [21] e.g. Zn (CH COO) ?2H O with octahedral geometry, the normal values for such geometry actually3 2 2
˚coordination shows four Zn–O bonds (2.17 A) and two range between 4.4 and 4.8 B.M. It is interesting to note

˚H O (2.14 A). that this material is insoluble in water and that, by2

The PM3 calculations of the polychelate with Zn(II) suspension in water, the pink color is not recovered.
considering two molecules of water show a slight Accordingly, the polychelate with Co(II) exhibits an
lengthening of the length bond between zinc and oxygen, irreversible thermochromism, due to dehydration, which is
but the values are kept in the calculated range for accompanied by a geometry change.
Zn(acetate) ?2H O by the PM3 method. These values are2 2

50–758Chigher than those reported by crystallographic methods P(AA-MA)–Co(II) → P(AA-MA)–Co(II)
[22]. These differences may be attributed to the parame- pink, octahedral blue, tetrahedral
terization of the metal ions. A lengthening of the bonds
between carbon and oxygen atoms due to the coordination Since it is an amorphous material, it was not possible study
was also observed. in more detail.

As regards the thermal stability of the polymer–metal The investigation of the electrical conductivity behavior
complexes, the thermograms show a typical sigmoidal showed that the presence of the metal ion does not increase
curve (Fig. 4). The first step corresponds to the loss of the electrical conductivity value (Table 5 and Fig. 5). It
water (lattice or hydrate). The loss of water molecules can be attributed to the transport of the charges on the
below 2008C can be due to water of crystallization, while surface. The carboxylate moieties polar groups attract the
that eliminated above 2008C may be due to water coordi- humidity, hydrogen atoms, and other surface chemicals
nated to the metal ion present in chelates (Fig. 4 and Table which can convert the non-conductive to a conductive
4). surface [23]. Accordingly, it is likely probable that the

An interesting finding resulted from the heating of the coordination of a metal ion with an oxygen atom of a
Co(II)–P(AA-MA) polychelate. By increasing the tempera- carboxylic group brings about a decrease in the surface
ture from 508C to 758C the color of the polychelate continuity.
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21Fig. 4. Thermograms of (a) poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid) and its polychelates with (b) Cu(II), (c) Ni(II), and (d) Co(II). Heating rate: 108C min .
Atmosphere: N .2

Table 4
Thermal stability of poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid) P(AA-MA) and its metal complexes

Polymer sample % Weight loss at different temperatures (8C)

100 200 300 400 500

P(AA-MA)5L 8.3 27.3 32.5 38.4 53.1
[CuLH]?3H O 2.2 13.7 35.5 58.1 65.42

[NiLH]?2H O 0.0 11.9 19.2 45.4 63.92

[CoLH]?3H O 9.8 18.8 24.4 32.1 70.62

[CoLH] 0.0 0.8 4.4 8.3 –

The electrical conductivity of the three polychelates as a electrical conductivity and the temperature holds only at
the lower temperatures:function of the temperature in the range 20–1858C is

shown in Fig. 5. It increased to a maximum (130–1558C)
s 5 s exp[2DE /kT ]

and then decreased strongly. For the polychelates with
Co(II) and Ni(II) the following relationship between The peak observed between 1358C and 1558C, depending

Table 5
Electrical conductivity of the polychelates

aPolymer sample Solid state measurements
21 21

s (V cm) T (8C) s (V cm)max max

210 25L 2.0?10 155 3.7?10
210 26[CuLH]?3H O 1.4?10 135 2.3?102
211 28[NiLH]?2H O 1.5?10 145 2.1?102
210 26[CoLH]?3H O 2.8?10 140 8.4?102

a L5P(AA-MA).
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Fig. 5. Relation between log s and 1/T for (d) poly(acrylic acid-co-maleic acid) and its polychelates with (m) Cu(II), (j) Ni(II), and (h) Co(II).

of the polychelate, can be attributed either to a transition the polychelate changed color, conductivity, and thermal
point or to loss of water molecules. stability behavior. This process was irreversible.
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Abstract

Syntheses are reported for the open cryptands (ROCH CH ) N (R5CH , 1; C H , 2) and their proton derivatives2 2 3 3 2 5

[H(ROCH CH ) N]X (R5CH , X5Cl, 3; X5CF COO, 4; X5p-CH C H COO, 5), alkali metal complexes, [M(ROCH CH ) N]X2 2 3 3 3 3 6 4 2 2 3

(M5Li, R5CH , X5I, 6; X5ClO , 7; R5C H , X5I, 10; M5Na, R5CH , X5I, 8; X5ClO , 9), alkaline earth metal complexes,3 4 2 5 3 4

hM[(ROCH CH ) N] jX (M5Mg, R5CH , X5I, 11; X5ClO , 12; R5C H , X5I, 18; M5Ca, R5CH , X5I, 13; X5ClO , 14;2 2 3 2 2 3 4 2 5 3 4

R5C H , X5I, 19; M5Sr, R5CH , X5I, 15; R5C H , X5I, 20; M5Ba, R5CH , X5I, 16; X5ClO , 17; R5C H , X5I, 21), and2 5 3 2 5 3 4 2 5

alkaline earth hfac complexes, M(ROCH CH ) N(hfac) (hfac5hexafluoroacetylacetonato, R5CH , M5Mg, 22; M5Ca, 23; M5Ba,2 2 3 2 3

24; R5C H , M5Mg, 25; M5Ca, 26; M5Ba, 27) are reported. The triester [CH OC(C=O)OCH CH ] N, 28 was obtained in the course2 5 3 2 2 3
1 13of this research. The characterizations of the open cryptands and their protonated derivatives and complexes were performed by H, C

NMR, mass spectral and elemental analysis. The structures of 3, 6, 8, 24 and 28 obtained by X-ray means are also described. A structural
feature of each of the complexes 6, 8 and 24 is the tetradentate coordination exhibited by the open cryptand.  1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Open cryptand; Alkali earth; Alkaline earth; Complex; X-ray structure

1. Introduction acyclic cryptand molecule [3–8]. On the other hand, the
shortest acyclic cryptand derivatives (n50) that have been

Podands (acyclic cryptands) with oxygen functionalities reported to date have only aromatic substituents on the
as donor sites have been designed in recent years to termini of the ligand arms and show poor complex forming
explore their potential as mimics for cation-transporting ability toward alkali and alkaline earth metal salts [9].
antibiotics such as monensin and grisorixin, as chiral
receptor molecules, and as building blocks for ‘polydac-
tylic’ dendrimers [1]. These ligands are also of interest
because of their behavior as phase transfer catalysts, the
promise they hold for strong and versatile ligation to a
variety of metal ions, and the relative ease with which

We report here the synthesis of two analogues of these
various degrees of lipophilic–hydrophilic balance can be

shortest-chain acyclic cryptands (n50, R5CH , 1; Et, 2)3incorporated into them for biological applications [2].
by a simple synthetic route. Isolated derivatives and¨Vogtle et al. reported the synthesis and complex formation
complexes of these ligands include 3–27 in Chart 1.

abilities of ligands of the type below with alkali and
During our investigations we also synthesized 28. We

alkaline earth metal salts [2]. In general, compounds of
describe the structures of two complexes of 1, namely, 6

n.1 show fair complex forming ability. For example,
and 8 and also that of 28.

N(CH CH OCH CH OR), (R5CH , C H ) have greater2 2 2 2 3 2 5

complex forming ability for transition metals than crown
ethers do, mainly because of the greater flexibility of the

2. Experimental section
*Corresponding author. Tel: 11-515-294-6342; fax: 11-515-294-

0105. All reactions were carried out under an atmosphere of

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00150-3
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Chart 1

Ligand Cation Anion Ligand Cation Anion

3 1 H Cl 16 1 Ba I
4 1 H CF CO 17 1 Ba ClO3 2 4

5 1 H p-MeC H SO 18 2 Mg I6 4 3

6 1 Li I 19 2 Ca I
7 1 Li ClO 20 2 Sr I4

8 1 Na I 21 2 Ba I
9 1 Na ClO 22 1 Mg hfac4

10 2 Li I 23 1 Ca hfac
11 1 Mg I 24 1 Ba hfac
12 1 Mg ClO 25 2 Mg hfac4

13 1 Ca I 26 2 Ca hfac
14 1 Ca ClO 27 2 Ba hfac4

15 1 Sr I

28

argon using standard inert atmosphere and Schlenk tech- obtained by distillation of the yellow solid residue under
niques, unless otherwise stated. THF (tetrahydrofuran) and vacuum (113–1148C, 3–4 Torr) in 23% yield (1.5 g).
pentane were distilled from Na–benzophenone under N .2

MeOH was distilled from (CH O) Mg. TEA (tri-3 2 2.1.2. Procedure B
ethanolamine) was distilled under vacuum and stored over

A 500 ml three-necked flask equipped with a reflux˚4 A molecular sieves. MeI, EtI, CH CH(CH )CH I and3 3 2 condenser, an addition funnel, and a magnetic stirrer was
the anhydrous metal salts were purchased from Aldrich

charged with 150 ml of THF and NaH (9.4 g, 0.39 mol).
Chemical Co. and were used without further purification.

Triethanolamine (15 g, 0.10 mol) in 100 ml of THF was
NaH (60% in oil) was washed with toluene to remove the

added dropwise while stirring at room temperature, After
oil, was then dried under vacuum and stored under N .2 the evolution of hydrogen ceased, the reaction mixture was1 13H and C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian

refluxed for 12 h. After cooling to room temperature, CH I3VXR-300 or DRX-400 instrument with a deuterated
(55 g, 0.39 mol) was added dropwise, and the mixture was

solvent as an internal lock. These spectra were referenced
refluxed for an additional 12 h. The reaction mixture was

to the chemical shift of the residual proton signal of the
filtered and the solvent was evaporated off under vacuum.

acetone-d (2.04 ppm) and CD CN (1.93 ppm) as the6 3 The crude product was obtained by vacuum distillation
internal reference. Mass spectra were obtained on a

(51–578C, 5–7 mTorr). A fraction distilling at 65–688C
Finnigan 4000 (low resolution, 70 eV) instrument under EI

and 70 mTorr gave a 74.9% yield (14.3 g) of NMR pure
and CI conditions. The masses are reported for the most 1product as a colorless liquid. H NMR (acetone-d ): d 2.706abundant isotope present. Melting points were determined

(t,6 H, NCH ), 3.26 (s, 9 H, OCH ), 3.39 (t, 6 H, OCH );2 3 2with a Thomas Hoover capillary apparatus and are un- 13C NMR (acetone-d ): d 55.54 (NCH ), 58.64 (OCH ),6 2 3corrected. Molar conductances for selected complexes
72.43 (OCH ); MS (70 eV, EI) m /z (relative intensity,2were measured in MeCN at 238C with a Leeds and 1proposed ion) 191.9 (29.9, MH ), 146.0 (100.0); MS (70

Northrup 4866 conductivity apparatus. Elemental analyses
eV, CI–NH ) m /z (relative intensity, proposed ion) 3833were performed by Desert Analytics, Tucson, AZ. 1 1(3.95, M H ), 337 (65.38, M H –CH OCH ), 192 (100,2 2 3 3

1 1MH ), 146 (100, MH –CH OCH ); Anal. Calcd. for3 32.1. 2,29,20-Trimethoxy-triethylamine, 1
C H O N: C, 56.52; H, 11.07; N, 7.32. Found: C, 56.09;9 21 3

H, 11.20; N, 8.01.2.1.1. Procedure A
A 250 ml three-necked flask equipped with a reflux

condenser, an addition funnel, and a magnetic stirrer was 2.2. 2,29,20-Triethoxy-triethylamine, 2
charged with 100 ml of THF, and metallic sodium (2.6 g,
0.11 mol). Triethanolamine (5.0 g, 0.034 mol) in 100 ml of The procedure for the preparation of 2 is analogous to
THF was added dropwise, while stirring at room tempera- that for Procedure B of 1 except that EtI was used instead
ture. After the evolution of hydrogen ceased, the reaction of MeI. The yellowish solid residue was distilled under
mixture was refluxed for 12 h. After cooling to room vacuum (788C, 110 mTorr) to give NMR pure product in

1temperature, CH I (15 g, 0.22 mol) was added dropwise, 54.2% yield (11.1 g). H NMR (acetone-d ): d 1.12 (t, 93 6

followed by refluxing the mixture for an additional 12 h. H, CH ), 2.71 (t, 6 H, NCH ), 3.43 (t1q, 12 H, OCH );3 2 2
13The reaction mixture was filtered, and the solvent was C NMR (acetone-d ): d 15.59 (CH ), 55.82 (NCH ),6 3 2

evaporated off under vacuum. The crude product was 66.57, 70.31 (OCH ); MS (70 eV, EI) m /z (relative2
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1intensity, proposed ion) 234.2 (5.56, MH ), 233.1 (5.74, 2.7. [Li(CH OCH CH ) N]I, 63 2 2 3
1 1M ), 174.1 (100.0, MH –C H OCH ); Anal. Calcd. for2 5 3

C H O N: C, 61.77; H, 11.66; N, 6.00. Found: C, 61.88; To 0.13 g (1.0 mmol) of LiI dissolved in 10 ml of THF12 27 3

H, 11.17; N, 6.68. was added at room temperature 0.19 g (1.0 mmol) of 1.
After stirring overnight, the solvent was concentrated to 5
ml under vacuum. Crystals of X-ray quality were obtained2.3. Attempted synthesis of 2,29,20-tri-2-methylpropyloxy-
after several days of cooling at 58C. Yield 95%. MP:triethylamine, 3

11048C. H NMR (acetone-d ): d 2.79 (t, 6 H, NCH ,6 2
3J 56 Hz), 3.40 (s, 9 H, CH ), 3.58 (t, 6 H, OCH ,HH 3 2The procedure for the attempted preparation for this
3 13J 56 Hz); C NMR (acetone-d ): d 52.32 (NCH ),HH 6 2compound is analogous to that for Procedure B of 1 except

1 59.22 (OCH ), 69.91 (OCH ); Anal. Calcd. for3 2that i-Pr-I was used instead of MeI. The H NMR
C H O NLiI: C, 33.20; H, 6.51; N, 4.31. Found: C,9 21 3spectrum of the reaction mixture indicated that only a very
31.50; H, 6.47; N, 4.04.small amount of conversion of TEA to the desired product

had occurred.

2.8. [Li(CH OCH CH ) N]ClO , 73 2 2 3 4
2.4. [H(CH OCH CH ) N]Cl, 33 2 2 3

The procedure for the preparation of this compound is
1A 0.070 g (2.0 mmol) quantity of a 1.0 M HCl–Et O2 analogous to that for 6. Yield 76%. MP: 1488C. H NMR

3solution was dissolved in 20 ml of THF. To this was added (acetone-d ): d 2.79 (t, 6 H, NCH , J 56 Hz), 3.39 (s, 96 2 HH
3 130.38 g (2.0 mmol) of 1 and the reaction mixture was H, CH ), 3.58 (t, 6 H, OCH , J 56 Hz). C NMR3 2 HHstirred at room temperature overnight. Colorless needles (acetone-d ): d 52.26 (NCH ), 59.10 (OCH ), 69.916 2 3were obtained by adding 5 ml of pentane and cooling to (OCH ).258C. The crystals were washed with toluene and dried in

1vacuo. Yield: 29%. MP 68–698C. H NMR (acetone-d ): d6
33.32 (s, 9 H, CH ), 3.41 (t, 6 H, NCH , J 53 Hz), 3.91 2.9. [Na(CH OCH CH ) N]I, 83 2 HH 3 2 2 3

3 13(t, 6 H, OCH , J 53 Hz); C NMR (acetone-d ): d2 HH 6

54.38 (NCH ), 58.72 (OCH ), 67.85 (OCH ); Anal. The procedure for the preparation of this compound is2 3 2
1Calcd. for C H NO C1: C, 47.47; H, 9.74; N, 6.15. analogous to that for 6. Yield 50%. MP: 1348C. H NMR9 22 3

3Found: C, 47.49; H, 9.75; N, 6.22. (acetone-d ): d 2.70 (t, 6 H, NCH , J 56 Hz), 3.29 (s, 96 2 HH
3 13H, CH ), 3.44 (t, 6 H, OCH , J 56 Hz). C NMR3 2 HH

(acetone-d ): d (NCH ), (OCH ), (OCH ); Anal. Calcd.2.5. [H(CH OCH CH ) N]CF COO, 4 6 2 3 23 2 2 3 3
for C H O NNaI: C, 31.69; H, 6.20; N, 4.11. Found: C,9 21 3

31.74; H, 6.32; N, 4.08.CF COOH (0.22 g, 2.0 mmol) was dissolved in 20 ml3

of THF. To this was added 0.38 g (2.0 mmol) of 1 and the
reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature over-

2.10. [Na(CH OCH CH ) N]ClO , 93 2 2 3 4night. The solvent was then evaporated allowing small
crystals to grow in 6% yield from the oily residual solution

The procedure for the preparation of this compound isat 58C. The crystals were washed with toluene and dried in 1analogous to that for 6. Yield 34%. MP: 1138C. H NMR1vacuo. H NMR (acetone-d ): d 3.50 (s, br, 6 H, NCH ), 36 2 (acetone-d ): d 2.73 (t, 6 H, NCH , J 56 Hz), 3.31 (s, 93 13 6 2 HH3.55 (s, 9 H, CH ), 3.80 (t, 6 H, OCH , J 56 Hz); C 3 133 2 HH H, CH ), 3.48 (t, 6 H, OCH , J 56 Hz); C NMR3 2 HHNMR (acetone-d ): d 54.39 (NCH ), 58.99 (OCH ), 67.546 2 3 (acetone-d ): d 54.48 (NCH ), 58.85 (OCH ), 70.906 2 3(OCH ).2 (OCH ).2

2.6. [H(CH OCH CH ) N]p-CH C H SO , 53 2 2 3 3 6 4 3

2.11. [Li(C H OCH CH ) N]I, 102 5 2 2 3

p-Toluene sulfonic acid (0.17 g, 1.0 mmol) was dis-
To 0.13 g (1.0 mmol) of LiI dissolved in 10 ml of THFsolved in 20 ml of THF. To this was added 0.19 g (1.0

was added at room temperature 0.21 g (1.0 mmol) of 2.mmol) of 1. After stirring overnight, the solvent was
After stirring overnight, the solvent was removed underremoved under vacuum and the oily solution was washed
vacuum and the oil was washed with toluene before beingwith toluene before being dried in vacuo to provide the

1 dried in vacuo to provide a 65% yield of oily liquidproduct as a liquid in 75% yield. H NMR (acetone-d ): d6
1product. H NMR (acetone-d ): d 1.15 (t, 9 H, CH ,3.30 (s, br, 15 H, CH 1NCH ), 3.70 (t, 6 H, CH O, 6 33 2 2

3 33 13 J 56 Hz), 2.77 (t, 6 H, NCH , J 56 Hz), 3.55 (t1q,J 56 Hz); C NMR (acetone-d ): d 21.12 (C H - HH 3 HHHH 6 6 4
13CH ), 54.62 (NCH ), 58.65 (OCH ), 67.40 (OCH ) 12 H, OCH ); C NMR (acetone-d ): d 14.87 (CH ),3 2 3 2 2 6 3

126.73, 129.07, 139.67, 145.41 (C H ). 53.27 (NCH ), 66.81, 67.45 (CH OCH CH ).6 4 2 2 2 3
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2.12. hMg[(CH OCH CH ) N] jI , 11 under vacuum at 200 mTorr. Yield 90%. MP: did not melt,3 2 2 3 2 2
1decomposed at .2508C. H NMR (acetone-d ): d 2.79 (t,6

3To 0.14 g (0.50 mmol) of MgI dissolved in 5 ml of 6 H, NCH , J 56 Hz), 3.41 (s, 9 H, CH ), 3.58 (t, 6 H,2 2 HH 3

MeOH and 15 ml of THF, was added at room temperature OCH , 59.49 (OCH ), 71.26 (OCH ).2 3 2

0.19 g (1.0 mmol) of 1. After stirring overnight, the
solvent was removed under vacuum and the solid was 2.18. (Ba[(CH OCH CH ) N] j(ClO ) , 173 2 2 3 2 4 2
washed with toluene before being dried in vacuo to

1provide a 63% yield of product. MP: 1358C; H NMR The procedure for the preparation of 17 is analogous to
1(acetone-d ): d 3.37 (s, 9 H, CH ), 3.66 (s, br, 6 H, NCH , that for 11. Yield 91%. MP: 1788C. H NMR (acetone-d ):6 3 2 63 3 13 3J 56 Hz), 3.93 (t, br, 6 H, OCH , J 56 Hz); C d 2.78 (t, 6 H, NCH , J 56 Hz), 3.37 (s, 9 H, CH ),HH 2 HH 2 HH 3

3 13NMR (acetone-d ): d 54.98 (NCH ), 58.86 (OCH ), 67.03 3.57 (t, 6 H, OCH , J 56 Hz); C NMR (acetone-d ):6 2 3 2 HH 6
(OCH ). d 54.57 (NCH ), 59.17 (OCH ), 71.38 (OCH ); Anal.2 2 3 2

Calcd. for C H O N C1 Ba: C, 30.08; H, 5.89; N,18 42 14 2 2

2.13. hMg[(CH OCH CH ) N] j(ClO ) , 12 3.90. Found: C, 30.07; H, 6.00; N, 3.85.3 2 2 3 2 4 2

The procedure for the preparation of 12 is analogous to 2.19. [Mgh(C H OCH CH ) Nj ]I , 182 5 2 2 3 2 21that for 11. Yield 82%. MP: 598C. H NMR(acetone-d ): d6
33.39 (s, 3 H, CH ), 3.61 (t, 2 H, NCH , J 56 Hz), 3.79 To 0.14 g (0.50 mmol) of MgI dissolved in 5 ml of3 2 HH 23 13(t, 2 H, OCH , J 56 Hz); C NMR (acetone-d ): d MeOH and 15 ml of THF was added at room temperature2 HH 6

55.01 (NCH ), 59.02 (OCH ), 66.47 (OCH ). 0.21 g (1.0 mmol) of 2. After stirring overnight, the2 3 2

solvent was removed under vacuum and the solid was
washed with toluene before being dried in vacuo to2.14. hCa[(CH OCH CH ) N] jI , 133 2 2 3 2 2

provide 12% of product. MP: did not melt, decomposed
1

.2508C. H NMR (acetone-d ): d 1.20 (t, 9 H, CH ,The procedure for the preparation of 13 is analogous to 6 3
3 31 J 56 Hz), 3.59 (q, 6 H, CH –Me, J 56 Hz), 3.69 (t,that for 11. Yield 74%. MP: 188–1908C. H NMR HH 2 HH

3 36 H, NCH , J 56 Hz), 3.97 (t, 6 H, NCH , J 56(acetone-d ): d 2.95 (t, br, 6 H, NCH ), 3.52 (s, 9 H, 2 HH 2 HH6 2
1313 Hz); C NMR (acetone-d ): d 15.29 (CH ), 49.72CH ), 3.82 (t, br, 6 H, OCH ); C NMR (acetone-d ): d 6 33 2 6

(NCH ), 55.15, 67.13 (CH OCH CH ).52.30 (NCH ), 60.76 (OCH ), 69.88 (OCH ). 2 2 2 32 3 2

2.20. hCa[(C H OCH CH ) N] jI , 192.15. hCa[(CH OCH CH ) N] j(ClO ) , 14 2 5 2 2 3 2 23 2 2 3 2 4 2

The procedure for the preparation of this compound isThe procedure for the preparation of 14 is analogous to
11 analogous to that for 18. Yield 53%. MP: 1668C. H NMRthat for 11. Yield 84%, MP: 2108C. H NMR (CD CN): d3

3(acetone-d ): d 1.17 (t, 9 H, CH , J 56 Hz), 2.85 (t, br,2.75 (t, br, 6 H, NCH ), 3.45 (s, 9 H, CH ), 3.79 (t, br, 6 6 3 HH2 3
1313 6 H, NCH ), 3.60 (t1q, 12 H, OCH ); C NMRH, OCH ); C NMR (CD CN): d 50.88 (NCH ), 60.31 2 22 3 2

(acetone-d ): d 14.74 (CH ), 53.99 (NCH ), 67.49, 67.63(OCH ), 69.01 (OCH ). Because of the low solubility in 6 3 23 2
1 13 (CH OCH CH ).acetone, H NMR and C NMR spectra were taken in 2 2 3

CD CN.3

2.21. hSr[(C H OCH CH ) N] jI , 202 5 2 2 3 2 2

2.16. hSr[(CH OCH CH ) N] jI , 153 2 2 3 2 2

The procedure for the preparation of this compound is
1analogous to that for 18. Yield 93%. MP: 70–738C. HThe procedure for the preparation of 15 is analogous to

3NMR: (acetone-d ): d 1.19 (t, 9 H, CH , J 56 Hz),that for 11. Yield 96%. MP: did not melt, decomposed at 6 3 HH
131 2.86 (t, br, 6 H, NCH ), 3.69 (t1q, 12 H, OCH ); C.2508C. H NMR (acetone-d ): d 2.82 (t, 6 H, NCH , 2 26 2

3 NMR (acetone-d ): d 14.91 (CH ), 54.68 (NCH ), 67.17,J 56 Hz), 3.43 (s, 9 H, CH ), 3.61 (t, 6 H, OCH , 6 3 2HH 3 2
3 13 68.20 (CH OCH CH ).J 56 Hz); C NMR (acetone-d ): d 54.00 (NCH ), 2 2 3HH 6 2

59.72 (OCH ), 70.95 (OCH ).3 2

2.22. hBa[(C H OCH CH ) N] jI , 212 5 2 2 3 2 2

2.17. hBa[(CH OCH CH ) N] jI , 163 2 2 3 2 2

The procedure for the preparation of this compound is
1To 0.20 g (0.50 mmol) of BaI dissolved in 5 ml of analogous to that for 18. Yield 69%. MP: 758C. H NMR2

3MeOH and 15 ml of THF was added at room temperature (acetone-d ): d 1.16 (t, 9 H, CH , J 56 Hz), 2.78 (t, br,6 3 HH
130.19 g (1.0 mmol) of 1. After stirring overnight, large 6 H, NCH ), 3.56 (t1q, 12 H, OCH ); C NMR2 2

crystals of 16 suitable for X-ray crystallography were (acetone-d ): d 15.03 (CH ), 54.83 (NCH ), 67.11, 68.556 3 2

obtained by slow evaporation through a syringe needle (CH OCH CH ).2 2 3
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2.23. [Mg(CH OCH CH ) N(hfac) ], 22 (CH), 119.15 (CF ), 174.72 (C=O); Anal. Calcd. for3 2 2 3 2 3

C H NO F Mg: C, 39.33; H, 4.35; N, 2.09. Found: C,22 29 7 12

To a suspension of 0.040 g (1.0 mmol) of MgO in 10 ml 38.42; H, 4.61; N, 1.97.
of THF was added at room temperature 0.38 g (2.0 mmol)

˚of 1 and 5 g of 4 A molecular sieves. After stirring for 5 2.27. [(hfac) Ca(C H OCH CH ) N], 262 2 5 2 2 3
min, 0.42 g (2.0 mmol) of 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-
pentadione (hfacH) was added. After the reaction mixture The procedure for the preparation of this compound is

1was stirred overnight, it was filtered, and the solvent was analogous to that for 25. Yield 27%. MP: 1128C. H NMR
3removed under vacuum. The residual oil was washed with (acetone-d ): d 1.18 (t, 9 H, CH , J 56 Hz), 3.56 (q, 66 3 HH

3toluene before being dried in vacuo to provide a 22% yield H, CH –Me, J 56 Hz), 3.70 (t, br, 6 H, NCH ), 3.87 (t,2 HH 21
3 13of oily liquid product. H NMR (acetone-d ): d 3.31 (s, 186 6 H, OCH , J 56 Hz), 5.74 (s, 2 H, CH); C NMR2 HHH, CH ), 3.41 (s, br, 12 H, NCH ), 3.70 (t, 12 H, OCH ,3 2 2 (acetone-d ): d 15.23 (CH ), 54.92 (NCH ), 64.70, 67.156 3 23 13J 56 Hz), 5.96 (s, 2 H, CH); C NMR (acetone-d ): dHH 6 (CH OCH CH ), 87.01 (CH), 118.60 (CF ), (C=O);2 2 3 3

55.07 (NCH ), 58.74 (OCH ), 70.10 (OCH ). The signals2 3 2 Anal. Calcd. for C H NO F Ca: C, 38.43; H, 4.25; N,22 29 7 12
of hfac carbons were not observed, perhaps because the 2.04. Found: C, 39.71; H, 4.52; N, 2.09.
concentration was too small.

2.28. [(hfac) Ba(C H OCH CH ) N], 272 2 5 2 2 3
2.24. [(hfac) Ca(CH OCH CH ) N], 232 3 2 2 3

The procedure for the preparation of this compound is
1The procedure for the preparation of 23 is analogous to analogous to that for 25. Yield 44%. MP: 1318C. H NMR

1 3that for 22. Yield 29%. MP: 958C. H NMR (acetone-d ): d6 (acetone-d ): d 1.17 (t, 9 H, CH , J 56 Hz), 3.54 (q, 66 3 HH
32.95 (t, br, 12 H, NCH ), 3.37 (s, 18 H, CH ), 3.72 (t, 122 3 H, CH –Me, J 56 Hz), 3.69 (t, br, 6 H, NCH ,), 3.872 HH 23 13

3 13H, OCH , J 56 Hz), 5.85 (s, 2 H, CH); C NMR2 HH (t, 6 H, OCH , J 56 Hz); C NMR (acetone-d ): d2 HH 6
(acetone-d ): d 54.04 (NCH ), 59.53 (OCH ), 70.436 2 3 15.23 (CH ), 54.88 (NCH ), 64.92, 67.093 2
(OCH ), 87.99 (CH), 118.93 (q, CF ), 176.25 (d, C=O).2 3 (CH OCH CH ), 86.01 (CH), 119.13 (CF ), 174.232 2 3 3

(C=O).
2.25. [(hfac) Ba(CH OCH CH ) N], 242 3 2 2 3

2.29. Synthesis of hCH OC(C=O)OCH CH j N, 283 2 2 3
The procedure for the preparation of 24 is analogous to

that for 22. Crystals of 24 suitable for X-ray crystal- A 250 ml three-necked flask equipped with a Vigreux
lography were obtained by slow evaporation of THF column, a distillation apparatus, and a magnetic stirrer was
solution through a syringe needle under vacuum. Yield charged with triethanolamine (18.4 g, 0.120 mol) and
35%. MP: 1338C. This complex partially sublimed at dimethylcarbonate (133 g, 1.48 mol) under an Ar atmos-

1100–1408C/0.3 Torr, with some decomposition. H NMR phere. The reaction mixture was refluxed for 3 days. The
(acetone-d ): d 2.79 (t, br, 6 H, NCH ), 3.33 (s, 9 H,6 2 MeOH generated was distilled off. The residual oily

13CH ), 3.57 (t, br, 6 H, OCH ), 5.68 (s, 2 H, CH); C3 2 solution was extracted with a 50–70 ml of hexane several
NMR (acetone-d ): d 54.22 (NCH ), 59.15 (OCH ), 70.636 2 3 times. The combined hexane solutions were cooled at 58C
(OCH ), 86.62 (CH), 119.06 (q, CF ), 174.77 (q, C=O);2 3 overnight to give colorless needles. Yield: 5.50 g (24.0%).

1Anal. Calcd. for C H NO F Ba: C, 30.73; H, 3.12; N,19 23 7 12 MP: 42–438C; H NMR (CDCl ): d 2.90 (t, 6 H, NCH ),3 2
131.89. Found: C, 30.19; H, 3.32; N, 1.86. 3.78 (s, 9 H, CH ), 4.18 (t, 6 H, OCH ); C NMR3 2

(CDCl ): d 53.21 (NCH ), 54.76 (CH ) 66.02 (OCH ),3 2 3 2

155.73 (C=O); MS (70 eV, CI, NH positive) m /z (relative2.26. [(hfac) Mg(C H OCH CH ) N], 25 32 2 5 2 2 3
1intensity, proposed ion) 324.2 (100, MH ), 234.1 (3.62);

Anal. Calcd. for C H O N: C, 44.58; H, 6.55; N 4.33.To a suspension of 0.040 g (1.0 mmol) of MgO in 10 ml 12 21 9

Found: C, 44.38; H, 6.47; N,4.16. At the midpoint of theof THF was added at room temperature 0.41 g (2.0 mmol)
˚ reaction, intermediate products were observed and isolated.of 2 and 5 g of 4 A molecular sieves. After stirring for 5

The reaction mixture was evaporated to remove themin, 0.42 g (2.0 mmol) of hfacH was added. After the
solvent, and the residual oily solution was dissolved inreaction mixture was stirred overnight, the solvent was
acetone. Compound 28 was obtained as the first fraction,removed under vacuum and the solid was washed with
and what appeared to be the disubstituted intermediate wastoluene before being dried in vacuo to provide a 22% yield

1 obtained as the second fraction by silica-gel columnof product. MP: 988C. H NMR (acetone-d ): d 1.17 (t, 96
13 3 chromatography (acetone–hexane). H NMR of di-substi-H, CH , J 56 Hz), 3.53 (q, 6 H, CH –Me, J 56 Hz),3 HH 2 HH

3 tuted intermediate: d 2.749 (t, 2 H, NCH ), 2.879 (t, 4 H,3.70 (t, 6 H, NCH , J 56 Hz), 3.87 (t, 6 H, OCH , 22 HH 2
3 13 NCH ), 3.563 (t, 2 H, OCH ) 3.783 (s, 9 H, CH ), 4.206J 56 Hz); C NMR (acetone-d ): d 15.22 (CH ), 2 2 3HH 6 3

(t, 4 H, OCH ).54.86 (NCH ), 64.92, 67.08 (CH OCH CH ), 85.11 22 2 2 3
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Table 12.30. Attempted synthesis of [K(CH OCH CH ) N]I3 2 2 3
Crystallographic data for 3

Formula C H O ClNThe procedure for the attempted preparation of this 9 22 3
211 Formula weight 277.73 g molcompound is analogous to that for 6. The H NMR of the

Color Colorlesssolid washed with toluene and vacuum dried was almost
Crystal size (mm) 0.130.0130.04

devoid of ligand. Space group P2 /c1

Crystal system Monoclinic
˚a (A) 9.36(1)2.31. Attempted synthesis of [K(CH OCH CH ) N]ClO3 2 2 3 4
˚b (A) 7.03(1)
˚c (A) 19.847(3)The procedure for the attempted preparation of this

b (8) 96.51(4)1
3compound is analogous to that for 6. The H NMR of the ˚V (A ) 1296(2)

solid washed with toluene and vacuum dried was almost Z 4
23d (g cm ) 1.17devoid of ligand. calc

21
m (MoKa) (mm ) 0.2810

˚l (MoKa) (A) 0.710692.32. Attempted synthesis of [Na(C H OCH CH ) N]I 2 2 22 5 2 2 3 Weighting scheme 1/ [s (F )1(0.1003P) ]o
2 2where P5(F 12F ) /3o c

a bThe procedure for the attempted preparation of this Final R indices R 50.0503, R 50.12271 2
1 cGoF 1.03compound is analogous to that for 10. The H NMR of the

asolid washed with toluene and vacuum dried was almost R 5SiF u5uF i /SuF u.1 0 c 0
b 2 2 2 2 2 0.5devoid of ligand. R 5[S[v(F 2F ) ] /S[v(F ) ]] .2 o c o
c 2 1 / 2GoF5[Sv(uF u2uF u) /(n2p)] .o c

2.33. Attempted synthesis of [K(C H OCH CH ) N]I2 5 2 2 3

1 and 2, respectively. A computer drawing of 3 is shown in
The procedure for the attempted preparation of this Fig. 1. Cell constants and an orientation matrix for data

1compound is analogous to that for 10. The H NMR of the collection, obtained from a least-squares refinement using
solid washed with toluene and vacuum dried was almost the setting angles of 25 carefully centered reflections in the
devoid of ligand. range 12.6,2u ,19.68 corresponded to a monoclinic cell

˚with dimensions a59.36(1), b57.03(1), c519.847(3) A,
2.34. Attempted synthesis of proton and alkali metal and b 596.51(4)8. For the F.W.5227.73 with four mole-

21complexes of 28 cules per cell, the calculated density is 1.17 g cm . Based
on systematic absences of: h0l: l52n11, 0k0: k52n11

To 3.0 mmol of an acid or alkali metal salt (CF COOH, and the successful solution and refinement of the structure,3

LiClO , NaClOLt or LiI) dissolved in 10 ml THF, was the space group was determined to be P2 /c. Data were4 1

added at room temperature 0.97 g (3.0 mmol) of 28. After collected at room temperature (238C) using the v –2u scan
stirring overnight, the solvent was concentrated to 5 ml technique. Repeat scans were employed dependent on peak
under vacuum, then cooled at 58C. No solids containing 33 intensity. The intensities of three standard reflections
were obtained from any of these mixtures. showed no appreciable change throughout the data collec-

tion period. Of the 2438 reflections which were collected,
2.35. Attempted synthesis of alkaline earth metal 2277 were unique and 502 had uF u.3s(F ) (R 50 0 merge

complexes of 28 5.2%). (Although this was the largest crystal we could find
and a rotating anode source was used, the percentage of

To 1.5 mmol of an alkaline earth metal salt (Mg(ClO ) observed reflections was still low due to the small size of4 2

or Ba(ClO ) ) dissolved in 5 ml THF and 5 ml MeOH was one of the crystal dimensions.) The structure was solved4 2

added at room temperature 0.97 g (3.0 mmol) of 28. After
Table 2stirring overnight, the solvent was concentrated to 5 ml

˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 3under vacuum, then cooled at 58C. No solids containing 33
were obtained from these mixtures. C4–O2 1.411(14) C3–C8 1.512(15)

N–C3 1.498(12) C7–C1 1.505(14)
C5–O3 1.420(15) C7–O1 1.420(13)2.36. X-ray crystallographic structural solution of
N–C1 1.481(12) C8–O2 1.392(13)

[HN(CH CH OCH ) ]Cl, 32 2 3 3 C6–O1 1.429(15) C9–C2 1.510(15)
N–C2 1.496(13) C9–O3 1.391(13)

A colorless, thin, needle-like crystal having approximate
C1–N–C2 110.4(7) C1–C7–O1 114.2(8)

dimensions 0.130.0130.4 mm was mounted on a glass C1–N–C3 111.9(7) C3–C8–O2 105.2(8)
fiber. All measurements were made on a Rigaku AFC6 C2–N–C3 110.8(7) C2–C9–O3 110.8(9)

N–C1–C7 114.6(8) C6–O1–C7 113.1(9)diffractometer with graphite monochromated MoKa radia-
N–C2–C9 115.1(9) C4–O2–C8 113.1(8)tion. Pertinent data collection and reduction information
N–C3–C8 112.4(8) C5–O3–C9 113.6(9)and selected bond distances and angles are listed in Tables
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Table 3
Crystallographic data for 6

Formula C H O NLiI9 23 4

Formula weight 343.13
Color Clear
Crystal size (mm) 0.2030.2030.20
Space group P2 /n1

Crystal system Monoclinic
˚a (A) 10.540(3)
˚b (A) 12.497(3)
˚c (A) 11.657(3)

b (8) 92.30(1)
3˚V (A ) 1534.2(61)

Z 4
23d (g cm ) 1.485calc

21
m (MoKa) (mm ) 0.2082

˚l (MoKa) (A) 0.71069
2Weighting scheme 1/s (F )0

a bFinal R indices R 50.043, R 50.0441 2
cGoF 2.73

Fig. 1. Computer drawing of 3 with ellipsoids drawn at the 50%
a R 5SiF u5uF i /SuF u.1 o c oprobability level.
b 2 2 1 / 2R 5[Sv(uF u2uF u) /Sv uF u ] .2 o c o
c 2 1 / 2GoF5[Sv(uF u2uF u) /(n2p)] .o c

using direct methods. Hydrogens were placed in calculated
positions and all non-hydrogen atoms were refined aniso-
tropically. The final cycle of full-matrix least-squares tions were made using an equivalent data technique and
refinement converged with unweighted and weighted re- the data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization
siduals of 5.03 and 12.27%, respectively. Neutral atomic effects. The structure was solved using the heavy atom
scattering factors were taken from Cromer and Waber, [10] technique. The positions of the iodine atoms were found
including corrections for anomalous dispersion [10]. All from an analysis of the Patterson map and the remaining
calculations were done using a 486 PC [11,12]. positions were found from structure factor and electron

density map calculations. Hydrogens were placed in calcu-
2.37. X-ray crystallographic structure solution of lated positions and all non-hydrogen atoms were refined
[Li(CH OCH CH ) N]I?H O, 6 anisotropically. Water hydrogens were not included. The3 2 2 3 2

final cycle of full-matrix least-squares refinement con-
A clear, rectangular crystal having approximate dimen- verged with unweighted and weighted residuals of 4.3 and

sions of 0.2030.2030.20 mm was mounted inside a glass 4.4%, respectively. Neutral atomic scattering factors were
capillary to reduce reactions with moisture in air. All taken from Cromer and Waber [10], including corrections
measurements were made on a Siemens P4 diffractometer

Table 4with graphite monochromated MoKa radiation. Pertinent ˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 6
data collection and reduction information, and selected

N1–C1 1.466(10) C6–O1 1.365(12)bond distances and angles are listed in Tables 3 and 4,
N1–C3 1.466(10) C7–O2 1.414(12)

respectively. A computer drawing of 6 is shown in Fig. 2. N1–C5 1.458(10) C8–O3 1.428(11)
Cell constants and an orientation matrix for data collection, C1–C2 1.486(12) C9–O2 1.427(11)
obtained from a least-squares refinement using the setting C2–O1 1.417(10) Li–O4 1.982(13)

C3–C4 1.473(12) Li–O1 2.035(13)angles of 40 carefully centered reflections in the range
C4–O3 1.420(10) Li–O2 2.110(13)16,2u ,308 correspond to a monoclinic cell with dimen-
C5–C9 1.487(13) Li–O3 2.029(13)˚sions: a510.540(3), b512.497(3), c511.657(3) A, b 5 Li–N 2.208(13)3˚92.30(1)8, V51534.2 (6) A . For the F.W.5343.13 and
C2–O1–C6 115.5(7) N1–C1–C2 110.4(6)four molecules per cell, the calculated density is 1.485
C2–O1–Li 111.3(6) O1–C2–C1 107.8(7)21g cm . Based on the systematic absences of: h0l: h1l± C6–O1–Li 125.7(7) N1–C3–C4 111.2(7)

2n, 0k0: k±2n and the successful solution and refinement C7–O2–C9 112.1(7) O3–C4–C3 108.6(7)
C7–O2–Li 122.7(6) N1–C5–C9 110.4(7)of the structure, the space group was determined to be
C9–O2–Li 112.2(6) O2–C9–C5 108.1(7)P2 /n. Data were collected at room temperature (238C)1
C4–O3–C8 111.6(7) O1–Li–O4 102.6(6)using the v-scan technique (2u #508). Variable scan rates
C4–O3–Li 114.2(6) O1–Li–O2 117.6(6)

were employed dependent on peak intensity. The inten- C8–O3–Li 122.7(6) O1–Li–O3 109.8(6)
sities of three standard reflections showed no appreciable C1–N1–C3 113.7(6) O2–Li–O4 98.3(5)

C1–N1–C5 111.4(6) O2–Li–O3 122.5(6)change throughout the data collection period. Of the 3439
C3–N1–C5 111.4(6) O3–Li–O4 101.5(6)reflections which were collected, 2721 were unique and
O4–Li–N 176.1(6)1724 had uF u.3s(F ) (R 54.4%). Absorption correc-0 0 merge
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Table 5
Crystallographic data for 8

Formula C H O INaN9 23 3

Formula weight 341.16
Color Clear, rectangular
Crystal size (mm) 0.4030.2030.20
Space group Pc2 n1

Crystal system Orthorhombic
˚a (A) 7.559(1)
˚b (A) 13.565(1)
˚c (A) 14.760(2)

3˚V (A ) 1513.4(3)
Z 4

23d (g cm ) 1.497calc
21

m (MoKa) (mm ) 21.11
˚l (MoKa) (A) 0.71069

2Weighting scheme 1/s (F )o
a bFinal R indices R 50.036, R 50.0381 2

cGoF 2.13
Flack parameter 0.16

a R 5SiF u2uF i /SuF u.1 o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2R 5[Sv(uF u2uF u) /Sv uF u ] .2 o c o
c 2 2 2 0.5GoF5[Sv(F 2F ) /(n2p) .o c

Fig. 2. Computer drawing of 6 with ellipsoids drawn at the 50%
2.95%). Absorption corrections were made using a psi-probability level.
scan technique and the data were corrected for Lorentz and
polarization effects. The structure was solved using the

for anomalous dispersion [10]. All calculations were done superposition technique. Initial positions of the non-hydro-
using a 486 PC [11,12]. gen atoms were found from analysis of the Patterson

superposition map. Hydrogens were placed in calculated
2.38. X-ray crystallographic structure solution of positions and all non-hydrogen atoms were refined aniso-
[Na(CH OCH CH ) N]I, 8 tropically. The final cycle of full-matrix least-squares3 2 2 3

refinement converged with unweighted and weighted re-
A clear, rectangular-shaped crystal having approximate siduals of 3.6 and 3.8%, respectively. Neutral atomic

dimensions of 0.4030.2030.20 mm was mounted inside a scattering factors were taken from Cromer and Waber [10],
glass capillary to reduce reactions with moisture in air. All including corrections for anomalous dispersion [10]. All
measurements were made on a Siemens P4 diffractometer calculations were done using a 486 PC [11,12].
with graphite monochromated MoKa radiation. Pertinent
data collection and reduction information, and selected

Table 6
bond distances and angles are listed in Tables 5 and 6, ˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 8
respectively. A computer drawing of 8 is shown in Fig. 3.

N–C2 1.456(14) C3–C4 1.477(19)
Cell constants and an orientation matrix for data collection, N–C3 1.465(15) O3–C8 1.405(15)
obtained from a least-squares refinement using the setting N–C7 1.420(15) O3–C9 1.388(21)
angles of 44 carefully centered reflections in the range O1–C1 1.402(16) C7–C8 1.509(17)

O1–C6 1.341(18) Na–I 2.970(3)16,2u ,308 correspond to an orthorhombic cell with
C1–C2 1.441(19) Na–O1 2.335(8)˚dimensions: a57.559(1), b513.565(1), c514.760(2) A,

3 O2–C4 1.380(16) Na–O2 2.346(9)˚V51513.4(2) A . For the F.W.5341.16 with four mole- O2–C5 1.383(19) Na–O3 2.356(11)
23cules per cell, the calculated density is 1.497 g cm . Na–N 2.480(8)

Based on the systematic absences of: 0kl: l52n11, hk0:
C2–N–C3 112.2(8) O1–Na–I 108.0(2)

h1k52n11, and statistical tests which indicated the C2–N–C7 112.7(9) O1–Na–O2 105.3(3)
absence of a center of symmetry, the space group was C3–N–C7 110.4(9) O1–Na–O3 112.5(3)

C1–O1–C6 114.6(11) O2–Na–I 107.1(2)determined to be Pc2 n. This was confirmed by successful1
O1–C1–C2 111.9(11) O2–Na–O3 114.6(3)structural refinement. Data were collected at room tem-
N–C2–C1 116.1(10) O3–Na–O3 109.0(3)perature (238C) using the v-scan technique (2u #508).
C4–O2–C5 11S.0(11) Na–O1–C1 115.1(7)

Variable scan rates dependent on peak intensity were N–C3–C4 112.9(10) Na–O1–C6 122.6(8)
employed. The intensities of three standard reflections O2–C4–C3 111.3(11) Na–O2–C4 113.5(7)

C8–O3–C9 113.2(11) Na–O2–C5 124.4(8)showed no appreciable change throughout the data collec-
N–C7–C8 114.8(10) Na–O3–C8 116.3(7)tion period. Of the 6066 reflections which were collected,
O3–C8–C7 107.6(10) Na–O3–C9 122.5(10)2652 were unique and 1773 had uF u.3s(F ) (R 50 0 merge
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Table 8
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 24

Ba–O4 2.688(5) Ba–O1 2.824(5)
Ba–O2 2.692(6) Ba–O7 2.836(5)
Ba–O8 2.763(6) Ba–O5 2.872(6)
Ba–O3 2.818(6) Ba–O6 2.877(6)

O4–Ba–O2 74.7(2) O8–Ba–O5 79.4(2)
O4–Ba–O8 136.8(2) O3–Ba–O5 148.8(2)
O2–Ba–O8 134.9(2) O1–Ba–O5 79.1(2)
O4–Ba–O3 62.4(2) O7–Ba–O5 78.4(2)
O2–Ba–O3 107.0(2) O4–Ba–O6 77.0(2)
O8–Ba–O3 77.03(15) O2–Ba–O6 144.3(2)
O4–Ba–O1 105.4(2) O8–Ba–O6 80.8(2)
O2–Ba–O1 61.9(2) O3–Ba–O6 77.9(2)
O8–Ba–O1 76.6(2) O1–Ba–O6 148.4(2)
O3–Ba–O1 75.8(2) O7–Ba–O6 79.0(2)
O4–Ba–O7 72.3(2) O5–Ba–O6 118.0(2)Fig. 3. Computer drawing of 8 with ellipsoids drawn at the 50%
O2–Ba–O7 72.0(2) C11–N–C14 107.4(6)probability level.
O8–Ba–O7 138.0(2) C11–N–C17 112.3(6)
O3–Ba–O7 132.6(2) C14–N–C17 110.1(6)
O1–Ba–O7 132.2(2) C14–N–Ba 106.5(4)

2.39. X-ray crystallographic structure solution of O4–Ba–O5 143.8(2) C14–N–Ba 106.2(4)
[(hfac) Ba(CH OCH CH ) N?H O, 24 O2–Ba–O5 76.3(2) C17–N–Ba 114.0(4)2 3 2 2 3 2

A crystal was mounted on a glass fiber and placed on a
h1k52n, and h0l: l52n. Absorption corrections wereSiemens P4 diffractometer for data collection at 293(2) K.
made using a psi-scan technique, and the data wereCell constants and an orientation matrix for data collection
corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. The struc-were obtained from a least-squares refinement using the
ture was solved using the heavy atom method; lighter,setting angles of 40 carefully centered reflections in the
non-hydrogen atoms were found from analysis of therange 10,2u ,258. Pertinent data collection and reduction
electron density map. Hydrogen atoms were placed ininformation and selected bond distances and angles are
calculated positions, and all non-hydrogen atoms werelisted in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. A computer drawing
refined anisotropically using SHELXL-93 [14,15]. Allof 24 is shown in Fig. 4. Three standard reflections were
calculations were done on a Pentium PC.measured for every one hundred reflections collected; no

appreciable changes in the standards were detected. The
2.40. X-ray crystallographic structure solution ofspace group was determined to be C2/c based on success-
hCH OC(C=O)OCH CH j N, 283 2 2 3ful refinement and on the systematic absences of hkl:

A crystal was mounted on a glass fiber on the Siemens
P4 machine for data collection at 293(2) K. Twenty-fiveTable 7
reflections in the range 19#2u #308 were used to de-Crystallographic data for 24

Formula C H BaF NO ?H O19 23 12 7 2

Formula weight 760.74
Color Colorless
Crystal size (mm) 0.530.430.3
Space group C2/c
Crystal system Monoclinic

˚a (A) 21.31(2)
˚b (A) 15.926(8)
˚c (A) 17.39(2)

b (8) 95.59(7)
3˚V (A ) 5874(9)

Z 8
23d (g cm ) 1.721calc

21
m (MoKa) mm 14.68

˚l (MoKa) (A) 0.71069
2 2 2Weighting scheme 1/ [s (F )1(0.1000P) ]o

2 2where P5(F 12F ) /3o c
a bFinal R indices R 50.0637, R 50.17601 2

cGoF 1.406
a R 5SiF u2uF i /SuF u.1 o c o
b 2 2 2 2 2 0.5R 5[S[v(F 2F ) ] /S[v(F ) ]] . Fig. 4. Computer drawing of 24 with ellipsoids drawn at the 50%2 o c o
c 2 2 2 0.5GoF5[Sv(F 2F ) ] /(n2p)] . probability level.o c
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Table 9
Crystallographic data for 28

Formula C H NO12 21 9

Formula weight 323.29
Color Clear, rectangular
Crystal size (mm) 0.630.430.15
Space group Pbca
Crystal system Orthorhombic

˚a (A) 13.884(2)
˚b (A) 6.5320(10)
˚c (A) 35.956(5)

3˚V (A ) 3260.9(8)
Z 8

23d (g cm ) 1.317calc
21

m (CuKa) (cm ) 9.39
l (CuKa) 1.54178

2 2Weighting scheme 1/ [s(F )1(0.080P) ]o
2 2where P5(F 12F ) /3o c

a bFinal R indices R 50.0458, R 50.11691 2
cGoF 0.273

a R 5SiF u2uF i /SuF u.1 o c o
b 2 2 2 2 2 0.5 Fig. 5. Computer drawing of 28 with ellipsoids drawn at the 50%R 5[S[v(F 2F ) ] /S[v(F ) ]] for 28.2 o c o
c 2 1 / 2 probability level.GoF5[Sv(uF u2uF u) /(n2p)] .o c

ful direct-methods solution [13] and subsequent refine-
ment. All non-hydrogen atoms were placed directly fromtermine precise cell constants. Pertinent data collection and
the E-map. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined withreduction information, and selected bond distances and
anisotropic displacement parameters. All hydrogens wereangles are listed in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. A
treated as riding-atoms with individual isotropic displace-computer drawing of 28 is shown in Fig. 5. Lorentz and
ment parameters. Final refinements were done withpolarization corrections were applied. A nonlinear correc-
SHELXL-93 [14,15]. Data collection and structure solu-tion based on the decay in the standard reflections was
tions were conducted at the Iowa State Molecular Structureapplied to the data. No absorption correction was applied
Laboratory. Refinement calculations were performed on ato the data because of the very low absorption coefficient
Digital Equipment Micro VAX 3100 computer using theof the material. The space group Pbca was chosen based
SHELXTL-Plus [13] and SHELXL-93 programs [14].on systematic absences and intensity statistics. This as-

sumption proved to be correct as determined by a success-

Table 10 3. Results and discussion
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 28

3.1. Synthesis of ligandsN1–C9 1.455(3) O5–C12 1.425(3)
N1–C5 1.465(3) O6–C11 1.175(3)
N1–C1 1.463(3) O7–C7 1.323(4) The reaction of triethanolamine (TEA) with Na metal or
O1–C3 1.335(4) O7–C6 1.440(4) NaH in THF, and alkyl iodide gave the triethers 1 and 2 in
O1–C2 1.444(4) O8–C7 1.330(4)

the isolated yields shown in reaction (1). Attempts toO2–C3 1.312(4) O8–C5 1.438(4)
utilize analogous reactions for the preparation of the i-PrO2–C4 1.433(3) O9–C7 1.173(4)

1
O3–C3 1.178(4) C1–C2 1.498(4) analogue failed. The H NMR spectra of the reaction
O4–C11 1.321(3) C5–C6 1.501(4) mixture were complicated, and TLC of a solution in
O4–C10 1.448(3) C9–C10 1.493(4) acetone (developed by CH CN) showed more than three3O5–C11 1.331(3)

spots. In this reaction elimination may be competing with
C9–N1–C5 113.9(2) O3–C3–O1 125.9(4) substitution of the iodine on 1-iodo-2-methylpropane.
C9–N1–C1 112.2(2) O2–C3–O1 106.5(3)
C5–N1–C1 112.1(2) Ni–C5–C6 111.2(2)
C3–O1–C2 115.6(3) O7–C6–C5 107.9(3)
C3–O2–C4 11S.0(3) O9–C7–O7 126.5(4)
C11–O4–C10 11S.1(2) O9–C7–O8 126.2(3)
C11–O5–C12 115.6(3) O7–C7–O8 107.3(3)
C7–O7–C6 114.6(3) N1–C9–C10 110.3(2)
C7–O8–C8 11S.0(3) O4–C10–C9 106.4(2)
N1–C1–C2 110.8(3) O6–C11–O4 126.8(3)
O1–C2–C1 108.2(3) O6–C11–O5 12S.7(3)
O3–C3–O2 127.6(4) O4–C11–O5 107.4(3) The isolation of pure 1 and 2 was carried out by
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thermally decomposing their NaI complexes which formed 3.3. Synthesis of alkaline earth metal complexes
in the reactions and distilling off the ligands. The constitu-
tions of 1 and 2, which were obtained as colorless liquids, The complexes of alkaline earth metals with 1 and
were determined by NMR, and mass spectroscopy. Com- 2 were prepared using reaction (4). Unlike
pounds 1 and 2 are soluble in most common organic [Ba(TEA)]ClO ) , which at least in the solid state is4 2

solvents and are slightly air-sensitive. The colorless liquids dimeric with bridging perchlorates, 17 shows no tendency
turn yellow after 2–3 days in the air, but they can be stored to coordinate perchlorate in MeCN solution since its molar

21 2 21for months in an inert atmosphere without detectable conductance in that solvent (245 V cm mol ) is in the
decomposition. 1:2 electrolyte range.

The synthesis and partial characterization of
(ROCH CH ) N, (R5CH , n-propyl) had been reported2 2 3 3

more than 35 years ago [16–20]. One of the syntheses
employed a mixture of MeOCH CH OH, NH and H2 2 3 2

[18,19] which was heated and the vapor passed over a Ni
hydrogenation–dehydrogenation catalyst at 180–1858C
for 22 h to give, on fractional distillation, 35%
MeOCH CH NH , 40% (MeOCH CH ) NH and 3%2 2 2 2 2 2

(MeOCH CH ) N. Another method [20] employed the2 2 3

reaction of MeOCH CH Cl with MeOH–NH over a2 2 3

period of 12 h at 90–958C, which gave 5%
MeOCH CH NH , 42% (MeOCH CH ) NH and 19%2 2 2 2 2 2 3.4. Synthesis of alkaline earth metal hfac complexes
(MeOCH CH ) N. The yields of 1 by these methods were2 2 3

low (3–19%), and the products were obtained as mixtures The complexes of alkaline earths containing hfac were
of mono-, di- and tri-substituted amine ethers. Our route obtained by reaction (5). In connection with the develop-
(Method B, which gives a 75% yield) is preferable. ment of precursors for MOCVD processes, Ba(hfac) L2

(L5Lewis base) derivatives have been synthesized, and
their thermal characteristics investigated [21–23]. Thus far

3.2. Synthesis of proton derivatives and alkali metal
only Ba(hfac) (18-crown-6) is thermally stable and2complexes
sublimable [21,22]. Our analogue, 24 only partially sub-
limed at 100–1408C/0.3 Torr and there was simultaneous

The proton derivatives 3–5 and the alkali metal com-
decomposition of the complex. The decreased volatility

plexes 6–10 of 1 and 2 below were synthesized by the
and thermal stability of 24 seems reasonable in view of its

reaction of 1 and 2 with an acid or an alkali metal salt,
lower symmetry and net dipole moment. It also dissociates

respectively, as depicted in reactions (2) and (3). As is
an hfac ion rather easily, at least in MeCN solution, in

discussed later, however, X-ray crystal structure analyses
which its molar conductance is in the range for a 1:1

revealed cage structures for 6, 8 and 24 but not for 3. 21 2 21electrolyte (168 V cm mol ).

Although the sodium complex of ligand 1 was obtained,
attempts to obtain that of 2 failed. Evaporation of the
reaction mixture of 2 and NaI or NaClO in THF–MeOH4

resulted in virtually total recovery of the metal salts. The
steric hindrance of the ethyl groups is believed to be the
reason for the less stable nature of complexes of 2. 3.5. Comparison of the complex forming ability of 1 and

Attempts to obtain potassium complexes of both ligands 2 with analogous open cryptands
also failed. These results are consistent with the expected

¨order of complex stability, Li.Na.K. Vogtle et al. reported the isolation of complexes of the
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open cryptands [1] shown below. Ligands 29 and 32 downfield shift for LiI is only 0.09 ppm, and that for NaI is
formed several 1:1 crystalline complexes (i.e., 29, with zero ppm.
NaSCN, KSCN, RbI, NH SCN, Ni(ClO ) .6H O and The alkaline earth metal complexes also showed a4 4 2 2

H PtCl .6H O; 32, with KSCN, RbI and BaI ). With 30 decreasing downfield shift as the cation size increased. The2 6 2 2

and 31, one complex for each ligand was isolated (30, downfield shifts for the NCH protons of the iodide2

R95OCH , with NaSCN; 31 with BaI ). Because of the complexes are 0.96, 0.25, 0.12 and 0.09 for divalent Mg,3 2

terminal 8-quinaldyl groups in ligands 29 and 32, the metal Ca, Sr and Ba, respectively. The downfield shifts of the
ion can be ligated by N atoms as well as by the ether OCH protons are smaller than those for the NCH2 2

oxygens, thereby leading to the successful isolation of protons, but they exhibit a similar trend. The relatively
these complexes. Similar additional coordination by the small downfield shifts of the OCH protons did not show a3

oxygens on the R groups of 30 (R95OCH ) and of 31 may trend (0.11, 0.26, 0.17 and 0.15 for Mg, Ca, Sr and Ba,3

allow isolation of the two aforementioned complexes of respectively).
these ligands. Even though our ligands 1 and 2 lack such The metal iodide complexes of 2 gave similar sequences

1additional ligating atoms, they show sufficient chelating of H NMR shifts as that for analogous complexes of 1.
1 13ability for the isolation of many complexes. Interestingly, the H and C NMR spectra of hfac

complexes of 2 exhibit quite strong differences from those
of 1. While these chemical shifts in the hfac complexes of
1 show a gradual decrease of the downfield shift in the
order Mg, Ca and Ba, those of 2 are very similar for
reasons that are not clear.

3.8. Structural features of 3, 6, 8, 24 and 28

The structure of 3 shown in Fig. 1 is consistent with that
of an ammonium salt. Unlike 33 which features a cage
structure [24], 28 is apparently acyclic, with no evidence
for the type of hydrogen bonding that dominates the solid
state structure of 33. It is interesting in this regard that the
zwitterionic structure of 34 is also of the open type [25].

3.6. Synthesis of [CH O(C=O)OCH CH ] N, 283 2 2 3

The reaction of triethanolamine with dimethylcarbonate
gave the tricarbonate 28, though complete conversion of
the reactants took several days of refluxing. By stopping
the reaction at its midpoint, the dicarbonate of TEA could
be separated by column chromatography as an oil, and

The structure of 6 shown in Fig. 2 indicates that during1identified by the H NMR spectroscopy. Pure 28 was
the attempt to crystallize the LiI complex of 1, a waterobtained as needles by copious extraction with hexane
molecule from adventitious water coordinates to thefollowed by cooling. No identifiable title products were ˚lithium. The average Li–O (ligand) distance is 2.05 A, theobtained from concentrated reaction mixtures of 28 and the ˚ ˚LiO(H O) distance is 1.982 A, and Li–N is 2.208 A.2title cations. 1 2There is no covalent interaction between the Li and I .
The transannular Li–N bond can be compared with those

˚3.7. NMR spectra of TMS-tren complexes which are 2.029(5) A in
˚Li (Me SiNCH CH ) N(THF) , [26] 2.076(8) A and3 3 2 2 3 2

1 3˚In the H NMR spectra of 1 and 2, the AA‘XX’ spin 2.097(9) A in (m -Cl)Li H [(Me SiNCH CH ) N] [26].3 4 3 2 2 3 2

system for the methylene protons of the CH CH moiety The five-coordinated sodium ion in 8 shown in Fig. 3 is2 2

appear as a set of two virtual triplets (virtual point group covalently bonded to the three oxygen atoms and a
C at room temperature). This pattern is also a general nitrogen atom of the ligand, and the iodide anion. The3v

˚feature of the atrane framework, i.e., the cage structure average Na–O (ligand) distance is 2.375 A, Na–N is 2.480
˚ ˚formed when 1 and 2 coordinate. Upon coordination, each A, and Na–I is 2.971 A. These values can be compared

proton signal is shifted downfield. with those of a crown ether complex [27] and TEA
1Among the monocationic species, the H complexes complexes [28–30]. The average Na–O distance in

˚gave the most drastic downfield shift of the NCH protons NaI(benzo-15-crown-5). H O [27] is 2.39 A with a range2 2
˚(0.6–0.8 ppm). This is attributed to the small size and of 2.35–2.43 A. The Na–O average distance of our ether

1relatively higher charge density of H . By contrast, the complex is within that range. Compared to Na(TEA)I, [28]
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˚the bond lengths of 8 are shorter by ca. 0.14 A for Na–O, capable ligand for these metals. From the crystal structure
1˚ ˚0.32 A for Na–N, and 0.31 A for Na–I. Na is thus determinations of 6 and 8 it appears that in addition to the

attracted more strongly by the cage of 1 than by that of ether oxygens, the bridgehead nitrogen of 1 (and by
TEA. The iodide is easily displaced by solvent in MeCN, implication that of 2) can also function as a donor atom.
however, as was shown by its molar conductance of 162 The presence of the electronegative and rather bulky

21 2 21
V cm mol . While Na(TEA)ClO [29] and Na(TEA)I CO Me substituents in 28 is probably responsible for its4 2

1[28] are complexes in which a Na ion coordinates to two failure as a ligand in this study.
TEA ligands leading to coordination numbers larger than
five, the Na complexes of 1 are stabilized by one ligand.
This result is rationalized by the suppositions that the

Supplementary data
methyl group at the terminus of each ligand arm inhibits
the approach of another ligand, and that the electron-

Atomic coordinates, anisotropic displacement parame-
donating effect of the methyl groups stabilizes the positive

ters, bond lengths and bond angles for 3, 6, 8, 24 and 281charge of the Na ion.
(35 pages) are available. The following crystal structures

The overall configuration of 24 shown in Fig. 4 reveals a
have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic

strong similarity to that of Ba(hfac) (18-crown-6) [31]2 Data Centre and allocated the deposition numbers: 3,
wherein the puckered 18-crown-6 ring replaces ligand 1.

CCDC 120214; 6, CCDC 120215; 8, CCDC 120216; 24,
The structure of 28 shown in Fig. 5 shows that the three

CCDC 120217; 28, CCDC 120218.
arms do not spread out, but form a cage structure.
Although the size of the cage appears to be large enough to
accommodate an alkali or alkali-earth metal cation, no
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Abstract

Reaction of the chiral 1-pyridin-2-yl-menthol ligand (1) with [VO(acac) ] and [MoO (acac) ] results in the formation of the metal–oxo2 2 2

complexes [VO(N–O) ] (2) and [MoO (N–O) ] (3), where N–O52-[(2)-menthol]-pyridine. The molecular structures of (2) and (3)2 2 2

have been determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction, which revealed the expected square-pyramidal geometry for (2) with the
pyridine ring nitrogens mutually trans, and the expected slightly distorted octahedral arrangement of (3) with cis di-oxo ligands. Both
metal–oxo compounds (2) and (3) have demonstrated the ability to catalyse the asymmetric oxidation of prochiral olefins and sulfides
with H O or tBuOOH as the oxidant.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 2

Keywords: Molybdenum; Vanadium; Chiral ligands; Metal oxides; X-ray

1. Introduction ing possible applications of such complexes, containing the
chiral ligand (1), in asymmetric oxidation reactions.

Optically active ligands have received much attention in
recent years and are now common place in enantioselective
catalysis with transition metal complexes [1,2]. Among 2. Experimental
them, chelating nitrogen compounds are finding high
interest in asymmetric catalysis [3–7], due to their po- 2.1. General procedures
tential properties as stabilising agents during the catalytic
process. We are particularly interested in pyridine–carbinol Unless otherwise specified, all reagents were purchased
ligands as these have proved to be universal ligands in from commercial suppliers and were used without purifica-
oxygen atom transfer reactions involving Mo, W and Ti tion. The chiral pyridine–alkoxy ligand (1) was prepared
[8,9], which compliments our long-standing interest in according to the literature [7]. All experiments were
oxidation catalysis [10–12]. Pyridine–alkoxide ligands carried out using dried solvents and under a nitrogen or
have also been shown to be useful in polymerisation argon atmosphere, using a Schlenk line or a Vacuum
reactions involving early transition-metals [13,14]. Atmospheres glovebox equipped with a Dri-Train HE-493

1 13 1Herein, we describe the synthesis and crystal structures inert atmosphere purifier. H (300 MHz) and C-h Hj (75
of the molybdenum(VI) and vanadium(IV) complexes (2) MHz) NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC300
and (3) containing the chiral ligand 2-[(2)-menthol]- NMR spectrometer and referenced to Me Si. Fourier4

pyridine. We also report preliminary experiments indicat- transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded using a
Perkin Elmer Model FTIR-1600 spectrometer on KBr
discs. Mass spectrometry and elemental analyses were*Corresponding author.

E-mail address: osborn@chimie.u-strasbg.fr (J.A. Osborn) carried out by the corresponding facilities at the Chemistry
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Table 1´Research Centre at the Universite Louis Pasteur, Stras-
Crystal data and summary of intensity data collection and structurebourg, France.
refinement of (2) and (3)

2 3

2.2. Preparation Empirical formula C H N O V C H N O Mo?C H30 44 2 3 30 44 2 4 6 12

fw 531.64 676.80
Space group P 4 2 2 P 4 2 23 1 1 1

˚a /A 13.727(1) 12.286(1)2.2.1. Synthesis of [VO(2-(2)-menthol-pyridine) ] (2)2 ˚b /A 13.727(1) 12.286(1)Ligand (1) (0.954 g, 4.09 mmol) was dissolved in ˚c /A 16.178(1) 23.736(1)
tetrahydrofuran (THF; 20 ml), treated with [VO(acac) ]2 a / 8 90 90
(0.495 g, 1.87 mmol) and stirred for 30 min under reflux. b / 8 90 90

g / 8 90 90The solution was then concentrated, and the resulting
3˚V /A 3048.6(1) 3583.1(3)orange–brown precipitate was collected and washed with

Z 4 4cold THF (232 ml) and dried in vacuo (500 mg, 50%). 23
r /g cm 1.16 1.2521 calc

21IR (KBr) cm : 3066 (w), 2950 (s), 2918 (s), 2866 (m), m /mm 0.355 0.404
2838 (w), 1604 (m), 1566 (w), 1471 (m), 1436 (m), 1382 Diffractometer KappaCCD KappaCCD

Scan type Phi scans Phi scans(w), 1344 (w), 1296 (w), 1245 (w), 1200 (w), 1156 (m),
Temperature /K 173 1731143 (w), 1110 (w), 1058 (s), 1025 (w), 980 (m), 962 (s),

aR 0.046 0.037950 (m), 920 (w), 890 (w), 860 (w), 822 (w), 772 (m), 760 bwR 0.061 0.0512
c(w), 750 (w), 694 (m), 664 (w), 641 (w), 586 (m), 564 (w), Goodness of fit (GOF) 1.143 1.028

544 (w), 528 (w), 424 (w), 402 (m), 352 (w). a R5oiF u2uF i /ouF u.1 o c oMS (EI 1) [m /z]: 531.3 [M ]. b 2 2 2 4 1 / 2wR 5[ow(F 2F ) /owF ] .2 o c o
c 2 2 2 1 / 2Anal Calcd. for C H N O V: C, 67.78; H, 8.34; N, GOF5[ow(F 2F ) /(N 2N )] .30 44 2 3 o c o w

5.27. Found: C, 68.06; H, 8.36; N, 5.34.

2.3. X-ray crystallography

2.2.2. Synthesis of [MoO (2-(2)-menthol-pyridine) ] (3)2 2 The oxo complexes (2) and (3) were crystallised by
[MoO (acac) ] (0.680 g, 2.08 mmol) was dissolved in2 2 slow diffusion of acetonitrile and cyclohexane, respective-

MeOH (40 ml) and treated with ligand (1) (1.00 g, 4.28 ly, layered onto a solution of the complexes in dichlorome-
mmol). The solution was then refluxed for 30 min and, thane. The intensity data were obtained at 173 K with
upon cooling, a white precipitate was formed. The reaction ˚graphite monochromated MoKa radiation (l50.71073 A)
mixture was filtered and the white solid was dried in vacuo on a Nonius KappaCCD diffractometer. The structures
(0.900 g, 73%). were solved using direct methods and were refined against1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl ) [d (ppm)]: 0.61 (d, 6H,3 uF u. Hydrogen atoms were introduced as fixed contributors.3CH , J56.9 Hz), 0.74 (m, 4H, -CH - ), 0.953(menth.) 2 (menth.) For all computations, the Enraf-Nonius MolEN package3(d, 6H, CH , J56.7 Hz), 1.02 (d, 6H, CH ,3(menth.) 3(menth.) was used [15]. Additional crystal data collection and3J56.7 Hz), 1.07–2.00 (m, 12H, -CH-, -CH - ), 2.312 (menth.) refinement parameters are presented in Table 1 [16].

3(m, 2H, -CH- ), 7.26 (dd, 2H, -CH- , J55.3Hz),(menth.) (arom.)
37.32 (d, 2H, -CH- , J58.0 Hz), 7.78 (dd, 2H, -CH-(arom.)

3 3, J58.0Hz), 8.81 (d, 2H, -CH- , J55.3 Hz). 3. Results and discussion(arom.) (arom.)
13 1C h Hj NMR (75 MHz, CDCl ) [d (ppm)]: 19.83

(-CH ), 21.9 (-CH- ), 22.4 (-CH - ), 24.4 Oxovanadium(IV) complex (2) and dioxomolybdenum-3(ment.) (ment.) 2 (ment.)

(-CH- ), 27.0 (-CH ), 28.5 (-CH ), 35.2 (VI) complex (3) were prepared in high yield from the(ment.) 3 (ment.) 3 (ment.)

(-CH - ), 50.3 (-CH - ), 54.1 (-CH- ), 76.3 chiral pyridine alkoxy ligand (1), by reaction with2 (ment.) 2 (ment.) (ment.)

(-C-OH), 120.3 (-C- ), 122.2 (-C- ), 138.6 (-C- VO(acac) and MoO (acac) , respectively. The synthesis(arom.) (arom.) 2 2 2

), 147.7 (-C- ), 162.1 (-C- ). of the diastereoisomerically pure hydroxyalkylpyridine (1)(arom.) (arom.) (arom.)
21 was carried out by condensation of 2-lithiopyridine withIR (KBr) cm : 3075 (w), 2950 (s), 2930 (s), 2866 (s),

natural optically active (2) menthone (Scheme 1), as1602 (s), 1572 (m), 1476 (s), 1452 (m), 1438 (m), 1384 (w),
previously reported by Chelucci et al. [7]. Pertinent1365 (w), 1298 (m), 1252 (w), 1198 (w), 1160 (w), 1140
spectroscopic data for complexes (2) and (3) are given in(m), 1056 (s), 1018 (m), 979 (m), 966 (m), 951 (m), 920 (s),
the Experimental section.902 (s br), 864 (m), 824 (w), 782 (m), 751 (m), 686 (m),

Crystallographic analysis of a suitable crystal of the642 (w), 633 (w), 577 (w), 549 (m), 509 (m), 472 (w), 426
homochiral complex (2) revealed a mononuclear species(w), 347 (w), 310 (w).

1 with an overall square pyramidal structure. As commonlyMS (EI 1) [m /z]: 594.3 [M ].
observed in most structurally characterised oxovanadium-Anal Calcd. for C H MoN O : C, 60.80; H, 7.48; N,30 44 2 4

(IV) compounds, the distortion from the ideal geometry is4.73. Found: C, 60.07; H, 7.40; N, 4.67.
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of complexes (2) and (3).

evidenced by a t value of 0.29. The angular structural where the oxo ligand of one molecule interacts with the
parameter t is defined as [h(/N–V–N)2/(O–V–O2)j / sixth co-ordination site of a neighbouring molecule. The

˚60]. For purely square pyramidal complexes, t is zero. V5O bond distance of 1.606(1) A is typical for a five
However, moving two trans ligands out of the equatorial
square plane results in a distortion towards a trigonal
bipyramidal molecular structure, for which t approaches
unity, with t51 for a perfect trigonal bipyramid [16].
Furthermore, the vanadium metal centre was found to be

˚displaced from the equatorial plane by 0.274 A, with the
oxo ligand in the axial position and the donor atoms from
the two pyridine–alkoxy ligands forming the equatorial
plane. Complex (2) has crystallographically imposed C2

symmetry about the V–O(1) axis, with the nitrogen atoms
of the pyridine ring being mutually trans. The molecular
structure of (2) is shown in Fig. 1 and selected bond
distances and angles are listed in Table 2. The steric bulk
of the pyridine–alkoxy ligand may preclude the formation Fig. 1. Structure of (2) (50% probability ellipsoids). For clarity, hydrogen
of oligomeric complexes common for vanadyl complexes, atoms have been omitted.
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Table 2 with 25% ee. Sulfides (PhSMe) are similarly oxidised to
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for (2) and (3) the corresponding sulfoxide (90% selectivity) with an ee of

2 3 up to 18%, using H O as the oxidant.2 2

Bond lengths
V–O(1) 1.606(1) Mo–O(1) 1.705(3)
V–O(2) 1.877(1) Mo–O(2) 1.938(3) Supplementary data
V–N(1) 2.078(2) Mo–N(1) 2.363(3)

Further details of the crystal structure investigation areBond angles
O(1)–V–N(1) 104.88(5) O(1)–Mo–N(1) 84.2(1) available on request from the Director of Cambridge
O(1)–V–O(2) 113.53(5) O(19)–Mo–N(1) 166.6(1) Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
N(1)–V–N(19) 150.23(9) O(1)–Mo–O(19) 104.5(1) CB2 1EZ, UK (fax: 144-1223-336-033; e-mail:
N(1)–V–O(2) 79.77(6) O(1)–Mo–O(2) 95.8(1)

teched@chemcrys.cam.ac.uk, on quoting the numbersN(1)–V–O(29) 88.43(6) O(19)–Mo–O(2) 104.7(1)
CCDC 116445 and CCDC 116446).O(2)–V–O(29) 132.95(9) N(1)–Mo–N(19) 89.2(1)

N(1)–Mo–O(2) 71.9(1)
N(1)–Mo–O(29) 84.1(1)
O(2)–Mo–O(29) 146.3(2)
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Abstract

A new neutral rhenium(V)–oxo complex with tridentate Schiff base (SNO-CH ), derived from the condensation of 2-hydroxy-3

acetophenone with dithiocarbazic acid methyl ester (H N–NH–C(=S)SCH ) was prepared by a substitution reaction on the square2 3
Vpyramidal ionic complex [ReOCl ][NBu ]. Reacting the rhenium complex [Re O(SNO-CH )Cl] 1 with lithium iodide (LiI) allows the4 4 3

Vformation of the iodo homologous rhenium(V)–oxo complex [Re O(SNO-CH )I] 2. Compounds 1 and 2 were characterized by elemental3

analysis, IR, NMR spectra and mass spectrometry (FAB). The structure of [ReO(SNO-CH )I] 2 was determined by single X-ray3

diffraction methods. The coordination around rhenium is distorted square pyramidal with an apical double bonded oxo atom [Re=O: 1.660
Å] and the basal ligands bend away from the oxo group.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Schiff base; SNO ligand; Rhenium complex; Oxo core; Crystal structure

1. Introduction groups for a variety of metal oxidation states [22–25].
Technetium complexes of tridentate dithiocarbazic acid

During the last decades, the preparations and studies of derivatives (SNO) (Scheme 1) have been extensively
21lipophilic rhenium complexes have been largely investi- studied mainly in reactions involving the TcN core

gated because rhenium compounds have shown to be an [26–31].
99malternative approach to the analogous Tc radioisotope In this paper, we report a simple method for the

compounds [1–3] which are widely applied in diagnostic synthesis and characterization of potentially interesting six
nuclear medicine. In particular, the chemistry of rhenium coordinate rhenium(V) complexes with S-methyl-b-N-(2-
with Schiff bases has attracted some attention over the past hydroxyphenylethylidene)dithiocarbazate (SNO-CH ):3

few years due to the considerable development of Re-186 [ReO(SNO-CH )X] (X5Cl or I) (Scheme 2), which are3

and Re-188 radiopharmaceuticals for radiotherapy in nu- the first of a series of complexes with tridentate Schiff
clear medicine [4–10]. bases with S,N,O donor sets. In addition, we describe and

A large number of ligands have been used in attempts to discuss here the X-ray crystal structure of the neutral
stabilize lower oxidation states of these metals. Polyde- complex [ReO(SNO-CH )I] 2 (Fig. 1).3

ntate Schiff base ligands have efficient co-ordination
31properties towards technetium cores such as TcO ,

1 21TcO , or TcN [11–21,26–31], and can act as stabilizing2

*Corresponding author: Tel.: 133-2-9987-1367; fax: 133-2-9987-
1332.

E-mail address: nicolas.noiret@ensc-rennes.fr (N. Noiret) Scheme 1. SNO ligands.
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of [ReO(SNO-CH )X] (X5Cl or I).3

2. Experimental by I.C.S.N. (91198 Gif sur Yvette, France) on a Carlo Erba
elemental analyser Model-1106. IR spectra were obtained

2.1. Materials by a Nicolet 205 instrument in KBr pellets (4000–500
21cm ). Mass spectrometry was carried out by C.R.M.P.O.

Ethanol was distilled twice under nitrogen over mag- (37500 Rennes, France) on a Zabspect TOF (Micromass)
nesium turnings. Dichloromethane and petroleum ether spectrometer (FAB1, NBA matrix). All prepared com-

1 13were distilled over calcium chloride. Lithium iodide is pounds were characterized by H and C NMR recorded
commercially available from Aldrich (Saint Quentin Fal- with a BRUKER ARX 400 at 400.13 and 100.62 MHz,
lavier, France). [ReOCl ][NBu ] [32,33] and the S-methyl- respectively. Chemical shift values are referred to CHCl4 4 3

1 13
b-N-(2-hydroxyphenylethylidene)-dithiocarbazate ligand (7.26 ppm: H NMR and 77.1 ppm: C NMR).
(SNO-CH ) [34] were prepared according to literature3

methods. 2.3. Synthesis of complexes

2.2. Analysis and physical measurements 2.3.1. Preparation of [ReO(SNO)Cl]
To a dichloromethane solution (5 ml) of

Carbon, hydrogen and oxygen analysis were performed [ReOCl ][NBu ] (0.100 g, 0.17 mmol), S-methyl-b-N-(2-4 4

Fig. 1. ORTEP representation of [ReO(SNO-CH )I].3
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21hydroxyphenylethylidene)dithiocarbazate (0.041 g, 0.17 21.16; H, 1.77; O, 5.64%. Selected IR bands (cm ): 1599
mmol) in dichloromethane (20 ml) was added dropwise (m, n(C=N)), 1561 (m), 1525 (s), 1489 (s), 1421 (w), 1430
and the solution was stirred at room temperature for 2 h. (w), 1406 (w), 1354 (w), 1312 (m, n(C–O)), 1222 (m),
The solvent was removed by evaporation under vacuum 1001 (s, n(CS )), 996 (s, n(Re=O)), 861 (m), 760 (s). Mass2

1and the residue was dissolved in a mixture of dichlorome- spectrometry (FAB): m /z5567.9: [ReO(SNO-CH )I] E.3
1thane /petroleum ether (30/70; 20–30 ml). On standing at H NMR (CDCl ), d (ppm): 2.90 (s, SCH ), 3.48 (s, CH ),3 3 3

room temperature for 5 days, yellow–green crystals of aromatic protons: 7.20 (td, J58.6 and 1.5 Hz), 7.59 (dd,
[ReO(SNO-CH )Cl] were collected, washed with petro- J58.1 and 1.5 Hz), 7.72 (td, J58.1 and 1.5 Hz), 8.06 (dd,3

13leum ether and dried under reduced pressure. Yield50.07 J58.1 and 1.5 Hz). C NMR (CDCl ), d (ppm): 19.43

g, 86%). (CH ), 21.0 (SCH ), 122.2, 122.4, 131.4 and 137.3 (4 CH3 3

Molecular formula: C H O ClN ReS . Found: C, aromatics), 122.2 (C–C=N), 169.6 (C–O aromatic), 177.010 10 2 2 2 ] ]
24.83; H, 2.11%. Calc. for [ReO(SNO-CH )Cl]: C, 25.23; (CH –C=N), 194.6 (CS ).3 3 2]21H, 2.11%. Selected IR bands (cm ): 1599 (m, n(C=N)),
1561 (m), 1527 (s), 1491 (m), 1421 (w), 1407 (w), 1312 (w, 2.4. Chemical structure determination of [ReO(SNO)I]:
n(C–O)), 1224 (m), 1007 (s, n(CS )), 993 (s, n(Re=O)),2 crystal data and refinement
755 (s). Mass spectrometry (FAB): m /z5441.0:

1 1[ReO(SNO-CH )Cl] . H NMR (CDCl ), d (ppm): 2.893 3 C H O IN ReS , Mw5567.42, monoclinic, space10 10 2 2 2(s, SCH ), 3.49 (s, CH ), aromatic protons: 7.21 (t, J58.03 3 ˚group P2 /c, a57.750(3), b510.481(3), c517.972(4) A,1
23Hz), 7.56 (d, J58.0 Hz), 7.72 (t, J58.0 Hz), 8.06 (d, 23˚b5101.318, V51431.5(8) A , Z54, D 52.633 Mg m ,13 xJ58.0 Hz). C NMR (CDCl ), d (ppm): 19.4 (CH ), 20.8 213 3 ˚l Mo Ka is 0.71073 A, m5109.31 cm , F(000)51040,

(SCH ), 122.2, 122.4, 131.5 and 137.5 (4 CH aromatics),3 T5293 K, the sample (0.3530.3030.08 mm) was studied
122.2 (C–C=N aromatic), 169.6 (C–O aromatic), 178.6

] ] on an automatic diffractometer CAD4 NONIUS with
(CH –C=N), 191.8 (CS ).3 2] graphite monochromatized Mo Ka radiation [35]. The cell

parameters were obtained by fitting a set of 25 high theta
2.3.2. Preparation of [ReO(SNO)I] reflections. The data collection (2u , scan v /2u51,max

t 560 s, range hkl: h 0.9, k 0.13, l 222.22, intensitymax

controls without appreciable decay (1.2%) give 33342.3.2.1. Method A
reflections of which 3315 are independent). After LorentzTo a dichloromethane solution (5 ml) of
and polarization corrections, absorption corrections with c[ReOCl ][NBu ] (0.100 g, 0.17 mmol), S-methyl-b-N-(2-4 4
scan [36] the structure was solved with SIR-97 [37] whichhydroxyphenylethylidene)dithiocarbazate (0.041 g, 0.17
revealed the non-hydrogen atoms of the structure. Aftermmol) in dichloromethane (20 ml) was added dropwise
anisotropic refinement, all the hydrogen atoms were foundand the solution was stirred at room temperature for 2 h.
with the Fourier difference. The whole structure wasLithium iodide (0.046 g, 0.34 mmol) was added to the
refined with SHELXL97 [38] by the full matrix least-yellow–green solution under nitrogen and the mixture was
square techniques (use of F magnitude; x, y, z, B for Re,stirred at room temperature for 2 h. The solvent was ij

S, I, C, O and N atoms, x, y, z, in riding mode for Hremoved by evaporation under vacuum and the residue was
atoms; 164 variables and 2713 observations with 2713dissolved in a mixture of dichloromethane /petroleum ether

2 2 2(I.2.0s(I)); calc. w51/ [s (Fo )1(0.01060P) 1(30 /70; 20–30 ml). On standing at room temperature for 5
2 210.2389P] where P5(Fo 12Fc ) /3 with the resulting R5days, yellow–green crystals of [ReO(SNO-CH )I] suitable3

0.0498, R 50.154 and S 51.081 (residual Dr#3.53for X-ray diffraction were collected, washed with petro- w w
23

Å ).leum ether and dried under reduced pressure. Yield50.07
Atomic scattering factors from International Tables forg, 68%.

X-ray Crystallography [39]. Ortep views realized with
PLATON98 [40]. All the calculations were performed on a

2.3.2.2. Method B
Silicon Graphics Indy Computer.

To a dichloromethane solution (5 ml) of [ReO(SNO-
CH )Cl] (0.08 g, 0.17 mmol), lithium iodide (0.046 g,3

0.34 mmol) was added under nitrogen and the mixture was
3. Results and discussionstirred at room temperature for 2 h. The solvent was

removed by evaporation under vacuum and the residue was
3.1. Generaldissolved in a mixture of dichloromethane /petroleum ether

(30/70; 20–30 ml). On standing at room temperature for 5
With the aim of studying the reactivity of the SNOdays, yellow–green crystals of [ReO(SNO-CH )I] were3

ligand towards oxo–rhenium precursors, we carried out thecollected, washed with petroleum ether and dryed under
reaction of the potential dianionic tridentate Schiff basereduced pressure. Yield50.089 g, 92%.
S-methyl-b-N-(2-hydroxyphenylethylidene)dithiocarbazateMolecular formula: C H O IN ReS . Found: C,10 10 2 2 2

2ligand (SNO-CH ) with [ReOCl ] in a 1:1 mole ratio in21.20; H, 1.81; O, 5.66%. Calc. For [ReO(SNO-CH )I]: C, 3 43
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dichloromethane in order to obtain the rhenium(V) com-
plex [ReO(SNO-CH )Cl] 1. The dianionic ligand SNO-3

CH acts as a tridentate chelate by coordination via the3

b-imine nitrogen, the phenolic oxygen and the thiolic
sulphur atoms of tautomeric form (Scheme 3b) [22]. The
oxo complex 1 can also react with lithium iodide in a

2 2Scheme 4. Reactive form (S , N, O ) of SNO-CH .3halogen exchange reaction to form the iodo homologous
12rhenium(V) complex 2. typical [ReO(SNOC)X] (X5Cl or I): m /z5441.0 and

567.9 parent ions with no fragmentations.
1 133.2. H, C NMR, IR data and mass spectroscopy

3.3. X-ray crystal structure: description of the structure
1The H NMR spectra of 1 and 2 show SCH signals at3

2.90 and 2.91 ppm, respectively (2.43 ppm in the free 3.3.1. [ReO(SNO-CH )I] 23

ligand). Moreover, NH and OH signals in the SNO-CH The monomeric unit consists of a square pyramidal3
Vligand disappeared as expected. To corroborate this ob- complex of Re , with the oxo-oxygen in the apical

13 2 2servation, C NMR spectra of rhenium show that com- position, the tridentate S ,N,O species (Scheme 4) and a
plexes C–O carbons are strongly deshielded (153 vs. 169.6 iodide atom trans to N(1) forming the basal plane (Fig. 1).

]
ppm) in complexes 1 and 2, indicating the coordination of Thus, the structure and properties of this complex do not
the phenolic oxygen atom and b-nitrogen atom to the differ substantially from those described for oxo–tech-

13rhenium metal. In addition, C NMR spectra also exhibit netium(V) complexes [TcO(SNO)Cl] [29] and nitridotech-
CS signals at lower shifts (191.8 and 194.6 ppm, respec- netium(V) complexes [TcN(SNO)(PPh )] [28]. The Re=O2 3

˚tively) compared to the free ligand (199.3 ppm). The distance is 1.660 A, indicating strong multiple bond
complexes 1 and 2 exhibit the Re=O stretching vibration at character. The distance is quite similar to the Tc=O bond

21lower frequencies (993 and 996 cm , respectively) com- distance found in [TcO(SNO)Cl] [29] and remarkably
2 21pared to the value of [ReOCl ] (1004 cm ) [32,33] and longer than the Tc≡N bond distance found in4

of the oxo–rhenium compound with NS Schiff bases [TcN(SNO)(PPh )] [28], in accord with the fact that the3
21(960–980 cm ) [11–21,26–31], indicating the influence nitrido base is a ‘harder’ base than O group. Converse-oxo

of the SNO-CH ligand on the Re=O stretchings. The free ly, a lengthening of the apical bond correspond to a3

ligand shows the N–H bond vibration for the a-nitrogen strengthening of the basal distance, which are shorter in the
˚atom of the hydrazinic group, in the range 3200–3100 oxo–rhenium complex (2.062(7), 1.958(7) and 2.256(2) A

21cm , but no n(S–H) absorption. In the solid state, the for Re–N(1), Re–O(2) and Re–S(1) bonds, respectively)
tautomeric equilibrium lies well to the left (Scheme 3). than in nitridotechnetium complexes [28].
The C=N and the C–O bond vibrations of the co-ordinated All other bond distances and angles are normal (Table

21Schiff base moiety are found at 1599 and 1312 cm , 1) and do not require further discussion.
respectively for the two complexes, and is characteristic of
chelation through the b-nitrogen atom and the charged
phenolic oxygen atom [26–31]. The complexes 1 and 2 do 4. Conclusion
not show any n(N–H) bands in the region 3200–3100

21 21cm while n(CS ), occurring at 1054 cm in the free In this paper, we have reported the synthesis and the2
21ligand, shifts to the lower frequencies 1007 and 1001 cm characterization of a new family of rhenium complexes

for 1 and 2, respectively. These observations suggest that with Schiff base: S-methyl-b-N-(2-hydroxy-
the ligand co-ordinate to the rhenium atom in the thiol phenylethylidene)dithiocarbazate. Thus, molecular struc-
form and behaves as a tridentate, dianionic donor through ture of an original neutral oxo–rhenium(V) compound:
the charged phenolic oxygen atom, the neutral b-nitrogen [ReO(SNO-CH )I] was performed by X-ray diffraction3

atom, and the charged thiol sulphur atom (Scheme 4). The methods. Now, the synthesis of analogous rhenium com-
mass spectra of oxo–rhenium complexes 1 and 2 show plexes with more complicated Schiff bases are in progress

Scheme 3. Tautomeric form of SNO-CH ligand.3
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Table 1 [11] G. Bombieri, U. Mazzi, G. Gilli, F. Hernandez-Cano, J. Organomet.
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) with estimated standard Chem. 159 (1978) 53.

deviations in parentheses for compound 2 [12] G. Gilli, M. Sacerdoti, V. Bertolasi, Acta Crystallogr., Sect. B 38
(1982) 100.˚Bond lengths (A) Angles (8)
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Abstract

A series of trinuclear complexes of ruthenium and osmium containing the terminal ligands 2-(phenylazo)pyridine (pap), triphenyl
22phosphine (PPh ) and the bridging ligand 2,29-biimidazolate (biim ) have been synthesised. These are characterised by the analyses of3

their physicochemical data. Electron spray ionization mass spectrum of one representative compound has been reported which
authenticates the formulation of the compound. Cyclic voltammetric studies on the above trinuclear complexes are reported. These
undergo three successive metal centered one electron transfer processes. The half-wave potentials for the oxidation processes are
dependent largely on the electrochemical parameters of the coordinating ligands. Partial oxidation of the trinuclear complexes led to
unsymmetrical bridge cleavage reaction. In addition to the above metal oxidation processes the above complexes showed multiple ligand
reduction responses at the negative of the Ag–AgCl reference.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium osmium biimidazolate; Trinuclear; Synthesis; Redox; 2-(Phenylazo)pyridine

1. Introduction considerable extent and in turn makes it a useful building
unit for the synthesis of multinuclear systems.

This work stems from our recent interest in the synthesis
of multimetallic redox active complexes based on bidentate
bridging ligands in the context of studies [1–5] of electron
transfer processes and intermetal electronic interactions.
Recently, we have reported [6] some homo- and hetero-
binuclear ruthenium and osmium complexes which
contained 2,29-biimidazolate as bridge and 2-
(phenylazo)pyridine (pap) as terminal ligand. It may be

Herein we report the synthesis and redox properties ofnoted that 2,29-biimidazole (biimH ) can act as a bridge2

some Ru/Os trinuclear complexes obtained from theonly on complete deprotonation (I and II). The pK valuesa

reactions of M(PPh ) X (M5Ru, X5Cl and M5Os,of biimH are high [7] and for this reason, even coordi- 3 3 22

X5Br) and M(pap) (biim) (M5Ru, Os).nated M–biimH , in most cases, fails to act as a building 22

unit for the construction of a dinuclear compound. How-
ever, we have now shown [6] that the presence of a strong
p-acceptor ligand like pap can augment the acidity of 2. Experimental section

21coordinated biimH , as in [(pap) Ru(biimH )] , by a2 2 2

The starting complexes, M(PPh ) X and3 3 2

[M(pap) biimH ](ClO ) (M5Ru, Os; X5Cl, Br) and2 2 4 2

2,29-biimidazole (biimH ) were synthesized as reported2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-3-3473-4971; fax: 191-3-3473-
earlier [6–10]. Solvents and chemicals used for syntheses2805.

E-mail address: icsg@mahendra.iacs.res.in (S. Goswami) were of analytical grade. Supporting electrolyte (tetraethyl

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00148-5
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ammonium perchlorate, TEAP) and solvents for electro- cationic complex was isolated as its PF salt in 90% yield.6

chemical work were obtained as described previously [11]. Single crystals of the above were obtained by slow
diffusion of acetonitrile solution of the compound into
toluene.2.1. Physical measurements

2.3.1. [hRu(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ](ClO ) ?H OA Shimadzu UV 2100 UV–Vis Recording Spec- 2 2 3 2 4 2 2

[Ru(pap) (biimH )](ClO ) (0.112 g, 0.14 mmol) wastrophotometer was used to record electronic spectra. IR 2 2 4 2

dissolved in 25 ml of dichloromethane and to it tri-spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer 783 IR Spec-
ethylamine (0.04 g, 0.4 mmol) was added. The colour oftrophotometer. A Perkin-Elmer 240C elemental analyser
the solution changed from pink to blue–violet. To thiswas used to collect microanalytical data (C,H,N). Electro-
solution Ru(PPh ) Cl (0.068 g, 0.07 mmol) was addedchemical measurements were carried out under a dry 3 3 2

and was stirred for 75 min at room temperature. A darknitrogen atmosphere on a PAR Model 370-4 Electro-
microcrystalline precipitate of the trimer was obtained onchemistry System as described earlier [12]. All potentials
addition of hexane to the red–violet reaction mixture. Thereported in this work are uncorrected for junction contribu-
crude product was then purified on a silica-gel columntion. Electrical conductivities were measured by using a
using 4:1 (v /v) chloroform/acetonitrile mixture as eluant.Systronics Direct Reading Conductivity Meter 304. ESMS
The major red–violet band was collected. The compoundmeasurements were carried out by using a sector type mass
thus obtained was finally crystallised from dichlorome-spectrometer (JEOL-D300) connected with a home made
thane–diethylether. Yield: 55%. Anal. Calcd. forESI interface as described earlier [13].
C H N Cl O Ru : C, 54.10; H, 3.72; N, 13.72. Found:92 76 20 2 9 3

21 2 21C, 54.17; H, 3.86; N, 13.60%. L 5260 V cm molM2.2. Determination of pK values 23(1310 M in CH CN).3

pH-metric titrations [6] were performed under dinitrogen
23 2.3.2. [hOs(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ](ClO ) ?2H O2 2 3 2 4 2 2atmosphere on 25 ml of a 4310 M pollution of

This compound was synthesised by a similar procedure[M(pap) (biimH )](ClO ) (M5Ru, Os) in 1:1 water–2 2 4 2 as described above using [Os(pap) (biimH )](ClO ) ?2 2 4 2dioxane mixture (ionic strength of the solution was main-
2H O instead of [Ru(pap) (biimH )](ClO ) . Yield: 40%.2 2 2 4 2tained at 0.1 M with NaClO ). The solutions were4 Colour: brown–violet. Anal. Calcd. formagnetically stirred and thermostated at 298 K. To the test
C H N Cl O Os Ru: C, 49.36; H, 3.48; N, 12.51.92 78 20 2 10 2solution was added enough of a carbonate-free [14] sodium
Found: C, 49.41; H, 3.32; N, 12.48%. L 5270Mhydroxide solution (0.814 N) to make it alkaline (pH|10). 21 2 21 23
V cm mol (1310 M in CH CN).3The solution was then titrated with standard perchloric acid

(0.12 N). The burette for delivering perchloric acid was
2.3.3. [hRu(pap) biimj Os(PPh ) ](ClO ) ?2H O2 2 3 2 4 2 2accurate to 60.01 ml. For equilibrium reaction [(3) and

This compound was similarly synthesised by using(4)], relation (1) holds [15]. In the procedure adopted by
[Ru(pap) (biimH )](ClO ) and Os(PPh ) Br as the2 2 4 2 3 3 2˜us we have Eq. (2) defining n.
reagents and the mixture was refluxed on a water-bath.

1 2 1˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ Yield: 42%. Colour: pink. Anal. Calcd. forn /2 2 n [H ] 5 1 2 n /2 2 n [H ]K 1 K K (1)1 1 2

C H N Cl O Ru Os: C, 51.41; H, 3.63; N, 13.03.92 78 20 2 10 2
1 2 Found: C, 51.61; H, 3.69; N, 12.61%. L 5240ñ 5 [Na ] 2 [ClO ] /c (2) M4

21 2 21 23
V cm mol (1310 M in CH CN).31 2Here Na and ClO originate from added sodium hy-4

droxide and perchloric acid respectively, c is the total 2.3.4. [hOs(pap) biimj Os(PPh ) ](ClO ) ?H O2 2 3 2 4 2 2
concentration of the complex and K , K are the thermo- This compound was also synthesised similarly by1 2

dynamic dissociation constants of the dibasic acid. refluxing a dichloromethane solution of
[Os(pap) (biimH )](ClO ) ?2H O with Os(PPh ) Br .2 2 4 2 2 3 3 2

2.3. Syntheses of complexes Yield: 35%. Colour: pinkish brown. Anal. Calcd. for
C H N Cl O Os : C, 47.84; H, 3.29; N, 12.13. Found:92 76 20 2 9 3

21 2 21The monomeric complexes, [M(pap) (biimH )](ClO ) , C, 47.63; H, 3.41; N, 12.35%. L 5270 V cm mol2 2 4 2 M
23(M5Ru, Os) were used as building blocks for the synth- (1310 M in CH CN).3

eses of trinuclear species.
The mono protonated and completely deprotonated

forms of the above building units were isolated separately 3. Results and discussion
by adjustment of pH. The violet complex,

1[Ru(pap) (biimH)] was generated in solution by raising 3.1. The starting compound2

the pH of the aqueous acetonitrile solution containing its
21 22conjugate acid, [Ru(pap) (biimH )] to 5.5. This mono- The mononuclear compound of the dianion, biim , viz.2 2
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II II 2[M(pap) (biim)] (M5Ru , Os ) which may be conveni- fragment, (iii) the presence of ionic ClO was confirmed2 4

ently generated [6] from their conjugate acids (Eqs. (3) by the two characteristic absorptions; a broad absorption at
21 21and (4)) were used for the synthesis of multinuclear 1100 cm and an intense sharp band at 620 cm .

compounds. Assuming that the trans, cis-geometry of the building unit
M(pap) (biim) is retained, there could be two geometric2K121 1 1 possibilities for the trimetallic compounds (Scheme 1).[M(pap) (biimH )] á [M(pap) (biimH)] 1 H2 2 2

We have not been able to establish the geometry of the1 2
IIisolated compound, however, we note here that a cis-Ru –(3)

(PPh ) moeity is more commonly obtained [19] than a3 2
IItrans-Ru –(PPh ) due to greater degree of p-interactions3 2M 5 Ru, pK 5 4.260.1 and M 5 Os, pK 5 3.860.11 1 in the cis-configuration. The trinuclear complexes ex-

K hibited multiple transitions in the visible region (Table 1).2
1 1[M(pap) (biimH)] á [M(pap) (biim)] 1 H2 2 (4) Of which the bands in the region 510–545 nm may be

2 3 assigned as metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) transi-
tions. The analogous MLCT band for the mononuclearM 5 Ru, pK 5 8.060.1 and M 5 Os, pK 5 6.560.12 2
complexes M(pap) (biim) appear in the range 515–5302

nm. The molar absorption constants [20] of the trinuclearOf the above two conjugate bases, the intermediate
1 complexes are much larger than the corresponding mono-monoprotonated compound, [Ru(pap) (biimH)] was iso-2

mers.lated as its PF salt. It formed very fine fibre like crystals6
Fig. 1 displays positive ion ESI mass spectrum [13,21][16] obtained by slow diffusion of acetonitrile solution into

of [hRu(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ](ClO ) (molecular weight2 2 3 2 4 2toluene. The n appears at a low frequency inN=N
21 2023.8). The multiply charged ions are generated from loss[Ru(pap) (biim)] (1240 cm ) and that appears at 12502 z1

21 of negative counter ions, which is denoted by [M–nX] ,and 1260 cm , respectively, in monoprotonated and
2where M and X represent the molecule and ClO ,4diprotonated compounds. Thus, deprotonation of coordi-

respectively. The spectrum is dominated by the two intensenated biimH augment the dp–pp back donation between2
peaks at m /z 912 and 782, respectively. Of which theruthenium (t ) and low lying p*(azo) orbitals of pap.2g 21response at 912 is assigned to [M–2X] while, that at 782

21is due to [M–2X–PPh ] . A relatively small peak, due to33.2. Reactions of [M(pap) biim] (3) and M(PPh ) X – 12 3 3 2 [M–X] , at 1924 was also observable. The other responses
synthesis of trinuclear species

may be due to new species formed by solvation, loss of the
triphenyl phosphines etc. These we do not consider here.

The deprotonated mononuclear biimidazolate com-
pounds, 3 (M5Ru,Os) react smoothly with M(PPh ) X3 3 2 3.4. Electrochemistry
[8–10] in 2:1 ratio to yield trimeric complexes (Eq. (5))
which were isolated as their perchlorate salts in moderate

The redox responses in both anodic and cathodic regions
to high yields.

were determined for each trinuclear species using cyclic
2[M(pap) biim] 1 M(PPh ) X2 3 3 2

CH Cl2 2 21→ [hM(pap) biimj M(PPh ) ] 12 2 3 2

PPh 1 other products (5)3

Final purification of the products were made by column
chromatography on a silica-gel column using CHCl –3

CH CN as eluant.3

3.3. Characterization

The compounds, isolated as above, were formulated
based on their analytical data. ESMS data of a representa-
tive sample were used to authenticate the trimeric formula-
tion of these compounds which is discussed later. These
are 1:2 electrolytes in CH CN. Their IR spectra consist of3

22characteristic absorptions for both pap and biim ligands.
Some selected group frequencies are: (i) a doublet (n )N=N

21[17] at 1270–1250 cm , (ii) absorptions at 700 and 530
21cm characterizes [18] the presence of the M(PPh ) Scheme 1. Isomer possibilities for the trinuclear complexes.3 2
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Table 1
The UV–Vis spectral data at 298 K

a 3 21 21Compound Absorption l /nm(e /dm mol cm )max

b b[hRu(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ](ClO ) ?H O 680 (3600), 540(18 600), 368 (32 000), 320(48 350), 220(96 500)2 2 3 2 4 2 2
b[hOs(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ](ClO ) ?2H O 675 (3200), 511(14 500), 315(45 000), 220(96 000)2 2 3 2 4 2 2
b b[hRu(pap) biimj Os(PPh ) ](ClO ) ?2H O 678 (3000), 541(16 500), 367 (28 000), 315(46 500), 220(94 100)2 2 3 2 4 2 2
b b[hOs(pap) biimj Os(PPh ) ](ClO ) ?H O 710 (2700), 515(13 600), 334 (30 400), 312(48 200), 218(92 800)2 2 3 2 4 2 2

a In CH CN.3
b Shoulder.

Fig. 1. Positive ion ESI mass spectrum of [hRu(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ](ClO ) .2 2 3 2 4 2

voltammetric studies (CV). Electrochemical data are col- 3.4.1. Oxidation processes
21lected in Table 2 and a representative voltammogram is The mononuclear complexes [M(pap) (biimH )] un-2 2

shown in Fig. 2. The value for the ferrocenium–ferrocene dergo oxidation irreversibly [6] at 1.70 V (M5Ru) and
couple under our experimental condition is 0.44 V. 1.52 V (M5Os) in acetonitrile. This response shifts

Table 2
aCyclic voltammetric data

Compound Oxidation E /V Reduction 2E /V1 / 2 1 / 2

21 b[hRu(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ] 0.85, 1.15, 1.37 0.37, 0.97, 1.782 2 3 2
21 b c[hOs(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ] 0.89, 1.10, 1.35 0.36, 0.95, 2.142 2 3 2
21 b[hRu(pap) biimj Os(PPh ) ] 0.55, 1.46 0.34, 0.92, 1.712 2 3 2
21 b[hOs(pap) biimj Os(PPh ) ] 0.60, 1.05, 1.26 0.32, 0.90, 1.752 2 3 2

a Experiments were carried out in CH CN at 298 K using 0.1 M NEt ClO as supporting electrolyte. The reported data correspond to a scan rate of 503 4 4
21mV s .

b Irreversible response; the potential corresponds to E .pa
c Irreversible response; the potential corresponds to E .pc
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II III II
31[(pap) M(biim)M9(PPh ) (biim)M(pap) ] á2 3 2 2

III III II
41 2[(pap) M(biim)M9(PPh ) (biim)M(pap) ] 1 e (7)2 3 2 2

III III II
41[(pap) M(biim)M9(PPh ) (biim)M(pap) ] →2 3 2 2

III III III
51 2[(pap) M(biim)M9(PPh ) (biim)M(pap) ] 1 e (8)2 3 2 2

In order to study the properties of the mixed-valence
species, controlled-potential coulometry of

21[hRu(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ] was performed at 0.95 V2 2 3 2

in acetonitrile. But, the spectrum of the electrolysed
solution did not show any characteristic IT band. This

II III IIsuggests that the mixed-valence, Ru –Ru –Ru , trimer is
stable only on the cyclic voltammetry time-scale, but is
unstable on a longer time-scale and undergoes un-
symmetrical bridge cleavage to form a mixture of un-
identified products. A similar result was obtained from the

41spectral analysis of the partially oxidised trimer with Ce .

3.4.2. Reduction processes
Free pap displays two quasireversible cyclic voltammet-

ric responses [11] at 21.31 and 21.57 V. Therefore,
multiple reduction waves were anticipated in the trinuclear
complexes. All the trimeric complexes show almost identi-
cal voltammetric responses in the range 0 to 22.5 V at a

Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammograms of [hRu(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ](ClO ) in2 2 3 2 4 2 glassy-carbon working electrode. This indicates that theCH CN: (a) anodic scan using Pt as working electrode and (b) cathodic3
ligand-based reductions are very little affected by thescan using glassy-carbon as working electrode.
change of metal from ruthenium to osmium. Theoretically,
eight-electron reductions are expected in a complex con-
taining four pap ligands. However, in practice, four-cathodically for the deprotonated complexes, viz.

1 electron reductions are observed amongst which one is a[M(pap) (biimH)] and [M(pap) (biim)]. The low pK2 2 single step two-electron transfer. The two-electron naturevalues for the above protonated complexes is believed
of this reduction has been established by comparing itsto be responsible for the irreversible nature in an
current height with that of the standard ferrocene / fer-aprotic solvent. In the trimeric complexes,

21 rocenium couple under identical experimental conditions.[hM(pap) biimj M9(PPh ) ] , there are two types of2 2 3 2 We believe that other reductions lie beyond the accessiblemetal ions viz. (i) terminal metal ion coordinated by two
22 potential range.pap and one biim ligands and (ii) central metal ion

22coordinated by two PPh and two biim ligands. Electro-3

chemical parameters [22] of one pap ligand is almost
Acknowledgementssimilar to two PPh ligands. Therefore, it is proposed that3

the central metal ion will be oxidised prior to the terminal
Financial support received from the Department ofones. For the homo-trinuclear complex

21 Science and Technology, New Delhi, is gratefully ack-[hRu(pap) biimj Ru(PPh ) ] , three successive electrode2 2 3 2 nowledged. We thank Professor Masa-aki Haga, Depart-oxidation couples are observed. The first oxidation po-
ment of Chemistry, Chuo University, Japan, for recordingtential of the above complex is systematically lower (0.85
the ESMS spectrum.V) than the anodic responses for the mononuclear com-

plex. This is due to the stronger p-donor ability [23] of the
22dianion bridge biim than the neutral terminal biimH .2 ReferencesThe redox processes on the positive of the Ag–AgCl

reference may be proposed as below (Eqs. (6)–(8)).
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Abstract

5 5The study of the interactions of the ligands: [(h -C H )Feh(h -C H )-CH5N-R]j hwith R5CH -CH -N(CH ) , CH -CH -S-CH -CH5 5 5 4 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3

or (L)- CH(COOCH )-CH -CH -S-CH (1a–1c)j, the coordination complexes: cis-[M(ligand)Cl ] hwith M5Pt(II) (2) or Pd(II) (3)j and3 2 2 3 2
5 5the cyclopalladated compound: [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH -CH -N(CH ) )]jCl] (4a) with Calf Thymus DNA is reported.5 5 5 3 2 2 3 2

Circular dichroism spectroscopy revealed that although the ligands do not significantly modify the ellipticity of the bands or their position,
compounds cis-[M(ligand)Cl ] (2–3) produced a decrease in the ellipticity of the positive band, indicating a B→C transformation with2

increasing winding of the DNA binding, while for (4a) the ellipticity of both positive and negative bands increased. In addition, the
IIquantity of M incorporated to DNA increased according to the sequence: 4a,2,3. A comparative study of the changes in the

electrophoretic mobility of pBR322 plasmid DNA showed that at high r values complex 4a produced a retardation in the mobility of thei

circular covalently-closed form of DNA, which is similar to that induced by cisplatin at r 5 0.1. Electrochemical studies based on cyclici

voltammetry of 1–3 and 4a are also reported.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction derivative ligands could be interesting. So far, however,
only a few examples of such bimetallic complexes have

The discovery of the antitumor activity of cis- been reported [16]. Moreover, recent reports on the
[Pt(NH ) Cl ] [1] (cisplatin) and the prevailing view that cisplatin analogues, cis-[M(A )X ], have shown that small3 2 2 2 2

platinum binding to DNA may be responsible for this modifications to the mono- or bidentate neutral ligands (A)
activity [2] has stimulated considerable research on metal bound to the platinum(II) or palladium(II) affect the extent
ion interactions with nucleic acid constituents. Moreover, and the type of interaction of these complexes with DNA
although cisplatin is widely used, its application is limited [17]. We have recently described the syntheses and charac-

5 5due to its toxic side effects, the narrow spectrum of terization of novel ferrocenyl ligands: [(h -C H )Feh(h -5 5

responsive tumors and the development of resistance in C H )-CH5N-R)j] (Fig. 1) hwith R5CH -CH -5 4 2 2

certain tumor cells [3–5]. N(CH ) (1a), CH -CH -S-CH -CH (1b) or (L)-3 2 2 2 2 3

Attempts have been made to overcome these drawbacks CH(COOCH )-CH -CH -S-CH (1c)j and their3 2 2 3

by synthesizing new platinum complexes, similar to cis- platinum(II) and palladium(II) compounds of general
platin, in which the two cis-oriented chloride ligands are formulae: cis-[M(ligand)Cl ] hwhere M5Pt (2a–2c) or Pd2

5replaced by a dicarboxylate moiety, or the cis-NH groups (3a–3c)j and the cyclopalladated complex [Pdh(h -3
5are replaced by a wide variety of ligands [6,7]. These C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH -CH -N(CH ) ]jCl] (4a)5 5 5 3 2 2 3 2

include ligands with antitumor properties of their own (Fig. 1) [18,19].
[8,9] and biological ligands [10,11]. Ferrocene and some In compounds 2, 3a–c the environment of the
of its derivatives are highly selective molecular carriers platinum(II) or palladium(II) is similar to that of cisplatin
with antineoplastic properties [12–15]. Therefore, and related antitumoral complexes. In addition, some
platinum(II) and palladium(II) complexes with ferrocene examples of antitumoral drugs containing palladacycles

have also been described in the literature [20–22]. Despite
the large amount of work foccussed on the interactions of*Corresponding author. Fax: 134-9-3490-7725. II IIPd and Pt complexes with DNA reported so far, the´E-mail address: clopez@kripto.qui.ub.es (C. Lopez)

1Corresponding author. This author is also a senior author. number of articles dealing with holding ferrocenyl ligands

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00152-7
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the complexes used in this study.

are scarce. On this basis, the complexes reported appeared induced by the palladium(II) compounds (2). The differ-
to be excellent candidates to elucidate the effects produced ences observed in a) the decrease in the ellipticity of the
by the incorporation of bulky ferrocenyl ligands on the CD bands and b) the amount of the metal bound to DNA,
secondary or tertiary structure of DNA. Beside preliminary can be explained in terms of the different lability of the
work in this area reveals that the antitumoral activity of M–Cl bonds in the two series of complexes. In cis-
ferrocene derivatives depends on several factors, especially [M(ligand)Cl ] compounds, where ligand represents two2

their redox properties [23]. NR groups or a neutral bidentate amine, the Pd–Cl bonds3

In this paper we describe: (a) the electrochemical hydrolyze faster than the Pt–Cl [29].
5 5properties of the ligands 1 and complexes 2–4, (b) their For both series: cis-[Mh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH55 5 5 4

interaction with Calf Thymus DNA, and (c) the changes Table 1
introduced by some of these compounds on the electro- Values of Q and Q in CD spectra DNA/compounds at differentmax min

molar ratios (r ) after 24 h of incubationphoretic mobility of pBR322 plasmid DNA. i

a b a bSample r Q l Q li max max min min

DNA – 8.78 275.2 29.52 245.8
2. Results and discussion 1a 0.01 8.98 277.3 210.14 246.4

0.10 8.84 277.6 29.64 245.7
0.50 8.63 275.8 210.12 246.6The circular dichroism (CD) spectra of Calf Thymus

1b 0.01 8.56 275.5 29.64 246.1DNA alone and incubated with the ligands (1a–1c) and
0.10 8.96 278.6 29.11 245.6their platinum(II) (2a–2c) and palladium(II) compounds
0.50 9.12 277.3 210.14 245.6

(3a–3c and 4a) at 378C for 24 h with several molar ratios 1c 0.01 8.62 277.3 210.05 246.0
were recorded. The Q and Q for l and l 0.10 8.25 275.3 210.90 243.4max min max min

0.50 8.48 275.5 29.92 246.1values at different molar ratios (r ) are summarized ini
2a 0.01 8.70 276.1 29.72 245.6Table 1.

0.10 8.09 278.5 29.83 246.2The free ligands (1) did not significantly modify either
0.50 8.12 276.9 210.79 247.9

the ellipticity of the bands or their position. In contrast, the 2b 0.01 8.58 276.1 210.16 245.2
Pt(II) and Pd(II) complexes with cis-[M(ligand)Cl ] (2a–c 0.10 8.50 274.0 210.23 245.02

0.50 8.16 279.3 29.53 246.4and 3a–c) cores decreased the ellipticity of the positive
2c 0.01 8.60 279.1 210.23 246.8band. This sort of variation indicates a B → C transforma-

0.10 8.73 277.3 210.61 246.1tion with increasing winding of the DNA helix by rotation
0.50 7.75 276.7 210.21 244.7

of the bases [24–27]. The reduction of the ellipticity of the 3a 0.01 8.05 273.9 210.04 245.3
CD band at 275 nm by platinum complexes has recently 0.10 8.02 278.6 29.67 244.9

0.50 7.57 277.3 29.81 245.3been related to the formation of short single-stranded
3b 0.01 8.69 275.4 29.79 245.8segments containing unpaired bases (denatured regions)

0.10 8.39 275.7 29.97 245.7[28].
0.50 7.97 279.5 210.42 246.5

The changes in the CD spectrum were smaller for the 3c 0.01 8.36 278.2 210.31 245.8
platinum(II) compounds than for their palladium(II) ana- 0.10 7.53 273.5 211.14 245.4

c0.50 3.43 274.5 217.32 245.7logues. The quantity of the Pt or Pd incorporated to DNA
23.43 296.3was determined by inductively coupled plasma–mass

4a 0.01 8.58 274.3 210.53 245.8spectrometry. The percentage of M(II) (Pt or Pd) bound to
0.10 8.74 277.6 210.12 245.5

dDNA was higher for the Pd(II) compounds (3) h16.761.8; 0.50 9.10 280.4 29.13 247.0
15.762.0 and 20.962.3 for 3a–3c, respectivelyj than for a 2 21 3Degree3cm 3dmol 310 .
their analogues with Pt(II) (2) h6.6562.15; 7.8560.45 and b In nm.

c11.560.95 for 2a–2c, respectivelyj, which is consistent An additional new band at ca. 296.3 nm was observed.
dwith the greater decrease in the ellipticity of the bands Additional new band at ca. 308.7 nm was observed.
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5 5N-R]jCl ] (M5Pt (2) or Pd (3)], those derived from [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH -CH -2 5 5 5 3 2 2

L-methionine methylester (2c and 3c) and containing a N(CH ) ]jCl] (4a) in the secondary structure of DNA are3 2

six-membered chelate ring caused the greatest changes in markedly different from those of the coordination complex
5 5the CD spectra of the DNA. The new minimum at 296.3 cis-[Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH -CH -5 5 5 4 2 2

nm in the spectrum of compound 3c, together with the N(CH ) ]jCl ] (3a) hwhere the ligand is a neutral N,N93 2 2

strong decrease in Q (Fig. 2A) again suggests a B → C bidentate groupj (Fig. 2B, C). For complex 4a, themax

transformation in higher extension. This could be due to ellipticity of both positive and negative bands increased
the presence of the bulky -COOCH group in the vicinity when the value of r rose and the wavelength also shifted3 i

of the imine nitrogen bound to the palladium and/or the upfield. When the r increased, a new band at ca. 308.7 nmi

larger size of the metallacycle in complex 3c, which may was also detected in the CD spectrum. These results,
be more effective in creating small segments of DNA with together with the bathochromic effect, suggest a significant
unpaired bases. change in the secondary structure and/or the coexistence

On the other hand, the variations in the CD spectrum of of new species of DNA in different conformations [32–
the Calf Thymus DNA after incubation with complexes: 34]. Similar behaviour has also been reported for cisplatin

5 5cis-[Mh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH -CH -S-CH - at low concentrations [24]. It has been suggested that the5 5 5 4 2 2 2

CH ]jCl ] hwith M5Pt(II) (2b) or Pd(II) (3b)j are clearly enhancement of the DNA CD band at 275 nm caused by3 2

greater than those reported recently for the Pt(II) and the platinum complexes reflects non-denaturational distor-
Pd(II) compounds of general formula: cis-[M(H N-CH - tions in DNA and it is typical for cis-bifunctional binding2 2

CH -S-CH -CH )Cl ] hwith M5Pt(II) (2b9) or Pd(II) at low r (r 5metal bound to DNA) values [27,28].2 2 3 2 b b

(3b9)j [30], in which the 2-(ethylthio)ethylamine, which is However, compound 4a contained a monoanionic
used as starting material for the syntheses of ligand 1b, is a (N,N9,C) tridentate ligand and the remaining coordination
neutral (N,S) bidentate ligand. Analogous results are found site was occupied by a chlorine, thus giving a compound
when comparing the compounds 2,3c with the methionine with a labile site. It is widely accepted that the mechanism
complexes of general formula [MhH N-CH(COOH)-CH - of the interaction of cisplatin with DNA involves the2 2

CH -S-CH jCl ] [31], which do not modify the secondary binding of the platinum(II) to the nucleobases (guanine2 3 2

structure of DNA. This finding suggests that: a) the and/or adenine). On this basis, we studied the reaction of
incorporation of the ferrocenyl fragment in the vicinity of complex 4a with the stoichiometric amount of 9-
the N-donor atom and/or b) the different basicity of the ethylguanine. This experiment was undertaken at NMR

2 1nitrogen bound to the platinum(II) or palladium(II) in scale (in D O) hpH*57.8j and monitored by H-NMR2

compounds 2,3b and 2,3b9 affects the extent of the spectroscopy. The addition of 9-ethylguanine to a suspen-
5 5interaction with DNA, perhaps producing faster labiliza- sion of 4a in D O produced [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-2 5 5 5 3

2tion of the Cl ligand(s) and an increase in the interaction
at the incubation time studied.

2The changes caused by the cyclopalladated complex: pH* represents the non-corrected pH value.

5 5Fig. 2. CD spectra of Calf Thymus DNA modified by compounds: cis-[Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH(COOCH )-CH -CH -S-CH ]jCl ] (A),5 5 5 4 3 2 2 3 2
5 5 5 5cis-[Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH -CH -N(CH ) jCl ] (B), and the cyclopalladated complex: cis-[Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH -5 5 5 4 2 2 3 2 2 5 5 5 3 2

CH -N(CH ) jCl ] (C). hr 5 0.01 (——), 0.05 (? ? ? ? ?) and 0.1 (- - - - -)j.2 3 2 2 i
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Scheme 1. i) 9-Ethylguonine in D O.2

CH5N-CH -CH -N(CH ) ]j(9-ethylguanine)]Cl (5a) the former were greater. This finding could be ascribed to2 2 3 2

(Scheme 1). several causes, including (a) the different steric effects
1The H-NMR spectrum of (5a) showed two singlets of introduced by the ligand 1a in 3a or 4a, and (b) the lability

relative intensities 1:1 in the range 7.5–8.5 ppm, which are of the ligands bound to the palladium. It should be
attributed to the imine proton of the ferrocenyl ligand and mentioned that the imine has a different conformation in

8to the H proton of the 9-ethylguanine. In addition, the complexes 3a and 4a. The X-ray crystal structure of 3a
resonances due to the protons of the N(CH ) protons showed that the ferrocenyl and the CH -CH -N(CH )3 2 2 2 3 2

appeared as two singlets at ca. 2.53 and 2.62 ppm. This substituent bound at the imine nitrogen were in cis-ar-
suggests that the binding of the neutral ligand does not rangement (syn-form), whereas the formation of the
produce the cleavage of the Pd–N(CH ) bond. cyclopalladated complex can only take place if the imine3 2

5 5Studies on [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH - has the anti-form (Fig. 1) [19]. As a consequence of the5 5 5 3 2

CH -N(CH ) ]jCl] (4a) showed that the addition of stoi- different conformation of the ligand in the two compounds,2 3 2

chiometric amounts of deuterated pyridine (py-d ) or the environment of the palladium(II) in 3a is less crowded5

triphenylphosphine (PPh ) to a solution of 4a in non-protic than in 4a. Besides, the lability of the Pd–Cl bond in the3

solvents hCDCl or benzenej produces the cleavage of the two complexes may be strongly influenced by the basicity3

Pd-N(CH ) bond and the binding of the neutral L ligand of the nitrogens in trans-arrangement hN and N in3 2 amine imine
5 5[19], giving [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH - 3a and an imine nitrogen in 4aj.5 5 5 3 2

CH -N(CH ) ]jCl(L)] hwith L5py-d (6a) or PPh (7a)j In the view of the results obtained from the circular2 3 2 5 3

(Scheme 2). These results indicate the existence of a dichroism spectra of the DNA-complex adducts, we
hemilabile position in the coordination environment of the studied the changes induced in the electrophoretic mobility
palladium. by ligands 1a and 1c and complexes 3c and 4a, hwhich

The percentage of the Pd(II) that binds to DNA was produced the greatest changes in the CD spectraj, in order
lower for the cyclopalladated complex 4a h5.862.1j than to establish the effects of the complexes on the tertiary
for 3a h16.761.8j, although the modifications induced by structure of pBR322 plasmid DNA molecule. The gel

agarose electrophoresis indicated only slight changes in the
electrophoretic mobility for DNA-complex adducts; how-
ever, no changes were observed in samples incubated with
the ligands. The most outstanding variation was detected
for complex 4a at high r values. The decrease in thei

electrophoretic mobility in the circular covalently-closed
form (CCC) of pBR322 DNA was similar to that induced
by cisplatin at r 5 0.1. This retardation in the mobility ofi

the supercoiled CCC form can be attributed to a decrease
in the superhelical density of this circular DNA [35].

One of the aspects that has increased the interest of the
study of ferrocenyl ligands and their metal complexes is
the fact that some ferrocenium derivatives have antitu-
moural activity whereas the parent ferrocene does not
[14,15]. Preliminary work in this area reveals that the

Scheme 2. i) py-d in CDCl for (6a) or PPh in benzene for (7a). antitumoral activity of these compounds depends on5 3 3
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Table 2 follows: 1a,1b,1c, which is consistent with an increase
Electrochemical data: anodic (E ) and cathodic (E ) potentials (in volts)pa pc in the electron withdrawing character of the substituent.
for compounds under study Electrochemical data for the platinum(II) and pal-

(1) (2) (2) (1) (3)Sample E E E E Epa pc pa pc pa ladium(II) compounds are summarized in Table 2.
The cyclic voltammograms of the platinum(II) com-1a 0.140 0.045 – – –

1b 0.201 0.083 – – – pounds (2a–2c) are more complex than those of the free
1c 0.246 0.128 – – – ligands (Table 2 and Fig. 2). The less anodic wave, which
2a 0.287 0.217 0.98 0.84 1.20 according to the literature [18,36–40] can be attributed to2b 0.274 0.187 0.58 – 1.06

the oxidation of the Fe(II), appears at higher potentials2c 0.300 0.232 0.56 – 0.98
than for the free ligands 1, thus suggesting that the binding3a 0.347 0.270 – – –

3b 0.336 0.257 – – – of the platinum(II) reduces the proclivity of the ferrocenyl
3c 0.389 0.302 – – – fragment to oxidize. This tendency also decreases accord-
4a 0.008 20.086 – – – ing to the sequence: 2b,2a,2c. The remaining peaks

observed in the cyclic voltammogram can be tentatively
assigned to the oxidation of the platinum(II) (Fig. 3).

The cyclic voltammograms of compoundsseveral factors, especially their redox properties [23]. In
[Pd(ligand)Cl ] (3a–3c) showed one anodic peak with aorder to elucidate whether the differences detected in the 2

directly associated reduction peak on the reverse scanbehaviour of the Pt(II) and Pd(II) compounds included in
which is assigned, according to the literature [18,36–44],this study could be related to the ease with which the
to the oxidation of the Fe(II). For these compounds theoxidation of the ferrocenyl fragment takes place, electro-
peaks are shifted to more anodic potentials than in freechemical studies based on cyclic voltammetry were under-
ligands 1 (Table 2). This suggests that the binding of thetaken. In all cases the experiments were performed at 208C

23 palladium(II) also reduces the proclivity of the Fe(II) tousing 10 M solutions of the complexes in acetonitrile
oxidize. These results are consistent with those reported(HPLC-grade) and using different scan rates.

5 5for related coordination complexes [Mh(h -C H )Fe[(h -The cyclic voltammograms of the ligands showed one 5 5

C H )-N5CH(C H -2-O)j ] hwith M5Zn, Ni or Cuj andanodic peak with a directly associated reduction peak on 5 4 6 4 2
5 5the reverse scan, which is attributed to the one-electron [Mh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH -CH -5 5 5 4 2 2

oxidation–reduction. The positions of the peaks for 1 are N(CH ) ]jCl ] hM5Zn, Ni, Cuj [18,43], for which the3 2 2

consistent with the values reported for related ferrocenyl binding of the ferrocenyl ligand to the metal atom
5 5Schiff bases of the general formula: [(h -C H )Feh(h - produces an increase in the anodic and cathodic potentials5 5

C H )-C(R)5N-R9j] (1a) hwith R5H, CH or C H and of the Fe(II).5 4 3 6 5

R95phenyl or benzyl groupsj [18,36]. In addition, for complexes 3, the proclivity of the
According to the general rules established for ferrocene iron(II) to oxidize follows the sequence: 3c,3a,3b and

derivatives, the presence of electron-withdrawing groups the replacement of the platinum(II) in 2 by palladium(II)
inhibits the oxidation of the iron (II), in contrast to the (compounds 3) produced a small shift of the wave to the
electron-donor groups, which facilitate the oxidation anodic zone. The variation observed in the values of the
[18,36–40]. Taking into account that the uncertainty of the anodic potentials E follows the trend: 1,2,3. Inpa

measured potentials is ca. 65 mV the ligands used in this contrast to these results, the cyclopalladated complex 4a is
work can be ordered according to the E values as more prone to oxidation than the free ligand 1a and thepa

5 5Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammogram of cis-[Pth(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-CH -CH -N(CH ) jCl ] (2a). The E values are referred to the ferrocene /5 5 5 4 2 2 3 2 2

ferricinium couple.
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25coordination complex 3a. This finding is consistent with ethylguanine (4 mg, 2.20310 mol) was then added, the
the results reported for related platina- and pallada- reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature (ca.
cycles containing a s(M–C ) bond 208C) for 2 days, giving a red solution. Characterization2sp , ferrocene

1 8[18,36,38,41,42,44,45]. data: H-NMR data (in ppm): 8.23 [1H, H ], 8.46 [1H,
3 4-CH5N-], 4.43 [5H, C H ], 4.13 [1H, H ], 4.34 [1H, H ]5 5

52.1. Conclusions and 4.58 [1H, H ], 2.53 [3H, N-CH ], 2.62 [3H, N-CH ],3 3

3.80 and 4.10 [2H, N-CH -], 2.80 and 2.40 [2H,-CH -] and2 2

Although the ferrocenyl substrates of general formula 3.82 and 4.08 [2H, -CH -CH ] and 1.40 [3H,-CH ].2 3 3
5 5[(h -C H )Feh(h -C H )-CH5N-R)j] (Fig. 1) hwith R55 5 5 4

CH -CH -N(CH ) (1a), CH -CH -S-CH -CH (1b) or2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 3.3. Biological assays
(L)-CH(COOCH )-CH -CH -S-CH (1c)j (1) do not intro-3 2 2 3

duce significant variations of the CD spectrum of the Calf 3.3.1. Formation of drug:DNA adducts
Thymus DNA, the platinum(II) and palladium(II) com- The ligands and complexes were dissolved in an aque-
plexes with cis-[M(ligand)Cl ] (2a–2c and 3a–3c) cores2 ous solution of ,2% DMSO in all cases. The solutions
decrease the ellipticity of the positive band when compared were prepared immediately before use. Aliquots of these
with that of DNA. This sort of variation has been compounds were added to the DNA in a TE buffer solution
interpreted as indicative of a B → C transformation with (50 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl and 0.1 mM EDTA, pH
increasing winding of the DNA helix by rotation of the 7.4). The amount of each drug added to the DNA solution
bases. In contrast with these results, the variations in the is expressed as r (input molar ratio of Pd or Pt toiCD spectrum of Calf Thymus DNA incubated with the nucleotide) [46,47]. The samples were incubated at 378C
cyclopalladated complex 4a as well as the modifications for 24 h.
induced by 4a in the electrophoretic mobility of pBR322
plasmid DNA follow the same trend as cisplatin. More-

3.3.2. Circular dichroism studyover, this complex has a low oxidation potential hE 5pa CD spectra of the samples (DNA concentration5200.008 Vj. The E value is close to that obtained forpa mg/ml and r 50.01, 0.10 and 0.50) were recorded at roomiferrocene itself hE for ferrocene50.029 Vj. It is wellpa
5 temperature on a JASCO J720 spectropolarimeter with aknown that several ferricinium salts such as: [(h -

III 5 2 2 2 450 W xenon lamp using a computer for spectral subtrac-C H )Fe (h -C H )]X hwith X 5CCl COO , FeCl ,5 5 5 5 3 4
2 tion and noise reduction. Each sample was scanned twice2,4,6-(NO ) C H O j inhibit the growth growth of differ-2 3 6 2 in a range of wavelengths between 220–360 nm. The dataent types of human carcinoma [14,15]. In view of these

are expressed as mean residue molecular ellipticity (u ) inresults, the cyclopalladated complex 4a as well as its 2 21 3units of degree3cm 3dmol 310 . The CD spectra offerricinium derivative appear to be good candidates for
the drugs were subtracted from the CD spectra of each offurther studies in vitro.
the drug:DNA adducts by computer.

3.3.3. Determination of Pt and Pd bound to DNA3. Experimental
Aliquots of the drug-DNA complex solutions used for

CD experiments were stored and the unbound drug was3.1. Materials and methods
removed by precipitation of DNA twice with 2.5 volumes
of cold ethanol and 0.1 volumes of 3M NaAcO, pH 4.8.The ferrocenyl ligands and the platinum(II) and pal-
The precipitated DNA was washed in 70% ethanol andladium(II) compounds used were prepared as described
suspended in 1 ml of TE buffer. The amount of DNA inelsewhere [18,19]. Sodium salt of Calf Thymus DNA,
each sample was measured by UV spectrometry, using aEDTA and Tris-HCl used in the CD study were obtained
Shimazdu UV-2101-PC spectrometer working at 260 nm.from Sigma (Madrid, Spain) and pBR322 plasmid DNA
The platinum and palladium bound to DNA were de-was obtained from Boehringer-Mannheim (Mannheim,
termined by inductively coupled plasma-mass spec-Germany). The solvents were purchased from Fluka and
trometry, using a Perkin Elmer ELAN-500 spectrometer,used without further purification. Proton-NMR spectra
using rhodium as internal standard. The assays werewere recorded with a Gemini-200 instrument using D O as2
performed in triplicate.solvent and 3-trimethylsilylpropane-1-sulfonate (TSP) as

internal standard.
3.3.4. Electrophoresic study

5 53.2. NMR study of the reaction of [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h - DNA aliquots of pBR322 (25 mg/ml) were incubated in5 5

C H )-CH5N-CH -CH -N(CH ) ]jCl] (4a) with 9- the presence of the drugs in a buffer solution containing 505 3 2 2 3 2

ethylguanine mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH57.4), 0.1 mM EDTA at
0.1 and 0.5 r values. Incubations were carried out in thei

25A 10 mg amount (2.35310 mmol) of complex 4a dark at 37 C for 24 h; 20 ml aliquots of DNA adducts
was suspended in 0.7 ml of D O containing TSP, and 9 containing 0.7 mg DNA were subjected to 1.5% agarose2
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Abstract

The reaction of [t-BuNPCl] (1a) with the diols 2,29-dimethyl-1,3-propanediol, 2,29-methylenebis(6-t-butyl-4-methylphenol), bis(2-2

hydroxy-1-naphthyl)methane and 2,29-biphenyldimethanol affords the novel bicyclic compounds [(t-BuN)P] [-OCH CMe CH O-]2 2 2 2

(2),h[(t-BuN)P] [O-6-t-Bu-4-Me-C H ] CH j (3), h[(t-BuN)P] [2-O-1-C H ] CH j (4) and h[(t-BuN)P] [2-OCH -C H ] j (5). The2 6 2 2 2 2 10 6 2 2 2 2 6 4 2

structures of 3.1 /2C H and 4 in the solid state have been determined by X-ray crystallography. Analogous reaction of 1a with6 6

2,29-biphenol affords three products, one of which is [2,29-(C H O) P] (2,29-OC H ) (6); this compound is formed by cleavage of the6 4 2 2 6 4 2

cyclodiphosphazane ring.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Diazadiphosphetidines; Bicyclic; Cyclophosphazane; X-ray structure

1. Introduction

It is known that the reaction of N-substituted chloro-
diazadiphosphetidines [ClPNR] (1) with nucleophiles,2

such as amines /alcohols, can lead to either cis or trans
products, depending on the type of nucleophile and the
reaction conditions [1–11]. Hence, it may be expected that
treatment of 1 with difunctional reagents HX–YH (e.g. Our interest in these systems has been to incorporate
diols, diamines) may lead to both ‘bicyclic’ (A) and larger-sized rings and, in this paper, we describe the
‘polymeric’ (B) products. Previously, only a few com- isolation of [(t-BuN)P] [OCH CMe CH O] (2), h[(t-BuN)2 2 2 2
pounds of type A have been synthesised and the only P] [O-6-t-Bu-4-Me-C H ] CH j (3), h[(t-BuN)P] [2-O-1-2 6 2 2 2 2
examples with solid state structures are C H ] CH j (4) and h[(t-BuN)P] [2-OCH C H ] j (5)10 6 2 2 2 2 6 4 2
[(PhN)P] [MeN(CH ) O] (C) and [(PhN)P] [O(CH ) O] containing six, seven or eight atoms in the bridging loop,2 2 2 2 2 3

(D), with the bridging loop containing four and five atoms respectively. X-ray structural analysis of two of these
[12]. derivatives, 3 and 4, is also reported. In addition, several

other bicyclic derivatives that have been identified by
NMR are also described.

2. Experimental

Chemicals were procured from Aldrich or from local
manufacturers; they were purified when required. Solvents
were purified according to standard procedures [13]. NMR

*Corresponding author. Fax: 191-40-3010-120.
spectra were recorded on a Bruker 200 MHz spectrometer.

E-mail address: kckssc@uohyd.ernet.in (K.C. Kumara Swamy)
1 Chemical shifts (CDCl , ppm) were measured against3Corresponding author (X-ray crystallography). This author is also a

1 13tetramethylsilane ( H, C) or ext. 85% H PO . IR spectrasenior author. 3 4

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00153-9
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were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 1310 spectrophotometer. 2,29-biphenyldimethanol (0.69 g, 3.2 mmol) and triethyl-
Elemental analysis was performed on a Perkin-Elmer 240C amine (0.65 g, 6.4 mmol) were used in a procedure similar

1CHN analyser. to that for 3. Yield, 0.98 g (78%). M.p. 1658C. H NMR:
1.08 (s, 18H, t-Bu–H ), 4.49 [d, J518.0 Hz, 2H, CH (A)],2

2.1. Synthesis of [(t-BuN)P] [OCH CMe CH O] (2) 4.67 [d, J518.0 Hz, 2H, CH (B)], 7.10–7.30 (m, 8H,2 2 2 2 2
31Ar–H ). P NMR: 125.7. Found: C, 63.35; H, 7.30; N,

To a solution of 1a [14] (1.08 g, 3.93 mmol) in toluene 6.78. C H N O P requires C, 63.43; H, 7.25; N, 6.75%.22 30 2 2 2
3(5 cm ) was added a mixture of 2,29-dimethyl-1,3-pro-

panediol (0.41 g, 3.94 mmol) and Et N (0.80 g, 7.913
3 2.3. Reaction of 1a with other diolsmmol) in toluene (10 cm ) dropwise at room temperature.

(The dropping funnel should be heated from time to time
These did not yield sufficiently pure products; however,to prevent the diol from crystallising.) The mixture was

31the bicyclic P(III) products were identified by P NMR.stirred overnight, Et N?HCl was filtered off and the3
31(i) Reaction with 2,29-methylenebis-(4-chlorophenol). Pvolatiles were removed to give a gum that, on recrystallisa-

3 NMR: 163.1 (70%), 188.4 (30%). (ii) Reaction with 1,4-tion from toluene–heptane (1:1, v /v; 2 cm /g), afforded 2
31butanediol. P NMR: 131.2 (80%, bicyclic product), 81.4,as a microcrystalline solid. Yield, 0.82 g (68%). M.p.,

1
28.6 (together, 20%). (iii) Reaction with 2,29-biphenol.266–2688C. H NMR: 0.95 [s, 6H, C(CH ) ], 1.28 (s, 18H,3 2
3131 P NMR: 167.2 (80%, bicyclic product), 153.6t-Bu-H ), 3.61 (br, 4H, OCH ). P NMR: 139.2. Found: C,2

(unassigned), 143.5 hbridged compound [2,29-50.85; H, 9.15; N, 8.74. C H N O P requires C, 50.97;13 28 2 2 2

(C H O) P] (2,29-OC H ) j (6) [X-ray evidence [16]].H, 9.21; N, 9.14%. 6 4 2 2 6 4 2

2.2. Synthesis of the bicyclic derivatives (a) h[(t-
2.4. X-ray crystallographyBuN)P] [O-6-t-Bu-4-Me-C H ] CH j (3), (b) h[(t-2 6 2 2 2

BuN)P] [2-O-1-C H ] CH j (4) and (c) h[(t-BuN)P] [2-2 10 6 2 2 2

Data were collected on an Enraf Nonius CAD4 diffrac-OCH C H ] j (5)2 6 4 2
˚tometer at 293 K using Mo-K (l50.7107 A) radiation.a

Structure solution and refinement were done by standard(a) A solution of 1a (0.672 g, 2.72 mmol) [16] in
3 techniques [17–19]. For 3.1 /2C H , all of the H-atomstoluene (10 cm ) was added dropwise with stirring to a 6 6

were refined isotropically. The unit cell of this moleculemixture of 2,29-methylenebis(6-t-butyl-4-methylphenol)
contains one molecule of benzene in addition to two(0.92 g, 2.92 mmol) and triethylamine (0.55 g, 5.44 mmol)

3 molecules of 3. There are two molecules in the asymmetricin toluene (10 cm ) at 08C over 10 min. The stirring was
unit of compound 4. The Flack parameter for absolutecontinued overnight. Filtration, removal of solvent and

3 structure in compound 4 is within esd and, hence, thecrystallisation of the residue from benzene (ca. 10 cm )
structure as shown in Fig. 2 is correct.gave 3 [Caution: benzene is a carcinogen. All operations

Crystal data for 3.1 /2C H : C H N O P ,involving this solvent must be conducted inside a fume- 6 6 34 51 2 2 2]1 M 5581.73, Triclinic, space group P1, a59.764 (1),hood]. Yield, 0.97 g (86%). M.p., 1888C. H NMR: 1.11 (s, r
˚b512.964 (1), c514.323 (2) A, a 577.25 (8), b 574.1518H, t-Bu–H ), 1.48 (s, 18H, t-Bu–H ), 2.34 (s, 6H, CH ),3 313 ˚(7), g 578.25 (6), V51681.1 (8) A , Z52, r(calcd)54.30 (br, 2H, CH ), 7.04–7.38 (m, 4H, Ar–H ). C NMR:2

3 211.149 Mg/m , m 50.15 mm , crystal size (mm) 0.4321.3, 31.0, 31.2, 32.0, 35.0, 52.0, 125.8, 128.3, 128.8,
31 0.530.8, reflections collected56280, independent131.3, 133.4 and 141.3. P NMR: 143.9. Found (after

reflections56280, R 50.0123, data /parameters 4892 /drying in vacuum at 708C for 2 h): C, 68.61; H, 8.91; N, int

565, Goodness of fit52.58, Refinement on F, R [I.5.20. C H N O P requires C, 68.50; H, 8.85; N, 5.16%.31 48 2 2 2

2s(I)]50.044, wR50.034, extinction correction applied,(b) For the synthesis of 4, bis-(2-hydroxy-1-naph-
24isotropic g50.36(2)310 , max/min residual densitythyl)methane [15] (0.42 g, 1.4 mmol), 1a (0.35 g, 1.4

23˚mmol) and triethylamine (0.28 g, 2.8 mmol) in tetrahydro- 0.3 / 20.3 eA .
3furan (THF; 15 cm in all) were used. The crystals of 4 Crystal data for 4: C H N O P , M 5502.51, mono-29 32 2 2 2 r

were separated from the oily residue. Yield, 0.44 g (67%). clinic, space group P2 , a511.387 (2), b518.824 (4),1 31 ˚ ˚M.p., 1948C. H NMR: 1.23 (s, 18H, t-Bu–H ), 4.94 (br s, c513.428 (2) A, b 5111.18 (1), V52683.8 (8) A , Z54,
31 3 212H, CH ), 7.20–8.20 (m, 12H, Ar–H ). P NMR: 181.4. r(calcd)51.244 Mg/m , m 50.190 mm , crystal size2

The crystals were rather unstable in various solvents and, (mm) 0.430.330.2, reflections collected55071, indepen-
1hence, a clear H NMR spectrum could not be obtained. dent reflections54819, R 50.0475, data / restraints /pa-int

31After two days in CDCl solution, the main peak in the P rameters 4818/1 /647, Goodness of fit51.047, Refinement3
2NMR was at 5.9 ppm, which is most likely a hydrolyzed on F , R [I.2s(I)]50.0645, wR 50.1222, extinction1 2

product. Found: C, 69.20; H, 6.25; N, 5.45. C H N O P coefficient50.0061(10), Absolute structure parameter529 32 2 2 2

requires: C, 69.32; H, 6.37; N, 5.58%. 0.17 (18), max/min residual density50.643/ 20.216
23˚(c) For the synthesis of 5, 1a (0.8 g, 3.7 mmol), eA .
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3. Results and discussion using more biphenol. Although at first glance its formation
appears serendipitous, replacement of an amino group

The reaction of [t-BuNPCl] (1a) with the diols 2,29- from a phosphine with an alkoxy/aryloxy group is an2

dimethyl-1,3-propanediol, 2,29-methylenebis(6-t-butyl-4- established procedure and, hence, the result can be
methylphenol), bis(2-hydroxy-1-naphthyl)methane and rationalised [21].
2,29-biphenyldimethanol affords the novel bicyclic com-
pounds 2–5 (Eq. 1) in yields of 65–85%; the amount of
polymeric products is much less than that observed before
in the reaction of 1b with diols /amino alcohols [12].

An interesting point to be noted in 3, 4 and Shreeve’s
compound (E) [8,9], all of which contain the same number

31of atoms in the bridging loop, is the variation in the P
NMR chemical shift values, which covers a range of |80
ppm. Although in (E), deshielding by fluorine atoms
appears considerable, the range observed here is close to
the difference in the d(P) values observed so far for cis
and trans [RN–PR9] [R5t-Bu, Ph; R95alkoxy, aryloxy,2

amino] [1–11].

Compound 5 represents the first example of a bicyclic
phosphazane with an eight-atom bridging loop. Its d(P)
value is the most upfield among all of the bicyclic
derivatives isolated so far. For this compound, the methyl-
ene protons of the ArCH group show up as two doubletsAlthough 3 and 5 are fairly stable to hydrolysis by 2

3[d(A) 4.49; d(B) 4.67] with a J(PH) value of 18 Hz; thismoisture, 4 is not. The latter compound underwent hy-
shows that the OCH protons on the two sides of the loopdrolysis in CDCl solution and, after two days, the main 23

31 are not equivalent, probably as a result of conformationalpeak in the P NMR was observed at 5.9 ppm. From the
restraints.reaction of 1a with 2,29dimethyl-1,3-propanediol, the

bicyclic derivative 2 is readily isolated as a microcrystal-
3.1. X-ray structuresline solid. This assignment is consistent with the closeness

of its d(P) value to that for D and [(t-BuNP) [O(CH ) O]2 2 3

ORTEP drawings of compounds 3.1 /2C H and 4 are[d(P) 135.4] [20]. In the reaction of 1a with 2,29-methyl- 6 6
31 shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Selected structuralenebis(4-chlorophenol), the P NMR spectrum of the

parameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2. These compoundsreaction mixture showed two peaks at 162.1 (70%) and
represent the first examples of structurally characterised188.4 (30%), while in an analogous reaction with 1,4-
bicyclic phosphazanes with ten-membered rings.butanediol, a peak at d(P) 131.2 ppm was observed.

In the structure of 3.1 /2C H , the solvent molecule isHowever, we were not successful in isolating these prod- 6 6 ]
centred around the centre of symmetry (space group P1).ucts. Interestingly, when 1a was treated with 2,29-
The two molecules of the bicyclic compound are chiral inbiphenol–Et N, three peaks were observed in the P(III)3

their conformation and, hence, are enantiomers (one mole-region at d(P) 167.2, 153.6 and 143.5 ppm. The one that
cule per asymmetric unit). In contrast to [(PhNP) -shows the d(P) of 143.5 ppm is [2,29-(C H O) P] (2,29- 26 4 2 2

O(CH ) O-] (D) [12], the N P ring is puckered sig-OC H ) (6), which must have arisen from the cleavage of 2 3 2 26 4 2

nificantly in 3. The two phosphorus atoms P(2) and P(4)the phosphazane ring (Eq. 2); the identity of 6 has been
are both above the mean plane of the four-membered ringproven by isolation and unit cell measurements on a single

˚by 0.042(1) A; the nitrogen atoms N(1) and N(3) arecrystal [16]. The yield of this product can be increased by
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Table 1
˚Selected interatomic distances [A] and angles [8] for 3.1 /2C H with6 6

estimated standard deviations in parentheses

N(1)–P(2) 1.706(2) N(3)–P(2) 1.717(2)
N(1)–P(4) 1.711(2) N(3)–P(4) 1.716(2)
N(1)–C(14) 1.483(4) N(3) –C (15) 1.492(4)
P(2)–O(1) 1.668(1) P(4)–O(2) 1.628(2)
O(1)–C(1) 1.400(3) O(2)–C(8) 1.389(2)
P(2)....P(4) 2.565(1) N(1)....N(3) 2.233(3)
O(1)....O(2) 4.320(2)

N(1)–P(2)–N(3) 81.50(10) N(3)–P(4)–N(1) 81.40(10)
N(1)–P(2)–O(1) 105.10(9) N(3)–P(4)–O(2) 109.24(9)
N(3)–P(2)–O(1) 107.66(8) N(1)–P(4)–O(2) 107.79(9)
P(2)–N(1)–P(4) 97.3(1) P(2)–N(3)–P(4) 96.7(1)
P(2)–N(1)–C(14) 126.7(1) P(2)–N(3)–C(15) 126.9(2)
P(4)–N(1)–C(14) 127.3(2) P(4)–N(3)–C(15) 123.5(2)
P(2)–O(1)–C(1) 125.4(1) P(4)–O(2)–C(8) 150.2(2)

significantly nonplanar, as shown by the sum of the bond
Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 3; hydrogen atoms have been omitted for angles [351.3(2)8 at N(1) and 347.0(2)8 at N(3)]; this
clarity. The solvent molecule (benzene) is not shown. It is centred around

contrasts with the findings in C and D where the phos-the centre of symmetry.
phazane ring nitrogens were planar [12]. There is a
remarkably high bond angle of 150.2(2)8 at O(2) in 3; the
angle of 125.4(2)8 at O(1) is in the normal range.

˚ In the structure of 4 [Fig. 2], each molecule is againbelow this mean plane by 0.158(2) and 0.160(2) A,
˚ chiral in its conformation. There are two independentrespectively. All four P–N distances are close to 1.710 A

molecules in the asymmetric unit. The P–N and P–Oin this compound, but the P–O distances vary by about
˚0.03 A. Interestingly, these P–O distances are much longer distances are in the same range as in 3. The four-mem-

than those found in phosphazene derivatives like N P h[O- bered N P rings are almost perfectly planar within the4 4 2 2
˚ limits of experimental error (deviations from the mean4,6-(t-Bu) C H ] CH jCl [mean, 1.567(11) A] and2 6 2 2 2 6

˚Cl P(O)N5Ph[O-4-Me-6-t-Bu-C H ] CH jCl [mean, plane, 0.001(3) and 0.007(3) A in 4a and 4b, respective-2 6 2 2 2
˚1.559(3) A], which contain analogous aromatic residues on ly). The sum of the bond angles at N(1A) or N(1B)

the two oxygens [22]. Both of the ring nitrogens in 3 are [359.5(9) and 357.9(9)8, respectively] show an almost
planar geometry, whereas this is not true for N(3A) or
N(3B) [sums are 349.4(9) and 347.2(9)8, respectively].

The two cyclophosphazane rings of the two molecules
4a and 4b in the asymmetric unit are tilted with respect to
each other at a dihedral angle of 70.5(2)8. The two
naphthyl rings in each of the molecules are nearly ortho-
gonal [dihedral angle in molecule 4a is 83.3(2) and in 4b
is 89.1(2)8].

As described elsewhere [12], there are two main con-
formational possibilities, F and G, for the four-membered
ring in cis-P-substituted cyclodiphosphazanes. In F, the
two atoms X and P are on the same side with respect to the
N P mean plane, whereas in G, atoms X and P are on2 2

opposite sides of that plane. A comparison of the observed
conformations along with nonbonded X–X(Y) and P–P
distances for 3, 4, C and D is given below. In all cases
except C, conformation G is favoured. The exception in C
is probably due to the rather short bridge. The P–P
nonbonded distances in 3 and 4 are shorter, presumably to
accommodate the large rings; these distances are close to
those found in cis-[RNPR9] with acyclic substituents R9.2Fig. 2. Molecular structure of 4; only one of the two molecules in the
It is to be noted that the substituents R on the cyclophos-asymmetric unit is shown. The other molecule differs only slightly in its

conformation. Hydrogen atoms are omitted. phazane ring are always on the same side. The nonbonded
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Table 2
a˚Selected interatomic distances [A] and angles [8] for the two independent molecules of 4 with estimated standard deviations in parentheses

Molecule 4a Molecule 4b

N(1A)–P(2A) 1.689(7) N(1B)–P(2B) 1.700(7)
N(3A)–P(2A) 1.709(7) N(3B)–P(2B) 1.696(7)
N(1A)–P(4A) 1.698(7) N(1B)–P(4B) 1.705(7)
N(3A)–P(4A) 1.709(7) N(3B)–P(4B) 1.707(7)
N(1A)–C(22) 1.476(11) N(1B)–C(22B) 1.471(12)
N(3A)–C(26) 1.497(11) N(3B)–C(26B) 1.512(11)
P(2A)–O(1A) 1.678(6) P(2B)–O(1B) 1.667(6)
P(4A)–O(2A) 1.646(7) P(4B)–O(2B) 1.653(7)
O(1A)–C(2) 1.400(9) O(1B)–C(2B) 1.388(9)
O(2A)–C(12) 1.402(11) O(2B)–C(12B) 1.401(10)
P(2A)....P(4A) 2.545(3) P(2B)....P(4B) 2.537(3)

N(1A)–P(2A)–N(3A) 83.3(3) N(1B)–P(2B)–N(3B) 83.9(3)
N(1A)–P(2A)–O(1A) 97.7(3) N(1B)–P(2B)–O(1B) 99.1(3)
N(3A)–P(2A)–O(1A) 102.0(3) N(3B)–P(2B)–O(1B) 102.2(3)
P(2A)–N(1A)–P(4A) 97.4(4) P(2B)–N(1B)–P(4B) 96.3(4)
P(2A)–N(1A)–C(22) 129.1(6) P(2B)–N(1B)–C(22B) 128.9(6)
P(4A)–N(1A)–C(22) 133.0(6) P(4B)–N(1B)–C(22B) 132.7(6)
N(3A)–P(4A)–N(1A) 83.0(3) N(3B)–P(4B)–N(1B) 83.4(3)
N(3A)–P(4A)–O(2A) 104.3(4) N(3B)–P(4B)–O(2B) 104.9(3)
N(1A)–P(4A)–O(2A) 107.4(4) N(1B)–P(4B)–O(2B) 106.1(4)
P(2A)–N(3A)–P(4A) 96.3(4) P(2B)–N(3B)–P(4B) 96.4(4)
P(2A)–N(3A)–C(26) 127.9(6) P(2B)–N(3B)–C(26B) 127.6(6)
P(4A)–N(3A)–C(26) 125.2(6) P(4B)–N(3B)–C(26B) 123.2(6)
P(2A)–O(1A)–C(2) 117.6(5) P(2B)–O(1B)–C(2B) 115.9(5)
P(4A)–O(2A)–C(12) 129.8(5) P(4B)–O(2B)–C(12B) 127.9(5)

a Note: According to the space group P2 , the two molecules 4a and 4b possess a ‘conformational’ chirality. There are four molecules in the unit cell,1

whereas the space group affords only Z52, resulting in two independent molecules in the asymmetric unit. The main differences in the structures of these
molecules are in some bond angles that differ, at maximum, within about two degrees. The dihedral angle between the naphthyl planes is 83.3(2)8 in
molecule 4a and 89.1(2)8 in molecule 4b. This shows that their conformation also differs to some extent.

the cyclophosphazane ring is observed in the reaction of 1aX–X distance is most likely determined by the bridging
with 2,29-biphenol.ring size and steric constraints.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, on request,
quoting the deposition numbers 114919 and 114920.
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Abstract

A simple three-step, high-yield synthesis of the titled azides from Mn (CO) and P-P is described involving the intermediate aqua2 10
2complexes, fac-[Mn(CO) (P-P)(H O)]BF , 3a,b. The aqua ligand is very labile; it is easily exchanged for D O, PPh , and NO . Crystal3 2 4 2 3 2

structures of the two titled aqua complexes and fac-[Mn(CO) (depe)(PPh )]BF , 6a, are reported. The aqua complexes react3 3 4

instantaneously with aqueous NaN to give quantitative yields of the corresponding covalent azides which undergo the expected3

1,3-dipolar additions with CF CN to give the corresponding tetrazoles whose crystal structures are also reported.  1999 Elsevier3

Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Manganese complexes; Aqua complexes; Crystal structures; Tetrazolato complexes; Azido complexes; 1,3-Dipolar cycloadditions

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Our previously reported synthesis of the azides, fac- All reactions were carried out under an argon atmos-
Mn(CO) (P-P)N , P-P51,2-bis(diethylphosphino)ethane phere using a Schlenk line. Solvents were used as received3 3

(depe) and 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane (dppe), 4a,b, unless otherwise noted. Dppe and depe were purchased
involved reacting the corresponding chloro complexes, from Pressure Chemicals. AgBF , PPh and HBF ?Et O4 3 4 2

fac-Mn(CO) (P-P)Cl, 2a,b, with NaN in a very slow (54% w/w solution) were purchased from Aldrich. CF CN3 3 3

reaction (30–40 days at room temperature) [1]. A vastly was purchased from Lancaster Synthesis. Fac-
improved route, described herein, starts with the now Mn(CO) (P-P)H (1a,b)(a5depe, b5dppe), and fac-3

readily available hydrides, fac-Mn(CO) (P-P)H [2,3], Mn(CO) (P-P)Cl (2a,b)(a5depe, b5dppe) were prepared3 3

1a,b, and reacting these with HBF to give the ionic aqua according to literature methods [1–4]. Complex 1a was4

complexes fac-[Mn(CO) (P-P)(H O)]BF , 3a,b, which isolated as a solid from 1-propanol. IR spectra were3 2 4

then react almost instantaneously with aqueous NaN to recorded on a Perkin–Elmer 1600 series FT–IR instrument3
1give the desired azides. Alternatively, the azides can be employing 1.0 mm NaCl liquid cells unless noted. H

prepared by reaction of the chloro complexes, 2a,b, with NMR were recorded using a Bruker AC-250 spectrometer
the expensive AgBF followed by treatment with NaN . with CDCl chemical shifts recorded relative to Me Si.4 3 3 4

The availability of the azides provides a convenient route Melting points were obtained using a Mel-Temp apparatus
to the corresponding triazoles [1] (via the 1,3-dipolar and are uncorrected. Elemental analysis were performed by
reaction with acetylenes) and tetrazoles (via reaction with Galbraith Laboratories. High resolution mass spectra were
nitriles). recorded on a Kratos-80.

2.1. Preparation of fac-[Mn(CO) (P-P)(OH )]BF (3a,b)3 2 4

(a5depe, b5dppe)
*Corresponding author.
E-mail address: orchinm@uc.edu (M. Orchin) The hydride, 1a (0.182 g, 0.526 mmol) was dissolved

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00161-8
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%4 %%%%%4

with stirring in 25 ml of chloroform. HBF ?Et O (0.090 2.3. Preparation of fac-Mn(CO) (P-P)(NN C(CF )N)4 2 3 2 3

ml, 0.653 mmol) was syringed into the flask whereupon (5a,b) (a5depe, b5dppe)
dihydrogen gas was immediately evolved. After a 15-min
stir, the solvent was removed via rotary evaporator. The The azide 4a (0.215g, 0.555 mmol) was added to a flask
residue was stirred with 233 ml of Et O and the ether with 20 ml of CH Cl . The solution was stirred and2 2 2

decanted from the oily brown solid in order to remove any CF CN was bubbled through the solution (approximately 53

excess HBF . Hexane was added, the mixture stirred, and min). The sealed solution was stirred for 2d and during that4

the hexane was removed yielding the yellow solid 3a period the solution was resaturated twice with CF CN. The3

(0.194 g, 83% yield). solvent was removed using a rotary evaporator. The
The yellow solid 3b (0.856 g, 89% yield) was isolated solution was redissolved in CH Cl and filtered through2 2

from the reaction of the hydride 1b (0.807 g, 1.50 mmol) glass wool. After solvent removal, the residue was re-
with HBF ?Et O (0.25 ml, 1.81 mmol) in 50 ml of CHCl dissolved in benzene /hexane and then cooled, whereupon4 2 3

in a manner similar to that described above for 3a. pale yellow X-ray quality crystalline solid tetrazole pre-
In another procedure, the aqua complexes 3a and 3b cipitated, 5a (0.087g, 30.8% yield).

were prepared from the reactions of the chloro complexes X-ray quality crystals of the pale yellow tetrazole, 5b,
2a and 2b, respectively, with a slight excess of AgBF were obtained when the azide, 4b (0.191 g, 0.330 mmol),4

(1:1.2 molar ratio). Both reactions were complete within 1 was stirred in CH Cl saturated with CF CN for 6 days.2 2 3

h of stirring in chloroform. Filtration through a medium The tetrazole, 5b, crystallizes from benzene /hexane with
frit removed excess AgBF and AgCl. Prolonged stirring one molecule of benzene in the lattice.4

21(over 4 h) over the silver salts resulted in some decomposi- Data 5a: m.p. 133–1348C. IR (cm , CH Cl ): n(CO)2 2
1tion and increasing amounts of [Mn(CO) (P-P)]BF [5]. 2029, 1958, 1917; n(C5N) 1606. H NMR (d, CDCl ):4 4 3

X-ray quality crystals of 3a were grown from CHCl / 2.31–1.67 (m, 12 H, CH ), 1.25–0.82 (m, 12H, CH ).3 2 3

Et O and 3b crystals were grown from CHCl /hexane. Found: C, 36.8; H, 5.5; N, 11.0. Calc. for2 3

Aqua complex 3b crystallizes with one molecule of water C H F MnN O P : C, 37.4; H, 5.0; N, 11.6.15 24 3 4 3 2

in the lattice. Data 5b: m.p. 95–1008C (turns opaque), 206–2108C
21 21 1Data 3a: m.p. 135–1388C. IR (cm , CHCl ): n(CO) (melt). IR (cm , CH Cl ): n(CO) 2032, 1963, 1936. H3 2 2

12031, 1958, 1917. H NMR (d, CDCl ): 2.78 (s, br, 2H, NMR (d, CDCl ): 7.55–7.13 (m, 20H, Ph), 3.50–2.93 (m,3 3

H O) (D O exchangeable), 1.98 (m, 12H, CH ), 1.25 (m, 4H, CH ) Found: C, 58.1; H, 4.2; N, 7.5. Calc. for2 2 2 2
112H, CH ). MS (m /z): 345 [Mn(CO) (depe)] . Found: C, C H F MnN O P ?C H : C, 59.1; H, 4.0; N, 7.4.3 3 31 24 3 4 3 2 6 6

34.5; H, 5.9. Calc. for C H BF MnO P : C, 34.7; H, 5.8.13 26 4 4 2
21Data 3b: m.p. 150–1538C. IR (cm , CHCl ): n(CO) 2.4. Preparation of [ fac-Mn(CO) (P-P)(PPh )]BF3 3 3 4

12033, 1962, 1934. H NMR (d, CDCl ): 7.54 (m, 20H, Ph), (6a,b) (a5depe, b5dppe)3

2.98 (m, 4H, CH ), 2.03 (s, br, 2H, OH ) (D O exchange-2 2 2
1able). MS (m /z): 537 [Mn(CO) (dppe)] , 453 The aqua complex, 3a, was prepared from the reaction3

1[Mn(dppe)] . Found: C, 52.3; H, 4.5. Calc for of the chloride, 2a (0.216 g, 0.567 mmol), with AgBF4

C H BF MnO P ?H O: C, 52.8; H 4.3. (0.134 g, 0.688 mmol) in chloroform as described above.29 26 4 4 2 2

After filtration of the silver salts, PPh (0.148 g, 0.5643

2.2. Preparation of fac-Mn(CO) (P-P)N (4a,b) (a5 mmol) was added and the solution stirred for 10 min after3 3

depe, b5dppe) which it was concentrated using a rotary evaporator. Et O2

was then added and the solution was cooled whereupon
The aqua complex 3a (0.028 g, 0.062 mmol) was added 0.314 g (79.8% yield) of the yellow solid 6a precipitated.

to 15 ml of CHCl . Excess NaN (aq) (ca. 20 drops of a X-ray quality crystals of 6a were grown from CHCl /3 3 3

saturated NaN (aq) solution) was added and the mixture Et O.3 2

stirred for 20 min. The solvent was removed by a rotary Complex 6b was prepared in a manner similar to
evaporator followed by high vacuum to remove any water. complex 6a. 2b (0.206 g, 0.360 mmol), AgBF (0.083 g,4

The solids were taken up in CH Cl and filtered through a 0.426 mmol) and PPh (0.095 g, 0.362 mmol) were2 2 3

small quantity of silica gel over glass wool to remove any employed. The stirring time after PPh addition was 203

excess NaN . Hexane was added and the solvents removed min. The solvent was removed using a rotary evaporator3

via rotary evaporator giving the yellow solid azide, 4a and the yellow solid 6b was obtained without further
(0.020 g, 83% yield). The spectroscopic data matched purification (0.286 g, 99% yield).

21those previously reported [1]. Data 6a: m.p. 138–1408C. IR (cm , CHCl ): n(CO)3
1The azide 4b was isolated in a manner similar to that 2024, 1954, 1903. H NMR (d, CDCl ): 7.52–7.19 (m,3

described above. The aqua complex 3b (0.031 g, 0.048 15H, Ph), 3.01–1.80 (m, 12H, CH ), 1.24–0.84 (m, 12H,2
1mmol) was stirred with 20 drops of NaN (aq) to produce CH ). MS (m /z): 607 ([Mn(CO) (depe)(PPh )] ), 5233 3 3 3

1 14b (0.028 g, 100% yield). The spectroscopic data matched ([Mn(depe)(PPh )] ), 345 ([Mn(CO) (depe)] ), 2613 3
1those previously reported [1]. ([Mn(depe)] ). Found: H. 5.4. Calc. for
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C H BF MnO P : C, 53.6; H, 5.7. Analysis for carbon held fixed in 3a. The H-atom positions for the solvent were31 29 4 3 3

was unsatisfactory. also held fixed. All other hydrogens were either located
21Data 6b: m.p. 118–1238C. IR (cm , CHCl ): n(CO) directly or calculated based on geometric criteria and3

12030, 1961, 1933. H NMR (d, CDCl ): 7.67–6.76 (m, treated with a riding model. Uiso for all H-atoms was3

35H, Ph), 3.5–2.35 (m, 4H, CH ). MS (m /z): 799 defined as U(H)5a*U(C,O) where a51.5 for methyl or2
1 1([Mn(CO) (dppe)(PPh )] ), 715 ([Mn(dppe)(PPh )] ), O-H and 1.2 for the remaining hydrogens. Final crystallo-3 3 3

1 1 graphic agreement factors are summarized in Table 1.537 ([Mn(CO) (dppe)] ), 453 ([Mn(dppe)] ). Found: H,3

The BF anions in 3a and 3b are disordered, the refined4.45. Calc. for C H BF MnO P : C, 63.7; H, 4.43. 447 39 4 3 3

occupancies for the major conformation range from 50.5–Analysis for carbon was unsatisfactory.
57.3% for 3a and 50.6–69.5% for 3b. Complex 6a
crystallizes as two independent molecules differing by

2.5. Preparation of fac-Mn(CO) (depe)NO (7)3 2 torsion angles. The two independent BF anions in 6a are4

disordered over two principal conformations, occupancy
The aqua complex, 3a, was prepared from the reaction

set at 0.5 and F atom displacement parameters of the
of the chloro complex, 2a, (0.210 g, 0.552 mmol) with

second BF were restrained to be equal those of the first.4AgBF (0.133 g, 0.683 mmol) in chloroform as described4 Compound 5b crystallizes with one disordered benzene,
above. After filtration of the silver salts, excess NaNO2 occupancy was set at 0.5 for each conformation. In 5a and
(0.127 g, 1.84 mmol) was added and the mixture stirred 5b, the CF group is highly disordered. Two conforma-3for 24 h after which it was filtered through a frit to remove

tions with occupancies set at 0.5 were defined and used in
NaBF and excess NaNO . The solvent was removed4 2 subsequent refinements. However electron density appears
using a rotary evaporator leaving the yellow solid, 7 (0.180

in nearly a continuous ring about C6 at appropriate C–F
g, 83% yield).

distances, indicative of numerous CF conformational21 3Data 7: m.p. 86–898C. IR (cm , CHCl ): n(CO)3 possibilities. In 5b the anisotropic displacement parameters12029s, 1962s, 1923s. H NMR (d, CDCl ): 2.3–1.9 (m,3 for F4–F6 were set equivalent to the better behaved F1–F3
12H, CH ), 1.2–0.92 (m, 12H, CH ) MS (m /z): 3912 2 parameters. A final difference Fourier map for 6a showed1 1

23([Mn(CO) (depe)NO ] ), 345 ([Mn(CO) (depe)] ).3 2 3 ˚two residual electron density peaks, 1.10 and 1.02 eA ,
Found: C, 39.7; H 6.5. Calc. for C H MnNO P : C,13 24 5 2 ˚within 1.5A from C9A and C2B/O2B, respectively, but
39.9; H, 6.2.

not reasonable in terms of bonding geometry.

2.6. Crystal structure determinations of 3a, 3b, 5a, 5b,
and 6a 3. Results and discussion

Crystals of 3b were very fragile therefore a more The introduction of nucleophilic ligands onto the metal
appropriate size could not be cut without damaging the of coordination complexes is frequently achieved by
specimen. A suitable crystal of 5b was mounted in a glass displacement of weakly coordinating anions which act as
capillary since it was readily prone to solvent loss. All excellent leaving groups [7]. This strategy has been
other compounds were either of appropriate size or could utilized with Mn and Re carbonyl systems with leaving
be cut from a larger specimen and mounted without groups such as BF [8–14], AsF [14,15], PF [8–4 6 6

difficulty. 12,16,17], ClO [5,16–18], O SCF [19], and OTeF4 3 3 5

Lattice parameters for 3b were obtained from reflections [20,21]. In our laboratory, we usually introduce the BF4

lying in a 2u range of 10–308. A hemisphere of data was ligand by reacting Mn–H complexes with HBF . This is a4

collected using u –2u scans on a P3 diffractometer. Intensi- particularly attractive route because the hydrides fac-
ty data for the other crystals were collected on a CCD Mn(CO) (P-P)H, 1a,b, can be prepared in one step from3

diffractometer with a detector distance of 5.0 cm. A series Mn (CO) and P-P in refluxing 1-pentanol [3]. It is2 10

of data frames measured at 0.38 in v were collected to usually accepted that the initial product formed in the
calculate a unit cell. Depending on the crystal symmetry, reaction of such hydrides with HBF is the covalent4

either a hemisphere or full sphere of frames (v scan mode) MnFBF species which is then readily displaced by other3

were collected. All data were corrected for decay, Lorentz ligands. Thus, e.g., the preparation of [Mn(CO) (P-P)]BF4 4

and polarization as well as absorption effects [6]. is achieved by simply bubbling CO into a CH Cl solution2 2

All structures were refined by full-matrix least squares of what is assumed to be the covalent complex
2on F . Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic Mn(CO) (P-P)FBF prepared from fac-Mn(CO) (P-P)H,3 3 3

21displacement parameters. Weights were assigned as w 5 1a,b, and HBF [3]. In the course of developing our new4
2 2 2 2 2

s (F )1(aP) 1bP where P50.33333F 10.66667F . improved route to the azides, we now have reason too o c

Hydrogen atoms bound to the aqua ligand and the solvent believe that the covalent complex is not the compound
in 3a and 3b were located directly from the difference undergoing substitution, but that instead it is the ionic aqua
map, the aqua H-atom positions were refined in 3b but complex fac-[Mn(CO) (P-P)(H O)]BF , 3a,b. We have3 2 4
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Table 1
Crystal data

Compound 3a 3b 5a 5b 6a

Formula [C H O P Mn]BF [C H O P Mn]BF ?H O C H F N O P Mn C H F N O P Mn?C H [C H O P Mn]BF13 26 4 2 4 29 26 4 2 4 2 15 24 3 4 3 2 31 24 3 4 3 2 6 6 31 39 3 3 4

Formula weight 450.03 660.20 482.26 752.53 694.28
Color /morphology Yellow plate Yellow plate Pale yellow plate Pale yellow plate Yellow plate
Crystallization solvent CHCl –Et O CHCl –hexane C H –hexane C H –hexane CHCl –Et O3 2 3 6 6 6 6 3 2

Crystal size, mm 0.4030.2530.08 0.9030.8030.35 0.4030.3030.10 0.45x0.40x0.25 0.60x0.50x0.25
Temperature, K 223 298 298 250 223
Diffractometer Siemens CCD Siemens P3 Siemens CCD Siemens CCD Siemens CCD

˚Wavelength, A 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Triclinic
Space group P-1 P-1 P2 /n C2/c P-11

Z 2 2 4 8 4
˚a, A 7.9995(3) 11.467(2) 15.438(1) 36.741(7) 13.404(1)
˚b, A 11.4260(4) 11.682(2) 8.846(1) 9.557(2) 15.222(1)
˚c, A 12.6466(5) 13.869(3) 15.966(1) 21.827(4) 18.021(1)

a, 8 104.755(1) 71.41(3) 99.50(1)
b, 8 103.375(1) 88.04(3) 94.79(1) 107.61(3) 105.58(1)
g, 8 105.360(1) 61.71(3) 100.77(1)

3˚Volume, A 1021.05(7) 1535.2(5) 2172.8(3) 7305(3) 3388.2(4)
u , 8 28.27 27.56 29.81 28.25 28.21max

Transmssn, min /max 0.7007/0.8558 0.5851/0.7318 0.7112/0.9280 0.7475/0.9280 0.6691/0.8245
Absorption method Multi-scan Psi scans Multi-scan Multi-scan Multi-scan
Initial solution Direct methods Patterson Direct methods Patterson Patterson
Reflects collected 11207 7415 15158 22877 36300
Unique reflects 4952 7060 5672 8948 16215
R 0.0244 0.0124 0.0278 0.0547 0.0262int

Reflects.2s(I) 4100 5914 3705 5282 11941
No. parameters 266 425 280 514 784
Final R with I.2s(I) R150.0349 R150.0400 R150.0349 R150.0455 R150.0616

wR250.0756 wR250.1009 wR250.0772 wR250.0968 wR250.1539
aFinal R all data R150.0480 R150.0666 R150.0682 R150.0980 R150.0885

wR250.0819 wR250.1583 wR250.0888 wR250.1154 wR250.1780
a 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 1 / 2 2R(F )5SuF 2F u /SuF u; wR5Sw (uF 2F u) /Sw uF uo c o o c o

isolated these aqua complexes and report their crystal instantaneously with aqueous sodium azide to give the
structures below. All attempts to avoid the formation of the manganese azides, 4a,b, in essentially quantitative yields.
aqua complex by careful removal of all water were Attempts to remove coordinated water from the ionic
unsuccessful. The effect of adventitious water and the great complex by azeotroping with benzene were unsuccessful
difficulty of removing it have been observed in analogous as were efforts to force BF into the covalent complex by4

reactions [22]. The aqua complexes, 3a,b, react almost refluxing a benzene solution of the aqua complex in the
presence of (C H ) NBF . The aqua complexes are re-2 5 4 4

markably reactive towards substitution, e.g., by chloride. If
traces of water are present in IR samples using a NaCl cell,
the observed spectrum is that of the corresponding chloro
complex, 2a,b, owing to the small quantity of dissolved
chloride. Such a reaction was confirmed by treating CHCl3

solutions of the aqua complexes with a few drops of
aqueous NaCl whereupon the corresponding chloro com-
plexes are immediately formed. NMR examination of the
aqua complexes, 3a,b, show rapid exchange with D O. We2

have taken advantage of the reactivity of the aqua com-
plexes by preparing the PPh derivatives, 6a,b, a NO3 2

derivative, 7, and are now exploring other replacement
reactions.

The ready availability of the azides, 4a,b, invites an
exploration of a variety of reactions with them. We
reported on their reactions in a 1,3-dipolar fashion withFig. 1. Ortep diagram of fac-[Mn(CO) (depe)(OH )]BF , 3a, indicating3 2 4

labeling scheme and 50% thermal ellipsoids. acetylenes to give triazoles [1] and now have extended this
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Fig. 2. Ortep diagram of fac-[Mn(CO) (dppe)(OH )]BF , 3b, indicating labeling scheme and 50% thermal ellipsoids.3 2 4

reaction. We now also report that CF CN reacts with the were found to apply to the new complexes reported here3

azide complexes, 4a,b, in a similar fashion to give the [1].
corresponding tetrazolato complexes, 5a,b. Addition re-
actions using other nitriles (aceto-, benzo-, pyruvo-, 3.1. Crystal structures of 3a, 3b, 5a, 5b, 6
malono-, acrylo-) were attempted but were unsuccessful. In
an earlier paper we reported on the effect on the infrared Crystallographic data for complexes 3a, 3b, 5a, 5b, and
spectra in the carbonyl region of substituents on the 6 are summarized in Table 1. The molecular structures of
phosphorous atom in the chelating ligands. Such trends the aqua complexes 3a and 3b are found in Figs. 1 and 2

Table 2
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 3a

Mn–C(2) 1.768(2) Mn–C(3) 1.838(2)
Mn–C(1) 1.838(2) Mn–O(4) 2.115(2)
Mn–P(1) 2.326(1) Mn–P(2) 2.328(1)
O(1)–C(1) 1.141(3) O(2)–C(2) 1.160(3)
O(3)–C(3) 1.141(3) O(4)–H(4A) 0.85
O(4)–H(4B) 0.89

C(2)–Mn–C(3) 89.50(10) C(2)–Mn–C(1) 90.48(10)
C(3)–Mn–C(1) 92.77(9) C(2)–Mn–O(4) 175.65(8)
C(3)–Mn–O(4) 93.72(9) C(1)–Mn–O(4) 92.28(8)
C(2)–Mn–P(1) 93.27(7) C(3)–Mn–P(1) 91.66(7)
C(1)–Mn–P(1) 174.22(7) O(4)–Mn–P(1) 83.72(4)
C(2)–Mn–P(2) 87.89(7) C(3)–Mn–P(2) 174.44(7)
C(1)–Mn–P(2) 92.17(6) O(4)–Mn–P(2) 88.64(4)
P(1)–Mn–P(2) 83.59(2) Mn–O(4)–H(4A) 121
Mn–O(4)–H(4B) 120 H(4A)–O(4)–H(4B) 104
O(1)–C(1)–Mn 177.5(2) O(2)–C(2)–Mn 179.3(2)
O(3)–C(3)–Mn 174.3(2)

Hydrogen bonding interactions
˚H . . . F Distance (A) Angle (8)

1O(4)–H(4A) . . . F(5) 1.96 156.1(6)
1O(4)–H(4A) . . . F(3) 2.07 153.0(2)
1O(4)–H(4A) . . . F(1) 2.48 150.2(2)
2O(4)–H(4B) . . . F(4) 1.80 169.4(5)
2O(4)–H(4B) . . . F(8) 1.81 173(2)
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Table 3
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 3b

Mn(1)–C(2) 1.780(2) Mn(1)–C(1) 1.835(2)
Mn(1)–C(3) 1.836(2) Mn(1)–O(4) 2.075(2)
Mn(1)–P(2) 2.347(1) Mn(1)–P(1) 2.354(2)
O(2)–C(2) 1.151(3) O(3)–C(3) 1.133(3)
O(1)–C(1) 1.131(3) O(4)–H(1) 0.88(3)
O(4)–H(2) 0.76(3)

C(2)–Mn(1)–C(1) 91.05(10) C(2)–Mn(1)–C(3) 88.57(10)
C(1)–Mn(1)–C(3) 92.81(10) C(2)–Mn(1)–O(4) 179.02(8)
C(1)–Mn(1)–O(4) 89.93(10) C(3)–Mn(1)–O(4) 91.37(9)
C(2)–Mn(1)–P(2) 94.90(7) C(1)–Mn(1)–P(2) 87.46(7)
C(3)–Mn(1)–P(2) 176.51(7) O(4)–Mn(1)–P(2) 85.15(6)
C(2)–Mn(1)–P(1) 88.70(7) C(1)–Mn(1)–P(1) 171.12(7)
C(3)–Mn(1)–P(1) 96.05(7) O(4)–Mn(1)–P(1) 90.33(6)
P(2)–Mn(1)–P(1) 83.73(3) Mn(1)–O(4)–H(1) 121(2)
Mn(1)–O(4)–H(2) 126(3) H(1)–O(4)–H(2) 101(3)
O(2)–C(2)–Mn(1) 177.0(2) O(3)–C(3)–Mn(1) 176.7(2)
O(1)–C(1)–Mn(1) 176.8(2)

Hydrogen bonding interactions
˚H . . . F Distance (A) Angle (8)

1O(4)–H(1) . . . F(4) 2.67(4) 104(2)
1O(4)–H(2) . . . F(4) 2.63(4) 113(3)
1O(4)–H(2) . . . F(1) 2.03(4) 152(4)

1O(4)–H(1) . . . F(19) 2.16(5) 154(4)

˚ ˚respectively. Selected bond distances and angles for 3a are more than 0.002 A in 5a and 0.003 A in 5b. The bond
located in Table 2 and the selected distances and angles for distances in the tetrazole ligands are similar and lie within

˚3b are found in Table 3. Aqua complex 3a has a Mn–O(4) the relatively small range 1.323–1.340 A suggesting p-
˚distance of 2.115 A. The ionic lattice is held together by delocalization throughout the distorted pentagonal rings

hydrogen bonding between hydrogen atoms of the coordi- which are consistent with other tetrazolato structures
nated aqua ligand and the F atoms of the BF anion with previously reported [23,24]. Complex 5b crystallizes with4

˚H...F separations ranging from 1.80–2.48 A. Aqua com- a molecule of benzene in the crystal lattice.
˚plex 3b has a Mn–O(4) distance of 2.075 A and crys-

tallized with one molecule of water in the lattice. The
coordinated aqua ligand in 3b hydrogen bonds with BF4

˚with H...F separations ranging from 2.03–2.67 A. In
addition the coordinated aqua ligand hydrogen bonds with
the lattice water molecule via one of the H atoms

˚(H(1)...O(1W)51.78 A). Similar hydrogen bonding has
been observed in other transition metal aqua complexes
with BF [14].4

Ortep diagrams of the tetrazolato complexes 5a and 5b
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. Selected bond
distances and angles for 5a are located in Table 4 and the
selected angles and distances for 5b are found in Table 5.
The 5-trifluoromethyltetrazolato ligand in 5a and 5b are
similar. The rings are bound to manganese through N(2).
This is consistent with a cycloaddition reaction involving
attachment of the g nitrogen of the original azides, 4a,b,
on the nitrile carbon directly leading to the observed
tetrazoles, 5a,b. In contrast, the previously prepared tri-
azole from the reaction of 4a with an acetylene, underwent
an isomerization of the triazole ligand [1]. This isomeriza-

%4 %%%%4tion does not occur with the tetrazolato complexes reported Fig. 3. Ortep diagram of fac-Mn(CO) (depe)(NN C(CF )N), 5a, indicat-3 2 3
herein. The heterocyclic rings in 5a and 5b are essentially ing labeling scheme, 50% thermal ellipsoids, and single CF conforma-3

planar with no ring atoms deviating from the plane by tion.
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The Ortep diagram of the triphenylphosphino complex
6a is shown in Fig. 5. Selected bond distances and angles
for 6a are found in Table 6.

Supplementary data

Crystallographic data (excluding structure factors) for
the structures reported in this paper have been deposited
with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as
supplementary publication nos. CCDC-115189–CCDC-
115193. Copies of the data can be obtained free of charge
on application to CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
CB2, 1EZ, UK (Fax: 144(1223)336-033; E-mail:
deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk). Structure factors are available
upon request from the authors.
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Table 4
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 5a

Mn–C(1) 1.782(2) Mn–C(2) 1.815(2)
Mn–C(3) 1.819(2) Mn–N(2) 2.056(2)
Mn–P(1) 2.317(1) Mn–P(2) 2.321(1)
O(1)–C(1) 1.152(2) O(2)–C(2) 1.146(2)
O(3)–C(3) 1.138(2) N(1)–C(5) 1.323(2)
N(1)–N(2) 1.337(2) N(2)–N(3) 1.323(2)
N(3)–N(4) 1.332(2) N(4)–C(5) 1.323(2)
C(5)–C(6) 1.478(3) C(6)–F(39) 1.259(6)
C(6)–F(1) 1.262(7) C(6)–F(2) 1.277(5)
C(6)–F(29) 1.279(7) C(6)–F(19) 1.323(5)
C(6)–F(3) 1.346(6)

C(1)–Mn–C(2) 90.95(9) C(1)–Mn–C(3) 89.21(9)
C(2)–Mn–C(3) 91.07(10) C(1)–Mn–N(2) 179.04(7)
C(2)–Mn–N(2) 88.62(8) C(3)–Mn–N(2) 89.95(7)
C(1)–Mn–P(1) 89.08(6) C(2)–Mn–P(1) 176.80(7)
C(3)–Mn–P(1) 92.13(7) N(2)–Mn–P(1) 91.40(4)
C(1)–Mn–P(2) 91.21(7) C(2)–Mn–P(2) 92.62(7)
C(3)–Mn–P(2) 176.28(7) N(2)–Mn–P(2) 89.66(4)
P(1)–Mn–P(2) 84.18(2) C(5)–N(1)–N(2) 103.5(2)
N(3)–N(2)–N(1) 110.38(14) N(3)–N(2)–Mn 120.45(12)
N(1)–N(2)–Mn 129.17(11) N(2)–N(3)–N(4) 108.2(2)
C(5)–N(4)–N(3) 105.1(2) O(1)–C(1)–Mn 178.3(2)
O(2)–C(2)–Mn 176.3(2) O(3)–C(3)–Mn 176.2(2)
N(4)–C(5)–N(1) 112.8(2) N(4)–C(5)–C(6) 123.6(2)
N(1)–C(5)–C(6) 123.6(2) F(1)–C(6)–F(2) 109.4(5)
F(39)–C(6)–F(29) 106.5(6) F(39)–C(6)–F(19) 108.0(5)
F(29)–C(6)–F(19) 105.2(5) F(1)–C(6)–F(3) 103.6(6)
F(2)–C(6)–F(3) 102.5(4) F(39)–C(6)–C(5) 113.1(3)
F(1)–C(6)–C(5) 114.3(5) F(2)–C(6)–C(5) 115.0(3)
F(29)–C(6)–C(5) 112.6(5) F(19)–C(6)–C(5) 110.9(3)
F(3)–C(6)–C(5) 110.7(4)
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Table 5 Table 6
˚ ˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 5b Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 6a

Mn(1)–C(2) 1.801(3) Mn(1)–C(1) 1.826(3) Mn(1)–C(1A) 1.816(4) Mn(1)–C(2A) 1.830(4)
Mn(1)–C(3) 1.827(3) Mn(1)–N(2) 2.054(2) Mn(1)–C(3A) 1.810(4) Mn(1)–P(1A) 2.380(1)
Mn(1)–P(1) 2.325(1) Mn(1)–P(2) 2.333(1) Mn(1)–P(2A) 2.373(1) Mn(1)–P(3A) 2.425(1)
O(1)–C(1) 1.144(3) O(2)–C(2) 1.150(3) O(1A)–C(1A) 1.145(4) O(2A)–C(2A) 1.149(4)
O(3)–C(3) 1.142(3) N(1)–C(5) 1.325(3) O(3A)–C(3A) 1.152(4)
N(1)–N(2) 1.334(3) N(2)–N(3) 1.328(3)
N(3)–N(4) 1.340(3) N(4)–C(5) 1.327(3) Mn(2)–C(1B) 1.814(4) Mn(2)–C(2B) 1.818(4)
C(5)–C(6) 1.468(4) C(6)–F(1) 1.257(7) Mn(2)–C(3B) 1.813(4) Mn(2)–P(1B) 2.358(1)
C(6)–F(4) 1.271(6) C(6)–F(5) 1.321(8) Mn(2)–P(2B) 2.362(1) Mn(2)–P(3B) 2.441(1)
C(6)–F(3) 1.342(9) C(6)–F(6) 1.354(9) O(1B)–C(1B) 1.149(5) O(2B)–C(2B) 1.166(5)
C(6)–F(2) 1.368(8) O(3B)–C(3B) 1.148(5)

C(2)–Mn(1)–C(1) 89.54(12) C(2)–Mn(1)–C(3) 89.04(12) C(3A)–Mn(1)–C(1A) 87.5(2) C(3A)–Mn(1)–C(2A) 90.9(2)
C(1)–Mn(1)–C(3) 93.14(12) C(2)–Mn(1)–N(2) 178.91(10) C(1A)–Mn(1)–C(2A) 85.6(2) C(3A)–Mn(1)–P(2A) 85.64(11)
C(1)–Mn(1)–N(2) 91.13(10) C(3)–Mn(1)–N(2) 90.07(10) C(1A)–Mn(1)–P(2A) 88.43(11) C(2A)–Mn(1)–P(2A) 173.19(12)
C(2)–Mn(1)–P(1) 91.03(8) C(1)–Mn(1)–P(1) 174.73(8) C(3A)–Mn(1)–P(1A) 166.21(11) C(1A)–Mn(1)–P(1A) 83.80(11)
C(3)–Mn(1)–P(1) 92.11(9) N(2)–Mn(1)–P(1) 88.38(6) C(2A)–Mn(1)–P(1A) 99.07(12) P(2A)–Mn(1)–P(1A) 83.43(4)
C(2)–Mn(1)–P(2) 89.54(8) C(1)–Mn(1)–P(2) 90.14(9) C(3A)–Mn(1)–P(3A) 91.76(11) C(1A)–Mn(1)–P(3A) 169.83(11)
C(3)–Mn(1)–P(2) 176.41(9) N(2)–Mn(1)–P(2) 91.31(6) C(2A)–Mn(1)–P(3A) 84.30(11) P(2A)–Mn(1)–P(3A) 101.64(4)
P(1)–Mn(1)–P(2) 84.62(4) C(5)–N(1)–N(2) 103.0(2) P(1A)–Mn(1)–P(3A) 98.67(4)
N(3)–N(2)–N(1) 111.0(2) N(3)–N(2)–Mn(1) 122.0(2)
N(1)–N(2)–Mn(1) 127.0(2) N(2)–N(3)–N(4) 108.0(2) C(3B)–Mn(2)–C(1B) 85.3(2) C(3B)–Mn(2)–C(2B) 95.4(2)
C(5)–N(4)–N(3) 104.5(2) N(1)–C(5)–N(4) 113.6(2) C(1B)–Mn(2)–C(2B) 86.1(2) C(3B)–Mn(2)–P(1B) 172.12(13)
N(1)–C(5)–C(6) 123.7(2) N(4)–C(5)–C(6) 122.7(3) C(1B)–Mn(2)–P(1B) 87.03(14) C(2B)–Mn(2)–P(1B) 86.0(2)
F(4)–C(6)–F(5) 108.0(5) F(1)–C(6)–F(3) 108.1(6) C(3B)–Mn(2)–P(2B) 93.3(2) C(1B)–Mn(2)–P(2B) 86.42(13)
F(4)–C(6)–F(6) 110.5(5) F(5)–C(6)–F(6) 101.7(5) C(2B)–Mn(2)–P(2B) 168.1(2) P(1B)–Mn(2)–P(2B) 84.35(4)
F(1)–C(6)–F(2) 105.4(5) F(3)–C(6)–F(2) 99.3(5) C(3B)–Mn(2)–P(3B) 88.58(13) C(1B)–Mn(2)–P(3B) 172.23(12)
F(1)–C(6)–C(5) 115.3(4) F(4)–C(6)–C(5) 112.4(4) C(2B)–Mn(2)–P(3B) 89.72(13) P(1B)–Mn(2)–P(3B) 99.19(4)
F(5)–C(6)–C(5) 112.9(4) F(3)–C(6)–C(5) 114.1(5) P(2B)–Mn(2)–P(3B) 98.75(4)
F(6)–C(6)–C(5) 110.8(5) F(2)–C(6)–C(5) 113.2(4)
O(1)–C(1)–Mn(1) 178.3(2) O(2)–C(2)–Mn(1) 177.5(2)
O(3)–C(3)–Mn(1) 176.9(3) University of Toledo, Instrumentation Center in A&S,

Toledo, OH 43606.
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Abstract

t 1A synthesis of the title compound by hydrolysis of OsH(C H )(CO)(P Bu Me) has the advantage that the product shows H NMR6 5 2 2

spectra free of the influence of hydrogen bonding to water impurity. In the solid state, the hydroxyl group interacts weakly with that of a
tneighbor. The Os–OH bond is rapidly split by H , to give H O and Os(H) (H )(CO)(P Bu Me) .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All2 2 2 2 2 2

rights reserved.

Keywords: Osmium; Hydrogenolysis; Phosphine; Hydrolysis; Hydrogen bond

1. Introduction priate drying agents under Ar. Due to the moisture
tsensitivity of OsH(Ph)(CO)(P Bu Me) [4], all glassware2 2

iThe hydroxyl complex OsH(OH)(CO)(P Pr ) has been used was cooled directly from a drying oven into a glove3 2

shown [1] to have interesting reactivity associated mainly box. Phenyl lithium in cyclohexane /ether 70:30 was
with the acidity of the hydroxyl proton and the nu- purchased from Aldrich Chemical Company and used

1 31 19cleophilicity of the hydroxyl oxygen: addition of the O–H without further purification. The H, P, and F NMR
bond across the multiple bond of MeO CC≡CCO Me and were collected on Varian Gemini 2000 or Inova 4002 2

2of heteroallenes, C(sp )–H deprotonation of methyl vinyl spectrometers. Proton NMR were referenced to residual
31ketone, and deprotonation and decarbonylation of allyl solvent peaks as internal standards. P NMR was refer-

alcohol. ‘ . . . the unusual five-coordinate hydrido–hydroxo enced to an external standard of 85% H PO . Infrared data3 4
icomplex OsH(OH)(CO)(P Pr ) has chemical behavior were collected on a Nicolet 510P FT-IR.3 2

completely different from that previously reported for
known late-transition metal hydroxo derivatives’. For t2.2. OsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me)2 2comparison, the chemistry of saturated late transition metal
hydroxides and alkoxides has been reported [2,3]. t(a) A solution of OsH(Ph)(CO)(P Bu Me) (18 mg,2 2We report here the spectroscopic characterization and

t 0.029 mmol) in d -toluene reacted completely with 0.5 ml8crystal structure of the P Bu Me analog,2
t (0.028 mmol) H O. Excess H O broadens the OH signal2 2OsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me) .2 2 so that coupling to phosphorus is no longer seen.

tOsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me) was recrystallized from a par-2 2
ttially hydrolyzed solution of OsH(Ph)(CO)(P Bu Me) in2 22. Experimental 1hexamethyldisiloxane, (Me Si) O. H NMR (298 K,3 2

C D ): OH, 4.09, (t, 1H, [J ]59 Hz); PCCH , 1.29, (vt,6 6 P–H 32.1. General
18H, [J ]55.7 Hz); PCCH , 1.27, (vt, 18H, [J ]55.7P–H 3 P–H

Hz); PCH 51.37, (vt, 6H, [J ]52.4 Hz); OsH, 227.42,3 P–HAll manipulations were done under an atmosphere of 31 1(t, 1H, [J ]513.5 Hz). Ph Hj NMR (298 K, C D ):P–H 6 6dry, O -free Ar employing a Vacuum Atmospheres inert2 2137.3, (s). IR (C D ) n(CO)51878 cm .6 6atmosphere glovebox or standard Schlenk-line techniques.
25(b) KOH (4.4 mg, 7.84310 mol) dissolved in 4 mlThe solvents were reagent grade, distilled from the appro-

MeOH was added to THF (10 ml) containing
t 25OsHCl(CO)(P Bu Me) [5] (52.4 mg, 9.11310 mol).2 2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-812-855-0985; fax: 11-812-855-

The solution color changed from orange to yellow during8300.
E-mail address: caulton@indiana.edu (K.G. Caulton) 10 min of mixing. The solvent was removed in vacuum.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00146-1
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The solid obtained was extracted with toluene and these and disordered between this site and one other site (not
washings were filtered through dry Celite. Toluene was located). A final difference Fourier was featureless, with

331 1 ˚removed to give a yellow solid. Ph Hj NMR confirmed the exception of several peaks of density 1.3 to 3.02 e /A
the major product (66% yield) was lying at the metal site. These are undoubtedly due to

t tOsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me) . Os(H) (H )(CO)(P Bu Me) inaccuracies in the absorption correction.2 2 2 2 2 2

[6] and four other unidentified products were also seen.

t2.3. Reaction of OsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me) with H2 2 2

3. Results
t 25OsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me) (10.3 mg, 1.670310 mol)2 2

t 3.1. Synthesis and spectroscopic characterizationmade from OsH(Ph)(CO)(P Bu Me) was dissolved in2 2
25C D (500 ml) and reacted with H (9.58310 mol) by6 6 2

tThe spectroscopic data for OsH(OH)CO(P Bu Me) areshaking for 10 min. The color intensity decreased during 2 2
i31 1 in general agreement with those reported for the P Prthis time. Ph Hj NMR showed complete and clean 3

t analog. In particular, the n value for the hydroxidoconversion to Os(H) (H )(CO)(P Bu Me) . CO2 2 2 2
21complex is 10 cm lower than that of the chloride analog,

showing the greater donor power of hydroxido than of2.4. X-ray structure and determination
chlorido ligand. Samples synthesized from

tOsH(Ph)(CO)(P Bu Me) with a deficiency of water haveA crystal was affixed to the end of a glass fiber using 2 2

a sharp hydroxyl triplet resonance even at 258C (insilicone grease and transferred to the goniostat where it
icontrast to that for the P Pr analog, synthesized fromwas cooled to 21718C. A systematic search of a limited 3

iKOH and OsHCl(CO)(P Pr ) , which shows a triplet onlyhemisphere of reciprocal space was used to determine that 3 2

at low temperature). We attribute this to the absence ofthe crystal chosen possessed monoclinic symmetry and
signal broadening by trace water, since addition of H O tosystematic absences corresponding to space group P2 /n. 21

our ‘dry’ sample broadens the OH signal. As an alternateSubsequent solution and refinement confirmed this choice.
synthesis, KOH in methanol convertsThe data were collected (Table 1) using a standard moving

t tOsHCl(CO)(P Bu Me) to OsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me) .crystal-moving detector technique with fixed backgrounds 2 2 2 2

The reaction also gives some Os(H) (H )(CO)L , and soat each extreme of the scan. Data were corrected for 2 2 2

is not as satisfactory as that of OsH(Ph)(CO)L 1H O.absorption and Lorentz and polarization effects and equiv- 2 2

alent reflections were then averaged. The structure was
solved using direct methods (SHELXTL) and Fourier tech-

3.2. Solid state structureniques. Hydrogen atoms were placed in fixed idealized
positions for the carbon atoms of the ligands and a

The crystal structure (Table 2 and Fig. 1) ofdifference Fourier examined to try to locate the remaining
tOsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me) is unusual for molecules of thetwo hydrogen atoms. From the map, there was one peak 2 2

MH(X)(CO)L class in not having the X (here OH) andlocated near 1 /2 1/2 0 which appeared to be associated 2
˚ the CO groups disordered. The origin of this is that thewith the –OH ligand, and a second, located 1.5 A from the

hydroxyl group interacts with the hydroxyl group of aOs which, while skewed to give unreasonable H–Os–
centrosymmetrically related neighbor molecule. The(basal ligand) angles, lies in the approximate location
asymmetric unit contains a square-pyramidal moleculeexpected for the hydride. These were included as fixed
with nearly linear trans phosphines (/P–Os–P5175.38)contributors in the final cycles. Because the hydroxyl

˚ and basal, transoid CO and OH groups (/C–Os–O5hydrogen located lies only 1.03 A from its centrosymmet-
163.88). The bend of the OC–Os–OH unit defines therically-related partner, it must in fact be half a hydrogen
apical site for the hydride (Fig. 1); while electron density
was located on this side of the basal plane, its location was

Table 1 unreasonably far from being equidistant from the twoa,bCrystallographic data
phosphorus nuclei (i.e. the angles to P were unreasonably

tFormula C H O OsP19 44 2 2 unequal). There is no evidence for agostic Bu methyl
˚˚a, A 7.811(2) Space group P2 /n groups (Os/CH separations exceed 3.42 A). The con-1 3

t˚b, A 14.936(4) T, 8C 2171 formation of both P Bu Me groups directs the (small) P2˚ ˚c, A 20.130(4) l, A 0.71069 methyl groups towards the OH group, which leaves the23˚b, A 95.76(1) r , g /cm 1.583cald
3 21 hydroxyl groups capable of hydrogen bonding. The O(24)?˚V, A 2336.66 m (MoK ), cm 56.0a ˚??O(24)9 distance across a center of symmetry is 3.14 A,Z 4 R 0.0400

Formula weight 556.73 R 0.0362 which indicates at most a weak hydrogen bonding, but thew

a hydroxyl hydrogen is disordered. The Os–O(24) distance,R 5 oiF u 2 uF i /ouF u.o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2 2 ˚R 5 [ow(uF u 2 uF u) /owuF u ] where w 5 1/s (uF u). 2.022(5) A is not exceptionally short.w o c o o
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Table 2
t˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for OsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me)2 2

Os(1) P(2) 2.3641(16) O(23) C(22) 1.176(7)
Os(1) P(12) 2.3673(1) Os(1) H(44) 1.84
Os(1) O(24) 2.022(5) O(24) H(43) 1.11
Os(1) C(22) 1.804(6)
P(2) Os(1) P(12) 175.29(5) Os(1) P(12) C(13) 112.09(22)
P(2) Os(1) O(24) 90.41(15) Os(1) P(12) C(14) 111.86(21)
P(2) Os(1) C(22) 92.50(19) Os(1) P(12) C(18) 116.01(21)
P(12) Os(1) O(24) 84.89(15) Os(1) C(22) O(23) 117.9(5)
P(12) Os(1) C(22) 91.91(19) P(2) Os(1) H(44) 116.2
O(24) Os(1) C(22) 163.78(23) P(12) Os(1) H(44) 62.9
Os(1) P(2) C(3) 112.06(22) O(24) Os(1) H(44) 75.9
Os(1) P(2) C(4) 112.32(21) C(22) Os(1) H(44) 116.6
Os(1) P(2) C(8) 116.32(21) Os(1) O(24) H(43) 121.5

31 13.3. Solution structure Ph Hj NMR spectrum is a singlet at 38 ppm, and the
hydroxyl proton chemical shift has changed less than 0.1

We sought evidence for hydrogen bonding, by dimeriza- ppm from its value at lower temperatures. Any dimeriza-
tion, in d -toluene solution. At both 2808C and 2908C, tion is thus negligible under these conditions.8

1although the Os–H H NMR signal has broadened, the
chemical shift has not changed significantly from its value 3.4. Reactivity

31 1at 208C. The Ph Hj NMR spectrum reveals the cause of
this broadening, since it is 8 ppm broad at 2808C and, at OsH(OH)(CO)L reacts in time of mixing with 1 atm2

2908C, has decoalesced into a more intense resonance at H in C D at 208C to give OsH (CO)L , shown earlier2 6 6 4 2

45 ppm and a less intense resonance at 32 ppm, which we [6] to be Os(H) (H )(CO)L . Facile Os–O hydrogenolysis2 2 2

assign to the usual [7] decoalescence of two conformers to liberate water is a reaction type of growing generality,
(population 3:1) involving rotation about Os–P and P–C for unsaturated late transition metal M–X bonds when X is
bonds. Even at 2908C, the hydroxyl resonance is observed relatively basic (e.g. X5OH, OR, F) [6]. It represents an
within 0.15 ppm of its 208C chemical shift. At 2608C, the effective synthesis of a metal hydride from the relatively

tFig. 1. ORTEP representation of OsH(OH)(CO)(P Bu Me) , with H on carbon omitted. Shown is the crystallographic asymmetric unit (labeled) and a2 2

centrosymmetrically-related partner (unlabeled), showing incipient hydrogen bonding between the two hydroxyl groups. The hydroxyl hydrogen drawn
here is only 50% occupied; the second half hydrogen could not be located.
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2 2economical (vs. KH, BH , AlH , etc.) reagent H . It does sterically congested site cis to hydride. It also follows from4 4 2

not happen for chloride (Eq. (1a)), however, there being several recent reports [8–10] that the initial site of attack
only formation of a weak adduct (A). On the other hand, by arriving reagent to the square pyramid is indeed at the

open coordination site.

Supplementary material

Full crystallographic details, positional and thermal
(1) parameters, and bond lengths and angles (5 pages) are

available from the CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge,
stirring MHCl(CO)L under D is an effective way of CB2 1E2, UK on request, quoting the deposition number2 2

deuterating the M–H group (Eq. (1b)), in spite of the fact 115087.
that adduct A has hydride trans to H , and is thus2

sterically unsuitable to execute M–H/D exchange. It2

could be speculated that this isotope exchange occurs by Acknowledgements
IVoxidative addition, via M (H)(D) Cl(CO)L , or via attack2 2

by D cis to the hydride, to form an unstable isomer of A. This work was supported by the National Science2

Based on the reaction of Os–OH with H , we wish to Foundation.2

propose an alternative (Eq. (2)), where a small equilibrium
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Abstract

It has been shown that besides the overall assessment of the new isotope effect of ‘‘size and shape’’ of nuclei, discovered by Prof. J.
Bigeleisen, a specific effect of the nuclear quadrupole can be distinguished from the effect of ‘‘size’’ and analyzed separately. This effect
is significant only for those nuclei that have a non-zero quadrupole effect. It has been shown by means of analysis of the experimental
data on separation of uranium isotopes in industrial processes ASAHI and CHEMEX that the relative value of the contribution of the
quadrupole effect to ln(s /s9) can be as large as 20% of the overall (‘‘size’’1‘‘shape’’) effect.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction 2. Results and discussion

1.1. Nuclear quadrupole effect and effect of nuclear The interaction of the nuclear charge with the electron
‘‘size’’ cloud overlapping the nucleus volume not only causes the

so called isomeric (chemical) shift of the energy level of
Precise measurements of the equilibrium separation the nucleus which is the basis of the analysis in Ref. [6]; it

factor of the uranium isotopes (masses 232, 233, 234, 235, also gives rise to nuclear quadrupole shifts which can be
236, 238) for the isotope exchange reaction between added to the isomeric shifts [7]. These quadrupole shifts
compounds of U(IV) and U(VI) in the case of Japan can also appreciably affect the equilibrium of the reaction
process ASAHI immediately exhibits three anomalies: (1) of the isotope exchange of heavy elements. The potential
the ln a value appears to be extraordinarily large; (2) energy of the interaction of the nuclear quadrupole mo-
heavy isotopes are concentrated in the compound of lower ment with the electric field gradient created by the valence
oxidation degree; (3) dependence of ln a on the inverse electrons and charges located outside the atomic radius, is

2isotope masses is reliably non-linear [1–4]. The same three proportional to the quadrupole coupling constant e Qq ,zz

anomalies are also characteristic of the separation factor where e is the electron charge, Q is the electric quadrupole
for the reaction of isotope exchange between U(III) and moment of the atomic nucleus, q is the maximumzz

U(IV) compounds, forming a basis for the French process component of the electric field gradient equal to the
2 2CHEMEX [5]. The indicated anomalies cannot be inter- electrostatic potential e(≠ w /≠z ). The electric field gra-

preted in the framework of the conventional quantum- dient eq is referred to the location site of the nucleus inzz

statistical theory of equilibrium isotope effects. the molecule and to z-axis along which the field un-
Bigeleisen [6] indicated the cause of this new effect; he homogeneity is maximal.

showed that both the magnitude and the character of the Let us consider the effect of the quadrupole factor when
235 238chemical isotope effects discussed are in parallel with the applied to the isotope pair U/ U, we could compare

235isotope dependence of the electron spectra of free uranium this to with the influence of the nuclear size. The U
atoms on the size and shape of the nuclei of uranium nucleus has the shape of an elongated ellipsoid and

224 2isotopes. However, there exists another phenomenon, positive quadrupole moment Q54.55310 cm ; the
238capable of generating abnormal isotope effects which has U nucleus is spherical in the ground state and its

not been discussed in the literature from this point of view. quadrupole moment equals zero. The shift in the potential
energy for the pair under consideration is equal

2 2
*Corresponding author. Fax: 17-95-976-2910. DE 5 e q Q 2 Q 5 e q Q (1)f gQ zz 235 238 zz 235
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Quantitative estimate of the increments that quadrupole it was shown by Bigeleisen and Goeppert Mayer as early
interactions contribute to equilibrium isotope effects of as the forties [9]. For ln a , this follows from theS

uranium is important from the following points of view: expression for the field shift [10]:

3a0 221. First of all, the very existence of these effects should be ]dE 5 pC 0 f Z dkr l (3)u us d s dFS Zstated using reliable experimental data.
322. If these effects really exist and have significant in- Here C 0 is the electron density on the nucleus, (a /u us d 0

fluence on equilibrium isotope effects, a possible scale Z)f Z is a function which characterizes the nuclei of as d
of this influence should be estimated. given element. Both these functions have the same values

23. If the influence of quadrupole effects appears to be for all their isotopes, dkr l is the isotopic shift of the
significant, the next step should be a study of a squared effective radius of the nucleus and include both a
possibility of exerting control over these effects. spherical size effect and shape effect.

But even nuclei are spherical and have zero quadrupole
To answer the first of these questions, precision ex- moment; therefore for even nuclei we have

perimental data are required. The most suitable for this 2 2
dkr l(dr (4)purpose are the latest data on the ASAHI separation

process [4,8]. It should be noted that Eq. (4) is exactly right only for the
On the basis of the analysis of equilibrium separation simplest model of charge density distribution in the

232 233 234factors a of uranium isotopes in the set U, U, U, nucleus when the density is the same in all the points
235 236 238U, U, U the authors of ASAHI process reveal a inside the nucleus. For real nuclei Eq. (4) is a good

2linear correlation between ln a and isotopic shifts in approximation – almost exact linear dependencies of dkr l
atomic spectrum of uranium. They give a quantitative on masses of even isotopes of heavy elements have been
estimate for deviations of ln a and ln a from235 / 238 233 / 238 found not only for U but also for Hg, Pb, Cm if the mass
the additivity rule (ln a values for even isotopic masses range is not large [10]. Therefore, we consider it as a
obey additivity rule). To reveal that deviations they use the reason for the linear dependence of ln a (and dE ) ofFS
values Q 5 a j, 238 2 1 / a 235, 238 2 1 are used.f s d g f s d g ASAHI process on inverse isotope masses of even isotopes
Table 1 presents these data together with the estimates of of uranium. We used this fact to estimate the size incre-
errors given by the authors. ments a for odd mass isotopes U(235) and U(233) byS

We extracted the quadrupole contributions from sepa- determining them as an arithmetic mean of this value for
ration factors a of the ASAHI process using the following neighbor even isotopes. Then the increments of ‘shape’ aQ
equation: have been determined as differences

21ln a 5 RT DE 1 DE 1 DE ln a 235, 238 5 ln a 235, 238s d s d s ds dS Q 0 Q

? Q 235, 238 2 0.5 ? Q 234, 2385 ln a 1 ln a 1 ln a (2) h s d f s dS Q 0

1 Q 236, 238 (5)s d g jwhere ln a is the increment of electrostatic interactionS

between the nucleus and electron shells (i.e., the increment
ln a 233, 238 5 ln a 235, 238s d s dQof nuclear size); ln a is the increment of quadrupoleQ

interaction; and ln a is a ‘classical’ isotope effect ? Q 233, 238 2 0.5 ? Q 232, 238h s d f s d0

calculated on the basis of vibrational frequencies.
1 Q 234, 238 (6)s d g j

Two of these increments (ln a and ln a ) are nearly0 S

After having averaged the standard errors s over three setslinear functions of isotopic mass increment DM. For ln a0

Table 1
Summary of uranium isotope effects in ASAHI process and isotope shifts in atomic spectra of uranium [8]

21Isotopic pair Q*6s Isotope shift, cm of Remarks and ref.
the line at 502.7 nm(UI)
[12–14]

236 238U/ U 0.568460.0064 0.2460 [1]
235 238U/ U 1 0.4104 Control
234 238U/ U 1.139260.0030 0.4900 [2]

1.144760.0023 [1]
1.1421 60.0049 [8]
1.142060.0044 Mean value

233 238U/ U 1.518860.0055 0.6387 [8]
232 238U/ U 1.693260.0463 – a-spectrometry [4]
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of experimental measurements of Q 235, 238 and taking ASAHI process. J. Bigeleisen [6] gives the values lns d
24into account the standard errors s for other Q we have a 5 2 3.82 3 10 and ln a 5 1 14.62 for this process0 FS

(T5433K, the isotopic pair 235/238). Taking into accountln a 235, 238 5 ln a 235, 238 ? 0.144860.0054s d s d s dQ that ln a 5 ln a 1 ln a , we have the followingFS S Qln a 233, 238 5 ln a 235, 238 ? 0.101260.0309s d s d s dQ estimates: ln a is approx. 10–12% of ln a , 40% of aQ S 0

and 12–14% of ln a for the same isotopic pair.Instead of Eq. (6) we can use the equation
To apply this approach to experimental data obtained in

ln a 233, 238 5 ln a 235, 238s d s dQ the CHEMEX process, we first have to estimate the errors
for ln a. The authors of the CHEMEX process give no? Q 233, 238 2 1.25 ? Q 234, 238 (7)h s d s d j
information on the errors in their publications; however it

In this case, owing to a smaller standard error s 234, 238 ,s d is reasonable to assume that the value ln a 234, 238 5s d
24we have a smaller standard error as a result: 12310 could be measured with lower precision than the

24effective value of ln a 235, 238 523310 , which is thes dln a 233, 238 5 ln a 235, 238 ? 0.091360.0110s d s d s dQ

main characteristic of the whole technological process.
For heavy elements, the isotopic shifts in atomic spectra Ignoring these errors of necessity we can obtain the
include two dominant components: the first component is following equation:
due to the nuclear shape and the second is due to the
nuclear quadrupole [11]. This makes it possible to evaluate ln a 235, 238 5 ln a 235, 238 2 1.5 ? ln a 236, 238 (9)s d s d s dQ
the quadrupole components of isotope shifts on the basis of

24spectral field shifts, using formulas similar to Eqs. (4)–(6): which gives for these values, ln a 235, 238 55310 ;s dQ

i.e. the quadrupole component is approx. 22% of the wholedn 235, 238 5 Dn 235, 238 2 0.5s d s dQ FS
ln a 235, 238 in this case.s d

? Dn 234, 238 1 Dn 236, 238s d s df gFS FS Although this result is not confirmed by high precision
5 0.0424 nm data on equilibrium separation factors in the CHEMEX

dn 233, 238 (Dn 233, 238 2 1.25 ? Dn 234, 238s d s d s d process, it agrees with available information about theQ FS FS

general scale of influence of quadrupole interaction on ln5 0.0262
a 235, 238 .s ddn 233, 238 (Dn 233, 238 2 2.50 ? Dn 236, 238s d s d s dQ FS FS Table 2 presents the results of measurements of isotopic

5 0.0233 quadrupole shifts in atomic spectra of uranium as well as
gradients eq for some uranium compounds. Using theseThe ratio of quadrupole contributions to ln a of ASAHI ZZ

221data and equation ln s9 /s f 5 RT e q Q, we calculateds d s dprocess appears to be close to the ratio of quadrupole Q ZZ

the values ln s9 /s f that are part of effective ln s9 /s fs d s dcomponents of the field shifts Dn : QFS

caused by the quadrupole effect. As well as ln s9 /s f, thes d
ln a 235, 238s dQ 10.706 10.284 values ln s9 /s f are characteristic of the given compound;s d Q]]]]](1.431 (1.58620.376 20.233ln a 233, 238s d the difference for the arbitrary pair of compounds gives lnQ

(8) a for this pair.dn 235, 238s d QQ
]]]]5 1.61 2 1.82 A very limited number of uranium compounds allowsdn 233, 238s dQ

one to estimate that the quadrupole effect gives the value
24Eq. (8) can be compared with the ratios of quadrupole of ln a (30310 as a scale value. This result givesQ

moments [11] which usually have standard errors in the confidence to our estimate of the quadrupole component of
order of 10%: ln a 235, 238 in the CHEMEX process and allows one tos d

suggest that for the isotopic nuclei with large quadrupoleQ 455235 10.29]] ]5 5 1.30 moments the magnitude of the quadrupole effect is com-20.24Q 350233 parable with that for the nuclear size effect.
As to a possibility of exerting control over the quad-The closeness of these three values can be regarded as

rupole effects, it should be mentioned that the availabledirect evidence for the fact that quadrupole interactions
information on the structure of the coordination com-play an important role in the separation of isotopes in the

Table 2
2Isotopic quadrupole shifts e qQ 235, 238 and gradients eq according to Ref. [15]s d ZZ

UF UO (NO ) ?6H O RbUO (NO ) UO a 2U4 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3

2e qQ MHz 129006150 261006225 – 158006300 228006300
18eq ? 10 V/cm – 8.2660.25 28.14 – –ZZ

410 ?ln s9 /s f 26.9 114.5 214.2 213.8 16.6s d Q

for isotopic pair
(235, 238)
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Abstract

5 5The reaction of the novel ferrocenyl Schiff base: [(h -C H )Feh(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )j] (1) with Na [PdCl ] and5 5 5 4 6 4 6 5 2 4

Na(CH COO)?3H O in a 1:1:1 molar ratio in methanol is reported. In this reaction two different di-m-chloro-bridged cyclopalladated3 2
5 5 5 5complexes: [Pdh[(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(m-Cl)] (2a) and [Pdh[(C H -2-C H )-N5CH-(h -C H )]Fe(h -5 3 6 4 6 5 5 5 2 6 4 6 4 5 4

C H )j(m-Cl)] (2b) can be formed depending on the experimental conditions. Compounds 2a and 2b, which differ in the nature of the5 5 2

metallated carbon atom (C or C , respectively), undergo cleavage of the ‘Pd(m-Cl) Pd’ bridges in the presence of2 2sp ,ferrocene sp ,biphenyl 2
∧thallium (I) acetylacetonate, deuterated pyridine or triphenylphosphine giving the monomeric derivatives: [Pd(C N)(acac)] (3a, 3b) and

∧[Pd(C N)Cl(L)] hwith L5py- d (4a, 4b), PPh (5a, 5b)j. The reactions of 2 with 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane (dppe) reveal that the5 3

two isomers (2a and 2b) exhibit different reactivity versus dppe. These results have been interpreted on the basis of steric effects.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction length of the -(CH ) -chain, or (b) the R group bound to2 n

the imine carbon atom are enough to modify the structure
During the last decade the interest in cyclopalladated of the metallacycle [28,29] (Fig. 1).

compounds derived from N-donor ligands has increased In order to elucidate whether the incorporation of a
5exponentially [1–3] mainly due to their novel and out- bulky substituent on the imine nitrogen in: [(h -

5standing applications [4–13]. To date most of these C H )Feh(h -C H )-C(H)5N-R9j] could also be important5 5 5 4
systems contain organic amines, imines, oximes and, to a in determining the type of s(C-H) bond to be activated, we

5lesser extent, hydrazones or azo-derivatives, bound to the studied the cyclopalladation of the ferrocenylimine: [(h -
5palladium atoms through a C or a C , carbon2 3 C H )Feh(h -C H )-C(R)5N-(C H -2-C H )j] (1) (Fig.sp ,phenyl sp 5 5 5 4 6 4 6 5

atom. More recently, the study of cyclopalladation of 1C). This substrate could produce two types of palladacy-
N-donor ferrocenyl ligands (such as: ferrocenylamines, cle: (a) a six-membered ring with a s(Pd-C ) bond2sp ,biphenyl
imines, oximes, hydrazones, azines and azoderivatives) has or (b) a five-membered palladacycle containing the .C5
allowed the isolation and characterization of a novel type N- bond, which would require the activation of the ortho-
of palladacycle with a s(Pd-C ) bond [14–43].2 s(C -H) bond.2sp ,ferrocene sp , ferrocene
Furthermore, these studies have shown that although the In this paper we describe the synthesis of compound 1

5cyclopalladation of the ferrocenyl Schiff bases: [(h - and the activation of two different ortho s(C-H) bonds:
5C H )Feh(h -C H )-C(R)5N-R9j] hR5H, CH or C H5 5 5 4 3 6 5 s(C -H) or s(C -H). This study has2 2sp ,ferrocene sp ,biphenyl

and R95susbtituted phenyl, benzyl ringsj (Fig. 1A) pro- allowed us to isolate and characterize two types of
duced five-membered rings with a s(Pd-C ) bond2sp ,ferrocene metallacycle, containing a s(Pd-C ) or a s(Pd-2sp ,biphenyl5 5[28,29], the results obtained for: [(h -C H )Feh(h -C H )- C ) bond.25 5 5 4 sp ,ferrocene
(CH ) -N5CH(R)j] hn51 or 2 and R5substituted phenyl2 n

groupsj (Fig. 1B) revealed that minor changes in (a) the

2. Experimental*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-93-402-1274; fax: 134-93-490-
7725.

´E-mail address: clopez@kripto.qui.ub.es (C. Lopez) Elemental analyses (C, H and N) were carried out at the
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of some of the ferrocenylimines used in the cyclopalladation reactions (A–B) and of the novel ferrocenyl Schiff base under study
(C). All these ligands could produce two different types of palladacycles depending on the relative position of the functional group .C5N- versus the
metallacycle (endo- and exo-derivatives).

`Serveis Cientifico-Tecnics de la Universitat de Barcelona. was dissolved in benzene (ca. 20 ml) and 0.615 g (3.63
23Infrared spectra were obtained with a Nicolet-500-FTIR 10 mol) of the amine was added. The flask was again

instrument using KBr pellets for the solid samples or NaCl connected to the Dean–Stark apparatus and the procedure
1discs for the imine 1. Routine H-NMR spectra were was repeated. Finally, the solution obtained after the reflux

recorded at 208C on a Gemini-200 MHz instrument using was filtered out. The undissolved materials were discarded
benzene -d or CDCl (99.9%) as solvents. Si(CH ) was and the filtrate was concentrated to dryness on a rotary6 3 3 4

13 1 evaporator, producing a red–brownish oily residue, whichused as internal standard in the later cases. Ch Hj and
31 contained ligand 1. The addition of n-hexane to the residueP-NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker-250DXR

followed by vigorous stirring for ca. 10 min at roominstrument using CDCl (99.9%) as solvent. Tri-3
31 temperature, produced 1 (yield: 72%). Characterizationmethylphosphite was used as internal reference for P-

2131 data for 1: IR: n(.C5N-)51625 cm .NMR spectra [d P for P(OCH ) : 141.17 ppm].3 3

2.1.2. Preparation of compounds 2
2.1. Materials and synthesis 23The imine 1 (1.81 g, 4.96310 mol), Na [PdCl ] (1.462 4

23g, 5.07310 mol) and Na(CH COO)?3H O (0.68 g,3 2Ferrocenecarboxaldehyde, 2-phenylaniline, tri- 235.00310 mol) were suspended in 25 ml of methanol.
phenylphosphine, thallium acetylacetonate and 1,2-bis-

The reaction flask was protected from the light with
(diphenylphosphino)ethane were obtained from commer-

aluminium foil and the reaction mixture was stirred at
cial sources and used as received. The solvents, except

room temperature for 3 h (for 2b) or 7 days (for 2a). The
benzene, were dried and distilled before use. Some of the

isolation of complex 2a was achieved as follows: the red
procedures described below require the use of hazardous

precipitate formed was dissolved in the minimum amount
materials, such as thallium(I) salts or benzene, which

of CHCl and purified by SiO -columm chromatography3 2should be handled with caution.
using CHCl as eluant. The red band eluted was collected3

and concentrated in vacuum on a rotary evaporator. The
2.1.1. Preparation of the ferrocenylimine (1) resulting residue was then treated with n-hexane (ca. 20

23Ferrocenecarboxaldehyde (2.00 g, 9.34310 mol) and ml) and stirred at room temperature for 20 min. The solid
232-phenylaniline (1.58 g, 9.34310 mol) were dissolved formed was filtered out and dried in vacuum (yield: 65%).

in 25 ml of benzene. The reaction flask was connected to a When the reaction was carried out for 3 h the solid formed
Dean–Stark apparatus and to a condenser. The reaction consisted of a 1.3:1.0 mixture of 2a and 2b, which were
mixture was then refluxed on an ethyleneglycol bath until separated by SiO -column chromatography using a CHCl :2 3

ca. 20 ml of the azeotrope benzene–water had condensed n- hexane (100:10) mixture as eluant. During the elution,
in the Dean–Stark. The resulting solution was concentrated two red bands were collected. The former contained

1to dryness on a rotary evaporator. The H-NMR spectrum complex 2b. The solution of 2b was concentrated to
of the residue (in CDCl ) was recorded to check the dryness on a rotary evaporator, and the residue was3

progress of the reaction, and revealed that the residue dissolved in the minimum amount of CH Cl and the2 2

contained a 1:2 mixture of unreacted ferrocenecarbox- addition of n-hexane followed by vigorous stirring at room
aldehyde and the ferrocenyl Schiff base (1). In order to temperature for 5 min produced the precipitation of 2b
achieve the total conversion of the aldehyde, the residue (yield: 32%). When this treatment was repeated with the
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second eluted band it yielded complex 2a (yield: 20%) undissolved materials were removed by filtration and
which was collected by filtration and air-dried. Compound discarded. The filtrate was then concentrated to dryness on
2a can also be obtained using the following procedure: a rotary evaporator, giving an orange–red solid which was

23palladium(II) acetate (0.500 g, 2.23 310 mol) and the collected and air-dried. (yield: 87 and 72% for 5a and 5b
23imine 1 (0.815 g, 2.23310 mol) were refluxed in glacial respectively). Characterization data for 5a: Anal. (%)

acetic acid (30 ml) for 2 h. Then the resulting suspension Calcd. for C H NClFePPd (found): C, 63.9 (64.0); H,41 33
21was concentrated to dryness on a rotary evaporator and the 4.3 (4.29) and N, 1.8 (1.87). IR: n(.C5N-)51590 cm .

23residue was treated with LiCl (106 mg, 2.5310 mol) in For 5b: Anal. (%) Calcd. for C H NClFePPd (found): C,41 33

ethanol (40 ml). The resulting reaction mixture was 64.1 (64.1); H, 4.3 (4.5) and N, 1.8 (2.0). IR: n(.C5N-)
21refluxed for 30 min. The orange–red solid formed was 51617 cm .

filtered out, washed with three portions (5 ml) of ethanol
and air-dried. Finally the solid was purified by SiO2 2.1.6. Preparation of compound 6b

25column chromatography using CHCl as eluant (yield:3 A 100 mg (9.9310 mol) amount of the di-m-chloro-
49%). Characterization data for 2a: Anal. (%) Calcd. for bridged cyclopalladated derivative 2b was suspended in 20
C H N Cl Fe Pd (found): C, 54.5 (54.6); H, 3.6 (3.59)46 36 2 2 2 2 ml of CH Cl , and the stoichiometric amount of dppe (402 221

25and N, 3.1 (2.77). IR: n(.C5N-)51586 cm . For 2b: mg, 4.9310 mol) was then added. The resulting mixture
Anal. (%) Calcd. for C H N Cl Fe Pd (found): C, 54.446 36 2 2 2 2 was stirred at room temperature for 20 min and filtered out.
(54.6); H, 3.6 (3.59) and N, 2.9 (2.77). IR: n(.C5N-)5 The orange–red filtrate was concentrated to dryness on a211603 cm . rotary evaporator. Addition of n-hexane produced the

precipitation of the compound, which was filtered out and
2.1.3. Preparation of compounds 3 air-dried. (yield: 65%). Characterization data for 6b: Anal.

25A 0.100-g (9.9310 mol) amount of the corresponding (%) Calcd. for C H NClFeP Pd (found): C, 65.149 42 2

di-m-chloro-bridged cyclopalladated derivative (2a or 2b) (65.15); H, 4.7 (4.6) and N, 1.6 (1.45). IR: n(.C5N-)5
21was suspended in 20 ml of acetone, then the stoichiometric 1611 cm .

amount of thallium(I) acetylacetonate was added. The
resulting mixture was stirred at room temperature for 1.5 h 2.2. Computational details
and then filtered out with Whatman paper, to remove the
thallium(I) chloride formed during the process. The re- The calculations were performed with the SPARTAN 4.1
sulting solution was concentrated to dryness on a rotary suite of programs [58] using silicon graphics (model:
evaporator. The red solid formed was washed with n- INDIGO-2 power ZX). The pm3 method was used with
hexane and air-dried (yield: 74 and 68% for 3a and 3b, the default parameters provided by the program. Geometri-
respectively). Characterization data for 3a: Anal. (%) cal restrictions were not imposed in any case. The calcula-
Calcd. for C H NClFeO Pd (found): C, 58.9 (59.00); H,27 35 2 tions were undertaken with the option SCF5converge and

214.6 (4.40) and N, 2.5 (2.52). IR: n(.C5N-)51590 cm . the number of cycles required for the optimization of the
5For 3b: Anal.(%) Calcd. for C H NClFeO Pd (found):27 35 2 geometry of the ligand and of the model complex: [Pdh(h -

5 2C, 58.9 (59.00); H, 4.69 (4.40) and N, 2.5 (2.52). IR: C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]jCl ] was5 5 5 4 6 4 6 5 321
n(.C5N-)51598 cm . greater than the default value (200 cycles). A minimum of

310 cycles was necessary in both cases.
2.1.4. Preparation of compounds 4

These compounds were prepared in situ and character-
ized by NMR spectroscopy. The method used for these 3. Results and discussion
preparations was the following: the corresponding complex

252 (30 mg, 2.97310 mol) was suspended in 0.7 ml of 3.1. The ligand
25CDCl . An excess of deuterated pyridine (5 ml, 6.23103

5 5mol) was then added and the reaction mixture was shaken The new ferrocenylimine [(h -C H )Feh(h -C H )-5 5 5 4
vigorously for 2 min to aid the dissolution of the di-m- CH5N-(C H -2-C H )j] (1) was prepared following the6 4 6 5
chloro-bridged cyclopalladated complex, which produced a general procedure described for the synthesis of related

5dark orange solution. ferrocenyl Schiff bases of general formula: [(h -
5C H )Feh(h -C H )-CH5N-Rj] hwith R5phenyl or5 5 5 4

2.1.5. Preparation of compounds 5 benzyl groupsj [26–28], which consists of the reaction of
24Triphenylphosphine (178 mg, 6.9 310 mol) was stoichiometric amounts of ferrocenecarboxaldehyde and

24 the corresponding amine under reflux using a Dean–Starkadded to a suspension containing 340 mg (3.4 310 mol)
apparatus (to remove the benzene–water azeotrope formedof the corresponding di-m-chloro-bridged cyclopalladated
in the course of the reaction). When this reaction wascomplex (2a or 2b) and 10 ml of benzene. The reaction
performed in identical experimental conditions, but usingmixture was then stirred at room temperature for 1 h. The
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52-phenylaniline as reagent, a mixture of the imine: [(h - introduces planar chirality (R or S ), and the formation ofp p
5 5C H )Feh(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )j] (1) and fer- several diastereomers of [Pdh[(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-5 5 5 4 6 4 6 5 5 3 6 4

5rocenecarboxaldehyde (in a 5:1 molar ratio) was obtained. C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(m-Cl)] cannot be ruled out. Conse-6 5 5 5 2

However, the complete conversion of the aldehyde was quently, the cyclopalladation of 1 may produce a wide
easily achieved using a large excess of the amine. The use variety of isomeric species.
of excesses of amines were also required in the preparation In order to try and elucidate the nature of the com-
of ferrocenyl Schiff bases derived from acetyl or benzoyl ponents of the mixture, SiO column chromatography was2

ferrocene and it has been postulated that an increase in the used. Elution with a CHCl : n-hexane (100:10) mixture3

bulk of the reagents hinders the condensation process allowed us to isolate two different compounds 2a and 2b
[26–28]. (in a ratio: 2b/2a51.3). Elemental analyses of these solids

were consistent with those expected for a di-m-chloro-
5 5 ∧3.2. Activation of s(C–H) bonds in [(h -C H )Feh(h - bridged cyclopalladated complex: [Pd(C N)(m-Cl)] , thus5 5 2

C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )j] (1) suggesting that two different isomers formed during the5 4 6 4 6 5

reaction. The proton NMR spectrum of the minor com-
When compound 1 was reacted with Na [PdCl ] and ponent, 2a, was coincident with one of the sets of signals2 4

Na(CH COO)?3H O (in a 1:1:1 molar ratio) in methanol observed in the NMR spectrum of the crude material,3 2

at room temperature for 3 h a reddish precipitate formed showing one singlet at 8.06 ppm (Table 1). The signals
(Scheme 1). Elemental analyses of this solid were con- due to the ferrocenyl fragment appeared as four singlets of
sistent with those expected for a di-m-chloro-bridged relative intensities 1:1:1:5 in the range: 3.50–5.20 ppm

∧ 5cyclopalladated complex: [Pd(C N)(m-Cl)] . However, its (Fig. 2A), thus suggesting the formation of [Pdh[(h -2
1 5H-NMR spectra showed two superimposed sets of signals. C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(m-Cl)] (2a)5 3 6 4 6 5 5 5 2

For instance, two singlets due to the imine proton appeared which contains a five-membered palladacycle with a s(Pd-
at 8.64 and 8.06 ppm. The relative intensities of these C ) bond.2sp , ferrocene

1signals was 1.3:1.0. In addition, thin layer chromatography In contrast with these results, the H-NMR spectra of
revealed that the solid consisted of a mixture of at least the major component (2b) showed a group of five singlets
two compounds. (with a relative intensity of 1:1:1:1:5) which suggested that

Ligand 1 has two different s(C-H) bonds susceptible to the ferrocenyl fragment contained a non-metallated C H5 4
11metallation hs(C -H) and s(C -H)j.2 2 ring (Fig. 2B). In addition, the resonance of the Hsp ,ferrocene sp ,biphenyl

1Thus, the reaction could produce different types of isomer proton appeared at higher fields than in the free ligand (1)
1depending on (i) the relative arrangement of the two imine and in complex 2a. Previous H-NMR studies on cyclopal-

nitrogens (syn- or anti-) in the dimers and (ii) the nature of
1the metallated carbon atom (C or C ). In2 2 For the identification of this atom see scheme shown at the bottom ofsp ,ferrocene sp ,biphenyl

addition, the activation of the s(C -H) bond Scheme 1.2sp ,ferrocene

Scheme 1. (i) Na [PdCl ], Na((CH COO)?3H O, room temperature (see Section 3.2). (ii) SiO -column chromatography using a mixture: CHCl :2 4 3 2 2 3

n-hexane (100:10), as eluant. (iii) Pd(CH COO) , glacial CH COOH, reflux, 2 h. (iv) LiCl in ethanol, 30 min. (v) SiO -column chromatography using3 2 3 2

CHCl as eluant.3
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Table 1
1 31Selected H-NMR data (in ppm) for compounds under study and chemical shifts of P (in ppm) for compounds 4a,b and 6a,b. Numbering of the atoms

refers to the schemes shown below
31Compound Proton-NMR data P-NMR data

2 3 4 5 31C H H H H H -CH5N d( P)5 5

a1 4.10 4.70 4.42 4.42 4.70 8.26 –
b2a 3.75 – 3.40 4.29 4.45 8.05 –
b2b 3.81 4.32 4.26 4.38 4.60 8.64 –

3a 3.91 – 4.42 4.34 4.75 8.12 –
3b 3.81 3.55 4.57 4.45 4.72 8.51 –
4a 3.83 – 4.31 4.25 4.70 8.07 –
4b 3.75 3.45 4.59 4.54 4.84 8.61 –

c5a 3.81 – 4.34 4.72 4.76 8.20 34.8
c5b 3.70 3.55 4.58 4.77 4.80 8.56 34.3

d e f,g f,h6a 4.16 – 4.20 4.40 4.65 43.41 and 56.89
c f,g f,h6b 3.68 4.59 4.59 4.49 5.52 8.19 39.81 and 55.36

a 2 5 3 4In the free ligand the protons H and H are equivalent and the same happens with H and H .
b Low solubility.
c Doublet due to phosphorus coupling.
d In this case the spectrum was recorded at 240 K (see Section 3.5).
e Masked by the multiplet due to the aromatic protons of the 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane.
f Doublet.
g Phosphorus trans- to the nitrogen.
h Phosphorus cis- to the nitrogen.

5ladated compounds of general formulae: [Pdh(C H )-CH5 C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(m-Cl)] which arises from the bis(in-6 4 5 3 5 5 2

N-R9j(m-Cl)] , (with R5phenyl or benzyl groups) which sertion) of hex-3-yne into the s(Pd-C) bond of complex 2b2

contain an ortopalladated imine ligand, have shown that confirm that in 2b metallation occurred on the biphenyl
the formation of the s(Pd-C ) bond produces a high group [48,49].2sp , aryl

field shift of the proton on the adjacent position to the In order to elucidate whether the preferential formation
metallated carbon [44–47]. These results suggested that of 2a and 2b could be controlled experimentally, several
complex 2b contained a six-membered palladacycle fused strategies were used. First, the cyclopalladation process
with the biphenyl ring, which would arise from the was studied at room temperature using different reaction
activation of a s(Pd-C ) bond. The formulae periods (from 3 h to 7 days). In all cases, the elemental2sp , biphenyl

5proposed for the two isomeric complexes: [Pdh[(h -C H )- analyses of the solids obtained in each one of the experi-5 3
5CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(m-Cl)] (2a) and ments were consistent with those expected for di-m-chloro-6 4 6 5 5 5 2

5 5 ∧[Pdh[(C H - 2 - C H )N 5 CH - (h - C H )]Fe(h -C H )j- bridged cyclopalladated compounds: [Pd(C N)(m-Cl)] .6 4 6 4 5 3 5 5 2
1(m-Cl)] (2b), which differ in the nature of the metallated The compositions of these materials were studied by H-2

carbon atom is also supported by the results obtained in the NMR spectroscopy immediately after the addition of the
study of the reactions of these complexes with neutral solvent. When the reaction was carried out for short times

1ligands such as deuterated pyridine, PPh (see below) and (3 h), the H-NMR spectrum (in CDCl ) showed two3 3

with alkynes [48,49]. The X-ray crystal structure of the singlets (at ca. 8.06 and 8.64 ppm in a relative ratio
5complex: [Pdh[hEt-C5C-Et) (C H -2-C H )jN5CH-(h - 1.0:1.3) due to the imine protons were detected and their2 6 4 6 4
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described so far, the number of published articles involv-
ing the formation of isomeric palladacycles with different
s(Pd-C) bond is scarce [52–54]. As far as we know only
three examples of this sort of reaction have been described
so far. In one of them, the cyclopalladated complex at the
peri-position of the di(naphthalene-1-yl)diazene (com-
pound Ia in Scheme 2) [52] evolves under heating in
toluene to the five-membered metallacycle Ib, in which the
palladium is bound to the ortho site. A few years ago,
Ryabov [53] reported that when the cyclopalladated com-
plex derived from 1-(3,4-dimethyloxyphenyl)-2-(4-nitro-
phenyl)-2-azopropene (compound IIa in Scheme 2), was
refluxed in a benzene: acetic acid (1:1) mixture for 4 h, the
reaction produced the palladated complex (IIb) (Scheme
2) in which the palladium is bound to the nitrosubstituted
phenyl ring. In these two cases the isomerization involves
the cleavage of a s(Pd-C ) bond in the starting2sp , aryl ring

material and the formation of a different s(Pd-
C ) bond. Albert et al. [54] have also reported2sp , aryl ring

that exocyclic five-membered palladacycles of general
fomula [Pdh2-[CH -N5CH-29,49,69-(CH ) -C H ]-3-2 3 3 6 2

(C H -R)j(m-CH COO)] hwith R5H or CH j h(IIIa) in6 3 3 2 3

Scheme 2j isomerized in acetic acid to give the six-
membered cyclopalladated complexes (IIIb) with a s(Pd-
C ) bond. Besides that, recent mechanistic studies have35 spFig. 2. Partial views of the proton spectrum of (A) [Pdh[(h -C H )-CH55 3

5N-(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -C H )(m-Cl)] (2a) and (B) [Pdh[(C H -2-6 4 6 5 5 5 2 6 4
5 5C H )-N5CH-(h -C H )]Fe(h -C H )(m-Cl)] (2b).6 4 5 4 5 5 2

positions and multiplicities were identical to those of 2a
and 2b. For intermediate reaction periods (from 1 day to 6
days) the intensities of the signals due to the ‘endocyclic’
palladacycle (2a) increased progressively in respect to
those of (2b).

In contrast, when the reaction was performed for 7 days,
1 1the H-NMR spectrum showed one signal and the H-

5NMR spectrum was identical to that of complex: [Pdh[(h -
5C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(m-Cl)] (2-5 3 6 4 6 5 5 5 2

a), in which the palladium is bound to the ferrocenyl unit.
The comparison of the results obtained in these experi-
ments suggests that when the reaction time of the cyclopal-
ladation process increases, a greater proportion of the
‘endocyclic’ complex 2a is formed. This suggests that 2a
might be formed under thermodynamic control.

Furthermore, for shorter reaction times (i.e. 1.5 h), the
isolated solid consisted of a mixture of the two di-m-
chloro-bridged cyclopalladated compounds 2 and the

5 5coordination complex: [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH55 5 5 4

N-(C H -2-C H )]j Cl ] (29). According to the general6 4 6 5 2 2

mechanism accepted for the cyclopalladation of N-donor
ligands, the reaction takes place in two steps: (a) the
coordination of the ligand and (b) the subsequent elec-
trophilic attack of the coordinated palladium to the carbon
[50,51]. On this basis, the formation of 29 could be
expected to take place before the activation of the s(C-H) Scheme 2. (i) In boiling toluene at 1368C. (ii) In benzene: CH COOH3
bond. (1:1), 4 h at 708C. (iii) In refluxing CH COOH during 45 min. (For3

Despite the large variety of cyclopalladated complexes further information about these reactions see Refs. [52–54].)
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shown that the five-membered exocyclic cyclopalladated 3.3. Approaches to rationalize the activation of s(C-H)
complexes: [Pdh(3-R-C H )-2-CH -N5CH-C H -R9j(m- bonds in 16 3 2 6 4

CH COO)] hwith R5H and R953-NO or 2,4,6-Me and3 2 2 3

R5Me, R952,4,6-Me j h(IIIa) in Scheme 2j in acetic acid In an attempt to explain how it is possible to activate the3
5 5produce a deep red solution which rapidly evolves to give two types of s(C-H) bonds in [(h -C H )Feh(h -C H )-5 5 5 4

the corresponding endocyclic metallacycles (IIIb) in quan- CH5N-(C H -2-C H )j] (1), molecular models were6 4 6 5

titative yield [55,56]. used. Their manipulation showed that in 1 the bulk of the
In view of these facts, we decided to perform the biphenyl group precludes the free rotation around the

cyclopalladation reaction in acidic media. When equimolar N-C bond in the free ligand. In order to confirm thisipso

amounts of 1 and palladium(II) acetate were refluxed in finding, semiempirical calculations were performed using
acetic acid for 2 h a dark red suspension was obtained. The the SPARTAN 4.0 program [58] and the pm3(tm) method. For
removal of the solvent, followed by the subsequent treat- this substrate, the formation enthalpy of the molecule,
ment with LiCl in ethanol at room temperature produced a DH was calculated for a wide variety of orientations ofform .

red solid (Scheme 1). The proton-NMR spectrum of the the three unsaturated rings: C H and the two aryl rings of5 4

crude material showed one singlet at ca. 8.05 ppm and a the biphenyl group. Such arrangements were generated by
group of four signals of relative intensities 1:5:1:1 in the modifying the torsion angles: [C(2)-C(1)-C(6)-N], [C(6)-
range 3.5–4.5 ppm. The position and multiplicities of these N-C(19)-C(29)] and [C(19)-C(69)-C(79)-C(129)], (here-

5signals were identical to those observed for [Pdh[(h - inafter referred to as F , F and F , Fig. 3).1 2 3
5C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(m-Cl)] (2a) Though the calculations were carried out for different5 3 6 4 6 5 5 5 2

and no evidence of the formation of any other cyclopalla- F values (from 08 to 908), the results showed that a1
1dated complex was detected by H-NMR spectroscopy. co-planar orientation of the C H ring and the imine5 4

These findings suggests that the formation of the metal- fragment (F |08) is strongly preferred. This is consistent1
5lacycle with a s(Pd–C ) bond is strongly pre- with earlier results on the ferrocenyl Schiff bases: [(h -2sp ,ferrocene

5ferred in acidic media. C H )Feh(h -C H )-C(R)5N-R9j], [59] (with R5H, Me5 5 5 4

On the other hand, it should also be mentioned that the or Ph and R95phenyl or benzyl groups). The minimum
‘exocyclic’ complex 2b degradates slowly in CDCl at values of the formation enthalphy (DH ) correspond to3 form

room temperature. For instance, after 3 days of storage at F and F larger than zero. Consequently, the arrangement2 3
1room temperature (ca. 208C) the H-NMR spectrum also of these groups precludes the p-conjugation between (a)

revealed the presence of small amounts (ca. 8%) of the the two phenyl rings of the (C H -2-C H ) group or (b)6 4 6 5

‘endocyclic’ 2a. For longer periods an increase of the the imine group and the phenyl ring (of the bipenyl group)
relative proportion of 2a:2b was observed. The coexist- bound to the nitrogen.
ence of a nearly equimolar ratio of the two isomers (2a The F and F angles obtained for the optimized2 3

and 2b) was detected after 10 days. However, when these geometry (Fig. 3A) of this molecule were 121.68 and 74.68,
experiments were repeated using benzene-d instead of respectively. For this arrangement of substituents the two6

CDCl , no evidence of any isomerization change was C-H bonds susceptible to activation hC(2)-Hj and hC(129)-3

detected after 15 days. These findings suggest that the Hj are on the same side as the lone pair of the imine
2b→2a interconversion takes place in protic solvents, and nitrogen, thus suggesting that when the palladium(II) binds
that it could be promoted by the traces of acids, in good to the nitrogen, the two carbon atoms are expected to be
agreement with the results obtained when the cyclopallada- very close to the palladium.
tion reaction was carried out in acetic acid, which yielded Further, it is widely accepted that cyclopalladation of
the ‘endocyclic’ derivative 2a, exclusively. N-donor ligands proceeds in two steps, which consist of

To sum up, the results described in this section are in the coordination of the nitrogen to the palladium and
sharp contrast with our previous results on cyclopallada- subsequent electrophilic attack [50,51]. On this basis, we

5tion of ferrocenylimines of general formula: [(h - attempted to assess whether, once the Pd-N bond is
5C H )Feh(h -C H )-C(R)5N-R9j] (with R5H, Me or Ph formed, the orientation of the two s(C-H) bonds suscep-5 5 5 4

and R95phenyl or benzyl groups) [26–38] for which the tible to metallation (C -H or C -H) could2 2sp ,ferrocene sp ,biphenyl

formation of five membered metallacycles with s(Pd- be suitable for the electrophilic attack. The optimization of
5 5C ) bonds was detected exclusively. It should be the geometry of the model complex: [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -2sp ,ferrocene 5 5

2noted that despite for ligands with R95benzyl groups the C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]jCl ] , (where the pal-5 4 6 4 6 5 3

formation of five- or six-membered palladacycles with a ladium is bound to the imine through the nitrogen exclu-
s(Pd-C ) could also take place no evidences of the sively), was undertaken using the pm3(tm) model [58].2sp ,aryl

formation of the metallacycles was detected by NMR The results revealed that the ‘PdCl ’ fragment is nearly3

[26–38]. These differences suggest that the activation of orthogonal to the imine group (Fig. 3B). This arrangement
5 5the s(C -H) bond in 1 could be attributable to the is similar to that found for: trans-[Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -2sp ,biphenyl 5 5

higher bulk of the R9 substituent (biphenyl versus benzyl C H )-CH5N-N(CH ) ]j Cl ] [60] whose crystal struc-5 4 3 2 2 2

[57]) in the substrate under study, which could induce ture shows that the two ferrocenyl ligands are practically
steric effects. orthogonal to the ‘PdCl ’ unit. In addition, for the opti-3
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5 5 5Fig. 3. Optimized geometries of: (A) the ferrocenylimine [(h -C H )Feh(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )] and (B) the coordination complex: [Pdh(h -5 5 5 4 6 4 6 5
5 2C H )Feh(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H jjCl ] . The values of the F and F torsion angles for the optimized geometries are: 121.68 and 74.68 (for the5 5 5 4 6 4 6 5 3 2 3

ligand, 1) and 124.48 and 56.78 for the coordination complex.

mized geometry, the distances between the palladium and Addition of the stoichiometric amount of thallium(I)
acetylacetonate to a suspension of 2a in acetone at roomthe carbon atoms potentially involved in the metallation

˚ ˚ temperature produced the precipitation of TlCl, which wasprocess are C(2) and C(129), 2.77 A and 2.83 A, respec-
removed by filtration. The subsequent concentration of thetively. These values are quite similar and consequently,

5bright-red filtrate to dryness produced [Pdh[(h -C H )-according to this approach, the orientation of the two C-H 5 3
5CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(acac)] (3a) in abonds appears to be suitable for activation. Besides that, 6 4 6 5 5 5

fairly good yield (74%).since the activation of the s(C -H) or2sp ,ferrocene

The reaction of 2a with deuterated pyridine or tri-s(C -H) requires the electrophilic attack of the2sp ,biphenyl
5phenylphosphine produced: [Pdh[(h -C H )-CH5N-coordinated palladium(II) to the carbon atom [50,51], the 5 3

5(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -C H )jCl(L)] hL5py-d (4a) orviability of the formation of compounds 2a or 2b from 6 4 6 5 5 5 5
5 5 PPh (5a)j, (Scheme 3), which contain a five-membered[Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]j- 35 5 5 4 6 4 6 5

2 metallacycle with a s(Pd-C ) bond.Cl ] is expected to depend also on the net charges on the 2sp ,ferrocene3

Similarly, when these reactions were carried out usingtwo carbon atoms susceptible to palladation C(2) and
complex 2b as starting material, compounds: [Pdh[(C H -C(129). For the complex under study the differences in the 6 4

5 52-C H )-N5CH-(h -C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(acac)] (3b) andvalues of the net charges on C(2) (-0.27) and C(129) 6 4 5 4 5 5
5 5(-0.33) are very small. Consequently, the results obtained [Pdh[(C H - 2 - C H ) - N 5 CH-(h - C H )]Fe(h -C H )j-6 4 6 4 5 4 5 5

from this approach suggest that the arrangement of ligands Cl(L)] hL5py-d (4b) or PPh (5b)j (Scheme 4) were5 3

around the palladium(II) atom and the tiny differences of obtained. According to the NMR spectra (vide infra) these
the net charges on the carbons C(2) and C(129) in the compounds contain a six-membered palladacycle with a

5 5model complex [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N- s(Pd-C ) bond. It should be noted that previous25 5 5 4 sp ,biphenyl
2(C H -2-C H )]jCl ] may be responsible for the forma- studies on cyclopalladation of N-donor ferrocenyl sub-6 4 6 5 3

tion of the two types of palladacycle 2a and 2b, which strates have shown that except when (a) the N-donor ligand
arise respectively from the activation of a s(C - has a stereogenic centre or (b) chiral aminoacids were2sp ,ferrocene

H) or a s(C -H) bond. present in the cyclopalladation process [21–25,48,49], in2sp ,biphenyl

the remaining cases, the monomeric derivatives:
∧3.4. Reactivity of the ‘Pd(m-Cl) Pd’ units in compounds [Pd(C N)Cl(L)] hwith L5py or PR j, containing s(Pd-2 3

2 C ) bonds are racemates [14–20,26–38]. On this2sp ,ferrocene

basis, we assume that compounds 3a–5a consist on a 1:1
The action of thallium(I) acetylacetonate, deuterated mixture of the two enantiomers hR and S j.p p

pyridine and triphenylphosphine on the di-m-chloro- The reactions of the di-m-chlorobridged cyclopalladated
bridged cyclopalladated compounds 2, was also studied. complexes with PPh have also been very useful in3
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Scheme 3. (i) Tl(acac), acetone. (ii) py-d in CDCl for (4a), or PPh in benzene (5a). (iii) dppe in CH Cl (see Section 3.4).5 3 3 2 2

confirming the nature of the complexes formed in the performed with the material obtained after longer reaction
cyclopalladation reaction using different reaction times periods. This finding also indicates that an increase of the
(see above). A small amount of the crude materials reaction period favours the formation of the ‘endocyclic’
obtained in each case (reaction periods equal to 12 h, 2 derivative.
days and 6 days) was suspended in CDCl and treated with More interesting are the reactions of compound 2 with3

the stoichiometric amount of PPh to produce the bridge 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane (dppe). The addition of3

splitting reaction and the coordination of the phosphine the stoichiometric amount of the diphosphine to a CH Cl2 2
1ligand, giving compound 5. The comparison of the H and suspension of 2b produced a dark red solution, which

31P NMR of the solutions obtained immediately after the yielded (after concentration to dryness) [Pdh[(C H -2-6 4
5 5mixing (Fig. 4A–C), revealed that the amount of the C H )-N5CH-(h -C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(dppe)]Cl (6b). In6 4 5 4 5 5

‘exocyclic’ complex 2b decreased for the experiments this complex the dppe acts as a neutral (P, P9) bidentate

Scheme 4. (i) Tl(acac), acetone. (ii) py-d in 4b, or PPh in benzene 5b. (iii) dppe in CH Cl .5 3 2 2
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31Fig. 4. Partial views of the proton and P-NMR spectra of the solutions obtained by treatment of the solids obtained in the cyclopalladation reaction using
reaction periods equal to 12 h (A), 2 days (B) and 6 days (C), with triphenylphosphine in CDCl .3

1ligand. No evidence of the formation of any other complex also detected in the H-NMR spectra of these samples, i.e.
31containing dppe as ligand was detected by P-NMR two singlets (at ca. 9.95 ppm and 4.28 ppm) and two

spectrocopy. In contrast, the reaction of complex 2a with triplets (at ca. 4.82 ppm and 4.26 ppm) appeared and their
dppe is more complex. For instance, when the reaction was intensity increased with time. The position and multip-
carried out at room temperature, only one singlet at ca. licities of these signals were coincident with those of

3164.10 ppm was detected in the P-NMR spectrum. The ferrocenecarboxaldehyde [60]. These observations sug-
position of this signal was similar to that reported for the gested that complex 6a deteriorated in solution.

31coordination complex [PdCl (dppe)] (7) hd P564.20 ppm The results obtained in this reaction are in sharp contrast2
31[59]j. However, when the P-NMR spectrum was re- with those reported previously for the cyclopalladated

5corded at low temperature (240 K, immediately after complexes [Pdh[(h -C H )-CH5N-(CH ) -C H )]-5 3 2 n 6 5
5mixingj two doublets centered at: 43.41 and 56.89 ppm Fe(h -C H )j(m-Cl)] hwith n51 (2c) or 2 (2d)j, which5 5 2

5(Fig. 5) were detected. In addition, the proton NMR react with dppe to give: [Pdh[(h -C H )-CH5N-(CH ) -5 3 2 n
5spectrum showed the typical pattern of 1,2-disubstituted C H )]Fe(h -C H )j(dppe)]Cl and no evidence of the6 5 5 5

ferrocenes (Table 1). These results suggested the formation decomposition of these materials was detected either in
5 5of [Pdh[(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -C H )j- solution or in the solid state [14]. The comparison of the5 3 6 4 6 5 5 5

(dppe)]Cl (6a). results obtained in the reaction of complexes 2a, 2c and 2d
1 31However, H and P-NMR changed with time (Fig. 5). with dppe suggested that the different reactivity could be

For instance, after 2 h of storage, an additional singlet at ascribed to the presence of the bulky biphenyl group [57].
31ca. 64.10 ppm appeared in the P-NMR spectrum (Fig. The use of molecular models for compound 6a indicated a

5B). For longer times, the singlet was more intense than strong steric hindrance between one of the phenyl groups
the two initial doublets (Fig. 5C). These observations bound to the phosphorus in a trans- arrangement to the
suggested that a reaction involving complex 6a was taking metallated carbon and the biphenyl ring, which could be
place. The position of the singlet was identical to that responsible for the low stability of complex 6a. Quite
reported for [PdCl (dppe)] (7) [59]. Several changes were recently, it has been postulated that the decomposition2
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211650–1500 cm , which is ascribed to the stretching of the
.C5N bond.

1 13 31NMR spectra [ H, C and P- (for 5a,b and 6a,b)] of
compounds under study were also recorded. The proton-
NMR spectrum of 1 (Table 1) showed a group of three
signals in the range: 3.0–5.0 ppm due to the three types of

3 4proton of the ferrocenyl moiety (the pairs: (H , H ) and
2 5(H , H ) and those of the C H ring). The signal due to5 5

the methinic proton appears as a singlet at ca. 8.17 ppm.
Only one isomer of 1 was detected in solution, and the
position of the signals due to the ferrocenyl fragment and
the methinic proton were consistent with those of related

5 5ferrocenylimines: [(h -C H )Feh(h -C H )-C(H)5N-R9j]5 5 5 4

hwith R95phenyl or benzyl groupsj for which an anti-
conformation has been reported [61,62].

Comparison of the chemical shifts of the ligand and
those of compounds 2a–6a in the range 3.00–6.00 ppm

2(Table 1) shows that the two doublets due to the pairs hH ,
5 3 4H j and hH , H j of the imine split into three signals (of

relative intensities 1:1:1) upon metallation, thus confirming
the formation of the s(Pd-C ) bond. In contrast,2sp ,ferrocene

for 2b–6b a group of five signals (of relative intensities:
1:1:1:1:5) was detected in the same region, and in these

119cases the resonance due to the proton (H ) on the
129adjacent position to the metallated carbon (C ) was

strongly shifted to high fields. These findings are con-
sistent with the formation of the six-membered palladacy-
cles with a s(Pd-C ) bond. Furthermore, in 2b–2sp ,biphenyl

6b, the signal due to the imine proton is clearly low-field
shifted in respect to that of 1, thus suggesting that the
ligand adopts the Z-conformation in these compounds. In

31 contrast, for 2a–6a, the signal appeared at higher fields,Fig. 5. Variation of the P- NMR spectrum of the solution obtained by
indicating an E-conformation of the imine. It should betreatment of complex 2a with the stoichiometric amount of dppe: (A)

immediately after the mixing (at 240 K); (B) after 2 h and (C) after 1 mentioned that since only the anti-isomer of the imine 1
day. The signal at ca. 64.10 ppm corresponds to compound 7 was detected in solution, the formation of the ‘exocyclic’
[PdCl (dppe)] [59], (see Section 3.4).2 derivatives 2b–6b requires the anti-→syn-isomerization of

5the free ligand and/or the coordination complex [Pdh(h -
55 5 C H )Fe[(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]j Cl ] (29)5 5 5 4 6 4 6 5 2 2of complex: [Pdh[(h -C H )-CH(CH )-N(CH ) ]Fe(h -5 3 3 3 2

which forms before the activation of the s(C-H) bond.C H )j[(2)-binap]]Cl h(2) binaph5bis(diphenylphos-5 5
However, recent studies have demonstrated that the en-phino)-1,19-naphthylj, which also contains a five-mem-
thalpy required for the anti-→syn-isomerization of thebered metallacycle with a s(Pd-C ) bond, was2sp ,ferrocene 5 5related coordination complex [Pdh(h -C H )Fe[(h -C H )-induced by steric effects [43]. 5 5 5 4

CH5N-CH -CH -N(CH ) ]j Cl ] is very small (4.322 2 3 2 2 2

kcal /mol) [63,64].3.5. Characterization of the compounds
Except for 2a,b (which have low solubility) and 6a

(which decomposes in solution), the remaining compoundsAll the compounds used in this study are orange or
13were also characterized by C-NMR. A summary of thedark-red solids at room temperature, except ligand 1 which

is an oil. The mononuclear complexes show high solubility most relevant data is presented in Table 2. In all cases the
in the most common solvents: CHCl , CH Cl , benzene, number and position of the signals observed are compat-3 2 2

toluene, but they are practically insoluble in alkanes and ible with the proposed formulae.
methanol. However, the di-m-chloro-bridged compounds Phosphorous-31 NMR spectra for 5a and 5b, which
2a and 2b are less soluble in most common solvents. contain a five- and a six-membered palladacycle, respec-
Elemental analyses of the complexes are consistent with tively, showed a singlet [at 34.3 (for 5a) and at 33.9 (for
the proposed formulae (see Section 2). Infrared spectra of 5b) ppm]. The position and multiplicity of this signal are
all the compounds show a sharp intense band in the range consistent with the values obtained for related cyclopalla-
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Table 2
13Selected C-NMR data (in ppm) for compounds under study. Labelling of the atoms corresponds to the schemes shown in the lower part of Table 1

1 2 3 4 5Compound C H C C C C C -CH5N-5 5

a1 69.13 84.41 68.93 71.49 71.49 68.93 161.06
3a 69.68 101.10 97.77 72.65 74.68 73.63 166.91
3b 70.22 80.55 75.62 73.74 74.40 72.65 169.46

b b4a 70.29 69.39 73.93 73.52 167.61
b4b 69.93 72.75 74.75 74.84 73.09 168.61
b b5a 69.92 72.69 73.90 73.40 165.75
b5b 70.16 69.22 73.95 74.95 72.49 166.47

6b 70.07 81.05 75.36 74.03 73.96 74.34 167.91
a 2 5 3 4In the free ligand the carbons C and C are equivalent and the same happens with C and C .
b Not observed.

dated complexes containing ferrocenyl units [26–31], for Besides that, the different reactivity of 2 with dppe
which structural studies have revealed a trans-arrangement indicates that the presence of the bulky biphenyl group
between the phosphine ligand and the imine nitrogen bound to the imine nitrogen in 2a introduces strong steric
[26–31]. The phosphorus-31 NMR spectra of 6a and 6b hindrance, which reduces the stability of compound:

5 5showed two doublets centered at: 43.41 and 56.89 ppm for [Pdh[(h -C H )-CH5N-(C H -2-C H )]Fe(h -5 3 6 4 6 5

6a (in this case the spectrum was recorded at 240 K), and C H )j(dppe)]Cl (6a), which degradates to the coordina-5 5

at 44.30 and 60.10 ppm for 6b. The position and multip- tion compound [PdCl (dppe)] (7).2

licities of these signals are in good agreement with the Finally, it is well known that one of the interests of
results obtained for related cyclopalladated derivatives cyclopalladated complexes is their usefulness as precursors
containing five- or six-membered palladacycles and dppe for the organic and organometallic syntheses by insertion
as a bidentate group. of small molecules into the s(Pd-C) bond [4,5,65–70]. In

these reactions the nature of the final product is strongly
3.6. Conclusions dependent on several factors of which the nature of (a) the

inserted molecule, (b) the metallated ligand and (c) the
Cyclopalladation of ferrocenyl Schiff bases of general remaining ligands bound to the palladium are specially

5 5formula: [(h -C H )Feh(h -C H )-C(R9)5N-Rj] (with R5 important [4,5]. Compounds 2a and 2b differ exclusively5 5 5 4

phenyl or benzyl groups and with R95H, Me or Ph) in the nature of the metallated ligand, thus they appear to
produces the corresponding five-membered palladacycles be candidates to undertake a comparative study of the
fused with the ferrocenyl fragment. However, for ligand 1 reactivity of the s(Pd-C ) and s(Pd-C )2 2sp ,ferrocene sp ,biphenyl

which contains a biphenyl ring bound to the nitrogen, two bonds. Further work on this field is now in progress.
types of palladacycle can be formed. One of which (2a)
arises from the activation of the s(C -H) bond,2sp ,ferrocene

while the other (2b), which contains a six-membered cycle
Acknowledgementsfused with the biphenyl ring, forms through the activation

of the s(C -H) bond. Complex 2a is formed2sp ,biphenyl
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Abstract

Macrotetracyclic complexes of nickel(II) containing crown ethers as pendant arms, [Ni(B)](ClO ) and [Ni(C)](ClO ) , were prepared4 2 4 2

and characterized. The binding constants of the complexes toward alkali metal ions are relatively small compared with those of free
15-crown-5 or 18-crown-6 and the reduction potentials of the [Ni(B)](ClO ) and [Ni(C)](ClO ) in the presence of alkali metal ions4 2 4 2

1 1 1 1 1 1shift to the positive direction in the order Li .Na .K and K .Na .Li , respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.

Keywords: Macrotetracyclic complexes of nickel(II); Crown ether; Pendant arm; Binding properties; Electrochemical behavior

1. Introduction interaction with a target substance, and generation of a
detectable electrochemical signal. In some cases, a new

Crown ethers have binding strength and selectivity peak appeared in the cyclic voltammogram of the material;
toward alkali and alkaline earth metal ions. These prop- in other cases, no new peak appeared but a shift occurred
erties make crown ethers the first synthetic compounds that in the redox potential [17]. In some studies, the formation
mimic many of the naturally occurring cyclic antibiotics of a host–guest complex was detected by a change in the
[1–3]. Because alkali and alkaline earth metals are im- electrochemical behavior of the redox-active transition
portant in biological systems [4], high-power batteries [5], metal moieties, TPA complexes [17], ferrocenes [18] and
and isotope chemistry and radiochemistry [6], crown ethers ruthenium polypyridine complexes [19–23], linked to
are significant ligands in the study of these metal ions. crown ethers. However, the study of a crown ether linked
Thus, crown ethers are widely used in many areas such as with tetraazamacrocyclic complex of Ni(II) has not been
separations, recovery of specific species, ion selective reported often in the literature [7]. In the present study,
electrodes, biological mimics, and catalysts [7,8]. In macrotetracyclic complexes of nickel(II) containing crown
particular, crown ether with a redox-active organic moiety ethers as pendant arms, [Ni(B)](ClO ) and4 2

or a transition metal have been applied in the field of [Ni(C)](ClO ) , where B and C are 8-(2-methylene-15-4 2
13,15electrochemical sensors [9–16]. Electrochemical sensors crown-5) - 1,3,6,8,10,13,15 - heptaazatricyclo[13.1.1.1 ]-

for analysis of gases and liquids are of interest because of octadecane and 8-(2-methylene-18-crown-6)-
13,15their potential in monitoring intercellular components, 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15 - heptaazatricyclo - [13.1.1.1 ]octa-

pollutants and other analytes. Generally, there are two decane, respectively, were prepared and characterized.
requirements for an electrochemical sensor — selective Cation binding properties of the complexes were investi-

gated by spectroscopic titration. The study of the host–
guest chemistry of the complexes during a change in the
electrochemical behavior of the redox-active moiety, cyclic*Corresponding author. Tel.: 182-661-750-3636; fax: 182-661-750-
voltammetry investigation of these complexes was also3608.

carried out.E-mail address: chkwak@sunchan.sunchon.ac.kr (C.-H. Kwak)
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2. Experimental Caution! Perchlorate salts should be handled with great
care as they are potentially explosive.

2.1. Reagent

2.3. Physical measurements and instrumentation
All chemicals and solvents used in the syntheses were of

reagent grade and were used without further purification.
IR spectra were recorded with a Midac Prospect FT-IR

Reagents for spectrochemical and electrochemical studies
spectrophotometer. Electronic absorption spectra were

were purified according to the literature [24].
obtained on a SCINCO S-2100 diode array spec-

13trophotometer. C NMR spectra were recorded on a
2.2. Preparation of the complexes JEOL-JMN EX 100-MHz spectrometer. Molar conduc-

tivities were measured using a Jenway 4020 conductivity
meter. Elemental analyses were performed by Korea Fine

2.2.1. [Ni(A)](ClO )4 2 Chemicals with a Pisonis elemental analyzer. FAB–MS
This complex was prepared by a method cited in the

spectra were recorded by the Korea Research Institute of
literature [25]. First, 98% ethylenediamine (5.6 g, 0.054

Chemical Technology. The electronic absorption spectral
mol), 28% ammonia water (4.8 g, excess) and 37%

titration for binding constant determination was performed
formaldehyde (12.6 g, excess) were added to a methanol

with a SCINCO S-2100 diode array spectrophotometer at
solution of NiCl ?6H O (6.4 g, 0.027 mol). The mixture2 2 258C controlled by a Lambda RM6 thermostat. (t-
was refluxed for 2 days. The solution was cooled and

Bu) NPF was added to maintain the ionic strength of the4 6filtered. Concentrated HClO was added to the solution to4 sample solution constant (0.1 M) during titration to avoid
give a final pH 6–7. The yellow crystals were formed from

any spectral changes arising from a change in the ionic
the solution in a refrigerator. The crystals were filtered out,

strength of the medium. The absorbance change of 0.1 mM
washed with methanol, and dried under air. IR: n(NH);

[Ni(B)](ClO ) or [Ni(C)](ClO ) in acetonitrile was21 2 21 13 4 2 4 23320, 3280 cm , n(ClO ); 1100 cm . C NMR4 monitored upon sequential addition of alkali metal salts
(DMSO-d ): 35.0, 50.8, 67.1 and 70.6 ppm.6 (LiClO , NaClO and KPF ). Electroanalytical measure-4 4 6

ments were carried out with a BAS 100B potentiostat.
2.2.2. [Ni(B)](ClO ) Cyclic voltammetry data were recorded by using a glassy4 2

2First, 97% 2-(aminomethyl)-15-crown-5 (0.26 g, 1.02 carbon working electrode (0.7 cm ), a platinum counter
mmol) and triethylamine (0.28 g) were added to the 30 ml electrode and Ag/AgCl (satd) electrode. Glassy carbon
methanol /water (1:1 v/v) solution of [Ni(A)](ClO ) electrode surfaces were polished with 0.05 mm alumina,4 2

(0.479 g, 1.02 mmol), 37% formaldehyde (0.17 g, 2.04 sonicated in water and air dried immediately before use.
mmol) were then added to the solution dropwise. The The acetonitrile solution containing 0.1 M (t-Bu) NClO ,4 4

solution was refluxed for 2 days. No color change of the as a supporting electrolyte, and 1.0 mM of [Ni(B)](ClO )4 2

solution was observed during this reaction. The solution or 0.5 mM of [Ni(C)](ClO ) with excess amount of alkali4 2

was concentrated and cooled. When the yellow crystals metal salts (LiClO , NaClO and KPF ) was placed in a4 4 6

formed they were filtered out, washed with methanol, and single-compartment electrochemical cell and degassed by
dried under air. Yield: |35%. Anal. Calcd. for bubbling with N gas. A N atmosphere was continuously2 2

NiC H N Cl O : C, 35.45; H, 6.09; N, 13.16. Found: maintained above the solution while the experiments were22 45 7 2 13
21C, 36.24; H, 5.81; N, 13.29. IR: n(NH); 3202 cm , in progress. The potential was first measured using a

2 21 13
n(ClO ); 1100 cm . C NMR (DMSO-d ): 45.3, 47.8, solution containing nickel(II) complex [Ni(B)](ClO ) or4 6 4 2

48.2, 49.8, 50.2, 52.2, 52.8, 66.1, 67.1, 69.6, 69.7, 69.8, [Ni(C)](ClO ) and electrolyte. Potentials of other solu-4 2

69.9, 70.1, 70.2, 70.3, 70.4, 70.5, 70.6, 72.6, 73.6 and 77.7 tions of the same species with excess concentrations of
1ppm. FAB–MS: [Ni(B)]ClO ; m /z5644. alkali metal salts were then measured.4

2.2.3. [Ni(C)](ClO )4 2

This complex was prepared by a method similar to that 3. Results and discussion
for [Ni(B)](ClO ) except that 2-(aminomethyl)-18-4 2

crown-6 instead 2-(aminomethyl)-15-crown-5 was used. 3.1. Synthesis and properties of the complexes
Yield: |25%. Anal. Calcd. for NiC H N Cl O : C,24 49 7 2 14

36.52; H, 6.26; N, 12.42. Found: C, 36.86; H, 6.12; N, Template condensation of ethylenediamine, formalde-
21 2 21 1312.14. IR: n(NH); 3010 cm , n(ClO ); 1100 cm . C hyde and ammonia in the presence of Ni(II) ion produces4

NMR (DMSO-d ): 45.3 47.8, 48.3, 50.0, 50.4, 52.8, 53.5, [Ni(A)](ClO ) together with [Ni(semisepulchrate) [26]. In6 4 2

66.1, 67.2, 69.2, 69.4, 69.5, 69.6, 69.7, 69.9, 70.1, 70.2, this preparation, only [Ni(A)](ClO ) was obtained when4 2

70.3, 70.4, 70.5, 70.7, 72.7, 73.6 and 77.7 ppm. FAB–MS: we used an excess amount of formaldehyde with reflux for
1[Ni(C)]ClO ; m /z5688. a few days and added HClO as a anion source. Suh et al.4 4
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Table 1
aSpectral data and molar conductances of the nickel(II) complexes at 258C

Complexes Electronic spectra L Ref.M
21 21 21 22 21[l , nm (´, M cm )] (V cm mol )max

[Ni(A)](ClO ) 435(83) 229 [25]4 2

[Ni(B)](ClO ) 436(72) 204 This study4 2
b437(71)
c439(76)

[Ni(C)](ClO ) 438(70) 198 This study4 2
b438(68)
c440(74)

[Ni(D)](ClO ) 437(84) 235 [32]4 2
b b441(81) 209
c437(92)

a In water unless otherwise indicated.
b In acetonitrile.
c In nitromethane.

21[25] reported that the open amine ligand of [Ni(A)] was suggest that the 1,3,5-triazacyclohexane moieties of the
cyclized by the Schiff’s base condensation with methyl- complexes make the macrocyclic ring rigid, resulting in
amine and formaldehyde [25]. We also used this route to the ligand field strength of the complexes being increased

21 2121 21 [25]. Molar conductances of the [Ni(B)] and [Ni(C)]obtain complexes of [Ni(B)] and [Ni(C)] . Reaction of
21 21 2 21[Ni(A)] with 2-aminomethyl-15-crown-5 or 2-amino- are 204 and 198 V cm mol in water at 258C,

21methyl-18-crown-6 and formaldehyde produced [Ni(B)] respectively. This indicates that the complexes are 1:2
21 13or [NI(C)] . Generally, the basicity of coordinated amine electrolytes [31]. The C NMR spectra of [Ni(B)](ClO )4 2

is decreased considerably compared with that of the free and [Ni(C)](ClO ) show 22 and 24 unique carbon peaks,4 2

amine [27]. Thus, triethylamine was added to increase the respectively, as summarized in the Section 2. These are
21 13basicity of the coordinated primary amines in [Ni(A)] . consistent with the ligand structures of B and C. The C

These complexes are soluble in water, acetonitrile, NMR spectra of the complexes are comparable with the
13nitromethane and DMSO; insoluble in chloroform, ben- C NMR spectrum of [Ni(A)](ClO ) , which has C axis4 2 2

zene and toluene, and slightly soluble in methanol and bisecting ligand A, showing four carbon peaks. It can be
ethanol. Spectral data and molar conductances of the suggested that there are no C axes in the [Ni(B)](ClO )2 4 2

complexes are shown in Table 1. The absorption maxima and [Ni(C)](ClO ) which resulted from the introduction4 2
21 21of [Ni(B)] and [Ni(C)] are shown at 436 (´572) and of bulky 2-aminomethyl crown ether groups. Similarly,

13438 nm (´570) in water, respectively. These absorption there were 17 unique carbon peaks in the C NMR
maxima appear at nearly the same wavelength to that of spectrum of [Ni(D)](ClO ) [32]. From these spectral data4 2

21[Ni(A)] and shift to a shorter wavelength compared with together with elemental analysis data, we can confirm the
those of other Ni(II) complexes of tetraaza donor ligands structure of products, [Ni(B)](ClO ) and [Ni(C)](ClO )4 2 4 2

of 14-membered ring sequence [28–30]. Thus, we can (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1.
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3.2. Cation binding properties

Upon addition of alkali metal ions to an acetonitrile
21 21solution of [Ni(B)] or [Ni(C)] , the absorption maxima

did not only shift markedly, there was also a substantial
absorption change in the UV region. Figs. 1 and 2 show a
summary of the titration curves monitoring the absorbance
changes of the complexes at 230 nm upon addition of
lithium, sodium and potassium salts. The curves show an
exponential decrease in absorbance at 230 nm with in-
creasing cation concentration, reaching saturation at higher
concentration of alkali metal ions. The binding constant
could be determined with Eq. (1):

A ´ 10 0
]] ]] ]]]5 1 1 (1)S D 1S DA 2 A ´ 2 ´ K [M ]0 0 0 s

Here A is the absorbance of the complexes in the absenceo

of alkali metal ions. A is the absorbance in the presence of
1alkali metal ions with a concentration of [M ], ´ and ´o b

are the molar extinction coefficients of the complexes and
the bound species, respectively, and K is the bindings

1 21constant. A plot of A /(A 2 A) vs. [M ] gave a straight0 0 21Fig. 2. Electronic absorption titration curve for [Ni(C)] with alkaliline. The binding constant, K , can be determined by thes metal ions in acetonitrile at 298 K. The absorbance was monitored at 230
ratio of intercept / slope from the plot of A /(A 2 A) vs.0 0 nm.

1 21 21[M ] [33,34]. The binding constants of [Ni(B)] and
21[Ni(C)] toward alkali metal ions are listed in Table 2.

21 1 1 1The binding constants of [Ni(B)] toward alkali metal ions are in the order Li .Na .K [35]. This is con-
1 1sistent with the charge density of the cations: Li .Na .

1 21K . The binding constants of [Ni(C)] toward alkali
1 1 1metal ions are in the order Li .Na .K . This indicates

that the size matching effect is most common in this
21system. Overall binding constants of the [Ni(B)] and

21[Ni(C)] toward alkali metal ions are relatively small
compared with those of free 15-crown-5 and 18-crown-6,
respectively. From this result, we can suggest that a Lewis
acid, nickel(II) ion, could reduce the election density of
oxygen atoms of the complexes, or the hosts become rigid
in configuration to bind guest ions due to the bulky
substituent, macrocyclic complexes of Ni(II) [35].

3.3. Electrochemistry

Electrochemical properties of the complexes were in-

Table 2
Binding constants of compounds with alkali metal ions in acetonitrile at
298 K

Compound Log Ks

1 1 1Li Na K Ref.

[Ni(B)](ClO ) 3.34 3.16 2.67 This study4 2

[Ni(C)](ClO ) 1.36 3.76 4.05 This study4 2

15-crown-5 .4 4.81 2.98 [35]21Fig. 1. Electronic absorption titration curve for [Ni(B)] with alkali a18-crown-6 2.34 4.8 5.72 [35]
metal ions in acetonitrile at 298 K. The absorbance was monitored at 230

anm. At 300 K.
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vestigated in acetonitrile using cyclic voltammetry with 0.1
M (t-Bu) NClO as a supporting electrolyte. The two4 4

complexes exhibit quasi-reversible reduction and irrevers-
21ible oxidation waves. The oxidations of [Ni(B)] and

21[Ni(C)] occurred at 11.434 V (irr) and 11.442 V (irr),
respectively, and the reductions at 21.317 V (quasi-rev)
and 21.312 V (quasi-rev), respectively, vs. Ag/AgCl
(satd) reference electrode. These redox potentials are

21similar to those of [Ni(D)] [32], indicating that the
electronic effect of the pendant arms is regrettable in these
complexes. Crown ether is a typical compound of a host
material in host–guest chemistry. The crown ether linked
with redox center is interesting because it has the ability to
be a model complex of an electrochemical sensor or redox

Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammogram of [Ni(B)](ClO ) in acetonitrile (0.1 M4 2switching material. The transition metal ion of the complex TBAP) in the absence of alkali metal ion (? ? ? ? ?), and in the presence
1 1 1can change the electric state of the crown ether increasing of Li (———), Na (- - - - -) and K (———).

the selectivity against the alkali metal ion. The electro-
chemical behavior of the complexes was examined in the
presence of guests capable of binding to the crown ether
pendants. Cyclic voltammograms were recorded after the between the guest at the crown ether and the divalent
addition of an excess of alkali metal ions to the electro- nickel ion makes the complex easier to reduce. The

21 21chemical solution of [Ni(B)] and [Ni(C)] . The results reduction potentials of the complex shift to the positive
1 1 1are summarized in Table 3. direction in the order Li (124 mV).Na (20 mV).K

21 21[Ni(B)] and [Ni(C)] exhibited positive shifts in (11 mV). The overall trend in the shifts of reduction
oxidation and reduction potentials upon addition of alkali potential (DE) parallels the expected affinity of these ions

21metal ions. Overall, the irreversible curves and no consid- for 15-crown-5 pendant of [Ni(B)] in acetonitrile.
1erable potential changes were observed in oxidation pro- However, a relatively large DE difference between Li

1cesses. However, either considerable changes in reduction and Na is observed in this experiment compared with the
1 1potential were observed, or the cyclic voltammograms binding constants of Li and Na , which are similar in

were consistent with sufficient behavior to determine the log K value. From this result, we can say that the elec-
reduction potential. The cyclic voltammogram of the tronic effect dominates the size effect to bind alkali metal

21 21complex [Ni(B)] in the presence of various cationic ions onto 15-crown-5 pendant of [Ni(B)] when Ni(II) of
guests is shown in Fig. 3. The shift of reduction potential the complex is reduced to Ni(I).
to the positive direction in the presence of alkali metal ions The equilibrium constants K and K in Scheme 2red ox

can be explained by two factors. One is the electronic correspond to the binding processes by the reduced and
effect: the electron density of the Ni(II) ion decreased by oxidized form of the host, respectively.
the Lewis acids binding onto the crown ether pendants. These four thermodynamic values are related by Eq. (2)
Another is charge–charge repulsion: electrostatic repulsion [7].

KRT red
] ]]E8 2 E8 5 ln (2)bound free nF Kox

Table 3
1Therefore, a larger DE value in the presence of Li thanCyclic voltammetry data of the complexes in the absence and presence of 1 / 2

a 1alkali metal ions in the presence of Na induces a much larger K value ofred
1 1host complex toward Li than Na .Complexes E , V E , V Guest ionox red 21

Ni(II) /Ni(III) Ni(II) /Ni(I) The complex [Ni(C)] also exhibits a positive shift in
reduction potential upon addition of various cationic guests[Ni(B)](ClO ) 11.434 21.317 None4 2

1 (Fig. 4). The reduction potentials of the complex shift to a21.193 Li
1 1 1

21.297 Na positive direction in the order K (49 mV).Na (27
1 121.306 K mV).Li (8 mV). The overall trend in the values of redox

[Ni(C)](ClO ) 11.442 21.312 None potentials also parallels the expected affinity of the ions for4 2
1 2121.304 Li 18-crown-6 [35]. The differences in DE of [Ni(C)] in1 / 21

21.285 Na the presence of each alkali metal ions are relatively small1
21.263 K 21compared with those of [Ni(B)] , indicating that

b 21[Ni(D)](ClO ) 11.438 21.314 None4 2 [Ni(B)] has greater selectivity for alkali metal ions,
1 21a Reference electrode is Ag/AgCl (satd). especially for Li ion, than [Ni(C)] when Ni(II) is

b Ref. [32]. reduced to Ni(I).
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Abstract

The interaction of iron carbonyls, Fe(CO) , Fe (CO) and Fe (CO) with Me NO occurs according to a one-electron redox-5 2 9 3 12 3
?2 ?2 ?2 ?2disproportionation scheme giving rise to iron carbonyl radical anions: Fe (CO) (1), Fe (CO) (2), Fe (CO) (3) and Fe (CO) (4).2 8 3 12 3 11 4 13

The role of Me NO, inducing CO-substitution, consists of the generation of reactive 17-electron species with a labile coordination sphere3

in which the substitution for other ligands occurs, resulting from fast ligand and electron exchange in the confines of the ETC-reaction.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Iron carbonyls; Trimethylamine N-oxide; Iron carbonyl radical anions; Trimethylamine N-oxide induced CO-groups substitution

1. Introduction carbonyls with different Lewis bases takes place according
to the chain radical mechanism with the preliminary

Trimethylamine N-oxide induced CO-groups substitu- activating complex-formation and that odd-electron inter-
tion for other ligands in metal–carbonyl complexes is a mediates, iron carbonyl radical anions 1–4, play a key role
generally recognised way of preparing compounds which in these processes [13–15].
cannot be synthesised using photochemical methods and Amine oxides are known to be bases of moderate
heating [1–7]. In particular, the substitution of carbonyl strength [16], thus it is a fundamental question if their
ligands for phosphines, phosphites and triphenylarsines in reactions with iron carbonyls are governed by common
iron carbonyls have been described in the literature [8–10]. regularities or if they have their own special mechanism.

According to the literature the mechanism of these The purpose of the present paper was to carry out an
conversions is explained in terms of a paradigm about a ESR-spectroscopy investigation of the interaction of iron
key role of 16-electron coordinatively unsaturated inter- carbonyls Fe(CO) , Fe (CO) and Fe (CO) with5 2 9 3 12

mediates in substitution reactions (known as a Tolman role Me NO.3
2 2 2[11], i.e. the transfer of 18e →16e →18e ). In so doing

the reactions of amine oxides with iron carbonyls are often
separated into a special class, namely ‘the substitution 2. Experimental
reactions in the presence of O-atom transfer reagents’ [7].
The weak point of such mechanisms consists in an The synthesis of iron carbonyls and preparation of
assumption about the participation of the Fe (CO) type samples were carried out according to previously publishedn m21

16-electron intermediates (where n51, m55; n52, m59; procedures [13,14]. Trimethylamine N-oxide (Fluka) was
n53, m512) in it, which have not yet been detected in purified by evaporation of water with DMFA, followed by
solution, notwithstanding the length and special care of vacuum sublimation [23]. Triethylamine and tributylamine
investigations [12]. were dehydrated over CaH and degassed in vacuo by2

We have recently shown that the interaction of iron multiple freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The reactions were
conducted directly in an ampoule placed in the ESR
spectrometer cavity with the equimolar reagents ratio*Corresponding author. Tel.: 17-95-135-9221; fax: 17-95-135-5085.

22 21
E-mail address: belyur@ineos.ac.ru (Y.A. Belousov) (10 –10 M). ESR spectra were taken with an ERS-221

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00164-3
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(ZWG DDR) instrument in an X-range with a 100 kHz
modulation.

3. Results and discussion

The reactions were conducted directly in an ampoule
placed in the ESR spectrometer cavity with the equimolar

22 21reagents ratio of ca. 10 –10 M of THF within the
temperature range 290 to 208C. In the first stages of the
reactions with iron pentacarbonyl there first appear signals

?2from iron carbonyl radical anions: Fe (CO) ( g52.0385),2 8
?2 ?2Fe (CO) ( g52.0013), Fe (CO) ( g52.0498) and3 12 3 11
?2Fe (CO) ( g52.0135). (The g-factor values are given for4 13

THF solutions at 2808C and are in a good agreement with
previously published data [17]) (Fig. 1). Reaction with
Fe (CO) results in the signal from 1 appearing first,2 9

followed by those of 2, 4 and 3. Reaction with Fe (CO)3 12

results in the order of signals arising in the order of 2, 3
followed by 1 and 4 (Fig. 2).

The dehydration extent of the initial trimethylamine
oxide exerts a considerable influence upon the rate of the

Fig. 2. The ESR spectrum observed in the reaction of Fe (CO) with3 12

Me NO in THF at 2808C. (a) Ca. 2 min after beginning of the reaction,3
?2 ?2 ?2(b) ca. 5.5 min, (c) ca. 10 min: Fe (CO) (1), Fe (CO) (2), Fe (CO)2 8 3 12 3 11

?2(3) and Fe (CO) (4).4 13

process under study, with the most pronounced in the
reaction with less active iron pentacarbonyl. Using the
commercially available material, Me NO?2H O, iron car-3 2

bonyl radical anions 1–4 are actively generated in the
initial stages even at 2908C. Using the thoroughly purified
and dehydrated Me NO results in considerable amounts of3

these species only with the temperature increase up to
2308C and within 8 min after the beginning of the process.
The interaction with amines occurs in a similar way. In the
case of the thoroughly dehydrated amines R N (R5Et,3

n-Bu), including pyridine [14] in aprotic media, the
generation of iron carbonyl radical anions occurs much
more slowly than in the case of amines containing water.

Thus, the interaction of all three iron carbonyls with
Me NO results in the same series of iron carbonyl radical3

anions, which was observed by the present authors in the
reactions of iron carbonyls with other Lewis bases [13–
15]. Furthermore, the character of changing iron carbonyl
radical anions concentration with time and the dependence
of the initial iron carbonyl type is also the same.

The present authors have shown previously [13–15] that
the formation of intermediates 1–4 was characteristic of

Fig. 1. The ESR spectrum observed in the reaction of Fe(CO) with5 the reaction of iron carbonyls with Lewis bases, forMe NO?2H O in THF at 2808C. (a) Ca. 1 min after beginning of the3 2 2
?2 ?2 instance L , and was a result of a two-stage redox-reaction, (b) ca. 3.5 min, (c) ca. 8 min: Fe (CO) (1), Fe (CO) (2),2 8 3 12

?2 ?2Fe (CO) (3) and Fe (CO) (4). initiation:3 11 4 13
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2 2Fe (CO) 1 L á[Fe (CO) C(O)L] (1) species that ‘switch on’ the process studied using then m n m21

reaction of Fe (CO) with different phosphines and3 12
2 phosphites [20,21] which is known as the nucleophilic[Fe (CO) C(O)L] 1 Fe (CO)n m21 n m

substitution and is catalysed by electron transfer (ETC)?1 ?2→ [Fe (CO) C(O)L] 1 Fe (CO)n m21 n m [22]:
?2→ Fe (CO) 1 CO (2)n m21 ?2 ?2Fe (CO) áFe (CO) 1 CO (9)n m n m21

n51, m55; n52, m59; n53, m512.
?2 ?2From this viewpoint it is easy to explain the influence of Fe (CO) 1 L → Fe (CO) L (10)n m21 n m21

the dehydration extent of the initial Me NO on the reaction3
?2course. The commercially available reagent contains two Fe (CO) L 1 Fe (CO) → Fe (CO) L 1n m21 n m n m21

molecules of water of crystallisation. This means that at
?2Fe (CO) (11)n mthe stage of the activating complex-formation iron car-

2bonyl reacts not with Me NO but with the anion OH3 where L is phosphine or phosphite.
2(L ), which is formed according to the following scheme: In the confines of such a scheme it is also possible to

1 2Me NO1H O→Me NOH 1OH . The hydroxyl anion3 2 3 give insight into kinetic regularities, obtained in previously
being a stronger base than the dehydrated Me NO, favours3 published papers [8,9], with the stages (1) or (3) taken as
the formation of iron carbonyl radical anions to a greater rate-controlling.
extent. Using dehydrated Me NO (as well as in reactions3 Deoxidation of N-oxide to amine or its complexes can
with pure amines, for instance pyridine [14]) in aprotic occur within the coordination sphere of odd-electron
solution, the retardation of the iron carbonyl radical anions radical species: either in the reaction with iron carbonyl
generation rate is accounted for by the energy loss for the radical anions 1, 3 and 4, similarly to analogous reactions
separation of charges in the course of one-electron transfer of nitro and nitroso compounds [13], or as a result of
from the neutral iron carbonyl adduct to another iron transformations in oxidised iron carbonyl adduct

?1carbonyl molecule (L-amine oxide or amine): (Fe (CO) C(O)L] ) (reaction (4)). The subsequentn m21

transformation into diamagnetic iron carbonyl complexesFe (CO) 1 Lá[Fe (CO) C(O)L] (3)n m n m21
of trimethylamine can take place in reactions followed by
electron transfer. The resulting free amine, interacting with[Fe (CO) C(O)L] 1 Fe (CO)n m21 n m
iron carbonyls similar to amine oxide, also causes iron

?1 ?2→ [Fe (CO) C(O)L] 1 Fe (CO)n m21 n m carbonyl radical anion generation of the initial amine
?2 oxide.→ Fe (CO) 1 CO (4)n m21

Therefore, the interaction of iron carbonyls with Me NO3n51, m55; n52, m59; n53, m512. presents a chain radical process, at the first stages of which
The interconversions of iron carbonyl radical anions are one-electron redox-initiation with preliminary complex-

well-known and typical for reversible processes, and are formation takes place. The role of Me NO consists of the3observed in closed systems where the necessary CO generation of reactive 17-electron species with a labile
concentration is maintained [13–15,17–19]. They can be coordination sphere in which the substitution for other
described by the system of Eqs. (5)–(8): ligands occurs, resulting from fast ligand and electron

?2 ?2 exchange in the confines of the ETC-reaction.Fe (CO) áFe (CO) 1 CO (5)3 12 3 11

?2 ?2Fe (CO) 1 COáFe (CO) 1 Fe(CO) (6)3 12 2 8 5
Acknowledgements
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Abstract

Six new isobutyl derivatives of antimony have been synthesized in good yields, including the five-coordinate i-Bu SbI and the3 2

three-coordinate i-Bu SbI, i-Bu SbBr, i-BuSbBr , i-Bu SbH, and i-BuSbH . The iodides were made from addition of iodine to i-Bu Sb2 2 2 2 2 3

and subsequent thermal decomposition of i-Bu SbI . The bromides were synthesized by thermal exchange reactions of i-Bu Sb with3 2 3

SbBr , and the hydrides from reduction of the bromides with LiAlH . All compounds have been characterized by elemental analysis, IR,3 4

and NMR spectroscopy.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Organoantimony; Synthesis; NMR; IR

1. Introduction chosen to impart a degree of stability to the hydrides
through its size, but yet to allow for the possibility of b

Much of the research in main group chemistry in recent hydrogen elimination as a decompostion pathway that was
years has been driven by the need for new and improved not available to the neopentyl analogs. Results from
materials. An example of this has been the growth of a previous work led to recommendations of temperatures
wide variety of films including metals, semiconductors, from 3278–4278C to deposit InSb in reactions of the
oxides, and nitrides by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). neopentyl hydrides with Me In [9], which is also in the3

This in turn has prompted a search for alternative chemical range suggested for the growth of indium antimonide
precursors to grow purer films, more efficiently, and in alloys containing arsenic and bismuth [4,21]. Our objective
some instances more selectively. Our interest in organoan- has been to synthesize thermally stable antimony pre-
timony chemistry has been associated with synthesizing cursors that will allow deposition of more complex materi-
new precursors for the growth of antimony-based semi- als such as InAs Sb and InBi Sb at lower tempera-12x x 12x x

conductors. In most of the early deposition work, Me Sb tures.3

[1] and Et Sb [2] were used because of their commercial3

availability, although there was one report of the use of the
unstable SbH [3]. Since 1991, the list of antimony 2. Experimental section3

precursors has increased to include a variety of alkyls
[4,5], alkyl hydrides [6–9], amino compounds [10], and A high-vacuum system and helium-filled glove box
more recently SbD [11]. We have focused on the synthesis (Vacuum/Atmospheres Dri-Lab, model HE 43-2) were3

of new, stable organohydrides in view of the success used in this work. Pentane, toluene, and diethyl ether were
obtained with the tertiarybutyl compounds of phosphorus dried with sodium and stored over sodium/benzophenone;
[12,13] and arsenic [14,15]. The route to the hydrides has deuterated benzene was dried and stored over Na/K alloy.
been through reduction of the corresponding organohalides Tetraglyme was distilled at reduced pressure from sodium/
synthesized by redistribution reactions [16–18] or ther- benzophenone and stored in the glove box; isobutyl
molysis of triorganoantimony dihalides [19,20]. In this chloride was distilled in vacuo from P O Antimony2 5.

work, the synthesis and characterization of six new iso- trichloride was purchased from Aldrich Chemical and
butylantimony compounds are reported, including the sublimed before use; antimony, magnesium, and lithium
primary and secondary hydrides. The isobutyl group was aluminum hydride, also purchased from Aldrich, were used

as received. Proton and carbon-13 NMR spectra were
*Fax: 11-202-767-3321. recorded on a Bruker AC-300 instrument at 300.13 and

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00165-5
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75.468 Hz, respectively. The proton spectra were refer- formed immediately. After approximately five min, a
enced to the residual protic peak of benzene at 7.15 ppm brown/black solid and a light brown suspension were
and the proton-decoupled carbon-13 spectra to the center present. The reactor was placed in an oil bath at 1328C,
of the benzene triplet at 128 ppm. Infrared spectra were and after 20 min it contained a wet, black solid. Heating
obtained on a Perkin–Elmer 1430 spectrophotometer as for 4.5 h at 1308–1358C produced a yellow liquid and a
gases, liquid films between KBr plates, or as 1% com- smaller amount of gray /black solid; further heating at this
ponents of KBr pellets. Transmission intensities were temperature for an additional five hours produced little
determined by the method of Durkin, et al. [22]. Vapor change in appearance. A clear, colorless liquid (0.0806 g)
pressures were measured using an MKS capacitance was distilled in vacuo from the reactor at ambient tempera-
manometer. Melting points were obtained on a MEL- ture to a trap at 21968C; the infrared spectrum of this
TEMP II from Laboratory Devices USA and are reported material showed evidence for the presence of i-BuBr,
uncorrected. Elemental analyses were performed by E1R based on a comparison to the spectrum of a commercial
Microanalytical Laboratory, Parsippany, NJ. sample, and at least one other unidentified compound. A

yellow liquid (2) (1.0867 g, 3.440 mmol, 54.6% yield)
2.1. Synthesis of (Me CHCH ) Sb (1) remained in the reactor and was subsequently distilled at2 2 3

26 1608C and 5310 Torr. H NMR (C D ): 0.89(d, 12H,6 6

A Grignard reaction with i-BuMgCl and SbBr was used J56.5 Hz, CH ), 1.82(d, 4.4H, J56.9 Hz, CH ), 1.99(h,3 3 2

to synthesize (1). Isobutylmagnesium chloride was ob- 2.6H, J56.7 Hz, CH); the spectrum also contained peaks
tained from the vacuum distillation of i-BuCl (9.9936 g, assigned to a small amount (|11%) of (1) at 1.00(d, J56.6

13 1107.96 mmol) in two quantities into a flask containing 30 Hz), 1.40(d, J56.9 Hz). Ch Hj NMR: 38.72 (s,
ml of diethyl ether and powdered magnesium (2.7510 g, SbCH CH(CH ) ), 27.21 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ), 25.66 (s,2 3 2 2 3 2

113.15 mmol). After each addition, the mixture was SbCH CH(CH ) ); peaks due to (1) were observed at2 3 2
21warmed to ambient temperature with stirring each time, 28.60(s), 28.08(s), and 25.92(s). IR (film, cm ): 2955 vs,

and the subsequent vigorous reaction was cooled period- 2925 m, sh, 2890 m, 2870 m, 1465 m, 1400 w, 1380 w,
ically in liquid nitrogen before allowing the final solution 1365 m, 1330 vw, 1310 w, 1165 w, 1090 vw, 1025 vw,
to stir at ambient temperature overnight. The flask with the 605 vw. Elemental Anal. Calcd. for C H SbBr: C, 30.42;8 18

gray–black Grignard reagent was connected to a two-neck H, 5.74; Sb, 38.54; Br, 25.30. Found: C, 30.63; H, 5.69;
roundbottom flask containing SbCl (5.830 g, 25.56 Sb, 38.31; Br, 25.14.3

mmol), and the apparatus evacuated before adding 20 ml
Et O to dissolve the SbCl The solution was cooled to2 3.

2.3. Synthesis of Me CHCH SbBr (3)08C, and the Grignard was added slowly over a period of 2 2 2

20–25 min to yield a thick gray precipitate that was stirred
An exchange reaction between one equivalent of (1) andovernight at ambient temperature. After removing most of

two equivalents of SbBr yielded (3). The addition ofthe ether by vacuum distillation, the remaining gray solid 3

SbBr (2.1452 g, 5.935 mmol) to a 10-ml Pyrex reactorwas extracted four times with 20 ml of dry pentane, and 3

containing (1) (0.8726 g, 2.977 mmol) in the dry boxthe pentane distilled off. The remaining clear, colorless
26 produced a bright yellow solid and liquid mixture, whichliquid was further distilled in vacuo at 508C (5310 Torr)

turned black within 5–10 min. After 16 h in an oil bath atusing a short-path still and the distillate collected at
1 1358C, the reactor contained a yellow liquid and a small21968C (1) (4.7725 g, 16.283 mmol, 63.7% yield). H

amount of gray solid. Upon cooling the reactor to 21968CNMR (C D ): 1.00(d, 18H, J56.6 Hz, CH ), 1.39(d,6 6 3

and opening, a small amount of noncondensable gas was5.7H, J56.91 Hz, CH ), 1.85(n, 1.8H, J56.6 Hz, CH).2
13 1 removed. The reactor was warmed to ambient temperature,Ch Hj NMR: 28.78 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ), 28.18 (s,2 3 2

and a clear, colorless liquid (0.1043 g) was transferred inSbCH CH(CH ) ), 26.00 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ). IR (film,2 3 2 2 3 2
21 vacuo to a trap at 21968C. This material was identified ascm ): 2950 vs, 2920 m, 2890 m, 2860 m, 1465 m, 1450

mainly C H based on the following: IR (gas, P514w, sh, 1405 vw, 1375 m, 1360 m, 1325 w, 1310 w, 1205 4 10
21vw, 1160 m, 1080 vw, 1020 vw, 955 vw, 915 vw, 750 br, Torr; cm ): 2975s, sh, 2965 vs, 2950 s, 2920 m, 2900 m,

vw, 730 br, vw, 600 vw. sh, 2890 m, 2880 m, 2870 m, sh, 1475 m, 1465 m, 1455 w,
1395 w, 1380 w, 1335 vw, 1175 vw. Molecular weight

2.2. Synthesis of (Me CHCH ) SbBr (2) (gas phase)564; for C H 558. The yellow liquid remain-2 2 2 4 10
26ing in the reactor was distilled at 528C (5310 Torr) to

An exchange reaction between two equivalents of (1) yield a yellow distillate (3) (2.0629g, 6.091 mmol, 68.2%
1and one equivalent of SbBr was used to synthesize (2). yield): H NMR (C D ): 0.72(d, 6H, J56.6Hz, CH ),3 6 6 3

Antimony tribromide (0.7593 g, 2.101 mmol) was added 2.03(m, 0.9H, J56.4 Hz, CH), 2.14(d, 2.3H, J57.1 Hz);
in the dry box to (1) (1.2317 g, 4.201 mmol) in a 10-ml the spectrum also contained peaks assigned to a small

13Pyrex reactor equipped with a Kontes glass–Teflon stop- amount (|6%) of (2) at 0.91(d, J56.6 Hz). ChHj NMR:
cock. A clear, yellow solution and a light-colored solid 49.95 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ), 26.83 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ),2 3 2 2 3 2
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25.51 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ); peaks due to (2) were 2108C trap. A clear, colorless liquid (0.6571 g) collected2 3 2

observed at 38.85(s), 27.27(s), and 25.74(s). IR (film, at 21968C and was identified primarily as i-BuI (3.571
21 1cm ): 2955 vs, 2925 m, sh, 2890 m, sh, 2870 m, 1795 mmol) based on the following: H NMR (C D ): 0.72(d, 66 6

vw, 1465 m, 1455 m, sh, 1440 sh, w, 1395 w, 1385 m, H, J56.5 Hz, CH ), 1.32 (n, 0.5 H, J56.4 Hz, CH),3

1365 m, 1330 vw, 1310 w, 1230 vw, 1200 vw, 1175 sh, w, 2.70(d, 1.4 H, J55.9 Hz, CH ). The pattern was identical2

1165 m, 1080 vw, 1015 w, 955 vw, 920 vw, 815 vw, 735 to that reported for i-BuI in CDCl but with solvent shifts3
21w, 600 vw. Elemental Anal. Calcd. for C H SbBr : C, [23]. IR (gas, P514 Torr; cm ): 2975 vs, 2970 vs, 28804 9 2

14.19; H, 2.68; Sb, 35.95; Br, 47.19. Found: C, 14.40; H, m, 1465 w, 1395 w, sh, 1385 m, 1320 w, 1310 w, 1200 s,
2.59; Sb, 35.79; Br, 47.05. 1195 m, sh, 835 w, 740 w, 615 w, 605 w, 485 w.

Molecular weight (gas phase)5191; for C H I,5184. The4 9
262.4. Synthesis of (Me CHCH ) SbI (4) yellow liquid was distilled in vacuo at 5582608C (53102 2 3 2

Torr) to yield a clear, bright yellow distillate (5) (1.3558g,
1The reaction of (1) with I yielded (4). Iodine (2.6296 3.736 mmol, 97% yield). H NMR (C D ): 0.86(d, 12H,2 6 6

g, 10.361 mmol) was added slowly to a solution of (1) J56.4 Hz, CH ), 1.98(m, 4.8H, J56.6 Hz, CHCH ); the3 2

(2.9907 g, 10.204 mmol) in toluene in a glove box. The spectrum also contained peaks assigned to |3% of (1) at
solution was colorless in the presence of solid I during the 1.00(d, J56.6 Hz), 1.40(d, J57.2 Hz) and an unidentified2

13 1initial stages of addition but was purple with no solid species at 0.61(d, J56.6 Hz). Ch Hj NMR: 33.61 (s,
present when the addition was concluded. No change in SbCH CH(CH ) ), 28.38 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ), 25.54 (s,2 3 2 2 3 2

21appearance was apparent after stirring overnight at ambient SbCH CH(CH ) ). IR (film, cm ): 2950 vs, 2920 m,sh,2 3 2

temperature. The solution was transferred to an H-tube in 2890 m, 2865 m, 1465 m, 1400 w, 1380 m, 1365 m, 1320
the dry box and most of the toluene distilled out, producing w, 1310 w, 1160 m, 1085 vw, 1020 w, 955 vw, 920 vw,
a light yellow precipitate. Pentane (10 ml) was distilled 770 br, vw, 605 w. Elemental Anal. Calcd. for C H SbI:8 18

into the H-tube, and the solid dissolved. The solution was C, 26.48; H, 5.00; Sb, 33.55; I, 34.97. Found: C, 26.26; H,
cooled with liquid nitrogen until a precipitate formed and 4.84; Sb, 33.29; I, 34.85.
filtered cold to yield a light yellow precipitate and a yellow
filtrate. This procedure was repeated an additional three

2.6. Synthesis of (Me CHCH ) SbH (6)2 2 2times to obtain a white precipitate (0.9584 g) and a yellow
solid (3.8716 g), which was left after removal of the

The synthesis of (6) was accomplished by the reduction
pentane and drying in vacuo at 608C. Total (4): 4.8300 g,

of (2) with LiAlH . A solution of (2) (0.9682 g, 2.66848.831 mmol, 86.5% yield. Sublimation of the yellow solid
mmol) in Et O (6 ml) was added during a 10-min period26 2at 708C (5310 Torr) produced an almost colorless
to a mixture of LiAlH (0.173 g, 4.56 mmol) in Et O (64 2sublimate at 08C and no evidence of any other volatile
ml) at 2408C. Stirring was continued for an additional 30

material. The white precipitate melted at 748–768C, and
min before transferring the volatile materials to a series of1the sublimate at 748–758C. H NMR of white solid
traps at 2408C|21968C as the reactor warmed to ambient

(C D ): 0.88(d, 18H, J56.6 Hz, CH ), 2.55(n, 2.7H,6 6 3 temperature. A clear, colorless liquid collected at 2408C,13 1J56.7 Hz, CH), 3.01(d, 6.0H, J57.0, CH ). Ch Hj2 was further distilled according to RT|08|21968C. The
NMR: 58.28 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ), 27.11 (s,2 3 2 21968C fraction was distilled according to RT|2458|2
SbCH CH(CH ) ), 24.22 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ). IR (white2 3 2 2 3 2 1968C to yield (6) (0.5250g, 2.215 mmol, 83.0% yield) in21solid, KBr pellet, cm ): 2960 s, 2920 m, 2895 m, 2870

the 2458C trap with a vapor pressure of 1.6 Torr at
m, 2730 vw, 2715 vw, 2635 vw, 2620 vw, 1465 s, 1440 w, 126.58C. H NMR (C D ): 0.933, 0.929(d of d, 12H, J56.7,6 6sh, 1400 m, 1385 m, 1365 m, 1325 m, 1205 w, 1180 m, sh,

6.3 Hz, CH ), 1.29(m, 2.0H, CH), 1.77(m, 3.5H, CH ),3 21160 s, 1095 s, 1035 s, 960 w, 945 w, 925 w, 825 m, 775 132.34(q, 0.8H, J55.1 Hz, SbH). ChHj NMR: 28.89 (s,
vs, 615 m, 425 w, 400 w, 305 m. Elemental Anal. (white

SbCH CH(CH ) ), 25.62 (s, SbCH CH(CH )(CH );2 3 2 2 3 3solid) Calcd. for C H SbI : C, 26.35; H, 4.98; Sb, 22.26;12 27 2 25.43 (s, SbCH CH(CH )(CH )), 20.92 (s,2 3 3I, 46.41. Found: C, 26.65; H, 5.00; Sb, 22.00; I, 46.39. 21SbCH CH(CH ) ). IR (film, cm ): 2950 vs, 2930 m,sh,2 3 2

2895 m, 2865 m, 1840 s, 1465 m, 1410 w, 1380 m, 13652.5. Synthesis of (Me CHCH ) SbI (5)2 2 2 m, 1325 w, 1310 w, 1205 vw, 1165 m, 1085 w, 1025 w,
955 vw, 920 vw, 820 vw, 775 w, 635 vw, 555 vw.The synthesis of (5) was accomplished by the thermal
Elemental Anal. Calcd for C H Sb: C, 40.55; H, 8.08; Sb,8 19decomposition of (4). Triisobutylantimony diiodide
51.37. Found: C, 40.48; H, 8.62; Sb, 51.18.(2.1109 g, 3.860 mmol) was heated at 1058–1108C for 3 h.

Upon cooling to ambient temperature, a yellow liquid
remained. The reactor was opened to a series of traps at 2.7. Synthesis of Me CHCH SbH (7)2 2 2

2108C and 21968C under a dynamic vacuum for two
hours. Most of the yellow liquid (1.3558 g) remained in The reduction of (3) with LiAlH yielded (7). Iso-4

the reaction flask with a small amount collecting in the butylantimony dibromide (3) (1.3789 g, 4.071 mmol) was
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dissolved in 5 ml of tetraglyme and added in small them to completion. Isobutyl bromide and i-C H were4 10

quantities over a 20-min period to a mixture of LiAlH in observed among the minor products recovered in the4

15 ml of tetraglyme in a 50 ml flask at 2158C connected synthesis of (2) and (3), respectively. The presence of
to a vacuum system. The addition resulted in the formation i-BuBr likely occurred from a competing secondary redox
of a yellow–brown color in the reaction mixture. After reaction to form Sb and i-Bu SbBr , with the latter3 2

each addition, the mixture was stirred for about a minute, subsequently decomposing on heating to give i-Bu SbBr2

and the reactor was opened to a series of three traps at (2) and i-BuBr. Since a stoichiometric quantity of i-BuBr
21968C and the vacuum pump to remove noncondensable, was not recovered, it would appear this was not the major
presumably H , and condensable material. Upon complete reaction path to (2). A similar reaction between Et Sb and2 3

addition of (3), the reaction mixture was stirred for an SbBr in a 1:2 ratio at 1008C reportedly gave Et SbBr in3 3 2

additional 15 min at 2158C with the reactor open to the 84% yields instead of EtSbBr [28]. Infrared and NMR2

traps and pump. At this time, no material was collecting in spectra were obtained for both (2) and (3). The IR spectra
the 21968C traps, and the reactor was allowed to warm were very similar to each other, consisting of peaks arising
gradually to ambient temperature; little additional material from the isobutyl group; the Sb–Br stretching vibrations,

21transferred. The volatile, condensable material was frac- which occur between 225–255 cm in SbBr [29], were3

tionated according to RT|2968|21968C, and the 2968C below the cutoff for the 5-mm KBr windows and were not
1fraction distilled further by RT|2238|21968C. A clear, observed. In the H spectra, the methylene doublet was

colorless liquid (7) (0.4326 g, 2.392 mmol, 59% yield) shifted downfield with increasing bromine substitution,
collected in the 21968C trap. Vapor pressure at 08C57.9 which was attributed to the deshielding nature of the

1Torr. H NMR (C D ): 0.83 (d, 6H, J56.6 Hz, CH ), 1.45 bromine. Furthermore, the methylene protons of (2) ap-6 6 3

(q, 1.8H, J55.4 Hz, CH ), 1.65(o, 0.9H, J56.6Hz, CH), peared to be equivalent unlike those of (Me CCH )SbI,2 3 2
13 11.83 (t, 1.4H, J55.3 Hz, SbH ). Ch Hj NMR: 29.21 (s, which produced an AB pattern presumably because of a2

SbCH CH(CH ) ), 24.98 (s, SbCH CH(CH ) ), 14.43 (s, higher barrier to inversion caused by the larger neopentyl2 3 2 2 3 2
21 groups [30]. The spectrum of (3), on the other hand wasSbCH CH(CH ) ). IR (gas, P520 Torr, cm ): 3670 vw,2 3 2

more complex in both the methylene and methine regions2960 vs, 2880 m, 1920 w, sh, 1870 vs, 1830 w, sh, 1470
as shown in Fig. 1(a). The low-field peak of the methylenew, 1385 w, 1325 w, 1315 w, sh, 1170 w, 1090 vw, 1030
doublet was split into an irregular doublet while the high-vw, 815 w, 785 w, 665 vw, br, 635 vw, br, 575 vw, 550
field peak remained comparatively broad (FWHM51.2vw. Elemental Anal. Calcd. for C H Sb: C, 26.56; H,4 11

Hz); the methine region contained a minimum of 15 peaks.6.13; Sb, 67.31. Found: C, 26.48; H, 6.39; Sb, 67.04.
The complexity of these areas is believed to be due to a
nonequivalence of the methylene protons with respect to
the bromine atoms, giving rise to an ABC system. De-

3. Results and discussion shielding from the bromine atoms was also seen in the
13downfield shift of the a carbon resonance of the ChHj

Triisobutylantimony (1) was synthesized by the reaction spectra relative to (2) and (1).
of SbCl with a Grignard reagent according to published As expected from previous oxidative addition reactions3

procedures [24] to give reasonable yields (63.7%) of a of halogens to tertiary stibines yielding the well-known
clear, colorless liquid that could be distilled at 508C and trialkylantimony dihalides [31], the reaction of (1) with I2

265310 Torr. The infrared and NMR spectra were in good gave the five-coordinate i-Bu SbI (4) as a soluble,3 2

agreement with those found in more recent studies [25,26]. sublimable white solid in good yields. The IR spectrum
1In the H NMR spectrum, the methyl groups and the contained bands similar to those observed for the other

methylene protons produced doublets expected for equiva- isobutyl derivatives as well as weak bands at 425, 400, and
21lency and for coupling with the methine proton; the 305 cm ; bands in this region have been assigned to

methine proton pattern contained nine lines resulting from MCC deformations in (i-Pr) SbX [32] and an overtone2 3 2
1equal coupling with the the methyl and methylene protons. of the asymmetric Sb-I stretch in Me SbI [33]. In the H3 2

13The singlet methyl peak in the C spectrum was con- NMR spectrum, the doublet for the methylene protons was
sistent with equivalent C atoms in the methyl groups. shifted downfield from the multiplet of the methine proton,

The synthesis of the mono- and dibromides, (2) and (3), presumably from deshielding by the iodine atoms analo-
followed the general procedures for the preparation of gous to bromine mentioned above. Furthermore, the
Ph SbBr [16], PhSbBr [16,17], Cp SbX, and CpSbX methine group multiplet contained the expected nine-line2 2 2 2

(X5Cl, Br, I) [18] by redistribution reactions of 2 /1 and pattern for equal coupling with the methyl and methylene
131 /2 molar mixtures of (1) and SbBr . As with previous protons. The methylene carbon peak in the C spectrum3

alkylantimony bromides (Me SiCH ) SbBr [27] and was shifted downfield considerably from (1) as observed in3 2 2

RSbBr (R5Me SiCH [27], Me CCH [6]), a black (Me CCH ) SbI and (Me SiCH ) SbI relative to their2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

mixture formed within minutes after combining the reac- respective triorgano compounds [30].
tants, and it was necessary to heat the reactions to drive The well-known thermal decomposition of triorganoan-
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1Fig. 1. H NMR spectra of: (a) i-BuSbBr ; (b) i-Bu SbI; (c) i-Bu SbH; (d) i-BuSbH .2 2 2 2

timony dihalides to yield the diorganoantimony halides and very similar to that of the mono- and dibromides, (2) and
1the organic halides was used to synthesize the monoiodide (3), the H NMR spectrum seen in Fig. 1(b) was more

(5) from (4) [34]. Although the IR spectrum of (5) was complex with a broad methylene peak overlapping the
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13 1methine resonance. In the Ch Hj spectrum, the methyl- hydrogen atom; an analogous shift was observed in the
ene resonance was shifted downfield halfway between that Me CCH compounds [6].3 2

of (1) and (2). A similar reduction of (3) with LiAlH in tetraglyme at4

Reduction of either (2) or (5) with LiAlH in Et O at 2158C was used to synthesize (7). The product was4 2

2408C resulted in good yields (.80%) of the monohy- removed from the reactor soon after being formed to
dride (6). Like its Me CCH and Me SiCH analogs prevent decomposition in the presence of the reaction3 2 3 2

[6,27], (6) was stable at ambient temperature in Pyrex mixture and was obtained in reasonable yields of nearly
containers for at least a month with no discoloration and 60%. As expected, the dihydride was more volatile than
was found to react with Halocarbon vacuum grease. It was (6) with a vapor pressure of 7.9 Torr at 08C, which is
slightly more volatile (vapor pressure51.6 Torr) than the comparable to that of 5.5 Torr for Me CCH SbH at 08C3 2 2

neopentyl compound (0.5 Torr) at ambient temperature. [6]. The gas-phase infrared spectrum in Fig. 2(b) contained
21The infrared spectrum of the neat liquid shown in Fig. 2(a) an intense band at 1870 cm assigned to the the Sb–H

21 21 1contained a strong absorption at 1840 cm assigned to the stretch, which was 30 cm higher than that of (6). The H
21Sb–H stretch; this is 50 cm below that of the Sb-H NMR spectrum shown in Fig. 1(d) was considerably

stretch in SbH [35] and identical to that in simpler than that of (6). This indicated equivalency for the3
1(Me CCH ) SbH [6]. In the H NMR spectrum shown in methyl groups, the antimony hydrogens, and the methylene3 2 2

Fig. 1(c), the methyl resonance consisted of a doublet of protons, and equal coupling of CH and CH with CH.3 2
13doublets indicating diastereotopic methyl groups, and the The C spectrum contained the expected three peaks with

antimony hydrogen resonance was a quintet. The remain- the methylene carbon being shifted upfield with respect to
ing methylene and methine resonances were complex, with that of (6).
the former being an irregular twelve-line pattern and the
latter a triplet superimposed on at least six other smaller

13 1peaks. The Ch Hj spectrum contained four singlets 4. Summary
instead of the three observed in the other isobutyl com-
pounds reported here; the two central peaks were assigned We have synthesized six new organoantimony com-
to two different methyl groups consistent with the proton pounds, of which two are hydrides of moderate thermal
spectrum. The upfield shift of the methylene carbon peak stability that have potential as precursors for the chemical
with respect to (1) was attributed to the shielding of the vapor deposition of antimony. Both are colorless liquids,

and although only i-Bu SbH was observed to react with2

Halocarbon grease, it is reasonable to assume that i-
BuSbH would do likewise. The former is less volatile2

(vapor pressure51.6 Torr at 26.58C) than the latter (vapor
pressure57.9 Torr at 08C) and is stable for up to a month
at ambient temperatures in Pyrex containers; the latter
appeared to be stable for several days under these con-
ditions. The preferred synthesis scheme for the hydrides
uses exchange reactions with i-Bu Sb and SbBr to make3 3

the corresponding mono- and dibromides, which are
subsequently reduced. The yields and purity are suffi-
ciently high enough (40–50% overall) to make this a
practical approach. One alternate path through the five-
coordinate i-Bu SbI has been demonstrated for i-Bu SbH3 2 2

where the yields are higher but at the cost of an extra step.
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Abstract

Chromium(III) tris(picolinate), Cr(pic) , is currently a very popular nutritional supplement; however, at physiologically-relevant3

concentrations, it has recently been demonstrated to cleave DNA [J.K. Speetjens, R.A. Collins, J.B. Vincent, S.A. Woski, Chem. Res.
Toxicol. 12 (1999) 483]. A number of other chromium-containing compounds have been proposed as substitutes for Cr(pic) . Of3

1particular interest are low-molecular-weight chromium-binding substance (LMWCr) and [Cr O(O CCH CH ) (H O) ] 1. The former3 2 2 3 6 2 3

compound has recently been identified as the biologically active form of chromium in mammals, activating the kinase activity of insulin
receptor in the presence of insulin. Complex 1 is a functional biomimetic for LMWCr. Both compounds have been proposed as possible
nutritional supplements and therapeutics for adult-onset diabetes. This work demonstrates that these complexes, unlike Cr(pic) , are poor3

DNA-cleaving agents and may represent safer materials for human consumption.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Low-molecular-weight chromium-binding substance; Chromium(III) tris(picolinate); Chromium(III) complexes; DNA nicking complexes;
Trinuclear complexes

1. Introduction in cultured Chinese hamster ovary cells [4]. Some of the
clastogenic damage was shown to result from free picoli-

Chromium is an essential nutrient for proper carbohy- nate, while Cr(pic) had increased clastogenicity compared3

drate and lipid metabolism in mammals. Dietary sources of to picolinate. The mechanism of DNA damage has recently
chromium are poorly absorbed, with an average efficiency been elucidated [7]. The picolinate ligands of Cr(pic)3

of 0.5% [1]. It is estimated that approximately 90% of prime the redox potential of the chromic center for
Americans do not consume the daily adequate and safe reduction by biological reductants such as ascorbate or
quantity of chromium in their diets [2]. Understandably, thiols. The reduced Cr(II) reacts with oxygen, entering into
the manufacture and sale of chromium(III) tris(picolinate), Haber–Weiss and Fenton chemistry [7]. Hydroxyl radicals
Cr(pic) , as a more readily absorbable nutritional supple- generated by this process are potent DNA-damaging3

ment has become a multimillion dollar industry. The agents. This ability of Cr(pic) to be reduced by bio-3

compound is available in a variety of forms for human logically relevant reducing agents is consistent with studies
consumption including pills, sports drinks, and chewing that indicate mutagenic forms of Cr(III) require aromatic,
gums. Although a lack of acute toxicity has been observed bidentate ligands coordinated via pyridine-type nitrogens
for Cr(pic) fed to rats in doses up to 30 mg per kg body [8]. Furthermore, Cr(pic) is remarkably stable [7,9]; the3 3

weight [3], questions have been raised regarding the health compound is unreactive towards water or common buffers,
effects of ingesting the compound [4–6]. Wetterhahn et al. does not transfer chromium to transferrin or albumin, and
have shown that Cr(pic) can induce chromosome damage appears to be unaffected by the presence of fatty acids or3

cholesterols [9,10]. Only dissolution in mineral acid solu-
tions (concentration 0.1 M or greater) seems to lead to loss*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-205-348-9203; fax: 11-205-348-
of picolinate ligands at an appreciable rate [10,11]. The9104.

E-mail address: jvincent@bama.ua.edu (J.B. Vincent) stability of Cr(pic) may explain its unique ability to be3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00166-7
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1 are much less able to effect this type of damage to DNA
Nomenclature under physiologically-relevant conditions.

Pic picolinate
2. ExperimentalDOS Density of states

LMWCr low-molecular-weight chromium-binding
All manipulations were performed under aerobic con-substance

ditions at room temperature, and all chemical were used asSOD superoxide dismutase
received unless otherwise noted. Bovine liver LMWCr wasAMP ampicillin
isolated and purified as previously described [16].DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
[Cr O(O CCH CH ) (H O) ]NO 1 [19], [Cr O(OAc) -3 2 2 3 6 2 3 3 3 6EDTA ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid
(H O) ]Cl [20], and Cr(pic) ?H O [21] were synthesized2 3 3 2E. coli Escherichia coli
as previously reported. pUC19 plasmid DNA was obtainedkB kilobase
from Bayou Biolabs and was gel-purified and quantitatedLB Luria-Bertani
by ultraviolet spectroscopy [22], using a Pharmacia Ultros-TBE 45 mM Tris–45 mM borate–1 mM
pec 2000 spectrophotometer, prior to use in reactions.EDTA
Superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase were obtainedTris tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
from Sigma.X-gal 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-b-D-galacto-

pyranoside

2.1. DNA cleavage reactions

A typical reaction was carried out mixing aliquots of
pUC19 (in 5 mM Tris, 500 mM EDTA buffer (pH 8.0)),
reductant in H O, LMWCr in 50 mM NH OAc (pH 6.5)2 4absorbed but ironically may allow the compound to or 1 in H O, phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), and H O to give a2 2accumulate in cells in its DNA-damaging form. final volume of 15 ml; the final phosphate concentration

The biologically-active, naturally-occurring form of was 50 mM. Inhibitors were added as solutions in H O,2chromium, low-molecular-weight chromium-binding sub- solutions in phosphate buffer, or as neat liquids. (Complex
stance (LMWCr), activates the insulin-dependent tyrosine 1 has previously been shown to be stable in slightly basic
kinase activity of insulin receptor (K |250 pM) [12–18]

d aqueous solution [18]). Reactions were allowed to proceed
and is probably responsible for the role of chromium in 180 min unless otherwise noted. All reactions were
carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. LMWCr is an quenched by addition of loading buffer (24% glycerol and
oligopeptide which binds four chromic ions in a multinu- 0.1% bromophenol blue). Seven microliter aliquots were
clear assembly, presumably bridged by oxo/hydroxo lig- loaded directly onto a 1% agarose gel and electrophoresed
ands and supported by carboxylate groups provided by the at 60 V. The gel was stained with ethidium bromide and
oligopeptide. Given this composition, attempts have been was photographed on a UV transilluminator. Any timed
made to identify synthetic anion-bridged Cr(III)-carbox- assays were performed by adding the appropriate reagents
ylate assemblies that model the spectroscopic properties to the sample tubes, and the addition of DNA was marked
and mode of action of LMWCr. A synthetic, biomimetic time zero. The reactions were quenched at various time

1chromium(III) complex, [Cr O(O CCH CH ) (H O) ]3 2 2 3 6 2 3 points by adding loading buffer. Reactions under argon
1, has been identified which is biologically active, stable were performed by bubbling the gas through the reaction
under acidic conditions, and readily and inexpensively mixture until all the reagents were added and then sealing
synthesized [18]. Given its stability, it presumably could the container until the reaction was quenched by addition
be taken orally as a nutritional supplement or therapeutic, of loading buffer.
in contrast to LMWCr which is susceptible to hydrolysis in
acidic solution (such as the environment of the stomach)
[16,17]. While LMWCr and compound 1 have been 2.2. Effect of nicked DNA on cell viability
proposed as potential nutritional supplements, it is im-
portant to determine whether they exhibit the same de- A reaction mixture containing 10 mg of pUC19, 1.5 mM
leterious ability as Cr(pic) to cleave DNA under physio- 1, and 0.90 mM H O in 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0 was allowed3 2 2

logical conditions. Herein are reported studies designed to to react for 3 h at 258C. Quench buffer was added, and the
examine the DNA-cleaving abilities of LMWCr and 1 in sample was immediately loaded onto a 1% agarose gel

21the presence of biological reductants such as ascorbate and containing 0.5 mg ml of ethidium bromide. After
thiols or in the presence of hydrogen peroxide. The results electrophoresis in 13 TBE buffer, the band at 3.5 kB was
described herein indicate that LMWCr and the biomimetic excised from the gel, and the DNA was removed from the
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gel using a Qiagen gel purification kit. The eluted DNA 3. Results and discussion
was gel-quantitated and used without further modification
for transformation. 3.1. DNA cleavage by complex 1

Electrocompetent DH5a E. coli cells were electropo-
21rated using 1 ml of 0.1 mg ml of either trimer-nicked The reaction of trinuclear Cr(III) propionate complex, 1,

DNA or supercoiled pUC19 plasmid DNA in 50 ml of with pUC19 was monitored by observing the conversion of
cells. The E. coli cells were rescued by adding 1 ml of the supercoiled plasmid DNA (faster migrating species) to

21 21SOC media (20 g l Bactotryptone, 5 g l yeast extract, the circular, nicked form (slower migrating species). All
9 mM NaCl, 20 mM glucose, pH 7.5), followed by reactions were evaluated by comparison of the amount of
incubation at 378C for 1 h. Each cell suspension was relaxed plasmid to the amount in gel-purified plasmid
diluted 1:100 with SOC media, and 50 ml of each diluted controls. In the presence of the biological reductant
suspension was spread on separate LB-AMP agar plates ascorbic acid (and atmospheric oxygen), plasmid DNA is

21containing 80 mg ml X-gal, 100 mM IPTG, and 100 mg slowly nicked (Fig. 1, lane 2); this is a long known
21ml ampicillin. The X-gal and IPTG were added to phenomenon [24,25] and appears to result in part from the

facilitate detection of colonies. The plates were placed in a production of hydroxyl radicals. The addition of 1 to the
378C incubator overnight. The transformation efficiency of mixture of ascorbate and DNA, regardless of concentration
relaxed plasmid DNA is comparable to that of supercoiled (in the range examined: 0.040–120 mM), has no effect the
pUC19 plasmid DNA under these conditions [23]. amount of relaxed DNA (Fig. 1, lanes 3–7). Given that 1

by itself has no effect on the rate of DNA cleavage (Fig. 2,
lane 2), the trimer appears to be ineffective in catalyzing

2.3. Phosphate mono- and diester hydrolysis reactions the cleavage of DNA in the presence of ascorbate and
oxygen. Similar results are obtained for 1 in the presence

Phosphate mono- and diester hydrolysis reactions were of the reductant dithiothreitol: DTT under aerobic con-
monitored on an HP8452 diode-array UV-Vis spec- ditions produces some cleavage of the plasmid DNA while
trophotometer at 258C, measuring the production of p- addition of 1 does not increase the amount of cleavage (not
nitrophenol at 404 nm. Multiple trials were performed for shown). The cleavage in the presence of ascorbate (and of
each set of reactions. Background reactions of phosphate 1) is time dependent (not shown) and is inhibited in the
mono- and diester compound alone, with H O , and with 1 absence of oxygen (Fig. 1, lane 9) the presence of the2 2

were used to correct any observed activities. Typical radical traps EtOH and t-BuOH (Fig. 1, lanes 10 and 11),
reaction mixtures contained 1.25 mM bis-p-nitrophenyl and the presence of superoxide dismutase or catalase.
phosphate or 2.5 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate, 1.5 mM 1, These results are consistent with the mechanism of DNA
and 900 mM H O in freshly prepared, chelexed 0.010 M cleaving involving the reduction of dioxygen by ascorbate2 2

Tris, pH 8.0. Rates were calculated using ´ for p- to give radical products capable of cleaving DNA.404
21 21nitrophenol at pH 8.0 of 17 000 M cm . These results are in stark contrast to those using Cr(pic)3

Fig. 1. Cleavage of pUC19 by compound 1. The reactions contain pUC19 (39 mM in base pairs) and 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0; and: lane 2, 5 mM
ascorbate; lanes 3–7, 5 mM ascorbate and 120, 40, 4.0, 0.40, and 0.040 mM 1, respectively; lane 8, 5 mM ascorbate and 1.2 mM Cr(pic) ; lane 9, 5 mM3

ascorbate and 120 mM 1 under argon; lane 10, 5 mM ascorbate, 120 mM 1, and 1 M EtOH; lane 11, 5 mM ascorbate, 120 mM 1, and 1 M t-BuOH; lane 12,
21 215 mM ascorbate, 120 mM 1, and 100 mg ml SOD; and lane 13, 5 mM ascorbate, 120 mM 1, and 100 mg ml catalase. Reactions were allowed to

proceed 60 min before quenching.
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Fig. 2. Cleavage of pUC19 by compound 1. The reactions contain pUC19 (39 mM in base pairs) and 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0; and: lane 2, 120
mM 1; lane 3, 215 mM H O ; lanes 4–8, 215 mM H O and 120, 40, 4, 0.4, and 0.04 mM 1, respectively; lane 9, 215 mM H O and 120 mM Cr(pic) ; lane2 2 2 2 2 2 3

10, 215 mM H O and 120 mM 1 under argon; lane 11, 215 mM H O , 120 mM 1, and 1 M EtOH; lane 12, 215 mM H O , 120 mM 1, and 1 M t-BuOH;2 2 2 2 2 2
21and lane 13, 215 mM H O , 120 mM 1, and 100 mg ml SOD. Reactions were allowed to proceed 180 min before quenching by addition of loading2 2

buffer.

as a chromium source [7]. As shown in Fig. 1 (lane 8), sub-cytotoxic concentrations has been found to fail to
Cr(pic) (at a chromium concentration of 1.2 mM, equiva- produce DNA strand breaks in peripheral lymphocytes3

1lent to that of the trimer in lane 6) is quite effective in [29]. The acetate analogue of 1, [Cr O(OAc) (H O) ] ,3 6 2 3

generating relaxed DNA from supercoiled plasmid DNA in has previously been shown to be unable to catalyze DNA
the presence of 5 mM ascorbate. Significantly, these cleavage in the presence of ascorbate [23], consistent with
concentrations of Cr(pic) and ascorbate are physiological- the results of this study on complex 1 and of Ref. [29].3

ly relevant. It has been predicted that a person consuming Previously these laboratories have shown that the trinu-
15.01 mg of Cr(pic) , equivalent to three pills of some clear complex [Cr O(OAc) (H O) ] was capable of3 3 6 2 3

common supplements, daily for 5 years would have a liver relaxing plasmid DNA in a time- and concentration-depen-
Cr concentration of 13 mM [5], more than ten times the dent fashion in the presence of large concentrations of
Cr(pic) concentration used in this experiment. Ascorbate hydrogen peroxide [23]; this cleavage appeared to result3

concentrations in most tissues, including liver, are in the from the formation of hydroxyl radical from peroxide
millimolar range [26]. The ability of Cr(pic) to catalyze catalyzed by the trinuclear species. Given the strong3

cleavage of DNA under these conditions stems from the similarities between this compound and its propionate
presence of the picolinate ligands. The aromatic, bidentate analogue, 1, the ability of complex 1 to cleave DNA in the
ligands coordinated via pyridine-type nitrogens modify the presence of peroxide was probed. As shown in lanes 4–8
redox potential of the central chromic ion such that it can of Fig. 2, the trimer catalyzes the cleavage of DNA in the
be reduced by ascorbate or thiols [7]; dioxygen oxidizes presence of peroxide in a concentration dependent fashion,
the chromium center back to Cr(III) with concurrent although the reaction is extremely slow. The reaction
reduction of dioxygen. This reduced dioxygen-derived catalyzed by the acetate analogue of 1 and peroxide in pH

?species can undergo O–O bond cleavage, generating OH 7.0 phosphate buffer results in a degree of cleavage
which may diffuse to react with DNA. The resulting Cr indistinguishable from produced by complex 1 (not
species may again be reduced and reenter the catalytic shown). The small degree of cleavage obtained in these
cycle. Consequently, it is not surprising that Cr(pic) has experiments required a 3-h reaction time. The cleavage of3

been found to lead to DNA strand breaks in cultured DNA is also time dependent (not shown). The rate of
Chinese hamster ovary cells [4] and cultured macrophages cleavage is not affected by removing atmospheric oxygen
[27]. (However, it should be noted that a recent study but is inhibited by the radical traps EtOH and t-BuOH. The
failed to find oxidative DNA damage using an antibody mechanism for this cleavage probably corresponds to that
titer to 5-hydroxymethyluracil for ten obese women taking proposed previously for the acetate analogue. Hydrogen
Cr(pic) for 8 weeks [28]). The trinuclear 1 lacks any type peroxide presumably displaces a carboxylate ligand and3

of nitrogen-based ligation and, thus, is not susceptible to bridges between two chromic centers. Homolytic cleavage
reduction by ascorbate or thiols. Correspondingly, of the hydrogen peroxide, catalyzed by the trimers,

?chromium acetate hydroxide (h[Cr O(OAc) ]OAcj , a produces two equivalents of hydroxyl radical. The OH3 6 x

polymeric array of oxo-centered trinuclear assemblies species diffuse to react with DNA. SOD also has an
which breaks apart to give the acetate analogue of 1) at inhibitory effect on the reaction, suggesting that superox-
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ide produced from peroxide may also play a role in the to give rise to oxygen radical-mediated DNA damage, as
cleavage reactions. Previously, reactions with the acetate well as in the range of the redox potential of biological
analogue in Tris buffer (rather than phosphate buffer) have reductants such as ascorbate, thiols, and NADH [8].
failed to detect any inhibition from SOD [23]; the Tris may
serve as a suitable trap for superoxide radicals, such that 3.2. DNA cleavage by LMWCr
this side pathway to radical-based cleavage was not
observed. Spectroscopic studies on LMWCr suggest that its

Cr(pic) has been shown to generate hydroxyl radicals chromic centers possess primarily, if not solely, oxygen-3

from hydrogen peroxide in a pathway independent of based ligands [16]; consequently, LMWCr is not expected
added reductant [7]. This pathway is, however, orders of to catalyze DNA cleavage in the presence of mild reduc-
magnitude less efficient than that in the presence of tants. This is also born out by the technique used to
reductant, although the rate of cleavage catalyzed by the remove chromium from the oligopeptide to produce the
nutritional supplement still far exceeds that of trinuclear apo-oligopeptide [16]. Chromium is removed by chelation
complex 1 under identical conditions. This is readily with EDTA at acidic pH values at ¯608C; however, for the
demonstrated in Fig. 2 (lane 9); in the presence of 215 mM chromium to be removed, it must be reduced to the
peroxide, 120 mM Cr(pic) gives rise to a much greater chromous state. Ascorbate and thiols are ineffective;3

quantity of relaxed DNA than does 1 at equivalent or cyanoborohydride is required for the reduction.
higher Cr concentrations (lanes 5 and 4, respectively). As shown in Fig. 3 (lanes 3–7), LMWCr in the presence
Generation of hydroxyl radicals from hydrogen peroxide in of 5 mM ascorbate actually does catalyze the cleavage of
a pathway independent of added reductant has also been DNA in a concentration-dependent fashion to a detectable
observed for other mononuclear Cr(III) complexes extent; however, the degree of cleavage is all but in-
[30,31,32]; however, the efficiency of such pathways are significant in comparison with that of Cr(pic) at an3

roughly equivalent to that of Cr(pic) and probably not equivalent chromium concentration of 1.2 mM (Fig. 3,3

responsible for the mutagenic effects of Cr(III), which lanes 6 and 8). An effort was made to examine the
require added reductants [8,33]. inhibition of the LMWCr-catalyzed cleavage by a variety

The different chemistry observed with the trinuclear of inhibitors but the amount of catalyzed cleavage is of the
complex and with Cr(pic) is readily borne out by their same order of magnitude of cleavage by ascorbate itself;3

redox potentials. Oxo-centered trinuclear chromic carbox- consequently, the effects of the inhibitors on the cleavage
ylates are electrochemically inactive in water [34], such reaction inititated by ascorbate and oxygen could not be
that they are far too difficult to reduce for ascorbate or separated from effects on the inhibition of the LMWCr-
thiols to serve as reducing agents. In contrast, previous catalyzed process. Cleavage of DNA by hydrogen peroxide
spectroscopic and electrochemical studies place the redox is also catalyzed by LMWCr but to an extent even less
potential for the metal-centered reduction of Cr(pic) [35] than that of complex 1 (Fig. 4, lanes 4–8). An appreciable3

in the range of those for chromium(III) complexes known amount of cleavage can be observed only at the highest

Fig. 3. Cleavage of pUC19 by LMWCr. The reactions contain pUC19 (39 mM in base pairs) and 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0; and: lane 2, 5 mM
ascorbate; lane 3, 90 mM LMWCr and 5 mM ascorbate; lane 4, 30 mM LMWCr and 5 mM ascorbate; lane 5, 3.0 mM LMWCr and 5 mM ascorbate; lane 6,
0.30 mM LMWCr and 5 mM ascorbate; lane 7, 0.030 mM LMWCr and 5 mM ascorbate; lane 8, 5 mM ascorbate and 1.2 mM Cr(pic) ; lane 9, 90 mM3

LMWCr and 5 mM ascorbate under argon; lane 10, 90 mM LMWCr, 5 mM ascorbate, and 1 M EtOH; lane 11, 90 mM LMWCr, 5 mM ascorbate, and 1 M
21 21t-BuOH; lane 12, 90 mM LMWCr, 5 mM ascorbate, and 100 mg ml SOD; lane 13, 90 mM LMWCr, 5 mM ascorbate, and 100 mg ml catalase.

Reactions were allowed to proceed 60 min before quenching by addition of loading buffer.
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Fig. 4. Cleavage of pUC19 by LMWCr. The reactions contain pUC19 (39 mM in base pairs) and 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0; and: lane 2, 90 mM
LMWCr; lane 3, 215 mM H O ; lane 4, 90 mM LMWCr and 215 mM H O ; lane 5, 30 mM LMWCr and 215 mM H O ; lane 6, 3.0 mM LMWCr and 2152 2 2 2 2 2

mM H O ; lane 7, 0.30 mM LMWCr and 215 mM H O ; lane 8, 0.03 mM LMWCr and 215 mM H O ; lane 9, 120 mM Cr(pic) and 215 mM H O ; lane2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2

10, 90 mM LMWCr and 215 mM H O under argon; lane 11, 90 mM LMWCr, 215 mM H O , and 1 M EtOH; lane 12, 90 mM LMWCr, 215 mM H O ,2 2 2 2 2 2
21and 1 M t-BuOH; lane 13, 90 mM LMWCr, 215 mM H O , and 100 mg ml SOD. Reactions were allowed to proceed 180 min before quenching by2 2

addition of loading buffer.

LMWCr concentration examined (90 mM, 360 mM Cr). shown that transformation of cells with nicked DNA,
This is in stark contrast to Cr(pic) (Fig. 4, lane 9) where produced by prolonged storage of pUC19, results in an3

at a three-fold lower concentration (in terms of chromium) appreciable reduction of colonies present [23]). Thus, the
nearly all the plasmid DNA is nicked. Oxygen is not E. coli DNA repair enzymes could repair the damage
required for the cleavage in the presence of peroxide, while produced by incubation with the trimer and peroxide.
the cleavage is apparently inhibited to some degree by Consequently, the likelihood that the use of complex 1 as a
EtOH, t-BuOH, and SOD (Fig. 4, lanes 10–13), although nutritional agent would lead to irreversible DNA cell
the low levels make this difficult to determine. damage would appear remote.

3.3. Effect of DNA nicking on cell viability 3.4. Phosphate ester cleavage reactions

1For the cleavage of DNA to have serious deleterious Previously [Cr O(OAc) (H O) ] has been shown to3 6 2 3

effects on the cells containing the damage, the damage hydrolyze both phosphate mono- and diesters in the
must not be readily repairable. The transformation of E. presence of hydrogen peroxide while the complex or
coli cells with plasmid DNA, before and after incubation peroxide by itself were ineffective [23]. The cleavage was
with complex 1, provides a convenient and accurate proposed to be performed by Cr(IV)-hydroxide species (in
measure of whether complex-mediated DNA damage equilibrium with Cr(III)-hydroxyl radical species) pro-
(although generated at peroxide concentrations far above duced by the homolytic cleavage of peroxide catalyzed by
physiological levels) was irreversible. As the plasmid the trinuclear complex. Consequently, the ability of com-
carries an antibiotic resistance gene marker for ampicillin, plex 1 to hydrolyze the phosphate monoester p-nitrophenyl
only E. coli cells that possess intact plasmid DNA will be phosphate and phosphate diester bis-p-nitrophenylphos-
able to grow on media plates containing AMP. Complex phate was investigated. Complex 1 does hydrolyze both
1-nicked DNA was generated by incubating the DNA for 3 phosphate ester compounds with similar rate constants in
h with complex and peroxide. The nicked band was the presence of peroxide (Fig. 6). The rate is approximate-
excised from the gel, gel-quantitated, and used to trans- ly one-fourth order in phosphate ester, is one-half order in
form E. coli cells; additionally an equal concentration of peroxide, and has a complex dependence on the trimer
supercoiled pUC19 was used to transform cells. The concentration.
transformed cells were then plated on LB plates containing LMWCr has previously been shown not to possess
ampicillin. As shown in Fig. 5, the plate with cells phosphatase activity [15]. As the oligopeptide is suscep-
transformed with nicked DNA contained the same number tible to hydrolysis [16,17], no attempt was made to probe
of colonies (within the relative error of the gel-quantitation the ability of LMWCr to catalyze the hydrolysis of
method) as the positive control. (It has previously been phosphate esters in the presence of peroxide.
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Fig. 5. LB-AMP plates of DH5a E. coli colonies transformed with (A) complex 1-nicked pUC19 and (B) supercoiled pUC19. The plates were
21supplemented with 30 mg ml of X-gal and 100 mM IPTG in order to better visualize the colonies.

tibility to reduction and subsequent oxidation by dioxygen.
In this regard, multinuclear oxo(hydroxo)-bridged
chromium carboxylate assemblies such as LMWCr and

1[Cr O(O CCH CH ) (H O) ] would appear to be better3 2 2 3 6 2 3

candidates as nutritional supplements than Cr(pic) . How-3

ever, data on the long term effects of supplementation with
LMWCr or complex 1 in animal models and humans are
required before any beneficial claims can be made. Studies
of the effect on LMWCr and trimer 1 given intraperitone-
ally to rats on body weight, fat content, organ size and
chromium content, and blood plasma variables (such as
glucose, triglyceride, total cholesterol, and insulin con-
centrations) are currently in progress.
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Abstract

Treatment of RuHCl(CO)(L) with a slight excess amount of K[HB(3,5-Me pz) ] in boiling MeOH solution yielded unusual3 2 3

3,5-dimethylpyrzaole (Hdmpz) complexes, RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(L) (L5PPh , 1 or AsPh , 2). Unexpectedly the dissociation of the2 3 3
2bonds between the boron atom and the nitrogen atoms of the potentially tridentate [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ligand during the coordination of2 3

IIthe ligand to the Ru metal has been observed. In a separate preparation, the RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) complex has also been3 2

synthesized from the reaction between RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) and the monodentate Hdmpz ligand. Complexes 1 and 2 have been3 3
1characterized by elemental analysis, IR and H NMR spectroscopies. Compound 1 has also been prepared by the reaction between

RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) and K[H B(3,5-Me pz) ] in boiling toluene solution. The crystal structure of 2 has been studied by X-ray3 3 2 2 2
IIcrystallography. The geometrical structure around Ru of 2 is a distorted octahedral structure. The crystal structure of 2 consists of a

2 2discrete monomeric compound. It is interesting to find that the sterically-demanding [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] or [H B(3,5-Me pz) ] ligands2 3 2 2 2
IIbreak up during the reaction with the Ru complexes to form the neutral 3,5-dimethylpyrazole complexes. In contrast to these

2 2 IIobservations, [H Bpz ] and [H B(4-Brpz) ] ligands form very stable Ru complexes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights2 2 2 2

reserved.

IIKeywords: Ru complex; RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(L) ; MeOH solution2

1. Introduction Using a more sterically-demanding ligand [HB(3,5-
2Me pz) ] (hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)borate), we2 3

IIRecent research on the poly(pyrazolyl)borate Ru com- have been interested in synthesizing such a complex, 3, in
2plexes is an interesting area because these complexes can which the [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ion is expected to coordi-2 3

IIbe applied to the homogeneous catalysis especially in the nate to the Ru as a tridentate ligand, in order to study its
asymmetric synthesis [1–5]. From time to time, however, asymmetric catalytic application. Here we report that,
unexpected complexes bearing only neutral pyrazoles or rather than obtaining the expected poly(pyrazolyl)borate
anionic pyrazolides which result from the dissociation of complex of 3, the unexpected neutral pyrazole complexes,
the poly(pyrazolyl)borate ligand have been obtained [6,7]. RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(L) (L5PPh , 1; AsPh , 2), have2 3 3

II been produced from the reaction between RuHCl(CO)(L)The Ru complex with an anionic tridentate poly- 3
3 (L5PPh or AsPh ) and K[HB(3,5-Me pz) ] in MeOH(pyrazolyl)borate ligand, RuH(CO)(PPh )(h -HBpz ) 3 3 2 33 3

2 solution. It is reported that, during the reaction, the bonds([HBpz ] 5hydrotris(pyrazolyl)borate), has been prepared3

between the boron atom and the nitrogen atoms of thefrom the reaction of RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) with Na[HBpz ]3 3 3
2[HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ligand have been dissociated and thatin toluene under reflux condition. In this preparative 2 3

22 the [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ligand has been found to bereaction the [HBpz ] ion has not been dissociated and has 2 33
II IIcoordinated to the Ru metal center as a tridentate ligand coordinated to the Ru ion as neutral monodentate 3,5-

(Scheme 1) [8]. dimethylpyrazole molecules to give 1 and 2 (Scheme 1). It
will be shown that, as a way to obtain a standard complex,
the RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) complex has also been3 2

prepared directly from the reaction between
RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) and the monodentate Hdmpz ligand*Corresponding author. Tel.: 182-1-361-2639; fax: 182-1-364-7050. 3 3

E-mail address: mjjun@alchemy.yonsei.ac.kr (M-J. Jun) (Scheme 2).

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00179-5
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Scheme 1.

2. Experimental K[HB(3,5-Me pz) ] [12] and K[H B(3,5-Me pz) ] [3]2 3 2 2 2

have been prepared using previously published literature
2.1. Materials and instruments methods. RuCl ?3H O, PPh , AsPh , KBH , and 3,5-3 2 3 3 4

dimethylpyrazole (Hdmpz) have been supplied by Aldrich
1RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) [10], RuHCl(CO)(AsPh ) [11], and used as received. H NMR spectra were recorded on a3 3 3 3

Scheme 2.
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Bruker Avance /DPX 250 spectrometer at 250.13 MHz and from CHCl gave yellow block crystals (Yield: 264 mg,3

referenced to internal SiMe . Microanalyses were per- 60%). M.p. 1828C (decomposed). Anal. Calcd for4

formed using Vario EL (Elementar Analysensysteme C H As ClN ORu: C, 57.7; H, 4.50; N, 3.20. Found: C,42 39 2 2
21GmbH) by the Korea Basic Science Institute, Seoul, South 56.9; H, 4.53; N, 2.95%. IR (KBr, cm ): 3209 (NH, m),

Korea. Melting points were determined on a MEL-TEMP 3053, 2044 (RuH, m), 1931 (CO, vs), 1570 (CN, m), 1480,
II apparatus. All melting points are uncorrected. 1434, 1310, 1275, 1182, 1078, 1027, 999, 841, 802, 740,

1694, 623, 594, 540, 471 (RuAs, s). H NMR (d, CDCl ,3

208C, 250 MHz): 11.6 (s, NH, 1H), 7.5 (m, 2C H , 10H),2.2. Synthesis: Complex 1 6 5

7.3 (m, 4C H , 20H), 5.2 (s, CH, 1H), 1.7 (s, CH , 3H),6 5 3

1.6 (s, CH , 3H), 214.3 (s, RuH, 1H).32.2.1. Method A
A suspension of RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) (480 mg, 0.53 3 2.4. X-ray data collection and refinementmmol) and K[HB(3,5-Me pz) ] (237 mg, 0.7 mmol) in 302 3

ml of degassed MeOH was heated under reflux for 1 h in
Crystals of 2 suitable for X-ray study were grown fromnitrogen atmosphere. The reaction mixture was cooled to

acetone in a small capped vial at room temperature byroom temperature and evaporated to dryness at a rotary
slow evaporation of the solvent. Yellow well-faced blockevaporator at room temperature. The resultant crude prod-
crystals were obtained, which were separated, washed withuct was dissolved in CHCl (ca. 2 ml) and filtered to3 n-hexane and air-dried. The crystals of 2 are indefinitelyremove insolubles. The filtrate was transferred into a small
air-stable in the solid state for several months. A crystalcapped vial and recrystallized in air by slow evaporation.
(0.530.530.4 mm) was mounted on an Enraf-NoniusAfter several days yellow block-shaped crystals were
CAD-4 Mach3 diffractometer equipped with a mono-formed, which were separated from the mother liquor,
chromator and molybdenum radiation. Unit cell dimen-washed with n-hexane and dried in air (Yield: 295 mg,

1 sions were determined by least-squares refinement of 2575%). The IR and H NMR spectra found are in accord-
intense reflections (9.05#u #11.78). Data were collectedance with the literature data [9].
at ambient temperature [293(2) K] in v /2u scan mode
using variable rates for the range 0#h#11, 0#k#19,

2.2.2. Method B
229#l#29, and three standard reflections measured after

A suspension of RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) (480 mg, 0.53 3 every hour did not reveal any systematic variations in
mmol) and K[H B(3,5-Me pz) ] (145 mg, 0.7 mmol) in2 2 2 intensity. Intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polari-
40 ml of dried toluene was heated under reflux for 14 h in zation effects but not for absorption. The crystal structure
nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction mixture was cooled to was determined by the conventional heavy atom method
room temperature and filtered to remove any insolubles. and Fourier techniques. All non-hydrogen atoms were
The filtrate was evaporated to dryness by rotary evaporator refined anisotropically and hydrogen atoms except the
at room temperature. The acetone solution dissolving the hydride were located in the calculated positions. All the
residue was stored in a small capped vial in air. After calculations were performed on IBM Pentium computer
about a week, well-formed yellow block crystals were using SHELXS-97 [13] and SHELXL-97 [14] and atomic
obtained, washed with n-hexane and air-dried. Anal. scattering factors for all non-hydrogen atoms were sup-
Calcd. for C H ClN OP Ru: C, 64.2; H, 5.00; N, 3.56.42 39 2 2 plied by the SHELXS-97. Detailed crystal parameters and1Found: C, 63.2; H, 4.86; N, 3.31%. The IR and H NMR procedural information corresponding to data collection
spectra found are in accordance with the literature data [9]. and structure refinement are collected in Table 1.

2.2.3. Method C
A suspension of RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) (480 mg, 0.53 3 3. Results and discussion

mmol) and Hdmpz (145 mg, 0.7 mmol) in 40 ml of
absolute EtOH was heated under reflux for 15 h in nitrogen Using the anionic tridentate hydrotris(pyrazolyl)borate

2atmosphere. The reaction mixture was cooled to room ligand, [HBpz ] , Sun and Simpson [8] has prepared a3
3 3temperature and filtered to obtain white powder. The h -type complex of RuH(CO)(PPh )(h -HBpz ) from the3 3

2product was washed with EtOH and Et O and dried in2 reaction between RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) and [HBpz ] , in3 3 31 2vacuo (Yield: 349 mg, 88%). The IR and H NMR spectra which the [HBpz ] ligand has, as expected, coordinated3
found are in accordance with the literature data [9]. to the metal center as a tridentate ligand.

Using the anionic hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)bo-
22.3. Complex 2 rate ligand, [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] , we have been interested2 3

3 3in synthesizing a h -type complex of RuH(CO)(L)(h -
This compound was prepared by Method A using HB(3,5-Me pz) ) (L5PPh or AsPh ) from the reaction2 3 3 3

2RuHCl(CO)(AsPh ) (520 mg, 0.5 mmol) in place of between RuHCl(CO)(L) and [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] . Since3 3 3 2 3
2 2RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) . Recrystallization of the crude product the [HBpz ] and [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ligands are quite3 3 3 2 3
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for 2, RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(AsPh )3 2

Empirical formula C H As ClN ORu42 39 2 2

Formula weight 874.11
˚Wavelength 0.71073 A

Crystal system, space group monoclinic, P2 /n (No.14)1
˚Unit cell dimensions a59.7582(10) A
˚b516.1088(10) A
˚c524.7288(10) A

b 594.637(10)8
3˚Volume 3874.5(5) A

Z 4
3Calculated density 1.499 Mg/m

21Absorption coefficient 2.203 mm
F(000) 1760
u range for data collection 2.08 to 24.978

Reflections collected /unique 7091/6679 [R(int)50.0315]
Completeness to 2u 524.97 98.2%

2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 6679/0 /448

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.087
a bFinal R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0420, wR 50.10901 2
a bR indices (all data) R 50.0773, wR 50.12221 2

Absolute structure parameter 10 (10)
23˚Largest diff. peak and hole 1.084 and 21.397 e A

a R 5SuuF u2uF uu /Su F u.1 o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 2 2 2wR 5[Sw(uF u2uF u) /SwuF u ] ; w51/ [s (F )1(0.05813P) 14.833P]; P5(F 123F ) /3.2 o c o o o c

similar except for the fact that the latter ligand has two reaction between RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) , RuCl (PPh ) , or3 3 2 3 3

methyl groups substituted at the 3 and 5 positions of the RuHCl(PPh ) and 1-hydroxymethyl-3,5-dimethylpyrazole3 3

pyrazole ring, it has been anticipated that the [HB(3,5- in EtOH or benzene (Scheme 2). Surprisingly, they found
2 IIMe pz) ] ligand would coordinate to the Ru ion as a that the 1-hydroxymethyl group of the pyrazole had been2 3

3tridentate ligand to give the expected h -type complex substituted by the hydrogen atom. The X-ray structure
(Scheme 1). determination shows that two PPh ligands are mutually3

IIIn our work, however, treatment of the monomeric Ru trans-positioned in the apical positions and the remaining
complexes, RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) or RuHCl(CO)(AsPh ) , ligands occupy the equatorial positions, while the chloride3 3 3 3

with a potentially tridentate ligand, K[HB(3,5-Me pz) ], in ion is located trans to the hydride. As mentioned earlier,2 3

boiling MeOH solution has unexpectedly yielded the 3,5- the RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) complex has been syn-3 2

dimethylpyrazole complexes of RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(L) thesized in this work from the reaction between2

(L5PPh , 1 or AsPh , 2) instead of the expected RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) and the monodentate pyrazole,3 3 3 3
3RuH(CO)(L)(h -HB(3,5-Me pz) ), which would have Hdmpz (Scheme 2).2 3

2been obtained if the [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ligand has coordi- The IR spectra of crystalline 1 and 2 show no charac-2 3
IInated to the Ru ion as a tridentate ligand (Scheme 1). In teristic bands of BH group; instead, n(NH) stretching

21this work, the dissociation of the bonds between the boron bands appear at 3193 and 3209 cm , respectively. From
2atom and the nitrogen atoms of the [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] the IR data, we could easily find out the breakage of the2 3

II 2 1ligand during the coordination of the ligand to the Ru ion [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ligand. The H NMR spectrum of 1 is2 3
2has been observed and the [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ligand had in accordance with the data of2 3

resulted in coordinating to the metal center as a neutral RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) prepared by other workers3 2
1monodentate 3,5-dimethylpyrazole. Rather than using the [9]. From the H NMR spectrum of 2, which shows the

2potentially tridentate [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ligand, on the same pattern as that of 1, the structure of 2 could be2 3

other hand, the complex RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) it- assumed to be the same as 1.3 2

self has also been prepared in this work directly from the In order to compare its solid structure with that of 1, the
reaction between RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) and the monodentate crystal structure of 2 has been studied. The geometrical3 3

IIHdmpz in ethanol as shown in Scheme 2. The complex structure around Ru of 2 is the same as that of 1. The
RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) obtained in this way has crystal structure of 2 consists of a discrete monomeric3 2

turned out to be exactly the same as 1. compound. Fundamentally, its ligand geometry is the same
Using 1-hydroxymethyl-3,5-dimethylpyrazole, Romero as 1. Selected bond distances and angles are compared

et al. [9] has obtained RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) , which with 1 in Table 2. The unit cell of 2 contains four3 2

turns out to be exactly the same as our complex 1, from the molecules. In fact, there are few structural comparison data
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Table 2 considered as the resonance form (i) relative to form (ii)
˚Comparison of the selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [17].aRuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) (1) and RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(AsPh ) (2)3 2 3 2

Bonds 1 2 (i) Ru 5 C 5 O ↔ (ii) Ru–C ; O
L5P or As Ref. [4] This work

Coordination sphere Such resonance phenomenon has been considered because
Ru(1)–L(1) 2.344(3) 2.4189(7) the allenylidene complex, [RuCp(5C5C5
Ru(1)–L(2) 2.345(3) 2.4234(7) 1CPh )(PMe ) ] , showed the Ru–C bond distance of2 3 2Ru(1)–N(1) 2.174(8) 2.174(4) ˚1.884(5) A which was described as a Ru5C bond [18].Ru(1)–C(1) 1.816(11) 1.820(6)

Therefore, the Ru–CO bond distance of 2 is close to theRu(1)–Cl(1) 2.568(3) 2.5565(15)
Ru(1)–H(1) 1.58(10) 1.41(7) form (i), namely, the Ru5C bond type. In contrast, the

phosphine analog, RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) also3 2Pyrazole ring ˚shows the bond distance of 1.816(11) A for Ru–CO [9].N(1)–N(2) 1.356(11) 1.344(6)
˚The Ru–As distances (2.4189(7) and 2.4234(7) A) areN(1)–C(40) 1.353(12) 1.342(7)

N(2)–H(2) 1.186(8) 0.860 longer than the phosphine analog which shows 2.344(3)
˚N(2)–C(38) 1.339(13) 1.345(7) and 2.345(3) A distances of the Ru–P bonds. This can be

C(38)–C(39) 1.375(15) 1.356(9) expected considering the different covalent radii of arsenic
C(38)–C(42) 1.517(16) 1.494(9)

and phosphorus atoms. Two AsPh ligands adopt an3C(39)–C(40) 1.398(15) 1.381(8)
eclipsed configuration based on the ipso carbon atoms as inC(40)–C(41) 1.518(15) 1.490(8)

˚Fig. 2. The Ru–N distance (2.174(4) A) is the same as the
C(1)–O(1) 1.140(15) 1.142(7)

phosphine analog within esds. There is an intramolecular
Mean L–C 1.847(10) 1.947(5) hydrogen bond between the chloride and the pyrazolyl
Mean C–C (Ph) 1.380(17) 1.374(9)

hydrogen, N(2)–H(2) . . . Cl(1), as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
The plane defined by Ru(1), N(1), N(2), H(2), and Cl(1)Coordination sphere

Cl(1)–Ru(1)–L(1) 90.7(1) 92.33(4) is an almost perfect plane. The deviation from the root
˚Cl(1)–Ru(1)–L(2) 93.0(1) 89.76(4) mean squares plane is only 0.0097 A. Although we could

Cl(1)–Ru(1)–C(1) 102.1(4) 100.2(2) not get the clear position of H(2) of the pyrazole ring, it
Cl(1)–Ru(1)–N(1) 86.5(2) 87.18(12)

was fixed by the program, the donor–acceptor distance ofCl(1)–Ru(1)–H(1) 162.8(10) 174(3)
˚3.070 A (/ N(2)–H(2) . . . Cl(1)5130.098) is in accord-L(1)–Ru(1)–L(2) 176.13(9) 176.83(2)

L(1)–Ru(1)–C(1) 90.4(4) 90.76(19) ance with the reported values of N–H . . . Cl hydrogen
L(1)–Ru(1)–N(1) 91.2(2) 87.22(12) bonds whose donor–acceptor lengths usually range from
L(1)–Ru(1)–H(1) 93.8(10) 92(3) ˚ ˚2.91 to 3.52 A (mean value53.21 A) [19].
L(2)–Ru(1)–C(1) 89.9(4) 91.22(19)

The Hdmpz ligand is planar as expected. The root meanL(2)–Ru(1)–N(1) 88.0(2) 90.50(12)
˚squares deviations of the ring is only 0.0043 A. The angleL(2)–Ru(1)–H(1) 82.1(10) 86(3)

C(1)–Ru(1)–N(1) 171.2(4) 172.5(2) made by the equatorial coordination sphere (Ru(1), H(1),
C(1)–Ru(1)–H(1) 93.4(10) 83(3) C(1), Cl(1) and N(1)) and the Hdmpz ligand is only
N(1)–Ru(1)–H(1) 77.8(10) 89(3) 2.39(20)8. The equatorial plane including Ru(1) is also a

perfect plane. Ru(1) resides at slightly below this plane,Pyrazole ring
˚20.0136(159) A.N(1)–N(2)–C(38) 112.4(8) 112.1(5)

N(2)–N(1)–C(40) 105.2(8) 105.1(4) It is interesting to observe in this work that the bonds
N(1)–C(40)–C(39) 109.4(9) 109.7(5) between the boron atom and nitrogen atoms in the

2 2N(2)–C(38)–C(39) 106.5(9) 106.0(5) [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] or [H B(3,5-Me pz) ] ions, usually2 3 2 2 2C(38)–C(39)–C(40) 106.5(9) 107.0(5)
multidentate ligands, have been dissociated during the

Mean C–L–C 103.1(4) 102.27(2) reaction of the ligand with RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) or3 3
Mean C–C–C(Ph) 120.0(10) 120.0(6) 2RuHCl(CO)(AsPh ) , and the [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] or3 3 2 3Mean Ru–L–C 115.3(3) 116.0(16) 2[H B(3,5-Me pz) ] ligands have resulted in coordinating2 2 2a IIAtoms are labeled in accordance with Fig. 1. Numbers in parentheses to Ru as a neutral monodentate 3,5-dimethylpyrazole to
are the estimated standard deviations in the least significant figure.

give, respectively, RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) , 1, or3 2

RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(AsPh ) , 2. As a way to obtain a3 2

between phosphine and arsine analogs. Perspective views standard complex, the RuHCl(CO)(Hdmpz)(PPh ) com-3 2

of 2 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. plex has also been prepared directly from the reaction
˚The Ru–CO bond distance (1.820(6) A) is normal for a between RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) and the monodentate Hdmpz3 3

IImonomeric Ru carbonyl complex. Ru–CO bond distances ligand. At this stage it is not clear how the [HB(3,5-
2˚generally range from 1.74 to 1.98 A [15,16]. In Me pz) ] ion has resulted in coordinating to the metal2 3

1[RuCp(CO)(PPh ) ] (Cp5cyclopentadienyl ring), for center as a neutral monodentate 3,5-dimethylpyrazole3 2
˚example, the distance of Ru–CO (1.869(2) A) has been during the preparation reactions of 1 and 2. In fact, it is
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Fig. 1. ORTEP view (50% probability) of 2 with atom numbering. All nonhydrogen atoms have been refined anisotropically. H-atoms are eliminated for
the sake of clarity except for the hydride and the H(2) with arbitrary small circles. Intramolecular hydrogen bond is shown as a dotted line.

2really possible for the ligand to hydrolyze in alcoholic [HB(3,5-Me pz) ] ligand may dissociate first to generate2 3

solution. However, the reaction between the bidentate the free pyrazole molecules, which subsequently coordi-
2 II 2ligand, [H B(3,5-Me pz) ] , and RuHCl(CO)(PPh ) in nate to the Ru center, or (2) the [HB(3,5-Me pz) ]2 2 2 3 3 2 3

2 3dried toluene solution has also produced 1 as a sole ligand coordinate to the metal center via h - or h -mode
product. We can, therefore, only speculate that (1) the and then breaks up to produce the complex 1 or 2. Further

work is under way to find out whether (1) or (2) is more
feasible for the results observed in our work. It is worth

2 2mentioning that [H Bpz ] and [H B(4-Brpz) ] ligands2 2 2 2
IIform very stable Ru complexes [20,21].

Supplementary data

Supplementary data (excluding structure factors) are
available from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Cen-
tre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 IEZ, UK on request,
quoting the deposition number CCDC-103226.
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Abstract

1Simple syntheses of the potentially tetradentate chelating ligands 6,69-bis(3-pyrazolyl)-2,29-bipyridine (H L ), and 6,69-bis(2-2
2 1 2hydroxyphenyl)-2,29-bipyridine (H L ) are described: H L is a new ligand, whereas H L is known, but investigation of its coordination2 2 2

chemistry has been hampered by the lack of a simple synthesis. Complexes of both have been structurally characterised and reveal many
1interesting features. [Cu(HL )(H O)][PF ] is square pyramidal with an axial H O ligand, but, in the solid state, forms a hydrogen-bonded2 6 2

1dimer in which the peripheral pyrazolyl groups of HL (one protonated, one deprotonated) in one complex unit form a two-point
1‘chelating’ hydrogen-bonding interaction with the axial water ligand of the second, and vice versa. In contrast, [Ag (L ) ][BF ] is a2 2 4 2

2dinuclear double helicate because of the preference of Ag(I) ions for a pseudo-tetrahedral geometry. [Cu(L )] has a typical near-planar
geometry with a N O donor set, and monomeric units are associated into centrosymmetric dimers in the crystal via weak axial2 2

2 2Cu???O(phenolate) interactions to give an asymmetric [Cu (m-phenolate) ] core. In h[Cu(L )] Hj(PF ), the two monomeric [Cu(L )] units2 2 2 6

are also associated via axial phenolate interactions to give a dimer with a [Cu (m-phenolate) ] core, but, in addition, the extra proton per2 2

dimer unit is located at the centre of a short, strong O???H???O hydrogen-bond that links a phenolate group from each of the two monomer
units. The geometry of dimer formation is changed in order to allow the phenolate groups to approach one another closely enough for this
hydrogen-bond to form.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tetradentate chelate; Bridging ligand

1. Introduction

As part of our general interest in the synthesis and
coordination chemistry of new multidentate ligands, we
have recently been interested in two classes of ligand:
mixed pyridine–phenol ligands [1–5] and mixed pyridine–
pyrazole ligands [5–7]. The mixed pyridine–phenol lig-
ands, such as 6-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-2,29-bipyridine (Hnno,
Scheme 1) attracted our attention for two reasons. Firstly,
bridging behaviour by phenolate residues attached to the
end of a string of pyridyl donors results, in many cases, in
the formation of phenolate-bridged polynuclear complexes
with, in some cases, interesting magnetic and spectroscopic

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-117-928-7655; fax: 144-117-929-
0509.

E-mail address: mike.ward@bristol.ac.uk (M.D. Ward) Scheme 1.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00154-0
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properties [1–3]. Secondly, in kinetically inert, mononu- solid was recrystallised from CH Cl hexane to give the2 2

clear complexes of Ru(II) and Ru(III), the systematic intermediate I (see Scheme 2: 0.370 g, 95%). EIMS:
1 1variation of ligand donor set could be correlated with the m /z5350 (M ), 307 (M –NMe ). Compound I (0.370 g,2

3redox properties of the complexes [4,5]. Mixed pyridine– 1.06 mmol) was then dissolved in EtOH (15 cm ) and
3pyrazole ligands such as 2-(3-pyrazolyl)pyridine (Hpzpy, hydrazine hydrate (1 cm added). This mixture was heated

Scheme 1) can also result in the formation of polynuclear to reflux in air for 1 h, after which, it was cooled in an ice
1complexes via deprotonation of the pyrazole group to give bath. A white microcrystalline precipitate of H L formed2

pyrazolate bridges, with interesting structural [6–8] and and this was filtered off, washed with ether and dried
1magnetic [8] consequences. (0.250 g, 95%). EIMS: m /z 288 (M ). Found: C, 60.0; H,

We describe here the synthesis and coordination chemis- 4.6; N, 25.9%. Required for C H N ?2H O: C, 59.3; H,16 12 6 2

try of an additional member of each series: 6,69-bis(3- 4.9; N, 25.9%. We note that related ligands with pyridyl
1pyrazolyl)-2,29-bipyridine (H L , Scheme 1) and 6,69- and pyrazole groups have been shown crystallographically2

2bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)-2,29-bipyridine (H L , Scheme 1). to crystallise hydrogen-bonded to several water molecules2

Both of these contain a central 2,29-bipyridyl unit, bearing in the lattice [11].
two additional hydroxyphenyl or pyrazolyl substituents,
respectively, and have the potential to act either as

2.3. Preparation of 6,69-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)-2,29-bridging ligands in multinuclear complexes or as simple
2bipyridine (H L )tetradentate chelates. 2

To an ice-cold suspension of 6,69-dibromo-2,29-
bipyridine (0.784 g, 2.5 mmol) and [Ni(dppe)Cl ] (0.1002. Experimental 2

3g, 0.19 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (thf; 10 cm ) under
2.1. General details N was added a solution of the Grignard reagent 2-2

MeOC H MgBr [prepared from 2-bromoanisole (0.954 g,6 4
3Fast-atom bombardment (FAB) and electron-impact 5.1 mmol)] in thf (20 cm ). A dark green–brown colour

(EI) mass spectra were recorded on a VG-Autospec developed; the mixture was allowed to warm up to room
1instrument using 3-nitrobenzylalcohol as the matrix; H temperature and was stirred overnight. The reaction was

NMR spectra were recorded on a Jeol Lambda 300 MHz then quenched with water, resulting in a bright yellow
instrument. 6,69-Dibromo-2,29-bipyridine [9], 6,69- colour, and the solution was concentrated in vacuo. The
diacetyl-2,29-bipyridine [9] and [Ni(dppe)Cl ] [10] were aqueous residue was extracted with several portions of2

prepared according to the published methods. Other re- CH Cl , which were combined, dried (MgSO ) and2 2 4

agents were purchased from Aldrich or Lancaster and were evaporated to dryness. The bright orange solid was purified
used as received. by chromatography on silica with CH Cl as the eluent to2 2

2 1give Me L (0.638 g, 69%); mass and H NMR spectro-2

2.2. Preparation of 6,69-bis(3-pyrazolyl)-2,29-bipyridine scopic data agreed with those reported previously [12].
1 2(H L ) Me L was demethylated using molten pyridinium2 2

chloride at 1908C for 2 h, according to the published
A solution of 6,69-diacetyl-2,29-bipyridine (0.268 g, 1.12 method [12]. After cooling the reaction mixture to room

3mmol) in dimethylformamide–dimethylacetal (20 cm , temperature, the solid mass was dissolved in water and
excess) was heated to reflux under N for 20 h. After neutralised with KOH to yield a tan precipitate. This was2

cooling, the solvent was removed in vacuo and the yellow extracted into several portions of CH Cl , which were2 2

Scheme 2.
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Table 2combined, dried (MgSO ) and evaporated to dryness. The4 1˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Cu(HL )(H O)][PF ]2 6resulting solid was recrystallised from CH Cl –hexane to2 2
2 1 Cu(1)–N(31) 1.952(2) Cu(1)–O(1) 2.305(2)give H L in 80% yield; mass and H NMR spectroscopic2

Cu(1)–N(42) 1.956(2) Cu(1)–N(12) 2.006(2)data agreed with those previously reported [13]. X-Ray
2 Cu(1)–N(21) 1.971(2)quality crystals of H L were grown by slow evaporation2 N(31)–Cu(1)–N(42) 80.80(8) N(21)–Cu(1)–N(12) 79.41(8)

of a concentrated CH Cl solution.2 2 N(31)–Cu(1)–N(21) 78.51(8) N(31)–Cu(1)–O(1) 101.48(7)
N(42)–Cu(1)–N(21) 156.92(8) N(42)–Cu(1)–O(1) 95.12(7)
N(31)–Cu(1)–N(12) 155.34(8) N(21)–Cu(1)–O(1) 98.90(7)
N(42)–Cu(1)–N(12) 118.28(8) N(12)–Cu(1)–O(1) 92.64(7)2.4. Preparations of complexes

The complexes were prepared by reaction of the appro-
priate ligand with one equivalent of the appropriate metal 2.5. X-ray crystallography
salt in MeOH for 1 h at room temperature. For

1[Cu(HL )][PF ]?H O, the addition of aqueous NH PF Suitable crystals were coated with paraffin oil, mounted6 2 4 6

was necessary to precipitate the complex. on a brass pin, and quickly transferred to the diffractometer
2 2[Cu(L )](HPF ) ?H O and [Cu(L )], prepared by re- under a stream of cold N . Data were collected using a6 0.5 2 2

2action of H L with [Cu(MeCN) ][PF ] and Cu(OAc) ? Siemens SMART three-circle diffractometer with a CCD2 4 6 2

H O, respectively, crystallised on slow evaporation of the area detector (173 K, graphite–monochromatised Mo–K2 a
1 ˚methanol solutions. [Ag (L ) ][BF ] was isolated by X-radiation, l50.71073 A); a full description of the2 2 4 2

evaporating the reaction mixture to dryness and recrystal- general experimental method has been given elsewhere
lising the solid residue from acetone /ether. Characterisa- [14]. Data were collected for Lorentz /polarisation effects
tion data for the new complexes are as follows. and for absorption effects by an empirical method based on

1Data for [Cu(HL )(H O)][PF ]. FABMS: m /z 350, multiple measurements of equivalent data [15]. Details of2 6
1 1[Cu(HL )] . Found: C, 37.3; H, 2.5; N, 16.0%. Required the crystal parameters, data collection and refinement are

1for [Cu(HL )(H O)][PF ]: C, 37.4; H, 2.5; N, 16.4%. given in Table 1, and bond lengths and angles are in2 6
1Data for [Ag (H L ) ][BF ] . FABMS: m /z 395, Tables 2–4. The structures were solved by conventional2 2 2 4 2

1 1[Ag(H L )] . Found: C, 36.6; H, 2.8; N, 15.8%. Required direct or heavy-atom methods, and were refined by the2
1 2for [Ag (H L ) ][BF ] ?2H O: C, 37.0; H, 3.1; N, 16.2%. full-matrix least-squares method on all F data, using the2 2 2 4 2 2

Table 1
Crystallographic data for the new complexes

1 1 2 2 2Compound [Cu(HL )(H O)][PF ] [Ag (H L ) ][BF ] ? H L [Cu(L )] [Cu(L )]?(HPF ) ?2 6 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 0.5

H O H O2 2

Formula C H CuF N OP C H Ag B F N O C H N O C H CuN O C H CuF N O P16 13 6 6 32 26 2 2 8 12 22 16 2 2 22 14 2 2 22 16.5 3 2 3 0.5

M 513.83 984.01 340.37 401.89 492.90
¯System, space group Triclinic, P1 Monoclinic, P2 /c Monoclinic, P2 /c Orthorhombic, Pbca Monoclinic, C2/c1 1

˚a /A 8.5521(12) 12.7783(12) 9.443(3) 7.920(2) 15.659(4)
˚b /A 10.270(2) 17.996(2) 5.3346(9) 16.653(4) 16.945(3)
˚c /A 11.774(2) 15.684(2) 15.953(3) 24.107(4) 15.666(3)

a / 8 108.865(10) 90 90 90 90
b / 8 108.364(11) 94.872(9) 100.06(2) 90 112.50(2)
g / 8 94.135(14) 90 90 90 90

3˚U /A 911.1(3) 3593.7(6) 791.2(3) 3179.6(13) 3840.5(13)
Z 2 4 2 8 8

23D /g cm 1.873 1.819 1.429 1.679 1.705c
21

m /mm 1.370 1.180 0.093 1.395 1.237
F(000) 514 1944 356 1640 2000
Crystal size /mm 0.330.330.05 0.430.130.05 0.430.1530.05 0.230.130.1 0.230.1530.05
Reflections collected:
total, independent, R 9426, 4121, 0.0312 23845, 4702, 0.1498 6242, 1397, 0.0485 12648, 2781, 0.1843 15386, 4386, 0.0852int

2u limits for data, 8 4–55 4–45 4–50 4–50 4–55
Data, restraints, parameters 4121, 0, 280 4668, 0, 514 1396, 0, 118 2763, 0, 244 4386, 0, 303

a bFinal R , wR 0.0327, 0.0772 0.0911, 0.2764 0.0387, 0.0977 0.0676, 0.1742 0.0544, 0.12121 2
bWeighting factors 0.0372, 0 0.1459, 1.3525 0.0508, 0 0.0685, 0 0.0414, 4.55

23˚Largest peak, hole /e A 10.445, 20.409 12.142, 20.632 10.156, 20.182 11.852, 20.697 10.495, 20.545
a 2Structure was refined on F using all data; the value of R is given for comparison with older refinements based on F with a typical threshold ofo 1 o

F54s(F ).
2 2 2 1 2 2o w F 2 F ] max F , 0 1 2Ff s d g f s d go c o cb 21 2 22 2]]]] ]]]]]wR 5 where w 5 s F 1 aP 1 bP and P 5 .f s d s d gF G2 o2 2 3o w Fs do
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Table 3
1˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Ag (H L ) ][BF ] ?H O2 2 2 4 2 2

Ag(1)–N(242) 2.291(14) Ag(2)–N(212) 2.319(13)
Ag(1)–N(112) 2.294(13) Ag(2)–N(142) 2.332(13)
Ag(1)–N(121) 2.352(13) Ag(2)–N(131) 2.340(13)
Ag(1)–N(231) 2.378(12) Ag(2)–N(221) 2.362(11)
Ag(1)? ? ?Ag(2) 3.130(2)
N(242)–Ag(1)–N(112) 153.2(5) N(212)–Ag(2)–N(142) 148.8(6)
N(242)–Ag(1)–N(121) 120.4(5) N(212)–Ag(2)–N(131) 120.9(5)
N(112)–Ag(1)–N(121) 73.0(6) N(142)–Ag(2)–N(131) 72.8(5)
N(242)–Ag(1)–N(231) 70.7(5) N(212)–Ag(2)–N(221) 72.1(5)
N(112)–Ag(1)–N(231) 116.7(5) N(142)–Ag(2)–N(221) 118.9(4)
N(121)–Ag(1)–N(231) 137.3(4) N(131)–Ag(2)–N(221) 137.0(5)

SHELX suite of programs on a Silicon Graphics Indy comparable to those of the other H atoms in the molecule.
computer [16]. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined An additional feature of this structure is the possibility of
anisotropically; hydrogen atoms were included in calcu- higher metric symmetry (the values of a and c are
lated positions and refined with isotropic thermal parame- essentially identical) and, in fact, the cell we used in C2/c
ters. can be transformed to an A-centred orthorhombic cell with

1 ˚Crystals of [Ag (H L ) ][BF ] ?H O were poorly a516.945, b517.403 and c526.046 A. However, the2 2 2 4 2 2

formed and diffracted very weakly; only data with 2u ,458 value of R increases from 0.085 in C2/c to 0.265 in allint

were used in the final refinement as there was no signifi- possible orthorhombic space groups, and examination of
cant diffracted intensity at higher angles. Consequently, the the structure using PLATON found no higher metric
value of R is rather poor (9.1%), which is reflected in the symmetry. The possibility remained of pseudo-merohedral1

high e.s.d values for the bond lengths and angles; nonethe- twinning, which we checked for using the TWIN com-
less, the gross structure is perfectly clear. The maximum mand (matrix 0 0 1; 0 21 0; 1 0 0), but the amount of
residual electron-density peak is very close to the Ag atom. twinning was found to be zero. This is simply an unusual

2In the structure of H L , the molecule lies on an case in which the cell dimensions look orthorhombic but2

inversion centre between the two pyridyl rings, such that the intensity statistics are only consistent with the lower
only half of the molecule is unique. The structure de- monoclinic symmetry.

1 2terminations of [Cu(HL )(H O)][PF ] and [Cu(L )] were2 6

straightforward and their structures have no unusual crys-
tallographic features. 3. Results and discussion

2In [Cu(L )]?(HPF ) ?H O, the presence of a proton in6 0.5 2

a hydrogen-bond was apparent from the close approach of 3.1. Synthesis and coordination chemistry of 6,69-bis(3-
1O(40) and its symmetry equivalent O(40A) in the packing pyrazolyl)-2,29-bipyridine, H L2

diagram, the non-bonded O? ? ?O separation being 2.397(5)
1Å. Closer inspection revealed a small residual electron- The new ligand, H L , was readily prepared from 6,69-2

23˚density peak (ca. 1 eA ) located on a special position (a diacetyl-2,29-bipyridine, by the standard two-step conver-
C axis) mid-way between the two oxygen atoms. This was sion of the acetyl groups into pyrazole groups [8]. The2

accordingly labelled as a hydrogen atom and its positional yield was excellent and the formulation of the compound
parameters were fixed for the final refinement cycle; it was was readily confirmed from mass spectrometry and

1also assigned a fixed isotropic thermal parameter that was elemental analysis. H NMR spectrometry was less helpful
due to the extreme insolubility of the ligand and only

Table 4 poorly resolved, broad spectra could be obtained. How-
2 2˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Cu(L )] and [Cu(L )]? ever, the subsequent crystallographic characterisation of

(HPF ) ?H O6 0.5 2 two complexes confirmed the identity of the ligand that
2 2[Cu(L )] [Cu(L )]?(HPF ) ?H O6 0.5 2 was apparent from the mass spectrum and elemental

analysis.Cu(1)–O(10) 1.891(5) Cu(1)–O(10) 1.884(3)
1Cu(1)–O(40) 1.900(5) Cu(1)–O(40) 1.925(3) Reaction of H L with copper(II) acetate hydrate in2

Cu(1)–N(21) 1.983(6) Cu(1)–N(21) 1.938(3) MeOH afforded a clear solution, with the insoluble free
Cu(1)–N(31) 1.957(7) Cu(1)–N(31) 1.955(3) ligand dissolving as complexation proceeded. Addition of
O(10)–Cu(1)–O(40) 92.0(2) O(10)–Cu(1)–O(40) 88.98(12)

aqueous NH PF resulted in precipitation of a green solid,4 6O(10)–Cu(1)–N(31) 164.4(3) O(10)–Cu(1)–N(31) 177.37(12)
which was recrystallised from MeOH by slow evaporation.O(40)–Cu(1)–N(31) 93.1(3) O(40)–Cu(1)–N(31) 91.28(13)

O(10)–Cu(1)–N(21) 92.6(2) O(10)–Cu(1)–N(21) 94.87(13) The FAB mass spectrum showed a strong peak at m /z 351
O(40)–Cu(1)–N(21) 172.8(2) O(40)–Cu(1)–N(21) 174.83(13) that corresponded to a 1:1 Cu–ligand cation, and the
N(31)–Cu(1)–N(21) 84.0(3) N(21)–Cu(1)–N(31) 85.04(14) elemental analysis was consistent with the formulation
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1[Cu(HL )][PF ]?H O, in which the ligand is mono-de-6 2

protonated. This formulation was subsequently confirmed
by X-ray crystallography, which showed that the complex

1was [Cu(HL )(H O)][PF ] (Fig. 1). Selected bond lengths2 6

and angles are collected in Table 2.
The Cu(II) ion is in an approximately square pyramidal

2geometry, with the four donor atoms of [HL] occupying
the basal plane and a water ligand in the axial site. The

˚axial Cu–O bond [2.305(2) A] is, as expected, much
longer than the four equatorial Cu–N bonds (average

˚length, 1.97 A). The bite angles in the ‘square’ basal plane
deviate from ideality because of the steric constraints of
the chelating ligand, such that the bite angles within the
five-membered chelate rings are all ca. 808 and the

1Fig. 2. Crystal structure of the double helicate [Ag (H L ) ][BF ] ?H O;2 2 2 4 2 2remaining angle N(12)–Cu(1)–N(42), involving the two
the two ligand strands are coloured differently for clarity.

pyrazolyl donors at opposite ends of the ligand, is much
larger, at 118.28(8)8. The four N-donor atoms are almost
exactly coplanar (mean deviation from mean plane, 0.006 nation instead [17]. With related ligands, such as
˚ ˚ 2,29:69,29:6,20-quaterpyridine (qp), this preference resultsA), with the Cu(II) ion lying 0.220 A out of this plane

Iin formation of a [Cu (qp) ] double helicate [18]. Wetowards the axial water ligand. In summary, the coordina- 2 2
1could not isolate stable Cu(I) complexes with H L — alltion geometry is entirely typical for a square-pyramidal 2

attempts resulted in oxidation of the metal to give theCu(II) mononuclear complex. However, one feature of
Cu(II) complex — so, instead, we prepared the complexinterest is that the tetradentate ligand is mono-deproto-
with Ag(I), which shares the preference of Cu(I) fornated, with the other pyrazolyl ring remaining protonated.
pseudo-tetrahedral coordination geometry but does notThe reason for this may be seen in Fig. 1, which shows the

1easily oxidise. Reaction of AgBF and H L in MeOH in aformation of a hydrogen-bonded dimer in the solid state. 4 2

1:1 ratio afforded a clear solution. This was evaporated toThe pyrazole N atoms, N(11) (protonated) and N(41)
dryness and the resulting solid was recrystallised from(deprotonated), both interact with the axial water ligand of
acetone /ether. The FAB mass spectrum of this compoundanother complex unit to give a ‘chelating’ hydrogen-
gave a strong peak at m /z5395, which is indicative of abonding interaction, with N(11) acting as a H-bond donor

˚ 1:1 complex.[NH? ? ?O; non-bonded N–O separation, 2.790(3) A] and
The crystal structure reveals the complex to be thedeprotonated N(14) acting as a H-bond acceptor to the

1dinuclear double helicate [Ag (H L ) ][BF ] ?H O (Fig.same water ligand [N? ? ?HO; non-bonded N–O separation, 2 2 2 4 2 2
˚ 2). Each ligand is bridging both metal Ag(I) ions, with2.685(3) A]. We have seen in another structure how

clear aromatic p-stacking between the overlapping sectionsdeprotonated pyrazolyl groups can lead to assembly of a
˚of the two ligands. The Ag? ? ?Ag separation of 3.130(2) Amultinuclear complex by hydrogen-bonding [6].

suggests that the Ag? ? ?Ag interaction is minimal and is, inGiven the natural tendency of this ligand to coordinate
fact, very close to that observed in the double helicateas a planar tetradentate chelate, we also investigated its

21[Ag (qp) ] whose structure is quite similar to that ofcoordination behaviour with Cu(I) and Ag(I) because of 2 2
1 21their incompatibility with a basically planar N -donor set [Ag (H L ) ] [18]. The four chelating pyridyl /4 2 2 2

and their marked preference for pseudo-tetrahedral coordi- pyrazolyl fragments are close to planar, with interannular

1Fig. 1. Crystal structure of [Cu(HL )(H O)][PF ], showing formation of the hydrogen-bonded dimer.2 6
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angles in the range 9–158; adoption of the helical topology More recently (1994), a rather lengthy preparation of
2is achieved by a much larger twist between the two pyridyl Me L was described involving reaction of 2-lithioanisole2

rings, of 488 in ligand 1 and 468 in ligand 2. The Ag–N with 2,29-bipyridine, isolation of the mono-substituted
distances, and the flattened pseudo-tetrahedral coordination intermediate, and reaction with a second equivalent of

2geometries about the metal centres, are unremarkable. The 2-lithioanisole; demethylation then afforded H L [13].2

lattice water molecule is involved in a hydrogen-bonding The ligand is of interest as an analogue of the tetradentate
interaction with one of the pyrazolyl NH groups, the ‘salen’-type Schiff base ligands, but with the reactive

˚non-bonded N(241)? ? ?O(1) separation being 2.78(2) A. imine bonds now incorporated into pyridine rings, which
Comparison of these structures highlights two points of makes the ligand and its complexes much more stable. The

1 2 2interest in the coordination properties of H L . The more preparation of [Cu(L )] and [Ni(L )], and their electro-2

obvious point is that, like many other tetradentate chelating chemical conversion into robust polymers, was described
1 2ligands, H L has the capacity to adapt to the stereoelec- [13]. Given this interest in H L , and the fact that, to date,2 2

tronic requirements of both Cu(II) (planar N coordina- there are no crystal structure determinations of any of its4

tion) and Ag(I) (pseudo-tetrahedral N coordination) by complexes, we were interested in developing a simple and4

forming either mononuclear or dinuclear double helical efficient synthesis of the ligand and in investigating its
complexes, as required. The less obvious point relates to coordination chemistry further.

2the behaviour of the pyrazolyl NH groups. In We prepared Me L in 69% yield by the [Ni(dppe)Cl ]-2 2
1[Cu(HL )(H O)][PF ], the planar ligand conformation catalysed cross-coupling of 6,69-dibromo-2,29-bipyridine2 6

brings the terminal pyrazolyl groups into sufficiently close with the Grignard reagent derived from 2-bromoanisole
1 1proximity that the two pyrazolyl N donors can coordinate (Scheme 2), and converted it to H L in 80% yield by2

to another species (here, a hydrogen-bonded water mole- demethylation with pyridinium chloride. The formulation
1cule) in a ‘chelating’ interaction; also, the pyrazolyl rings was confirmed by the H NMR and mass spectra [13] and

can match the hydrogen-bond donor or acceptor charac- also by a crystal structure determination (Fig. 3). The
teristics of the bound guest by retention or loss of the H molecule is almost exactly planar, with all atoms deviating

1 ˚protons, as required. In [Ag (H L ) ][BF ] ?H O, in from the best-fit mean plane by ,0.1 A. The conformation2 2 2 4 2 2

contrast, the double helical topology means that the is cis,trans,cis: the two terminal hydroxyphenyl-pyridine
terminal pyrazolyl rings of each ligand are too far apart to groups have a cisoid conformation because of the in-
cooperate in this way. tramolecular N? ? ?OH hydrogen bond between the phenol

and pyridine rings [21], whereas the two pyridyl rings
3.2. Synthesis and coordination chemistry of 6,69-bis(2- adopt the normal mutually trans conformation [22].

2 2hydroxyphenyl)-2,29-bipyridine, H L Reaction of H L with copper(II) acetate in MeOH2 2

afforded a green solution of the known [23] compound
2 2There have been two other reports of H L in the [Cu(L )], which afforded X-ray-quality crystals by slow2

literature [13,19]. The first, from 1946, describes the evaporation. The crystal structure (Fig. 4) shows that the
2reaction of 2-lithioanisole with 2,29-bipyridine to give the monomeric [Cu(L )] units have the expected basically

disubstituted product 6,69-bis(2-methoxyphenyl)-2,29- square planar coordination. The ligand is not exactly
2 2bipyridine (Me L ), which afforded H L after demethyla- planar but is slightly buckled by twists between adjacent2 2

tion [19]. However, this report is erroneous; the product aromatic rings: ca. 178 in each case between the terminal
actually prepared from this route is the mono-substituted pyridine /phenolate pairs, and a smaller twist of 98 between
product Hnno (see Scheme 1) [20]. the two pyridyl rings. The complex molecules are associ-

2Fig. 3. Crystal structure of H L .2
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2Fig. 4. Crystal structure of [Cu(L )], showing association into a dimer via axial Cu? ? ?phenolate interactions.

ated into dimers by weak axial Cu? ? ?O interactions bond lengths and angles. The ligand adopts a rather more
between a Cu(II) ion of one monomer unit and O(40) of buckled conformation, with torsion angles of 13, 7 and 268

the other (Fig. 4), resulting in an asymmetric Cu (m- between adjacent rings 1 /2, 2 /3 and 3/4, respectively. The2
2phenolate) core with the Cu? ? ?O(40) separation being biggest change from the structure of [Cu(L )] however is2

˚2.512(6) A; this is fairly common behaviour in planar the way in which the two monomer units associate. Again
Cu(II)–phenolate complexes [23,24]. It can be seen in Fig. we see formation of a [Cu (m-phenolate) ] core via weak2 2

4 how this weakly bridging interaction is responsible for axial coordination of O(10) from one unit to Cu(1) of the
2˚the twist of ring 4 [containing O(40)] away from the plane other [Cu(1)–O(10A), 2.592(3) A], but the two [Cu(L )]

of the adjacent pyridyl ring. units are arranged such that the two phenolate oxygen
2On reaction of H L with the Cu(I) salt atoms O(40) are joined by an O? ? ?H? ? ?O hydrogen bond2

[Cu(MeCN) ][PF ], rapid aerial oxidation of the metal involving the equivalent of HPF that is present per dimer.4 6 6
2 2occurred to again give [Cu(L )]. However, we noticed that, The two [Cu(L )] units are now related by a C axis rather2

on crystallisation of the reaction mixture, mixed in with than an inversion centre, which allows O(40) and its
2the crystals of [Cu(L )] were a few crystals of a different symmetry equivalent O(40A) to approach one another

habit. These were structurally characterised (Fig. 5), and closely enough for the hydrogen-bonding interaction to
2found to be h[Cu(L )] Hj(PF )?2H O, in which there is occur. This close approach of O(40) and O(40A) also2 6 2

2half an equivalent of HPF per [Cu(L )] monomer unit in results in the phenolate rings concerned being twisted6
2the crystal. The structure of the [Cu(L )] monomer unit is away from the planes of their adjacent pyridyl neighbours.

essentially the same as before, with only minor changes in The non-bonded O(40)? ? ?O(40A) separation of 2.397(5)

2Fig. 5. Crystal structure of [Cu(L )]?(HPF ) ?H O, showing association into a dimer via (i) axial Cu? ? ?phenolate interactions and (ii) a symmetrical6 0.5 2

O? ? ?H? ? ?O hydrogen bond.
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Abstract

New organomercurials of benzoquinone, barbituric acid and thiobarbituric acid with substituted aryl mercuric chloride have been
synthesised using microwave irradiation under dry conditions in a domestic microwave oven in a few minutes with improved yields as
compared to conventional heating. These organomercurials have a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of aryl mercury and benzoquinone/barbituric
acid / thiobarbituric acid moiety.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and in continuation of our earlier work [21–23] on
microwave assisted synthesis, it was thought worthwhile to

Organomercurials exhibit a wide range of biological synthesise novel organomercurials under solvent free
activities [1–3]. Heterocyclic compounds containing mer- conditions using microwaves.
cury [4–7] are very potent fungicides, bactericides and
pesticides. Benzoquinone, barbituric acid and thiobar-
bituric acid are also known for their pharmacological
importance [8–11]. A literature survey shows that many 2. Experimental
synthetic strategies have been applied for preparation of
organomercurials [12–14]. Moreover, it is only recently Melting points were taken on an electrothermal ap-
that microwave ovens have been used for organic synthesis paratus and were uncorrected. IR spectra were recorded on
[15–18]. These procedures are strongly limited by the a 1710 Perkin Elmer FTIR spectrophotometer using KBr

1presence of solvents, which reach their boiling points discs. H NMR spectra were recorded on a FT NMR
within very short times (.1 min) of exposure to micro- Hitachi R-600 spectrometer operating at 90 MHz using
waves [19]. Consequently, high pressures are developed, TMS as internal standard (chemical shift in ppm). Elemen-
thus causing damage to vessels, materials and occasionally tal analyses were performed on a Heracus CHN Rapid
leading to explosions. Using reagents supported on inor- Analyser. A Padmini Essentia microwave oven Model
ganic solid materials in the absence of solvent (solvent free Brownie at 2450 MHz was used. The purity of the
conditions) clearly has advantages for environmental compounds was checked on silica gel coated Al plates
reasons, but they offer the further benefit of shorter (Merck).
reaction times, especially if microwaves are used [20]. Barbituric acid and benzoquinone were purchased from
Solvent free conditions coupled with MWI leads to Aldrich USA.
reaction rate enhancement, improved yields and safe Thiobarbituric acid was prepared by a previously pub-
conditions which make this technique cheap and useful for lished literature method [24].
synthesis.

Keeping in view the importance of organomercurials,
advantages of solvent free conditions coupled with MWI 2.1. General procedure for the synthesis of aryl

mercuric chloride (1a–c)

These were synthesised according to a previously pub-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-11-7256-235; fax: 191-11-7257-
336. lished literature method [25].
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2.2. General procedure for the synthesis of 2-[aryl 3. Results and discussion
mercury(II)]-1,4-benzoquinone (2a–c), 5-
[arylmercury(II)]-pyrimidine-2,4,6-trione (3a–c) and 5- Organomercurials have been synthesised by the reaction
[arylmercury(II)]-1,3-diphenyl pyrimidine-1,3-dihydro- of benzoquinone/barbituric acid / thiobarbituric acid with
4,6-dioxo-2-thione (4a–c) (phenyl /4-chlorophenyl /4-methoxyphenyl) mercuric chlo-

ride on basic alumina using microwaves.
Basic alumina [26] (18 g) was added to a solution of This is the first report on the synthesis of organo-

arylmercuric chloride (0.01 mol) and benzoquinone/bar- mercurials on solid support using MWI in which benzo-
bituric acid / thiobarbituric acid (0.01 mol) dissolved in quinone/barbituric acid / thiobarbituric acid rings are in-
acetone (5 ml) at room temperature. The reaction mixture corporated. The salient feature of our approach is coupling
was dried in air (in a beaker) and placed in an alumina microwaves with a solvent-free technique keeping mod-
bath [27] inside the microwave oven. Upon completion of ernisation, and simplification of classical procedures,
the reaction (1–3 min) as followed by TLC examination, avoiding volatile and toxic organic solvents, which make it
the mixture was cooled to room temperature and then the a clean, efficient and cheap technology to obtain new
product was extracted into acetone (4310 ml). Removal of organomercurials. Elemental analysis of all compounds
the solvent yielded the product which was purified by shows a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of the arylmercury and the
crystallization from a mixture of acetone–petroleum ether benzoquinone/barbituric acid / thiobarbituric acid moieties.
For the synthesis of these compounds, see Schemes 1 and All the organomercurials are white in colour and stable
2.

Scheme 1.

Scheme 2.
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Table 1
Physical and analytical data of compounds 2a–c, 3a–c and 4a–c

Compd M.Pt. Conventional heating MWI Analytical data %
No. 8C Time (h) /Yield (%) Time (h) /Yield (%)

C H N Hg

2a 235 11/66 2.5 /94 (54.54) 54.45 (3.03) 3.10 (28.16) 28.19
2b 217 10/57 2.0 /9.1 (48.24) 48.35 (2.34) 2.32 (25.11) 25.10
2c 240 11/70 2.5 /95 (53.06) 53.16 (3.40) 3.35 (25.47) 25.40
3a 223 8/72 1.5 /96 (42.25) 42.35 (2.81) 2.78 (9.85) 9.70 (17.69) 17.72
3b 235 10/68 2.0 /90 (37.67) 37.56 (2.19) 2.25 (8.79) 8.80 (16.44) 16.53
3c 230 11/67 1.5 /92 (38.53) 38.52 (3.18) 3.20 (8.91) 8.90 (16.59) 16.63
4a 227 8/70 1.5.94 (58.40) 58.27 (3.53) 3.53 (6.19) 6.20 (30.30) 30.32
4b 220 10/66 1.5 /96 (54.26) 54.27 (3.08) 3.05 (5.75) 5.72 (26.80) 26.75
4c 213 9/72 2.0 /93 (57.26) 57.30 (3.73) 3.75 (5.80) 5.75 (27.21) 21.40

Table 2
Spectral data of compounds 2a–c, 3a–c and 4a–c

21 1 1Compound IR (cm ) H NMR (d, DMSO-d ) M Calc.6

No. (found) (m/z %)

2a 1675(C50), 1590(C5C) 7.0 (s, 1H, 3-CH, 7.2 (d, 1H, J59.5 Hz, 5-CH), 264 (264)
7.32 (d, 1H, J59.5 Hz, 6-CH), 8.2–8.5 (m, 4H, ArH)

2b 1680(C5O), 1600(C5C) 6.9 (s, 1H, 3-CH), 7.1 (d, 1H, J59.5 Hz, 5-CH), 298.5 (297)
7.25 (d, 1H, J59.5 Hz, 6-CH), 8.2–8.5 (m, 4H, ArH)

2c 1690(C5O), 1590(C5C) 3.6 (s, 3H, –OCH ), 6.92 (s, 1H, 3-CH), 294 (293)3

7.2 (d, 1H, J59.5 Hz, 5-CH), 7.4 (d, 1H, J59.5 Hz, 6-CH),
8.3–8.4 (m, 4H, ArH)

3a 1640(C5O), 3450(2NH) 7.1 (s, 1H, 5-CH), 7.3–7.5 (m, 5H, ArH), 8.8 (brs, 2H, 23NH) 284 (284)
3b 1640(C5O), 3400(–NH) 7.3 (s, 1H, 5-CH), 7.5–7.7 (m, 4H, ArH), 8.7 (brs, 2H, 23NH) 318.5 (317)
3c 1645(C5O), 3420(–NH) 3.4 (s, 3H, –OCH ), 7.1 (s, 1H, 5-CH), 7.4–7.6 (m, 4H, ArH), 314 (313)3

8.9 (brs, 2H, 23NH)
4a 1150(C5S), 1645(C5O) 6.8 (s, 1H, 5-CH), 7.1–7.6 (m, 15H, ArH) 452 (450)
4b 1155(C5S), 1640(C5O) 6.9 (s, 1H, 5-CH), 7.4–8.3 (m, 14H, ArH) 486.5 (486)
4c 1150(C5S), 1645(C5O) 3.45 (s, 3H, –OCH ), 7.0(s, 1H, 5-CH), 7.6–7.9 (m, 14H, ArH) 482 (482)3

[11] V.A. Bogatskij, S.A. Andronati, L.A. Litvinova, S.G. Seboleva, P.P.under atmospheric conditions. In our approach on solid
Denisenko, M.I. Shamaryan, M.A. Polyakova, V.A. Silivra, Izo-support, less reaction time and better yield of products are
breteniya 37–38 (1993) 233.

found as compared with the conventional method [28] [12] R.C. Larock, Y.D. Lu, Tet. Lett. 29 (1998) 6761.
(Table 1). Spectral data of compounds 2a–c, 3a–c and [13] G.B. Deacon, G.N. Stretton, Aust. J. Chem. 38 (1985) 419.
4a–c are shown in Table 2. [14] E. El-Sawi, M.F. El-Shahat, F.A. Moti, S. El-Messary, J. Chem.

Soc. Pak. 6 (1984) 77.
[15] J. Thurey, Les Microondes et Leurs Effects sur la Matiere; Tech-

nique et Documentation, Cavoisier, Paris, 1989.
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Abstract

Photolysis of tetramethyldisilane-bridged bis(cyclopentadienyl) tetracarbonyl di-iron in the presence of phosphite or phosphine ligand
afforded the corresponding Fe–Fe bond complexes with one carbonyl replaced by a phosphite or phosphine ligand:
[(Me SiSiMe )Cp Fe (CO)(PR )(m-CO) ] (R5OPh, 1; OEt, 2; Ph, 3). When these complexes were heated in refluxing xylene, they2 2 2 2 3 2

become rearranged to the corresponding products [(Me SiCpFe) (CO) (PR )] (R5OPh, 4; OEt, 5; Ph, 6). It was found that, after2 2 3 3

phosphite or phosphine ligand substitution, the rearrangement became facile. The molecular structures of 1–6 were characterized by IR,
1H NMR spectra and elemental analyses. The crystal structures of 1 and 4 were determined by X-ray diffraction analysis.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Rearrangement; Sila-bridged; Fe–Fe bond

1. Introduction atoms of the cyclopentadienyl rings were substituted, or
the cyclopentadienyl replaced by indenyl, or the silyl

The chemistry of transition metal–silicon complexes has bridge replaced by germyl bridge, or using ruthenium
become a significant facet of the general chemistry of instead of iron, the thermal rearrangement reaction could
silicon [1]. Another important and in many ways a more still occur [7–13] (Scheme 1).
fundamental feature of silicon chemistry that has attracted In order to examine the effect of replacement of the
researchers is the nature of the Si–Si bond. Since transition carbonyl ligand on the rearrangement reaction, we report
metal complexes either activating or containing a Si–Si here the synthesis of tetramethyldisilane-bridged
bond were reported in 1965 and 1969 [2,3], a significant bis(cyclopentadienyl) Fe–Fe bond complexes with a phos-
amount of work followed these seminal studies in the phite or phosphine ligand substitution and the effect on
literature [4]. We have recently reported a novel thermal their thermal rearrangement reaction.
rearrangement reaction involving Si–Si and Fe–Fe bonds
in the tetramethyldisilane-bridged diiron complex

5(Me SiSiMe )[(h -C H )Fe(CO) ] (m-CO) [5]. A de-2 2 5 4 2 2 2

tailed investigation of the reaction mechanism indicated 2. Experimental
that it is a stereospecific intramolecular reaction via the
iron radical intermediate [6]. Later, we further studied the Solvents were distilled from appropriate drying agents
scope of the reaction and found that when the hydrogen under argon before use. All manipulations were under

argon using standard Schlenk and vacuum-line techniques.
1H NMR spectra were obtained on a BRUKER AC-P200
or JEOL FX-90Q spectrometer, while IR spectra were
obtained on a Nicolet 5DX FT-IR spectrometer. Elemental*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-22-2350-4781; fax: 186-22-2350-
analyses were performed with a CHN CORDER MF-32458.

E-mail address: zhouxz@public1.tpt.tj.cn (X.-Z. Zhou) analyzer.
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Scheme 1.

2.1. Preparation of complex 1 0.21 g (60%) of 4 as light yellow solid, m.p.146–1478C.
Anal. Found: C, 55.77; H, 4.61. C H Fe O PSi Calcd.:35 35 2 6 2

21A solution of 1.1 g (2.3 mmol) of C, 56.01; H, 4.70%. IR (KBr): [n / cm ] 1983.2 vs.,co
1(Me SiSiMe )[CpFe(CO)] (m-CO) [5] and 1.21 g (3.8 1917.6 vs. H NMR (90 MHz, CDCl ): d 7.38–7.15 (m,2 2 2 2 3 H

mmol) of P(OPh) in 50 ml of benzene was irradiated with 15H), 5.30 (d, 2H), 5.06(d, 2H), 4.78(s, 2H), 4.38(m, 2H),3

a 300 W high-pressure mercury lamp until disappearance 0.62 (s, 3H), 0.58 (s, 3H), 0.49 (s, 3H), 0.34(s, 3H) ppm.
of the substrate (ca. 15 h). Then the solvent was removed The rearrangement reactions of 2 and 3 were carried out
under vacuum and the residue was extracted with CH Cl . under similar conditions. The reactions were completed2 2

The extraction was concentrated and recrystallized from after about 30 min and the corresponding rearrangement
benzene /pentane to give 1.05 g (60%) of 1 as dark red products 5 and 6 were obtained in 68% and 48% yield,
crystals, m.p. 2428C (dec.). Anal. Found: C, 55.82; H, respectively.
4.49. C H Fe O PSi Calcd.: C, 56.01; H, 4.70%. IR Complex 5, m.p. 122–38C. Anal. Found: C, 45.50; H,35 35 2 6 2

21 1(KBr): [n / cm ] 1958.6 vs., 1737.1 vs. H NMR (200 5.59. C H Fe O PSi Calcd.: C, 45.56; H, 5.82%. IRco 23 35 2 6 2
21 1MHz, CDCl ): d 7.33(m, 15H), 5.39(s, 2H), 4.68(s, 2H), (KBr): [n / cm ] 1981.2 vs., 1912.5 vs. H NMR (2003 H co

4.43(s, 2H), 3.50(s, 2H), 0.15(s, 6H) ppm. MHz, CDCl ): d 5.08(s, 2H), 4.98(s, 2H), 4.66(t, 2H),3 H

4.30(s, 2H), 3.96(q, 6H), 1.30(t, 9H), 0.56 (s, 3H), 0.49(s,
3H), 0.42(s, 3H), 0.26(s, 3H) ppm.2.2. Preparation of 2 and 3

Complex 6, m.p. 1978C (dec.). Anal. Found: C, 59.60;
H, 4.89. C H Fe O PSi Calcd.: C, 59.84; H, 5.02%. IR35 35 2 3 2Complexes 2 and 3 were prepared by the reaction of

21 1(KBr): [n / cm ] 1983.9 vs., 1916.3 vs., 1891.5 vs. Hco(Me SiSiMe )[CpFe(CO)] (m-CO) and P(OEt) or PPh2 2 2 2 3 3 NMR (200 MHz, CDCl ): d 7.52–7.37(m, 15H), 5.33(s,3 Hin 63% or 32% yield respectively using the similar method
1H), 5.07(t, 3H), 4.83(s, 1H), 4.70(s, 1H), 4.39(s, 1H),described for 1.
2.82(s, 1H), 0.70(s, 3H), 0.54(s, 3H), 0.40(s, 3H), 20.66(s,Complex 2, m.p. 2038C (dec.). Anal. Found: C, 45.50;
3H) ppm.H, 5.59. C H Fe O PSi Calcd.: C, 45.56; H, 5.82%. IR23 35 2 6 2

21 1(KBr): [n / cm ] 1956.3 vs., 1741.2 vs. H NMR (90co

MHz, CDCl ): d 5.12(s, 2H), 4.80(s, 2H), 4.64(s, 2H),3 H 2.4. Crystallographic studies
4.42(s, 2H), 3.94(q, 6H), 1.32(t, 9H), 0.31(s, 6H), 0.19(s,
6H) ppm.

Crystals of 1 suitable for X-ray diffraction were ob-
Complex 3, m.p. 2078C (dec.). Anal. Found: C, 60.07;

tained from benzene /pentane solution. All data were
H, 5.22. C H Fe O PSi Calcd.: C, 59.84; H, 5.02%. IR35 35 2 3 2 collected on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with21 1(KBr): [n / cm ] 1960.5 vs., 1735.1 vs. H NMR (200co ˚graphite monochromated MoKa (l50.71073 A) radiation.
MHz, CDCl ): d 5.20(s, 2H), 5.08(s, 2H), 4.78(s, 2H ),3 H 4 Corrections for empirical absorption were applied to the
4.56 (s, 2H), 0.41(s, 6H), 0.23(s, 6H) ppm. intensity data. The structure was solved by direct methods

and expanded using Fourier techniques. The non-hydrogen
2.3. Rearrangement reaction atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms at

calculated positions with thermal parameters equal to 1.3
0.35 g of 1 was heated in refluxing xylene (30 ml). The times that of the attached carbon atoms were not refined.

color changed to light rapidly and became orange yellow All calculations were performed using the teXsan Crystal-
after about 30 min. After removal of solvent, the residue lographic Software Package [15] on a Silicon Graphics
was resolved in CH Cl , filtered through a Al O column Indy computer.2 2 2 3

(3315 cm) and eluted with CH Cl . The yellow solid Crystals of 4 suitable for X-ray diffraction were ob-2 2

obtained was recrystallized from CH Cl /pentane to give tained from CH Cl /pentane solution. All data were2 2 2 2
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1collected on the Rigaku AFC7R diffractometer and the tadienyl protons in HNMR spectra of a phosphite or
structure was determined as described for 1. phosphine ligand substituted complex became more clear.

1Another aspect of the HNMR spectra worth noting is the
shielding effect by aromatic ring current of a phosphite or

3. Results and discussion phosphine ligand. For example, the two protons of
cyclopentadienyl group in complex 1 appeared at a much

3.1. Synthesis of 1 –3 and their thermal rearrangement higher field (d 3.50) than other cyclopentadienyl protons.
reaction It is evident that the two protons were shielded by an

aromatic ring current of P(OPh) . It has also been sub-3

Photolysis of tetramethyldisilane-bridged bis(cyclopen- stantiated by X-ray analysis. A more evident example is
tadienyl) tetracarbonyl di-iron in the presence of phosphite that one proton of cyclopentadienyl group appeared at d

or phosphine ligand afforded the corresponding Fe–Fe 2.82 and protons of a silicon methyl group appeared at d

bond complexes with one carbonyl replaced by a phosphite 20.66 in complex 6. Such an upfield shift is evidently due
or phosphine ligand: [(Me SiSiMe )Cp Fe (CO) to the shielding effect of a nearby aromatic ring current.2 2 2 2

(PR )(m-CO) ] (R5OPh, 1; OEt, 2; Ph, 3) (Scheme 2).3 2

Similar to the case of other bridged analogs,
3.3. CrystallographyE[CpFe(CO)] (m-CO) [E5CH(NMe )CH(NMe ),2 2 2 2

CMe CMe ], only one carbonyl was replaced even when2 2

The crystal structures of 1 and 4 were determined bythe irradiation time was extended [14], indicating that the
X-ray diffraction analysis. The molecular structures of 1rearrangement reaction between Si–Si and Fe–Fe bonds
and 4 are presented in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Acould not take place under irradiation.
summary of the crystallographic results is presented inWhen these complexes were heated in refluxing xylene,
Table 1. Tables 2 and 3 provide selected bond distancesthey were converted to the corresponding rearrangement
and angles of 1 and 4, respectively. In 1, the dihedral angleproducts, [(Me SiCpFe) (CO) (PR )] (R5OPh, 4; OEt, 5;2 2 3 3

between two cyclopentadienyl ring planes is 88.228. Si(1)Ph, 6). It was found that the rearrangement that required
and Si(2) deviate from the linked cyclopentadienyl planemore than 10 h could be accomplished in only 30 min after

˚ ˚by 0.152 A and 0.205 A, respectively. Si(1), Si(2), Fe(1)phosphite or phosphine substitution. This may be rational-
and Fe(2) are co-planar on the whole. C(8) and C(17) lieized by the fact that the Fe–Fe bond becomes weaker after
on the same side of the plane and the distances to the planephosphite or phosphine ligand substitution. On the other

˚ ˚hand, phosphite or phosphine ligand substitution could are 0.413 A and 0.450 A, respectively. It indicates that the
make the iron-centered radical more stable. The fact that six-membered ring formed from the above atoms takes a
the rearrangement reaction rate increases significantly after boat conformation. The fragment Fe(1)–C(1)–O(1) is no
phosphite or phosphine ligand substitution also indicates longer linear (172.68) due to the steric effect of P(OPh) .3

that the cleavage of Fe–Fe bond is a key step for the From Fig. 1 it can be seen that C(14) and C(15) are in the
rearrangement reaction and it supports the mechanism fielding area of aromatic ring C(30)–C(35) which accounts

1suggested by the present authors [6]. for the high field shifts in its H NMR spectrum.
Unlike many rearrangement products, 4 no longer has Ci

3.2. Spectroscopy symmetry owing to the bulky P(OPh) substitution.The3

dihedral angle between two cyclopentadienyl ring planes is
1Complexes 1–6 were characterized by IR, H NMR 11.128. Like many analogues, the six-member ring Fe(1)–

spectra and elemental analysis. Compared to the parent Fe(2)–Si(1)–Si(2)–C(2)–C(11) still takes a chair con-
complexes, the splitting of silicon methyl and cyclopen- formation but with somewhat twisted (Fe(1), Fe(2), C(2)

Scheme 2.
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Fig. 1. The molecular structure of 1.

and C(11) are planar, Si(1) and Si(2) deviate from the CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers
˚ ˚plane by 0.569 A and 0.722 A). Si(1) and Si(2) deviate CCDC 114602 and CCDC 114603.

˚from the linked cyclopentadienyl plane by 0.401 A and
˚0.202 A, respectively.
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Table 1
Summary of crystal data and data collection and refinement for 1 and 4

1 4

Formula C H Fe O PSi ?1/2C H C H Fe O PSi35 35 2 6 2 6 6 35 35 2 6 2
21M (g mol ) 789.55 750.50

Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group C2/c(No.15) P2 /n(No.14)1

˚a (A) 25.880(4) 15.504(3)
˚b (A) 9.431(1) 11.029(2)
˚c (A) 31.499(7) 21.183(2)

b (8) 107.08(2) 103.935(9)
3˚V (A ) 7349(2) 3515.5(9)

Z 8 4
3Dc (g /cm ) 1.427 1.418

F(000) 3272 1552
Temperature (K) 298(61) 301(61)

21
m (MoKa) (cm ) 9.42 9.81
2u (8) 45 48max

Reflections collected 5276 6093
Independent reflections 5185 5856
Observed reflections [I.3s(I)] 3130 3616
Number of refined parameters 427 415
Goodness of fit 2.06 2.91
Rint 0.028 0.025
Final R and R 0.037 and 0.040 0.061 and 0.064w

Maximum D /s 0.01 0.01
3˚Max. residual peak (e A ) 0.59 1.07

Table 2
a˚Selected bond distances (A) and bond angles (8) of 1

Fe(1)–Fe(2) 2.540(1) Si(1)–Si(2) 2.351(2) Si(1)–C(8) 1.863(6)
Fe(1)–C(8) 2.179(6) Si(2)–C(17) 1.857(5) Fe(2)–C(17) 2.167(5)
Fe(2)–P(1) 2.120(2) P(1)–O(4) 1.602(4) P(1)–O(5) 1.607(4)
P(1)–O(6) 1.625(3) O(4)–C(18) 1.405(6) O(5)–C(24) 1.396(6)
O(6)–C(30) 1.399(6) Fe(1)–PL(1) 1.754 Fe(2)–PL(2) 1.752
Si(1)–PL(1) 0.152 Si(2)–PL(2) 0.205
Fe(2)–Fe(1)–C(8) 108.6(1) Fe(1)–Fe(2)–C(17) 106.2(1)
Fe(1)–C(8)–Si(1) 130.7(3) Fe(2)–C(17)–Si(2) 132.2(3)
Si(1)–Si(2)–C(17) 113.8(2) Si(2)–Si(1)–C(8) 113.3(2)
Fe(1)–Fe(2)–P(1) 104.45(5) Fe(1)–C(1)–O(1) 172.6(5)
Fe(2)–P(1)–O(4) 116.2(1) Fe(2)–P(1)–O(5) 119.5(1)
Fe(2)–P(1)–O(6) 119.7(1) O(4)–P(1)–O(5) 97.8(2)
O(4)–P(1)–O(6) 103.3(2) O(5)–P(1)–O(6) 96.4(2)
P(1)–O(4)–C(18) 124.1(3) P(1)–O(5)–C(24) 127.3(3)
P(1)–O(6)–C(30) 125.3(3) PL(1)–PL(2) 88.14

a PL5The plane of five-membered ring.

Table 3
a˚Selected bond distances (A) and bond angels (8) of 4

Fe(1)–Si(1) 2.326(2) Fe(2)–Si(2) 2.316(2) Fe(1)–C(2) 2.112 (7)
Si(1)–C(11) 1.900(7) Si(2)–C(2) 1.877(7) Fe(2)–C(11) 2.136(7)
Fe(1)–P(1) 2.095(2) P(1)–O(1) 1.599(5) P(1)–O(2) 1.592(6)
P(1)–O(3) 1.640(4) O(1)–C(18) 1.408(9) O(2)–C(24) 1.424(9)
O(3)–C(30) 1.388(9) Fe(1)–PL(1) 1.717 Fe(2)–PL(2) 1.727
Si(2)–PL(1) 0.202 Si(1)–PL(2) 0.401
Si(1)–Fe(1)–C(2) 100.6(2) Si(2)–Fe(2)–C(11) 98.4(2)
P(1)–Fe(1)–Si(1) 93.74(8) P(1)–Fe(1)–C(2) 160.1(2)
Fe(1)–Si(1)–C(11) 111.1(2) Fe(1)–C(2)–Si(2) 132.3(4)
Fe(2)–Si(2)–C(2) 110.6(2) Fe(2)–C(11)–Si(1) 138.5(4)
Fe(1)–P(1)–O(1) 121.2(2) Fe(1)–P(1)–O(2) 112.3(2)
Fe(1)–P(1)–O(3) 119.0(2) O(1)–P(1)–O(2) 103.2(3)
O(1)–P(1)–O(3) 96.1(2) O(2)–P(1)–O(3) 102.2(3)
P(1)–O(1)–C(18) 130.4(4) P(1)–O(2)–C(24) 125.6(5)
P(1)–O(3)–C(30) 122.9(4) PL(1)–PL(2) 11.12

a PL5The plane of five-membered ring.
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Direct electrosynthesis of Cu, Cd, Zn complexes of piroxicam (4-hydroxy-
2-methyl-N-(2-pyridyl)-2H-1,2-benzothiazine-3-carboxamide-1,1,-dioxide)

and isoxicam (4-hydroxy-2-methyl-N-(5-methyl-3-isoxazolyl)-2H-1,2-
benzothiazine-3-carboxamide-1,1-dioxide) in nonaqueous media by in-situ
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Abstract

The direct electrosynthesis of Cu, Cd and Zn complexes of the anti-inflammatory drugs piroxicam (4-hydroxy-2-methyl-N-(2-pyridyl)-
2H-1,2-benzothiazine-3-carboxamide-1,1,-dioxide5H-pir) and isoxicam (4-hydroxy-2-methyl-N-(5-methyl-3-isoxazolyl)-2H-1,2-ben-
zothiazine-3-carboxamide-1,1-dioxide5H-isox) was accomplished by electrochemical dissolution of sacrificial metallic anodes in an
acetonitrile solution of the ligand. The chemical and electrochemical in-situ generation of supporting electrolyte was used as a means to
obtain pure coordination compounds without the use of supporting electrolytes such as tetraalkylammonium or lithium salts in
nonaqueous media. Characterization of the complexes obtained by direct synthesis and comparison with those obtained by traditional
synthesis shows that a new copper–piroxicam complex was synthesized.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Electrochemical synthesis; Direct synthesis; Metal complexes; Piroxicam; Isoxicam; Supporting electrolytes

1. Introduction important area in both inorganic and organometallic
chemistry [7]. The advantages of direct electrosynthesis

The study of the interactions between drugs and transi- over traditional synthetic methods have been discussed and
tion metals is an important and active research area in are widely recognized [8–11]; however, in some cases, the
bioinorganic chemistry. The role of copper complexes in supporting electrolyte finds its way into the final product
the anti-inflammatory processes in vivo is of special (as anion, cation, or ligand) inhibiting a simple reaction
interest since anti-inflammatory activity increases when the between the ligand and the metal [12]. The use of low
ligands are anti-inflammatory drugs [1,2]. Piroxicam is one concentrations of supporting electrolyte has been proposed
of the most commonly used anti-inflammatory drugs with as a solution to this problem, but it is not applicable in all
almost no side effects and low acidity [3]. Complexes of cases.
piroxicam (A), isoxicam (B) and tenoxicam (C) with most As part of our investigation of the direct synthesis of
of the first row d-block metals have been synthesized coordination compounds, we have synthesized the Cu, Cd
[4,5,6] (Fig. 1). and Zn complexes of piroxicam (4-hydroxy-2-methyl-N-

The synthesis of coordination complexes is an extremely (2 - pyridyl) - 2H - 1,2 - benzothiazine - 3 - carboxamide - 1,1,-
dioxide5H-pir) (A) and isoxicam (4-hydroxy-2-methyl-N-
(5-methyl-3-isoxazolyl)-2H-1,2-benzothiazine-3-carbox-

*Corresponding author. Current address. Department of Chemistry,
amide-1,1-dioxde5H-isox) (B) by the electrochemicalTexas Christian University, Fort Worth, TX 76129, USA. Tel.: 11-817-
dissolution of an initially zerovalent metal into a nonaque-257-7330; fax: 11-817-257-6220.

´E-mail address: mmendez@delta.is.tcu.edu (M.A. Mendez-Rojas) ous solution of the ligand, without the use of traditional

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00172-2
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Fig. 1. Piroxicam (A), isoxicam (B) and tenoxicam (C).

supporting electrolytes. We have chemically and electro- Johnson Matthey magnetic susceptibility balance by the
chemically generated in-situ an electrolyte which is also Evans method.
the ligand itself [13] (Reactions 1 and 2).

Recent published works about the synthesis of new Pt 2.3. In situ generation of supporting electrolyte
complexes of piroxicam [14,15], and the use of this
technique in the direct electrosynthesis of coordination A small amount, around 0.04 mmol, of the ligand
compounds of the natural product lapachol [16] has Na-enolate (Na-A or Na-B) was generated by dissolving
prompted us to report this methodology. 1.0 mmol of the respective ligand in 30 ml of dry

acetonitrile and adding|1.0 mg (0.04 mmoles) of fresh
metallic Na (cleaned with dry ether) (Reaction 1).

2. Experimental H-ligand 1 Na → Na-ligand 1 H (1)2

After 5 min stirring at room temperature, solid residues2.1. Materials
were separated by filtration. The solution thus generated,
containing a mixture of the Na-enolate (|0.04 mmol) andMetals (Alfa-Inorganics) in the form of foils or mossy
the ligand precursor (|0.96 mmol), was then used to fillgranulated materials were cleaned with diluted hydrochlo-
the electrochemical cell.ric acid, washed thoroughly with threefold distilled water

and dried at 1108C before use. Acetonitrile (reagent grade,
2.4. Preparation of the complexesAldrich) was dried over molecular sieves following stan-

dard procedures [17,19]. Piroxicam (4-hydroxy-2-methyl-
A conventional three-electrode cell was used with aN-(2-pyridyl)-2H-1,2-benzothiazine-3-carboxamide-1,1,-

saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as reference electrode,dioxide) and isoxicam (4-hydroxy-2-methyl-N-(5-methyl-
Pt as cathode and the corresponding metal as sacrificial3-isoxazolyl)-2H-1,2-benzothiazine-3-carboxamide-1,1-di-
anode. The electrochemical system can be represented as:oxide) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, and recrystal-

lized from methanol.
M /CH CN, SCE/Pt (M 5 Cu, Cd, Zn)(1) 3 (2)

Synthesis was performed following the description by2.2. Instrumentation
Tuck and coworkers [18], with some minor modifications.
The electrochemical reduction of the ligand precursor andA PARC 362 potentiostat–galvanostat or a Quap Power
the oxidation of the sacrificial metallic anode took place atXP-580 were used as power sources in the electrochemical
the cathode and anode, respectively (reactions 2–4).experiments. Melting points were determined in a Thomas

2 2Hoover apparatus and are uncorrected. Infrared spectra Cathode: 2H-ligand 1 2e → 2ligand 1 H (2)2were recorded in KBr pellets using Nicolet 750 and Midac
2 2Systems FTIR spectrometer at a spectral resolution of 4 Anode: M 1 2 ligand → M(ligand) 1 2e (3)21 2cm . Ultraviolet spectra were recorded in CH Cl , using2 2

]]]]]]]]]]quartz cells in a Philips PU8710 spectrophotometer. All Total reaction: 2H-ligand 1 M → M(ligand) 1 H (4)2 2NMR data were recorded on a Varian 300 MHz instrument
in CDCl solution at a temperature range of 19.061.08C Normally, at the beginning of each experiment the con-3

with TMS as internal reference. Room temperature mag- ductivity was low as expected for a system without
netic measurements on powdered samples were made on a supporting electrolyte, and low potentials were applied to
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Table 2avoid overcharging the potentiostat; but after the first
Physical data of the complexes obtained by direct electrosynthesisminutes of electrolysis as reaction (2) took place, con-

Compound Color m.p. UVductivity increased and higher potentials could be applied.
(8C) (nm)As the reaction continued, conductivity dropped slowly as

expected from ligand consumption and applied potentials 1 Cu(pir) Brown 248–249 256.82

2 [Cu(pir)](pir) Green 270 (dec) 257.6, 368.0were adjusted again. In a typical experiment, applied
3 Cu(isox) Green 258 (dec) 357.62potential was gradually increased during the first 4 min
4 Cd(pir) Yellow 239–240 259.2, 366.32until a potential of 30 V was being applied, which was not 5 Cd(isox) Yellow 240 (dec) 360.82

changed during all the reaction time, until almost the end 6 Zn(pir) yellow 257–258 255.2, 368.02

just to avoid overcharging of the electronic equipment. The
problem of adjustments of potential can be solved if a
power source is employed instead of a potentiostat. 2.5. Infrared spectra
Electrochemical efficiency (E ), defined as the amount off

material dissolved per Faraday of charge, was not calcu- The infrared spectra for all the metal derivatives exhibit
lated because of the variance in the applied voltage during remarkable similarity. Tables 3 and 4 list and compare the
the electrolysis. infrared spectra for the free ligands (A and B) and the

Experiments were carried out in open systems although metal complexes 1–6.
an inert atmosphere (dry N ) was used in some cases to The free ligands (A or B) show a strong narrow signal2

21determine the role of dissolved oxygen in the solution. around 3300 cm characteristic of an O-H stretching
When electrochemical oxidation of a copper sacrificial vibration [22]. We suggest that the broad signal observed in
anode was carried out under dry N , the solutions turned this region for the metal complexes comes from a strong2

green, but no formation of brown precipitate was observed. intramolecular hydrogen bond. This hydrogen bond is
When the electrochemical cell was opened and exposed to formed between the hydrogen in the amide group N(16)
the air, almost immediately an oxidative reaction occurs and the oxygen in the ketone functionality formed after
and a brown precipitate was formed in the solution. ligand reduction and complexation, O(17) (Fig. 2). Whip-
Oxidation of Cu(I) to Cu(II) in solution by dissolved ple’s study of conformational rotamers of piroxicam
oxygen has been studied [7] and reported previously supports the hypothesis that this conformation is the most

2[24,25]. A two-step mechanism for this 2e oxidation has stable rotamer [23]. Enol tautomers of b-dicarbonyls
also been proposed [26]. So, the use of an inert atmosphere exhibiting keto-enol tautomerism are known to be stabi-
of N is very useful to synthesize Cu(I) derivatives in lized by strong intramolecular OHO hydrogen bonding2

nonaqueous solution, as has been shown elsewhere [9]. No [5,27]. This absorption has been attributed to water of
similar effects were observed for the Cd or Zn complexes, crystallization for the complexes 1–6 [5], but this is

21which is reasonable since M is the most common and unlikely because dry nonaqueous solvents were used in the
stable oxidation state of these metals. current syntheses. X-ray data for a complex similar to 4

.. ˚Electrosynthesis carried out with a traditional supporting revealed a short O(17) N(16) separation (around 2.58 A)
electrolyte (n-Bu NBr, 0.01 M–0.1 M) did not produce the which is indicative of a strong intramolecular hydrogen4

. . .desired products. The solution composition and experimen- bond N–H O, supporting our hypothesis [6].
tal conditions are set out in Table 1. Products were
recovered as colored precipitates, filtered and washed with
cold dry acetonitrile, and dried at room temperature for 24 2.6. UV-visible spectra
h. Physical measurements of all complexes are presented
in Table 2. UV-visible spectral data of the ligands and the complex-

Table 1
aExperimental conditions for the electrochemical syntheses

Compound Amount of Initial voltage Time Copper Yield
cligand (V) (h) dissolved (g)

(g) (g)

1 [Cu(pir) ] 0.331 30.0 1.5 0.0288 0.3202
b b2 [Cu(pir)](pir) 30.0 1.5 0.080

3 [Cu(isox) ] 0.335 30.0 2.0 0.0350 0.3502

4 [Cd(pir) ] 0.331 30.0 1.0 0.0177 0.1422

5 [Cd(isox) ] 0.335 30.0 1.0 0.0305 0.2342

6 [Zn(pir) ] 0.331 30.0 3.0 0.0172 0.2092

a All in 50 ml of CH CN.3
b Obtained as secondary product of the previous electrosynthesis.
c Voltage produces a current in the range of 14–90 mA.
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Table 3
21IR absorption bands (cm ) of piroxicam complexes

Compound O-H -C5O (amide) Pyridine -SO2

ring

A H-Pir 3338.1 1634.0 1529.2 1352.2,
1188.4

1 Cu(pir) (brown) 3456.0 1627.5 1568.5 1391.5,2

1162.1

2 [Cu(pir)](pir) (green) 3456.0 1660.2, 1581.6 1332.6,
1630 (shoulder) 1162.1

4 Cd(pir) 3459.6 1628.1 1536.8 1389.5,2

1164.9

6 Zn(pir) 3521.6 1627.5 1581.6 1398.1,2

1319.4

es in solution are shown in Table 5. A bathochromic shiftTable 4
21IR absorption bands (cm ) of isoxicam complexes of the strongest signal (|50 nm) confirmed the formation

of the enolate form of the parent ligands. This peak isCompound -O-H -C5O Isoxazol -SO2

(amide) ring caused by a p→p* transition in the ligand. The shift can
be explained by an increase in the length of the conjugatedB H Isox 3292.2 1634.0 1542.3 1352.2,
system after elimination of the acidic hydrogen. In all1162.1
cases the complexes exhibited this bathochromic shift ofNa Isox 3336.6 1625.3 1541.5 1332.0,
the strongest band, indicating that the ligand is coordinated(enolate form) 1188.4
in its enolate form. Spectrophotometric data from zwit-

3 Cu(isox) 3449.5 1627.5 1529.2 1332.2,2 terionic systems of piroxicam and tenoxicam at several1188.4
pHs support this supposition [21].

5 Cd(isox) 3462.6 1634.0 1535.7 1332.6,2

1175.3

Fig. 2. Intramolecular hydrogen bond in the piroxicam ligand.
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Table 5 Table 7
13UV-visible absorption bands of the pure ligands (I, II) and the complexes Selected decoupled C NMR chemical shifts in the spectra of ligand I

(1–6) and complex 1 (in ppm)

Sample Wavelength (nm) A 1

B H-isox 318.4 C(29) 150.1 18.45
Na-isox (enolate) 360.8 C(69) 148.28 18.45

C(49) 138.4 18.45
3 Cu(isox) 357.62 C(9) 134.6 110.13
5 Cd(isox) 353.62 C(6) 133.07 110.13
A H-pir 240.0, 323.2 C(7) 132.57 110.13

Na-pir (enolate) 255.2, 368.0 C(10) 128.3 110.13
1 Cu(pir) (brown) 257.6, 368.0 C(5) 126.73 110.132

2 [Cu(pir)](pir) (green) 257.6, 368.0 C(8) 124.88 110.13
4 Cd(pir) 259.2, 366.4 C(59) 120.64 18.452

6 Zn(pir) 255.2, 364.8 C(39) 114.34 58.512

C(3) 111.50 63.95
CH 40.00 58.513

2.7. NMR analysis

1The H NMR chemical shifts of complexes 1 and 2 and
free piroxicam are presented in Table 6. Free piroxicam
reproduces with precision the spectra reported before by

13Cini [14]. Selected decoupled C NMR chemical shifts of
free piroxicam and 1 are reported in Table 7. Numbering is
according to Fig. 3.

1Since H NMR data for piroxicam complexes are not
available, we synthesized the brown Cu(pir) complex by2

the reported procedure [6]. The NMR spectrum of this
complex is compared with those of complexes 1 and 2,
being identical to 1. All signals are shifted toward higher

Fig. 3. Numbering scheme for piroxicam.
fields relative to piroxicam (I), with complete separation of
the protons attached to the heterocycle and the protons in

Table 6
1 aH NMR ]Chemical shifts of A and complexes 1 and 2 (in ppm)

bA 1 2

H [O(17)] 13.25 s (1) 13.33 s (1)
H [N(16)] 8.86 s (1) 2.18 s (1) 8.90 s (1)
H (69) 8.38–8.36 d (1) 1.30–1.22 m (6) 8.40–8.38 d (1),

1.60–1.25 m (7)
H (39) 8.26, 8.23 d (1) 1.30–1.22 m (6) 8.27–8.26 d (1),

1.60–1.25 m (7)
H (5) 8.09–8.06 d (1) 3.76–3.69 m (5) 8.10–8.07 d (1),

3.76–3.64 m (4)
H (8) 7.94–7.91 d (1) 3.76–3.69 m (5) 7.94–7.92 d (1),

3.76–3.64 m (4)
H (49) 7.791–7.747 m (3) 3.76–3.69 m (5) 7.77–7.74 m (3),

1.60–1.25 m (7)
H (6) 7.791–7.747 m (3) 3.76–3.69 m (5) 7.77–7.74 m (3),

3.76–3.64 m (4)
H (7) 7.791–7.747 m (3) 3.76–3.69 m (5) 7.77–7.74 m (3),

3.76–3.64 m (4)
H (59) 7.154–7.138 t (1) 1.30–1.22 m (6) 7.25–7.15 t (1),

1.60–1.25 m (7)
H (CH ) 2.96 s (3) 1.30–1.22 m (6) 2.96 s (3),3

1.60–1.25 m (7)
a s5Singlet; d5doublet; t5triplet; m5multiplet.
b H O was observed at 1.66 ppm; first and second values correspond to the no-chelating and chelating piroxicam ligands, respectively.2
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Fig. 4. Suggested coordination for the Cu complexes: (a) 1; (b) 2; (c) 3.

the aromatic ring. This difference in chemical shift be- synthesis of pure ligand–metal complexes in nonaqueous
tween the peaks for piroxicam (A) and complexes 1 and 2 media, called ‘in-situ generation of supporting electrolyte’.
are related to the coordination of the pyridine nitrogen The chemical and electrochemical properties of the ligand
N(19) of piroxicam which modifies the electronic environ- are the basis of this method, which can be used successful-
ment around the vicinal protons (Fig. 4a). The shift in the ly to prepare some coordination compounds when purity is
aromatic protons may be due to donation of electron important.
density to Cu upon chelation. The signal of the proton In early experiments we observed that the anionic form
attached to N(17) is shifted to higher fields, which is of the ligand could act as electrolyte, if generated chemi-
consistent with the formation of an intramolecular hydro- cally prior to the electrochemical reaction. Further analysis
gen bond with the keto group O(17). For complex 2, the showed that this condition can be met easily if the ligand
1H NMR spectra show signals for a slightly shifted free precursor can react to form an anionic ligand such as

2 2piroxicam and some peaks that resemble the peaks for the ArO , ArS , enolate, carboxylate, etc. The formation of
complex 1. This suggests that one ligand is not chelating enolate ions is a widely known chemical process. There are
the metal and, any coordination must be via the pyridine two main ways to do this [20]: (a) by acid–base reaction
ring, while the other ligand chelates the metal (Fig. 4b). with bases such as NaH, NaNH or Grignard reagents and2

(b) by a redox reaction with alkali metals (Na, K). For the
purposes of direct electrosynthesis, both types of reactions

3. Results and discussion may be used, as long as other anionic species are intro-
duced.

3.1. In situ generation of supporting electrolyte Enolate formation was confirmed by UV-visible spec-
troscopy, according to the method reported for the spectro-

In this work we have applied an alternate method for the photometric studies of piroxicam species in solution [21].
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The solution contained a fixed enolate concentration. The data in terms of an (N, O*) coordination where the N(15)
direct electrosynthesis was carried out by dissolving the in the pyridine group and the O(17) from the keto-enol
metallic sacrificial anode in the solution containing the functionality are coordinated to the metal center (Fig. 4c).
corresponding ligand and the previously generated enolate Thus, for the metals here reported, the assignment of the
ion. The electrochemical reduction of the ligand precursor coordination suggested in [4] was not appropriate.
at the Pt surface.

2 2 1
]H-ligand 1 1e → ligand 1 H (2)22

4. Conclusions
regenerates the supporting electrolyte as it is consumed to
form the complex. The increase in the conductivity of the The utility of direct electrosynthesis to obtain the Cu,
solution, after the first minutes of the electrolysis, is Cd and Zn complexes of piroxican and isoxicam, with high
consistent with this hypothesis. Likewise, hydrogen evolu- yields and high purity, has been demonstrated. The results
tion at the Pt surface supported the proposed half-reaction suggest that the in situ generation of supporting electrolyte
(Reaction 2). It is important to point out that, although is an alternate method to obtain pure metal complexes with
Reaction 2 regenerates the electrolyte, if this is not ligand precursors such as phenols, thiophenols, alcohols,
chemically generated previously by direct reduction with enols, thiols, carboxylic acids and many other compounds
metallic Na, the electrochemical reduction of the ligand containing functional groups capable of forming anionic
cannot occur, because the conductivity of the system is too species by reaction with Na, K, or NaH in nonaqueous
low. media.

The direct electrosynthesis of complexes 1–6 in acetoni-
trile solutions containing tetrabuthylammonium bromide
(0.1–0.01 M) as supporting electrolyte was unsuccessful.
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Selective oxo-functionalisation of C–H bond with t-BuOOH catalysed by
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bipy52,29bipyridyl)
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Abstract

III[Ru (amp)(bipy)Cl] complex (1) has been synthesised and characterised by physico–chemical methods. Complex-1 is found to be an
effective catalyst in the oxidation of cyclohexene to cyclohexene-1-ol, cyclohexane to cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone, stilbenes to
stilbene epoxides and benzaldehyde upon reaction with tert-butylhydroperoxide (t-BuOOH). A high valent Ru(V)-oxo species formed as
a catalytic intermediate in the reaction of complex-1 with t-BuOOH is proposed as the source of oxygen in the oxidised product. Kinetic
data suggests that the formation Ru(V)-oxo is substitution controlled. The results of the product distribution in the present investigation

V 1clearly indicate the high electrophilic nature of Ru5O bond in [Ru (amp)(bipy)O] intermediate complex which leads to high affinity for
atomic hydrogen/hydride abstraction.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

IIIKeywords: Oxo-functionalisation; [Ru (amp)(bipy)Cl]; t-BuOOH; Cyclohexene; Cyclohexane; Stilbenes; Kinetics

1. Introduction use of alkyl hydroperoxide is attractive in view of its
ability towards the oxo-functionalisation of aliphatic C–H

The reduction of peroxides (a general term for H O and bond selectively in the presence of ruthenium catalyst2 2

t-BuOOH, amongst others) is important in many contexts. complexes [12–14]. We have thus undertaken an inves-
This includes oxidation of hydrocarbons catalysed by tigation of hydrocarbon oxidation with t-BuOOH catalysed

IIItransition metal complexes in resemblance to biological by a new [Ru (L)(bipy)(Cl)] (H amp5N-(2-hydroxy-2

peroxidase (cytochrome P-450). Particular importance is phenyl)salicyldimine; bipy5bipyridyl) complex (1). In the
attached to the hydroxylation of saturated hydrocarbons present paper we report our recent results and mechanistic
since there exists no general, direct, synthetic methods for hypothesis for the oxidation of cyclohexene and cyclo-
specific replacement of an unactivated carbon-bound hy- hexane with t-BuOOH catalysed by complex-1.
drogen bond with a hydroxyl group. The development of
biomimetic oxygenation reactions of saturated and unsatu-
rated hydrocarbons catalysed by transition metal complex-
es of non-porphyrinic ligands is our current research 2. Experimental
interest [1–4]. The evaluation of metal complexes with the
requisites necessary for effective and selective catalytic 2.1. Materials
transformation is our goal. Ruthenium complexes have

IIIproved to be useful catalysts for the oxidation of organic The [Ru (amp)(bipy)Cl].3H O (1) was synthesised by2

substrates using molecular oxygen [5], iodosylbenzene interacting RuCl with N-(2-hydroxyphenyl)salicyldimine3

[6,7], hypochlorite [8–10] and oxone [11]. However, the (H amp) [15] and 2,29-bipyridyl (bipy) in a stoichiometric2

ratio. To a methanolic solution (15 ml) of H amp (0.213 g,2

1 mmol) 2,29-bipyridyl (0.156 g, 1 mmol) was added. On
addition of RuCl , 3H O (0.261 g, 1 mmol) to this3 2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-343-546-826/18, ext. 347; fax:
solution, the orange colour changed to dark brown. The191-343-546-745.

E-mail address: root@cscmeri.ren.nic.in (D. Chatterjee) mixture was refluxed for 8 h. A dark solid separated,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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which was filtered, washed with water and little methanol,
and finally dried in a dessicator over CaCl . Yield (80%).2

Anal. Calculated for RuC N O H Cl: C,49.51; H,4.13;23 3 5 23

N,7.53. Found: C, 48.92; H, 3.98; N, 6.97. UV–vis data in
21 21H O (l , nm (e , M cm ): 243 (7062), 2882 max max

21(10,242), 468 (2066), 562 (1703), IR (cm ): 1580, 1230,
320. m 51.98 BM. All other chemicals and solvents wereeff

of A.R. grade and used as obtained. Doubly-distilled water
was used throughout the experiments.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of complex-1.
2.2. Instrumentation

21 21Electronic spectra were recorded with an GBC Cintra 10 shows bands at 1590 cm and 1230 cm corresponding
spectrophotometer. IR spectra were collected on a Perkin- to coordinated C=N- and C–O- stretchings. An intense

21Elmer (Model 783) spectrometer (using KBr pellets). band at 320 cm is attributed to Ru–Cl stretching [16,18].
Electrochemical studies were carried out in acetonitrile The UV–vis spectrum of complex-1 (in H O) is character-2

medium using tetrabytylammoniumperchlorate (TBAP) as ised by charge transfer bands and the spectral data are
supporting electrolyte. PAR electrochemical equipment consistent with that of reported for other mixed-ligand
(Model 174A) equiped with a platinum working electrode complexes of ruthenium(III) either containing polypyridyl
and standard calomel electrode (SCE) as reference was [16,17] or Schiff-base type of ligands [18]. The bands
used for this purpose. All potentials are expressed against appearing before 300 nm are characterised as intra-ligand
SCE. A Perkin-Elmer 240C elemental analyzer was used charge transition, whereas, the ligand to metal charge
to collect microanalytical data (C, H, N). Magnetic suscep- transfer bands appear at 552 nm h¶(bipy)→t (Ru)j and2g

tibility was measured by using a PAR-155 vibrating sample 470 nm h¶(amp)→t (Ru)j, respectively. Cyclic voltammo-2g

magnetometer. gram of complex-1 in CH CN is shown in Fig. 2. The3

results of the cyclic voltammetric studies of complex-1 in
2.3. Kinetic studies acetonitrile solution are summarised in Table 1. The

appearance of three anodic waves along with their respec-
Reaction of complex 1 with terminal oxidants were tive cathodic counterparts are suggestive of the fact that

studied spectrophotometrically (at 520 nm) under pseudo- the complex-1 retains its redox properties in the potential
V/ IVfirst order conditions of excess oxidants (10–100 fold range studied. The E values corresponding to Ru ,1 / 2

IV/ III III / IIexcess) and corresponding first-order plots were linear for Ru and Ru redox couples are 0.95, 0.65 and 0.32
at least four to five half-lives of the reactions. Rate V (vs. SCE), respectively.
constant data, represented as an average of triplicate runs, Spectral changes that occurs following the addition of
are reproducible within 64%. pH measurements were t-BuOOH to an aqueous solution of complex-1 is shown in
carried out with a ECI-PH5651 pH meter. Fig. 3. The appearance of a peak at 398 nm is attributed to

the formation of high-valent Ru(V)-oxo species by consid-
2.4. Procedure of catalysis studies ering the close resemblance of the spectral features of

oxo-ruthenium(V) complexes reported earlier [9,18–23].
In a typical experiment 0.1 mmol of complex-1, 0.1 Similar spectral changes were also noticed by using

mmol of benzyltributylammoniumchloride (phase transfer another terminal oxidant, pyridine N-oxide, in place of
catalyst, PTC) and 4.0 mmol of substrate in 10 ml of t-BuOOH. Addition of ascorbic acid (which is a two-
CH Cl were magnetically stirred with 0.5–2.0 ml of electron reductant) in stoichiometric amount (excess ascor-2 2

t-BuOOH (70% aqueous solution) at room temperature. bic acid further reduces complex-1 to its Ru(II)-analogue,
Aliquots of the CH Cl layer were withdrawn at chosen the spectrum of which displays only one strong metal-to-2 2

time intervals and subjected to gas chromatographic (GC) ligand charge transfer band at 465 nm) to the resultant
analysis for product(s). Gas chromatographic analysis were solution restores the spectrum of the complex-1. Since, the

Topperformed with a Carlo Erba GC 8000 series on a rate of formation of the metal-oxo complex (which is the
Tenax column connected with a FID detector. GC parame- active catalytic intermediate species in the metal complex
ters were quantified by the authentic product samples prior catalysed oxo-transfer process) governs the efficiency of
to the analysis. the catalytic process, we performed a brief kinetic studies

of the reaction of complex-1 with various oxygen atom
donors (OX5t-BuOOH, Py-N-oxide). The rate of reaction

3. Results and discussion in each case was found to be first order with respect to
complex-1 concentration. The values of pseudo-first order

A structural representation (tentative) of the complex-1 rate constant (k ) increased linearly with increasing [OX]obs

is shown in Fig. 1. The IR spectrum of the complex-1 with no significant intercept. This indicates that the reverse
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21Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammogram of complex-1 in CH CN, scant rate 100 mV s .3

Table 1
23 21The results cyclic voltammetric of complex-1 (1.5310 M in acetonitrile), scan rate 100 mV s

I II III
V IV IV III III IIE 0.88 V (Ru →Ru ) 0.62 V (Ru →Ru ) 0.28 V (Ru →Ru )pc
IV V III IV II IIIE 1.02 V (Ru →Ru ) 0.68 V (Ru →Ru ) 0.36 V (Ru →Ru )pa

a V/ IV IV/ III III / IIE 0.95 V (Ru ) 0.65 V (Ru ) 0.32 V (Ru )1 / 2
b

DE 140 mV 60 mV 80 mV
a E 5(E 1E ) /2.1 / 2 pa pc
b E5(E 2E ).pa p

reaction of the product is negligible under the conditions In the proposed mechanism complex-1 reacts with oxygen
IIIemployed. The experimental results given above may be atom donors (OX) to yield an [Ru (amp)(bipy)(OX)]

explained in terms of the following working mechanism intermediate complex in a rate determining step, which
(Eqs. (1) and (2)). subsequently converts into high-valent Ru(V)-oxo com-

plex in a rapid and kinetically indistinguishible step. The
kIII III 1 values of specific rate constant (k) estimated from the plot[Ru (amp)(bipy)Cl] 1 OX →[Ru (amp)(bipy)(OX)] 1

of observed rate constant (k ) vs. [OX] are 0.560.032 obsCl (1) 21 21 21 21M s (OX5t-BuOOH) and 0.0660.002 M s
(OX5pyridine-N-oxide), at 258C, pH55.0. ComparisionfastIII 1 V 1[Ru (amp)(bipy)(OX)] →[Ru (amp)(bipy)O] 1 X of the kinetic data suggests that the formation of high-

(2) valent metal-oxo intermediate is not only governed by the

24Fig. 3. Spectra of (a) complex-1 and (b) complex-11t-BuOOH (spectra taken after 30 min of mixing), [complex-1]51.34310 M, [t-BuOOH]523
2310 M, pH55.0 (acetate buffer), T5258C.
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oxidation potential of the oxidants (OX), but also by the formed in the reaction mixture. The formation of benzal-
nucleophilicity of the oxidants (XO) towards the formation dehyde in both cases (Table 2) is attributable to the

IIIof [Ru (amp)(bipy)(OX)] in a rate determining step (Eq. oxidative cleavage of the C5C double bond. Another
1). important aspect of the present catalytic system is that the

Catalytic oxidations of the organic substrates (S) was complex-1 in presence of t-BuOOH can readily function-
carried out in a biphasic medium (CH Cl /H O) in alise C–H bonds of cyclohexane to yield cyclohexanol and2 2 2

presence of a phase transfer catalyst (PTC), cyclohexanone. The results of the present investigation
V 1benzyltributylammonium chloride. The results of the suggest that the [Ru (amp)(bipy)O] has a higher affinity

complex-1 catalysed reaction (see Experimental for re- for hydrogen atom/hydride abstraction than for oxo-trans-
action conditions) are summarised in Table 2. Blank fer reaction to the C5C double bond. The approach of the
experiments established that each component is essential allylic hydrogen (filled s orbital of a-C–H) of cyclohex-
for an effective catalytic transformation and the oxidation ene seems to be more kinetically favoured than that of the
did not take place under O in absence of t-BuOOH. The olefinic unit (i.e. p filled MO of olefin) towards highly2

complex-1 /t-BuOOH system does not epoxidise cyclohex- electrophilic Ru5O bond. The formation of epoxides in
ene, but rather hydroxylates the substrate to cyclohexene- the case of stilbene oxidation are explicable with regard to
1-ol. Formaton of a Ru(V)-oxo intermediate was proposed the fact that an oxygen atom must be added to preserve the
earlier [13,14] in the Ru(III)-complexes catalysed oxida- coordination number 4 at carbon.
tion of cyclohexene to cyclohexene-1-ol using t-BuOOH.
In the present investigation formation of cyclohexene-1-ol
once again suggests that the source of oxygen transferred 4. Conclusion
in the formation of cyclohexene-1-ol is a Ru(V)-oxo
complex, rather than a peroxo species. The oxygen in this The synthesis of a new ruthenium complex

IIIintermediate is derived from the oxidant (t-BuOOH) [Ru (amp)(bipy)Cl] (1) is reported. The results of the
employed for the activation of complex-1. The complex-1 / present studies convincingly demonstrate the catalytic
t-BuOOH system oxidises stilbenes to epoxides (with the ability of the reported complex (1) for oxo-functionalisa-
associated loss of configuration) and benzaldehyde. Elec- tion of aliphatic C–H bond with t-BuOOH. A high-valent
tron transfer, followed by O insertion in the acyclic Ru(V)-oxo complex is proposed as the active species in
intermediate appears to be the main pathway for the the catalytic process. The presence of ancillary ligands
oxidation of both cis-stilbene and trans-stilbene. Steric (amp and bipy) most probably causes the oxo group to
repulsions of the phenyl rings perhaps favour rotation into exhibit a very high electrophillic nature which leads to the
the less-strained trans arrangement prior to the ring closer preferential C–H bond functionalisation via hydrogen
step. For cis-stilbene the rotation process (cis- to trans-) atom/hydride abstraction.
competes with ring closure in cis-orientation and produce
mixture of cis- and trans-epoxides. The retention of
stereochemistry for trans-stilbene is due to the fact that the Acknowledgements
rotation toward the cis orientation is energetically uphill
and can not compete effectively with the ring closure in We gratefully acknowledge the financial support (SP/
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Abstract

The reaction of [PtCl (dppe)] [dppe51,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane] with two equivalents of the thioureas NHRC(S)NHR (R5H,2

Me, Et) in the presence of NH PF led to substitution of both chlorides and formation of the complexes [Pt(dppe)hSC(NHR) j ](PF )4 6 2 2 6 2

(1a, R5H; 1b, R5Me; 1c, R5Et). In contrast, the reaction of [PtCl (dppe)] with one equivalent of the potentially bidentate2

9thiosemicarbazides NHRC(S)NHNR (R5Me, R95H; R5Et, R95H; R5Ph, R95H; R5Me, R95Me) in the presence of NH PF led to2 4 6

9substitution of only one chloride and formation of the complexes [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHR)NHNR -Sj](PF ) (2a, R5Me, R95H; 2b, R5Et,2 6

R95H; 2c, R5Ph, R95H; 2d, R5Me, R95Me). An X-ray analysis of complex 2d revealed that an intramolecular N–H???Cl hydrogen
˚bond [N(2)???Cl(1)53.29(2) A] helps to stabilise the monodentate co-ordination mode. The chloride ligand can be abstracted from

complex 2d by treatment with TlPF , and this reaction led to formation of [Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -S,Nj](PF ) 3d. Reaction of6 2 6 2

[PtCl (dppe)] with unsubstituted thiosemicarbazide NH C(S)NHNH in the presence of NH PF resulted in a mixture of products2 2 2 4 6

containing mono- and bidentate co-ordinated ligands, [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NH )NHNH -Sj](PF ) 2e and [Pt(dppe)hSC(NH )NHNH -2 2 6 2 2

S,Nj](PF ) 3e. [PtCl (dppe)] also reacts with two equivalents of NHMeC(S)NHNMe in the presence of NH PF to yield6 2 2 2 4 6

[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -Sj ](PF ) 1d, in which the thiosemicarbazide is acting as an S-donor, directly analogous to the thiourea2 2 6 2

ligands in complexes 1a–c.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Platinum; Thiosemicarbazide; Thiourea; Hydrogen bonding; X-ray crystal structure; Phosphine

1. Introduction thiosemicarbazides and thioureas in the presence of the
metathesising agent NH PF . The thioureas and4 6

Thiourea has a long history as a ligand in co-ordination thiosemicarbazides used were of the general formulae
9chemistry being able to co-ordinate to a metal via either NHRC(S)NHR and NHRC(S)NHNR , respectively, in2

sulphur or nitrogen. Our original interest in thioureas and order to retain the required hydrogen bonding surface on
the related thiosemicarbazides arose as these ligands allow complexation.
the retention of a hydrogen-bonding surface [1] within a
complex following co-ordination. We have previously
reported the use of the two parallel N–H hydrogen bond 2. Results and discussion
donor groups present in co-ordinated thiosemicarbazides
together with the two parallel hydrogen bond acceptors in Addition of an ethanol solution containing two equiva-
carboxylates as part of our crystal engineering studies of lents of the thiourea NHRC(S)NHR (R5H, Me, Et) to a
nickel [2,3] and zinc [4] complexes. Similar hydrogen dichloromethane solution of [PtCl (dppe)], followed by an2
bonds have been exploited as the basis of carboxylate excess of NH PF in ethanol gave the complexes4 6
receptors [5,6] and for the effect they have on C–N bond [Pt(dppe)hSC(NHR) j ](PF ) (1a, R5H; 1b, R5Me; 1c,2 2 6 2
rotation [7]. In this paper we report the reactions of the R5Et) in high yield. The symmetrical nature of complexes

31 1platinum complex [PtCl (dppe)] with substituted 1a–c was confirmed by the Ph Hj NMR spectra which2

showed one dppe-based phosphorus resonance, with
1J(P,Pt) satellites between 3028 and 3059 Hz, and a septet*Corresponding author. Fax: 144-1225-826-231.

E-mail address: a.d.burrows@bath.ac.uk (A.D. Burrows) arising from the hexafluorophosphate counter ion. The
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proposed formulae were confirmed by microanalyses and
FAB mass spectra. In the FAB mass spectra, the two most

1intense peaks in each case were assigned to [M1PF ]6
1and [M–SC(NHR) ] , respectively, where M is2

[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHR) j ]. The related compound2 2

[Pt(PPh ) hSC(NHEt) j ](hfac) (hfac51,1,1,5,5,5-hexa-3 2 2 2 2

fluoro-2,4-pentanedionate) has been prepared previously
Fig. 1. Possible structural isomers for complexes 2a–d.[8] from [Pt(hfac)(PPh ) ](hfac) and 1,3-diethylthiourea,3 2

1and the considerably lower J(P,Pt) coupling constant for
this complex (2436 Hz) may be consistent with the ligands

9adopting a trans geometry which is not accessible for PtCl(dppe)hNHRC(S)NHNR j(PF ). This formulation was2 6
31 1complexes 1a–c because of the chelating phosphine lig- also more consistent with the Ph Hj NMR spectra than

and. Complexes 1a–c contain four hydrogen bond donor the structure originally proposed: not only does it contain
groups, and hydrogen bonding studies are currently in the two inequivalent phosphine phosphorus atoms neces-
progress. sary to explain the observed coupling pattern, but integra-

2The reaction of [PtCl (dppe)] with one equivalent of a tion over the phosphine and PF chemical shift ranges2 6
29thiosemicarbazide NHRC(S)NHNR (R5Me, R95H; R5 suggest a dppe:PF ratio of 1:1 as opposed to 1:2 in the2 6

Et, R95H; R5Ph, R95H; R5Me, R95Me) in the presence originally proposed structure.
of NH PF was expected to lead to the complex There are two possible structural isomers for4 6

9 9[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHR)NHNR -S,Nj](PF ) , containing two PtCl(dppe)hNHRC(S)NHNR j(PF ) consistent with the2 6 2 2 6

parallel hydrogen bond donor groups. The reactions, spectroscopic data. The thiosemicarbazide could be mono-
carried out under similar conditions to those that gave rise dentate, with a chloride still bound to the metal (A in Fig.
to complexes 1a–c, yielded only one product in each case 1), or bidentate with a chloride strongly hydrogen bonded
(complex 2a for R5Me, R95H; 2b for R5Et, R95H; 2c to the two hydrogen bond donors on the thiosemicarbazide
for R5Ph, R95H; 2d for R5Me, R95Me). Although the (B in Fig. 1). There is precedent for the bonding mode in
presence of two dppe-based phosphorus signals in the B in the halide sensors developed by Beer et al. [9].
31 1 1Ph Hj NMR spectrum, both with J(P,Pt) satellites, was In order to determine whether A or B was the observed
consistent with the formulation above, the microanalysis structure, a single crystal X-ray analysis was undertaken.
results were not accordant with this proposed structure. Suitable crystals of the NHMeC(S)NHNMe adduct 2d2

Moreover the FAB mass spectra demonstrated that the were grown from the diffusion of diethyl ether into an
metathesis reactions had only replaced one of the two acetone solution of the complex. The crystal structure (Fig.
chlorides, suggesting the empirical formula 2) confirmed structure A. The co-ordination sphere around

Fig. 2. Solid-state structure of the cationic complex present in 2d. Thermal ellipsoids are illustrated at 30% probability.
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1the platinum atom is distorted square planar consisting of molecular ion peak is observed at [M13H] , where M is
9two phosphorus atoms, a chloride and a sulphur atom from [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHR)NHNR -Sj], though there is prece-2

dence for observing multiple protonation using FAB-MSa monodentate thiosemicarbazide ligand. Selected bond
[11,12].lengths and angles are given in Table 1. The cis angles

Although one chloride is retained in the thiosemicar-range from 86.9(2) to 93.4(2)8, and the distortion from
bazide complexes following metathesis with NH PF , it isplanarity is such that the chloride lies slightly above the 4 6

˚ possible that the co-ordination mode of the thiosemicar-plane defined by Pt(1), P(1) and P(2) [0.241(7) A]
˚ bazide ligand may be changed from mono- to bidentate bywhereas the sulphur atom lies slightly below [0.266(7) A].

9the reaction of [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHR)NHNR -Sj](PF )The C=S, C–N and N–N bond lengths are unexceptional 2 6

with a halide abstracting agent. In order to test thiswith respect to comparative parameters for substituted
premise, a dichloromethane solution of 2d was stirred withthiosemicarbazides.
TlPF at room temperature for 18 h. After this time, theAlthough a tertiary amine group (NHNMe ) would be 62
31 1Ph Hj NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture showed theexpected to be a poorer ligand than a primary amine group
disappearance of the peaks for 2d and the presence of(NHNH ) the gain in entropy on chelate formation might2

signals for a new complex, 3d. Two sets of doublets withstill be expected to favour the bidentate co-ordination
1J(P,Pt) satellites showed that, like 2d, complex 3d con-mode. Indeed bidentate nickel(II) complexes of
tains inequivalent phosphorus environments, and both theNHMeC(S)NHNMe have been crystallographically char-2

2integration of dppe:PF signals and the microanalysisacterised and have not been observed to be labile even in 6

were consistent with the abstraction of chloride, co-ordina-competitive solvents [3]. However, in the platinum com-
tion of the NMe nitrogen atom and formation ofplex, monodentate co-ordination of the thiosemicarbazide 2

[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -S,Nj](PF ) .is stabilised by formation of a weak intramolecular N–H??? 2 6 2
˚ In contrast to the reaction of the substituted thiosemicar-Cl hydrogen bond [N(2)???Cl(1) 3.29(2) A, H(2A)???Cl(1)

˚ bazides with [PtCl (dppe)] which gave only one product,2.40(7) A, N(2)–H(2A)???Cl(1) 151(11)8], giving rise to 2

the reaction with unsubstituted thiosemicarbazide,an S(6) ring. There is precedence for N–H???Cl hydrogen
NH C(S)NHNH , gave rise to two complexes, as observedbond formation in platinum complexes: the complex cis- 2 2

31 1in the Ph Hj NMR spectrum. Each complex has twobis(N-benzoyl-N9-propylthiourea)dichloroplatinum(II) con-
1˚ signals in the dppe region with J(P,Pt) satellites confirm-tains N???Cl distances of 3.2 A [10], although in this case

ing the presence of inequivalent phosphorus atoms. One ofthe hydrogen atoms were not located crystallographically.
1these complexes had chemical shifts and J(P,Pt) couplingLike the thiosemicarbazide ligands, the N-benzoyl-N9-pro-

constants very close to those observed for 2a–d and, aspylthiourea ligand is also potentially bidentate, and the
2with these complexes, the J(P,P) coupling is too small tolack of chelate formation through acyl oxygen co-ordina-

be resolved: this complex was therefore tentatively iden-tion was attributed to intramolecular N–H? ? ?O hydrogen
tified as [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NH )NHNH -Sj](PF ) (2e). Thebond formation which removes the oxygen atom from the 2 2 6

1vicinity of the metal. second species had chemical shifts and both J(P,Pt) and
2Since the thiosemicarbazide complexes 2a–d have many J(P,P) coupling constants very close to those observed for

31features in common such as similar P chemical shifts and 3d and was tentatively identified as
coupling constants, and similar fragments observed in their [Pt(dppe)hSC(NH )NHNH -S,Nj](PF ) (3e). Hence, in2 2 6 2

FAB mass spectra, all can be assigned the formulae contrast to the reactions with substituted thiosemicar-
9[PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHR)NHNR -Sj](PF ) (2a R5Me, R95 bazides, thiosemicarbazide itself gives a mixture of the2 6

H; 2b R5Et, R95H; 2c R5Ph, R95H; 2d R5Me, mono- and bidentate thiosemicarbazide complexes.
R95Me). In the FAB mass spectra of complexes 2a–c, the In the structure of complex 2d, the 1,1,4-tri-

methylthiosemicarbazide ligand can be likened to a thio-
urea ligand since co-ordination occurs only via the sulphur

Table 1
atom. This suggests that thiosemicarbazides might be able˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for complex 2d
to act in a similar manner to the thioureas in complexes

Pt(1)–P(2) 2.217(4) P(1)–Pt(1)–Cl(1) 89.2(2) 1a–c and that bis(thiosemicarbazide) complexes could be
Pt(1)–P(1) 2.249(4) P(2)–Pt(1)–S(1) 91.1(2)

formed. Since the hydrogen bonding observed in thePt(1)–Cl(1) 2.361(4) P(1)–Pt(1)–S(1) 173.3(2)
structure of 2d involves an N–H group bonded to thePt(1)–S(1) 2.383(4) Cl(1)–Pt(1)–S(1) 93.4(2)

S(1)–C(27) 1.73(2) C(27)–S(1)–Pt(1) 106.2(6) carbon, this interaction is also possible in complexes of the
1N(1)–C(27) 1.31(2) C(27)–N(1)–C(30) 123(2) general formula [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHR) j] which are pre-2

N(1)–C(30) 1.46(3) C(27)–N(2)–N(3) 121(2) sumably intermediates in the formation of
N(2)–C(27) 1.31(2) N(2)–N(3)–C(28) 112(2) 21[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHR) j ] from [PtCl (dppe)]. In order to2 2 2N(2)–N(3) 1.42(2) N(2)–N(3)–C(29) 108(2)

test whether bis(thiosemicarbazide) complexes could beN(3)–C(28) 1.43(3) C(28)–N(3)–C(29) 113(2)
N(3)–C(29) 1.46(3) N(1)–C(27)–N(2) 118(2) formed, a dichloromethane solution of [PtCl (dppe)] was2
P(2)–Pt(1)–P(1) 86.9(2) N(1)–C(27)–S(1) 121.1(14) reacted with two equivalents of NHMeC(S)NHNMe2
P(2)–Pt(1)–Cl(1) 173.0(2) N(2)–C(27)–S(1) 120.4(13) followed by an excess of NH PF to give the complex4 6
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the phosphorus atoms trans to sulphur atoms of thioureas
and thiosemicarbazides have smaller coupling constants
than those trans to thiosemicarbazide nitrogen atoms,
whereas the largest coupling constants are for those
phosphorus atoms trans to chloride.

The results reported in this paper demonstrate that
thiosemicarbazides are very versatile ligands in platinum
co-ordination chemistry as they are able to bind to the
metal in a number of different modes. They can be
monodentate, bound solely through the sulphur atom as in
1d, they can be bidentate, bound through sulphur and
nitrogen as in 3d–e, or they can be monodentate but
chelating through an intramolecular N–H? ? ?Cl hydrogen
bond as in 2a–e. The formation of this intramolecular
hydrogen bond has a considerable effect on the hydrogen
bonding surface presented by the cation.

3. ExperimentalScheme 1. Interconversion of platinum complexes of
NHMeC(S)NHNMe .2

3.1. General

[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -Sj ](PF ) (1d) in high Reactions were routinely carried out using Schlenk-line2 2 6 2

yield. The symmetrical nature of complex 1d was con- techniques under pure dry dinitrogen using dioxygen-free
31 1firmed by the Ph Hj NMR spectrum which showed one solvents, but no special precautions were taken to exclude

1dppe-based phosphorus resonance, with a J(P,Pt) coupling oxygen during workup procedures. Microanalyses (C, H
constant of 3097 Hz, and a septet from the hexafluoro- and N) were carried out by Mr. Alan Carver (University of
phosphate counter ion. The proposed formula was con- Bath Microanalytical Service). Infrared spectra were re-
firmed by a FAB mass spectrum in which the two most corded on a Nicolet 510P spectrometer as KBr pellets or

1 31 1intense peaks, as with complexes 1a–c, could be assigned nujol mulls. H and Ph Hj NMR spectra were recorded
1 1to [M1PF ] and [M–SC(NHMe)NHNMe ] where M is on a JEOL JNM-EX270 spectrometer operating at 2706 2

[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe j ]. The reactions of MHz referenced to TMS and 109.4 MHz referenced to2 2
31 1[PtCl (dppe)] with 1,1,4-trimethylthiosemicarbazide are H PO , respectively. Ph Hj NMR data are given in Table2 3 4

31 1summarised in Scheme 1, and the Ph Hj-NMR data for 2. FAB mass spectra were recorded on a VG AutoSpec-Q
the compounds 1a–d, 2a–e and 3d–e are given in Table 2. spectrometer using 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol as the matrix.

1The magnitude of the J(P,Pt) coupling constants clearly [PtCl (cod)] (cod5cycloocta-1,5-diene) was prepared by2

reflects the nature of the donor atom trans to the phosphor- the standard literature method [13]. Thioureas and
us atom, with those atoms having the largest trans thiosemicarbazides were purchased from Aldrich Chemical
influence showing the smallest coupling constants. Hence, and used without purification, with the exception of 1,1,4-

Table 2
31 1Ph Hj-NMR data for complexes 1a–d, 2a–e and 3d–e

a 1 bComplexes [Pt(dppe)X ] d(P) J(P,Pt)2
c[PtCl (dppe)] 41.9 36222

d,f[Pt(dppe)hSC(NH ) j ](PF ) 1a 49.6 30302 2 2 6 2
d,f[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe) j ](PF ) 1b 49.3 30282 2 6 2

d,f[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHEt) j ](PF ) 1c 50.4 30592 2 6 2
c,f[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -Sj ](PF ) 1d 49.0 30972 2 6 2

a a 1 b 1 b 2 bComplexes [Pt(dppe)XY] d(P ) d(P ) J(P ,Pt) J(P ,Pt) J(P ,P )a b a b a b
d,f e[PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNH -Sj](PF ) 2a 49.9 47.6 3149 35282 6

c,f e[PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHEt)NHNH -Sj](PF ) 2b 48.2 46.2 3126 35512 6
c,f e[PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHPh)NHNH -Sj](PF ) 2c 48.1 45.6 3129 35482 6

c,f e[PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -Sj](PF ) 2d 47.9 45.5 3149 35412 6
c,f e[PtCl(dppe)hSC(NH )NHNH -Sj](PF ) 2e 48.5 45.2 3119 35582 2 6

c,f[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -S,Nj](PF ) 3d 49.4 37.6 3075 3122 72 6 2
c,f[Pt(dppe)hSC(NH )NHNH -S,Nj](PF ) 3e 47.0 39.9 2911 3266 82 2 6 2

a 2 1a, ppm; b, Hz; c, CDCl ; d, d -acetone; e, not resolved; f, PF also observed [d(P)–143.0, septet, J(P,F) 712 Hz].3 6 6
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trimethylthiosemicarbazide which was prepared by the [PtCl (cod)] (0.100 g, 0.269 mmol) in dichloromethane2
3literature method [14]. hd (CDCl ) 7.32 [s, 1H, NH, (br)], (20 cm ) to generate [PtCl (dppe)] in situ. After stirringH 3 2

3 for 10 min, a solution of 4-methylthiosemicarbazide (0.0297.05 [s, 1H, NH, (br)] 3.12 [d, J(HH) 6 Hz, 3H, CH ],3
3g, 0.276 mmol) in dichloromethane (10 cm ) was added,2.53 [s, 6H, CH ]j. With the exception of the reaction3

and the reaction mixture was stirred for 24 h. After thisbetween [PtCl (dppe)], thiosemicarbazide and NH PF2 4 6

time, a solution of NH PF (0.175 g, 1.074 mmol) in(see below) the products were the only compounds ob- 4 6
3acetone (10 cm ) was added. After an additional 30 minserved in the NMR spectra, and were recovered after

stirring, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure.recrystallisation in 65–80% yield.
The product was extracted with dichloromethane before
recrystallisation from acetone–diethyl ether to give a pale3.2. Syntheses of complexes
orange solid. (Found: N, 4.34; C, 40.9; H, 3.95.
C H ClF N P SPt?2CH COCH requires N, 4.22; C,28 31 6 3 3 3 33.2.1. Synthesis of [Pt(dppe)hSC(NH ) -Sj ](PF ) , 1a –12 2 2 6 2 41.0; H, 4.35%); n / cm (NH) 3360m (br), n /max maxDppe (0.107 g, 0.269 mmol) was added to a solution of –1 21cm (amide) 1586m, n / cm (PF ) 839vs, n /max 6 max[PtCl (cod)] (0.100 g, 0.269 mmol) in dichloromethane2 –1

3 cm (CS) 691s; d (CDCl ) 10.5 [s, NH (br)], 8.0–7.4 [m,H 3(20 cm ) to generate [PtCl (dppe)] in situ. After stirring2 320H, Ar], 2.79 [d, J(HH) 5, 3H, CH ], 2.6 [m, 4H, CH ];3 2for 10 min, a solution of thiourea (0.041 g, 0.539 mmol) in
1 1

3 m /z 737 [M 1 3H] , 629 [M–hSC(NHMe)NHNH j] .2ethanol (10 cm ) was added, and the reaction mixture was
stirred for 1 h. After this time, a solution of NH PF4 6

3 3.2.5. Synthesis of [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHEt)NHNH -(0.175 g, 1.074 mmol) in acetone (10 cm ) was added. 2

Sj](PF ), 2bAfter an additional 30 min stirring, the solvent was 6

Synthesis as for complex 2a using 4-ethylthiosemicar-removed under reduced pressure. The product was ex-
bazide (0.032 g, 0.269 mmol) instead of 4-tracted with dichloromethane, and recrystallised from
methylthiosemicarbazide. The crude product was extractedacetone–diethyl ether to give a colourless solid. (Found:
with dichloromethane before recrystallisation from ace-N, 5.41; C, 32.4; H, 3.40. C H F N P S Pt requires N,28 32 12 4 4 2

–1 tone–diethyl ether to give a colourless solid. (Found: N,5.41; C, 32.5; H, 3.11%); n / cm (NH) 3457m, 3364m,max
–1 –1 4.26; C, 41.4; H, 4.07. C H ClF N P SPt–d / cm (NH ) 1634m, n / cm (PF ) 835vs, n / 29 33 6 3 3max 2 max 6 max

–1 1.5CH COCH requires N, 4.16; C, 41.7; H, 4.49%);cm (CS) 691m; d (d -acetone) 8.0–7.4 [m, 20H, Ar], 2.7 3 3H 6
–1 –11 n / cm (NH) 3365m (br), n / cm (amide) 1576m,[m, 4H, CH ]; m /z 890 [M 1 PF ] , 668 [M– max max2 6
21 –11 n / cm (PF ) 835vs, n / cm (CS) 691s; d (CDCl )hSC(NH ) j] . max 6 max H 32 2

310.4 [s, NH (br)], 8.0–7.4 [m, 20H, Ar], 3.21 [m, J(HH)
37, 2H, CH Me], 2.6 [m, 4H, CH ], 1.06 [t, J(HH) 7, 3H,2 23.2.2. Synthesis of [Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe) -Sj ](PF ) , 1b2 2 6 2 1CH ]; m /z 751 [M 1 3H] , 629 [M–3Synthesis as for complex 1a using 1,3-dimethylthiourea

1hSC(NHEt)NHNH j] .2(0.056 g, 0.538 mmol) instead of thiourea. (Found: N,
5.00; C, 37.3; H, 4.03. C H F N P S Pt–32 40 12 4 4 2

1.5CH COCH requires N, 4.75; C, 37.2; H, 4.19%); 3.2.6. Synthesis of [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHPh)NHNH -3 3 2
–1 –1

n / cm (NH) 3386m (br), n / cm (amide) 1613m, Sj](PF ), 2cmax max 6
–1 –11510s, n / cm (PF ) 839vs, n / cm (CS) 693m; Synthesis as for complex 2a using 4-phenylthiosemicar-max 6 max

d (d -acetone) 7.9–7.4 [m, 20H, Ar], 2.6 [m, 4H, CH ]; bazide (0.045 g, 0.269 mmol) instead of 4-H 6 2
12.80 [s, 12H, CH ]; m /z 946 [M 1 PF ] , 696 [M– methylthiosemicarbazide. The crude product was extracted3 6

1hSC(NHMe) j] . with dichloromethane before recrystallisation from ace-2

tone–diethyl ether to give a cream coloured solid. (Found:
N, 4.03; C, 44.6; H, 4.07. C H ClF N P SPt–3.2.3. Synthesis of [Pt(dppe)hSC(NHEt) -Sj ](PF ) , 1c 33 33 6 3 32 2 6 2
2CH COCH requires N, 3.97; C, 44.3; H, 4.29%); n /Synthesis as for complex 1a using 1,3-diethylthiourea 3 3 max

–1 –1cm (NH) 3260m, 3150w (br), n / cm (amide) 1557s,(0.071 g, 0.538 mmol) instead of thiourea. (Found: N, max
21 –11499m, n / cm (PF ) 839vs, n / cm (CS) 691m; m /4.87; C, 37.4; H, 4.28. C H F N P S Pt requires N, max 6 max36 48 12 4 4 2

1 1–1 z 799 [M 1 3H] , 759 [M–Cl] , 629 [M–4.88; C, 37.7; H, 4.21%); n / cm (NH) 3446w, 3368m,max
1–1 –1 hSC(NHPh)NHNH j] .n / cm (amide) 1607m, 1509s n / cm (PF ) 839vs, 2max max 6

–1
n / cm (CS) 694m; d (d -acetone) 8.0–7.4 [m, 20H,max H 6

Ar], 3.45 [m, 8H, CH Me], 2.8 [m, 4H, CH P]; 1.13 [t, 3.2.7. Synthesis of [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -2 2 2112H, CH ]; m /z 1003 [M 1 PF ] , 724 [M– Sj](PF ), 2d3 6 61hSC(NHEt) j] . Dppe (0.107 g, 0.269 mmol) was added to a solution of2

[PtCl (cod)] (0.100 g, 0.269 mmol) in dichloromethane2
33.2.4. Synthesis of [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNH - (20 cm ) to generate [PtCl (dppe)] in situ. After stirring2 2

Sj](PF ), 2a for 10 min, a solution of 1,1,4-trimethylthiosemicarbazide6
3Dppe (0.107 g, 0.269 mmol) was added to a solution of (0.036 g, 0.271 mmol) in dichloromethane (10 cm ) was
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added, and the reaction mixture was stirred for 24 h. After (0.025 g, 0.270 mmol) instead of 4-methylthiosemicar-
31 1this time, a solution of NH PF (0.175 g, 1.074 mmol) in bazide. The Ph Hj NMR spectrum showed the presence4 6

3acetone (10 cm ) was added. After an additional 30 min of two complexes 2e and 3e, in a 70:30 ratio, identified as
stirring, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NH )NHNH -Sj](PF ) and2 2 6

The product was extracted with acetone, and recrystallised [Pt(dppe)hSC(NH )NHNH -S,Nj](PF ) , respectively.2 2 6 2
by addition of diethyl ether to give colourless crystals.
(Found: N, 4.89; C, 39.3; H, 3.99. C H ClF N P SPt30 35 6 3 3

–1 3.3. Crystallographyrequires N, 4.63; C, 39.7; H, 3.86%); n / cm (NH)max
–13314m, 3142w, n / cm (amide) 1590m, 1402m, n /max max

21 –1 Single crystals of complex 2d suitable for analysis bycm (PF ) 837vs, n / cm (CS) 693m; d (d -acetone)6 max H 6
X-ray crystallography were grown by diffusion of diethyl8.6 [1 H, s, NH, (br)], 8.3 [1 H, s, NH, (br)], 7.6–7.3 [20

3 ether into an acetone solution of 2d.H, m, Ph], 2.55 [3 H, d, Me, J(HH) 5], 2.4 [4 H, m, CH ]2
1 1and 2.18 [6 H, s, Me]; m /z 761 [M] , 725 [M–Cl] , 629

1[M–hSC(NHMe)NHNMe j] , 592 [M–Cl–2
1 3.3.1. Crystal datahSC(NHMe)NHNMe j] .2

[C H ClN P PtS]PF , M5907.12, triclinic, space30 35 3 2 6]
group P 1 (No. 2), a59.668(1), b511.211(2), c53.2.8. Synthesis of [Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -2 ˚17.346(3) A, a 5107.56(1), b 596.43(2), g 592.656(2)8,Sj ](PF ) , 1d 32 6 2 –1˚U 51774.8(5) A , Z52, m 54.279 mm , a colourlessDppe (0.107 g, 0.269 mmol) was added to a solution of
crystal of dimensions 0.330.330.07 mm was used.[PtCl (cod)] (0.100 g, 0.269 mmol) in dichloromethane2

3(20 cm ) to generate [PtCl (dppe)] in situ. After stirring2

for 10 min, a solution of 1,1,4-trimethylthiosemicarbazide
3.3.2. Data collection and processing.3(0.072 g, 0.541 mmol) in ethanol (10 cm ) was added, and

Data were collected at 293(2)K on an Enraf-Nonius
the reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h. After this time, a

CAD4 automatic four-circle diffractometer using graphite
solution of NH PF (0.175 g, 1.074 mmol) in ethanol (104 6 ˚monochromated MoKa radiation (l50.71069 A). 43213cm ) was added. After an additional 30 min stirring, the

reflections were collected (2.12,u ,21.938, 210#h#10,
solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The product

211#k#11, 0#l#18) and corrected for Lorentz, polari-
was extracted with dichloromethane, and recrystallised by

sation and absorption [15]. R(int)50.0313 (pre-DIFABS).
addition of diethyl ether to give a colourless solid. (Found:
N, 7.87; C, 34.9; H, 4.09. C H F N P S Pt requires N,34 46 12 6 4 2

–17.31; C, 35.5; H, 4.03%); n / cm (NH) 3303m, n /max max 3.3.3. Structure solution and refinement
–1 –1cm (amide) 1617m, 1595s, n / cm (PF ) 837vs, n /max 6 max The solution (SHELX86 [16]) and refinement
–1 2cm (CS) 693m; d (d -acetone) 7.8–7.3 [20 H, m, Ph],H 6 (SHELXL93 [17]; full-matrix least squares based on F )

2.82 [6 H, s, Me], 2.8 [4 H, m, CH ] and 2.51 [3 H, m,2 of the structure converged to a conventional [i.e. based on
1 1Me]; m /z 1004 [M 1 PF ] , 725 [M–6 3096 with F .4s(F )] R150.0446 and wR250.1175 for0 01hSC(NHMe)NHNMe j] .2 the observed data and 418 parameters. In the final least

squares cycle, all atoms were allowed to vibrate aniso-
3.2.9. Reaction of [PtCl(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -2 tropically. Hydrogen atoms were included at calculated
Sj](PF ), 2d, with TlPF : synthesis of6 6 positions where relevant, except for H(1A) and H(2A)
[Pt(dppe)hSC(NHMe)NHNMe -S,Nj](PF ) , 3d2 6 2 [attached to N(1) and N(2), respectively] which were

Complex 2d (0.100 g, 0.11 mmol) was dissolved in located by examining an electron density map based on
3dichloromethane (20 cm ), TlPF (0.055 g, 0.16 mmol)6 low Bragg angle data, and refined at a fixed distance of

added and the mixture stirred for 18 h. The solution was ˚0.98 A from the relevant parent atoms. The structural
filtered, the solvent removed under reduced pressure, and diagram was produced using ORTEX [18].
the crude solid recrystallised from dichloromethane–di-
ethyl ether. (Found: N, 4.03; C, 34.8; H, 3.49.
C H F N P PtS?0.5CH Cl requires N, 3.97; C, 34.6;30 35 12 3 4 2 2

–1H, 3.43%); n / cm (NH) 3398m, 3314m, n / Supplementary datamax max
–1 –1cm (amide) 1614s, 1524s, n / cm (PF ) 841vs, n /max 6 max
–1cm (CS) 700m; d (d -acetone) 7.8–7.3 [20 H, m, Ph], The crystal structure has been deposited at the CCDC.H 6

2.96 [12 H, s, Me], 2.7 [4 H, m, CH ] and 2.55 [6 H, s, Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 122
1Me]; m /z 725 [M] . Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting

the deposition number CCDC 116444.
3.2.10. Reaction of [PtCl (dppe)] with thiosemicarbazide2

and NH PF4 6
1 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2Synthesis as for complex 2a using thiosemicarbazide R15S iF u–uF i /S uF u, wR25[Sw(F –F ) /S w(F ) ] .o c o o c o
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Complexes of distibinomethane ligands
q3. Manganese and rhenium carbonyl complexes
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Abstract

Photolysis of Mn (CO) with the distibinomethanes Ph SbCH SbPh (dpsm) and Me SbCH SbMe (dmsm) yields2 10 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 13 1[Mn (CO) (dpsm) ] and [Mn (CO) (dmsm)], respectively, which have been characterised by IR, H, Ch Hj NMR spectroscopies and2 6 2 2 8

fast atom bombardment (FAB) mass spectrometry. Similar photolysis of the ligands with Re (CO) yields axially substituted2 10
1[Re (CO) (h -distibinomethane)]. The X-ray crystal structure of [Mn (CO) (dpsm) ] reveals two dpsm ligands, each bonding to the two2 9 2 6 2

˚metal centres [Mn–Mn 3.098(2), Mn–Sb 2.487(2)–2.500(2) A].  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Manganese; Rhenium; Distibine; NMR

1. Introduction reactions of the two decacarbonyls with the dis-
tibinomethanes using photolysis, and report the results

Diphosphinomethanes (R PCH PR , R5Me, Ph, Cy, here.2 2 2

etc.) have a rich coordination chemistry, which has been
studied in great detail [1]. In contrast, although dis-
tibinomethanes R SbCH SbR [R5Me (dmsm) or Ph2 2 2 2. Experimental
(dpsm)] were first reported in the 1970s, their coordination
chemistry has received little study [2]. In recent work

Physical measurements were made as described previ-
[3,4], we have described complexes with Cr, Mo, W, Fe,

ously [3–5].
Co, Ni and Mn carbonyls and some carbonyl halides, and
identified three coordination modes, i.e., monodentate,
bridging bidentate, and bridging across M–M bonds, but 2.1. [Mn (CO) (dpsm) ]2 6 2

significantly, no examples of chelation. Neither dis-
tibinomethane reacted thermally with Mn (CO) , but Mn (CO) (0.4 g, 1.0 mmol) and dpsm (0.56 g, 1.02 10 2 10

moderate yields of [Mn (CO) (L–L)] (L–L5dmsm or mmol) in toluene (40 ml) were irradiated under nitrogen2 8

dpsm) (I see Fig. 1) were obtained using h[CpFe(CO) ] j with stirring for 17 h in an attempt to produce2 2

as a catalyst [4]. No reaction occurred with Re (CO) [Mn (CO) (dpsm)]. The mixture was then adsorbed onto2 10 2 8

under similar conditions [4]. Subsequently, we established alumina and eluted with dichloromethane to give
that photolysis of mixtures of Mn (CO) or Re (CO) Mn (CO) (first band — yellow) and [Mn (CO) (dpsm) ]2 10 2 10 2 10 2 6 2

with SbPh in toluene was a more facile route and led to (second band — yellow). The solvent was removed from3

higher degrees of substitution than either catalytic routes or the collected fractions and the residue was recrystallised
the use of Me NO [5]. We therefore re-examined the from dichloromethane–ethanol to give an orange solid.3

This was filtered, washed with ethanol (2310 ml) and
dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.14 g (10%). Found: C, 48.0; H,qPart 2 is Ref. [3]. 13.3. Calc. for C H Mn O Sb : C, 47.7; H, 3.1%. H56 44 2 6 4*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-1703-595-000; fax: 144-1703-593- 55NMR (CDCl ): 3.2, 7.2–7.6. Mn NMR (CDCl /782. 3 3

E-mail address: wxl@soton.ac.uk (W. Levason) CH Cl ): 21945, W 15 000 Hz. MS (FAB): 1273,2 2 1 / 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00168-0
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the types of structure.

121 11117, 788. Calc. for [C H Mn O Sb ] 1266, 33.9; H, 2.1. Calc. for C H O Re Sb : C, 34.4; H, 1.9%.51 44 2 6 4 34 22 9 2 2
121 1 121 1 1[C H Mn O Sb ] 1117, [C H Mn O Sb ] 786. H NMR (CDCl ): 3.3, 7.1–7.5. MS (FAB): 1162, 597.43 32 2 6 3 29 22 2 4 2 3

187 121 1 187 1Calc. for [C H O Re Sb ] 1162, [C O Re ]33 22 8 2 2 8 8 2

2.2. [Mn (CO) (dmsm)] 598.2 8

Mn (CO) (0.22 g, 0.56 mmol) and dmsm (0.36 g, 2.4. [Re (CO) (dmsm)]2 10 2 9

1.14 mmol) in toluene (40 ml) were irradiated under
nitrogen with stirring for 17 h in an attempt to produce Re (CO) (0.30 g, 0.46 mmol) and dmsm (0.15 g, 0.462 10

[Mn (CO) (dmsm) ]. The mixture was then adsorbed onto mmol) in toluene (40 ml) were irradiated under nitrogen2 6 2

alumina and eluted with hexane followed by dichlorome- with stirring for 17 h. The mixture was then adsorbed onto
thane–hexane (1:3, v /v) to give Mn (CO) (first band — alumina and eluted with hexane followed by dichlorome-2 10

yellow) and [Mn (CO) (dmsm)] (second band — yellow). thane–hexane (1:2, v /v) to give Re (CO) (first band —2 8 2 10

The solvent was removed from the collected fractions and colourless) and [Re (CO) (dmsm)] (second band — yel-2 9

dried in vacuo to give a yellow solid. Yield: 0.07 g (19%). low). The solvent was removed from the collected frac-
The compound was identified by comparison of its spectro- tions and the residue was recrystallised from dichlorome-
scopic properties with those reported previously [4]. thane–hexane under nitrogen to give a yellow solid. This

was filtered, washed with hexane (2310 ml) and dried in
2.3. [Re (CO) (dpsm)] vacuo. Yield: 0.25 g (58%). Found: C, 17.4; H, 1.2. Calc.2 9

1for C H O Re Sb : C, 17.8; H, 1.5%. H NMR14 14 9 2 2

Re (CO) (0.50 g, 0.77 mmol) and dpsm (0.44 g, 0.77 (CDCl ): 1.6, 2.2.2 10 3

mmol) in toluene (40 ml) were irradiated under nitrogen
with stirring for 17 h. The mixture was then adsorbed onto 2.5. Crystal structure determination
alumina and eluted with hexane followed by dichlorome-
thane to give Re (CO) (first band — colourless) and Tiny orange crystals of [Mn (CO) (dpsm) ] were ob-2 10 2 6 2

[Re (CO) (dpsm)] (second band — yellow). The solvent tained from a dichloromethane solution by layering with2 9

was removed from the collected fractions and the residue ethanol. Attempts to obtain larger crystals were not
was recrystallised from dichloromethane–hexane to give a successful and a crystal (0.02530.02530.050 mm) was
yellow solid. This was filtered, washed with hexane (2310 mounted on a Nonius CCD area detector diffractometer
ml) and dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.15 g (16%). Found: C, using the oil-film mounting technique and held at 150 K.
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2.5.1. Crystal data photolysis of [Mn (CO) (dmsm)] and dmsm in toluene2 8

C H Mn O Sb , M 51409.79, triclinic, space group resulted in extensive decomposition to black solids, and IR56 44 2 6 4 r
¯ ˚ spectroscopic studies of the residual solution did not showP1 (no. 2), a511.980(2), b512.726(2), c519.627(4) A,

3˚ any evidence of [Mn (CO) (dmsm) ]. The spectroscopica572.15(1), b574.49(1), g566.61(1)8, V52577.5(8) A , 2 6 2
23 properties of [Mn (CO) (dmsm)] have been describedZ52, D 51.817 g cm , T5150(2) K, m(Mo–K )5 2 8calc a

21 previously (see also Table 1) [4]. The identification of25.91 cm , F(000)51364.
[Mn (CO) (dpsm) ] as having structure (II) follows from2 6 2

the IR spectrum (Table 1), which exhibits a similar pattern
2.5.2. Data collection, solution and refinement of n(CO) bands to [Mn (CO) (diphosphine) ] [9,10],2 6 2˚Using Mo–K radiation (l50.71073 A), 32 334 reflec-a although, due to the lower basicity of dpsm, the fre-
tions were recorded using c- and v-scans and gave, after quencies are considerably higher than in the diphosphine
data-processing, 8351 unique reflections (2u(max)550.08). complexes. The structure was confirmed by an X-ray
An empirical absorption correction (sortav [6]) was ap- crystal structure determination. No evidence for the forma-
plied, together with the Lorentz and polarization effects. tion of a distibine analogue of [Mn (CO) (diphosphine) ],2 5 2The structure was solved by direct methods [7] to locate which contains four terminal- and one semi-bridging
the heavy atoms and many of the C and O atoms, and the carbonyl groups was found.
remaining atoms were located using structure factor and
electron density calculations. No convincing hydrogen
atoms were identified in later electron density maps, and H 3.2. Crystal structure of [Mn (CO) (dpsm) ]2 6 2atoms were not included in the model. Full-matrix least-

2squares refinement [8] on F using all of the data and 613 Tiny orange crystals of [Mn (CO) (dpsm) ] were ob-2 6 2parameters (all atoms anisotropic) converged to R150.066 tained from a dichloromethane solution by layering with
(F .4s(F ), 4817 reflections), wR2 (all data)50.183. R15 ethanol; attempts to obtain larger crystals were not suc-2 2 2 4 1 / 2
S(uuF u2uF uu) /SuF u, wR25[Sw(F 2F ) /SwF ] .0 c 0 0 c 0 cessful. The structure consists of discrete molecules based
The residual electron density was in the range 20.97 to on Mn (CO) , with the substitution of two distibine23 2 10˚11.21 e A and with the peaks close to the heavy atoms. ligands for four CO groups. The distibine bridges the two

Mn atoms and is shown in Fig. 2 with geometry details
given in Table 2. The distibine ligand shows changes in
geometry from that of the uncomplexed ligand [4], thus the3. Results and discussion
Sb–C–Sb angle becomes smaller [103.0(5), 106.7(5)8
compared with 117.3(2)8] and the C–Sb–C angles become3.1. Complexes derived from Mn (CO)2 10
larger [97.4(4)–104.0(5), av. 100.5(2.2)8 compared with
94.4(1)–98.7(1), av. 96.78]. The Mn–Mn bond [3.098(2)Photolysis (370 nm) of a mixture of Mn (CO) and2 10
˚ ˚A] is longer than in the parent carbonyl [11] [2.8950(6) A]dpsm (mol ratio, 1:1) in toluene gave an orange solution
and the (‘equatorial’) CO groups show the displacementand some black decomposition products. Evaporation of
towards the non-bonded Mn atom. The torsion anglesthe orange solution, followed by chromatography on
about the Mn–Mn bond (ca. 308, see Table 2) are smalleralumina (CH Cl ), produced an orange solid that was2 2

than in the parent, presumably due to the steric require-identified as [Mn (CO) (dpsm) ] (II). Curiously, the 1:12 6 2

ments of the bridging distibine, but they still show acomplex [Mn (CO) (dpsm)] [4] was not produced in2 8

markedly staggered arrangement. Related compoundssignificant amounts. The high level of substitution of CO
whose structures have been reported include the diarsinegroups in this complex is unusual for distibinomethanes,
complex [12] [Mn (CO) (Ph AsCH AsPh )] [Mn–Mnwhich often fail to displace more than one carbonyl group 2 8 2 2 2

˚from a metal centre [4]. In surprising contrast, the use of a 2.962(2), Mn–As 2.411(3), 2.407(2) A] and a diphosphine
1:2 mol ratio of Mn (CO) –dmsm under otherwise where substitution by both one and two ligands is reported2 10

identical conditions gave [Mn (CO) (dmsm)]. Further [9] [Mn (CO) (R PCH PR ) ] (n51, 2; R5C H ).2 8 2 1022n 2 2 2 n 6 11

Table 1
Selected spectroscopic data

21 21 13 1Complex n(CO)/cm (CH Cl solution) n(CO)/cm (Nujol mull) Ch Hj NMR (CDCl /CH Cl )2 2 3 2 2

[Mn (CO) (dpsm) ] 1998(w),1969(w),1917(m),1903(s) 1976(br),1916(s),1898(s) 22.4(CH ), 127–138(Ph), 223.7, 226.4(CO)2 6 2 2
a[Mn (CO) (dmsm)] 2047(s),1983(s),1962(s),1929(m),1910(m) 2 22 8

[Re (CO) (dpsm)] 2086(w),2006(sh),1996(s),1974(s),1940(m) 2084(w),2004(sh),1994(s),1965(s),1927(s) 0.5(CH ), 129–136(Ph), 186–199(CO)2 9 2
b b[Re (CO) (Ph Sb)] 2086(w),2009(sh),1996(s),1971(s),1925(m) 2082(m),2008(sh),1994(s),1978(s),1925(s) 22 9 3

[Re (CO) (dmsm)] 2080(w),2005(sh),1994(s),1970(s),1940(m) 2080(m),2004(sh),1983(s,br),1925(sh) 26.0, 21.6 (Me), 20.5(CH ), 188–198(CO)2 9 2

a 21Compare n(CO)/cm (CH Cl ) from Ref. [4]. 2047(s), 1983(s), 1961(s), 1931(m), 1912(m).2 2
b Data are from Ref. [5].
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product. This parallels the result obtained with Ph Sb,3

where ax-[Re (CO) (Ph Sb)] was the only photo-product2 9 3

from Re (CO) and Ph Sb [5]. [Re (CO) (dpsm)] is2 10 3 2 9

poorly soluble in organic solvents and attempts to obtain a
crystal for an X-ray study have failed. However, the
identification of the isomer present as the axially substi-
tuted one (III) follows from the very similar pattern of
n(CO) to that observed in ax-[Re (CO) (Ph Sb)] (Table2 9 3

1). The formulation is also consistent with the small shifts
1 13 1in d(CH ) in both the H and Ch Hj NMR spectra on2

coordination, which contrast with the large high frequency
shifts observed when the dpsm is part of a five-membered
metallocyclic ring, as in [Mn (CO) (dpsm)] or2 8

13 1[Mn (CO) (dpsm) ]. As noted before [5], the Ch Hj2 6 2

NMR resonances of the carbonyl groups are very broad
and are attributable to the large quadrupole moments of the
rhenium isotopes. Photolysis of Re (CO) and dmsm in2 10

toluene produced a yellow solid and an orange solution.
The yellow solid was poorly soluble in CH Cl , and the IR2 2

spectrum of this solution in the carbonyl region (Table 1)
is very similar to that of ax-[Re (CO) (dpsm)], whilst the2 9

Fig. 2. Structure of [Mn (CO) (Ph SbCH SbPh ) ] showing the atom2 6 2 2 2 2 orange solution had an IR spectrum showing similar
labelling scheme. The ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability level.

absorptions and also bands attributable to Re (CO)2 10
21(2070, 2011 and 1966 cm ). The poor solubility of the

13 13.3. Complexes derived from Re (CO) yellow solid hindered NMR studies, but the Ch Hj NMR2 10

spectrum showed (Table 1), in addition to ill-defined
Photolysis of Re (CO) and dpsm (1:1 ratio) in toluene d(CO) resonances, three resonances with d equal to 26.0,2 10

1gave yellow [Re (CO) (dpsm)] as the only significant 21.5 and 20.5, which we ascribe to h -dmsm, (c.f.2 9

Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Mn (CO) (dpsm) ]2 6 2

Sb(1)–Mn(1) 2.487(2) Sb(3)–Mn(1) 2.489(2)
Sb(2)–Mn(2) 2.500(2) Sb(4)–Mn(2) 2.496(2)
Sb(1)–C(9) 2.110(13) Sb(3)–C(27) 2.122(12)
Sb(1)–C(3) 2.132(11) Sb(3)–C(33) 2.131(12)
Sb(1)–C(1) 2.146(12) Sb(3)–C(2) 2.158(11)
Sb(2)–C(21) 2.143(11) Sb(4)–C(45) 2.121(12)
Sb(2)–C(15) 2.166(12) Sb(4)–C(39) 2.137(11)
Sb(2)–C(1) 2.174(11) Sb(4)–C(2) 2.138(12)

Mn(1)–C(51) 1.768(15) Mn(2)–C(55) 1.776(14)
Mn(1)–C(52) 1.774(13) Mn(2)–C(56) 1.819(16)
Mn(1)–C(53) 1.814(15) Mn(2)–C(54) 1.826(14)
Mn(1)–Mn(2) 3.098(2)

C(9)–Sb(1)–C(3) 98.5(5) C(27)–Sb(3)–C(33) 102.4(5)
C(9)–Sb(1)–C(1) 101.3(5) C(27)–Sb(3)–C(2) 99.0(4)
C(3)–Sb(1)–C(1) 104.0(5) C(33)–Sb(3)–C(2) 99.3(5)
C(21)–Sb(2)–C(15) 98.3(4) C(45)–Sb(4)–C(39) 97.4(4)
C(21)–Sb(2)–C(1) 103.1(5) C(45)–Sb(4)–C(2) 103.2(5)
C(15)–Sb(2)–C(1) 99.2(5) C(39)–Sb(4)–C(2) 100.0(5)
C(51)–Mn(1)–Mn(2) 81.8(3) C(55)–Mn(2)–Mn(1) 179.4(4)
C(52)–Mn(1)–Mn(2) 176.6(4) C(56)–Mn(2)–Mn(1) 85.1(3)
C(53)–Mn(1)–Mn(2) 82.5(4) C(54)–Mn(2)–Mn(1) 82.8(3)
Sb(1)–Mn(1)–Mn(2) 88.64(6) Sb(4)–Mn(2)–Mn(1) 88.69(6)
Sb(3)–Mn(1)–Mn(2) 94.83(7) Sb(2)–Mn(2)–Mn(1) 92.06(6)

Sb(1)–C(1)–Sb(2) 103.0(5) Sb(4)–C(2)–Sb(3) 106.7(5)
C–C–C (phenyl) 117(1)–124(1) O–C–Mn 175(1)–179(1)

Sb(1)–Mn(1)–Mn(2)–Sb(2) 29.76(6) C(51)–Mn(1)–Mn(2)–C(54) 31.5(6)
Sb(3)–Mn(1)–Mn(2)–Sb(4) 26.63(7)
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1[Mo(CO) (h -dmsm)] [3]). The complex is unstable in Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as supplementary5

solution, and the IR spectrum changes with time, possibly publication no. CCDC 117387. Copies of the data can be
due to the air-sensitivity of the free -SbMe group, and obtained, free of charge, on application to CCDC, 122

attempts to purify the bulk product by column chromatog- Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK (fax: 144-1223-
raphy were unsuccessful. An analytically pure sample was 336-033 or e-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk).
obtained by fractional crystallisation from CH Cl under2 2

nitrogen.
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Abstract

6 6 1 6The trinuclear oxo-capped cluster cation [(h -C H )(h -C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)] (2) was synthesised by reacting [(h -6 6 6 6 2 3 2 3 3
21 6 1C Me )Ru(H O) ] with [(h -C Me ) Ru (m -H) ] in aqueous solution. The single-crystal X-ray structure analysis of the6 6 2 3 6 6 2 2 2 3

tetrafluoroborate salt shows the cation to contain a H O molecule hydrogen-bonded to the m -oxo ligand. Acidification experiments show2 3

two protonation steps occuring at this H O molecule and the oxo cap of the triruthenium cluster. The cluster cation 2 catalyses the2

hydrogenation of aromatic compounds in aqueous solution under biphasic conditions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cluster; Trinuclear; Ruthenium; Arene ligand; Oxo cap; Aromatic hydrogenation; Water-soluble catalyst

1. Introduction unity represents an organometallic fragment that tends to
aggregate to cationic hydrido clusters with up to four metal

Ligand-stabilised transition metal clusters continue to atoms. These clusters are formed in aqueous solution by
receive much attention due to their fascinating structural treating mononuclear arene–ruthenium complexes with
properties [1], their significance as models for metal molecular hydrogen. The nuclearity of the products de-
surfaces with chemisorbed molecules attached to them pends crucially on the steric demands of the arene ligands:
(‘cluster-surface-analogy’) [2], and to their-sometimes Thus with the unsubstituted or disubstituted arene ligand

6 21 6unique-catalytic potential [3]. Most transition metal clus- the tetranuclear clusters [(h -arene) Ru H ] and [(h -4 4 4
21ters have been synthesised in a non-systematic manner by arene) Ru H ] (arene5benzene, para-cymene) are ac-4 4 6

allowing the starting complexes to aggregate under thermal cessible, while with the tetrasubstituted arene ligand
or photochemical activation. In contrast to this stands the 1,2,4,5-tetramethylbenzene the trinuclear hydrido clusters

6 21 6idea of a rational synthetic approach, which would allow [(h -C H Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -Cl)] and [(h -6 2 4 3 3 2 3 3
1the formation of predictable target molecules with pre- C H Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)] are formed [6]. With the6 2 4 3 3 2 3 3

defined nuclearity [4]. This may be achieved by the per-alkylated hexamethylbenzene ligand, finally, the re-
6addition of mono- or dinuclear fragments to reactive action affords the only dinuclear product [(h -

1complexes, as exemplified by the reaction of the dinuclear C Me ) Ru (m -H) ] (1) [7], a complex which is best6 6 2 2 2 3
5Co (CO) with the carbyne complex (h -C H )(CO) W; prepared by using an aqueous solution of NaBH as2 8 5 5 2 4

5C(C H CH -p) giving the trinuclear addition product (h - hydride donor [8], Scheme 1.6 4 3

C H )WCo (CO) C(C H CH -p) in which the In accordance with its electron-deficiency, represented5 5 2 8 6 4 3

C(C H CH -p) group appears as a capping ligand [5]. either by three 2e-3c Ru–H–Ru bonds or by a Ru;Ru6 4 3

Previously we have shown that the arene–ruthenium triple bond with three hydrido bridges, 1 shows a high
reactivity towards nucleophiles, as observed in the re-
actions with borohydride salts, hydrazine, pyrazole, and
triazoles [8–10]. The objective of this work is to extend
the synthetic applications of 1 to rational cluster build-up*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-32-718-2400; fax: 141-32-718-
reactions. Given that, on the one hand, three tetra-2511.

¨E-mail address: georg.suess-fink@ich.unine.ch (G. Suss-Fink) methylbenzene–ruthenium fragments can be put together

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00170-9
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Scheme 1.

to form a trinuclear cluster, whereas, on the other hand, the in neutral solution (pH 6–7). Upon addition of NaBF ,4

space left by two hexamethylbenzene–ruthenium frag- cation 2 precipitates as the tetrafluoroborate salt, Fig. 1.
ments is too small for a third hexamethylbenzene–
ruthenium fragment, it was tempting to try smaller arene
ruthenium fragments for the assembly of unsymmetrically
substituted Ru clusters containing two hexamethylben-3

zene ligands.

2. Results and discussion Complex 2 is characterised by NMR and IR spec-
troscopy, mass spectrometry, microanalysis, and a single-

6 1 1The reaction of [(h -C Me ) Ru (m -H) ] (1) with crystal X-ray structure analysis. The H NMR spectrum6 6 2 2 2 3
6 21[(h -C H )Ru(H O) ] in aqueous solution results in the (Table 1) in acetone-d (tetrafluoroborate salt) shows one6 6 2 3 6

6 6formation of the trinuclear cluster [(h -C H )(h - singlet for the benzene ligand and one singlet for the two6 6
1C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)] (2) according to Eq. (1). In hexamethylbenzene ligands. The hydrido ligands appear as6 6 2 3 2 3 3

complex 2, the triruthenium framework is capped by a a doublet and a triplet in the highfield region. The
6 6

m -oxo ligand arising from the solvent water. For the triangular structure of the [(h -C H )(h -C Me ) Ru (m -3 6 6 6 6 2 3 2
6 1reaction according to Eq. (1) the chloro precursor (h - H) (m -O)] -cation can already be deduced from the3 3

C H ) Ru Cl can be employed, which in aqueous solu- integration of the NMR signals and from the coupling6 6 2 2 4
6tion leads in situ to the triaqua complex [(h - pattern of the hydrido ligands. The three hydrido ligands in

21C H )Ru(H O) ] [11]. In order to keep the concen- 2 are not fluxional at room temperature, as clearly shown6 6 2 3
1tration of side-products low, the chloro complex is used in by the two well-resolved highfield signals in the H NMR

excess, and the reaction is carried out over 3 days at 508C spectrum of 2. This compares well to the behaviour of the
5isoelectronic rhodium complex [(h -C Me ) Rh (m -5 5 3 3 2

1H) (m -O)] [12]. The presence of the oxo ligand and the3 3

Table 1
1H NMR data [d ] of complex 2 (BF -salt) and its protonated forms in4

acetone-d6

apH C H C Me H(a) H(b)6 6 6 6
c c(s, 6H) (s, 36H) (d, 2H) (t, 1H)

a3–10 5.70 2.30 219.08 219.94
a2 5.88 2.38 218.19 218.92
b0 6.09 2.43 217.61 218.19

a pH-value of the aqueous solution that was used in order to wash the
BF -salt of 2 (tuned by use of NaOH or HBF ).4 4

b Addition of one drop of HBF ?Et O to the acetone-d solution.4 2 6
cFig. 1. Assignment of the hydrido ligands in 2. J53.7 Hz.
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Table 2monocationic charge are revealed by the electrospray mass
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for 2spectrum (peak centred at m /z 726 with the expected

102 Interatomic distances Ru(2)–C(15) 2.211(5)Ru -isotope pattern; calculated for Ru: 729) and the3
Ru(1)–Ru(2) 2.7992(6) Ru(2)–C(16) 2.220(5)microanalysis of the tetrafluoroborate salt.
Ru(2)–Ru(3) 2.7442(6) Ru(2)–C(17) 2.209(5)Suitable crystals of the tetrafluoroborate salt of 2 were
Ru(1)–Ru(3) 2.7450(6) Ru(2)–C(18) 2.234(5)

obtained from an acetone solution upon slow evaporation Ru(1)–O(1) 1.999(3) Ru(3)–C(25) 2.202(6)
of the solvent. A single-crystal X-ray structure analysis Ru(2)–O(1) 2.003(3) Ru(3)–C(26) 2.184(7)

Ru(3)–O(1) 2.008(3) Ru(3)–C(27) 2.198(7)was performed with one of the orange-red block-shaped
Ru(1)–H(1) 1.71(4) Ru(3)–C(28) 2.196(6)crystals. Apart from the cationic complex 2, the structure

2 Ru(1)–H(3) 1.88(6) Ru(3)–C(29) 2.213(6)of which is depicted in Fig. 2, the BF anion is found to4 Ru(2)–H(1) 1.69(4) Ru(3)–C(30) 2.195(6)
be disordered with occupancy factors of 0.5 for all fluorine Ru(2)–H(2) 1.56(8)
atoms. Selected bond lengths and angles are given in Table Ru(3)–H(2) 1.76(7) Hydrogen bond

Ru(3)–H(3) 1.71(6) O(1)–O(1W) 2.853(1)2, Fig. 2.
Ru(1)–C(1) 2.222(5)The structure analysis of 2 confirms the molecule to
Ru(1)–C(2) 2.200(5) Bond anglesconsist of an equilateral triangle of three ruthenium atoms
Ru(1)–C(3) 2.216(6) Ru(1)–Ru(2)–Ru(3) 59.353(16)

being capped by a m -oxo ligand. The three hydrido3 Ru(1)–C(4) 2.213(5) Ru(1)–Ru(3)–Ru(2) 61.322(16)
ligands bridging the three ruthenium–ruthenium bonds Ru(1)–C(5) 2.241(5) Ru(3)–Ru(1)–Ru(2) 59.325(17)

Ru(1)–C(6) 2.200(5) Ru(1)–O(1)–Ru(2) 88.78(12)could be localised and fully refined. Due to the different
Ru(2)–C(13) 2.231(5) Ru(1)–O(1)–Ru(3) 86.49(12)aromatic ligands the triangular framework is unsymmetri-
Ru(2)–C(14) 2.206(5) Ru(2)–O(1)–Ru(3) 86.36(12)cal. The distance between the two ruthenium atoms

coordinated to a hexamethylbenzene ring [Ru(1)–Ru(2):
˚2.7992(6) A] is slightly longer than the distances between

the ruthenium atoms coordinated to two different arene the isoelectronic pentamethylcyclopentadienyl–rhodium
5 1˚ligands [Ru(1)–Ru(3): 2.7450(6) A, Ru(2)–Ru(3): complex [(h -C Me ) Rh (m -H) (m -O)] [12] and the5 5 3 3 2 3 3

6˚2.7442(6) A]. Consequently, the bond angle which is tetramethylbenzene–ruthenium complex [(h -
1centred at the ruthenium atom coordinated by the benzene C H Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)] [6]. Complex 2 is the6 2 4 3 3 2 3 3

ligand [Ru(1)–Ru(3)–Ru(2): 61.332(16)8] is larger than first in this series, which has different aromatic ligands,
those centred at the other two ruthenium atoms Table 2.
[59.353(16)8 and 59.325(17)8]. The oxo ligand is Above the oxo ligand of 2, a second oxygen belonging
symmetrically coordinated over the Ru triangle, the three to a water molecule is bound with an O–O distance of3

˚ruthenium–oxygen distances being almost equal (mean 2.853(1) A. This water molecule is hydrogen-bonded to
˚2.00 A). Two analogues of 2 have been described, namely the m -oxo cap and cannot be removed by prolongated3

5drying in high vacuum. The isoelectronic cation [(h -
1C Me ) Rh (m -H) (m -O)] [12] also crystallises with a5 5 3 3 2 3 3

water molecule bound to the oxo ligand, while the
6tris(1,2,4,5-tetramethylbenzene) analogue [(h -

1C H Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)] crystallises even as a6 2 4 3 3 2 3 3

dihydrate [6], Table 1.
The protonation of cation 2 with HBF ?Et O has been4 2

1studied by H NMR spectroscopy. In acetone-d two6

successive steps of protonation can be distinguished: The
first protonation step is observed in the pH range from 4 to
2, the second one in the range from 1 to 0, Scheme 2.

From the fact that the coupling patterns of the four
6 6signals [(h -C H ), (h -C Me ), H(a), H(b)] do not change6 6 6 6

upon protonation, it can be deduced that the protonation
does neither occur at the Ru -framework nor at one of the3

arene ligands. The only remaining possible site of protona-
tion is the m -oxo ligand, which functions as a 4e donor3

and has a free electron pair. However, this could explain
the first step of protonation, but not the second one. In
order to account for the two protonation steps observed, we
have to consider the water molecule attached by hydrogen
bonds to the m -oxo cap in 2, observed by the single-3

6 6crystal X-ray structure analysis of [(h -C H )(h -Fig. 2. Structure of 2, the hydrogen atoms of the hexamethylbenzene 6 6

ligand and the benzene ligand have been omitted for clarity. C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)][BF ]. We assume that, in the6 6 2 3 2 3 3 4
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21the catalytic turnover frequency being 289 h . Toluene is
hydrogenated faster than benzene, presumably due to the
increased electronic density of the aromatic cycle. This
electronic effect, however, is counter-balanced by steric
effects which increase with the increasing steric bulk of the
substituents: Therefore the TOF decreases for the benzene
derivatives with bulky substituents (Table 3). In accor-
dance with these electronic and steric trends, anisole shows
a low TOF, despite little steric hindrance, because of the
electron-withdrawing effect of the methoxy substituent.
The exceptionally high TOF for cyclohexylbenzene can
presumably be explained by the better miscibility of the
aqueous and organic phases due to the density of cyclo-
hexylbenzene similar to that of the water (Tables 3–5).

The same tendencies are observed with di-, tri- and
tetrasubstituted benzene derivatives. The sterically less
hindered para-xylene is more easily hydrogenated than the

Scheme 2. meta derivative, while the more hindered ortho derivative
is more difficult to hydrogenate. The tetramethylsubstituted

first protonation step this water molecule is protonated to benzene shows the lowest TOF value (Table 4).
give a hydronium cation still hydrogen bonded to the oxo The hydrogenation of benzene derivatives with 2 in
ligand. The second proton is assumed to attack the aqueous solution is not very selective: In addition to the
hydronium molecule with cleavage of the hydrogen bond hydrogenation of the aromatic ring, reducible functions of
which leads to a m -hydroxo ligand (Scheme 2). the substituents are also hydrogenated. Thus, styrene gives3

The cluster cation 2 was found to catalyse the hydro- mainly ethylbenzene and some ethylcyclohexane (Table
genation of benzene and various benzene derivatives in 5). In the case of phenylacetylene, mainly ethylbenzene
aqueous solution to give the corresponding cyclohexane and ethylcyclohexane are obtained after 3 h, while after 2 h
derivatives. The aromatic substrates are hydrogenated with ethylbenzene is the major product and traces of styrene are
molecular hydrogen (60 bars) at 1108C with vigorous observed. This clearly shows that the triple bond is faster
stirring of the biphasic system. The trinuclear cluster hydrogenated than the double bond, while the aromatic
cation 2 can be recovered unchanged in each case as the ring is hydrogenated with lower activity. The hydrogena-
tetrafluoroborate salt after a catalytic run from the aqueous tion of aromatic compounds, catalysed by 2 in aqueous
phase, Eq. (2). solution, is tolerant to acidic and basic functions: Thus,

aniline as well as phenol are hydrogenated to give the
corresponding cyclohexane derivatives. However, addition
of a strong acid such as HNO (pH 2) blocks the catalytic3

activity. This desactivation of the catalyst is presumably
due to the protonation of the oxo cap in cation 2 (Scheme

For benzene, the reaction is almost complete within 3 h, 2).

Table 3
aHydrogenation of benzene and monosubstituted derivatives under biphasic conditions

b c 21 dSubstrate Product Yield (%) Time (h) TON TOF (h )

Benzene Cyclohexane 96.1 3.5 961 289
Toluene Methylcyclohexane 95.0 2.2 950 440
Propylbenzene Propylcyclohexane 94.0 8.0 967 117
Isopropylbenzene Isopropylcyclohexane 98.8 14.0 988 71
Butylbenzene Butylcyclohexane 98.6 14.0 986 70
Cyclohexylbenzene Bicyclohexyl 100.0 2.0 1000 500

eBiphenyl Bicyclohexyl 99.6 14.5 996 68
Anisole Methoxycyclohexane 81.9 11.0 819 74

a 6 6Conditions: catalyst [(h -C H )(h -C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)][BF ] (0.01 mmol), catalyst / substrate ratio 1 /1000, temperature 1108C, hydrogen6 6 6 6 2 3 2 3 3 4
–1pressure 60 bars, stirred at 900 min .

b Measured by gas chromatography.
c Catalytic turnover: mol substrate transformed per mol catalyst.
d 21Catalytic turnover frequency: mol substrate transformed per mol catalyst per time unit (h ).
e Substrate dissolved in cyclohexane (10 ml).
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Table 4
aHydrogenation of di-, tri- and tetrasubstituted derivatives under biphasic conditions

b c 21 dSubstrate Product Yield (%) Time (h) TON TOF (h )

o-Xylene trans-1,2-Dimethylcyclohexane 13.6 14.0 995 71
cis-1,2-Dimethylcyclohexane 85.9

m-Xylene trans-1,3-Dimethylcyclohexane 20.4 3.0 994 232
cis-1,3-Dimethylcyclohexane 79.0

p-Xylene trans-1,4-Dimethylcyclohexane 31.0 2.0 990 396
cis-1,4-Dimethylcyclohexane 68.0

1,3,5-Trimethyl- trans,trans-1,3,5-Trimethylcyclohexane 19.2 14.0 989 71
benzene

cis,cis-1,3,5-Trimethylcyclohexane 79.7

1,2,4,5-Tetramethyl- trans,trans,trans-1,2,4,5-Tetramethyl- 1.9 14.0 34 1.4
ebenzene cyclohexane

cis,cis,cis-1,2,4,5-Tetramethyl- 1.4
cyclohexane

a 6 6Conditions: catalyst [(h -C H )(h -C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)][BF ] (0.01 mmol), catalyst / substrate ratio 1 /1000, temperature 1108C, hydrogen6 6 6 6 2 3 2 3 3 4
–1pressure 60 bars, stirred at 900 min .

b Measured by gas chromatography.
c Catalytic turnover: mol substrate transformed per mol catalyst.
d 21Catalytic turnover frequency: mol substrate transformed per mol catalyst per time unit (h ).
e Substrate dissolved in cyclohexane (10 ml).

6 6The implication of cluster cation [(h -C H )(h - that the aromatic substrate is arranged in a loose contact6 6
1C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)] (2) in the catalytic hydro- over the open triangular face of the triruthenium cluster,6 6 2 3 2 3 3

genation of aromatic substrates is not clear. In no case we opposite to the oxo cap, a phenomenon which can be
observed substitution of the benzene ligand or of a explained by hydrophobic interactions between the aro-
hexamethylbenzene ligand by the aromatic substrate; 2 was matic ligand of the cluster and the aromatic substrate in
always recovered unchanged. This means that the aromatic aqueous solution. Similar phenomena are observed in
substrate cannot be coordinated by substitution to one of inclusion complexes between benzene–ruthenium units
the ruthenium atoms during the catalytic process. It seems and cyclodextrines [13].

Table 5
aHydrogenation of functionalised benzene derivatives under biphasic conditions

b c 21 dSubstrate Product Yield (%) Time (h) TON TOF (h )

Styrene Ethylbenzene 75.0 3.0 970 323
Ethylcyclohexane 22.0

Phenylacetylene Ethylcyclohexane 26.0 2.0 988 494
Ethylbenzene 71.8
Styrene 1.0

Phenylacetylene Ethylcyclohexane 59.8 3.0 1000 333
Ethylbenzene 40.2

a-Methylstyrene Isopropylcyclohexane 99.2 1.5 992 661
Allylbenzene Propylcyclohexane 96.5 16.5 996 59
Phenol Cyclohexanol 97.8 14.5 978 68
Acetophenone 1-Cyclohexylethanol 97.8 14.5 978 68
Methylbenzoate Methylcyclohexanoate 91.5 20.0 983 45
Ethylbenzoate Ethylcyclohexanoate 70.7 20.0 983 35
Aniline Cyclohexylamine 62.1 24.0 696 26
a-Methylbenzyl- a-Methylcyclohexyl- 2.3 24.0 23 1
amine amine
N,N-Dimethylaniline N,N-Dimethylcyclohexylamine 1.2 24.0 12 0.5

a 6 6Conditions: catalyst [(h -C H )(h -C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)][BF ] (0.01 mmol), catalyst / substrate ratio 1 /1000, temperature 1108C, hydrogen6 6 6 6 2 3 2 3 3 4
–1pressure 60 bars, stirred at 900 min .

b Measured by gas chromatography.
c Catalytic turnover: mol substrate transformed per mol catalyst.
d 21Catalytic turnover frequency: mol substrate transformed per mol catalyst per time unit (h ).
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213. Experimental 43.43; H, 5.71. Found: C, 43.32; H, 5.71. IR (cm ): 3605
(m), n(O–H); 3020 (w), n(C–H ); 2920 (m), n(C–H);ar

3.1. General 1435 (m), 1385 (m), n(C5C); 1060 (br, vs), n(BF ); 8204

(m).
All manipulations were carried out by routine under

3.4. X-ray structure determination of complex 2nitrogen atmosphere, using standard Schlenk techniques,
although the compounds are not air-sensitive. The bidistil-

The X-ray data were recorded using a Stoe Imagingled water was degassed and saturated with inert gas prior
Plate Diffractometer System (IPDS, Stoe & Cie 1995)to use. The NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian
equipped with a one-circle w goniometer and a graphite-Gemini 200 BB instrument, the treatment of the spectra

˚monochromator, using Mo-Ka radiation (l50.71073 A);was performed using a SUN Varian station. The IR spectra
200 exposures (3 min per exposure) were obtained at anwere recorded on a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR 1720 X spec-

21 image plate distance of 70 mm with 0 ,w ,2008 andtrophotometer (4000–400 cm ) as KBr pellets. Mi-
with the crystal oscillating through 18 in w, resolutioncroanalytical data were obtained from the Mikroelemen- ˚D 2D 12.45–0.81 A. Table 6 summarizes the crys-min max¨taranalytisches Laboratorium der ETH Zurich. The electro-
tallographic and selected experimental data.spray mass spectra were obtained in positive-ion mode

The structure was solved by direct methods using thewith a LCQ Finnigan mass spectrometer using acetone as
6 program SHELXS 86 [16] and refined by full-matrixthe mobile phase. The starting materials (h -C H ) Ru Cl 26 6 2 2 4

6 i 6 least-squares on F using the program SHELXL 93 [17].[14], (h -C H MePr -p) Ru Cl [14], and (h -6 4 2 2 4 The figure was drawn with SCHAKAL [18]. The hydridoC Me ) Ru Cl [15] were synthesised according to the6 6 2 2 4 ligands were located from difference maps and fullyliterature procedures.
refined The methyl hydrogens of the hexamethylbenzene

6 1 ligands and the aromatic hydrogen atoms of the benzene3.2. Preparation of [(h -C Me ) Ru (m -H) ] (1)6 6 2 2 2 3 ligand were included in calculated positions and refined as
6 riding atoms using the SHELXL 93 default parameters.A mixture of (h -C Me ) Ru Cl (100 mg, 0.1506 6 2 2 4

mmol) and Ag SO (94 mg, 0.300 mmol) in water (20 ml)2 4 3.5. Catalytic runs
was stirred in a Schlenk tube for 1 h in the dark
(aluminium foil). During this period the mixture was In a typical experiment, 0.01 mmol of 2 (terafluorobo-
treated several times with ultrasound (|1 min), until the rate salt) were dissolved in 5 ml of bidistilled water. To
orange solid was completely dissolved. After filtration of this solution, placed in a 100 ml stainless steel autoclave,
the white precipitate (AgCl) to the yellow solution con- 10 mmol of the organic substrate were added. After6 21taining [(h -C Me )Ru(H O) ] an aqueous solution of6 6 2 3 purging four times with hydrogen, the autoclave was
NaBH (20 mg, 0.529 mmol, 15 ml H O) was added4 2 pressured with hydrogen (60 bars) and heated to 1108C in
dropwise. The colour of the solution turned dark-green an oil bath under vigorous stirring of the reaction mixture
after addition of the first drops but eventually became dark (900 rpm). After the reaction time indicated in Tables 3–5,6red. After filtration, this aqueous solution of [(h - the autoclave was cooled with ice-water to room tempera-1C Me ) Ru (m-H) ] was used in situ without further6 6 2 2 3 ture, and the pressure was released. The two-phase system
work-up. For this reason, the molar quantities of 1-given in was separated by decantation; the aqueous phase was
parentheses-as well as the yield of complex 2 are based on evaporated to dryness, the residue dissolved in D O and6 2the quantity of (h -C Me ) Ru Cl employed. For the6 6 2 2 4 analysed by NMR spectroscopy, the organic phase con-
isolation and characterisation of 1 cf. ref. [8] and [10]. taining products and substrates was analysed by CG and

NMR spectroscopy.
3.3. Synthesis of

6 6 1[(h -C H )(h -C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)] (2)6 6 6 6 2 3 2 3 3

Supplementary data
6The solid substance (h -C H ) Ru Cl (70 mg, 0.1406 6 2 2 4

6mmol) was added to an aqueous solution of [(h - Full tables of atomic parameters, bond lengths and
1C Me ) Ru (m-H) ] (1) (0.150 mmol, 40 ml H O, pH angles are deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic6 6 2 2 3 2

6–6.5). The mixture was heated to 508C for 3 days in a Data Center, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK
closed pressure Schlenk tube. The resulting red solution (Deposition Number CCDC 118853).
was filtered and then treated with an aqueous solution of

21NaBF (40 mg ml , 2 ml, 0.73 mmol). The orange-red4

precipitate formed was centrifuged, washed with neutral Acknowledgements
6 6water (235 ml) and dried to give [(h -C H )(h -6 6

C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)][BF ] (cation 2, 70 mg, 0.084 We thank the Swiss National Science Foundation for6 6 2 3 2 3 3 4

mmol, 56%). Anal. Calcd for C H B F O Ru ?H O: C, financial support of this work and the Johnson Matthey30 45 1 4 1 3 2
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Table 6
Crystallographic and selected experimental data for 2

6 6Compound [(h -C H )(h -C Me ) Ru (m -H) (m -O)][BF ] (cation 2)6 6 6 6 2 3 2 3 3 4

Formula C H B F O Ru ?H O30 45 1 4 1 3 2

Crystal colour red-orange
Crystal shape block

3Crystal size /mm 0.4030.3030.10
21M /g mol 829.70r

Crystal system triclinic
]

Space group P1
˚a /A 10.848(9)
˚b /A 10.922(3)
˚c /A 14.041(4)

a / 8 96.14(0)
b / 8 96.57(6)
g / 8 104.57(5)

3˚V /A 1583.7(3)
Z 2

23D /g cm 1.740c
21

m (Mo K )/mm 1.461a

F(000) 832
u Scan-range / 8 2.27–25.85
T /K 293(2)
Reflections measured 12452
Independent reflections 5716
Reflections observed [I.2s(I)] 4413

aFinal R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0365, wR 50.08881 2
aR-Indices (al data) R 50.0497, wR 50.09691 2

Goodness of fit 0.940
Maximum D /s 0.001
Residual density: maximum,

23˚minimum Dr / e A 10.848, 21.092
a 2 2 2 4 1 / 2R 5S uuF u2uF uu /S uF u, wR 5[S w(F 2F ) /S (wF )] .1 0 c 0 2 0 c 0
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Abstract

Diorganotin(IV) complexes of the general formula R SnL (R5Ph, n-Bu and Me) have been prepared from diorganotin(IV) dichlorides2

(R SnCl ) and tetradentate Schiff bases (H L) containing N O donor atoms in the presence of triethylamine in benzene. The Schiff2 2 2 2 2

bases, H L, were derived from salicylaldehyde, 3-methoxysalicylaldehyde (o-vanillin), 1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-benzoyl-5-pyrazolone and2
1 13 119diamines such as o-phenylenediamine and 1,3-propylenediamine. The complexes were characterized by IR, NMR ( H, C, Sn) and

elemental analysis. The structure of the complex, n-Bu Sn(Vanophen), was determined using single crystal X-ray diffraction. The tin atom2

has a distorted octahedral coordination, with the Vanophen ligand occupying the four equatorial positions and the n-butyl groups in the
trans axial positions. Six-coordinated distorted octahedral structures have been proposed for all diorganotin(IV) complexes studied here,
as they possess similar spectroscopic data.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

13 119Keywords: Diorganotin(IV) complexes; C/ Sn NMR spectra; Crystal structure; Tetradentate Schiff bases

1. Introduction Hence, little information is available regarding the mode of
interaction between diorganotin(IV) moieties and Schiff

The coordination chemistry of mostly bidentate Schiff bases, and the behaviour of these complexes in the solid
bases with inorganic tin(IV) and organotin(IV) compounds state and solution. Continuing our previous study [26],
has recently received increased attention [1–12]. Or- here we report the synthesis and characterization of some
ganotin(IV) complexes of deprotonated Schiff bases are chelated diorganotin(IV) complexes of deprotonated tetra-
also known [13–16]. Our interest in the chemistry of dentate Schiff bases.
organotin(IV) complexes of Schiff bases has stemmed
from the reported biocidal [17–21] and antitumour [22–
24] activities of organotin(IV) complexes, and the be-
haviour of Schiff bases as models for biological systems 2. Experimental
[25].

However, few studies have been conducted with the 2.1. General
diorganotin(IV) chelated complexes containing dianionic
tetradentate Schiff bases in comparison to their adducts. All chemicals and reagents were of reagent-grade qual-

ity. Diphenyltin dichloride (Aldrich), di-n-butyltin dichlor-
ide (Alfa), dimethyltin dichloride (Fluka), o-phenylene-
diamine (Fluka), 1,3-propylenediamine (Fluka), salicylal-
dehyde (Merck) and 3-methoxysalicylaldehyde (o-vanillin)

*Corresponding author. Fax: 191-33-473-4266.
(Lancaster) were used as received. 1-Phenyl-3-methyl-4-E-mail address: pkbose@cal.vsnl.net.in (D.K. Dey)

1 benzoyl-5-pyrazolone (PMBP) was prepared as reportedDeceased.
2Corresponding author. This author is also a Senior author. [27] from 1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone (Lancaster).

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00171-0
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Triethylamine (S.D. Fine Chemicals, India) was dried over 2.3. Crystallography: X-ray crystal structure
KOH. determination of di-n-butyl[N,N9-bis(3-

Benzene (AR, thiophene-free) and petroleum ether (40– methoxysalicylaldehyde)-1,2-phenylenediiminato]tin(IV),
608C) were dried by refluxing over freshly cut sodium. All (n-Bu) Sn(Vanophen) (2a)2

solvents were distilled prior to use. Other solvents were
dried and purified by standard procedures. Crystals of 2a were grown by slow evaporation of a

cyclohexane solution and were subsequently coated in
nujol and vacuum grease and mounted on a glass fibre and

2.2. Physical measurements cooled to 160 K using an Oxford Cryosystems Cryostream
on a Siemens P4 diffractometer. Data collection as v scans

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 883 was performed with the program XSCANS [28]. No
21infrared spectrophotometer from 4000–200 cm as KBr significant crystal decay was found. Data were corrected

21discs and were calibrated with respect to the 1601 cm for absorption by psi scans and the structure was solved by
1band of polystyrene film. H NMR spectra were recorded direct and difference Fourier methods and refined by full-

2on a Bruker DPX-300 (300 MHz), a Jeol JNM FX-100 matrix least squares against F . All non-hydrogen atoms
(100 MHz) or a Varian EM-360 (60 MHz) NMR spec- were refined anisotropically. All methylene, phenyl and
trometer in CDCl relative to internal tetramethylsilane methyl H atom positions were calculated and treated as3

13(TMS). C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker riding models. Methylene, phenyl and methyl H-atom
DPX-300 (at 75.47 MHz) NMR spectrometer in CDCl displacement parameters were treated as riding models,3

119with respect to TMS as the internal standard. Sn NMR with U being 1.2, 1.2 and 1.5 times the bound carboniso

spectra were recorded on a Jeol JNM FX-90Q (at 33.35 atom U , respectively. Crystallographic computing waseq

MHz) in CHCl as solvent (locking with D O) with performed using the SHELXTL [29,30] suite of programs3 2

reference to external tetramethyltin. Tin was estimated on a Pentium 90 MHz PC. Further details are given in
gravimetrically as SnO after decomposition with conc. Table 1.2

HNO . Analysis of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen was3

carried out on a Perkin-Elmer 240C or 2400 II elemental 2.4. Preparation of Schiff bases
analyser. Melting points (uncorrected) were recorded on an
electrical heating-coil apparatus. All synthetic manipula- The Schiff bases, H Salophen (1) and H Vanophen (2)2 2

tions were carried out under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. have been prepared by refluxing o-phenylenediamine with

Table 1
Crystal data and data collection parameters of (n-Bu) Sn(Vanophen) (2a)2

Empirical formula C H N O Sn30 36 2 4

Formula weight 607.30
Temperature (K) 160(2)
Crystal system Triclinic
Space group P-1

˚a (A) 13.428(2)
˚b (A) 14.013(2)
˚c (A) 16.498(3)

a (8) 71.590(10)
b (8) 69.610(10)
g (8) 88.130(10)

3˚V (A ) 2750.5(8)
Z 4

3
r (calcd.), (mg/m ) 1.467

21u (mm ) 0.967
F(000) 1248
Crystal habit, size (mm) Rectangular block, 0.5030.8830.58
u range (data collection) (8) 2.09 to 25.00
Reflections collected 10 814
Independent reflections 9499 [R(int)50.0260]
Observed reflections (I.2sI) 8827
Completeness u 525.008 97.8%
Parameters 667

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.958
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R 50.0267, wR 50.06941 2

R indices (all data) R 50.0291, wR 50.07131 2
23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e /A ) 0.419 and 20.811
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The crude product was obtained after evaporation of
solvent washed with petroleum ether (40–608C) and was
finally crystallized from an appropriate solvent. The prepa-
ration of di-n-butyl[N,N9-bis(3-methoxysalicylaldehyde)-
1,2-phenylenediiminato]tin(IV), (n-Bu) Sn(Vanophen) (2a)2

is described as an example.
Fig. 1. Structure of ligands (1–4) Compound 2a was prepared from 0.496 g (1.32 mmol)

of ligand 2 (H Vanophen) and 0.40 g (1.32 mmol) of2
R0 R9 Abbreviations Melting point (8C) (n-Bu) SnCl . The crude product was crystallized from hot2 21 C H H H Salophen 159–1606 4 2 cyclohexane. Single crystals suitable for X-ray crystal-2 C H OCH H Vanophen 168–1696 4 3 2

lography of 2a were obtained by slow evaporation of3 (CH ) H H Salpn 50–512 3 2

4 (CH ) OCH H Vanpn 94–95 cyclohexane at room temperature. Yield: 0.685 g2 3 3 2

(85.44%); m.p. 142–1438C. Found: C, 59.04; H, 6.00; N,
4.82; Sn, 19.88. Calcd. for C H N O Sn (607.33): C,30 36 2 4

salicylaldehyde and 3-methoxysalicylaldehyde (o-vanillin), 59.33; H, 5.98; N, 4.61; Sn, 19.54.
respectively, in ethanol, while H Salpn (3) and H Vanpn Yields, melting points, solvent used for crystallisation2 2

(4) have been prepared by the same procedures using and analytical data for other compounds are given below.
1,3-propylenediamine with salicylaldehyde and 3-methox-
ysalicylaldehyde, respectively. H PMBP–o-phd (5) and 2.5.1. Ph Sn(Salophen) (1a)2 2
H PMBP-pn (6) were obtained by reacting 1-phenyl-3- Compound 1a was recrystallized from toluene. Yield:2

methyl-4-benzoyl-5-pyrazolone (PMBP) with o-phenyl- 90.88%; m.p. 226–2288C. Found: C, 65.70; H, 4.30; N,
enediamine and 1,3-propylenediamine, respectively, in 4.46; Sn, 20.45. Calcd. for C H N O Sn (587.26): C,32 24 2 2
refluxing ethanol. The diamines are mixed with aldehydes 65.45; H, 4.12; N, 4.77; Sn, 20.21.
or ketone in a 1:2 mole ratio. The crude Schiff bases were
recrystallized from ethanol before use. The molecular 2.5.2. (n-Bu) Sn(Salophen) (1b)2structures of Schiff bases 1–6 used in the synthesis of Compound 1b was recrystallized from chloroform–pe-
diorganotin(IV) complexes are shown, with abbreviations troleum ether. Yield: 91.25%; m.p. 101–1038C. Found: C,
and melting points, as follows (Figs. 1 and 2). 61.75; H, 5.58; N, 4.84; Sn, 21.78. Calcd. for

C H N O Sn (547.28): C, 61.45; H, 5.89; N, 5.12; Sn,28 32 2 22.5. Synthesis of diorganotin(IV) complexes 21.69.

All the complexes were similarly prepared from dior-
2.5.3. Me Sn(Salophen) (1c)2ganotin(IV) dichlorides and the appropriate Schiff base

Compound 1c was recrystallized from toluene. Yield:
ligands as follows. In a three-necked round-bottomed flask

85.86%; m.p..2448C. Found: C, 57.45; H, 4.34; N, 5.84;
fitted with a reflux condenser and a dry nitrogen gas inlet,

Sn, 25.35. Calcd. for C H N O Sn (463.12): C, 57.06,22 20 2 2a solution of the appropriate Schiff base in dry benzene
H, 4.35; N, 6.05; Sn, 25.63.

(50 ml) and triethylamine, in a 1:2 mole ratio (10% excess
of the latter) was taken and stirred continuously. To this

2.5.4. Ph Sn(Salpn) (3a)2solution, a solution of the appropriate diorganotin(IV)
Compound 3a was recrystallized from chloroform–pe-dichlorides in benzene (20 ml) (in the same mole pro-

troleum ether. Yield: 83%; m.p. 92–958C. Found: C, 62.78;portions to that of the Schiff base) was added slowly.
H, 4.62; N, 4.97; Sn, 21.06. Calcd. for C H N O Sn29 26 2 2When all of the diorganotin(IV) dichloride solution had
(553.24): C, 62.96; H, 4.74; N, 5.06; Sn, 21.45.been added, the mixture was refluxed for ca. 6 h. Then the

reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and the
2.5.5. Ph Sn(Vanpn) (4a)precipitated triethylamine hydrochloride was filtered off. 2

Compound 4a was recrystallized from chloroform–pe-
troleum ether. Yield: 84.10%; m.p. 118–1208C. Found: C,
60.46; H, 4.81; N, 4.93; Sn, 19.46. Calcd. for
C H N O Sn (613.30): C, 60.71; H, 4.93; N, 4.57; Sn,31 30 2 4

19.35.

2.5.6. Ph Sn(PMBP–o-phd) (5a)2Fig. 2. Structure of ligands (5 and 6).
Compound 5a was recrystallized from toluene. Yield:

79.65%; m.p..2448C. Found: C, 69.98; H, 4.80; N, 9.65;R0 Abbreviations Melting point (8C)
Sn, 13.28. Calcd. for C H N O Sn (899.63): C, 69.42;5 C H H PMBP–o-phd 216–218 52 40 6 26 4 2

6 (CH ) H PMBP-pn 103–104 H, 4.48; N, 9.34; Sn, 13.20.2 3 2
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2.5.7. Ph Sn(PMBP-pn) (6a) by the X-ray crystal structure determination of one repre-2

The crude product was extracted with benzene, evapo- sentative compound (n-Bu) Sn(Vanophen) (2a). The2

rated, then dissolved in benzene and reprecipitated using elemental analysis data for compounds 1a–6a are con-
n-pentane. Yield: 71.26%; m.p. 138–1408C. Found: C, sistent with those calculated from the formula shown in
68.12; H, 5.03; N, 10.08; Sn, 13.89. Calcd. for Eq. (1).
C H N O Sn (865.62): C, 67.99; H, 4.89; N, 9.71; Sn, Although the reactions seem to be instantaneous when49 42 6 2

13.71. the reactants are mixed, refluxing for ca. 6 h was carried
out to ensure complete reaction. The resulting compounds
are stable under atmospheric conditions for a considerable
length of time, and are thermally stable up to their melting3. Results and discussion
points. They all have intense colour (red to yellow–green)
and are soluble in most common organic solvents.

Many Schiff bases form complexes with organotin(IV),
and inorganic tin(II) and tin(IV) in both neutral and

3.1. IR spectra
deprotonated forms [1–16,26]. With the neutral forms of
Schiff bases, adducts are formed by reactions in alcoholic

The infrared spectra of the Schiff bases and their
media, while organotin(IV) complexes of deprotonated

diorganotin(IV) complexes have been recorded along with
Schiff bases are formed in the presence of a base such as

those of the starting diorganotin(IV) dichlorides. Some
alkoxide ion or by the exchange reaction between a Tl

important assignments are shown in Table 2. A weak broad
Schiff base complex [e.g., Tl (Salen)] and an or- 212 band in the region 3250–2350 cm , which has been
ganotin(IV) halide [15]. However, the chelating complex,

assigned to the intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded OH in
Ph Sn(NAPPDI), has been reported in which the reaction2 the Schiff bases, is not observed in the infrared spectra of
was carried out in ethanol without the presence of an

these complexes (1a–6a). This indicates that the reactions
auxiliary base [16].

have taken place through the replacement of the phenolic
Preliminary reports have dealt with the formation of

hydrogen in the complexes, contrary to what was observed
H Acen adducts [H Acen5bis(acetylacetone)ethylene-2 2 with adduct formation when the reactions were carried out
diamine] of organotin(IV) chlorides, R SnCl (H Acen)2 2 2 solely in alcoholic medium [6–11]. This also confirms that
[31], the adduct SnCl (H Salen) and complexes of dian-4 2 organotin(IV) complexes are indeed those of the deproto-
ion, R Sn(Salen) (R5Me, Ph) [14]. Chelating complexes2 nated forms of Schiff bases. The strong n(CH5N) band
of the type R SnL (R5Me, Ph; H L5dibasic tetradentate 212 2 occurring in the range 1630–1595 cm is shifted con-
Schiff bases) have been synthesized by the reaction of

siderably towards lower frequencies compared to that of
R SnCl with Schiff bases, H L, in a 1:1 molar ratio in 212 2 2 the free Schiff bases (occurring at 1634–1612 cm ),
ethanol in the presence of an appropriate amount of

indicating the coordination of an azomethine nitrogen to
triethylamine [13].

the diorganotin(IV) moiety. In contrast, when adduct
The reactions in this study were performed by stirring

formation takes place [32], the HC5N stretch shifts to
diorganotin(IV) dichloride, R SnCl [R5Ph, n-Bu, Me]2 2 higher frequencies.
and appropriate Schiff bases (1–6) in the presence of
triethylamine as a Lewis base in refluxing benzene. The 13.2. H NMR spectra
HCl formed during the reaction was removed as triethyl-
amine hydrochloride, which precipitated in benzene and 1The H NMR data for the diorganotin(IV) complexes
served as the driving force for completion of the reaction.

(1a–6a) are shown in Table 3. The absence of the OH
The diorganotin(IV) dichloride, (R SnCl ), Schiff base2 2 proton signal in the complexes suggests the binding of a
(H L) and triethylamine were mixed in a 1:1:2 mole ratio2 tin atom to the ligand oxygen atoms through the replace-
(with a 10% excess of the latter) as shown below (Eq. (1)).

ment of phenolic protons (for 1–4) or enolic protons (for 5
and 6). This observation supports the infrared data. The
chemical shift values of the aromatic and aliphatic protons
are as expected. A high field shift in the d values of
azomethine (HC5N) proton resonances, seen on com-
plexation, supports the ligation of azomethine nitrogens to

(1) tin. The HC5N protons are observed as one sharp singlet
in the Schiff base ligands (occurring at 8.61–8.99 ppm), as

Analytical data and melting points of the synthesized well as in the metal chelates (1a–c and 2a–4a), which
compounds are given in the Experimental section. The suggests that the two HC5N protons in Schiff bases (1–4)
compounds have been characterized by elemental analysis and in the metal chelates (1a–c and 2a–4a) are equivalent.

1 13 119and IR, H, C, Sn NMR spectra. Spectroscopically In the metal chelates of the planar tetradentate H Salen2

derived structures of the compounds have been confirmed ligand, both the HC5N proton and (CH ) proton reso-2 2
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Table 2
21 aCharacteristic infrared bands (cm ) for diorganotin(IV) chelates

bCompound n(C–H) n(C–H) n(CH5N) n(Sn–N) n(Sn–O) n(Sn–C)
no. (aryl) (alkyl)

1a 3065 m 1605 s 459 m 592 m 364 m
3055 m (1612)

1b 3057 mw 2954 m 1607 s 482 m 604 m 588 m
3013 w 2927 m (1612)

2867 m
2861 m

1c 3050 m 2914 m 1608 s 471 m 599 m 588 s
3014 m 2900 w (1612)

2a 3061 mw 2993 w 1603 vs 498 s 547 m 534 m
3034 w 2955 m (1612)

2923 m
2869 m
2832 w

3a 3062 m 2922 m 1630 s 455 s 600 m 400 w
3042 m 2850 w (1634)

4a 3064 w 2936 m 1624 vs 455 m 602 w 353 w
3052 m 2854 w (1634)
3000 m 2836 m

5a 3064 m 2987 m 1625 s 456 s 590 m 327 m
3050 m 2968 w (1634)

2926 w

6a 3060 m 2952 m 1595 s 450 m 557 m 382 w
3020 m,sh 2922 m (1616)

2872 w
2862 m

a s5strong, m5medium, w5weak, v5very, br5broad, sh5shoulder.
b Figures in parentheses indicate the corresponding n(CH5N) stretching frequencies of the tetradentate Schiff bases.

nances each occur as singlets [33–35], suggesting the respectively, as singlets, which further support the equival-
equivalence of two HC5N protons and (CH ) protons, ence of the two OCH groups.2 2 3

respectively, and, hence, the planarity of the ligand moiety. There are single peaks for each of the following groups:
In the dimethyltin(IV) chelate, Me Sn(acac) , the methyl two OCH in 2a and 4a, two 3-CH in 5a and 6a, two2 2 3 3

resonances of the Me Sn moiety are observed as a sharp Sn–CH groups in 1c, and HC5N protons in all of the2 3

singlet [36–38], which is consistent with a trans configura- complexes (except 5a and 6a), which indicates that both of
tion of the two methyl groups, as is also suggested on the the respective groups are equivalent, which is only pos-
basis of IR and Raman spectra [36]. In the dimethyltin(IV) sible for a symmetrical arrangement of the chelate ligand
chelate 1c, there is only one sharp singlet at d 0.79 ppm moiety and trans arrangement of the two hydrocarbon

1for the Me Sn moiety: this also indicates that the complex groups on tin. Thus, the H NMR data suggest an2

has a trans structure. Moreover, since the HC5N proton octahedral ligand environment around a central tin atom
1resonances appear as a singlet (only one for two HC5N (Figs. 3 and 4). This interpretation, which is based on H

13protons) in all of the diorganotin(IV) chelates studied here NMR results, is further supported by a C NMR and
(with the exception of 5a and 6a), it may be deduced that X-ray structural study of one representative complex, 2a.
the ligand moieties lie in a plane and the two hydrocarbon

13groups on tin are trans to each other. For complexes 5a 3.3. C NMR spectra
and 6a, there are no azomethine protons, but two methyl

13groups occupying 3-positions on the two pyrazolyl rings, The C NMR spectral data were recorded at room
which appear as one singlet (at d 1.67 for 5a and d 1.36 temperature in CDCl and key signal assignments are3

ppm for 6a), indicating that they equivalent, as one would shown in Table 4. For each compound, the number of
expect from the planar arrangement of the ligand moiety signals observed is in good agreement with the numbering
(structure IV). For the complexes 2a and 4a, signals due to shown in Figs. 3 and 4. However, some general trends may
OCH proton resonances appear at d 3.83 and 3.86 ppm, be noted. The C5N carbon signal occurring as a sharp3
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Table 3
1 119 aH and Sn NMR spectral chemical shifts (d in ppm) data of diorganotin(IV) chelates, R SnL2

119Compound Aromatic Alkyl CH5N d( Sn)
no. protons protons protons

b1a 6.49 t [2] 8.52 s [2] 2533.40
6.76 d [2]
6.96–7.68 m [18]

c1b 6.67–7.53 m [12] 0.61 t (Sn–(CH ) –CH ) [6] 8.43 s [2] 2414.502 3 3

0.80–1.56 m [Sn–(CH ) –] [12]2 3

c1c 6.73–7.61 m [12] 0.79 s (Sn–CH ) [6] 8.48 s [2] 2390.703

d2a 6.48 t [2] 0.55 t [Sn–(CH ) –CH ] [6] 8.46 s [2] 2414.202 3 3

6.80–6.83 m [4] 0.98–1.07 m [Sn–(CH ) –CH –] [4]2 2 2

7.38 s [4] 1.28–1.38 m
[Sn–(CH ) –CH –] [8]2 2 2

1.42–1.47 m
3.83 s (OCH ) [6]3

c3a 6.67–7.66 m [18] 2.03 q (N–CH –CH –CH –N) [2] 8.37 s [2] 2219.562 2 2

3.68 t (N–CH –CH –CH –N) [4]2 2 2

c4a 6.49–7.33 m [16] 2.03 q (N–CH –CH –CH –N) [2] 8.33 s [2] 2227.452 2 2

3.66 t (N–CH –CH –CH –N) [4]2 2 2

3.86 s (OCH ) [6]3

c5a 7.10–8.33 m [34] 1.67 s (3-CH of pyrazolyl group) [6] 2626.203

c6a 7.06–7.80 m [26] 1.72 q (N–CH –CH –CH –N) [2]2 2 2

7.97 t 3.13 t (N–CH –CH –CH –N) [4]2 2 2

8.09 d [4] 1.36 s (3-CH of pyrazolyl group) [6]3

a Measured as saturated solutions in CDCl (99.8%) using TMS as the internal reference; s5singlet, d5doublet, t5triplet, q5quintet, m5multiplet.3

The italicised proton indicates the resonances due to that proton.
b Measured on a 100-MHz instrument.
c Measured on a 60-MHz instrument.
d Measured on a 300-MHz instrument.

singlet at d 165.50–161.68 ppm in the ligands moves
downfield, to d 171.98–163.39 ppm, upon complexation,
indicating the coordination of azomethine nitrogens to tin.
Also, the occurrence of C5N carbon as one sharp singlet
indicates the equivalence of the two C5N carbon atoms
both in the Schiff bases and their organotin(IV) complex-Fig. 3. Structure of compounds 1a–c and 2a–4a
es. The signal for carbon atoms of OCH groups occurs at3

the usual position. In the complexes 2a and 4a, theR05C H R95H R5Ph (1a)6 4

R05C H R95H R5n-Bu (1b) resonances appear as singlets at d 55.76 and 56.00 ppm,6 4

R05C H R95H R5Me (1c)6 4 respectively. The two 3-CH groups of the pyrazolyl rings3
R05C H R95OCH R5Ph (2a)6 4 3 in complex 6a appear as a singlet at d 15.25 ppm,
R05(CH ) R95H R5Ph (3a)2 3 indicating that they are equivalent. For the pro-R05(CH ) R95OCH R5Ph (4a)2 3 3

pylenediamine fragment (N–CH –CH –CH –N) in com-2 2 2

plexes 3a, 4a and 6a, two signals are observed for three
carbon atoms, indicating the equivalence of the two
carbons attached to nitrogen atoms. For the butyl groups of
Sn–butyl, and phenyl groups of Sn–phenyl, four signals
appear for each of two organic groups and they are

13assigned tentatively [39,40] (Table 4). Thus, the C NMR
data also support the arrangement of donor atoms around
tin in which the ligand system lies symmetrically in theFig. 4. Structure of compounds 5a and 6a
equatorial plane, with the two organic groups on tin being
trans to each other. For a cis configuration, more signalsR05C H R5Ph (5a)6 4 13

R05(CH ) R5Ph (6a) would be expected in the C NMR spectra.2 3
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Table 4
13 aC chemical shift data (d in ppm) of diorganotin(IV) chelates, R SnL2

b cCompound C5N Ph Sn /Bu Sn / Aromatic Other carbons (OCH ,2 2 3
dno. carbon Me Sn carbons carbons CH , N–(CH ) –N )2 3 2 3

1a 170.41 ipso-C:139.20 163.22, 146.53, 136.07
ortho-C:127.44 135.09, 128.29, 124.53
meta-C:137.05 119.66, 117.65, 115.52
para-C:127.78

1b 171.98 a-C: 28.64 164.23, 141.38, 137.85
b-C: 26.88 136.73, 128.93, 124.78
g-C: 26.79 120.29, 118.50, 115.62
d-C: 14.09

2a 163.39 a-C: 27.97 162.49, 152.77, 140.79, 55.76 (OCH )3

b-C: 26.98 127.92, 126.91, 119.08
g-C: 25.95 117.69, 115.32, 113.50
d-C: 13.21

13a 165.46 ipso-C:136.46 161.35, 132.38, 131.31 56.55 ( C)
2ortho-C:129.01 118.59, 118.55, 117.06 31.57 ( C)

meta-C:135.82
para-C: 130.24

14a 165.53 ipso-C:134.46 151.83, 148.36, 122.84 56.88 ( C)
2ortho-C:127.42 118.37, 117.88, 113.82 31.54 ( C)

meta-C:128.36 56.00 (OCH )3

para-C:128.26
16a 165.61 ipso-C:139.01 130.77, 130.28, 129.13, 41.02 ( C)
2ortho-C:128.65 129.01, 127.13, 124.23, 30.74 ( C)

meta-C:136.12 119.22, 119.05 15.25,147.67, 99.98
para-C:130.48 (3-CH , C-3 and C-43

of pyrazolyl ring)
a Measured in CDCl (99.8%) using TMS as the internal reference.3
b

c a b g dSn–Bu 5Sn– CH – CH – CH – CH .2 2 2 2 3
d 1 2 1N–(CH ) –N5N– CH – CH – CH –N.2 3 2 2 2

1193.4. Sn NMR spectra values are comparable with the differences found in
119starting diorganotin(IV) dichlorides [47]. These d( Sn)

119The Sn NMR spectra have been recorded in CHCl values compare well with the six-coordinated tin com-3

(locking with D O) and data are shown in Table 3. A d pounds of the type R Sn(Vanophen) [R5Ph (2542.95);2 2

value in the range 2219.56 to 2626.20 ppm is obtained R5Me (2398.15 ppm)] [26]. Thus, OCH groups have no3

for the complexes, in agreement with the range of ca. significant effect on the shielding or deshielding of tin
119

2125 to 2525 ppm reported for six-coordinated tin nucleus. From Sn NMR spectra, it is also evident that
compounds [41,42]. It is well known that an increase in the the solid state structure (confirmed for 2a) is retained in
coordination number of tin should give rise to a high field solution. The relatively low d values of 3a and 4a may be

119 119shift of d( Sn) [43]. The d( Sn) values also depend on due to weaker ligand bonding with tin, as 3 and 4, derived
the ligand [44,45] and show an upfield shift with increas- from 1,3-propylenediamine, will not be stabilised by
ing distance between the two coordinating atoms [46]. The resonance effects, compared with ligands 1, 2 and 5,

119
d( Sn) values also depend on the groupings attached to derived from o-phenylenediamine. Alternatively, there
tin. For complexes 1a and 5a, which have phenyl sub- could be some dissociation of complexes 3a and 4a in

119stituents on tin, d( Sn) values appear at 2533.40 and solution, at least on the NMR time scale.
2626.20 ppm, respectively, but for the complexes 1b, 1c
and 2a, which have n-butyl and methyl substituents on tin, 3.5. Description of X-ray crystal structure

119
d( Sn) values appear at 2414.50, 2390.70 and
2414.20 ppm, respectively. These differences in the d The X-ray structural investigation of (n-Bu) S-2
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n(Vanophen) (2a) shows that the ligand behaves as a
tetradentate agent via two phenolic oxygen and two imino
nitrogen atoms. As predicted, the two organic groups
(n-butyl) on tin take the axial positions and four donor
atoms from ligand are in the equatorial positions. The
vanophen ligand is not completely planar, but is slightly
bow shaped. The molecular structure of one molecule (A)
is shown in Fig. 5 and selected bond lengths and angles are
given in Table 5. However, there are two crystallographi-
cally independent molecules [denoted A and B (primed
labels)], which differ most significantly in the C –Sn–butyl

C bond angles [C(30)–Sn(1)–C(34), 156.76(9);butyl

C(309)–Sn(19)–C(34)9, 166.87(10)8]. In both molecules,
the n-butyl groups are of a gauche conformation within the
fold of the bow-shaped Vanophen ligand, and trans on the
opposing side, yet the n-butyl groups are not superimpos-
able, as shown by their respective torsion angles in Table
5.

The greatest distortion from regular octahedral geometryFig. 5. Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme of the dior-
results from the constraints of the tetradentate Vanophenganotin(IV) complex (2a), molecule A.

Table 5
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for compound 2a

A B

Sn(1)–C(30) 2.139(2) Sn(19)–C(309) 2.138(2)
Sn(1)–C(34) 2.140(2) Sn(19)–C(349) 2.131(3)
Sn(1)–O(1) 2.2347(16) Sn(19)–O(19) 2.2190(17)
Sn(1)–O(2) 2.2374(16) Sn(19)–O(29) 2.2370(17)
Sn(1)–N(1) 2.266(2) Sn(19)–N(19) 2.277(2)
Sn(1)–N(2) 2.2797(19) Sn(19)–N(29) 2.280(2)
O(1)–C(7) 1.308(3) O(19)–C(79) 1.303(3)
O(2)–C(21) 1.296(3) O(29)–C(219) 1.301(3)
N(1)–C(1) 1.305(3) N(19)–C(19) 1.297(3)
N(1)–C(9) 1.422(3) N(19)–C(99) 1.423(3)
N(2)–C(15) 1.304(3) N(29)–C(159) 1.304(3)
N(2)–C(10) 1.422(3) N(29)–C(109) 1.423(3)
C(30)–Sn(1)–C(34) 156.76(9) C(349)–Sn(19)–C(309) 166.87(10)
C(30)–Sn(1)–O(1) 83.30(8) C(309)–Sn(19)–O(19) 90.09(8)
C(34)–Sn(1)–O(1) 87.57(8) C(349)–Sn(19)–O(19) 87.87(9)
C(30)–Sn(1)–O(2) 82.62(8) C(309)–Sn(19)–O(29) 84.46(8)
C(34)–Sn(1)–O(2) 86.61(8) C(349)–Sn(19)–O(29) 86.73(8)
O(1)–Sn(1)–O(2) 128.81(6) O(19)–Sn(19)–O(29) 128.80(6)
C(30)–Sn(1)–N(1) 103.26(8) C(309)–Sn(19)–N(19) 97.32(9)
C(34)–Sn(1)–N(1) 95.86(8) C(349)–Sn(19)–N(19) 95.06(9)
O(1)–Sn(1)–N(1) 78.98(7) O(19)–Sn(19)–N(19) 79.54(7)
O(2)–Sn(1)–N(1) 152.21(7) O(29)–Sn(19)–N(19) 151.66(7)
C(30)–Sn(1)–N(2) 101.24(8) C(309)–Sn(19)–N(29) 94.87(8)
C(34)–Sn(1)–N(2) 97.10(8) C(349)–Sn(19)–N(29) 93.18(9)
O(1)–Sn(1)–N(2) 150.95(6) O(19)–Sn(19)–N(29) 151.04(7)
O(2)–Sn(1)–N(2) 80.19(6) O(29)–Sn(19)–N(29) 80.13(7)
N(1)–Sn(1)–N(2) 72.04(7) N(19)–Sn(19)–N(29) 71.53(7)
C(7)–O(1)–Sn(1) 122.40(15) C(79)–O(19)–Sn(19) 124.90(15)
C(21)–O(2)–Sn(1) 126.32(14) C(219)–O(29)–Sn(19) 124.56(15)
C(1)–N(1)–Sn(1) 123.78(16) C(19)–N(19)–Sn(19) 125.03(17)
C(9)–N(1)–Sn(1) 116.21(14) C(99)–N(19)–Sn(19) 115.77(15)
C(15)–N(2)–Sn(1) 124.43(16) C(159)–N(29)–Sn(19) 124.14(16)
C(10)–N(2)–Sn(1) 115.53(14) C(109)–N(29)–Sn(19) 115.58(15)
C(31)–C(30)–Sn(1) 116.83(16) C(319)–C(309)–Sn(19) 119.64(17)
C(35)–C(34)–Sn(1) 115.24(16) C(359)–C(349)–Sn(19) 117.63(17)
C(30)–C(31)–C(32)–C(33) 179.83(23) C(309)–C(319)–C(329)–C(339) 172.62(23)
C(34)–C(35)–C(36)–C(37) 280.6(3) C(349)–C(359)–C(369)–C(379) 71.4(3)
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ligand where the N–Sn–N angles are compressed, [N(1)– are available on request, quoting the deposition number
Sn(1)–N(2), 72.04(7) and N(19)–Sn(19)–N(29), 71.53(7)8 CCDC 115795).
in A and B, respectively]. Correspondingly, the O–Sn–O
angles are opened to 128.81(6) and 128.80(6)8. In similar
uranium [48] and tin [16,26,49] complexes, the O–M–O Acknowledgements
(M5U or Sn) angle was open enough to allow coordina-
tion of another ligand into the equatorial plane.
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Abstract

Two series of pure and diluted lanthanide crystals with L and DL-isoleucine of formula [Ln(Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) (Ln5Eu, Nd)2 2 4 2 4 6

isomorphic for Eu and Nd ions were synthesised. The europium complex with L-isoleucine (1) and the neodymium one with the DL form
¯(2) have been studied by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The space groups are monoclinic C2 and triclinic P1 for L and DL isoleucine,

respectively, and Z52 and 1. The crystal structures consist of non-centrosymmetric and centrosymmetric dimer units for the L and DL

ligand forms, respectively. Thus, the structural effect of ligand chirality was found and its spectroscopic consequences are reported. An
attempt has been made to show the relation between the symmetry of the dimeric units and splitting of the electronic transitions. Well
resolved absorption spectra down to 5 K are measured. Concentration effects on the intensities of electronic transition are examined. The
vibronic coupling and cooperative interaction are analysed and confronted for complexes with L-handed and racemic ligand form.
Following the vibrational analysis of the Raman spectra the assignment of [Nd(Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) vibronics are given. The nature of2 2 4 2 4 6

observed phenomena is briefly discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Spectroscopy; X-ray; Cooperative interaction; Chirality effect; Lanthanides; Isoleucine

1. Introduction neodymium compounds and spectroscopic data of pure and
diluted neodymium dimeric crystal with L and DL-iso-

The investigation of the structure and spectroscopic leucine. The aim of our investigation is the elucidation of
properties of lanthanide systems which create polymeric the effect of centrosymmetric and non-centrosymmetric

31and dimeric structures are of interest for two reasons. First dimeric structures on the Nd ion spectroscopy. Efforts
of all, these compounds could be used as potential up- have also been made in our investigation involving two
conversion laser materials [1–7]. On the other hand, most effects: vibronic coupling and cooperative interaction of
important biological processes, e.g. energy transfer and coupled ions in dimer. Finally, we will discuss the results
electron transfer, depend strongly on the structure of presented here and compare them with previously pub-
compound, especially on chirality and dimensionality of lished studies.
the systems.

Results of our investigation presented here deal with the
second group of compounds. However, some spectroscopic 2. Experimental
results are sufficiently interesting for processes involved in
the first type of applications. The main goal of our studies The europium and neodymium single crystals of formula
is focused on the centrosymmetric and non-centrosymmet- [Ln(Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) (where Ile; L-(1) and DL-iso-2 2 4 2 4 6
ric dimers created by chiral amino acid molecules. leucine (2)) were obtained as described previously [8].

Recently we published selected spectroscopic data of Pr The space group was determined from oscillation and
and Eu complexes with L and DL-isoleucine down to 5 K Weissenberg photographs. All further measurements were
[8,9]. The vibronic coupling and collective effect were carried out on a Kuma KM4 four-circle k-axis diffractome-
analysed in these spectra [8,9]. ter with graphite monochromated Mo K radiation. Thea

Here we present the X-ray data on europium and cell parameters were determined from a least-squares
refinement of the setting angles of 25 reflections.

Intensities of reflections were measured in the 2u angle*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-71-3204-300; fax: 148-71-3282-
4–608 with the v /2u scan technique. The scan speed348.

E-mail address: jl@wchuwr.chem.uni.wroc.pl (J. Legendziewicz) varied from 0.6 to 9.08 /min, depending on the intensity.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00157-6
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The intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polarization
factor.

The structure of compound (1) was solved by heavy
atom methods. The H-atom positions were obtained from
DF syntheses and from geometry of studied molecule. In
the final stages of full-matrix least squares refinement the
non-H atom coordinates were refined with anisotropic
displacement parameters. During the structure calculations
the neutral-atom scattering factors and anomalous-disper-
sion corrections as included in the programs were used.

In the case of compound (2) from a total of 4507
reflections (4329 independent) (2u 5508) 3429 weremax

observed. The structure was solved by a heavy atom
method. The neodymium complex with racemic ligand

¯crystallizes in triclinic space group P1 and forms a
centrosymmetric dimer with equivalent neodymium centers
(see Table 1). The obtained DF maps showed disorder of Fig. 1. Crystal structure of the [Eu(L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) .2 2 4 2 4 62 2all ClO ions. The oxygen atoms of one ClO ion in the4 4

inversion center were not found on the DF maps as well as
˚one carbon atom from the side chain of the Ile residue. The 2.422(12), 2.423(11) A and the Nd–Nd distance was

˚obtained final R-factors and goodness-of-fit (for 227 evaluated as 4.36 A. We can conclude from this that
parameters) of R 50.090, wR 5 0.2493 and S51.089 crystals of compound (2) are composed from the cen-1 2

suggest that other atoms are in appropriate positions. This trosymmetric dimers [Nd(DL-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) .2 2 4 2 4 6

conclusion is supported by geometry around the Nd atoms. Calculations were performed using the following pro-
The four Nd–Ow bonding lengths are as follows: grams: SHELXS-86 [10] and SHELXL-93 [11]. Absorp-

˚2.472(11), 2.507(10), 2.530(12), 2.536(14) A; Nd–O of tion spectra at 5 and 293 K were recorded by Cary-Varian
isoleucine molecules are equal to: 2.339(12), 2.380(11), spectrophotometer equipped with an Oxford helium flow

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement

[Eu(L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) [Nd(DL-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO )2 2 4 2 4 6 2 2 4 2 4 6

Empirical formula C24 H68 Cl6 Eu2 N4 O40 C24 H68 Cl6 Nd2 N4 O40
Formula weight 1569.44
Temperature 293(2) K

˚Wavelength 0.71069 A
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic

]
Space group C2 P1

˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a521.704(13) A a510.483(3) A
˚ ˚b510.423(6) A b511.495(5) A
˚ ˚c515.121(9) A c513.878 A

b 5120.25(6)8 a 592.16(4)8
b 5109.22(4)8
g 5110.17(3)8

3 3˚ ˚Volume 2955(3) A 1459(5) A
Z 2 1

3 3Dc 1.764 Mg/m 1.779 Mg/m
3 3Dm 1.770 Mg/m 1.790 Mg/m

21 21Absorption coefficient, M 2.475 mm 2.14 mm
F(000) 1576 792
Crystal size 0.430.430.5 mm 0.330.3530.4
Decay of standards ,3%
Index ranges h:0→28 h:0→11

k:0→15 k:212→11
l:220→19 l:215→14

Reflections collected 5109 4507
Independent reflections 5005 [R(int)50.0576] 4329
Data /parameters 5005/367 4329/227

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.994 1.089
Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R (F ) 5 0.0679 R (F ) 5 0.0901 1

2 2wR (F ) 5 0.1854 wR (F ) 5 0.24932 2
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cryostat. Crystal used for spectroscopic measurements ( f50.82 m) equipped with photon counting system
were checked by Weissenberg photographs. Raman spectra (cooled GaAs photomultiplier).
were measured with a DFS 24 double monochromator

Table 2 3. Results and discussiona˚Bond length (A) and angles (8) for [Eu(L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO )2 2 4 2 4 6

Eu(1)–O(12) 2.379(9) Experimental details of the structure refinements are
Eu(1)–O(1W) 2.452(12) presented in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows a view of the structure
Eu(1)–O(2W) 2.479(13)

of the europium complex. Two europium ions are linkedEu(1)–O(11) 2.478(10)
by four bridging carboxyl groups of amino acid molecules.Eu(1)–Eu(2) 4.478(3)

Eu(2)–O(21) 2.325(12) The eight-fold coordination sphere for each Eu is com-
Eu(2)–O(22) 2.449(9) pleted by four oxygens of water molecules; the perchlorate
Eu(2)–O(4W) 2.554(13) ions are in the outer coordination sphere. The dimeric
Eu(2)–O(3W) 2.612(11) 61cations [Eu (C H O N) (H O) ] are linked to the2 6 13 2 4 2 8O(11)–C(11) 1.25(3)

2ClO anions by hydrogen bonds of two types O–H? ? ?OO(21)–C(11) 1.24(2) 4

N(1)–C(21) 1.49(2) and N–H? ? ?O. The positions of the atoms in the dimer
C(11)–C(21) 1.54(2) indicate the existence of two planes formed by carboxyl
C(21)–C(31) 1.58(2) groups and two lanthanide ions. Plane 1 is formed by
C(31)–C(61) 1.54(4)

Eu(1), O(11), C(11), O(21), Eu(2) (equation:C(31)–C(41) 1.55(3)
214.889(42)X20.006(21)Y114.730(11)Z50.001(4); E-C(41)–C(51) 1.60(4)

˚ ˚ ˚O(12)–C(12) 1.22(2) u(1)20.001(4) A, O(11)0.008(10) A, C(11)–0.018(8) A,
O(22)–C(12) 1.24(2) ˚ ˚O(21)0.015(11) A, Eu(2)20.004(5) A) and plane 2 by
N(2)–C(22) 1.43(3) Eu(1), O(12), C(12), O(22), Eu(2) (equation:
C(12)–C(22) 1.52(2)

14.735(47)X10.040(16)Y14.418(42)Z50.006(4); Eu(1)-C(22)–C(32) 1.58(3)
˚ ˚ ˚C(32)–C(42) 1.47(3) 20.006(4) A, O(12)20.003(10) A, C(12)0.032(9) A,

˚ ˚C(32)–C(62) 1.53(2) O(22)0.034(9) A, Eu(2)0.011(3) A). The angle between
C(42)–C(52) 1.48(4) them is equal to 86.1(2)8. The L-isoleucine molecules in
O(12)–Eu(1)–O(12)i 102.3(5)

the structure occur in a zwitterionic form. The interatomicO(12)–Eu(1)–O(1W) 145.7(5)
O(12)i–Eu(1)–O(1W) 85.9(5)
O(12)–Eu(1)–O(1W)i 85.9(5)
O(12)i–Eu(1)–O(1W)i 145.7(5) Table 2. Continued
O(1W)–Eu(1)–O(1W)i 106.1(7)

O(21)i –Eu(2)–O(4W)i 142.9(4)
O(12)–Eu(1)–O(2W) 80.7(4)

O(21)–Eu(2)–O(4W)i 79.8(5)
O(12)i–Eu(1)–O(2W) 141.9(4)

O(22)i –Eu(2)–O(4W)i 71.6(4)
O(1W)–Eu(1)–O(2W) 73.0(5)

O(22)–Eu(2)–O(4W)i 136.5(4)
O(1W)i –Eu(1)–O(2W) 72.0(5)

O(21)i –Eu(2)–O(4W) 79.8(5)
O(12)–Eu(1)–O(2W)i 141.9(4)

O(21)–Eu(2)–O(4W) 142.9(4)
O(12)i–Eu(1)–O(2W)i 80.7(4)

O(22)i –Eu(2)–O(4W) 136.5(4)
O(1W)–Eu(1)–O(2W)i 72.0(5)

O(22)–Eu(2)–O(4W) 71.6(4)
O(1W)i –Eu(1)–O(2W)i 73.0(5)

O(4W)i –Eu(2)–O(4W) 109.5(9)
O(2W)–Eu(1)–O(2W)i 120.2(7)

O(21)i –Eu(2)–O(3W) 81.2(4)
O(12)–Eu(1)–O(11)i 78.0(4)

O(21)–Eu(2)–O(3W) 144.5(5)
O(12)i–Eu(1)–O(11)i 72.4(4)

O(22)i –Eu(2)–O(3W) 72.2(4)
O(1W)–Eu(1)–O(11)i 72.9(4)

O(22)–Eu(2)–O(3W) 137.9(4)
O(1W)i–Eu(1)–O(11)i 141.6(5)

O(4W)i –Eu(2)–O(3W) 70.4(5)
O(2W)–Eu(1)–O(11)i 71.1(4)

O(4W)–Eu(2)–O(3W) 68.0(5)
O(2W)i –Eu(1)–O(11)i 136.8(4)

O(21)i –Eu(2)–O(3W)i 144.5(5)
O(12)–Eu(1)–O(11) 72.4(4)

O(21)–Eu(2)–O(3W)i 81.2(4)
O(12)i–Eu(1)–O(11) 78.0(4)

O(22)i –Eu(2)–O(3W)i 137.9(4)
O(1W)–Eu(1)–O(11) 141.6(5)

O(22)–Eu(2)–O(3W)i 72.2(4)
O(1W)i–Eu(1)–O(11) 72.9(4)

O(4W)i –Eu(2)–O(3W)i 68.0(5)
O(2W)–Eu(1)–O(11) 136.8(4)

O(4W)–Eu(2)–O(3W)i 70.4(5)
O(2W)i–Eu(1)–O(11) 71.1(4)

O(3W)–Eu(2)–O(3W)i 104.0(5)
O(11)i –Eu(1)–O(11) 132.0(5)

C(11)–O(11)–Eu(1) 131.8(8)
O(21)i–Eu(2)–O(21) 114.9(6)

C(11)–O(21)–Eu(2) 156.2(10)
O(21)i–Eu(2)–O(22)i 77.4(4)

C(12)–O(12)–Eu(1) 168.9(10)
O(21)–Eu(2)–O(22)i 80.6(4)

C(12)–O(22)–Eu(2) 127.3(8)
O(21)i–Eu(2)–O(22) 80.6(4)

aO(21)–Eu(2)–O(22) 77.4(4) Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: 2 x, y,
O(22)i–Eu(2)–O(22) 138.4(5) 2 z.
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˚Table 3 formed with Eu–Eu distance equal to 4.478 A. The simple
The values of the D parameters for Eu1 and Eu2 atoms for [Eu(L- Ln–O–C–O–Ln type of the carboxyl bridges may lead to
Ile) (H O) ] (ClO )2 2 4 2 4 6 formation of dimers (as in the compound presented here)

DDod DSAP and sometimes to one-dimensional or three-dimensional
polymers [17,18]. Quite often it depends on the Me-LEu(1) 1.0024 0.0705

Eu(2) 1.1225 0.0915 stoichiometric ratio in the compound [19]. The perchlorate
anions reside in the cavities between dimers and stabilize
the crystal packing by forming hydrogen bonds. Due to
rotation of the perchlorate groups which causes disorder indistances and angles in the L-isoleucine molecules do not

2the crystal structure, the distances in ClO anions varydiffer much from the corresponding values found in free 4
2significantly, mainly for the second ClO group (see TableL-isoleucine and in other amino acids molecules [12–14]. 4

2). Neodymium crystals are isomorphic with the europiumAll the four isoleucine molecules have similar conforma-
˚ ones.tions. Table 2 presents the inter-atomic distances (A) and

The absorption spectra of the two types of neodymiumangles (8) within the coordination polyhedra. The eight
single crystals with L and DL-isoleucine at 293 K arecoordinating oxygen atoms form a polyhedron which can
presented in Fig. 2. Table 4 collects the oscillator strengthbe described as a distorted square antiprism (SAP) (Table

31 values at 293 K for these two forms of the compound. It is3). The distances between Eu ions and quadrangle face
worthy to note the strong dependence of intensities onbuilt by oxygen atoms of water molecules are: Eu1–O5

˚ orientation of the crystal (1), especially in the IR region of1.372; Eu2–O51.540 A and for quadrangle face built by
4 4 2 4 4oxygen atoms of carboxyl groups are: Eu1–O51.248; the spectra ( I → F , H ; F , S ) (see Fig. 3,9 / 2 5 / 2 9 / 2 7 / 2 3 / 2

˚Eu2–O51.068 A. The coordination environment and Table 4). Note that the absorption spectra at room tempera-
geometry of the two Eu sites are analogous, the average ture for these two kinds of compounds are similar,
bond lengths differ, mainly due to weaker coordination of although some differences in the shape of bands are
one water oxygen at Eu(2). The mean values of the Eu1–O manifested in the region of hypersensitive transition;

4 4 2 4 4 2 4˚bond length is equal to 2.448 A and that of Eu2–O to I → G , G ; and I → F , H ; F transi-9 / 2 5 / 2 7 / 2 9 / 2 5 / 2 9 / 2 9 / 2
˚2.485 A, being thus a little longer than in the complex with tions. The spectra at 293 K are not sensitive sufficiently for

L-alanine [15,16]. Europium ions occupy two different site subtle structural changes. These results confirm our earlier
positions and bond lengths for two couple ions vary from spectroscopic data obtained for praseodymium single

˚2.325 to 2.612 A. Thus the noncentrosymmetric dimer is crystals [9]. The structural changes given by substitution of

Fig. 2. Absorption spectra of the (a) [Nd(L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) and (b) [Nd(DL-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) single crystals at 293 K.2 2 4 2 4 6 2 2 4 2 4 6
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Table 4
aThe oscillator strength values of [Nd La (L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) (a) and [Nd(DL-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) (b) compoundsx 12x 2 2 4 2 4 6 2 2 4 2 4 6

Transition x51 x50.7 x50.5 x50.2

293 K 5 K 293 K 293 K 293 K

a b Mean a b Mean a b Mean a b Mean

(a) [Nd La (L-Ile) (H O)4] (ClO )x 12x 2 2 2 4 6
4F 225.44 205.68 215.56 226.91 296.48 261.70 334.10 466.40 455.30 460.853 / 2
4 2F , H 854.42 592.63 723.55 457.11 942.62 636.75 789.69 1346.05 984.38 1165.22 1710.90 1430.80 1570.855 / 2 9 / 2
4 4F , S 946.90 738.98 842.94 576.39 1067.23 754.06 910.65 1345.80 1124.76 1235.28 2191.65 2020.65 2106.107 / 2 3 / 2
4F 57.87 49.55 53.71 34.96 69.29 44.02 56.66 91.34 76.74 84.04 127.20 189.98 158.599 / 2
2H 17.32 17.81 17.56 37.73 34.33 36.03 31.37 92.55 80.75 86.6511 / 2
4 2G , G 1152.17 1042.45 1097.31 875.74 1286.15 1051.87 1169.01 1629.62 1569.92 1599.77 2374.30 2185.65 2279.985 / 2 7 / 2
2 4 4K , G , G 672.05 579.34 625.70 282.25 745.62 576.58 661.10 926.12 868.48 897.30 1284.55 1233.15 1258.8513 / 2 7 / 2 9 / 2
2 2K , G ,15 / 2 9 / 2

4(2D, 2F)3 /2, G 201.08 167.97 184.53 218.80 158.01 188.41 284.18 251.70 267.94 490.25 451.05 470.6511 / 2
2 2P , D 35.68 40.16 37.92 34.65 51.16 40.01 45.59 68.78 67.58 68.18 126.48 139.05 132.771 / 2 5 / 2
4 4 2D , D , I ,3 / 2 5 / 2 11 / 2
4 2D , L 742.96 843.44 1096.63 734.56 915.60 1318.20 1158.14 1238.17 1761.60 1729.75 1745.681 / 2 15 / 2
2 4 2I , D , L 199.99 277.13 215.09 246.11 334.58 328.56 331.57 836.20 766.50 801.3513 / 2 7 / 2 17 / 2

(b) [N (DL-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO )d 2 2 4 2 4 6
4F 241.28 216.60 228.943 / 2
4 2F , H 812.13 724.00 768.105 / 2 9 / 2
4 4F , S 858.05 768.85 813.45 769.927 / 2 3 / 2
4F 57.70 51.77 54.74 35.979 / 2
2H 19.00 17.00 18.00 15.6311 / 2
4 2G , G 1333.38 1127.43 1230.41 1278.605 / 2 7 / 2
2 4 4K , G , G 663.17 574.26 618.72 637.4813 / 2 7 / 2 9 / 2
2 2K , G ,15 / 2 9 / 2

4(2D, 2F)3 /2, G 195.57 166.44 181.01 191.2311 / 2
2 2P , D 43.30 37.54 40.421 / 2 5 / 2
4 4 2D , D , I ,3 / 2 5 / 2 11 / 2
4 2D , L 838.89 773.68 806.291 / 2 15 / 2
2 4 2I , D , L 220.91 234.82 227.8713 / 2 7 / 2 17 / 2

a 9t ?10 , t 53.6260.15, t 54.0960.14, t 58.6960.20l 2 4 6

the L-ligand form by the DL-form one are subtle and reflect its effect on optical lines. In our EPR measurement of
only the symmetry of dimeric structure: neodymium trichloroacetate single crystals at 5 K with

similar separation of metal ion in dimeric subunits such an
interaction was found [20]. Our earlier spectroscopic
studies of praseodymium dimeric systems confirm similar
types of interaction of pair of ions coupled in dimer [9,23].

Moreover, judging from X-ray analysis the M–M distance To solve the problem of collective effects in detail we
are short enough to observe the cooperative interaction and have undertaken the spectroscopic investigation of con-

centration dependence of f–f transition intensities. In Table
4 are collected oscillator strength values for different
concentrations of neodymium ions in diluted single crys-

.tals of formula [Nd La (L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) . In-x 12x 2 2 4 2 4 6

spection of the values included in Table 4 shows drastic
increase of intensities in almost all the transitions with
dilutions of crystals. Fig. 4 shows the relation between
oscillator strengths and concentration for selected transi-
tions. These variations of intensities confirm the coopera-
tive effect observed in the spectra. However, dilution of
crystals to 0.2% mol concentrated is not sufficient to
obtain the isolated ion spectra. Absorption spectra of less
concentration crystals required a larger size of the crystals,
but their crystallization was unsuccessful.Fig. 3. Dependence of intensities on orientation for selected transitions of

[Nd(L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) crystal. As was previously found by the present authors, creation2 2 4 2 4 6
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31Fig. 4. The concentration dependence selected oscillator strength values of Nd ion for [Nd La (L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) compound.x 12x 2 2 4 2 4 6

of a centrosymmetric dimer in the structure of neodymium transitions different intensities of vibronic components
complexes leads to broadening of optical lines at 5 K [19]. could be supposed. Assignment of the vibronic transitions
Such an effect was not as significant in the optical spectra were made on the basis of IR and Raman spectra (Fig.
of europium crystal. To examine this phenomenon we have 6a,b) [26] and the present author’s previously published
chosen single crystals of the title compound (with DL- data [8,9,23–25]. Electronic lines were composed of
isoleucine (2)) with relevant centrosymmetric dimer struc- vibration modes, mainly of n(Ln–O) stretching, t(Ln–O–
ture. Fig. 5 shows the spectra of neodymium complexes C–O–Ln) torsion and d(O–Ln–O) bending vibration ones.
(1) and (2) at 5 K. In the bottom traces, broad absorption The vibrational modes assigned by the asterisk in the
bands are seen which spread in the same spectral region as Raman spectra (Fig. 6b) are coupled with electronic lines

xthe bands for relevant transition with L-isoleucine where marked (n ) in electronic transition in the absorption
two sites of neodymium in structure exist. Broadening of spectrum as shown in Fig. 5. One can also find some
the lines is caused by double excitation in the cen- additional components in sidebands accompanying elec-
trosymmetric dimer or by exchange interaction. tronic lines in comparison to Raman spectra, especially in

31 31The double excitation involving several electronic states the Pr and Eu complexes spectra [8,9]. Analysis of
31of Pr ions were observed in ionic crystals by Varsanyi these weak sidebands in neodymium spectra is difficult

and Dieke [21], and by Buisson and Vial [22]. We have because they overlap electronic lines in transition analysed.
considered such an interpretation of the additional lines Those additional components could be given by coopera-
observed in the single crystal spectra of lanthanide com- tive effects.
plexes with peptides and carboxylates [19,23–25]. In the dimer systems, four types of cooperative dimer

The decrease in intensities of f–f transitions in the transitions could be expected. Two of them were observed
neodymium (1) complex versus temperature is a result of by the present authors’ previously in polymeric
vibronic coupling. Moreover, this effect was accompanied praseodymium and neodymium compounds: (1) additional
by sidebands structure of transitions obeying the selection splitting of lines given by exchange or magnetic multipole
rule DJ50, 2. Since the vibronic transition probabilities interaction [19] and (2) simultaneous electronic excitation

2depend on iU i matrix elements, for different electronic of both metal ions by one photon [23–25]. Consequently,
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xFig. 5. Absorption spectra of the (a) [Nd(L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) and (b) [Nd(DL-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) single crystals at 5 K (n -vibronic components2 2 4 2 4 6 2 2 4 2 4 6

discussed in this paper).

sidebands with higher energy than could be expected for transition remain almost unchanged with decreasing tem-
single ion excitation can be observed. This effect may be perature or increase a little only. This effect in the
analysed in terms of temperature dependence of intensities neodymium spectra differs when compared with the other
of separated lines and will be the subject of another paper. neodymium systems [8,29]. In changes of intensities in the

All the four types of transitions in dimer systems were neodymium ion both the populations of higher Stark
¨considered recently by Gudel for Cs Yb Br crystals [2]. components and the effect of vibronic components should3 2 9

Spectroscopy of dimeric systems with different types of be taken into account; the intensity calculations presented
dimer was investigated in simple ytterbium compounds in Table 4 vary only a little.
Yb O , YbF , YbOF and NaYbO by Schugar [27] and the On the other hand, vibronic sidebands are not detectable2 3 3 2

results were attributed to the structural as well as bonding in racemic systems. It could be caused by overlapping of
features. Similarly, in the systems under investigation vibronic components by broadening of the lines given by
additional components in many electronic lines can be cooperative effect. However, careful analysis of these two
found at low temperatures, the number of them exceeds the effects needs further investigation. Some effect of the
number of lines for two non-equivalent neodymium ions in disordered structure could not be neglected.
the structure. The cooperative interaction in praseodymium The splitting pattern of electronic lines, especially in the

4 2and neodymium ionic compounds was investigated by Vial region of I → P transition (two components) indi-9 / 2 1 / 2
31and Buisson [22], Malinowski and Strȩk [28]. Additional cate two non-equivalent positions of Nd ions in com-

components observed by the present authors are caused by pound with L-handed form, one broad component reflect
exchange, superexchange or multipole interaction, or by two equivalent centers in the centrosymmetric dimer of
phonon mediated interaction [9,23–25]. At this stage of the neodymium complex with DL ligand.
investigation it is difficult to elucidate which mechanism Confrontation of the absorption spectra investigation at

31 31predominates. 5 K for the Pr and Nd ions does not reflect the strong
Unexpectedly, in the single crystal spectra of [Nd(DL- f–d transition effect. Since the energies of f–d transition

Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) compound the intensities of f–f for both these ions are high, energy of opposite configura-2 2 4 2 4 6
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21Fig. 6. Vibrational spectra of [Nd(L-Ile) (H O) ] (ClO ) in the range 50–500 cm : (a) IR, (b) Raman.2 2 4 2 4 6

tion is not manifested in the two systems under inves- complex under studies in comparison to the study
tigation. Besides the somewhat higher f–f transition inten- above.
sities found in praseodymium single crystals in comparison 5. It was found that subtle structure modification of dimer
to relevant neodymium compounds with the same matrix symmetry is markedly detected by optical spectra at 5 K
elements, no significant differences in very weak vibronic what could be critically important in the investigation
components for both these ions were observed [9]. of the systems of biological interest, applying lantha-

In the praseodymium centrosymmetric dimer spectra the nide ions as spectroscopic probes.
vibronic structure disappears almost absolutely. Since the 6. Anisotropy effect of intensities was recorded.
vibronic coupling manifested in our spectra by very weak 7. Vibronic coupling and cooperative interaction is mani-
components, the intensity calculation for these components fested both in the relation of intensities versus con-
were rather unreasonable. centration and temperature as well as in splitting and

side bands structure of optical lines.

4. Conclusions
Supplementary data

1. A structure effect of ligand chirality was found on the
Atomic coordinates have been deposited in the Cam-

basis of X-ray analysis.
bridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) for complex

2. Creation of the non-centrosymmetric dimer in the
(1), Tables 5–7 and are available from the CCDC, 12

complex with L-handed isoleucine and centrosymmtric
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request.

dimer with racemic ligand form was confirmed by
absorption spectra measurement at 5 K.

3. Both X-ray and spectroscopic data confirm the results
of ligand chirality effect found previously by the Acknowledgements
present authors in neodymium complex with L- and
DL-a-alanine. We would like to thank Dr. P. Starynowicz for X-ray

4. The branched carbon chain of isoleucine leads to fitting procedure of the coordination polyhedra of the title
lengthening of the M–O and M–M distances in the compounds.
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Supramolecular host–guest coordination systems:
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stp), (E5Sn or Pb) and (M5Fe or Ru)
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Abstract

dA number of 3D-coordination polymers, constructed via [ M(CN) ] building blocks and (Me E) connecting units, have been prepared6 3

and characterized by X-ray powder diffraction and different spectroscopic methods. 1-Methyl-4-(49-R-styryl) or (29-R-styryl) pyridinium
cations (stp) have been successfully encapsulated within the expandable wide channels of the 3D-coordination polymers by tribochemical

IIor ion exchange reactions producing novel molecular composites. Apart from 6, [(49-OCH -stp)(Me Sn) Fe (CN) –MeOH] which3 3 3 6 `
III IIexhibits thermochromic behaviour, the molecular composites [(stp) (Me E) Fe Fe (CN) ] , 1–12 are mixed valence materialsx 3 3 1–x x 6 `

exhibiting localized interaction between the mixed valence iron. The results indicated an ion charge transfer interaction between the guest
IIstp-cations and the host matrix. The molecular composites [(stp)(Me E) M (CN) ] , 13–18 are due to the facile readiness of the3 3 6 `

coordination polymers [(Me E) M(CN) ] and [(Et N)(Me Sn) Fe(CN )] to ion exchange.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights3 4 6 ` 4 3 3 6 `

reserved.

Keywords: Coordination polymers; Molecular composites; Styryl pyridinium salts; Hexacyanometalate; Sn; Pb

1. Introduction dizing materials [16], they show a quite analogous interca-
lation chemistry exhibiting a variety of interesting chemi-

While the metal dichalcogenide [1,2] and FeOCl [3–8] cal properties, such as magnetic, conductive and optical
materials have been extensively studied for many years as characteristics. Thus, a considerable number of different
layered compounds, the 3D-supramolecular coordination Lewis bases [17–19] have been successfully encapsulated
polymers [(R E) M(CN) ] (R5alkyl or phenyl, E5Sn or under comparatively mild reaction conditions. Also, the3 n 6 `

Pb, n53 or 4, M5Fe, Co, Ru or Os) have recently encapsulation of several organometallic guest molecules
attracted much interest [9–15]. The polymers containing have been demonstrated [20,21]. On the other hand, the
Fe and Co were successfully subjected to single-crystal most outstanding chemical property of [(Me E) M(CN) ]3 4 6 `

X-ray studies leading to initial reinspection of the structure polymers are their facile readiness to ion exchange [20–
of the other polymeric homologues [12–15]. The non- 23].
superimposable 3D-networks of [(Me E) M(CN) ] in- The present study has been developed to synthesize and3 3 6 `

volve distorted octahedral [M(CN) ] building blocks and characterize novel host guest systems by encapsulating6

Me E (NC) connecting units of trigonal-bipyramidal 1-methyl 4-(49-R-styryl) or (29-R-styryl) pyridinium cat-3 2

(tbp) configuration. These polymers contain remarkably ions (stp) within the channels of the 3D-coordination
IIIwide, practically parallel, channels whose walls are inter- polymers [(Me E) Fe (CN) ] or by ion exchange re-3 3 6 `

nally coated by constituents of the lipophilic Me E groups actions where the stp-cation can be introduced quantita-3

[12,13]. tively into the channels of the negatively charged host-
II 2Although chemically very different from the dichal- network [(Me E) M (CN) ] .3 3 6 `

IIIcogenides, [(R E) Fe (CN) ] systems are strong oxi- The choice of stp-compounds (Scheme 1) is based on3 3 6 `

the wide applications of the stilbazolium salts in several
*Tel.: 120-2-260-1379; fax: 120-2-261-6474. areas. They are used as electrochromic compounds for

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00176-X
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atmosphere in the molar ratio 3:1. The polymers
[(Me E) M(CN) ] were obtained as white precipitates3 4 6 `

upon the addition of an aqueous solution of Me SnCl or3

Me PbCl to K [M(CN) ] in the molar ratio 4:1.3 4 6

H O2 IIK [M(CN) ] 1 4Me ECl → [(Me E) M (CN) ] 1 4KCl4 6 3 3 4 6 `

M 5 Fe or Ru E 5 Sn or Pb E 5 Pb, M 5 Fe (III)

Scheme 1. E 5 Sn, M 5 Fe (IV), Ru (V) (1)

their membrane potentials and high voltage sensitivity
1The polymer IV exchanges at most one (Me Sn )[24], as fluorescence probes to follow the fast change of 3

1cation for (Et N ) cation when exposed to an aqueouselectrical membrane potential during an action potential in 4

solution of Et NCl to give the polymer VI.neurons [25] and in nonlinear optical laser frequency 4

doublers and liquid crystals devices [25]. H O2

[Me Sn) Fe(CN) ] 1 Et NCl →3 4 6 ` 4
IV

[(Et N)(Me Sn) Fe(CN) ] 1 Me SnCl (2)4 3 3 6 ` 32. Experimental
VI

The purity and identity of these coordination polymers1-Methyl-4-(49-R-styryl) or (29-R-styryl pyridinium
were checked by elemental analysis and vibrational spec-iodides (stpi) were prepared by the base-catalysed aldol
tra.condensation of picolinium iodide with different aldehydes

[26,27]. The purity and identity of (stpi), (Scheme 1) were
checked by thin layer chromatography, elemental analysis 2.1. Preparation of the molecular composites
and IR spectra. The stpi are in the trans form as long as
the condensation reaction is carried out in the dark. stp-Cations can be encapsulated within the channels of

The 3D-coordination polymers [(Me Sn) Fe(CN) ] , I, the coordination polymers I and II by mixing equimolar3 3 6 `

and [(Me Pb) Fe(CN) ] , II, were obtained when aqueous quantities of both, the stpi-salt and I or II. The mixture3 3 6 `

solutions of trimethyltin chloride or trimethyllead chloride was wetted with few drops of water and ground smoothly
and K [Fe(CN) ] are mixed in the dark under nitrogen for a long time to avoid the effect of heat on the3 6

Table 1
Elemental analysis and colours of the molecular composites 1–12

No. Molecular compositions Colour Elemental analysis, % Calc. /(Found)

C H N Fe
III II1 [(49-H-stp) (Me Sn) Fe Fe (CN) –2H O] Buff 36.19 4.80 10.55 6.100.9 3 3 0.1 0.9 6 2 `

(36.00) (4.83) (10.31) (5.92)
III II2 [(49-H-stp) (Me Pb) Fe Fe (CN) –2H O] Yellow 27.08 3.66 8.20 4.810.8 3 3 0.2 0.8 6 2 `

(26.91) (3.60) (7.96) (4.76)
III II3 [(49-OH-stp) (Me Sn) Fe Fe (CN) –2H O] Orange 36.37 4.64 10.80 6.290.85 3 3 0.15 0.85 6 2 `

(36.51) (4.56) (10.70) (6.23)
III II4 [(49-OCH -stp) (Me Sn) Fe Fe (CN) –2H O] Yellow 36.48 4.70 10.50 6.113 0.85 3 3 0.15 0.85 6 2 `

(36.54) (4.62) (10.32) (6.06)
III II5 [(49-OCH -stp) (Me Pb) Fe Fe (CN) –2H O] Reddish brown 27.35 3.72 8.03 4.713 0.8 3 3 0.2 0.8 6 2 `

(27.23) (3.69) (7.87) (4.62)
II6 [(49-OCH -stp)(Me Sn) Fe (CN) –MeOH] Orange 38.72 4.93 10.19 5.813 3 3 6 `

(38.69) (4.91) (9.89) (5.78)
III II7 [(49-NMe -stp) (Me Sn) Fe Fe (CN) ] Brown 37.88 4.80 11.89 6.162 0.85 3 3 0.15 0.85 6 `

(37.81) (4.90) (11.72) (6.10)
III II8 [(49-Cl-stp) (Me Sn) Fe Fe (CN) ] Brown 35.44 4.25 10.73 6.290.8 3 3 0.2 0.8 6 `

(35.38) (4.28) (10.59) (6.18)
III II9 [(49-Br-stp) (Me Sn) Fe Fe (CN) –2H O] Grey 31.96 4.34 10.07 5.990.7 3 3 0.3 0.7 6 2 `

(31.83) (4.38) (10.00) (5.81)
III II10 [(49-NO -stp) (Me Sn) Fe Fe (CN) –H O] Green 33.94 4.33 11.64 6.192 0.75 3 3 0.25 0.75 6 2 `

(33.82) (4.35) (11.58) (6.12)
III II11 [(29-OH-stp) (Me Sn) Fe Fe (CN) –H O] Yellow 37.74 4.60 10.65 6.160.85 3 3 0.15 0.85 6 2 `

(37.80) (4.62) (10.51) (6.12)
III II12 [(29-OCH -stp) (Me Sn) Fe Fe (CN) ] Yellowish brown 36.37 4.64 10.80 6.293 0.9 3 3 0.1 0.9 6 `

(36.33) (4.60) (10.71) (6.16)
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Table 2
Elemental analysis and colours of the molecular composites 13–18

No. Molecular compositions Colour Elemental analysis, % Calc. /(Found)

C H N Fe

13 [(49-H-stp)(Me Sn) Fe(CN )] Yellowish brown 38.72 4.59 10.88 6.213 3 6 `

(38.68) (4.51) (10.62) (6.15)
14 [(49-OCH -stp)(Me Sn) Fe(CN )] Yellow 38.76 4.66 10.55 6.013 3 3 6 `

(38.36) (4.76) (10.47) (5.92)
15 [(49-H-stp)(Me Pb) Fe(CN) ] Brown 29.90 3.55 8.42 4.793 3 6 `

(29.70) (3.38) (8.32) (4.61)
16 [(49-OCH -stp)(Me Pb) Fe(CN) ] Reddish brown 30.15 3.63 8.20 4.673 3 3 6 `

(30.00) (3.80) (8.03) (4.61)
17 [(49-H-stp)(Me Sn) Ru(CN) ] Canary green 36.86 4.37 10.38 –3 3 6 `

(36.74) (4.26) (10.12)
18 [(49-OCH -stp)(Me Sn) Ru(CN) ] Pale green 36.96 4.45 10.06 –3 3 3 6 `

(36.87) (4.40) (9.72)

coordination polymers [28]. The products 1–12 (Table 1) higher solubility in polar solvents than the tin derivatives
are finally washed with chloroform to remove the un- (decompose above 2208C). The white coordination poly-
reacted materials and dried under vacuum at 308C. mers III–VI are diamagnetic and thermally stable up to

3008C.
III IIIstpi 1 [(Me E) Fe (CN) ] → [(stp) (Me E) Fe The coordination polymers I, II, IV and VI are isostruc-3 3 6 ` x 3 3 1–x

II tural samples as indicated by the X-ray powder diagramsFe (CN )–nH O]x 6 2 ` (Fig. 1). Their structural features are established by
E 5 Sn or Pd 1–12 (3) studying the single crystal X-ray diffractions of the coordi-

nation polymers [(Me E) Co(CN) ] (E5Sn or Pb)3 3 6 `

[9,10,12] which are the homologues of and isostructuralThe encapsulated polymer 6 was also prepared by
with I and II as they belong to the fundamental typemixing equimolar amounts of methanolic solutions of 1- d III[(R E) M (CN) ] . Also, the coordination polymers III–3 3 6 `methyl-4-(49-OCH -styryl) pyridinium iodide and I. The3
VI can be considered as members of the family of thereaction mixture was left for 2 h in the dark under nitrogen IVorganotin coordination polymers [(Me Sn) Fe(CN) –3 4 6with continuous stirring at room temperature. The orange
4H O] , [(Me Sn) Fe(CN) 2H O–C H O ] and2 ` 3 4 6 2 4 8 2 `precipitate was filtered off and washed several times with
[(Me Pb) Fe(CN) –2H O] studied by single crystal X-3 4 6 2 `methanol and then dried in vacuo at 308C.
ray diffractions as well as solid-state NMR spectra [13–The molecular species 13–18 were prepared by ion
15,29,30]. These studies indicated the presence of two- orexchange reactions. Addition of equimolar quantities of
three-dimensional network due to the presence of trigonal-each of the coordination polymers III–VI suspended in an
bipyramidal (tbp) (E5Sn or Pb) bridgesaqueous methanolic solution to the stpi-salt (1) or (3)

dbetween the single d-transition metal ion M. The mostdissolved in methanol gave 13–18 (Table 2) after 3 h
significant structural features of the 3D-network are thestirring at room temperature and leaving the reaction

dpresence of two different chains with each M atom as amixture overnight. The coloured solid precipitates were
joint member of three intersecting chains; while one-thirdfiltered off, washed with water and then with methanol and
of all chains are strictly linear, the other two-thirds displaydried under vacuum at 408C.
alternately two different E–N–C angles that are bothAll the analytical and spectroscopic methods as well as
smaller than 1808C. These chains display ample, straightthe instruments are described elsewhere [28].

˚channels with a cross-section of about 10310 A capable
of encapsulating voluminous guest cations.

119 13The solid-state Sn and C NMR spectra of the
3. Results and discussion coordination polymers III–VI (Table 3) confirm the

presence of two chemically different (Me E) groups where3

3.1. Structure, chemical properties and thermal stability at most one of the four (Me E) groups undergoes quantita-3

of the coordination polymers tive ion exchange [9,10,12,31–33]. These groups have six
crystallographically different methyl carbon setwise equiv-

The coordination polymers I and II are obtained as alent around room temperature owing to rapid rotation
paramagnetic yellowish orange precipitates (m ; ca. 2.18 about their individual trigonal axes [9,10,12]. The networkeff

and 2.11 BM, respectively). The lead derivatives have involves also three equally abundant nonequivalent CN
lower thermal stability (decompose above 1808C) and ligands.
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Fig. 1. X-ray powder diffraction of the coordination polymers I, II, IV and VI.
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Table 3
13 119Solid-state NMR data [9,12,30–33] C and Sn, for III–VI

13 119 13No. Coordination polymer d C/ppm (methyl) d Sn d C/ppm

2608C 20, 408C ppm (cyanide)

III [(Me Pb) Fe(CN) –2H O] 17.8, 18.1 – 167–1883 4 6 2 `

19.24
IV [(Me Sn) Fe(CN) ] 18.9, 13.8, 12.8 14.4 2108 178, 175,3 4 6 `

11.5, 22.5 11.2 146 169
V [(Me Sn) Ru(CN) ] 19.2, 14.4, 12.8 14.3 297 166, 1633 4 6 `

12.4, 1.4, 22.1 11.4 132 159
aVI [(Et N)(Me Sn) Fe(CN) ] 153.6 , 19.17, 16.6 – 2157.6 170.54 3 3 6 `

1 2.9, 11.0 2181.3 174.6
a 13
d C/ppm (Ethyl).

The IR and Raman spectra of the coordination polymers they occur usually at higher wave numbers than the nCN
d 21I–VI reveal the presence of [ M(CN) ] building blocks bands of the corresponding salts [ca. n 52116 cm and6 CN

21and the different (Me E) units (Figs. 2 and 3). The IR 2072, 2043, 2025 cm ) for K Fe(CN) and K Fe(CN) ].3 3 6 4 6

spectra display, mainly, two strong bands in the n On the other hand, the Raman spectra show three absorp-CN

region. However, one of these bands tends, in some cases, tion bands indicating the presence of three nonequivalent
to split into two bands. The positions of these bands reflect CN ligands. In the n region, two IR bands for I appearE–C

21 21the covalent nature of the M–C;N→E bridging unit since at 527 cm (n ) and 552 cm (n ). The IR(Sn–C)sy. (Sn–C)asy.

band due to n of II appears as a broad one at 497Pb–C
21cm . On the other hand, the (n ) band of III–V(E–C)asy.

21splits into two bands with no more than 9 cm difference
while the Raman (n ) and (n ) bands of III–VI(E–C)sy. (E–C)asy.

Fig. 2. IR spectra of the coordination polymers I–VI. Fig. 3. Raman spectra of the coordination polymers I–VI.
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Table 4 low intensity of the Raman (n ) band advocate the(Sn–C)asy.21Vibrational frequencies (cm ) of I–VI presence of trigonal planar (Me E) units which are axially3
Compound n n n anchoring to two cyanide N atoms [34]. The broadCN E–C MC

appearance of the n band (IR spectra of I, II and VI)IR Raman IR Raman IR M–C

and the presence of two split bands in the IR spectra ofa wb bI 2145, 2155 527 , 552 410
a b b III–V support the presence of two different [–NC–M–II 2166, 2120 497 412

db CN–E–NC–] chains with M surrounded octahedrally byIII 2011, 2057, 2037, 2077 491, 499 471 446
w b2071 2114 518 501 451 six cyanide ligands as gathered from the X-ray and NMR
w bIV 2050, 2074 2067, 2091 518 , 547 520 437 results.

b2133 552 555 454
w bV 2049, 2084 2076, 2102 519 , 546 517 433
s b2147 553 551 472
w b b 3.2. The electronic absorption spectra of theVI 2052, 2065 2075, 2082 518 , 550 520 448

b2124 553 coordination polymers
a w b sNujol mull; weak; broad; strong.

The electronic absorption spectra of the metal ion with
5 2appear at the expected positions (Table 4). These results d configuration in the ( T g) coordination polymers I and2

reveal the presence of tbp-configured Me E(NC) units as II as Nujol mull matrix reveal five intense bands at 220,3 2

well as the (Me E) cations. Also, the absence of the 260, 300, 320 and 440 nm (Table 5 and Fig. 4). These3

symmetric vibrations in the IR spectra of II–VI and the bands are also observed at similar positions in the diffuse

Table 5
The electronic absorption spectra of the coordination polymers I–VI as Nujol mull matrices and diffuse reflectance

Coordination M→L L→M L→M d–d L→M
2 4 2 2polymer T (p)→ t (p*) CT CT A → T CT2g 1u 1 2 2g 1g 3

2 2 2T (s) T T (p)1u 2u 1u

I 225, (220) 260, (258) 300, (300) 320, (320) 440, (450)
II 220, (222) 258, (258) 300, (305) 320, (322) 445, (460)

1 3CT d–d d–d A → T1g 1g
1 1 1 1 1 1A → T A → T A → T1g 1u 1g 2g 1g 1g

b bIII 220, (220) 250 , (258) 300 , (305)
b b wIV 225, (222) 250, (260) 325 , (330 ) 440
bV 220, (220) 240, (255) 300 , (310)

b b wVI 220, (222) 245 , (260) 320 , (320) 440
b wbroad; weak.

Fig. 4. Electronic spectra of the coordination polymers I–VI as: (a) Nujol mull matrix; and (b) diffuse reflectance.
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reflectance spectra. They resemble the bands observed in H O2

the absorption spectrum of K [Fe (CN) ] at 219, 258, 300, stpi 1 3Me SnCl 1 K M(CN) →3 6 3 4 6

318, 333 and 419 nm [35]. The first band at 220 nm is due 1 d II[(stp )(Me Sn) M (CN) ] 1 3KCl 1 KI3 3 6 `to p–p* transitions from the metal to the cyanide ligand
M 5 Fe or Ru (4)(M→L band). The three bands at 260, 300 and 440 nm

have been identified as charge transfer transitions from the H O–MeOH2 1 d IIstpi 1 V or VI → [(stp )(Me E) M (CN) ] (5)filled bonding orbitals; mainly of the cyanide ligand, to the 3 3 6 `

hole in the shell of the central metal ion. They have been
2 2 2 2 2 The results of chemical analysis reveal in addition, thatassigned as T u(s)→ T g, T u(p)→ T g and T u1 2 2 2 1

2 several samples contain solvent molecules amounting to(p)→ T g, respectively [35]. Apart from these intense2

one or two. This is further supported by DTA thermogramscharge transfer bands, one band of low intensity is
which show an endothermic peak at 180–2208C and TGAobserved at 320 nm due to ligand field (d–d) transitions

2 2 analysis which indicate that one or two solvent molecules( A g→ T g). The other bands due to (d–d) transitions2 1

release out the network of the encapsulated polymers at(ca. 285 and 370 nm) [35,36] are obscured by the more
160–2108C. Although, the significance of presence of theintense broad bands due to L→M transitions.
solvent molecules in the network of these encapsulatedThe electronic absorption spectra of the Fe(II) ions with

6 1 compounds, rather than considering it as adsorbed solvent,d configuration ( A g) in the coordination polymers III–1

is not quite clear at the present time, it is worth noting thatVI as Nujol mull matrix exhibit mainly three absorption
the presence of a few drops of water enhance significantlybands at 220–225, 240–250 and 300–325 nm which have
the rate of encapsulation, the case which has been previ-the same features of the spectra of K Fe(CN) and4 6

ously observed for some other encapsulated polymers [19].K Ru(CN) [36,37], Table 5 and Fig. 4. The second and4 6

Also, the X-ray study of the supramolecular host–guestthe third bands display slight red shift (ca. 255–260 and
system [(n-Bu N)(Me Sn) Fe(CN) –H O] indicated that305–330 nm) in the diffuse reflectance spectra. The last 4 3 2 6 2

the H O molecules belong at least in part, to the 3D-hosttwo bands at 250 and 320 nm are assigned to (d–d) 2
1 1 1 1 framework [38].transitions A g→ T g and A g→ T g, respectively1 2 1 1

The molecular composites are thermally stable, and[36]. The intense band at 220 nm is due to charge transfer
1 1 photo-stable compared to the corresponding polymers [28].transition of the type A g→ T u (M→ L band).1 1

The host polymers became thermally stable and photo-The very weak band was supposed to appear at 422 nm,
stable when the stp are present as guest cations in theas observed in the spectrum of K [Fe(CN) ] [36] due to4 6

11 3 cavities rather than the (Me E ) cations. The encapsulatedthe first spin-forbidden transition; A g→ T g, appears at 31 1
polymer 6 exhibits thermochromic behavior since the440 nm in the diffuse reflectance spectra of IV and VI
colour changes reversibly from orange to red on heating atwhile it is obscured in the spectra of III and V under the
608C (Fig. 5). The DTA thermograms indicate the de-more intense broad band at 320 nm.
composition of these encapsulating polymers by two
exothermic peaks within the temperature range 350–
5408C. The X-ray powder diffraction of the encapsulated3.3. Analytical data and thermal stability of the
coordination polymers 13–18 indicate that they are iso-molecular composites
structural compounds to the corresponding coordination
polymers.The results of chemical analysis (Table 1) reveal that the

stp-cations are encapsulated within the cavities of the
polymers I and II in molar ratios ,1 exhibiting zeolite 3.4. The IR spectra of the molecular composites

III IIlike host–guest systems [(stp) (Me E) Fe Fe (CN) ]x 3 3 1–x x 6 `

(0,x,1). These encapsulating polymers are formed by The IR spectra of the molecular composites reveal that
tribochemical reactions at room temperature. In this case, the bands are due to the 3D-host matrices and the stp-guest
the iodide anion functions as an electron donor and cations (Tables 6 and 7). The presence of the solvent
partially reduces the host matrix, hence facilitating accom- molecules in the lattice of the encapsulated polymers was
modation of the stp-cation. However, complete reduction further supported by the appearance of the broad band at

III 21of Fe could not be achieved even with continuous 3410–3446 cm due to n . The presence of the weakOH
21grinding and leaving the reaction mixture for several days. band at 2119–2135 cm and the strong broad band below

21On the other hand, the molecular composites 2100 cm indicates partial transformation of the
1 d II III II[(stp )(Me E) M (CN) ] ; 13–18, can be prepared by [Fe (CN) ] building blocks to [Fe (CN) ] to give zeolite3 3 6 ` 6 6

following two different preparative routes; coprecipitation like 3D-host–guest polymers. Under high resolution in the
from solution Eq. (4) and by ion exchange. At most one n range, the IR spectra of 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 10 display twoCN

1 21(Me E ) cation from the network of the polymers III–V bands below 2100 cm reflecting the significantly per-3
1or the (Et N ) cation of VI was replaced by one stp- turbed surroundings of the Me E-interlinked [Fe(CN) ]4 3 6

cation, Eq. (5). octahedra. However, the absence of the bands due to, nCN
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Fig. 5. Electronic spectra of the encapsulated polymer 6: (a) absorption spectra in Nujol mull; and (b) diffuse reflectance spectra: (i) orange; (ii) red.

Table 6
21The IR spectra (cm ) of the molecular composites 1–12

1Compound n n (stp ) cation n nH O C≡N E–C Fe–C2

a
n n n n gOH C≡N C5C C–N CH

w b w1 3437 2123 , 2051 1634 1617–1513 1207 967 549, 535 460, 448, 410
w w2 3420 2130 , 2065, 2018 1638 1615–1510 1210 960 498, 490 456, 450, 418
w w3 3433, 3226 2119 , 2062, 2022 1641 1622–1517 1208 968 548, 538 462, 450, 412
w b b w4 3446 2128 , 2054 1642 1617–1514 1208 987 551 470, 451, 410
w w5 3430 2132 , 2070, 2040 1640 1618–1510 1210 972 500, 489 446, 430, 414
b b6 3420 2055 1640 1616–1515 1208 985 550 470, 452
w b w7 3433 2120 , 2071, 2048 1639 1620–1530 1210 953 560, 553 453 , 410
w b w8 3439 2130 , 2074, 2050 1643 1622–1518 1212 962 558, 551 450 , 410
w b b b w9 3438 2130 , 2048 1639 1617–1513 1218 965 552 449 , 408
w b w10 3410 2135 , 2076, 2055 1680 1620–1525 1220 960 550, 540 450 , 410
w b b b w11 3435, 3230 2120 , 2058 1640 1614–1510 1230 978 552 448 , 412
w b b w12 3430 2125 , 2060 1640 1618–1531 1214 965 550 450 , 410

a Overlapped with d H O.2
b wbroad; weak.

III 21of the [Fe (CN) ] building blocks in the IR spectrum of 6 2104 cm in the spectra of 16 and 17, supports the6

indicates that the stp-cation is introduced quantitatively presence of three nonequivalent CN ligands of distorted
within the channels of the host polymer producing ther- octahedral structure. The n bands of 13–18 occur atCN

mochromic encapsulated polymer. On the other hand, the higher wave numbers than the bands of the corresponding
appearance of two or three IR active bands in the spectra host polymers reflecting more covalent interaction between
of 15–18 (Fig. 6), apart from one additional shoulder at the cyanide N atoms and the (Me E) connecting units3

under the effect of the nature of the guest cation. The
wavenumber of the n band increases along the sequenceCN

1 1 1 1Me pb ,Me Sn ,49-OCH -stp ,49-H-stp .3 3 3Table 7
21 The characteristic bands of the stp-guest cations (TableThe IR spectra (cm ) of the molecular species 13–18

6) exhibit shifts to higher wave numbers relative to theCompound n n nC≡N E–C M–C
bands of the stpi, indicating the presence of charge transfer

b13 2090, 2055 560, 551 , 537 460, 447 from the negative host framework to the stp-cations asb b14 2055 549 , 540, 519 476, 447
b indicated by the diffuse reflectance spectra.15 2104, 2067, 2060, 2016 508, 495, 485 456

b b b The n vibrations, of 1–12, except 6, reflect clearly16 2104, 2070, 2038 499 , 491 445, 431 Fe–C
III II17 2104, 2094, 2061 560, 551, 535 482, 412 the presence of both the [Fe (CN) ] and [Fe (CN) ]6 6b18 2100, 2090, 2057 550 , 540 480, 420 building blocks while the broad appearance of both nE–C

b broad. and n bands or their splitting into two bands reflect theFe–C
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Fig. 6. High-resolution IR spectra of 13–18 in the n and n stretching regions.CN MC

presence of two nonequivalent Me E(NC) units (Table 3.5. The electronic absorption spectra of the molecular3 2

6). This is further supported by the splitting of the band composites
due to (n ) of 13–18 into two bands, and the(E–C)asy.

21presence of the band due to (n ) at around 537 cm The spectra of 1–12 as Nujol mull matrices reveal that(Sn–C)sy.
21 the bands are due to both the stp-cations and the coordina-and that of (n ) at 485 cm (Fig. 6 and Table 7).(Pb–C)sy.

tion polymers (Table 8). The broad bands at 216–225,Thus, from these IR spectroscopic features, it is evident
1 240–256 and 340–410 nm are attributed to p–p* transi-that the exchange of (Me E ) cations by the stp-cations3

does not affect the local symmetries of the [M(CN) ] tions of the stp-guest cations in addition to transitions due6
1 1 1 1building blocks. to A g→ T u and A g→ T g of the polymers, respec-1 1 1 2

Table 8
The electronic absorption spectra of 1–12 as Nujol mull matrices and diffuse reflectance as well as the magnetic moments

Compound stpi Molecular species meff

1 1 a
p–p* transitions p–p* transitions of stp and A → T CT CT BM1g 1g 3

1 1 1 1A → T A → T CT1g 1u 1g 2g 2

1 225 240 347 225 240 340 290 440 525 0.30
2 225 242 342 295 437 522 0.70
3 218 260 410 220 256 410 290 442 564 0.35
4 220 260 345 220 253 390 288 440 655 0.36
5 220 260 345 222 255 345 295 442 657 0.70
6 220 260 345 222 254 390 290 – 658 –
7 – 240 340, 430 220 240 340 300 445 725 0.33
8 218 240 350 220 247 352 290 440 565 0.40
9 220 260 355 220 248 350 295 435 560 0.51
10 218 240 340 218 – 340 – 435 678 0.47
11 215 255 340, 390 218 252 385 295 442 500 0.32
12 215 258 336, 380 216 255 380 290 440 510 0.31

a Diffuse reflectance.
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2tively. The bands due to p–p* transitions of the stp-guest of 1-methyl-4-(4 -methoxy-styryl) pyridinium cation as
cations appear at more or less the same positions of the well as those of the host coordination polymer (Fig. 5).
stp-salts (Fig. 7). The composite band around 300 nm The band due to CT disappears while the diffuse reflect-3

1 1corresponds to d–d transitions, A g→ T g of the ance spectrum reveals a broad band at 658 nm corre-1 1
II[Fe (CN) ] building blocks [37] and to charge transfer sponding to the ion pair CT. On the other hand, the6

2 2 IIItransition (CT , T → T ) within the [Fe (CN) )] spectrum of the red sample displays an additional band at2 2u 2g 6

building blocks. The weak band at 435–445 nm can be 620 nm which disappears on cooling the sample where the
2 2 IIIattributed to CT , T (p)→ T g of the [Fe (CN) ] colour changes from red to orange. This band appears at3 1u 2 6

building blocks. These bands support the presence of 745 nm in the diffuse reflectance spectrum exhibiting blue
mixed valence iron hexacyano building blocks as also shift on cooling.
indicated by the weak paramagnetic behavior of these The electronic absorption spectra of 13–16 exhibit the

IIIcomposites (Table 8). On the other hand, the diffuse same bands of 1–12 except those of [Fe (CN) ] building6

reflectance spectra exhibit an additional broad band at blocks while the ion-pair CT band appears at longer
III500–725 nm (Fig. 7), corresponding to ion-pair charge wavelengths. The absence of the [Fe (CN) ] building6

transfer (CT) between the negatively charged cavity of the blocks is further supported by the diamagnetic behavior of
host polymer and the stp-cations [39,40]. Thus, the en- these encapsulated polymers. Some bands due to d–d
capsulation of the guest stp-cations within the 3D-host transitions and the L→M charge transfer bands are ob-
channels can be explained in terms of an ionic charge scured by the more intense bands of the stp-guest cations
transfer model. On the other hand, the electronic absorp- located at the same positions. The electronic absorption
tion spectra do not show any bands in the near-IR region spectra of 17 and 18 (Table 9) indicate that at most one of

1corresponding to an inter valence transition, indicating the (Me Sn ) cations is exchanged quantitatively by the3

localized interaction between the mixed valence iron [41]. stp-cation which encapsulates within the channels of the
The electronic absorption spectra of orange 6 exhibit the negatively charged coordination polymer

2absorption bands characteristic to the different transitions [(Me Sn) Ru(CN) ] .3 3 6 `

Fig. 7. (a) Electronic absorption spectra of stpi (1), (2) and (3) and the corresponding encapsulated polymers 1, 3 and 4. (b) Diffuse reflectance spectra of
(1), (7), 1 and 10.
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Abstract

Chlorodithiophosphoric acid pyridiniumbetaine, PyPS Cl (I), reacts with diphenylthiourea (PhNH) CS in acetonitrile and in the2 2
5presence of triethylamine to the pyridinium salt of 1,3-diphenyl-4-mercapto-2,4-dithioxo-1,3-diaza-4l -phosphetidine (II). The

5 5pyridinium salt of 1,3-diphenyl-2,4-dimercapto-2,4-dithioxo-1,3-diaza-2l ,4l -diphosphetidine (III) is formed after longer reaction times.
Compound II reacts easily with methyl iodide to corresponding methylderivative IV. All new prepared compounds were characterised by
31P-NMR and FT-IR spectroscopies. The crystal structures of II, III and IV were determined by X-ray diffraction.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Four-membered heterocycle; Diazadiphosphetidine; Diazaphosphetidine; Chlorodithio-phosphoric acid pyridiniumbetaine

1. Introduction low molar ratios of reactants while an excess of bifunction-
al nucleophilic reagent leads commonly to the formation of

Chlorodithiophosphoric acid pyridiniumbetaine PyPS Cl noncyclic derivatives [7]. Meisel has studied the reaction2

(I) has been known for about 30 years [1] as a substrate between I and urea with the aim of preparing corre-
suitable for syntheses of various dithiophosphoric acid sponding four-membered diazaphosphetidine [8]. He found
derivatives. The phosphorus atom in this substance is a that this reaction gives (even in the presence of excess of
potential centre for nucleophilic substitution reactions. For urea) a compound with a six-membered cycle and iden-
example, reactions with primary amines at molar ratio tified it as ammonium biuretodithiophosphate (Scheme 1).
I:amine51:2 or 1:1 (in this case in the presence of tertiary The same product was obtained also directly in the
amine as the acceptor of released HCl) lead to the reaction of I with biuret [8]. A similar reaction in which
formation of four-membered heterocyclic compounds in thiourea serves as a polyfunctional nucleophilic reagent
very good yields [2–5]. Depending on the basicity and leads to the mixture of polymeric substances [9]. It is
structure of an amine either diaza- or azathiadiphos- assumed that symmetrical N-arylthioureas form easily
phetidines are obtained. The reactions of I with bifunction- cyclic four-membered (P–N–C–N) compounds in re-
al aromatic nucleophiles were also studied [6]. These actions with I due to the stabilization effect of the aromatic
reactions lead mostly to the formation of cyclic compounds substituent bonded to the nitrogen atom of the cycle.
of the diazadiphosphetidine type. On the other hand, the Therefore, we studied the reaction between I and diphenyl-
reactions of I with aliphatic bifunctional nucleophilic thiourea and expected the formation of four-membered
reagents have not been studied as much. The structures and cyclic compound (II). Its formation mechanism is depicted
amounts of the reaction products are usually strongly in Scheme 2.
influenced by the nature of the reagent and molar ratios of
reactants. The formation of cyclic products is expected at

2. Experimental
qDedicated to Professor Manfred Meisel, Humboldt University Berlin,

on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
2.1. Materials*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1420-5-4112-9329; fax: 1420-5-4121-

1214.
ˇ´E-mail address: prihoda@chemi.muni.cz (J. Prıhoda) Chlorodithiophosphoric acid pyridiniumbetaine was pre-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00177-1
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Scheme 1.

2 2 2pared according to a previously published procedure [1]. with weight w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (mP) 1 nP], where P 5o
2 2Diphenylthiourea, methyl iodide and acetonitrile were of (F 1 2F ) /3. The hydrogen atoms were positioned fromo c

reagent grade purity and were obtained from Fluka. Other a differential F 2 F Fourier map and refined isotropical-o c

chemicals and solvents were purchased from Lachema and ly.
were purified by common procedures. The tables were generated by CIFTAB and a picture

drawn by ORTEP [12].

2.2. Instruments and methods
3. Results and discussion

31P-NMR spectra were measured using a 500 MHz
spectrometer (AVANCE DRX 500, Bruker), 85% H PO 3.1. Reaction of PyPS Cl with diphenylthiourea3 4 2

was used as an external standard. FT-IR spectra were
recorded in Nujol on an EQUINOX 55/S/NIR FTIR The reaction of I with diphenylthiourea and triethyl-
spectrometer (Bruker). amine (as an HCl acceptor) was carried out at room

All structure determinations were performed on a temperature in molar ratios of reactants 1:1:1 and 1:1:2.
KUMA KM-4 four-circle diffractometer. Crystals of all The reactants were suspended in acetonitrile and several
substances were obtained from acetonitrile solution. The minutes after mixing a clear pale yellow solution was
lattice parameters were determined by centering of 25 formed. Stirring of the reaction mixture for 3 h led to the
orientation reflections, diffraction intensities were mea- formation of only one phosphorus-containing compound as

31sured within the 28,2u ,508 region with v –2u scan determined by the P-NMR spectrometry. Only one
techniques using graphite monochromated MoKa radia- resonance signal at 106.9 ppm was detected. This reaction

˚tion, l50.71073 A. The data for II, III and IV were product was isolated after partial evaporation of the solvent
measured at low temperature by using the modified as a colourless crystalline substance. More soluble Et N–3

ENRAF-NONIUS low-temperature equipment. The stabili- HCl remained in the solution. The main product, that was
ty of the crystals was checked during the data collection by recrystallized from acetonitrile, gave a P:N:S molar ratio
measuring three standard reflections after every one hun- equal to 1:3:3 in accordance with the composition of the
dred measurements; no significant changes of the inten- compound II. The formation of II can be really formulated
sities were detected. Absorption effects were neglected in according to Scheme 2. The yield of this preparation was
all cases. The structures were solved by the direct method about 33%. Absorption bands at 3078, 1453 and 1404

21using SHELX-S86 [10]. All atoms, except hydrogens, cm in the FTIR spectrum of II indicate that the
were refined anisotropically by the full-matrix least- compound contains pyridinium cation. An X-ray diffrac-

2squares procedure on F using SHELX- L93 [11] program tion study confirmed the structure and composition of II as

Scheme 2.
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Fig. 3. The ORTEP drawing of IV. The thermal ellipsoids of non-
hydrogen atoms are drawn at the 50% probability level.

Fig. 1. The ORTEP drawing of II. The thermal ellipsoids of non-
hydrogen atoms are drawn at the 50% probability level.

ture over 1908C. The X-ray structural analysis determined
the structure of III as a pyridinium salt of 1,3-diphenyl-

5 5a pyridinium salt of 1,3-diphenyl-4-mercapto-4-thioxo-1,3- 2,4-mercapto-2,4-dithioxo-1,3-diaza-2l ,4l -diphos-
5diaza-4l -phosphetidine (Fig. 1). When the reaction was phetidine (Fig. 2). Scheme 3 shows the formation mecha-

carried out at higher temperatures (30–408C) for more than nism of this compound.
24 h the reaction mixture contained several products. Unfortunately we were not able to prove the presence of
Besides the substance II, an insoluble colourless crys- the PhNCS by-product in the reaction mixture because of
talline compound III was also formed in a low yield the very low yield of III.
(5–10%, depending on reaction conditions). Because of the
substance III insolubility in common solvents only its 3.2. Methylation reaction of II
FT-IR spectrum was measured. The presence of absorption

21band at 663 cm indicates a P=S bond in this substance Pyridinium salts of phosphetidine type, such as II, can
21while signals at 3050–3150 cm suggest the presence of be converted to the corresponding S-methyl derivative with

C–H bonds in the pyridinium cation. Substance II de- methyl iodide as a methylation agent. This reaction is
composes on heating to 1208C, while III requires tempera- usually carried out in cases when phosphetidine salts are

insoluble [3]. The methylation leads to a product that is
usually soluble in common solvents and its NMR de-
termination is thus enabled. Approximately ten-fold excess
of methyl iodide was used for the methylation reaction
carried out in acetonitrile at room temperature. Phos-
phetidine II reacted with methyl iodide and a substance IV
was formed in nearly 100% yield. The chemical shift of IV

31in P-NMR spectrum is 90,67 ppm (quartet, J 517.6PSCH

Hz). This substance decomposes on heating to 1208C. The
P:N:S molar ratio in IV was determined as 1:2:3 in
accordance with expected results. The FTIR spectrum of
this compound did not contain the absorption bands ofFig. 2. The ORTEP drawing of III. The thermal ellipsoids of non-

hydrogen atoms are drawn at the 50% probability level. C–H vibrations of pyridinium cation. The molecular

Scheme 3.
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Scheme 4.

˚structure of compound IV is shown in Fig. 3 and its the 13.266(3) A, b 596.75(3)8. Other details of crystallo-
formation is depicted in Scheme 4. graphic determinations are given in Tables 1 and 2, the

molecular structures of measured substances are shown in
Figs. 1–3.

3.3. X-ray measurements All three structures have certain common features. The
structures are formed by four-membered heterocycle con-

Crystals of all new prepared substances are monoclinic taining P–N–C–N (II, IV) or P–N–P–N (III) atoms. The
and were grown from acetonitrile solutions. Compound II former heterocycles are approximately planar, while the
crystallizes in the space group P2 /c, while III and IV planarity of III is absolute because of the presence an1

crystallize in P2 /n. The lattice parameters are: II, a5 inversion centre in the molecule.1
˚13.345(12), b510.581(2), c513.883(11) A, b 5 Each of the two N-phenyl ring planes is tilted with

˚95.12(9)8; III, a57.426(6), b518.722(8), c59.302(5) A, respect to the plane of P–N–C–N heterocycle [11.77(9)8
b 5109.44(5)8; IV, a512.573(3), b59.455(2), c5 or 9.34(7)8 in II, 10.09(9)8 and 10.09(9)8 in III, 36.87(7)8

Table 1
Basic crystallographic data and structure refinement for II, III and IV

II III IV

Empirical formula C H N PS C H N PS C H N PS18 16 3 3 11 10 2 2 14 13 2 3

Crystal size (mm) 0.6530.530.5 0.530.330.3 0.630.630.5
Relative molecular weight 401.49 265.30 336.41
Crystal system/space group Monoclinic /P2 /c Monoclinic /P2 /n Monoclinic /P2 /n1 1 1

˚Unit cell dimensions (A) a513.345(12) a57.426(6) a512.560(2)
b510.581(2) b518.72(8) b59.437(2)
c513.883(11) c59.302(5) c513.270(3)
b 595.12(9)8 b 5109.44(5)8 b 596.73(3)

q range for orientation reflections 19.7–22.08 16.0–25.88 26.3–35.58
3˚Volume (A ) 1953.0(2) 1219.5(13) 1562.0(5)

Z 4 4 4
Temperature (K) 121(2) 121(2) 150(2)

23Density (calculated) (g cm ) 1.366 1.445 1.431
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 0.467 0.540 0.567

F(000) 832 548 696
Index ranges 215 # h # 15 26 # h # 6 0 # h # 14

211 # k # 0 219 # k # 0 211 # k # 6
216 # l # 0 28 # l # 0 15 # l # 15

Weight coefficients m /n 0.07/2.0 0.08 /2.0 0.055/1.25
2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.959 1.043 1.003

Reflections collected 3408 1143 3075
Independent reflections /R 1696/0.0294 1139/0.0369 2767/0.0226int

1 1 1R [I.2s (I)] R 5 0.0361 R 5 0.0481 R 5 0.0346obs
2 2 2wR 5 0.1022 wR 5 0.1303 wR 5 0.0936

1 1 1R R 5 0.0402 R 5 0.0648 R 5 0.0459all
2 2 2wR 5 0.1046 wR 5 0.1384 wR 5 0.1013

23˚Largest diff. peak/hole (e A ) 0.384/0.382 0.357/ 20.262 0.605/ 20.326
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Table 2 or 29.57(7)8 in IV]. The planes formed by S–P–S bonds
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) of II, III and IV are oriented almost perpendicularly to the plane of

Bond lengths Bond angles heterocycle: 90.42(6)8 in II, 90.70(7)8 in III, 91.69(6)8 in
IV. The values of these angles are in agreement withII

3
S(1)–P(1) 1.9604(13) N(2)–P(1)–N(1) 73.41(9) expected SP hybridization of the P-atom.
S(2)–P(1) 1.971(2) N(2)–P(1)–S(1) 114.46(8) The p-electron density of the proposed P=S bond is
S(3)–C(1) 1.670(2) N(1)–P(1)–S(1) 115.46(8) delocalized over the PS group in all structures. This fact2P(1)–N(2) 1.769(2) N(2)–P(1)–S(2) 112.56(9)

was confirmed by the almost equal P–S bond lengthsP(1)–N(1) 1.769(2) N(1)–P(1)–S(2) 112.52(9)
˚(1.9–2.0 A). These values are comparable to the ones inP(1)–C(1) 2.330(3) S(1)–P(1)–S(2) 119.67(6)

N(1)–C(1) 1.395(3) C(1)–N(1)–C(2) 133.4(2) similar substances [13].
N(1)–C(2) 1.422(3) C(1)–N(1)–P(1) 94.10(13) The compound II cannot be considered as a pure ionic
N(2)–C(1) 1.400(3) C(2)–N(1)–P(1) 132.5(2) substance as it is given in Scheme 2. In fact, the
N(2)–C(8) 1.418(3) C(1)–N(2)–C(8) 134.2(2)

pyridinium cation is bonded to the S atom of PS group2S(2) . . . H3A 2.42(4) C(1)–N(2)–P(1) 93.92(14)
(H3A? ? ?S2) through a van der Waals interaction, theC(8)–N(2)–P(1) 131.7(2)

˚N(1)–C(1)–N(2) 98.3(2) distance between atoms is 2.42(4) A. A similar type of
N(1)–C(1)–S(3) 131.3(2) interaction can be observed also in compound III where
N(2)–C(1)–S(3) 130.3(2) ˚this distance is 3.3145(3) A.
C(7)–C(2)–N(1) 122.8(2)
C(3)–C(2)–N(1) 117.7(2)
C(9)–C(8)–N(2) 123.2(2)
C(13)–C(8)–N(2) 117.1(2) Supplementary data

III Crystallographic data are available from CCDC, 12aS(1)–P(1) 1.956(3) N(1)–P(1)–N(1) 80.8(2)
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, on request,S(2)–P(1) 1.968(2) N(1)–P(1)–S(1) 114.0(2)

a quoting the deposition numbers 114910–114912.P(1)–N(1) 1.700(4) N(1) –P(1)–S(1) 115.1(2)
aP(1)–N(1) 1.708(4) N(1)–P(1)–S(2) 113.0(2)

aN(1)–C(1) 1.401(6) N(1) –P(1)–S(2) 112.4(2)
aN(1)–P(1) 1.708(4) S(1)–P(1)–S(2) 116.51(10) AcknowledgementsaC(10)–N(11) 1.395(13) S(1)–P(1)–P(1) 123.03(11)

aN(11)–C)12) 1.452(14) S(2)–P(1)–P(1) 120.46(11)
We are grateful to the Grant Agency of the CzechC(1)–N(1)–P(1) 130.6(3)

aC(1)–N(1)–P(1) 130.3(3) Republic for financial support (Grant Nos. 203/97/0955,
C(6)–C(1)–N(1) 120.7(5) 203/98/0676 and 203/99/0067).
C(2)–C(1)–N(1) 120.6(5)
C(9)–C(10)–N(11) 120.4(8)
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Abstract

A family of three mixed-ligand osmium complexes of type [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ], where N-N52,29-bipyridine (bpy), 4,49-dimethyl-3 2 2

2,29-bipyridine (Me bpy) and 1,10-phenanthroline (phen), have been synthesized and characterized. The complexes are diamagnetic2
6(low-spin d , S50) and in dichloromethane solution they show intense MLCT transitions in the visible region. The two bromide ligands

have been replaced from the coordination sphere of [Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ] under mild conditions by a series of anionic ligands L (where3 2 2

L5quinolin-8-olate (q), picolinate (pic), oxalate (Hox) and 1-nitroso-2-naphtholate (nn)) to afford complexes of type
1[Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)] , which have been isolated and characterized as the perchlorate salt. The structure of the3 2

[Os(PPh ) (phen)(pic)]ClO complex has been determined by X-ray crystallography. The PPh ligands occupy trans positions and the3 2 4 3
1picolinate anion is coordinated to osmium as a bidentate N,O-donor forming a five-membered chelate ring. The [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)]3 2

complexes are diamagnetic and show multiple MLCT transitions in the visible region. The [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] complexes show an3 2 2

osmium(II)–osmium(III) oxidation (20.02 to 0.12 V vs. SCE) followed by an osmium(III)–osmium(IV) oxidation (1.31 to 1.43 V vs.
1SCE). The [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)] complexes display the osmium (II)–osmium (III) oxidation (0.26 to 0.84 V vs. SCE) and one3 2

reduction of phen (21.50 to 21.79 V vs. SCE). The osmium (III)–osmium (IV) oxidation has been observed only for the L5q and
III 1L5Hox complexes at 1.38 V vs. SCE and 1.42 V vs. SCE respectively. The osmium(III) species, viz. [Os (PPh ) (N-N)Br ] and3 2 2

III 21[Os (PPh ) (phen)(L)] , have been generated both chemically and electrochemically and characterized in solution by electronic3 2

spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Osmium; Triphenylphosphine; Diimine; Synthesis; Structure; Reactivities

1. Introduction bond dissociation [e.g. displacement reactions, insertion
(into the metal–ligand bond) reactions]. For the reactions

The chemistry of osmium has been of much current of type (ii) to occur, the complexes must contain one or
interest [1–18] largely because of the variety of reactions more labile metal–ligand bond(s). Osmium complexes with
exhibited by its complexes. Reactivity of osmium com- Os–X (X5Cl, Br) bonds are of particular attraction in this
plexes is directed by the coordination environment around context because the Os–X bonds are known to be poten-
osmium. Hence variation of the coordination sphere brings tially labile. However, the degree of lability and hence
about corresponding variation in the reactivities of the reactivities arising therefrom, is a function of the oxidation
complexes. The reactions displayed by transition metal state of osmium and nature of ligands occupying the other
complexes can be broadly classified into two categories: (i) coordination positions. In the present study, which is part
reactions where no metal–ligand bond breaking is involved of our recent activities in osmium chemistry [19–23], we
[e.g. stereoisomerization, outer-sphere electron-transfer have chosen a cis-OsBr moiety as the reactive fragment.2

reaction, etc.] and (ii) reactions occurring via metal–ligand To satisfy the remaining four coordination sites of os-
mium, triphenylphosphine (PPh ) and some N–N donor3

ligands (viz. 2,29-bipyridine (bpy,1); 4,49-dimethyl-2,29-
bipyridine (Me bpy, 2) and 1,10-phenanthroline (phen, 3))*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-33-483-8398. 2

E-mail address: icsg@mahendra.iacs.res.in (S. Bhattacharya) have been used.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00178-3
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and 1,10-phenanthroline (18 mg, 0.09 mmol) was added
32-methoxyethanol (40 cm ). The resulting mixture was

refluxed for 2 h. Upon cooling [Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ]3 2 2

started to separate out as a greenish-brown solid. The
deposited solid was collected by filtration, washed thor-
oughly with 2-methoxyethanol and dried in vacuo over
P O . Recrystallization from dichloromethane–hexane4 10

solution gave the pure product as a microcrystalline solid.
The yield was 68 mg (73%).

IIThe [Os (PPh ) (phen)(L)]ClO (L5pic, q, Hox, nn)3 2 4

complexes were synthesized by using a general procedure.
Yields varied in the range of 60–70%. Specific details are
given below for one complex.

All these ligands belong to the diimine family and they II2.2.2. [Os (PPh ) (phen)(pic)](ClO )3 2 4have recognized p-acid character. Hence their coordination
[Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ] (100 mg, 0.10 mmol) and3 2 2is expected to stabilize the bivalent state of osmium, which

picolinic acid (12 mg, 0.10 mmol) were dissolved togetheris a lower oxidation state of this metal and thus it is 3in dichloromethane (30 cm ) and triethylamine (10 mg,expected to favour dissociation of the Os–Br bonds. 30.10 mmol) was added to it followed by ethanol (40 cm ).Herein we wish to report the synthesis and characterization
The solution was boiled for few minutes in air to removeof a family of osmium complexes of type [Os(PPh ) (N-3 2 dichloromethane as much as possible and it was heated atN)Br ] and their spectroscopic and electron-transfer prop-2 reflux for 6 h. After being cooled to room temperature, aerties with special reference to their reactions involving the 3saturated aqueous solution of NaClO (0.5 cm ) was added4Os–Br bond cleavage.
to it. [Os(PPh ) (phen)(pic)]ClO precipitated as a brown3 2 4

solid which was collected by filtration, washed with ice-
cold water and dried in vacuo over P O . Purification of4 102. Experimental the product was done by recrystallization from dichlorome-
thane–hexane solution. The yield was 70 mg (66%).

2.1. Materials

2.3. Physical measurements
Osmium tetroxide was purchased from Arora Matthey,

Calcutta, India and was converted into [NH ] [OsBr ] by4 2 6 Microanalyses (C, H, N) were performed using a
reduction with HBr [24]. [Os(PPh ) Br ] was synthesized3 3 2 Perkin-Elmer 240C elemental analyzer. Infrared spectra
from [NH ] [OsBr ] using a previously published litera-4 2 6 were obtained on a Perkin-Elmer 783 spectrometer with
ture method [25]. Triphenylphosphine, 2,29-bipyridine, samples prepared as KBr pellets. Electronic spectra were
oxalic acid (H ox) and 1-nitroso-2-naphthol (Hnn) were2 recorded on Shimadzu UV 1601 and Hitachi U 3501
purchased from Loba Chemie, Mumbai, India. 1,10-Phen- spectrophotometers. Magnetic susceptibilities were mea-
anthroline, picolinic acid (Hpic) and quinoline-8-ol (Hq) sured using a PAR 155 vibrating sample magnetometer

1were purchased from E. Merck (India) Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai. fitted with a Walker Scientific L75FBAL magnet. H NMR
4,49-Dimethyl-2,29-bipyridine was purchased from Al- spectra were obtained on a Brucker AC-200 NMR spec-
drich. All other chemicals and solvents were reagent grade trometer using TMS as the internal standard. Solution
commercial materials and were used as received. Purifica- electrical conductivities were measured using a Philips PR

23tion of acetonitrile and dichloromethane, and preparation 9500 bridge with a solute concentration of 10 M.
of tetraethylammonium perchlorate (TEAP) for electro- Electrochemical measurements were made using a PAR
chemical work were performed as reported in the literature model 273 potentiostat. A platinum disc or graphite
[26,27]. working electrode, a platinum wire auxiliary electrode and

an aqueous saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE)
2.2. Preparation of complexes were used in a three electrode configuration. A platinum

wire gauze working electrode was used in the coulometric
IIThe [Os (PPh ) (N-N)Br ] (N-N5bpy, Me bpy, phen) experiments. A RE 0074 X–Y recorder was used to trace3 2 2 2

complexes were synthesized by using a general procedure. the voltammograms. Dinitrogen gas was purified by suc-
Yields varied in the range of 70–75%. Specific details are cessively bubbling it through alkaline dithionite and con-
given below for one complex. centrated sulphuric acid. Electrochemical measurements

were performed under a dinitrogen atmosphere. All elec-
trochemical data were collected at 298 K and are un-2.2.1. [Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ]3 2 2

corrected for junction potentials.To a mixture of [Os(PPh ) Br ] (100 mg, 0.09 mmol)3 3 2
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Table 1 data collection parameters are given in Table 1. The unit
Crystallographic data for [Os(PPh ) (phen)(pic)]ClO ?3C H3 2 4 6 6 cell dimensions were determined by a least-squares fit of
Formula C H 0N O ClP Os 25 machine-centred reflections (14.90,2u ,22.108). Data72 6 3 6 2

f 1350.87w were collected on an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer
Space group Monoclinic, P2 /n1 using graphite monochromated MoKa radiation (l5˚a (A) 14.815(6) ˚0.7107 A) by u 22u scans with a maximum 2u angle of˚b (A) 19.575(3)

˚ 458. Three standard reflections, measured every 3600 s ofc (A) 20.939(4)
b (8) 91.58(3) X-ray exposure, showed no significant intensity variation

3˚V (A ) 6070(3) over the course of data collection. X-ray data reduction and
Z 4 structure solution and refinement were carried out using
Crystal size (mm) 0.2530.2530.20

the NRCVAX package. The structure was solved by theT (K) 298
21 Patterson method.m (cm ) 22.527

aR 0.043f
bR 0.040w

GOF 1.34 3. Results and discussion
a R 5o iF u2uF i /o uF u.f o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2R 5[o w(uF u2uF u) /o w(F ) ] .w o c o The [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] (N-N5bpy, Me bpy, phen)3 2 2 2

complexes were synthesized in decent yields by the
smooth displacement of one PPh from [Os(PPh ) Br ]3 3 3 2

2.4. Crystallography with the nitrogen donor ligands in refluxing 2-methox-
yethanol. Composition of the complexes were confirmed

Single crystals of [Os(PPh ) (phen)(pic)]ClO .3C H by their elemental (C, H, N) analytical data (Table 2). All3 2 4 6 6

were grown by slow diffusion of benzene into a dichloro- three complexes are diamagnetic, which is in accordance
6methane solution of the complex. Selected crystal data and with the 12 state of osmium (low-spin d , S50) in these

Table 2
Characterization data of the [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] and [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)]ClO complexes3 2 2 3 2 4

a cCompound Yield Analytical data Electronic spectral data Cyclic voltammetric data
21 21% %C %H %N l , nm (e, M cm ) E ,V vs. SCE (DE , mV)max 1 / 2 p

d b b[Os(PPh ) (bpy)Br ] 70 53.39 3.65 2.66 492 (2100), 452 (2200), 0.11(60), 1.43(70)3 2 2

(53.59) (3.69) (2.72) 348(4300), 296(12900),
b248 (18800), 224(22700)

d b[Os(PPh ) (Me bpy)Br ] 68 54.22 3.90 2.61 492(3800), 464 (3800), 20.02(70), 1.31(80)3 2 2 2

(54.43) (3.97) (2.65) 344(7600), 292(26600),
b248 (35900), 224(53100)

d b b[Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ] 73 54.58 3.60 2.67 684 (800), 480 (5100), 0.12(70), 1.42(70)3 2 2
b(54.65) (3.61) (2.66) 448(5900), 288 (13200),

252(33600), 224(45400)
e b b[Os(PPh ) (phen)(q)]ClO 62 60.19 3.79 3.66 660 (1100), 520 (2600), 0.39(70),1.38(160),3 2 4

(60.12) (3.87) (3.69) 456(4200), 356(3700), 21.66(120)
b b260 (21400), 240 (27900),

212(44200)
e b[Os(PPh ) (phen)(pic)]ClO 66 58.07 3.74 3.71 596 (1000), 416(6500), 0.71(80), 21.55(60)3 2 4

b b(58.08) (3.76) (3.76) 260 (30900), 244 (39600),
208(66900)

e b b[Os(PPh ) (phen)(Hox)]ClO 67 55.52 3.46 2.57 676 (800), 456 (5900), 0.26(70), 1.42(150),3 2 4
b(55.47) (3.51) (2.59) 436(6400), 312 (8300), 21.79(90)

b b276 (19400), 260 (28500),
b244 (34700), 208(71500)

e b[Os(PPh ) (phen)(nn)]ClO 63 59.76 3.81 3.58 516 (11700), 484(16200), 0.84(70), 21.50(150)3 2 4
b(59.70) (3.77) (3.60) 392 (6300), 360(8100),
b b260 (35200), 244 (44200),

212(78500)
a Calculated values are in parentheses.
b Shoulder.
c 21Supporting electrolyte, TEAP; scan rate, 50 mVs ; E 5 0.5(E 1 E ), where E and E are anodic and cathodic peak potentials respectively;1 / 2 pa pc pa pc

DE 5E 2E .p pa pc
d Solvent, dichloromethane.
e Solvent, acetonitrile.
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complexes. As all the N–N ligands are symmetrical are very similar. Each complex shows many vibrations
21bidentate ligands, these [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] complexes below 1600 cm , some of which (e.g. strong vibrations3 2 2

21may, in principle, exist in three geometrical isomeric forms near 1470, 1420, 1085, 835, 740, 690, 495 and 400 cm )
(4–6). Structures 4 and 5 have a C axis, and hence only are also observed in the spectrum of [Os(PPh ) Br ] while2 3 3 2

1seven H NMR signals (three signals from PPh and four some others (e.g. sharp vibrations near 1400, 1280 and3
21from N–N ligands) may be expected for these isomers, 1240 cm ) are new and may be attributed to the

provided no overlap of signals occurs. As structure 6 does coordinated N–N ligands. The [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] com-3 2 2

not have any C symmetry, it is expected to show 14 plexes are moderately soluble in dichloromethane, chloro-2
1resonances. H NMR spectrum recorded on the form and much less soluble in acetonitrile, acetone and

[Os(PPh ) (Me bpy)Br ] complex showed only one sharp ethanol. The solutions are brown in colour. Electronic3 2 2 2

methyl resonance at 1.24 ppm. spectra of the complexes have been recorded in dichloro-
methane solution. Spectral data are presented in Table 2.
All three complexes show several intense absorptions in
the visible region and some very intense absorptions in the
UV region. The absorptions in the UV region are attribut-
able to transitions within the ligand orbitals, whereas the
absorptions in the visible region are probably due to
allowed metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transitions. Multi-
ple charge-transfer transitions in such mixed-ligand com-
plexes may result from lower symmetry splitting of the
metal level, the presence of different acceptor orbitals and
from the mixing of singlet and triplet configurations in the
excited state through spin-orbit coupling [28–31]. To have
a better insight into the nature of these observed electronic
transitions, qualitative EHMO calculations have been
performed [32,33] on a model of the [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ]3 2 2

complexes which was computer generated from
[Os(PPh ) (bpy)Br ] by replacing the phenyl groups of3 2 2

the two trans PPh by H and imposing a C symmetry.3 2

Partial MO diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the next two
occupied orbitals (HOMO-1 and HOMO-2) are predomi-

In the aromatic region four intense and broad signals have nantly osmium in character (with minor contribution from
been observed at 5.52, 6.10, 6.41 and 6.67 ppm, which the bromides) and attributable to the components of
indicate fluxional character of these complexes. However, osmium t level. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital2

intensity measurements agree with the number of aromatic (LUMO) and the next two unoccupied orbitals (LUMO11
1protons present in the complex molecule. H NMR spectral and LUMO12) are basically p* orbitals of bpy. Accord-

data clearly indicate that the complex molecule has a C ing to this model, several electronic transitions are there-2

symmetry and thus exclude structure 6. It has not been fore possible within these orbitals which are indeed
possible to further distinguish between structures 4 and 5 experimentally observed. Hence the observed absorptions

1on the basis of H NMR spectra. However, we assume in the visible region may be assigned to charge-transfer
structure 4 for all the three complexes where the bulky transitions occurring from the filled metal t orbitals to2

PPh ligands are trans to each other and hence sterically empty p* orbitals of the diimine ligands.3

would be more stable. This structure seems likely also Reactivity studies on the [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] com-3 2 2

from the p-bonding view point. The N–N ligands are well plexes involving dissociation of the Os–Br bonds was
known for their strong p-acidity and PPh is also an restricted only to the N-N5phen complex because of its3

efficient p-acceptor by virtue of the dp–dp interaction. In better solubility. Reactions of [Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ] were3 2 2

structure 5, the PPh ligands are mutually cis but trans to studied with four selected acidic ligands, viz. quinolin-8-ol3

the pyridine nitrogens. Hence each P and N trans to it (Hq, 7), picolinic acid (Hpic, 8), oxalic acid (H ox, 9) and2

would be competing for the same t orbital for p-inter- 1-nitroso-2-naphthol (Hnn, 10). The reactions proceeded2g

action, hence structure 5 is unfavourable. Structure 4 also smoothly in ethanol medium (a little dichloromethane was
seems probable for these [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] complexes necessary initially to take [Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ] into3 2 2 3 2 2

1in view of the crystal structure of [Os(PPh ) (phen)(pic)] ethanolic medium) in the presence of a base to afford the3 2
1(vide infra), which has been prepared by replacing the two expected complexes of type [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)] (L5q,3 2

bromides of [Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ] with a picolinate lig- pic, Hox and nn). It is interesting to note here that during3 2 2

and. the reaction with oxalic acid, only one proton is lost from
Infrared spectra of the [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] complexes H ox and the monoanionic oxalate ion (Hox) coordinates3 2 2 2
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Fig. 1. Qualitative molecular orbital diagram of [Os(PPh ) (bpy)Br ].3 2 2

to osmium. The complex cations were isolated as per-
chlorate salts in the solid state. Microanalytical data of
these four complexes agreed well with their compositions
(Table 2). These complexes are diamagnetic which shows
that the 12 state of osmium is retained in them. Molecular
structure of [Os(PPh ) (phen)(pic)]ClO ?3C H was de-3 2 4 6 6

termined by X-ray crystallography. The structure is shown
in Fig. 2 and selected bond distances and angles are
presented in Table 3. The coordination sphere around
osmium is N O P which is slightly distorted octahedral in3 1 2

nature as reflected in all the bond angles with osmium as
the central atom. Picolinic acid is coordinated as a N,O-
donor with a bite angle of 768. The two PPh ligands are3

trans as assumed in the parent [Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ]3 2 2

complex (see structure 4). The Os–N(phen), Os–N(pic),
Os–O and Os–P distances are quite normal [19–23]. The

1synthesis of the [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)] from3 2

[Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ] is therefore stereoretentive. The3 2 2
1other three [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)] complexes, presented3 2

in this paper, have the same [Os(PPh ) (phen)] fragment Infrared spectra of the [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)]ClO com-3 2 3 2 4

and hence they are assumed to have similar structures with plexes are largely similar to the spectrum of the parent
the PPh ligands in trans positions. [Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ] complex. Some additional vibra-3 3 2 2
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1Fig. 2. Structure of the [Os(PPh ) (phen)(pic)] complex.3 2

tions are observed in all the [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)]ClO absorptions in the UV region (due to transitions within the3 2 4

complexes, of which the two intense ones observed near ligand orbitals).
211100 and 625 cm indicate the presence of perchlorate Cyclic voltammetry on the [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] com-3 2 2

21ion. The n vibration is observed at 1640 cm plexes show two reversible oxidations (Table 2, Fig. 3)CO(carboxylate)
21in the L5pic complex and at 1650 cm in the L5Hox

complex. In the L5nn complex the n vibration isNO
21observed at 1500 cm . The [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)]ClO3 2 4

complexes are soluble in acetonitrile solution producing
brown solutions. Conductivity measurements in acetoni-
trile solution shows that these complexes behave as 1:1

21 2 21eletrolytes (L 5150–160 V cm M ). ElectronicM

spectra of the [Os(PPh ) (N-N)(L)]ClO complexes, re-3 2 4

corded in acetonitrile solution (Table 2), show several
intense absorptions (due to metal-to-ligand charge-transfer
transitions) in the visible region together with very intense

Table 3
Selected bond distances and bond angles for
[Os(PPh ) (phen)(pic)]ClO ?3C H3 2 4 6 6

˚Bond distances (A)
Os–P1 2.381(3) Os–N2 2.102(7)
Os–P2 2.387(3) Os–N3 2.088(8)
Os–O1 2.138(6) O1–C6 1.273(12)
Os–N1 2.091(7) O2–C6 1.211(13)

Bond angles (8)
P1–Os–P2 178.40(12)
O1–Os–N3 176.5(3)
N1–Os–N2 174.9(3)
P1–Os–O1 91.07(19) P2–Os–N2 93.70(22)
P1–Os–N1 89.19(24) P2–Os–N3 89.92(23)
P1–Os–N2 86.50(22) O1–Os–N1 76.0(3)
P1–Os–N3 91.67(23) O1–Os–N2 101.4(3)

Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms of (a) [Os(PPh ) (phen)Br ] in dichloro-3 2 2P2–Os–O1 87.34(19) N1–Os–N3 106.2(3) 1methane solution (0.1 M TEAP) and (b) [Os(PPh ) (phen)(q)] in3 2P2–Os–N1 90.54(24) N2–Os–N3 76.6(3) 21acetonitrile solution (0.1 M TEAP) at a scan rate of 50 m Vs .
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within 20.02 to 0.12 V (all potentials are referenced to oxidized complexes could be air-stable for a much longer
SCE) and 1.31 to 1.43 V, respectively. The first oxidation time. To investigate the stability of these oxidized species,
is assigned to the osmium(II)–osmium(III) oxidation and the [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] complexes have been3 2 2

the second one to osmium(III)–osmium(IV) oxidation. coulometrically oxidized in dichloromethane solution at
The osmium(II)–osmium(III) oxidation potential in the 0.4 V. The oxidations have been smooth and quantitative
[Os(PPh ) (Me bpy)Br ] complex is 130 mV more nega- with n|1 [n(number of electron-transfer)5Q /Q , where3 2 2 2 f c

tive than that in the [Os(PPh ) (bpy)Br ] complex, which Q 5observed coulomb count and Q 5calculated coulomb3 2 2 f c

may be attributed to the electron-donating character of the count]. Solutions of the oxidized complexes are green in
methyl groups of the Me bpy ligand. It is interesting to colour and display identical voltammograms as their2

IInote that the osmium(II)–osmium(III) oxidation potential respective [Os (PPh ) (N-N)Br ] precursors (except that3 2 2

in the [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] complexes is about 150 mV the osmium(II)–osmium(III) couple now appears as a3 2 2

more positive than that in the corresponding [Os(N- reductive response). This indicates that the osmium(II)–
N) Br ] complexes [34], which indicates that replacement osmium(III) oxidation takes place without any gross2 2

of one N–N ligand by two PPh has stabilized the bivalent change in stereochemistry. Coulometric reduction of the3

state of osmium. green solution at 20.2 V quantitatively afforded back
1 IICyclic voltammetry on the [Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)] com- brown solutions of the respective [Os (PPh ) (N-N)Br ]3 2 3 2 2

plexes show a reversible osmium(II)–osmium(III) oxida- complexes, which have been identified by their characteris-
III 1tion, whose potential varies significantly (0.26–0.84 V) as tic electronic spectrum. The [Os (PPh ) (N-N)Br ]3 2 2

L is varied. A second quasi-reversible oxidation, assumed complexes were also generated by chemical oxidation of
IIto be the osmium(III)–osmium(IV) oxidation, has been the [Os (PPh ) (N-N)Br ] complexes by bromine. Elec-3 2 2

III 1observed only for the L5q and L5Hox complexes at 1.38 tronic spectra of the green [Os (PPh ) (N-N)Br ] com-3 2 2

V and 1.42 V, respectively. A reversible /quasi-reversible plexes in acetonitrile solution show several intense absorp-
reduction has been displayed by all four tions in the visible region (probably ligand-to-metal

1[Os(PPh ) (phen)(L)] complexes below 21.5 V which is charge-transfer transitions) together with very intense3 2

assigned to reduction of the coordinated phen ligand. transitions in the UV region (Table 4). Chemical reduction
These N–N ligands are known to undergo two successive of the oxidized green solutions gives back brown solutions
one-electron reductions [35,36], the first of which has been of the osmium(II) complexes. The

II 1experimentally observed while the second reduction could [Os (PPh ) (phen)(L)] complexes have also been oxi-3 2

not be observed due to solvent cut-off. In the dised in acetonitrile solution by bromine to afford solutions
III 21[Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] complexes, even the first reduction of respective [Os (PPh ) (phen)(L)] complexes. Elec-3 2 2 3 2

of the N–N ligand could not be observed due to the tronic spectra of these solutions (Table 4) show intense
smaller voltage window of dichloromethane. absorptions in the visible and UV region. Addition of

The reversible nature of the osmium(II)–osmium(III) hydrazine to these oxidized solutions immediately brings
oxidation in [Os(PPh ) (N-N)Br ] complexes indicates about reduction to the brown osmium(II) complexes. This3 2 2

III 1that the oxidized species, viz. [Os (PPh ) (N-N)Br ] , indicates that the osmium(II)–osmium(III) oxidation is3 2 2

are stable, at least on the cyclic voltammetric time-scale. chemically reversible. However, stability of the
III 21The low oxidation potentials further indicate that the [Os (PPh ) (phen)(L)] complexes (towards prolonged3 2

Table 4
III 1 III 21Electronic spectral data of the [Os (PPh ) (N-N)Br ] and [Os (PPh ) (phen)(L)] complexes in dichloromethane solution3 2 2 3 2

21 21Compound l , nm (e, M cm )max

III 1 a a[Os (PPh ) (bpy)Br ] 232(29200), 264 (13400), 296 (7700),3 2 2
a409(2400), 475(1800), 608 (770)

III 1[Os (PPh ) (Me bpy)Br ] 229(99800), 295(23000), 426(4900),3 2 2 2
a a433 (4000), 588 (2300), 608(4200),
a a a782 (2700), 895 (1800), 1003 (1200)

III 1[Os (PPh ) (phen)Br ] 262(72500), 325(15600), 375(5500),3 2 2
a405 (5000), 476(3400), 609(2800),
a852 (2200)

III 21[Os (PPh ) (phen)(q)] 267(29200), 386(4600), 488(4400),3 2
a a549 (2200), 676 (1100)

III 21 a a[Os (PPh ) (phen)(pic)] 254(30900), 275 (21200), 300 (9600),3 2

443(5300), 600(800)
III 21 a a[Os (PPh ) (phen)(Hox)] 263(52400), 277 (35600), 298 (15000),3 2

403(5100), 619(900)
III 21 a[Os (PPh ) (phen)(nn)] 217(138500), 268(202600), 401 (7900),3 2

a490(15900), 635 (870), 718(930), 939(830)
a Shoulder.
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6 6tricarbonyl(h -fluoroarene)chromium and reactions of tricarbonyl[h -(2-
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Abstract

6Nucleophilic substitution reactions of various acetylides on substituted tricarbonyl(h -fluoroarene)chromiums were pursued. The
reaction presumably underwent a more complicated mechanism rather than the direct substitution on the fluorine-bearing carbon. The

6 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3organometallic compounds (h -C H R R R )Cr(CO) (R : C≡C–C H CH , R : o-Me, R : H (5a), R : C≡C–C H CH , R : o-OMe, R :6 3 3 6 4 3 6 4 3
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3H (6a), R : C≡C–C H CH , R : m-OMe, R : H (6b), R : C≡CPh, R : o-Me, R : o-OMe (8b), R : C≡CPh, R : m-Me, R : m-OMe (8c),6 4 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3R : C≡CSiMe , R : o-Me, R : H (9a), R : C≡C–C H C≡CH, R : H, R : H (12), R : C≡C–C H C≡CH, R : o-Me, R : H (13)) as well as3 6 4 6 4
6the organometallic dimmer [h(h -o-Me-C H )Cr(CO) (di-ethynyl)] (di-ethynyl: C≡C–C H C≡C (14)) have been synthesized from6 4 3 6 4

6nucleophilic substitution reactions of tricarbonyl(h -fluoroarene)(chromium) compounds with suitable acetylides. The products have been
characterized by spectroscopic means. In addition, (8b) and (8c) were characterized by X-ray diffraction studies. Further reactions of (9a)
and (12) with appropriate amount of Co (CO) yielded m-alkyne bridged bimetallic complexes, Co (CO) hm-Me SiC≡C–(o-tolueneC-2 8 2 6 3

r(CO) j (10) and (Co (CO) ) hm-HC≡C–C H –C≡C–(benzene)Cr(CO) )j(15), respectively. Both (10) and (15) were characterized by3 2 6 2 6 4 3

spectroscopic means as well as single crystal X-ray crystallography. The core of these molecules is quasi-tetrahedron containing a Co C2 2

unit. A two-dicobalt-fragments coordinated di-enyls complex, (Co (CO) ) hm-HC≡C–C H –C≡C–Hj (17), was synthesized from the2 6 2 6 4

reaction of 1,3-diethynylbenzene with Co (CO) . Crystallographic studies of (17) show that it exhibits a distorted Co C quasi-2 8 2 2

tetrahedral geometry.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nucleophilic substitution; m-Alkyne bridged bimetallic compounds; Chromium; Cobalt

1. Introduction via the metal is consistent with our results [3–5]. Accord-
ing to this mechanism, the nucleophilic attack that took

Our previous work has shown that the nucleophilic place on a carbon of the phenyl ring does not bear the
substitution of fluoroarene Cr(CO) by acetylide under- leaving group, and is followed by hydrogen migration and3

went a more complicated reaction mechanism than the final elimination of the leaving group to achieve aro-
direct substitution on the fluorine-bearing carbon [1,2]. As maticity. Recently, nucleophilic aromatic substitution re-
shown in Scheme 1, the expected para- product was not actions via cine or tel-meta mechanism was proposed. The

4isolated in this reaction condition; instead, two unexpected mechanism involves chromium-hydride and (h -cyclohex-
products, ortho- and meta-, were obtained. adiene) complexes [6–13].

A proposed mechanism, modified from Pauson and Here, we report more results of the nucleophilic substi-
6Brookhart for a related case, involving hydrogen migration tution reactions of substituted tricarbonyl(h -fluoro-

arene)chromium with various acetylides.
The chemistry of alkyne bridge dimetallic compounds*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1886-4-285-1180; fax: 1886-4-286-

has been examined extensively [14–18]. Among them, the2547.
E-mail address: fehong@mail.nchu.edu.tw (F.-E. Hong) alkyne-bridged dicobalt complexes, Co (CO) (m-RC≡CR),2 6
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Scheme 1.

were studied extensively [19–21]. Alkyne bridged dicobalt anisole]chromium compounds (6a) and (6b) were obtained
6from the reaction of tricarbonyl[h -4-fluroanisole]ch-complexes are believed to be a key step to the productions

romium (1c) with deprotonated 4-tolyl acetylene. The ratioin the Pauson–Khand reaction [22–26]. The high yields of
of (6b) /(6a) is about 3:1 and is in the right region ofthe alkyne bridged dicobalt complexes and the efficient
Bodner and Todd’s prediction [30].removal / recovery of the acetylene also makes these com-

More complicated results were obtained when tri-substi-plexes acetylene protecting groups [27,28].
tuted (arene)Cr(CO) , (7), was reacted with acetylide asThe triple bond character of an alkyne is expected to be 3

6shown in Scheme 4. Tricarbonyl[h -(3-phenylethynyl-5-reduced while attached to an (arene)Cr(CO) group since3
6methyl)anisole]chromium (8c) and tricarbonyl[h -(2-the Cr(CO) fragment is a strong electron-withdrawing3

phenylethynyl-3-methyl)anisole]chromium (8b) as well asgroup [29]. It is, therefore, of interest to us to investigate
a trace amount of (8a) were obtained from the reaction.the reactivity of the triple bond in Me SiC≡C–(o-3

The yields of (8c) and (8b) are 54 and 32%, respectively.tolueneCr(CO) ) and m-HC≡C–C H –C≡C–(benzene)C-3 6 4

The results are consistent with the prediction from Bodnerr(CO) by allowing them to react with Co (CO) . Here,3 2 8

and Todd’s rule. It also confirms the fact that the degree ofwe report the results from these reactions.
the activation of substituents are in the order of –OMe.–
Me.–F.

Both (8b) and (8c) were characterized by spectroscopic2. Results and discussion
means as well as X-ray diffraction studies. (Figs. 1 and 2).

6 Single crystals of (8c)?1/2H O, suitable for X-ray struc-Compound (5a), tricarbonyl[h -(2-(4-methyl- 2

ture determination, were recrystallized from CH Cl atphenylethynyl))toluene]chromium, and a trace amount of 2 2
6 48C. The water molecules presumably enter the system(5b) were obtained from the reaction of tricarbonyl[h -4-

during crystallization.flurotoluene]chromium (1b) with deprotonated 4-tolyl
˚The bond lengths of C(31)–C(30) is 1.190(10) A foracetylene (Scheme 2). It is consistent with our previous

˚observations for this type of nucleophilie [1,2]. (8c) (Table 1); it is 1.188(4) A for C(11)–C(12) in (8b)
Similar results were observed for the reaction shown in (Table 2). Accordingly, they are typical triple bonds. The

6Scheme 3. Tricarbonyl[h -(2-(4-methyl-phenylethynyl)- dihedral angle between the phenyl ring and the arene is

Scheme 2.

Scheme 3.
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Scheme 4.

Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) of (8c)

Cr(2)–C(5) 1.851(10) Cr(2)–C(6) 1.843(9)
Cr(2)–C(7) 1.817(9) Cr(2)–C(32) 2.205(7)
Cr(2)–C(33) 2.225(7) Cr(2)–C(34) 2.298(8)
Cr(2)–C(35) 2.243(8) Cr(2)–C(36) 2.250(8)
Cr(2)–C(37) 2.226(7) O(5)–C(5) 1.148(12)
O(6)–C(6) 1.152(11) O(7)–C(7) 1.192(11)
O(8)–C(8) 1.381(11) O(8)–C(36) 1.341(11)
C(29)–C(30) 1.440(9) C(30)–C(31) 1.190(10)
C(31)–C(32) 1.432(10)

C(5)–Cr(2)–C(6) 91.9(4) C(5)–Cr(2)–C(7) 86.0(4)
C(6)–Cr(2)–C(7) 88.1(4) Cr(2)–C(5)–O(5) 180.0(11)
Cr(2)–C(6)–O(6) 177.7(10) Cr(2)–C(7)–O(7) 179.6(5)

Fig. 1. ORTEP drawing with the numbering scheme of (8b). C(29)–C(30)–C(31) 179.2(7) C(30)–C(31)–C(32) 177.4(7)

about 148 for (8c) and about 1.88 for (8b). These two rings
are almost coplanar and thus might gain better delocaliza-
tion energy among the system.

6Tricarbonyl[h -(2-trimethylsilylethynyl)toluene]chromi-
um (9a) as well as the trace amount of the meta-product,

6tricarbonyl[h - (3 -trimethylsilylethynyl)toluene]chromium
(9b), were obtained from the reaction of (1b) with
deprotonated trimethylsilylacetylene (Scheme 5). All these
results point to the triple bond character of the nucleophile
is the major factor causing the unusual substitution mecha-
nism.

Fig. 2. ORTEP drawing with the numbering scheme of (8c). Hydrogen Results from Scheme 5 are summarized in Table 3.
atoms are omitted for clarity. With the presence of the strong electron-withdrawing

Cr(CO) fragment in the (arene)Cr(CO) , one might3 3

expect a diminishing of the triple bond character. How-
Table 1 ever, an alkyne bridged dicobalt complex, Co (CO) hm-2 6˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) of (8b) Me SiC≡C–(o-tolueneCr(CO) j (10) was obtained from3 3

Cr(1)–C(1) 1.823(4) Cr(1)–C(2) 1.833(4) the reaction of (9a) with Co (CO) even under room2 8
Cr(1)–C(3) 1.840(4) Cr(1)–C(13) 2.245(3) temperature (Scheme 6). It indicates that the triple bond of
Cr(1)–C(14) 2.269(3) Cr(1)–C(15) 2.228(3) (9a) is still active enough to bond to the dicobalt center, in
Cr(1)–C(16) 2.175(4) Cr(1)–C(17) 2.213(4)

spite of the presence of the strongly electron-withdrawingCr(1)–C(18) 2.223(3) O(1)–C(1) 1.161(5)
Cr(CO) fragment.O(2)–C(2) 1.161(4) O(3)–C(3) 1.150(5) 3

1O(4)–C(4) 1.430(4) O(4)–C(14) 1.351(4) Complex (10) was characterized by mass, infrared, H,
13C(10)–C(11) 1.435(4) C(11)–C(12) 1.188(4) C NMR spectra as well as X-ray diffraction studies. The

C(12)–C(13) 1.434(4) core of this molecule is a quasi-tetrahedral Co C unit2 2

consistent with most of these types of molecule. TwoC(1)–Cr(1)–C(2) 86.6(1) C(1)–Cr(1)–C(3) 91.0(2)
substituents, SiMe and o-tolueneCr(CO) bend awayC(2)–Cr(1)–C(3) 88.8(2) C(4)–O(4)–C(14) 118.0(2) 3 3

Cr(1)–C(1)–O(1) 177.4(3) Cr(1)–C(2)–O(2) 177.9(3) from the metal center (Fig. 3). The bond length of the
Cr(1)–C(3)–O(3) 176.3(4) C(10)–C(11)–C(12) 177.0(3) ˚bridged acetylene in (10) is 1.344 A which is slightly
C(11)–C(12)–C(13) 174.8(3) longer than that of Co (CO) (PPh )hm-PhC≡CHj,2 5 3
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Scheme 5.

Table 3
6Nucleophilic substitution reactions of tricarbonyl(h -fluoroarene)ch-

romium with acetylides

Entry Reactant Nucleophile Product Yield (%)

1 1b p-Methylbenzylacetylide 5a 77
2 1c p-Methylbenzylacetylide 6a 18
3 1c p-Methylbenzylacetylide 6b 59
4 7 Phenylacetylide 8b 32
5 7 Phenylacetylide 8c 54
6 1b Trimethylsilylacetylide 9a 30
7 1a p-Ethynl-phenylacetylide 12 37
8 1b p-Ethynl-phenylacetylide 13 47

Co (CO) (PPh ) hm-PhC≡CHj (Table 4). The bond2 4 3 2
˚lengths of the latter two compounds are 1.329 and 1.325 A,

respectively [31]. The elongation of the carbon–carbon
bond in the bridged acetylene in (10) might due to a better Fig. 3. ORTEP drawing with the numbering scheme of (10). Hydrogen
backbonding effect caused by the strong electron-with- atoms are omitted for clarity.
drawing Cr(CO) fragment. It is also evidenced by the fact3

that larger bend away angles, 153.8 and 146.88 for
C;C–SiMe and C;C–areneCr(CO) , respectively, are3 3

observed in (10). In addition, the bond distances of
acetylene to dicobalt center in (10) is also longer than most
of the related compounds. Co (CO) hm-Me SiC≡C–(o- another example of this type of work. It has been prepared2 6 3

C H CH )j (11) was observed as the Cr(CO) decomplex- by successive reactions as shown in Scheme 7. First,6 5 3 3
6ed product from (10). The absence of the diagnostic tricarbonyl[h -( p-ethynyl-phenylethynyl)benzene]ch-

1(arene)Cr(CO) peaks in H NMR indicates the loss of the romium (12) was obtained from the nucleophilic substitu-3
6Cr(CO) fragment. tion of tricarbonyl[h -fluorobenzene]chromium (1b) with3

6Conjugated oligomers have attracted much attention due deprotonated p-diethynylbenzene. Then, (o-CH -h -3
6to their potential in material science [32,33]. 1,4-Diethy- C H Cr(CO) )–C;CC H C;C–(o-CH -h -6 4 3 6 4 3

nylbenzene, –C;CC H C;C–, has been frequently in- C H Cr(CO) ) (14) was obtained from the further nu-6 4 6 4 3

volved in organic and homometallic polymers as a building cleophilic substitution of (1b) with deprotonated (13).
block unit. Many attempts have been pursued in order to There are two triple bonds available for the coordination
incorporate organometallic fragments to both sides of this of the dicobalt fragment Co (CO) in (12). One might2 6

6unit [34]. The synthesis of (o-CH -h -C H Cr(CO) )–C; expect that the reduction in reactivity of the triple bond3 6 4 3
6CC H C;C–(o-CH -h -C H Cr(CO) ) (14) provides adjacent to the areneCr(CO) moiety is due to a strongly6 4 3 6 4 3 3

Scheme 6.
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Table 4 C≡C–(benzene)Cr(CO) )j (15), was obtained in a reason-3˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) of (10) able yield. The results seem to indicate that two triple bond
Co(1)–Co(2) 2.477(1) C(11)–C(12) 1.344(4) characters of di-enyls are similar. The Cr(CO) metal3
Co(1)–C(11) 1.956(3) Co(2)–C(11) 1.990(2) fragment decomplexed product, (Co (CO) ) hm-HC≡C–2 6 2
Co(1)–C(12) 1.996(3) Co(2)–C(12) 1.997(2) C H –C≡CPh)j(16), was observed in the above reaction.6 4Co(1)–C(16) 1.822(3) Co(1)–C(17) 1.792(3)

This repeatedly observed phenomenon indicates that theCo(1)–C(18) 1.815(4) Co(2)–C(19) 1.819(3)
bonding between the arene and Cr(CO) fragment is not asCo(2)–C(20) 1.782(4) Co(2)–C(21) 1.814(3) 3

C(4)–C(11) 1.462(4) Si–C(12) 1.866(3) strong as that of Co (CO) fragment to an alkyne.2 6
Cr–C(4) 2.234(3) Cr–C(5) 2.239(3) (Co (CO) ) hm-HC≡C–C H –C≡C–(benzene)C-2 6 2 6 4

1 13Cr–C(6) 2.222(4) Cr–C(7) 2.204(4) r(CO) )j (15) was characterized by mass, infrared, H, C3Cr–C(8) 2.220(3) Cr–C(9) 2.189(3)
NMR spectra as well as X-ray diffraction studies. TheC(5)–C(10) 1.495(4)
basic Co C core structure of (15) is not much different2 2

Co(2)–Co(1)–C(11) 51.7(1) Co(2)–Co(1)–C(12) 51.7(1) from (10). Substituents of the coordinated acetylenes all
Co(1)–Co(2)–C(11) 50.5(1) Co(1)–Co(2)–C(12) 51.6(1) bend away from the metal center (Fig. 4). The bond length
Co(1)–C(11)–Co(2) 77.7(1) Co(1)–C(12)–Co(2) 76.7(1) of the two bridged acetylene, C(22)–C(23) and C(30)–
Co(1)–C(11)–C(12) 71.7(2) Co(1)–C(12)–C(11) 68.5(2) ˚C(31) are 1.354 and 1.328 A, respectively, and these areCo(2)–C(11)–C(12) 70.6(2) Co(2)–C(12)–C(11) 70.0(1)

typical double bonds (Table 5). The bond length of C22–C(11)–Co(1)–C(12) 39.7(1) C(11)–Co(2)–C(12) 39.4(1)
Co(1)–C(12)–Si 127.6(2) Co(2)–C(12)–Si 129.9(1) C23 is longer than that of C30–C31. This is probably due
Co(1)–C(11)–C(4) 135.5(2) Co(2)–C(11)–C(4) 125.9(2) to a better backbonding effect caused by the electron-

withdrawing group, arene Cr(CO) . It is slightly longer3

electron-withdrawing group, Cr(CO) fragment. The re- than that of Co (CO) (PPh )hm-PhC≡CHj, Co (CO)3 2 5 3 2 4
˚action of (12) with Co (CO) was carried out at room (PPh ) hm-PhC≡CHj. They are 1.329 and 1.325 A, respec-2 8 3 2

temperature (Scheme 8). A two-dicobalt-fragment coordi- tively.
nated di-enyl complex, (Co (CO) ) hm-HC≡C–C H – The reaction between 1,3-diethynylbenzene with2 6 2 6 4

Scheme 7.

Scheme 8.
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Co (CO) was carried out (Scheme 9). It does not take2 8

place until 558C, presumably, due to the steric hindrance of
two neighboring Co(CO) fragments [35]. A two-3

Co (CO) coordinated di-enyl complex, (Co (CO) ) hm-2 6 2 6 2

HC≡C–C H –C≡C–Hj (17), was obtained. Complex (17)6 4

was characterized by spectroscopic means as well as X-ray
diffraction studies. Two dicobalt fragments lie on the same
side of the molecule and bend away from each other. The
bond lengths of C6–C7 and C30–C26 are 1.318 and 1.320
Å, respectively. They are shorter than that of the corre-
sponding bond lengths of (15). Obviously, the electron-
withdrawing Cr(CO) fragment in (15) plays a significant3

role on this. By examining the crystal structures of (10),
(15) and (17), we observed that the Co–C bond lengths are
in the order of Co–C ,Co–C ,Co–C (Fig. 5, TableH Ph TMS

6).
The orientation of the Cr(CO) unit in (arene)Cr(CO)3 3

complexes is the subject of extensive study. An anti-
Fig. 4. ORTEP drawing with the numbering scheme of (15). Hydrogen eclipsed form is observed for (arene)Cr(CO) with an3atoms are omitted for clarity.

electron withdrawing substituent. On the other hand, a
syn-eclipsed form is observed for (arene)Cr(CO) with an3

Table 5 electron donating substituent [36,37]. The orientation of˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) of (15)
Cr(CO) in (arene)Cr(CO) is about syn-eclipsed, with3 3

Co(1)–Co(2) 2.472(1) Co(1)–C(4) 1.827(3) respect to the –OMe group, for (8b) and (8c). It seems that
Co(1)–C(22) 1.954(2) Co(1)–C(23) 1.977(2)

the strong p electron-donating substituent, –OMe group, isCo(2)–C(7) 1.825(3) Co(2)–C(22) 1.990(3)
the major factor dominated by the orientation of Cr(CO)Co(2)–C(23) 1.965(3) Co(3)–Co(4) 2.484(1) 3

Co(3)–C(10) 1.801(4) Co(3)–C(30) 1.958(3) in (8b) and (8c). The phenylacetylide substituent as well as
Co(3)–C(31) 1.955(3) Co(4)–C(13) 1.810(4) the –Me group does not play a significant role here (Fig.
Co(4)–C(30) 1.987(3) Co(4)–C(31) 1.961(3) 6).
Cr(1)–C(1) 1.861(4) Cr(1)–C(16) 2.219(3)

An anti-eclipsed form, with respect to theO(1)–C(1) 1.139(5) C(21)–C(22) 1.461(4)
C(22)–C(23) 1.354(3) C(23)–C(24) 1.467(3)
C(27)–C(30) 1.460(4) C(30)–C(31) 1.328(4)

Co(2)–Co(1)–C(22) 51.8(1) Co(2)–Co(1)–C(23) 50.9(1)
Co(1)–Co(2)–C(22) 50.6(1) Co(1)–Co(2)–C(23) 51.4(1)
C(22)–Co(2)–C(23) 40.0(1) Co(1)–C(22)–Co(2) 77.6(1)
Co(2)–C(22)–C(23) 69.0(2) Co(1)–C(23)–Co(2) 77.7(1)
Co(2)–C(23)–C(22) 71.0(2) C(22)–Co(1)–C(23) 40.3(1)
Co(4)–Co(3)–C(30) 51.5(1) Co(4)–Co(3)–C(31) 50.7(1)
C(30)–Co(3)–C(31) 39.7(1) Cr(1)–C(1)–O(1) 177.8(3)
Cr(1)–C(2)–O(2) 179.3(3) Cr(1)–C(3)–O(3) 179.6(4)
Co(1)–C(5)–O(5) 176.9(3) C(5)–Co(1)–C(6) 98.9(2)
C(7)–Co(2)–C(8) 105.0(2) Co(1)–C(4)–O(4) 177.2(3)
Co(1)–C(6)–O(6) 178.3(3) Co(2)–C(8)–O(8) 177.4(3)
Co(3)–C(10)–O(10) 176.5(3) Co(3)–C(12)–O(12) 178.2(4)

Fig. 5. ORTEP drawing with the numbering scheme of (17).Co(4)–C(14)–O(14) 178.6(4) Cr(1)–C(16)–C(17) 72.1(2)
C(16)–C(21)–C(22) 121.8(2) C(23)–C(24)–C(25) 120.6(2)
C(20)–C(21)–C(22) 120.6(2) C(21)–C(22)–C(23) 144.6(2)
C(22)–C(23)–C(24) 144.9(3) C(23)–C(24)–C(29) 121.9(2)
C(27)–C(30)–C(31) 143.6(3)

Scheme 9.
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Table 6 In summary, acetylides are quite unique nucleophiles
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) of (17) that cause the nucleophilic substitution reactions on

Co(l)–Co(2) 2.469(1) Co(l)–C(1) 1.807(4) (fluoroarene)Cr(CO) and undergo unconventional mecha-3
Co(l)–C(13) 1.950(3) Co(l)–C(14) 1.972(3) nism. In addition, we were able to synthesize m-alkyne
Co(2)–C(4) 1.820(4) Co(2)–C(13) 1.937(3) bridged bimetallic compounds, (10) and (15). It is obvious
Co(2)–C(14) 1.953(3) Co(3)–Co(4) 2.471(1)

that the distinct spectroscopic and structural changes ofCo(3)–C(7) 1.807(4) Co(3)–C(21) 1.952(3)
(10) and (15) are partially due to the strong electron-Co(3)–C(22) 1.958(3) Co(4)–C(10) 1.817(4)

Co(4)–C(21) 1.972(3) Co(4)–C(22) 1.945(3) withdrawing ability of the Cr(CO) fragment.3
O(1)–C(1) 1.136(5) C(13)–C(14) 1.317(5)
C(14)–C(15) 1.466(4)

Co(2)–Co(1)–C(1) 100.5(1) C(1)–Co(1)–C(2) 101.6(2) 3. Experimental
Co(2)–Co(1)–C(13) 50.3(1) Co(2)–Co(1)–C(14) 50.7(1)
C(13)–Co(1)–C(14) 39.2(1) Co(1)–Co(2)–C(13) 50.8(1) All operations were performed in a nitrogen-flushed
C(4)–Co(2)–C(13) 101.9(2) Co(1)–Co(2)–C(14) 51.4(1)

glove box or in a vacuum system. Freshly distilled solventsC(13)–Co(2)–C(14) 39.6(1) Co(4)–Co(3)–C(21) 51.3(1)
were used. All processes of separation of the products wereCo(4)–Co(3)–C(22) 50.5(1) C(21)–Co(3)–C(22) 39.4(1)

Co(3)–Co(4)–C(21) 50.6(1) Co(1)–C(1)–O(1) 174.4(4) performed by centrifugal thin-layer chromatography (TLC,
1 13Co(1)–C(13)–Co(2) 78.9(1) Co(1)–C(13)–C(14) 71.3(2) Chromatotron, Harrison model 8924). H and C NMR

Co(2)–C(13)–C(14) 70.9(2) Co(1)–C(14)–Co(2) 77.9(1) spectra were recorded (Varian-300 spectrometer) at 300
Co(1)–C(14)–C(13) 69.5(2) Co(2)–C(14)–C(13) 69.5(2)

and 75.46 MHz, respectively; chemical shifts are reportedCo(1)–C(14)–C(15) 128.8(2) Co(2)–C(14)–C(15) 137.5(2)
in ppm relative to internal TMS. IR spectra of solution inC(13)–C(14)–C(15) 144.7(3) Co(3)–C(21)–Co(4) 78.1(1)

Co(3)–C(21)–C(19) 136.4(2) Co(4)–C(21)–C(19) 132.1(2) CHCl were recorded on a Hitachi 270-30 spectrometer.3
Co(3)–C(21)–C(22) 70.5(2) Co(4)–C(21)–C(22) 69.2(2) Mass spectra were recorded on JOEL JMS-SX/SX 102A
C(19)–C(21)–C(22) 142.2(3) Co(3)–C(22)–C(21) 70.0(2) GC/MS/MS spectrometer. Elementary analysis were re-
Co(4)–C(22)–C(21) 71.4(2)

corded on Heraeus CHN-O-S-Rapid.

3.1. General procedure for preparations of (5a), (6a),
(6b), (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (12), (13) [1,2]

3Into a 50-cm flask was placed 4-ethynyltoluene,
3 3CH C H C≡CH, (0.12 cm , 0.95 mmol) and 20 cm of3 6 4

anhydrous tetrahydrofuran. The solution was cooled to
2948C (acetone–N (l) bath). Next, n-BuLi (1.6 M, 0.4 ml,2

0.64 mmol) was added drop by drop to the cold reaction
flask. The deprotonation process was carried out at that

3temperature for 1.2 h and then added HMPA (0.56 cm ,Fig. 6. Top view of (arene)Cr(CO) of (8b) and (8c).3
63.2 mmol); 30 min later, a solution of tricarbonyl(h -4-

fluorotoluene)chromium (1b) (0.13 g, 0.53 mmol) in 1.0
3cm of anhydrous THF was added slowly to the cold

reaction mixture. The reaction was well stirred at 2948C
for another 3 h and gently warmed to room temperatureCo (CO) (alkyne) fragment, was observed for both (10)2 6 during the next 16 h.and (15). It might be due to its bulky substituent, alkyne

Subsequently, the resulting yellow solution was filteredbridged dicobalt fragment [38,39] (Fig. 7).
through a small amount of silica gel. The filtrate was
evaporated under reduced pressure to yield the crude
product. Purification with centrifugal thin-layer chromatog-

6raphy (eluent: hexane), a yellow band of tricarbonyl[h -(2-
(4-methyl-phenylethynyl))toluene]chromium (5a) and trace
amount of (5b) were obtained. Complex (5a) was isolated
(0.14 g, 0.41 mmol). The yield of (5a) is 77.4%.

3.1.1. Characterization of (5a)
1H NMR (CDCl ): d 2.40 (s, 3H, Me), 2.38 (s, 3H, Me),3Fig. 7. Top view of (arene)Cr(CO) of (10) and (15).3 5.69 (d, J56.2 Hz, 1H,), 5.36 (d, J56.2 Hz, 1H), 5.22 (m,

132H), 7.17 (d, J58.2 Hz, 2H), 7.41 (d, J58.2 Hz, 2H). C
NMR (CDCl ): d 20.02 (1C, Me), 21.47 (1C, Me), 83.68,3
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89.11, 90.50, 92.11, 92.52, 96.47, 110.52, 118.93, 129.21, areneCr(CO) ), 232.36 (3C,Cr(CO) ). IR(CH Cl ): n3 3 2 2 (CO)
21 1131.74, 139.34 (12C, Ph), 232.76 (3C, 3CO). IR(CH Cl ): 1968 (s), 1896 (s) cm . MS m /z 432 (M ).2 2

21 1
n 1904, 1976 cm . MS m /z 342 (M ).(CO)

3.2. General procedure for preparations of (10), (15),
(17)3.1.2. Characterization of (6a)

1H NMR (CDCl ): d 2.37 (s, 3H, Me), 3.85 (s, 3H,3 3Into a 50-cm flask was placed dicobalt octacarbonyl,OMe), 4.94 (dd, J56.2, 6.2 Hz, 1H), 5.12 (d, J56.6 Hz,
6Co (CO) , (0.2 g, 0.585 mmol) and tricarbonyl[h -(2-1H), 5.52 (m, 1H), 5.85 (dd, J51.4, 6.3 Hz, 1H), 7.15 (d, 2 8

13 trimethylsilylethynyl)toluene] chromium (9) (0.12 g, 0.370J58.4 Hz, 2H), 7.43 (d, J58.4 Hz, 2H). C NMR
3mmol) with 20 cm of toluene. The solution was stirred(CDCl ): d 21.50 (1C, Me), 56.24 (1C, OMe), 73.55,3

under room temperature during the next 16 h.80.47, 81.46, 84.65, 92.57, 98.18, 119.29, 129.12, 131.87,
Subsequently, the resulting dark purple solution was139.09, 142.77 (12C, Ph), 232.59 (3C, 3CO). IR(CH Cl ):2 2

21 1 filtered through a small amount of silica gel. The filtraten 1905, 1977 cm . MS m /z 358 (M ).(CO)
was evaporated under reduced pressure to yield the crude
product. Purification with centrifugal thin-layer chromatog-

3.1.3. Characterization of (6b) raphy (eluent: hexane), a purple band of Co (CO) hm-1 2 6H NMR (CDCl ): d 2.37 (s, 3H, Me), 3.74 (s, 3H,3 Me SiC≡C–(o-tolueneCr(CO) )j (10) was obtained. (10)3 3OMe), 5.07 (m, 2H), 5.30 (s, 1H), 5.56 (dd, J56.6, 6.6 was isolated (0.08 g, 0.131 mmol). The yield of (10) is
Hz, 1H), 7.16 (d, J57.8 Hz, 2H), 7.42 (d, J57.8 Hz, 2H). 35.4%.13C NMR (CDCl ): d 21.52 (1C, Me), 55.66 (1C, OMe),3 Similar procedures were taken. The yield of (15) is
76.71, 79.99, 84.61, 88.05, 90.82, 93.08, 93.70, 118.60, 48.3%. The reaction temperature was maintained at 558C
129.25, 131.92, 139.61, 142.35 (12C, Ph), 233.02 (3C, in the synthesis of (17). The yield of (17) is 58.7%.213CO). IR(CH Cl ): n 1902, 1976 cm . MS m /z 3582 2 (CO)

1(M ).
3.2.1. Characterization of (10)

1H NMR(CDCl ): d 0.47 (s, 9H, SiMe ), 2.44 (s, 3H,3 3
3.1.4. Characterization of (8b) Me), 5.12 (m, 2H, areneCr(CO) ), 5.60 (t, 1H,31 13H NMR(CDCl ): d 2.49 (s, 3H, Me), 3.85 (s, 3H,3 areneCr(CO) ), 5.92 (d, J56.2, 1H, areneCr(CO) ). C3 3
OMe), 4.88 (d, J56 Hz, 1H, areneCr(CO) ), 5.03 (d, J573 NMR(CDCl ): d 1.83 (s, 3C, SiMe ), 21.12 (s, 1C, Me),3 3
Hz, 1H, areneCr(CO) ), 5.53 (d, J57 Hz, 1H,3 82.99, 100.27 (2C, –C=C–) 87.88, 90.44, 95.15, 98.85

13areneCr(CO) ), 7.25–7.6 (m, 5H, arene). C3 (4C, areneCr(CO) ), 105.25, 110.35 (2C, ipso of3
NMR(CDCl ): d 20.47 (1C, Me), 56.30 (1C, OMe), 81.28,3 areneCr(CO) ), 199.24 (6C, Co (CO) ), 232.49 (3C,3 2 6
95.53 (2C, –C=C–), 81.72, 112.52, 122.64 (3C, ipso of Cr(CO) ). IR(CH Cl ): n 2091 (m), 2056 (s), 20273 2 2 (CO)

21 1areneCr(CO) ), 71.70, 86.34, 92.29 (3C, areneCr(CO) ),3 3 (m), 1965 (m), 1894 (m) cm . MS m /z 610 (M ). Anal.:
128.36, 128.76, 131.87 (5C, arene), 143.27 (1C, ipso of Calcd.: C, 41.33; H, 2.64. Found: C, 41.48; H, 2.87.
arene), 232.83 (3C, Cr(CO) ). IR(CH Cl ): n 1964 (s),3 2 2 (CO)

21 11886 (s) cm . MS m /z 358 (M ). Anal.: Calcd.: C,
3.2.2. Characterization of (11)63.69; H, 3.94. Found: C, 62.27; H, 4.29. 1H NMR(CDCl ): d 0.42 (s, 9H, SiMe ), 2.47 (s, 3H,3 3

13–Me), 7.16–7.24 (m, 3H, Ph), 7.59–7.63 (t, 1H, Ph). C
3.1.5. Characterization of (8c) NMR(CDCl ): d 1.62 (3C, SiMe ), 21.91 (1C, –Me),3 31H NMR(CDCl ): d 2.29 (s, 3H, Me), 3.74 (s, 3H,3 82.78, 103.94 (2C, –C=C–), 117.23 (1C, ipso of arene),
OMe), 4.99, 5.20 (3H, areneCr(CO) ), 7.25–7.6 (m, 5H,3 126.49, 127.89, 130.51, 133.00 (4C, arene), 136.18 (1C,

13arene). C NMR(CDCl ): d 20.86 (1C, Me), 55.66 (1C,3 ipso of arene), 200.32 (6C, Co (CO) ). IR(CH Cl ): n2 6 2 2 (CO)
21 1OMe), 79.05, 89.41 (2C, –C=C–), 92.54, 121.69, 124.99 2086 (m), 2050 (s), 2020 (s) cm . MS m /z 474 (M ).

(3C, ipso of areneCr(CO) ), 109.26, 113.31, 115.90 (3C,3

areneCr(CO) ), 128.43, 129.17, 131.98 (5C, arene), 142.683 3.2.3. Characterization of (12)
(1C, ipso of arene), 233.25 (3C, Cr(CO) ). IR(CH Cl ): 13 2 2 H NMR (CDCl ): d 3.19 (s, 1H, –C≡CH), 5.28 (t, 1H,21 1 3
n 1967 (s), 1890 (s) cm . MS m /z 358 (M ).(CO) J56.8 Hz, areneCr(CO) ), 5.36 (t, 2H, J56.4 Hz,3

areneCr(CO) ), 5.53 (d, J56.4 Hz, areneCr(CO) ), 7.463 3
133.1.6. Characterization of (9a) (dd, 4H, –Ph–) C NMR (CDCl ): d 79.40 (s, 1C, CH),3

1H NMR(CDCl ): d 5.58 (d, J56.2 Hz, 1H), 5.32 (dd, 83.02 (1C, –C≡CH), 87.07, 89.00 (2C, –C≡C–), 89.833

J55.6, 5.6 Hz, 1H), 5.16 (m, 2H), 2.31 (s, 3H, Me), 0.24 (1C, ipso of areneCr(CO) ), 90.69, 91.41, 94.76 (5C,3
13(s, 9H, SiMe ). C NMR(CDCl ): d 20.20 (s, 3C, areneCr(CO) ), 131.79, 132.10 (4C, –Ph–), 122.18,3 3 3

SiMe ), 19.95 (s, 1C, Me), 88.92, 91.90, 92.34, 96.47 (4C, 122.75 (2C, ipso of Ph), 232.00 (3C, Cr(CO) ). IR3 3
21areneCr(CO) ), 89.64, 98.36 (2C, –C=CSiMe ), 99.65 (CH Cl ): n 51974 (s), 1903 (s) cm . MS m /z 3383 3 2 2 (CO)

1(1C, ipso of areneCr(CO) ), 110.63 (1C, ipso of (M ).3
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33.2.4. Characterization of (13) 0.92 mmol) in 2.0 cm of anhydrous THF was added
1H NMR (CDCl ): d 2.40 (s, 3H, –CH of slowly to the cold reaction mixture. The reaction was well3 3

areneCr(CO) ), 3.20 (s, 1H, –C≡CH), 5.20 (t, 1H, stirred and gently warmed to room temperature during the3

areneCr(CO) ), 5.24 (d, J56.0 Hz, 1H, areneCr(CO) ), next 16 h.3 3

5.39 (t, 1H, areneCr(CO) ), 5.69 (d, J56.4 Hz, 1H, Subsequently, the resulting yellow solution was filtered3
13 through a small amount of silica gel. The filtrate wasareneCr(CO) ), 7.47 (dd, 4H, –Ph–). C NMR (CDCl ): d3 3

evaporated under reduced pressure to yield the crude20.13 (s, 1C, CH of areneCr(CO) ), 79.33 (s, 1C, ≡CH),3 3

product. Purification with centrifugal thin-layer chromatog-83.05 (1C, –C≡CH), 86.31, 89.21 (2C, –C≡C–), 91.49
raphy (eluent: hexane), a yellow band of (14) was isolated.(1C, ipso of areneCr(CO) ), 88.80, 91.80, 92.62, 96.453

The yield of (14) is 37.2%.(4C, areneCr(CO) ), 110.48 (1C, ipso of areneCr(CO) ,3 3

–CH ), 122.43, 122.65 (2C, ipso of Ph), 131.66, 132.083

(4H, –Ph–), 232.27 (3C, Cr(CO) ). IR (CH Cl ): n 53 2 2 (CO)
21 1 3.3.1. Characterization of (14)1970 (s), 1896 (s) cm . MS m /z 352 (M ).

1H NMR (CDCl ): d 2.41 (s, 6H, two CH of3 3

areneCr(CO) ), 5.20 (t, J56.2 Hz, 2H, areneCr(CO) ),3 3

5.25 (d, J56.2 Hz, 2H, areneCr(CO) ), 5.40 (t, 2H,3.3. Preparation of (14) 3

J56.2 Hz, areneCr(CO) ), 5.70 (d, J56.4 Hz, 2H,3
3 13Into a 100-cm flask was placed (13), (390 mg, 1.11 areneCr(CO) ), 7.49 (dd, 4H, –Ph–). C NMR (CDCl ): d3 3

3mmol) and 5 cm of anhydrous tetrahydrofuran. The 20.16 (s, 2C, two CH of each areneCr(CO) ), 86.67,3 3

solution was cooled to 2408C (acetonitrile–N (l) bath). 89.22 (4C, –C≡C–), 91.57 (2C, ipso of each2

Next, n-BuLi (0.55 ml, 1.38 mmol) was added drop by areneCr(CO) ), 88.80, 91.81, 92.66, 96.48 (8C, two3

drop to the cold reaction flask. The deprotonation process areneCr(CO) ), 110.52 (2C, ipso of each areneCr(CO) ,3 3

was carried out at that temperature for 1.0 h and then –CH ), 122.57 (s, 2C, ipso of Ph), 131.49, 131.77 (4C,3
3added HMPA (0.8 cm , 4.6 mmol); 30 min later, a solution –Ph–), 232.28 (6C, Cr(CO) ). IR (CH Cl ): n 519703 2 2 (CO)

6 21 1of tricarbonyl(h -4-fluorotoluene)chromium (1b) (228 mg, (s), 1896 (s) cm . MS m /z 578 (M ).

Table 7
Crystal data of (8b), (8c), (10), (15) and (17)

1
]Formula C H CrO C H CrO ? H O C H Co CrO Si C H Co CrO H C H Co O19 14 4 19 14 4 2 21 16 2 9 13 10 4 15 16 22 6 4 122

Formula weight 358.3 367.3 610.3 910.1 698.0
Crystal system Orthorhombic Triclinic Triclinic Triclinic Monoclinic

¯ ¯ ¯Space group Pca2 P1 P1 P1 P2 /n1 1
˚a (A) 9.0616(3) 9.0463(1) 8.376(2) 7.5655(1) 9.2780(2)
˚b (A) 12.7028(4) 9.2980(1) 8.699(2) 14.5406(1) 12.6522(1)
˚c (A) 14.6355(4) 21.1307(3) 17.616(2) 15.8095(2) 22.5876(4)

a (8) 85.074(1) 87.70(2) 95.024(1)
b (8) 85.877(1) 80.31(2) 97.055(0) 100.178(1)
g (8) 86.931(1) 74.14(2) 91.599(1)

3˚V (A ) 1684.7(5) 1764.2(6) 1216.9(4) 1718.0(6) 2609.8(7)
Z 4 2 2 2 4

23D (g cm ) 1.413 1.383 1.665 1.759 1.776c
˚l (Mo Ka), A 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073

21
m (mm ) 0.697 0.670 1.882 2.267 2.558
Range (8) 2.5–55.9 2.5–55.8 4.0–48.0 2.5–56.9 2.5–55.8
Scan speed 10.00 s / frame 10.00 s / frame Variable 10.00 s / frame 10.00 s / frame
Scan range 0.308 / frame 0.308 / frame 0.408 / frame 0.308 / frame 0.308 / frame
No. of reflections 9603 17 269 4063 16 208 14 581
collected (8251$3.0s(I)) (12398$3.0s(I)) (13338$3.0s(I)) (11969$3.0s(I))
No. of independent 3442 7541 3774 7355 5550
reflections (R 53.29%) (R 53.69%) (R 51.01%) (R 53.56%) (R 54.11%)int int int int int

No. observed reflections (2531$3.0s(I)) (4181$3.0s(I)) (3284$4.0s(F )) (5140$3.0s(I)) (3411$3.0s(I))
No. of refined parameters 218 442 307 461 344
R for significant 0.0315 0.0715 0.0281 0.0296 0.0294f

areflections
R for significant 0.0328 0.0903 0.0447 0.0315 0.0309w

breflections
cGoF 1.34 1.24 1.16 1.01 1.19

a R 5 [o(F 2 F ) /o F ].f o c o
b 1 / 2 1 / 2R 5 o w (F 2 F ) /o w F .w o c o
c 2 1 / 2 21 2 2GoF 5 [o w(F 2 F ) /(N 2 N )] . w 5 s (F ) 1 0.0010F .o c rflns params
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Abstract

1The pseudotetrahedral cobalt(II) zwitterionic complexes, [CoCl (H Meppz)] (1) [H Meppz 51-methylpiperazin-1-ium cation] and3 2 2
1[CoCl (HMe ppz)] (2), [HMe ppz 51,4-dimethylpiperazin-1-ium cation] have been synthesized and characterized in the solid state by3 2 2

X-ray single crystal analysis, IR spectra, magnetic measurements and electronic spectra. In both the compounds the cobalt(II) center is
coordinated in a distorted tetrahedral fashion by the three chloride ions and by one nitrogen of the piperazine ring that retains the more
stable chair conformation. The distorted coordination polyhedron in complex 1 preserves the C symmetry while in complex 2 it retains3v

1only the m symmetry. In complex 1, the (H Meppz) cation binds the Co(II) ion in the equatorial position of the piperazine ring using the2

unmethylated N1–H nitrogen atom that is less hindered than the methylated one. Complex 2, on the contrary, is a novelty being the first
˚example of a Co(II) ion bound in the axial position of a piperazine ring, this produces a long Co(II)–N bond, 2.108(4) A. Electronic

spectra in the solid state are in perfect accordance with the X-ray crystallographic results indicating a C symmetry for complex 1 and a3v
1C (m) symmetry for complex 2. These complexes present strong two-center and three-center hydrogen bonds of N –H???Cl type.s

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Co(II)–N bonds; Crystal structures; Cobalt(II) complexes; Piperazine and piperazin-1-ium ligands

1. Introduction piperazine ring coordinates one metal ion through both the
nitrogen atoms forming a bidentate–chelate complex as in
cis-[PdCl (Me ppz)] [3], cis-[PtCl (Me ppz)] [4,5], trans-Piperazine (H ppz) and its derivatives, 1- 2 2 2 22

21 2methylpiperazine (HMeppz) and 1,4-dimethylpiperazine [Pt(HMeppz) ] 2Cl ?4H O [6] and2 2

(Me ppz), are cyclic diamines possessing a non-planar [MoO Cl (Me ppz)] [7]. No bidentate–chelate complexes2 2 2 2

six-membered ring analogous to cyclohexane with two of Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) or Pb(II) are known unless
basic nitrogen atoms in 1,4 position (pK at 258C: H ppz, the piperazine ring is constrained to form a macrocyclicb 2

pK 53.99, pK 57.96; HMeppz, pK 54.68, pK 58.80; ring; this is achieved by binding, in position 1,4 of theb1 b2 b1 b2

Me ppz, pK 55.46, pK 59.37 [1]). Due to basic nitro- hexatomic piperazine ring, two aliphatic chains with a2 b1 b2

gen atoms, H ppz, HMeppz and Me ppz may coordinate terminal amino group (i.e. .N–CH –CH –NH ) [8,9].2 2 2 2 2

metal ions as monodentate, bidentate or bidentate–chelate The conformations assumed by mono-methylated or di-
ligands. methylated piperazines deserve some attention. In fact,

The hexaatomic piperazine ring may exhibit a boat or a considering only the methylated nitrogen atom of 1-
21chair conformation, the latter one is 17.2 kJ mol more methylpiperazine or of 1-methylpiperazin-1-ium cation,

stable [2]. The boat conformation is stabilized when the two chair conformations are theoretically possible (the
conformation at the unmethylated nitrogen atom will be
discussed later because this nitrogen is usually bonded to*Corresponding author. Fax: 139-49-827-5161.

E-mail address: marzotto@chim01.chin.unipd.it (A. Marzotto) the metal atom): (i) equatorial N–CH bond and axial3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Table 1nitrogen lone pair (or N–H bond); (ii) axial N–CH bond3 ˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) in trichloro(1-methyl-and equatorial nitrogen lone pair (or N–H bond). Ex- 4piperazin-1-ium-N )cobalt(II)], [CoCl (H Meppz)] (1)3 2perimentally, 1-methylpiperazine metal complexes have
Co–N(1) 2.065 (2) N(1)–Co–Cl(3) 107.61 (6)always shown the former conformation (i) both in solution
Co–Cl(1) 2.2627 (8) Cl(1)–Co–Cl(2) 113.87 (3)and in solid state, this is due to the higher steric hindrance
Co–Cl(2) 2.2660 (8) Cl(1)–Co–Cl(3) 112.10 (3)

of the methyl group with respect to the hydrogen. Another Co–Cl(3) 2.2325 (10) Cl(2)–Co–Cl(3) 112.78 (3)
reason further stabilizing the hydrogen atom in axial N(1)–C(1) 1.464 (3) C(1)–N(1)–C(4) 109.7 (2)

N(1)–C(4) 1.474 (3) C(1)–N(1)–Co 111.14 (14)position is the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen
N(2)–C(2) 1.485 (3) C(4)–N(1)–Co 114.30 (14)bond that it is not possible when H atom lies in equatorial
N(2)–C(3) 1.481 (3) C(2)–N(2)–C(3) 110.3 (2)position [4,5].
N(2)–C(5) 1.497 (3) C(2)–N(2)–C(5) 111.5 (2)

Recently, several 1-methylpiperazine and 1,4-di- C(1)–C(2) 1.516 (3) C(3)–N(2)–C(5) 112.3 (2)
methylpiperazine platinum(II) complexes have been syn- C(3)–C(4) 1.517 (3) N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 112.4 (2)

N(2)–C(2)–C(1) 110.8 (2)thesized and characterized by the present authors even
N(1)–Co–Cl(1) 104.45 (6) N(2)–C(3)–C(4) 110.4 (2)through X-ray diffraction [4–6,10], a few of them show
N(1)–Co–Cl(2) 105.22 (6) N(1)–C(4)–C(3) 112.3 (2)some antitumor activity among which the boat chelate

cis-[PtCl (Me ppz)] complex that resembles cisplatin.2 2

In order to increase possible biological applications and
to gather further chemical and structural information on
metal complexes capable of interacting selectively with 2.1. Molecular and crystal structure of trichloro(1-

4nitrogen donors of DNA nucleobases, we have extended to methylpiperazin-1-ium-N )cobalt(II) 1
cobalt(II) the study on the behaviour and coordinating
properties of methylated piperazines. Thus, we have Table 1 lists selected bond lengths and angles of
synthesized and characterized by physico-chemical mea- complex 1 while the molecular structure is depicted in Fig.
surements in the solid state, including X-ray analysis, three 1. The structure consists of a cobalt(II) ion which is
cobalt(II) complexes with the 1-methylpiperazine and 1,4- coordinated by three chloride ions and by the unmethylated
dimethylpiperazine ligands: [CoCl (H Meppz)] (1), N1 nitrogen atom of 1-methylpiperazin-1-ium in a dis-3 2

1[CoCl (HMe ppz)] (2) and [H Meppz] torted tetrahedral geometry. The distortion can be de-3 2 2
2[(HMeppz)CoCl ] (3). The new complexes (1) and (2) scribed as a tetrahedral compression along the Co–N13

are exclusively present as zwitterionic species; on the bond, in this way the C symmetry around the Co–N13v

contrary complex (3), already published [11], is mainly axis is practically retained and, consequently, the three
constituted by ionic and not zwitterionic species. Both the Cl–Co–Cl angles enlarge by nearly 3.58 with respect to the
1-methylpiperazine and 1,4-dimethylpiperazine molecules tetrahedral value of 109.478 (Table 1). In addition, each
act always as monodentate ligands and exhibit only chair angle differs from the mean value [112.92 (4)8] by less
conformation. than one degree. Furthermore, the three N1–Co–Cl angles

are lowered on average by 3.78 with respect to the
tetrahedral value and differ from their mean value [105.76
(6)8] by less 28. Finally, the Co–N1 bond is near perpen-

2. Results and discussion dicular [88.23 (6)8] to the plane passing through the three
chlorine atoms.

Studies on the complexation properties of positively Complex 1 is present as a neutral zwitterionic (am-
charged protonated diamines, started several years ago by phiionic) species, in fact, the negative charge of the
Quagliano and Vallarino [12–15] and were continued by 2CoCl group is balanced by the positive charge at the3

other authors, such as Marcotrigiano, Menabue and Pel- methylated N2 nitrogen atom of 1-methylpiperazin-1-ium
lacani [16]. These researchers established that nitrogen ring. Zwitterionic complexes having the formula MX LH3

donor capabilities are little influenced by the positive (where M5Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II);
charge formation on nitrogen atom in trans even though X5Cl, Br, I; LH5monoprotonated diamine), although
moderate electronic effects should be passed through the rare, are already known [16–20]. The six-membered
piperazine ring. On the contrary, the positive charge on the piperazine ring in complex 1 possesses the characteristic
uncoordinated nitrogen atom favours the formation of a chair conformation. The average bond lengths Co(II)–Cl,

˚more stable zwitterionic complex. This feature is perfectly 2.254 (9) A, fall in the range expected for Co(II)–Cl bond
confirmed by the very similar tertiary amine, 1- lengths. It is noteworthy that this Co(II)–Cl distance
methylpiperidine, which is not able to form metal com- increases on increasing the number of chlorine atoms
plexes even if it possesses a basic nitrogen atom [15], in bonded to cobalt(II) atom, but it also increases when the
fact, its weak coordination ability cannot be strengthened chlorine atoms are involved in strong hydrogen bonding.

˚and stabilized by the formation of zwitterionic metal In fact, the Co–C11, 2.2627 (8) A, and Co–Cl2, 2.2660
˚complexes. (8) A, distances are significantly longer than the Co–Cl3
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Fig. 1. ORTEP view of the [CoCl (H Meppz)] complex, (1), showing 50% probability displacement ellipsoids. For clarity, only the H1 atom bound to N13 2

and the H2 atom bound to N2, respectively, are shown as spheres of arbitrary radii.

˚distance, 2.2325 (10) A, as they are involved in strong cobalt(II) ion, similarly to complex 1, is bound to three
˚ chloride ions and to one nitrogen atom of 1,4-di-hydrogen bonding. The Co(II)–N1 distance, 2.066 (2) A,

methylpiperazin-1-ium cation in a distorted tetrahedralhas a normal value.
geometry, the exact symmetry of the coordination poly-The molecule possesses a non-crystallographic mirror
hedron is m because the CoNCl group, like the wholeplane that passes through the Co(II), N1, N2, C5 atoms 3

molecule, lies on the mirror plane at y51/4. The distor-and the midpoint of C1–C4 and of C2–C3 atoms, this
tion in complex 2 is very different from that observed inplane bisects the piperazine ring almost perfectly. Such a
complex 1, in fact, as shown in Table 2, the Cl1–Co–Cl2geometry allows the H1 hydrogen atom to position itself at

Iangle widens to 112.37 (4)8 with respect to Cl1–Co–Cl1the same distance from Cl1 and Cl3.
[107.79 (6)8] (I 5 x, 1 /2 2 y, z) and N1–Co–Cl2 widens to
116.40 (13)8 with respect to N1–Co–Cl1 [103.52 (7)8].

2.2. Crystal packing and hydrogen bonding in complex
This complex represents a rare example of a monode-

1
ntate 1,4-dimethyl-piperazin-1-ium cation coordinated to a
metal ion in a chair conformation. In fact, only complexes1The crystal packing shows two very strong N –H???Cl
with the Me ppz molecule coordinated in a bidentate–2intermolecular hydrogen bonds, the first, (i), between N2
chelate boat conformation are so far known (i.e. cis-Iand Cl2 (I 5 1/2 1 x; 1 /2 2 y; 1 /2 1 z) and the second
[PdCl Me ppz)] [3] and cis-[PtCl (Me ppz)] [4,5]). AII 2 2 2 2(ii) between N1 and Cl1 (II 5 2 x; 2 y; 2 2 z) with the
second noteworthy feature of this complex is the coordina-

following parameters (prior to calculations the N2–H2 and
tion of the bulky 2CoCl group in the axial position of3˚N1–H1 bond lengths were normalized to 1.033 A): (i)
piperazine ring rather than in the equatorial position. InI I 1˚ ˚H2? ? ?Cl2 52.151 (3) A, N2? ? ?Cl2 53.134 (2) A, N2 –
fact, the platinum(II) complexes of piperazine in the chairI II ˚H2? ? ?Cl2 5158.2 (2)8; (ii) H1? ? ?Cl1 52.373(3) A, N1?
conformation so far studied exhibit always the [Pt(II)Cl ,II II n˚? ?Cl1 53.361 (2) A, N1–H1? ? ?Cl1 5159.6 (2)8. As n52,3] moiety linked to the equatorial position of the

already observed [11], hydrogen bonding lengthens the
Co–Cl distance because part of the electronic density is

Table 2involved in hydrogen bond formation through the Cl p-
1 ˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for trichloro(1,4-dimethyl-lone pairs [21]. Two such centers N –H? ? ?Cl–M hydro-

4 a
1 2 piperazin-1-ium-N )cobalt(II), [CoCl (HMe ppz)] (2)3 2gen bonds lie in the range of N –H? ? ?Cl bonds [22] but

Co–N(1) 2.108 (4) Cl(1)–Co–Cl(2) 112.37 (4)fall in the middle of the range of N–H? ? ?Cl–M as reported
ICo–Cl(1) 2.260 (1) Cl(1)–Co–Cl(1) 107.79 (6)by Dadon and Bernstein [23]. This type of hydrogen bond ICo–Cl(2) 2.245 (2) C(1)–N(1)–C(1) 109.1 (4)

has been extensively described also by Rivas and Brammer N(1)–C(1) 1.472 (5) C(1)–N(1)–C(4) 108.7 (3)
[24], especially when M5Pt. N(1)–C(4) 1.480 (7) C(1)–N(1)–Co 112.9 (2)

N(2)–C(2) 1.488 (5) C(4)–N(1)–Co 104.4 (4)
IN(2)–C(3) 1.482 (7) C(2)–N(2)–C(2) 109.9 (4)

2.3. Molecular and crystal crystal structure of C(1)–C(2) 1.509 (5) C(3)–N(2)–C(2) 112.7 (3)
4trichloro(1,4-dimethyl-piperazin-1-ium-N )cobalt(II) 2 N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 112.7 (3)

N(1)–Co–Cl(1) 103.52 (7) N(2)–C(2)–C(1) 110.5 (3)
N(1)–Co–Cl(2) 116.40 (13)Table 2 lists the selected bond lengths and angles and

a Symmetry transformation I 5 x, 1 /2 2 y, z.Fig. 2 shows the molecular structure of complex 2. The
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Fig. 2. ORTEP view of the [CoCl (HMe ppz)] complex, (2), showing 50% probability displacement ellipsoids. For clarity, only the H2 atom bound to N23 2

is shown as a sphere of arbitrary radius.

piperazine ring as observed for instance in ideal tetrahedral value (109.478) whereas, as usually found,
21 2[PtCl (H Meppz)], [PtCl (H Meppz) ] 2Cl ?2H O all the C–C–N angles are slightly larger.3 2 2 2 2 2

21 22[H Me ppz] [PtCl ] ?2H O [4,5], trans-2 2 4 2
21 2[PtCl (H Meppz) ] 2Cl ?4H O [6] and trans-2 2 2 2 2.4. Crystal packing and hydrogen bonding in complex

[PtCl (HMeppz) ] [25]. The equatorial configuration is2 2 2
further stabilized by the strong N–H? ? ?Cl intramolecular
hydrogen bond formed between the axial H atom and a The crystal packing shows a strong symmetrical (im-
chlorine atom coordinated to platinum(II). The conforma- posed by the space group symmetry) three-center hydrogen
tion observed in Pt(II) complexes is on the contrary not bond of the type:
possible for complex 2 since the methylation of the two
nitrogen atoms prevents the formation of the intramolecu-
lar hydrogen bond.

The axial coordination of the 2CoCl group is sterically3

hindered by H2A and H4A hydrogen atoms, as evidenced
by the two non-bonding short intramolecular distances:

˚ ˚ with the following parameters (prior to calculations theCl2? ? ?H2A52.842 (5) A and Cl1? ? ?H4A52.913 (6) A.
˚˚ N2–H2 bond length was normalized to 1.033 A): H2? ? ?In fact, these distances are shorter than 2.95 A, which is

I I 1˚ ˚˚ Cl1 52.530 (3) A, N2? ? ?Cl1 53.293 (4) A, N2 –H2? ? ?the sum of the Van der Waals radii of chlorine (1.75 A) and
I˚ Cl1 5130.22 (3)8, (I 5 2 1/2 1 x; 1 /2 2 y; 1 /2 2 z). Thishydrogen (1.2 A). The steric hindrance supported by the

hydrogen bond is perfectly symmetrical because a mirrored2CoCl group produces a very long Co–N1 bond [2.1083
II˚ bond is also formed by H2 and Cl1 (II 5 2 1/2 1 x; y;(4) A], while that observed in complex 1 is only 2.065 (2)

˚ 1/2 2 z) and falls in the short range of the three-centerA.
hydrogen bond reported by Dadon and Bernstein [23],The 1,4-dimethylpiperazin-1-ium cation is placed on the
who, upon a CSD search, found a N? ? ?Cl average distancemirror plane at y51/4 and shows the usual chair con-

˚ ˚of 3.4 (1) A, a Cl? ? ?H distance of 2.66 (13) A and aformation with the N1–C1–C2–N2 torsion angle of 57.22
M–Cl? ? ?H average angle of 82.48.(0.44)8. This is the first example in which the molecular

Similar results for this three-center hydrogen bondmirror plane of the piperazine ring coincides with a
(synthon B-1) were reported by Rivas and Brammer [24].crystallographic mirror plane.

13 3 Three-center H-bonds of N –H? ? ?Cl Pt type have beenThe two C(sp )–N endocyclic and exocyclic C(sp )–N 2

˚ ˚ also reported by the present authors [4,5] and we canbonds average 1.480 (5) A and 1.481 (7) A, respectively,
classify as strong the present three-center hydrogen bond.and the C–N–C angles in the ring are very close to the
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3˚The highest electron density residue (0.76 e /A ) and the on increasing the strength of the N–H? ? ?X (X5I, Br, Cl)
3˚ ˚ ˚deepest hole (21.55 e /A ) lie at 0.91 A and 0.98 A from hydrogen bond for the contemporary weakening of the

the cobalt atom, respectively. N–H bond. On the contrary, the n(N–H) frequency of the
trihalo-complexes series, CoX (HMe ppz) (X5Cl, Br, I)3 2

2.5. Infrared spectra of 1, 2 decreases on passing from chlorine to bromine and to
21 21 21iodine (Cl, 3108 cm ; Br, 3095 cm ; I, 3085 cm ). On

1Table 3 summarizes the most significant IR absorption this basis, Perry et al. [15] concluded that the N –H group
frequencies of complexes 1 and 2 compared with those of of 1,4-dimethyl-piperazin-1-ium ligand is not involved in
free HMeppz and Me ppz ligands. The attribution of hydrogen bonding. However, since this X-ray study dem-2

1vibrational modes is consistent with that reported in onstrates that the N –H group takes part in a strong
literature [15,16,26]. three-center symmetric hydrogen bond, the discrepancy

21The n(N–H) frequency occurs at 3266 cm in free observed by these authors [15] must be ascribed to the
21HMeppz and decreases to 3177 cm in complex 1 (D589 particular infrared behaviour of the N–H bond when it is

21cm ). To this frequency shift (known as the effect of involved in strong bi- or trifurcated hydrogen bonding
coordination of the N1–H group to the cobalt(II) ion [27]) [28,29]. For example, Ebmann has found that in

2 2 2contributes also the formation of the strong intermolecular [Ni(NH ) ]X salt series (X5Cl , Br , I ,..), the n(N–3 6 2
II II 2˚hydrogen bond N1–H1? ? ?Cl1 [N1? ? ?Cl1 53.361 (2) A, H) stretching frequency decreases on passing from Cl to

1 2 2see X-ray discussion]. The zwitterionic n(N2 –H2) Br and finally to I but, with the help of NH D2
21stretching appears at 3001 cm , i.e. a lower frequency monodeuterated ammonia, he was able to ascertain that the

21 2than 3177 cm , because of the higher charge on the N2 strength of N–H? ? ?X hydrogen bond decreases in the
1 I 2 2 2atom and the stronger hydrogen bond N2 –H2? ? ?Cl2 expected order: Cl .Br 5I [28]. Moreover, the

1 I ˚ strength of the hydrogen bond is not always in the order:[N2 ? ? ?Cl2 53.134 (2) A].
1 NH? ? ?Cl.NH? ? ?Br.NH? ? ?I, in fact, in [Zn(NH ) ]XIn complex 2, n(N2 –H) is overlapped by the large 3 4 2

2 221 salt series (X5Br , I ), the n(N–D) suggests that then(C–H) enveloped band centered at 3099 cm , it proba-
21 hydrogen bond is a little bit stronger in the iodide than inbly occurs in the range 3100–3020 cm i.e. at a higher

21 the bromide derivative [29]. Similarly, in Ni(NH ) X saltfrequency than 3001 cm . This may be due to the 3 2 2
2 21 series (X5Cl , Br ), the n(N–D) suggests a strongerformation of the three-center hydrogen bond among N2 –

I II 1 I ˚ hydrogen bond in the bromide than in the chlorideH2, Cl1 and Cl1 [N2 ? ? ?Cl 53.293 (4) A], which is
derivative [30].weaker than the analogous zwitterionic hydrogen bond of

Finally, in the far-IR region, in agreement with othercomplex 1.
authors [15,16,26] the strong absorptions at 330 and 307The modest change observed in both complexes for the

21 21cm (complex 1) and at 328 and 303 cm (complex 2)skeleton vibrational and deformation modes with respect to
are assigned to the n(Co–Cl) stretching frequencies whilethose of the free ligands is consistent with an only slight

21 21those at 259 cm (complex 1) and at 255 cm (complexdistortion of the favoured chair conformation.
2) are assigned to the n(Co–N) stretching frequencies,As above-mentioned, the n(N–H) frequency should
respectively.decrease in the order N–H? ? ?I, N–H? ? ?Br, N–H? ? ?Cl, i.e.

Table 3
21Infrared spectra (cm ) of free HMeppz and Me ppz and of [CoCl (H Meppz)] (1) and [CoCl (HMe ppz)] (2)2 3 2 3 2

HMeppz [CoCl (H Meppz)] Me ppz [CoCl (HMe ppz)] Band assignment3 2 2 3 2

1 2

3266m 3177m – – n(N–H)
a 1– 3001m – 3100-3020 n(N –H)

2937s, 2883sh 2961sh, 2855w, 2966m, 2936s, 3099s, 3040w, n(C–H)
2837m, 2789s, 2822w, 2766s 2877m, 2840s, 3016w, 2927m,
2744sh, 2680m 2791s, 2739m, 2861m

2688m
1454s 1458s 1456s 1457s d(C–H) scissoring
1448sh, 1371m 1413m, 1387m 1420w, 1370m 1410m, 1386m d(C–H)
1300w, 1262s 1270w, 1222w 1292s, 1261s 1277m, 1220w Skeleton vibr.
– 330vs, 307 vs – 328vs, 303vs n(Co–Cl)
327vs 315vs 322m 320vs Skeleton deform.
– 259m – 255m n(Co–N)

a 1 21
n(N –H) band is overlapped by the large n(C–H) absorption in the 3100–3020 cm region.
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2.6. Electronic spectra and magnetic moments

High-spin tetrahedral or pseudotetrahedral cobalt(II)
chloro-complexes are typically deep-blue and show three
spin-allowed absorption bands, two of which appear in the
infrared spectral region and the third, usually the most
intense, occurs in the red region and lies between 13 000

21and 18 000 cm . Such a visible absorption band, respon-
sible for the usual deep-blue color of these Co(II) com-

4plexes, is attributed to the energy transition A (F)2
4→ T (P) [31,33] and, in addition, it has complex en-1

velopes due either to transitions to doublet excited states
2(deriving from the G state of the free ion) or to the

4 4Kramers doublets deriving from the A (F) and T (P)2 1

states. These transitions acquire some intensity through the
spin-orbit coupling mechanism. The visible spectra in the Fig. 4. The electronic spectrum of the solid [CoCl (HMe ppz)] complex,3 2
solid state have been already reported in [16] for complex (2), in KCl. Absorbance is given in arbitrary units (a.u.)
1 and in [14,15] for complex 2. These d–d spectra,
recorded also by the present authors in the solid state, are Table 4

21Absorption maxima (cm ) in the electronic spectra of pseudotetrahedralreported in Figs. 3 and 4 and in Table 4.
4 cobalt(II) zwitterionic complexes [CoCl (H Meppz)] (1) and3 2Complex 1 exhibits a marked splitting of the A (F)2

[CoCl (HMe ppz)] (2)4 21 3 2→ T (P) band in two components, one at 15 290 cm1
3 2121 Complex Abs max n(10 cm ) d–d transition(654 nm) and the other one at 16 610sh cm (602 nm)

4 4together with the usual complex envelopes. This splitting 1 15.290 (654 nm) A (F)→ A (T ,P)2 2 1
4 416.610sh (602 nm) A (F)→ E (T ,P)was correctly attributed by the previous authors, without 2 2 1

19.160 (521 nm)the knowledge of the molecular structure, to a distortion of
4 42 15.290sh (654 nm) A0(F)→ A0(T ,P)1the ligand field environment from T to C symmetry and 4 4d 3v 15.770 (634 nm) A0(F)→ A0(T ,P)1
4 4the envelopes to spin-orbit coupling. The assignment of 16.690sh (599 nm) A0(F)→ A0(T ,P)1

these two bands has been made according to Garrett et al. 19.190 (521 nm)

[34] using the C point-group symmetry. Thus, the3v
21 4absorption at 15 290 cm is assigned to the A (F)2

4 21 21 21→ A (T ,P) transition while the band at 16 610sh cm is nents at: (i) 15 290 sh cm (654 nm); (ii) 15 770 cm2 1
4 4 21assigned to the A (F) → E (T ,P) transition. Marcot- (634 nm); (iii) 16 690sh cm (599 nm). This behaviour is2 2 1

21 consistent with the C (m) symmetry found for complex 2rigiano et al. [16] found these two bands at 15 000 cm s
21 in the solid state. The assignment of these three bands can(667 nm) and at 16 950sh cm (590 nm).

be tentatively made on the basis of the correlation tablesComplex 2 exhibits a different behaviour because now
4 4 between C and C (m) symmetry [35], thus the Athe A (F)→ A (T ,P) band is split into three compo- 3v s 22 2 1

species is changed into A0 while the E species is split into
21A9 and A0. Therefore, the absorption at 15 290sh cm

4 4may be assigned to the A0(F)→ A0(T ,P) transition and1
21the absorption at 15 770 cm may be assigned to a

4 4second A0(F) → A0(T ,P) transition whereas the absorp-1
21tion at 16 690sh cm may be assigned to the

4 4A0(F)→ A9(T ,P) transition. Perry et al. [15] reported for1

complex 2 only one absorption maximum at 15.6 (kK).
The magnetic moments m for complexes 1 and 2,

measured by the present authors and shown in Table 5, are
perfectly in accordance with those reported by other
authors [16,15] and occur in the upper part of the range

Table 5
Magnetic moments in the pseudotetrahedral cobalt(II) zwitterionic com-
plexes 1 and 2

Complex m (BM)

[CoCl (H Meppz)], 1 4.443 2Fig. 3. The electronic spectrum of the solid [CoCl (H Meppz)] complex,3 2 [CoCl (HMe ppz)], 2 4.653 2(1), in KCl. Absorbance is given in arbitrary units (a.u.)
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7 4 3characteristic of a d high-spin cobalt(II) ion with an e t drich) and anhydrous CoCl (Fluka) were used without2 2

electronic configuration in a weak tetrahedral field [36]. further purification.
Attention is now given to the magnetic moment of 2 Electronic spectra in the solid state were measured with

which is a little higher than that of 1; this fact can be a Cary 5E UV–VIS–NIR spectrophotometer after dispers-
explained by considering, according to Cotton [37,38], that ing the cobalt(II) complexes in a KCl matrix. IR spectra
the orbital contribution to the spin only value of the were carried out as KBr pellets with a Perkin Elmer 598

21magnetic moment varies inversely with the strength of the spectrometer in the range 4000–600 cm region and as
ligand field that is certainly lower for complex 2 than that Nujol mulls with a Nicolet 5Sxc FT-IR (20 far IR)

21for complex 1 as the Co–N1 bond length that is higher in 2 spectrometer in the 600–50 cm region.
1˚ ˚ H NMR were recorded on a FT-NMR Jeol FX-90 MHz[2.108 (4) A] than in 1 [2.065 (2) A].

and on a Bruker 250 MHz spectrometers at 296 K inThe high-spin of Co(II) ion produces a Co(II)–N bond
˚ CD CN or DMSO-d using TMS as internal standard.length 0.18 (2) A longer than the corresponding Co(III)–N 3 6

1bond [32] and also a flattening of the H NMR spectra of
3.2. X-ray single-crystal studiescomplexes 1 and 2. In fact, these spectra in CD CN or in3

DMSO-d solvent show no resonance peaks but only a6

Experimental details of crystal structure determinationsbroad flattened signal, this is typical of complexes con-
including crystal data, data collection, structure determi-taining a paramagnetic cobalt(II) which is unable to relax
nation and refinement for complexes 1 and 2 are listed inthe system in a sufficiently fast way at room temperature.
Table 6. X-ray data were collected on a Philips PW
1100/20 diffractometer equipped with graphite-monochro-
mated MoKa radiation using the u –2u scan technique.

3. Experimental Cell parameters were determined using 21 reflections. The
intensities were corrected for Lorentz, polarization and

3.1. Materials and general laboratory equipment absorption factors utilizing the program RIFLUP80 [39].
Absorption measurements were made using a C-rotation

Commercial reagent grade chemicals 1-methylpiperazine method [40]. Structure determinations were performed
(HMeppz), 1,4-dimethylpiperazine (Me ppz) (98%, Al- with SHELXL86 [41], refinements were carried out with2

Table 6
Crystallographic data for [CoCl (H Meppz)] (1) and [CoCl (HMe ppz)] (2)3 2 3 2

Complex 1 2

Formula [CoCl (C H N )] [CoCl (C H N )]3 5 13 2 3 6 15 2

Fw 266.45 280.48
T (K) 293(2) 293(2)
Crystal system Monoclinic Orthorhombic
Space group P2 /n (No. 14) Pnma (No. 62)1

˚a (A) 7.367(2) 14.896(3)
˚b (A) 17.341(4) 9.715(2)
˚c (A) 8.481(2) 7.991(2)

b (8) 92.30(1) –
3˚V (A ) 1082.6(5) 1156.4(4)

Z 4 4
23d (g cm ) 1.635 1.611c

21
l,m (MoKa) (mm ) 0.7107, 2.272 0.7107, 2.131
Relative transmiss. factors 0.80–1.00 0.74–1.00
F (000) 540 572

3Crystal size (mm ) 0.3030.3530.35 0.1530.2530.25
Color Deep blue Deep blue
2u , range (8) 4.70–55.98 5.46–55.94max

Index ranges 29#h#9, 0#k#22, 0#l#11 0#h#19, 0#k#12, 0#l#10
Total data collection 2775 1575
Total unique data 2617 1481
Reflections with F .4s (F ) 2032 1012
Parameters refined 100 64
G.O.F. 1.077 1.182

aR1 0.0315 0.0546
bwR2 ([I.2s(I)]) 0.0846 0.1254

21˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 0.562 and 20.625 0.759 and 20.983
a R15S(uF u2uF u) /SuF u.o c o
b 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2wR25hSw[(F 2F ) ] /S[w(F ) ]j .o c o
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SHELXL93 [42] and geometrical calculations were per- Supplementary data
formed with PARST [43] set of programs. Molecular
graphics were drawn using the ORTEPII [44] or ORTEX Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
[45] programs. Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge

CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition nos.
CCDC 114743/CCDC 114744.
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Abstract

Pyruvaldehyde mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones) have been prepared in which the two thiosemicarbazone moieties have different
N(4)-substituents. The mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones) and their copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes have been characterized with IR,

1electronic, mass, H NMR (Ni) and EPR (Cu) spectra. Representative crystal structures have been solved of nickel(II) complexes with
either a pyruvaldehyde mixed bis(thiosemicarbazone) or a bis(thiosemicarbazone) with identical N(4)-substituents acting as a tetradentate
ligand. [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] has an N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone substituent on the keto ‘‘arm’’ and N(4)-diethylthiosemicarbazone
substituent on the aldehyde arm. [Ni(Pu4M)] contains two N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone moieties. Both bis(thiosemicarbazones) form
square-planar N S complexes with nickel(II) and copper(II).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 2

Keywords: Nickel; Copper; Mixed bis(thiosemicarbazone); Pyruvaldehyde

1. Introduction preparation and characterization of their nickel(II) and
copper(II) complexes. Several of the mixed bis(th-

a-ketoaldehyde and a-diketone bis(thiosemicarbazones) iosemicarbazones) included in this study have been evalu-
and their metal complexes show significant antitumor ated as radiopharmaceuticals [13]. In addition to spectro-
activity [1,2]. Since biological activity has dependence on scopic characterization of these novel compounds, the
the thiosemicarbazone’s N(4)-substituent hthe N(4)-refers crystal structures of nickel complexes with both mixed
to the IUPAC numbering system for thiosemicarbazones, bis(thiosemicarbazones) and bis(thiosemicarbazones) with
C5N(1)–N(2)H–C(3)(S)–N(4)j [3], a series of bis(N(4)- identical N(4)-substituents have been solved. The bis(th-
alkyl-, -dialkyl-, and 3-azacyclothiosemicarbazones) and iosemicarbazones) behave as dianionic, tetradentate N S2 2

their various metal complexes have recently been prepared ligands with loss of the two N(2)H’s upon coordination
and characterized spectrally and structurally [4–10]. The with nickel(II) and copper(II) [4–7,10]. A representation
two thiosemicarbazone moieties in some of these mole- of the mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones), their symbols and
cules differ at the carbon–carbon backbone (i.e. those the IUPAC numbering scheme used in this study are shown
bis(thiosemicarbazones) prepared with pyruvaldehyde [6], in Fig. 1. Numbers in parentheses following atomic
phenylglyoxal [7–10], 1-phenylpropane-1,2-dione [7,11]). symbols in this report are IUPAC, and those without
Recently, Green and coworkers [12] prepared pyruval- parentheses are numbers from the various crystal struc-
dehyde mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones) with different N(4)- tures.
substituents. These thiosemicarbazones were screened as

62potential radiopharmaceuticals for Cu PET (Positron
Emission Tomography) imaging. Here we report on a 2. Experimental
revised synthesis of related thiosemicarbazones and the

2.1. Preparation of pyruvaldehyde dimethyl acetal 2-
N(4)-methyl- or 2-N(4)-ethylthiosemicarbazone*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-309-438-7661; fax: 11-309-438-

5538.
E-mail address: dxwest@ilstu.edu (D.X. West) Pyruvic aldehyde dimethyl acetal (Aldrich) and N(4)-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00173-4
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extracted with 3350 ml of diethyl ether. The solvent was
removed in vacuo leaving either a viscous oil or a yellow-
white solid. The product was then recrystallized from ether
and pentane.

2.3. Preparation of mixed bis(N4)-substituted
thiosemicarbazones)

Pyruvaldehyde 2-hN(4)-methyl- or 2-hN(4)-
ethylthiosemicarbazonej and a different N(4)-substituted
thiosemicarbazide were combined in a 1:1 molar ratio in
30 ml of anhydrous ethanol. The reaction was stirred with
gentle heating for 1–2 h. The solid product was filtered in
vacuo and washed with small amounts of isopropanol.
N(4)-diethyl-, (3)-piperidyl- and (3)-hexa-
methyleneiminylthiosemicarbazide were prepared as de-
scribed [14]. Melting points for the mixed bis(thiosemicar-
bazones) are as follows: H Pu4M4E, 228–2308C;2

H Pu4E4M, 220–2218C; H Pu4M4DE, 174–1758C;2 2

H Pu4Mpip, 165–1678C; H Pu4Mhex, 162–1658C.2 2

2.4. Preparation of mixed bis(thiosemicarbazone)
Fig. 1. Symbols and numbering for mixed bishN(4)-substituted copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes
thiosemicarbazonesj.

Copper(II) or nickel(II) acetate was combined with a
methyl- or N(4)-ethylthiosemicarbazide (Aldrich) were mixed bis(N(4)-substituted thiosemicarbazone) in a 1:1
combined in a 1:1 molar ratio in 75 ml of dried iso- molar ratio in 30 ml of anhydrous ethanol. The solution
propanol [5]. The reaction was stirred at room temperature was refluxed for 2 h and the resulting solids were filtered
for 3 days. Upon evaporation of the solvent, white crystals in vacuo and washed with diethyl ether. Colors, elemental
formed and were filtered in vacuo and recrystallized from analyses, and magnetic susceptibilities of the metal com-
diethyl ether. plexes are summarized in Table 1. Melting points of the

complexes are as follows: [Cu(Pu4M4E)], 209–2108C;
2.2. Preparation of pyruvaldehyde 2-(N(4)-methyl- and [Ni(Pu4M4E)], 194–1968C; [Cu(Pu4E4M)], 204–2068C;
2-(N(4)-ethylthiosemicarbazone) [Ni(Pu4E4M)], 238–2408C, [Cu(Pu4M4DE)], 154–1568C;

[Ni(Pu4M4DE)], 166–1688C; [Cu(Pu4Mpip)], 224–
Pyruvaldehyde dimethyl acetal 2-hN(4)-methyl- or 2- 2278C; [Ni(Pu4Mpip)], 254–2578C; [Cu(Pu4Mhex)], 228–

hN(4)-ethylthiosemicarbazonej and LiBF (2 eq) were 2308C; [Ni(Pu4Mhex)], 196–1988C.4

combined and stirred in a 2% aqueous acetonitrile solution
[12]. After 30–45 min a white precipitate was observed, 2.5. Instrumental methods
and 30 ml of a saturated NaHCO solution was added to3

the reaction solution. The organic product was then Partial elemental analyses were performed by National

Table 1
Colors, partial elemental analyses and magnetic susceptibilities of the copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes of pyruvaldehyde mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones)

Compound Color % Found (% Calcd) m (B.M.)

C H N

[Cu(Pu4M4E)]?1/2H O Red 29.6 (29.0) 4.1 (4.6) 24.9 (25.4) 2.12

[Cu(Pu4E4M]?1/2H O Red 28.7 (29.0) 4.1 (4.6) 25.6 (25.4) 1.92

[Cu(Pu4M4DE)]?H O Dark red 33.3 (32.6) 4.7 (5.5) 22.5 (22.8) 1.92

[Cu(Pu4Mpip)] Red 36.8 (36.5) 4.7 (5.0) 22.7 (23.2) 1.9
[Cu(Pu4Mhex)] Red 38.5 (38.3) 5.3 (5.4) 21.9 (22.4) 1.6
[Ni(Pu4M4E)] Dark green 30.1 (30.3) 4.0 (4.5) 25.6 (26.5) 0
[Ni(Pu4E4M] Dark green 29.5 (30.3) 4.2 (4.5) 26.5 (26.5) 0
[Ni(Pu4M4DE)] Dark green 34.8 (34.8) 4.9 (5.3) 23.7 (24.4) 0
[Ni(Pu4Mpip)] Dark green 37.4 (37.0) 5.0 (5.1) 22.8 (23.5) 0
[Ni(Pu4Mhex)] Dark green 39.0 (38.8) 5.3 (5.4) 22.1 (22.6) 0
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21Chemical Consulting, Inc. of Tenafly, NJ. The magnetic flow, 10.0 L min ; nebulizer pressure, 40 psig; drying gas
susceptibilities were measured with a Johnson Matthey temperature, 3508C; capillary voltage, 4 kV. The capillary
magnetic susceptibility balance. NMR spectra were ob- exit voltage was varied from 0 to 150 V.
tained with a Varian 300 MHz Gemini spectrometer using
d -DMSO or CDCl as the solvent; the chemical shifts are 2.6. Crystal structure determinations of [Ni(Pu4M4DE)]6 3

reported in parts per million downfield from tetra- and [Ni(Pu4M)]
methylsilane. Infrared spectra were recorded with Nicolet
5SXC and Magna 850 FT-IR spectrometers using Nujol A dark green prism of [Ni(Pu4M4DE)], grown by slow
mulls between Csl plates; electronic spectra were acquired evaporation of an EtOH solution, and a red prismatic
as nujol mulls impregnated on filter paper and as DMF crystal of [Ni(Pu4M)], grown from a mixture of 3 ml of
solutions in 1 cm cells with a Cary SE spectrometer. EPR DMSO and 20 ml of EtOH, were mounted on glass fibers
spectra were obtained in 3 mm pyrex tubes with a Brucker and used for data collection on a Enraf-Nonius Mach 3 and
EMX spectrometer using a conventional insert Dewar at CAD4 diffractometers, respectively. Cell constants and an
liquid nitrogen temperature. Electrospray mass spectral orientation matrix for data collection were obtained by

24data were obtained with 5310 M solutions (MeCN) by least-squares refinement of the diffraction data from 25
flow injection into a Hewlett-Packard 1100 series MSD. reflections in the range 18,u ,27.58. The structures were
The carrier solvent was 50% MeCN in H O. Electrospray solved by direct-methods which revealed the position of all2

ionization conditions were as follows: nitrogen drying gas non-hydrogen atoms, and refined on F by a full-matrix

Table 2
Crystallographic data and methods of data collection, solution and refinement for [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] and [Ni(Pu4M)]

[Ni(Pu4M4DE)] [Ni(Pu4M)]

Crystal data
Empirical formula C H N S Ni C H N S Ni10 18 6 2 7 12 6 2

Crystal color, habit Dark green, prism Red, prism
Crystal size (mm) 0.3030.2630.24 0.2830.1330.06
Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic
Space group P-1 P2(1) /c

˚a, A 9.028 (3) 8.974 (2)
˚b, A 9.541 (2) 7.756 (2)
˚c, A 9.982 (2) 17.418 (4)

a, 8 116.85 (2) 90.00
b, 8 102.15 (2) 102.78 (1)
g, 8 90.27 (2) 90.00

3˚Volume, A 745.0 (7) 1182.4 (9)
Z 2 4
Formula weight 345.1 303.05

3Density (calcd.), g /cm 1.54 1.702
21Absorption coeff., mm 2.173 1.969

F(000) 360 624

Data collection
Diffractometer Nonius MACH 3 Enraf-Nonius CAD 4

˚ ˚ ˚Radiation, (l, A) MoKa, (0.71073 A) MoKa, (0.71073 A)
Temperature K 293 293
Monochrometer Graphite Graphite
2u range 2–55.08 4–458

Scan type v /u v 22u

Index ranges 0#h#11, 213#k#13, 212#I#12 29#h#9, 0#k#8, 0#l#18
Reflections collected 3797 1686
Observed reflections 2618 hl.3.0s(l)j 1181hl.3.0s(l)
Absorption correction c-scan Empirical

Solution and refinement
Solution method Direct methods Direct methods
Goodness-of-fit on F 2.632 1.461
Data / restraints /parameters 2618/0 /172 1181/0 /153

23˚Largest diff. peak/hole, eA 1.13/ 20.68 0.50/0
R1, wR 0.064, 0.057 (wR) 0.042, 0.050 (Rw)
R1, wR (all data) 0.0708, 0.0637 (wR)
Program used maXus SHELX-86
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Table 3least-squares procedure using anisotropic displacement
˚Selected bond distances (A) and bond angles (8) for [(Ni(Pu4M4DE)]parameters. The hydrogen atoms bonded to nitrogens in

and [Ni(Pu4M)]
[Ni(Pu4M4DE)] were located from difference Fourier

Bond [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] [Ni(Pu4M)]maps and refined isotropically. The remaining hydrogens
˚were located in their calculated positions (C–H50.97 A) Ni–N11 1.870 (2) 1.849 (4)

Ni–N21 1.830 (3) 1.849 (4)and refined using a riding model.
Ni–S1 2.147 (1) 2.145 (1)
Ni–S2 2.155 (1) 2.145 (1)
S1–C12 1.786 (3) 1.764 (5)3. Results and discussion
S2–C22 1.744 (4) 1.751 (5)
N11–C11 1.294 (4) 1.290 (6)

The stoichiometries of the five reddish copper(II) and N21 –C21 1.317 (4) 1.286 (6)
N11–N12 1.388 (3) 1.394 (5)five dark green nickel(II) mixed bishN(4)-substituted
N21 –N22 1.364 (4) 1.382 (5)thiosemicarbazone) complexes are shown in Table 1.
N12–C12 1.293 (4) 1.313 (6)Spectroscopic characterization of [Ni(Pu4M)] has been
N22–C22 1.353 (4) 1.329 (6)

reported [5]. All complexes coordinate the mixed bis(th- N13–C12 1.334 (4) 1.329 (7)
iosemicarbazones) as tetradentate N S ligands resulting in N23–C22 1.330 (5) 1.324 (6)2 2

approximately planar complexes. The nickel(II) complexes
Singleare diamagnetic, consistent with planar nickel(II) centers,
S1–Ni–S2 101.6 (1) 101.41 (6)and the copper(II) complexes have magnetic susceptibility
N1–Ni–N21 83.3 (1) 83.4 (2)

values that indicate little, if any, interaction between N11–Ni–S1 87.8 (1) 87.8 (1)
copper(II) centers. N21–Ni–S2 87.3 (1) 87.4 (1)

N11–Ni–S2 170.6 (1) 170.6 (1)Crystal data for [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] and [Ni(Pu4M)] are
N21–Ni–S1 171.0 (1) 171.2 (1)included in Table 2, and selected bond distances and
Ni–S1–C12 94.8 (1) 94.3 (2)angles of the two complexes are listed in Table 3.
Ni–S2–C22 94.1 (2) 95.2 (2)

Perspective views of [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] and [Ni(Pu4M)] are Ni–N11–C11 115.6 (2) 116.0 (3)
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The ORTEP diagram Ni–N21–C21 115.5 (2) 114.7 (3)

C11–N11–N12 122.0 (2) 120.1 (4)of [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] shows some disorder in the N(4)-
C21–N21–N22 118.2 (3) 120.9 (4)diethyl substituent contributing to a higher R-value than
N11–N12–C12 112.3 (2) 109.5 (4)that of [Ni(Pu4M)]. The structures of [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] and
N21–N22–C22 107.9 (3) 109.9 (4)

[Ni(Pu4M)] confirm the ligands’ mode of coordination, S1–C12–N12 122.7 (2) 124.4 (4)
N S , with loss of both N(2) hydrogens. Both complexes S2–C22–N22 124.4 (3) 123.4 (4)2 2

N13–C12–N12 122.2 (3) 119.4 (5)have Ni–S bonds that are significantly longer than the
N23–C22–N22 115.5 (3) 117.9 (4)Ni–N bonds so that the coordination geometry about the

metal ions is trapezoidal. For [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] the S1–
˚N11–Ni–N21–S2 mean plane deviation is 0.0052 A with slightly with comparable values involving the Ni(II)

N21 (i.e., imine nitrogen of the aldehyde arm with the center. A comparison of the bond angles involving the
diethyl function) having the greatest deviation h0.0437(21) thiosemicarbazone moieties, however, shows that there are
Å below the planej and the other imine nitrogen, N11, is a number of significant differences between the aldehyde˚0.0188(19) A above the plane. For [Ni(Pu4M)] the S1– and keto arms for [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] and only slight differ-˚N11–Ni–N21–S2 mean plane deviation is 0.0059 A with ences for [Ni(Pu4M)]. For example, the N11–N12–C12˚N111 above the plane, 0.0549(46) A, and N21 0.0088(46) and N21–N22–C22 bond angles for [Ni(Pu4M4DE)] are
Å below the plane. 112.3(2) and 107.9(3)8, respectively, but for [Ni(Pu4M)]

The aldehyde and keto arms in [Ni(Pu4M)] have are 109.5(4) and 109.9(4)8, respectively.˚identical M–N and M–S bond distances h1.849(4) A and
Both complexes possess intermolecular hydrogen bond-˚2.145(1) A, respectivelyj, but differ in [Ni(Pu4M4DE)]

ing involving N(4)H and a N(2) and/or sulfur atom of anespecially for the M–N bond distance (keto arm: 1.870(2)
˚ ˚ adjacent molecule. For [Ni(Pu4M4DE)], N13H on the ketoA, aldehyde arm: 1.830(3) A). Both complexes possess

arm hydrogen bonds to a sulfur atom also on the keto armdifferences in bond distances between each of their
of an adjacent molecule with a non-bonding N13–H13???thiosemicarbazone moieties. The greatest difference for

˚S91 distance of 3.407(3) A and angle of 134.7(2)8. In[Ni(Pu4M4DE)] occurs between the N12–C12 (keto arm)
˚and N22–C22 (aldehyde arm) bonds (1.293(4), 1.353(4) A [Ni(Pu4M)] the aldehyde arm hydrogen bonds to an

respectivelyj. When comparing bond distances between the aldehyde arm on an adjacent molecule with a non-bonding
˚two complexes, only small differences exist, and N23–H???N229 distance of 2.960(7) A and angle of

[Ni(Pu4M4DE)) and the related 1-phenylglyoxal bis(th- 177.3(50)8. Also the keto arm’s N13H hydrogen bonds to
iosemicarbazone) complex, [Ni(Pg4DE)] [7], have similar an aldehyde arm’s sulfur with a N13–H???S29 distance of

˚aldehyde moiety bond distances. 3.413(6) A and angle of 163.7(51)8.
1The bond angles of the two complexes also differ The H NMR resonances are shown in Table 4 for both
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Fig. 2. Perspective view of [Ni(Pu4M4DE)].

the mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones) and their diamagnetic NMR spectra of glyoxal bis(N(4)-methylthiosemicar-
nickel(II) complexes. The N(2)H peaks for the bis(th- bazone) showed the N(2)H peaks at 11.7 ppm [6]. Further,
iosemicarbazones) recorded in d -DMSO appear at d 11.7 pyruvaldehyde bis(N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazonej showed6

and d 10.3 ppm due to hydrogen bonding to the solvent. the N(2)H peaks at 11.7 and 10.3 ppm. For those
We assign the further downfield peak to the thiosemicar- bis(thiosemicarbazones) sufficiently soluble to record

1bazone’s N(2)H attached to the aldehyde arm since H CDCl spectra, the N(2)H peaks appear further upfield in3

the spectra at d 9.1–9.2 and ca. 8.8 ppm. Both N(2)H
peaks are absent in the spectra of the nickel(II) complexes.
The aldehyde hydrogen resonance in the bis(thiosemicar-
bazone) shifts upfield in the spectra of the complexes (i.e.,
from d 7.6–7.7 to 7.0–7.1 ppm) when recorded in d -6

DMSO. This resonance experiences a similar shift when
the spectra are recorded in CDCl hca. d 7.3 in the ligand to3

ca. d 6.6 ppm in the nickel(II) complexesj. The greater
covalency of the C–H bond indicates coordination of the
azomethine nitrogen and significant p-back bonding from
the nickel(II) center. For H Pu4M4E (recorded in d -2 6

DMSO), the N(4)H peaks at d 8.5 and 8.4 ppm are
3resolved multiplets due to J splitting by the corre-H–H

sponding N(4)R group (Fig. 4). This type of coupling
through nitrogen bonds is unusual and often not seen due
to N–H exchange and quadrupole broadening. The other
ligands with one dialkyl substituent possess one broadened
N(4)H peak at ca. d 7.5 ppm when recorded in CDCl . In3

the spectra of [Ni(Pu4M4E)] and [Ni(Pu4E4M)] (d -6

DMSO), the N(4)H peaks shift upfield to d 7.7–8.1 ppm.
For [Ni(Pu4M4DE)], [Ni(Pu4Mpip]) and [Ni(Pu4Mhex)]
in CDCl the N(4)H peak is found far upfield at ca. d 5.13

ppm following the same trend as the aldehyde resonance.
The remaining upfield proton peaks in the bis(thiosemicar-
bazones) are assigned to the acetyl methyl group (d 2.0–

Fig. 3. Perspective view of [Ni(Pu4M)]. 2.2 ppm) and the corresponding N(4)CH peaks (d 1.1–3.8x]
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Table 4
1H NMR data for the mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones) and their diamagnetic nickel(II) complexes

Compound N(2)H N(4)H CH CH N(4)CH3 x

aH Pu4M4E 11.706 8.534 (m) 7.674 2.178 3.576 (m)2

10.360 8.457 (t) 2.995 (d)
1.131 (t)

aH Pu4E4M 11.721 8.515 (m) 7.649 2.147 3.548 (m)2

10.282 8.401 (m) 2.976 (d)
1.104 (t)

bH Pu4M4DE 9.131 7.582 7.330 2.057 3.804 (q, 4H)2

8.793 3.237 (d, 3H)
1.317 (t, 6H)

bH Pu4Mpip 9.156 7.574 7.328 2.046 3.915 (4H)2

8.806 3.235 (d, 3H)
1.712 (6H)

bH Pu4Mhex 9.252 7.582 7.364 2.044 3.938 (4H)2

8.833 3.226 (d, 3H)
1.867 (4H)
1.607 (4H)

a[Ni(Pu4M4E)] 8.037 7.090 1.880 3.211 (m)
7.754 2.794 (d)

1.041 (t)
a[Ni(Pu4E4M)] 7.942 7.096 1.875 3.235 (m)

7.790 2.785
1.054 (t)

b[Ni(Pu4M4DE)] 5.127 6.648 1.890 3.544 (4H)
2.958 (d, 3H)
1.159 (6H)

b[Ni(Pu4Mpip)] 5.137 6.670 1.906 3.736 (4H)
2.975 (d, 3H)
1.598 (6H)

b[Ni(Pu4Mhex)] 5.108 6.658 1.893 3.744 (t, 2H)
3.663 (t, 2H)
2.964 (d, 3H)
1.719 (d, 4H)
1.538 (4H)

a Recorded in d -DMSO.6
b Recorded in CDCl .3

ppm). These resonances undergo upfield shifts in the complexation have been omitted. For the thiosemicar-
bis(thiosemicarbazones) of the nickel(II) complexes. bazones, the imine n→p* transitions of the two different

21The IR spectral peaks most useful in determining the moieties are often resolved at ca. 33 000 and 29 000 cm
21 21mode of coordination of the bis(thiosemicarbazones) are and has a molar absorptivity of ca. 45 000 cm M (in

listed in Table 5. In their spectra the nhN(2)Hj modes DMF) [4–8]. The thioamide n→p* transitions are either
21appear at ca. 3100 cm and are not present in the spectra overlapping with the intense azomethine peaks in some of

of the complexes. Bands assigned to n(C5N) appear at the bis(thiosemicarbazones) or appear between 27 000–
21 211570–1590 cm in the spectra of the bis(thiosemicar- 28 000 cm as a single band [4–8], but some with

21bazones), and shift to lower energy (ca. 1550 cm ) in the shoulders. In the spectra of the complexes, the imine
21complexes’ spectra. A similar shift (i.e., ca. 800 cm to n→p* bands shift to higher energy, ca. 31 000–34 000

21 21730–760 cm ) occurs for the thioamide(IV) band which cm , on complexation of the imine nitrogen, as do the
has considerable n(CS) character. Also present in the thioamide n→p* bands on complexation of the thiolato

21spectra of the metal complexes is a second n(C5N) band sulfurs. Bands below 27 000 cm are assigned to
21resolved near 1600 cm due to the formation of a double S→M(II) charge transfer [4–8]. The d→d transitions

21bond, N(2)5C(3), upon loss of the N(2)H hydrogen and appear in the range 13 000–19 000 cm in the copper(II)
coordination of the anionic sulfur atom. Bands appearing and nickel(II) complexes. The nickel(II) complexes have a

21 21in the 430–470 cm range are assigned to n(M–N) and single d→d band at ca. 14 000 cm in their DMF solution
21 21 1those between 350 and 370 cm to n(M–S) in the far-IR spectra with a molar absorptivity of ca. 600 cm M ,

consistent with N S coordination for these complexes. consistent with planar stereochemistry.2 2

The solid state and solution (DMF) electronic data are Solid state and solution EPR spectral parameters are
shown in Table 6. High energy p→p* transitions (ca. summarized in Table 7. The powder spectra of

2140 000 cm ) that are not significantly altered upon [Cu(Pu4M4DE)] and [Cu(Pu4Mhex)] are well-resolved
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1Fig. 4. H NMR showing resolution of both N(4)-alkyl groups on [Ni(Pu4M4E)].

with g features at ca. 2.11. [Cu(Pu4E4M)] and two soft sulfur donors. [Cu(Pu4M4E)] is the only complexi

[Cu(Pu4Mpip)] do not allow resolution of the lowest field with a reversed EPR spectrum, which is probably due to an
feature which is characteristic of copper complexes with alternating arrangement of the molecules [15] rather than a

Table 5
21IR spectra (cm ) of the mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones) and their copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes

Compound nhN(4)Hj nhN(2)H ) n(C5N) n(C5S) n(MN) n(MS)

H Pu4M4E 3354 m 3191 sh 1582 sh 813 m2

3291 m 3159 m
H Pu4E4M 3311 m 3154 m 1572 sh 811 m2

H Pu4M4DE 3312 m 3228 w 1587 w 811 m2

3171 w
H Pu4Mpip 3299 w 3133 w 1574 w 804 w2

H Pu4Mhex 3317 m 3191 sh 1585 w 807 m2

3143 m
[Cu(Pu4M4E)] 3388 sh 1557 sh 735 sh 441 m 363 w

3309 m
[Cu(Pu4E4M)] 3334 m 1552 m 762 w 454 w 362 m
[Cu(Pu4M4DE)] 3328 m 1557 sh 740 sh 436 w 361 w
[Cu(Pu4Mpip)] 3322 s 1540 sh 769 sh 431 m 358 w
[Cu(Pu4Mhex)] 3343 s 1555 sh 762 sh 438 m 354 w
[Ni(Pu4M4E)] 3317 s 1548 sh 681 w 437 m 342 m
[Ni(Pu4E4M)] 3338 m 1530 sh 739 sh 441 m 357 w

3206 w
[Ni(Pu4M4DE)] 3338 m 1543 sh 744 sh 440 m 360 w
[Ni(Pu4Mpip)] 3354 w 1557 m 742 w 436 m 351 m
[Ni(Pu4Mhex)] 3377 w 1557 w 763 sh 440 m 351 w
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Table 6
21 aSolid state and solution (DMF) electronic spectra (cm ) for the mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones) and their copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes

Compound Intraligand and charge transfer d–d

H Pu4M4E 34220, 30040, 28860, 270802

in DMF 33670, 29330 (4.693), 28320
H Pu4E4M 34380, 29100, 273902

in DMF 33510, 29330 (4.710), 28410
H Pu4M4DE 29170, 272302

in DMF 33910, 29170 (4.664)
H Pu4M4pip 290002

in DMF 33910, 29100 (4.584)
H Pu4M4hex 29090, 275202

in DMF 33760, 29260 (4.632)
[Cu(Pu4M4E)] 31510, 27700, 20790 19100

in DMF 34540, 31580 (3.906), 28410, 20410 18780
[Ni(Pu4M4E)] 30190, 24530, 23340, 21030 17940, 14750, 13750

in DMF 34920, 33450, 30260 (3.856), 24060 14130 (2.652)
[Cu(Pu4E4M)] 31420, 27230, 20500 19010, 14600

in DMF 34540, 31510 (4.427), 28010, 20340 18700
[N i(Pu4E4M)] 31260, 23820, 22730 13660

in DMF 34850, 33290, 30350 (3.795), 24220 14060 (2.617)
[Cu(Pu4M4DE)] 31350, 27470, 20260 18250

in DMF 34290, 31510 (4.324), 27790, 20340 18630
[Ni(Pu4M4DE)] 30500, 23440, 22350 14470, 13490

in DMF 34850, 29950 (3.930), 23910, 22590 14130 (2.981)
[Cu(Pu4Mpip)] 31060, 27200, 21130 18690, 14600

in DMF 34290, 31260 (4.364), 27390, 20260 18700
[Ni(Pu4Mpip)] 30750, 23810, 22790 17200, 15310, 14290

in DMF 34990, 29950 (3.884), 23820, 22590 13970 (2.820)
[Cu(Pu4Mhex)] 30980, 27120, 20820 18310, 14520

in DMF 34220, 31260 (4.513), 27470, 20190 18560
[Ni(Pu4Mhex)] 30040, 23570, 22480 16800, 14830, 13810

in DMF 34990, 29950 (3.864), 23820, 22590 13970 (2.811)
a Numbers in parentheses are log e (molar absorptivity) for absorption bands that appear to be single peaks.10

d ground state. However, a 1% [Cu(Pu4M4E)] / values are similar to g of the powder spectra indicating2z av

little solvent interaction with the complex upon dissolu-[Ni(Pu4M4E)] produces a normal d spectrum with the2 2x 2y

tion.four parallel copper hyperfine lines, and five superhyper-
The Racah parameters, k and k , have values of 0.54,fine lines due to the two coordinated nitrogens are resolved i '

0.54; 0.50, 0.60; and 0.50, 0.54 for [Cu(Pu4E4M)],on the highest field parallel feature. Nitrogen coupling is
[Cu(Pu4Mpip)] and [Cu(Pu4Mhex)], respectively. These16 G and A 5193 G. Similarly, the familiar four-linei

values are similar to k and k of 0.52, 0.52 and 0.48, 0.54pattern due to copper(II) hyperfine occurs in CHCl i '3

solution with five lines in a 1:2:3:2:1 ratio due to nitrogen for [Cu(Pu4E)] and [Cu(Pupip)] [5], respectively, and
superhyperfine (two nearly equivalent nitrogen atoms) show that there is considerable covalent nature [16] in the
resolved on the two highest field hyperfine lines. Their g metal–ligand bonding of these complexes. For the com-0

Table 7
EPR parameters for copper(II) complexes of mixed bis(thiosemicarbazones)

Compound Phase Temp g /g g g /g g /g A ,A (G)i 1 2 ' 3 av 0 0 i

[Cu(Pu4M4E)] Solid RT 2.034 2.068 2.082 2.061
CHCl RT A 516 2.067 913 N

1% Cu/Ni RT 2.114 A 516 2.028 2.057 193N

[Cu(Pu4E4M)] Solid RT 2.135 A 518 2.027 2.063N

CHCl A 516 2.067 913 N

DMF 77 K 2.109 2.037 2.061 190
[Cu(Pu4M4DE)] Solid RT ? 2.044 2.029 ?

CHCl RT A 516 2.067 913 N

[Cu(Pu4M4pip)] Solid RT 2.116 2.034 2.061
CHCl RT A 515 2.065 913 N

[Cu(Pu4M4hex)] Solid RT 2.114 A 516 2.028 2.057N

CHCl RT A 515 2.065 913 N
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Abstract

An isoxazole-based ligand 2 bearing a thioether side arm in the 5-position of the heterocycle forms a polymeric coordination network
with Ag(ClO ) (space group Aba2), in which the ligand is coordinated to three different silver ions via the ring N and the bridging4

thioether-S. The resulting layer structure consists of infinite Ag(I)–S helices linked by the isoxazole moieties, with the latter being stacked
10 10above each other. A related complex 2?AuCl (space group C2/c) features linear S–Au–Cl units associated by weak d –d interactions,

while the isoxazole nucleus remains uncoordinated. The solid state structures are compared to those of related isothiazole complexes.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Isoxazole ligands; Silver; Gold; Coordination compounds; Helical structures

1. Introduction was expected to be low in the light of the already weak
tendency of thiophene to act as sulfur-donor ligand. Indeed

The synthesis and crystallographic characterisation of the ring S atom was shown not to be involved in bonding
coordination polymers is of considerable current interest interactions with Ag(I) in any of the coordination com-
[1–3], and in particular the assembly of inorganic coordi- pounds studied [18]. Interestingly however, all those
nation networks from Cu(I) or Ag(I) ions and multi- complexes characterised crystallographically featured di-

21functional ligands is a flourishing field of research [4,5]. In meric units of form L Ag in the solid state, irrespective2 2

this context much effort has been devoted to the design of of the type (N, S) or number (1 to 3) of additional donor
helical motifs both due to their structural aesthetics and sites within the ligand side arm. Thereby the isothiazole-S
their potential utility [6–8]. The induction of such helicity did not appear to play any obvious role for the exclusive
can be achieved either through the use of suitably tailored and high-yield assembly of these dimeric arrays. In order
multidentate ligand frameworks [9–13], or it may arise to elucidate whether such structural motifs might similarly
from the (mostly serendipitous) self-organisation of simple be obtainable from ligands of related topology but lacking
molecular building blocks [14–17]. In the present report an the ring S, we now studied a Ag(I) complex of a particular
unusual infinite helical coordination structure of alternating isoxazole-based compound 2. In addition, the solid state
Ag and S atoms is described which forms in the absence of structure of a complex of 2 with AuCl will be reported.
any obvious structure-directing constraints from the ligand In a more general sense the intention of the present work
employed. is to shed some light on the fundamental coordination

We recently studied a series of Ag(I) complexes of some properties of isoxazoles in comparison to other related
isothiazole-based ligands such as 1, bearing substituents heterocycles having two adjacent heteroatoms within their
with additional donor sites in the 5-position of the ring skeleton, e.g. isothiazoles and pyrazoles. The scarce
heterocycle [18] (Scheme 1). These investigations were coordination chemistry of isoxazoles has recently been
initially aimed at probing the coordination potential of the reviewed [19] and has received certain attention in the
isothiazole ring-S, whose ability to bind transition metals

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-6221-54-8315; fax.: 149-6221-54-
5707.

E-mail address: franc@sun0.urz.uni-heidelberg.de (F. Meyer) Scheme 1.
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context of the widespread biological and medicinal rele- 2.2. Complex 2?AuCl
vance of the isoxazole nucleus [20]. Various different

3binding modes ranging from monodentate N- or O-binding A solution of 2 (0.14 g, 1.0 mmol) in Et O (20 cm )2

to bidentate bridging binding have been claimed mainly on was transferred via a canula to a solution of (Me S)AuCl2
3the basis of IR- and UV/Vis spectroscopic results, but only (0.29 g, 1.0 mmol) in CH Cl (20 cm ) and the resulting2 2

N-coordination has been corroborated by very few X-ray mixture stirred for 30 min at room temperature under
structural determinations [21–23]. Thus a favourable com- exclusion of light. After evaporation of all volatile material
plexation of both the N-atom of the heterocycle and the the residue was taken up in CH Cl , stirred for further 302 2

sulfur donor of the thioether side arm in 2 was anticipated min and again evaporated to dryness. Layering a solution
in the present work, as sulfur donors are known to be good of the resulting material in CH Cl with light petroleum2 2

ligands for group-11 cations in their low oxidation state gradually afforded colourless crystals of the product 2?

[24]. It should be noted however, that no involvement of AuCl (0.18 g, 0.48 mmol, 48%), (Found: C, 19.07; H,
such thioether side arms in the binding to Ag(I) was 2.46; N, 3.63%; calculated for C H AuClNOS: C, 19.19;6 9

observed in the case of complexes of some related H, 2.41; N, 3.73%); d (CDCl ) 2.33 (3 H, s, CH ), 2.79H 3 3

pyrazolate-based multidentate ligands [25]. (3 H, s, CH ), 4.43 (2 H, s, CH ), and 6.32 (1 H, s, CH);3 2
21

ñ / cm 3120w, 2990w, 1597s, 1433m, 1409s, 1128m,max

999m, 977m, 899m, 826s, 742m (KBr).

2. Experimental
2.3. X-ray structure determinations

All manipulations were carried out under an atmosphere
The measurements were carried out on a Siemens-Stoe

of dry nitrogen through the employment of standard
AED2 four-circle diffractometer with graphite-monochro-

Schlenk techniques. Solvents were dried according to ˚mated Mo K radiation (l50.71073 A). Structures wereaestablished procedures. Microanalyses were provided by
solved by direct methods with the program SHELXS-97Mikroanalytische Laboratorien des Organisch-Chemischen
and refined with the SHELXL-97 program [28]. An¨Instituts der Universitat Heidelberg. IR spectra were
absorption correction [c scan for 2?Ag(ClO ), numerical1 4performed on a Perkin–Elmer 983G instrument. H and
for 2?AuCl], was applied to all data. Atomic coordinates13 1C h Hj NMR spectra were collected using a Bruker AC
and anisotropic thermal parameters of the non-hydrogen200 machine at 200.13 MHz and 50.32 MHz, respectively.
atoms were refined by full-matrix least-squares calculationSolvent chemical shift references were taken as: D -dmso: 26 based on F . H atoms were located using difference-

d 52.50, d 539.5; CDCl : d 57.27, d 577.0. The isox-H C 3 H C Fourier synthesis and refined isotropically. Table 1 com-azole derivative 2 was synthesised according to the re-
piles the data for the structure determinations.ported method [26,27]. d (D -dmso) 2.08 (3 H, s, CH ),H 6 3

2.21 (3 H, s, CH ), 3.82 (2 H, s, CH ) and 6.24 (1 H, s,3 2

CH); d (D -dmso) 15.9 (CH ), 20.0 (CH ), 32.1 (CH ),C 6 3 3 2
4 5 3108.1 (C H), 164.5 (C ) and 174.4 (C ). 3. Results and discussion

The potential ligand 2 was synthesised according to the
2.1. Complex 2?Ag(ClO ) literature method [26,27]. The addition of stoichiometric4

amounts of Ag(ClO ) in Et O to a solution of 2 in the4 2
3A solution of 2 (0.14 g, 1.0 mmol) in Et O (20 cm ) same solvent caused immediate precipitation of a white2

was transferred via a canula to a solution of Ag(ClO ) solid which was filtered off and dried under vacuum to4
3(0.21 g, 1.0 mmol) in the same solvent (20 cm ), causing afford the product 2?Ag(ClO ) in analytically pure form.4

the immediate precipitation of a white solid. After stirring This material turned out to be soluble only in highly polar
1 13the reaction mixture for 30 min at room temperature under solvents like dmf or dmso. H and C NMR spectra

exclusion of light, the precipitate was removed by filtra- recorded in D -dmso exhibited only marginal differences6

tion, washed twice with Et O and dried under vacuum. when compared to the chemical shifts for the free ligand,2

Layering a solution of this material in dmf with Et O presumably indicating that the complex largely dissociates2

gradually afforded colourless crystals of the product 2? upon dissolution in these highly coordinating solvents. IR
Ag(ClO ) (0.29 g, 0.83 mmol, 83%), (Found: C, 20.96; H, spectra of the solid compound (as KBr pellets) revealed no4

2.57; N, 4.04%. C H AgClNO S; calculated: C, 20.56; H, significant changes of the ligand absorptions, in particular6 9 5

2.59; N, 4.00%); d (D -dmso) 2.12 (3 H, s, CH ), 2.21 (3 for the characteristic vibrations of the isoxazole nucleusH 6 3
21 21H, s, CH ), 3.88 (2 H, s, CH ), and 6.27 (1 H, s, CH); around 1600 cm and 1420 cm [29,30], which possibly3 2

d (D -dmso) 11.0 (CH ), 15.5 (CH ), 27.5 (CH ), 103.5 arises from ligand exchange with the KBr disc. The overallC 6 3 3 2
4 5 3 21˜(C H), 159.7 (C H), and 169.2 (C H); n / cm 3119w, spectroscopic findings did not allow any unambiguousmax

2983w, 1600m, 1414m (br), 1090vs, 621s (KBr). diagnosis of the nature of the coordination mode.
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Table 1 Table 2
˚Crystal data and refinement details for the complexes Selected atom distances (A) and angles (8) for 2?Ag(ClO )4

2?Ag(ClO ) 2?AuCl Ag–N 2.218(3) N–Ag–S 139.20(9)4
IAg–S 2.480(1) N–Ag–S 98.12(8)

Formula C H AgClNO S C H AuClNOS I6 9 5 6 9 Ag–S 2.767(2) N–Ag–O(2) 98.45(12)
M 350.53 375.72 Ir Ag–O(2) 2.505(4) S–Ag–S 112.39(3)
Crystal size [mm] 0.1830.2130.70 0.7030.4530.13

N–O(1) 1.404(4) S–Ag–O(2) 106.51(12)
Crystal system orthorhombic monoclinic IS –Ag–O(2) 92.05(12)
Space group Aba2 C2/c IAg–S–Ag 116.24(4)˚a [A] 15.684(9) 14.647(7)

˚b [A] 19.359(10) 19.821(10)
˚c [A] 7.045(4) 7.606(4)

b [8] 90 119.63(3) ions: one silver is bound to the ring N-atom, while two
3˚V [A ] 2139(2) 1919(2) other metal centres are bridged by the thioether sulfur atom

23
r [g cm ] 2.177 2.600calcd . of the ligand side arm. The latter arrangement constitutesZ 8 8

the basis of an infinite one-dimensional helical chain ofF(000) [e] 1376 1376
alternating Ag(I) ions and thioether sulfur atoms, thatT [K] 203 203

21
m (Mo K ) [mm ] 2.33 15.77 winds along a 2 screw axis in the direction of thea 1
Scan mode v v crystallographic c axis (Fig. 2).
hkl range 222–0, 27–27, 29–9 217–15, 0–23, 0–9

As is necessary for the space group Aba2, the helices are2u range [8] 4.2–60 3.8–50
alternately left- and right-handed. The helical repeat unitMeasured refl. 3071 1697

˚along the axis is equal to c, i.e. 7.045 A, with closestUnique refl. 2840 1697
˚Observed refl. I . 2s(I) 2456 1518 Ag? ? ?Ag distances of 4.458 A. The torsion angles around

Refined parameters 173 137 the Ag–S bonds amount to 35.688 and 104.018, where the23˚Resid. el. dens. [eA ] 0.56/ 20.53 0.86/ 21.08
latter torsion angle corresponds to the smaller value for theR1 0.028 0.023

˚two different Ag–S distances [2.480(1) A versus 2.767(2)wR2 0.067 0.061
2 ˚Goodness-of-fit (F ) 1.055 1.110 A]. These Ag–S bond lengths show a considerable vari-

ation similar to the alternating Ag–S distances in oligo-
meric structural arrays of some silver macrocyclic

Colourless crystals of 2?Ag(ClO ) grew upon slow thioether complexes [31–33], and in fact the larger value4

diffusion of Et O into a dmf solution of the complex, so lies at the upper end of the range expected from literature2

that an X-ray crystallographic analysis could be performed. values for Ag(I)–S(thioether) bonds [34,35]. However, it
The compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic space is still considerably shorter than the weak long range

˚group Aba2. Parts of the polymeric structure are depicted interactions (usually around 3 A) observed in several silver
in Fig. 1, selected bond lengths and angles are given in macrocyclic thioether complexes [36,37]. The capacity of
Table 2. sulfur atoms in thioethers to use both its lone pairs to

Each ligand molecule 2 is coordinated to three silver(I) coordinate to two different silver ions has been reported

Fig. 1. View of the two-dimensional network of 2?Ag(ClO ). In the interest of clarity all hydrogen atoms have been omitted.4
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Fig. 3. View of the molecular structure of the dimeric unit of 2?AuCl. In
the interest of clarity all hydrogen atoms have been omitted.

ture was finally elucidated by X-ray crystallography. The
result is shown in Fig. 3, together with selected bond
lengths and angles that are given in Table 3.

In contrast to 2?Ag(ClO ), the complex 2?AuCl does4

not form an infinite coordination network but features
dimeric entities (2?AuCl) that are hold together by Au? ? ?2

˚Au contacts of 3.258(2) A. The primary ligation of the
gold centres that consists of the thioether sulfur of 2 and
the chloride ion is roughly linear [175.4(6)8], with the
N-atom of the isoxazole heterocycle remaining uncoordi-
nated.Fig. 2. Helical chain of Ag(I) ions and thioether-S in 2?Ag(ClO ).4

10 10Short unsupported closed shell d –d interactions
between gold centres have been observed in numerous

[31–33,36–41], although this bonding mode is more Au(I) complexes, in particular in neutral mononuclear
common in macrocyclic [31–33,36,37] than in acyclic [AuXL] entities, and the term auriophilicity has been
thioether chemistry [40,41]. coined for this type of inter- and intramolecular aggrega-

The silver ions in 2?Ag(ClO ) are overall tetracoordi- tion [43–48]. Depending on the steric requirements of the4

nated by the two proximite sulfur atoms within the helical additional ligands these complexes are found to form
chain, an oxygen atom O(2) of a terminal perchlorate various kinds of packings ranging from dimeric pairs to
anion, and the ring N atom of another ligand molecule polymeric layers. Au? ? ?Au interatomic distances are gen-

˚bridging the neighbouring helical chains. The ligand erally found around 3.0060.25 A [48], i.e. the Au? ? ?Au
molecules, which thus contribute to two different helical separation in 2?AuCl lies at the upper end of this range,
chains through their S- and N-donor atoms, are stacked which is indicative of only weak bonding in the present
above each other with parallel heterocyclic ring systems. case. The reason for this latter finding is not obvious, as
The distance between the isoxazole planes is approximate- the steric bulk perpendicular to the molecular axis of

˚ly 3.3 A and thus lies within the range found for numerous 2?AuCl does not appear to be unusually demanding.
planar aromatic systems in the solid state [42]. The Complex 2?AuCl gradually decomposes in solution to give
resulting overall network as depicted in Fig. 1 constitutes a an orange–yellow material of as yet unknown composi-
two-dimensional infinite lattice with the methyl groups and tion.
the perchlorate anions directed towards the outside of each
layer. It should be noted though, that the structure-direct-
ing effect of the solvent used for crystallisation as well as
of the counteranion employed, i.e. perchlorate, can not be 4. Conclusions
evaluated at this stage.

In order to further probe the coordination potential of 2, 2?Ag(ClO ) represents the first structurally character-4

we also prepared a related gold compound by reaction with ised example of a silver complex of an isoxazole-based
(Me S)AuCl. The resulting complex 2?AuCl could be2

obtained in crystalline form by layering a solution in Table 3
1 ˚Selected atom distances (A) and angles (8) for 2?AuClCH Cl with light petroleum. In this case the H NMR2 2

spectrum (recorded in CDCl ) revealed a significant low Au–S 2.262(2) S–Au–Cl 175.38(6)3
IAu–Cl 2.271(2) S–Au–Au 102.28(5)field shift, in particular for the resonances assigned to the

I IAu? ? ?Au 3.258(2) Cl–Au–Au 78.96(6)CH and CH groups adjacent to the thioether-S, thus2 3
N–O 1.429(7)indicating coordination of the latter. The molecular struc-
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ligand, i.e. a class of potential ligands that has barely been F.M.) and the Fonds der Chemischen Industrie is gratefully
studied. In principle, the solid state structure of 2? acknowledged.
Ag(ClO ) features some basic similarities with those of the4

Ag(I) complexes of isothiazoles 1 [18]: e.g. the
heterocyclic N-atom and the side arm donor atom coordi-
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Abstract

22Triclinic crystals of bismuth(III) triple-decker phthalocyanine, Bi Pc , Pc5C H N , were grown directly by the reaction of Bi Se2 3 32 16 8 2 3

with 1,2-dicyanobenzene at 2208C. The Bi Pc molecule is centrosymmetric with the bismuth atoms located closer to the peripheral2 3

phthalocyaninato(22) rings than to the central ring. Each bismuth(III) ion is connected by four N-isoindole atoms to the peripheral and by
˚four N-isoindole to the central Pc ring with average distances of 2.333 and 2.747 A, respectively. This indicates a stronger connection of

Bi(III) to the peripheral saucer-shaped macrocyclic rings than to the central rings. The neighbouring phthalocyaninato(22) moieties in the
˚Bi Pc molecule are separated by a distance of 3.101(5) A. The central Pc ring is rotated by 36.48 with respect to the peripheral ones.2 3

Differences in Bi–N bond lengths are a result of interaction of the bismuth ion with peripheral and central rings as well as the repulsion
˚forces between two bismuth ions in the same Bi Pc molecule, which are separated by a distance of 3.839(2) A. The crystal packing is2 3

˚characterized by a distance of 3.56 A between Pc rings of neighbouring Bi Pc molecules.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights2 3

reserved.

Keywords: Phthalocyanine; Bismuth(III) phthalocyanine; Triple-decker phthalocyanine; Crystal structure; Synthesis

1. Introduction preparation method [7–10]. Therefore, we proposed a new
method which allowed us obtain metallophthalocyanines

The composition and structure of metal(III)–phthalo- without additional anions [11]. Using this method we have
cyanines can be expressed by the general formulae MPcX synthesized and characterized several new metal-
(X5monovalent anion) [1–3], (MPc) Y (Y5divalent anion) lophthalocyanines [12–18], each being obtained directly in2

[4], M Pc [5] or MPc , with one monooxidized crystalline form by the reaction of finely powdered metal2 3 2
?2phthalocyaninato ring (Pc ) [6]. Magnetic susceptibility or intermetallic alloy with 1,2-dicyanobenzene (o-DCB). In

measurements of the partially oxidized sandwich-type particular, the indium(III) triple-decker phthalocyanine has
indium(III) diphthalocyanine with one unpaired electron been synthesized according to this reaction (Scheme 1).
on the Pc macrocyclic ligand, clearly show its paramagnet- However, the Bi Pc complex could not be obtained by2 3

ic character. This free unpaired electron has also been this method. The oxidation potential of the reaction
31detected by EPR spectroscopy [6], while the triple-decker Bi→Bi 13e is too high relative to that needed in the

indium(III) phthalocyanine is diamagnetic [5]. The crystal reaction of the phthalocyaninato(22) ring formation from
22structure analysis of the InPc shows that the unpaired four molecules of o-DCB: 4 o-DCB12e→Pc . However,2

electron is rather delocalized over both Pc macrocyclic our experiments revealed some interesting results: (1) the
rings since there are no significant differences in the In–N metallophthalocyanines are often formed more easily if the

9distances for both phthalocyaninato moieties. Thus, the pure metal is replaced by the M M alloy in the reactionx y

formal oxidation state of the Pc rings is 21.5. [11], (2) using a method similar to Scheme 1, but under an
The chemical composition of the metal- iodine atmosphere, two different kinds of bismuth(III)

lophthalocyanines with M(III) is strongly dependent on phthalocyanine complexes are obtained (Scheme 2). The
formation of complexes (a) and (b) is a competitive
process strongly dependent on reaction conditions as well*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-71-343-5021; fax: 148-71-441-029.

E-mail address: janczak@highscreen.int.pan.wroc.pl (J. Janczak) as on the molar proportion of the substrates used in the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00185-0
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Scheme 1.

The powdered Bi Se (0.64 g) and o-DCB (1.54 g) were2 3

mixed in a molar ratio of 1:12. The mixture was pressed
into pellets which were inserted into a glass ampoule
which was evacuated and sealed. The ampoule was heated
at 2208C for 24 h. At this temperature the liquid o-DCB
undergoes catalytic tetramerization. At the end of theScheme 2.
reaction time, the product consisted of well-developed
red-violet plate-like crystals and microcrystalline dark-

reaction synthesis. The crystals of both bismuth(III) violet powder. X-ray powder analysis using a STOE
phthalocyaninato complexes are built up from two opposite powder diffractometer equipped with PSD (position sensi-

˚charged moieties [19,20]. (3) We recently obtained tive detector) and Cu Ka radiation (l51.540562 A) of1

iodophthalocyaninato(22) bismuth(III) according to the microcrystalline product showed a pattern consistent
Scheme 3; the iodophthalocyaninato(22) bismuth(III) with selenium. Elemental analysis using an energy disper-
crystallizing as a dimer [21]. As can be seen from this sive spectrometer of the plate-like crystals gave Bi, 21.41;
reaction, the selenium being redox active, evolves in the C, 58.91; N, 17.26%. Calculated for (C H N ) Bi : Bi,32 16 8 3 2

22neutral form. Two selenium anions (Se ) transmit the 21.37; C, 58.96; N, 17.20 and H, 2.47%.
electrons to the phthalocyaninato rings forming from o-

22DCB molecules, while the third Se anion transmits the 2.2. Data collection22 0 2electrons to the I molecule (Se 1I →Se 1 2I ). Simul-2 2

taneously, the bismuth cations present in the reaction are
A selected single crystal of Bi Pc , of approximate2 3incorporated as counterions into the phthalocyaninato(22) 3dimensions 0.1430.1230.07 mm was used for data

rings, forming a dimer, i.e. (BiPcI) [21].2 collection using a STOE imaging plate system (STOE
Taking the previous results into account, we attempted

Application Laboratory, Darmstadt) with Mo Ka radiation
to synthesize the bismuth(III) analogue to the In Pc2 3 ˚(l50.71073 A) [22]. Preliminary examination of the
compound. This paper describes the synthesis and structure

crystal by rotation and Weissenberg photographs indicated
of the triple-decker bismuth phthalocyanine, Bi Pc . The2 3 triclinic symmetry. The unit cell parameters were refined
structure of Bi Pc is discussed and compared to the2 3 on 4846 reflections [23]. A total of 11 996 reflections were
indium analogue – In Pc .2 3 measured in the range 3.3,2Q ,52.28. Intensities and

their standard deviations were corrected for Lorentz and
polarization effects [24]. The face-indexed analytical ab-
sorption was calculated using the X-RED program [25];

2. Experimental
maximum and minimum transmission factors were 0.7535
and 0.5407, respectively. In all, 6499 independent reflec-

2.1. Synthesis 2 2tions (4209 with F . 2s(F )) were used for crystal
structure solution and refinement (R 50.0271).intUsing the method described in Scheme 3, but without

iodine, the Bi Pc complex is formed.2 3

2.3. Structure determination and refinement
0Bi Se 1 12 o-DCB → Bi Pc 1 3Se2 3 2 3

The structure was solved using the Patterson heavy-atom
method, which revealed the position of the Bi atom and
some nitrogen and carbon atoms. The remaining atoms
were located in successive difference Fourier analyses.
Initially, the structure was refined with isotropic, then

Scheme 3. anisotropic temperature factors by full-matrix least-squares
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techniques using the SHELXL97 program [26]. The hydrogen phthalocyaninato ring it is not; therefore, in the synthesis
atoms of the phenyl ring were located with geometrical Bi Se has been used. The formal oxidation state of the2 3

correlation (AFIX 43) and their thermal parameters were bismuth atoms in Bi Se as well as in Bi Pc is 13, and2 3 2 3
22fixed as U 51.2U of the carbon atom directly linked to therefore the Se ions participate in the transfer of theiso iso

the H atom. The final unweighted and weighted agreement electrons to the forming phthalocyaninato(22) ring,
2 2 22 0 22 0factors converged to R[F . 2s(F )]50.0611 and (Se →Se 12e, E 520.40 V) Se 14 o-DCB→Se 10

2 22wR(F )50.0720; a goodness-of-fit calculation resulted in a Pc . The phthalocyaninato(22) macrocyclic rings and
31value of 1.005. The final difference Fourier calculation the Bi cations, as the units with opposite charges,

showed no peaks of chemical significance, the largest were interact strongly and form the Bi Pc complex. The2 33˚11.393 and 21.080 e A . Scattering factors for neutral character of the Bi–N bonds in the complex is highly
atoms and corrections for anomalous dispersion were as in covalent as suggested by its negligible solubility in the
SHELXL97 [26], which was used for all crystal structure polar solvent. It can be concluded that using the appro-
calculations. The drawing preparations were made by priate selenides as a substrate other metallophthalocyanines
using the graphic program of the SHELXTL package [27]. may be obtained also.
Details of the data collection parameters and final agree- Crystals are built up from separate triple-decker bis-
ment factors are shown in Table 1. muth(III) phthalocyanine molecules and the Bi Pc mole-2 3

cule is centrosymmetric. The independent part of the
Bi Pc molecule is shown in Fig. 1, which also gives the2 3

3. Results and discussion numbering scheme. The important bond distances and
angles for Bi Pc are listed in Table 2.2 3

In contrast to the In Pc complex [5], which is obtained The macromolecule consists of two bismuth atoms and2 3

directly by the reaction of pure indium metal with o-DCB, three phthalocyaninato ligands. The bismuth atoms are
Bi Pc cannot be obtained in the same manner, since the located between the phthalocyaninato ligand forming a2 3

31oxidation reaction M→M 13e for In and Bi have a triple-decker phthalocyaninato complex. Thus it can be
different standard E (10.33 V for In and 20.30 V for said that the Bi Pc is a double-sandwich type complex.0 2 3

Bi). The transfer of electrons from In metal to the formed Both peripheral saucer-shaped phthalocyaninato mac-
phthalocyaninato ring is possible, while from Bi to the rocyclic rings are coordinated through four nitrogen iso-

Table 1
aCrystal data, data collection and refinement details for Bi Pc2 3

Formula (C H N ) Bi32 16 8 3 2

Color Red-violet
MW 1955.54
Crystal system Triclinic

¯Space group P1
Unit cell dimensions:

˚a, b, c (A) 11.217(2), 13.616(3), 14.931(3)
a, b, g (8) 107.67(3), 100.14(3), 112.82(3)

3˚V (A ) 1887.4(7)
Z 1
F(000) 1534
D 1.721calc.

D 1.72obs.
˚Radiation, Mo Ka (A) l50.71073

2u range 2–52.2
Index range:

h 213→13
k 216→16
l 218→18

Reflections collected 11996
Independent reflections 6499 (R 50.0271)int

2 2Observed reflections 4209 (with F . 2s(F ))
21Absorption coefficient, m (mm ) 4.726

Correction Lorentz, polarization, face indexed analytical
absorption, T 50.7535, T 50.5407max min

2 2R[F . 2s(F )], wR(F ) 0.0611, 0.07202

Goodness-of-fit, S 1.005
Largest D /s 0.005

3˚Residual electron density, e A 11.393, 21.080 (near the Bi atom)
a 2 2 2 2 4 1 / 2 21 2 2 2 2 2R 5 oiF u 2 uF i /o F ; wR(F ) 5 ho(w(F 2 F ) ] /o wF j ; w 5 [s (F ) 1 (0.0130P) ], where P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3.o c o o c o o o c
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phthalocyaninato(22) ligand from planarity in Bi Pc2 3

exhibits a similar trend as found in In Pc , whereas the2 3

central phthalocyaninato(22) ring in Bi Pc is closer to2 3

planarity than the one in the In Pc complex [5].2 3

The intramolecular distance between two
˚phthalocyaninato ligand planes in Bi Pc is 3.101(5) A.2 3

The two peripheral phthalocyaninato ligands in Bi Pc are2 3
˚parallel and 6.202(8) A apart, the third central macrocyclic

ring being rotated by 36.48 with respect to them. For
comparison, the macrocycle ring is rotated by 37.58 and

˚the neighbouring phthalocyaninato rings are 2.954 A apart
in In Pc complex [5]. Thus, the phthalocyaninato(22)2 3

rings in both (Bi and In) triple-decker complexes are closer
˚than the van der Waals’ distance of 3.4 A for aromatic

carbon atoms [28]. The average distance for a-pyrrole
Fig. 1. View of the independent part of the centrosymmetrical molecule carbon atoms between neighbouring phthalocyaninato
of Bi Pc and atom numbering.2 3 ˚ ˚planes equals 3.24 A in Bi Pc and 3.05 A in In Pc .2 3 2 3

These distances indicate that in both complexes these31indole atoms to the two Bi cations, while the third carbon atoms interact with each other.
central phthalocyaninato moiety coordinates to both bis- The six phenyl rings are almost planar, the largest
muth atoms. All atoms in the peripheral Pc units lie below ˚deviation is 0.025 A for the C11 atom of the C10–C15
the plane defined by the four isoindole nitrogen atoms phenyl ring. The mean values of the 36 C–C distances and
(N -plane). The largest deviation from the N -plane (with-4 4 ˚C–C–C angles in the phenyl rings are 1.381 A and 120.08.
out the H atoms) are observed for C12, C13 and C11

Despite the normal values of the C–C bonds and C–C–C
atoms and equal to 0.822(5), 0.801(5) and 0.664(5),

angles the phenyl rings are not perfectly hexagonal. The
respectively. The phenyl ring C26–C31 is closest to the

distortion of the phenyl rings fused with pyrrole ring into
N -plane. The four pyrrole rings, i.e. (N1C1C2C7C8),4 isoindole moieties are similar to those found in In Pc .2 3(N3C9C10C15C16), (N5C17C18C23C24) and

The carbon–nitrogen distances in the macrocyclic ring fall(N7C25C26C31C32) are planar, and form with the N -4 into two groups. Those of the isoindole rings with anplane angles 7.1(3), 9.5(3), 8.4(3) and 5.3(3)8, respective- ˚average distance of 1.393 A are longer than average C–Nly. The phenyl rings fused with the respective pyrrole ring
distances involving the azamethine nitrogen atoms (1.324form angles ranging from 0.1 to 3.38. The smallest dihedral
Å). Thus the bond order of C–N bonds is greater thanazaangle is between the pyrrole ring of (N1C1C2C7C8) and
the bond order of C–N bonds. This is possibly due topyrrolethe phenyl (C2–C7) ring, while the greater angle is
the interaction of N-pyrrole atoms with Bi and the forma-between the pyrrole (N7C25C26C31C32) and phenyl
tion of the Bi–N bonds. The difference between the C–(C26–C31) rings. The deformation of the peripheral
N and C–N bonds in this Bi Pc complex isaza pyrrole 2 3

greater than those observed for planar metal-
Table 2 lomonophthalocyanines in which the M–N bonds are

˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) with E.S.D. values in coplanar with the phthalocyaninato(22) ring. The geome-aparentheses
try of the N-isoindole atoms in Bi Pc molecule, especially2 3

Bi1–N1 2.329(7) Bi1–N3 2.340(8) the N-isoindole atoms from the central Pc ring (see Fig. 2)
Bi1–N5 2.367(7) Bi1–N7 2.295(7)

which coordinate the Bi atoms on both sides indicate aBi1–N9 2.797(6) Bi1–N11 2.712(7)
3i i hybridization close to sp .Bi1–N9 2.684(7) Bi1–N11 2.793(6)

The bismuth–nitrogen distances fall into two groups.
N1–Bi1–N3 72.7(2) N1–Bi1–N5 115.9(2) The four distances of the isoindole nitrogens from the
N1–Bi1–N7 75.3(3) N1–Bi1–N9 85.0(2)

i peripheral phthalocyaninato ring are shorter than the fourN1–Bi1–N11 137.2(2) N1–Bi1–N9 149.7(2)
involving the isoindole nitrogens from the centralN3–Bi1–N5 73.8(3) N3–Bi1–N7 114.5(3)

N3–Bi1–N9 92.2(2) N3–Bi1–N11 83.4(2) phthalocyaninato ring. The average distances are 2.333 and
i iN3–Bi1–N9 137.6(2) N3–Bi1–N11 149.2(2) ˚2.747 A, respectively. Thus, the bismuth atoms in Bi Pc2 3

N5–Bi1–N7 71.5(3) N5–Bi1–N9 148.6(2) are located closer to the peripheral Pc rings than to theiN5–Bi1–N11 89.4(2) N5–Bi1–N9 81.8(2)
central Pc ring. This is probably due to the strongerN7–Bi1–N9 139.2(2) N7–Bi1–N11 147.4(2)

31i i interaction of the Bi cations with the peripheralN7–Bi1–N9 88.8(2) N7–Bi1–N11 85.4(2)
iN9–Bi1–N11 61.1(2) N9–Bi1–N11 59.5(2) phthalocyaninato(22) rings, whereas the central

i i 31N9–Bi1–N9 91.1(2) N11–Bi1–N11 91.6(2) phthalocyaninato(22) ring interacts with two Bi cations
31a Symmetry code: i, 2 x, 2 x, 1 2 z. at both sides of the Pc ring. In addition, the Bi cations
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the geometries of the triple-decker phthalocyanine molecules: Bi Pc and In Pc .2 3 2 3

appear to be repelling each other, since the intramolecular
Table 3˚Bi–Bi distance is 3.839(2) A, while the ionic radius is only
Comparison of the geometrical parameters for a triple-decker metal(III)˚|1.24 A [29]. phthalocyanines

The characteristic geometric parameters for both Bi and
Bi Pc In Pc2 3 2 3In triple-decker phthalocyaninato complexes are shown in

M–N average distance to theTable 3. The largest differences between these (Bi and In)
˚peripheral Pc ring (A) 2.333 2.223structures are observed in the M–N distances, especially in

M–N average distance to the
the M–N distances involving the N-isoindole atoms from ˚central Pc ring (A) 2.747 2.350
the central phthalocyanine ring (see also Fig. 2). The M–N 2.747 3.198

M–M intramolecular distancedistances of the N-isoindole atoms from the peripheral
˚(A) 3.839(2) 4.036phthalocyaninato ring are explained by the difference in

Distance between peripheral Pcthe ionic radii between the Bi and In. In contrast to the ˚planes (A) 6.202(8) 5.818
Bi Pc , in which the central Pc ring coordinates at both2 3 Distance between peripheral and

˚sides the Bi atoms by four nitrogen atoms, in the In Pc central Pc planes (A) 3.101(4) 2.9542 3

Deviation of the metal(III) fromthe indium atoms are linked by only two isoindole nitrogen
N -plane of the peripheral Pc4atoms to the central Pc ring. The other two In–N distances

˚ring (A) 1.250(4) 1.005are much longer than typical In–N bond lengths (dashed
Deviation of the metal(III) from

line in Fig. 2). The metal–metal axis in Bi Pc is2 3 N -plane of the central Pc ring4
˚perpendicular to the N -plane of the peripheral ring, while (A) 1.917(5) 1.8384

Rotation of the central ring within the In Pc complex this axis is tilted by 18.38 from the2 3
respect to the peripheral (8) 36.4(3) 37.5normal to the respective N -plane. Additionally, the Pc4
The angle between the M–Mrings in In Pc are slightly shifted against each other in2 3 axis and the normal to the N -4relation to the Bi Pc complex. This is a consequence of2 3 plane (8) 0 18.3

different coordination of the central Pc ligand by the metal Intermolecular distance between
˚the Pc rings in the stack (A) 3.56 3.48(Bi or In) atom. Both bismuth or indium atoms in Bi Pc2 3

a ˚Lattice parameters : a (A) 11.217(2) 11.493(2)or in In Pc complexes have a distorted square antiprism2 3 ˚b (A) 13.616(3) 13.519(3)coordination, but the distortion in the In complex is much ˚c (A) 14.931(3) 14.492(3)
stronger. a (8) 107.67(3) 106.78(3)

The lattice parameters of the Bi and In triple-decker b (8) 100.14(3) 97.15(3)
g (8) 112.82(3) 117.02(3)crystals are different (see Table 3). The a, b and g

Reference This work [5]parameter differences are explained by the geometries of
aboth triple-decker molecules, the coordination of the The lattice parameters for In Pc crystal given in Ref. [5] are2 3

transformed by a matrixindium cations, the shift of the Pc rings in In Pc mole-2 3

cule, and the tilt of the intramolecular In–In axis from the
normal to the N -plane. 0 0 14

0 2 1 2 1 to the standard setting (all angles a, b and g $908).The architecture of the Bi Pc molecules in the crystal S D2 3
1 0 0is illustrated in Fig. 3. The structure is composed of sheets
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Abstract

The compounds (NH ) [Mo V O (C O ) ]?6H O (I) and (NH ) [H Mo V O (C O ) ]?2H O (II) have been prepared from4 6 6 2 24 2 4 2 2 4 4 2 2 2 12 2 4 2 2

molybdenum(VI) oxide and ammonium vanadate in aqueous solution through the addition of ammonium oxalate, and their structures
62determined by X-ray structure analysis. Whereas the molybdovanadate anion [Mo V O (C O ) ] found in (I) consists of six MoO6 2 24 2 4 2 6

42 42and two VO edge-sharing octahedra of the g-[Mo O ] type structure, the tetranuclear anion [H Mo V O (C O ) ] of (II) adopts6 8 26 2 2 2 12 2 4 2

the structure with a M O core. Both complexes contain bidentate oxalato ligands bonded to the vanadium ions. In both crystal structures4 16

the molybdovanadate anions are mutually hydrogen bonded by ammonium ions and water molecules.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Molybdovanadates; Oxalato ligand; Crystal structure determination

1. Introduction V) coordinated by organic ligands are still rare and up to
now only a few examples are described in the literature

The surfaces of many polyoxoanions mimic those of [14,15].
heterogeneous metal oxides so that it may be expected that It has been established that although many different
further insights into heterogeneous catalysis by oxides as species of polyoxometalates exist in aqueous solution, their
well as the development of new types of catalysts will formation strongly depends upon the metal ions con-
result from a study of organic derivatives of polyoxoanions centration, the range of pH and the temperature [10]. From

22[1–10]. The first such polyanions [(R AsO )Mo O H] such solutions, crystals of different composition appear2 2 4 13

containing covalently bonded organic groups were reported because of their insolubility rather than because of the
by A. Rosenheim and A. Bilecki in 1913 [11]. In the last relative stability of the species in solution [16].
ten or more years several polyoxometalates, in particular As part of our research into polyoxoanions coordinated
polyoxomolybdates, containing oxygen- or nitrogen-donat- by carboxylato ligands [12,13], in this paper we describe
ing ligands have been prepared and structurally character- the synthesis and crystal structure of
ized [10,12,13]. However, polyoxoanions of the type (NH ) [Mo V O (C O ) ]?6H O (I) and4 6 6 2 24 2 4 2 2

n2[M M O L ] with mixed metals (e.g. M5Mo and M95 (NH ) [H Mo V O (C O ) ]?2H O (II) as two newx y z o 4 4 2 2 2 12 2 4 2 2

examples of molybdovanadates coordinated by oxalato
ligands. Both complexes resulted from the same reaction*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1385-1-4606-672; fax: 1385-1-4611-
of molybdenum(VI) and vanadium(V) oxides and am-191.

E-mail address: bkamenar@chem.pmf.hr (B. Kamenar) monium oxalate. However, while the former is a typical

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00184-9
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42polyoxometalate derived from a g-[Mo O ] structure 6.1; H, 1.5; Calc. for: C H Mo V N O : V, 13.2; Mo,8 26 4 22 2 2 4 22
21type [1], the latter adopts a tetrameric structure with 24.8; N, 7.3; C, 6.2; H, 2.9%. IR(cm ): 1621(m),

M O core characteristic for tetranuclear metal alkoxides 1416(m), 899(vs), 804(vs), 666(vs).4 16

[2,3].

2.3. Crystal structure determination

2. Experimental
2.3.1. Crystal data for (I)

2.1. Reagents and apparatus C H Mo V N O , M 51453.91, triclinic, space group4 36 6 2 6 38 r] ˚P1, a57.747(1), b59.852(2), c513.686(5) A, a 5
3˚All chemicals were of reagent grade and used as 90.05(3), b 573.46(1), g 571.64(3)8, V5945.7(4) A , Z5

23purchased from commercial sources. The IR spectra were 1, D 52.553 g cm , F(000)5704, m(MoKa)525.19calc
21recorded in KBr with a FTIR 1600 Fourier-transform cm .

21spectrophotometer in the 4500–450 cm region. Ther-
mogravimetry (TG) was carried out using Mettler TG 50
thermobalance. Approximately 23–39 mg (I) and 8–10 mg 2.3.2. Crystal data for (II)
(II) samples were taken in aluminium crucibles and C H Mo V N O , M 5772.02, triclinic, space group4 22 2 2 4 22 r] ˚heating rate was 208C per min. The studies were carried P1, a57.514(2), b57.800(3), c510.886(4) A, a 5

3 3˚out in an atmosphere of argon with a flow rate of 200 cm 101.47(2), b 597.63(2), g 5115.64(1)8, V5546.1(3) A ,
23per min. Z51, D 52.347 g cm , F(000)5380, m(MoKa)5calc

2120.60 cm .
Single crystals of (I) of dimensions 0.1630.2530.30

2.2. Preparation and elemental analysis 3 3mm and of (II) of 0.1830.3130.39 mm were used for
data collection on STOE updated Philips PW1100 diffrac-
tometer with graphite monocromatized Mo K radiationa2.2.1. (NH ) [Mo V O (C O ) ]?6H O (I)4 6 6 2 24 2 4 2 2 ˚(l50.71069 A). The 5470 reflections (2 ,u , 308,MoO (0.93 g), V O (0.50 g) and (NH ) C O ?H O3 2 5 4 2 2 4 2

3 2 10 , h , 10, 2 13 , k , 13, 0 , l , 19) and 3117 re-(1.00 g) were suspended in water (30 cm ). On heating, at
flections (2 ,u , 308, 2 10 , h , 10, 10 , k , 10, 0 ,908C for 1 h, the resulting suspension became dark yellow.
l , 15) were collected by v-2u scan technique for (I) andIt was filtered off to remove the unreacted mixture of
(II), respectively. Data were corrected for Lorentz andoxides (0.1 g), leaving behind a clear yellow solution at
polarization effects, but not for absorption.room temperature. The pH of solution was 4.52 at 300.15

The structures were solved by the heavy atom methodK. After standing for approximately 30 days yellow
and successive Fourier syntheses. Refinements were per-crystals were removed by filtration and dried under vacuo
formed by full-matrix least-squares calculations with(0.8 g, 51.1%).
anisotropic temperature factors for all non-hydrogenThe thermogram obtained from the resulting product
atoms. For (II) all hydrogen atoms, including that oneshowed two stages of decomposition. The first one started
bonded to molybdovanadate anion, were located using aat about 408C and extends up to 1358C showing weight
difference Fourier map and refined. Hydrogen atoms ofloss of 8.2%. The second stage of decomposition began at
water molecules and ammonium cations of (I) were not2908C and extended up to 4318C resulting in a weight loss
located, but they were well distinguished according to theof 21.7%. Found: V, 7.3; Mo, 39.3; N, 6.0; C, 3.4; H, 2.6;
geometry of their surrounding and results of the refine-Calc. for C H Mo V N O : V, 7.0; Mo, 39.6; N, 5.8; C,4 36 6 2 6 38

21 ment. The calculations converged for (I) at R(F ) 5 0.0553.3; H, 2.5%. IR(cm ): 1621(m), 1406(m), 904(vs),
over 4141 reflections with I . 2s(I) and 253 refined798(vs), 664(vs). 2 2 2 2parameters, wR(F ) 5 0.150, w 5 [s (F ) 1 (0.1106P) 1o

21 2 21.27P] where P 5 1/3(F 1 2F ), for all data, and foro c

(II) at R 5 0.021 over 2774 reflections with I . 2s(I) and2.2.2. (NH ) [H Mo V O (C O ) ]?2H O (II)4 4 2 2 2 12 2 4 2 2
2 2 2191 refined parameter, wR(F ) 5 0.053, w 5 [s (F ) 1When the compound (I) was isolated, the mother liquor o

2 21 2 2(0.0264P) 1 0.34P] where P 5 1/3(F 1 2F ), for allwas left at room temperature, and after 30 days a new o c

data. The largest remaining difference peaks were 3.81yellow crystalline product was removed by filtration and
23 23˚ ˚ ˚ ˚dried under vacuo at room temperature (0.15 g): The eA (0.81 A from Mo2) and 0.45 eA (0.72 A from C2)

constant yield was relatively small, always amounting to for (I) and (II), respectively. All calculations were per-
6.2%. formed on an IBM ThinkPad microcomputer (Intel Pen-

The thermogram showed stability of (II) up to 1308C tium processor, 233 MHz) using SHELXS97 [17] and
when it started to decompose up to 4248C giving a total SHELXL97 [18] programs, and ORTEP [19] to draw
weight loss of 41.5%. Found: V, 13.4; Mo, 25.0; N, 7.1; C, structural schemes.
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3. Results and discussion are result of single crystal X-ray structure analyses. Most
interesting interatomic distances for both compounds are

From different species existing in the aqueous solutions listed in Table 1.
of polyoxomolybdovanadates successive precipitation The structure of (I) is built up of ammonium cations,

62might be expected at different concentrations of metal ions centrosymmetric [Mo V O (C O ) ] anions and water6 2 4 2 4 2

and pH [20]. In the presence of oxalate ions, two species molecules. The molybdovanadate anion consists of six
were separated: (I) K [Mo V O (C O ) ], and (II) MoO and two VO edge-sharing octahedra, with two6 6 2 24 2 4 2 6 6

K [H Mo V O (C O ) ]. bidentate oxalato ligands bonded to the vanadium ions. It2 2 2 2 12 2 4 2
42Certainly one can assume that more species are present adopts the g-[Mo O ] type structure with two addition-8 26

in solution but they do not precipitate owing to their al terminal positions, thus satisfying the octahedral coordi-
greater solubility. In all attempts to reproduce the same nation of all metal atoms [1]. The coordination octahedra
complexes at given pH [4.52 for (I) and 4.71 for (II)], we are significantly distorted, with angles at the metal atoms
always obtained the same complexes, proving that under ranging from 71.24(16) to 106.2(2)8. The metal ions are
such conditions only these two complexes were formed shifted from the centres of the octahedra towards the
and precipitated. Complexes of the same composition were terminal oxygen atoms due to the metal-to-terminal-oxy-
separated if ammonium oxalate was replaced by potas- gen double bond and due to repulsion between neigh-
sium, rubidium and caesium oxalate [21]. bouring, positively charged, metal ions. Consequently, the

The composition of both complexes were also proved by bond lengths between metal and oxygen atoms differ
thermogravimetric analyses. The first stage of decomposi- significantly depending upon the type of M–O bond. In the
tion of (I) (from 408C to 1358C) with the obtained weight MoO octahedra the Mo5O bond lengths vary from6 t

˚loss of 8.2% corresponds well to the loss of water of 1.691(5) to 1.720(5) A, while those between Mo and
˚crystallization (7.9%). The second stage beginning at bridging O atoms from 1.757(4) to 2.403(4) A. In VO6

˚2908C and extending to 4318C was accompanied by the octahedron the V5O bond is 1.603(5) A, while distancest

release of ammonia and carbon dioxide with a weight loss between V and shared O atoms vary from 1.778(4) to
˚of 21.7% corresponding to the content (19.3%) of both 2.389(4) A, with V–O bond lengths are 1.992(5) andoxalato
˚components present in (I). The analogous thermogravi- 2.023(5) A.

metric analysis of (II) showed that the decomposition The main feature of (II) is a centrosymmetric tetranu-
42beginning at 1308C and extending up to 4248C gave a total clear molybdovanadate anion, [H Mo V O (C O ) ]2 2 2 12 2 4 2

weight loss of 41.5%. The dehydration of compound (II) built up from two MoO and two VO edge-sharing6 6

was accompanied by its decomposition without any stable octahedra with two oxalato ligands bonded to the vana-
n2intermediate product being formed. dium ions. The compact tetranuclear hM O j core is4 16

62The structures of anions [Mo V O (C O ) ] shown typical for both molybdate–ligand and vanadate–ligand6 2 24 2 4 2
42in Fig. 1 and [H Mo V O (C O ) ] shown in Fig. 2 systems such as, for example, in the structures of2 2 2 12 2 4 2

62Fig. 1. ORTEP illustration of the [Mo V O (C O ) ] anion (I) with the atomic numbering scheme (left) and its polyhedral representation (right).6 2 24 2 4 2
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42Fig. 2. ORTEP illustration of the [H Mo V O (C O ) ] anion (II) with the atomic numbering scheme (left) and its polyhedral representation (right).2 2 2 12 2 4 2

22[Mo O (OMe) ] [2,3] and [V O 76.88(6) to 101.61(8)8, thus indicating a greater distortion4 10 6 4 4

(OH) Cl hOCH C(Me) CH Oj ] [22]. As in the structure of the MoO octahedron.2 2 2 2 2 4 6

of (I), the metal-to-oxygen bond lengths differ signifi- To keep the crystal structure of (II) electrically neutral,
cantly, but they are close to those already observed in other two protons must be attached to the polyanion, and they
molybdovanadates [23,24]. In the MoO octahedron, the are located at the triply bridging oxygen atoms. Such6

molybdenum atom is coordinated by two terminal oxo- location of a hydrogen atom has already been proposed in
oxygens with the Mo5O bond lengths being 1.708(2) and the structures of dihydrogendecavanadate [25] andt

˚1.716(2) A, two doubly bridging oxygens with Mo–O dihydrogenmolybdononavanadate anions [26]. This findingb
17˚bond lengths of 1.946(2) and 2.004(2) A, and two triply is also in agreement with the results of O NMR

bridging oxygens with Mo–O bond lengths of 2.195(1) spectroscopy and with the suggestion that triply bridging3b
˚and 2.214(2) A. In the VO octahedron, the vanadium oxygen atoms are favoured protonation sites, whereas6

atom is coordinated by one terminal oxygen atom with doubly bridging oxygens are protonated to a lesser extent
˚V–O of 1.601(2) A, two doubly bridging oxygens with [27]. In both crystal structures molybdovanadate anions aret

˚V–O of 1.783(2) and 1.829(2) A, two oxygen atoms from interconnected by numerous hydrogen bonds throughb

the oxalato ligand with V–O of 2.032(2) and ammonium ions and water molecules.oxalato
˚2.033(2) A, and one triply bridging oxygen with V–O of The IR spectra of both molybdovanadates were as3b
˚2.275(2) A. The octahedral angles at the Mo atom range expected for such class of compounds [28]. The absorption

21 21from 69.33(6) to 106.78(8)8, and at the V atom from maxima at 1621 cm and 1406 cm in (I) and at 1621
21 21cm and 1416 cm in (II) belong to the n(CO)

stretching frequencies from coordinated oxalate ligands.
21Table 1 The very strong absorption maxima at 904 cm , 798

a˚Families of selected M–O interatomic distances (A) 21 21 21cm (compound I), 899 cm and 804 cm (compound
Compound (I) Compound (II) II) belong to M=O (M 5 Mo or V) stretching frequencies.

These results are in accordance with structural findings.V–O 1.603(5) 1.601(2)t

V–O 1.778(4)–2.389(4) 1.783(2)–1.829(1)b

V–O 1.848(4)–2.389(4) 2.275(2)3b

V–O 1.992(4)–2.023(5) 2.032(2)–2.033(2)oxalate

Mo–O 1.691(5)–1.720(5) 1.708(2)–1.716(2)t Supplementary dataMo–O 1.757(4)–2.332(5) 1.946(2)–2.004(1)b

Mo–O 1.870(4)–2.213(4) 2.195(1)–2.214(2)3b

Mo–O 1.954(4)–2.403(4) Atomic coordinates, anisotropic displacement parame-4b

a ters, and bond distances and angles have been depositedO 5terminal oxo-oxygen atom, O 5bridging oxygen atom, O 5t b 3b

triply-bridging oxygen atom, O 5quadruply bridging oxygen atom. with Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre and are4b
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Abstract

New binuclear complexes of the type [(Ni(Medpt)NO ) ox] (1) (Medpt53,39-diamino-N-methyl-dipropylamine, H ox5oxalic acid),3 2 2

[(Ni(dach) ) ox]NO ?2H O (2) (dach5trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane), [(Cu(Medpt)) ox]X ?yH O (X5NO , y52 2/3 (3); X5ClO ,2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 4

y50 (4)) and [(Zn(dach) ) ox](ClO ) ?2H O (5) have been prepared and characterized by IR and UV–Vis spectroscopies. Spectroscopic2 2 4 2 2

data are consistent with oxalate-bridged structures between six-coordinated (N O or N O ) Ni(II) (compounds 1 or 2), five-coordinated3 3 4 2

(N O ) Cu(II) (compounds 3 and 4) or six-coordinated (N O ) Zn(II) (compound 5). The crystal structure of [(Cu(Medpt)) ox](NO ) ?23 2 4 2 2 3 2

2 /3 H O (3) has been determined by single-crystal X-ray analysis. The structure of (3) consists of centrosymmetric binuclear cations2
21[(Medpt)Cu(ox)Cu(Medpt)] , nitrate anions and water molecules of crystallization. The copper atom is five-coordinated by two

oxalate–oxygen and three Medpt–nitrogen atoms, in a hybrid arrangement between trigonal–bipyramidal and square–pyramidal. The
temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility (1.8–300 K) was measured for compounds 1–4. Magnetochemical measurements

21show that Ni(II) complexes are antiferromagnetically coupled, J5229.4 (1) and 232.7 cm (2) (H52JS S ) while the Cu(II)1 2
21complexes present a very weak coupling, J522.6 (3) and 11.9 cm (4), being antiferro- and ferromagnetic in nature.  1999

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel(II) complexes; Copper(II) complexes; Zinc(II) complexes; Oxalato-bridged complexes; Magnetic properties; Crystal structure

211. Introduction mately zero to approximately 2400 cm . The m-oxalato–
dicopper(II) complexes have rich stereochemistry because

The magnetic behavior of copper(II) and nickel(II) of the plasticity of the coordination sphere of this metal ion
dimers in which the oxalate anion acts as a bis–bidentate [Cu(II) can be four-, five- or six-coordinated] [4–14].
bridging ligand is well known. General trends concerning Many binuclear copper(II) mixed-ligand complexes with
the magnetic properties of these compounds are well oxalate as the bridging ligand have been structurally
established, the oxalate bridge being very efficient in characterized (Cambridge Structural Database) [15]:
mediating the antiferromagnetic interactions between the [Cu(dien)(ox)Cu(tmen)H O](ClO ) (dien5diethylene-2 4 2

two paramagnetic centers. The magnetic properties of triamine, tmen5N,N,N9,N9-tetramethyl-1,2-diaminoethane)
dinuclear oxalato-bridged complexes have been thoroughly [3], [(Cu(tmen)H O) ox](ClO ) ?1.25H O [3], [(Cu2 2 4 2 2

discussed by Hay et al. [1] on the basis of the molecular (tmen)(2-meim)) ox](PF ) (2-meim52-methylimidazole)2 6 2

orbital theory. Julve et al. [2,3] have described a model [3], [(Cu(tmen)H O) ox](PF ) ?2H O [16], [(Cu(L))2 2 6 2 2 2

predicting the magnetic interactions in oxalato-bridged ox](PF ) (L5N,N,N9,N0,N0-pentaethyldiethylenetria-6 2

Cu(II) complexes. It was demonstrated that m-oxalato– mine) [16], [(Cu(bpy)H O) ox][Cu(bpy)ox](NO ) [11,17],2 2 3 2

dicopper(II) complexes possess J-values from approxi- [(Cu(bpy)H O) ox][Cu(bpy)ox](SO ) [18], [(Cu(bpy)2 2 4

H O) ox][Cu(bpy)ox](BF ) and [(Cu(bpy)H O)2 2 4 2 2 2

ox][Cu(bpy)ox](ClO ) [19], [(Cu(bpy)H O) ox]L (L54 2 2 2 2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1420-68-563-4359; fax: 1420-68-522-
sacc-haride) (bpy52,29-bipyridine) [20], [(Cu(L))5737. 2

´E-mail address: smekal@risc.upol.cz (Z. Smekal) ox](BPh ) (L5N, N, N9, N0,N0-pentaethyldiethylenetria4 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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mine) [21], [(Cu(L)H O(NO )) ox] and [(Cu(L)- undoubtedly because they are not magnetochemically2 3 2

H O) ox] (PF ) (ClO )?H O (L57-bromo-5-(2-pyridyl)- interesting. Curtis et al. [4,5] synthesized the compounds2 2 2 6 3 4 2

3H-benzo[e] [1,4] diazepin-2-(1H )-one) [22], [(Zn(en) ) ox](ClO ) (en51,2-diaminoethane) and2 2 4 2

[(Cu(L)(L9)) ox]?benzene (L5tmen, HL95(CF ) COH) [(Zn(L)) ox](ClO ) [L5trien (triethylenetetraamine) or2 3 3 2 4 2

[23], [(Cu(L)H O) ox](PF ) ?L?3H O and [(Cu(L) L5dpt (dipropylenetriamine)] and determined the crystal2 2 6 2 2

NO )ox(Cu(L)(NO )H O)] [(Cu(L)(NO ))ox(Cu(L) structure of complex [(Zn(dpt)) ox](ClO ) . Shvelashvili3 3 2 2 3 2 4 2

(NO ))] [24] and [(Cu(L)NO ) ox]?2H O [13] (L54- [34] prepared analogous complexes [(Zn(en) ) ox]X (X53 3 2 2 2 2 2
2 2methoxy-2-(5-methoxy- 3 -methyl-pyrazol-1-yl)-6-methyl- NCS , NO ). Recently, Glerup et al. [14] characterized3

pyrimidine), [(Cu(dien)) ox](ClO ) [5], [(Cu(dien)) ox] the compounds [(Zn(L)) ox](ClO ) ?nH O (L5(N,N9-2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2

(ClO ) ?H O [25], [(Cu(L)) ox][(Cu(L)) ox](ClO ) ? bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-1,2-diaminoethane), n50; L5(N,N9-4 2 2 2 2 4 4

2H O (L52,29:69,20-terpyridine) [12], [(Cu(L)) ox] bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-1,3-diaminopropane, n50.5; L52 2

(BF )Cl (L53,6,9,16,19,22-hexaaza-1(2,5),11(2,5)-diox- (N, N9-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-N, N9-dimethyl-1, 2-diamino-4

ophenacycloicosaphane) [26], [(Cu(L)) ox] (HL5bis(2- ethane), n50). The aim of this work was the preparation2

pyridylcarbonyl)amide) [8], [(Cu(L)H O) ox](ClO ) (L5 and structural characterization of new binuclear m-oxalato2 2 4 2

N,N-diethyl-1,2-diaminoethane) [27], [(Cu(L)) ox](ClO ) complexes of copper(II), nickel(II) or zinc(II) with 3,39-2 4 2

(L5N,N9-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-1,2-diaminoethane or N,N9- diamino-N-methyl-dipropylamine (Medpt) or trans-1,2-
bis(2 - pyridylmethyl) - N,N9 - dimethyl-1, 2-diaminoethane) diaminocyclohexane (dach) of formulae
[14] and [(Cu(aep)H O) ox](ClO ) (aep52-(2-amino- [(Ni(Medpt)NO ) ox] (1), [(Ni(dach) ) ox](NO ) ?2H O2 2 4 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 2

2
]ethyl)pyridine) [28]. (2), [(Cu(Mepdt)) ox]X ?yH O [X5NO , y52 (3); X52 2 2 3 3

The octahedral nickel(II) oxalato-bridged dinuclear ClO , y50 (4)] and [(Zn(dach) ) ox](ClO ) ?2H O (5)4 2 2 4 2 2

compounds containing tetraaza macrocycles, tetra- and comparison with parent m-oxalato complexes. The
azaamines or two diamines (NiN O chromophore), or compounds prepared were characterized by elemental4 2

triamine and water (NiN O chromophore) are also known analyses, IR and UV–Vis spectroscopies and variable3 3

[5,6,14,29–31]. Magnetostructural data on the oxalato- temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements. The
bridged nickel(II) complexes have revealed that the mag- crystal structure of the complex [(Cu(Medpt)) ox](NO ) ?2 3 2

2
]netic coupling, J (H52JS S ), which varies from 222 to 2 H O (3) is also reported.1 2 23

21
240 cm , is strongly dependent on the nature of the
donor atoms of the terminal ligands [32]. Recently, Escuer
et al. [33] characterized the compound [(Ni (Medpt) 2. Experimental
H O) ox](ClO ) ?2H O by X-ray diffraction and mag-2 2 4 2 2

21netic measurements (J5222 cm ). 2.1. Chemicals and methods
The binuclear m-oxalato complexes of zinc(II) have

been studied less than those of nickel(II) or copper(II), The starting materials Cu(ClO ) ?6H O and4 2 2

Table 1
2
]Crystal data and structure refinement parameters for [(Cu(Medpt)) ox](NO ) ?2 H O (3)2 3 2 23

Formula C H Cu N O24 65 3 12 19
21Formula weight, g mol 1016.48

Temperature, K 150(2)
Wavelength, ˚A 0.71073
Crystal system, space group monoclinic, P2 /c1

˚Unit cell dimensions, A (8) a521.735(7)
b512.174(5)
c516.225(2)
b 5106.33(2)

3˚Volume, A 4120(2)
23Z, Calculated density, Mg m 4, 1.639

21Absorption coefficient, mm 1.622
F(000) 2128
Crystal size, mm 0.8030.4030.30
u range for data collection, (8) 1.94 to 25.03
Index ranges 224#h#0; 214#k#0; 218#l#18
Reflections collected /unique 7010/6821 [R 50.0213]int

2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 6821/0 /783

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.993
Final R factor [I.2s(I)] R 50.0363, wR 50.09801 2

R factor (all data) R 50.0539, wR 50.11031 2
23˚Largest difference peak and hole 0.944 and 20.531 e.A
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Zn(ClO ) ?6H O were obtained by the reaction between SPECORD M40 instrument in nujol, IR spectra (4000–4004 2 2
21basic copper(II) carbonate or zinc(II) carbonate and HClO cm ) on a SPECORD IR 80 instrument using the nujol4

(Carlo Erba) in aqueous solution (the reaction mixture was technique. The magnetic properties were determined on
concentrated to crystallization, the solid was filtered off polycrystalline samples of 1–4 in the temperature range
and dried at 358C under an infralamp). 3,39-Diamino-N- 1.8–300 K with a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer
methyl-dipropylamine and trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane operating at 0.1 T (low temperature region) and 1 T (over
(Aldrich), as well as sodium oxalate, Ni(NO ) ?6H O and the entire temperature range). Diamagnetic corrections of3 2 2

Cu(NO ) ?3H O (Lachema Brno), were used as received. the constituent atoms were estimated from Pascal’s con-3 2 2

Elemental analyses (C, H, N) were performed on a stants and experimental susceptibilities were also corrected
26Fisons EA1108 CHN instrument. Absorption UV–Vis for the temperature-independent paramagnetism (60310

21 26 3 21spectra (33 000–11 000 cm ) were recorded on a and 100310 cm mol per Cu(II) and Ni(II), respec-
tively).

Crystals of [(Cu(Medpt)) ox](NO ) ?2 2/3 H O (3) ofTable 2 2 3 2 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [(Cu(Medpt)) ox](NO ) ? X-ray quality were obtained from water by slow evapora-2 3 2

2
]2 H O (3)23 tion of solvent at room temperature. The reflections were

Atoms Bond length Atoms Angle collected on a KUMA KM-4 four-circle diffractometer
using a u 22u scan mode. The stability of the crystal wasCu(1)–N(3) 1.986(3) N(3)–Cu(1)–N(1) 166.82(12)
checked by monitoring three standard reflections afterCu(1)–N(1) 1.993(3) N(3)–Cu(1)–N(2) 91.68(11)

Cu(1)–N(2) 2.068(3) N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 95.54(11) every 300 reflections. Unit-cell parameters were deter-
Cu(1)–O(1) 2.088(2) N(3)–Cu(1)–O(1) 86.69(10) mined by least-squares refinement of 56 reflections in the
Cu(1)–O(2) 2.246(2) N(1)–Cu(1)–O(1) 85.00(10) range 20.38,2u ,33.948.
Cu(2)–N(4) 1.984(3) N(2)–Cu(1)–O(1) 174.01(9)

The structure was solved by direct methods using theCu(2)–N(5) 1.987(3) N(3)–Cu(1)–O(2) 92.94(11)
program SIR-92 [35]. All non-hydrogen atoms wereCu(2)–N(6) 2.076(3) N(1)–Cu(1)–O(2) 95.16(11)

Cu(2)–O(4) 2.077(2) N(2)–Cu(1)–O(2) 108.68(9) refined anisotropically [36] by a full-matrix least-squares
2 2 2Cu(2)–O(3) 2.261(2) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(2) 77.18(8) procedure with the weight w51/ [s (F ) 1(0.0661P) 1o

Cu(3)–N(7) 1.997(3) N(4)–Cu(2)–N(5) 167.28(12) 2 25.3440P], where P5(F 12F ) /3. All hydrogen atomso cCu(3)–N(8) 2.005(3) N(4)–Cu(2)–N(6) 92.10(11)
were located from difference Fourier maps and all of theirCu(3)–O(5) 2.036(2) N(5)–Cu(2)–N(6) 95.58(11)
parameters were refined. The crystal data and structureCu(3)–N(9) 2.062(3) N(4)–Cu(2)–O(4) 85.54(10)

aCu(3)–O(6a) 2.275(2) N(5)–Cu(2)–O(4) 85.48(10) refinement details for [(Cu(Medpt)) ox](NO ) ?2 2/32 3 2
O(1)–C(2) 1.258(4) N(6)–Cu(2)–O(4) 172.02(9) H O are given in Table 1, whereas selected bond lengths2
O(2)–C(1) 1.253(4) N(4)–Cu(2)–O(3) 91.32(11) and angles are listed in Table 2.
O(3)–C(2) 1.246(4) N(5)–Cu(2)–O(3) 95.34(11)
O(4)–C(1) 1.252(4) N(6)–Cu(2)–O(3) 111.10(9)
O(5)–C(24) 1.273(4) O(4)–Cu(2)–O(3) 76.60(8) 2.2. Syntheses
O(6)–C(24) 1.243(4) N(7)–Cu(3)–N(8) 162.30(13)

aO(6)–Cu(3a) 2.275(2) N(7)–Cu(3)–O(5) 87.88(11)
Caution! Perchlorates and perchlorate salts of metalC(1)–C(2) 1.565(4) N(8)–Cu(3)–O(5) 86.10(10)

aC(24)–C(24a) 1.551(6) N(7)–Cu(3)–N(9) 91.01(12) complexes with organic ligands are potentially explosive.
N(8)–Cu(3)–N(9) 95.22(11) Only a small amount of material should be prepared and it
O(5)–Cu(3)–N(9) 178.58(10) should be handled with care.aN(7)–Cu(3)–O(6a) 96.82(11)

aN(8)–Cu(3)–O(6a) 98.13(11)
aO(5)–Cu(3)–O(6a) 77.67(8) 2.2.1. [(Ni(Medpt)NO ) ox] (1)a 3 2N(9)–Cu(3)–O(6a) 101.60(10)

A solution containing 0.23 g (1.72 mmol) of sodiumC(2)–O(1)–Cu(1) 116.88(19)
3oxalate in 20 cm of water was added to a solutionC(1)–O(2)–Cu(1) 111.86(19)

C(2)–O(3)–Cu(2) 111.93(19) containing 1.00 g (3.44 mmol) of Ni(NO ) ?6H O and3 2 2
3 3C(1)–O(4)–Cu(2) 117.72(19) 0.55 cm (3.41 mmol) of Medpt in 30 cm of water. The

3C(24)–O(5)–Cu(3) 117.7(2) reaction mixture was concentrated by heating it to 15 cm .aC(24)–O(6)–Cu(3a) 109.7(2)
The blue solid formed was filtered off, washed with aO(4)–C(1)–O(2) 126.1(3)
small amount of water and dried at 408C in air. The yieldO(4)–C(1)–C(2) 116.9(3)

O(2)–C(1)–C(2) 117.0(3) was 0.4 g (38%).
O(3)–C(2)–O(1) 126.2(3) The other complexes were obtained analogously:
O(3)–C(2)–C(1) 116.7(3) [(Ni(dach)) ox](NO ) ?2H O (2) from sodium oxalate2 3 2 2O(1)–C(2)–C(1) 117.0(3)

(0.18 g, 1.34 mmol), Ni(NO ) ?6H O (0.80 g, 2.753 2 2O(6)–C(24)–O(5) 125.1(3)
3a mmol), dach (0.66 cm , 5.49 mmol). Yield, 0.8 g (70%);O(6)–C(24)–C(24a) 118.5(4)

aO(5)–C(24)–C(24a) 116.4(3) [(Cu(Medpt)) ox](NO ) ?2 2/3 H O (3) from sodium2 3 2 2
a oxalate (0.28 g, 2.08 mmol), Cu(NO ) ?3H O (1.00 g,Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: 2 x, 3 2 2

3
2 y, 2 z 1 1. 4.14 mmol), Medpt (0.67 cm , 4.15 mmol). Yield, 1.0 g
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(70%); [(Cu(Medpt)) ox](ClO ) (4) from sodium oxalate2 4 2

(0.18 g, 1.34 mmol), Cu(ClO ) ?6H O (1.00 g, 2.704 2 2
3mmol), Medpt (0.44 cm , 2.73 mmol). Yield, 0.7 g (74%)

and [(Zn(dach) ) ox](ClO ) ?2H O (5) from sodium oxa-2 2 4 2 2

late (0.18 g, 1.34 mmol), Zn(ClO ) ?6H O (1.00 g, 2.694 2 2
3mmol), dach (0.64 cm , 5.32 mmol), an amount of the

solid formed by mixing of the reaction components was
discarded and the filtrate was concentrated to crystalliza-
tion; yield, 0.1 g (8%).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure of complex 3

The analytical data of the complexes are given in Table
3. Figs. 1–3 summarize the magnetic properties of the
complexes and the structure of 3.

The structure of 3 is made up of dinuclear
Fig. 1. A perspective view of dinuclear [(Cu(Medpt)) ox](NO ) ?2 2/321 2 3 2[(Cu(Medpt)) ox] cationic units, uncoordinated nitrate2 H O (3) showing the centrosymmetric and asymmetric dimeric units.2and lattice water molecules. Two kinds of oxalato-bridged Nitrate anions and uncoordinated water molecules are omitted for the

Cu(II) dimeric units, one centrosymmetric and the other sake of clarity.

asymmetric, in a 1:2 molar ratio, coexist (Fig. 1). How-
ever, they are almost identical. The environment of each 2 21

d(COO ) (788–794 cm ). These values are consistent
copper(II) ion is distorted square pyramidal with an

with tetradentate oxalate [31,37] and ionic perchlorate [38]
oxalate–oxygen atom in the apical position (the axial

anions.˚Cu–O distance being in the range 2.25–2.28 A) and the
The UV–Vis absorption spectra of Cu(II) complexes are

three Medpt–nitrogen and one oxalate–oxygen atoms
characterized by a strong band in the range 13 000–18 000

building the equatorial plane (equatorial Cu–O and Cu–N 21cm , corresponding to a d–d transitions [39]. In the˚bonds vary within the ranges 2.04–2.09 and 1.98–2.08 A, 21present compounds, the maxima at 16 800 cm or 16 000
respectively). The structural parameters within the oxalato 21cm for 4 and 3, respectively, can correspond to these
bridge are in agreement with those observed in related

bands. In the Ni(II) complexes, the bands at 16 000 and
oxalato-bridged Cu(II) dinuclear complexes. 21 2126 200 cm (1) or at 17 600 and 28 400 cm (2) may be

3 3 3 3assigned to v ( A ⇒ T (F)) and v ( A ⇒ T (P))2 2g 1g 3 2g 1g

3.2. IR and UV–Vis spectra respectively, in an octahedral environment [39].
The spectroscopic data are consistent with oxalate-

The characteristic group vibrations in the IR spectra of bridged dimeric structures for all six complexes. Hybrid
complexes prepared are as follows: v (ClO ) (1092–1094 five-coordination between trigonal bipyramid and tetragon-3 4

21 21 2cm ), v (ClO ) (622–624 cm ), v (COO ) (1632– al pyramid is confirmed by X-ray structure determination4 4 asym
21 2 211652 cm ), v (COO ) (1304–1324 cm ) and of (3) and octahedral geometry is proposed for the nickelsym

Table 3
Elemental analysis of the complexes prepared

Complex Found (Calc.)

% C % H % N % Ni or Cu

[(Ni(Medpt)NO ) ox] (1) 30.8 6.5 18.0 18.43 2

(31.0) (6.2) (18.1) (18.9)
[(Ni(dach) ) ox](NO ) .2H O (2) 38.1 6.5 16.6 14.12 2 3 2 2

(38.0) (7.4) (17.0) (14.3)
[(Cu(Medpt)) ox](NO ) .2 2/3H O (3) 28.2 7.2 16.5 18.32 3 2 2

(28.3) (6.5) (16.5) (18.8)
[(Cu(Medpt)) ox](ClO ) (4) 27.3 5.8 11.5 22 4 2

(27.3) (5.4) (11.9) 2

[(Zn(dach) ) ox](ClO ) .2H O (5) 34.6 7.2 12.7 22 2 4 2 2

(34.7) (6.7) (12.4) 2
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Fig. 2. Thermal variation of x T and x (inset) for 1 and 2. The solid lines correspond to the best theoretical fit (see text).M M

complexes (1) and (2) and zinc complex (5). Pentacoordi- were analyzed through the classical expression for two
nation can be suggested for compound (4). local spin triplets using the Hamiltonian H52JS S 21 2

2 2D(S 1S ) where S 5S 51, J is the exchange couplingz1 z2 1 2

3.3. Magnetic properties parameter and D is the axial zero-field splitting. The best
21least-squares fit results are: J5229.4 cm , g52.12,

21 25The magnetic properties of the Ni(II) complexes, 1 and uDu52.5 cm and R51.7310 for 1, and J5232.7
21 21 252, are shown in Fig. 2 under the form x vs. T [x is the cm , g52.14, uDu50.9 cm and R55310 for 2 (R isM M

magnetic susceptibility per two Ni(II) ions]. The occur- the agreement factor and is defined as o [(x ) 2i M obs(i)
2 2rence of a maximum in the susceptibility curve at 45 (1) (x ) ] /o [(x ) ] ). These values are within theM calc(i) i M calc(i)

and 50 K (2) indicates that a singlet low-lying spin state is range of J reported for oxalato-bridged Ni(II) complexes
21involved. (21,2J,40 cm ). As noted previously [32], these

The thermal dependence of the x T product [x is the values strongly depend on the nature of the peripheralM M

magnetic susceptibility per two Cu(II) ions] for 3 and 4 is donor atoms: the less electronegative they are, the greater
shown in Fig. 3. At room temperature, the x T values are the antiferromagnetic coupling is. In this sense, the some-M

as expected for two non-interacting Cu(II) ions. Upon what larger antiferromagnetic coupling in 2 with respect to
cooling down, the x T value slowly decreases for 3 that in 1 has to be attributed to the greater number ofM

whereas it increases for 4, indicating that antiferro- (3) and nitrogen atoms in the Ni(II) chromophore of compound 2
ferromagnetic (4) interactions occur. The susceptibility [NiN O in (1) versus NiN O in (2)]. The good overlap3 3 4 2

2curve of 3 (inset in Fig. 3) shows a maximum at 2.2 K, between the metal centered d-type magnetic orbitals (dz
2 2revealing that a very weak intramolecular antiferromagnet- and dx 2 y ) through bridging oxalato (see Scheme 1)

ic coupling through bridging oxalato is involved. In the accounts for this relatively large antiferromagnetic cou-
case of 4, the x T curve presents a maximum at 18 K and pling in (1) and (2).M

quickly decreases at lower temperature. This decrease is In the case of the Cu(II) complexes (3 and 4), the
most likely due to zero-field-splitting and/or intermolecu- experimental magnetic susceptibilities were analyzed
lar interactions. through the Hamiltonian H52JS S (for 3) and H521 2

The magnetic data for the Ni(II) complexes (1 and 2) JS S 1S DS (for 4), with S 5S 51/2 and the term1 2 1 2 1 2
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Fig. 3. Thermal dependence of x T and x (inset) for 3 and 4. The solid lines correspond to the best theoretical fit (see text).M M

S DS being the zero-field splitting of the triplet state. The magnetic measurement as corresponding to a single di-1 2

inclusion of an additional Weiss-like parameter, Q, which meric unit, because their bond distances and angles are
accounts for the magnetic interaction between the dinu- very close (vide infra).
clear entities (T replaced by T2Q ) was considered In both cases, the magnetic coupling is very weak and it
necessary for 4. can be understood in the light of the orbital exchange

The best fit results through least-squares analysis are pathway shown in Scheme 2. The metal-centered magnetic
21 25 2 2J522.6 cm , g52.12 and R58310 for 3, and J51 orbital in the case of Cu(II) in 3 and 4 is of the dx 2 y

21 211.9 cm , g52.08, uDu53 cm , Q 520.1 K and R5 type. This orbital lies in the equatorial plane defined by the
259.6310 for 4. Although two different oxalato-bridged three Medpt–nitrogen and one oxalato–oxygen atoms. The

dinuclear Cu(II) units are present in 3, we have treated the poor overlapping between the axial oxalate–oxygen and
2 2the metal centered dx 2 y magnetic orbital accounts for

the weak coupling observed. After the Kahn’s model [2,3],
two terms, one ferro- (J ) and the other antiferromagneticF

(J ), constitute the J value, i.e., J5J 1J . In thisAF F AF

model, the value of J is proportional to the square of theAF

Scheme 1. Scheme 2.
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Abstract

Cs [Cr (nta) (m-OH) ]?4H O (nta5nitrilotriacetate) crystallises in two different space groups due to a slight variation in pH of the2 2 2 2 2

reaction mixtures. The structures of Cs [Cr (nta) (m-OH) ]?4H O have been determined from three-dimensional X-ray diffraction data.2 2 2 2 2

The complex crystallises in the tetragonal, I4 /a (I) and monoclinic, P2 /c (II), space groups. The two hydroxo groups bridge the two Cr1 1

centres with OH–Cr–OH angles of 81.5(3)8 (I) and 82.08(10)8 (II), respectively. The tetradentate nta ligand completes the octahedral
˚ ˚geometry around the Cr centre. The Cr–OH bonds are 1.942(7) and 1.961(6) A for (I) and 1.987(2) and 1.991(1) A for (II). The Cr–N

˚ ˚and Cr–O are 2.048(9) and 1.967(8) A for (I) and 2.061(3) and 1.975(2) A for (II), respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All(av)

rights reserved.

Keywords: Synthesis; Identification; Crystal structure; Chromium (III); Nitrilotriacetate dimer

1. Introduction study however proved this formulation wrong. A crystal
structure determination of the so called blue a-K[Co(n-

32 1It is well known that the L anions of nitrilotriacetic ta)(H O)(OH)]?2H O with the only difference using Cs2 2

acid (nta) form stable, water-soluble salts with a wide as cation, proved to be Cs [Co (nta) (m-OH) ]?4H O [3].2 2 2 2 2

variety of polyvalent metal ions. The nta complexes of From this structure determination it is clear that the Co:nta
21 21Ca (log K 56.4) and Mg (log K 55.4) are for ratio is in fact 1:1, but that two hydroxo ligands bond in1 1

example stable enough to allow for the determination of the two vacant sites and also act as bridging ligands
hardness in water [1]. The general formula of most of these between the two Co centres. This formulation is also in
metal–nta complexes predicts a 1:1 metal to nta ratio, but line with the inconclusive chemical analysis of the a-
relatively little is known about the exact geometry of the K[Co(nta)(H O)(OH)]?2H O complex if compared with an2 2

complexes. The nta ligand normally acts as a tetradentate alternative dimer formulation.
ligand in most of these complexes, binding with a nitrogen A spectral study [3] of the different Co–nta complexes
and three carboxylate oxygens to the metal ion, but the present at different pH values indicated the following
exact nature of the two ligands which occupy the other reactions:

2bonding sites to complete the octahedral geometry, is less 1 OHH22 →[Co (nta) (m-OH) ] → 2[Co(nta)(H O) ]known. ←2 2 2 2 2
1H

The Co(III)–nta complex was, for example, formulated
22[Co(nta)(H O)(OH)]2as having two different isomers, namely the a- and the

b-K[Co(nta)(H O)(OH)]?2H O complexes [2]. These2 2 From these studies it appeared that the hydroxo bridges
formulations were based on chemical analyses and pre- can be broken in an irreversible protonation step to form
dicted the bonding of an aqua and a hydroxo ligand in the the diaqua complex, [Co(nta)(H O) ], and with the addi-2 2
remaining two bonding sites around the Co ion. A recent tion of base form the aqua–hydroxo complex,

2[Co(nta)(H O)(OH)] in a reversible step.2
2[Co(nta)(H O)(OH)] forms the dimeric complex upon2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 127-51-401-2497; fax: 127-51-430-

standing for several days.7805.
Little structural and synthetic work were done onE-mail address: purcellw@cem.nw.uous.ac.za (W. Purcell)

1Corresponding author. This author is also a Senior author. chromium(III)–nta complexes compared to the cobalt

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00198-9
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analogues. Uehara and co-workers [4] isolated crystals of after several days were recrystallised in H O. The crystals2
22two distinctly different colours that had the same absorp- were dark purple prisms. [Cr(nta) (m-OH) ] : l , 409.12 2 max

21 21tion spectrum in solution. The structure of the complex in nm, e , 187(8) M cm ; l , 584.0 nm, e ,409.1 max 584.0
2 21 21solution was assumed to be [Cr(nta)(OH)(H O) ] , where 150(6) M cm .2 2

the nta ligand is coordinated through its three carboxylate
oxygens. 2.2. Synthesis of Cs [Cr(nta) (m-OH) ]?4H O (P2 /c)2 2 2 2 12Koine et al. [5] used H NMR to investigate the solution (II)
behaviour of the complexes prepared by Uehara and found
that these complexes were actually tetracoordinate nta The complex was prepared in the same way as (I)
complexes. It was proposed that the two isolated complex- except that the pH was adjusted to 7. The crystals were

22es were actually two isomers of [Cr(nta)(OH)] and that2 dark purple cubes.
only one species was observed in solution.

The Co and Cr nta complexes came to our attention in 2.3. Synthesis of [Cr(nta)(H O) ]2 2our endeavour to gain more insight into the mechanistic
aspects of the substitution reactions of these and other [Cr(nta)(H O) ] was obtained by acidifying a given2 2multi-dentate ligands. Kinetic studies indicated a substan- mass of Cs [Cr (nta) (m-OH) ]?4H O with HClO to pH2 2 2 2 2 4tial increase in substitution rate when electron donating 1. This complex is very soluble and could not be isolated
groups such as porphyrins [6] and nta are bonded to Co in crystalline form. [Cr(nta)(H O) ]: l , 406.0 nm, e ,2 2 max 406

21 21and Cr ions. A study on the substitution kinetics of 103(4) M cm ; l , 558.1 nm, e , 96(3)max 558.1[Cr(nta)(H O) ] [7] indicated an increase of 500 (16.53 21 212 2 M cm .23 21 21 25 21 2110 M s compared to 3.1310 M s at 45.08C)
in substitution rate compared to the same reactions for 22.4. Synthesis of [Cr(nta)(H O)(OH)]31 2[Cr(NH ) (H O)] [8]. High-pressure kinetic studies3 5 2

have also indicated a change in the substitution mechanism 2[Cr(nta)(H O)(OH)] was obtained by adjusting the pH2for these metal complexes. An activation volume of 18.8
of a solution of [Cr(nta)(H O) ] to 5–6. The formed3 21 2 2cm mol which was obtained for the reaction between
complex crystallises out in the dimer upon standing for51[Co(TAPP)(H O) ] (TAPP5p-trimethyl-ammo- 22 2 several days. [Cr(nta)(H O)(OH)] : l , 409.1 nm, e ,2 2 max 409.1niumphenyl porphyrine) and NCS [9] clearly points to a 21 2184.3(3) M cm ; l , 574.0 nm, e , 79(2)max 574dissociative mechanism (D). An activation volume of only 21 21

3 21 M cm .1.2 cm mol was obtained for the reaction between
31 2[Co(NH ) (H O)] and NCS [10,11] and points to an3 5 2

2.5. Spectroscopic studiesinterchange mechanism (I ).d

The uncertainty about the exact geometry of the Cr–nta
Routine IR spectra were recorded as KBr discs on acomplexes and the need for accurate characterisation of

Hitachi (Model 270-50) spectrophotometer. The electronicreactants in kinetic studies, lead us to undertake this
spectra were recorded on a Cary (Model 50) spec-current study to try and characterise the Cr–nta complexes
trophotometer at room temperature using distilled water asin an aqueous medium.
solvent.

2.6. Crystal data
2. Experimental

The density of the compounds was determined by
2.1. Synthesis of Cs [Cr(nta) (m-OH) ]?4H O (I4 /a) (I) flotation in an iodomethane /benzene mixture. Lorentz,2 2 2 2 1

polarisation and absorption corrections were applied to
A slight variation of the method proposed by Uehara et both sets of data. The structures were solved with the

al. [4] was used for the preparation of (I). Cr(OH) was heavy atom method and all the other atoms were located3
3prepared by dissolving 10 g chromium alum in 30 cm of and their positions refined by successive Fourier calcula-

3H O and adding 3 cm of NH (25% m/m) in a dropwise tions. The hydrogen atom positions were calculated riding2 3

manner. The blue–green precipitate was separated from on the adjacent carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms (d(C–
˚the solution on a centrifuge. Nitrilotriacetic acid (4 g) and H)50.93 and d(N–H)50.86 A) using an overall isotropic

the freshly prepared Cr(OH) was added together in 60 ml thermal parameter. Atomic scattering factors were obtained3

of H O and the mixed solution was evaporated to almost from Cromer and Mann [12]. The SHELXS86 [13],2

dryness on a water bath. The residue was dissolved in 30 SHELXL93 [14] and SHELXL97 [15] programs were used
3cm of warm H O and filtered. The pH of the purple for all the calculations. The molecular graphics were2

filtrate was adjusted with solid Cs CO to 5.5 and allowed calculated with the Diamond 2.1a program [16]. A final2 3

to stand for several days. The crystals that were formed difference Fourier for both structures showed no sign of
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for Cs [Cr (nta) (m-OH) ]?4H O2 2 2 2 2

I II

Identification code crces try
Empirical formula C H Cr Cs N O C H Cr Cs N O12 22 2 2 2 18 12 22 2 2 2 18

Formula weight 852.14 852.14
Temperature (K) 293(2) 2 93(2)

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 0.71073
Diffractometer Enraf–Nonius CAD4 Smart CCD
Crystal system Tetragonal Monoclinic
Space group I4 /a P2 /c1 1

˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a519.987(3) A a510.5437(5) A
˚ ˚b519.987(3) A b512.4022(3) A
˚ ˚c512.357(2) A c510.4780(6) A

a 5908 a 5908

b 5908 b 5113.4900(10)8
g 5908 g 5 908

3˚Volume (A ) 4936.4(13) 1256.61(11)
Z 8 4

23Density (calculated) (Mg m ) 2.293 2.252
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 3.873 3.803

F(000) 3280 820
Crystal size 0.3530.3530.26 mm 0.3030.3630.30 mm
Theta range for data collection (8) 1.94 to 24.92 2.11 to 28.30
Index ranges 0#h#23 29#h#13

0#k#23 216#k#16
0#l#14 213#l#9

Reflections collected 1242 7909
Independent reflections 1170 [R(int)50.0236] 2892 [R(int)50.0283]
Refinement method Full-matrix least- Full-matrix least-

2 2squares on F squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 1170/0 /164 2892/0 /164

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.064 1.009
Final R indices [I.2s(l)] R 510.0490 R 50.03541 1

wR 50.1226 wR 50.09462 2

R indices (all data) R 50.0490 R 50.03911 1

wR 50.1226 wR 50.09462 2
23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (A ) 1.045 and 21.298 0.759 and 21.690

disorder or residual peaks. The crystallographic data are water (pH ca. 6) and the UV–VIS spectrum recorded.
listed in Table 1. NaHCO was added to the solution (pH ca. 7) and the3

spectrum was recorded. No change in absorption maxima

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Identification of different Cr–nta species in solution

The crystals of I and II were dissolved in H O and the2

UV–VIS spectra were recorded. The spectra of both
complexes are exactly the same in solution with absorption
maxima at 409.1 and 584.0 nm (Fig. 1). This agrees well
with the values of 409 and 585 nm obtained by Koine et al.

22[5] for [Cr(nta)(OH)] and 408 and 585 nm for the2

complexes that were isolated by Uehara. The IR spectra of
both I and II are identical and consistent with that found
by Uehara for NH [Cr(OH)(nta)(H O)]?2H O and4 2 2

NH [Cr(OH)(nta)(H O) ]?3H O (COO–Cr stretching4 2 2 2 Fig. 1. UV–VIS spectra of different Cr(III)–nta species in solution. 1
21

22 22 11658–1613 cm ). [Cr (nta) (m-OH) ] , pH 5–7; 2 [Cr (nta) (m-OH) ] 1H , pH|1; 32 2 2 2 2 2
2Cs [Cr (nta) (OH) ]?4H O crystals were dissolved in [Cr(nta)(H O) ]1HCO , pH 5–7.2 2 32 2 2 2 2
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was observed. A fresh Cs [Cr (nta) (OH) ]?4H O solu- 3.2. Crystal structures of Cs [Cr(nta) (m-OH) ]?4H O in2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
23tion (5.9310 M) was prepared and the UV–VIS spec- (I) and (II)

trum was recorded, 1 in Fig. 1. Spectrum 2 in Fig. 1 was
23recorded in acidic solution (5.9310 M dimer in 0.1 M The most relevant bond lengths and angles for both

HClO ). The addition of base (solid NaHCO ) to the structures are reported in Table 2. The numbering scheme4 3
22solution in 2 resulted in an immediate change to the of the [Cr(nta) (m-OH) ] anion for both structures is2 2

spectrum (3). Addition of acid to this solution resulted in shown in the perspective drawing in Fig. 2.
the same spectrum as recorded in 2. The two chromium atoms are octahedrally surrounded

22These results clearly point to a stable [Cr(nta)(m-OH)] by the nitrogen and three carboxylate oxygens of the nta2

complex in slightly alkaline solution, but when protonated, ligand plus the two bridging hydroxo oxygen atoms. The
immediately forms the cis-diaqua complex, which by nta ligand forms three glycinate rings around the central
addition of base forms the aquahydroxo complex and that metal ion. These rings can be classified into one R ring,
this reaction is reversible. The rapid change of spectrum Cr–N1–C6–C5–O6, and two G rings, Cr–N1–C2–C1–O2
with the addition of HClO to the dimer in solution can and Cr–N1–C3–C4–O4, according to Hoard et al. [17],4

only be attributed to protonation of the hydroxo groups in see Fig. 2.
22[Cr(nta)(m-OH)] . These results are summarised by the The Cr–OH bond distances for I are slightly shorter2

˚following reaction and is in accordance with that found for than in II (1.942(7) and 1.961(6) A vs. 1.987(2) and
22 ˚[Co (nta) (m-OH) ] [3]. 1.991(1) A). The Cr–OH–Cr angle for I is 81.5(3)82 2 2

compared to 82.08(10)8 for II. The Cr–N bond length is
1H22 ˚ ˚2.048(9) A for I, and 2.061(3) A for II. The Cr–O bond[Cr (nta) (m-OH) ] →2 2 2

˚distances vary between 1.965(7) and 1.970(8) A for I and2OH
2 ˚→2[Cr(nta)(H O) ] 2[Cr(nta)(H O)(OH)] between 1.954(2) and 1.988(2) A for II. The different←2 2 2

1H 22bond lengths in [Cr(nta) (m-OH) ] corresponds well2 2
2 with those in the [Cr(nta)(m-OH)(m-acetate–These results are also in accordance with the H NMR and

22O,O)Cr(nta)] in which the Cr–N, Cr–OH and Cr–Oother experiments that Koine et al. performed. They also
2 ˚bonds lengths were 2.060(5), 1.936(4) and 1.982(4) A,attributed the change in UV–VIS and H NMR spectra to

respectively [18]. The M–OH–M bond angles are identicalacidic cleavage of the dihydroxo bridged species [5].
for the two complexes (98.5(3) and 98.2(2)8) while theThe spectroscopic results, together with the crystallo-

˚OH–M–OH bond angles are 81.5(3) and 81.8(2) A. Thegraphic results presented in this paper, leads to the
rest of the N–C, C–C and C–O bond distances of the ntaassumption that the different crystals prepared by Uehara
ligand are all considered normal and agree well thoseet al. [4] are in fact not different, but possibly a

22 found in [Ca(nta)]?2H O and Hnta (Hnta5nitrilotriacetic[Cr (nta) (m-OH) ] species that crystallises in two space 22 2 2

acid) [19,20].groups of the tetragonal and monoclinic crystal systems.

Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for Cs [Cr (nta) (m-OH) ]?4H O2 2 2 2 2

I II I II

Cr–O(1) 1.942(7) 1.987(2) N(1)–C(3) 1.48(2) 1.481(4)
Cr–O(6) 1.965(7) 1.954(2) N(1)–C(2) 1.497(14) 1.482(4)
Cr–O(2) 1.966(8) 1.985(2) N(1)–C(5) 1.492(12) 1.498(4)
Cr–O(4) 1.970(8) 1.988(2) C(5)–C(6) 1.52(2) 1.515(5)
Cr–N(1) 2.048(9) 2.061(3) C(6)–O(7) 1.217(12) 1.227(5)
Cr–O(1)9 1.961(6) 1.991(2) C(4)–O(5) 1.24(2) 1.232(5)
O(6)–C(6) 1.292(13) 1.293(2) C(4)–C(3) 1.52(2) 1.521(5)
O(2)–C(1) 1.279(13) 1.296(4) C(1)–O(3) 1.231(13) 1.224(4)
O(4)–C(4) 1.27(2) 1.295(4) C(1)–C(2) 1.51(2) 1.527(5)

O(1)–Cr–O(6) 95.5(3) 94.62(10) O(6)–Cr–N(1) 85.0(3) 84.50(11)
O(1)–Cr–O(2) 95.2(3) 101.80(10) O(2)–Cr–N(1) 82.9(3) 82.09(10)
O(6)–Cr–O(2) 90.0(3) 88.69(11) O(1)9–Cr–N(1) 98.0(3) 98.87(10)
O(1)–Cr–O(1)9 81.5(3) 82.08(10) O(4)–Cr–N(1) 81.7(4) 81.59(11)
O(6)–Cr–O(1)9 177.0(3) 176.52(10) C(3)–N(1)–C(2) 114.2(9) 114.3(3)
O(2)–Cr–O(1)9 90.4(3) 90.87(10) C(3)–N(1)–C(5) 110.9(9) 111.1(3)
O(1)–Cr–O(4) 100.1(3) 94.54(10) C(2)–N(1)–C(5) 112.1(8) 112.1(3)
O(6)–Cr–O(4) 92.9(3) 90.96(11) C(6)–O(6)–Cr 116.5(7) 117.0(2)
O(2)–Cr–O(4) 164.1(3) 163.63(10) C(1)–O(2)–Cr 116.1(8) 116.0(2)
O(1)9–Cr–O(4) 87.6(3) 90.43(10) C(4)–O(4)–Cr 113.0(8) 114.7(2)
O(1)–Cr–N(1) 178.1(3) 176.01(11) Cr–O(1)–Cr9 98.5(3) 97.92(10)
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22Fig. 2. Perspective view of [Cr (nta) (m-OH) ] , indicating the atom labelling. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at 30% probability level.2 2 2

1 2The angular distortion around Cr from the ideal octahed- [Ca.HN (CH COO ) ]?2H O (C–N–C angles were be-2 3 2

ral geometry is significant in both structures. Most of the tween 110.3 and 112.948) and Hnta (angles were between
N–Cr–OH and O–Cr–OH angles deviate from 908 and 112.3(1) and 113.6(1)8), indicating higher ring strain in the
range between 81.5(3) and 98.0(3)8 for I and between dimers.
82.08(10) and 98.87(10)8 for II. The trans-N(1)–Cr–O(1) The angular strain around the nitrogen can be demon-
and O(1)9–Cr–O(6) angles of the two structures also differ strated by the non-planarity of the G rings. The nitrogen
somewhat with 178.1(3) and 177.0(3)8, respectively for I and chromium atoms are displaced on opposite sides of the
vs. 176.01(11) and 176.62(10)8 for II. The O(4)–Cr–O(2) CCOO plane with distances of N from the plane calculated

˚angles deviate significantly from the ideal 1808 with as 0.243(7) , 0.175(7) and 0.078(6) A for I andG1 G2 R
˚164.1(3) for I and 163.63(10)8 for II. 0.298(2) , 0.216(2) and 0.035(2) A for II. SimilarlyG1 G2 R

The strain in the two complexes may be expressed by the distances of chromium from the plane was calculated
˚the deviation from planarity of the three glycinato rings. as 0.213(4) , 0.132(4) and 0.017(4) A for I andG1 G2 R

˚Hoard et al. pointed out that an unstrained glycinato ring 0.122(2) , 0.131(1) and 0.047(1) A for II. TheG1 G2 R

should be planar and that the sum of the endocyclic angles distance of N and Cr from the planes also decrease in the
should be 538.48 [16]. The sums of the endocyclic angles order G1.G2.R.

1vary between 526.7 and 538.98 for I and between 524.18 The Cs to oxygen interatomic distances vary between
˚and 539.578 for II. The ring strain decrease for both 3.057(8) and 3.379(8) A for I and between 3.117(3) and

1˚structures in the order G1.G2.R and the rings in I are 3.386(3) A for II. The Cs interacts with eight oxygen
lesser strained than in II. The lesser strain in the in-plane R atoms in both cases, but there are substantial differences in
rings is repeated in all the known structures of Co(III) and the mode of interaction for the two structures. The

1Cr(III)–nta complexes. geometry of the arrangement of Cs and oxygen atoms in
1The primary reason for the strain in the G rings is I are in the form of a twisted dodecahedron. One Cs

thought to be caused by the angular strain of the coordi- interacts with three oxygen atoms of a specific dimeric
nated nitrogen atom of the nta molecule. The nitrogen unit; namely a bridging oxygen O(1) and two ring oxygen
atom is at the intersection of three five-membered chelate atoms O(2) and O(6). The dodecahedron is completed by
rings with two common members, chromium and nitrogen. two carboxylate oxygen atoms, O(7), in two different
Each ring attempts to impose its own stereochemical dimeric units and three water molecules. This arrangement

1requirements on the nitrogen atom, which is also con- suggests that the Cs cations play the role of a link
strained to approximately tetrahedral geometry. The re- between the dimeric units and joins them in dimer–Cs–
sulting compromise structure contains not only angle and dimer ‘chains’.

1bond length abnormalities in the G rings, but also signifi- The geometry around Cs in II is more in the form of a
cant distortions of the nitrogen tetrahedra, specifically distorted bicapped trigonal prism. The polyhedron is made
between the C –N(1)–C angles. The opened C(3)– up as follows: the oxygen atoms of the G1 ring of aG1 G2

N(1)–C(2) angles are 114.2(9)8 for I and 114.3(3)8 for II. specific complex, O(2) and O(3); the oxygen atoms of the
This is higher than what was found for G2 ring that are in the opposite nta ligand of the same
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1Fig. 3. Projection of the unit cell of I on the ac plane. 5Cs , d5Cr, d5N.

dimer, O(4) and O(5); two carboxylate oxygen atoms of oxygen atoms interact with a cation while there is no such
1two different dimeric units, O(7) and O(3), and two water interaction in II. The Cs ions in I each form chains

molecules. This arrangement means that each O(3) atom of between itself and another cation via interaction with a
1the G2 ring interacts with two different Cs cations and water molecule and a R ring carboxylate oxygen whereas

that the cations once again form links between the different the chains in II are formed by only one carboxylate G2
complexes. ring oxygen. The cation interacts with one less oxygen

Specific differences in the way that each dimer interacts atom of the chromium anion in I. The O(1)–Cr–O(2)
1with Cs must be highlighted. In I one of the bridging angle in I is almost 78 smaller than in II, see Table 2. This

1Fig. 4. Projection of the unit cell of II on the ab plane. 5Cs , d5Cr, d5N.
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1can directly be linked to the interaction of Cs with O(1), CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers
O(2) and O(6) in I, causing the O–M–O angle to be 116588 and 116589.
smaller.

1The interaction of the Cs cation with G ring oxygens in
II is more pronounced than in I, probably causing more

Acknowledgementsstrain in II. In II there are five interactions between G ring
1oxygen atoms and Cs while there is only one such

The authors thank the Foundation for Research Develop-interaction in I. The interaction of the carboxylate oxygen
ment as well as the Research Fund of this University forwith two water molecules could contribute to the distortion
financial support.of the G1 ring of I.

A projection of I along the b axis is shown in Fig. 3.
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Abstract

Mixed chalcogenide complexes of the type Ni(dppe)(SeC H S) (dppe5bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane), Ni(dppe)(SC H NCO ) and6 4 5 3 2

Ni(dppe)(EC H NE9) (E5NH, E95O; E5E95NH) have been prepared from the reactions of Ni(dppe)Cl with the appropriate5 3 2

aryldichalcogen or pyridine-based compound, using Et N as a base. The relative solution and thermal stabilities of the above compounds,3

other mixed chalcogen ones, Ni(dppe)(SC H O), Ni(dppe)(SC H CO ) and Ni(dppe)(SC H NH), and the homoleptic compounds6 4 6 4 2 6 4

Ni(dppe)(EC H E9) (E5E95O, E5E95S; R5H, Me), were established by a combination of electron impact mass spectrometry (EIMS)6 4

and fast atom bombardment (FABMS). The most stable ones were the compounds with homoleptic sulfur ligands.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel(II) complexes; Crystal structure; Stability; Mass spectrometry

1. Introduction are not stored under nitrogen. We have found that
Ni(dppe)(SC H NH) similarly decomposes in solution6 4

Diphosphino organodichalcogenide metal complexes within 24 h in the presence of air [3]. On the contrary, the
have been investigated for their possible use as anti-cancer homoleptic sulfur and mixed oxo/sulfur compounds are
agents [1]. Some nickel complexes of this composition are quite stable in solution, even when kept in contact with air.
known to catalyse the cyclotrimerisation of di- It appears the stability of these phosphino organochal-
methylacetylene dicarboxylate [2], as well as to reversibly cogenide complexes is related to how compatible the
absorb sulfur dioxide [3]. In solution, some of the diphos- chalcogen orbitals are with that of the nickel. The sulfur
phinonickel organodichalcogenide complexes tend to de- orbitals seem to be quite suitable for interaction with those
compose and their stability appears to be dependent on the of the nickel, hence the stability of their compounds.
chalcogen atoms present. The type of chalcogen in the A measure of the thermal stability of these compounds
complex could also affect the ability of the compounds to seem to be reflected in the stability of molecular ions of
undergo the above two reactions, particularly cyclotrimeri- Ni(dppe)(SC H S) and Ni(dppe)(SC H MeS) in the mass6 4 6 3

sation. The homoleptic oxo complexes spectrometer when the harsh electron impact (EI) ionisa-
Ni(dppe)(OC H RO) (dppe5 tion source is used in running their mass spectra [3]. In this6 3

bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane, R5H, Me) reported by project we sought to establish the generality of how the
Bowmaker et al. [4] readily decomposes in solution if they type of chalcogen relates to the stablity, solution and

thermal, of these compounds. We also wished to establish
how the type of mass spectrometric ionisation source could

*Corresponding author. Present address: Department of Chemistry, be used as a simple measure of the stability of these
University of the Western Cape, Private Bag X17, Bellville 7535, South

compounds. To do this, we carried out the EI and the fastAfrica. Tel.: 127-21-959-3053; fax: 127-21-959-3055.
atom bombardment (FAB) mass spectral studies of all newE-mail address: jdarkwa@uwc.ac.za (J. Darkwa)
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Scheme 1.

Ni(dppe)(SC H RS) (R5H (1a), Me (1b) [3], by Rauchfuss et al. [6]. All reactions were performed6 3

Ni(dppe)(OC H R9O) (R95H (2a), Me (2b) [4], without exclusion of air, unless otherwise stated.6 3

Ni(dppe)(SC H O) (3), Ni(dppe)(SC H CO ) (4) and IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 205 FT-IR or a6 4 6 4 2

Ni(dppe)(SC H NH) (5) [2]. Perkin Elmer Spectrum 1000 FT-IR spectrometers. UV–6 3

visible spectra were run on a Varian Cary 1E spectrometer.
1 13 31H, C and P NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian
Gemini 2000 spectrometer at 200 MHz, 50.28 MHz and

2. Experimental 80.95 MHz respectively and referenced to residual CHCl3
1 13for H (d 7.26), C (d 77.0) and externally to PPh (d3

312.1. Materials and instrumentation 25.00) for P. Mass spectra were recorded on a JEOL
JMS-HX100 EBE spectrometer in the Electron Impact (EI)

All solvents were analytical grade, but were dried before or Fast Atom Bombardment (FAB) mode as described
use. Cyclohexane, hexane and toluene were dried over previously [5]. Elemental analyses were performed by the
sodium and dichloromethane over P O . The following micro analytical laboratory at the University of Cape2 5

compounds were used as received from Aldrich: 2-mercap- Town, South Africa as a service.
tonicotinic acid, 2-aminonicotinic acid and 2,3-
diaminopyridine. Thiophenol (Fluka) was also used as 2.2. Syntheses
received. The complexes Ni(dppe)(SC H S),6 4

Ni(dppe)(SC H MeS) [3], Ni(dppe)(OC H O), 2.2.1. Ni(dppe)(SeC H S) 66 3 6 4 6 4

Ni(dppe)(OC H MeO) [4], Ni(dppe)(SC H O), A three necked 500 ml flask, fitted with a pressure6 3 6 4

Ni(dppe)(SC H CO ), and Ni(dppe)(SC H NH) [2] were equalising dropping funnel and a nitrogen inlet was6 4 2 6 4

prepared by the literature procedures. The dilithio com- thoroughly flushed with nitrogen. A solution of thiophenol
pound, LiSeC H SLi, was generated in situ as described (0.21 ml, 2.00 mmol) in cyclohexane (20 ml), which had6 4
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31 1previously been degassed, was slowly added dropwise to a (dppe). Ph Hj NMR: d 58.0 (d, P trans S, J 562.86PP
1nitrogen saturated solution of N,N,N9N9-tetramethyl- Hz); 43.5 (d, P trans O). MS (FAB1): 609 (M , 100).

21ethylenediamine (TMEDA) (0.8 ml) and n-butyllithium U.V.–vis (CH Cl ): l 5418 nm. IR (KBr pellet, cm ):2 2 max

(2.80 ml, 4.00 mmol) in cyclohexane (30 ml) at 08C. After 3043w, 2945w, 1605vs, 1570vs, 1485s, 1436vs, 1387vs,
the addition was complete, the reaction mixture was stirred 1346vs, 1184w, 1146s, 1100vs, 1078m, 1028w, 1001m,
at 08C for 30 min and gradually allowed to warm up to 867s, 826s, 758vs, 706s, 687s, 531vs, 490s, 476m, 446w,
room temperature, and stirred for a further 22 h. This was 424w.
followed by the addition of selenium (0.16 g, 2.00 mmol)
and stirred till all the selenium had dissolved, ca. 20 h. A 2.2.3. Ni(dppe)(HNC H NO)?1/2CH Cl 85 3 2 2
degassed solution of Ni(dppe)Cl (1.06 g, 2.00 mmol) in2 Ni(dppe)(HNC H NO)?1/2CH Cl 8 was prepared and5 3 2 2
CH Cl (50 ml) was added dropwise via the pressure2 2 isolated a light purple solid via the procedure described for
equalising dropping funnel and stirred for 8 h. Addition of 7, using Ni(dppe)Cl (0.53 g, 1.00 mmol) and 2-amino-2
hexane to the resultant solution gave a brown solid, which nicotinic acid (0.11 g, 1.00 mmol). Yield50.24 g, 43%;
was recrystallised from CH Cl /hexane to give2 2 melting point5229–2328C. Anal. Calc. for
Ni(dppe)(SeC H S). Yield50.33 g, 25%; melting point56 4 C H ClN OP Ni: C, 62.26; H, 4.81; N, 4.61%. Found:31.5 28 2 2

1298–3008C. Anal. Calc. for C H PSSeNi?CH Cl : C,32 28 2 2 C, 62.52; H, 5.15; N, 4.67%. H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.97 (t,3
54.36; H, 4.15; S, 4.40%. Found: C, 54.34; H, 4.19; S, 4H, J 59.50 Hz); 7.84 (m, 4H); 7.53(m, 12H) (dppe);HH14.11%. H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.78 (m, 8H); 7.48 (m, 12H)3 6.75 (s, br, NH); 6.52 (d, 1H, J 57.40 Hz); 6.11 (t, 2H,HH
(dppe); 7.16 (d, 1H, J 57.80 Hz); 6.90 (m, 3H)HH J 56.60 Hz); (HNC H NO); 2.31 (m, 4H) (dppe).HH 5 313 1

13 1(SSeC H ); 2.36 (m, 4H) (dppe). Ch Hj NMR: d 134.36 4 Ch Hj NMR: d 160.4 (s), 133.4 (d J 510.66 Hz); 132.CP(s), 132.5 (s), 132.2 (t, J 55.38 Hz), 131.6 (s), 130.9 (s),CP (d, J 521.02 Hz); 130.1 (dd, J 523.26 Hz, J 510.69CP CP CP9130.2 (s), 129.5 (t, J 56.08 Hz), 129.9 (s), 125.4 (s), 26.8CP Hz) (dppe); 129.3 (s), 128.4 (s), 128.1 (s), 127.1 (s),31 1(t, J 524.78 Hz). Ph Hj NMR: d 59.8 (d, P trans S,CP 118.6(s) (HNC H NO); 27.4 (dd, J 536.25 Hz, J 55 3 CP CP91J 543.59 Hz); 58.7 (d, P trans Se). MS (EI): 644 (M ,PP 13.53 Hz); 24.5 (dd, J 535.85 Hz, J 511.82 Hz)CP CP9
31 145), 430 (10), 398 (100), 370 (32), 353 (78), 289 (70), (dppe). Ph Hj NMR: d 60.1 (d, P trans N, J 572.61PP

1262 (82), 185 (63), 183 (89), 108 (20), 77 (10). MS Hz); 53. 0 (d, P trans O). MS (FAB1): 566 (M , 100).1 21
21(FAB1): 644 (M , 25). IR (KBr pellet cm ): 3036w, U.V.–vis (CH Cl ): l 5374 nm. IR (KBr pellet, cm ):2 2 max2882w, 1602m, 1475s, 1433vs, 1406w, 1313w, 1288w, 3395w, 3219w, 3050w, 2910w, 1619s, 1597vs, 1540vs,

1195w, 1173m, 1100vs, 1067w, 1026w, 998w, 955m, 1482s, 1433vs, 1351s, 1283vs, 1250s, 1187m, 1100vs,
875w, 845w, 804w, 755m, 728vs, 692vs, 531vs, 495s, 1067w, 1026m, 999m, 897m, 873s, 859m, 818m, 774m,
479m, 430w. 744vs, 725vs, 706vs, 689vs, 654m, 624s, 528vs, 492s,

479s, 446w.

2.2.2. Ni(dppe)(SC H NCO ) 75 3 2
2.2.4. Ni(dppe)(HNC H NNH)?CH Cl 95 3 2 2To a solution of Ni(dppe)Cl (1.00 g, 1.89 mmol) and2

Ni(dppe)(HNC H NNH)?CH Cl 9 was prepared and5 3 2 22-mercaptonicotinic acid (0.29 g, 1.89 mmol) in CH Cl2 2
isolated as described for 7, using Ni(dppe)Cl (0.53 g, 1.002(50 ml) was added Et N (1 ml). On addition of Et N, the3 3
mmol) and 2,3-diaminopyridine (0.11 g, 1.00 mmol).mercaptonicotinic acid started to dissolve and the mixture
Yield50.29 g, 52%. Anal. Calc. for C H ClN P Ni: C,31 28 3 2was stirred for 4 h. Hexane was added to the resultant
62.26; H, 4.81; N, 4.61%. Found: C, 62.52; H, 5.15; N,solution to give a dark orange precipitate, which was

14.67%. H NMR (CDCl ): d 7.98 (m, 4H); 7.81 (m, 4H);3washed with copious amount of water to remove Et NHCl.3
7.52 (m, 12H) (dppe); 6.71 (t, 1H, J 55.40 Hz); 6.51 (s,HHThe product was recrystallised from CH Cl /hexane, after2 2
br, NH); 6.24 (d, 1H, J 57.20 Hz); 6.07 (t, 1H, J 5HH HHa CH Cl solution was dried over anhydrous Na SO2 2 2 4
6.60 Hz); 3.53 (s, br, 1H) (HNC H NNH); 2.29 (m, 4H)5 3overnight, to give analytically pure

31 1(dppe). Ph Hj NMR: d 63.8 (d, P trans N, J 557.48PPNi(dppe)(SC H NCO ). Yield50.92 g, 79%; melting5 3 2 1Hz); 60.5 (d, P trans N). MS (FAB1): 564 (M , 100).point5254–2568C. Anal. Calc. for C H NO P SNi: C,32 27 2 2 21U.V.–vis (CH Cl ): l 5398 nm. IR (KBr pellet, cm ):2 2 max62.98; H, 4.46; N, 2.30; S, 5.25%. Found: C, 62.71; H,
1 3065w, 2903w, 1603m, 1537s, 1485m, 1433vs, 1381w,4.51; N, 2.36; S, 5.14%. H NMR (CDCl ): d 8.36 (dd,3

1310s, 1264w, 1187s, 1173w, 1124w, 1100vs, 1075w,1H, J 57.80 Hz, J 52.00 Hz); 8.25 (dd, 1H, J 5HH HH HH
1023w, 998m, 900w, 875m, 821s, 818m, 747w, 728w,4.50 Hz, J 52.10 Hz); 6.88 (dd, 1H, J 57.70 Hz,HH HH
714w, 706w, 692vs, 657w, 643w, 613w, 533vs, 512w,J 54.60 Hz), (SC H NCO ); 2.42 (m, 2H); 2.09 (m,HH 5 3 2

13 1 482s, 442w.2H) (dppe). Ch Hj NMR: d 150.0 (s), 140.7 (s), 118.6 (s)
(SC H NCO ); 134.0 (dd J 524.43 Hz, J 510.315 3 2 CP CP9

Hz); 132.5 (dd, J 524.40 Hz, J 52.67 Hz); 129.9 (dd, 2.3. Crystal structure determination of 6CP CP9

J 510.51 Hz, J 56.69 Hz); 29.5 (dd, J 535.08 Hz,CP CP9 CP

J 517.93 Hz); 22.4 (dd, J 531.68 Hz, J 510.31 Hz) Single crystals of 6 were obtained from a 2:1 CH Cl /CP9 CP CP9 2 2
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hexane solution at 2158C. A dark rectangular crystal of air compared to the mixed sulfur and selenium compound
size 0.6230.5030.30 mm was mounted in a sealed was very low. A similar route was used to prepare the
capillary tube for data collection. All geometric and tellurium complex, which had a much lower stability than
intensity data were collected on a Siemens SMART that of the selenium complex. The selenium and tellurium

31diffractometer with a CCD detector. A total of 17 646 complexes could be characterised from their P NMR
reflections (of which 6633 [R(int)50.0394] were unique) spectra; which gave singlets at 36.56 and 33.93 ppm
in the range 3.76,2u ,56.568 were collected at 296 K respectivley. These peak values are indicative of the effect

˚with monochromatic MoKa radiation (l.50.71073 A). of the electronegativity of the chalcogen. The relative
Absorption correction based on multiple redundant data stabilities of these complexes could be established by
analysis was applied [7]. leaving solutions of the compounds in CH Cl . Whereas2 2

Crystal data: C H P SSeNi: monoclinic, P2 /c; a5 solutions of 6 could be left in air for more than a day, the32 28 2 1
1˚ ˚ ˚ diselenato complex rapidly decomposed in air with H11.205(5) A, b520.331(9) A, c513.936(6) A, b 5

3˚ NMR signals of the latter disappearing within 24 h.113.356(10)8, V52914.5(2) A ; Z54.
The stability of these complexes appears to be de-The structure was solved by the Patterson method for

termined by the compatibility of the metal orbitals with theprimary atom sites and by difference map for atoms in
chalcogen. The more stable compounds, in solution, weresecondary sites [8]. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined
the dithiolato, Ni(dppe)(SC H RS) (R5H, Me) [3] and theanisotropically and hydrogen atoms were refined without 6 4

mixed oxo-sulfido compounds, Ni(dppe)(SC H O) andrestraints. Full-matrix least squares refinement [9] of 334 6 4
2 Ni(dppe)(SC H CO ) [2]. Synthesis of the dithiolato andparameters on F gave R 50.0770, wR 50.2273, with a 6 4 21 2

21 2 2 2 the mixed oxo-sulfido compounds could even be per-weighting scheme of w 5 s (Fo ) 1 (0.100P) 1 0.00P,
2 2 formed in the presence of air. When the chalcogens werewhere P 5 (Fo 1 2F ) /3. Goodness-of-Fit51.591. Maxc

23 23˚ ˚ sulfur and selenium, though the reaction had to be per-DF 2.046 e A , min 22.170 e A .
formed in an inert atmosphere, work-up and subsequent
storage in air showed that the product was quite stable. On
the other hand, solutions of Ni(dppe)(SeC H Se), and the6 43. Results and discussion
previously reported Ni(dppe)(SC H NH) [2] and6 4

Ni(dppe)(OC H RO) (R5H, Me) [4], decomposed when6 33.1. Syntheses and stabilities of complexes
exposed to air. These observations point to a link between
the strength of the Ni–chalcogen interactions, with Ni–SThe mixed sulfur–selenium complex was obtained from
being the most stable.the reaction of in situ generated LiSeC H SLi with6 4 By reacting 2-mercaptonicotinic acid, 2-aminonicotinicNi(dppe)Cl (Eq. (1)).2 acid and 2,3-diaminopyridine respectively with
Ni(dppe)Cl in the presence of Et N, similar complexes2 3

were isolated. Because the pyridine-based ligands were
insoluble in toluene, the reactions were carried out in
CH Cl . The ligands were only sparingly soluble in this2 2

solvent but the reactions were complete within 24 h. These
reactions could also be performed in the presence of air.
There was a clear indication of the effect of the nitrogen-
based ring on the stability of these compounds. This could
be established from the EI and FAB mass spectra; with the
FAB spectra showing molecular ions whilst the EI spectra(1)
had no molecular ions. Whereas several of the phenyl-

The complex was isolated as a microcrystalline solid and based ligands showed molecular ions in their EI mass
characterised by a combination of IR, NMR and micro- spectra, the complexes with the pyridine-based ligands had

1analysis. In addition to peaks of the phosphine, the H no molecular ions. Their molecular ions could only be
NMR spectrum showed a downfield doublet at 7.16 ppm observed in their FAB spectra. Details of the mass spectral
for the proton ortho to the sulfur; while the rest of the study are discussed latter.
protons of the ligand appeared as a multiplet at 6.90 ppm.

31The P NMR spectrum is discussed, together with those
31of the other complexes, later in this report. X-ray diffrac- 4. P NMR characterization of complexes

tion studies confirmed that the SeSC H binds to the6 4
31nickel as a bidentate ligand. The P NMR spectra of CDCl solutions of all com-3

The diselenato analogue was also prepared via the pounds were run at room temperature. All the mixed-
reaction of in situ generated LiSeC H SeLi with ligand complexes displayed spectra of two doublets, with6 4

Ni(dppe)Cl ; but its stability in solution when exposed to an AB or AX spin pattern (Table 1); whilst the homochal-2
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Table 1
31P NMR Spectra of (dppe)Ni aryldiorganochalcogenides

Complex Chemical Shift (ppm) J Hz D ppm Ref.PP

Ni(dppe)(SC H S) s, 58.45 – 0 [4]6 4

Ni(dppe)(SC H MeS) s, 58.62 – 0 [4]6 3

Ni(dppe)(SC H O) d, 58.88, 47.97 54.95 10.91 [3]6 4

Ni(dppe)(SC H Se) d, 59.83, 58.72 43.59 1.11 This work6 4

Ni(dppe)(SeC H Se) s, 36.56 – 0 This work6 4

Ni(dppe)(TeC H Te) s, 33.93 – 0 This work6 4

Ni(dppe)(SC H CO ) d, 57.19, 41.72 59.90 15.47 [3,10]6 4 2

Ni(dppe)(SC NH CO ) d, 57.98, 43.47 62.86 14.51 This work5 3 2

Ni(dppe)(SC H NH) d, 60.44, 59.77 47.56 0.67 [3]6 4

Ni(dppe)(HNC H NO) d, 60.14, 52.94 72.61 7.20 This work5 3

Ni(dppe)(HNC NH NH) d, 63.80, 60.55 57.48 3.25 This work5 3

cogenide complexes of Se and Te gave singlets typical of trans-influence of the chalcogen atom trans to the phos-
such compounds [3]. Complexes 7 and 8, which contain phorus. The more polarisable chalcogen has a better trans-
oxygen, gave AX spectra quite similar to those of influence. For example in complex 7, the chemical shift of
Ni(dppe)(SC H O) [2] and Ni(dppe)(SC H CO ) [2,10]. the phosphorus trans to the S was 58.0 ppm, whilst the6 4 6 4 2

The non-oxygen containing complexes, 6 and 9, had AB phosphorus trans to the less polarisable oxygen atom was
31spectra also similar to that of Ni(dppe)(SC H O) [2]. The 43.5 ppm. Trans-influence of chalcogens on P NMR was6 4

chemical shifts of the doublets associated with each of the first observed by Henderson et al. for
phosphorus atom of the dppe ligand can be linked to the Pt(dppe)(SC H CO ) [10]. Even for the homoleptic com-6 4 2

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of complex 6.
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plex, Ni(dppehS C (2-pyridine)(H)j) [11], the influence of longer bond distances, such as in the2 2

the pyridine nitrogen results in different electronic environ- Ni(II)diethyldithiocabarmate phenylselenide complex,
ment similar to that produced by the polarisability differ- Ni(dtc)(PPh )(SeC H ) (dtc5diethyldithiocabarmate)3 6 5

5˚ences described above. This results in two broad singlets (2.317(2) A) [14] and Ni(h -C H )(PPh )(SeC H Cl-4)5 5 3 6 4
˚(57.4 and 57.2 ppm) for the dppe phosphorus in (2.317(6) A) [15]. On the other hand, the Ni–S bond

˚ ˚Ni(dppehS C (2-pyridine)(H)j). It is evident from our distances (2.236(6) A) and 2.273(2) A) are longer than2 2

˚results that the trans-influence is more pronounced when similar bonds found in Ni(dppe)(SC H O) (2.158(1) A)6 4
one of the chalcogens is oxygen and leads to an AX ˚[2] and Ni(dppe)(SC H S) (2.145(2) A) [3].6 431spectrum. It also appears that P NMR spectroscopy can It is clear from the Ni-chalcogen distances that the
be used as a measure of the trans-influence of atoms. The disorder affects the Ni–chalcogen interactions. The S–Ni–
data in Table 1 seem to indicate that the NH unit, which is Se bite angles (92.46(8)8) and 94.3(2)8) though, are quite
isoelectronic with oxygen, has a better trans-influence than similar to those found in Ni(dppe)(SC H O) (94.3(2)8) [2]6 4
oxygen. and Ni(dppe)(SC H S) (92.4(1)8) [3]. All other bond6 4

parameters of 6 are comparable with literature values. The
crystal structure thus allows a complete characterisation of

4.1. Molecular structure of Ni(dppe)(SeSC H )6 4 the complex and hence a basis for the full interpretation of
its mass spectrum.

The coordination geometry about the nickel atom is
essentially square planar. The S and Se positions of the
mixed dichalcogenide ligand appears to be disordered, thus 4.2. Electron impact and fast atom bombardment mass
the exact positions of these atoms could not be established. spectrometric study
Fig. 1 gives an ORTEP view of molecule, which clearly
depicts the disorder. This resulted in two possible positions In a previous study we investigated the effectiveness of
and their related bond distances and angles. Table 2 gives electron impact (EI) and fast atom bombardment (FAB)
selected bond distances and angles of the molecule. The ionisation techniques in characterising nickel–thiolate

˚Ni–Se bond distances of 2.256(2) and 2.217(2) A for the complexes [5]. None of the complexes in that study
two possible Se sites are only slightly shorter than the showed any molecular ions in the EI spectra, whereas the

2 ˚bonds in [Ni(Se C H ) ] (2.270(5) A) [12] and FAB spectra had the molecular ions of the compounds. In2 6 4 2
˚Ni(SeP(Ph) C H ) (2.280(3) A) [13]. Other Ni–Se dis- the present study, we investigated the complexes that2 6 4 2

tances with the nickel in a 12 oxidation state show even contained ligands with a combination of oxygen, sulfur,
selenium or nitrogen bound to the nickel. Our general
observation was that most of the complexes with sulfur as

Table 2 one of the two binding atoms gave molecular ions when
Selected bond distances and angles for 6

either EI or FAB was used. Three of the complexes studied
˚Bond distances (A) (4, 5 and 7), with sulfur containing ligands, gave no

Ni–S(1) 2.263 (6) Ni–S(2) 2.273 (2) molecular ions in the EI mode. Two of these, 4 and 7,
Ni–Se(1) 2.256 (2) Ni–Se(2) 2.217 (2)

readily lost CO even in the FAB mode (Fig. 2), and could2Ni–P(1) 2.160 (2) Ni–P (2) 2.173 (2)
explain why the harsh EI source produced no molecularS(1)–C(4) 1.861 (8) S(2)–C(5) 1.939 (7)

Se(1)–C(5) 1.851 (6) Se(2)–C(4) 1.775 (7) ions. Complex 5 was found to be unstable in solution [2]
P(1)–C(91) 1.834 (6) P(1)–C(101) 1.811 (6) and came as no surprise when the EI spectrum had no
P(1)–C(11) 1.841 (6) P(2)–C(71) 1.801 (6) molecular ion. In addition to complexes 4, 5 and 7, two
P(2)–C(81) 1.821 (6) P(2)–C(12) 1.863 (6)

other complexes (8 and 9) had no molecular ions. How-C(2)–C(3) 1.330 (11) C(3)–C(4) 1.424 (9)
ever, all complexes had molecular ions when the softerC(4)–C(5) 1.392 (9) C(5)–C(6) 1.385 (9)

C(11)–C(12) 1.534 (8) – – FAB ionisation method was used.
The dithiolato complexes, 1a and 1b, were observed to

Bond distances (8) be the most stable with EI ionisation. They gave molecular
P(1)–Ni(1)–P(2) 86.60 (6) P(1)–Ni(1)–Se(2) 173.98 (7)

ions of relative intensities of 60% and 75% respectively.P(2)–Ni(1)–Se(2) 89.48 (8) P(1)–Ni(1)–S(1) 166.84 (14)
The mixed ligands, sulfur / selenium and sulfur /oxygen,P(2)–Ni(1)–S(1) 88.2 (2) Se(2)–Ni(1)–S(1) 7.6 (2)

P(1)–Ni(1)–Se(1) 91.85 (6) P(2)–Ni(1)–Se(1) 174.66 (16) were observed to have molecular ions with 50% inten-
Se(2)–Ni(1)–Se(1) 92.46 (8) S(1)–Ni(1)–Se(1) 94.3 (2) sities. A typical fragmentation pattern for this type com-
P(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 90.60 (11) P(2)–Ni(1)–S(2) 167.53 (11) pounds is shown by the mixed sulfur / selenium compound
Se(2)–Ni(1)–S(2) 94.18 (12) S(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 96.9 (2)

(Fig. 3 and Scheme 1). Apart from the molecular ion, thereSe(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 7.15 (12) C(101)–P(1)–C(11) 105.6 (3)
was an ion at m /z5596, which was assigned to the moreC(101)–P(1)–C(91) 104.1 (13) C(91)–P(1)–C(11) 102.5 (3)

C(101)–P(1)–Ni(1) 123.2 (2) C(91)–P(1)–Ni(1) 112.6 (2) stable Ni(dppe)(SC H S). Since this product was found6 4
C(11)–P(1)–Ni(1) 106.9 (2) C(71)–P(2)–Ni(1) 116.8 (2) only in the EI spectrum, it must have resulted from the
C(81)–P(2)–Ni(1) 114.4 (2) C(12)–P(2)–Ni(4) 109.8 (2) rearrangement of 6 in the ionisation chamber. Other
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Fig. 2. FAB mass spectrum of complex 4.

fragment ions resulting from the molecular ions or the ions 5. Conclusions
therefrom were also observed in the EI spectrum. These
have been provisionally assigned ionic structures as: The stability of the bis(diphenylphosphino)nickel(II)

1 1 1[(dppe)S] (m /z5430), [dppe] (m /z5398), [(ppe)S] complexes described above depend on the nature of the
1(m /z5353) (ppe5phenylphosphinoethane), [PPh ] (m / chalcogen. This appears to be determined by the size of the3

z5262) and sequential loss of phenyl groups (Ph P m /z5 chalcogen atom and hence the atom’s effective overlap2

183 and Ph m /z577). Both the EI and FAB spectra of with the nickel. The small oxygen and the larger selenium
these complexes show that they are dominated by frag- and tellurium atoms form less stable complexes compared
mentation of the dppe ligand. to the sulfur ones. The stability of mixed oxo/sulfur and

Fig. 3. EI mass spectrum of complex 6.
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Abstract

2 2 2 2The complexes [Ni(L )]Cl ?10H O (1), [Cu(L )](ClO ) ?3H O (2), [Cu (L )(H O) Cl ]Cl (3) and [Zn(L )]Cl ?10H O (4)2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 1.18 7.12(L 52,13-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-3,14-dimethyl-2,6,13,17-tetraazatricyclo[14,4,0 ,0 ]docosane) have been synthesized and character-

13ized by X-ray crystallography, electronic absorption, C NMR and magnetic susceptiblity as well as cyclic voltammetry. The crystal
structures of 1 and 4 show that the metal ion has a slightly distorted octahedral geometry with two nitrogen atoms of the pendant arms at
the axial positions. However, 2 exhibits a square-planar geometry, coordinated by secondary and tertiary nitrogen donors of the
macrocycle. Furthermore, 3 reveals a binuclear structure and a center of symmetry in which the each copper ion is coordinated by a
distorted square-pyramidal geometry with an N Cl basal plane and a water molecule in the apical position. The magnetic behavior for 33

shows that a ferromagnetic interaction between the copper(II) ions is predominant at intermediate temperature and then a weaker
antiferromagnetic coupling is involved at lower temperature. Cyclic voltammetric studies for 1–3 indicate that 1 undergoes quasi-
reversible one-electron oxidation to the Ni(III) and reversible one-electron reduction to the Ni(I), 2 undergoes a irreversible one-electron
reduction to the Cu(I) state, while 3 undergoes an overall quasi-reversible two-electron reduction to the binuclear Cu(I) complex.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel(II); Copper(II); Zinc(II); Complexes; Hexadentate ligand

1. Introduction complexes of tpmc (tetrakis(2-pyridylmethyl)cyclam) have
been synthesized [10–12]. The complexes have a binuclear

Macrocyclic polyamines with functional pendant arms structure with the chair form of the ligand in
on the nitrogen donor atoms and their metal complexes [Cu (tpmc)](ClO ) [10] and [Cu Br (tpmc)](ClO ) [11],2 4 4 2 2 4 2

have attracted considerable attention because of their and with the boat form of the ligand in anion-bridged
specific structures and chemical properties, which are often complexes of [Cu X(tpmc)](ClO ) (X5F, Cl and OH)2 4 3

quite different from those of the unsubstituted macrocyclic [11,12]. In these studies, the taec and tpmc ligands possess
compounds. Recently, a number of nickel(II) and cop- eight amino-nitrogen atoms capable of forming coordina-
per(II) complexes of the fully N-aminoethyl and N- tion bonds with metal ions. To date, however, only a few
pyridylmethylated cyclam (1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotet- partially N-functionalized tetraaza macrocycles and their
radecane) have been synthesized [1–14]. Among these complexes have been isolated and structurally character-
complexes, [Ni (taec)Cl ?H O] (taec5tetrakis(2-amino- ized [16–18], because of steric hindrance by C-alkyl2 4 2

ethyl)cyclam) reveals a mixed-spin binuclear complex substituents on the macrocyclic ring. Thus, the partially
containing a low-spin Ni(II) on the basis of the spectral, N-pyridylmethylated macrocyclic complexes are of inter-
X-ray analysis and magnetic data [6–8]. The copper(II) est.

In this study, we report the synthesis, properties and
2crystal structures of L (2,13-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-3,*Corresponding author. Tel.: 182-42-829-7561; fax: 182-42-829- 1.18 7.1214-dimethyl-2,6,13,17-tetraazatricyclo[14,4,0 ,0 ]doc-7561.

2
E-mail address: kychoi@mokwon.ac.kr (K-Y. Choi) osane) and its metal(II) complexes, namely [Ni(L )]Cl ?2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00192-8
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210H O (1), [Cu(L )](ClO ) ?3H O (2), Calc. for C H N : C, 74.08; H, 9.72; N, 16.20%. FAB2 4 2 2 32 50 6
1 132 2 mass (CH Cl , m /z): 518 (M) . C NMR (CDCl ): 20.1[Cu (L )(H O) Cl ]Cl (3) and [Zn(L )]Cl ?10H O (4). 2 2 32 2 2 2 2 2 2

(Me), 21.5, 25.1, 26.0, 30.8, 33.3, 49.6, 50.1, 53.3, 55.4,
60.7, 121.5 (Py), 124.7 (Py), 136.1 (Py), 148.2 (Py) and

21162.2 (Py) ppm. IR (KBr, cm ): 3264 (N–H), 1591,
1566 (Py) and 1098 (C–N). Electronic spectra (CH OH):3

21 21
l nm (e, M cm ): 212 (15 300) and 262 (16 200).max

22.3. Synthesis of [Ni(L )]Cl ?10H O (1)2 2

To a methanol solution (20 ml) of NiCl ?6H O (1192 2
2mg, 0.5 mmol) was added L (259 mg, 0.5 mmol). The

mixture was heated to reflux for 1 h and then cooled to
room temperature. The solution was filtered and left at
room temperature until the pink crystals formed. The

2. Experimental product was filtered and recrystallized from a hot water /
acetonitrile (1:1 v/v, 10 ml) mixture. Yield: 270 mg

2.1. Materials and physical methods (65%). Found: C, 46.25; H, 8.62; N, 10.07. Calc. for
C H Cl N NiO : C, 46.38; H, 8.52; N, 10.15%. FAB32 70 2 6 10All chemicals used in the synthesis were of reagent 1 21mass (CH Cl , m /z): 828 (M) . IR (KBr, cm ): 32122 2grade and were used without further purification. All (N–H), 1606, 1573 (Py) and 1097 (C–N). Electronic

solvents were purified according to a method described 21 21spectra (H O): l nm (e, M cm ): 524 (7.8), 2621 2 maxpreviously [19]. The macrocyclic ligand L was prepared
(558) and 203 (2263). m : 2.88 m at 300 K.eff Bas described previously [20]. IR spectra were recorded as

KBr pellets on a Perkin-Elmer Paragon 1000 FT-IR
22.4. Synthesis of [Cu(L )](ClO ) ?3H O (2)4 2 2spectrophotometer. Electronic absorption spectra were

13obtained on a Jasco Uvidec-610 spectrometer. C NMR
The violet complex was prepared by a method similar tospectra were measured in CDCl solution on a Bruker WP3

that for the nickel(II) complex, except that Cu(ClO ) ?4 2300 spectrometer. Room temperature magnetic suscep-
6H O (185 mg, 0.5 mmol) was employed instead of2tibility were measured with a Johnson Matthey MK-II
NiCl ?6H O. Yield: 320 mg (72%). Found: C, 43.14; H,2 2magnetic balance, and variable temperature magnetic
7.11; N, 9.34. Calc. for C H Cl N CuO : C, 43.21; H,32 62 2 6 14susceptibility data on powder samples were obtained in the

17.03; N, 9.45%. FAB mass (CH Cl , m /z): 889 (M) . IR2 2range 5–300 K by using a Quantum Design MPMS7
21(KBr, cm ): 3248 (N–H), 1608, 1597 (Py), 1097 (C–N)(Magnetic Property Measurement System) SQUID mag-

2and 1094 (ClO ). Electronic spectra (H O): l nm (e,4 2 maxnetometer with 15 000 G external magnetic field. The
21 21M cm ): 530 (119), 280 (sh) and 263 (8903). m : 1.79effdiamagnetic corrections were evaluated from Pascal’s

m at 300 K.Bconstants. Elemental analyses and FAB mass spectra were
Caution! Perchlorate salts of metal complexes withperformed by the Korea Basic Science Institute, Taejon,

organic ligands are potentially explosive and should beSouth Korea. Cyclic voltammetric measurements were
handled with caution.accomplished with a three electrode potentiostat BAS

100BW electrochemical system. A hanging mercury drop-
22.5. Synthesis of [Cu (L )(H O) Cl ]Cl (3)ping electrode was used as the working electrode. The 2 2 2 2 2

counter electrode was a coiled platinum wire and a Ag/
This compound was prepared as blue crystals in aAgCl electrode was used as a reference electrode. The

reaction similar to that of 1, except for the use of CuCl ?electrochemical data were obtained in MeCN with 0.1 M 2

2H O (82 mg, 0.5 mmol) instead of NiCl ?6H O. Yield:tetraethylammonium perchlorate as supporting electrolyte 2 2 2

280 mg (68%). Found: C, 46.48; H, 6.72; N, 10.05. Calc.at 20.060.18C. The solution was degassed with high purity
for C H Cl N Cu O : C, 46.66; H, 6.61; N, 10.21%.nitrogen prior to carrying out the electrochemical measure- 32 54 4 6 2 2

1 21FAB mass (CH Cl , m /z): 823 (M) . IR (KBr, cm ):ments. 2 2

3212 (N–H), 1606, 1573 (Py) and 1097 (C–N). Electronic
21 21spectra (H O): l nm (e, M cm ): 622 (23), 2952 max2.2. Syntheses of 2,13-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-3,14-

(945), 262 (1476) and 202 (2543). (Nujol mull): 628.dimethyl-2,6,13,17-
1.18 7.12 2tetraazatricyclo[14,4,0 ,0 ]docosane (L )

22.6. Synthesis of [Zn(L )]Cl ?10H O (4)2 2
2Compound L was prepared according to the procedure

described in Ref. [15]. Found: C, 73.88; H, 9.57; N, 16.29. This compound was prepared as colorless crystals in a
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reaction similar to that of 1, except for the use of ZnCl asymmetric unit of intensity data were collected in the2

(68 mg, 0.5 mmol) instead of NiCl ?6H O. Yield: 260 mg v –2u scan mode. Intensity data were corrected for Lorentz2 2

(62%). Found: C, 46.16; H, 8.59; N, 9.97. Calc. for and polarization effects. Empirical absorption correction
2C H Cl N ZnO : C, 46.01; H, 8.45; N, 10.06%. FAB (w-scan) for 1 except for L , 2, 3 and 4 was applied. The32 70 2 6 10

1 13mass (CH Cl , m /z): 835 (M) . C NMR (CDCl ): structures were solved by direct methods [21] and refined2 2 3
2159.4, 153.7, 149.7, 148.8, 139.7, 137.9, 125.1, 124.3, [22] on F by full-matrix least squares with anisotropic

124.1, 123.3, 60.4, 56.8, 56.1, 53.9, 53.2, 52.9, 52.6, 52.5, displacement parameters for the non-hydrogen atoms.
51.6, 49.7, 33.6, 29.8, 29.6, 27.0, 25.0, 24.8, 24.6, 24.5, Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions with

2124.3, 22.1, 20.3 and 17.2 ppm. IR (KBr, cm ): 3208 isotropic displacement parameters.
(N–H), 1605, 1571 (Py) and 1097 (C–N). Electronic

21 21spectra (CH CN): l nm (e, M cm ): 263 (1729)3 max

and 212 (1536). 3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystal structures
2.7. Crystallography

2An ORTEP diagram of L with the atomic labelling
All measurements were carried out with an Enraf– scheme is shown in Fig. 1 and the selected bond lengths

Nonius CAD4 diffractometer. Crystal parameters and and angles are presented in Table 2. There are two half
details of the data collection and refinement are summa- molecules in an asymmetric unit and each of the complete

2rized in Table 1. The crystals, L , 1, 2, 3 and 4 were molecules is composed by the inversion center of symme-
mounted on the diffractometer, and used for data collec- try. Therefore, the four nitrogen atoms in each molecule
tions at room temperature with graphite-monochromated are perfectly planar and two pendant pyridylmethyl groups

˚Mo Ka radiation (l 5 0.71069 A). The crystal 1 was in each molecule are completely parallel to each other. The
coated with epoxy glue because of air sensitivity. The absolute configuration of the ligands is a trans-IV in the
rather higher R1(wR2) values for all structures may be solid state.
attributed to the bad quality of the single crystals. Accurate An ORTEP diagram of 1 with the atomic labelling
cell parameters and a crystal orientation matrix were scheme is shown in Fig. 2 and the selected bond lengths
determined by least-squares fit of 25 reflections. An and angles are presented in Table 3. The structure of 1

Table 1
Crystallographic data

2L 1 2 3 4

Chemical formula C H N C H Cl N NiO C H Cl N CuO C H Cl N Cu O C H Cl N ZnO32 50 6 32 70 2 6 10 32 62 2 6 14 32 54 4 6 2 2 32 70 2 6 10

Formula weight 518.78 828.55 889.32 823.70 835.21
T (K) 291(2) 291(2) 291(2) 291(2) 291(2)
Crystal color /habit Colorless / rod Pink/block Violet /block Blue /cube Colorless /plate
Crystal size (mm) 0.4630.1330.12 0.5030.4630.36 0.4030.3030.13 0.1730.1730.13 0.3030.2630.17
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic Monoclinic Triclinic Triclinic
Space group P-1 P-1 P2 /n P-1 P11

˚a (A) 9.148(7) 9.747(3) 14.897(3) 8.180(2) 9.747(1)
˚b (A) 13.450(4) 9.799(1) 9.148(1) 10.953(3) 9.806(1)
˚c (A) 13.459(4) 11.922(3) 16.480(3) 11.214(4) 12.046(2)

a (8) 83.00(2) 66.79(2) 90.13(3) 66.69(1)
b (8) 71.46(4) 76.91(2) 103.82(2) 103.93(3) 76.81(1)
g (8) 71.64(4) 87.78(1) 111.20(2) 87.93(1)

3˚V (A ) 1489.6(13) 1017.8(4) 2180.8(6) 904.7(4) 1027.6(2)
Z 2 1 2 1 1

23D (g cm ) 1.157 1.352 1.354 1.512 1.350c
21

m (cm ) 0.069 0.666 0.689 1.509 0.785
2u (8) 42.9 53.9 49.9 51.9 53.9max

F(000) 568 446 942 430 448
No. of independent reflections 3193 4655 3825 3539 4702
No. of reflections with [I . 2s(I)] 1449 3171 2334 2087 3155
No. of data / restraints /parameters 3193/0 /343 4435/0 /232 3825/0 /250 3539/0 /208 4702/3 /460

aR1 0.069 0.088 0.075 0.068 0.080
bwR2 0.130 0.258 0.237 0.120 0.156

Goodness of fit 0.976 1.082 1.517 1.248 1.611
a R1 5 ouuF u 2 uF uu /ouF u.o c o
b 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2wR2 5 [o[w(F 2 F ) ] /o[w(F ) ]] .o c o
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2Fig. 1. An ORTEP drawing of L showing the atom-labelling scheme (50% probability ellipsoids shown).

2 21 2consists of [Ni(L )] cation and two Cl ions The agreement with the effective magnetic moment of the
2 21complex cation [Ni(L )] shows that the two complex. However, the average Ni–N bond distance

˚ ˚pyridylmethyl groups are attached to the less sterically (2.102(3) A) in the basal plane is ¯0.15 A shorter than
˚hindered nitrogen atoms of the macrocycle. The Ni(II) ion that of the axial Ni–N(3) (pyridylmethyl) (2.255(4) A),

is coordinated by four secondary and tertiary nitrogen indicating an axially elongated octahedral geometry. The
donors of the macrocycle and two nitrogen atoms of N–Ni–N angles of the six-membered chelate rings are
pyridylmethyl donor pendants in the neighboring mac- longer than those of the five-membered chelate rings.
rocyclic ligand to form a distorted octahedral geometry. Furthermore, the axial Ni–N (pyridylmethyl) bond is not
An inversion center exists on the central Ni(II) ion. The perpendicular to the NiN plane with N–Ni–N(1) and4

macrocyclic ligand adopts a thermodynamically most N–Ni–N(2) angles ranging from 80.2(2) to 93.2(2)8.
stable trans-III configuration. The pyridylmethyl pendant An ORTEP drawing of 2 with the atomic labelling
arms and the methyl groups in a six-membered chelate ring scheme is shown in Fig. 3 and the selected bond lengths
are anti with respect to the plane. The Ni–N(1) (tertiary and angles are listed in Table 4. The structure of 2

˚ comprises a centrosymmetric cation with anions and wateramine) distance (2.109(4) A) is somewhat longer than that
˚ molecules on general sites. The cation of 2 is characterizedof Ni–N(2) (secondary amine) (2.095(5) A). The average

˚ by an essentially square-planar geometry around the Cu(II)Ni–N bond distance (2.153 (3) A) of the six Ni–N bonds
center, formed by two secondary and tertiary amines. Theis typical for high-spin octahedral nickel(II) complexes
nitrogens of pyridylmethyl groups are not coordinated towith tetraaza macrocyclic ligands [23–26]. This is in

˚the copper(II) ion (Cu–N(3)52.683(6) A). This geometry
is uncommon in the coordination chemistry of Cu(II) with

Table 2
2 N-donor ligands where tetragonally elongated six-coordi-˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for L

nate or distorted square-pyramidal complexes are the
N(1)–C(1) 1.447(7) N(1)–C(10) 1.490(7) norm. The Cu–N (secondary amine) bond distance of
N(1)–C(11) 1.527(7) N(2)–C(6) 1.555(7) ˚2.027(5) A is much shorter than the Cu–N (tertiary amine)N(2)–C(7) 1.467(7) N(3)–C(12) 1.286(7)

˚bond distance of 2.081(6) A, indicating comparativelyN(3)–C(13) 1.367(8) N(4)–C(17) 1.490(7)
N(4)–C(26) 1.462(7) N(4)–C(27) 1.494(6) strong coordination. The N–Cu–N angles of the six-mem-
N(5)–C(22) 1.552(7) N(5)–C(23) 1.456(7) bered chelate rings (95.6(2)8) are larger than those of the
N(6)–C(28) 1.321(7) N(6)–C(29) 1.345(8) five-membered chelate rings (84.4(2)8). The macrocyclic

ligand adopts a trans-III configuration where the twoC(1)–N(1)–C(10) 117.2(5) C(1)–N(1)–C(11) 113.6(5)
hydrogens on the secondary amines and the twoC(10)–N(1)–C(11) 108.4(5) C(6)–N(2)–C(7) 112.6(5)

C(12)–N(3)–C(13) 116.7(6) C(17)–N(4)–C(27) 114.0(5) pyridylmethyl groups are oriented on opposite sides of the
C(17)–N(4)–C(26) 116.4(5) C(26)–N(4)–C(27) 110.4(5) macrocyclic plane.
C(22)–N(5)–C(23) 114.2(5) C(28)–N(6)–C(29) 116.2(6) An ORTEP diagram of 3 with the atomic numbering
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2Fig. 2. An ORTEP drawing of [Ni(L )]Cl showing the atom-labelling scheme (50% probability ellipsoids shown). The water molecules are omitted for2

clarity.

˚scheme is shown in Fig. 4 and the selected bond lengths ride (Cu–Cl(1)52.248(2) A) in the basal plane and a
and angles are summarized in Table 5. The crystal of 3 water molecule in the apical position (Cu–O(W)5

˚consists of binuclear complex cations, 2.289(5) A). The copper atom deviates from the basal
2 21 ˚[Cu (L )(H O) Cl ] and two chloride ions. The mac- plane of N(1), N(2), N(3) and Cl(1) by 0.135(2) A,2 2 2 2

rocyclic ligand takes a trans-III configuration. The mole- toward the O(W) atom of the axially coordinated water
cule possesses a center of symmetry which transposes one molecule. The geometry is somewhat distorted from square
half of the molecule into the other. The coordination pyramidal as is apparent from the observed t value of 0.12
sphere around each copper(II) ion is distorted square- (values of 0 and 1 are indicative of idealized square

2pyramidal, consisting of two N-donors of L (Cu–N(1)5 pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal geometries, respective-
˚ ˚2.021(5) A, Cu–N(2)52.043(5) A), the pendant ly) [27]. The axial Cu–O(W) bond is not perpendicular to

˚pyridylmethyl nitrogen (Cu–N(3)52.021(5) A), and chlo- CuN Cl plane with N–Cu–O(W) and Cl–Cu–O(W) an-3

gles ranging from 83.9(2) to 104.4(1)8. The N(2)–Cu–
N(3) angle (82.3(2)8) of the five-membered chelate ring is

Table 3 smaller than the corresponding N(1)–Cu–N(2) angle
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1 (85.0(2)8). This fact may be due to the short Cu–N(3)

˚ ˚Ni–N(1) 2.109(4) Ni–N(2) 2.095(5) distance (2.021(5) A) compared to Cu–N(1) (2.060(5) A).
Ni–N(3) 2.255(4) N(1)–C(1) 1.499(8) The uncoordinated chloride ions are hydrogen bonded to
N(1)–C(10) 1.493(8) N(1)–C(11) 1.490(7) the water molecules, e.g. Cl(2) . . . O(W) and
N(2)–C(6) 1.480(7) N(2)–C(7) 1.497(7) iCl(2) . . . O(W) (i: 2x, 2y11, 2z) are 3.045(5) andN(3)–C(12) 1.323(7) N(3)–C(16) 1.354(7)

˚3.161(5) A, respectively (Fig. 5). The intramolecular
a ˚N(1)–Ni–N(2) 84.4(2) N(1)–Ni–N(2) 95.6(2) metal–metal separation (Cu . . . Cu) is 5.368(3) A, whereas

iN(1)–Ni–N(3) 80.2(2) N(2)–Ni–N(3) 93.2(2) the shortest intermolecular one (Cu . . . Cu , i: 2x, 12y,a aN(1)–Ni–N(1) 180.0 N(3)–Ni–N(3) 180.0 ˚2z) is 7.053(3) A.Ni–N(1)–C(1) 102.9(3) Ni–N(1)–C(10) 110.4(3)
An ORTEP diagram of 4 with the atomic numberingNi–N(1)–C(11) 112.2(3) Ni–N(2)–C(6) 108.7(3)

Ni–N(2)–C(7) 121.4(4) Ni–N(3)–C(12) 110.6(3) scheme is shown in Fig. 6 and the selected bond lengths
Ni–N(3)–C(16) 132.5(4) N(1)–C(11)–C(12) 115.4(4) and angles are given in Table 6. The coordination environ-

a ment around the zinc(II) ion shows a distorted octahedronSymmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: i 5 2 x,
2 y, 2 z. with two nitrogen atoms of the pyridylmethyl groups and
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2 21Fig. 3. An ORTEP drawing of [Cu(L )] cation showing the atom-labelling scheme (40% probability ellipsoids shown). The water molecules and
perchlorate anions are omitted for clarity.

two secondary and tertially amines of the macrocyclic whereas those of the six-membered chelate rings are
ligand. The average Zn–N (tertially amines) distance of greater than 908.

˚2.130(12) A is somewhat longer than that of Zn–N
˚(secondary amines) [2.114(12) A]. The average Zn–N

˚ 3.2. Spectra and properties of the complexesdistance of basal plane is ¯2.122(12) A, which is compar-
˚able to 2.105(3) A of the octahedral complex

1 For the complexes the IR data are in accordance with[Zn(L )(N ) ] [28], but is longer than that observed in the3 2
21 ˚ the N-bonded pyridine ring as strong bands at 1571–1608square-planar complex [Zn(cyclam)] (2.088(2) A) [29].

21cm are characteristic of M–N bonding. The maximumThe average Zn–N (pyridylmethyl) bond distance of
˚ ˚ absorption band of the complex 1 appears at 524 nm2.345(12) A is ¯0.22 A longer than equatorial Zn–N bond

21 21(e 57.8 M cm ) in water, which is 65 nm longerdistance, which indicate an axially elongated octahedral
wavelength compared with that of square-planargeometry. The axial Zn–N (pyridylmethyl) linkage is bent

1 21 21[Ni(L )](ClO ) [20] (459 nm, e 570 M cm ). Thisslightly off the perpendicular to the ZnN plane by 10.9– 4 24

fact indicates that the presence of two coordinated11.88. The N–Zn–N angles of the five-membered chelate
pyridylmethyl groups affects the ligand field strength ofrings of ZnN plane are, as expected, less than 908,4

the complex. The visible spectra of 2 in water shows that
d–d transition of the complex occurs at 530 nm (e 5119

21 21M cm ), which is characteristic chromophores for theTable 4
square-planar Cu(II) complex. In addition, the spectra is˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 2
very similar to that of square-planar Cu(II) complex with

Cu–N(1) 2.081(5) Cu–N(2) 2.027(5) 1L containing two hydroxyethyl groups (527 nm, e 5110N(1)–C(1) 1.473(8) N(1)–C(10) 1.485(8)
21 21M cm ) [30]. That is, the presence of two uncoordi-N(1)–C(11) 1.524(8) N(2)–C(6) 1.466(7)

2N(2)–C(7) 1.477(8) N(3)–C(12) 1.322(8) nated pyridylmethyl groups in L does not significantly
N(3)–C(16) 1.332(10) affect the ligand field strength of the complex. The visible

spectrum of the chloride complex 3 in nujol mull is similaraN(1)–Cu–N(2) 84.4(2) N(1)–Cu–N(2) 95.6(2)
to that in aqueous solution. This fact suggests an unusuallyCu–N(1)–C(1) 103.3(4) Cu–N(1)–C(10) 111.4(4)
high stability for the Cu–Cl bond in aqueous solution, inCu–N(1)–C(11) 114.6(4) Cu–N(2)–C(6) 111.0(4)

Cu–N(2)–C(7) 118.5(4) spite of the general view that chloro copper(II) complexes
a are readily hydrolyzed in aqueous solution [31]. In fact theSymmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: i 5 2 x,

2 y, 2 z. present X-ray analysis has shown that the structure is
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2Fig. 4. An ORTEP drawing of [Cu (L )(H O) Cl ]Cl showing the atom-labelling scheme (40% probability ellipsoids shown).2 2 2 2 2

consistent with our assumption as described in the results
13section of this paper. The C NMR spectrum (see

Experimental section) of 4 consists of 32 signals. The
carbon atoms of cyclohexane rings are observed at 60.4,
56.8, 56.1, 53.9, 29.6, 27.0, 25.0, 24.8, 24.6, 24.5, 24.3 and
22.1 ppm and those of pyridine rings at 159.4, 153.7,
149.7, 148.8, 139.7, 137.9, 125.1, 124.3, 124.1 and 123.3

Table 5
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 3

Cu–N(1) 2.060(5) Cu–N(2) 2.043(5)
Cu–N(3) 2.021(5) Cu–Cl(1) 2.248(2)
Cu–O(W) 2.289(5) N(1)–C(1) 1.511(7)
N(1)–C(13) 1.491(7) N(2)–C(6) 1.483(7)
N(2)–C(7) 1.491(7) N(2)–C(16) 1.489(8)
N(3)–C(8) 1.343(7) N(3)–C(12) 1.323(8)

aCu . . . Cu 5.368(3)

N(1)–Cu–N(2) 85.0(2) N(1)–Cu–N(3) 166.5(2)
N(1)–Cu–Cl(1) 96.7(1) N(2)–Cu–N(3) 82.3(2)
N(2)–Cu–Cl(1) 159.6(2) N(3)–Cu–Cl(1) 96.8(2)
N(1)–Cu–O(W) 92.6(2) N(2)–Cu–O(W) 95.9(2)
N(3)–Cu–O(W) 83.9(2) Cl(1)–Cu–O(W) 104.4(1)
Cu–N(1)–C(1) 109.9(3) Cu–N(1)–C(13) 120.4(4)
Cu–N(2)–C(6) 103.9(3) Cu–N(2)–C(7) 106.5(3)
Cu–N(2)–C(16) 112.8(4) Cu–N(3)–C(8) 113.6(4)
Cu–N(3)–C(12) 127.1(4)

a 2Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: i 5 2 Fig. 5. Stereoview of the molecular packing of [Cu (L )(H O) Cl ]Cl .2 2 2 2 2

x 1 1, 2 y 1 1, 2 z 1 1. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by thin lines.
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2Fig. 6. An ORTEP drawing of [Zn(L )]Cl showing the atom-labelling scheme (40% probability ellipsoids shown). The water molecules are omitted for2

clarity.

ppm. The peaks at 52.6, 52.5, 51.6, 49.7, 33.6 and 29.8 the pendant pyridylmethyl groups, and the peaks at 20.3
ppm are assigned to the N–C–C–C–N linkages. The peaks and 17.2, to the C-methyl groups of macrocyclic backbone.
at 53.2 and 52.9 ppm are corresponding to the carbons of The effective magnetic moment (m ) of 1 in the solideff

state is 2.88 m at room temperature, which is consistentB
8with a d electron configuration in an octahedral geometry.Table 6

The magnetic susceptibility data for 3 in the temperature˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 4
range 5–300 K are shown in Fig. 7 in the form of x andmZn–N(1) 2.145(13) Zn–N(2) 2.094(11)
m vs. T plots. The m value for 3 is 1.72 m at roomeff eff BZn–N(3) 2.115(11) Zn–N(4) 2.134(13)
temperature, which is similar to the spin-only value forZn–N(5) 2.324(12) Zn–N(6) 2.366(12)

N(1)–C(1) 1.447(18) N(1)–C(20) 1.512(19)
N(1)–C(27) 1.448(18) N(2)–C(6) 1.513(16)
N(2)–C(7) 1.454(18) N(3)–C(10) 1.505(15)
N(3)–C(11) 1.583(18) N(3)–C(21) 1.545(19)
N(4)–C(16) 1.473(19) N(4)–C(17) 1.554(15)
N(5)–C(22) 1.381(16) N(5)–C(26) 1.257(17)
N(6)–C(28) 1.293(17) N(6)–C(32) 1.415(17)

N(1)–Zn–N(2) 84.4(5) N(1)–Zn–N(4) 96.8(5)
N(1)–Zn–N(3) 179.1(6) N(2)–Zn–N(3) 95.8(4)
N(2)–Zn–N(4) 178.0(5) N(3)–Zn–N(4) 83.0(4)
N(1)–Zn–N(5) 101.8(5) N(2)–Zn–N(5) 88.3(4)
N(3)–Zn–N(5) 79.1(4) N(4)–Zn–N(5) 92.9(5)
N(1)–Zn–N(6) 79.2(4) N(2)–Zn–N(6) 95.6(4)
N(3)–Zn–N(6) 99.9(4) N(4)–Zn–N(6) 83.2(4)
Zn–N(1)–C(1) 102.8(9) Zn–N(1)–C(20) 108.6(9)
Zn–N(1)–C(27) 114.3(9) Zn–N(2)–C(6) 111.5(7)
Zn–N(2)–C(7) 121.5(10) Zn–N(3)–C(10) 108.2(8)
Zn–N(3)–C(11) 101.2(7) Zn–N(3)–C(21) 111.6(8)

Fig. 7. Plots of x vs. T (d) and m vs. T (s) form effZn–N(5)–C(22) 111.7(9) Zn–N(5)–C(26) 133.5(10) 2[Cu (L )(H O) Cl ]Cl . The solid line represents the best fit of the2 2 2 2 2Zn–N(6)–C(28) 107.8(10) Zn–N(6)–C(32) 133.8(10)
experimental data to Eq. (1).
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Table 7
Magnetic and cyclic voltammetric data for the complexes

a 21 b bComplex m (m ) 2J (cm ) g u (K) r (%) E (V) E (V)eff B ox red

M(II) /M(III) M(II) /M(I)
1 c[Ni(L )](ClO ) 11.08 21.284 2

1 2.88 20.06(qr) 21.40
1 c[Cu(L )](ClO ) 11.41 20.92(i)4 2

2 1.79 20.27(i)
3 1.72 4.4(2) 2.077(4) 21.4 1.6 20.32(qr)

a Measured in 300 K.
b Measured in 0.1 M TEAP–acetonitrile solution at 20.060.18C, V vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode; qr5quasi-reversible, i5irreversible.
c Ref. [20].

copper(II). However, as the temperature is lowered, m may correspond to Cu(II) /Cu(I). The effect of scan rateeff

value gradually increases and exhibits a maximum at 12 K was to shift the peak potential to more negative potentials
(m 51.80 m ) and rapidly decreases. The magnetic with increasing scan rate which indicated that reductioneff B

behavior for 3 suggests that a ferromagnetic interaction process was irreversible. However, the reduction potentials
between the copper(II) ions is predominant at intermediate for 2 and 3 are distinctly more anodic than that for

1temperature and then a weaker antiferromagnetic coupling [Cu(L )](ClO ) [20]. The electrochemical properties of 34 2

is involved at lower temperature. The magnetic suscep- are in complete contrast to that of mononuclear complex 2.
tibility data were fitted to the Bleaney–Bowers equation Cyclic voltammetry of 3 exhibits one quasi-reversible
(Eq. (1)) [32,33] (H 5 2 2JS ?S ). reduction wave at 20.32 V vs. Ag/AgCl, which may be1 2

assigned to one successive two electron processes repre-
2 2 2Nb g sented by Cu(II)Cu(II)12e áCu(I)Cu(I). The reduction21]]]x 5 [1 1 1/3 exp(22J /kT )] (1 2 r)m 3k(T 2u ) potential for 2 is distinctly more positive than that of 3,

indicating that the complex 2 makes reduction more2 2(Nb g )r
difficult and oxidation easier. This, together with the]]]1 1 Na (1)4kT
spectral data, clearly shows that the pyridylmethyl groups
of 2 are not directly involved in coordination.u is a Weiss-like corrective term for weak intermolecular

associations [34,35], 2J is the singlet-triplet splitting, Na

is the temperature-independent paramagnetism, and r

represents the fraction of a magnetic dilute impurity. The Supplementary data
parameters giving the best fit were obtained using a
nonlinear regression analysis with g, J, r, u and Na as Supplementary data are available from the CCDC, 12
variables (Table 7). The solid line in Fig. 6 represents the Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting

21 2best-fit situation with g52.077(4), 2J54.4(2) cm , r 5 the deposition numbers 116972 (L ), 116973 (1), 116974
26 230.016, Na 560310 emu, u 521.4 K, R55.2310 (2), 116975 (3) and 116976 (4).
2 2 1 / 2(R 5 [o(x 2 x ) /o x ] ). The negative u valueobs calc obs

suggests the presence of a weak intermolecular antiferro-
magnetic component. This may be associated with the Acknowledgements
hydrogen-bonding bridging interactions consisted of
coordinated water molecules and uncoordinated chlorides This work was supported by the Research Fund of
(Fig. 5). Mokwon University, 1998.

Cyclic voltammetric data for the Ni(II) and Cu(II)
complexes in 0.1 M TEAP–acetonitrile solution are given
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Abstract

5The organometallic oxide (h -C H ) Nb(Cl)(m-O)Sn(Ph) Cl , 2, was prepared and characterized by spectroscopic methods and5 5 2 2 2

elemental analysis. The molecular structure was determined by X-ray crystallography. The Nb atom is in a pseudotetrahedral coordination
geometry environment comprised of the two Cp rings and the chlorine and oxygen atoms. The coordination geometry around the Sn atom

˚is a distorted trigonal bipyramidal.The determined Nb–O bond distance of 1.789(6) A indicates a partial double bonding between Nb and
˚O. Although the Sn–O bond can be described as a dative bond, it is a very strong interaction, 2.22(16) A. The formation of 2 involved the

activation of one of the Sn–C bonds of the tin starting material. Residual water present in the reaction solvent was the source of thephenyl

bridging oxygen in the molecule.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Niobium; Tin; Organometallic oxide

211. Introduction Elmer 283 spectrometer in the 4000–200 cm range.
NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl at 258C on a3

5The heterobimetallic complex (h -C H ) Nb(Cl)(m- Brucker AC-200 instrument. The d values were referenced5 5 2

S)Sn(Ph) Cl is very unstable in solution suffering hy- to internal SiMe . C, H analyses were performed using a3 4

drolysis very easily to form the organometallic oxide, Perkin-Elmer PE-2400 CHN microanalyser.
complex 1, as represented below in Eq. (1) [1]:

5(h -C H ) Nb(Cl)(m-S)Sn(Ph) Cl 1 H O → 55 5 2 3 2 2.2. Synthesis of (h -C H ) Nb(Cl)(m-O)Sn(Ph) Cl5 5 2 2 2
5(h -C H ) Nb(Cl)(m-O)Sn(Ph) Cl 1 H S (1)5 5 2 3 2

5 21(h -C H ) NbCl (0.10 g, 3310 mmol) and5 5 2 2Niobium and tin are both oxophilic and we decided to 21(C H ) SnCl (0.15 g, 3310 mmol) were loaded in a6 5 3explore this property to find a straightforward route to the
Schlenk flask and left under vacuum for 3 min. After this

organometallic oxide because, as mentioned above, 1 is
time, 20 ml of toluene, that was collected a day before and

very reactive and its formation must involve many steps. It
stored under nitrogen, was added to the flask resulting in a

was from these attempted syntheses of 1 that we obtained
dark brown mixture. The mixture was refluxed for 12 h.5(h -C H ) Nb(Cl)(m-O)Sn(Ph) Cl , 2, which we herein5 5 2 2 2 After this time, a yellow solution together with a dark

describe.
yellow solid were obtained. The reaction mixture was
cooled to room temperature and the yellow toluene solu-
tion was transferred to another Schlenk flask. The volume2. Experimental
of toluene was reduced under vacuum and upon addition of

2.1. Materials and methods 5hexane (h -C H ) Nb(Cl)(m-O)Sn(Ph) Cl , 2, was ob-5 5 2 2 2
21tained as a yellow solid. Yield 60%. IR (cm , CsI): 770IR spectra were obtained as CsI plates on a Perkin-

(n ), 430 (n ), 340 (n ), 240 and 290 (n ) .Nb–O Sn–O Nb–Cl Sn–Cl
1H NMR (d, CDCl ): 7.85–7.80 (m, 2C H ), 6.32 (s,3 6 5*Corresponding author. Tel.: 155-31-499-5700; fax: 155-31-499- 1 132C H ). H NMR data: C NMR (d, CDCl ): 135.55–5700. 5 5 3

E-mail address: rosalice@apolo.qui.ufmg.br (R. Mendonça Silva) 129.18 (m, C H ), 115.29 (s, C H ). Anal. Calc. for:6 5 5 5

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00206-5
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21C H Cl NbOSn C, 42.69%, H, 3.23%; Found: C, plex 2 in the region 900–650 cm , to that of complex 1,22 20 3

42.82%, H, 3.27%. which in turn was compared to the IR spectrum of the
sulfide complex, Eq. (1), and to data described in the
literature [10]. For the sulfide complex a medium strong

2.3. Crystallographic studies 21absorption band at 810 cm can be observed, due to the
d out of plane mode of absorption of the Cp ringsC–Harom.General operating procedures and listings of programs 21and those of the Ph rings at 795, 720 and 685 cm . Inhave been previously given [2]. A suitable fragment was
complex 1, these bands are shifted to 825, 780 and 695cleaved from a larger crystal and transferred to the 21cm and a new one, very intense, could be observedgoniostat and cooled to 21718C, a systematic search of a 21midway between these, at 800 cm . The IR spectrum is alimited hemisphere of reciprocal space was used to de-
very good diagnostic for the formation of the Nb–O bond,termine that the crystal possessed symmetry and systematic
due to the changes that occur in the above-mentionedabsences corresponding to the unique orthorhombic space
region of the spectrum. The n band, observed at 430Sn–Ogroup P2 2 2 . Subsequent solution and refinement con- 211 1 1 cm in complex 2, was characterized similarly, exceptfirmed this choice. The data were collected using a
that it is a medium intensity band [11]. Niobium–oxygenstandard moving crystal-moving detector technique with
double bonds are described in the literature to showfixed backgrounds at each extreme of the scan. Data were
stretching frequencies in the IR spectrum in the rangecorrected for absorption and Lorentz and polarized effects 21 211050–800 cm [10] and single bonds around 660 cmand equivalent reflections were then averaged. The struc- 21[12]. So, the n band at 770 cm suggests that theNb–Oture was solved using direct methods (SHELXTL) and
niobium–oxygen bond in complex 2 is between a doubleFourier techniques. Hydrogen atoms were located and
and a single bond.included as isotropic contributions in the final cycles of

Fig. 1 shows an ORTEP drawing of complex 2, demon-refinement. A final difference Fourier map was featureless,
strating the atomic numbering scheme employed. Table 13the largest peaks being 0.93 e /A located at the Sn site.
gives the summary of crystallographic data and Table 2
selected interatomic distances and angles. The angle
defined by the vectors connecting the centroids of the Cp

3. Results and discussion rings to Nb was 128.428. The Nb–O–Sn bridge is sig-
nificantly non-linear, bond angle5164.5(4)8. The Cp–Nb–

5The compound (h -C H ) Nb(Cl)(m-O)SnPh Cl , 2, O angles of 1088 (mean value) indicated the tetrahedral5 5 2 2 2
5was obtained from a reaction involving (h -C H ) NbCl5 5 2 2

and Ph SnCl in refluxing toluene and involved the activa-3

tion of one of the Sn–C bonds, of the tin startingphenyl

material [3].
Complex 2 is yellow, stable under ordinary conditions

and soluble in both polar solvents such as acetone and
apolar solvents such as toluene. The solvent used in the
reaction, toluene, was collected a day before and stored
under nitrogen. The bridging oxygen comes from the
residual water present in the solvent. However, in reactions

5between (h -C H ) NbCl and Ph SnCl in toluene when5 5 2 2 3

either wet MeOH or small portions of H O were added2

directly a mixture of products was obtained. The cyclopen-
tadienyl ligands in Cp NbCl are basic and presumably2 2

react in the presence of excess H O [4,5].2

The resonance for the hydrogens of the Cp rings were
1observed as a singlet in the H NMR at d 6.32 and those

13for the Ph rings as a multiplet at d 7.85–7.80. In the C
NMR the signals were observed at d 115.29 and d

135.55–129.18.
In the IR spectrum the n was observed as a mediumNb–Cl

21intensity band at 340 cm , and two absorption bands
could be observed for n as weak ones, at 240 and 290Sn–Cl,

21cm [6–9]. The n band was observed as a veryNb–O
21intense band at 770 cm [1], superimposed with some

bands of the aromatic rings, Cp and Ph. This band was Fig. 1. ORTEP drawing of complex 2 showing the 30% probability
thermal ellipsoids and atomic numbering scheme.characterized by comparison of the IR spectrum of com-
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Table 1 disposition of the lone pairs of electrons on oxygen, and
Summary of crystallographic data the latent potential of the unit to serve as a bridging ligand.
Empirical formula C H Cl NbOSn The coordination geometry around the Sn atom is a22 20 3

distorted trigonal bipyramidal. The angles that show theFormula weight 618.37
Temperature (8C) 2171 biggest deviation from this geometry were Cl(4)–Sn–
Wavelength (l) 0.71069 C(16)5106.4(3)8 and C(16)–Sn–C(22)5135.7(4)8. The
Crystal system Orthorhombic axial positions are occupied by the more electronegative
Space group P2 2 21 1 1 atoms, one chlorine, Cl(5) and the oxygen [6–9,11]. TheUnit cell dimensions

chlorine trans to the oxygen atom, has a Sn–Cl bond˚a (A) 12.419(2)
˚˚b (A) 16.205(2) distance of 2.504 A, much longer than Cl(4), cis to oxygen

˚ ˚c (A) 10.800(1) (Sn–Cl(4)52.355(26) A), as expected. The Sn–O bond
3˚Volume (A ) 2173.55 ˚distance of 2.20 A is smaller than the related bond in

Z 4
3 complex 1 [1], indicating that the interaction between tinDensity (calc.) (Mg/m ) 1.890

21 and oxygen is strong, although, as in complex 1, it can beAbsorption coefficient (mm ) 20.557
F(000) 1208 best described as a dative bond. The interaction is stronger
Crystal size (mm) 0.1230.1230.12 due to the stronger acidic character of tin in complex 2
Color of crystal Yellow where it is surrounded by two chlorine and two phenyl
u range for data collection (8) 6 to 50

ligands whereas in complex 1 there are one chlorine andDetector to sample distance (cm) 22.5
three phenyl ligands. The Nb–O bond distance of 1.789(6)2u range (8) 0.25
˚Scan speed (8 /min) 4.0 A is shorter than the expected single-bond value, 1.9–2.0

Scan width (81dispersion) 2.0 Å [12] but larger than the terminal double bond Nb=O,
Aperture size 3.034.0 ˚around 1.70 A [13], indicating a partial double bonding
Reflections collected 2348

between Nb and O, in agreement with the data obtainedNumber of unique intensities 2185
from the IR spectrum. This result is analogous to the onesR(F ) 0.0339

Rw(F ) 0.0365 observed for related m-oxo complexes described in the
Number with F .0.0 2110 ˚literature, e.g. complex 1, 1.7770 A [1],
Number with F .2.33s(F ) 2110 ˚[h(C H Me) NbClj (m-O)], 1.92 A [14,15] and5 4 2 2Goodness-of-fit for the last cycle 1.553 ˚[hCp NbClj (m-O)][BF ] , 1.880 A [16]. Finally, the Nb–2 2 4 2Maximum D /s for the last cycle 0.03

˚Cl bond distance of 2.419 A is longer than in complexes 1
and h[Cp Nb] Clj (m-O)][BF ] [1,16].2 2 2 4 2

Supplementary data
Table 2
Selected interatomic distances and angles

Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
Bond angles (8)

Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, CambridgeCl(4)–Sn–Cl(5) 90.94(10)
CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numberCl(4)–Sn–O 88.37(17)

Cl(4)–Sn–C(16) 106.4(3) 116571.
Cl(4)–Sn–C(22) 117.56(25)
Cl(5)–Sn–O 178.58(18)
Cl(5)–Sn–C(16) 93.30(3)

AcknowledgementsCl(5)–Sn–C(22) 91.70(3)
Cl(3)–Nb–O 98.11(21)
C(16)–Sn–C(22) 135.7(4) We thank Fapemig and CNPq for financial support and
O–Sn–C(16) 88.10(3) Professor Malcolm H. Chisholm at Indiana University for
Cp(1)–Nb–Cp(2) 128.42(5) his support and discussion.
O–Nb–Cp(1) 108.39(28)
O–Nb–Cp(2) 108.47(28)
O–Nb–Sn 164.5(4)
O–Sn–C(22) 87.50(3) References
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Abstract

2The [M(DMDT)X] (M5Pd or Pt; DMDT5Me NCS ; X5Cl or Br) species have been reacted with various amines (Py, pyridine;n 2 2

Pra, n-propylamine; Cba, cyclobutylamine; Dap, 1,3-diaminopropane; En, ethylenediamine) in dichloromethane with the aim of obtaining
mixed complexes of various stoichiometries. Along with the neutral complexes M(DMDT)(L)X (L5Py, Pra or Cba), the ionic species
[M(DMDT)(L )]X, [M(DMDT)(En)]X and [M(DMDT)(Dap)]X have been isolated, which have been characterised by IR and proton2

NMR spectroscopy. Thermogravimetric data suggest a particular behaviour for the palladium–Pra and palladium–Cba derivatives, with
formation of low-stoichiometry intermediates of formula Pd (DMDT) AmX . The behaviour of the prepared complexes in various2 2 2

solvents has been described on the basis of the proton NMR spectra. All complexes have been tested for in vitro cytostatic activity against
KB cells.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Palladium; Platinum; Dithiocarbamate; NMR; Cytostatic activity

1. Introduction species bearing non-equivalent metal centers. The fact that
1complexes of the type [Pt(diamine)(RR9SO)Cl] , contain-

Interest in mixed platinum(II) complexes containing N ing a chelated diamine and variously substituted sulfox-
and S donors has increased in latter years, with the aim of ides, were found active against tumor cell lines resistant to
synthesizing antitumor drugs having a reduced toxicity cisplatin [7], favoured the study of neutral or ionic
with respect to cisplatin and analogues. In order to complexes with chelating molecules bearing sulfoxide and
overcome cisplatin toxicity, sulfur containing molecules, amine donor groups and of binuclear complexes containing
essentially thiols or dithiocarbamates, are administered to a bridging diamine between various substituted (N or S)
patients, with appropriate modalities and times. For exam- platinum moieties [8–10]. Regarding dithiocarbamates, the
ple, the aminothiol H N–(CH ) –NH–(CH ) –S–PO H [M(S CNEt )(L)]NO (L5Pt or Pd; L52,29-bipyridyl or2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 3

has shown protective properties against chemio- and 1,10-phenanthroline) showed antitumor activity against
radiotherapy, due to the release of the related aminothiol, leucemic cells [11], which could depend on the ability of
potentially N, N, S tridentate [1]. An evident decrease of the planar cation to intercalate between couples of DNA
the cisplatin or carboplatin nephrotoxicity has been ob- bases, as observed for various analogues [12–14]. We then
served in combined therapy with glutatione [2,3], which thought it interesting to study the chemical and biochemi-

21interacts with the (NH ) Pt moiety causing ammonia cal properties of mixed platinum and palladium complexes3 2

release, as generally observed with thiols [4–6]. In order to containing either mono- and diamines along with a
modulate activity and toxicity of platinum based drugs, dithiocarbamato group. Previously, we reported platinum
new strategies are under study concerning either mononu- and palladium complexes with dithioesters, some of them
clear complexes containing N and S donors or binuclear active against KB tumor cells [15,16]. In particular, the

[M(DMDTM)X ] (M5Pd or Pt; DMDTM, Me NCS Me;2 2 2

X5halide) complexes, which contain S,S chelating*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-049-827-5185; fax: 139-049-827-
dithioester, undergo thermal degradation, either in solid or5161.

E-mail address: faraglia@chim02.unipd.it (G. Faraglia) in solution, to form the probably dimeric [M(DMDT)X]n

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00197-7
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2(DMDT5Me NCS ) decomposition intermediates, with under dinitrogen in a dry-box, otherwise brown side2 2

consequent evolution of MeX [17]. Such a behaviour is products were present in the final samples.
common to platinum and palladium complexes with vari- The M(DMDT)(Py)X complexes were obtained with
ously substituted dithioesters, the intermediate nature being high yield (80–90%) by stirring a [M(DMDT)X] suspen-n

possibly different for platinum (sulfur bridged) or pal- sion in a dichloromethane solution of pyridine (molar ratio
ladium (halide bridged) derivatives [18,19]. We report here from 1:1 to 1:3) and by adding n-pentane to the resulting
on the synthesis and characterization of neutral or ionic solution. No evidence was also observed of formation of
mixed complexes of the type ionic 1:2 species by operating with a large excess of

amine.
The [M(DMDT)(En)]X complexes were prepared by

adding an excess of amine to a [M(DMDT)X] suspensionn

in dichloromethane (molar ratio up to 1:2). The reaction
went on in an etherogeneous phase, the intermediate

in which the amine is n-propylamine (Pra), turning gradually into the expected product, scarcely
cyclobutylamine (Cba) or pyridine (Py) and of the ionic soluble in the solvent used (2–6 h). The solid was filtered,
species washed with benzene and diethylether and dried under

reduced pressure.
The [Pd(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl complex was easily obtained

23by adding diaminopropane (2310 mol) to the pink
23suspension of [Pd(DMDT)Cl] (1310 mol) in dichloro-n

3methane (10 cm ). The solid turned quickly into the
yellow product (1 h), which was filtered and washed withcontaining chelating ethylenediamine (En) and 1,3-
n-pentane, benzene and diethylether. By operating in thediaminopropane (Dap), along with a screening of the
same conditions, starting from [Pt(DMDT)Cl] , nutmegcytostatic activity toward KB tumor cells. n

products of variable analytical data were obtained, con-
taining on the whole less that one Dap molecule (0.9–0.7).
The [Pt(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl complex was obtained by re-

2. Experimental action of [Pt(DMDT)Cl] and Dap (molar ratio 1:1,1) inn

benzene /CH Cl (5 /1 in volume) with vigorous stirring (42 22.1. Materials days). The yellow product was filtered, washed with
benzene, CH Cl and n-pentane and dried in vacuo.2 2The [M(DMDT)X] complexes were prepared by ther-n

mal decomposition in an oil bath (150–1708C) of solid
samples of the M(DMDTM)X precursors, following the2 2.3. Measurements
method reported in Refs. [17,20]. Palladium and platinum
halides were Johnson Matthey products. The Cba complex- Elemental analyses were carried out on a Fisons
es were prepared under nitrogen in a dry-box using EA1108 CHNS-O microanalyser. IR spectra were recorded
anhydrous deaerated solvents. on a Nicolet 5SXC FT-IR and 20F Far-IR spectrometers as

either Nujol mulls between KBr and polyethylene discs or
12.2. Preparation of the complexes KBr pellets. NMR ( H, 89.55 MHz) spectra were mea-

sured using a Jeol FX 90Q spectrometer and a Bruker
The M(DMDT)(Am)X complexes have been generally AC200 equipped with an Aspect 3000 computer. Thermo-

prepared by reaction of [M(DMDT)]X] with the appro- gravimetric data in air were obtained on Netzsch STA 429n
3 21priate amine in dichloromethane. As an example, the thermoanalytical equipment (flux rate, 250 cm min ;

21Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl complex has been prepared by adding heating rate, 58C min ; reference material Al O ).2 3
23 23Pra (1.0310 mol) to a [Pt(DMDT)Cl] (1.0310n

3mol) suspension in dichloromethane (5 cm ). After vigor-
ous stirring overnight, a yellow solution was formed, 2.4. ‘In vitro’ cytostatic activity evaluation
which, by addition of n-pentane, separated the yellow
mixed complex, which was filtered, washed with n-pentane We performed cytostatic activity assay with the estab-
and dried under reduced pressure (yield, 80%). The lished cell line derived from an oral epidermoid human
[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]X complexes were prepared analogously carcinoma (KB) [21]. Stock cultures were grown in 252

3by operating at [Pt(DMDT)X] to Pra molar ratio of 1:2, cm flasks containing 10 ml of buffered Eagle’s minimumn

whereas the synthesis of [Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl required an essential medium (MEM) supplemented with 1% non-2

excess of amine (up to 1:3) and shorter reaction times (2–3 essential amino acids and 10% newborn calf serum as
h). The preparation of the Cba analogues was carried out previously described [22]. The cell population doubling
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time was ca. 24 h. For the cytostatic assay, a cell culture in and the optical densities were read on a Perkin-Elmer 550
exponential growth phase was used. SE spectrophotometer at 565 nm.

The compounds were dissolved or suspended immedi- With the SRB assay, a measure was also made of the
ately before use in sterile acetone. Further dilutions were cell population density at time zero (the time at which
performed with the growth medium to the desired drug drugs were added).
concentration. The final solvent concentration in culture The cytostatic activity was evaluated on the basis of cell
medium (0.5%) was previously tested by us and did not growth inhibition in the treated cultures with respect to the
show any cytotoxic effect. controls. The significance of these results was estimated by

For the antiproliferative assay a protein-binding-dye, use of the Student’s-t test (P,0.01). The drug concen-
21sulforhodamine B (SRB), has been used [23,24]. The KB tration (mg ml medium and molar) at which cell prolifer-

cells were plated in 24-well cell cultures clusters (Costar) ation was 50% of that in control cultures (IC ) was50
4at a density of 5310 cells per well and preincubated for determined by linear regression analysis [25].

24 h in order to allow a cellular adhesion to substrate.
Subsequently, test agents were added. At least four

concentration levels of each compound were assayed with 3. Results and discussion
eight cell culture wells for each concentration. Each agent
was assayed on at least three separate occasions. Each test The mixed complexes (Table 1) of formula
included a blank containing complete medium without M(DMDT)(Am)X (M5Pd or Pt; Am5Pra, Cba or Py)
cells. have been prepared in dichloromethane by reaction of the

The incubation was carried out at 378C in an atmosphere [M(DMDT)X] intermediate with the appropriate amine,n

of 5% CO and 100% relative humidity for 72 h, the time generally at 1:1 molar ratio. At higher intermediate to2

interval in which exponential growth occurs. amine molar ratios (from 1:2 to 1:3) the
The end-point of cell growth was determined by in situ [M(DMDT)(Am) ]X complexes are formed when the2

fixation of cells, followed by staining with sulforhodamine amine is Pra or Cba, whereas, in the case of pyridine only
B [23]. Briefly, adherent cell cultures were fixed in situ by the 1:1 adduct is obtained, probably owing to the absence
adding 250 ml of cold 50% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid of the NH groups, which favour the formation of ionic2

(TCA) and kept for 60 min at 48C. The supernatant was species by holding halide ions outsphere by hydrogen
then discarded and the plates were washed three times with bridges [26]. The intermediates react with diamines in
deionized water and dried. Five hundred microliters of dichloromethane yielding the ionic species
SRB solution (0.4% w/v in 1% acetic acid) was added to [M(DMDT)(En)]X and [Pd(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl, except for
each well, and the cells were allowed to stain for 20–30 [Pt(DMDT)Cl] , whose reaction with Dap in the samen

min at room temperature. Unbound SRB was removed by solvent gave [Pt(DMDT)(Dap]Cl samples always impure
washing three times with 1% acetic acid. Then the plates for a lower stoichiometry species, probably the binuclear
were air-dried. The bound stain was solubilized with Pt (DMDT) (Dap)Cl complex. Pure samples of2 2 2

unbuffered Tris base [Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane] [Pt(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl were isolated by slow reaction of

Table 1
aAnalytical and physical data

Compound Formula Colour C H N

Pt(DMDT)(Py)Cl C H ClN PtS Yellow 22.9(22.4) 2.5(2.6) 6.3(6.5)8 11 2 2

Pt(DMDT)(Py)Br C H BrN PtS Yellow 20.3(20.3) 2.0(2.3) 5.8(5.9)8 11 2 2

Pd(DMDT)(Py)Cl C H ClN PdS Orange 28.6(28.2) 3.0(3.2) 8.0(8.2)8 11 2 2

Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl C H ClN PtS Yellow 18.3(17.6) 3.9(3.7) 7.0(6.8)6 15 2 2

Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Br C H BrN PtS Yellow 15.4(15.9) 3.2(3.3) 5.8(6.2)6 15 2 2

Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl C H ClN PdS Orange 22.2(22.4) 4.5(4.7) 8.2(8.7)6 15 2 2

[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl C H ClN PtS Yellow 22.4(23.0) 5.3(5.2) 8.5(9.0)2 9 24 3 2

[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Br C H BrN PtS Yellow 21.0(21.1) 5.0(4.7) 7.9(8.2)2 9 24 3 2

[Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl C H ClN PdS Yellow 28.7(28.4) 7.1(6.4) 11.1(11.0)2 9 24 3 2

Pt(DMDT)(Cba)Cl C H ClN PtS Yellow 21.0(19.9) 3.6(3.6) 6.6(6.6)7 15 2 2

Pd(DMDT)(Cba)Cl C H ClN PdS Orange 27.3(25.2) 5.4(4.5) 8.8(8.4)7 15 2 2

[Pt(DMDT)(Cba) ]Cl C H ClN PtS White 26.6(26.8) 5.2(4.9) 8.4(8.5)2 11 24 3 2

[Pd(DMDT)(Cba) ]Cl C H ClN PdS Yellow 33.5(32.7) 6.9(6.0) 10.4(10.4)2 11 24 3 2

[Pt(DMDT)(En)]Cl C H ClN PtS Yellow 14.5(14.6) 3.7(3.4) 9.7(10.2)5 14 3 2

[Pt(DMDT)(En)]Br C H BrN Pt S Yellow 13.4(13.2) 2.9(3.1) 9.1(9.2)5 14 3 2

[Pd(DMDT)(En)]Cl C H ClN PdS Beige 18.6(18.6) 4.7(4.4) 12.9(13.0)5 14 3 2

[Pt(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl C H ClN PtS Yellow 17.0(17.0) 4.2(3.8) 9.5(9.9)6 16 3 2

[Pd(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl C H ClN PdS White 21.3(21.4) 5.1(4.8) 12.6(12.5)6 16 3 2

a Calculated values (%) in parentheses.
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Table 2
21 aSelected IR frequencies (cm ) [n(Pt– and Pd–hal) underlined]

Compound n(NH) n(CN) Far infrared

Pt(DMDT)(Py)Cl 1577 s 310 s 272 m br 249 w br
]]

Pt(DMDT)(Py)Br 1576 s 269 m br 198 m s
]]

Pd(DMDT)(Py)Cl 1570 s 306 s 272 w 250 m 228 w 194 v w 179 v w
]]

Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl 3253 m 3203 m 1564 s 354 w 314 s 262 w br
Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Br 3253 m 3204 w 1562 s 352 w 252 w br 200 m s 164 w

]]
Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl 3281 s 3225 s, 3140 w 1548 s 350 m 293 s 253 w br 216 w

]]
[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl 3183 sh 3070 s br 1572 s 350 w 270 m br2

[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Br 3166 s 3079 s br 1568 s 353 v w 281 m br2

[Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl 3182 s 3102 s br 1572 s 350 v w 204 m br2

Pt(DMDT)(Cba)Cl 3179 s, 3112 w br 1564 s 357 w 312 s 268 w 220 w br
]]

Pd(DMDT)(Cba)Cl 3262 s 3215 s, 3135 w 1565 s 350 m 298 s 265 w 226 w
]]

[Pt(DMDT)(Cba) ]Cl 3155 s br 3069 s br 1565 s 357 w 265 m br 208 m br 156 s br 139 s br2

[Pd(DMDT)(Cba) ]Cl 3175 s 3089 s 1558 s 353 w 258 m br 199 m br 152 sh 139 m br2

[Pt(DMDT)(En)]Cl 3241 sh 3174 m 3069 s br 1565 s 321 w br 260 sh 229 s br 167 sh
[Pt(DMDT)(En)]Br 3235 sh 3174 m 3069 s br 1569 s 317 w 268 w br 212 w br
[Pd(DMDT)(En)]Cl 3274 w 3176 m 3084 s 1563 s 328 v w 266 w br 228 m br 141 s br
[Pt(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl 3211 m, 3169w 3084 s br 1562 s 349 w 209 s br 135 s br
[Pd(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl 3232 m 3183 w 3091 s br 1563 s 260 v br 205 m br 135 s br

a w, weak; m, medium; s, strong; v, very.
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[Pt(DMDT)Cl] with Dap in benzene /dichloromethane, with the values of the analogous M(DMDT)(Me SO)Xn 2

whereas attempts to isolate the binuclear species failed. An adducts [20]. The strong n(CN) absorption is observed in
21almost pure sample of the Pd (DMDT) (Dap)Cl complex the 1560–1577 cm range, as with the dimethylsulfoxide2 2 2

was casually obtained by reaction of [Pd(DMDT)Cl] with derivatives.n

Dap (molar ratio 2:1) in dichloromethane, whose analytical The thermal behaviour of all complexes has been
and IR data were in accordance with the proposed formula, followed up to 10008C (Table 3). The thermogravimetric
whereas discrepancies were observed in thermogravimetric curves of the Pt(DMDT)(Am)X species (Am5Py, Pra or
and NMR data, suggesting diamine rearrangement from Cba) do not show any particular feature, sample degra-
bridging to chelated. The diaminopropane chain is proba- dation to platinum occurring gradually, whereas formation
bly too short to stabilize a binuclear complex, which is, of the 1:1 adduct as intermediate is evident in the
instead, preferentially formed when the ligand is [Pt(DMDT)(Am) ]X degradation. As shown in Fig. 2,2

diaminobutane. [Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Br releases one Pra molecule in the2

The position and the shape of the IR absorptions in the 74–2008C interval, the first step in the TG curve, related to
213300–3000 cm region, originated by the NH bond the endothermic peak at 1248C, corresponding to a weight

stretchings, allow one to detect the nature (ionic or neutral) loss of 12%, against a calculated value of 11.5%. At higher
of the examined species (Table 2). As an example (Fig. 1) temperatures the thermograms are like those of
the neutral complex Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl spectrum shows Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Br, whose decomposition ends at ca.

21three sharp bands (3281, 3225 and 3140 cm ), whereas 5808C. The thermograms of the palladium complexes with
21two broad absorptions (3182 and 3102 cm ) are observed propylamine and cyclobutylamine suggest the formation of

for [Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl, in which the NH groups are different degradation intermediates. The first step for2 2

involved in hydrogen bridges with the external chloride. Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl (Fig. 3; endotherm at 1658C) corre-
Such a trend was evident in the series cis- and trans- sponds to a 8.8% weight loss, close to the calculated value
Pt(Pra) X , [Pt(Pra) X]X and [Pt(Pra) ]X , the neutral (7.6%) for evolution of half of the amine. At higher2 2 3 4 2

species spectra being like that of Fig. 1A, whereas band temperatures the sample decomposes quantitatively to
broadening was observed in the ionic species, along with a palladium (300–3608C) with an exothermic peak at 3548C.

21shift to lower energy (ca. 3000 cm in the 1:4 complex; The thermal behaviour in the 360–8608C interval, common
[27]). Accordingly, the ionic complexes of Table 2 present to all palladium complexes, depends on formation of PdO

21the stronger n(NH) absorption below 3100 cm , any in the air flux, which decomposes again to palladium,
metal–halide absorption being absent in the far-infrared (endothermic peak at 8258C). The [Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl2

spectra. One band, assignable to M–X vibrations, is thermograms (Fig. 4) suggest two successive degradation
21instead observed in this region, at ca. 310 cm (Pt–Cl), processes, the first one (74–1428C) caused by evolution of

21 21200 cm (Pt–Br) and 300 cm (Pd–Cl), in accordance one amine molecule to form the 1:1 adduct (15.0% weight

Fig. 1. IR spectra (KBr pellets): (A) Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl; (B) [Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl.2
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Table 3
Thermal data for the complexes

aCompound Decomposition T weight loss% DTA Peak temperature (8C)g

interval (8C) Experimental Calculated

Pt(DMDT)(Py)Cl 160–440 55.7 54.6 (to Pt) 222 endo, 375 exo, 417 exo
Pt(DMDT)(Py)Br 170–590 56.6 58.9 (to Pt) 222 endo, 367 exo, 393 exo, 555 exo
Pd(DMDT)(Py)Cl 110–850 68.6 68.8 (to Pd) 152 endo, 338 exo, 821 endo
Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl 110–380 51.2 52.4 (to Pt) 357 exo
Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Br 209–570 56.5 57.1 (to Pt) 530 exo
Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl 133–203 8.8 9.2 (– 0.5 Pra) 165 endo,

203–860 56.5 57.7 (to Pd) 354 exo, 825 endo
[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl 75 –200 11.6 12.6 (– Pra) 136 exo br2

200–371 44.4 45.8 (to Pt) 353 exo
[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Br 74–200 12.0 11.5 (– Pra) 124 endo br2

200–580 48.7 50.5 (to Pt) 272 exo, 540 exo
[Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl 75–142 15.0 15.5 (– Pra) 119 endo, 135 endo2

142–205 8.1 7.8 (– 0.5 Pra) 163 endo
205–858 48.7 48.7 (to Pd) 351 exo, 828 endo

Pt(DMDT)(Cba)Cl 130–440 53.0 53.7 (to Pt) 355 exo br, 388 exo br
Pd(DMDT)(Cba)Cl 120–204 10.9 10.7 (– 0.5 Cba) 157 endo, 180 endo

204–860 58.8 57.4 (to Pd) 351 exo, 835 endo
[Pt(DMDT)(Cba) ]Cl 135–180 14.9 14.4 (–Cba) 173 endo2

180–385 43.2 46.0 (to Pt) 335 exo, 360 exo
[Pd(DMDT)(Cba) ]Cl 96–158 16.9 17.6 (– Cba) 148 endo2

158–208 7.2 8.8 (– 0.5 Cba) 185 endo, 203 endo
208–860 49.2 47.3 (to Pd) 356 exo, 833 endo

[Pt(DMDT)(En)]Cl 168–434 51.9 52.5 (to Pt) 348 exo br, 390 exo
[Pt(DMDT)(En)]Br 195–535 56.8 57.1 (to Pt) 266 sh, 296 exo, 321 exo, 434 exo, 497 exo
[Pd(DMDT)(En)]Cl 195–414 65.2 67.0 (to Pd) 196 exo, 260 exo, 305 exo, 391 exo, 826 endo
[Pt(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl 60–444 54.6 54.1 (to Pt) 280 sh, 341 exo br, (380, 385, 391) exo
[Pd(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl 50–245 7.0 167 exo, 232 endo

245–850 61.0 68.3 (to Pd) 296 exo, 366 exo, 834 endo
a exo, exotherm; endo, endotherm; m, melting; sh, shoulder.

Fig. 2. Thermograms of [Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Br (33.15 mg).2
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Fig. 3. Thermograms of Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl (34.06 mg).

Fig. 4. Thermograms of [Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl (32.91 mg).2
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loss against a calculated value of 15.5%). Successively, the planar and the methyl groups bound to nitrogen are
thermograms are like those of Fig. 3, the second step equivalent. Consequently one signal is observed for the
supporting the release of half the residual propylamine. N(CH ) protons (at 3.17 ppm), which confirms that3 2

The trend in the palladium–Cba thermograms is very close ethylenediamine retains the chelated nature also in solu-
to that of Pra analogues, the TG data being in accordance tion. The [Pd(DMDT)(En)]Cl spectrum displays a similar
with formation of a species of formula trend, the NH broad signal being observed at 4.96 ppm2

Pd(DMDT)(Cba) Cl. The infrared spectrum of a and the N(CH ) singlet at 3.24 ppm. The platinum0.5 3 2

Pd(DMDT)(Cba)Cl sample, heated in an oil bath under complex spectrum is unchanged after several days, where-
reduced pressure up to 1808C, the temperature of the as that of [Pd(DMDT)(En)]Cl shows weak additional
endothermic peak related to evolution of 0.5 Cba, is like signals within 2 days. In the meantime the solution in the
that of the starting complex, except for a marked weaken- NMR tube separates traces of a yellow solid, supporting

21ing of the NH absorptions in the 3300–3000 cm region, the interaction of dimethyl sulfoxide with the palladium
the analytical data being consistent with a formulation as coordination system. For this reason a [Pd(DMDT)(En)]Cl
Pd(DMDT)(Cba) Cl. Whereas the thermograms of the sample was dissolved in warm deuterated dimethyl sulfox-0.5

Pra and Cba complexes suggest a different trend when ide and the yellow residue formed within a week was
metal is platinum or palladium, the M(DMDT)(Py)X characterized. The elemental analysis, IR and proton NMR
species behave similarly as for the En complexes. Degra- data were in accordance with the formation of
dation occurs in a single step, with no evidence of Pd(DMDT) . Because no evidence of free amine is2

formation of low-stoichiometry species. observed in the spectrum of the residual solution, dimethyl
The proton NMR data in various solvents are reported in sulfoxide interaction is supposed to cause ligand rearrange-

Table 4. Owing to the low solubility in the usual solvents, ment to form Pd(DMDT) and Pd(En)Cl . Similar degra-2 2

the spectra of the diamine complexes have been measured dation processes probably occur for [Pd(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl
in deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide. The [Pt(DMDT)(En)]Cl in dimethyl sulfoxide, whose spectrum is initially like that
spectrum shows the NH proton signals at 5.55 ppm, well of [Pt(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl, in accordance with the presence2

downfield with respect to the corresponding resonance (1.5 of the ionic moiety containing chelated diaminopropane.
ppm) in the free diamine. Platinum coordination is con- The changes observed in time suggest the formation of
firmed by the presence of the satellites due to proton more species, caused probably by the ability of the diamine

195coupling with Pt. Because of the restricted rotation to act as a bridging ligand.
1about the CN bond, the whole [Pt(DMDT)(En)] moiety is The spectra of the M(DMDT)(Am)Cl complexes gener-

Table 4
Proton NMR data (ppm; T, ca. 258C)

Compound Solvent NH aCH bCH CH N(CH )2 2 2 3 3 2

Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl CDCl 3.34 2.77 1.69 0.92 3.182, 3.1873

(CD ) CO 4.01 2.75 1.75 0.93 3.195, 3.2013 2
a[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl CDCl 5.10 2.71 1.75 0.92 3.222 3
a(CD ) SO 5.12 2.50 1.59 0.84 3.193 2

bPd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl CDCl 3.30, 2.67 w 2.67 1.68 0.92 3.243
b(CD ) CO 3.30, 2.80 vw 2.65 1.76 0.96 3.259, 3.2753 2

(CD ) SO 3.70 2.39 1.61 0.84 3.163, 3.1953 2
c[Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl CDCl 4.25, 1.55 2.63 1.73 0.92 3.212 3

(CD ) SO 4.58 2.44 1.62 0.87 3.243 2
d e fPt(DMDT)Py)Cl CDCl 8.92 7.34 7.84 3.24, 3.263
d e fPd(DMDT)(Py)Cl CDCl 8.77 7.37 7.77 3.26, 3.293

[Pt(DMDT)(En)]Cl CD OD 5.30 2.62 3.213
g(CD ) SO 5.55 2.43 3.173 2

h[Pd(DMDT)(En)]Cl (CD ) SO 4.96 2.58 3.243 2
i a[Pt(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl (CD ) SO 5.30 2.70 1.76 3.163 2
i[Pd(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl (CD ) SO 4.7 2.50 1.60 3.153 2

a 195 1Pt– H coupling (J, ca. 60 Hz).
b The weak originated signal is probably from complex dissociation to form a species in rapid exchange with free Pra. Within 2 days the CDCl solution3

separates traces of a bright yellow solid, the most intense NH signal being at 2.7 ppm, along with weak resonances at 3.3 and 1.55 ppm (free Pra).2
c The signal at 1.55 belongs to free Pra.
d ortho CH in Py.
e meta CH in Py.
f para CH in Py.
g 195 1Pt– H coupling (J, ca. 45 Hz).
h After 2 days traces of a yellow solid are observed, the spectrum showing new weak signals at 3.33 and 2.33 ppm.
i The spectrum changes slowly with time, showing two additional N(CH ) signals in the 3.10–3.20 ppm range.3 2
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Fig. 5. Proton NMR spectrum of [Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl in deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide.2

ally show two very close signals of equal intensity for the supports a dissociation process to form the 1:1 complex.
dithiocarbamato N(CH ) protons. Owing to the planarity The behaviour of the Cba complexes (either 1:1 or 1:2)3 2

of the whole molecule, the presence of two different matches that of the propylamine analogues, except for a
substituents (Am or Cl) on the metal causes the non- more evident dissociation of the palladium derivatives.
equivalence of the methyl groups bound to nitrogen, the The behaviour of Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl in dimethyl sulfox-
related signals being clearly observed in the
M(DMDT)(Py)Cl (M5Pt or Pd) spectra in deuterated
chloroform. The Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl spectrum in deuterated
chloroform displays the N(CH ) singlets at 3.182 and3 2

3.187 ppm, whereas the NH proton resonance is at 3.342

ppm. The Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl spectra in deuterated chloro-
form or acetone suggest partial Pra release. Along with the
NH signal at 3.30 ppm, characteristic of coordinated2

amine in a neutral complex, a weak upfield NH signal (at2

¯2.7 ppm) is present, which is caused by incipient
dissociation. The [Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl spectra in either2

dimethyl sulfoxide (Fig. 5) or chloroform are as expected
for coordinated Pra in an ionic environment. Accordingly,
one signal (at ca. 3.2 ppm) is observed for the dithiocar-
bamato methyl groups, whereas the NH resonance (at 5.12

195ppm) shows the satellites originated by Pt–proton
coupling. The related solutions are stable with time,
whereas a different behaviour is observed for
[Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl. In this case the spectrum in di-2

methyl sulfoxide is like that of the platinum analogue,
showing the NH broad signal at 4.58 ppm and the2 Fig. 6. Proton NMR spectrum of Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl in deuterated di-
N(CH ) signal at 3.24 ppm, whereas in chloroform a methyl sulfoxide after 4 h: *: [Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl, ^: Pt(DMDT)(d -3 2 2 6

further NH signal (1.55 ppm), assigned to free amine, DMSO)Cl, s: Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl.2
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Table 5
In vitro cytostatic activity in acetone

23Pt(DMDT)(Py)Cl Soluble Inactive at 5 mg cm
23Pt(DMDT)(Py)Br Soluble Inactive at 5 mg cm
23Pd(DMDT)(Py)Cl Soluble Inactive at 5 mg cm
23[Pt(DMDT)(En)]Cl Suspension Inactive at 5 mg cm
23[Pt(DMDT)(En)]Br Fine suspension Inactive at 5 mg cm
23[Pd(DMDT)(En)]Cl Fine suspension Inactive at 5 mg cm
23[Pt(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl Fine suspension Inactive at 5 mg cm
23[Pd(DMDT)(Dap)]Cl Suspension Inactive at 5 mg cm

23 26 aPt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl Soluble 5.36 mg cm [13.8310 M]
23Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl Soluble Inactive at 5 mg cm
23[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl Soluble Inactive at 5 mg cm2
23[Pt(DMDT)(Pra) ]Br Fine suspension Inactive at 5 mg cm2

b[Pd(DMDT)(Pra) ]Cl Fine suspension 19.462
bPt(DMDT)(Cba)Cl Fine suspension 28.28
bPd(DMDT)(Cba)Cl Fine suspension 15.75
b[Pt(DMDT)(Cba) ]Cl Soluble 10.902
b[Pd(DMDT)(Cba) ]Cl Soluble 16.242

a IC .50
b 23Cell growth inhibition % (IC) at a concentration of 5 mg cm .

23ide differs from that of the platinum analogue. The maximum concentration used (5 mg cm ). Low activity
23Pd(DMDT)(Pra)Cl spectrum supports the presence of the values (IC at 5 mg cm in the 10–30% range) have been

neutral species in solution, showing the NH signal at 3.70 observed for the Cba and Pra complexes. The most active2

ppm and the N(CH ) singlets at 3.163 and 3.195 ppm. On species in this series has been found to be3 2

the contrary, solvent interaction occurs for Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl, which is soluble in acetone, the IC50
26Pt(DMDT)(Pra)Cl. The initial spectrum in dimethyl sul- value (at a molar concentration of 13.8310 ) being well

foxide is similar to that of the palladium analogue, below the cisplatin value toward the same cellular line
showing the NH broad signal at 4.62 ppm and the [27]. The activity of the dithiocarbamato complexes con-2

N(CH ) singlets at 3.138 and 3.150 ppm. After a few taining 2,29-bipyridyl or 1,10-phenanthroline [11] is pos-3 2

hours the spectrum is like that of Fig. 6. The initial signals sibly due to the bulky planar ligands, which can favour
(circles) weaken, with a corresponding increase of new DNA distorsions by acting as intercalators.
signals (NH , 5.18 ppm; N(CH ) , singlet at 3.20 ppm)2 3 2

which support the formation of the 1:2 species, which is
stable in this solvent. The interaction process is probably References
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Abstract

32n 31 21 2 2n 32nStability constants of the form b 5 [MF ][M ] [F ] (where brackets denote the concentrations of complexes MF , freeF n n n
31 2metal ions M and free fluoride F ) were determined for the mono- and difluoro-complexes (n51, 2) of yttrium and the rare earth

elements (Y1REE). A new method was developed, using equilibration with Bio-Rad AG 50W-X2 cation-exchange resin and analysis of
the solution phase using inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). This method enabled us to measure all stability
constants under identical conditions and is, therefore, especially sensitive to subtle inter-element variations in b and b . The pattern ofF 1 F 2

log b differs distinctly from the majority of those in the literature and contains more structure. The set of b values that is commonlyF 1 F 1

used for modeling REE speciation in natural waters appears to be in error for REE heavier than Eu. The pattern of log b is similar inF 2

shape to that of log b , but substantially deviates for Ce. This is reflected in the pattern of stepwise stability constant ratios across theF 1
2Y1REE series: the average value of K /K 5 b /( b ) is 0.0760.03 for Y1REE excluding Ce, whereas for Ce it is 0.49. While2 1 F 2 F 1

anomalous behaviour of Ce has been reported for many environments and is known to be caused by its unique redox chemistry, only
Ce(III) should be present under the conditions of these experiments.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Rare earth elements; Yttrium; Fluoride complexation; Stability constant; Inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry

1. Introduction been estimated from linear free-energy relationships
(LFERs) [7] or general trends [8].

The solution chemistry of trace metals is of great Ideally, sets of stability constants should be based on
interest to scientists who study biogeochemical cycles in actual measurements for all REE simultaneously in an inert
the environment. These cycles are mediated by chemical standard medium, such as NaClO , and over a range of4

processes that occur during sedimentation, estuarine mix- ionic strength, so that accurate interpolations can be made
ing, groundwater transport etc., and are strongly affected to any ionic strength. Suitable techniques must have very
by speciation. The speciation of one group of trace metals, low detection limits, since many REE salts are highly
the rare earth elements (REE), has been studied and insoluble. These requirements pose a substantial analytical
modeled extensively and is relatively well understood [1]. challenge. Isotope dilution–thermal ionization mass spec-
REE solution speciation in natural waters is dominated by trometry (ID–TIMS) is a viable option, yet it cannot
complexation with inorganic anions like carbonate, sulfate, analyze the four mono-isotopic REE and is far too slow
hydroxide and fluoride, whose concentrations can be and labour-intensive to be practical. Radiochemical tech-
routinely measured. Complete sets of stability constants for niques can be used, but many REE radioisotopes are very
the REE have been reported for many of these ligands, for shortlived or prohibitively expensive.
freshwater as well as for seawater [2–6]. However, a Recently, ICP-MS has emerged as a technique that is
thorough inspection of the literature reveals that these sets both fast and capable of simultaneously analyzing Y and
are often based on measurements for only a few REE at a all REE with detection limits that approach concentrations
single ionic strength, values for remaining elements having in natural waters (0.1 nM) [9]. We have developed a

method that can be used to determine Y1REE stability
constants for a wide variety of ligands. It involves*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-727-553-3936; fax: 11-727-553-
equilibration with a cation-exchange resin and analysis of1189.

E-mail address: jschijf@seas.marine.usf.edu (J. Schijf) the solution phase using ICP-MS. The procedure is similar
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to solvent extraction, but has the important advantage that jacketed beaker thermostated at 25.060.18C. The solution
the two phases can be rapidly mixed and equilibrated, and was gently stirred with a ‘floating’ Teflon-coated stir bar to
then completely separated by simple filtration. Since all prevent grinding of the resin beads.
elements are analyzed under identical conditions, our After at least 48 h, stirring was discontinued and a 20 ml
method is especially sensitive to subtle inter-element sample was taken with a polypropylene syringe and filtered
variations in the stability constants. through a 25-mm cellulose acetate membrane cartridge

The first ligand we have chosen to investigate with this filter (0.2-mm pore size). These filters were not cleaned
method is fluoride. REE fluoro-complexes have been since exposure to strong acid was found to alter their pore
reported to control the mobility of REE in certain hydro- size. A new syringe and cartridge were used for each
thermal fluids [10]. The set of b values that is commonly sample. The first 5 ml of filtrate were discarded and theF 1

used for the modeling of REE speciation in natural waters rest was stored in a 15-ml polypropylene centrifuge tube
[11] is derived from measurements, albeit not simulta- with a screw cap until analysis. A small amount of 27.31 N
neous, for Y and all REE. Lee and Byrne [12] reported a HF (Fisher Scientific, TraceMetal Grade) was carefully
set of b values that is based on simultaneous measure- pipetted into the wide-mouth bottle and stirring wasF 1

ments for Ce, Eu, Gd, Tb and Yb, and on estimates from resumed. This procedure was repeated every 24 h. Three
LFERs for all other REE. A pattern of log b , constructed experiments were performed with total HF additions of: 0,F 1

from their data, is shaped quite differently, for REE 150, 300, 600 and 3000 ml; 0, 450, 750, 1000, 1500 and
heavier than Eu, than a pattern constructed from the data of 2000 ml; and 0, 150, 300, 600 and 1250 ml.
Walker and Choppin [11]. Lee and Byrne [12] pointed out It was found that a period of 24 h after each HF addition
that the pattern according to Walker and Choppin [11] does was sufficient to re-establish equilibrium between the
not resemble the majority of those in the literature. solution and the resin, i.e. longer periods caused no

significant change in the solution concentrations. At initial
equilibrium (no HF), solution concentrations decreased

2. Experimental from 233.3 ppb to less than 1.5 ppb so that .99% of each
element had been adsorbed onto the resin. This fraction

All chemical manipulations were performed inside a never fell below 90% for any element for any of the HF
class-100 clean air laboratory or laminar flow bench, using additions that were used in the calculations (#1250 ml;
triple sub-boiling quartz-distilled (3Q) reagents and acid- see below).
cleaned Teflon materials, unless otherwise indicated.

2.3. Inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry
2.1. Preparation of the cation-exchange resin

After each experiment the filtered sample solutions were
Bio-Rad AG 50W-X2 cation-exchange resin (50–100 analyzed for Y1REE with a Fisons PlasmaQuad PQS

mesh; hydrogen form) was cleaned by gentle stirring with ICP-MS. Exactly 5 ml of each solution was pipetted into a
a Teflon-coated stir bar in a 1 l bottle with 3Q 1 N HCl. polypropylene autoanalyzer tube and thoroughly mixed
After 24 h the resin was left to settle and the acid was with 50 ml of an internal standard solution containing 2
carefully decanted to remove fines that float to the surface. ppm each of In, Cs and Re. Sample solutions were
This procedure was repeated twice with a new batch of 3Q introduced into the ICP-MS with a Meinhard-type concen-
1 N HCl and then three more times with Milli-Q water tric glass nebulizer and a double-pass (Scott-type)
(MilliPore; 18 MV). Finally, the wet resin was poured on a spraychamber water-cooled to 18C. After mass calibration
watch glass and dried in a class-100 laminar flow bench. and tuning of the instrument, the formation of oxide and
The clean, dry resin was transferred to a 30-ml vial for double-charged ions was monitored with a 25-ppb Ce

1 21storage. solution. MO and M peaks were always found to be
1stable at less than 1% of the corresponding M peak.

2.2. Titrations Correction for this effect was deemed unnecessary. Y1

REE concentrations were calculated from linear regres-
For each experiment, 1.5 ml of 3Q 15.82 N HNO and sions of three standard solutions of 6.25, 12.5 and 25 ppb.3

3.5 ml of a mixed standard solution containing 66.67 ppm A 1% HNO solution was run before and after the3

each of Y and all REE (except Pm) were pipetted into a 1 l calibration line, to serve as a blank and to rinse the
wide-mouth bottle and the total volume was adjusted to instrument after the highest standard. In addition, a 1%
1.00 l with Milli-Q water. The mixed standard was made HNO wash solution was run after each autosampler3

up from 1000 ppm single-element ICP standards in 2% position. Minor instrument drift was compensated for with
HNO (SPEX, Metuchen, NJ). The initial concentration a mass-dependent correction by interpolation between3

133 187 115after dilution was 233.3 ppb for each element. Next, Cs and Re for the REE. Y was corrected with In.
0.20060.005 g of clean, dry cation-exchange resin was Each sample was injected in triplicate. Precision was
weighed into the wide-mouth bottle which was placed in a generally better than 2%. Replicate analysis of some
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sample solutions showed accuracy to be about 2% at the change in [M] is entirely due to solution complexationres
31lowest concentrations. Blanks were below the instrument and not to a change in the resin’s affinity for free M

detection limit (0.01 ppb). ions. This affinity is a strong function of solution pH and
ionic strength (m). Fluoride ions were therefore added as
hydrofluoric acid (HF), which dissociates weakly at low2.4. Theory and data processing

0 1 21 2 21pH. The formation constant K 5[HF ][H ] [F ] forHF

HF was estimated by fitting data from Smith and MartellUnder the conditions of our experiments, Y1REE are
][13] to a relationship of the form log K 5 a 2 1.022 m /partitioned between the resin and the solution as follows œHF

] ](1 1 b m) 1 cm 2 dm m, by means of a nonlinear regres-œ œ
[M] 5 [M] 1 [M] (1)T res sol sion technique [14], where a, b, c and d are the fitting

parameters (see also [15]). Only data for T5258C andwhere [M] is the total metal concentration and [M] andT res
m #2.0 M were used. From this fit (regression coefficient[M] are concentrations on the resin and in solution,sol 2 3.03r 50.99) it was estimated that K 510 at T5258CHFrespectively. With fluoride as the only ligand in solution,

2 1 21
31 and m 50.025 M. Using [F ] 5 [F] (1 1 K [H ]) andT HFthe dissolved metal fraction consists of free M ions and

2
31 2 this value for K , the free fluoride concentration [F ] wasHFM ions complexed with one or more F ions. The

then calculated from the solution pH and the total fluoridestability constants for the nth fluoro-complex are defined
concentration [F] . The latter was calculated from theTas
volume of HF added, taking into account the reduction in

32n 31 21 2 2n
b 5 [M ][M ] [F ] (2) total volume before each addition due to the removal ofF n n

sample. Errors in the free fluoride concentration are
We found that satisfactory fits to the data were obtained estimated to be no more than 3%.

by including only the mono- and difluoro-complexes. Because of the low solubility of REE fluorides, even
Inclusion of the trifluoro-complex did not improve the ´moderate additions of HF may cause precipitation. Frausto
quality of the fits and the resulting values for b were da Silva and Queimado [16] reported solubility productsF 3

218.9poorly constrained. Thus, for pure REE fluorides ranging from 10 for La to
215.010 for Lu at an ionic strength of 0.1 M. In our31 21 1[M] 5 [M ] 1 [MF ] 1 [MF ]sol 2 experiments, evidence of REE precipitation was observed(3)31 2 2 2

5 [M ](1 1 b [F ] 1 b [F ] ) for HF additions larger than 1250 ml, which causedF 1 F 2

increasing removal of La (the least soluble REE) and other0We define distribution coefficients D and D in the
light REE. While the heavy REE continued to be desorbed

presence and absence of solution complexation, respective-
from the resin, it must be assumed that this desorption was

ly
partially offset by co-precipitation with the light REE.

[M] [M] Consequently, data from the three largest HF additionsres res0]] ]]D 5 and D 5 (4)31 were not used in any calculations.[M] [M ]sol

We estimate that our ICP-MS instrument determined
whence, combining (3) and (4) REE concentrations in the samples with an accuracy and

0
0 precision of about 2%. It must be noted that D /DD 2 2 2]5 1 1 b [F ] 1 b [F ] (5) represents the ratio of two REE concentrations that wereF 1 F 2D

determined under identical conditions so that any sys-
Since it was impractical to measure REE concentrations tematic errors introduced by the ICP-MS are largely

on the resin directly, [M] values in Eq. (4) were cancelled out. Replicate measurements from two separateres
0calculated from Eq. (1). To minimize errors in case of an experiments showed errors in D /D to be of the order of

imperfect mass balance we ensured that [M] 4[M] , so 2% for most REE. We emphasize here that any systematicT sol

that variations in [M] were small. At the same time, to errors in the calculation of b and b will affect allres F 1 F 2

avoid saturation effects, only a small fraction of the elements equally, so that inter-element variations, i.e. the
31available resin sites must be occupied by M ions. shape of patterns of log b and log b , are clearlyF 1 F 2

Finally, the ionic strength of the solution must be low resolved using this type of analysis.
enough to allow direct injection into the ICP-MS. Several
types of resin were tested for compatibility with these
experimental constraints. Our experiments were performed 3. Results and discussion
with Bio-Rad AG 50W-X2 cation-exchange resin at m 5

0 20.025 M and pH51.60. Ionic strength and pH were Titration data (D /D and [F ]) were fitted to a relation-
0 2 2 2established by addition of a small amount of nitric acid. ship of the form D /D 5 1 1 b [F ] 1 b [F ] , byF 1 F 2

REE complexation with nitrate ions from the nitric acid is means of a nonlinear regression technique [14]. The fit
negligible under these conditions. shown for Tb in Fig. 1 is typical of those obtained for

For the experiments to succeed it is essential that any other elements. Results for log b and log b are pre-F 1 F 2
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0 2 2 23Fig. 1. D /D as a function of [F ], where [F ]#1.3310 M. Data for
Tb is shown as an example. Data were fitted with a relationship of the

0 2 2 2form D /D 5 1 1 b [F ] 1 b [F ] . The regression coefficient wasF 1 F 2
2r .0.99 for all elements.

sented in Table 1 and shown graphically in Fig. 2. Errors
in the stability constants were calculated using the fitting

2routine [14] and range from less than 1% to about 5% for Fig. 2. Patterns of log b , log b and K /K 5 b /( b ) for Y1REEF 1 F 2 2 1 F 2 F 1

both log b and log b , the one exception being a 17% at T5258C and m 50.025 M. Note the anomalous behaviour of Ce.F 1 F 2

Standard errors (as given in Table 1) are shown for log b and log berror in log b (La). Errors are generally larger for La–Nd F 1 F 2F 2
only. Some error bars are within the size of the symbol.than for heavier REE and Y. Also included in Table 1 and

shown in Fig. 2 are stepwise stability constant ratios,
K /K , where2 1

and
21 31 21 2 21K 5 [MF ][M ] [F ] 5 b1 F 1 1 21 21 2 21K 5 [MF ][MF ] [F ] 5 b / b2 2 F 2 F 1

Table 1 The ability of our new analytical method to resolve
REE-fluoride stability constants61 S.E., determined at 258C and 0.025 M subtle inter-element variations in the stability constants is

2ionic strength. K /K 5 b /( b )2 1 F 2 F 1 demonstrated by the patterns of log b and log b in Fig.F 1 F 2
31REE log b log b K /KF 1 F 2 2 1 2. While their shape is similar to that of patterns reported

by others, they contain structural detail that has not beenY 3.8960.03 6.5060.05 0.05
La 3.0660.12 5.0360.84 0.08 observed before. The value of log b increases from La toF 1
Ce 3.1360.11 5.9560.11 0.49 Dy with small minima at Nd and Gd. It then remains rather
Pr 3.3160.06 5.6760.17 0.11 constant at a lower value from Ho to Lu with a small
Nd 3.2760.09 5.5960.28 0.11

maximum at Yb, so that Dy has the highest log b of allF 1Pm – – –
REE. The value for Y is higher than that of any of the REESm 3.5960.05 6.1060.09 0.08

Eu 3.7060.05 6.2160.09 0.06 so that Y seems to behave as a superheavy pseudo-
Gd 3.6960.06 6.0860.16 0.05 lanthanide. The pattern of log b , while more pronouncedF 2
Tb 3.8260.04 6.3160.08 0.05 in its features, is very similar in shape, with the difference
Dy 3.8560.04 6.3560.09 0.04

that Yb has the highest log b of all REE.F 2Ho 3.7460.02 6.2860.04 0.06
In Fig. 3(a), our pattern of log b is compared with thatEr 3.7260.04 6.2560.07 0.06 F 1

Tm 3.7560.03 6.3560.05 0.07 reported by Lee and Byrne [12] for m 50.68 M. The
Yb 3.7960.03 6.5460.03 0.09 agreement is very good for elements whose b valuesF 1
Lu 3.6960.04 6.4860.04 0.13 were actually measured by Lee and Byrne [12]: Ce, Eu,
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and Byrne [17] were based upon observations of the free
fluoride concentrations in solution, using a fluoride-specific
electrode. While this amount of structural detail has not
been observed before in patterns of stability constants for
REE fluoro-complexes, it has been seen for REE complex-
es with other ligands. This is exemplified in Fig. 3(c) by
the pattern of log b for dimethylmalonic acid (DMMA)1

[13], which also levels off at Dy and shows a similar
nearest-neighbour sequence of minima and maxima.

Another way to assert the validity of our data is by
inspection of the pattern of stepwise stability constant
ratios, K /K (Fig. 2). In view of electrostatic and statisti-2 1

cal considerations, this ratio is generally expected to be
smaller than one [18]. Lee and Byrne [12] found K /K 52 1

0.0960.03 for Ce, Eu, Gd, Tb and Yb in 0.68 M NaClO ,4

in agreement with other data for fluoride complexation of
trivalent cations [13]. Similarly, we find K /K 52 1

0.0760.03 for Y1REE excluding Ce. The anomalous
value of 0.49 for Ce reflects the pronounced maximum at
Ce in the pattern of log b (Fig. 2). At present we canF 2

give no detailed explanation for this effect. Anomalous Ce
behaviour has been reported in a variety of natural
environments [19] and is known to be caused by its
oxidation from Ce(III) to Ce(IV) [20]. However, the
conditions of our experiments should preclude such oxida-
tion. If the anomalous behaviour of Ce with respect to
fluoride complexation extends to other natural ligands, it is
possible that some reported Ce anomalies are due to
speciation in addition to redox chemistry.
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Abstract

The vaporisation of the NaCl–NdCl system was investigated at 833–1116 K using Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry. The vapour3

species NaCl, NdCl , and NaNdCl were found in the equilibrium vapour and their partial pressures were evaluated. Theoretical3 4

calculations of the NaNdCl (g) structure were performed and the thermodynamic functions of the complex species were evaluated. The4

enthalpy change of the dissociation reaction NaNdCl (g)5NaCl(g)1NdCl (g) was computed by the second and third law methods. The4 3

value of D H8(298)5256.567.0 resulted from this computation. The volatility enhancement of NdCl by the formation of the vapourd 3

complex NaNdCl was estimated from obtained thermodynamic data of gaseous and condensed phases.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.4

All rights reserved.

Keywords: Vaporisation; Thermodynamics; Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry; NaNdCl (g)4

1. Introduction authors analysed the gaseous phase by means of mass
spectrometry in order to analyse the vapour composition.

Lanthanide halides are known to form various kinds of They observed the NaNdCl (g) complex for the first time.4

halogen-bridged vapour complexes [1–3]. Recently, the The aim of the present work was the determination of
iodide and bromide systems have been systematically partial pressures over the studied system and the evaluation
investigated by means of Knudsen effusion mass spec- of the thermodynamic stability of NaNdCl (g) from the4

trometry because of their importance for high intensity equilibrium data. Theoretical calculations of the
metal halide lamps [4]. On the other hand, though volatile NaNdCl (g) structure were performed and the nature of4

chloride complexes, ALnCl (g) (A5alkali metal, Ln5rare the bridge bonding in this molecule was discussed consid-4

earth), are known to be formed [1], study of these chloride ering electron density changes on going from the monomer
complexes is limited. Recently Murase et al. [5,6] have species to the bridged complex. Thermodynamic functions
shown the importance of the stability of ALnCl (g) of NaNdCl (g) were estimated from the molecular struc-4 4

complexes for a high temperature extraction and separation ture parameters by use of statistical thermodynamics. The
process for rare earth using a chemical vapour transport second law and third law evaluations of the dissociation
reaction. enthalpy of NaNdCl (g) were performed using experimen-4

In our previous papers we reported on the vaporisation tal equilibrium pressures in addition to the thermodynamic
and thermodynamics of the CsCl–LnCl systems [7–9] functions of the gaseous species involved. Estimation of3

using the Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry. The pres- the chemical transport of Nd in the studied system was
ent work summarises our study on vaporisation of the also carried out.
NaCl–NdCl pseudobinary system. Gavryuchenkov and3

Novikov [10] have previously investigated the system by
the use of the boiling point method. In addition, the 2. Experimental

NdCl (s) (99.9% purity) was prepared from Nd O (s)*Corresponding author. Fax: 148-71-328-4330. 3 2 3

E-mail address: miller@ichn.ch.pwr.wroc.pl (M. Miller) (99.9% purity) supplied by the Chemistry Department of

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00193-X
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the Lublin University, Poland as described in Ref. [11]. Table 1 shows all the mass spectra obtained in two
NaCl(s) (analytical purity), was supplied by POCh, Poland. experiments on vaporising the NdCl -reach sample of the3

A mixtures of compositions x(NaCl)50.20 and 0.85 were composition x(NaCl)50.20. Apart from the ions, which
prepared in a glove box filled with purified and water-free are characteristic for the mass spectra of vapors of the pure

1argon. Although only a small amount of the samples was system components, the NaNdCl ions were identified in3

used for effusion experiments (¯10–30 mg), about 1 g of the vaporization measurements. This ion was assigned to
each sample were synthesised in order to avoid deviation the vapor complex species NaNdCl (g).4

1from the nominal composition. Weighed mixtures of The Na ions were assumed to originate in fragmenta-
chlorides were melted in vacuum-sealed quartz ampoules tion of NaCl and NaNdCl complex species as found in4

in an electric furnace. The samples were homogenised by many other studies (e.g. [13,14]). The measured intensity
1shaking and heated at a temperature of 50 K above the I(Na ) in Table 1 was, therefore, divided into that from

1respective liquidus temperature for about 8 h. Finally, the NaCl, I(Na , NaCl), and that from NaNdCl complex,4

samples were solidified for at least 12 h at a temperature
50 K below the respective solidus temperature in order to Table 1
equilibrate the solid phases. The samples were ground in Ion intensities (in arbitrary units) measured upon vaporising the NaCl–
an agate mortar in the glove-box, put into the Knudsen NdCl sample of the composition x(NaCl)50.20 and the assignment of3

ions to their neutral precursorscells, and heated again in the mass spectrometer at a
temperature of 750 K for 3 h; 21.4 and 16.9 mg of the T (K) NaCl NaNdCl NdCl4 3

sample were used in run 1 and run 2, respectively.
1 1 1 1The mass spectrometric investigations were carried out I(NaCl ) I(Na ) I(NaNdCl ) I(NdCl )3 2

with a substantially modified [12] Knudsen cell–mass
Run 1

spectrometer system MI 1201 supplied by Sumy (Ukraine). 967.0 0.31
The vapour species were ionised with electrons of energy 857.4 1.27

874.9 2.0160 eV. Knudsen cells made of silica with a knife-edged
890.5 2.66effusion orifice of 0.52 mm (run 1) and 0.66 mm (run 2)
907.8 4.10 1.24diameter were employed. Temperature was measured with
924.8 5.97 1.90 2.48

a platinum–platinum110% rhodium thermocouple cali- 943.6 1.01 8.02 1.52 4.64
brated in situ at the melting point of silver. The tempera- 960.7 0.95 10.5 1.90 7.43

978.8 1.15 12.7 3.04 16.7ture measurement accuracy in the temperature range of
999.9 19.7 4.56 32.8experiments was determined as better than 62 K. The

1011.5 2.06 28.1 7.99 50.5sample temperature was raised or lowered stepwise in the
1027.0 3.37 36.8 11.4 73.4

range of 857–1105 K (run 1) and 833–1116 K (run 2) and 1028.0 2.26 35.4 11.8 71.5
the mass spectra were scanned after the temperature in the 1044.1 3.62 45.1 15.6 116

1060.4 5.28 59.7 19.0 176Knudsen cell stabilised. No evidence of chemical interac-
1076.1 4.07 74.8 22.1 282tions between the sample and the effusion cell material
1090.9 9.80 84.5 28.2 406was found after the vaporisation experiments. Two in-
1105.4 9.80 94.2 29.3 598

dependent vaporisation experiments were performed for 975.0 1.20 11.5 4.18 18.0
both of the prepared samples. 942.3 7.77 1.90 5.57

Run 2
832.7 1.123. Results and discussion
851.3 1.85
868.5 2.89

3.1. Vaporisation of NaCl–NdCl 885.2 3.863
903.2 6.08 1.55
920.4 8.27 3.04 4.33Because of the very different volatility of the system
939.1 11.37 3.80 6.97components, the chemical composition of the samples
955.6 1.63 13.74 3.80 11.30

shifted towards the pure NdCl during the vaporisation3 972.7 1.91 16.07 5.14 19.04
measurements. It was mainly a case for the sample of 989.6 1.91 20.74 7.23 33.28

1002.0 2.84 29.66 8.75 56.96x(NaCl)50.85 because of high volatility of sodium chlo-
1022.0 4.02 37.65 13.51 90.09ride in this sample. The clarifying of the fragmentation of
1037.5 5.18 53.23 16.36 143.0the vapors of the NaCl-reach sample was difficult because
1053.9 6.48 68.34 23.02 209.9

of relative high vapor pressure of NaNdCl (g) in com-4 1070.0 8.29 75.53 23.97 312.7
parison to NdCl (g) as will be discussed below. Therefore, 1084.8 6.41 61.15 18.64 464.43

1099.8 6.86 48.20 13.70 637.8only the experiments of vaporization of the NdCl -reach3
1115.7 6.71 41.00 10.08 947.4sample were finally adopted to the thermodynamic evalua-
1115.8 4.60 48.20 919.5tions.
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1I(Na , NaNdCl ), in the following manner. The frag- In Table 2 the ions are underlined which were used for4
1mentation coefficient of NaCl(g), a5I(Na , NaCl) / the evaluations of the partial pressures of the respective

1I(NaCl )51.160.2, was obtained in the vaporisation molecules from Eq. (1). To obtain the sum of ion
experiment of pure NaCl(s) performed at the same time. intensities originating from each gaseous species, o I( j,i),
For the mass spectra of the NaCl–NdCl vapors, where ion intensities of the underlined ions were multiplied by3

1 1both Na and NaCl ions were recorded, the partial ion the factors resulting from the fragmentation patterns given
1 1intensities, I(Na , NaCl), were computed as 1.1I(NaCl ). in Table 2. The pressure calibration factor, k, was de-

The resulting intensities were subtracted from the total termined individually in each measurement by use of the
1measured intensity of Na ions to obtain partial intensities partial pressures of the pure NdCl [19]. These pressures31I(Na , NaNdCl ). From the mass spectra, where the were compared with the mass spectra of the NdCl -reach4 31NaNdCl ions were detected, the fragmentation coefficient3 samples, measured at the temperatures, where pure

1 1of the complex, b5I(Na , NaNdCl ) /I(NaNdCl ), was4 3 NdCl (s) was present in the effusion cell as one of the3
obtained for each run individually as: 2.9260.38 (run 1), equilibrium phases [20].
and 2.8560.25 (run 2). The coefficients a and b were
assumed to be independent on temperature. 3.2. The molecular structure and thermochemical

1As stated previously in Refs. [8,9], the LnX ions,n functions of NaNdCl (g)4
n50–3, X5halogen atom, can also originate in fragmenta-
tion of the complex molecules. However, the large inten- The calculations presented here were performed using

1sities of the NdCl ions in the NdCl -reach sample inn 3 the restricted open Hartree–Fock method. The calculations
1comparison to the intensity of NaNdCl ions allowed us were made using the relativistic effective core potentials3

the assumption that the fragmentation can be neglected in (RECPs) for neodymium [21]. Forty six electrons were
this case. The fragmentation patterns of the gaseous treated as a core. The valence basis set consisted

2 6 4 2molecules derived from the presented considerations are 5s 5p 4f 6s shells. The original basis set was totally
shown in Table 2. decontracted in case of s, p and d orbitals; for the f orbital,

1It should be noted, that the Na fragment ions can be two the most diffuse exponents were left uncontracted. The
formed with considerable translation energy by the dis- standard all electron 6–31g* basis set [22] was applied for
sociation of the parent molecules giving rise to their Na and Cl atoms. The above basis set was additionally
discrimination in the mass spectrum. Therefore, the frag- supplemented with a set of s and p diffuse functions [23].
mentation patterns given in Table 2 are probably not ‘true’ The calculations applying the mixed RECP and all electron
in the case of the NaCl and NaNdCl molecules. However, basis sets have been shown to produce satisfying results in4

the thermochemical evaluations performed in the study the case of lanthanide complexes [24]. The calculations of
should not be influenced by this fact. the thermodynamic functions have been performed by

The partial pressure p(i) of the species i at temperature applying ideal gas, rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator
T results from the relation: approximations [25]. The computations were made using

the Gamess code [26].p(i) 5 hkT O I( j,i)j /s(i) (1)
Since no spectroscopic data for the NaNdCl molecule4

where k is the pressure calibration factor, o I( j,i) is the are available, the molecular parameters required for the
sum of ion intensities j originating upon electron bombard- evaluation of thermodynamic functions are adopted from
ment of the species i, and s(i) the ionisation cross section theoretical calculations. The optimised geometry is pre-
of the molecule i. The ionisation cross sections for the sented in Fig. 1. The lengths of Nd–Cl bonds are 2.597
gaseous species were computed assuming an additivity rule
by taking the sum of atomic cross sections of Na [15], Nd
[16,17] and Cl [18] at an electron energy of 60 eV. The

2˚following values, in A , resulted in this manner for the
species given in brackets: 6.0 [NaCl], 25 [NdCl ], and 313

[NaNdCl ].4

Table 2
Fragmentation patterns of gaseous species derived from the mass spectra
of the NaCl–NdCl vapours3

Molecule Ion abundances in %
1 1NaCl(g) Na (52), NaCl (48)

]a 1 1NaNdCl (g) Na (68), NaNdCl (32)4 3]]1 1 1 1NdCl (g) Nd (16), NdCl (11), NdCl (71), NdCl (2.1)3 2 3]]
a 1A possible fragmentation with the NdCl ions formation [8,9] wasn

neglected. Fig. 1. The molecular structure of the NaNdCl (g) molecule.4
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compounds [27]. The bridging Na–Cl bond is longer by
˚0.27 A from one observed in the NaCl molecule [28].

The bonds are formed as a consequence of charge
transfer from metal to chlorine atoms. The Mulliken
population analysis indicates that 1.67 electron from Nd
and 0.66 electron from Na have been transferred to empty
p orbitals on Cl atoms. The formation of molecule leads to
the significant electron density rearrangement on the Nd
atom. The low-lying p and d valence orbitals gain 2.23
electron at the expense of s and f orbitals. The formation of
Nd–Cl bonds fits to the s donation p back donation model.
The electron density redistribution is illustrated by the
electron density difference map in Fig. 2a,b. The calculated
frequencies for NaNdCl (g) have been applied for calcula-4

tions of thermodynamic functions which are listed in Table
3.

3.3. Thermodynamic stability of NaNdCl (g)4

Partial pressures of vapour components obtained in
previous section were used for the evaluation of the
equilibrium constants of reaction:

NaNdCl (g) 5 NdCl (g) 1 NaCl(g), (2)4 3

K 8 5 h p(NaCl) p(NdCl )j / h p(NaNdCl ) p8j (3)p 3 4

Fig. 2. The electron density difference maps between NaNdCl and its4 5
atoms in the ring (a) and NaNdCl perpendicular to ring (b) planes. The where p8 is the standard pressure, 10 Pa.2

23spacing between the contours is 0.008 electron bohr . The contours with K 8 values obtained in all runs for different temperaturesp
no density change are labeled with zeros, while solid lines indicate are shown in Fig. 3. The following equation, describing the
enhancement of electronic density.

temperature dependence of K 8 was computed by the leastp

squares method:
˚and 2.745 A for terminal and bridging bonds, respectively.

ln K 8 5 2 (31 88061230) /T 1 (18.5861.19) (4)The terminal bond distance agrees with the experimental p

˚Nd–Cl distance in the NdCl molecule (2.540 A [27]). The3
˚bridging bond is 0.12 A longer then the terminal one, in Second law enthalpy of the reaction, Eq. (2), was

agreement with bond differences observed in similar evaluated from all the experimental points in Table 1 by

Table 3
21Thermochemical functions of NaNdCl (g) H8(298)2H8(0)530.01 kJ mol4

T (K) C 8(T ) S8(T ) H8(T ) 2 H8(298) 2 hG8(T ) 2 H8(298)j /Tp
21 21 21 21 21 21 21(J mol K ) (J mol K ) (kJ mol ) (J mol K )

298 126.48 459.41 0.00 459.41
300 126.55 460.19 0.23 459.42
400 129.26 497.02 13.04 464.42
500 130.58 526.02 26.04 473.94
600 131.31 549.90 39.14 484.67
700 131.76 570.17 52.29 495.47
800 132.05 587.79 65.48 505.93
900 132.25 603.35 78.45 516.19

1000 132.40 617.29 91.93 525.36
1100 132.50 629.92 105.18 534.30
1200 132.58 641.45 118.43 542.76
1300 132.65 652.07 131.70 550.76
1400 132.70 661.90 144.96 558.36
1500 132.74 671.06 158.23 565.57
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statistical errors and estimated uncertainties. The following
probable uncertainties were assumed for the computation
of the overall errors: 62 K for the absolute error of the
temperature measurement, 62 K at the lowest and 72 K at
the highest measurement temperature for the differential
error, 620% for the pressure calibration constant, and
630% for the quotient of the ionisation cross sections used
in the computation of K 8. Uncertainty of the hG8(T ) 2p

H8(298)j /T function of NaNdCl (g) used in the third law4
21 21evaluation was estimated as 65 J mol K , whereas

these for NaCl(g) and NdCl (g) were assumed to be 62 J3
21 21mol K .

The dissociation enthalpy of the NaNdCl (g) complex4

obtained in the present study by use of second and third
law methods agree well. The selected enthalpy agrees also

21with the value 257613 kJ mol determined by a total
vapour pressure condensate analysis technique in tempera-
ture range 1373–1573 K [10]. However, the letter value
corrected to the reference temperature of 298 K deviates

21from our value by 14 kJ mol . The Gibbs energy of the
dissociation of NaNdCl (g) calculated from data in Ref.4

21[10] at 1000 K, 120 kJ mol , differs from the value,
21110.6 kJ mol , obtained in the present study. This

difference results from the difference of the equilibrium
constant of the dissociation reaction, Eq. (2), at 1000 K by

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant K 8, for thep the factor of 3. The agreement is, however, satisfactorydissociation NaNdCl (g)5NaCl(g)1NdCl (g). Legend: (*) run 1, (+) run4 3

considering the different temperature ranges and methods2.
used in both investigations. The dissociation enthalpy of
the NaNdCl (g) obtained in the present study agrees4

21excellent with the value 250.4 kJ mol derived from the
the o9-plot method developed by Cubicciotti [29]. In this formation enthalpies of the involved gaseous species given
method, the enthalpy of reaction results from the equation: in the compilation [32]. The formation enthalpy of

NaNdCl (g) reported in Ref. [32] is probably based on4O9 5 2 R ln K 8 2 D hH8(T ) 2 H8(298)j /Tp d experimental data in Ref. [10].
Vapour complexes of the general formula ALnCl , A41 D hS8(T ) 2 S8(298)jd

being an alkali metal, have been applied for a high
5 D H8(298) /T 2 D S8(298) (5)d d temperature extraction and separation process for rare

earths using a chemical vapour transport reaction [5,6].The evaluations were carried out using the thermochemical
The reaction which is of fundamental importance for thisfunction for NaCl(g) [30], NdCl (g) [31] and NaNdCl (g)3 4
process is the formation of NaNdCl (g) from gaseous4(Table 3) in addition to the equilibrium constants obtained
monomers NaCl(g) and NdCl (g). The overall concen-3in runs 1 and 2. The resulted value of D H8(298) isd
tration of the neodymium in the vapour phase over theincorporated in Table 4.
system, i.e. the sum of p(NdCl ) and p(NaNdCl ), can be3 4Third law enthalpy of the reaction, Eq. (2), resulted
estimated from the thermodynamic functions of reaction,from the following relation:
Eq. (2), providing the partial pressures of the pure

D H8(298) 5 2 T [R ln K 8 2 D hG8(T ) 2 H8(298)j /T ] components and their thermodynamic activities are known.d p d

From data obtained in the present work, the activity of(6)
NaCl at 950 K in the two-phase field hNdCl (s)1liquidj3

The hG8(T ) 2 H8(298)j /T functions needed in the evalua- was estimated as 0.023. The respective enhancement factor
tion were taken from sources quoted above. In Table 4 we for the NdCl vaporisation at 950 K in this phase field was3

show the details for the third law evaluation of enthalpy of estimated as 2.1. The factor is lower than the value of 5.5
reaction, Eq. (2). Selected value of D H8(298) resulted by reported recently by Murase et al. [6] for the KCl–NdCld 3

computing the weighed average from the second law and binary system at the same temperature. The enhancement
third law values. factor is expected to become lower at higher temperatures,

The probable overall errors of D H8(298) obtained by which are usually used for the chemical transport of rared

second and third law were estimated by taking into account earths.
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Table 4
Third law evaluation of the enthalpy change of the dissociation of NaNdCl (g), Eq. (2), from data obtained in runs 1 and 24

T (K) K 8 2D h[G8(T )2H8(298)] /T j D H8(298)p d d
21 21 21(J mol K ) (kJ mol )

Run 1
26978.8 1.0310 139.091 248.3
261011.5 2.2310 138.895 250.1
261027.0 3.7310 138.807 249.3
261028.0 2.4310 138.802 253.5
261044.1 4.7310 138.715 251.3
261060.4 8.6310 138.631 249.8
261076.1 9.3310 138.553 252.7
251090.9 2.6310 138.484 246.9
251105.4 3.7310 138.419 246.8
27975.0 8.4310 139.115 249.0

Run 2
27939.1 1.8310 139.351 252.0
27955.6 5.5310 139.240 247.6
27972.7 8.1310 139.130 248.8
26989.6 1.0310 139.025 251.0
261002.0 2.2310 138.950 247.8
261022.0 3.2310 138.835 249.3
261037.5 5.5310 138.750 248.4
261053.9 7.3310 138.664 249.7
251070.0 1.4310 138.583 247.9
251084.8 2.0310 138.512 247.7
251099.8 4.1310 138.444 244.5
251115.7 8.3310 138.375 241.6

aMean: 248.868.7
a 21 a 21II law: 270.9611.9 kJ mol Selected: 256.567.0 kJ mol

a Error is probable overall error.
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Direct synthesis of cyclic and polymeric phosphazenes bearing
diphenylphosphine groups and their complexes with [W(CO) ] fragments5
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Abstract

The reactions of the cyclotriphosphazenes [N P Cl ] or [N P (O C H ) Cl ] with the phenolic phosphine PPh (C H -OH) in the3 3 6 3 3 2 12 8 2 2 2 6 4

presence of Cs CO give, respectively, the cyclic phosphazene phosphines [N P (OC H PPh ) ] (1) and2 3 3 3 6 4 2 6

[N P (O C H ) (OC H PPh ) ] (2), very pure and in high yield. The similar reaction with the linear polyphosphazene3 3 2 12 8 2 6 4 2 2

h[NP(O C H )] [NPCl ] j in THF gives the diphenylphosphine polymer h[NP(O C H )] [NP(OC H PPh ) ] j (3). The2 12 8 0.65 2 0.35 n 2 12 8 0.65 6 4 2 2 0.35 n

phenolic tungsten pentacarbonyl complex hW(CO) [PPh (C H -OH)]j reacts in the same way with those cyclic and polymeric5 2 6 4

phosphazenes to give the corresponding complexes hN P [OC H PPh -W(CO) ] j (4), [N P (O C H ) (OC H PPh -W(CO) ) ] (5),3 3 6 4 2 5 6 3 3 2 12 8 2 6 4 2 5 2

and h[NP(O C H )] [NP(OC H PPh -W(CO) ) ] j (6).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 12 8 0.65 6 4 2 5 2 0.35 n

Keywords: Cyclophosphazenes; Polyphosphazenes; Phenolic phosphine; Macromolecular complexes; Carbonyls; Cesium carbonate

1. Introduction es of this type are known where the main chain is a linear
polyphosphazene [-N=PR ] [5]. Among those, there are a2 n

Transition metal polymeric complexes are interesting for few that bear transition metal–phosphine complexes [6,7]
many reasons, including their potential technological im- (i.e. L5PPh ), some of which have been found to exhibit2

portance [1]. The metal-containing polymers that consist useful catalytic properties [8].
on a polymeric main chain with a pendant complex of a The most common synthetic route to these polymeric
ML fragment attached through a spacer (Fig. 1) are of complexes, starting from a chlorophosphazene precursor,n

interest for their relevance to catalysis [2,3], and other involves the multistep preparation of the polymer bearing
possible applications [4]. A number of polymeric complex- the PPh group (reactions (i)–(iii) in Scheme 1), followed2

by a substitution reaction with a transition metal complex
having a labile ligand S (reaction (iv) in Scheme 1).
However, this method involves several difficulties. Thus,
in step (iii) some of the PPh sites are quaternized by the2

BuBr formed in the lithiation step [9], and the substitution
reaction (iv) may be complicated by crosslinking caused
by the coordination to the same metal center of two PPh2

groups from different chains, giving rise to insoluble
materials [7].

Searching for other alternatives, we tried to introduce a
complex directly into the phosphazenes by means of theFig. 1. A linear polymer with a metal–ligand complex attached through a

spacer. replacement reaction indicated by (v) in Scheme 1.
We chose the fragment W(CO) because it is easily5

coordinated to a PPh groups to give very stable complex-2

es, and because it has a potential interest as a chromophore*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-98-510-5009; fax: 134-98-510-
for second harmonic generation [10].3446.

E-mail address: gac@sauron.quimica.uniovi.es (G.A. Carriedo) In this paper we describe the preparation of cyclic and

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Scheme 1.

polymeric phosphazenes bearing diphenylphosphine phorus and tungsten analyses were performed by Galbraith
groups and their [W(CO) ] complexes by this direct route, Laboratories. Gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) was5

consisting on the reaction of a phenolic phosphine measured with Perkin-Elmer equipment with a model LC
PPh (C H -OH) or its complex hW(CO) [PPh (C H - 250 pump, a model LC 290 UV, and a model LC 302 6 4 5 2 6 4

OH)]j with cyclic or polymeric chlorophosphazenes in the refractive index detector. The samples were eluted with a
presence of Cs CO . 0.1% by weight solution of tetra-n-butylammonium bro-2 3

5 4mide in THF through Perkin-Elmer PLGel (Guard 10 , 10
3 ˚and 10 A) at 308C. Approximate molecular weight

2. Experimental calibration was obtained using narrow molecular weight
distribution polystyrene standards. T values were mea-g

2.1. General considerations sured with a Mettler DSC 300 differential scanning
calorimeter equipped with a TA 1100 computer, at 108C/

All the reactions were carried out under dry nitrogen. min. Thermal gravimetric analyses were performed on a
K CO and Cs CO were dried at 1408C prior to use. The Mettler TA 4000 instrument. The polymer samples were2 3 2 3

acetone used as solvent was predistilled from KMnO , and heated at a rate of 108C/min from ambient temperature to4

distilled twice from anhydrous CaSO . The THF was 8008C under constant flow of nitrogen.4

treated with KOH and distilled twice from Na in the
presence of benzophenone. Petroleum ether refers to that 2.2. Preparation of PPh (C H OH)2 6 4

fraction with boiling point in the range 60–658C. The
4-hydroxy-phenyl diphenylphosphine (HO-C H -PPh ) A mixture of p-bromophenol (12.5 g, 72.2 mmol),6 4 2

[11] was synthesised by reacting the known [12] 2-methoxypropene (13.8 ml, 144.5 mmol) and a drop of
(CH O)(CH ) C-O-C H -Li with PClPh followed by POCl was stirred in the absence of light for 1 h. Four3 3 2 6 4 2 3

deprotection with aqueous HCl (see Experimental). The drops of triethylamine were added and the volatiles were
hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene [N P Cl ] (Fluka) was evaporated in vacuo. The resulting pale yellow oil (very3 3 6

purified from hot petroleum ether and dried in vacuum. light sensitive) was dissolved in petroleum ether (80 ml).
The cyclic [N P (O C H ) Cl ] was prepared as de- To this solution was added dropwise and with stirring a3 3 2 12 8 2 2

scribed elsewhere [13]. The polymer [NPCl ] was pre- solution of LiBu 2.5 M (31.8 ml, 79.42 mmol) in2 n

pared by heating the melted [N P Cl ] as described by petroleum ether (30 ml). The stirring was continued for 4 h3 3 6

Allcock et al. [14]. to give a white precipitate that was filtered and dried in
The IR spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer FT vacuo. The resulting solid was dissolved at 2708C in THF

Paragon 1000 spectrometer. NMR spectra were recorded (70 ml) and to the solution was added dropwise a solution
on Bruker AC-200 and AC-300 instruments, using CDCl of PClPPh (8.4 ml, 47.04 mmol) in THF (30 ml). The3 2

1 13 1as solvent unless otherwise stated. H and Ch Hj NMR mixture was allowed to reach room temperature and stirred
31 1are given in d relative to TMS. Ph Hj NMR are given in overnight. Then, 20% aqueous HCl (36 ml) was added

d relative to external 85% aqueous H PO . Coupling and, after stirring for 3 h, the mixture was extracted with3 4

constants are in Hz. C, H, N analyses were performed with diethyl ether (4350 ml). The extracts were stirred with an
a Perkin-Elmer 240 microanalyzer. The chlorine, phos- excess of solid Na CO , washed with water (3350 ml),2 3
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dried over Na SO , and filtered. The solvent was evapo- was extracted with CH Cl (4325 ml). The solution was2 4 2 2

rated in vacuo to give an orange oily residue that was filtered and evaporated to dryness to give
dissolved in CH Cl and filtered through a column of [N P (O C H ) (OC H PPh ) ] as a white solid. Yield2 2 3 3 2 12 8 2 6 4 2 2

silica-gel. Evaporation of the solvent gave a white product 0.75 g, 81%. IR(nujol): n(PN)-region: 1243 m, 1171 s, br.
1 13that was crystallized from CH Cl /petroleum ether to give H NMR 7.6–6.9 (m, br, aromatic rings). C NMR 151.92 2

PPh (C H OH) as white microcrystals. Yield: 6 g (46%). (d, J 57), 135.8 (d, J 520.6), 134.5, 122.0 m. [P–2 6 4 PC PC
1H NMR 7.4–6.7 (m br, 14H, aromatic rings); 5.3 (s br, C H ], 137.7 (d, J 510.6), 134.3 (d, J 519.5), 129.5,6 4 PC PC

131H, OH). C NMR 157.4 s, 136.5 (d, J 521.6), 128.5 (d, 129.2 (d, J 57) [PPh ]; 148.6 m, 130.4, 130.2, 129.1,PC PC 2
31J 58), 116.4 (d, J 58.3) [P–C H ]; 138.2 (d, J 5 126.7, 122.4 (O C H ). P NMR 25.8 [d, 2P,PC PC 6 4 PC 2 12 8

9.2), 134.1 (d, J 519.3), 129.1 (d, J 510.6), 129.0, P(O C H )]; 10.0 [dd, 1P, P(OC H –PPh ) ]; 26.1 (s,PC PC 2 12 8 6 4 2 2
31[PPh ]. P NMR 26.6. Found: C, 77.3; H, 5.5%. Calc. for 2P, PPh ). Found: C, 67.8; H, 4.5; N, 3.9%. Calc. for2 2

C H OP: C, 77.7; H, 5.4%. C H N O P : C, 68.1; H, 4.2; N, 4.0%.18 15 60 44 3 6 5

2.3. Preparation of hW(CO) [PPh (C H -OH)]j 2.6. Preparation of5 2 6 4

h[NP(O C H )] [NP(OC H PPh ) ] j (3)2 12 8 0.65 6 4 2 2 0.35 n
To a solution of PPh (C H OH) (1.6 g, 5.74 mmol) in2 6 4

methanol (20 ml) was added a solution of A mixture of [NPCl ] (0.91 g, 7.86 mmol), 2,29-2 n
[W(MeOH)(CO) ] obtained by irradiating with UV light HOC H –C H OH (0.95 g, 5.11 mmol) and K CO (2.825 6 4 6 4 2 3
[W(CO) ] (2.0 g, 5.7 mmol) in methanol (90 ml) until the g, 20.44 mmol) in THF (140 ml) was refluxed with6

21carbonyl band at 1982 cm was no longer observed (¯4.5 mechanical stirring for 10 h. Then, the phosphine
h). The mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight [PPh (C H OH)] (1.57 g, 5.66 mmol) and Cs CO (1.842 6 4 2 3
and filtered. The volatiles were removed in vacuo to give g, 5.66 mmol) were added, and the refluxing was con-
hW(CO) [PPh (C H -OH)]j as a yellow solid that was tinued for another 15 h. The resulting mixture was poured5 2 6 4

washed with hexane and dried in vacuo. Yield 2.9 g., 85%. into water (1.5 l) to give a precipitate that was washed
21 1IR (CH Cl , cm ): n(CO): 2071 m, 1977 w, 1937 s. H twice with water (1 l) and extracted with THF (300 ml).2 2

NMR 7.5–6.8 (m.br.,14H, aromatic rings); 5.7 (s.br., 1H, The resulting solution was filtered through celite and
13OH). C NMR 198 br., 199 br, [W(CO) ]; 158, 136 (d, Na SO and concentrated until a viscous liquid was5 2 4

J 513.8), 116.4 (d, J 511) [P–C H ]; 133.4 (d, J 5 formed that was precipitated slowly into water (1.5 l). ThePC PC 6 4 PC
3111.9), 130.9, 129.3 (d, J 59.7) [PPh ]. P NMR 19.5 reprecipitation procedure was repeated in the same wayPC 2

(J 5243 Hz). Found: C, 45.8; H, 2.3%. Calc. for from THF/ isopropyl alcohol, and THF/petroleum ether toPW

C H O PW: C, 45.9; H, 2.5%. give a white solid that was dried in vacuo, first at room23 15 6

temperature and then at 708C for 3 days. Yield: 1.4 g
(49.5%). The isolation procedure was carried out under the2.4. Preparation of [N P (OC H PPh ) ] (1)3 3 6 4 2 6
laboratory atmosphere. IR(nujol): n(PN)-region: 1246 s,

11198 vs. H NMR d 7.4–6.6 (m, br, 16H, aromatic rings).A mixture of [N P Cl ] (0.3 g, 0.86 mmol),3 3 6 13C NMR: 152 br, 135.2 (d, J 519.3), 121.7 br [P–PPh (C H –OH) (1.45 g., 5.21 mmol) and Cs CO (3.36 PC2 6 4 2 3
C H ]; 138 br, 134.1 (d, J 519.2), 129 br, [PPh ]; 149g, 10.31 mmol) in acetone (30 ml) was refluxed for 0.5 h. 6 4 PC 2

31br, 129.6 br, 125.6 br, 123 br, [O C H ]. P NMR 25.6The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue was 2 12 8

[m, P(O C H )]; 26.1 (s, PPh ); 222.0 [m, PPh ) ].extracted with CH Cl (5320 ml). The solution was 2 12 8 2 2 22 2
Found: C, 67.2; H, 4.3; N, 3.9%. Calc. forfiltered and evaporated to dryness to give
C H NO P : C, 68.3; H, 4.2; N, 4.2%, Chlorine[N P (OC H PPh ) ] as a white solid. Yield 1.4 g, 91%. 20.4 15 2 1.73 3 6 4 2 6

1 content: 0.07%. M (GPC): 160 000 (M /M 5266) (seeIR(nujol): n(PN)-region: 1212 m, 1187 m, 1160 s. H w w n
21 2113 text). T (DSC): 1158C (DCp50.21 J g K ). TGA:NMR 7.6–6.9 (m br, aromatic rings). C NMR 151.6, g

250.7% (5008C). Residue at 8008C: 38%.135.7 (d, J 520.6), 134.6 (d, J 512), 121.8 br [P–PC PC
The product had traces (less than 2% in weight) ofC H ]; 137.6 (d, J 511), 134.2 (d, J 519.5), 129.5,6 4 PC PC 131 PTHF (weak signals in the H NMR at 3.4 and 1.6). The129.2 (d, J 57) [PPh ]. P NMR 8.8 (s, 3P, P N ); 26.4PC 2 3 3

freshly prepared polymer had ¯8% of the PPh groups(s, 6P, PPh ). Found: C, 71.3; H, 4.5; N, 2.0%. Calc. for 22 31oxidized to Ph P=O (weak signal at 28.5 in the P NMR),C H N O P : C, 72.1; H 4.7; N, 2.3%. 2108 84 3 6 9
a fraction that increases on standing, specially during
handling in solution.

2.5. Preparation of [N P (O C H ) (OC H PPh ) ] (2)3 3 2 12 8 2 6 4 2 2

A mixture of [N P (O C H ) Cl ] (0.5 g., 0.87 mmol), 2.7. Preparation of hN P [OC H PPh -W(CO) ] j (4)3 3 2 12 8 2 2 3 3 6 4 2 5 6

PPh (C H –OH) (0.485 g., 1.74 mmol) and Cs CO2 6 4 2 3

(1.135 g., 3.48 mmol) in acetone (40 ml) was refluxed for A mixture of [N P Cl ] (0.11 g, 0.33 mmol),3 3 6

0.5 h. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue hW(CO) [PPh (C H –OH)]j (1.2 g, 1.99 mmol) and5 2 6 4
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Cs CO (1.3 g, 3.96 mmol) in THF (20 ml) was refluxed same way from THF/ isopropyl alcohol, and THF/petro-2 3

for 1 h. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue leum ether to give a yellow solid that was dried in vacuo,
was extracted with CH Cl (5320 ml). The solution was at room temperature, for one week. Yield 0.6 g, 24%. The2 2

filtered and evaporated to dryness to isolation operations were carried out under the laboratory
givehN P [OC H PPh –W(CO) ] j as a yellow solid. atmosphere. IR: n(CO) (CH Cl ): 2071 m, 1981 w, 19363 3 6 4 2 5 6 2 2

Yield 1.05 g, 85%. IR: n(CO) (CH Cl ): 2071 m, 1980 w, s, br (in THF: 2070, 1978, 1938). n(PN)-region (nujol):2 2
11937 s, br. n(PN)-region (nujol): 1220 m, 1191 m, 1165 s. 1246 m, 1197 s. H NMR 7.8–6.2 (m br, aromatic rings).

1 13 13H NMR 7.5–7.0 (m br, aromatic rings). C NMR 199.5 C NMR: 197.8 m, br [WCO ]; 152 br, 134 br, 121 br.5

hd, J 522, 6COj; 197.7 hd, J 57, J 5126, [P–C H ]; 136 br, 133 br, 131 br, 129 [PPh ]; 149 br, 130PC(trans) PC(cis) WC 6 4 2
31br, 126 br, 123 br, [O C H ]. P NMR 20.0 (s., PPh –W,24COj[W(CO) ]; 152.4, 135 (d, J 513), 132.7(d, J 5 2 12 8 25 PC PC

J 5244); 25.0 [m, P(O C H )]; 223.5 [m, P(OC H –34), 121.4 (d, J 510) [P–C H –]; 136 (d, J 540), PW 2 12 8 6 4PC 6 4 PC
31 PPh –W) ]. Found: C, 50.1; H, 2.6; N, 2.4; P, 9.9; W,133.5 (d, J 512.1), 131.2, 129.4 (d, J 510) [PPh ]. P 2 2PC PC 2

22.4%. Calc. for C H NO P W : C, 49.0: H, 2.6;NMR 20.5 (s, 6P, PPh –W, J 5244 Hz); 7.6 [s, 3P, 23.9 15 5.5 1. 7 0.72 PW

N, 2.6; P, 9.0; W, 21.9%. Chlorine content: 0.04%.P N ]. Found: C 44.7; H, 2.3; N, 0.9%. Calc. for3 3

M (GPC): 1 700 000 (M /M 54). T (DSC): 1278C.C H N O P W : C, 44.3; H, 2.3; N, 1.1%. w w n g138 84 3 36 9 6
21 21(DCp50.08 J g K ). TGA: 214% (150–3808C),

224% (4708C). Residue at 8008C:56%.2.8. Preparation of hN P (O C H ) [OC H PPh -3 3 2 12 8 2 6 4 2 The polymer had ¯7% of the PPh groups oxidized to2W(CO) ] j (5). 315 2 Ph P=O. (weak signal at 28.5 in the P NMR).2

A mixture of [N P (O C H ) Cl ] (0.15 g., 0.263 3 2 12 8 2 2

mmol), [W(CO) [PPh (C H –OH)]j (0.32 g., 0.53 mmol)5 2 6 4 3. Results and discussionand Cs CO (0.34 g., 1.04 mmol) in THF (30 ml) was2 3

refluxed for 45 min. The solvent was removed in vacuo
Following the method described earlier for the synthesisand the residue was extracted with CH Cl (5320 ml).2 2 of other aryloxi phosphazenes [15], the hexachlorocyclot-The solution was filtered and evaporated to dryness to

riphosphazene [N P Cl ] was reacted with six equivalents3 3 6givehN P (O C H ) [OC H PPh –W(CO) ] j as a yel-3 3 2 12 8 2 6 4 2 5 2 of the phosphine phenol PPh (C H OH) in refluxing2 6 4low solid. Yield 0.3 g, 68%. IR: n(CO) (CH Cl ): 2071 m,2 2 acetone in the presence of Cs CO to give, in only 1/2 h,2 31981 w, 1938 s, br. n(PN)-region (nujol): 1229 m, 1173 s
the hexaphosphine derivative [N P (OC H PPh ) ] (1)1 13 3 3 6 4 2 6br. H NMR 7.6–7.0 (m br, aromatic rings). C
(Chart 1), that was obtained analytically and spectros-NMR(CDCl ): 199.5 hd, J 522, 2COj; 197.7 hd,3 PC(trans) copically pure, in 90% yield. The very short reaction timeJ 57, J 5126, 8COj [W(CO) ]; 152.9 (d, J 57),PC(cis) WC 5 PC required to obtain 1 is rather surprising taking into account135.3 (d, J 513), 132.6 (d, J 542), 121.9 m, [OC H ];PC PC 6 4 the size of the PPh groups [16,17]. This compound had2135.7 (d, J 541), 133.4 (d, J 512), 131.1, 129.3 (d,PC PC been previously prepared [18] starting fromJ 510) [PPh2]; 148.6 m, 130.4, 130.3, 129.1, 126.9,PC [N P (OC H Br) ] using the three step synthesis shown in31 3 3 6 4 6122.4, [O C H ]. P NMR 25.6 [d, 2P, P(O C H )];2 12 8 2 12 8 Scheme 1.20.7 (s, 2P, PPh , J 5244); 9.6 [dd, 1P, P(OC H –2 PW 6 4 In a similar manner to [N P Cl ], the spirocyclic3 3 6PPh –W) ]. Found: C, 49.3: H, 2.7; N, 2.3%. Calc. for2 2 phosphazene [13] [N P (O C H ) Cl ] reacted with3 3 2 12 8 2 2C H N O P W : C, 49.3; H, 2.6; N, 2.5%.138 84 3 36 9 6 PPh (C H OH) and Cs CO in refluxing acetone to give2 6 4 2 3

the new diphosphine [N P (O C H ) (OC H PPh ) ]3 3 2 12 8 2 6 4 2 2

2.9. Preparation of h[NP(O C H )] [NP(OC H PPh - (2), in ¯80% yield (Chart 1). This reaction is also2 12 8 0.65 6 4 2

W(CO) ) ] j (6) surprisingly fast, requiring only 1/2 hour for completion.5 2 0.35 n

This observation led us to extend the same technique to
A mixture of [NPCl ] (0.57 g, 4.96 mmol), 2,29-HO- synthesize the high molecular weight phosphazene2 n

C H -C H -OH (0.6 g, 3.23 mmol) and K CO (1.8 g, h[NP(O C H )] [NP(OC H PPh ) ] j (3) shown in6 4 6 4 2 3 2 12 8 0.65 6 4 2 2 0.35 n

12.9 mmol) in THF (130 ml) was refluxed with me- Scheme 2, which is the polymeric counterpart of 2. As
chanical stirring for 6 h. Then, the complex shown in Scheme 2, this random copolymer was obtained
[W(CO) [PPh (C H -OH)]j (3 g, 4.98 mmol) and by reacting first the poly(dichlorophosphazene) [NPCl ]5 2 6 4 2 n

Cs CO (2.1 g, 6.44 mmol) was added, and the reaction with 2,29-dihydroxy-biphenyl (2,29-HOC H -C H OH)2 3 6 4 6 4

was continued for another 16 h The resulting mixture was and K CO in THF [13] to give the partially substituted2 3

poured into water (1.5 l) to give a precipitate that was intermediate h[NP(O C H )] [NPCl ] j that was2 12 8 0.65 2 0.35 n

washed twice with water (1 l) and extracted with THF subsequently reacted with PPh (C H OH) and Cs CO .2 6 4 2 3
31(200 ml). Some material remained undissolved. The Both steps could be followed by P NMR to prove that no

extracts were filtered and concentrated until a viscous crosslinked products were formed in the first step, and that,
liquid was formed that was precipitated slowly into water the mechanism of the second step was non-geminal. The
(1.5 l). The reprecipitation procedure was repeated in the product 3 is only sparingly soluble in THF.
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Chart 1.

1The analytical and spectroscopic data for the isolated and 1.6 ppm in the H NMR revealed that 3 contained
polymer (3) confirmed its composition and revealed that traces of poly tetrahydrofuran (PTHF), which is in accord
the residual unreacted chlorine was very low (700 ppm). with previous observations made during the synthesis of
No bands attributable to terminal OH groups were detected poly(2,29-dioxybiphenyl) phosphazenes in THF as solvent

31in the IR spectrum. The P NMR proved the ratio of the [19].
NP(O C H )/NP(OC H PPh ) units, and showed that a Rather surprisingly, the GPC chromatogram of 3 was2 12 8 6 4 2 2

fraction (less than 8%) of the PPh groups (chemical shift weak and very broad showing several peaks corresponding2
6 3

26.4 ppm) were oxidized to O=PPh (28.5 ppm). The to M ranging from 2310 to 10 . The estimated M was2 w w

oxidation was observed to increase with time on standing (160 000) but the sample was extremely polydisperse (M /w

in the solid state (raising 27% in 2 years), showing that the M 5266). Although this can be due in part to the lown

polymer is air sensitive (it becomes more insoluble and solubility of this polymer, we found no convincing expla-
fragmented). On the other hand, two weak signals at 3.4 nation for this unusual behaviour.

Scheme 2.
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The DSC curve showed a clear glass transition at 1158C was in agreement with the analytical data, and also showed
which is in the expected range for a polyspirophosphazene that the product had 7% of the phosphine phosphorus as
random copolymer [13]. Ph P=O.2

Similarly to the diphenylphosphine phenol, the tungsten In sharp contrast with the phosphine polymer 3, the
carbonyl complex hW(CO) [PPh (C H -OH)]j (formed GPC of 6 showed little polydispersity, with a M of5 2 6 4 w

from [W(MeOH)(CO) ] and HO-C H -PPh in methanol 1 700 000 and polydispersity index of only 4. The glass5 6 4 2

at room temperature) reacted very fast with the cyclophos- transition temperature (1278C) was ¯108C higher than that
phazenes [N P Cl ] or [N P (OC H )Cl ] and Cs CO to of 3, in accord with the expected increase originated in the3 3 6 3 3 12 8 2 2 3

give respectively the phosphine complexes [N P hOC H - incorporation to the polymer of metallic fragments [23].3 3 6 4

PPh -W(CO) j ] (4) and [N P hOC H -PPh -W(CO) j The DCp (0.08) was low, suggesting a high degree of2 5 6 3 3 6 4 2 5 2

(O C H ) ] (5) (Chart 2) in high yield and purity. crystallinity. The TGA curve showed two weight losses2 12 8 2

Both complexes were fully characterized by the ana- between 150–3808C (14%) and at 4708C (24%), but the
lytical and spectroscopic data given in the Experimental final residue at 8008C was rather high (56%). Although
section. Interestingly, the chemical shift of the ring phos- those thermograms measure only the apparent thermal
phorus atoms in 4 are significantly lower than those of the stability (which depends on the heating rate), this type of
related hexaphosphine 1, which is in accord with earlier behaviour suggests that 6 is a rather stable material,
observations in other polymetallic cyclophosphazene com- although is somewhat easily oxidized by air.
plexes [20–22]. In spite of the presence of Ph P=O groups in 3 and 6,2

The above reactions were extended to the synthesis of and the low yield in the latter, these results open a new
polyphosphazenes carrying diphenylphosphine complexes route for the preparation of phosphazene–phosphine and
of W(CO) . Thus, we found that the polymer their complexes, both cyclic and polymeric, by the direct5

h[NP(O C H )] [NPCl ] j (see Scheme 2), reacts reaction of a chlorophosphazene and a phenol of the2 12 8 0.65 2 0.35 n

with the phenolic complex hW(CO) [PPh (C H -OH)]j in general type LnM-Ph PC H -OH. The mild conditions5 2 6 4 2 6 4

the presence of Cs CO to give the very stable and soluble required in those reactions might allow the use of moder-2 3

polymeric complex h[NP(O C H )] [NP(OC H PPh - ately stable phenolic complexes. Examples of this type of2 12 8 0.65 6 4 2

W(CO) ) ] j (6). The very low residual chlorine in the direct approach to the synthesis of metal-containing high5 2 0.35 n

final product (below 0.05%) indicated the high efficiency molecular weight phosphazenes are very scarce. Thus,
of the substitution reaction, and the analytical purity after cyclic and polymeric phosphazenes with pendant

6several reprecipitation steps from water, methanol and [Cr(CO) (h -C H O)] (also air sensitive) groups have3 6 5

petroleum ether, all conducted under air, showed that the been prepared by reacting the corresponding chloro-
6complex is rather stable. However, the yield was only phosphazenes with the sodium salt [Cr(CO) (h -3

24%. C H ONa)] [24].6 5

The IR (nCO absoptions at 2071 m, 1981 w, and 1936 s, Finally, it is worth noting that the reaction of polymer 3
13 31br), C NMR (diluted) and P NMR spectra clearly with [W(MeOH)(CO) ] lead to a brown precipitate differ-5

showed the presence of the PPh P-W(CO) groups. The ent to the soluble complex 6 (Scheme 2). The solid state2 5
31P NMR spectrum allowed a measurement of the ratio of IR spectrum of this insoluble material showed not only the
NPhOC H -PPh -W(CO) j and NP(O C H ) groups that carbonyl signals expected for the Ph P-W(CO) fragments,6 4 2 5 2 2 12 8 2 5

Chart 2.
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Abstract

The three title compounds have been synthesized and their structures determined by X-ray crystallography. [Te (m-Cl) h(SPPh ) Nj ],2 2 2 2 2

1, is a dinuclear square planar Te(II) complex where each Te atom is coordinated to the two sulfur atoms of the bidentate dithiolate ligand
˚and to the two bridging chloride ligands. The Te–S bond lengths are 2.4980(8) and 2.5054(8) A, while the Te–Cl bond lengths are

˚2.9065(9) and 2.9230(9) A. In [(4-MeOC H TeCl ) hm-Ph P(S)CH CH P(S)Ph j], 2, the dithio ligand is neutral and adds a molecule of6 4 3 2 2 2 2 2

[4-MeOC H TeCl ] at each sulfur atom, thus bridging the two Te(IV) atoms. The coordination of both tellurium atoms is c-octahedral6 4 3
˚with the anisyl group and a lone pair of electrons in axial positions. The Te–S bonds, 2.7747(6) and 2.8198(5) A, are surprisingly weak

˚while the Te–Cl bonds lie in the range 2.4247(5) to 2.5343(6) A, those trans to Te–S being shortest. [Te (m-Ph PS ) ], 3, is a binuclear2 2 2 2
˚Te(I) complex, mainly held together by a Te–Te bond of 2.7298(5) A. Both anisobidentate diphenyldithiophosphinate ligands bridge the

two tellurium atoms. The resulting coordination around each tellurium is best described as T-shaped with the Te–Te bond along the stem.
˚In the asymmetric near linear S–Te–S system, the short Te–S bonds are 2.487(2) and 2.495(2) A while the long bonds are 2.947(2) and

˚3.033(2) A, respectively. The strongly different trans influences of the dithio ligands of 1 and 2 are discussed and it is suggested that they
are dependent upon the basicity of the sulfur atoms.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tellurium complexes; Basicity and trans influence of ligands

1. Introduction Ph P(S)CH P(S)Ph , (L-L)9 [5], should be reduced as2 2 2

electron transfer to the chalcogen atoms no longer takes
place (Scheme 1). The ligand (L-L)9 adds to TeCl to formBidentate dichalcogeno ligands with large bites, (L-L), 4

IVare known to give Te(II) chelates of the type Te(L-L) an octahedral complex, [Te Cl (L-L)9] [6]. There is no2 4

with a square planar structure [1–3]. With ArTeCl they disproportionation with formation of a Te(II) complex in3

react to produce dimeric structures of the type [ArTe(L-
L)] with a T-shaped geometry around each Te(II) atom2

[2,4]. In all except one of the complexes above, (L-L)5
2[Ph P(E)NP(E)Ph ] , where E is S or Se. This type of2 2

anionic ligand is a good nucleophile due to electron
transfer from the central N atom towards the chalcogen
atoms. If the N atom is replaced by a methylene group in
such a ligand, the basicity of the resulting neutral ligand,

Scheme 1. Large bite P–N–P and P–C–P ligands in order of decreasing
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 147-55-58-3551; fax: 147-55-58-9490. basicity. The ligand (L-L)9 referred to in the text is similar to (L-L)0, but
E-mail address: steinar.husebye@kj.uib.no (S. Husebye) has only one CH group connecting the two phosphorus atoms.2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00195-3
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this case. Such disproportionation is very common for and does not form a simple addition compound like the
reactions between Te(IV) compounds and monodentate or ligand [Ph P(S)CH P(S)Ph ], (L-L)9 [6]. Surprisingly it2 2 2

bidentate chalcogeno ligands, except for forms a dinuclear chloro-bridged square planar tellurium
dialkyldithiocarbamates [7]. complex rather than a square planar Te(L-L) complex2

As the Te(L-L) complexes had been made by simple (Fig. 1). We believe this is the first, halogen-bridged2
IIdisplacement of thiourea (tu) ligands on [Te (tu) ]Cl [8], dinuclear tellurium complex of this type with a TeS Cl4 2 2 2

2we found it worthwhile to test the addition of protonated coordination sphere where both Cl ligands are bridging
(L-L) directly to TeCl as the protonated ligand should and the two ligand S atoms belong to the same bidentate,4

have a lower basicity than the corresponding anion. Still chelate ligand. However, polymeric trapezoid planar com-
the nucleophilicity is expected to be higher than that of plexes with a TeS X (X5halogen) coordination sphere2 2

(L-L)9 due to partial delocalization of the nitrogen lone are known [11].
pair of electrons over the SPNPS system (Scheme 1). We Adding the ligand Ph P(S)(CH ) P(S)Ph , (L-L)0, to2 2 2 2

also wanted to test another related highly nucleophilic 4-MeO-C H TeCl resulted in an addition compound, but6 4 3

ligand, Ph P(S)NC(S)pip (pip5piperidyl) [9] for complex the ligand unexpectedly adds to the tellurium compound in2

formation with tellurium. the ratio 1:2 forming a dinuclear complex [(4-MeO-
In addition, we were interested in testing the large-bite C H TeCl ) hm-(L-L)0j], 2, by means of Te–S bonding6 4 3 2

ligand Ph P(S)(CH ) P(S)Ph [10], another weak nu- (Fig. 2). The coordination is c-octahedral with the lone2 2 2 2

cleophile, as to its ability to form addition compounds with pair of electrons on Te(IV) trans to the anisyl group. Such
ArTeX (X5halogen) and other tellurium halogenides. a structure has earlier been proposed for the analogous3

The ligands are shown in Scheme 1. complex with the ligand Ph P(Se)CH CH P(Se)Ph [12].2 2 2 2

This is also an unusual type of tellurium structure with a
large bite bidentate bridging ligand. A similar bridging
mode for the dithio ligand is found in the complex

2. Results and discussion
[(AlCl ) hm-(L-L)0j], where the ligand bridges the two3 2

aluminium atoms [10].
Addition of the protonated ligand H(L-L) to TeCl in4 The reaction between the ligand [Ph P(S)NC(S)pip],2the ratio 1:1 resulted in the dinuclear, centrosymmetric

where pip5piperidyl, and [Te(tu) ]Cl , resulted in split-4 2complex [Te (m-Cl) (L-L) ], 1. This is a Te(II) complex,2 2 2 ting of the ligand and subsequent formation of the complex
probably formed as a result of the following disproportio-

[Te (m-Ph PS ) ], 3, which can be considered built up of2 2 2 2nation: I 21 2a [Te ] part bonded to two Ph PS ligands. The2 2 2

resulting binuclear complex has the same structure as that2TeCl 1 6 H(L-L) 5 [Te (m-Cl) (L-L) ] 1 2(L-L)4 2 2 2 2

found by Haiduc et al. for the corresponding benzene
1 6HCl

solvate, [Te (m-Ph PS ) ]?C H [13]. Each tellurium2 2 2 2 6 6
2 atom in 3 has a T-shaped coordination, being stronglywhere Te(IV) has been reduced to Te(II) and two (L-L)

bonded to one ligand via sulfur, and trans to this bondions have been oxidized to disulphide, (L-L) . Thus the2

weakly bonded to a sulfur atom of the other ligand. Theligand [Ph P(S)NHP(S)Ph ] is deprotonated in the reaction2 2

Fig. 1. The molecular structure of [Te (m-Cl) h(SPPh ) Nj ], 1. Thermal ellipsoids are given at the 50% probability level.2 2 2 2 2
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Fig. 2. The molecular structure of [(4-MeOC H TeCl ) hm-(Ph P(S)CH CH P(S)Ph )j], 2. Thermal ellipsoids are given at the 50% probability level.6 4 3 2 2 2 2 2

last bond is to the second tellurium atom. However, there consisting of Te? ? ?Te bonds only [13]. Recently, the
are secondary bonds [14], Te(2)? ? ?S(2)953.521(5) and synthesis of Te X (X5Cl, Br) has been reported [16].2 2

˚S(4)? ? ?Te(1)953.728(5) A, to a neighbouring molecule. However, no structure is reported for these rather unstable
This may be compared to the sum of the respective van der liquids. In comparison, the structures of Se Br and2 2

22˚Waals radii of 3.86 A [15]. Such weak interactions are [SeBr (Se Br )] show that Se(I) in these compounds6 2 2

very common in tellurium compounds [7,11]. The direc- has a distorted, T-shaped three-coordination [17,18], quite
tion (Table 2) of these bonds shows a tendency toward similar to that found in 3 (Fig. 3).
square planar coordination for both tellurium atoms. This
bonding repeats itself and connects the molecules into

2.1. Tellurium ligand bondingzigzag chains. Although the solvated complex formed
similar chains, the intermolecular bonding is different,

In 1, the Te–S bond lengths are nearly identical with
˚ ˚Te–S(1) being 2.5054(8) A and Te–S(2) 2.4980(8) A.

These bond lengths are much shorter than those found in
the corresponding Te(L-L) complex where the average2

˚Te–S bond length is 2.687 A [1]. The latter value is
˚normal for square planar Te(II)S coordination (2.68 A)4

[7,11]. Bonding in Te(II) and Te(IV) complexes is subject
to trans influences [7,19], and thiolates and thioureas have
a greater trans influence than halogens. Thus we should
expect a strengthening of the Te–S bonds in 1 at the
expense of the trans situated Te–Cl bonds. Being further
weakened as a result of bridging, the Te–Cl bond lengths

˚are accordingly found to be Te–Cl, 2.9065(9) A and
˚Te–Cl9, 2.9230(9) A. Comparing the sum of the respective
˚ ˚covalent radii, 2.41 A for Te–S and 2.36 A for Te–Cl [20],

illustrates these effects. In square planar Te(II) complexes
with cis TeS X coordination spheres where S represents a2 2

monodentate thiourea, the Te–S bonds typically are in the
˚range 2.45–2.50 A, whereas Te–Cl bonds are around 2.90

Å [7,11]. In 2 with Te(IV) as a central atom, the Te–S
Fig. 3. The molecular structure of [Te hm-(Ph PS )j ], 3. A neighbour2 2 2 2 bonds are again trans to Te–Cl bonds. However, in
molecule is shown below to illustrate the intermolecular secondary

contrast to what is found for 1, the Te–S bonds are muchbonding. Such interactions also take place on the other side of the
longer and weaker than the trans situated Te–Cl bonds.molecules, thus forming chains. Thermal ellipsoids are given at the 50%

probability level. This implies that the trans influence of the ligand (L-L)0 is
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2 ˚smaller than that of Cl . Here Te(1)–S(1)52.7747(6) A found in compounds where the phosphorus atom also is
˚and Te(2)–S(2)52.8198(5) A, while Te(1)–Cl(11)5 bonded to three carbons [21]. The complex [(AlCl ) hm-3 2

˚ ˚ (L-L)0j] has a structure similar to that of 2, with P–S bond2.4395(6) A and Te(2)–Cl(21)52.4247(5) A. This sup-
˚lengths being 1.989(2) A [10]. In the complexes [Cu (m-ports the idea of a weaker basicity of the neutral lig- 2

Cl) hm-(L-L)0j ] and [HgCl (L-L)0] [24,25] the averageands Ph P(S)(CH ) P(S)Ph as compared to 2 2 22 2 n 2
2 ˚P–S bond lengths are 1.986 and 1.994 A, respectively. In[Ph P(S)NP(S)Ph ] . The four other Te–Cl bond lengths2 2

˚ ˚ the ligand L-L in 1, the average P–S bond length is aboutrange from 2.4738(6) to 2.5343(4) A (ave. 2.508 A).
˚0.05 A longer. This difference in P–S bonding is reflectedThese bond lengths are in the normal range for Te(IV)–Cl

in the Te–S bond lengths in 1 and 2, where the average forbonds and significantly longer than the correspond-
˚1 is 0.29 A shorter than that found for 2. In [TeCl (L-L)9]ing bonds trans to the Te–S bonds. A comparison 4

where the ligand (L-L)9 is of the same type as (L-L)0 in 2,with the complex [TeCl hm-(L-L)9j], [(L-L)954

except for having only one central methylene group insteadPh P(S)CH P(S)Ph ], which is octahedral with the two2 2 2
˚Te–S bonds trans to Te–Cl bonds, shows that also in this of two, the average P–S value is 1.967 A, even shorter

case the Te–S bonds are weaker than the trans situated than that found in 2 [6]. In comparison, the free ligands
˚Te–Cl bonds [2.891(3) and 2.633(4) A for Te–S vs. (L-L)9 and (L-L)0 have average P5S double bond lengths

˚˚ of 1.945 and 1.941 A [5,26]. In the addition compound2.362(4) and 2.386(4) A for Te–Cl] [6]. The Te(1)–C(1)
˚ HgPh .(L-L)0 with very weak Hg? ? ?S interactionsand Te(2)–C(8) bond lengths at 2.126(2) and 2.135(2) A 2

˚˚ [3.913(4) A], the P5S bond length is 1.956(2) [27]. Theare close to the standard statistical value of 2.116(20) A
˚found for the Te–C bond [21]. P–C (alkyl) bonds have an average value of 1.815 A whilear

˚In 3, the formal oxidation state of tellurium is 11. the central C–C bond is 1.537(3) A; both normal values
There are two short Te–S bonds [Te(1)–S(3)52.487(2), [21]. Angles Te(1)–S(1)–P(1) and Te(2)–S(2)–P(2) are

˚Te(2)–S(1)52.495(2) A], each trans to a long Te–S bond 102.96(3) and 108.29(2)8, respectively. This compares to
˚[Te(1)–S(2)52.947(2), Te(2)–S(4)53.033(2) A]. These average values of 99.78 and 110.58 for 1 and [TeCl (L-4

values compare well with average short and long bonds in L)9] and reflect the flexible nature of these angles. The
2˚the corresponding benzene solvate, 2.482 and 3.028 A diphenyldithiophosphinate ligand, Ph PS , has essentially2 2

˚[13]. The Te(1)–Te(2) bond length is 2.7298(5) A which the same structure in 3 as found in the corresponding
is very close to twice the covalent radius of tellurium, 2.74 benzene solvate [13]. For the sulfurs strongly bonded to
Å [20]. It is also close to the Te–Te bond length in the tellurium, P(1)–S(1)52.065(2) and P(3)–S(3)52.059(2)

˚ ˚benzene solvate, 2.723 A, and in ditellurides [13,22]. Also A, close to that found in 1. For the remaining sulfur atoms
the S–Te–Te angles [Te(1)–Te(2)–S(1)593.26(4) and S(2) and S(4), P(1)–S(2)51.981(2) and P(3)–S(4)5

˚Te(2)–Te(1)–S(3)591.98(4)8] involving the two strongly 1.980(2) A. These shorter bond lengths result from the
bonded sulfur atoms S(1) and S(3) lie in the range found weaker Te–S bonding from these sulfur atoms, as com-
for the corresponding C–Te–Te angles in ditellurides pared to S(1) and S(3).
(85.8–101.78) [22]. In all three compounds, the P–C (aryl) bonds are normal

˚(range 1.800–1.820 A) [21]. Also the two P–C (alkyl)
˚bonds in 2 (average 1.815 A) are in the same range.

2.2. Ligands

The bonding and structure of the ligand
2 2[Ph P(S)NP(S)Ph ] , (L-L) in 1 is similar to other 3. Experimental2 2

complexes with this ligand [1,2,23]. The P–S bond lengths
˚are P(1)–S(1)52.0586(12) and P(2)–S(2)52.0546(11) A, 3.1. General and instrumental

˚while P(1)–N51.594(3) and P(2)–N51.588(2) A, reflect
31the delocalized p bonding through the ligand (Scheme 1). The P-NMR spectra were recorded in CH Cl on a2 2

The atoms S(1), S(2), P(1) and P(2) are coplanar; Te is Bruker AVANCE DRX 500 instrument using as external
˚ ˚located 1.587(1) A above this plane and N 0.436(3) A ref. H PO (85%). TeCl and solvents were commercial3 4 4

below, thus establishing a chair form of the six-membered products and were used without further purification. The
chelate ring. The central P–N–P angle is normal at starting materials [Te(tu) ]Cl ?2H O, Ph P(S)NHC(S)pip,4 2 2 2

132.5(2)8 and the Te–S–P and S–P–N angles have Ph P(S)NHP(S)Ph and [4-MeOC H TeCl ] were pre-2 2 6 4 3

average values of 99.78 and 116.018. pared according to literature methods [8,9,28,29]. The
The ligand Ph P(S)(CH ) P(S)Ph , (L-L)0, is neutral ligand Ph P(S)CH CH P(S)Ph was made by a similar2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

with no p delocalization. This is reflected in the bonding in procedure to that of the analogous ligand with one
2. The P(1)–S(1) and P(2)–S(2) bond lengths are methylene group [5]. Microanalysis were performed on a

˚1.9979(7) and 2.0030(7) A, respectively. This is much Fisoin’s EA 1108 instrument at the Palacky University,
˚closer to a double bond length, 1.954 (5) A, the average Olomouc, the Czech Republic.
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement parameters

Empirical formula C H C N P S Te C H C O P S Te C H P S Te48 40 12 2 4 4 2 40 38 16 2 2 2 2 24 20 2 4 2

Formula weight 1223.04 1144.66 753.78
Temperature 293(2) K 243(2) K 293(2) K
Colour Yellow Yellow Red

˚ ˚ ˚Wavelength 0.71073 A 0.71073 A 0.71073 A
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic Monoclinic

]
Space group P2 /c P1 P2 /n1 1

˚ ˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a59.5923(4) A a59.7779(2) A a518.0553(3) A
˚ ˚ ˚b520.1900(9) A b512.2794(3) A b57.03340(10) A
˚ ˚ ˚c512.9106(5) A c519.59320(10) A c521.5825(4) A

a 5908 a 591.6460(10)8 a 5908

b 597.9090(10)8 b 596.8030(10)8 b 591.3280(10)8
g 5908 g 5102.1500(10)8 g 5908.

3 3 3˚ ˚ ˚Volume 2476.59(18)A 2280.11(7) A 2740.03(8) A
Z 2 2 4

3 3 3Density (calculated) 1.640 Mg/m 1.667 Mg/m 1.827 Mg/m
21 21 21Absorption coefficient 1.620 mm 1.826 mm 2.563 mm

F(000) 1208 1124 1448
3 3 3Crystal size 0.2830.1330.08 mm 0.4730.1730.10 mm 0.0530.130.15 mm

Theta range for data coll. 1.89 to 28.298 1.05 to 31.578 1.45 to 23.308

Reflections collected 38954 44515 11310
Independent reflections 6142 [R(int)50.0824] 15196 [R(int)50.0441] 3937 [R(int)50.0555]
Absorption correction Numerical integration Numerical integration Empirical
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares

2 2 2on F on F on F
Data / restraints /parameters 6142/0 /280 15196/0 /489 3887/0 /290

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.077 1.029 1.026
Final R [I . 2sigma(I)] R1 5 0.0384, wR2 5 0.0785 R1 5 0.0281, wR2 5 0.0634 R1 5 0.0326, wR2 5 0.0612
R indices (all data) R1 5 0.0626, wR2 5 0.0866 R1 5 0.0398, wR2 5 0.0679 R1 5 0.0596, wR2 5 0.0940

23 23 23˚ ˚ ˚Largest diff.peak and hole 1.011 and 20.734 eA 0.677 and 20.832 eA 0.673 and 20.592eA

31 13.2. Synthesis of [Te (m-Cl) h(SPPh ) Nj ] (1) 5.60%. Found: C 42.09, H 3.23, S 5.13%. P-h Hj NMR2 2 2 2 2

singlet d 545.84 ppm.
Anhydrous TeCl (0.539 g; 2 mmol) was dissolved in4

acetonitrile (40 ml) and added by stirring into an acetoni- 3.4. Synthesis of [Te hm-(Ph PS )j ] (3)2 2 2 2

trile solution (40 ml) of Ph P(S)NHP(S)Ph (0.898 g; 22 2

mmol). The mixture was refluxed for 10 s and then A clear solution of [Ph P(S)NHC(S)pip] (0.50 g; 1.432
treduced to 50% of its original volume under vacuum. mmol) and KO Bu (0.16 g; 1.43 mmol) in 15 ml methanol

Upon cooling, a solid was formed and then washed by was added to a solution of [Te(tu) ]Cl .2H O (0,77 g; 1.434 2 2

acetonitrile (2310 ml) and air dried. Yield: 0.25 g (61.4% mmol) in 30 ml ethanol and stirred for 30 min at room
based on ligand added) after recrystallization from
CH Cl . M.p.: 140–1428C. Calculated for Table 22 2

Selected bond lengths and angles for 1C H Cl N P S Te : C 47.13, H 3.29, N 2.29, S 10.48%.48 40 2 2 4 4 2
31 1Found: C 47.46, H 3.33, N 2.42, S 9.97%. P-h Hj NMR: Te–S(1) 2.5054(8) S(1)–Te –S(2) 91.46(3)

Te–S(2) 2.4980(8) S(1)–Te–Cl 88.04(3)singlet d 527.64 ppm.
Te–Cl 2.9065(9) S(1)–Te–Cl9 173.11(3)
Te–Cl9 2.9230(9) S(2)–Te–Cl 174.69(3)3.3. Synthesis of [(4-MeOC H TeCl ) hm-6 4 3 2 P(1)–S(1) 2.0586(12) S(2)–Te–Cl9 87.03(3)

(Ph P(S)CH CH P(S)Ph )j] (2)2 2 2 2 P(1)–N 1.594(3) Cl–Te–Cl9 92.84(2)
P(1)–C(1) 1.809(3) Te–Cl–Te9 87.16(2)
P(1)–C(7) 1.803(3) Te–S(1)–P(1) 100.88(4)A mixture of Ph P(S)CH CH P(S)Ph [17] (0.462 g; 12 2 2 2
P(2)–S(2) 2.0546(11) Te–S(2)–P(2) 98.67(4)mmol) in toluene (40 ml) and [4-MeOC H TeCl ] (0.6826 4 3
P(2)–N 1.588(2) S(1)–P(1)–N 116.49(10)g; 2 mmol) in toluene (30 ml) was refluxed for 10 min and
P(2)–C(13) 1.808(3) S(2)–P(2)–N 115.53(11)

subsequently reduced to 50% of its original volume under P(2)–C(19) 1.802(3) P(1)–N–P(2) 132.58(17)
vacuum. Upon cooling, a solid formed. This was washed Te–Te9 4.0186(4) S(1)–P(1)–C(1) 111.58(11)

S(1)–P(1)–C(7) 104.09(11)by toluene (235 ml) and air dried. Yield: 0.79 g (69.0%)
S(2)–P(2)–C(13) 110.09(11)after recrystallization from CH Cl . M.p.: 136–1378C.2 2
S(2)–P(2)–C(19) 104.81(10)Calculated for C H Cl O P S Te : C 41.97, H 3.32, S40 38 6 2 2 2 2
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Table 3 Table 4
˚ ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 2 Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 3

Te(1)–S(1) 2.7747(6) S(1)–Te(1)–Cl(11) 171.95(2) Te(1)–Te(2) 2.7298(5) Te(1)–Te(2)–S(1) 93.26(4)
Te(1)–Cl(11) 2.4395(6) S(1)–Te(1)–Cl(12) 90.21(2) Te(1)–S(2) 2.947(2) Te(1)–Te)2–S(4) 83.76(4)
Te(1)–Cl(12) 2.5343(6) S(1)–Te(1)–Cl(13) 87.69(2) Te(1)–S(3) 2.487(2) Te(2)–Te(1)–S(2) 84.58(4)
Te(1)–Cl(13) 2.4738(6) S(1)–Te(1)–C(1) 81.72(5) Te(2)–S(1) 2.495(2) Te(2)–Te(1)–S(3) 91.98(4)
Te(1)–C(1) 2.126(2) Cl(11)–Te(1)–Cl(12) 91.87(2) Te(2)–S(4) 3.033(2) S(2)–Te(1)–S(3) 173.6(1)
Te(2)–S(2) 2.8198(5) Cl(11)–Te(1)–Cl(13) 90.09(2) P(1)–S(1) 2.065(2) S(1)–Te(2)–S(4) 175.1(1)
Te(2)–Cl(21) 2.4247(5) Cl(11)–Te(1)–C(1) 90.53(5) P(1)–S(2) 1.981(2) Te(1)–S(2)–P(1) 105.8(1)
Te(2)–Cl(22) 2.4922(6) Cl(12)–Te(1)–Cl(13) 177.71(2) P(1)–C(1) 1.806(6) Te(2)–S(1)–P(1) 100.1(1)
Te(2)–Cl(23) 2.5307(6) Cl(12)–Te(1)–C(1) 89.08(5) P(1)–C(7) 1.810(6) S(1)–P(1)–S(2) 114.9(1)
Te(2)–C(8) 2.135(2) Cl(13)–Te(1)–C(1) 89.71(5) P(3)–S(3) 2.059(2) Te(1)–S(3)–P(3) 101.1(1)
P(1)–S(1) 1.9979(7) S(2)–Te(2)–Cl(21) 168.80(2) P(3)–S(4) 1.980(2) Te(2)–S(4)–P(3) 104.1(1)
P(2)–S(2) 2.0030(7) S(2)–Te(2)–Cl(22) 98.84(2) P(3)–C(13) 1.806(5) S(3)–P(3)–S(4) 114.7(1)
P(1)–C(39) 1.810(2) S(2)–Te(2)–Cl(23) 78.21(2) P(3)–C(19) 1.803(6) Te(1)–Te(2)–S(2)9 146.4(1)
P(2)–C(40) 1.820(2) S(2)–Te(2)–C(8) 89.95(5) Te(2)–S(2)9 3.521(5) Te(2)9–Te(1)9–S(4) 143.2(1)
C(39)–C(40) 1.537(3) Cl(21)–Te(2)–Cl(22) 92.34(2) Te(1)9–S(4) 3.728(5)
P(1)–C(15) 1.801(2) Cl(21)–Te(2)–Cl(23) 90.72(2)
P(1)–C(21) 1.800(2) Cl(21)–Te(2)–C(8) 91.22(5)
P(2)–C(27) 1.739(2) Cl(22)–Te(2)–Cl(23) 173.25(2)
P(2)–C(33) 1.810(2) Cl(22)–Te(2)–C(8) 86.54(5) CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers

Cl(23)–Te(2)–C(8) 87.38(5) 117158, 117159 and 117160.
Te(1)–S(1)–P(1) 102.96(3)
Te(2)–S(2)–P(2) 108.29(2)
S(1)–P(1)–C(39) 110.14(7)
S(2)–P(2)–C(40) 111.53(7) Acknowledgements
P(1)–C(39)–C(40) 111.5(1)
P(2)–C(40)–C(39) 111.0(1) The first author thanks NATO for a grant through the

Norwegian Research Council (Grant No. 126230/410) and
the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic for Grants No.
203/97/0955, 203/98/0676 and 203/99/0067. The hos-

temperature. The red precipitate was filtered off, washed pitality of the Department of Chemistry, University of
with ethanol (2310 ml) and dried under vacuum. Suitable Bergen, Norway is gratefully acknowledged.
crystals for X-ray diffraction were obtained by recrystalli-
zation from CH Cl /hexane. Yield: 0.33 g (61.2%) after a2 2
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Abstract

2-(Arylazo)pyrimidines (aapm, 3) are new N,N9- chelating ligands in the azoimine family and were reacted with RuCl in ethanol under3

refluxing conditions. Three isomers of the composition Ru(aapm) Cl have been chromatographically separated and are established as2 2

having trans–cis–cis (tcc), cis–trans–cis (ctc) and cis–cis–cis (ccc) configurations with reference to the order of coordination pairs as Cl;
N(pyrimidine), N and N(azo), N9. Two of the three isomeric structures have been confirmed by X-ray crystallography. In both of these
structures, the Ru–N(azo) distances are relatively shorter than those of Ru–N(pyrimidine), indicating stronger bonding in the former and

1the presence of a Ru-(aapm) p-interaction that is localised in the Ru-azo fragment. The isomer configuration is supported by IR and H
NMR data. The complexes exhibit t (Ru)→p*(aapm) MLCT transitions in the visible region. Redox studies show the Ru(III) /Ru(II)2

couple in the green complexes [tcc-Ru(aapm) Cl ] at 1.1–1.2 V and in the blue complexes [ctc- and ccc-Ru(aapm) Cl ] at 1.2–1.4 V2 2 2 2

versus saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and two successive azo reductions. The difference in the first metal and ligand redox potentials
is linearly correlated with n [t (Ru)→p*(aapm)].  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.CT 2

Keywords: Azopyrimidines; High potential Ru(II) complexes; Isomers; Structures

1. Introduction member of the azoimine family, 2-(arylazo)pyrimidine
(aapm, 3). Pyrimidine was chosen because of its higher

The p-acidity of the azoimine group, –N=N–C=N–, and p-acidity than that found in conventional widely used
its ability to stabilise the low valent metal redox state have pyridine bases [33–37] and also due to its biochemical
encouraged us to study its chemistry and to design a importance [38–44]. Pyrimidine is an active component
molecular architecture with this function [1–32]. An imine [38–44] of antibiotics, antimicrobials, anticonvulsants,
group in a heterocyclic backbone with a pendant azo arm, antispasmatics, antineoplastics (e.g. bleomycin) and antidi-
i.e., arylazoheterocycles, have been extensively studied abetogenics, and many derivatives have been used in seed
with respect to 2-(arylazo)pyridines (aap, 1) [1–22]. The dressings, crop-disease control and veterinary drugs etc. In
ruthenium complexes of these ligands are known in some coordination chemistry, the meta-related nitrogen in py-
detail [1–19]. Progress in the azoimine chemistry of rimidine has played an important role for connecting
azopyridines has encouraged us to explore the chemistry of different metals, transmitting antiferromagnetic interac-
this function in other heterocycles. Our first successful tions and for obtaining magnetic systems of high nuclearity
design was 2-(arylazo)imidazoles (2) [23–32]. [45–52]. Because of the peripheral N heteroatom, the

To follow our interest in azoimine compounds with excited state of the pyrimidine moiety undergoes protona-
better p-acidity than that of aap (1), we synthesised a third tion in aqueous solution and the complexes exhibit proton-

dependent photophysics and photochemistry [53]. Recent-
q ly, the design of molecular architecture with pyrimidineFor part I, see Polyhedron 18 (1999) 1909–1915.

and bipyrimidine has aroused interest in the fields of*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-0342-60810; fax: 191-0342-64452.
E-mail address: bdnuvlib@giascl01.vsnl.net.in (C. Sinha) coordination, bioinorganic and magnetochemistry [53–62]

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00189-8
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on account of their interactions with metal ions. In this with benzene and collected. Evaporation of solvent gave a
report, we describe the synthesis, spectral studies, redox gummy mass of the ligand. The yield was 1.2 g (31%).
properties and single crystal X-ray structures of 2-( p-Tollylazo)pyrimidine [ p-tapm (3b)] (28%,
ruthenium(II) complexes of 2-(arylazo)pyrimidines. gummy) and 2-( p-chlorophenylazo)pyrimidine ( p-clpapm,

3c) (40%, semi solid) were prepared similarly.

2. Experimental 2.4. Preparation of complexes tcc- and ctc-
dichlorobis[2-(phenylazo)pyrimidine]ruthenium(II),

2.1. Materials, general procedure and measurements Ru(papm) Cl (green tcc, 4a; blue ctc, 4b)2 2

2-Aminopyrimidine was purchased from Aldrich. Nitrogen gas was bubbled through a brown solution of
3Ruthenium trichloride was digested three times with conc. RuCl ?3H O (0.13 g, 0.5 mmol) in 20 cm of ethanol.3 2

3HCl and evaporated to dryness before use, as described Then, 0.22 g (1.2 mmol) of papm in 5 cm of ethanol was
previously [31]. Nitrosoaromatics were prepared using added. The mixture was refluxed under nitrogen, with
known procedures [23–26]. The purification of acetonitrile magnetic stirring, for 10 h. During this period, the solution
and the preparation of tetrabutylammonium perchlorate turned green, then bluish green with a dark precipitate. The
(TBAP) for electrochemical work were carried out as solution was cooled to room temperature, filtered, and the
before [31]. Dinitrogen was purified by bubbling it through solid was washed thoroughly with water, ethanol and
an alkaline pyrogallol solution. All other chemicals and finally with Et O. It was then dried in a vacuum desiccator2solvents were of reagent grade and were used without over P O . The dried product was dissolved in a small4 10further purification. Commercially available alumina (neu- volume of CH Cl and was chromatographed on an2 2tral) and silica gel (SRL) were used for column chroma- alumina (neutral) column (3031 cm). A blue band was
tography. Spectroscopic data were obtained using the eluted using 9:1(v /v) benzene–acetonitrile. Crystals were
following instruments: UV–Vis spectra, Shimadzu obtained by complete evaporation of the eluted solution at

21UV160A; IR spectra (KBr disk, 4000–200 cm ), FTIR room temperature. The yields were 0.125 g (47%) of green1JASCO model 420; H NMR spectra, Bruker (AC) 300 product and 0.052 g (19%) of the blue product.
MHz FTNMR spectrometer. Electrochemical measure-
ments were performed using computer-controlled PAR

2.5. Preparation of ccc-Ru(papm) Cl (4c)2 2model 270 VERSASTAT Electrochemical instruments
with Pt-bead and GC-electrodes. All measurements were

A 0.1-g (0.38 mmol) amount of RuCl ?3H O and 0.15 g3 2carried out under a dinitrogen environment at 298 K with 3(0.82 mmol) of 2-(arylazo)pyrimidine in ethanol (30 cm )reference to saturated calomel electrode (SCE) in acetoni-
were refluxed under a dinitrogen atmosphere for 3 h. Thetrile. The reported potentials are uncorrected for junction
mixture was cooled and the precipitate was filtered andpotential.
washed with pet-spirit (60–808C). The solid was then

3suspended in 60 cm of toluene and refluxed for 2 h. The2.2. Preparation of ligands
product was filtered hot and the solid was washed with
pet-spirit (60–808C). It was then dissolved in hot acetoni-2-(Arylazo)pyrimidines (3) were synthesised by con-
trile, and filtered and poured into three volumes of water.densing 2-aminopyrimidine with nitrosoaromatics. A rep-
Then the mixture was allowed to settle overnight. Theresentative case is detailed below. The available infor-
product was filtered and dried in vacuo over P O . It was4 10mation on 2-(arylazo)pyridine [20,21] served as a guide for
then dissolved in a minimum volume of CH Cl and2 2setting up experimental conditions.
chromatographed as earlier. The blue band was eluted
using a 4:1 (v /v) benzene–acetonitrile mixture. Crystals2.3. 2-(Phenylazo)pyrimidine (papm, 3a)
were obtained by complete evaporation of the eluted
solution at room temperature. The yield of ccc-Ru(papm)To a nitrogen-flushed solution of 2-aminopyrimidine

3 Cl was 0.068 g (68%).2 2(2.0 g, 0.021 mol) in dry benzene (30 cm ) with sodium (1
g) was added nitrosobenzene (2.5 g, 0.023 mol) in small

2.6. Isomer conversion, tcc (4a) (green)→ctc (4b) (blue)portions for 2 h under refluxing conditions. The reaction
was continued for 3 h and cooled to room temperature. The

Isomer conversion was carried out thermally. Onedark red solution obtained was then filtered and the filtrate
3 representative case is detailed below. The green tcc-was washed with water (3320 cm ). It was then evapo-

Ru(papm) Cl (0.1 g, 0.19 mmol) was suspended inrated to reduce the volume to 5 cm and chromatographed 2 2
3on a silica gel (60–120 mesh) column (3031 cm) prepared xylene (50 cm ) and heated to reflux for 8 h (conversion

in pet-spirit (60–808C). A light yellow band was eluted was tested by TLC). The solution was filtered and the
with pet-spirit and rejected. A red band was then eluted residue was washed with Et O. It was dissolved in a2
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minimum volume CH Cl and subjected to chromatog- puters. In both cases, hydrogen atoms were included in2 2

raphy as before. A very small green band was eluted calculated positions and refined with isotropic thermal
slowly using 19:1 (v /v) benzene–acetonitrile along with a parameters, which were |1.2 [aromatic (H)] times the
blue tail followed by a deep blue band that was eluted equivalent isotropic thermal parameters of their parent
using 9:1 (v /v) benzene–acetonitrile. This blue solution carbon atoms.
was evaporated in air at room temperature and dark
shining crystals were deposited. The yield was 0.082 g
(82%). A similar conversion of (4a)→(4c) was carried out 3. Results and discussion
on boiling toluene and the yield was 78%.

3.1. Synthesis

2.7. X-ray crystallography 2-(Arylazo)pyrimidines (aapm, 3) were synthesised by
condensing nitrosoaromatics (ArNO) with 2-amino-

Crystals that were suitable for X-ray work were grown pyrimidine in the presence of metallic sodium in dry
by slow diffusion of hexane into a dichloromethane benzene under refluxing conditions for 12 h. Purification
solution at 298 K (crystal size: tcc-Ru(papm) Cl (4a), was carried out by chromatography. The ligands are new2 2

30.1530.1530.30 mm ; ccc-Ru(papm) Cl (4c), 0.143 and act as N,N9- bidentate chelating molecules. The donor2 2
30.1730.19 mm ). Data were collected on a Siemens centres are abbreviated as N(1)(pyrimidine), N and N(azo),

SMART CCD diffractometer with graphite monochromat- N9, and the atom-numbering scheme is shown in the
˚ised Mo K radiation (l50.71073 A) at 295 K. Data on structure 3 (see Scheme 1). Ethanolic solutions of aapma

the crystals and the collection parameters are listed in react with RuCl under reflux (over N ) to afford the3 2

Table 1. The data were corrected for absorption effects by complex Ru(aapm) Cl via spontaneous reductive chela-2 2

an empirical method using azimuthal scan data. Systematic tion. Even when the ligand is used in excess of 2 mol
absences led to the identification of space groups Pbca equivalents, only Ru(aapm) Cl is isolated from this2 2

(orthorhombic crystal system) and P2 /C (monoclinic reaction. The complexes were isolated in high yield from1

crystal system), respectively. Of the 17 278 (tcc) and the reaction mixture. One isomer (green, isomer A) is
10 621 (ccc) collected reflections, 3065 and 3684 with sparingly soluble in ethanol and was isolated by filtration
I.2s(I) were used for structure solution, respectively. In from the reaction mixture. The blue filtrate was evaporated
both cases, the structures were solved by the conventional and chromatographed on an alumina column. A blue
heavy-atom method and were refined by the full-matrix isomer (isomer B) and a deep-blue isomer (isomer C) were

2least-squares method on all F data using the SHELXTL eluted using 9:1 and 4:1 (v /v) benzene–acetonitrile mix-0

5.03 package on Silicon Graphics Indigo-R4000 com- tures, respectively. The elution trend may distinguish
between the complexes based on polarity difference be-

Table 1 tween them. Thus, isomer B is less polar than isomer C.
Summarised crystallographic data for complexes 4a and 4c The reaction of Ru(DMSO) Cl and aapm in acetone4 2

Crystal parameters 4a 4c yields isomer A as the major product.
The ligands have unsymmetric bidentate N,N9- donorFormula C H Cl N Ru C H Cl N Ru 0.75(CH Cl )20 16 2 8 20 16 2 8 2 2

centres. The pseudo-octahedral dichloro species,M 540.38 604.07
Crystal system Orthorhombic Monoclinic Ru(aapm) Cl , can, in principle, occur in five geometrical-2 2
Space group Pbca P2 /c1 ly isomeric forms. Two (i and ii) of these have the RuCl2˚a /A 13.0541(2) 14.9548(6) group in the trans geometry and the other three (iii–v)˚b /A 10.5734(2) 7.9177(3)

have the RuCl group in the cis geometry. Considering the˚ 2c /A 31.1053(6) 21.6196(9)
coordinating pairs in the order of Cl, Cl; N, N; N9, N9b / 8 90 91.520(1)

3˚V /A 4293.35(13) 2558.4(2) where N represents N(pyrimidine) and N9 represents
˚l /A 0.71073 0.71073 N(azo), the configurations of these five are trans–cis–cis

23
r /mg m 1.672 1.568calcd [tcc, (i)], trans–trans–trans [ttt, (ii)], cis–trans–cis [ctc,
Z 8 4

(iii)], cis–cis–cis [ccc, (iv)] and cis–cis–trans [cct, (v)].T /K 298 298
21 Isomer A (green complex) is almost quantitativelym(Mo K )/mm 1.005 1.004a

Refined parameters 281 308 converted to isomer B on boiling in a suspension of
aR 0.0291 0.0386 xylene, while isomer C is produced when thermal trans-

bwR 0.0897 0.1107 formation is carried out in a suspension of toluene. In thecGOF 0.826 1.034
present work, three isomers were isolated that were green

a R5S[F 2F ] /SF .0 c 0 (4a–6a), blue (4b–6b) and deep blue (4c–6c) and theseb 2 2 4 1 / 2 2 2 2wR5[Sw(F 2F ) /SwF ] , w51/ [s (F )1(0.0473P) 10 c 0 0
2 2 were characterised by spectral studies (vide infra) as tcc-,14.3394P], P5(F 12F ) /3.0 c

c 1 / 2 ctc- and ccc-Ru(aapm) Cl , respectively. Two of theseGOF is defined as [w(F 2F ) /(n 2n )] , where n and n denote 2 20 c 0 v 0 v

the numbers of data and variables, respectively. three isomers, i.e., tcc-Ru(aapm) Cl (4a) are ccc-2 2
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Scheme 1.

Ru(aapm) Cl (4c), have been characterised by X-ray2 2

crystallographic methods. Crystallographic data for com-
plexes 4a and 4c are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Molecular structures

The crystal structures of the green (4a; isomer A) and
blue (4c; isomer C) isomers are shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
and bond parameters are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respec-
tively. The coordination around ruthenium is approximate-
ly octahedral. The atomic arrangement in 4a involves
sequentially two trans-chlorine, cis-pyrimidine-N(N) and
cis-azo-N(N9) and corresponds to the trans–cis–cis con-
figuration. Similarly, the arrangement in 4b is cis–cis–cis.

3.3. Green isomer, 4a

The two atomic groups Ru, Cl(1), N(1), Cl(2), N(27)
and Ru, Cl(1), N(21), Cl(2), N(7) separately constitute

˚two excellent planes (mean deviation, 0.07 A) and are
orthogonal to the third molecular plane, Ru, N(1), N(7),

˚N(27), N(21) (deviation, 0.08 A). The Ru atom is shifted Fig. 1. Crystal structure and atom-labelling scheme for tcc-Ru(papm) Cl2 2
˚by 0.04 A from the centre of gravity of the third plane (4a).
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Fig. 2. Crystal structure and atom-labelling scheme for ccc-Ru(papm) Cl (4c).2 2

towards Cl(1). The N(1)–Ru–N(27) angle is 177.63(12)8;
this deviation originates undoubtedly from the acuteTable 2

˚ [(75.78(12)8] chelate bite angle [31]. The chelate ring, Ru,Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for complex 4a, along with
˚their estimated standard deviations N(1), C(2), N(2), N(7), is planar (deviation, 0.04 A) while

Ru, N(21), C(21), C(22), N(12), N(27) is distorted to aDistances
˚Ru–N(1) 2.093(3) Ru–N(21) 2.072(3) somewhat greater extent (deviation, 0.13 A) and the

Ru–N(7) 2.000(3) Ru–N(27) 2.005(3) dihedral angle is 1698. The trans-chlorine angle is
Ru–Cl(1) 2.363(1) Ru–Cl(2) 2.401(1) 169.99(4)8. The structure of the molecule is shown in Fig.
N(2)–N(7) 1.299(5) N(22)–N(27) 1.306(5)

1 and the bond parameters are listed in Table 2.
Angles The Ru–N9[N(azo): N(7) or N(27)] bond distance
N(1)–Ru–N(7) 75.64(13) N(21)–Ru–N(7) 176.75(12) ˚(average, 2.00 A) is shorter than the Ru–N[N(pyrimidine):N(1)–Ru–Cl(1) 87.75(9) N(21)–Ru–N(27) 75.78(12)

˚N(1) or N(21)] (average, 2.08 A) bond distance by |0.08N(1)–Ru–Cl(2) 86.03(9) N(21)–Ru–Cl(1) 88.35(9)
˚Ru–N(7)–N(2) 121.2(3) N(21)–Ru–Cl(2) 85.40(9) A. The shortening may be due to greater p-backbonding,

N(7)–Ru–N(27) 105.53(13) Cl(1)–Ru–Cl(2) 169.99(4) d(Ru)→p*(azo). The N–N distance is not available for this
N(7)–Ru–Cl(1) 94.49(9) N(27)–Ru–Cl(1) 94.19(9) free ligand; however, the data available in some free azo
N(7)–Ru–Cl(2) 91.57(9) N(27)–Ru–Cl(2) 91.86(9) ˚ligands suggest that it is ca. 1.25 A [20,21]. In theN(1)–Ru–N(27) 177.63(12) Ru–N(27)–N(22) 117.6(2)

˚complex, the N–N distance is 1.299(5) A. The coordina-N(1)–Ru–N(21) 102.95(12)

tion can lead to a decrease in the N–N bond order due to
both the s-donor and p-acceptor character of the ligands,
with the latter character having a more pronounced effect,
which may be the reason for elongation (supported by

Table 3
spectral data). The pendant phenylazo rings are planar and˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for complex 4c, along with
are inclined at angles of 41 and 358 relative to the chelatedtheir estimated standard deviations
azoimine fragment, suggesting stereochemically nonequi-

Distances
valent C–H functions. Two cis-phenylazo planes are semi-Ru–N(1) 2.047(3) Ru–Cl(1) 2.394(1)
parallel and are inclined at an angle of 228. The minimumRu–N(21) 2.027(3) Ru–Cl(2) 2.401(1)

˚Ru–N(7) 1.971(3) N(2)–N(7) 1.286(5) distance between the centroid of phenyl rings is 3.716 A.
Ru–N(27) 2.014(3) N(22)–N(27) 1.295(5)

Angles
N(1)–Ru–N(7) 76.50(14) N(1)–Ru–N(21) 96.27(14) 3.4. Blue isomer, 4c
N(1)–Ru–Cl(1) 94.62(11) N(21)–Ru–N(27) 77.01(13)
N(1)–Ru–Cl(2) 84.91(11) N(21)–Ru–Cl(1) 84.06(10) The atomic groups Ru, Cl(2), N(27), N(21) (mean
N(7)–Ru–Cl(1) 170.58(10) N(21)–Ru–Cl(2) 172.75(9) ˚deviation, 0.08 A) and Ru, Cl(1), N(27), N(7), N(1) (meanN(7)–Ru–Cl(2) 87.38(11) N(27)–Ru–Cl(1) 87.02(9)

˚deviation, 0.09 A) constitute two almost orthogonal (di-Ru–N(7)–N(2) 121.00(3) N(27)–Ru–Cl(2) 102.04(10)
N(7)–Ru–N(27) 102.18(13) Ru–N(27)–N(22) 117.6(3) hedral angle, 888) planes. The third plane, Ru, Cl(1),
N(7)–Ru–N(21) 99.85(14) N(1)–Ru–N(27) 172.91(14) ˚N(21), N(7), Cl(2) (mean deviation, 0.08 A), is less
Cl(1)–Ru–Cl(2) 88.72(4) orthogonal (dihedral angles, 98.78 and 82.68, respectively,
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with earlier planes). The structure is shown in Fig. 2 and ly, centred primarily on the azo group. Thus, the transitions
the bond parameters are listed in Table 3. The trans angles in the complexes at around 400 nm are probably of ligand
around the ruthenium centre in the planes range from origin and were not considered further. The green com-

4170.58 to 172.918, indicating distortion from rectilinear plexes (4a–6a) show an intense (e|10 ) band in the region
geometry. The chelate angles extended by azopyrimidine 62365 nm, along with a weak shoulder at around 72664

3are 76.5(1)8 and 77.0(1)8 and are considerably deviated nm (e|10 ), and are assigned to the t (Ru)→ p*(L)2

from the ideal octahedral geometry. As a consequence of (MLCT) transition, where the p* orbital has a large azo
the constraint of the bite angle, the ligands are bent back character [31]. Blue complexes exist in two isomeric forms

4from the coordinated chlorides. The chelate rings, Ru, and both exhibit highly intense (e|10 ) MLCT transitions
˚N(1), C(2), N(2), N(7) (mean deviation, 0.05 A) and Ru, at higher energies compared to the green complex: the

˚N(21), C(22), N(22), N(27) (mean deviation, 0.08 A), are main band is observed in the range 580–595 nm while a
3planar and the dihedral angle is 738. It is noticeable that weak shoulder (e|10 ) appears in the range 760–830 nm.

most of the distortions away from octahedral positions The energy of the MLCT transition is symmetry-dependent
arising out of the larger angular distortions are associated [63–65]. The X-ray structural study (vide supra) confirms
with the azo nitrogens rather than the pyrimidine nitrogens that isomer A belongs to tcc-Ru(aapm) Cl (C symmetry)2 2 2

[N(7)–Ru–N(27), 102.18(13)8; N(1)–Ru–N(21), and that isomer C belongs to ccc-Ru(aapm) Cl (C2 2 1

96.27(14)8]. The cis-chloro angle of 88.72 (4)8 is very symmetry) configurations, respectively. It is evident from
nearly the ideal octahedral angle and is comparable to IR data that isomer B has a cis-RuCl configuration, thus,2

reported values [31]. The chelate rings are planar (mean it may be of either the cct or ctc type (both belong to C2
˚ symmetry). The less symmetric ccc isomer should exhibitdeviation, 0.06 A) and are inclined at an angle of 738. The

a stronger interaction compared to the other isomers. OnN–N distance is shorter than that in its green counterpart.
˚ comparing our results with results reported for similarThe Ru–N(pyrimidine) distances (2.047, 2.027 A) are

˚ systems [6–19,31], ruthenium(II)–arylazopyridine com-longer than those of Ru–N(azo) (1.971, 2.014 A) and this
plexes, we may conclude that isomer B is ctc-is an indication of an M–L p-interaction that is localised
Ru(aapm) Cl . However, we have no structural evidence toin the M–azo fragment. The Ru–Cl distance is comparable 2 2

support this. The ccc-Ru(aapm) Cl isomer exhibits awith the reported values [20,21,31]. The pendant phenyl 2 2

transition at a higher energy (|10 nm) than that of the ctcrings are planar and are inclined at an acute angle with the
isomer. The more intense band at the higher energy isrespective chelate rings. The dihedral angles between the
believed to be the spin-allowed singlet–singlet transitionchelate ring and the corresponding phenyl ring are 51.6
and the weaker band at lower energy could be theand 23.28.
corresponding singlet–triplet transition mode, which is
allowed by the strong spin–orbit coupling in ruthenium

3.5. Spectra [31].
1The H NMR spectra of the ligands and complexes were

The green complexes exhibit a single, intense, sharp compared to determine the binding mode and stereo-
21stretching frequency in the range 325–300 cm that can chemistry of the complexes. The proton-numbering pattern

be assigned to n(Ru–Cl) and a band in the region 235–220 is shown in aapm (3) and are assigned on the basis of
21cm that is due to n(Ru–N)(pyrimidine). The blue spin–spin interaction and changes therein on substitution.

complexes exhibit two Ru–Cl stretches in the ranges The spectrum of the ligand is cleanly divided into two
21330–300 and 280–250 cm , supporting the cis-RuCl parts (Table 5). The downfield portion is due to the2

configuration. All of the complexes exhibit intense bands pyrimidine protons (4-6-H) [38–44] and the upfield signals
21at 1580 and 1400 cm , corresponding to C=N and N=N refer to azoaryl protons (8-12-H). Aryl protons are affected

stretchings, respectively. Heterocyclic ring deformations by substitution; 9- and 11-H are mostly perturbed due to
are observed at the usual positions [38–44], i.e., 1540, changes in the electronic properties of the substituents in

211480, 1290, 1190, 1164, 1090, 1010, 965 cm etc. The the 10-position. The proton’s movement is corroborated
21ligands (3) exhibit a sharp band at 1420–1440 cm , with the electromeric effect of the group. In the complexes,

corresponding to N=N, and C=N appears as a single sharp, 4- and 6-H are downfield-shifted whereas 5-H either
21intense stretch at around 1600 cm . In the complexes, remains unshifted or moves upfield relative to the free

21
n(N=N) is red shifted by 25–30 cm , which is a good ligand values. The Ar-Me signal has been particularly
indication of N-coordination. useful in determining isomer configuration. The tcc- and

UV–visible spectral studies of the complexes reveal ctc-Ru( p-tapm) Cl have C -symmetry and a single Ar-2 2 2

absorptions within the range 200–900 nm (Table 4). The Me signal while ccc-Ru( p-tapm) Cl is C -symmetric and2 2 1

free ligands exhibit transitions at 360–370 nm (e|20,000) is expected to exhibit two -Me signals of equal intensities
and 430–450 nm (e|500), which are due to intraligand (Fig. 3). This is indeed observed. The aryl protons 9,11-
charge transfer transitions, p→p* and n→p*, respective- (99,119-)H in Ru(aapm) Cl resonate symmetrically at a2 2
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Table 4
a b c–eAnalytical , UV–Vis spectral and voltammetric data

23 21 21Compound Analysis (%) l , nm (10 e, M cm ) Ru(III) /Ru(II) Ligand reductionmax
M LE (DE, mV) 2E , V (DE , mV)1 / 2 1 / 2 pC H N

3a papm 65.18 4.30 30.39 431(0.42), 355(19.85), 225(7.46) 1.14(130), 1.42(170)
(65.21) (4.35) (30.43)

3b p-tapm 66.68 5.00 28.26 446(0.51), 360(26.72), 224(8.98) 1.19(140), 1.37(180)
(66.66) (5.05) (28.28)

3c p-Clpapm 54.90 3.18 25.65 447(0.26), 370(12.20), 224(3.85) 1.09(150), 1.30(180)
(54.92) (3.20) (25.63)

4a tcc-Ru(papm) Cl 44.46 2.94 20.71 723(5.44), 28(10.80), 433(11.13), 1.08(77) 0.48(120), 0.69(170),2 2
e(44.44) (2.96) (20.74) 251(17.69) 1.21

f4b ctc-Ru(papm) Cl 44.40 2.97 20.73 830(0.82) , 592(7.71), 403(8.73), 1.24(80) 0.40(87), 0.61(104),2 2
e(44.44) (2.96) (20.74) 372(13.63), 251(14.34) 1.32

f4c ccc-Ru(papm) Cl 44.47 3.00 20.73 809(0.82) , 575(7.70), 416(8.96), 1.31(63) 0.41(76), 0.81(80),2 2
e(44.44) (2.96) (20.74) 372(15.43), 252(17.49) 1.38

5a tcc-Ru( p-tapm) Cl 46.50 3.51 19.70 724(4.81), 625(11.46), 448(12.04), 1.00(85) 0.54(80), 1.06(67),2 2
e(46.48) (3.52) (19.72) 372(15.69), 257(17.75) 1.43

f5b ctc-Ru( p-tapm) Cl 46.47 3.53 19.74 838(0.79) , 595(8.05), 425(11.35) 1.18(80) 0.53(90), 0.78(120),2 2
e(46.48) (3.52) (19.72) 375(16.82), 250(18.20) 1.31

f5c ccc-Ru( p-tapm) Cl 46.50 3.51 19.71 820(1.08) , 587(9.47), 437(13.15), 1.21(88) 0.46(90), 1.10(66),2 2
e(46.48) (3.52) (19.72) 397(21.62), 252(20.13) 1.42

6a tcc-Ru( p-Clpapm) Cl 39.41 2.32 18.41 732(4.84), 623(10.51), 441(12.10), 1.17(100) 0.41(100), 0.64(120),2 2
e(39.40) (2.30) (18.39) 391(15.65), 251(22.49) 1.14

f6b ctc-Ru( p-Clpapm) Cl 39.42 2.28 18.38 842(0.86) , 588(8.33), 406(12.90) 1.34(102) 0.35(90), 0.54(110),2 2
e(39.40) (2.30) (18.39) 368(18.67), 252(17.32) 1.20

f6c ccc-Ru( p-Clpapm) Cl 39.39 2.29 18.41 760(1.23) , 580(6.17), 428(8.34), 1.40(81) 0.34(88), 0.51(90)2 2
e(39.40) (2.30) (18.39) 388(12.22), 254(15.14) 1.25

a Calculated values are given in parentheses.
b In CH CN.3
c Meaning and units of the symbols are the same as in text.
d 23 21Solvent in CH CN. Supporting electrolyte, TBAP (0.01 M); solute concentration, 10 M; scan rate, 0.05 V s .3
e Cathodic peak potential E , V.pc
f Shoulder.

Table 5
1 aH NMR data for the compounds [d /ppm, (J /Hz)]

b c b b bCompound 4-H 5-H 6-H 8-H 9-H 10-H 11-H 12-H Ar-Me
d c d c3a 8.24 (7.0) 8.10 8.24 (7.0) 7.83 (9.0) 7.45 (8.0) 7.58 7.45 (8.0) 7.83 (9.0)
d3b 8.20 (7.4) 8.10 8.20 (7.4) 7.80 (9.0) 7.31 (8.0) 7.31 (8.0) 7.80 (9.0) 2.43
d3c 8.30 (7.8) 8.14 8.30 (7.8) 7.88 (8.0) 7.54 (8.0) 7.54 (8.0) 7.88 (8.0)

d4a 8.92 (7.5) 7.78 (8.0) 9.15 (9.0) 7.59 (7.5) 7.00 (7.8) 7.24 7.00 (7.8) 7.69 (7.5)
d4b 9.06 (9.0) 7.85 (7.5) 9.88 (9.0) 7.66 (7.5) 7.18 (7.5) 7.39 7.15 (7.5) 7.82 (7.5)
d4c 9.17 (9.0) 7.88 (8.4) 9.95 (9.0) 7.71 (7.5) 7.23 (8.0) 7.41 7.23 (8.0) 9.98 (7.5)

5a 8.85 (8.4) 7.69 (8.4) 9.02 (9.0) 7.52 (7.5) 6.65 (7.5) 6.65 (7.5) 7.61 (7.5) 2.48
5b 8.97 (8.1) 7.75 (8.1) 9.75 (9.0) 7.60 (8.4) 6.82 (8.4) 6.82 (8.4) 7.77 (8.4) 2.53
5c 9.00 (8.4) 7.81 (7.5) 9.83 (8.4) 7.69 (7.5) 6.91 (7.5) 6.91 (7.5) 7.92 (7.5) 2.65, 2.52
6a 8.92 (7.8) 7.77 (8.4) 9.22 (9.0) 7.58 (7.8) 7.06 (7.5) 7.66 (7.5) 7.68 (7.8)
6b 9.08 (8.4) 7.88 (8.4) 9.90 (8.4) 7.68 (7.8) 7.21 (7.8) 7.21 (7.8) 7.84 (7.8)
6c 9.19 (9.0) 7.91 (7.8) 9.98 (9.0) 7.74 (7.5) 7.25 (7.8) 7.25 (7.8) 7.96 (7.5)

a Solvent in CDCl .3
b Doublet.
c Triplet.
d Multiplet.
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Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammogram in MeCN (0.1 M TBAP) at a Pt-bead
23working electrode. The solute concentration and scan rate are 10 M and

2150 mV s , respectively. (i) tcc-Ru(papm) Cl (4a) (green) (———); (ii)2 2

ctc-Ru(papm) Cl (4b) (blue) (- - -) and (iii) ccc-Ru(papm) Cl (4c)2 2 2 2

(deep blue) (– ? –).

tions are cis oriented and a back-bonding interaction may
occur with two different dp-orbitals, which may lead to an
increase in the effective charge on the ruthenium centre.

Fig. 3. Ar-Me signal of ccc-Ru( p-tapm) Cl (5c) in CDCl showing2 2 3 The ccc isomer shows a higher Ru(III) /Ru(II) coupleinequivalence character.
(0.07–0.1 V) than that of the ctc isomer. This may be due
to reduced symmetry (C -symmetry) in ccc isomer relative1

single position, while 8-(89-)H and 12-(129-)H resonate to ctc (C -symmetry) isomer, which may lead to a better2

asymmetrically, which is indicative of a magnetically Ru–L interaction. This is also supported by electronic
different environment. The 12-(129-)H is stereochemically spectral data.
nearer than 8-(89-)H to the metal centre. In blue complexes The Ru(III) /Ru(II) redox potential of the present exam-
(ctc- and ccc-isomers), the steric effect induces more ples is the highest amongst the known complexes of the
distortion and is reflected from greater separation in signal azoimine system. The higher p-acidity of azoimine com-
resonance of 12-(129-)H and 8-(89-)H. The separation pared to bipyridine is reflected by the higher potential of
follows the order ccc.ctc.tcc and average values are 75, the former [20,21]. Ru(aai) Cl shows the couple in the2 2

48 and 30 Hz, respectively. range 0.6–0.9 V; while arylazopyridine complexes,
Ru(aap) Cl , are exhibited the same at 0.9–1.2 V. The2 2

present complexes Ru(aapm) Cl exhibit the highest po-2 23.6. Electrochemistry and correlation with electronic
tential (1.1–1.4 V) in this family. This is in accord withspectra
the p-acidity order [36,37] of the ligands: bipyridine,

azoimidazole,azopyridine,azopyrimidine. The azo-The electrochemical behaviour of the complexes in
pyrimidine ligands thus stabilise (with respect to oxidation)MeCN was examined by cyclic voltammetry. The volt-
ruthenium (II) better than the azopyridines.ammogram displayed metal oxidations on the positive side

In the potential range 0.0–1.8 V, reductive responses areand the ligand reductions on the negative with respect to
observed under similar conditions using a glassy carbonSCE. The results are given in Table 4 and a representative
working electrode. The reduced species appears to be lessvoltammogram is shown in Fig. 4.
stable and, on scan reversal, multiple anodic responses areIn the potential range 10.5 to 12.0 V at a scan rate 50

21 observed. The reduction responses were compared with themV s in acetonitrile, one reversible-to-quasireversible
results for free ligands. The free ligand displays two(peak-to-peak separation DE , 60–100 mV) oxidativep
quasireversible one-electron cyclic voltammetric responsesresponse is observed corresponding to the couple (1) at the
with peak-to-peak separation in the range 130–180 mV,platinum disc electrode surface.
corresponding to the couples in Eq. (2):

1 2Ru (aapm) Cl 1 e áRu (aapm) Cl (1)2 2 2 2 2 2e e
2 22aapmáaapm áaapm (2)

The data (Table 4) reveal that the blue complexes (ctc
and ccc) exhibit higher potentials by 0.1–0.2 V than the The formal potentials of these couples are 21.2 and
green complexes. In the blue isomers, the two azo func- 21.4 V, respectively, which are less than that of the
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Abstract

i iNickel(II) benzylisopropyldithiocarbamate complexes of the composition [Ni(bz Prdtc) ], [NiCl(bz Prdtc)(PPh )]?CHCl and2 3 3
i i 2[NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] (X5Cl, Br, I, NCS; bz5C H , Pr5C H , dtc5S CN , PPh 5triphenylphosphine) have been synthesized. The3 7 7 3 7 2 3

complexes have been characterized by elemental analyses, IR and electronic spectroscopies, thermal analysis, magnetochemical and
i iconductivity measurements. A single crystal X-ray analysis of the [NiCl(bz Prdtc)(PPh )]?CHCl , [NiBr(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] and3 3 3

i[NiI(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] confirms four-coordinated nickel in a distorted square-planar arrangement with the NiS PX chromophore.  19993 2

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel(II) benzylisopropyldithiocarbamate complexes; Synthesis; Study; X-ray structure

1. Introduction LANCASTER Co., nitromethane and triphenylphosphine
from FLUKA Co., the remaining reagents from LA-

Recently, the unsymmetrical Ni(II) dithiocarbamate CHEMA Co. All reagents were of p.a. purity.
complexes of the type [Ni(NO)(HRdtc)(PPh )] (R5Me,3

Et, Pr, Bu, Ph, p-ClPh, p-MeOPh [1],
2.2. Syntheses[Ni(NCS)(HRdtc)(PPh )] (R5Et, Bu) [2],3

[NiX(HRdtc)(PPh )] (X5Cl, Br, I, R5Me, Et, Pr, Bu, Ph,3

ip-ClPh, p-MeOPh [3] and [Ni(NO )(HRdtc)(PBu )] (R52 3 2.2.1. Preparation of [Ni(bz Prdtc) ]2i sMe, Et, Pr, Bu) were studied [4]. However, no information The compound was prepared by the reaction of CS (502about the complexes of the [NiX(R R dtc)(PPh ) type1 2 3 mmol) with N-benzylisopropylamine (50 mmol) in EtOH
3were found in the literature. Therefore, the aim of this (25 cm ). A warm water solution of NiCl ?6H O (252 2

3work was detailed study of the coordination compounds of mmol in 50 cm ) was added after 15 min. The deep-greenicomposition [NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )], including the influ-3 substance was formed and after standing for 1 h it was
ence of X-donor atom on the structure and properties of filtered off, washed by warm water until negative reaction

2the complexes. on Cl ions and dried under an IR lamp at 408C (nearly
quantitative yield).

2. Experimental
i2.2.2. Preparation of [NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] (X5Cl, Br,3

2.1. Materials I, NCS)
These compounds were synthesized by the reaction of

iN-benzylisopropylamine (97%) was purchased from suspension of fine pulverized complexes [Ni(bz Prdtc) ] (12

mmol) and [NiX (PPh ) ] (1 mmol) [5] in CHCl (252 3 2 3
3cm ). The mixture was stirred till all components were*Corresponding author. Tel.: 142-68-563-4353; fax: 142-68-522-

dissolved. After filtration, an Et O was added to creation a5737. 2

´ˇE-mail address: kamen@risc.upol.cz (J. Kamenıcek) slight turbidity. Then, the solution was left to crystallize at

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00188-6
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room temperature. The formed crystals were filtered, PARST95 program [10]. All of important crystallographic
washed by Et O and dried under an IR lamp at 408C (yield parameters are summarised in Table 1.2

76–80%). Single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were
obtained by recrystallization from a CHCl /Et O mixture3 2

(5:1). 3. Results and discussion

Composition and analytical data for all complexes are
2.2.3. Physical measurements given in Table 2, and the important results of physico–

The content of nickel was estimated by the chelatomet- chemical studies are shown in Table 3.
ric titration on murexid as an indicator, while chlorine and All prepared compounds are diamagnetic and behave as

¨bromine were determined according Schoniger’s method complex non-electrolytes [11]. Slightly increased values of
i[6]. The elemental analyses (C, H, N, S) were performed molar conductivities for [NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] could be3

on an EA 1108 instrument (FISONS). All physico-chemi- explain as a consequence of partial dissociation in the
cal measurements were carried out using the same devices solvent:
as in the previous work [7].

i i 1 2[NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )]á[Ni(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] 1 X3 3

2.3. X-ray crystallography From Table 3, it follows that this dissociation increases
in the order NCS,Cl,Br,I. The results of magneto-

X-ray measurements were performed on a KUMA KM- chemical and conductivity measurements show that nickel
4 diffractometer with graphite monochromated Mo K atom is coordinated in the square-planar arrangement witha

˚ NiS chromophore in the case of the complex 1 andradiation (l50.71073 A) using an v /2u scan technique. 4

NiS PX in remaining complexes 2–6. This assumption isThe structures were solved by the direct method using the 2

supported by results of the electron spectroscopy; theSHELX-97 program [8]. The structures were refined
21strong bands in the 15 700–20 500 cm region can beanisotropically by the full-matrix least-square procedure on

2 attributed to the d–d electron transitions for Ni(II) square-F using SHELXL-97 program [9]. Most of H-atoms were
planar complexes [4,12]. The maxima between 28 700–found from differential Fourier maps and they were refined

2140 000 cm are connected with intraligand transitions inisotropically. Additional calculations were made using

Table 1
iCrystal data and structure refinement for [NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )], X5Cl, Br, I3

Molecular formula C H Cl NNiPS C H BrNNiPS C H INNiPS30 30 4 2 29 29 2 29 29 2

Formula weight 700.15 625.24 672.23
Temperature (K) 295(2) 291(2) 293(2)

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic Monoclinic

]
Space group P2 /a P1 P2 /c1 1

Unit cell dimensions a511.975(2) a510.1391(13) a58.969(2)
˚(A, 8) b510.001(2) b510.851(2) b519.356(4)

c526.698(5) c514.105(2) c516.960(3)
a590 a5109.08(2) a590
b 596.080(3) b 591.512(12) b 596.46(3)
g 590 g 5105.52(2) g 590

3˚Volume (A ); Z 3179(2); 4 1402.0(4); 2 2925.6(10); 4
Crystal size (mm) 0.2530.2030.07 0.7030.2530.20 0.430.430.3
u range for data collection (8) 3.6 to 25.5 1.5 to 27.6 1.6 to 25.1
Index ranges 115h514 2135h51 215h510

2125k512 2135k514 2155k50
2325l520 2185l518 2165l516

Reflections collected 14714 7429 4625
Independent reflections 5385 [R(int)50.1124] 6496 [R(int)50.0238] 3926[R(int)50.0376]
Data / restraints /parameters 5385/0 /374 6496/0 /432 3926/0 /345

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.286 1.019 1.027
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0933 R150.0318 R150.0302

wR250.1933 wR250.0855 wR250.0837
R indices (all data) R150.1756 R150.0915 R150.0449

wR250.2281 wR250.1037 wR250.0900
Largest peak and hole 0.753;20.722 0.462;20.591 0.630;20.358

23˚(e.A )
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Table 2
The results of elemental analyses

aCompound Ni C H N S X
Found (calcd.)%

i1, [Ni(bz Prdtc) ] 11.3 (11.6) 51.7 (52.1) 5.5 (5.6) 5.2 (5.5) 24.7 (25.3)2
i2, [NiCl(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] 9.8 (10.1) 59.9 (60.0) 5.0 (5.0) 2.1 (2.4) 11.5 (11.0) 5.8 (6.1)3
i3, [NiCl(bz Prdtc)(PPh )]?CHCl 8.5 (8.4) 51.9 (51.4) 4.3 (4.3) 1.8 (2.0) 9.8 (9.2) 19.8 (20.2)3 3
i4, [NiBr(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] 9.7 (9.4) 55.4 (55.7) 5.1 (4.7) 2.2 (2.2) 9.7 (10.3) 13.1 (12.8)3

i5, [NiI(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] 9.0 (8.7) 52.3 (51.8) 4.7 (4.4) 2.4 (2.1) 9.1 (9.5)3
i6, [Ni(NCS)(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] 9.3 (9.7) 59.7 (59.7) 4.6 (4.8) 4.8 (4.6) 15.5 (15.9)3

a X5Cl, Br.

Table 3
aThe results of physico–chemical studies

b 21 cCompound l IR (cm ) UV/VIS T ColorM
2 21 3 21(S cm mol ) (310 cm ) (8C)

n(CiS) n(CiN)
d1 2.6 999 w 1540 w 15.7; 24.7; 28.7 80 deep green
e2 6.4 992 m 1526 m 19.5; 29.1 140 violet

e4 12.5 988 m 1516 w 19.2; 28.7; 36.8; 37.6 180 violet
e5 13.2 988 m 1511 m 19.4; 24.4; 29.2; 30.5; 36.8; 37.6 190 violet

e6 4.5 990 m 1515 w 20.5; 28.6; 36.8 130 red
a Compound 3 is not included (small amount of crystal available).
b In nujol.
c The beginning of thermal decomposition.
d Measured in dimethylformamide solution.
e Measured in nitromethane solution.

2 Table 4the S CN group [13]. In the IR spectra of all the2 i˚21 Selected bond lengths [A] for [NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] (X5Cl, Br, I)3complexes maxima at 1540–1511 cm and at 999–990
21 Bond Cl Br Icm were observed. They are characteristic for dithio-

carbamates and can be assigned to [n(CiN)] and Ni(1)–S(1) 2.176(3) 2.1851(10) 2.1882(12)
[nCiS)], respectively [3,14]. Middle absorption peaks for Ni(1)–P(1) 2.195(3) 2.2023(9) 2.2094(12)

21 21 Ni(1)–S(2) 2.215(3) 2.2205(8) 2.2087(12)complex VI at 2080 cm [n(C;N)] and 835 cm
Ni(1)–X(1) 2.189(3) 2.3153(7) 2.5257(8)[n(C–S)] may imply the assumption that the NCS
S(1)–C(1) 1.722(10) 1.720(3) 1.724(4)

group is coordinated to the nickel via nitrogen atom S(2)–C(1) 1.714(11) 1.711(3) 1.709(5)
[15]. It was recently confirmed by X-ray analysis of similar P(1)–C(21) 1.822(11) 1.817(3) 1.828(4)

P(1)–C(31) 1.819(11) 1.825(3) 1.851(4)complexes [Ni(NCS)(Bu dtc)(PPh )] and [Ni(NCS)2 3
P(1)–C(11) 1.817(12) 1.826(3) 1.828(4)(plddtc)(PPh )] (Bu5n-C H , pld5C H ) [2,16].3 4 9 4 8

i N(1)–C(1) 1.326(14) 1.316(4) 1.325(5)The thermal decomposition of [Ni(bz prdtc) ] starts at2 N(1)–C(40) 1.498(13) 1.475(4) 1.475(5)
808C. The TG-curve exhibits a plateau in the interval N(1)–C(2) 1.472(13) 1.499(4) 1.479(6)
410–4608C, which can be probably due to formation of
NiS (loss of mass found/calcd.573.7 /73.8%). The de-2

obtain crystals suitable for X-ray measurements and manycomposition was not complete till 10008C. The thermal
attempts to obtain a crystal of better quality were unsuc-degradations of remaining complexes 2–6 start at 130–
cessful). In contrast to 4 and 5, the structure of 3 contains1908C and its thermal stability increases depending on X:
chloroform as solvent situated out of the coordinationNCS,Cl,Br,I. The thermolysis is continual, without
sphere–the chlorine derivative without solvent 2 gives atransient intermediates.
very poor crystals without a chance of solving the X-rayThe results of X-ray analysis of complexes 3, 4, and 5
structure.(Tables 4 and 5; Figs. 1–3) confirm previous assumptions

As expected, the Ni(1)–X(1) bond lengths increase inof distorted square–planar arrangement of nickel in these
order to larger atomic radius in the series Cl,Br,I andcompounds. This fact is apparent from the different values
the length of Ni(1)–P(1) bond, too, whereas theof the bond lengths and angles between nickel and
S(2)Ni(1)X(1) angles are slightly decreasing.Very interest-coordinated atoms of ligands and from deviations of atoms
ing is the fact that the Ni(1)–S(1) and Ni(1)–S(2) bondfrom LSQ-plane Ni(1)S(1)S(2)P(1)X(1) (Table 6). The
lengths are not equivalent. For all three solved structuresrelatively high value of R1 in the case 3 can be explained
are the Ni(1)–S(1) distances significantly shorter in com-by the poor quality of crystal (it was a great problem to
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Table 5
iSelected angles [8] for [NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )], (X5Cl, Br, I)3

Angle Cl Br I

S(1)–Ni(1)–P(1) 95.29(12) 92.14(3) 95.86(5)
S(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 78.83(12) 78.05(3) 78.13(5)
P(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 170.18(13) 169.49(3) 173.95(5)
S(1)–Ni(1)–X(1) 171.80(13) 170.87(3) 169.13(3)
P(1)–Ni(1)–X(1) 92.66(12) 96.84(3) 94.96(4)
S(2)–Ni(1)–X(1) 93.02(12) 92.87(3) 91.06(4)
C(1)–S(1)–Ni(1) 86.8(4) 87.47(10) 87.2(2)
C(1)–S(2)–Ni(1) 85.8(4) 86.53(10) 86.92(13)
C(21)–P(1)–C(31) 101.0(5) 105.45(14) 103.1(2)
C(21)–P(1)–C(11) 106.6(5) 103.12(14) 105.9(2)
C(31)–P(1)–C(11) 106.6(5) 103.98(13) 103.0(2) iFig. 3. Molecular structure of [NiI(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] with the atom3C(21)–P(1)–Ni(1) 121.3(4) 109.25(10) 115.05(14) numbering scheme (thermal ellipsoids are drawn at 30% probability
C(31)–P(1)–Ni(1) 115.1(4) 111.84(9) 115.16(12) level).
C(11)–P(1)–Ni(1) 105.2(4) 121.79(9) 113.22(13)
C(1)–N(1)–C(40) 119.4(9) 120.7(2) 119.7(4)
C(1)–N(1)–C(2) 121.5(9) 119.0(2) 120.7(3)
C(40)–N(1)–C(2) 119.1(9) 119.8(2) 119.6(3) Table 6
N(1)–C(1)–S(2) 126.2(8) 126.9(2) 126.9(3) Deviations of atoms from the LSQ Ni(1)S(1)S(2)P(1)X-plane in

iN(1)–C(1)–S(1) 125.4(8) 125.1(2) 125.3(3) ˚[NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )], (X5Cl, Br, I) [A]3
S(2)–C(1)–S(1) 108.4(6) 107.9(2) 107.7(2)

Atom Cl Br I

Ni(1) 0.045(4) 20.025(5) 0.005(6)
S(1) 0.023(8) 20.001(14) 20.029(13)
S(2) 20.108(8) 0.051(11) 0.021(14)
P(1) 20.107(9) 0.049(11) 0.012(12)
X(1) 0.012(9) 0.002(6) 20.003(4)

parison to Ni(1)–S(2) ones (see Table 4). This fact was at
first described for dithiocarbamates of the type
[NiX(R R dtc)(PPh )] [2].1 2 3

A significant deal of p-bonds in C(1)–N(1), C(1)–S(1)
and C(1)–S(2) was found. The lengths of the simple

˚ ˚s(N–C) and (C–S) bonds are 1.47 A and 1.81 A,
respectively [17]. For comparison, the appropriate values

˚ ˚are in pyridine 1.339 A, thiophene 1.718 A [18]. We have
found, that complexes 3, 4, 5 form hydrogen bondsiFig. 1. Molecular structure of [NiCl(bz Prdtc)(PPh )]?CHCl with the3 3 between the both S(1), S(2) atoms and C(2), C(40) atomsatom numbering scheme (thermal ellipsoids are drawn at 30% probability
respectively. Moreover, compound 3 exhibits intramolecu-level).
lar hydrogen bonds between Cl(1) and C(26); Cl(1) and
C(50) from solvent molecule. Some intermolecular con-
tacts between Cl(3) and C(22); Cl(4) and C(3) were
observed, too (Table 7, interpretation according [19]). This
fact can be explained by increased electronegativity of
chlorine in comparison to bromine and iodine.

Supplementary data

Crystallographic data are available from the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC), 12 Union Road,

i Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposi-Fig. 2. Molecular structure of [NiBr(bz Prdtc)(PPh )] with the atom3
tion numbers 115882 (for 5), 115883 (for 4) and 115884numbering scheme (thermal ellipsoids are drawn at 30% probability

level). (for 3).
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Table 7
i a˚Hydrogen bonds (distances in A and angles in 8) in [NiX(bz Prdtc)(PPh )], (X5Cl, Br, I)3

D–H D–A H . . . A /DHA

Cl
bC(2)–H(2) C(2) . . . S(1) H(2) . . . S(1) C(2)–H(2) . . . S(1)

0.96(22) 3.10(9) 2.59(2) 112.5(1.9)
bC(40)–H(40A) C(40) . . . S(2) H(40A) . . . S(2) C(40)–H(40A) . . . S(2)

1.03(21) 3.08(7) 2.55(8) 111.5(1.7)
bC(26)–H(26) C(26) . . . Cl(1) H(26) . . . Cl(1) C(26)–H(26) . . . Cl(1)

0.96(24) 3.44(18) 2.72(3) 131.8(1.2)
bC(50)–H(50) C(50) . . . Cl(1) H(50) . . . Cl(1) C(50)–H(50) . . . Cl(1)

1.10(20) 3.46(22) 2.94(4) 109.4(1.0)
cC(3)–H(3B) C(3) . . . Cl(4) H(3B) . . . Cl(4) C(3)–H(3B) . . . Cl(4)

0.96(28) 3.71(17) 2.90(38) 142.7(1.4)
cC(22)–H(22) C(22) . . . Cl(3) H(22) . . . Cl(3) C(22)–H(22) . . . Cl(3)

1.11(26) 3.76(29) 2.77(11) 147.9(4.4)

Br
bC(2)–H(2) C(2) . . . S(1) H2 . . . S1 C(2)–H(2) . . . S(1)

0.96(28) 3.04(2) 2.50(13) 115.5(3.0)
bC(40)–H(40A) C(40) . . . S(2) H40A . . . S2 C(40)–H(40A) . . . S(2)

0.96(6) 3.10(2) 2.61(26) 111.8(2.8)

I
bC(2)–H(2) C(2) . . . S1 H2 . . . S1 C(2)–H(2) . . . S(1)

0.90(48) 3.07(1) 2.56(18) 116.9(8.8)
bC(40)–H(40B) C(40) . . . S2 H40B . . . S2 C(40)–H(40B) . . . S(2)

0.87(28) 3.08(5) 2.49(34) 125.2(7.6)
a D5donor; A5acceptor.
b Intramolecular contacts.
c Intermolecular contacts.
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Abstract

The reactions between niobium pentachloride or NbCl (THF) and [(Et N) TaCl ] with various lithium guanidinates or benzamidi-4 2 2 2 3 2

nates were investigated. [NbCl hRNCR9NRj ] [R5Cy (Cyclohexyl), R95N(SiMe ) (1); R5SiMe , R95p-tolyl (2)]2 2 3 2 3

[TaCl hMe SiNC( p-tolyl)NSiMe j ] (3) and [(Et N) TaCl hRNCR9NRj] [R5SiMe , R95p-tolyl (4) and R5Cy, R95N(SiMe ) (5)]3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2
1were isolated and characterized by elemental analyses, FT-IR and H NMR or ESR spectroscopy. The molecular structure of 1

corresponds to a centrosymmetric, monomeric [NbCl hCyNC(N(SiMe ) )NCyj ] species as established by X-ray diffraction studies with2 3 2 2
˚the chloride ligands in trans positions. The guanidinate ligand displays a symmetrical s,s9-coordination behaviour (Nb-N 2.161(8) A av.)

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Niobium; Tantalum; Benzamidinates; Guanidinates

1. Introduction shown by the bisbenzamidinate tantalum(V) methyl,
methylidene and benzyl derivatives [23] and/or to undergo

Amido ligands with various denticity have received unusual reactivity as observed for multiple metal–metal
increasing attention as ancillary ligands for the develop- species. Most group 5 derivatives correspond to species in
ment of catalysts [1–3] especially for olefins polymeri- oxidation state 5 and, if some dinuclear species in low
zation or of precursors of nitrides for diffusion barriers oxidation state have been described [24,25], no species in
[4–9]. Amidines RNHC(R9)5NR and their deprotonated oxidation state 4 has been reported. The steric and (to a
anions display a great variety of coordination modes with lesser extent) electronic properties of amidinate type
transition metals [10–12]. Moreover, amidinate and related ligands can easily be tuned by the variation of C- and
type ligands, are accessible via a large range of synthetic N-substituents. Steric analysis of this ligand system places
routes such as metathesis reactions using metal halides, it as intermediate between the Cp and Cp* ligands [27,28].
insertion of carbodimides into metal–hydrogen or metal– We wish to report here the results of our investigations
alkyl bonds, insertion of nitriles into M–N bonds. Such with niobium penta or tetrachloride and bis-
ligands have been extensively used recently especially for diethylamidotantalum(V) trichloride. N,N9-bis-
group 4 and 13 metals [13–19] and to, a lesser extent for trimethylsilylbenzamidinato [ p-tolylC(NSiMe ) ] and3 2

niobium and tantalum [20–22]. Increasing interest has N,N9-bis(cyclohexyl)guanidinato hR NC(NC H ) j lig-2 6 11 2

been promoted by their ability to stabilize labile bonds as ands were chosen because of the ease of preparation of
their lithium salts and the stabilizing properties they impart
to their metallic derivatives. Various mono and bis amidi-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 133-4-7243-1570; fax: 133-4-7243-
nates derivatives have been isolated and were characterized1568.

1
E-mail address: hubert@univ-lyon1.fr (L.G. Hubert-Pfalzgraf) by microanalyses, FT-IR, H NMR or ESR spectroscopies.
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The first niobium (IV) guanidinate [NbCl hRNCR9NRj ] 118w, 1158w, 1143w, 1112w, 1025m, 1008m, 981s,2 2

(R5Cy, R95N(SiMe ) 1, and benzamidinate (R5SiMe , 949m, 929s, 906m; 838s; 761s, 717s, 689m, 643s, 607w,3 2 3

R95p-tolyl 2) were obtained. The molecular structure of 1 586w; 574w; 487m, 473s, 455m nM–N. ESR (hexane,
was established by single crystal X-ray diffraction. RT): ,g. 1.907, ,A. 107G.

Compounds 1 and 2 were slightly soluble in hexane,
more soluble in toluene, diethylether, THF and DME.

2. Experimental

2.2. Synthesis of [hMe SiNC(p-tolyl)NSiMe j TaCl ](3)3 3 2 3All manipulations were routinely performed under a
nitrogen atmosphere using Schlenk tubes and vacuum line A solution of 2.00 g (4.88 mmol) of [hMe SiNC( p-3techniques with dried and distilled solvents. NbCl (THF)4 2, tolyl)NSiMe jLi(TMEDA)] in 40 ml of Et O was added to3 2[29] [(NEt ) TaCl ] [30] and the lithium benzamidinates2 2 3 2 TaCl (0.874 g, 2.14 mmol) in 40 ml of Et O cooled at5 2[10–19] were prepared as reported in the literature.

2788C. After stirring for 12 h at room temperature,
LiCyNCR9NCy (R95N(SiMe ) ) was generated by react-3 2 filtration was achieved. The filtrate was concentrated, 3
ing 1 equivalent of LiN(SiMe ) and 1,3-dicyclohexylcar-3 2 was isolated as yellow crystals (0.85 g, 42%) at 2208C.1bodiimide. H NMR spectra were recorded on solutions on m.p. 1408C, dec 2208C. Anal. found: C, 40.68, H, 6.25; N,
a Bruker AC-200 spectrometer. Infrared spectra were 6.94, Cl, 12.51; calc. for C H N Si Cl Ta: C, 39.92, H,28 50 4 4 3registered with a Perkin Elmer Paraggon spectrometer as 215.98, N, 6.65, Cl, 12.6. IR (cm , Nujol): 1611 m, 1526m.
Nujol mulls between KBr plates. ESR spectra were

n(C5C, C5N); 1491 m, 1481 s, 1444 s, 1311 m, 1244 s
obtained on a Bruker spectrometer. Analytical data were

n(Si–Me); 1211 m, 1184 m, 1162 m, 1111 s, 1027 m, 1010
obtained from the Centre de Microanalyses du CNRS. The

m, 990 vs; 842 s, 835 s, 821 s n(Si–C), 798 m, 765 s, 730
melting points as well as the decomposition temperatures

m, 717 m, 690 m, 649 m, 624 m, 617 m; 485 m, 481 m,
were measured in capillaries and are given uncorrected. 1474 m n(M–N). H NMR (C D , 208C, ppm): 7.25 (d, J576 6

Hz, 2H, H(Ph), 6.73 [d, J57Hz, 2H, H(Ph)], 1.95 [s, 3H,
2.1. Synthesis of [hRNC(R9)NRj NbCl ], R5Cy, R952 2 Me(Ph)], 0.31 (s, 18H, MeSi).
N(SiMe ) (1) and R5SiMe , R95p-tolyl (2)3 2 3 Compound 3 has solubility properties comparable to

those of 1 and 2
A solution of 2.8 g (7.54 mmol) of

Li[CyNChN(SiMe ) jNCy] in 40 ml of diethylether was3 2

2.3. Synthesis of [(Et N) TaCl hRNC(R9)NRj], R5SiMe ,added to a suspension of 1.02 g (3.77 mmol) of NbCl in 2 2 2 35

R95p-tolyl (4) and R5Cy, R95n(SiMe ) (5)20 ml of diethylether. Formation of a brown precipitate 3 2

was observed while the reaction medium turned red.
Compound 4 was obtained as orange crystals (71%) byFiltration was achieved after decantation for 12 h, the

a similar procedure in toluene at 2788C using lithiumfiltrate was concentrated. Several crops of orange crystals
benzamidinate complexed with TMEDA and (Et N) TaClof 1 were obtained at 2208C (1.08 g, 32%). m.p. of 1708C, 2 2 3

(1:1 stoichiometry). Anal. found: C, 39.42, H, 6.48, N,dec 2208C. Anal. calc. for C H N Cl Si Nb C, 50.87; H,38 80 6 2 4

8.07, Cl, 10.20; calc. for C H N Si Cl Ta: C, 39.23; H,8.99; N, 9.37; Cl, 7.5. Found: 50.75, H 8.75, N, 9.15, Cl, 22 45 4 2 2
2121 6.73, N, 8.32, Cl 10.35%. IR (cm ): 1613m, 1567w,7.9% IR (cm ): 1660w, 1636w, 1605w n C5N; 1496m,

1517w nC5C, C5N; 1317m, 1308m, 1283m; 1248s nSi–1447s, 1404s, 1360s, 1346s, 1310m, 1268m; 1258s nSi–
Me; 1211s, 1186m, 1167m, 1131m, 1110m, 1094m,Me; 1192s, 1186s, 1142m, 1082w, 1063m, 1047w, 1028w,
1063m, 1043m, 1026m, 994s, 968m, 950m, 909m; 882m,1010m, 970m, 935s, 887m, 859s, 839s, 804m, 759m, 728s,
840s; 790m, 765m, 686m, 651m, 632m; 576m, 528m,694s, 660m, 642s, 620w; 525s, 487m, 465m, 453w, 435m

1472s, 401w nM–N. H NMR (C D , ppm): 7.1 d (J57 Hz,nM–N. ESR (toluene, RT): kgl 1.913, kAl 110 G. 6 6

CH, 2H), 6.75 d (J57Hz, CH, 2H), 4.25 q (J53Hz, CH ,The same procedure applied to 1.14 g (2.9 mmol) of 2

8H), 1.96 s [Me(tolyl), 3H], 1.16 t (J53Hz, Me, 12H), 0.1NbCl (THF) in toluene gave 1 (1.4 g, 54%). the com-4 2

s [Me(Si), 18H]; m.p.51008C, dec 1608C, sublimes atpound was dried under vacuum for 12h and was solvent
241108C under 4.10 mm of Hg.free (whereas the monocrystals were only briefly dried).

A suspension of CyNC(N(SiMe ) )NCyLi (0.8 g, 2.22Compound 2 was obtained accordingly by using 0.611 g 3 2

mmol) in 40 ml of toluene was added to a solution of(1.61 mmol) of NbCl (THF) in hexane cooled to 2788C4 2

(Et N) TaCl (0.96 g, 2.22 mmol) in 20 ml of tolueneand lithium benzamidinate complexed with TMEDA. 2 2 3

cooled at 2788C similar workup as for 3. Orange crystalsSeveral crops of yellow crystals of 2 were obtained at
of 5 (1.28 g, 76%) were obtained at 2108C. m.p.51208C,2108C (0.44 g, 38%). m.p.51808C, dec 2808C; Anal. calc.
dec 1408C. Anal. found: C, 43.11, H, 7.60, N, 9.01, Cl,for C H Cl N Si Nb: C, 46.78, H, 7.01, N, 7.79, Cl,28 50 2 4 4

9.21; calc. for C H N Si Cl Ta C, 42.51, H, 7.93, N,9.86; Found: C, 46.25, H, 7.08, N, 7.80, Cl: 9.82% IR 27 60 5 2 2
21 21(cm ): 1660w, 1612m, 1549w, 1521m nC5C, C5N; 9.18, Cl, 9.30% IR(cm ): 1658w, 1641w, 1575w nC5N;

1502m, 1406s, 1308s, 1298s; 1246s nSi–Me; 1210w, 1450s, 1343s, 1311m; 1270m; 1256s nSi–Me; 1207s,
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1185s, 1178s, 1142m, 1130m, 1092m, 1070m, 1062m, dispersion were taken from [32]. The structure was solved
1042m, 1013s, 996s, 929m, 906m, 897m; 881m, 873s, by standard Patterson-Fourrier techniques and refined by
860s, 835s, 802m; 788s, 767m, 755m, 708w, 694m, 651m, full-matrix least-squares. The asymmetric unit contains a
645s, 620w; 577m, 548w, 525s, 489m, 476w, 465w, 438m molecule of solvent (toluene) together with half a molecu-

1
nM–N. H NMR (C D ppm): 4.38q (J56Hz, CH , 8H), lar unit of the Nb compound. Refinements were performed6 6 2

3.91 (t, J57Hz, 2H (Cy), 1.7 (m, Cy, 20H), 1.2 (t, J56Hz, using anisotropic thermal parameters for all non hydrogen
Me, 12H), 0.33 s (MeSi, 18H). atoms of the Nb compound. The toluene molecule was

Compounds 5 and 4 are soluble in the usual solvents refined isotropically using restraints on the C–C bond
˚(hexane, toluene, ether, . . . ). lengths (1.40(2) A) and bond angles (120(2)8). The

solvent is disordered as shown by the high thermal factors
2.4. X-ray structure determination of of C(34) and C(37). Hydrogen atoms were introduced in
[NbCl hCyNCN(SiMe ) NCyj , 2cC H CH ] calculated positions on the carbon atoms of the Nb2 3 2 2 6 5 3

compound and introduced in the last refinement with an
Suitable crystals of 1 were obtained directly from the overall refinable isotropic thermal parameter.

reaction medium with NbCl (THF) as the starting materi-4 2

al. The selected crystal was mounted in a Lindeman
capillary. Accurate cell dimensions and orientation ma-
trices were obtained by least-squares refinements of 25 3. Results and discussion
accurately centered reflections. A decay of 50% was
observed for the intensities of two checked reflections Niobium(IV) N,N9,N0-trialkylguanidinates or bis-
during data collection, the usual linear correction was trimethylsilylbenzamidinates [NbCl hRNCR9NRj ] [R52 2

applied. Complete crystallographic data and collection Cy, R95N(SiMe ) (1) and R5SiMe , R95p-tolyl) (2)]3 2 3

parameters are listed in Table 1. The data were corrected were obtained by reacting an etheral suspension of NbCl5

for Lorentz and polarization effects. Computations were with 2 equivalents of Li(RNCR9NR) or of the TMEDA
performed by using the PC version of CRYSTALS [31]. complex for the N,N9-bis(trimethylsilyl-p-tolyl benzamidi-
Scattering factors and corrections factors for anomalous nate (TMEDA5N,N,N9,N9-tetramethylethylenediamine).

Better yields (.50%) were obtained if the reactions were
achieved with the metal halide in the appropriate oxidation

Table 1
state, namely with NbCl (THF) in toluene. By contrast,4 2Crystal data for NbCl [CyNC(NSiMe ) )NCy]2 3 2 2
similar reactions applied to TaCl in diethylether at low5

Formula C H N Si Cl Nb52 96 6 4 2 temperature proceeded without reduction affording a tan-
Fw 1081.5

talum(V) disubstituted derivative 3. No tractable products˚a (A) 9.3418(9)
˚ could be isolated by using hexane as a solvent. The use ofb (A) 13.591(1)
˚c (A) 13.799(1) [(Et N) TaCl ] as starting material allowed the isolation2 2 3 2

a (8) 63.243(7) of [(Et N) TaCl (RNCR9NR)]); [R5SiMe , R95p-tolyl2 2 2 3
b (8) 79.934(8) (4) and R5Cy, R95N(SiMe ) (5] (Eq. (1)) in good3 2g (8) 80.085(8)

3 yields. The best yields (.70%) were obtained by using˚V (A ) 1531.6(3)
low temperature procedures. The various compounds in-Z 1

Crystal system Triclinic cluding the niobium(IV) ones were soluble in organic
¯Space group P1 media whereas 4 was also volatile (sublimation 1108C/

21Linear absorption coefficient m (cm ) 3.87 244.10 mm of Hg). The different synthetic routes are23Density r(g.cm ) 1.17
summarized in Scheme 1.Diffractometer MACH3 Enraf-Nonius

˚ The novel compounds were characterized by elementalRadiation Mo K (l50.71069 A)a

Scan type v /2u analyses and FT-IR spectroscopy. IR spectra display
Scan range (8) 0.810.345 tgu mainly the absorption bands of the organic moieties. Sharp
u Limits (8) 1–25 21bands are observed between 1660 and 1600 cm for the
Temperature of measurement Room temperature

nC5N and nC5C vibrations. The presence of metal–Octants collected 0,11; 215,16; 216,16
21nitrogen bonds is illustrated by bands in the 550–400 cmNumber of data collected 5731

Number of unique data collected 5369 region. This region is more complex for compounds 4 and
2 2Number of unique data used for refinement 2240(Fo) .3s(Fo) 5 whose spectra show also absorption bands corresponding

R (int) 0.0474 to the NEt ligand. The presence of the trimethylsilyl2R5Suu Fo u2u Fc uu /Su Fo u 0.0601
2 2 1 / 2 substituents leads to a strong absorption band around 1250Rw5[Sw(u Fo u2u Fc u) /SwFo ] 0.0689w51.0

21cm , characteristic of the nSi-Me vibration. The diamag-Extinction parameter No 3

Number of variables 261 netic tantalum(V) derivatives were also characterized by
23 1˚Dr min (e.A ) 20.42 H NMR. The diethylamido ligands appear magnetically23˚Dr max (e.A ) 0.79 equivalent for 4 and 5 indicating a symmetrical and/or
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Scheme 1.

fluxional structure The spectroscopic data thus support the The structure is based on a centrosymmetric, monomeric
species in which the metal is in a slightly distortedstructure represented in Eq. (1) based on a six-coordinated
octahedral environment, the two chloride ligands being inmetal center. The most notable feature for the spectrum of
trans position. The coordination sphere of the Nb(IV)4 is the presence of a sharp resonance at 3.91 ppm
center includes the four nitrogen atoms of the two chelat-attributed to the proton in a position of the cyclohexyl
ing guanidinate anions. These display a s,s9-symmetricalgroups. Only one type of SiMe3 groups is observed for
coordination behaviour and the Nb–N bond lengths havecompound 3 suggesting a fluxional behaviour for this

˚identical values (2.161(8) A av.). The Nb–Cl bond dis-species in which the metal is probably heptacoordinated.
˚The tetravalent niobium species 1 and 2 display a charac- tances have values of 2.384(3) A and are consistent with

teristic ten line ESR pattern at room temperature (I 59/ these reported in the literature for other Nb(IV) derivativesNb

2) suggesting the formation of monomeric species. This [33–38]. The four-membered Nb–N–C–N–Nb metallocy-
was confirmed by an X-ray diffraction study for 1. cles are planar, the bite angles are small, namely 60.7(3)8

but consistent with the value reported for similar ligands in
tcis-[SnCl hMe SiNC(Bu )NSiMe j ] or2 3 3 2

[hCyNC(NMe )CNCyjTa(NMe ) ] [39]. The amido nitro-2 2 4

gen atom N(3) is planar as well with a C(1)–N(3) bond
˚distance of 1.40(1) A. This C–N distance is longer than

˚the C–N distances within the chelating ligand (1.335 A av)
but in agreement with the literature body [10–12,40,41].
Its value militates against conjugation of the N–C–N
p-system and the exocyclic N(3) atom. Such a conjugation
was observed for the dianionic guanidinato ligand in
[hCyNC(NCy)CNCyjTa(NMe ) ] giving an extra cyclic2 3

˚C–N distance of 1.28(2) A and thus an imine character
(1) [26]. The cyclohexyl rings of 1 are orientated nearly

parallel to each other, a situation which obviously mini-
The molecular structure of mizes the steric repulsion between these bulky sub-

[NbCl hCyNC(N(SiMe ) )NCyj is depicted in Fig. 1. stituents. No short intermolecular contacts were observed.2 3 2 2]
˚Selected bond lengths and angles are collected in Table 2. The Nb . . . .C(11)–H distance (.3.5 A) is too long for
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 1 showing the atom numbering scheme. Thermal ellipsoids at 30% probability.

effective interaction. The overall symmetry of 1 is compar- ambient atmosphere. Compounds 1 and 2 are the first
able to that of the divalent vanadium derivatives examples of Nb(IV) species based on such ligands. The
[VhCyNC(R9)NCyj (THF) ] [42] but different to that of thermal stability was higher for the benzamidinate deriva-2 2

the zirconium analog, [ZrCl hCyNC(Me)NCyj2], for tives since the guanidinates undergo easy decomposition2

which the chlorine occupy cis positions [15]. Molecular via cleavage of the external C–N bond giving
modelling (Hyperchem V5) of 1 indicate comparable NH(SiMe ) . Volatility could be achieved for a tan-3 2

energies for the cis and trans isomers suggesting that solid talum(V) species with an appropriate set of ligands
state effects will govern. By contrast, for the bis ben- including a trimethylsilylbenzamidinato one. The presence
zamidinate derivative 2, the cis isomer was found to of dialkylamido ligands lead to a better volatility but
display a much higher stability (DE.500 kJ) than the reduced the stability toward ambient atmosphere.
trans isomer. X-ray data are in agreement with these
observations since only cis-isomers have been structurally
characterized so far for bis benzamidinato derivatives. Supplementary data

The reported N,N9,N0-trialkylguanidinate or bis-
(trimethylsilyl) benzamidinate ligands are able to function Supplementary data (Tables of coordinates, thermal
as supporting ligands for paramagnetic Nb(IV) species parameters, of non-essential bond lengths and angles) are
displaying high solubility as well as modest sensitivity to available from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Cen-

tre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request,
quoting the deposition number 101 725.

Table 2
˚Interatomic distances (A) and angles (8) for

[NbCl h(CyN) CN(SiMe ) j ],(C H )2 2 3 2 2 7 8 2 References
Nb(1)–Cl(1) 2.384(3)
Nb(1)–N(1) 2.162(8)
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[3] Y. Zhou, G.P.A. Yap, D.S. Richeson, Organometallics 17 (1998)
N(1)–Nb(1)–N(2) 60.7(3) N(1)–Nb(1)–N(29) 119.3(3)

4387.
Cl(1)–Nb(1)–N(2) 90.6(2) Cl(1)–Nb(1)–N(29) 89.4(2)

[4] C.H. Han, K.N. Cho, J.E. Oh, S.H. Paek, C.S. Park, S.I. Lee, M.Y.
N(1)–Nb(1)–N(2) 119.3(3) N(1)–Nb(1)–N(29) 60.7(3)

Lee, J.G. Lee, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 37 (1998) 2646.
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Abstract

Chromium(III) tris(picolinate), Cr(pic) , is a popular nutritional supplement, although recent studies have raised concerns about its use.3

The mechanisms of transport and absorption of Cr(pic) have not been elucidated, in part because of the lack of a suitable spectroscopic3

method for following the fate of the compound. Even the electronic spectrum of the complex has been a matter of debate; discrepancies in
1reports of these spectra have now been reexamined and resolved. Interpretation of the H NMR spectrum of Cr(pic) has been3

complicated by the presence of small amounts of a byproduct during its synthesis, Cr (OH) (pic) . A high-yield synthesis of the dimer2 2 4

and its NMR spectrum in dimethylsulfoxide are described. Discrepancies in reports of the electronic spectrum of the dimer are also
reconciled.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Chromium(III) trispicolinate; Electronic spectroscopy; Di-m-hydroxotetrapicolinatodichromium(III); Chromium; Picolinic acid; Mass spec-
trometry

1. Introduction biological reducing agents [7] and can induce strand breaks
in chromosomes of intact cells [4].

The manufacture and sale of chromium(III) trispicoli- Unfortunately, the mechanism of transport and absorp-
nate, Cr(pic) , as a nutritional supplement and weight-loss tion of Cr(pic) has not been determined. This is in part the3 3

agent has become a multimillion-dollar industry; it is result of the lack of suitable spectroscopic methods for
available for consumption in a variety of forms including following the fate of the complex. While the paramagnetic

1pills, sports drinks, and chewing gum and has been H NMR spectrum of the material has recently been
recommended for use under certain conditions as a supple- described [8], the complex has limited solubility in water
ment in animal diets [1]. The use of Cr(pic) instead of (0.6 mM [9]), and the NMR resonances are broad and3

other forms of chromic ions results from its ability to be could not be resolved at physiologically significant con-
readily absorbed; dietary sources of Cr are only absorbed centrations. The electronic spectrum of solutions of the
with an average efficiency of 0.5% [2]. While a lack of complex have also been a matter of debate [8,10–19], as
toxicity of Cr(pic) has been observed in rats fed doses up significantly differing spectra have been reported for3

to 30 mg Cr per kg body weight [3], questions have been apparently identical solutions. The situation was resolved
raised regarding the health effects of ingesting this com- partially by Stearns and Armstrong [11] who showed that
plex [4–6]. Of particular concern are recent reports that the preparations of the complex contain the dinuclear complex
complex can efficiently cleave DNA in the presence of Cr (m-OH) (pic) as an impurity. Given the current impor-2 2 4

tance of Cr(pic) as a nutritional supplement and the need3

to determine the pathway for absorption of Cr as Cr(pic) ,3

the discrepancies in reports of the electronic spectrum of*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-205-348-9203; fax: 11-205-348-
Cr(pic) have been reexamined. In addition, the stability of9104. 3

E-mail address: jvincent@bama.ua.cdu (J.B. Vincent) Cr(pic) in a variety of solvents was investigated.3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00208-9
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2. Materials and methods reported in 1917 [27]. It has also been prepared by the
direct reaction of Cr(OH) [10] and picolinic acid, the3

2.1. General reaction of Cr(CO) and the acid in methanol [15], or the6
21oxidation of chromous ions by [Co(NH ) (pic)] [18].3 5

All manipulations were performed under aerobic con- The preparation of the complex in water by the method of
ditions, and all chemicals were used as received unless Ley and Ficken has long been recognized to result in the
otherwise noted. Bovine serum albumin and conalbumin formation of a purple byproduct of empirical formula
were obtained from Sigma. Chromium(III) picolinate was ‘Cr(III)(pic) (OH)’ [13,27], although it has been mis-2

prepared by the method of Press et al. [20]. The authentici- identified as an isomer of Cr(pic) [17]. The byproduct is3

ty of the Cr(pic) was established by high resolution actually the dinuclear complex Cr (m-OH) (pic) , which3 2 2 4

electron impact mass spectrometry: calc. m /z 418.0131, has been characterized by Stearns and Armstrong [11]. A
1 2found 418.0151. H and H NMR data were obtained using mixture of monomer and dimer is also formed by the

a Bruker AM-360 or AM-500 spectrometer at ca. 238C. reaction of chromic salts with picolinic acid and aqueous
Chemical shifts are reported on the d scale (shifts dow- hydroxide in ethanol [13]; the two products can be
nfield are positive) using the solvent protio- or deuterio- separated by their solubility in MeCN. Unfortunately, this
component signal(s) as reference. Solution magnetic mo- procedure also gives rise to another intractable product,
ments were determined by the Evan’s method [21] with possibly polymeric chromic oxides, and the yields of
diamagnetic corrections made using Pascal’s constants. EI monomer and dimer have not been reported. While elemen-
and FAB mass spectra were obtained using a VG Autospec tal analyses (C,H,N) have been reported for the monomer
high resolution mass spectrometer. Ultraviolet–visible made by this method, analyses of the dimer are only said
spectra were obtained using a Shimadzu UV-160A diode to be ‘consistent with the empirical formula’ [13]. Stearns
array spectrophotometer. d -Picolinic acid was prepared by and Armstrong showed that increasing pH results in an4

oxidation of d -2-picoline by KMnO [22]. Infrared spec- increase of the yield of the dimer relative to monomer7 4

tra were collected on a Bio-Rad FTS 7 Fourier transform from aqueous solution although only a 16% isolated yield
spectrophotometer. Deionized water was used throughout. of dimer was reported [11]. Thus, no high yield prepara-

tion of the dinuclear complex has appeared. The three
2.2. Cr (m-OH) (pic) ?5H O dimensional structures of both the mononuclear and dinu-2 2 4 2

clear complex [11] have been determined by X-ray crys-
Following the procedure of Chatterjee [13] for tallography; this technique clearly reveals the red monomer

‘Cr(pic) ’, chromium chloride hexahydrate (0.26 g, 0.98 to be the meridinal isomer [11], despite earlier claims3

mmol) and picolinic acid (0.43 g, 3.5 mmol) were each based on electronic spectroscopy that it was the facial
dissolved in a minimum amount of absolute ethanol. The isomer (reviewed in Ref. [11]). The existence of the facial
two solutions were mixed, and the resulting solution was isomer in solution or solid phase has yet to be established.
refluxed for 1 h. During this period, the solution turned The situation has also been complicated by a report that
from green to brown–purple. The solution was allowed to the reaction of chromic chloride and picolinic acid in
cool to room temperature, and the volume was reduced to ethanol gives the monomer [16]. This report also contains
one-tenth the original volume on a rotary evaporator. The one of the anomalous ultraviolet–visible spectra for
resulting solution was allowed to concentrate slowly. The Cr(pic) (vide infra); yet, the product of the novel synthesis3

resulting purple precipitate was collected by vacuum in alcohol was characterized additionally by Cr and N
filtration and washed with small portions of EtOH. The analysis, room temperature magnetic susceptibility and
product was obtained in yields up to 60% based on Cr. conductance measurements, and infrared spectroscopy
Anal. calc. for C H Cr N O : C, 40.23%; H, 3.94%; (asymmetric COO stretch only) [16]. This laboratory,24 28 2 4 15

Cr, 14.51%; N, 7.82%. Found: C, 40.24%; H, 3.40%; Cr, therefore, repeated this synthetic procedure numerous
13.94%; N, 7.72%. times. The product every time was a purple solid with a

visible absorption maximum comparable to that reported in
Ref. [16]; however, the visible spectrum in water and other

3. Results and discussion solvents was distinct from that of Cr(pic) prepared in this3

laboratory (see Table 1 and vide infra). The infrared
3.1. Synthesis spectrum and electron impact mass spectrum of the purple

solid were also distinct from those of Cr(pic) , and3

Chromium trispicolinate has a long history. The pinkish elemental analysis indicated that the solid was the dimer
red complex is generally prepared by the reaction of Cr (m-OH) (pic) ?5H O. (The infrared spectrum was in2 2 4 2

simple chromium(III) salts (e.g. chromic acetate [23], agreement with that reported for the dimer [11]). Thus, the
chromic nitrate [11], chromic perchlorate [14], chromic reaction of a chromic salt and picolinic acid in ethanol
chloride [24], or chromic sulfate [25,26]) and picolinic provides a straightforward synthetic procedure to the dimer
acid in water following the procedure of Ley and Ficken in moderately high yield (ca. 60%).
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Table 1 reported for the acidic solutions vary considerably; this is
Electronic spectra of chromium(III) picolinate complexes readily explained as the time between dissolution and
Complex Wavelength (l ) Solvent Ref. measurement is rarely indicated and could vary substantial-max

ly. Stearns and Armstrong who initially noted this changeCr(pic) 513 H O This work3 2
a540 H O or EtOH (?) [16] attributed it to the conversion of the monomer to the dimer2

510–520 H O [10]2 [11]. All reports of the spectra of Cr (m-OH) (pic) in2 2 4
510 30% H O, [14]2 polar solutions indicate the presence of a visible absorption

70% EtOH (?)
maximum in the range 540–547 nm; in aqueous acid, the515 DMF [13]
maximum shifts with time to |566 nm (Table 1). The shift520 DMSO This work

527, 391 2 M HCl This work occurs in acidic solutions ranging from 0.25 to 2 M in
1559, 409 2 M HCl This work [H ], although the shift occurs more rapidly as the

(two weeks) concentration of acid is increased. As the spectrum of the
521 2 M HNO This work3 dimer in aqueous acid also varies with time, the suggestion571, 407 2 M HNO This work3

of conversion of monomer to dimer is not altogether(two weeks)
548 2 M HNO [11] convincing; yet, the spectra of the two complexes do3

566 2 M HCl [11] appear to become nearly identical over time suggesting
(two weeks) that they react in acid to give an identical product. To

553, 406 2.5 M HClO [18]4 attempt to address this issue, FAB mass spectra of the543, 400 60% HClO [19]4
complexes in DMSO, water, and 2 M HCl were examined.

Cr (m-OH) (pic) 540, 401 H O This work As described above, Cr(pic) maintains its integrity in2 2 4 2 3
a540 H O or EtOH (?) [16]2 DMSO. FAB mass spectra of the complex in 2 M HCl

545, 406 MeOH [13] (stored for 2 weeks) reveal that a significant portion of theb547, 403 DMSO This work
chromium still exists as Cr(pic) . In contrast, FAB mass3547, 406 2 M HNO This work3
spectra of solutions of dimer in a DMSO–glycerol mixture565, 405 2 M HNO This work3

(one week) reveal that the dimer dissociates to give
1566, 404 2 M HNO [11]3 [Cr(pic) (DMSO) ] (m /z 452). Solutions of dimer in2 2

a DMSO obey Beer’s Law, suggesting the dimer totallyDimer although originally reported as monomer.
b 1Dissociates in this solvent to give [Cr(pic) (DMSO) ] . dissociates in this solvent. Magnetic susceptibility mea-2 2

surements of the dimer in DMSO give a magnetic moment
3.2. Electronic spectroscopy of 3.59 m per chromium, consistent with the dissociationB

of the dimer into mononuclear species. (The spin-only
3The electronic spectra reported for Cr(pic) can readily value for a d , S53/2 species is 3.87 m ). Similar studies3 B

be divided into two groups: those with visible maxima with Cr(pic) gave a value of 3.76 m ; this value is similar3 B

between 510 and 520 nm and those with visible maxima of to those measured previously in the solid state for this
540 nm or greater. The spectra in the former category are complex: 3.77 [28], 3.88 [11], and 3.84 m [15]. InB

all from the complex dissolved in a polar solvent (i.e. contrast, the solid state value per chromium for the dimer
water, ethanol–water mixtures, DMF, or DMSO). FAB at 280 K is 3.46 m , considerably lower than the solutionB

mass spectra of the complex in DMSO–glycerol mixtures value. To also test whether the dimer dissociates in
indicate that the complex remains intact in this solvent; DMSO, the dimer was dissolved in DMSO, and the
also the complex demonstrates Beer’s Law behaviour in resulting solution was allowed to concentrate to produce a
DMSO [8]. These results suggest that these visible spectra solid precipitate. The solid was isolated by filtration and
actually represent the mononuclear complex in solution. washed copiously with diethyl ether; an infrared spectrum
The latter group can be further subdivided into two classes: of the product indicated the presence of coordinated
those dissolved in highly acidic media and the result of DMSO, consistent with its presence as a ligand. Aqueous
Chatterjee [16]. As the latter has been shown above to be solutions of dimer and freshly prepared solutions of dimer
for the dinuclear complex, all the spectra of the monomer in 2 M HNO also obey Beer’s Law; thus, the dimer3

with maxima reported above 540 nm, consequently, result dissolves intact, before decomposing in acidic solution.
1from Cr(pic) dissolved in acidic media. Thus, the much In 0.5 M H , the equilibrium:3

debated discrepancy in the ultraviolet–visible spectra of
1 1Cr(pic) 1 H á [Cr(pic) ] 1 Hpic (1)Cr(pic) (Refs. [11,13] and references therein) can readily 3 23

be explained.
This, however, begs the question as to the nature of the reportedly favors the formation of the products picolinic

1 1species giving rise to the purple solutions in aqueous acid. acid and [Cr(pic) ] [25]. Thus, in 2 M H it is probable2

As shown in Table 1, solutions of Cr(pic) in aqueous acid that the monomer exists as an equilibrium mixture of3
1are unstable, changing with time from being initially pink Cr(pic) and [Cr(pic) (H O) ] (or a protonated form of3 2 2 2

(l |521 nm) to purple over a matter of days. Spectra the latter [25]), consistent with the results of the FAB massmax
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1Fig. 1. H NMR spectrum of Cr (m-OH) (pic) ?5H O in d -DMSO.2 2 4 2 6

spectra. The shift of the solution color from pink (mono- 3.3. NMR of Cr (m-OH) (pic) ?5H O2 2 4 2

mer) to purple, thus, reflects changes from all chromium
1centers possessing N O coordination to a mixture with The H NMR spectrum of Cr (OH) (pic) has not been3 3 2 2 4

1N O and N O . The N O species being purple is reported previously. The H NMR spectrum consists of3 3 2 4 2 4

consistent with the color of the isolated purple dimer, four broad signals at approximately 124.5, 121.5, 116,
possessing N O coordination about both Cr. Also the and 233 ppm (Fig. 1), while the feature at 116 ppm2 4

N O coordination set would be expected to give rise to a possesses a flat top suggesting an origin from overlapping2 4

smaller ligand field splitting [29,30], consistent with the signals. The signals vary in area and do not lend them-
shift in wavelength from ca. 520 nm for monomer to lower selves to a ready interpretation.

2energy (ca. 560 nm) for dimer or acidic solutions of both To obtain a higher degree of resolution [8], the H NMR
complexes. (This lowest energy d–d transition in these spectrum of Cr (OH) (d -pic) in DMSO has been ex-2 2 4 4

3complexes of Cr(III) (d ) corresponds to the ligand field amined (Fig. 2). By comparison with the spectrum of
2splitting 10 Dq). The shift in maximum absorbance Cr(d -pic) [8], the H NMR spectrum of the dinuclear4 3

wavelengths of solutions of the dimer in acid towards complex is readily assigned. The signal furthest upfield at
those of acidic solutions of the monomer probably reflects ca. 285 ppm can be assigned by its broadness to the

1the generation of the same species [Cr(pic) (H O) ] . 6-position deuterons, adjacent to the pyridine-type nitro-2 2 2

2Fig. 2. H NMR spectrum of Cr (m-OH) (d -pic) ?5H O in DMSO. S – solvent deuterio component; *Cr(d -pic) .2 2 4 4 2 4 3
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gen. All preparations of the dinuclear complex are con- removed, transported, and incorporated into the biological-
taminated with monomer [11]; therefore, signals from ly active form(s) of chromium (such as low-molecular-
Cr(d -pic) are also present in the NMR spectrum. The weight chromium-binding substance, LMWCr [31–35])4 3

6-position deuterons of Cr(d -pic) appear as a shoulder at remain unknown. The ability of Cr(pic) to be absorbed4 3 3

|290 ppm. The 4-position deuterons of the monomer (in more readily than simple chromium salts suggests that the
the mer isomer all the ligands are inequivalent) give rise to Cr(pic) remains intact and is the form in which the3

resonances at 243, 238, and 232 ppm [8]. The reso- chromium is absorbed. An NMR study suggested that the
nance at 232 ppm has an anomolously large area as it picolinate ligands of the complex can readily exchange
overlaps a resonance from another species, which has been with nicotinate, a considerably poorer ligand [36]; how-
tentatively assigned as the mononuclear products arising ever, the study failed to identify any of the paramagnetical-
from dissolving Cr (OH) (d -pic) (an impurity in the ly broadened and shifted resonances of the complex. A2 2 4 4

2monomer) in DMSO [8]. The H NMR spectrum of the more recent paramagnetic NMR study identified the reso-
dinuclear complex confirms this assignment, as an intense nances of the complex [8] and questioned the results of the
feature can be observed at 233 ppm with resonances from first study. Cr(pic) has recently been shown to be stable in3

the monomer visible at higher field. The upfield region of the presence of hydrogen peroxide and ascorbate over a
2the H NMR spectrum is more complicated, although period of hours by electronic spectroscopy [7]. In order to

resonances from the monomer can be readily identified (as address this issue, the stability of Cr(pic) versus time was3

indicated by the asterisks in Fig. 2). After accounting for followed by electronic spectroscopy in DMSO, water,
resonances from the mononuclear impurity, four features aqueous buffers, and acidic solution and in the presence of
remain downfield at 114, 116, 121, and 124 ppm. The blood plasma proteins and membrane components.
signals with greater paramagnetic shifts should arise from The electronic spectra of saturated solutions of monomer
the 5-position deuterons, while the two with the smaller in water, DMSO, and a 95% water–5% DMSO mixture
shifts should arise from the 3-position deuterons. The revealed no changes during 1 to 2 weeks of storage,
presence of two types of 3- and 5-position deuterons suggesting the complex is quite stable. (Given the broad
probably can be accounted for straightforwardly by consid- nature of the d–d transitions comprising the visible
ering the structure of Cr (OH) (pic) (Scheme 1). Both spectrum, it is possible that small amounts of decomposi-2 2 4

chromiums of the dinuclear complex are inequivalent, as tion occurred but were not detectable by this technique.)
one has the picolinate nitrogens trans to the bridging The DMSO–water mixture allows concentrations of
hydroxo ligands and the other has carboxylate oxygens Cr(pic) greater than 1 mM to be reached, increasing the3

trans to the bridging hydroxo groups [11]. Dissociation to intensity of the visible absorbances appreciably; this allows
the mononuclear products then could lead to two in- the stability of the monomer to be probed in the presence
equivalent monomers. The relatively sharp 3- and 5-posi- of proteins and other biomolecules with a greater degree of
tion resonances from each monomer can be distinguished, sensitivity. The complex is also stable for 2 weeks in 50
although it is not possible at present to assign each mM Tris buffer, pH 7.5 and buffer containing 5% DMSO.
resonance to a particular monomer. This also would The manner in which chromium is transported in the
explain the broadness of the signal upfield at 233 ppm, body is unknown. The iron-transport protein transferrin,
which would arise from two overlapping resonances from the second most abundant protein of blood serum, has been
the two monomers. proposed to also serve as the major chromium transport

agent [37]. Thus, the ability of Cr(pic) to release its metal3

3.4. Stability of Cr(pic) to the blood serum proteins transferrin and albumin (which3

also binds certain transition metal ions) were examined.
The mechanism by which Cr(pic) is absorbed by the (Conalbumin (egg white transferrin) was utilized in place3

body and the manner in which chromium is ultimately of serum transferrin because of its ready availability in

Scheme 1.
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quantity and its cost; the metal binding properties of compound in the octanol layer. Thus, the proposal that
conalbumin are nearly identical to serum transferrins [38]). Cr(pic) could affect lipid bilayer fluidity is almost certain-3

The ultraviolet–visible spectrum of Cr –transferrin has ly incorrect.2

been reported previously and reveals a significant enhance-
ment in the molar absorptivity of an ultraviolet band at 280
nm (arising in part from tyrosine residues which serve as 4. Conclusion
metal ligands) as a result of chromium binding [39,40]. As
described above, changes in the ligand environment of These studies indicate that at physiological pH’s,
Cr(pic) , especially such as loss of a pyridine-type ligand,3 Cr(pic) is an amazing stable complex. If absorbed intact3give rise to significant changes in the compound’s visible after oral ingestion, the species could potentially survive in
spectrum; this should allow for detection of transfer of the body for an appreciable period of time. While some-
chromium from Cr(pic) to protein as no pyridine-type3 what lipophilic because of its overall neutral charge, it is
ligation is available from the proteins. Thus, for trans- not tremendously so. This may allow the complex to cross
ferrin, both changes in the visible spectrum (to examine membranes somewhat readily. Given the recent demonstra-
changes in the coordination sphere of the chromium) and tion that Cr(pic) in the presence of biological reductants3the ultraviolet spectrum (to examine metal binding to (both at physiologically relevant concentrations) can effi-
tyrosine residues of the protein) can be used to probe ciently generate hydroxyl radicals and cleave DNA [7],
transfer of chromium from monomer to protein, and this stability could prove most deleterious. The fate of
changes in the visible spectrum can be used to examine Cr(pic) in the stomach, as the complex is subject to3chromium transfer to albumin, the most common protein in decomposition at pH’s of one or less, is unknown, leaving

1blood serum. Bovine serum albumin (1.66 g) and the possibility that [Cr(pic) (H O) ] or a similar species2 2 2apoconalbumin (1.00 g) were added to 10 ml of a saturated could be the absorbed form of chromium. Also the
solution of Cr(pic) in 5% DMSO and 95% Tris buffer (503 mechanism of transfer of chromium from the nutritional
mM, pH 7.5). The resulting solutions were stored at supplement to biological molecules is unknown. It is hard
approximately 48C, and aliquots were removed for measur- to envision how this transfer could be occurring if trans-
ing the ultraviolet–visible spectra. Other than a loss of ferrin is unable to strip chromium from the complex.
intensity from a small amount of precipitation of Cr(pic)3 Studies to further examine these questions are underway as
(which sometimes occurs with time when using the are studies examining the potential of Cr transfer between
Cr(pic) solutions in 5% DMSO/95% H O, as they are3 2 Cr(pic) and LMWCr.3readily supersaturated), no change in the spectra occurred.
Thus, there was no evidence for transfer of chromium to
transferrin or to albumin.
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Abstract

5Phosphine substitution reactions between (h -C H )Ru(PPh ) Cl (1) and 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane (Ph P(CH ) PPh , dppe),5 5 3 2 2 2 2 2

in refluxing benzene or in toluene at 808C afforded a mixture of complexes where dppe behaves both as a bridging and as a chelating
2 2ligand. CpRu(h -dppe)Cl (2) and h[CpRu(Cl)] (h ,m -dppe) j (3) were separated by fractional precipitation from the reaction mother-2 2 2

1 13 31liquor, and were characterized by H, C, P NMR, elemental analysis and IR spectroscopy. The (2):(3) ratio in the composition of the
reaction product was found to be independent of the reaction time. In solution and at room temperature, (3) exists in both boat and chair
conformers of a 10-membered ring, while at lower temperatures, and in the solid-state, only the chair conformer is observed. Compounds

2(2) and (3) undergo halide-displacement upon reacting with NaN in the presence of ethanol to yield CpRu(h -dppe)(N ) (4) and3 3
2h[CpRu(N )] (h ,m -dppe) j (5), respectively. The crystal structures of (3) and (5) were determined.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All3 2 2 2

rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium; Diphosphine; Dimer; dppe; Azide; Cyclopentadienyl

1. Introduction phosphino-complexes of Ru(II) on the decarbonylation of
both aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes as previously

Interest in the cyclopentadienyl diphosphine pointed out in the literature [9,10] as well as in hydro-
ruthenium(II) fragment has increased in past years due to formylation reactions carried out at low temperatures [13–
its use as an auxiliary unit towards the development of 15] and more recently on the anti-Markovnikov hydration
organometallic-assisted organic synthesis [1–4]. For in- of terminal alkynes under relatively mild conditions [16].

2stance, the facile replacement of both the phosphines and Transition metal azido (N ) complexes, on the other3
5the chloride in (h -C H )Ru(PPh ) Cl by a wide variety hand, have been widely used in a series of organometallic-5 5 3 2

of neutral or anionic ligands has been used [5,6] as a assisted reactions such as oxidations [11,12] and 1,3-
means to prepare several complexes containing a metal- cycloadditions [17,18]. In addition, photolysis of azido
bound organic moiety. These compounds have been used complexes leads to the formation of azido radicals, which
to promote modifications of such organic fragments even have found industrial use on the photoinitiation of radical
under mild conditions [1,5–8]. Also, interest in these polymerization [19].

5compounds can be attributed to the catalytic activity of The phosphine replacement reaction between (h -
C H )Ru(PPh ) Cl (1) and bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane5 5 3 2

(Ph P(CH ) PPh , dppe) was first carried out by Bruce2 2 2 2*Corresponding author.
and coworkers [20]. They reported that when the reactionE-mail address: ggama@sas.upenn.edu (G.J. Gama)

21Corresponding author. This author is also a Senior author. was carried out in refluxing benzene, CpRu(h -dppe)Cl

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00209-0
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2(2), in which dppe acts as a chelating ligand, was formed The orange–yellow, air-stable, h[CpRu(Cl)] (h ,m -2 2

dppe) j (3), a co-product from the synthesis of (2), wasin high yield as the sole product. When attempting to 2

separated from the crude reaction product by extractionreproduce the synthesis of this compound in order to
with cold toluene. It can alternatively be separated fromfurther study its ligand-exchange reactions, we observed

31 (2), by means of fractional precipitation from the mother-several signals on the P NMR spectrum of the crude
24liquor. Reacting 0.37 g (5.1310 mol) of (1) and 0.21 gproduct, in addition to those due to (2), that could not be

24(5.4310 mol) of dppe in 100 ml of refluxing benzeneassigned to it or to free PPh . These signals were later3
for 10 h, followed by reduction of the original volume ofassigned to the dimeric complex, h[CpRu(Cl)] (h ,m -2 2 2
the reaction mother-liquor by 80% and adding an equaldppe) j (3), which is formed in the 17 to 30 mol% yield2
volume of n-hexane, causes the precipitation of considera-range. Compounds (2) and (3) are the co-products of the
bly pure (3), with (2) remaining in solution. Compoundreaction and their relative distribution in the final product
(3) was re-dissolved in cold toluene (25 ml) and re-is not dependent upon the reaction time. We have thus
precipitated by addition of cold n-hexane (20 ml). Meltingdecided to further study this reaction and try to identify its
point: 3278C (dec.). Elemental analysis data for (3):intermediates in order to explain the observed product
calculated ( found): C 62.00 (62.23 ); H 4.87 (4.72 ); Cldistribution. We have also prepared several derivatives of

15.90 (5.82 ). H NMR (ppm, CDCl ): d 2.17 (broad, CH ),(2) and (3). Our results are described below. 3 2
5

d 3.01 (broad, CH ), d 3.94 (s, h -Cp), d 7.41–7.92 (m,2
13C H ). C NMR (ppm, CDCl ): d 27.8 (s, CH ), d 79.66 5 3 2

5 31 1(s, h -Cp), d 127.8–133.9 (m, C H ). Ph Hj NMR (ppm,6 52. Experimental CDCl ): d 37.10 (s, m-dppe), d 45.69 (s, m-dppe, see text).3

Compounds (2) and (3) may also be separated by means
2.1. Physical measurements of column chromatography using silica gel as stationary

phase and toluene:CHCl as eluent. While (3) follows3IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 283B closely the solvent front, (2) virtually does not undergo
spectrophotometer or in a Mattson Galaxy FTIR instru- any elution.1 13 1 31 1

2 2ment as pressed KBr or CsI pellets. H, Ch Hj, Ph Hj CpRu(h -dppe)(N ) (4), and h[CpRu(N )] (h ,m -3 3 2 2NMR spectra were recorded at 400, 50 and 162 MHz, dppe) j (5) were prepared by salt metathesis reactions2respectively, on a Bruker DRX 400 spectrometer, using between a large stoichiometric excess of NaN (0.10 g,13 1 3
23 24CDCl or C D as solvents. C and H NMR spectra were3 6 6 1310 mol) and (2) or (3) (1.7310 mol) respectively,31referenced to TMS (d50 ppm). P NMR spectra were in refluxing 4:1 EtOH:benzene solution (100 ml). While

referenced to an external 85% H PO /D O standard (d503 4 2 the reaction with the dimeric compound reaches comple-
ppm). Elemental analyses were carried out on a Perkin- tion after ca. 4 h, the reaction with its monomeric
Elmer PE2400CHN instrument using copper sample-tubes. counterpart requires up to 6 h under the same conditions.
Melting points were measured using a Medtler FP90 Upon cooling down to room temperature, most of the
melting point apparatus with digital calibration. Chlorine excess of NaN precipitated out is separated by filtration3analysis was carried out by X-ray fluorescence in a and the filtrate evaporated under vacuum. The products
Rigaku-Geigerflex spectrometer. were further purified by re-crystallization. Bulk (4) was

dissolved in 4.5 ml of CH Cl and re-precipitated by the2 2

addition of ca. 30 ml of chilled n-hexane or n-pentane.2.2. Preparation and characterization of the compounds
Overall yield was 85%. Compound (5) was purified in the
same way, but using 6 ml of CH Cl , instead. OverallRuCl ?3H O, Ph P(CH ) PPh (1,2-diphenylphos- 2 23 2 2 2 2 2
yield was 81%. Both products are obtained as air-stable,phinoethane, dppe) and PPh were purchased from Aldrich3
reddish–orange powders.Chemical Co. and used as supplied. Cyclopentadiene

Caution! Although the authors had no accidents while(Aldrich) was distilled under dry N prior to use. EtOH2
carrying out these syntheses, care should be taken whenwas freshly distilled from a Mg/I still and stored under2

˚ handling azides due to their explosive nature. TheseN over 4 A molecular sieves. Benzene and toluene were2
complexes, as well as NaN , should be handled with adistilled from a Na/benzophenone ketyl still and stored 3

˚ glass or ceramic spatula.under N over 3 A molecular sieves. All reactions were2
Melting point for (4): 2518C (dec.). Elemental analysiscarried out using standard Schlenk and glove-bag tech-

data for (4): calculated ( found) C 61.28 (59.95 ); H 4.81niques, under dry dinitrogen.
(4.10 ); N 6.92 (6.69 ). Spectroscopic data for (4): IRCpRu(PPh ) Cl (1) was prepared according to pub-3 2

21 1(cm , CsI): 2000 (n ); 680 (d ); 393 (n ). H NMRlished methods [21], from the reaction between RuCl ? N N Ru–N3 3 3 5(ppm, CDCl ): d 2.24 (broad, CH ), d 4.51 (s, h -Cp), d3H O, C H and PPh in dry EtOH. The air-stable 3 22 5 6 3
132 6.69–7.86 (m, C H ); C NMR (ppm, CDCl ): d 31.0 (s,CpRu(h -dppe)Cl (2) was also prepared according to 6 5 3

5CH ); d 81.9 (s, h -Cp); d 127.8–135.8 (m, C H ).published procedures [20] from the reaction between (1) 2 6 5
31 1and dppe in refluxing benzene. Ph Hj NMR (ppm, CDCl ): d 81.6 (s, dppe).3
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Table 1
aCrystal data and refinement parameters for h[CpRuCl] (m dppe) j?2CH Cl (3), and h[CpRu(N )] (m -dppe) j (5)2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2

h[CpRuCl] (m -dppe) j?2CH Cl (3) h[CpRu(N )] (m -dppe) j (5)2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2

Empirical formula C H Cl P Ru C H N P Ru64 62 6 4 2 62 58 6 4 2

Formula weight 1369.86 Da 1213.16 Da
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /n P2 /n1 1

˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a513.1493(1) A; a 5908 a511.2329(1) A; a 5908
˚ ˚b516.6125(1) A; b 5101.3185(4)8 b519.0047(1) A; b 594.735(1)8
˚ ˚c514.0232(1) A; g 5908 c512.8452(1) A; g 5908

3 3˚ ˚Unit cell volume, Z 3003.70(4) A , 2 2732.81(4) A , 2
3 3Density (calculated) 1.515 Mg/m 1.474 Mg/m

21 21Absorption coefficient 0.916 mm 0.716 mm
F(000) 1392 1240
Crystal size 0.3630.2630.22 mm 0.3830.1230.10 mm
u range for data collection 1.92 to 28.318 1.92 to 28.198

Limiting indices 216#h#17, 222#k#21, 218#l#18 214#h#14, 225#k#24, 217#l#16
Reflections collected 32 046 28 333
Independent reflections 7207 (R 50.0221) 6467 (R 50.0457)int int

Observed reflections (I.2s(I)) 6533 5219
Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents Semi-empirical from equivalents
Max. and min. transm. 0.862 and 0.747 0.9465 and 0.8286
Data / restraints /parameters 7207/0 /467 6466/0 /450

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.999 1.058
Final R indices (I.2s(I)) R150.0250, wR250.0645 R150.0346, wR250.0637
R indices (all data) R150.0294, wR250.0671 R150.0526, wR250.0701

23 3˚ ˚Largest diff. peak and hole 0.800 and 20.877 e A 0.379 and 20.520 e A
a 2 2 2 2 2Weighting scheme: w51/ [s (F )1(AP) 1(BP)] where P5(F 12F ) /3.o o c

Melting point for (5): 3218C (dec.). Elemental analysis at d 80.3, d 45.7 and d 37.1 ppm, Fig. 1(a). Fractional
data for (5), calculated ( found): C 61.28 (59.68 ); H 4.81 crystallization of the crude product leads to the separation
(4.22 ); N 6.92 (6.61 ). Spectroscopic data for (5): IR of two fractions. The first one is insoluble in chilled

21 1(cm , CsI): 2003 (n ); 682 (d ); 387 (n ). H NMR toluene and characterized by the sole presence of the signalN N Ru–N3 3

at d 80.3 ppm, due to (2), as previously reported [21]. The(ppm, CDCl ): d 2.17 (d, CH , J 512 Hz); d 4.12 (s,3 2 H –Ha e
5 13 second fraction, soluble in chilled toluene, is characterizedh -Cp); d 7.14–7.42 (m, C H ). C NMR (ppm, CDCl ):6 5 3

5 by the peaks at d 37.1 and d 45.7 ppm and was tentativelyd 27.77 (s, CH ); d 79.61 (s, h -Cp); d 127.80–133.90 (m,2
31 assigned to a complex or mixture of complexes (3). TheC H ). P NMR (ppm, CDCl ): d 39.19 (s, dppe).6 5 3 31 1Ph Hj NMR spectrum for the fraction containing (3)

after purification is shown in Fig. 1(b).2.3. Crystallographic measurements and structure
In spite of these differences, (3) displays the samedeterminations

elemental analysis and IR results as those found for (2),
within the expected intrinsic error. Considering that bis-Columnar crystals of (3) and (5) were grown from the
(dialkylphosphino)alkyl ligands may often behave as bridg-slow evaporation of CHCl or CH Cl :CHCl (1:1) solu-3 2 2 3
ing ligands, and due to the large difference in the meltingtions. Approximate spheres of data were collected at
point values observed for (2) and (3), we postulated the173(2) K on a Siemens Smart 1 K CCD system using a
latter to be comprised of a dimer with formulagraphite monochromator (wavelength Mo Ka50.71073

2˚ h[CpRuCl](h ,m -dppe) j. This composition would lead toA). Structures were solved and refined using the SHELX 2 2

a compound displaying a 10-membered ring conducive tosoftware [22]. Refinement was full-matrix least-squares on
2 the existence of both boat and chair conformers, Fig. 2.F over all data. Absorption corrections were applied

The possible existence of these conformers would thenusing multi-scan data [23] (SADABS). Hydrogen atoms
were located from difference-Fourier maps and refined explain the presence of the peaks at d 37.1 and d 45.7 ppm

31isotropically. Other crystal data and structure refinement in the P NMR of (3), a spectral region typical of
parameters for (3) and (5) are summarized in Table 1. non-chelating phosphines.

1Further, H NMR for the crude reaction product displays
5two signals assigned to h -Cp. The first signal, at d 4.53

3. Discussion ppm was assigned to (2), in agreement with previously
published work [20]. The other signal, a slightly broad

31 1The Ph Hj NMR spectrum of the crude product from resonance line at d 3.94 ppm was assigned to the dimeric
the reaction between (1) and dppe displayed three singlets compound, upon analysis of the NMR spectrum of pure
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31 1Fig. 1. Ph Hj NMR in CDCl of the crude product from the synthesis of (2) (a), and after fractional crystallization to yield the dimer (3) (b).3

31 1 1(3). Together, Ph Hj NMR and H NMR results are The occurrence of such a equilibrium is dependent upon
indicative of the considerably different chemical environ- the lability of both species involved, thus depending on the
ments to which dppe is subjected when bound as a electronic configuration of the metal center. Such equilib-
chelating or as a bridging ligand. rium may be responsible, at least in part, for the equival-

Although bridging diphosphine complexes are relatively ence [28] of the four phosphorus atoms around each
31common when the phosphorus atoms are separated by only copper observed in the P NMR spectrum of

2 21one CH group, such as in Ph PCH PPh (dppm), and the h[Cu(dmpe)] (h ,m -dmpe) j at room-temperature. In the2 2 2 2 2 2 2
6two metal centers are connected by a metal–metal bond, case of d -octahedral complexes, such as those of Ru(II),

compounds with structures similar to those of (3) and (5) ligand lability is at its minimum and the equilibrium
are relatively rare. To date, only nine of such complexes illustrated by Eq. (1) in no longer a preponderant factor on
[24–31] have been fully characterized, mostly for group 11 describing the product distribution. This explains our yield
metals. of 17 to 30 mol% of dimer from the syntheses of (2). Once

These complexes are normally formed in low-yield due the dimer is formed, it does not tend to dissociate to yield
to the equilibrium between the monomeric (chelato, en- the entropy-favored monomer.
tropy favored) and the dimeric (bridged) complexes, Eq. The structure of (3) is shown in Fig. 3. In this structure,
(1). the two Cp rings are parallel to each other and the

‘Ru P C ’ ring adopts the chair conformation in the solid2 4 4

L M (m-dppe) ~ 2L M(dppe) (1) state. This causes the hydrogen atoms of each CH group2n 2 2 n 2
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2Fig. 2. Possible boat and chair conformers of h[CpRuCl] (h ,m -dppe) j, (3).2 2 2

to become non-equivalent. One becomes axial (H ) and thea

other equatorial (H ). In case an equilibrium between thee

chair and the boat conformers is forbidden, H and Ha e
1should each yield a doublet in the H NMR spectrum of

31 1(3) and Ph Hj NMR should yield a single resonance to
the four equivalent P atoms in the chair.

In solution, at room temperature, the opposite is ob-
31 1served for (3). The Ph Hj NMR spectrum shows two

1signals at 37.10 and 45.69 ppm while the H NMR
spectrum shows two very broad signals in the 2.17 to 3.01
ppm region. We postulated these observations to be due to
the proposed chair-to-boat equilibrium. For (5), on the

31other hand, only one signal is observed in the P NMR
and the hydrogen atoms in each CH are clearly non-2

equivalent.
31VT P NMR of (3) in CDCl , in the 60 to 2508C3

range shows that the two signals in Fig. 1(b) are due to
two species in equilibrium. Upon cooling the sample, the
signal at 37.10 ppm (tentatively assigned to the chair
conformer) disappears while the signal at 45.7 ppm shows
a remarkable intensity increase. The process is reversible,
and warming up the sample to above room-temperature
leads to the opposite behavior.

Boat–chair interconversion can only be achieved for
those cases for which the ligands endo in the boat

Fig. 3. Displacement ellipsoid diagram (50% probability) for the cen- conformer (e.g. the chlorides in Fig. 2) do not cause
2trosymmetric h[CpRuCl] (h ,m -dppe) j, (3). Phenyl groups at each P2 2 2 considerable sterical hindrance. When larger groups such

atom have been omitted for clarity. CnP labels denote carbon atoms of as N and SnCl replace Cl, formation of the boat-con-3 3˚the Cp ring. Relevant bond lengths are: Ru(1)–Cl(1)52.4643(4) A;
former is precluded and only the chair conformer should˚ ˚Ru–P(1)52.3289(4) A; Ru–P(2)52.3133(4) A. Average of Ru–C(nP)5
be observed. This is observed for the salt metathesis˚2.2096(4) A. Relevant bond angles: P(1)–Ru–P(2)595.059(15)8; P(1)–

Ru–Cl(1)596.122(14)8; P(2)–Ru–Cl(1)593.888(15)8. reaction between pure (3) and NaN in refluxing3
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2EtOH:benzene (4:1), which leads to the formation of the distances in the N ligand are within the expected range3

for coordinated azido [32–36]. Ru–N(1) distance and thesubstitution product only in the chair conformation. Salt
N(2)–N(1)–Ru angle fall outside their expected [32–35]metathesis reactions with CpRuL Cl compounds in polar2

range of values, though. Ru–N(1) distance in (5) is fromsolvents, such as EtOH, are known to proceed via a
˚chloride-dissociation mechanism [1], leading to the forma- ca. 0.07 to 0.2 A longer than previously recorded M–N3

1 2tion of the intimate ion-pair [CpRuL ][Cl ], as the distances. N(2)–N(1)–Ru angle of 114.88 is 38 smaller2

reaction intermediate. This imposes a considerable flatten- than previously observed for Ru(II) complexes and falls
1ing of the L RuCp fragment, and the subsequent well outside the range from 118 to 1328 normally observed2 (centroid)

2addition of N leads to the formation of the less sterically for other azido complexes [32–35], the azido group being3

hindered chair conformer. Formation of the boat conformer ‘pushed away’ from the dppe.
is made impossible due to the consequent overlap of the We suggest that these observations are due to both the
two azido groups. d (Ru)–p (N) repulsion, what finds some support in thep p

Compound (3) crystallizes as a solvate with two mole- structure of other ruthenium–azido complexes [33,34], as
cules of CH Cl in the unit cell. Each solvent molecule well as to the sterical hindrance provided by the phenyl2 2

31 1interacts with one molecule of (3) through a weak hydro- groups of dppe. Also, although the Ph Hj NMR spectrum
gen bond, with the distance between the coordinated Cl of (5) did not indicate the presence of any residual (3),
and one of the hydrogen atoms in the methylene chloride fortuitous co-crystallization of trace amounts of the latter

˚being 2.63(3) A and C–H . . . Cl angle of 157(2)8. compound may have taken place, leading to the measure-
The structure of (5) is shown in Fig. 4. Internuclear ment of a longer Ru–N distance.3

31 1VT Ph Hj NMR spectra of (5) in CDCl did not show3

any changes in the 260 to 508C range, indicating that
conversion of the chair into the boat conformer, achiev-
able only through dissociative mechanisms in the case of
this complex is not observed.

In order to elucidate the nature of possible intermediate
species from the reaction between (1) and dppe, a time

31 1dependent Ph Hj NMR study of the reaction was carried
out. Spectra were collected at t50, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 h of
reaction. After this time virtually all the starting material
had been converted into the products.

Upon mixing the reagents, only trace amounts of (2) are
detected, in addition to the reagents. After 1 h of reaction,
a considerably complex spectrum is observed. This spec-
trum is characterized by intense resonances due to (2) at
80.3 ppm, to free PPh at 24.5 ppm and by a complex3

resonance pattern between 30 ppm and 50 ppm, a spectral
region characteristic of metal-bonded monodentate or non-
chelating phosphines. Careful analysis of the signals in this

2region, taking into account both the line position and J P–P

values allowed the identification of three reaction inter-
mediates, named (A), (B) and (C), Fig. 5. Assignments of
line position and J values for complexes containingP–P

monodentate dppe were estimated based on similar values
1found by Bruce [37] for the complex [CpRu(PPh )(h -3

dppm)Cl] (dppm5bis-(diphenylphosphino)methane,
Ph PCH PPh ) in which only one P atom of dppm is2 2 2

coordinated to Ru. Our results are also in agreement with
more recent work by Bergman and Andersen [38] with

2 1bridging dimers containing both (h ,m -dmpm) and h -2Fig. 4. Displacement ellipsoid diagram (50% probability) for the cen-
2 dmpm, and that by Girolami [39], with relatedtrosymmetric h[CpRu(N )] (h ,m -dppe) j, (5). Phenyl groups at each P3 2 2 2 II

atom have been omitted for clarity. Relevant bond lengths are: Ru– Cp*Ru (dmpm) derivatives.
˚ ˚ ˚N(1)52.194(2) A; Ru–P(2)52.3263(7) A; Ru–P(1)52.3312(6) A; Without a more complete mechanistic study it is difficult

˚ ˚N(1)–N(2)51.193(3) A; N(2)–N(3)51.169(3) A. Average of Ru– to infer about the reaction path followed by any of the˚C(nP)52.2119(3) A. Relevant bond angles are: N(1)–N(2)–N(3)5
reaction intermediates. It is though reasonable to presume177.9(3)8; N(1)–Ru–P(2)592.97(6)8; P(2)–Ru–P(1)597.17(2)8; N(1)–
that (A) and (C) are more suitable to yield (3), while (B)Ru–P(1)589.12(6)8; N(2)–N(1)–Ru5114.8(2)8. H and H denote,a e

respectively, the axial and equatorial hydrogen atoms in each CH group. would be a more appropriate intermediate for the forma-2
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Fig. 5. Proposed structures for the intermediates from the reaction between (1) and dppe, at 808C, after 1 h.

tion of (2). Evaporation of the reaction mother liquor after Acknowledgements
approximately 1 h of reaction led invariably to the
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Abstract

The crystal structure of 2-(2-pyridyl)imino-N-(2-thiazolin-2-yl)thiazolidine (PyTT) is reported. The compound diaquabis[2-(2-
pyridyl)imino-N-(2-thiazolin-2-yl)thiazolidine]nickel(II) chloride trihydrate has been isolated and characterized by IR, UV–Vis–NIR
diffuse reflectance and X-ray diffraction. The complex cation has crystallographic C symmetry. The environment around the nickel atom2

˚may be described as a distorted octahedral geometry with the metallic atom coordinated to two water molecules [Ni–O(1)52.114(2) A],
˚ ˚two thiazolinic nitrogens [Ni–N(1)52.061(2) A] and two imino nitrogens [Ni–N(3)52.086(2) A]. Hydrogen bonding is present in the

structure inter-linking PyTT ligands, water molecules and chloride ions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel(II) complex; Pyridine; Thiazoline; Thiazolidine

1. Introduction diffuse reflectance and X-ray diffraction of the solid phase
obtained by the reaction of the ligand with Ni(II).

According to Outcalt [1], the coupling of amines with
2-chloroethylisothiocyanate is largely dependent on the
electronic nature of the substituents on the amine as well 2. Experimental
as the solvent and other reaction conditions. Specifically,
the reaction of 2-aminopyridine with 2-chloro- 2.1. Ligand
ethylisothiocyanate in toluene at reflux provides 2-(2-
pyridyl)imino-N-(2-thiazolin-2-yl)thiazolidine (PyTT), The ligand 2-(2-pyridyl)imino-N-(2-thiazolin-2-
which has a thiazoline ring, an iminothiazolidine moiety yl)thiazolidine (PyTT) was prepared according to a pro-
and a pyridine ring in its structure, as the only product. cedure reported elsewhere [1], taking into account pub-

The behavior of PyTT as a ligand is conditioned, lished modifications [7] and was recrystallized from cyclo-
therefore, by the presence of the donor atoms in the hexane. Found: C, 49.97; H, 4.58; N, 21.19; S, 24.65%.
aforementioned moieties. This, together with our interest in Calc. For C H N S : C, 49.94; H, 4.49; N, 21.15; S,11 12 4 2

the coordination chemistry of 2-thiazoline and thiazolidine 23.65%.
rings [2–4], due to their potential activity as antibiotic and
antitumoral agents [5,6], prompted us to study the physico- 2.2. Preparation of [Ni(PyTT) (H O) ]Cl ?3H O2 2 2 2 2

chemical behavior of PyTT and its interaction with cations
of some of the transition elements. In this paper, results are The Ni(II) complex was isolated as follows: a freshly
reported on the structural characterization of PyTT, as well prepared ethanol–water solution of nickel(II) chloride (180
as a study through elemental analysis, IR, UV–Vis–NIR mg, 0.76 mmol) was added to an ethanol–water solution of

PyTT (200 mg, 0.76 mmol). The solution was allowed to
evaporate slowly at room temperature. After a few days,*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-924-289-395; fax: 134-924-289-
blue crystals were isolated from the solution (162 mg,395.

´E-mail address: alberga@unex.es (A. Bernalte-Garcıa) 57%). Found: C, 34.47; H, 4.74; N, 14.62; S, 16.73%.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00203-X
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Calc. for C H Cl N NiO S : C, 34.55; H, 4.40; N, also corrected for absorption effects using an empirical22 34 2 8 5 4

14.63; S, 16.73%. method based on azimuthal scan data. The structures were
solved by direct methods and subsequent Fourier differ-

2.3. Instrumental procedures ences using the SHELXTL–IRIS program [8] and refined
by full-matrix least-squares. The H-atoms were located

Chemical analyses of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and from a differential Fourier synthesis and included in the
sulfur were performed by means of microanalytical meth- calculation with estimated isotropic displacement parame-
ods using a Leco CHNS-932 microanalyser. A UV–Vis– ters without refinement (riding model). All calculations
NIR reflectance spectrum of the complex in the 200–1000 were performed with a Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo XS24.
nm range was obtained from a pellet of the sample, using a
Shimadzu UV-3101 PC spectrophotometer and BaSO as a4

reference. IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 3. Results and discussion
FT-IR 1720 spectrophotometer, from KBr pellets in the

214000–370 cm range and on a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR The analytical results agree with the molecular formula
1700X spectrophotometer, from polyethylene pellets in the C H N S for PyTT and [Ni(PyTT) (H O) ]Cl ?3H O11 12 34 2 2 2 2 2 2

21 II500–150 cm range. for the blue Ni complex.

2.4. Crystal structure determinations 3.1. Description of the structures

Crystal data, data collection and refinement details for The X-ray study revealed that the crystals of PyTT are
PyTT and [Ni(PyTT) (H O) ]Cl ?3H O are given in made up of monoclinic unit cells, each containing four2 2 2 2 2

Table 1. Examination of three standard reflections, moni- PyTT molecules. A diagram of the molecular structure and
tored after 97 scans, showed no sign of crystal deteriora- the atom numbering system used is shown in Fig. 1.
tion. Selected bonds lengths and angles are given in Table 2.

All data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization In the S(1)–C(1)–N(1)–C(2)–C(3) ring, the short
˚effects. Moreover, data on the nickel(II) complex were endocyclic C5N bond [C(1)–N(1)51.268(3) A] is ac-

Table 1
Crystal data, data collection and refinement details for PyTT and [Ni(PyTT) (H O) ]Cl ?3H O2 2 2 2 2

PyTT [Ni(PyTT) (H O) ]Cl ?3H O2 2 2 2 2

Crystal shape Prismatic Prismatic
Size (mm) 0.3430.2430.20 0.3830.3230.26
Chemical formula C H N S C H Cl N O S Ni11 12 4 2 22 34 2 8 5 4

Formula weight 264.4 748.4
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /c C/2c1

Unit cell dimensions
˚a (A) 13.178(1) 18.418(1)
˚b (A) 12.177(1) 8.369(1)
˚c (A) 7.677(1) 21.492(2)

b (8) 99.187(6) 108.02(1)
3˚Cell volume (A ) 1216.1(4) 3150.3(7)

Z 4 4
23D (g cm ) 1.444 1.578x

21
m (cm ) 4.20 10.98
F (000) 552 1552
Diffractometer Siemens P4 Siemens P4

˚ ˚Radiation Mo–K (l50.71073 A) Mo–K (l50.71073 A)a a

Collection method u –2u u –2u

2u range 2.0–60.0 2.0–60.0
Index ranges 218#h#18, 217#k#1 21#h#25, 21#k#11

21#l#10 230#l#28
Independent reflections 3548 4585
Observed reflections 2274 [F .4.0 s(F )] 3505 [F .4.0 s(F )]
No. of refined parameters 154 191
R 0.048 0.040
wR 0.051 0.048

2 2 2 2w 1/ [s (F )10.0002F ] 1 / [s (F )10.0003F ]
GOF 1.54 1.50

23˚r , r (eA ) 0.32, 20.35 0.76, 20.52max min
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of PyTT, showing the atom-numbering scheme. The thermal ellipsoids are drawn at a 50% level.

companied by a high S–C–N angle [S(1)–C(1)–N(1)5 conformations. On the contrary, the thiazolidine ring is
II 2119.0(2)8] and a relatively long S –C(sp ) bond [S(1)– more puckered and shows a conformation near to half-

˚C(1)51.769(2) A], which is characteristic of a thiazoline chair, with the atoms C(5) and C(6) deviating by 20.206
˚ring [9]. In contrast, the S(2)–C(4)–N(2)–C(5)–C(6) ring and 0.205 A of the plane formed by N(2), C(4) and S(2)
˚shows a lower S–C–N angle [S(2)–C(4)–N(2)5 (q50.248 A and f 5129.38).

II 2110.9(1)8], a weaker S –C(sp ) bond [S(2)–C(4)5 The least-squares plane of the imino-thiazolidine moiety
˚1.755(2) A] and a short exocyclic C5N bond [C(4)– is slightly rotated with respect to the best planes of the

˚N(3)51.285(3) A], which are characteristic of an imino- thiazoline (16.68) and pyridine (21.08) rings.
thiazolidine form [10]. It is known that the imino tautom- The X-ray study of the Ni(II) complex revealed that the
ers can exist as two geometrical isomers, syn (Z) and anti crystals are made up of monoclinic unit cells, each

21(E), but in this crystal, only Z isomers have been observed. containing four [Ni(PyTT) (H O) ] cations, eight chlo-2 2 2

The thiazoline ring shows a conformation near to ride anions and twelve water molecules held together by
˚envelope with the apex at C(3). This atom is 0.271 A out strong hydrogen bonds. A diagram of the structure of the

of the plane formed by S(1)–C(1)–N(1)–C(2) [maximum complex cation is shown in Fig. 2 and selected bond
˚mean-plane deviation for N(1)50.005 A]. This geometry lengths, angles and hydrogen-bond parameters are given in

˚is proved by the puckering parameters q50.164 A and Table 3.
f 5142.38, calculated according to Cremer and Pople [11], The complex cation possesses a crystallographic C2

given that values of f 51266n368 correspond to half- symmetry, the twofold axis being coincident with the
chair conformations while f 51446n368 give envelope bisectrix of the O(1)–Ni–O(1A) angle.

The environment around the nickel(II) atom may be
described as a distorted octahedral geometry with the metalTable 2

˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for PyTT coordinated to two water molecules [Ni–O(1)52.114(2)
˚ ˚A], two thiazolinic nitrogens [Ni–N(1)52.061(2) A] andS(2)–C(4) 1.755(2) S(2)–C(6) 1.815(3)

˚two imino nitrogens [Ni–N(3)52.086(2) A]. The ligand–S(1)–C(1) 1.769(2) S(1)–C(3) 1.807(3)
N(2)–C(4) 1.382(3) N(2)–C(1) 1.390(3) metal–ligand bite angles differ from the ideal value of 908,
N(2)–C(5) 1.465(3) C(7)–N(3) 1.393(3) varying between 85.8(1)8 and 95.2(1)8.
C(7)–N(4) 1.324(3) C(7)–C(8) 1.396(3) The six-membered chelate ring is essentially planar,
C(4)–N(3) 1.285(3) N(4)–C(11) 1.331(3) ˚with maximum mean-plane deviation for N(2) (0.071 A).C(1)–N(1) 1.268(3) C(2)–N(1) 1.459(3)

The organic moiety preserves the imino-thiazolidine
C(4)–S(2)–C(6) 92.3(1) C(1)–S(1)–C(3) 88.2(1) form. The main difference with respect to the structure of
C(4)–N(2)–C(1) 125.7(2) C(4)–N(2)–C(5) 116.1(2) PyTT is due to the different degree of rotation of the
C(1)–N(2)–C(5) 118.0(2) N(3)–C(7)–N(4) 120.6(2) thiazoline ring around the C(1)–N(2) bond, which permits
N(3)–C(7)–C(8) 117.4(2) N(4)–C(7)–C(8) 122.0(2)

in the complex the donation through N(1) [torsion angleS(2)–C(4)–N(2) 110.9(1) S(2)–C(4)–N(3) 129.3(2)
C(5)–N(2)–C(1)–S(1)511.68 in the complex; 176.58 inN(2)–C(4)–N(3) 119.8(2) C(7)–N(3)–C(4) 122.1(2)

S(1)–C(1)–N(2) 121.1(2) C(1)–N(1)–C(2) 111.7(2) PyTT]. Similarly, the rotation angle of the pyridine ring
S(1)–C(1)–N(1) 119.0(2) N(2)–C(1)–N(1) 119.9(2) around the C(7)–N(3) bond [torsion angle N(4)–C(7)–
N(4)–C(11)–C(10) 124.0(3) N(3)–C(4)590.08] is higher than in PyTT (16.98). This
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21Fig. 2. Molecular structure of the [Ni(PyTT) (H O) ] cation, showing the atom-numbering scheme. The thermal ellipsoids are drawn at a 50% level.2 2 2

Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A), angles (8) and hydrogen bonds for [Ni(PyTT) (H O) ]Cl ?3H O2 2 2 2 2

Ni–N(3) 2.086(2) Ni–N(1) 2.061(2)
Ni–O(1) 2.114(2) S(1)–C(1) 1.767(3)
S(1)–C(3) 1.798(3) S(2)–C(4) 1.744(2)
S(2)–C(6) 1.785(3) N(3)–C(4) 1.285(3)
N(3)–C(7) 1.427(3) N(1)–C(1) 1.275(3)
N(1)–C(2) 1.480(4) C(1)–N(2) 1.384(3)
C(4)–N(2) 1.385(3) N(2)–C(5) 1.471(4)
N(4)–C(7) 1.323(3) N(4)–C(11) 1.355(4)
C(7)–C(8) 1.391(4)

N(3)–Ni–N(1) 85.8(1) N(3)–Ni–O(1) 89.7(1)
N(1)–Ni–O(1) 86.7(1) N(3)–Ni–N(3A) 91.9(1)
N(1)–Ni–N(3A) 95.2(1) O(1)–Ni–N(1A) 92.3(1)
O(1)–Ni–O(1A) 88.7(1) N(1)–Ni–N(1A) 178.5(1)
O(1)–Ni–N(3A) 177.6(1) Ni–N(3)–C(4) 128.8(2)
Ni–N(3)–C(7) 114.4(1) Ni–N(1)–C(1) 128.6(2)
Ni–N(1)–C(2) 120.0(2) C(1)–S(1)–C(3) 89.3(1)
C(4)–S(2)–C(6) 93.4(1) C(4)–N(3)–C(7) 116.8(2)
C(1)–N(1)–C(2) 110.8(2) S(1)–C(1)–N(1) 117.3(2)
S(1)–C(1)–N(2) 116.7(2) N(1)–C(1)–N(2) 126.0(2)
S(2)–C(4)–N(3) 124.0(2) S(2)–C(4)–N(2) 111.6(2)
N(3)–C(4)–N(2) 124.4(2) C(1)–N(2)–C(4) 125.4(2)
C(1)–N(2)–C(5) 120.3(2) C(4)–N(2)–C(5) 114.3(2)
N(4)–C(11)–C(10) 122.7(3) N(3)–C(7)–N(4) 117.0(2)
N(3)–C(7)–C(8) 118.9(2) N(4)–C(7)–C(8) 123.9(3)

˚Bond A? ? ?H–D Position of D A? ? ?D (A) A? ? ?H–D (8)

N(4)? ? ?H(5W)–O(3) x, y, z 2.862(3) 174.7(1)
O(3)? ? ?H(1W)–O(1) x, 11y, z 2.746(3) 155.5(1)
O(3)? ? ?H(1W)–O(1) 12x, 11y, 3 /22z 2.746(3) 155.5(1)
Cl? ? ?H(2W)–O(1) x, y, z 3.067(2) 176.9(1)
Cl? ? ?H(3W)–O(2) x, y, z 3.266(4) 164.5(2)
Cl? ? ?H(4W)–O(2) 1 /22x, 1 /22y, 12z 3.226(3) 164.3(2)
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3 3decreases the steric interactions between both ligands of E[ A (F) → T (F)] 5 (1 /2) (15B 1 30Dq)2g 1g

the cation complex. 2
2 1/2 [(15B 2 10Dq) 1 12BThe thiazoline ring is in an intermediate form between

1 / 2envelope and half-chair conformations with the atoms C(2) ? 10Dq]
˚and C(3) deviating by 0.170 and 0.322 A below and

˚above, the plane formed by C(1)–N(1)–S(1) [q50.296 A, 3 3E[ A (F) → T (P)] 5 (1 /2) (15B 1 30Dq)2g 1gf 5134.28], respectively. For the thiazolidine ring, the
2˚conformation is near to half-chair [q50.145 A, f 5 1 1/2 [(15B 2 10Dq) 1 12B

126.38], with the atoms C(5) and C(6) deviating by 0.138 1 / 2
? 10Dq]˚and 20.101 A from the plane formed by N(2)–C(4)–S(2).

Besides normal van der Waals interactions, the crystal
The calculated values of the ligand field parametersstructure is stabilized by a complicated hydrogen-bond

21 2110Dq511 410 cm and B5675 cm are consistent withnetwork in which chloride anions and pyridine nitrogen
IIthe presence of the chromophore group [Ni N O ] [13].atoms act as acceptors of hydrogen, water molecules of 4 2

21The IR spectrum in the 4000–370 cm region showscoordination act as donors of hydrogen and water mole-
the presence of bands due to the thiazoline ring vibrationscules of crystallization act on both forms. A diagram
at 1590 (W ), 948 (W ), 818 (W ), 754 and 744 (W ), 649showing this network is given in Fig. 3. 1 3 4 5

21(W ) and 435 cm (G ) [14]. Likewise, the spectrum6 1

exhibits bands assignable to thiazolidine ring vibrations at
3.2. Spectroscopic studies 1026 (n ), 948 (n ), 885 (n ), 703 (n ), 683 and 636 (n ),1 2 3 4 5

21547 (d ) and 493 cm (d ) [15,16]. Moreover, charac-1 2
The diffuse reflectance spectrum shows two intense teristic bands of pyridine ring vibrations are detected at

21bands at 35 900 and 41 320 cm , which are assigned to 1576 (8a), 1554 (8b), 1466 (19a), 1433 (19b), 1387 (14),
21charger transfer bands. Moreover, the spectrum exhibits 999 (1), 649 (6b), 622 (6a) and 411 (16b) cm [17,18].

absorption bands at 11 400, 12 670 (sh), 17 330 and Other relevant bands are registered at 3487 and 3411
21 2127 030 (sh) cm , all of which were of low intensity. (n ), 1621 [n ] and 1127 cm [n ] [19].H O (C5N)imine) (C–N)23 3These bands may be assigned as: A (F)→ T (F) Only two bands assignable to Ni–ligand stretching2g 2g

21 3 1 21(11 400 cm ), A (F)→ E (D) (12 670 cm ), vibrations are observed in the low frequency range,2g g
3 3 21 3 3 although the C symmetry of the complex cation predictsA (F)→ T (F) (17 330 cm ) and A (F)→ T (P) 22g 1g 2g 1g

21 the appearance of three such bands. The broad band at 335(27 030 cm ) transitions, in an idealized O symmetry.h 21cm is tentatively assigned to n [20–24], whereasThe position of the observed d–d transitions permits one to (Ni–OH )2
21the band at 270 cm is tentatively assigned tocalculate the ligand field parameters, 10 Dq and B, using

n , in good accord with literature data forthe following known relationships [12]: Ni–N(thiazoline)

several complexes containing thiazoline, thiazolidine or
3 3E[ A (F) → T (F)] 5 10 Dq thiazole derivative ligands [24–27].2g 2g

Fig. 3. View of the hydrogen bond network of [Ni(PyTT) (H O) ]Cl ?3H O.2 2 2 2 2
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Abstract

The synthesis and coordination chemistry of the PPh (C H -3-C F ) (x50, 1, 2) ligands containing perfluoroalkyl ponytails havex 6 4 6 13 32x

been investigated. A comparison of the spectroscopic data for coordination complexes containing these ligands with those for complexes
containing PPh or the related para-derivatised triarylphosphines indicates that these meta-derivatised ligands are slightly poorer s-donors3

and that steric crowding in the [PtCl L ] complexes results in the formation of the normally thermodynamically less-favourable2 2

trans-isomers.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Fluorous biphase; Phosphine; Platinum group metals

1. Introduction out on a Bruker ARX250 spectrometer at 250.13, 235.34
and 101.26 MHz or on a Bruker DRX 400 spectrometer at

Following the introduction of the fluorous biphase 400.13, 376.50 and 161.98 MHz. All chemical shifts are
approach to the heterogenisation of homogeneous catalysis quoted in ppm using the high-frequency positive conven-

1[1,2], a range of ligand systems and metal complexes have tion; H NMR spectra were referenced to external SiMe ,4
19 31been derivatised with long perfluoroalkyl ‘ponytails’ and F NMR spectra to external CFCl and P NMR spectra3

19their solubilities and reactivities under fluorous biphasic to external 85% H PO . Assignments of the F NMR3 4

conditions have been described [2–16]. Throughout this resonances were made using correlation experiments and
work, phosphorus(III) ligands, in particular phosphines, follow the order outlined previously [8]. The IR spectra
have been pre-eminent [2–12]. We have described a were recorded on a Digilab FTS40 Fourier-transform

21general route to the synthesis of para-derivatised triaryl spectrometer at 4 cm resolution for the complexes as
phosphine ligands [8] and have recently established the Nujol mulls held between KBr discs. Elemental analyses
criteria for preferential perfluorocarbon solubility as well were performed by Butterworth Laboratories Ltd. Mass
as the electronic influence of the perfluoroalkyl sub- spectra were recorded on a Kratos Concept 1H mass
stituents on the coordination chemistry of these ligands spectrometer.
[11]. Here, we extend this work to an analogous series of The complexes, [Cp*RhCl ] and [RhCl(CO) ] , were2 2 2 2

meta-substituted ligands to establish the steric and elec- commercial samples (Aldrich) and were used as supplied
tronic implications of introducing the perfluoroalkyl sub- whilst cis-[PtCl (MeCN) ] was prepared as previously2 2

stituents in this position. described [17]. Dichloromethane, chloroform and
perfluoro-1,3-dimethylcyclohexane (PP3) were each dried
by refluxing over calcium hydride under dinitrogen, dis-

2. Experimental tilled under nitrogen and stored in closed ampoules over
molecular sieves. PP3 was also freezed/pumped/ thawed

19 31Proton, F and P NMR spectroscopies were carried three times to remove all dissolved gases. Hexane was
dried by refluxing over potassium metal under nitrogen,
distilled and was stored similarly. Toluene and diethyl*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-116-252-2108; fax: 144-116-252-
ether were dried by refluxing over sodium metal under3789.

E-mail address: egh1@le.ac.uk (E.G. Hope) nitrogen, distilled and stored similarly.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00202-8
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2.1. 3-(Tridecafluorohexyl)bromobenzene 1 2.3. PPh(C H -3-C F ) 36 4 6 13 2

A solution of C F I (18.78 g, 0.042 mol) in hexafluoro- This was prepared similarly using phenyldichlorophos-6 13
3benzene (40 cm ) was added dropwise over 3 h to a stirred phine (1.16 g, 6.50 mmol) affording the product as a white

mixture of 3-bromoiodobenzene (11.91 g, 0.042 mol), solid (3.4 g, 54%) (Found: C, 40.4; H, 1.5; P, 4.6;
copper powder (5.88 g, 0.092 mol), 2,29-bipyridine (0.46 C H F P requires C, 40.1; H, 1.4; P, 3.5%); m /z (FAB)30 13 26

3 3 1g, 2.95 mmol), DMSO (40 cm ) and C F (60 cm ) at 898 ([M] , 56%), 821 (6) and 503 (18); d (CDCl ) 25.06 6 P 3

708C. The mixture was subsequently stirred at 708C for 72 (s); d (CDCl ) 7.2–7.6 (13H, m, C H and C H ); dH 3 6 5 6 4 F
3 3h. After cooling, it was poured into a beaker containing (CDCl ) 281.2 (6F, t, J 10, CF ), 2111.2 (4F, t, J3 FF 3 FF

3 3 a b ddichloromethane (100 cm ) and water (100 cm ). After 14, C F ), 2122.0 (4F, m, C F ), 2122.2 (4F, m, C F ),2 2 2
e gfiltering, the organic layer was separated, washed with 2123.2 (4F, m, C F ), 2126.7 (4F, m, C F ).2 2

3water (3350 cm ) and dried over CaCl and MgSO .2 4
3After concentration in vacuo to ca. 30 cm , the crude 2.4. P(C H -3-C F ) 46 4 6 13 33product was extracted into PP3 (3320 cm ) and the

solvent was removed in vacuo. Distillation in vacuo using This was prepared similarly using phosphorus trichloride
¨a Kugelrohr apparatus gave the product as a colourless (0.57 g, 4.20 mmol), affording the product as a white solid

liquid (bp 80–908C, 0.02 mmHg) (8.6 g, 0.018 mol, 45%) (4.1 g, 71%) (Found: C, 35.4; H, 1.0; P, 4.4; C H F P36 12 39
1(Found: C, 29.5; H, 0.8; C H BrF requires C, 30.3; H,12 4 13 requires C, 35.5; H, 1.0; P, 2.5%); m /z (FAB) 1216 ([M] ,

10.8%); m /z (EI) 474/6 ([M] , 27%), 455/7 (6), 205/7 97%), 821 (51) 169 (21) and 69 (100); d (CDCl ) 26.0P 3
(100), 126 (37) and 69 (15): d (CDCl ) 7.67 (1H, s,H 3 (s); d (CDCl ) 7.2–7.8 (12H, m, C H ); d (CDCl )H 3 6 4 F 33 3

3 3 a2-C H ), 7.65 (1H, d, J 7.9, 6-C H ), 7.45 (1H, d, J6 4 HH 6 4 HH 281.5 (9F, t, J 10, CF ), 2111.7 (6F, t, J 14, C F ),FF 3 FF 23
b d7.9, 4-C H ), 7.31 (1H, t, J 7.9, 5-C H ); d (CDCl )6 4 HH 6 4 F 3 2122.0 (6F, m, C F ), 2122.5 (6F, m, C F ), 2123.42 23 3 a

e g281.3 (3F, t, J 10, CF ), 2111.2 (2F, t, J 14, C F ),FF 3 FF 2 (6F, m, C F ), 2126.8 (6F, m, C F ).2 2b d
2122.0 (2F, m, C F ), 2122.2 (2F, m, C F ), 2123.22 2

e g(2F, m, C F ), 2126.6 (2F, m, C F ). 52 2 2.5. [RhCl (h -C Me )hPPh (C H -3-C F )j] 52 5 5 2 6 4 6 13

5The ligand (0.145 g, 0.25 mmol) and [RhCl (h -22.2. PPh (C H -3-C F ) 22 6 4 6 13 C Me )] (0.77 g, 0.12 mmol) were stirred in refluxing5 5 2
3

3 ethanol (60 cm ) under nitrogen for 1 h. The solvent wasn-Butyl-lithium (8.63 cm , 1.6 M solution in hexane) in
3 removed in vacuo and the resulting reddish solid wasdiethyl ether (25 cm ) was added dropwise over 1 h to 3washed with hexane (10 cm ), yielding a fine, red /orangeBrC H -3-C F (6.57 g, 0.014 mol) with stirring under6 4 6 13

3 powder (0.14 g, 0.16 mmol, 67%) (Found: C, 45.7; H, 3.1;nitrogen in diethyl ether (75 cm ) at 2788C and the
C H F PCl Rh requires C, 45.9; H, 3.3%); m /z (FAB)34 29 13 2reaction mixture was stirred at this temperature for a

1 1853 ([M2Cl] ) and 818 ([M22Cl] ); d (CDCl ) 30.6P 3further 1 h. Diphenylchlorophosphine (3.04 g, 0.014 mol) 1
3 (d, J 144); d (CDCl ) 7.3–8.0 (14H, m, C H andRhP H 3 6 5in diethyl ether (25 cm ) was then added dropwise, at

C H ), 1.4 (15H, d, J 4, Cp*); d (CDCl ) 281.7 (3F,6 4 HP F 32788C, to the reaction mixture over a further hour before
3 3 at, J 10, CF ), 2111.3 (2F, t, J 14, C F ), 2122.0FF 3 FF 2the reaction mixture was allowed to warm slowly to room

b d(2F, m, C F ), 2122.4 (2F, m, C F ), 2123.3 (2F, m,2 2temperature with continuous stirring over a 12 h period.
e gC F ), 2126.7 (2F, m, C F ).2 2The mixture was hydrolysed with 10% aqueous NH Cl (504

3cm ), the organic layer was collected, washed with water
53 2.6. [RhCl (h -C Me )hPPh(C H -3-C F ) j] 6(2330 cm ) and dried over MgSO . The organic layer 2 5 5 6 4 6 13 24

3was concentrated in vacuo to ca. 15 cm and passed
This was prepared similarly using PPh(C H -3-C F )quickly through a separating funnel half-filled with 6 4 6 13 2

3 (0.225 g, 0.25 mmol) and the resulting red solid wasalumina using light petroleum (bp 40–608C) as eluent.
recrystallized from dichloromethane–hexane, affording aAfter the solvent was removed, the white solid was heated
fine, red /orange powder (0.23 g, 0.18 mmol, 78%)¨in a Kugelrohr apparatus (1808C, 0.05 mmHg) to remove
(Found: C, 40.2; H, 2.4; P, 2.2; C H F PCl Rh requiresany remaining starting material, yielding the product as a 40 28 26 2

1C, 39.8; H, 2.3; P, 2.6%); m /z (FAB) 1206 ([M] ), 1171white solid (5.1 g, 62%) (Found: C, 49.3; H, 2.3;
1 1([M2Cl] ) and 1136 ([M22Cl] ); d (CDCl ) 30.8 (d,C H F P requires C, 49.7; H, 2.4); m /z (FAB) 580 P 324 14 13

11 J 147); d (CDCl ) 7.2–8.0 (13H, m, C H and([M] , 100%), 503 (21); d (CDCl ) 24.8 (s); d RhP H 3 6 5P 3 H

C H ), 1.4 (15H, d, J 4, Cp*); d (CDCl ) 281.3 (6F,(CDCl ) 7.2–7.6 (14H, m, C H and C H ); d (CDCl ) 6 4 HP F 33 6 5 6 4 F 3
3 3 a3 3 a t, J 10, CF ), 2111.6 (4F, t, J 14, C F ), 2121.9281.1 (3F, t, J 10, CF ), 2111.1 (2F, t, J 14, C F ), FF 3 FF 2FF 3 FF 2

b d b d
2122.0 (2F, m, C F ), 2122.2 (2F, m, C F ), 2123.2 (4F, m, C F ), 2122.1 (4F, m, C F ), 2123.4 (4F, m,2 2 2 2

e g e g(2F, m, C F ), 2126.7 (2F, m, C F ). C F ), 2126.7 (4F, m, C F ).2 2 2 2
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5 3 3 a2.7. [RhCl (h -C Me )hP(C H -3-C F ) j] 7 (18F, t, J 10, CF ), 2111.8 (12F, t, J 14, C F ),2 5 5 6 4 6 13 3 FF 3 FF 2
b d

2121.2 (12F, m, C F ), 2121.8 (12F, m, C F ), 2122.82 2
e gThis was prepared similarly using P(C H -3-C F ) 4 (12F, m, C F ), 2126.1 (12F, m, C F ).6 4 6 13 3 2 2

(0.304 g, 0.25 mmol) and the resulting red solid was
recrystallized from dichloromethane–hexane, affording a 2.11. cis- and trans-[PtCl hPPh (C H -3-C F )j ] 112 2 6 4 6 13 2
fine, red /orange powder (0.30 g, 0.20 mmol, 83%)
(Found: C, 36.4; H, 1.8; P, 3.3; C H F PCl Rh requires46 27 39 2 The ligand (0.377 g, 0.65 mmol) and cis-

1C, 36.2; H, 1.8; P, 2.0%); m /z (FAB) 1489 ([M2Cl] ) [PtCl (MeCN) ] (0.105 g, 0.30 mmol) were stirred for 2 h2 21 1 3and 1454 ([M22Cl] ); d (CDCl ) 30.6 (d, J 147); dP 3 RhP H in refluxing, dry, dichloromethane (60 cm ) under nitro-
(CDCl ) 7.4–7.9 (12H, m, C H ), 1.4 (15H, d, J 4,3 6 4 HP gen. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the resulting

3Cp*); d (CDCl ) 281.5 (9F, t, J 10, CF ), 2111.5F 3 FF 3 off-white solid was washed with light petroleum (bp 40–
3 a b 3(6F, t, J 14, C F ), 2122.1 (6F, m, C F ), 2122.3 608C) (10 cm ). Recrystallization from dichloromethane–FF 2 2

d e(6F, m, C F ), 2123.5 (6F, m, C F ), 2126.8 (6F, m, hexane resulted in a fine, white powder (0.31 g, 0.222 2
gC F ). mmol, 73%) (Found: C, 39.1; H, 2.0; C H F P ClPt2 48 28 26 2

1requires C, 40.4; H, 2.0%); m /z (FAB) 1391 ([M2Cl] )
1 1and 1356 ([M22Cl] ); d (CDCl ) 21.2 (s, J 2646,2.8. trans-[RhCl(CO)hPPh (C H -3-C F )j ] 8 P 3 PtP2 6 4 6 13 2 1trans), 15.3 (s, J 3633, cis); d (CDCl ) 7.2–7.8 (28H,PtP H 3

3m, C H and C H ); d (CDCl ) 281.4 (6F, t, J 10,The ligand (0.273 g, 0.47 mmol) and [RhCl(CO) ] 6 5 6 4 F 3 FF2 2
3 a bCF ), 2111.8 (4F, t, J 14, C ), 2121.8 (4F, m, C F ),(0.044 g, 0.11 mmol) were stirred for 2 h in refluxing dry 3 FF 2 2

d e3 2122.3 (4F, m, C F ), 2123.2 (4F, m, C F ), 2126.6dichloromethane (60 cm ) under nitrogen. The solvent was 2 2
g(4F, m, C F ); IR (Nujol) y(M2Cl) 350(trans), 303, 328removed in vacuo and the resulting yellow solid was 2

3 (cis).washed with light petroleum (bp 40–608C) (10 cm ),
yielding a fine yellow powder (0.42 g, 0.16 mmol, 73%)
(Found: C, 45.0; H, 2.1; P, 5.6; C H F P ClORh 2.12. cis- and trans-[PtCl hPPh(C H -3-C F ) j ] 1249 28 26 2 2 6 4 6 13 2 2
requires C, 44.3; H, 2.1; P, 4.7%); m /z (FAB) 1298

1 1([M2CO] ) and 1263 ([M2CO–Cl] ); d This was prepared similarly using PPh(C H -3-C F )P 6 4 6 13 21(CDCl )(233K) 29.7 (d, J 128); d (CDCl ) 7.2–7.9 3 (0.583 g, 0.65 mmol), yielding the product as a white3 RhP H 3
3(28H, m, C H and C H ); d (CDCl ) 281.3 (6F, t, J powder (0.33 g, 0.16 mmol, 53%) (Found: C, 34.2; H, 1.3;6 5 6 4 F 3 FF

3 a10, CF ), 2111.4 (4F, t, J 14, C F ), 2121.8 (4F, m, C H F P ClPt requires C, 35.0; H, 1.3%); m /z (FAB)3 FF 2 60 26 52 2
b d e 1 1C F ), 2122.4 (4F, m, C F ), 2123.2 (4F, m, C F ), 2062 ([M] ) and 2027 ([M2Cl] ); d (CDCl ) 21.8 (s,2 2 2 P 3

g 1 12126.6 (4F, m, C F ). J 2696, trans), 15.8 (s, J 3602, cis); d (CDCl )2 PtP PtP H 3

7.2–7.8 (26H, m, C H and C H ); d (CDCl ) 281.46 5 6 4 F 3
3 3 a(12F, t, J 10, CF ), 2111.8 (8F, t, J 14, C F ),2.9. trans-[RhCl(CO)hPPh(C H -3-C F ) j ] 9 FF 3 FF 26 4 6 13 2 2

b d
2121.8 (8F, m, C F ), 2122.3 (8F, m, C F ), 2123.22 2

e g(8F, m, C F ), 2126.6 (8F, m, C F ); IR (Nujol) y(M2This was prepared similarly using PPh(C H -3-C F ) 2 26 4 6 13 2

Cl) 351(trans), 303, 323 (cis).3 (0.422 g, 0.47 mmol), yielding the product as a yellow
powder (0.30 g, 0.15 mmol, 69%) (Found: C, 37.6; H, 1.4;
P, 3.6; C H F P ClORh requires C, 37.3; H, 1.3; P, 2.13. trans-[PtCl hP(C H -3-C F ) j ] 1361 26 52 2 2 6 4 6 13 3 2

13.2%); m /z (FAB) 1934 ([M2CO] ) and 1899 ([M2
1 1CO–Cl] ); d (CDCl ) 29.9 (d, J 129); d (CDCl ) This was prepared similarly using P(C H -3-C F ) 4P 3 RhP H 3 6 4 6 13 3

7.3–7.8 (26H, m, C H and C H ); d (CDCl ) 281.3 (0.790 g, 0.65 mmol), yielding the product as a white6 5 6 4 F 3
3 3 a(12F, t, J 11, CF ), 2111.5 (8F, t, J 14, C F ), powder (0.62 g, 0.23 mmol, 78%) (Found: C, 31.8; H, 1.0;FF 3 FF 2

b d
2121.9 (8F, m, C F ), 2122.2 (8F, m, C F ), 2123.3 C H F P ClPt requires C, 32.0; H, 0.9%); m /z (FAB)2 2 72 24 78 2

e g 1 1(8F, m, C F ), 2126.7 (8F, m, C F ). 2663 ([M2Cl] ); d (C H CF ) 21.8 (s, J 2723,2 2 P 6 5 3 PtP

trans); IR (Nujol) y(M2Cl) 351.

2.10. trans-[RhCl(CO)hP(C H -3-C F ) j ] 106 4 6 13 3 2

2.14. [RhClhP(C H -3-C F ) j ] 146 4 6 13 3 3

This was prepared similarly using P(C H -3-C F ) 46 4 6 13 3

(0.571 g, 0.47 mmol), yielding the product as a yellow To the ligand (0.16 mmol), dissolved in dry, degassed,
3powder (0.45 g, 0.17 mmol, 78%) (Found: C, 33.8; H, 1.0; perfluoro-1,3-dimethylcyclohexane (1 cm ) in a Schlenk

P, 2.5; C H F P ClORh requires C, 33.7; H, 0.9; P, flask, was added, by syringe, [RhCl(C H ) ] (0.010 g,73 24 78 2 2 4 2 2
1 32.4%); m /z (FAB) 2570 ([M2CO] ) and 2535 ([M2 0.027 mmol) dissolved in dry, degassed, CH Cl (1 cm )2 2

1 6 1 6CO–Cl] ); d (d -acetone) 31.8 (d, J 132); d (d - under nitrogen. The resulting mixture was stirred vigorous-P RhP H
6 ly for 2 min, after which time, all of the colour associatedacetone) 7.7–8.2 (24H, m, C H ); d (d -acetone) 281.26 4 F
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Table 1with the rhodium had transferred to the lower, fluorous,
aVariation of n(CO) in trans-[RhCl(CO)L ] with the number and position2phase. A sample was removed by syringe and the NMR

of perfluoroalkyl groups
spectrum was recorded in PP3 in a Young’s NMR tube. dP

1 2 1 L meta-substitution para-substitution37.5 (2P, dd, J 142, J 38, P ), 49.0 (1P, dt, JRhP PP trans-P RhP
(x53) (x54)2189, J 38, P ).PP trans-Cl

bPPh 1965 19653

PPh (C H -x-C F ) 1980 19822 6 4 6 13

PPh(C H -x-C F ) 1984 19832.15. [RhClhP(C H -3-CF ) j ] 15 6 4 6 13 26 4 3 3 3
P(C H -x-C F ) 1992 19936 4 6 13 3

a 21This was prepared similarly using dry, degassed, CDCl n(CO)/cm . Recorded as Nujol mulls unless otherwise stated.3
b1 2 In CH Cl solution. Data taken from ref. [21].as the solvent throughout. d 37.3 (2P, dd, J 142, J 2 2P RhP PP

1 238, P ), 50.5 (1P, dt, J 188, J 38, P ).trans-P RhP PP trans-Cl

NMR spectroscopic data are also insensitive to the number
of perfluoroalkyl substituents and their positions on the3. Results and discussion
aryl rings. Interestingly, as seen for trans-

31[RhCl(CO)hPPh (C H -4-C F )j ], the P NMR spec-The syntheses of the meta-derivatised triaryl phosphines 2 6 4 6 13 2

trum for trans-[RhCl(CO)hPPh (C H -3-C F )j ] 8 is a2–4 with one, two and three perfluoroalkyl substituents 2 6 4 6 13 2

broad singlet at room temperature, which only resolvesrespectively, via 3-bromo-perfluorohexylbenzene, (Scheme
into the expected rhodium coupled doublet at 233 K,1) is essentially the same as the route used to prepare the
suggesting that both of these complexes are fluxional atanalogous para-derivatised compounds. The ligands were
room temperature. In marked contrast to the NMR spectro-formed in 54–70% yields as air-stable, white solids. The
scopic data, y(CO) shows a variation with the number ofspectroscopic data (Experimental) are entirely consistent
perfluoroalkyl substituents, but is insensitive to the posi-with the formulations, in particular, each gave a single

31 1 tion of the perfluoroalkyl group on the aryl rings (Table 1),resonance in the Ph Hj NMR spectrum (at ca. d 25)
indicating that, in this series, meta- and para-substitutiontypical for triarylphosphines. Only the tris-derivatised
reduce the s-donor properties of these phosphine ligandsphosphine is preferentially soluble in perfluorocarbon
by a similar amount. Only trans-[RhCl(CO)hP(C H -3-solvents. 6 4

C F ) j ] 10 is preferentially soluble in perfluorocarbonWe have previously shown [11], for the para-derivatised 6 13 3 2

solvents.triarylphosphine ligands, that the introduction of the per-
The reactions of the free phosphines with cis-fluoroalkyl group does not restrict the type of reactivity

[PtCl (MeCN) ] (affording 11–13) offered the first indica-shown by these ligands, and we observe comparable 2 2

tion of the steric influence of the meta-substituents in theseeffects for the meta-derivatised ligands, i.e. facile displace-
ligands. Previously, we have shown that, although exclu-ment of weakly coordinated ligands and cleavage of
sively cis-[PtCl L ] complexes are obtained from thehalide-bridged dinuclear metal complexes. On reaction 2 2

reaction of the mono- and bis-derivatised para-substitutedwith [Cp*RhCl ] , the mononuclear [Cp*RhCl L] (5–7)2 2 2

ligands hPPh (C H -4-C F ) and PPh(C H -4-C F ) jare formed as air-stable orange solids, which are not 2 6 4 6 13 6 4 6 13 2

with [PtCl (MeCN) j, an inseparable mixture of cis- andsoluble in perfluorocarbon solvents. For these complexes, 2 2
1 trans-isomers was obtained in the same reaction withJ is insensitive to both the number of perfluoroalkylRhP

P(C H -4-C F ) [11]. In this work, complexessubstituents and the position of the perfluoroalkyl groups 6 4 6 13 3

[PtCl hPPh (C H -3-C F ) ] 11 and [PtCl hPPh(C H -on the aryl rings. 2 2 6 4 6 13 2 2 6 4

3-C F ) j ] 12 were obtained as mixtures of cis- andFor the air-stable, yellow trans-[RhCl(CO)L ] (8–10), 6 13 2 22
31 trans-isomers, whilst complex 13 is exclusively trans-prepared from [RhCl(CO) ] and the free ligands, the P2 2

Scheme 1.
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31[PtCl hP(C H -3-C F ) j ], as revealed by IR and P 4. Conclusions2 6 4 6 13 3 2

NMR spectroscopic data (Experimental). The observed
The introduction of perfluoroalkyl ponytails into thethermodynamic preference, which is opposite to that

meta-positions of triarylphosphine ligands is straightfor-usually seen for [PtCl (phosphine) ] complexes, can only2 2

ward. These ligands readily coordinate to a series ofarise from steric congestion around the metal centres for
platinum group metals wherein the meta-substitution in-the cis-isomers, which increases progressively with the
duces little or no greater electronic influence than thenumber of perfluoroalkyl substituents. We note that, al-

31 related para-substitution, although there is some evidencethough integration in P NMR is a poor quantitative tool
for a greater steric influence. Only the free tris-derivatised[18], the cis:trans ratios in [PtCl hPPh (C H -3-C F ) ]2 2 6 4 6 13 2
ligand and the complexes trans-[RhCl(CO)L ] and11 and [PtCl hPPh(C H -3-C F ) j ] 12 are approxi- 22 6 4 6 13 2 2
[RhClL ] hL5P(C H -4-C F ) j are preferentially solu-mately 3:2 and 1:3, respectively. Table 2 summarises the 3 6 4 6 13 3

1 ble in perfluorocarbon solvents.J coupling constant data for these and relatedPtP

platinum(II) complexes. In line with the y(CO) data for
1trans-[RhCl(CO)L ], J for the cis-isomers decreases2 PtP
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Abstract

Reduction of 2-cyanopyridine by sodium in dry methanol in the presence of N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazide produces 2-pyridinefor-
mamide N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone, HAm4M. Complexes with iron(III), cobalt(II,III) and nickel(II) have been prepared and
characterized by molar conductivities, magnetic susceptibilities and spectroscopic techniques. In addition, the crystal structures of
HAm4M, [Ni(Am4M)(OAc)], [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO and [Co(Am4M) ]ClO have been solved. Coordination is via the pyridyl nitrogen,2 4 2 4

imine nitrogen and thione or thiolato sulfur when coordinating as the neutral and anionic ligand, respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Thiosemicarbazone; 2-Pyridineformamide; Crystal structure; Cobalt; Iron; Nickel

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

2-Cyanopyridine and N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazide
2-Formyl-, 2-acetyl- and 2-benzoylpyridine N(4)-substi-

were both purchased from Aldrich and used as received.
tuted thiosemicarbazones [1–3] possess substantial in vitro

Following the literature procedure for the reduction of
activity against various human tumor lines [4]. Their

2-cyanopyridine [7], sodium (0.092 g, 4.0 mmol) was
copper(II) complexes also have activity against animal and

added to 25 ml of MeOH, which had been dried over
human tumor strains [5,6]. However, due to their lack of

CaSO , and the solution stirred until complete dissolution4solubility in aqueous solutions, these thiosemicarbazones
occurred. 2-Cyanopyridine (2.60 g, 24.9 mmol) was then

and their complexes are less promising for in vivo testing.
added, and the mixture stirred for 0.5 h, and N(4)-

In an attempt to enhance water solubility we have prepared
methylthiosemicarbazide (2.60 g, 24.9 mmol) was added

a new series of N(4)-substituted thiosemicarbazones in
in small portions over a period of 0.5 h. On addition of

which the thiosemicarbazone moiety is attached to an
another 25 ml of MeOH the mixture was refluxed for a

amide carbon rather than an aldehyde or ketone carbon. We
minimum of 4 h. Slow evaporation of the MeOH produced

report here physical, spectral and structural properties of
the yellowish HAm4M, NMR (d -DMSO): N(2)H at d56 ]2-pyridineformamide N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone,
10.026, N(4)H at d58.516 (uneven doublet), C(6)H at

] ]HAm4M, and a selection of its metal complexes.
d58.427 (d), NH at d56.856; melting point5174–2]
1758C.

The metal complexes were prepared using the following
method: a solution of the appropriate metal salt (0.002
mol) in EtOH (30 ml) was mixed with a solution of*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-309-438-7661; fax: 11-309-438-
HAm4M, 0.002 mol for preparations with CoCl , NiCl ,5538. 2 2

E-mail address: dxwest@rs6000.cmp.ilstu.edu (D.X. West) Ni(OAc) and 0.004 mol for preparations with Fe(ClO )2 4 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00210-7
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and Co(ClO ) (Caution: Perchlorate compounds are [Co(Am4M) ]ClO in Table 2. Selected bond distances for4 2 2 4

the four are listed in Table 3 and selected bond angles inpotentially explosive) in the same solvent (30 ml) and the
Table 4. Perspective views of HAm4M,resulting mixture was stirred under reflux for 2 h or more.
[Ni(Am4M)(OAc)]?H O [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH andThe resulting solids were filtered, washed with anhydrous 2 2 4

[Co(Am4M) ]ClO are shown in Figs. 1–4, respectively.ether to apparent dryness and placed on a warm plate at 2 4

Crystals suitable for diffraction studies were not obtained358C until required for characterization. Yields were in the
for [Co(HAm4M)Cl ] or [Ni(Am4M)Cl].65–80% range for the five complexes. Partial elemental 2

HAm4M crystallizes with four similar, but crystal-analyses were performed by National Chemical Consulting
lographically independent molecules in the E conformation(Tenafly, NJ), and the metal complexes and HAm4M were
with respect to the carbon-imine nitrogen bond with thecharacterized using techniques and instrumentation re-
thiosemicarbazone moiety directed away from the pyridineported previously [8]. The magnetic susceptibilities were
ring (Fig. 1) as was found for 2-formylpyridine N(4)-measured with a Johnson Matthey magnetic susceptibility
methylthiosemicarbazone, HFo4M [14]. The intramolecu-balance. NMR spectra were obtained with a Varian 300
lar hydrogen bonding involves N(4)H bonding to the imineMHz Gemini spectrometer using d -DMSO or CDCl as6 3
nitrogen (e.g. N13–H???N11 has an average non-bondingthe solvent; the chemical shifts are reported in parts per

˚distance of 2.575(5) A and an angle of 113(4)8 for the fourmillion downfield from tetramethylsilane. Infrared spectra
forms). One of the NH hydrogens (i.e. H15B) is in-were recorded with Nicolet 5SXC and Magna 850 FT-IR 2

tramolecularly hydrogen bonded to the pyridyl nitrogen; anspectrometers using Nujol mulls between CsI plates;
average non-bonding distance and angle represented byelectronic spectra were acquired as nujol mulls impreg-

˚N15–H15B???N14 are 2.693(6) A and 114(5)8. This samenated on filter paper and as DMF solutions in 1 cm cells
hydrogen also is weakly interacting with a pyridinewith a Cary 5E spectrometer. EPR spectra were obtained in
nitrogen on another molecule (e.g. N15–H15B???N44 has a3-mm pyrex tubes with a Brucker EMX spectrometer using

˚non-bonding distance and angle of 3.170(6) A anda conventional insert Dewar at liquid nitrogen temperature.
142(5)8). Intermolecular hydrogen bonding between theCrystals of HAm4M, [Ni(Am4M)(OAc)]?H O,2
second NH hydrogen, H15A, and a thione sulfur on[Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH and [Co(Am4M) ]ClO were 22 4 2 4
another molecule, S4, as well as between the thioamidegrown from ethanolic solutions, mounted on glass fibers,
hydrogen N12H and the same sulfur also occurs. Thisand used for data collection. Cell constants and an
second molecule’s NH hydrogen and thioamide hydrogenorientation matrix for data collection were obtained by 2

interact with the original molecule’s sulfur, S1, in the sameleast-squares refinement of the diffraction data from 25
manner to form a dimer. Average bond distances andreflections in the range 18,u ,27.58 for

˚angles are as follows: N15–H15A???S4, 3.357(5) A and[Ni(Am4M)(OAc)]?H O, [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH and2 2 4
˚171(5)8 and N12–H12???S4, 3.429(4) A and 167(5)8.[Co(Am4M) ]ClO and for HAm4M a substantial number2 4

The thiosemicarbazone moiety of HAm4M, C17–N11–of accurately centered reflections in the 28,u ,558 range
N12–C18–S1–N13, has a mean plane deviation of 0.0339were used. The structures of HAm4M and
Å with N11 having the maximum deviation from planarity,[Ni(Am4M)OAc]?H O were solved by direct methods [9]2

˚0.0675(33) A. When the amide nitrogen, N15, is includedwhich revealed the position of all non-hydrogen atoms,
2 ˚the mean plane deviation increases to 0.0647 A, and N15and refined on F by a full-matrix least-squares procedure

˚deviates from planarity by 0.0942(31) A, which is essen-using anisotropic displacement parameters [10]. For
˚tially the same as N11, 0.0940(34) A. The mean plane of[Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH and [Co(Am4M) ]ClO scatter-2 4 2 4

the pyridine ring forms an angle of 14.1(4)8 with theing factors are from Wassmaire and Kirfel [11], calcula-
thiosemicarbazone moiety mean plane.tions were done using maXus, Ver. 2.0 [12], refinement

A comparison of the thiosemicarbazone moiety’s bondwas on F using a full-matrix least-squares procedure using
distances and angles in HAm4M with HFo4M [14], whichanisotropic displacement parameters and the graphics tool
crystallized in the orthorhombic space group P2 2 2 andwas PLATON for Windows [13]. The hydrogens attached 1 1 1

is also E with respect to the carbon-imine nitrogen bond,to nitrogens in the four structures were located from
may show the electronic effect of the NH function. Thedifference Fourier maps and refined isotropically. The 2

bond distances of HAm4M (i.e. averages of the fourhydrogens attached to carbons were located in their
˚ crystalline forms of HAm4M) and HFo4M, respectively,calculated positions (C–H, 0.93–0.97 A) and assigned

2˚ ˚fixed thermal parameters of U50.05 A . are as follows: imine C7–N2, 1.296(6) and 1.285(2) A;
˚N2–N3, 1.387(6) and 1.375(2) A; N3–C8, 1.358(6) and

˚ ˚1.369(2) A; C8–S1, 1.699(5) and 1.649(2) A; C8–N4,
˚3. Results and discussion 1.315(7) and 1.334(3) A; and, N4–C9, 1.454(8) and

˚1.454(3) A. The only significant difference occurs for
Summaries of crystal data and intensity collection C8–S1; the longer bond C–S bond for HAm4M may be a

for HAm4M and [Ni(Am4M)(OAc)]?H O are given in significant factor in its biological activity. The C2–C7–N22

Table 1 and for [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH and bond angle, which averages 115.7(4) for HAm4M, is2 4
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for 2-pyridineformamide N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone, HAm4M and [Ni(Am4M)(OAc)]?H O2

Empirical formula C H N S C H N NiO S8 11 5 10 15 5 3

Color, habit Colorless, prism Brown, prism
Formula weight 209.3 344.04
Temperature (K) 293(2) 293(2)
Crystal size (mm) 0.4030.2830.20 0.3530.1530.10
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /c P2 /c1 1

˚a (A) 11.026(1) 6.9153(9)
˚b (A) 32.430(5) 10.877(2)
˚c (A) 11.773(1) 19.308(14)

a (8) 90(0) 90(0)
b (8) 96.95(0) 98.32(2)
g (8) 90(0) 90(0)

3˚Volume (A ) 4178.9(7) 1437.0(5)
Z 16 4

3Density (Mg/m ) 1.331 1.590
21Absorption coeff. (mm ) 2.512 1.509

Diffractometer Siemens P4/PC Nonius MACH3
˚Radiation (l, A) CuKa (1.54184) MoKa (0.71073)

u range for data collection (8) 1.5–55.0 2.3–28.45
Index ranges 0#h#11 0#h#9

0#k#34 0#k#14
212#l#12 225#l#25

Absorption correction Face-indexed numerical c scan
2Refinement method (F ) Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares

Reflections collected 5550 3913
Independent reflections 5230 (R 53.24%) 3626 (R 56.02%)int int

Observed reflections 3956 (F.3.0s(F )) 3626
Final R indices R 50.0557 [F.3s(F )] R150.0471 (I.2s(I))1

wR250.0703 wR250.0791
R indices (all data) R 50.0730, wR 50.0781 R 50.2006, wR 50.10411 2 1 2

Goodness-of-fit 1.34 0.964
23˚Largest diff. peak/hole (eA ) 0.28/20.34 0.456/20.518

120.5(2) in HFo4M, and the C7–N2–N3 angle averages thiosemicarbazone’s mode of coordination are shown in
Table 5. The hydrate water molecules have been omitted117.9(4) for HAm4M and is 115.0(2) for HFo4M, but the
from Table 5 (and subsequent tables, such as Table 6) forremaining thiosemicarbazone moiety bond angles show

21convenience. The n(C=N) band of HAm4M at 1589 cmsmaller differences.
undergoes small shifts to lower frequencies in the spectraTable 5 shows the colors, partial elemental analyses,

21of most of the metal complexes (1567–1580 cm ),molar conductivities and magnetic susceptibilities for the
indicating coordination of the imine nitrogen [17–19]. Ametal complexes of HAm4M. Coordination of the neutral
second band, assignable to n(N=C) on loss of the hy-form of the HAm4M occurs on reaction with cobalt(II)

21drazinic hydrogen, is often observed in the 1585 cmchloride, but the other salts provide complexes with the
region of the complexes’ spectra on coordination of ananionic Am4M ligand. The colors of the complexes range
anionic thiosemicarbazone. Additional evidence for coordi-from various shades of green to brown, as is commonly
nation of the imine nitrogen is the presence of n(MN)found for metal complexes of heterocyclic thiosemicar-

21bands in the 435–450 cm range for the divalent metalbazones [1–3]. The magnetic moment for
21centers and about 490 cm for the trivalent metal centers[Ni(Am4M)(OAc)] indicates a planer complex while that

[20–23]. The spectrum of HAm4M shows the thioamideof [Ni(Am4M)Cl] is consistent with tetrahedral coordina-
IV band, which possesses considerable contribution fromtion. [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO is low spin and2 4

21
n(CS), at 855 cm and it shifts to lower energy (.100[Co(Am4M) ]ClO is diamagnetic because of oxidation to2 4

21cobalt(III), which has been shown to occur with cm ) on coordination of Am4M, but to a lesser extent for
heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones in preparations with [Co(HAm4M)Cl ] [1–3]. The n(MS) bands are also at a2

cobalt perchlorate [15]. [Co(HAm4M)Cl ] has a magnetic higher wave number in the complexes with trivalent metal2
21moment between low- and high-spin cobalt(II). The two centers and range from 325 to 375 cm for the divalent

perchlorate salts are 1:1 electrolytes while the other three metal centers [24]. Coordination of the pyridyl nitrogen is
21complexes are non-electrolytes [16]. indicated by a 10–33 cm shift to a higher wave number

21The infrared bands most useful for determining the for the ring in-plane deformation, r(py), at 599 cm in
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Table 2
Crystal data and structure refinement for [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH and [Co(Am4M) ]ClO2 4 2 4

Empirical formula C H N O S ClFe C H N O S ClCo18 26 10 5 2 16 20 10 4 2

Color, habit Dark blue, needle Brown, prism
Formula weight 618.9 574.9
Temperature (K) 293(2) 293(2)
Crystal size (mm) 0.3430.2030.20 0.3030.1230.12
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /c P2 /n1 1

˚a (A) 8.1843(6) 12.488(7)
˚b (A) 18.239(3) 14.662(4)
˚c (A) 17.882(1) 13.083(7)

a (8) 90(0) 90(0)
b (8) 93.04(1) 103.58(5)
g (8) 90(0) 90(0)

3˚Volume (A ) 2665.4(7) 2328.5(4)
Z 4 4

3Density (Mg/m ) 1.544 1.640
21Absorption coeff. (mm ) 8.75 10.782

Diffractometer Nonius MACH3 Nonius MACH3
˚Radiation (l, A) MoKa (0.71073) MoKa (0.71073)

u range for data collection (8) 2.5–24.97 1–26.38
Index ranges 0#h#9 0#h#16

0#k#21 0#k#19
221#l#21 216#l#16

Absorption correction c scan c scan
2Refinement method (F ) Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares

Reflections collected 5014 6013
Independent reflections 4672 5321
Observed reflections 2285 (I.3s(I)) 2596 (I.3s(I))
Final R indices [F.3s(F )] R50.045 wR 50.049 R50.057 wR 50.0552 2

R Indices (all data) R50.1282 wR 50.1185 R50.1614 wR 50.08512 2

Goodness-of-fit 1.124 2.406
23˚Largest diff. peak/hole (eA ) 1.257/20.765 0.83/20.62

Table 3
˚Selected bond distances (A) for HAm4M, [Ni(Am4M)(OAc)]?H O, [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH and [Co(Am4M) ]ClO2 2 4 2 4

Bond HAm4M [Ni(Am4M)(OAc)] [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO [Co(Am4M) ]ClO2 4 2 4

M–S1 2.1527(14) 2.218(2) 2.230(3)
M–S11 2.238(2) 2.221(3)
M–N1 1.927(3) 1.994(5) 1.970(6)
M–N2 1.836(3) 1.915(5) 1.880(6)
M–N11 1.984(6) 1.985(7)
M–N12 1.915(6) 1.876(7)

aS1–C8 1.703(5), 1.697(5) 1.758(4) 1.754(7) 1.763(9)
bS11–C18 1.699(5), 1.696(5) 1.753(7) 1.760(9)
aC7–N2 1.292(6), 1.297(6) 1.296(4) 1.301(9) 1.29(1)
bC17–N12 1.300(6), 1.296(6) 1.294(5) 1.33(2)
aN2–N3 1.380(5), 1.395(6) 1.391(4) 1.389(7) 1.390(9)
bN12–N13 1.382(6), 1.391(6) 1.381(8) 1.37(1)
aN3–C8 1.356(6), 1.362(6) 1.308(5) 1.304(9) 1.31(2)
bN13–C18 1.355(6), 1.359(6) 1.303(9) 1.32(2)
aC8–N4 1.310(7), 1.311(6) 1.338(5) 1.34(1) 1.36(2)
bC18–N14 1.320(7), 1.320(7) 1.338(9) 1.33(2)
aN4–C9 1.462(7), 1.449(7) 1.432(7) 1.43(1) 1.46(2)
bN14–C19 1.448(8), 1.455(8) 1.45(2) 1.43(2)
aC7–N5 1.337(7), 1.352(7) 1.348(5) 1.330(9) 1.35(1)
bC17–N15 1.348(7), 1.340(6) 1.350(9) 1.36(2)

a These distances refer to the S31 molecule which makes a dimer with the S1 molecule.
b These distances refer to the S21 molecule which makes a dimer with the S11 molecule.
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Table 4
Selected bond angles (8) for HAm4M, [Ni(Am4M)(OAc)]?H O, [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH and [Co(Am4M) ]ClO2 2 4 2 4

Bond HAm4M [Ni(Am4M)(OAc)] [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO [Co(Am4M) ]ClO2 4 2 4

aS1–M–S11(O) 94.06(9) 97.7((1) 91.2(1)
S1–M–N1 169.62(11) 162.9(2) 167.4(2)
S1–M–N2 84.3(2) 86.0(2)
S1–M–N11 86.30(10) 91.0(2) 90.8(2)
S1–M–N12 93.4(2) 96.8(2)

aS11(O)–M–N1 96.31(14) 91.1(2) 90.7(2)
S11–M–N2 97.5(2) 95.2(2)
S11–M–N11 178.57(14) 161.9(2) 167.7(2)
S11–M–N12 83.4(2) 84.5(3)
N1–M–N2 83.32(14) 80.0(3) 81.4(3)
N1–M–N11 84.8(3) 90.0(3)
N1–M–N12 90.8(2) 95.8(3)
N2–M–N11 99.1(3) 97.1(3)
N2–M–N12 177.6(3) 177.2(3)
N11–M–N12 80.2(3) 83.2(3)
M–S1–C8 95.71(15) 96.2((3) 93.8(3)
M–S11–C18 95.4(3) 94.9(4)
M–N2–C7 117.5(3) 119.0(5) 117.7(3)
M–N12–C17 118.0(5) 115.6(6)
M–N2–N3 125.3(3) 124.6(4) 124.4(5)
M–N12–N13 124.9(4) 126.8(6)

bN5–C7–N2 127.8(4), 127.1(4) 122.7(4) 124.2(6) 125.2(7)
cN15–C17–N12 127.9(5), 127.1(5) 122.9(7) 121.4(8)
bC2–C7–N2 115.9(4), 115.7(4) 114.1(3) 113.6(6) 113.5(7)
cC12–C17–N12 115.3(4), 115.7(4) 114.7(6) 114.8(7)
bC7–N2–N3 117.7(4), 117.7(4) 117.0(3) 116.4(5) 116.8(6)
cC17–N12–N13 117.3(4), 119.0(4) 116.9(6) 117.3(7)
bN2–N3–C8 117.6(4), 117.1(4) 110.0(3) 111.2(5) 110.8(6)
cN12–N13–C18 117.2(4), 117.0(4) 110.9(6) 109.9(7)
bN3–C8–N4 116.4(4), 115.4(4) 119.0(4) 119.8(7) 119.2(8)
cN13–C18–N14 116.3(4), 115.7(4) 119.5(7) 119.1(8)
bN3–C8–S1 119.5(4), 120.5(4) 122.7(3) 123.6(6) 124.9(6)
cN13–C18–S11 119.9(4), 120.0(4) 123.7(6) 123.8(7)
bN4–C8–S1 124.1(4), 124.1(4) 118.3(4) 116.6(5) 115.8(7)
cN14–C18–S11 123.8(4), 124.3(4) 116.8(5) 117.1(8)
bC8–N4–C9 124.0(4), 125.6(5) 123.0(5) 123.3(7) 120.8(8)
cC18–N14–C19 123.9(5), 124.8(4) 121.9(7) 123.5(9)

a Acetato oxygen rather than S11.
b These angles refer to the S31 molecule which makes a dimer with the S1 molecule.
c These angles refer to the S21 molecule which makes a dimer with the S11 molecule.

the spectra of HAm4M. Detecting the shift of the out-of- shift to higher energy by both bands and charge transfer
21 21plane r(py), ca. 400 cm , is difficult because the spec- bands are found in the 20 000–26 000 cm region. For

trum is rather rich for the complexes. The n(MN) bands some complexes the two intraligand bands merge to form
21for the pyridyl nitrogen are in the 245–280 cm range for one band and in others the lower energy intraligand band

21the divalent metal ion complexes and in the 350 cm merges with charge transfer bands. The discussion of the
region for the trivalent metal centers. Therefore, both the individual complexes includes their d→d bands. The
neutral HAm4M and anionic Am4M coordinate as tri- solution spectrum (DMF) of HAm4M (Table 7) shows
dentate ligands via the pyridyl and imine nitrogens and the both intraligand bands at lower energy. These changes on
thione / thiol sulfur for all the complexes. dissolution in a polar solvent are much greater than those

The solid-state electronic spectrum for HAm4M, Table found for the analogous thiosemicarbazones derived from
7, shows two bands in the ultraviolet region at 30 110 and 2-formylpyridine [1], 2-acetylpyridine [2] and 2-ben-

2127 810 cm . The former is assignable to the n→p* zoylpyridine [3]. This larger difference is probably due to
transitions of the pyridyl ring and thiosemicarbazone’s increased hydrogen bonding interactions by HAm4M’s
azomethine function and the latter to a n→p* transition NH group. The solution spectra of the complexes also2

involving the thione portion of the thiosemicarbazone show considerable differences from their solid-state spectra
moiety. In the spectra of the complexes there is generally a indicating changes in the nature of the complex on
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Fig. 1. A perspective view of HAm4M drawn at 50% probability.

Fig. 2. A perspective view of [Ni(Am4M)(OAc)]?H O drawn at 50% probability.2
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Fig. 3. A perspective view of [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH drawn at 50% probability.2 4

Fig. 4. A perspective view of [Co(Am4M) ]ClO drawn at 50% probability.2 4
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Table 5
Colors, magnetic susceptibilities, molar conductivities, and partial elemental analyses of the metal ion complexes of 2-pyridineformamide N(4)-
methylthiosemicarbazone

aCompound Color Found (calcd. %) LM m(B.M.)

C H N

[Fe(Am4M) ]ClO Dark green 33.8 (33.6) 3.5 (3.5) 24.2 (24.5) 66 1.62 4

[Co(Am4M) ]ClO ?2H O Brown 31.1 (31.5) 3.5 (4.0) 21.7 (22.9) 78 02 4 2

[Co(HAm4M)Cl ] Dark green 28.3 (28.4) 3.3 (3.0) 20.1 (20.7) 43 3.12

[Ni(Am4M)Cl]?0.5H O Olive green 31.3 (30.9) 3.9 (3.6) 21.8 (22.5) 17 2.32

[Ni(Am4M)OAc]?H O Brown 35.1 (34.9) 4.6 (4.4) 20.5 (20.4) 1.7 02

a 21 2 21Mol cm V in DMF.

Table 6
IR assignments for 2-pyridineformamide N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone and its metal complexes

aCompound nCN nCS dpy nMN nMS nMNpy nMX

HAm4M 1589m 855m 599m
b[Fe(Am4M) ]ClO 1574sh 742s 489m 377s 345s2 4
b[Co(Am4M) ]ClO 1577m 744s 498s 387m 353m2 4

b[Co(HAm4M)Cl ] 1580s 824sh 632w 446m 374w 274sh 301s2

[Ni(Am4M)Cl] 1567s 745m 619w 437s 358m 246s 327w
[Ni(Am4M)OAc] 1569s 742s 608w 442s 325s 250s 398m

a Hydrate waters have been omitted from this and subsequent tables.
b 21Obscured by n (ClO )5621 cm .4 4

dissolution. The absorbance maxima for the d→d bands are within distances consistent with only weak hydrogen
bonding to the coordinated Am4M ligands (the closestare masked in solution by the stronger transitions of the

˚oxygen has a non-bonding distance of 3.036(9) A to one ofhigher energy bands.
˚the N(4) atoms, but the ethanol oxygen is 2.912(8) A

indicating its stronger hydrogen bonding). The ethanol
oxygen is hydrogen bonding to one of the NH hydrogens,3.1. [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH 22 4

˚N–H???O is 3.016(8) A and 167.1(4)8. The Cl–O bond
distances are 1.418(6), 1.420(7), 1.421(6) and 1.425(6).The dark green [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO is low spin in2 4
The observance of the d→d bands in the mull transmissionagreement with previously studied iron(III) complexes
spectrum is consistent with a low-spin iron(III) center,with two heterocyclic thiosemicarbazone ligands [15,25]
since high-spin iron(III) complexes have only very weakand a 1:1 electrolyte in DMF [16]. The perchlorate ion

21d→d transitions [26]. The band at 20 950 cm is assign-vibrational modes are as follows: n (ClO )51058s, br;3 4 6 4 6 4able to a A → T transition, and A → T appears ton (ClO )5621s; and n (ClO )5931w. The appearance of 1g 2g 1g 1g4 4 1 4
21a weak band assignable to n (ClO ) appears not to be due be split into bands at 12 460 and 17 850 cm [27]. The1 4

to any major distortion since the perchlorate ion’s oxygens rhombic distortion in the ESR spectrum of low-spin

Table 7
21Solid-state and solution (DMF) electronic spectra (cm ) for 2-pyridineformamide N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone and its metal complexes

Compound Intraligand and charge transfer d→d

Solid state
HAm4M 30110 27810
[Fe(Am4M) ]ClO 34220 28560 20950 17850sh 124602 4

[Co(Am4M) ]ClO 30420 26620sh 22200 17540sh 11840 10050 67302 4

[Co(HAm4M)Cl ] 30810 27320sh 22890 16150 14980 14280 11890sh 62702

[Ni(Am4M)Cl] 34760 27940sh 17230 11530 10840 6860
[Ni(Am4M)OAc] 35150 29180 27470sh 24520 22510sh 20880sh 17700sh 11780 10890sh

Solution (DMF)
HAm4M 29860(4.07) 24000sh
[Fe(Am4M) ]ClO 30160(4.16) 21410sh2 4

[Co(Am4M) ]ClO 30640 22560sh2 4

[Co(HAm4M)Cl ] 30450(3.80) 22490sh2

[Ni(Am4M)Cl] 29550(4.10) 23580sh 19580sh
[Ni(Am4M)OAc] 28230(3.73) 25310sh 22380sh
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iron(III) is common among bis(heterocyclic thiosemicar- except for the bite angle requirements of the tridentate
bazone) complexes [25], as well as other iron(III) com- ligands.

2plexes with sp nitrogen donor atoms; this behavior has
been reported for Schiff base, as well as porphyrin

3.2. [Co(Am4M) ]ClO ?2H O2 4 2iron(III) complexes [28]. The 3g-values in the rhombic
spectrum of [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO powder, 2.000, 2.136 and2 4

[Co(Am4M) ]ClO ?2H O is brown and has m50 in-2 4 22.206, are comparable to those found for
dicating oxidation to cobalt(III) during preparation of the[Fe(Ac4M) ]ClO (i.e. Ac4M represents the anion of 2-2 4
complex, a common occurrence with heterocyclicacetylpyridine N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone), 2.003,
thiosemicarbazones [15,31], but not semicarbazones [15].2.125 and 2.189 [25]. The relatively small deviation of the
Like [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO it is a 1:1 electrolyte in DMF2 4anisotropic g-values from 2.0 suggest the electronic con-

2 2 1 [16]. The perchlorate ion vibrational modes are as follows:figuration of the ground state is (d ) (d ) (d ) [1,29,30].xz yz xy
n (ClO )51068s,vbr; n (ClO )5621s; and n (ClO )53 4 4 4 1 4Each Am4M is coordinated as a NNS tridentate ligand
930vw. The Cl–O bond distances, which show greaterand in a meridonal arrangement as shown in Fig. 3, which

1differences than those found for [Fe(Am4M) ], are2is favored because of the required planarity of the conju-
˚1.37(1), 1.378(9), 1.42(2) and 1.430(8) A, suggesting agated ligand system. The two Am4M ligands have slightly

larger distortion along a C axis. Cobalt(III) complexes2different Fe–S bond distances and the Fe–N (imine) bonds
have absorption bands in the near infrared, visible andare shorter than Fe–N (pyridine) bonds. Coordination
ultraviolet regions [25] and complexes of approximate Ohlengthens the thiosemicarbazone moiety’s C8–S1 bond
symmetry have the following assignments for their d→d˚from 1.699(5) A in HAm4M to 1.754(3), and shortens the

1 1 1 1 1 3bands: n , A → T ; n , A → T ; n , A → T ; and1 1g 1g 2 1g 2g 3 1g 1gN3–C8 bond from 1.358(6) to 1.304(9) in
1 3 21

n , A → T . We have assigned n at 22 200 cm , n at[Fe(Am4M) ]ClO . This is consistent with the C8–S1 4 1g 2g 1 22 4
21 21 21changing from a formal double bond to a single bond and 26 620 cm , n at 6730 cm and n at 17 540 cm .3 4

N3–C8 from a single bond to a double bond. None of the Assignment of the two higher energy bands is complicated
other thiosemicarbazone bonds change significantly on by overlap of intraligand and charge transfer bands, but n4

coordination. Additional hydrogen bonding occurs between is most difficult to assign because this weak spin-forbidden
the second NH hydrogen (i.e. the other hydrogen bonds to band is often at the onset of the higher energy, more2

the EtOH oxygen) and N3 for each ligand. The average intense bands. These assigned energies were used to
˚N(5)–H???N3 distance is 2.662(8) A and the angle is calculate the following spectral parameters for

1 21 2199.0(4)8. [Co(Am4M) ], Dq52220 cm , B5820 cm , b50.752
21The smallest cis bond angles about the iron center occur and C54450 cm , which agree well with those found for

for donor atoms in the same ligand (e.g. N1–Fe–N2, cobalt(III) complexes of heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones
180.0(3)8 and N2–Fe–S1, 84.3(2)8) while those involving [31]. For example, [Co(Ac4M) ], where Ac4M is the2

the same donor atoms in the two ligands (e.g. N1–Fe– anion of 2-acetylpyridine N(4)-methylthiosemicarbazone,
21 21N12, 90.8(2)8 and N2–Fe–S11, 97.5(2)8) are larger. The has Dq52410 cm , B5700 cm , b50.64 and C55130

21bite angle between the two nitrogens is smaller by 3–48 cm [32], indicating that Ac4M has a stronger ligand field
than the imine nitrogen–sulfur chelate ring’s bite angle. and bonds more covalently than the present Am4M.
The trans angle involving the two imine nitrogens, The perspective view of [Co(Am4M) ]ClO , Fig. 4,2 4

177.6(3)8, most closely approaches 1808. shows that the two Am4M ligands coordinate NNS in a
The planes, Fe1–N1–N2–S1–N12 and Fe1–N11–N12– meridonal arrangement. Although isolated with two hy-

S11–N2, have mean plane deviations of 0.056(5) and drate water molecules, the crystal grown from ethanol does
˚0.067(5) A, respectively, and for each plane the pyridine not possess any solvate molecules. The two Am4M ligands

nitrogens, N1 and N11, deviate from the plane to the have similar Co–S and Co–N bond distances and Co–N
greatest extent. These two coordination planes are at an (imine) is shorter than Co–N (pyridine). Compared to

1angle of 95.36(4.5)8 from each other, close to the idealized [Fe(Am4M) ] only the Co–N (pyridine) bonds are sig-2

908 for a regular octahedron. The thiosemicarbazone nificantly shorter. Coordination lengthens the thiosemicar-
˚moieties, C7–N2–N3–C8–N4–S1 and C17–N12–N13– bazone moiety’s C8–S1 bond from 1.699(5) A in HAm4M

C18–N14–S11, have mean plane deviations of 0.034(5) to 1.762(9), and shortens the N3–C8 bond from 1.358(6)
˚and 0.020(5) A and are at an angle to each other of to 1.31(2) in [Co(Am4M) ]ClO , which is consistent with2 4

93.6(5.0)8. The angle between the mean planes of Fe1– the C8–S1 formally becoming a single bond and N3–C8 a
N1–N2–S1–N12 and C7–N2–N3–C8–N4–S1 is ca. 2.88 double bond. The smallest cis bond angles about the
and that between the mean planes of Fe1–N11–N12–S11– cobalt(III) center occur for donor atoms in the same ligand
N2 and C17–N12–N13–C18–N14–S11 is ca. 13.58. The (e.g. N1–Co–N2, 81.4(3)8 and N2–Co–S1, 86.0(2)8), like

1two pyridine rings make angles with Fe1–N1–N2–S1– [Fe(Am4M) ]. The trans angle involving the two imine2

N12 of 6.88 for the N1 ring and 918 for the N11 ring. nitrogens, 177.2(3), most closely approaches 1808.
Therefore, the deviation from a regular octahedron is small The planes Co1–N1–N2–S1–N12 and Co1–N11–N12–
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S11–N2, have mean plane deviations of 0.007(3) and 3.5. [Ni(Am4M)OAc]?H O2
˚0.022(5) A, respectively, which are smaller deviations than

those found for [Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH. For the first The crystal structure, Fig. 2, shows Am4M coordinated2 4

plane the pyridine nitrogen, N1, has the largest deviation, in the expected NNS tridentate fashion and a monodentate
but for the second plane, both imine nitrogens, N2 and acetato ligand, which has a Ni1–O11 bond distance of

˚N12, have greater deviations than the pyridyl nitrogen, 1.888(3) A, bringing the coordination number to four in
N11. These two coordination planes are at an angle of this planar complex. The bonds to nickel(II) by Am4M are
95.36(4.5)8 from each other, close to the idealized 908 for noticeably shorter than found for the two trivalent metal
a regular octahedron. The thiosemicarbazone moieties, centers indicating that, in this instance, the lower coordina-
C7–N2–N3–C8–N4–S1 and C17–N12–N13–C18–N14– tion number is more significant than the higher charge /size
S11, have mean plane deviations of 0.011(6) and 0.028(6) of the central atom. The Am4M’s thiosemicarbazonato
Å and are at an angle to each other of 92.4(5.0)8. The bond distances, however, are essentially the same as found

1 1angle between the mean planes of Co1–N1–N2–S1–N12 for [Fe(Am4M) ] and [Co(Am4M) ]. The four donor2 2
and C7–N2–N3–C8–N4–S1 is ca. 3.48 and that between atoms, N1–N2–S1–O11, have a mean plane deviation of
the mean planes of Co1–N11–N12–S11–N2 and C17– ˚ ˚0.0081(13) A and the nickel(II) is 0.143(16) A below the
N12–N13–C18–N14–S11 is ca. 1.98. The two pyridine mean plane. The thiosemicarbazonato moiety, C6–N2–
rings make angles with Co1–N1–N2–S1–N12 of 1.08 for ˚N3–C7–S1–N4, has a mean deviation of 0.0292(13) A
the N1 ring and 2.88 for the N11 ring. Therefore, the and is at an angle of 1.51(6)8 to the plane of the four donor
deviation from a regular octahedron is smaller for atoms while the pyridine ring has an angle of 5.95(11)8 to
[Co(Am4M) ]ClO than found above for2 4 the donor plane, which indicates that Am4M is close to
[Fe(Am4M) ]ClO ?EtOH, which may in part be due to the2 4 coplanar with the nickel’s coordination plane. The acetato
larger gain in ligand field energy with its closer approach ligand is tilted out of the N1–N2–S1–O11 mean plane at
to O symmetry of the former.h an angle of 81.36(13)8.

The acetato ligand’s carbonyl oxygen, O12 in Fig. 2, is
3.3. [Co(HAm4M)Cl ] involved in hydrogen bonding to one of the hydrate water2

˚hydrogens (i.e. O1–H1A???O12, 2.761(5) A and 155(5)8)
This complex has a magnetic moment, 3.1 B.M., which and to one of the amino hydrogens, N59–H5B9, from a

˚is considerably less than expected for high-spin tetrahedral different molecule (N59–H5B9???O12, 2.855(5) A and
cobalt(II), and its infrared spectrum indicates that HAm4M 150(5)8). The other acetato oxygen is weakly interacting
is tridentate making the complex 5-coordinate. The rela- with a hydrate water molecule’s other hydrogen (O19–

˚tively high molar conductivity suggests that one of the H1B9???O11, 2.894(5) A and 174(6)8). Other hydrogen
chloro ligands is held more weakly. The n(CoCl) band at bonds in [Ni(Am4M)OAc]?H O are as follows: N5–H5A??221301 cm is broader than other metal–ligand stretches ˚?N3, 2.658(6) A and 108(4)8 and N4–H4???O19, 2.991(6)
which also suggests different coordination of the two Å and 154(4)8. N4H4, which intramolecularly hydrogen
chloro ligands. Copper(II) complexes with the same stoi- bonds to the imine nitrogen in HAm4M, is the weakest of
chiometry have approximately square pyramidal stereo- the hydrogen bonds as would be expected.
chemistry. Among five coordinate complexes with cobal- Extensive IR spectral studies reported on metal acetato
t(II) centers, some are best represented as square pyrami- complexes [35] indicate that the acetato ligand may
dal and others as trigonal bipyramidal, but in all cases coordinate to a metal center in either a monodentate,
there is considerable distortion from an idealized structure. bidentate or bridging manner. The n (CO ) and n (CO ) ofa 2 s 2The magnetic susceptibility is closer to high spin and this 21the free acetate ions are at 1560 and 1416 cm , respec-
complex’s d→d bands are similar to those found for tively. For monodentate coordination the resulting n(C=O)
trigonal bipyramidal cobalt(II) complexes [33]. is found at higher energy than n (CO ) and n(C–O) ata 2

lower energy than n (CO ) resulting in a larger separations 2
213.4. [Ni(Am4M)Cl]?0.5H O than for the free ion. We assign n(C=O) at 1641 cm and2

21
n(C–O) at 1402 cm , consistent with monodentate

[Ni(Am4M)Cl] has a lower than expected magnetic acetato coordination and hydrogen bonding to both oxy-
susceptibility for a tetrahedral complex due to the tri- gens [35]. We have assigned n(NiO) to a medium intensity

21dentate Am4M’s coordination as a planar ligand. Calcula- band at 398 cm .
3 3 21tion [34] based on assigning T → A at 6860 cm and Since [Ni(Am4M)OAc] is diamagnetic, the d→d bands1 1

3 3 21 21 1T → T (P) at 17 230 cm yields the following: are all above 10 000 cm . Its H NMR spectrum shows1 1
3 3 21 21T → T , 3120 cm ; B5981 cm , b50.94, and Dq5 N4H at 8.378 ppm compared to 8.516 ppm for HAm4M, a1 2 ]21424 cm . The values of B and b are unreasonable for a broad C6H at 8.163 ppm compared to 8.427 ppm for

]
tetrahedral NI(NNS)Cl chromophore confirming substan- HAm4M, and the two NH hydrogens are at different2

tial distortion from tetrahedral stereochemistry. chemical shifts (7.760 and 6.738 ppm) since one hydrogen
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Abstract

The copper(II) complexes [Cu(salH) (H O) ]?0.5H O (1) (salH 5salicylic acid) and [Cu (asp) ]?3H O (8) haspH5acetylsalicylic2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2

acid (aspirin)j both react with imidazole (imid), 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) and 2,29-bipyridine (bipy) giving [Cu(sal)(imid)] (2),
[Cu(sal)(phen)] (3) and [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H O (4). CuCl ?2H O reacts with cis-5-norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic acid2 5 2 2 2

(norbH ) and NaOH giving [Cu(norb)]?H O (9). Complexes 4 and 9 were crystallographically characterised. The above complexes,2 2

together with the related manganese(II) complexes, [Mn (salH) (H O) ] (5), [Mn(salH) (phen)] (6), [Mn(salH) (bipy)]?H O (7),2 4 2 4 2 2 2

[Mn(norb)H O] (11) and [Mn(norb)(phen) ]?C H OH?H O (12) and also the metal-free ligands were screened for their ability to inhibit2 2 2 5 2

the growth of the pathogenic yeast Candida albicans. 1,0-Phenanthroline and the phenanthroline complexes 6, 10b and 12 exhibited high
anti-Candida activity with the manganese complexes 6 and 12 being the most potent.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II); Manganese(II); Salicylic acid; cis-5-norbornene-endo-2; 3-dicarboxylic acid; Candida albicans; N-heterocycles

1. Introduction

As part of our ongoing studies into the synthesis and
reactivity of transition metal carboxylate complexes we
now report the preparation of new copper(II) complexes of
salicylic acid (salH ) and cis-5-norbornene-endo-2,3-di-2

carboxylic acid (norbH ) and the X-ray crystal structures2

of [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H O and [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?2 5 2 2 To our knowledge there have been no previous reports
6.5H O (bipy52,29-bipyridine; phen51,10-phenanthro-2 of the biological activity of either cis-5-norbornene-endo-
line). Also presented are the antimicrobial activities of 2,3-dicarboxylic acid or its metal complexes. However,
these and related copper(II) and manganese(II) complexes salicylic acid is well known as an antipyretic and has also
against three clinical isolates of the pathogenic yeast been used in the treatment of certain types of rheumatism
Candida albicans. [1,2]. Furthermore, it is well known that metal complexes

of inactive ligands and anti-inflammatory organic drugs are
generally more active than the free ligands or organic
drugs themselves [3]. For example, it has been suggested*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1353-1-708-3747; fax: 1353-1-708-
that the biological activity of acetylsalicylic acid (aspH) is3815.

E-mail address: mgeraghty@may.ie (M. Geraghty) due to its ability to form metal complexes [1,4], and that

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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the active form of this drug is, in fact, a copper complex, (Table 1) were collected at 153(2) K and unit cell
formed in vivo [5]. Indeed, laboratory synthesised parameters were determined by non-linear least-squares
[Cu (asp) ] was found to be more effective than aspirin refinement of 30 reflections (10,2u ,258). A total of2 4

itself as an anti-inflammatory agent. In addition, the copper 3387 reflections was collected in the range 4,2u ,508,
complex also has anti-ulcer activity, which further dis- crystal stability was monitored by recording 3 check
tinguishes it from acetylsalicylic acid which itself is reflections every 100 reflections and no significant intensi-
ulcerogenic [6]. The pyridine (py) adduct [Cu (asp) (py) ] ty changes were observed. Data were corrected for Lorentz2 4 2

has also been found to be an effective anti-inflammatory, and polarisation effects and an empirical absorption correc-
anticancer and anticonvulsant agent [7–9]. The copper(II) tion, based on c-scans, was applied (T 51.000, T 5max min

complex of 3,5-diisopropylsalicylic acid, 0.866). The structure was solved by direct methods (TREF
2[Cu (O CC H (CH(CH ) ) OH) ], has attracted much [19]) and refined by full matrix least-squares on F , using2 2 6 2 3 2 2 4

interest because of its radioprotectant properties [10] and all 3114 independent reflections (R 50.0129). All theint

the complex also has anti-inflammatory, anti-neoplastic non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic atomic
and anticonvulsant activities [6]. displacement parameters and hydrogen atoms bonded to

1,10-Phenanthroline and its derivatives were shown to carbon were inserted at calculated positions with isotropic
be bactericides nearly five decades ago [11], and they are displacement parameters riding on U of their carrierij

also known to exhibit numerous beneficial biological atoms. Hydrogen atoms bonded to oxygen atoms were
activities (e.g. they are antifungal, antiviral and antimycop- located from difference Fourier maps and not further
lasmal). The cytotoxicity of phenanthrolines is thought to refined. The refinement, on 244 parameters, converged
depend on the chelation of trace amounts of transition with wR250.0700, GooF51.031 (all data) and conven-
metals, such as copper and iron, present in the test media, tional R150.0276 (2s data). There were no significant
which is followed by transport of the metal complex into residual peaks in the electron density map. All programs
the cells. In the presence of molecular oxygen and a used in the structure refinement are contained in the
reducing agent (e.g. a thiol) the copper(I)-phenanthroline SHELXL-97 package [20].

1cation [Cu(phen) ] system has been shown to cleave Crystal data for [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?6.5H O (10a) (Table2 2 2

isolated DNA [12], and to also bind RNA [13]. In 1993, 2) were collected at 150(2) K using a crystal of rather poor
Ranford and his co-workers [14] synthesised copper(II), mosiacity. A total of 5069 reflections (u 522.58) wasmax

iron(III), cobalt(II), nickel(II), titanium(IV) and zinc(II) collected and corrected for Lorentz and polarisation. The
complexes of 3,5-disubstituted salicylates and 1,10-phen- crystal diffracted very weakly and of the 4762 independent
anthroline. They structurally characterised the diiso-
propylsalicylatocopper(II) complex Table 1
[Cu(O CC H (CH(CH ) ) OH) (phen)] and tested their Crystal data and structure refinement for [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H O2 5 22 6 2 3 2 2 2

(4)complexes for cytotoxicity and antiviral activity towards
L1210, ADJ/PC6 and CH1 cell lines and anti-HIV activity, Empirical formula C19 H20 Cu N2 O5

Formula weight 419.91respectively. The complexes were found to be potently
Temperature 153(2) Kcytotoxic, and also displayed marginal antiviral activity.

˚Wavelength 0.71073 A
Crystal system Triclinic

]
Space group P1

˚2. Experimental Unit cell dimensions a57.1350(10) A a 562.808
˚b511.8120(10) A b 575.718
˚c512.7630(10) A g 576.938Chemicals were obtained from commercial sources and 3˚Volume 919.05(17) Aused without further purification. Literature methods were

Z 2
3used to prepare fresh Cu(OH) [15], [Mn (salH) (H O) ]2 2 4 2 4 Density (calculated) 1.517 Mg/m

21(5) [16], [Mn(salH) (phen)] (6) [17], [Mn(salH) (bipy)]? Absorption coefficient 1.221 mm2 2

F(000) 434H O (7) [17], [Mn(norb)H O] (11) [18] and2 2
Crystal size 0.6530.4830.40 mm[Mn(norb)(phen) ]?C H OH?H O (12) [18]. Infrared2 2 5 2
Theta range for data collection 2.03 to 25.008.spectra were recorded as KBr discs in the region 4000–400
Index ranges 0#h#8, 212#k#12, 214#l#21cm on a Nicolet Impact 400D FT-IR Spectrometer. 15

X-ray crystallographic data were collected on a Siemens Reflections collected 3387
Independent reflections 3114 [R(int)50.0129]P4 diffractometer with graphite-monochromated Mo-Ka
Completeness to u 525.008 96.1%˚radiation (l50.71073 A). Elemental analysis were carried
Absorption correction C-scansout by the Microanalytical Laboratory, University College
Max. and min. transmission 1.000 and 0.866

2Cork, Ireland. Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 3114/0 /244

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.0312.1. Crystallography
Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R1 5 0.0276, wR2 5 0.0700
R indices (all data) R1 5 0.0316, wR2 5 0.0721Crystal data for [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H O (4) 232 5 2 ˚Largest diff. peak and hole 0.639 and 20.335 e.A
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Table 2 2354, 1602, 1560, 1521, 1457, 1396, 1251, 1155, 759
21Crystal data and structure refinement for [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?6.5H O (10a)2 2 cm .

Empirical formula C33 H39 Cu N4 O10.5
Formula weight 723.22 2.3. [Cu(sal)(imid)] (2)
Temperature 153(2) K

˚Wavelength 0.71073 A
Crystal system Rhombohedral 2.3.1. Method (a)

]
Space group R3 [Cu (asp) ]?3H O (8) haspH5acetylsalicylic acid (as-2 4 2˚Unit cell dimensions a531.055(7) A a 5908 pirin)j (0.5 g, 0.56 mmol) and imidazole (0.162 g, 2.38˚b531.055(7) A b 5908 3mmol) were refluxed in ethanol (20 cm ) for 2 h giving an˚c520.287(8) A g 51208

3 emerald green suspension. After cooling to room tempera-˚Volume 16944(9) A
Z 18 ture the green product was filtered off, washed with two

3Density (calculated) 1.276 Mg/m portions of ethanol and dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.24 g
21Absorption coefficient 0.638 mm (80%).

F(000) 6804
Crystal size 0.5730.5030.42 mm

2.3.2. Method (b)u range for data collection 2.15 to 22.498.
Index ranges 0#h#30, 233#k#0, 0#l#21 [Cu(salH) (H O) ]?0.5H O (1) (0.5 g, 2.39 mmol) and2 2 2 2
Reflections collected 5069 imidazole (0.202 g, 2.97 mmol) were refluxed in ethanol
Independent reflections 4762 [R(int)50.1036] 3(25 cm ) for 3 h giving a greenish /yellow mixture. On
Completeness to u 522.498 96.7%

cooling to room temperature the green product precipi-Absorption correction None
2 tated. This solid was filtered off, washed with severalRefinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F

Data / restraints /parameters 4762/112/460 portions of ethanol and dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.32 g
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.378 (50%). Calc: C, 44.9; H, 3.0; N, 10.5. Found: C, 44.4; H,

Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R1 5 0.1780, wR2 5 0.4172 2.9; N, 10.4%. The complex was insoluble in water. IR:
R indices (all data) R1 5 0.2979, wR2 5 0.4793

23 1605, 1562, 1513, 1453, 1394, 1329, 1249, 1159, 1101,˚Largest diff. peak and hole 0.895 and 20.598 e.A
211064, 889, 840, 810, 712, 670, 654, 621, 590 cm .

2.4. [Cu(sal)(phen)] (3)
reflections (R 50.1036) only 2002 had I . 2s(I). Never-int

theless, the structure solved by direct methods [19] and
2 2.4.1. Method (a)was refined by full-matrix least squares on F using all the

[Cu (asp) ]?3H O (8) (0.50 g, 0.56 mmol) and 1,10-2 4 2reflections and incorporating some geometric restraints on
phenanthroline (0.429 g, 2.38 mmol) were refluxed inthe geometry of the phenanthroline groups. All the non- 3ethanol (25 cm ) for 2 h giving a green suspension. Afterhydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic atomic
cooling to room temperature the green product was filtereddisplacement parameters and hydrogen atoms bonded to
off, washed with several portions of ethanol and dried incarbon were inserted at calculated positions with isotropic
vacuo. Yield: 0.20 g (45%).displacement parameters riding on U of their carrierij

atoms, those on the water molecules were not included.
2.4.2. Method (b)The refinement, on 460 parameters, converged with wR25

[Cu(salH) (H O) ]?0.5H O (1) (0.4 g, 1.92 mmol) and2 2 2 20.4793, GooF51.378 (all data) and conventional R15
1,10-phenanthroline (0.427 g, 2.37 mmol) were refluxed in0.1780 (2s data). Although the quality of the refinement is

3ethanol (25 cm ) for 3 h giving a green mixture. Onpoor, the main features of the structure have been estab-
cooling to room temperature the green product precipi-lished. All programs used in the structure solution and
tated. This solid was filtered off, washed several times inrefinement are contained in the SHELX-97 package [20].
ethanol and dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.54 g (71%). Found: C,
58.9; H, 3.3; N, 7.0. Calc: C, 60.1; H, 3.2; N, 7.4%. The
complex was slightly soluble in water. IR: 1598, 1575,2.2. [Cu(salH) (H O) ]?0.5H O (1)2 2 2 2 211542, 1518, 1460, 1359, 1135, 846, 772, 721 cm .

This complex was prepared using an alternative syn-
2.5. [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H O (4)thetic route to that used for making the related complexes 2 5 2

[Cu(salH) (H O) ] [21] and [Cu(salH) (H O) ]?2H O2 2 2 n 2 2 2 2

[22]. Cu(OH) (0.97 g, 9.94 mmol) and salH (2.76 g, 2.5.1. Method (a)2 2
319.98 mmol) were refluxed in ethanol (40 cm ) for 4 h [Cu (asp) ]?3H O (8) (0.5 g, 0.56 mmol) and 2,29-2 4 2

giving a deep-blue solution. On cooling to room tempera- bipyridine (0.372 g, 2.38 mmol) were refluxed in ethanol
3ture the yellow product precipitated. This solid was filtered (20 cm ) for 2 h giving a green suspension. On cooling to

off, washed with several portions of ethanol and dried in room temperature the green product was filtered off,
vacuo. Yield: 1.23 g (59%). Calc: C, 40.3; H, 2.4. Found: washed with several portions of ethanol and dried in
C, 41.2; H, 2.4%. The complex was insoluble in water. IR: vacuo. A small quantity of green crystals formed in the
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reaction filtrate and these were used for crystallographic them to have the formulation [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?6.5H O2 2

studies. Yield: 0.34 g (72%). (10a). The remaining solution was further concentrated in
3vacuo to ca. 10 cm and subsequent addition of a small

portion of ethyl acetate caused the precipitation of the2.5.2. Method (b)
green powder [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?8H O (10b). The powder2 2To a suspension of [Cu(salH) (H O) ]?0.5H O (1)2 2 2 2

3 was filtered off, washed with a small volume of ethanol(0.277 g, 1.33 mmol) in water (20 cm ) was added
followed with diethyl ether and then air dried. Yield: 0.762,29-bipyridine (0.256 g, 1.64 mmol). The resulting green
g (76%). Microanalysis of (10b): Calc.: C 53.0; H 5.4, Nsuspension was refluxed for 2 h and on cooling to room
7.5. Found: C 53.6, H 4.6, N 7.1%. Found: C 58.49, Htemperature the pale green product precipitated. The solid
4.07 N 7.39%. The complex was soluble in water. IR:was filtered off, washed with two portions of water and
3408, 1584, 1516, 1430, 1387, 1338, 1289, 1240, 1098,dried in vacuo. Yield: 0.47 g (84%). Calc.: C, 54.3; H, 4.8;

21910, 864, 852, 809, 787, 769, 726, 704, 649 cm .N, 6.7. Found: C, 54.9; H, 4.2; N, 6.9%. The complex was
insoluble in water. IR: 1653, 1602, 1575, 1472, 1448,

21 2.9. Anti-Candida susceptibility testing1541, 1343, 761 cm .

Candida albicans (three clinical isolates) were obtained
2.6. [Cu (asp) ]?3H O (8)2 4 2 from St. James’s Hospital, Dublin, Ireland. The isolates

were stored on Sabouraud dextrose agar (SDA) plates at
This complex was prepared by an alternative route to

48C.
that used for making the anhydrous complex [Cu (asp) ]2 4 Solutions of water-soluble test complexes were prepared
[23]. To a suspension of Cu(OH) (0.97 g, 9.94 mmol) in2 by dissolving the complex (0.02 g) in distilled water (1003hot ethanol (50 cm ) was added acetylsalicylic acid 3cm ) to yield a stock solution with a concentration of 200
(aspH), (3.6 g, 19.98 mmol) and the resulting blue solution 23

mg cm . The solutions were filter sterilised using a
refluxed for 2 h. The blue product which precipitated was

Millipore membrane filter (0.45 mm). Complexes which
filtered off whilst hot, washed with two portions of ethanol

were insoluble in water were ground to a fine powder (0.02
and dried in air. Yield: 1.850 g (41%). The complex was 3g) and then suspended in sterile distilled water (100 cm ).
insoluble in water. Calc.: C, 48.2; H, 3.8. Found: C, 47.85;

RPMI-1640 broth medium (Sigma R 7755) was used for
H, 3.40%. IR: 1772, 1726, 1618, 1416, 1242, 1192, 1096,

the anti-Candida susceptibility testing. The medium (121757, 499 cm . 3dm ) was supplemented with L-glutamine (0.3 g) and
morpholinepropanesulfonic acid (MOPS) (34.6 g) and was

2.7. [Cu(norb)]?H O (9)2 then adjusted to pH 7.0 using sterile NaOH (0.2 M). The
broth macrodilution reference method was used NCCLS

To a solution of norbH (1.0 g, 5.49 mmol) and NaOH2 publication M27-P [24]. Prior to testing, yeast cells were
3(0.48 g, 12.0 mmol) in water (25 cm ) was added CuCl ?2 grown on Sabouraud dextrose agar (SDA) at 378C for 24 h.

2H O (0.88 g, 5.16 mmol). An immediate colour change2 Cell suspensions were prepared in sterile phosphate buf-
3to powder blue was observed and upon stirring the product fered saline (5 cm ) to a density of 0.5 McFarland

precipitated as a blue solid. The solid was filtered off, standard. A 1:100 dilution of these cell suspensions were
washed with two portions of water, one portion of ether made in RPMI-1640 medium so that the cell concentration

4 5 23and then dried in air. Yield: 0.95 g (70%). Calc.: C 41.3; H of the final inoculum was 3.5310 –5.0310 cells cm .
3.9. Found: C 40.7, H 3.6%. The complex was insoluble in The prepared cell suspension (900 ml) was dispensed into
water. IR: 3420, 2977, 1609, 1566, 1443, 1393, 1350, sterile test tubes and to this was added the test stock

211307, 1166, 969, 910, 803, 741, 710, 630 cm . complex solution (100 ml) to yield working solutions of
23the test complexes of concentration 20 mg cm . The test

2.8. [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?6.5H O (10a) and tubes were then incubated in a shaking water bath for 24 h2 2

[Cu(norb)(phen) ]?8H O (10b) at 378C with continuous shaking. Each complex was2 2

assessed in triplicate and three independent experiments
To a suspension of 9 (0.35 g, 1.34 mmol) in ethanol (50 were performed. The resulting nine data points were
3cm ). was added 1,10-phenanthroline (0.694 g, 3.85 statistically analysed using ANOVA one-way analysis of

mmol). An immediate colour change to emerald green was variance followed by Tukey’s family error rate.
observed and the resulting solution was refluxed for 0.5 h

3then concentrated in vacuo to ca. (25 cm ). Upon standing
the green solution slowly changed to a dark brown colour. 3. Results and discussion
After a few more days the deep emerald colour returned
and a small quantity of green crystals slowly deposited. 3.1. Complexes
The crystals were collected in a small portion of the
mother liquor and X-ray crystallographic analysis showed [Cu(salH) (H O) ]?0.5H O (1) was prepared using2 2 2 2
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Fig. 1. Structure of [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H O (4).2 5 2

Cu(OH) and salH , and is undoubtedly related to the (4). The acetylsalicylate complex 8 was also employed as2 2

structurally characterised complexes [Cu(salH) (H O) ] a starting material for the synthesis of the salicylates 2–4,2 2 2 n

[21] and [Cu(salH) (H O) ]?2H O [22]. these reactions demonstrating the relatively facile hydrol-2 2 2 2

[Cu(salH) (H O) ] was synthesised from a mixture com- ysis of the coordinated acetylsalicylate ligand.2 2 2 n

prising copper(II) sulphate, salicylic acid and sodium The X-ray crystal structure of [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?2 5

hydroxide, whilst [Cu(salH) (H O) ]?2H O formed upon H O (4) is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and the more important2 2 2 2 2

reacting copper(II) sulphate with sodium salicylate. molecular dimensions are given in Table 3. The asymmet-
Cu(OH) was combined with acetylsalicylic acid to give ric unit contains one [Cu(sal)(bipy)] complex molecule2

[Cu (asp) ]?3H O (8) which is the hydrated form of the along with one molecule each of ethanol and water (Fig.2 4 2

structurally characterised dimer [Cu (asp) ] [23], the latter 1). The copper(II) ion is coordinated to the two nitrogen2 4

being prepared by treating copper(II) salicylate tetrahy- donors of the bipyridine ligand and chelated by the
drate with acetylsalicylic acid. salicylate dianion via one carboxylate oxygen atom and the

Reaction of the salicylate 1 with the N-donor ligands, phenolate oxygen atom. The geometry at copper is approx-
imidazole, 1,10-phenanthroline and 2,29-bipyridine, pro- imately square planar, though the mean plane of the
duced the respective complexes, [Cu(sal)(imid)] (2), salicylate ligand is inclined at 21.21(5)8 to the mean plane
[Cu(sal)(phen)] (3) and [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H O of the four donor atoms and there is a significant twist2 5 2

Fig. 2. Intermolecular bonding interactions between two molecules of [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H O (4) (ethanol and water molecules omitted for clarity).2 5 2
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Table 3 Table 4
˚ ˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for [Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH? Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?6.5H O2 5 2 2

H O (4) (10a)2

Cu–O(2) 1.8976(15) Cu–N(1A) 1.991(17)
Cu–O(1) 1.8994(14) Cu–N(2B) 2.007(18)
Cu–N(1) 1.9985(18) Cu–O(42) 2.04(2)
Cu–N(2) 2.0011(19) Cu–N(1B) 2.117(16)
Cu–O(1) 2.4453(15) Cu–N(2A) 2.133(15)

Cu–O(41) 2.394(16)
O(2)–Cu–O(1) 93.92(6)
O(2)–Cu–N(1) 91.31(7) N(1A)–Cu–N(2B) 174.4(6)
O(1)–Cu–N(1) 174.52(7) N(1A)–Cu–O(42) 93.5(5)
O(2)–Cu–N(2) 167.62(7) N(2B)–Cu–O(42) 92.0(6)
O(1)–Cu–N(2) 93.66(7) N(1A)–Cu–N(1B) 96.1(7)
N(1)–Cu–N(2) 80.90(8) N(2B)–Cu–N(1B) 78.7(8)
O(2)–Cu–O(1) 101.54(6) O(42)–Cu–N(1B) 151.3(6)
O(1)–Cu–O(1) 84.39(6) N(1A)–Cu–N(2A) 78.8(8)
N(1)–Cu–O(1) 96.15(6) N(2B)–Cu–N(2A) 100.4(7)
N(2)–Cu–O(1) 88.92(6) O(42)–Cu–N(2A) 103.3(6)

N(1B)–Cu–N(2A) 105.1(5)
N(1A)–Cu–O(41) 95.0(6)
N(2B)–Cu–O(41) 87.5(6)(8.1(1)8) between the two halves of the bipyridine ligand.
O(42)–Cu–O(41) 57.4(6)The coordination sphere of the copper is completed by a
N(1B)–Cu–O(41) 94.8(6)

long axial bond to the phenolate oxygen of a second N(2A)–Cu–O(41) 159.6(7)
[Cu(sal)(bipy)] unit, related by a centre of symmetry (Cu–

˚O1a, 2.445(1) A) (Fig. 2). This axial interaction and the
symmetry-related Cua–O1 bond, link the individual moi- good yield by reacting cis-5-norbornene-endo-2,3-dicar-
eties into h[Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H Oj dimers. The boxylic acid with sodium hydroxide in the presence of2 5 2 2

solvate water molecule is the hub of an extensive hydro- copper(II) chloride dihydrate. Subsequent reaction of 9
gen-bonded network; being linked to the uncoordinated with 1,10-phenanthroline produced crystals of
carboxylate oxygen (O3) and to the symmetry related [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?6.5H O (10a) and a powder of com-2 2

oxygen of an adjacent dimeric unit. The water molecule is position [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?8H O (10b). The X-ray crystal2 2

also hydrogen-bonded to the ethanol solvate. structure of 10a is shown in Fig. 3. and selected molecular
The copper(II) complex [Cu(norb)]?H O (9) formed in dimensions are given in Table 4. The copper ion is2

Fig. 3. Structure of [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?6.5H O (10a).2 2
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coordinated to two bidentate phenanthroline molecules and copper(II) [26] and cobalt(II) [27,28]. In addition, the
also to a norb dianion via one bidentate carboxylate group. metal-free carboxylic acids, imidazole and 2,29-bipyridine

22The coordination of the bicyclic dicarboxylate norb were all essentially ineffective at preventing the growth of
ligand in this complex is different to that found in other the Candida cells. Furthermore, the copper and manganese
structurally characterised norb complexes. In salicylate complexes containing either imidazole or

22[Mn(norb)(phen) ]?C H OH?H O [18] the norb ligates bipyridine (2, 4, 5 and 7) and the copper acetylsalicylate2 2 5 2

the manganese(II) centre by one oxygen atom from each of complex 8 were all inactive. Metal-free 1,10-phenanthro-
its two carboxylate functions, whilst in the isostructural line and the water-soluble manganese salicylate /phen-
manganese(II) and cobalt(II) 2,29-bipyridine (bipy) com- anthroline complex [Mn(salH) (phen)] (6) were both2

plexes, [M(norb)(bipy)(H O) ]?2.5H O (M5Mn, Co), the potent growth inhibitors of C. albicans. Interestingly, the2 3 2

diacid coordinates by a single carboxylate oxygen atom. copper salicylate /phenanthroline complex [Cu(sal)(phen)]
diacid [25]. There are a number of water molecules in the (3), which was only slightly soluble in water, had no effect
lattice of 10a (modelled as four full-occupancy and five on the growth of the isolates.
50% occupancy sites) and these are involved in extensive When compared to metal-free cis-5-norbornene-endo-
hydrogen-bonding. The packing diagram for 10a (Fig. 4) 2,3-dicarboxylic acid the copper and manganese complex-
shows the water-lined channels parallel to the c axis. es 9 and 11 showed only a slight improvement in activity

across the three isolates. However, as with the above
3.2. Anti-Candida activity salicylate complexes, the water-soluble phenanthroline

adducts [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?8H O (10b) and2 2

Copper(II) and manganese(II) complexes of cis-5-nor- [Mn(norb)(phen) ]?C H OH?H O (12) both exhibited re-2 2 5 2

bornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic acid and salicylic acid, the markable anti-Candida activity with the manganese com-
copper(II) complex of acetylsalicylic acid and the metal- plex being the superior.
free ligands themselves were screened for their ability to In conclusion, it is evident that for significant anti-
inhibit the growth of three clinical isolates of the yeast microbial activity the NN-donor ligand 1,10-phenanthro-
Candida albicans (Table 5). Each compound was assessed line must be present in the growth medium, either as the

3at a concentration of 20 mg per cm of medium. The metal-free molecule or as a water-soluble metal chelate.
ineffectiveness of Mn(CH CO ) ?4H O was similar to These results substantiate previous findings with copper(II)3 2 2 2

that previously found for the simple acetate salts of [26] and cobalt(II) [27,28] phenanthroline /carboxylate

Fig. 4. Packing diagram for [Cu(norb)(phen) ]?6.5H O (10a) showing water-lined channels parallel to the c axis.2 2
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Table 5
aAnti-Candida activity

Test compound % Cell growth

Isolate 1 Isolate 2 Isolate 3

Control 100 100 100

Salicylic acid (salH ) 9368 104610 98622

Acetylsalicylic acid (aspH) 99610 8968 7866
Cis-5-norbornene-endo-2,3- 8266 101610 9864
dicarboxylic acid (norbH )2

Imidazole (imid) 7865 9268 9869
1,10-Phenanthroline (phen) 1260.3 14 60.5 1562
2,29-Bipyridine (bipy) 7566 8064 10468

Mn(CH CO ) ?4H O 8568 9465 102683 2 2 2

[Cu(salH) (H O) ]?0.5H O (1) 94611 101610 956142 2 2 2

[Cu(sal)(imid)] (2) 8263 11068 8065
[Cu(sal)(phen)] (3) 9666 96611 8267
[Cu(sal)(bipy)]?C H OH?H O (4) 8666 11166 866132 5 2

[Mn (salH) (H O) ] (5) 9868 9569 826142 4 2 4

[Mn(salH) (phen)] (6) 862 761 360.42

[Mn(salH) (bipy)]?H O (7) 10669 9363 96692 2

[Cu (asp) ]?3H O (8) 7969 9967 906112 4 2

[Cu(norb)]?H O (9) 6469 7965 85632

[Cu(norb)(phen) ]?8 H O (10b) 1263 2566 15632 2

[Mn(norb)H O] (11) 6068 7667 80642

[Mn(norb)(phen) ]?C H OH?H O (12) 561 762 5612 2 5 2

a 23Compounds were tested at a concentration of 20 mg cm of aqueous RPMI medium. Complexes 1, 2, 4, 8, 9 and 11 were insoluble in water and were
tested as suspensions. All other complexes were water-soluble at the specified concentration. Yeast cells were grown for 24 h at 378C. Results are presented
as % cell growth and the effectiveness of the compounds are compared to the growth of the control (no added compound).

[4] J. Reid, R.D. Watson, J.B. Cochran, D.H. Sproull, Br. Med. J. 1complexes. To date, the manganese(II) complexes have
(1951) 321.been found to be the most potent growth inhibitors of

[5] J.R.J. Sorenson, J. Med. Chem. 27 (1984) 1747.
Candida albicans. [6] J.R.J. Sorenson, Prog. Med. Chem. 15 (1978) 211.

[7] J.R.J. Sorenson, D.O. Rauls, K. Ramakrishna, R.E. Stull, A.N.
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Abstract

Copper(I) complexes with triphenylphosphite and aliphatic perfluorinated carboxylates of the type [Cu(m-RCOO)hP(OC H ) j] ,6 5 3 2
13 19 31where R5CF , C F , C F , C F , C F , C F and C F have been prepared as viscous liquids and characterised by C, F, P,3 2 5 3 7 6 13 7 15 8 17 9 19

63Cu NMR, IR and mass spectra. In the liquid state, a dimeric structure with Cu in trigonal symmetry linked by the bridging carboxylates
31 63is proposed. Temperature-dependent P and Cu NMR spectra were determined, in the 333–233 K range and single lines from both

nuclei were detected, suggesting the fast exchange of triphenylphosphite in acetonitrile solution. Copper relaxation is sufficiently slow to
13 19record the signal, which is the first time that this has been reported for complexes with P(OC H ) . Examination of C and F6 5 3

resonances confirm coordination of carboxylates in solution where few dimeric species with a geometry lower than T symmetry cand

exist. Thermal decomposition of complexes proceeds as a multistage process, yielding a mixture of Cu, Cu O and Cu P O .  19992 2 2 7

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(I); Triphenylphosphite; NMR spectra

1. Introduction phenylphosphine and smaller steric hindrances because
phenyl rings are more flexible along the C–O–P bond [6].

Copper(I) complexes with oxygen donor ligands such as We assumed that these features would be effective in
carboxylates have mono- or multinuclear structures de- complex stabilisation and in the preparation of Cu(I)
pending on the nature of the carboxylate and other ligands complexes. The main purpose of the presented work was
in the coordination sphere [1–4]. These compounds have isolation of new Cu(I) complexes and to elucidate the

13been studied less than Cu(II) analogues due to the in- coordination sphere composition and symmetry using C,
19 31 63stability of copper(I)–oxygen bonds. One can explain this F, P, Cu NMR, mass spectra and infrared results. Due

31as a weak bond between hard oxygen and soft Cu(I) using to fast ligand exchange at the labile Cu(I) centre, P and
63the theory of hard–soft acids–bases [5]. Our interest was Cu NMR studies have been used relatively infrequently

focused on perfluorinated carboxylates in which oxygen for determining the structural characteristics of copper(I)
63atoms could perform as a harder donor, rather than in the complexes. Besides the good NMR sensitivities of Cu

65nonfluorinated analogues, hence, one may expect that they and Cu, the significant quadrupole moments imply that
could be bonded in Cu(I) complexes in different ways that only a limited number of copper resonances have been
may result in interesting new structures. Tertiary phos- observed in solution [7–10] and, in this paper, we report
phines, as p-electroacceptor ligands, are likely to stabilise on further examples. We have found that gold(I) and
Cu(I) complexes, which may also have effects upon the silver(I) complexes with perfluorinated carboxylates and
strength of the Cu–O bond. Therefore, we have chosen tertiary phosphines presented sufficient volatility for
triphenylphosphite [P(OC H ) , tpp] as the ligand, as it chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [11–15], hence, the6 5 3

should exhibit stronger p-acceptor properties than tri- other purpose of this work was to prepare volatile pre-
cursors for CVD of copper oxide or copper metal thin
films. Thermal studies were undertaken to determine the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-56-611-4304; fax: 148-56-654-

2477. mechanism of thermal decomposition and to ascertain the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00199-0
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suitability of complexes as precursors for CVD, which 2.3. Synthesis
should be competitive to organometallics used at present.

Copper(II) carboxylates of the general formula
Cu(RCOO) where R5CF , C F , C F , C F , C F ,2 3 2 5 3 7 6 13 7 15

C F and C F were prepared by reaction of a slight8 17 9 19

2. Experimental excess of copper(II) basic carbonate with the respective
carboxylic acid in a water or water–ethanol solution. The

2.1. Materials copper content, thermal analysis, mass and IR spectra
confirmed the compositions of the carboxylates obtained.

Triphenylphosphite (99%) and perfluorinated carboxylic Complexes of Cu(I) were synthesised in Schlenk glass-
acids (97–99%) were purchased from Aldrich and were ware in an argon atmosphere. In the general procedure,

23used without further purification. Acetonitrile, of analytical copper(II) carboxylate (0.5310 mol) of the above
grade (Fluka), was dried over molecular sieves 4A, then formula was placed in the Schlenk tube, either dissolved or

3over CaH and, finally, was distilled under dry nitrogen suspended in 20 cm of freshly distilled acetonitrile, and2
23from P O prior to use. Copper powder for organic copper powder (2.5310 mol) was added. The suspen-4 10

synthesis (Aldrich) and copper(II) basic carbonate (ana- sion obtained was stirred until the solution was pale yellow
23lytical grade) from POCh (Poland) were used as received. in colour. Next, P(OC H ) (1.0310 mol) was added6 5 3

Sodium carboxylates, for NMR and IR experiments, were and the reaction mixture was stirred for about 12 h at
obtained from sodium bicarbonate (POCh) and perfluori- ambient temperature, filtered and the solvent was evapo-
nated carboxylic acids from the same batch as above. rated in a vacuum line, leaving a pale yellow viscous

liquid. The complexes were unstable in air, turning green.
The results of Cu determination were as follows (%)

2.2. Methods (calc. / found): (1) C H Cu F O P , Cu (13.0 /12.9);40 30 2 6 10 2

(2) C H Cu F O P , Cu (11.8 /11.6);42 30 2 10 10 2

NMR spectra in acetonitrile were recorded using a (3) C H Cu F O P , Cu (10.8 /10.8);44 30 2 14 10 2
13Varian Gem. 200 MHz spectrometer; C was recorded at a (4) C H Cu F O P , Cu (8.6 /8.2);50 30 2 26 10 2

19frequency 50 MHz and using TMS as the standard, F was (5) C H Cu F O P , Cu (8.1 /7.9);52 30 2 30 10 2
31recorded at 188 MHz, with CFCl as a standard, P was (6) C H Cu F O P , Cu (7.6 /7.3);3 54 30 2 34 10 2

recorded at 80.95 MHz and the standard used was 80% (7) C H Cu F O P , Cu (7.2 /7.0). The EI mass56 30 2 38 10 2
63H PO , Cu was recorded at 56.79 MHz with spectra were recorded for the complexes in an attempt to3 4

[Cu(CH CN) ]ClO as the standard. Temperature-depen- confirm the formulations. The fragments confirming stoi-3 4 4
31 63dent P and Cu NMR spectra (333–223 K) were chiometric composition were

1 1obtained using a Bruker MSL 300 MHz spectrometer in [Cu (RCOO) hP(OC H ) j] and [Cu (RCOO) ] . They2 2 6 5 3 2 2

the same solvent and using the same standards. To measure were detected at (1) 662, 352; (2) 762, 452; (3) 862, 552;
the linewidth of the peaks accurately, no baseline correc- (4) 1162, 852; (5) 1262, 952; (6) 1362, 1052, respectively,

1tion or apodization function was used in the data process- whereas for (7), only [Cu (RCOO) ] at 1152 was found.2 2

ing. Linewidths were measured using manual optimisation The mass spectra results suggest a dimeric structure for the
within the peakfinder module. The error in linewidth compounds and proved that the formulas proposed above
measurements was assumed to be equal to the digital were correct.
resolution, which was 1.95 Hz. IR spectra were determined
using a Perkin-Elmer 2000 FT IR spectrophotometer in the

21range 4000–400 cm using film on KBr plates, whereas 3. Results and discussion
21400–100 cm spectra were run using film on poly-

ethylene plates. Thermal studies were performed on a 3.1. IR spectral analysis
MOM OD-102 Derivatograph (Paulik and Paulik, Hun-
gary). The atmosphere over the sample was nitrogen, the Mode of carboxylic acids residues coordination can be
heating range was 20–5008C, at a heating rate of 2.5 proposed from COO asymmetrical and symmetrical vi-
8 /min, the sample mass was 20–90 mg, the TG range was brations bands frequency analysis. Absorption bands of
50 or 100 mg and the reference material was Al O . COO asymmetrical and symmetrical modes appeared in2 3

21 21Powder diffractograms were recorded on an HZ64/A-2 the ranges 1672–1690 cm and 1395–1432 cm , respec-
DRON-1 (Russian Federation) diffractometer using CuK tively (Table 1). As a spectroscopic criterion of car-a

radiation, with l50.1542 nm. Copper was determined boxylates binding mode we have applied the parameter
using a Carl Zeiss Jena AAS spectrometer with Cu(NO ) defined as Dn 5n 2n [1,16–18]. Estimation of3 2 COO asym sym

solution as the standard. Mass spectra were recorded on an the carboxylate linkage with a metal ion is based on the
AMD-640 mass spectrometer using the electron ionization relation between the Dn value calculated for theCOO

method. considered complex and the Dn value found in theCOO
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Table 1
21 aCharacteristic IR spectral frequencies [cm ]

Compound n (COO) n (COO) D D n (P–O) n (Cu–O) n (Cu–O) n(Cu–P)a s 1 a a s

(1) [Cu(m-CF COO)hP(OC H ) j] 1676 1432 244 223 890 273 210 1603 6 5 3 2

(2) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] 1690 1404 286 268 890 296 226 1492 5 6 5 3 2

(3) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] 1690 1395 295 272 885 293 218 1493 7 6 5 3 2

(4) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] 1691 1401 290 272 890 294 220 1506 13 6 5 3 2

(5) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] 1672 1404 268 272 890 293 206 1487 15 6 5 3 2

(6) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] 1694 1401 293 272 888 295 218 1458 17 6 5 3 2

(7) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] 1681 1410 271 276 895 292 206 1529 19 6 5 3 2

a 21
D5n (COO)2n (COO) for complex; D 5n (COO)2n (COO) for RCOONa; n (P–O)5863 cm for P(OC H ) .a s 1 a s a 6 5 3

13identical sodium carboxylate. The parameter Dn , calcu- One might expect that the C resonance of the COOCOO

lated for the examined complexes, was compared to Dn carbon would give rise to the most significant changesCOO

for the appropriate sodium carboxylate and the data from upon coordination, but spectra of the complexes studied
mass spectra favoured a bridging coordination (Table 1). exhibit a very weak COO signal that was shifted slightly in

Absorption bands of n(P–O) in the examined spectra relation to free acids (Table 2).
21appeared in the region 885–895 cm (Table 1), whereas The fluorine resonances have been affected by Cu–O

21in the spectrum of free tpp, they were at 863 cm [19]. bond formation in a more pronounced way than carbon and
Such a significant change can be taken as evidence of the most distinct changes were observed for C F signalsa 2

triphenylphosphite coordination [20,21]. (Table 2). The resonance lines of the C F groups upona 2

Spectra in the range of metal–ligand vibrations revealed coordination were shifted downfield (D 53.7–4.8 ppm) in2

bands that could be assigned to Cu–O(RCOO) and Cu–P relation to the spectra for free acids. The coordination shift
stretching vibrations. From group theory calculations, for observed for C F can be taken as evidence of carboxylatea 2

C coordination sphere geometry, stretching vibrations of complexation in acetonitrile solution. Analogous effects2v

Cu–O(RCOO) should be of the type A and B , whereas were observed in the spectra of Ag(I) and Au(I) complex-1 1

O–Cu–O angle deformation modes should be of the type es with perfluorinated carboxylates and tertiary phosphines
B and all of them were active in IR spectrum. The [11–13]. Uncoordinated carboxylates can be detected in1

Cu–O(RCOO) stretching vibration bands were found in solution of sodium carboxylates of the analogous acids.
21 21 19the range 273–296 cm (B ) and 200–226 cm (A ), Therefore, we have recorded F NMR of the equivalent1 1

corresponding to the data reported [2]. The absorption sodium salts in acetonitrile solution, under the same
21band observed in the range 148–160 cm most likely can conditions as used for complexes being studied (Table 2,

be assigned to Cu–P vibrations [22–24]. These results and D and D ). Resonances of the C F fluorine in complexes3 5 a 2

fragments detected in mass spectra are in favour of a 2–7, and of CF for 1, are shifted downfield (D 50.4–1.73 3

dinuclear structure of complexes with bridging carbox- ppm) in relation to those for sodium carboxylates. The
ylates and a monodentate-coordinated molecule of tri- coordination shift of C F resonances can be taken asa 2

phenylphosphite. evidence of a Cu–OOCR bond, although it is difficult to
correlate it with the mode of carboxylate binding.

313.2. NMR spectral analysis Single, broad P (Dn ranging from 230–1040 Hz)1 / 2

resonances in the spectra of complexes appeared in the
13 19 31 63The chemical shifts for C, F, P and Cu NMR range 108.0–110.1 ppm, which is 20.6–22.7 ppm upfield

resonances of the complexes are listed in Table 2. in relation to uncoordinated P(OPh) (Table 2). The3

Table 2
13 19 31 63 aC, F, P and Cu NMR spectral data

13 19 31 63Compound C [ppm] F [ppm] P [ppm] Cu
2

d COO D d C F D D d CF D D d P D d [ppm] Dn [Hz]C 1 C a 2 2 3 C 3 4 5 C 6 C 1 / 2

(1) [Cu(m-CF COO)hP(OPh) j] 159.0 0.6 2 2 2 3.2 1.9 0.4 109.8 220.9 97.0 87503 3 2

(2) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OPh) j] 159.3 0.1 241.4 4.2 0.7 24.9 1.8 20.2 108.2 222.5 105.0 225202 5 3 2

(3) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OPh) j] 159.4 20.2 239.7 3.7 0.6 24.0 0.6 20.4 108.0 222.7 64.2 114003 7 3 2

(4) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OPh) j] 159.0 20.3 237.2 4.8 1.7 23.3 0.5 0.0 108.9 221.8 110.0 92806 13 3 2

(5) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OPh) j] 159.0 20.4 237.7 4.2 1.2 23.2 0.6 0.2 110.1 220.6 125.0 132507 15 3 2

(6) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OPh) j] 159.1 20.2 237.8 4.0 1.0 23.1 0.9 0.3 109.0 221.7 105.0 81508 17 3 2
b b(7) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OPh) j] 159.3 20.1 238.0 3.9 23.6 0.2 109.1 221.6 150.0 201409 19 3 2

a 2 2
D 5d COO 2d COO ; D 5d C F 2d C F ; D 5d C F 2d C F ; D 5d CF 2d CF ; D 5d CF 2d CF ; D 5d 2d P(OC H ) ; d1 C A 2 C a 2 A a 2 3 C a 2 S a 2 4 C 3 A 3 5 C 3 S 3 6 C 6 5 3

P(OC H ) 5130.7 ppm; C, complex; A, carboxylic acid; S, sodium carboxylate.6 5 3
b Due to the low solubility of C F COONa, its spectrum could not be recorded.9 19
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31 Table 3upfield shift in P spectra favours the p-back donation
31 63P and Cu NMR data of [Cu(CH CN) ]ClO (c50.1 m):nP(OC H )3 4 4 6 5 3from Cu(I) to phosphorus in tpp. The signal is not split,
system in acetonitrile solution

indicating that, in solution, the CuP moiety does not exist4 63 31n Cu NMR P NMRas a prevailing form or that a fast exchange reaction causes
31 63the lack of P– Cu coupling. Exchange reactions present d [ppm] Dn [Hz] d [ppm] Dn [Hz]1 / 2 1 / 2

31in solution can be studied using temperature-dependent P 0.0 0.2 440 2 2
NMR spectra. We have recorded spectra in the 333–233 K 0.5 19.0 2560 108.9 1370

1.0 62.7 4680 106.5 1240range, expecting to find the coalescence temperature
1.5 138.2 5300 109.7 680between different forms in solution. However, in the
2.0 141.0 7600 104.7 460spectra of 2, 5 and 7, splitting of the phosphorus signal
3.0 152.0 6360 117.6 280

was not found. 4.0 145.1 6710 118.1 360
The detection of a singlet suggests the appearance of at 5.0 149.2 5080 118.3 160

least two pseudotetrahedral species in equilibrium that
averaged and broadened the signal [25–27]. Considering

1the above results, one can suggest coordination of tri- We have checked the possibility of [CuhP(OPh) j ]3 4
31phenylphosphite along with bridging carboxylates and detection in the acetonitrile solution recording P NMR

31acetonitrile. The prevailing existing species can be de- spectra for [Cu(CH CN) ]ClO : P(OPh) system. The P3 4 4 3

scribed as isomers of [Cu(CH CN)(m-RCOO)hP(OPh) j] single resonance lines for the systems Cu:nP(OPh) from3 3 3

(Fig. 1). This assumption may be explained by the fast 1:0.5 to 1:5 were observed (Table 3). Even at the ratio 1:5,
exchange of P(OPh) , and the lack of a favoured configu- the resonance line from the uncoordinated P(OPh) (130.73 3

ration with one phosphorus in the coordination sphere, ppm) was not found. Temperature-dependent spectra of
which is typical for the large phosphine ligands such as solutions with M:L ratios of 1:1 and 1:4 were also
triphenylphosphite [28] and triphenylphosphine (PPh ). investigated. In the 1:1 system, only an upfield shift of3

Fig. 1. Possible species existing in equilibrium after dissolving [Cu(m-RCOO)hP(OPh) j] in acetonitrile.3 2
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phosphite signals, with decreasing temperature, was ob-
served. However, when the ratio of M:L was 1:4, the
single phosphorus resonances that had been shifted down-
field were detected, and these were split at 233 K into two
lines (127.4 and 109.5 ppm) (Fig. 2). The latter was
positioned at the same frequency as in the 1:1 system and
was in a similar range as for complexes 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
We can presume that this signal is from the species where
one molecule of P(OPh) is coordinated.3

63The main factors that influenced the Cu NMR signals
63,65were the quadrupolar relaxation of Cu, and the nature

and rate of dynamic processes occurring in solution. These
in turn were influenced by the temperature, distortions
from the regular tetrahedral symmetry, and the electronic
and steric properties of ligands. Studies of Cu(I) halide
complexes [29–31] with phosphine ligands revealed that
the dissociation of the complex in solution increased with
ligand size, which, for tertiary phosphines, can be ex-
pressed by the Tolman cone angle. Furthermore, [CuL ]X4

is regarded as a dominant species in solution [29,32–35],
although in cases where there is an aromatic substituent on
phosphines, several mononuclear and polynuclear com-
plexes can also exist, i.e., CuL X, CuL X or Cu L X ,3 2 2 3 2

depending on the coordinative properties of X [29]. Ligand
exchange rates are usually too fast on the NMR time scale
to identify individual species, except for very low tempera-
tures. As reported, the extent of ligand dissociation in
solution and the corresponding fast quadrupolar relaxation
of the Cu nuclei in the low symmetry coordination resulted

63in a lack of Cu resonances [25].
63Cu spectra of the complexes revealed a broad singlet

(Dn from 8150 to 22 520 Hz) in the range 64.2–150.01 / 2

ppm. In relation to complexes with PR , where R5Me or3

Et, they are shifted upfield and their frequency is closer to
63that of PR (OR) ligands [36]. The Cu resonances32x x

reported for tetrahedral [CuhP(OR) j ]Cl where R5Me or3 4

Et were found to be in the range 70–90 ppm [7,36] in the
form of a quintet from Cu–P coupling, except for
[CuhP(OC H ) j ]ClO , for which the authors did not6 5 3 4 4

63observe a Cu signal. To the best of our knowledge, the
63Cu resonances reported here are the first reported for
Cu(I) complexes with triphenylphosphite. The expected

1 31 63 63 31spin–spin coupling J( P– Cu) in Cu and P NMR
spectra of the complexes under discussion was not de-
tected. The lack of line-splitting can be caused by the fast
exchange of P(OC H ) and the low symmetry of the6 5 3

13 19 31coordination centre. Considering the C, F, P NMR
and IR spectra results, one can assume a lower symmetry
(C or C ) for the complexes studied in acetonitrile3v 2v

solution.
63We have registered temperature-dependent Cu NMR

spectra of 5 and 7 in the range 333–233 K (Table 4).
Initially, the signals are shifted upfield, but, from 253 K,
the reverse tendency is observed. The linewidth for 5 with

31a decrease in temperature expands followed by a signifi- Fig. 2. Temperature-variable P NMR spectra of the [Cu(CH CN) ]-3 4

cant decrease and a subsequent increase. In the case of 7, ClO :4P(OC H ) system in acetonitrile solution.4 6 5 3
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Table 4 maximum, but at 233 K, it was impossible to determine the
63Temperature-variable Cu NMR spectra in acetonitrile solution signal position due to the very strong line broadening that

T [K] (5) [Cu(m-C F COO)- (7) [Cu(m-C F COO)- occurred. It should be added that resonance linewidths7 15 9 19

hP(OPh) j] hP(OPh) j]3 2 3 2 between 333–273 K are close to those obtained for M:L5

d [ppm] Dn [Hz] d [ppm] Dn [Hz] 1:1, but further cooling broadened the signals very rapidly.1 / 2 1 / 2
63Bearing in mind that the Cu line appears only when the333 2 2 94.9 6060

1cation [CuhP(OR) j ] , which undergoes fast chemical313 2 2 111.2 6130 3 4

297 112.1 13190 110.4 7240 exchange is present in the solution, than with temperature
273 111.2 14230 79.1 8150 decrease the reduction of the linewidth should be observed.
253 146.2 5430 22.9 25 220 In our system, the opposite effect was detected, that is, it
233 123.1 7500 50.7 18 880

favoured species with a symmetry lower than tetrahedral.
We presume that our solution cannot be classified as a

Dn increases up to 253 K and, afterwards, a reduction is system with very fast quadruple relaxation, otherwise,1 / 2
63observed. It should be added that, for 7 in the 333–297 K simultaneously with the increase in the linewidth in Cu

31range, the chemical shift and linewidth changes are similar NMR, a rapid narrowing of the signal in P NMR should
to those for the systems presented below without car- be observed.
boxylates. Below 297 K for 7, and for 5 over the entire
range of temperatures, the overall pattern of changes is 3.3. Thermal analysis
different, most probably being caused by coordinated
carboxylates in the studied system. Results of thermal analysis are listed in Table 5.

In the case of [Cu(CH CN) ]ClO :nP(OC H ) , where Examination of the thermoanalytical curves suggests a3 4 4 6 5 3
63M:L51:1, the relation of the Cu chemical shift to two-stage, exothermic decomposition process of complex-

temperature was examined and a linear relationship (corre- es 1, 2 and 3 (Table 5). Analysis of the thermogravimetric
2lation coefficient R 50.9241; straight line slope coeffi- (TG) curve indicates that, in the first step, decomposition

cient, 20.46) was observed in the 333–273 K range, of a carboxylic acid residue and one molecule of phosphite
however, below 273 K, a slight deviation was detectable. occurs, which is followed by dissociation of the second
The magnitude of the straight line slope coefficient reached molecule of tpp. Decomposition reactions of 1, 2 and 3
a mean value between the systems with nitrogen donor were completed in the range 618–653 K and the final
ligands (20.7) and the complexes mentioned above of the product appeared to be a mixture of Cu, Cu O and2

type [CuhP(OR) j ]ClO (ca. 20.1), where R is an ali- Cu P O (3:1:1 for 1; 1:1:1 for 2 and 3). Powder diffrac-3 4 4 2 2 7

phatic substituent. An increase in the linewidth with a tograms of the final products revealed lines for Cu, 0.181,
reduction in temperature (3880 Hz at 333 K to 17 200 Hz 0.208 nm, and Cu O, 0.249, 0.215, 0.175, 0.151 nm, that2

at 233 K) was also observed. For the system where correspond to those reported in the Powder Diffraction File
M:L51:4, the function d5f(T ) at 273 K reached a [37]. IR spectra of the final product revealed strong

Table 5
Results of thermal analysis (in nitrogen)

Compound Heat Temperature range [K] Weight loss on TG [%] Detached Final product
effect group xCu:yCu O:zCu P Oa a a 2 2 2 7T T T Found Calc.i m f

(1) [Cu(m-CF COO)hP(OC H ) j] exo 298 423 478 49.3 49.53 6 5 3 2

exo 478 568 618 32.2 31.9 P(OC H ) 3:1:16 5 3

(2) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] exo 298 453 493 51.8 52.22 5 6 5 3 2

exo 493 533 653 29.1 28.9 P(OC H ) 1:1:16 5 3

(3) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] exo 298 458 488 56.0 56.33 7 6 5 3 2

exo 488 548 653 26.7 26.4 P(OC H ) 1:1:16 5 3
b(4) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] exo 298 413 17.56 13 6 5 3 2

exo 413 473 498 48.4 65.2
exo 498 553 643 20.6 21.0 P(OC H ) 1:1:16 5 3

b(5) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] exo 313 428 19.07 15 6 5 3 2

exo 428 478 508 47.9 67.4
exo 508 538 643 19.7 19.7 P(OC H ) 1:1:16 5 3

b(6) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] exo 298 418 20.68 17 6 5 3 2

exo 418 473 503 46.7
exo 503 548 638 20.6 87.9 1:1:1

(7) [Cu(m-C F COO)hP(OC H ) j] exo 303 473 708 88.1 88.6 1:1:19 19 6 5 3 2

a T , initial temperature; T , maximum temperature; T , final temperature.i m f
b Unable to determine.
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Abstract

II 1A group of five new ruthenium(II) bipyridine heterochelates of the type [Ru (bpy) L] 1a–1e have been synthesized (bpy52,29-2

bipyridine; L5anionic form of the thiol-based imine ligands, HS–C H N=C(H)C H (R) (R5OMe, Me, H, Cl, NO ). The complexes6 4 6 4 2

1a21e are 1:1 conducting and diamagnetic. The complexes 1a21e exhibit strong MLCT transitions in the visible region and intra-ligand
transitions in the UV region. In acetonitrile solvent complexes show a reversible ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) couple in the range 0.2–0.4
V and irreversible ruthenium(III)→ruthenium(IV) oxidation in the range 1.15–1.73 V vs. SCE. Two successive bipyridine reductions are
observed in the ranges 21.43 to 21.57 and 21.67 to 21.78 V vs. SCE. The complexes are susceptible to undergo stereoretentive

1oxidations to the trivalent ruthenium(III) congeners. The isolated one-electron paramagnetic ruthenium(III) complex, 1c exhibits weak
1rhombic EPR spectrum at 77 K ( g 52.106, g 52.093, g 51.966) in 1:1 chloroform–toluene. The EPR spectrum of 1c has been1 2 3

21 21analyzed to furnish values of distortion parameters (D58988 cm ; V50.8833 cm ) and energy of the expected ligand field transitions
(n 51028 nm and n 51186 nm) within the t shell. One of the ligand field transitions has been experimentally observed at 1265 nm.1 2 2

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium(II / III) bipyridine complexes; Schiff base ligand; Spectroscopic and electrochemical properties

1. Introduction based anionic Schiff-base ligand. The ligand L can act as
both a s- and a p-donor in contrast to the s-donor but

Since the discovery of important photo-redox activities p-acceptor nature of bipyridine molecule. Herein we report
of ruthenium complexes incorporating 2,29-bipyridine lig- the synthesis of a group of new ruthenium–bipyridine
and, there has been continuous research activity in the complexes having a RuN S chromophore, their spectro-5

direction of developing new ruthenium–bipyridine com- scopic and electrochemical properties and the electronic
plexes with the perspective of tuning the redox and structure of the trivalent congener. To the best of our
photophysical functions of this class of complexes [1–16]. knowledge this work demonstrates the first example of

II / III 11 / 21Basic strategies behind all these activities are either to [Ru (byp) L] complexes where L is a thiol-based2

introduce selective groups within the bipyridine moiety Schiff base ligand.
itself or use other types of donor sites along with the
ruthenium–bipyridine core to generate new mononuclear
or polynuclear mixed ligand complexes to modulate the 2. Experimental
photo-redox activities [17–33]. The present work origi-
nates from our interest in developing new hetero 2.1. Materials
ruthenium–bipyridine tris complexes of the type

II / III 11 / 21[Ru (byp) L] where L is an electron-rich thiol- Commercially available ruthenium trichloride (S.D. Fine2

Chemicals, Bombay, India) was converted to RuCl –3H O3 2

by repeated evaporation to dryness with concentrated*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-22-576-7159; fax: 191-22-578- IIhydrochloric acid. The starting complex [Ru (bpy) Cl ]?3480. 2 2

E-mail address: lahiri@ether.chem.iitb.ernet.in (G.K. Lahiri) 2H O was prepared according to the reported procedure2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00204-1
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[34]. The compounds 2-amino thiophenol and p-substituted observed near-IR result clearly eliminates this solution as
benzaldehydes were obtained from Fluka, Switzerland. unacceptable.
Other chemicals and solvents were reagent grade and used

1 5as received. Silica gel (60–120 mesh) used for the column 2.4. Synthesis of ligands (HL –HL ) and complexes
chromatography was purchased from S.D. Fine Chemicals, 1a–1e
Bombay, India. For spectroscopic and electrochemical

1–5studies HPLC-grade solvents were used. Commercial The ligands HL were prepared by condensing 2-
tetraethyl ammonium bromide was converted to pure aminothiophenol with the appropriate benzaldehyde in dry
tetraethyl ammonium perchlorate (TEAP) by following an ethanol under ice-cold conditions. The use of dry ethanol is
available procedure [35]. absolutely essential to get the desired ligands in the pure

solid state.
The complexes 1a–1e were synthesized using a general

2.2. Physical measurements method. Yields varied in the range 55–60%. Specific
details are given for one representative case, 1c.

Solution electrical conductivity was checked using a
Systronic conductivity bridge, 305. Electronic spectra

2.4.1. Bis(2,29-bipyridine)(N-phenylthiosalicylaldimine)(900–200 nm) were recorded using a Shimadzu UV 160 II 3ruthenium(II) perchlorate dihydrate [Ru (bpy) L ]ClO ?2 4spectrophotometer. The near-IR spectrum was recorded by
2H O (1c)2using a Hitachi 330 spectrophotometer. Infrared spectra IIThe starting complex Ru (bpy) Cl ?2H O (300 mg,2 2 2were taken on a Nicolet spectrophotometer with samples 30.57 mmol) was dissolved in absolute ethanol (20 cm )prepared as KBr pellets. Magnetic susceptibility was

1 and to this 468 mg (2.28 mmol) of AgClO was added and4checked with a PAR vibrating-sample magnetometer. H
the mixture was refluxed for 30 min. It was then cooledNMR spectra were obtained using a 300 MHz Varian
and filtered through a sintered glass crucible. To thisFT-NMR spectrometer. Cyclic voltammetry and coulomet- 3filtrate 240 mg (1.13 mmol) of HL and 93 mg (1.13ric measurements were carried out using a PAR model
mmol) of anhydrous sodium acetate were added and the273A electrochemistry system. A platinum-wire working
resulting mixture was stirred under a nitrogen atmosphere.electrode, a platinum-wire auxiliary electrode and an SCE
The stirring was continued overnight and the resultantreference electrode were used in a three-electrode configu-
product was cooled for about 4 h and then filtered. Theration. TEAP was the supporting electrolyte and the

23 solid product thus obtained was washed thoroughly withsolution concentration was |10 M. The half-wave
0 ice-cold water and dried in a vacuum desiccator overpotential E was set equal to 0.5 (E 1E ), where E298 pa pc pa P O . The crude product was purified by column chroma-4 10and E are anodic and cathodic cyclic voltammetric peakpc

21 tography using a silica-gel column. The excess ligand waspotentials, respectively. The scan rate used was 50 mV s .
initially eluted with benzene. The desired deep brownA platinum-wire gauze working electrode was used in
colored complex 1c was then eluted using a 3:1 dichloro-coulometric experiments. All electrochemical experiments
methane–acetonitrile mixture. On removal of the solventwere carried out under a dinitrogen atmosphere and are
under reduced pressure the complex 1c was obtained in theuncorrected for junction potentials. EPR measurements
solid state. The product was then further purified bywere made using a Varian model 109 E-line X-band
recrystallization from dichloromethane–hexane (1: 4). Thespectrometer fitted with a quartz dewar for measurements
yield was 58%.at 77 K (liquid nitrogen). The spectrum was calibrated by

using tetracyanoethylene (tcne, g52.0023). The elemental
2.4.2. Bis(2,29-bipyridine)(N-phenylthiosalicylaldimine)analyses were carried out with a Carlo Erba (Italy)
ruthenium(III) diperchlorate dihydrateelemental analyzer. The following Hammett s values for

III 3 1[Ru (bpy) L ](ClO ) ?2H O (1c )p-substituents were used: H, 0.00; Me, 20.17; OMe, 2 4 2 2
II 3

20.27; Cl, 10.23; NO , 10.78 [36]. [Ru (bpy) L ]ClO ?2H O (100 mg) was dissolved in2 2 4 2
3Caution: Perchlorate salts of metal complexes are acetonitrile (25 cm ) and excess aqueous ceric ammonium

generally explosive. Care should be taken while handling sulfate solution was added to it. The mixture was stirred
such complexes. vigorously for 2 h. The color changed from deep brown to

bluish green. The volume of the oxidized solution was
reduced under vacuum. An aqueous solution of saturated

2.3. Treatment of EPR data sodium perchlorate was added to the concentrated solution
and the mixture was kept in the refrigerator for 2 h. The

An outline of the procedure can be found in our recent solid compound thus obtained was filtered under high
publications [37,38]. We would like to note that a second vacuum and washed with ice-cold water followed by cold
solution also exists that is different from the chosen one, methanol. The solid mass was finally dried in vacuo over
having small D, n and n values. The experimentally P O . Yield: 95 mg (85%).1 2 4 10
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from the reaction mixture as their dihydrated perchlorate3. Results and discussion
salts and the crude products were purified by column
chromatography using a silica-gel column.3.1. Synthesis and characterization

The use of an inert atmosphere during the synthesis of
the complexes (1a–1e) is found to be essential as theA group of five substituted thiol-based Schiff base

1 5 presence of atmospheric oxygen facilitates the formation ofligands used are abbreviated as HL –HL . The deproto-
the oxidized trivalent congener of 1.nated form of HL binds to the metal ion in a bidentate S, N

The microanalytical data of the complexes (Table 1) aremanner forming a five-membered chelate ring. The com-
in good agreement with the calculated values, thus con-plexes 1 have been synthesized from [Ru(bpy) Cl ]?2H O2 2 2

firming the gross composition of the mixed tris chelatesfollowing the synthetic route shown in Scheme 1.
[Ru(byp) L]ClO ?2H O (1a21e). The complexes exhibitThe complex cations (1a–1e) were precipitated directly 2 4 2

1:1 conductivity in acetonitrile solution (Table 1) and all
the monocations are essentially diamagnetic.

3.2. Spectra

The n(C=N) stretching frequency of the free ligands
21(HL) appears near 1620 cm which has been shifted to

211590 cm (Table 1) in accordance with the coordination
of the azomethine function to the metal ion [39]. A very

21strong and broad band near 1100 cm and a strong and
21sharp vibration band near 630 cm are observed for all

the complexes (Table 1) due to the presence of ionic
perchlorate.

1The H NMR spectra of the complexes were recorded in
(CD ) SO solvent using a 300 MHz instrument. TheScheme 1. (i) AgClO , EtOH, heat, stirring; (ii) HL, NaO CMe, N , 3 24 2 2

stirring. spectra of one representative complex (1d) is shown in

Table 1
a b c bMicroanalytical , conductivity , infrared and electronic spectral data

21 21Compound Elemental analysis (%) L /V IR (cm ) UV–VisM
2 21 d 21 21(cm mol ) l (nm) (´ , M cm )max

2C H N n(C=N) n(ClO )4

e1a 64.51 5.17 2.13 145 1593 1100, 610 618(1603) , 498(4800),
(64.39) (5.08) (2.20) 428(4800), 335(25000),

e318(37200) , 296(58400),
250(34600), 217(50000)

e1b 66.18 5.31 2.39 150 1594 1100, 620 625(1100) , 483(3330),
(66.06) (5.22) (2.27) 430(4798), 331(7450),

285(12998), 246(7598),
208(17066)

e1c 65.50 5.10 2.42 147 1595 1097, 621 630(2000) , 490(5340),
e(65.61) (5.00) (2.32) 430(5330), 350(7400) ,

290(33800), 240(30100),
220(41400)

e1d 62.21 4.51 2.32 155 1591 1091, 623 687(4233) , 491(7102),
(62.07) (4.57) (2.19) 432(7170), 330(13387),

280(46000), 243(41280),
205(46000)

e1e 61.19 4.57 4.45 145 1595 1095, 620 696(1980) , 535(2795),
(61.06) (4.50) (4.31) 441(4283), 364(5125),

287(38279), 252(27544),
213(32150)

11c 56.44 4.34 2.16 235 1590 1110, 625 605(6270), 415(15026),
(56.34) (4.29) (1.99) 305(35030), 220(35110)

a Calculated values are in parentheses.
b In acetonitrile.
c In KBr disk.
d Extinction coefficient.
e Shoulder.
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1 4Fig. 1. H NMR spectrum of [Ru(bpy) L ]ClO ?2H O, 1d in (CD ) SO.2 4 2 3 2

Fig. 1. The presence of asymmetric ligand L in the (antisymmetric) MLCT (metal-to-ligand charge-transfer)
complexes (1a–1e) makes all the six aromatic rings transitions [41–44]. The next highest energy band near 350

IIinequivalent. The complexes 1c and 1a, 1b, 1d, 1e thus nm may be due to the dp(Ru )→L MLCT transition. The
possess 25 and 24 non-equivalent aromatic protons, re- higher energy bands in the UV region are of intra-ligand
spectively. Since the electronic environment of many p–p* type or charge-transfer transitions involving energy
aromatic hydrogen atoms are similar, their signals appear levels which are higher in energy than the ligand lowest
in a narrow chemical shift range. In fact the aromatic unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).

21regions of the spectra are complicated due to the overlap- It may be noted that for the Ru(bpy) complex the3

ping of several signals which have precluded the identifica- lowest energy MLCT transition takes place at 450 nm in
tion of individual resonances. However, direct comparisons acetonitrile solution [45], which has reasonably red shifted
of the intensity of the aromatic region proton signals with (|500 nm) on substitution of one bipyridine ligand by the
that of the clearly observable azomethine proton (–CH=N–) L. This is possibly due to the greater s-donor and weaker

2in the downfield region [d(–CH=N–), |9.2 ppm] and with p-acceptor properties of L compared to bpy.
the aliphatic protons for the complexes 1a (–OCH ; d,3

3.32 ppm and 1b –Me; d, 2.51 ppm) reveal the presence of
3.3. Electron transfer properties

the expected number of aromatic protons for all the
complexes. The singlet due to the azomethine (–CH=N–)

The electron transfer properties of the complexes have
proton in the complexes 1a–1e is found to be considerably

been studied by cyclic voltammetry and differential pulse
deshielded, d .9 ppm relative to that of the free ligands,

voltammetry using a platinum-wire working electrode. All
d|8.5 ppm as a consequence of electron donation to the

complexes systematically display four redox processes in
metal center [40].

the potential range of 62 V vs. the saturated calomel
The electronic spectra of the complexes (1a–1e) were

electrode (SCE). Representative voltammograms are dis-
recorded in acetonitrile solvent in the region of 200–900

played in Fig. 3 and the reduction potentials data are
nm. The spectral data are listed in Table 1 and the

shown in Table 2.
representative spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The complexes
exhibiting multiple absorptions in the UV–visible region.
In the visible region the complexes primarily display two 3.3.1. Metal redox
moderately intense transitions near 500 and 430 nm. The The complexes (1a–1e) display one reversible couple in
lowest energy band is associated with a shoulder near 600 the range 0.26–0.4 V vs. SCE (Fig. 3) which is assigned to
nm. The bands near 500 nm and 430 nm can be assigned to the ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) process Eq. (1). The

IIdp(Ru)→p*(bpy) (symmetric) and dp(Ru )→p*(bpy) one-electron nature of the couple is
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3Fig. 2. Electronic spectrum of [Ru(bpy) L ]ClO ?2H O, 1c in acetonitrile.2 4 2

III 21 2 II 11[Ru (bpy) (L)] 1 e á [Ru (bpy) (L)] (1) the couple (Eq. 1) varies depending on the electronic2 2

nature of the substituents present in the ligand frame, as
confirmed by constant potential coulometry (Table 2). The expected (Table 2), and a plot of E vs. s is linear (Fig.1 / 2 R

presence of trivalent ruthenium in the oxidized solution is 3) [46], where s is the Hammett constant of the sub-R

established by the characteristic EPR spectrum of the stituent R. Under identical experimental conditions, the
21ruthenium(III) congener (see later). The formal potential of ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) couple of Ru(bpy) ap-3

23 1Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms of |10 M solution of [Ru(bpy) L ]ClO ?2H O, 1a in acetonitrile at 298 K (——). Differential pulse voltammograms are2 4 2
III IIshown for the oxidation processes only (--------). Inset shows the least-squares fit of E of the Ru –Ru couple vs. s .1 / 2 R
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Table 2
aElectrochemical data at 298 K

II III III IVCompound Ru –Ru couple, Ru –Ru Ligand reduction
0 b c 0E (V) [DE (mv)] n E (V) E (V) [DE (mv)]298 p pa 298 p

1a 0.26 (60) 1.09 1.15 21.57(100) 21.78(110)
1b 0.28 (70) 1.11 1.41 21.54 (95) 21.74(100)
1c 0.31 (70) 0.95 1.54 21.51(90) 21.72(110)
1d 0.34 (65) 1.07 1.64 21.45(100) 21.71(120)
1e 0.40 (65) 1.10 1.73 21.43(100) 21.67(120)

a 23Condition: solvent, acetonitrile; supporting electrolyte, TEAP; reference electrode, SCE; solute concentration, |10 M; working electrode, platinum
wire.

b 1 1 2 22n 5 Q /Q where Q is the calculated Coulomb count for 1 e transfer and Q is the Coulomb count found after exhaustive electrolysis of |10 M
solution of the complex.

c E values are considered due to the irreversible nature of the voltammograms.pa

pears at 1.29 V [43]. Thus, replacement of one p-acidic case of the ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(IV) oxidation pro-
21bpy ligand from the Ru(bpy) core by one s-donating cess compared to the ruthenium(II)–ruthenium(III) oxida-3

2anionic thiolato ligand L results in a decrease of the tion process (Table 2).
ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(II) potential by 0.9–1.0 V de-
pending on the nature of the R group in the ligand frame 3.3.2. Ligand reduction
(L). The reduction of the overall charge of the complex The complexes display two quasi-reversible reductions

21cation from 12 in Ru(bpy) to 11 in the present set of in the ranges 21.43 to 21.57 and 21.67 to 21.78 V3

complexes (1a–1e) provides further electrostatic stabiliza- (Table 2, Fig. 3). The one-electron nature of the couples
tion of the oxidized trivalent ruthenium(III) congener has been established by the current height considerations.
which has possibly originated from the better s-donor and Since the free ligands HL do not exhibit any ligand

2weaker p-acceptor character of L [47]. reductions within the above-mentioned potential range, the
The low ruthenium(II)–ruthenium(III) oxidation poten- observed reductions are therefore considered to be two

tial in the complexes (1a–1e) might be responsible for the successive reductions of the coordinated bpy ligands. Since
preferential stabilization of the complexes in the trivalent each bpy can accept two electrons in its lowest unoccupied
ruthenium(III) oxidation state if the reaction is carried out molecular orbitals (LUMO) [51–54], four such reduction
under atmospheric conditions as stated before [48]. steps are expected for each of the complexes (1a–1e).

The complexes exhibit a second irreversible oxidation However, only two reductions corresponding to Eqs. (3)
process in the range 1.15–1.73 V vs. SCE (Fig. 3). and (4) have been observed within a 22 V potential range.
Although the current height of this process is found to be

II 1 2 II ?2[Ru (bpy) (L)] 1 e á [Ru (bpy)(bpy )(L)] (3)|1.6 times more than that of the previous ruthenium(III)– 2

ruthenium(II) couple, the one-electron nature of the second
II ?2 2 II ?2 ?2 2[Ru (bpy)(bpy )(L)] 1 e á [Ru (bpy )(bpy )(L)]irreversible oxidation process has been established by

differential pulse voltammetry (Fig. 3). The second oxida- (4)
III IVtion process might be due to either Ru →Ru oxidation

The two other expected reductions could not be detected,or oxidation of the coordinated thiolato function. Since the
possibly due to solvent cut-off.observed potential difference between the two successive

II / IIIoxidation processes (Ru , second irreversible oxidation
process) in the complexes (1a–1e) (0.9–1.3 V, Table 2) 3.4. Electrogeneration of trivalent ruthenium congeners

II / III III / IV and distortion parameterscompares well with the reported Ru –Ru potential
difference in many mononuclear complexes [49,50], it may

Coulometric oxidations of the complexes in acetonitrilebe reasonable to consider the second oxidation process as
solvent at a potential of 100 mV positive to the corre-ruthenium(III)→ruthenium(IV) oxidation, Eq. (2). How-

III IIsponding E of the Ru –Ru couple produced the deepever, the possibility of the oxidation of coordinated pa

bluish green colored trivalent-ruthenium(III) complexes.
2III 21 2 IV 31 The observed Coulomb count corresponds to 1e transfer[Ru (bpy) (L)] –e → [Ru (bpy) (L)] (2)2 2

for all the complexes (Table 2). The oxidized solutions
1 1(1a –1e ) show the voltammograms which are superim-thiol function cannot be ruled out. The irreversible nature

posable on those of the corresponding bivalent complexesof the oxidation process in the cyclic voltammetric time-
(1a–1e), indicating the stereoretentive nature of the oxida-scale has precluded its isolation and further characteriza-
tion process [55]. The electrochemical rereductions of thetion.

1oxidized bluish green solutions (1 ) at 0.0 V regeneratedThe effect of the substituents (R) present in the ligand
the corresponding bivalent complexes 1 quantitatively. Theframe (L) is observed to be much more pronounced in the
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3 1 1Fig. 4. Electronic spectrum of the oxidized complex [Ru(bpy) L ](ClO ) ?2H O, 1c in acetonitrile solution. Inset shows the electronic spectrum of 1c2 4 2 2

in the range 1500–800 nm.

1complexes (1) can also be oxidized chemically to the same acetonitrile solution the complex 1c shows 1:2 con-
bluish green ruthenium(III) complexes using an aqueous ductivity (Table 1) and the complex is paramagnetic with a
ceric ammonium sulfate solution. Although all the com- magnetic moment corresponding to one unpaired electron

1plexes can be oxidized by aqueous ceric solution, only one (m 51.91 B.M.). In acetonitrile 1c displays two ligand-
1trivalent complex 1c has been isolated in pure solid state to-metal charge-transfer (LMCT) transitions in the visible

1as dihydrated perchlorate salt. The complex 1c is highly region (Table 1, Fig. 4), as expected for the ruthenium(III)
soluble in polar solvents such as acetonitrile, dimethyl- complexes and intraligand transitions in the visible region
formamide, dimethylsulfoxide and is sparingly soluble in [56].

1non-polar solvents like chloroform, dichloromethane and The EPR spectrum of 1c (in chloroform–toluene 1:1)
1benzene. The microanalytical data of the complex (1c ) is compatible with the weak rhombic symmetry ( g 51

match well with the calculated values (Table 1). In the 2.106, g 52.093, g 51.966; Fig. 5) [57,58]. The spec-2 3

3Fig. 5. EPR spectrum of the complex [Ru(bpy) L ](ClO ) ?2H O, in chloroform–toluene (1:1) glass at 77 K. Inset shows the t splittings.2 4 2 2 2
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Abstract

Reactions between Ph SnCl and the sodium salts of 5-mercapto-1-methyltetrazole (MTS-H), 2-mercaptobenzoxazole (MBZ-H),3

2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT-H) and 2-mercapto-1-methylimidazole (MMI-H) gave Ph Sn(MTS) (5: R5Ph, R95Me), Ph Sn(MBZ)3 3
1 13¨6, Ph Sn(MBT) 7 and Ph Sn(MMI) 8, respectively. Characterisation has been carried out for all compounds by IR, Mossbauer, H, C3 3

119and Sn NMR spectroscopy as well as by X-ray crystallography for (5: R5Ph, R95Me) and 6. Both (5: R5Ph, R95Me) and 6, in the
¨solid state, have cis-trigonal bipyramidal geometries due to intramolecular Sn–N(2) interactions. Mossbauer data for 7 was interpreted as

indicating a similar cis-trigonal bipyramid geometry. The chelating ability of nitrogen-containing heteroarenethiolato groups, based on the
strength of Sn–N inter-molecular bonds in Ph SnS-heteroarenes, decreases in the sequence: pyridine-2-thiolato.pyrimidine-2-thiolato.1-3

methylimidazole-2-thiolato.benzoxazole-2-thiolato.1-methyltetrazole-5-thiolato.1-phenyltetrazole-5-thiolato. On dissolution, the Sn–N
interactions in 5–8 undergo at least partial breakage.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

¨Keywords: X-ray crystallography; Triorganotin thiolates; Chelates; Mossbauer; Organotin compounds

1. Introduction ple triorganotin thiolates, R SnSR9, i.e. compounds in3

which the R9 groups contain no donor centres, are in-
The coordination chemistry of tin is extensive with variably 4-coordinate compounds, with essentially tetra-

various geometries and coordination numbers known for hedral structures: examples of such compounds are
both inorganic and organometallic compounds [1]. Higher Ph SnSPh [8] and Ph SnSMe [9]. However, if the R93 3

coordination numbers can be generated either by inter- group does contain a donor centre [N or O], the coordina-
and/or intra-molecular interactions, especially in com- tion number at tin can increase, usually to five but also to
pounds where tin bonds to electronegative atoms, such as six. As shown by triorganotin heteroarenethiolates, the
oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur. While tin is generally classi- higher coordination number can arise either via in-
fied as a hard acid, many organotin–sulfur bonded com- tramolecular coordination of the tin centre with the donor
pounds are known. Solid state structures of several tri- atom, e.g., as in 1 [10], 2 [11], 3 [12], 4 [13] and (5:
organotin thiolates, R SnSR9, have been reported and are R5R95Ph) [14], or intermolecularly as in triphenyl(4-3

listed in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Base. Sim- pyridinethiolato)stannane [15] or by both intra- and inter-
molecular interactions as in (5: R5Me or PhCH , R95Ph)2

[16]. The geometry of the tin centre in the 5-coordinate*Corresponding author. Tel.: 155-31-499-5734; fax: 155-31-499-
triorganotin thiolates is usually distorted trigonal bipyrami-5700.

E-mail address: rosalice@apob.qui.ufmg.br (R.M. Silva) dal, as found in 1, 3, 4 and (5: R5Ph, R95Ph): however,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00211-9
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in one case, 2, a square pyramidal geometry was reported 2. Experimental
[11]. Six-coordinate compounds, (5: R5Me or PhCH ,2

R95Ph), were described as having capped trigonal 2.1. Materials and methods
bipyramidal structures [16].

All operations were carried out under nitrogen using
Schlenk and vacuum techniques. Nitrogen was dried over
molecular sieves. Hexane, tetrahydrofuran and toluene
were distilled over sodium/benzophenone. Acetone was
distilled and stored under nitrogen over molecule sieves.

Triphenyltin chloride and sodium 1-methyltetrazole-5-
thiolate (MTS-Na), 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT-H)
from Aldrich, and 2-mercaptobenzoxazole (MBZ-H), from
Merck, and 2-mercapto-1-methylimidazole (MMI-H), from
Fluka, were used as supplied.

119 ¨Sn Mossbauer spectra were recorded with the sample
at liquid nitrogen temperature and a constant accelerated
CaSnO source, maintained at room temperature. All3

¨Mossbauer spectra were computer-fitted, assuming Lorent-
21zian line-shapes. Infra-red spectra in the 4000–200 cm

region were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 283 spectrometer
1 13 119in CsI plates. H, C and Sn NMR spectra were

recorded on Brucker AC-200 and AC-400 instruments and
were referenced to SiMe (for H and C) and SnMe (for4 4

Sn). C, H, N analyses were performed using a Perkin-
Elmer PE-2400 CHN Micro-analyser. Tin analyses were
carried out using a Hitachi Z-8200 Polarized Zeeman
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer.

2.2. Syntheses

2.2.1. Sodium benzoxazole-2-thiolate (MBZ-Na)
A mixture of 2-mercaptobenzoxazole (MBZ-H) (0.30 g,

2.00 mmol) and CH ONa (0.11 g, 2.00 mmol) in THF (403

ml) in a Schlenk flask was stirred at room temperature for
The intramolecularly coordinated species 1 (as also does 2) 4 h. The white precipitate of MBZ-Na was collected,
contains a 5-membered chelate ring, which has been shown washed three times with THF and dried. The IR spectrum
by NMR spectroscopy to persist on dissolution [18]. Four- indicated the absence of the n(S–H) absorption band at
membered chelate rings, as in 3, 4 and (5: R5R95Ph), 212500 cm [20]. Sodium benzothioxazole-2-thiolate
being more strained, are generally less stable than the

(MBT-Na) and sodium 1-methylimidazole-2-thiolate
5-membered rings and may not persist in solution.

(MMI-Na) were prepared similarly.
We have investigated the structures of four triphenyltin

heteroarenethiolate derivatives, (5: R5Ph, R95Me), 6–8
2.2.2. Triphenyltin benzoxazole-2-thiolate (Ph SnMBZ), 6in the solid state, as well as in solution, and have compared 3

A reaction mixture of MBZ-Na (0.45 g, 2.59 mmol) andour data with those for similar triphenyltin thiolates in the
Ph SnCl (1.00 g, 2.59 mmol) in THF (80 ml) in a Schlenkliterature. To obtain a good comparison of the chelating 3

flask was refluxed for 4 h, cooled to room temperature andabilities of heteroarenethiolato groups (SAr ), whichHET

filtered through celite. The solvent from the filtrate wasform 4-membered chelate rings in R SnSAr com-3 HET

evaporated under vacuum. The yellow-oily residue waspounds, really requires the R groups to be the same
¨ washed three times with hexane /acetone (1:1): the titlethroughout the series being compared. The Mossbauer and

compound was crystallised from CH Cl /hexane and wasNMR solution spectra of (5: R5Ph, R95Me), 6–8 have 2 2

obtained as a pale yellow solid, yield 85%, m.p. 83.3–been determined as have the crystal structures of (5:
86.28C. Found: C, 59.3; H, 3.7; N, 2.9; Sn, 24.6.R5Ph, R95Me) and 6. The crystal structure of 8 was
C H NOSSn requires: C, 60.0; H, 3.7; N, 2.7; Sn,published during the course of our investigation [19]; 25 19

123.7%. H NMR (CDCl ): d : 7.11–7.48 (m, C H ), 7.60–unfortunately suitable crystals of 9 could not be obtained 3 6 4
13for an X-ray study. 7.89 (m, C H ). C NMR (CDCl ): d : 109.6–152.6 (aryl-6 5 3
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119C), 165.0 (C=N). Sn NMR (CDCl ): d : 278.9. 2112.9 at ambient temperature; lit. value 2112.2 [18].3

¨ ¨Mossbauer spectrum (mm/s): d 51.3460.01; D5 Mossbauer spectrum (mm/s): d 51.2860.01; D5
21 212.0360.02. IR (CsI, cm ): n(C=N) 1705, n(Sn–S) 290. 2.9860.01. IR (CsI, cm ): n(Sn–S) 290.

2.3. Crystal structure determination2.2.3. Triphenyltin benzothioxazole-2-thiolate
(Ph SnMBT), 73

Colorless crystals of (5: R5Ph, R95Me) and 6 wereA reaction mixture of MBT-Na (0.47 g, 2.46 mmol) and
mounted on a glass fiber and used for intensity dataPh SnCl (0.94 g, 2.46 mmol) in THF (80 ml) in a Schlenk3

collection. The unit cell dimensions and the orientationflask was refluxed for 2 h, cooled to room temperature and
matrix for the data collection for both compounds, resultedevaporated under vacuum. The yellow-oily solid residue
from a least square fit of 25 reflections. The automaticwas washed with hexane (6320 ml) and was crystallised
intensity search and indexing method indicated a cellfrom CH Cl /hexane as a pale yellow solid, yield 83%,2 2

belonging to an monoclinic crystal system with a C latticem.p. 88.8–90.48C (lit. value 89–908 [21]). Found: C, 57.4;
(for 6) and belonging to a monoclinic crystal system with aH, 3.7; N, 2.7; Sn, 22.8. C H NS Sn requires: C, 58.2;25 19 2

1 P lattice [for (5: R5Ph, R95Me)]. X-ray intensity dataH, 3.7; N, 2.7; Sn, 23.0%. H NMR (CDCl ): d : 7.24–7.893
13 were collected on an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer(m, C H ). C NMR (CDCl ): d : 122.2–137.6 (aryl-C),6 5 3

119 ˚using Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073 A) and a graphite¨139.9 (C=N). Sn NMR (CDCl ): d : 291.4. Mossbauer3

monochromator [22], employing v –2u scans with a scanspectrum (mm/s): d 51.3260.01; D51.7960.01. IR (CsI,
21 speed of 30 s / reflection. Every 60 min, the intensity andcm ): n(Sn–S) 290.

orientation of the standard reflections were measured; the
observed intensity decay was less than 0.6% over the data

2.2.4. Triphenyltin 1-methyltetrazole-5-thiolate collection. From the Bravais lattice and observed reflection
(Ph SnMTS), (5: R5Ph, R95Me) conditions, the space group was chosen to be Cc for 6 and3

A reaction mixture of MTS-Na (0.36 g, 2.59 mmol) and P2(1) /c for (5: R5Ph, R95Me). Lorentz and polarization
Ph SnCl (1.00 g, 2.59 mmol) in THF (80 ml) in a Schlenk corrections were made on the intensity data. Despite the3

flask was refluxed for 4 h, cooled to room temperature and low linear absorption coefficients observed [(1.248 (6) and
21concentrated under vacuum. The yellow-oily solid residue 1.394 mm (5: R5Ph, R95Me)], a semi-empirical

was extracted with hexane (3320 ml) and the combined absorption correction based on psi-scans were performed
hexane extracts were evaporated to leave an oily residue, on intensity data [22].
which was crystallised from acetone /hexane as a white The structures were solved using the direct methods
solid, yield 88%, m.p. 88.5–90.18. Found: C, 52.2, H, 3.9, employing SHELXS-86 program [23] and all non-hydro-
N, 11.7, Sn, 23.7. C H N SSn requires C, 51.7, H, 3.9, gen atoms were located by subsequent Fourier difference20 18 4

1 synthesis. For structure refinement the SHELXL-97 pro-N, 12.0, Sn, 24.6%. H NMR (CDCl ): d : 3.82 (s, CH ),3 3
13 gram [24] was employed and the full-matrix least-squares7.02–7.96 (m, C H ). C NMR (CDCl ): d : 33.8 (CH ),6 5 3 3

2 2 2119 method minimized on o w(F 2 F ) where w is a129.5–142.9 (aryl-C), 153.6 (C=N). Sn NMR (CDCl ): o c3

weighting scheme detailed below. All non-hydrogen atoms¨d : 270.9. Mossbauer spectrum (mm/s): d 51.3660.01;
21 were refined using anisotropic thermal parameters. All theD52.4860.01. IR (CsI, cm ): n(Sn–S) 310.

hydrogen atoms were obtained geometrically and their
displacement parameters were refined isotropically on a

2.2.5. Triphenyltin 1-methylimidazole-2-thiolate groupwise basis. For the final refinement of the structure
(Ph SnMMI), 8 an isotropic extinction correction was included. Scattering3

A reaction mixture of MMI-Na (0.36 g, 2.59 mmol) and factors for all atoms were as in the SHELXL-97 program
Ph SnCl (1.00 g, 2.59 mmol) in THF (50 ml) in a Schlenk [24]. The final refinements including 263 parameters gave3

flask was refluxed for 16 h, cooled to room temperature R 52.29% and wR 56.10% with the weighting scheme,1 2
2 2 2 2and evaporated under vacuum. The yellow-oily solid w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (0.0327P) 1 6.8036P] where P 5 (F 1o o

2residue was filtered through a Sephadex column and was 2F ) /3 with a maximal shift / e.s.d.51.684 for 6 andc

eluted with methanol. Triphenyltin 1-methylimidazole-2- including 236 parameters gave R 52.05% and wR 51 2
2 2thiolate was obtained as a white solid, yield 83%, m.p. 5.12% with the weighting scheme, w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1o

2 2 273.9–76.78C. Found: C, 56.62; H, 4.38; N, 6.32; Sn, 26.3. (0.0209P) 1 0.6416P] where P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3 with ao c

C H N SSn requires: C, 57.1; H, 4.40; N, 6.00; Sn, maximal shift / e.s.d.50.311 for (5: R5Ph, R95Me).22 20 2
125.6%. H NMR (CDCl ): d : 3.43 (s, CH ), 6.77 (d, CH), Table 1 summarizes the crystal data and structure refine-3 3

136.90 (d, CH), 7.31–7.75 (m, C H ). C NMR (CDCl ): d : ment parameters for 6 and (5: R5Ph, R95Me). The6 5 3

33.4 (CH=), 119.7 (CH), 128.3 (CH), 128.7–137.1 (aryl- ZORTEP package was used for the molecular drawings
119C), 138.5 (C=N). Sn NMR (CDCl ): d : 257.7 and [25].3
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement

Compound 6 (5: R5Ph, R95Me)

Empirical formula C H NOSSn C H N SSn25 19 20 18 4

Formula weight 500.16 465.13
Temperature (K) 293(2) 293(2)
Wavelength (l) 0.71073 0.71073
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group Cc P2 /c1

Unit cell dimensions
˚a (A) 8.629(2) 9.584(2)
˚b (A) 38.534(8) 21.854(4)
˚c (A) 6.856(1) 9.603(3)

b (8) 100.62(3) 96.80(3)
3˚Volume (A ) 2240.6(8) 1997.2(7)

Z 4 4
3Density (calc.) (Mg/m ) 1.483 1.547

21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 1.248 1.394
Max/min transmission factors 0.96289/0.91237 0.98848/0.91828
F(000) 1000 928
Crystal size (mm) 0.1630.3030.47 0.4730.4030.36
Theta range for data collection (8) 2.88 to 25.15 2.33 to 25.28
Index ranges 210#h#10 211#h#11

246#k#0 0#k#26
0#l#8 211#l#0

Reflections collected 2189 3860
Independent reflections 2181 3631
Observed reflections [I.2s(I)] 2181 3631
R(int) 0.0181 0.0122

2 2Refinement method Full-matrix l.s. on F Full-matrix l.s. on F
Number of parameters 263 236

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.043 1.097
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0229, wR250.0610 R150.0205, wR250.0512
R indices all data R150.0334, wR250.0734 R150.0309, wR250.0545

2 2 2 2 2Final weighting scheme w5l / [s (F )1(0.0327P) 16.8036P] w51/ [s (F )1(0.0209P)10.6416P]o o
2 2 2 2where P5(F 12F ) /3 where P5(F 12F ) /3o c o c

Absolute structure parameter 0.01(4)
3Residual diffraction max/min (e /A ) 0.529/ 20.836 0.322/ 20.221

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis

Compounds were prepared by reaction of the sodium
thiolate with Ph SnCl. All were crystalline solids. Com-3

pound 8 was particularly sensitive to hydrolysis to give
119Ph SnOH [d Sn5289.8 ppm] in solution, as found3

previously [19].

3.2. Crystal structures of (5: R5Ph, R95Me) and 6

Atom arrangements and numbering systems for (5: R5

Ph, R95Me) and 6 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Selected
bond distances, bond angles and torsion angles are listed in
Tables 2 and 3.

The four primary bonds to Sn in 6 are to the three
˚phenyl groups [Sn–C between 2.118(7) and 2.145(7) A]

˚and to S [Sn–S52.458(2) A], in addition there is a weak
˚intramolecular Sn–N interaction [Sn–N(2)53.070(6) A], Fig. 1. Atom arrangements and numbering system for (5; R5Ph, R95

thus providing a 4-membered chelate ring with a bite Me). Probability ellipsoids drawn at 30%.
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˚tween 2.131(2) and 2.139(2) A, Sn(1)–S(1)52.4708(8)
˚and Sn(1)–(N2)53.161(3) A. The axial–Sn–axial angle,

[C(21)–Sn(1)–N(2)], is 153.5(8)8 with a chelate bite angle
˚of 56.61(6)8. The Sn(1) atom is displaced by 0.630(1) A

from the geometric centre of the equatorial plane of C(11),
C(31) and 5(1). None of the other nitrogen atoms, N(1),
N(3) and N(4) interact with tin centres. Molecule (5: R Ph,
R95Me), thus, has a similar structure to compound (5:
R5Ph, R95Ph) [14] in existing as discrete distorted
trigonal bipyramidal molecules, in contrast to capped
trigonal bipyramidal (5: R5Me or PhCH , R95Ph) [16]:2

additional inter-molecular Sn–N interactions result in (5:
R5Me, R95Ph) existing as a cyclic trimer and (5: R5

PhCH , R95Ph) as a linear polymer. The differences in2

these structures result more from differences in the steric
demands of the R groups than from differences in their

Fig. 2. Atom arrangements and numbering system for 6. Probability electronic effects.
ellipsoids drawn at 30%.

angle, N(2)–Sn–S(1), of 57.3(1)8. The Sn–S bond length 3.3. Comparison of the solid state structures of
˚in 6 is slightly outside the range [2.39–2.44 A] found in triphenyltin heteroarenethiolates

4-coordinate R SnSR9 compounds [8]. The Sn–N(2) dis-3

tance is midway between the sums of the van der Waals The solid state structures of several triorganotin
˚and covalent radii of Sn and N, 3.74 and 2.15 A, heteroarenethiolates have now been determined by X-ray

respectively [27]. Including the tin–nitrogen interaction, crystallography. Table 4 provides structural details of
the geometry at Sn becomes distorted cis-trigonal triphenylstannylthiolato derivatives of nitrogen-containing
bipyramidal with C(21) and N(2) in axial sites [C(21)– heteroarenes, in which the thiolate group is ortho to a ring
Sn–N(2)5154.7(2)8]. The Sn atom is displaced by nitrogen, as well as of 1. Although a structure determi-

˚0.631(4) A from the geometric centre of the equatorial nation of triphenyltin pyridine-2-thiolate (9, Ar5Ph) has
plane of C(11), C(31) and S. The oxygen atom is not been attempted, disorder prevented an adequate solution
involved in coordination to any tin centre. The observed being obtained [12]: however structural details of the close
Flack parameter [28] 0.01(4), suggests that only one of the analogue, tri( p-tolyl)tin pyridine-2-thiolate, 3, are avail-
enantiomeric pair of 6 is present in the unit cell. able [12]. As the influence of the R group on the structure

Crystalline (5: R5Ph, R95Me) has a similar distorted of a R SnSR9 compound appears to be due more to steric3

trigonal pyramidal geometry with a tin–nitrogen in- than electronic effects, the bond length data for tri( p-
tramolecular interaction with Sn–C bond lengths of be- tolyl)tin pyridine-2-thiolate is assumed to be similar to

Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for (5: R5Ph, R95Me) with e.s.d.’s in parenthesis

S(1)–C(1) 1.730(3) S(1)–Sn(1) 2.4708(8)
Sn(1)–C(31) 2.131(2) Sn(1)–C(11) 2.134(2)
Sn(1)–C(21) 2. 139(2) Sn(1)–N(2) 3. 161(3)
N(2)–C(1) 1.322(3) N(2)–N(3) 1.355(3)
N(3)–N(4) 1.288(4) N(4)–N(5) 1.340(3)
N(5)–C(1) 1.336(3) N(5)–C(6) 1.448(4)

C(1)–S(1)–Sn(1) 96.55(9) C(31)–Sn(1)–C(11) 120.73(9)
C(31)–Sn(1)–C(21) 110.24(9) C(11)–Sn(1)–C(21) 110.32(9)
C(31)–Sn(1)–S(1) 109.53(7) C(11)–Sn(1)–S(1) 106.33(7)
C(21)–Sn(1)–S(1) 96.99(7) C(1)–N(2)–N(3) 105.6(2)
N(2)–Sn(1)–S(1) 56.61(6) N(2)–Sn(1)–C(11) 82.34(9)
N(2)–Sn(1)–C(2 1) 153.5(1) N(2)–Sn(1)–C(31) 80.09(9)
N(4)–N(3)–N(2) 110.6(2) N(3)–N(4)–N(5) 107.2(2)
C(1)–N(5)–N(4) 107.9(2) C(1)–N(5)–C(6) 129.2(3)
N(4)–N(5)–C(6) 122.8(3) N(2)–C(1)–N(S) 108.7(2)
N(2)–C(1)–S(1) 127.1(2) N(5)–C(1)–S(1) 124.2(2)
C(26)–C(21)–Sn(1)–S(1) 164.8(2) C(12)–C(11)–Sn(1)–S(1) 95.6(2)
C(32)–C(31)–Sn(1)–S(1) 82.5(3)
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Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 6 with e.s.d.’s in parenthesis

Sn–C(11) 2.118(7) Sn–C(21) 2.131(7)
Sn–C(31) 2. 145(7) Sn–S 2.458(2)
Sn–N(2) 3.070(8) S–C(1) 1.724(8)
N(2)–C(1) 1.286(9) N(2)–C(3) 1.422(9)
O(5)–C(1) 1.368(9) O(5)–C(4) 1.379(9)
C(3)–C(4) 1.361(10) C(3)–C(6) 1.380(11)

C(11)–Sn–C(21) 108.3(3) C(11)–Sn–C(31) 118.2(3)
C(21)–Sn–C(31) 110.3(3) C(11)–Sn–S 108.8(2)
C(21)–Sn–S 98.4(2) C(31)–Sn–S 111.0(2)
N(2)–Sn–S(1) 57.3(1) N(2)–Sn–C(11) 76.8(2)
N(2)–Sn–C(21) 154.8(3) N(2)–Sn–C(31) 87.1(2)
C(1)–S–Sn 95.0(2) C(1)–N(2)–C(3) 103.8(6)
C(1)–O(5)–C(4) 103.3(5) N(2)–C(1)–O(5) 115.9(7)
N(2)–C(1)–S 127.2(6) O(5)–C(1)–S 116.9(5)
C(4)–C(3)–C(6) 121.7(7) C(4)–C(3)–N(2) 108.2(6)
C(6)–C(3)–N(2) 130.1(7) C(26)–C(21)–Sn–S 59.7(7)
C(12)–C(11)–Sn–S 35.6(7)
C(36)–C(31)–Sn–S 67.8(7)

those for triphenyltin pyridine-2-thiolate and hence are suitable crystals of 7 could not be grown for X-ray
included in Table 4. crystallographic study.

Compound 1 was reported to have a 5-membered The isomer shift value for 1, with the stronger Sn–N
chelate ring, with Sn–S and Sn–N bond lengths of interaction, was reported to be 1.20 mm/s [31], compared

˚ ˚2.441(3) and 2.427(3) A and 2.592(9) and 2.611(8) A, to the range of 1.26 to 1.36 mm/s for the other
respectively, in two independent molecules [10], see Table heteroarenethiolates, 4–9, with the weaker Sn–N interac-
4. Crystal structure determinations of all the other 5- tions, as well as for 4-coordinate Ph SnSC H X-p [32].3 6 4

coordinate triphenyltin heteroararenethiolates listed in The quadrupole splitting for 1 was reported to be 1.37
Table 4 revealed intramolecular Sn–N interactions and mm/s [31]: values for 4–9 are in the range from 1.60 (for
strained 4-membered chelate rings [12]. A comparison of 4) to 2.98 mm/s (for 8) and for Ph SnSSC H X-p, which3 6 4

the donor abilities (chelating abilities) of the heteroaryl are ca. 1.3–1.4 mm/s. An approximate range of quad-
units is readily available from the Sn–N intramolecular rupole splitting values for cis-trigonal bipyramidal, [ fac-
bond lengths: the shorter the Sn–N separation, the stronger R ], R SnX compounds is quoted as being 1.70–2.553 3

the interaction. The Sn–N bond in 1, with the 5-membered mm/s and overlaps both the ranges for tetrahedral [1.2–3.3
chelate ring, is shorter than in any of the 4-membered mm/s] and (eq-R )-trigonal bipyramidal [2.4–4.2 mm/s]3

chelates. The chelating ability sequence, based on the R SnX species [33]. However, there is no doubt from the3

Sn–N bond lengths, is: quinoline-8-thiolato.pyridine-2- X-ray work that the solid triphenyltin heteroarenethiolates
thiolato.pyrimidine-2-thiolato.1-methylimidazole-2- are all cis-trigonal bipyramidal R SnX compounds, albeit3

thiolato.benzoxazole-2-thiolato.1-methyltetrazole-5- with weak Sn–N interactions. There is no correlation
thiolato.1-phenyltetrazole-5-thiolato. Two conclusions between the intramolecular Sn–N bond length and the
from this comparison are (i) the 6-membered heteroaryl quadrupole splitting value.

¨species [pyridinyl and pyrimidinyl] provide stronger che- From the Mossbauer data, it is assumed that 7 also has a
lates than do the 5-membered species and (ii) weaker cis-trigonal bipyramidal structure in the solid state.
donors are obtained on increasing substitution of carbon by
nitrogen atoms. The Sn–S bond in the 5-coordinate 3.5. Solution NMR data
triphenyltin heteroarenethiolates are all slightly longer than
Sn–S bonds in 4-coordinate R SnSR9: however, there is no The Sn–N intramolecular interaction in 1 remains intact3

obvious relationship between Sn–S and Sn–N bond on dissolution in CHCl solution as shown by the similar3
119lengths in these 5-coordinate species. Sn NMR chemical shift values in the solid state

119[d Sn: 2147.0 and 2159.0 ppm] and in solution
119¨3.4. Mossbauer spectra [d Sn: 2147.0 ppm] [18]. In contrast, the Sn–N interac-

tions in (5: R5Ph, R95Me or Ph), and 6–8 are, at least,
¨Mossbauer spectra were obtained in this study for (5: partially broken in chlorocarbon solution. Sordo et al.

119R5Ph, R95Me) and 6–8; details are included in Table 4 reported a single d Sn NMR value of 2112.2 ppm for 8
along with literature values for other compounds [13]. The in CDCl solution [19]. We observed, in this study, two3

119¨Mossbauer data for 7 are particularly valuable since d Sn values at ambient temperature, 257.1 and 2112.9
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Table 4
Selected structural and spectral data for triphenyltin heteroarenethiolates

Compound Solution Solid state

¨NMR Mossbauer X-ray
119

d Sn IS QS d(Sn–S) d(Sn–N) Geometry
˚ ˚(mm/s) (mm/s) A A at tin

2150.5 (solution) 1.20 1.37 2.441(3) & 2.592(9) & Distorted
2147.0 & [28] [28] 2.427(3) 2.611(8) cis-trigonal
2159.0 (solid state) [8] [8] bipyramidal

[15]
a a a

257.1 1.28 2.98 2.437 2.920(3) Distorted
a

2112.9 [16] Sn–N(2) cis-trigonal
2112.2 [16] bipyramidal

[16]
a a a a a

270.9 1.36 2.48 2.4708(8) 3.161(3) Distorted
Sn–N(2) cis-trigonal

bipyramidal
269.4 1.33 2.38 2.482(1) 3.275(3) Distorted
[26] [26] [26] [12] Sn–N(2) cis-trigonal

[12] bipyramidal
a a a a a

278.9 1.34 2.03 2.458(2) 3.070(6) Distorted
cis-trigonal

bipyramidal

a a a
291.4 1.32 1.79
2116.3 1.26 1.62 2.455(7) 2.73(3) Distorted
Ar5Ph Ar5Ph Ar5Ph 2.444(7) 2.74(3) cis-trigonal
[27] [27] [27] Ar5C H Me-p Ar5C H Me-p bipyramidal6 4 6 4

[10] [10]
1.31 1.65 2.442(3) 2.88(5) Distorted
[11] [11] [11] [11] cis-trigonal

bipyramidal
Ph SnSPh 265.2(CH Cl ) 1.33 1.41 2.421(1) – Distorted3 2 2

[31] [29] [29] [6] tetrahedral
tPh SnSC H Bu -p 265.8 1.31 1.34 2.413 – Distorted3 6 4

[31] [29] [29] [23] tetrahedral
a This study.
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´ppm. The relative intensities of the two peaks varied with (UFSC, Florianopolis, Brazil) for the diffractometer
temperature: lowering the temperature led to a reduction in facilities.
the relative intensity of the lower field value and at 240 K,
only the higher field peak (now at 2124.0 ppm) was
present. As the temperature effects are reversible, an References
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Abstract

[Cu(phen) ] [hCu(phen)j Mo O ]?H O has been synthesized from MoO , H MoO , Cu(Ac) ?H O and 1,10-phenanthroline in2 2 2 8 26 2 3 2 4 2 2

aqueous solution using the hydrothermal method and characterized by single-crystal X-ray structure analysis. The title compound consists
22of a centrometric b-octamolybdate-supported complex anion [hCu(phen)j Mo O ] , two bis-phenanthroline Cu(I) cations, and one2 8 26

water molecule of crystallization.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Hydrothermal synthesis; b-Octamolybdate-supported complex; Crystal structure

1. Introduction O ]?H O, a discrete b-octamolybdate-supported transition26 2

metal cluster complex.
Polyanion clusters are widely studied for their interest-

ing applications in catalysis, electric conductivity, magnet-
ism, nonlinear optical properties and medicine [1–4]. In 2. Experimental
contrast to the emerging chemistry of polyanion-supported
organometallic clusters, the coordination chemistry of All chemicals were of reagent grade and used as
polyanions with classical coordination complexes and purchased from commercial sources. The IR spectra were
fragments remains generally undeveloped. However, recent recorded in KBr with a Perkin-Elmer 783 spectrophotome-

21developments in the chemistry of metal oxide solid phases ter in the 4000–200 cm region. The UV spectra of the
have shown that transition metal coordination complexes title compound were observed in DMSO solution con-

23 21may act as covalently bound subunits of the metal oxide taining 10 mol l with a Rigu-UV-3100 spec-
framework, for example: [hZn(2,29-bipy) j V O ] [5], trophotometer. Thermogravimetric analysis was performed2 2 4 12

[hNi(H O) (4,49-bipy) j Mo O ], [hCu(4,49-bipy) j- on a Perkin-Elmer TGA-7 instrument, with a heating rate2 2 2 2 8 26 4
21Mo O ] [6], [hCu(en) j Mo O ] [7] and [hCu (4,7- of 208C min in air. The XPS spectra were drawn on a8 26 2 2 8 26 3

phen) j hMo O j] [8]. It is found that there is an infinite VG ESCALAB MK-II spectrometer using MgKa, charge-3 2 14 45

extended structure in these complexes. In order to enrich transfer correction was referred to the binding energy of
the variety of structures, and to explore new applications, C (284.6 eV). Elemental analysis was determined using a1s
synthesis of a series of the clusters with discrete structures Perkin-Elmer 240C elemental analyzer and an AA-475
would be very relevant. Here we report on the hydrother- atomic absorption spectrophotometer. All measurements
mal synthesis, spectroscopic characterization, and X-ray were made at room temperature.
crystal structure of [Cu(phen) ] [hCu(phen)j Mo -2 2 2 8

2.1. Preparation and elemental analysis

The title compound was synthesized using the hydro-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-431-892-2331-2462; fax: 186-431-
thermal method. A mixture of MoO , H MoO , Cu(Ac) ?894-9334. 3 2 4 2

E-mail address: xjq@mail.jlu.edu.cn (J.-Q. Xu) H O, 1,10-phenanthroline and H O in the molar ratio2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1.0:1.0:0.84:1.68:520 was heated at 1708C for 3 days. The carried out on a PC-586 computer using SHELX86 and
resulting mixture of deep purple crystals of SHELXL 93 [9,10]; for the molecular graphics we used
[Cu(phen) ] [hCu(phen)j Mo O ]?H O and some grey SHELXTL [11].2 2 2 8 26 2

powder were separated mechanically. The yield of the title
compound was ca. 30% based on molybdenum. Found: C,
33.86; H, 1.86; N, 6.41; Cu, 9.96; Mo, 30.01%. Calc. for 2.3. TG analysis
C H N O Cu Mo : C, 34.06; H, 1.97; N, 6.62; Cu,72 50 12 27 4 8

2110.02; Mo, 30.25%. IR (cm ): 3052 (w), 1613 (m), 1501 The TG analysis of the title compound showed two steps
(m), 1421 (s), 948 (vs), 880 (s), 841 (vs) and 724 (vs). UV for loss of weight at 12.53% (30–4468C) and 28.57%

3 21 21 (446–5738C), respectively (see Fig. 1).(DMSO solution), l /nm (´ /dm mol cm ): 330max
3 2(1.3310 ), 350 (7310 ).

2.2. Crystal structure determination 3. Results and discussion

The crystal data for C H N O Cu Mo (monoclinic,72 50 12 27 4 8 Recently, hydrothermal techniques of synthesis have
˚space group C2/c) are: M52536.92, a533.095(2) A, been used for the synthesis of polyoxoanion clusters [12–

˚ ˚b516.4105(14) A, c516.231(2) A, a5g5908, b5 14]. By employing temperatures in the 150–1808C range
3 23˚119.040(5)8, V57706.7 (12) A , z52, Dx51.093 g cm , under autogenous pressures, ‘self-assembly’ of the title

21F(000)52468, m512.11 cm . A single crystal of dimen- products may be accomplished from a variety of simple
sions 0.2830.2430.20 mm was used for the data collec- starting materials. The isolation of the title compound was
tion on a Siemens P4 four-circle diffractometer with achieved at 150–1808C and pH56–7, respectively. Below

˚MoKa (l50.71073 A). A total of 6518 reflections were 1308C, a lot of grey powder was obtained, and crystals
collected (2.26,u ,23.508, 21,h,37, 21,k,18, were not formed when the temperature was above 2008C.
218,l,16); 5696 reflections were unique. The structure The generation of discrete polyoxoanion clusters is favored
was solved using direct methods and refined using full- by bulky ligands. Thus, increasing the ratio of 1,10-
matrix least-squares calculations with anisotropic thermal phenanthroline to MoO and H MoO results in the3 2 4

1parameters for all non-hydrogen atoms (except water). The formation of the bis-chelate cation [Cu(phen) ] , which2

hydrogen atoms were treated using a riding model. The acts as a space-filling and charge-compensating cation for
42refinement converged at R50.0337 over 5696 reflections the ‘naked’ molybdenum oxide cluster, [Mo O ] . In8 26

2 2 2with I.2s(I), wR50.0914, w51/ [s (F )1(0.0729P) ], contrast, reducing the relative concentration of 1,10-phen-o
2 2where P5(F 1F ) /3 and S50.941; the largest remaining anthroline can prevent the formation of the bis-chelate,o c

23˚difference peak was 0.610 eA . All calculations were allowing the isolation of a heterometallic cluster, oc-

Fig. 1. Thermogravimetric curves for the title compound.
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tamolybdate-supported copper phenanthroline complex very close, showing that the formal valence states (16) of
22anion, [hCu(phen)j Mo O ] , as found in the title com- the molybdenum atoms in these octahedra are equivalent.2 8 26

pound. The title compound [Cu(phen) ] [hCu(phen)j Mo - It can be seen from Fig. 3 that cluster anions2 2 2 8
22O ]?H O possesses a discrete structure rather than an [hCu(phen)j Mo O ] and coordinated cations26 2 2 8 26

1infinite extended structure, such as [hCu(en) j Mo O ] [7] [Cu(phen) ] are arranged by layers alternatively in the2 2 8 26 2
and [hCu(4,49-bipy)j Mo O ] [6], suggesting that the unit cell.4 8 26

steric constraints imposed by the phenanthroline are quite The IR spectra of the complex cation and cluster anion
distinct from those of the ethylenediamine and 4, 49- containing coordinated phenanthroline [16] are at 3052w,

21bipyridine ligands. 1613m, 1501m, 1421s cm , and the four other peaks of
22 21The structure of the [hCu(phen)j Mo O ] cluster the cluster anion, at 948, 880, 841 and 724 cm , can be2 8 26

anion and the packing of the title compound are given in assigned to the n(Mo–O ) and n(Mo–O ) vibrations,t b
Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, and selected bond lengths and respectively. The UV spectra of the title compound in the
angles are listed in Table 1. DMSO solution exhibit characteristic absorption peaks at

The crystal structure of [Cu(phen) ] [hCu(phen)j Mo - 330 nm and 350 nm, which are associated with two kinds2 2 2 8

O ]?H O consists of a centrosymmetric b-octamolybdate- of Mo–O LMCT bands.26 2
22supported complex anion [hCu(phen)j Mo O ] , two The XPS of the title compound gave binding energies2 8 26

1bis-phenanthroline copper cations [Cu(phen) ] and one for Mo3d of 230.0 eV and for Cu2p of 931.8 eV.2 5 / 2 3 / 2
42water molecule of crystallization. The b-[Mo O ] is Comparing the results with the binding energies of two8 26

made up of a Mo O ring capped on opposite faces by two molybdenum compounds with a formal valence state of6 6

MoO octahedra. The Mo O ring contains six octahedral- 16 and two copper compounds with a formal valence state6 6 6

ly coordinated Mo(VI) atoms, in which two adjacent of 11 (see Table 2), indicates that the title compound
VI IMoO octahedra are edge-shared or angle-shared. Two contains Mo and Cu , which is in agreement with the6

capping MoO octahedra are attached to each other by results of the structure determination.6

edge sharing. The Mo–O bonds can be divided into four The result of the thermogravimetric analysis is basically
˚categories: (i) Mo–O(t) bonds, 1.687(4)–1.697(5) A; (ii) in agreement with that of the structure determination. The

˚Mo–O(m ), 1.722(4)–2.300(4) A; (iii) Mo–O(m ), thermal behaviour of the title compound was studied in the2 3
˚1.932(3)–2.346(4) A; and (iv) Mo–O(m ), 2.164(4)– range 30–7008C, which suggested a multistep decomposi-5

˚2.487(4) A. These Mo–O bond lengths are very similar to tion process: heating from 30 to 4468C leads to the loss of
corresponding ones in [NH(C H ) ] [Mo O ]?2H O both the phenanthroline ligand of the cluster anion and one2 5 3 4 8 26 2

[15]. Although the extent of the distortions of the oxo- water molecule (weight loss ca. 13%), and each complex
molybdenum octahedra in the polyanion differ considera- cation with two ligands behaves essentially in the same

˚bly, the average Mo–O bond lengths (1.989–2.005 A) are decomposition fashion (weight loss 28.5%). Under an air

22Fig. 2. The structure of b-octamolybdate-supported complex anion [hCu(phen)j Mo O ] drawn at the 50% probability level.2 8 26
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Fig. 3. Packing diagram of [Cu(phen) ] [hCu(phen)j Mo O ]?H O.2 2 2 8 26 2

Supplementary data
Table 1

˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
Mo(1)–O(7) 1.690(4) Mo(2)–O(3) 1.687(4) Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge,
Mo(1)–O(13) 1.724(4) Mo(2)–O(12) 1.748(4) CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition number
Mo(1)–O(4) 1.883(4) Mo(2)–O(1) 1.932(3) 115658.
Mo(1)–O(2) 2.294(4) Mo(2)–O(2) 2.165(4)

aMo(1)–O(5) 2.375(4) Mo(2)–O(2 ) 2.414(4)
aMo(1)–O(1) 1.999(4) Mo(2)–O(5 ) 1.934(3)

Cu(1)–O(9) 2.010(4) Cu(1)–N(2) 2.113(5)
Cu(1)–O(13) 2.060(4) Cu(2)–N(4) 2.036(5) Acknowledgements

O(7)–Mo(1)–O(5) 165.2(2) O(13)–Mo(1)–O(5) 86.3(2)
This research was supported by the National ScienceO(7)–Mo(1)–O(13) 104.3(2) O(4)–Mo(1)–O(1) 147.0(2)

Foundation of China (grant nos. 29733090 and 29671012)O(13)–Mo(1)–O(1) 97.1(2) O(13)–Mo(1)–O(2) 158.4(2)
O(4)–Mo(1)–O(2) 78.91(14) O(1)–Mo(1)–O(2) 73.21(13) and the State Key Laboratory of Coordination Chemistry,
O(4)–Mo(1)–O(5) 84.5(2) O(1)–Mo(1)–O(5) 70.59(13) Nanjing University.

a Symmetry codes: 2 x 1 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 1.
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Abstract

The crystal structure of 2-dimethylaminoethylthiolatosilver(I) shows a ribbon polymer containing two-, three- and four-co-ordinate
silver atoms and m - and m -bridging thiolates.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 3

Keywords: Silver(I) thiolate; Polymer; Crystal structure

1. Introduction ordinate. In order to obtain complexes containing the
thiolate anions rather than the zwitterion, it is necessary to

Cysteamine and its N-dimethyl analogue, work in basic solution; with copper(I), this leads to rapid
HSCH CH NR (R5H or Me) have a rich chemistry with oxidation. We now report the silver(I) thiolate derivative2 2 2

the coinage metals, mostly involving the zwitterionic form which is a polymer of Ag(SCH CH NMe ) units in which2 2 2
2 1SCH CH NR H as a neutral ligand. Gold(I) is the only considerable variety and irregularity of co-ordination is2 2 2

one of the three metals so far reported to form a conven- exhibited both for silver and for sulfur.
tional thiolate; the m -bridged polymer, [Au(SCH CH -2 2 2

¨NH )] , has been characterised by Mossbauer spectros-2 n

copy as having a linear or cyclic structure [1]. Copper(I) 2. Results and discussion
halides dissolve in acidic aqueous solutions of the ligands
to give a variety of products. A chain polymer is readily Slow crystallisation of an aqueous solution (pH 8)
obtained, i.e., [hCu Cl (SCH CH NH ) jCl ] in which containing silver(I) nitrate and N,N-dimethylcysteamine8 6 2 2 3 6 2 n

23the ligand is a zwitterion. In this, the copper has co- hydrochloride in a 1:1 mole ratio (8.3 mmol dm ) gave
ordination numbers of three and four; most of the thiolate fine orange ribbon-like crystals which, on analysis were
sulfurs are conventionally m -bridging, but one in six found to be Ag(SCH CH NMe ) [6]. Only traces of3 2 2 2

forms highly unusual, electron-deficient m -bridges [2]. In chloride were detected. The crystals were very fragile and4

several other compounds formed under similar conditions, showed an annoying tendency to bend. Preliminary X-ray
there is a Cu X (SCH CH NHR ) Atlas-sphere core data were only moderately satisfactory but indicated a12 12 2 2 2 6

unit (X5Cl or Br; R5H or Me) in which all sulfurs are polymeric chain structure with some disorder. Data of high
m -bridging and copper atoms are three- or four-co-ordi- quality were collected at 150 K by the National Crystallo-4

nate; additional copper atoms are halide-bridged to the graphic Service; details of the fitting are given in Table 1.
Atlas spheres, and have two- or three-co-ordination [3,4]. The data revealed the inclusion of approximately 0.5 mol
Silver(I) chloride and cysteamine in dimethylformamide of H O per five Ag(SR9) units; inclusion of the water in2

(DMF) give a chain polymer containing the zwitterion the formula makes only a marginal difference in the
[hAg Cl (SCH CH NH ) jCl ] ; [5] all the sulfur atoms calculated composition but provides slightly better agree-8 6 2 2 3 6 2 n

are m -bridging, and the silver atoms are three- or four-co- ment with experimental data [6]. If the water is ignored,4

the repeating unit is a plane of five silver atoms linked by
thiolate sulfurs into two fused six-membered rings, as*Corresponding author. Tel.: 198-911-861-7547; fax: 198-81-223-
shown in Fig. 1. These units are related by centres of404.

E-mail address: dhabibi@Sadaf.basu.ac.ir (D. Habibi) symmetry to adjacent units. Three of the CH CH NMe2 2 2
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Table 1
Crystal data

Empirical formula, C H Ag N O S20 51 5 5 0.50 5

M 1069.31
T 150(2) K
Crystal system Triclinic
Space group P1

˚Unit cell dimensions a58.5666(4) A, a578.082(3)8
˚b511.5690(9) A, b580.933(4)8
˚c519.0377(15) A, g575.013(4)8

3˚V 1772.4(2) A
Z 2

3
r 2.004 Mg/mc

F(000) 1050
Crystal dimensions 0.1530.1530.02 mm

21
m 3.028 mmMoKa

No. collected / independent reflections 31481/7101
R(int) 0.1057

2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0491, wR250.1044
R indices (all data) R150.0985, wR250.1228

3Largest diff. peak and hole 1.191 and 21.074 e
Fig. 2. Repeating unit of [Ag (SR9) ]?0.5H O. Hydrogen atoms have8 8 2

been omitted to aid clarity.

chains point outwards from the chain and the di-
methylamino groups are disordered between two positions,
in one of which they are hydrogen-bonded to the water show two-, three- or four-co-ordination. Fourthly, only two
molecule (Fig. 2). The two remaining thiolate ligands are of the five thiolate ligands are chelated. Finally, the Ag–S

bond lengths fall within the normal range but vary widelychelated, with their nitrogen atoms binding to Ag(1) and
˚in length, from 2.395(2) to 2.667(2) A. Statistically, theyAg(2), respectively. Bond lengths and angles are given in

˚appear to form four groups [numbers and averages /A: 2,Table 2.
2.402(6); 6, 2.492(24); 4, 2.605(14); 2, 2.662(4)]. The twoAs in the copper(I) compounds, the details of the

˚Ag–N bonds are normal, averaging 2.490(8) A.structure hold some surprises. Firstly, the structure is very
The two shortest Ag–S bonds are to the single two-co-irregular, in contrast to the normal cyclic silver(I) thiolates

ordinate silver atom, Ag(3), which has virtually linearinvolving simple organic groups or the closed, symmetrical
geometry [S(1)–Ag(3)–S(21)51758]. The two sulfurpolymers usually formed by chelating thiolate ligands [7].
atoms involved each form bonds to two other silver atoms,Secondly, the five silver atoms form a good plane but the

˚ which are the longest bonds observed. The two mostAg–Ag distances [2.873(1)–3.088(1) A] do not indicate
elongated connect to the four-co-ordinate (AgS N) silversignificant metal–metal bonding. Thirdly, the silver atoms 3

atoms, Ag(1) and Ag(2). However, the co-ordination of
these atoms is a very flattened tetrahedron, and the silver

˚atoms are only 0.52 and 0.65 A from the planes formed by
the three closest ligands. The remaining silver atoms,
Ag(4) and Ag(5), have accurately planar AgS co-ordina-3

˚tion, but with two normal bonds [2.503(22) A] and one
˚very long one [2.614(9) A].

Of the sulfur atoms, S(31) is m -bridging and unexcep-2

tional. The remainder are m -bridging, but again, the3

stereochemistry is irregular. Of the three Ag–S–Ag angles
made by each of these sulfurs, at least one is very small
[69.9–75.5 8] and one is very large [136.1–157.98]. The
largest angles involve the longest bonds, but there appear
to be no other systematic trends and the C–S–Ag angles
are regular and unexceptional.

Thus, the structure is both more complex and of a higher
degree of polymerisation than observed for comparable
thiolates. As an example, substituted 2-mercaptopyridineFig. 1. Polymeric chain structure of [Ag (SR9) ]?0.5H O. For clarity, the8 8 2
derivatives form regular hexameric clusters involvingorganic side chains are omitted and one Ag S is shown in bold (the5 5

details of this unit are shown in Fig. 2). three–co–ordinate silver and m -bridging thiolates [8–10].2
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Table 2
Significant bond lengths and angles

˚Bond Length (A) Bond angle Angle (8) Bond angle Angle (8)

Ag(1)–S(31) 2.4680(19) S(31)–Ag(1)–N(4) 108.66(14) S(41)–Ag(4)–S(21) 126.75(7)
Ag(1)–N(4) 2.482(6) S(31)–Ag(1)–S(11) 139.89(8) S(11)[1–Ag(5)–S(41) 124.07(7)
Ag(1)–S(11) 2.608(2) N(4)–Ag(1)–S(11) 97.57(15) S(11)[1–Ag(5)–S(1) 127.17(6)
Ag(1)–S(1) 2.667(2) S(31)–Ag(1)–S(1) 122.59(7) S(41)–Ag(5)–S(1) 108.58(6)
Ag(2)–S(11) 2.4706(18) N(4)–Ag(1)–S(1) 78.99(16) Ag(3)–S(1)–Ag(5) 73.55(5)
Ag(2)–N(24) 2.498(6) S(11)–Ag(1)–S(1) 91.31(6) Ag(3)–S(1)–Ag(1) 104.46(8)
Ag(2)–S(41)[2 2.5842(18) S(11)–Ag(2)–N(24) 106.45(14) Ag(5)–S(1)–Ag(1) 157.92(8)
Ag(2)–S(21) 2.658(2) S(11)–Ag(2)–S(41)[2 137.30(7) Ag(2)–S(11)–Ag(5)[1 101.64(7)
Ag(3)–S(1) 2.3954(18) N(24)–Ag(2)–S(41)[2 94.07(14) Ag(2)–S(11)–Ag(1) 138.69(9)
Ag(3)–S(21) 2.4082(18) S(11)–Ag(2)–S(21) 126.48(7) Ag(5)[1–S(11)–Ag(1) 73.74(5)
Ag(4)–S(31)[1 2.478(2) N(24)–Ag(2)–S(21) 81.08(17) Ag(3)–S(21)–Ag(4) 71.62(6)
Ag(4)–S(41) 2.502(2) S(41)[2–Ag(2)–S(21) 92.94(6) Ag(3)–S(21)–Ag(2) 68.90(5)
Ag(4)–S(21) 2.623(2) S(1)–Ag(3)–S(21) 174.93(8) Ag(4)–S(21)–Ag(2) 140.47(7)
Ag(5)–S(11)[1 2.4930(19) S(1)–Ag(3)–Ag(2) 125.20(6) Ag(1)–S(31)–Ag(4)[1 75.08(6)
Ag(5)–S(41) 2.5390(19) S(31)[1–Ag(4)–S(41) 131.80(8) Ag(4)–S(41)–Ag(5) 75.54(6)
Ag(5)–S(1) 2.605(2) S(31)[1–Ag(4)–S(21) 101.14(7) Ag(4)–S(41)–Ag(2)[2 72.22(5)

[2] Z. Salehi, R.V. Parish, R.G. Pritchard, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans.Supplementary data
(1997) 4241.

[3] R.V. Parish, Z. Salehi, R.G. Pritchard, Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl.
Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge 36 (1997) 251.

Crystallographic Database, 12 Union Road, Cambridge, [4] R.G. Prichard, R.V. Parish, Z. Salehi, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans.
CB2 1EZ, UK, on request, quoting the deposition number (1999) 243.

[5] W. Su, R. Cao, M. Hong, J. Chen, J. Lu, J. Chem. Soc., Chem.118480.
Commun. (1998) 1389.

[6] Found (calc. for AgSR9, calc. for Ag (SR9) ?0.5H O): C, 22.25 5 2

(22.6, 22.4); H, 4.8 (4.7,4.8); N, 6.4 (6.6,6.5); S, 14.8 (15.1,15.0);
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X-ray data. Sousa, Q. Chen, Y. Chang, J. Zubieta, J. Chem. Soc, Dalton Trans.
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Abstract

6 6The reaction of [hRu(h -C H )Cl(m-Cl)j ] with Py COH in ethanol results in the formation of the cation [Ru(h -C H )(N,N9,O,-6 6 2 3 6 6
1(C H N) CO)] which is isolated as its hexafluorphosphate salt 1. The cation acts as a ligand towards other transition metal ions. With5 4 3

1 6Ag the hetero-trinuclear complex [hRu(h -C H )((C H N) CO)j Ag][PF ] 2 is formed, while reaction with [Pd(PhCN) Cl ] gives the6 6 5 4 3 2 6 3 2 2
6bimetallic [Ru(h -C H )((C H N) CO)PdCl ][PF ] 3. Both compounds were fully characterised by spectroscopic methods and the6 6 5 4 3 2 6

trinuclear complex was additionally characterised by X-ray diffraction.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium; Arene; Pyridyl; X-ray; Hetero-metallic

1. Introduction its coordination chemistry with heavier late transition
metals has remained relatively unexplored. A rhodium(III)

Recently we have explored the chemistry of the compound [Rhh(C H N) COHjCl ] has a facial geometry5 4 3 3

‘Ru(arene)’ moiety with hydridotris(pyrazolyl)borate and with the tris(pyridyl) ligand coordinated to the metal
hydridotris(pyrazolyl)methane ligands [1–4]. Both bident- through the three pyridyl nitrogen atoms [6], as is also
ate and tridentate coordination modes of the tris(pyrazolyl) found for many first row transition metal complexes of the
ligands were observed [2,3] and the susceptibilty of the ligand [7]. However, in some circumstances the tridentate
p-bound arene to attack by nucleophiles in the resultant ligand can coordinate through two nitrogen atoms and the
complexes was investigated [1,4]. Steric interactions be- oxygen atom (either in the form of the neutral alcohol or
tween the tridentate nitrogen donor and the cyclohex- the anionic alkoxide) as is demonstrated by the three
adienyl ligand formed by nucleophilic attack on the arene different bis-ligand derivatives of iron(II) [8]. In the case
results in the observation of significant barriers to the of ruthenium a pair of closely related cations

21rotation of the latter ligand. This barrier was explored by [Ruh(C H N) COHj ] and [Ruh(C H N) COHj-5 4 3 2 5 4 3
1VT NMR measurements and rationalised by molecular h(C H N) COj] have been prepared [9]. In both of these5 4 3

orbital calculations [4]. In an extension to this study we one of the tris(2-pyridyl)methanol ligands bonds as a
have now begun to investigate the chemistry of the tridentate nitrogen donor while the second ligand is
‘Ru(arene)’ moiety with closely related tris(pyridyl) lig- coordinated through two nitrogen atoms and the oxygen

6ands. In this paper we report a reaction of [hRu(h - atom, either as the neutral alcohol or as the alkoxide.
C H )Cl(m-Cl)j ] with tris(2-pyridyl)methanol leading to Previous studies clearly demonstrate that the coordination6 6 2

a new complex which acts as a metallo-ligand. While mode of the tris(2-pyridyl)methanol ligand is difficult to
tris(2-pyridyl)methanol has been known for some time [5] predict in advance and is greatly influenced by the method

of synthesis, pH of the reaction medium, and of course the
steric and electronic characteristics of the metal centre.*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-171-504-4709; fax: 144-171-380-
Thus while in our study we hoped that the ligand would7463.

E-mail address: d.a.tocher@ucl.ac.uk (D.A. Tocher) coordinate in the N,N9,N0-mode, and thus form complexes

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00213-2
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1 6strictly analogous to the tris(pyrazolyl) derivatives we [M-PF ] . NMR (d -acetone): d 6.23 (6H, C H ).6 6 6

described earlier, we were not entirely surprised when this (Ruthenium coordinated pyridyl rings), d 7.45 (2H, py-5-
turned out not to be the case. H); d 7.94 (2H, py-4-H); d 8.13 (2H, py-3-H); d 9.64

(2H, py-6-H). (Silver coordinated pyridyl ring), d 7.57
(1H, py-5-H); d 8.07 (1H, py-4-H); d 8.25 (1H, py-3-H);
d 8.88 (1H, py-6-H).2. Experimental

62.1. Instrumentation 2.3.3. [Ru(h -C H )h(C H N) COjPdCl ][PF ] 36 6 5 4 3 2 6

[Pd(PhCN) Cl ] (0.046 g, 0.12 mmol) was added to a2 2
Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 457 suspension of 1 (0.071 g, 0.12 mmol) in 96% ethanol (25

21
3grating spectrometer between 4000 and 250 cm on CsI cm ). After stirring for 3 h at room temperature the

plates or as KBr disks. NMR spectra were recorded on a mixture was filtered through celite. The celite was washed
3Varian VXR400 or the Bruker 300 spectrometer and with acetone (2310 cm ) and the washings were com-

referenced internally (acetone-d 2.04 ppm). Microanalyses6 bined with the filtrate. Slow evaporation of this solution
were carried out by the departmental service at University led to precipitation of 3?2H O as a yellow powder. Yield:2
College London. Fast atom bombardment (FAB) mass 0.027 g, 29% (Found: C, 33.0; H, 2.5; N, 5.6%. Calc. for

102 35spectra (assignments based on the Ru and Cl isotopes) C H N Cl O RuPdPF : C, 33.0; H, 2.8; N, 5.3%). Mass22 22 3 2 3 6
1 6were recorded on a VG ZAB-Se spectrometer. spectrum: m /z 620 [M-PF ] . NMR (d -acetone): d 6.786

(6H, C H ). (Ruthenium coordinated pyridyl rings), d 7.726 6

2.2. Materials (2H, py-5-H); d 7.86 (2H, py-3-H); d 8.16 (2H, py-4-H);
d 10.05 (2H, py-6-H). (Palladium coordinated pyridyl

Ruthenium trichloride hydrate was obtained on loan ring), d 7.84 (1H, py-5-H); d 8.16 (1H, py-3-H, partially
from Johnson Matthey plc and was purified before use by overlapping other signals); d 8.48 (1H, py-4-H); d 9.24
repeated dissolution in water and boiling to dryness. (1H, py-6-H).

6[hRu(h -C H )Cl(m-Cl)j ] and tris(2-pyridyl)methanol6 6 2

were prepared by literature procedures [5,10].
2.4. Crystal data

32.3. Preparations C H F N OPRu, M5586.4 g/cm , triclinic, space22 18 6 3
˚group P-1, a511.981(2), b511.943(2), c519.656(4) A,

62.3.1. [Ru(h -C H )h(C H N) COj][PF ] 1 a 590.18(3), b 5101.03(3), g 5113.43(3)8, U 52511(1)6 6 5 4 3 6
6 3 3[Ru(h -C H )Cl ] (0.081 g, 0.16 mmol) was added to ˚6 6 2 2 A , Z54, D 51.55 g/cm , F(000)51168, 8775 uniquec

a solution of (C H N) COH (0.084 g, 0.32 mmol) in5 4 3 data (9238 collected, 5#2u #508), 613 parameters, R 513 2 2absolute ethanol (35 cm ). After stirring for 3 h at room 0.0816 [F .2s(F )], wR (all data)50.2719.2
3temperature the mixture was filtered through celite to C H AgF N O P Ru , M51483.8 g/cm , mono-47 42 18 6 3 3 2

remove any insoluble impurities. Addition of a saturated clinic, space group C2/c, a517.920(4), b520.625(4),
3ethanolic solution of [NH ][PF ] to the filtrate caused 1 to ˚ ˚c516.117(3) A, b 5107.53(3)8, U 55680(2) A , Z54,4 6

3precipitate out as a yellow solid. Yield: 0.116 g, 62% D 51.73 g/cm , F(000)52928, 4826 unique data (4992c
2(Found: C, 45.3; H, 3.2; N, 6.9. Calc. for collected, 5#2u #508), 383 parameters, R 50.0519 [F .1

2C H N ORuPF : C, 45.1; H, 3.1; N, 7.2%). Mass 2s(F )], wR (all data)50.1504.22 18 3 6 21 6spectrum: m /z 442, [M] . NMR (d -acetone): d 6.23 (6H, Crystals were mounted on glass fibres on a Nicolet
C H ). (Metallated pyridyl rings), d 7.42 (2H, py-5-H); d R3mV diffractometer equipped with Mo Ka radiation (l56 6

7.91 (2H, py-4-H); d 8.18 (2H, py-3-H); d 9.61 (2H, ˚0.7173 A) and all data collected at 208C and corrected for
py-6-H). (Non-metallated pyridyl ring), d 7.52 (1H, py-5- Lorentz polarisation and absorption effects (Psi scan
H); d 8.00 (1H, py-4-H); d 8.21 (1H, py-3-H); d 8.87 method). Structures were solved by direct methods [11]
(1H, py-6-H). and developed using alternate cycles of least-squares

refinement and difference-Fourier synthesis [12]. All non-
62.3.2. [hRu(h -C H )h(C H N) COjj Ag][PF ] 2 hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically while hydro-6 6 5 4 3 2 6 3

Ag[PF ] (0.120 g, 0.48 mmol) was added to a suspen- gen atoms were placed in idealised positions and assigned6 23 ˚sion of 1 (0.245 g, 0.42 mmol) in 96% ethanol (35 cm ). a common isotropic thermal parameter (U 50.08 A ).iso

The mixture was stirred for 3 h at ambient temperature The asymmetric unit for 1 contains two crystallographical-
then filtered through celite. The filtrate was stored at 08C ly independant cations and two hexafluorophosphate an-
for 16 h after which time 2 precipitated out as a mi- ions. The asymmetric unit for 2 contains one half of the
crocrystalline yellow solid. Yield: 0.211 g, 35% (Found: C, trimetallic cation (which resides on the two-fold at 0, y,
37.1; H, 2.6; N, 5.5. Calc. for C H N O Ru AgP F : 0.75), one complete hexafluorophosphate anion in a gener-44 36 6 2 2 3 18

C, 37.1; H, 2.5; N, 5.9%). Mass spectrum: m /z 1281, al position, and a further half of a hexafluorophosphate
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anion on the two-fold at 0.5, y, 0.75. In the latter stages of
refinement a molecule of acetone was observed to reside
on the two-fold at 0.5, y, 0.75, with the two-fold axis
coincident with the C=O bond, and was successfully
modelled and refined.

3. Results and discussion

The preparation of 1 follows the general method of
Mukherjee and coworkers for the preparation of half-
sandwich Ru(arene) complexes with bi and tridentate

6nitrogen bases [13]. Thus, treatment of [Ru(h -C H )Cl ]6 6 2 2

with two equivalents of tris(2-pyridyl)methanol in absolute
ethanol results in the slow dissolution of the ruthenium
compound and the formation of a yellow solution over a
period of 3 h. Addition of an ethanolic solution of
[NH ][PF ] results in the formation of a yellow precipitate4 6

1 6of 1. The H NMR spectrum of 1 in d -acetone shows a
Fig. 1. Crystal structure of one of the chemically indistinguishable

sharp singlet resonance for the p-bound benzene, at d 6.23 cations in 1 (hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity).
ppm. While four signals are expected from the pyridyl
hydrogens of the tris(pyridyl)methanol when it coordinated and are noticeably longer that those in either [RuhN,N9,N0-

21in the tridentate N,N9,N0 mode the observation of eight (C H N) COHj ] or [RuhN,N9,N0-h(C H N) COH-5 4 3 2 5 4 3
1signals, in two sets of four (at d 7.42, 7.91, 8.18, 9.61 and ˚jhN,N9,O-(C H N) COj] (2.040–2.058 A) [9]. However,5 4 3

d 7.52, 8.00, 8.21, 8.87 ppm) in an integral ratio of 2:1 the Ru–N distances are not dissimilar to Ru–N bond
implies otherwise. The NMR spectrum is consistent with distances in other Ru(arene) complexes with pyridyl-type

6the ligand exhibiting bidentate coordination, through two donor ligands, such as [Ru(h -p-cymene)Cl(pyz) ][PF ],2 6
nitrogen atoms, or coordinating in a tridentate fashion, of ˚2.15 and 2.18 A [14]. The Ru–N bonds in 1, however, are

6the N,N9,O-type. The infrared spectrum contains no n(Ru– somewhat longer than those in Ru(h -arene) complexes
21

2 3Cl) band around 250–350 cm , ruling out the first bonded to either k or k coordinated hydridot-
possibility and thus implying tridentate coordination. As ˚ris(pyrazolyl)borate ligands, 2.08–2.12 A [2,3]. The Ru–O
mentioned earlier, however, the ligand is known to coordi- ˚distance, 2.055(6) A, is similar to that observed in

1nate both as a neutral alcohol and as an anionic alkoxide. [RuhN,N9,N0-h(C H N) COHjhN,N9,O-(C H N) COj] ,5 4 3 5 4 3In the former case the complex will be dicationic while in ˚2.047 A [9]. These numbers are quite typical of Ru–
the latter it will exist as a monocation. While the presence / alkoxide bonds [15,16]. There is nothing remarkable about
absence of an O–H bond should be apparent in the infrared the p-bonded benzene ring as the Ru–C distances are all

6spectrum, our data were not of sufficient quality to provide similar and fall in the range typical of many Ru(h -C H )6 6a definitive answer. However, microanalytical results (see structures. The ‘bite’ angle formed at the metal by the two
Experimental) were consistent with the monocationic
formulation, implying the ligand is coordinated in the form

Table 1of an alkoxide and suggesting that 1 be formulated as
˚6 Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1[Ru(h -C H )hN,N9,O-(C H N) COj][PF ]. The crystal6 6 5 4 3 6

Bond lengthsstructure of 1 contains two crystallographically unique, but
Ru1–O1 2.055(6) Ru1–C1 2.199(12)chemically indistinguishable cations in the asymmetric
Ru1–N11 2.124(7) Ru1–C2 2.185(11)unit, one of which is shown in Fig. 1, with selected bond
Ru1–N21 2.122(7) Ru1–C3 2.193(10)

lengths and angles presented in Table 1. The cation Ru1–C4 2.205(11) Ru1–C5 2.220(11)
exhibits the well known ‘piano stool’ geometry found for Ru1–C6 2.208(12) O1–C10 1.426(9)

6 C10–C11 1.512(11) C10–C21 1.569(11)numerous other Ru(h -arene)L complexes. The coordina-3
C10–C31 1.553(12)tion of the tris(pyridyl) ligand through two nitrogen atoms

and an oxygen is confirmed. While the X-ray data is not of
Bond angles

a sufficient quality for hydrogen atoms to be found, the O1–Ru1–N11 76.8(3) O1–Ru1–N21 76.3(3)
2presence of only one [PF ] anion per cation conclusively N11–Ru1–N21 82.2(3) Ru1–O1–C10 105.5(5)6

O1–C10–C11 107.2(6) O1–C10–C21 105.4(7)demonstrates that the ligand is coordinated in the form of
O1–C10–C31 111.3(6) C11–C10–C21 106.7(7)an anionic alkoxide, rather than the neutral alcohol. The
C11–C10–C31 114.1(8) C21–C10–C31 111.6(7)˚two Ru–N distances are closely similar (av. 2.123(7) A)
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Table 2nitrogen atoms, 82.2(3)8, is somewhat less than that
a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 2observed for the anionic ligand in [RuhN,N9,N0-

1 Bond lengthsh(C H N) COHjhN,N9,O-(C H N) COj] , 85.6(2)8 [9],5 4 3 5 4 3
Ru1–O1 2.047(5) Ru1–C1 2.237(9)and is also less than the average angle observed in the

6 Ru1–N1 2.139(6) Ru1–C2 2.196(9)hydridotris(pyrazolyl)borate derivative [Ru(h -p-
Ru1–N2 2.138(6) Ru1–C3 2.182(8)1cymene)hHB(Pz) j] , 84.38 [2]. The O–Ru–N ‘bite’ an-3 Ru1–C4 2.203(9) Ru1–C5 2.217(9)

gles are also small, 76.8(3) and 76.3(3)8, and these can Ru1–C6 2.229(8) O1–C10 1.414(8)
C10–C11 1.576(6) C10–C21 1.575(10)perhaps be attributed to steric repulsions between the two
C10–C31 1.563(9) Ag1–O1 2.434(5)coordinated ligands.
Ag1–N3 2.282(6)Compound 1 has been found to act as a metallo ligand

for other metals. For example, stirring 1 with an ethanolic Bond angles
suspension of Ag[PF ] results in the formation of a yellow O1–Ru1–N1 76.3(2) O1–Ru1–N2 76.9(2)6

N1–Ru1–N2 81.1(2) Ru1–O1–C10 107.1(4)solution. After removal of unreacted starting materials, that
O1–C10–C11 105.2(5) O1–C10–C21 107.1(5)solution will precipitate a yellow solid, 2, on cooling to

1 O1–C10–C31 112.0(5) C11–C10–C21 104.9(5)08C for several hours. The H NMR spectrum of this solid
C11–C10–C31 112.7(5) C21–C10–C31 114.2(6)

resembles that of 1 in that there are two sets of pyridyl Ru1–O1–Ag1 133.7(2) O1–Ag1–N3 69.2(2)
resonances with relative integrals of 2:1 (see Experimental) O1–Ag1–N3A 123.1(2) O1–Ag1–O1A 104.9 (2)

6 N3–Ag1–N3A 162.0(3)together with a singlet for the h -C H ligand, d 6.236 6
appm. The mass spectrum of 2 exhibits a highest mass peak Atoms labelled ‘a’ generated by two-fold rotation about 0, y, 0.75.

at m /z 1281, with an envelope consistent with the presence
of two ruthenium atoms and a single silver atom in the

6fragment. Compound 2 can be crystallised from acetone to interactions between the two ‘Ru(h -
C H )h(C H N) COj’ moieties. To the best of our knowl-give rather poorly diffracting single crystals which have 6 6 5 4 3

edge this is the first time that the tris(pyridyl)methoxidebeen examined by X-ray crystallography. The crystallo-
ligand has been used to bridge between two metal centres.graphic analysis reveals 2 to be a hetero-trimetallic com-

6 ˚The Ag–N bond distance, 2.282(6) A, is somewhatplex with the composition [hRu(h -C H )h(C H N) - (pyridyl)6 6 5 4 3
1 ˚less than that found for the [Ag(py) ] cation, 2.322 ACOjj Ag][PF ] and subsequent elemental analysis con- 42 6 3

[17], but appreciably longer than those observed infirms this for the bulk sample (see Experimental). The
1 ˚[Ag(bipy) ] , 2.14–2.18 A [18]. There is relatively littlecrystal structure of the cation in 2 is shown in Fig. 2 and 2

data with which to compare the Ag–O bond length,selected bond lengths and angles are presented in Table 2. (alkoxide)
˚2.434(5) A. While silver forms a wide range of carboxylateThe structure consists of a central silver ion coordinated by

compounds, with bond lengths typically in the range 2.14–two alkoxide oxygen atoms, which are also bridging to the
˚2.30 A [19–23] and probably largely determined by sterictwo rutheniums, and by two pyridyl nitrogens of the rings

interactions between the ligands, there are no simplewhich were non-metallated in 1. The geometry around the
crystallographically characterised alkoxides of silver, al-silver is highly distorted with the interligand angles
though there is an example of coordinated ethanol in acovering a wide range 69.2(2)–162.0(3)8, implying that
triarylphosphine derivative, [Ag(PPh (C H NH ) -the geometry is determined by the packing and steric 2 6 4 2 2

˚(EtOH) ][NO ] (Ru–O 2.49 and 2.74 A) [24].2 3 (alcohol)

While the similarity between the bond length in 2, and the
shorter of the lengths above, might suggest the ligand was
protonated in 2, the sum of the angles round the bridging
oxygen atom is 3608, making this unlikely. In addition of
course such a situation would require additional hexa-
fluorophosphate counterions, which are not present in the
crystal structure. Coordination of the oxygen to silver

˚shortens the Ru–O bond, 2.047(5) A, however, in general
the structure of the remainder of the molecule is not
significantly different from that observed in the crystal
structure of 1.

Compound 1 will react with [Pd(PhCN) Cl ] in a2 2

similar way with displacement of the benzonitrile ligands
leading to the formation of the hetero-bimetallic com-

6pound, [Ru(h -C H )h(C H N) COjPdCl ][PF ] 3. While6 6 5 4 3 2 6

we did not obtain crystals of this compound suitable forFig. 2. Crystal structure of the hetero-trinuclear cation in 2, atoms
X-ray analysis, the mass spectrum clearly displays a peaklabelled ‘a’ generated by two-fold rotation about 0, y, 0.75 (hydrogen

6
atoms omitted for clarity). and associated isotope distribution pattern for the [Ru(h -
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Abstract

Five complexes of formulae Cd(HBT)X ?H O, Hg X (HBT) (X5Cl, Br), and Pt(HBT)(NO ) were prepared by reacting CdX ,3 2 2 5 2 3 2

HgX and K Pt(NO ) with 2-(a-hydroxybenzyl)thiamine (HBT), an active intermediate of thiamine catalysis, and their crystal structures2 2 2 4

were determined by X-ray diffraction. The metal ion binds to the N(19) site of the pyrimidine ring in each case, despite the different
shapes and sizes of metal coordination units; a tetrahedral unit in the cadmium complexes, a double-metal unit consisting of two
tetrahedral Hg(II) ions in the mercury complexes and a square-planar unit in the platinum complex. The HBT ligands in these complexes
adopt the S conformation, as usually observed in C(2)-substituted derivatives of thiamine, with average torsion angles w being 6998 andT

w being 61758. A ‘two-point’ anion-bridge between the amino group of the pyrimidine ring and the cationic thiazolium ring of the sameP

molecule is found in all the structures, being of the form N(49a)–H . . . X –M–X . . . thiazolium-ring (M5metal ion), which is one of the1 2

factors that affect the S conformation. Stacking interactions between the pyrimidine and phenyl rings play an important role in the
molecular conformation and crystal packing. The intramolecular close contact between the oxygen of the C(2)-substituent and the sulfur
of the thiazolium ring is also a common feature to these complexes, which gives the mechanistic implications.  1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: C(2)-substituted derivative of thiamine; Complex; Crystal structure

1. Introduction

Thiamine (vitamin B ) has a physiological function in1

the form of its pyrophosphate (TPP) (I), which acts as a
coenzyme for a number of enzymes involved in catalyzing
the decarboxylation of a-keto acids or the transfer of
aldehyde or acyl groups [1]. According to Breslow [2,3],
the catalytic function depends on the dissociation of a
proton from the C(2) position of the thiazolium ring,
leading to the formation of a carbanion of TPP that could
be added to the carbonyl group of the substrate such as
pyruvate. Upon decarboxylation, the so-called ‘active
aldehyde’ intermediate (II) is formed, which reacts sub-
sequently with an acceptor to give the product.
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It is well known that a divalent metal ion Mg(II) is aqueous and methanolic aqueous solutions. We report here
required as a cofactor for thiamine catalysis [4,5]. Other five crystal structures, of which Cd(HBT)Cl ?H O (1) and3 2

divalent metal ions such as Mn(II), Co(II), Zn(II) and Cd(HBT)Br ?H O (2) are isomorphous to the reported3 2

Cd(II) also show activity but with less efficiency [6,7]. HBT–Hg(II) complex, Hg Cl (HBT) (3) and2 5

Attempts to establish the role of the metal ion led to a Hg Br (HBT) (4) are the first example showing a double-2 5

large body of crystal structures of thiamine–metal com- metal unit bonding to the pyrimidine N(19), and
pounds [8]. These compounds exist in two forms: ionic Pt(HBT)(NO ) (5) provides evidence that a metal ion not2 3

salts with a metal-containing anion [9–16] and metal belonging to group IIB binds to HBT through N(19) and is
complexes where direct metal bonding to thiamine is therefore the first of its type.
observed [17–30]. The latter shows metal ion bonding to
N(19) of the pyrimidine ring in the major cases [17–
25,27–29] and to the hydroxyethyl oxygen of thiamine 2. Experimental
[26–29] or the pyrophosphate group of TPP [30] in the
minor cases. In spite of the importance of C(2)-substituted 2.1. Preparation of the complexes
derivatives as intermediates in thiamine reactions, research
on the metal complexes with such derivatives is relatively 2-(a-Hydroxybenzyl)thiamine chloride hydrochloride
rare. Hadjiliadis et al. [31,32] recently reported crystal (HBTCl?HCl) was synthesized by using the method
structures of Hg(II) complexes of 2-(a-hydroxy- described in the literature [33]. The resulting light-yellow
benzyl)thiamine (HBT) [31] and 2-(a-hydroxy- product was recrystallized from water by the addition of
benzyl)thiamine monophosphate (HBTMP) [32], both of acetone.
which show metal bonding to the N(19) site. Cd(HBT)Cl ?H O (1), Hg Cl (HBT) (3) and3 2 2 5

In order to ascertain the general aspect of the interac- Hg Br (HBT) (4) were prepared by reacting equimolar2 5

tions between metal ions and the thiamine intermediates, (0.1 mmol) amounts of HBTCl?HCl and metal halide,
we tried to prepare the metal complexes with HBT in CdCl for 1, HgCl for 3 and HgBr for 4, respectively,2 2 2

Table 1
Crystal data and details of data collection and structure refinement for the five complexes

Complex 1 2 3 4 5

Formula C H CdCl N O S C H Br CdN O S C H Cl Hg N O S C H Br Hg N O S C H N O PtS19 25 3 4 3 19 25 3 4 3 19 23 5 2 4 2 19 23 5 2 4 2 19 23 7 8

Formula weight 608.26 741.61 949.92 1172.18 704.59
¯ ¯Space group P2 /n P2 /n P1 P1 P2 /n1 1 1

˚a (A) 9.6077(8) 9.762(1) 10.068(1) 10.260(1) 8.116(2)
˚b (A) 7.677(3) 7.740(2) 17.286(2) 17.531(4) 16.207(3)
˚c (A) 31.554(2) 31.952(5) 7.646(1) 7.730(2) 19.337(4)

a (8) 91.99(1) 91.52(2)
b (8) 90.170(7) 90.39(1) 94.79(1) 94.70(1) 96.18(3)
g (8) 83.16(1) 83.40(1)

3˚V (A ) 2327.5(9) 2414.2(8) 1316.2(3) 1376.3(5) 2528.7(9)
Z 4 4 2 2 4

23D (g cm ) 1.736 2.040 2.397 2.829 1.851calc

Crystal size (mm) 0.130.230.6 0.130.230.25 0.1530.2530.3 0.0230.1530.18 0.1630.1830.32
21

m(Mo Ka) (cm ) 13.1 59.8 122.6 185.0 56.9
Scan technique v v v 22u v 22u v

2u Range (8) 5–55 5–55 5–55 5–55 3–45
Reflections measured 6191 6432 6496 5843 4645
Reflections used (M) 4196 5542 4075 2632 3312
Observed reflections 4196 2986 4075 2632 1696
with F .ns(F ) 3 4 3 3 4o o

Variables (N) 281 284 308 299 351
a 2 2 2 21 2 2 2 2 21Weighting scheme (w) 1 [s (F )1(0.17P) 11.88P] 1 1 /s (F ) [s (F )1(0.1P) ]o o o

bR 0.035 0.075 0.044 0.058 0.054
cRw 0.036 0.217 0.043 0.045 0.122

dS 1.72 0.99 2.62 3.19 0.84
Max. shift /error 0.008 0.026 0.099 0.031 0.229
Max. and min.

23˚residual (e A ) 0.47, 20.73 1.98, 22.32 1.21, 21.79 2.07, 21.70 1.04, 20.52
a 2 2P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3 for 2 and 5.o c
b R 5 o iF u; 2 uF i /o uF u using observed reflections with F .ns(F ).o c o o o
c 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2Rw 5 [o w(uF u 2 uF u) /o wuF u ] for 1, 3 and 4 and Rw 5 [o w(F 2 F ) /o w(F ) ] for 2 and 5.o c o o c o
d 2 1 / 2 2 2 2 1 / 2S 5 [o w(uF u 2 uF u) /(M 2 N)] for 1, 3 and 4 and S 5 [o w(F 2 F ) /(M 2 N)] for 2 and 5.o c o c
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Table 2each dissolved in a mixed solution of water and methanol
a˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for the metal coordination units(v /v 1:1) and adjusting the pH value to 5 by using 0.1 N

1 2KOH solution. Colourless crystals formed after a few days.
Cd–N(19) 2.251(3) 2.257(9)The colourless crystals of Cd(HBT)Br ?H O (2) were3 2
Cd–X(1) 2.506(1) 2.579(2)obtained by employing a similar method to the above but
Cd–X(2) 2.416(1) 2.533(2)using HBTCl?HCl (0.1 mmol), Cd(CH CO ) (0.1 mmol)3 2 Cd–X(3) 2.472(1) 2.582(2)

and NaBr (0.4 mmol) as starting materials.
Pt(HBT)(NO ) (5) was prepared by reacting HBTCl? N(19)–Cd–X(1) 100.34(9) 100.7(2)2 3

HCl (0.1 mmol) with Ag(NO ) (0.2 mmol) in water. Then N(19)–Cd–X(2) 115.61(8) 113.6(2)3
N(19)–Cd–X(3) 122.58(8) 123.2(2)the AgCl formed was filtered off and to the filtrate was
X(1)–Cd–X(2) 107.94(4) 109.51(6)added an aqueous solution of K Pt(NO ) (0.1 mmol).2 2 4
X(1)–Cd–X(3) 101.36(4) 101.46(6)Light-yellow crystals were obtained from the resulting
X(2)–Cd–X(3) 106.87(4) 106.87(6)

solution after 2 weeks.
b3 4

Hg(1)–N(19) 2.250(6) 2.289(12)2.2. X-ray structure determination
Hg(1)–X(1) 2.572(3) 2.653(3)
Hg(1)–X(2) 2.544(3) 2.651(3)

A crystal for each compound was mounted on a glass Hg(1)–X(3) 2.360(4) 2.480(3)
fiber for X-ray measurement. Reflection data were col- Hg(2)–X(1) 2.882(3) 2.984(3)

Hg(2)–X(2) 2.931(3) 2.962(3)lected on a Rigaku AFC7R diffractometer for 1, 2, 3 and 4,
Hg(2)–X(4) 2.321(3) 2.433(2)and on a Siemens R3m/E diffractometer for 5 with
Hg(2)–X(5) 2.286(3) 2.422(3)graphite-monochromated Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073
Hg(2)9–Cl(1) 2.512(8)Å) at 293 K. The details of crystal data, data collection and
Hg(2)9–Cl(2) 2.444(9)

structure refinement are summarized in Table 1. Intensity Hg(2)9–Cl(4) 2.422(6)
data were corrected for absorption effects. The programs Hg(2)9–Cl(5) 2.612(8)
used for structure calculations are UNICSIII [34] for 1, 3

N(19)–Hg(1)–X(1) 108.7(2) 108.6(4)and 4, SHELXL [35] for 2 and 5. All structures were
N(19)–Hg(1)–X(2) 97.2(2) 97.6(4)solved by heavy-atom methods and refined by block-
N(19)–Hg(1)–X(3) 126.6(2) 120.8(4)diagonal least-squares on F for 1, 3 and 4 and full-matrix
X(1)–Hg(1)–X(2) 97.1(1) 99.3(1)2least-squares on F for 2 and 5. The Hg(2) atom in 3 and
X(1)–Hg(1)–X(3) 105.4(1) 109.7(1)2the four oxygen atoms of the NO groups in 5 are2 X(2)–Hg(1)–X(3) 117.9(1) 118.2(1)

disordered, each in two possible positions. The occupancy X(1)–Hg(2)–X(2) 82.5(1) 85.7(1)
factors were estimated according to their electron densities. X(1)–Hg(2)–X(4) 99.7(1) 100.6(1)

X(1)–Hg(2)–X(5) 105.5(1) 105.9(1)The phenyl group in 5 was refined as a regular hexagon.
X(2)–Hg(2)–X(4) 93.8(1) 95.8(1)The non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. All
X(2)–Hg(2)–X(5) 102.4(1) 105.1(1)hydrogen atoms were calculated at their ideal positions
X(4)–Hg(2)–X(5) 151.5(1) 147.1(1)

except for 1, in which all hydrogen atoms were located on
Cl(1)–Hg(2)9–Cl(2) 101.4(3)

difference Fourier maps. Hydrogen atoms were fixed in the Cl(1)–Hg(2)9–Cl(4) 108.0(2)
final refinements for all the structures. The final positional Cl(1)–Hg(2)9–Cl(5) 107.4(3)
parameters and anisotropic displacement parameters are Cl(2)–Hg(2)9–Cl(4) 104.8(3)

Cl(2)–Hg(2)9–Cl(5) 107.8(2)given in Supplementary data.
Cl(4)–Hg(2)9–Cl(5) 124.9(3)

5
Pt–N(19) 2.02(1)3. Results
Pt–N(11) 1.965(8)
Pt–N(12) 1.971(8)Bond lengths and angles of the metal coordination units
Pt–N(13) 1.96(2)

for the five complexes are listed in Table 2. The molecular
dimensions of HBT ligands (given in Supplementary data) N(19)–Pt–N(11) 89.7(7)
agree well among these complexes. Compared with the N(19)–Pt–N(12) 93.9(7)

N(19)–Pt–N(13) 176.1(7)N(19)-protonated HBT [36], a major difference is in the
N(11)–Pt–N(12) 176.3(8)C(29)–N(19)–C(69) bond angles and the C(49)–N(49a)
N(11)–Pt–N(13) 87.4(8)˚bond lengths (average 1168 for the bond angles and 1.33 A
N(12)–Pt–N(13) 89.0(8)for the bond lengths for the five complexes). The protona-

a X5Cl for 1 and 3 and Br for 2 and 4.tion at N(19) has more effect on increasing the bond angle
b The occupancy factors are 0.90 for Hg(2) and 0.10 for Hg(2)9 in 3.˚(121.18) and decreasing the bond length (1.310 A) than

does the metallation.
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 1, showing that a Cd(II)-coordination unit
Fig. 2. Intra- and intermolecular ring stacking between the pyrimidine

translated one unit along a axis forms the ‘two-point’ bridge, N(49a)–
and phenyl rings with average contact distances for 1 (top number) and 2

H . . . Cl(1)–Cd–Cl(3) . . . thiazolium-ring and that a water molecule is
(bottom number).

held by the complex molecule through three hydrogen bonds and an
O(W) . . . thiazolium-ring close contact. Broken lines denote hydrogen
bonds and grating lines denote close contacts. oriented in such a way that the phenyl ring is parallel to

the pyrimidine ring forming a close intramolecular stack-
ing. The average separation between the two aromatic

˚ ˚3.1. Cadmium complexes Cd(HBT)Cl ?H O (1) and rings is 3.44 A in 1 and 3.49 A in 2. The complex3 2

Cd(HBT)Br ?H O (2) molecules are further involved in intermolecular stacking3 2

between the pyrimidine and phenyl rings along the b
˚The structure of 1 is shown in Fig. 1; that of 2 is similar direction with an average contact distance of 3.67 A in 1

˚and not shown. Although HBT coordinates to a tetrahedral and 3.71 A in 2 (Fig. 2). Another significant intramolecu-
21[CdX ] unit through N(19), some structural features lar close contact [37] exists between O(2b) of the sub-3

similar to the uncomplexed HBT are observed. The ligand stituent and the electropositive S(1) of the thiazolium ring
adopts the S conformation in terms of the torsion angles (Table 3).
defined by Pletcher et al. [36]: w 5C(59)–C(359)–N(3)– As seen previously in the thiamine compounds in whichT

C(2) and w 5N(3)–C(359)–C(59)–C(49) are 97.4(4) and the molecules assume the S conformation, there is aP

2173.5(3)8 for 1 and 297.5(2) and 173.3(9)8 for 2, ‘two-point’ anion-bridge [23] between the pyrimidine and
respectively. This conformation is characterized by H(69) thiazolium rings in 1 and 2, that is, a halide atom X(1)
directing over the thiazolium ring. The C(2) substituent is forms a hydrogen bond with N(49a) and another halide

Table 3
a,bHydrogen bonds and short contacts in 1 and 2

˚ ˚Donor-H Acceptor D . . . A (A) H . . . A (A) D–H . . . A (8)

Hydrogen bonds 1 2 1 2 1 2
iN(49a)–H(491) N(39) 3.136(4) 3.15(1) 2.23 2.29 171 176

iiN(49a)–H(492) X(1) 3.362(3) 3.490(9) 2.47 2.72 154 151
iiiO(2b)–H(2b) X(1) 3.046(3) 3.126(9) 2.06 2.31 173 171

O(5g)–H(5g) O(W) 2.706(4) 2.71(1) 1.75 1.91 179 162
C(69)–H(69) O(W) 3.439(5) 3.50(1) 2.44 2.58 176 171
O(W)–H(W1) X(3) 3.104(3) 3.24(1) 2.11 170

ivO(W)–H(W2) O(5g) 2.769(5) 2.73(1) 1.86 168

˚Close contacts (A) 1 2 1 2
S(1) O(2b) 2.782(3) 2.78(1) O(W) C(5) 3.327(5) 3.28(1)

iiC(2) X(3) 3.527(4) 3.63(1) C(59) C(2b1) 3.444(5) 3.48(2)
iiN(3) X(3) 3.449(3) 3.560(8) C(59) C(2b6) 3.382(6) 3.43(2)

O(W) C(4) 3.371(5) 3.33(1) C(69) C(2b1) 3.452(5) 3.51(2)
a Symmetry code: for 1, (none) x, y, z; (i) 22x, 12y, 2z; (ii) 11x, y, z; (iii) 11x, y21, z; (iv) 1.52x, y20.5, 0.52z; for 2, (none) x, y, z; (i) 2x,

12y, 2z; (ii) x21, y, z; (iii) x21, y21, z; (iv) 0.52x, y20.5, 0.52z.
b X5Cl for 1 and Br for 2.
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Fig. 3. Polymeric chain structure in 1. Note that the dimers are formed through N(49a)–H . . . N(39) hydrogen bonds, which are further connected by
hydrogen bonds into a chain. Broken lines denote hydrogen bonds.

X(3) of the same metal coordination unit stacks on the this weak bonding is supported by the tetrahedral O(5g)
thiazolium ring, as shown in Table 3. Interestingly, we with two lone pairs, one aligned with Hg(2) and the other
note that the complex molecule captures a water molecule with the proton of O(2b). If the Hg(2) . . . O(5g) inter-
through three hydrogen bonds, O(5g)–H . . . O(W), C(69)– action is considered, we can describe the complex as a
H . . . O(W) and Cl(3) . . . H–O(W), and an cyclic dimer [Hg X (HBT)] with two HBT ligands2 5 2

21O(W) . . . thiazolium-ring close contact. These interactions, bridged by two [Hg X ] units across a centre of2 5

together with those mentioned above stabilize the molecu- symmetry, very similar to the situations of
21lar conformation. [Mn(thiamine)Cl (H O)] [28] and [Cd(thiamine)Cl ]2 2 2 3 2

Crystal packing is dominated by three kinds of interac- [29] complexes.
tions, the ‘two-point’ bridge in the a direction, the aro- The following structural features are found in 3 and 4.
matic ring stacking along the b direction and a pair of (i) The ligand assumes the S conformation with the torsion
interbase hydrogen bonds, N(49a)–H . . . N(39), in the c angles: w 596.5(9)8 in 3 and 99(2)8 in 4; w 52171.7(7)8T P

direction creating a dimer across an inversion centre. The in 3 and 2176(2)8 in 4. (ii) The C(2a)–O(2b) bond points
dimers are linked with the intervention of a water molecule to the direction of the C(2)–S(1) bond resulting in a close
into a chain (Fig. 3). contact between O(2b) and S(1). (iii) The ‘two-point’

3.2. Mercury complexes Hg Cl (HBT) (3) and2 5

Hg Br (HBT) (4)2 5

Compound 3 is isostructural with 4 except that Hg(2) in
3 is disordered at two sites. Fig. 4 shows the molecular
structure of 4. The metal coordination unit consists of two
distorted tetrahedra sharing two vertexes. Despite the

21bulky double-metal unit [Hg X ] , the HBT ligand2 5

remains to coordinate to the metal ion through N(19) of the
pyrimidine ring. There is a close contact between Hg(2)

˚and O(5g) of a neighbouring molecule, 2.988(8) A in 3
˚and 3.10(1) A in 4 (Table 4). This distance is longer than

˚the normal bond length of Hg–O(5g) [2.60(2) A] in the
Hg–thiamine complex [26] but shorter than the sum of van

˚der Waals radii (3.25 A) estimated by using van der Waals
˚radii of 1.73 A for mercury, suggested by Canty and

˚Deacon [38], and 1.52 A for oxygen [39]. Accordingly, the
O(5g) atom can be considered to be a weak secondary
coordination, which makes the Hg(2) distorted from a Fig. 4. Molecular structure of 4, showing a double-metal unit binding to
tetrahedron to a triangular bipyramid. The feasibility of the N(19) site.
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Table 4
a,bHydrogen bonds and short contacts in 3 and 4

˚ ˚Donor-H Acceptor D . . . A (A) H . . . A (A) D–H . . . A (8)

Hydrogen bonds 3 4 3 4 3 4
iN(49a)–H(491) N(39) 3.12(1) 3.09(2) 2.15 2.12 177 180

iiN(49a)–H(492) X(1) 3.546(8) 3.74(2) 2.61 2.80 165 163
iiiO(2b)–H(2b) O(5g) 2.87(1) 2.89(2) 1.92 1.92 163 172

ivO(5g)–H(5g) X(2) 3.325(7) 3.46(1) 2.41 2.50 157 161

˚Close contacts (A) 3 4 3 4
vS(1) O(2b) 2.919(7) 2.89(1) C(2b5) C(29) 3.47(1) 3.48(3)

ii vN(3) X(4) 3.379(7) 3.48(1) S(1) X(5) 3.419(4) 3.487(5)
ii viC(4) X(4) 3.299(9) 3.37(2) Hg(2) O(5g) 2.988(8) 3.10(1)

viC(2b2) C(59) 3.42(1) 3.40(3) Hg(2)9 O(5g) 3.37(1)
a Symmetry code: (none) x, y, z; (i) 12x, 12y, 2z; (ii) x21, y, z; (iii) 12x, 2y, 12z; (iv) 22x, 2y, 12z; (v) x, y, 11z; (vi) 22x, 2y, 2z.
b X5Cl for 3 and Br for 4.

bridge is of the form N(49a)–H . . . X(1)–Hg(2)– 3.3. Platinum complex Pt(HBT)(NO ) (5)2 3

X(4) . . . thiazolium-ring. (iv) The stacking interactions
between the pyrimidine and phenyl rings run along the c As is shown in Fig. 5, the Pt(II) ion is coordinated by an

˚direction, with average intramolecular separations 3.51 A N(19) atom of the pyrimidine ring and three N atoms of the
2˚ ˚in 3 and 3.55 A in 4 and intermolecular separations 3.56 A NO groups in a square-planar geometry. The coordina-2

˚in 3 and 3.60 A in 4. tion plane is approximately perpendicular to the pyrimidine
The dimers are formed through N(49a)–H . . . N(39) ring with a dihedral angle of 72.2(5)8. The Pt–N(19)

˚hydrogen bonds and they are further associated into a distance, 2.02(1) A, is very close to that in
˚chain extending along the b direction. This occurs through Pt(thiamine)Cl ?H O, 2.01(2)A [21], and slightly shorter3 2

a pair of hydrogen bonds between O(2b) and O(5g) atoms. than that in trans-[Pt(dmso)(thiamine)Cl ][Ph B], 2.06(1)2 4

Å [24]. The torsion angles w and w are 2106(2) andT P

2179(2)8, corresponding to the S conformation. The ‘two-
point’ bridge is found here again. As is given in Table 5,
the pyrimidine and thiazolium moieties are bridged by the
Pt(II) coordination unit from a neighbouring molecule
through an N(49a)–H . . . O(5) [and O(6)] bifurcated hy-
drogen bond and an O(3) . . . thiazolium-ring close contact.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that unlike the above structures,
the pyrimidine and phenyl rings are not fully but partially
stacked on each other, either intra- or intermolecularly.
Table 5 shows that the closest intramolecular contacts are

˚C(59) . . . C(2b1) and C(69) . . . C(2b6) [both 3.50(2) A],
and the closest intermolecular contact is C(2b4) . . . N(39)

˚(x11, y, z), 3.50(3) A. This partial stacking interaction is
probably due to the obstruction of the metal coordination
plane perpendicular to the pyrimidine ring.

The crystal packing mode is similar to that in 1 or 3.
The difference is only in that the thiamine dimers created
by interbase hydrogen bonds are connected in a tail-to-tail
fashion through hydrogen bonds of O(5g) . . . O(5g) (22x,
2y, 12z) across an inversion centre. This hydrogen bond
may be formed with a disordered hydrogen atom attached
to O(5g).

4. Discussion

There are many common structural features among theFig. 5. Molecular structure of 5 and partial ring stacking interactions. The
2 five complexes though they are in three kinds of crystallineminor positions of disordered NO groups are not shown for clarity.2

Broken lines denote the closest contacts. forms. The present work indicates that the N(19) site is
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Table 5
aHydrogen bonds and short contacts in 5

˚ ˚Donor-H Acceptor D . . . A (A) H . . . A (A) D–H . . . A (8)

Hydrogen bonds
iN(49a)–H(491) N(39) 3.08(2) 2.23 175

b iiN(49a)–H(492) O(5) 3.50(2) 2.65 168
iiO(6) 2.98(2) 2.28 139

iiiO(5g) O(5g) 2.96(6)

˚Close contacts (A)
S(1) O(2b) 2.75(2) C(59) C(2b1) 3.50(2)

iiC(2) O(3) 3.11(3) C(69) C(2b6) 3.50(2)
ii ivN(3) O(3) 3.09(4) C(2b4) N(39) 3.50(3)

a Symmetry code: (none) x, y, z; (i) 12x, 12y, 12z; (ii) x20.5, 0.52y, z20.5; (iii) 22x, 2y, 12z; (iv) x11, y, z.
b Bifurcated hydrogen bond.

favoured by metal bonding in the case of HBT. This may molecular conformation. On the other hand, Aoki et al.
be rationalizable from an electronic effect, namely the high [22,23] proposed that the S conformation is associated
basicity of this site. The Cd–N(19) bond length of 2.251(3) with the ‘two-point’ bridge as described above while the F
Å in 1 is comparable with that in Cd(thiamine)Cl ? conformation is accompanied by a ‘one-point’ bridge like3

˚0.6H O, 2.239(2) A [17]. This bond length increases with N(49a)–H . . . X . . . thiazolium-ring. Not only the ‘two-2

the decrease of electronegativity of anionic ligands, indi- point’ bridge exists in the HBT–metal complexes but also
2cated by the values in 2 and 4 containing Br ligands it was found in the metal complexes and metal–anion salts
2being larger than those in 1 and 3 containing Cl ligands, of C(2) free thiamine in the S-form (see Table 8 in Ref.

while the C(29)–N(19)–C(69) bond angle increases with [23]). This implies that the crystal packing force also
increasing electronegativity. Somewhat surprisingly, the imposes an effect on the conformation. Moreover, we
crystal structures of metal complexes of C(2)-substituted noticed that the V conformation has never been reported for
derivatives reported so far, including this work, are exclu- the crystal structure of thiamine or TPP but it was recently
sively those of HBT and HBTMP. Attempts to prepare found in the crystal structures of thiamine-dependent
metal complexes of other C(2)-adducts only led to the enzymes [42–44], indicating that the V conformation may
salt-type compounds in our laboratory. A distinct structural result from an environment influence imposed by the
aspect of HBT different from other C(2)-adducts is enzymes. Therefore, the conformation favoured by
aromatic ring stacking between the pyrimidine and phenyl thiamine should be a combined result of intra- and
rings. Thus, the structure of the HBT complex could be intermolecular forces.
stabilized by such a stacking interaction. The intramolecu- Besides the aromatic ring stacking, an important struc-
lar stacking distances are in the order of free HBT (3.41 tural feature common to the HBT compounds is the close
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚A),1 (3.44 A),2 (3.49 A),3 (3.51 A),4 (3.55 A), contact of O(2b) . . . S(1). This interaction not only affects
indicative of an influence of the shape and size of the the molecular conformation but has mechanistic implica-
metal coordination unit on the aromatic stacking. tions. The possible functions are, for example, (i) to

Pletcher et al. [36] defined the conformations of provide a specific electrostatic substrate–coenzyme recog-
thiamine and its derivatives in three forms: F (w ¯0, nition, (ii) to stabilize the C(2) substituent in the positionT

w ¯6908), S (w ¯6100, w ¯61508) and V (w ¯690, of catalytic reaction, and/or (iii) to facilitate the deproto-P T P T

w ¯7908). The crystal structure data show that the F nation from O(2b), which is required by the mechanism ofP

conformation is common to C(2) free thiamine and the S Breslow [2,3].
conformation is characteristic of C(2)-substituted deriva- It is of interest to note that all the HBT–metal complex-
tives. The factors affecting the conformation of thiamine es manifest a very similar packing mode. The molecular
have been an interesting point. Shin et al. [40,41] argued packing is controlled by three factors. (i) A polymeric
that the conformation of thiamine is largely influenced by chain structure is formed with hydrogen-bonded [N(49a)–
intramolecular properties. It is obvious that the conforma- H . . . N(39)] dimers connected by hydrogen bonds involv-
tion of HBT depends on the intrinsic property of the ing the water molecule and the O(5g) atom in 1 and 2, a
molecule since all the HBT compounds are in the S-form pair of O(2b)–H . . . O(5g) hydrogen bonds in 3 and 4 and
in spite of different space groups and metal coordination hydrogen bonds between the symmetry-related O(5g)
units. This intrinsic property may arise from the tendency atoms in 5. (ii) The molecular chains are associated with
to form the O(2b) . . . S(1) close contact and ring stacking each other by the ‘two-point’ bridge interactions. (iii)
interaction. In view of that these two interactions are Interestingly, all the HBT compounds including free HBT
observed in all of the HBT compounds, it seems possible show one of the axes having a similar length, that is the b
that both of these factors are important in stabilizing the axis for 1 and 2, c axis for 3 and 4, a axis for 5 (which is
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Abstract

IThe potentially bidentate ligand diphenyl(2-pyridyl)phosphine (PPh py) reacted with (NEt ) [M X (CO) ] complexes (M5Re, Tc;2 4 2 3 3
I IX5Cl, Br) to give (NEt )[M X (CO) (PPh py-P)] or [M X(CO) (PPh py-P) ] depending on the amount of the ligand used. The reaction4 2 3 2 3 2 2

VI Vwith (NBu )[Tc NCl ] yielded [Tc NCl (PPh py-P) ] whereas from the reaction with (NBu )[ReOCl ] the complexes4 4 2 2 2 4 4
V V IV IV[Re OCl (PPh py-P,N)], [Re OCl (OPPh py-O,N)], [Re Cl (OPPh py-O,N) and [Re Cl (OH)(OPPh py-O,N)] have been isolated.3 2 3 2 4 2 3 2

Reduction of the metal center occurs using an excess of PPh py and heating of the reaction mixtures under reflux. The products have been2

characterised spectroscopically and by X-ray structure analysis. Monodentate co-ordination via phosphorus has been found for the
Vrhenium(I) carbonyl complexes and [Tc NCl (PPh py-P) ]. In the latter compound a trigonal-bipyramidal coordination sphere is formed2 2 2

with the phosphines as axial ligands (bond angle P–Tc–P: 161.69(3)8). The chelated complexes show small N–Re–P and N–Re–O bite
angles of 63.68 and 77.7–82.28 due to the four-membered or five-membered chelate rings. The pyridine nitrogen occupies the axial

22position (trans to ‘‘O ’’) in [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)] whereas equatorial co-ordination is found in [ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)].  19993 2 3 2

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Rhenium; Technetium; Diphenylpyridylphosphine; Diphenylpyridylphosphine oxide; X-ray structures

1. Introduction which can co-ordinate as a monodentate or chelating
ligand depending on the requirements of the metal center

Technetium and rhenium co-ordination chemistry is of [5–10]. Technetium complexes with this ligand have not
particular interest due to the favourable nuclear properties yet been reported. The very few rhenium complexes with

99mof Tc (E 5140 keV, half-life t 56.02 h) which makes PPh py all contain the pyridyl phosphine as bridgingg 1 / 2 2

this isotope the workhorse for diagnostic nuclear medicine ligand between two quadrupole bonded Re–Re units [11–
186 188[1]. The b-emitting rhenium nuclides Re and Re are 13]. The co-ordination of diphenyl(2-pyridyl)phosphine

under investigation for possible applications in radioim- oxide, OPPh py (II), has been observed e.g. at Pt(IV) [10]2

munotherapy [2,3]. Fundamental chemical studies are or U(VI) centers [14]. In the latter case the formation of
possible with the naturally occurring non-radioactive pyridine N-oxide was found to give overall O,O-co-ordina-

185 187rhenium ( Re: 37.07%, Re: 62.93% abundance) or the tion with the actinide element.
99 2long-lived technetium isotope Tc (weak b -emitter,

5E 50.3 MeV, t 52.12310 (a) which allow conven-max 1 / 2

tional laboratory techniques (provided some elemental
radiation protection regulations [4] are regarded in the case
of technetium).

Diphenyl(2-pyridyl)phosphine (I) is a versatile ligand

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-351-463-2508; fax: 149-351-463-
7188.

E-mail address: abram@fz-rossendorf.de (U. Abram) In the present paper we report the complex formation of

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00216-8
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PPh py (and OPPh py) with mononuclear rhenium and2 2

technetium complexes with the metal in different oxidation
states and with different co-ligands.

2. Results and discussion

The reaction pattern of PPh py with rhenium or tech-2

netium and the structure of the products are strongly
dependent on both the core and the oxidation state of the
transition metals in the precursors and the reaction con-
ditions.

Coordination only via phosphorus is observed when the
rhenium(I) or technetium(I) fac-tricarbonyl complexes

2-[MX (CO) ] (M5Re, Tc; X5Cl, Br) are reacted with3 3

the pyridylphosphine. Complexes of the stoichiometries
2[MX (CO) (PPh py-P)] or [MX(CO) (PPh py-P) ]2 3 2 3 2 2

(M5Tc, X5Cl; M5Re, X5Br) are obtained depending
2– Fig. 1. ZORTEP representation [16] of the complex anion inon the [MX (CO) ] / ligand ratio. The anionic, mono-3 3 (NEt )[ReBr (CO) (PPh py-P)]. Thermal ellipsoids represent 30% prob-4 2 3 2substituted complexes are formed in almost quantitative

ability. H atoms have been omitted for clarity.
yields when equivalent amounts of the starting materials
are heated under reflux in methanol. Long, pale-yellow
needles crystallize directly from the reaction mixture upon Starting from (NEt ) [TcCl (CO) ] and PPh py the analo-4 2 3 3 2

cooling. Well-resolved facial tricarbonyl patterns in the IR gous complexes (NEt )[TcCl (CO) (PPh py-P)] and4 2 3 2
1spectra confirm the retention of the fac-[M(CO) ] core. [TcCl(CO) (PPh py-P) ] have been isolated and spectros-3 3 2 2

2The [MX (CO) (PPh py-P)] complex anions crystallize copically characterized. The similarity between tech-2 3 2
1with NEt as counter-ions. Using an excess of PPh py, the netium(I) and rhenium(I) is mainly due to the fact that no4 2

neutral [MX(CO) (PPh py-P) ] complexes are formed. redox processes are involved in the ligand exchange3 2 2
2Substitution of the remaining X by a third PPh py ligand reactions studied. For the higher formal oxidation states2

failed even when a large excess was used. This is mainly redox reactions prevail, and there are distinct differences in
due to the steric requirements of the bulky PPh py ligand the chemistry of the two elements. Thus the reaction of2

VI 2and has been observed previously for PPh complexes with [Tc NCl ] with PPh py gives the Tc(V) complex3 4 2
1the [Re(CO) ] core [15]. [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ] in good yields. No further reduction3 2 2 2

X-ray structure analyses have been performed for of the metal has been observed. From the analogous
VI 2(NEt )[ReBr (CO) (PPh py-P)] and [ReBr(CO) (PPh py- reaction with [Re NCl ] only dark-coloured solutions4 2 3 2 3 2 4

P) ] verifying the triphenylphosphine-like co-ordination of could be obtained from which we could not isolate defined2

the ligands. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show ZORTEP representa- crystalline products.
tions of the complex molecules. Selected bond lengths and [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ] is a yellow-brown solid which is2 2 2

angles are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The Re–Br and only slightly soluble in most organic solvents. The IR
Re–P bond lengths are comparatively long which can be spectrum of the compound shows the n(Tc;N) vibration

21explained with the strong structural trans influence due to at 1072 cm . This value is similar to that observed
the facial CO ligands. Whereas the co-ordination octahed- previously for [TcNCl (Ph P) ]. An X-ray structure analy-2 3 2

2ron in [ReBr (CO) (PPh py-P)] is only slightly distorted sis shows that [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ] is isotypic with this2 3 2 2 2 2

by the bulky PPh py ligand, a significant repulsion of the complex [17]. Fig. 3 illustrates the trigonal-bipyramidal2

two phosphine ligands can be observed in structure of the complex with the PPh py ligands in axial2

[ReBr(CO) (PPh py-P) ] (P(1)–Re–P(2) angle: positions. Selected bond lengths and angles are summa-3 2 2

100.97(6)8). This may explain that the introduction of a rized in Table 3. The trigonal bipyramid is fairly distorted
third PPh py ligand is unfavourable and the corresponding with equatorial angles between 109.79(2)8 and 140.42(4)82

tris-complex could not be obtained even with a large and a P–Tc–P angle of 161.69(3)8. The Tc;N bond
˚excess of PPh py. The nitrogen sites in the aromatic rings length of 1.594(3) A is one of the shortest technetium–2

are ordered and could unambiguously be derived from the nitrogen bonds observed [18]. The positions of the
Fourier maps by inspection of the thermal parameters of pyridine nitrogen atoms were derived from the Fourier
the ring atoms. maps and confirmed by refinement. [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ]2 2 2

For the tricarbonyl complexes studied no significant and [TcNCl (Ph P) ] are also very similar in their chemi-2 3 2

differences are observed between rhenium and technetium. cal behaviour and both compounds represent useful start-
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Fig. 2. ZORTEP representation [16] of [ReBr(CO) (PPh py-P) ]. Thermal ellipsoids represent 30% probability. H atoms have been omitted for clarity.3 2 2

Table 1 various compositions. During our studies we isolated and
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] in (NEt )[ReBr (CO) (PPh py-4 2 3 2 characterized [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)], [ReOCl (OPPh py-a 3 2 3 2P)]

O,N)], [ReCl (OH)(OPPh py-O,N)] and ReCl (OPPh py-3 2 4 2
Re–C(1) 1.921(7) Re–C(2) 1.928(7) O,N)]. In all cases bidentate bonding of the phos-
Re–C(3) 1.94(2) Re–Br(1) 2.645(1) phinopyridine or its oxidation product was observed. No
Re–Br(2) 2.617(1) Re–P(1) 2.503(1)

evidence was found for the formation of complexes with
monodentate phosphine ligands analogous to the tri-P(1)–Re–Br(1) 95.31(4) P(1)–Re–Br(2) 89.24(4)

P(1)–Re–C(2) 95.4(2) P(1)–Re–C(3) 88.3(8) phenylphosphine compounds [ReOCl (PPh ) ] [19,20] or3 3 2
Br(1)–Re–Br(2) 89.87(3) Br(1)–Re–C(3) 84.3(2) [ReOCl (OR)(PPh ) ] [21]. The reduction of rhenium(V)2 3 2
Br(2)–Re–C(3) 91.9(1) by PPh py is predominant and can already be observed2

a A disorder of 15% between Br(1) and the carbonyl group C(3), O(3) when equimolar amounts of (NBu )[ReOCl ] and PPh py4 4 2
has been taken into account during the refinement. are used and the reaction is performed at room-temperature

in acetone in air. Long green needles of
ing points for the synthesis of further technetium nitrido [ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)] crystallize from such reaction3 2

complexes [18]. mixtures upon cooling. A second product can be obtained
Whereas the reaction of PPh py with (NBu )[TcOCl ] upon concentrating of the mother liquor in a stream of2 4 4

results in dark coloured solutions from which no crys- nitrogen. [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)] (co-crystallized with3 2

talline products could be obtained, that with (NBu ) [ReCl ]) deposits in form of large green blocks4 2 6

(NBu )[ReOCl ] gives Re(V) or Re(IV) complexes of and can easily be separated from the needles of the4 4

phosphine oxide complex.
[ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)] co-crystallizes withTable 2 3 2

a˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] in [ReBr(CO) (PPh py-P) ] (NBu ) [ReCl ] in the tetragonal space group P4 /n with3 2 2 4 2 6 2
22disordered [ReCl ] anions around the symmetry centre6Re–C(1) 1.956(9) Re–C(2) 1.957(9)

1 1 1
] ] ]at , , giving an overall composition of the crystals ofRe–C(3) 2.033(7) Re–Br(1) 2.606(1) 4 4 4

1Re–P(1) 2.514(2) Re–P(2) 2.510(2) ][ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)]? (NBu ) [ReCl ] which perfectly3 2 4 2 64

fits with the analytical results obtained. Fig. 4 shows an
P(1)–Re–Br(1) 93.27(5) P(1)–Re–P(2) 100.97(6) ellipsoid representation [16] of the [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)]3 2P(1)–Re–C(2) 85.0(2) P(1)–Re–C(3) 87.5(4)

molecule. Selected bond lengths and angles are summa-P(2)–Re–Br(1) 85.72(5) P(2)–Re–C(1) 85.5(3)
rized in Table 4. The co-ordination sphere of rheniumP(2)–Re–C(3) 94.5(5) Br(1)–Re–C(1) 90.5(3)

Br(1)–Re–C(2) 86.8(3) clearly shows deviations from an ideal octahedron. They
a can be ascribed to the restricted bite angle of the four-A disorder of 15% between Br(1) and the carbonyl group C(3), O(3)

has been taken into account during the refinement. membered chelate ring and the steric requirements of the
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Fig. 3. ZORTEP representation [16] of [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ] with 30% thermal ellipsoids. H atoms have been omitted for clarity.2 2 2

multiply bonded oxo ligand which leads to O(10)–Re(1)– position reflecting better donor capabilities of the nitrogen
Cl angles between 96.9 and 115.28. The fourth equatorial atom. Consequently, the Re–N(12) and Re–N(42) bonds
position is occupied by phosphorus directing the pyridine are shorter than the Re–N(12) bond in [ReOCl (PPh py-3 2

22donor site to the axial position trans to ‘‘O ’’. The Re–N P,N)]. Also the distortions of the octahedral co-ordination
˚bond of 2.280(7) A is comparatively long which can be sphere of the metal is less than in the phosphine complex.

attributed to the strong trans influence of the oxo ligand. In This is obvious by O(10)–Re–Cl angles between 95.2 and
a side reaction PPh py is oxidized even at room-tempera- 103.78. The bonds to the oxygen atoms trans to the oxo2

22ture to yield OPPh py and [ReCl ] . The diphenyl-2 6

pyridyl-phosphine oxide formed reacts preferentially with
2[ReOCl ] to give [ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)]. No Re(IV)4 3 2

complexes containing PPh py could be isolated from the2

1:1 reaction.
[ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)] crystallises in the monoclinic3 2

space group P2 /c with two molecules per asymmetric1

unit. Fig. 5 shows the molecular structure of one of the two
symmetrically independent individuals. Selected bond
lengths and angles are compared with the corresponding
values in [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)] in Table 4. In contrast to3 2

the latter complex the pyridine donor site in
[ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)] is co-ordinated in equatorial3 2

Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] in [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ]2 2 2

Tc–N(1) 1.594(3) Tc–Cl 2.376(1)
Tc–P 2.462(1)

N(1)–Tc–P 99.16(2) N(1)–Tc–Cl 109.79(2)
aCl–Tc–Cl 140.42(4) P–Tc–P9 161.69(3)

Cl–Tc–P 87.84(4) P–Tc–Cl(1)9 85.98(3)
a Symmetry operations to generate equivalent positions: 1 2 x, y, 1.5 2 Fig. 4. Molecular structure [16] of [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)] with 50%3 2

z. thermal ellipsoids. H atoms have been omitted for clarity.
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31Table 4 rhenium(IV) compounds as indicated by P-NMR spec-
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] in [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)] and3 2 troscopy of the reaction mixture.a[ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)]3 2 The molecular structures of [ReCl (OPPh py-O,N)] and4 2a)[ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)] [ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)]3 2 3 2 [ReCl (OH)(PPh py-O,N)] are shown in Fig. 6. Selected3 2

Re–O(10) 1.678(6) 1.671(5) bond lengths are contained in Table 5. It is evident that
Re–Cl(1) 2.351(2) 2.374(2) neither donor site of the chelating ligand in
Re–Cl(2) 2.370(2) 2.313(2) [ReCl (OPPh py-O,N)] cause a significant structural trans4 2Re–Cl(3) 2.335(2) 2.368(2)

influence. The longest Re–Cl bonds (2.303(2) andRe–N(12) 2.280(7) 2.169(6)
2˚2.339(2) A) are observed trans to Cl . Distortions from anRe–O(1) – 2.090(5)

Re–P 2.423(2) – ideal octahedral co-ordination sphere are mainly due to the
small bite angle of OPPh py, which is 82.2(2)8 in the2

O(10)–Re–O(1) – 167.0(2) present case. A similar bonding situation is observed in
O(10)–Re–P 93.6(3) –

[ReCl (OH)(OPPh py-O,N)]. The hydroxo ligand is3 2O(10)–Re–Cl(1) 98.9(2) 95.2(2)
situated trans to the phosphine oxide group which exertsO(10)–Re–Cl(2) 96.9(2) 103.7(2)

O(10)–Re–Cl(3) 115.2(3) 97.1(2) little trans labilisation. This suggests that the formation of
O(10)–Re–N(12) 156.5(3) 89.0(3) [ReCl (OH)(OPPh py-O,N)] is a result of the protonation3 2
Re–O(1)–P(1) – 123.3(3) of [ReOCl(OPPh py-O,N)] rather than from a ligand2Re–P–C(11) 87.3(3) –

exchange starting from the rhenium(IV) complexO(1)–P(1)–C(11) – 103.2(3)
[ReCl (OPPh py-O,N)]. Further reduction of the metal toC(11)–N(12)–Re 105.3(5) 121.9(5) 4 2

rhenium(III) is not observed under any of the reactiona Values for one symmetry-independent molecule.
conditions used.

Studies dealing with the co-ordination chemistry of
˚ligands (2.090(5) and 2.174(6) A, respectively) are only rhenium with other ligand systems having more than one

slightly longer than the Re–O bonds in a series of Re(II) pyridine and/or NH substituents are in progress in our2

triphenylphosphine oxide complexes where OPPh is laboratories.3

situated trans to NO, Cl or OPR [22].3

Rhenium(IV) complexes of the OPPh py ligand can be2

isolated when an excess of PPh py is used for the reaction2

3. Experimentalwith (NBu )[ReOCl ]. Large green columnar crystals are4 4

isolated directly from the reaction mixture. The crystals
(NEt ) [ReBr (CO) ] [23], (NEt ) [TcCl (CO) ] [24],contain [ReCl (OPPh py-O,N)] and 4 2 3 3 4 2 3 34 2

(NBu )[ReOCl ] [24] and (NBu )[TcNCl ] [25] were[ReCl (OH)(OPPh py-O,N)] in a 1:1 ratio. The latter 4 4 4 43 2

prepared by literature procedures. PPh py was purchasedcompound has obviously been formed by partial hydrolysis 2

from ALDRICH and used without further purification. IRand its formation is supressed when the reaction is
spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 1000performed in carefully dried solvents. Any rhenium(V)
spectrometer. NMR spectra were measured on a VARIANcomplexes which are formed immediately after the addi-
Gemini 2000 instrument (300 MHz) with TMS as internaltion of PPh py are rapidly reduced to the paramagnetic2

standard. FAB mass spectra were obtained using a TSQ 70
(FINNIGAN MAT) spectrometer with nitrobenzylalcohol
as matrix (8 keV, xenon).

3.1. (NEt )[ReBr (CO) (PPh py-P)]4 2 3 2

(NEt ) [ReBr (CO) ] (77 mg, 0.1 mmol) was dissolved4 2 3 3

in about 10 ml MeOH, mixed with a solution of PPh py2

(26 mg, 0.1 mmol) in 5 ml MeOH and heated under reflux
for 30 min. The solvent was removed under vacuum and
the oily residue was extracted with THF. The extracts were
evaporated to dryness and the obtained colourless solid
was redissolved in about 1 ml of CH Cl and layered with2 2

n-hexane. Long needles deposited upon diffusion of hex-
ane into the dichloromethane solution. Yield: 62 mg
(75%). Found: C, 40.0; H, 3.8; N, 3.5%. Calc. for
C H N Br O PRe: C, 40.8; H, 4.1; N, 3.4%. IR (n /Fig. 5. Ellipsoid representation [16] of [ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)] with 28 34 2 2 3 max3 2

21 2
50% thermal ellipsoids. H atoms have been omitted for clarity. cm ): 1861, 1913, 2010 vs. (CO). FAB MS: m /z 614
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Fig. 6. Ellipsoid representation [16] of [ReCl (OPPh py-O,N)] and [ReCl (OH)(PPh py-O,N)] with 30% thermal ellipsoids. H atoms have been omitted4 2 3 2

for clarity.

2(15%, [ReBr(CO) (PPh py)] ), 534 (100%, in about 10 ml MeOH, mixed with a solution of PPh py3 2 2
2[Re(CO) (PPh py)] ). (130 mg, 0.5 mmol) in 5 ml MeOH and heated under3 2

reflux for 30 min. The solvent was removed in vacuum and
3.2. [ReBr(CO) (PPh py-P) ] the oily residue was extracted with THF. The extracts were3 2 2

brought to dryness and the obtained colourless solid was
(NEt ) [ReBr (CO) ] (77 mg, 0.1 mmol) was dissolved redissolved in about 1 ml of CH Cl and overlayered with4 2 3 3 2 2

n-hexane. Colourless blocks deposited upon diffusion of
Table 5 hexane into the dichloromethane solution. Yield: 79 mg

˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] in [ReCl (OPPh py-O,N)] and4 2 (90%). Found: C, 49.3; H, 3.0; N, 3.2%. Calc. for
[ReCl (OH)(OPPh py-O,N)]3 2 C H N BrO P Re: C, 50.6; H, 3.2; N, 3.2%. IR (n /37 28 2 3 2 max

21 1[ReCl (PPh py-P,N)] [ReCl (OH)(PPh py-O,N)]4 2 3 2 cm ): 1906, 1944, 2027 vs. (CO). FAB MS: m /z 797
1(78%, [Re(CO) (PPh py) ] ), 769 (45%,Re(1)–Cl(1) 2.303(2) Re(2)–Cl(11) 2.308(4) 3 2 2

1 1Re(1)–Cl(2) 2.339(2) Re(2)–Cl(12) 2.375(4) [Re(CO) (PPh py) ] ), 534 (55%, [Re(CO) (PPh py)] ).2 2 2 3 2
Re(1)–Cl(3) 2.339(2) Re(2)–Cl(13) 2.354(4)
Re(1)–Cl(4) 2.247(3) Re(2)–O(14) 2.002(7)

3.3. (NEt )[TcCl (CO) (PPh py-P)]Re(1)–N(2) 2.177(7) Re(2)–N(32) 2.188(9) 4 2 3 2
Re(1)–O(1) 2.040(6) Re(2)–O(2) 2.126(9)
O(1)–P(1) 1.521(6) O(2)–P(2) 1.509(7) This compound was prepared according to the procedure

described for the analogous rhenium complex starting fromCl(1)–Re(1)–N(2) 173.1(2) Cl(11)–Re(2)–N(32) 169.2(3)
equivalent amounts of (NEt ) [TcCl (CO) ] and PPh py.Cl(1)–Re(1)–O(1) 90.9(2) Cl(11)–Re(2)–O(2) 90.1(2) 4 2 3 3 2

Colourless needles, yield 65%. Found: C, 53.1; H, 4.8; N,Cl(1)–Re(1)–Cl(2) 92.83(9) Cl(11)–Re(2)–Cl(12) 90.0(1)
Cl(1)–Re(1)–Cl(3) 93.04(9) Cl(11)–Re(2)–Cl(13) 92.0(2) 3.9%. Calc. for C H N Cl O PTc: C, 51.9; H, 5.3; N,28 34 2 2 3

21Cl(1)–Re(1)–Cl(4) 93.4(1) Cl(11)–Re(2)–O(14) 99.3(3) 4.3%. IR (n / cm ): 1857, 1905, 2015 vs. (CO).maxCl(2)–Re(1)–N(2) 86.7(2) Cl(12)–Re(2)–N(32) 87.7(3)
Cl(2)–Re(1)–O(1) 89.0(2) Cl(12)–Re(2)–O(2) 84.4(3)
Cl(2)–Re(1)–Cl(3) 173.03(8) Cl(12)–Re(2)–Cl(13) 167.8(3) 3.4. [TcCl(CO) (PPh py-P) ]3 2 2
Cl(2)–Re(1)–Cl(4) 91.1(1) Cl(12)–Re(2)–O(14) 95.2(2)
Cl(3)–Re(1)–N(2) 87.0(2) Cl(13)–Re(2)–N(32) 88.1(2)

The complex has been prepared similarly to the rheniumCl(3)–Re(1)–O(1) 87.2(2) Cl(13)–Re(2)–O(2) 83.6(2)
analogue starting from (NEt ) [TcCl (CO) ] and PPh pyCl(3)–Re(1)–Cl(4) 92.3(1) Cl(13)–Re(2)–O(14) 96.3(2) 4 2 3 3 2

(ratio 1:5). Colourless blocks, yield: 65%. Found: C, 58.8;Cl(4)–Re(1)–N(2) 93.4(2) O(14)–Re(2)–N(32) 91.4(3)
Cl(4)–Re(1)–O(1) 175.7(2) O(14)–Re(2)–O(2) 170.5(3) H, 4.1; N, 3.8%. Calc. for C H N ClP Tc: C, 59.6; H,37 28 2 2

213.8; N, 3.8%. IR(n / cm ): 1908 1966, 2017 s (CO).maxO(1)–Re(1)–N(2) 82.2(2) O(2)–Re(2)–N(32) 79.1(3)
Re(1)–N(2)–C(1) 117.7(5) Re(2)–N(32)–C(31) 120.5(5)
N(2)–C(1)–P(1) 113.3(6) N(32)–C(31)–P(2) 112.8(6) 3.5. [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ]2 2 2
C(1)–P(1)–O(1) 105.4(4) C(31)–P(2)–O(2) 105.2(4)
Re(1)–O(1)–P(1) 121.2(4) Re(2)–O(2)–P(2) 121.2(4) (NBu )[TcNCl ] (0.1 mmol, 50 mg) was dissolved in4 4
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Table 6
X-ray structure data collection and refinement parameters

(NEt )[ReBr (CO) - [ReBr(CO) (PPh py-P) ] [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ] [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N) ]? [ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)] [ReCl (OPPh py-O,N)]?4 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 4 2
1
](PPh py-P)] (NBu ) [ReCl ] [ReCl (OH)(OPPh py-O,N)]2 4 2 6 3 24

Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.4030.1530.15 0.4030.4030.30 0.5030.253.20 0.4030.3030.30 0.2530.1030.10 0.5030.1030.10
Formula C H Br N O PRe C H BrN O P Re C H Cl N P Tc C H Cl N OPRe C H Cl NO PRe C H Cl N O P Re28 34 2 2 3 37 28 2 3 2 34 28 2 3 2 25 32 4.5 1.5 1.25 17 14 3 2 34 29 7 2 3 2 2

21M (g mol ) 823.56 876.66 709.43 792.77 587.81 1196.08
Measuring Device CAD4 DIP2000 CAD4 CAD4 CAD4 CAD4

˚Radiation /l (A) Cu Ka /1.54184 Mo Ka /0.71073 Mo Ka /0.71073 Mo Ka /0.71073 Cu Ka /1.54184 Mo Ka /0.71073
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Tetragonal Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /c P2 /c C2/c P4 /n P2 /c P2 /c1 1 2 1 1

˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚Unit cell a59.390(1) A a59.280(2) A a524.061(7) A a517.665(1) A a513.757(1) A a513.654(1) A
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚b518.961(2) A b538.515(7) A b59.344(1) A b517.665(1) A b516.082(1) A b516.126(2) A
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚c517.106(2) A c59.836(2) A c515.698(5) A c518.640(1) A c517.396(1) A c517.397(2) A

b 596.67(1)8 b 5108.33(3)8 b 5116.11(2)8 b 5908 b 594.95(1)8 b 595.07(1)8
3˚V (A ) 3025.0(6) 3337(1) 3169(1) 5816,7(6) 3834.3(4) 3815.6(7)

Z 4 4 4 8 8 4
23D (g cm ) 1.808 1.745 1.487 1.811 2.037 2.082c

T (8C) 18 265 18 18 18 265
Scan type v scans v scans v scans v scans v scans

21Linear absorption coefficient, m (mm ) 11.699 4.974 0.753 5.702 17.133 6.952
Absorption correction c scans None c scans c scans c scans DIFABS [30]
T 0.5703 0.8992 0.8121 0.837 0.229min

T 0.9459 0.9569 0.9650 0.9586 1.000max

Measured reflections 5749 4907 3565 5455 7386 5743
Independent reflections 4724 4907 3436 5105 6499 5230
Independent reflections (I . 2s(I)) 4425 4501 2862 4155 4588 4676
Refined parameters 344 425 247 328 451 456

2R1 (F ) /wR2 (F ) 0.0402/0.1040 0.0406/0.0976 0.0330/0.0782 0.0528/0.1178 0.0384/0.0847 0.0422/0.0964
GooF 1.061 1.185 1.060 1.146 1.009 1.107
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10 ml acetone and PPh py (0.5 mmol, 130 mg) was added hydrogen atoms. Refinement was performed using2

in 10 ml acetone. The mixture was heated under reflux for SHELXL97 [29]. Hydrogen atoms have been included at
2 h and reduced in volume to about 5 ml. Upon cooling calculated positions and regarded using the ‘riding model’
yellow-brown crystals of [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ] deposited option of SHELXL97. Certain disorders have been taken2 2 2

on the flask walls. Yield: 32 mg (45%). Found: C, 57.4; H, into account during the refinement of
3.8; N, 7.3%. Calc. for C H N Cl P Tc: C, 57.5; H, 3.9; (NEt )[ReBr (CO) (PPh py-P)] (a pair of trans situated34 28 3 2 2 4 2 3 2

21 2N, 7.3%. IR (n / cm ): 1072 s (Tc;N). Br /CO ligands), [ReBr(CO) (PPh py-P) ] (a pair ofmax 3 2 2
2trans situated Br /CO ligands), [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)]?3 2

221
](NBu ) [ReCl ] (disordered ReCl anion) and4 2 6 63.6. [ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)] and [ReOCl (PPh py- 43 2 3 2

1 [ReCl (OPPh py-O,N)]?[ReCl (OH)(OPPh py-O,N)] (Re4 2 3 2]P,N)]? (NBu ) [ReCl ]4 2 64
atom in the hydroxo compound). Crystal data and more
details of the data collections and refinements are con-(NBu )[ReOCl ] (59 mg, 0.1 mmol) was dissolved in4 4
tained in Table 6.about 5 ml acetone and PPh py (26 mg, 0.1 mmol) in 5 ml2

acetone was added. The mixture was stirred for 5 h at
room temperature and reduced in volume to about 5 ml.
Long green needles of [ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)] deposited3 2 Supplementary data
upon keeping overnight in a refrigerator. The crystals were
removed by filtration and dried in vacuum. Yield: 18 mg Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
(30% based on Re). Found: C, 35.4; H, 2.8; N, 1.9; Cl, Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
18.5%. Calc. for C H NCl O PRe: C, 34.7; H, 2.4; N,17 14 3 2 CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition number:

212.4; Cl, 18.1%. IR (n / cm ): 989 s (Re5O), 1101 s ((Et N)[ReBr (CO) (PPh py-P)] CCDC 118881,max 4 2 3 21 1(P5O). FAB MS: m /z 589 (5%, [M1H] ), 536 (52%, [ReBr(CO) (PPh py-P) ] CCDC 118882,3 2 21[ReOCl (PPh py)] ). [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)] CCDC 118883,2 2 3 2
1Xylene (2 ml) was added to the filtrate of the above ][ReOCl (OPPh py-N,O)]? (NBu )[ReCl ] CCDC3 2 4 64

mentioned reaction mixture and the volume of the solution 118884, [ReCl (OPPh py-N,O)]?[Re(OH)Cl (OPPh py-4 2 3 2
was reduced by a slow stream of nitrogen. Large, dark N,O)] CCDC 118885, [TcNCl (PPh py-P) ] CCDC2 2 2

1
]green blocks of [ReOCl (PPh py-P,N)]? (NBu )[ReCl ] 118886.3 2 4 64

deposited with a small amount of thin needles identified as
[ReOCl (OPPh py-O,N)] and removed by hand). Yield: 323 2

mg (40% based on Re). Found: C, 38.3; H, 3.5; N, 2.2; Cl,
Acknowledgements18.7%. Calc. for C H N Cl O P Re : C, 37.8; H, 4.0;100 128 6 18 4 4 5

21N, 2.6; Cl, 20.1%. IR (n / cm ): 956s (Re5O).max We thank the Herrmann-Starck AG for generously
providing rhenium metal and gratefully acknowledge

3.7. [ReCl (OPPh py-O,N)]?[ReCl (OH)(OPPh py-O,N)]4 2 3 2 financial support from the DAAD and the British Council
under the ARC programme. UA additionally thanks the

(NBu )[ReOCl ] (59 mg, 0.1 mmol) was dissolved in4 4 ¨Fonds der Chemischen Industrie and Professor J. Strahle
about 5 ml acetone and PPh py (130 mg, 0.5 mmol) in 102 ¨(Tubingen).
ml acetone was added. The mixture was heated under
reflux for 5 h and reduced in volume to about 5 ml. Xylene
(2 ml) was added and the reaction mixture was kept in a
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Abstract

nComplexes of 2-(29-pyridyl)quinoxaline (L) with R SnCl (R5Me, Et, Bu ) have been synthesized and characterized using IR, far-IR,2 2
119 1 13¨Sn Mossbauer, H and C spectroscopies. The X-ray crystal structure of Et SnCl L shows a bidentate chelating behaviour of L, which2 2

is observed in all the diorganotin compounds presented. Interaction of the ligand L with SnCl resulted in the formation of a salt with the4
21 22 nformula [(LH) ] [SnCl ] . Solution studies of the complexes R SnCl L (R5Me, Et, Bu ) revealed partial dissociation of the ligand in2 6 2 2

chloroform.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Diorganotin(IV) complexes; 2-(29-pyridyl)quinoxaline; Antitumor; Crystal structure

1. Introduction been extensively investigated [12–24]. Organotin(IV) con-
taining nitrogen ligands are becoming increasingly im-

Organotin(IV) compounds are widely used as biocidals portant as a number of such compounds show antitumor
[1,2] (fungicides, bactericides, acaricides, wood preserva- activity.
tives) and are involved in a wide range of industrial Correlation of X-ray crystallographic data with anti-
applications (e.g. poly(vinyl) chloride stabilizers, waste cancer activity has shown interesting results [25–27]. The
burial, glass-coating operations etc). They are consequently Sn–N length as well as the X–Sn–X bond angle seem to
diffused into the environment with the result that tin is the play an important role in the development of antitumor
third most important pollutant element in the ecosystem activity by octahedral tin(IV) compounds incorporating
[3]. N-donor ligands. It seems that for a dialkyltin(IV) dihalide

As some organometallic tin(IV) compounds are found to complex with a bidentate ligand of general formula
be toxic, the question of tin introduction into the human R SnCl L trans is the most preferred configuration of R2 2 2

food chain has been raised [4]. On the other hand, groups [28,29], among the three ideal stereoisomeric forms
pharmacological applications [5–7] have also been re- (trans, cis and distorted cis) that can exist.
ported with tin-based antitumor drugs being the most Herein we report the preparation, X-ray crystal structure,

¨important [8,9]. IR, NMR and Mossbauer spectra of octahedral tin(IV)
2-(29-pyridyl)quinoxaline, which can potentially com- complexes with the bidentate ligand 2-(29-pyridyl)quinox-

bine the chelating properties of 2,29-bipyridine (bpy) with aline (Fig. 1).
the bridging properties of quinoxaline, belongs to a family
of heteroaromatic nitrogen heterocycles, which is currently
a subject of research interest [10,11]. The coordination 2. Experimental
chemistry of the above ligand with transition metals has

2.1. Materials and methods

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 130-15-385-348; fax: 130-15-911-442.
Dimethyltin dichloride, dibutyltin dichloride and tin(IV)E-mail address: garoufis@teiath.gr (A. Garoufis)

1Corresponding co-authors. These authors are also senior authors. chloride were purchased from Fluka and used without
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(4 ml) was added dropwise to a solution of 2-(29-
pyridyl)quinoxaline (0.165 g, 0.8 mmol) of the same
solvent. The pale yellow solution was refluxed for 24 h and
then evaporated to dryness. The solid product was dis-
solved in a hot mixture of toluene–benzene 1:1 (5 ml) and
stored at ambient temperature for 2 days. The resulting
pale yellow crystals of (2) which formed were filtered off,
washed with a cold mixture of toluene–benzene 1:1 and
dried in air. The yield was 0.240 g (65%). Anal. calc. for
C H N SnCl : C, 48.6; H, 4.5; N, 8.5; Sn, 24.0; Cl,20 22 3 2

14.3%. Found: C, 48.8; H, 4.8; N, 8.2; Sn, 24.0; Cl, 14.0%.
23Melting point5798C. L (CHCl , 10 M)58M 3

2 21S cm mol .

2.2.3. Preparation of dichlorodibutyl[2-(29-Fig. 1. The ligand L52-(29-pyridyl)quinoxaline.
npyridyl)quinoxaline]tin(IV) Bu SnCl L (3)2 2

nfurther purification. Diethyltin chloride was prepared ac- A solution of Bu SnCl (0.210 g, 0.7 mmol) in CHCl2 2 3cording to the literature [30]. 2-(29-pyridyl)quinoxaline (4 ml) was added dropwise to a solution of 2-(29-
was synthesized as described previously [12]. Solvents pyridyl)quinoxaline (0.145 g, 0.7 mmol) of the same
were purified using the usual methods. solvent. The pale yellow solution was heated at reflux

C, H and N elemental analyses were performed using a overnight and evaporated to dryness. The solid product
Carlo Erba 1108 apparatus and tin was determined was washed with cold toluene (235 ml) and benzene
gravimetrically as tin dioxide. IR spectra were recorded (235 ml) and dried in air. The yield was 0.15 g (42%).
using KBr discs on a Nicolet 550 instrument and far IR Anal. calc. for C H N SnCl : C, 49.3; H, 5.3; N, 8.2;17 19 3 2spectra on a Bruker 232 using polyethylene discs. Conduc- Sn, 23.2; Cl, 13.9%. Found: C, 49.9; H, 5.8; N, 8.8; Sn,

23tivities were measured using a WTW-LF3 conductimeter. 23.0; Cl, 14.0%. Melting point5548C. L (CHCl , 10M 3
2 21¨Mossbauer spectra were taken in a conventional constant M)511 S cm mol .

¨acceleration Mossbauer spectrometer using a 5 mCi source
of CaSnO moving at room temperature, while the ab-3

1 2.2.4. Preparation of the compound (LH) [SnCl ] (4)2 6sorber was kept at liquid nitrogen temperature. H (250.13
13 A solution of SnCl (1 mmol) in CHCl (10 ml) was4 3MHz) and C (62.83 MHz) NMR spectra were recorded

added dropwise to a hot solution of 2-(29-pyridyl)quinox-in CDCl or DMSO-d solutions on a Bruker WM-2503 6 aline (0.260 g, 1 mmol) of the same solvent. A yellowspectrometer at room temperature and were referenced to
product, which was formed immediately, was filtered andthe signal of the free DMSO or CHCl , which were3 washed with cold toluene (235 ml) and benzene (235 ml)assigned values of 2.49 and 7.24 ppm, respectively.
and dried in air. The yield was 0.15 g (42%). Anal. calc.
for C H N SnCl : C, 41.87; H, 2.43; N, 11.27; Sn,26 18 6 62.2. Preparation of the complexes
15.92; Cl, 28.52%. Found: C, 42.20; H, 2.81; N, 11.85; Sn,
16.0; Cl, 28.5%; decomposition point .3208C.2.2.1. Preparation of dichlorodimethyl[2-(29-

pyridyl)quinoxaline]tin(IV) Me SnCl L (1)2 2

2.3. X-ray crystal structure determinationA solution of Me SnCl (0.220 g, 1 mmol) in CHCl (42 2 3

ml) was added dropwise to a solution of 2-(29-
C H N Cl Sn, triclinic, P21, a59.557(5), b5pyridyl)quinoxaline (0.207 g, 1 mmol) of the same solvent 20 22 3 2

˚14.558(7), c58.182(5) A, a589.98(2), b582.73(2), g5and refluxed overnight. The resultant pale yellow solution
3˚was evaporated to dryness, redissolved in hot toluene (5 75.47(1)8, V51092.5(1) A (by least-squares fit of the

ml) and stored at 08C. After a few hours, a white powder setting angles of 25 automatically centered reflections with
˚of (1) was formed, which was filtered off, washed with 2u in the range 11–238, l50.710730 A), Z52, T5298 K.

cold toluene and dried in air. The yield was 0.35 g (80%). Colorless prismatic crystals. Crystal dimensions: 0.103
21Anal. calc. for C H N SnCl : C, 42.4; H, 3.5; N, 9.8; 0.1030.40 mm, m(MoKa)51.422 mm . Intensity data15 15 3 2

Sn, 27.8; Cl, 16.6%. Found: C, 42.9; H, 3.7; N, 9.6; Sn, were collected on a Crystal Logic Dual Goniometer
2327.5; Cl, 16.9%. Melting point51048C. L (CHCl , 10 diffractometer using a u –2u scan method to 2u(max)5458,M 3

2 21 21M)510 S cm mol . with a scan speed of 3.28 min , a scan range of 2.31a a1 2

separation. Three standard reflections monitored every 97
2.2.2. Preparation of dichlorodiethyl[2-(29- reflections showed less than 3% variation and no decay.
pyridyl)quinoxaline]tin(IV) [Et SnCl L]?0.5 benzene (2) Lorentz, polarization and c-scan empirical absorption2 2

A solution of Et SnCl (0.200 g, 0.8 mmol) in CHCl corrections were applied using Crystal Logic software.2 2 3
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3049 reflections were measured, 2843 were unique [R 5int

0.0123], giving 2253 with I.2s(I), 258 parameters re-
fined, [D /s]max50.081, [Dr]max/ [Dr]min50.820/2

3˚0.470 e/A , R1(wR2)50.0524(0.1402) for 2253 indepen-
dent observed reflections. The structure was solved by
direct methods using SHELXS-86 [31] and refined using

2the full matrix least-squares techniques on F with
SHELXL-93 [32]. Hydrogen atoms of the coordinated
carbons C(14) and C(16) were introduced at calculated
positions as riding on bonded atoms, those of the methyl
C(15) and C(17) were not included in the refinement. The
other hydrogen atoms were located by difference maps and
refined isotropically. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined
anisotropically (except those of the benzene solvate which
refined isotropically).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis

The preparation of the diorganotin complexes is summa-
Fig. 2. ORTEP diagram of [Et SnCl L]0.5C H with 50% probability2 2 6 6rized in Eq. (1) thermal ellipsoids showing the atomic labeling scheme. Selective bond

˚distances (A) and angles (8) are: Sn–C(14) 2.16(1), Sn–C(16) 2.19(1),CHCl reflux3
Sn–Cl(1) 2.534(3), Sn–Cl(2) 2.424(3), Sn–N(1) 2.466(6), Sn–N(2)→R SnCl 1 L }}} R SnCl L (1)2 2 2 2
2.640(6), N(1)–C(1) 1.33(1), N(1)–C(5) 1.34(1), C(5)–C(6) 1.49(1),
N(2)–C(6) 1.32(1), N(2)–C(13) 1.35(1), C(8)–C(13) 1.41(1), C(14)–

In an attempt to isolate the inorganotin(IV) complex Sn–C(16) 160.8(5), C(14)–Sn–Cl(2) 98.5(4), C(14)–Sn–Cl(1) 90.7(4),
with the ligand L, it was reacted in hot chloroform solution C(14)–Sn–N(1) 90.0(4), C(16)–Sn–Cl(2) 100.5(3), C(16)–Sn–Cl(1)

89.9(3), C(16)–Sn–N(1) 87.3(4), Cl(2)–Sn–N(1) 91.4(2), N(1)–Sn–with an equimolar amount of SnCl . The analytical and4
N(2) 65.1(2), N(2)–Sn–Cl(1) 108.6(2), Cl(1)–Sn–Cl(2) 94.9(1), C(1)–spectroscopic data (see below) of the yellow microcrystal-
N(1)–Sn 119.8(6).line product which was formed indicates that it is an ionic

salt of the type (LH) [SnCl ] (4), according to Eq. (2).2 6
side of the C(5)–C(6) bond [13–24]. The angle betweenThe formation of the hydrochloric acid in situ is probably
the two individually planar moieties of L (pyridine anddue to the hydrolysis of SnCl .4
quinoxaline rings) is 10.5(1)8. In the free ligand the two

2HCl, CHCl , reflux3 21 22 planar moieties are more coplanar, making an angle of 3.48→2SnCl 1 2L }}}}} [(LH) ] [SnCl ] (2)4 2 6 [16].
˚Compound (4) is almost insoluble in all common organic The Sn–Cl bond lengths (2.424(3) A Sn–Cl(2) and

˚solvents except DMSO, while complexes (1)–(3) are 2.534(3) A Sn–Cl(1)) are within the expected limits [34].
˚ ˚soluble in hot CH OH, CHCl , CH CN, DMF and DMSO. Sn–C(14) 2.16(1) A and Sn–C(16) 2.19(1) A bond3 3 3

The molar conductivity values of the complexes (1)–(3) lengths are close to the mean distances of Sn–C [34,35].
23 ˚(in CHCl for 10 M solutions) show that they are There is a significant difference (0.174 A) in bond3

non-electrolytes [33]. length between the two Sn–N bonds with the tin–pyridine
˚nitrogen distance [Sn–N(1)52.466(6) A] being shorter

˚3.2. Description of the crystal structure than the tin–quinoxaline [Sn–N(2)52.640(6) A] due to a
difference in donor strength of the respective nitrogen

The molecular structure of [Et SnLCl ] is shown in Fig. atoms. This difference is the highest observed in complex-2 2

2. Selected bond distances and angles are also shown in es of the ligand L with Hg(II), Zn(II), Cu(I), Pd(II), Fe(II)
Fig. 2. and Mn(II) halides [16–24]. The shortest Sn–N is trans to

The structure consists of one Sn(IV) centre, surrounded the long Sn–Cl, as expected.
by two halogen atoms [Cl(1), Cl(2)], two carbon atoms The coordination geometry about the Sn(IV) atom is
[C(14), C(16)] and the nitrogen atoms N(1) and N(2), distorted octahedral with the chlorine atoms cis to each
giving a six-coordinated geometry with a N C Cl ligand other, while the ethyl groups are trans. The C(14)–Sn–2 2 2

donor set. L acts in a bidentate manner through N(1) and C(16) axis deviates significantly from the linearity
N(2) adopting the syn conformation, where the pyridine (160.88). In general, the stereochemistry of the Et Sn(IV)2

and quinoxaline nitrogen atoms are located on the same skeleton in complexes with bidentate N–N donor atoms
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Table 1
a 21Diagnostic IR and far-IR metal–ligand stretching frequencies (cm ) for the prepared compounds and L

Compound n(C=N) ring Diagnostic L band d(Py) g(Py) n(Sn–C) n(Sn–Cl)

L 1492 s 1480 s 961 vs 622 m 409 s – –
Me SnCl L 1505 s 1483 s 962 s 638 m 416 s 579 s 232 m 228 m2 2

Et SnCl L 1502 s 1482 s 961 s 636 m 418 s 534 s 232 m 228 m2 2
nBu SnCl L 1500 s 1486 s 964 s 640 m 419 s 589 m 233 m2 2

[SnCl ](LH) 1532 s 1503 s 969 s 598 m 383 s 303 m 170 w6 2

a FT spectra: s, strong; vs, very strong; m, medium; w, weak.

21ligands, is trans or distorted trans with a C–Sn–C angle in ligand this band appears at 961 cm which, upon
21the range 180–1608; e.g. (C H ) SnCl (2,29-bipyridyl) complexation, shifts barely (0–3 cm ) to higher fre-2 5 2 2

175.88, (C H ) SnCl (2,29,6,69-bipyridyl) 171.78 [36], quencies without splitting; this is typical of the monode-2 5 2 2

(C H ) SnCl [3-(2-pyridyl)-5, 6-diphenyl-1, 2, 4-triazine)] ntate coordination type [47].2 5 2 2

164.68 [37], (C H ) SnCl [2-(29-pyridyl)-6-methylben- The far-IR spectra of the compounds (1)–(3) show the2 5 2 2

zymithazole] 162.88 [38]. v(C–Sn) and v(C–Cl) bands, located in frequencies close
In the equatorial plane the bond angles are: Cl(2)–Sn– to those of similar trans-octahedral R SnX N complexes2 2 2

Cl(1)594.9(1)8, Cl(1)–Sn–N(2)5108.6(2)8, N(2)–Sn– [13–15,39]. The absence of a band assignable to v (C–sym

N(1)565.1(2)8, Cl(2)–Sn–N(1)591.4(2)8. The chelating Sn) indicates a linear C–Sn–C trans-configuration [41,47].
nature of L significantly affects the N(1)–Sn–N(2) bond The v(Sn–Cl) stretching frequencies may be assigned at

21angle which deviates (24.98) from the idealized value. about 230 cm as a double band, confirming the cis-
structure of the chlorine atoms in the coordination sphere

3.3. IR and far-IR spectroscopy of Sn(IV) [47,48]. Compound (4) theoretically exhibits
three Raman-active and two infrared-active v(Sn–Cl)

Table 1 presents the characteristic mid-IR and far-IR stretching vibrations, due to the octahedral geometry (O )h
22bands, of both L and the compounds recorded in the range of the [SnCl ] . Indeed there are two bands observed at6

21 214000–100 cm . Assignments of metal ligand stretching 303 and 170 cm , assigned to v(Sn–Cl).
vibrations have been carefully given after having consid-

119 ¨ered the band intensities, the frequencies of the free ligand 3.4. Sn Mossbauer spectroscopy
as well as the used diorganotin(IV) chlorides and the

¨literature reports [39–43]. The Mossbauer data determined by simple least-square
The ring stretching vibration bands of the free ligand, fits of the spectra (isomer shift, quadrupole splittings

21involving the v(C=N), which lie at 1492 and 1480 cm , average linewidths at half maximum are listed in Table 2).
are slightly shifted to higher frequencies (8–13 and 2–6 The spectra of compounds (1) and (4) are shown in Fig. 3

21cm ) in the complexes (1)–(3) indicating that L is The observed linewidths have the expected experimental
21similarly coordinated in all cases. These bands are shifted values (|0.80 mm s ), except for complex (1) which

21 21higher (40 and 23 cm ) in the compound (4) in which L displays a broader linewidth (0.98 mm s ) indicating poor
is protonated and located far from the Sn(IV) atom. The crystallinity.
pyridine-ring bands, d(Py) and g(Py), are shifted upwards The hyperfine parameters of (4) are very close to the
in all three complexes (1)–(3) denoting that the pyridine six-coordinated Sn(bpy)Cl complex. The isomer shift of4

nitrogen atom is coordinated to Sn(IV) [44]. In contrast, the spectra of the dialkyl derivatives (1)–(3) coincide with
compound (4) shows downward shifts of these bands, the values of the corresponding isostructural parent com-
indicative of the protonation of the pyridine nitrogen. pounds while they all display larger quadrupole interac-

Quinoxaline potentially acts as a bridging or monode- tions [49]. The similarity of the isomer shift may be
ntate ligand and the key of this difference is viewed in the expected, since the substitution of two Cl atoms by two N

21region around 960 cm [44–46] as a single strong sharp atoms, as the crystal structure dictates, does not alter
band for the monodentate coordination type. In the free considerably the s-electron density of the Sn atom. The

Table 2
119 ¨The hyperfine parameters of Sn Mossbauer spectra of the prepared Sn(IV) compounds (1)–(4)

21 21Compound Isomer shift (mm s ) Quadruple splitting G (mm s )

Me SnCl L (1) 1.51(1) 4.08 0.982 2

Et SnCl L (2) 1.67(1) 3.98 0.862 2
nBu SnCl L (3) 1.61(1) 3.85 0.812 2

[SnCl ](LH) (4) 0.49(1) 0.36 0.786 2
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lished data for L [12] and its complexes with various
metals [16–19,21,23].

The dimethyltin(IV) and diethyltin(IV) complexes ex-
hibit almost identical chemical shifts in both proton and
carbon spectra, a fact that implies a similar mode of
coordination for the two compounds. A considerable
downfield shift for the H69 atom (0.16ppm for Me SnCl L2 2

and 0.14 ppm for Et SnCl L) is observed due to a decrease2 2

in the electron density of the ligand’s pyridine ring.
Coordination of the N(19) to the Sn(IV) atom is suggested.
The shift for H(3) is insignificant (# 0.03 ppm), sug-
gesting that the N(4) atom of the quinoxaline ring does not
participate in coordination to the metal atom [17,21]. In the
opposite case a considerable shift would be expected. The
H(5) and H(8) atoms of the quinoxaline ring at the free
ligand are magnetically equivalent and appear in the same
region. Coordination of the ligand L to Sn(IV) results in
different downfield shifts of the two protons with H(8)
exhibiting the greatest chemical shift (0.18 ppm). Coordi-
nation through N(1) is suggested. All the aromatic carbon
atoms of the two complexes appear in the region between

13155 and 120 ppm of the C NMR spectra. No consider-
able chemical shifts are observed for the carbon atoms of
the ligand upon complexation with dimethyltin(IV) or
diethyltin(IV).

nFor the Bu SnCl L complex the higher chemical shifts2 2

(0.13 and 0.12 ppm) are observed for the H(49) and the
H(59). The existence of the complex in solution is reflected
by changes in the electron density and in p-electron

¨Fig. 3. (a) Mossbauer spectra of [SnCl ](LH) , and (b) polycrystalline6 2 circulation about the heterocyclic pyridine ring. An s-
Me SnCl L. The solid lines in both spectra are the best fit to the data.2 2 charge donation from the N-donor of the ligand to the

metal center results in a decrease of the ligand’s electron
larger quadrupole splitting values indicate larger distor- density and produces a deshielding which is extended to
tions of the octahedron and/or stronger s-bonds. positions remote from the metal [50]. No differentiation in

position between H(5) and H(8) atoms is observed. The
1 133.5. H and C NMR spectroscopy greatest carbon shifts are recorded for the C29, C69, C2 and

C59 implying that the N(19) coordinates to the metal.
1 13The H and C NMR chemical shifts of the free ligand In the case of the salt [SnCl ](LH) protonation of the6 2

and the Sn(IV) complexes are shown in Tables 3 and 4, ligand at the N(19) position leads to a downfield shift of
respectively. Assignments were based on previous pub- the aromatic protons of the pyridine ring with H(49), H(39)

Table 3
1 a 119 / 117H chemical shifts in ppm for the free ligand and the prepared Sn(IV) compounds (J( Sn–H) coupling constants (Hz) of the prepared organotin(IV)
compounds in CDCl )3

3 119 / 117 2 119 / 117Compound Solvent H H H H H H H H H R J( Sn–H) J( Sn–H)3 69 39 5 8 49 6 7 59

L CDCl 9.95s 8.77d 8.58d 8.13m 7.87m 7.77m 7.39m3

Me SnCl 1.19s (CH ) 68.6 /65.72 2 32

Me SnCl L CDCl 9.93s 8.93d 8.59d 8.31m, 8.18m 7.96m 7.82m 7.47m 1.21s (CH ) 73.7 /70.422 2 3 3

Et SnCl 1.42t (CH ), 1.74q (–CH ) 135.5 /129.5 47.6 /45.42 22 2 3 2

Et SnCl L CDCl 9.92s 8.91d 8.57d 8.31m, 8.18m 7.93m 7.81m, 7.20m 7.45m 1.39t (CH ), 1.74q (–CH ) 141.9 /135.7 54.0 /51.72 22 2 3 3 2
nBu SnCl 0.93t (CH ), 1.40m (H ) 125.422 2 3 g

1.80m (H )a,b
nBu SnCl L CDCl 10.00s 8.85d 8.64d 8.19m 8.00m 7.80m 7.51m 0.93t (CH ), 1.40m (H ), 125.822 2 3 3 g

1.80m (H )a,b

L DMSO-d6 9.77s 8.73d 8.43d 8.08m 7.98m 7.84m 7.52m

[SnCl ](LH) DMSO-d6 9.87s 8.84d 8.62d 8.17m 8.20m 7.92m 7.69m6 2

a s, single; d, double; t, triple; q, quadruple; m, multiple.
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Table 4
13 119 / 117 13C chemical shifts in ppm for the free ligand and the prepared Sn(IV) compounds (J( Sn– C) coupling constants (Hz) of the prepared organotin(IV)
compounds in CDCl )3

1 119 / 117 13 2 119 / 117 13 3 119 / 117 13Compound C C C C C C C C C C C C Ca Cb Cg Cd J( Sn– Ca) J( Sn– Cb) J( Sn– Cg)29 69 2 3 8a 5a 59 6,7 5 8 49 39

L 154.5 150.1 149.4 144.2 142.5 141.8 137.1 130.1, 130.0 129.7 129.3 124.6 122.1

Me SnCl 6.5 478.1 /457.82 2

Me SnCl L 153.7 149.3 149.5 144.0 142.6 141.4 137.6 130.6, 130.4 129.6 129.3 125.0 122.4 9.0 548.5 /526.42 2

Et SnCl 21.8 9.5 431.5 /412.0 39.82 2

Et SnCl L 153.8 149.3 149.6 144.0 142.7 141.4 137.6 130.6, 130.4 129.6 129.4 124.9 122.4 21.8 9.5 531.5 /506.9 43.22 2

Bu SnCl 26.5 27.1 26.2 13.5 419.6 /401.8 32.2 81.42 2
nBu SnCl L 153.0 148.2 148.2 143.6 142.4 141.8 139.0 130.8, 130.6 129.8 129.2 125.2 122.8 27.9 26.9 26.2 13.5 445.0 /427.2 33.9 88.22 2
aL 153.4 149.4 149.4 143.5, 143.4 141.8 140.9 137.6 130.7, 130.5 129.2 128.8 125.2 121.6

a[SnCl ](LH) 152.3 148.6 148.5 143.7, 143.6 142.0 140.9 139.5 131.0, 131.0 129.4 129.0 125.8 122.56 2

a In (CD ) SO.3 2

2 2 2and H(59) being mostly affected. The C(59) atom shifts u 5 (0.0161) (u Ju) 2 (1.32)(u Ju) 1 133.4 (4)
slightly upfield by 1.9 ppm while C(39) shifts by 0.9 ppm.
A downfield shift is observed in the case of C(29), C(69) These relationships provide a simple method for estimat-
and C(2) by 1.1, 0.8 and 0.9 ppm, respectively. ing, with reasonable accuracy (within about 58), Me–Sn–

The observation of only a single sharp resonance and Me angles of crystalline [59] or amorphous [54]
only one set of spin–spin coupling constants between tin methyltin(IV) solids. They also allow estimates to be made
nuclei and methyl protons as shown in Table 3, indicates of the solution structures of methyltin(IV) compounds

1 13that only one, most probably the trans-isomer, exists in from H and C NMR measurements and provide an
solution in the case of the Me SnCl L complex [51–53]. important tool for comparing molecular structures in the2 2

An analogous observation holds for the other two dior- solid state and solution.
2 119 1ganotin complexes. Coupling constants of J( Sn– H), 68.6 Hz, and

2 117 1J( Sn– H), 65.7 Hz, are measured for the compound
Me SnCl in CDCl . These values increased by 5 Hz upon3.6. Solution studies 2 2 3

coordination with the ligand indicating that ligand protons
are deshielded with respect to those in the free donor [60].Information about the structure of methyltin(IV) com-
Use of the Lockhart and Manders equation for Me SnCl Lpounds in solution can be also drawn from the coupling 2 2

indicates a C–Sn–C angle of 1248 in solution. Taking intoconstants for the methyl carbons bonded to tin and the
119 / 117 13consideration the coupling constants J( Sn– C) andtin–hydrogen coupling. Tables 3 and 4 present the

119 / 117 119 / 117 using Eq. (3) the same C–Sn–C angle (1258) is estimated.J( Sn–H) and J( Sn–C) coupling constants for
When an excess of the ligand is dissolved into the complexthe new complexes.

119 / 117 solution, an increase of tin–proton and tin–carbon cou-The Sn satellites were identified on the basis of
pling constants is observed, depending on the amount ofprevious observations [54]. A Fermi contact mechanism

1 13ligand added. H and C-NMR spectra were recorded ingoverns the coupling between Sn and H [55]; therefore, the
various ratios of ligand:Me SnCl L and the measuredmore s character with which the Sn atom engages the Me 2 2

2 2 values of coupling constants are given in Table 5.group, the higher the value of u Ju will be. u Ju increases as
2 119 13 J( Sn– H) reaches 91.5 Hz at the highest ratio (1:5)the s character in the Sn–C bond increases from sp

2 used and the C–Sn–C angle becomes 1478. These data(tetrahedral tin) to sp (trigonal bipyramidal, equatorial
suggest that the donor–acceptor interaction betweenMe) to sp (octahedral, trans-Me) [56].

1 119 13 Me SnCl and L is maintained in the solution [60] and theIt has been found that the magnitude of J( Sn, C), 2 2

compound undergoes partial dissociation [50,60,61] inuJu, is linearly related [57] to the Me–Sn–Me bond angle,
CDCl according to the following equation:u, in tetra-, penta- and hexa-coordinated di-, tri- and 3

tetramethyltin(IV):
Me SnCl LáMe SnCl 1 L (6)2 2 2 2

uJu /Hz 5 11.4(u ) 2 875 (3)
This equation is further supported by conductivity

This empirical relationship provides a sensitive probe of measurements performed in CDCl . As the complex3

the structure of uncharacterized methyltin(IV) solids and solution shows no conductivity, it is concluded that no
of methyltin(IV) in solution. chlorine atoms are released upon dissolution of this

Another study revealed [58] that the magnitude of tin– compound.
2 119 1 2hydrogen J coupling u J( Sn, H)u, (u Ju) is also related to The new values indicate a coordination of six around the

the Me–Sn–Me angle according to the following quadratic tin atom, and show that equilibrium is displaced to the left.
expression: A distorted trans-octahedral structure is suggested for the
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Table 5
119 / 117 13 119 / 117 1J( Sn– C) and J( Sn– H) coupling constants (Hz) of mixtures of Me SnCl L and Et SnCl L with L in several ratios2 2 2 2

2 119 / 117 1 3 119 / 117 1 1 119 / 117 13 2 119 / 117 13J( Sn– Ha) J( Sn– Hb) J( Sn– Ca) J( Sn– Cb)

Me SnCl L:L2 2

1:1 80.8 /77.4 670.2 /651.0
1:3 86.0 /82.2 729.9 /697. 7
1:5 91.5 /87.8 779.5 /752.8
Et SnCl L:L2 2

1:1.5 59. 6 /57.3 147.4 /140.7 556.9 /532.4 44.08
1:3 64.0 /61. 8 152.6 /145.1

˚dimethyltin(IV) complex [62–64]. Based on various data ,2.39 A were inactive [26]. The Et SnCl L complex2 2

from the literature several general comments have been seems to be a good candidate for exhibiting anticancer
2made concerning the range of u Ju values expected for di- activity and its biological properties are under study.

and trimethyltin(IV) compounds of different coordination
number. Hexacoordinated dimethyltin(IV) compounds
with Me–Sn–Me angles from 109.1 to 1808 are known Supplementary data

2[65] from X-ray studies; for u .1358 (u Ju.83 Hz) it
2appears that u Ju faithfully represents the Me–Sn–Me Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge

angle. Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
1 119 13 1 117 13The magnitude of J( Sn– C) and J( Sn– C) of CB2 1EZ on request, quoting the deposition number

the compounds (1) and (2) are different from those 116689.
reported for the starting organotin(IV) derivatives and are
similar to those indicated for hexacoordinate tin(IV)
complexes [50,57,62]. When L is added to a CDCl Acknowledgements3
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Abstract

1.18 7.12 1The reaction of 3,14-dimethyl-2,6,13,17-tetraazatricyclo[14,4,0 ,0 ]docosane (L ) with bromoacetic acid produced the macrocycle
2 1.18 7.12(L 52,13-bis(2-carboxymethyl)-3,14-dimethyl-2,6,13,17-tetraazatricyclo[14,4,0 ,0 ]docosane) in which two carboxymethyl groups

2 2are appended. The complexes [NiL ]?4H O (2) and [CuL ]?4H O (3) have been prepared and characterized. The two pendant2 2

carboxymethyl groups of the macrocyclic ligand are trans to each other, and the absolute configuration is a trans-III in the solid state. The
crystal structures of 2 and 3 revealed an axially elongated octahedral geometry with four nitrogen atoms of the macrocycle and two
oxygen atoms of the pendant arms at the axial positions. The nickel(II) and copper(II) ions are located at an inversion center. Macrocycle

2 1L reacts more rapidly with metal (II) ions than does L . Spectra and electrochemical behaviors of the complexes are also discussed.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; N-functionalized macrocycle; Nickel(II) complex; Copper(II) complex

1. Introduction reactions of N-substituted macrocyclic complexes with the
transition metal(II) ions are much faster than those of

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the unsubstituted macrocyclic complexes. The increased labili-
tetraaza macrocyclic complexes containing N-substituted ty of the former, compared to the latter, has been attributed
functional groups because of their chemical properties and to the presence of the pendant groups, which promote such
specific structures [1–15]. It has been widely observed that reactions [13–15]. To further investigate the effect of the
such compounds can be influenced by the type and number nature of functional pendant arms on the coordination
of the functional groups. For example, 1,8-bis(carbox- behaviors, we have been interested in the synthesis of a
yalkyl)-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane may provide six new macrocyclic ligand, 2,13-bis(2-carboxymethyl)-3,14-

1.18 7.12donors to a metal, allowing the formation of octahedral dimethyl-2,6,13,17-tetraazatricyclo [14,4,0 ,0 ]docos-
2complexes in which the two additional anionic donors ane (L ). In this study, we report the synthesis and

2adopt axial binding sites [10,11]. However, the copper(II) chemical properties of the metal(II) complexes with L .
complex of 2,13-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-3,14-dimethyl-

1.18 7.122,6,13,17-tetraazatricyclo[14,4,0 ,0 ]docosane reveals
a binuclear structure in which each copper ion is coordi- 2. Experimental
nated by a distorted square–pyramidal geometry with a
N Cl basal plane and a water molecule in the apical 2.1. Materials3

position [12]. Interestingly, the formation and dissociation
All chemicals used in syntheses were of reagent grade

and were used without further purification. The macrocycle*Corresponding author. Tel.: 182-42-829-7561; fax: 182-42-829- 1.18 7.123,14-dimethyl-2, 6, 13,17-tetraazatricyclo[14,4,0 ,0 ]-7561.
1

E-mail address: kychoi@mokwon.ac.kr (K.-Y. Choi) docosane (L ) was prepared as described previously [16].

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00219-3
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1 2 3 1The concentrations of L and L stock solutions were solution (50 cm ) of L (3.37 g, 0.01 mol) and anhydrous
determined by titration against a standard Cu(ClO ) sodium carbonate (5.83 g, 0.055 mol) were added, and the4 2

solution using murexide as an indicator. Stock solutions of mixture was heated to reflux for two days. The reaction
21 21Ni and Cu ions were prepared from the metal chloride mixture was cooled to room temperature and filtered to

and their concentrations were determined by EDTA titra- remove NaHCO . After the solution was evaporated to3
3tion using murexide as an indicator. All solutions were dryness, the residue was dissolved in water (20 cm ) and
1prepared in deionized water. the solution was filtered to remove any unreacted L . The

filtrate was acidified to pH 2.3 with concentrated hydro-
2.2. Measurements chloric acid. When the solution was allowed to stand for a

few days, a quantity of white crystals precipitated. Yield:
IR spectra were recorded as KBr pellets on a Perkin- 3.74 g (72%). Found: C, 50.94; H, 9.36; N, 10.71. Calc.

Elmer Paragon 1000 FT-IR spectrophotometer and elec- for C H N OCl : C, 50.86; H, 9.31; N, 10.78%. IR32 50 6 2
21tronic spectra were recorded using a Jasco Uvidec-610 (KBr, cm ): 3400, 3360 (nOH), 3178 (nNH) and 1705

1spectrophotometer. FAB mass spectra were performed (nCOOH). FAB mass (CH Cl , m /z): 519 (M) .2 2

using a Jeol JMS-HA 110A/110A instrument. Elemental
2analyses were carried out by the Korea Basic Science 2.4. Synthesis of[NiL ]?4H O (2)2Institute, Taejon, Korea. Magnetic susceptibilities were

2measured with a Johnson Matthey MK-II magnetic suscep- H L ?2HCl?H O (260 mg, 0.5 mmol) and NiCl ?6H O2 2 2 2
3tibility balance. The diamagnetic corrections were calcu- (119 mg, 0.5 mmol) were dissolved in 20 cm of water,

lated from Pascal’s constants. Cyclic voltammograms were and the pH was adjusted to 5.0 with NaOH (2.0 M). The
collected using a BAS 100BW electrochemical analyzer. mixture was heated to reflux for 2 h and then concentrated

3Voltammetry was performed with a 5.0-mm diameter to 10 cm under vacuum. The solution was filtered and left
microdisk working electrode. The cell platform was at room temperature until light purple crystals formed. The
fashioned according to Watanabe et al. [17] from a 5.0-mm product was filtered and recrystallized from a hot water–
diameter Pt wire, 0.5 mm silver wire (quasi-reference acetonitrile (1:1, v /v) mixture. Yield: 220 mg (76%).
electrode) and 24 gauge Pt wire (counter electrode), potted Found: C, 49.64; H, 8.62; N, 9.58. Calc. for
together in a 6.0-mm diameter cylinder of Epon 825 resin C H N ONiCl : C, 49.58; H, 8.67; N, 9.64%. IR (KBr,32 50 6 2

21(shell). Potential scan cyclic voltammetric experiments cm ): 3178 (nNH) and 1675 (nCOOH). m : 2.84 m ateff B
1were performed with a high current sensitivity potentiostat 258C. FAB mass (CH Cl , m /z): 581 (M) .2 2of local design operating under computer control. Data

acquisition was accomplished through a Keithley DAS- 22.5. Synthesis of [CuL ]?4H O (3)2HRES 16-bit analog input /output board in an IBM 486-
120 computer with locally written software. Dimethyl

The violet complex was prepared by a method similar to˚sulfoxide (DMSO) was distilled from 4 A molecular sieves
that used for the nickel(II) complex, except that CuCl ?2under reduced pressure. The electrochemical measure-
2H O (85 mg, 0.5 mmol) was employed instead of NiCl ?2 2ments were conducted in 0.10 M tetraethylammonium
6H O. Yield: 210 mg (72%). Found: C, 49.11; H, 8.54; N,2perchlorate (TEAP)–DMSO solution at 20.060.18C.
9.62. Calc. for C H N CuO : C, 49.17; H, 8.60; N,24 58 4 12Formation kinetic measurements of the metal(II) com-

21
1 2 9.56%. IR (KBr, cm ): 3178 (nNH) and 1676 (nCOOH).plexes of L and L were carried out in weak acetate

1FAB mass (CH Cl , m /z): 586 (M) .2 2buffer solutions (pH 5.4) with bromocresol green as an
indicator (615 nm). Earlier measurements by Kasprzyk and

2.6. CrystallographyWilkins [18] indicate that this indicator does not interact
with the ligand or the buffer. The ionic strength of the

The crystals were mounted on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4sample solutions was adjusted to 0.10 M with KCl. The
25 diffractometer. X-ray data were collected using graphite-concentration of the indicator was 2.0310 M, while the

˚concentrations of the ligands and the metal(II) ions were monochromated Mo–Ka radiation (l50.71069 A) at
23 221.0310 and 2.0310 M, respectively. The reactions of room temperature. Accurate cell parameters and an orienta-

21 1 2M with L and L were studied by monitoring the tion matrix were determined by least-squares fit of 25
increase in absorbance due to the formation of complexes reflections. An asymmetric unit of intensity data were
at 615 nm. collected in the v 22u scan mode. The intensity data were

corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. Empirical
22.3. Synthesis of H L ?2HCl?H O (1) absorption correction (w-scan) was applied. The structure2 2

was solved using direct methods [19] and refined [20] on
3 2To a methanol solution (25 cm ) of bromoacetic acid F by full-matrix least squares with anisotropic displace-

(6.95 g, 0.05 mol) was added a methanol solution (50 ment parameters for the non-hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen
3cm ) of KOH (2.81 g, 0.05 mol). Then, a methanol atoms were placed in calculated positions with isotropic
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Table 1
Crystallographic data

1 2 3

Formula C H N O Cl C H N NiO C H N CuO22 48 4 5 2 24 50 4 8 24 58 4 12

M 519.56 581.39 586.23
T (K) 289 291 291
Crystal color /habit Colorless /block Light purple /block Violet /block
Crystal size (mm) 0.4330.4130.20 0.2630.2330.17 0.3630.3030.26
Crystal system Orthorhombic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group Pbca P2 /c P2 /c1 1

˚a (A) 9.974(4) 9.000(3) 8.786(1)
˚b (A) 17.009(2) 14.712(2) 14.755(2)
˚c (A) 33.501(4) 12.330(3) 12.448(2)

b (8) 92.52(1) 94.28(1)
3˚V (A ) 5684(3) 1631.0(6) 1609.3(5)

Z 8 2 2
23D (g cm ) 1.177 1.184 1.209c

21
m (cm ) 0.254 0.640 0.722
2u (8) 49.94 49.94 51.94max

F(000) 2208 628 710
Absorption correction (w scan) None 0.905 and 0.740 0.850 and 0.243
No. of reflections collected 4980 2427 3306
No. of unique reflections 4980 2417 3156
No. of reflections with [I.2s(I)] 1806 904 2278
No. of parameters 317 187 187

aR 0.061 0.059 0.0521
bwR 0.141 0.118 0.1462

Goodness of fit 0.680 0.826 0.649
23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (eA ) 0.687 and 20.318 0.450 and 20.344 0.707 and 20.286

a R 5 o iF u 2 uF i /o uF u.1 o c o
b 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2wR 5 [o [w(F 2 F ) ] /o [w(F ) ]] .2 o c o

displacement parameters. Crystal parameters and details of bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 2. The two
pendant carboxymethyl groups are trans to each other, andthe data collections and refinement are summarized in
the absolute configuration of the ligand is a trans-III in theTable 1.
solid state. The N basal plane is slightly distorted4

[deviations: N(1) 20.290(3), N(2) 0.265(3), N(3)
˚3. Results and discussion 20.245(3), N(4) 0.270(3) A from the least-squares plane].

The water molecule is attached to the macrocycle through
3.1. Crystal structures an O(w1) . . . H–N(3) hydrogen bond. The distance and

˚angle of O(w1) . . . H–N(3) are 2.900(7) A and 160.5(3)8,
2An ORTEP drawing of H L ?2HCl?H O (1) with the respectively.2 2

2atomic labeling scheme is shown in Fig. 1 and the selected An ORTEP drawing of [NiL ]?4H O (2) with the2

atomic labeling scheme is shown in Fig. 2 and the selected

Table 2
2˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for H L ?2HCl?H O (1)2 2

N(1)–C(1) 1.549(8) N(1)–C(21) 1.545(8)
N(2)–C(6) 1.517(8) N(2)–C(7) 1.435(8)
N(2)–C(23) 1.442(8) N(3)–C(9) 1.517(7)
N(3)–C(13) 1.529(8) N(4)–C(11) 1.446(7)
N(4)–C(18) 1.508(7) N(4)–C(19) 1.518(7)
O(1)–C(12) 1.340(7) O(2)–C(12) 1.219(7)
O(3)–C(24) 1.356(7) O(4)–C(24) 1.219(7)

C(1)–N(1)–C(21) 116.5(5) C(6)–N(2)–C(7) 112.8(5)
C(6)–N(2)–C(23) 114.8(5) C(7)–N(2)–C(23) 111.4(6)
C(9)–N(3)–C(13) 113.1(5) C(11)–N(4)–C(18) 111.6(5)
C(11)–N(4)–C(19) 109.8(5) C(18)–N(4)–C(19) 111.9(5)
N(2)–C(23)–C(24) 112.7(6) N(4)–C(11)–C(12) 112.6(5)2Fig. 1. An ORTEP drawing of H L ?2HCl?H O (1) with the atomic2 2 O(1)–C(12)–O(2) 120.9(6) O(3)–C(24)–O(4) 121.3(6)

labeling scheme.
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2Fig. 3. An ORTEP drawing of [CuL ]?4H O (3) with the atomic labeling2
2Fig. 2. An ORTEP drawing of [NiL ]?4H O (2) with the atomic labeling scheme. The water molecules are omitted for clarity.2

scheme. The water molecules are omitted for clarity.

˚(tertiary amine) distance of 2.082(3) A is somewhat longer
˚bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 3. The than that of Cu–N(1) (secondary amine) [2.032(3) A]. The

˚molecule is centrosymmetrical. The macrocyclic ligand of average Cu–N distance of 2.057(2) A is in the normal
the present compound takes the most stable trans-III range for the six-coordinated copper(II) complexes with
configuration. The complex shows that the two carbox- tetraaza macrocyclic ligands [11,21]. As expected from the
ymethyl groups are attached to the less sterically hindered Jahn-Teller effect, the apical Cu–O(2) distance of 2.407(3)
nitrogen atoms of the macrocyclic ligand. The crystal ˚ ˚A is ca. 0.35 A longer than the average Cu–N distance.
structure of 2 reveals an axially elongated octahedral Furthermore, the apical Cu–O(2) distance is ca. 0.04–0.14

3geometry with bonds from the nickel(II) ion to the ˚ ˚A longer than that found in [CuL ][ClO ] (2.263(3) A)4 2
4 3secondary and tertiary amines of the macrocycle and two ˚[11] and [CuL ][ClO ] ?2H O [2.369(3) A] [11] (L 54 2 2

oxygen atoms of the pendant carboxymethyl groups. The 1,8-bis(carboxymethyl)-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane
˚ 4Ni–N(2) (tertiary amine) distance of 2.089(6) A is sig- and L 51,8-bis(carboxymethyl)-4,11-dimethyl-1,4,8,11-

nificantly longer than that of Ni–N(1) (secondary amine) tetraazacyclotetradecane). The long Cu–O(2) distance may
˚ ˚[1.850(6) A]. The average Ni–N distance of 1.970(4) A is be due to the steric hindrance of the methyl group on the

˚shorter than the axial Ni–O(2) distance of 2.358(5) A, six-membered chelate ring. The axial Cu–O(2) linkage is
indicating the axially elongated octahedral geometry. The bent slightly off the perpendicular to the CuN plane by4
N–Ni–N angles of the six-membered chelate rings are 12.0–12.78.
larger than those of the five-membered chelate rings. Also,
the axial Ni–O(2) linkage is not perpendicular to the NiN4

plane with N(1)–Ni–O(2) and N(2)–Ni–O(2) angles of 3.2. Characterization of the nickel(II) and copper(II)
98.5(2) and 75.7(2)8, respectively. The Ni–O(2)–C(12) complexes
angle related to the carboxymethyl group is 113.2(4)8.

2An ORTEP drawing of [CuL ]?4H O (3) with the The infrared spectra of the complexes show n(N–H) of2

atomic labeling scheme is shown in Fig. 3 and the selected the coordinated secondary amines and n(COO) of the
21bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 4. The complex pendant arms at ca. 3178 and 1675 cm , respectively. The

2has a tetragonally distorted octahedral geometry with an magnetic moment of [NiL ]?4H O (2) in the solid state is2
8inversion center at the copper(II) ion, and the macrocyclic 2.84 m at 258C, which is consistent with a d electronicB

ligand adopts the trans-III configuration. The Cu–N(2) configuration in an octahedral geometry. Visible absorption

Table 3 Table 4
2 2˚ ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [NiL ]?4H O (2) Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [CuL ]?4H O (3)2 2

Ni–N(1) 1.850(6) Ni–N(2) 2.089(6) Cu–N(1) 2.032(3) Cu–N(2) 2.082(3)
Ni–O(2) 2.358(5) O(1)–C(12) 1.177(8) Cu–O(2) 2.407(3) O(1)–C(12) 1.233(5)
O(2)–C(12) 1.489(9) O(2)–C(12) 1.248(5)

a aN(1)–Ni–N(2) 85.3(2) N(1)–Ni–N(2) 94.7(2) N(1)–Cu–N(2) 84.5(1) N(1)–Cu–N(2) 95.5(1)
a aN(1)–Ni–O(2) 98.5(2) N(1) –Ni–O(2) 81.5(2) N(1)–Cu–O(2) 102.7(1) N(1) –Cu–O(2) 77.3(1)
a aN(2)–Ni–O(2) 75.7(2) N(2) –Ni–O(2) 104.3(2) N(2)–Cu–O(2) 78.0(1) N(2) –Cu–O(2) 102.0(1)

Ni–O(2)–C(12) 113.2(4) O(1)–C(12)–O(2) 119.3(7) Cu–O(2)–C(12) 111.1(3) O(1)–C(12)–O(2) 127.0(4)
a aSymmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: 2 x 1 1, Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: 2 x 1 1,

2 y, 2 z 1 1. 2 y, 2 z 1 1.
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Table 5
aElectronic spectral data

21 21Complex l , nm (e 5M cm )max

1 d b[NiL ](ClO ) 463(73), 465(66)4 2
2[NiL ]?4H O (2) 527(6.8), 340(16)2

b530(7.0), 345(20)
c528(7.1), 341(18)

1 d b[CuL ](ClO ) 487(113), 508(150)4 2
3 e[CuH L ](ClO ) 565(75)2 4 2
4 e[CuH L ](ClO ) ?2H O 573(75)2 4 2 2

2 b c[CuL ]?4H O (3) 568(78), 573(80) , 568(79)2

a In water at 20.060.18C.
b In acetonitrile. 2
c Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammogram of [NiL ]?4H O (2) in 0.10 M TEAP–2DMSO.
d DMSO solution at 20.060.18C. The microelectrode radius is 5.0 mm. TheRef. [16].
e scan rate is 100 mV/s.Ref. [11].

together with the crystal structures, clearly show that the
2spectra (Table 5) of 2 in various solvents show a d–d band pendant carboxymethyl groups of [ML ]?4H O are coordi-2at ca. 527 nm. The wavelength and molar absorption nated to the metal ion.

coefficient of the band are comparable with those reported The complex formation reactions of transition metal(II)
1 2for the octahedral nickel(II) complex containing coordi- ions with L and L were studied under pseudo-first order

nated hydroxyl groups [6]. This indicates that the presence conditions in sodium acetate buffer solutions (pH 5.4) with
of two carboxymethyl groups affects the ligand field bromocresol green as an indicator at 25.060.18C. The
strength of the complex. The visible spectrum of 3 in water formation rate constants (k ) for the complexes areobs

2occurs at 568 nm, which is ca. 90 nm longer compared summarized in Table 7. The measured k values for Lobs1
1with that of the square–planar [CuL ][ClO ] [16]. This is4 2 are much higher than those for L under the same

attributed to the coordination of the pendant carbox- conditions, indicating that the attachment of carbox-
1ymethyl groups to the metal ion. In addition, the spectrum ymethyl groups to L leads to increased lability of the

of 3 is very similar to that of the octahedral copper(II) complex formations. It is likely that the diprotonated
2complexes of disubstituted cyclam (565 and 573 nm) [11]. macrocycle L provides an initial coordination site where

Cyclic voltammetric data for the nickel(II) and cop- electrostatic repulsion with protons in the central cavity
1per(II) complexes are listed in Table 6. A typical cyclic will not be so severe compared to L . Transfer of the metal

voltammogram of 2 is shown in Fig. 4. The complexes ion to the primary ring site will then become a rapid
show two waves of a one-electron transfer corresponding intramolecular process. The similar result has also been
to M(II) /M(III) and M(II) /M(I) processes. The oxidation observed in the attachment of acetate pendant arms to
potential for 2 is slightly more positive than that of the porphyrins, which leads to faster metal incorporation rates1square–planar [NiL ]Cl ?2H O, while the reduction po-2 2 [22].1tential for 2 is distinctly less positive than for [NiL ]Cl ?2

2H O. This fact indicates that complex 2 makes oxidation2

and reduction more difficult. For 3, the reduction potential
1is quite similar to that of [CuL ]Cl ?2H O. However, the2 2 Supplementary data

oxidation potential is slightly lower than that for the
1complex of L . As expected from the electronic spectra, Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge

this clearly shows that the carboxymethyl oxygen atoms of Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
3 are directly involved in coordination. The above results, CB2 1EZ, UK, on request, quoting the deposition numbers

121651 (1), 121652 (2) and 121653 (3).
Table 6

aCyclic voltammetric data for the nickel(II) and copper(II) complexes

Complex Potentials (Volt vs. silver wire) Table 7
21Formation rate constants k (s ) for the nickel(II) and copper(II)obsM(II) /M(III) M(II) /M(I) acomplexes

1 b[NiL ]Cl ?2H O 10.70 20.63(i) 212 2 Complex k (s )2 c obs[NiL ]?4H O (2) 10.80 20.70(qr)2
1 c 1 23[CuL ]Cl ?2H O 10.76 20.74(qr) [NiL ]Cl ?2H O 4.7(60.2)3102 2 2 2
2 b 2 22[CuL ]?4H O (3) 10.68 20.73(i) [NiL ]?4H O (2) 2.8(60.2)3102 2

1 23[CuL ]Cl ?2H O 1.1(60.1)310a 2 2Measured in 0.10 M TEAP–DMSO solution at 20.060.18C. 2 23[CuL ]?4H O (3) 6.3(60.3)310b 2i5irreversible.
c aqr5quasi-reversible. Measured in 0.10 M KCl and 25.060.18C.
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Abstract

The reaction of [Cu(dien)(H O)](NO ) with K [Co(CN) ] leads to the cyano-bridged heteropolynuclear complex,2 3 2 3 6

[h(Cu(dien)) Co(CN) j ][Cu(dien)(H O)Co(CN) ] ?5nH O, hCu Co j, whose crystal structure has been solved. The structure consists of2 6 n 2 6 n 2 3 2
n1two distinct ionic units, namely one-dimensional cationic chains [h(Cu(dien)) Co(CN) j ] , and discrete binuclear anionic entities2 6 n

2[(H O)(dien)Cu–NC–Co(CN) ] . The cryomagnetic investigation of the title compound reveals a very weak antiferromagnetic coupling2 5
21between the Cu(II) ions within the cationic chain (J521.02 cm , g52.14). The complete elimination of the water molecules from the

isomorphous hCu Co j, hCu Fe j and hCu Cr j complexes causes the modification of the magnetic properties. The most dramatic one is3 2 3 2 3 2

observed with the Cu(II)–Fe(III) system, where the magnetic behavior changes from ferro- to antiferromagnetic. The dehydrated
chromium derivative preserves the ferromagnetic coupling, which is observed at lower temperatures (below 30 K) in comparison with the
parent compound (below 150 K).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Heterobimetallic cyano-bridged complexes; Synthesis; Crystal structure; Magnetic properties

1. Introduction systems the topology of the spin carriers is described by a
highly symmetrical cubic lattice.

The chemistry of heterobimetallic cyano-bridged com- The reaction of the anionic building-blocks (templates),
k2plexes has received a strong impulse from the discovery of [B(CN) ] , with hexaaqua cationic complexes is only a6

the spontaneous three-dimensional long-range magnetic particular case in the preparative chemistry of the cyano-
ordering exhibited by the Prussian-blue analogs, bridged heteropolymetallic complexes. Generally speaking,

I IIA [B(CN) ] ?nH O and C A [M(CN) ]?nH O [1–7]. In the synthetic approach can be seen as a self-assemblingk 6 l 2 6 2

these compounds, the linear A–CN–B bridges promote process between anionic building blocks and different
strong ferro- or antiferromagnetic interactions between cationic complexes containing potential coordination sites,

n1adjacent metal ions, leading to three-dimensional fer- [ML (H O) ] . The presence of the ancillary (usuallyx 2 y

romagnets, antiferromagnets or ferrimagnets. The com- chelating) ligands, L, in the coordination sphere of the
pounds belonging to this family are obtained by reacting assembling cations will strongly influence the overall
two ionic building-blocks, namely octahedral hexaaquo architecture, and consequently, the topology of the spin
and hexacyano transition metal complexes. In all these carriers. In recent years this strategy has been successfully

applied to design heteropolynuclear cyanides with various
architectures, ranging from discrete heteopolynuclear com-

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 140-94-870-656.
plexes [8–11] to 1-D [12], 2-D [13–15], and 3-D [16,17]E-mail address: marius@uchim.sfos.ro (M. Andruh)

1 extended structures. The general formula of these com-Corresponding co-author. This author can also be contacted for
correspondence. pounds is [A(chelate)] [B(CN) ] ?nH O, where chelatek 6 l 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00218-1
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Table 1stands for different polyamines. The particular A(II)–
Crystal data and structure refinementB(III) pairs are chosen in order to achieve the orthogonali-
Empirical formula C H Co Cu N Oty of the magnetic orbitals (A(II)5Ni(II), Cu(II); B(III)5 24 42 2 3 21 6

Formula weight 1017.17Fe(III) l.s., Cr(III)) [7]. An alternative way in obtaining
Crystal system Monoclinicheteropolymetallic cyano-bridged systems consists in the
Space group P2 /c1reaction of monocationic Schiff-base complexes of tri- ˚a (A) 14.8822(10)

˚valent metal ions (Mn(III), Fe(III)) with hexacyanometal- b (A) 14.0698(12)
˚c (A) 20.190(2)lates [18–20].

b (8) 96.168(7)The most employed building-blocks are the anions 3˚32 32 42 V (A ) 4203.2(6)[Fe(CN) ] , [Cr(CN) ] , and [Fe(CN) ] . We now6 6 6 Z 4
report here the crystal structure and the magnetic prop- F(000) 2040

23erties of a heterometallic cyanide obtained using Density (calcd.) (g cm ) 1.607
32 21Abs. coeff. (m) (mm ) 23.28[Co(CN) ] as a template.6

Final R indices (I.2s(I)) R 50.0481; wR 50.10221 2

Goodness-of-fit 1.051

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis coordinates of the heavy atoms were determined from
direct methods and the positions of all non-hydrogen atoms

The chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and all were found by usual Fourier methods. The refinement of
manipulations were performed using materials as received. the structure was done by full-matrix least-squares
[Cu(dien)(H O)](NO ) has been obtained according to (SHELXL-93) and converged to R50.048. The crystallo-2 3 2

Ref. [21]. [Cu(dien)] [Co(CN) ] ?6H O (1): A solution graphic data and other pertinent information are summa-3 6 2 2

containing 0.4 g [Cu(dien)(H O)](NO ) in 20 ml water rized in Table 1.2 3 2

has been added to a solution of K [Co(CN) ] (0.28 g in 203 6

ml water). The slow evaporation of water from the resulted
mixture leads to a blue, highly crystalline material. IR data 3. Results and discussion

21(KBr, cm ): 3444 s, 3337 s, 3292 m, 3269 m, 2183 m,
2131 s, 1636 w, 1591 m, 1464 w, 1436 w, 1384 w, 1294 The reaction between [Cu(dien)(H O)](NO ) and2 3 2

w, 1137 m, 1078 m, 1026 m, 954 m, 422 m. Correct K [Co(CN) ] in a molar ratio 1.5:1 leads to the3 6

elemental chemical analyses. The isomorphous com- heteropolynuclear complex [Cu(dien)] [Co(CN) ] ?6H O,3 6 2 2

pounds, [Cu(dien)] [Cr(CN) ] ?6H O (2) and 1, whose crystallographic investigation revealed that it is3 6 2 2

[Cu(dien)] [Fe(CN) ] ?6H O (3), have been obtained ac- isostructural with [Cu(dien)] [Cr(CN) ] ?6H O (2) and3 6 2 2 3 6 2 2

cording to Refs. [22–24]. [Cu(dien)] [Fe(CN) ] ?6H O (3) [22–24]. The structure of3 6 2 2

The water content was determined by means of thermo- the iron derivative has been published twice [23,24], but
gravimetric analysis. there are no significant differences between the two

measurements. A labelled diagram of the asymmetric unit
2.2. Physical measurements of 1 is shown in Fig. 1. Selected bond distances and angles

are collected in Table 2. As in the case of the Cr(III) and
The IR spectra (KBr pellets) were measured on a BIO- Fe(III) derivatives, the structure of 1 consists of two

RAD FTS 135 spectrometer. UV-VIS spectra (diffuse distinct ionic units, namely one-dimensional cationic
n1reflectance technique) were recorded with a VSU2 spec- chains, [h(Cu(dien)) Co(CN) j ] , whose charges are2 6 n

trophotometer. Magnetic measurements were carried out counterbalanced by mononegative binuclear species,
2with a MPMS-5 Quantum Design magnetometer working [Cu(dien)(H O)Co(CN) ] . The binuclear anion is formed2 6

21 32down to 1.8 K. The thermal analysis (TG, DTG and DTA) by linking the [Cu(dien)(H O)] cation and [Co(CN) ]2 6
2was performed in air with a Q-1500D (MOM Budapest) anion through one CN group. The aqua ligand occupies

instrument and the DSC curves were obtained on a DuPont the apical position at the pentacoordinated copper ion
21 ˚2000 instrument. The heating rate was 108 min . (Cu4–O152.472 A). A perspective view of the cationic

32chain is represented in Fig. 2. The [Co(CN) ] building6

2.3. Crystallography block exhibits the expected octahedral stereochemistry.
2Four equatorial CN groups coordinate to Cu atoms from

2The data collection was made at room temperature on an four Cu(dien) moieties, while the two axial CN groups
Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with a graphite-mono- are terminal. In the cationic chain, like in the two other
chromatized Mo Ka radiation. The v –2u scan technique isomorphous compounds, 2 and 3, each Cu atom links two
was used (u 525.068). A total of 8294 reflections were Co atoms through two cyanide ions occupying an axialmax

collected, of which 7367 independent reflections. The and, respectively, an equatorial position at the Cu atom,
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Fig. 1. Perspective view of the asymmetric unit of compound 1 with the atom numbering scheme.

resulting in two types of Co–CN–Cu sequences. The first consists in non-linear Co–CN–Cu linkages (C16–N25A–
one, involving the equatorial CN-bridging group, consists Cu2A5139.08, and C15–N35A–Cu3A5139.38) (Fig. 2).
in almost linear Co–CN–Cu linkages (C12A–N21A– The copper atoms, both in the cationic chain and in the
Cu2A5172.08 and C13A–N31A–Cu3A5174.28), while binuclear anionic unit, are pentacoordinated. A coordina-
the other one, which involves the axial CN-bridges, tion number of five is very common in copper(II) chemis-

try. The ideal geometries are the square-based pyramid
(SP) and the trigonal bipyramid (TBP). Currently, theTable 2

˚ copper(II) ions adopt geometries that are intermediateSelected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 1
between SP and TBP. In order to describe more preciselyBond distances
the geometry of the metal environment, several parametersCo(1)–C(15) 1.897(7) Cu(3)–N(31) 1.966(5)

Co(1)–C(13) 1.901(7) Cu(3)–N(33) 2.003(5) are used to quantify the distortion. One of them is the
5Co(1)–C(12) 1.908(7) Cu(3)–N(34) 2.006(5) so-called tetragonality, T , defined as the ratio between the

Co(1)–C(11) 1.908(6) Cu(3)–N(32) 2.016(5) mean in-plane Cu–L bond distance and the out-of-plane
Co(1)–C(14) 1.908(7) Cu(3)–N(35) 2.321(5)

Cu–L bond distance [25]. The percentage of trigonalCo(1)–C(16) 1.908(6) Cu(4)–N(41) 1.968(6)
distortion from SP geometry is described by the parameterCu(2)–N(21) 1.980(5) Cu(4)–N(43) 1.999(6)

Cu(2)–N(24) 2.008(5) Cu(4)–N(44) 2.016(7) t, defined as t 5 [(u 2 f) /60] 3 100 [26], where u and f
Cu(2)–N(23) 2.016(6) Cu(4)–N(42) 2.018(6) are the angles between the donor atoms forming the basal
Cu(2)–N(22) 2.023(5) plane in a SP geometry (t 50 for an ideal SP geometry,
Cu(2)–N(25) 2.304(6)

while t 5100% for the ideal TBP geometry). These values
Bond angles have been calculated for the copper atoms in the three
C(15)–Co(1)–C(13) 177.6(3) N(24)–Cu(2)–N(22) 84.2(2) isomorphous compounds and are presented in Table 3. The
C(15)–Co(1)–C(12) 90.0(3) N(23)–Cu(2)–N(22) 83.8(2)

copper atoms belonging to the chain are not equivalent.C(13)–Co(1)–C(12) 87.6(3) N(21)–Cu(2)–N(25) 99.5(2)
One of them, Cu3 in our case (Fig. 2), presents a non-C(15)–Co(1)–C(11) 90.3(3) N(31)–Cu(3)–N(33) 92.2(2)

C(13)–Co(1)–C(11) 89.5(3) N(31)–Cu(3)–N(34) 97.0(2) distorted SP stereochemistry, while for the other one (Cu2)
C(12)–Co(1)–C(11) 93.1(3) N(33)–Cu(3)–N(34) 159.5(2) the distortion towards TBP geometry is about 20%. This
C(15)–Co(1)–C(14) 86.9(3) N(31)–Cu(3)–N(32) 170.8(2) difference could be explained by the presence of one water
C(13)–Co(1)–C(14) 93.4(3) N(33)–Cu(3)–N(32) 84.1(2)

molecule (O3) pointing toward the free coordination sideC(12)–Co(1)–C(14) 89.6(3) N(34)–Cu(3)–N(32) 84.0(2)
of the square pyramid of the Cu3 atom. The Cu3? ? ?O3C(11)–Co(1)–C(14) 176.0(3) N(31)–Cu(3)–N(35) 96.2(2)

˚C(15)–Co(1)–C(16) 91.8(3) N(33)–Cu(3)–N(35) 106.8(2) distance (3.217 A) is quite long, namely above the upper
C(13)–Co(1)–C(16) 90.6(2) N(34)–Cu(3)–N(35) 90.4(2) limit for Cu–O bonds.
C(12)–Co(1)–C(16) 175.5(3) N(32)–Cu(3)–N(35) 93.0(2) Excepting the number of water molecules in the three
C(11)–Co(1)–C(16) 91.1(2) N(41)–Cu(4)–N(43) 178.0(3)

isomorphous compounds, there are no other significantC(14)–Co(1)–C(16) 86.3(3) N(41)–Cu(4)–N(44) 94.7(3)
differences between them. According to ref. [22], theN(21)–Cu(2)–N(24) 91.4(2) N(43)–Cu(4)–N(44) 84.0(3)

N(21)–Cu(2)–N(23) 94.7(2) N(41)–Cu(4)–N(42) 96.9(3) chromium derivative contains five water molecules, while
N(24)–Cu(2)–N(23) 160.6(2) N(43)–Cu(4)–N(42) 84.6(3) the iron derivative contains six [23,24]. However, the
N(21)–Cu(2)–N(22) 160.1(2) N(44)–Cu(4)–N(42) 163.7(3) relatively high values of the R factors, as well as the
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Fig. 2. View of the cationic chain in 1.

21disorder reported for the crystallization water molecules in (|16 100 cm ) can be assigned as a d | d → d 2 2xz yz x 2y
21the case of 2 do not allow the accurate determination of its transition, while the low energy shoulder (|14 800 cm )

composition. In order to verify the true composition of this as a d → d transition [27]. In the infrared spectrum,2 2xy x 2y
2compound, we have carried out the thermogravimetric the characteristic bands of the CN groups are observed in

21analysis, which has clearly shown a weight loss, between the region between 2100 and 2200 cm . The band located
2130 and 1808C, corresponding to six water molecules at 2183 cm is assigned to the bridging cyano groups,

21(calcd.: 10.55%; found: 10.83%). The presence of six while the other one (2131 cm ) is assigned to the
water molecules in our compound, 1, was checked and terminal cyano ligands.
confirmed by elemental chemical analysis and by thermo- Let us discuss now the magnetic properties of 1. Since

32gravimetric analysis. The six molecules of water are lost Co(III) in [Co(CN) ] is diamagnetic, the cryomagnetic6

between 30 and 1908C (calcd.: 10.44%; found: 10.75%). investigation will reveal the pure Cu(II)–Cu(II) exchange
Similarly, in the case of the iron derivative, 3, the water interaction within the chains, eventually superimposed on
molecules are lost between 30 and 1858C (calcd.: 10.44%; the intermolecular interactions.
found: 10.58%). In all three cases the dehydration pro- The magnetic properties of complex 1 are shown in the
cesses were found to be endothermic. form of x T versus T plot (Fig. 3). From room tempera-M

The diffuse reflectance electronic spectrum of 1 exhibits ture down to 16 K, the product x T remains constant andM
3 21a large, unsymmetrical band with a maximum around it is equal to 1.28 cm mol K, which corresponds to

2116 100 cm (620 nm) and a shoulder on its low-energy three non-interacting Cu(II) ions. Below 16 K, x TM
3 21side. The absorption spectrum is due to the presence of the decreases, reaching a value of 1.09 cm mol K at 1.8 K.

different chromophores, [CuN O] (in the dinuclear anion) This variation is indicative of an overall weak antiferro-4

and [CuN ] (in the cationic chain), all of them with a more magnetic behavior of compound 1. Indeed, since the5

or less distorted square-pyramidal stereochemistry (Table copper(II) ions interact through two cyano bridges and one
3). Accordingly, the solid state spectrum can be interpreted diamagnetic Co(III) ion, the coupling between them is
assuming the following sequence of the d orbitals: expected to be very weak.
d 4 d . d . d | d . The high energy absorption It is difficult to derive a formula for the magnetic2 2 2x 2y z xy xz yz

Table 3
Structural data correlating the square pyramidal and trigonal bypiramidal stereochemistries in the three chromophores: (a) CuN O (dinuclear anion) and (b,4

b9) CuN (cationic chain)5

5Compound Mean Cu–L T u (8) f (8) t (%) Ref.5
˚ ˚Cu–L (A) (A)4

1(a) 2.000 2.472 0.81 178.0 163.7 23.8 This work
1(b) 1.998 2.321 0.86 170.8 159.5 18.8
1(b9) 2.007 2.304 0.87 160.6 160.1 0.8
2(a) 2.007 2.416 0.83 178.1 164.1 23.3 [22]
2(b) 2.007 2.297 0.87 171.7 159.6 20.16
2(b9) 2.013 2.290 0.88 160.7 160.7 0
3(a) 2.007 2.411 0.83 178.3 164.7 22.6 [23]
3(b) 1.996 2.321 0.86 170.9 158.2 21.1
3(b9) 2.01 2.31 0.87 161.0 159.8 2.0
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localization was performed as a four-dimensional rotation,
strictly depending on three angular parameters. A surpris-
ing result was that, excepting some small numerical
differences, the localized orbitals of each center are very
similar, in spite of the mentioned lack of symmetry. For
this reason, only one of them is drawn and discussed, the
system being constructed from practically the same species
of magnetic orbitals.

In Fig. 4, one may see that the magnetic orbital is
practically located in the mean plane containing the Cu(II)
ion, the nitrogen atoms from the triamine and the linear
cyanide bridge. All these constituents are almost coplanar.
The form of this orbital corresponds to a ligand field
regime, containing a significant d-type metal ion contribu-
tion, in antibonding relation with respect to the ligators. AsFig. 3. x T vs. T plot for [Cu(dien)] [Co(CN) ] ?6H O 1. The solid lineM 3 6 2 2

is the best fit through the theoretical expression (see text). compared to the equatorial field, the axial one, originating
from the bent cyanide bridge, is considerably weaker. The
participation of the axially placed atomic orbitals (i.e.susceptibility for the particular topology of the spin
those originating from the bent cyanide and from thecarriers in the cationic chain. In principle, there are three
linked M(III) ion) to the magnetic orbital is completelypathways for the exchange interactions between the cop-
negligible.per(II) ions, J , J and J (Scheme 1).1 2 3 Our calculations suggest a small antiferromagneticHowever, the exchange interaction J and J , involving2 3 coupling along the linear cyanide bridge only. As Fig. 4one non-linear Co–CN–Cu bridge, with the cyanide anion
shows, for a given Cu(II) center, the orbital contribution of

axially coordinated to copper, are supposed to be very
the M(III) ions is negligible when Cu(II) and M(III) are

small, since the axial cyanide anion has a nearly zero
connected by a bent cyanide bridge. Consequently, it is

overlap with the magnetic orbital of copper.
reasonable to assume, from the magnetic point of view,

In order to illuminate the effective exchange pathways, a
that the chain is formed by noninteracting Cu dimers, the2molecular orbital calculation has been carried out on a
intradimer exchange interaction being described by only

selected fragment. On this purpose, a simplified view was
one parameter, namely J . Moreover, the above calcula-1¨adopted, using the non-iterative Extended-Huckel method.
tions support the approximation made in Ref. [22], where,

A minimal fragment containing the three types of ex-
for the isomorphous compound 2, the cationic chain was

change parameters has been ‘cut’ from the infinite chain.
reduced to noninteracting hCu(II)Cr(III)Cu(II)j units.

This fragment contains four non-equivalent Cu(II) ions and
The experimental data were fitted using the Bleaney–

two M(III) ions, and has been chosen neutral, in order to
Bowers equation, which has been modified in order to take

avoid the complications related to the effects of the outer
into account the isolated Cu(II) ions from the binuclear

electrostatic potentials. The non-equivalency of the four
anionic units:

Cu(II) atoms arises from their different stereochemistries
2 2 21 2 2(see Table 3), as well from the ‘cut’ we performed. x T 5 (2Ng b /k)[3 1 exp(2J /kT )] 1 Ng b /4kTM

Consequently, the hCu(II) M(III) j fragment has no sym-4 2

metry.
The successful procedure in constructing magnetic

orbitals consists in obtaining localized states originating
from the last four singly occupied molecular orbitals of the
fragment. This operation maximizes the sum of the
squared coefficients of all the s, p, d AOs, on the centers
for which the given magnetic orbital is constructed. The

Fig. 4. The magnetic orbital located on the [Cu(dien)NC] fragment in the
Scheme 1. hCu(II) Co(III)j cationic chain.2 n
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By least-squares fitting, the following values were found:
21g52.14, J521.02 cm . The reliability factor

obs calc 2 obs 2(R(x T ) 5 o(x T 2 x T ) /o(x T ) ) is thenM M M M
252.9?10 . The addition of a u parameter in the theoretical

law (corresponding to the other interactions or to the
intermolecular interactions) does not improve the fitting.
The weak antiferromagnetic interaction, which occurs in
compound 1, is in agreement with its structure, that is, with
the large distance between the paramagnetic centers.

Since the three isomorphous compounds, hCu Co j, 1,3 2

hCu Cr j 2, and hCu Fe j 3, contain six water molecules,3 2 3 2

we expect that the thermal dehydration will dramatically
change their structures and, consequently, their magnetic
properties. The preliminary thermal analysis of the three
compounds indicates that the water molecules are com-
pletely removed at 190, 180, and 1858C, respectively. The

Fig. 5. x T vs. T plot for [2–6H O].M 2first step in characterizing the dehydrated compounds
consists in the investigation of their IR spectra, especially
in the range where the characteristic bands of the cyano

21groups are present (2000–2200 cm ). Indeed, the major
differences are observed here:

1 [1–6H O]; 2 [2–6H O]; 3 [3–6H O]2 2 2

n(CN) 2183(m) 2133(s) 2171(s) 2090(s) 2164(m) 2086(s)
21(cm ) 2131(s) 2098(m) 2126(m) 2104(s)

Since the dehydrated compounds are not soluble in com-
mon solvents, they can not be crystallized. Consequently,
any supposition on their structures, lacking single crystals,
is rather speculative. However, their magnetic properties
deserve to be investigated. As already reported by other
authors, compounds 2 [22] and 3 [24] exhibit the expected Fig. 6. x T vs. T plots for 3 (d) and [3–6H O] (s).M 2

ferromagnetic coupling between Cu(II)–Cr(III), and, re-
spectively, Cu(II)–Fe(III) l.s., because, in both cases, the
magnetic orbitals are strictly orthogonal. For the dehy- We expected, by removing the water molecules from the
drated compounds, the ferromagnetic coupling is preserved three compounds, to force them to adopt a cyano-bridged
only for the chromium(III) derivative, [2–6H O], (Fig. 5). 2-D or 3-D structure and, consequently, to observe a2

There is however a significant difference between the
hydrated and dehydrated forms: the ferromagnetic coupling
in [2–6H O] is observed at lower temperatures with2

respect to the parent compound 2 (x T increases below 30M

K, while for 2 the increase is observed below 150 K). No
long range magnetic ordering has been detected. In the
case of the iron derivative, [3–6H O], the x T product2 M

remains constant down to 50 K, then decreases abruptly,
indicating an overall antiferromagnetic behavior. We have
reinvestigated the magnetic properties of 3, and we have
found that, indeed, the coupling between Cu(II) and
Fe(III) is ferromagnetic (Fig. 6), as already reported [24].
As far as the dehydrated cobalt(III) derivative, [1–6H O],2

is concerned, the expected decrease of the x T vs. T curveM

(Fig. 7) is observed below 150 K, whereas in the case of
compound 1 the decrease of the x T product occurs belowM

16 K. Fig. 7. x T vs. T plot for [1–6H O].M 2
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Abstract

5The [h -CpCohP(O)(OMe) j Y(O CCH ) ] , yttrium(III) complex has been synthesized by the stoichiometric mixture of YCl ,2 3 2 3 2 2 3

NaL and NaAc in a 1:1:2 molecular ratio in dry THF solvent and we have determined the structure by X-ray diffraction. The moleculeOMe

is a dimeric compound, which consists of one tripodal ligand (L 5CpCo[P(O)(OMe) ] ) and two bridging acetato (Ac) ligands onOMe 2 3

each yttrium atom. The acetate ligands of this complex have two different coordination modes, which are m-kO:kO9-acetato and
2

m-kO:k O9-acetato bound to each yttrium atom.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Yttrium(III) complex; Acetato; X-ray diffraction; Tripodal ligand

1. Introduction the D values hn (CO )–n (CO )j show that the D valuesas 2 s 2

of unidentate complexes have a significant difference in
The transition metal complexes containing anionic comparison with those of chelating bidentate and/or

cobalt(III)-based oxygen-donor tripodal ligands (L 5 bridging complexes. The monodentate and bidentate for-OR

CpCo[P(O)(OR) ] , R5CH , CH CH ) are intriguing due mate ligands binding to metal have been reported [10]. The2 3 3 2 3

to comparison with the chemical behavior of those com- yttrium complexes containing carboxylate and
plexes containing trispolypyrazoylborate, as well as those hydrotris(pyrazole-1-yl)borate ligands have been reported

2containing the cyclopentadienyl, Cp , and penta- by Reger et al. [11]. Recently, the bridging and chelating
2methylcyclopentadienyl, [Cp*] , ligands. The tripodal fashion of acetato ligands binding to titanium [12], zinc

ligands have four- or six-electron donors due to bulkiness [13] and neodymium [14] have been reported. According-
and pH requirements, but the trispolypyrazoylborate lig- ly, we have been interested in the binding modes of
ands have usually six-electron donors [1,2]. In spite of the carboxylate ligands to the (L )Y moiety. Herein, weOME

stabilities and donation abilities of the tripodal ligands, the report the synthesis of the acetato complex,
studies of early transition metal complexes have barely [(L )Y(Ac) ] and its bonding mode by an X-ray crystalOME 2 2

been reported [3,4]. structure study.
Our recent studies in the preparation of early transition

metal complexes containing the tripodal ligands with the
acetato and bulkier acetylacetonato ligands have extended 2. Experimental
to such as (L ) ML and (L )ML [5–7]. Coordi-OMe 2 1–2 OME 2

nation modes of carboxylato ligands to the transition All manipulations were carried out under argon using
metals include various types such as anti or syn monode- standard Schlenk techniques. Solvents were dried and
ntate, symmetrical or asymmetrical bidentate chelating, deoxygenated over sodium/benzophenone ketyl, and fresh-
monodentate or bidentate bridging, and free carboxylate ly distilled prior to use. YCl and NaAc were purchased3

[8]. According to previous studies for the data of the IR from Aldrich Co., and NaL were prepared according toOMe
1 13spectra obtained from the known acetate complexes [9], the literature method [15]. H and C NMR spectra were

recorded on a Varian 300-NMR spectrometer at ambient
temperature and chemical shifts were referenced to the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 182-53-950-6343; fax: 182-53-950-
internal tetramethylsilane. IR spectra were recorded on a6330.

E-mail address: jeongjh@kyungpook.ac.kr (J.H. Jeong) Galaxy 7020A FTIR spectrophotometer. Elemental analy-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00220-X
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Table 1 ses were performed in the Chemical Analysis Laboratory
5Crystal data and structure refinement for [h -CpCohP(O)(OMe) j -2 3 of Korea Basic Science Institute at Kyungpook NationalaY(O CCH ) ]2 3 2 2 University.

Empirical formula C H CoO P Y15 29 13 3

Formula weight 658.13 2.1. Preparation of (L )Y(Ac) ]OMe 2 2˚Wavelength 0.71073 A
Crystal system, space group Monoclinic, P2 /a1 To a mixture of YCl 0.195 g (1 mmol), NaL 0.474˚ 3 OMeUnit cell dimensions a514.0866(9) A

˚ g (1 mmol) and NaAc 0.164 g (2 mmol) was added 50 mlb511.8312(9) A
˚c515.5201(10) A of dry THF. The resulting yellow suspension was stirred at

b 5100.563(6)8 room temperature for 2 days and then volatile materials
3˚V 2542.8(3) A were removed in vacuo. The resulting solid was extracted3Z, calculated density 4, 1.719 Mg/m

21 with methanol. The solution was concentrated and slowlyAbsorption coefficient 3.170 mm
evaporated to afford yellow crystals (0.583 g, 65% yieldF(000) 1336

Theta range for data collection 2.94 to 26.298 based on yttrium metal). Anal. Calcd. for
Reflections collected /unique 5641/5622 [R(int)50.0189] C H O P Co Y : C, 27.37; H, 4.44. Found: C, 26.86;30 58 26 6 2 22 1Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F H, 4.23. H NMR (CDCl ): d 5.40 (Cp), 3.67 (OCH3),313Data / restraints /parameters 3251/0 /293 2.02 (OOCCH3); C NMR (CD OD): d 184.0 (COO),32Goodness-of-fit on F 1.062 89.4, 88.5 (Cp), 53.5, 52.1, 51.8, 51.5 (OCH ), 23.43Final R indices [I.2s (I)] R50.049, wR50.098

3 (OOCCH ). IR (KBr pellet): n 2986(w), 2847(m),˚ 3Largest diff. peak and hole 0.844 and 20.689 e/A
2839(w), 1622(vs), 1450(s), 1421(s), 1147(vs), 1118(msh),

a 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R5SuuF u2uF uu /SuF u, wR5[Shw(F 2F ) j /Shw(F ) j .o c o o c o 1093(m), 1030(vs), 1004(vs), 868(w), 833(w), 771(s),
21725(s), 677(w), 644(w), 590(s), 505(w), 482(w) cm .

2.2. X-ray structure determinationTable 2
5˚Bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for [h -CpCohP(O)(OMe) j -2 3

aY(O CCH ) ] A yellow single crystal (tetragonal rod, 0.5030.4032 3 2 2

0.40 mm) was mounted on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffrac-Y–O(1) 2.275(4) O(4)–C(1) 1.246(8)
i tometer. Unit cell parameters were determined by least-Y–O(3) 2.296(4) O(4)–Y 2.492(4)

iY–O(2) 2.302(4) O(5)–C(1) 1.251(8) squares methods using 25 reflections in the range of
iY–O(7) 2.307(5) C(1)–O(5) 1.251(8) 18,2u ,288. A total of 5257 reflections were collected in

Y–O(6) 2.331(5) C(1)–C(2) 1.466(10) the 2u range of 2.94–52.588 (217#h#0, 0#k#14, 219#
Y–O(4) 2.344(4) O(6)–C(3) 1.252(8)

i l#19) at room temperature in the v22u scan mode.Y–O(5) 2.416(5) O(7)–C(3) 1.247(8)
i i Crystal data, data collection, and refinement for theY–O(4) 2.492(4) C(3)–O(7) 1.247(8)

Co–P(2) 2.154(2) C(3)–C(4) 1.500(9) compound are listed in Table 1. Data reduction was carried
Co–P(3) 2.154(2) out using a Molen program package; a decay correction

based on the intensities of three standard reflections andiO(1)–Y–O(3) 79.62(16) O(2)–Y–O(4) 127.86(16)
i monitoring every hour was performed; empirical absorp-O(1)–Y–O(2) 77.01(16) O(7)–Y–O(4) 73.02(18)
i tion corrections were applied based on c scans [16]. TheO(3)–Y–O(2) 75.47(16) O(6)–Y–O(4) 74.59(17)
iO(1)–Y–O(7) 90.53(19) O(4)–Y–O(4) 73.60(16) structure was determined by direct and Fourier methods
iO(3)–Y–O(7) 72.66(17) O(5)–Y–O(4) 52.42(14) and refined by full-matrix least-squares using SHELXS-97

O(2)–Y–O(7) 147.38(17) C(1)–O(4)–Y 157.9(5) and SHELXL-97 [17] with 3251 reflections with I$2s(I).iO(1)–Y–O(6) 107.74(18) C(1)–O(4)–Y 91.7(4)
i All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically ex-O(3)–Y–O(6) 145.93(17) Y–O(4)–Y 106.40(16)

i cept the carbon atoms of the Cp-ring which were dis-O(2)–Y–O(6) 74.08(16) C(1) –O(5)–Y 95.1(4)
iO(7)–Y–O(6) 138.47(15) O(4)–C(1)–O(5) 120.6(6) ordered. Hydrogen atoms were positioned geometrically,

O(1)–Y–O(4) 81.35(14) O(4)–C(1)–C(2) 119.5(6) not refined but constrained to ride on their carbon atomsiO(3)–Y–O(4) 140.90(18) O(5) –C(1)–C(2) 119.9(7) with 1.53U values assigned. The final cycle of thei isoO(2)–Y–O(4) 132.12(18) O(4)–C(1)–Y 62.1(3)
i refinement yielded to R50.49 and wR50.102. The maxi-O(7)–Y–O(4) 73.70(18) O(5)i–C(1)–Y 58.6(3) 3

i ˚ ˚mum remaining electron density was 0.84 e /A at 1.02 AO(6)–Y–O(4) 72.74(18) C(2)–C(1)–Y 177.0(8)
O(1)–Y–O(5) 153.58(15) C(3)–O(6)–Y 136.4(4) from H(9A). No parameter shifted any more during the last

iO(3)–Y–O(5) 78.56(17) C(3) –O(7)–Y 138.3(4) cycle of the refinement. The selected bond lengths andiO(2)–Y–O(5) 83.22(17) O(7) –C(3)–O(6) 126.5(6) angles are listed in Table 2.iO(7)–Y–O(5) 97.0(2) O(7) –C(3)–C(4) 116.2(6)
O(6)–Y–O(5) 83.0(2) P(2)–Co–P(3) 90.07(8)
O(4)–Y–O(5) 125.07(15) P(2)–Co–P(1) 89.75(8)

i 3. Results and discussionO(1)–Y–O(4) 152.97(14) P(3)–Co–P(1) 92.49(8)
iO(3)–Y–O(4) 114.06(15)

a To the stoichiometric mixture of YCl , NaL andSymmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: 3 OMe

(i) 2x, 2y, 2z. NaAc in a 1:1:2 molecular ratio was introduced dry THF.
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The resulting solution was evaporated in vacuo and then
the yellow solid was extracted in methanol. The com-
pound, [(L )Y(Ac) ] was afforded by slow evaporationOMe 2 2

at room temperature.

2YCl 1 2NaL 1 4NaAc → [(L )Y(Ac) ] 1 6NaCl3 OMe OMe 2 2

1 13The H and C NMR spectroscopic data of the title
compound are in accord with the structure described

1herein. The characteristic signals of the H NMR spectrum
for the ligands display one singlet at d 5.04 ppm corre-
sponding to Cp of NaL , a quartet resonance at d 3.67Ome

ppm to the methoxy of L and a singlet protonOMe

resonance at d 2.02 ppm to the methyl group of the acetato
ligands, respectively. The integral ratio of the yttrium
compound was observed as 7.0:32.7:7.9, respectively, for
Cp, OMe and CH . The intensity ratio 1:3.6 of Cp and3

methoxy groups suggests that the compound contains one
L ligand attached to one yttrium. The integral ratio 6:5OMe

corresponding to Cp, and methyl of the acetato ligand was
assigned to two acetato ligands to yttrium in this com-

13pound. The characteristic signals of the C NMR spec-
trum for this complex are observed at d 23.4 for
OOCCH , d 51.5, 51.8, 52.1 and 53.5 for OCH , d 89.43 3

and 88.5 for Cp and d 184 for COO, respectively. The
5Fig. 1. ORTEX drawing for [h -CpCohP(O)(OMe) j Y(O CCH ) ] .2 3 2 3 2 2signals, due to the Cp ligands, show at two positions in

accord with the solid state structure, but the signal of four
acetate ligands shows exceptionally at one position by
comparison with the structure described.

The characteristic bands due to acetato groups at 1622, [11]. This fact implies that the L may be a better donorOme
21 i i1450 and 1421 cm are attributed to n (COO) and than the HB(pz) ligand. Bond distances of Y –O(4) ,asym 3

i
n (COO) of the acetate ligands, which implies that two Y–O(4) , and Y–O(5) are 2.344(4), 2.492(4), and 2.416(5)sym

˚different modes of acetates exist in the molecule. But those A, respectively. These numeric values indicate that one
different modes of acetates are not satisfactorily distin- acetato ligand is bonded to a central metal of the m-

2guished by IR spectroscopy. The differences between the kO:k O9-type. The deviations of the bond lengths are the
wavenumbers of the asymmetric and symmetric modes for smallest of those found at similar complexes of

21coordinated acetates are ca. 170 and 200 cm . These [Nd (phen) (ONO) (CH COO) ] [2.370(5), 2.707(3), and2 2 2 3 4
21 ˚values are larger than 157 cm in [Zn(C H N S)- 2.496(5) A] [14] and [Zn(C H N S)(O CCH )]10 13 4 10 13 4 2 3 2

˚(O CCH )] [13] having a partial double bond character [2.03(1), 2.15(1), and 2.68(1) A] [13], the bond between2 3 2

and bidentate and a monodentate bridgings. Unfortunately, Zn and the oxygen atom of the acetato ligand. The
the IR spectroscopic data for the similarly structured interesting feature of the compound is that it has the

2complex, [Nd (phen) (ONO) (CH COO) ] [14] have not stereotypical m-kO:k O9-type acetato coordination mode.2 2 2 3 4

been reported. Other numerical parameters at L and acetato ligandsOme
In order to clarify the exact structure of the compound, are not distinguishable from those in (L ) Y(Ac) [7] andOMe 2

we have identified the molecular structure by the X-ray [Nd (phen) (ONO) (CH COO) ] [14] within experimen-2 2 2 3 4
single crystal method. The molecular structure of the title tal errors, except the bond angles around the yttrium atom
compound in Fig. 1 [18] shows that one L and two due to the different geometries of the two compounds.OMe

acetato ligands are bonded to the yttrium atom. The
coordination geometry of the yttrium center is a distorted
square antiprism consisting of O(1), O(2), O(6), O(4) and

iO(3), O(5), O(4) , O(7). Supplementary data
The two acetato ligands are different, one is m-kO:kO9-

2acetato and another is m-kO:k O9-acetato. Y–O(6) and Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
Y–O(7) at the m-kO:kO9-acetato ligand are 2.331(5) and Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge

˚2.307(5) A which are somewhat longer than those CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition number
˚(2.273(5)–2.302(5) A) in h[HB(pz) ]Y(m-O CCH ) j CCDC 121438.3 2 3 2 2
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Abstract

The complex [Ir(CO) X ][NBu ] (X5Cl, Br) forms Vaska-type complexes, trans-[Ir(ER ) (CO)X], when treated with two equivalents2 2 4 3 2

of aryl- or alkyl-phosphines, arsines, or stibines under a CO atmosphere. The synthesis is general for a wide range of phosphines, arsines,
or stibines irrespective of the cone angle. For small cone-angle ligands, the initial addition of ligand to [Ir(CO) X ][NBu ] is performed2 2 4

at low temperature. The synthesis and characterisation of three new Vaska-type complexes trans-[Ir(P(OMe) ) (CO)Cl], trans-3 2

[Ir(AsMe ) (CO)Cl], and trans-[Ir(AsEt ) (CO)Cl] is also reported.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.3 2 3 2

Keywords: Vaska-type complexes; Iridium(I); Synthesis

1. Introduction phosphine complexes [Ir(dppe)(CO)X] (dppe51,2-bis-
(diphenylphosphino)ethane; X5Cl, Br).

One of the most widely studied classes of iridium(I)
complexes is that represented by Vaska’s complex trans-
[Ir(PPh ) (CO)C1] [1–10] and its analogues. The interest 2. Experimental section3 2

in these complexes results from the importance of the
oxidative-addition reactions that were originally discovered The manipulation and synthesis of air-sensitive phos-
in this series [1–10]. phines, arsines, stibines, and metal complexes was per-

A convenient synthesis of Vaska-type complexes from formed under an atmosphere of nitrogen or carbon monox-
[Ir(cod)Cl] and a wide range of phosphines was reported ide using standard Schlenk or vacuum line techniques.2

by Crabtree et al. [11,12]. However, this approach has two Tetrahydrofuran (THF) and diethyl ether were obtained
significant drawbacks: (i) the synthesis of the precursor from BDH and were dried over sodium wire before
complex [Ir(cod)Cl] is achieved in highly variable yield; distillation from sodium/benzophenone. Ethanol was dis-2

and (ii) the method requires modification for small cone tilled from diethoxymagnesium. Trimethylphosphine, di-
angle phosphines, such as PMe [11,12]. methylphenylphosphine, diphenylmethylphosphine, tri-3

Here we report a synthesis of iridium(I) complexes of ethylphosphine, and trimethylphosphite were obtained
the general formula trans-[Ir(ER ) (CO)X] (ER 5PMe , from Aldrich Co. and used without further purification.3 2 3 3

PEt , PPhMe , PPh Me, P(OMe) , AsMe , AsEt , AsPh , Triphenylarsine, triethylarsine, trimethylarsine, and tri-3 2 2 3 3 3 3

SbPh ; X5Cl, Br), from [Ir(CO) X ][NBu ], which is phenylstibine were obtained from Strem Chemicals Inc.3 2 2 4

general for all phosphines, arsines, and stibines. The route and were used without further purification. Iridium tri-
is based upon the procedure employed by Fisher and chloride trihydrate was obtained from Johnson Matthey
Eisenberg [13] for the synthesis of the cis-coordinated Co. All compressed gases were obtained from B.O.C.

Gases. Nitrogen (.99.5%) and carbon monoxide
(.99.0%) were used as received without further purifica-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 161-29-351-2060; fax: 161-29-351-
tion.6650.

E-mail address: l.field@chem.usyd.edu.au (L.D. Field) Air-sensitive NMR samples were prepared in a nitrogen

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00225-9
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filled dry-box, with the solvent vacuum transferred into an 2.3. Trans-
1 31NMR tube fitted with a concentric teflon valve. H, P, and carbonylchlorobis(trimethylphosphine)iridium(I)

13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker DRX400
spectrometer at 400.13, 161.98, and 100.62 MHz, respec- The metal complex was purified by sublimation at 608C
tively. (0.06 Torr). The title complex was obtained as a bright

Mass spectra were recorded using chemical ionisation yellow microcrystalline solid (81 mg, 75%). IR (Nujol),
21 1(CI) on a Finnigan MAT TSQ-46 equipped with a n(CO): 1943 (vs) cm . H NMR (benzene-d ): d 1.26 (m,6

31 1desorption probe with a source temperature of 1408C and splitting53.6 Hz, CH ) ppm. Ph Hj NMR (benzene-d ):3 6
31 1 1an electron energy of 100 eV. The ionisation gas was d 219.2 (s) ppm. Infrared, Ph Hj and H NMR were in

methane. In all cases, M represents the molecular ion and good agreement with the literature [14,15].
L represents the ligand ER .3

Melting points of air-sensitive samples were determined
2.4. Trans-bromocarbonylbis(triethylphosphine)iridium(I)

in a sealed capillary using a Gallenkamp melting point
apparatus and are uncorrected. Infrared spectra were

The metal complex was purified by sublimation at 608C
recorded using a Perkin-Elmer 1600 Series FTIR spec-

(0.06 Torr). The title complex was obtained as a bright
trometer, the samples being run as Nujol mulls with NaCl

yellow microcrystalline solid (85 mg, 60%). IR (Nujol),
plates. 21 1

n(CO): 1941 (vs) cm . H NMR (benzene-d ): 61.88 (m,6The syntheses of [Ir(CO) Cl ][NBu ] and2 2 4 12H, CH ), 0.98 (m, splitting58.0 Hz, 18H, CH ) ppm.2 3[Ir(CO) Br ][NBu ] were based upon the method de- 31 12 2 4 Ph Hj NMR (benzene-d ): d 17.3 (s) ppm. Infrared data6scribed by Fisher and Eisenberg [13].
was in good agreement with that reported in the literature
[15].

2.1. General preparation of trans-[Ir(ER ) (CO)X]3 2

(ER 5PPh Me, PPhMe , PMe , PEt , P(OMe) , AsPh ,3 2 2 3 3 3 3 2.5. Trans-carbonylchlorobis(triethylphosphine)iridium(I)AsEt , AsMe , SbPh ; X5Cl, Br)3 3 3

The metal complex was purified by sublimation at 608CA solution of the appropriate ligand ER (0.530 mmol)3 (0.06 Torr). The title complex was obtained as a brightin THF (5 ml) was added to a solution of
yellow microcrystalline solid (102 mg, 78%). IR (Nujol),[Ir(CO) X ][NBu ] (0.265 mmol) in THF (20 ml) under a 21 12 2 4 n(CO): 1944 (vs) cm . H NMR (benzene-d ): d 1.816CO atmosphere with vigorous stirring. In the case of the
(multiplet, 12H, CH ), 1.00 (m, splitting58.0 Hz, 18H,2small cone angle ligands, the [Ir(CO) X ][NBu ] solution 31 12 2 4 CH ) ppm. Ph Hj NMR (benzene-d ): d 19.7 (s) ppm.3 6was cooled to 2788C, a chilled solution of the ligand was
Infrared data was in good agreement with that reported inadded dropwise and the reaction mixture was stirred for 1
the literature [15].h at this temperature. After addition was complete the

reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 1 h.
In the case of the large cone angle ligands (PPhMe , 2.6. Trans-2

PPh Me, AsPh , SbPh ) the solvent was removed under bromocarbonylbis(dimethylphenylphosphine)iridium(I)2 3 3

vacuum, and ethanol (15 ml) was added. The solvent was
reduced under vacuum until precipitation of the metal The title complex was obtained as a bright yellow
complex was complete. microcrystalline solid (99 mg, 65%) by precipitation from

21 1In the case of the small cone angle ligands (PMe , PEt , ethanol. IR (Nujol), n(CO): 1950 (vs) cm . H NMR3 3

P(OMe) , AsMe , AsEt ) the solvent was reduced under (benzene-d ): d 7.48 (m, 4H, o-H), 7.36 (m, 6H, m-, p-H),3 3 3 6
31 1vacuum and the residue was extracted with ether. The 1.64 (m, 12H, splitting53.9 Hz, CH ) ppm. Ph Hj NMR3

solvent was removed under vacuum, and the metal com- (benzene-d ): d 28.4 (s) ppm. Infrared data was in good6

plex was purified by sublimation. agreement with that reported in the literature [15].

2.2. Trans- 2.7. Trans-
bromocarbonylbis(trimethylphosphine)iridium(I) carbonylchlorobis(dimethylphenylphosphine)iridium(I)

The metal complex was purified by sublimation at 608C The title complex was obtained as a bright yellow
(0.06 Torr). The title complex was obtained as a bright microcrystalline solid (104 mg, 74%) by precipitation from

21 1yellow microcrystalline solid (86 mg, 72%). IR (Nujol), ethanol. IR (Nujol), n(CO): 1954 (vs) cm . H NMR
21 1

n(CO): 1951 (vs) cm . H NMR (benzene-d ): d 1.31 (benzene-d ): d 7.67 (m, 4H, o-H), 7.03 (m, 6H, m-, p-H),6 6
31 1 31 1(multiplet, splitting54.0 Hz, CH ). Ph Hj NMR 1.65 (m, 12H, splitting53.4 Hz, CH ) ppm. Ph Hj NMR3 3

31 1(benzene-d ): d 218.6 (s) ppm. Infrared and the Ph Hj (benzene-d ): d 25.6 (s) ppm. Infrared data was in good6 6

NMR were in good agreement with the literature [8]. agreement with that reported in the literature [15].
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2.8. Trans- p-H) ppm. Infrared data was in good agreement with that
carbonylchlorobis(diphenylmethylphosphine)iridium(I) reported in the literature [15].

The title complex was obtained as a bright yellow
2.13. Trans-carbonylchlorobis(triphenylstibine)iridium(I)

microcrystalline solid (122 mg, 70%) by precipitation from
21 1ethanol. IR (Nujol), n(CO): 1950 (vs) cm . H NMR

The title complex was obtained as a yellow mi-
(benzene-d ): d 7.97 (m, 8H, o-H), 7.28 (m, 12H, m-,6 crocrystalline solid (168 mg, 66%) by precipitation from31 1p-H), 2.36 (s, 6H, CH ) ppm. Ph Hj NMR (benzene-d ): 21 13 6 ethanol. IR (Nujol), n(CO): 1953 (vs) cm . H NMR
d 5.20 (s) ppm. Infrared data was in good agreement with

(benzene-d ): d 7.77 (m, 12H, o-H), 7.01 (m, 18H, m-,6that reported in the literature [16].
p-H) ppm. Infrared data was in good agreement with that
reported in the literature [15].

2.9. Trans-
carbonylchlorobis(trimethylphosphite)iridium(I)

3. Results and discussionThe metal complex was purified by sublimation at 608C
(0.06 Torr). The title complex was obtained as a bright

The method for the synthesis for complexes of theyellow microcrystalline solid (101 mg, 65%), m.p. 186–
21 1 formula trans-[Ir(ER ) (CO)X] is shown in Eq. (1). This3 21878C (dec). IR (Nujol), n(CO): 1988 (vs) cm . H NMR

31 1 method is general for a large range of Group 15 ligands.(benzene-d ): d 3.55 (m, splitting55.9 Hz) ppm. Ph Hj6
13 31 1 The ligands examined here were PPh Me, PPhMe , PMe ,2 2 3NMR (benzene-d ): d 124.4 (s) ppm. Ch P, Hj NMR6

PEt , P(OMe) , AsPh , AsEt , AsMe , and SbPh .3 3 3 3 3 3(benzene-d ): d 169.8, 52.5 ppm. m /z (CI, CH ): 5056 4
1 1 1(MH , 57%), 477 ([IrL (CO)]H , 100), 125 (LH , 82).2 [Ir(CO) X ][NBu ] 1 2ER → [Ir(ER ) (CO)X]2 2 4 3 3 2Anal. Calcd. C H ClIrO P : C, 16.69; H, 3.61. Found: C,7 18 7 2

1 [NBu ]X 1 CO (1)16.9; H, 3.7. 4

The precursor complexes, [Ir(CO) X ][NBu ], were syn-2 2 42.10. Trans-carbonylchlorobis(trimethylarsine)iridium(I)
thesised in high yield by refluxing IrCl ?3H O in formic3 2

acid and hydrochloric acid (for X5Cl) or refluxing in a
The metal complex was purified by sublimation at 608C

mixture of formic acid, hydrobromic acid, and potassium
(0.06 Torr). The title complex was obtained as a bright

bromide (for X5Br). [Ir(CO) X ][NBu ] was precipitated2 2 4yellow microcrystalline solid (89 mg, 68%), m.p. 186–
by the addition of tetrabutylammonium chloride and21 11878C (dec). IR (Nujol), n(CO): 1928 (vs) cm . H NMR
recrystallisation from isopropanol afforded the complexes13 1(benzene-d ): d 1.18 (s) ppm. Ch Hj NMR (benzene-d ):6 6 as moderately air-stable, yellow crystalline solids.1

d 171.5, 10.5 ppm. m /z (CI, CH ): 497 (MH , 44%), 4614 The reaction to produce Vaska-type complexes involves1 1([IrL (CO)]H , 8), 121 (LH , 100). Anal. Calcd.2 the slow addition of the alkyl- or aryl-phosphine, arsine, or
C H, As ClIrO: C, 16.96; H, 3.66. Found: C, 17.2; H, 3.8.7 8 2 stibine to a THF solution of [Ir(CO) X ][NBu ] under a2 2 4

CO atmosphere. In the case of the small cone angle ligands
2.11. Trans-carbonylchlorobis(triethylarsine)iridium(I) (i.e. PMe , PEt , P(OMe) , AsMe and AsEt ), the3 3 3 3 3

reaction mixture was cooled to 2788C then slowly
The metal complex was purified by sublimation at 608C warmed to room temperature upon addition of the ligands.

(0.06 Torr). The title complex was obtained as a bright The reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h at room tempera-
yellow microcrystalline solid (128 mg, 83%), m.p. 74– ture, before the solvent was reduced in vacuo. During the

21 1758C. IR (Nujol), n(CO): 1939 (vs) cm . H NMR removal of the solvent the original pale yellow solutions
3(benzene-d ): d 1.78 (q, J57.8 Hz, 12H, CH ), 1.08 (t,6 2 darkened in colour to bright yellow, which is the result of

3 13 1J57.8 Hz, 18H, CH ) ppm. Ch Hj NMR (benzene-d ):3 6 the loss of a carbonyl group from the species
1

d 170.9, 15.4, 9.6 ppm. m /z (CI, CH ): 581 (MH , 11%),4 [Ir(ER ) (CO) X] [2].3 2 21 1545 ([IrL (CO)]H , 1), 163 (LH , 100). Anal. Calcd.2 The isolation of the products was achieved by the
C H As ClIrO: C, 26.93; H, 5.21. Found: C, 27.2; H,13 30 2 addition of dry ethanol followed by reduction of the
5.1. solvent in vacuo until precipitation of the complexes was

complete. In the case of the complexes
2.12. Trans-carbonylchlorobis(triphenylarsine)iridium(I) [Ir(PMe ) (CO)Cl], [Ir(PEt ) (CO)Cl], [Ir(PEt ) (CO)-3 2 3 2 3 2

Br], [Ir(P(OMe) ) (CO)Cl], [Ir(AsMe ) (CO)Cl] and3 2 3 2

The title complex was obtained as a yellow mi- [Ir(AsEt ) (CO)Cl], the solvent was removed under vac-3 2

crocrystalline solid (159 mg, 69%) by precipitation from uum, the residue was extracted with ether, the ether was
21 1ethanol. IR (Nujol), n(CO): 1940 (vs) cm . H NMR removed under vacuum, and the complex purified by

(benzene-d ): d 7.87 (s, 12H, o-H), 7.01 (bs, 18H, m-, sublimation at 608C (0.06 Torr). Physical and spectro-6
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Abstract

New tetradentate Schiff base–oxovanadium(IV) complexes which have electron donating or withdrawing groups at the 5-position of
the salicylaldehyde moieties, [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (H hXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj: N,N9-di-Xsalicylidene-(R,R)-2,4-pentanediamine; X55-2

MeO (methoxy), 5-Br, and 5-NO ) were prepared. The structures and redox potentials for the V(V)/V(IV) couple of the complexes were2

compared with those of other [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (X53-EtO (ethoxy), 3-MeO, and H). The 5-MeO substituted complex which has
electron donating groups at the 5-position of the salicylaldehyde moieties forms a monomeric structure in the solid state. The 3-EtO
substituted complex has both monomeric and polymeric structures. On the other hand, the other [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (X5H, 3-MeO,
5-Br, 5-NO ) complexes have only polymeric structures. X-ray crystal structure analysis of [VOh5-MeOsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj]?CH OH (1)2 3

was carried out. Complex 1 has a monomeric five-coordinate square–pyramidal structure. The six-membered N–N chelate ring forms a
distorted flattened boat form with two methyl groups in the axial positions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Oxovanadium(IV) complexes; Monomeric structures; Polymeric structures; Electronic influence of substituents

1. Introduction having electron withdrawing nitro substituents at the 5-
position of the salicylaldehyde moieties [3].

Most tetradentate Schiff base–oxovanadium(IV) com- Recently, we have reported on the preparation and
plexes having a five-membered N–N chelate ring like crystal structures of [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (H hXsal-2

[VO(salen)] (H salen: N,N9-disalicylideneethylenediamine) (R,R)-2,4-ptnj: N,N9-di-Xsalicylidene-(R,R)-2,4-pentane-2

are green, and have monomeric structures with five-coordi- diamine, X53-EtO (ethoxy), 3-MeO (methoxy), and H)
nate square–pyramidal geometry. However, orange com- (Fig. 1) [4]. Although the complexes have a six-membered
plexes with polymeric linear chain structures (? ? ?V=O? ? ? N–N chelate ring, the 3-EtO substituted complex has both
V=O? ? ?) [1] or red complexes with weak coordination of a crystals of monomeric and polymeric forms, and the other
solvent molecule at the sixth position [2] are observed in complexes have only crystals of a polymeric form. The
the solid state for the complexes having a six-membered formation of a monomeric structure of the 3-EtO substi-
N–N chelate ring like [VO(salpn)] (H salpn: N,N9-dis- tuted complex was explained on the basis of the steric2

alicylidenepropanediamine). The polymeric structure is repulsion caused by the axially-oriented methyl and ethoxy
also observed for complexes like [VO(5-NO salen)] (H 5- substituents of the Schiff base ligand which will favor the2 2

NO salen: N,N9-di-5-nitrosalicylideneethylenediamine) formation of a monomeric structure [4]. However, the2

3-ethoxy substituents are electron donating groups, and the
electronic influence of the substituents on the formation of
a monomeric structure is also expected. In this study,*Corresponding author. Tel.: 181-45-563-1141, ext. 3913; fax: 181-
[VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (X55-MeO, 5-Br, and 5-NO ),45-563-5967. 2

E-mail address: tmoto@chem.keio.ac.jp (M. Tsuchimoto) which have electron donating or withdrawing groups at the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00226-0
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2.3. Synthesis of [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (X55-MeO,
5-Br, and 5-NO )2

3To a methanolic solution (15 cm ) of the ligand (1
3mmol) and pyridine (2 cm ), was added a methanolic

3solution (45 cm ) of vanadyl sulfate hydrate (1 mmol, 0.25
g). The solution was refluxed for 15 min and allowed to
stand at room temperature. For the 5-MeO substituted
complex, evaporation of the reaction mixture gave a green
oily residue, which was suspended in ethanol. An orange
powder was precipitated from the ethanol solution at first.
However, the orange powder completely turned green
during the collection by filtration. Yield of the 5-MeO
substituted complex: 0.31 g (71%). Anal. Calcd. for
[VOh5-MeOsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj]?H O (C H N O V): C,2 21 26 2 6

55.63; H, 5.78; N, 6.18%. Found: C, 55.83; H, 5.94; N,
216.17%. UV–Visible (DMSO): s 512 700 cm , log e 5

21 211.66; s 518 400 cm , log e 52.05; s 525 300 cm , logFig. 1. [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (X55-MeO, 5-Br, 5-NO , 3-EtO, 3-2 21
e 53.84; s 537 700 cm , log e 54.35. For the 5-Br andMeO, and H), [VO(Xsalen)], and [VO(Xsalpn)].
5-NO substituted complexes, an orange powder was2

5-position of the salicylaldehyde moieties, have been precipitated from the reaction mixture. It was collected by
prepared to investigate the electronic influence of the filtration and washed with methanol. Yield of the 5-Br
substituents on the formation of monomeric and polymeric substituted complex: 0.24 g (71%). Anal. Calcd. for
structures. [VOh5-Brsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (C H N Br O V): C,19 18 2 2 3

42.81; H, 3.40; N, 5.25%. Found: C, 43.13; H, 3.33; N,
215.53%. UV–Visible (DMSO): s 513 200 cm , log e 5

21 211.39; s 518 700 cm , log e 52.05; s 526 800 cm , log2. Experimental 21
e 53.83; s 538 300 cm , log e 54.45. Yield of the 5-
NO substituted complex: 0.18 g (39%). Anal. Calcd. for22.1. General comments
[VOh5-NO sal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (C H N O V): C, 49.04;2 19 18 4 7

H, 3.90; N, 12.04%. Found: C, 48.76; H, 3.73; N, 12.04%.[VO(Xsalen)] (X5H, 5-NO ) and [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4- 212 UV–Visible (DMSO): s 513 500 cm , log e 51.56; s 5ptnj] (X53-EtO, 3-MeO, and H) were prepared by the 21 2121 200 cm , log e 52.84; s 526 900 cm , log e 54.58;literature methods [3,4]. [VO(Xsalpn)] (X53-EtO, 3-t-Bu 21
s 538 400 cm , log e 54.39.(tert-butyl), and 5-MeO) were prepared by a method

similar to that for [VO(salpn)] [1].
Infrared spectra were recorded on a JASCO A-202 2.4. Synthesis of [VO(5-Brsalen)] (monomeric and

spectrophotometer by a Nujol mull method. Cyclic vol- polymeric forms)
tammetric measurements were carried out using a Fuso
HECS 321B potential sweep unit on DMSO (dimethyl The green monomeric complex was obtained by a

23sulfoxide) solutions at 258C (1 mmol dm complex, 0.1 method similar to that for [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj]. A
23 21mol dm N(C H ) BF ) at a scan rate of 0.1 V s . A green powder was precipitated from the reaction mixture.4 9 4 4

glassy carbon electrode, an Ag/AgNO electrode (Ag/0.01 It was collected by filtration and washed with ethanol.3
23mol dm AgNO ), and a platinum wire were employed as Yield of the green monomeric form: 94%. Anal. Calcd. for3

the working, reference, and auxiliary electrodes, respec- [VO(5-Brsalen)] (C H N Br O V): C, 39.14; H, 2.46;16 12 2 2 3
1tively. As an external standard, the Fc /Fc (Fc5 N, 5.71%. Found: C, 39.00; H, 2.66; N, 5.89%. A brown

1ferrocene) couple was observed at 0.172 V vs. Ag/Ag polymeric form was quantitatively obtained by evaporating
3under these conditions. a dichloromethane solution (2 dm ) of the green mono-

meric complex (1.12 g, 2.5 mmol). Anal. Calcd. for
[VO(5-Brsalen)]?2H O (C H N Br O V): C, 36.46; H,2 16 16 2 2 52.2. Synthesis of the ligands
3.06; N, 5.32%. Found: C, 36.80; H, 3.21; N, 5.64%.

The ligands H (Xsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptn) (X55-MeO, 5-Br,2

and 5-NO ) were prepared by the reaction of (R,R)-2,4- 2.5. Crystal data, structure determination and refinement2

pentanediamine with X-substituted salicylaldehyde in etha-
nol. Evaporation of the reaction mixture yielded an oily Crystal data of [VOh5-MeOsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj]?CH OH3

product, which was used for further reaction. (1): C H N O V, M5467.41, crystal size: 0.7030.45322 28 2 6
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0.40 mm, orthorhombic, space group P2 2 2 (No. 19), was suspended in ethanol. However, the orange powder1 1 1
˚ was unstable and completely turned to a green powdera515.595(2), b515.799(3), c59.123(3) A, V52247.8(7)

3 21˚ during the collection by filtration.A , Z54, m(Mo Ka)50.481 mm , 2923 reflections
Green and brown complexes were obtained separatelymeasured, 2923 independent reflections, 1846 reflections

for [VO(5-Brsalen)]. The IR spectra show the V=O stretch-observed (I.2s(I)), R50.067, R 50.112.w
21ing bands at 963 cm for the green complex, and at 862Green prismatic crystals of 1 were obtained by slow

21cm for the brown complex, which indicates that theevaporation of a methanol–dichloromethane (1:1 (v /v))
green and brown complexes are monomeric and polymericsolution. The intensity data were collected at 298 K on a
forms, respectively. The brown complex showed mech-Rigaku AFC-5 diffractometer with graphite-monochromat-

˚ anochromism; the brown polymeric complex turned intoized Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073 A) up to 2u 5558 by v
the green monomeric one on grinding in a mortar. Suchscans. Three standard reflections were measured at every
mechanochromism has been observed for [VOhsal-(R,R)-100 reflections. Absorption correction was made by nu-
stienj] (H hsal-(R,R)-stienj5N,N9-disalicylidene-(R,R)-merical integration from crystal shape (0.830,T ,0.892). 2

1,2-diphenyl-1,2-ethanediamine) [9,10].The structure was solved by direct methods on a Silicon
2 The structures and redox potentials for the V(V) /V(IV)Graphics O workstation with the program system TEX-

couple of [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] are listed in Table 1.SAN [5]. Non-hydrogen atoms were treated anisotropical-
The 5-MeO substituted complex forms a monomericly, and hydrogen atoms attached to carbon atoms of the
structure, and the 3-EtO substituted complex forms bothcomplex were introduced at ideal positions. Refinement

2 2 1 / 2 monomeric and polymeric structures. On the other hand,was based on F with R 5 [o w(uF u 2 uF u) /o wuF u ] ,w o c o
21 2 2 the other [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (X5H, 3-MeO, 5-Brw 5 s (uF u) 1 0.00397uF u , against all the 2923 reflec-o o

and 5-NO ) complexes form only polymeric structures.tions. The R value (ouuF u 2 uF uu /ouF u) was 0.067 for the 2o c o
The redox potentials of the 5-MeO (0.135 V) and 3-EtO1846 reflections with I . 2s(I). The absolute structure was
(0.170 V) substituted complexes which have electronassigned on the basis of the known configuration of (R,R)-
donating groups at the 5- or 3-position show that these2,4-pentanediamine, and was confirmed by the Flack
complexes are oxidized to V(V) more easily than the otherparameter, x520.04(8) [6].
complexes. These results indicate that a complex with a
low redox potential tends to form a five-coordinate square–
pyramidal structure rather than a six-coordinate octahedral

3. Results and discussion one in the solid state. This relationship between the redox
potentials and the structures also holds for [VO(Xsalen)]

New Schiff base–oxovanadium(IV) complexes which (X5H, 5-Br, and 5-NO ) and [VO(Xsalpn)] (X5H, 3-2

have electron donating or withdrawing groups at the 5- EtO, 3-t-Bu, and 5-MeO) in Table 1. The complexes with
position of the salicylaldehyde moieties, [VOhXsal-(R,R)- E .0.18 V have polymeric structures, whereas those1 / 2

2,4-ptnj] (X55-MeO, 5-Br, and 5-NO ) were prepared. with E ,0.13 V form monomeric structures. The rela-2 1 / 2

The IR spectra of these complexes show the V=O stretch- tive stability of the two structures of a complex with
21ing bands at 974 cm for the green 5-MeO substituted 0.13,E ,0.18 V seems to be governed not only by the1 / 2

21complex, and at 867 and 891 cm for the orange 5-Br and electronic effect but also by the packing efficiency of the
5-NO substituted complexes, respectively. Tetradentate molecules. For example, although the redox potentials for2

Schiff base–oxovanadium(IV) complexes generally show [VO(5-MeOsalpn)] (0.134 V) and [VO(3-EtOsalpn)]
21the V=O stretching bands at around 970 cm for a (0.172 V) are nearly the same as those for [VOh5-MeOsal-

21monomeric form, and at around 860 cm for a linear (R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (0.135 V) and [VOh3-EtOsal-(R,R)-2,4-
chain polymeric form [1]. Thus, the 5-MeO substituted ptnj] (0.170 V), the former complexes form only poly-
complex is assigned to a monomeric structure, and the meric structures. The steric influence of the methyl sub-
5-Br and 5-NO substituted complexes are assigned to stituents of the six-membered N–N chelate ring of2

polymeric structures. The electronic spectra of the com- [VOhXsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj] (X55-MeO, 3-EtO) seems to
plexes in DMSO show d–d bands at around 13 000 and facilitate the formation of monomeric structures. This was

2118 500 cm for the 5-MeO and 5-Br substituted complex- demonstrated by the X-ray structure analysis of [VOh5-
21es, and at 13 500 cm for the 5-NO substituted complex MeOsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptnj]?CH OH (1) (vide infra).2 3

[7]. These spectra are similar to that of [VO(salpn)], which The molecular structure and side view of 1 are shown in
forms an octahedral structure with weak coordination of a Fig. 2. Selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table
solvent molecule in DMF [8]. Thus, it is concluded that all 2. Complex 1 forms a monomeric structure with square–
the complexes in DMSO have six-coordinate monomeric pyramidal coordination geometry. The V1=O4 distance is

˚ ˚structures with a solvent molecule at the position trans to 1.599(6) A, and the V1 atom is displaced 0.59(1) A from
the oxo ligand. For the 5-MeO substituted complex, an the O2O3N7N8 coordination plane. The methanol of
orange powder was precipitated at first when an oily green crystallization is hydrogen-bonded with the O atoms of the
residue obtained upon evaporation of a reaction mixture ligand with the O30? ? ?O2 and O30? ? ?O3 distances
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Table 1
Structures, IR data, and redox potentials for the V(V) /V(IV) couple of the oxovanadium(IV) complexes

21 aCompound Structure n(V=O)/cm E /V (DE /mV)1 / 2 p

b[VO(sal-(R,R)-2,4-ptn)] Polymer 879 0.218(80)
b[VO(3-MeOsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptn)] Polymer 876 0.178(74)
b[VO(3-EtOsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptn)] Monomer 985 0.170(73)
bPolymer 867

[VO(5-MeOsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptn)] Monomer 974 0.135(74)
[VO(5-Brsal-(R,R)-2,4-ptn)] Polymer 867 0.328(75)
[VO(5-NO sal-(R,R)-2,4-ptn)] Polymer 891 0.568(85)2

[VO(salpn)] Polymer 855 0.219(70)
[VO(3-EtOsalpn)] Polymer 857 0.172(70)
[VO(3-t-Busalpn)] Monomer 985 0.076(73)
[VO(5-MeOsalpn)] Polymer 850 0.134(69)

[VO(salen)] Monomer 975, 984 0.071(75)
[VO(5-Brsalen)] Monomer 963 0.166(79)

Polymer 862
[VO(5-NO salen)] Polymer 875 0.384(77)2

a 1All E values are given vs. Ag/Ag . E is calculated as the average of the anodic (E ) and cathodic (E ) peak potentials; DE 5E 2E .1 / 2 1 / 2 pa pc p pa pc
b From Ref. [4].

Fig. 2. (a) ORTEP drawing and (b) side view of 1 with 50% probability ellipsoids. Methanol of crystallization is omitted in (b).
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Table 2 CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition number
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for complex 1 CCDC 121677.

V1–O2 1.943(5) V1–O3 1.947(5)
V1–O4 1.599(6) V1–N7 2.095(6)
V1–N8 2.077(6) Acknowledgements
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Abstract

New [M(Q) (X)] derivatives (where M5Zn, Cd or Hg; Q51-phenyl-3-methyl-4-R(C5O)-pyrazolon-5-ato; in detail: Q , R5C H ;2 L 6 5

Q , R5CH C(CH ) ; Q , R5CH(C H ) ; X5EtOH or H O) have been synthesised and characterised. These compounds undergo aB 2 3 3 S 6 5 2 2

condensation reaction with the appropriate diamine in ethanol, affording novel Schiff-base metal derivatives [M(diaquo)bis(1-phenyl-
n n n3methyl-4-R(C5N)-pyrazolone)(CH ) diimmine] (L H , R5C H , n52, 3 or 4; B H , R5CH C(CH ) , n52, 3 or 4; S H ,2 n 2 6 5 2 2 3 3 2

113R5CH(C H ) , n52 or 3; M5Zn, Cd or Hg). These compounds possess a six-coordinate metal environment. A Cd NMR study has6 5 2
2been carried out on cadmium derivatives. The derivative [Zn(L )(H O) ] reacted with CuCl and with Cu(ClO ) affording [Cu(Q ) ]2 2 2 4 2 L 2

and [Cu(en) ](ClO ) (en5ethylendiamine), respectively, upon breaking of the C5N bond in the Schiff-base donor. In addition2 4 2
2 2[Zn(L )(H O) ] reacted with 1,10-phenanthroline (phen), yielding the derivative [Zn(Q ) (phen)]. Whereas when [Zn(L )(H O) ]2 2 L 2 2 2

2reacted with CdCl , formation of [Cd(L )(H O) ] due to exchange of the metal centre was observed. Finally the derivative2 2 2
2[Zn(L )(Hmimt)], likely containing a five-coordinate ZnN O S central core, has been obtained from the exchange reaction between2 2
2[Zn(L )(H O) ] and 1-methylimidazolin-2-thione (Hmimt).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 2

113Keywords: Novel Schiff base–metal derivatives; Group 12 coordination chemistry; Acylpyrazolonato-metal derivatives; Cd NMR

1. Introduction systems closely resemble metallo-proteins. Zinc and cad-
mium are well represented in this area [22]. The findings

About 20 zinc enzymes are known, in which zinc is of structural studies are interesting in that the Schiff base
generally tetrahedrally four-coordinate and bonded to hard ligands can control the stereochemistry of the complex and
donor atoms, such as nitrogen or oxygen [1–3]. In the provide us with numerous examples of unusual geometries
absence of structural data, a way to study these systems is about the central metal ion. Therefore they can serve to
to replace the spectroscopically silent zinc with cadmium, illustrate the coordination flexibility of these ions.

1
]which instead possesses a spin nucleus and can be A wide number of papers report the synthesis and2

113investigated through Cd NMR spectroscopy [4–13]. characterisation of many metal complexes of Schiff bases
Another strategy to understand the structure and behaviour derived from aromatic aldehydes and substituted anilines
of these biological systems, is based on the synthesis of [14–21], but very little has appeared in the literature on
model complexes having similar spectroscopic features. metal complexes of heterocyclic Schiff bases [23–35]. In
Schiff base–metal derivatives attract considerable interest particular only transition metal derivatives have been
and occupy an important role in the development of the synthesised with bis(4-acylpyrazolone)diimmine Schiff
chemistry of chelate systems [14–21] due to the fact that, bases and a recent paper deals with unsuccessful attempts
especially those with N ,O –tetradentate ligands, such to isolate cadmium derivatives [35].2 2

Due to our interest in the coordination chemistry of
pyrazole-containing ligands [36–40] we wished to fill this*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-737-402-217.

E-mail address: pettinar@camserv.unicam.it (F. Marchetti) gap and here report the syntheses and fully spectroscopic

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00230-2
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Fig. 1. Acylpyrazolones (a) and Schiff-base donors (b).

21 2 21and analytical characterisations, both in solution and the electrical conductances (reported as V cm mol ) of
21solid state, of several zinc, cadmium and mercury- the dichloromethane and acetone solutions (M5mol l )

bis(acylpyrazolonato) complexes and of the corresponding were measured with a Crison CDTM 522 conductimeter at
derivatives with novel bis(4-acylpyrazolone)diimmine room temperature.
Schiff bases (Fig. 1). Finally the reactivity of

2[Zn(L )(H O) ] toward several mono- and bidentate2 2

heterocyclic S- and N-donors and toward CdCl , CuCl , 2.2. Synthesis of the donors2 2

Cu(ClO ) and Sn(CH ) Cl has been investigated.4 2 3 2 2

2.2.1. 3-Methyl-1-phenyl-4-diphenylacetyl-pyrazol-5-one
(Q H)s

2. Experimental section 1-Phenyl-3-methylpyrazol-5-one (15.0 g, 0.088 mol)
was placed in a flask equipped with a stirrer, separating

2.1. General comments funnel and a reflux condenser. Dry dioxane (80 ml) was
added by warming, and to the clear solution calcium

All chemicals were purchased from Alfa (Karlsruhe) and hydroxide (12.0 g, 0.162 mol) and then diphenylacetyl
Aldrich (Milwaukee) and were used as received. chloride (19.9 g, 0.087 mol) were added, the latter

Samples for microanalyses were dried in vacuum to dropwise for 10 min. The mixture was heated to reflux for
constant weight (208C, ca 0.1 Torr). Elemental analyses 4 h and then poured into HCl 2 N (300 ml) to decompose
(C, H, N) were performed in-house with Fisons Instru- the calcium complex. A red oily precipitate immediately
ments 1108 CHNS-O Elemental Analyzer. Molecular formed, which was separated from the solution and dried
weight determinations were performed on chloroform under reduced pressure at 508C. Recrystallisation was

21solutions (m5mol kg of solvent) at 408C with a Knauer performed by treating the solid with hot diethyl ether.
membrane osmometer. IR spectra were recorded from Slow cooling of the solution afforded a brown–red crys-

214000 to 100 cm with a Perkin Elmer System 2000 FT-IR talline powder. Yield 56%. M.p. 111–1138C. Elemental
1 113instrument. H and Cd spectra were recorded on a analyses calc. for C H N O : C, 78.2; H, 5.5; N, 7.6;24 20 2 2

VXR-300 Varian spectrometer operating at room tempera- found: C, 78.1; H, 5.6; N, 7.4. IR (nujol) data: 1620vs,
1 113 1 3ture (300 MHz for H, 66.55 MHz and for Cd). The n(C5O). H (CDCl ) NMR: 2.42s, (3 H, C -CH ); 5.64s,3 3
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(1 H, (C H ) CHC5O); 7.15–7.59m, 7.74d, (15 H, and 0.060 g (0.001 mol) of ethylendiamine. Yield 78%.6 5 2

aromatics); 12.4 br, (1 H, OH ). M.p. 329–3308C. Elemental analyses calc. for
C H N O : C, 74.46; H, 5.55; N, 14.47; found: C,36 32 6 2

2.2.2. 3-Methyl-1-phenyl-4-tert-butylacetyl-pyrazol-5-one 74.27; H, 5.66; N, 14.29. IR (nujol) data: 1620vs, n(C5
. . . 1(Q H) [36] N); 2000–2600br n(O–H N). H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.41s,B 3

3Yield 68%. M.p. 85-878C. Elemental analyses calc. for (6 H, C -CH ); 3.34t (4 H, N–(CH ) –N); 7.12–7.26m,3 2 2

C H N O : C, 70.56; H, 7.40; N, 10.29; found: C, 7.37–7.57m, 7.98–8.03m (20 H, aromatics); 11.24s br, (216 20 2 2
. . .70.32; H, 7.71; N, 10.30. IR (nujol) data: 1622vs, n(C5 H, OH N).

1 3O). H (CDCl ) NMR: 2.48s, (3 H, C -CH ); 2.63s (2 H3 3

(CH ) CCH C5O), 1.12s (9 H (CH ) CCH C5O); 7.25t,3 3 2 3 3 2 2.2.7. N,N9-Propylenebis[(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-
37.46t, 7.90d, (5 H, aromatics); 12.0 br, (1 H, OH ). benzoylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)] (L H )2

3 2L H was prepared as detailed for S H using 0.544 g2 2
2.2.3. 3-Methyl-1-phenyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazol-5-one (Q H)L (0.002 mol) of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazol-5-one
[41] and 0.074 g (0.001 mol) of 1,3-diaminopropane. Yield

Yield 88%. M.p. 92–938C. Elemental analyses calc. for 84%. M.p. 109–1128C. Elemental analyses calc. for
C H N O : C, 73.37; H, 5.07; N, 10.07; found: C,17 14 2 2 C H N O : C, 74.37; H, 5.76; N, 14.13; found: C,37 34 6 2
73.61; H, 5.17; N, 10.09. IR (nujol) data: 1596vs, n(C5 74.95; H, 5.45; N, 14.30. IR (nujol) data: 1625vs, n(C5

1 3 . . . 1O). H (CDCl ) NMR: 2.11s, (3 H, C -CH ); 7.25–7.34m,3 3 N); 2600–3500br n(O–H N). H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.41s,3
37.42–7.68m, 7.86–7.93m (10 H, aromatics); 10.5 br, (1 H, 1.76s (6 H, C -CH ); 1.20m, 2.19m, 2.71m, 3.22t (6 H,3

OH ). N–(CH ) –N); 7.03–7.49m, 7.80d, 7.98t (20 H, aromat-2 3
. . . . . .ics); 11.20s br, (2 H, OH N); 6.20s br (2 H, NH O).

2.2.4. N,N9-Ethylenebis[(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-
2diphenylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)](S H )2 2.2.8. N,N9-Butylenebis[(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-

0.736 g (0.002 mol) of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4- 4benzoylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)] (L H )2diphenylacetyl-pyrazol-5-one were placed in ethanol (50 2 2L H was prepared as detailed for S H using 0.544 g2 2ml) and refluxed for 2 h with 0.060 g (0.001 mol) of (0.002 mol) of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazol-5-one
ethylenediamine. The orange clear solution obtained was and 0.088 g (0.001 mol) of 1,4-diaminobutane. Yield 83%.
left to cool and then the solvent was removed on the rotary M.p. 252–2548C. Elemental analyses calc. for
evaporator leaving a resinous oil, which was washed with C H N O : C, 74.98; H, 5.96; N, 14.91; found: C,2 2 38 36 6 2hot diethyl ether and n-hexane (1:1) to give S H . S H is2 2 74.65; H, 5.86; N, 13.69. IR (nujol) data: 1627vs, n(C5
soluble in chlorinated solvents, alcohols, acetone, acetoni- . . . 1N); 2400–2700br n(O–H N). H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.44s3trile and DMSO. Yield 66%. M.p. oil. Elemental analyses 3(6 H, C -CH ); 1.63m, 3.13m (8 H, N–(CH ) –N); 7.14t,3 2 4calc. for C H N O : C, 79.13; H, 5.58; N, 11.07; found:50 42 6 2 7.26– 7.43m, 7.52–7.55m, 8.00dd (20 H, aromatics);
C, 78.95; H, 5.52; N, 10.91. IR (nujol) data: 1620vs, . . .11.28s br, (2 H, OH N).. . . 1
n(C5N); 3000–3400br n(O–H N). H (CDCl ) NMR:3

32.32s, (6 H, C -CH ); 6.11s, (2 H, (C H ) CHC5O);3 6 5 2 2.2.9. N,N9-Ethylenebis[(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-tert-2.55m (4 H, N–(CH ) –N); 7.12–7.51m, 8.00d, (30 H,2 2 2butylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)] (B H )2aromatics); 11.80s br, (2 H, OH ).
2 2B H was prepared as detailed for S H using 0.556 g2 2

(0.002 mol) of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-tert-butylacetyl-2.2.5. N,N9-propylenebis[(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-
3 pyrazol-5-one and 0.060 g (0.001 mol) of ethylenediamine.diphenylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)] (S H )2

3 2 Yield 72%. M.p. oil. Elemental analyses calc. forS H was prepared as detailed for S H using 0.736 g2 2
C H N O : C, 71.80; H, 7.80; N, 14.78; found: C,34 44 6 2(0.002 mol) of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-diphenylacetyl-
71.56; H, 7.92; N, 14.58. IR (nujol) data: 1620vs, n(C5pyrazol-5-one and 0.074 g (0.001 mol) of 1,3-diaminop-

. . . 1N); 2400–3200br n(O–H N). H (CDCl ) NMR: 2.32s,3ropane. Yield 64%. M.p. oil. Elemental analyses calc. for
32.42s (6 H, C -CH ); 1.01s, 1.05s, 1.09s (18 H,3C H N O : C, 79.26; H, 5.74; N, 10.87; found: C,51 44 6 2

(CH ) CCH C5N); 2.56s, 2.72s (4 H, (CH ) CCH C53 3 2 3 3 279.56; H, 5.60; N, 10.51. IR (nujol) data: 1622vs, n(C5
. . . 1 N); 2.97t, 3.53t (4 H, N–(CH ) –N); 7.11t, 7.36t, 7.90d,2 2N); 3100–3400br n(O–H N). H (CDCl ) NMR: 2.34s,3 . . .3 8.00d (10 H, aromatics); 12.05s br, (2 H, OH N).(6 H, C -CH ); 5.98s, (2 H, (C H ) CHC5O); 2.45m (63 6 5 2

H, N–(CH ) –N); 7.08–7.45m, 7.95d, (30 H, aromatics);2 3
. . . 2.2.10. N,N9-Propylenebis[(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-tert-11.50s br, (2 H, OH N).

3butylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)] (B H )2
3 22.2.6. N,N9-Ethylenebis[(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4- B H was prepared as detailed for S H using 0.556 g2 2

2benzoylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)] (L H ) (0.002 mol) of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-tert-butylacetyl-2
2 2L H was prepared as detailed for S H using 0.544 g pyrazol-5-one and 0.074 g (0.001 mol) of 1,3-diaminop-2 2

(0.002 mol) of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazol-5-one ropane. Yield 74%. M.p. oil. Elemental analyses calc. for
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1 3C H N O : C, 72.13; H, 7.96; N, 14.42; found: C, d(H O). H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.77s br (6 H, C -CH );35 46 6 2 2 3 3

71.92; H, 7.75; N, 14.70. IR (nujol) data: 1630s n(C5N); 7.22m br, 7.42m br, 7.86d br (20 H, aromatics); 1.27s br (2
. . . 12400–3400br n(O–H N). H (CDCl ) NMR: 2.46s (6 H, H O).3 2

3H, C -CH ); 1.09s (18 H, (CH ) CCH C5N); 2.59s (4 H,3 3 3 2

(CH ) CCH C5N); 1.42m, 2.85m (6 H, N–(CH ) –N);3 3 2 2 3 2.3.4. Bis(1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-tertbutylacetyl-pyrazolon-
7.15t, 7.37t, 7.86d, (10 H, aromatics); 5.00br (2 H, 5-ato)(ethanol)zinc(II) [Zn(Q ) (EtOH)] (4)B 2. . .NH O). Yield 90%. M.p. 167–1698C. Elemental analyses calc.

for C H N O Zn: C, 62.43; H, 6.78; N, 8.57; found: C,34 44 4 5
2.2.11. N,N9-Butylenebis[(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-tert- 62.36; H, 6.63; N, 8.86. IR (nujol) data: 1613vs, n(C5O);

4
1butylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)] (B H )2 457vs, 353s n(Zn–O); 3100–3400br n(EtOH). H

4 2 3B H was prepared as detailed for S H using 0.556 g2 2 (CDCl ) NMR: 2.47s (6 H, C -CH ); 2.57s (4 H,3 3
(0.002 mol) of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-tert-butylacetyl- (CH ) CCH C5O); 1.03s (18 H, (CH ) CCH C5O);3 3 2 3 3 2
pyrazol-5-one and 0.088 g (0.001 mol) of 1,4- 7.10t, 7.28t, 7.74d (10 H, aromatics); 3.70q (2 H,
diaminobutane. Yield 69%. M.p. oil. Elemental analyses CH CH OH); 1.27t (3 H, CH CH OH).3 2 3 2
calc. for C H N O : C, 72.45; H, 8.11; N, 14.08; found:36 48 6 2

C, 72.21; H, 8.20; N, 14.28. IR (nujol) data: 1632s n(C5 2.3.5. Bis(1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-tertbutylacetyl-pyrazolon-. . . 1N); 2400–2800br n(O–H N). H (CDCl ) NMR: 2.43s3 5-ato)(ethanol)cadmium(II) [Cd(Q ) (EtOH)] (5)3 B 2(6 H, C -CH ); 1.09s (18 H, (CH ) CCH C5N); 2.70s (43 3 3 2 Yield 78%. M.p. 150–1558C. Elemental analyses calc.
H, (CH ) CCH C5N); 1.44br, 3.52br (8 H, N–(CH ) –3 3 2 2 4 for C H CdN O : C, 57.73; H, 6.73; N, 7.49; found: C,34 44 4 5N); 7.16t, 7.37t, 7.89d, (10 H, aromatics); 12.00s br (2 H, 57.66; H, 6.95; N, 7.59. IR (nujol) data: 1613vs, n(C5O);. . .OH N). 1452m, 436s, 350s n(Cd–O); 3100–3400br n(EtOH). H

3(CDCl ) NMR: 2.42s (6 H, C -CH ); 2.45s (4 H,3 32.3. Synthesis of complexes 1 –21 (CH ) CCH C5O); 0.97s (18 H, (CH ) CCH C5O);3 3 2 3 3 2

7.02t, 7.16t, 7.60d (10 H, aromatics); 3.69q (2 H,
2.3.1. Bis(1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazolon-5- 113CH CH OH); 1.21t (3 H, CH CH OH). Cd (CDCl )3 2 3 2 3ato)(ethanol)zinc(II) [Zn(Q ) (EtOH)] (1)L 2 NMR: 27.2.

An ethanolic solution (20 ml) of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-
benzoyl-pyrazol-5-one (0.556 g, 0.002 mol) was added to

2.3.6. Bis(1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-diphenylacetyl-pyrazolon-an aqueous solution (10 ml) of zinc acetate (0.183 g, 0.001
5-ato)(ethanol)zinc(II) [Zn(Q ) (EtOH)] (6)S 2mol). A yellow precipitate immediately formed, which was

Yield 63%. M.p. 194–1958C. Elemental analyses calc.filtered off, dried under reduced pressure and shown to be
for C H N O Zn: C, 70.90; H, 5.24; N, 6.62; found: C,50 44 4 5the compound 1. Yield 85%. M.p. 185–1878C. Elemental
70.73; H, 5.24; N, 6.86. IR (nujol) data: 1616vs, n(C5O);analyses calc. for C H N O Zn: C, 64.92; H, 4.84; N,38 32 4 5 1451s, 352s n(Zn–O); 3100–3400br n(EtOH). H (CDCl )38.41; found: C, 64.82; H, 4.68; N, 8.58. IR (nujol) data: 3NMR: 2.32s (6 H, C -CH ); 5.51s (2 H, (C H ) CHC53 6 5 21590vs, n(C5O); 444m, 415w, 352s n(Zn–O); 2400–

1 3 O); 6.95–7.15m, 7.50m (10 H, aromatics); 3.46q (2 H,3500br n(EtOH). H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.79s (6 H, C -CH );3 3 CH CH OH); 1.22t (3 H, CH CH OH).3 2 3 27.15t, 7.31t, 7.45m, 7.81d (20 H, aromatics); 3.68q (2 H,
CH CH OH); 1.25t (3 H, CH CH OH).3 2 3 2

2.3.7. Bis(1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-diphenylacetyl-pyrazolon-Derivatives 2–7 have been synthesised in a similar
5-ato)(ethanol)cadmium(II) [Cd(Q ) (EtOH)] (7)manner. S 2

Yield 58%. M.p. 175–1788C. Elemental analyses calc.
for C H CdN O : C, 67.40; H, 5.42; N, 6.55; found: C,2.3.2. Bis(1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazolon-5- 50 44 4 5

67.18; H, 5.26; N, 6.36. IR (nujol) data: 1610vs, n(C5O);ato)(ethanol)cadmium(II) [Cd(Q ) (EtOH)] (2)L 2 1432m, 338s n(Cd–O); 3100–3300br n(EtOH). H (CDCl )Yield 68%. M.p. 188–1908C. Elemental analyses calc. 3
3NMR: 2.27s br (6 H, C -CH ); 5.52s br (2 H,for C H CdN O : C, 58.68; H, 5.20; N, 7.61; found: C, 340 38 4 6

(C H ) CHC5O); 7.00–7.20m, 7.35–7.45m, 7.62m (1058.84; H, 5.30; N, 7.45. IR (nujol) data: 1592vs, n(C5O); 6 5 2
1 H, aromatics); 3.46q (2 H, CH CH OH); 1.19t (3 H,420s, 405s, 345s n(Cd–O); 2400–3500br n(EtOH). H 3 2

1133 CH CH OH). Cd (CDCl ) NMR: 26.8.(CDCl ) NMR: 1.94s, 1.65s (6 H, C -CH ); 7.01t, 7.16t, 3 2 33 3

7.35m, 7.67d (20 H, aromatics); 3.65q (2 H, CH CH OH);3 2
1131.81t (3 H, CH CH OH). Cd (CDCl ) NMR: 25.2. 2.3.8. [N,N9-ethylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-3 2 3

benzoylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquozinc(II)
22.3.3. Bis(1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazolon-5- [Zn(L )(H O) ] (8)2 2

ato)(aquo)mercury(II) [Hg(Q ) (H O)] (3) The compound [Zn(Q ) (EtOH)] (1.332 g, 0.002 mol)L 2 2 L 2

Yield 74%. M.p. 177–1788C. Elemental analyses calc. and ethylenediamine (0.060 g, 0.001 mol) were refluxed in
for C H HgN O : C, 52.82; H, 3.65; N, 7.25; found: C, ethanol (50 ml) for 2 h. The reaction mixture formed a36 28 4 5

52.74; H, 3.69; N, 7.22. IR (nujol) data: 1620vs, n(C5O); clear yellow solution on heating. By allowing it to cool
419w, 327s n(Hg–O); 2400–3500br n(H O); 1644m overnight, a yellow precipitate formed which was filtered2
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off, washed with ethanol and light petroleum, dried under for C H N O Zn: C, 64.45; H, 5.41; N, 11.87; found: C,38 38 6 4

reduced pressure and shown to be derivative 8. Yield 95%. 64.21; H, 5.50; N, 11.54. Molecular weight (CHCl , 408C,3

M.p. 267–2688C. Elemental analyses calc. for c50.01 m): 722. Formula weight: 707; r5M.w. /F.w.5
C H N O Zn: C, 63.58; H, 5.05; N, 12.36; found: C, 1.09. IR (nujol) data: 1620vs, n(C5N); 423m n(Zn–O);36 34 6 4

163.29; H, 5.12; N, 12.43. Molecular weight (CHCl , 408C, 3000–3200br n(H O). H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.69s (6 H,3 2 3
3c50.01 m): 610. Formula weight: 679; r5M.w. /F.w.5 C -CH ); 7.10m, 7.25–7.39m, 7.89–7.93m (20 H, aro-3

0.90. IR (nujol) data: 1632vs, n(C5N); 418s, 287m n(Zn– matics); 1.60m, 2.82m (6 H, N–(CH ) –N); 2.00br (4 H,2 4
1O); 3000–3200br n(H O). H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.67s (6 H, H O).2 3 2

3C -CH ); 7.08t, 7.25–7.39m, 7.84d (20 H, aromatics);3

2.79br (4 H, N–(CH ) –N); 2.10br (4 H, H O).2 2 2 2.3.13. [N,N9-butylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-
Derivatives 9–21 have been obtained similarly, by

benzoylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquo cadmium(II)
mixing the bis(acylpyrazolonate)metal(II) compound with 4[Cd(L )(H O) ] (13)2 2the appropriate diamine in hot ethanol [26].

Yield 81%. M.p. 1188C dec. Elemental analyses calc.
for C H CdN O : C, 60.44; H, 5.07; N, 11.13; found: C,38 38 6 4

60.25; H, 5.12; N, 10.88. IR (nujol) data: 1624vs, n(C52.3.9. [N,N9-ethylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-
1N); 408m, 280w n(Cd–O); 3000–3200br n(H O). Hbenzoylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquo cadmium(II) 2

32 (CDCl ) NMR: 1.61s (6 H, C -CH ); 7.09–7.12m, 7.25–[Cd(L )(H O) ] (9) 3 32 2

7.38m, 7.84–7.89m (20 H, aromatics); 2.71–2.73m, 1.60mYield 62%. M.p. 249–2508C. Elemental analyses calc.
113(6 H, N–(CH ) –N); 1.80br (4 H, H O). Cd (CDCl )for C H CdN O : C, 59.47; H, 4.71; N, 11.56; found: C, 2 4 2 336 34 6 4

NMR: 31.0.59.19; H, 4.65; N, 11.41. IR (nujol) data: 1627vs, n(C5
1N); 410m, 280m n(Cd–O); 3000–3200br n(H O). H2

3(CDCl ) NMR: 1.63s (6 H, C -CH ); 7.08m, 7.26–7.38m,3 3 2.3.14. [N,N9-butylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-
7.85–7.89m (20 H, aromatics); 2.53br (4 H, N–(CH ) –2 2 benzoylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquo mercury(II)113N); 2.10br (4 H, H O). Cd (CDCl ) NMR: 37.6. 42 3 [Hg(L )(H O) ] (14)2 2

Yield 65%. M.p. 134–1368C. Elemental analyses calc.
for C H HgN O : C, 54.12; H, 4.54; N, 9.96; found: C,2.3.10. [N,N9-propylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4- 38 38 6 4

53.90; H, 4.65; N, 10.12. IR (nujol) data: 1619vs, n(C5benzoylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquozinc(II)
13 N); 392w, 280w n(Hg–O); 2400–3200br n(H O). H[Zn(L )(H O) ] (10) 22 2

3(CDCl ) NMR: 1.66s (6 H, C -CH ); 7.06t, 7.25–7.32m,Yield 54%. M.p. 227–2298C. Elemental analyses calc. 3 3

7.85–7.88m (20 H, aromatics); 2.45m, 1.31–1.35m, (6 H,for C H N O Zn: C, 64.03; H, 5.23; N, 12.11; found: C,37 36 6 4

N–(CH ) –N); 1.70br (4 H, H O).64.04; H, 5.31; N, 12.13. Molecular weight (CHCl , 408C, 2 4 23

c50.01 m): 624. Formula weight: 693; r5M.w. /F.w.5
0.90. IR (nujol) data: 1624vs, n(C5N); 415m n(Zn–O); 2.3.15. [N,N9-ethylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-13000–3200br n(H O). H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.65s (6 H,2 3 tertbutylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquozinc(II)3C -CH ); 7.09t, 7.26–7.37m, 7.86–7.89m (20 H, aro- 23 [Zn(B )(H O) ] (15)2 2matics); 2.45m, 3.16t (6 H, N–(CH ) –N); 2.00br (4 H,2 3 Yield 56%. M.p. 190–1938C. Elemental analyses calc.
H O).2 for C H N O Zn: C, 61.12; H, 6.94; N, 12.58; found: C,34 46 6 4

61.25; H, 7.05; N, 12.34. IR (nujol) data: 1607vs, n(C5
1N); 445m n(Zn–O); 3150–3300br n(H O). H (CDCl )2.3.11. [N,N9-propylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4- 2 3

3NMR: 2.89s (6 H, C -CH ); 2.41s, 2.48s (4 H,benzoylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquo cadmium(II) 3
3 (CH ) CCH C5O); 1.00s (18 H, (CH ) CCH C5O);[Cd(L )(H O) ] (11) 3 3 2 3 3 22 2

7.25m, 7.81–7.85m (10 H, aromatics); 2.89s (4 H, N–Yield 84%. M.p. 118–1218C. Elemental analyses calc.
(CH ) –N); 2.00br (4 H, H O).for C H CdN O : C, 59.96; H, 4.90; N, 11.34; found: C, 2 2 237 36 6 4

59.60; H, 5.02; N, 11.66. Molecular weight (CHCl , 408C,3

c50.01 m): 677. Formula weight: 740; r5M.w. /F.w.5
2.3.16. [N,N9-ethylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-

0.91. IR (nujol) data: 1624vs, n(C5N); 407m n(Cd–O);
tertbutylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquocadmium(II)13000–3200br n(H O). H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.62s (6 H, 22 3 [Cd(B )(H O) ] (16)3 2 2C -CH ); 7.09m, 7.26–7.38m, 7.86–7.89m (20 H, aro-3 Yield 58%. M.p. 213–2168C. Elemental analyses calc.

matics); 2.55m, 3.10t (6 H, N–(CH ) –N); 1.90br (4 H,2 3 for C H CdN O : C, 57.10; H, 6.48; N, 11.75; found: C,113 34 46 6 4H O). Cd (CDCl ) NMR: 32.2.2 3 57.34; H, 6.35; N, 11.55. IR (nujol) data: 1629vs, n(C5
1N); 455s n(Cd–O); 3180–3300br n(H O). H (CDCl )2 3

3NMR: 2.04s (6 H, C -CH ); 2.42s (4 H, (CH ) CCH C52.3.12. [N,N9-butylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4- 3 3 3 2

O); 1.01s (18 H, (CH ) CCH C5O); 7.10–7.40m, 7.84–benzoylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquozinc(II) 3 3 2
4 7.88m (10 H, aromatics); 2.51s (4 H, N–(CH ) –N);[Zn(L )(H O) ] (12) 2 22 2

1131.90br (4 H, H O). Cd (CDCl ) NMR: 37.7.Yield 74%. M.p. 180–1828C. Elemental analyses calc. 2 3
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2.3.17. [N,N9-propylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4- 70.06; H, 5.53; N, 9.61. IR (nujol) data: 1633m, n(C5N);
1tertbutylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquozinc(II) 421m n(Zn–O); 3280–3360br n(H O). H (CDCl ) NMR:2 3

3 3[Zn(B )(H O) ] (17) 2.39s (6 H, C -CH ); 5.59s (2 H, (C H ) CHC5O);2 2 3 6 5 2

Yield 58%. M.p. 172–1738C. Elemental analyses calc. 7.02–7.29m, 7.77d (30 H, aromatics); 2.71t, 1.34m (6 H,
for C H N O Zn: C, 61.62; H, 7.09; N, 12.32; found: C, N–(CH ) –N); 2.10br (4 H, H O).35 48 6 4 2 3 2

61.90; H, 7.27; N, 12.55. IR (nujol) data: 1628vs, n(C5
1 2N); 465s n(Zn–O); 3160–3350br n(H O). H (CDCl ) 2.4. Reactivity of the derivative [Zn(L )(H O) ] (8)2 3 2 23NMR: 2.39s (6 H, C -CH ); 2.47s (4 H, (CH ) CCH C53 3 3 2

O); 0.99s (18 H, (CH ) CCH C5O); 7.24–7.28m, 7.81–3 3 2 2.4.1. Bis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazol-5-
7.85m (10 H, aromatics); 3.21t, 1.76m (6 H, N–(CH ) –2 3 one)copper(II) [Cu(Q ) ]L 2

2N); 1.80br (4 H, H O).2 [Zn(L )(H O) ] (0.680 g, 0.001 mol) was refluxed in2 2

DMF (50 ml) for 2 h. The reaction mixture formed a clear
2.3.18. [N,N9-propylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4- yellow solution on heating. Copper dichloride CuCl2
tertbutylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquocadmium(II) (0.134 g, 0.001 mol) was then added. A green precipitate

3[Cd(B )(H O) ] (18) slowly formed, was filtered off, washed with chloroform,2 2

Yield 71%. M.p. 137–1428C. Elemental analyses calc. dried under reduced pressure and shown to be derivative
for C H CdN O : C, 57.65; H, 6.63; N, 11.52; found: C, [Cu(Q ) ]. Its analytical and spectral data are in accord-35 48 6 4 L 2
57.46; H, 6.72; N, 11.62. IR (nujol) data: 1632vs, n(C5 ance with those described in the literature [40].

1N); 457s n(Cd–O); 3160–3350br n(H O). H (CDCl )2 3
3NMR: 2.41s (6 H, C -CH ); 2.50s (4 H, (CH ) CCH C53 3 3 2 2.4.2. N,N9-ethylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-

O); 1.00s (18 H, (CH ) CCH C5O); 7.08t, 7.25–7.33m,3 3 2 benzoylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)diaquo cadmium(II)
27.83–7.87m (10 H, aromatics); 3.15m, 1.73t (6 H, N– [Cd(L )(H O) ] (9)2 2113

2(CH ) –N); 1.90br (4 H, H O). Cd (CDCl ) NMR:2 3 2 3 [Zn(L )(H O) ] (0.680 g, 0.001 mol) was refluxed in2 2
29.6. chloroform (50 ml) for 2 h, until a clear yellow solution

was obtained. Cadmium dichloride CdCl (0.183 g, 0.0012

2.3.19. [N,N9-butylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4- mol) was then added. After 24 h the solvent was removed
tertbutylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquocadmium(II) and the crude product was treated with Et O: a yellow2

4[Cd(B )(H O) ] (19) precipitate formed which was filtered off, washed with2 2

Yield 82%. M.p. 172–1758C. Elemental analyses calc. diethyl ether, dried under reduced pressure and shown to
for C H CdN O : C, 58.18; H, 6.78; N, 11.31; found: C, be derivative 9.36 50 6 4

57.97; H, 6.62; N, 11.47. IR (nujol) data: 1633vs, n(C5
1N); 450m n(Cd–O); 3150–3330br n(H O). H (CDCl )2 3 2.4.3. Bis(ethylendiamine)copper(II) perchlorate

3NMR: 2.41s (6 H, C -CH ); 2.50s (4 H, (CH ) CCH C53 3 3 2 [Cu(en) (ClO )](ClO ) (22)2 4 4
2O); 1.00s (18 H, (CH ) CCH C5O); 7.04–7.11m, 7.25–3 3 2 [Zn(L )(H O) ] (0.680 g, 0.001 mol) was refluxed in2 2

7.33m, 7.81–7.86m (10 H, aromatics); 2.81m, 1.65t (8 H, chloroform (50 ml) for 2 h, until a clear yellow solution
113N–(CH ) –N); 2.00br (4 H, H O). Cd (CDCl ) NMR:2 4 2 3 was obtained. Copper perchlorate Cu(ClO ) (0.262 g,4 2

32.2. 0.001 mol) was then added. A violet precipitate slowly
formed, was filtered off, washed with chloroform, dried

2.3.20. [N,N9-ethylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4- under reduced pressure and shown to be derivative 22.
diphenylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquocadmium(II) Yield 66%. M.p. 262–2648C. Elemental analyses calc. for

2[Cd(S )(H O) ] (20) C H Cl CuN O : C, 12.51; H, 4.21; N, 14.64; found: C,2 2 4 16 2 4 8

Yield 70%. M.p. 968C dec. Elemental analyses calc. for 12.84; H, 4.39; N, 14.40. L (in acetone): 117.5M
21 2 21C H CdN O : C, 65.88; H, 4.96; N, 9.41; found: C, V cm mol . IR (nujol) data: 3336s, 3282s, 3161m49 44 6 4

65.57; H, 5.05; N, 9.14. IR (nujol) data: 1614vs, n(C5N); n(NH ); 1123s, 1081s, 1055s, 626s, 607m n(ClO ).2 4
1411m n(Cd–O); 3000–3200br n(H O). H (CDCl ) NMR:2 3

32.42s (6 H, C -CH ); 5.72s (2 H, (C H ) CHC5O);3 6 5 2 2.4.4. N,N9-ethylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-
7.05–7.32m, 7.80d (30 H, aromatics); 2.76m (4 H, N– benzoylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)(1-methyl imidazolin-2-

113 2(CH ) –N); 1.90br (4 H, H O). Cd (CDCl ) NMR:2 2 2 3 thione)zinc(II) [Zn(L )(Hmimt)] (23)
235.0. [Zn(L )(H O) ] (0.680 g, 0.001 mol) and 1-2 2

methylimidazolin-2-thione (Hmimt) (0.456 g, 0.004 mol)
were refluxed in chloroform (50 ml) for 24 h. A clear2.3.21. [N,N9-propylenebis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-
yellow solution was obtained. The solvent was removeddiphenylacetylimmine-pyrazol-5-one)]diaquozinc(II)

3 and the crude product washed with Et O, dried under[Zn(S )(H O) ] (21) 22 2

reduced pressure and shown to be derivative 23. YieldYield 72%. M.p. 238–2408C. Elemental analyses calc.
78%. M.p. 1858C dec. Elemental analyses calc. forfor C H N O Zn: C, 69.68; H, 5.78; N, 9.66; found: C,50 46 6 4
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C H N O SZn: C, 62.77; H, 4.86; N, 15.02; S, 4.30; [M(Q ) (EtOH)] 1 H N–(CH ) –NH39 36 8 2 S 2 2 2 n 2

found: C, 62.46; H, 4.74; N, 14.96; S, 4.18. IR (nujol) n→[M(S ) (H O) ] 1 EtOH (4)2 2 2data: 1630s, n(C5N); 418m n(Zn–O); 829s, 791m n(C– 20–21
1 3S); H (CDCl ) NMR: 1.78s (6 H, C -CH ); 7.11t, 7.40m3 3 (M 5 Cd, n 5 2; M 5 Zn, n 5 3)(20 H, aromatics); 2.35br (4 H, N–(CH ) –N); 2.88s (3 H,2 2

CH ); 7.28d, 7.85d (2 H, aromatics ); 6.05br (13(Hmimt ) (Hmimt )
On the other hand, as reported by others [35], the directH, SH ).(Hmimt )

interaction between the Schiff bases and the metal accep-
tors did not produce the desired complexes.2.4.5. Bis(3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazol-5-

All the derivatives 1–21 present coordinate molecules ofone)(1,10-phenanthroline)zinc(II) [Zn(Q )(phen)] (24)L
2 solvent (1, 2, 4–7) or absorb water from the atmosphere to[Zn(L )(H O) ] (0.680 g, 0.001 mol) and 1,10-phen-2 2

saturate the metal coordination sphere (3, 8–21) [23–35].anthroline (phen) (0.360 g, 0.002 mol) were refluxed in
The ethanol molecule is likely directly bonded to the metalDMF (50 ml) for 24 h. The solvent was removed and the
atom by its oxygen, whereas its acidic proton should becrude product was treated with a 1:1 mixture of Et O/2
involved in an intermolecular H-bonding with the pyridinicchloroform: a brown precipitate formed which was filtered

2nitrogen of the pyrazole ring in the (Q) donor, asoff, washed with diethyl ether, dried under reduced pres-
previously found in the crystal structure ofsure and shown to be derivative 24. Yield 84%. M.p.
[Ca(Q ) (EtOH) ] [36].B 2 22308C dec. Elemental analyses calc. for C H N O Zn:46 34 6 4

In derivatives 8–21the water molecules also are likelyC, 69.05; H, 4.28; N, 10.50; found: C, 68.85; H, 4.38; N,
bonded to the metal centre and involved in an intermolecu-10.68. IR (nujol) data: 1614vs, n(C5O); 422s n(Zn–O);

1 3 lar hydrogen-bond network with the peripheral nitrogen ofH (CDCl ) NMR: 1.82s (6 H, C -CH ); 7.03t, 7.15t,3 3
the pyrazole ring [37,39].7.45–7.60m (20 H, aromatics); 7.32s, 7.90m, 8.45d, 8.50d,

All derivatives 1–21 are high melting solids, sparingly9.32d, 9.45d (8 H, aromatics ).( phen)
soluble in alcohols at room temperature and fairly soluble
in chlorinate solvents, acetone, acetonitrile, DMSO and
DMF. Their solubility increases at higher temperature in3. Results and discussion
these solvents.

Conductivity measurements in acetone and dichlorome-3.1. Synthesis of the complexes
thane attest the covalent nature of 1–21. For some selected
complexes vaporimetric molecular weight determination inDerivatives 1–7 were obtained from the reaction of the
chloroform have been carried out, which indicate a mono-metal(II) acetates with QH in ethanol:
nuclear structure (Fig. 2). No dissociation has been found,

EtOH
the ratio r between the experimental and theoreticalM(O CCH ) ? H O 1 2 QH → [M(Q) (X)] 12 3 2 2 2

1–7 molecular weights (r5M.W./F.W.) being in the range 0.9–
1.1.2 CH COOH (1)3

(Q 5 Q , M 5 Zn or Cd, X 5 EtOH; Q 5 Q , M 5 Hg, X 5 3.2. SpectroscopyL L

H O; Q 5 Q , M 5 Zn or Cd, X 5 EtOH; Q 5 Q , M 52 B S
In the far-IR spectra of bis(acylpyrazolonate) metal

21Zn, X 5 EtOH; Q 5 Q , M 5 Cd, X 5 EtOH)S derivatives 1–7, some strong bands at ca 430–450 cm
21and at 340–360 cm have been detected, assignable to

The Schiff base adducts 8–21 were obtained from n (M–O) and n (M–O) modes [22,42]. The presence ofs asinteraction between [M(Q) (X)] and the appropriate2 molecules of ethanol or water is confirmed by broad
21diamine in refluxing ethanol, according to Eqs. 2–4: absorptions between 2400 and 3400 cm , indicating

extended intermolecular H-bonding, as previously seen for[M(Q ) (X)] 1 H N–(CH ) –NHL 2 2 2 n 2
other metal(II) acyl-pyrazolonates [37,39].EtOH n 21→ [M(L ) (H O) ] 1 X (2) The broad band at 2400–2800 cm , observed in the IR2 2 2

8–14 2 3 4 2 3of the neutral ligands L H , L H , L H , B H , B H ,2 2 2 2 2
4 2 3(M 5 Zn or Cd, X 5 EtOH; n 5 2, 3 or 4; M 5 Hg, X 5 B H , S H and S H , is due to intramolecular hydrogen-2 2 2

. . .bonding O–H N, if the Schiff base exists in the enol–H O, n 5 4)2 . . .iminic form, or O H–N, if it exists in the keto–aminic
form, and disappears upon coordination, indicating de-[M(Q ) (EtOH)] 1 H N–(CH ) –NHB 2 2 2 n 2
protonation of the donors and, in derivatives 8–21, in-

EtOH n→ [M(B ) (H O) ] 1 EtOH (3) volvement of nitrogen and oxygen in bonding with the2 2 2
2115–19 metal atom. However the strong band at ca. 1630 cm ,

(M 5 Zn or Cd, n 5 2 or 3; M 5 Cd, n 5 4) previously assigned to n(C5N) [35] does not undergo a
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Fig. 2. Structures of derivatives 1–8 (a) and of derivatives 9–21 (b).

significant shift in the IR of complexes 8–21, suggesting a have shown that these kind of complex are capable of
weak N–M bonding. Several medium to strong absorption further interactions with several metals through the oxygen
bands appear in the far-IR spectra of complexes 8–21, due atoms. In addition it has been shown that metal-containing
to n(M–O) [22,42]. Schiff base derivatives can add s-donor ligands to saturate

In the NMR spectra of derivatives 1–7, the acyl- the metal coordination environment.
pyrazolonate and EtOH resonances are generally quite The interaction of 8 with Me SnCl in chloroform or2 2

broad, due to some fluxionality or exchange process. benzene was unsuccessful, whereas an exchange reaction
1In the H spectra of the Schiff bases a broad absorption occurred when 8 reacted with CdCl in hot DMF, with2

2at ca. 11.00 ppm, due to an acidic proton and, in some formation of the derivative [Cd(L )(H O) ] 9. CuCl in2 2 2
21cases, also a broad absorption in the region 5.00–6.00 hot DMF provoked not only the dissociation of Zn from

. . .ppm, likely due to the N–H O group, together with the 8, but also the breaking of the C5N bonds in the donor
2 22 2presence of two sets of signals for 3-Me and 4-acyl groups, (L ) with reformation of the acylpyrazolonate (Q )L

suggest the existence in solution of two different donor, a green precipitate being formed, characterised as
tautomeric forms. The broad bands disappear in the spectra [Cu(Q ) ], previously synthesised [40].L 2

of complexes 8–21, further confirming the coordination of
the ligands in the bianionic form. The proton signals of the
methylene chain fall in the expected range (1.00–4.00
ppm) and undergo an upfield shift, whereas for the methyl
protons in the 3-position a downfield shift has been
detected upon coordination. For all the complexes only one
set of signals for each equivalent group of protons has
been detected, indicating the absence of isomers or flux-
ionality.

For the cadmium derivatives 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 18,
11319, 20, Cd NMR spectra in CDCl have been obtained:3

in all cases a unique absorption has been detected which
falls in the region 20–60 ppm, typical of five- or six-
coordinate cadmium species (Fig. 3), with a CdO ,5

CdO N or CdO N central core [43–45]. This confirms3 2 4 2

the existence of the complexes in solution.

23.3. Reactivity of [Zn(L )(H O) ]2 2

2We also investigated the reactivity of [Zn(L )(H O) ] 82 2

toward a series of metal acceptors and Lewis bases (see
scheme 1) as recent papers on some nickel-, copper- and
other metal-containing Schiff base derivatives [46–52] Fig. 3. Structure of derivative [Zn(Q ) (phen)] 24.L 2
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Scheme 1.

When 8 reacted with Cu(ClO ) in refluxing CHCl a direct reaction of the same metal acceptors with Schiff4 2 3

violet precipitate, [Cu(en) (ClO )]ClO (22), was formed, bases was unsuccessful.2 4 4

upon hydrolysis of the Schiff base ligand. The conductivity All the Schiff base complexes are hydrated with two
21 2 21value in acetone (117.5 V cm mol ) and the split molecules of water directly bonded to the metal to give a

absorptions of the ClO group in the region 1000–1150 six-coordinate metal sphere, and likely involved in H-4
21cm of the IR spectrum of 22 suggest the presence of a bonding with the pyrazole ring nitrogens. Only the ligand

4perchlorate coordinate to copper, whereas the other ClO L H , containing a butylene chain between the nitrogen4 2

group is out of the coordination sphere of the metal. atoms, is capable of forming a complex with mercury, the
The attempted reaction between 1-methylimidazole (1- lengthening of the chain being decisive, due to the larger

Meim) and 8 in hot CHCl was unsuccessful, whereas the size of mercury with respect to zinc and cadmium.3

S-donor 1-methylimidazolin-2-thione (Hmimt) has been Furthermore, from the investigation on the reactivity of
2shown, under the same reaction conditions, to coordinate [Zn(L )(H O) ] we also found that:2 2

the zinc acceptor, giving rise to the adduct
2[Zn(L )(Hmimt)] (23). • The skeleton of the Schiff base donor is preserved in

Finally the chelating donor 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) the derivatives after reaction with CdCl , only metal-2

reacted with 8 in hot DMF affording the derivative exchange being observed.
[Zn(Q ) (phen)] (24), which exists in chloroform solution • The S-donor ligand Hmimt is the able to displaceL 2

as a six-coordinate ZnO N species (Fig. 3). Only one set solvent molecules from the hMdiaquo[bis(1-phenyl-4 2

of resonances is found in its proton NMR spectrum in 3methyl-4-R(C5N)-pyrazolone)(CH ) diimmine]j type2 n

accordance with absence of isomers or fluxionality, fast on compounds, leaving the tetradentate donor unaltered.
2the NMR time scale, around the metal centre through • The interaction of [Zn(L )(H O) ] with chelating phen2 2

exchange processes. donors and with ‘‘hard’’ acceptors like CuCl or2

Cu(ClO ) induces hydrolysis of the tetradentate N O -4 2 2 2
2 22donor (L ) , and subsequent formation of the starting

4. Conclusions acylpyrazolonate donor. Drastic reaction conditions
(high temperature) and traces of moisture could be

Non-anhydrous bis(acyl-pyrazolonate)metal(II) invoked to explain this behaviour: however we have
[M(Q) (X)] derivatives, which contain a five-coordinate found that derivative 8 is stable in refluxing CHCl or2 3

metal environment, can be obtained from the reaction of DMF, also in presence of water, so that it seems that the
zinc, cadmium and mercury acetates with 4- presence of hard ions is necessary to catalyse the
acylpyrazolones in ethanol. These derivatives react with breaking of the Schiff base.

2several diamines in hot ethanol in 2:1 molar ratio, afford- • The secondary interaction of [Zn(L )(H O) ] with2 2
2 22ing the corresponding Schiff base metal derivatives. The Me SnCl through the oxygen atoms of (L ) , to give2 2
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Abstract

The synthesis and characterization of a dinuclear copper(II) complex with a bis(bidentate) ligand is reported. The ligand is a
functionalized 1,3-diaryl triazene substituted with carboxymethyl groups at the ortho positions of the aryl rings. Reaction of this ligand
with Cu (OAc) ?2H O resulted in the formation of the Cu (OAc) (triazenide) where the triazenide binds to each copper through one of2 4 2 2 3

the triazenide nitrogens and the carbonyl oxygen of the pendant esters. The structures of this dinuclear complex and of the ligand are
reported.  1999 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Triazene; Triazenide; Acetate; Copper(II) complex; Dinuclear structure

1. Introduction Deprotonation of the triazene [31–33] gives the triazenide
which readily binds to main group and transition metals.

The enhanced performance of many heterogeneous
Ligands which are related to the triazenide are the car-

catalysts over their homogeneous counterparts can often be
boxylate [34] and amidinate [35–37] ligands. The tri-

attributed to the close proximity of metal centers in the solid
azenide, amidinate, and carboxylate have been shown to

state and the cooperative interactions that can take place be-
bind in monodentate, bidentate and bridging fashions by

tween them [1,2]. While cooperativity in heterogeneous
X-ray crystallographic methods [34–39]. In this paper, we

catalysts has been well documented, replication of these in-
describe our use of bis(bidentate) ligand 1,3-bis(2-carboxy-

teractions in homogeneous systems has been difficult. How-
methyl)benzene triazene and its complex with copper(II).

ever, notable advances in bimetallic hydroformylation
catalysts [3–8] and asymmetric Lewis acid catalysis [9–19],

2. Results and discussionas well as other areas [20–23], have been reported.
We are interested in the design and development of bis- The ligand 1 was easily prepared in one step by the

(bidentate) ligands to chelate two metal centers and hold room temperature coupling of methyl anthranilate in
them in close proximity [24–26]. Bridging ligands can not hexanes using isoamyl nitrite according to the literature
only position the metal centers for cooperative reactivity, procedure (Eq. (1)) [40]. The yellow ligand 1 was readily
they can also stabilize the resulting compounds. This crystallized from dichloromethane and hexane.
strategy has been used very successfully in the synthesis of
complexes containing metal–metal bonds [27,28]. Un-
bridged triple and quadruple metal–metal bonds are known
for some bonding partners, however others require stabiliza-
tion by ligands which bridge the metal centers and hold
them together.

In our previous work, we prepared complexes of tri-
azenide ligands bonded to main group elements [29,30].

*Corresponding author. Present address: Department of Chemistry, (1)
University of Pennsylvania, 231 South 34th Street, Philadelphia, PA
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could act as bis(bidentate) ligands for dinuclear systems,
we employed copper(II) in our initial experiments. Cop-
per(II) was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, it is known that
triazenide ligands readily bind to copper in a bridging
fashion [41]. Secondly, dinuclear ‘paddle wheel’ type
structures for copper(II) acetate are well known and very
stable [34]. Furthermore, the Cu (OAc) core tends to bind2 4

two additional ligands in the axial positions which are
along the Cu–Cu internuclear axis.

The copper(II) complex 2 was prepared by combining
the ligand 1, triethylamine, and copper(II) acetate in
acetonitrile.

Fig. 1. An ORTEP diagram of 2.

have a singlet ground state with a low-lying triplet state.
The triplet state is partially populated at room temperature
and the compounds are paramagnetic [42–44]. To eluci-
date the structure of 2, X-ray quality crystals were grown
from dichloromethane and hexanes. Data for an X-ray(2)
crystal structure were collected at room temperature and an
ORTEP diagram of 2 is illustrated in Fig. 1. For purposesAfter stirring for 36 h the solution was dark green.
of comparison, an X-ray study of the ligand 1 was alsoEvaporation of the solvent and recrystallization from
undertaken. An ORTEP drawing of 1 is illustrated in Fig.dichloromethane and hexanes gave crystals of 2 in 81%
2. Selected bond distances and bond angles for 2 are inyield. The complex 2 was also synthesized in a one-pot
Table 1, and for 1 are in Table 2. X-ray structural data andprocedure directly from methyl anthranilate (Eq. (3)),
collection parameters are in Table 3.albeit in lower yield (61%). This procedure involved the in

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the structure of 2 shows thesitu preparation of the ligand and coordination to the
triazenide ligand is bonded in a bis(bidentate) mannercopper center.
bridging the two copper centers. The triazenide has
essentially replaced an acetate and the two axial water
molecules in the structure of the hydrate Cu (OAc) ?2 4

2H O. The molecule has a crystallographic C -symmetry2 2

axis rendering many of the atoms symmetry equivalent.
For example, N(1) and N(1A) are equivalent. The Cu(1)–

˚N(1) distance in 2 is 1.991(2) A. The copper–nitrogen
distance is similar to those found in copper(II) triazenide

(3)

The IR spectrum of 2 contained a strong absorption for
21the carbonyl group at 1694 cm . In contrast, the C=O

21stretching frequency of the diester 1 was 1728 cm . This
large shift in the C=O stretching frequency of the ligand
bound to copper indicated that the carbonyl oxygens were
coordinated to the metal centers. No signals were observed

1 13when a solution of 2 was analyzed by H and C NMR
spectrometry. Compounds of this type have been shown to Fig. 2. An ORTEP drawing of 1.
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˚Table 1 1.968(2) to 1.977(2) A. These distances are typical for
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for compound 2 bridging structures of this type [44].

Cu(1)–Cu(1A) 2.5316(6) Comparison of the structures of unbound triazene 1 and
Cu(1)–O(1) 2.159(2) the triazenide ligand in 2 shows little variation of the
Cu(1)–O(3) 1.947(2) bonding on coordination. The N(1)–N(2) and N(2)–N(3)
Cu(1)–O(4) 1.968(2) ˚bond distances in the triazene are 1.296(3) and 1.293(3) A,Cu(1)–O(5) 1.977(2)

respectively. It would be expected that the N–N bondCu(1)–N(1) 1.991(2)
N(1)–N(2) 1.279(2) distances would be dissimilar as a consequence of the
O(1)–C(7) 1.217(3) different bond order between these atoms (Eq. (1)).
O(2)–C(7) 1.324(3) However, in the structure of 1, it is likely that the molecule

is disordered with respect to the location of the hydrogenN(1)–N(2)–N(1A) 116.4(3)
on N(1) or N(3) because the N(1)–N(2) and N(2)–N(3)O(1)–C(7)–O(2) 121.1(2)

O(1)–Cu(1)–Cu(1A) 171.31(5) distances are very close in length. In the copper complex 2,
N(1)–Cu(1)–O(3) 89.06(8) ˚the N(1)–N(2) bond distance is 1.297(2) A which is,
O(3)–Cu(1)–O(4) 88.30(9) within experimental error, the same as in the unbound
O(4)–Cu(1)–O(5) 89.19(9)

ligand. The N–N distances in Cu (dpt) were found toO(4)–Cu(1)–N(1) 168.53(8) 2 4
˚average 1.296 A. The coordinated carbonyl oxygens in 2O(4)–Cu(1)–N(1) 168.53(8)

˚are bonded with a Cu–O distance of 2.159(2) A. These
distances are similar to those of the Cu (OAc) ?2L2 4Table 2
complexes [44]. The N–N–N bond angle in the unbound˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for ligand 1
ligand 1 was 113.6(2)8 and in complex 2 was 116.4(3)8.

N(1)–N(2) 1.296(3) Given the short Cu–carbonyl oxygen distances, it might be
N(2)–N(3) 1.293(3)

expected that the interaction of the copper with theO(1)–C(13) 1.193(3)
carbonyl oxygen would induce notable changes in the bondO(2)–C(13) 1.334(3)

O(3)–C(15) 1.213(4) distances in the ester, compared to the unbound ligand 1.
O(4)–C(15) 1.350(3) The carbonyl carbon–oxygen distance in 2 was found to

˚measure 1.217(3) A. In the ligand 1, the distances were
N(1)–N(2)–N(3) 113.6(2) ˚slightly shorter at 1.213(4) and 1.193(3) A. In 1 theO(1)–C(13)–O(2) 122.8(2)

˚C–OMe distances are 1.334(3) and 1.350(3) A, which isO(3)–C(15)–O(4) 121.0(4)
longer than the C–OMe distance found in the coordinated

˚ligand of 1.324(3) A. Coordination of 1 resulted in a
complexes Cu (dpt) (dpt51,3-diphenyltriazenide) which change in the degree of twisting the ligand. The angles2 4

˚ ˚range from 1.973 to 2.088 A (average 2.020 A) [41]. The between the planes defined by the two aromatic rings of 1
Cu–O distances for the bridging acetates in 2 range from and the two aromatic rings in 2 were 111.7 and 67.88,

respectively.
˚The Cu(1)–Cu(2) distance in 2 is 2.5316(6) A. ThisTable 3

Cu–Cu separation is typical of binuclear copper(II) com-Crystal data and structure refinement parameters for 1 and 2
pounds [44], although slightly longer than that found in

Compound 1 2 ˚Cu (dpt) (2.441 A) [41].2 4
Empirical formula C H N O C H Cu N O16 15 3 4 22 2 2 3 10 In summary, the triazenide ligand 1 can bind in a
FW 313.31 616.5

bis(bidentate) fashion to copper(II). The ligand stabilizes˚a (A) 18.329(8) 8.8209(7)
the dimeric structure by chelating through the nitrogens˚b (A) 13.160(3) 15.1062(12)

˚c (A) 15.448(7) 19.421(2) and the carbonyl oxygens. Coordination of the ester
a (8) 90 90 carbonyl groups is easily identified by simply monitoring
b (8) 126.34(2) 102.147(6) the C=O stretching frequency of the IR. We are currently
g (8) 90 90

3 exploring other systems with this ligand with the goal of˚V (A ) 3002(2) 2529.9(4)
applying the resultant complexes to catalysis.Z 8 4

Space group C2/c C2/c
T (8C) 23 286

˚Radiation, l (A) Mo Ka, 0.710373 Mo Ka, 0.710373
23

r (g cm ) 1.387 1.621(calcd) 3. Experimental21
m (mm ) 0.102 0.1.74

aFinal R indices R150.0541 R150.0291
3.1. General[I . 2s(I)] wR250.1511 wR250.0782

R indices R150.0855 R150.0340
1(all data) wR250.8080 wR250.0851 H NMR spectra were obtained on either the Varian

a 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R1 5 ouuF u 2 uF uu /ouF u; wR2 5 [o[w(F 2 F ) ] /o[w(F ) ]] . Gemini 2000-BB 200 MHz Fourier transform spectrome-o c o o c o
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1ter. H NMR spectra were recorded relative to residual 3.4. X-ray crystallographic procedures
13 1protiated solvent. Ch Hj NMR spectra were obtained at

50 MHz on the 200-MHz instruments, and chemical shifts Crystals were isolated from the mother liquor and were
were recorded relative to the solvent resonance. Chemical immersed in epoxy. A crystal was selected for the X-ray
shifts are reported in units of parts per million downfield diffraction study and mounted on a quartz fiber and data
from tetramethylsilane and all coupling constants are were collected using a Seimens P4 defractometer. Correc-
reported in Hz. IR spectra were obtained on a Perkin- tions for the effects of absorption anisotropy were made.
Elmer 1600 series spectrometer. Mass spectra were ob- Structure solutions were performed by direct methods and
tained on a Hewlett-Packard Model 5989 Series II mass structure refinement was done with the programs SHELXS

spectrometer. Unless otherwise specified, all reagents were and SHELXL [45].
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and used without
further purification. Copper(II) acetate was purchased from
Matheson, while 1,3-bis(2-carboxymethyl)benzene tri- Supplementary data
azene was synthesized according to the literature procedure
[40]. Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge

Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers3.2. Synthesis and characterization of 2 from 1
1233386 for structure 1 and 1233387 for structure 2.

In air, 1,3-bis(2-carboxymethyl)benzene triazene (114
24mg, 3.944310 mol, 1.6 Equiv.) was dissolved in 3 ml of

acetonitrile and stirred. To this orange solution was added Acknowledgements
24triethylamine (59.7 mg, 5.91310 mol, 1.5 Equiv.). A

. 24solution of Cu(OAc) 2H O (96.6 mg, 2.24310 mol, 14 2 This work was supported by Consejo Nacional de
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Abstract

The synthesis of new cyclometalated compounds of palladium(II) with the mixed-donor bidentate ligands o-Ph PC H –CH5NR is2 6 4

described. Two series of complexes [Pd(C3N)(o-Ph PC H –CH5NR)][PF ] have been prepared using either azobenzene or 2-2 6 4 6
n i tphenylpyridine as cyclometalated ligands [C3N5azobenzene (azb); R5Me (1a), Et (2a), Pr (3a), Pr (4a), Bu (5a), Ph (6a), NH–Me

n i t(7a); C3N52-phenylpyridine (phpy); R5Me (1b), Et (2b), Pr (3b), Pr (4b), Bu (5b), Ph (6b), NH–Me (7b)]. The new complexes were
1 31characterized by partial elemental analyses and spectroscopic methods (IR, FAB, H and P NMR). The molecular structures of

compounds 2a (monoclinic, P 2 /n) and 1b (monoclinic, C 2/c) have been determined by a single-crystal diffraction study. In both cases1

this technique revealed the relative trans configuration between the phosphorus atom and the nitrogen atom of the ortho-metalated ligand.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cyclometalated palladium(II) complexes; Iminophosphine ligands; Crystal structures

1. Introduction been implicated as potential photosensitizers [8–14] there
has been a growing interest in this kind of compounds.

Azobenzenes and heteroaromatic ligands such as 2- On the other hand, there has also recently been consider-
phenylpyridine can easily be orthometalated by Pd(II) salts able interest in the chemistry of polydentate ligands with

2via C(sp )–H bond cleavage [1,2] to usually give the both hard and soft donor atoms [15–21]. In this sense, the
corresponding acetato or halide-bridged dimers. These metal complexes with N and P donor atoms display a
dinuclear complexes have been thoroughly studied [3] and variety of coordination well beyond those of P–P or N–N
employed as precursors of mononuclear cyclometalates of ligands [22]. Furthermore, this N,P-ligands show a par-
general formula M(C3N)LX (M5Pd, Pt; C3N5ortho- ticular behaviour binding soft metal centres such as Pd(II)
metalated ligand; L5neutral monodentate ligand such as and Pt(II) that make their complexes good precursors in
pyridines and phosphines; X5halide) [4–6]. However, catalytic processes [23–29]. Thus, the hard-ligand com-
there is an apparent lack of data for analogous reactions ponents can readily dissociate generating a vacant site on
with neutral bidentate ligands [7], which imply the loss of the metal ion for potential substrate binding. Among the
both halide ligands and the presence of an appropiate most widely studied ligands with this characteristics are
anion. It should be noted that since a number of ortho- the pyridylphosphines and the iminophosphines that we
metalated complexes of the platinum group elements have present in this work, which have been profusely reported

since 1992 in complexes with rhodium [25], iridium [23],
ruthenium [30] and palladium [27–34].

Here we report the preparation of some ortho-metalated*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-968-8367454; fax: 134-968-364-
palladium(II) derivatives [C3N5azobenzene (azb) or 2-148.

´E-mail address: gsg@fcu.um.es (G. Sanchez) phenylpyridine (phpy)] with the mixed-donor bidentate

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00229-6
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iminophosphine ligands (N,P-donors). The iminophosphine [Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5Et)6 4 2 6

ligands were prepared via Schiff-base reaction between (2a)was obtained in 82% yield. Anal. calc. for
o-(diphenylphosphino)benzaldehyde and the corresponding C F H N P Pd: C, 52.8; H, 3.9; N, 5.6. Found: C, 52.6;33 6 29 3 2

21 2 21 21amine [25]. H, 3.8; N, 5.5%. L 5145 V cm mol . IR (cm ):M

1644 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 604
1[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–Et)Ph j] .6 4 2

n[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5 Pr)6 4 2 62. Experimental
(3a)was obtained in 75% yield. Anal. calc. for
C F H N P Pd: C, 53.4; H, 4.1; N, 5.5. Found: C, 53.3;34 6 31 3 2C, H and N analyses were carried out with a Perkin– 21 2 21 21H, 4.0; N, 5.5%. L 5132 V cm mol . IR (cm ):MElmer 240C microanalyser. IR spectra were recorded on a
1638 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 618

Perkin–Elmer 1430 spectrophotometer using Nujol mulls n 1[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N– Pr)Ph j] .6 4 2between polyethylene sheets. NMR data were recorded on i[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5 Pr)1 1 31 6 4 2 6a Bruker AC 200E ( H) or a Varian Unity 300 ( H, P)
(4a)was obtained in 82% yield. Anal. calc. for

spectrometer. Conductance measurements were performed
C F H N P Pd: C, 53.4; H, 4.1; N, 5.5. Found: C, 53.5;23 34 6 31 3 2with a Crison 525 conductimeter (in acetone; c510 M). 21 2 21 21H, 4.3; N, 5.5%. L 5117 V cm mol . IR (cm ):MMass spectrometric analyses were performed on a FISONS
1646 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 618

VG AUTOSPEC double-focusing spectrometer, operated i 1[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N– Pr)Ph j] .6 4 2in positive mode. Ions were produced by fast atom t[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5 Bu)6 4 2 6bombardment (FAB) with a beam of 25-keV Cs atoms.
(5a)was obtained in 76% yield. Anal. calc. for

The mass spectrometer was operated with an accelerating
C F H N P Pd: C, 54.0; H, 4.2; N, 5.4. Found: C, 54.2;35 6 33 3 2voltage of 8 kV and a resolution of at least 1000. 21 2 21 21H, 4.3; N, 5.5%. L 5134 V cm mol . IR (cm ):MThe cyclometalated precursors [hPd(C3N)(m-Cl)j ]2 1626 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 632

(C3N5azobenzene or 2-phenylpyridine) were prepared as t 1[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H -CH5N– Bu)Ph j] .6 4 2described in the literature [35,5]. The iminophosphine [25]
[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5Ph)6 4 2 6ligands were prepared according to reported procedures

(6a)was obtained in 90% yield. Anal. calc. for
and all the solvents were dried by standard methods before

C F H N P Pd: C, 55.7; H, 3.6; N, 5.3. Found: C, 55.8;37 6 29 3 2use. 21 2 21 21H, 3.5; N, 5.5%. L 5125 V cm mol . IR (cm ):M

1618 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 652
12.1. Preparation of the complexes [Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–Ph)Ph j] .6 4 2

[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5NH–6 4 2 6

Complexes [Pd(C3N)(o-Ph PC H –CH5NR)][PF ] Me) (7a) was obtained in 88% yield. Anal. calc. for2 6 4 6
n[C3N5azobenzene (azb); R5Me (1a), Et (2a), Pr (3a), C F H N P Pd: C, 51.2; H, 3.7; N, 7.5. Found: C, 51.2;32 6 28 4 2

i t 21 2 21 21Pr (4a), Bu (5a), Ph (6a), NH–Me (7a); C3N52- H, 3.5; N, 7.5%. L 5144 V cm mol . IR (cm ):M
n iphenylpyridine (phpy); R5Me (1b), Et (2b), Pr (3b), Pr 3406 (N–H str.), 1630 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive

t(4b), Bu (5b), Ph (6b), NH–Me (7b)] mode) m/z: 605 [Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–6 4
1The complexes were obtained by treating [hPd(C3 NHMe)Ph j] .2

N)(F–Cl)j ] (C3N5azobenzene or 2-phenylpyridine) [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5Me)2 6 4 2 6

with the corresponding iminophosphine (molar ratio 1:2) in (1b)was obtained in 69% yield. Anal. calc. for
acetone according to the following general method. To an C F H N P Pd: C, 52.5; H, 3.7; N, 3.9. Found: C, 52.3;31 6 26 2 2

21 2 21 21acetone (5 ml) suspension of the precursor [hPd(C3N)(F– H, 3.5; N, 3.8%. L 5140 V cm mol . IR (cm ):M

Cl)j ] (0.07 mmol.) was added the stoichiometric amount 1642 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 5632
1of the previously prepared iminophosphine dissolved in [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–Me)Ph j] .6 4 2

acetone (5 ml) and KPF (0.140 mmol.). The reaction [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5Et)6 6 4 2 6

changed colour immediately and the mixture was refluxed (2b)was obtained in 75% yield. Anal. calc. for
for 15 min. The hot solution was filtered through celite and C F H N P Pd: C, 53.2; H, 3.9; N, 3.9. Found: C, 53.5;32 6 28 2 2

21 2 21 21then concentrated under reduced pressure to half volume. H, 3.8; N, 3.8%. L 5148 V cm mol . IR (cm ):M

Addition of hexane caused precipitation of the new com- 1638 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 577
1plexes, which were filtered off, air-dried and recrystallized [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–Et)Ph j] .6 4 2

nfrom acetone–hexane. [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5 Pr)6 4 2 6

[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5Me) (3b)was obtained in 71% yield. Anal. calc. for6 4 2 6

(1a)was obtained in 72% yield. Anal. calc. for C F H N P Pd: C, 53.8; H, 4.1; N, 3.8. Found: C, 53.9;33 6 30 2 2
21 2 21 21C F H N P Pd: C, 52.2; H, 3.7; N, 5.7. Found: C, 52.3; H, 4.2; N, 3.6%. L 5129 V cm mol . IR (cm ):32 6 27 3 2 M

21 2 21 21H, 3.5; N, 5.5%. L 5134 V cm mol . IR (cm ): 1641 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 591M
n 11646 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 590 [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N– Pr)Ph j] .6 4 2

1 i[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–Me)Ph j] . [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5 Pr)6 4 2 6 4 2 6
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Table 1 1640 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 605
t 1Crystal data and summary of data collection and refinement for [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N– Bu)Ph j] .6 4 2[Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–Et)Ph j][PF ] (2a) and [Pd(phpy)hP(o-6 4 2 6 [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5Ph)6 4 2 6C H –CH5N–Me)Ph j][PF ] (1b)6 4 2 6

(6b)was obtained in 65% yield. Anal. calc. for
2a 1b C F H N P Pd: C, 53.5; H, 3.5; N, 3.5. Found: C, 53.7;36 6 28 2 2

21 2 21 21Empirical formula C H F N P Pd C H F N P Pd33 29 6 3 2 31 26 6 3 2 H, 3.7; N, 3.5%. L 5137 V cm mol . IR (cm ):M
Form. weight 749.3 708.8 1638 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 661
Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic 1[Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–Ph)Ph j] .6 4 2Space group P2 /n C2/c1

[Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5NH–˚ ˚Unit cell a59.293(2) A a521.253(4) A 6 4 2 6
˚ ˚dimensions b514.3842(10) A b515.379(3) A Me) (7b) was obtained in 66% yield. Anal. calc. for

˚ ˚c523.938(2) A c519.274(4) A C F H N P Pd: C, 49.0; H, 3.5; N, 3.7. Found: C, 49.2;31 6 27 3 2
21 2 21 21a5908 a5908 H, 3.5; N, 3.5%. L 5137 V cm mol . IR (cm ):Mb5100.783(10)8 b5104.29(3)8

3406 (N–H str.), 1680 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive
g5908 g5908

3 mode) m /z: 614 [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–˚V (A ) 3143,1(7) 6105 (2) 6 4
1

Z 4 8 NHMe)Ph j] .2
3D (Mg/m ) 1.585 1.543calcd Crystal Structure determination of [Pd(azb)(o-

21F (mm ) 0.757 0.773 Ph PC H –CH5NEt)][PF ] (2a) and [Pd(phpy)(o-2 6 4 6˚l (A) 0.71073 0.71073
Ph PC H –CH5NMe)][PF ] (1b)2 6 4 6Obs. refl. 6209 4887

X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out on aR1, Rw2 0.0454, 0.1115 0.0366, 0.0903
GooF 1.044 1.129 Siemens P4 diffractometer equipped with a graphite mono-

chromator for Mo K radiation. The crystallographic dataa

are shown in Table 1. Empirical C-scan mode absorption
correction was made.

(4b)was obtained in 80% yield. Anal. calc. for Data for 2a were collected using a single crystal of
C F H N P Pd: C, 53.8; H, 4.1; N, 3.8. Found: C, 53.7; approximate dimensions 0.2030.2530.22 mm. Accurate33 6 30 2 2

21 2 21 21H, 4.2; N, 3.6%. L 5131 V cm mol . IR (cm ): cell parameters were determined by least-squares fitting ofM

1640 (C5N str). FAB–MS (positive mode) m /z: 591 25 high-angle reflections. The scan method was v with the
i 1[Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N– Pr)Ph j] . range of hkl (0< h<11,214<k<14,214<l<14) corre-6 4 2

t[Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–R)Ph j][PF ] (R5 Bu) sponding to2Q 5508. The structure was solved by the6 4 2 6 max
2(5b)was obtained in 85% yield. Anal. calc. for Patterson methods and refined anisotropically on F [36].

C F H N P Pd: C, 54.4; H, 4.3; N, 3.7. Found: C, 54.2; Hydrogen atoms were introduced in calculated positions.34 6 32 2 2
21 2 21 21H, 4.4; N, 3.5%. L 5142 V cm mol . IR (cm ): The final R factor was 0.0454 [R 50.1115, where w51/M w

Scheme 1.
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Table 2
NMR data (ppm; J in Hz) for the palladium(II) complexes (solvent CDCl )3

1 31Complex H (SiMe ) P (H PO )4 3 4

1a 6.26 (m, 1H, 39-azb) 40.2 (s, NP)
6.82 (m, 1H, 49-azb) 102.4 (spt, PF , J5710)6

7.03 (dd, 1H, 30-NP, J 510.8; J 510.5)HH HP

7.23 (m, 1H, 59-azb)
7.55 (m, 16H; 2,3,4,5,6-azb; 40-NP; Ph)
7.80 (m, 1H, 50-NP)
8.05 (d, 1H, 69-azb)
8.17 (dd, 1H, 60-NP,J 57,5; J 57,2)HH HP

8.57 (s, 1H, CH5N)
2a 0.73 (t, 3H, CH -, J57,3) 38.9 (s, NP)3

3.30 (cd, 2H, -CH -, J57,0) 102.4 (spt, PF , J5710)2 6

6.33 (m, 1H, 39-azb)
6.83 (m, 2H, 49-azb; 6-NP)
7.16 (m, 1H, 59-azb)
7.40 (m, 16H, 2,3,4,5,6-azb; 40-NP; Ph)
7.77 (m, 1H, 50-NP)
8.00 (d, 1H, 69-azb, J51.17)
8.16 (dd, 1H, 60-NP, J 57,4; J 57,1)HH HP

8.57 (s, 1H, CH5N)
3a 0.29 (t, 3H, CH -) 38.3 (s, NP)3

1.70 (m, 2H, -CH -) 102.4 (spt, PF , J5710)2 6

3.28 (t, 2H, -CH -, J56,9)2

6.40 (m, 1H, 39-azb)
6.85 (m, 1H, 49-azb)
6.94 (dd, 1H, 30-NP, J 58,1; J 58,0)HH HP

7.25 (m, 1H, 59-azb)
7.51 (m, 16H, 2,3,4,5,6-Azb; 40-NP; Ph)
7.84 (m, 1H, 50-NP)
8.06 (d, 1H, 69-azb, J57,8)
8.22 (m, 1H, 60-NP)
8.56 (s, 1H, CH5N)

4a 0.78 (s-br, 6H, 2CH -) 38.6 (s, NP)3

3,64 (spt, 1H, CH) 102.4 (spt, PF , J5710)6

6.40 (m, 1H, 39-azb)
6.82 (m, 2H, 49-azb; 3-NP)
7.36 (m, 17H, 2,3,4,5,6,8-Azb; 40-NP; Ph)
7.81 (m, 1H, 50-NP)
8.00 (d, 1H, 69-azb, J57,5)
8.20 (dd, 1H, 60-NP, J 511.4; J 511.2)HH HP

8.51 (s, 1H, CH5N)
5a 0.82 (s, 9H, 3CH -) 39.1 (s, NP)3

6.46 (m, 1H, 39-azb) 102.5 (spt, PF , J5710)6

6.82 (m, 2H, 49-azb; 3-NP)
7.20 (m, 1H, 59-azb)
7.49 (m, 16H, 2,3,4,5,6-azb; 40-NP; Ph)
7.84 (m, 1H, 50-NP)
7.96 (d, 1H, 69-azb, J58,7)
8.22 (dd, 1H, 60-NP, J 56,9; J 56,7)HH HP

8.60 (d, 1H, CH5N, J53,3)
6a 6.37 (m, 1H, 39-azb) 38.7 (s, NP)

6.85 (m, 1H, 49-azb) 102.5 (spt, PF , J5710)6

7.03 (m, 2H, 59-azb; 3’-NP)
7.41 (m, 21H, 2,3,4,5,6-azb; 40-NP; Ph)
7.90 (m, 1H, 50-NP)
8.00 (d, 1H, 69-azb, J57,5)
8.40 (m, 1H, 6’-NP)
8.58 (s, 1H, CH5N)

7a 2.45 (d, 3H, Me) 39.0 (s, NP)
6.01 (m, 1H, NH) 102.5 (spt, PF , J5710)6

6.14 (m, 1H, 39-azb)
6.72 (m, 1H, 49-azb)
6.95 (dd, 1H, 30-NP, J 510.9; J 510.7)HH HP

7.15 (m, 1H, 59-azb)
7.50 (m, 18H, 2,3,4,5,6,69-Azb; 40,50-NP; Ph)
7.79 (m, 1H, 60-NP)
7.97 (d, 1H, CH5N, J57,8)
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Table 2. Continued
1 31Complex H (SiMe ) P (H PO )4 3 4

1b 3.59 (s, 1H, Me) 40.8 (s, NP)
6.32 (m, 1H, 39-phpy) 102.3 (spt, PF , J5710)6

6.64 (m, 1H, 49-phpy)
6.90 (dd, 1H, 30-NP, J 510.5; J 510.7)HH HP

7.00 (m, 1H,59-phpy)
7.46 (m, 14H; 5,69-phpy; 40,50-NP; Ph)
7.73 (d, 1H, 3-phpy, J56,4)
7.78 (m, 2H, 4-phpy, 60-NP)
8.41 (m, 1H, 6-phpy)
8.52 (s, 1H, CH5N)

2b 0.89 (t, 3H, CH -) 38.9 (s, NP)3

3.99 (s-br, 2H, -CH -) 102.4 (spt, PF , J5710)2 6

6.47 (m, 1H, 39-phpy)
6.65 (m, 1H, 49-phpy)
6.79 (dd, 1H, 30-NP, J 510.8; J 510.5)HH HP

7.01 (m, 1H, 59-phpy)
7.56 (m, 15H; 3,5,69-phpy; 40,50-NP; Ph)
7.89 (m, 2H, 4-phpy, 60-NP)
8.37 (m, 1H, 6-phpy)
8.58 (s, 1H, CH5N)

3b 0.35 (t, 3H, CH ) 38.4 (s)3

1.67 (m, 2H, -CH -) 102.3 (spt, PF , J5710)2 6

3.27 (m, 2H, -CH -)2

6.47 (m, 1H, 39-phpy)
6.63 (m, 1H, 49-phpy)
6.79 (dd, 1H, 30-NP, J 510.1; J 510.7)HH HP

7.02 (m, 1H, 59-phpy)
7.47 (m, 14H; 5,69-phpy; 40,50-NP; Ph)
7.75 (d, 1H, 3-phpy, J58,0)

4b 1.10 (d, 3H, CH -, J56,0) 38.4 (s, NP)3

1.40 (d, 3H, CH - J56,0) 102.4 (spt, PF , J5710)3 , 6

4.33 (spt, 1H, CH, J56,0)
6.56 (m, 1H, 39-phpy)
6.70 (m, 1H, 49-phpy)
6.78 (dd, 1H, 30-NP, J 510.5; J 510.8)HH HP

7.07 (m, 1H, 59-phpy)
7.40 (m, 13H; 5,69-phpy; 40-NP; Ph)
7.73 (m, 1H, 50-NP)
7.79 (d, 1H, 3-phpy, J57,8)
7.93 (m, 1H, 4-phpy)
8.05 (dd, 1H, 60-NP, J 510.8; J 53,0)HH HP

8.31 (m, 1H, 6-phpy)
8.61 (s, 1H, CH5N)

5b 1.26 (s-br, 6H, 2CH -) 38.2 (s, NP)3

1.61 (s, 3H, CH -) 102.4 (spt, PF , J5711)3 6

6.55 (m, 1H, 39-phpy)
6.68 (m, 2H, 49-phpy; 39-NP)
7.01 (m, 1H, 59-phpy)
7.56 (m, 15H; 3,5,69-phpy; 40,50-NP; Ph)
7.85 (m, 1H, 4-phpy)
8.03 (m, 1H, 60-NP)
8.33 (s-br, 1H, 6-phpy)
8.64 (d, 1H, CH5N, J53,0)

6b 6.35 (m, 1H, 39-phpy) 38.7 (s, NP)
6.55 (m, 2H, 49-phpy; 30-NP) 102.5 (spt, PF , J5710)6

7.10 (m, 1H, 59-phpy)
7.60 (m, 20H; 3,5,69-phpy; 40,50-NP; Ph)
7.85 (m, 1H, 4-phpy)
8.03 (m, 1H, 60-NP)
8.33 (s-br, 1H, 6-phpy)
8.64 (d, 1H, CH5N, J53,0)
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Table 2. Continued
1 31Complex H (SiMe ) P (H PO )4 3 4

7b 2.89 (d, 3H, Me) 39.2 (s, NP)
6.32 (m, 2H; 39-phpy; NH) 102.4 (spt, PF , J5710)6

6.56 (m, 1H, 49-phpy)
6.85 (dd, 1H, 30-NP, J 510.9; J 510.9)HH HP

6.98 (m, 1H, 59-phpy)
7.45 (m, 14H; 5,69-phpy; 40,50-NP; Ph)
7.73 (d, 1H, 3-phpy, J58,0)
7.87 (m, 3H, 4-phpy, 6’-NP, CH5N)
8.73 (m, 1H, 6-phpy)

2 2 2 2 2 21
s (F )1(0.0581P) and P5(F 12F ) /3] over 2607 ob- cm , together with the bands assigned to the corre-o o c

sponding cyclometalated ligand. Two medium intensityserved reflections [I.2s(I)].
21bands at 1578 and 1552 cm were observed in the IRData for 1b were collected using a single crystal of

spectra of the the azobenzene compounds, while relevantapproximate dimensions 0.2030.2330.25 mm. Accurate
bands for 2-phenylpyridinate compounds appeared at 1604cell parameters were determined by least-squares fitting of

21and 1576 cm . The presence of iminophosphine ligands46 high-angle reflections. The scan method was v with the
coordinated to palladium(II) is detected by a single strongrange of hkl (225#h#1, 218#k#1,222#l#23) corre-

21sponding to2Q 5508. The structure was solved by the band in the 1650–1620 cm region attributed to the C5Nmax
2Patterson methods and refined anisotropically on F [36]. stretching vibrations, shifted to lower frequencies than in

Hydrogen atoms were introduced in calculated positions. the free ligands. The positive FAB-mass data of the
The final R factor was 0.0366 [R 50.0903, where w51/ complexes, with the m /z values for the observed frag-w

2 2 2 2 2 ments, are collected in the experimental section. All thes (F )1(0.0394P) and P5(F 12F ) /3] over 3424 ob-o o c

peaks exhibited the expected isotopomer distribution.served reflections [I.2s(I)].
1 31The H and P-NMR data of the iminophosphine

31complexes are collected in Table 2. The P-NMR spectra
consist on singlets with chemical shifts in the usual range

3. Results and discussion of Pd(II) complexes, and the typical septuplet resonance
2showed by the PF anion. Unlike the dichloro-bridged6

In acetone, the chloro-bridged cyclometalated dimers precursors, whose low solubility prevented the acquisition
[hPd(C3N)(F–Cl)j ] (C3N5azobenzene or 2- of good-quality spectra [5,35,38], the mononuclear com-2

phenylpyridine) react under mild conditions with im- plexes are soluble in common organic solvents, and
1inophosphines (molar ratio 1:2) in the presence of the extensive H-RMN study has been done. Thus, assign-

stoichiometric amount of KPF to give the corresponding ments of resonances were made through comparison with6

square-planar cationic complexes [Pd(C3N)(o- spectra of the free ligands and of similar compounds
Ph PC H –CH5NR)][PF ] presented in Scheme 1. [5,8,9,12] helped by the use of homonuclear shift correla-2 6 4 6

The new azobenzene derivatives with iminophosphines tion spectroscopy (COSY).
1are air-stable orange solids, while the 2-phenylpyridinate Fig. 1 shows the aromatic section of the H-COSY

complexes present a pale yellow colour. Measurements of spectrum of 4b, where nine resonances are observed
their molar conductivity in acetone solutions indicate that integrating for a total of 23 aromatic protons in the 6.0–9.0
all the complexes behave as 1:1 electrolytes [37], in ppm range. Several second order couplings were observed
accordance with the proposed formulae. There are two in this experiment, making easier the proposed assignment.
possible conformations for the new complexes, depending Resonances attributed to H(5), H(69) and H(40) protons are
on the relative positions adopted by the four atoms directly hidden by the broad signals of phenyl groups, while the
bonded to the palladium centre. As we represent in Scheme rest of signals are fairly distinguishable, even those of
1, the new complexes with ortho-metalated azobenzene or H(3)–H(50) and H(30)–H(40) which appear partly over-
2-phenylpyridine exhibit a P,N-trans geometry. This is lapped and were listed as multiplets integrating two
concluded from the X-ray crystal structure determination protons. The two signals that integrate for one proton each
of complexes 2a and 1b (discussed below), and in accord- observed downfield between 8.20 and 8.60 ppm were
ance with previously reported data for related compounds assigned to the H(6) and .CH5N– protons, adjacent to
[3,4,8,9]. the coordinated nitrogens of the phenylpyridine and im-

Infrared spectra of all compounds show the characteris- inophosphine ligands respectively. The appreciable cou-
2tic absorptions of the PF anion at ca. 840 vs. and 558 s pling to the phosphorus atom exhibited by the H(6), H(39),6
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1Fig. 2. Structure of the [Pd(azb)hP(o-C H –CH5N–Et)Ph j] cation in6 4 2

the single crystal structure of 2a. For clarity, all hydrogen atoms have
been omitted.

1 1Fig. 1. H- H COSY spectrum of 4b in the aromatic region.

planes through Pd, C(1), N(1) and through Pd, P(1), N(2)
of 20.98. The Pd–P bond length in compound 2a [2.246(2)
˚ ˚A)] is clearly larger than in 1b [2.2087(13) A)] but this

H(30) and H(60) protons (expected as doublets resonances variation is easily explained in terms of the different
1a priori), is the most remarkable aspect of the H-NMR electron-donor nature of the nitrogen in trans-arrangement.

spectra. The narrow NMC bite angle is characteristic of ortho-
metalated and cyclometalated transition metal complexes

3.1. X-ray structures of 2a and 1b [39]. In 2a that C(1)PdN(2) bite angle is 78.4(3)8, similar
to that found in others (phenylazophenyl) palladium

The planar coordination around palladium is tetrahedral- complexes [40] while in 1b is 80.8(2)8.
ly distorted in both cases. Selected bond distances and In 2a the chelating ring (PdC(1)C(6)N(1)N(2)) is planar

˚angles are presented in Table 3. In 2a (Fig. 2) the planar within 0.01 A. Planar [40] and not planar [41] geometries
arrangement around palladium is slightly distorted with a
twist angle between the planes through Pd,C(1),N(2) and
through Pd,N(3),P of 9.6(3) 8, and compound 1b (Fig. 3)
shows a larger distortion with a twist angle between the

Table 3
˚Selected bond lenghts (A) and angles (8) for 2a and 1b

Lengths Angles

2a Pd–C(1) 1.996(8) C(1)–Pd–N(2) 78.4(3)
Pd–N(2) 2.108(6) C(1)–Pd–N(3) 172.6(3)
Pd–N(3) 2.135(5) N(2)–Pd–N(3) 97.7(2)
Pd–P 2.246(2) C(1)–Pd–P 101.3(3)

N(2)–Pd–P 173.6(2)
N(3)–Pd–P 83.2(2)

1b Pd–C(1) 1.993(4) C(1)–Pd–N(1) 80.8(2)
Pd–N(1) 2.088(3) C(1)–Pd–N(2) 168.5(2)
Pd–N(2) 2.120(4) N(1)–Pd–N(2) 98.3(2)
Pd–P(1) 2.2087(13) C(1)–Pd–P(1) 99.03(14)

N(1)–Pd–P(1) 163.87(12) 1Fig. 3. Structure of the [Pd(phpy)hP(o-C H –CH5N–Me)Ph j] cation6 4 2N(2)–Pd–P(1) 85.04(12)
in the single crystal structure of 1b.
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[13] L. Chassot, E. Muller, A. von Zelewsky, Inorg. Chem. 23 (1984)have been reported for these rings. The dihedral angle
4249.formed by the free phenyl group with the best weighted

[14] A.D. Ryabov, L.G. Kuz’mina, N.V. Dvortsova, D.J. Stufkens, R. van
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Abstract

A systematic investigation of the CuBr /Mebta (Mebta51-methylbenzotriazole) reaction system is described. Particular emphasis has2
IIbeen placed on determining the influence of the Mebta:Cu ratio and the nature of solvent on the identity of the reaction products. These

combined variations have led to the preparation of the following complexes; [CuBr (Mebta)] (1), [CuBr (Mebta) (MeCN)]?MeCN (2),2 n 2 2

[CuBr (Mebta) ] (3) and [CuBr (Mebta) ]?0.25H O (4). Complexes 2, 3 and 4 have been structurally characterized by single crystal2 2 2 3 2

X-ray studies. Mebta behaves as a monodentate ligand binding through N(3). The geometry about copper(II) in 3 is tetrahedrally distorted
trans square planar, while complexes 2 and 4 have distorted trigonal bipyramidal stereochemistries. The new complexes were
characterized by elemental analyses, magnetic susceptibilities at room temperature and spectroscopic (IR, far-IR, UV/VIS) techniques. A
doubly bromo-bridged chain structure with two alternating chromophores is assigned for 1. All data are discussed in terms of the nature of
bonding and known or assigned structures. A comparison of the CuBr /Mebta and CuCl /Mebta systems is also presented.  19992 2

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II) bromide complexes; 1-Methylbenzotriazole complexes; X-ray crystallography; Spectroscopic characterization

1. Introduction towards certain metals, particularly copper and its alloys
[11–15]. Coordination chemistry can be used to probe

Several groups have been exploring the coordination several aspects of corrosion inhibitors such as the bonding
chemistry of benzotriazoles [1–10]. One reason for this is of inhibitor molecules on the metal surfaces, the structure
the anticorrosion action of benzotriazoles (Scheme 1) of the surface polymeric complexes, the orientation of

inhibitors with different functional groups, intramolecular
rearrangements, etc. Chemical, physical and structural
studies on realistic model complexes are needed to under-
stand the complex surface chemistry that leads to corrosion
inhibition and to create new inhibitors even more efficient
than benzotriazole, Hbta (Scheme 1; R5H). Moreover, the
reactions between 3d-metal b-diketonates and benzot-
riazoles are proven to be a rich source of high-nuclearity

Scheme 1. clusters with interesting structural and magnetic properties
[1,2,16–18].

For CuCl and 1-methylbenzotriazole, abbreviated as2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 130-651-98-454; fax: 130-651-44-831.
Mebta (Scheme 1; R5CH ), our studies showed [19,20]E-mail address: iplakatu@cc.uoi.gr (J.C. Plakatouras) 3

1Corresponding authors. These authors are also Senior authors. that a variety of different structures can be accessed

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00214-4
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through subtle changes in reaction conditions. Systematic 2960 equipment in a dinitrogen gas flow; sample weights
21investigation of the CuCl /Mebta reaction system has led of 5–15 mg and heating rates of 1 and 58C min were2

to the isolation of the complexes [CuCl (Mebta) ], used. IR spectra were recorded as KBr discs using a2 2

[Cu Cl (Mebta) ], [Cu Cl (Mebta) ] and Perkin-Elmer 16 PC FT spectrometer. Far-IR spectra were2 4 4 2 4 2 n

[Cu OCl (Mebta) ]. The non-monomeric complexes are recorded on a Bruker IFS 113v FT spectrometer with4 6 4

also magnetically interesting. For example, the novel samples prepared as polyethylene pellets. Magnetic sus-
alternating linear-chain polymer [Cu Cl (Mebta) ] consti- ceptibilities were measured at room temperature using the2 4 2 n

tutes a very interesting example of a molecular ferromag- Faraday method with a Cahn-Ventron RM-2 balance
net in which one-dimensional chains are coupled anti- standardized with HgCo(NCS) . The molar susceptibilities4

ferromagnetically [19]. It was decided to study the CuBr / were corrected for the diamagnetism of the constituent2

Mebta system to investigate the effect of halide substitu- atoms using Pascal’s constants. Variable-temperature (80–
tion upon both the structural and physical properties. This 297 K) susceptibility data for 1 were recorded on a
effect is pronounced on the magnetic properties of the polycrystalline sample with a VSM PAR magnetometer
complexes. For instance, Hatfield, Hodgson and their equipped with a Janis cryostat. The Weiss constant, q, was
coworkers, in their studies [21] on five-coordinate dimeric determined from a plot of reciprocal corrected molar
bis(m-chloro)copper(II) complexes of the type [CuL Cl ] susceptibility vs. temperature, a negative or positive inter-2 2 2

and [Cu(L–L)Cl ] (where L and L–L are monodentate cept of the temperature axis giving a negative or positive,2 2

and bidentate ligands, respectively), have found a strong respectively, q value. Solid-state (diffuse reflectance, 890–
correlation between the exchange coupling constant, 2J, 340 nm) and solution (800–300 nm) electronic spectra
and the structural parameter w /R (where w is the Cu–Cl– were recorded on Varian 634 and Biochrom 4060 instru-
Cu9 bridging angle and R is the longer bond in the Cu Cl ments, respectively.2 2

bridged unit). However, in the case of the bis(m-bromo-
)copper(II) dimers, Landee and Greeney [22] have shown 2.3. Compound preparation
that the dominant factor controlling superexchange
strength is not related to the bridging angle but instead to [CuBr (Mebta)] (1): To a stirred solution of Mebta2 n

3the amount of distortion within the copper basal plane, (0.12 g, 0.9 mmol) in Me CO (10 cm ) was added a2

while a more recent study by Romero et al. [23] revealed solution of CuBr (0.20 g, 0.9 mmol) in the same solvent2
3that magnetic interaction strength can be correlated to the (35 cm ). The brown solution soon began to deposit a

arrangement of the bridging bromine atoms around the yellow powder. The flask was stored at ambient tempera-
metal. We herein describe the results of our investigation. ture overnight, and the precipitate was collected by filtra-

3tion, washed with Me CO (10 cm ) and Et O (23102 2
3cm ), and dried in vacuo over silica gel; yield, 0.28 g

2. Experimental (88%). Found: C, 23.4; H, 2.0; N, 11.9; Br, 45.4; Cu, 18.3.
Calc. for C H N Br Cu: C, 23.6; H, 2.0; N, 11.8; Br,7 7 3 2

2.1. General 44.8; Cu, 17.8%. Selected IR (KBr) and far-IR (poly-
21ethylene) data (cm ): 3058 w, 2938 w, 1498 m, 1460 m,

All manipulations were performed under aerobic con- 1384 m, 1214 s, 1148 s, 1052 m, 788 s, 742 vs, 656 w, 283
ditions using materials (reagent grade) as received; water m, 175 m, 159 s. Effective magnetic moment per cop-
was distilled in-house and solvents were dried and distilled per(II): 2.12 B.M. at 188C. Solid-state (diffuse reflectance)
before use. Mebta was bought from Lancaster Synthesis electronic spectrum: l 365sh, 450, 650, 720sh nm.max

Ltd. Electronic spectrum in MeCN: l 357, 450, 560 nm.max

Complex 1 can also be isolated by employing
2.2. Analytical procedures and physical measurements Mebta:CuBr molar ratios of 4:1, 2:1 or 1:2 in Me CO.2 2

The 1:1 and 1:2 reaction systems in MeOH or EtOH yield
Microanalyses for carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen were mixtures of complexes 1 and 3 (see below) as deduced

performed by the University of Ioannina Microanalytical from analytical and spectroscopic data.
Laboratory using an EA 1108 Carlo Erba analyser. Cop- [CuBr (Mebta) (MeCN)]?MeCN (2). Method A. To a2 2

per(II) was estimated gravimetrically as copper(II) quinal- stirred solution of Mebta (0.16 g, 1.2 mmol) in MeCN (20
3date [24]. For bromide determination, samples of the cm ) was added a solution of CuBr (0.13 g, 0.6 mmol) in2

3complexes were decomposed in 2 M HNO ; the bromide the same solvent (80 cm ). The flask was stored at ambient3

content was determined potentiometrically with a standard temperature for 24 h. Well-formed, X-ray quality green
0.1 M AgNO solution, using a Corning-Eel Model 12 crystals of the product slowly appeared. A sample for3

potentiometer with calomel and sulphide-selective elec- crystallography was kept in contact with the mother liquor
trodes [25]. Thermogravimetric (TG), differential thermo- to prevent lattice solvent loss. Collection of the crystals by
gravimetric (DTG) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) filtration, washing with Et O, and drying in air leads to the2

data (30–6008C) were obtained on a TA Instruments SDT unsolvated form [CuBr (Mebta) (MeCN)]; yield, 0.24 g2 2
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(75%). Found: C, 35.9; H, 3.1; N, 18.6; Br, 29.0; Cu, 12.5. to a solution of CuBr (0.11 g, 0.5 mmol) in the same2
3Calc. for C H N Br Cu: C, 36.2; H, 3.2; N, 18.5; Br, solvent (20 cm ). To the resulting green solution was16 17 7 2

330.1; Cu, 12.0%. Selected IR (KBr) and far-IR (poly- added H O (1 cm , 55.5 mmol), which caused a slow2
21ethylene) data (cm ): 3055 w, 2265 w, 1495 w, 1459 m, colour change to yellow. The solution was exposed to air

1385 m, 1218 s, 1140 w, 1051 m, 775 sh, 749 s, 660 w, and left for slow evaporation to give an approximately 2:1
280 s, 265 m, 248 s, 230 m. Effective magnetic moment mixture of brown and light green prismatic crystals. Their
per copper(II): 1.87 B.M. at 208C. Solid-state (diffuse not-too-dissimilar solubility prevented chemical separation.
reflectance) electronic spectrum: l 385, 463, 705 nm. The two products were readily separated manually, washedmax

Electronic spectrum in MeCN: l 400, 460, 672 nm. with a little EtOH and Et O, dried in air and individuallymax 2

Complex 2 can also be prepared by employing identified as complexes 3 (by spectral comparison with
Mebta:CuBr ratios of 4:1 or 3:1 in MeCN. Method B. authentic material) and 4 (by single-crystal X-ray crys-2

Complex 2 was also prepared by recrystallization of tallography), respectively. The yield of the latter (based on
complex 3 (see below) from MeCN; typical yields are in total available copper) was ca. 25%. Found: C, 40.1; H,
the 75–85% range. The product was spectroscopically 3.4; N, 19.8; Br, 25.1; Cu, 9.8. Calc. for
identical to authentic material prepared by Method A. C H N O Br Cu: C, 40.2; H, 3.5; N, 20.1; Br, 25.5;21 21.5 9 0.25 2

[CuBr (Mebta) ] (3). Method A. Solid CuBr (0.21 g, Cu, 10.1%. Selected IR (KBr) and far-IR (polyethylene)2 2 2
210.9 mmol) was dissolved with stirring in a solution of data (cm ): 3400 mb, 3050 w, 2947 w, 1496 w, 1458 m,

3Mebta (0.25 g, 1.9 mmol) in EtOH (90 cm ). A deep 1392 w, 1216 s, 1132 w, 1042 m, 780 w, 746 vs, 736 s,
brown homogeneous solution was obtained, which after 4 660 w, 274 s, 268 sh, 254 s, 223 m. Effective magnetic
h began to deposit a brown microcrystalline powder. The moment per copper(II): 1.90 B.M. at 208C. Solid-state
reaction mixture was allowed to stand undisturbed at (diffuse reflectance) electronic spectrum: l 395, 445,max

ambient temperature. After 2–3 days all of the powder had 755 nm. Electronic spectrum in MeCN: l 406, 439, 740max
IIbeen transformed into brown crystals, which were col- nm. Employment of higher Mebta:Cu molar ratios (5:1,

3lected by filtration, washed with EtOH (10 cm ) and Et O 8:1) in MeOH/H O (or 96% EtOH) again gave mixtures2 2

(which was not added in the filtrate), and dried in air; of 3 and 4 with a somewhat higher percentage of the light
yield, 0.25 g (54%). Some crystals were large enough for green crystals of the latter. Further increasing the H O2

X-ray crystallography. Overnight storage of the filtrate at concentration in the reaction mixture does not prevent the
48C yielded a second crop of crystals of 3, which were formation of complex 3.
isolated as above; overall yield: ca. 70%. Found: C, 34.1;
H, 2.8; N, 17.2; Br, 32.1; Cu, 12.4. Calc. for

2.4. X-ray crystallographic studiesC H N Br Cu: C, 34.3; H, 2.9; N, 17.2; Br, 32.6; Cu,14 14 6 2

13.0%. Selected IR (KBr) and far-IR (polyethylene) data
21 A crystal of 2 was mounted in a capillary filled with(cm ): 3060 w, 1492 w, 1458 m, 1387 w, 1222 s, 1136

drops of mother liquid; crystals of complexes 3 and 4 werew, 1052 m, 780 sh, 752 vs, 664 w, 287 s, 260 s, 240 m.
mounted in air. Diffraction measurements were made on aEffective magnetic moment per copper(II): 2.06 B.M. at
Crystal Logic Dual Goniometer diffractometer using228C. Solid-state (diffuse reflectance) electronic spectrum:
graphite-monochromated Mo radiation. Complete crystall 425, 802 nm. Electronic spectrum in MeOH: lmax max

data and parameters for data collection are reported in411, 870 nm. Complex 3 can also be isolated by employ-
Table 1. Unit cell dimensions were determined and refineding Mebta:CuBr ratios of 8:1, 6:1 and 4:1 in EtOH or2

using the angular settings of 25 automatically centeredMeOH. Method B. Complex 3 was also prepared by the
reflections in the range 118 ,2u ,238. Three standardthermal decomposition of the unsolvated form of complex
reflections, monitored every 97 reflections, showed less2, i.e., compound [CuBr (Mebta) (MeCN)]. The TG/2 2

than 3% intensity fluctuation and no decay. Lorentz,DTG/DTA curves of this compound showed a first
polarization and C-scan absorption corrections were ap-endothermic weight loss between 88 and 1078C, which
plied using Crystal Logic software.corresponded to the elimination of one MeCN molecule

The structures were solved by direct methods using(Found: 7.8; Calc.: 7.7%). A TG plateau is reached at 110
SHELXS-86 [26] and refined by full-matrix least-squaresup to 1408C. The thermally stable brown product, obtained

2after an isothermal TG experiment at 1108C, was isolated techniques on F with SHELXL-93 [27]. For all three
and studied by IR, far-IR and UV/VIS spectroscopic structures, all non-hydrogen atoms (except the oxygen
methods; this study proved the intermediate to be complex atom in 4, which was found disordered around a twofold
3. Method C. Prolonged storage of the unsolvated form of axis and refined isotropically) were refined using aniso-
2 in vacuo over silica gel also gives complex 3. The tropic thermal parameters. The phenyl hydrogen atoms of
identity of 3 was confirmed by IR, far-IR and electronic 2 were located by difference maps and refined isotropical-
spectral comparison with authentic material. ly; the methyl hydrogen atoms were introduced at calcu-

[CuBr (Mebta) ]?0.25h o (4). To a stirred solution of lated positions as riding on their bonded atoms. All2 3 2
3Mebta (0.24 g, 1.8 mmol) in MeOH (20 cm ) was added hydrogen atoms of 3 were clearly visible in a subsequent
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Table 1
Crystallographic data for complexes 2, 3 and 4

dParameter 2 3 4
Formula C H N Br Cu C H N Br Cu C H N O Br Cu18 20 8 2 14 14 6 2 21 21.5 9 0.25 2

M 571.78 489.67 627.33
Colour and habit Green prism Brown prism Light green prism
Crystal size (mm) 0.2030.3030.70 0.0830.2030.20 0.1530.4030.40
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic Tetragonal

] ]
Space group P1 P1 P4 2 23 1

˚a (A) 8.576(1) 8.405(5) 17.700(3)
˚b (A) 9.235(1) 9.320(5) 17.700(3)
˚c (A) 14.469(1) 11.244(6) 30.427(5)

a (8) 92.50(1) 100.31(2)
b (8) 97.99(1) 83.61(2)
g (8) 84.06(1) 97.82(2)

3˚V(A ) 1128.2(2) 855.1(8) 9533(3)
Z 2 2 16

3D (g cm ) 1.683 1.902 1.748calc
˚Radiation (l, A) Mo K (0.71073) Mo K (0.71073) Mo K (0.71073)a a a

21
m (mm ) 4.53 5.96 4.25
F(000) 566 478 4984
Temperature (K) 298 298 298

21Scan mode/speed (8 min ) u – 2u /4.2 u – 2u /3.0 u – 2u /1.5
Scan range (8) 2.451a a separation 2.71a a separation 2.51a a separation1 2 1 2 1 2

u range (8) 1.42 – 25.00 1.85 – 27.99 1.33 – 24.24
h 210 to 10 210 to 11 0 – 19
k 210 to 10 211 to 11 0 – 20
l 0–17 0–14 235 to 0
Reflections collected 4135 4090 8044
Unique reflections (R ) 3964 (0.0118) 3896 (0.0186) 7375 (0.0420)int

Data with I.2s(I) 3427 2914 4978
Parameters refined 315 264 617
[D /s] 0.014 0.069 0.02max

23˚(Dp) , (Dp) (e A ) 0.42, 20.39 1.02, 20.69 0.72, 20.57max min
aw a50.0255, b50.3372 a50.0303; b50.9294 a50.0388; b5103.4474

2GoF (on F ) 1.076 1.058 1.018
bR1 0.0271 0.0373 0.0627

cwR2 0.0695 0.0881 0.1387
a 2 2 2 2 2w51/ [s (F )1(aP) 1bP] and P 5 (max(F ,0) 1 2F ) /3.o o c
b R15S( F 2 F ) /S( F ).u u u u u uo c o
c 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2wR25 S[w(F 2F ) ] /S[w(F ) ] .h jo c o
d Absolute structure parameter50.00(2).

difference Fourier map and refined with isotropic thermal The 4:1, 3:1 and 2:1 reactions in MeCN yielded green
parameters. For 4, all hydrogen atoms were introduced at crystals; the formulation [CuBr (Mebta) (MeCN)]?MeCN2 2

calculated positions as riding on bonded atoms. (2) was established by single crystal X-ray crystal-
lography. Analytical data of the dried sample indicated the
formulation [CuBr (Mebta) (MeCN)].2 2

3. Results and discussion The 8:1, 6:1, 4:1 and 2:1 reactions in MeOH or EtOH at
room temperature yielded a brown solution from which

3.1. Syntheses was crystallized [CuBr (Mebta) ] (3) in very good yield.2 2

Complex 3 was also isolated in pure form from the solid
We shall briefly describe our synthetic efforts in terms state endothermic reaction (1). There is ample precedent

of the solvent used. It should be emphasized at the outset for similar processes in 3d metal coordination chemistry
that the Mebta:CuBr ratio also affects the chemical [7,9,10,28,29].2

identity of the products in certain cases.
88–1078C

[CuBr (Mebta) (MeCN)] → [CuBr (Mebta) ]Complex [CuBr (Mebta)] (1) is readily prepared by the 2 2 2 22 n N2unsolvated form of 2 3reaction between Mebta and CuBr , employing a wide2

1 MeCN↑ (1)variety of mole ratios, in Me CO at room temperature. The2

yellow product is probably polymeric as indicated by the
The concentration of H O in the alcoholic reactionvery low solubility in most common organic solvents and 2

IIits almost quantitative yield. mixtures at high Mebta:Cu molar ratios affects product
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [CuBr (Mebta) ] (3)2 2

Cu – Br(1) 2.383(2) N(11) – N(12) 1.333(5)
Cu – Br(2) 2.368(2) N(12) – N(13) 1.311(5)
Cu – N(3) 1.970(4) N(1) – C(10) 1.461(6)
Cu – N(13) 1.968(4) C(9) – N(1) 1.367(5)
N(1) – N(2) 1.331(4) C(18) – N(13) 1.375(5)
N(2) – N(3) 1.313(5) C(8) – C(19) 1.394(5)
Br(1) – Cu – Br(2) 143.1(1) Br(2) – Cu – N(13) 95.0(1)
Br(1) – Cu – N(3) 94.2(1) N(3) – Cu – N(13) 154.6(1)
Br(1) – Cu – N(13) 92.6(1) Cu – N(3) – N(2) 118.6(3)
Br(2) – Cu – N(3) 94.2(1) Cu – N(13) – C(18) 129.9(3)

identity. Employing ca. 1.5 M H O concentration in2
IIMeOH (or EtOH 96%) and 8:1, 5:1 or 3.6:1 Mebta:Cu

ratios, a mixture of brown crystals of 3 and light green
crystals of complex [CuBr (Mebta) ]?0.25H O (4) was2 3 2

obtained. In seeking to increase the yield of 4 and suppress
the formation of 3, it was logical to increase H O2

concentration in the reaction mixture. This improved
procedure (employment of ca. 3 M H O concentration and2

an |8:1 ligand-to-metal ratio), not described in detail in

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 3 with the atom labeling scheme.Table 3
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [CuBr (Mebta) (MeCN)]?2 2

MeCN (2)
Section 2, gives higher isolated yields of 4 (.60%), while

Cu – Br(1) 2.477(1) N(2) – N(3) 1.317(3) keeping the yield of 3 low (,20%). Complex 4 has been
Cu – Br(2) 2.493(1) N(11) – N(12) 1.341(3) separated manually and characterized.
Cu – N(3) 1.987(2) N(12) – N(13) 1.311(3)
Cu – N(13) 1.979(2) C(9) – N(1) 1.361(3)
Cu – N(4) 2.181(2) N(11) – C(20) 1.463(3)
N(1) – N(2) 1.338(3) N(4) – C(21) 1.134(4) 3.2. Description of structures

C(21) – C(22) 1.455(4)
N(3) – Cu – N(13) 174.7(1) Br(1) – Cu – N(13) 88.9(1) Selected interatomic distances and angles for complexes
N(3) – Cu – Br(1) 88.6(1) Br(2) – Cu – N(4) 104.1(1)

3, 2 and 4 are listed in Tables 2–4, respectively. Plots ofN(3) – Cu – Br(2) 90.0(1) Br(2) – Cu – N(13) 89.2(1)
the molecular structures of the complexes are shown inN(3) – Cu – N(4) 90.3(1) N(4) – Cu – N(13) 95.0(1)

Br(1) – Cu – Br(2) 142.1(1) N(1) – N(2) – N(3) 107.6(2) Figs. 1–3. There are two common features in the three
Br(1) – Cu – N(4) 113.8(1) Cu – N(4) – C(21) 148.8(2) structures. Firstly, Mebta behaves as a monodentate ligand

N(4) – C(21) – C(22) 179.2(3) binding through N(3); secondly, the molecules of Mebta

Table 4
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [CuBr (Mebta) ]?0.25H O (4)2 3 2

Molecule 4A Molecule 4B

Cu(1) – Br(1) 2.609(2) Cu(2) – Br(3) 2.526(2)
Cu(1) – Br(2) 2.416(2) Cu(2) – Br(4) 2.467(2)
Cu(1) – N(3) 2.097(10) Cu(2) – N(53) 2.057(13)
Cu(1) – N(13) 2.053(11) Cu(2) – N(33) 2.043(12)
Cu(1) – N(23) 2.048(11) Cu(2) – N(43) 2.031(11)

N(13) – Cu(1) – N(23) 176.6(4) N(33) – Cu(2) – N(43) 179.3(4)
N(13) – Cu(1) – Br(1) 91.1(3) N(33) – Cu(2) – Br(3) 92.8(3)
N(13) – Cu(1) – Br(2) 89.2(3) N(33) – Cu(2) – Br(4) 89.4(3)
N(13) – Cu(1) – N(3) 91.4(4) N(33) – Cu(2) – N(53) 89.6(5)
Br(1) – Cu(1) – Br(2) 120.1(1) Br(3) – Cu(2) – Br(4) 121.4(1)
Br(1) – Cu(1) – N(3) 106.8(3) Br(3) – Cu(2) – N(53) 113.4(5)
Br(1) – Cu(1) – N(23) 92.2(3) Br(3) – Cu(2) – N(43) 87.2(3)
Br(2) – Cu(1) – N(3) 133.2(3) Br(4) – Cu(2) – N(53) 125.1(5)
Br(2) – Cu(1) – N(23) 88.4(3) Br(4) – Cu(2) – N(43) 91.2(3)
N(3) – Cu(1) – N(23) 88.5(4) N(53) – Cu(2) – N(43) 89.8(5)
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˚bond lengths of 1.981(2) and 1.990(2) A in the isostructur-
al complex [CuCl (Mebta) ].2 2

Complex 3 joins a small family [31–38] of structurally
characterized monomeric [CuBr L ] complexes (L52 2

monodentate N-donor). The closest precedent to 3 is
complex [CuBr (2ClHIm) ] (2ClHIm52-chloroimidazole)2 2

in which the Cu–Br and Cu–N bond lengths, and the
˚Br–Cu–Br and N–Cu–N angles are 2.408(1), 1.987(5) A,

139.3(1) and 152.0(3)8, respectively [31].
The structure of 2 consists of a mononuclear

[CuBr (Mebta) (MeCN)] molecule and a well-separated2 2

MeCN solvate molecule; the latter will not be further
discussed. The five donor atoms within bonding distances
do not define a regular polyhedron around copper. Analy-
sis of the shape-determining angles using the approach of
Reedijk, Addison and co-workers [39] yields a value for
trigonality index, t, of 0.54 (t 50 and 1 for perfect squareFig. 2. Molecular structure of 2 with the atom labeling scheme; the
pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal geometries, respective-solvating MeCN molecule has been omitted.

IIly). Thus, the geometry about Cu is significantly distorted
and can be described as either distorted tbp or a distorted
sp arrangement. With use of the tbp description the axial
sites are occupied by the 1-methylbenzotriazole nitrogensare nearly planar, the deviations of atoms from the least-

˚ N(3) and N(13) with atoms Br(1), Br(2) and N(4) makingsquares plane through them being less than 0.02 A.
II ˚up the equatorial plane. Cu lies 0.020 A out of theThe Cu atom in complex 3 is surrounded by two

equatorial plane towards N(13); the equatorial bond anglesnitrogen atoms and two terminal bromo ligands. The
are 142.1(1), 113.8(1) and 104.1(1)8. For the sp descrip-geometry about the copper ion is best described as
tion the basal plane would consist of the atoms Br(1),tetrahedrally distorted trans square planar. The cis (92.6(1)
Br(2), N(3) and N(13) with N(4) occupying the apical site.and 95.0(1)8) and trans angles (143.1(1) and 154.6(1)8) of
The four basal atoms are not co-planar; Br(1), Br(2) andall ligands around the metal ion are intermediate between

˚N(3) lie 0.043, 0.561 and 0.073 A, respectively, below thethe expected values for tetrahedral (109.478) and those of
best least-squares plane through the four atoms, whilesquare planar geometries (90, 1808), respectively. The two

II˚ ˚˚ N(13) lies 0.855 A above it. The Cu atom is 0.477 ACu–Br distances (2.383(2) and 2.368(2) A) are typical for
above the plane toward the apical atom N(4). Theseterminal Cu–Br bonds [22,23,30–38]. The Cu–N distances

˚ distortions from the ideal sp geometry appear greater than(1.968(4) and 1.970(4) A) are very close [20] to the Cu–N
from the tbp model; thus, the sp description is less
preferred.

˚The Cu–Br distances of 2.477(1) and 2.493(1) A are
normal and have been found in other 5-coordinate cop-
per(II) complexes containing terminal bromo ligands
[22,23,40]. The Cu–Br distances in complex 2 are longer
compared to those in 3 since the coordination number has
increased in the former. The Cu–N bond lengths in 2Mebta

˚(1.987(2) and 1.979(2) A) compare favourably with those
of the dinuclear complexes [Cu Cl (Mebta) ] [19] and2 4 4

[Cu Cl (Hbta) ]?2H O [41], which contain 5-coordinate2 4 4 2
IICu atoms. The MeCN group is linear (N(4)–C(21)–

C(22) 179.2(3)8) and binds in a significantly nonlinear
fashion (Cu–N(4)–C(21) 148.8(2)8). The N≡C bond
length is normal [42,43]. Another mononuclear, trigonal
bipyramidal copper(II) complex is structurally related to
compound 2 in that it has the [CuBr L S] unit (L52 2

monodentate N-donor and S5solvate molecule):
[CuBr L (H O)], where L51,2,4-triazolo[1,5-a]pyrimi-2 2 2Fig. 3. An ORTEP drawing of complex 4 (molecule 4A) with the
dine [40].numbering scheme. An analogous numbering scheme is applied to

The asymmetric unit of complex 4 contains two crys-molecule 4B using Cu(2), Br(3), Br(4), and N(33), N(43) and N(53) for
the nitrogen donor atoms. tallographically independent [CuBr (Mebta) ] molecules2 3
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and one half H O molecule; the O atom is disordered donor ligand is the cyclic triamine 1,4,7-triazacyclononane2

around a two-fold axis. The structures of the two in- [46]. (iii) [CuBr (terpy)], where terpy is 2,29:69,20-2

dependent molecules (4A, 4B) are similar and only terpyridine [47] and (iv) [CuBr (paphy)] with paphy2

molecule 4A (Fig. 3) will be discussed in detail. The being pyridine-2-aldehyde 29-pyridylhydrazone [48]. In
monomeric, 5-coordinate units are well separated from these complexes, the three nitrogen atoms are provided
each other in the crystal. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the by the chelating ligands.
coordination sphere about the copper(II) center is made up
of two bromide ions and three 1-methylbenzotriazole 3.3. IR and electronic spectroscopy, and
ligands. The coordination geometry can be described as magnetochemistry
distorted trigonal bipyramidal where the equatorial plane
consists of two bromide ions and a nitrogen atom (N(3)) Diagnostic far-IR and solid-state electronic spectral data

˚from a Mebta ligand. Cu(1) lies 0.019 A out of its of complexes 1–4 are given in Table 5. The presence of
equatorial plane towards N(13). The Cu–N distances lattice water in 4 is manifested by a broad medium band atMebta

21˚of 2.097(10), 2.053(11) and 2.048(11) A are all somewhat ca. 3400 cm [49]. The spectrum of free Mebta exhibits
21longer than the distances observed in 2. Presumably, the two bands at 1197 and 1110 cm associated with the

increase in length is due to the coordination of three bulky y(N5N) and y(N–N) modes of vibration, respectively
Mebta groups to the copper(II) centre, as opposed to only [7–9,15,20,50]. These bands are shifted to |1220 and

21two in 2. This observation parallels the results reported for |1140 cm , respectively, in the spectra of the prepared
IIother 5-coordinate Cu complexes with bulky monodentate complexes. These shifts to higher frequencies are compat-

N-donors [44]. Differences between the two molecules 4A ible with N(3) being the donor atom to copper(II) [7–
and 4B are indicated by differences in lengths between the 9,20]. The mid-IR spectra of 1–4 are very similar,

˚ ˚weaker Cu–Br bonds (2.609(2) A in 4A and 2.526(2) A in indicating the same coordination mode of the ligand in the
4B) and in the amount of the coordination–geometry four complexes. The coordinated 1-methylbenzotriazole in
distortion. The t values for Cu(1) and Cu(2) are 0.73 and these complexes is also considered responsible for the two

21 210.90, respectively, indicating that the geometry in 4A bands at ca. 780 and 750 cm ; the stronger (at 750 cm )
deviates from ideal trigonal bipyramidal coordination more is assigned as a C–H out-of-plane vibration and the weaker
than in 4B. The crystal structure is possibly stabilized by to a vibration involving both benzene and triazole in-plane
intermolecular hydrogen bonds, as indicated by the dis- bending [2].
tances O(W)? ? ?Br(2) [x, y, 211z] and O(W)? ? ?Br(2) [x, The far-IR data give an insight of the structure and

˚y, 12z] which are equal to 3.495 and 3.638 A, respective- bonding in the solid state. Assignments of metal–ligand
ly. stretching vibrations in Table 5 have been given carefully

The structure of 4 can be considered as being derived by consideration of the frequencies of the internal modes
from that of 2 with the replacement of the MeCN ligand of of Mebta, comparing the present complexes with CuCl /2

the latter by one Mebta molecule. Mebta complexes [19,20] and studying literature reports
Complexes 2 and 4 represent the first structurally [15,23,30,51]. The y(Cu–N ) bands are situated be-Mebta

21characterized examples of mononuclear copper(II) com- tween 287 and 268 cm . The rather intense pair of bands
II 21plexes containing the Cu Br N chromophore, in which in the 260–223 cm region in 2–4 is assigned primarily2 3

the nitrogen atoms are provided by monodentate ligands. to the y(Cu–Br) vibration [23,30,51]. The non-appearancet
21Some other monomeric complexes with the same chromo- of y(Cu–Br) above 200 cm in 1 indicates a polymerict

phore should be mentioned at this point: (i) [CuBr (L–L– structure with exclusively bridging bromides; the bridging2
21L)], where L–L–L is 2,6-bis(dimethylaminomethyl)- Cu–Br stretches appear at 175 and 159 cm [23].

pyridine [45]. (ii) [CuBr ([9]aneN )], where the N- The room-temperature m values of 2, 3 and 4 indicate2 3 eff

Table 5
a b eDiagnostic far-IR and electronic spectral data for the copper(II) /Mebta complexes

21Far-IR (cm ) Solid-state (diffuse reflectance) spectra (nm)

Complex y(CuBr) y(Cu–N ) d–d LMCTMebta

c c1 175 m , 159 s 283 m 650, 720 sh 365 sh, 450
2 248 s, 230 m 280 s, 265 m 705 385, 463

d3 260 s , 240 m 287 s 802 425
4 254 s, 223 m 274 s, 268 sh 755 395, 445

a Fourier–transform spectra.
b Data in the 850–340 nm region.
c Bridging CuBr stretching frequencies (y(CuBr) ).b
d Overlapping with a vibration of Mebta.
e Abbreviations: LMCT5ligand-to-metal charge transfer; m5medium; s5strong; sh5shoulder.
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that these complexes are magnetically dilute, in accordance ment, whereas the other exhibits a trans-octahedral (m-
with their monomeric structures. The effective magnetic Cl) N environment.4 2

moment per metal ion for 1 at room temperature (2.12 It is interesting to compare the CuCl /Mebta and2

B.M.) is higher than normal values for uncoupled cop- CuBr /Mebta reaction systems. Although we do not claim2

per(II) complexes, and suggests either the absence of that synthetic searching of these systems is complete, it
exchange or the possible presence of ferromagnetic ex- seems that (i) for compounds [CuX (Mebta) ] and (pos-2 2

change. Magnetic susceptibilities obey the Curie–Weiss sibly) the 1:1 complexes, the structures remain unchanged
law between 298 and 80 K. The m values of this by halide substitution; (ii) complexes [Cu Cl (Mebta) ]eff 2 4 4

complex show a small gradual increase from 2.12 B.M. to and [Cu OCl (Mebta) ] [19,20] have no known counter-4 6 4

2.29 B.M. as the temperature decreases from 296.7 K to parts in CuBr /Mebta chemistry and (iii) the 1:3 bromo2

80.4 K. This behaviour is typical of a weak ferromagnetic complex [CuBr (Mebta) ]?0.25H O (4) does not have its2 3 2

exchange interaction [19,52,53]. The lack of measurements analogue in CuCl /Mebta chemistry. Electronic factors2

down to liquid helium temperature and the fact that the may be responsible for (ii) and (iii).
X-ray structure is not available lead us to believe that a
more sophisticated treatment of the data would not be
helpful. It should be recalled at this point that the Supplementary data
corresponding chloro complex [hCu Cl (Mebta) j ] which2 4 2 n

has an analogous empirical formula with and very similar Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
spectroscopic behaviour (IR, UV/VIS) to 1, possesses Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
intrachain ferromagnetic coupling. CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers
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Abstract

The X-ray structure of outer sphere complexes [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]ZnCl ?H O 1 and [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]HgCl ?H O 2 are reported2 2 3 4 2 2 2 3 4 2

(Ade5adenine). The conformation of the bis-adeninium dication depends on the characteristics of the anion partner. Thus, while in 1, an
eclipsed and parallel (based on the direction of the two bis-adeninium moieties) conformation is present; 2 posses a gauche and
antiparallel disposition. Although 1 and 2 present identical pattern of hydrogen bonds between the ligand and the tetrachlorometalate(II)

1anion, stacking interactions between purine rings are observed only in 1. Chelated hydrogen bonds (cis-MCl ???HN ) are not detected.2

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Zinc complex; Mercury complex; Trimethylene-bisadenine; X-ray structure

1. Introduction with the previously described hydrochloride [(H-
Ade) (CH ) ]Cl ?H O 3 [1] and the outer sphere cadmium2 2 3 2 2

Zinc is one of the most important heavy metals in complex [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?4H O 4 [1]2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2 2

biological systems being an integral component of more is presented.
than 200 enzymes; contrarily, mercury has attracted most
attention due to its toxicity. Since intrastrand crosslinks at
adjacent purine bases is one of the preferred interactions

2. Experimentalbetween soft transition metal ions and DNA, good models
for such interactions would involve dinucleotide analogous

2.1. Analysis and physical measurementsin which the bases are connected by a polymethylene
chain. It is therefore of interest to study the interaction

Analytical measurements were carried out using abetween Zn(II) and Hg(II) ions and Nucleobase-(CH ) -2 x

Carlo–Erba model 1106 microanalyser. The infrared spec-Nucleobase molecules. In the present paper, we report the
tra were registered in solid state (KBr pellets) on a PE 683X-ray structure of the corresponding outer sphere com-
with an infrared data station PE 1600. Thermogravimetricplexes of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]ZnCl ?H O 1 and [(H-Ade) -2 2 3 4 2 2

data in the temperature range 30–9008C were recorded in(CH ) ]HgCl ?H O 2, where Ade is adenine, and a study2 3 4 2
21air atmosphere (heating rate 108C min ) on a PE TGA-2of the influence of the crystal structure about the con-

1 13formation of the diprotonated ligand trimethylene-9,99- thermobalance. H and C NMR spectra were carried out
bisadenin-1,19-ium by means of the comparison of 1 and 2 on a Bruker AMX 300 spectrometer. Proton and carbon

chemical shifts in DMSO–d were referenced to DMSO–6
1 13d ( H NMR, d(DMSO)52.60 ppm; C NMR,6*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-971-173-263; fax: 134-971-173-

d(DMSO)543.5 ppm). Reagents (Merck and Probus) were426.
´ ´E-mail address: dquagr0@clust.uib.es (A. Garcıa-Raso) used without further purification.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00221-1
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22.2. Crystallographic studies 2uFcu ) /3, f, f 9 and f 0 were taken from International
Tables of X-ray Crystallography [4]. Two H atoms were

A prismatic crystal (0.130.130.2 mm) was selected and located from a difference synthesis and refined with an
mounted on a Enraf–Nonius CAD4 four-circle diffrac- overall isotropic temperature factor and 14 H atoms were
tometer. Unit-cell parameters were determined from auto- computed and refined with an overall isotropic temperature
matic centring of 25 reflections (12 ,u ,218) and refined factor using a riding model.
by least-squares method. Intensities were collected with
graphite monochromatized MoKa radiation, using v /2u 2.3. Preparation of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ][MCl ]?H O (M52 2 3 4 2

scan-technique. Three reflections were measured every two Zn 1 and Hg 2)
hours as orientation and intensity control, significant
intensity decay was not observed. Lorentz-polarization but MCl [0.002 mol; M5Zn(II) or Hg(II)] was added to a2

not absorption corrections were made. The structures were stirred warm solution (408C) of 0.62 g (0.002 mol) of
solved by Direct methods, using SHELXS [2] computer trimethylene-bis adenine [1,5,6] in 20 ml of HCl 2N (for
program and refined by full-matrix least-squares method 1) or HCl 4M (for 2). The resulting solution was kept at
with SHELX93 computer program [3]. Selected crystallo- this temperature for 30 min and then was allowed to stay at
graphic data are presented in Table 1. room temperature. Crystals of 1 and 2, suitable for X-ray,

2Compound 1: The function minimised was S w uuFou 2 were obtained after a week although it must be mentioned
2 2 2 2 21uFcu u , where w5[s (I)1(0.0436 P) 10.6985 P] , and that such crystallisation is difficult yielding, generally,

2 2P5(uFou 12uFcu ) /3, f, f 9 and f 0 were taken from Interna- small crystals not useful for crystallographic studies.
tional Tables of X-ray Crystallography [4]. The extinction Selected data for 1: Found: C, 28.9; H, 3.3; N, 26.0%.
coefficient was 0.0010(5). All H atoms were located from Calc. for C H Cl N OZn: C, 29.0; H, 3.4; N, 26.0%.13 18 4 10

a difference synthesis and refined with an overall isotropic The complex exhibits a weight loss between 25 and ca.
temperature factor. 2008C, corresponding to the loss of one water molecule per

2Compound 2: The function minimised was S w uuFou 2 formula unit [mass loss Calc., 3.4%; found 3.5%].
2 2 2 2 21 2 21uFcu u , where w5[s (I)1(0.1199 P) ] , and P5(uFou 1 IR(cm ): 534 m, 599 m, 643 m, 682 m, 695 m, 726 m,

Table 1
Selected crystallographic data for [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]ZnCl ?H O 1 and [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]HgCl ?H O 22 2 3 4 2 2 2 3 4 2

Crystal data 1 2

Empirical formula C H ZnCl N O C H HgCl N O13 18 4 10 13 18 4 10

Crystal size (mm) 0.130.130.2 0.130.130.2
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic

]
Space group P2 /n P11

˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a58.331(3) A a56.573(3) A
˚ ˚b510.089(8) A b510.581(2) A
˚ ˚c524.919(6) A c515.976(3) A

a583.92(2)8
b590.07(2)8 b586.14(3)8

g573.23(3)8
3˚Volume (A ) 2095(2) 1057.1(6)

Z 4 2
Formula weight 537.54 672.76

23Density (calc.) (Mg m ) 1.705 2.114
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 1.711 7.814

F(000) 1088 644
Data collection and refinement
u Range (8) 2.18 to 29.97 2.02 to 29.96
Index ranges 211#h#11 29#h#9

0#k#14 214#k#14
0#l#34 0#l#22

Reflections collected 4539 5777
Independent reflections 4297 [R(int)50.0146] 5741 [R(int)50.0186]
Data / restraints /parameters 4247/0 /335 5691/0 /275
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.0480 R150.0305

wR250.0903 wR250.0699
R indices (all data) R150.0660 R150.0322

wR250.1153 wR250.0743
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.074 0.535

23˚Largest difference peak (eA ) 0.502 0.748
23˚Largest difference hole (eA ) 20.461 20.677
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740 w, 785 m, 820 m, 855 m, 953 m, 1062 m, 1227 s,
1342 m, 1416 s, 1441 sh, 1518 s, 1614 s, 1683 vs, 1694 vs.
1H NMR (DMSO-d ): d 8.62 s [2H, H(2) /H(2A)], 8.58 s6

[2H, H(8) /H(8A)], 4.40 t [4H, C(11)–H /C(11A)–H ,2 2
21J56.8 Hz], 2.55 t [2H, C(12)–H , J56.8 Hz]. L (V2 M

2 21 23cm mol ) of 10 M in DMSO, 258C565.9.
Selected data for 2: Found: C, 23.3; H, 2.6; N, 20.6%.

Calc. for C H Cl N OHg: C, 23.2; H, 2.7; N, 20.8%.13 18 4 10
21IR(cm ): 530 w, 644 m, 680 m, 693 m, 720 w, 736 w,

783 w, 827 m, 870 w, 885 w, 978 w, 1029 w, 1069 w,
1125 w, 1214 s, 1314 w, 1334 w, 1356 m, 1382 w, 1412 s,

11441 m, 1512 m, 1594 m, 1603 m, 1642 m, 1691 vs. H
NMR (DMSO-d ): d 8.62 s [2H, H(2) /H(2A)], 8.56 s6

[2H, H(8) /H(8A)], 4.40 t [4H, C(11)–H /C(11A)–H ,2 2
21J56.8 Hz], 2.55 t [2H, C(12)–H , J56.8 Hz]. L (V2 M

2 21 23cm mol ) of 10 M in DMSO, 258C553.2.

Fig. 2. ORTEP representation of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] HgCl ?H O 2.2 2 3 4 2

3. Results and discussion
˚atoms of the same ligand [N(10)???Cl52.57 A; N(10A)???

˚ ˚The molecular structures of 1 and 2 and the general Cl52.64 A; N(1)???Cl52.28 A] yielding an interesting
atom-numbering scheme are shown in Figs. 1–2. eclipsed and parallel (based on the direction of the two

The crystal structures of 1 and 2 are very different, adeninium moieties) conformation of the bis-adeninium
according to the different M–Cl distances [approximately dication. Such disposition of H-bonds permits a stacking

˚ ˚2.27 A (M5Zn) versus 2.48 A (M5Hg)] (Table 2), interaction between rings (Fig. 3a) and yield dimeric units
however it must be mentioned that these compounds have (Fig. 3b) that constitute the basis of the crystal. On the
i) the same empirical formula [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]MCl ? other hand, in compound 2 the tetrachlorometalate anion2 2 3 4

22H O and type of anion (MCl ) ; ii) identical pattern of interacts with three different ligands [N(10)(Unit 1)???Cl52 4
˚ ˚hydrogen bonds that can be represented for three H-bonds 2.31 A; N(10) (Unit 2)52.50 A; N(1)(Unit 3)???Cl52.52

22 ˚between the ligand and the (MCl ) ion [N(10)???Cl; A] yielding a tridimensional network (Fig. 4). A possible4

N(10A)???Cl and N(1)???Cl] and one between the ligand explanation could be the similarity of the distances be-
˚and the water molecule [N(1)???OH ]. tween N(10)???N(10A), 3.83 A and the corresponding2

22 22In complex 1, the (MCl ) anion interact with three between two chlorine atoms in the (ZnCl ) anion (Cl???4 4
˚Cl5among 3.66 and 3.71 A) against the equivalent value

22in the corresponding distorted tetrahedral (HgCl ) anion,4

always higher than the distance N(10)???N(10A) (Cl???Cl5
1˚3.92 and 4.18 A). Chelated H-bond (MCl ???HN ), char-2

acterised in other complexes like [4,49-H bipy][MCl ]2 4

(M5Pt, Pd) [7], are not present in our complexes. Fig. 5
21shows the conformations of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] in the2 2 3

complexes of Zn(II) 1, Cd(II) 3 [1] and Hg(II) 2. As can
be seen, the conformation of the ligand moiety cannot be
associated to an electrostatic repulsion between the two
protonated N(1) /N(1A) nitrogens of the complexes, as
suggested in a previous paper [1], because important
changes are produced in the different compounds. So, 1 is
eclipsed and parallel, 3 is gauche and parallel and, finally,
2 is gauche and antiparallel. We should mention that
although the characteristic conformation of the organic
ligand in each structure 1–3, is the result of the packing of
ions according to Coulombic interactions, H-bonds, stack-
ing interactions, etc. extended to the crystal, it is interest-
ing to emphasise the variation of the electrostatic repulsion
that could exist between two positive charges present in

Fig. 1. ORTEP representation of [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]ZnCl ?H O 1. the bis-adeninium dication. Thus, although 1–3 present the2 2 3 4 2
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] Cl ?H O 4 [1], [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]ZnCl ?H O 1, [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 4 2 2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2

4H O 3 [1], and [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]HgCl ?H O 22 2 2 3 4 2

21[(H-Ade) (CH ) ]2 2 3

2 22 42 22Cl ZnCl [Cd Cl (H O) ] ? HgCl4 2 8 2 2 4
a4 1 3 2

Ligand

N(1)–C(2) 1.366(4) 1.351(5) 1.351(9) 1.372(4)
N(1A)–C(2A) 1.367(4) 1.358(5) 1.362(7) 1.360(5)
C(2)–N(3) 1.313(3) 1.307(5) 1.315(9) 1.289(4)
C(2A)–N(3A) 1.306(4) 1.295(5) 1.315(9) 1.303(4)
N(3)–C(4) 1.363(3) 1.345(4) 1.349(7) 1.343(3)
N(3A)–C(4A) 1.353(3) 1.348(4) 1.345(7) 1.385(4)
C(4)–C(5) 1.369(4) 1.383(5) 1.383(8) 1.397(3)
C(4A)–C(5A) 1.391(4) 1.387(4) 1.393(7) 1.368(4)
C(5)–C(6) 1.406(4) 1.407(5) 1.394(8) 1.404(3)
C(5A)–C(6A) 1.409(4) 1.403(4) 1.404(8) 1.404(4)
N(1)–C(6) 1.372(3) 1.352(5) 1.375(8) 1.348(4)
N(1A)–C(6A) 1.358(3) 1.359(4) 1.363(8) 1.378(4)
C(6)–N(10) 1.331(3) 1.318(4) 1.322(8) 1.313(3)
C(6A)–N(10A) 1.325(3) 1.319(5) 1.305(8) 1.303(4)
C(5)–N(7) 1.392(3) 1.365(4) 1.389(7) 1.372(3)
C(5A)–N(7A) 1.366(3) 1.383(4) 1.377(7) 1.368(4)
N(7)–C(8) 1.308(3) 1.321(4) 1.306(8) 1.321(3)
N(7A)–C(8A) 1.327(4) 1.321(4) 1.314(8) 1.325(4)
C(8)–N(9) 1.369(3) 1.368(4) 1.374(8) 1.370(3)
C(8A)–N(9A) 1.366(3) 1.364(4) 1.377(7) 1.374(4)
C(4)–N(9) 1.354(3) 1.371(4) 1.351(7) 1.361(3)
C(4A)–N(9A) 1.368(3) 1.359(4) 1.367(8) 1.358(3)
N(9)–C(11) 1.461(4) 1.476(4) 1.480(8) 1.462(3)
N(9A)–C(11A) 1.459(3) 1.474(4) 1.464(8) 1.451(4)
C(11)–C(12) 1.524(4) 1.534(5) 1.515(10) 1.509(4)
C(12)–C(11A) 1.517(4) 1.528(5) 1.500(9) 1.544(4)

Metal co-ordination sphere

M–Cl(1) 2.232 (2) 2.527(2) 2.4615(9)
M–Cl(2) 2.2857(12) 2.709(2) 2.4422(8)
M–Cl(3) 2.2716(12) 2.528(2) 2.5049(12)
M–Cl(4) 2.2727(11) 2.5174(13)
Cd–O(1) 2.531(5)
Cd–Cl(2)[2 2.632(2)

Ligand

N(1)–C(2)–N(3) 125.4(3) 125.9(4) 125.6(6) 125.1(2)
N(1A)–C(2A)–N(3A) 125.2(3) 124.4(3) 125.8(6) 124.5(3)
C(2)–N(3)–C(4) 112.2(2) 111.6(3) 111.6(6) 113.3(2)
C(2A)–N(3A)–C(4A) 111.6(3) 112.7(3) 111.5(6) 111.5(3)
N(3)–C(4)–C(5) 126.8(2) 127.5(3) 127.6(6) 126.4(2)
N(3A)–C(4A)–C(5A) 128.4(3) 127.5(3) 127.3(6) 127.5(3)
C(4)–C(5)–C(6) 119.0(3) 117.5(3) 118.2(5) 117.6(2)
C(4A)–C(5A)–C(6A) 116.6(3) 117.6(3) 118.6(5) 118.9(3)
C(5)–C(6)–N(1) 113.7(3) 114.1(3) 113.7(6) 114.5(2)
C(5A)–C(6A)–N(1A) 114.7(3) 113.7(3) 113.3(5) 112.1(3)
C(6)–N(1)–C(2) 122.8(2) 123.2(3) 123.3(6) 123.1(2)
C(6A)–N(1A)–C(2A) 123.4(3) 124.1(3) 123.5(6) 125.3(3)
N(10)–C(6)–N(1) 122.1(3) 121.6(3) 121.5(6) 121.6(2)
N(10A)–C(6A)–N(1A) 120.7(3) 120.8(3) 120.5(6) 121.5(3)
N(10)–C(6)–C(5) 124.2(3) 124.4(3) 124.8(6) 124.0(2)
N(10A)–C(6A)–C(5A) 124.6(3) 125.6(3) 126.2(6) 126.4(3)
C(5)–N(7)–C(8) 102.6(2) 103.3(3) 103.3(5) 102.9(2)
C(5A)–N(7A)–C(8A) 103.1(2) 103.5(3) 104.7(5) 103.4(2)
N(7)–C(8)–N(9) 114.5(3) 113.9(3) 113.8(5) 114.3(2)
N(7A)–C(8A)–N(9A) 114.2(3) 113.6(3) 112.9(6) 113.2(2)
C(8)–N(9)–C(4) 105.4(2) 105.6(3) 106.3(5) 105.9(2)
C(8A)–N(9A)–C(4A) 105.7(2) 106.4(3) 106.3(5) 105.4(2)
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Table 2. Continued
21[(H-Ade) (CH ) ]2 2 3

2 22 42 22Cl ZnCl [Cd Cl (H O) ] ? HgCl4 2 8 2 2 4
a4 1 3 2

Ligand (continued)

N(9)–C(4)–C(5) 106.6(2) 105.5(3) 105.8(5) 105.4(2)
N(9A)–C(4A)–C(5A) 105.4(2) 105.9(3) 105.7(5) 106.6(2)
C(4)–C(5)–N(7) 110.9(2) 111.7(3) 110.8(5) 111.5(2)
C(4A)–C(5A)–N(7A) 111.6(2) 110.6(3) 110.4(5) 111.3(2)
N(3)–C(4)–N(9) 126.6(3) 127.0(3) 126.6(6) 128.1(2)
N(3A)–C(4A)–N(9A) 126.1(3) 126.6(3) 127.0(5) 125.9(3)
C(6)–C(5)–N(7) 130.1(2) 130.7(3) 131.0(5) 130.8(2)
C(6A)–C(5A)–N(7A) 131.8(2) 131.6(3) 131.0(5) 129.7(3)
C(4)–N(9)–C(11) 128.1(2) 127.4(3) 125.8(5) 126.5(2)
C(4A)–N(9A)–C(11A) 126.8(2) 125.4(3) 127.6(5) 127.1(3)
C(8)–N(9)–C(11) 126.8(2) 127.0(3) 127.8(5) 127.6(2)
C(8A)–N(9A)–C(11A) 127.4(2) 128.0(3) 126.2(6) 127.5(2)
N(9)–C(11)–C(12) 112.0(2) 113.1(3) 112.3(5) 113.2(2)
N(9A)–C(11A)–C(12) 111.9(2) 113.5(3) 114.0(5) 112.0(2)
C(11)–C(12)–C(11A) 115.5(3) 116.1(3) 117.1(6) 114.8(2)

Metal co-ordination sphere

Cl(1)–M–Cl(2) 113.05(5) 87.68(6) 117.49(3)
Cl(1)–M–Cl(3) 110.94(5) 97.58(7) 114.65(4)
Cl(1)–M–Cl(4) 110.73(5) 101.79(7) 103.76(4)
Cl(2)–M–Cl(3) 107.60(6) 168.02(5) 109.75(4)
Cl(2)–M–Cl(4) 106.66(5) 88.14(7) 107.90(4)
Cl(3)–M–Cl(4) 107.63(4) 168.02(5) 101.61(4)
Cl(1)–Cd–O(1) 83.78(12)
Cl(3)–Cd–O(1) 90.91(13)
O(1)–Cd–Cl(4) 165.75(11)
Cl(1)–Cd–Cl(2)[2 164.14(5)
Cl(3)–Cd–Cl(2)[2 87.57(7)
O(1)–Cd–Cl(2)[2 81.14(11)
Cl(4)–Cd–Cl(2)[2 91.83(6)
O(1)–Cd–Cl(2) 78.92(12)
Cl(2)[2–Cd–Cl(2) 84.65(6)
Cd[2–Cl(2)–Cd 95.35(6)

a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [2 for 3 2x,2y11,2z

Fig. 3. (a) H-bonds and stacking interaction pattern in [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]ZnCl ?H O 1. (b) Dimeric units presented in the crystal structure of2 2 3 4 2

[(H-Ade) (CH ) ]ZnCl ?H O 1.2 2 3 4 2
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Fig. 4. H-bonds pattern presented in [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]HgCl ?H O 2. Bis-adeninium moieties are partially omitted for clarity.2 2 3 4 2

21same dication, [(H-Ade) (CH ) ] , in the Zn(II) complex cited Cd(II) complex, the behaviour of trimethylene-2 2 3

1, the distance between these two charges [N(1)???N(1A)] bisadenine with Zn(II) and Hg(II), in acidic conditions,
˚is the lowest, 3.66 A, while in the corresponding Hg(II) yielding the corresponding salts of Zn(II) and Hg(II)

˚compound 2 is the highest, 9.13 A. Cd(II)-(bis-adeninium) haloanions of trimethylene-bisadeninium, is completely
˚3 present an intermediate value, 4.41 A. different to the 9-alkyladenines which yield Zn(II) [20–23]

Values of bond distances and angles for [(H-Ade) - inner sphere complexes.2

(CH ) ]ZnCl ?H O 1 and [(H-Ade) (CH ) ]HgCl ?H O 2 IR spectra [1,24–26] of complexes 1–3 are identical. A2 3 4 2 2 2 3 4 2

are similar to other 9-alkyladenines [8–14], protonated tentative assignment is presented in a previous paper [1].
9-alkyladenines [15–19] and previously cited [1] [(H- Principally, it must be mentioned a shift to higher fre-
Ade) (CH ) ] [Cd Cl (H O) ]?4H O 3 and [(H- quencies, based on the neutral bisadenine 5, of approxi-2 2 3 2 2 8 2 2 2

21 21Ade) (CH ) ]Cl ?H O 4 (Table 2). As in the previously mately 20–25 cm in d [N(10)–H ] (1688 cm for 12 2 3 2 2 2

Fig. 5. Conformations between the two adeninium moieties of Zn(II) 1, Cd(II) 3 and Hg(II) 2 complexes.
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Abstract

The preparation of a pentadentate binucleating ligand 2,6-bis[(N-methyl piperazin-1-yl) methyl]-4-bromo phenol (HL) is described
together with the corresponding acetato bridged Cu(II) complex [Cu L(CH COO) ]ClO ?H O. Both the ligand and complex were2 3 2 4 2

characterized by elemental analysis and spectral studies. The electrochemical behaviour of the complex is discussed in detail. The
structure analysis shows that the ligand is pentadentate donating two nitrogens as well as a bridging oxygen to each copper. Two acetates
bridge the coppers through basal and apical positions to yield square–pyramidal coppers with a distorted square base, perchlorates occupy
interstitial positions. The structure is held in three-dimensional space by electrostatic attractions and Van der Waal’s forces. The variable
temperature magnetic studies reveal weak antiferromagnetic interaction between the two metal centers.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Keywords: Binucleating ligand; Copper complex; Crystal structure; Electrochemical

1. Introduction and Mn(III) [10,11] have been reported with other ligands;
the bridging unit found in these structures has been

As part of a wide study of structure, magnetism and proposed by Anderson et al. [12] to be a thermodynamical-
redox relation of binuclear Cu(II) complexes [1–5], we ly favoured core structure. In this paper, we describe the
have synthesized a binucleating ligand HL by the Mannich synthesis, structure, spectral and electrochemical properties
reaction of a para substituted phenol, formaldehyde and of the bis (m-acetato) and (m-phenoxo) bridged binuclear
N-methyl piperazine [6,7]. Molecular models show that copper complex [Cu L(CH COO) ]ClO .2 3 2 4

simultaneous coordination of the phenol oxygen and the
four piperazine nitrogen atoms to the two copper(II) ions
in the presence of exogenous bridging ligands would be 2. Experimental
difficult in view of the sterically controlled ligand con-
formation. In attempting to insert exogenous X groups, 2.1. Synthesis of the ligand
particularly those having two or more coordinating atoms,
we have come across an unusual and unexpected product. The ligand 2,6-bis[(N-methyl piperazin-1-yl) methyl]-4-
In the case of X5acetate, a triply bridged (m-phenoxo) bis bromo phenol (HL) was prepared by a procedure according
(m-acetato) complex [Cu L(CH COO) ]ClO was ob- to Hodgkin [7]. 4-Bromo phenol (0.05 mol) in ethanol (752 3 2 4

tained. This observation is in contrast with similar studies ml) was mixed with excess (0.12 mol) N-methyl
with other binucleating ligands in which mono (m-acetato) piperazine and stirred with slow addition of 35% formalde-
copper(II) derivatives are obtained. Interestingly, similar hyde (12.5 ml, 0.125 mol). The solution was refluxed for
bis (m-acetato) bridged complexes of Cu(II) [8], Fe(III) [9] 24 h with further addition of 2.5 ml formaldehyde at

intervals of 8 h. The alcohol was evaporated under vacuum
and the resulting oil, washed with a saturated aqueous*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-0413-655-177 ext. 353; fax: 191-
solution of sodium carbonate, was extracted with benzene.0413-655-255/265/211.

E-mail address: tmrajen@hotmail.com (T.M. Rajendiran) After evaporation of benzene, brown crystals were ob-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00222-3
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1tained which were recrystallised from light petroleum. H The structure was solved by direct methods using
NMR: CDCl d 7.2 (s, 2H, Ar), 3.5 (s, 4H, benzylic CH ), Multan 82 [14] with magic integers. The E-map with the3 2

2.4 (m, 16H, N–CH ), 2.1 (s, 6H, N–CH ). IR: g CH , highest combined figure of merit (2.998) gave the loca-2 3 2
21 212800–3000 cm , g OH, 3400 cm , g aromatic CH tions of all the non-hydrogen atoms unambiguously.2

21 211600 cm , g Br, 780 cm . Anal. Calcd. for Hydrogen positions were generated using stereochemical
C H N OBr: C, 54.55; H, 7.07; N, 14.14. Found: C, constrains and were given isotropic thermal parameters18 29 4

54.32; H, 6.98, N, 14.09. based on the heavy atom to which they are connected. A
mixed-mode block-diagonal refinement, in which the non-

2.2. Synthesis of the complex hydrogens were refined anisotropically, keeping hydrogens
fixed resulted in convergence at an R of 0.040 (R 50.042)w

Copper(II) acetate monohydrate (0.005 mol) was dis- for 3203 observed reflections. A unit weighting scheme
solved in warm aqueous ethanol (100 ml). Addition of the with Dunitz Seiler [15] factor was used in the refinement.
ethanolic solution of the ligand HL (0.0025 mol) and of The scattering factors for copper, chlorine, oxygen, nitro-
sodium perchlorate (0.0125 mol) to the above solution led gen and carbon were from Volume IV of the international
to the formation of a dark green solution, which on slow Tables for Crystallography [16] while the scattering factors
evaporation gave blue diamond-shaped crystals in 75% for hydrogen were from Stewart et al. [17]. All the
yield. Anal. Calcd. for C H N O BrCl Cu ?H O: C, computations were carried out using the SDP package22 34 4 9 2 2

34.80; H, 4.48; N, 7.38; Cu, 16.75. Found: C, 34.73; H, available for the PDP-11/73 system [18]. The relevant
4.58; N, 7.32; Cu, 16.62. crystallographic data are given in Table 1.

2.3. Physical measurements
3. Result and discussion

The IR spectrum was recorded on a Perkin-Elmer IR
598 instrument in a KBr pellet. The proton NMR spectrum The complex [Cu L(CH COO) ]ClO was obtained by2 3 2 4

was recorded using CDCl on a JEOL FX-400 FT-NMR the reaction of copper(II) acetate and the ligand in a 2:13

spectrometer. The electronic spectrum of the complex was molecular ratio with subsequent addition of sodium per-
recorded with a Hitachi-320 UV–Visible double beam chlorate in ethanol (Scheme 1). The IR spectrum of the

21spectrophotometer. C, H and N were analyzed with complex exhibits a symmetrical band at 1095 cm
Hetueuas C–H–N rapid analyser. Variable temperature indicating the presence of uncoordinated perchlorate ion;

21(77–300 K) magnetic susceptibility moments were mea- strong bands at 1608 and 1422 cm are due to n .(–COO)

sured on a Princeton Applied Research Model 155 Vibrat- The expected absorbance for n and n are found atCu–N Cu–O
21ing sample magnetometer operating at 5000 G and cali- 480 and 280 cm , respectively [19]. The band at 780

21brated with metallic nickel. All the data were corrected for cm is indicative of the presence of the –Br group. The
diamagnetism using Pascal constants. Electrochemical electronic spectrum of the complex shows two bands at
measurements were carried out with a PAR model 175 635 nm (e5260) and 420 nm (e5657) which are assigned
Universal programmer. X-ray diffraction data were col- to the d–d transitions and to the phenolato to the Cu(II)
lected on an Enraf-Nonious CAD-4 diffractometer. charge-transfer band, respectively [20]. The third band at

346 nm (e5878) is assigned to acetate LMCT [21].
2.4. X-ray structure determination The redox behaviour of the binucleating complex is

given in Fig. 1; the large DE value shows that thep

Blue diamond-shaped crystals, suitable for X-ray dif- complex is not a truly reversible system. The value of the
fraction were obtained by slow evaporation of an alcoholic cathodic current is larger than the value of the anodic
solution. A crystal of dimensions 0.1830.2430.32 mm current, indicating that the complex undergoes a chemical
was used both for data collection and preliminary in- change after reduction. In addition to the oxidation peak at
vestigations, were unequivocally defined with space group 0.65 V, we observed another small oxidation peak at 20.04
P2 /n. Density considerations indicated the presence of V. After the first cycle, the shape of the reduction peak is1

four molecules in the unit cell. Accurate cell dimensions altered and a small reduction peak is observed at 20.52 V,
were obtained by a least squares fit of 25 arbitrarily chosen apart from the main reduction peak at 21.26 V. Thus, after
higher order reflections. Intensity data were collected with the first complete cycle, the system shows two redox
graphite-monochromatised Mo Ka radiation in the 2u couples, the reduction at 21.26 V corresponding to the
range 2–478. Two sets of three control reflections were oxidation wave at 20.65 V and the reduction at 20.52 V
measured at specified intervals to monitor orientation and corresponding to the oxidation peak at 20.04 V. The
decay. The data were corrected for Lorentz polarization second redox couple may be due to new species generated
factors. Absorption corrections were applied using the after the reduction of the original complex. As can be seen
empirical absorption correction method [13] employing from the figure, the shape of the cyclic voltammogram
three moderately strong reflection near chi 908. during the continuous scan shows that the peak current of
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Table 1
Crystallographic data

Molecular formula Cu C H N O BrClO ?H O2 22 34 4 5 4 2

Molecular weight 758.43
System Monoclinic
Space group P2 /n1

˚a /A 10.955(1)
˚b /A 14.434(1)
˚c /A 20.416(2)

b / 8 97.00(1)
3˚V /A 3204.2(2)

Z 4
23

r /g cm 1.509calc
21

m (for Mo Ka) /cm 26.795
Transmission factors 76.67 (min), 99.87 (max), 87.67 (av)
2u range / 8 2–47
Data zone 1h, 1k, 6l
Total no. of reflections measured 5029
Total no. of reflections observed (I . 3sI) 3203
D /s 0.03

23˚Dz /A 1.516
R 0.040
R 0.042w

the original complex decreases with an increase in the peak
current of the generated species.

A number of important observations follow from our
cyclic voltammetric studies. The coulometric analysis of
the reduction process indicates that two electrons per mole
are transferred suggesting the formation of two Cu(I) ions
and it occurs in a single step electron transfer process. The
huge difference between E and E suggests that thepc pa

system is quasireversible and a chemical change is occur-
ring with electron transfer resulting most probably from a
structural reorganization of the copper coordination sphere.
The presence of the new redox couple can be attributed to
the formation of a new complex, which may contain only
an endogenous bridging unit, by the first reduction of the
original complex. Our results confirm earlier reports of
stereochemical changes [22] and the observation of the
ligand loss [23–25] induced by the electron transfer in
related complexes. We speculate that the reduction of the
complex can be described by Scheme 2.

Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammogram for the complex [Cu L(OAc) ]ClO ?H O2 2 4 2
23Scheme 1. in acetonitrile of concentration 10 M at 258C (100 mV/s).
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polyhedra. As a result, angles O1–Cu1–O2 and O1–Cu2–
O5 open up to 95.8(2) and 95.5(2)8, respectively. The
apical O4–Cu1 and O3–Cu2 distances are 2.173(4) and

˚2.165 (4) A and lie in the short range, showing that the
metal–oxygen (apical) interactions are strong in this
complex. Literature values range from 2.114(6) to

˚2.414(6) A. Longer distances than this denote weak
interactions [29].

Atoms Cu1 and Cu2 are displaced by 20.303(1) and
˚20.305(1) A from the planes O1N1O2N2(A) [maximum

˚deviation of any of the constituent atoms, m50.121(4) A]
˚and O1N3N4O5(B) [m50.064(3) A] towards the apical

oxygens, respectively. The five-membered rings in the
structure have an envelope conformation.

The distance between coppers in the dimeric Cu–Cu
˚Scheme 2. acetate is about 2.6 to 2.7 A [37,38]. Obviously, the

Cu . . . Cu distances connected by the phenoxy bridge will
3.1. Crystal and molecular structure of the complex be longer than the direct Cu–Cu distances and depend on

steric factors. In open chain structures, a distance of
˚Bond length and bond angles, along with estimated approximately 4.1 A has been reported between Cu . . . Cu.

standard deviations are shown in Table 2. The quoted The distances between two coppers connected by the
˚deviations are underestimated because of the use of the phenoxy bridge varies from 2.800(4) to 3.176(2) A. The
˚block-diagonal least-squares methods. Cu–O–Cu distance in our structure is 3.265(1) A, the

Fig. 2 shows the ORTEP [26] view of the molecule, longest found so far.The roof top Cu1–O–Cu2 angle in
along with the numbering scheme. The triply bridged our structure is 114.6(1)8 again the largest found for these
cationic complex and perchlorate anions occur as DL- complexes. The value of these angles [39] vary from
diasteromeric pairs, related by the centre of inversion of 91.6(1) to 109.4(5)8. It should, however be mentioned here
the space group P2 /n. The pentadentate ligand connects that the roof top angle depends on the nature of the1

both the coppers through the phenoxy bridge and donates bridging group, i.e. OH or OH . In the Cu(II) complex of2

three coordination sites to each of the copper atoms. Two 1,3 dimethyl-[(1,2-carboxyphenyl)azo] barbituric acid,
acetates bridge both the coppers, through a –O–C–O– Golacio et al. [35] found an asymmetric bridging pathway
bridge, and provide coordination sites to the square base for Cu–O–C–O–Cu in its conformation as well as C–O
and apexes. The resulting square pyramidal geometry bond lengths. In our complex, there is no conformational
around Cu1 and Cu2 exhibits angular distortions caused by change and the difference between C–O bonds is only
the ring constraints. The Cu–O distances [1.947(4), slightly significant.

˚ ˚1.939(4) A and 1.933(4), 1.923(4) A in Cu1 and Cu2 From a view of the packing of the molecule, per-
polyhedra, respectively] and Cu–N distances [2.006 (3), chlorates and water occupy interstitial positions between

˚ ˚2.028(5) A in Cu1 and 2.009(4) A in Cu2 polyhedra] lie in the cationic complex in three-dimensional space. Electro-
the range reported for such values in other Cu(II) square– static attractions and intermolecular hydrogen bonds hold
pyramidal complexes [27–35]. Within experimental errors, the structure in three dimensions.
Cu1–O1 and Cu2–O1 distances are equal, in line with a
number of observations reported before [36]. The bonds 3.2. Magnetic properties
Cu–N trans to Cu–O1 are elongated. The differences

˚between Cu–O(av) to Cu–N(av) is 0.084 A; part of this Magnetic susceptibilities of powdered samples of the
difference obviously arises due to differences in the atomic complex were measured in the temperature range 77–300

˚radii of oxygen and nitrogen (0.05 A), while the remainder K using a vibrating sample magnetometer. Analysis were
can be attributed to steric constraints. The distortion in the carried out using the modified Bleaney–Bowers equation
basal squares is reflected in the trans angles, which are [40]
153.7(2), 164.1(2) and 161.5(2)8 for the Cu1 polyhedron

2 2 21
x 5 (Ng b ) /(3kT )[1 1 (1 /3) exp(22J /kT )] (1 2 P)and 156.3(2)8 for the Cu2 polyhedron; the cis angles have M

2 2a span of 21.08 [74.8(2) to 95.8(2)8] and 20.88 [73.7(2) to 1 (Ng b ) /(4kT )P 1 Na (1)i95.5(2)8 in Cu1 and Cu2 polyhedra, respectively] showing
that tetrahedral-like deviations from planarity result from where x is the paramagnetic susceptibility per moleculeM

steric interferences. The pendants offer constraining five- after the correction for diamagnetism, P is the para-
membered rings that result in a contraction of the N–Cu– magnetic impurities (0.05%), g is the average g factor ofi

N angle, i.e. 74.8(2) and 73.7(2)8 in Cu1 and Cu2 the paramagnetic impurity 2.2, 22J is the singlet–triplet
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Table 2
a˚Selected bond length (A) and bond angles (8) of [Cu (CH COO) ]ClO2 3 2 4

˚Bond length (A)

Atom 1 Atom 2 Distance Atom 1 Atom 2 Distance

Br C9 1.883(5) Cl O6 1.33(2)
Cu1 O1 1.947(4) Cl O7 1.29(2)
Cu1 O2 1.939(4) Cl O8 1.38(3)
Cu1 O4 2.173(4) Cl O9 1.53(3)
Cu1 N1 2.006(3) Cl O10 1.54(2)
Cu1 N2 2.028(5) O1 C12 1.334(4)
Cu2 O1 1.933(4) O2 C19 1.236(7)
Cu2 O3 2.165(4) O3 C19 1.284(7)
Cu2 O5 1.923(4) O4 C21 1.254(7)
Cu2 N3 2.009(4) O5 C21 1.244(7)
Cu2 N4 2.053(4) N1 C1 1.487(7)
N1 C3 1.492(7) N1 C6 1.461(6)
N2 C2 1.506(8) N2 C4 1.493(8)
N2 C6 1.449(9) N3 C13 1.480(6)
N3 C14 1.480(6) N3 C15 1.486(5)
N4 C15 1.474(8) N4 C17 1.498(7)
N4 C18 1.485(9) C1 C2 1.529(8)
C3 C4 1.537(7) C6 C7 1.515(7)
C7 C8 1.358(5) C7 C12 1.412(6)
C8 C9 1.406(7) C9 C10 1.396(7)
C10 C11 1.343(5) C11 C12 1.410(6)
C11 C13 1.515(6) C14 C15 1.522(8)
C16 C17 1.51(1) C19 C20 1.48(2)
C21 C22 1.51(1)

Bond angles (8)
Atom 1 Atom 2 Atom 3 Angle Atom 1 Atom 2 Atom 3 Angle

O1 Cu1 O2 95.8(2) O1 Cu1 O4 92.7(1)
O2 Cu1 N2 164.1(2) O2 Cu1 O4 101.1(2)
O2 Cu1 N2 92.9(3) O4 Cu1 N1 103.7(2)
N1 Cu1 N2 74.8(2) O1 Cu2 O3 93.7(1)
O1 Cu2 N3 92.0(1) O1 Cu2 N4 161.5(2)
O3 Cu2 N3 100.8(2) O3 Cu2 N4 100.4(2)
O5 Cu2 N4 93.5(2) N3 Cu2 N4 73.7(2)
O6 CL O8 114.0(3) O6 CL O9 94.0(3)
O7 CL O8 124.0(2) O7 CL O9 83.0(2)
O8 CL O9 96.0(2) O9 CL O10 171.0(2)
Cu1 O1 C12 121.7(2) Cu2 O1 C12 123.6(2)
Cu2 O3 C19 130.2(3) Cu1 O4 C21 129.6(3)
Cu1 N1 C1 103.0(3) Cu1 N1 C3 103.3(2)
Cu1 N2 C2 101.1(4) Cu1 N2 C4 102.9(3)
Cu2 N3 C13 116.1(3) Cu2 N3 C14 102.5(3)
Cu2 N4 C15 101.8(4) Cu2 N4 C17 100.9(3)

Atom 1 Atom 2 Atom 3 Angle

O1 Cu1 N1 91.7(1)
O2 Cu1 N1 153.7(2)
O4 Cu1 N2 98.6(2)
O2 Cu2 O5 95.5(2)
O3 Cu2 O5 101.2(2)
O5 Cu2 N3 156.3(2)
O6 CL O7 122.0(1)
O6 CL O10 89.0(2)
O7 CL O10 88.0(2)
Cu1 O1 Cu2 114.6(1)
Cu1 O2 C19 127.1(4)
Cu2 O5 C21 126.7(4)
Cu1 N1 C6 116.8(3)
Cu1 N2 C5 121.9(5)
Cu2 N3 C16 103.9(3)
Cu2 N4 C18 120.0(4)

a Numbers in parenthesis are the estimated standard deviations in the least significant digits.
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contributions from the phenolato bridging will be small in
the acetato bridged complexes because of the relative
disposition of Cu(d ) orbitals [42,43]. The small2 2x 2y

negative 2J value is due to the combined contributions
from acetato and phenolato super exchange pathways.
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Abstract

New 2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine (qtpy) ligands have been prepared which bear two or four hRu(tpy) j containing substituents; key2

synthetic steps involve ‘‘organic’’ reactions of functionalised ruthenium complexes. The new qtpy ligand has been used in the convergent
spontaneous assembly of double-helical Ru M and Ru M (M5Ag or Cu) complexes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights4 2 8 2

reserved.

Keywords: 2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine ligands; Heliocentric metallostars; Double-helical spontaneous assembly

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

1 13Multinuclear coordination compounds are of interest as H and C NMR spectra were recorded on Varian
components of supramolecular systems for energy- and/or Gemini 300 or Bruker AC250 spectrometers; fast atom
electron transport [1]. The benefits of the multinuclear bombardment (FAB) and electron impact (EI) mass spec-
systems are often outweighed by their synthetic inacces- tra were recorded on a VG 70-250 spectrometer, with
sibility and we have embarked on a long-term program for 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol as the matrix for the FAB experi-
the synthesis of high nuclearity metallodendrimers and ments. Laser desorption time-of-flight mass spectra were
metallostars [2–10] with a view to combining various recorded on a PerSeptive Biosystems Voyager-RP Biospec-
functional motifs within single supramolecules. Although a trometry Workstation using a variety of matrices. IR
wide variety of helical coordination compounds has been spectra were recorded on a Genesis Series FTIR spec-
described [11–14], the majority of ligands have ‘‘inno- trophotometer with the samples in compressed KBr disks;
cent’’ functionality appended. We have recently shown that electronic spectra were recorded using a Perkin–Elmer
the attachment of aryl substituents to the 49- and 40- Lambda 19 spectrophotometer. Electrochemical measure-
positions of 2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine (qtpy) ligands ments were performed using an EcoChemie Autolab
does not affect the formation of dinuclear double-helical PGSTAT 20 potentiostat and a conventional three elec-
complexes with copper(I) and silver(I) [15]. In this paper, trode configuration. Glassy carbon working and platinum
we describe a convergent approach to the preparation of auxiliary electrodes were used with an Ag–AgCl reference
heterohexanuclear and heterodecanuclear metallostars in electrode. Freshly distilled HPLC grade MeCN was used

nwhich the final self-assembly step is the coordination of as solvent. The base electrolyte was 0.1 M [Bu N][BF ],4 4

diruthenium- or tetraruthenium-functionalised qtpy ligands recrystallised from ethanol /water and rigorously dried
to copper(I) or silver(I) to form dicopper(I) or disilver(I) before use. Potentials are quoted versus the ferrocene /

1 1double helices. ferrocenium couple (Fc /Fc 50.0 V; Fc/Fc is found at
¯10.56 V vs. NHE and ¯10.319 V vs. SCE although
these comparisons are not exact due to unknown liquid
junction potentials between the MeCN solution of fer-
rocene and the aqueous reference electrodes), and all*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-61-267-1001; fax: 141-61-267-
potentials were referenced to internal ferrocene added at1015.

E-mail address: edwin.constable@unibas.ch (E.C. Constable) the end of each experiment. N-[2-(2-pyridyl)-2-ox-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00224-7
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ethyl]pyridinium iodide [16], 49-hydroxy-2,29:69,20- 4 as a pale green solid (0.050 g, 96%). M.p. .2508C.
1 1terpyridine 9 [21], 49-chloro-2,29:69,20-terpyridine 10 [21], Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z 495 hMj . H NMR

m[(tpy)Ru(5)][PF ] [10], and [(tpy)Ru(11)][PF ] [22] (CD SOCD ): d 57.01 (4H, d, J58.4 Hz, H ), 7.76 (2H,6 2 6 2 3 3
5 owere prepared by the literature methods. ddd, J57.5, 4.8, 1 Hz, H ), 7.96 (4H, m, H ), 8.32 (2H,

4 39 6,3dd, H ), 8.77 (H, d, J52.0 Hz, H ), 8.87 (4H, m, H ),
599.01 (2H, d, J52.0 Hz, H ), 10.01 (2H br s, OH). Found:2.1. 1,6-Bis(4-methoxyphenyl)hexa-1,5-diene-3,4-dione 2

C, 73.0; H, 5.0; N, 10.4%. Calc. for C H N O ?2H O:32 22 4 2 2
3 C, 72.4; H, 4.9; N, 10.6%.Piperidine (0.2 cm , 0.17 g, 20 mmol) and glacial

3AcOH (0.12 cm , 20 mmol) were added to a stirred
3solution of diacetyl (0.88 cm , 0.86 g, 10 mmol) and 2.4. 1,6-Bis(3,5-dimethoxyphenyl)hexa-1,5-diene-3,4-

4-methoxybenzaldehyde (5.04 g, 40 mmol) in MeOH (5 dione 5
3cm ) and the mixture heated to reflux for 2 h after which

3volatile compounds were removed in vacuo. The remain- Piperidine (0.3 cm , 3 mmol) and glacial AcOH (0.18
3ing oil was placed in a freezer overnight and orange cm , 3 mmol) were added to a stirred solution of 3,5-

crystals of 2 were filtered off (0.210 g, 7%). M.p. 172– dimethoxybenzaldehyde (9.97 g, 60 mmol) and diacetyl
3 31738C. IR (KBr): n52959 w, 2836 w, 1679 m, 1597 s, (1.32 cm , 15 mmol) in MeOH (10 cm ) and the mixture

1251 s, 1176 m, 1029 m, 995 m, 830 w, 816 w, 789 w, 686 heated to reflux for 2 h. The resultant yellow suspension
21 1 1 3w, 552 w cm . Mass spectrum (EI): m /z 322 hMj . H was reduced in volume in vacuo to 5 cm and cooled. The

NMR (CDCl ): d 53.87 (6H, s, OMe), 6.95 (4H, d, J58.7 bright yellow crystals were filtered off, washed with cold3
m 1Hz, H ), 7.34 (2H, d, J516 Hz, H ), 7.62 (4H, d, J58.7 ethanol and dried in vacuo to give 1,6-bis(3,5-dimethox-
o 2Hz, H ), 7.83 (2H, d, J516 Hz, H ). Found: C, 74.32; H, yphenyl)hexa-1,5-diene-3,4-dione (0.779 g, 14%). M.p.

5.61%. Calc. for C H O : C, 74.52; H, 5.63%. .2508C. Found: C, 68.5; H, 5.9%. Calculated for20 18 4

C H O : C, 69.1; H, 5.8%. IR (KBr disk): n 51672m,22 22 6

1597s, 1422m, 1362m, 1299m, 1267s, 1208s, 1158s,2.2. 49,40-Bis(4-methoxyphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--
211065m, 1055m, 987m, 830m, 594m cm . Mass spectrumquaterpyridine 3

1 1 1(MALDI-TOF): m /z 382 hMj , 365 hM2CH j . H NMR3
p(CDCl ): d 53.83 (12H, s, Me), 6.54 (2H, t, H ), 6.783Compound 2 (0.161 g, 0.5 mmol) was added to a

o 1(4H, d, J52.3 Hz, H ), 7.42 (2H, d, H ), 7.78 (2H, d,solution of N-[2-(2-pyridyl)-2-oxethyl]pyridinium iodide
2J515.9 Hz, H ).(0.4 g, 1 mmol) and anhydrous [NH ][OAc] (4 g, excess)4

3in EtOH (40 cm ) and the mixture heated to reflux for 4 h.
After cooling, the off-white precipitate was filtered off and 2.5. 49,40-Bis(3,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--
recrystallised from ethanol to give 3 (0.100 g, 38%). M.p. quaterpyridine 6
.2508C. IR (KBr): n 51583 s, 1567 m, 1547 m, 1515 s,
1472 m, 1383m, 1255 m, 1185 m, 831 m, 794 m, 575 m Dienedione 5 (0.460 g, 1.2 mmol) was added to a

21 1 1cm . Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z 522 hMj . H solution of N-h1-(29-pyridyl)-1-oxo-2-ethyljpyridinium
NMR (CDCl ): d 53.87 (6H, s, OCH ), 7.10 (4H, d, iodide (0.783 g, 2.4 mmol) and [NH ][OAc] (0.900 g, 123 3 4

m 5 3J58.7 Hz, H ), 7.38 (2H, ddd, J57.5, 4.8, 1 Hz, H ), mmol) in ethanol (30 cm ) and the mixture heated to
0,4 67.92 (6H, m, H ), 8.72 (2H, m, H ), 8.74 (H, d, J51.7 reflux for 4 h. After cooling, the precipitate was filtered

39 / 59 3Hz, H ), 8.76 (2H, m, H ), 8.92 (2H, d, J51.7 Hz, off, washed with cold EtOH and dried in vacuo to give
39 / 59 49,40-bis(3,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--H ). Found: C, 75.79; H, 5.25; N, 10.34%. Calc. for

quaterpyridine 6 as a pale cream solid (0.210 g, 30%).C H N O ?H O: C, 75.54; H, 5.21; N, 10.36%.34 26 4 2 2

M.p. .2508C. Found: C, 73.6; H, 5.3; N, 9.5%. Calculated
for C H N O : C, 74.2; H, 5.2; N, 9.6%. IR (KBr disk):36 30 4 42.3. 49,40-Bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--
1598s, 1587s, 1568m, 1551s, 1473m, 1451m, 1380m,quaterpyridine 4
1350m, 1279m, 1204s, 1154m, 1065m, 1044m, 789m,

21
3 672m cm . Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z 583Concentrated hydrochloric acid (5.5 cm ) was added

1 1
3 hM1Hj . H NMR (CDCl ): d 53.91 (12H, s, OCH ),3 3dropwise to pyridine (5 cm ) and water was then distilled p o6.59 82H, t, J52.3 Hz, H ), 7.02 (4H, d, H ), 7.36 (2H,from the mixture until its internal temperature rose to 5 4 6dd, H ), 7.89 (2H, dd, H ), 8.72 (2H, d, H ), 8.71 (H, d,2108C. After cooling to 1408C, 3 (0.055 g, 0.105 mmol)

39 3J51.7 Hz, H ), 8.69 (2H, d, J58.1 Hz, H ), 8.86 (2H, d,was added, and the reaction mixture was heated to reflux
59H ).under dinitrogen for 3 h to give a green-brown solution

3which was cooled to 1008C before water (20 cm ) was
added. The resultant suspension was stirred under di- 2.6. 49,409-Bis(3,5-dihydroxyphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--
nitrogen for 12 h, the precipitate collected by filtration, quaterpyridine 7

3washed with water (2310 cm ) and dried in vacuo to give
349,40-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine Concentrated hydrochloric acid (5.5 cm ) was added
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3dropwise with rapid stirring to pyridine (5 cm ). Water was hydrochloric acid were added to precipitate a red solid.
distilled from the mixture until its internal temperature rose This was collected on celite, washed with H O and then2

to 2108C. After cooling to 1408C 6 (0.120 g, 0.205 mmol) redissolved in the minimum volume of MeCN and purified
was added and the mixture heated to reflux under di- by column chromatography (SiO , MeCN:saturated aque-2

nitrogen for 3 h. The resulting green–brown solution was ous KNO :H O, 7:1:0.5 v /v). The major red fraction was3 2
3 3then cooled to 1008C before H O (100 cm ) was added, collected and treated with H O (15 cm ), excess metha-2 2

and the suspension stirred under dinitrogen for 12 h. The nolic [NH ][PF ] and hydrochloric acid (4 drops). The4 6
3precipitate was filtered off, washed with H O (2310 cm ) volume was reduced in vacuo to precipitate the complex as2

and dried in vacuo to give 49,40-Bis(3,5-dihydroxyphenyl)- the hexafluorophosphate salt, which was collected by
2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine 7 as a pale green solid filtration and washed with H O. Recrystallisation from 1:12

(0.101 g, 94%). M.p. .2508C. IR (KBr disk): 3248br, MeCN:H O gave [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(9)][PF ] as a red pow-2 6 4

1620m, 1594s, 1550m, 1527m, 1407m, 1355m, 1293m, der (0.061 g, 70%). Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z
21 1 1 11163m, 1010m, 782m, 674m cm . MALDI-TOF: m /z 1455 hM22PF j , 1311 hM23PF j , 1168 hM24PF j ,6 6 6

1 1 1 1 1527 hMj , 495 hM22OHj . H NMR (CD SOCD ): d 5 828 h(9)Ru(11)j . H NMR (CD CN after Na CO3 3 3 2 3
o o 5G 5C6.44 (2H, t, J52.1 Hz, H ), 6.87 (4H, d, H ), 7.75 (2H, shake): d 57.16 (2H, dd, H ), 7.19 (2H, dd, H ), 7.25

5 4 6 5E 5A 6Cdd, H ), 8.31 (2H, dd, H ), 8.88 (2H, d, J56.0 Hz, H ), (2H, dd, H ), 7.28 (2H, dd, H ), 7.39 (2H, d, H ), 7.57
39 3 6A 6G 6E8.72 (H, d, J51.5 Hz, H ), 8.84 (2H, d, J58.1 Hz, H ), (2H, d, H ), 7.63 (2H, d, H ), 7.72 (2H, d, H ), 7.87

59 4G 4C,4E 4A8.95 (2H, d, H ), 9.66 (4H, br s, OH). (2H, dd, H ), 7.92 (4H, dd, H ), 7.95 (2H, dd, H ),
3H 3G 4B8.25 (2H, d, H ), 8.36 (2H, d, H ), 8.42 (1H, t, H ),

3A 3C,3E 3B8.52 (2H, d, H ), 8.65 (4H, d, H ), 8.77 (2H, d, H ),
2.7. [1h(Ru(tpy)j ][PF ] 3D 3F2 6 4 8.93 (2H, d, H ), 8.95 (2H, d, H ). UV/Vis (MeCN):

l (lg e) 240 (4.84), 280 (4.86), 305 (5.02) and 483 nmmaxSolid [(tpy)Ru(8)][PF ] (0.063 g, 0.06 mmol) was6 2 (4.49).
added to a suspension of 4 (0.015 g, 0.03 mmol) and

3K CO (0.028 g, 0.20 mmol) in DMF (10 cm ) and the2 3

mixture heated at 808C for 2 h. After this time the red 2.8.2. Method 2
suspension was allowed to cool, excess methanolic [Ru(9)Cl ] (0.081 g, 0.178 mmol) and Ag[BF ] (0.1043 3 4[NH ][PF ] and H O (20 cm ) were added and the solvent4 6 2 g, 0.534 mmol) were heated to reflux for 2 h in Me CO2

3removed in vacuo. The solid was collected, washed with (50 cm ) to give a blue solution which was filtered through
3H O, and then redissolved in the minimum volume of2 celite; DMF (30 cm ) added to the filtrate and the Me CO2MeCN and purified by chromatography (SiO , MeC-2 removed in vacuo. This solution was then added dropwise

N:saturated aqueous KNO :H O, 7:1:0.5 v /v). Recrystalli-3 2 over 20 min to a stirred solution of [(tpy)Ru(11)]-
3sation from 1:1 MeCN:H O gave [1h(Ru(tpy)j ][PF ] as2 2 6 4 [PF ] in DMF (20 cm ) at 808C and the mixture heated at6 2an orange–brown powder (0.025 g, 34%). M.p. .2508C. reflux for 2 h. The red–orange solution was then cooled1

3Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z 2301 hM2PF j ,6 and H O (75 cm ) and excess methanolic [NH ][PF ]1 1 1 2 4 62158 hM22PF j , 1443 hM2(tpy)Ru(tpy)23PF j . H6 6 were added. The precipitate was collected by filtration and
NMR (CD CN): d 55.33 (4H, s, CH O-phenylene), 5.673 2 then redissolved in the minimum volume of MeCN forC5 A5(4H, s, CH Otpy), 7.13 (4H, dd, H ), 7.19 (4H, dd, H ),2 column chromatography as above. Recrystallisation fromm C6 A67.30 (4H, d, H ), 7.31 (4H, d, H ), 7.42 (4H, d, H ), 1:1 MeCN:H O afforded [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(9)][PF ] as aF5 a b 2 6 47.46 (2H, dd, H ), 7.73 (4H, d, H ), 7.78 (4H, d, H ), red powder (0.121 g, 39%).C4,A4 o F47.91 (8H, m, H ), 7.92 (4H, d, H ), 8.00 (2H, dd, H ),

E3 / E5 B4 D38.34 (2H, d, H ), 8.38 (2H, t, H ), 8.44 (4H, s, H ),
C3 A3 E5 / E38.47 (4H, d, H ), 8.50 (4H, d, H ), 8.53 (2H, d, H ), 2.9. [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(8)][PF ]6 4B3 F3 F68.72 (4H, d, H ), 8.82 (2H, dd, H ), 8.99 (2H, d, H ).

UV/Vis (MeCN): l (lg e) 241 (5.14), 271 (5.24), 304max 1,4-Bis(bromomethyl)benzene (0.189 g, 0.716 mmol)
(5.28) and 481 nm (4.62). was added to a suspension of [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(9)][PF ]6 4

(0.250 g, 0.143 mmol) and K CO (0.080 g, 0.572 mmol)2 3
3in MeCN (30 cm ) and the mixture stirred at 808C for 3 h2.8. [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(9)][PF ]6 4 3and then allowed to cool. Water (60 cm ) was added and

the precipitate collected on celite, washed with H O and2

2.8.1. Method 1 then redissolved in the minimum volume of MeCN and
N-ethylmorpholine (5 drops) and [(tpy)Ru(11)][PF ] purified by column chromatography (SiO , MeCN:satu-6 2 2

(0.055 g, 0.05 mmol) were added to a suspension of rated aqueous KNO :H O, 7:1:0.5 v /v). The main orange3 2
3 3[Ru(9)Cl ] (0.027 g, 0.06 mmol) in MeOH (25 cm ) and fraction was collected, H O (15 cm ) and excess metha-3 2

the mixture heated to reflux for 3 h. The resulting solution nolic [NH ][PF ] were added, and the volume reduced in4 6

was allowed to cool and then excess methanolic vacuo to precipitate [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(8)][PF ] . This was6 4
3[NH ][PF ], H O (50 cm ) and six drops of concentrated collected by filtration, washed with H O and ether and4 6 2 2
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b C4,A4 odried in vacuo. Recrystallisation from 1:1 MeCN:H O (8H, d, H ), 7.92 (16H, m, H ), 7.93 (8H, d, H ), 8.002
E3 / E5 E5 / E3 F3gave [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(8)][PF ] as a fine red–orange pow- (4H, d, H ), 8.03 (4H, d, H ), 8.20 (4H, dd, H ),6 4

F6 B4 D3der (0.183 g, 66%). Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z 8.24 (4H, d, H ), 8.38 (4H, t, H ), 8.44 (8H, s, H ),
1 1 1 C3 A3 B31777 hM2PF j , 1642 hM22PF j , 1349 hM24PF j , 8.46 (8H, d, H ), 8.49 (8H, d, H ), 8.73 (8H, d, H ).6 6 6

1 11416 hM2Br23PF j . H NMR (CD CN): d 54.70 (2H, UV/Vis (MeCN): l (lg e) 241 (5.48), 270 (5.58), 3046 3 max
5Cs, CH Br), 5.67 (2H, s, CH O), 7.21 (2H, dd, H ), 7.25 (5.62) and 481 nm (4.96).2 2

5E,5G 5A 6C(4H, dd, H ), 7.27 (2H, dd, H ), 7.41 (2H, d, H ),
6A 6G / 6E7.50 (2H, d, H ), 7.58 (2H, d, H ), 7.61 (2H, d,

6E / 6G a / b a / b 2.12. [Ag h1hRu(11)Ru(tpy)j j ][PF ]2 2 2 6 18H ), 7.63 (2H, d, H ), 7.69 (2H, d, H ), 7.95 (8H,
4A,4C,4E,4G 4B 3Hdd, H ), 8.44 (1H, t, H ), 8.45 (2H, d, H ), 3A 1 cm aliquot of a solution of Ag(OAc) (0.019 g,3G 3A 3C,3E8.50 (2H, d, H ), 8.53 (2H, d, H ), 8.57 (4H, d, H ), 30.114 mmol) in MeOH (30 cm ) was added to a solution3B 3D,3F8.78 (2H, d, H ), 8.81 (2H, d, H ). UV/Vis (MeCN):

of [1hRu(11)Ru(tpy)j ][PF ] (0.016 g, 0.004 mmol) in2 6 8l (lg e) 240 (4.84), 280 (4.86), 305 (5.02) and 483 nm 3max MeCN (7 cm ) and the mixture heated to reflux for 4 h to
(4.49).

give an orange solution which was cooled, filtered through
cotton wool and treated with excess methanolic

2.10. [1hRu(11)Ru(tpy)j ][PF ] [NH ][PF ] and then the volume reduced in vacuo to give2 6 8 4 6

[Ag h1hRu(11)Ru(tpy)j j ][PF ] as a deep orange solid2 2 2 6 18
Solid [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(8)][PF ] (0.100 g, 0.052 mmol) which was collected by filtration and dried in vacuo (0.0146 4

was added to a suspension of 4 (0.013 g, 0.026 mmol) and g, 83%). Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z 8602 hM2
3 1 1 1K CO (0.028 g, 0.20 mmol) in DMF (15 cm ) and the 2PF j , 8450 hM23PF j . H NMR (CD CN): d 55.352 3 6 6 3

mixture heated at 808C for 24 h. The red suspension was (8H, s, CH O-phenylene), 5.62 (8H, s, CH Otpy), 7.13–2 2
5A,6A,5C,6C,5E,6E,5G,6G,m,5Kcooled and excess methanolic [NH ][PF ] and H O (30 7.68 (76H, m, H ), 7.74–7.804 6 2

3 a,b 4A,4C,4E,3J,5J4G,o,4Kcm ) were added to give a red precipitate that was (16H, m, H ), 7.86–8.07 (52H, m, H ),
4B,3A,3C,3E,3G,3H,3Kcollected, washed with H O, and then redissolved in a2 8.28–8.56 (52H, m, H ), 8.73–8.79 (24H,

3B,3D,3F,6Kminimum volume of MeCN and purified by chromatog- m, H ). UV/Vis (MeCN): l (lg e) 242 (5.64),max
raphy (SiO , initially MeCN:saturated aqueous2 272 (5.75), 304 (5.78) and 481 nm (5.17).
KNO :H O, 7:1:0.5 v /v to remove low nuclearity im-3 2

purities then DMF:MeCN:saturated aqueous KNO :H O,3 2
2.13. [Cu h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ]2 2 2 6 107:7:1:0.5 v /v). Recrystallisation from 1:1 MeCN:H O gave2

[1hRu(11)Ru(tpy)j ][PF ] as a dark orange powder2 6 8 3A 1 cm aliquot of a solution of [Cu(MeCN) ][PF ]4 6(0.034 g, 31%). Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z 3759
31 1 1 (0.024 g, 0.07 mmol) in MeCN (10 cm ) was added tohM23PF j , 3608 hM24PF j . H NMR (CD CN): d 56 6 3

a solution of [1hRu(tpy)j ][PF ] (0.016 g, 0.007 mmol)2 6 45.45 (4H, s, CH O-phenylene), 5.62 (4H, s, CH Otpy),2 2 35A,6A,5C,6C,5E,6E,5G,6G,m,5K in degassed MeCN (7 cm ) and the mixture heated to7.13–7.53 (38H, m, H ), 7.65–
a,b 4A,4C,4E,4G,o,4K reflux for 4 h under dinitrogen to give an orange–brown7.77 (8H, m, H ), 7.86–8.07 (22H, m, H ),

34B,3A,3C,3E,3G,3H,3J,5J solution which was cooled, reduced in volume to 2 cm8.28–8.67 (26H, m, H ), 8.73–8.95
3

3B,3D,3F,3K 6K and treated with MeOH (5 cm ) to precipitate(14H, m, H ), 9.16 (2H, d, H ). UV/Vis
[Cu h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ] as a brown solid which was2 2 2 6 10(MeCN): l (lg e) 241 (5.17), 273 (5.25), 304 (5.31)max
collected by filtration, washed with MeOH and dried inand 481 nm (4.69).
vacuo (0.013 g, 75%). Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF):

1 1m /z 5165 hM2PF j , 5041 hM2PF 2PF j , 4899 hM26 6 5
1 12.11. [Ag h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ]2 2 2 6 10 2PF 2PF j . H NMR (CD CN): d 55.33 (8H, s, CH O-6 5 3 2

C5phenylene), 5.66 (8H, s, CH Otpy), 7.13 (8H, dd, H ),23
A5 F5 mA 2 cm portion of a solution of Ag(OAc) (0.022 g, 7.20 (8H, dd, H ), 7.24 (4H, dd, H ), 7.25 (8H, d, H ),3

C6 A6 a0.130 mmol) in MeOH (40 cm ) was added to a solution 7.31 (8H, d, H ), 7.44 (8H, d, H ), 7.74 (8H, d, H ),
F4 bof [1hRu(tpy)j ][PF ] (0.016 g, 0.007 mmol) in MeCN2 6 4 7.81 (4H, dd, H ), 7.79 (8H, d, H ), 7.92 (16H, m,3(40 cm ) and the mixture heated to reflux for 5 h to give a C4,A4 o E3 / E5H ), 7.80 (8H, d, H ), 8.17 (4H, d, H ), 8.18 (4H,

red solution which was cooled, filtered through cotton E5 / E3 F3 F6d, H ), 8.22 (4H, dd, H ), 8.24 (4H, d, H ), 8.38
wool and treated with excess methanolic [NH ][PF ] to B4 D3 C34 6 (4H, t, H ), 8.44 (8H, s, H ), 8.49 (8H, d, H ), 8.49
give [Ag h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ] as a red solid which was A3 B32 2 2 6 10 (8H, d, H ), 8.73 (8H, d, H ). UV/Vis (MeCN): lmaxcollected by filtration and dried in vacuo (0.015 g, 86%).

(lg e) 241 (5.39), 271 (5.50), 305 (5.52) and 481 nm1Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z 4969 hM23PF j ,6 (4.85).1 1 14839 hM23PF 2PF j , 4825 hM24PF j . H NMR6 5 6

(CD CN): d 55.34 (8H, s, CH O-phenylene), 5.67 (8H, s,3 2
C5 A5CH Otpy), 7.14 (8H, dd, H ), 7.20 (8H, dd, H ), 7.21 2.14. [Cu h1hRu(11)Ru(tpy)j j ][PF ]2 2 2 2 6 18

F5 m C6(4H, dd, H ), 7.32 (8H, d, H ), 7.33 (8H, d, H ), 7.44
3A6 a F4 A 1 cm portion of a solution of [Cu(MeCN) ][PF ](8H, d, H ), 7.74 (8H, d, H ), 7.77 (4H, dd, H ), 7.79 4 6
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3(0.028 g, 0.076 mmol) in MeCN (20 cm ) was added to a
solution of [1hRu(11)Ru(tpy)j ][PF ] (0.016 g, 0.0042 6 8

3mmol) in MeCN (7 cm ) and the mixture heated to reflux
for 3 h to give a dark brown solution which was cooled,

3reduced in volume to 2 cm and treated with MeOH (5
3cm ) and excess methanolic [NH ][PF ] to give4 6

[Cu h1hRu(11)Ru(tpy)j j ][PF ] as a brown solid which2 2 2 6 18

was collected by filtration and dried in vacuo (0.014 g,
84%). Mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF): m /z 8512 hM2

1 12PF j . H NMR (CD CN): d 55.61 (8H, s, CH O-6 3 2

phenylene), 5.70 (8H, s, CH Otpy), 7.12–7.62 (76H, m,2
5A,6A,5C,6C,5E,6E,5G,6G,m,5K a,bH ), 7.66–7.78 (16H, m, H ),

4A,4C,4E,3J,5J4G,o,4K7.83–8.22 (52H, m, H ), 8.34–8.58 (52H,
4B,3A,3C,3E,3G,3H,3K 3B,3D,3F,6Km, H ), 8.72–8.80 (24H, m, H ).

UV/Vis (MeCN): l (lg e) 240 (5.52), 272 (5.57), 304max

(5.65) and 481 nm (5.03).

The strategy adopted relied upon the preparation of a
3. Results and discussion nucleophilic qtpy derivative which would then be reacted

with an electrophilic metal complex to generate metalla-
3.1. Strategy and ligand design qtpy ligands. This avoids difficulties of regioselectively

metallating 1 at the tpy domain. The initial target was the
We have shown that metallostars may be prepared in a bisphenol 4 which possessed the required pendant nu-

convergent manner in which the final step involves the cleophilic functionality. We decided to prepare the
coordination of metal-functionalised ligands to a central methoxy derivative 3 in the first step and then deprotect to
metal atom and have prepared heteroheptanuclear metal- generate 4 as we have previously experienced problems in
lostars by the reaction diruthena-2,29-bipyridines with oligopyridine synthesis when phenolic groups are present.
iron(II) or cobalt(II) salts [10]. In an extension of this The reaction of diacetyl with benzaldehydes results in the
work, we have now investigated (i) the coordination self- formation of 1,6-diarylhexa-1,5-diene-3,4-diones which
assembly of functionalised ligands to generate a double- may be cyclised with the Krohnke reagent N-[2-(2-
helical dinuclear core and (ii) the use of ligands function- pyridyl)-2-oxethyl]pyridinium iodide [16] and ammonium
alised with more than two metals. We decided to utilise the acetate to give 49,40-diaryl-2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridines
well-established ability of qtpy ligands to form dinuclear [15,17,18]. The reaction of 4-methoxybenzaldehyde with
double helicates (Scheme 1) upon coordination to cop- diacetyl gave a low yield of the orange compound 1,6-
per(I) or silver(I) [11–14] as the final step in assembly of bis(4-methoxyphenyl)hexa-1,5-diene-3,4-dione 2 which
the metallostars. The target ligand was 1 which contains a was fully characterised. The most diagnostic feature is the

21qtpy and two tpy metal-binding domains. presence of an absorption at 1679 cm in the IR

Scheme 1.
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spectrum, characteristic of an enone. The reaction of 2 [21] with an excess of 1,4-bis(bromomethyl)benzene [10].
with N-[2-(2-pyridyl)-2-oxethyl]pyridinium iodide and am- The reaction of two equivalents of the electrophile
monium acetate in EtOH gave the desired protected ligand [(tpy)Ru(8)][PF ] with a solution of 4 in DMF in the6 2

49,40-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine presence of K CO gave a deep orange solution from2 3

3 in 38% yield. Analytical and spectroscopic data were which the dinuclear complex [1hRu(tpy)j ][PF ] was2 6 4

fully in accord with the proposed formulation and the isolated in 34% yield after chromatographic work-up
compound exhibited a parent ion at m /z 522 in its mass (Scheme 3). Mass spectrometry provided the primary
spectrum. The methoxy compound was deprotected by characterisation for the product which exhibited peaks at
heating in a melt of pyridinium chloride [19,20] to give the m /z 2301 and 2158 in the MALDI TOF spectrum,

1bisphenol 4 in near-quantitative yield. The H NMR corresponding to the loss of one and two PF counterions6
1spectrum of a CD SOCD solution of 4 exhibited a broad respectively. The H NMR spectrum was sharp and well-3 3

peak at d 10.01 assigned to the phenolic protons. resolved and exhibited a total of 23 resonances. Assign-
We also hoped to use the same strategy to introduce ments were made on the basis of COSY spectroscopy and

polyphenols and subsequently metallate these to give chemical shift comparison with [(tpy)Ru(8)][PF ] , and6 2

polymetalla-qtpy ligands. As a first attempt, we prepared are given in the experimental section. The chemical shifts
compound 7 with four pendant nucleophilic phenols. The for the hRu(tpy) j residue correlate well with those for2

21reaction of 3,5-dimethoxybenzaldehyde gave the 1,6- [Ru(tpy)(EtOtpy)] (EtOtpy549-ethoxy-2,29:69,20-
diarylhexa-1,5-diene-3,4-dione 5 in 14% yield as a bright terpyridine) [21]. The complex is electrochemically active

21yellow solid with n(CO)51672 cm . The standard and the cyclic voltammogram exhibits a single reversible
1Krohnke cyclisation with ammonium acetate and N-[2-(2- ruthenium(II) /(III) process at 10.81 V (versus Fc/Fc )

pyridyl)-2-oxethyl]pyridinium iodide gave 49,40-bis(3,5-di- indicating that there is no interaction between the two
methoxyphenyl)-2,29:69,20:60,2--quaterpyridine 6 as a metal centres other than the unresolved electrostatic inter-
cream solid in 30% yield. The compound was fully action leading to splittings of 10–30 mV as expected on

1characterised and exhibited a parent ion (MH ) at m /z 583 statistical grounds. In addition, a pair of quasi-reversible
in its mass spectrum. Finally, deprotection in molten reductions at 21.67 and 21.96 V are observed. These data

21pyridinium acetate gave the tetraphenol 7 in quantitative compare favourably with [Ru(tpy)(EtOtpy)] which ex-
1yield. A broad singlet at d 9.66 in the H NMR spectrum hibits processes at 10.83, 21.71 and 21.96 V [21]. The

is characteristic of the phenol and a parent ion is observed complex is orange–red and the colour arises from an
3 3in the mass spectrum. Synthetic details for the ligands are MLCT transition centred at 481 nm (e 41.6310 dm

21 21presented in Scheme 2. mol cm ). These may be compared with the data for
the model mononuclear complex [Ru(tpy)(EtOtpy)][PF ]6 2

3 3 21 21with l 479 (e 15.2310 dm mol cm ), themax
3.2. Diruthena-qtpy ligands increase in the extinction coefficient is indicative of the

presence of more than one chromophore in the molecule,
although the variation of e with band width in polynuclear
ruthenium complexes means that care must be taken in
trying to quantify the number of metal centres on the basis
of this value.

All attempts to react the tetraphenol 7 with
[(tpy)Ru(8)][PF ] under a variety of conditions gave6 2

complex mixtures of products which could not be sepa-
rated by chromatography. Modelling studies indicate that
the steric interactions between the hRu(tpy) j substituents,2

together with the charge build up destabilise the desired
tetraruthena-qtpy ligand. Accordingly, we designed a new
electrophilic reagent which would allow us to introduce
two ruthenium centres concurrently.

3.3. The electrophilic diruthenium reagent

In order to introduce two ruthenium centres concurrently
we have further developed the chemistry which led to the

The electrophilic complex initially chosen was electrophilic reagent [(tpy)Ru(8)][PF ] . The synthetic6 2

[(tpy)Ru(8)][PF ] prepared by the reaction of chemistry involves a cascade of metal-activated ligand6 2

[(tpy)Ru(9)][PF ] (9549-hydroxy-2,29:69,20-terpyridine) reactions involving the nucleophilic 2,29:69,20-terpyridine6 2
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Scheme 2.

9. The reaction of 9 with commercial ruthenium trichloride ditions to prevent the formation of complexes with lower
gives the brown solid [Ru(9)Cl ] [21] which is the charge containing deprotonated 9 ligands. The compound3

synthetic starting point. The reaction of [Ru(tpy)Cl ] with [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(9)][PF ] is a metalogue (homologue3 6 4

electrophilic 49-chloro-2,29:69,20-terpyridine 10 gives the containing one additional metal centre) of
heteroleptic electrophilic complex [(tpy)Ru(10)][PF ] [(tpy)Ru(9)][PF ] and is expected to react in a similar6 2 6 2

[21]. Coordination to the ruthenium increases the elec- manner.
trophilicity of the ligand 10 and a facile reaction with
nucleophile 9 occurs to give [(tpy)Ru(11)][PF ] , a com-6 2

plex containing the ether-linked bis(2,29:69,20-terpyridine
ligand) 11 [22]. The complex [(tpy)Ru(11)][PF ] con-6 2

tains a non-coordinated tpy metal-binding domain which
may be bound to a second metal centre. In this case, the
reaction of [(tpy)Ru(11)][PF ] with [Ru(9)Cl ], which6 2 3

contains three meridional labile ligands, yields the dinu-
1clear nucleophilic complex [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(9)][PF ] in The H NMR spectrum of [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(9)][PF ] is6 4 6 4

70% yield (Scheme 4). It was found that the best yields characteristic although somewhat complicated by the pres-
were obtained if the work-up was made in acidic con- ence of the eight magnetically inequivalent pyridine rings
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Scheme 3.

containing 21 independent aromatic protons. The assign- ruthenium(II) /(III) process at 10.88 V (E 2E 95 mV)a c
1ment was made by COSY methods and by comparison (vs. Fc /Fc ). The two ruthenium centres are in different

with model compounds and is given in the experimental environments and might be expected to give rise to two
1section. Initial investigations of the H NMR spectra were separate processes, but we have been unable to resolve the

disappointing and indicated several different solution two fully at a range of scan rates. These data compare
21species; this turned out to be a consequence of partial favourably with [Ru(tpy)(11)] which shows a

21deprotonation of the phenolic hydroxy group and we found ruthenium(II) /(III) process at 10.87 V and [Ru(9)(11)]
that shaking the CD CN solutions with solid sodium at 10.79 V. The MLCT transition centred at 483 nm3

3 3 21carbonate before recording the NMR spectra ensured shows an extinction coefficient of 31.1310 dm mol
21complete deprotonation and resulted in the formation of a cm , typical for a complex containing two hRu(tpy) j2

single solution species. The mass spectrum exhibited peaks chromophores.
1for the ions h(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(9)(PF ) j (n52, 1, 0). The The reaction of [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(9)][PF ] with an ex-6 n 6 4

cyclic voltammogram exhibits a broad two electron cess of 1,4-bis(bromomethyl)benzene in MeCN in the
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Scheme 5.
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presence of K CO gave the new electrophilic complex ruthena-qtpy ligands with silver acetate in MeOH or with2 3

[(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(8)][PF ] , containing a pendant bromo- [Cu(MeCN) ][PF ] in MeCN gave orange or brown6 4 4 6

methyl group, as an orange powder in 66% yield. Primary solutions from which the double-helical complexes were
characterisation comes from the mass spectrum which isolated as the solid PF salts [M h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ]6 2 2 2 6 10

1exhibits peaks assigned to h(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(8)(PF ) j or [M h1hRu(11)Ru(tpy)j j ][PF ] (M5Ag or Cu). The6 n 2 2 2 6 18
1(n53, 2, 0). The H NMR spectrum is complicated but a silver salts were orange whilst the copper complexes were

full assignment is presented in the experimental section. dark brown. All of the complexes were single species as
The most characteristic feature is the observation of two determined by thin layer chromatography and HPLC.
methylene resonances at d 4.70 and 5.67 assigned to the Primary characterisation came from mass spectrometry
bromomethyl group and the new CH O group in 8 with each of the complexes exhibit peaks corresponding to2

respectively. The data correlate well with the shifts of d

4.69 and 5.62 in [(tpy)Ru(8)][PF ] . In this complex, the6 2

two ruthenium centres are in different environments and
the cyclic voltammogram exhibits a two reversible one
electron ruthenium(II) /(III) process at 10.82 V and

1
10.89 V (versus Fc/Fc ). Comparison with the reference
compounds [Ru(tpy)(8)][PF ] (10.82 V), [Ru(tpy) ]-6 2 2

[PF ] (10.92 V), [Ru(tpy)(11)][PF ] (10.87 V) and6 2 6 2

[(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(tpy)][PF ] (10.90 V) allows the un-6 4

ambiguous assignment of the 10.89 V process to the
h(tpy)Ru(11)j centre and 10.82 V process to the
h(tpy)Ru(8)j centre. We hoped that this new dinuclear
electrophilic complex would allow the preparation of a
tetraruthena-qtpy ligand.

3.4. Tetraruthena-qtpy ligands

The reaction of two equivalents of the dinuclear elec-
trophilic complex [(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(8)][PF ] with 4 in6 4

DMF in the usual conditions gave a deep red solution from
which the orange tetranuclear complex [1hRu(11)-
Ru(tpy)j ][PF ] was isolated in 31% yield after chro-2 6 8

matographic work-up (Scheme 5). Mass spectrometry
provided the primary characterisation for the product
which exhibited peaks at m /z 2301 and 2158 in the
MALDI TOF spectrum, corresponding to the loss of three

1and four PF counterions respectively. The H NMR6

spectrum was reasonably sharp and well-resolved and
assignments were made on the basis of COSY spec-
troscopy and chemical shift comparison with
[1h(tpy)Ru(tpy)j ][PF ] and are given in the experimental2 6 4

section. In general the number of overlapping resonances
made assignment of the individual tpy rings impossible.
The complex is electrochemically active and the cyclic
voltammogram exhibits a single broad and apparently
reversible (E 2E 570 mV) ruthenium(II) /(III) process ata c

1
10.81 V (vs. Fc /Fc ) suggesting little interaction between
the metal centres.

3.5. Dicopper(I) and disilver(I) helicates derived from
diruthena- and tetraruthena-qtpy ligands

The diruthena-qtpy ligand [1hRu(tpy)j ][PF ] and the2 6 4

tetraruthena-qtpy [1h(tpy)Ru(11)Ru(tpy)j ][PF ] are ex- 12 6 8 Fig. 1. 300 MHz H NMR spectrum of the aromatic region of CD CN3
pected to form double helicates according to Scheme 1 in a solutions of (a) [Ag h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ] and (b)2 2 2 6 10

spontaneous self-assembly process. The reaction of the [Cu h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ] .2 2 2 6 10
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loss of PF ions from the parent complex and establishing Fig. 2 as an illustration of the power of this technique with6

the formation of heterohexanuclear and heterodecanuclear the high nuclearity complexes and also to illustrate the
species with the diruthena- and tetraruthena-qtpy species high symmetry of the hexanuclear complex.

1respectively. The H NMR spectra of these new complexes The most obvious change upon coordination is the
6were surprisingly well resolved and full details are given in upfield shift of the qtpy H which is direct evidence for the

the experimental section. Figs. 1a and 1b show the interaction of silver or copper with the qtpy metal-binding
1aromatic region of the 300 MHz H NMR spectra of domain. The resonances assigned to the tpy metal-binding

CD CN solutions of [Ag h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ] and domains and the phenylene spacers are essentially un-3 2 2 2 6 10

[Cu h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ] respectively. The assignments changed upon coordination of the qtpy to silver or copper.2 2 2 6 10

were made on the basis of COSY spectroscopy and The changes within the qtpy domain are characteristic and
comparison with the precursor complexes. The COSY may be correlated with those in the established double-

21spectrum of [Cu h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ] is presented in helical complexes [M (12) ] (M5Ag, Cu) [15]. The2 2 2 6 10 2 2

1Fig. 2. 250 MHz H NMR COSY spectrum of a CD CN solution of [Cu h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ] showing the connectivity that allows the assignment of the3 2 2 2 6 10

qtpy ring protons.
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chemical shifts for the qtpy protons in Finally, the double-helical complexes are coloured with
[Cu h1hRu(tpy)j j ][PF ] and [Cu (12) ][PF ] (in the extinction coefficient of the ¯480 nm MLCT band2 2 2 6 10 2 2 6 2

parentheses) are d 8.24 (8.15), 7.24 (7.23), 7.81 (7.85), being roughly proportional to the number of ruthenium
6 5 4 3 centres in the complex. The copper-centred MLCT absorp-8.22 (8.20) respectively (in the sequence H , H , H , H ).

tions in the dicopper(I) complexes are swamped by theSimilarly, for the qtpy protons in [Ag h1hRu(tpy)j j ]-2 2 2

ruthenium absorption (in [Cu (12) ][PF ] the absorption[PF ] and [Ag (12) ][PF ] (in parentheses) are d 8.24 2 2 6 26 10 2 2 6 2

maximum is at 432 nm with e 54500).(7.95), 7.21 (7.15), 7.77 (7.90), 8.20 (8.10) respectively
6 5 4 3 In the absence of solid state structural data, we can make(in the sequence H , H , H , H ).

no conclusions regarding the precise dimensions of these
new helical-core metallostars. However, the large number

21of aromatic rings and essentially fixed hRu(tpy) j units2

means that the possibilities in conformational space are
relatively limited. A model is presented in Fig. 3 showing
the complex in the fully extended form. The Ru . . . Ru

˚distances are estimated to be 38–40 A and the Cu . . . Ru
˚distance to be 25 A. The metallostar has a diameter of the

˚order of 50 A (5 nm).
The complexes are all electrochemically active, but

show only a single ruthenium(II) /(III) process in the range
1

10.80 to 10.81 V (vs. Fc /Fc ). The dicopper complexes
4. Conclusions

differ from simple analogs in that they do not exhibit the
typical redox induced nuclearity changes following copper-

We have demonstrated that dinuclear double-helical21centred processes of hCu (qtpy) ] complexes. This2 2 cores may be incorporated at the centre of a metallostar in
presumably represents a shielding of the core from redox

a convergent self-assembly process. We are currently
processes as observed in a number of other metalloden-

addressing the chirality of the helical core in such systems.
drimers.
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Abstract

The reactions between N-methylbenzothiazole-2(3H)-thione (1) and N-methylbenzothiazole-2(3H)-selone (2) with ICl in CH Cl /n-2 2

hexane solution in a 1:1 molar ratio afford the products 1?ICl (I) and 2?ICl (II) respectively. X-ray crystal structure determinations show
that both compounds are charge-transfer adducts exhibiting a linear E–I–Cl arrangement [E5S (1), Se (2)]. The net increase in the I–Cl
bond distance with respect to the ICl molecule in the gas phase, upon coordination to 1 and 2, is correlated with the corresponding d(E–I)
bond distances (E5S, Se). The charge-transfer nature of complexes I and II has then been verified by reporting Dd(I–X) against d(E–I)
for structurally characterised neutral I -, IBr- and ICl-adducts [X5I, Br, Cl; E5S, Se; Dd(I–X)5d(I–X) 2d(I–X) ] and by2 adduct gas phase

observing that the data share the same curve. The FT-Raman and FT-IR spectra of I and II are discussed on the basis of their structural
features.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: N-methylbenzothiazole-2(3H)-thione and N-methylbenzothiazole-2(3H)-selone; Adducts with ICl; Crystal structures; FT-Raman

1. Introduction products. In particular, depending on the nature of the
organic framework of the given thio- or seleno-amide
employed as donor, the solvent and the reaction molar

As a consequence of the pioneering work by McCul- ratio, we isolated a large variety of different products in
lough and coworkers [1–4], in the past few years many the solid state (charge-transfer adducts [13,15,16,18,19],
other authors [5–12] and ourselves [13–25] have been two-chalcogen-coordinated iodine(I) complexes [14], hy-
engaged in a comprehensive study of the donor /acceptor pervalent chalcogen compounds [23–25,10], dications with
interaction between sulfur or selenium containing donor a chalcogen–chalcogen bond [17,18], mixed-valence com-
molecules (D) (thiones, selones, sulfides and selenides), pounds [18,19] and other oxidation products of the donor
and acceptors of different strength, such as halogens (I ,2 molecules [24]; polyiodides of exciting structural complex-
Br ) and interhalogens (IBr, ICl). Initially, one of the2 ity are generally found as counter-anions in the products).
reasons why we investigated this chemistry was the As an example of the above, Scheme 1 summarizes the
peculiar use of halogens, especially di-iodine, as acceptors case of the reaction of N-methyltbenzothiazole-2(3H)-
in the synthesis of mixed-valence donor /acceptor materials selone (2) with I [15], Br [24], IBr [15] and ICl [27] (the2 2of unusual electrical behaviour [26]. Subsequently we were structure of 2?ICl (II) is reported in this paper).
stimulated by the richness of this chemistry in terms of
different structural archetypes observed for the isolated

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-706-754-467; fax: 139-706-754-
605.

E-mail address: lippoolis@vaxca.l.unica.it (V. Lippolis)

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00227-2
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Scheme 1. For comments on the nature of bonds in II–VII see text.

This great variety of structural types so far elucidated ture of a mixture of N-methylbenzothiazole-2(3H )-thione
clearly represents a serious problem in the prediction of the (1) (30 mmol) and ICl in a 1:1 molar ratio in CH Cl /n-2 2

3exact nature of the product obtained from reaction of thio- hexane (25 cm , 3:1 v/v ratio). M.p.: 185–1878C. Found
and seleno-amides with halogens and interhalogens, espe- (calc. for C H ClNIS ): C, 27.96 (28.17); H, 2.02 (2.07);8 7 2

cially when crystals of diffraction quality cannot be grown. N, 4.35 (4.43); S, 18.66 (18.54). FT-Raman (300–50
21In this respect, the FT-IR and FT-Raman spectroscopies cm ; intensity of the peaks is related to the strongest,

have proved to be of particular help in giving structural taken equal to 10, in parentheses): 285 (1), 206 (2),
21information [13–25,28,29], nevertheless, a larger number 131(4), 88 (10), 60 (0.8) cm . IR (polyethylene disc,

21 21of crystallographically characterised compounds is re- 300–50 cm ): 217 sbr, 142 ms, 119 ms, 86 ms cm .
quired for a more effective correlation between structural
features and spectroscopic vibrational properties, particu-

2.1.2. N-methylbenzothiazole-2(3H)-selone iodinechloride
larly in the case of products obtained from reactions with

2?ICl (II)
IBr and ICl. As a development from our research in this

This compound was obtained as yellow–orange crystals
field we report the syntheses and X-ray crystal structures

(68% yield) by slow evaporation in air at room tempera-
of the charge-transfer adducts 1?ICl (I) and 2?ICl (II)

ture of a mixture of N-methylbenzothiazole-2(3H)-selone
obtained by treating 1 and 2 with ICl in CH Cl /n-hexane2 2 (2) (40 mmol) and ICl in a 1:1 molar ratio in CH Cl /n-2 2solution. The FT-Raman and FT-IR spectra are discussed 3hexane (25 cm , 3:1 v/v ratio). M.p.: 218–2208C. Found
on the basis of their structural features.

(calc. for C H ClNISSe): C, 24.64 (24.60); H, 1.85 (1.80);8 7
21N, 3.70 (3.60); S, 8.17 (8.19). FT-Raman (300–50 cm ;

intensity of the peaks related to the strongest taken equal to2. Experimental
10, in parentheses): 262 (1.2), 226 (6.5), 181 (0.7),

21133(10), 114 (5.3), 78 (6.8) cm . IR (polyethylene disc,2.1. Materials 21300–50 cm ): 262 w, 243 w, 186 sbr, 137 w, 114 ms, 80
21m cm .

N-methylbenzothiazole-2(3H)-thione (1), N-methylben-
zothiazole-2(3H)-selone (2) and iodinechloride were pur-
chased from Aldrich and used without further purification. 2.2. FT-IR and FT-Raman spectra

212.1.1. N-methylbenzothiazole-2(3H)-thione iodinechloride The FT-IR spectra (resolution 2 cm ) were recorded on
1?ICl(I) a Bruker IFS 66 spectrometer. The FT-Raman spectra were

This compound was obtained as yellow–orange crystals recorded by means of a Bruker RFS 100 Fourier Trans-
(58% yield) by slow evaporation in air at room tempera- form Raman Spectrometer, operating with a diode-pumped
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Table 2Nd:YAG exciting laser emitting at a 1064 nm wavelength
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for 1?ICl (I) (E5S) and 2?ICland having a power impinging on the sample tunable up to

(II) (E5Se)
350 mW. The detection of the signal was made with an

(E5S) (E5Se)Indium–Gallium–Arsenide detector operating at room
21temperature; all spectra were recorded at a 4 cm I–E 2.556(1) 2.625(1)

21 I–Cl 2.605(1) 2.691(2)resolution, down to the 50 cm Raman shift. The solid
E–C(7) 1.714(4) 1.878(6)samples were packed into a suitable cell and then fitted
S(1)–C(6) 1.748(3) 1.759(5)

into a compartment designed to use a 1808 scattering S(1)–C(7) 1.727(3) 1.722(6)
geometry. N(1)–C(1) 1.408(4) 1.411(7)

N(1)–C(7) 1.323(4) 1.314(7)
N(1)–C(8) 1.478(5) 1.479(8)2.3. X-ray crystal structure determination
E–I–Cl 180.00(3) 178.89(4)
I–E–C(7) 103.3(1) 100.6(2)

Details of the data collection and refinement of the C(6)–S(1)–C(7) 90.3(2) 90.4(3)
structures are reported in Table 1. Crystals of compounds C(1)–N(1)–C(7) 114.4(3) 114.0(5)

C(7)–N(1)–C(8) 123.5(3) 124.0(5)1?ICl (I) and 2?ICl (II) were mounted on a glass fibre in
N(1)–C(1)–C(6) 111.5(3) 112.5(5)random orientation. Preliminary examination and data
S(1)–C(6)–C(1) 111.1(2) 110.2(4)collection were performed with graphite monochromatized
E–C(7)–S(1) 125.0(2) 125.0(3)˚Mo K radiation (0.71073 A) on an Enraf–Nonius CAD4a E–C(7)–N(1) 122.2(3) 122.1(4)

computer-controlled kappa axis diffractometer. Cell con- S(1)–C(7)–N(1) 112.8(3) 112.9(4)
stants and an orientation matrix for data collection were
obtained by least-squares refinement, using the setting
angles of 25 reflections. The data were collected as v 2u

scans at room temperature using a variable scan rate (from in F [32]; the values for df 9 and df 9 were those of Cromerc

2 to 208 /min in omega). Lorentz and polarization correc- [33]. All calculations were performed on a 80486/33
tions were applied to the data as well as an empirical computer using Personal SDP software [34,35]. Selected
absorption correction based on a series of w-scans [30]. interatomic distances and angles are compared in Table 2.
The structure of I was solved by Patterson and Fourier
methods. For compound II, which is isostructural with I,
the refinement was carried out starting from the atomic

3. Results and discussionpositions of I, having replaced the S atom with a Se atom.
Both structures were refined in full-matrix least-squares,

2 The reactions of ICl with 1 and 2 were performed asminimising the function Sw(uF u2uF u) . All hydrogeno c

with I and IBr [14,15]. Solutions of the appropriate donoratoms were seen in a difference Fourier map. Those of the 2

and ICl (the molar ratio of the reactants being 1:1) inaromatic ring were introduced to the structure model at
CH Cl /n-hexane (about 3:1 v/v) were allowed to evapo-calculated positions, whereas those of the methyl group 2 2

rate slowly. Crystals of diffraction quality were grown forwere introduced as detected in the Fourier map and not
compounds having microanalytical data in agreement withrefined. Scattering factors were taken from Cromer and
the formulaton 1?ICl (I) and 2?ICl (II), and single-crystalWaber [31]. Anomalous dispersion effects were included
structure determinations were undertaken to elucidate their
structural features.

Both compounds are discrete 1:1 charge-transfer adducts
Table 1 in which the exo-chalcogen atom binds the ICl molecule
Crystallographic data

through the iodine atom to give a linear E–I–Cl (E5S, Se)
Compound 1?ICl (I) 2?ICl (II) ˚arrangement [S–I 2.556(1), I–Cl 2.605 (1) A, S–I–Cl
Formula C H ClNIS C H ClNISSe8 7 2 8 7 ˚180.00(3)8, for I; Se–I 2.625(1), I–Cl 2.691(2) A, Se–I–
F.W. (amu) 343.64 390.53 Cl 178.89(4)8, for II] with a bent geometry at the donor

3Crystal size (mm ) 0.1230.1330.20 0.1030.1230.18 atom (Table 2). Because of the similarity between the two
Crystal system Orthorhombic Orthorhombic

adducts, only a perspective view of the molecule of I isSpace group Pnma (no. 62) Pnma (no. 62)
˚ given in Fig. 1. In both compounds the I–Cl bond distancea (A) 9.083(2) 9.156(2)
˚b (A) 6.809(1) 6.836(1) is lengthened with respect to the gaseous ICl molecule
˚c (A) 17.869(6) 17.986(5) ˚[2.32 A] [36], as a result of the electron density donation3˚V (A ) 1105.2(6) 1125.8(6) from a non-bonding orbital of the chalcogen donor E into

Z 4 4
21 the s* LUMO of the ICl molecule lying along the I–Clm(Mo K ) (cm ) 34.3 63.9a

axis. A longer I–Cl bond is observed in the case of II, inTransmission factors 0.82–1.00 0.67–1.00
Reflections collected 1473 1472 agreement with the fact that the Se atom is a better donor
Observed reflections 1105 [I.3s(I)] 937 [I.3s(I)] than the S atom. However, in both adducts, as a conse-
Final R and Rw indices 0.019, 0.029 0.026, 0.035 quence of the donor /acceptor interaction with ICl, a
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1the central I ion linearly coordinates two donor molecules
1through the exo-chalcogen atom [Scheme 1 for [2 I]2

(V)]. Also in 2?2I (VI) and 2?2IBr (III) (see Scheme 1),2

which are isolated from the reaction of 2 with I and IBr in2

a 1:2 molar ratio, the C5Se and N–C(5Se) bond dis-
tances undergo the same changes [15]. According to
crystallographic data, these two compounds feature, re-

1 2 1spectively, [Se(2)–I] ? ? ?I ? ? ?I and [Se(2)–I] ? ? ?[Br–2
2IBr] systems, which derive from a strong interaction of

2?IX (X5I, Br) units with a second molecule of the
acceptor (Scheme 1). The arrangement of the adduct
molecules of 1?ICl (I) in the plane viewed along the [010]
direction is shown in Fig. 2; for 2?ICl (II) the packing
features are similar. The adduct molecules lie almost
entirely on the crystallographic mirror, the only exceptions
being two methylic hydrogens, which are above and below
the symmetry plane. The chlorine atom of the I–Cl
appendage has two short interactions with adjacent adduct
molecules: one with the endo-cyclic S(1) atom of one

˚ ˚molecule [Cl? ? ?S(1) 3.285(1) A in I, 3.319(1) A in II],
the other with the exo-cyclic S or Se atoms of another

˚ ˚molecule [Cl? ? ?S 3.355(1) A in I, Cl? ? ?Se 3.274(1) A in
II]. In this way infinite sinusoidal ribbons of interacting
adduct molecules are formed which run along the [100]Fig. 1. An ORTEP view of the molecular structure of 1?ICl (I) with the
direction.adopted numbering scheme. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at 50%

probability. While neutral I -adducts with sulfur or selenium con-2

taining molecules are quite common in the literature [14–
lengthening of the C5E bond [E5S for 1, Se for 2] is 16,18–21,25,39–42], IBr-adducts are less numerous
observed with respect to the free donor molecules [37,38], [15,22,43,44] and structurally characterised ICl-adducts are
accompanied by a shortening of the N–C(5E) bond of the very rare indeed. To our knowledge only two examples of
pentaatomic ring. These findings agree well with the neutral ICl-adducts are known: [6]aneOSe?ICl [Se–I

o˚hypothesis of an electron density transfer, upon adduct 2.630(5), I–Cl 2.73(1) A, Se–I–Cl 175.8(8) ;
formation, from the nitrogen atom of the organic frame- [6]aneOSe51-oxa-4-selenacyclohexane] [45] and TPPS?

˚work towards the C5E moiety. The same trend has been ICl [S–I 2.641(1), I–Cl 2.586(1) A, S–I–Cl 174.86(3)8;
1 1observed for the cations [1 I] and [2 I] obtained by TPPS5triphenylphosphine sulfide] [43]. This could be due2 2

reacting I with 1 and 2, respectively [14]; in these cations to the tendency of IBr and ICl to disproportionate; in fact,2

Fig. 2. Partial view along the [010] direction of the arrangement of 1?ICl (I) molecules in the mirror plane.
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in some cases, I -adducts have been isolated from the Dd(I–X) against d(S–I) (Fig. 4a) and d(Se–I) (Fig. 4b),2

reaction of sulfur or selenium containing molecules with one can see that the available crystal data for I -, IBr- and2

IBr and ICl. Examples of this come from the reaction of ICl-adducts fit the same curve; therefore, Dd(I–X) can be
some thioether crowns with IBr [22], or from the reaction used as a generalised parameter, which seems independent
of N-methyl-1,3-thiazolidine-2(3H )-selone with ICl [46]. of the nature of the acceptor IX, in order to describe the

Due to the paucity of crystallographic data, it is very charge transfer interaction between S- and Se-donors and
difficult at present to establish conclusively whether a halogens and interhalogens.
hyperbola-like correlation between d(E–I) (E5S, Se) and In the past, we have classified I -adducts in three classes2

d(I–Cl) is valid for neutral ICl-adducts, as was found for according to the value of the I–I bond order (n) defined by
I -adducts between d(E–I) and d(I–I) [15,40,47]. Fig. 3 the equation d(I–I)5d 2clog n (where d is the I–I bond2 0 0

shows the scatter plots of d(E–I) (E5S, Se) against distance for I in the gas phase and c is an empirical2

d(I–X) (X5I, Br, Cl) for neutral I -, IBr- and ICl-adducts constant with a value of 0.85) [28]. Considering the Dd(I–2

with S- and Se-donors including I and II [the reported data X) parameter, we subsequently extended this classification
have been acquired through an accurate search of the to IBr-adducts under the hypothesis that the ranges of
Cambridge Structural Database]. As one can see, the Dd(I–I) defining the three categories for I -adducts were2

available data for IBr-, and even more so, for ICl-adducts roughly valid for IBr-adducts: Values of Dd(I–X) lower
˚are very few, and further structural data would be desir- than 0.18 A are indicative of weak or medium–weak

˚able. However, it is possible to demonstrate that the adducts [22,43]; Dd(I–X).0.34 A is indicative of a very
structural features of the E–I–X moiety (E5S, Se; X5I, strong donor /acceptor interaction, the resulting compound

1 2Br, Cl) for I -, IBr- and ICl-adducts are subject to the same being better described as a [(D)E–I] ? ? ?X ion-pair; 0.182
˚ ˚kind of relationship, by considering the net increase in the A ,Dd(I–X) ,0.34 A corresponds to strong adducts

I–X bond distance upon coordination, Dd(I–X), instead of having E–I and I–X bonds of similar strength (E5S, Se;
the absolute d(I–X) value [Dd(I–X)5d(I–X) 2d(I– X5I, Br). This classification was initially introduced toadduct

X) (X5I, Br, Cl)] [22,43]. From the scatter plot of bring order among FT-Raman data recorded for a largegas phase

Fig. 4. Scatter plot of Dd(I–X) against d(S–I) (a) and d(Se–I) (b) for
Fig. 3. Scatter plot of d(I–X) against d(S–I) (a) and d(Se–I) (b) for neutral I - (y, X5I), IBr- (j, X5Br) and ICl-adducts (d, X5Cl) with2

neutral I - (y, X5I), IBr- (j, X5Br) and ICl-adducts (d, X5Cl) with S-donors and Se-donors, respectively [Dd(I–X)5d(I–X) 2d(I–2 adduct

S-donors and Se-donors, respectively. X) ].gas phase
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21number of structurally characterised I -adducts. [28] In- corresponding band at 217 cm , found in its FT-IR2

deed, for weak or medium-weak I -adducts [I–I bond spectrum, is the most intense.2
˚order n.0.6 to which d(I–I) ,2.85 A and Dd(I–I) ,0.18

Å correspond] a linear correlation was found between the
Supplementary datameasured n(I–I) Raman frequencies and the I–I bond

lengths, with n(I–I) moving towards lower values com-
Supplementary data are available from Cambridge Crys-pared to the stretching frequency reported for pure I as a2

tallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2consequence of adduct formation [28]. A similar correla-
1EZ, UK on request. Atomic coordinates, displacementtion was also found for IBr-adducts having Dd(I–Br)
parameters, bond lengths and angles for I and II have been,0.18 [15,22]. For strong adducts, two stretching vi-
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centrebrations should be detected in their FT-Raman spectra,
(CCDC).ascribable to the symmetric (n ) and antisymmetric (n )1 3

stretching vibrations of the E–I–X three-body system
[15,48], whereas the FT-Raman spectra of very strong

Acknowledgementsadducts should be characterised by the stretching vibration
1of the [(D)E–I] system [48].

We thank the Regione Autonoma della Sardegna for itsFor I and II, Dd(I–Cl) is 0.28 and 0.37, respectively,
financial support.and if we extend the above classification of I - and2

IBr-adducts to ICl-adducts as well, they could be placed on
the borderline between the two categories of strong and
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Abstract

Two new O,O9-dialkyl dithiophosphate-containing sulfido clusters, [WCu S (PPh ) hS P(OCH Ph) j] 1 and3 4 3 3 2 2 2
i[WAg OS (Ph P) hS P(OPr ) j] 2, were synthesized through reactions of [NH ] [WS ] with [CuS P(OCH Ph) ] and [NH ] [WOS ]3 3 3 3 2 2 4 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 3

iwith [AgS P(OPr ) ], respectively. Their crystal structures and nonlinear optical properties are reported. The X-ray crystallographic2 2

structure of 1 is an incomplete cubane-like structure, the dithiophosphate ligand adopts a triply bridging role, employing two sulfur atoms
to coordinate to the three Cu atoms: one sulfur atom binds to one Cu atom, another sulfur atom to two other Cu atoms. The structure of 2
contains a half-open cubane-like cluster core, the dithiophosphate ligand acts as a bidentate ligand and the two S atoms of the di-isopropyl
dithiophosphato ligand coordinate to two Ag atoms, respectively. Using a Z-scan technique with 532 nm laser radiation, both the real and
imaginary parts of third-order nonlinear susceptibility of clusters 1 and 2 were determined.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.

Keywords: Nonlinear optical properties; Crystal structure; Tungsten compound; Copper compound; Silver compound; Dithiophosphate

1. Introduction shaped clusters [Et N] [Mo Cu O S Br I ] [11] have4 4 2 6 2 6 2 4

been obtained. Recently, we discovered that some
The chemistry of Mo(W)–Cu(Ag)–S cluster compounds Mo(W)–Cu(Ag)–S clusters display very strong nonlinear

has been of interest for over a century [1]. Many of these optical (NLO) effects [5,9,11–13]. Unfortunately, direct
compounds have been extensively studied because of their technical applications are often frustrated by the cluster’s
relevance to biological systems and catalytic processes low solubility in common organic solvents. In order to
[2–4]. To date, a number of Mo(W)–Cu(Ag)–S com- increase its solubility, bulky organic ligands were intro-

22pounds have been synthesized from the reactions of MS duced. O,O9-di-phenylethyl dithiophosphate and O,O9-di-4
1 1(M5Mo,W) anions with soft cation Cu , Ag in the isopropyl dithiophosphate were selected for this purpose.

presence of Ph P, Ph As, Py ligands. In our laboratory, In this article, we report on the synthesis, X-ray crystal3 3

butterfly-shaped clusters [WCu OS (PPh ) ] [5], cubane- structures and nonlinear optical properties of two new2 3 3 4

like clusters [MoCu S I(AsPh ) ] [6], nest-shaped clusters cluster compounds: [WCu S (PPh ) hS P(OCH Ph) j] 13 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 2 2 2
i[MoCu OS I(Py) ] [7], half-open clusters and [WAg OS (Ph P) hS P(OPr ) j] 2.3 3 5 3 3 3 3 2 2

[Et N] [WOS (CuBr) (m -Br)] [8], hexagonal prism-4 3 3 3 2

shaped clusters [W Ag S (AsPh ) ] [9], bidimensional2 4 8 3 4

network clusters [MoCu S I (Py) ]n [10] and twin-nest- 2. Experimental6 4 4 4

2.1. Materials*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-253-593-132; fax: 186-253-314-
502.

E-mail address: xxin@netra.nju.edu.cn (X.-q. Xin) The reagents [NH ] [WS ] and [NH ] [WOS ] were4 2 4 4 2 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00228-4
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iprepared according to the literature [14]. Other chemicals 2.5. Preparation of Ag[S P(OPr ) ]2 2

were of AR grade and used without further purification.
i2.2 g (10 mmol) P S was dissolved in 25 ml Pr OH as2 5

mentioned above. After the resulting solution was cooled,
2.2. Physical measurements 5.1 g (15 mmol) AgNO was added to the obtained3

solution. The mixture was stirred for overnight and then
Infrared spectra were recorded on a Fourier Nicolet filtered. The white product was washed with methanol and

FT-170SX spectrophotometer with pressed KBr pellets. recrystallised from dichloromethane. Anal. calcd. for
Carbon and hydrogen analyses were performed on a PE C H O PS Ag: C, 22.44; H, 4.39. Found: C, 22.41; H,6 14 2 2240C Elemental Analyser. The electronic spectra of the 4.42.
two clusters were measured with a Hitachi U-3410 spec-
trophotometer. 2.6. Preparation of [WCu S (PPh ) hS P(OCH Ph) j] 13 4 3 3 2 2 2

To a solution of Cu[S P(OCH Ph) ] (1.12 g, 3 mmol)2 2 22.3. Nonlinear optical (NLO) measurements
and PPh (0.79 g, 3 mmol) in dichloromethane (40 ml)3

solid [NH ] [WS ] (0.35 g, 1 mmol) was added. The4 2 4The dichloromethane (CH Cl ) solutions of clusters 12 2 resulting solution was stirred for 5 h and the red solutionand 2 were contained in a 1-mm thick quartz cuvette with
24 23 was filtered. The filtrate was layered with hexane (20 ml)concentrations of 8.74310 M and 1.16310 M for

and allowed to stand at room temperature for severalclusters 1 and 2, respectively. The samples were irradiated
weeks. Deep red crystals were obtained. Anal. calcd. forusing a Q-switched frequency-doubled Nd–YAG laser,
C H Cu O P S W: C, 51.08; H, 3.72. Found: C, 51.06;68 59 3 2 4 6which produced linearly polarized 7-ns (FWHM) optical
H, 3.76. IR (KBr pellets): n(P–O): 1095.6; n(P–S): 693.6;pulses at 532 nm. The pulse repetition rate was 10 Hz. The

21
n(W–S ): 433.3; n(W–S ): 485.0 cm .b tspatial profiles of the optical pulses were nearly Gaussian

after passing through a spatial filter. The laser beam was i2.7. Preparation of [WAg OS (Ph P) hS P(OPr ) j] 23 3 3 3 2 2then divided using a beam splitter into two parts: one was
used as a reference for the incident energy and the other

A well-ground mixture of (NH ) WOS (0.34 g,14 2 3was focused onto the sample using a focusing mirror of
mmol) and PPh (0.78 g, 3 mmol) were dissolved in 40 ml325-cm focal length. The minimum beam radius of the
CH Cl . Stirring for 1 h, AgS P[OCH(CH ) ] (0.71 g, 22 2 2 3 2focused laser beam was measured to be 3065 mm. Both
mmol) was added to the above reaction solution. Afterincident and transmitted pulse energies were measured
stirring for 2 h the yellow solution was filtered, i-PrOH (20simultaneously using two energy detectors (Rjp-735
ml) and Et O (20 ml) were added to the top of the solution2energy probes, Laser Precision) which were linked to a
and allowed to stand at room temperature for several days.computer by an IEEE interface. The NLO properties of the
Yellow crystals were obtained. Anal. calcd. forsamples were determined by performing the Z-scan mea-
C H Ag O P S W: C, 44.49; H, 3.67. Found: C, 44.54;60 59 3 3 4 5surements [15]. The samples were mounted on a transla-
H, 3.63. IR (KBr pellets): n(P–O): 969.5; n(P–S): 639.1;tion stage that was controlled by the computer to move

21
n(W–O): 934.4; n(W–S ): 428.1 cm .balong the Z axis with respect to the focal point. For

determining both the sign and magnitude of the nonlinear
2.8. Crystal data and structure determinationrefraction, a 1.0-mm diameter aperture was placed in front

of the transmission detector and the transmittance was
Crystals of 1 suitable for X-ray determination wererecorded as a function of the sample position on the Z axis

obtained directly from the preparation. All measurements(closed-aperture Z-scan). For measuring the nonlinear
were made on the sample mounted in random orientationabsorption, the Z-dependent sample transmittance was
on the tip of a glass fibre, using a Nicolet R/3m four-circletaken without the aperture (open-aperture Z-scan).
diffractometer operating in u –2u scan mode with graphite-
monochromated MoKa radiation at 287 K. The cell

2.4. Preparation of Cu[S P(OCH Ph) ] constants and orientation matrix for data collection of 12 2 2

were based on 24 carefully centered reflections in the
2.2 g (10 mmol) P S was dissolved in 25 ml PhCH OH range 6.778,2u ,23.618. Details of the data collection2 5 2

upon heating. The resultant solution was allowed to cool together with the structure refinement are summarized in
and then 1.5 g (15 mmol) CuCl and 25 ml methanol were Table 1.
added. The mixture was stirred overnight and then filtered. Intensity data were corrected for LP factors and for
The white product was washed with methanol and re- absorption empirically based on the DIFABS program
crystallised from dichloromethane. Anal. calcd. for [16]. There was no evidence of crystal decay from standard
C H O PS Cu: C, 45.09; H, 3.78. Found: C, 45.12; H, reflections monitored every 1.5 h during exposure. The14 14 2 2

3.74. structure was solved using the heavy atom method. Three-
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Table 1
Crystal parameters and refinement details

Compound 1 2

Chemical formula C H Cu O P S W C H Ag O P S W68 59 3 2 4 6 60 59 3 3 4 5

Formula weight 1598.86 1619.77
Crystal system Orthorhombic Triclinic
Space group P2 2 2 P-1([2)1 1 1

˚a (A) 13.108(2) 11.838(2)
˚b (A) 13.652(2) 14.414(2)
˚c (A) 37.279(5) 19.888(4)

a (8) 90 86.84(1)
b (8) 90 80.31(2)
l (8) 90 72.76 (2)

3˚V (A ) 6671(2) 3194 (1)
Z 4 2

21
m (MoKa) (cm ) 29.89 30.05
F(000) 3200 1596.00

23D (g cm ) 1.592 1.684calc

Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.5030.503 0.50 0.3230.3230.35
Temperature (K) 287 296

˚ ˚Radiation MoKa (l50.71069 A) MoKa (l50.71069 A)
Scan type u 22u v 22u

Scan width (8) 1.6 0.7510.35 tanu
21Scan rate (8 min ) 8 16.0

2u (8) 50 44.9max

Unique date measured 6871 8343
Unique date used 6812 [I.2.00s(I)] 6994 [I.3.00s(I)]
No. of variables 758 385
Transmission factors 0.8092–0.9614 0.7788–1.0000
R 0.0517 0.014int

R, R 0.0438, 0.1097 0.049, 0.054w

G 1.066 4.06
23˚Max peak/mini peaks in final diff. map (e A ) 1.111/ 21.714 1.69/ 21.22

dimensional Patterson maps revealed the position of the W 3. Results and discussion
atom. Successive least-squares refinements and difference
Fourier calculations showed the positions of the remaining 3.1. Structural description
non-hydrogen atoms. Anisotropic temperature factors were
introduced for those. Hydrogen atoms were not included in Tables 2 and 3 list relevant bond lengths and angles of 1
the calculations. Neutral atom scattering factors with and 2, respectively. Diagrams of the clusters are shown in
anomalous dispersion corrections were taken from Ref. Figs. 1 and 2.
[17]. All calculations were performed on an Eclipse S/140
computer using the SHELXTL program package (Nicolet

3.2. [WCu S (PPh ) hS P(OCH Ph) j] 1Corp., 1986). 3 4 3 3 2 2 2

The crystal data for cluster 2 are summarized in Table 1;
The core of cluster 1 consists of one W, three m -S andsuitable crystals were mounted in random orientation on a 3

three Cu atoms, forming an incomplete cubane-like struc-glass fibre. Diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku
ture. Each Cu atom has one terminally coordinated PPhAFC7R diffractometer using graphite-monochromated 3

2˚ ligand. In the bridging S P[OCH Ph ] ligand, one SMoKa radiation (l50.71069 A). Cell constants were 2 2 2 2

atom links to one Cu atom, whereas the other S atomobtained by least-squares fit to 25 diffraction maxima
bridges the other two Cu atoms. The W atom is tetra-(16.08,2u ,22.08). The intensities were corrected for
hedrally coordinated, three of the W–S bond lengths areLorentz-polarization effects and absorption correction

˚2.219(3), 2.223(3) and 2.253(3) A, corresponding to singleusing the C-scan method.
˚bonds and the fourth is 2.122(4) A, falling in the range ofThe structure of the compound was solved using direct

˚a double bond. The average W–Cu distance [2.753(2) A] ismethods (SAPI90) and refined using full-matrix least-
˚ ˚slightly longer than 2.717(2) A, 2.722(8) A found insquares techniques. All non-hydrogen and non-carbon

[WCu S (PPh ) Cl] 3 [19] and [WCu S (PPh ) Br] 4atoms were refined anisotropically and all carbon atoms 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3

[20].were refined isotropically. All calculations were performed
The structure of compound 1 is similar to that of 3 and 4on a Silicon Graphics computer using the program package

except that the halogen ion is replaced by the triple-teXan [18] from MSC.
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Table 2 Table 3
˚ ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and selected bond angles (8) for 1 Selected bond lengths (A) and selected bond angles (8) for 2

W–S(2) 2.122(4) W–S(4) 2.219(3) W(1)–Ag(1) 3.060(1) W(1)–Ag(2) 3.051(1)
W–S(5) 2.223(3) W–S(6) 2.253(3) W(1)–Ag(3) 3.157(1) W(1)–S(1) 2.214(3)
W–Cu(1) 2.737(2) W–Cu(2) 2.743(2) W(1)–S(2) 2.249(3) W(1)–S(3) 2.224(3)
W–Cu(3) 2.778(2) Cu(1)–P(2) 2.251(4) W(1)–O(1) 1.712(8) Ag(1)–S(1) 2.645(3)
Cu(1)–S(6) 2.287(3) Cu(1)–S(4) 2.360(4) Ag(1)–S(2) 2.549(3) Ag(1)–S(4) 2.620(3)
Cu(1)–S(3) 2.511(4) Cu(2)–P(3) 2.229(4) Ag(1)–P(2) 2.426(3) Ag(2)–S(2) 2.566(3)
Cu(2)–S(5) 2.332(4) Cu(2)–S(4) 2.373(4) Ag(2)–S(3) 2.601(4) Ag(2)–S(5) 2.597(4)
Cu(2)–S(3) 2.533(4) Cu(3)–P(4) 2.288(3) Ag(2)–P(3) 2.419(3) Ag(3)–S(1) 2.856(4)
Cu(3)–S(5) 2.332(3) Cu(3)–S(6) 2.341(3) Ag(3)–P(3) 2.752(4) Ag(3)–P(4) 2.425(3)
Cu(3)–S(1) 2.361(4) S(1)–P(1) 1.969(5) S(4)–P(1) 1.971(5) S(5)–P(1) 1.965(5)
S(3)–P(1) 2.007(5) P(1)–O(2) 1.580(9) P(1)–O(2) 1.569(9) P(1)–O(3) 1.564(9)
P(1)–O(1) 1.581(11) O(2)–C(8) 1.43(2) O(2)–C(1) 1.44(2) O(3)–C(4) 1.38(2)
O(1)–C(1) 1.49(2) Ag(1)–W(1)–Ag(2) 85.62(3) Ag(1)–W(1)–Ag(3) 67.31(3)
S(2)–W–S(4) 110.8(2) S(2)–W–S(5) 109.2(2) Ag(1)–W(1)–S(1) 57.55(9) Ag(1)–W(1)–S(2) 54.84(8)
S(4)–W–S(5) 107.79(13) S(2)–W–S(6) 112.2(2) Ag(1)–W(1)–S(3) 121.56(10) Ag(1)–W(1)–O(1) 131.7(3)
S(4)–W–S(6) 108.51(13) S(5)–W–S(6) 108.25(12) Ag(2)–W(1)–Ag(3) 68.72(3) Ag(2)–W(1)–S(1) 125.89(9)
Cu(1)–W–Cu(2) 71.17(5) S(2)–W–Cu(3) 123.0(2) Ag(2)–W(1)–S(2) 55.47(8) Ag(2)–W(1)–S(3) 56.52(9)
S(4)–W–Cu(3) 126.22(10) S(5)–W–Cu(3) 54.21(9) Ag(2)–W(1)–O(1) 126.4(3) Ag(3)–W(1)–S(1) 61.30(9)
S(6)–W–Cu(3) 54.25(9) Cu(1)–W–Cu(3) 84.46(5) Ag(3)–W(1)–S(2) 98.15(8) Ag(3)–W(1)–S(3) 58.50(10)
Cu(2)–W–Cu(3) 79.37(5) P(2)–Cu(1)–S(6) 123.9(2) Ag(3)–W(1)–O(1) 151.4(3) S(1)–W(1)–S(2) 111.9(1)
P(2)–Cu(1)–S(4) 118.0(2) S(6)–Cu(1)–S(4) 102.70(13) S(1)–W(1)–S(3) 108.1(1) S(1)–W(1)–O(1) 107.6(3)
P(2)–Cu(1)–S(3) 105.0(2) S(6)–Cu(1)–S(3) 111.01(13) S(2)–W(1)–S(3) 112.0(1) S(2)–W(1)–O(1) 110.4(3)
S(4)–Cu(1)–S(3) 91.53(14) P(2)–Cu(1)–W 151.81(13) S(3)–W(1)–O(1) 106.7(3) W(1)–Ag(1)–S(1) 44.94(7)
S(6)–Cu(1)–W 52.36(9) S(4)–Cu(1)–W 50.95(9) W(1)–Ag(1)–S(2) 46.17(7) W(1)–Ag(1)–s(4) 110.60(9)
S(3)–Cu(1)–W 101.35(10) P(3)–Cu(2)–S(5) 106.70(14) W(1)–Ag(1)–P(2) 132.93(8) S(1)–Ag(1)–S(2) 90.8(1)
P(3)–Cu(2)–S(4) 123.1(1) S(5)–Cu(2)–S(4) 99.39(13) S(1)–Ag(1)–S(4) 99.2(1) S(1)–Ag(1)–P(2) 112.5(1)
P(3)–Cu(2)–S(3) 116.4(2) S(5)–Cu(2)–S(3) 119.75(13) S(2)–Ag(1)–S(4) 115.5(1) S(2)–Ag(1)–P(2) 119.8(1)
S(4)–Cu(2)–S(3) 90.67(14) P(3)–Cu(2)–W 142.97(12) S(4)–Ag(1)–P(2) 114.2(1) W(1)–Ag(2)–S(2) 46.22(7)
S(5)–Cu(2)–W 51.17(8) S(4)–Cu(2)–W 50.76(9) W(1)–Ag(2)–S(3) 45.48(7) W(1)–Ag(2)–S(5) 111.74(10)
S(3)–Cu(2)–W 100.60(10) P(4)–Cu(3)–S(5) 116.02(13) W(1)–Ag(2)–P(3) 134.69(9) S(2)–Ag(2)–S(3) 91.7(1)
P(4)–Cu(3)–S(6) 110.85(12) S(5)–Cu(3)–S(6) 101.84(13) S(2)–Ag(2)–S(5) 113.1(1) S(2)–Ag(2)–P(3) 115.3(1)
P(4)–Cu(3)–S(1) 106.03(13) S(5)–Cu(3)–S(1) 101.90(14) S(3)–Ag(2)–S(5) 98.8(1) S(3)–Ag(2)–P(3) 122.0(1)
S(6)–Cu(3)–S(1) 120.36(14) P(4)–Cu(3)–W 125.44(10)
S(5)–Cu(3)–W 50.66(8) S(6)–Cu(3)–W 51.37(9)
S(1)–Cu(3)–W 127.84(11) P(1)–S(1)–Cu(3) 109.8(2)

smaller than the S–W–S angles [108.1(1)–112.0(1)8]. ForP(1)–S(3)–Cu(1) 113.0(2) P(1)–S(3)–Cu(2) 111.6(2)
Cu(1)–S(3)–Cu(2) 78.44(12) W–S(4)–Cu(1) 73.36(11) the Ag(1) and Ag(2) atoms, the PPh ligands complete the3
W–S(4)–Cu(2) 73.29(10) Cu(1)–S(4)–Cu(2) 84.72(13) tetrahedral, and the Ag(3) is trigonally coordinated with
W–S(5)–Cu(3) 75.13(10) W–S(5)–Cu(2) 74.01(10) two S atoms and one PPh ligand. The structure is similar3Cu(3)–S(5)–Cu(2) 98.22(13) W–S(6)–Cu(1) 74.14(10)

to that of [MoAg OS Cl(PPh ) ] 5 [21] and3 3 3 3W–S(6)–Cu(3) 74.38(10) Cu(1)–S(6)–Cu(3) 106.42(13)
O(2)–P(1)–O(1) 95.9(5) O(2)–P(1)–S(1) 110.3(4)
O(1)–P(1)–S(1) 113.0(4) O(2)–P(1)–S(3) 109.6(4)
O(1)–P(1)–S(3) 110.5(5) S(1)–P(1)–S(3) 115.8(2)
C(1)–O(1)–P(1) 124.7(9) C(8)–O(2)–P(1) 121.4(8)
O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 110.2(12)

2bridging bidentate thiolato ligand of S P(OCH Ph) . The2 2 2

two S–P bond lengths of the dithiophosphato ligand are
close.

i3.3. [WAg OS (Ph P) hS P(OPr ) j] 23 3 3 3 2 2

The crystal structure of 2 consists of two neutral
molecules in the unit cell of the P-1([2) space group. The
core is composed of three Ag, one W and three S atoms,
forming a half-open cubane-like WOS Ag aggregate.3 3

Each Ag atom has one terminal coordinated PPh ligand.3
2In the bridging S P[OCH(CH ) ] ligand, the two S2 3 2 2

atoms coordinate to two Ag atoms, respectively. The W
atom is tetrahedrally coordinated by three S atoms and one
O atom, the O–W–S angles [106.7(3)–110.4(3)8] are Fig. 1. ORTEP diagram of cluster 1 [WCu S (PPh ) hS P(OCH Ph) j].3 4 3 3 2 2 2
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3.4. Nonlinear optical properties

The electronic spectra of the two clusters were examined
and are depicted in Fig. 3. It is noticed that both clusters
have relatively low linear absorption in the visible and
near-IR region. A broad transparent range is an important
criterion for NLO applications such as optical limiters. The
first absorption peaks are located at 410 nm (3.02 eV) and
360 (3.44 eV) for clusters 1 and 2, respectively. The
typical open-aperture and closed-aperture Z-scan results of
clusters 1 and 2, obtained with 532 nm and at different
incident irradiances, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respective-
ly. It should be noted that all the input irradiances reported
here are the peak irradiance on the Z-axis at the focus
within the samples. The experimental results obtained
clearly show that clusters of 1 exhibit both nonlinear
absorption and nonlinear refraction phenomena. To obtain
the NLO parameters we employed a Z-scan theory [15],

iFig. 2. ORTEP diagram of cluster 2 [WAg OS (Ph P) hS P(OPr ) j]. which considers nonlinearities of third-order nature only.3 3 3 3 2 2

The total absorption coefficient can be written as a 5 a 10

a I, where a and a are the linear and nonlinear absorp-2 0 2
2[MoCu OS (PPh ) (CH COO)] 6 [22] except that Cl tion coefficients, respectively. The total refractive coeffi-3 3 3 3 3

2and the CH COO anion is replaced by a bidentate cient can be expressed as n 5 n 1 n I where n and n are3 0 2 0 2

dithiophosphato ligand. The Ag(3)–S distance is too long the linear and nonlinear refractive indices and I is the
to be considered as a bond. Ag(3)–m -S bond lengths irradiance of the laser beam within the sample. The good3

˚[2.752(4), 2.856(4) A] are longer than Ag(1)–m -S, fits between the theory and our experimental data suggest3

Ag(2)–m -S bond lengths [2.645(3), 2.549(3), 2.566(3), that the observed NLO phenomena are indeed a third-order3
˚ process in nature. In Fig. 5, all the curves show the2.601(4) A], the two bonds of Ag(1)–S(4) and Ag(2)–

negative sign of n , which indicates that the laser beamS(5) are approximately equivalent with the range 2
˚ propagating in the sample undergoes a self-defocusing2.620(3)–2.597(4) A. The two S–P bond lengths

process. Table 4 lists the measured nonlinear absorption[1.965(5)–1.971(5) A] of the thiophosphato ligand are
close.

In compounds 1 and 2, replacement of a halide in the
cubane-like cluster by a bulkier dithiophosphate ligand has
given rise to an increased solubility in common organic
solvents, for example concentration in CH Cl : 1, 8.7432 2

24 2310 M; 2, 1.16310 M; (n-Bu N) [WS Ag Br ], 1.934 3 4 3 4
24 2410 M [13]; (n-Bu N) [WS Cu Br ], 5.73 10 M [13];4 3 4 3 4

24(n-Bu N) [MoS Ag BrI ] 1.43 10 M [23]; (n-Bu N) -4 3 4 3 3 4 2
24[MoOS Cu BrCl ] 3.5310 M [12]; (n-Bu N) -3 3 2 4 3

24[MoS Ag BrCl ] 5.6310 M [23]. It is interesting to4 3 3

compare clusters of 1, 2 with a cubane-like cluster of 5 and
22a nest-shaped cluster [MoOS Cu (NCS) ] 7. If 5 can be3 3 3

considered as having a closed structure and 7 an open
structure, then the skeleton of 1, 2 can be described as
intermediate.

Fig. 3. Electronic spectra of [WCu S (PPh ) hS P(OCH Ph) j] (8.7433 4 3 3 2 2 2
24 i 2310 M) (----) and [WAg OS (Ph P) hS P(OPr ) j] (1.16310 M) (---)3 3 3 3 2 2

in CH Cl . Optical path: 1 cm.2 2
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iFig. 4. Open-aperture Z-scan data of [WCu S (PPh ) hS P(OCH Ph) j] Fig. 5. Closed-aperture Z-scan data of [WAg OS (Ph P) hS P(OPr ) j]3 4 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2
24 23(8.74310 M) in CH Cl solution at various incident irradiances with (1.16310 M) in CH Cl solution measured with a 1-mm diameter2 2 2 2

532-nm 7-ns laser pulses. Optical path: 1 mm. The open circles are the aperture at various incident irradiances. Optical path, 1 mm; wavelength,
experimental data. The solid curves are the theoretical fits based on 532 nm; pulse duration, 7 ns. The open circles are the experimental data.
Z-scan theory. The Z-scan results of (a) and (b) have been shifted The solid curves are the theoretical fits based on Z-scan theory. The
vertically by 1.0 and 0.5, respectively, for clarity. Z-scan results of (a) and (b) have been shifted vertically by 1.0 and 0.5,

respectively, for clarity.

3coefficient a and the nonlinear refractive index n for the light, N the concentration of the cluster (cm ) and2 2
4both clusters 1 and 2. In accordance with the observed a F 53 is the local Lorentz field factor. We calculated that2

229 230and n values, the modulus of the third-order molecular ug u53.0310 and 7.8310 esu for clusters 1 and 2,2

susceptibility g can be calculated using Eq. (1) respectively. It is also interesting to compare these two
new clusters with those that we have previously reported.

]]]]]]]]]] Table 4 shows that cluster 1 compares favourably with8 2 2 2 2 29 3 10 ´ n c a cn n1 0 0 2 0 2 cluster 7 in terms of a and n .S D 2 2]] ]]]]] ]]ug u 5 1 (1)S D4 24pvœNF 80p The observed self-defocusing property possessed by
both clusters 1 and 2 shows that they are potentially useful

where ´ and c are the permittivity and the speed of light materials for applications such as the protection of optical0

in a vacuum, respectively, v is the angular frequency of sensors.

Table 4
NLO parameters for clusters

Cluster a a n ug u0 2 2
21 21 21 21 21(cm ) (cm W M ) (cm W M ) (esu)

a 25 210 2291 [WCu S (PPh ) hS P(OCH Ph) j] 3.72 2.9310 26.9310 3.03103 4 3 3 2 2 2
i a 25 210 2302 [WAg OS (PPh ) hS P(OPr ) j] 1.49 2.5310 21.5310 7.83103 3 3 3 2 2

b 29 210 2296 [MoCu OS (PPh ) (CH COO)] 2.70 6.0310 23.1310 7.03103 3 3 3 3
c 26 210 2297 (n-Bu N) [MoOS Cu (NCS) ] 2.45 1.8310 23.8310 4.83104 2 3 3 3

d 25 29 2288 (n-Bu N) [Mo O Cu S ] 6.00 28.7310 24.4310 5.73104 4 8 8 12 24
32 e 26 29 2289 [WOS (CuBr) (m -Br)] 0.48 65.9310 1.2310 1.63103 3 2

a This work.
b Ref. [22].
c Ref. [24]
d Ref. [25].
e Ref. [8].
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Abstract

4Homodinuclear lanthanide(III) complexes [Ln (H L )(NO ) (CH CN)](NO ) ?nH O (Ln5La, Eu, Gd, Tb or Dy; n53, 4 or 5)2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2
13,17 5,9 21,25of the 24-membered tetraimine phenolic macrocycle 15,31-dimethyl-7,23-dinitro-3,11,19,27-tetraazapentacyclo[27.3.1.1 .1 .1 ]-

4hexatriaconta-1(33),2,5,7,9(35),11,13,15,17(34),18,21,23,25(36),27,29,31-hexadecaene-33,34,35,36-tetraol (H L ), have been synthe-4

sized by the condensation of 2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenol and 2,6-bis(aminomethyl)-4-nitrophenol in the presence of hydrated
16,20lanthanide(III) nitrates. For the 34-membered octaaza macrocycle, 18,37-dimethyl-3,7,10,14,22,26,29,33-octaazatricyclo[33.3.1.1 ]tetra-

5 5conta-1(39),2,14,16,18,20(40),21,33,35,37-decaene-39,40-diol (H L ), the complexes [Ln (H L )(NO ) (H O) ](NO ) ?nH O (Ln52 2 2 3 x 2 y 3 z 2
5La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd or Dy; x53 or 4; y50 or 1; z52 or 3; n51–4) and [Ln (L )(NO ) ](NO ) ?nH O (Ln5Tb, Ho or Er; x522 3 x 3 y 2

or 3; y51 or 2; n51 or 2) have been synthesized by the condensation of 2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenol with 1,2-bis(3-aminopropyla-
mino)ethane in the presence of hydrated lanthanide(III) nitrates. The dinuclear Eu(III) complexes exhibit electronic energy transfer from
the ligand to the metal centers resulting in the enhancement of the Eu(III) emission.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Dinuclear lanthanide macrocycles; Schiff base macrocycles; Luminescent lanthanide macrocycles; Imine–phenol macrocycles

11. Introduction macrocyclic complexes have been reported for H L [18].2

Homo- and heterodinuclear lanthanide(III) complexes of
2 3There is a continued research interest in synthesizing H L and H L (Scheme 1) [11,19,20] are versatile in2 2

macrocyclic complexes of lanthanides [1–4] because of studying the conversion of absorbed light into emitted light
their potential applications in fundamental and applied [11,21]. Dinuclear lanthanum(III) complex of phenol based
sciences [5,6]. Homodinuclear lanthanide(III) complexes ‘212’ macrocycle having bipyridyl subunits has also been
are used to study the nature and application of lanthanide reported [22]. Schiff base ligands are versatile ligand
metal–metal interactions in lasers [7] and phosphors [8] systems in studying the luminescent properties of lantha-
and as tunable photonic devices [9]. Luminescent mononu-
clear [10] and dinuclear [11] Eu(III) and Tb(III) complex-
es of Schiff base macrocycles have been exploited to study
the local site symmetry and chemical environment of
coordinated metal ions, fluxionality of the ligand
frameworks and metal–metal distances and interactions.
Lanthanide luminescent labels and probes [12] are used in
biomedical analyses [13–15], fluorescence imaging [13–
15], cancer phototherapy [16], fluoroimmunoassay [12]
and as luminescent chemosensors [17].

The first examples of homodinuclear lanthanide(III)

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-44-827-6894 (office), 191-44-824-
2150 (residence); fax: 191-44-823-1684.
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2.1. Synthesis of homodinuclear lanthanide(III)
4 4complexes of H L : [Ln (H L )(NO ) (CH CN)](NO ) ?4 2 2 3 2 3 3 2

43H O (Ln5La, Eu or Gd) (1 –3) [Tb (H L )(NO ) -2 2 2 3 2

(CH CN)](NO ) ?5H O (4) and3 3 2 2
4[Dy (H L )(NO ) (CH CN)](NO ) ?4H O (5)2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2

To a suspension of 2,6-bis(aminomethyl)-4-nitrophenol
(0.197 g, 1 mmol) in acetonitrile (40 ml) was added a
solution of Ln(NO ) ?nH O (Ln5La, Eu, Gd, Tb or Dy)3 3 2

(1 mmol) in acetonitrile (40 ml) with stirring. A solution
of 2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenol (0.164 g, 1 mmol) in
acetonitrile (40 ml) was added over a period of 10 min to

Scheme 2. the above solution with stirring. After 20 min a yellow
colored product started depositing on the walls of the
container and the stirring was continued for 6 h. The
product was filtered, washed with acetonitrile and metha-

nide cations [23–28] due to the high stability of their nol and dried under vacuum over anhydrous CaCl . The2
complexes in solution and high molar extinction coeffi- yield, analytical data (C, H, N and Ln), molar conduc-
cients in the near-UV-visible region which provides more tivities and UV-visible spectral data of the complexes are
efficient energy transfer from the ligands to the coordi- presented in Table 1.
nated lanthanide ion. We report herein the synthesis of

4homodinuclear lanthanide(III) complexes of H L and4 2.2. Synthesis of homodinuclear lanthanide(III)5H L (Scheme 2) and the fluorescence of the dinuclear 5 52 complexes of H L : [La (H L )(NO ) ](NO ) ?4H O (6),2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2Eu(III) complexes. 5[Pr (H L )(NO ) (H O)](NO ) ?3H O (7),2 2 3 3 2 3 3 2
5[Nd (H L )(NO ) (H O)](NO ) ?2H O (8),2 2 3 3 2 3 3 2
5[Sm (H L )(NO ) (H O)](NO ) ?2H O (9),2 2 3 3 2 3 3 2
5[Eu (H L )(NO ) ](NO ) ?H O (10),2 2 3 4 3 2 22. Experimental
5[Gd (H L )(NO ) ](NO ) ?4H O (11),2 2 3 3 3 3 2

5[Tb (L )(NO ) ]NO ?2H O (12),1,2-Bis(3-aminopropylamino)ethane (Fluka) was used as 2 3 3 3 2
5[Dy (H L )(NO ) ](NO ) ?H O (13),purchased. 2,6-Bis(aminomethyl)-4-nitrophenol was syn- 2 2 3 3 3 3 2

5[Ho (L )(NO ) ]NO ?H O (14) andthesized by the method described by Bailey et al. [29] and 2 3 3 3 2
52,6-diformyl-4-methylphenol by the method of Gagne et [Er (L )(NO ) ](NO ) ?2H O (15)2 3 2 3 2 2

al. [30]. Other chemicals and solvents used and the
physical methods employed for the characterization of the To a solution of Ln(NO ) ?nH O (Ln5La, Pr, Nd, Sm,3 3 2

complexes are described elsewhere [31]. Fluorescence Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho or Er) (2 mmol) in deaerated ethanol
study was carried out on a Shimadzu RF5000 spectrofl- (50 ml) was added 2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenol (0.328 g,

26uorophotometer in DMF (10 M) at 258C. The excitation 2 mmol) in the solid state in one lot and the solution was
source was a 150-W CW xenon lamp. The band pass for heated to reflux in an atmosphere of oxygen-free argon for
the excitation and the emission monochromator was set at 10 min. To this refluxing solution was added a solution of
5 nm with UV-35 filter. Quartz cells of 1 cm path-length 1,2-bis(3-aminopropylamino)ethane (0.350 g, 2 mmol) in
were used for all solution measurements. deaerated ethanol (100 ml) over a period of 15 min. After

Table 1
4Yield, analytical, molar conductance and UV-visible spectral data of dinuclear lanthanide(III) complexes of H L4

Complex Yield Analytical (%) L l , nmM max
21 21 2 21 21(Ln5) (%) (ohm mol cm ) (e, l mol cm )

Calcd. Found

C H N Ln C H N Ln

La (1) 27 34.31 2.94 12.23 22.08 34.48 2.86 11.94 22.22 168 390 (33720)
Eu (2) 28 33.36 2.85 11.89 23.47 33.52 2.95 11.94 23.22 160 389 (25264)
Gd (3) 26 33.20 2.84 11.83 23.82 33.02 2.80 11.05 23.78 168 388 (30275)
Tb (4) 27 32.12 3.05 11.45 23.64 32.11 3.15 10.95 23.48 159 389 (23899)
Dy (5) 28 32.55 2.94 11.60 24.30 33.86 3.22 11.32 24.44 170 389 (23998)
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Table 2
5Yield, analytical, molar conductance and UV-visible spectral data of dinuclear lanthanide(III) complexes of H L2

Complex Yield Analytical (%) L l , nmM max
21 21 2 21 21(Ln5) (%) (ohm mol cm ) (e, l mol cm )

Calcd. Found

C H N Ln C H N Ln

La (6) 38 30.80 4.55 14.80 20.96 30.85 4.35 14.25 20.56 186 362 (1332)
Pr (7) 37 30.70 4.50 14.75 21.20 30.40 4.30 14.70 20.81 186 367 (7208)
Nd (8) 36 30.95 4.40 14.90 21.85 31.10 4.40 14.70 21.38 181 366 (5567)
Sm (9) 35 30.70 4.35 14.75 22.56 30.50 4.35 14.80 22.45 179 368 (5598)
Eu (10) 33 31.45 4.15 15.10 23.42 32.45 4.35 15.35 23.38 146 373 (5355)
Gd (11) 38 29.95 4.40 14.40 23.05 30.40 4.25 14.50 22.88 180 372 (5756)
Tb (12) 37 33.90 4.50 13.95 26.41 33.60 4.60 13.80 26.29 100 371 (2852)
Dy (13) 39 30.95 4.10 14.85 24.64 30.80 4.10 15.00 24.42 182 370 (6055)
Ho (14) 37 34.05 4.35 14.02 27.55 33.95 4.40 14.05 27.32 112 369 (5850)
Er (15) 36 33.45 4.45 13.80 27.38 33.40 4.40 13.55 27.18 147 371 (5155)

the addition of the amine, an yellow compound was 3.2. Infrared spectra
formed within 10 min and the reaction allowed to proceed

4for 10 h at 60–708C for completion. The solid compound The complexes of H L exhibit a strong absorption band4
21which separated out was filtered, washed with ethanol at ¯1657 cm assignable to the n(C=N) vibration of the

followed by diethyl ether and dried under vacuum over macrocycle. The same vibration is observed in the 1635–
21 5anhydrous CaCl . The yield, analytical data (C, H, N and 1644 cm region for the complexes of H L . The2 2

4Ln), molar conductivities and UV-visible spectral data of complexes of H L exhibit the symmetric and asymmetric4

the complexes are presented in Table 2. stretching vibrations of the nitro group in the aromatic ring
21at ¯1545 and 1307 cm , respectively [32]. The n(CH)

21vibration of the methyl group is observed at ¯2923 cm .
The n(N=O) (n ), n (NO ) (n ), and n (NO ) (n ) vi-1 a 2 5 s 2 2

3. Results and discussion brations, characteristic of bidentate chelating nitrate, are
21observed at ¯1472, 1285 and 1032 cm and at ¯1460,

21 4 53.1. Synthesis of complexes 1325 and 1040 cm for the complexes of H L and H L ,4 2

respectively [33]. The symmetric and asymmetric OH
Template condensation of 2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenol stretching vibrations of lattice water are observed at

21 5with 2,6-bis-(aminomethyl)-4-nitrophenol in the presence ¯3386 cm . The complexes of H L exhibit a strong2
21of lanthanide(III) nitrate in acetonitrile yields homodinu- absorption at ¯1545 cm characteristic of the phenolic

4clear complexes of H L in 26–28% yield. The condensa- C–O stretching vibration [34]. The broad band in the4
21tion of the same organic precursors in the absence of the 3380–3430 cm region is due to the symmetric and

metal templates yields polymeric products. In every com- antisymmetric O–H stretching vibrations of the lattice and
plex two bidentate chelating nitrate and one molecule of coordinated water [33]. The separation (Dn) of the nitrate

21acetonitrile are coordinated to the central metal ion. The stretching fundamentals n and n (135–191 cm ) is1 5
4two protons of H L are dissociated upon coordination. indicative of bidentate coordination of the nitrate ion [35].4

The Schiff base condensation of 2,6-diformyl-4- The medium intensity absorption band occurring in the
21methylphenol with 1,2-bis(3-aminopropylamino)ethane in 496–506 cm region is characteristic of n(Ln–O) vi-

the presence of lanthanide(III) nitrates (Ln5La, Pr, Nd, bration [36]. The infrared spectra of the complexes contain
21Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho or Er) in 1:1:1 mole ratio yields a strong and sharp absorption band at ¯1383 cm

5homodinuclear complexes of H L in 33–39% yield. When characteristic of the n(N=O) (n ) vibration of the ionic2 3

the condensation is carried out in the absence of metal nitrate.
templates polymeric products of undefined composition are
obtained. The complexes are appreciably soluble in DMSO
and DMF but sparingly soluble in ethanol, methanol and 3.3. Electronic absorption spectra

5chloroform. H L coordinates as neutral ligand with La,2

Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd and Dy and as dianionic ligand with The electronic absorption spectra of the complexes of
4Tb, Ho and Er. The ability of the heavier lanthanides to H L consist of an absorption band at ¯389 nm (e54

21 21 5deprotonate the ligand upon the formation of complexes 23 899–32 720 l mol cm ) and the complexes of H L2

may be due to their acidic character. exhibit an absorption band at ¯370 nm (e55155–7208 l
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21 21 5 1mol cm ) characteristic of imine–phenolate macrocy- [Tb (H L )(NO ) ] . The metal–macrocycle fragments2 8 3 2

cles [21,37,38]. undergo demetalation to form the species such as
5 1 5 1[(H L )H 1H] for Pr, [(H L )H 1H] for La and Sm,2 4 2 2
5 1 5 1[(H L )1H] for Gd and [L 1H] for Er complexes.2

53.4. FAB mass spectra The FAB mass spectral data of the complexes of H L are2

given in Table 4.
4The FAB mass spectra of the complexes of H L4

4contain peaks due to the molecular cations [Ln (HL )-2
1(NO ) (CH CN)] . The peaks due to the species 3.5. Thermogravimetric analysis3 2 3

4 1 4such as [[Ln(H L )(NO ) 1H] , [Ln(H L )(NO ) -4 3 3 4 3 2
1 4 1 4 1 4(CH CN)] , [Ln(H L )(NO ) ] , [Ln(H L )(NO )] Thermal analysis of [Tb (H L )(NO ) (CH CN)]-3 4 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 34 1 4and [Ln(H L )] are also observed. The coordinated and/ (NO ) ?5H O and [Dy (H L )(NO ) (CH CN)](NO ) ?2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 2

or ionic nitrate are removed as HNO with a mass loss of3

m /z 63. The FAB mass spectral data of the complexes of Table 4
54 FAB mass spectral data of the complexes of H LH L are presented in Table 3. In the FAB mass spectra of 24

5the complexes of H L peaks due to the molecular cations Complex Species m /z2
5 1 5 1 5 (Ln5)[La (L )(NO ) ] , [Pr (L )(NO ) (H O)] , [Nd (L )-2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2

1 5 1 5
5 1(NO ) (H O)] , [Sm (L )(NO ) (H O)] , [Eu (HL )- La (6) [La (H L )(NO ) ] 10693 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3

1 5 1 5 1 5 1[La (H L )] 887(NO ) ] , [Gd (L )(NO ) ] , [Tb (L )(NO ) ] , 2 63 4 2 3 3 2 3 3
5 15 1 5 1 [La(H L )] 7486[Dy (L )(NO ) ] and [Ho (L )(NO ) ] are observed.2 3 3 2 3 3 5 1[(H L H )1H] 6092 2The molecular cations during fragmentation process lose
5 1the coordinated exocyclic ligands with a concomitant dis- Pr (7) [Pr (H L )(NO ) (H O)] 10962 2 3 3 2
5 1sociation of protons and/or reduction of the macrocycle [Pr (H L )(NO ) (H O)] 10332 2 3 2 2

5 1 5 1[Pr (H L )(NO )] 949under FAB conditions to give species such as [La (H L )] , 2 2 32 6
5 15 1 5 1 [Pr (H L )] 8872 2[Nd (H L )(NO ) (H O)] , [Gd (H L )(NO ) ] and2 6 3 2 2 2 10 3 2 5 1[Pr(H L )(NO )] 8082 3

5 1[(H L H )1H] 6092 4

5 1Table 3 Nd (8) [Nd (H L )(NO ) (H O)] 11012 6 3 3 2
4 5 1FAB mass spectral data of the complexes of H L [Nd (H L )(NO ) (H O)] 10384 2 6 3 2 2

5 1[Nd (H L )(NO )] 9542 2 3Complex Species m /z 5 1[Nd(H L )] 7526(Ln5)
4 1 5 1La (1) [La (HL )(NO ) (CH CN)] 1099 Sm (9) [Sm (H L )(NO ) (H O)] 11122 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 2
4 1 5 1[La(H L )(NO ) ] 919 [Sm (H L )(NO ) (H O)] 10484 3 2 2 2 3 2 2
4 1 5 1[La(H L )(NO ) (CH CN)] 960 [(H L H )1H] 6094 3 2 3 2 2
4 1[La(H L )(NO )] 8563 3
4 1 5 1[La(H L )] 793 Eu (10) [Eu (H L )(NO ) ] 11562 2 2 3 4

5 1[Eu(H L )(NO ) ] 10042 3 4
4 1 5 1Eu (2) [Eu (HL )(NO ) (CH CN)] 1125 [Eu(H L )] 7662 3 2 3 10
4 1[Eu(H L )(NO ) (CH CN)] 9684 3 2 3
4 1 5 1[Eu(H L )(NO ) ] 926 Gd (11) [Gd (H L )(NO ) ] 11154 3 2 2 2 3 3
4 1 5 1[Eu(H L )(NO )] 864 [Gd (H L )(NO ) ] 10533 3 2 10 3 2
4 1 5 1[Eu(H L )] 801 [Gd(H L )] 7662 2

5 1[(H L )1H] 6072
4 1Gd (3) [Gd (HL )(NO ) (CH CN)] 11242 3 2 3

4 1 5 1[[Gd(H L )(NO ) ](NO )1H] 994 Tb (12) [Tb (L )(NO ) ] 11064 3 2 3 2 3 3
4 1 5 1[Gd(H L )(NO ) (CH CN)] 969 [Tb (H L )(NO ) ] 10444 3 2 3 2 8 3 2
4 1 5 1[Gd(H L )(NO ) ] 932 [Tb(L )(NO ) ] 8854 3 2 3 2
4 1 5 1[Gd(H L )(NO )] 869 [Tb(L )(NO )] 8233 3 3
4 1 5 1[Gd(H L )] 806 [Tb(H L )] 7632 2

4 1 5 1Tb (4) [Tb (HL )(NO ) (CH CN)] 1127 Dy (13) [Dy (H L )(NO ) ] 11222 3 2 3 2 2 3 3
4 1 5 1[[Tb(H L )(NO ) ](NO )1H] 995 [Dy (H L )(NO ) ] 10584 3 2 3 2 2 3 2

4 1 5 1[Tb(H L )(NO ) ] 934 [Dy(H L )] 7754 3 2 8
4 1[Tb(H L )] 8102

5 1Ho (14) [Ho (L )(NO ) ] 11182 3 3
4 1 5 1Dy (5) [Dy (HL )(NO ) (CH CN)] 1145 [Ho (L )(NO ) ] 10562 3 2 3 2 3 2

4 1 5 1[[Dy(H L )(NO ) ](NO )1H] 1006 [(H L )1H] 6054 3 2 3 2
4 1[Dy(H L )(NO ) (CH CN)] 9834 3 2 3
4 1 5 1[Dy(H L )(NO )] 879 Er (15) [Er (L )(NO ) ] 10593 3 2 3 2
4 1 5 1[Dy(H L )] 816 [L 1H] 6032
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4H O shows the loss of lattice water in the temperature2

range of 57–1108C. The Tb complex loses the lattice
water with a mass loss of 6.90% (calcd. 6.69%) whereas
the Dy complex loses the lattice water with a mass loss

2of 5.65% (calcd. 5.40%). The exocyclic ligands (NO3

and CH CN) are lost in the temperature range of 288–3

3808C with a mass loss of 13.11% (calcd. 12.59%) in the
case of the Dy complex. The macrocycle undergoes
decomposition above 3808C. The dinuclear lanthanide(III)

5complexes of H L also exhibit high thermal stability.2

The complexes exhibit a mass loss at ¯808C due to
the loss of lattice water and a mass loss above 1708C due to
the loss of coordinated exocyclic ligands. The macrocycle
remains unchanged up to 3008C. In the complex

5[Gd (H L )(NO ) ](NO ) ?4H O, for example, a mass2 2 3 3 3 3 2

loss of 5.63%, corresponding to four lattice water molecules,
occurs in the first step at 808C (calcd. 5.57%) and the
ligand decomposition starts at ¯3018C. The thermogravi-

4Fig. 1. (a) Excitation spectrum of [Eu (H L )(NO ) (CH CN)](NO ) ?2 2 3 2 3 3 2metric data of the complexes are given in Table 5.
263H O in DMF (10 M) at 258C. (b) The excitation spectrum of2

5 26[Eu (H L )(NO ) ](NO ) ?H O in DMF (10 M) at 258C.2 2 3 4 3 2 2

3.6. Fluorescence studies
exhibits the characteristic Eu(III) emission bands in the

4The excitation spectrum of [Eu (H L )(NO ) - solid state as well (Fig. 2c). It appears that the ligand2 2 3 2

(CH CN)](NO ) ?3H O, shown in Fig. 1a, consists of a transfers its electronic energy to the metal ion. Energy3 3 2 2

broad peak centered at ¯406 nm. The emission spectrum transfer between the macrocycles and the Eu(III) ion
(l 5432 nm) (Fig. 2a) consists of three emission bands appears to follow the well-known intramolecular energyexc

5 7 5 7assignable to the transitions D → F , D → F and transfer mechanism exhibited by lanthanide b-diketone0 2 0 3
5 7D → F at 614, 650 and 693 nm, respectively. The [39–42] and Schiff base complexes [43].0 4

5 7emission bands due to the transitions D → F and0 0
5 7D → F are masked by the intense emission of the0 1

ligand. In the Eu(III) complex the electronic energy is 4. Conclusions
transferred from the ligand to Eu(III) resulting in the

4 5enhancement of the Eu(III) emission. The excitation The macrocycles H L and H L are good ligand4 2
5spectrum of [Eu (H L )(NO ) ](NO ) ?H O (Fig. 1b) systems to study the properties of dinuclear lanthanide(III)2 2 3 4 3 2 2

consists of a band at 400 nm. The emission spectrum complexes. The presence of aliphatic lateral units in the
5(l 5393 nm) (Fig. 2b) consists of the characteristic ligand backbone (H L ) increases the flexibility andexc 2

5 7 5 7 5 7Eu(III) emissions D → F , D → F , D → F , adaptability of macrocycles toward lanthanide(III) cations0 0 0 1 0 2
5 7 5 7D → F and D → F at 580, 590, 614, 650 and 690 as evident from the formation of complexes of different0 3 0 4

nm, respectively, along with the ligand emission. It stoichiometry. The ligand sensitized Eu(III) emission

Table 5
4 5Thermogravimetric data of the complexes of H L and H L4 2

Complex Temperature Species Weight loss (%)
(Ln5) range (8C) lost

Found Calcd.

Tb (4) 57–110 Lattice water 6.90 6.69
288–380 Coordinated NO 12.81 12.423

.380 Macrocycle (decomp)

Dy (5) 59–110 Lattice water 5.65 5.40
290–375 Coordinated NO 13.11 12.593

.375 Macrocycle (decomp)

Gd (11) 80 Lattice water 5.63 5.57
170–300 Coordinated NO 14.51 14.623

.301 Macrocycle (decomp)
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Abstract

The crystal and molecular structure of [Cu(tzpy) (ONO ) (OH )] (tzpy53-methyl[1,2,3]triazolo[1,5-a]pyridine) has been determined2 2 2 2

by X-ray diffraction methods. The crystal structure is built up of discrete [Cu(tzpy) (ONO ) (OH )] entities linked through hydrogen2 2 2 2

bonds. The coordination geometry around the copper atom can be described as an elongated and strongly distorted octahedron displaying
a 41111* coordination mode (CuN O O9O0 chromophore), with one of the nitrato groups acting as bidentate and involved in a weak2 2

off-the-z-axis coordination. Spectroscopic properties are interpreted on the basis of the above stereochemistry.  1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Copper complexes; Triazolopyridines; EPR spectroscopy

1. Introduction nitrogen atoms present in the parent structure would appear
to be donor atoms, we investigated its denticity in the

We have demonstrated [1] that [1,2,3]triazolo[1,5- interaction with transition-metal ions. Only two examples
a]pyridines are interesting compounds owing to their have been found in the literature of triazolopyridine-con-
versatility as synthons for 2,6-disubstituted pyridines as taining complexes: the copper(II) derivatives of 3-(2-
well as 2,29-disubstituted 6,69-bipyridines – important pyridyl)triazolo[1,5-a]pyridine [3] – which acts as a
building blocks for supramolecular chemistry [2]. Follow- bidentate ligand with N2 and N in the 2-pyridyl radical
ing these studies and due to the fact that two of the three being the donor set atoms – and 3-phenyltriazolo[1,5-

a]pyridine [4], which behaves as monodentate through the
N2 atom. We report here on the coordination behaviour of
the 3-methyl[1,2,3]triazolo[1,5-a]pyridine (abbreviated as
tzpy, see Fig. 1), which coordinates to a copper(II) ion
through a single nitrogen atom – described as monode-
ntate. As in the protonation and quaternization reactions
previously investigated [5], the donor atom is N2.

2. Experimental
Fig. 1. 3-Methyl[1,2,3]triazolo[1,5-a]pyridine (tzpy).

2.1. Preparation of the complex

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-96-386-4534; fax: 134-96-386-
A solution of 3-methyl[1,2,3]triazolo[1,5-a]pyridine4960.

´E-mail address: juan.server@uv.es (J. Server-Carrio) (prepared as described in Ref. [6]) (1.5 mmol) in ethanol /

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00234-X
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water (50%, 10 ml) was added with stirring to an aqueous
solution of copper(II) nitrate (1.5 mmol in 10 ml). The
solution was left to stand at room temperature, and after
several hours prismatic green crystals were formed. The
crystals were filtered and washed with a cool water /
ethanol mixture and stored in a dessicator over silica gel.
Found: C, 35.66; H, 3.40; Cu, 13.55; N, 23.55. Calc for
C H CuN O : C, 35.60; H, 3.41; Cu, 13.47; N, 23.72%.14 16 8 7

2.2. Physical measurements

The IR spectrum (KBr pellets) was recorded on a Pye
Fig. 2. View of the [Cu(tzpy) (ONO ) (OH )] units, showing the atom2 2 2 2Unicam SP 2000 spectrophotometer. Diffuse reflectance labelling.

spectrum was obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9
UV/VIS/ IR spectrophotometer. Polycrystalline powder
EPR spectrum was recorded at room temperature on a
Bruker ESP-300 spectrometer working on the Q-band.

The equatorial plane comprises two oxygen atoms belong-
ing to two nitrate groups and two nitrogen atoms from two

2.3. Crystal structure tzpy molecules in a trans disposition. The hexa-coordina-
tion is achieved with the participation of two oxygen atoms

The selected green prismatic and stable crystal, with in the axial positions, O1 (from a water molecule) and O323approximate size 0.1530.1530.25 mm , was mounted on from a nitrate group (O1–Cu–O32, 137.4(1)8) – the latter
an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 single-crystal diffractometer. acting as a chelating bidentate ligand in an off-the-z-axis
[Cu(C N H ) (NO ) (OH )]. a57.5071(4), b57 3 7 2 3 2 2 coordination. The coordination geometry about the copper

˚10.1804(4), c512.774(1) A, a5101.03(1), b590.13(1), atom can thus be viewed as 41111* (CuN O O9O02 2˚g5103.84(1)8, Mo Ka radiation (l50.7107 A). Triclinic chromophores), intermediate between five- and six-coordi-
¯P1, Z52. Data collection between the limits 1 ,u , 258 nation. For the off-the-z-axis bonding, the Cu–O distanceax

using the v –2u scan technique. A total of 3529 measured exceeds the Cu–O one (see Table 1) by more than 0.76eq
reflections, 3260 unique (R 50.0082), 2933 were ob- ˚int A, and according to Hathaway’s criterion [13] the axial
served with I . 2s(I). Empirical absorption correction oxygen atoms must be considered as semicoordinated. In
followed the DIFABS procedure [7]; solution by direct that respect, the Cu–O32 interaction must be regarded as
methods using SIR92 [8], and non-hydrogen atoms were very weak, according to the criterion established for the
anisotropically refined by least-squares on F with an X- off-the-z-axis bonding in anisobidentate triangular and
RAY76 system [9]. Hydrogen atoms were located by tetrahedral oxoanions [14].
different synthesis and kept fixed in the refinement with a The Cu–N and Cu–O distances fall within the normaleq
common isotropic temperature factor, 271 parameters, and range and compare well with the bond lengths found in
an empirical weighting scheme so as to give no trends in other Cu(II)-triazolo [4,5,15–18] and Cu(II)-nitrato

2kwD Fl vs. kF l and vs. ksin u /ll using the PESOSo [15,19] complexes. The four equatorial atoms are not
program [10]. The final R 5 ouDF u /ouF u 5 0.041 ando coplanar, showing tetrahedral distortion, with the N11 and

2 2 1 / 2R 5 [o w(DF ) /o wF ] 5 0.046. Geometrical calcula- ˚w o N21 atoms displaced by 0.154 and 0.176 A, respectively,
tions were made with PARST [11] and graphical repre- on one side of the least-squares plane, while O31 and O41
sented with ORTEP3 for Windows [12]. ˚are displaced 0.129 and 0.1148 A on the other side. The

copper atom is displaced from the least-squares plane by
˚¯0.172 A towards the apical atom O1. In fact, if the

coordination of the O32 atom were ignored, the coordina-3. Results and discussion
tion stereochemistry of the remaining CuN O O9 chromo-2 2

phore, although near to an square pyramid, shows signifi-3.1. Crystal structure
cant distortion. If we would use the t parameter defined by
Addison et al. [20] as t 5 b 2 a /60 (in our case a 5N11–The crystal structure of the title compound is built up of
Cu–N21 and b 5O31–Cu–O41) to parametrize the geom-neutral [Cu(tzpy) (ONO ) (OH )] entities linked through2 2 2 2

etry, a t 50.26 value is obtained, indicating an appreciablehydrogen bonds involving water molecules and nitrate
distortion of the polyhedron (t 50 for an SPY geometrygroups. The structure of the complex is shown in Fig. 2,
and t 51 for an TBP one).together with the atomic numbering scheme.

The tzpy molecules are nearly planar within the ex-The coordination about the copper atom can be de-
perimental error, with maximum distances of 0.007 andscribed as an elongated and strongly distorted octahedron.
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Table 1
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) in the title compound

Copper coordination sphere
Cu–O(1) 2.192(2) Cu–O(41) 2.002(2) Cu–N(21) 1.995(2)
Cu–O(31) 1.999(2) Cu–N(11) 2.008(2) Cu–O(32) 2.768(3)

O(1)–Cu–O(31) 87.1(1) O(31)–Cu–O(41) 175.2(1) O(41)–Cu–N(21) 94.3(1)
O(1)–Cu–O(41) 94.6(1) O(31)–Cu–N(11) 89.4(1) O(41)–Cu–O(32) 126.6(1)
O(1)–Cu–N(11) 95.6(1) O(31)–Cu–N(21) 89.8(1) N(11)–Cu–N(21) 160.6(1)
O(1)–Cu–N(21) 103.7(1) O(31)–Cu–O(32) 51.0(1) N(11)–Cu–O(32) 78.7(1)
O(1)–Cu–O(32) 137.4(1) O(41)–Cu–N(11) 86.0(1) N(21)–Cu–O(32) 85.7(1)

Ligands
N(11)–N(12) 1.329(3) N(23)–C(21) 1.382(4) C(16)–C(17) 1.488(4)
N(11)–C(16) 1.334(4) N(23)–C(25) 1.364(4) C(21)–C(22) 1.350(4)
N(12)–N(13) 1.335(3) C(11)–C(12) 1.350(5) C(22)–C(23) 1.410(5)
N(13)–C(11) 1.377(4) C(12)–C(13) 1.410(5) C(23)–C(24) 1.359(5)
N(13)–C(15) 1.368(4) C(13)–C(14) 1.360(4) C(24)–C(25) 1.419(4)
N(21)–N(22) 1.324(3) C(14)–C(15) 1.423(4) C(25)–C(26) 1.388(4)
N(21)–C(26) 1.345(4) C(15)–C(16) 1.386(4) C(26)–C(27) 1.491(4)
N(22)–N(23) 1.346(3)

N(12)–N(11)–C(16) 112.1(2) N(13)–C(11)–C(12) 117.2(3) N(23)–C(21)–C(22) 117.5(3)
N(11)–N(12)–N(13) 104.9(2) C(11)–C(12)–C(13) 121.5(3) C(21)–C(22)–C(23) 120.9(3)
N(12)–N(13)–C(11) 124.3(2) C(12)–C(13)–C(14) 121.0(3) C(22)–C(23)–C(24) 121.1(3)
N(12)–N(13)–C(15) 111.9(2) C(13)–C(14)–C(15) 118.2(3) C(23)–C(24)–C(25) 118.4(3)
C(11)–N(13)–C(15) 123.9(3) N(13)–C(15)–C(14) 118.4(3) N(23)–C(25)–C(24) 118.3(3)
N(22)–N(21)–C(26) 112.5(2) N(13)–C(15)–C(16) 104.3(2) N(23)–C(25)–C(26) 104.3(2)
N(21)–N(22)–N(23) 104.4(2) C(14)–C(15)–C(16) 137.4(3) C(24)–C(25)–C(26) 137.4(3)
N(22)–N(23)–C(21) 124.1(2) N(11)–C(16)–C(15) 106.9(2) N(21)–C(26)–C(25) 106.6(2)
N(22)–N(23)–C(25) 112.2(2) N(11)–C(16)–C(17) 124.1(3) N(21)–C(26)–C(27) 123.4(3)
C(21)–N(23)–C(25) 123.7(3) C(15)–C(16)–C(17) 129.0(3) C(25)–C(26)–C(27) 130.0(3)

Nitrate anions
O(31)–N(30) 1.279(3) O(33)–N(30) 1.224(4) O(42)–N(40) 1.215(4)
O(32)–N(30) 1.238(4) O(41)–N(40) 1.291(3) O(43)–N(40) 1.204(5)

O(31)–N(30)–O(32) 118.8(2) O(32)–N(30)–O(33) 122.7(3) O(41)–N(40)–O(43) 119.4(3)
O(31)–N(30)–O(33) 118.5(2) O(41)–N(40)–O(42) 117.5(3) O(42)–N(40)–O(43) 123.1(3)

˚0.02 A to their least-squares planes, and the internal al [CuN O ] one are 41.78 for the unidentate and 85.38 for2 2

bonding parameters are comparable to those reported for the anisobidentate.
related heterocyclic systems [3,4,15–18]. On the other The water molecule is involved in two intermolecular
hand, they are appreciably twisted with regard to the basal weak hydrogen bonds, each of them involving one hydro-
CuN O plane (angles of 32.4 and 32.88). With regard to gen atom. They link the water molecule to a nitrate group2 2

tzpy coordinating ability, its observed behaviour as a (O32) and a tzpy molecules (N12) belonging to two
ligand is in agreement with the expectations. At first, both different neighbouring [Cu(tzpy) (ONO ) (OH )] entities.2 2 2 2

non-bridgehead nitrogen atoms N(1) and N(2), would Thus, the H O molecule may be considered as triple2

appear to be available sites for coordination to a metal coordinated: it is linked to an electron acceptor (the Cu(II)
atom. In this sense, previous studies [5] on the site of the ion) and two H-acceptor (the O32 and N12 atoms). Owing
quaternization of these type of compounds indicate that the to these hydrogen bond interactions, a layered structure
N2 is the alkylation position. Hence, its functionality as a may be displayed. The crystal packing is completed by
monodentate ligand through the N2 atoms is in accordance stacking of the planar tzpy molecules with a distance
with the previous experimental data as well as theoretical between the ligand plans of neighbouring molecules of

˚considerations [21]. ¯3.6 A, which agrees with the van der Waals’ radii of an
Both nitrate groups are nearly triangular. With regard to aromatic p system [22].

the bond distances, as expected, the N–O bond lengths
involving the coordinating oxygen atoms (O31 and O41) 3.2. Infrared and electronic spectra
are the longest for each one. On the other hand, the
dihedral angles between the [NO ] planes and the equatori- The IR spectrum of the title compound shows a broad3
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21band centred at 3470 cm , assigned to n(OH) vibrations Supplementary data
of the water molecule. The bands corresponding to the

21 Supplementary data are available from the Cambridgenitrate groups appear at 1482, 1284 and 1008 cm . The
Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge,first two might be assigned to the symmetric and asymmet-
CB2 1EZ, UK on request quoting the deposition numberric modes associated with the –NO moieties, and the third2

114115.to the n(NO) vibrations. These bands are compatible with
a unidentate coordination mode of the nitrate groups, and
no spectroscopic evidence is detected for the (extremely

Acknowledgementsweak) anisobidentate behaviour of one of them [19,23,24].
Otherwise, the IR spectrum of the title compound shows

21 We thank Dr L. Lezama for his assistance with Q-bandsplitting of the band observed at 1635 cm in the
EPR experiments. Financial support form DGICYT (PB94-spectrum of the free ligand – which is attributable to
0959) is gratefully acknowledged.n(C5C, C5N) vibrations – in two components at 1640

21and 1620 cm .
The reflectance electronic spectrum of the compound
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Abstract

%4 %%%4 %4 %%%4

Twelve borosilicates with the general formula O–Y–O–B–O–(SiPh O) –B–O–Y–O (where n51, 2, 3 or 4; Y5one of the organic2 n
igroups CMe CMe , CMe CH CHMe, CMe CH CMe or CHPr CMe CH ) were prepared. Three synthetic routes were investigated,2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

including a one-pot self-assembly reaction of two equivalents each of boric acid, silanediol and organic diol. The probable sequence for
this reaction is discussed. The borosilicates were either solids or viscous liquids and were colourless. They formed cyclosiloxane species
when thermally decomposed or reacted with either water or potassium trimethylsilanolate. They were unreactive to triethylamine,

%4 %%%%%%%%%%4
tdi-iso-propylamine, pyridine or ethylenediamine. The di-tert-butyl species (O–CMe CH CHMe–O–B–O) SiBu was prepared and2 2 2 2

structurally characterised using X-ray techniques. The parameters associated with the B–O–Si bonds were a B–O–Si angle of 141.5(2)8
˚and B–O and Si–O distances of 1.360(4) and 1.625(2) A, respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Borosilicate; Silyl borate; Synthesis; X-ray crystallography

1. Introduction

Borosilicate materials have found important uses in
many areas. As an example of their current significance,

Three synthetic routes to these compounds were used.one may cite their use as interlayer dielectrics in micro-
These may be described as: (a) dehydration reactionselectronics manufacture [2]. However, relatively little is
between silanediols, boric acid and organic diols, e.g.known about the chemistry, and, in particular, the structur-
reactions (1) (3) and (5), (b) dehydration reactions be-al chemistry of molecular borosilicates. A research pro-
tween silanediols and either a 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol or agramme has been initiated [1] to investigate these com-
borinan-2-ol, e.g. reaction (7), and (c) dehydrochlorinationpounds. We now report the syntheses and properties of
reactions between dichlorosilanes and either a 1,3,2-diox-some borosilicates with B–O–(Si–O) –B linked struc-n
aborolan-2-ol or a borinan-2-ol, e.g. reactions (8) and (9).tures. The compounds studied are of the general type
The compounds 1–13 which were prepared are shown inshown in the diagram below where n51, 2, 3 or 4, Y is
Table 1.one of the organic groups CMe CMe , CMe CH CHMe,2 2 2 2

i tCMe CH CMe or CHPr CMe CH , and R5Ph or Bu .2 2 2 2 2

2. Experimental
qD. Murphy, J.P. Sheehan, T.R. Spalding, G. Ferguson, A.J. Lough,

J.F. Gallagher, J. Mater. Chem. 3 (1993) 1275. All reactions were initially carried out in an inert
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1353-21-902-602; fax: 1353-21-274- atmosphere. Work-up of products was carried out in air.

097.
Solvents (Aldrich or Merck) were dried and distilled beforeE-mail address: t.r.spalding@ucc.ie (T.R. Spalding)

1 use. Water was doubly distilled and deionised. The follow-On sabbatical leave from the University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario,
Canada. ing reagents were used as supplied by Aldrich Chemical

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00235-1
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Table 1
Borosilicates prepared in the present work

Compound Structure
no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Table 1. Continued

Compound Structure
no.

9

10

11

12

13

13Co.: boric acid, diphenylsilanediol, 2,3-dimethyl-2,3- C NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl solvent at3

butanediol, 2,4-dimethyl-2,4-pentanediol, 2,2,4-trimethyl- ambient temperature on a JEOL FT NMR GSX-270
1,3-pentanediol, dichlorodiphenylsilane, triethylamine, spectrometer using SiMe as standard. Mass spectra were4

pyridine, di-iso-propylamine, ethylenediamine, potassium recorded on a Kratos Profile mass spectrometer in EI
trimethylsilanolate, di-tert-butyldichlorosilane; aniline mode. Melting points were recorded on an Electrothermal
(Merck) and 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (BDH) were dis- IA 9000 apparatus and are uncorrected. Elemental analyses
tilled prior to use and 1,3-dichloro-1,1,3,3-tetra- were carried out on a Perkin-Elmer 240C analyser by the
phenyldisiloxane (Fluorochem) was used as supplied. The Microanalytical Laboratory, University College, Cork.
substituted 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol (Y5CMe CMe ) and2 2

-borinan-2-ols (Y5CMe CH CHMe, CMe CH CMe ,2 2 2 2 2 2.1. Synthesis of compounds 1 –4 and 6 –13 from aniCHPr CMe CH ) were prepared according to literature2 2 organic diol, boric acid and appropriate silanediol in
methods [4]. The 1,1,3,3-tetraphenyldisiloxane-1,3-diol,

2:2:1 ratio
1,1,3,3,5,5-hexaphenyltrisiloxane-1,5-diol and 1,1,3,3,5,5-
7,7-octaphenyltetrasiloxane-1,7-diol were prepared by li-
terature methods [5]. 2.1.1. Compounds 1 –4: Eq. (1)

21Infrared spectra in the range 4000–4500 cm were (As identical procedures were followed for the prepara-
recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Paragon 1000 FT spectrometer tions of 1–4, a detailed description is given only for 1).

1as KBr discs or thin films between NaCl plates. All H and Compound 1 has been reported previously [3].
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2.1.1.4. Compound 4
Compound 4 was prepared on a 7.88-mmol scale: yield

85.2%. Mp 54–568C. Found: C, 64.01; H, 7.99; B, 3.83%.
C H B O Si requires: C, 64.14; H, 8.07; B, 4.12%. IR28 42 2 6

21(KBr disc), n / cm : 1410(s), 1382(vs), 1299(s),(1) max
11209(s), 1179(s), 1125(s), 844(s), 664(s). H NMR

(CDCl ): 7.78–7.65 [m, 4H, C H ]; 7.41–7.24 [m, 6H,where Y5CMe CMe , CMe CH CHMe, CMe CH CMe 3 6 52 2 2 2 2 2 2 ] ii C H ]; 3.65–3.31 [m, 6H, 4CH and 2CHPr ]; 1.91–1.69or CHPr CMe CH . 6 5 22 2 ] ] ] 13[m, 2H, CHMe ]; 1.17–0.66 [m, 24H, CH ]. C NMR2 3] ]
(CDCl ): 134.70, 129.89, 127.43 [all C H ]; 84.53 [CH –3 6 5 2] ]iO]; 74.32 [CHPr ]; 34.92, 29.47, 23.50, 22.64 [all CH ];2.1.1.1. Compound 1 3] ]
18.95 [CH(CH ) ]; 17.40 [C(CH ) ]. MS (EI), m /z: 524A mixture of 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-butanediol (0.745 g, 6.30 3 2 3 2] ]1[(M) ].mmol), boric acid (0.390 g, 6.31 mmol) and

diphenylsilanediol (0.681 g, 3.15 mmol) was added to 50
2.1.2. Compounds 6 –9: Eq. (2)ml toluene and the solution was refluxed for 8 h in a

Dean–Stark apparatus. Removal of solvent on a rotary
evaporator afforded a viscous liquid which was redissolved
in hexanes. The solution was filtered to remove small
amounts of insoluble powder, concentrated (to ¯8 ml) on
a rotary evaporator and cooled to 2228C. After a few

(2)hours, compound 1 formed as a colourless solid (1.328 g,
90.1%). Mp 42–458C. Found: C, 61.73; H, 7.40; B, 4.92%.

2.1.2.1. Compound 6C H B O Si requires: C, 61.56; H, 7.32; B, 4.62%. IR24 34 2 6
21 Prepared on a 2.96-mmol scale: yield 93.4%. Mp 74–(KBr disc), n / cm : 2974(s), 1380(br, vs), 1307(vs),max

1 768C. Found: C, 65.16; H, 6.56; B, 3.11%. C H B O Si1212(s), 1178(s), 1121(s), 841(s), 663(s), 510(s). H NMR 36 44 2 7 2

requires: C, 64.87; H, 6.65; B, 3.24%. IR (KBr disc),(CDCl ): 7.73–7.67 [d, 4H, C H ]; 7.50–7.29 [m, 6H,3 6 5] 2113 n / cm : 1428(vs), 1379(s), 1317(vs), 1154(s), 1125(s),C H ]; 1.25 [s, 24H, CH ]. C NMR (CDCl ): 134.25, max6 5 3 3] ] 11101(vs), 955(s), 858(s), 803(s), 718(s), 518(vs). H NMR133.32, 130.36, 127.75 [all C H ]; 82.91 [C(CH ) ];6 5 3 2] ]1 (CDCl ): 7.70–7.66 [d, 8H, C H ]; 7.38–7.23 [m, 12H,24.51 [CH ]. MS (EI), m /z: 468 [(M) ]. 3 6 53 ]] 13C H ]; 1.26 [s, 24H, CH ]. C NMR (CDCl ): 134.99,6 5 3 3] ]
134.21, 130.44, 128.08 [all C H ]; 83.39 [C(CH ) ];6 5 3 2] ]124.81 [CH ]. MS (EI), m /z: 666 [(M) ].2.1.1.2. Compound 2 3]

Compound 2 was prepared on a 4.66-mmol scale: yield
2.1.2.2. Compound 786.7%. Mp 41–448C. Found: C, 61.69; H, 7.42; B, 4.40%.

Compound 7 was prepared on a 2.89-mmol scale: yieldC H B O Si requires: C, 61.56; H, 7.32; B, 4.62%. IR24 34 2 6
21 90.7%. Mp 100–1028C. Found: C, 64.66; H, 6.61; B,(KBr disc), n / cm : 2976(s), 1385(br, vs), 1302(vs),max

1 3.39%. C H B O Si requires: C, 64.87; H, 6.65; B,1210(s), 1177(s), 1122(s), 842(s), 662(s), 511(s). H NMR 36 44 2 7 2
213.24%. IR (KBr disc), n / cm : 1429(s), 1395(vs),(CDCl ): 7.75–7.70 [m, 4H, C H ]; 7.41–7.25 [m, 6H, max3 6 5]

1372(vs), 1303(s), 1125(vs), 1101(s), 838(s), 720(s), 698(s),C H ]; 4.26–4.17 [m, 2H, CH(CH )]; 1.76–1.65 [m, 4H,6 5 3] ] 113 518(s). H NMR (CDCl ): 7.71–7.65 [m, 8H, C H ];CH ]; 1.53–1.17 [m, 18H, CH ]. C NMR (CDCl ): 3 6 52 3 3 ]] ]
7.40–7.23 [m, 12H, C H ]; 4.23–4.10 [m, 2H, CH(CH )];134.72, 130.18, 129.69, 127.46 [all C H ]; 72.15 6 5 36 5 ] ]] 131.61–1.51 [m, 4H, CH ]; 1.42–1.06 [m, 18H, CH ]. C[C(CH ) ]; 65.94 [CH(CH )]; 45.63 [CH ]; 31.12, 27.66, 2 33 2 3 2 ] ]] ] ] 1 NMR (CDCl ): 134.77, 129.94, 129.57, 127.49 [all23.07 [all CH ]. MS (EI), m /z: 468 [(M) ]. 33]
C H ]; 72.22 [C(CH ) ]; 65.93 [CH(CH )]; 45.45 [CH ];6 5 3 2 3 2] ] ] ] 130.94, 27.35, 22.89 [all CH ]. MS (EI), m /z: 666 [(M) ].3]

2.1.1.3. Compound 3
2.1.2.3. Compound 8Compound 3 was prepared on a 2.19-mmol scale: yield

Compound 8 was prepared on a 3.62-mmol scale: yield79.2%. Bp decomp. at 1908C (3 mmHg). Found: C, 62.66;
82.6%. Bp decomp. at 1758C (1.5 mmHg). Found: C,H, 7.68; B, 4.15%. C H B O Si requires: C, 62.92; H,26 38 2 6

21 65.86; H, 6.97; B, 3.33%. C H B O Si requires: C,7.72; B, 4.36%. IR (thin film), n / cm : 2975(s), 38 48 2 7 2max
2165.71; H, 6.97; B, 3.11%. IR (thin film), n / cm :1369(br, vs), 1303(s), 1209(vs), 1126(s), 718(s), 700(s), max

1 2975(s), 1369(br, vs), 1210(s), 1123(s), 1097(vs), 861(s),502(s). H NMR (CDCl ): 7.72–7.13 [m, 10H, C H ];3 6 5] 113 718(s), 699(s), 511(vs). H NMR (CDCl ): 7.60–7.09 [m,1.73 [s, 4H, CH ]; 1.15 [s, 24H, CH ]. C NMR (CDCl ): 32 3 3] ] 1320H, C H ]; 1.69 [s, 4H, CH ]; 1.18 [s, 24H, CH ]. C135.06, 134.28, 130.03, 127.67 [C H ]; 72.42 [C(CH ) ]; 6 5 2 36 5 3 2 ] ] ]] ] 1 NMR (CDCl ): 135.00, 134.19, 130.09, 127.75 [all48.42 [CH ]; 31.45 [CH ]. MS (EI), m /z: 496 [(M) ]. 32 3] ]
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C H ]; 72.33 [C(CH ) ]; 48.88 [CH ]; 31.41 [CH ]. MS 2.1.4. Compounds 12 and 13: Eq. (4)6 5 3 2 2 3] ] ] ]1(EI), m /z: 694 [(M) ].

2.1.2.4. Compound 9 (4)
Compound 9 was prepared on a 3.62-mmol scale: yield

where Y5CMe CMe or CMe CH CHMe.83.1%. Bp decomp. at 1858C (2 mmHg). Found: C, 66.26; 2 2 2 2

H, 7.19; B, 2.78%. C H B O Si requires: C, 66.48; H,40 52 2 7 2
217.25; B, 2.99%. IR (thin film), n / cm : 1422(s), 2.1.4.1. Compound 12max

1402(s), 1384(vs), 1343(vs), 1126(s), 718(s), 699(s), 518(s). Prepared on a 2.12-mmol scale: yield 78.5%. Bp de-
1H NMR (CDCl ): 7.68–7.66 [m, 8H, C H ]; 7.38–7.23 comp. at 1758C (2 mmHg). Found: C, 67.55; H, 6.11; B,3 6 5] i[m, 12H, C H ]; 3.59–3.31 [m, 6H, 4CH and 2CHPr ]; 1.84%. C H B O Si requires: C, 67.79; H, 6.07; B,6 5 2 60 64 2 9 4] ] ] 211.92–1.74 [m, 2H, CHMe ]; 1.03–0.67 [m, 24H, CH ]. 2.03%. IR (thin film), n / cm : 1428(vs), 1379(vs),2 3 max] ]13C NMR (CDCl ): 134.98, 129.93, 127.54 [all C H ]; 1315(s), 1127(s), 1070(vs), 858(s), 719(s), 698(s), 524(s).3 6 5]i 184.60 [CH –O]; 74.29 [CHPr ]; 34.93, 29.48, 23.75, 22.66 H NMR (CDCl ): 7.57–6.95 [m, 40H, C H ]; 1.13 [s,2 3 6 5] ] ]13[all CH ]; 18.95 [CH(CH ) ]; 17.25 [C(CH ) ]. MS (EI), 24H, CH ]. C NMR (CDCl ): 134.52, 133.94, 129.92,3 3 2 3 2 3 3] ] ] ]1m /z: 722 [(M) ]. 127.52 [all C H ]; 82.87 [C(CH ) ]; 24.44 [CH ].6 5 3 2 3] ] ]

2.1.4.2. Compound 13
Prepared on a 2.12-mmol scale: yield 74.9%. Bp de-2.1.3. Compounds 10 and 11: Eq. (3)

comp. at 1758C (2 mmHg). Found: C, 67.89; H, 5.99; B,
2.22%. C H B O Si requires: C, 67.79; H, 6.07; B,60 64 2 9 4

212.03%. IR (thin film), n / cm : 1429(s), 1398(s),max

1372(vs), 1309(vs), 1126(vs), 1072(vs), 718(s), 699(s),
1522(s). H NMR (CDCl ): 7.70–7.05 [m, 40H, C H ];3 6 5](3) 4.35–3.96 [m, 2H, CH(CH )]; 1.56–1.42 [m, 4H, CH ];3 2] ]131.29–1.01 [m, 18H, CH ]. C NMR (CDCl ): 135.20,3 3]where Y5CMe CMe or CMe CH CHMe.2 2 2 2 134.71, 129.82, 127.77 [all C H ]; 72.15 [C(CH ) ];6 5 3 2] ]

66.00 [CH(CH )]; 45.53 [CH ]; 30.91, 27.45, 22.88 [all3 2] ]
CH ].3]

2.1.3.1. Compound 10
Prepared on a 3.39-mmol scale: yield 75.2%. Bp de- 2.2. Synthesis of compounds 6 –9 from an organic diol,

comp. at 1908C (1.5 mmHg). Found: C, 66.34; H, 6.35; B, boric acid and diphenylsilanediol in a 1:1:1 ratio on a
2.78%. C H B O Si requires: C, 66.66; H, 6.29; B, ¯3-mmol scale48 54 2 8 3

212.50%. IR (thin film), n / cm : 1428(vs), 1379(s),max
11315(s), 1127(vs), 1075(vs), 858(s), 719(s), 699(s). H

NMR (CDCl ): 7.73–7.08 [m, 30H, C H ]; 1.21 [s, 24H,3 6 5]13CH ]. C NMR (CDCl ): 135.24, 134.37, 130.04, 127.543 3]
[all C H ]; 82.71 [C(CH ) ]; 24.47 [CH ]. MS (EI), m /z:6 5 3 2 3] ] ]1 (5)864 [(M) ].

Compounds 6–9 were identified by elemental analysis (C,
H, B), infrared spectroscopy, mass spectrometry and, for 6

2.1.3.2. Compound 11 and 7, by melting point. The yields of 6, 7, 8 and 9 were
Prepared on a 2.12-mmol scale: yield 77.3%. Bp de- 88.8, 87.1, 77.0 and 80.0%, respectively.

comp. at 1908C (1.5 mmHg). Found: C, 66.78; H, 6.32; B,
2.29%. C H B O Si requires: C, 66.66; H, 6.29; B,48 54 2 8 3 2.3. Synthesis of 12 and 13 from an organodiol, boric

212.50%. IR (thin film), n / cm : 1429(s), 1399(vs),max acid and 1,1,3,3-tetraphenyldisiloxane-1,3-diol in a 1:1:1
1372(vs), 1304(vs), 1126(vs), 1075(vs), 838(s), 718(s), ratio on a ¯3-mmol scale

1699(s), 523(s). H NMR (CDCl ): 7.70–7.08 [m, 30H,3

C H ]; 4.58–4.00 [m, 2H, CH(CH )]; 1.72–1.49 [m, 4H,6 5 3] ] 13CH ]; 1.33–1.01 [m, 18H, CH ]. C NMR (CDCl ):2 3 3] ]
135.24, 134.66, 129.98, 127.59 [all C H ]; 72.166 5]
[C(CH ) ]; 65.92 [CH(CH )]; 45.55 [CH ]; 30.93, 27.61,3 2 3 2] ] ] 122.88 [all CH ]. MS (EI), m /z: 864 [(M) ]. (6)3]
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Table 2Both compounds 12 and 13 were identified by elemental
1 Summary of crystal data, data collection, structure solution and refine-analysis (C, H, B), IR spectroscopy and H NMR spec-

ment details for 5
troscopy. The yields of 12 and 13 were 68.7 and 65.3%,

(a) Crystal datarespectively.
Empirical formula C H B O Si20 42 2 6

Molar mass 428.25
Color, habit Colorless, block
Crystal size, mm 0.3830.3830.362.4. Synthesis of 1 –5 from a 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol or
Crystal system Monoclinic1,3,2-borinan-2-ol and the appropriate diorganosilane- ˚a, A 19.346(3)

diol in a 2:1 ratio on a ¯4.65-mmol scale ˚b, A 10.1974(10)
˚c, A 16.859(2)

b, 8 127.810(10)
3˚V, A 2627.6(6)

Space group C2 /c
Molecular symmetry Two-fold
Z 4
F(000) 936(7) 23d , g cm 1.083calc

21
m, mm 0.118

The synthesis of 5 is given as an example; 1–4 were
a(b) Data acquisitionprepared similarly in yields of 88.1, 86.9, 78.4 and 85.0%,

Temperature, K 294(1)
respectively. A mixture of 4,4,6-trimethyl-1,3,2-diox- Unit-cell reflections (u range, 8) 10.4–16.2
aborinan-2-ol (0.818 g, 5.68 mmol) and di-tert- Max. u (8) for reflections 25

hkl range of reflections 222 to 18; 0 to 12; 0 to 20butylsilanediol (0.501 g, 2.84 mmol) was refluxed for 10 h
Decay in 3 standard reflections 5.4%in toluene (40 ml) in a Dean–Stark apparatus. Removal of
Reflections measured 2374solvent gave a viscous liquid which was dissolved in
Unique reflections 2296

toluene (¯8 ml) and cooled to 2248C. Large colourless R 0.009int
crystals of 5 formed after ¯1 day (1.003 g, 82.4%). Mp Reflections with I.2s(I) 1330
51–538C. Found: C, 56.20; H, 9.92; B, 4.83%.

b(c) Structure solution and refinementC H B O Si requires: C, 56.09; H, 9.89; B, 5.05%. IR20 42 2 6 2
21 Refinement on F(KBr disc), n / cm : 1407(s), 1382(vs), 1299(s),max Solution method Direct methods11208(s), 1179(s), 878(s), 844(vs), 769(s), 662(s). H NMR H-atom treatment Riding

(CDCl ): 4.25–4.17 [m, 2H, CH(CH )]; 1.78–1.46 [m, No. of variables in L.S. 1323 3]
Weights:4H, CH ]; 1.41–1.21 [m, 18H, CH of dioxaborinane2 3] ] 2 2 213 k in w 5 1/(s F 1 k) (0.1120P) 10.1060Porings]; 1.01 [s, 18H, CH of tert-butyl groups]. C NMR3 2 2] [P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3]o c(CDCl ): 72.71 [C(CH ) ]; 66.69 [CH(CH )]; 46.523 3 2 3] ] R, R , gof 0.067, 0.205, 1.08w[CH ]; 32.07, 28.30, 24.08, 21.13 [all CH ]. MS (EI),2 3 Density range in] ]1 t 23m /z: 371 [(M) –Bu ]. ˚final D-map, e A 20.29, 10.43
Final shift /error ratio 0.00
a Data collection on an Enraf Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with

˚graphite monochromatised Mo-Ka radiation (l50.71073 A).2.4.1. X-ray crystallography
b Calculations were done on a Dell Inspiron 3200 laptop computerCrystal data, data collection, structure solution and

system with the NRCVAX system of programs (E.J. Gabe, Y. Le Page, J.-P.
refinement details for 5 are summarised in Table 2. Fig. 1 Charland, F.L. Lee, P.S. White, J. Appl. Crystallogr. 22 (1989) 384–389)
was prepared with the aid of published crystallographic [6] for data reduction and with SHELXL-93 (Sheldrick, 1993) [7] for

2refinement with all data on F .programmes [6–8]. Full crystallographic details have been
deposited in CIF format with the Cambridge Crystallo-
graphic Data Centre and are also available directly from
the authors.

2.5. Synthesis of 1 –4 from a 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol or
-borinan-2-ol and dichlorodiphenylsilane

(8)
(Only the synthesis of 1, Y5CMe CMe , is described in2 2

detail. Compounds 2–4 were prepared similarly). The 2.5.1. Compound 1
yields of 2, 3 and 4 were 79.5, 69.3 and 78.8%, respective- Triethylamine (0.820 g, 8.10 mmol) in 20 ml ether was
ly. added dropwise to a solution of 4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-
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2.7. Attempted synthesis of 10 and 11 from organodiol,
boric acid and diphenylsilanediol in a 2:2:3 mol ratio

(10)

The attempted synthesis of compound 10 by reaction (10)
afforded hexaphenyltrisiloxane, (Ph SiO) (0.210 g,2 3

31.3% based on diphenylsilanediol) and 6 (i.e. a two-
]

silicon chain silyl borate), 1.90 g, 84%. Similar results
were obtained when 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol was used in
the attempted synthesis of 11. In this case, the yield of 7
was 82%.

2.8. Thermal decomposition reactions of theFig. 1. A general view of 5 showing the atom numbering scheme.
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. borosilicates 1 –4 and 6 –13

The liquid chain borosilicates 3 and 8–13 decomposed
dioxaborolan-2-ol (1.138 g, 7.90 mmol) and dich- prior to their distillation temperatures affording dark brown
lorodiphenylsilane (1.001 g, 3.95 mmol) in 40 ml ether. A decomposition products which solidified at room tempera-
white precipitate of [Et NH]Cl (1.071 g, 98.4%) (IR)3 ture. Attempted fractional recrystallisation of these solids
formed immediately. This was removed after 12 h. Remov- was unsuccessful. However, their IR spectra contained
al of solvent afforded a cloudy viscous liquid which was 21significant bands in the region 1100–1040 cm , con-
dissolved in hexanes and the solution filtered. The re- sistent with the presence of Si–O–Si bonds [9]. Examina-
sulting clear solution was concentrated (to ¯10 ml) and tion of these spectra suggested the presence of (Ph SiO) ,2 3cooled to 2218C. After 1 day, 1 formed as colourless 14, as the predominant siloxane product when one- or
crystals (1.566 g, 84.6%). three-silicon borosilicate compounds were decomposed

and (Ph SiO) , 15, when two- or four-silicon compounds2 4
2.6. Synthesis of 6 –9 from a 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol or were decomposed. Supporting evidence was obtained in
-borinan-2-ol and 1,3-dichloro-1,1,3,3-tetraphenyldisi- the mass spectra of the decomposition products hparent
loxane ions at m /z5594 and 792 for 14 and 15, respectivelyj. The

IR spectra of decomposition products also contained peaks
21(Only 6, Y5CMe CMe , is described. Compounds 7–9 in the region 1400–1375 cm which may be attributed to2 2

21were prepared similarly). B–O(–C) stretching [3] and near 3400 cm due to B–
O(–H) stretching [4].

Similar results were obtained for the thermal decomposi-
tions of the solid compounds 1, 2 and 4–7. Solid samples
were heated to 3008C in a melting point apparatus and
cooled to room temperature. The brown solid products had
the same IR spectral features as those of the products from(9)
decomposition of the liquid borosilicates.

2.6.1. Compound 6
2.9. Reactions of 1 –4 and 6 –13 with waterTriethylamine (0.260 g, 2.57 mmol) in 20 ml ether was

added dropwise to a solution of 4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-
dioxaborolan-2-ol (0.697 g, 4.84 mmol) and 1,3-dichloro-
1,1,3,3-tetraphenyldisiloxane (1.093 g, 2.42 mmol) in 40
ml ether. After 12 h, the colourless precipitate of
[Et NH]Cl was removed by filtration (0.660 g, 99.0%).3

Removal of solvent afforded a colourless solid which was
recrystallised from hot cyclohexane affording 6 as colour-
less crystals (1.415 g, 87.7%).

Compounds 7–9 were isolated in yields of 85.1, 74.0
and 75.9%, respectively. (11)
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Y5CMe CMe or CMe CH CHMe, n51, 2, 3 or 4, x53 silyl borates, a second solid was isolated and identified as2 2 2 2

or 4. unreacted silyl borate by IR spectroscopy.

3. Results and discussion

Two borosilicates which contain O B–OSiPh O–BO2 2 2

units have been previously reported [3]. One was com-
pound 1, a 1,3,2-dioxaborolane derivative (Table 1) and

(12)
the other was the 2-methyl-1,3,2-dioxaborinane derivative.

i The present work reports the first examples of chainY5CMe CH CMe or CHPr CMe CH , n51 or 2, x532 2 2 2 2
disilatrioxy-, trisilatetroxy- and tetrasilapentoxy-bridgedor 4.
1,3,2-dioxaborolanes and -borinanes (Table 1). Com-
pounds 1–4 were prepared by the three different reactions2.9.1. Y5CMe CMe or CMe CH CHMe, n51 –4,2 2 2 2 shown in Eqs. (1,7,8). Reaction (1) involved heating areaction (11)
toluene solution of a mixture of two equivalents of theSolutions of the borosilicates in water /acetone (3:1 v/v)
particular organic diol (HO–Y–OH) with two equivalentswere heated at reflux for 3 h. The solvent was removed
of boric acid and one equivalent of diphenylsilanediol ataffording a colourless solid. Fractional crystallisation gave
reflux temperature in a Dean–Stark apparatus for 8 h.solids which were identified by mp, IR and mass spectra as
Alternatively, a 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol or -borinan-2-ol(Ph SiO) (when n51 or 3), or (Ph SiO) (when n52 or2 3 2 4 was synthesised initially then reacted with diphenylsilane-4). The yields of the cyclosiloxanes were quantitative.
diol, reaction (7), to give the borosilicate. As the yieldsFrom each reaction a second colourless solid was isolated
from reaction (7) were almost identical to those fromand identified by IR and mp as 4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-
reaction (1), the borosilicates 1–4 were more efficientlydioxaborolan-2-ol or 4,4,6-trimethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborinan-2-
prepared according to reaction (1), as it is a one-potol [4]. The yields of these compounds were quantitative.
reaction. This is an example of an unusual self-assembly
reaction involving five separate molecules. The implications

i2.9.2. Y5CMe CH CMe or CHPr CMe CH , n51,2:2 2 2 2 2 of this and some related reactions are discussed below.
reaction (12) The possibility of obtaining the borosilicates 1–4 from

Solutions of the silyl borates in water /acetone (3:1 v/v) dichlorodiphenylsilane was also investigated (Eq. (8)).
were heated at reflux for 3 h. The solvent was removed This reaction involved the addition of two equivalents of
leaving sticky solids. Ether was added and a powder triethylamine to an ether solution containing one equiva-
formed. This was identified as boric acid by IR spec- lent of dichlorodiphenylsilane and two equivalents of the
troscopy. The filtrate was concentrated and layered with particular 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol or -borinan-2-ol. The
cyclohexane. Colourless crystalline solids formed which yields from reaction (8) were 5–10% lower than for
were identified as (Ph SiO) when n51 or 3, or, as2 3 reactions of the type shown in Eqs. (1) and (7). It is also
(Ph SiO) when n52 or 4. The solvent was removed from2 4 noteworthy that the pinacol derivative 1, which was
the remaining solution to leave a viscous clear liquid previously reported to be a viscous liquid [3], was obtained
which was identified as either HOCMe CH CMe OH or2 2 2 in the present work as a solid melting at 42–458C.

iHOCHPr CMe CH OH by IR spectroscopy. The yields of2 2 Apart from melting points /boiling points, compounds
boric acid, cyclosiloxane and organic diol obtained from 1–4 were characterised by elemental analysis (C, H and

1 13hydrolysis reactions (12) were almost quantitative. B), IR spectroscopy, H and C NMR spectroscopy, and
mass spectrometry. The IR spectra of 1–4 exhibited strong
absorptions corresponding to the B–O(–Si) stretch2.10. Reactions of 1 –4 and 6 –13 with potassium

21[3,10,11] at 1307, 1302, 1303 and 1299 cm , respective-trimethylsilanolate
ly. The mass spectra of 1–4 showed the parent ions at
m /z5468, 468, 496 and 524, respectively. Peaks arisingOne equivalent of chain silyl borate and one equivalent
from the loss of methyl and phenyl groups were commonof K[OSiMe ] were stirred in dichloromethane solution for3

1 13to all four spectra. No unusual H or C NMR signals8 h. Removal of solvent left sticky solids or viscous liquids
were observed in the spectra of 1–4. Unfortunately,containing suspended solid particles. Fractional crystallisa-
crystals of the solid compounds 1, 2 and 4 suitable fortion of these residues from CH Cl /cyclohexane solutions2 2

X-ray crystallographic analysis could not be obtained.afforded either (Ph SiO) (from reactions of compounds2 3

The synthesis and characterisation of the disilatrioxy-containing one or three silicon atoms) or (Ph SiO) (from2 4

bridged borosilicates 6–9 were achieved in an exactlycompounds with two or four silicon atoms). The yields of
analogous manner to 1–4. Compounds 6–9 were obtainedcyclosiloxanes were greater than 90%. In the case of solid
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from either of the routes shown in Eqs. (2) and (9) hwhere Bearing in mind that in the dehydration reactions, e.g.
Y was CMe CMe , CMe CH CHMe, CMe CH CMe or Eqs. (1) and (5), either five or six molecules, respectively,2 2 2 2 2 2 2

iCHPr CMe CH , respectivelyj. The yields of compounds are assembled to form the borosilicate product in high2 2

6–9 from reaction (2) were in the range 93–83%. Reaction yield, some comments on the possible sequence of re-
(9) gave slightly worse results by 5–10%. actions affording the borosilicates are necessary. The most

An alternative route to 6–9 which involved assembling probable sequence is shown in Scheme 1 below. Initially,
six reagent molecules was developed and is shown as the 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol or 1,3,2-dioxaborinan-2-ol is
reaction (5). One advantage of reaction (5) over reaction formed from boric acid and the organic diol (Eq. (13)).
(2) is that it does not require the use of 1,1,3,3-tetra- The next step is the reaction between one equivalent of
phenyldisiloxane-1,3-diol, which must first be synthesised either the 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol or 1,3,2-dioxaborinan-2-
from 1,3-dichloro-1,1,3,3-tetraphenyldisiloxane or from ol and one equivalent of the silanediol or siloxanediol to
dichlorodiphenylsilane. Yields from reaction (5) were in produce B–O–Si bonded species which retain one Si–OH
the range 89–77%. moiety (Eq. (14)). The last steps are shown in Eqs. (15)

The infrared spectra of 6–9 showed the B–O(–Si) and (16). Evidence supporting the Scheme includes: (a) the
21stretch at 1317, 1303, 1302 and 1343 cm , respectively. lack of any cyclic products containing –Si–O–B–O–Si–

Absorptions of medium to very strong intensity between units which might be expected if more than one reactive
21¯1100 and 1090 cm , which are not observed in the B–OH site was available for reaction with the Si–OH

mono-silicon compounds 1–4, are assigned to Si–O–Si bonds, (b) that yields of products from reactions with
stretching vibrations in 6–9 [9]. The mass spectra of 6–9 mixtures of boric acid and organic diol, or from preformed
showed parent ion peaks and fragmentation patterns large- 1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-ol or 1,3,2-dioxaborinan-2-ols, are
ly analogous to those for the single silicon species 1–4. very similar, (c) the isolation of the same products when

Compounds 10 and 11 were prepared in yields of 75 and either two equivalents of Ph Si(OH) or one of2 2

77%, respectively, according to reaction (3) hY5 (HO)SiPh OSiPh (OH) was used (and likewise when two2 2

CMe CMe or CMe CH CHMej. HO(SiPh O) H or one HO(SiPh O) H was used), and (d)2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4

Attempts to prepare 10 and 11 using three equivalents of the formation of two-silicon products 6 and 7, but not any
diphenylsilanediol, two of boric acid and two of the three-silicon product, when three equivalents of
organic diol in reactions analogous to (5) afforded only the Ph Si(OH) were used (Eq. (10)).2 2

two-silicon compounds 6 and 7, respectively, and The preference for Si–OH bonds to react with B–OH
(Ph SiO) . Both 10 and 11 were isolated from reaction (3) rather than other silanol bonds during the self-assembly2 3

as viscous liquids which decomposed when vacuum dis- reactions has been seen previously in the synthesis of the
tillation (¯1908C, 1.5 mmHg) was attempted. Both com- 17-membered cage compound [B(OSiPh OSiPh O) B], 162 2 3

pounds were identified on the basis of elemental analysis [12]. This compound can be prepared in almost identical
1 13(C, H and B), IR, H and C NMR spectroscopy and mass yields from two moles of boric acid and either six moles of

spectrometry. The infrared spectra of 10 and 11 contained Ph Si(OH) or three moles of HOSiPh OSiPh OH.2 2 2 2
21the B–O(–Si) stretch at 1315 and 1304 cm , respectively. The stability of the chain borosilicates to atmosphere

The compounds showed parent ion peaks in their mass and heat was assessed. The solid compounds 1, 2 and 4–7
spectra and the fragmentation patterns were analogous to were unchanged after exposure to atmosphere for 2
those of the two-silicon species, 6 and 7. months. Liquid borosilicates 3 and 8–13 were less stable

Compounds 12 and 13 were prepared in yields of 79 and to atmosphere and after exposure for ¯2 weeks, small
75%, respectively, according to reaction (4) hY5 amounts of crystalline material began to form. These solids
CMe CMe or CMe CH CHMej. were identified as the cyclosiloxane species (Ph SiO)2 2 2 2 2 3

An alternative synthesis of 12 and 13 was also de- (from one- and three-silicon borosilicates) or (Ph SiO)2 4

veloped and is given in Eq. (6). The advantage of this (from two- and four-silicon borosilicates).
method is that it does not require the prior synthesis of the All the liquid chain borosilicates decomposed when
tetrasiloxanediol 8. However, the yields of reaction (6) vacuum distillation was attempted at ¯170–1908C and
were ¯10% lower than those from reaction (4). Com- 1.5–3 mmHg. Infrared spectral analysis of the products of
pounds 12 and 13 were isolated as viscous liquids which decomposition indicated the presence of Si–O–Si groups
decomposed when vacuum distillation (¯1758C, 2 mmHg) and suggested that the decomposition mixtures contained
was attempted. Both compounds were identified on the cyclosiloxane species. Similarly, after the solid compounds
basis of elemental analysis (C, H and B), IR which had been heated to 3008C, the resulting materials had IR

21contained the B–O(–Si) stretch at 1315 and 1309 cm , spectra suggestive of cyclosiloxane formation, possibly
1 13respectively, and H and C NMR spectroscopy. Attempts (Ph SiO) or (Ph SiO) .2 3 2 4

to prepare 12 and 13 using four equivalents of All the borosilicates were decomposed in a refluxing
diphenylsilanediol in reactions analogous to Eq. (5) af- water /acetone (3:1 v/v) solution within 3 h. From com-
forded only the two-silicon analogues 6 and 7, respective- pounds containing CMe CMe or CMe CH CHMe moi-2 2 2 2

ly, and (Ph SiO) . eties, the products were the corresponding 1,3,2-diox-2 3
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Scheme 1.

aborolan-2-ol, or borinan-2-ol, and cyclosiloxanes, viz. reorganisation’ reactions of (PhBO)(Ph SiO) , 17, and2 2

(Ph SiO) when n51 or 3, or (Ph SiO) when n52 or 4 (PhBO)(Me SiO) , 18, have previously been reported2 3 2 4 2 2

(Eq. (11)). For the chain compounds containing [13]. In the presence of acidic or basic initiators at elevated
iCMe CH CMe or CHPr CMe CH groups, further de- temperatures, compounds 17 and 18 were converted to2 2 2 2 2

composition occurred during the hydrolysis and the prod- siloxane polymers and (PhBO) . The release of ring strain,3

ucts were the organic diol reagent, boric acid and coupled with the formation of stable siloxane and boroxine
(Ph SiO) (for n51) or (Ph SiO) (for n52) (Eq. (12)). products, were the reasons suggested to explain these2 3 2 4

The tendency for the chain borosilicates 1–13 to de- observations [13]. In the cases of 1–13, the decomposi-
compose to siloxane species when exposed to heat or tions may be favoured by the formation of stable siloxane
moisture is not a new observation. For example, ‘ring- species but the release of ring strain cannot be a factor.
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tCompounds 1–13 were surprisingly unreactive to the interest are the cage compound [Bu SihOB( p-
t tfollowing amines even under forcing conditions; triethyl- C H Br)Oj SiBu ], 21 [16], which contains B–O–Si(Bu )6 4 3 %4 %%%%%%%%%%%%4

amine, di-iso-propylamine, pyridine and ethylenediamine. linkages, and O–CMe CH CH(Me)–O–B–OSiPh , 222 2 3

For example, the borosilicates were recovered unchanged [17].
iafter refluxing in NEt , NHPr , pyridine or ethyl- Crystals of 5 which were suitable for X-ray diffraction3 2

enediamine for one day. The highly nucleophilic reagent, studies were grown from toluene solution at 2248C.
K[OSiMe ], easily cleaved the B–O–Si bonds in com- Molecules of 5 lie on crystallographic two-fold axes with3

pounds 1–13. However, the reactions were not selective. two symmetry-related trigonal planar BO -units bridged by3
tReaction of any chain borosilicate with one equivalent of a tetrahedral Bu SiO -unit (Fig. 1).2 2

K[OSiMe ] afforded either (Ph SiO) or (Ph SiO) , some Principal dimensions are given in Table 3. There were3 2 3 2 4

unreacted borosilicate and an unidentified sticky colourless no untoward intermolecular contacts. The two independent
solid. B–O(C) distances in 5 are essentially identical (1.331(4)

˚and 1.330(5) A, Table 3), but the B–O(Si) distance is
t˚significantly longer (1.360(4) A). The B–O(SiBu ) dis-2

3.1. Structural characterisation of 5 ˚tances in 19, 1.350(4) and 1.350(5) A [14], are similar to 5
but the distances in 20 are significantly smaller at 1.313(2)

tCompound 5 was isolated in 82% yield as a colourless ˚and 1.320(3) A [15]. The B–O(SiBu ) lengths in the cage
solid with melting point 51–538C. The IR spectrum of 5 ˚compound 21 were in the range 1.345(9)–1.372(10) A
contained a strong peak corresponding to the B–O(–Si) ˚[16]. The B–O(C) distances in 5 (1.330(5), 1.331(4) A)

21stretch at 1299 cm . The EI mass spectrum of 5 did not are shorter than the corresponding distances in 22
show the parent molecular ion, but the peak at highest ˚(1.347(5), 1.361(5) A) [17]. The Si–O distance in 5
mass was at m /z5371, corresponding to the loss of one ˚(1.625(2) A) is similar to the corresponding distances in
butyl group. ˚19 [14] (1.630(3), 1.631(2) A) and 20 [15] (1.626(1),

Compound 5 is the third silyl borate containing the ˚1.635(2) A).
tB–O–Si(Bu ) moiety to be studied using X-ray crys-2 The unique B–O–Si angle in 5 measures 141.5(2)8 and

tallography. Previously, two cyclic compounds had been lies within the range of reported values for such angles, i.e.
treported (PhBO) (Bu SiO) , 19 [14], and2 2 2%4 %%%%%%%%%%%4 128.89(14)8 in (PhBO)(Ph SiO) , 17 [13], to 160.9(3)8 in2 2t tFBOSiBu OSiMe OSiBu O, 20 [15]. Other compounds of (PhBO) (Ph SiO) , 23 [18]. The B–O–Si angle in2 2 2 2 2 2%4 %%%%%%%%%%%%4

O–CMe CH CH(Me)–O–B–OSiPh , 22, was 133.1(2)82 2 3
t t[17]. The B–O–Si(Bu ) angles in (PhBO) (Bu SiO) , 192 2 2 2%4 %%%%%%%%%%%4

t tTable 3
%4 %%%%%%%%4 [14], and FBOSiBu OSiMe OSiBu O, 20 [15], variedt 2 2 2Bond distance and angle data for (O–CMe CH CHMe–O–B–O) SiBu ,2 2 2 2 from 149.1(3)8 in 19 to 159.8(2)8 in 20 and are sig-5

tnificantly larger than those in 5. The six B–O–Si(Bu )
˚ ˚Bond Bond length (A) Bond Bond length (A) tangles in the cage compound [Bu SihOB( p–

tSi1–O1 1.625(2) C1–C12 1.552(6) C H Br)Oj SiBu ], 21 [16], varied from 137.5(6)8 to6 4 3
Si1–C1 1.867(4) C1–C13 1.549(5) 140.7(6)8.
B1–O1 1.360(4) C3–C4 1.479(5)

The unique C BO ring in 5 adopts a conformation3 2B1–O2 1.331(4) C3–C31 1.507(6)
which is intermediate between a half-chair and a sofa andB1–O6 1.330(5) C3–C32 1.511(6)

C3–O2 1.443(4) C4–C5 1.399(6) has dimensions which are very similar to those for this ring
C5–O6 1.438(5) C5–C51 1.494(6) in 22 [17].
C1–C11 1.524(5)

Bond angle Degrees Bond angle Degrees
Supplementary dataaO1–Si1–O1 112.1(2) O2–C3–C4 109.4(3)

O1–Si1–C1 107.75(14) O2–C3–C31 105.4(3)
a Supplementary data are available from the CambridgeO1–Si1–C1 105.51(14) O2–C3–C32 107.0(3)
a Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, CambridgeC1–Si1–C1 118.3(3) O6–C5–C4 111.1(4)

Si1–C1–C11 112.7(3) O6–C5–C51 107.3(4) CB2 1EZ, UK, on request, quoting the deposition number
Si1–C1–C13 111.4(3) C11–C1–C12 108.0(4) CCDC 118704.
Si1–C1–C12 107.3(3) C11–C1–C13 109.6(4)
Si1–O1–B1 141.5(2) C12–C1–C13 107.6(4)
O1–B1–O2 117.6(3) C3–C4–C5 119.5(4)

AcknowledgementsO1–B1–O6 118.7(3) C4–C3–C31 110.0(4)
O2–B1–O6 123.6(3) C4–C3–C32 112.0(4)
B1–O2–C3 121.3(3) C4–C5–C51 119.4(5) BO’L thanks FORBAIRT (Ireland) for a postgraduate
B1–O6–C5 120.5(3) C31–C3–C32 112.7(4) grant.

a This superscript in an atom label refers to equivalent position 2 x, y,
1 /2 2 z.
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Abstract

The electrical properties and X-ray single crystal structure of the salt of BEDT-TTF, bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene, with
a-Keggin anion, (BEDT-TTF) [SiMo O ]?10H O are reported. It is an isomorph of a -(BEDT-TTF) [XW O ] and its conductivity8 12 40 2 1 8 12 40

is lower than those for other BEDT-TTF salts with the Keggin anions due to longer chalcogen–chalcogen contacts. In contrast to the
corresponding molybdophosphate, the anion in the hybrid radical salt is not reduced owing to its slightly lower redox potentials. The
distortion of the silicomolybdic anion is discussed in relation with the size of TTF-like moieties.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Heteropolymolybdate; BEDT-TTF; X-ray crystallography

1. Introduction ized ‘blue’ electrons from the inorganic polyoxometalates
[6].

Radical cation salts of the donor BEDT-TTF This paper describes the synthesis, crystal structure and
[bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene] and related oxo- and properties of (BEDT-TTF) [SiMo O ]?10H O as part of8 12 40 2

seleno-substituted molecules have attracted much interest our investigation into hybrid radical materials formed
since the discovery of superconductivity in organic materi- by conducting organic donors and inorganic
als. These compounds usually crystallize in two-dimen- heteropolymolybdic anions [7,8].
sional layers of the conducting donors with considerable
interactions between the chalcogen atoms, leading to band
formation; the conducting layers alternate with the insulat-
ing layers of the acceptor anions. BEDT-TTF (or ET) 2. Experimental
radical salts with a-Keggin heteropolytungstates have been
studied systematically, showing interesting structural, elec- 2.1. Synthesis
tronic and magnetic properties [1–4]. However, those with
heteropolymolybdates have not yet been studied extensive- Starting materials BEDT-TTF and (NBu ) [SiMo O ]4 4 12 40

ly [5]. Generally, heteropolymolybdates, XMo system, were prepared according to the literature [6,9]. The pre-y
1parallel those of the corresponding tungstates, but are less pared TBA salt was recrystallized twice in acetonitrile

stable. Moreover, they are more powerful oxidizing agents prior to use.
than the corresponding tungstates, being easily reduced The radical cation salt of (BEDT-TTF) [SiMo O ]?8 12 40

to paramagnetic mixed-valence clusters. So 10H O was obtained on a platinum wire electrode by2

heteropolymolybdates should be good candidates with anodic oxidation of the organic donor (BEDT-TTF) (1.53
23BEDT-TTF to get hybrid radical materials in which mobile 10 M) in a U-shaped electrocrystallization cell under

22electrons from the organic component coexist with delocal- low constant current (I51.0 mA?cm ) in the presence of
23the (NBu ) [SiMo O ] (4.5310 M) as supporting4 4 12 40

electrolyte. A mixture of CHCl CH Cl and CH CN in a2 2 3

1:1 ratio was used as solvent. Drops of water and 1 ml of*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-431-562-3492; fax: 186-431-568-
CH OH were added into the anodic compartment of the4009. 3

E-mail address: jnnpeng@public.cc.jl.cn (E. Wang) cell to obtain good quality single crystals. Black shiny

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00241-7
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hexagonal plate crystals were collected, washed carefully polycrystalline sample with a Vibrating Sample magneto-
with CH CN and CHCl CH Cl and dried in air. From this meter. The susceptibility data were corrected for the3 2 2

sample the best crystals were chosen for X-ray structure diamagnetic contributions using Pascal’s constants. EPR
determination and the remaining were used for physical spectra of polycrystalline sample were recorded at X-band
characterization. The stoichiometry was determined by with a JES-FE3AX spectrometer.
X-ray single crystal structural analysis and by XPS spectral
analysis. 2.4. Infrared and Raman spectra

2.2. X-ray crystallography The IR spectrum was recorded in the range 400|4000
21cm on pressed KBr pellets with a FTS-T spectrometer.

X-ray crystallographic data were collected on a Siemens The Raman spectrum was recorded in the range 1000–
21P4 four-circle diffractometer with the v –2u scan mode. A 1600 cm on pressed pellets with an OMARS89 Raman

semiempirical absorption correction (PSISCAN) was ap- spectrometer, 488 nm, 20 mW.
plied. A summary of the crystallographic data and struc-
ture determination for (BEDT-TTF) [SiMo O ]?10H O 2.5. X-ray photoelectron spectra8 12 40 2

is provided in Table 1. The structure was solved by direct
methods and successive Fourier difference synthesis. Full A VG ESCALAB MKII using Al Ka was used. The
matrix least-squares refinement was used. All the computa- C(1s) binding energy was used as the internal standard.
tions were performed using SHELXTL-PLUS program systems.
Similar to other (BEDT-TTF) [XM O ] (Solv.), the 2.6. Electrical conductivity measurement8 12 40

polyoxometalic cluster is disordered with a rotation of 908

around the C axis. As a consequence, the silicon atom is DC conductivity was measured at RT on powder sample2

surrounded by a cube of oxygen atoms with an occupancy by the two-contact method.
factor of 1 /2. This kind of disorder has been explained by
several arguments [10–15].

3. Results and discussion
2.3. Magnetic measurements

3.1. Crystal structure
Magnetic susceptibility measurement was carried out at

room temperature in a magnetic field of 0.6 T on a Crystal structure of (BEDT-TTF) [SiMo O ]?10H O8 12 40 2

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for (BEDT-TTF) [SiMo O ]?10H O8 12 40 2

Empirical formula C H Mo O S Si80 84 12 50 64

Formula weight 5076.68
Temperature (K) 293(2)

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group I2/m

˚Unit cell dimensions (A, 8) a513.971(3)
b543.101(9)
c514.062(3)
a 590
b 5107.51(3)
g 590

3˚Volume (A ) 8075(3)
Z 2

23Density (calculated) (mg m ) 2.088
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 1.807

F(000) 5012
Crystal size (mm) 0.3430.2630.20
u range for data collection (8) 1.59–23.01
Limiting indices 212#h#15, 21#k#47, 212#l#15
Reflections collected 6833
Independent reflections 5736 (R 50.0230)int

Max. and min. transmission 0.73681 and 0.58516
2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F

Data / restraints /parameters 5366/0 /477
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.022

Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R 50.0867, wR 50.20921 2
23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (eA ) 1.196 and 21.114
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is related to those found in other radical salts of (BEDT- The shortest S–O distance is 31.4 pm and the shortest
TTF) [XM O ]?(Solv) [3], consisting of two-dimension- C–O distance is 31.2 pm, showing that two kinds of8 12 40

al organic and inorganic sublattices alternating along the interactions are present between the inorganic and organic
unique axis [010] of the monoclinic unit cell. Three layers. One takes place between the S atoms and O atoms
phases, named a (i51,2,3), have been reported to date for of the polyoxoanions; another one occurs via hydrogeni

the BEDT-TTF heteropolytungstates. They were identified bonds between O atoms of the anions and the ethylenic
by the a /c ratio and by the b angle, where a and c are groups of the BEDT-TTF molecules. Unfortunately, we
lattice parameters and b the angle of the monoclinic cell: can not definitely estimate the degrees of ionicity of the
a:c 5 1.0, b 51078, for a ; a:c 5 1.4, b 51128, for a ; BEDT-TTF molecules using the known corelation between1 2

a:c 5 1.8, b 51238, for a . The title compound is isostruc- the central C=C bond distance and the degree of ionicity3

tural with a [3]. Three crystallographically independent because of the large standard deviations in the considered1

BEDT-TTF molecules (denoted as A, B and C) are present bond distances.
42and arranged in two kinds of BEDT-TTF chains. One of The [SiMo O ] anion occupies a site of symmetry12 40

the stacks is formed by A and C packed alternately in an 2/m with an orientational disorder that has already been
eclipsed way while the other stack is formed by dimers of encountered in the two other TTF-like salts, TTF-SiMo12

B which are displaced along the central C=C bond by one and BHBDTI-SiMo . The doubly bridged Mo–O dis-12

external ring of the BEDT-TTF molecule (see Figs. 1 and tances fall into two well resolved categories: the long pairs
2). The weight average of the lengths of TTF-subunits is of Mo–O bonds in the range 19.70–19.79 pm and the short
63.6 pm, which is longer than that for the TTF-SiMo pairs of Mo–O bonds 17.69–18.28 pm with the Mo–O12

(63.1 pm) [16] and shorter than that for the BHBDTI- bonds in a pair being in the cis positions. Although bond
SiMo (69.2 pm) [8]. lengths and bond angles are normal, an interesting feature12

The dihedral angle between BEDT-TTF molecules of is found for the known TTF species of the silicomolybdate.
different stacks remains unchanged (about 478) compared An approximately linear relationship between the lengths
with those in a phase. The shortest interchain S–S of the organic molecules (63.1, 117.6 and 163.3 pm for1

contacts is 35.5 pm, whereas the intrachain ones are TTF, BEDT-TTF and BHBDTI, respectively) and the
40.1(6) pm in the intradimers, 51.4(8) pm in the interdim- differences of the mean bond lengths of the long (l) and
ers and 40.9(1) pm in the regular stacks, respectively. the short (s) Mo–O bonds (1.3, 1.8 and 2.3 pm forb / c

Molecular contacts among the organic units are obviously TTF-SiMo , BEDT-TTF-SiMo and BHBDTI-SiMo ,12 12 12

looser compared with those of other BEDT-TTF salts with respectively) is observed (Fig. 3), suggesting that the
the classical Keggin structure (see Table 2). extent of distortion for the anion is affected by the organic

Fig. 1. The crystallographically independent BEDT-TTF units and anion with only the unique atoms labelled for (BEDT-TTF) [SiMo O ]?10H O.8 12 40 2
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Fig. 2. Perspective view of the organic layers in the ac plane.

moieties: the bigger the size of the organic molecules, the Mo is 2.0 eV and that of S is 2.8 eV. The S line3d 5 / 2 2p 2p

bigger the distortion of the anion, i.e. the stronger the width of the sulfur is .2 eV, thus suggesting the presence
interactions between the two counterparts. of different sulfur atoms, some more ionized than the

others.
3.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy provides useful in- 3.3. Optical spectra
formation on the oxidation state of the metal ion in the
cluster and the degree of fractional oxidation state of the The IR spectrum of the title compound is very similar to
donor molecules and can assess the stoichiometric ratio of those of other Keggin-BEDT-TTF salts, except in the

21the elements present in the compound. The binding 400–1000 cm region where the vibrational spectrum of
energies are 530.2 for O , 101.1 for Si , 163.7 for S the anion remains unchanged compared with the precursor1s 2p 2p

and 232.2 eV for Mo , respectively. The FWHM of as well as the BHBDTI-SiMo , showing that anion–anion3d 5 / 2 12

interactions vanish as the organic counterpart is large
enough to keep the polyanions far apart [17].

In order to get a more precise knowledge of the
Table 2 electronic distribution in the organic sublattices, we have

21Intermolecular contacts (pm) and conductivities r (S?cm ) of (BEDT-RT performed Raman scattering measurements on the title
TTF) XM O8 12 40 compound. At least six bands can be distinguished for the
Intermolecular contacts SiMo SiW [3] PMo [5]12 12 12 powder pellet in the measured region. The Raman shift can

(this work)
be assigned to the n (n , central, a ) mode at 1538, 14982 C5C g

21S–S (interchain) 35.51 34.1(2) 34.1(2)min and 1456 cm , the n (C5C, ring, a ) mode at 1482 and3 g
S–S (intrachain) 21min 1428 cm , the n (C5C, ring, b ) mode at 1404 and27 2uIntradimers 40.16 38.6(2) 37.7(2) 211370 cm , respectively. From the linear relationshipsInterdimers 51.48 39.8(1) 39.7(2)

found in other BEDT-TTF salts [18,19] between theRegular stacks 40.91 40.4(2) 40.1(2)
S–O 31.39 31.5(2) wavenumbers of the n , n and n modes and the degree of(min) 2 3 27
C–O 31.24 31.3(3)(min) ionicity (r), we can estimate r values of about 0.8–0.9

23 21 22 21
r 1.5310 10 –10 10RT and about 0.2 for two kinds of BEDT-TTF molecules.
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Fig. 3. Mean lengths of TTF-like molecules vs. mean length differences between the Mo–O (l) and Mo–O (s) bonds (pm).b / c b / c

Combining the XPS result, the total charge of 14 for the intermolecular contacts for the BEDT-TTF-Keggin salts
BEDT-TTF molecules per formula unit is assessed and the together with their DC conductivities to compare.
anion is therefore charged 24.

4. Conclusion
3.4. Magnetic properties

The BEDT-TTF radical salt of Keggin-silicomolybdate
The magnetic properties of the title compound have

is an isomorph of a -(BEDT-TTF) [XW O ] and its1 8 12 40been studied by two methods, EPR and bulk susceptibility
conductivity is lower than those of other BEDT-TTF salts

on polycrystalline.
with the Keggin anions due to longer chalcogen–chalcogen

A single Lorentzian line was observed in the EPR
contacts. In contrast to the corresponding molybdophos-

spectra to give g52.00, line width DH528 G at 293 K,
phate, the anion in the hybrid radical salt is not reduced

and DH524 G at 77 K, close to those found in (BEDT-
owing to its slightly lower redox potentials. An approxi-

TTF) [SiW O ], but different from those found in8 12 40 mately linear relationship between the lengths of the
(BEDT-TTF) [PMo O ] [5]. Considering that the oxida-8 12 40 organic molecules and DMo–O bonds (l–s) is observed,42 b / ction potential of a-SiMo O is lower than that of a-12 40 suggesting that the extent of distortion for the anion is32PMo O , we assume that the anion in (BEDT-12 40 affected by the organic moieties: the bigger the size of the
TTF) [SiMo O ]?10H O is diamagnetic and therefore8 12 40 2 organic molecules, the bigger the distortion of the anion,
the signal is due only to the presence of spins localized on

i.e. the stronger the interaction between the two counter-
BEDT-TTF molecules. The magnetic susceptibility of the

parts.23title compound was determined to get x 56.3310M
21EMU?mol . The corresponding effective magnetic mo-

ment is very close to the value expected for four S51/2
Supplementary data

spins, thus supporting the Raman results.

Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
3.5. Electrical conductivity Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge,

CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition number
Electrical conductivity measurement gave r of 1.53 111464.RT
23 2110 S cm , a lower value than those of other BEDT-

TTF radical salts with classical Keggin-type anions. This
may be explained by slight difference in their structures. Acknowledgements
The intermolecular contacts of BEDT-TTF for the title
compound are looser either in interchains or in intrachains We greatly appreciate helpful assistance of Dr C.
than those for the other two. Table 2 gives a summary of Bellitto and F. Federici from the Institute of Chemical
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Abstract

A series of cubane-type cluster compounds (Et N)[VFe S (R dtc) ] (R 5OC H (1), C H (2), C H and Et ) and4 3 4 2 4 2 4 8 5 10 4 8 2
32 2 2(Ph P)[VFe S (Bz dtc) ] have been synthesized from a self-assembly reaction system VS /FeCl /R dtc /PhS in DMF and4 3 4 2 4 4 2 2

characterized. A formation mechanism of the VFe S cubane was suggested to contain a possible process in which linear intermediate3 4
32 1[VS (FeL ) ] was converted to incomplete cubane-type intermediate. The dynamic study on the H NMR for 1 and4 2 2

(Et N)[VFe S (Et dtc) ] exhibits a possible metal exchange in DMSO solution, accompanying the formation of Fe S (R dtc) . Cyclic4 3 4 2 4 4 4 2 4

voltammograms show similar electrochemical behaviors between 1 and 2 indicated by an quasi-reversible redox couple at 10.35 to 10.66
21V and two reduced peaks at 20.35 to 20.42 V and 20.75 to 20.86 V, respectively. The chemical shifts of 0.51 to 0.57 mm s in

¨Mossbauer effect of the VFe S cubanes exhibit the equivalence of the three Fe atoms showing that the VFe skeleton can be treated as a3 4 3
(II) (III) (III) (II)valence-delocalized system. The metal formal oxidation states were deduced as intermediate between V 13Fe and V 1Fe 1

(III) (II) (III)2Fe . A magnetic exchange model based on the former valence system of V /3Fe was used for the fitting of variable-temperature
magnetic susceptibilities, revealing an antiferromagnetic interaction in the VFe coupling system.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All3

rights reserved.

Keywords: Vanadium; Iron; Heterometallic complex; Structure; Spectra; Magnetism

1. Introduction of VFe S cluster is the complex (Et N)[VFe S (Et dtc) ]3 4 4 3 4 2 4

[6]. All the clusters with M5Mo, and V are of consider-
An extensive set of heterometal cubane-type clusters able interest because of the structural similarity of the

containing M Fe (m -S) cores (M5Mo [1–3], W heterometal atom coordination site and those present in then 42n 3 4

[1,2,4], V [5,6], n50–2) with dialkyldithiocarbamate FeMo and FeV cofactors of nitrogenases [11]. Up to now
(R dtc) ligands has been synthesized following the the syntheses of the structures of the cofactors was very2

MFe S cubane-type clusters [7] with thiolate ligands. difficult since it demanded the elucidation of reaction3 4

Mo/Fe/S cubane clusters with R dtc ligand first were mechanisms for the formation, degradation and combina-2

prepared [8] in 1983–1991 and were followed by those of tion of the cuboidal skeleton within self-organization
WFe S [4] and Fe S [9,10]. Vanadium-containing clus- processes. Our previous syntheses were carried out in a3 4 4 4

ters were obtained in 1997 [5], of which the initial example self-assembly system of tetrathiometalate, FeCl and2

R dtcNa, affording MFe S (R dtc) (M5Mo [1–3], m52 3 4 2 m

5–6; M5V, [6] m54) clusters. However, the understanding*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-591-371-1368, ext. 2157; fax: 186-
2of the [VFe S (R dtc) ] family is very restricted in591-371-4946. 3 4 2 4

E-mail address: lgt@ms.fjirsm.ac.cn (Q. Liu) comparison with the corresponding MoFe S family since3 4

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00239-9
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the VFe S complex remains rare – only one example. In (0.26 g, 2 mmol), FeCl (0.38 g, 3 mmol), C H dtcNa3 4 2 5 10

this paper, we offer several new VFe S complexes and (1.10 g, 6 mmol), and Et NCl (0.33 g, 2 mmol) in 15 ml3 4 4

report their formation, structurally characterization and of DMF was stirred vigorously at room temperature for 18
chemical behavior in solution. h. After the precipitates formed were filtered out, 11 ml of

CH CN/(CH ) CO (1:1, v /v) was added to the filtrate.3 3 2

The solution was allowed to stand at 48C for 2 days, then
2. Experimental filtered to remove the inorganic salt deposited. After

leaving the filtrate for several days at 48C an addition of 5
All operations were carried out under dinitrogen atmos- ml of (CH ) CO causes the separation of black crystals,3 2

phere using Schlenk techniques. The solvents were dried which were filtered, washed with (CH ) CO, and dried in3 2

with molecular sieves and degassed prior to use. Reagents vacuo, affording 0.3 g of 2. A second crop of 0.25 g from
R dtcNa (R 5OC H , C H ) were prepared by the the mother liquid was obtained after several days. The2 2 4 8 5 10

reaction of R NH, NaOH and CS in water. FeCl , combined yield was 0.55 g (49%). Anal. Calcd. for2 2 2

Bz dtcNa, C H dtcNH , Ph PCl and Et NCl are commer- C H Fe N S V: C, 35.74; H, 5.61; Fe, 14.29; N, 5.96;2 4 8 4 4 4 35 66 3 5 12

cially available without further purification. Compounds V, 4.34. Found: C, 34.77; H, 5.58; Fe, 13.67; N, 5.87; V,
21(NH ) VS [12], (NH ) MoS [13], [Et N] [VFe S Cl ] 4.09. IR (KBr, cm ): 342 (Fe–S ), 999 (C–S),14904 3 4 4 2 4 4 3 2 4 4 dtc

[14] and PhSNa [15] were obtained using previously (C=N), 1671 (C=O, Me CO).2

published literature methods.
2.1.3. [Et N][VFe S (C H dtc) ]?DMF (3)4 3 4 4 8 4

2.1. Preparation of complexes The same procedure as the preceding preparation of 2
was performed with the use of C H dtcNH (0.98 g, 64 8 4

2.1.1. [Et N][VFe S (OC H dtc) ]?(CH ) CO (1) mmol) instead. Compound 3 was obtained as 0.41 g (yield4 3 4 4 8 4 3 2

36.1%) of microcrystals. Anal. Calcd. for:
2.1.1.1. Method 1 C H Fe N OS V: C, 32.80; H, 5.20; Fe, 14.81; N,31 59 3 6 12

To a stirred solution of FeCl (0.38 g, 3 mmol), PhSNa 7.40; V, 4.50. Found: C, 32.31; H, 5.04; Fe, 13.56; N, 7.15;2
21(0.26 g, 2 mmol), OC H dtcNa (1.10 g, 6 mmol), and V, 4.04. IR (KBr, cm ): 325 (Fe–S ), 998 (C–S), 14714 8 dtc

Et NCl (0.33 g, 2 mmol) in 18 ml of DMF, (NH ) VS (C=N). 1665 (C=O, DMF).4 4 3 4

(0.23 g, 1 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred at
room temperature for 18 h. After filtration, the filtrate was 2.1.4. [Ph P][VFe S (Bz dtc) ]?DMF (4)4 3 4 2 4

added with 10 ml of CH CN/(CH ) CO (1:1, v /v) mixed The procedure in the preceding preparation was utilized3 3 2

solvent, and was allowed to stand over night. The precipi- with the use of Bz dtcNa?xH O and Ph PCl instead. The2 2 4

tates and a little amount of microcrystals deposited were crystalline solid of the title compound contaminated by
filtered out and 14 ml of CH CN/(CH ) CO (1:1, v /v) Fe(Bz dtc) was recrystallized from DMF/CH OH. Pure3 3 2 2 3 3

was added. The black crystals formed after leaving the product (0.21 g, 12%) was obtained. Anal. Calcd. for
filtrate at room temperature for 2 days were collected, C H Fe N POS V: C, 56.52; H, 4.49; N, 3.79; Fe,87 83 3 5 12

washed with (CH ) CO, and dried in vacuo, affording 9.09; V, 2.76. Found: C, 56.28; H, 4.26; N, 3.66; Fe, 8.71;3 2
210.39 g (yield 33%) of 1. V, 2.57. IR (KBr, cm ): 294, 310 (Fe–S ), 996 (C–S),dtc

1480 (C=N), 1670 (C=O, DMF).
2.1.1.2. Method 2

A mixture of [Et N] [VFe S Cl ] (0.83 g, 1 mmol), 2.1.5. [Et N][VFe S (Et dtc) ] (5)4 3 2 4 4 4 3 4 2 4

FeCl (0.13 g, 1 mmol), OC H dtcNa (1.10 g, 6 mmol) This complex was obtained by the reported method in2 4 8

and PhSNa (0.26 g, 2 mmol) in 13 ml of DMF was stirred Ref. [6].
for 16 h. After filtration, 15 ml of CH CN/(CH ) CO3 3 2

(1:1, v /v) was added to the filtrate. The solution was 2.1.6. [Et N][MoFe S (OC H dtc) ]?DMF (6)4 3 4 4 8 5

allowed to stand at 48C for 2 days. The inorganic salt A mixture of (NH ) MoS (0.26 g, 1 mmol), FeCl4 2 4 2

formed was filtered out and 4 ml of (CH ) CO was added (0.38 g, 3 mmol), OC H dtcNa (1.10 g, 6 mmol) and3 2 4 8

to the filtrate for the separation of the black crystals which Et NCl (0.33 g, 2 mmol) in 20 ml of DMF was stirred for4

were collected by filtration, washed with (CH ) CO, and 16 h, then filtered to remove precipitates formed. To the3 2

dried in vacuo, affording 0.20 g (yield 17%) of 1. Anal. filtrate, 15 ml of Me CO was added. The solution was2

Calcd. for C H N Fe O S V: C, 31.44; H, 4.94; N, allowed to stand at 48C for several days. Black crystals31 58 5 3 5 12

5.91; V, 4.30; Fe, 14.15. Found: C, 31.34; H, 4.81; N, 5.87; were collected, washed with CH CN, and dried in vacuo to3
21V, 4.09; Fe, 13.78. IR (KBr, cm ): 333, (Fe–S ), 996 afford 0.67 g (yield 47.7%) of 6. Anal. Calcd. fordtc

(C–S), 1478 (C=N), 1678 (C=O, Me CO). C H Fe MoN O S : C, 30.74; H, 4.77; Fe, 11.96; Mo,2 36 67 3 7 6 14

6.83; N, 6.98. Found: C, 30.09; H, 4.54; Fe, 11.54; Mo,
212.1.2. [Et N][VFe S (C H dtc) ]?(CH ) CO (2) 6.52; N, 7.05. IR (KBr, cm ) 332, 405 (Mo–S , Fe–4 3 4 5 10 4 3 2 dtc

A mixture of (NH ) VS (0.23 g, 1 mmol), PhSNa S ), 998 (C–S), 1480 (C=N), 1680 (DMF).4 3 4 dtc
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2.2. X-ray crystallography and structure solution residual peaks in the final difference Fourier map had a
3˚height of 0.703 and 20.528 e A for 1, and 0.780 and

3˚Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction with dimen- 20.481 e A for 2. All calculations were performed on an
sions of 0.5530.3030.20 mm for 1 and 0.4030.3530.20 Indy workstation using the SHELXTL-93 program [16].
mm for 2 were coated with epoxy resin and mounted on a
glass fiber for each of them. Data collections were 2.3. Other physical measurements
performed on Smart CCD diffractometer using v-scan
mode in the range of 2u 546.528 for 1 and 46.498 for 2, The IR spectra were recorded on a Bio-Rad FTS-40max

1and 7367 and 7475 unique reflections were obtained, Model spectrophotometer. The H spectra were recorded
respectively. Lorentz polarization correction and SADABS on a Bruker-Am 500 spectrometer with TMS as standard.

¨(0.6768–1.0000 for 1 and 0.6493–1.0000 for 2) were The Mossbauer spectra were measured over liquid nitrogen
applied for the data. The crystallographic data of the two at room temperature with a constant acceleration spec-

57complexes are listed in Table 1. trometer using 50 mCi Co in a Pd matrix held at 21618C
The structure was solved by direct methods for each as the source. The isomer shift parameters were calibrated

complex and the major atoms were located from an E-map. with metallic iron at room temperature. The variable
Subsequent difference Fourier syntheses revealed the temperature susceptibility was measured on a Model CF-1
positions of the remaining non-hydrogen atoms. The superconducting extraction sample magnetometer with
environment for the metal atoms V and Fe in each of the crystalline sample kept in capsule at 1.5–300 K.
two structures is identical, making the four metal atoms
indistinguishable of each other. Consequently, all the metal
atoms in 1 and 2 were treated as disordered in terms of 3. Results and discussion
M50.25V10.75Fe. Hydrogen atoms were located and
added to the structure calculations but their positions were 3.1. Synthesis
not refined. Both structures were refined by a full-matrix
least-squares technique using anisotropic thermal parame- The Mo Fe S (R dtc) single cubane clusters weren 42n 4 2 5–6

ters for all the non-hydrogen atoms except for the carbon readily prepared [1] in a self-assembly system shown in
atoms in the solvate Me CO. Also, four C atoms in the Scheme 1. Analogous tungsten clusters were obtained with2

1 22 32CH groups of the Et N cation in complex 2 were found WS . A similar assembly system containing VS /2 4 4 4
2 32 2to be disordered at two positions with occupancies of 0.5 FeCl /R dtc in a mole ratio of VS /FeCl /R dtc 52 2 4 2 2

for each of them and were refined isotropically. The final 1:3:6 was also studied in CH CN and DMF solvents.3
32refinement included 495 and 491 variable parameters for However, in the case of using VS , the only separable4

5613 and 5466 reflections with F . 4.0s(F ) and con- product was a mononuclear Fe(R dtc) complex, some-2 3

verged to R50.0508 and 0.0612, R 50.1466 and 0.1696w

for 1 and 2, respectively. The highest and the minimum

Table 1
aCrystallographic data for complexes 1 and 2

Chemical formula C H Fe N O S V C H Fe N OS V31 58 3 5 5 12 35 66 3 5 12

FW 1184.04 1176.14
Space group P-1 (No. 2) P-1 (No. 2)

˚a, A 11.4967(2) 11.6173(3)
˚b, A 13.7422(1) 13.3180(3)
˚c, A 18.4704(3) 18.6075(5)

a, 8 99.459(1) 87.767(1)
b, 8 104.715(1) 79.025(1)
g, 8 105.683(1) 71.361(1)

3˚V, A 2630.91(7) 2677.31(12)
Z 2 2
T, K 293 293

˚l, A 0.71073 0.71073
23

r , g cm 1.495 1.422calcd
21

m, cm 14.98 14.64
bR 0.0508 0.0612

cR 0.1466 0.1696w

a 2 2 2 2 21, w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (0.1104P) 1 2.0296P], P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3; 2,o o c
2 2 2 2 2w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (0.1394P) 1 8.3975P], P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3.o o c

b R 5 ouuF u 2 uF uu /ouF u. Scheme 1. An assembly system for preparing Mo/Fe/S cubane-likeo c o
c 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R 5 ho[w(F 2 F ) ] /o[w(F ) ]j . clusters.w o c o
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times together with a very poor yield of the cluster ligand tends to stabilize the metal complex or cluster
2[VFe S (R dtc) ] [6]. Addition of PhSNa afforded a compound with high valence metal [1,19]. Therefore, a3 4 2 4

suitable reaction system to get a moderate yield (.30%) cuboidal intermediate [VFe S L (DMF) ] with a higher3 4 3 3
12of the cluster. It is believed that the formation process of core oxidation state than other [VFe S Cl (DMF) ] ,3 4 3 3
32the VFe S /R dtc cubane cluster would be similar to that which was obtained in the reaction system of VS /3 4 2 4

2of [VFe S Cl (DMF) ] , which was reported to be FeCl /DMF, has been proposed in the aforementioned3 4 3 3 2

formed via a rearrangement from the linear intermediate mechanism.
32[VS (FeCl ) ] to its cuboidal form [17]. Scheme 24 2 2

shows the possible formation mechanism for the VFe S /3 4

R dtc cubane cluster. 3.2. Structure2

The linear intermediate in Scheme 2 can be induced to
rearrange to a cuboidal form [17], which acts as a cluster The crystal structures of both 1 and 2 consist of two

2ligand to incorporate an Fe(II) species and forming the cluster anions [VFe S (R dtc) ] (R 5OC H (1), C H3 4 2 4 2 4 8 5 10
2 1desired single cubane cluster [VFe S (R dtc) ] in the (2)), two [Et N] cations and two (CH ) CO solvent3 4 2 4 4 3 2

2presence of R dtc . A parallel reaction of the trinuclear molecules in their unit cell. The structures of the two2

linear cluster [Et N] [VFe S Cl ] [14] with FeCl , anions are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Both4 3 2 4 4 2

PhSNa, and OC H dtcNa in the molar ratio of 1:1:2:6 was the anions contain a VFe S cuboidal core, in which each4 8 3 4

also carried out, affording the VFe S cluster 1 as shown metal atom is chelated by a R dtc group and is coordinated3 4 2

in Eq. (1): by three m -S atoms. Unfortunately, in these VFe S3 3 4

compounds, the coordination environment for each of the
32 2[VFe S Cl ] 1 FeCl 1 4R dtc →2 4 4 2 2 metal sites (V or Fe) is so similar that we cannot

2 2 distinguish the V site from the four metal atoms. Conse-[VFe S (R dtc) ] 1 6Cl (1)3 4 2 4
quently, the four metal atoms are disordered with the use

2Though PhS seems not to be contained in the equation, of M (M50.25V10.75Fe) to represent them. This dis-
the presence of the thiolate in the assembly system can not ordering phenomenon is possible from a geometrical and
be ignored. Here benzenethiolate reacts with FeCl to energy points of view and has previously been observed in2

produce a Fe(II) benzenethiolate complex, such as complexes M Fe S (R dtc) [1–4] (M5Mo, W; n51,n 42n 4 2 5–6
22 2[Fe(PhS) ] [18], which inhibits the formation of 2) and [VFe S (Et dtc) ] [6]. The VFe S unit may be4 3 4 2 4 3 4

Fe(R dtc) leading to the undesirable final product arranged randomly (V→Fe or Fe→V), so that all the2 2

Fe(R dtc) . It is also noted that the R dtc-containing moieties [VS ] and [FeS ] become interchangeable. De-2 3 2 5 5
31assembly system gave a series of [VFe S ] cubane termination of the structure for these complexes served to3 4

complexes with a higher core oxidation state than that in prove their cubane-type cluster stereochemistry. However,
21 32[VFe S ] cubane obtained in the VS /FeCl /DMF this disorder prevented the identification of a specific3 4 4 2

system. An explanation for this difference is that the R dtc vanadium subsite within the clusters and made the structur-2

2Scheme 2. A proposed mechanism for the formation of [VFe S (R dtc) ] cubane clusters.3 4 2 4
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Table 2
˚Bond distances (A) and angles (8) of M(3) for complexes 1 and 2

1
M(3)–S(2) 2.270(2) M(3)–S(1) 2.273(2)
M(3)–S(4) 2.345(2) M(3)–S(41) 2.391(2)
M(3)–S(42) 2.524(2)
S(2)–M(3)–S(1) 105.82(6) S(2)–M(3)–S(41) 129.79(6)
S(2)–M(3)–S(4) 101.05(6) S(2)–M(3)–S(42) 93.17(7)
S(1)–M(3)–S(4) 98.83(6) S(1)–M(3)–S(42) 93.59(7)
S(1)–M(3)–S(41) 122.17(7) S(4)–M(3)–S(41) 86.30(5)
S(4)–M(3)–S(42) 157.73(6) S(41)–M(3)–S(42) 71.44(5)

2
M(3)–S(3) 2.296(2) M(3)–S(2) 2.298(2)
M(3)–S(1) 2.400(2) M(3)–S(32) 2.405(2)
M(3)–S(31) 2.523(3)
S(3)–M(3)–S(2) 103.97(7) S(3)–M(3)–S(1) 93.04(7)
S(3)–M(3)–S(32) 119.87(8) S(3)–M(3)–S(31) 95.67(9)
S(2)–M(3)–S(1) 100.55(7) S(2)–M(3)–S(32) 133.90(8)
S(2)–M(3)–S(31) 91.72(9) S(1)–M(3)–S(32) 91.19(7)
S(1)–M(3)–S(31) 162.79(8) S(32)–M(3)–S(31) 71.60(8)

2Fig. 1. ORTEP plot of the anion [VFe S (OC H dtc) ] showing 50% direction cause this serious distortion from the tbp geome-3 4 4 8 4

probability ellipsoids with numbering scheme. try for each metal atom. Selected bond distances and angle
ranges and their average values are also listed in Table 3
for information.

al discussion difficult. Here we only present the structural Four metal atoms form a butterfly structure with five
parameters of M(3) in Table 2 as representative of the metal–metal bond distances ranging from 2.783(1) to

˚ ˚structural environment for all the metals which have fairly 2.921(1) A for 1 and 2.808(2) to 2.899(2) A for 2, and a
˚similar data to those of M(3). The coordination geometry metal . . . metal separation larger than 3.0 A. This longer

of each metal can be seen as very seriously distorted – metal . . . metal length seems to stem from an electron-
either a trigonal bipyramid (tbp) or square pyramid (sp). deficient (58e) structure of the VFe S cubane complexes3 4

However, the geometry seems to be closer to the former if and has been a common phenomena for other reported 58e
we note that the opposite two S atoms together with the metal thiocubanes, such as Mo Cu S (edt) (PPh )2 2 4 2 3 2

˚metal form an axis of the tbp with an S–M–S angle (Cu . . . Cu, 3.095(2) A) [20], W Cu S (edt) (PPh )dtc 2 2 4 2 3 2

larger than 1508. It is also worthwhile noting that small dtc (Cu . . . Cu, no bond) [21], [V Cu S -2 2 4

bite angles of |718 and an M–S bond lying in the axisdtc

Table 3
˚Selected bond distance (A) and angle (8) range and mean values for

compounds 1 and 2

1 2

M–M 2.783(1)–2.921(1) 2.808(2) –2.899(2)
c cMean of 5 2.88(4) 2.88(5)

M . . . M M(1) . . . M(2) 3.038(1) M(2) . . . M(3) 3.114(2)
aM–S 2.253(2)–2.350(2) 2.242(2)–2.400(2)c

c cMean of 12 2.30(1) 2.30(2)
bM–S 2.391(2)–2.524(2) 2.405(2)–2.525(2)dtc

c cMean of 8 2.456(16) 2.456(17)
S –M–S (two sets) 101.05(6)–105.82(6) 100.57(7)–107.40(8)c c

c cMean of 8 103.2(6) 103.6(7)
95.54(5)–98.83(6) 93.01(7)–100.28(8)

c cMean of 4 97.2(9) 96.0(16)
M–S –M 74.13(5)–81.50(5) 74.35(6)–84.35(7)c

c cMean of 12 77.3(7) 77.4(9)
S –M–S 71.22(6)–71.76(5) 70.59(8)–71.60(7)dtc dtc

c cMean of 4 71.5(1) 71.3(2)
a S represents the sulfur atom in VFe S cuboidal core.c 3 4
b S represents the sulfur atom in R dtc.dtc 2

2 cFig. 2. ORTEP plot of the anion [VFe S (C H dtc) ] showing 50% The standard deviation of the mean value is estimated from s 53 4 5 10 4
N 2 1 / 2¯probability ellipsoids with numbering scheme. o (x 2 x ) /N(N 2 1) .f gi51 i
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22 1˚(OC H dtc) (PhS) ] (Cu . . . Cu, 3.338(3) A) [22], those of OC H dtcFe. The H NMR spectra of complexes4 8 2 2 4 8
22 ˚ 2–4 have also been determined. The a-H signals of the Fe[V Ag S (OC H dtc) (PhS) ] (Ag . . . Ag, 3.898(3) A)2 2 4 4 8 2 2
22 ˚ sites were found at 22, 42 and 14.4 ppm, and those of the[23], [V Ag S (CS ) (PPh ) ] (Ag . . . Ag, 3.686(1) A)2 2 4 3 2 3 2

˚ V sites at 9.1, 6.7 and 8.8 ppm for 2, 3 and 4, respectively.[24], V Fe S (MeCp) (NO) (V . . . V, 2.95 A) [25],2 2 4 2 2
22 ˚ These a-H signals exhibit paramagnetic widening and[Fe S (Et dtc) (SPh) ] (Fe . . . Fe, 3.053(3) A) [26] and4 4 2 2 2

2 ˚ indicate three equivalent Fe ions. In comparison with their[VFe S (Et dtc) ] (Fe . . . Fe(V), 2.994(3) A) [6] cubane3 4 2 4
respective R dtc salt (Na or NH salt), the chemical shiftsclusters. All the six M S rhombic units for both the 2 42 2
of the a-H in ligand move clearly downfield, indicatingcomplexes show various features, of which two or three

˚ that these complexes contain paramagnetic Fe and V sites.are coplanar with an atomic deviation less than 0.09 A
Similar spectroscopic behavior has been found and re-from the respective least-squares plane, while the others

˚ ported for (Et N)[VFe S (Et dtc) ] (5) [6], the a-Hare nonplanar with a deviation of 0.11–0.22 A. 4 3 4 2 4

signals of which were found at 34.2 ppm for Et dtcFe2

group and at 15.0 ppm for Et dtcV. It is worth noting that a23.3. Solution properties broad peak centered at 19 ppm and a small signal at 33
ppm were also found for complexes 1 and 5 [6], respec-

13.3.1. H NMR spectra tively. According to a previous report [1], the latter seems
1H NMR spectrum of 1 depicted in Fig. 3a gives the to be easily assigned to the a-H of Fe S (Et dtc) , which4 4 2 4

indication of the vanadium subset that can not be identified was originally seen as a possible impurity. However, these
from structure determination. There are two types of unexpected signals increased with time and the afore-

2OC H dtc ligands ligating to V and Fe sites, and corre- mentioned a-H signals of [VFe S (R dtc) ] turned out to4 8 3 4 2 4

sponding to two sets of signals at 8.6 and 11.6 ppm with decrease for the two complexes as shown in Fig. 3. For
an intensity ratio of 1:3. The former is reasonably assigned complex 1, after 4 h, the a-H peaks of OC H dtcFe (11.64 8

to the NCH (a-H) signal of OC H dtcV, and the latter to ppm) and OC H dtcV (8.6 ppm) diminished and disap-2 4 8 4 8

peared after 3 days, leaving an increased peak at 19.5 ppm
(Fig. 3c,d), which could also be tentatively assigned to the
a-H signal of Fe S (OC H dtc) , if the assignment for 54 4 4 8 4

is considered. In order to identify this assignment and to
study the solution behavior of the VFe S complexes, a3 4

1dynamic tracing H NMR experiment was designed to
1identify the H NMR signals of Fe S (OC H dtc) . We4 4 4 8 4

previously reported a reaction of Mg(DMF) [Fe S Cl ]6 2 2 4
2with R dtc used to prepare Fe S (R dtc) [1,10]. So a2 4 4 2 4

DMSO-d solution containing Mg(DMF) [Fe S Cl ] and6 6 2 2 4

OC H dtcNa in a molar ratio of 1:2, which should lead to4 8

the formation of Fe S (OC H dtc) , was carefully sealed4 4 4 8 4

into a determination tube under dinitrogen atmosphere. Its
1H NMR spectrum is presented in Fig. 4. As expected,
over a period of 100 min a signal at 19.8 ppm appears and
increases gradually. A signal at 4.6 ppm possesses the
same integral intensity to that of the signal at 19.8 ppm,
being assigned to b-H of Fe S (OC H dtc) . Therefore,4 4 4 8 4

the a-H assignment (19.8 ppm) for Fe S (OC H dtc) is4 4 4 8 4

verified. Consequently, a fast metal exchange process on
the NMR time-scale is proposed to explain the formation
of Fe S (R dtc) as shown in Eqs. (2) and (3):4 4 2 4

DMSO
2 22[VFe S (R dtc) ] à [Fe S (R dtc) ] 13 4 2 4 3 4 2 3

1[V(R dtc)(DMSO) ] (2)2 3

22[Fe S (R dtc) ] 13 4 2 3

DMSO1 (32n)1Fig. 3. H NMR spectra of 1 in DMSO-d solution at room temperature.6 [Fe(R dtc) (DMSO) ] à Fe S (R dtc) 12 n m 4 4 2 4
(a) At the beginning: d 1.2 (CH , Et N), 2.1 (CH , Me CO), 2.53 4 3 2 2(n 2 1)R dtc (3)(DMSO), 3.1 (CH , Et N), 3.6 (H O), 4.0 (OCH , OC H dtc), 4.5 (b-H, 22 4 2 2 4 8

OC H dtcFe), 8.0 (DMF), 8.7 (a-H, OC H dtcV), 11.6 (a-H,4 8 4 8
In this mechanism a trinuclear incomplete cuboidal unitOC H dtcFe), 19.6 (a-H, Fe S (OC H dtc) ). (b) After 1 h, (c) 4 h, and4 8 4 4 4 8 4 22

(d) 3 days. [Fe S (R dtc) ] was assumed as an intermediate to3 4 2 3
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1Fig. 4. Dynamic tracing H NMR spectrum of the reaction of Mg(DMF) [Fe S Cl ] with OC H dtcNa in molar ratio of 1:2 in DMSO-d at room6 2 2 4 4 8 6

temperature. The signal of Fe S (OC H dtc) was observed at 19.8 ppm. (a) 5 min, (b) 15 min, (c) 100 min.4 4 4 8 4

21coordinate a mononuclear Fe(R dtc) fragment, forming complex (Et N)[MoFe S (OC H dtc) ] is shown in Fig.2 4 3 4 4 8 5

a Fe S cubane cluster. A similar skeletal atomic exchange 6. Two quasi-reversible redox couples and one irreversible4 4
22 / 32 22for [Fe Q (SR) ] (Q5S, Se) and [M (SR) ] reduction in the range 0.4 to 21.3 V were observed for the4 4 4 4 10

(M5Fe, Cd) has been reported [27,28]. A semirigid Fe S3 4

fragment that can bind the metal ion to form MFe S3 4

cubane-type clusters has also been reported [29]. In
0addition, the reversible interconversions [Fe Q ] 13 4

21 21Fe ↔[Fe Q ] (Q5S, Se) have also been proven [30].4 4

All these results imply that the metal exchange of the
VFe S cubane may pass through a Fe S intermediate as3 4 3 4

shown in Eqs. 2 and 3. Here the mononuclear
n1[Fe(R dtc) ] (n50–2) fragment may come from the2 32n

2decomposition of [VFe S (R dtc) ] in solution. The3 4 2 4

spectra of these complexes contain the absorption of
2respective free R dtc , though the spectrum structures in2

the region 2–5 ppm are complicated. It is believed that
2solvent substitution would supply the free R dtc group2

2[1], and may lead to the degradation of [VFe S (R dtc) ]3 4 2 4
n1to produce the mononuclear [Fe(R dtc) ] (n50–2).2 32n

We have always separated the mononuclear complex
Fe(R dtc) from the reaction solution.2 3

3.3.2. Electrochemical studies
Compounds 1 and 2 show similar electrochemical

character: a quasi-reversible redox couple at 10.66/ 10.41
V (1) and 10.50 / 10.35 V (2) as shown in Fig. 5 and two
irreversible reductions at 20.35 and 20.86 V for com-
pound 1 and, 20.42 and 20.75 V for compound 2 in the
cathodic scan. A comparison of the redox potentials
between Mo and V analogues is listed in Table 4. It is

0,12noted that the Mo complexes [MoFe S (R dtc) ] pos-3 4 2 5

sess a much richer redox chemistry than that the VFe S Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammogram in 0.001 M DMF solution with scan speed3 4
21complexes. As a comparison, the cyclic voltammogram for of 200 mV s for (a) complex 1, and (b) complex 2.
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Table 4
Redox potentials (V) of MFe S clusters (M5Mo, V) with R dtc ligand at room temperature vs. SCE3 4 2

Compound 0/12 (E ) 12 /22 (E ) Other Ref.1 2

E E E E E E Ep,c p,a 1 / 2 p,c p,a 1 / 2 p,c

2 a[VFe S (OC H dtc) ] 0.41 0.66 0.54 20.35 – – 20.86 This work3 4 4 8 4
2 a[VFe S (C H dtc) ] 0.35 0.50 0.43 20.42 – – 20.75 This work3 4 5 10 4

12 b[MoFe S (OC H dtc) ] 0.28 0.35 0.32 20.34 20.20 20.27 20.73, 21.02 This work3 4 4 8 5
12[MoFe S (Et dtc) ] 0.05 0.23 0.14 20.70 20.45 20.58 21.02 [2,31]3 4 2 5

MoFe S (C H dtc) 0.10 0.23 0.17 20.62 20.45 20.54 21.0 [2,31]3 4 5 10 5

MoFe S (Et dtc) 0.04 0.22 0.13 20.70 20.47 20.54 21.07 [2,31]3 4 2 5

a 210.001 M in DMF solution, supporting electrolyte Bu NClO , 200 mV s .4 4
b 210.002 M in CH Cl solution, supporting electrolyte Et NBF ,100 mV s .2 2 4 4

¨Mo complex and other Mo analogues [2,31], indicating 3.4. Mossbauer spectra
their higher stability in solution than the VFe S complex-3 4

¨es. Referring to the assignment for corresponding Mo The Mossbauer spectrum (Fig. 7a) of 1 exhibits a
complexes, the redox behaviors of the VFe S clusters can3 4

be tentatively attributed to the following electro-transfer
series:

E E1 20 12[VFe S (R dtc) ] à [VFe S (R dtc) ] à3 4 2 4 3 4 2 4

22[VFe S (R dtc) ] (4)3 4 2 4

Here, a quasi-reversible redox is believed to be associated
with the VFe S core, while the irreversible reduction of3 4

12 to 22 implies the destruction of the latter when
reduced; this is because the reductive state of the cluster is
not stabilized by the R dtc ligand. A similar phenomenon2

has been reported in the study on the MoFe S clusters3 4

[1,2,31].

¨Fig. 7. Mossbauer spectra at liquid nitrogen temperature for (a) complex
Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammogram in 0.002 M CH Cl solution with scan 1 and (b) complex 2. Solid line represents the least-squares fits for the2 2

21speed of 100 mV s for (Et N)[MoFe S (OC H dtc) ]. experimental data.4 3 4 4 8 5
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21symmetric quadrupole splitting (QS) of 1.34 mm s and
21the isomer shift (IS) of 0.57 mm s . The spectrum of 2

contains three partly overlapping QS (1.65, 1.18, and 0.70
21mm s ) as shown in Fig. 7b and three IS (0.57, 0.52 and

210.51 mm s ) with the intensity ratio close to 1:1:1. The
¨Mossbauer parameters of 1 and 2 are shown in Table 5

together with the data of related M/Fe/S (M5Mo, V)
cubane-like complexes containing Fe(R dtc) groups. The2

¨Mossbauer parameters indicate that all the Fe atoms are
equivalent for 1. Even though there were three sets of the
parameters for 2, only small difference in chemical shift
was found, indicating a very close oxidation state for the
three Fe sites. This is consistent with the disordered Fig. 8. Experimental molar susceptibility (x ) and effective magneticM

treatment for the three Fe atoms in the structure solution, moment (m ) of temperature dependence for complex 1. The solid lineeff

represents the calculated values based on the model of V(II) /3Fe(III).and shows that the VFe S cubane skeleton can be treated3 4

as a valence-delocalized system with each iron site being
2identical. The IS values of these [VFe S (R dtc) ]3 4 2 4

21complexes ranging from 0.46 to 0.57 mm s are compar- core. The resonance delocalization of an itinerant electron
2 31 2.671 21 31able to those of [MoFe S (Et dtc) ] [1], in which the mixes the V 3Fe and V 3Fe configurations.3 4 2 5

five-coordinate Fe atoms were deduced to have mean 31 21 31 31 31 31 21 31V Fe Fe Fe ↔ V Fe Fe Fe ↔oxidation state of 2.671. Also, the series of VFe S3 4 31 31 31 21 21 31 31 31V Fe Fe Fe ↔ V Fe Fe Fe (5)complexes possess IS values close to or slightly larger than
2 21that of [V Fe S (Me dtc) ] (0.46 mm s ) [5], indicating2 2 4 2 5

a mean Fe oxidation state between 2.671 and 31. 3.5. Magnetic properties
According to the empirical relationship [5] IS51.9022

0.506X, which we have used to evaluate the Fe (mean) The measured molar susceptibilities (x ) and the effec-M

oxidation state (X) in five-coordinate FeS sites containing tive magnetic moments (m ) of 1 and 2 as a function of5 eff

the R dtc ligand, the Fe mean valence is deduced as temperature are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. It is2

X52.63 for 1, 2.70 for 2, and 2.82 for 5. It is also in expected that complexes 1 and 2 show their magnetic
agreement with the result obtained from the aforemen- behavior similar to that of 5, as reported [6] previously.
tioned comparison. Consequently, to consider the formal The molar susceptibilities increase steadily with decreasing
metal oxidation state for the VFe S complexes as either temperature, while the values of m decrease smoothly3 4 eff

V(III)1Fe(II)12Fe(III) or V(II)13Fe(III) would be from 300 to 10 K, showing the presence of intramolecular
reasonable. This is also an important indication of an antiferromagnetic exchange interactions. The effective
electronic delocalized system for the VFe S cuboidal magnetic moments of 1 (4.67 m ) and 2 (4.95 m ) at 3003 4 B B

K are close to the spin-only values obtained by the
calculations based on three kinds of possible spin systems,

SO[V(II)(S53/2)13Fe(III)(S51/2)] (m 54.90 m ),Table 5 B
a 21 21Isomer shift (IS, mm s ) and quadrupole splitting (QS, mm s ) of

Fe(R dtc) subsite in M/Fe/S (M5V, Mo) cubane complexes at liquid2

nitrogen temperature

Compound IS QS No. of Ref.
subsites

1 0.57 1.34 3 This work
2 0.57 1.65 1 This work

0.52 1.18 1
0.51 0.70 1

(Et N)[VFe S (Et dtc) ] 0.46 0.99 2 [6]4 3 4 2 4

0.50 0.62 1
(Et N)[V Fe S (Me dtc) ] 0.46 0.72 2 [5]4 2 2 4 2 5

(Et N)[MoFe S (Et dtc) ] 0.51 1.18 2 [1]4 3 4 2 5

0.54 0.86 1
MoFe S (Et dtc) 0.37 1.36 2 [1]3 4 2 5

0.36 0.28 1
MoFe S (Me dtc) 0.36 1.36 2 [1]3 4 2 5

0.35 0.19 1
(Ph P) [Fe S (PhS) (Et dtc) ] 0.64 1.84 2 [32]4 2 4 4 2 2 2 Fig. 9. Experimental molar susceptibility (x ) and effective magneticM

a All isomer shifts are referenced to a-Fe metal at room temperature. moment (m ) of temperature dependence for complex 2.eff
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SO[V(III)(S51)1Fe(II)(S51)12Fe(III)(S51/2)] (m 5 B 5 7 1 5 exp(26J /KT ) 1 3 exp(210J /KT )
4.69 m ) and [V(IV)(S51/2)12Fe(II)(S51)1Fe(III)(S5B 1 exp(212J /KT ) 1 10 exp[(23J 2 3j) /KT ]SO1 /2)] (m 54.69 m ), of which the latter is not accessibleB

1 6 exp[(27J 2 3j) /KT ]¨since the Mossbauer effect supports a Fe mean oxidation
state between 2.671 and 31. The V atom in the MS5 Data below 10 K were not treated since the effect of zero
moieties is generally considered to be in high spin state field-splitting and intermolecular interactions become sig-
(V(II), S53/2; V(III), S51), while the Fe atom in the nificant. The best fitting curves are depicted in Fig. 8 for
trigonal bipyramid environment is considered as S51 for complex 1. The best fitting parameters of the compound

21 21Fe(II) and S51/2 for Fe(III). It may be a reasonable are J5225.27 cm , j5240.29 cm , g52.10 and
23 2 2assumption that the electronic structure of the VFe S3 4 R56.13310 (R 5 o[(x ) 2 (x ) ] /o(x ) ).M obs M cal M obs

cubane cluster is intermediate between V(II)(S53/2)1 The result shows that antiferromagnetic exchange interac-
3Fe(III)(S51/2) and V(III)(S51)1Fe(II)(S51) / tions exist between the metal atoms.

¨2Fe(III)(S51/2) just like the result of the Mossbauer It is believed that the M S rhombic units and the m -S2 2 3
effect, and agrees with the room temperature magnetic bridges play a significant role in affording the magnetic
susceptibility data. An exchange pathway can be schema- coupling pathways. No strong exchange interaction was
tized as shown in Fig. 10 according to the tetrahedral VFe3 found which might be attributable to the lack of efficient
model. Here, we consider the former electronic structure of overlap of the magnetic orbitals. The non-coplanarity of
V(II)(S53/2)13Fe(III)(S51/2) for the convenience of several rhombic M S (M5V, Fe) units, which is unfavor-2 2
the fitting. Though a metal–metal separation larger than able for transmitting electronic and magnetic effect, has

˚3.0 A was found for the complex, the tetrahedron model is been observed in the structure features for these complex-
still chosen since the magnetic interaction between the es.

31metal sites could be transmitted through m -S bridge in the3 Complexes 1 and 2, possessing the same [VFe S ]3 4
M S rhombic unit.2 2 core, show the effective magnetic moments of 4.67–4.95

The spin–spin coupling Hamiltonian appropriate for m at room temperature, indicating an S52 ground state.B
describing the magnetic exchange interaction of the model Their insignificant difference in effective magnetic mo-
can be presented as follows: ments appears to be associated with the influence of

different ligands on the magnetic behavior [34] of theH 5 2 2j(S ? S 1 S ? S 1 S ? S )1 2 1 3 2 3
metal sites, and with the difference of the magnetic

2 2J(S ? S 1 S ? S 1 S ? S ) (6)1 0 2 0 3 0 hyperfine fields in the two clusters.

where S is the spin angular momentum operator for thei

magnetic centers M , j and J represent the magnetici
Supplementary dataexchange constants between the Fe atoms and between V

and Fe atoms, respectively. By applying the Van Vleck
Supplementary data are available from the Cambridgeequation [33], the following molar susceptibility expres-

Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridgesion for the tetrahedral VFe system of 1 can easily be3
CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbersobtained:
CCDC 120639/CCDC 120640.2 22Ng b AU U]]] ]x 5 (7)M KT B
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Abstract

The complexes [Ta(OCH ) (L)] (1,2) [where HL52,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dione (tmhdH) or 2,4-pentanedione (acacH)] have3 4

been isolated from the reaction of tantalum penta-methoxide with HL in n-hexane. These complexes are relatively stable and do not fume
with moist air. The solid state structures of 1 and 2 reveal distorted octahedral coordination about the tantalum with the b-diketonate
occupying equatorial positions. Complexes of the type trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (b-diketonate)], where b-diketone5tmhdH (5) or acacH2 3 2

(6), have also been prepared from the reaction of TaCl with the respective b-diketonates in absolute methanol and characterised. The5

complexes exhibit distorted octahedral coordination about the tantalum with the chloride atoms occupying trans axial positions and the
methoxide and b-diketonate ligands occupying equatorial positions. The reactions of tantalum penta-methoxide with nitrogen-containing
donors gave the analogous liquid products of the formula [Ta(OCH ) (L9)] where L95dmae (3) (N,N-dimethylaminoethoxide) or3 4

bis-dmap (4) (1,3-bis(dimethylamino)-2-propoxide). Their spectroscopic data are consistent with coordination of the nitrogenous ligands
as N,O chelates (only one N coordinated in the case of bis-dmap). The use of compounds of this type in the deposition of complex oxides
by liquid injection MOCVD is discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tantalum complexes; Spectroscopic data; b-Diketonate compounds; CVD

1. Introduction important class of oxides are those non-centrosymmetric
oxides with potential for use as functional materials

The use of assisted volatilisation techniques such as because of their ferro-, piezo- or pyro-electric properties
liquid injection, solid injection and aerosol assistance has [2]. Many of these compounds are perovskites and one
greatly widened the range of compounds which can be important elemental component of such oxides is often
effectively used as precursors in CVD. The main impetus tantalum, e.g. in materials such as SrTa Bi O . It is2 2 9

for such work initially came from work on the HT important in the deposition of complex oxides that thec

superconductors [1]. More recently such methods are temperatures required for both the volatilization of the
finding application in the deposition of other oxides. One precursors and their decomposition are well matched.

Attempts to achieve this goal have led us into a pro-
gramme of synthetic work aimed at further developing the
chemistry of tantalum b-diketonates.*Corresponding author. Present address: The Manchester Materials

Science Centre and The Chemistry Department, The University of Although 2,4-pentanedionato (acetylacetonate, acac) and
Manchester, Department of Chemistry, Oxford Road, Manchester M13 2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionato (tmhd) complexes
9PL, UK. Tel.: 144-171-594-5825; fax: 144-171-594-5825. of many metal ions are well known, relatively few

E-mail addresses: tony@tjconsultancy.demon.co.uk (A.C. Jones),
compounds have been reported for group 5 transitionp.obrien@ic.ac.uk (P. O’Brien)

1 elements especially in the plus five oxidation state. Struc-Corresponding co-author. This author may also be contacted for corre-
spondence. turally characterised coordination complexes are limited to:

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00236-3
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[Ta(OCH ) (acac)Cl] [3]; [M(OR) (b-diketonate)] (where 2.1.2. [Ta(OCH ) (L)] (L5dmae, 3 or bis-dmap, 4)3 3 4 3 4

M5Nb/Ta, R5CH or C H and b-diketonate5acac, Chelating nitrogenous ligands are known to react with3 2 5

benzoylacetonate or para-chlorobenzoylacetonate) [4]; tantalum(V) alkoxides but the products seem to be impure,
i[Nb(acac) (dioxane)] [5]; [NbCl (tmhd) [6]; as illustrated by [Ta (O Pr) ]?en (where en51,2-4 2 2 2 10

[NbCl (acac) ] [7] [Nb(tmhd) ] [8]; [Nb Cl (tmhd) ] [9]; diaminoethane) [14]. Mehrotra and Kapoor have isolated2 2 4 2 3 3

[Ta Cl (tmhd) ] (observed in solution only from the the compound [Ta(OC H ) (OCH CH NH)] from the2 3 3 2 5 3 2 2

reaction of [Ta Cl (g-picoline) ] with tmhdH) [10]; and reaction of tantalum pentaethoxide with an equimolar ratio2 6 2

[Ta(tmhd) ]Cl [11]. Related niobium(V) and tantalum(V) of ethanolamine, in which only the hydroxylic group was4

compounds with other b-diketonates and related ligands deprotonated [15]. However, when the reactions were
have been reported [12]. The majority have been prepared repeated with 1:2 or 1:3 molar ratios, deprotonation of both
by the reaction of the metal penta-ethoxides with the the hydroxyl and amino groups was observed and cyclic
ligands although some t-butoxides are also known [12]. derivatives such as [Ta(OC H )(OCH CH NH) ] were2 5 2 2 2

In this paper, we describe the preparation and characteri- obtained. In order to overcome this deprotonation, we have
sation of several b-diketonate compounds of tantalum(V): utilised the N-disubstituted ligands dmaeH and bis-dmapH
[Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)] (1), [Ta(OCH ) (acac)] (2), trans,cis- with a view to isolating monomeric complexes.3 4 3 4

[TaCl (OCH ) (tmhd)] (5), and trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH- The reaction of tantalum methoxide with one mole of2 3 2 2

) (acac)] (6). We also describe the synthesis of either dmaeH or bis-dmapH, gave [Ta(OCH ) (dmae)], 3,3 2 3 4

[Ta(OCH ) (dmae)] (3) and [Ta(OCH ) (bis-dmap)] (4) and [Ta(OCH ) (bis-dmap)], 4, which were isolated,3 4 3 4 3 4
1(where dmaeH5N,N-dimethylaminoethanol and bis-dmap- respectively, in high yields. The H NMR spectra for the

H51,3-bis(dimethylamino)propan-2-ol. In conclusion we dmae complex, 3, exhibits resonances for OCH and3

discuss briefly their application and potential for applica- N(CH ) which integrate in the expected 12:6 ratio. This3 2
13tion in CVD. stoichiometry is corroborated by the C NMR spectrum

13 1for the complex. The C and H NMR spectra of the
bis-dmap complex 4 are complex and difficult to interpret

2. Results and discussion but are in agreement with those observed for other
structures involving bis-dmap as a co-ligand [16]. We

2.1. Synthetic work conclude from these observations that they are monomeric
octahedral complexes with N,O chelation of the ligand

2.1.1. [Ta(OCH ) (L)] (L5 tmhd, 1 or acac, 2) (only one N is coordinated in the case of bis-dmap ligand).3 4

The synthetic approach adopted involved the direct
reaction of tmhdH or acacH with tantalum methoxide in 2.1.3. Trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (b-diketonate)], 5 (tmhd)2 3 2n-hexane followed by subsequent purification via distilla-

and 6 (acac)
tion or recrystallisation. Previously [12,13] tantalum ethox-

Compounds of this formulation were first prepared by
ide has been reported to react with b-diketonates to yield

Funk [17] from the reaction of [TaCl (OCH ) ] (prepared3 3 2[Ta(OC H ) (b-diketonate) ] and this work revealed2 5 52x x in situ by dissolving TaCl in absolute methanol [18]) with5that, in general, only three ethoxide groups could be
neat b-diketonate – originally acacH. Although these

replaced with b-diketonates. The failure to replace more
compounds are relatively well known, they have received

ethoxide groups was ascribed to steric hindrance and/or
little attention except for some early infrared work [19]

the saturated coordination sphere of the tantalum. Attempts
and some studies relating to applications in materials

to purify derivatives higher than the monosubstituted b-
deposition [20]. Until now they have not been character-

diketonate led to partial or complete decomposition during
ised structurally. We have repeated and extended the

work up. Similar observations have been made in this work
preliminary work of Funk [17] and have fully characterised

for the compound [Ta(OCH ) (acac)], 2, which cannot be3 4 the two related compounds [TaCl (OCH ) (tmhd)], 5 and2 3 2distilled unchanged and undergoes extensive decomposi- 13 1[TaCl (OCH ) (acac)], 6 using IR, C/ H NMR spec-2 3 2tion to products as yet unidentified. Attempts to prepare
troscopy and single crystal X-ray diffraction.

and isolate crystalline samples of [Ta(OC H ) (b-diketo-2 5 4

nate)] were unsuccessful and the present work has utilised
the change to methoxide to facilitate the preparation of 2.2. Physicochemical properties
crystalline compounds.

We have repeated the work of Kapoor et al. [12] and All of the new methoxide-b-diketonate complexes of
Narula et al. [13] (substituting the parent methoxide for the Ta(V) are moisture sensitive and must be handled in dry
parent ethoxide) and have obtained both solvents and atmospheres. They are volatile and can be
[Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)], 1, and [Ta(OCH ) (acac)], 2, as distilled in vacuo, although some with decomposition.3 4 3 4

colourless crystalline compounds in 85 and 80% yield, Although moisture sensitive, the compounds
respectively. Attempts to prepare and isolate further de- [Ta(OCH ) (chelate)] (1–4) are relatively stable and can3 4

rivatives such as [Ta(OCH ) (L) ] are in hand. be handled in dry air for several minutes without visible3 3 2
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decomposition. However, contrary to previous reports [19], Fig. 1. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. The
structure of 1 shows the tantalum to have distortedthe complexes trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (b-diketonate)], 52 3 2

octahedral geometry (Fig. 1) with the atoms comprisingand 6, are not stable and fume in moist air with the
˚evolution of HCl gas. the ‘equatorial’ plane being co-planar to within 0.02 A.

The tmhd chelate ring is essentially co-planar, the tantalum
˚atom lying 0.03 A out of the C O plane. The Ta–O bond3 22.3. Solid state structures

distances fall into three distinct groups (Table 2) with
those to the equatorial OCH ligands being the shortest,3Four tantalum(V) methoxide-b-diketonate complexes
those to the axial OCH ’s intermediate whilst those to the3have been characterised by single-crystal X-ray diffraction
tmhd are the longest. Although, the bond lengths for the

studies during the course of this work. A summary of the
tmhd ligand itself are well within the range quoted for

data collection and crystallographic parameters is given in
other transition metal–tmhd complexes [21], the bond

Table 1.
angles require some discussion.

The structure of 1 exhibits an extremely tight bite angle
2.3.1. [Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)], 1 – the bite angle of the tmhd ligand is 79.3(2)8. Other bond3 4

Single crystals of compound 1 suitable for an X-ray angles within the chelate ring are consistent with those
diffraction study were grown by slowly cooling the reported for other structures [22]. This variation seems
colourless liquid obtained from the distillation of the entirely reasonable, being attributable to the need for some
reaction product to room temperature. The compound sort of adjustments in chelate ring shape in order to allow
crystallises in the space group Pbca. Selected bond lengths for the size of the tantalum. The principal distortions in

˚(A) and angles (8) are given in Table 2. A view of the coordination geometry are a canting of the two axial Ta–O
molecule giving the atom numbering scheme is shown in linkages over the C O plane; the Ta–O(6) and Ta–O(12)3 2

Table 1
aCrystal data, data refinement and refinement parameters

Data 1 2 5 6

Formula C H O Ta C H O Ta C H O Cl Ta C H O Cl Ta15 31 6 9 19 6 13 25 4 2 7 13 4 2

Formula weight 488.4 404.2 497.2 413.0
Colour, habit Clear blocks Clear blocks Clear blocks Clear prisms
Crystal size, mm 1.030.4530.37 0.8730.5730.4 0.5330.5330.43 0.4730.3330.2
Space group Pbca (No. 61) Pbca (No. 61) P2 /c (No. 14) P2 /n (No. 14)1 1

T, K 193 293 293 293
Cell dimensions

˚a, A 13.577(1) 7.416(1) 8.899(1) 7.945(2)
˚b, A 15.396(2) 14.506(2) 17.917(4) 11.663(2)
˚c, A 19.193(2) 24.634(5) 12.223(2) 14.290(2)

b, 8 94.92(1) 101.11(1)
3˚V, A 4012.0(8) 2650.1(8) 1941.7(5) 1299.4(4)

Z 8 8 4 4
23d g cm 1.617 2.026 1.701 2.111calc

F(000) 1936 1552 968 776
bRadiation used Cu Ka Mo Ka Mo Ka Mo Ka

21
m, mm 10.3 8.31 5.94 8.86
u range, 8 4.9–60.0 2.8–25.0 2.0–25.0 2.3–25.0

No. of unique reflections
Measured 2977 2333 3417 2277
Observed, uF u.4s(uF u) 2294 1421 2170 1269o o

Absorption correction Semi-empirical Semi-empirical Semi-empirical Empirical
Max/min transmission 0.11/0.03 0.06/0.02 0.05/0.03 0.51/0.07

No. of variables212146182128
cR 0.054 0.060 0.060 0.0701

dwR 0.136 0.135 0.140 0.1422
eWeighting factors a,b 0.095, 1.156 0.083, 0.000 0.082, 0.000 0.062, 0.000

23˚Largest diff. peak, hole e A 1.79, 21.43 1.77, 21.57 1.19, 21.30 1.22, 21.69
a 2Details in common: graphite monochromated radiation, v-scans, Siemens P4 difractometer, refinement based on F .
b Rotating anode source.
c R 5oiF u2uF i /ouFou.1 o c
d 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2wR 5 [o w(F 2 F ) /o w(F ) ] .2 o c o
e 21 2 2 2w 5 s (F ) 1 (aP) 1 bP.o
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1, 2, 5 and 6

[Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)], 13 4

Ta–O(1) 2.101(6) Ta–O(5) 2.112(6) Ta–O(6) 1.912(7)
Ta–O(8) 1.861(7) Ta–O(10) 1.877(7) Ta–O(12) 1.911(6)

O(8)–Ta–O(10) 100.9(3) O Ta(8)–O(12) 95.6(3)
O(10)–Ta–O(12) 92.7(3) O(8)–Ta–O(6) 95.5(3)
O(10)–Ta–O(6) 95.1(3) O(12)–Ta–O(6) 165.0(3)
O(8)–Ta–O(1) 90.0(3) O(10)–Ta–O(1) 169.0(3)
O(12)–Ta–O(1) 84.1(3) O(6)–Ta–O(1) 85.8(3)
O(8)–Ta–O(5) 169.3(3) O(10)–Ta–O(5) 89.8(3)
O(12)–Ta–O(5) 83.3(3) O(6)–Ta–O(5) 83.9(3)
O(1)–Ta–O(5) 79.3(2)

[Ta(OCH ) (acac)], 23 4

Ta–O(1) 2.095(12) Ta–O(2) 2.087(11) Ta–O(3) 1.881(13)
Ta–O(4) 1.885(13) Ta–O(5) 1.877(13) Ta–O(6) 1.915(13)

O(5)–Ta–O(3) 92.5(5) O(5)–Ta–O(4) 99.4(6)
O(3)–Ta–O(4) 93.2(6) O(5)–Ta–O(6) 96.0(6)
O(3)–Ta–O(6) 166.1(5) O(4)–Ta–O(6) 96.3(6)
O(5)–Ta–O(2) 168.5(6) O(3)–Ta–O(2) 84.9(5)
O(4)–Ta–O(2) 91.9(5) O(6)–Ta–O(2) 84.6(5)
O(5)–Ta–O(1) 89.7(6) O(3)–Ta–O(1) 83.8(6)
O(4)–Ta–O(1) 170.5(5) O(6)–Ta–O(1) 85.3(6)
O(2)–Ta–O(1) 78.9(5)

Trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (tmhd)], 52 3 2

Ta–O(1) 2.055(9) Ta–O(2) 2.051(10) Ta–O(3) 1.833(12)
Ta–O(4) 1.853(11) Ta–Cl(1) 2.401(5) Ta–Cl(2) 2.347(5)

O(3)–Ta–O(4) 100.6(5) O(3)–Ta–O(2) 90.3(4)
O(4)–Ta–O(2) 167.3(5) O(3)–Ta–O(1) 169.9(4)
O(4)–Ta–O(1) 89.5(5) O(2)–Ta–O(1) 79.7(4)
O(3)–Ta–Cl(2) 93.1(5) O(4)–Ta–Cl(2) 96.4(4)
O(2)–Ta–Cl(2) 89.6(4) O(1)–Ta–Cl(2) 85.8(3)
O(3)–Ta–Cl(1) 95.5(5) O(4)–Ta–Cl(1) 87.3(4)
O(2)–Ta–Cl(1) 85.1(4) O(1)–Ta–Cl(1) 84.8(3)
Cl(2)–Ta–Cl(1) 169.9(2)

Trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (acac)], 6.2 3 2

Ta–O(1) 2.083(12) Ta–O(2) 2.026(10) Ta–O(3) 1.81(2)
Ta–O(4) 1.855(13) Ta–Cl(1) 2.387(9) Ta–Cl(2) 2.412(9)

O(3)–Ta–O(4) 99.2(7) O(3)–Ta–O(2) 92.4(6)
O(4)–Ta–O(2) 168.1(7) O(3)–Ta–O(1) 173.7(6)
O(4)–Ta–O(1) 86.3(6) O(2)–Ta–O(1) 82.2(5)
O(3)–Ta–Cl(1) 95.7(7) O(4)–Ta–Cl(1) 91.9(7)
O(2)–Ta–Cl(1) 84.5(5) O(1)–Ta–Cl(1) 87.1(6)
O(3)–Ta–Cl(2) 92.0(7) O(4)–Ta–Cl(2) 94.8(7)
O(2)–Ta–Cl(2) 87.3(5) O(1)–Ta–Cl(2) 84.5(6)
Cl(1)–Ta–Cl(2) 169.0(2)

bonds are inclined to the equatorial plane by 7 and 88, reasons of clarity. In the crystalline state, the compound is
respectively [the O(6)–Ta–O(12) angle is 165.0(3)8]. composed of discrete [Ta(OCH ) (acac)] molecules. The3 4

There are no intermolecular packing interactions of note. structure of 2 (Fig. 2) is very similar to that of 1, the
equatorial coordination plane being co-planar to within

˚2.3.2. [Ta(OCH ) (acac)], 2 0.03 A and coincident with the plane of the acac chelate3 4
˚Compound 2 decomposed on distillation, hence the ring (the tantalum atom lies 0.03 A out of this plane).

crude material was recrystallised from dry methanol to Within statistical significance the pattern of bonding within
yield colourless crystals of 2. A view of the molecule is the coordination sphere does not differ markedly from that
given in Fig. 2 – hydrogen atoms have been omitted for observed in 1 (Table 2).
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Fig. 3. The molecular structure of trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (tmhd)], 5.Fig. 1. The molecular structure of [Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)], 1. 2 3 23 4

˚The distortions in the octahedral coordination geometry bond lengths (A) and angles (8) are given in Table 2. A
are remarkably similar to those in 1, the Ta–O(3) and view of the molecule giving the atomic numbering scheme
Ta–O(6) linkages being inclined in the same sense to the is shown in Fig. 3. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for
equatorial plane by 6 and 88, respectively [O(3)–Ta–O(6) clarity.
166.1(5)8]. The bond lengths of the acac ligand are in Replacement of the axial methoxides by chlorides has
agreement with those reported in the literature [23–25]. little effect on the overall coordination geometry in 5,
However, the bite angle of the acac ligand is again though the equatorial plane is slightly more distorted with

˚extremely tight (78.98) (somewhat tighter than for 1 a maximum deviation from planarity of 0.07 A; co-planari-
above), and would appear to result from chelate ring ty with the chelate ring of the tmhd ligand is effectively

˚adjustments to accommodate the tantalum. The Ta–O bond retained, the tantalum atom lying only 0.19 A out of the
lengths are in agreement with structure 1 above and are C O plane. The Ta–OCH and Ta–O(tmhd) bond dis-3 2 3

consistent with previously reported structures, e.g. tances are comparable with those in both 1 and 2 (Table
[TaCl (OC H ) ] [25]. As in 1, there are no notable short 2). Interestingly, the change of axial ligand from methox-3 2 5 2

intermolecular contacts. ide to chloride does not effect the pronounced distortion in
the coordination geometry, the two Ta–Cl bonds being

2.3.3. Trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (tmhd)], 5 inclined over the chelate ring by 6 and 58 for Cl(1) and2 3 2

A crystalline sample of compound 5 was prepared by Cl(2), respectively [the associated Cl–Ta–Cl angle is
recrystallisation from methanol to yield large, colourless 169.9(2)8]. The molecules are fairly loosely packed with
blocks. In the crystalline state, the compound is composed no noteworthy short intermolecular contacts.
of discrete [TaCl (OCH ) (tmhd)] molecules. Important2 3 2

2.3.4. Trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (acac)], 62 3 2

A crystalline sample of 6 was obtained by allowing the
warm reaction mixture to cool slowly to room temperature
to yield clear colourless prisms. In the solid state, the
compound is analogous to compound 5 above being
composed of discrete [TaCl (OCH ) (acac)] molecules.2 3 2

˚Pertinent bond lengths (A) and angles (8) are given in
Table 2 and a view of the molecule giving the atomic
numbering scheme is given in Fig. 4.

The structure of 6 (Fig. 4) reveals a coordination
geometry at tantalum that is essentially the same as that
observed in 5 (Table 2), with again a slightly more
distorted equatorial plane compared with those observed in
1 and 2. Here the equatorial atoms are co-planar to within

˚0.05 A. The C O plane of the chelate ring is essentially3 2

co-planar with the equatorial coordination plane, the
˚tantalum atom lying 0.07 A out of the former. The two

Fig. 2. The molecular structure of [Ta(OCH ) (acac)], 2. Ta–Cl linkages are again inclined over the chelate ring,3 4
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3. Conclusions

The compounds [Ta(OCH ) (b-diketonate)] (1,2) have3 4

been prepared by the reaction of the b-diketonate with the
parent penta-methoxide in high yields by ligand exchange
reactions. The compounds trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (b-di-2 3 2

ketonate)] (5,6) have been prepared by the reaction of
tmhdH or acacH with the mixed chloro-alkoxo species
[TaCl (OCH ) ] (prepared in situ from TaCl and metha-3 3 2 5

nol). They are the first structurally characterised b-diketo-
nate examples of Ta(V) compounds with alkoxides as
co-ligands. Single crystal X-ray crystallographic studies of
[Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)] (1), [Ta(OCH ) (acac)] (2), trans,cis-3 4 3 4

[TaCl (OCH ) (tmhd)] (5) and trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH-2 3 2 2

) (acac)] (6) show that they all have distorted octahedral3 2
Fig. 4. The molecular structure of trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (acac)], 6.2 3 2 geometries in the solid state. Extremely tight chelate ring

bite angles have been found – a trait common to all four
here by 6 and 58 for Cl(1) and Cl(2), respectively [Cl–Ta– structures.
Cl 169.0(2)8]. As in the previous structures, there are no The reaction of tantalum penta-methoxide with N,O
intermolecular contacts of interest. chelating ligands such as dmaeH and bis-dmapH gives the

complexes [Ta(OCH ) (dmae)] and [Ta(OCH ) (bis-3 4 3 4

2.4. Growth of Ta O thin films dmap)] which have been characterised using standard2 5

chemical techniques and it is concluded that they are
Thin films of Ta O have been deposited by liquid indeed coordinated as N,O chelates.2 5

injection MOCVD using THF solutions with several of the
present type of compounds [27] [Ta(OR) (tmhd)] (where4

R5Me (1), Et, iPr) and for comparison the pentaethoxide
[1]. Thin films on (100)-orientated silicon wafers were 4. Experimental section
obtained at around around 2508C for the tantalum ethoxide
and around 3008C for the mixed alkoxide /b-diketonate 4.1. Reagents and general techniques
compounds. For the mixed ligand complexes the tempera-
ture for the onset of mass transport controlled growth All operations were carried out using standard Schlenk
depended on the precursor structure and increased in the techniques under an atmosphere of dry dinitrogen. The
order Ta(OiPr) (tmhd),Ta(OEt) (tmhd), solvents n-hexane and methanol were dried over molecular4 4

Ta(OMe) (tmhd). The tantalum oxide films were smooth sieves and distilled prior to use to remove impurities.4

and shiny in appearance but amorphous as grown at 250– 2,4-Pentanedione (acacH), bis-dmapH is 1,3-bis-
6008C. They crystallised to the expected d-phase of Ta O (dimethylamino)propan-2-ol(bis-dmapH) and N,N-di-2 5

on annealing in air at 10008C. Analysis of the films by methylaminoethanol (dmaeH) were purchased from Al-
Auger electron spectroscopy showed that carbon levels drich Chemical Company and 2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-
ranged from below the detection limit of 1 up to 3 atomic 3,5-dione (tmhdH) was purchased from Lancaster Chemi-
%. cals. All ligands were used without further purification.

The advantage of precursors in this series can be TaCl (99%) and tantalum penta-methoxide were supplied5

illustrated by considering the problems inherent in the by Inorgtech Limited, the penta-methoxide being prepared
deposition of multi-component oxides such as lead scan- using standard chemical techniques [26].
dium tantalate (PST) or bismuth strontium tantalate (BST). The microanalytical department of the University of
The lead precursor [Pb(tmhd) ] can be vaporised efficient- Liverpool performed elemental analyses. Infra-red spectra2

ly at 2008C and a region of mass transport limited growth were obtained for Nujol mulls between NaCl plates in the
21exists for PbO between 450 and 5258C [2]. The com- 600–4000 cm range using a Perkin-Elmer 177 Spec-

pounds [Ta(OEt) (tmhd)] and [Ta(OMe) (tmhd)] (1) trophotometer. NMR spectra (collected by NMR Service at4 4

match well to these conditions. Tailoring of the tantalum Imperial College, London) were collected on JEOL GS
precursors allows selection of the most appropriate prop- 270 MHz and 400 MHz spectrometers, using the proton

1erties for compatibility with other precursors in the liquid impurities of the deuterated solvent as reference for H
13injection CVD mode. Whilst this paper was in press an (270 MHz) and the C resonance of the solvent as a

13 1interesting related piece of work in which the related reference for Ch Hj (67.94 MHz) spectra. All chemical
ethoxides were used for the CVD of Ta O has appeared shifts are reported positive to the high frequency of the2 5

[29]. standard.
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4.2. Preparations C H N O Ta: C, 29.34; H, 6.49; N, 6.22. Found, C,11 29 2 5
128.55; H, 6.41; N, 6.12%. H NMR (C D ): d 4.23 (m,6 6

13H, OCH and CH ) and 2.16 (m, 16H, N–CH3 bis-dmap 34.2.1. [Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)], 1 ] ] ]3 4 13and N–CH ) C NMR (C D ): d 74.54 (OCH ), 68.982 6 6 3To a stirred solution of [Ta(OCH ) ] (5 g, 0.015 mol) in ] ]3 5
(OCH ), 65.65 (OCH ), 49.85 (N–CH ), 47.12 (OCH)3 3 2n-hexane (50 ml) was added neat tmhdH (2.75 g, 0.015 ] ] ] ]21and 46.70 (NCH ). IR (cm ): 1320 m, 1270 s, 1250 w,3mol). The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 h ]
1150 sh, 1100 s br, 1050 m, 1020 w, 1000 s, 980 m, 950 s,and then set to reflux for 1 h. Solvent was removed in
930 s, 850 s, 835 w, 815 m, 790 w and 620 w.vacuo and the pale yellow liquid obtained was vacuum

distilled (1608C/0.2 mmHg) to yield a colourless liquid
that crystallised on cooling to give colourless crystals 4.2.5. Trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (b-diketonate)], 5 (tmhd)2 3 2

(yield 85%). Anal. Calcd. for C H O Ta: C, 36.9; H, and 6 (acac)15 31 6
16.39. Found, C, 36.4; H, 6.46%. H NMR (C D ): d 5.81 The complexes were prepared by the method of Funk6 6

(s, 1H, g-CH), 4.44 (s, 6H, OCH ), 3.98 (s, 6H, OCH ), [17,18]. TaCl (5.5 g, 0.015 mol) was dissolved carefully3 3 5] ] ]131.14 (s, 18H, CCH ). C NMR (C D ): d 200.25 (CO), in absolute methanol (8 ml) (Care: exothermic reaction).3 6 6] ]
92.92 (g-CH), 60.72 (OCH ), 57.81 (OCH ), 40.78 This solution was quickly filtered through a glass frit and3 3] ] ]21(CCH ) and 28.18 (CCH ). IR (cm ): 2600 w, 1575 vs. then added to the neat b-diketonate [acacH (1.5 g, 0.0153 3] ]
broad, 1500 s br, 1300 m, 1250 m, 1230 m, 1170–1070 s mol) or tmhdH (2.76 g, 0.015 mol)]. The mixture quickly
br, 965 s, 930 m, 875 s, 790 s, 765 m, 735 m and 625 m. became dark yellow and after a period of 1 h, deposited

white (5) or colourless (6) crystals. For
[TaCl (OCH ) (tmhd)] 5, it was necessary to recrystallise2 3 24.2.2. [Ta(OCH ) (acac)], 23 4
from absolute methanol.As for [Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)], 1, but replacing tmhdH with3 4

stoichiometric amounts of acacH (1.5 g, 0.015 mol). The
mixture was treated as for [Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)] 1, but on 4.2.6. Trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (tmhd)], 53 4 2 3 2

attempted vacuum distillation noticeable decomposition Yield 72%. Anal. Calcd. for C H Cl O Ta: C, 31.41;13 25 2 4
1was observed. However, the crude product left after H, 5.07. Found, C, 31.59; H, 5.11%. H NMR (C D ): d6 6

removal of n-hexane was recrystallised from absolute 6.09 (s, 1H, g-CH), 4.38 (s, 6H, OCH ) and 1.04 (s, 18H,3] ]13methanol to yield colourless crystals (yield 80%). Anal. CCH ). C NMR (C D ): d 201.53 (CO), 99.19 (g-CH),3 6 6] ] ]
Calcd. for C H O Ta: C, 26.75; H, 4.74. Found, C, 63.64 (OCH ), 40.79 (CCH ) and 27.32 (CCH ). IR9 19 6 3 3 3] ] ]1 2126.60; H, 4.77%. H NMR (C D ): d 5.08 (s, 1H, g-CH), (cm ): 1550 s br, 1355 m, 1300 sh, 1250 m, 1215 s, 11206 6 ]
4.44 (s, 6H, OCH ), 4.02 (s, 6H, OCH ), 1.70 (s, 6H, s br, 1025 sh, 965 m, 930 w, 875 s, 805 s, 760 m, 730 w3 3] ]13CCH ). C NMR (C D ): d 190.13 (CO), 102.80 (g-CH), and 630 s.3 6 6] ] ]
60.94 (OCH ), 57.93 (OCH ) and 26.22 (CCH ). IR3 3 3] ] ]21(cm ): 3400 s br, 1600 s, 1570 m, 1535 m, 1505 m, 1280 4.2.7. Trans,cis-[TaCl (OCH ) (acac)], 62 3 2
m, 1160 s br, 1115 m, 1030 s, 940 s, 890 m, 850 w, 810 w, Yield 80%. Anal. Calcd. for C H Cl O Ta: C, 20.36;7 13 2 4

1770 w and 660 m. H, 3.17. Found, C, 20.39; H, 3.20%. H NMR (C D ): d6 6

5.16 (s, 1H, g-CH), 4.38 (s, 6H OCH ) and 1.49 (s, 6H,3] ]134.2.3. [Ta(OCH ) (dmae)], 3 CCH ). C NMR (C D ): d 191.65 (CO), 108.47 (g-CH),3 4 3 6 6] ] ]21As for [Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)], 1, but replacing tmhdH with 64.09 (OCH ) and 26.06 (CCH ). IR (cm ): 1580 m,3 4 3 3] ]
stoichiometric amounts of N,N-dimethylaminoethanol 1300 s br, 1150 s br, 1005 s, 940 s br and 650 m br.
(dmaeH, 1.33 g, 0.015 mol). Vacuum distillation (1558C/
0.6 mmHg) yielded a pale yellow liquid (yield 82%). Anal. 4.3. Crystallography
Calcd. for C H NO Ta: C, 24.44; H, 5.64; N, 3.56.8 22 5

1Found, C, 24.32; H, 5.72; N, 3.49%. H NMR (C D ): d6 6 Table 1 provides a summary of the crystal data, data
4.27 (m, 14H, OCH CH N and OCH ), 2.29 (t, 2H,2 2 3 collection and refinement parameters for complexes 1, 2, 5] ] 13OCH CH N) and 2.16 (s, 6H, N(CH ) ). C NMR2 2 3 2 and 6. The structures were solved by direct methods and] ]

2(C D ): d 65.79 (OCH ), 64.93 (OCH ), 64.00 (OCH ),6 6 3 3 3 were refined by full matrix least-squares based on F . The] ] ]2147.67 (CH ) and 46.99 (NCH ). IR (cm ): 1275 m, 12502 3 crystal of 6 studied decomposed completely during the] ]
w, 1160 sh, 1100 s br, 1015 s, 945 s, 900 s, 805 s and 780 data collection (which was thus only 90% complete) and
s. before any c-scans could be collected. Therefore an

empirical absorption correction was applied. In 1, one of
4.2.4. [Ta(OCH ) (bis-dmap)], 4 the tert-butyl groups was disordered, and this was resolved3 4

As for [Ta(OCH ) (tmhd)], 1, but using bis-dmapH is into two partial occupancy orientations with the non-3 4

1,3-bis(dimethylamino)propan-2-ol (bis-dmapH, 2.19 g, hydrogen atoms of the major occupancy orientation being
0.015 mol). Vacuum distillation (1388C/0.2 mmHg) yield- refined anisotropically. In 2 and 6 the hydrogen atoms of

2ed a pale yellow liquid (yield 60%). Anal. Calcd. for the methyl groups bonded to the sp centres were located
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Abstract

Reaction of Ph SNH 1 with CuCl (molar ratio 2:1) in acetonitrile gives trans-[CuCl (Ph SNH) ] 2a which may be isolated as blue2 2 2 2 2

crystals (square planar form) by crystallisation from hot MeCN or as green needles (pseudo-tetrahedral form) by slow evaporation of a
CH Cl /petroleum ether solution. In contrast, [CuBr (Ph SNH) ] 2b, most efficiently prepared by reaction of [Cu(Ph SNH) ]Br with2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2

CuBr , appears to only exist in a dark green, pseudo-tetrahedral form. When 1.5 equivalents of 1 are reacted with CuX in air,2 2

[Cu (m -O)(m-X) (Ph SNH) ] (X5Cl 3a or Br 3b) forms as orange crystals. X-ray crystallography reveals 3a to have the expected4 4 6 2 4

tetrahedral arrangement of Cu atoms within an oxo-centered Cu Cl O core. Four equivalents of 1 react with CuX to give purple4 6 2

[Cu(Ph SNH) ]X (X5Cl 4a or Br 4b); the X-ray crystal structure of 4a reveals a square planar structure exhibiting strong hydrogen2 4 2

bonding interactions between the ligands and the counterions. Even in the presence of excess 1, no more than four of the ligands may be
added to a copper centre.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Complexes; Copper; Sulfimides; Isomerism; Hydrogen bonding

1. Introduction with CuCl , proved to be unusual in its ability to crys-2

tallise in either square-planar or pseudo-tetrahedral
As part of our continuing interest in the coordination geometries [5]. Such isomerism appears to be unique for a

chemistry of sulfur–nitrogen species [1] we have recently neutral Cu(II) species, again indicating that the ligand
reported on the reactivity of SS9-diphenylsulfimide, properties of 1 are not as simple as one might imagine.
Ph SNH 1, towards a number of metal centres. For Here we present the results of further investigations into2

example, we showed that homoleptic [Co(Ph SNH) ]Cl the reactivity of 1 towards Cu(II) centres.2 6 2

readily forms from 1 and CoCl and exhibits strong,2

concerted, directed hydrogen bonding between both sets of
triple N–H units on either side of the coordination
octahedron and the chloride counterions [2]. We have also 2. Experimental
shown that simple complexes of Pt and Pd are isolable [3],
though in the former case reactions can be complicated by Except where otherwise stated all reactions were per-
an unexpected activation of nitrile leaving groups towards formed under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen using dried,
sulfimide addition [4]. Another intriguing aspect of the degassed solvents (MeCN and CH Cl from calcium2 2

coordination chemistry of 1 came with the observation that hydride, 60 /80 petroleum ether from sodium). Copper
trans-[CuCl (Ph SNH) ], the product of the reaction of 1 halides were dried by heating in vacuo and then stored and2 2 2

handled under nitrogen; as noted below, 1 was prepared by
a modification of the literature method [6] (the latter, and
indeed other published methods, proving to be unreliable*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-1509-222-578; fax: 144-1509-223-
in our hands). % Yields, IR and micro-analytical data for925.

E-mail address: p.f.kelly@lboro.ac.uk (P.F. Kelly) 2–4 are given in Table 1.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
Analytical and selected data for complexes 2–4

21Yield IR spectra, cm Analysis (calculated) (%)
(%) [n(N–H), n(S–N)]

C H N

CuCl (Ph SNH) 2a Blue 76 3292, 913 53.6 (53.7) 3.8 (4.1) 5.1 (5.2)2 2 2
aGreen 73 3202, 918 53.5 (53.7) 4.2 (4.1) 5.2 (5.2)

CuBr (Ph SNH) 2b 70 3286, 888 45.7 (46.1) 3.7 (3.5) 4.8 (4.4)2 2 2
b[Cu OCl (Ph SNH) ] 3a 50 3283 , 947 44.3 (44.8) 3.5 (3.4) 5.1 (4.4)4 6 2 4
b[Cu OBr (Ph SNH) ] 3b 61 3286 , 943 36.5 (37.1) 2.9 (2.9) 3.6 (3.6)4 6 2 4

[Cu(Ph SNH) ]Cl 4a 89 3081, 940 61.2 (61.4) 4.8 (4.7) 5.7 (6.0)2 4 2

[Cu(Ph SNH) ]Br 4b 87 3126, 936 55.9 (56.1) 4.3 (4.3) 5.4 (5.5)2 4 2

a Upon crystallisation from the blue form.
b 21Additional N–H stretch at 3319 cm .

3. Preparations above was dissolved in CH Cl (15 ml) and 60/802 2

petroleum ether (15 ml) added. The resulting green
3.1. Ph SNH 1 mixture was treated with just enough CH Cl to redissolve2 2 2

the precipitate that had formed and was then allowed to
A modification of the route of Vlasova et al. was used slowly evaporate in an open round bottom flask overnight,

[6]; thus Ph SNSO Ph (7 g, 0.02 mol) was added in a during which time fine well formed green needles were2 2

number of portions to well stirred, degassed 95% H SO produced together with a small crop of the heavier, more2 4

(25 ml) under a blanket of N . The resulting mixture was three-dimensional crystals of the blue form. The former2

then heated at 808C for 15 min before being cooled and were decanted from the latter, filtered and dried in vacuo.
cautiously poured onto ice (200 ml). After warming, the Yield: 55 mg. In order to confirm the polymorphism of the
resulting mixture was taken to pH 11 by addition of 5 M system some of the latter green material (12 mg) was
NaOH; the response of the mixture to this appears to be redissolved in hot MeCN (2 ml) and the solution cooled
very variable – on some occasions solid 1 precipitated and over a number of days in a freezer. This resulted in the
was then filtered and recrystallised from Et O, on other crystallisation of well formed blocks of the blue isomer2

occasions only a pale orange oil was apparent. In the latter (11 mg).
case, the entire mixture was extracted into warm Et O2

(typically 2350 ml), the solvent reduced in volume and 3.4. [CuBr (Ph SNH) ] 2b2 2 2

the resulting colourless crystalline mass filtered. In either,
case typical yield: 1.8 g, 45%; mp 69–708C (lit. 698C). A suspension of [Cu(Ph SNH) ]Br 4b (0.1 g, 0.0972 4 2

mmol), prepared as detailed below, in MeCN (10 ml) was
3.2. [CuCl (Ph SNH) ] 2a blue (square planar) form treated with CuBr (22 mg, 0.099 mmol) added with2 2 2 2

vigorous stirring. The solid immediately started to dissolve
A solution of 1 (75 mg, 0.38 mmol) in acetonitrile (20 and the mixture turned green; after stirring for 20 min the

ml) was slowly added to a solution of CuCl (25 mg, 0.19 mixture was heated until all the precipitate had redis-2

mmol) in the same solvent (20 ml) giving a green solution solved, lagged to promote slow cooling to ambient tem-
which started to precipitate a blue solid after some 15 min perature and then further cooled in a freezer overnight.
of stirring. At this point the solution was heated until all This yielded a large crop of well-formed dark green
the solid had dissolved, then lagged and slowly cooled, crystals. Yield: 85 mg.
first to ambient temperatures then overnight in a freezer,
yielding well formed blue crystals of the product. 3.5. [Cu (m -O)(m-Cl) (Ph SNH) ] 3a4 4 6 2 4

The same material can also be prepared by the reaction
of [Cu(Ph SNH) ]Cl 4a (see below) with CuCl ; thus A solution of 1 (90 mg, 0.45 mmol) in undried MeCN2 4 2 2

addition of solid CuCl (15 mg, 0.11 mmol) to a stirred (10 ml) in air was added to a solution of CuCl (40 mg,2 2

suspension of 4a (0.1 g, 0.11 mmol) in MeCN (20 ml) 0.3 mmol) in the same volume of the same solvent and the
resulted in rapid formation of a green solution which in mixture stirred then the reaction vessel sealed and allowed
turn yielded a blue precipitate after 15 min stirring. to stand. After 1 day a mass of brown/orange crystals was
Crystallisation as before yielded blue crystals of the apparent; after 4 days the solution was decanted from this
product. Yield: 87 mg. solid which was then washed with a small amount of cold

MeCN and dried in vacuo. Yield: 48 mg.
3.3. [CuCl (Ph SNH) ] 2a green (pseudo-tetrahedral)2 2 2

form 3.6. [Cu (m -O)(m-Br) (Ph SNH) ] 3b4 4 6 2 4

A sample of crystalline blue isomer (75 mg) isolated as A solution of 1 (90 mg, 0.45 mmol) in undried MeCN
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21 ˚(10 ml) in air was added to a solution of CuBr (66 mg, 0.2030.20 mm, m (Cu Ka)53.78 mm , l51.54178 A,2

0.3 mmol) in the same volume of the same solvent and the F(000)5974.
mixture stirred. The dark mixture began to produce a
precipitate within 2–3 min; after a few hours the latter was 3.9.3. Data collection and processing
filtered from the solution, washed with a small amount of In the case of 3a data were collected (using a Bruker
cold MeCN and dried in vacuo. Yield: 70 mg. SMART diffractometer with graphite monochromated

Mo Ka radiation) using small slices: 26828 data collected,
8892 data used (R 50.0571). Data were corrected forint3.7. [Cu(Ph SNH) ]Cl 4a2 4 2 Lorentz and polarisation effects and an empirical absorp-
tion correction was applied resulting in transmissionA solution of 1 (120 mg, 0.6 mmol) in MeCN (10 ml)
factors ranging from 0.698 to 1.00.was treated with solid CuCl (20 mg, 0.15 mmol). After2 In the case of 4a data were collected (using a Rigakuvigorous stirring for 20 min the mixture consisted of a pale
AFC7S diffractometer with graphite monochromatedpurple solid and a pale green solution. At this point further
Cu Ka radiation) by the v –2u scan technique to a1 (10 mg) was added which resulted in an intensification
maximum 2u value of 120.28. Of 3757 measured reflec-of the purple colour and a concomitant reduction in the
tions, 3604 were unique. Data were corrected for Lorentzcolour of the solution. The mixture was then heated until
and polarisation effects and an empirical absorption correc-all the solid had dissolved, lagged to promote slow cooling
tion was applied resulting in transmission factors rangingand placed in the refrigerator. Overnight a crop of well-
from 0.45 to 1.00formed purple crystals was obtained; these were filtered

and dried in vacuo. Yield: 124 mg.
3.9.4. Structure analysis and refinement

The structures were solved by direct methods and
23.8. [Cu(Ph SNH) ]Br 4b2 4 2 refined by full-matrix least-squares against F (3a) or F

(4a).
A solution of 1 (120 mg, 0.6 mmol) in MeCN (10 ml) In the case of 3a two acetonitrile molecules disordered

was treated with solid CuBr (33 mg, 0.15 mmol). After2 into four locations were found; the full and half weight
vigorous stirring for 30 min the mixture consisted of a very solvents were refined anisotropically whereas the two
pale purple solid and a quite intense green solution. At this quarter weight occupancies were refined isotropically. The
point further 1 (12 mg, 0.06 mmol) was added which N–H protons were located from a DF map and refined
resulted in an increase in the amount of precipitate and a isotropically subject to a distance constraint. Refinement

2reduction in the colour of the solution; addition of further 1 against F lead to R 50.0512, wR 50.1182 with I .1 2
(10 mg, 0.05 mmol) completed the precipitation of the 2s(I). The maximum/minimum residual electron densities

23intensely purple product and left only a pale green colour ˚in the final DF map were 0.715 and 20.318 e A ;
to the solution. The mixture was then heated until all the calculations were performed using SHELXTL [7].
solid had dissolved, lagged to promote slow cooling and For 4a non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically;
placed in the refrigerator. Overnight a crop of well-formed hydrogen atoms were included but not refined. Refinement
purple crystals was obtained; these were filtered and dried against F lead to R50.062 [R 5 o(uF u 2 uF u) /ouF u],o c o
in vacuo. Yield: 132 mg. Rw50.057. The maximum/minimum residual electron

23˚densities in the final DF map were 0.86 and 20.6 e A ;
calculations were performed using the teXsan crystallo-3.9. Crystallography
graphic software package of Molecular Structure Corpora-
tion [8].

3.9.1. Crystal data for 3a
C H Cl Cu N OS M51370.08; monoclinic, space52 50 6 4 6 4

˚group I2/a; a524.238(1), b528.949(1), c517.640(1) A; 4. Results and discussion3˚b594.78(1)8; U512334.0(2) A , Z58, calculated density
231.476 g cm . Orange needle, dimensions 0.0130.0330.2 4.1. Preparation of [CuX (Ph SNH) ]21 2 2 2˚mm, m (Mo Ka)51.796 mm , l50.71073 A, F(000)5

5552. In a recent communication we noted that reaction of
Ph SNH with CuCl in MeCN in the ratio 2:1 resulted in2 2

3.9.2. Crystal data for 4a the formation of trans-[CuCl (Ph SNH) ]. Intriguingly we2 2 2

C H Cl CuN S M5939.59; monoclinic, space group found that the latter could be crystallised in two forms:48 44 2 4 4
˚P2 /n; a514.960(2), b510.372(1), c515.185(2) A; b5 blue (which proved to have square-planar geometry) and1 3˚105.663(8)8; U52268.7(4) A , Z52 (molecule located green (pseudo-tetrahedral) [5]. Such isomerism is well-

about a crystallographic centre of symmetry), calculated known for ionic Cu(II) species but is much rarer for
23density 1.375 g cm . Purple prism of dimensions 0.23 neutral complexes – indeed we have yet to confirm the
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existence of any other example. To build upon these initial
results, and in order to gain a more complete picture of the
reactivity of 1 towards copper centres, we have now
developed methods to specifically isolate reasonable quan-
tities of either isomer (in our preliminary work we noted
that appearance of the green form seemed to be unpredict-
able and in very low yield) and have investigated the effect
that changing the nature of the halogen has on the system;
in addition we have determined the ability of copper to
coordinate more than two units of 1 and have isolated the
first examples of oxo cluster complexes of this ligand.

Simple recrystallisation of crude 2a from hot MeCN
results in the formation of the blue isomer, which may be
isolated as very well-formed, three-dimensional blue crys-
tals if the solution is cooled slowly. Conversely, if the
original material is dissolved in CH Cl , 60/80 petroleum2 2

ether added and the mixture allowed to slowly evaporate
Scheme 1. The formation of 2, 3 and 4 and the two isomers of 2a.then the faster loss of CH Cl results in crystallisation of2 2

2a from the mixture as very fine, long needles of the green
form. In the latter case a small amount of the blue material a conclusion that also fits in with the colour of the
sometimes forms, but the difference in size and density of material. Crucially, we have found no evidence for the
the two types of crystal makes it easy to decant the needles formation of any other isomer (i.e. square-planar) of this
of the green isomer off from their blue counterparts. material – crystallisation from hot MeCN, from petroleum
Although this method does not lend itself to scaling up too ether /CH Cl or by slow diffusion of Et O into CH Cl2 2 2 2 2

far, we have found that it can certainly be used on amounts only results in the formation of the green material. Thus it
in the order of 100 mg or so, allowing isolation of seems that the act of changing from the chloride to
reasonable amounts of this isomer for the first time. bromide ligands mitigates against the formation of a

If samples of the green isomer of 2a thus formed are square-planar isomer. What, if anything, this tells us about
redissolved in a small volume of hot MeCN and the the driving forces behind the isomerism in 2a is not
solutions cooled in a freezer, the material crystallises out in necessarily clear, though it possibly indicates that in-
the blue form, thus confirming that a true polymorphism is tramolecular interaction (or, in solution before crystallisa-
present. This begs the question as to the nature of the tion, intermolecular interaction) between the N–H units
driving force behind this unique isomerism, and some and the halide ligands could play a part. If this were the
insight into this problem may be gained by the results case then changing the electronegativity of the halide
obtained from the analogous reaction with CuBr . The would clearly be expected to have a significant effect. In2

copper bromide reaction proceeds in much the same proposing this model, however, we should clearly add the
manner as the chloride, giving a green mixture, although in caveat that we have no definitive proof of its veracity; one
this case the oxo cluster 3b (see below) tends to form as observation which would add weight to the suggestion
substantial impurity. The latter can be avoided by first would come with the structure of analogues of 2 in which
forming pure [Cu(Ph SNH) ]Br 4b as detailed below and the N–H groups had been replaced with N–R, where R2 4 2

then treating this with one equivalent of CuBr as in was alkyl or aryl. In such cases there would be minimal2

Scheme 1. The [CuBr (Ph SNH) ] thus formed may be interaction between the R group and the chloride. Un-2 2 2

isolated as dark green crystals from MeCN. The results of fortunately, attempts to prepare analogous complexes of,
nan X-ray study on these crystals is not formally presented for example, Ph SN Bu have so far only resulted in dark2

1here as the data resulted in a poor solution due to disorder red /brown coloured products from which we have yet to
at one of the sulfurs; however, the results are good enough isolate crystalline material. Work in this area is, however,
to confirm that the geometry at the metal centre is pseudo- still ongoing.
tetrahedral (with, for example a N–Cu–N angle of 149.98),

4.2. Formation of oxo clusters

1 ˚Monoclinic, a521.637(1), b512.468(1), c518.364(1) A, b 5 As we have seen, formation of 2a can be achieved by
100.29(1)8. The structure exhibits disorder in one of the ligands resulting reaction of 2 equivalents of 1 with CuCl in dry MeCN2
in two occupancies for the associated sulfur atom of 70:30%. However, under a nitrogen atmosphere; if 1.5 equivalents of 1 are
the associated phenyl groups could not be resolved into separate

employed instead, and the reaction performed in air usingoccupancies and were refined in one full weight position. This model
undried MeCN, a different product may be isolated. In thisworked fairly well and gave unambiguous results for the geometry at the

Cu as no significant disorder is noted for either nitrogen. case the solution gradually deposits an orange crystalline
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is bubbled through, or thoroughly degassed water added to
such a solution then a minimal yield of 3a is obtained (¯7
and 3%, respectively). Interestingly, if both degassed water
and dried O are added to the original anaerobic solution2

then a larger yield is obtained (23%); the highest yield of
all, 50%, is obtained when the reaction is performed in the
presence of water and oxygen from the start. The latter
result is not surprising and, by analogy with other systems
investigated, probably suggests that initial solutions of
CuCl in MeCN are in equilibrium with2

[Cu OCl (MeCN) ] making the formation of 3a a simple4 6 4

substitution reaction. Quite why the presence of both O2

and water would be required for the formation of 3a from
the anhydrous starting system is not obvious. The structure
of 3a consists of a Cu OCl core in which the copper4 6

atoms are tetrahedrally displaced about the centre oxygen
˚at an average Cu–O bond length of 1.90 A, a distance

which is typical for such clusters (Table 2). While the
˚average S–N bond distance (1.583 A) within the sulfimide

ligands is similar to that of other complexes of 1, theFig. 1. The molecular structure of [Cu (m -O)(m-Cl) (Ph SNH) ], 3a.4 4 6 2 4

average angle at the nitrogen (121.98) is significantly
smaller than in any complex of 1 we have yet prepared

material which X-ray crystallography reveals as the cluster (including 4a, Table 3). The latter observation may well
compound [Cu (m -O)(m-Cl) (Ph SNH) ] 3a (Fig. 1). indicate that there is a weaker H . . . Cl interaction between4 4 6 2 4

This is an example of a well known class of oxo cluster the N–H hydrogens and the bridging chlorides in 3a than
species of the general type [Cu OCl L ], which have been is found in either the terminal chloride complexes such as4 6 4

reported with a range of ligands L including pyridine, 2a or the ionic chlorides such as 4a.
triphenylphosphine etc. [9]. Such products commonly form The formation of the analogous bromine complex
when copper halide reactions are performed using the [Cu (m -O)(m-Br) (Ph SNH) ] 3b, which we have char-4 4 6 2 4

hydrated material or when products are refluxed in air. acterised by IR and microanalysis, is much more facile and
Studies have shown that the oxygen in the product comes indeed is hard to avoid; even traces of water in the system
from water in the system; in the case of 3a results go some appear to take the reaction mixture through to this product.
way to confirming this though the mechanism is not It is for this reason that we prefer to prepare 2b from 4b
straightforward. If the reaction is performed in scrupulous- rather than directly from 1 plus CuBr , as the latter method2

ly dried and degassed MeCN no 3a forms; if dried oxygen invariably generates significant amounts of 3b contami-

Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) in complex 3a

Cu(1)–O(1) 1.904(4) Cu(1)–Cl(1) 2.444(2) Cu(1)–Cl(5) 2.476(2)
Cu(1)–Cl(4) 2.413(2) Cu(1)–N(1) 1.932(5) N(1)–S(1) 1.586(5)
Cu(2)–O(1) 1.906(4) Cu(2)–Cl(1) 2.458(2) Cu(2)–Cl(2) 2.489(2)
Cu(2)–Cl(6) 2.385(2) Cu(2)–N(2) 1.930(5) N(2)–S(2) 1.576(5)
Cu(3)–O(1) 1.898(4) Cu(3)–Cl(2) 2.410(2) Cu(3)–Cl(3) 2.499(2)
Cu(3)–Cl(5) 2.407(2) Cu(3)–N(3) 1.929(5) N(3)–S(3) 1.584(6)
Cu(4)–O(1) 1.909(4) Cu(4)–Cl(3) 2.372(2) Cu(4)–Cl(4) 2.517(2)
Cu(4)–Cl(6) 2.430(2) Cu(4)–N(4) 1.928(5) N(4)–S(4) 1.586(6)

Cu(1)–O(1)–Cu(2) 110.0(2) Cu(1)–O(1)–Cu(3) 108.9(2) Cu(1)–O(1)–Cu(4) 110.5(2)
Cu(1)–N(1)–S(1) 122.3(3) Cu(2)–O(1)–Cu(3) 110.8(2) Cu(2)–O(1)–Cu(4) 106.7(2)
Cu(2)–N(2)–S(2) 123.2(3) Cu(3)–O(1)–Cu(4) 109.9(2) Cu(3)–N(3)–S(3) 122.1(3)
Cu(4)–N(4)–S(4) 119.8(3)

Table 3
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) in complex 4a

Cu–N(1) 1.991(4) Cu–N(2) 1.977(4) N(1)–S(1) 1.592(4)
N(2)–S(2) 1.591(4) N(1)–Cu–N(2) 87.7(2) Cu–N(1)–S(1) 126.3(3)
Cu–N(2)–S(2) 124.2(3) N(2)–Cu–N(1A) 92.3(2)
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nant. The similarity in the IR spectra of 3a and 3b suggests positions (and thus making up an overall octahedral
that structural differences between the two are probably coordination environment via long Cl–Cu bonds) as might
minimal. be expected, the chlorides actually lie substantially nearer

the CuL coordination plane. The side-on view shown in4

4.3. Preparation of [Cu(Ph SNH) ]X Fig. 2 highlights this; the Cu–N–Cl angle is 468 indicating2 4 2

just how strong this N–H . . . Cl interaction is. The strength
Reaction of 3b with excess 1 results in the breaking up of the latter is, of course, undoubtedly heightened by the

of the cluster structure and formation of the homoleptic fact that there are two such hydrogen bonds acting
21[Cu(Ph SNH) ] cation; the latter is is best prepared, cooperatively. In addition, it should be noted that there are2 4

however, in a more direct manner by addition of four no significant long range interactions between the Cu axial
equivalents of 1 to CuCl or CuBr . In both cases the position and chlorides from other units; indeed the longest2 2

˚products can be isolated as purple crystalline material from such interaction is as far out as 9.3 A. Four appears to be
MeCN. Efficient formation of [Cu(Ph SNH) ]Cl 4a and, the maximum number of diphenylsulfimide ligands that2 4 2

especially, [Cu(Ph SNH) ]Br 4b can only be achieved by copper will accommodate. Thus if either six equivalents of2 4 2

addition of a slight excess of 1 (¯15%) above the precise 1 are used in the synthesis from the start, or if solutions of
stoichiometric amount. Thus when exactly four equivalents 4 are heated in the presence of excess 1, 4 is the only
of 1 are added to CuBr the solution retains a quite intense isolable product.2

green colour and there is only a pale precipitate; it is only As Table 1 indicates, the IR spectra of all the complexes
upon addition of the extra 1 that the colour of the solution prepared in this work show both N–H and S–N stretches
is discharged and an intensely purple precipitate produced. which vary significantly from complex to complex (most
This presumably indicates that there is appreciable dis- other bands due to the ligands that are common to all vary
sociation of the complexes in solution. The crystal struc- only minimally in wavenumber). The S–N stretches occur

21ture of 4a confirms the presence of the four sulfimide in the range 888–947 cm and so can be quite diagnostic;
ligands in a square-planar arrangement about the copper the precise pattern behind the variations in position is,
centre (Fig. 2) with all the ligands bound by their nitrogen however, difficult to glean. The most dramatic of contrasts
donors. The most interesting aspect of the structure arises within the spectra come with the N–H stretches. In the
from the relative orientations of the four ligands. They case of neutral species, such as 2, the latter are weak; in
arrange themselves in such a way that two pairs of cis contrast the cationic species 4 exhibit strong, broad bands
sulfurs extend on to opposite sides of the CuN plane. An that are comparable in magnitude to any other ligand bands4

important consequence arising from the resulting orienta- in the spectra. This difference undoubtedly originates from
tion of the N–H groups is that each pair can cooperate in the strong interactions between the N–H groups and the
significant interactions with the chloride counterion. One counterions noted in the crystal structure of 4a.
result of this strong interaction (average H–Cl distance To conclude it is apparent that 1 shows excellent ligand

˚2.20 A) is that rather than occupying the expected axial properties towards copper centres. The isomerism shown
by 2a appears to be unique for a neutral Cu(II) species and
the methods outlined here allow isolation of pure samples
of each isomer in good yield. The lack of analogous
behaviour for 2b indicates that the isomerism in such
systems is significantly dependent upon the halide present.
Strong interactions between N–H groups and halide coun-
terions are a prominent feature of 4 (as they are for the
related cobalt species [Co(Ph SNH) ]Cl ) and suggest2 6 2

that, in the presence of an appropriate anion, it may well
be possible to generate extended arrays in which metal
centres are linked by such interactions. We are currently
investigating this possibility.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
CB2 1EZ on request quoting the deposition numbers

Fig. 2. The molecular structure of [Cu(Ph SNH) ]Cl 4a. CCDC 127562 (3a) and CCDC 127563 (4a).2 4 2
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Abstract

The crystal structure of methyltriphenylphosphonium dichromate [MePh P] [Cr O ] is described. This compound was investigated to3 2 2 7

determine if the dichromate ion could be trapped in the hexagonal array of six-fold phenyl embraces (HA6PE) found in other
1 22 22[MePh P ] X compounds. Despite the energetic accessibility of three-fold symmetry in the [Cr O ] ion, the HA6PE lattice type is3 2 2 7

not observed. Instead the cations occur in layers and participate in relatively weak phenyl–phenyl embraces. The principal feature of the
crystal supramolecularity of [MePh P] [Cr O ] is the occurrence of a pattern of C–H???O–Cr interactions, a previously unrecognised3 2 2 7

supramolecular motif.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal packing; Cation; Supramolecular; Dichromate

221. Introduction to trap the unusual dianion [Cu Br ] with confacial2 5
1.5bitetrahedral structure and the delocalised (Cu ) inter-2

We have recently determined that a variety of com- mediate oxidation state [4].
1pounds containing RPh P cations (R5H, Cl, CH ) A variety of chemical compounds other than3 3

1 22crystallise in a rhombohedral lattice type named the (RPh P ) X has been found to form the HA6PE array,3 2

hexagonal array of six-fold phenyl embraces, or HA6PE almost always in hexagonal space groups [2]. In the cases
[1,2]. In this lattice the cations align with the three-fold of Ph P=O–GaCl , Ph P=O–AlCl , Ph P=O–AlBr and3 3 3 3 3 3

axis, and occur as pairs engaged in a six-fold phenyl Ph P=O–AlMe , the HA6PE lattice has been found to be3 3

embrace (6PE) comprised of six concerted phenyl–phenyl sufficiently dominant to cause the geometry at bridging O
attractions, each in the edge-to-face (ef) configuration. to be linear (or sufficiently close to linear to be crys-
These 6PE motifs are arranged in hexagonal layers (which tallographically indistinguishable from linear). We won-
may be puckered) such that there is an overall diamondoid dered if the energy of this lattice would be strong enough

22lattice of cations all undergoing mutual attraction. This to cause the dichromate ion, [Cr O ] to adopt linear2 7

lattice of cations contains cavities which have D site geometry at O.3

symmetry which must contain anions with 22 charge. We There is a total of 13 crystal structures containing
22have identified and reported these HA6PE lattices with the [Cr O ] reported (with coordinates) in the October, 19982 7

1 22 22cation MePh P containing [CdBr ] , [CdI ] , version (v. 5.16) of the Cambridge Structural Database3 4 4
22 22[HgX ] (X5Br or mixed Cl /Br), [Cu I ] [1–3]. The [5,6]. Apart from a single report [7] of linear dichromate4 4 6

lattice is sufficiently flexible to be able to include the (carried out with incomplete diffraction data and unlikely
solvent with the anion in the cavities, as in the crystal to be correct) the range in the angle at the bridging oxygen

22structures containing [MBr ] plus CH Cl (M5Zn or atoms is 123–1368. The anion is clearly able to flex at its4 2 2

Cd). Recently we have been able to use the HA6PE lattice central atom. This is corroborated by our density func-
22tional calculations on [Cr O ] which showed the energy2 7

surface for large variations in the central angle to be
remarkably flat: the energy minimum occurred at Cr–O–
Cr51508, but the energy for Cr–O–Cr51808 was ,1*Corresponding author. Tel.: 161-2-9385-4703; fax: 161-2-9385-

21kcal mol higher than the minimum, while Cr–O–Cr56141.
21

E-mail address: i.dance@unsw.edu.au (I.G. Dance) 1368 was only 2 kcal mol above the minimum.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00238-7
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Table 1Therefore, we crystallised [MePh P] [Cr O ] and de-3 2 2 7
Parameters for calculation of intermolecular energiestermined and analysed its crystal structure.

21˚Atom type r* (A) e (kcal mol ) q

P 2.10 0.20 10.40
C in C H 1.975 0.09 20.106 52. Experimental
H in C H 1.625 0.02 10.156 5

2.1. Crystallography

3. Results and discussionCrystals of methyltriphenylphosphonium dichromate
were obtained by cooling a mixture of solutions of

The compound crystallised (from n-propanol /water) inK Cr O (1 mmol) in water and methyltriphenylphos-2 2 7 space group P2 /c, and did not form the HA6PE lattice.1phonium bromide (2 mmol) in acetonitrile. The crystals 22The [Cr O ] ions have Cr–O–Cr5148.1(2)8, and are2 7melt with decomposition at 2348C.
located at a centre of symmetry and are necessarily two-C H Cr O P , M 770.6, monoclinic, space group38 36 2 7 2 fold-disordered. Fig. 1 provides the atom labelling for the˚P2 /c, a58.694(6), b515.806 (9), c514.280 (9) A, b51 3 23 asymmetric unit (including both disorder components for˚115.76(3)8, V51767(2) A , D 51.45 g cm , Z52, m 5c Mo

21 the anion as one complete molecule), and Fig. 2 shows the7.36 cm . Crystal size50.1730.1230.12 mm, 2u 5max contents of the unit cell.508, max, min transmission factors 0.91 and 0.85. The
The crystal lattice contains layers of cations, in whichnumber of reflections was 2151 considered observed out of

the P atoms are close to coplanar (see Fig. 2 where one3108 unique data. Final residuals R, R were 0.065, 0.091w layer is shown edge-on). Fig. 3 is a view normal to one offor the observed data. [8]
these layers, and reveals that there are no 6PE motifs. EachThe asymmetric unit consists of one cation and half of
cation in the layer is surrounded by two others at P? ? ?P5one anion. The anion was located near a centre of ˚ ˚ ˚7.23 A, and one at P? ? ?P57.20 A. The 7.23 A interactionsymmetry. The complete molecule was included in the
between cations is something like the orthogonal four-foldrefinement (the occupancy of each atom being set to 0.5),
phenyl embrace [11,12], except that one of the phenylwith slack constraints keeping the two Cr–O(bridging)
groups is substituted by methyl and there is an offset–face-bonds equal, the Cr–O(terminal) bonds equal and all
to-face (off) interaction. The major attractive energyangles about the Cr atom equal. The thermal motion of the
components of this interaction are marked in Fig. 3, beinganion was described by a 15 parameter TLX model (where

21an off pair of Ph rings with 23.0 kcal mol and an efT is the translation tensor, L is the libration tensor and X is
21pair with 21.7 kcal mol . There is also a cen-the origin of libration). Hydrogen atoms of the cation were

trosymmetrically related pair of phenyl rings (off) con-included in calculated positions and were assigned thermal
21tributing 2.4 kcal mol of attractive energy. The cen-parameters equal to those of the atom to which they were

trosymmetric interaction represented by the P? ? ?P distancebonded. ˚of 7.20 A (Fig. 3) where the two Me groups are directed
towards each other is not significantly attractive.

222.2. Calculations of intermolecular energy The [Cr O ] ion lies obliquely between two layers of2 7

These were made as described previously [9], using the
potential in the following equations

12 6* *E 5O he [(d /d ) 2 2(d /d ) ] 1 q q /edij ij ij ij ij i j ij
ij

0.5e 5 (e e )ij i j

* * *d 5 (d 1 d ) /2ij i j

where d is the separation of atoms i, j which have partialij

charges q , q : e was set equal to d [9].i j ij

The parameters used are provided in Table 1.

2.3. Density functional calculations

These used the blyp functional with non-local correc- Fig. 1. Atom labels for the asymmetric unit of [MePh P] [Cr O ]. At3 2 2 7
tions, double numerical basis sets, using the program each anion site the anion is disordered by inversion through a centre of
DMol [10]. symmetry near O(7). Hydrogen atoms are labelled HC(n) on C(n).
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Fig. 2. The contents of the unit cell of [MePh P] [Cr O ] viewed down the c-axis. Both disorder components of each anion are included.3 2 2 7

cations (Fig. 2), in contact with three cations in each layer, distances and the C–H? ? ?O angles (see Fig. 5) indicate
as illustrated in Fig. 4. The six cations around the anion that these C–H? ? ?O hydrogen bonds range from strong to
fall into two classes. The two cations at the ends of the weak according to the criteria of Desiraju [16]. Using these

1anion space have the longer O? ? ?P distances (4.49 and hydrogen bonds, the MePh P cation is effectively chelat-3
22˚5.07 A) and are positioned such that O? ? ?P–C(H ) is close ing the [Cr O ] anion. Notice in Fig. 5 that the3 2 7

to linear (168 and 1648, respectively). The other four orientation of the cation relative to the anion is similar in
cations are positioned such that the CH group is nearer to each interaction: the four representations in Fig. 5 show all3

22one of the terminal O atoms of [Cr O ] . In fact, these of the possibilities due to the disordering. Of the three2 7

latter four anion? ? ?cation interactions, characterised by the methyl H atoms, one participates in the hydrogen bonds of
˚O? ? ?P distances 3.82, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.13 A (Fig. 4), have the 3.82 or 4.11 interactions (left side of Fig. 5), and

marked similarities, indicative of favourable attractions. another participates in the 4.10 or 4.13 interactions (right
The four distinct anion? ? ?cation interactions are detailed in side of Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. In each case there is one methyl C–H? ? ?O Fig. 6 shows how the one cation at each end of the anion
hydrogen bond, approaching linearity, and two C–H? ? ?O
hydrogen bonds from a phenyl group. [13–17] The H? ?O

22Fig. 4. The six cations surrounding [Cr O ] , three each in the upper2 7
1Fig. 3. The layer of MePh P cations in crystalline [MePh P] [Cr O ] and lower layers: the interactions are identified by the O? ? ?P distances3 3 2 2 7

(hydrogen atoms not shown). The connecting lines identify the cation? ? ? marked on the solid lines (P black, Cr striped, O hatched). One of the two
˚cation interactions by their P? ? ?P distances marked (A), while the disordered configurations of the non-centric anion in the centrosymmetric

numbers on double arrows identify the most attractive phenyl? ? ?phenyl environment is shown, defining all of the possible anion? ? ? ?cation
21interaction energies (kcal mol ). interactions.
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1 22Fig. 5. The four distinct MePh P ? ? ?Cr O interactions in which one hydrogen atom of the CH group and one or two hydrogen atoms of a phenyl3 2 7 3

group form C–H? ? ?O hydrogen bonds, with the H? ? ?O distances marked. The C–H–O angles (8) for each distance are: interaction 3.82: 2.62 (146), 2.64
(128), 2.56 (171); interaction 4.10: 2.31 (171), 2.87 (138), 2.74 (152); interaction 4.11: 3.13 (143), 2.53 (118), 2.59 (155); interaction 4.13: 2.45 (163),
2.43 (138), 2.89 (114).

forms an umbrella of three phenyl rings over the CrO an XPh moiety embraces a MO moiety occurs more3 3 3

segment, again sustained by a collection of C–H? ? ?O generally in crystals, and we shall present and analyse this
hydrogen bonds. The tighter interaction (4.49) has the supramolecular motif in a subsequent paper.
better developed hydrogen bonds. The interaction in which The crystal structure of [MePh P] [Cr O ] has allowed3 2 2 7

1 22Fig. 6. The two similar arrangements of the three phenyl rings from a MePh P cation over the CrO end of the [Cr O ] anion, identified by the O? ? ?P3 3 2 7

distances (see Fig. 4): relevant H? ? ?O distances are marked.
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The reaction of dichloroethyne with Ni(0) phosphine complexes: the strong
influences of phosphine, solvent and concentration on the product

composition. Structures of Ni(PPh ) (Cl)(C≡CCl) and3 2
21 2[Ni(PBu ) (C≡C–PBu ) ] [SbF ]3 2 3 2 6 2
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Abstract

Dichloroethyne reacts with [Ni(PR ) (C H )] (R5Ph, Me, Et, Pr, Bu) or [Ni(dcpe)(C H )] (dcpe5bis-dicyclohexylphosphinoethane)3 2 2 4 2 4

to form the p-complexes Ni(PR ) (h-ClC≡CCl), the s-alkynyl complexes [Ni(Cl)(C≡CCl)(PR ) ], the phosphonioacetylide complexes3 2 3 2

[NiCl(C≡C–PR )(PR ) ]Cl, or the cyclotrimerization products [NiCl (C Cl PR )(PR )] depending on both the nature of the phosphine3 3 2 2 6 4 3 3

and the reaction conditions. In the phosphonioacetylide complexes, one chloride can easily be substituted by other anions, while the
addition of two equivalents of AgSbF results in the formation of the first examples of the bis-(phosphonioacetylide) complexes6

21 2[Ni(C≡C–PR ) (PR ) ] [SbF ] . The structures of [Ni(Cl)(C≡CCl)(PPh ) ] and [Ni(C≡CPBu ) (PBu ) ][SbF ] have been de-3 2 3 2 6 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 6 2

termined by X-ray diffraction.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel complexes; Dichloroethyne; Alkyne complexes; Phosphonioacetylide complexes; Mechanism

1. Introduction addition of one C–Cl bond to give the s-chloroethynyl
complexes [Pt(Cl)(C≡CCl)(PR ) ] or the surprising for-3 2

Since the discovery of the nickel catalyzed cyclotetra- mation of the phosphonioethynyl complex cis-
merization of ethyne to cyclooctatetraene by Reppe nearly [PdCl (C≡C–PPh )(PPh )]. In view of the many exciting2 3 3

50 years ago [1], numerous studies have shown that the results obtained with Ni(0) complexes and other alkynes,
result of the interaction of alkynes with nickel complexes we decided that it would be worth while to look also at the
strongly depends on the nature of the ligands bonded to reactions of the Ni(0) phosphine complexes
nickel, and the substituents at the triple bond as well as on ‘[Ni(PR ) (C H )]’ with dichloroethyne.3 2 2 4

the reaction conditions. Besides a large number of catalytic There are usually three different approaches used for the
processes, also a variety of stoichiometric reactions leading synthesis of the p-alkyne derivatives of Ni(0) phosphine
to ‘simple’ p-complexes, or more complicated cyclooligo- complexes [11–13]:
merization derivatives, have been discovered [2–7]. In the
course of our studies on the coordination chemistry of (a) treatment of Ni(0)–olefin complexes like
dichloroethyne, we have already examined the reactions of [Ni(COD) ] with the appropriate phosphine, followed2
this highly reactive alkyne with Pt(0) and Pd(0) phosphine by addition of the alkyne;
complexes [8–10] where we observed either the formation (b) reaction of [Ni(PR ) ] with the alkyne; or3 4
of p-complexes [Pt(PR ) (h-ClC≡CCl)], the oxidative3 2 (c) substitution of ethylene in the complexes

[Ni(PR ) (C H )] (1) by the alkyne.3 2 2 4
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-89-2180-7773; fax: 149-89-2180-

7774.
¨E-mail address: suenk@cup.uni.meunchen.de (K. Sunkel) Because of the known high reactivity of ClC≡CCl towards
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phosphines [14], the first two strategies were expected to
result in undesired side reactions occurring, which implies
the presence of free phosphines, and therefore we investi-
gated strategy (c). While the ethylene complexes

1[Ni(dcpe)(C H )] (1b) and [Ni(PPh ) (C H )] (1c) can2 4 3 2 2 4

be prepared quite easily [15,16], there appears to be no
straightforward procedure for the preparation of the alkyl
phosphine derivatives [17]. Ni(0) phosphine complexes
with these ligands have been prepared previously by in situ
Na or Zn reduction of the corresponding dihalides
[NiX (PR ) ] under argon [18–20]. Therefore, it was2 3 2

considered likely that by performing these reductions
under an ethylene atmosphere the desired olefin complexes

n[Ni(PR ) (C H )] with R5Me (1d), Pr (1e), Bu (1a) may3 2 2 4

be generated in situ. This could be verified by the isolation
of 1a from hexane solutions at low temperature.

Therefore, we examined the reactions of ClC≡CCl with
either the isolated complexes 1a–c or the (filtered) reduc-

Chart 1.
tion solutions of 1a, d and e. We soon learned that not only
the choice of phosphine, but also the solvent, strongly
influenced the nature of the products.

obtained from the reaction of [Ni(dcpe)(C H )] (1b) with2 4

ClC≡CCl at low temperature (,2258C) in Et O, and is2

2. Results therefore most likely the dcpe analog of 2a.
Heating a hexane solution of 2a at 408C for 1 h

2.1. Reactions of 1a–c in hexane or Et O produces the new product 3a. Elemental analysis suggests2

that this is an isomer of 2a, and we conclude from the
13Treatment of a solution of 1a in hexane at 2788C with C-NMR data (Table 1) by comparison with the Pt

an approximately equimolar amount of an Et O solution of analogue, that 3a is the s-alkynyl complex trans-[Ni-2

ClC≡CCl leads to the formation of a yellow powder in (Cl)(C≡CCl)(PBu ) ] (Chart 1). Stirring a CH Cl solu-3 2 2 2
1 13 31high yield. The spectroscopic (IR, H, C, P-NMR, see tion of 2b at r.t. for 2 h also produces a new species, which

31Table 1) data indicates that this product is the p-ClC≡CCl shows an AX pattern in its P-NMR spectrum, which we
complex [Ni(PBu ) (h-ClC≡CCl)], 2a (compare Refs. attribute to the cis-chloro-alkynyl complex 3b,3 2

[9,13]). A product with similar spectroscopic data was also [Ni(Cl)(C≡CCl)(dcpe)]. While in solution the p-complex is

Table 1
IR and NMR spectroscopic data

21 a 31 a 13 aCompound IR [cm ] d( P) [ppm] J [Hz] d( C≡C) [ppm]/J [Hz]PP9

2a 830 (C–Cl) 21.8 (H) 113.8m [N590 Hz]
2b 822 (C–Cl) 81.2 (T) –
2c 830 (C–Cl) 41.8 (T) –
3a 8.4 (B) 79.1s, 70.4t [53]
3b 85.3d, 73.6d (M) 45 –
3c 21.6 (T) –
X 19.3t [P ], 26.8dd J 52, J 56A AM MX

[P ], 23.8t [P ]M9 X
1 24a Cl 2032 11.7d, 9.8t (A) 6 147.2dt [13/44 Hz], 95.0d [144] (A)
14d 2036 17.9t, 213.3d (A) 2 –
14e 2033 10.3d, 6.8t (A) 6

5 2023 16.1t, 9.7t (A) 5
6 37.5d, 29.2d (B) 17 174.6dd [110/29 Hz], 142.5d [24],

41.0d, 28.4d (A) 133.6s, 131.2t [12], 121.2s, 120.2s
7 36.6d, 1.9d (A) 3

18 38.9 (A)
a 13 31IR spectra: n , unless indicated otherwise. C-NMR spectra always recorded in C D , unless indicated otherwise. P-NMR spectra recorded in:(C≡C) 6 6

(H)5hexane, (T)5toluene, (M)5CH Cl , (A)5acetone, (B)5C D .2 2 6 6

1dcpe51,2-bis-dicyclohexylphosphino-ethane.
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3140:60 mixture ( P-NMR) of two compounds. Heating a
toluene solution of this mixture at 30–408C for 1 h leads to
the disappearance of one signal, and from this solution,
after recrystallization, orange–yellow crystals can be ob-
tained. X-ray diffraction characterized this compound as
the s-alkynyl complex trans-[Ni(Cl)(C≡CCl)(PPh ) ]3 2

(3c). Comparison with the former two reactions, as well as
31with the P-NMR data of other p-alkyne complexes of the

Ni(PPh ) fragment [13,21], identifies the minor com-3 2

ponent of the original reaction mixture as [Ni(PPh ) (h-3 2

ClC≡CCl)] (2c).

2.2. Crystal structure determination of 3c (Fig. 1, Table
2)

The cell parameters of 3c are very similar to the
Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 3c. Thermal ellipsoids drawn at the 30%

analogous platinum complex, which we described some 10˚probability level. Selected distances [A] and angles [8]: Ni1–C1
years ago [8]. The cell volume is only 2% smaller than in1.846(16), Ni1–Cl2 2.197(4), Ni1–P1 2.221(4), Ni1–P2 2.231(4), C1–
the Pt complex. The molecular parameters are also veryC2 1.156(17), C2–Cl1 1.663(17); C1–Ni1–Cl2 174.2(4), P1–Ni1–P2

175.36(14), C2–C1–Ni1 175.2(13), C1–C2–Cl1 173.4(14). similar: the bond lengths and angles within the C≡C–Cl
moiety are identical within the standard deviations, and the

˚Ni–P and Ni–C distances are approximately 0.10 A
still present, and complete isomerisation to 3b cannot be shorter than in the Pt analogue, as might be expected from

˚achieved without concomitant decomposition. the difference in covalence radii of Ni and Pt (0.12 A).
˚The triphenylphosphine complex 1c reacts with Only the Ni–Cl distance is significantly shorter (0.18 A)

ClC≡CCl in Et O at low temperature (,2208C) to form a than the corresponding Pt–Cl distance.2

Table 2
Crystallographic data

3c 5

Empirical formula C H Cl NiP C H F NiP Sb38 30 2 2 52 108 12 4 2

Temperature /K 293(2) 193(2)
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 /n P2 /n1 1

Unit cell dimensions
˚a [A] 11.942(5) 21.073(8)

b 24.791(10) 13.153(11)
c 12.214(3) 25.554(8)
b [8] 114.96(2) 108.70(3)

3˚Volume [A ] 3278(2) 6709(7)
Z 4 4

23Density (calculated) [g cm ] 1.374 1.374
Crystal colour /habit Orange/ irregular fragment Red–orange/prism
Crystal size 0.3630.2530.18 mm 0.3530.2830.15 mm
Diffractometer SYNTEX R3 SYNTEX R3

˚Wavelength [A] 0.71069 0.71069
Data collection method v-scan v-scan
2u range [8] /completeness 4.0 to 40.2 /81.7% 4.0 to 45.1 /62.1%
Index ranges 6h, 1k, 1l 1h, 1k, 6l
Reflections collected 2635 6082
Independent reflections 2635 5782 [R(int)50.0318]
Structure solution / refinement SHELXTL 4.11/SHELX 93 SHELX 93
Data / restraints /parameters 2635/0 /388 5777/57/677

2 aGoodness-of-fit on F 1.134 1.026
aR [I . 2sI)] 0.0700 0.05411
awR (all data) (0.2404) 0.13892

23˚Largest diff. peak and hole [e A ] 0.791 and 20.481 0.690 and 20.478
a 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 2 1 / 2wR 5 ho [w(F 2 F ) ] /o [w(F ) ]j ; R 5 o iF u 2 uF i /o uF u; GooF 5 S 5 ho [w(F 2 F ) ] /(n 2 p)j , where n is the number of reflections and2 o c o 1 o c o o c

2 2 2 2 2p is the total number of parameters refined; w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (aP) 1 bP]; where P is [2F 1 max(F , 0)] /3.o c o
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2 2 22.3. Reactions in THF by other anions like BPh , PF , ClO through simple4 6 4

metathesis reactions with the corresponding sodium or
31When the reduction solutions, obtained from ammonium salts. The P-NMR spectra of these ionic

1 2[NiCl (PR ) ] (R5Me, Pr) and zinc under ethylene, are species look very similar to the spectrum of 4a Cl in2 3 2

treated with ClC≡CCl, a mixture of several products is acetone, thus suggesting a similar structure.
obtained. In both cases, after chromatography on silica gel, If exactly one equivalent of AgSbF is added to an6

1 2 2one major component can be isolated. Recrystallization ethanolic solution of 4a Cl , the corresponding SbF salt6

from MeOH with the addition of NaBPh , produces can be isolated. However, if this reaction is performed with4

microcrystalline products with similar spectroscopic prop- an excess of the silver salt, a new compound is formed.
21erties. The spectroscopic data are similar to those of the The IR spectrum shows a n band at 2023 cm and a(C≡C)

21phosphonioethynyl complexes L M–C≡C–PR (M5Rh, strong, broad n band at 654 cm , indicating still ann 3 (SbF)
31Pd, Pt [10]), and elemental analyses suggest a formulation ionic phosphonium acetylide species. The P-NMR spec-

1 2as ‘[NiCl(C≡C–PR )(PR ) ] (BPh )’, (R5Me, trum exhibits an A X pattern, which suggests a formula-3 3 2 4 2 2
1 2 1 24d BPh and R5Pr, 4e BPh ). tion as the trans-bis-(phosphonium acetylide) complex4 4

21 2The original product most likely contains chloride [Ni(C≡C–PBu ) (PBu ) ] (SbF ) (5) Fortunately, it3 2 3 2 6 2

instead of tetraphenylborate, and with the known tendency was possible to obtain X-ray quality crystals, and the
of nickel–PMe complexes to form trigonal bipyramidal structure determination confirmed the suggested structure3

species [22], both chlorides might be bound to the nickel (see below).
atom. In acetone it seems very likely that the compound is
ionic, perhaps with coordinated solvent [23]. There is also

31 1 2.5. Molecular structure of [Ni(C≡C–an impurity X in the P-NMR spectrum of 4d , which
21 2PBu ) (PBu ) ] (SbF ) 5 (Fig. 2)shows a typical AM X pattern, as might be explained by a 3 2 3 2 6 22

trigonal bipyramidal structure as depicted in Scheme 1.
The two C–C triple bonds have the same lengths within

˚1s and are slightly longer (0.055 A, 4s) than the C–C
bond in 3c, but quite ‘normal’ when compared to other2.4. Reactions in toluene

˚known nickel bis-alkynyl complexes (1.22 A [24]). On the
(a) When a concentrated toluene solution of 1a (0.38 other hand, the Ni–C bond lengths are (within 1s) the

21mol l ) is treated with a ClC≡CCl solution at room same as in 3c, but slightly shorter when compared to the
temperature, two main products can be isolated by chroma- published structures of bis(arylethynyl) nickel complexes

˚tography: One is the s-ethynyl complex 3a (40% yield), (1.86–1.88 A [24]). The angles at both carbon atoms of
the other shows similar spectroscopic features to those the triple bonds deviate slightly from linearity, which is

1 1observed for 4d and 4e , and is therefore most likely to quite a usual feature of all alkynyl complexes [24]. One of
be the phosphonioacetylide complex [Ni(Cl)(C≡C– the two SbF anions is severely disordered, while the other6

1 2 1 2PBu )(PBu ) ] Cl , (4a Cl ) (Table 1). ‘behaves’ itself.3 3 2
31Interestingly, the triplet P-NMR signal associated with (b) In a second experiment we treated a highly concen-

21the phosphonium moiety is shifted by more than 8 ppm to trated toluene solution of 1a (0.67 mol l ) with ClC≡CCl.
31lower field when the solvent is changed from acetone to A P-NMR examination of the crude reaction product

1 2toluene, while the other signal is not affected at all (shift showed the presence of 3a, 4a Cl and PBu O together3

0.1 ppm). Although this might simply be due to the change with two AX spin systems and several weak unidentified
in polarity of the solvent, we think this shift indicates singlets. After chromatographic work up a faint red

31coordination of the second chloride to the nickel centre, in product, 6, could be isolated. The P-NMR spectrum
accordance with Scheme 1. One chloride can be substituted shows only one of the original two AX spin systems

Scheme 1.
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31one of the phosphines in 6 has a low field P resonance
typical for phosphonium species (d¯35–40 ppm) and the
size of the P–P coupling constant is in the range usually

3observed for J in nickel phosphine complexes that alsoPP
2contain phosphonium moieties, , the following three struc-

tural proposals can be made (Chart 2).
In this context, the very interesting complex hNi(Cl)[s-

4C Cl (PEt )-2](PEt ) j, which shows a J coupling6 4 2 3 2 PP

constant of 28 Hz, should be mentioned. It was obtained
among other products in the reaction of ‘Ni(PEt ) ’ with3 2

PEt (C Cl ) [37], and therefore oxidative addition of the2 6 5

h-phenyl ligand in (A) to give (B) seems very likely.
13The C-NMR data (Table 1), especially the observed

13 31C– P coupling constants, are in agreement with struc-
13ture B. Unfortunately, there is no C-NMR data available

for either the nickelacycloheptatrienes, or for the above-
Fig. 2. Molecular structure of 5. Thermal ellipsoids drawn at the 30% mentioned s-C Cl PEt complex. However, ‘non-aromat-6 4 2˚probability level. Selected distances [A] and angles [8]: Ni–C1 1.832(12), 2ic’ sp -carbons such as in vinyl phosphonium salts orNi–C3 1.847(12), Ni–P1 2.207(3), Ni–P2 2.214(3), C1–C2 1.217(13),

s-vinyl nickel phosphine complexes always appear to haveC2–P3 1.725(11), C3–C4 1.206(13), C4–P4 1.719(12); C1–Ni–C3
2 3very small J and J couplings [38–40,45],172.5(5), P1–Ni–P2 174.4(2), C2–C1–Ni 177.4(11), C1–C2–P3 13 31 13 31( C– P) ( C– P)

171.9(9), C4–C3–Ni 176.6(10), C3–C4–P4 175.0(8). which are not observed in 6.
Treatment of an acetone solution of 6 with an excess of

NaClO resulted in the isolation of a pink product. The4
31(Table 1) and suggests the presence of two chemically P-NMR spectrum (Table 1) showed an AX pattern,

very different phosphanes. The FAB-mass spectrum similar to the before-mentioned second AX component of
showed a molecular ion corresponding to the evaporated reaction mixture of 1a and ClC≡CCl (see
‘Ni(PBu ) C Cl ’, which also agreed with the elemental the Experimental section). It therefore seems reasonable to3 2 6 6

analysis data and suggests that this product results from a assume that one of the nickel bound chlorides in 6 is
trimerization of ClC≡CCl. Since the IR spectrum shows no partially replaced by the polar solvent, i.e. acetone, giving

21absorptions in the 2000–2200 cm region, a linear an ionic species, and that this ionization process is
trimerization as observed by Klein in his reactions of completed by the addition of NaClO to give4

1 2 1 2Ni–(PMe ) complexes with monohalogenoalkynes [25], [Ni(Cl)(C Cl PBu )(PBu )(solv)] ClO (7 ClO ). The3 6 4 3 3 4 4

can be excluded. However, there are at least two further change in the size of the P–P coupling constant also
structures known as a result of cyclotrimerization reactions indicates a change in the geometry around nickel. Elemen-
on Ni(0): tal analysis of 7 suggests that the coordinated solvent is

lost upon drying under vacuum.
• nickelacycloheptatrienes [26–29] Similarly, the addition of AgSbF to an acetone solution6

• p-benzene complexes of Ni(0) [30,31] of 6 and the subsequent monitoring of the reaction by
31 1 2P-NMR showed not only the formation of 7 SbF , but6

1 2Cyclotrimerization of ClC≡CCl usually gives hexachloro- also of [Ag(PBu ) ]SbF , and an unknown compound3 x 6

benzene [32], which is known to undergo oxidative
2 3addition to Ni(0) to yield s-tetra-chlorophenyl complexes For example, J in Cl(Me P)Ni–C(Ph)(PMe )–C(H)(COR) is 15 Hz(P–P) 3 3n[Ni(Cl)(C Cl H)(PR ) ] (R5Et [33] or Bu [34]). Since [35], in Cl(Me P)Ni–C H –CMe CH(PMe ) is 10 Hz [36].3 6 4 2 36 4 3 2

Chart 2.
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with a low field NMR signal at 38.9 ppm. From this isomer, which then quickly rearranges to the thermo-
mixture, an off-white product could be isolated that dynamically more favoured trans-isomer. Obviously, when

31showed only the latter P-NMR signal. Recrystallization pure ethene complexes such as 1 are used, the reaction
yielded a small amount of X-ray diffraction quality crys- does not proceed any further.
tals, which were consequently examined on the diffrac- However, when in situ preparations of 1 are used, these
tometer. Quite surprisingly, it turned out that this product s-complexes undergo a sequence of reductive elimination
was the 2,3,4,5-tetrachlorphenylphosphonium salt [Bu P– and/or oxidative addition reactions, as has been postulated3

1 2C HCl ]SbF (8 SbF ). Treatment of 6 with CO pro- before to account for a nickel–carbon migration of a6 4 6 6

duced a compound with similar spectroscopic features, phenyl group in [Ni(C H R)(C(Cl)=CCl )(PMe ) ] [40],6 4 2 3 2
1 2suggesting its formulation as 8 Cl . Both these results to give finally, the products 4 and/or 6. Although it is

support the proposed formulation of complex 6 as a s- known for a long time that the synthesis of phosphonium
phenyl complex (structure B in Chart 2). salts is catalyzed by nickel complexes [41–43], the forma-

The reactions of 6 are summarized in Scheme 2. tion of s-alkynyl or phenyl phosphonium complexes has
not been described before.

It has been postulated that Ni(I) species form on the
sodium reduction of Ni(II) complexes in toluene solution

3. Discussion [20], and it has also been shown that the reduction of
NiX L in the presence of acetylenes with Na/Hg can give2 2

Dichloroethyne reacts with Ni(0) phosphine complexes Ni(I)–alkyne complexes, depending on the nature of L and
in a similar manner as with the Pd(0) and Pt(0) complexes the acetylene [44]. For MeOOC–C≡C–COOMe, on the
examined by us previously, as is shown by the formation other hand, only cyclotrimerization was achieved by
of the p-complex 2, the s-chloroethynyl complex 3 and reaction with [Ni(PPh )Cl] . As was mentioned before, the3 n

the phosphoniumacetylide complex 4. Additionally, dich- nickel catalyzed formation of phosphonium salts has been
loroethyne undergoes a cyclotrimerization reaction, not known for a long time. In an elegant mechanistic study,
forming a simple derivative of hexachlorobenzene, how- mainly centred on the formation of biaryls under the
ever, but instead forming the tetrachlorophenylphos- influence of nickel complexes, Kochi showed that the
phonium species 6. formation of arylphosphonium salts is also catalyzed by

Certainly, the primary reaction product is a p-complex Ni(I) species [43]. Transferring Kochi’s mechanism to our
2, which can be isolated at low temperatures. On warming, problem leads to the mechanism depicted in Scheme 3:
this p-complex isomerizes via oxidative addition to a Either
s-chloroethynyl complex 3, presumably first as the cis-

(a) Cl–C≡C–Cl oxidatively adds to a Ni(I) complex
NiCl(PR ) to give an intermediate Ni(III) complex T ,3 n 1

1 2which reductively eliminates Cl–C≡C–PR Cl with3

regeneration of Ni(I). The b-chloro-
ethynylphosphonium cation might then oxidatively add
to Ni(0), followed by nucleophilic displacement of the
trans-phosphine ligand by chloride to give the inter-
mediate Ni(II) complex T . This mechanism corre-2

sponds to the one postulated by us earlier for the
formation of cis-[PdCl (C≡C–PPh )(PPh )] [10]. Here2 3 3

this intermediate, T , might then undergo a cycloaddi-2

tion reaction with two molecules of Cl–C≡C–Cl to give
directly the s-phenyl complex 6, or
(b) the chloroethynyl complex 3 adds oxidatively to the
Ni(I) species, giving the intermediate Ni(II,III) complex
T . The more reactive Ni(III) centre then reductively3

eliminates complex 4 with regeneration of Ni(I). The
viability of this pathway could be shown by an in-
dependent reaction of 3a with the reduction solution
obtained from Na powder and [NiCl (PBu ) ], which2 3 2

1 2gave a 35% yield of 4a Cl .

The phenyl complexes 6 might in principal also be formed
Scheme 2. by a 21212 cycloaddition of dichloroethyne and chloro-
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The next part of the discussion is concerned with the
reactivity studies of the phosphonium complexes 4 and 6.

How can the formation of the bis(phosphonium ethynyl)
complexes 5 be explained? Disproportionation reactions of
the type:

2[Ni(X)(R9)(PR ) ]↔[Ni(R9) (PR ) ] 1 [NiX (PR ) ]3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2

are known in nickel chemistry [45], and the formation of 5
might be just another example for such a reaction, with
R95C≡C–PBu . However, the question arises, which role3

is played by the silver ions?

31We therefore monitored this reaction by P-NMR. It
1can be seen that the signals of 4a are gradually

displaced by the signals of 5, with concomitant forma-
tion of [Ag(PBu ) ]SbF . After standing for several3 x 6

days, only the broad signals of the latter species and a
signal of an unknown compound at 18.5 ppm are left.
An IR spectrum of this solution shows a medium strong

21absorption at 2072 cm .

The observations of the NMR experiment indicate that the
silver salt does not only abstract the nickel-bound chloride,
but also attacks the phosphine ligands. It seems reasonable
to assume that after the first chloride ions have been
abstracted (and have most likely been replaced by the
weakly coordinating solvent), the newly generated species

Scheme 3. attacks the starting material, forming an alkynyl-bridged
intermediate A (Scheme 4). This intermediate is attacked
by the silver salt which abstracts chloride and phosphine
ligands from one nickel atom and induces the migration of

ethynylphosphonium chloride, followed by the oxidative the bridging alkynyl group to the other nickel atom, thus
21addition of an aromatic C–Cl bond to Ni(0). However, the producing 5 together with solvated Ni . If there is an

selective formation of only one isomer of 6 makes a even larger excess of AgSbF , then 5 also gets attacked6
1pathway via route (a) more likely. with the formation of further [Ag(PBu ) ] species, leaving3 x

Scheme 4.
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the nickel bis-phosphonium acetylide fragment B, which is experimental procedures. Ni(PPh ) (C H ) (1c) and3 2 2 4

then decomposed by MeOH to give other phosphonium Ni(dcpe)(C H ) (1b) were prepared according to literature2 4
1species C, e.g. [Bu P–C≡CH] , or [Bu P–C≡C–C≡C– procedures [15,16]. The other Ni(0) complexes were3 3

21PBu ] as products of hydrolysis or of reductive always prepared in situ. However, the PBu complex (1a)3 3
3elimination, , to which we assign the NMR signal at 18 can also be isolated (see below).

21ppm and the IR band at 2072 cm . NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL GSX 270
Such a silver-induced decomposition of Ni(II) phos- spectrometer, IR spectra on a Perkin-Elmer model 881 and

phine complexes has precedent. Wada et al. could show the FAB-MS spectrum on a Finnigan MAT 900. Elemental
19that ArNiL Cl (L95PPh ) was decomposed by Ag to analyses were performed at the Institute of Inorganic2 3

19[AgL ] 1AgCl [47–49]. A stepwise degradation of Chemistry, University of Munich. The crystal structure2

[NiBr(C F )(PPh ) ] by AgClO , similar to the one determinations were performed on a Syntex-Nicolet R36 5 3 2 4
31depicted in Scheme 4, was described in a P-NMR study diffractometer, with MoKa radiation, in v-scan mode. The

on the ‘role of AgClO in activating a s-arylmetal halide structure determination of 6a had to be performed at low4

complex for ethylene dimerisation’ [50]. There is also the temperature due to decomposition in the X-ray. As a
1possibility that Ag acts as an alkynyl transfer reagent consequence of the architecture of the low-temperature

between two nickel centres, similar to the role played by device no complete c-scans could be performed, which
Cu(I) in the Pd complex catalyzed cross-coupling of lead to an insufficient treatment of absorption phenomena,
alkynes with haloarenes [51,52]. and thus no absorption corrections were applied.

1These examples from the literature, particularly the Ag
induced decomposition of nickel–polyhalophenyl com-

4.1. Synthesis of Ni(PBu ) (C H ) (1a)3 2 2 4plexes [47–49], also explain the formation of 8 from 6 and
1AgSbF . Mechanistically, the originally formed cation 76 NiCl (PBu ) [55,56] (1.39 g, 2.60 mmol) and sodium1 2 3 2might be unstable towards hydrolysis and yield 8 ,

dust (0.42 g, 18.2 mmol) were stirred for 20 h in toluene
according to:

under ethylene. The precipitate of NaCl and the unreacted
1 Na dust were separated by centrifugation, and the yellow-[Ni(Cl)(C Cl PBu )(Bu P)] 1 H O6 4 3 3 2

ish solution evaporated in vacuo. The red oily residue was1→ ‘NiCl(OH)(PBu )’ 1 [C Cl H(PBu )]3 6 4 3 taken up in a minimum amount of pentane (saturated with
ethylene) and cooled to 2788C. Small yellow–orangewhich corresponds to the decomposition pathway that was
crystals of Ni(PBu ) (C H ) formed (approx. 100 mg).3 2 2 4formulated in the high temperature reaction of PPh with3 31 1P-NMR (pentane): d 510.0 ppm. H-NMR (C D , Ar6 6C F Br in the presence of NiBr , which resulted in the6 5 2

1 2 saturated): d 52.18 (br, C H ), 1.45 (br, –(CH ) –), 0.91 /2 4 2 3formation of [Ph P(C F H)] Br [53]. The role of the3 6 4
1 0.81 (br, CH ).3Ag may be abstraction of halide and phosphine from the

nickel species, which might end up as the insoluble species
Ni(OH) .2 4.2. Synthesis of Ni(PBu ) (h-ClC≡CCl) (2a) and3 2

isomerization to Ni(Cl)(C≡CCl)(PBu ) (3a)3 2

A suspension of Na dust (0.36 g, 15.7 mmol) in 9.0 ml4. Experimental
toluene was treated with NiCl (PBu ) (1.56 g, 2.9 mmol)2 3 2

under ethylene. After stirring for 20 h, the suspension wasCaution! Dichloroethyne is known to be neurotoxic and
filtered and the filtrate evaporated in vacuo. The remainingis suspected to be a carcinogen. In the pure state, it is also
red oil was taken up in 5 ml hexane and, after cooling toa highly explosive substance. Therefore, it should always
2788C, was treated with 0.83 ml of the ‘standardbe used as a Et O solution, and all work should be2

ClC≡CCl solution’ (ca. 2.9 mmol). The solvent wasperformed in a well-ventilated hood. Discarded reaction
evaporated at 2358C in vacuo and the yellow residue wasmixtures or washing liquids should be treated with ethanol
triturated with 5 ml pentane at 2788C, whereby a yellow-solutions of iodine for several days before being disposed
ish, slightly oily powder was isolated: 2a (1.42 g, 88%of.
yield).The reactions described here were performed using

Compound 2a (0.92 g, 1.70 mmol) was dissolved in 10standard Schlenk tube techniques, using argon-saturated
ml hexane and was heated to 408C for 1 h. Removal of theabsolute solvents, and argon as an inert gas. Dich-
solvent in vacuo left a yellowish–brown residue which wasloroethyne solutions were prepared according to the litera-
then extracted with 15 ml of pentane. The extract wasture [54] and purified once by distillation. These solutions
concentrated to about 50% of its original volume and thenhave an average concentration of approximately 3.5 molar
cooled to 2788C. A yellow powder precipitated, wasand are termed ‘standard solutions’ in the following
isolated, and dried for 5 h in vacuo: 3a. Yield 0.69 g

3 (75%). C H Cl NiP (558.2). Calc. / found: C: 55.94 /The formation of 1,3-diynes from nickel bis-(s-alkynyl) complexes, 26 54 2 2

generated in situ, has been observed before [46]. 56.18; H: 9.75/9.95%.
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4.3. Reaction of Ni(dcpe)(C H ) (1b) with ClC≡CCl in acetone gave an orange fraction, which was collected.2 4

Et O Evaporation of the solvent yielded 224 mg of a yellowish2
31brown oil. P-NMR (acetone): d 518.2s, 213.1s. IR:

21A suspension of 1b (0.30 g, 0.60 mmol) in 5 ml Et O n 52043 cm2 (C≡C)

was treated with 0.17 ml of the ‘standard solution’ (0.6 This oil was dissolved in 6 ml MeOH and was treated
mmol) at 2788C. Stirring was continued at this tempera- with an excess of NaBPh . The ochre coloured precipitate4

ture for 90 min, followed by removal of the solvent under was isolated and washed with several portions of MeOH,
vacuum at 2258C. A faint yellow powder was obtained Et O and H O. After drying for 1 day in vacuo, 201 mg of2 2

1 2after 2 h drying in vacuo at 2258C. A toluene solution of 4d BPh (52% yield) was obtained. C H BClNiP4 35 47 3
31this product showed two P-NMR signals. The minor (665.6): Calc. / found: C, 63.12/62.94; H, 7.11 /7.04%.

component (ca. 10%) was unreacted starting material (d 5

49.0), the major signal at d 81.2 ppm was assigned to 2b. 1 24.6. Synthesis of [Ni(Cl)(C≡CPPr )(PPr ) ] [BPh ] ,3 3 2 4After this powder was taken up in CH Cl and stirred 1 22 2 4e BPh31 4for 2 h at r.t., a P-NMR spectrum showed again two sets
of signals. The minor component (ca. 30%) was identified A solution of Ni(PPr ) Cl (2.00 g, 4.44 mmol) in 203 2 2as unreacted 2b, while the major component showed the ml THF was treated with ca. 1 g powdered zinc and stirred
typical AX pattern of an unsymmetrical cis complex, for 24 h under ethylene. After filtration the dark yellow
presumably 3b. If stirring was continued, a jelly-like solution was cooled to 2788C and 1.3 ml standard
precipitate formed and the NMR spectrum showed only ClC≡CCl solution (4.44 mmol) was added. Stirring was
very broad signals. No satisfactory elemental analyses continued for 30 min at this temperature and for another 30
could be obtained, but the data are consistent with the min at r.t. Evaporation of the solvent in vacuo resulted in a
proposed formulae. dark red viscous oil, which was taken up in Et O and2

chromatographed on silica gel. Elution with Et O gave a2

red fraction that was discarded. Acetone eluted a yellowish4.4. Reaction of Ni(PPh ) (C H ) (1c) with ClC≡CCl in3 2 2 4

brown band that was collected. Evaporation of the solventEt O2
31in vacuo gave 704 mg of a brown oil. P-NMR (acetone):

21
d 59.5d [6 Hz], 7.2t [6 Hz]. IR: n 52029 cm .A yellow suspension of 1c (2.37 g, 3.90 mmol) in 25 ml (C≡C)

After dissolution of this oil in MeOH a saturated MeOHEt O was treated at 2788C with a 1.1 ml standard2

solution of NaBPh was added, which precipitated anClC≡CCl solution. With continuous stirring, the suspension 4

orange coloured powder. This product was isolated,was warmed to 2408C within 3 h. The temperature was
washed with hexane and dried in vacuo. Yield: 1.80 gthen raised to 2208C and the solvent evaporated in vacuo.

1 231 4e BPh (44%). C H BClNiP (918.0): Calc. / found:A light yellow powder was obtained. Its P-NMR spec- 4 53 83 3

C, 69.34/70.30; H, 9.11 /9.09%.trum in toluene showed two signals at d 541.8 (ca. 40%)
and at d 521.6 (ca. 60%). The low field signal was

1 2assigned to Ni(PPh ) (h-ClC≡CCl) (2c) and the high field3 2 4.7. Synthesis of [NiCl(C≡CPBu )(PBu ) ]Cl (4a Cl )3 3 2signal to trans-[Ni(Cl)(C≡CCl)(PPh ) ] (3c). This toluene3 2 and anion metathesis reactions
solution was then heated to 30–408C for 1 h. Hexane was
then added until no more precipitate formed. The solid was A mixture of NiCl (PBu ) (6.06 g, 11.3 mmol) and2 3 2isolated, washed with pentane and extracted with Et O.2 excess Na dust were suspended in 30 ml toluene and
Slow cooling of the extract to 2308C yielded 0.42 g of stirred for 40 h under ethylene. After centrifugation, the
yellow–orange crystals of 3c, one of which was used for dark yellow solution was treated at 2788C with 3.3 ml
X-ray structure determination. C H Cl NiP ?H O38 30 2 2 2 standard ClC≡CCl solution (11.6 mmol). Stirring was
(695.7): Calc. / found: C, 65.61/65.50; H, 4.64 /4.61%. continued for 15 min at this temperature and for 1 h at r.t.

The solvent was then evaporated in vacuo. The dark
1 2 yellow oily residue was taken up in 5 ml Et O and4.5. Synthesis of [Ni(Cl)(C≡CPMe )(PMe ) ] [BPh ] 23 3 2 4

1 2 chromatographed on silica gel (2.5315 cm, pretreated(4d BPh )4
with pentane). Pentane (25 ml) eluted a yellow band,
which after evaporation of the solvent gave 2.50 g 3aNiCl (PMe ) (0.570 g, 2.00 mmol) and ca. 500 mg of2 3 2
(40%). Elution with Et O removed small amounts ofpowdered zinc were stirred in 5 ml THF under ethylene for 2

residual 3a from the column. Ethanol eluted a bright30 min. Centrifugation gave a clear yellow solution which
1 2orange band that gave, after evaporation, 2.00 g of 4a Clwas then cooled to 2308C and treated with 0.6 ml of the

(46%) as a yellow powder. C H Cl NiP (760.5): Calc. /standard ClC≡CCl solution (ca. 2.0 mmol). The solution 38 81 2 3

found: C, 60.01/59.69; H, 10.74/10.62%.turned immediately black and was warmed to ambient
temperature. After evaporation to dryness, the residue was

1 2taken up in Et O and chromatographed on silica gel. The • A solution of 4a Cl (0.205 g, 0.27 mmol) in 5 ml2

first fraction with Et O was discarded. Further elution with EtOH/5 ml H O was treated with an excess of2 2
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31NaBPh . A faint yellow precipitate was isolated after remaining dark red oil examined by P-NMR spectros-4

stirring for 15 min. Recrystallization from MeOH gave copy. The spectrum in acetone showed seven major
1 2219 mg 4a BPh (78%) as yellow needles. components, which add up to 88% of the total integral4

1intensity: From those signals, 3a (d 59.3, 18%) and 4a
31 6

d( P) (acetone-d ) 5 11.0d, 7.3t (J 5 6 Hz) (d 512.2d/10.7t; together 5%) could be identified andPP

PBu O (d 546.2, br, 12%). There are also two AX spin3

C H BClNiP (1044.3): Calc. / found: C, 71.30 / systems (d 541.0d/ 28.4d; together 24% and d 538.9d/ 262 101 3

71.18; H, 9.75 /9.80%. 0.9d, together 6%) and two singlets at d 53.2 (16%) and
1 2• Stirring a solution of 4a Cl (0.187 g, 0.25 mmol) in d 54.2 (7%).

10 ml of a 1:1 EtOH/H O mixture with an excess of The oil was purified by chromatography on silica gel.2

NH PF for 30 min produced a yellow precipitate that Hexane/ether (1:1) eluted all of the PBu O and some of4 6 3

was isolated and washed with 50 ml H O. Extraction the minor components of the mixture. Ether alone eluted a2
31with 3 ml Et O and cooling to 2788C gave 121 mg of red fraction, which contained, according to the P-NMR2

1 24a PF (57%) as a yellow powder. spectrum, only one component. Evaporation of the solvent6

resulted in 0.72 g of a faint red powder, 6 (13%).
31 6 C H Cl NiP (748.0): Calc. / found: C, 48.16/47.76; H,d( P) (acetone-d ) 5 11.8d, 8.3t (J 5 5 Hz) 30 54 6 2PP

12 35 37 31 587.28 /7.20%. FAB-MS: 748 ( C H Cl Cl P Ni,30 54 4 2 2
1 1M ), 711 (M -Cl).C H ClF NiP (870.0): Calc. / found: C, 52.46/52.50;38 81 6 4

A solution of 6 in acetone was treated with an excess ofH, 9.38/9.35%.
NaClO ?H O with stirring for 1 h. Slow addition of water• Addition of NaClO ?H O (0.40 g, 2.9 mmol) to a 4 24 2

1 2 precipitated a pink powder, which was isolated and washedsolution of 110 mg of 4a Cl (0.15 mmol) in 4 ml
several times with water. Recrystallization from acetone /EtOH produced a yellow solution, from which a
ether (2:5) at 2308C resulted in analytically pureflocculent yellow precipitate could be obtained by

1 25a ClO . C H Cl O P Ni (802.1): Calc. / found: C,addition of 3 ml H O. After filtration and washing with 4 30 54 6 4 22

44.92/44.55; H, 6.79 /6.75%.several portions of water, the residue was recrystallized
1 2from a small amount of MeOH: 111 mg of 4a ClO4

(93%) of yellow needles.
1 24.9. Synthesis of [Ni(C≡CPBu ) (PBu ) ] (SbF ] (5)3 2 3 2 6 2

31 6
d( P) (acetone-d ) 5 11.8d, 8.3t (J 5 5 Hz)PP

1 2A solution of 4a Cl (0.321 g, 0.42 mmol) in 4 ml
EtOH was treated with an excess of AgSbF . After stirringC H Cl NiO P (824.5); Calc. / found: C, 55.35 / 638 81 2 4 3

for 5 min, the white precipitate of AgCl was removed by55.49; H, 9.90 /9.95%.
filtration. Addition of water precipitated a brownish pow-• A solution of AgSbF (0.115 g, 0.33 mmol) in EtOH6

1 2 der which was isolated and washed several times withwas added slowly to a solution of 250 mg of 4a Cl
water. After drying in vacuo, the product was recrystal-(0.33 mmol) in 8 ml EtOH. The white precipitate of
lized from a small amount of MeOH at 2308C, whichAgCl was separated by filtration, and the orange
yielded 147 mg of 5 (51%) in the form of thin yellowcoloured solution evaporated in vacuo. The remaining
needles. Crystals suitable for X-ray structure determinationyellow powder was recrystallized from EtOH at

1 2 were obtained from a saturated EtOH solution at 2308C.2308C. Yield 310 mg (98%) 4a SbF .6

C H F NiP Sb (1387.0): Calc. / found: C, 45.02 /52 108 12 4 2
31 6 44.68; H, 7.85 /7.62%.d( P) (acetone-d ) 5 11.9d, 8.2t (J 5 6 Hz)PP

C H ClF NiP Sb (960.8): Calc. / found: C, 47.50 /38 81 6 3

4.10. Reaction of 6 with AgSbF or CO: Formation of47.56; H, 8.50 /8.46%. 6
1 2 1[Bu P(C HCl )] X (8 : X5SbF , Cl)3 6 4 6

• An acetone solution of 6 (0.091 g, 0.122 mmol) was4.8. Synthesis of ‘Ni(PBu ) (C Cl )’ (6) and anion3 2 6 6

treated with an acetone solution of AgSbF (0.045 g,metathesis with NaClO 64

0.123 mmol), which resulted in the immediate forma-
tion of a white precipitate. Stirring was continued for aA solution of NiCl (PBu ) (12.37 g, 23.3 mmol) in 352 3 2

couple of minutes, before the suspension was filteredml toluene was treated with Na dust (1.29 g, 56 mmol)
and the filtrate brought to dryness in vacuo. Theunder ethylene. After stirring for 30 h and centrifugation,

31remaining red oil was examined by P-NMR spec-the toluene solution was treated at 2788C with 6.5 ml
troscopy. The spectrum of an acetone solution showsstandard ClC≡CCl solution (23 mmol).
four components: 6 (d 541.1 br / 28.2 br; 10%),The reaction mixture was kept for 15 min at this

1 27 SbF (d 538.0s / 20.5s; 20%), Ag(PBu ) (SbF )temperature and was then warmed to ambient temperature. 6 3 x 6
1 2(d 522.5 br, 30%) and 8 SbF (d 538.9; 40%). TheAfter 20 min the solvent was removed in vacuo, and the 6
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Foreword

A few years ago Spanish and Italian researchers working ISMEC’97), a special session was devoted to ‘Iron
on the field of thermodynamics of metal complexes Chelators in Hemochromatosis’ which is an illness found
decided to organise a meeting in order to create a platform specially in the mediterranean area.
for scientific interaction related to this field. This scientific Following this ‘bio-impetus’ this year in Girona (IX,
interaction included the presentation of research work and SIMEC’98), most of the contributions presented were
its discussion and also the possibility to strengthen and related to relevant aspects of transition metal complexes in
coordinate scientific collaboration among the different biological systems as well as in technological processes.
Spanish and Italian research groups. As a result, in 1990 Nearly one hundred researchers from different countries
the first Spanish–Italian congress on thermodynamics of have participated in the congress that included topics in:
metal complexes came forth organised by Prof. Juan Faus solution equilibria; computational methods for equilibrium

˜´of the University of Valencia in Penıscola (Spain). At the studies; thermodynamics of ion-exchange; complexes in
same time this meeting represented an extension of the non-aqueous solvents; thermodynamic properties and
annual congress the Italian researchers held yearly named chemical structure correlations; complexes with biological,
‘Congresso Annuale del Gruppo di Termodinamica dei medical or environmental interest; thermodynamic aspects
Complessi’. of macromolecular and supramolecular interactions includ-

The success of the first meeting in 1990 stimulated the ing evaluation of host–guest binding interactions and
Spanish and Italian scientific community working in this complexes of technological and analytical interest.
field, to continue with this experience. As a result, yearly The meeting was organised into one-hour plenary
meetings have been organised since then by Spanish and lectures, thirty minutes key-notes, twenty minutes oral
Italian professors which are cited below. contributions and posters. The opening plenary lecture

entitled ‘Host–guest binding studies with macrocyclic
• II, Palermo (Italy) 1991 by Prof. Vicenzo Romano ligands’ was addressed by Prof. Arthur E. Martell from
• III, Tenerife (Spain) 1992 by Prof. Alfredo Mederos Texas A&M University (USA). Three other plenary lec-
• IV, Roma (Italy) 1993 by Prof. Vicenzo Carunchio tures followed: ‘Application of iron chelators in medicine’
• V, S’Agaro (Spain) 1994 by Prof. Manuel Valiente delivered by Prof. Guido Crisponi from the University of
• VI, Urbino (Italy) 1995 by Prof. Mauro Micheloni Cagliari (Italy), ‘New developments for the numerical
• VII, Granada (Spain) 1996 by Prof. Juan Niclos analysis of spectrophotometric data’ presented by Prof.
• VIII, Cagliari (Italy) 1997 by Prof. Guido Crisponi Marcel Maeder from the University of Newcastle (Aus-

tralia) and ‘Equilibrium analysis by potentiometric mea-
The success of the meeting has increased yearly and has surements’ imparted by Prof. Aldo Napoli from University

encouraged scientists from other countries to attend our of Tuscia (Italy). The keynotes were presented by Prof.
meetings. As a result in 1994, the congress extended its Roma Tauler from University of Barcelona (Spain) and by
geographical dimension to our Mediterranean neighbours Prof. Manuel Valiente from University Autonoma of
and thus become the ‘V Spanish–Italian and Mediterra- Barcelona (Spain) with the following titles ‘Multivariate
nean Basin Congress (SIMEC) on Thermodynamics of curve resolution applied to the study of equilibrium
Metal Complexes’. reactions’ and ‘Separation of ionic species by ion-ex-

Our multidisciplinary Congresses have focussed their change resins with temperature dependent selectivity’
attention to the basic principles, characterisation, thermo- respectively.
dynamics and applications of chemical interactions be- It is worth mentioning that one of the sessions was
tween ions, molecules and macromolecules. Over the dedicated to a panel discussion of current computational
years, many of our meeting contributors have been shifting methods for numerical analysis of equilibrium data. The
and/or widening its scientific interests towards biologically session was presided by Prof. A.E. Martell (Texas A&M
and medically related fields where transition metal com- University, USA) accompanied by Prof. M. Maeder (Uni-
plexes play a key role. As a consequence of the growing versity of Newcastle, Australia), Prof. P. Gans (University
interest in this field, last year in Cagliary (VIII, of Leeds, UK), Prof. A. Vacca (University of Florence,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00275-2
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Italy) and Prof. J. Havel (Masaryk University, Czech mainly kinetic analysis by Profs. Secco and Tine while
Republic) and generated a great deal of discussion mani- Section (E) contains five mainly structural contributions by
festing the current interest of the attendants with regard to the teams of Profs.Vacca,Vidal, Llobet and Niclos. Finally,
the new developments related to this key tool for thermo- in Section (F) there is one paper dealing with membranes
dynamic analyses. by Prof. Gonzalez and one paper dealing with sensors by

For the present special issue of Polyhedron entitled Prof. Barbosa.
‘Thermodynamics of Complexes of Bioinorganic and The scientific benefits and the success of the congresses
Technological Interest’ devoted to our SIMEC’98 sym- celebrated up to now encourage us to continue with this
posium, we have selected 20 contributions which have task. In this sense, in 1999 Prof. A. Napoli from the
been organised in six sections: Environmental Science Department of University of Tuscia

has organised the X edition in Viterbo (Italy) during June
(A) Reviews 6–10. In the year 2000, at the beginning of the next

˜(B) Mathematical models century, Prof. E. Garcia-Espana from the Department of
(C) Solution equilibria Inorganic Chemistry of the University of Valencia (Spain)
(D) Kinetics will organise the meeting in the coast of Valencia.
(E) Structure Anyone interested in the different aspects of the thermo-
(F) Others dynamics of metal complexes will certainly be welcomed

to our next symposiums.
The first paper in Section (A) is a review by Prof.

Martell and co-workers that deals with anion coordination Prof. Malcolm H. Chisholm
by macrocyclic ligands followed by a second review on Symposia-in-Print Editor
oral chelators for clinical use by Prof. Crisponi et al. In the

´second Section (B) three contributions dealing with mathe- Prof. Victoria Salvado
matical models by Profs. Maeder, Daniele and Dr. Dyson Guest co-editor and
and their respective co-workers is presented. Section (C) Chairperson SIMEC-98
deals with solution equilibria with metal complexes includ-
ing main group and transition metal complexes by Profs. Prof. Antoni Llobet
Vacca, Crisponi, Carunchio, Salvado and Barbosa. In Guest co-editor
Section (D) are located two contributions dealing with
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Phosphate anion binding by macrocyclic dinucleating ligands and their
metal complexes

*Arthur E. Martell , Ramunas J. Motekaitis, Qin Lu, David A. Nation
Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77842-3012, USA

Abstract

Four closely related dinuclear macrocyclic ligands are described: 1,13-dioxa-4,7,10,16,19,11-hexaazacyclotetracosane (OBISDIEN),
11,153,6,9,17,20,23-hexaazatricyclo[23.3.1.1 ]triconta-(1(29),11(30),12,14,25,27-hexaaza (BMXD), 3,6,9,16,19,22-hexaaza-27-28-dioxat-

11,14 11,15ricyclo-[22.2.1.1 ]-octacos-1,(26),11,13,24-tetraene (BFBD), and 3,6,9,17,20,23,29,30-octaazatri-cyclo[23.3.1.1 ]triconta-
1(29),11,13,15,25,27-hexaene (BPBD). These macrocycles may be considered hexaaza ligands with two diethylenetriamine moieties
bound together by bridging groups, except for BPBD, for which the bridging groups are pyridine rings, making this an octaaza ligand;
however the remaining six nitrogens are analogous to those in OBISDIEN, BFBD, and BMXD. The syntheses of these ligands are
outlined and compared. Each ligand forms six protonated species, which bind anions through hydrogen bonding and coulombic forces, the
strength of binding increases with the number of protons, corresponding to an increase in the number of hydrogen bonds and to an
increase in the coulombic attractive forces. The binding of these macrocyclic ligands to the nucleotides ATP, ADP, and AMP and their
inorganic analogs, triphosphate, pyrophosphate, and phosphate, are described in detail, with equilibrium constants given for each species
formed. The selectivities of the macrocyclic ligands for the nucleotides are described. With the aid of species distribution curves in
competitive systems, the use of macrocycles for the separation of ATP, ADP, and AMP is suggested. It is shown that these aza
macrocycles form both mono- and dinuclear metal complexes. The stabilities of the mononuclear ternary Cu(II) complexes are increased
by hydrogen bonds between the coordinated phosphate and the protonated amino groups, with a maximum attained with three hydrogen
bonds. For dinuclear ternary complexes protonation and deprotonation reduce the stability since the former reduces the number of amino
donors coordinating the Cu(II), while the latter increases the number of hydroxide ions coordinated directly with the metal ion. The
dinuclear Cu(II) complex shows a preference for the binding of ATP over ADP, especially in moderately alkaline solution.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Macrocyclic ligands; ATP; ADP; AMP; Triphosphate; Pyrophosphate; Phosphate

1. Introduction organic anions has been achieved by the simultaneous
coordination of the substrate and molecular oxygen to the

Polyaza macrocyclic ligands, in their protonated forms, two metal centers [11,12]. Other reaction types, such as
have been shown to bind certain neutral molecules and ATP hydrolysis and formation, have been investigated
anions in solution [1–4] and, in some instances, are able to with a variety of ligands and metal ions [6,7,13]. The
catalyze biologically significant reactions of the bound investigation of macrocyclic ligands and their metal com-
substrates [5–8]. Often these enzyme-mimetic reactions plexes can lead to a better understanding of certain
show enhanced rate factors when compared with the same biological functions as well as to new catalysts of value in
process in the absence of the macrocycle. In addition, chemical synthesis.
hexaaza macrocycles can form mono- and dinuclear metal Recently the complexes formed between the various
complexes which in turn are capable of coordinating protonated forms of the hexaaza macrocyclic ligand

11,15anions [4,9,10]. In the case of dinuclear cobalt(II) com- 3,6,9,17,20,23-hexaazatricyclo[23.3.1.1 ]triaconta-
plexes of 1,13-dioxa-4,7,10,16,19,11-hexaazacyclotet- 1(29),11(30),12,14,25,27-hexaene (BMXD), 2, and the
racosane (OBISDIEN) 1, the oxidation of inorganic and series of anions derived from phosphoric, diphosphoric,

and triphosphoric acid were reported [14]. Stable binary
complexes were formed as a result of coulombic attraction
and hydrogen bond formation, with the strength of inter-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-409-845-2011; fax: 11-409-845-
action increasing in the order mono-,di-,4719.

E-mail address: martell@mail.chem.tamu.edu (A.E. Martell) tripolyphosphate. These results were related to other

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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studies involving the biologically relevant substrate species present in solution as a function of pH. These
adenosine-59-triphosphate, ATP, and the hexaaza macrocy- results are compared with similar studies involving other
cle OBISDIEN [8]. hexaaza macrocycles, O–BISDIEN, 1, 3,6,9,16,19,22-

11,14The binding of organic and inorganic substrates to hexaaza - 27 - 28 - dioxatricyclo - [22.2.1.1 ] - octacos - 1,
polyammonium macrocycles and the ensuing chemical (26),11,13,24-tetraene (BFBD), 3, and 3,6,9,

11,15reactions of the complexes is an area of intense research 17,20,23,29,30-octaazatricyclo[23.3.1.1 triconta -1(29),
interest [2,5,8]. In particular the interaction of inorganic 11,13,15,25,27-hexaene (BPBD), 4, as indicated in Table
polyphosphates with these macrocycles is of obvious 1. While these macrocycles have the same number of
relevance in view of the enzymatic processes that involve atoms in the main macrocyclic ring, 1 differs from 2, 3 and
the nucleotide adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and its di- 4 in not having additional hetero atoms in the ring and
and monophosphate analogs (ADP and AMP, respectively). having only six basic amino groups as coordination
Studies have shown that the hexaaza macrocycle O–BIS- functions.
DIEN is able to form very stable complexes with ATP [15] Thus, this review is restricted to the four macrocyclic
and also to catalyze the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP and ligands identified above, its mono- and dinuclear Cu(II)
monophosphate [16]. In addition this macrocycle was able complexes, and the tertiary complexes that they form with
to effect the phosphorylation of a number of substrates, the organic phosphates AMP, ADP, and ATP, and with
including ADP, via the formation of a reactive phosphor- their inorganic analogs, phosphate, pyrophosphate, and
amidate intermediate [13]. tripolyphosphate. Largely omitted is the extensive intro-

Successful catalysis by polyammonium macrocycles ductory work on OBISDIEN published by Lehn, Hosseini
relies heavily on the recognition and selectivity of the and Mertes [8,13,15,16]. Also, the recent very productive
initially bound substrate and the release of the product work of Bencini et al. [5–7] and Fabbrizzi et al. [9] in this
formed following chemical transformation. In aqueous area are considered beyond the scope of this review. This
solution the stability of the recognition complex is related paper is therefore related to the four closely restricted
to hydrogen bonding and coulombic interactions as well as macrocycles and their binding of organic and inorganic
the geometrical ‘fit’ of the substrate with respect to the phosphates.
receptor polyammonium macrocycle. A feature desirable The formulas of these four macrocyclic dinucleating
for catalytic behavior is strong binding of the substrate but ligands and their protonation constants are described in
relatively weak binding of the product so as to favor Table 1: OBISDIEN, 1, BMXD, 2, BFBD, 3, and BPBD,
dissociation of the resultant complex and release of the 4.
macrocycle to continue the catalytic cycle. In order to
determine the effect of overall anionic charge and geome-
try of the substrate on the stability of the complex species 2. Synthesis of dinucleating polyaza macrocyclic
formed, and hence its suitability as a possible molecular ligands
catalyst, the interaction of the various protonated forms of
the hexaaza macrocycle BMXD, 2, with mono-, di-, and Synthesis of the parent macrocyclic ligand, OBISDIEN,
tripolyphosphate anions was investigated. Potentiometric is somewhat tedious since it involves eight experimental
equilibrium methods have been utilized to determine the steps, as outlined in Scheme 1, and tosylated intermediates

Table 1
Macrocyclic dinucleating ligands and their protonation constants

OBISDIEN [23] BMXD [14,25] BFBD [22,24] BPBD [26]

Quotient Log protonation constants
1 1[HL ] / [L][H ] 9.65 9.51 9.44 9.25

21 1 1[H L ] / [HL ][H ] 8.92 8.77 8.68 8.492
31 21 1[H L ] / [H L ][H ] 8.30 7.97 7.63 7.553 2
41 31 1[H L ] / [H L ][H ] 7.64 7.09 6.46 6.984 3
51 41 1[H L ] / [H L ][H ] 3.81 3.79 3.84 4.115 4
61 51 1[H L ] / [H L ][H ] 3.26 3.27 3.18 3.266 5
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of OBISDIEN.

Scheme 2. Syntheses of polyaza macrocycles.

needed to protect the secondary amino groups further
complicate the synthesis. The supply of this compound is the parent (completely aliphatic) ligand. The greater rigidi-
thus understandably quite limited, since the overall yield is ty imparted by the aromatic bridging groups results in
8%. The details of the synthetic steps are described by inability of the protonated amino groups to achieve the
Comarmond et al. [17] and by Martell et al. [18,19]. separation possible in OBISDIEN derivatives.

The macrocyclic analogs, BMXD, BFBD, and BPBD,
however, are readily prepared in a two-step synthesis, as
indicated by Scheme 2. The first step is the 212 condensa-
tion of a dialdehyde with a bis primary amine to form the 3. Binding of anions by protonated macrocycles
macrocyclic tetra Schiff base. This step can be accom-
plished in moderately good yield (60–70%) after the most The protonated forms of these macrocycles can bind
favorable conditions (usually choice of solvent) are found. anions through hydrogen bonding, and because they are
The second step, hydrogenation of the Schiff base, takes positively charged, through additional coulombic forces.
place in nearly quantitative yield. Because of their relative This kind of interaction has been thoroughly explored by
ease of synthesis, macrocyclic ligands, BMXD, BFBD, and Lehn and coworkers [8,15,16] for the binding of nucleo-
BPBD with aromatic bridging groups, are more readily tides to protonated forms of OBISDIEN. Possible modes
available than is the parent ligand, OBISDIEN. The use of of hydrogen bonding are illustrated in Chart 1 for the
this method for the synthesis of BMXD has been described interaction of protonated forms of BFBD with oxalate,
in detail by Menif et al. [20,21]. malonate, and pyrophosphate anions. Complex compounds

The six protonation constants listed for each ligand in 2 and 4 are shown to contain four hydrogen bonds that
9.65 3.18Table 1 vary from 10 to 10 , depending on how bind the oxalate and pyrophosphate anions to four proton-

many protons are present. The first protonation constant is ated amino nitrogens of the macrocycle. When the mac-
somewhat lower than would be expected for a secondary rocycle is hexaprotonated, the complex may be bound by
amino group, reflecting weak but definite electron-with- six (or more) hydrogen bonds, as indicated by the complex

61drawing effects of the aromatic rings, and in the case of H BFBD with the malonate anion 3.6

OBISDIEN, the ether oxygens. Each successive protonated These idealistic portrayals of hydrogen bonding modes
reaction becomes weaker, as reflected by a lower protona- are not borne out by the crystal structures of these
tion constant, because of the build-up of positive charge on complexes. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show the crystal structures of

61the macrocycle, and the consequentially increasing the complexes formed by H BFBD with oxalate ion [2],6
22 42coulombic repulsion for an additional proton. The higher C O and pyrophosphate ion [2] P O , respectively.2 4 2 7

basicity of OBISDIEN, obvious in the first four protona- Although the guests do not take up the ideal positions
tion constants, is probably due to the greater flexibility of indicated in Chart 1, the negative oxygen of the guests for
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Chart 1.

the most part lie within hydrogen bonding distance of the other guests because of the high protonation constant of
32 13.5positive amino nitrogens of the host. PO , which is about 10 . Therefore, in this case the4

22In Fig. 2(a) and (b) are shown, respectively, the com- guest is HPO at all pH values, while the other guests are4
42 42 52plexes formed from pyrophosphate, P O , and P O and P O . The data in Tables 2–4 show an2 7 2 7 3 10

61 52 increase in the binding constant as the number of protonsH BMXD , [2] and tripolyphosphate P O with6 3 10
61 on the hexaaza macrocycle increases to a maximum of six,H BFBD [22]. In both cases the guest, while passing6

corresponding to the maximum number of hydrogen bondsapproximately through the middle of the host, take up a
between the host and guest. In the case of phosphateposition more or less perpendicular to it. The negative
bonding this corresponds to a total of seven, because aoxygens of the guest are bound to the positive protonated

22proton is already closely associated with the guest HPO .amino nitrogens of the host by hydrogen bonds. Even 4

Any further increase in the number of protons in thetripolyphosphate (Fig. 2(b)), which extends considerably
complex (Tables 3 and 4) corresponds to a decrease in theoutside the macrocycle, is strongly hydrogen-bonded to it.
binding constant, because the host already has its maxi-For example in Fig. 2(b) the tripolyphosphate oxygen O11
mum of six protons, and the additional proton must go onis seen to be within hydrogen bond distance from N6 of
the guest, decreasing its charge (and thus decreasing itsthe macrocycle.
coulombic attraction to the host), and decreasing the
number of oxygens in the guest that can be hydrogen-
bonded to the host. Also, when the number of protonated

4. Phosphate affinities of the protonated macrocyclic amino nitrogens on the macrocycle decreases below six,
ligands there is seen in Tables 2–4 that the association constants

decrease, as the result of the decrease in the number of
The association constants of phosphate, diphosphate hydrogen bonds that are possible, as well as in a decrease

(pyrophosphate) and triphosphate for the protonated hexa- in the coulombic attraction between the host and the guest.
aza macrocyclic ligands OBISDIEN, BMXD and BFBD The magnitudes of the binding constants between the
are presented in Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The protonated macrocycles and the ionized inorganic phos-

22 42 52monophosphate data (Table 2) differ somewhat from the phates increases in the order HPO <P O ,P O , as4 2 7 3 10
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Fig. 2. Binary complex cation showing the atomic numbering scheme: (a)
21[(H BMXD–H P O ] [2]; (b) BFBD–2TP [22].4 2 2 7

22taining the acid phosphate anion, HPO . For example in4

the pH range 5 to 6 the concentration of the pyrophosphate
species containing the hexaprotonated macrocyclic ligand
is about 80 times the concentration of the corresponding
phosphate species most stable in that pH range,

51 22H BMXD . . . HPO . If one takes into account contri-5 4
51 42butions from the species H BMXD . . . P O and5 2 7

61 32H BMXD . . . HP O , it is seen that about 98% of the6 2 7

species bound to the macrocyclic ligand are derived fromFig. 1. (a) ORTEP drawing of oxalate complex of BFBD, 50% probabili-
pyrophosphate.ty, with atomic labeling [2]; (b) Structure and geometry of the pyro-

Fig. 4 is a species distribution diagram showing thephosphate complex of BFBD with atomic labeling [2].

relative binding by pyrophosphate and tripolyphosphate by
the protonated forms of BMXD on the basis of the

one would expect from corresponding increases in hydro- protonation constants listed in Tables 3 and 4. The relative
gen bonding and coulombic forces. The relative effects on magnitudes of the constants suggest that the triphosphate
the formation of the binary complexes can be seen in the species would be bound much more than the corresponding
species distribution diagram in which the concentrations of pyrophosphates. This is borne out by the species dis-
the two guests being compared are plotted simultaneously. tribution curves in Fig. 4 for a 1:1:1 mixture of pyro-
In Fig. 3 the binding of phosphate and pyrophosphate by phosphates, triphosphate, and BMXD. For example, at pH
the macrocyclic ligand BMXD are compared as a function 6.0 the complex formed by the hexaprotonated species is
of pH, on the basis of the equilibrium constants in Tables 2 70% formed for the triphosphate and only |10% formed
and 3. Since the binding constants of pyrophosphate are for the pyrophosphate. If one takes into account the

22much larger than those of HPO , one would predict that contributions from the penta- and heptaprotonated species,4

the former would predominate in a mixture of the two. it is obvious that about 90% of the host–guest complexes
Accordingly, it is seen in Fig. 3 that the species containing present are derived from triphosphate.
hydrogen-bonded pyrophosphate are present in much It is necessary to be careful, however, in drawing
higher concentration than the corresponding species con- conclusions based on the magnitude of the binding con-
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Table 2
Association constants (K) for the reaction of L (L5OBISDIEN, BMXD, and BFBD) with monophosphate (orthophosphate) at 25.060.18C and m50.10 M

32 1 a(KCl) (Ph5PO , H5H , guest is HPh)4

Stoichiometry Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L Mp H OBISDIEN [11] BMXD [14] BFBD [22]

1 1 3 [H LPh] / [H L][HPh] 1.49 2.593 2

1 1 4 [H LPh] / [H L][HPh] 1.85 2.694 3

1 1 5 [H LPh] / [H L][HPh] 2.64 2.87 3.515 4

1 1 6 [H LPh] / [H L][HPh] 5.29 5.47 5.836 5

1 1 7 [H LPh] / [H L][HPh] 6.97 7.36 7.297 6

a The guest is HPh because an accurate value for the first protonation constant does not exist nor can be readily determined.

Table 3
Association constants (K) for the reaction of L (L5OBISDIEN, BMXD, and BFBD) with diphosphate (pyrophosphate) at 25.060.18C and m50.10 M

42 1(KCl) (Py5P O , H5H )2 7

Stoichiometry Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L Py H OBISDIEN [10] BMXD [14] BFBD [24]

1 1 1 [HLPy] / [HL][Py] 2.07 2.20
1 1 2 [H LPy] / [H L][Py] 2.41 2.612 2

1 1 3 [H LPy] / [H L][Py] 3.44 3.373 3

1 1 4 [H LPy] / [H L][Py] 5.21 5.73 5.704 4

1 1 5 [H LPy] / [H L][Py] 9.35 9.94 9.535 5

1 1 6 [H LPy] / [H L][Py] 12.56 13.07 12.536 6

1 1 7 [H LPy] / [H L][HPy] 8.80 6.14 8.487 6

1 1 8 [H LPy] / [H L][H Py] 4.86 4.538 6 2

stants and the number of hydrogen bonds formed. For 5. Phosphate affinities for the Cu(II) complexes of
22example the binding constants of HPO to hexa- and the polyaza macrocycles4

6.97 5.29pentaprotonated OBISDIEN are 10 and 10 , respec-
tively [12]. The corresponding complexes of phosphite, The macrocyclic ligands illustrated in Table 1 may form

22 7.39 6.23 mono- and dinuclear complexes with metal ions. AsHPO , are 10 and 10 , respectively [12]. It is seen3
51 pictured in Chart 2, formula 6, a mononuclear complex ofthat H OBISDIEN prefers phosphite to monohydrogen5

BMXD may coordinate an anion such as the phosphate ionphosphate to a much greater extent than does
61H OBISDIEN . Therefore, as seen in Fig. 5, the dis-6

crimination between phosphite and phosphate is greater at
pH 5.5 than at higher or lower pH values. The reasons why
the pentaprotonated macrocycle produces greater
separability than the hexaprotonated form is unknown, but
may very well be steric in nature.

Table 4
Association constants (K) for the reaction of L (L5OBISDIEN, BMXD,
and BFBD) with triphosphate at 25.060.18C and m50.10 M (KCl)

52 52 1(Tr5P O triphosphate , H5H )3 10

Stoichiometry Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L Tr H BMXD [14] BFBD [22]

1 1 4 [H LTr] / [H L][Tr] 6.47 5.784 4 Fig. 3. Species distribution diagram showing the species formed as a
1 1 5 [H LTr] / [H L][Tr] 10.85 9.79 23 23 325 5 function of pH when 1.0310 M BMXD?6HBr, 1.0310 M PO , and41 1 6 [H LTr] / [H L][Tr] 14.19 13.05 23 426 6 1.0310 M P O are equilibrated at 20.08C and m50.10 M (KCl).2 71 1 7 [H LTr] / [H L][HTr] 11.06 9.947 6 Only the binary species are shown. Bm5BMXD; Py5Pyrophosphate;
1 1 8 [H LTr] / [H L][H Tr] 7.57 6.688 6 2 Ph5Mp5Monophosphate; Guest5HPh.
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Fig. 4. Species distribution diagram showing the species formed as a
23 23 42function of pH when 1.0310 M BMXD?6HBr, 1.0310 M P O ,2 7

23 52and 1.0310 M P O are equilibrated at 20.08C and m50.10 M (KCl).3 10
42Only the binary species are shown. Bm5BMXD; Py5pyrophosphate ;

32Tr5triphosphate .

with a metal ion which is also coordinated to one dieth-
ylenetriamine moiety, which in turn may form up to three
hydrogen bonds to the three protonated amino nitrogens of

Chart 2.the other diethylenetriamine residue. Such bonding, involv-
ing a coordinate bond and three hydrogen bonds can bind
the phosphate anion quite strongly. indicated by 7. The crystal structure of a dinuclear Cu(II)

A dinuclear complex is shown, 5 in Chart 2, as strong complex of BMXD, shown in Fig. 6, indicates that each
coordination of two Cu(II) ions by three amino nitrogens Cu(II) ion is coordinated to three amino nitrogens of a
of each diethylenetriamine moiety, leaving one or two diethylenetriamine residue of the macrocycle and to an
coordination sites available for the coordination of solvent oxygen atom of a sulfate ion. Presumably the two Cu(II)
or other coordinating molecule. An anion having the ions in Fig. 6 would coordinate with a bridging anion of
appropriate size, shape, and coordinating groups may take appropriate size, shape, charge and donor atoms, such as
up a bridging position between the two metal ions, as the pyrophosphate and triphosphate anions.

32 22Fig. 5. Species formed as a function of pH when 0.0020 M OBISDIEN is equilibrated with 0.0020 M phosphate (Pc) and 0.0020 M phosphite (Ps).
32 22 22Only binary complexes are shown. PO 5phosphate5Pc; HPO 5phosphite 5Ps.4 3
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CuBmPh (Table 5) which is due primarily to coordinate
bonding of Cu(II) to the bridging phosphate, steadily
increases with protonation up to CuBmH Ph, which con-3

tains three hydrogen bonds. Further protonation causes a
decrease in stability as the number of hydrogen bonds
decreases. The same is true of the binding of pyrophos-
phate and triphosphate in mononuclear Cu(II) complexes,
except that species with as many as five protons were
found (species BuBmH Py and CuBMH Tr) corre-5 5

sponding to three hydrogen bonds for the diprotonated
bridging groups, pyrophosphate, and triphosphate. It is
seen that maximum stability is observed when the bridging
polyphosphate group is not protonated. The addition of
protons beyond this point weakens the hydrogen bonding
as well as lowers the charge and hence the coulombic
forces.

For the dinuclear copper(II) complexes, the maximum
Fig. 6. Diagram of (Cu –BMXD)(SO ) showing the atomic numbering stabilities were observed for the simple dinuclear complex2 4 2

scheme. Hydrogen atoms have been placed in calculated positions [25]. with the simple bridging groups, monophosphate, pyro-
phosphate, and triphosphate. Addition of a hydroxo group

2Tables 5–7 list the Cu(II) association constants for the (OH ) weakens the bonding of the bridging groups to the
2mono- and dinuclear Cu(II) complexes of BMXD with metal ion by addition of the strongly basic OH ion to the

ortho-, di-, and triphosphate, respectively. For the mononu- coordination sphere of the metal ion. Also, the addition of
clear complexes it is seen that the stability constants of one or two protons causes a decrease in stability as is seen

Table 5
Overall stability constants and stepwise formation constants for the Cu(II)–L–orthophosphate system at 25.08C and m50.10 M (KCl) (L5BMXD or

32BFBD, Ph5PO ; charges have been omitted for clarity)4

Stoichiometry Log b Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L Cu Ph H BMXD [25] BFBD [22]

1 1 1 0 20.10 [CuL(OH)HPh] / [Cu(OH)L][HPh] 6.47
1 1 1 1 28.95 [CuLHPh] / [CuL][HPh] 7.03
1 1 1 2 37.55 [CuLH Ph] / [CuHL][HPh] 8.372

1 1 1 3 45.00 [CuLH Ph] / [Cu HL][HPh] 12.103 2

1 1 1 4 50.74 [CuLH Ph] / [Cu H L][HPh] 6.344 3

1 2 1 21 23/62 [Cu L(OH)Ph] / [Cu (OH)L][Ph] 6.972 2

1 2 1 0 32.36 [Cu L(OH)HPh] / [Cu (OH)L][HPh] 7.88 3.432 2

1 2 1 1 40.47 [Cu LHPh] / [Cu L][HPh] 4.49 3.092 2

1 2 1 2 45.89 [Cu LH Ph] / [Cu L][H Ph] 3.15 2.682 2 2 2

Table 6
Overall stability constants and stepwise formation constants for the Cu(II)–L–pyrophosphate system at 25.08C and m50.10 M (KCl) (L5BMXD or

42BFBD, Py5P O ; charges have been omitted for clarity)2 7

Stoichiometry Log b Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L Cu Py H BMXD [25] BFBD [27]

1 1 1 0 18.75 [CuLPy] / [CuL][Py] 5.12 5.98
1 1 1 1 27.99 [CuLHPy] / [CuHL][Py] 6.07 6.60
1 1 1 2 36.05 [CuLH Py] / [CuH L][Py] 6.87 7.352 2

1 1 1 3 43.58 [CuLH Py] / [CuH L][Py] 10.68 10.593 3

1 1 1 4 49.25 [CuLH Py] / [CuH L][HPy] 7.88 8.124 3

1 1 1 5 52.98 [CuLH Py] / [CuLH ][H Py] 5.54 4.665 3 2

1 2 1 22 10.67 [Cu L(OH) Py] / [Cu L(OH) ][Py] 2.752 2 2 2

1 2 1 21 23.20 [Cu L(OH)Py] / [Cu (OH)L][Py] 6.55 6.742 2

1 2 1 0 32.26 [Cu LPy] / [Cu L][Py] 7.78 7.732 2

1 2 1 1 39.38 [Cu LHPy] / [Cu L][HPy] 6.43 6.052 2

1 2 1 2 44.32 [Cu LH Py] / [Cu L][H Py] 5.30 3.422 2 2 2
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Table 7
Overall stability constants and stepwise formation constants for the Cu(II)–L–triphosphate system at 25.08C and m50.10 M (KCl) (L5BMXD or BFBD,

52Tr5P O ; charges have been omitted for clarity)3 10

Stoichiometry Log b Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L Cu Tr H BMXD [25] BFBD [22]

1 1 1 0 18.50 [CuLTr] / [CuL][Tr] 4.87 5.74
1 1 1 1 27.81 [CuLHTr] / [CuHL][Tr] 5.89 6.27
1 1 1 2 36.46 [CuLH Tr] / [CuH L][Tr] 7.28 7.592 2

1 1 1 3 44.18 [CuLH Tr] / [CuH L][Tr] 11.28 11.083 3

1 1 1 4 50.18 [CuLH Tr] / [CuH L][HTr] 9.21 8.004 3

1 1 1 5 54.38 [CuLH Tr] / [CuLH ][H Tr] 7.85 6.165 3 2

1 2 1 22 11.51 [Cu L(OH) Tr] / [Cu L(OH) ][Tr] 3.592 2 2 2

1 2 1 21 22.73 [Cu L(OH)Tr] / [Cu (OH)L][Tr] 6.08 5.812 2

1 2 1 0 32.53 [Cu LTr] / [Cu L][Tr] 8.05 7.852 2

1 2 1 1 39.75 [Cu LHTr] / [Cu L][HTr] 7.20 5.102 2

1 2 1 2 44.96 [Cu LH Tr] / [Cu L][H Tr] 6.88 4.162 2 2 2

in Tables 5–7. The additional protons must go on the 6. The nucleotides
bridging group, cutting down on the coulombic forces and
the number of hydrogen bonds that can be formed. It is The equilibrium constants between protonated macrocy-
seen that this effect is greatest for the monophosphate, cles and the nucleotides AMP, ADP, and ATP are shown in
which has the lowest number of negative oxygen receptors Tables 8–10. The increase of affinities is considerable,
for the additional protons. almost two orders of magnitude for each step, corre-

The affinities of the dinuclear Cu(II) complexes of sponding to an increase in coulombic attraction and in the
BMXD for pyrophosphate are compared with affinities of number of hydrogen bonds formed between the host and
monophosphate in Fig. 7 and for triphosphate in Fig. 8. It the guest. Accordingly the species distribution curves,
is seen that over the pH range 5–10 the pyrophosphate Figs. 9 and 10, show preference for binding of nucleotides
anion, and its protonated and hydroxo derivative, are by protonated hexaaza macrocycles to be ATP.ADP.

preferred by BMXD over monophosphate by more than an AMP. Thus, the binding of ADP to BMXD is much
order of magnitude. The preference for the triphosphate stronger than the binding of AMP, as shown in Fig. 9, with
over the pyrophosphate (Fig. 8) is only moderate with a about a 30:1 ratio at pH|2. This ratio decreases as the pH
2:1 ratio being about the maximum in separability. is increased, so that it is only about 5:1 at pH 7.

Fig. 7. Species distribution diagram showing the species formed as a Fig. 8. Species distribution diagram showing the species formed as a
23 23 23 23function of pH when 1.0310 M BMXD?6HBr, 2.0310 M CuCl , function of pH when 1.0310 M BMXD?6HBr, 2.0310 M CuCl ,2 2

23 42 23 32 23 42 23 521.0310 M P O , 1.0310 M PO are equilibrated at 25.08C and 1.0310 M P O , 1.0310 M P O are equilibrated at 25.08C and2 7 4 2 7 3 10

m50.10 M (KCl). Only the binary species are shown. Bm5BMXD; m50.10 M (KCl). Only the binary species are shown. Bm5BMXD;
32 42 42 52Ph5PO ; Py5P O . Py5P O ; Tr5P O .4 2 7 2 7 3 10
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Table 8
Association constants (K) for the reaction of L (L5OBISDIEN, BMXD, and BFBD) with AMP (adenosine-59-monophosphate) at 25.060.18C and m50.10

22 1M (KCl) (Am5AMP , H5H )

Stoichiometry Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L Am H OBISDIEN [8] BMXD [29] BFBD [28]

1 1 1 [HLAm]/ [HL][Am] 2.1
1 1 2 [H LAm]/ [H L][Am] 2.22 2

1 1 3 [H LAm]/ [H L][Am] 2.73 3

1 1 4 [H LAm]/ [H L][Am] 2.85 3.33 2.664 4

1 1 5 [H LAm]/ [H L][Am] 5.50 5.6 4.695 5

1 1 6 [H LAm]/ [H L][Am] 6.95 7.12 6.486 6

1 1 7 [H LAm]/ [H L][HAm] 3.8 2.717 6

Table 9
Association constants (K) for the reaction of L (L5OBISDIEN, BMXD, and BFBD) with ADP (adenosine-59-diphosphate) at 25.060.18C and m50.10 M

32 1(KCl) (Ad5ADP , H5H )

Stoichiometry Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L Ad H OBISDIEN [8] BMXD [29] BFBD [28] BPBD [30]

1 1 3 [H LAd] / [H L][Ad] 3.07 2.733 3

1 1 4 [H LAd] / [H L][Ad] 3.40 4.37 4.00 3.674 4

1 1 5 [H LAd] / [H L][Ad] 6.20 7.42 6.82 6.235 5

1 1 6 [H LAd] / [H L][Ad] 8.30 9.47 9.21 8.606 6

1 1 7 [H LAd] / [H L][HAd] 5.60 6.24 6.18 5.777 6

1 1 8 [H LAd] / [H L][H Ad] 4.33 3.818 6 2

Table 10
Association constants (K) for the reaction of L (L5OBISDIEN, BMXD, BFBD, and BPBD) with ATP (adenosine-59-triphosphate) at 25.060.18C and

42 1
m50.10 M (KCl) (At5ATP , H5H )

Stoichiometry Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L At H OBISDIEN [8] BMXD [29] BFBD [28] BPBD [26]

1 1 3 [H LAt] / [H L][At] 3.353 3

1 1 4 [H LAt] / [H L][At] 4.80 5.27 5.49 4.474 4

1 1 5 [H LAt] / [H L][At] 8.15 8.69 8.83 7.395 5

1 1 6 [H LAt] / [H L][At] 11.00 11.16 11.43 10.006 6

1 1 7 [H LAt] / [H L][HAt] 7.85 7.88 8.11 6.987 6

1 1 8 [H LAt] / [H L][H At] 6.75 5.428 6 2

Table 11
Stepwise association constants (K) for the interaction of the copper(II) complexes of BMXD and BFBD with ADP and ATP at 25.060.18C and m50.10 M

32 42 1(KCl) (Nu5ADP or ATP , L5BMXD or BFBD, H5H )

Stoichiometry Equilibrium quotient Log K
K

L Cu Nu H Bm [29] Bf [30]

ADP ATP ADP ATP

1 1 1 0 [CuLNu] / [CuL][Nu] 4.02 4.75 3.99 4.62
1 1 1 1 [CuLHNu]/ [CuHL][Nu] 4.72 5.04 4.80 5.19
1 1 1 2 [CuLH Nu] / [CuH L][Nu] 5.34 6.11 5.55 5.662 2

1 1 1 3 [CuLH Nu] / [CuH L][Nu] 7.45 8.49 7.843 3

1 1 1 4 [CuLH Nu] / [CuH L][HNu] 5.58 6.76 5.714 3

1 1 1 5 [CuLH Nu] / [CuH L][H Nu] 3.77 6.70 4.795 3 2

1 2 1 21 [Cu L(OH)Nu] / [Cu (OH)L][Nu] 5.20 – 5.53 5.612 2

1 2 1 0 [Cu LNu] / [Cu L][Nu] 6.02 7.13 6.36 6.242 2

1 2 1 1 [Cu LHNu]/ [Cu L][HNu] 4.94 5.95 4.46 4.352 2

1 2 1 2 [Cu LH Nu] / [Cu L][H Nu] – 5.83 4.04 4.002 2 2 2
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23 23 22 23Fig. 9. Species distribution diagram showing the species form as a function of pH when 2.0310 M BMXD?6HBr, 2.0310 M AMP , and 2.0310
32 32M ADP are equilibrated at 25.08C and m50.20 M (KCl). Only the binary species are shown. Ad5adenosinediphosphate (ADP ); Am5

22adenosinemonophosphate (AMP ).

The discrimination between ATP and ADP by proton- bound, and dissociates to allow formation of more of the
ated BMXD is not nearly as great as it is between ADP ATP complex [15].
and AMP. However, there is about a 5:1 preference for The binding constants of ADP and ATP to mono- and
ATP at pH 2 as seen in Fig. 10, which decreases to about dinuclear Cu(II) complexes of BMXD are listed in Table
4:1 at pH 6. This difference in the extent of binding of the 11. It is seen that the mononuclear complexes form
nucleotides greatly assists the catalytic conversion of protonated species and that with the addition of three
ATP→ADP in the presence of protonated polyaza mac- protons the complex with maximum stability is formed,
rocycles. The product of the reaction, ADP, is less strongly corresponding to binding of the nucleotide by a coordinate

23 23 32Fig. 10. Species distribution diagram showing the species formed as a function of pH when 2.0310 M BMXD?6HBr, 2.0310 M ADP , and
23 42 422.0310 M ATP are equilibrated at 25.08C and m50.20 M (KCl). Only the binary species are shown. At5adenosinetriphosphate (ATP );

32Ad5adenosinediphosphate (ADP ).
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21Fig. 11. Species formed when 0.0010 M BMXD and 0.0020 M Cu are equilibrated with 0.0010 M ADP and 0.0010 M ATP at 25.08C and m50.20 M
42 32(KCl). Only the binary species are shown. Bm5BMXD; At5adenosinetriphosphate (ATP ); Ad5adenosinediphosphate (ADP ).

bond (to Cu(II)) and binding of the nucleotide with complexes is observed in the absence of added protons
hydrogen bonds. A lesser degree of protonation produces (which would lower the affinity of the nucleotide for
fewer hydrogen bonds and lower stability. Addition of Cu(II)) and in the absence of hydroxide binding (which
protons beyond three, which produces the maximum would lower the affinity of the Cu(II) ion for both the
number of hydrogen bonds and maximum stability, must macrocycle and the nucleotide). The species distribution
go to the nucleotide, cutting down the number of hydrogen curves in Fig. 11 show that in the alkaline range, between
bonds that can form, lowering the coulombic forces, and pH |5.5 to |9, the dinuclear Cu(II) complex of the
lowering the stability. The hydroxide ion binds to the macrocycle prefers to bind ATP over ADP by about a 4:1
Cu(II), lowering its affinity for the nucleotide corre- ratio. It is also noted that this discrimination occurs in
sponding to a decrease in the binding constant of the alkaline solution, whereas the selectivity observed for the
nucleotide. protonated hexaaza macrocycles occurred in acid solution.

Maximum binding of the nucleotide to the dinuclear

7. Hydrolysis of ATP

Thus far complex formation between the nucleotides and
protonated macrocycles has been shown to form complex-
es that increase in stability as the number of hydrogen
bonds increase. This interaction is usually associated with
an increase of coulombic attraction between the negative
oxygens of the nucleotide anions and the positive am-
monium groups of the macrocycle. If these coulombic
attractions were the only forces involved complexes would
form as indicated above with very stable, and inert,
complexes formed between ATP and the macrocycles with
maximum degree of protonation.

However, extensive hydrogen bonding of the nucleotide
increases the reactivity of the phosphorus center toward
nucleophilic agents, resulting in hydrolysis of the tri-

31 phosphate linkage. Such nucleophile reagents are present,Fig. 12. P NMR spectra of ATP as a function of increasing ligand/
the most common being solvent water molecules. Also, atsubstrate R (R5[BFBD]/ [ATP] at pH 4.4. D O/H O 1:9 solution, 0.032 2

M ATP, 208C. any pH but the lowest values, there will be some mac-
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Fig. 15. Effect of pH on pseudo first order rates of conversion of
ATP→ADP in the presence of BFBD.

rocyclic amino groups that are not protonated and therefore
are nucleophilic agents that can attack the nucleotide.

8. Stoichiometry

The interaction of the nucleotide with the protonated
31macrocycle BFBD is seen by P NMR in Fig. 12. The Pa

resonance is essentially unchanged by complex formation,
the chemical shift of the middle phosphorus P(b) is
greater, but the Pg resonance undergoes considerable
chemical shift, indicating that the greatest interaction
occurs with the terminal phosphorus. The figure also

31Fig. 13. P NMR spectral evidence of BFBD–ATP formation at various shows that the chemical shift increases until the macrocy-
pH; D O/H O 1:9 solution, 0.03 M ATP, 208C. The lower spectra are2 2 cle to nucleotide ratio is 1:1. There is no shift at higher
from 0.03 M ATP.

ratios indicating the 1:1 stoichiometry of the complex.

9. Effect of pH

31The maximum P chemical shift on complexation of
the nucleotide by the protonated macrocycle occurs at a

Table 12
Rate constants for the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP and phosphate at 708C,

a
m50.10 M (KCl)

3 21Catalyst pH k 310 (min )obs

BFBD 2.0 30.30 (7.0)
4.4 7.24 (9.2)
6.0 3.21 (5.9)
7.4 0.34 (1.2)

BPBD 4.4 27.40 (34.7))
7.4 0.91 (3.1)

BPBD–2Cu 7.4 2.13 (7.3)
OBISDIEN 4.4 20.91 (26.6)

7.4 6.05 (20.7)
None 2.0 4.32

4.4 0.79
6.0 0.54
7.4 0.29

Fig. 14. Observation of ATP hydrolysis in the presence of equimolar
31 aBFBD by P NMR spectroscopy as a function of time at pH 4.4, 1:9 Values in parentheses are the relative rates with respect to uncatalyzed

D O:H O, 708C. ATP-hydrolysis under the same experimental conditions.2 2
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Scheme 3. Schematic representation of formation of the phosphoramidate intermediate through nucleophilic attack by a pyridine nitrogen of H BPBD at6

pH|4.

low pH indicated by Fig. 13 where the number of Table 12, at various pH values and with the rate constants
hydrogen bonds is maximized. The shift decreases as the observed in the absence of a catalyst. In general the parent
pH increases, until at and above pH 9 there is no complex macrocycle, studied by Lehn and coworkers, seems to be
formation due to the fact that under these conditions the the best catalyst. However, the strongest catalytic effect
complex is completely dissociated. listed in Table 12 involves the new ligand BPBD, with

1pyridyl donor groups in the macrocyclic ring.

10. ATP conversion to ADP and phosphate
12. Mechanism of hydrolysis

Fig. 14 illustrates the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP and
31phosphate as followed by P NMR at pH 4.4. The As explained above, the hydrolysis of the nucleotides

amplitudes of the a, b, and g resonances gradually results from an initial nucleophilic attack on the nucleotide
decrease with time as the resonances of ADP and phos- by the electron donor supplied by the solvent water, or by
phate grow in. Note that no pyrophosphate is formed so an unprotonated nitrogen of the macrocycle or other
that the reaction is ATP→ADP1P, with no by-products. catalytic molecule. Schemes 3 and 4 indicate how an
The effect of pH on this reaction is illustrated graphically amino nitrogen of the macrocycle or a pyridine nitrogen of
by Fig. 15. The effect is dramatic, with the rate decreasing the macrocycle BPBD may act as a nucleophile in attack-
to zero at and above pH 7.4. ing the phosphorus center of the nucleotide ATP to form

1 ´Recently Andres et al. [30] reported a heptaaza macrocycle that is a more11. Comparison of catalysts
effective catalyst for ATP–ADP conversion than the macrocycles listed in
Table 12. It would be of interest to determine if expansion of this

The first order rate constants for ATP hydrolysis with macrocyclic ring further increases the catalytic effect similar to the earlier
various protonated macrocyclic catalysts are compared in study of Andres et al. [5,30].
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Scheme 4. Schematic representation of formation of the phosphoramidate intermediate through nucleophilic attack by a unprotonated amino site of
H BPBD at pH|7.4

ADP and an intermediate phosphoramide. The latter then BMXD as catalysts, it was concluded that in these cases,
undergoes spontaneous hydrolysis to the original macrocy- the water molecule is the nucleophilic reagent [26]. In the
cle and phosphoric acid. This type of phosphorylated case of protonated BPBD as catalyst, however, the phos-
macrocyclic intermediate was identified for catalysis by phoramidate intermediate was found [26] as indicated by

31OBISDIEN by Hosseini and Lehn [31]. Since this type of the P NMR spectrum illustrated in Fig. 16. This phos-
intermediate could not be found with either BFBD or phoramidate intermediate is illustrated by formula 9 in

Chart 3. This intermediate differs from that derived from
OBISDIEN in that the pyridine nitrogen is the nucleophile,
rather than the aliphatic amino nitrogen derived from
OBISDIEN indicated by formula 8 in Chart 3.

31Fig. 16. P NMR evidence for the formation of phosphoramidate
intermediate in the BPBD–ATP system at pH 4.4. Chart 3.
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Abstract

The clinical problems connected to iron overload in b-thalassemia are briefly summarized and the need for finding proper iron chelators
is presented. The biological, pharmacological and clinical requirements for an ideal iron chelator are discussed. Some chemical
considerations on iron chelators as well as a survey on chemical compounds tested up to now are presented.  1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction 2. Short account on biomedical concepts

2.1. Iron functions, transport and storage
Though iron chelators have not involved us directly, we

are greatly interested in their study for two main reasons:
Iron is an essential element in a number of life processes

first we have worked as analytical chemists and patholog-
such as oxygen transport, electron transfer and nitrogen

ists in studies on iron distribution in liver and heart of
fixation. At physiological pH and oxygen tension iron(III)

b-thalassemic patients [1–3], and secondly b-thalassemia
forms insoluble ferric hydroxide; furthermore, ‘‘a potential

is a very important health problem in the Sardinia island,
harmful chemical property of iron and its compounds is the

which has one of the highest incidence rates in the world.
ability to catalytically generate potent hydroxyl radicals

Consequently, the problem of finding proper oral iron
that are oxidatively toxic to cells. This catalysis (Fenton

chelators has a strong social impact and we think it is an
reactions) occurs with activated oxygen species (superox-

important duty of University researchers to make them-
ide and hydrogen peroxide) as shown below’’ [6]

selves and their knowledge available to this kind of
problem. We examined the literature in order to point out 31 21?̄O 1 Fe → Fe 1 O2 2the fundamental requirements of an ideal oral chelator as

1?̄2O 1 2H → H O 1 O2 2 2 2the first step in a project of a solution equilibrium study
21 ? 2 31which aim is evaluating classes of candidate oral iron H O 1 Fe → OH 1 OH 1 Fe2 2

]]]]]]]]]]
1 ? 2¯chelators and of estimating the influence of different ?3O 1 2H → OH 1 OH 1 2O2 2

substituents on coordination properties. It will be interest-
ing to show here that the problem of searching for proper For these reasons, living organisms have developed
iron chelators is not a simple one and requires the attention specialized molecules for the acquisition, transport and
not only of solution equilibrium chemists alone, but in storage of iron in non-toxic forms.
view of the physiological constraints also that of different Lower organisms make use of particular molecules,
specialists. known as siderophores, of a molecular weight in the range

A number of widely update reports on this subject from 50041000; at the moment, more than 150 natural sidero-
different points of view can be found in the book by phores are known and their structures are completely
Bergeron and Brittenham [4] and in the special issue of determined. Higher organisms, instead, utilize specialised
Acta Haematologica edited by Hershko [5]. proteins for transport and storage of iron.

Table 1 shows how iron is distributed among the various
chemical species in human beings [7,8]. Leaving out
haemoglobin, myoglobin and enzymes we are interested in*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-070-675-4476; fax: 139-070-675-

4478. iron transport and storage proteins. Transferrin is the iron

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00277-6
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Table1 b-thalassemia has largely been elucidated: approximately
Iron distribution in human beings 150 molecular defects have been defined [10], ranging
Compartment Percent from single nucleotide substitutions to additions or dele-

tions of oligonucleotides. In thalassemia major, absence ofHaemoglobin 67.6
Myoglobin 4.1 b-chain synthesis leads to excess a-chains. This causes
Transferrin 0.8 membrane damage and determines increased iron absorp-
Ferritin, tissue 27.0 tion and iron-mediated organ damage. Patients with thalas-
Ferritin, serum 0.002

semia major are at present treated with regular bloodEnzymes 0.5
transfusions aimed to maintain at least a haemoglobin level

21of 10.5 g l . Destruction of transfused red blood cells
transport protein. It is a plasma glycoprotein synthesized in leads to further iron accumulation in several organs, where
the liver. It consists of a single polypeptide chain with two it causes damage by lipid peroxidation. The most common

31 21similar high affinity binding sites (10 M ) located near iron-mediated clinical manifestations are liver disease,
the amino and carboxyl ends of the protein. In the normal cardiomyopathy, diabetes mellitus, growth failure and
state, serum transferrin is about one-third saturated with other endocrinopathies.
iron. About 10% of the transferrin molecules are saturated The dangerous effects of this excessive iron can be
with iron at both sites, 45% have iron on a single site and managed by administering iron chelating molecules ca-
the remaining 45% are free of iron. This protein is usually pable of removing iron from transferrin, ferritin and other
measured for clinical purposes on the basis of its iron iron stores in the body.
binding capacity. Ferritin is the major non-haeme storage Alternatively, patients with an immunologically compat-
protein that is found in all tissues, but mostly in liver, bone ible sibling may be cured by bone marrow transplantation
marrow and spleen. Ferritin consists of an apoferritin coat, followed by a phlebotomy program, which is however
which contains 24 subunits arranged as an icosahedron, an associated with a high risk of mortality [11]. In the past
iron–protein interface and a inner iron core, in which 4000 number of years there have been about 10 successful cases
iron atoms can be stored in a readily available non-toxic of non-consanguineous transplantation.
form. Serum contains small quantities of ferritin. Serum Furthermore, thalassemia major can be prevented effec-
ferritin contains little iron and therefore does not play a tively, at least in a limited territory such as Sardinia, by
role in iron transport but its appearance may result from population education, carrier screening and prenatal diag-
normal tissue turnover. The concentration of serum ferritin nosis [12].
correlates with the amount of iron in tissues, and is thus an
indicator of body iron stores. 2.3. Desferal

Iron metabolism in humans is characterised by a very
limited capacity for its excretion [9] and therefore iron The only iron chelating drug currently in use is
overload can result from different causes, the main one DesferalE (methane sulfonate salt of deferrioxamine B).
being due to regular blood transfusions in the treatment of This drug was discovered by the team of Prof. Prelog in
b-thalassemia. the early sixties, but it was only in 1977–78 that it was

introduced in the therapy of chronic transfusion-dependent
2.2. b-Thalassemia anemias, and has since increased the survival rate of

thalassemic patients dramatically.
This disease is a major public health problem in the The survival in thalassemia major of transfused patients

Mediterranean area, the Middle East, the Indian subconti- (in the UK and Australia), which was 25 years before the
nent and the Far East. introduction of Desferal increased above 31 with an 80%

b-Thalassemias are a very common group of recessive improvement of life expectancy [13,14]. There are better
disorders resulting from a reduction or absence of the results in the Italian population [15].
b-chains of the haemoglobin tetramer (a b ). From the In spite of iron chelating therapy, the consequences of2 2

clinical aspect three different states are recognized: iron overload will appear further on. Among them myocar-
dial disease is undoubtedly the most severe and life-

1. b-thalassemia carrier state (heterozigosity), which is limiting complication.
asymptomatic but may be defined by haematological In recent papers we examined the iron content [1,2], in
analysis; the livers of two patients (29- and 23-years-old) who died

2. thalassemia major (homozigosity), a severe transfusion as a result of cardiac complications; they had been blood
dependent anaemia; and transfused for a life long and had been treated with

3. intermedia, whose severity varies between the asympto- chelating therapy since they were 11 and 10 years of age,
matic carrier state and thalassemia major. respectively. Nevertheless, the iron content was very high

21(15 g kg ) with a non-uniform distribution (accumulation
In the past two decades the molecular pathology of of iron in the peripheral part of the liver). Similar results
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were observed in the heart (Fig. 1) of a still living (diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid) [22], come close with
transplanted 29-year-old thalassemic patient [3]. a molecular weight of about 390. On the contrary, bi-

In this heart we also found a very high iron content, with dentate and tridentate chelators can be absorbed effective-
higher values in the interventricular septum and in the wall ly. Another factor that affects gastrointestinal absorption is
of the left ventricle. the charge of the molecule, which hinders the passage

In spite of these long-term consequences, Desferal has through intestinal membranes. Acid ionization of the
been successful in the management of iron overload [16]. molecule at physiological pH is therefore of the greatest
Nevertheless, it has various drawbacks, including its high significance. The third important factor, which also affects
cost, in 1990 it was estimated [17] at $10 000 per patient the toxicity of the chelator, is its distribution between the
per year, but mainly its poor absorption in the gastroin- organic phase and water. This can be conveniently esti-
testinal tract and its short plasma half-life [18]. For this mated by the distribution coefficient octanol /water. First
reason, it has to be administered by slow subcutaneous of all a limiting value of 0.05 is necessary for gastrointesti-
infusion, and this leads to a very poor patient compliance. nal absorption. Once absorbed, molecules with an octanol /

water distribution coefficient in the range 0.0541 reach
the systemic blood circulation, while hydrophobic mole-

3. Oral iron chelators cules with a value .10 are absorbed efficiently by
hepatocytes, lowering the bioavailability of the molecule.

There is an obvious need for alternative, orally effective Thus, in the necessity of a general systemic delivery of the
iron-chelating drugs which would be more convenient to chelator, high bioavailability is ideal; if the liver on the
use than Desferal, and therefore could be available to a other hand is the target organ, since it is the major site of
larger number of patients who, at the present, are unable to iron storage, hydrophobic molecules can also be suitable.
afford the cost or to comply with the need for long-term
subcutaneous infusion.

Besides the chemical problem of finding ligands that 4. Chemical considerations
form the strongest complexes with iron also biological and
pharmacological needs have to be carefully examined. The iron chelators for the treatment of iron overload

must be selective for iron(III); iron(II) binding ligands
3.1. Biological constraints for iron chelators present in fact, of necessity, a high affinity towards all

bivalent metal ions of physiological significance such as
We will resume here the analysis of factors affecting Zn(II), Cu(II), Mn(II) and Co(II). Iron(III) ligands on the

absorption by the gastrointestinal tract recently reported by contrary can bind Al(III), Ga(III) and In(III) which are of
Hider [19,20]. There are two principal absorption routes in no physiological relevance. Iron(III), by virtue of its high
the gut: one is the transcellular route used by smaller, charge density, forms most stable bonds with ligands
non-charged molecules, which utilises about 95% of the containing weakly polarizable atoms, such as oxygen. The
intestine area; the other, the paracellular route, available energy of such bonds is dominated by electrostatic interac-
for larger molecules, utilises intercellular spaces and uses a tions.
small fraction of the total surface area affording a much As a first step we examined the literature stability
smaller flux. The absorption of various molecules after 5 h constants [23] of iron(III) complexes with the simplest
are related to their molecular weight. Moreover, for compounds containing oxygen binding groups, i.e. the
spherically shaped molecules, there is a cut-off molecular monodentate carboxylic acids and phenols and the bi-
weight value of 350, while, thanks to their small cross- dentate aminoacids, hydroxo acids, hydroxamic acids,
section by which they can penetrate lipid membranes salicylic acids, catechols and pyridinones. Taking into
effectively, linear molecules present a somewhat higher account only the formation of the 1:1 iron complexes we
cut-off value of about 500. It is nevertheless important that present in Table 2 the logarithm of formation constants
a high percent of iron chelators should be absorbed, since (Log K) of the 1:1 complexes and the pK of the first
continuous high chelator levels in the intestine are likely to protonation constant of the ligands. All these data are also
interfere with the microbiological flora: iron is in fact a shown graphically in Fig. 2 as Log K vs. pK. This plot
growth factor for bacteria, with the exception of Lac- allows us to make some observations:
tobacilleae. Considering that at least 70% of the chelator
should be absorbed, then a cut-off value of about 300 can 1. as a general rule [54] a linear correlation between pK
be reasonably assumed. This poses a very hard constraint and Log K can be found since the factors governing the
in the choice of possible iron chelators, since the majority binding of protons and ferric ions are similar. This
of natural siderophores lie in the 50041000 molecular relation is obviously valid within each ligand class. It is
weight range, and among hexadentate iron chelators, only held, with some exception, in the reported cases. The
the smaller ones, HBED (N,N9-(bis-hydroxybenzyl) dispersion can be explained by data collected by
ethylenediamine-N,N9-diacetic acid) [21] and DTPA different authors at variable ionic strengths;
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The evidence for a general increase of formation con-
stants with ligand pK shown in Fig. 2 implies that the
formation constants are not the proper values to indicate
the strength of the interaction of the ligand with the metal
ion. Clinical applications in fact require the knowledge of
chelated iron, which depends from binding properties of
the ligands at physiological pH in competition with its
basic properties toward proton. In spite of the well
seasoned concept, in equilibrium analytical chemistry, of
conditional constants [55] the more direct approach of pM
proposed in 1981 by Raymond [56] is now in common use
to evaluate the strength of formed chelates, taking into
account proton competition. It is defined as the con-
centration, expressed as negative logarithm, of free
iron(III) in a solution at pH 7.4 that is 10 mM in ligand
and 1 mM in metal. Crumbliss [57] remarked that pM
linearly depends on a wide range of 21 and 31 metal

Fig. 1. Heart section of a b-thalassemic patient. ions and on different ligands on the product of metal ion
electronegativity x and charge Z. He plotted the pMM

2. the values for monodentate ligands are as expected in values of different 21 (Mn, Zn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu) and 31

the lower part of the plot; metal ions (La, Yb, Al, Ga, Fe) in the presence of Desferal,
3. an intermediate behaviour is shown by aminoacids and catechol, acetohydroxamic acid, salicylic acid, EDTA and

salicylic acids; glycine finding a good linear relationship. This demon-
4. hydroxo acids, hydroxamic acids, catechols and strates that metal ion affinity for a particular metal chelate

pyridinones exhibit a very different behaviour: hydrox- increases with increasing metal ion electronegativity and
amic acids lie in the intermediate part of the plot while charge. He calculated for these ligands the slopes 8.3 for
catechols and pyridinones lie all around the upper Desferal, 4.8 for catechol, 4.5 for acethydroxamic acid, 3.8
straight line, being the catechols characterized by the for salicylic acid, 2.8 for EDTA and 1.7 for glycine. The

31highest values both of pK and Log K. high affinity for Fe results from its high x Z value. TheM

Fig. 2. Log of formation constants (K) of the 1:1 iron(III)-ligand complexes vs. the pK of the first ligand protonation. The values of the constants, taken
from IUPAC Stability Constants Database, are also reported in Table 2.
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Table 2
pK values for the first protonation of the ligand and Log K for the formation constants of 1:1 iron(III) ligand complexes. (The symbols in the first column
are those used for each compound in Fig. 2)

pK Log K

q Cl CHCOOH 1.3 [24] 1.9 [24]2

q ClCH COOH 2.82 [24] 2.1 [24]2

q HCOOH 3.1 [25] 3.1 [25]
q CH CH COOH 4.66 [26] 3.45 [26]3 2

q CH COOH 5.02 [27] 3.23 [27]3

m 2-Cyano phenol 6.86 [29] 5.52 [29]
^, m 4-Nitro phenol 7.02 [28] u 6.89 [29] 5.74 [28] u 5.05 [29]
^ 2-Nitro phenol 7.04 [28] 5.99 [28]
m 4-Cyano phenol 7.71 [29] 5.78 [29]
^, m 3-Nitro phenol 8.04 [28] u 8.12 [29] 6.95 [28] u 5.93 [29]
^ 2-Bromo phenol 8.22 [28] 6.98 [28]
^, m 2-Chloro phenol 8.33 [28] u 8.25 [29] 7.26 [28] u 6.0 [29]
m 3-Cyano phenol 8.34 [29] 6.29 [29]
^ 2-Fluoro phenol 8.49 [28] 7.19 [28]
^ 3-Iodo phenol 8.74 [28] 7.57 [28]
^ 3-Bromo phenol 8.75 [28] 7.65 [28]
^, m 3-Chloro phenol 8.76 [28] u 8.80 [29] 7.52 [28] u 6.88 [29]
^ 3-Fluoro phenol 8.81 [28] 7.77 [28]
^ 4-Bromo phenol 9.06 [28] 8.00 [28]
^, m 4-Chloro phenol 9.10 [28] u 7.16 [29] 7.95 [28] u 6.95 [29]
^ 4-Fluoro phenol 9.46 [28] 8.29 [28]
m Phenol 9.78 [29] 7.76 [29]
1 Asparagine 8.79 [32] 8.6 [32]
1 Threonine 8.86 [32] 8.6 [32]
1 Serine 9.12 [32] 9.2 [32]
1 Methionine 9.13 [32] 9.1 [32]
1 Phenyl alanine 9.18 [32] 8.9 [32]
1 Histidine 9.20 [32] 4.7 [32]
1 Arginine 9.21 [32] 8.7 [32]
1 Glutamic acid 9.54 [32] 12.1 [32]
1 Aspartic acid 9.56 [32] 11.4 [32]
1 Valine 9.59 [30] 9.6 [30]
1 Leucine 9.62 [32] 9.9 [32]
1 Glycine 9.65 [31] u 9.76 [32] 8 [31] u 10.0 [32]
1 Alanine 9.79 [33] 10.4 [33]
1 Sarcosine 10.02 [33] 9.7 [33]
1 Proline 10.52 [32] 10.0 [32]
d L-Tartaric acid 3.78 [34] 6.66 [34]
d Malic acid 5.04 [35] 10.45 [36]
d Citric acid 6.3 [35] 11.21 [37]
h O-Acetylacethydroxylamine 6.81 [38] 6.86 [38]
h N-Chloro-acetyl hydroxylamine 7.73 [41] 8.93 [41]
h 2-Chloro-benzohydroxamic acid 8.14 [39] 9.21 [39]
h 2-Amino-benzohydroxamic acid 8.20 [39] 9.67 [39]
h N-Phenil-N-acethylhydroxylamine 8.38 [41] 10.83 [41]
h Benzohydroxamic acid 8.60 [39] u 8.97 [40] 10.72 [39] u 12.18 [40]
h Octanoic acid hydroxyamide 8.693 [41] 11.24 [41]
h Acetohydroxamic 8.75 [41] u 9.342 [42] 11.42 [41] u 8.405 [42]
h N-Methyl-acetohydroxamic acid 8.95 [43] 11.70 [43]
h Epthanoic acid hydroxyamide 9.49 [41] 11.49 [41]
s 3,5-dichlorosalicylic acid 10.22 [44] 10.81 [44]
s 3-Nitrosalicylic acid 10.328 [45] 14.193 [45]
s 5-Nitrosalicylic acid 10.339 [45] 14.339 [45]
s 3,5-dibromosalicylic acid 10.43 [44] 11.00 [44]
s 3-Bromosalicylic acid 10.64 [44] 11.20 [44]
s 5-chlorosalicylic acid 12.22 [44] 12.17 [44]
s 5-Bromosalicylic acid 12.835 [45] 16.762 [45]
s Salicylic acid 13.4 [34] 16.36 [34]
y 1,2-dihydroxy-4-nitrobenzene 10.8 [49] 17.08 [49]
y 2,3-dihydroxy-N,N’-dimethyltherephthalamide 11.1 [46] 16.4 [46]
y 2,3-dihydroxy-N,N’-diethyltherephthalamide 11.1 [46] 16.3 [46]
y 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid 11.3 [47] 22.28 [47]
y 2,3-dihydroxy-N,N-dimethylbenzamide 12.1 [48] 17.77 [48]
y 1,2-dihydroxybenzene 13.0 [49] 20.01 [49]
y 3,4-dihydroxyphenylethanoic acid 13.7 [49] 20.1 [49]
3 1-methyl-3-hydroxy-2-pyridinone 5.76 [50] 11.8 [50]
3 1-hydroxy-2-pyridinone 5.78 [51] u 5.86 [52] 10.3 [51] u 10.61 [52]
3 3-hydroxy-2-pyridinone 8.9 [53] 11.7 [53]
3 3-hydroxy-4-pyridinone 9.01 [51] 14.2 [51]
3 3-hydroxy-1,2-dimethyl-4-pyridinone 9.77 [52] u 9.76 [22] 15.10 [52] u 15.14 [22]
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1strongest selectivity of Desferal, catecholates and hydro-
xamates for iron is further remarked by the highest slopes
of these ligands (the greater the slope, the greater the pM
ratio between two different metal ions).

This compound proved effective in iron mobilization bothIn the past 20 years a large variety of ligands with
in rat and in primate models but unfortunately animalsoxygen binding groups, above all those containing hydro-
exposed to it were presented with nephrotoxicity [63]. Inxamates, catechols and hydroxypiridinones, have been
any case investigation is yet performed on analogues ofsystematically tested as potential oral active drugs. Some
desferrithiocin [64].of these do not present pM sufficiently high for iron

Recently salicylhydroxamic acid was found [65] to havechelation, while others, although promising from a chemi-
promising advantages as iron cheletor, but no further datacal point of view, later proved toxic and could not be
has been published to date. Despite their favourable ironintroduced in clinical practice. Among those showing the
binding properties none of the above molecules has provenmore interesting properties as oral chelators we should
completely satisfactory. Considering both their bindingmention HBED [21], PIH (pyridoxal isonicotinoyl hy-
properties and the results of biological trials hydroxy-drazone), desferrithiocin, salicilhydroxamic acid and hy-
pyridinones appear to be the most promising oral chelators.droxypiridinones.
Among 1-hydroxy-2-pyridinone, 3-hydroxy-2-pyridinoneHBED, an analogue of EDTA with two phenolate
and 3-hydroxy-4-pyridinone studied by Raymond [66] withreplacing two carboxylate groups, shows a log K value
pM values 22.3, 21.2 and 25.7 respectively, the thirdsignificantly higher than EDTA (36.74 with respect to
presents the most interesting properties and its 1,2-di-25.1).
methyl derivative (L1) has been tested clinically since
1989 by different thalassaemia hospitals all over the world.

This value is mitigated, however, by the strong affinity of
HBED for hydrogen ion resulting in a pM 26.74 with
respect to 22.3 for EDTA. While it is well absorbed orally
and effective in rodent essays its response in primates and
in patient trials is remarkably less effective [58].

Due to the high activity of PIH and analogues [59] in
mobilising iron, their chelating properties were extensively
studied by Webb et al. [60]: the pM values for these

Also the 1,2-diethyl analogue (CP94) has been extensivelyligands indicate that they are thermodynamically able to
investigated and despite of the similar pM values with L1mobilize iron from transferrin, but a kinetic barrier inhibits
it presents higher iron(III) mobilization. In a recenthowever the exchange properties.
meeting the results on a new class of hydroxypyridinones
[67] were presented. The introduction of hydroxy alkyl
groups in 2-position increases their pM values: this is not
due to an increase of the formation constants of iron
complexes but to a stabilization by intramolecular hydro-
gen bonding that lowers the ligand pK.

At any rate, the response in clinical tests was discouraging
under different points of view [27].

Desferrithiocin is one of the few siderophores not
belonging to the hydroxamate or catecholate classes; it was
isolated from Streptomyces antibioticus [61] and forms a

29 21stable 2:1 complex [62] with iron (K 4310 M ).
This class of hydroxypyridinones is greatly promising in
their ability to remove iron under in vivo conditions.

In the same meeting a new potential tridentate oral
chelator (4-(3,5-Bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)-1A ligand is called selective when it binds exclusively, or in a larger
benzoic acid) has been proposed [68] ‘‘which emergedamount than any other, a given metal ion. Selectivity is a necessary
from a selection process as the compound which bestcondition when the binding of iron(III) in living organisms is required

without perturbing the physiological concentrations of other ions. combines high oral potency and tolerability’’.
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Abstract

Spectrophotometric titrations are a valuable tool for the investigation of solution equilibria. Data acquisition and recent developments
on methods for the analysis of the measurements are discussed in this contribution. Hard-modeling methods are based on non-linear
least-squares fitting, and algorithms have been developed which can cope with the large amount of data and parameters of
multiwavelength or multivariate measurements. Good preliminary insight into the equilibria can be gained by soft-modeling methods.
New firm-modeling methods are a compromise, combining advantages and disadvantages of the hard- and soft-modeling approaches.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction spectra are acquired. Measurements at one or a few
particular wavelengths can be regarded as special cases,
they are treated in exactly the same way as multi-Words like ‘new developments’ in the title of this
wavelength data.contribution do not make much sense on an absolute

There are several different methods of titration. Con-time-scale. What is meant here and now are developments
ceptually most simple is the manual preparation of seriesthat happened after the advent of the classic computer
of solutions of different ratios of reagents which areprograms to analyse spectrophotometric titrations such as
subsequently measured individually. Titrations carried outletagrop [1] and squad [2]. The purpose of this publication
under complete computer control are usually significantlyis to discuss developments with respect to user-friendli-
more reliable and accurate [5,6]. We can distinguish threeness, such as windows based programs, methods that deal
different modes: (a) Titrations can be made directly in thewith large data sets, advances made in the field of model-
absorption cuvette in the spectrophotometer. The cell isfree or soft-modeling algorithms, and recent developments
equipped with a magnetic stirrer bar (with a magneticin the globalisation of the analysis of series of individual
stirrer installed underneath the cell holder). After reagentstitrations. We need to start with a few introductory
are delivered by an automatic burette, solutions are stirred,remarks, defining some essential concepts of equilibrium
equilibrated and the spectra are measured. A small pHinvestigations.
electrode can additionally be inserted into the cell and the
pH of the solution can be monitored at the same time. All

1.1. The measurement, data acquisition this is done fully automatically, under complete computer
control. Advantages of this technique include the small

Spectrophotometric titrations are important methods for solution volumes for which only small amounts of reagents
the investigation of solution equilibria. The titration con- are required, short mixing times and minimal overall
sists of a collection of spectra of a solution measured as a titration times. Disadvantages are associated with relatively
function of addition of a reagent which influences the low precision of the solution volumes and dilutions,
equilibrium under investigation [3,4]. Note that complete evaporation of solvent, as well as relatively poor control of

an inert atmosphere, required, for example, to prevent CO2

contamination of alkaline solutions. (b) The titration is*Corresponding author. Tel.: 161-2-4921-5478; fax: 161-2-4921-
carried out externally and the solution is pumped through a5472.

E-mail address: chmm@cc.newcastle.edu.au (M. Maeder) flow cell, usually by a peristaltic pump. Again such
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titrations are fully automated. The main difference is the rithm, calculating the best set of parameters defined by a
larger volume requirements, necessitating larger amounts model, which has to be chosen independently. The best set
of components and resulting in longer titration times due to of parameters is defined as that one for which the sum over
relatively slow mixing. An additional disadvantage is the all the squares (ssq) of all elements of the matrix R of
potential adsorption of chemicals to the inner walls of the residuals is minimal [8]:
tubing. Large hydrophobic organic molecules in particular,

nm nl
tend to adsorb onto organic materials. Much better volume 2ssq 5O O R(i, j) (2)control and the ease of controlling the atmosphere are the i51 j51

main advantages. (c) The simplest titrations can be per-
formed using a fibre-optic probe. The titration can be done ssq is a function of the measurement, the model and the
in any vessel, rendering control of atmosphere and vol- parameters to be fitted. The choice of the correct model is
umes very easy. The price to be paid is a loss in clearly the hardest task. In the hard-modeling approach,
photometric quality, which is due to significant losses of different models, usually of increasing complexity, are
light intensity at the interfaces of the optical fibres. fitted to the data until the result is satisfactory. There are

two aspects which are difficult to deal with: How many
and which models should be tested? and What is satisfac-

1.2. The data tory? Chemical intuition and experience will certainly help
in the choice of models to be tested. Abstract statistical

The measurement consists of a series of absorption tests can help in answering the question of adequacy of the
spectra acquired during the titration. Additional infor- results [8]. We found that visual inspection of the measure-
mation includes the volumes of starting solution and of ments together with the residuals strongly assist in the
added reagents, total concentrations of the interacting development of the model and in the assessment of the
components (e.g. metal and ligand), as well as other data adequacy of the fits. User-friendly graphical representa-
such as the pH values of the solutions, temperature etc. tions are clearly an essential part of a good software

The collection of absorption spectra is most convenient- package.
ly written as a matrix, where the individual spectra are Model-free analyses, as will be discussed later, attempt
stored as rows [7]. This matrix, Y, has nl columns, where to perform this decomposition using purely mathematical
nl is the number of wavelengths at which the spectra were and abstract methods. The only restrictions are physically
recorded, and nm rows, where nm is the number of defined limitations such as the non-negativity of con-
measurements or spectra acquired in the titration. Accord- centrations and molar absorptivities. In other words, all
ing to Beer–Lambert’s law, this matrix can be written as elements of C and A are greater than or equal to zero.
the product of a concentration matrix, C, times a matrix, Under certain well understood conditions [9] this goal can
A, of absorption spectra: be achieved. It is, however, doubtful whether the soft-

modeling programs will ever completely replace the hard-
Y 5 C 3 A 1 R (1) modeling ones. As long as the data can be quantitatively

described, the model fit is more reliable. Nevertheless, the
C is composed of the ns concentration profiles of the soft analyses will deliver good preliminary information
absorbing species, where ns is the number of absorbing about the complexity of the system under investigation
species. The matrix A contains, as ns rows, the molar (number of independent colored species), and often they
absorption spectra of the equilibrium species. This de- will support the process of choosing the correct model to
composition is never perfect and a matrix R of residuals be fitted.
(of the same dimensions as Y) represents the difference
between the measurement, Y, and its representation, C3A.
R is a result of instrumental noise and other experimental
shortcomings such as errors in volumes, pH readings, and 2. New developments
concentrations, impurities etc. For the special case of
single wavelength titrations, nl equals one, and the ma- 2.1. Fitting programs
trices Y, A and R reduce to a single column.

The number of individual data that have to be handled
and parameters which have to be fitted can be very large,

1.3. The analyses particularly for multiwavelength titrations done at many
wavelengths. There are two independent methods of

The goal of the analysis is the decomposition of the dealing with those two aspects [7]. (a) The matrix Y can be
matrix Y into the matrices C and A. There are several very decomposed according the singular value decomposition
different approaches to this end. [10,11] (see later, Eq. (4)). The original matrix Y can then

Model based analysis is based on a least-squares algo- be replaced with the product U3S, where only the
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significant eigenvectors in U and eigenvalues in S are 2.3. Globalisation of the analysis
retained, see Ref. [12] for details. This is a very efficient
way of reducing the data set in the wavelength dimension, The investigation of an equilibrium system hardly ever
notably without any loss of significant information. In fact, consists of one single titration. A complete investigation
this process removes a considerable portion of the noise. includes often a whole series of individual titrations. They
Originally, Y has nl columns, while the product U3S has are acquired under different conditions, such as different
only ns columns. Depending on the values for these two total and relative concentrations of the interacting com-
numbers, the savings can be quite substantial. (b) The ponents, as well as different temperatures, ionic strengths
number of parameters to be fitted needs some careful etc. The formation constants for different stoichiometries,
consideration. There are two types of parameter: the molar e.g. ML, ML , ML , etc., are best determined by analysing2 3

absorptivities, the matrix A, are linear parameters. Their different ratios of metal to ligand concentrations, and
number can be very large if spectra are acquired at many dimerisations, e.g. ML, M L , are analysed using titrations2 2

wavelengths. It is possible to effectively eliminate these carried out under different total concentrations [19]. Mea-
linear parameters [13,14]. It is also possible to incorporate surements at different temperatures are required if en-
known spectra into the calculations, e.g. the spectrum of thalpies and entropies of the interactions are to be de-
free metal can be determined independently. The equilib- termined.
rium constants which define the matrix C are non-linear Examples of investigations for which it was advantage-
parameters. They have to be fitted in an iterative process. ous to analyse a series of titrations are described in another
There are several algorithms to that end. Simple ones like contribution in this volume [20]. In these investigations,
the simplex algorithm are easy to program, others like the the equilibria were followed by measuring the changes in
Newton–Gauss–Marquardt algorithm are much more com- the absorption spectrum of the ligand. The ligand spectrum
plex, however convergence is much faster and the analysis changes with protonation and also with complexation to
is supplemented by statistical information such as the metal ions. One type of titration determined the protona-
standard deviations of the parameters [8,15]. It is worth tion equilibria, delivering pK values as well as thea

noting here that the calculation of the matrix C is often the absorption spectra of the differently protonated forms of
most time consuming part of the analysis. The definition of the ligand. Additional information, defining the complex-
the different species is only implicitly given by the model ation, was gained by titrating in the presence of the metal
and parameters, the actual calculations are iterative and ion of interest. In these titrations there is always a certain
relatively complex [16,17]. amount of free ligand, protonated to different degrees, and

the number of coloured species can be very large. Many of
the species only exist in very minor concentration and thus

2.2. User-friendly software their spectra are poorly defined. Further, spectral changes
due to protonation and to complexation are very similar in

Improving the user-friendliness of the software is not of some instances and thus difficult to differentiate. Combin-
the greatest scientific importance, nevertheless, for the user ing all the titrations in a global analysis, making sure that
these developments bring significant advantages. The times each species is well defined in at least one of the titrations,
of piles of punched cards are clearly over, but a good user results in a dramatic increase of the robustness of the
interface is still much friendlier than a series of ascii files analysis [19].
which have to be correct to the last ‘;’, ‘,’, and ‘:’. The global analysis of temperature dependent measure-
Well-designed graphical user interfaces, GUIs, circumvent ments has been developed for kinetic investigations [21].
such problems and allow the user to concentrate on the Instead of a two-step process of first fitting the rate (or
essentials [18]. In this instance it is the definition of the equilibrium) constants to each measurement acquired at
model to be fitted and the process of fitting this model one particular temperature, and then analysing the resultant
based on a set of initial guesses for the parameters. A individual constants based on an Arrhenius, Eyring or van
second advantage of a good windows based programs is t’Hoff plot, the complete set of measurements is much
the ease by which the results can be used in the final better analysed as one unit, based on the thermodynamic
reporting of the analysis. This includes text files with parameters which are the goal of the analysis. To our
numerical results and more importantly graphical output knowledge such a program does not yet exist for equilib-
such as the concentration profiles (the matrix C), the rium investigations.
absorption spectra (the matrix A), and the measurement
(the matrix Y) itself, which can be plotted in 2- and
3-dimensional plots. As mentioned before, the investiga- 2.4. Soft modeling
tion of the correctness of the model is best based on the
analysis of the residuals between measured and calculated The matrix Eq. (1) is just an elegant way of writing a
curves and this is best done graphically, by visual inspec- system of many equations. Each element Y(i, j) is, accord-
tion of the appropriate plots. ing to Beer–Lambert’s law, defined as:
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ns sufficiently different from each other, as long as the signal
Y(i, j) 5O C(i,k) 3 A(k, j) (3) to noise level is good, and as long as there are no external

k51 deficiencies in the data such as baseline errors. This lack of
Altogether we have nm3nl equations and initially all the robustness is straightforwardly ascribed to the number of
elements of C (nm3ns) and of A (ns3nl) are unknowns. unknowns to be fitted. They essentially include all ele-
As long as the number of equations is larger than the ments of the matrices C and A and can add up to hundreds
number of unknowns, and this is usually the case, there is in many real investigations. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile
hope that we can find a unique solution. The conditions for investigating the number of unknown parameters more
a unique solution are well known [9] and fortunately the closely. As already mentioned the distinction between
concentration profiles found in equilibrium studies often linear and non-linear parameters is very important. Linear
fulfill these conditions. parameters can be obtained in a linear least-squares fit

Presently, two model-free methods have been applied to which is an explicit, non-iterative calculation; in contrast
titration data. The first one is based on evolving factor non-linear parameters must be optimised in an iterative
analysis [22] (EFA), the other method is based on the process. In ALS, C and A are calculated alternately as
alternating least squares [23,24] (ALS) algorithm. One of linear parameters. The corrections made to the immediate
the most elementary results of abstract factor analysis is results, e.g. setting negative values to zero, introduce
the number of independent components in a system [12]. non-linearities which are difficult to deal with and which
EFA is based on this idea and in EFA submatrices of Y are can make the iterative progress slow and sometimes even
analysed systematically. Submatrices are formed by a erroneous. In summary, it seems to be impossible to
selection of consecutive rows of Y, in the original version properly quantify and distinguish the number of linear and
of EFA the selections are the first and the last i rows or non-linear parameters. However, in general terms, the
spectra (i51 to nm) [22], other versions are based on number of parameters to be fitted is usually large.
moving windows of variable size [25]. The primary result Model based fitting is much more rugged. This is readily
of these submatrix analyses is the number of components explained as the direct consequence of the much smaller
in each submatrix or region of the titration. It is relatively number of parameters to be fitted. In essence, the number
straightforward to use this information to subsequently of non-linear parameters equals the number of unknown
identify concentration windows for all species. Concen- equilibrium constants. They are the only parameters that
tration windows are regions during the titration in which a need to be fitted iteratively and this number rarely exceeds
particular component exists, outside these windows their ten or so. The unknown molar absorptivities, the matrix A,
concentrations are known to be zero. The knowledge of the are linear parameters and are, as mentioned before, effec-
concentration windows is sufficient to define the complete tively eliminated from the iterative fitting process.
concentration profiles, the matrix C. The subsequent As long as the law of mass action is applicable, it is
computation of the absorption spectra, A, is a simple linear strongly advisable to carry out the hard modeling non-
least-squares calculation (see next paragraph). linear least-squares fitting. It is also often advantageous to

The more recent method of ALS uses a different initially perform the soft option of a model-free analysis.
approach. An initial guess for C is made (this is the more The model-free analysis is essentially completely auto-
common approach, the process can equally well be started matic and does not need any operator input (at least
with an initial matrix A). Its corresponding best matrix A theoretically) and there is not much reason not to perform
is calculated explicitly, in a linear least-squares fit, as it. The results can serve as a basis for the elaboration of the

1 1A5C 3Y, where C is the pseudo-inverse of C, which correct model for the fitting procedure.
t 21 tcan be calculated as (C 3C) 3C or preferably by a It is worth noting that the law of mass action collapses if

numerically more secure algorithm [10,11]. The resultant one of several conditions is not met. They include con-
A is usually not physically possible, e.g. it has negative ditions such as constant ionic strength, constant tempera-
elements. These are corrected by setting them to zero. This ture, constant solvent composition etc. This problem arises
corrected matrix serves in a subsequent linear least-squares as a consequence of the fact that the measurements are
calculation for the computation of a new and better matrix related to concentrations via Beer–Lambert’s law, whereas

1 1 t t 21C (C5Y3A , with A 5A 3(A3A ) or better). This the law of mass action is based on activities. This
result in turn is corrected for physical impossibilities, and ‘mismatch’ requires that the activity coefficients must be
the iterative process is restarted. Convergence is not kept constant during the investigation by keeping the
always satisfactory and terminating criteria are often above mentioned conditions constant. If this cannot be
difficult to define. Interestingly, initial guesses for C are achieved, the model-free analyses are the only option.
often produced by EFA and in its early version a crude It is further worth noting that the model-free methods
ALS algorithm was used to refine the result [26,27]. find very strong application for the analysis of chromato-

Both methods, EFA and ALS, suffer from a certain lack grams. There, it is not possible to define universal func-
of robustness. The results can be excellent as long as the tions to describe the concentration profiles. If overlapping
concentration profiles and the component spectra are peaks occur and need to be resolved, model-free analyses
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are the only alternative to lengthy optimisation of the cases. Note also that ALS and Method A are both
chromatographic conditions. completely model-free and thus the rotational freedom,

which is an intrinsic property of many data sets, cannot be
resolved by either of the two methods.

2.5. Firm modeling

Two alternative algorithms have been developed recent- 2.7. Method B
ly in our laboratories. Both can be regarded as inter-
mediates between the hard- and soft-modeling approaches. A fundamentally different approach, based on target
They are based on a limited amount of functional relation- factor analysis is presented next. A typical application of
ship between measurement Y and decomposition into C3 target factor analysis is to test for the existence of a
A. The number of parameters lies somewhere between particular compound in a given set of data; typically such a
those for the soft- and hard-modeling numbers. Very brief set is the collection of spectra taken over an overlapping
and preliminary descriptions are given here. chromatographic peak cluster and target factor analysis is

testing the existence of a compound in that overlapping
peak. Needless to say, we are dealing with multivariate

2.6. Method A data; chromatograms are measured by a diode-array detec-
tor and the component is defined by its absorption spec-

The matrix Y can be decomposed into the product of trum, a nl-dimensional vector x. In target factor analysis
three matrices according to the singular value decomposi- this vector x is tested for presence in the space defined by
tion [10,11]: the collection of absorption spectra acquired during the

chromatography (the rows of the matrix Y). If this spacetY 5 U 3 S 3 V (4)
does not contain the spectrum x, the assumption of its
existence in the peak cluster is rejected, otherwise itsand combining Eq. (1) with Eq. (4), it is possible to
existence is possible but not necessarily proven. Thedevelop a relationship between the concentration matrix C
analysis is very simple and the calculations are trivial, forand the matrix U of eigenvectors:
details refer to Ref. [12].

Eq. (1) is ‘symmetric’ and the rows of the matrix A andC 5 U 3 T (5)
the columns of C are, in an abstract sense, equivalent.

For details refer to Ref. [22]. C and U are matrices of the Thus, instead of testing for the existence of spectra (rows
same dimensions (nm3ns) and T is a transformation in A) in Y, we can also target test concentration profiles
matrix of dimension ns3ns. It is feasible to calculate the (columns in C). This concept had been applied to simple
elements of T as long as the concentration windows of C kinetics [29] and is presented here for equilibrium in-
are known (determined by EFA) and, to stress this again, vestigations. Details will be presented elsewhere [30].
provided the conditions for unique resolution are met [9]. Concentration profiles for simple acid–base equilibria with

In this new approach, the elements of T are treated as well-separated pK values, plotted as a function of pH,a

parameters in a standard non-linear least-squares fit. The show the characteristic S-shape where the half-equivalence
details of method and algorithm will be discussed else- point is marking the pK value. The concept of the newa

where [28]. The essence of the approach lies in the number algorithm is to vary the pK values stepwise and to targeta

of parameters to be fitted which is, almost, the number of test the resulting S-shaped concentration profiles. The test
elements in T. Due to linear dependences the number of is positive if a correct pK value has been used to generatea

parameters to be fitted is not ns3ns, but only (ns21)3ns the appropriate S-shape, the curves for all other pK valuesa

[22]. This leaves the concentration profiles only defined as are rejected. Careful analysis shows that even in the case
shapes; the absolute heights are not defined. In the case of of similar pK values and thus confounded concentrationa

closure, which is usually the case for equilibrium studies or profiles which do not follow the basic S-shape, the target
kinetics, absolute profiles can be determined. The number testing delivers positive results for correct equilibrium
(ns21)3ns is higher than the number of non-linear constants. The graphs in Fig. 1 shows the analysis of
parameters in the case of the hard-modeling approach computer generated data for the titration of a 4-protic acid
(generally there are ns21 unknown parameters or equilib- with pK values of 5, 6, 9, and 11. Fig. 1(a) represents thea

ria for ns absorbing species). However, this number is concentration profiles and Fig. 1(b) the result of the
much smaller than the numbers of unknown parameters analysis. There are clear minima of the fit at the correct
found in the soft-modeling algorithms which typically pK values. The three lines in the graph indicate the resulta

amount to ‘hundreds’. The robustness of the new algorithm of the analysis for three different noise levels, they were
clearly lies somewhere between the extremes. Presently, it approximately 0.01, 1, and 10% of the maximal absor-
is not possible to assess the method more quantitatively bance value of Y. For substantial added noise the minima
and to give more definite indications of the behavior in real are flat and badly defined but they are still recognisable.
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Abstract

In this study an analysis of visible spectrophotometric data was carried out using more than 100 copper(II) complexes formed by
ligands with different coordination environments, and whose aim is the l value estimation for equatorially-coordinated copper(II)max

complexes in solution. Calculations were performed with a least-squares procedure and a bootstrap-based method for accuracy
assessment. The results obtained are in good agreement to previous reports describing the coordination of amino, peptide (negatively-
charged), pyridine-imidazole nitrogen and carboxylate oxygen, while it was possible to calculate an individual contribution for hydroxide,
alcoholate and water oxygen donors. The spectrum–structure correlation for copper(II) complexes in solution is widely discussed in this
paper, and an estimation of the uncertainty in relation to the prediction of l of copper(II) complexes has also been made.  1999max

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II) complexes; Spectrum–structure correlation; Visible spectrophotometry; Organic ligands; Donor groups; Coordination properties

1. Introduction molecule(s) is substituted by donor group(s). The coeffi-
cients found can be seen in Table 7. A separate evaluation

In 1974, Billo [1] proposed an empirical equation for the for imidazole contribution, based on data related to four
¯estimation of the visible spectrophotometric l value of complexes, and taking into consideration the above nmax i

¯copper(II) complexes in solution, including only equatorial values (Table 7), gave a parameter for n of 0.43. Asimidazole

coordinating groups, and based on the following observa- for Billo’s evaluation, the ligand field strengths for water,
2tions: (i) the blue shift of the d–d band of copper(II) (for carbonyl or hydroxide (OH ) oxygens cannot be dis-

21 ¯Cu(H O) the d–d transitions are namely tinguished, hence the corresponding n values remain the2 6 i

d (d ) → d ; d → d ; d → d ) depends same.2 2 2 2 2 2 2xz yz x 2y xy x 2y z x 2y

mainly on the nature of the donor atom(s) in the equatorial In 1982 a similar correlation, based on a more restricted
plane of coordination, and (ii) the effects due to each set of complexes than that refereed to in the previously
donor atom is approximately additive. quoted paper, was proposed by Sigel and Martin [2]. Sigel

Billo’s empirical equation [1] was performed by means and Martin’s coefficients are found in Table 7. Sigel and
of an analysis of experimental absorption wavenumbers Martin’s analysis dealt with l values pertaining tomax

¯(n ) of 38 copper(II) complexes of known coordination; major species in solution, that had directly measurableexp

¯ ¯the calculation was based on the equation n 5 o n n , visible absorption maxima. Sigel and Martin also statedexp i i i

where n is the number of each equatorial donor group that water, carbonyl or hydroxide oxygen are enough alikei

¯(1 # n # 4) and the coefficients n represent the individual to be considered with the same ligand field; the probablei

contribution of each donor group to the ligand field of the error for each coefficient was not reported. Billo and Sigel
¯complex. The coefficients n were optimized with a least- and Martin’s sets of parameters closely agree, within a 2%i

squares procedure and the considered donor groups were: range, and correspond to a difference of approximately 12
peptide (negatively-charged), amino and pyridine-imida- nm in wavelength [2].
zole nitrogen, carboxylate, water, carbonyl and hydroxide In this study the analysis of visible spectrophotometric
oxygen. This equation does not apply if axial water data has been extended to more than one hundred

equatorially-coordinated copper(II) complexes in solution
*Corresponding author. Fax: 139-011-6707-615. (listed in Tables 4–6), formed by ligands with different

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00279-X
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1coordination environments, and by using the general linear electrode. The couple was calibrated in 2log[H O ] units3

equation expressed by: (pH) employing alkalimetric titrations of nitric acid with
standard, carbonate-free, potassium hydroxide, and carried

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯n 5 n n 1 n n 1 n n 1 n n 1 n nexp an an pn pn in in co co ao ao out in a stream of purified nitrogen. Temperature control
was achieved by means of a liquid circulation from a¯ ¯1 n n 1 n n O n 5 4ho ho wo wo iS D thermocryostat (model D1-G Haake). The ionic strength ofi

the calibrating solutions were the same as the solutions
where: an5amino nitrogen; pn5peptide nitrogen; in5

being examined. The concentration range examined was
imidazole nitrogen; co5carboxylate oxygen; ao5 23from 2 to 10 mmol dm for C (where C is theCualcoholate oxygen; ho5hydroxide oxygen; wo5water

analytical concentration) with metal to ligand ratios of ¯1.
oxygen.

The probable structure of each copper(II) complex
2.3. Visible spectrophotometry measurements

considered in this study involves only the substitution of
water molecule(s) in the equatorial position of the metal

The visible spectrophotometric determinations were
ion (if ‘n’ is the overall number of the donor groups

carried out with a Spectracomp 601 Carlo Erba spec-
equatorially-coordinated, possible water molecule(s) in-

trophotometer from 400 to 800 nm (optical path 1.000 cm)
cluded, then 1 # n # 4), as discussed in each quoted

under the same experimental conditions as potentiometric
reference.

measurements. The solution being examined was trans-
As well as the literature data, some equilibrium and

ferred from the potentiometric to the optical cell using a
spectrophotometric measurements are reported in this

peristaltic pump. The metal concentration and the metal-to-
paper: pH-metric and spectrophotometric results for cop-

ligand ratios were the same as the potentiometric de-
per(II) complexes with di-, tetra- or pentaglycine, and

terminations.
spectrophotometric results for copper(II) complexes with
L-malic acid (speciation in Ref. [3]). Selected literature

2.4. Data analysis and calculations
data were only used if they referred to major species in
solution or were calculated with Lambert–Beer’s law-

In the absence of metal ions, and up to pH 10, the
based procedure for each species with a well-defined

dissociation of peptide hydrogens can be considered
structure. In order to obtain reliable coefficients, useful for

negligible. The stability constants of the complexes are
structure prediction of equatorially-coordinated copper(II)

expressed by the general formula: b 5 [Cu L H ]/pqr p q rcomplexes in aqueous solution, calculations were per- p q r[Cu] [L] [H] ; their values were refined by means of the
formed with a least-squares procedure, along with a

STACO [5] program, which minimizes the error squares sum
bootstrap-based method [4] for accuracy assessment. A

on electromotive force values and takes into account
prediction test was performed in order to validate the

eventual variations of ionic strength among and/or during
equation obtained and to estimate the related uncertainty.

titrations. Spectrophotometric data were analysed by
means of the least-squares computer program MOLEX [6],
which calculates the values of molar absorption (e ) byl

2. Experimental using experimental spectra (absorbance, A, vs. wavelength,
l /nm), analytical concentrations of the reagents and the

2.1. Chemicals proposed chemical model (stoichiometric coefficients and
known stability constant values of all complexes) as input.

Di-, tetra- and pentaglycine were obtained from Fluka After the calculation of the species distribution, the spectra
while the L-malic acid was provided by Merck. All the are estimated for each complex formed in solution, and the
ligands were employed without further purification; their additivity of the absorbance in the investigated concen-
purity ($99%) was verified by pH-metric titrations. tration range is assumed. Neither assumptions, whether on
Copper(II) nitrate stock solution was prepared and stan- the shape of the curves or on the nature of electronic
dardized by means of ethylenedinitrilotetraacetate (EDTA) transitions, are taken into account by the program. In all
in the presence of the metallochromic indicator murexide. calculations the hydrolysis of copper(II) ion [7,8] was
All the solutions were prepared by using deionized and considered.
twice-distilled water. The ionic strength was adjusted to The coefficient calculation was performed with both a

230.1 mol dm by adding KNO .3 least-squares and a bootstrap procedure. The bootstrap
method, with particular attention to the applications, has

2.2. Electromotive force measurements been fully described by Efron and Tibshirani [4]. The
method allows for the accurate determination of standard

Potentiometric measurements were performed at T5298 errors and confidence intervals, without any restrictive
23K and ionic strength m 50.1 mol dm with a Metrohm requirement regarding the distribution of the data being

E-605 potentiometer equipped with a combined glass analyzed, which, on the contrary, are typical in more
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Table 1 tion, are reported in Tables 4–6. Coordination sites for
HValues of protonation constants (as log K ), at T5298 K and m 50.1 moli copper(II) ions in binuclear and dimer complexes reported23 adm (KNO ), for diglycine, tetraglycine or pentaglycine3 in these tables, are very probably equivalent with respect to
H HLigand log K log K1 2 the number and type of donor groups involved. Only

Diglycine 8.07 (1) 3.12 (1) copper(II) complexes with known coordination (as dis-
Tetraglycine 7.88 (1) 3.26 (1) cussed in the literature) are reported. The coefficient values
Pentaglycine 7.84 (1) 3.27 (1) found in the literature data [1,2] and those obtained in this

a The errors in brackets are 63s in the last significant digit. study are found in Table 7. On the basis of these data, a
first attempt for structural analysis can be proposed.

common standard statistical methods. The bootstrap meth-
od works by generating a very large number of replications 3.1. Protonation of the polyglycines
drawn with replacements from an original data set; accura-

Hcy assessment and confidence intervals are then directly For ligand protonation (Table 1) the log K value of
Hevaluated from the distribution of the statistical estimator about 3 refers to carboxylate, while the log K value of

of interest, whose values are calculated for each replica- about 8 refers to the protonation of the amino group.
tion.

3.2. Copper(II) complexes with polyglycines

3. Results The formation constants, refined from pH-metric data,
related with the species formed by copper(II) with di-,

In Tables 1 and 2 the equilibrium data relevant to the tetra- or pentaglycine, are found in Table 2. No polynu-
copper(II)–ligand systems fully investigated in this study, clear or hydroxylated species of polyglycines were taken
are reported. The visible electronic spectra calculated (see into account in this paper. Both the speciation and calcu-
the Data analysis and calculations section) for the cop- lated electronic spectra for copper(II)–polyglycine com-
per(II) complexes with L-malic acid and with the consid- plexes are in agreement with those proposed in previous
ered polyglycines are reported in Table 3. All the l papers [9,10]. The visible absorption data are found inmax

(nm) values, along with the equatorial donor groups for the Table 3 (as well as those related to the copper(II)
different species employed during the coefficient estima- complexes of L-malic acid), while the structural hypotheses

(equatorial donor groups) are reported in Table 4.

Table 2
Values of formation constants (as log b ), at T5298 K and m 50.1 molpqr

23dm (KNO ), for proton and copper(II) complexes with diglycine, 4. Discussion3
atetraglycine or pentaglycine

Ligand Complex p q r log b 4.1. The modelpqr

1Diglycine CuL 1 1 0 5.46 (3)
0 The model used, as applied only to complexes withCuLH 1 1 21 1.43 (2)21

1Tetraglycine CuL 1 1 0 5.03 (3) coordinating donor groups in the equatorial plane of the
0CuLH 1 1 21 20.40 (2)21 octahedral distorted copper(II) ion (the four donor atom
2CuLH 1 1 22 27.11 (3)22 model), was based on two experimental observations: (i)22CuLH 1 1 23 216.10 (4)23

1 l of copper(II) complexes is blue-shifted when increas-maxPentaglycine CuL 1 1 0 5.28 (3)
0 ing the number (from 1 to 4) of the equatorial donorCuLH 1 1 21 20.27 (2)21
2CuLH 1 1 22 27.14 (3) groups (which replaces the equatorial water molecules) in22
22CuLH 1 1 23 214.98 (4)23 the coordination sphere of the metal ion; (ii) the effect of

a The errors in brackets are 63s in the last significant digit. nitrogen donors is stronger than that of oxygen donors. The

Table 3
a 23Calculated visible absorption spectra for copper(II) complexes with L-malic acid, diglycine, tetraglycine or pentaglycine (T5298 K, m 50.1 mol dm )

b cLigand l (e )max max

0 2 22 1 0 2 22CuLH CuLH CuLH CuLH CuL Cu L H Cu L H21 22 23 2 2 21 2 2 22

L-Malic acid – – – 800 (45) 780 (21) 760 (126) 710 (90)
Diglycine 637 (83) – – – – – –
Tetraglycine 660 (76) 587 (105) 515 (140) – – – –
Pentaglycine 670 (75) 585 (104) 512 (146) – – – –

a See Data analysis and calculations section.
b nm.
c 3 21 21dm mol cm .
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Table 4
Visible spectrophotometric l (nm) values, and equatorial donor groups, Table 4. Continuedmax

for single complexes ( p q r) from data of the authors
Complex l Equatorial donors Ref.max

Complex l Equatorial donors Ref. (nm)max p q r an pn in co ao ho wo
(nm)

p q r an pn in co ao ho wo
L5d-DL-Hydroxylysine

L5Diglycine 1 1 1 727 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 [15]
1 1 21 637 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 This work 2 2 22 621 2 0 0 1 1 0 0

1 2 2 620 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
L5Triglycine 1 2 1 620 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
1 1 21 658 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 [11]
1 1 22 555 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 L5b-Alanyl-L-histidine (L-carnosine)

1 1 1 740 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 [16]
L5Tetraglycine 1 1 0 630 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 21 660 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 This work 1 1 21 610 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 22 587 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 22 603 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 23 515 1 3 0 0 0 0 0

L5Glycyl-glycyl-L-histidyl-L-alanine
L5Pentaglycine 1 1 22 530 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 [17]
1 1 21 670 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 This work 1 1 23 528 1 2 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 22 585 1 2 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 23 512 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 L5N-Benzoyl-glycyl-L-histidyl-L-leucine

1 1 0 740 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 [18]
L5Tetra-L-alanine 1 1 22 575 0 2 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 -1 658 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 [11]
1 1 -2 567 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 L5L-Histidyl-glycine
1 1 -3 515 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 675 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 [19]

1 1 0 677 1 0 1 0 0 0 2
L5Glycyl-L-leucyl-L-tyrosine
1 1 1 750 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 [11] L5L-Alanyl-L-histidine
1 1 0 650 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 628 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 [20]
1 1 21 543 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 21 596 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 22 548 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 22 560 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

1 2 0 560 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
L5L-g-Glutamyl-L-e-lysine 1 2 21 550 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 720 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 [12]
1 1 0 620 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 L5Glycyl-L-histidyl-glycine
2 1 0 730 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 610 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 [21]

1 1 21 606 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
L5L-Glutamyl-L-e-lysine 1 1 22 577 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 1 2 725 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 [12] 1 2 0 559 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 720 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 2 21 556 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 635 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
2 2 22 572 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 L5L-Alanyl-L-histidyl-L-alanine
1 2 2 615 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 606 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 [20]
1 2 1 630 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 21 600 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 2 0 625 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 22 565 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
2 1 0 720 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 2 0 560 1 1 2 0 0 0 0

1 2 21 560 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
L5L-Prolyl-L-leucyl-L-glycinamide
1 1 0 750 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 [13] L5Glycyl-L-histidyl-L-lysine
1 1 21 650 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 608 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 [20]
1 1 22 570 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 600 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 23 510 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 21 570 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 2 21 610 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 22 570 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

1 2 1 555 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
L5L-malic acid
1 1 1 800 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 This work L5b-Alanyl-histamine
1 1 0 780 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 760 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 [22]
2 2 22 710 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 676 1 0 1 0 0 0 2

L5L-3,4-Dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-dopa) L5Glycyl-histamine
1 1 1 718 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 [14] 1 1 21 601 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 [22]
2 2 22 640 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 22 574 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 2 2 618 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 563 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
1 2 1 648 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 21 568 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
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Table 4. Continued

Complex l Equatorial donors Ref.max Table 5
(nm)

Visible spectrophotometric l (nm) values, and equatorial donor groups,p q r an pn in co ao ho wo max

for single complexes ( p q r) from the literature
L5Sarcosyl-histamine

Complex l Equatorial donors Ref.1 1 21 604 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 [22] max

1 1 22 569 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 (nm)
p q r an pn in co ao ho wo1 2 0 568 1 1 2 0 0 0 0

1 2 21 567 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 L5L-alanine
1 2 0 620 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 [24]

L5N-Acetyl-L-histidine 1 2 0 620 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 [25]
1 1 0 720 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 [23]
1 2 0 690 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 L5L-Lysine
1 3 0 630 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 618 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 [25]

1 2 0 620 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
L5Histamine
1 1 0 680 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 [23]

L52,3-Diaminopropionic acid
1 2 1 610 2 0 1 0 0 0 1

1 2 2 626 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 [25]
1 2 0 556 4 0 0 0 0 0 0L5L-Histidine methyl ester

1 1 0 690 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 [23]
L52,4-Diaminobutyric acid
1 2 2 620 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 [25]L5L-Histidine

1 1 0 685 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 [23]
L51,2-Diaminoethane1 2 1 615 2 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 675 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 [26]
1 2 0 545 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

hyphotheses were as follows: (i) each ligand is schema-
L51,2-Diaminopropane

tized only by means of its donor groups; (ii) l value formax 1 2 0 545 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 [26]
a copper(II) complex is assumed to be caused only by the
number and the nature of each donor group coordinated L51,3-Diaminopropane

1 2 0 570 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 [26](other factors, such as dimensions of the chelate rings, are
neglected); (iii) the contribution of each coordinated donor

L5C,C,C9,C9-tetramethyl-1,2-diaminoethanegroup to the overall ligand field of the complex is
1 2 0 547 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 [27]considered to be additive.

L5Diethylentriamine
1 1 0 611 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 [27]4.2. The equation

L5L-alanyl-L-alanyl-L-aspartyl-L-alanine
Two identical sets of coefficients (Table 7) were calcu- 1 1 22 548 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 [28]

lated with least-squares (correlation coefficient R50.978)
and bootstrap (R50.979) methods during the elaboration L5Oxalic acid

1 2 0 700 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 [26]of the data reported in Tables 4–6. Moreover all of Billo’s
data were re-elaborated at the same time, and coefficients

L5Glycyl-L-histidyl-glycyl-L-histidineR50.982 (least-squares) and R50.984 (bootstrap) were
1 1 0 606 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 [29]

obtained.
On the basis of the estimated wavenumber coefficients, L5SS-4-Aminobutanetriols

the absorption maximum (nm) can be calculated with the 2 2 22 658 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 [30]
2 2 24 626 1 0 0 0 3 0 0following equation:

4 L5RS-4-Aminobutanetriols
3 ¯l 5 10 /O n n 2 2 22 656 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 [30]max i i

i51 2 2 24 614 1 0 0 0 3 0 0

On the basis of the coefficient distribution trend, obtained
L5RR-1,5-Diaminopentanetriols

from the application of a least-squares procedure on each
2 2 24 580 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 [31]

replication (with replacement) of the original data set, the
bootstrap method allowed for the verification of the L5RsR-1,5-Diaminopentanetriols

2 2 24 580 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 [31]eventual dependence of the results obtained from the data
employed as input. The satisfactory gaussian distribution

L5SsR-1,5-Diaminopentanetriolsobtained for each coefficient can be seen in Fig. 1.
2 2 24 577 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 [31]In Table 8 a prediction of l value for some cop-max
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Table 6 per(II) in the complex, and the Dl value observed canmax
Visible spectrophotometric l (nm) values, and equatorial donor groups,max be clearly seen. On the basis of the estimated value of theafor single complexes ( p q r s) with mixed ligands from the literature ¯coefficient, the ligand-field strength for hydroxide (n 5ho
Complex l Equatorial donors Ref.max ¯0.39) is higher than that of water (n 50.296), in spite ofwo

(nm)
p q r s an pn in co ao ho wo the spectrochemical series. As for the spectrochemical

series, it is noteworthy that the parameters [33] f (for theL5L-alanine, L951,2-Diaminoethane
ligand) and g (for the metal ion) proposed for the1 1 1 0 582 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 [25]
estimation of 10 Dq of a complex, cannot always take into

L51,2-Diaminoethane, L95Oxalic acid account the real coordination environment. In fact, only
1 1 1 0 618 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 [26] one parameter for complexes coordinated by six hydroxide

a 2Index for the interaction among the metal and mixed ligands (charges groups (M(OH) ) is available: f50.94 for 6OH com-6→ 9omitted) are referred to the reaction: pCu1qL1rL91sH Cu L L H .← p q r s pared with f51.00 for 6H O, corresponding to a lower2
2ligand-field strength of OH . As for the copper(II) ion, it

per(II) complexes is made by using the authors’ co- is essential to observe that, owing to its octahedral
efficients and those found in the literature [1]. A real distorted coordination geometry, the six positions of
improvement can be observed, particularly for coefficients coordination cannot be regarded as equivalent, hence the f
which deal with deprotonated peptide nitrogen (L5biuret) coefficient considered in the spectrochemical series proba-
and carboxylate oxygen (L5oxalic acid). The bly includes the red shift in l , called ‘pentamminemax

wavenumber coefficient estimated in this study for the effect’ [1], and is due to the contribution of axial coordina-
deprotonated peptide nitrogen donor is quite similar to that tion (for example, for Cu(glycine) 8 l 5617 nm [34]2 max

22proposed by Sigel and Martin [2]. Nevertheless, its signifi- whilst for Cu(EDTA) l 5735 nm [28]). On themax
2cance is much higher than that of Sigel and Martin because contrary, when only equatorial coordination of OH

the uncertainty of coefficients estimated by Sigel and occurs, a meaningful blue shift in l is clearly observedmax

Martin was not declared, and because the analysis per- [22,32].
formed for this our study was completed with a larger
number of complexes. 4.3. Prediction test and uncertainty estimation

Another important finding achieved in this study is
referred to the coordination ability of hydroxide, alcoholate Knowing the mean uncertainty is important in order to
and water oxygen. An individual contribution for each of evaluate the prediction power of the method. With the aim
these donors (Table 7) was calculated. The values of the of obtaining a preliminary and rough uncertainty estima-

2coefficients evaluated for hydroxide (OH ) and alcoholate tion, a first attempt was made using only the estimated
2(R–O ) are practically identical, while hydroxide and confidence interval (63s) for each coefficients (Table 7)

water coefficients were found to be different. Other on a restricted set of complexes with different coordination
researchers [22,32] agree with the hypothesis of a greater environments. The results, reported in the last column of
ligand-field strength for hydroxide with respect to water. Table 8, show an indicative mean uncertainty, on calcu-
Gaida et al. [22] reported a blue shift in l of 27 nm for lated l value, of about 11 nm.max max

L5glycyl-histamine, and of 35 nm for L5sarcosyl-his- In order to obtain an accurate uncertainty estimation,
tamine, from CuLH to CuLH (OH) species. Aiba et al. other calculations were made. Bearing this in mind, the21 21

[32] reported a blue shift in l of 50 nm (L5histamine) bootstrap procedure was then used in an attempt to assessmax

from CuL to the dimer Cu L (m-OH) containing two the mean uncertainty related with the calculated visible2 2 2
2bridged OH donors for each copper(II). A connection absorption maxima of an equatorially-coordinated cop-

between the number of hydroxide donors, for each cop- per(II) complex. A large number of replications (5000)

Table 7
¯Coefficient (n ) values for the estimation of the visible spectrophotometric l value of equatorially-coordinated copper(II) complexes in aqueous solutioni max

¯Donor group ni

This work Billo [1] Sigel and Martin [2]
a bAmino nitrogen an 0.450 60.006 0.453 0.460

Peptide nitrogen pn 0.49560.008 0.485 0.494
Imidazole nitrogen in 0.42760.009 0.43 0.434
Carboxylate oxygen co 0.35360.008 0.342 0.346
Alcoholate oxygen ao 0.3960.01 – –
Hydroxide oxygen ho 0.3960.03 0.301 0.294
Water oxygen wo 0.29660.006 0.301 0.294

a 21
mm .

b 3s.
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Fig. 1. Coefficient distribution obtained by the bootstrap procedure for each considered donor group.

were performed, and each time only half of the data, which 0.02699 was obtained. Hence the prediction error on lmax

was randomly selected without replacement from the (nm) can thus be calculated as follows:
original data set, was used. On half of the data the

21y9 5 1000/y ( y in nm and y9 in mm )estimation of the coefficients were optimized and then
employed consequently for wavenumber calculations of

2the copper(II) complexes corresponding to the data which, dy9 5 2 (1000/y ) dy
in turn, was excluded by the coefficient evaluation. A

21bootstrap prediction error on wavenumber (mm ) of Considering absolute value and finite increments:
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Table 8
Predicted visible absorption maxima values (l , nm) of some equatorially-coordinated copper(II) complexes, and calculated uncertainty, based on themax

estimated coefficients (Table 7) of this work

Ligand Complex Equatorial l l l l 63smax exp max calc max calc max calc

donors (Ref. [1]) (This work) (This work)
p q r

a a1,2-Diaminoethane 1 2 0 4 an 545 552 (27) 556 (211) 55668
1,3-Diaminopropane 1 2 0 4 an 568 552 (16) 556 (12) 55668
Oxalic acid 1 2 0 4 co 700 731 (231) 708 (28) 708618
Biuret 1 2 24 4 pn 505 515 (210) 505 (0) 50569
L-Alanyl-glycine 1 1 21 an, pn, co, wo 636 633 (3) 628 (8) 628612
L-Alanine 1 2 0 2 an, 2 co 620 629 (29) 623 (23) 623612
Glycyl-L-histidine 1 1 21 an, pn, in, wo 600 599 (1) 600 (0) 600611
Imidazole 1 2 0 2 in, 2 wo 690 684 (6) 693 (23) 693614

a
l 2l is shown in parentheses.max exp max calc

2 [4] B. Efron, R.J. Tibshirani, An Introduction to the Bootstrap, Chap-Dy9 5 (1000/y ) Dy
man & Hall, New York, 1993.

[5] C. De Stefano, P. Mineo, C. Rigano, S. Sammartano, Ann. Chim.
2

(Rome) 83 (1993) 243.Dy 5 ( y /1000) Dy9
[6] A. Sabatini, A. Vacca, personal communication.

`[7] G. Arena, R. Calı, E. Rizzarelli, S. Sammartano, Thermochim. ActaSince the mean value of l ( y) on the whole of themax
16 (1976) 315.experimental data (Tables 4–6) is 620.8 nm:

[8] C.E. Baes, R.E. Mesmer, The Hydrolysis of Cations, Wiley, New
York, 1976.2

Dy 5 [(620.8) /1000]0.02699 5 10.4 nm. [9] W.L. Koltun, R.H. Roth, F.R.N. Gurd, J. Biol. Chem. 238 (1963)
124.

[10] H. Dobbie, W.O. Kermack, Biochem. J. 59 (1955) 257.The mean uncertainty value on l prediction is thereforemax
[11] E. Prenesti, P.G. Daniele, G. Ostacoli, V. Zelano, M. Gulmini, Ann.about 10 nm, very close to the value approximately

Chim. (Rome) 88 (1998) 153.estimated above.
[12] P.G. Daniele, G. Ostacoli, E. Prenesti, S. Sammartano, V. Zelano,

Ann. Chim. (Rome) 82 (1992) 419.
[13] P.G. Daniele, E. Prenesti, G. Ostacoli, J. Inorg. Biochem. 61 (1996)

165.
5. Conclusions [14] P.G. Daniele, G. Ostacoli, O. Zerbinati, Ann. Chim. (Rome) 80

(1990) 89.
[15] P.G. Daniele, O. Zerbinati, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. (1989)The following general conclusions can be drawn: (i) two

1745.groups of values (Table 7) are clearly shown if looking at
[16] P.G. Daniele, E. Prenesti, V. Zelano, G. Ostacoli, Spectrochim. Acta

the coefficients of nitrogen and oxygen containing donors; 49A (1993) 1299.
(ii) an individual contribution for hydroxide, alcoholate [17] P.G. Daniele, E. Prenesti, O. Zerbinati, R. Aigotti, G. Ostacoli,

Spectrochim. Acta 49A (1993) 1373.and water oxygen donors was calculated; (iii) the values of
2 [18] P.G. Daniele, E. Prenesti, R. Aigotti, G. Ostacoli, J. Inorg. Biochem.the coefficients refined for hydroxide (OH ) and alcoho-

58 (1995) 139.2late (R–O ) are practically identical while those for
[19] P.G. Daniele, O. Zerbinati, R. Aruga, G. Ostacoli, J. Chem. Soc.,

hydroxide and water prove to be different; (iv) higher Dalton Trans. (1988) 1115.
ligand-field strength for hydroxide than that of water has [20] S. Bruni, E. Prenesti, F. Cariati, P.G. Daniele, work in progress.

[21] P.G. Daniele, O. Zerbinati, V. Zelano, G. Ostacoli, J. Chem. Soc.,been tested out, according to the experimental data of the
Dalton Trans. (1991) 2711.authors and that of other researchers; (v) the prediction

[22] T. Gajda, B. Henry, J.J. Delpuech, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans.power for spectrum–structure correlation result to be
(1993) 1301.
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Abstract

This contribution presents a selection of results obtained using spectrophotometric titrations and subsequent second-order global
analysis of the data. For several reasons the investigated equilibria present particular challenges to traditional analysis techniques.

31Equilibrium constants and UV absorption spectra for differently protonated ligand and complex species in the complexation of Eu with
PDA (1,10-phenanthroline-2,9-dicarboxylic acid) and with FNAC (4,4,4-trifluoro-1-(29-naphthyl)-1,3-butanedione) are reported. Addi-

31tionally, in order to investigate the stability of the complex between In and DTPA (diethylenetriamine-pentaacetic acid), the absorbing
auxiliary ligand HBED (N,N9-di(2-hydroxybenzyl)ethylenediamine-N,N9-diacetic acid) was employed in a ligand competition study.
Equilibrium constants and UV absorption spectra are reported for HBED protonated species, and In(III)–HBED and In(III)–DTPA
complex species.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Second-order global analysis; Stability constants; Europium; Indium; Spectrophotometric titrations

1. Introduction and complexation equilibria often are virtually inseparable.
Analysis of such complexation measurements alone readily

We have recently published an account of our computer encounters two main problems: (a) Linearly dependent
program, Equispec, for the simultaneous analysis of series concentration profiles result in physically impossible ab-
of spectrophotometric titrations, measured under different sorption spectra (negative molar absorptivities). (b) Spectra
conditions (second-order global analysis) [1]. It was dem- for species existing in only small concentration are badly
onstrated that the global analysis of several titrations defined and often magnified to very large absorptivities.
overcomes problems related to linear dependences, prob- These problems can usually be overcome by including
lems associated with the existence of minor species, and known spectra for the offending species in the analysis.
that it reduces problems of error propagation which occur Alternatively, simultaneous analysis of a series of mea-
when series of titrations are analysed consecutively. This surements performed in the presence and in the absence of
contribution extends our study with a selection of medical- the metal enables the separation of spectral changes due to
ly relevant equilibria. In each case, the equilibria present protonation and complexation, and thus results in reliable
particular challenges to the standard techniques of poten- spectra and stability constants. The advantage of second-
tiometry and of spectrophotometry. order global analysis is that both spectra and equilibrium

The great success of UV–visible spectrophotometry in constants can be obtained simultaneously as the best values
the study of metal complex formation is undoubtedly with to describe all measurements included in the analysis, and
the transition metals (usually d–d transitions are observed). no spectra or constants are assumed ‘error free’ through
Where metal species do not absorb in a useful region, the fixing process (i.e. error propagation is better avoided).
spectral changes due to complexation may still be observed As the absolute absorptions are generally similar in all
if the ligand is absorbing. In aqueous systems, this brings the titrations we have analysed globally, noise levels are
additional complexity as the ligand protonation equilibria also similar and therefore no additional weighting has yet

been applied to individual titrations. Our experience indi-
cates that the main difficulty encountered with global*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-61-686-6501; fax: 141-61-656-
analyses are baseline inconsistencies and presently we do6096.

E-mail address: raylene.dyson@solvias.com (R.M. Dyson) not know of a simple method for a suitable correction.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00259-4
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The first application of the method of second-order Concentrations of solutions of metal salts were determined
global analysis involves the investigation of the interaction by standardisation with EDTA using Eriochrome Black T
of Eu(III) with the b-diketonate ligand FNAC (4,4,4- indicator.
trifluoro-1-(29-naphthyl)-1,3-butanedione) and with the 4,4,4-Trifluoro-1-(2-naphthyl)butane-1,3-dione (FNAC)
substituted phenanthroline ligand PDA (1,10-phenanthro- was prepared and its purity established as previously
line-2,9-dicarboxylic acid). Both ligands are used in clini- described [7,8]. 1,10-phenanthroline-2,9-dicarboxylic acid
cal fluoroimmunoassay processes to obtain quantitative (PDA) was prepared also in our laboratory as described in
measures of proteins, hormones and drugs in samples of the literature [9].
biological fluids [2]. We undertook to examine the Eu– A constant ionic strength of 0.1 was maintained with
FNAC and Eu–PDA equilibria using second-order global KCl as background electrolyte for all aqueous solutions,
analysis of measurements in the region of these two UV which included ligand titrations of PDA and complex
absorbing ligands. solutions of Eu–PDA. At the concentrations used, absorp-

In the second application we investigate the complex- tion in the UV region of nitrate ions (introduced as the
ation of In(III) with the EDTA analogue DTPA (dieth- europium salt) is negligible.The FNAC and Eu–FNAC

111ylenetriamine-pentaacetic acid). In is used extensively in titrations also utilised a 0.1 M KCl background electrolyte
diagnostic nuclear medicine for applications including the but in a 70% ethanol–30% water (by weight) solution.
detection of malignant tumours, general inflammatory Acid used to create a sufficiently low initial pH for
processes, inflammation of cardiac muscle and assessment titrations was an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid, or
of cardiac viability [3]. In(III) forms labile complexes with an aqueous ethanol hydrochloric acid solution in the case
ligands such as acetate and citrate, and stable complexes of the FNAC and Eu–FNAC equilibria. The base used was
with strong chelating agents such as DTPA and EDTA [4]. aqueous or aqueous-ethanolic sodium hydroxide.
111In must be bound by such strongly chelating ligands in Materials used for ligand competition experiments in-
radiopharmaceutical preparations: (a) because it undergoes cluded the following commercially available compounds
extensive hydrolysis at pHs above 3 if not strongly which were used without further purification: diethylenet-
chelated [3]; and (b) to avoid loss of the metal to riamine-pentaacetic acid (DTPA), N,N9-di(2-hydroxy-
competing ligands after it is administered. Stable complex- benzyl)ethylenediamine-N,N9-diacetic acid (HBED), bis(2-

111es of In may be used directly or covalently attached to hydroxyethyl)iminotris(hydroxymethyl)methane (Bis–
blood components (such as white blood cells) or anti- Tris), and indium(III) chloride. Tetramethyl ammonium
bodies. chloride, TMACl, (Aldrich) was used to maintain a con-

Normal potentiometric or spectrophotometric titrations stant ionic strength of 0.5 M and hydrochloric acid was
cannot readily be used to investigate the complexation of added to obtain the required starting pH for the titration.
DTPA with indium(III); potentiometry fails because the TMACl was chosen instead of tetramethyl ammonium
complexes are so strong they are already formed at very nitrate because the ligand competition equilibrium was
low pH [5] and spectrophotometry fails because there is no observed in the UV and the high nitrate absorbance of a 0.5
useful absorption for DTPA or indium. Alternative ap- M solution was not desired. The base added during the
proaches include NMR methods, potentiometric competi- titration was tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide, TMAH.
tion titrations or spectrophotometric competition titrations
with an absorbing competitor [5,6]. 2.2. Spectrophotometric titrations

We used an absorbing competitive ligand, HBED (N,N9-
di(2-hydroxybenzyl)ethylenediamine-N,N9-diacetic acid), For the FNAC, Eu–FNAC, PDA and Eu–PDA titrations,
and performed a series of titrations in the region of HBED absorption spectra were measured with an automatic
absorbance, including measurements of HBED alone, titration set-up consisting of a computer interfaced to a
In(III)–HBED, and In(III)–HBED–DTPA. Second-order Hitachi 220A spectrophotometer, automatic stirrer, Met-

3global analysis of a collection of such data produces also rohm 665 Dosimat automatic burette with a 1 cm dis-
the stability constants of non-coloured species such as the penser unit, a second syringe–burette, and a pH electrode.
In(III)–DTPA complex. The pH electrode was a slim Metrohm 6.0204.100 pH

electrode and was connected to the system through a Fylde
Scientific pH board.

2. Experimental For measurements in aqueous solution, the electrode
was calibrated using pH 4.01 and 6.86 NBS standard

2.1. Materials used buffers [10]. In aqueous ethanol solutions, the electrode
was calibrated by titration of a strong acid and strong base

Europium nitrate pentahydrate (Aldrich) was of com- of known concentration [5,11]. Linear regression was
mercial analytical grade and used without further purifica- performed to establish a line of best fit for electrode
tion. To avoid hydrolysis, small quantities of hydrochloric response vs. p[H] of points measured in flat acid and base
acid were added to the standard solutions of metal salts. regions. Part of this regression involved finding the ‘pK ’w
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of best fit, a basis on which to accept or reject the ethyl)iminotris(hydroxymethyl)methane, at a concentration
calibration. The ionic product of the solvent mixture, in the titration solution at 10 times that of the HBED
‘pK ’, refined was 14.9, which is within expectations concentration. Bis–Tris does not absorb in the spectralw

[12–15]. region investigated.
For the HBED, In–HBED and In–HBED–DTPA To examine the complexation of HBED with In, HBED

competition investigation, spectrophotometric titrations and indium (III) chloride were measured over a pH range
were performed on a fully automatic titration system 2.2–12.7 at a concentration ratio of 0.9:1 metal–ligand. In
comprised of a Perkin-Elmer Lambda2 UV–Vis spec- order to better quantify the interaction between indium and
trophotometer, thermostatted titration vessel and external DTPA, competition titrations over the same pH range were
pump (Ismatec, MS-1 Reglo 6/160) system for circulation carried out in two concentration ratios, a ratio of In–
of the titration solution through a flow-cell. pH was HBED–DTPA of 0.9:1:1.2 and 0.9:1:0.5. For all measure-

–4measured using a Metrohm 6.0204.100 pH electrode and ments, an initial concentration of HBED of 1.014310 M
Metrohm 654 pH meter, with base added using a Metrohm was employed.

3Dosimat 665 automatic burette with a 1 cm dispenser
unit.

All titration solutions were maintained at a constant 3. Results and discussion
temperature of 25.060.58C by circulating thermostatted
water through spectrophotometer cuvette holders and, for 3.1. Complexation equilibria of Eu(III) with PDA and
external titrations, through the external titration vessel. with FNAC

2.2.1. Eu–PDA Despite their applied relevance, the complexation of
Wavelengths chosen for spectrophotometric titration of ligands such as PDA and FNAC with europium(III) has

PDA (1,10-phenanthroline-2,9-dicarboxylic acid) and Eu– not been well studied. Estimates of the protonation con-
PDA were in the region of ligand absorbance extending stants of PDA have been made based on related molecules
from 225 nm, at 5 nm intervals, to 350 nm for a total of 26 [16], and a fluorescence technique used to assess its3wavelengths. Initial volumes were 2.5 cm , to which was stability with europium(III) [17].3added generally up to 0.5 cm from the Dosimat burette We titrated PDA and FNAC in the absence of metal to3for a maximum volume of 3.0 cm . Titrations were collect information on the protonation and absorption
categorised according to the initial metal–ligand concen- spectra of these ligands. PDA was then titrated with31tration ratio. Concentration ratios, [Eu ]:[PDA], of 0:1, europium(III) using metal–ligand ratios of 1:1 and 1:2,
1:1 and 1:2 were employed. The PDA initial concentration while FNAC and europium(III) were additionally titrated–5for all measurements was 2.00310 M. at a metal–ligand ratio of 1:3. The spectral changes due to

the protonation of FNAC were significant, while the2.2.2. Eu–FNAC
protonation of PDA produced quite small spectral changes.Wavelengths chosen for spectrophotometric titration of
In both cases, the additional spectral changes due to theFNAC (4,4,4-trifluoro-1-(29-naphthyl)-1,3-butanedione)
complexation of these ligands with europium(III) wereand Eu–FNAC extended over the region of ligand ab-
very small.sorbance from 264 nm, at 4 nm intervals, to 400 nm giving

Simultaneous analysis of ligand protonation and com-a total of 35 wavelengths. Initial titration volumes were 2.5
3 plexation titrations provides enough information to allowcm and addition of base from the Dosimat burette did not

3 3 the separation of protonation and complexation processesexceed 0.3 cm , for a total volume less than 2.8 cm .
and results in reliable protonation and complex stabilitiesTitrations performed had initial concentration ratios,

31 (Table 1), as well as absorption spectra, for both Eu–PDA[Eu ]:[FNAC], of 0:1, 1:1 and 1:3. FNAC initial con-
–5 and Eu–FNAC equilibria.centration for all measurements was 5.00310 M.

Fig. 1 provides graphical results for the Eu–PDA and
2.2.3. In–HBED–DTPA competition Eu–FNAC equilibria. Concentration profiles fitted for the

The ligand HBED or N,N9-di(2-hydroxy- 1:2 Eu–PDA and 1:3 Eu–FNAC measurements as a part of
benzyl)ethylenediamine-N,N9-diacetic acid absorbs in the the global analysis are shown in Fig. 1(a), (d). The
region 260–320 nm; measurements were made at 5 nm absorption spectra are represented in Fig. 1(b), (e). Fits

–4intervals. HBED, at a concentration of 1.014310 M, was were performed simultaneously over all wavelengths, but
titrated spectrophotometrically over the pH range 2.9–12.8 plots are shown only for wavelength maxima of measure-
for the determination of the ligand protonation constants as ments for which concentration profiles are also shown
well as for the determination of the absorption spectra of [Fig. 1(c), (f)]. Comparison of all fits of a given analysis
the differently protonated forms of the ligand. To obtain do show some signs of baseline irregularities, as we had
better spectral definition over the region of rapid pH previously observed. This leads to correspondingly higher
change, a buffer was used in some HBED titrations. The than ideal magnitudes of sums of squares and standard
buffer chosen was Bis–Tris, bis(2-hydroxy- deviations in the parameters (evident in Tables 1 and 2).
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Table 1 K quite closely approximates the log K of 2.2 for013 011
Values of log K by second-order global analysis for the deprotonationMLH pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid. The strength of complex-
of PDA and FNAC, and their respective complexation to Eu(III) 31ation of Eu by PDA was determined at nearly three(literature values, where they exist, are included for comparison)

orders of magnitude greater than that determined using the
31 1 31 1log K Eu –PDA–H Eu –FNAC–HMLH luminescence method.

This work
This work Ref. [18,19] The spectrophotometrically determined value for the

a protonation of FNAC is reduced by up to an order oflog K 11.7760.08 .13 5.8360.03011
alog K 9.0460.14 3.5–5 – magnitude from comparable b-diketone ligand values012
alog K 2.3760.21 3.5–5 –013 [18,19]. An ML species, reported for benzoylacetone, was3

log K 22.8560.19 19.960.1 5.8060.07110 not successfully fitted to these data. For FNAC it isalog K 10.2660.48 14.5 5.5160.09120 expected that a maximum of three ligands should coordi-log K 10.6660.55 7.8860.1612–1

nate [17] to europium. It is possible, however, that an MLa 3Estimated values.
species may involve some steric crowding, therefore a
diminished stability for this species is likely to be due to

We believe this does not, however, undermine too sig- the presence of the bulky naphthyl group. In addition, due
nificantly the strength of the method of this kind of to the very high absorptivity of FNAC, the spectrophoto-
analysis [1]. metric titrations were conducted at much lower total

–5In the case of the PDA complexes, the ML H2 0 / 21 concentration (5310 M) than would be used for compar-
–3species display absorption spectra which are approximately able potentiometric titrations (|10 M). For this reason,

twice those of the ML and LH species, indicating a weakx the ML species may not be formed to an observable3
interaction between the two ligands in the complex. This is amount and instead a deprotonation of ML (H O) to2 2
not surprising, as tetradentate PDA is essentially planar ML (OH) (i.e. MLH )is observed.2 21
and the two ligands in the complex are expected to occupy Reinforcing the argument for the possible preferential
almost orthogonal positions. The relationship is more formation of ML is also a crystal structure [8] of231complex for the Eu –FNAC system indicating some europium complexed with FNAC and trioctylphosphine
ligand–ligand interaction in the ML H complexes and2 0 / 21 oxide (TOPO) where a complex of the composition
thus also suggesting a square planar geometry. [Eu(FNAC) (TOPO) NO ] was found. The presence of2 2 3

Some deviation is found between the fitted ligand the TOPO would be expected to produce some difference
protonations of PDA and those values estimated from to the complexation of FNAC with Eu but it is not clear
similar ligands. The values for log K and log K are011 013 whether it would increase stability due to the creation of a
lower than estimated and that for log K is substantially012 hydrophobic environment or reduce the stability through
higher. Although a value around 5 was predicted, equiva- crowding. It has been suggested that a more stable
lent to log K for phen, the value of 2.37 found for log011 complex exists even in fully aqueous solution with the

inclusion of a Lewis base synergetic agent such as TOPO
Table 2 [20].
Values of log K obtained by spectrophotometric titration for theMLH The ligand FNAC, on its own in aqueous ethanolic
protonation of HBED, the complexation of HBED with In(III), and the

solution, clearly experiences less complex stability withcomplexation of DTPA with In(III) by competition with HBED (a
europium(III) than does PDA. PDA has the advantage thatcomparison with literature values is also made)

1 each ligand can occupy four of the eight or nine possibleHBED–H This work Refs. [24,25]
coordination sites of a europium ion. Two ligands of PDA0.5 M (CH )NNO 0.1 M KNO3 3 3

then may fully occupy the coordination sphere without
log K 12.0460.01 12.60011 steric interference, possibly proving beneficial by exclud-log K 10.5760.06 11.00012

ing water from the coordination sphere and thereforelog K 8.6360.08 8.44013

log K 4.6960.09 4.72 reducing the luminescence quenching [16,21] which acts to014

log K – 2.53015 diminish luminescence intensity.
log K – 1.7016

31 1 3.2. Complexation of In(III) with HBED and DTPAIn –HBED–H Ref. [25]
a alog K 29.8860.39 30.9, 32.2110 This system was examined in a series of steps, thelog K 3.4560.39 –111

analysis of which is discussed in detail below. The firstlog K 2.5660.65 –112

log K 10.1260.39 – step was to spectrophotometrically titrate the HBED ligand11–1

log K 12.5860.40 –11–2 and determine protonation constants and the absorption
spectra of the differently protonated forms. The second31 1In –DTPA–H Ref. [26–29]
step involved spectrophotometric observation of the com-

31log K 31.1760.02 28.460.8110 plexation of In by HBED. The final step involved
a Estimated values. competition titrations where both ligands, DTPA and
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Fig. 1. Graphs from the simultaneous analysis of 0:1 and 1:2 ratio Eu–PDA and 0:1, 1:1 and 1:3 ratio Eu–FNAC titrations. Solid lines are used for complex species; broken lines indicate differently
protonated ligand species. (a) Concentrations as a function of pH in 1:2 ratio Eu–PDA measurement. (b) Absorptivities. (c) Fit at 290 nm for 1:2 ratio Eu–PDA titration. (d) Concentrations as a
function of pH in 1:3 ratio Eu–FNAC measurement. (e) Absorptivities. (f) Fit at 332 nm (l ) for 1:3 Eu–FNAC measurement.max
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31HBED, were present in solution with In . This third set of and HBED for In(III), therefore pure ligand titrations had
measurements quantitatively defines the In–DTPA inter- to be included with the additional benefit of delivering
action. protonation constants for the ionic strength and medium

Since the spectra of protonated ligand species are chosen for this study.
defined in the first 0:1 titration and spectral changes caused The ligand HBED has six possible sites for deprotona-
by complexation are small, it is highly useful to be able to tion; these include two tertiary amines, two carboxylic
apply the second-order global analysis technique to this acids and two phenol groups. An early investigation by
system. Fig. 2 contains representative original spectral data Martell using a combination of spectrophotometric and
for each of the different kinds of measurements performed. potentiometric methods [22] identified equilibrium con-
Fig. 2(a) is a pure HBED titration; Fig. 2(b) is an In– stants for the stepwise protonation of L to LH . The4

HBED titration at the ratio In–HBED50.9:1; Fig. 2(c) is formation of the species LH and LH (phenolate protona-2

one competition titration at the ratio In–HBED–DTPA5 tion, log K values both .10) was measured spectro-
0.9:1:1.2; and Fig. 2(d) is another competition titration at photometrically, as this is not a reliable region for poten-
the ratio In–HBED–DTPA50.9:1:0.5. tiometric measurements. The log K values for the forma-

The protonation constants of HBED [22] have been tion of the LH and LH species (protonation of basic3 4

determined previously by both potentiometric and spectro- amino groups) were measured potentiometrically. The
photometric means. However, the spectra for the different- protonation of the acid groups had not been observed. A
ly protonated forms of HBED were required as part of the more recent paper includes values for all six constants
second-order global analysis of the competition of DTPA [23].

Fig. 2. Original measured spectral data as a function of wavelength for In–HBED–DTPA ratios of: (a) 0:1:0; (b) 0.9:1:0; (c) 0.9:1:1.2; (d) 0.9:1:0.5.
Arrows define direction of change in absorbance with increasing pH.
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In the pH range of this study, a model accounting for similar to the values for In(PLED)H and21

four protonations, presumably the two phenolate and two In(SHBED)H [25].21

amino protonations, was fitted and compares favourably to The nature of the competition is immediately apparent
the values for those species proposed by Martell (Table 2) from the spectral data of Fig. 2, which contains measured
given that differences in ionic strength and medium do absorbance data for HBED, In–HBED and two competi-
exist. Lower log K values were not investigated. tion titrations containing In(III), HBED and DTPA, mea-

Prior estimates of log K values for the complexation sured over the region of HBED absorption. The lowest pHML

of indium with HBED have been made [23,24] based on a spectrum in the HBED measurement of Fig. 2(a) has a lmax

comparison of known constants for a selection of similar at about 280 nm and the highest pH spectrum a l atmax

ligands with Fe(III) and In(III). Table 2 contains the about 295 nm. DTPA is colourless, as also is any indium
protonation and stability constants fitted by us, together which is not complexed to HBED and thereby influencing
with published values, for the protonation of HBED and the HBED spectra. When In is complexed by DTPA, the
the interaction of DTPA and In(III). Our value, fitted for spectrum that will be visible will be the spectrum of free
the formation of the In(III)–HBED ML species, log K , HBED. Fig. 2(b) shows, apart from the strongly acidic110

is not far removed at 29.88 from the estimated value of solutions, little of the original shape of the HBED titration;
30.9; some of the other values show a resemblance to effectively all HBED is complexing indium. Fig. 2(c), (d),
related systems, such as the log K value which is however, strongly resemble the HBED titration up until11–1

Fig. 3. Graphs from the simultaneous analysis of HBED, In–HBED and In–HBED–DTPA titrations. (a) Concentrations of the In–HBED measurement. (b)
Absorptivities of all absorbing species of HBED and In–HBED. Solid lines are used for complex species; broken lines indicate differently protonated
ligand species. (c) Measurement comparison at 305 nm of spectral changes over pH. (d) Speciation diagram locating the In(III) species, between
non-coloured DTPA complex and coloured HBED species.
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high pH. Obviously DTPA is initially the stronger ligand instances it is a great advantage to be able to globally
and at some reasonably high pH, HBED replaces DTPA in analyse the complete set of several titrations.
the complex. In the first instance, the complexation reactions were

Fig. 3(c) further characterises the progress of the compe- followed by observing the change of the ligand absorption
tition. At 305 nm, the In–HBED–DTPA combination (1 as a result of its interaction with the metal (Eu(III)–FNAC
markers) can initially clearly be seen to follow the path of and Eu(III)–PDA). In these systems simple protonation
the titration of HBED alone (3). Suddenly, after pH 11 it results in usually similar changes of the ligand spectrum.
shifts to follow the path of the In–HBED titration (o). The To be able to differentiate between these effects, the
DTPA is clearly the stronger ligand up until just after pH complete investigation encompasses the titrations of ligand
11, at which point HBED replaces DTPA to preferentially solutions (defining ligand protonation constants and the
complex the In(III). This coincides with the pH at which absorption spectra of the differently protonated forms) and
HBED loses its last two protons and the LH and L forms ligand–metal solutions of different relative and absolute
of HBED are predominant in solution. concentrations (defining the complexation constants and

Table 2 shows the stability constant obtained for the spectra of the different complexes formed). This
In(DTPA) resulting from a second-order analysis of the methodology was successfully applied for the determi-

31three kinds of titrations: HBED, In–HBED and In– nation of the medically interesting interactions of Eu
HBED–DTPA. Because the In–DTPA species must be with the ligands FNAC and PDA.
attributed, in this analysis, to an absence of spectral Very strong interactions between polydentate ligands
change, an equilibrium constant for only one species, and metal ions of high oxidation states bring particular
In(DTPA), can be obtained from these data. No spectral challenges to an investigation. In the case of the com-

31information is available which can be used to ascertain the plexation of In with DTPA, UV–visible spectrophotom-
presence of any possible hydroxy or protonated species. etry cannot be employed as both components do not absorb
Fig. 3(a), (d) show a selection of the species concentrations in a useful range of the spectrum. Competition equilibria
described by the stability constants refined in this analysis, with auxiliary, coloured ligands (e.g. HBED) allow the
Fig. 3(a) the concentrations of coloured species in the quantitative investigation of such systems. The complete
In–HBED measurement, and Fig. 3(d) the distribution of investigation consists of titrations: (a) of the coloured
the indium between the different ligands in a competition ligand alone (defining log K values and absorption spec-
measurement. The complexation of the colourless tra); (b) of the auxiliary ligand in the presence of the metal
In(DTPA) species is so strong that only minute amounts of (defining the complexation equilibria and absorption spec-

31the colourless free In are present at low pH and only tra); and (c) of solutions containing all three components
after pH 10 do the In(HBED)H and In(HBED)H (defining the interaction between the colourless compo-21 22

species become predominant. nents). Simultaneous analysis of all three kinds of titrations
Ref. [26], a critical study of indium stability constants, was successful in determining the interaction between the

31suggests a ‘doubtful’ mean of 28.460.8 for the In(DTPA) ‘invisible’ In and DTPA.
species based on three reported determinations: 29.0 by a

II IIIredox (Fe /Fe ) method, 27.6560.04 by ion exchange
and 28.42 by a spectroscopic method [27–29]. The value Acknowledgements
for In(DTPA) of 31.2, found by our second-order global
analysis of spectrophotometric competition data, is a little Support of this work by the receipt of an Australian
higher than those values previously reported but within Postgraduate Award (RMD) is gratefully acknowledged.
expectations and is suitably larger than the value of 29.9 The competition work was also made possible through a
found for In(HBED). grant to HM by the Swiss National Science Foundation

It does much to confirm the success of second-order (grant no. 31-42515/94).
global analysis for determinations of this kind, that sens-
ible results could be found for both In–HBED and In–
DTPA systems, equilibria which have historically proved a
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Abstract

Recent studies in aqueous solution on the coordinating ability of beryllium(II) with ligands containing phosphonate groups show that
these ligands form more stable complexes than ligands with carboxylate groups. Phosphonoacetic acid (H pa) forms beryllium(II)3

complexes containing six-membered chelate rings. For comparison purposes in this work the reactions in aqueous solution between
beryllium(II) and 3-phosphonopropionic acid (H pp), which should give rise to seven-membered chelate complexes, have been studied3

using both potentiometry and multinuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The protonation constants of the 3-phosphonopropionate
32 23ligand (pp ) were determined at 298 K at 0.5 mol dm ionic strength made up with NaClO and [(CH ) N]Cl. Five phosphonopropion-4 3 4

2 22 22ate complexes Be(Hpp), Be(pp) , Be(OH)(pp) , Be(Hpp) and Be (OH) (pp) have been identified as the major complexes species2 3 3
23present at the equilibrium. The corresponding formation constants were determined at 298 K at 0.5 mol dm ionic strength (NaClO and4

[(CH ) N]Cl). Beryllium(II) phosphonoacetate complexes, containing six-membered chelate rings, are more stable than the corresponding3 4

phosphonopropionate complexes, as expected.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

9Keywords: Beryllium complexes; Phosphonate ligands; Stability constants; Be NMR

1. Introduction determinant role in the formation of the complexes, and
that six-membered chelate rings are more stable than

Beryllium has a low density, high strength and high five-membered or seven-membered chelate rings [9–16].
thermal conductivity, properties that make this metal There have been recent reports [17] on the interaction of
useful for many industrial applications. It is, however, the beryllium(II) in aqueous solution, at variable pH values,
most toxic non-radioactive element in the periodic table, with ligands derived from phosphonoacetic acid, H pa, and3

23the adopted threshold limit value (TLV) is 0.002 mg m methylenediphosphonic acid, H mdp, which are potentially4

as an 8-h time-weighted average. As beryllium demand is capable of forming six-membered chelate rings. For com-
currently increasing at a rate of ca. 3–5% per year, there is parison reasons, the interaction of Be(II) with phosphonop-
some concern about a possible increase of pollution by ropionic acid, H pp, which forms a seven-membered3

beryllium compounds [1–4]. chelate ring complex, has been studied. Characterisation of
Current research on the coordination chemistry of the speciation of beryllium complexes was achieved

beryllium(II) is principally aimed at getting a better through potentiometric and multinuclear magnetic reso-
understanding of the molecular basis of its toxicity and the nance measurements.
design of sequestering agents which may be specific for
this very dangerous element [5–8]. Recent studies in
aqueous solution have shown that the chelate effect plays a

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

3-Phosphonopropionic acid was purchased from Aldrich*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-922-318-458; fax: 134-922-318-
Co. and used without further purification. All other re-461.

E-mail address: amederos@ull.es (A. Mederos) agents were analytical grade commercial products. Carbon

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00260-0
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Table 1dioxide-free water was produced from deionized water
Decimal logarithms of basicity constants and sodium ion complexwhich was distilled twice and stored under purified argon.
formation constants (T5298 K and I50.5 M) refined with the aid of the

acomputer program HYPERQUAD
322.2. NMR measurements Reaction L

32 32 bpp pa9Be NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC 200
32 1 22

9 L 1H →HL 7.62(1) 8.08(1)spectrometer at 28.18 MHz. Be chemical shifts are relative 22 1 2HL 1H →H L 4.44(1) 4.80(1)2
2 1to external 0.1 M BeSO in H O. Downfield values of the4 2 H L 1H →H L 1.81(1) 0.9(1)2 3

1 32 2–chemical shifts are reported as positive. The NMR mea- Na 1L →[NaL] 1.28(3) 0.99(2)
1 22 2Na 1HL →[NaHL] 0.79(6) 0.06(3)surements were carried out in H O using coaxial tubes, the2

ainner one containing D O to provide a lock signal. pH Values in parentheses are standard deviations on the last significant2

values were measured using an Orion Research, model 601 figure.
b Data from Ref. [14].I, apparatus, equipped with a combined glass–Ag/AgCl

microelectrode (Ingold).
dangerous materials were followed rigorously in all phases
of preparation and measurements.

2.3. Potentiometric measurements

Potentiometric determinations of the equilibrium con- 3. Results and discussion
stants were carried out at 298 K at an ionic strength of 0.5

23mol dm made up with NaClO and with [(CH ) N]Cl4 3 4 3.1. Potentiometric measurements
using the HYPERQUAD program [18]. The potentiometric
apparatus and the experimental technique are described in The stepwise basicity constants of the phosphonop-
Ref. [5]. The potentiometric titrations were performed by ropionate ligand are shown in Table 1. They are close to23adding a 0.1 mol dm NaOH solution when the ionic the corresponding values obtained in a previous inves-23strength was made up with NaClO , and a 0.1 mol dm4 tigation [17] for the phosphonoacetate, which are included
(CH ) N(OH) solution when the ionic strength was made3 4 in the table for comparison. The same protonation se-
up with [(CH ) N]Cl, to acid solutions containing either3 4 quence previously proposed for the phosphonoacetate
ligand (in the deprotonation experiments), or beryllium anion [17] can be assumed for the phosphonopropionate
perchlorate (if NaClO was used) or beryllium sulfate (if4 ligand: it is outlined in Scheme 1.
[(CH ) N]Cl was used) and the ligand (in the complex3 4 The formation constants of the sodium complexes are
formation experiments). Metal–ligand concentration was in also shown in Table 1. The phosphonates form sodium23the range 0.003–0.007 and 0.003–0.012 mol dm , respec- complexes, which are fairly weak, and in no case is there a
tively. The electrodes were calibrated in terms of hydrogen second sodium ion complexed even though the complex1ion concentration [H O ] and the log value of K3 w NaL can be protonated.1 2(5[H O ][OH ]) determined for this system is 213.69. It3 The analysis of the potentiometric data relating to
is known that ligands that contain phosphonate groups experiments in which the beryllium ion was present was
show a notable propensity to form complexes with sodium carried out with the HYPERQUAD program [18], taking
ions [19]. In order to investigate these complexes we have into account both the ligand protonation constants and the
made potentiometric measurements on solutions containing equilibrium constants for the hydrolysis of the beryllium
the two salts NaCl and [(CH ) N]Cl in varying pro-3 4

portions so adjusted that the total ionic strength was
23constant at 0.5 mol dm . These measurements yielded

information on both the stoichiometries and the formation
constants of the various sodium complexes that are formed
with the ligand under investigation (Table 1).

The species distribution diagram shown in Fig. 1 was
made using the HySS program [20], for a metal con-
centration of 3 mM and a metal–ligand ratio of 1:2. The
diagram shows that the precipitation of the beryllium
hydroxide begins at pH¯6.

Caution! In view of the extreme toxicity of beryllium
compounds all experimental work was carried out in a
well-ventilated fume cupboard used exclusively for this
work. Any spillage of the beryllium solutions was washed Fig. 1. Distribution diagram of beryllium phosphonopropionate complex-
out immediately. Established procedures for handling es as a function of pH: L5pp, C 53 mM and C 56 mM.Be L
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corresponding values found for the phosphonoacetate
complexes. This finding can be explained due to the
six-membered chelate rings formed by the phosphonoace-
tate ligand being more stable than the corresponding
seven-membered rings that can be formed by the phos-
phonopropionate ligand. On the other hand, the formation
constants of the phosphonopropionate complexes are only
slightly larger than the corresponding values found for the

22methylphosphonate [17] mp (that behaves as monode-
ntate ligand): for example, log K is 6.76 and 6.17 withBeL

Scheme 1. L5pp and mp, respectively. Such a result means that either
32the carboxylate group of pp is only loosely bound to the

metal or it is not coordinated at all.
ion [21]. This analysis has been used to establish a model
for the equilibria occuring under the experimental con-

3.2. NMR spectraditions, in terms of the stoichiometry and the formation
constants of each complex species present, as shown in

9The Be NMR spectra of aqueous solutions of BeSO inTable 2. Corresponding values for beryllium phos- 4

the presence of H pp, (metal–ligand molar ratios of 1:1phonoacetate complexes [17] are also reported in Table 2 3
9and 1:2) were recorded at variable pH values. The Befor comparison.

spectra of the two systems (Fig. 2) are quite similar,Alderighi et al. [17] were able to characterize the
2 4– suggesting that the metal species containing two coordi-mononuclear complexes BeL , BeL , Be(HL) and2

22 nated ligands play only a minor role.Be(HL) for the phosphonoacetate ligand. In the present2
4– The spectra at the lowest pH values are analogous to thestudy we have not found the species BeL for the2

corresponding ones previously reported for the beryl-phosphonopropionate ligand. Moreover, the trimeric
62 lium(II) methylphosphonic and phosphonacetic acids sys-species Be (OH) L , previously found for the phos-3 3 3

tems [17]. Accordingly, the three observed resonances at 0,phonoacetate [17], has not been identified for the phos-
20.7 and 21.13 ppm are attributed, respectively, to thephonopropionate ligand. These discrepancies are probably

21 132 complexes [Be(H O) ] , [Be(H pp)(H O) ] andattributed to the larger steric requirements of pp with 2 4 2 2 3
232 [Be(H pp) (H O) ], where H pp is the monodentaterespect to pa . On the other hand, we have found a 2 2 2 2 2

222 anion HOOC(CH ) P(O)(OH)(O) . The broadness of themonomeric hydroxospecies Be(OH)(pp) , which is 2 3

signals indicates an exchange process between the com-formed at pH values near to the precipitation of the
plexes. When the pH is increased the spectra furtherberyllium hydroxide.
broaden to show at pH¯5 a signal centered at 20.57 ppm,The data given in Table 2 illustrate the fact that the
which, on the basis of the equilibrium analysis results (Fig.complexes formed with the phosphonoacetate ligand are
1), might be attributed to the most abundant speciesmore stable than those formed with the phosphonopropion-

2Be(pp) . The slight downfield shift with respect to theate ligand, as expected, due to the number of members of
1signal assigned to [Be(H pp)(H O) ] (20.57 vs. 20.7the chelate ring. 2 2 3

ppm) is probably due to the deprotonation of the ligand,The values of the formation constants of the phos-
according to a trend that was also observed previouslyphonopropionate beryllium complexes are lower than the

2[17]. The stoichiometry of the Be(pp) may be either
2 2Table 2 [Be(pp)(H O) ] or [Be(pp)(H O) ] , depending on2 3 2 2

32Decimal logarithms of the beryllium(II) complex formation constants whether the ligand pp is acting as a monodentate or a
(T5298 K and I50.5 M) refined with the aid of the computer program

a bidentate, respectively.HYPERQUAD
In general we know that the substitution of a water

32Reaction L molecule by a phosphonate group in the beryllium(II)
32 32 b 9pp pa coordination sphere shifts highfield the Be NMR signals,

21 32 2 whereas the opposite occurs in the case of the coordinationBe 1L →BeL 6.76(1) 9.24(1)
32 4–BeL1L →BeL – 5.74(2) of a carboxylate group. Moreover, the formation of a2

21 22 9Be 1HL →BeHL 3.12(2) 4.53(1) chelate ring shifts downfield the Be resonances: the
22 22BeHL1HL →Be(HL) 1.6(1) ¯32 smaller the ring, the lower the field where the resonances31 32Be (OH) 1L →Be (OH) L 6.2(3) 7.2(3)3 3 3 3

31 32 61 occur [17].Be (OH) 13L →Be (OH) L – 20.86(3)3 3 3 3 3
21 2 32 22 On the basis of the above considerations the negativeBe 1OH 1L →Be(OH)L 13.60(3) –

9
a Be chemical shift strongly suggests the formulationValues in parentheses are standard deviations on the last significant

2[Be(pp)(H O) ] , also because the coordination of thefigure. 2 3
b Data from Ref. [14]. carboxylate group in the related phosphonacetic acid–
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Scheme 2.
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Abstract

The coordination of Pd(II) with a set of different mercapto and dimercapto compounds has been investigated by potentiometric titration
24 23at 258C in KCl 0.1 M. The ligand concentration ranged from 10 M to 10 M, and for each ligand concentration the 0.25, 0.50, 0.75

and 1.00 Metal /Ligand ratios were examined in the 2.5–11 pH range. Using KCl 0.1 M as an ionic strength medium the reported
22formation constants are implicitly referred to the complexation reaction starting from [PdCl ] as is generally done for the aquo ion. On4

the bases of the estimated complexation stoichiometries some coordination models are proposed. The influence of -SH basicity, total
charge of complexes and steric factors on the coordination properties of the various ligands is discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Keywords: meso-2,3-dimercapto succinic acid; Potentiometry; Formation constants; Ionization constants

1. Introduction Moreover, dihydrolipoic acid 10 was also studied. It is
the reduced form of lipoic acid, currently used as a

DMSA (meso-2,3-dimercapto succinic acid) has been chelating agent in heavy metal poisoning, that differs from
proposed as a very powerful ligand in the treatment of DMSA 7 since it has two .CHSH groups separated by a
heavy metal poisoning [1–4]. A number of studies ap- -CH -. The ionization constants of the molecules reported2

peared both on the in vivo behaviour of this drug [5,6] and in Table 2 were determined in previous works [21,22] by
on the chemical characterization of its metal complexes potentiometric and spectrophotometric methods.
and related solution equilibria [7–15]. The involvement of Methylation of the carboxylic group lowers the basicity
both carboxylic and sulphydrylic bonding is well estab- of the -SH groups (see compounds 4, 8 and 9). The -SH
lished, though some disagreement on the bonding schemes groups increase the acidity of the adjacent -COOH and are
as well as the numerical values of equilibrium constants ineffective in dihydrolipoic acid where they are separated
still exists. The aim of the present work is to give a by four -CH .2

contribution to the knowledge of DMSA binding properties
toward Pd(II) [16,17]: this work is part of a general study
on platinum group metals. In fact nickel(II) is one of the 2. Experimental
few metals that is known to be carcinogenic [18,19] and
toxic while platinum compounds, that are currently used as 2.1. Reagents
antitumour drugs, induce serious side effects which can be
counteracted by proper chelating molecules [20]. The The KOH standard solutions, potassium tetrachloropal-
potentiometric study of the chelating properties of DMSA ladate(II) 99.99%, NaCl and compounds 1–5 and 7 were
towards palladium(II) was extended to all the molecules in Aldrich products; DL-mercapto succinic acid 6, mono-
Table 1. These molecules can clarify the mode of coordi- methyl and dimethyl dimercapto succinates, 8 and 9, were
nation of DMSA and can themselves be used as ligands. synthesized according to Gerecke et al. [23]; dihydrolipoic
Their modified features can in fact favourably alter their acid 10 was prepared according to described methods [24].
absorption and chelating properties. The commercial compounds were used without further

purification, the others were checked by elemental analysis
13with a CHN-S Fisons instrument and by C NMR and IR*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-070-675-4476; fax: 139-070-675-

4478. spectra.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00261-2
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Table 1
aIndex number, name and formula of the used compounds

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DL meso
a 1, mercapto ethanol; 2, ethane dithiol; 3, mercapto acetic; 4, acid methylmercapto acetate; 5, mercapto succinic acid; 6, DL-2,3-dimercapto succinic

acid; 7, meso-2,3-dimercapto succinic acid; 8, meso-monomethyl dimercapto succinate; 9, meso-dimethyl dimercapto succinate; 10, dihydrolipoic acid.

2.2. Potentiometric measurementsTable 2
aIonization constants of the ten molecules in Table 1

Titrations were performed on a Dosimat 655 MetrohmpK pK pK pKC1 C2 S1 S2

automatic titrator connected to a Metrohm 654 pH meter.
1 9.40

A thermostatted glass-cell was used equipped with a2 8.71 9.77
magnetic stirring system, a Metrohm glass electrode for3 3.44 9.96

4 7.99 highly alkaline solutions, a thermometric probe, a mi-
5 3.12 4.52 10.24 croburet delivery tube, an inlet-outlet tube for Argon and a
6 1.93 3.99 9.50 12.32 salt bridge connected with the reference cell. This refer-
7 2.71 3.43 9.65 12.05

ence cell was filled with a KCl 0.1 M solution in which a8 2.80 7.15 9.98
saturated calomel electrode was dipped.9 5.23 7.32

10 4.73 9.86 11.02 The solutions (25 ml, at an ionic strength of 0.1 M KCl)
a were titrated at 258C with carbonate-free KOH 0.1 MpK and pK refer to the first and second ionizations of COOH;C1 C2

whose titre was checked daily.pK and pK to the first and second ionizations of SH.S1 S2

The electrode was calibrated for hydrogen ion con-
centration by titration of HCl with KOH; the resulting
potentiometric data were analyzed with the Gran [25]CHS results were obtained and are shown in Table 3. In
procedure using our GRANPLOT program. The ionizationview of their aptitude to decomposition, the solutions of
constants were calculated by the PSEQUAD [26] programthe reagents were newly prepared by dissolving weighted

1operating on the experimental data (ml, log[H ]).amounts with freshly bidistilled water saturated with
For each ligand we titrated 25 mL ligand/Pd(II) mix-Argon and stored in a refrigerator. During the experimental

tures with KOH 0.1 M using ligand at three differentwork the solutions were degassed with Argon and period-
24 24 23concentrations 4.0?10 , 8.0?10 and 1.6?10 M, andically tested by recording their UV spectra after a fixed

Pd(II) variable so as to have 4:1, 2:1, 4:3 and 1:1 ligand/addition of KOH.
metal molar ratios. The number of experimental points forThe Pd(II) solution was prepared by dissolving the
each titration was 100 in the pH range 2.5411.weighted amount of potassium tetrachloropalladate(II) in

0.1 M KCl; the concentration was checked by ICP–AES
2.3. IR measurementsmeasurements using calibration solutions prepared in the

same medium by proper dilution of Palladium ICP/DCP
The IR spectra of the ligands were recorded with astandard solution obtained from Aldrich.

21Perkin Elmer 983 instrument in the range 40004200 cm
using KBr pellets for solid compounds and CsI disks for

Table 3 neat liquids.
CHS results

% 6 8 9 10

Calc. C 26.4, C 30.6, C 34.3, C 46.1, 3. Results and discussion
H 3.3, H 4.1, H 4.8, H 7.7,
S 35.2 S 32.7 S 30.5 S 30.8 Palladium(II) equilibria are infrequently studied because

Meas. C 26.7, C 30.5, C 33.9, C 46.4, of the inherent difficulties they present. They are basically
2H 3.4, H 4.3, H 4.9, H 7.9, of two kinds: the presence of multiple equilibria with Cl

S 35.1 S 32.0 S 30.8 S 30.7 2and OH and the kinetic slowness in reaching these
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equilibria. In previous works [27,28] with this ion we of 3 min between base additions were applied. The
checked that the equilibria among Pd(II) and chloride ion experimental titration curves were fitted with the models

22were quantitatively shifted to [PdCl ] using KCl 0.1 M and the formation constants reported in Table 4, using the4

as an ionic strength medium. In this way the reported PSEQUAD program. Table 4 also shows the pK values for the
formation constants are implicitly referred to the com- deprotonation steps (reported for a better reading). DMSA

22plexation reaction starting from [PdCl ] as is generally forms very strong complexes with Pd(II). As can be seen4

done for the aquo ion. On the other hand possible utilities from the distribution plots reported in Fig. 1, these
in the treatment of Pd(II) poisoning in humans must be complexes are almost completely formed at pH 3.
taken into account the real composition of plasma, which is In order to reproduce the DMSA titration curves a 3:3
103 mM in chloride [29]. As far as the slowness in stoichiometry was necessary. By assuming the working
reaching the equilibrium is concerned, we checked that the hypothesis that complexation occurs via the two deproto-

22limiting step was the complex formation when ligand and nated -SH groups, the [Pd L H ] complex implies that3 3 4

metal ion are mixed together. The complex requires a few the loss of two of the six carboxylic protons of the neutral
minutes to form, while the equilibrium is reached rapidly Pd L H should occur at pK values similar to those of the3 3 6

after each base addition. Therefore each titration started 30 free ligand. The loss of the remaining protons is more
min after preparing the ligand-Pd mixture, and delay times difficult and occurs at pK 5.1, 6.0 and 8.8 respectively, due

Table 4
Models, ligand/metal ratios of each model, logarithm of formation constants and pK of complex deprotonations estimated for the systems with the ten
studied ligands, the standard deviations of the reported log(b ), not reported individually in the table, range between 0.1 and 0.3

Model L/M log(b ) pK Model L/M log(b ) pK

Mercapto ethanol 1 meso-dimercapto succinic acid 7
Pd L 1.33 48.3 Pd L H 1 81.23 4 3 3 4

Pd L OH 42.6 5.7 Pd L H 71.1 5.13 4 3 3 2

Pd L 2 66.1 Pd L H 65.1 63 6 3 3

Pd L 2.33 72.8 Pd L 56.3 8.83 7 3 3

Pd L 2.66 79.3 Pd L H 1.5 68.83 8 2 3 3

Pd L H 55.5 6.72 3

Ethane dithiol 2
Pd L H 1 105.2 meso-monomethyl dimercapto succinate 84 4

Pd L 99.8 5.4 Pd L H 1 138.14 4 6 6 6

Pd L OH 90.2 9.6 Pd L H 131.3 3.44 4 6 6 4

PdL H 2 48.6 Pd L H 121.4 4.92 2 6 6 2

PdL H 42.1 6.5 Pd L H 115.7 5.72 6 6

PdL 31.4 10.7 Pd L 108.6 7.12 6 6

PdL H 2 42.22 3

Mercapto acetic acid 3 PdL H 38.2 42 2

Pd L H 1.33 59.3 PdL H 32.4 5.83 4 2

Pd L 54.7 4.6 PdL 23.3 9.13 4 2

Pd L OH 48.0 6.73 4

PdL H 2 30.7 meso-dimethyl dimercapto succinate 92 2

PdL 20.0 5.4 Pd L 1 63.02 4 4

Pd L OH 59.0 44 4

Methyl mercapto acetate 4 Pd L 1.33 55.63 4

Pd L 1.33 45.33 4

Pd L OH 40.6 4.7 Dihydrolipoic acid 103 4

Pd L 2 60.1 Pd L H 1 63.13 6 2 2 3

Pd L 2.33 65.1 Pd L H 58.5 4.63 7 2 2 2

Pd L 2.66 69.5 Pd L H 52.8 5.73 8 2 2

Pd L 43.8 92 2

Mercapto succinic acid 5 PdL H 2 58.72 4

Pd L H 1 58.2 PdL H 54.0 4.73 3 2 3

Pd L 53.7 4.5 PdL H 47.9 6.13 3 2 2

Pd L OH 44.7 9.0 PdL H 39.4 8.53 3 2

PdL H 2 38.72 3

PdL H 33.8 4.92 2

DL-dimercapto succinic acid 6
Pd L H 1 84.43 3 4

Pd L H 74.0 5.23 3 2

Pd L H 66.1 7.93 3

Pd L H 1.5 57.92 3
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Fig. 1. Distribution plots for the complexes between palladium(II) and meso-dimercaptosuccinic acid 6 in 1:1 (left) and 4:1 (right) ligand/metal ratios,
23using a ligand concentration 1310 M.

to the increasing negative charge on the complex. Working and the lack of charge on the carboxylic groups alter the
in ligand excess (4:1 L/Pd), besides the previous adducts a behaviour of compound 9 with respect to the parent

52new species [Pd L H ] occurs at pH values near 6, compounds: in this case both a 1:1 compound is formed as2 3 3
72 22while above 7 the stable species is [Pd L H] . This form [Pd L ] and a 4:3 compound as [Pd L ] in ligand2 3 4 4 3 4

probably implies that while two of the ligands are bound excess. The [Pd L ] compound evolves giving the hydroxo4 4
2through both the deprotonated -SH groups the third joins complex [Pd L OH] starting from pH 4. In order to4 4

the two Pd(II) ions only by one mercapto group, while the compare the strength of similar complexes having different
other mercapto group retains the proton at a high pH as in ligands, we divided the logarithm of formation constants
the free ligand. for the deprotonated complexes by the degree of poly-

A similar behaviour is shown by the DL form of merisation. The so calculated values 18.76 for DMSA,
dimercaptosuccinic acid 6, but with higher formation 18.1 for 8 and 15.75 for 9 show that the strength of the
constants; furthermore the loss of the last proton but one formed complexes decreases on increasing the basicity of
occurs at a higher pH while the last is retained. This the mercapto groups, also if the ranges of existence lie at
suggests that the disposition of the carboxylic groups is lower pH values as in compound 8. This can be accounted
less hindered in the DL form when sulfur atoms are in cis in for by the competition between metal and proton for the
complexation and that a stabilisation via hydrogen bonding binding sites of the ligands.
which defers deprotonation of the last protons may occur. In the case of dihydrolipoic acid 10 when the 1:1 ratio is

42 1The greater stability of the [Pd L H ] complex also studied, the first existing species is [Pd L H ] ; its3 3 2 2 2 3
72explains the appearance of [Pd L H] alone in excess of existence implies that at least one of the ligands is bound2 3

the ligand. through an -SH group alone. This is supported by IR
In ligand 8 the effect of methylation, which alters the spectra of the solid complex, which is the only compound

basic properties of -SH in the pure ligand compared to the among the examined to present the -SH band.
starting DMSA, also alters its coordination behaviour. A possible binding and deprotonation model should be
Besides the higher polymerisation degree assumed to fit as presented in Fig. 2. This agrees with a similar scheme
experimental data, we observed that there were complexes for the 2:1 compound also presented in the same figure.
with similar protonations at pH values lower than about Mercaptosuccinic acid, which differs from DMSA for
1.5 units. This is not due to increased stability of the the presence of only one -SH group, forms with Pd(II) 1:1
complexes but only to their lower charge that favours loss and 2:1 complexes, the latter only at a low pH and high
of protons. In the presence of ligand excess a 2:1 complex ligand metal ratios. The distribution curves of these

2appears; in particular the existence of [PdL H ] implies complexes are shown in Fig. 3.2 3

that at least in the first stage coordination takes place The 1:1 complexes present a 3:3 stoichiometry as in
through only one mercapto group and only successively, a DMSA, but binding through only one mercapto group
complex coordination involving both mercapto groups remarkably lowers the formation constants compared to
appears. DMSA (58.2 for Pd L H vs. 65.1, and 53.7 for Pd L vs.3 3 3 3

The second methylation in compound 9 leads to the 56.3). It should be mentioned that the complexation on the
2mercapto pK values of 5.23 and 7.32, compared to 7.15 -S groups increases the acidity of the carboxylic groups

and 9.88 in the monomethylated compound 8, and 9.65 because of the starting positive charge on the adduct. At
and 12.05 in DMSA. The lower basicity of the -SH groups pH 3 in fact deprotonation occurs not only in the first three
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Fig. 2. Binding and deprotonation scheme for 2:2 (a) and 1:2 (b) complexes of Pd(II) with dihydrolipoic acid.

carboxylic groups, which lose their protons at pK 3.12 in carboxylic group in 5. This different charge is probably
the free ligand, but also in the two carboxylic groups what leads to the formation of Pd L complexes also in3 4

characterized by deprotonation at pK 4.52. At pH.4.5 the equimolar solutions of metal and ligand. Also in this case
complex loses the sixth proton. It should be stated further at pH 3.44, that is equal to the pK of the carboxylic group
that the found stoichiometry implies involvement of a in the free ligand, three carboxylic groups are deprotonated

2
m-water to complete a square planar binding scheme and giving the compound [Pd L H] , while the fourth loses its3 4

this is confirmed by the formation of a hydroxo complex proton from a negative compound at a pK one unit higher
with pK 9. (4.6). Also in this case a proton is lost from a coordinated

Mercaptosuccinic acid 5 and mercaptoacetic acid 3 are water, but at pK 6.7, i.e. two units lower than in mercap-
very similar especially in the acidity of their respective tosuccinic acid 5 (9.0), presumably due to the lower charge
-SH (10.24 and 9.96) and carboxylic (3.12 and 3.44) of the starting compound. In excess of the ligand a 2:1
groups; they only differ in the charge due to the second compound forms, whose neutral species [PdL H ] is stable2 2

Fig. 3. Distribution plots for the complexes between palladium(II) and mercaptosuccinic acid 5 in 1:1 (left) and 4:1 (right) ligand/metal ratios, using a
23ligand concentration 1310 M.
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Complex formation between copper(II) and several b-amino alcohols in
aqueous solution: a potentiometric and spectrophotometric study

*S. Canepari, V. Carunchio , R. Schina
Department of Chemistry, University of Rome ‘La Sapienza’, P. le Aldo Moro, 5, Rome, Italy

Abstract

The behaviour of solutions containing copper(II) and several b-amino alcohols was examined by potentiometric and spectro-
photometric techniques. The potentiometric results at 258C and KNO 0.5 M, indicates in all the examined systems the formation of four3

main species with M:L:H stoichiometry 1:1:0, 1:1:21, 1:2:21 and 1:2:22, respectively. The deprotonated species have been
demonstrated to be alkoxo chelates formed by the loss of alcoholic hydrogen. No evidence of formation of ternary hydroxy or polynuclear
complexes have been found in the examined experimental conditions, and the absence of dimeric alkoxo-bridged species have been
confirmed by the analysis of the UV charge-transfer bands. The dependence of complex stability on the ligand structure is discussed with
particular regard to the influence exherted by the number of hydroxyl groups. Also, the comparison with the behaviour of other metal ions
is discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: b-Amino alcohols; Complex formation equilibria; Copper(II); Hydroxyl groups deprotonation; Alkoxo chelates; Potentiometric and
spectrophotometric study

1. Introduction rings [5–7], also considering its well known role in
biological systems and its pharmaco–therapeutical applica-

The b-amino alcohols are a class of compounds that are tions.
known for their relevant significance in industrial, bio-
chemical and environmental fields. The study of the
interaction of some metal ions with a group of these 2. Experimental
substances, which differ in the number and position of the
hydroxyl groups, can aid to explain their behaviour. In this 2.1. Materials and apparatus
view an investigation was carried out on their coordination
power with respect to silver(I) [1], lead(II) [2,3], zinc(II) All materials were of analytical grade (Sigma or Merck).
[4] and cadmium(II) [2,3]. During these investigations the Stock solutions of acidified ligands (sec-butylamine,
inductive effect of hydroxyl groups has been shown to be 2-amino-1-propanol, 2-amino-1-methoxy-propanol, 2-
predominant with the first three cited cations, while the amino-2-methyl-1-propanol, 2-amino-1-butanol, 2-amino-
formation of weak hydroxo chelates have been evidenced 1-pentanol, 2-amino-1,3-propanediol, 2-amino-2-methyl-
with cadmium(II). 1,3-propanediol and tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane),

Furthermore, it has been observed in silver(I) [1] and as well as HNO 0.1 M and KOH 0.1 M were prepared3

zinc(II) [4] systems the increase of the bound water and titrated following the same procedure described else-
acidity, induced by the coordination of the b-amino where [1–4], and the purity of the ligands was checked by
alcohols, with the formation of ternary hydroxy species, potentiometric titrations.
whose stability is dependent on the ligand structure. The stock solutions of Cu(NO ) were titrated in NH /3 2 3

In this context, we think that a study of the interactions NH Cl buffer (ca. 0.02 M, pH 10) with EDTA 0.01 M4

of b-amino alcohols with copper(II) may furnish a further (Titrisol–Merk) using murexide as indicator.
contribution to clarify the chelation process, because of the The automatic potentiometric apparatus was fully de-
large tendency of this metal ion to form stable chelate scribed previously [1].

The spectrophotometric measurements were performed
with a Kontron 942 UV–Vis Spectrophotometer equipped*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-06-495-8251; fax: 139-06-490-631.

E-mail address: carunchio@arma.uniromal.it (V. Carunchio) with a thermostated cell.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00262-4
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2.2. Potentiometric measurements 2.3. Spectrophotometric measurements

All the solutions employed for obtaining equilibrium All the potentiometric titrations were followed also by
data were maintained at 258C under argon atmosphere and UV–Vis spectrophotometry. Spectral data were also ob-
the ionic strength was buffered with KNO 0.5 M. tained at higher ratios C /C (20:1 to 30:1) including3 0L 0M

Solutions containing various concentrations of metal also the ligands with one hydroxyl group, which could not
(C ), ligand (C ) and hydrogen ion (C ) and different be studied potentiometrically.0M 0L 0H

C /C ratios were examined, the optimal values of For the ligands in the presence of which the precipitate0L 0M

which have been selected in order to avoid precipitation formation was evidenced, various solutions were prepared
equilibria and to evidence the possible formation of both at different pH conditions and their absorbance was
mononuclear and polynuclear species, considering also the measured after filtration.
reliability of the potentiometric results, as discussed in a The spectral behaviour of basic solutions (pH¯10) at
previous work [1]. The experimental conditions employed different C /C ratios was also investigated.0L 0M

for the acquisition of data are reported in Table 1. Each
titration was followed with two different glass electrodes.

As can be seen, while in the presence of tris-hydroxy-
methyl-aminomethane (THAM), the C /C ratio could 3. Results and discussion0L 0M

be varied within a quite wide range, in the systems
containing 2-amino-1,3-propanediol or 2-amino-2-methyl- As already evidenced in the experimental section, the
1,3-propanediol, ratios lower than ca. 4 could not be quantitative determination of stoichiometric formation
examined, because of the formation of insoluble species in constants from potentiometric measurements was possible
the pH range 5 to 9. only for the complexes of copper(II) with 2-amino-1,3-

The formation of precipitate at a C /C ratio lower propanediol, the 2-methyl derivative and THAM.0L 0M

than 20:1 to 30:1 also hampered the quantitative study of
systems containing a ligand with one hydroxyl group.

The equilibrium data were fitted using the HYPER- 3.1. Potentiometric results
QUAD program [8]. The data from each titration was
processed separately, then sets of data from several ones During the elaboration of the potentiometric results,
were examined at comparable C /C ratios and/or various equilibria were considered in the input speciation0L 0M

concentrations, controlling the reliability of the results. The model, keeping into account the species with M:L:H
reliability of the results was checked in all the data set by proportions 1:1:0, 1:2:0, 1:3:0, 1:4:0, 1:1:21, 1:2:21,
refining the metal, ligand and proton analytical concen- 1:2:22, 1:1:22, 1:2:23, 2:3:23, 2:2:23 and 2:1:21.
tration as dangerous parameters, keeping the allowed error Hydrolysis constants log b 527.72, log b 521,0,21 2,0,22

under 2%. Overall data processing were then performed 10.75 e log b 5221.38 [9] have been considered as3,0,24

and the consistency of the refinement results controlled in fixed values and no attempts of their refinement have been
relation to the previous ones. done.

Table 1
Starting total molar concentrations (mM) of ligand (C ), acid (C ) and copper(II) (C ) and pH ranges considered during the elaboration of potentiometricL H M

data (I50.5 M in KNO ; T5258C)3

Exp. no. C C C /C C pH0L 0M 0L 0M 0H

2-Amino-1,3-propanediol 1,2 6.54 1.87 3.50 6.54 5.4–9.7
3,4 5.50 1.37 4.01 5.50 5.5–9.9
5,6 3.55 0.87 4.08 3.55 5.5–9.9
7,8 3.20 0.63 5.08 3.20 5.5–9.8
9,10 8.05 1.63 4.94 8.05 5.4–10.0
1,2 10.02 2.05 4.89 10.40 6.0–10.0
3,4 5.00 1.02 4.90 5.20 5.8–9.9

2-Amino-2-methyl-1,3- 5,6 7.01 1.02 6.87 7.28 6.1–9.8
propanediol 7,8 10.02 1.43 7.01 10.40 5.6–9.9

9,10 10.02 1.02 9.82 10.40 5.6–9.8
1,2 4.77 1.92 2.48 5.26 5.1–8.1
3,4 3.55 1.17 3.03 3.90 5.2–8.1

THAM 5,6 2.05 0.67 3.06 2.25 5.6–8.1
7,8 1.87 0.46 4.06 2.05 5.1–8.3
9,10 8.05 2.00 4.02 8.85 5.3–8.3
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which are sensibly higher than the hydrolysis constant log[ML]
]]]M 1 LáML b 5 (1) b , supports the hypothesis of a chelate ring closure. Inn 0,1,21[M] ? [L]

this case, the dependence of complex stability on the
number of hydroxyl groups could be accounted for consid-[MLH ] ? [H]21

]]]] (2)M 1 LáMLH 1 H b 521 n ering both the electron-withdrawing polar effect on the[M] ? [L]
alcoholic hydrogen acidity and the statistical effect due to

[ML H ] ? [H] the increased probability of the alkoxo coordination. On2 21
]]]]]M 1 2LáML H 1 H b 5 (3)2 21 n 2 the other hand, the formation of alkoxo chelates has been[M] ? [L]

frequently evidenced [10–18] in complexes of copper(II)
2[ML H ] ? [H] with ligands containing the aminoethanolic moiety.2 22

]]]]] (4)M 1 2LáML H 1 2H b 52 22 n 2 The coordination of the second ligand molecule is[M] ? [L]
characterized by stability constant values (log

The speciation model from (1) to (4) has been chosen as K ) lower than the log K ones, in agree-ML H / MLH ML / M2 21 21

the most representative one, considering the reliability of ment with the reduction of the effective charge on cop-
the results, the fit evaluation and the chemical significance. per(II). Furthermore, the ligand basicity order is not
The plot of observed pH values of all the titration curves followed, indicating that some additional interaction
agrees well with the calculated ones. should be present. In particular, the stability of complexes

The results of the overall processing are reported in with 2-amino-2-methyl-1,3-propanediol and THAM is
Table 2. Values related to the copper(II)–THAM system higher than expected and this effect could be due to an
are in good agreement with those reported by other authors interaction (hydrophobic or by hydrogen bonding, respec-
in KNO 0.1 M [10], while no evidence of the formation tively) between the C-2 methyl or the hydroxymethyl3

of species like ML , ML , ML , ML(OH) and of groups of the two coordinated ligand molecules.2 3 4 2

polynuclear species, whose presence have been hypoth- In agreement with the previous discussion, the value of
esized in analogous systems [10–15], have been evi- the log K should be related to the deprotona-ML H / ML H2 22 2 21
denced. Those species, if present, should have too small tion of the second ligand with formation of a further
concentrations to be detected in the examined experimental chelate ring. This last species is considerably stable and its
conditions. formation is nearly complete at a pH value higher than 9

As for the ML species, the complex stability correlates for THAM and 10 for the ligands with two hydroxyl
well with the pK values of the ligands, indicating that the groups.a

coordination occurs mainly by the primary amino-group,
even if the contribution of neutral alcoholic groups, as it
has been demonstrated for some complexes of copper(II)– 3.2. Spectrophotometric results
b-amino alcohols [16] in the solid state, can not to be
excluded. The UV–Vis spectral behaviour of the solutions con-

The second constant log K is related to the loss taining copper(II) and b-amino alcohols was examined,MLH / ML21

of a hydrogen ion which could be derived from being considering both the charge transfer bands in the 400 to
bound to the metal water molecule or from a hydroxyl 200 nm region and the d–d transitions in the 500 to 800
group of the ligands, with formation of a five membered nm range.
chelate ring. The comparison between the constant values, The results have a qualitative significance, because of

Table 2
Stoichiometric constants related to the formation of complexes between copper(II) and 2-amino-1,3-propanediol, 2-amino-2-methyl-1,3-propanediol and
THAM

2-Amino-1,3- 2-Amino-2-methyl- THAM
propanediol 1,3-propanediol

pK [1] 8.786(1) 8.780(6) 8.156(1)a

log b (log K ) 4.40(3) 4.44(8) 3.82(4)1,1,0 ML / M

log b 22.23(1) 22.29(3) 22.138(7)1,1,21

log K 26.63 26.73 25.96MLH / ML21

log b 1.14(2) 1.58(4) 1.28(2)2,1,21

log K 3.37 3.87 3.42ML H / MLH2 21 21

log b 27.16(2) 26.54(3) 26.094(8)2,1,22

log K 28.30 28.12 27.37ML H / ML H2 22 2 212
x 11.12 15.11 13.15
s 1.23 1.45 1.18
Z 386 357 432
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spectral contributions, obtained with the SPECFIT com-
puter program [19–22] (Fig. 3).

When precipitate formation was observed, the solutions
were filtered and the registered spectral C /C be-0L 0M

haviour was very similar to the one observed for the same
system at a C /C ratio sufficiently high to avoid the0L 0M

precipitation. Furthermore, the elemental analysis of all the
obtained precipitates indicates that no relevant amounts of
ligand are present.

From all the above considerations it is possible to
hypothesize that the number of hydroxyl groups in the
ligand does modify the stoichiometry of the species

Fig. 1. Spectral behaviour of the copper(II)–THAM system in the CT
24 24 formed, but only determines their stability.region (C 51.022310 M; C 52.32310 M, pH510.46, T50M 0L

The stability of complexes formed in the presence of258C).
ligands with only one alcoholic group is lower than that of
ligands with more groups, and this result could be ascribed

the low absorbance values registered in the visible region not only to the more favourable statistical factor, but also
and of the background electrolyte interference in the UV to the higher acidity of the OH group close to other
region, but they can offer useful information for all the electron-attracting substituents.
considered systems. Further information has been obtained by the examina-

The analysis of the charge-transfer region (Fig. 1) show tion of the behaviour of basic solutions. At pH.10, all the
the presence of two intense absorption bands with l at ligands containing at least one OH group, even down to amax

ca. 230 and 270 nm which are, respectively, characteristic C /C ratio 2:1, form stable and soluble complexes,0L 0M
21 2 21[14,17,18] of NH →Cu and O →Cu charge-transfer whose absorptions bands are nearly overlapped. At C /2 0L

transitions. These bands are always present in all the
examined systems, independently of the number of OH
groups of the ligand, indicating that the formed compounds
have analogous structures. Furthermore, the CT absorption
band in the range 330–415 nm, which is characteristic of
alkoxo-bridges [14,17,18] is absent in all the systems,
allowing to exclude, in the examined experimental con-
ditions, the formation of dimeric alkoxo-bridged species,
whose presence has been hypothesized in various alkoxo
chelates of copper(II) [11,14,17,18].

As for the d–d transition bands, the spectral behaviour
of the solutions after addition of KOH was registered (Fig.
2) and the results were similar for all the considered
b-amino alcohols, indicating that the complex formation
process follows the same mechanism. This result is further
confirmed by comparison between the single species

Fig. 2. Spectral behaviour of the copper(II)–THAM system during an Fig. 3. Decomposition of single species spectral contribution of cop-
acid–base titration (C 58 mM; C 512 mM, pH range 2 to 11, per(II) in the presence of (a) 2-amino-1-butanol; (b) 2-amino-1,3-pro-0M 0L

T5258C). panediol and (c) THAM.
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Abstract

Several acid–base potentiometric titrations have been carried out to estimate a model of mixed complexation among Fe (III),
orthophosphate and citrate ions. The precipitation-free pH range for stable and reproducible experimental data was between 2 and 5. The
HYPERQUAD program was used to fit the experimental data. As a result of the numerical treatment, a model composed of three mixed
complexes of formulas: Fe(OH)(H PO ) (H–citrate), Fe(H PO ) (H–citrate) and Fe(OH)(H PO )(H –citrate) were obtained. The2 4 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2

formation constants of these species are log b 521.31, log b 533.67 and log b 523.45, respectively. The formation of26,1,2,1 26,1,2,2 23,1,1,1

these mixed complexes avoids the precipitation of iron until pH.7 when the ratio [citric acid] / [Fe(III)]51.5 and until pH.9 for higher
values.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Iron (III); Citric acid; Orthophosphoric acid; Mixed ligand complexes; Thermodynamic characterization

1. Introduction and solubles, and permit considerable mobility of the metal
in the soil matrix.

Iron and phosphorus are essential nutrients for plants, Although the formation of Fe(III) binary complexes in
which, in spite of being abundant in rocks and soils, are solution has been extensively studied with many ligands
usually found to be in short supply in plant nutrition. The [3–6], few data has been reported on the characterisation
solubility of iron in soils is largely governed by Fe(III) of mixed ligand systems. It is known that this type of
oxides while hydrolysis, complexation and redox reactions mixed species are often more stable than the corresponding
are important modifying factors. Given a high iron content binary complexes due to the existence of steric hindrance
of soils and the type of reactions in which they are effects in the latter. In this study, citric acid has been
involved, the solubility of phosphates is significantly chosen as an organic ligand for the chelation of ferric ion
affected. The insoluble compounds of ferric phosphates with the orthophosphate ion due to the presence of citric
(crystalline solid, strengite, vivianite) are well known [1] acid in soils [2] and its effect on the solubilization of
and some studies indicate the progressive release of iron minerals. We have previously studied the binary complexes
and phosphate from phosphoric minerals thanks to the formed by Fe(III) and citric [7] or phosphoric [8] acids.
action of organic acids of small size [2]. These organic There is very little literature regarding the formation
acids are produced by roots or metabolic processes in soil, constants of the mixed complexes and there is disagree-
and they act as organic ligands when they react with metal ment about the values which have been reported. Two
ions: independent potentiometric studies [9,10] have used an

2 equimolecular solution of Fe(III), citrate and phosphateAl(Fe)(H O) (OH) H PO 1 organic ligand⇔ H PO 12 3 2 2 4 2 4 ions at pH below 3. The species H–Fe–citrate–phosphate
Al-chelate 1 Fe-chelate with a log b 519.46 was proposed by Ramamoorthy et al.

These chelate complexes which are important in the [9]. A model formed by the species H–Fe–citrate–phos-
weathering and nutritional processes are usually stables phate and H–Fe–citrate(phosphate) was reported by Arp2

and Meyer [10] in 0.2 M KCl medium. Although the
original values of the formation constants were log b 5*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-972-418-271; fax: 134-972-418-
26.37 and log b 530.32, these values changed to log150.

´E-mail address: victoria@fc.udg.es (V. Salvado) b 531.87 and log b 535.52, respectively, when the titra-
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23tions were carried out 3 h after the preparation of the (ORION 8005) filled with NaNO 0.5 mol dm that was3

mixture. They did not study different ratios between the used as the external solution. A stability criterion for the
21components. This situation led us to carry out a study potentiometric readings of 0.2 mV min was adopted in

varying the ratio and working with solutions without order to verify the attainment of the equilibrium state by
precipitates which allowed us, in some cases, to reach the system. This criterion was checked for a minimum of 1
pH.9. min. After the reading was stable, the system calculated

For the titration measurements, a potentiometric tech- the volume of titrant necessary in order to increase the
nique was chosen because of its high degree of accuracy value of the potential by a constant quantity. Titration
and the reliability of the proton change data obtained curves of about 30 points were obtained in this way. The
observing the pH electrode. The titration data can be calibration of the glass electrode and the determination of
numerically analysed by computer programs which permit the liquid junction potential were performed by a Gran
the calibration of the electrode pair and the statistical [12] titration, when no ferric and ligand ions were present
calculation of the formation constants of the mixed com- in the test solution.
plexes. The quality of the complexation model that can be The analytical concentration of Fe(III) in the different

23 23obtained from the calculations is limited by the experimen- experiments were in the range 0.25310 –0.4310
23tal data (potentiometric accuracy, kinetic effects, precipi- mol dm . The phosphate concentration varied in the

23 23 23tation, etc.). It is important that this experimental work be range 1.4310 –6310 mol dm and the citrate con-
23 23 23done in a systematic way avoiding analytical errors in the centration in the range 0.45310 –1.0310 mol dm .

concentrations and verifying the equilibrium state of the The ratios Fe–phosphate–citrate varied from 1:3:1.5 to
chemical system. 1:22:1.5 and 1:15:3. The pH during the titrations was

varied from the acidic zone (pH52) until the formation of
the insoluble species was observed (to pH57–9, depend-

2. Experimental ing on the Fe(III)–ligand ratio).
The temperature in the reaction cell was maintained

2.1. Reagents constant at 25.060.18C by the circulation of thermostatted
water.

Stock and test solutions were prepared with analytical The experimental data, given in the form Z as aM

grade reagents and deionized Milli-Q quality water. A function of the pH for different Fe(III) and ligands levels,
23stock solution of Fe(III) 0.05 mol dm was prepared from are shown in Fig. 1. Z is the average number of hydrogenM

FeNO –9H O. An appropriate quantity of HNO was ions per unit of metal and is expressed by the following3 2 3

added to this solution in order to adjust the pH to 1.0, and equation
23NaNO to obtain an ionic strength of 0.5 mol dm . This3 21Z 5 (H 2 h 1 K h ) /M (1)M tot w totsolution was standardised with K Cr O after the reduc-2 2 7

tion of iron(III) [11].
Where H is the total hydrogen ion concentration, h is the23 totThe stock solution of phosphate 0.1 mol dm was
free hydrogen ion concentration and M is the total metaltotprepared from phosphoric acid and the ionic strength was
concentration. To verify our equilibrium data, back titra-23adjusted to 0.5 mol dm with NaNO . This solution was3 tions were performed with standardised HNO solutions3standardised with previously standardised NaOH 0.5
under the same analytical composition of the system. This23 23mol dm . A stock solution of citric acid 0.01 mol dm
data corresponds to the white points in Fig. 1. The high

was prepared and its ionic strength was adjusted to 0.5
level of agreement between the forward and the back23mol dm with NaNO . It was then standardised with a3 titration data also shows that no irreversible processes take23NaOH 0.5 mol dm standard solution. The titrant solution
part in the complexation system.

used for the potentiometric measurements, prepared from
an oversaturated carbonate free solution of NaOH, was

23NaOH 0.5 mol dm . This solution was standardised daily
3. Results and discussionwith potassium hydrogen ftalate.

The numerical analysis of the experimental information2.2. Titration procedures
is based on the complex formation between ferric ions and
orthophosphoric and citric acids, expressed by the generalAn automated potentiometric apparatus ORION EA 940
equation:controlled by computer was used to carry out the poten-

tiometric titrations. The system had an automatic burette
1 31 32 32pH 1 qFe 1 rPO 1 sCitrate4(CRISON 2301) with a Hamilton syringe that permitted

32 32the addition of up to 5 ml which a high level of accuracy. ⇔H Fe (PO ) (Citrate ) b (2)p q 4 r s ; pqrs
The pH was measured with a single glass electrode
(ORION 8101) and a double junction reference electrode where b represents the formation constants of thepqrs
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Fig. 1. Z functions (hydrogen ions per unit of metal) in direct and back titrations for different Fe–phosphate–citrate ratios.

complex species with different p, q, r and s values. could not obtain stable readings of the potentiometer over
Charges are omitted for the sake of simplicity. pH56 and precipitates appeared. Good reproducibility at

The use of the HYPERQUAD [13] software permits the acidic pH was observed but in trying to fit the model with
determination of formation constants from potentiometric unstable experimental data no convergence of the fitting
data especially when different equilibrium reactions can program was obtained. As this occurred mainly at pH.5
take place in the aqueous solution. For this purpose, a we did not include these experimental values in the fitting
fitting criterion based on the minimisation of the least- program.
squares sum defined by the difference between the calcu- The formation constants of the binary and ternary
lated and the experimental potential of the titration curves systems (Tables 2 and 3) were introduced to make model
was used: calculation. Afterwards, a proposed model with initial

constant values should be entered and as a result the
2 2

x 5O (E 2 E ) /E (3)cal exp cal program generates refined values of the formation con-
Np

stants and statistical parameters which indicate the good-
The calculations were performed with 78 experimental ness of the fit. These parameters are: the minimising

2points, from five titrations of different ratios of Fe–phos- function x [Eq. (3)], the global standard deviation of the
phate–citrate (Table 1), with stable and reproducible model, the estimated values of the formation constants of
values. In all cases, a pH range between 2 and 5 was taken the mixed species proposed, and the standard deviation (s)
into account for fitting purposes. For ratios of Fe–phos- of each value.
phate–citrate of 1:*:3, we obtained reproducible ex- Due to the great sensitivity of the fitting program, we
perimental curves until high pH values (8–9), while for started the calculation by introducing the model proposed
ratios with lower concentrations of citrate (1:*:1.5), we in the bibliography [9,10] with stoichiometry (1,1,1,1) and

Table 1 Table 2
Ratios and concentrations of mixed solutions used for titration (the Formation constants of the hydrolysis of Fe(III), orthophosphoric acid
concentrations are in molar units) and Fe(III)–phosphate complex system introduced into the computer

program HYPERQUAD31Fe–phosphate–citrate [Fe ] [Phosphate] [Citrate]
23 23 23(mol dm ) (mol dm ) (mol dm ) Species Log b (I50.5) Ref.

a 24 23 24 211:8:1.5 3.71310 2.80310 6.14310 Fe(OH) 22.66 [14]
a 24 23 241:11:1.5 3.45310 3.92310 5.72310 Fe (OH) 221.45 [14]4 12
a 24 23 24 411:15:1.5 3.12310 4.70310 5.16310 Fe (OH) 21.91 [14]2 2
a 24 23 241:22:1.5 2.76310 5.84310 4.68310 H PO 20.35 Refined from Ref. [15]3 4

24 23 23 21:15:3 3.02310 4.56310 1.00310 H PO 18.45 Refined from Ref. [15]2 4
24 23 23 221:8:3 3.58310 2.70310 1.18310 HPO 11.73 Refined from Ref. [15]4
24 23 241:3:1.5 4.09310 1.4310 6.78310 (OH)Fe(PO ) 32.22 [8]4 2

(OH) Fe(PO ) 28.64 [8]a 2 4 2Ratios used for fitting the model.
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Table 3 there is no systematic deviation of the values generated by
Formation constants of citric acid and Fe–citrate species in 0.5 M NaNO3 the model.
aqueous solutions (from Ref. [7])

Fig. 3 presents the distribution of species of a mixture of
Species Log b (I50.5) Fe–phosphate–citrate (1:10:1) based on the components of
H–citrate 5.32 Tables 2 and 3 without taking into account the formation
H –citrate 9.482 of mixed complexes. The complexes of Fe–phosphate are
H –citrate 12.293 predominant from pH52, avoiding the formation of
Fe(OH)–citrate 7.85

insoluble FePO . In the 1–5 pH range, the complex4Fe(H–citrate) 22.562
species of Fe–citrate present a maximum value of 20% atFeH–citrate 20.22

Fe–citrate 16.73 pH52.3.2

Fe(OH)–citrate 12.182 When a mixed species like HFe(phosphate)citrate, pro-
Fe(OH) –citrate 6.582 2 posed by Ramamoorthy [9], is introduced, no significant
Fe(OH) –citrate 1.353 3 variations in the distribution of species occurred. This

mixed complex cannot be seen in the fraction diagram as
(1,1,1,2). This model was rejected by the program as no its molar fraction is under 0.5%. On the other hand, a very
convergence was given to any value. different result is obtained when introducing the species

This result allowed us to consider models that include estimated by the model in this study and described above.
several complex species of different stoichiometries and The resulting diagram is shown in Fig. 4. This graph
formation constants. Several ratios and initial formation corresponds to the same concentrations as in Fig. 3. In this
constants were tested, introducing the model or the species case the mixed species become predominant. The only
that yield more reasonable fittings. The model which exception is at pH 4.5 when there is still approximately
provides the best fit to the experimental data is composed 40% of Fe(OH) (PO ) . As expected, the hydrolysed2 4 2

of the species: Fe(OH) (phosphate) citrate, Fe(OH) - species are predominant from pH54.5 upwards in the6 2 6

(phosphate) (citrate) and Fe(OH) (phosphate)citrate model proposed in this study. The behaviour of the system,2 2 3

with log b 521.3760.23, log b 533.6760.21 at pHs higher than 5, is not very reliable as our model is26,1,2,1 26,1,2,2

and log b 523.4560.04, respectively. According to calculated only from experimental data in the 2–5 pH23,1,2,1

the general Eq. (2) and IUPAC nomenclature for stability range. Furthermore, some instability and occasional tur-
2constants, the total number of OH groups (formally H ) bidity was observed at pH higher than 5 in the laboratory21

in the stoichiometric formulas corresponds to the deproto- titrations, suggesting the formation of insoluble species.
nation of ligands and iron hydrolysis. The instability of the potential readings makes it clear that

In Fig. 2, the differences between experimental and it is not possible to extrapolate the model out of the 2–5
calculated potentials from the proposed model are shown experimental pH range.
(residual values). These potentials correspond to each As can be seen in Fig. 5, the increase in citrate ratio
titration point, so they can be viewed as experimental and leads to a greater predominance of mixed species, and the
theoretical (fitting) titration curves. It can be observed that total disappearance of the Fe–phosphate species. Ex-

Fig. 2. Fitting residuals from several titrations curves with different Fe–phosphate–citrate ratios.
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Fig. 3. Fraction diagram of Fe, phosphate and citrate components without taking into account the formation of mixed complexes. Total concentrations:
32 23 23 31 23 23 32 23 23[PO ]53.96310 mol dm , [Fe ]50.36310 mol dm and [citrate ]50.36310 mol dm (ratio 1:10:1).4

Fig. 4. Fraction diagram of Fe, phosphate and citrate components. It includes mixed complexes from the model of this work. Total concentrations:
32 23 23 31 23 23 32 23 23[PO ]53.96310 mol dm , [Fe ]50.36310 mol dm and [citrate ]50.36310 mol dm (ratio 1:10:1).4

perimental observation and the higher pH reached without and a univariant nonlinear regression technique. In order to
precipitates in these cases confirm this finding. accept the model (which includes the three species pro-

The model proposed here is based only on the ex- posed and its formation constants) as a realistic system it is
perimental results from acid–base potentiometric titrations also necessary to use chemical criteria, especially in

Fig. 5. Fraction diagram of Fe, phosphate and citrate components. It includes mixed complexes from the model of this work. Total concentrations:
32 23 23 31 23 23 32 23 23[PO ]53.96310 mol dm , [Fe ]50.36310 mol dm and [citrate ]50.72310 mol dm (ratio 1:10:2).4
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Fig. 6. Molecular schemes proposed for the complexes: (a) Fe(OH)(H PO )(H –citrate); (b) Fe(OH)(H PO ) (H–citrate); and (c) Fe(H PO ) (H–2 4 2 2 4 2 2 4 2

citrate) .2

[2] F.J. Stevenson (Ed.), 2nd ed., Humus Chemistry, Vol. 1, John Wiley,relation to the possible existence of these species. The
New York, 1994.chemical criteria which need to be studied are the spatial

´[3] V. Salvado, X. Ribas, M. Blanco, M.Valiente, Inorg. Chim. Acta 137
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Abstract

A systematic study of the aluminium(III) and iron(III) complex formation with 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid (H L) is5
31 31carried out in order to investigate the high affinity of Al and Fe ions, which are present in industrial waters, for this polycarboxylic

acid. Potentiometric data was obtained at 258C in a constant ionic strength of 0.5 M NaNO for different metal / ligand ratios. The data3

was analysed quantitatively to characterise the complex species and related stability constants. The computer programs LETAGROP-
NYTIT and HYPERQUAD were used to this end. The results suggest the formation of the hydrolytic species: Fe(OH) L (log3 2

b 551.64), Fe(OH) L (log b 541.57) and Fe(OH) L (log b 512.41) when iron (III) is present in the aqueous23,1,2 6 2 26,1,2 12 2 212,1,2

solution. For the aluminium system, the chemical model is formed for the complex species: Al(OH) L (log b 516.06) and6 26,1,1

Al(OH) L (log b 518.42). The formation of these complexes increases the solubility of the metal ions avoiding their precipitation3 2 23,1,2

in all the pH range depending on the metal / ligand ratios. This is the first time that data regarding these systems has been published and
that its application to the treatment of industrial waters is considered.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Iron(III); Aluminium(III); 2-Phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid; Complex formation; Industrial water treatment

31 311. Introduction Al -H L complexation and Fe -H L in 0.1 M tetra-5 5

metilamonium nitrate medium.
The ligand 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid A systematic study including chemical characterisation

is widely used in the industry to process silver halide of the complex formation between Fe(III) and ligands
colour photographic materials for the recovery of silver, bearing carboxylic groups [2–6] has been carried out in

21and, due to its high complexation capacity towards Ca our laboratories. The high affinity of ferric and aluminium
21and Mg , it is used as an inhibitor of corrosion and to ions for polyhydroxilate carboxylic acids and phosphate

avoid the formation of incrustations in boilers and refrige- derivatives encourage us to investigate the ternary systems
1 31 5- 1 31 5-ration circuits. It is therefore important to consider other H -Fe -L and H -Al -L . Potentiometric data ob-

complexation reactions involving cations that are abundant tained at 258C and an ionic medium of 0.5 M NaNO has3

in industrial waters. Nowadays, most of this water is been numerically analysed to determine the stoichiometries
recycled water from treatment plants. Recycled water has a of the species and the related stability constants. This study
high content of iron(III) and aluminium(III) due to the includes the prior characterisation of the protolytic con-
flocculant agents used in the treatment process. stants of the ligand, H L, under the same thermodynamic5

In contrast to the high number of patents and applica- conditions.
tions of 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid (H L)5

reported in the literature, there is no information about the
complexation of this compound with cations such as 2. Experimental
Al(III) and Fe(III). Only an internal report of BAYER [1]
gives values of the formation constants in the case of Ferric nitrate and aluminium nitrate (Merck, AR) were

23 2used to prepare stock solutions in 0.5 mol dm NO . The3

metal ions content and free acid in these solutions were*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-972-418-271; fax: 134-972-418-
determined by standard procedures [7,8]. NaNO , used as150. 3

´E-mail address: victoria@fc.udg.es (V. Salvado) ionic medium and NaOH or HNO , used as titrants, were3
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of analytical grade. Working solutions of 2-phos- The verification of the equilibrium state was carried out
23phonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid were prepared from by performing back titrations with 0.5 mol dm HNO .3

the commercial product Bayhibit AM (5061% of 2- The experimental data is given in Figs. 1 and 2 in the form
phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid in water) kindly Z vs. 2log h at the different B and L levels. Z represents

1˜supplied by NALCO ESPANOLA (Spain). The concen- the number of H bound to the total 2-phosphonobutane-
tration of the stock solutions was determined by poten- 1,2,4-tricarboxylate and is defined by:
tiometric titration with a standard solution of NaOH.

Z 5 (H 2 h 1 K /h) /L (1)The free hydrogen-ion concentrations at equilibrium, h, W

were measured by potentiometry in solutions prepared
In Figs. 1 and 2 are also represented the experimental

from stock solutions of ferric nitrate, aluminium nitrate,
points obtained in back titrations. The good agreement of

H L, nitric acid and sodium nitrate. The potentiometric5 forward and back titrations shows that only reversible
titrations were carried out using an automated system to

reactions take place in the complexation systems. All the
control the experimental work by continuous EMF mea-

experiments were performed in a thermostatic bath at
surement of the following cell:

2560.18C.
RE/NaNO 0.5 M//TS/GE (I)3

Here GE indicates the glass electrode, TS the test solution
3. Resultswith the general composition: B (metal ion concentration,

24 24 233.2310 to 4.6310 ) mol dm , L (ligand concen-
24 22 23 The chemical systems studied can be described by thetration, 6.4310 to 1.3310 ) mol dm , H (analytical

23 general equation:hydrogen concentration) mol dm , (0.5B–3B-H) mol
23 2 23 1dm NO , 0.5 mol dm Na , and RE is the reference 1 31 31 523 p H 1 q B (Al or Fe ) 1 r L ⇔ H B L b (2)p q r; p,q,relectrode.

The values of h were varied by the stepwise addition of where b represents the formation constants of corre-p,q,r23the titrant (0.5 mol dm NaOH) in a wide pH range from sponding p,q,r complex species. Charges are omitted for
2 to 10. When the standard deviation of the EMF over a simplicity.
prefixed period of time (about 5 min) was less than 0.2 The stoichiometry of the complexes and the values of
mV/min, an instruction for another addition was given by the stability constants, b , have been determined byp,q,r
the computer to the burette. The analytical concentrations means of the numerical analysis of the potentiometric data
of metal ions and ligand were kept constant throughout the using the LETAGROP-NYTIT [9] software. The treatment
titrations in all the experiments. is based on the minimisation of the error square sum, U,

Precipitation of Fe(OH) was not observed until pH57x defined by:
31and, depending on the Fe / ligand ratios, precipitation

2sometimes didn’t occur until an even higher pH. U 5 S (E 2 E ) (3)Np calc exp

23 23Fig. 1. Z-plotted vs. log h for the different sets of experiments. Back and theoretical titrations are plotted for [Fe]50.46310 mol dm and
23 23[H L]50.64310 mol dm .5
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Fig. 2. Z-plotted vs. log h for the different sets of experiments. Back titration is represented for [Al / ligand]50.57/0.64 and theoretical titration on the
basis of the proposed model for [Al / ligand]50.5 /1.22.

where E represents the experimental emf values, E is 3.2. Numerical analysis of the ternary systemsexp calc

the corresponding value calculated by the program for the
1 31 52model with corresponding stability constants, and Np is the With respect to the ternary system, H -Fe -L , the

number of experimental points. The information corre- numerical treatment of the potentiometric data has been
sponding to the binary systems: the hydrolysis of Fe(III) carried out starting from simple models containing proton-
[10] or the hydrolysis of Al(III) [11,12] and the protolysis ated species with stoichiometry 1:1 (metal:ligand). As seen
of 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid, in the same in Table 2, the large deviation of this model from the
thermodynamic conditions, has been introduced in the experimental data, reflected by the U and s values, led us
program. With respect to 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricar- to introduce new species with stoichiometry 1:2 and
boxylic acid, their protonation constants are not reported in hydrolysed species. The best fit to the experimental data
the chemical literature and had to be previously calculated. corresponds to model 7 which is composed of the

Fe(OH) L Fe(OH) L and Fe(OH) L species. This3 2, 6 2 12 2

result can be expressed by the following reaction equations
3.1. Protolytic equilibria of 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4- which we present here with their corresponding stability
tricarboxylic acid constants:

31 13 H O 1 Fe 1 2 L⇔(OH) FeL 1 3 H ;2 3 2In this case, experiments without metal ions were
carried out to determine the protolytic constants of H L at log b 5 51.64 (4)5 23,1,2

258C and 0.5 M NaNO ionic medium. The experimental3
31 1data was treated by LETAGROP-NYTIT and HYPER- 6 H O 1 Fe 1 2 L⇔(OH) FeL 1 6 H ;2 6 2

QUAD [13] computer programs. The results of these
log b 5 41.57 (5)26,1,2calculations are set out in Table 1 and, as can be seen in

this table, there is a good coincidence between the values
31 112 H O 1 Fe 1 2 L⇔(OH) FeL 1 12 H ;obtained by the two programs. 2 12 2

log b 5 12.41 (6)212,1,2

Table 1
When polynuclear species were introduced into the modelResults obtained from LETAGROP-NYTIT and HYPERQUAD programs

for 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid it was found that these species do no fit the experimental
data for this system.Model Hyperquad Letagrop

log b log b In Table 3, the models tested for the complexation ofpq pq

Al(III) by 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylate (H L),5(1,1) 9.02 s 50.05 9.0560.17
are shown. In order to determine the best model we took(1,2) 15.88 s 50.10 15.8560.27

1 31(1,3) 21.08 s 50.11 20.9960.27 into account the results obtained for the H -Fe -L system
(1,4) 25.14 s 50.10 25.2260.27 using a protolytic model with stoichiometry 1:2. From the
(1,5) 29.13 s 50.12 28.9660.28 results of the calculations with model 3, it seems that the
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Table 2 Table 3
Results obtained on the numerical treatment (LETAGROP-NYTIT) of the Results obtained on the numerical treatment (LETAGROP-NYTIT) of the

1 31 1 31experimental data for (H -Fe -2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylate) experimental data for (H -Al -2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylate)
a asystem system

Model U s(mV) log b Model U s(mV) log bpqr pqr

( p,q,r) ( p,q,r)

1 (1,1,1) 5168 5.5 20.98 Max.24.53 1 (23,1,2) 1107 2.76 57.42 Max.58.34
(2,1,1) 25.30 Max.25.98 (26,1,2) 42.23 Max.43.15
(3,1,1) 31.98 Max.32.39 (29,1,2) 12.51 Max.13.48

2 (1,1,1) 5540 5.4 Rejected (212,1,2) Rejected
(0,1,1) Rejected 2 (23,1,2) 597 2.00 56.40 Max.57.18
(21,1,1) 23.05 Max.23.32 (26,1,2) 28.74 Max.29.52

3 (22,1,1) 710 2.39 Constant (29,1,2) Rejected
(21,1,1) Rejected 3 (23,1,2) 386 1.62 14.0060.01
(23,1,1) 17.86 Max.18.33 (26,1,2) 28.74 Max.29.52

b(21,1,2) Constant 4 (23,1,1) 19.66 0.38 42.72 Max.43.75
(22,1,2) 35.18 Max.36.83 (26,1,2) 15.92 Max.16.31
(23,1,2) Constant 5 (26,1,1) 19.68 0.37 15.86 Max.16.23

4 (23,1,1) 622 1.97 Rejected (26,1,2) Max.19.41
(22,1,2) Rejected (23,1,1) Rejected

c(23,1,2) 39.63736 0.26 6 (26,1,1) 19.68 0.37 16.0660.2
(22,1,1) Rejected (26,1,2) Absolute 18.4260.69
(21,1,2) Rejected minimum

5 (23,1,2) 14 0.36 50.34 Max.50.91 a 1 / 2The standard deviation s (mV) is defined as (U /(N 2N b )) . N isp k k(26,1,2) 41.11 Max.41.70
the number of constants adjusted. The error in the constants is given as

(29,1,2) 28.90 Max.29.65
63s(log b ). When s(k).0.2b, the best value of log b and the

(212,1,2) 12.516 0.11
maximum value, Max, log(b 13s(b )) are given.

(23,2,1) 34.87 Max.35.72 b Change of some experimental points.
(26,2,1) 20.82 Max.21.91 c After correction for possible analytical errors.

6 (23,1,2) 12 0.34 51.636 0.11
(26,1,2) 41.93 Max.42.30
(29,1,2) 29.60 Max.29.89
(212,1,2) 12.416 0.07 31 16 H O 1 Al 1 2 L⇔Al(OH) L 1 6 H ;(23,2,1) 25 35.12 Max.35.71 2 6 2

7 (23,1,2) Absolute 0.49 51.646 0.11 log b 5 18.42 (8)26,1,2(26,1,2) minimum 41.576 0.01
(212,1,2) 12.416 0.07 Fig. 3 (a,b) shows the individual values of the differences

a 1 / 2The standard deviation s(mV) is defined as (U /(N 2N )) . N is the E 2E (in mV) over the pH range studied for the twop k k calc exp
number of constants to adjust. The error in the constant value is given as systems. It can be seen that the proposed models do not
63 s(log b ). When 0.2 b .s(k), the best value of log b and the give systematic deviations from the experimental data.
maximum value, Max, log(b 13s(b )) are given.

The fraction diagrams of the species that best represent
31the behaviour of Fe -2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarbox-

31ylic acid and Al -2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic
acid complexation systems in the pH range studied in eachspecies Al(OH) L and Al(OH) L could be formed in3 2 6 2

case are presented in Figs. 4 and 5.solution. The introduction of species such as Al(OH) L3

with stoichiometry 1:1 (model 4) decreases dramatically
the values of U and s, as can be observed in the table. In
order to elucidate which model can better explain the 4. Discussion
experimental data, we have applied, in this calculation, a
statistical process of LETAGROP called ‘‘Species selec- The results obtained in the present work correspond to
tor’’ [14] that considered the competition of the species the formation of iron(III) or aluminium(III) and 2
Al(OH) L , Al(OH) L and Al(OH) L. From this calcula- phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid (H L) complex-6 2 3 6 5

tion the species Al(OH) L was rejected in front of the es in an aqueous solution of 0.5 M NaNO ionic medium3 3

other complexes so model 6, after correction of the errors and in the pH range 2 to 10.
in the analytical concentrations, provides the best fit to the The experimental data has verified the equilibrium state
experimental data and can be expressed by the following of the systems and confirmed that no irreversible or
reaction equations and their corresponding stability con- sideways processes take place in the complexation re-
stants: actions which we studied. In Figs. 1 and 2 the theoretical

curves Z vs. 2log h have been calculated using the models31 16 H O 1 Al 1 L⇔Al(OH) L 1 6 H ;2 6 given by Eqs. (4)–(6), for Fe(III)-2-phosphonobutane-
log b 5 16.06 (7) 1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid, and Eqs. (7)–(8), for the Al(III)-26,1,1
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31Fig. 5. Fraction diagram of the Al -H L complexes as a function of pH.5
31 23 23 23 23[Al ]50.50310 mol dm and [H L]51.63310 mol dm .5

2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid, complex for-
mation reactions. The concordance of the theoretical and
experimental curves gives us a high degree of confidence
with these two models.

The proposed chemical model for the complex forma-
tion between Fe(III) and 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricar-
boxylic acid corresponds to species with stoichiometry 1:2
(metal:ligand). This relationship has been reported before
in the complex formation of iron(III) with citrate [4] and
phosphate [15] anions. This model also displays a hydro-
lytic behaviour of the complexes with a sequential deproto-
nation when the pH is increased. This step-wise process
shows that the ability of the Fe(III) ions to bind hydroxide
groups is slightly enhanced by the presence of complexing
2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid ions. The high
stability of the complexes formed can be observed in Fig.
4, all the iron present in solution is already complexed at
pH52.0.

Fig. 3. Residuals values plotted vs. 2log h for the experimental data on 31For the other trivalent cation, Al , the proposed model31the basis of the models proposed for: (a) Fe -H L system and (b)5
31 consists of the Al(OH) L and Al(OH) L species. TheAl -H L system. 6 3 25

species with stoichiometry 1:1 is predominant, in all the
interval of pH studied (Fig. 5) and, due to its stability, it is
formed in solution at the initial pH.

The formation of hydroxylated species in both systems
concords with the acidity of Al(III) and Fe(III) ions. The
addition of 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid to
the aqueous solution avoids the precipitation of iron(III)
and aluminium (III) hydroxides. The masking properties of
this compound are higher for Fe(III) than for Al(III) when
the values of the stability constants calculated in this work
are considered. However, the different stoichiometries
found for the two systems must also be taken into account.
According to the general Eq. (2) and IUPAC nomenclature

2for stability constants, the total number of OH groups
(formally H ) in the stoichiometric formulas corresponds21

to the deprotonation of ligand and metal hydrolysis.
The results obtained in this study can increase the

applicability of 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid
in the treatment of industrial waters. A small excess of this

31 reagent reduces the formation of incrustations in boilersFig. 4. Fraction diagram of the Fe -H L complexes as a function of pH.5 2131 23 23 23 23[Fe ]50.40310 mol dm and [H L]52.25310 mol dm . and refrigeration circuits due to the precipitation of Ca ,5
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Abstract

Dissociation constant values for reference materials were determined in tetrahydrofuran–water (THF–water) mixtures containing 0, 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 100% (w/w) THF. The values obtained were: pK and pK for phthalic acid; pK , pK and pK for citric acid;1 2 1 2 3

pK for acetic and boric acids. In order to explain the variation of the pK values obtained over the whole composition range studied, thea

quasi-lattice quasi chemical (QLQC) theory of preferential solvation was applied. The results are discussed in terms of average
macroscopic properties of the mixed solvent and in terms of the solvation shells around the solute in order to identify the solvent
characteristics affecting the pK values. Thus, the methodology of linear solvation energy relationships (LSER) was used to relate pKa a

values with solvatochromic parameters of THF–water mixtures. The equations obtained allow calculation of the pK values of substancesa

in the widely used THF–water mixtures.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tetrahydrofuran–water mixtures; Dissociation constants; Solvatochromic parameters

1. Introduction expected, taking into account the pK values obtained ina

aqueous media. Thus, acid–base studies of analytes could
Knowledge of the acid–base behaviour of analytes in be very important in predicting the influence of pH on the

organic–water mixtures used as mobile phases is required chromatographic behaviour of substances using hydro-
for the prediction of the influence of pH on retention and organic mixtures as mobile phase.
selectivity in liquid chromatography (LC). Acetonitrile– The purpose of this study is to determinate the pKa

water and methanol–water are by far the most widely used values of acetic and boric acids, pK and pK of phthalic1 2

LC mobile phases, together with tetrahydrofuran–water acid and pK pK and pK of citric acid in 0, 10, 20, 30,1, 2 3

(THF–water). In the first two mixtures, studies concerning 40, 50, 60, 70 and 100% (w/w) THF–water mixtures in
the evaluation of dissociation constants in the hydroorganic accordance with IUPAC procedures [8]. The substances
media have been developed and series of pK values of chosen are acid components of pH reference materials ofa

drugs are known [1–3]. In contrast, acid–base data for the the National Institute of Standard and Technology, NIST.
THF–water system are scarce and only some acidity The variation in the pK values obtained over the wholea

constants in different solvent compositions have been composition range studied can be explained by taking into
determined [4,5]. account the preferential solvation of ions, quantified by

In the specific case of THF–water mixtures used as a application of the quasi-lattice quasi chemical, QLQC,
mobile phases in LC, addition of THF, with low auto- theory [9–11]. The results obtained are discussed in terms
protolysis constant (pK 534.7) [6], to water increases the of average macroscopic and microscopic properties of theap

pH scale of the medium [7] and the magnitude of pK mixed solvents. Thus, relationships between pK valuesa a

values of substances [4,5], and not in a simple manner. and different bulk properties (such as relative permitivity)
Consequently, the pH required to maximise the retention were examined and the linear solvation energy relation-
of solutes by ion suppression could be different from ships (LSER) method [12] was used to correlate pKa

values with solvent dipolarity /polarizability (p*) [13],
solvent hydrogen-bond-donating acidity (a) [14] and sol-
vent hydrogen-bond-accepting basicity (b ) [15]. The*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-934-021-276; fax: 134-934-021-
equations obtained allowed calculation of the pK values233. a

E-mail address: barbosa@zeus.qui.ub.es (J. Barbosa) of the substances in any THF–water mixture and thus,

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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permited the acid–base behaviour of substances in the analytical grade) solutions were prepared as indicated
widely used THF–water media to be known. elsewhere [17] and were standardized volumetrically with

potassium hydrogenphthalate (Merck). The concentration
of KOH solutions used in the 70% (w/w) THF–water was
0.02 M because of lower solubility in the mixture. Picric2. Experimental
acid (Merk) was vacuum dried and a commercial tetra-

21butylammonium hydroxide 0.1 mol l solution in propan-2.1. Apparatus
2-ol was obtained from Carlo-Erba.

Emf values of the potentiometric cell were measured
2.3. Procedureswith a CRISON 2002 potentiometer (60.1 mV) using a

Radiometer G202C glass electrode and a reference Ag/
23The pK values were determined by titration of ¯10 –aAgCl electrode prepared according to the electrolytic

2210 M solutions of acid species of the buffer andmethod [16]. The glass electrode was stored in water when
23approximately 10 M KCl for the correct response of thenot in use and soaked for 20–25 min in the appropriate

cell, in the different THF–water mixtures, using KOHTHF mixture before potentiometric measurements. The
solutions in the same solvent as the titrant. Thus, pKastabilization criterion for each emf reading (for each
values, as prescribed by IUPAC specific standardizationaddition of titrant) was 0.3 mV within 120 s; in all
rules [18,19], were obtained from systematic measure-instances the electrode system gave stable and reproducible
ments of the emf of the cell:potentials in 5 min.

The reference electrode was stable for one to two Pt /Ag/AgCl /HA 1 A 1 KCl in THF–water /Glass
months of continuous work depending on the percentage of Electrode (GE)
organic solvent, and during the whole time the standard

opotential, E , of the cell remained essentially constant (62 where HA and A are the acid and basic species respective-
mV). The potentiometric system was standardized as ly involved in the dissociation equilibrium studied.
indicated elsewhere [7]. The standardization is based on The key Nernstian function for the reversible emf
emf measurements of the reversible cell, Pt /Ag/AgCl /HCl values, E, of the cell is:

oin THF–water /GE. The standard potential in this cell, E ,
oE 5 E 1 k loghHj 1 k loghClj (1)gwas evaluated by means of series of emf measurements of

HCl solutions (# 0.1 M) and the method of Gran from where k5(RT ln 10) /F is the theoretical Nernstian slope,
titrations of diluted HCl solutions in the desired solvent 2expressing the response to activity of Cl ,hClj, by the
using KOH solutions in the same solvent as the titrant, and AgCl electrode and where k is the practical slope express-gevaluation of the calibration parameters using a mul- 1ing the response to activity of H , hHj, by the glass
tiparametric data fitting or Gran plots [16]. electrode [20,21]. In our case k differs negligibly from kgObviously, changing the glass electrode involves a new and the equation can be written as:
standardization of the potentiometric system. To assure the

ostability of the reference electrode and therefore the (E 2 E)
o ]]] 5 2 log(hHjhClj) 5 pH 2 loghClj (1b)constancy of E , a titration of HCl with KOH was made kg

periodically every two or three days. The potentiometric
This equation requires knowledge of the relevant values ofassembly was controlled automatically with a microcom-

othe standard emf E of the cell in each THF–waterputer.
mixture, determined as described elsewhere [7,16]. TakingA Radiometer CDM 83 conductimeter and CDC 304
into account the general expression for the dissociationcell were used for conductivity measurements. The poten-
equilibria:tiometric and conductimetric cells were thermostated exter-

nally at 25.060.18C. [A]y [H]y 1A H
]]]]K 5 (2)

[HA]yHA

2.2. Reagents
where [HA]and [A] are the molar concentrations of acidic
and basic species respectively, and y is the molar activityxAll chemicals used were of analytical reagent grade
coefficient of species x, the functional equation whichunless otherwise indicated. Potassium chloride, anhydrous
permits the pK calculation is obtained:aacetic acid, boric acid and phthalic acid were supplied by

oMerck and citric acid was obtained from Carlo-Erba. All [HA]y [Cl]yE 2 E HA Cl
]] ]]]]]pK 5 1 log (3)the solutions were prepared by mixing water (BDH, k [A]yg A21chromatography grade, conductivity ,0.05 mS cm ) and

¨THF (Riedel-deHaen, chromatography grade). Stock 0.1 where [Cl] is the molar concentration of the mixed
21 21mol l and 0.02 mol l potassium hydroxide (Merck, electrolyte KCl.
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In the determination of dissociation constants of acetic, Moreover, pK value of acetic acid were obtained ina

phthalic and citric acids, computation of [HA] and [A] pure THF in order to study preferential solvation in THF–
1requires knowledge of [H ], which depends on the molar water mixtures. For this purpose, the potentiometric system

activity coefficient, y, and this can be calculated from the described previously [6] was used. The glass electrode was
¨Debye–Huckel equation: calibrated by titration of picric acid with commercial

tetrabutylammonium hydroxide solution, whose dissocia-
1 / 2AI tion constants were determined previously [6]. Because of]]]]2 log y 5 (4)1 / 2 low permitivity of the neat THF, incomplete dissociation(1 1 a BI )o

of electrolytes should be considered for acids and salts. For
¨where A and B are the Debye–Huckel constants, a is theo this reason, dissociation constant for tetrabutylammonium

ion size parameter in the solvent mixture and I is the ionic acetate are obtained by means conductimetric measure-
strength. In compliance with IUPAC rules [22], the value ments [24] in order to obtain pK value of acetic acid ina
of a B is assigned by an extension of the Bates–Gug-o THF. To measure conductivity, different measured
genheim convention [22]. All these quantities have been amounts (from 1 to 10 ml) of acetate salt in a con-

23reported previously for THF–water mixtures [7]. centration of ¯10 M (prepared by exact neutralization
Calculation of 2 log y from Eq. (4) requires knowledge of a solution of the acid in THF with tetrabutylammonium

of the ionic strength I of the HA1A1KCl mixed elec- hydroxide solution) were added to 50 ml of pure THF.
1trolyte solution. However I is, in turn, a function of the H Tetrabutylammonium acetate dissociation constant was

1concentration, [H ], which is expressed by: computed from conductivity data by means Fuoss–Kraus
equation [24,25]:o(E 2 E)

]]]2 log [H] 5 1 log [Cl] 1 log( y y ) (5)1 2H Cl 2 2kg cL y L
]]] ]F(z) 5 1 (6)

LKL F(z) ooThus, determination of pK values requires an iterativea

cycle for each point of the potentiometric titration at which where F(z) is:
emf is measured. Initially one takes I 5 [A] 1 [Cl] and

21 / 2 21 / 2 21 / 2F(z) 5 1 2 z 1 2 z 1 2 z(1 2 . . . .) (7)h f g jobtains y-values from Eq. (4), for their subsequent inser-
1tion in Eq. (5), to obtain 2log [H ] values and a better

23 / 2 1 / 2z 5 SL (cL) (8)value of I and so on, until constancy of I values is o

obtained. In the case of boric acid, the iterative procedure
L and L are the molar conductivity and limiting molarois not necessary because the ionic strength does not depend
conductivity, respectively, K is the dissociation constant of1on [H ].
the salt to be calculated, c is the molar concentration of theThe two equilibria of phthalic acid can be considered
electrolyte and S is:independently, but acids with two or more equilibria,

5whose dissociation constants differ by less than two units, 8.18.10 L 82o
]]] ]]]S 5 1 (9)such as citric acid, are a special case because their 3 / 2 3 / 2(eT ) h(eT )equilibria overlap and to determinate pK values it is nota

possible to neglect the rest of the ionization constants. A where e and h are respectively the permitivity and
computer program, written in Pascal [23], based on the viscosity of the solvent.
minimization of the sum of the square residuals was used Eq. (6) can be written as:
to determine the dissociation constants of citric acid in

1 / 2 1 / 2 1 / 2c y 5 K (1 2 a) /a (10)THF–water mixtures, pK , pK and pK . The procedures1 2 3

of the program are based on the postulation of a chemical
where a is the degree of dissociation and is calculated asmodel, i.e. of an initial set of species defined by their
a 5 L /L F(z). The activity coefficient can be obtainedostoichiometric coefficient and formation constant, which

¨from Debye–Huckel equation. In Eq. (10) an appropriateare then refined by least-squares minimization. The mini- 1 / 2value of L should give a straight line of slope K andomized function, U, can be defined as the unweighted sum
zero intercept. L and K values for tetrabutylammoniumoof squares residuals in the emf. It takes the form,
acetate were calculated from seven series of determinations

nn ptit with different concentrations in each.
2U 5OO(E 2 E )ijexp ijcalc

i51j51

where n is the number of titrations, and n the corre- 3. Results and discussiontit p

sponding number of experimental points in each titration.
E indicates the measured emf and E the calculated Table 1 shows, as an example, the results obtained fromijexp ijcalc

emf. The iterative procedure is repeated until the relative the computer program used [23], for only one series of
change in U is less than 0.01%. measurements corresponding to one titration of phthalic
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Table 1
Results of pK values obtained for one series of measurements corresponding to phthalic acid in 40% (w/w) THF–watera

oV (ml) V (ml) [KOH] (M) [KCl] (M) E (mV)o e o a

20 1.968 0.0990 3.81E204 387.99
22 2 1 2 1V (ml) E (mV) [A ] [HA ] [H A] [K ] [Cl ] [H ]2

0.10 28.20 3.31E208 1.08E203 3.76E203 8.72E204 3.79E204 5.89E204
0.15 212.10 4.56E208 1.23E203 3.60E203 1.12E203 3.78E204 4.97E204
0.20 216.58 6.22E208 1.40E203 3.42E203 1.36E203 3.77E204 4.20E204
0.25 221.02 8.43E207 1.58E203 3.23E203 1.60E203 3.76E204 3.55E204
0.30 225.50 1.13E207 1.76E203 3.04E203 1.84E203 3.75E204 3.01E204
0.35 230.00 1.50E207 1.96E203 2.83E203 2.08E203 3.74E204 2.55E204
0.40 234.50 1.99E207 2.16E203 2.62E203 2.32E203 3.74E204 2.16E204
0.45 239.02 2.62E207 2.36E203 2.40E203 2.55E203 3.73E204 1.82E204
0.50 243.80 3.44E207 2.57E203 2.18E203 2.79E203 3.72E204 1.54E204
0.55 248.72 4.51E207 2.78E203 1.96E203 3.02E203 3.71E204 1.29E204
0.60 254.02 5.94E207 2.99E203 1.74E203 3.25E203 3.70E204 1.06E204
0.65 259.80 7.89E207 3.20E203 1.51E203 3.49E203 3.69E204 8.72E205
0.70 266.00 1.06E206 3.42E203 1.29E203 3.72E203 3.68E204 7.01E205
0.75 273.10 1.46E206 3.63E203 1.06E203 3.95E203 3.67E204 5.47E205
0.80 281.80 2.09E206 3.84E203 8.37E204 4.17E203 3.66E204 4.10E205
0.85 292.70 3.22E206 4.06E203 6.11E204 4.40E203 3.66E204 2.85E205
0.90 2110.50 5.67E206 4.27E203 3.86E204 4.63E203 3.65E204 1.72E205
0.95 2148.40 1.44E205 4.47E203 1.68E204 4.85E203 3.64E204 7.21E206
1.00 2187.34 1.01E204 4.51E203 2.46E205 5.08E203 3.63E204 1.05E207
1.05 2208.68 3.18E204 4.30E203 7.19E206 5.30E203 3.62E204 3.26E207
1.10 2221.70 5.48E204 4.07E203 3.76E206 5.52E203 3.61E204 1.82E207
1.15 2231.38 7.79E204 3.82E203 2.37E206 5.74E203 3.60E204 1.23E207
1.20 2239.42 1.01E203 3.58E203 1.62E206 5.96E203 3.59E204 9.10E208
1.25 2246.15 1.24E203 3.34E203 1.16E206 6.18E203 3.59E204 7.04E208
1.30 2252.34 1.47E203 3.10E203 8.50E207 6.40E203 3.58E204 5.62E208
1.35 2258.22 1.70E203 2.87E203 6.33E207 6.62E203 3.57E204 4.57E208
1.40 2263.74 1.92E203 2.63E203 4.73E207 6.83E203 3.56E204 3.76E208
1.45 2269.04 2.15E203 2.39E203 3.53E207 7.05E203 3.55E204 3.11E208
1.50 2274.54 2.38E203 2.16E203 2.62E207 7.26E203 3.54E204 2.58E208
1.55 2279.82 2.60E203 1.92E203 1.91E207 7.47E203 3.54E204 2.13E208
1.60 2285.46 2.82E203 1.69E203 1.37E207 7.69E203 3.53E204 1.75E208
1.65 2291.42 3.04E203 1.45E203 9.51E208 7.90E203 3.52E204 1.42E208
1.70 2297.86 3.27E203 1.22E203 6.32E208 8.11E203 3.51E204 1.12E208
1.75 2304.82 3.49E203 9.93E204 3.92E208 8.32E203 3.50E204 8.68E209
1.80 2312.90 3.70E203 7.63E204 2.20E208 8.52E203 3.50E204 6.36E209
1.85 2323.54 3.92E203 5.35E204 1.03E208 8.73E203 3.49E204 4.27E209

pK 53.78 pK 57.851 2

acid in 40% (w/w) THF–water, where V is the initial are available [4]. The pK values of acetic acid reportedo a

solution volume, V the equivalence volume (obtained from are consistent with the scarce data reported elsewheree

the plot of emf values vs. volume of titrant added in the [4,5]. Here we also determined the dissociation constant
titration, and from the derivative function), [KOH] the value for acetic acid in neat THF obtaining a value of
titrant concentration, [KCl] the initial KCl concentration pK 524.42 (Table 2) [6,24] using tetrabutylammoniumo a

oand E the standard emf of the cell. For each point of the hydroxide as a titrant solution [6,28]. The dissociationa

titration, E is the emf value measured, [H A] the con- constant of tetrabutylamonium acetate in THF, needed to2
2centration of the acidic species, [HA ] the concentration of obtain pK value of acetic acid in THF was also de-a

22the intermediate species and [A ] is the concentration of termined using the conductimetric method and Eq. (10),
1 2 1basic species and [K ], [Cl ] and [H ] are respectively obtaining a value of L 510367 and a dissociationo

the concentration of potassium, chloride and hydrogen constant of 7.1260.10.
ions. The ionization constant values determined for pH Although pK values obtained in THF–water mixturesa

standard reference solutions in THF–water are collected in increase with the percentage of THF, they are lower than
Table 2, together with the literature pK values in water expected, considering the high pK values obtained in THFa a

[26,27]. Values of pK of boric acid at percentages of 60% neat solvent [24]. Thus, preferential solvation by one of thea

and 70% were not obtained because of the low solubility solvents is expected. If a solute interacts with one solvent
of this acid in these media. more strongly than with the other, the solute will pref-

Few data on pK for substances in THF–water mixtures erentially be solvated by the former. Preferential solvationa
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Table 2
pK values of pH reference materials in THF–water mixtures at 298.15 K (values in parentheses are standard deviations)a

%THF (w/w) Citric acid Phthalic acid Boric acid Acetic acid
pK pK1 1pK pK pK pK pK1 2 3 1 2

0 3.13 4.76 6.40 2.95 5.41 9.24 4.75
10 3.38 4.98 6.69 3.16 5.77 9.49 5.01

(0.04) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.03)
20 3.79 5.20 6.83 3.31 6.38 9.90 5.11

(0.10) (0.08) (0.04) (0.02) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02)
30 3.88 5.49 7.29 3.51 6.95 10.35 5.54

(0.08) (0.05) (0.04) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
40 4.06 5.93 7.46 3.77 7.84 10.81 5.81

(0.10) (0.20) (0.20) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)
50 4.38 6.06 7.81 4.30 8.18 11.57 6.19

(0.06) (0.05) (0.10) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
60 4.79 6.98 8.37 4.90 9.27 – 6.78

(0.20) (0.10) (0.20) (0.07) (0.05) (0.05)
70 5.61 7.30 8.74 5.44 9.53 – 7.55

(0.04) (0.03) (0.02) (0.10) (0.07) (0.03)
100 – – – – – – 22.48

(0.20)

in THF–water mixtures produces lower pK than expected The results from the QLQC method [9,29] at 258C fora

if the preferred solvent is water. The composition of the the preferential solvation of ions by water, d , and for theW
Limmediate surroundings of a solute may be different from local molar fraction of water, x , around a hydrogen ion inW

the composition of the bulk mixture. Preferential solvation THF–water mixtures are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3, respec-
is attributable to an excess or a deficiency of molecules of tively, as functions of the composition of the binary
one of the solvents in these surroundings. If the solute
displays no preference for the solvent molecules, the
solvent composition in the immediate neighbourhood of
the solute is the same as in the bulk. For such cases:

pK 5 x pK 1 x pKS 1 S 2 S1 2

where pK is the pK value in the mixture and pK andS a S1

pK are the pK values in THF and water respectively. TheS a2

deviation from the ideal dependence on the composition of
the mixture (Fig. 1) indicates that the solvent composition
in the neighborhood of the solute may be different from
that in the bulk. Fig. 1 shows the pK values as a functiona

of x , the bulk mole fraction of water. The ideal depen-W

dence of the pK values of acetic acid on the compositiona

of the mixture is shown (with a dashed straight line). A
solid line represent the variation of the pK values of acetica

acid in the different THF–water mixtures. In this figure we
have also included the value for the dissociation constant
of acetic acid in the 78% (w/w) THF–water, (x 50.53)W

which was taken from the literature [4].
The theory QLQC considers that each particle in a dilute

solution of X ions in a mixed solvent composed of the pure
solvents S and S is surrounded by Z neighbours. To1 2

calculate the preferential solvation of ions by water, d ,W

the standard molar Gibbs free energy of transfer for
ohydrogen ion from water into pure THF solvent, DG t

1 Fig. 1. Plot of pK values vs. mole fraction of water, x , in THF–watera W(H ,W→THF), and the excess of Gibbs free energy of
mixtures. The dashed straight lines correspond to the ideal variation of theEmixing for THF–water equimolecular mixtures, DG jSW pK values for acetic acid. Key to symbols: (*) pK citric acid; ( ) pKa 1 2

(x50.5)and the lattice parameter Z, considered equal to citric acid; (3) pK citric acid; (m) pK boric acid; (j) pK phthalic3 a 1

six, are required [1,9–11]. acid; (n) pK phthalic acid; (,) pK acetic acid.2 a
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o 1 21case of DG (H ,W→THF)540 kJ mol [30], means thatt

the ion prefers water, and the preferential solvation d isW

positive [1,29]. There is, however, an important effect of
the mutual interactions of the organic solvent with water in
hydroorganic mixtures: if they repel each other, shown by

Ea positive value of DG (x50.5), as in the case ofSW
E 21THF–water mixtures (DG (x50.5)51371 J mol )SW

o[29], the tendency produced by DG (X,W→S), is greatlyt

enhanced. These results are consistent with those obtained
in aqueous acetonitrile [1,10]. Therefore, as the preferen-
tial solvation of hydrogen ions by water is positive, the pKa

values in this mixtures are more similar to the pK valuesa

in water than those in THF (Fig. 1). This is different for
compositions close to the pure THF solvent, where x ,W

0.30 and the preferential solvation by water decreases
quickly (Fig. 2).

The pK values obtained can be explained taking intoa

account that in THF–water mixtures there are three regions
[11,31,32]. On the water-rich side there is a region in
which the water structure remains more or less intact, and
the molecules of THF gradually occupy the cavities

Fig. 2. Plot of preferential solvation of hydrogen ions by water in
between water molecules without disrupting the waterTHF–water mixtures, d , as a function of the solvent composition. TheW

structure. The limit of x beyond which the THF can nodashed straight line corresponds to total preference by water. THF

longer be accommodated within the cavities of the struc-
ture of water is about 0.15–0.2 [32]. In the intermediate

Lmixtures of water and THF. d is defined as d 5x 2x , region, water molecules form clusters and entities con-W W W W

the excess (or deficiency) of the local mole fraction of taining molecules from both substances, linked by hydro-
Lwater, x , in the vicinity of the hydrogen ion over its mole gen bonds, may also form. The middle range of com-W

fraction in the bulk, x that is shown in Fig. 3. The positions would be microheterogeneous [31,32]. WhenW

preferential solvation of hydrogen ions by water is posi- x .0.7, organic-rich region [32], the number of waterTHF

tive, i.e. water molecules show a greater tendency to be in clusters is low, and water–THF interactions, now, become
the immediate vicinity of a given hydrogen ion than THF important.
molecules. This preference is a maximum at x ¯0.30. In the water-rich region of THF–water mixtures and inW

The values of d obtained are consistent with the the microheterogeneity region, preferential solvation byW
o

DG (X,W→S) sign [9], because positive values, as is the water increases continuously, which might explain thet

small increase in pK values determined when the per-a

centage of THF increases. This is consistent with the
values obtained for preferential solvation, d , of hydrogenW

by water in THF–water mixtures, (Fig. 2). In this region
the solutes are preferentially solvated by water and vari-
ation of the pK is not great. In the THF-rich region, thea

water–THF interactions that could be discounted in the
middle range should now be considered. This is a region in
which preferential solvation by water decreases. A concave
variation of the pK values vs. x , represented by a dotteda W

curve for the pK value of acetic acid (Fig. 1) can bea

expected, giving pK values close to the obtained ones fora

neat THF. The inflection point of this plot should be shown
at x 50.3, where preferential solvation by water isW

maximal.
Because of the infinite number of possible THF–water

mixtures, it could be of great interest to study the
relationship between the whole set of pK values anda

solvent mixtures properties in order to predict the pKa
L values in all the possible THF–water. Thus, pK valuesFig. 3. Local mole fraction of water, x , near hydrogen ions as a function aW

of its bulk mole fraction, x , according to the QLQC method. were plotted against the molar fraction of THF, theW
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Table 4reciprocal of the relative permitivity of the solvent mix-
Relationships between pK values and volume, v, percentages of THF inature, 1 /e values [33] and p* [13], a [14], b [15]and ET mixtures with watervalues [15] as parameters that give solvatochromic charac-
Substance rteristics of the solvent mixture, which are known over the

23 24 2entire range of composition [7]. The plot of pK values Citric acid pK 53.2417.4310 v12.9310 v 0.982a 1
23 24 2pK 54.7919.7310 v13.3310 v 0.991against the mole fraction of THF and the values of the 2
22 24 2pK 56.4311.5310 v12.1310 v 0.9963reciprocal of the relative permitivity of the solvent mix-
24 24 2ture, show linear relationships over the experimental range Phthalic acid pK 53.0211.6310 v14.4310 v 0.9971
22 24 2pK 55.3214.5310 v11.8310 v 0.995of THF content studied up to 70% (w/w) (Table 3). This 2

22 24 2fact and the non-linearity shown by the plots of pK values Boric acid pK 59.2511.8310 v14.5310 v 0.999a 1Nvs. solvatochromic parameters (a, b and E ), suggests 23 24 2T Acetic acid pK 54.8214.3310 v14.2310 v 0.9961that the electrostatic interactions are greater in these
mixtures than other solute–solvent interactions, such as
those derived from hydrogen-bond formation or those where p*, a and b are the microscopic solvatochromic
derived from modifications in the shell with varying parameters, XYZ is the solute property, (XYZ) the value ofo
solvent composition. this property for the same solute in a hypothetical solvent

If the results obtained for pK values are plotted againsta for which p*5a 5b 50, and a, b and s are the sus-
p* values, linear relationships are seen only up to THF ceptibilities of the solute property studied to changes in
contents around 50–60% (w/w). Table 3 shows these p*, a and b, respectively. This equation can include
relationships between pK values and polarity. This fact isa additional terms or some of its terms can become equal to
consistent with the interpretation of Cheong and Carr [13] zero, depending on the property of the solute to be
for the qualitative similarity in the shape of the plot of p* described.
and e versus the volume fraction of THF in the mixtures Here, several attempts were made to find the best form
up to a percentage of organic solvent of approximately

of Kamlet–Taft equation to describe the variation of pKa50–60%. From a practical point of view it could be of
values in THF–water mixtures. The best fit for pK valuesainterest to apply multiple regression analysis to the whole
and solvatochromic parameters was obtained when the

set of pK values of substances and the usual concentrationa three solvatochromic parameters, p*, a and b were used,
by volume % (v/v), v. In these case the second-order

providing the general equations in Table 5. The high
polynomials were obtained (Table 4).

coefficient in the b terms compared with the p* and a
It is of interest to examine the correlation between

terms confirmed the main dependence of the pK values ofadissociation constants of substances with the most signifi-
cant solvent properties (polarity and hydrogen bond prop-

Table 5erties) in order to determine the influence of each property
Linear solvation energy relationships for pK values in THF–water of pHaon the dissociation process. Kamlet, Taft and co-workers reference materials

[12] proposed the use of solvatochromic parameters in
Substance Multiparametric equation rorder to evaluate solute–solvent interactions, through
Citric acid pK 529.3225.32 p*28.04a 222.65b 0.981correlation analysis and linear solvation energy relation- 1

pK 529.2226.63 p*26.50a 219.45b 0.9902ships (LSER). The number of terms in the equation used to
pK 525.6725.55 p*25.12a 214.50b 0.9933correlate the studied property depends on the significance

Phthalic acid pK 530.4526.88 p*27.38a 223.05b 0.9971of the solute–solvent interactions. When the property
pK 530.2629.82 p*25.56 a 214.68b 0.9962studied refers to a single solute in multiple solvents, the

Boric acid pK 518.2426.39 p*20.83a 21.15b 0.995general equation is usually expressed as: 1

Acetic acid pK 531.4426.88 p*27.23a 221.77 b 0.9901XYZ 5 (XYZ) 1 sp* 1 aa 1 bbo

Table 3
Equations corresponding to plots of pK values vs. mol fraction of THF, x, and vs. the reciprocal of the relative permitivity, 1 /e and vs. the Kamlet–Tafta

solvatochromic parameter, p*

Substance pK against x r pK against 1 /e r pK against p* ra a a

Citric acid pK 53.2316.18x 0.990 pK 52.33181/e 0.990 pK 57.3423.42 p* 0.9501 1 1

pK 54.8017.14x 0.990 pK 53.78193/e 0.980 pK 59.6724.08 p* 0.9802 2 2

pK 56.5216.40x 0.992 pK 55.61183/e 0.975 pK 511.3924.13 p* 0.9803 3 3

Phthalic acid pK 52.9116.92x 0.997 pK 51.90191/e 0.993 pK 57.4523.78 p* 0.9801 1 1

pK 55.69111.83x 0.980 pK 54.071151/e 0.950 pK 515.8928.74 p* 0.9902 2 2

Boric acid pK 59.21111.63x 0.999 pK 56.931188/e 0.996 pK 517.4226.89 p* 0.9921 1 1

Acetic acid pK 54.7517.50x 0.998 pK 53.66198/e 0.993 pK 59.8824.28 p* 0.9901 1 1
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Complex formation between a dimer of iron(III) and 5-nitrotropolone
*F. Secco , M. Venturini
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Abstract

The kinetics of complex formation between iron(III) and 5-nitrotropolone (5-nitro-2 hydroxo-2,4,6 cycloheptatrienone) have been
23investigated in acid solution at 258C and I52 mol dm (NaClO ) by the stopped-flow technique. Three parallel reaction paths are4

31 21 41identified involving the interaction of Fe , FeOH and the dimer Fe (OH) with the ligand whose rate constants are, respectively,2 2
21 3 21 3 21 3 21 4 21 3 21k 5(4.460.2) mol dm s , k 5(2.760.2)310 mol dm s and k 5(3.060.2)310 mol dm s . These paths are coupled4 2 3

23with the process of iron(III) dimerisation. For hydrogen ion concentrations below 0.16 mol dm the coupling between the dimerisation
process and the complex formation process is strongly reduced, as shown by the change of the signal from monoexponential to
biexponential. The analysis of the second exponent shows that the dimer is formed in two parallel steps involving, respectively, the

21 21 31association of two MOH ions and the association of MOH with M . The relevant kinetic parameters have been estimated.
Comparison of the results with data for unsubstituted tropolone provides evidence for the dissociative character of the mode of activation

21 41 31of Fe(OH) and Fe (OH) whereas confirms the associative mechanism generally assumed for Fe .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.2 2

All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tropolone; Iron(III); Dimer; Complexation; Kinetics; Stopped-flow

1. Introduction dimer of iron(III). Since it appears from the literature that
the dimer does not interact directly with chelating ligands

Investigations on complex formation reactions involving other than tropolone, one could suppose that the geometry
ligands able to chelate and mobilise tervalent metal ions and/or the electronic properties of the active site of the
are in rapid expansion, because of the widespread bio- latter molecule plays an important role in the binding of
chemical applications of this class of ligands [1]. For the iron(III) dimer. For this purpose the study of a ligand
instance, the binding propensity of tropolone (2-hydroxo- which has the same active site as tropolone, but differs
2,4,6 cycloheptatrienone) toward iron(III) is exploited to from it in its electronic distribution should throw light on
inhibit the proliferation of pathogenic organisms as Lis- the mechanism of complex formation of the dimer of
teria monocytogenes which require iron for growth and iron(III). Thus, we have performed a kinetic study of the
virulence [2]. On the other hand, it should be noted that the binding of iron(III) to 5-nitrotropolone where it has been
solution chemistry of tervalent metal ions is still obscure in found that the dimeric form of the metal ion gives a
many aspects owing to the extensive hydrolysis and contribution to the overall reactivity even more important
polymerisation which make difficult to obtain a detailed than that observed in the Fe(III)–tropolone system.
picture of the relevant acid–base processes [3]. Concerning
complex formation at iron(III), kinetic investigations show
that the reactivity of the monomeric species increases in 2. Experimental

31 21the order [4] Fe ,FeOH , but, surprisingly enough,
kinetic contributions from dimeric forms, which under 2.1. Materials
appropriate conditions are more abundant than the hydro-
lysed forms [3], are not reported. A stock solution of iron(III) perchlorate was prepared by

We have recently investigated [5] the system iron(III)– dissolving a weighed amount of the pure metal into a
tropolone and found that the binding process involves a known excess of perchloric acid. Complete oxidation was

achieved by dropwise addition of hydrogen peroxide to the
solution containing a mixture of iron(II) and iron(III). The*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-050-918-259; fax: 139-050-918-
unreacted H O was removed by decomposition at boiling260. 2 2

E-mail address: ferdiedcci.unipi.it (F. Secco) temperature. The resulting Fe(ClO ) solution was ana-4 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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lysed with EDTA using Tiron as an indicator. The content
in iron was found in excellent agreement with the value
derived from the weight of dissolved metal. 5-Nitro-
tropolone (5-nitro-2 hydroxo-2,4,6 cycloheptatrienone) was
prepared and purified as described by Cook et al. [6]. The
other chemicals were of analytical grade. Doubly distilled
water was used to prepare the solutions and as a reaction
medium. The required acidities were provided by addition
of HClO and the ionic strength was adjusted with NaClO4 4

23at the value of 2 mol dm . The reactant concentrations
employed in the kinetic experiments were varied within the

25 23following ranges: C 51.25310 mol dm up to 53L
25 23 2310 mol dm , C 50.005 mol dm up to 0.08M

23 1 23 23mol dm , [H ]50.025 mol dm up to 1.00 mol dm .

Fig. 1. Dependence of the time constant on the iron(III) concentration for
2.2. Physical measurements the system iron(III)–5-nitrotropolone system at T5258C and I52

23 1 23 1 23 1mol dm , d [H ]51 mol dm , m [H ]50.3 mol dm , j [H ]50.15
23mol dm .The spectra of the solutions were recorded by a Cary 14

spectrophotometer. Kinetic measurements were performed
23under pseudo-first order conditions (C 4C ) on a stop- mol dm appears to be linear, indicating a reaction pathM L

1 21ped-flow apparatus (dead-time 1.2 ms) manufactured at the first-order in iron(III), whereas for [H ]50.3 mol dm
23Max Planck Institut fuer Biophysikalische Chemie (Goett- and 0.15 mol dm the dependence of 1 /t on C isM

ingen). The time constants and amplitudes were evaluated parabolic. Plots as those in Fig. 1 exhibit curvatures more
by matching the experimental trace to a curve generated by and more pronounced as the hydrogen ion concentration is
an electronic simulator of exponential signals. Mean values made lower and lower, thus revealing the occurrence of at
of at least four replicated runs were taken, the maximum least an additional reaction path possibly second-order with
spread being less than 10%. The wavelength and the respect to iron(III). Since the ligand is able to bind only
temperature of the experiments were, respectively, 440 nm one metal ion per molecule, one should exclude the
and 25.08C. formation of dinuclear complexes starting directly from

monomers of iron(III). A possibility to explain the be-
haviour shown in Fig. 1 is to assume the interaction of the
ligand with a dimer of iron(III) whose concentration3. Results and discussion

1increases by lowering [H ].
Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the time constant on5-Nitrotropolone, for pH values less than 2, is present as

11/ [H ] for a given iron(III) concentration. The intercept isa neutral molecule and will be denoted as HL. The 31very small, meaning that the species Fe is far lessspectrum, recorded under these conditions, shows three
reactive than its hydrolysed forms. The upward curvatureabsorption bands with maxima at 225, 260 and 355 nm,
reveals the presence of a reaction path proportional torespectively, and becomes transparent for wavelengths

1 22[H ] , suggesting that the reactive form of the dimer islonger than 440 nm. Addition of iron(III) results in a 41mainly M (OH) . The reaction scheme (I)–(VI) agrees2 2general enhancement of absorption which is very large
with the results.below 400 nm. Above this wavelength, two bands of

modest intensity do appear with maximum absorption at
440 and 580 nm, respectively. Table 1

Equilibrium and rate constants for the iron(III)–tropolone and iron(III)–
a235-nitrotropolone systems at 258C and I52 mol dm3.1. Kinetic measurements

Iron(III) Tropolone 5-Nitrotrotropolone

Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the pseudo first-order pK 20.53 [21]A1

pK 6.42 [21] 2.64 [21]rate constant, 1 /t, on the metal ion concentration, C , for A2M
1 23 1 23 pK 2.82 [3]H1[H ]51 mol dm (circles), [H ]50.3 mol dm (trian-

Log K 10.50 [21] 6.57 [21]1 23 FeLgles) and [H ]50.15 mol dm (squares). The intercepts 3k 1.23101
of the plots are zero, meaning that the process of complex 9k 1.91

3 3dissociation is negligible, in agreement with the equilib- k (6.761)310 [5] (2.760.3)3102
4 4k (2.16 0.2)310 [5] (3.060.2)310rium data (Table 1) which indicate that, under our ex- 3

k 4.460.24perimental conditions, complex formation is quantitative.
1 a 21 3 21The units for the rate constants, k , are mol dm s .In addition, Fig. 1 shows that the plot at [H ]51 i
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In order to visualise the contribution from step (VI),
which makes itself felt only at the highest investigated
hydrogen ion concentrations, the data have been plotted
according to a rearranged form of Eq. (1), as shown in Fig.

313. The contribution from Fe is clearly evidenced by the
deviation from linearity for abscissa values below 0.05.
The values of k and k are much larger than that of k2 3 4

owing to the labilisation of the coordination shell which is
a feature of the hydroxylated iron(III) forms [7]. Even
smaller k values have been measured for neutral ligands.4

For instance, in the reactions of iron(III) binding to
dicarboxylic acids [8], to substituted diphenols [9,10] and
a-hydroxocarboxylic acids [11,12] the active species is

21almost entirely FeOH . Additionally, in a recent in-
vestigation [13] of the binding of iron(III) to 1,3-di-

1 23Fig. 2. Dependence of 1 /ta on 1/ [H ] at C 50.03 mol dm , T5258C,M carbonylic monochelates a value of k of only 0.7423
21 3 21I52 mol dm . mol dm s has been measured.

1Note that the ion Fe(OH) , although present in very low2

concentrations, should in principle contribute to the com-KA2 2 1HL ⇔ L 1 H (I) plex formation kinetics owing to its presumably high
1reactivity [14]. If the reaction step M(OH) 12KH1 21 231 21 1 HL⇒ML 1OH 1H O, with rate constant k , would beM 1 H O ⇔ MOH 1 H (II) 2 52

included in the reaction scheme, then the term k K K /5 H1 H2k1 1 221 41 [H ] should be added to the sum enclosed between round2MOH ⇔ M (OH) (III)2 2
k21 brackets in Eq. (1), where K is the second individualH2

31
k hydrolysis constant of Fe . According to this modified9121 31 41 1MOH 1 M 1 H O ⇔ M (OH) 1 H (III9)2 2 2 form of Eq. (1), the plot of Fig. 3, should display negativek921

deviations from linearity as the abscissa tends to zero.
k221 21 Since this is not the case, it should be concluded that,MOH 1 HL ⇒ ML 1 H O (IV)2 1under our experimental conditions, M(OH) does not2

k341 21 21 contribute noticeably to the reaction rate. It should also beM (OH) 1 HL ⇒ ML 1 MOH 1 H O (V)2 2 2
noted that, under the acidity conditions of the present

k431 21 1 investigation, the maximum concentration of unprotonatedM 1 HL ⇒ ML 1 H (VI)
ligand in solution never exceeded 10% of the total ligand,

The protolysis steps (I) and (II) are fast. Assuming that being much less of that in most experiments. On the other
41M (OH) is steady state, from the above scheme one hand, one can calculate, on the basis of the electrostatic2 2

23obtains the dependence of 1 /t on the reactant concen- theory [15], that at ionic strength 2 mol dm the reactivity
2trations in the form of L could not exceed that of HL by more than a factor of

k K1 2 H1
] ]]5 k 1 [M ]HS 1 D4 ft [H ]

19k K b(k K 1 k [H ])3 H1 1 H1 1 2]]]]]]]]]]1 [M ] ab (1)J1 2 1 f9([H ] (k 1 k [H ] 1 k [HL]))21 21 3

Since C 4C in all experiments, [M ], the total con-M L f

centration of the uncomplexed iron(III) species is almost
equal to C . The parameters a and b denote, respectively,M

31the fractions of HL and M in the reacting mixture and
1 1are expressed as a 5 [H ] /(K 1 [H ]) and b 5 [2B 1A2

2 1 / 2 1 1(B 1 4C) ] /2, where B 5 [H ](K 1 [H ]) /H1
2 1 2 2(2K K [M ]), C 5 ([H ] /(2K K ) and K 5 k /k .D H1 f D H1 D 1 21

The rate constants k , k and k given in Table 1 have2 3 4

been evaluated by a non-linear least squares procedure
9 9applied to Eq. (1) where the values of k , k , k and k1 21 1 21 Fig. 3. Analysis of the time constant dependence on the iron(III) and

(measured as described below) were introduced as starting hydrogen ion concentrations for the iron(III)–5-nitrotropolone system at
23 1 23values. T5258C and I52 mol dm . [H ] /(mol dm ): j 1, d 0.15, m 0.1341.
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2two. Therefore, the maximum contribution from L could number of experiments where the second kinetic effect was
observable.not exceed 20% of the total rate, the average contribution

The order of magnitude of k confirms that the reactivebeing only 3%. On this ground, any reaction path involv- 2
21 312 monomer species is FeOH since Fe is known to reacting L could be neglected, thus avoiding the difficulties

at a much lower rate not only with neutral moleculesintroduced by proton ambiguity [7,14] in the assignment of
[8–13], but even with highly negatively charged ligandsdefinite values to the individual rate constants.

311 23 23 [19]. Contrary to Fe , whose associative mode of activa-At [H ],0.16 mol dm and C .0.03 mol dm theM
21tion is widely accepted, FeOH is reported to react by thesignal changes from mono to biexponential, thus indicating

dissociative I mechanism according to which the fastthe splitting of the course of the reaction in two effects. d

formation of an outer-sphere complex precedes the (rateThe time constant of the second effect displays a modest
determining) step where the water molecules in theconcentration dependence, staying lower than the time
coordination shell of the metal ion are replaced by theconstant of the first effect by a factor ranging between five
ligand [20]. The value of the equilibrium constant forand 100. We ascribe the biexponential behaviour to the

21formation of the outer-sphere complex from FeOH andbreaking of the steady state conditions for the dimer
21 31 the neutral HL is 0.3 mol dm [15]. With this value oneprovoked by a decrease of [H ]. When the ratio of the two

can calculate the rate constant, k*, for the step of watertime constants is higher than ten, the coupling between the
loss from the inner coordination shell of the metal ion byprocess of dimerisation and complex formation is strongly
using the equation k*5k /0.3. The obtained values of k*reduced and the second effect could yield information 2

4 21 3 21(2.2310 s for tropolone and 9.0310 s for 5-about the kinetics of steps (III) and (III9), independently of
nitrotropolone) are both close enough to the value of thethe steps of complexation. The second exponential could
rate constant for the process of water exchange at thebe analysed according to the theory of chemical relaxation

21FeOH ion to confirm the dissociative I activation modesince the equilibrium of the iron(III) species is established d

for this species.in one of the two syringes in the absence of ligand, and
Concerning the reactivity of the dimer, the values of ktherefore each mixing causes a dilution jump displacing 3

4 21divided by 0.3 yield k*57.0310 s for tropolone andthe dimerisation equilibrium. Under these circumstances
5 21k*51.0310 s for 5-nitrotropolone which are some-the relaxation time for reequilibration is expressed by the

what higher than the corresponding values obtained for theequation
monomer. The difference could be ascribed to statistical

1 reasons since the dimer offers two metal atoms to the] 5 4k [M ] 1 k (2)f f dt ligand whereas the monomer only one, and, in addition, the
31 21 41where now [M ]5[M ]1[MOH ], whereas k and k high charge of Fe (OH) could increase the stability off f d 2 2

are the apparent rate constants for the steps of dimer the outer-sphere complex. However, the k* values are very
formation and dissociation, respectively. It has been found close together in spite of the fact that 5-nitrotropolone is
by previous authors [16,17], who investigated iron(III) presumably a better nucleophile than tropolone. This result
dimerisation in the absence of ligands, that k and k and the observation that the two iron(III) moieties inf d

41 21depend on the hydrogen ion concentration according to the Fe (OH) are similar to Fe(H O) OH , suggest a2 2 2 5
1 1 29relationships k 5 (k K 1 k [H ])K /([H ] 1 K ) dissociative I mechanism also for the dimer.f 1 H1 1 H1 H1 d

1 319and k 5 k 1 k [H ]. We have analysed the concen- Finally, as far as the reactivity of Fe is concerned, wed 21 21

tration dependence of the second relaxation time for two observe [5] that for the system, iron(III)–tropolone step
1sets of experiments where C has been changed at [H ]5 (VI) is so slow that k could not be measured (Table 1).M 4

23 10.05 and 0.15 mol dm , respectively. For [H ]50.05 This ligand dependence of k is in line with the associative4
23mol dm the apparent rate constants are k 51.9 character of the mode of activation of iron(III), as it hasf

21 3 21 21 1mol dm s and k 50.51 s , whereas for [H ]50.15 been recently shown by activation volume measurementsd
23 21 3 21mol dm they are k 52.5 mol dm s and k 50.63 for the iron(III)–4-isopropyltropolone in acidic aqueousf d

21s . Introduction of these values into the above written solution [22].
equations enables us to estimate the individual rate con- The most interesting feature of this investigation is

3stants for steps (III) and (III9) as k 51310 related to the evidence for the reaction path involving the1
21 3 21 21 3 21 219mol dm s , k 56.3 mol dm s , k 50.45 s direct interaction of the dimer with the ligand. As far as we1 21

21 3 219and k 51.2 mol dm s . These parameters have been know, path (V) has been observed with tropolone deriva-21

introduced as starting values in the non-linear least-squares tives but not with other ligands such as diphenols, or
analysis of the fast time constants applied to Eq. (1). The salycilates. This circumstance is rather surprising since

3 21 3 21 9refined values are k 51.2310 mol dm s , k 51.9 complexation of these (and other) ligands occurs largely1 1
21 3 21 21 9mol dm s , k 50.40 s and k 51.5 through path (IV) despite the preponderance of21 21
21 3 21 41 21mol dm s . These results should be considered in fair [Fe (OH) ] over [FeOH ], as shown in Fig. 4 where the2 2

agreement with those of the literature [16–18] if one distribution of the iron(III) species as a function of pH is
23accounts for the different ionic strength and for the limited displayed for C 50.08 mol dm . An explanation to theM
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Abstract

Some thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of the reactions of dioxygen binding to Co(II) complexes with the two cyclic tetraamines
1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane ([12]aneN ) and 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotridecane ([13]aneN ) are examined. Specifically, results are4 4

reported on: (1) the determination of the protonation constants and protonation enthalpies for both [12]aneN and [13]aneN ligands; (2)4 4

the study of the kinetics of the formation of the precursor CoL complexes for L5[12]aneN and [13]aneN carried out by monitoring the4 4

uptake rate of molecular dioxygen; (3) the recognition of the type of dioxygen adducts formed at various pH values; (4) the determination
of the kinetic and thermodynamic data characterising the reactions of isomerization of monobridged m-peroxo-monohydroxo (CoL) (m-2

O )(OH) complexes into the dibridged m-peroxo-m-hydroxo (CoL) (m-O )(m-OH) complexes, and the reactions of conversion of the2 2 2

dibridged m-peroxo-m-hydroxo (CoL) (m-O )(m-OH) complexes into the monobridged m-peroxo-dihydroxo (CoL) (m-O )(OH)2 2 2 2 2

complexes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Dioxygen carriers; Co(II) complexes; Macrocyclic tetraamines; Complex formation enthalpy; Complex formation kinetics; Protonation enthalpy

1. Introduction of the addition of molecular dioxygen to Co(II) complexes
with 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane, [14]aneN [10],4

The ability of Co(II) complexes, in solid state or in and 1,4,8,12-tetraazacyclopentadecane, [15]aneN [12].4

solution, to bind molecular dioxygen has long been known, Here the Co(II) complexes with the first two terms of the
in fact these synthetic dioxygen carriers have been the series, i.e. 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane ([12]aneN ) and4

focus of much interest both as models of natural dioxygen 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotridecane ([13]aneN ), will be taken4

carriers and due to their possible application in dioxygen into consideration.
storage or in the activation of molecular dioxygen [1–7]. Leugger et al. [16] determined the basicity constants at

23Within the framework of a systematic study [8–15] 258C and at ionic strength 0.5 mol dm for both
concerning the reaction of dioxygen addition on Co(II) [12]aneN and [13]aneN ligands, and studied the com-4 4

complexes with saturated polyazotate ligands in aqueous plexation kinetics of both these ligands with cobalt in
solution, we highlighted for the series of open chain anaerobic conditions. Kodama and Kimura [17,18] carried
saturated tetraamines from 1,4,7,10-tetraazadecane to out an extensive study on the reaction of dioxygen addition
1,5,9,13-tetraazatridecane [8,13,15] the role of the ligand to cobalt(II)–macrocyclic tetraamine complexes, and rec-
in determining the structure of the oxygenated complexes ognised the formation of the olate (CoL) (m-O )(m-OH)2 2

and their thermodynamic and kinetic stability. In order to complex when L is [12]aneN or [13]aneN . For both4 4

investigate the effect of the cyclic nature of the ligand and these complexes they determined the equilibrium stability
of the ring size in determining the structure and the constants at 358C. Their study also includes the determi-
thermodynamic and kinetic behaviour of the oxygenated nation of the protonation constants of the macrocyclic
complexes we are now considering the corresponding ligands and of the equilibrium stability constants at 358C
series of cyclic saturated tetraamines, from 1,4,7,10-tetra- of the CoL species.
azacyclododecane to 1,4,8,12-tetraazacyclopentadecane. In In this paper we report data on: (i) the protonation
previous papers we discussed the thermodynamic aspects constants and the enthalpies of protonation of both

[12]aneN and [13]aneN ligands, determined through4 4

q potentiometric and calorimetric measurements, respective-Professor Sergio Cabani died during the refereeing procedure of this
ly; (ii) the kinetics of the formation of the Co(II) oxy-work. The other authors would like to dedicate this work to his memory.

*Corresponding author. genated complexes with both these ligands examined
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through polarographic measurements of free dioxygen at amounts of NaOH stock solution as the reaction of
various times; (iii) the kinetics of the reactions characteris- formation of the dioxygen adducts proceeded.
ing the evolution with time of the initially formed diox- Spectrophotometric measurements were performed using
ygen adducts. These reactions correspond to the isomeriza- a Perkin Elmer Lambda 6 UV–Vis spectrophotometer.
tion of the monobridged m-peroxo-monohydroxo The calorimetric measurements were carried out with
(CoL) (m-O )(OH) complex into the dibridged m-peroxo- the calorimeter described in Ref. [8]. A glass electrode and2 2

m-hydroxo (CoL) (m-O )(m-OH) complex and to the a device connected to a titration apparatus were also2 2

conversion of the dibridged m-peroxo-m-hydroxo complex introduced in the calorimetric vessel in order to allow
into the monobridged m-peroxo-dihydroxo (CoL) (m- adjustments of pH during the experiments. Calorimetric2

O )(OH) complex; (iv) the enthalpies of formation of the measurements on the formation of the CoL complexes2 2

Co(II) complexes with [12]aneN and [13]aneN ligands under anaerobic conditions and of their corresponding4 4

in anaerobic and aerobic conditions. oxygenated adducts were carried out according to the
procedure described in Ref. [12].

2. Experimental 3. Results and discussion

2.1. Materials 3.1. Potentiometric and calorimetric measurements on
pure ligands

[13]aneN kindly furnished by Prof. A. Bianchi (Flor-4

ence University) and commercial [12]aneN (Parish), were In order to obtain the values of the b overall constants4 i
used as tetrahydrochloride salts. Their purity was checked of the formation of the H L protonated species for bothi
by elemental and NMR analysis. All other chemicals were L5[12]aneN and L5[13]aneN , potentiometric data4 4
reagent-grade products and were used without further were treated by means of the computer program HY-
purification. PERQUAD [20]. The values of log b 510.6660.01, log1

b 520.3560.01, log b 521.7660.04 for L5[12]aneN2 3 4

and log b 510.9860.02, log b 521.0960.01, log b 51 2 3
2.2. Apparatus 23.2060.03 for L5[13]aneN , were obtained and are in4

close agreement with the b values reported in the litera-i
Potentiometric measurements were carried out by using ture [16,18].

a Crison Micro TT 2050 automatic titrating system The values of the enthalpies of protonation were ob-
equipped with a combined glass electrode. The glass tained from experiments in which m moles of NaOHNaOH

0electrode was calibrated as a hydrogen concentration probe were added to solutions containing m moles of ligand atL
by titration of known amounts of HCl with CO -free2 pH(8.0 where practically only H L species are present.2
NaOH solutions, and by determining the equivalent point The measured heats q refer to the processexp
with Gran’s method [19] which gives the standard po-

20 H L 1 (n 2 n )OH → H Ltential E and K . Potentiometric titration of [12]aneN n H,in H,f nw 4 H,in H,f
23and [13]aneN were carried out at 258C in 0.15 mol dm4 1 (n 2 n )H O (1)H,in H,f 2NaClO aqueous solutions containing the ligand as tetrahy-4

23drochloride salt at concentrations ranging from 10 to where n is the mean number of protons bonded to theH,in23 233310 mol dm . ligand at the starting pH value and n is the mean numberH,f
The dioxygen concentration was measured by means of of protons bonded to the ligand after the addition of mNaOH

a Beckman Oxygen Analyser (model 0260) equipped with moles of NaOH. The n values were calculated from:H
an oxygen electrode capable of measuring oxygen con-

1 iOb [H ]centrations up to a maximum of 199.0 ppm. The electrode iS D
23 iwas calibrated in air-saturated 0.15 mol dm NaClO ]]]]]n 54 H 1 i1 1Ob [H ]s daqueous solutions [9,12]. The cell was designed to contain i

the oxygen sensor, a glass electrode and two openings for The set of data:
introducing the reagents by means of microsyringes or

NaOHq 2 qtitration microburettes. It was filled, leaving no vapour exp dil 0]]]]DH 5 2 (n 2 n )DH (2)exp 0 H,in H,f wspace, with the oxygenated aqueous solution of the ligand mL23in aqueous 0.15 mol dm NaClO adjusted to the selected4

obtained in more than 10 experiments for each ligandpH value. In this investigation pH is defined as the
1 carried out in a pH range from pH(8.0 up to pH(11.5,logarithm of a concentration, 2log [H ]. Known amounts

L,H L,Hwas used to determine DH and DH through theof Co(NO ) were added and the pH of the solution was HL H L3 2 2

kept constant to the selected value by adding known equation:
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1 1 R 5f(t) curves collected in the pH range from 5.8 toNaOHb [H ] b [H ]1 in 1 f L,H]]]]] ]]]]2 DH 5 2 DH 7.1.exp HLH J1 i 1 i1 1Ob [H ] 1 1Ob [H ]i in i f Leugger et al. [16] observed that the kinetics of forma-
1 2 1 2 tion of CoL complexes when L is a macrocyclic tetra-b [H ] b [H ]2 in 2 f L,H]]]]] ]]]]1 2 DH amine, strongly depends on the pH. In strong alkalineH LH J1 i 1 i 21 1Ob [H ] 1 1Ob [H ]i in i f solutions, where only the unprotonated ligand is involved,

the reaction of complexation is very fast while in acidic or(3)
neutral solutions the lower the pH, the slower the CoL

L,H L,H
DH and DH are the enthalpies of formation of HLHL H L forms. Spectrophotometric measurements on solutions2 1and H L species, respectively, for direct addition of H on2 containing preformed CoL complexes in which O gas was20the free ligand L. DH is the heat of water formation fromw bubbled, demonstrate that the formation of dioxygen

L,H 21its ions [21]. Values of DH 525262 kJ mol and ofHL adducts is very fast at pH,7 as well. From these results
L,H 21

DH 5210261 kJ mol for L5[12]aneN and ofH L 4 and taking into account the studies of Simplicio and2
L,H 21 L,H

DH 525865 kJ mol and DH 5210762 Wilkins [22] on the kinetics of dioxygen binding toHL H L2
21 cobalt(II) complexes it would seen that the formation ofkJ mol for L5[13]aneN were obtained by using a4

the oxygenated complexes with macrocyclic tetraaminesleast-squares method.
occurs according to Eq. (5) where the kinetic controlling
step is the formation of the CoL species:3.2. Measurements of O binding2

1CoL
kH L 1O 1pOHj 2In order to study the reaction of the formation of the Co 1 H L → CoL → CoLO → (CoL) O (OH) ;j 2 2 2 p

1 fast fast2jHdioxygenated cobalt(II) complexes with [12]aneN or4

*[13]aneN , the concentration, C , of the dioxygen con- j 5 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4; and p 5 1, 2 (5)4 O2

sumed during the reaction as a function of time, was
followed in experiments carried out by adding Co(NO )3 2 Assuming that the CoL and CoLO species are in a2
to oxygenated solutions of the ligand at different pH values steady state, the formation rate of the (CoL) (m-O )(OH)2 2 p0 0 0and at different values of the ratio R 5 C /C , where CL Co L complexes is represented by the second-order kinetic

0and C are the total concentration of the ligand and of theCo equation
cobalt, respectively. The values of C * were calculated asO2 *d[C ]the difference between the initial free dioxygen concen- O2 0 0

0 ]] * *5 k (C 2 2C )(C 2 2C ) (6)app L O Co Otration, C , and the measured free dioxygen concen- 2 2dtO2

tration, C . During the experiment known amounts ofO2 where
NaOH stock solution were added in order to maintain the

4pH constant to its starting value during the complexation
1 jOk b [H ]H L jreaction j

j50
]]]]]k 5 (7)app 421 n 1 2H2Co 1 2H L 1 (2n 1 p)OH 1 O → 1 jn H 2H 2 Ob [H ]S Dj

j50(42p)1(CoL) (m-O )(OH) 1 2n H O (4)2 2 p H 2

and b 51.0
0 Eq. (6) by integration gives* *The functions R 5 (C /C ) 5 f(t) and R 5 f(t)O O Co NaOH2 2

were considered; R represents the moles of NaOH 0 0 0NaOH C [1 2 exp(2(C 2 C )k t)]L Co L appconsumed during the reaction per mole of cobalt. The ]]]]]]]]]]*R 5 (8)O 0 0 0 02 2[C 2 C exp(2(C 2 C )k t)]analysis of these functions carried out over several experi- L Co Co L app

*ments, highlights that: (i) a plateau is achieved for R 5O2 Analogously, if we choose R as the kinetic variable,NaOH0.5 in agreement with the formation of a binuclear
we obtaincomplex of formula (CoL) (m-O )(OH) ; (ii) the number,2 2 p

0 0 0p, of the hydroxo groups bonded to the complex depends C [1 2 exp(2(C 2 C ) k t)]L Co L app
]]]]]]]]]]R 5 (2n 1 1)on the pH. In the pH range from about 5.8 to 7.2 NaOH H 0 0 0 02 [C 2 C exp(2(C 2 C )k t)]L Co Co L app(CoL) (m-O )(OH) species are formed, while at alkaline2 2

(9)pH (CoL) (m-O )(OH) complexes are present as well;2 2 2

(iii) the formation rate of the dioxygenated complexes
depends on the pH. The reaction is very fast at pH.8.5 A nonlinear least-squares method applied to both the
and its rate strongly decreases as the pH is decreased; (iv) *experimental R 5f(t) and R 5f(t) data allowed us toO NaOH2

*R and R are linearly related to each other. determine k values which are in satisfactory agreementO NaOH app2

In order to study the dependence on pH of the formation with each other and allow a very good agreement between
*rate of dioxygen adducts, we analysed the R 5f(t) and the experimental points and the calculated curves to beO2
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achieved at all the pH’s studied. Moreover, according to
*Eqs. (8) and (9) R and R are linearly related. TheO NaOH2

*experimental slopes of the right line R vs. R give anO NaOH2

n 52 in agreement with the distribution of the LHH j

species in the pH range investigated as calculated by using
the reported b values. This supports the proposed mecha-i

nism.
The analysis of the k values as a function of the pHapp

according to Eq. (7) allows us to establish that in the pH
range studied only the HL species are kinetically relevant.

21 21 3We obtained a value k 5550630 s mol dm forHL
21 21 3L5[12]aneN and k 51590665 s mol dm for L54 HL

[13]aneN . These values should be compared with the4
21 21 3values of k 5310630 s mol dm for L5[12]aneNHL 4

21 21 3and k 5900680 s mol dm for L5[13]aneN , ob-HL 4

tained by pH measurements performed at 408C by Leugger
et al. for the formation of CoL complexes and carried to
258C by using estimated values of the energy of activation
[16]. We cannot obtain reliable values of k because the LL

unprotonated species were not significantly present in the
pH range explored. On the other hand, at higher pH values
the reaction is too fast to be studied using pH or absorbed
dioxygen measurements.

Kodama and Kimura [17] determined the kinetic con-
stants k for the formation of the CoL complexes for bothHL

[12]aneN and [13]aneN by monitoring spectrophoto-4 4

metrically the formation of the correspondent m-peroxo-m-
hydroxo complexes. In our opinion, these constants are
unreliable, because a m-peroxo-monohydroxo complex,
with different spectral features, is contemporaneously
present in the pH range they have considered as will be
shown in the next section.

3.3. Spectrophotometric measurements

The spectrophotometric investigation was carried out by
considering the evolution with time of the spectra of
solutions prepared: (i) by adding a Co(NO ) stock3 2 Fig. 1. Spectral evolution of the Co(II)–[12]aneN –O system at 298.1523 4 2solution to aqueous 0.15 mol dm NaClO solutions of4 K. (a) Samples prepared by adding Co(NO ) to an oxygenated solution3 2

the ligand, equilibrated with air or with O at 1 atm, at of ligand. Spectra recorded after 3, 15 and 75 min after the preparation of2
0 24 23 0 24 23the solution: C 54.519310 mol dm ; C 59.258310 mol dm ;different pH’s and at different values of the ligand–cobalt Co L

P 51 atm; pH59.15. (b) Samples prepared by bubbling O into aO 2concentration ratio (Procedure A); (ii) by bubbling O or 22
solution containing preformed CoL complexes. Spectra recorded after 323air into aqueous 0.15 mol dm NaClO solutions con- 0 244 and 240 min after the preparation of the solution: C 55.616310Co

23 0 23 23taining preformed CoL complexes (Procedure B). mol dm ; C 51.745310 mol dm ; P 51 atm; pH59.0. (c) Sam-L O2
Fig. 1 illustrates the spectral evolution with time of ples prepared by adding Co(NO ) to an oxygenated solution of ligand.3 2

Spectra recorded after 2, 10 and 60 min after the preparation of theoxygenated solutions of Co(II)–[12]aneN prepared at pH4 0 24 23 0 23 23solution: C 54.655310 mol dm ; C 51.345310 mol dm ;Co L9 according to Procedures A and B and at pH 11.5
P 51 atm; pH511.50.O2according to Procedure A. In all cases only one absorption

band is present at l5365 nm; it evolves with time and
0reaches a maximum value of 2A /C 55750365 Co

21 3 21 0 21 3 21mol dm cm , 2A /C 56730 mol dm cm and365 Co
0 21 3 212A /C 54240 mol dm cm , respectively. This solutions of Co(II) and [13]aneN at pH 9.1 prepared365 Co 4

band is characteristic of the dibridged m-peroxo-m-hydroxo following Procedures A and B. The spectra show an
or olate (CoL) (m-O )(m-OH) complexes [6,23–25]. absorption band with a maximum at 370 nm characteristic2 2

Fig. 2 illustrates the spectral evolution of oxygenated of the dibridged m-peroxo-m-hydroxo complexes, and an
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point demonstrates that the monobridged species converts
into the dibridged (CoL) (m-O )(m-OH) one until an2 2

equilibrium is reached. During the reaction the pH re-
mained constant. The monobridged species also undergoes
a slow process of degradative autoxidation which is
responsible for the loss of the isosbestic point at 340 nm
over long periods.

When the ligand is the [12]aneN the system again gives4

a mixture of the two isomers, as shown by the spectral
evolution in Fig. 1(a) where, although the band around 290
nm characteristic of the monobridged species is hidden, the
increase in the absorbance at 365 nm, occurring without
any consumption of dioxygen or change in pH, indicates
an isomerization reaction.

When the peroxo complexes are formed by oxygenation
of the precursor CoL (Procedure B), the formation of the
dibridged species is favoured for both [12]aneN and4

0[13]aneN (cf. the 2A /C values reported above) but4 l Comax

their concentration is still below the equilibrium value and
the isomerization process goes towards the dibridged
species until equilibrium is reached.

The different initial distributions of the oxygenated
species, obtained by following the two different procedures
in the preparation of the solutions, suggests that there are
two different precursors for the monobridged and the
dibridged oxygenated complexes. These are, respectively,Fig. 2. Spectral evolution of the Co(II)–[13]aneN –O systems at 298.154 2

K. (a) Samples prepared by adding Co(NO ) to an oxygenated solution the trans, CoL(t), and cis, CoL(c), isomers of the CoL3 2

of ligand. Spectra recorded after 3, 20, 90, 140 and 450 min after the complex. The existence of cis and trans isomers for the
0 24 23 0preparation of the solution: C 57.702310 mol dm ; C 51.2283Co L cobalt(II) complexes with cyclic tetraamines has already23 2310 mol dm ; P 51 atm; pH59.10. (b) Samples prepared byO2 been recognised [26]. When Procedure B is followed, thebubbling O into a solution containing preformed CoL complexes.2

two precursors are in equilibrium and bind dioxygenSpectra recorded after 1, 15, 30, 75, 180 and 1300 min after the
0 24 23 0preparation of the solution: C 56.238310 mol dm ; C 51.2753Co L rapidly. When Co(NO ) is added to an oxygenated3 223 2310 mol dm ; P 51 atm; pH59.08.O2 solution of the ligand (Procedure A) the peroxocomplexes

form before the equilibrium between CoL(t) and CoL(c)
species is reached.

Assuming that the distribution of the oxygenated speciesabsorption band with a shoulder at 290 nm characteristic of
just after O has bubbled (Procedure B) is related to thethe monobridged m-peroxo complexes [6,23–25]. At pH 2

isomer distribution in an anaerobic solution, the initial9.1 the absorbance at 370 nm and the absorbance ratio
value of the absorbance ratio for t→0 is related to theA /A are initially higher when Procedure B is adopted370 290

0 21 3 21 equilibrium constant between the two isomers CoL(t) and(Procedure A: 2A /C 55200 mol dm cm and370 Co
0 CoL(c). The value of the ratio A /A at t→` may, onA /A 50.67; Procedure B: 2A /C 55890 370 300370 290 370 Co

21 3 21 the other hand, be related to the equilibrium constantmol dm cm and A /A 50.94) but they converge370 290

between the dibridged and monobridged peroxocomplexes.to the same value after about 3 h (A /A 51.48). The370 290

At alkaline pH proton balances measurements demon-spectra at pH 11.6 still show two absorption bands with
strate that also a (CoL) (m-O )(OH) species is present formaxima at 370 nm and at 295 nm (sh) which decrease with 2 2 2

both [12]aneN and [13]aneN ligands. (CoL) (m-O )(m-time. 4 4 2 2

The entire set of experimental results highlights some OH) is in equilibrium with (CoL) (m-O )(OH) , which2 2 2

common features and differences between the two ligands. rapidly autoxidizes thus inducing the conversion of the
At pH 9 measurements of dioxygen binding and proton olate species in order to restore the equilibrium. This
balances indicate the complete formation of species of behaviour leads to a decrease in absorbance with time in
stoichiometry (Co) (L) (O )(OH) so that the absorption the full spectral range.2 2 2

band at 290 nm for the system Co(II)–[13]aneN –O must The spectral behaviours observed suggest that the4 2

be attributed to the monobridged m-peroxo-monohydroxo formation and the evolution of the peroxocomplexes of
complex (CoL) (m-O )(OH). The increase of the absor- Co(II) with the ligands here considered occur in agreement2 2

bance at 370 nm and the presence of a sharp isosbestic with the following scheme of reaction:
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monohydroxo complex is almost independent of the tem-
perature. This indicates that the value of the enthalpy of
the mono-dibridged isomerization, DH , is substantiallyol

zero within the bounds of experimental error. From the
values of x at various temperatures the energy ofexp

activation for this reaction of isomerization is: DE* 5exp
216868 kJ mol . Since the DH is near to zero, the DE*ol exp

represents the activation energy for the formation of the
olate structure starting from the monobridged (CoL) (m-2

O )(OH); it also represents the activation energy for2

breaking the olate structure [15].
(10) In the case of the Co(II)–[12]aneN –O system reliable4 2

values of the kinetic constants cannot be obtained because
The values of the kinetic constants of the conversion the ratio of the concentrations of the two oxygenated
reactions among the peroxocomplexes have been evaluated isomers at t→0 is too close to the equilibrium ratio.
through a suitable analysis of the absorbance data at a In order to determine the kinetics of the conversion of
given wavelength l as a function of time. the mixture of m-peroxo-monohydroxo and olate complex-

In order to determine the kinetic constants k and k ,1 21 es to form the monobridged dihydroxo complex, experi-
Procedure B was chosen for the preparation of the diox- ments were carried out in which a solution at pH(8.0
ygenated species. Solutions containing the CoL isomers containing the (CoL) (m-O )(m-OH) and (CoL) (m-2 2 2preformed at pH 9 were oxygenated at pH#7.5 in order to O )(OH) complexes in equilibrium state is brought to2avoid the formation of the dihydroxo species. The func- alkaline pH and the spectral evolution with time is studied
tions A 5f(t) obey a first-order kinetic law and arel (Procedure C).
represented by the equation: When the ligand is [12]aneN , Fig. 3 shows that the4

` 0 ` monobridged (CoL) (m-O )(OH) species immediately2 2A (t) 5 A 1 (A 2 A ) exp(2x t) (11)l l l l exp
forms the monobridged dihydroxo species (CoL) (m-2

0 `where A refers to the absorbance at t50, A is the O )(OH) . In fact, the first spectrum recorded just after thel l 2 2

absorbance value when the equilibrium of the isomeriza- alkalinization of the solution shows a decrease in ab-
tion is attained, and x represents the sum of the kinetic sorbance at l5300 nm with respect to the spectrumexp

constants k and k . recorded at pH57.5, while the absorbance at l5365 nm1 21

For the system Co(II)–[13]aneN –O the absorbance remains almost constant.4 2

values at l5370 nm and at l5300 nm were considered. The absorbance at 365 nm decreases with time obeying
0By using a best fitting procedure the values of x , A and a first-order kinetic law according to Eq. (11). This trend isexp l

`A which well reproduce the experimental A 5f(t) were explained by assuming that the monobridged dihydroxol l

determined at various temperatures and are reported in species autoxidizes so quickly that its concentration is
Table 1. The values of x are independent of pH and give always near to zero. Consequently the rate of the reactionexp

22 21a mean value at 258C: x 5(4.460.8) 10 min . The of conversion of the dihydroxo species into the olateexp

ratio (A /A ) , which is directly related to the species is practically negligible and the decrease in the370 300 t5`

equilibrium constant between the olate and the m-peroxo- absorbance may be related only to the kinetics of breaking

Table 1
Kinetic data for the reversible reaction of the isomerization of the monobridged (CoL) (m-O )(OH) complex into the dibridged (CoL) (m-O )(m-OH)2 2 2 2

23complex in aqueous 0.15 mol dm NaClO at various pH values and temperatures, (L5[13]aneN )4 4

4 0 a ` b 0 b10 C T pH x (A /A ) (A /A )Co exp 370 300 370 300
23 21(mol dm ) (8C) (min )

6.715 298.15 5.60 0.05260.003 1.604 1.153
6.378 298.15 6.00 0.04260.005 1.566 1.148
6.302 298.15 6.50 0.04160.002 1.608 1.145
7.190 298.15 7.20 0.04460.008 1.582 1.189
6.168 298.15 7.20 0.03060.009 1.571 1.116
5.482 298.15 7.00 0.04860.007 1.594 1.173
7.368 298.15 7.56 0.05460.004 1.581 1.094

6.659 288.15 7.00 0.02060.001 1.613 1.157
7.018 313.15 7.00 0.18260.003 1.619 1.479

a Experimental kinetic constants as obtained from the analysis of the functions A 5f(t). x represents the sum of the kinetic constants k and k of thel exp 1 21

forward and the reverse reactions, respectively.
b ` 0(A /A ) and (A /A ) represent, respectively, the equilibrium and the initial value of the absorbance ratio at l5370 nm and l5300 nm.370 300 370 300
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rium constants cannot distinguish between the cis and
trans configuration of the CoL complex and thus gives us

Co,Lonly a practical K which is a measure of the cobaltCoL

affinity towards the ligand but is unable to give the relative
isomeric distribution. Moreover, the rate of the reaction
between the cobalt and the ligand strongly depends on the
pH and is extremely slow in the pH range where the CoL
complexes form. It is thus very difficult to obtain reliable
equilibrium measures. In aerobic conditions the cobalt
reacts with the ligand giving a mixture of oxygenated
complexes and the formation rate of this mixture is
controlled by the formation rate of the CoL precursors. In
the pH range of their formation, the reaction is too slow

Fig. 3. Spectral evolution with time of a solution containing the
with respect to the degradative autoxidation of the oxy-(CoL) (m-O )(m-OH) and (CoL) (m-O )(OH) complexes (L52 2 2 2

0 genated complexes. An equilibrium state cannot be[12]aneN ) prepared at pH57.5 and then brought to pH511.4: C 54 Co
24 23 0 23 23 reached and it is thus impossible to obtain the equilibrium4.411310 mol dm ; C 51.480310 mol dm ; P 51 atm; T5L O2

298.15 K. The first spectrum is recorded before the pH jump, the constants of formation of the oxygenated complexes.
following ones after 1, 5, 40, 130, 190, 250, 340 and 670 min, The equilibrium stability constants obtained by Kodama
respectively, after the pH jump.

and Kimura [17,18] at 358C for the species CoL and
(CoL) (m-O )(m-OH) (L5[12]aneN or [13]aneN ) are2 2 4 4

0 `the m-hydroxo bridge. The values of A , A and x were underestimated since they were obtained in pseudo-l l exp

determined by a best fitting procedure. The x values equilibrium conditions. This can be deduced by comparingexp

depend on the pH according to the equation x 5k 1 the titration times reported by the authors (20 min for eachexp 21
2k [OH ]. The opening of the olate bridge therefore occurs titration step in the pH range from 4 to 8 and at 358C) with2

through two parallel first-order and second-order paths the half-life times of the reaction between the cobalt and
according to the scheme: the ligands in the formation range, calculated by using the

kinetic constants reported by Leugger at al. [16] (around 8
h for [12]aneN and around 4 h for [13]aneN , at pH55,4 4

T5408C and at the working concentrations). Moreover,
according to the constants determined by Kodama and
Kimura, the formation of the olate complex of the(12)
[12]aneN ligand should develop in the pH range from 4 to4

8, and in this range both the CoL and (CoL) (m-O )(m-2 2 2From the analysis of x as a function of the OHexp OH) species should be simultaneously present. We carried23 21concentration the values k 5(4.860.8)310 min21 out a series of spectrophotometric experiments at 358C by21 3 21and k 51.060.1 min dm mol are obtained.2 bubbling O into solutions at pH ranging from 4 to 72In the case of the Co(II)–[13]aneN –O system, despite4 2 containing the CoL complexes already preformed. In such
the spectral evolution being analogous, Eq. (11) does not

conditions we observed that the formation of the olate
adequately describe the trends A 5f(t). In this case the 0370 complex is already complete at pH54 and the 2A /C365 Costeady-state assumption for the dihydroxo species is not

values do not change even if N is bubbled into the2valid.
solutions for long periods.

The problems which prevent us from measuring the
3.4. Thermodynamic measurements equilibrium constants may be partially overcome when

calorimetric measures are performed, because in this case
Owing to the particular features presented by the it is possible to choose operating pH conditions where the

reactions of the formation of the Co(II)–[12]aneN and reactions between the Co(II) and the ligand are fast and4

[13]aneN complexes and of their dioxygen adducts, an complete.4

accurate kinetic investigation with the determination of the We carried out some calorimetric measurements for the
complete reaction scheme is an essential premise for a Co(II)–[12]aneN and Co(II)–[13]aneN systems in an-4 4

correct thermodynamic study. The kinetic analysis de- aerobic conditions at pH values ranging from 8 to 9 and at
scribed above allowed us to identify Scheme 10. This different values of the cobalt and ligand concentrations.
scheme must be borne in mind when equilibrium or The analysis of the calorimetric curves highlighted in both
calorimetric measurements are envisaged or interpreted. cases that the formation reaction of the CoL isomers

In anaerobic conditions the cobalt reacts with the ligand mixture is followed by a slow process with a small
giving a mixture of two isomers CoL(t) and CoL(c). The exothermic effect. This means that the reaction initially
usual potentiometric technique for measuring the equilib- leads to the formation of a mixture whose isomeric
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composition is not the equilibrium composition and that the ligand is responsible for the structure of the precursor
the subsequent reaction is an exothermic isomerization CoL complexes. Small cyclic ligands ([12]aneN and4

towards the equilibrium distribution. The calorimetric [13]aneN ) form a mixture of cis and trans CoL isomers4

experiments were carried out following a procedure we and their distribution depends on the ring size. The smaller
have already described [12]. The heat evolved in the the ring is, the more this distribution is shifted to the cis
process was determined by taking into account the time isomer. These complexes react with dioxygen giving a
constant of the calorimeter. The effects connected with the mixture of monobridged and dibridged dioxygenated com-
deprotonation of the ligand were taken into account by plexes. For larger cyclic ligands ([14]aneN and4
using the enthalpies of deprotonation measured in this [15]aneN ) the equilibrium CoL isomeric distribution is4Co,L 21work. We obtained a value of DH 5246.363 kJ mol almost completely shifted towards the trans species whichCoL

for the reaction between Co(II) and [12]aneN , and of4 reacts with dioxygen giving only monobridged complexes.
Co,L 21

DH 5257.263 kJ mol for the reaction betweenCoL Our study on the oxygenated cobalt complexes of
Co(II) and [13]aneN . Both these values refer to the4 [14]aneN and [15]aneN did not highlight the formation4 4
formation of the initial mixture of isomers. The relatively of the olate species. The affinity of the CoL species
high value of the standard deviation is due to the fact that towards molecular dioxygen decreases as the size of the
the initial isomeric distribution depends in a complex ring increases [6]. In the case of [12]aneN the uptake of4
manner on the working conditions. A further analysis of dioxygen is already complete at low pH values, while in
the calorimetric curves in order to obtain the DH of the case of [15]aneN the equilibrium constant for the4
isomerization is impossible without knowledge of the formation of the oxygenated complex is relatively small
initial and equilibrium isomeric distribution. [12] and cycles of uptake and release of dioxygen may be

In order to obtain the DH of formation of the oxy- realized.
genated complexes, calorimetric experiments were per-
formed by bubbling dioxygen into anaerobic solutions
containing preformed CoL isomers at pH 8.5. In these Acknowledgements
conditions a mixture of (CoL) (m-O )(m-OH) and2 2

(CoL) (m-O )(OH) is formed and the process of degrada-2 2 This work was supported by the Ministero dell’Univer-
tive autoxidation is negligible. During the reaction the pH `sita e della Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica (MURST,
was maintained constant by adding known amounts of

Roma).
NaOH stock solution. In all the experiments the ratio
between the moles of NaOH added and the moles of cobalt
turned out to be m /m 5 0.5 confirming that theNaOH Co
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Abstract

The complexes formed by beryllium(II) with the dicarboxylate ligands methylmalonate, phenylmalonate, dimethylmalonate and
9cyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylate have been investigated in aqueous solution through potentiometric and Be NMR spectroscopic

22 32 1measurements. The species BeL, [BeL ] , [Be (OH) L ] and [Be (OH) L] have been identified and their formation constants have2 3 3 3 3 3
23been determined at 258C in 0.5 mol dm NaClO . The stability of the complexes is discussed in relation to the bite size of the chelating4

ligands; the formation constants of the beryllium(II) phthalate complexes have also been determined for this purpose. A crystalline salt of
formula K [Be(C H (COO) ) ]?2H O has been isolated and its structure has been determined by an X-ray structure analysis. The metal2 4 6 2 2 2

atom is tetrahedrally coordinated by four oxygen atoms of the dicarboxylate ligands, the coordination polyhedron being only slightly
distorted from tetrahedral.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Dicarboxylate complexes; Beryllium(II); X-ray structure; Stability constants

1. Introduction lium(II) with the set of related ligands methyl-malonate
(memal), phenyl-malonate (phmal), dimethyl-malonate

The increasing use of beryllium in high-technology (dimemal) and 1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylate (cbdc), as
devices is causing some concern because of the very high shown in Scheme 1. The aim was to investigate the effects
toxicity of this element. Efforts to discover a therapeutic on the properties of the complexes of small changes in the
agent that may neutralise the biological activity of beryl- steric requirements of the ligands. Recently Schmidbaur et
lium compounds have so far been unsuccessful [1], so al. [10] have isolated a beryllium complex with another
there is renewed interest in the element’s coordination dicarboxylate ligand, phthalate, and have determined the
chemistry, notwithstanding the risks associated with hand- structure of the complex. We have therefore also included
ling its compounds [2–8]. the phthalate ligand in this study.

Dicarboxylate anions have been found to be good The investigations were carried out using potentiometric
coordinating agents for beryllium(II) in aqueous solution; and NMR methods. The complex K [Be(cbdc) ]?2H O2 2 2

the stability of the complex species formed depends on the was isolated and its structure was determined by X-ray
size of the chelate rings. Malonate has been found to form crystallography.
the most stable complexes [9–11].

We have now studied the interaction of aqueous beryl-

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-55-321-6333; fax: 139-55-354-845.
E-mail addresses: vacsab@chim1.unifi.it (A. Vacca),

midolla@cacao.issecc.fi.cnr.it (S. Midollini)
1Corresponding co-author. Tel.: 139-55-245-990; fax: 139-55-247-8366. Scheme 1.
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2. Experimental described previously [13]. The electrodes were calibrated
1in terms of hydrogen ion concentration [H O ] and log K3 w

1 2Caution! Beryllium and its compounds are extremely (K 5[H O ][OH ]) was found to be 213.69. The titra-w 3
23toxic. All manipulations have to be carried out with tions were performed by adding a 0.100 mol dm NaOH

appropriate precautions and all contaminated materials solution to acid solutions containing either the ligands only
must be collected and disposed of in accordance with (in the deprotonation experiments) or the ligands and
current regulations. beryllium perchlorate (in the complex formation experi-

ments). Concentration of metal and ligands were in the
232.1. General range 0.002–0.003 and 0.003–0.010 mol dm , respective-

ly.
Carbon dioxide free water was prepared as previously Near-optimal experimental conditions for both emf and

described [9]. All reagents were analytical grade commer- nmr measurements (vide infra) were identified with the aid
cial products and were used without further purification. of HySS [14], a new program developed from the HY-

PHEN program in the HYPERQUAD suite [12]. HySS
2.2. Synthesis of K [Be(cbdc) ]?2H O was used to determine the species’ concentrations that2 2 2

would be obtained in a simulated titration, given a set of
1.98 g (14 mmol) of cyclobutane 1,1-dicarboxylic acid estimates for the stability constants and titration con-

were added to 0.301 g (7 mmol) of Be(OH) in 25 ml of ditions. The concentration of any particular species could2

water. After addition of 0.786 mg (14 mmol) of KOH the then be maximised by adjusting the simulated titration
resulting mixture was heated under reflux until most of the conditions.
beryllium hydroxide had dissolved. The solution was The basicity constants of the ligands and the stability
filtered and cooled to room temperature, the final pH being constants of the complexes were calculated using the
5.07. The solution was evaporated in air until thin colour- least-squares computer program HYPERQUAD [12]; the
less crystals precipitated. The supernatant solution was results are given in Table 1. In Hyperquad the sum of the
decanted off, 25 ml of ethanol were added to the mixture, weighted squared residuals on the observed emf values is
then water was added slowly until all the solid dissolved. minimized. The weights were derived from the estimated

3After standing for a day at 58C the solution afforded the errors in emf (0.2 mV) and titre volume (0.002 cm ). For
precipitation of large, well shaped crystals; these were the beryllium containing systems the hydroxo species

31 31 41filtered and washed with water–ethanol (1:1 vol.), ethanol Be(OH) , Be (OH) , Be (OH) , Be (OH) and2 2 3 3 5 6
41and then diethyl ether. The solid was dried in air. Yield: Be (OH) were included in the equilibrium model, with6 8

2.1 g (75%). Anal. found: C, 35.5; H, 4.0; K, 19.3. Calc. formation constants that had been determined in a previous
for C H O BeK : C, 35.37; H, 3.97; K, 19.19%. study [4]. The most probable equilibrium model was12 16 10 2

selected by following a strategy based on statistical
22.3. Potentiometric measurements inferences applied to s , the rms of weighted residuals

[15].
The potentiometric determination of the equilibrium

constants was performed at 298 K at an ionic strength of 2.4. NMR measurements
230.50 mol dm (made up with NaClO ), using the HY-4

9PERQUAD suite of programs [12]. The potentiometric Be NMR spectra were recorded at various pH values as
9apparatus and the experimental technique have been previously described [9]. Be chemical shifts are measured

Table 1
23 aDecimal logarithms of the equilibrium constants determined at 298 K in 0.50 mol dm NaClO4

Reaction log K(s)
b cMalonate Memal Dimemal Phmal cbdc Phthalate Succinate

22 1 2L 1H →HL 5.054(2) 5.165(4) 5.457(5) 4.936(3) 5.271(3) 4.751(3) 5.041(3)
2 1HL 1H →H L 2.51(2) 2.775(5) 2.839(6) 2.177(7) 2.836(4) 2.631(5) 3.908(3)2

22 1L 12H →H L 7.56(2) 7.940(7) 8.296(7) 7.113(8) 8.107(5) 7.382(6) 8.949(3)2
21 22Be 1L →BeL 5.36(2) 5.394(7) 5.544(5) 5.130(7) 5.51(7) 3.170(8) 3.04(1)

22 22BeL1L →BeL 3.85(1) 3.683(7) 3.737(8) 3.48(1) 3.38(1) 2.15(4) 1.0(2)2
31 22 1Be (OH) 1L →Be L(OH) 5.26(7) 5.47(6) 5.22(5) 4.92(4) – 2.44(8) 2.03(6)3 3 3 3
31 22 32Be (OH) 13L →Be L (OH) 12.84(6) 12.64(3) 12.57(3) 11.05(4) 10.68(9) – –3 3 3 3 3

a Values in parentheses are standard deviations on the last significant figure.
b Values from Ref. [9].
c Values from Ref. [11].
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23relative to an external standard, aqueous 0.1 mol dm 3. Results and discussion
BeSO solution.4

3.1. Potentiometry
2.5. Crystallography

The protonation constants determined in the present
X-ray diffraction data were collected at room tempera- study are shown in Table 1 together with values obtained

ture on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 automatic diffractometer. previously for malonate [9] and succinate [11] for com-
Unit cell parameters were determined by least-squares parison purposes. There are small variations in the basicity
refinement of the setting angles of 25 carefully centered of the ligands which can be attributed to inductive effects
reflections. Crystal data and data collection details are of the substituents attached to the carboxylate groups;
given in Table 2. The intensities I as well as the standard methyl and methylene groups favour protonation but the
deviations s(I) were calculated by using the value of 0.03 effect of the phenyl group is unfavourable. These effects
for the instability factor k [16]. The intensities were make dimemal the most basic of the ligands in the table
corrected for Lorentz-polarization effects and an empirical and phmal the least basic of the ligands in which the
absorption correction was applied using c scans [17]. carboxylate groups are separated by one carbon atom

All the calculations were carried out on a 486 IBM (substituted malonates). The basicity of phthalate is to be
personal computer, using the SIR92 [18], SHELXL 93 [19] compared with that of succinate since in these ligands the
and ORTEP [20] programs. Atomic scattering factors for carboxylate groups are separated by two carbon atoms;
neutral atoms were taken from Ref. [21]. Both Df 9 and Df 0 phthalate is distinctly less basic because of the inductive
components of anomalous dispersion were included for all effect of the aromatic ring and this is most evident in the
non-hydrogen atoms [22]. The structure was solved by second protonation step. Our values of log K and log K1 2

direct methods and full-matrix least-squares refinements are in excellent agreement with those (obtained at 298 K
2 23were carried out on F with anisotropic thermal factors and ionic strength 0.5 mol dm ) reported in a critical

assigned to non-hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen atoms were compilation of equilibrium constants – 4.71 and 2.66,
introduced in calculated positions, riding on their attached respectively [23].

21carbon atoms with isotropic thermal parameters 20% larger The interaction of Be (aq) with the substituted malo-
than those of the latter. The function minimized during the nates and with phthalate leads to the formation of the same

2 2 2refinement was ow(uF u 2uF u ) , where w is defined as set of complex species as were found with the malonateo c
2 2 2 2 221/ [s (F )1(0.0676P) 11.86P], where P5(max(F ,0)1 ion itself [9], namely, the complexes BeL, BeL ,o o 2

2 1 322F ) /3. [Be (OH) L] e [Be (OH) L ] . If one makes thec 3 3 3 3 3

Table 2
Crystal data and structure refinement

Empirical formula C H BeK O12 16 2 10

Formula weight 407.46
Temperature (K) 293(2)

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71070
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group C2/c

˚Unit cell dimensions a513.731(3) A, a5908
˚b59.938(2) A, b595.20(2)8
˚c511.952(2) A, g5908

3˚Volume (A ) 1624.2(6)
Z 4

23Density (calcd.) (g cm ) 1.666
21Absorption coefficient (cm ) 6.35

F(000) 840
Crystal size (mm) 0.4030.4030.25
u range for data collection 2.53–24.968

Index ranges 2 16 # h # 16, 0 # k # 11, 0 # l # 14
Reflections collected 1496
Independent reflections 1428 [R 50.0141]int

2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 1428/0 /114

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.121
Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R1 5 0.0355, wR2 5 0.1056
R indices (all data) R1 5 0.0403, wR2 5 0.1098

23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 0.604 and 20.346
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reasonable assumptions that the beryllium ion is 4-coordi-
nate and that the ligands are bidentate one may tentatively

22write the molecular formulae as BeL(H O) , BeL ,2 2 2
1 32[Be (m-OH) L(H O) ] and [Be (m-OH) L ] where3 3 2 4 3 3 3

water molecules are included where needed to fill the
primary coordination sphere.

1With cbdc the species [Be (OH) L] was not character-3 3
32ised nor was the species [Be (OH) L ] characterised3 3 3

with L5phthalate. We believe that this is due to the fact
that the concentrations of those species were too low, 2–Fig. 1. Perspective view of the [Be(cbdc) ] complex anion: ORTEP2under the given experimental conditions, for the equilib- drawing with 30% probability ellipsoids.
rium constant to be determined. It is necessary at this point
to emphasize that because of the complexity of the

Table 3
equilibrium system it is difficult to characterise a ‘minor ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8)
species’ which, because of its low concentration relative to

O(1)–C(1) 1.227(3)the other species present, makes a barely significant
O(2)–C(1) 1.282(3)

contribution to the experimentally observed quantity. This O(2)–Be 1.613(3)
is still true in spite of the fact that modern computer O(3)–C(6) 1.284(3)

O(3)–Be 1.598(3)programs are highly sophisticated and statistical techniques
O(4)–C(6) 1.223(3)are highly efficient.
C(1)–C(2) 1.519(3)The stability constants of the complexes with substituted
C(2)–C(6) 1.518(3)

malonate ligands are not very different from those of the C(2)–C(3) 1.543(3)
complexes with the unsubstituted ligand. With the 1:1 C(2)–C(5) 1.576(3)

C(3)–C(4) 1.517(4)complexes, BeL, it might seem that the differences are due
C(4)–C(5) 1.524(4)to the inductive effects of the substituents but with the

cBe–O(3) 1.598(3)other complexes this trend is not so obvious. It would seem cBe–O(2) 1.613(3)
that both steric effects and conformational effects come
into play, with some substituents imparting greater rigidity C(1)–O(2)–Be 125.5(2)

C(6)–O(3)–Be 125.7(1)to the ligand skeleton than others (an entropy effect) or
O(1)–C(1)–O(2) 121.9(2)ring strain (an enthalpy effect).
O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 119.7(2)The phthalate complexes are significantly less stable
O(2)–C(1)–C(2) 118.2(2)

than the malonate complexes but approximately of the C(6)–C(2)–C(1) 115.5(2)
same stability as succinate complexes. This correlates with C(6)–C(2)–C(3) 113.4(2)

C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 116.6(2)the fact that the chelate rings formed by phthalate and
C(6)–C(2)–C(5) 108.4(2)succinate have seven members and that seven-membered
C(1)–C(2)–C(5) 111.1(2)rings are less stable than six-membered rings in beryllium
C(3)–C(2)–C(5) 88.4(2)

chemistry [9]. It also accounts for the fact that the complex C(4)–C(3)–C(2) 90.4(2)
32[Be (OH) L ] could not be characterised. Agreement C(3)–C(4)–C(5) 91.3(2)3 3 3

C(4)–C(5)–C(2) 88.9(2)between the present results and those reported previously
23 O(4)–C(6)–O(3) 121.2(2)(298 K, 0.15 mol dm NaClO : log K 53.97 and log4 1

O(4)–C(6)–C(2) 121.0(2)K 52.72) is poor, probably because hydrolysis was ig-2 O(3)–C(6)–C(2) 117.8(2)
cnored in the old study [24]. O(3) –Be–O(3) 116.1(3)
c cO(3) –Be–O(2) 107.46(8)

cO(3)–Be–O(2) 106.88(8)3.2. Structure of K [Be(cbdc) ]?2H O2 2 2 cO(3) –Be–O(2) 106.88(8)
O(3)–Be–O(2) 107.46(8)The molecular structure of the complex consists of cO(2) –Be–O(2) 112.2(3)22 1discrete [Be(cbdc) ] anions, K cations and solvating2

awater molecules. Fig. 1 shows a perspective view of the K–O(4) 2.609(2)
bK–O(1) 2.737(2)anion and Table 3 gives selected bond distances and

K–O(5) 2.755(2)angles.
cK–O(3) 2.882(2)In the anion the beryllium atom, which lies on a binary

K–O(2) 2.887(2)
daxis, is tetrahedrally coordinated by four oxygen atoms of K–O(5) 3.046(2)
ctwo cyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylate (cbdc) ligands. The K–O(4) 3.395(2)

coordination polyhedron is only slightly distorted from the a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: (a)
ideal values, the O–Be–O angles ranging from 107.0(2) to x 1 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, z 1 1/2; (b) x, 2 y, z 1 1/2; (c) 2 x, y, 2 z 1 3/2;
116.1(3)8. The oxygen atoms of the carboxylate groups, (d) 2 x 1 1/2, y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 3/2.
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Table 4either those coordinated to the beryllium or those free, are
22Selected structural parameters for the complexes [Be(dicarboxylate) ]2all involved in a three-dimensional network of interactions

containing five-, six- and seven-membered chelate ringswith the potassium cations, which display additional
Oxalate Malonate cbdc Phthalatecontact distances also with the oxygen atoms of the

solvating water molecules. It ensues an alternating stacking No. atoms in chelate ring 5 6 6 7
Be–O (av) 1.622(3) 1.616(7) 1.606(8) 1.603(8)of beryllium anions interlocked by potassium and water
O–Be–O (av) 99.6(1) 108.8(5) 107.0(3) 109.4(3)molecules (see the packing diagram reported in Fig. 2).
Ref. [26] [25] This work [10]It is interesting to compare the structure of the

22[Be(cbdc) ] anion with those of the related bis(dicarbox-2

ylate) beryllium complexes, that were reported previously
(Table 4). Notwithstanding the presence of the cyclobutane requirement of the cyclobutane group with respect to the
ring, the bond distances and angles at the metal do not methylene hydrogen atoms can cause the closing of the
show significant differences with respect to the parent C(1)–C(2)–C(6) angle, without affecting the coordination
malonate derivative [25]. The average values of the Be–O at the beryllium atom). Considering the phthalate deriva-

˚distances, 1.606(8) A, and of the O(2)–Be–O(3) angles, tive [10], it appears evident that the seven-membered ring
˚107.5(3)8, are very close to those of 1.616(7) A and does not impose steric requirements to the coordination

108.8(5)8 reported for the malonate complex [25]. The geometry at the metal centre since the O–Be–O angles of
only noticeable difference concerns the value of the C(1)– this latter compound matches the tetrahedral ideal value.
C(2)–C(6) angle, where C(2) is the atom to which the On the contrary, as previously reported, significantly larger
substitution occurs. This angle is significantly smaller differences are envisaged between the coordination geome-
(115.5(2)8) than the corresponding angle in the malonate try of the six and seven-membered ring complexes and that

22derivative (119.7(2)8); on the other hand it was to be of the related oxalate beryllium derivative [Be(COO) ]2

expected according to a balance principle (the larger steric [26]. As a matter of fact the oxalate complex displays for

Fig. 2. Packing diagram of the complex K [Be(cbdc) ]?2H O.2 2 2
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the Be–O distances and the O–Be–O bite angles the
˚values of 1.622(3) A and 99.6(2)8, respectively. Such

differences are undoubtedly to be attributed to the more
strained five-membered ring present in the oxalate deriva-
tive.

Finally it is noteworthy to recall that the cyclobutane-
1,1-dicarboxylate ligand has been much used as a com-
ponent of platinum complexes studied as potential anti-
tumor drugs [27]. The structures reported with this ligand
all contain the platinum metal with rare exceptions [28–
30].

3.3. NMR

9The Be NMR spectra of the systems BeSO –H L4 2

(L5memal, phmal, dimemal and cbdc) show comparable
trends and are consistent with those previously reported for

9the parent malonic acid [9]. As an example the Be NMR
spectra of aqueous solutions of BeSO and 1,1-cyclo-4

butanedicarboxylic acid, at variable pH values, are shown
in Fig. 3 [(a) metal–ligand molar ratio 1:1, (b) metal–
ligand molar ratio 1:2]. On the basis of the corresponding
distribution diagrams, shown in Fig. 4, the resonances at
d50, 1.35, and 2.39 ppm are assigned to the species

21 22[Be(H O) ] , BeL(H O) and [BeL ] . At pH values2 4 2 2 2

higher than 6.5 a broad signal centered at d51.7 ppm
becomes evident; this may be attributed to the trimeric

32
9complex [Be (m-OH) (cdbc) (H O) ] . Fig. 3. Be NMR spectra (H O, 295 K) at variable pH values of the3 3 3 2 3 2

23 23The chemical shifts of the species BeL(H O) and BeSO –cbdc system: (a) T 50.1 mol dm and T 50.1 mol dm ; (b)4 Be L2 2
23 2322 T 50.1 mol dm and T 50.2 mol dm .[BeL ] occur in the ranges 3.29–2.39 and 1.7621.35 Be L2

ppm, in agreement with those previously reported for
related species containing six-membered chelated rings
[9,31,32] (Table 5). It is known that the rigidity of the

9 32chelate rings causes a downfield shift of the Be reso- abundant species, [Be (m-OH) L ] , are hardly visible3 3 3

nances [32]; accordingly the chemical shifts of the Be- above the baseline.
oxalate complexes occur downfield relative to those of the
malonates complexes, which in turn occur downfield
relative to those of complexes containing seven-membered
chelate rings. If we consider a set of complexes containing Supplementary data
the same chelated rings, such as the substituted malonates,

9the Be resonances of the corresponding complex species Supplementary materials consist of coordinates, thermal
are shifted to high field as the donor atoms’ basicity parameters, complete bond distances and angles and F /Fo c

increases (see Table 1 for the overall basicity constants of listings. Supplementary data are available from the Cam-
the ligands). A similar trend had been previously observed bridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road,
for other beryllium(II) complexes [34]. The different steric Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposi-
hindrance induced by the substitution at the central carbon tion number 114064.
atom seems to cause only minor effects. In general the
signals of the corresponding complex species appear to be
broader in the substituted malonates complexes than in the
parent malonate ones probably because they are less Acknowledgements

22 9symmetrical (e.g. W of the [ML ] Be resonances: 81 / 2 2

Hz, L5mal; 10 Hz, L5memal; 11 Hz, L5cbdc; 14 Hz, We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of EU
L5dimemal; 17 Hz, L5phmal). A consequence of this is for HCM program ‘Metals and Environmental Problems’
that the signals due to the most asymmetric and less (1995–1997), through Grant ERBCHRX-CT94-0632 and
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21 23 23Fig. 4. HySS distribution diagrams of the Be –cbdc complex species as a function of pH: (a) T 50.1 mol dm and T 50.1 mol dm ; (b) T 50.1Be L Be
23 23mol dm and T 50.2 mol dm .L
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N,N9-substituted dithiooxamides derived from alkyl-a-amino acids or from
glycylglycine: acid dissociation properties in aqueous solution and crystal

and molecular structures of N,N9-bis(carboxymethyl) dithiooxamide
(GLYDTO) and N,N9-bis(1-carboxyethyl) dithiooxamide (ALADTO)
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Abstract

The acid-base properties of N,N9-disubstituted dithiooxamides derived from alkyl-a-aminoacids or glycylglycine were studied in
aqueous solutions of pH 2.5-10.8. For each dithiooxamide, protonation constants were obtained from potentiometric data for three dilute
aqueous solutions [I50.15 M (NaClO ), 37.08C] using the program HYPERQUAD, and are reported as conventional pK values. For4 a

compounds I, II and III (derived respectively from glycine, D,L-a-alanine and D,L-a-valine) only the protonation constants of the
carboxylate groups could be accurately determined under the experimental conditions used. For the glycylglycine derivative (IV) the
protonation constants of the carboxylate and peptide amide groups were determined, but not those of the thioamide groups.
N,N9-bis(carboxymethyl)dithiooxamide (I) and racemic N,N9-bis(1-carboxyethyl) dithioxamide (II) were also studied by X-ray
crystallography. Both have centrosymmetric molecules and rather similar structures in which the typical trans configuration of the
dithiooxamide moiety is stabilized by two symmetrically related intramolecular hydrogen bonds linking each thioamide N–H the sulfur

˚atom of the other half-molecule [N . . . S52.94(1) A, ,(N–H–S)5122(3)8 or 116(2)8]. In the crystal lattice each molecule is linked to
four adjacent ones by intermolecular O–H . . . O hydrogen bonds.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: N,N9-bis(carboxymethyl)dithiooxamide; N,N9-bis(1-carboxyethyl)dithiooxamide; Hyperquad protonation constants; Crystal and molecular
structure; Dithiooxamide-valine derivative; Dithiooxamide-glycylglycine derivative

1. Introduction structure have not been reported for either the complexes
or the uncomplexed species H L.4

Metal complexes with two metal centres are attracting Some structural information is available for other
increasing interest because of their magnetic properties dithiooxamides or their complexes. In N,N9-disubstituted
and/or as models of the metal centres of metalloproteins. dithiooxamides, such as N,N9-di(p-chlorophenyl)- [3],
The bridging ligands that have been used to create N,N9-diethyl- [4], N,N9-di(2-hydroxyethyl)- [5], N,N9-di(2-
dinuclear complexes of transition metals include oxalate, hydroxypropyl- [6] and N,N9-dicyclohexyldithiooxamide
squarate, oxamide and deaminated a-amino acid dithioox- [7], the dithiooxamido moiety typicaly has trans configura-
amide substituted on the nitrogens [1,2]. These last (H L) tion, and in some cases is stabilized by intramolecular4

react with Co(ClO ) ?6H O in alkaline aqueous media to hydrogen bonds. Interestingly, this trans configuration has4 2 2

give sparingly water soluble compounds [Co (L)(H O) ] not been observed in dithiooxamides with no H atoms on2 2 2
4-in which, to judge by their IR spectra the L ligands the thioamide N atoms, such as N,N,N9,N9-tetraethyl-

chelate Co(II) ions through their O, N and S atoms [2]. dithiooxamide [8] or the cyclic molecule N,N9-dimethyl-
Their magnetic properties and electronic spectra are as piperazine-2,3-dithione [9].
expected for octahedral Co(II) complexes but crystal Probably because of the low acidity expected for the

protons of both the thioamide group and the above
mentioned N-substituents, no attempts seem to have been*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-981-594-636; fax: 134-981-547-
made to determine acid–base properties of these dithioox-163.

˜E-mail address: qiac01@mailusc.usc.es (A. Castineiras) amides. However, these properties are of interest for

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00269-7
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thermodynamic studies of metal complex by these com- revealed the position of all non-hydrogen atoms, and were
2pounds. In this work we studied the acid–base properties refined on F by a full-matrix least-square procedure using

in water of dithiooxamides prepared from a-amino acids anisotropic displacement parameters [14]. All hydrogen
(glycine, alanine or valine) or glycylglycine. In the course atoms were located from difference maps and refined
of the preparation of the solutions for potentiometric isotropically. Atomic scattering factors were taken from
measurements of the glycine and alanine derivatives, International Tables for X-ray Crystallography [15]. Mo-
single crystals were obtained and used for X-ray diffrac- lecular graphics were generated with ZORTEP [16]. A
tion studies. The resulting structural data are also reported summary of the crystal data, experimental details and
and discussed. refinement results is given in Table 1.

2.3. Potentiometry and protonation /dissociation
2. Experimental calculations

2.1. Synthesis of the dithioxamide derivatives All required solutions were prepared with CO -free2

double distilled water. Stock solutions of perchloric acid
N,N9-dithiooxamides H L derived from glycine, D,L-a- (Merck) and recrystallized dithiooxamides (herein after4

alanine and D,L-leucine namely N,N9-bis(carbox- DTOs) were titrated by conventional alkalimetric methods
ymethyl)dithiooxamide (GLYDTO, I), racemic N,N9-bis- [17].
(1-carboxyethyl)dithiooxamide (ALADTO, II) and The starting solutions for the potentiometric study were
racemic N,N9-bis(1-carboxy-2-methylpropyl)dithioox- prepared by transferring the required amounts of DTO
amide (VALDTO, III) were prepared as described previ- stock solution, HClO and background electrolyte4

ously [2]. Similarly N,N9-bis(N-carboxymethyl- acet- (NaClO ) to 250 mL volumetric flasks and making up to4

amido)dithiooxamide (H L9, GgDTO, IV) was obtained as the mark with water; solutions with three different DTO6

an orange solid by reaction of dithiooxamide (Aldrich) concentrations were prepared, all with ionic strengths of
23with the sodium salt of glycylglycine (GlyglyH, Aldrich). 0.15 mol.dm . Aliquots (50 or 100 m of these DTO

Yield: 53%. M.p. (decomp.)5246.58C. Calc. for solutions were titrated against manually added CO -free2

C H N O S : C 33.9, H 5.08, N 15.8, S 18.1. Found: C 0.1 M NaOH solution adjusted to the same ionic strength10 14 4 6 2
2133.2, H 4.96, N 15.6, S 18.2. IR spectrum (KBr, n cm ): with NaClO . Potentiometric measurements were per-4

3339s, 3221s n(NH), 1727s, 1630s n(C5O), 1523s formed using a MetrohmE Tritino 702 SM Automatic
1

n(CN), 1426s n(C–OH), 1349s d(NH), 892s n(CS); H- Titroprocessor equipped with a MetrohmE 6.0233.100
NMR d (DMSO): 12.50, s, 1H, OH; 10.69 d, 1H, NH; combined electrode (internal reference Ag/AgCl). The
8.55, t, 1H, NH; 4.33, d, 2H, CH ; 3.84, d, 2H, CH ; temperature in the reaction cell was maintained at2 2
13C-NMR d (DMSO): 185.7, CS; 171.2, COOH; 166.9, 37.0060.058C by circulating thermostatted water and
CO; 49.4, CH . Low-resolution mass spectrum m /z: 350 titrations were performed under a slow, constant stream of2

1(M , 2.71%), 293 (4.75), 248 (16.27), 200 (42.14), 145 N presaturated by passage through 0.15 M NaClO2 4

(62.51), 113 (99.57), 72 (100). solution. The standard electrode potential E8, the con-
213centration of the NaOH solution and Kw (0.166310 )

2.2. X-ray data collection, solution and refinement of the were determined before and after each potentiometric
structures experiment by titration of a known amount of HClO4

solution in 0.15 M NaClO with NaOH titrant solution4

During the potentiometric work we observed that upon [18,19].
23long standing at room temperature stock 3310 M For each compound, the protonation constants of the

aqueous solutions of compounds I and II afforded yellow- processes L1rH~LH , defined as log b , were b 5r r r
rish orange crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies (I [LH ]/ [L][H] (charges are omitted for simplicity), werer

produced a large number of single crystals, II both single calculated using the program HYPERQUAD [20] to
crystals and crystalline aggregates). Crystals were mounted perform a least-squares fit of this equation to the N
on glass fibres for data collection in an Enraf–Nonius potentiometric data pairs obtained from the three solutions,
CAD4 diffractometer [10]. Cell constants and an orienta- where N ranged from 139 for GgDTO to 277 for
tion matrix were obtained by least-squares refinement of ALADTO; the results are expressed below as conventional
the diffraction data for 25 reflections in the ranges of pK value. The range of starting concentrations (mola

23 23 249.0598,u ,44.3058 (for I) and 19.7418,u ,43.2668 (for dm ) were 1.68310 to 7.50310 for GLYDTO,
23 24 24II). Data were collected at 293 K using Cu K radiation 1.10310 to 5.38310 for ALADTO, 6.83310 toa
24 24 24˚(l51.54184 A) and the v scan technique, and were 3.42310 for VALDTO and 5.44310 to 2.72310

corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects [11]. A for GgDTO. In all calculations the error in the added
semi-empirical absorption correction was also made [12]. volume of titrant, taken to be 0.002 ml, and the error in
The structures were solved by direct methods [13] which electrode readings, s , 0.1 mV. The optimized protonationE
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Table 1
Crystal and structure refinement data for GLYDTO (I) and ALADTO (II)

I II

Empirical formula C H N O S C H N O S6 8 2 4 2 8 12 2 4 2

Formula weight 236.26 264.32
Cryst. system, sp. group Monoclinic, P2 /n Monoclinic, P2 /n1 1

˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a56.7040(4) A a56.8548(4) A
˚ ˚b57.6350(3) A b57.8626(5) A
˚ ˚c59.6297(5) A c511.2022(7) A

b 5107.972(5)8 b 5101.354(5)8
3˚Volume (A ) 468.85(4) 591.94(6)

Z 2 2
23Calc. density (Mg m ) 1.674 1.483

21Absorption coeff. (mm ) 5.139 4.132
F(000) 244 276
Crystal size (mm) 0.4030.2530.15 0.4030.4030.10
u range (8) 7.13–74.01 6.93–74.26
Index ranges 28#h#7, 29#k#9, 0#l#12 28#h#8, 29#k#0, 0#l#13
Ref. col. /unique 1942/956 [R 50.0390] 1262/1203 [R 50.0437]int int

Completeness to 2u 92.8% 93.0%
Absorption corr. c-scan c-scan
Max. /min. transm. 0.990/0.576 0.990 0.398
Data /parameters 956/81 1203/98
Goodness-of-fit 1.128 1.091
Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R 5 0.052, wR 5 0.147 R 5 0.052, wR 5 0.1361 2 1 2

R indices (all data) R 5 0.053, wR 5 0.148 R 5 0.053, wR 5 0.1371 2 1 2

Extinction coeff. 0.033(5) 0.0086(17)
23˚Largest diff. peak/hole (eA ) 0.605 and 20.411 0.453 and 20.628

constants were used to simulate potentiometric titrations and does not involve the linking C–C bond. The C(2)–
for comparison with the experimental data (using the N(1)–C(3)–S(1) torsion angle is close to zero [1.1(3)8 for
HYDRAPH subprogram of HYPERQUAD [20]) and to I and 25.1(4)8 for II]. The main structural differences
calculate species distribution diagrams (using the program between I and II concern the C(a)–N bond C(3)–N(1)–
SPECIES [21]). C(2)–C(1) [262.3(3)8 in I and 64.8(3)8 in II] and the

C(carboxy)–C(a) bond [O(1)–C(1)–C(2)–N(1)
234.2(4)8 in I and 32.5(4)8 in II]. The planar conforma-

3. Results and discussion tion of the dithiooxamide structure seems to be stabilized

3.1. Molecular and crystal structures of GLYDTO and
Table 2

4ALADTO Atomic coordinates (310 ) and equivalent isotropic displacement param-
2 3 a˚eters (A 310 ) for I and II

Positional parameters of compounds I and II are given Atom x y z Ueq
in Table 2, and bond lengths and angles in Table 3.

Compound IStereoviews and numbering schemes are shown in Fig. 1
S(1) 256(1) 2644(1) 5791(1) 42(1)

for GLYDTO (I) and Fig. 2 for ALADTO (II). These two O(1) 4301(3) 2867(3) 4618(2) 43(1)
DTOs have isotypic structures. As in other N,N9-disubsti- O(2) 5337(3) 4242(3) 6777(2) 45(1)

N(1) 2724(3) 179(3) 5898(2) 35(1)tuted dithiooxamides [3–9], each molecule lies on a centre
C(1) 4656(4) 2907(4) 5970(3) 35(1)of symmetry, so that the asymmetric unit contains half a
C(2) 4409(4) 1263(4) 6769(3) 39(1)molecule and the unit cell two molecules. The dithioox-
C(3) 753(4) 690(3) 5448(2) 32(1)

amide moiety is planar and has the same trans conforma-
tion as related dithiooxamides [3–9]. The dithioamide Compound II

S(1) 2464(1) 2338(1) 5319(1) 59(1)groups have unexceptional bonds lengths and angles; the
O(1) 4299(3) 2038(2) 4780(2) 46(1)lengths of the C=S and C–N bonds, close to 1.65 and 1.32
O(2) 4543(4) 501(3) 6484(2) 57(1)Å respectively suggest significant contributions of the
N(1) 2407(3) 4598(3) 5863(2) 42(1)* %resonance forms S=C–NHR and S –C=N HR [7]. Since C(1) 4174(3) 1893(3) 5848(2) 40(1)

in both dithiooxamides the length of the central C–C bond C(2) 3712(4) 3383(4) 6608(2) 44(1)
C(3) 560(4) 4237(3) 5322(2) 41(1)linking the two thioamide groups is derivatives very close
C(20) 5656(5) 4234(5) 7187(3) 62(1)˚to the 1.53 A typical of a C –C bond, p-electronsp3 sp3

adelocalization is limited to the individual thioamide groups U is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized U tensor.eq ij
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Table 3
˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for I and II

aCompound I
S(1)–C(3) 1.655(2)
O(1)–C(1) 1.249(3)
O(2)–C(1) 1.278(3)
N(1)–C(3) 1.316(3)
N(1)–C(2) 1.443(3)
C(1)–C(2) 1.508(4)

iC(3)–C(3) 1.528(4)
C(3)–N(1)–C(2) 123.2(2)
O(1)–C(1)–O(2) 124.8(2)
O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 119.7(2)
O(2)–C(1)–C(2) 115.4(2)
N(1)–C(2)–C(1) 111.8(2)

iN(1)–C(3)–C(3) 113.7(3)
N(1)–C(3)–S(1) 123.99(18)

1C(3) –C(3)–S(1) 122.3(2)
Fig. 2. View of ALADTO (II), showing the atom-numbering scheme;

b suffix ‘B’ indicates the equivalent position (2x, 1 2 y, 1 2 z). Displace-Compound II
ment ellipsoids are shown at 50% probability levels, and H atoms areS(1)–C(3) 1.650(3)
drawn as small circles of arbitrary radius. Intramolecular hydrogen bondsO(1)–C(1) 1.222(3)
are shown as dashed lines.O(2)–C(1) 1.303(3)

N(1)–C(3) 1.322(3)
N(1)–C(2) 1.454(3)

3.2. Acid dissociation properties of the DTOs inC(1)–C(2) 1.518(4)
C(2)–C(20) 1.518(4) aqueous solution

iC(3)–C(3) 1.527(5)
C(3)–N(1)–C(2) 123.2(2) Alkalimetric titration of solutions of GLYDTO in aque-
O(1)–C(1)–O(2) 124.8(2)

ous perchloric acid showed the existence of buffer inter-O(1)–C(1)–C(2) 122.7(2)
vals in both acid and alkaline pH ranges (Fig. 3); similarO(2)–C(1)–C(2) 112.4(2)

N(1)–C(2)–C(1) 111.0(2) results were obtained with ALADTO and VALDTO. The
N(1)–C(2)–C(20) 110.2(3) assumption that the acid buffer interval is due to deproto-
C(1)–C(2)–C(20) 108.5(2) nation of the two carboxy groups in each H L molecule,i 4N(1)–C(3)–C(3) 113.2(3)

and the alkaline interval to that of the thioamide–NHN(1)–C(3)–S(1) 124.34(19)
i groups, allowed HYPERQUAD to calculate the optimizedC(3) –C(3)–S(1) 122.4(3)

a values listed in Table 5 for pK and pK , the dissociation1 2Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: i: 2 x,
b constants of the carboxyl groups; only lower limits are2 y, 1 2 z; i: 2 x, 1 2 y, 1 2 z.

listed (in square brackets) for the dissociation constants of
the thioamide groups, which were not possible to optimize

by two symmetrically related intramolecular hydrogen with good precision.
i i ibonds, N–H . . . S and N –H . . . S (Table 4; sum of the Optimization failed when HYPERQUAD was applied to

˚van der Waals radii of S and N is 3.35 A [5]). In the crystal the data for acid buffer intervals with the assumption that
1 21lattice, a network of O–H . . . O bonds is created by each the cationic species [H L] and [H L] are also present5 6

molecule being linked to four adjacent ones by O(2)- at acid pH. Under the assumption that the species present
ii 1 2 22H . . . O(1 ) bonds and symmetrically related bonds. are [H L] , H L, [H L] and [H L] , for GLYDTO the5 4 3 2

1calculated dissociation constants of [H L] , H L and5 4

Table 4
˚Hydrogen bonds for I and II [A and 8]

D–H . . . A d(D–H) d(H . . . A) d(D . . . A) ,(DHA)
aCompound I

iiN(1)–H(10) . . . S(1) 0.73(4) 2.49(4) 2.948(2) 122(3)
iiiO(2)–H(2) . . . O(1) 1.00(6) 1.64(5) 2.634(3) 173(5)

bCompound II
iN(1)–H(10) . . . S(1) 0.85(3) 2.47(3) 2.939(2) 116(2)

Fig. 1. View of GLYDTO (I), showing the atom-numbering scheme; iiO(2)–H(20) . . . O(1) 0.71(6) 1.95(6) 2.657(3) 173(7)
suffix ‘A’ indicates the equivalent position (2x, 2 y, 1 2 z). Displace-

ament ellipsoids are shown at 50% probability levels, and H atoms are Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: ii:
bdrawn as small circles of arbitrary radius. Intramolecular hydrogen bonds 1 2 x, 2 y, 1 2 z; iii: 1 2 x, 1 2 y, 1 2 z; i: 2 x, 2 y 1 1, 2 z 1 1; ii:

are shown as dashed lines. 2 x 1 1, 2 y, 2 z 1 1.
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of 0.6 units that is expected, on statistical grounds, for a
pair of non-interacting equivalent groups [22]. Since in any
case the species distribution diagram calculated with these
five pK ’s predicts that at pH 2.5 less than 3% ofa

1GLYDTO would be present as [H L] (Fig. 4), it seems5

preferable to regard the alkaline pK ’s as unreliable and toa

accept for pK and pK the values listed in Table 5, which1 2

were calculated assuming the presence of only neutral and
anionic DTO species. Note that for all the DTOs consid-
ered (including GgDTO) the difference DpK 5pK 2221 2

pK is close to the value of about 0.6 units that is expected1

for a pair of non-interacting equivalent groups [22].
The potentiometric curve of GgDTO (H L9) also shows6

both acid and alkaline buffer intervals (Fig. 5), but in this
case the alkaline interval corresponds to the deprotonation
of both the thioamide groups and the peptide amide
groups. With the assumption that only neutral and anionic23Fig. 3. Experimental potentiometric data for a 1.682310 M solution of
GgDTO species are present, HYPERQUAD calculated theGLYDTO (H L) titrated against 0.105 M NaOH (large dots), and the4

first four protonation constants with reasonable confidencecurve calculated using the values 1.18, 2.56, 3.27, 11.39 and 11.51 for the
1 2 22 32pK s of [H L] , [H L], [H L] , [H L] and [HL] respectively. The x intervals, but as in the case of the other DTOs failed to finda 5 4 3 2

axis shows equivalents of NaOH per mole of GLYDTO. precise values for the most alkaline pair (Table 5). In spite
of this, reasonably good fit to the experimental poten-

2[H L] were 1.18(6), 2.56(1) and 3.27(1) respectively; tiometric curve was obtained (Fig. 5). Although the poor3

application of HYPERQUAD to the GLYDTO data for the precision of pK and pK prevents certain assignation of5 6

alkaline buffer interval with the assumption that the the values for pK –pK to specific protons, the assignation3 6
22 32 42species present are [H L] , [HL] and [L] afforded of pK and pK to the peptide amide protons seems2 3 4

22values of 11.39(1) for pK([H L] ) and 11.51(2) for unproblematic in view of (1) the difference in elec-2
32pK([HL] ). Although these five pK ’s allow good re- tronegativity between amide oxygen and thioamide sul-a

production of the potentiometric data (Fig. 3), the two phur, (2) the identity of the rough estimates of pK and5

alkaline pK ’s seem rather high for thioamide groups and, pK with those obtained for the thioamide protons of thea 6

more significantly, are separated by less than the difference other DTOs, (3) the pKa ’s reported for glycylglycine ata

I50.1 M and 258C (3.16 for the carboxy proton, 8.10 for
the amide proton) [23], and (4) the moderate electron-Table 5

aAcid dissociation constants (as pK values) obtained from protonation withdrawing effect of the deprotonated carboxymethyla

constants (log b ) optimized by HYPERQUAD for N,N9-substitutedr

dithiooxamides derived from a-amino acids (H L5GLYDTO, ALADTO4

or VALDTO) or from glycylglycine (H L95GgDTO)6

GLYDTO ALADTO VALDTO GgDTO

pK 2.57(1) 2.51(1) 2.57(1) 3.09(1)1

pK 3.23(1) 3.26(19 3.23(1) 3.73(1)2

pK [.11.2] [.11.2] [.11.2] 9.28(8)3

pK [.11.5] [.11.5] [.11.5] 10.83(6)4

pK – – – [.11.2]5

pK – – – [.11.5]6

N 203 277 155 139
s 0.42 1.28 1.12 0.92

2
x 14.1 12.27 33.72 22.01
DpK 0.67 0.75 0.67 0.64221

DpK ? ? ? 1.55423

DpK – – – ?625

a Values in parentheses are standard deviations of the listed pK ’s.a

Values in brackets are roughly estimated pK ’s. Errors in fixed values area

not introduced in HYPERQUAD, so that error propagation is not
considered in optimising the protonation constants. Statistical data refer to
protonation constants: N5total number of experimental data points used;

2
x 5observed statistical parameter based on weighted residuals of the emf
readings (values ,12.6 indicate a confidence level .95%), s 5ratio of Fig. 4. Species distribution diagram calculated for GYDTO (H L) using4

1the root mean square of the weighted residuals to the estimated error in the values 1.18, 2.56, 3.27, 11.39 and 11.51 for the pK ’s of [H L] ,a 5
2 22 32the actual working conditions (s and s ). [H L], [H L] , [H L] and [HL] respectively.v E 4 3 2
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to be measurable by the potentiomeric method used.
However, further attempts to determine the pK ’s of thesea

protons are clearly desirable with a view to the calculation
of the formation constants of DTO-metal complexes. In
this regard, it is of interest that an equimolar solution of
ALADTO and Cu(II) has a potentiometric curve in which
the four dissociable protons of the ligand all dissociate in a
single acid buffer interval [24].

Supplementary data

Further details of the structure determination have been
deposited as Supplementary Publications No CSD-410040
and CSD-410041. Copies may be obtained from the
Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, D-76344 Eggenstein-
Leopoldshafen, Germany.

24Fig. 5. Experimental potentiometric data for a 2.720310 M solution of
AcknowledgementsGgDTO (H L9) titrated against 0.105 M NaOH (large dots), and the6

curve calculated using the values 3.09, 3.73, 9.28 and 10.83 for the pK sa
2 22 32of [H L9], [H L9] , [H L9] and [H L9] respectively. The x axis6 5 4 3 We thank the Xunta de Galica, Spain, for financial

shows equivalents of NaOH per mole of GgDTO. support under Project XUGA20309B97.
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Synthesis, structure and redox properties of ruthenium complexes
containing the tpm facial and the trpy meridional tridentate ligands
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Abstract

21A new and convenient route for preparation of [Ru(trpy)(H O) ] involving reductive cleavage of the corresponding oxo dimers has2 3

been established. Furthermore, new complexes bearing the tridentate facial ligand tpm (tris(1-pyrazolyl)methane) and the tridentate
II 21meridional ligand trpy (2,29:69,20-terpyridine) have been prepared from the corresponding [Ru L(H O) ] (L5tpm, trpy) precursors.2 3

II 21The complexes obtained with general formula [Ru LL9] (L5tpm, L95py , py H O; L5trpy, L95trpy, py , Cl ) have been3 2 2 3 3

spectroscopically and electrochemically characterised and the structure of [Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) and of [RuCl (trpy)] determined by3 6 2 3

means of X-ray crystallography.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium complexes; Tridentate ligands; Synthesis; Structure; Redox properties

1. Introduction In this paper, we present the synthesis, structure and
electrochemical characterisation of new complexes of

The coordination chemistry of ruthenium complexes ruthenium containing the tridentate facial ligand tpm
containing N-based aromatic heterocyclic ligands is a (tris(1-pyrazolyl)methane) and the tridentate meridional
subject of intensive research due to its interest in many ligand trpy (2,29:69,20-terpyridine),
scientific fields. From a bioinorganic point of view, this
type of ruthenium complexes have been practically applied
to the recognition and cleavage of DNA [1–5]. They have
also been used for the fabrication of supramolecular
assemblies [6–8] and for the construction of molecular
nanostructures [9,10]. From a photophysics point of view

as well as a new and convenient route for the synthesis of
they are of interest for the characterisation and understand-

ruthenium complexes bearing the trpy ligand.
ing of new pathways for light harvesting and energy
conversion schemes [11–13]. Finally, the accessibility of
ruthenium higher oxidation states [14–18] converts them

2. Experimental
into excellent candidates as catalysts for redox reactions.
As a consequence, many examples have been described

2.1. Equipment
where substrates such as alkanes [19,20], alkenes [21–25],
alcohols [26–30], phosphines [31] and sulfides [32–36]

IR spectra were recorded on an FT Nicolet 205 with
have been catalytically oxidised using this type of

KBr pellets. UV–Vis spectroscopy was performed in a
ruthenium complexes.

diode array HP-89532A-UV–Vis with 1 cm quartz cells.
pH measurements were done using a Micro-pH-2000 from*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-972-418-262; fax: 134-972-418-
Crison. Cyclic voltammetric (CV) experiments were per-150.

E-mail address: llobet@fc.udg.es (A. Llobet) formed in a PAR 263A EG&G potentiostat using a three

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00270-3
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b 9 g 9 b gelectrode cell. Glassy carbon disk electrodes (1.5 mm Hz, H ), 7.26–7.40 (m, 5, H 1H ), 7.56 (d, 2, H ), 7.77
c adiameter) from BAS were used as working electrode, (tt, 2, J 57.6, J 51.3 Hz, H ), 8.47 (d, 2, H ), 8.64 (dd,cb ca

a a 9 dplatinum wire as auxiliary and SSCE as the reference 4, J 55.2, H ), 8.76 (d, 1, H ), 9.42 (s, 1, H ). Anal.ab

electrode. All cyclic voltammograms presented in this Found (calcd) for [Ru(tpm)(py) (H O)](PF ) ?2KPF ?2 2 6 2 6
21work were recorded at 100 mV s scan rate under 10.5H O: C, 17.6 (17.9); H, 2.9 (3.2); N, 8.4 (8.5).2

nitrogen atmosphere. The complexes were dissolved in UV–Vis (H O, phosphate buffer at pH57): l in nm2 max.
21 21previously degassed solvents containing the necessary (log ´ in cm ?M ) 208 (4.72), 234 (4.42), 288 (4.30),

amount of supporting electrolyte to yield a 0.1 M ionic 350 (4.30). NMR abbreviations used throughout this work:
strength solution. In acetonitrile (n-Bu N)(PF ) was used s, singlet; d, doublet; dd, double doublet; ddd, double of4 6

as supporting electrolyte. In aqueous solutions the pH was double doublets; t, triplet; dt, double of triplets; tt, triple of
adjusted from 0–2 with HCl. Sodium chloride was added triplets. The resonances assigned to the tpm ligand are
to keep a minimum ionic strength of 0.1 M. From pH keyed in Fig. 3. In this case the a9, b9 and g 9 labels
2–10, 0.1 M phosphate buffers were used, and from pH correspond to the hydrogen atoms of the non-symmetric
10–12 diluted, CO -free, NaOH. All E values reported tpm pyrazolyl ring whereas the other two symmetric2 1 / 2

in this work were estimated from cyclic voltammetry as pyrazolyl rings are labelled a, b and g.
the average of the oxidative and reductive peak potentials
(E 1 E ) /2. The concentration of the complexes werep,a p,c

1 2.2.2. [Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) ?EtOH, 43 6 2approximately 1 mM. The H NMR spectroscopy was
A 147.5-mg (0.20 mmol) sample ofperformed on a Bruker DPX200. Samples were run in

[Ru(tpm)(H O) ](ptos) ?1.5H O was dissolved in 20 ml2 3 2 2d -acetone with internal references (residual protons and/6 of an aqueous solution of 0.1 M HCl. Afterwards, 20 ml ofor tetramethylsilane). Elemental analyses were performed
an aqueous 0.1 M pyridine solution was added and heatedusing a CHNS-O elemental analyser EA-1108 from Fisons.
at reflux for 20 h. Then the solution was filtered through
Celite and an excess KPF was added to the filtrate upon a62.2. Preparations
light yellow solid appeared which was filtered in a

¨Buchner funnel washed with water and a small amount ofAll the ligands used in this work are commercially
cold ethanol and dried at vacuum; yield, 260 mg, 73.2%.available from Aldrich except tpm that was prepared 1H NMR (d -acetone): d 6.64(dd, 3, J 52.9 Hz, J 52.36 ab bgaccording to literature procedures [37]. All manipulations

b bHz, H ), 7.43 (dd, 6, J 56.6 Hz, J 57.7 Hz, H ), 7.79were routinely performed under nitrogen using Schlenk ba bc
g c a(d, 3, H ), 7.94 (tt, 3, J 51.4 Hz, H ), 8.43 (dd, 6, H ),tubes and vacuum line techniques with solvents purified by ca

a d8.64 (dd, 3, J 50.47 Hz, H ), 9.77 (s, 1, H ). Anal.standard methods. RuCl ?3H O was supplied by Johnson ag3 2
Found (calcd) for C H N ORuP F : C, 36.3 (36.5); H,and Mathey Ltd. and was used as received. Ruthenium 27 31 9 2 12

3.4 (3.5); N, 13.7 (14.1). UV–Vis (CH CN): l (log ´)complexes used as starting materials were prepared follow- 3 max.

208 (4.31), 242 (4.17), 342 (4.25). E (CH CN)51.02 V.ing literature methods: [Ru(Cl) (tpm)]?1.5H O, 1, [14]; 1 / 2 33 2

[Ru (m-O)(m-HPO ) (tpm) ]?5.5H O, 2, [38]; [Ru(tpm)-2 4 2 2 2

(H O) ](ptos) ?1.5H O, 3, [15] (ptos is the p-toluene-2 3 2 2 2.2.3. [Ru(trpy) ](PF ) , 82 6 2sulfonate anion); [Ru(Cl) (trpy)], 6, [39,40]; [Ru(H O) ]-3 2 6 This compound was prepared following two different
(ptos) , 12, [41–43]; [Ru(trpy)(bisox)(H O)](PF ) ,2 2 6 2 routes.
11, [44] (bisox is the bidentate chelating ligand 1,2-
bis[(49R)-(39,49-dihydro-49-ethyl-29-oxazolyl)]benzene).

2.2.3.1. Method A
A 100-mg sample of ruthenium chloride RuCl ?3H O2.2.1. [Ru(tpm)(py) (H O)](PF ) , 5 3 22 2 6 2

(0.41 mmol) and 100 mg of terpyridine (0.43 mmol) wereA 159.5-mg (0.216 mmol) sample of
placed in a one-neck round-bottomed flask equipped with a[Ru(tpm)(H O) ](ptos) ?1.5H O was dissolved in 20 ml2 3 2 2

reflux condenser and dissolved with 20 ml of ethanol /of an aqueous solution of 0.1 M Hptos. Afterwards, 4.4 ml
water (5:1, v /v). After a 15-h reflux, the mixture was(0.44 mmol) of an aqueous 0.1 M pyridine (py) solution
filtered and 200 mg of KPF added to the orange filtrate.were added and heated at reflux for 6 h. The solution was 6

The precipitate was recrystallized from acetone giving redfiltered and an excess of potassium hexafluorophosphate
1crystals; yield 203 mg, 57.8%. H NMR (d -acetone): dwas added to the filtrate. A succession of filtration and 6

7.31 (ddd, 4, J 55.5 Hz, J 57.9 Hz, J 51.3 Hz,concentration of the filtrate produced a yellowish powder 56 54 53
5 50 6 60H H ), 7.69 (dd, 4, J 51.5 Hz, H H ), 8.06 (dt, 4,¨that was filtered in a Buchner funnel and washed with a 64

4 40 49J 57.9 Hz, H H ), 8.56 (t, 2, J 58.1 Hz, H ), 8.79small amount of cold water. The powder obtained in this 43 4939
3 30 39 59way was a mixture of complex 4, KPF and H O of (dd, 4, H H ), 9.07 (d, 4, H H ). Anal. Found (calcd.)6 2

solvation in a ratio 1:2:10.5, respectively; yield 100 mg, for C H N RuP F : C, 41.9 (42.0); H, 2.8 (2.6); N, 9.530 22 6 2 12
134.6%. H NMR (CDCl ): d 6.45(dd, 2, J 52.6 Hz, (9.8). UV–Vis (CH CN): l (log ´) 308 (4.66), 4763 ab 3 max.

b 1J 52.0 Hz, H ), 6.61 (dd, 1, J 52.6 Hz, J 52.0 (4.02). E (CH CN)51.29 V. The H NMR assignmentsbg a 9b 9 b 9g 9 1 / 2 3
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¨have been made in agreement with published work by which was filtered off in a Buchner funnel washed with
Constable et al. [45]. cold water and dried at vacuum; yield 25.2 mg, 30.7%.

2.2.3.2. Method B 2.3. X-ray structure determination
A 100-mg (0.181 mmol) sample of [Ru(H O) ](ptos) ,2 6 2

12, and 42 mg (0.181 mg) of trpy were added to a 40 ml of 2.3.1. [RuCl (trpy)], 630.1 M Hptos solution. The reaction mixture was then Suitable monocrystals for X-ray crystallography were
refluxed during 2.5 h. Addition of a few drops of a obtained by preparing a 5-ml saturated solution of
saturated solution of KPF produced an orange precipitate6 [Ru(trpy)(bisox)(H O)](BF ) , 11, in 0.5 M HCl. Upon2 4 2¨that was filtered in a Buchner funnel washed with water, a allowing the solution to stand at room temperature in an
small amount of cold ethanol and dried in vacuum; yield open vessel for one week, small brown yellowish crystals
14.5 mg, 18.6%. No attempt was made to optimise the appeared. One of them with a prismatic shape (0.503
yield of this preparation but it is obvious that a 1:2 0.0730.04 mm) was selected and mounted on a Seifert
(12:trpy) molar relationship will produce a nearly quantita- XRD 3000 four-circle diffractometer. Unit cell parameters
tive yield of 8. were determined from automatic centering of 41 reflections

(2,u ,35) and refined by the least-square method. Inten-
2.2.4. [Ru(trpy)(py) ](BF ) , 10 sities were collected with graphite-monochromatised3 4 2

This compound was prepared following two different Cu Ka radiation, using the v /2u scan technique. A total of
routes. 2559 reflections were measured in the range 4.418,u ,

65.128. Only 1868 reflections were used which complied
with the condition I . 2s(I). Lorentz and polarisation were2.2.4.1. Method A

II applied. The structure was solved by Patterson map, usingA 50-mg (0.062 mmol) sample of [Ru (trpy)-
the DIRDIF computer programs, and the remaining non-(bisox)(H O)](BF ) , 11, was dissolved in 20 ml of neat2 4 2
hydrogen atoms were found by iterative application ofpyridine and heated at reflux for 90 min. The red solution
phase extension and refinement using the SIR92 computerobtained was then allowed to cool to room temperature.
program [48]. The structure was refined by the full-matrixAddition of ether produced a red solid which was filtered
least squares method, with SHELX93 [49]. The function¨in a Buchner funnel, washed with ether and dried at

2 2 2 21 minimised was o w[uF u 2 uF u ] were w 5 [s (I) 1vacuum; yield 41.6 mg, 90%. H NMR (d -acetone), d o c6
2 21 2 2(0.0753P) 1 7.5828P] and P 5 (uF u 1 2uF u ) /3. An7.19 (dd, 4), 7.71–7.95 (m, 10), 8.23–8.33 (m, 4), 8.60– o c

empirical absorption (DIFABS) was applied. All the H8.85 (m, 6), 9.01 (d, 2). UV–Vis (CH CN): l (log ´)3 max.
1 atoms were refined with an isotropic model. The final R494 (3.76). E (CH CN)51.30 V. The H NMR spec-1 / 2 3

(on F ) factor was 0.068, wR 5 0.146, and the goodness oftrum and the spectroscopic and electrochemical data are in 2

fit was 0.958 for all observed reflections. The number ofagreement with previously published results for 10 pre-
refined parameters was 243. Maximum shift /esd50.004.pared using a different synthetic route [46].
Maximum and minimum peaks in final difference synth-

23eses were 1.46 and 20.89 e A .2.2.4.2. Method B
A 50-mg (0.11 mmol) sample of [RuCl (trpy)], 5 ml of3

a pH 7 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution and 2 ml of 2.3.2. [Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) , 43 6 2

ethanol (95%) were placed in a one-neck flask. The Suitable monocrystals for X-ray diffraction analyses
resulting brownish mixture was magnetically stirred over- were obtained by preparing a saturated solution of 4 in
night at room temperature turning to a blue-greyish acetone and allowing the solvent to evaporate slowly at
solution. This solution was then allowed to stand at room room temperature. Small yellowish crystals were obtained
temperature in an open vessel for one week upon which a in this way and one of them mounted at the end of a glass
dark blue precipitate appeared which was filtered off in a fibre and transferred to the goniostat at room temperature.

¨Buchner funnel washed with water and dried at vacuum. An imaging plate IPDS-STOE diffractometer was used for
The dry solid was then dissolved in 10 ml of an aqueous data collection (F-scan range from 0 to 2708). Crystallo-
0.1 M HCl solution turning deep violet. Zn powder was graphic data are listed in Table 1. A total of 5162 unique
then added to the magnetically stirred solution forming a reflections (48,2u ,488) were collected. No correction

21mixture that slowly turned pale violet. Excess of Zn was made for absorption effects (m 56.62 cm ). The
powder was filtered off obtaining a pale violet solution of structure was solved by a combination of direct methods

II 21[Ru (trpy)(H O) ] as shown by its cyclic voltammo- using the computer program SIR 92 [48] and standard2 3

gram and UV–Vis spectrum [47]. Then 1 ml of neat Fourier techniques. The R values for 2298 data with
pyridine was added to the solution which was heated at F . 3s(F ) and 297 variables were R50.0607 and R 5o o w

reflux for 2 h turning dark red. Addition of a few drops of 0.0699. In the final cycles of refinement, all the non-
a saturated solution of NaBF produced a dark red solid hydrogen atoms varied with anisotropic thermal parameters4
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Table 1 3. Results and discussion
Crystallographic data for [RuCl (trpy)], 6, and [Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) , 43 3 6 2

6 4 3.1. Synthesis

Formula RuC H N Cl RuC H N P F15 11 3 3 25 25 9 2 12

Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Commercial RuCl ?xH O which contains Ru(III)3 2
Space group P2 /n P2 /n1 1 species such as [RuCl (H O) ] and some Ru(IV) polynu-3 2 3˚a, A 8.3834(1) 8.238(1) clear complexes, is by far the most widely used starting˚b, A 14.101(1) 19.642(3)

material for the preparation of complexes containing˚c, A 14.734(1) 20.304(3)
ruthenium [51]. Tridentate ligands like tpm and trpy reactb, 8 104.68(2) 90.35(1)

3˚V, A 1684.9(2) 3285(1) with RuCl ?xH O to form the corresponding brown-green-3 2
IIIZ 4 4 ish amorphous and highly insoluble [Ru Cl L] (L5tpm,3

MW 440.69 842.53 trpy) complexes with octahedral type of symmetry, in
T, 8C 25 25

relatively high yields (see Scheme 1) [14]:˚l, A 1.5418 0.71069
23d g cm 1.737 1.703calc. III

21 RuCl 1 L →[Ru Cl L] (1)m, (Mo Ka), cm 11.89 6.62 3 3
1 or 6R 0.0491 0.0606

R 0.0679 0.0698w We succeeded in obtaining high quality crystals of
II 21[RuCl (trpy)] by dissolving [Ru (trpy)(bisox)(H O)] ,3 2

11, in diluted HCl and allowing the reaction vessel to stand
except the pyridines which were considered as rigid groups over a period of 1 week:
with isotropic thermal parameters. Hydrogen atoms were HCl21[Ru(trpy)(bisox)(H O)] → [RuCl (trpy)] (2)included as idealised, fixed atom contributions in the final 2 3

6cycles of refinement. Calculations were performed using
CRYSTALS [50]. With phosphate, acetate or carbonate salts in aerobic

Scheme 1.
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IIIconditions the [RuCl (tpm)] complex dissolves in water [Ru Cl (tpm)] 1 2 py 1 NEt →3 3 3

forming a deep blue solution that contains the m-oxo II 1 2 1[Ru Cl(tpm)(py) ] 1 2 Cl 1 NEt (9)2 3bridged dinuclear complex [38]. For instance with phos-
phate: Given the convenience of the ‘dimer-aqua’ route to obtain

the different ruthenium complexes we tried further toIII 222 [Ru Cl (tpm)] 1 2 HPO 1 H O →3 4 2 extend this type of chemistry using the meridional trpy
III III ligand. Under similar conditions as in the tpm case[(tpm)Ru (m-O)(m-HPO ) Ru (tpm)]4 2

III2 [Ru Cl (trpy)] does not form the corresponding (m-ox-3
2 o)bis(m-phosphate) ruthenium dimers (Eq. (2)); however in1 2 HCl 1 4 Cl (3)

the presence of ethanol the reaction proceeds much faster
Those blue dimers can be reduced with zinc amalgam and a deep blue solution, manifesting the presence of the
(Zn(Hg)) to yield quantitatively the corresponding Ru–O–Ru group, is obtained. The facial geometry adopted
ruthenium triaqua complex [15] as shown in the following by the tpm ligand forces the oxo and phosphate ligands in
equation: complex 2 to adopt a cis type of arrangement with respect

to one another. In the trpy case, due to the meridionalIII III 1[(tpm)Ru (m-O)(m-HPO ) Ru (tpm)] 1 Zn8 1 2 H →4 2 geometry of the trpy ligand the oxo and phosphate ligands
II 21 21 222 [Ru (tpm)(H O) ] 1 Zn 1 2 HPO 1 H O (4) can adopt a cis but also trans arrangement to one another2 3 4 2

3 as depicted in the following drawing,
II 21The aqua ligands of the [Ru (tpm)(H O) ] , 3, complex2 3

are labile [11,16,41–43,52] with regard to substitution to
other ligands, specially aromatic nitrogen-based
heterocyclic type of ligands, and therefore this complex
can be used as a convenient starting material for the
preparation of other complexes. The interaction of the
triaqua ruthenium complex with an excess or a controlled
amount of pyridine allows to easily prepare complexes 4
and 5,

II 21[Ru (tpm)(H O) ] 1 3 py →2 3

II 21[Ru (tpm)(py) ] 1 3 H O (5)3 2

II 21[Ru (tpm)(H O) ] 1 2 py →2 3

II 21[Ru (tpm)(py) (H O)] 1 2 H O (6)2 2 2
5

Another way to obtain complex 4, is directly from the
m-oxo dimer with an excess of pyridine using ethanol, as
the solvent and reducing agent, at reflux overnight:

III III py, EtOH For the cis case, the corresponding trpy derivative will be a
%%%&[(tpm)Ru (m-O)(m-HPO ) Ru (tpm)]4 2 dimer but in the trans case oligomers or polymers can be

II 21[Ru (tpm)(py) ] (7) formed. Nevertheless reduction of the formed Ru–O–Ru3
4 complexes bearing trpy, with Zn (see Eq. (4) for the case

with the tpm ligand) in acidic solution yields quantitativelyAn alternative route to prepare the mono-aqua ruthenium
II 21the [Ru (trpy)(H O) ] complex as shown by CV andcomplexes consists on the replacement of the corre- 2 3

1 UV–Vis spectroscopy. This complex had been previouslysponding chloro complex using Ag :
obtained through a very complex route with low yields by

II 1 1[Ru Cl(tpm)(py) ] 1 Ag → Meyer et al. [47]. We have also prepared this complex by2
II 21another route using the [Ru (H O) ] complex [41–43]II 21 2 6[Ru (tpm)(py) (H O)] 1 AgCl (8)2 2 (whose synthesis involve the generation of RuO from5 4

RuCl or Ru metal, followed by reduction with activated3
The main handicap posed by this route is the difficulty to Pb) as the starting material:

II 1obtain pure [Ru Cl(tpm)(py) ] since a whole range of2
II 21 II 21other ruthenium complexes are obtained with very close [Ru (H O) ] 1 trpy →[Ru (trpy)(H O) ]2 6 2 3

9solubilities and retention times when preparing it following
the typical reaction, 1 3 H O (10)2
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Different attempts to isolate the complex in the solid state displays a view of its crystal packing including inter-
failed due to the high solubility of the complex. Neverthe- molecular hydrogen bonding. In Fig. 2a,b are depicted
less it can be used in solution to prepare other complexes ortep diagrams with different views of complex 4.
in a similar manner as described above for the related tpm In complex 6, the ruthenium metal centre has a pseudo-
complex. Thus the presence of an excess of pyridine yields octahedral type of symmetry with three N atoms of the

II 21[Ru (trpy)(py) ] 10 and the presence of trpy forms trpy ligand coordinated in a meridional fashion. The other3
II 21 three positions are occupied by the Cl ligands. Ru–N and[Ru (trpy) ] 8. The latter complex can also be obtained2

III Ru–Cl distances are in the range found for other relateddirectly by refluxing overnight [Ru Cl (trpy)] and trpy in3

Ru complexes with similar ligands [35,53–55]. The cis-ethanol (see Scheme 1):
ClRuCl angles differ by less than 48 from the ideal 908 of

III II 21[Ru Cl (trpy)] 1 trpy →[Ru (trpy) ] (11) the octahedral coordination whereas the cis-NRuN angles3 2
6 8 are more than 98 shorter as a consequence of the constric-

while the former can also be obtained by the reaction of 11 tions imposed by the trpy ligand. The same happens with
with an excess of pyridine, the trans angles, the Cl(2)RuCl(3) is 177.92(9), very close

to 1808, whereas the equivalent angle for N(2)RuN(3) of
II 21[Ru (trpy)(bisox)(H O)] 1 3 py →2 the trpy ligand is only 158.3(3). There is extensive

11
intermolecular hydrogen bonding in the crystal packing

II 21[Ru (trpy)(py) ] 1 bisox 1 H O (12)3 2 between the three Cl ligands and some of the hydrogen
10

atoms bonded to the carbons of the trpy ligand (C–H? ?Cl)
forming a 3D network as shown in Fig. 1b.3.2. X-ray structural characterisation

In complex 4, the ruthenium metal centre also has a
pseudooctahedral type of symmetry with three N atoms ofThe molecular structures of [RuCl (trpy)], 6, and3

the tpm ligand coordinated in a facial fashion. The other[Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) , 4, have been elucidated by X-ray3 6 2

three positions are occupied by the N atoms of the threestructure determination. A summary of the results of the
pyridine ligands. All Ru–N distances are in the rangecrystallographic studies for both complexes, 4 and 6, is

˚2.064(9)–2.093(6) A which agrees with the data obtainedpresented in Table 1 while their selected bond distances
for related Ru complexes with similar ligands [35,53–55].and angles including hydrogen bonding is given in Table
The NRuN angles for the coordinating nitrogen atoms of2. Fig. 1a shows an Ortep diagram of 6 and Fig. 1b
the tpm ligand are a bit lower than the ideal 908 (84.7(3)–
87.1(3)) whereas the same angle for the pyridine ligandsTable 2

˚Selected interatomic and intermolecular C–H? ?Cl bond distances (A) and are a bit above (91.2(3)–94.1(3)). Fig. 2b offers a view of
angles (8) for complexes [RuCl (trpy)], 6, and [Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) , 43 3 6 2 the molecule along the pseudo-C3 axes that runs from the

methynic group of the tpm ligand trough the Ru metal[RuCl (trpy)], 63

Ru(1)–N(3) 2.060(8) Ru(1)-N(1) 2.061(6) centre. While the pyrazolyl rings are nearly contained in
Ru(1)–N(2) 2.093(7) Ru(1)–Cl(3) 2.402(2) the corresponding sigma verticals of a hypothetical oc-
Ru(1)–Cl(2) 2.424(2) Ru(1)–Cl(1) 2.468(2) tahedron the pyridyl rings are rotated resembling the
Cl(1)–H(9) 2.6(1) Cl(2)–H(14) 2.8(1)

paddles of a helix. Thus the dihedral angle between theCl(2)–H(2) 2.83(9) Cl(3)–H(4) 3.09(7)
pyridyl plane and the plane passing through Ru–C(10) andCl(1)–H(9) 2.8(1) Cl(3)–H(13) 2.9(1)

N(3)–Ru(1)–N(1) 80.4(3) N(3)–Ru(1)–N(2) 158.3(3) the corresponding nitrogen of the pyridyl rings are 10.2,
N(1)–Ru(1)–N(2) 78.0(3) N(3)–Ru(1)–Cl(3) 89.8(2) 20.6 and 70.08 for N(5), N(4) and N(6), respectively. In
N(1)–Ru(1)–Cl(3) 95.2(2) N(2)–Ru(1)–Cl(3) 90.4(2) this structure there is also extensive hydrogen bonding
N(3)–Ru(1)–Cl(2) 90.2(2) N(1)–Ru(1)–Cl(2) 82.8(2) 2among the F atoms of the PF counterions and the carbon6N(2)–Ru(1)–Cl(2) 88.8(2) Cl(3)–Ru(1)–Cl(2) 177.92(9)

atoms of the pyrazolyl and pyridyl rings constituting a 3DN(3)–Ru(1)–Cl(1) 98.4(2) N(1)–Ru(1)–Cl(1) 176.5(2)
N(2)–Ru(1)–Cl(1) 103.3(2) Cl(3)–Ru(1)–Cl(1) 88.17(9) network.
Cl(2)–Ru(1)–Cl(1) 93.88(8)

3.3. Spectral and redox properties.
[Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) , 43 6 2

Ru–N(1) 2.084(9) Ru–N(4) 2.090(6)
1The H NMR spectra of the complexes described in thisRu–N(2) 2.064(9) Ru–N(5) 2.068(5)

Ru–N(3) 2.073(9) Ru–N(6) 2.093(6) work were recorded in acetone-d and are assigned in the6
1N(1)–Ru–N(2) 87.1(3) N(3)–Ru–N(5) 86.7(3) Experimental section. Fig. 3 shows the H NMR spectrum

N(1)–Ru–N(3) 84.7(3) N(4)–Ru–N(5) 94.1(3) of 4 and its assignment. Even though as shown by the
N(2)–Ru–N(3) 87.0(4) N(1)–Ru–N(6) 95.4(3)

crystal structure in the solid state the pyrazolyl and pyridylN(1)–Ru–N(4) 88.4(3) N(2)–Ru–N(6) 89.0(3)
rings are not equivalent, in acetone solution they becomeN(2)–Ru–N(4) 175.5(3) N(3)–Ru–N(6) 176.0(3)

N(3)–Ru–N(4) 92.7(3) N(4)–Ru–N(6) 91.2(3) magnetically equivalent greatly simplifying its spectrum.
N(1)–Ru–N(5) 171.2(3) N(5)–Ru–N(6) 93.0(3) The resonances can be easily assigned (see Fig. 4) taking
N(2)–Ru–N(5) 90.4(3) into account the symmetry, the integrals and the coupling
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Fig. 1. (a) Molecular structure of complex [RuCl (trpy)], 6, with the atom numbering scheme. (b) Stereoscopic view of the crystal packing for complex3

[RuCl (trpy)], 6, showing the hydrogen bonding network.3
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Complex 5, a RuN (H O) type of complex, has a richer5 2

electrochemistry in the anodic region as shown by the
cyclic voltammetric experiment illustrated in the inset of
Fig. 4, due to the presence of the aqua ligand. The latter is
also responsible for the pH dependence of the redox

II 21processes exhibited by [Ru (tpm)(py) (H O)] , 5, due to2 2

the different proton content of the electroactive species. At
pH 7 in an aqueous phosphate buffer solution two electro-
chemically quasireversible redox processes are observed.
The first redox process at E 50.444 V (DE 5 E 21 / 2 p,a

III IIE 5 200 mV) is assigned to the Ru (HO)/Ru (H O)p,c 2

couple:

1 211H 11e
%%%%&III 21 '%%%%[Ru (tpm)(py) (HO)] 1 22 21H 21e

II 21[Ru (tpm)(py) (H O)] (13)2 2

IVwhereas the second process is assigned to the Ru (O) /
IIIRu (HO) couple, E 50.604 V (DE 5 E 2 E 5 1601 / 2 p,a p,c

mV):

1 211H 11e
%%%%&IV 21 '%%%%[Ru (tpm)(py) (O)] 1 22 21H 21e

III 21[Ru (tpm)(py) (HO)] (14)2

The pH dependence of the two redox couples entitled us to
build its corresponding Pourbaix diagram which is pre-
sented in Fig. 4. The redox potentials for the two couples
were calculated from cyclic voltammetric experiments at
different pH similar to the ones described above and
shown on the inset of Fig. 4. The Pourbaix diagram offers
a complete thermodynamic picture of the different species

IIderived from the Ru –OH complex 5, as a function of2

proton and/or electron gains or losses. In the diagram are
labelled the different E /pH zones of stability for the

IIIdifferent species related to 5. The pK for the Ru –OHa 2
IIand Ru –OH species can be calculated for instance from2

III IIthe slope brakes of the Ru /Ru couple:

%%%%%%%%&III 31[Ru (tpm)(py) (H O)] III2 2 pK (Ru –OH )52.6a 2

III 21 1[Ru (tpm)(py) (HO)] 1 H (15)2

%%%%%%%%&II 21Fig. 2. (a) Molecular structure of the cation of complex [Ru (tpm)(py) (H O)] III2 2 pK (Ru –OH )511.2a 2[Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) 4 with the atom numbering scheme. (b) Perspective3 6 2

II 1 1view of the cation of complex [Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) , 4, along the pseudo3 6 2 [Ru (tpm)(py) (HO)] 1 H (16)2C3 axes.

Finally, Table 3 contains electrochemical data at pH 7 and
constants (five member pyrazolyl rings have smaller pK for related Ru–aqua complexes that have been de-a

coupling constants than six member pyridyl rings [14]). scribed in the literature for purposes of comparison. As it
Complexes 4, 8 and 10 can be classified as RuN type of can be observed in the table, the replacement of a bidentate6

II 21compounds. Cyclic voltammetric experiments in CH CN bpy ligand in [Ru (tpm)(bpy)(H O)] by two monode-3 2
II 21as the solvent indicate the presence of a single chemical ntate pyridine ligands to form [Ru (tpm)(py) (H O)] , 5,2 2

and electrochemically reversible redox process in the produces a decrease of the zone of predominance of
III IIanodic region assigned to the Ru /Ru couple within the oxidation state III by 150 mV. This effect is a consequence

II IV1.0–1.3 V vs. SSCE potential range which is in agreement of an increase of stability of the Ru H O and Ru (O)2

with what has already been described in the literature [41]. species by 40 and 110 mV, respectively.
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1Fig. 3. H NMR spectrum (d -acetone) of complex [Ru(tpm)(py) ](PF ) , 4. (See Section 2 for assignments).6 3 6 2

Fig. 4. Pourbaix diagram (E vs. pH) for complex [Ru(tpm)(py) (H O)](PF ) , 5. In the inset is depicted a cyclic voltammogram of the same complex at1 / 2 2 2 6 2

a pH 7 phosphate-buffered solution.
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Table 3
Electrochemical data at pH 7 in m 50, 1 M phosphate buffer solutions and pK for related Ru–aqua complexesa

a b bComplex E (V) DE pK pK Ref.1 / 2 1 / 2 a,II a,III

IV/ III III / II IV/ II
21[Ru(bpy) (py)(OH ) 0.53 0.42 0.48 110 10.8 0.9 [56]2 2

21[Ru(trpy)(bpy)(OH )] 0.62 0.49 0.55 130 9.7 1.7 [56]2
21 a[Ru(tpm)(bpy)(OH )] 0.71 0.40 0.55 310 10.8 1.9 [14]2
21 c[Ru(tpm)(py) (OH )] 0.60 0.44 0.52 160 11.2 2.6 –2 2

a
DE 5 E (IV/ III) 2 E (III / II) in mV.1 / 2 1 / 2 1 / 2

b II IIIpK and pK represent the pK of the corresponding Ru OH and Ru OH species, respectively.a,II a,III a 2 2
c This work.
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Checking for the possibility of an ‘amidomethyl’ N-substituent being
involved in the iminodiacetat–copper(II) chelation: synthesis, molecular
and crystal structure and properties of (imidazole)(N-carbamoylmethyl-

iminodiacetat)copper(II), [Cu(ADA)(ImH)]
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Abstract

The stoichiometric reaction of copper(II) hydroxycarbonate, N-carbamoylmethyl-iminodiacetic acid [H ADA52

H NCOCH N(CH CO H) )], and imidazole (ImH) in water yields crystalline samples of (imidazole)(N-carbamoylmethyl-imino-2 2 2 2 2

diacetate)copper(II), [Cu(ADA)(ImH)] (compound I). The compound was characterized by TG analysis (with IR study of the evolved
gasses) and by spectral (IR, electronic and ESR spectra) and single crystal X-ray diffraction methods. In compound I, ADA acts as a

˚tetradentate ligand and the Cu(II) atom exhibiting a square base pyramidal coordination (type 411). Coordination bond distances (A):
Cu(1)–N52.040(2), Cu(1)–O(11)51.943(2), Cu(1)–O(21)51.964(2) and Cu(1)–O(31)52.322(2) with ADA and Cu(1)–N(1)5
1.960(2) with ImH. The tetradentate chelating role of ADA is discussed on the basis of the preference to the O(amido) donor atom (versus
the N one) of ADA to occupy an axial / remote coordination position around the Cu(II) atom as well as by the expected mer-chelating
configuration of the ‘Cu–iminodiacetato’ moiety (Cu–IDA) upon the imidazole–copper(II) coordination in the studied mixed-ligand
complex I (having a 1:1:1 Cu/ADA/ImH molar ratio).  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: N-(Carbamoylmethyl)iminodiacetic acid; N-(2-Amidomethyl)iminodiacetate; Copper(II); Chelation; Crystal structure; Spectral properties

1. Introduction limited. We think that the study of ADA–metal chelates in
solid state is a useful tool because it can provide structural

Metal(II) ion chelation in solution by N-carbamoyl- information about the chelating role of the bivalent anion
2methyl-iminodiacetic acid or N-(2-amidomethyl)imino- ADA5H NCOCH N(CH CO ) , and particularly about2 2 2 2 2

diacetic acid, also named N-(2-acetamido)iminodiacetic the way in which its ‘primary amido’ group could take
acid [H ADA5H NCOCH N(CH CO H) )], has been well place in metal ion chelation. However, the crystal structure2 2 2 2 2 2

known for long time (M5Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Mn, Co, Ni, of only one ADA complex has been recently determined at
Cu, Zn, Cd, Hg, Pb) [1]. Such chelating agents are now low temperatures (121 or 138 K) by two independent
used in ‘biological buffers’ of pH 6.0–7.2. Recent studies research groups [8,9]. In this oxo-peroxo-ADA-vana-
[2–5] confirm some of the initial results [1] about the stoi- dium(V) compound ADA acts as tetradentate ligand.
chiometry and stability of ADA complexes in solution but A structural search made in the Cambridge Crystallo-
also showed ‘amido’ deprotonation reactions for ML graphic Data Centre (CCDC) for Cu(II) complexes with2

chelates of Co(II) or Zn(II) [2]. Mixed-ligand Cu(II) ligands having the –C–CONH residue gives around 602

complex formation in solution with ADA, iminodiacetate compounds. Some cases refer to Cu(II) compounds with
(IDA) and oxydiacetate (ODA) ligands was also reported chelating ligands having the N-carbamoylmethyl group
[3]. In addition, Cu(II) dechelation has been claimed upon (eight examples [10–16]) or the N-(2-carbamoylethyl) arm
amide deprotonation of their ADA complexes [6,7]. In (19 cases). Most frequent items deal with organic mole-
contrast, solid state studies of ADA complexes are very cules with one or two carbamoyl groups as side chains of

an N-heterocycle (55 compounds). In spite of the expected
similar basicity of N and O donor atoms in the ‘primary*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-58-243-855; fax: 134-58-246-219.

´ ´E-mail address: jniclos@platon.ugr.es (J. Niclos-Gutierrez) amido’ group a survey of this literature reveals the clear

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00271-5
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preference of such O-amido donor for copper(II) coordina- placement parameters [37]. All hydrogen atoms were
tion, unless the hindrance or other structural requirements located from difference Fourier maps and refined isotropi-
prevents the amido group taking part in metal ion coordi- cally. Atomic scattering factors from the International
nation. Examples are also known in which, upon deproto- Tables for X-ray Crystallography [38]. Molecular graphics
nation, a primary or secondary N-amido atom is preferred from PLATON97 [39]. A summary of the crystal data,
as Cu(II) donor. experimental details and refinement results are listed in

In order to obtain additional evidence about the structure Table 1.
and properties of ADA ligand and as a part of our studies
of mixed-ligand Cu(II) complexes having IDA or IDA 2.3. Physical measurements
derivatives and N-heterocyclic ligands, we have synthes-
ised for the first time the title compound I, (imidazole)(N-

Cu(II) titration was carried out as reported in previous
carbamoylmethyl-iminodiacetato)copper(II), [Cu(ADA)(I-

works [19–29,31,32]. Elemental analysis (C–H–N) and
mH)].

other physical measurements were performed in the Sci-
entific Instrumental Centre of the University of Granada:

21IR spectra (4000–400 cm ) of free H ADA and com-22. Experimental
pound I were recorded as KBr pellets on a Nicolet 20 SXB
Fourier transform spectrophotometer (as average of 300

2.1. Synthesis of title compound
scans). The TG/DTG thermal analysis (pyrolysis, 300–
1000 K) of free H ADA and the studied compound with22.1.1. (Imidazole)(N-carbamoylmethyl-
IR (and mass) spectra investigation of evolved gasses were

iminodiacetato)copper(II), [Cu(ADA)(ImH)] 21recorded (295–825 K) in air flow (100 ml min ) using a
Compound I was obtained by reaction of Cu CO (OH)2 3 2 Shimazu Thermobalance TGA-DTG-50 H coupled with a

(1 mmol), H ADA (2 mmol, Sigma) and ImH (2 mmol,2 IR-FT Nicolet Magma 550 (and Fisons Thermolab mass
Merck) in water (70 ml) in a Kitasato flask, heating

spectrometer). Electronic (reflectance) spectra (175–3300
(t,508C) and stirring under reduced pressure (to remove

nm) were obtained on a Cary 5E spectrophotometer. ESR
the CO by-product). The resulting blue solution was left2 spectrum of a polycrystalline sample was recorded at room
to cool and then slowly filtered to remove a little amount

temperature without magnetic dilution using a Brucker
of unreacted CuO as insoluble by-product. After 2 weeks

ESP 300E spectrophotometer (X-band) at room tempera-
of slow evaporation at room temperature (volume approxi-

ture.
mately reduced to 15–20 ml) many crystals of compound I
suitable for X-ray diffraction study appear and were
collected by filtration, washed with a little of cold water

3. Results and discussionand air dried. After a few days, successive amounts of
product were collected in the same way. The product can

3.1. Molecular structure, Cu(II) coordination and ligandbe recrystallized several times from their concentrated
conformationsolutions in water. Yield: 0.58 g, 90%. Calcd. for I5

C H CuN O : C, 33.81; H, 3.78; N, 17.52; Cu, 19.87.9 12 4 5

Bond lengths and angles of non-hydrogen atoms andFound: C, 33.57; H, 4.00; N, 17.67; Cu, 19.75 (EDTA
hydrogen bonding data of compound I, [Cu(ADA)(ImH)],complexometry).
are listed in Table 2. Fig. 1 shows a plot of the molecular
structure of I with the labelling of the atoms. The crystal of2.2. X-ray data collection and reduction, structure
this new compound consists of mononuclear complex unitssolution and refinement
[Cu(ADA)(ImH)] linked by hydrogen bonds where all
polar N–H bonds (ADA and ImH) are involved (see TableA blue prismatic crystal of [Cu(ADA)(ImH)] was
2 and Fig. 2). The N (amino), O(11) and O(21) (car-mounted on a glass fibre and used for data collection. Cell
boxylate) atoms from the ‘IDA moiety’ of ADA and theconstants and an orientation matrix for data collection were
N(1) pyridine-like donor atom of ImH define a distortedobtained by least-squares refinement of the diffraction data
square base around the copper(II) atom. A longest Cu–from 25 reflections in the range of 6.337,u ,43.006 in a
O(amido) bond completes the tetradentate chelating role ofEnraf Nonius MACH3 (CAD4) automatic diffractometer
ADA ligand as well as the elongated square-pyramidal[33]. Data were collected at 293 K using Cu Ka (l5

˚ coordination of Cu(II) (type 411). Both N(ADA) and1.54184 A) and the v-scan technique, and corrected for
N(ImH) donors and both O(ADA) donors lie similarlyLorentz and polarization effects [34]. A semi-empirical
displaced but in opposite sense from the mean plane P-1 ofabsorption correction (c scan) was made [35]. The struc-

˚such base (deviations of 10.14(1) A for N donors andture was solved by direct methods [36] which revealed the
2 ˚position of all non-hydrogen atoms, and refined on F by a 20.14(1) A for O ones, respectively). Cu(II) atom falls at

˚full-matrix least-squares procedure using anisotropic dis- 10.071(1) A from P-1 towards the apical O(31) (amido)
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for compound I5[Cu(ADA)(ImH)]

Empirical formula C H CuN O9 12 4 5

Formula weight 319.77
Temperature (K) 293(2)

˚Wavelength (A) 1.54184
Crystal system, space group Monoclinic, P2(1) /c

˚Unit cell dimensions a57.1880(4) A
˚b513.7312(3) A
˚c512.1672(5) A

b 5103.894(5)8
3Volume (A ) 1165.76(8)

23Z, calculated density (Mg m ) 4, 1.822
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 2.916

F(000) 652
Crystal size (mm) 0.2530.1530.10
u range for data collection (8) 4.94–74.29
Index ranges 0 # h # 8, 2 17 # k # 0, 2 15 # l # 14
Reflections collected /unique 2563/2373 [R(int)50.0145]
Completeness to 2u 574.29 95.8%
Absorption correction Semi-empirical
Max. and min. transmission 0.970 and 0.894

2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
Data / restraints /parameters 2373/0 /221

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.046
Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R1 5 0.0322, wR2 5 0.0886
R indices (all data) R1 5 0.0410, wR2 5 0.0936
Extinction coefficient 0.0063(4)

23Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 0.364 and 20.457

donor atom. The percentage of distortion of this square reported here agrees with these assumptions. The Cu(1)–
˚pyramidal stereochemistry versus a trigonal one is t5 O(31) bond length (2.322(2) A) falls within the range of

˚100(u2r) /60522.3% as obtained from the angles u5N– such bonds in related Cu(II) complexes (2.38–2.47(1) A),
Cu(1)–N(1) and r5O(11)–Cu(1)–O(21) [40] (t51.5– having a five-membered Cu(II)–glycinamide ring with
30.2 in related cases [21–27]). A remarkable source of ‘apical’ Cu–O(amido) coordination [14,42–44]. In contrast

˚coordination polyhedron distortion arises from the largest the range for this bond is usually 1.95–1.98(1) A in other
˚bond length Cu(1)–O(amido)52.322(2) A but also from compounds having five-membered Cu(II)–glycinamide

the angles defined by this bond with each one of the four ring but with ‘equatorial’ Cu–O(amido) coordination
closest donor atoms at the square base (from 82.6(1)1 to [14,45–47].
103.3(1)18). Consequently, the tetragonality T5(mean in Because the ‘apical’ Cu(II)–O(amido) coordination is
plane distance) /(longest apical bond distance) is T50.85, a produced in compound I, the ‘Cu–IDA chelate moiety’
somewhat low value [40]. This coordination polyhedron is exhibits necessarily a mer-terdentate ligand configuration.
rather common in related 1:1:1 mixed-ligand Cu(II) com- Accordingly, the dihedral angle P-2 /P-3 between mean
pounds having iminodiacetato (IDA) or IDA derivative as planes of both ‘nearly coplanar’ Cu-glycinate-like chelate
primary and ImH or ImH-like as secondary one [21–27]. rings is f525.08 (10.5–25.18 in referred cases [17–28]).

From a general point of view we can assume that the Each of these Cu-glycinate chelate rings is roughly planar
˚basicity of N(amino) and O(carboxylate) atoms is higher (max. deviation ,0.19 A) and show an ‘unsymmetrical

than that of O(amido) and N(amido) ones, those of both envelope’ conformation (that is with unequal deviations of
amido primary donors being rather similar. It is also well both C atoms toward the same side of the corresponding
known that Cu(II) atom displays a clear preference for the N(amino)–Cu–O(carboxylate) plane [48]). In contrast the
O(amido) versus the N(amido) donor from an unionized Cu-glycinamide ring (mean plane P-4, max. deviation

˚amido primary group [10–16] (such preference being ,0.21 A) shows a similar distortion than those referred for
reversed when the amido group is deprotonated and Cu-glycinate ones but it exhibits a ‘puckered’ conforma-

2negatively charged at the nitrogen atom, as –CON(R) tion (with similar deviations of both C atoms but toward
[41]). Consequently if ADA acts as a tetradentate ligand opposite side from the N(amino)–Cu–O(amido) plane
upon ImH–copper(II) coordination its O(amido primary) [48]). The mean plane P-4 of this ring defines unequal
atom will be the most suitable donor to occupy an ‘apical’ dihedral angles of 66.5 and 88.78 with P-2 and P-3,
position of an expected elongated square base pyramidal respectively.

˚(or octahedral) Cu(II) coordination. The structure (Fig. 1) The Cu(1)–N(ADA) bond length (2.040(2) A) falls over
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Table 2
a˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for I5[Cu(ADA)(ImH)]

Copper(II) environment
Cu(1)–O(11) 1.943(2) O(11)–Cu(1)–N(1) 98.03(8)
Cu(1)–N(1) 1.960(2) O(11)–Cu(1)–O(21) 162.45(7)
Cu(1)–O(21) 1.964(2) N(1)–Cu(1)–O(21) 94.55(8)
Cu(1)–N 2.040(2) O(11)–Cu(1)–N 83.80(7)
Cu(1)–O(31) 2.322(2) N(1)–Cu(1)–N 175.72(8)

O(21)–Cu(1)–N 84.51(7)
O(11)–Cu(1)–O(31) 103.25(8)
N(1)–Cu(1)–O(31) 93.25(8)
O(21)–Cu(1)–O(31) 88.12(8)
N–Cu(1)–O(31) 82.56(7)

ADA and ImH ligands
O(11)–C(12) 1.288(3) C(21)–N–C(31) 111.3(2)
O(12)–C(12) 1.225(3) C(21)–N–C(11) 114.5(2)
O(21)–C(22) 1.269(3) C(31)–N–C(11) 111.1(2)
O(22)–C(22) 1.237(3) N–C(11)–C(12) 111.1(2)
O(31)–C(32) 1.236(3) O(12)–C(12)–O(11) 124.9(2)
N–C(21) 1.477(3) O(12)–C(12)–C(11) 118.7(2)
N–C(31) 1.482(3) O(11)–C(12)–C(11) 116.4(2)
N–C(11) 1.485(3) N–C(21)–C(22) 111.6(2)
C(11)–C(12) 1.529(3) O(22)–C(22)–O(21) 123.6(2)
C(21)–C(22) 1.522(3) O(22)–C(22)–C(21) 118.8(2)
C(31)–C(32) 1.518(3) O(21)–C(22)–C(21) 117.5(2)
N(3)–C(32) 1.320(3) N–C(31)–C(32) 112.9(2)

O(31)–C(32)–N(3) 123.7(2)
O(31)–C(32)–C(31) 119.8(2)
N(3)–C(32)–C(31) 116.5(2)
C(12)–O(11)–Cu(1) 115.3(2)
C(22)–O(21)–Cu(1) 114.5(2)
C(32)–O(31)–Cu(1) 103.0(2)
C(11)–N–Cu(1) 106.1(2)
C(21)–N–Cu(1) 105.5(2)
C(31)–N–Cu(1) 107.9(2)

N(1)–C(1) 1.324(3) C(1)–N(1)–C(3) 105.9(2)
N(1)–C(3) 1.381(3) C(2)–C(3)–N(1) 109.2(2)
N(2)–C(1) 1.334(3) C(1)–N(2)–C(2) 108.2(2)
N(2)–C(2) 1.367(4) N(1)–C(1)–N(2) 110.4(2)
C(2)–C(3) 1.346(4) C(3)–C(2)–N(2) 106.3(2)

C(1)–N(1)–Cu(1) 131.8(2)
C(3)–N(1)–Cu(1) 121.7(2)

Hydrogen bonds
D–H . . . A d(D–H) d(H . . . A) d(D . . . A) ,(DHA)
N(3)–H(3A) . . . O(11)[1 0.83(4) 2.05(4) 2.877(3) 177(3)
N(3)–H(3B) . . . O(22)[2 0.92(4) 1.93(4) 2.844(3) 171(3)
N(2)–H(20) . . . O(22)[4 0.84(4) 2.26(4) 2.955(3) 140(4)

a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: i5[15x, 2y11/2, z-1 /2; ii5[25-x12, -y, -z; iv5[45x, -y11/2, z11/2.

the upper top of the range for Cu–N(IDA) bonds in related nection it is interesting to note the trans-bond Cu(1)–N(1)
˚ ˚complexes (1.990(4)–2.018(2) A [17–28]). Indeed, such a distance (1.960(2) A) with the univalent ImH ligand (not

Cu–N(amino) bond has been reported for complexes involved in chelation) falls in the usual range of Cu–
˚having a 1:1:2 Cu/ IDA/N-heterocyclic donor ratio (2.02– N(heterocyclic) bonds (1.92–1.97(1) A) for a variety of

˚2.05(1) A [29–32]). This finding seems in contrast of the related compounds having 1:1:1 ratio Cu(II) / IDA or IDA
claimed trans-N(amino)–Cu–N(heterocycle) stabilising ef- derivative / ImH or related N-heterocycle [17–28]. As

˚fect earlier observed for the above referred 1:1:1 mixed- expected the ImH heterocycle is planar within 0.003(2) A.
ligand complexes [17–32]. However, we will consider that Its mean plane P-5 defines a dihedral angle of a518.08

such a long Cu–N(amino) bond in the case studied here is with the base mean plane P-1 of Cu(II) coordination
due to the tetradentate chelating role of ADA in compound (7.0–26.7 in related five-coordinated Cu(II) examples [17–

˚I instead of the terdentate Cu(II) chelation for IDA or N- 28]). The metal ion lies 0.21(1) A apart from the heterocy-
˚or C-substituted IDA derivatives [17–32]. In this con- cle plane (0.02–0.26(1) A in referred cases).
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[001] or c axis of the crystal (Fig. 2) as well as with a third
one (having symmetry code ii) by a inversion centre. In
this way the crystal packing of [Cu(ADA)(ImH)] is
stabilised by a three-dimensional hydrogen bonding net-
work.

3.3. Properties of [Cu(ADA)(ImH)]

The TG/DTG analysis of anhydrous compound I5
21[Cu(ADA)(ImH)] (8.487 mg, 108C min , in air flow)

reveals a pyrolysis in two overall steps due to overlapped
pyrolysis of the organic ligands.The mass and/or IR
spectra of the evolved gases indicate that the first step,
230–4008C, gives CO , H O and NH , and the second2 2 3

one, 400–4808C, produces CO , H O, NH and N O.2 2 3 2

Such pyrolysis yields at 5008C a residue of CuO (calc.Fig. 1. Molecular structure of compound I5[Cu(ADA)(ImH)] with the
24.87%, exp. 26.17%). The linked trace IR spectrumlabelling of non-hydrogen atoms.

corresponding to the fast weight loss near to 2378C reveals
only CO and water formation. On this basis we can2

3.2. Crystal packing assume that the pyrolysis of compound I could start with
the decarboxylation and pyrolysis of the ionized acetato

Each molecule (symmetry code x, y, z) is linked to other arms of ADA ligand. Anhydrous and free H ADA (7.0532

three adjacent ones by six hydrogen bonds. Such molecule mg) also decomposes in two overlapped processes (210–
iacts as ‘H-donor’ (by means of N(3)–H(3A) . . . O(11 ) or 335 and 235–4908C) giving a little residue at 5008C

iv iiN(2)–H(20) . . . O(21 ) or N(3)–H(3B) . . . O(22 ), see (2.22%). Linked trace IR spectra reveal the formation of
Table 2) and also as ‘H-acceptor’ (by the symmetry related different proportion of CO , CO, H O, NH and N O2 2 3 2

iv iv i ilinks N(3 )–H(3A ) . . . O(11) or N(2 )–H(20 ) . . . O(22) along with both steps, but again the starting process is
ii iior N(3 )–H(3B ) . . . O(22), respectively) with each of pyrolytic decarboxylation in nature (with initial formation

these three. Thus, each of these neighbouring molecules is of water, CO and CO gasses). In addition the NO and2 2

related with the former (x,y,z) by the symmetry codes NO production are also observed in the second pyrolytic
i5[15x, 2y11/2, z21/2 or iv5[45x, 2y11/2, process. Free acid decomposes at lower temperature than
z11/2 or ii5[252x12, 2y, 2z). In other words the the Cu(II) complex and it can be attributed to the expected
reference molecule is related with other two (with symme- less thermal stability of the free acid form than the
try codes i and iv) by a screw axis 2 running parallel to dianionic ligand. However the difference in melting-de-1

Fig. 2. Unit cell of compound I showing the hydrogen bonding links of [Cu(ADA)/(ImH)] molecules.
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composition temperature of the complex and free ligand 4. Concluding remark
(208C) seems to be rather low.

Because the Jahn–Teller effect is expected to be remark-Indeed all comparison of these compounds properties
able in Cu(II) complexes, the tetradentate role of ADA5will be made with caution because we can expect that the
N-carbamoylmethyl-iminodiacetato(2-) ligand can be ac-structure of free H ADA in crystals (as reported for a large2

complished in [Cu(ADA)(ImH)] giving a longest Cu–variety of aminopolycarboxylic acids) consists of hydrogen
O(amido) bond and preventing the appropriate mer-chelat-bonded zwitterions. This assumption seems also supported
ing configuration in the Cu(IDA) chelate moiety of suchby the IR spectrum of an anhydrous H ADA solid sample.2

21 complex molecule. At present, no other structure of Cu–This spectrum (wave number in cm ) is certainly obscure
ADA complex seems to be resolved. However, it can bebecause the partial splitting /overlapping of the n (3400as
assumed that in the absence of ImH ligand ADA couldand 3384) and n (3320 and 3250) bands of the –NHs 2
bond to Cu(II) as a tetradentate chelating one both inamido groups (as a consequence of hydrogen bonding
solution and in solid state. Additional studies are requiredinteractions) as well as the broad and intense absorption
to evaluate the possibility of that ADA could display thisnear 1700. This latter band involves the following contri-
or other different chelating roles with Cu(II) or with otherbutions: n(C=O) of –COOH (1740, shoulder), n(C=O)

2 metal ions. These works should include, for example, theamido (1700), d(NH ) amido (1681) and n (–COO )2 as
structural characterization of new mixed-ligand complexes(|1600, smooth shoulder). Interestingly the zwitterionic
having 1:1:2 Cu(II) /ADA/N-heterocycle ratio where onlyform of the molecule is supported by the presence of a
two among the four closest coordination positions aroundseries of very weak bands in the region of 2400–2900 with
this essential metal ion supposedly will be available fora band at 2730 attributable to the stretch of the bond

% ADA ligand.N –H. These and other bands strongly suggest that the
structure of H ADA could be represented by the formula2

% *H NCOCH N H(CH CO H)(CH CO ). These mole-2 2 2 2 2 2 Supplementary datacules will be associated by hydrogen bonds.
The IR spectrum of the studied compound is relatively

Supplementary data and further details of the structureunclear because a remarkable overlap of bands from ADA
determination are available from the Cambridge Crystallo-and ImH ligands. According to the IR spectrum of free
graphic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge, CB2H ADA and the literature [8,9,19–29,31,32,41,49–51]2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting Supplementary Publication21tentative assignment (wave number in cm ) for the
No. CSD-410065.

spectrum of compound I are: n (NH ) (3267, s5strong),as 2

n (NH ) (3137, m5medium), n(CO) (1667, s) froms 2

amido-ADA group, n (COO) (1621, s) and n (COO)as s Acknowledgements(1389, s) from carboxylate-ADA groups, and n(C–N)
(3165, m, shoulder) and d(NH) (1541, w5weak) from

´A research grant to EBA from Ministerio de EducacionImH. The n(CO) amido-ADA band of compound I absorbs
y Cultura is gratefully acknowledged. AC thanks the Xunta2133 cm down respect to the same band for the H ADA2 de Galicia for the financial support (Project

ligand as a consequence of the Cu(II) coordination of this
XUGA20309B97).

group. The difference D(COO)5n (COO)2n (COO)5as s
21232 cm is in accordance with the unidentate Cu(II)
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Abstract

The stoichiometric reaction of copper(II) hydroxycarbonate with iminodiacetic acid (H IDA) in water under reduced pressure yields2

good crystalline samples of [Cu(IDA)(H O) ] (compound I). Using equimolar amounts of benzimidazole (HBzIm) the above reaction2 2

produces crystals of [Cu(IDA)(HBzIm)(H O)] (compound II). Both compounds were characterised by TG analysis (with IR study of the2

evolved gasses in the pyrolysis), spectral and/or magnetic properties (IR, electronic, ESR spectrum, magnetic susceptibility in the
1.8–300 K range) and single crystal X-ray diffraction. The structure of I was re-determined (final R150.022) and it confirms the earlier
reported distorted octahedral Cu(II) coordination (type 41111), the fac-terdentate chelating and bridging roles for IDA ligand, as well as
the ‘polymeric’ chain structure, but with a rather different hydrogen bonding network. In compound II (final R150.035) the Cu(II)
exhibits a square base pyramidal coordination (type 411) and the IDA exhibits the mer-terdentate chelating configuration observed earlier
for complexes having equimolar Cu(II) / IDA/HIm or HIm-like ratio, but now with a large dihedral angle (31.38) between basal Cu(II)
coordination and HBzIm mean planes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(II); Iminodiacetate; Benzimidazole; Crystal structure; Mixed-ligand complexes; Magnetic and spectral properties

1. Introduction copper(II) complexes have afforded several interesting
structural correlations. For example, in compounds having

Some years ago the crystal structure of equimolar Cu(II) / IDA/N-heterocyclic donor ratio [3–12],
diaqua(iminodiacetato)copper(II) (compound I5 the Cu(II) exhibits a distorted square base pyramidal
[Cu(IDA)(H O) ]) was reported by two independent coordination (type 411) or more rarely an octahedral one2 2

groups [1,2]. This ‘ternary’ complex has an increasing (type 412 or 41111); the Cu–N(heterocyclic) bond
˚interest because it can be considered a ‘reference’ com- distance falls in the range 1.93–1.96(1) A, the bond length

˚pound for a variety of mixed-ligand Cu(II) complexes Cu–N(IDA or IDA-derivative) is 1.99–2.01(1) A and the
having IDA and N-heterocyclic donor ligands or closely IDA or IDA-like ligand acts as terdentate exhibiting a
related ones [3–17]. These latter compounds include mer-chelation (giving two nearly coplanar five-membered
complexes with IDA [3,4,6,8–11,13–17] or N-IDA chelate rings). In contrast, compound I and all known
[5,7,10–12] or C-IDA [9] derivatives as ‘primary’ chelat- mixed-ligand complexes having a 1:1:2 Cu/ IDA/N-
ing agent and imidazole (HIm) [5,6,8–10,13,14], a HIm- heterocyclic donor ratio [13–17] show an elongated octa-
derivative [7,8,10–12,17], 2,29-bipyridine (2,29-bipy) hedral Cu(II) coordination and the IDA ligand with a
[15,16], 4,49-bipyridine [4] or 1,4-pyrazine [3] as ‘sec- fac-terdentate chelating role (giving two nearly perpen-
ondary’ ligand. Recent studies of such mixed-ligand dicular five-membered chelate rings, i.e. supplying two of

the four closest Cu(II) donors plus another donor distant to
the metal ion). In order to rationalise these findings it is
interesting to have accurate and broad structural and
physico-chemical information about compound I. In this*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-58-243-855; fax: 134-58-246-219.

´ ´E-mail address: jniclos@platon.ugr.es (J. Niclos-Gutierrez) paper, we report a new crystal structure determination of I

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00272-7
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as well as a study of the thermal, spectral and magnetic H, 3.96; N, 12.70; Cu, 19.21. Found: C, 39.92; H, 4.16; N,
properties. In addition we report a similar study of a new 13.00; Cu, 19.12 (EDTA complexometry).
Cu(II) complex having IDA and benzimidazole (HBzIm)
ligands (compound II). A variety of reports [19–26] show 2.2. X-ray data collection, solution and refinement of the
that HIm and ‘bulky’ benzimidazole rings have closely structures
related roles in mixed-ligand Cu(II) complexes, some of
them being regarded as ‘model compounds’ for the metal-

2.2.1. Compound Ilic center of copper proteins [25,26].
A bluish prismatic crystal of [Cu(IDA)(H O) ] was2 2

mounted on a glass fibre and used for data collection. Cell
constants and an orientation matrix for data collection were
obtained by least-squares refinement of the diffraction data2. Experimental
from 25 reflections in the range of 6.488,u ,12.138 in an
Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer [27]. Data were col-2.1. Synthesis of the complexes
lected at 293 K using Mo Ka radiation (l50.71073) and
the v-scan technique and corrected for Lorentz and
polarization effects [28]. A semi-empirical absorption2.1.1. Diaqua(iminodiacetato)copper(II),
correction was made (c scans). The structure was solved[Cu(IDA)(H O) ]2 2 by direct methods [29], which revealed the position of allCompound I is readily obtained by stoichiometric 2non-hydrogen atoms, and refined on F by a full-matrixreaction of bluish copper(II) hydroxycarbonate
least-square procedure using anisotropic displacement pa-(Cu (CO )(OH) ) and iminodiacetic acid (H IDA) in hot2 3 2 2 rameters [30]. The hydrogen atoms were located fromwater. Typically, a mixture of 266.2 mg (2.0 mmol,
difference maps and refined isotropically. Atomic scatter-Sigma/Aldrich) H IDA and 221.1 mg (1.0 mmol, Probus)2 ing factors from International Tables for X-ray Crys-Cu CO (OH) in 150 ml of water was heated (608C) and2 3 2 tallography [31]. Molecular graphics from ZORTEP [32].stirred under controlled vacuum (to remove the CO ,2 A summary of the crystal data, experimental details andby-product). The resulting blue solution was left to cool
refinement results are in Table 1.and then filtered to remove any insoluble by-products

(mainly a little amount of CuO). By slow evaporation of
2.2.2. Compound IIthe clear blue solution at room temperature many well-

A blue prismatic crystal of [Cu(IDA)(HBzIm)(H O)]shaped prismatic crystals of I were obtained, filtered off 2

was mounted on a glass fibre and used for X-ray dataand air dried. This bluish compound can be re-crystallised
collection on an Siemens R3m/V four-circle diffractome-by evaporation at room temperature from their solution in
ter using graphite crystal monochromatised Mo Ka radia-hot water (608C). Yield: 90%. Anal. calcd. for

˚tion (l50.71073 A). Accurate cell parameters were ob-C H CuNO : C, 20.82; H, 3.93; N, 6.07; Cu, 27.55.4 9 6

tained by least-squares fit for 25 reflections measured by aFound: C, 20.79; H, 3.90; N, 6.05; Cu, 27.3 (EDTA
1v and 2v scan in the range 2,u ,308. Intensity datacomplexometry [10]).
collection at 293 K, using v-2u scan mode, learn profile
method, minimum and maximum measuring time were 0.5
and 2 s with scan range 1.008 plus Ka separation. Data2.1.2. Aqua(benzimidazole)(iminodiacetato)copper(II),
were corrected for Lorentz polarization [28] and absorption[Cu(IDA)(HBzIm)(H O)]2

effects with c data-collection method (Dc558). MaximumCompound II was obtained by reaction of
and minimum transmission factors, 0.771 and 0.726. R 5Cu CO (OH) (1 mmol) and H IDA (2 mmol, Sigma) in int2 3 2 2

0.040. Data used in refinement from collected / indepen-water (150 ml), heating (t,608C) and stirring under
dent: 2674/2311. The structure was solved using directreduced pressure (to remove the CO , by-product), fol-2

methods (SHEL97) [33]. Atomic scattering factors used [31]lowed by addition of HBzIm (2 mmol, Aldrich). The
were taken from the program. Full-matrix least-squaresresulting blue solution was left to cool and then slowly
refinement with anisotropic thermal parameters [30] for allfiltered. The evaporation of the dark blue solution yields
non-hydrogen atoms was used (SHELXTL-plus [34]) givingX-ray quality crystals of the desired complex in a few days

2residuals R1 5 0.035 [F . 2.0s(F )] and wR2 5 0.085.which were collected by filtration, washed with a little of o o
2 2Extinction correction [F* 5 F[1 1 0.01 3 F l /cold water and air dried. During 2 weeks successive

21 / 4 21sin(2u )] ]x 5 0.000(2). Weighting scheme [w 5amounts of product were collected. The product can be
2 2re-crystallised several times from their solutions in hot s (F ) 1 0.0002F ]. All hydrogen atoms were located from

water without decomposition, but the resulting crystals difference Fourier syntheses and refined isotropically
were not suitable for X-ray diffractometry. Yield: 85%. together with the resting anisotropic non-H atoms. Largest
Anal. calcd. for compound II5C H CuN O :C, 39.94; difference peaks and holes after the last refinement cycle11 13 3 5
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for compounds I5[Cu(IDA)(H O) ] and II5[Cu(IDA)(HBzIm)(H O)]2 2 2

Compound I Compound II

Empirical formula C H CuNO C H CuN O4 9 6 11 13 3 5

Formula weight 230.66 330.78
Temperature (K) 273(2) 273(2)

˚Wave length (A) 0.71073 0.71073
Crystal system, space group Orthorhombic, Pbca Monoclinic, P21

˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a510.2024(8) A a59.7025(10) A
˚ ˚b510.3712(7) A b56.8335(7) A
˚ ˚c513.6089(15) A c510.0907(11) A

a 5b 5g 5908 b 5104.87(1)8
3˚Volume (A ) 1440.0(2) 646.6(1)

Z 8 2
23Calculated density (Mg m ) 2.128 1.712

21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 3.026 1.712
F(000) 936 338
Crystal size (mm) 0.4030.1530.10 0.2030.2030.16
u range for data collection (8) 3.18–28.97 2.09–30.01
Index ranges 2 1 5 h 5 13, 0 5 k 5 14, 2 18 5 l 5 18 2 1 5 h 5 13, 2 1 5 k 5 9, 2 14 5 l 5 18
Reflections collected /unique 4129/1904 [R 50.0181] 2674/2311 [R 50.0400]int int

Completeness 87.4% (to 2u 528.97) 99.5% (to 2 u 530.01)
Absorption correction c c

Max. and min. transmission 0.999 and 0.885 0.7713 and 0.7258
2 2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F Full-matrix least-squares on F

Data / restraints /parameters 1904/0 /146 2311/5 /204
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.049 1.058

Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R1 5 0.0221, wR2 5 0.057 R1 5 0.0349, wR2 5 0.0852
R indices (all data) R1 5 0.0336, wR2 5 0.0608 R1 5 0.0436, wR2 5 0.0899
Extinction coefficient 0.0036(4) 0.000(2)

23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 0.474 and 20.591 0.989 and 20.595

23 26 3˚were 0.989 (near to Cu atom) and 20.595 e A . Crystal temperature-independent paramagnetism (60310 cm
21data, experimental details and refinement results are also mol per Cu(II)).

summarised in the Table 1.

2.3. Physical measurements 3. Results and discussion

TG-DTA (300–725 K) diagrams and IR spectra were 3.1. Description of the structures
obtained as given in previous papers [8,9]. In addition, the
TG (pyrolysis) of studied compounds and analysis of

3.1.1. Diaqua(iminodiacetato)copper(II)evolved gasses were recorded (295–775 K) in air flow
21 Bond lengths and angles between non-hydrogen atoms(100 ml min ) using a Shimazu Thermobalance TGA-

and hydrogen bond distances and angles of this complexDTG-50H coupled with an IR-FT Nicolet Magma 550 (and
are given in Table 2. Fig. 1 shows a drawing of themass spectrometer Fisons Thermolab). Electronic (reflect-
copper(II) environment. Fig. 2 shows the unit cell. Theance) spectra (175–3300 nm) were obtained in a Cary 5E
atoms N(1), O(12) and O(41) of a terdentate chelatingspectrophotometer. RSE spectra of a polycrystalline sam-

iIDA ligand, the O(11 ) donor from an adjacent one and theples were recorded without magnetic dilution in a spec-
water O(1) and O(2) atoms define the asymmetricallytrophotometer Bruker ESP 300E (X band) at room tem-
elongated octahedral coordination of the copper(II) (typeperature. Magnetic susceptibility measurements of com-
41111) with unequally trans-axial longest bonds, Cu–pounds I and II were carried out in the temperature range
O(2) and Cu–O(12). The four closest donors define a1.8–300 K in the field of 100 G (low temperature region)

˚mean equatorial plane P-1 (deviations |0.10(1) A, O(1)and 1000 G (over all the temperature range) by using a
iand O(41) in opposite sense that N(1) and O(11 )). TheQuantum Design SQUID magnetometer. The suscep-

˚tometer was calibrated with mercury tetrakis(th- metal ion is displaced 0.148(1) A from P-1 towards
˚iocyanato)cobaltato(II). The corrections for the diamagnet- O(2W) (0.133 A in Ref. [2]). The mean planes of the

ism were estimated from Pascal constants [35–37]. Ex- ‘equatorial’ and ‘perpendicular’ five membered chelate
perimental susceptibilities were also corrected for the rings (versus P-1) form a dihedral angle F 5P-2/P-3 of
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Table 2
a˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Cu(IDA)(H O) ] with esds in parentheses2 2

Copper(II) environment
Cu–O(41) 1.945(1) O(1)–Cu–N(1) 94.68(6)
Cu–O(11)[1 1.964(1) O(41)–Cu–O(11)[1 87.91(5)
Cu–O(1) 1.976(1) O(41)–Cu–O(1) 176.99(6)
Cu–N(1) 2.015(1) O(11)[1–Cu–O(1) 91.15(6)
Cu–O(2) 2.378(2) O(41)–Cu–N(1) 85.53(5)
Cu–O(12) 2.501(1) O(11)[1–Cu–N(1) 164.47(6)
Cu–Cu[2 5.187(1) O(41)–Cu–O(2) 93.68(5)
Cu–Cu[3 5.187(1) O(11)[1–Cu–O(2) 96.87(5)
Cu–Cu[1 5.547(1) O(1)–Cu–O(2) 89.28(6)
Cu–Cu[4 5.547(1) N(1)–Cu–O(2) 97.58(5)

O(41)–Cu–O(12) 91.09(5)
O(11)[1–Cu–O(12) 93.06(5)
O(1)–Cu–O(12) 86.10(5)

IDA and aqua ligands
OO((1121))––CC((11)) 11..224761((22))

O (41)–C(4) 1.276(2) O(42)–C(4) 1.238(2)
N(1)–C(2) 1.474(2) N(1)–C(3) 1.481(2)
C(1)–C(2) 1.523(2) C(3)–C(4) 1.512(2)
O(41)–Cu–O(11)[1 87.91(5) O(41)–Cu–O(1) 176.99(6)
O(11)[1–Cu–O(1) 91.15(6) O(41)–Cu–N(1) 85.53(5)
O(11)[1–Cu–N(1) 164.47(6) O(1)–Cu–N(1) 94.68(6)
O(41)–Cu–O(2) 93.68(5) O(11)[1–Cu–O(2) 96.87(5)
O(1)–Cu–O(2) 89.28(6) N(1)–Cu–O(2) 97.58(5)
O(41)–Cu–O(12) 91.09(5) O(11)[1–Cu–O(12) 93.06(5)
O(1)–Cu–O(12) 86.10(5) N(1)–Cu–O(12) 73.04(5)
C(2)–Cu–O(12) 169.12(5) C(1)–O(12)–Cu 102.6(1)
C(4)–O(41)–Cu 115.4(1) C(2)–N(1)–C(3) 113.6(1)
C(2)–N(1)–Cu 111.0(1) C(3)–N(1)–Cu 108.2(1)
O(12)–C(1)–O(11) 126.0(2) O(12)–C(1)–C(2) 119.6(1)
O(11)–C(1)–C(2) 114.4(1) N(1)–C(2)–C(1) 112.4(1)
C(1)–O(11)–Cu[4 129.3(1) N(1)–C(3)–C(4) 112.5(1)
O(41)–C(4)–C(3) 117.8(2) O(42)–C(4)–O(41) 123.0(2)
O(42)–C(4)–C(3) 19.2(2)
O(1)–H(101) 0.83(2) Cu–O(1)–H(101) 113(4)
O(1)–H(102) 0.67(3) Cu–O(1)–H(102) 125(3)

H(101)–O(1)–H(102) 104(3)
O(2)–H(201) 0.83(3) Cu–O(2)–H(201) 86(2)
O(2)–H(202) 0.77(3) Cu–O(2)–H(202) 115(2)

H(201)–O(2)–H(202) 102(3)

Hydrogen bonds
D–H . . . A d(D–H) d(H . . . A) d(D . . . A) ,(DHA)
N(1)–H(10) . . . O(42)[2 0.80(2) 2.12(2) 2.904(2) 167(2)
O(1)–H(101) . . . O(42)[5 0.83(2) 1.81(2) 2.636(2) 169(2)
O(1)–H(102) . . . O(11)[6 0.67(3) 2.26(3) 2.880(2) 154(4)
O(2)–H(201) . . . O(12)[1 0.83(3) 1.92(3) 2.745(2) 170(3)
O(2)–H(202) . . . O(12)[2 0.77(3) 2.18(3) 2.941(2) 170(3)

a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: i5[15x 2 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 1; ii5[25 2 x 1 1/2, y 1 1/2, z; iii5[35 2 x 1

1/2, y 2 1/2, z; iv5[45x 1 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 1; v5[55x, 2 y 1 1/2, z 1 1/2; vi5[65 2 x 1 1, 2 y 1 1, 2 z 1 1.

82.35(4)8. Both Cu-glycinate-like chelate rings have a In accordance with previous works [1,2], IDA plays both
rather common asymmetric envelope conformation [33]. chelating and bridging roles, this latter giving polymeric
The ‘equatorial’ ring (deviations from P-250.011 to 0.048 chain of the compound which extend parallel to the [100]
Å) is nearly coplanar with P-1 (dihedral angle P-1 /P-25 or a-axis in the crystal of I. In each infinite chain
9.38) and less distorted that the ‘perpendicular’ one [Cu(IDA)(H O) ] the adjacent complex units are related2 2 n

˚(deviations from P-350.15 to 0.34 A). The distortion of by a two-fold symmetry screw axis (see Figs. 1 and 3).
this latter ring can be related with the bridging role of the Our results indicate that all N–H(IDA) and O–H(water)
–C(1)O(11)O(12) carboxylate group which exhibits a polar bonds are involved in the hydrogen bonding network

iroughly syn–anti asymmetrical conformation. (Table 2). Interestingly, the O(2)–H(202) . . . O(12 ) ‘in-
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the crystal packing. Shortest interatomic copper(II)–cop-
per(II) distances in the crystal correspond to metal atoms

ii iii ˚of adjacent chains (Cu–Cu 5Cu–Cu 55.187(1) A; sym-
metry codes ii 5 x 2 1/2, y 1 1/2, z and iii 5 2 x 1 1/2,
y 2 1/2, z), whereas Cu–Cu(nearest) intra-chain distances

i iv ˚are Cu–Cu 5Cu–Cu 55.547(1) A (symmetry code iv5

x 1 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 1). Our results give a more
accurate description of the compound I structure than those
of reported previously by Saenger and co-workers [1] (see
Table 3) and by others [2]. A remarkable difference
between previous reports and the present work is found in
the description of the hydrogen bonds involving theFig. 1. A fragment of the polymeric chain [Cu(IDA)(H O) ] of com-2 2 n

coordinated to the copper(II) water molecules. In thispound I (symmetry code a5[45iv5x 1 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 1 and
b5[15i5x 2 1/2, y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 1). sense, our findings indicate important roles of such inter-

molecular links stabilising both each zig-zag complex
chain (by means of an apical water–O carboxylate inter-

i ˚action O(2)–H(201) . . . 5O(12 ) (2.745(2) A, 170(3)8;
see Fig. 3) and the three-dimensional crystal packing itself
(Fig. 2).

3.1.2. Aqua(benzimidazole)(iminodiacetato)copper(II)
Bond lengths and angles around the Cu(II) atom and

hydrogen bonding data are listed in Table 3. Fig. 4 shows a
plot of the molecular structure of II. The crystal structure
of this compound consists of complex units
[Cu(IDA)(HBzIm)(H O)] linked in a three-dimensional2

hydrogen bonding network where all polar N–H (IDA,
HBzIm) and O–H(water) seem involved (see below and
Fig. 5). The copper(II) atom has a distorted square base
pyramidal coordination (type 411) rather common in
related mixed-ligand Cu(II) compounds having HIm or

–Fig. 2. Unit cell of compound I5[Cu(IDA)(H O) ].2 2 HIm-like [7–14] or HBzIm [20, 22, 23] or BzIm [25].
The O(1), O(7) and N(4) donor atoms form the terdentate

tra-chain’ bond reinforces the cohesion of the polymeric IDA ligand and N(8) pyridine-like donor atom of HBzIm
chains (i 5 x 2 1/2, y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 1) whereas other
hydrogen bonds link adjacent chains thus contributing to Table 3

A comparison of crystal and structural data for I5[Cu(IDA)(H O) ]2 2

This work Ref. [1]

Crystal data
Unit cell

˚a (A) 10.2024(8) 10.228(2)
˚b (A) 10.3712(7) 10.419(2)
˚c (A) 13.6089(2) 13.668(3)

23D (Mg m ) 2.128 2.305cal

Observed reflections 1904 1531
Final R 0.022 0.062

˚Cu(II) environment (A):
Cu–N(1) 2.015(1) 2.014(3)
Cu–O(41) 1.945(1) 1.945(3)

i aCu–O(11 ) 1.964(1) 1.961(3)
Cu–O(1W) 1.976(1) 1.991(3)
Cu–O(12) 2.501(1) 2.494(3)
Cu–O(2W) 2.378(1) 2.410(3)
a 22N(1), O(12) and O(41) are the same chelating IDA ligand, whereas

iO(11 ) belongs to a symmetry related one (symmetry code i5x 2 1/2,
Fig. 3. Perspective view of a polymeric chain [Cu(IDA)(H O) ] of 2 y 1 1/2, 2 z 1 1). W indicates water donor atom, other numbering as2 2 n

compound I in the plane bc (hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity). in present work.
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distortion arises not only in the largest bond length Cu(1)–
O(1W)52.36(1) but also in the angles of this bond with
each of the four closest donor atoms of the square base
(ranging from 86.3(1) to 100.0(1)8). This ‘apical’ bond
defines an angle of 3.78 with the perpendicular to the plane
P-1.

˚The Cu–N(4, IDA) bond distance (1.996(3) A) falls in
the low limit of the range of the Cu–IDA bonds of related

˚complexes (1.990(4)–2.018(2) A in Refs. [3–14]). On the
other hand, the trans-bond Cu–N(8, HBzIm) distance

˚(1.956(3) A) is in the range of Cu–N(heterocyclic) bonds
in the closely related compounds having a 1:1:1 ratio of
Cu(II) / IDA or IDA-derivative /HIm or HIm derivative

˚(1.92–1.97(1) A [3–14]), but below the range of other
mixed-ligand Cu(II) complexes having square base coordi-

Fig. 4. Molecular structure of compound II5[Cu(IDA)(HBzIm)(H O)].2 nation and HBzIm as N-heterocyclic donor (1.97–2.00(1)
Å [21,23,24].

As expected, the coordination of the HBzIm ligand to
define the square base. A typical longest bond Cu–O(1W) the Cu(IDA) chelate promotes a change of the IDA ligand
completes the elongated square-pyramidal Cu(II) coordina- configuration from the fac-terdentate role of the diaqua-
tion. N(HBzIm) and N(IDA) and both O(IDA) donors are chelate (compound I, f 586.38) to the mer-terdentate
similarly displaced but in opposite sense from the mean chelation observed in compound II as well as in all related

˚plane P-1 of such base (deviations of 20.13 and 20.16 A mixed-ligand complexes having equimolar ratio Cu(II) /
˚for N(4) and N(8) to 10.14 and 10.15(1) A for O(1) and IDA or IDA-like /N-heterocyclic donor ligand [3–14]. In

˚O(7), respectively). Cu(II) atom falls at 10.093(1) A from compound II, the dihedral angle P-2 /P-3 between mean
P-1 towards O(1W). The distortion of this square pyrami- planes of both Cu-glycinate chelate rings is f 516.78

dal stereochemistry towards an hypothetical trigonal one as (10.5–25.18 in related cases [3–14]). The difference in
˚obtained from the angles u 5N(4)–Cu(1)–N(8) and r 5 bond lengths Cu–O(1).Cu–O(7) (0.03 A) should be

O(1)–Cu(1)–O(7) [33] is t 5100(u 2r) /6050.48 only related with the way in which both carboxylate groups take
(1.5–30.2 in related cases [7–14]). The major source of part in hydrogen bonds (see Table 4). Other details of the

Fig. 5. Projection along the b axis of the unit cell of compound II5[Cu(IDA)(HBzIm)(H O)] showing a molecule (x, y, z) and three of the four hydrogen2

bonded ones. The omitted molecule (2 2 x, 2 0.5 1 y, 2 z) belong to the same zig-zag chain (extending along the 2 axis at the upper-left corner). The1

other two ones belong to adjacent chains (related with the former by means of 2 axes lying perpendicular at a /2 and c /2).1
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Table 4
a˚Bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for II5[Cu(IDA)(HBzIm)(H O)] with esds in parentheses2

Copper(II) environment
Cu(1)–N(8) 1.956(3) N(8)–Cu(1)–O(7) 95.71(11)
Cu(1)–O(7) 1.959(3) N(8)–Cu(1)–O(1) 98.29(10)
Cu(1)–O(1) 1.989(2) O(7)–Cu(1)–O(1) 165.93(9)
Cu(1)–N(4) 1.996(3) N(8)–Cu(1)–N(4) 166.22(15)
Cu(1)–O(1W) 2.357(4) O(7)–Cu(1)–N(4) 83.87(12)
O(1)–Cu(1)–N(4) 82.87(12) N(8)–Cu(1)–O(1W) 93.70(15)

iCu–Cu 5.402(1) O(7)–Cu(1)–O(1W) 86.30(16)
iiiCu–Cu 5.402(1) O(1)–Cu(1)–O(1W) 91.38(15)

N(4)–Cu(1)–O(1W) 100.01(16)

IDA, HBzIm and aqua ligands
O(1)–C(2) 1.270(3) C(2)–O(1)–Cu(1) 113.9(2)
C(2)–O(2) 1.240(4) O(2)–C(2)–O(1) 123.2(3)
C(2)–C(3) 1.523(5) O(2)–C(2)–C(3) 119.4(3)
C(3)–N(4) 1.467(5) O(1)–C(2)–C(3) 117.4(3)
N(4)–C(5) 1.464(5) N(4)–C(3)–C(2) 109.4(2)
C(5)–C(6) 1.524(5) C(5)–N(4)–C(3) 118.7(3)
C(6)–O(6) 1.247(4) C(5)–N(4)–Cu(1) 108.7(2)
C(6)–O(7) 1.263(4) C(3)–N(4)–Cu(1) 107.9(3)

N(4)–C(5)–C(6) 110.4(3)
O(6)–C(6)–O(7) 123.9(4)
O(6)–C(6)–C(5) 118.1(3)
O(7)–C(6)–C(5) 118.0(3)
C(6)–O(7)–Cu(1) 114.2(2)

N(8)–C(9) 1.328(4) C(9)–N(8)–C(16) 105.4(3)
N(8)–C(16) 1.393(4) C(9)–N(8)–Cu(1) 124.4(2)
C(9)–N(10) 1.335(4) C(16)–N(8)–Cu(1) 129.8(2)
N(10)–C(11) 1.384(5) N(8)–C(9)–N(10) 113.0(3)
C(11)–C(12) 1.396(5) C(9)–N(10)–C(11) 107.5(3)
C(11)–C(16) 1.405(4) N(10)–C(11)–C(12) 132.4(3)
C(12)–C(13) 1.365(6) N(10)–C(11)–C(16) 105.6(3)
C(13)–C(14) 1.421(6) C(12)–C(11)–C(16) 122.0(3)
C(14)–C(15) 1.382(5) C(13)–C(12)–C(11) 116.9(3)
C(15)–C(16) 1.401(4) C(12)–C(13)–C(14) 122.2(3)

C(15)–C(14)–C(13) 120.5(4)
C(14)–C(15)–C(16) 117.9(3)
N(8)–C(16)–C(15) 131.1(2)
N(8)–C(16)–C(11) 108.5(3)
C(15)–C(16)–C(11) 120.3(3)

bHydrogen bonds
D–H . . . A d(D–H) d(H . . . A) d(D . . . A) ,(DHA)
N(4)–H(4) . . . O(1)[1 0.86(5) 2.36(7) 3.010(5) 132(8)
N(10)–H(10) . . . O(2)[2 0.86(5) 1.96(7) 2.809(4) 168(6)
O(1W)–H(1WA) . . . O(2)[3 0.89(4) 2.08(4) 2.957(5) 168(6)
O(1W)–H(1WB) . . . O(6)[4 0.87(4) 1.81(4) 2.671(5) 170(9)

a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: i5[152 2 x, y 2 1/2, 2 z; ii5[25x, y, 1 2 z; iii5[352 2 x, y 1 1/2, 2 z;
iv5[451 2 x, 1 /2 1 y, 2 z.

b Specified hydrogen bonds (with esds except for the fixed and rigid H(10) atom).

internal geometry of IDA ligand in II can be considered In the crystal of compound II each molecule (x, y, z,
normal ones. Fig. 5) is linked to other four neighbouring ones by ‘eight’

˚The HBzIm heterocycle is planar within 0.013 A. Its hydrogen bonds acting as ‘hydrogen donor’ in four cases
mean plane P-4 defines an ‘open’ dihedral angle of a 5 (see Table 4) and as ‘hydrogen acceptor’ for the remaining
31.38 with the base mean plane of Cu(II) coordination four by means of the ‘symmetry related’ linkages. It is

i(7.0–26.7 in related five-coordinated Cu(II) examples [3– interesting to note that the N(4)–H(4) . . . O(1 ) and
iii˚14]) and the metal ion is 0.19 A out from the heterocycle O(W1)–H(1WA) . . . O(2 ) interactions and the two sym-

˚plane (0.02–0.26 A in referred cases). The mean planes of metry related ones link a complex molecule (symmetry
HBzIm (P-4) and Cu(IDA) chelate unit (P-5) also give an code: x, y, z) with two adjacent ones related with the
open dihedral angle (P-4 /P-5)530.38. former by a two fold screw axis 2 (symmetry codes1
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i5[1 5 2 2 x, y 2 1/2, 2 z and iii5[3 5 2 2 x, y 1 1/ will correspond to bending mode d(H O) of water, where-2

2, 2 z). Such interactions give polymeric as the expected weak absorption of the IDA d(N–H) mode
[Cu(IDA)(HBzIm)(H O)] zig-zag chains which extend (near1500) is hidden in a intense and broad band of2 n

parallel to the [010] or b (52 ) axis. Each ziz-zag chain n (COO) near 1600. The n and n modes of unidentate1 as as s

(stabilised by the referred intra-chain hydrogen bonds) is (1580, 1375) and bridged (1570, 1385) carboxylato groups
then linked in parallel to the b axis to other four chains are partially overlapped. These assignments can be pro-
(symmetry related with the former by the corresponding 2 posed on the basis of the expected larger differential value1

screw axis) by means of the inter-chains hydrogen bonds D(COO)5n (COO)–n (COO) for unidentate carboxylatoas s
ii ivN(10)–H(10) . . . O(2 ) and O(1W)–H(1WB) . . . O(6 ) groups than for bridging bidentate ones. The IR spectrum

and the symmetry related ones (symmetry codes ii5[2 5 of II is relatively unclear because the abundance of
x, y, 1 2 z and iv5[4 5 1 2 x, 1 /2 1 y, 2 z). In this combination and overtone modes frequently observed for
crystal packing, the coordinated water molecule is in- HBzIm as well as a remarkable overlap of bands of this
volved in intra- and inter-chain stabilising hydrogen bonds ligand with those expected for IDA or water ones. Accord-

21playing an ‘active’ structural role. As a consequence of this ing to the literature [25] tentative assignments (cm ) are:
three-dimensional hydrogen bonding network the aromatic (N–H) of HBzIm (3214, m), n(C=C) skeletal in-plane
HBzIm rings of alternating complex units in each zig-zag vibrations of benzene ring (1658, s) and n(C–C)1 n(C–

˚ N) of HBzIm overlapped with d(H O) (1614, s), n (COO)chain lie in parallel but at a longest distance (|6.8 A) to 2 as

of IDA1(N–H ring in plane bending)1(C–N) (1590, sh);give any ‘stacking’ interaction. Such kind of intermolecu-
d(N–H) of IDA (1498, m); n(CN)1d(NH) of HBzImlar forces have been found operative in other mixed-ligand
(1466, m), n(CN)1d(HIm ring) of HBzIm (1419, m) andCu(II) complexes having HBzIm [19,21].
n (COO) of IDA (1395, s). The electronic spectrum of Is

21shows an asymmetrical d–d band with n 513 640 cmmax3.2. Properties of compounds I and II
21and intensity baricenter near 12 750 cm . These values

are in accordance with the distorted octahedral chromo-
3.2.1. Thermal stability phore CuNO 1O of [Cu(IDA)(H O) ] (type 41111)3 2 2 2In spite of the two different Cu(II)–water bond lengths close to the type 412 [26]. In accordance with the
(Cu–O(2)52.377(1) and Cu–O(3)51.976(1)) the TG- chromophore CuO N 1O the electronic spectrum of II2 2

21DTA diagrams of compound I (8.10 mg, 48C/min) showed shows an asymmetrical d–d band with n 514 390 cmmax
21that the studied compound loses ‘apical’ and ‘equatorial’ and shoulder near 12 500 cm .

coordinated water molecules in overlapped processes
(calcd. 15.62%, exp. 14.51%, 400–425 K, endo-effect at

3.2.3. ESR spectra413 K). This overall step will be related to the above
The ESR spectrum of a polycrystalline sample of Ireferred hydrogen bonding network. The infrared and mass

seems of axial type ( g 52.20 and g 52.09) but it isspectra of evolved gasses in a TG experiment of i '
21 quasi-isotropic (with mean value of g52.13) which will be[Cu(IDA)(H O) ] (7.394 mg, 208C min , in air flow)2 2

related with a grossly misalignment of the ‘tetragonal’ axisshowed that such water loss (calcd. 15.62%, exp. 15.46%,
in the crystal of this complex. The powder ESR spectrum373–495 K) occurs without significant CO production2
of II at room temperature is of axial type with g 52.23.(that is without apparent decarboxylation /pyrolysis of IDA i

g 52.07. These data are in accordance [24] with theligand). After this dehydration process the anhydrous '
ireferred CuN O 1O chromophore and Cu–Cu 5Cu–[Cu(IDA)] undergoes a fast decarboxylation and pyrolytic 2 2

iii ˚Cu 55.402(1) A distances for adjacent complex units ofstep (T .495 K) giving a residue of CuO (T5650 K,
the zig-zag chain in the crystal structure of compound II.calcd. 34.48%, exp. 33.96%). The TG analysis of com-

21pound II (7.435 mg, 108C min , in an air flow) reveals a
pyrolysis in three steps. The former step corresponds to the 3.2.4. Magnetic properties
loss of coordinated water (calcd. 4.94%, exp. 5.45%, 375– The magnetic behaviour of compounds I and II is
425 K). The other two are due to overlapped pyrolysis of shown in Fig. 6 in the form of x T plot versus T (x isM M
the organic ligands (510–675 K, giving CO , CO, H O2 2 the magnetic susceptibility per mol of copper atoms). The

3and NH – in the second step – or N O during third one).3 2 value of x T for I and II at room temperatures is 0.41 cmM
21That yields a residue of CuO (calcd. 24.05%, exp. mol K, a value which is as expected for spin doublet.

24.89%). Upon cooling down, it remains constant and sharply
decreases (I) and increases (II) in the low temperature

3.2.2. Electronic and vibrational spectra region. No susceptibility maximum is observed in the
21The IR spectrum (wave number data in cm ) of magnetic curve of I until the lowest value of temperature

compound I shows several peaks at 3500–3100 of the that we have explored (¯1.8 K). The shape of the x TM

stretching modes n(OH) of water and n(N–H) (3160) of curves of I and II reveals the occurrence of weak antiferro-
IDA ligand. In addition a smooth shoulder near of 1640 (I) and ferro-magnetic (II) interactions. To ensure that the
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Fig. 6. Thermal variation of x T for I (^) and II (s). The solid line corresponds to the best theoretical fit (see text).M

experimental data were field independent, we use a low Bonner and Fisher [40] on a uniformly-spaced linear chain
external magnetic field (H51000 G) in the low tempera- of local spin S 5 1/2:
ture range, whereas a magnetic field of 1 T was used for

2 2 2
x 5 Ng b /kT [(0.25 1 0.144995x 1 0.30094x ) /(1T .100 K. Further confirmation of the different nature of M

2 3the magnetic coupling which is operative in these com- 1 1.9862x 1 0.68854x 1 6.0626x )] (1)
plexes is provided by the variable-field magnetization data

where x 5 uJukT and the other parameters have their usualat 1.9 K (insert of Fig. 6). The magnetization data for II
meanings. The results of the fit through Eq. (1) leads to(^) are above the Brillouin function for a chain of

21 25 21J521.5 cm , g52.09 and R52.0310 cm . R is thenon-interacting local spin doublets (solid line) whereas
agreement factor defined as R 5 o[(x T ) 2those of complex I (s) are well below it. M obs

2 2(x T ) ] /o[(x T ) ] . The value of J is small asCompound I is a chain of copper(II) ions which are M calc M obs

expected for this type of compound exhibiting the anti–synbridged by carboxylato groups in an anti–syn bridging
carboxylato-bridging mode.mode. The magneto-structural studies of a great number of

As far as the structure of II is concerned, the mononu-carboxylato-bridged copper(II) complexes exhibiting this
clear [Cu(IDA)/HBzIm)] copper(II) links two out-of-planeconfiguration mode have revealed the occurrence of weak
hydrogen bonds involving the O(1W) axially coordinatedferro- or antiferromagnetic coupling between the metal

iiicenters [38]. The poor overlapping between the metal water molecules and the O(2 ) uncoordinated carbox-
centered magnetic orbitals through this kind of bridge ylato-atom to yield a uniform chain of five-coordinated
accounts for the weak antiferromagnetic coupling ob- copper(II) ions. These chains are connected through addi-
served, and in some cases the relative orientation of the tional hydrogen bonds involving to the N(10)–H(10)

iimagnetic orbitals can lead to the situation of accidental HBzIm group and the O(2 ) carboxylato to form a three
orthogonality and thus to weak ferromagnetic coupling. dimensional network. The magnetic orbital in II is essen-
Keeping in mind the structure of I we have analysed its tially localized in the equatorial plane of the metal atom
magnetic data through the polynomial expression (Eq. (1)) and it is of the type d having with a small componentx22y2

derived by Hall [39] which describes well the results of of d in the axial positions. Because of the quasi linearz2
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iiihydrogen bond O(1W)–H(1WA) . . . O(2 ), the accidental structural parameters change significantly. Indeed, the
orthogonality between the magnetic orbitals through this distance of Cu(II) atom to the mean plane P-1 of the
pathway is expected and consequently, a weak ferromag- coordination square base is reduced from 0.149(2) (III) to

˚netic coupling would result, as observed. In the light of 0.093(1) A (II) and the dihedral angle a 5P-1/P-4
these considerations, we tempted to fit the magnetic between heterocycle (HBzIm or HIm) and Cu(II) square-
behaviour of II through a higher temperature series base coordination mean planes is opened from 19 (III) to
expansion expression (Eq. (2)) for a ferromagnetically 31.38 (II). These observation can be rationalised on the
couples uniform linear chain model [41]: basis of similar coordinating behaviour of HIm and HBzIm

(with a Cu(II)–N(heterocyclic) bond essentially s in2 2
x 5 Ng b /kT [ /N /D] (2)M character) but with higher hindrance for HBzIm than for

HIm ligand. On the other hand, the dihedral angle betweenwith
IDA chelate ring mean planes f 5P-2/P-3 is lowered from2 3N 5 1.0 1 5.7979916y 1 16.902653y 1 29.376885y 25.1 (III) to 16.78 (II). Such data are in accordance with

4 5 the remarkable flexibility that the IDA chelating agent1 29.832959y 1 14.036918y
exhibits in their mixed-ligand Cu(II) complexes [1–19].

2 3D 5 1.0 1 2.7979916y 1 7.0086780y 1 8.6538644y
4

1 4.5743114y and
Supplementary data

y 5 J /2kT
Supplementary data and further details of the structure

The results of the fit through (Eq. (2)) leads to J510.22 determinations are available from Cambridge Crystallo-
21 25cm , g52.09 and R51.5310 . The weak ferromag- graphic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge, CB2

netic coupling is as predicted taking into account the 1EZ, UK on request, quoting Supplementary Publications
exchange pathway which is operative as we commented No. CSD-410066 (compound I) and CSD-103136 (com-
above. pound II).
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Selective transport of zinc through activated composite membranes
containing di(2-ethylhexyl)dithiophosphoric acid as a carrier
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Abstract

The transport phenomena of transition metal cations through supported activated composite membrane (ACM) containing di-(2-
ethylhexyl)dithiophosphoric acid (DTPA) as a carrier have been studied. The polyamide top layer of the ACM immobilizes DTPA by
trapping it in the polymer net during the interfacial polymerization process. The comparison of ACM with the corresponding supported
liquid membrane (SLM) shows far higher stability of the former. Thus, the results of a comparative study of SLM and ACM under
identical conditions show that no metal ions transport through SLM is observed after 1 day working experiment, while ACM demonstrate
sufficiently stable transport properties within several weeks of their use. A membrane-based process for zinc recovery from
hydrometallurgical effluents has been developed. Zinc selectively diffuses from the feed solution through the ACM into the receiver
solution containing 2.2 M hydrochloric acid, due to the facilitated transport with DTPA acting as carrier in the membrane. The selectivity
of DTPA based ACM towards different metal ions is presented and discussed. At pH 2 in the feed phase, the membrane provides a
selective transport of zinc ionic species to the stripping compartment of the membrane cell, while other metal ions (Al, Ca, Mg, Mn and
Ni) with sufficiently high stability of the DTPA-complexes remain in the feed compartment. Such a selectivity is based on the differences
of the dynamic behaviour of the metal ions transport.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Facilitated transport; Activated composite membranes; Selective metal ion transport

1. Introduction of gelled SLM systems (a poly(vinyl chloride) gelled
membrane containing quaternary ammonium salts as car-

Application of extraction techniques for removal and riers) for removal of nitrate ions from water. Recently,
recovery of heavy metals is of immensely growing impor- Kemperman et al. [8] investigated and optimized the
tance from the viewpoint of environmental protection application of a thin polyamide layer covering the im-
problems [1]. Supported liquid membranes (SLM) have pregnated support, which partially avoided the loss of the
attracted much interest for separation and concentration of carrier reagent from the membrane phase. In the previous
toxic and/or valuable solutes due to the possibility to communication of this series we have shown and char-
combine the extraction and stripping processes in one step acterized a set of new activated composite membrane
and because of their high interfacial area [2]. The SLMs (ACM) suggested as an alternative to supported liquid
have important advantages such as a high selectivity and membrane (SLM) [9].
diffusion rate as compared with solid membranes. At the In order to extract polyvalent metals from hydrometal-
same time, their main drawback is the lack of stability, lurgical effluents, an extractant should possess an extreme-
which is caused by different factors including the leakage ly high selectivity for the formation of complexes with
of the organic extractant from the pores of support, the these metals. For this purpose a number of
formation of emulsions in these pores, and the loss of the dialkyldithiophosphoric acids were tested [10] including
organic solvent [3–5]. di-(2-ethylhexyl) dithiophosphoric acid (DTPA), which

Different approaches have been suggested to stabilize demonstrates high chemical stability and in the majority of
SLMs such as, for example, gel formation in pores of the instances does not form any stable emulsion [11,12]. The
support [6]. Thus, Neplenbroek et al. [7] reported the use use of DTPA at solvent-extraction plants for zinc and

nickel recovery from low-grade residues of hydrometal-
lurgical industry has been recently reported [13–16]. It has*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-93-581-1985.
been shown that DTPA is a highly selective extractant for a˜E-mail address: isec99@cc.uab.es (M. Munoz)

1This author can also be contacted for correspondence. number of metals. Nevertheless, the use of DTPA as a
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carrier in SLM or ACM has not been described in the respective withdrawn samples by atomic emission spec-
literature up to now. trometry (ICP-AES technique) using an ARL Model 3410

In the present study, ACM systems containing DTPA spectrometer (Fisons, Beverly, MA) provided with
and their transport properties towards polyvalent metal minitorch. An average uncertainty of metal ions determi-
ions are described. The mechanisms of (1) interaction of nation was in all cases ,1.5%. The results of the analysis
DTPA with different metal ions, and (2) interference of were used for plotting the extraction- and re-extraction
different metal ions in the course of their transport through time-histories (for the feed and stripping phases, respec-
the membrane phase are proposed and discussed. tively). The stability of ACM was estimated by carrying

out several sequential metal ion transport cycles with the
same membrane sample. The efficiency of ion transfer

2. Experimental through the membrane was evaluated by determining the
permeability values from the slope of respective metal

2.1. Materials and membranes concentration in stripping solution versus time curve.

Di-(2-ethylhexyl) dithiophosphoric acid (DTPA) was
synthesized and purified by following the procedures

3. Results and discussion
described elsewhere [17]. Solutions of DTPA in hexane
(95%, Aldrich, Germany) with concentration from 0.2 to

The experimental data of metal transport were expressed231.0 mol dm were used to prepare ACM samples with
in terms of % extraction and stripping versus contact time,

different carrier content. The other chemicals were all of
in order to follow the metal permeation under the different

analytical reagent grade and were used as received. Doubly
conditions.

distilled water was used for preparation of metal con-
taining feed and HCl stripping solutions.

3.1. Transport of copper and zincThe preparation of ACM containing DTPA as a carrier
was carried out by using the procedure recently published

The typical extraction–re-extraction time-histories inelsewhere [9]. Porous thin polysulfone (PS) (Udel P-3500,
21 21experiments with the binary Zn –Cu mixtures of totalUnion Carbide) film obtained by the phase inversion

metal ions concentration 0.925 and 1.08 mM andtechnique on the surface of non-woven fabric (3329
21 21Zn :Cu molar ratios of 5:1 and 5:2, respectively, wereHolytex, France) was used as a solid support for ACM.

obtained by using ACM samples prepared with 200, 500,Thin top layers of polyamide containing DTPA of different
and 1000 mM DTPA solutions. The data are presented inconcentrations (from 200 to 1000 mM) were prepared by
Figs. 1–3, respectively. The comparison of the resultsinterfacial polymerization, thus, aqueous amine solution
shown in these figures reveals the irreversible uptake of(1,3-phenylenediamine, 99%) (Merck, Germany) was

21 21Cu accompanied by a selective transport of Zn . At themixed with water immiscible organic solution (hexane
same time, the transport properties of ACM stronglysolutions of DTPA). The excess of solution was carefully
depend on both the carrier content and the composition ofwashed off the surface of the membrane. Finally, the
the feed solution. Indeed, as clearly seen in Fig. 1, themembranes, thus prepared were dried in an oven at 608C
concentration of DTPA in the membrane prepared with 200during 10 min.
mM casting solution is not sufficient to provide any
remarkable transfer of zinc from the feed to stripping2.2. Procedure

21compartments of the cell, although |20% of Cu appears
to be uptaken by the membrane within the first 30 min ofThe measurements of ion transport were carried out at
experiment (see Fig. 1a). As seen in Fig. 2 (both a and b),208C60.2 in an air-conditioned room using a two compart-

21 21ments membrane cell [18], the ACM was placed on the less Cu uptake results to a lower transport of Zn
circular window separating the two compartments. The through the membrane. That indicates a strong dependence

2membrane working area was 12 cm . The feed and of the membrane penetrability towards zinc on the amount
stripping solutions placed in each compartment of the cell of copper bound by the carrier. This conclusion becomes
were vigorously agitated by mechanical stirrers. The pH more evident after considering the results shown in Fig. 3.

21values in the feed solution were monitored by using a It is interesting to note that the slope of initial Zn
Crison pH meter 507 (Barcelona, Spain) supplied with a re-extraction versus time, t, dependencies (for 0,t,30
combined glass electrode. The stripping phase consisted of min) appears to be far lower than those of the rest of the
2.2 M HCl in all experiments carried out. NaCl solution curves (at t.30 min). The initial period of experiment is

21was added to the stock (feed) solution of metal ions characterized by a low Cu content in the membrane.
21mixture to equilibrate the ionic strength with that of Hence, the transport of Zn during this period proceeds

stripping solution. The concentration of metal ions in both through the membrane containing the carrier being mainly
1feed and stripping solutions was determined periodically in in the H -form.
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21 21 21 21Fig. 1. Extraction / re-extraction time-histories for binary Cu –Zn Fig. 2. Extraction / re-extraction time-histories for binary Cu –Zn
mixtures obtained by using ACM containing 0.2 M DTPA as carrier. mixtures obtained by using ACM containing 0.5 M DTPA as carrier.
Conditions: initial feed solution of 10 ppm CuCl and 50 ppm ZnCl (a)2 2 Conditions: initial feed solution of 10 ppm CuCl and 50 ppm ZnCl (a)2 2
and 20 ppm CuCl and 50 ppm ZnCl (b), 2.2 M NaCl, pH 2, initial2 2 and 20 ppm CuCl and 50 ppm ZnCl (b), 2.2 M NaCl, pH 2, initial2 221 21 21 21stripping solution of 2.2 M HCl. (s) Cu , (^) Zn . stripping solution of 2.2 M HCl. (s) Cu , (^) Zn .

The results presented in Figs. 1–3 can be interpreted in brane. This is clearly seen from the results shown in Fig. 4,
21terms of the selectivity parameters of DTPA towards metal where the flux of Zn transfer through the membrane,

ion couple under consideration. The extraction sequence of J , is plotted versus the degree of DTPA loaded withZn
21 21DTPA for polyvalent metal ions [11,14] can be written as Cu , Y. Y is defined as: Y 5 h2 [Cu ] / [DTPA] j,mem tot

21follows: where Cu is the number of moles uptaken by themem

membrane and DTPA is the total number of moles oftot
Ag . Cu . Pb . Cd . In . Fe(III) . Ni(Zn 4 Ca (1) DTPA in the membrane, determined by the extraction of

carrier [9]. It has been assumed the 1:2 stoichiometry of
21 21 the Cu–DTPA complex in the membrane [17]. The JThe extraction constants, K , of DTPA for Cu and Zn Znex

22 21value (mol cm s ) was evaluated from the slopes of thereported by Levin et al. [11] equal to log K 512.3 andex

R versus time dependencies obtained from the results of2.25, respectively. Moreover, as it has been reported by Zn
21 analysis of the stripping phase. Here R is the total amountLevin et al. [12], Cu is not re-extracted from DTPA

(mol) of metal ion in the stripping compartment at a givenorganic solution with mineral acids. The same conclusion
21time. As seen in Fig. 4, the flux of Zn through thefollows from the results shown in Figs. 1–3, where it is

21 membrane increases when Y value rises.clearly seen that Cu is not practically stripped despite
21This feature of Zn transport in the system underthe membrane takes it up from the feed solution in

consideration can be associated with the zinc transfersubstantial quantities.
21 mechanism inside the membrane. The diffusion of metalThe transport of Zn in all systems studied appears to

21 ions in complex forming (chelating) ion exchangers isbe strongly influenced by the Cu content in the mem-
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known to proceed by the ‘relay’ mechanism [19]. This
mechanism explains quite well the influence of the nature
of the functional groups on the rate of complex formation
in the ion-exchanger phase. According to the ‘relay’
mechanism, the rate of metal ion diffusion in the ion-
exchanger phase is determined by the time of its retention
near the functional group of ion exchanger (in the potential
hole), t , and by the time needed for ion migration to theo

potential hole of the next functional group, t . It has been1

determined by EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance)
technique [18] that the greater the energy of interaction
between metal ion and the functional group of the ion
exchanger, the longer t and, consequently, the lower is theo

diffusion rate in the ion exchanger phase.
21The same mechanism can be ascribed to Zn transfer

in ACM containing complex forming carrier (e.g. DTPA).
Indeed, the migration of zinc ions through the membrane
containing ‘free’ DTPA with protonated functional groups

21(unoccupied with Cu ions) must be accompanied by the
complex formation stage, i.e. must be characterized by
certain t and t values. In other words, the mobility ofo 1

zinc ion in the membrane containing free carrier must be
low as it is inversely proportional to o t 1 o t . On theo 1

21 21other hand, the transfer of Zn through the Cu loaded
membrane proceeds by interaction with ‘free’ DTPA

21functional groups as zinc ions cannot displace Cu from
the far stronger DTPA–Cu complexes (see above). Hence,

21the mobility of Zn in the copper-loaded membrane
appears to be much higher as in this case one can presume
t 50 and t to be less than in the previous one. Note thato 1

21the uptake of Cu by the membrane is not practically
21

21 21 affected by the presence of Zn .Fig. 3. Extraction / re-extraction time-histories for binary Cu –Zn
mixtures obtained by using ACM containing 1 M DTPA as carrier.
Conditions: initial feed solution of 10 ppm CuCl and 50 ppm ZnCl (a)2 2

and 20 ppm CuCl and 50 ppm ZnCl (b), 2.2 M NaCl, pH 2, initial 3.2. Transport of nickel, zinc and iron(III)2 2
21 21stripping solution of 2.2 M HCl. (s) Cu , (^) Zn .

The typical results obtained by studying the transport
characteristics of ACM prepared with 500 mM DTPA

21 21 31casting solution towards Ni , Zn and Fe ions are
shown in Fig. 5. This series of experiments was started by
using the following procedure: the experiment was started

21 23with Ni concentration in the feed of 10 M (in
presence of 2.2 M NaCl, see above). After a certain period

21of time, when the flux of Ni through the membrane
21achieved a steady state value, an aliquot of Zn solution

(second component) was added to the feed compartment to
21provide the concentration of Zn in the feed solution of

23 31 2310 M. The third component, Fe (10 M), was added
21to the feed after the flux of the second component (Zn )

approached a constant value.
21As seen in Fig. 5, the sequential addition of Zn and

31Fe to the feed solution changes dramatically the trans-
21port characteristics of ACM. Indeed, addition of Zn

21results in the gradual decrease of the Ni flux through the
membrane so that after a certain period of time nickelFig. 4. Zinc flux (J ) through ACM containing 0.5 M DTPA as aZn

function of the degree of DTPA loaded with copper, Y. concentration in the stripping phase remains practically
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DTPA to bis[di(2-ethylhexyloxy)-thiophophoryl]disulfide
can be easily evaluated by the comparison of the redox

31potential, E8, of Fe with that of the above oxidizing
31agents. The E8 value for Fe equals to 10.77 V [23] that

is comparable with the respective E8 values for H O (in2 2

neutral media E8510.88 V) and O (in slightly acidic2

media E8510.68 V) [23]. Hence, the possible explanation
of the ‘stop-flux’ effect in this case can be associated with
oxidation (at least partial) of DTPA to bis[di(2-ethylhex-
yloxy)-thiophophoryl]disulfide. Nevertheless, this hypoth-
esis requires more strict experimental confirmation and we
intend to follow this in our further studies.

21 31 213.3. Selective transport of Zn versus Al , Ca ,
21 21 21Mg , Mn and Ni

21 31The experiments on separation of Zn from Al ,
21 21 21 21 21 21Fig. 5. Extraction / re-extraction time-histories for ternary Ni –Zn – Ca , Mg , Mn and Ni using DTPA–ACM were

31Fe mixtures obtained by using ACM containing 0.5 M DTPA in carried out with membrane sample prepared with 500 mM
sequential addition of zinc to nickel followed by addition of iron(III) to

DTPA casting solution. The concentration of each metal21 21 31nickel and zinc feed solutions (see text). (^) Zn , (s) Ni , (h) Fe .
ion in the mixture in the feed was 1 mM (in presence of
2.2 M NaCl at pH 2.0). The one of typical extraction–re-
extraction time histories obtained in this series of experi-

unchanged. This type of interference of metal ions under ments is shown in Fig. 6. As seen, a highly selective
21consideration can be qualified as flux reduction effect. transport of Zn is observed within the whole experiment

21Note that such a reduction of Ni flux proceeds in this (3 h) that allows to recover high purity (|100%) zinc from
21case gradually. At the same time, Zn transport through the stripping solution. It is interesting to note that selective

21the membrane is not practically affected by the presence of separation of Zn proceeds from not only non-extractable
21 31 21 21Ni . The above features of the behavior of the system with DTPA ionic species, such as Al , Ca , Mg and

21 21 21 21under consideration can be explained, unlike Cu –Zn Mn [10,12,24] but also from slowly re-extractable Ni
21 21system (see above), by different kinetics of Ni and Zn (see above). The efficiency of separation process can be

stripping from the membrane. Indeed, although according easily improved by using more effective membrane unit,
to Levin et al. [20] the extraction constants of Zn and Ni such as, for example, hollow fiber module.
for DTPA are quite close to each other (log K 52.25 Finally, Fig. 7 shows the results obtained in experimen-s

21 21(Zn ) and 3.14 (Ni )), the kinetics of their stripping tal evaluation of the stability of ACM used in this study.
from DTPA has been reported by Draxler et al. [13] to

21differ dramatically. The stripping of Ni with mineral
21acids proceeds far slower than that of Zn . Similar reason

can be supposed to explain the observed ‘flux reduction’
effect. Indeed, under given experimental conditions the
stripping of both metal ions proceeds by the ‘competitive’

21mechanism. The slower stripped Ni forming also
stronger complexes with DTPA cannot ‘win’ the competi-

21tion and, hence, Zn is selectively stripped from the
membrane.

21 21 31The behavior of Ni and Zn after addition of Fe
into the feed follows the ‘stop flux’ pattern, where the

21 21fluxes of Ni and Zn appears to be ‘switched off’ right
31after addition of Fe into the feed. This can be explained

by an oxidation process in the membrane phase. The
di(alkoxy)dithiophosphoric acids (including DTPA) are
known to be readily oxidized to respective bis[di(alkox-
y)thiophosphoryl]disulfides [10,21]. The synthesis of these
substances from respective acids usually involves the use

Fig. 6. Extraction / re-extraction time-histories for zinc, nickel, alumin-
23of oxidizing agents, such as halogens, H O , NaNO ,2 2 2 ium, calcium, magnesium and manganese mixture (10 M each)

31oxygen, etc. [17,21,22]. The ability of Fe to oxidize obtained by using ACM containing 0.5 M DTPA.
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21 21 21cursors, i.e. either Ni or Ni and Zn (‘stop-flux’
effect) that is attributed by either the different rate of

21 21stripping of metal ions from ACM (Ni –Zn system) or
31 31by partial oxidation of the carrier with Fe ions (Fe –

21 21Ni –Zn system).
(4) High purity zinc can be obtained by separation of
21 21 31 21 21 21Zn from the equimolar Zn , Al , Ca , Mg , Mn

21and Ni mixture using DTPA–ACM.
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Abstract

Standard pH values for five reference buffer solutions of the NIST series: KH citrate, KH-phthalate, acetate, tetraborate and carbonateS 2

buffers in tetrahydrofuran–water, THF–water, mixtures containing 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70% (w/w) THF at 298.15 K, have been
determined using IUPAC standardization rules. The variation in the pH values over the whole composition range of THF–water mixturesS

studied has been explained by preferential solvation effects, and quantified by application of the quasi-lattice quasi-chemical theory
(QLQC). In order to identify the solvent features affecting the variation of pH values with the percentage of THF, the pH valuesS S

obtained were subjected to factor analysis (FA) and were correlated with macroscopic and solvatochromic parameters, p*, a, b and E ofT

the solvent mixtures. The equations obtained permit the standardization of potentiometric sensors in THF–water mixtures and thus allow
pH measurements in the usual way. The correct pH values measured permit the study of acid–base behaviour of substances in
methodologies using THF–water media.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Potentiometric sensors; THF/water; pH values; Reference solutions; Standardization

1. Introduction where the pH of solution X, pH , is related to the pH of aX

standard reference solution, pH , and the electromotiveS
Binary solvent mixtures, such as tetrahydrofuran–water, force of the cell A (E or E ):X S

have attracted interest because of their frequent use and
wide field of application. Aqueous tetrahydrofuran (THF) Reference Salt Sample solution at pH or GlassXU U Uis used in many branches of chemistry in synthetic and electrode Bridge Buffer solution at pH ElectrodeS
analytical methodologies and, in particular, it has proved

(A)highly versatile as mobile phase in liquid chromatography
and capillary electrophoresis and as a reaction medium in

where k is the practical slope of the linear E vs. pHGLbiotechnology and electrochemistry. For successful sys-
correlation [4,5].tematic optimization of applications of THF–water mix-

As shown by Eq. (1), for pH measurements in a generaltures in these areas, accurate pH measurements in these
(aqueous, non-aqueous or aqueous–organic) solvent, reli-media are needed, because pH is potentially the most
able reference pH values of standard buffer solutions inSuseful parameter for achieving and optimizing methods.
these media are required. The recent IUPAC document onHowever, the study of pH changes for the interpretation of
pH values for accurate pH measurements in hydroorganicSthe ionization effects in nonaqueous phases has been
solvent mixtures [1] indicates that the present availabilityrestricted by the limited validity of pH measurements made
of standard buffer solution pH values is highly unsatisfac-Swith conventional electrodes calibrated in aqueous solu-
tory.tions [1,2]

The present study concerns the assessment of referenceThe measurement of pH in a mixed solvent is based on
pH values for different standard buffer solutions of theSoperational definition of pH [3], in which the pH is
NIST series, which includes acidic and basic media. Theestimated by:
reference pH values determined correspond to phthalate,S

citrate, acetate, borate and carbonate buffers [6] in 0, 10,pH 5 pH 1 (E 2 E )/k (1)X S S X GL

20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 (w/w) THF–water mixed
solvents. The pH values were determined according to the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-93-402-1279; fax: 134-93-402- S

1233. criteria endorsed by IUPAC [7] and were based on the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00274-0
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standard emf, E8, of the cell A, determined as described are the average of at least ten standardizations. The cell
elsewhere [8,9] and the relevant ionization constant of the was thermostatically controlled at 2560.18C and the test
acid components of the buffer solutions in THF–water solution was stirred magnetically under a continuous
mixtures, which were determined previously [9]. The stream of purified nitrogen [8,18]. The potentiometric
variation in the pH values over the whole composition assembly was controlled automatically with a microcom-S

range of THF–water mixtures can be explained by taking puter.
into account the preferential solvation of substances by
water, quantified by application of the quasi-lattice quasi 2.2. Reagents
chemical (QLQC) theory of preferential solvation [10].

LThis is defined as d 5 x 2 x , the excess (or deficiency)W W W All chemicals used were of analytical reagent grade
Lof the local mole fraction of water, x , in the vicinity ofW unless otherwise indicated. All the solutions were prepared

the hydrogen ions over its molar fraction in the bulk, x ,W by mixing water (BDH, chromatography grade, with
21in a very dilute solution [9]. This theory was applied conductivity of ,0.05 mS cm ) and tetrahydrofuran

previously in preferential solvation studies in acetonitrile– ¨(Riedel-de Haen, chromatography grade). The concentra-
water mixtures [11,12]. tion of the standard reference solutions was chosen as

To identify the solvent features affecting the variation of recommended by IUPAC [19] (Table 1). Primary standards
pH values with the percentage of THF in THF–waterS (potassium dihydrogen citrate, sodium hydrogen carbonate,
mixtures, the pH values obtained were subjected to factorS sodium carbonate, sodium tetraborate and potassium hy-
analysis (FA) [13,14]. pH values are discussed in terms ofS drogen phthalate) were Merck reagents for preparation of
the average macroscopic and microscopic properties of the pH standard buffer solutions according to DIN 19266.
mixed solvent. Thus, we examined relationships of pHS Potassium chloride, anhydrous sodium acetate and anhydr-
values with macroscopic parameters (molar fraction, ous acetic acid were also supplied by Merck. The chemi-
dielectric constant) and with solvatochromic parameters: cals were dried at 1108C before use except borax, which
p* (dipolarity /polarizability) [15], a (solvent hydrogen was kept in a desiccator containing an aqueous solution
bond donating acidity) [16], b (solvent hydrogen bond saturated with both sucrose and sodium chloride, in order
accepting basicity) [17] and E (sensitive to polarity andT to maintain the correct degree of hydration. Stock 0.1 mol

23 23hydrogen bond acidity of the solvent) [17]. In order to dm and 0.02 mol dm potassium hydroxide (Merck,
determine the number of factors that affect the variation in analytical grade) solutions were prepared as in previous
pH values, FA techniques were applied and target factorS studies [8,20] to avoid carbonation, and were standardized
analysis, TFA was used to identify these factors. The volumetrically against potassium hydrogenphthalate
equations obtained allow calculations of the pH values ofS (Merck).
the buffer solutions in any THF–water mixtures up to 70%
(w/w) THF and thus permit pH measurements in the usual 2.3. Procedures
way [7]. The correct pH values permit the study of the
acid–base behaviour of ionizable compounds in method- Reference pH values of the standard solutions in THF–Sologies using THF–water mixtures. water were assigned by using the procedure adopted by the

IUPAC [1,2,7]. This procedure involves three steps: The
first step is the measurement of emf of the cell:

2. Experimental
Pt u Ag u AgCl u standard buffer 1 KCl in THF–water u glas-

2.1. Apparatus s electrode (B)

Values of the emf of the cell B were measured with a where the reference standard buffer solutions contain
Crison 2002 potentiometer (60.1 mV) using a Radiometer potassium chloride at different and known concentrations.
G202C glass electrode and a reference Ag/AgCl electrode The emf, E, of this cell is directly related to the activities
prepared according to the electrolytic method [18]. The of the hydrogen ions and chloride ions in solution:
glass electrode was stored in water when not in use and
was soaked for 20–25 min in the appropriate THF–water

Table 1
mixture before emf measurements. The stabilization criter- Standard reference solutions
ion for the emf reading was a#0.3 mV change within 120

211 Potassium dihydrogen citrate 0.05 mol kg KH citrate buffer2s. The reference electrode was stable for 1–2 months of 212 Potassium hydrogen phthalate 0.05 mol kg KHphthalate buffer
21continuous work depending on the percentage of organic 3 Sodium tetraborate 0.01 mol kg Na tetraborate buffer

21solvent. The standardization of the electrode system was 4 Sodium hydrogen carbonate 0.025 mol kg Carbonate buffer
21Sodium carbonate 0.025 mol kgcarried out each time the solvent media or electrodes were

235 Acetic acid 0.1 mol dm Acetate bufferchanged and the constancy of E8 values was ensured by
23Sodium acetate 0.1 mol dmmeans of periodic calibrations [8]. The E8 values used here
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Table 2E 5 E8 1 k log a 1 k log a (2)1 2GL H Cl
¨Debye–Huckel and solvatochromic parameters values in THF–water

mixtureswhere k5(ln 10) RT /F is the [theoretical, Nernstian]
2slope, expressing the response to Cl by the AgCl % (w/w) A a B p* a b0

electrode, k #k is the practical slope expressing theGL 0 0.5091 1.5000 1.17 1.11 0.47
1response to H by the glass electrode. In our case, k 10 0.5812 1.5658 1.16 0.86 0.56GL

differs negligibly from k and Eq. (2) may be reduce to: 20 0.6782 1.6448 1.11 0.70 0.62
30 0.8241 1.7507 1.03 0.61 0.67

E 5 E8 1 k log(a a ) (3)1 2 40 1.0431 1.8883 0.94 0.58 0.69GL H Cl

50 1.3756 2.0636 0.86 0.58 0.69
E8 is the standard emf of the cell, the values of which were 60 1.9106 2.2931 0.81 0.57 0.68

70 2.8067 2.5942 0.79 0.54 0.68determined as described elsewhere [8,18]. These measure-
100 16.571 4.5974 0.60 0.00 0.64ments are based in the emf measurement of the reversible

cell:

Pt u Ag u AgCl u HCl (m) in THF 1 W u Glass electrode
water mixtures [21]. These pK values required werea

The second step is the determination of the pH values for determined previously [9].
each concentration of potassium chloride, c , examined2 Calculation of py values proceeds by successive itera-2Cl Cl

using the Nernst expression of emf, E, for cell B tion. Initially one takes I 5 c 1 c and obtains py by2 2S Cl Cl

Eq. (5), for their subsequent insertion in Eq. (8) to obtain
(E8 2 E)

pc and a better value of I by Eq. (7). Thus, one again1]]]p(a y ) 5 pH 1 py 5 2 pc (4)1 2 2 2 HH Cl Cl ClkGL calculates the py value by Eq. (5), and so on until2Cl

constancy of I is obtained.where p(a y ) can be determined in thermodynamical-1 2H Cl
Inserting py in Eq. (4), a distinct pH-value is2ly exact terms. To obtain pH values for the mixed Cl

obtained for each concentration c examined. The stan-2electrolyte in the cell it is essential calculate the molar Cl

dard value, pH , for the standard buffer alone at the fixedactivity coefficient, py , from an extra-thermodynamic S2Cl
molality recommended by the International pH-Standard¨assumption, i.e. a form of the classical Debye–Huckel
[19] can finally be obtained (step (iii)) as the intercept atequation:
c 50 of the pH vs. c linear regression at each molar2 2Cl Cl1 / 2 1 / 2py 5 AI /(1 1 a BI ) (5)2Cl 0 fraction of THF studied.

We have chosen the molar (currently the so-calledIn compliance with IUPAC rules [3,7], the value of the
‘amount-of-substance concentration’) definition of pHproduct a B in Eq. (5) is assigned at a temperature0 scale [19], according to pH 5 2 log(c y /c8), where1 1C H HT5298.15 K by an extension of the Bates–Guggenheim 23c851 mol dm is the standard reference molarity. The pHconvention [2,7] in terms of:
standards endorsed by IUPAC follow the molal scale,

W S S W 1 / 2 according to pH 5 2 log(m g /m8), where m851 mol1 1(a B) 5 1.5 fe r /e r g (6) m H HT0 T
21kg is the standard reference molality, pH 5pH 1m C

where e is the dielectric constant, r the density and the log r.
superscripts W and S refer to pure water and to the
appropriate solvent mixture, respectively. 2.4. Data treatment

Values for the dielectric constant, e, and density, r,
¨involved in the calculation of the Debye–Huckel constants The pH values of the standard buffer solutions inS

A and a B have been reported previously for THF–water0 THF–water mixtures were subjected to factor analysis,
mixtures [8]. A and a B values for these mixtures are0 which was applied to the correlation between pH valuesS
given in Table 2. and macroscopic and microscopic characteristics of the

Calculation of py through Eq. (5) requires knowledge2Cl solvent mixtures. The data treatment was similar to that
of the ionic strength I of the standard buffer plus KCl used in previous studies [14,22]. Factor analysis was used
mixed electrolyte solution: primarily to determine how many sources of independent

variation (factors) contributed towards the variation in theI 5 I 1 I (7)2S Cl
pH data. Three tests were applied for this purpose, oneS1but I is, in turn, a function of the H concentration, c ,1H derived from the application of the theory of error in FA as

which is expressed by: proposed by Malinowski [13], one derived from the
application of cross validation techniques (CCV) [23,24](E8 2 E)

]]]pc 5 2 pc 2 p( y y ) (8)1 2 1 2 and finally, one based on singular value decompositionH Cl H ClkGL (SVD) [25].
and of the ionization constant, pK , corresponding to the Once the number of factors had been determineda

equilibria involved in the standard buffer solution in THF– unambiguously, target factor analysis was used to identify
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the chemical nature of these factors. Each target was tested error derives from the variability between data series. The
so that it might be identified as a possible real factor. pH value was obtained by averaging the different inter-S

2 2 2Several criteria were used for this purpose, for example: cepts, and the total variance s 5 s 1 s can be calcu-b W

the apparent error in the target (AET), the real error lated.
predicted vector (REP) and the real error target vector Table 4 shows the pH values determined for theS

(RET). A further criterion was based on the SPOIL KH citrate, KHphthalate, Na tetraborate, carbonate and2

function defined by the quotient between RET and REP. A acetate buffers in 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70% (w/w)
target is considered to be acceptable if it lies between 0.0 THF–water mixtures, together with the standard pHS

and 3.0. If the SPOIL lies between 3.0 and 6.0, the target is values reported in water [28] that can be used for stan-
moderately acceptable. Those targets which fulfilled these dardization of potentiometric sensors in these solvents. The
conditions were confirmed as possible real factors. difference between pH and pH values is negligiblem C

Finally, the factor loadings obtained were evaluated and (minor that 0.01) in THF–water mixtures up to 30% (w/w)
their residual standard deviation calculated, as this pro- of THF and takes a maximum value of 20.03 in mixtures
vides a more realistic error. These factor loadings were the with 70% (w/w) of THF. pH values of some buffersS

coefficients in the Kamlet and Taft equations, which cannot be obtained in 60 and 70% THF–water mixtures
describe the variation in pH values when the composition since these substances are not soluble in these media.S

of THF–water mixtures changed. The best combination of Although the variation of the pH values obtained inS

the target vectors tested, i.e. that which accurately re- THF–water mixtures with x is approximately linear inTHF

produces the original data matrix gives the lowest error on the mixtures studied (Fig. 2) these pH are lower than theS

the loadings estimation and the lowest root-mean-square values expected considering the high pK in neat THFa

error (RMS) in the reproduction of data. The Target 90 [29,30]. Thus, preferential solvation by one of the solvents
programs [26] and MATLAB functions [27] were used to is expected. If a solute interacts with one solvent more
carry out these calculations. strongly than with the other, the solute will be pref-

erentially solvated by the former. Preferential solvation in
THF–water mixtures produce lower pH than expected ifS

3. Results and discussion the ‘preferred’ solvent is water.
In a previous study [9] the QLQC theory [10,11] of

emf measurements for cell B were made at different preferential solvation was applied to determine the degree
concentration of KCl, c , added to each standard buffer of preferential solvation of hydrogen ions in THF–water2Cl

as recommended [2] constant concentration solutions in mixtures. The results obtained from the QLQC method at
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70% (w/w) THF–water 258C for the preferential solvation by water, d , corre-W

mixtures at 298.15 K. At each solvent composition and for spond to the excess or deficiency of the local mole fraction
Leach pH reference material studied, various series of of water, around hydrogen ions, x , relative to theW

Lmeasurements were made, giving a total of 830 indepen- corresponding bulk quantity: d 5 x 2 x . The preferen-W W W

dent measurements over the solvent interval explored. To tial solvation of hydrogen ions by water is positive, i.e.
simplify the tabulation, E values for only one series of water molecules show a greater tendency to be in the
different c concentrations in each standard reference immediate vicinity of a given hydrogen ion than THF. This2Cl

solutions are quoted in Table 3. Table 3 also reports the preference is maximal at x ¯ 0.30 [9].W

corresponding values of molar activity coefficients of Therefore, as the preferential solvation of hydrogen ions
monoprotonated species and pH. When the pH for each by water is positive, the standard pH values in theseS

buffer solution was plotted vs. c , straight lines of small mixtures are more similar to the standard pH values in2Cl S

slope were obtained. Typical regression lines are shown in water than those in THF. This is different for compositions
Fig. 1 for the phthalate buffer in the THF–water mixtures close to the pure THF solvent, where x ,0.30 and theW

studied. preferential solvation by water decreases quickly [9].
The statistical analysis of variance was applied to the The pH values obtained could be explained by takingS

various independent sets of measurements. The variances into account the fact that in THF–water mixtures there are
2that we can hope to estimate are s , the variance within three regions [31–33]. On the water-rich side, THFW

2sets of data or series of measurements and s , the variance molecules are added interstitially into cavities in theb

between sets of data. If applying the F-test for a 5%-level structure of water. In the intermediate region there are
of significance we can conclude that the two variances do clusters of molecules of the same kind surrounded by
not differ significantly, then, for a given primary standard regions where molecules from both solvents are close to
buffer, all the points of every data set belong to the same each other. The middle range of compositions would be
population and it should be permissible to calculate the microheterogeneous [32,33]. In the THF-rich region, the
total average, pH , and the standard deviation, s, by fitting number of water clusters is low, and water–THF interac-S

all the points together and carrying our least-squares tions become important.
analysis. If this hypothesis is rejected, then most of the In the water-rich region of THF–water mixtures and in
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Table 3
Measured emf values of the cell B (E), molar activity coefficients ( y) and pH values at different KCl concentrations (c ), in various THF–water mixtures2Cl

Buffer solutions

KH citrate KH phthalate Na tetraborate Carbonate Acetate2

C E C E C E C E C EKCl KCl KCl KCl KCl
23 23 23 23 23(mol dm ) (mV) (mol dm ) (mV) (mol dm ) (mV) (mol dm ) (mV) (mol dm ) (mV)

10% (w/w) THF
0.0201 12.4 0.0219 24.9 0.0323 2304.0 0.0375 2359.5 0.0198 243.3
0.0253 18.8 0.0244 21.9 0.0347 2301.9 0.0409 2357.2 0.0224 240.0
0.0279 21.4 0.0293 2.9 0.0370 2300.1 0.0475 2353.1 0.0250 237.3
0.0329 25.8 0.0317 5.1 0.0393 2298.4 0.0507 2351.3 0.0275 234.8
0.0353 27.7 0.0364 8.9 0.0416 2296.8 0.0570 2348.0 0.0299 232.5
0.0400 31.1 0.0386 10.5 0.0438 2295.3 0.0600 2346.6 0.0324 230.5

20% (w/w) THF
0.0161 7.5 0.0313 24.7 0.0421 2298.3 0.0427 2394.8 0.0192 243.5
0.0236 17.8 0.0384 0.8 0.0455 2296.1 0.0458 2392.5 0.0265 235.3
0.0309 25.1 0.0453 5.4 0.0489 2294.1 0.0489 2390.3 0.0334 229.4
0.0380 30.7 0.0519 9.2 0.0522 2292.3 0.0519 2388.3 0.0401 224.7
0.0448 35.3 0.0583 12.5 0.0554 2290.4 0.0549 2386.4 0.0466 220.9
0.0513 39.0 0.0644 15.4 0.0586 2288.8 0.0579 2384.6 0.0528 217.7

30% (w/w) THF
0.0269 18.4 0.0409 26.4 0.0408 2314.8 0.0443 2400.5 0.0265 243.4
0.0339 24.8 0.0442 24.1 0.0442 2312.5 0.0476 2398.7 0.0334 237.4
0.0407 29.8 0.0475 22.2 0.0474 2310.5 0.0508 2396.9 0.0401 232.8
0.0440 31.9 0.0507 20.2 0.0506 2308.6 0.0540 2395.3 0.0466 229.0
0.0473 33.8 0.0538 1.5 0.0538 2306.7 0.0571 2393.8 0.0528 225.9
0.0536 37.3 0.0569 3.3 0.0568 2305.1 0.0601 2392.4 0.0589 223.1

40% (w/w) THF
0.0239 12.6 0.0154 242.2 0.0332 2328.3 0.0268 2410.5 0.0104 274.8
0.0301 18.8 0.0178 238.3 0.0362 2326.0 0.0289 2408.0 0.0152 264.8
0.0332 21.4 0.0225 231.8 0.0420 2321.7 0.0311 2405.8 0.0199 257.8
0.0391 26.0 0.0247 229.2 0.0448 2319.9 0.0332 2403.6 0.0245 252.5
0.0420 26.0 0.0291 224.6 0.0503 2316.6 0.0352 2401.6 0.0288 248.2
0.0476 31.6 0.0313 222.6 0.0530 2315.2 0.0373 2399.8 0.0331 244.7

50% (w/w) THF
0.0122 24.8 0.0160 243.5 0.0230 2342.2 0.0230 2424.2 0.0102 278.4
0.0142 20.9 0.0196 237.9 0.0247 2340.1 0.0247 2422.3 0.0141 270.3
0.0160 2.4 0.0231 233.3 0.0264 2338.1 0.0264 2420.5 0.0177 264.4
0.0179 5.3 0.0265 229.4 0.0281 2336.1 0.0280 2418.7 0.0213 259.8
0.0197 7.9 0.0297 226.1 0.0297 2334.5 0.0297 2417.2 0.0230 257.8
0.0214 10.3 0.0313 224.6 0.0313 2332.8 0.0312 2415.7 0.0247 256.0

60% (w/w) THF
0.0073 214.8 0.0180 238.8 – – – – 0.0081 292.5
0.0083 211.5 0.0194 236.7 – – – – 0.0100 287.0
0.0092 28.6 0.0222 233.0 – – – – 0.0118 283.0
0.0102 26.0 0.0236 231.4 – – – – 0.0134 270.6
0.0111 23.7 0.0261 228.6 – – – – 0.0149 277.0
0.0120 21.6 0.0273 227.3 – – – – 0.0163 274.6

70% (w/w) THF
– – 0.0082 251.9 – – – – – –
– – 0.0101 246.4 – – – – – –
– – 0.0119 242.1 – – – – – –
– – 0.0135 238.7 – – – – – –
– – 0.0151 235.8 – – – – – –
– – 0.0165 233.4 – – – – – –
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Fig. 1. pH vs. c , for the KH-phthalate buffer in various THF–water2Cl Fig. 2. pH as a function of the mole fraction of THF, x , inS THFmixtures. THF concentration in wt.%: (d) 10%; (1) 20%; (*) 30%; (j) THF–water mixtures. (1) KH citrate buffer; (*) KH-phthalate buffer;240%; (3) 50%; (♦) 60%; (m) 70%. (♦) Na tetraborate buffer; (m) Carbonate buffer; (j) Acetate buffer.

the microheterogeneity region, preferential solvation by
The pH values of standard buffers were correlated withwater of hydrogen increases continuously, which may S

the solvatochromic parameters of THF–water mixturesexplain the small increase in pH reference materials whenS

according to the results obtained through these chemo-the percentage of THF increases. This is consistent with
metric techniques.the values obtained for preferential solvation, d , ofW

FA showed that two main factors were responsible forhydrogen ions by water in THF–water mixtures [9]. In the
pH variation when solvent composition change. BecauseTHF-rich region preferential solvation by water decreases S

of the lack of data only percentages of THF from 0 to 50%and pH values increase quickly [9].s

(w/w) are considered. After performing TFA, the factorsThe pH values of phthalate, citrate, acetate, borate andS

which provided the lowest value for the residual standardcarbonate buffers were subjected to factor analysis (FA) in
deviation (RSD) were an independent term and p*. Otherorder to identify the number of factors that affect the
combinations of factors were tested to explain mixedvariation of the whole data set and, afterwards, to target
solvent–solute interactions, but the fit of the model pro-factor analysis (TFA) to identify these factors. FA is a
posed to reproduce the experimental data was worse. Inmultivariate statistical technique that, although it was
Table 5, the Kamlet–Taft equations arising from theinitially developed to solve psychological and social
application of FA and TFA are shown. The coefficients ofscience problems [13], has also been applied widely to
parameters are the target loadings, and the values given inchemical problems of a different nature, in particular to the
parentheses are the errors associated with these values.study of solvent effects on certain physicochemical prop-
These loadings (coefficients) are related to the weight oferties [12,22,34]. TFA is especially valuable for achieving
each real factor in each column (each percentage of THF–meaningful transformations of the abstract factors that
water mixture) of the original data matrix in a similar senseemerge after eigenanalysis of a data set [13]. Macroscopic
as the ‘weightings’ in regression analysis. Global errors inproperties such as the molar fraction or permittivity and
data reproduction were consistent with experimental errors.solvatochromic parameters of the solvent mixtures are

The Kamlet–Taft general equation is reduced in thisconsidered. The p* [15], a [16] and b [17] values for
case to only two terms to describe modification in THF–THF–water mixtures are known and are given in Table 2.

Table 4
pH values for standard reference buffer solutions in THF–water mixtures at 298.15 K (all the data of pH show standard deviation, s#0.01)S

%THF pHS

(w/w) KH Citrate KH phthalate Na tetraborate Carbonate Acetate2

0 3.773 4.005 9.18 10.012 4.654
10 3.93 4.26 9.53 10.53 4.83
20 4.10 4.62 9.77 11.42 5.02
30 4.30 4.93 10.18 11.59 5.28
40 4.57 5.31 10.54 11.82 5.62
50 4.76 5.56 10.87 12.10 5.84
60 5.04 5.86 – – 6.33
70 – 6.17 – – –
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Table 5 [2] A.K. Covington, R.G. Bates, R.A. Durst, Pure Appl. Chem. 57
Expressions of Kamlet–Taft equations obtained through factor analysis (1985) 531.
and target factor analysis applied to data matrix built up from pH values [3] P.R. Mussini, A.K. Covington, P. Longhi, S. Rondinini, Pure Appl.S

aof standard buffer solutions in THF–water mixtures Chem. 57 (1985) 865.
[4] F.G.K. Baucke, N. Naumann, C. Alexander-Weber, Anal. Chem. 65

Substance Linear solvation energy relationships
(1993) 3244.

KH citrate pH57.5(0.2)23.1(0.2) p* [5] F.G.K. Baucke, Anal. Chem. 66 (1994) 4519.2

KH phthalate pH59.9(0.5)24.9(0.5) p* [6] J. Barbosa,V. Sanz-Nebot, Fresenius J. Anal. Chem. 353 (1995) 148.
Na tetraborate pH515.4(0.6)25.2(0.5) p* [7] S. Rondinini, P.R. Mussini, T. Mussini, Pure Appl. Chem. 59 (1987)
Carbonate buffer pH518(1)26(1) p* 1549.

´ ´Acetate buffer pH59.1(0.3)23.8(0.3) p* [8] J. Barbosa, D. Barron, S. Butı, J. Electroanal. 11 (1999) 627.
´ ´ ´[9] J. Barbosa, D. Barron, S. Butı, M. Ruız, Polyhedron 18 (1999)a Error associated to values are given in parentheses. RMS (root-mean-

3281.
square error)50.1; RSD (residual standard deviation)50.1.

[10] Y. Marcus, J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans. I 84 (1988) 1465.
´ ´[11] J. Barbosa, D. Barron, R. Berges, V. Sanz-Nebot, I. Toro, J. Chem.

water mixtures: the first term, derived from the target Soc., Faraday Trans. 93 (1997) 1915.
´ ´[12] J. Barbosa, I. Marques, G. Fonrodona, D. Barron, V. Sanz-Nebot,unity, represents the value of the acid dissociation constant

Trends Anal. Chem. 16 (1997) 140.of the different solutes in a hypothetical solvent with
[13] E.R. Malinowski, Factor Analysis in Chemistry, 2nd ed, Wiley

a 5b 5p*50; and the second term is related to the Interscience, New York, 1991.
polarity–polarizability of the solvent, which is well char- ´[14] J. Barbosa, G. Fonrodona, I. Marques, S. Butı, I. Toro, Trends Anal.
acterized by the p* parameter. The coefficients of target Chem. 16 (1997) 104.

[15] W. Cheong, P.W. Carr, Anal. Chem. 60 (1988) 820.p* in the reduced Kamlet–Taft equations summarized in
[16] J.H. Park, M.D. Jang, D.S. Kim, P.W. Carr, J. Chromatogr. 513Table 5 are negative in all instances, which means that an

(1990) 107.
increase in the polarity of the mixed solvent decreases the [17] Y. Marcus, J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans. 2 (1994) 1751.
pH values. Thus an increase in polarity increases the [18] J. Barbosa, V. Sanz-Nebot, Anal. Chim. Acta 244 (1991) 183.S

solvation of the ions, and therefore makes dissociation [19] A.K. Covington, R.G. Bates, R.A. Durst, Pure Appl. Chem. 55
(1983) 1467.more likely.

[20] J. Barbosa, V. Sanz-Nebot, J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans. 90 (1994)Thus, preferential solvation and FA proposed model can
3287.

be applied to describe the variation in pH values ofS ´ ´[21] J. Barbosa, D. Barron, S. Butı, M. Ruiz, PCCP 2 (1999) 295.
standard buffer solutions in THF–water mixtures. These [22] J. Barbosa, G. Fonrodona, I. Marques, V. Sanz-Nebot, I. Toro, Anal.
values allow pH measurements in the mixtures in a similar Chim. Acta 351 (1997) 397.

[23] E.R. Malinowski, J. Chemom. 1 (1987) 33.manner as in water. The use of these accurate pH values in
[24] S. Wold, Technometrics 20 (1978) 397.the hydroorganic mixtures are expected to give better
[25] R.I. Shrager, Chemom. Intell. Lab. Syst. 1 (1986) 59.

results in prediction methodologies studies than the pH [26] E.R. Malinowski, J. Chemom. 3 (1988) 49.
values of the aqueous part of the buffer. [27] The Math Work, Inc, MATLAB, The Math Work, Inc, Natick, MA.
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42Function of the hydrogen bond in the conversion of a- to b-Mo O ions8 26

Formation and structure of tetra(tributylhydrogenammonium)
b-octamolybdate
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Abstract

Complex b-(Bu NH) Mo O has been transformed from a-(Bu N) Mo O in the presence of o-mercaptophenol (H mp) and CuCl3 4 8 26 4 4 8 26 2 2

in MeOH, and structurally characterized. It can be considered as a dimer [(Bu NH) Mo O ] with a center of symmetry. Each3 2 4 13 2

molybdenum atom is in a severely distorted octahedral environment. Two types of H bond between the cations and the anions have been
found in the complex: N–H???O and C–H???O, which may play important roles in the a→b transformation.  1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: b-octamolybdate; Configuration; Hydrogen bond; Polyoxoanion; Conversion; Crystal structure

1. Introduction isomerization is catalyzed possibly by traces of water.
42Wang et al. [6] synthesized b-Mo O directly from a-8 26

42Studies on the structures and the isomerization of a- and Mo O in the presence of triethylamine, but no reason-8 26

b-octamolybdates [1–3], which may shed light on the able explanation was given for the effect of the H bond.
kinetic behavior of isopolyoxo and heteropolyox- This paper reports the structural identification of a b

omolybdates, have attracted the attention of many chem- isomer with the presence of H bonds and discusses the role
ists. Some a- and b-octamolybdate complexes have been it plays in the process of the transformation from a- to
synthesized independently and their interconversion has b-octamolybdate.
been discussed [4,5]. However, the direct formation of
b-octamolybdate from the a isomer has been studied only
rarely. There was only one report by Wang et al. [6] which 2. Experimental
did not point out the function of the H bond. In some b

complexes, such as those with ammonium [7], melaninium All chemicals were purchased commercially and used
[8], dimethylammonium [9], 2-ethylpyridinium [10], 3- without further purification except methanol which was
aminopyridinium [11] or bis(triethylammonium)bis(tet- distilled over magnesium and I . a-(Bu N) Mo O was2 4 4 8 26

rabutylammonium) [6] as the counter cation, H bonds have prepared as described in the literature [12]. The IR
been reported to exist. Some researchers have proposed spectrum was recorded using a KBr disc on a Nicolet
that the H bonds in these complexes may play a role in the 170SX spectrophotometer. Elemental analyses were per-
formation of b-octamolybdate anion [6,8,11] without formed by the Analysis and Measurement Center of
giving direct evidence, and Klemperer [2] believed that the Zhongshan University.

2.1. Preparation of the complex

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-20-8411-0354; fax: 186-20-8403- 3o-Mercaptophenol (0.20 cm , 2.0 mmol) was added to4056.
3

E-mail address: ceslhq@zsu.edu.cn (B.-S. Kang) the CH OH solution (20 cm ) of a-(Bu N) Mo O (0.553 4 4 8 26

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00249-1
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Table 1 3. Results and discussion
Crystallographic data for the complex

Empirical formula C H Mo N O The title complex (Bu NH) [Mo O ] was formed from48 112 8 4 26 3 4 8 26
F 1928.94w the reaction of a-(Bu N) [Mo O ] in methanol in the4 4 8 26
Temperature (K) 293 presence of CuCl and o-mercaptophenol (o-H mp). There2 2Space group Pbcn

is an elimination reaction which occurs in the counterCrystal dimension (mm) 0.4830.4630.46
1 42cation Bu N of a-Mo O , which has been changed toCrystal system Orthorhombic 4 8 26

1˚a (A) 16.768(3) Bu NH as shown in Eq. (1). The elimination of an alkyl3
˚b (A) 18.731(3) group with b hydrogen from quarternary ammonium salts
˚c (A) 23.722(4)

3 has been documented in classical organic chemistry [14].˚V (A ) 7451(2)
In the present case, the elimination reaction might haveZ 4

2123 been catalyzed by Cu , while H mp must have furnishedr (g cm ) 1.720 2
21 1

m (mm ) 1.371 the proton to give Bu NH . The o-H mp itself has been3 2
2F(000) 3888 transformed to Hmp which has been reported in many

u range (8) 2.10–26.00 cases to be able to coordinate to transition metals as either
Independent reflections 7318

a monodentate [15] or bidentate ligand [16,17], althoughObs. refl. (F . 4s(F )) 53220 0

no coordination occurred in this case, probably due to theParameters refined 387
aR 0.0331 coordination saturation of the Mo atoms. In the meantime,

bR 0.0849w the presence of H bonds has caused a transformation of the
Goodness-of-fit 0.956

23 a-octamolybdate into the b isomer via a contraction–˚Highest residual peak (e A ) 0.695
23 expansion process [Eq. (2)]. The latter structure has been˚Lowest residual peak (e A ) 20.419

identified using the single-crystal analysis result:a R 5 oiF u 2 uF i /o uF u.0 c 0
b 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 2 2R 5 [uo w(uF u 2 uF u) /o wuF u ] ; w 5 1/ [s uF uw 0 c 0 0 H mpCu catalyst 22 2 2 1 11 (0.0504P) ], where P 5 [uF u 1 2uF u] /3. Bu N → Bu N → Bu NH (1)0 c 4 3 321 –Hmp–Bu

1 424Bu NH 1 a-Mo O → b-(Bu NH) Mo O (2)3 8 26 3 4 8 26

g, 0.27 mmol) and CuCl (0.17 g, 0.13 mmol) with stirring2

at room temperature. After this solution was stirred for The molecular structure of the title complex is com-
3 1about 4 h and filtered, 10 cm of ether was added to the posed of four cations of Bu NH surrounding an anion3

42filtrate which was left in the refrigerator for 3 days to give [Mo O ] and interacting with each other via weak8 26

large transparent colorless crystals of the title complex. hydrogen bonds (via infra). The anionic structure of the
Yield: 50%. Found: C, 29.91; H, 5.88; N, 2.91. Calc. for title complex is shown in Fig. 1. Important atomic dis-
C H Mo N O : C, 29.88; H, 5.81; N, 2.90%. IR (KBr, tances and bond angles are listed in Tables 2 and 3,48 112 8 4 26

21 respectively. All H bonds are shown in Table 4.cm ): 2966 (s), 2938 (s), 948 (vs), 906 (vs), 850 (s), 709
42The octamolybdate polyanion Mo O shows a b(vs), 667 (s), 554 (m), 526 (m). 8 26

configuration with a center of symmetry, which can be

2.2. Determination of the crystal structure

A suitable single crystal was mounted on a glass fibre on
a Siemens P4 diffractometer operating with graphite-

˚monochromated MoKa radiation (l50.71073 A) in v22u

scan mode. The crystal data, data collection and refinement
parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The coordinates of the metal atoms were determined by
direct methods and the remaining non-hydrogen atoms
were located from successive Fourier syntheses. The
structure was refined by full-matrix least-squares tech-
niques with anisotropic thermal parameters for all the
non-hydrogen atoms. The positions of the hydrogen atoms
were isotropically added to the structure factor calculations
but not refined. All calculations were performed on an
IBM PC/486 computer using the SHELXTL program
package [13]. Fig. 1. Structure of the polyoxoanion of the title complex.
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22Table 2 bisected into two [(m -O)(Mo O )] subunits by break-5 4 12˚Selected atomic distances (A) for the complex ing bonds (Mo1–O1A, Mo1A–O1) whose lengths exceed
˚Mo1–O2 1.695(2) Mo2–O6 1.706(2) 2.22 A [18]. The complex can be considered as a dimer as

Mo1–O3 1.745(2) Mo2–O5 1.713(2) previously reported for complexes
Mo1–O4 1.944(2) Mo2–O7 1.893(2) (Et NH) (Bu N) Mo O [6], (NH ) Mo O [7] or (3-3 2 4 2 8 26 4 4 8 26Mo1–O13 1.951(2) Mo2–O4 1.982(2)

EtPy) Mo O [19] with similar anions. To describe4 8 26Mo1–O1 2.150(1) Mo2–O1 2.325(1)
22briefly, each monomeric anion [Mo O ] consists ofMo1–O1A 2.382(2) Mo2–O13A 2.331(2) 4 13

Mo3–O9 1.698(2) Mo4–O11 1.690(2) four severely distorted molybdenum–oxygen octahedra
Mo3–O8 1.700(2) Mo4–O12 1.709(2) [MoO ] linked together by bridging oxygen atoms, sharing6
Mo3–O7 1.931(2) Mo4–O10 1.881(2) edges and corners. In this structure, the atom Mo3 pro-
Mo3–O10 1.933(2) Mo4–O13 1.998(2)

trudes outward while atom Mo2 and atom Mo4 lie onMo3–O3A 2.296(2) Mo4–O1 2.309(2)
either side of Mo3–O1 with the four Mo atoms (Mo1,Mo3–O1 2.463(2) Mo4–O4A 2.343(2)
Mo2, Mo3 and Mo4) constituting one plane.

There are two types of Mo–O bonds in this complex:
terminal (Mo–O ) and bridging (m -O–Mo; m -O–Mo andt 2 3

Table 3 ˚m -O–Mo). The lengths vary from the shortest, 1.690 A5Selected bond angles (8) for the complex
for one of the terminal Mo–O bonds, to the longest 2.463t

O2–Mo1–O3 105.09(8) O2–Mo1–O4 101.10(7) Å for one of the bonds to the unusual m -O1 atom that sits5O3–Mo1–O4 96.85(7) O2–Mo1–O13 101.75(7) in the 4Mo plane near the center of each Mo O moiety.4 13O3–Mo1–O13 96.90(7) O4–Mo1–O13 149.16(6)
There are two relatively strong H bonds N1– H1? ? ?O12O2–Mo1–O1 98.52(7) O3–Mo1–O1 156.39(7)

and N2– H2? ? ?O5, lying on either side of Mo3–O1. DueO4–Mo1–O1 78.33(6) O13–Mo1–O1 78.04(6)
˚O2–Mo1–O1A 174.01(7) O3–Mo1–O1A 80.88(6) to these H bond formations, the average distance (1.711 A)

O4–Mo1–O1A 77.51(6) O13–Mo1–O1A 77.60(6) of O5 and O12 to Mo atoms, respectively, is lengthened by
O1–Mo1–O1A 75.51(6) O6–Mo2–O5 105.31(8) ˚0.013 A as compared to the other Mo–O bonds (averagetO6–Mo2–O7 99.88(7) O5–Mo2–O7 101.29(8) ˚1.698 A). Such lengthening, although small, is an indica-O6–Mo2–O4 101.44(7) O5–Mo2–O4 97.39(7)

tion of conformation changes in the molecule.O7–Mo2–O4 146.70(6) O6–Mo2–O1 159.95(7)
1 42O5–Mo2–O1 94.63(7) O7–Mo2–O1 77.73(6) During the reaction, when Bu NH and a-Mo O3 8 26

O4–Mo2–O1 73.48(6) O6–Mo2–O13A 88.00(7) approach each other by electrostatic interaction, and when
O5–Mo2–O13A 164.63(7) O7–Mo2–O13A 83.54(6) the H atoms in the cations are in the close vicinity of the
O4–Mo2–O13A 71.99(6) O1–Mo2–O13A 71.97(5)

terminal oxygen atoms (O5, O12), hydrogen bonds will beO9–Mo3–O8 104.85(9) O9–Mo3–O7 102.69(8)
formed. With the gradual decrease of the distance of N andO8–Mo3–O7 98.95(8) O9–Mo3–O10 102.88(8)

˚O8–Mo3–O10 98.76(8) O7–Mo3–O10 143.81(7) O, the weak bond Mo2–O3A (or Mo2A–O3, 2.41 A) in
O9–Mo3–O3A 90.45(8) O8–Mo3–O3A 164.70(8) the a isomer [5] will be further weakened and, at the same
O7–Mo3–O3A 77.23(6) O10–Mo3–O3A 77.39(6) time, the atoms Mo2 and Mo4 will be compressed strongly
O9–Mo3–O1 160.07(8) O8–Mo3–O1 95.08(7)

and Mo3 expands. Finally, the bond Mo2–O3A (orO7–Mo3–O1 73.64(6) O10–Mo3–O1 73.56(6)
Mo2A–O3) is completely broken and the b-octamolybdateO1–Mo3–O3A 69.62(5) O11–Mo4–O12 103.95(9)

O11–Mo4–O10 102.92(8) O12–Mo4–O10 101.89(8) anion will be formed by the formation of three new Mo–O
O11–Mo4–O13 96.41(8) O12–Mo4–O13 98.79(7) bonds: Mo2–O1, Mo1–O13 and Mo1A–O1 (Fig. 2). This
O10–Mo4–O13 147.18(7) O11–Mo4–O1 96.02(7) is the reason that almost all N–H? ? ?O hydrogen bonds in
O12–Mo4–O1 159.35(7) O10–Mo4–O1 78.32(6)

the b configuration lie on either side of Mo3–O1, and thisO13–Mo4–O1 73.44(6) O11–Mo4–O4A 164.63(7)
fact is also supported by the characterization of theO12–Mo4–O4A 87.58(7) O10–Mo4–O4A 84.21(6)

42O13–Mo4–O4A 71.45(6) O1–Mo4–O4A 71.84(5) structure of g-Mo O in [Me (CH ) NMe ] [Mo O ]–8 26 3 2 6 3 2 8 26

H O [20], proposed as the intermediate [2] of the inter-2

conversion of the a and b isomers. However, in this
complex, the water molecule should have formed H bonds

Table 4
with the molybdate anions rather than coordinate to theHydrogen contacts in the complex
unsaturated Mo atom of MoO , as proposed by Niven et5˚ ˚Bond type X? ? ?O (A) H? ? ?O (A) N–H? ? ?O (8)
al. [20]. Fig. 2 depicts the process of transformation from

N1–H1? ? ?O12 2.888 2.046 153.2 a to b configuration. Table 5 shows the relationship of the
N1–H1? ? ?O6A 3.129 2.496 127 number of N–H? ? ?O bonds with the length of the Mo3–
N2–H2? ? ?O5 2.942 2.04 170.8

O1 bond. It is clear that the ease of formation of theC17–H17? ? ?O11 3.142 2.216 146.2
b-conformation increases with the number of hydrogenC6A–H6A? ? ?O9 3.40 2.528 151.1

C1A–H1A? ? ?O7 3.301 2.539 136.4 bonds, and thus also the shortening of the Mo3–O1 bond.
1C21A–H21A? ? ?O10 3.268 2.527 133.1 In addition to the N–H? ? ?O bond provided by Bu NH3

C15A–H15A? ? ?O3 3.321 2.54 137.6 in the title complex, there are also weak C–H? ? ?O bonds
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42Fig. 2. Transformation of a to b configuration of [Mo O ] .8 26

Table 5
˚Relation between the number of N–H? ? ?O bonds and the length (A) of the Mo3–O1 bond

aCompounds [(Et NH) (Bu N) ][C] [[(CH ) NH ] (Bu N) ][C] [(Bu NH) ][C] [(CH ) NH ] [C]3 2 4 2 3 2 2 2 4 2 3 4 3 2 2 4

Number 1 2 2 4
Mo3–O1 2.485 2.465 2.464 2.414
Ref. [6] [6] This work [15]

a 42[C]5[Mo O ] .8 26

[6,21] (Table 4) formed by the protons of the butyl groups possible that H bonds have recognition capability in the
formation of the b-configuration.with the anions to afford a 3-D network. These H bonds

Hydrogen bonding also plays a role in the formation ofmight contribute to some extent in the formation of the b
the extended structure [19,20,22] of some b- and g-oc-configuration and make the cations and the polyanions
tamolybdate complexes. For example, the structure oforient properly in the solid-state (Fig. 3). Thus, it is
(3-Etpy) Mo O [19], is characterized by infinite chains4 8 26

of polyanions bridged by one of the two crystallographical-
ly independent 3-ethylpyridinium cations through hydro-
gen bonds with the molybdate anions. The ammonium ions
and the water of crystallization in (NH ) Mo O –4H O4 4 8 26 2

[22] are so positioned as to form hydrogen bonds exten-
sively with each other as well as with the molybdate

42oxygen atoms. In the anion g-Mo O of8 26

[Me (CH ) NMe ] [Mo O ]–H O [20], the hydrogen3 2 6 3 2 8 26 2

bonds allow the structure to show some degree of poly-
merization. All this evidence supports the important role of
the hydrogen bonds in the process of the conversion from

42
a- to b-Mo O .8 26
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Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition number
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Abstract

5
v-Hydroxy-alkyl compounds of the type, [Fe(h -C R )h(CH ) CH OHj(CO) ] (R5H and Me, n52–5, 7) were prepared by the5 5 2 n 2 2

1 5oxidative hydroboration of the appropriate h -alkenyl compounds of the general formula, [Fe(h -C R )h(CH ) CH=CH j(CO) ]. All5 5 2 n21 2 2
1 13new compounds were characterised by infrared, H and C NMR spectroscopy as well as mass spectrometry.  1999 Elsevier Science

Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Hydroxy-alkyl; Functionalised alkyls; Oxidative-hydroboration; Alkenyl compounds

1. Introduction Bercaw and co-workers have reported the synthesis
of a platinum, b-hydroxyethyl compound,

v-Hydro-alkyl complexes of transition metals can be K [Cl Pt(CH CH OH)] [11]. The compound was syn-2 5 2 2

regarded as a sub-division of the group of compounds, thesised by the oxidative addition of ICH CH OH to2 2

general known as functionalised transition metal alkyls. In K [PtCl ] in an aqueous medium. The product was2 4

this particular case, the alkyl chain contains a hydroxyl however isolated in only moderate yield.
group at the terminal carbon atom. The most common Other known b-hydroxyethyl compounds include the
examples of hydroxy-alkyl compounds are the so-called chromium species prepared by Meyerstein [12,13] and the
hydroxymethyl compounds. This group of compounds has iron compounds prepared by Rosenblum and Davies
been studied extensively and a number of examples have [14,15].
been reported in the literature [1–5]. As far as longer chain hydroxy-alkyl compounds are

These hydroxymethyl complexes have been proposed as concerned, there are even fewer examples. The only
model compounds for intermediates in a number of known compounds thus far reported in the literature are the
important catalytic processes [6–9]. cobalt compounds reported by Schrauzer and Windgassen

There are however much fewer examples of hydroxy- [16]. These workers prepared hydroxypropyl and hydroxy-
alkyl compounds in which the alkyl chain length is greater butyl complexes by the reaction of the cobaloxime anion
than one carbon. Probably the first examples of hydroxy- with the appropriate hydroxyalkyl halides as shown in Eq.
alkyl metal compounds with two carbons in the chain, are (1):
the b-hydroxyethyl mercury compounds, XHgCH CH OH2 2 22[Co(dmg)Py] 1 2X(CH ) OH → 2[(dmg)PyCohCH (CH ) OHj]2 n 2 2 n21(X5Cl and Br) [10]. These compounds can be prepared by

dmg 5 dimethylglyoximethe addition of mercuric halides to ethene. Hydrolysis of
Py 5 pyridine

the intermediate b-haloethyl mercury complex, leads to the
(1)formation of the b-hydroxyethyl species.

Given the paucity on longer chain hydroxy-alkyl com-
pounds, we have embarked on a study of such species. In
this particular paper, we report on the synthesis and*Corresponding author. Tel.: 127-21-959-3056; fax: 127-21-959-
characterisation of a series of new v-hydroxy-alkyl com-3056/3055.

E-mail address: smapolie@uwc.ac.za (S. Mapolie) pounds which have the general formula shown in Fig. 1.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00252-1
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(CO )]where R5H or Me, n52–4, 6, were prepared as2

reported in the literature [17].

2.1. Preparation of v-hydroxy-alkyl compounds,
5[Fe(h -C H )h(CH ) CH OHj(CO) ], n53 –5, 7;5 5 2 n 2 2

compounds 1 –4

The general procedure employed for the synthesis of the
v-hydroxy-alkyl compounds above, are outlined using
compound 1 as an example.

5[Fe(h -C H )hCH CH CH=CH j(CO) ] (0.22 g, 0.905 5 2 2 2 2

mmol) was transferred to a dry Schlenk tube and dissolved
in THF (3 ml). The yellow solution was then cooled at 08C
and BH ?THF (0.9 ml of a 1 M solution) was added3

dropwise using a gas-tight syringe. The dark yellow
solution became lighter in colour. The reaction mixture
was allowed to warm up to room temperature and then
stirred for a further 2 h at this temperature. Distilled water
(2 drops) was added followed by a 3-M solution of NaOH
(0.6 ml). This resulted in vigorous foaming of the reaction
mixture. After the foaming had ceased, a 30% H O (0.202 2

ml) solution was added to the mixture, resulting in an
immediate colour change to orange. The reaction mixture
was refluxed for 2 h after which it was allowed to cool to
ambient temperature. The mixture was then filtered by
gravity to remove any undissolved salts. The resulting
filtrate was allowed to stand over anhydrous magnesium
sulphate for a few minutes. The MgSO was filtered offFig. 1. General formula for the v-hydroxy-alkyl compounds prepared. 4

and the resulting filtrate taken to dryness resulting in a
yellow-brown oily residue. This was dissolved in a mini-

2. Experimental
mum amount of CH Cl and the resulting solution trans-2 2

ferred to an alumina column (531.5 cm) made up in
All manipulations involving organometallic species were

CH Cl . Elution with CH Cl yielded two yellow bands.2 2 2 2performed under a dry nitrogen atmosphere, employing
The first faint front-running band was found to be un-

standard Schlenk-line techniques. [CpFe(CO) ] and BH ?2 2 3 reacted starting material, while the second slow-moving
THF (1 M solution) were purchased from Aldrich Chemi-

band was found to contain the v-hydroxy-alkyl product. In
cals; while hydrogen peroxide was obtained from BDH

the case of the v-hydroxybutyl compound 1, it was
Chemicals. All of these reagents were used without further

isolated as a yellow oil. Compounds 2–4 were prepared in
purification. Tetrahydrofuran was freshly distilled from

a similar way. The yields and characterisation data for all
sodium-benzophenone ketyl under nitrogen prior to use.

the compounds are given in Tables 1 and 2.
Column chromatography was performed using deactivated
alumina 90 (70–230 mesh), obtained from Merck Chemi-

2.2. Preparation ofcals. Melting points were recorded on a Fischer–Johns
5[Fe(h -C Me )hCH (CH ) CH OHj(CO) ], n53 –5, 7;hotstage apparatus and are uncorrected. Infrared spectra 5 5 2 2 n 2 2

were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Paragon 1000 FT-IR compounds 5 –8
spectrophotometer while NMR spectra were recorded on a
Varian Gemini 2000 spectrophotometer operating at 200 The above series of compounds were prepared in a

1 13MHz and 75.4 MHz for H and C spectra, respectively. similar fashion to that of the unsubstituted cyclopen-
1The H chemical shifts are reported relative to the residual tadienyl analogues (1–4). However the reaction mixture

13non-deuterated solvent. The ChHj chemical shifts are was refluxed for 3 h instead of 2 h. The crude products
reported relative to CDCl . were isolated as yellow-brown sticky residues. These were3

Mass spectra were recorded using a V.G. Micromass 16F purified by column chromatography using silica gel (70–
spectrometer operating at 70 eV and using an accelerating 230 mesh) instead of alumina. Elution with hexane resulted
voltage of 4 kV. All microanalysis were carried out at the in the recovery of unreacted starting material while elution
Micro-Analytical Laboratory of the University of Cape with CH Cl yielded the v-hydroxy-alkyl compounds as2 2

5Town. The compounds, [Fe(h C R )hCH ) CH=CH j- either yellow solids (compounds 5 and 6) or yellow oils5 5 2 n 2
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Table 1
5Yields, microanalysis, IR and NMR spectral data for the compounds, [Fe(h -C R )h(CH ) OHj(CO) ] where R5H or Me, n52–4,65 5 2 n 2

a b 1 13Compound Appearance Yield Microanalysis IR H NMR C NMR
21number (%) (%) (cm ) (d ppm) (d ppm)

c1 Yellow-brown oil 70 C 52.65 (52.83) 1934(s), 2000(s) 1.45 (br d, 7H), Fe(CH ) CH OH 3.12, FeCH (CH ) OH2 3 2 2 2 3] ] ]dH 5.60 (5.64) 3355(br) 3.64 (br s, 2H), Fe(CH ) CH OH 34.70, 38.45, FeCH (CH ) CH OH2 3 2 2 2 2 2] ]
4.73 (s, 5H), C H 62.48, FeCH (CH ) CH OH5 5 2 2 2 2] ]

85.40, C H5 5]
217.60, CO

]c2 Yellow-brown oil 64 C 54.42 (54.57) 1935(s), 1997(s), 1.41 (br s, 9H), Fe(CH ) CH OH 3.25, FeCH (CH ) OH2 4 2 2 2 4] ] ]dH 6.20 (6.11) 3355(br) 3.62 (br s, 2H), Fe(CH ) CH OH 30.71, 32.47, 37.92, FeCH (CH ) CH OH2 4 2 2 2 3 2] ]
4.66 (br s, 5H), C H 63.10, FeCH (CH ) CH OH5 5 2 2 3 2] ]

85.30, C H5 5]
217.62, CO

]c3 Yellow-brown oil 60 C 56.32 (56.14) 1934(s), 1997(s) 1.43 (br s, 11H), Fe(CH ) CH OH 3.41, FeCH (CH ) OH2 5 2 2 2 5] ] ]dH 6.36 (6.52) 3355(br) 3.61 (br s, 2H), Fe(CH ) CH OH 25.40, 32.83, 34.49,38.14, FeCH (CH ) CH OH2 5 2 2 2 4 2] ]
4.55 (br s, 5H), C H 63.05, FeCH (CH ) CH OH5 5 2 2 4 2] ]

85.28, C H5 5]
217.64, CO

]c4 Yellow-brown oil 61 C 58.65 (58.84) 1938(s), 1996(s) 1.1–1.6 (br m, 15H), Fe(CH ) CH OH 3.64 FeCH (CH ) OH2 7 2 2 2 7] ] ]dH 7.28 (7.24) 3354(br) 3.5–3.7 (br s, 2H), Fe(CH ) CH OH 25.69–38.22, FeCH (CH ) CH OH2 7 2 2 2 6 2] ]
4.6–4.8 (br s, 5H), C H 63.02, FeCH (CH ) CH OH5 5 2 2 6 2] ]

85.26, C H5 5]
217.68, CO

]c ,e5 Pale yellow solid 67 C 60.05 (59.68) 1919(s), 1979(s) 1.1 (br s, 1H), Fe(CH ) OH 9.35, C (CH )2 4 5 3 5] ]f dm.p. 62–658C H 7.50 (7.79) 3378 (br) 1.72 (br s, 21H), Fe(CH ) CH OH, C (CH ) 13.39, FeCH (CH ) OH2 3 2 5 3 5 2 2 3] ] ]
3.65 (br s, 2H), Fe(CH ) CH OH 33.64, 38.90, FeCH CH ) CH OH2 3 2 2( 2 2 2] ]

63.15, FeCH CH ) CH OH2( 2 2 2]
94.98, C (CH )5 3 5]
219.81, CO

]c ,e6 Pale yellow solid 64 C 61.24 (61.10) 1920(s), 1979(s) 0.97 (br t, 2H), FeCH (CH ) CH OH 9.33 C (CH )2 2 3 2 5 3 5] ]f dm.p. 40–428C H 7.65 (7.84) 3419(s) 1.18–1.60 (br m, 7H) FeCH (CH ) CH OH 13.71, FeCH (CH ) OH2 2 3 2 2 2 4] ] ]
1.71 (s, 15H) C (CH ) 31.66–37.46, FeCH CH ) CH OH5 3 5 2( 2 3 2] ]
3.63 (br t, 2H) Fe(CH ) CH OH 63.42 FeCH CH ) CH OH2 4 2 2( 2 3 2] ]

94.91, C (CH )5 3 5]
219.81, CO

]c7 Yellow-brown oil 54 C 62.16 (62.08) 1917(s), 1979(s) 0.93 (br t, 2H), FeCH (CH ) CH OH 9.25 C (CH )2 2 4 2 5 3 5] ]dH 8.13 (8.10) 3374(br) 1.2–1.90 (br m, 9H) FeCH (CH ) CH OH 13.71, FeCH (CH ) OH2 2 4 2 2 2 5] ] ]
1.71 (s, 15H) C (CH ) 25.48–37.66, FeCH CH ) CH OH5 3 5 2( 2 4 2] ]
3.65 (br t, 2H) Fe(CH ) CH OH 63.22 FeCH CH ) CH OH2 5 2 2( 2 4 2] ]

94.79, C (CH )5 3 5]
219.79, CO

]c8 Yellow-brown oil 58 C 63.65 (63.83) 1917(s), 1978(s) 0.95 (br t, 2H), FeCH (CH ) CH OH 9.34 C (CH )2 2 6 2 5 3 5] ]dH 8.55 (8.57) 3376(br) 1.20–1.85 (br m, 13H) FeCH (CH ) CH OH 13.72, FeCH (CH ) OH2 2 6 2 2 2 7] ] ]
1.71 (s, 15H) C (CH ) 25.73–38.20, FeCH CH ) CH OH5 3 5 2( 2 6 2] ]
3.65 (br t, 2H) Fe(CH ) CH OH 63.42 FeCH CH ) CH OH2 7 2 2( 2 6 2] ]

94.88, C (CH )5 3 5]
219.81, CO

]
a Calculated values in brackets.
b Neat film between NaCl plates, unless stated otherwise (s, strong; br, broad).
c

n(CO).
d

n(O–H)
e CH Cl as solvent in NaCl solution cells.2 2
f Melting point on a Fischer–Johns hotstage melting point apparatus, uncorrected.

(compounds 7 and 8). The yields and spectroscopic data oxidative-hydroboration reaction as shown below (Eq.
for these compounds are given in Tables 1 and 2. (2)):

5[Fe(h -C R )hCH (CH ) CH 5 CH j(CO) ]5 5 2 2 n21 2 2

3. Results and discussion (1) BH3 5%%%& [Fe(h -C R )hCH ) CH OHj(CO) ] (2)(2) H O 5 5 2 n 2 22 2

The v-hydroxy-alkyl compounds 1–8 were prepared by
1subjecting the appropriate h -alkenyl compound to an 1 n51, R5H; 2 n52, R5H; 3 n53, R5H; 4 n54,
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Table 2
5Mass spectral data for the compounds [Fe(h -C R )h(CH ) OHj(CO) ], where R5H or Me, n52–4,6, compounds 1–85 5 2 n 2

aIon Relative intensities
b b b c d d d e1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

M – 3 3 1 3 4 4 6
M–CO 0.6 7 9 8 8 4 5 3
M–2CO 30 25 32 32 16 9 10 6
M–2CO–OH 8 4 6 2 5 1 3 2
M–2CO–H O 16 26 32 9 2 – 42

M–2CO–OH–C H 14 2 20 24 4 1 – –1 / 2n n

M–2CO–C H 100 100 100 16 100 100 100 68n 2n

M–2CO–OH–C H 61 22 8 12 44 38 40 37n 2n

M–2CO–Cp 22 3 5 1 1 1 1 –
M–2CO–Cp–OH 3 1 1 2 1 1 1
M–2CO–Cp–H O 51 3 8 8 1 0 2 22

M–2CO–CpH–C H – 1 52 100 3 – 43 6

M–2CO–Cp–C H 2 21 12 10 14 2 6 2n 2n

M–2CO–Cp–OH–C H 42 19 68 56 19 28 36n 2n

CO 13 18 15 19 40 44 42 100
a All the ions have a single positive charge, ion refers to suggested assignment; M, parent ion.
b Peak intensities relative to m /z 138.
c Peak intensities relative to m /z 142.
d Peak intensities relative to m /z 208.
e Peak intensities relative to m /z 28.

R5H; 5 n51, R5Me; 6 n52, R5Me; 7 n53, R5Me; 8 electron density on the metal centre in the case of the
n54, R5Me. pentamethylcyclopentadienyl compounds.

The full-scale infrared spectra of all the compounds also
21Compounds 1–4 as well as compounds 7 and 8 were all show a strong band around 3350 cm which can be

isolated as yellow-brown oils while compounds 5 and 6 assigned to the v(O–H) of the hydroxyl functionality. This
were found to be bright yellow solids at room temperature. band appears to be fairly broad indicating the possibility of
The oils were found to be unstable at room temperature, hydrogen bonding. Spectra recorded in non-polar solvents,
decomposing within a couple of hours. The decomposition show that the O–H band is much narrower, indicating that
is even more rapid in solution in the absence of nitrogen. H-bonding is less extensive in these solutions than found
The compounds also appear to be light sensitive. The in the neat samples.
pentamethylcyclopentadienyl analogues 5–8 appear to be
more stable especially compounds 5 and 6, which are

1stable solids at room temperature. All the compounds were 3.2. H NMR spectra
1 13fully characterised using infrared, H and C NMR

1spectroscopy as well as microanalysis and mass spec- The H NMR data for compounds 1–8 are summarized
trometry. The characterisation data for these compounds in Table 1. In all cases the peaks were found to be broad
are summarised in Tables 1 and 2. and in some cases not very well resolved. This is largely

attributed to the instability of these species in solution. In
the case of the compounds 1–4, the five cyclopentadienyl

3.1. Infrared spectra protons were assigned to a single peak between d 4.6–4.7
ppm. The alkyl chain length has no significant effect on the

The infrared spectra of the v-hydroxy-alkyl compounds chemical shift of the cyclopentadienyl protons. The
1–8, all show two sharp bands with strong intensities in protons of the carbon adjacent to the hydroxyl group were
the v(CO) region. The position of these are very similar to assigned to a broad triplet in the region d 3.4–3.7 ppm.

1that of the corresponding h -alkenyl compounds, indicat- These signals appear downfield as a result of the deshield-
ing that the metal environment remains essentially un- ing effect of the hydroxyl group. The assignment of the
changed during the oxidative-hydroboration reaction. signal for the hydroxyl proton was achieved with the aid of
There is no evidence of the metal centre undergoing any a D O wash. It was found to occur between d 1.1 and 1.42

oxidation during the transformation of the pendant alkene ppm. The remaining aliphatic protons were assigned to the
functionality to a hydroxyl group. The v(CO) frequency signals in the region d 1–1.8 ppm, depending on the length
for the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl analogues 5–8, ap- of the alkyl chain. In the case of compounds 5–8, the

21pears at about 20 cm lower than that of the unsubstituted signal for the methyl protons appears as a sharp singlet
cyclopentadienyl compounds. This is a result of the greater around d 1.72 ppm.
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13 13.3. C NMR spectra the appropriate h -alkenyl compounds. The new com-
pounds have been fully characterized by the various

13The C NMR data for the compounds 1–8 are summa- spectroscopic techniques. We are currently in the process
rized in Table 1. From the data it is clear that the of investigating the reactivity of these compounds and will
hydrocarbon chain length has no significant affect on the report on our results in a later publication.
chemical shift of the signal due to the cyclopentadienyl
group. In all the compounds, this signal is found around d

92.9 ppm. The signal for the carbon a to the metal centre Acknowledgements
was found to be in the region d 3–4 ppm for the
unsubstituted cyclopentadienyl species (compounds 1–4); We wish to express our gratitude to the Foundation of
while in the case of the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl Research Development, SASTECH Ltd. and the Research
compounds, the corresponding signals occur in the region Committee of the University of the Western Cape for
d 11–12 ppm. Again the chain length has no significant financial support.
influence on the chemical shift of the a-carbons for the
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Abstract

1 2Nickel(II) complexes of 1,6-bis(pyridyl)-2,5-dithiahexane (L ), 1,7-bis(29-pyridyl)-2,6-dithiaheptane (L ) and 1,9-bis(29-pyridyl)-
3 12,5,8-trithianonane (L ) have been prepared and their spectroscopic and redox behaviors were studied. [Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) , and2 2 4 2

3[Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO ) were crystallized in single crystal form; their structures were solved by X-ray crystallography. The structures of2 4 2

the complexes are of distorted octahedral geometry. A red shift in the electronic spectra and a positive potential shift in electrochemical
1studies were detected during the addition of the sodium salt of 2-mercaptoethanesulfonic acid (CoM) to Ni(II) complexes containing L

2 1 21and L . The high redox potential shifting difference (PSD) was observed with the addition of CoM to [NiL ] , which accounts for the
3 21axial coordination of CoM with the nickel ion. However, [Ni(II)L ] does not respond well with CoM addition due to the structural

1 21 2 21 3 21limitation around the Ni(II) ion. A destabilization of [Ni(II)L ] and [Ni(II)L ] complexes and stabilization for [Ni(II)L ] were
noticed in their redox studies and these trends were inversely changed during anaerobic CoM addition to Ni(II) complexes. A
nephelauxetic effect (b values) has been shown to establish a good relation with PSD.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel(II) complexes; Nephelauxetic effect; Coenzyme M; Redox potentials

1. Introduction which homolytically cleaves methyl-CoM to produce
methyl-Ni(I)F followed by the protonation of methyl-430

Organometallic chemistry of nickel(II) attracts much Ni(I)F to yield CH and Ni(II)F [14–16]. Nickel(I)–430 4 430

attention due to an involvement of organonickel species in tetraazamacrocyclic complexes are only somewhat more
the mechanisms of metalloenzymes reactions such as effective in producing methane from methyl-CoM in
methyl-S-coenzyme M reductase, carbon monoxide dehy- aqueous solution [17]. It is clearly illustrated that the
drogenase (CODH), and acetyl coenzyme A synthesis, ligand activates Ni(II) toward methyl-CoM and the ligand
found in certain methanogenic, acetogenic, and sulfate- in F might also play an important role in activating430

reducing bacteria. The intermediate complex containing an nickel toward methyl-CoM.
apical methyl ligand coordinated to the Ni(II) ion has been The capacity of nickel to bind both hard and soft donor
proven to be a crucial intermediate in the enzymate cycle ligands allow its coordination chemistry to encompass a
CODH and its existence has been proposed in the case of variety of geometries and oxidation states with reactivity
methyl-coenzyme reductase and acetyl coenzyme A synth- ranging from that in biological systems to organometallic
ase [1–4]. The cofactor coenzyme M reductase [5,6] chemistry. Studies of active sites of various metallopro-
contains F [7–9] because of its absorbance at 430 nm teins /enzymes has been used in elucidating the relation-430

involved in the terminal steps of methane formation from ship between their structure and activity [18–24]. The
methanogenic bacteria and has attracted much attention correlation between a metal coordination sphere and its
[10,11]. The function of F in methane formation was redox chemistry has been emphasized in studies aimed at430

demonstrated by Ankel-Fuchs et al. [12]. A mechanism has elucidating the catalytic function of metalloenzymes. Al-
been suggested [13] for the function of methyl-coenzyme though the N macrocyclic system found in the factor F4 430

M reductase where Ni(II)F is first reduced to Ni(I)F , of coenzyme M reductase, is one of the responsible430 430

characters for producing methane since the energy of the
Ni d orbital appears to be very sensitive to the Ni–N2 2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 152-56-22-3712; fax: 152-56-22-3712. x 2y

E-mail address: pandiyan@servidor.unam.mx (T. Pandiyan) distances in F ; we aimed to demonstrate the effect of an430

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00243-0
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software which was employed to carry out the experi-
ments. The reference electrode was Ag(s) /(AgNO ) in3

methanol. The solutions were deoxygenated by bubbling
with research grade nitrogen. Methanol for electrochemis-
try was distilled over magnesium turnings.

2.3. Synthesis of ligands

11,6-Bis(2-pyridyl)-2,5-dithiahexane (L ) and 1,9-bis(2-
3pyridyl)-2,5,8-trithianonane (L ) were synthesized as re-

ported elsewhere [26].

22.3.1. 1,7-Bis(29-pyridyl)-2,6-dithiaheptane (L )
The hydrochloride of 2-chloromethylpyridine (2.12 g,

13 mmol) dissolved in 25 ml of ethanol were slowly
added, under nitrogen and vigorous stirring, to a solution
of KOH (46 g, 26 mmol) and of 1,3-propanedithiol (1.0 g,
6.5 mmol) in 25 ml of nitrogen-flushed ethanol. A white
precipitate of KCl was formed immediately. The reactionFig. 1. Structures of the ligands.
mixture was stirred for 30 min and refluxed for 1 h, then it
was cooled to room temperature and the solvent removed

acyclic system with soft thioether sulfur donor atoms on by rotary evaporation. Water was then added, followed by
biogas evolution and, also to understand the relationship KOH to bring the pH to 13, after which the product was
between the structure around the nickel ion and the extracted with dichloromethane. After the dichloromethane
efficiency of methane production in anaerobic conditions. solution was dried with magnesium sulfate and stripped off
The ligands containing thioethers with different chelate the solvent by rotary evaporation, the product was obtained

1ring systems were prepared (Fig. 1) and complexed with as a yellowish oil. Characterization by H NMR: d (300H
1 3nickel(II) salts. The nickel(II) compound of L and L MHz; solvent CDCl ; TMS used as internal standard):3

were crystallized and their structures were solved by X-ray 8.52 (d, J54 Hz, 2H; 6-pry), 7.67 (dd, J58 Hz, 2H,
crystallography. The electronic and redox potentials were 4-pry), 7.38 (d, J58 Hz, 2H, 3-pyr), 7.18 (dd, J58 Hz,
recorded for the nickel(II) complexes. J54 Hz, 2H, 5-pyr), 3.87 (s, 4H, pyr–CH –S) and 2.68 (tt,2

6H, S–C H –S).3 6

2. Experimental 2.4. Synthesis of complexes

1 12.1. Materials [Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) : To the ligand L (0.28 g, 1.02 2 4 2

mmol) dissolved in methanol (10.0 ml) was added a
The following reagents were used as received: solution of Ni(ClO ) ?6H O (0.36 g, 1.0 mmol) in metha-4 2 2

Ni(II)Br ?xH O, Ni(II)Cl ?6H O, Ni(II)(ClO ) ?6H O, 2- nol (5.0 ml). The blue compound obtained was collected,2 2 2 2 4 2 2

chloromethylpyridine, 1,2-ethanedithiol, 1,3-propanedithiol washed with methanol and dried over P O in vacuum4 10

(Aldrich); sodium salt of 2-mercaptoethanesulfonic acid (yield, 90%). Recrystallization from methanol afforded
(coenzyme M) (Fluka). Tetra-n-hexylammonium perchlor- suitable crystals for X-ray crystallography.

2ate (G.F. Smith) was recrystallized twice from aqueous [Ni(II)L ](ClO ) (H O): A solution of Ni(ClO ) ?4 2 2 4 2

ethanol. 6H O (0.36 g, 1.0 mmol) in methanol (5.0 ml) was added2
2under stirring to L (0.29 g, 1.0 mmol) dissolved in

2.2. Physical measurements methanol (10.0 ml). The blue crystals obtained were
collected, washed with small amounts of methanol and

Elemental analyses were carried out in the Faculty of dried over P O in vacuum. (yield, 85%).4 10
3 3´chemistry, UNAM, Mexico. Nickel was determined using [Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO ) : The compound L (0.34 g, 1.02 4 2

voltammetry technique [25]. The diffuse reflectance and mmol) was dissolved in methanol (10.0 ml) and a solution
absorption spectra in methanol were measured on an of Ni(ClO ) ?6H O (0.36 g, 1.0 mmol) in methanol (5.04 2 2

Hitachi U-3400 double beam UV/VIS/NIR spec- ml) was added. The purple crystals obtained were col-
trophotometer. All voltammetric experiments were per- lected, washed with a small amount of methanol and dried
formed in a single-compartment cell with three-electrode over P O in vacuum (yield, 95%). Suitable single4 10

configuration on a EG&G PAR 273 potentiostat /galvanos- crystals were prepared by slow evaporation of a methanol
tat interfaced with a computer along with EG&G M270 solution.
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Table 1 also for the adduct of nickel(II) complexes with CoM
Elemental analysis of the Ni(II) complexes with calculated values in solutions. When keeping the complexes for a long time in
parenthesis

CoM solution, a precipitation was noticed.
Compounds C (%) H (%) N (%) Ni (%)

1[Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) 29.47 3.51 4.71 10.35 2.6. Crystallography2 2 4 2

(29.49) (3.54) (4.91) (10.29)
1Ni(II)(L )Cl 41.35 3.90 6.85 14.402 Details of the data collection and structure refinements

(41.40) (3.97) (6.90) (14.45) 1 3
2 for [Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) and [Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO )2 2 4 2 2 4 2Ni(II)(L )(ClO ) ?H O 31.80 3.45 4.75 10.204 2 2

are presented in Table 2. The diffraction data were(31.82) (3.56) (4.95) (10.37)
2Ni(II)(L )Cl ?2H O 39.30 4.80 6.10 12.90 collected at 298 K on a Siemens P4 diffractometer using a2 2

(39.49) (4.86) (6.14) (12.87) standard procedure [27]. A semi-empirical absorption was
3[Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO ) 31.30 3.50 4.47 9.452 4 2 applied for both complexes, using c-scans. The structures

(31.39) (3.62) (4.58) (9.59)
3 were solved and refined without constraints nor restraintsNi(II)(L ) Cl ?MeOH 40.90 4.80 5.60 11.602

using the SHELX package [28]. The hydrogen atoms were(40.98) (4.86) (5.62) (11.78)
3Ni(II)(L ) Br MeOH?H O 33.75 4.30 4.70 9.70 introduced in an idealized position (riding refinement)2 2

(33.74) (4.33) (4.63) (9.70) except for the water molecules, for which they were
3omitted. For [Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO ) , a minor disorder2 4 2

was observed for a perchlorate ion: O(22), O(23) and
1 2 3Ni(II)L Cl , Ni(II)(L )Cl ?2H O, Ni(II)L Cl ?MeOH O(24) are disordered with O(229), O(239) and O(249),2 2 2 2

3and Ni(II)L Br ?MeOH?H O were prepared as indicated in respectively, and were refined with respective site occupa-2 2

the above procedures. Elemental analyses of Ni(II) com- tion factors of 2 /3 and 1/3.
pounds are presented in Table 1.

Caution: Although no accident occurred with nickel
perchlorate complexes during the experimental work, it 3. Results and discussion
should be remembered that perchlorates are potentially

1explosive. [Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) : The asymmetric unit of the2 2 4 2
1unit cell contains a nickel atom, a half-part of L , one

2.5. Reaction of Ni(II) compounds with CoM water molecule and one perchlorate ion. The metal lies on
a 2-fold axis of the C2/c space group, which yield the

The experimental studies of the sodium salt of 2-mer- cation depicted in Fig. 2 with 2 /m point group, not
1captosulfonic acid as CoM (1.0 mmol) with the nickel(II) observed in the related complex [Ni(II)L -

¯complexes (1.0 mmol) were carried out. The color changes (CH CN) ](ClO ) which crystallizes in a 1 symmetry3 2 4 2

were observed from blue to yellow during the addition of reported by Adhikary et al. [26]. The metal center is
CoM (0.1 mmol) to Ni(II) solution (0.1 mmol) under coordinated (Table 3) by two thioether sulfur atoms, two
anaerobic conditions. Electronic spectra and the redox pyridyl nitrogen atoms and two water molecules. The
potential were measured for the nickel (II) complex and greatest deviation from an idealized octahedral geometry is

Table 2
Crystallographic data

Empirical Formula C H Cl N Ni O S C H Cl N NiO S14 20 2 2 1 10 2 16 22 2 2 9 3

Formula weight 570.05 612.15
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group C2/c P2 /n1

˚Unit cell dimensions (A, 8) a520.149 (1) a58.986 (2)
b510.299 (1) b523.806 (3)
c511.609 (1) c511.318 (2)
b5114.59 (1) b5104.32 (1)

3˚Volume (A ) 2190.6 (3) 2346.0 (7)
Z 4 4

23Density (calc.) (g cm ) 1.729 1.733
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 1.37 1.373

Reflections collected 3181 5239
aIndependent reflections 2642 (R 52.04%) 4316 (R 54.46%)int int

Observed reflections 1899 [F .4s(F )] 3054 [F .4s(F )]o o o o
aFinal R indices (I . 2 s(I)) R 55.04%, wR 512.11% R 55.34%, wR 514.22%1 2 1 2

aFinal R indices (all data) R 57.65%, wR 513.70% R 57.94%, wR 516.18%1 2 1 2

]]]]
2 2 2 2 2O uF 2kF lu O iF u2uF i O w(F 2F )o o o c o ca ]]] ]]] ]]]]R 5 , , wR 5 .int 22 2 2O uF u O uF u O w(F )œo o o
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1 21Fig. 2. Crystal structure drawing of the [Ni(II)L (H O) ] cation2 2

showing the atom numbering and the thermal motion ellipsoids (30%
probability level). Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

3 21Fig. 3. Crystal structure drawing of the [Ni(II)L (H O)] cation show-2observed for the pyridyl nitrogen atoms, N(1)–Ni(1)–
ing the atom numbering and the thermal motion ellipsoids (30%

N(1)[15169.3 (2)8 (Table 3), probably as a consequence probability level). Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.
of the steric hindrance of the three 5-membered rings

1involving L . Moreover, calculated deviations from pla-
˚narity for these rings are large, 0.273 A for the ring cule and the perchlorate ions, as indicated by the short

˚containing C(1) and 0.114 A for the ring including C(2). contacts O(1) . . . O(4)52.835 and O(1) . . . O(5)52.851
˚Similar reported structures (555 system) were analyzed A.

3with imidazole ligands [29–33], but none with pyridyl [Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO ) : The crystal structure of this2 4 2
3systems. An unexpected bite angle is observed for the cis compound consists of a nickel ion surrounded by L

water molecules, O(1)–Ni(1)–O(1)[1583.3(2)8, substan- coordinated by three thioether sulfur atoms and two
tially shorter that the analogue angle in nitrogen atoms of the pyridyl groups, one coordinated

1[Ni(II)L (CH CN) ](ClO ) , 88.9(3)8 [26] and water molecule and two perchlorate ions, with all atoms in3 2 4 2
1[Ni(II)L Cl ](ClO ) , 96.00(3)8 [34]. Remaining coordi- general positions (Fig. 3). The composition is identical to2 4 2

nation distances and angles are identical within experimen- that of an earlier report [26], the main difference being that
tal errors to those reported for similar complexes [22]. in the present work, no solvent molecule was included in

¯Finally, the compound is stabilized in the solid state by the cell, which increases the Laue symmetry from 1 to
3intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the water mole- 2 /m. The ligand L forms a system of four 5-membered

Table 3
a a 1˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) of [Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO )2 2 4 2

Ni(1)–O(1) 2.075(3) Ni(1)–O(1)[1 2.075(3)
Ni(1)–N(1) 2.095(3) Ni(1)–N(1)[1 2.095(3)
Ni(1)–S(1) 2.3974(11) Ni(1)–S(1)[1 2.3974(11)
S(1)–C(2) 1.793(5) S(1)–C(1) 1.804(4)
N(1)–C(3) 1.333(5) N(1)–C(7) 1.354(5)
C(1)–C(1)[1 1.519(8) C(2)–C(3) 1.519(6)
C(3)–C(4) 1.368(6) C(4)–C(5) 1.372(8)
Cl(1)–O(3) 1.394(5) Cl(1)–O(2) 1.396(5)
Cl(1)–O(5) 1.398(4) Cl(1)–O(4) 1.426(5)

O(1)–Ni(1)–O(1)[1 83.3(2) O(1)–Ni(1)–N(1) 91.32(13)
O(1)[1–Ni(1)–N(1) 96.69(13) O(1)–Ni(1)–N(1)[1 96.69(13)
O(1)[1–Ni(1)–N(1)[1 91.32(13) N(1)–Ni(1)–N(1)[1 169.3(2)
O(1)–Ni(1)–S(1) 93.10(10) O(1)[1–Ni(1)–S(1) 176.35(10)
N(1)–Ni(1)–S(1) 84.01(9) N(1)[1–Ni(1)–S(1) 88.46(10)
O(1)–Ni(1)–S(1)[1 176.35(10) O(1)[1–Ni(1)–S(1)[1 93.10(10)
N(1)–Ni(1)–S(1)[1 88.46(10) N(1)[1–Ni(1)–S(1)[1 84.01(9)
S(1)–Ni(1)–S(1)[1 90.49(5)

a Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: [1: 2x11, y, 2z13/2.
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Table 4 3.1. Electronic spectra
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) of

3[Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO )2 4 2 The reflectance spectra of nickel(II) compounds display
Ni(1)–N(2) 2.072(4) Ni(1)–N(1) 2.081(4) a broad band in the visible region. On dissolution in
Ni(1)–O(1) 2.100(3) Ni(1)–S(3) 2.3797(14) methanol, relatively sharp well-separated bands were ob-
Ni(1)–S(1) 2.4138(13) Ni(1)–S(2) 2.4155(14)

tained, indicating the probable involvement of the solventN(1)–C(1) 1.341(6) C(6)–S(1) 1.798(6)
molecule in the coordination sphere. The spectral data andS(2)–C(9) 1.826(6) S(3)–C(11) 1.820(5)

C(12)–N(2) 1.341(6) C(12)–C(13) 1.388(7) band assignment are presented in Table 5. The presence of
more than one transition in the visible region are account-

N(2)–Ni(1)–N(1) 99.69(16) N(2)–Ni(1)–O(1) 90.84(14) able for the asymmetric nature of the bands [24,35].
N(1)–Ni(1)–O(1) 89.33(15) N(2)–Ni(1)–S(3) 82.72(12) 3 3Assignments of the bands position are A → T2g 2gN(1)–Ni(1)–S(3) 177.55(12) O(1)–Ni(1)–S(3) 90.23(10)

3 3(1110.0–835.0 nm), A → T (F) (715.0–555.0 nm) andN(2)–Ni(1)–S(1) 84.46(11) N(1)–Ni(1)–S(1) 83.50(11) 2g 1g

O(1)–Ni(1)–S(1) 170.63(11) S(3)–Ni(1)–S(1) 97.19(5) a higher energy band starting around 400 nm
3 3N(2)–Ni(1)–S(2) 164.73(11) N(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 92.05(12) [ A → T (P)] which is obscured by a charge-transfer2g 1g

O(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 99.09(10) S(3)–Ni(1)–S(2) 85.65(5) [36]. A lower ligand field energy band was noticed
S(1)–Ni(1)–S(2) 87.22(5)

between 900 and 945 nm for all nickel(II) complexes;
2 21however, [Ni(II)L ] exhibits somewhat higher ligand

1 21 3 21rings, with the pyridyl nitrogen in a trans geometry (Table field energy then Ni(II)L ] and [Ni(II)L ] com-
14), N(1)–Ni(1)–N(2)599.69(16)8, while the ligand L pounds. The charge-transfer bands with lower e values

produced a cis configuration due to the reduction of one were observed in the 400–380 nm range revealing less
5-membered ring. A number of weak hydrogen bonds interaction of the s-orbital and a higher overlap of the

˚(2.394 to 2.566 A) between the perchlorate anions and p-orbital of the ligands with Ni(II) ion. When CoM is
3 1 21 2 21hydrogen atoms from L establishes the packing in the added to [Ni(II)L ] and [Ni(II)L ] , a band shift

solid state. towards the red region in the electronic spectra is observed

Table 5
3 21 21Electronic absorption spectral data in nm, with e /dm mol cm in parentheses

a b aCompounds Medium Ligand field b values Charge-transfer
1[Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) Solid 538 4972 2 4 2

Methanol 935(12) 1.37 398(23)
552(8)

1Ni(II)(L )Cl Solid 552 3982

Methanol 952(14) 1.45 402(26)
559(9)

2Ni(II)L (ClO ) ?H O Solid 543 3974 2 2

Methanol 870(11) 0.73 400(23)
562(8)

2Ni(II)L Cl ?2H O Solid 559 3942 2

Methanol 892(32) 0.70 398(34)
578(19)

3[Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO ) Solid 901 3822 4 2

562
Methanol 917(33) 0.77 386(65)

581(22)
3Ni(II)L Cl ?MeOH Solid 917 3802

581
Methanol 926(34) 0.82 388(62)

580(21)
3Ni(II)(L )Br ?MeOH?H O Solid 901 3862 2

575
Methanol 926(20) 0.72 391(55)

592(29)
1[Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) 1CoM Methanol 1100 (4) 0.43 406(14)2 2 4 2

751(5)
2Ni(II)L (ClO ) ?H O1CoM Methanol 1048 (14) 0.97 390(18)4 2 2

632(10)
3[Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO ) 1CoM Methanol 1002(15) 1.32 401(20)2 4 2

590(11)
a 22 23Concentration 5310 mol dm .
b 2 2 3 3 3 3Calculated from B 5 2n 1 n 2 3n n /(15n 2 27n ); in the free ion B 5 1038, b 5 B /B and A – T (n ) and A – T (n ).1 2 1 2 2 1 complex free ion 2g 2g 1 2g 1g 2
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1 21Fig. 4. Electronic absorption spectra of [Ni(II)L ] (–) and with Coenzyme M ( . . . . . . ) in methanol.

irrespective of the chelate rings effects (Fig. 4). The is small and it pushes the metal above the plane and
1 3complexes [Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) and [Ni(II)L - consequently interaction of the metal orbits with the ligand2 2 4 2

(H O)](ClO ) are not perfectly octahedral, indicated in is less and it leads to a higher b value. With the addition of2 4 2
1 21the crystallographic structural analysis, and it is treated as CoM to [Ni(II)L ] , the nickel ion, which is situated

a distorted octahedral or tetragonal geometry. A tetragonal above the plane, interacts effectively with the axially
distortion from octahedral symmetry often occurs even incoming sulfur atom from CoM, and leads to the signifi-
when all six ligand atoms of a complex are the same. The cant lowering of the b value. This manifests the favorable
X-ray crystallographic analysis is a known technique for coordination of CoM to the Ni(II) ion. However, the

3 21determination of the structure of the compounds in solid bonding of CoM is not favorable for [Ni(II)L ] due to
state, however, it is limited to solutions. The electronic changes of the chain length (5555) between donors sites
spectral studies are often useful for investigating the which may alter the fit of the metal ion to the coordination
geometries of the metal complexes in the solutions. We sphere provided by the ligand and decreases the effective-
calculated the nephelauxetic ratios (b ) [37] from the ness of orbital overlap and thus, a much higher b value
electronic repulsion parameter known as Racah parameters was derived. There is no considerable change in b values

2 21(B) (b5B /B ) for the complexes and its ad- for [Ni(II)L ] during CoM addition, it may be due tocomplex free ion

ducts of CoM. When the apparent value of B is ineffective mixing of the metal orbital with CoM.complex

smaller than that of the free ion, it is attributed to the
delocalization of the metal electrons over molecular orbi- 3.2. Electrochemical properties
tals that encompass both the metal and the ligands. As a
consequence of this delocalization or cloud expanding, the The redox behavior of the present Ni(II) complexes was
average interelectronic repulsion is reduced and it leads to investigated using cyclic voltammetry (CV) on a stationary
a value of b always less than one and it decreases with platinum electrode. Electrochemical experiments were
increasing delocalization. carried out in methanol, with tetra-n-hexylammonium

The experimental data obtained show that a greater perchlorate used as a supporting electrolyte. Nickel(II)
1 21 3nephelauxetic effect was observed for [Ni(II)L ] when complexes of L revealed quasi-reversible redox behaviors,

2 21 3 21compared to [Ni(II)L ] and [Ni(II)L ] compounds. however, an irreversible Ni(I) /Ni(II) redox process was
An earlier report revealed that the thioethers and amines recorded for other nickel(II) complexes. A Differential
exert roughly a comparable ligand field strength [38], but Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) technique was used for measur-
the thioethers manifest a much greater nephelauxetic ing the E of the complexes. The electrochemical data of1 / 2

effect. Moreover, thioethers generally bind weakly because the complexes are presented in Table 6. The non-Nernstian
they are both weak s-donors and weak p-acceptors [39]. behavior may be ascribed to heterogeneous electron-trans-
Thus, in the absence of other effects, complexes containing fer kinetics. This is evident from the cathodic shift of the
more thioether donors should exhibit a greater nephelaux- reduction peak and the anodic shift of the oxidation wave

1 21etic effect. The [Ni(II)L ] complex exhibits a higher b that increases in the scan rate [40].
value and the value is forced to reduce 0.43 in the presence The electrochemical data of Ni(II) compounds show that

3of CoM. The low nephelauxetic ratio (b ) for the complex- the nickel complex of L exhibits a more positive potential
2 1es implies considerable mixing between the ligand and than nickel complexes of L and L . It can be ascribed to a

1 21metal orbitals. For the [Ni(L )] complex, the higher b chelate ring size effect (5555) which plays greater flexibili-
value is observed, since the cavity of the chelate ring (555) ty around the nickel cation and it facilitates the reduction
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Table 6 studied with methyl-CoM addition; we detected methane
aElectrochemical data of Ni(II) complexes at 258C evolution in the reaction center by using gas chromatog-

b cCompounds E (V) PSD (V) DE (V) raphy [41].1 / 2 p

1[Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) 20.764 – –2 2 4 2
1Ni(II)(L )Cl 20.761 – –2
2Ni(II)(L )(ClO ) ?H O 20.834 – –4 2 2
2 4. ConclusionsNi(II)(L )Cl ?2H O 20.814 – –2 2
3[Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO ) 20.603 – 0.1302 4 2
3Ni(II)(L )Cl ?MeOH 20.590 – 0.0892 The present investigation illustrates that a distorted
1

1 21[Ni(II)L (H O) ](ClO ) 1CoM 20.690 0.074 –2 2 4 2 octahedral geometry is found in [Ni(II)L (H O) ] and1 2 2Ni(II)L Cl 1CoM 20.698 0.063 – 3 212
2 [Ni(II)L (H O)] . The sterically hindered 555 chelate2Ni(II)L (ClO ) ?H O1CoM 20.775 0.059 –4 2 2 12 ring of L around the nickel ion leads to an elevation of theNi(II)L Cl ?2H O1CoM 20.778 0.036 –2 2

3[Ni(II)L (H O)](ClO ) 1CoM 20.605 0.002 – nickel cation above the plane which causes its high ligand2 4 2
3Ni(II)L Cl ?MeOH1CoM 20.607 0.017 0.1462 field energy with lower intensities in the visible region.

a The spectral results and b values, indicate the binding ofMeasured vs. non-aqueous silver reference electrode; add 544 mV to
21convert into normal hydrogen electrode (NHE); scan rate 50 mV s , CoM to nickel(II) compounds leads to a lower symmetry

supporting electrolyte tetra-n-hexylammonium perchlorate (0.1 in the nickel(II) environment and provokes their red shift
23 23mol dm ); complex concentration 1.0 mM dm . CoM5Coenzyme M

in the electronic spectra; however, the nickel ion bonding(sodium salt of 2-mercaptosulfonic acid). 3 21
b 21 with CoM is not favorable for Ni(L ) due to theDifference Pulse Voltammetry, scan rate 1.0 mV s , pulse height 50

overcrowded and flexible arrangement around the metalmV.
c Potential shifting difference (PSD)5E 2E . ion. Electrochemical data show that the nickel(II) com-1 / 2 (complex1CoM) 1 / 2 complex

1 2pounds of L and L have more negative potentials than
3that of L . The destabilization is favored for the Ni(II) ionof the Ni(II) ion. The redox potentials [Ni(II) /Ni(I)] of

by the 5555 chelate ring, and stabilization of the Ni(II)2 21perchlorates (Table 6) follow the order [Ni(II)L ] ,
cation is observed with 565 and 555 rings in the redox1 21 3 21[Ni(II)L ] ,[Ni(II)L ] and this reflects the destabili-
potential. On the other hand, when addition of CoM tozation and stabilization of the Ni(II) ion by 5555 and 565 1 2Ni(II) compounds of L and L favors destabilization,chelate rings, respectively. This also indicates that the 565
which shifts the potentials to a more positive side. Thechelate ring is ideally suited to establish strong in-plane s 3 21CoM adduct on Ni(L ) causes very little effect in theinteractions with the Ni(II) ion rather than 555 or 5555
potentials; it may be ascribed to limited structural changesrings. The greater number of thioether coordination in the
during the addition.3 21[Ni(II)L ] is accountable for the higher order in the

redox potentials series than other nickel(II) complexes.
The potential difference between the complexes and its

1 21 2 21CoM adducts are in the order [Ni(II)L ] .[Ni(II)L ] . Acknowledgements
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Abstract

Two polymorphs (I: mp 49.0–50.08C; II: mp 80.0–82.08C) of N,N-dimethyl-selenobenzamide, (CH ) NC(Se)Ph, have been observed.3 2

Both I and II can be prepared separately using the same reaction under different conditions. The phase change from phase I to phase II
13occurs at low temperatures and this has been confirmed by solid state NMR ( C), powder X-ray, and single-crystal structural studies. The

single-crystal X-ray diffraction study reveals that the lower melting point form (phase I) crystallizes in the triclinic space group P-1 with
two conformations in the unit cell, while the higher melting point form (phase II) crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P2 /c with1

one conformation in the unit cell. Theoretical calculations on model clusters using the Universal Forcefield (UFF) show that the total
energy of phase I (triclinic form) is 5.9 kcal per mol molecule higher than that of phase II (monoclinic form). Also, the immersion energy
which is due to non-bonding interactions, namely Van der Waals and Coulombic (electrostatic) terms, has been calculated using UFF. The

21 21Van der Waals terms were very similar in the two crystalline forms (triclinic: 243.1 kcal mol ; monoclinic: 244.8 kcal mol ), but the
21 21Coulombic terms were significantly different (triclinic: 214.0 kcal mol ; monoclinic: 231.5 kcal mol ) and favor the monoclinic

form. The triclinic form (phase I) is a kinetically favored metastable phase and upon cooling it changes to the monoclinic form (phase II),
a thermodynamically stable phase.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Polymorphs; Metastable compounds; Organoselenium compounds

1. Introduction state NMR spectrometry, powder X-ray diffraction, single-
crystal X-ray diffraction, and theoretical calculations.

During the course of our studies on carbon–chalcogen Most solid organic compounds have a single melting
double bonded compounds (C5E where E is S, Se, Te), point, but some have two or more melting points due to the

4we initially observed that N,N-dimethyl-seleno-benzamide formation of different solid phases. Very recently, Talaty
(1) was obtained first as a yellow–orange oil after purifica- and co-workers have observed that another organic
tion. Upon standing in a refrigerator the oil slowly compound, 1,5-di-tert-butyl-2-imino-imidazolidin-4-one,
solidified (mp 49.0–50.08C) [1], and during storage in the showed two different melting points: 196.0–198.08C and

2 ,3refrigerator, the melting point rose to 81.0–83.08C. This 258.08C (dec.) [11]. In the case of organic selenium
prompted us to investigate their solid structures by solid compounds, different solid forms of trans-seleno-indigo

(2) [12–14] and ortho-methoxycarbonyl-benzeneselenenyl
thiocyanate (3) [15] have been established by single-

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-409-845-2731; fax: 11-409-845- crystal X-ray diffraction studies. For both compounds 2
4719. and 3, the different forms are obtained from the same

E-mail address: zingaro@mail.chem.tamu.edu (R.A. Zingaro)
1 sample by sublimation at different temperatures (for 2) orThis author may also be contacted for correspondence. Present address:

recrystallization from different solvents (for 3). However,Tokiwa Co., 82 Higashi, Haruoka, Owariasahi, Aichi 488, Japan.
2As a controlled experiment, we have kept the sample (mp 49.0–50.08C) no phase changes between different forms have been
in the freezing compartment of a refrigerator (at about 2158C). Then, we described and there is only one melting point for each
measured the melting point every week and found no change in the first
three weeks but it rose to 80.0–82.08C at the fourth week.
3In the literature, only one article recorded the lower melting point of this

4compound (46.0–46.58C), see Ref. [2]. All others reported a temperature A source of melting points of organic compounds [8]. For reviews on the
around 808C, see Refs. [3–7]. multiple phases of organic solids, see Refs. [9,10]

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00244-2
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compound. In this paper, we report the existence of two 2158C overnight, the oil converted to a yellow solid
solid phases of N,N-dimethyl-selenobenzamide (1), each having a melting point of 49.0–50.08C (sample I). Solid-

13having its own melting point (phase I: mp 49.0–50.08C; state NMR ( C): d 203.6 (C5Se); 148.2, 145.0, 131.0,
phase II: mp 80.0–82.08C). Both I and II can be prepared 128.2, 124.4 (phenyl group); 49.1, 45.8, 43.2 (Me N).2

separately from the same reaction under different con- Anal. Calcd for C H NSe: C, 50.95; H, 5.23; N, 6.60.9 11

ditions. Phase II can also be obtained by cooling phase I. Found: C, 50.95; H, 5.66; N, 6.41.
The phase change from I to II is accelerated at lower
temperatures, but requires a month under refrigeration and 2.3. Preparation of sample II (high melting point form)
no more than two hours at the Dry-Ice–acetone tempera-
ture. By cooling sample I on a dry-ice–acetone bath (2758C)

for 2 h, we obtained sample II which melts at a higher
13temperature (mp 80.0–82.08C). Solid-state NMR ( C): d

202.7 (C5Se); 146.6, 129.1, 123.7 (phenyl group); 46.5
(Me N).2

2.4. Preparation of sample III (high melting point form)

2. Experimental section The high melting point solid can also be prepared
directly from the same reaction as that for the preparation

2.1. General comments of sample I but under different conditions. Under argon, a
imixture of selenium (1.185 g, 15 mmol) and Bu AlH (1.52

Reactions were carried out under an atmosphere of dry M toluene solution, 10 ml, 15 mmol) was heated at
argon. All laboratory reagents were purchased from Al- 120–1308C for 1 h to form a clear colorless solution. This
drich Chemical Co. Selenium powder was provided by the was cooled to about 1008C, and N,N-dimethylbenzamide

1 13Phelps Dodge Co. The H and C NMR spectra in CDCl (assay 99%, 2.30 g, 15.26 mmol) was added quickly. The3

solution were recorded on a Varian XL-200 NMR spec- mixture was stirred at 100–1108C for 17 h (the solution
1 13trometer (200.1 Hz for H, 50.3 Hz for C) with TMS as turned red), and then cooled on a water bath. To this, 20

the internal standard. All three samples (I, II, and III) ml of CH Cl and 5 g of silica gel were added. The slurry2 2

gave identical NMR spectra in solution, and they are the was stirred for 30 min, followed by filtration and evapora-
same as reported in the literature [2–7]. The CP/MAS tion. The residue (an orange–red oil) was purified by

13(cross-polarization magic angle spinning) solid-state C column chromatography on silica gel with hexane followed
NMR spectra were measured on a Bruker MTS-300 by hexane–CH Cl (2:1→1:1) as the eluents. Evaporation2 2

spectrometer at 75.47 Hz using TMS as the external of the eluate gave the high melting point form of N,N-
standard. Powder X-ray diffraction spectra were obtained dimethyl-selenobenzamide (sample III, mp 81.0–82.08C)

13on a Rigaku computer automated diffractometer. Melting in a yield of 28% (890 mg). Solid-state NMR ( C): d
points were determined on a Fisher–Johns melting point 202.7 (C5Se); 146.6, 129.1, 123.7 (phenyl group); 46.5
apparatus. Elemental analyses were performed by Cana- (Me N). Anal. Calcd for C H NSe: C, 50.95; H, 5.23; N,2 9 11

dian Microanalytical Service, Ltd. (Canada). 6.60. Found: C, 51.08; H, 5.24; N, 6.54.

2.5. Single crystal structure determinations2.2. Preparation of sample I (low melting point form)

Yellow plate crystals of sample I, II, and III forThe low melting point form is reproducible when the
crystallographic study were prepared by recrystallizationpreviously reported procedure [1] is used with some
from hexane–CH Cl solution at 2158C. All three crystalsmodifications as follows. Under argon, a mixture of 2 2

i were mounted on glass fibers at room temperature. Pre-selenium (474 mg, 6 mmol) and Bu AlH (1.5 M toluene2

liminary examination and data collection were performedsolution, 4 ml, 6 mmol) was heated at 120–1308C for 1 h.
on a Siemens P4 single crystal diffractometer (orientedThere was produced a clear colorless solution. This was
graphite monochrometer; Mo K radiation) at 243 (2) K.cooled to about 1008C, and N,N-dimethylbenzamide (assay a

Cell parameters were calculated from the least-squares99%, 950 mg, 6.3 mmol) was added quickly. The mixture
fitting for 50 high-angle reflections (2u .15 deg). Omegawas stirred at 100–1108C for 5 h (the solution turned red),
(v) scans for several intense reflections indicated accept-and then cooled on a water bath. To this, 2 g of silica gel
able crystal quality. The examination showed that thewas added and stirred for a few minutes. All of this was
crystals of II and III are the same. Data were onlytransferred to a silica gel column, using hexane to remove

i collected for I (5.1 to 508 2u ) and II (4.62 to 508 2u ) atby-product ( Bu Se ) followed by hexane-CH Cl2 2 2 2

243 (2) K. For both I and II, (1) the scan width for data(2:1→1:1) to elute N,N-dimethyl-selenobenzamide. After
collection was 2.08 in v with a variable scan rate betweenevaporation, a yellow–orange oil was obtained, yield: 265

214 and 158 min ; (2) the three standards, collected everymg (20.8%). After being kept in a refrigerator at about
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for Phase I and II of 1

I II

Empirical formula C H NSe C H NSe9 11 9 11

Formula weight 212.15 212.15
Melting point / 8C 49.0–50.0 80.0–82.0
Temperature /K 243 (2) 243 (2)

˚Wavelength /A 0.71073 0.71073
Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic
Space group P-1 P2 /c1

Unit cell dimensions
˚a /A, a / 8 6.92415(5), 75.729 (8) 5.9311(5), 90
˚b /A, b / 8 8.2373(13), 89.569 (7) 12.8965(16), 107.975 (7)
˚c /A, g / 8 16.5143(15), 88.592(11) 12.7126(14), 90

3˚Volume/A , Z 912.56(18), 4 924.93(17), 4
21 23Density (calcd) (Mg m ) 1.566 1.523

21Absorption coefficient /mm 4.051 3.996
F (000) 436 424
Crystal size /mm 0.4030.4030.20 0.6030.4030.20
u range for data collection /deg 2.55 to 25.00 2.31 to 25.00
Limiting indices 21#h#8, 29#k#9, 27#h#0, 215.⁄ k#0,

219#1 #19 214#1 #15
Reflections collected 4060 1784
Independent reflections 3198 (R 50.1299) 1619 (R 50.0417)int int

Absorption correction Empirical Empirical
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares Full-matrix least-squares

2 2on F on F
Data / restraints /parameters 3198/0 /199 1619/0 /144

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.968 1.052
Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R 5 0.0477, wR 5 0.1147 R 5 0.0331, wR 5 0.07371 2 1 2

R indices (all data) R 5 0.0801, wR 5 0.1326 R 5 0.0506, wR 50.08011 2 1 2
3Largest diff. peak and hole /(eA ) 0.694 and 20.740 0.498 and 20.359

97 reflections, showed no significant trends; and (3) the literature [18]. Crystal structure parameters are given in
background measurement by stationary crystal and station- Table 1, and the atomic coordinates and isotropic thermal
ary counter technique was carried out at the beginning and parameters for non-hydrogen atoms are given in the
the end of each scan for half the total scan time. Supporting Information.

Lorentz and polarization corrections were applied to
4060 reflections for I and 1784 reflections for II. A
semi-empirical absorption correction was applied for both. 3. Results and discussion
A total of 3198 observed reflections for I and 1619
reflections for II were used in further calculations. The 3.1. Synthesis
structures were solved by direct methods [16]. and refined
using a full-matrix least-squares anisotropic refinement for N,N-Dimethyl-selenobenzamide (1) was synthesized by
all non-hydrogen atoms [17]. Hydrogen atoms were placed the procedure reported previously (Scheme 1) [1]. We have
in idealized positions with isotropic thermal parameters found that preparation of the low melting point form
riding on the attached atom. Neutral atom scattering (sample I, mp 49.0–50.08C) was reproducible when the
factors and anomalous scattering factors were taken from reaction was carried out at 100–1108C for 5 h on a 6

Scheme 1. Preparation of different forms of N,N-dimethyl-selenobenzamide (1).
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mmol-scale and the rapid purification by flash column
chromatography followed immediately after the reaction.
By cooling on a Dry Ice–acetone bath for only 2 h, I
changed to a high melting point form (sample II, mp
80.0–82.08C). On the other hand, the use of a longer
reaction and purification time directly afforded the high
melting point solid (sample III, mp 81.0–82.08C).

133.2. Solid state NMR study ( C)

13The solid state C NMR spectra are shown in Fig. 1.
For sample I, three signals from the methyl groups,
(CH ) N, are observed. Sample II, obtained by cooling I,3 2

shows only a single methyl groups resonance in the NMR

Fig. 2. Packing diagram of Phase I.

spectrum. In addition, the peaks from the phenyl group of I
are double those of II. Sample III, prepared independently
using the same reaction, gives a spectrum identical to that
of sample II. These results suggest that II and III are
probably the same but differ from the structure of I. Two
molecular conformations are present in phase I. For one of

13these, two C NMR resonances arising from methyl
groups are observed at d 43.2 and 45.8 ppm; while for the
second conformer the resonances from the methyl groups

13Fig. 1. Solid state C NMR spectra. Fig. 3. Se? ? ?Se Interactions in Phase I.
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Fig. 6. Crystal structure of phase II.

Se distances, we found no evidence of the interaction
5between selenium atoms from theoretical calculations. The

crystals of samples II and III are the same. They crys-
tallize in the monoclinic form (phase II). Only one
conformation is observed in the unit cell (Fig. 4), and it is
close to conformer A in phase I.

The ORTEP drawings are presented in Figs. 5 and 6,
and the selected bond distances, bond angles, and torsionFig. 4. Packing diagram of phase II.
angles are listed in Tables 2 and 3. For both the conformer
A and B in phase I (triclinic form), the selenocarbonyl
(C5Se) and Me N group are almost in the same plane;overlap at d 49.1 ppm. Phase II (sample II and III) 2

they are modestly twisted: 4, 2175.6, 2174.9 and 5.5 degcontains only one conformer, its methyl groups resonate at
in A, and 22.6, 176.3, 175.3 and 5.8 deg in B (Table 2).d 46.5 ppm as a single peak. All these conformations are
The most significant difference between the two conforma-confirmed by the single-crystal structural studies.
tions is the degree of twisting of the phenyl group relative
to the plane of Me NCSe: 55 to 608 in conformer A, and3.3. Crystal structures 2

85 to 978 in B. Also, the C–Se and C–N bond distances
are slightly different, but all bond angles are similar. TheThe crystal structures of N,N-dimethyl-selenobenzamide

˚C–Se bond distance in the monoclinic form [1.831 (3) A]for all these samples (I, II, and III) have been examined at
lies between the values for the two conformers in thethe same temperature (243 K). Phase I crystallizes in the

˚triclinic [1.847 (5) A in A and 1.823 (6) in B]. They all aretriclinic form having the P-1 space group. As can be seen
in agreement with those reported for other disubstitutedin the packing diagram (Fig. 2), there are two molecular

˚selenoamides (1.804–1.840 A) [20–25] and selenoureasconformations (A and B) in the unit cell. Short Se? ? ?Se
˚˚ (1.82–1.87 A) [26–28]. The C–Se bond distances mea-distances are observed in both conformations: 3.589 A in

˚ sured in this work are longer than the values reported forA and 3.571 A in B (Fig. 3). They are considerably shorter
˚selenoaldehydes (1.758–1.760 A) [29,30], selenoketonesthan the expected non-bonded (Van der Waals) distance of

˚˚ (1.743–1.790 A) [31–33], selenoformamides (1.789–4.00 A [19]. This suggests the possible existence of some
˚1.813 A) [34,35], and a monosubstituted selenoamideSe? ? ?Se interaction. However, in spite of the short Se? ? ?
˚(1.776 A) [36].

3.4. Powder X-ray diffraction analysis

The powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the two
polymorphs are given in Fig. 7. The patterns of phase I
differ completely from that of phase II. This confirms that
phases I and II are completely different and the phase
change from I to II occurs on cooling. A comparison of
the powder patterns of samples II and III, shows most of
the peaks match well. However, there are some additional

5B3LYP/pVDZ calculations on the intermolecular Se ? ? ? Se interaction in
21phase I yielded unfavorable dimerization energy of 12.37 kcal mol and

almost negligible Se ? ? ? Se overlap population of 0.0016.Fig. 5. Crystal structure of phase I.
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A), bond angles (8), and torsion angles (8) for Phase I

Se(1A)–C(1A) 1.847 (5) Se(1B)–C(1B) 1.823 (6)
N(1A)–C(1A) 1.332 (6) N(1B)–C(1B) 1.327 (6)
N(lA)–C(8A) 1.458 (7) N(1B)–C(9B) 1.470 (8)
N(1A)–C(9A) 1.464 (7) N(1B)–C(8B) 1.473 (9)
C(1A)–C(2A) 1.481 (7) C(1B)–C(2B) 1.480 (8)

N(1A)–C(1A)–Se(1A) 122.7 (4) N(1B)–C(lB)–Se(1B) 123.9 (4)
N(1A)–C(1A)–C(2A) 119.7 (5) N(1B)–C(lB)–C(2B) 117.9 (5)
C(2A)–C(1A)–Se(1A) 117.6 (4) C(2B)–C(1B)–Se(1B) 118.2 (3)
C(1A)–N(1A)–C(8A) 121.6 (5) C(1B)–N(1B)–C(9B) 121.2 (5)
C(1A)–N(1A)–C(9A) 123.6 (5) C(1B)–N(1B)–C(8B) 123.9 (5)
C(8A)–N(1A)–C(9A) 114.8 (4) C(8B)–N(1B)–C(9B) 114.9 (5)

Se(1A)–C(1A)–C(2A)–C(3A) 2122.0 Se(1B)–C(1B)–C(2B)–C(3B) 284.7
Se(1A)–C(1A)–C(2A)–C(7A) 55.9 Se(1B)–C(1 B)–C(2B)–C(7B) 92.6
N(1A)–C(1A)–C(2A)–C(3A) 56.9 N(1B)–C(1B)–C(2B)–C(3B) 97.2
N(1A)–C(1A)–C(2A)–C(7A) 2125.2 N(1B)–C(1B)–C(2B)–C(7B) 285.5
C(8A)–N(1A)–C(1A)–Se(1A) 4.0 C(9B)–N(1B)–C(1B)–Se(1B) 22.6
C(9A)–N(1A)–C(1A)–Se(1A) 2175.6 C(8B)–N(1B)–C(1B)–Se(1 B) 176.3
C(8A)–N(1 A)–C(1A)–C(2A) 2174.9 C(9B)–N(1B)–C(1B)–C(2B) 175.3
C(9A)–N(1A)–C(1A)–C(2A) 5.5 C(8B)–N(1B)–C(1B)–C(2B) 25.8

Table 3
˚Selected bond distances (A), bond angles (8), and torsion angles (8) for Phase II

Se(1)–C(1) 1.83 1 (3) N(1)–C(1) 1.321 (4)
N(1)–C(8) 1.464 (5) N(1)–C(9) 1.464 (9)
C(1)–C(2) 1.491 (5)

N(1)–C(1)–Se(1) 124.1 (3) C(1)–N(1)–C(8) 124.8 (3)
N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 118.0 (3) C(1)–N(1)–C(9) 121.8 (3)
C(2)–C(1)–Se(1) 117.9 (2) C(8)–N(1)–C(9) 113.2(4)

Se(1)–C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 115.7 C(8)–N(1)–C(1)–Se(1) 170.5
Se(1)–C(1)–C(2)–C(7) 261.8 C(9)–N(1)–C(1)–Se(1) 24.4
N(1)–C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 262.1 C(8)–N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 211.7
N(1)–C(1)–C(2)–C(7) 120.3 C(9)–N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 173.4

6small peaks in sample II. The reason for this is probably set for C, N, and H. Full gradient geometry optimization
that sample II is less crystalline than sample III. of N,N-dimethyl-selenobenzamide gave the structure

Because samples II and III gave crystals having the shown in Fig. 8.
same melting point and the same solid state NMR spectra, The DFT optimal geometry reproduced the experimental
we conclude that they have the same form. geometries fairly closely. However, due to intermolecular

interactions, the molecule in the crystal is present in a
conformation that is slightly different from optimized

3.5. Calculations geometry in the gas phase. We evaluated the energies of
these conformations at the DFT level. There are two

In an attempt to better understand the role of in- symmetrically unique molecules of N,N-dimethyl-
tramolecular and intermolecular interactions in the two selenobenzamide in the triclinic form and one in the
polymorphs of N,N-dimethyl-selenobenzamide, first, non- monoclinic form. The carbon–hydrogen distances were

˚local density functional studies were carried out for one idealized to 1.09 A in all three molecules, but otherwise
molecule in the gas phase. Calculations were performed on

6Basis sets were obtained from the Extensible Computational Chemistryan SGI Power Challenge computer using the Gaussian 94
Environment Basis Set Database, Version 1.0, as developed and distribut-software package [37]. The B3LYP gradient corrected
ed by the Molecular Science Computing Facility, Environmental and

density functional was utilized in conjunction with a basis Molecular Sciences Laboratory which is part of the Pacific Northwest
set (referred to as pVDZ basis set from now on) which Laboratory, P. O. Box 999, Richland, Washington 99352, and funded by
contained the Ahlrich pVDZ all electron basis set (also the U. S. Department of Energy. Contact David Feller, Karen Schuchardt,

or Don Johns for further information.including d-functions) for Se [38] and the 6-31 G* basis
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Fig. 8. Optimal geometry of N,N-dimethyl-selenobenzamide in gas phase
˚calculated at the B3LYP/pVDZ level (see text). Distances are given in A

and angles are given in degrees.

In order to evaluate the strength of intermolecular
interactions in the two polymorphs, large clusters of N,N-
dimethyl-selenobenzamide were constructed. These con-
tained 33232 unit cells and 108 molecules arranged in
the two different experimental packing patterns. Due to the
size of these systems, DFT calculations were not feasible
any longer. We used the Universal Forcefield (UFF) [39]
of Molecular Simulations, Inc. within the Cerius2 software
package to calculate the energies of the two clusters. The
relative stability of the two forms was evaluated in two
different ways. First, the total energies of the clusters were
compared to each other and it was concluded that the
cluster mimicking the monoclinic form was more stable by
5.9 kcal per mole of monomer. This result showed that
UFF is able to reproduce the trend in the relative energies
reflected in the experimentally observed phase change. The
second and perhaps more informative method for the
evaluation of the relative stability involved a direct com-
parison of the interaction energies between a monomeric
molecule and the surrounding crystal environment. For this
calculation, one monomer was removed from inside each

Fig. 7. Powder X-ray patterns. large cluster and the ‘‘immersion energy’’ was determined.
This is the energy of the cluster missing the central
monomer (107 molecules) plus the energy of one molecule
subtracted from the energy of the whole cluster (108

the experimental geometry was kept unchanged. Energy molecules). This immersion energy is completely due to
calculations were subsequently performed at the DFT level non-bonding interactions, specifically, the Van der Waals
using the pVDZ basis set. As was expected, all three and Coulombic terms in UFF. The Van der Waals terms
conformers were somewhat higher in energy than the gas were very similar for the two crystalline forms (243.1

21 21phase optimum. The energy differences were 3.88 and 3.11 kcal mol for triclinic and 244.8 kcal mol for mono-
21kcal mol for the conformers in the triclinic form and clinic), but the Coulombic (electrostatic) terms were sig-

21 217.24 kcal mol for the conformer in the monoclinic form. nificantly different (214.0 kcal mol for triclinic and
21This result suggests that the more stable monoclinic crystal 231.5 kcal mol for monoclinic) and clearly favor the

is formed not due to, but in spite of the stability of the monoclinic form. This observation pointed toward the need
molecule itself. Consequently, the driving force of the for the proper analysis of electrostatic interactions.
phase change must result from the intermolecular interac- Mulliken population analysis carried out at the DFT
tions. level revealed that the molecule is highly polar. The
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Abstract

Four copper(II) complexes of bis(dialkyldithiocarbamate) [Cd(R dtc) ] (R5Me, Et, Pr, i-Pr; dtc5dithiocarbamate) have been prepared2 2

and characterized by elemental analysis, IR and ESR spectra studies. Their equilibrium constants (K), determined by a UV–vis
spectrometry in EtOH, were influenced by the alkyl groups in the following order: i-Pr.n-Pr¯Et.Me. The single crystal structures of
complex [Cu (R dtc) ] have been determined using X-ray diffraction methods. The compounds [Cu (Et dtc) ] and [Cu (Pr dtc) ] are2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 4

built of centrosymmetric neutral dimeric [Cu (R dtc) ] entities. The copper atom lies in a distorted square–pyramidal environment. The2 2 4

four equatorial donors are two bidentate chelate sulfur atoms from two dtc ligands. One of the sulfur atoms from the third dtc ligand acts
as a bridging ligand occupying the apical position of the symmetry-related copper atom in the dimer structure, which is viewed as two
edge-sharing distorted square–pyramids. The structure of [Cu (i-Pr dtc) ] is square planar with an exactly planar CuS unit and nearly2 2 4 4

planar NCS moieties. The Cu–S distances shows small decreases along the series n-Pr.Et.i-Pr, the biggest change being for the2

diisopropyl complex. The alkyl substituents at the nitrogen atom affect their coordination number and Cu???Cu distance. In the solid,
[Cu (n-Pr dtc) ] has the shortest Cu???Cu distance and [Cu(i-Pr dtc) ] has the longest one.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights2 2 4 2 2

reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Dialkyldithiocarbamate; Equilibrium constant

1. Introduction [8,9]. The ability of dtc to bind to metal has been known
for many years. It forms a chelate with virtually all

Dialkyl-substituted dithiocarbamate anions have proved transition elements [10]. The bidentate anion is also well
to be highly versatile chelating agents for the separation of known as a bridge between two transition metal centers
metals as metal chelates using gas chromatography [1]. [11]. Water-soluble dialkyldithiocarbamate complexes are
Their good performance in liquid–liquid extraction and known to have been tested in various medical applications
other analytical procedures [2] makes them more attractive [12]. Dialkyldithiocarbamate sodium salts are also good
for the determination of metals using gas chromatography extracting agents for many transition metals [13], and are
[3]. Some of dialkyl-substituted dithiocarbamate salts have good floating agents of flotation concentrate for novel
also shown interesting biological effects which include metal ores and copper ores [14].
anti-alkylation [4,5] or anti-HIV properties [6,7]. They are In recent years the study of binuclear copper(II) com-
also used as effective antidotes for cadmium intoxication plexes has been a subject of considerable interest because

of their structural, magnetic, EPR and electrochemical
properties [15]. In this paper, we report infrared (IR) and*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-25-431-7944; fax: 186-25-443-
EPR spectra of four copper(II) complexes of bis-2747.

E-mail address: jianff@public1.ptt.js.cn (F. Jian) (dialkyldithiocarbamate), and a study of their equilibrium

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Table 1constants. Also the crystal structure of copper(II) bis-
Elemental analyses of the copper(II) complexes(dialkyldithiocarbamate) complex has been determined.
Complex % C % H % N

Cu(Me dtc) 23.68 4.01 9.312 2

2. Experimental Calc. (23.71) (3.98) (9.22)
Cu(Et dtc) 33.43 5.24 7.732 2

Calc. (33.36) (5.60) (7.78)2.1. Physical measurements
Cu(n-Pr dtc) 40.34 7.10 7.232 2

Calc. (40.41) (6.78) (6.73)
Elemental analyses were obtained at the Analysis and Cu(i-Pr dtc) 40.45 6.90 7.052 2

Measurement Centre of Nanjing University. The IR spectra Calc. (40.41) (6.78) (6.73)
21were recorded in the 4000–400 cm region using KBr

pellets on a Nicolet 170 SX FTIR spectrometer. Magnetic
measurements on powder samples were performed in the SADABS [17] program. The structure was solved by direct
75–300 K temperature range by means of a Faraday-type methods and refined using the full-matrix least-squares

2magnetometer. The powder EPR spectra were recorded on method on F by using the SHELXTL [18] softwareobs

a Bruker 2000-SRC spectrometer. package. All non-H atoms were anisotropically refined.
The hydrogen atoms were located by difference synthesis

2.2. Synthesis and refined isotropically. The molecular graphics were
created by using SHELXTL. Atomic scattering factors and

All chemicals were obtained from a commercial source anomalous dispersion corrections were taken from the
and used without further purification. International Table for X-Ray Crystallography [19].

2.3. Preparation of the N,N9-dialkyldithiocarbamate 2.6. Equilibrium studies
sodium [Na(R dtc)]2

UV–vis solution spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu
To a stirred solution of dialkyl-secondary amine (0.05 UV-240 spectrophotometer at room temperature. Addition

mol, Me NH is 40% aqueous solution) in ethanol (5 ml) of colorless dialkyldithiocarbamate sodium EtOH solution2

was added, at less than 48C, carbon disulfide (3.1 ml, 0.052 to the EtOH solution of [CuCl ] promptly forms brown2

mol) and sodium hydroxide (50% aqueous solution, 4 ml). dialkyldithiocarbamate copper(II) complexes, which show
After stirring for 4–5 h, evaporation of the volatile was the intensity characteristic absorption at a wavelength of
performed without heating. The pure [Na(R dtc)] was ca. 435 nm. The stoichiometry and stability constants were2

obtained by recrystallisation from the solution of ethanol. determined using the method described by Job [20], and
Yield: 80–90%. calculated using the method of Meng and Jiang [21].

2.4. Preparation of copper(II) complexes [Cu(R dtc) ]2 2

3. Results and discussion
To a heated aqueous solution of Na(R dtc) (0.01 mol)2

was added an EtOH solution of Cu perchlorate 3.1. Description of the structure
[Cu(ClO ) , 0.054 mol] with stirring. A brown precipitate4 2

was deposited. Upon collection by filtration, the deposit The structure of complex [Cu (Et dtc) ] and [Cu (n-2 2 4 2

was washed with water and dried over P O . It was Pr dtc) ] is built up of centro-symmetric dimeric entities.4 10 2 4

collected and submitted for elemental analysis. The ana- Fig. 1 shows a perspective view of the dimeric unit with
lytical data on the copper(II) complexes are presented in the atomic numbering scheme of [Cu (n-Pr dtc) ], and2 2 4

Table 1. Fig. 2 a perspective view of the crystal packing in the unit
cell.

2.5. X-ray structure determination The coordination sphere of the copper(II) ions is best
described as a distorted square–pyramid. The basal coordi-

A summary of the key crystallographic information is nation positions are occupied by four sulfur atoms belong-
given in Table 2. Selected bond distances and angles are ing to two dtc ligands. The five coordination is achieved by
listed in Table 3. The selected crystal of [Cu (R dtc) ] was linking to a sulfur atom from the third ligand occupying2 2 4

mounted on a SMART CCD diffractometer. Reflection the equatorial site in the coordination polyhedron of the
data were measured at 208C using graphite monochro- centrosymmetrically related copper(II) ion. Therefore, each

˚mated MoKa (l50.71073 A) radiation with a detector bridging sulfur simultaneous occupies an equatorial coordi-
distance of 4 cm and swing angle of 2358. The collected nation site on one copper(II) ion and an apical site on the
data were reduced by using the program SAINT [16] and other Cu(II). The topology of the informed dimers is then
empirical absorption correction was carried out using the viewed as edge-sharing distorted square–pyramids. As
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Table 2
Summary of crystallographic result for [Cu(R dtc) ]2 2

Complex [Cu (n-Pr dtc) ] [Cu (Et dtc) ] [Cu(i-Pr dtc) ]2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2

Empirical formula C H Cu N S C H Cu N S C H CuN S28 56 2 4 8 20 40 2 4 8 14 28 2 4

Formula weight 832.32 720.12 416.17
Crystal size (mm) 0.4230.1030.08 0.2430.2030.20 2030.3030.35

]
Space group P2(1) /c P2 /c P11

Unit cell dimensions
˚a (A) 8.3023(2) 9.9043(8) 11.582(2)
˚b (A) 8.5756(4) 10.6127(8) 11.720(2)
˚c (A) 13.2515(2) 15.496(1) 7.636(3)

a (8) 90 90 96.28(2)
b (8) 100.035(1) 102.002(7) 96.29(2)
g (8) 90 90 88.73(2)

3˚Vol. (A ) 2012.38(7) 1593.2(2) 1024.1(5)
23D (Mg m ) 1.374 1.501 1.350calc

21Abs. coeff. (mm ) 1.496 1.877
F(000) 876 748 438

˚ ˚ ˚Radiation MoKa (l50.71073 A) MoKa (l50.71073 A) MoKa (l50.71073 A)
Temp. (K) 293(2) 293(2) 293(2)
u range (8) 2.91–27.50 2.25–26.46 29.67–30.02
Limiting indices 210#h#10, 0#k#24, 0#h#11, 0#k#12 210#h#10, 0#k#24

0#l#17 218#l#18 0#l#17
No. unique reflections 4602 3129 3528
R 0.0548 0.0538 0.031
R 0.0391 0.0953 0.046w

2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.059 0.935 1.26
23 23 23Largest diff. peak and hole 0.621 and 20.437 e A 0.517 and 20.574 e A 0.19 and 20.33 e A

Table 3 ˚expected, the axial Cu–S bond distance h2.740(1) A in˚Selected bond distances (A) and bond angles (8) of [Cu(R dtc) ]2 2 ˚[Cu (n-Pr dtc) ], and 2.844(1) A in [Cu (Et dtc) ]j is2 2 4 2 2 4
Atoms [Cu (n-Pr dtc) ] [Cu (Et dtc) ] [Cu(i-Pr dtc) ]2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 longer than the equatorial Cu–S ones. The four basal sulfur
Cu–S(1) 2.3161(11) 2.3071(9) 2.2912(7) atoms are coplanar but the Cu atom deviates from that
Cu–S(3) 2.3184(12) 2.299(1) 2.2912(7) plane showing a slight tetrahedral distortion. The bond
Cu–S(4)[1 2.7401(12) 2.844(1) ˚length of Cu–S(4), 2.322(1) A in [Cu (n-Pr dtc) ] and2 2 4Cu–S(2) 2.3166(11) 2.314(1) 2.2856(6) ˚2.3270(9) A in [Cu (Et dtc) ], is the longest in Cu–S2 2 4Cu–S(4) 2.3221(11) 2.3270(9) 2.2856(6)

equatorial bond lengths because S(4) is a bridging atom.S(1)–C(1) 1.718(4) 1.718(3) 1.726(2)
S(3)–C(8) 1.707(4) 1.710(3) 1.715(2) The bond angles of S(1)–Cu–S(2) and S(3)–Cu–S(4) are
S(1)–Cu–S(2) 76.68(4) 77.00(3) 77.27(2) nearly the same h76.68(4)8, 76.25(4)8 in [Cu (n-Pr dtc) ],2 2 4
S(3)–Cu–S(4) 76.25(4) 76.59(3) 76.73(2) and 77.00(3)8, 76.59(3)8 in [Cu (Et dtc) ]j.2 2 4S(1)–Cu–S(4) 161.80(5) 102.20(3) 102.73(2)

The bridging network Cu–S(4)–Cu[1–S(4)[1 is
strictly planar owing to the inversion centre, with a Cu???

˚Cu separation of 3.4179(6) A in [Cu (n-Pr dtc) ], and2 2 4
˚3.572(1) A in [Cu (Et dtc) ]. The Cu–S(4)–Cu[1–2 2 4

S(4)[1 and S(1)–S(2)–S(3)–S(4) planes are nearly per-
pendicular with a dihedral angle of 88.91(3)8 in [Cu (n-2

Pr dtc) ]. Our present results are in general accord with2 4

this earlier determination, although at a higher level of
precision [22,23].

The structure of complex [Cu(i-Pr dtc) ] is built up of2 2

monomeric molecules. The two molecules, A and B, are
crystallographically independent. Each Cu atom occupies a
center of inversion, and, accordingly, the Cu and four S
atoms are coplanar. The mean molecular planes of A and B
are nearly perpendicular to each other, the dihedral angle
being 89.3(2)8. The average of the four independent

˚copper–sulfur distances is 2.2886(7) A. The shortestFig. 1. Molecular structure for Cu (Pr dtc) with the atomic numbering2 2 4
˚scheme. copper–copper intermolecular distance is 7.629(1) A. This
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Fig. 2. A view of the crystal packing down the a axis for Cu (Pr dtc) .2 2 4

redetermination confirms the main features of the earlier tive of dithiocarbamate acting as a bidentate ligand [29].
study [24,25]. As can be seen from Table 5, the effect of the substituents

To compare with the other copper(II) bis- bonded at the nitrogen atom on the C–N and C–S bonds
(dialkyldithiocarbamate) complexes [22–26], we found can be investigated. The lengthening of the alkyl chain is
that [Cu (n-Pr dtc) ] has the shortest Cu???Cu distance and accompanied by a decrease of the v(C–N) band2 2 4

[Cu(i-Pr dtc) ] has the longest one (Table 4). Also, the wavenumber; the lowest value is found for Cu(i-Pr dtc) ,2 2 2 2

alkyl substituents at the nitrogen atom affect their coordi- further lengthening of the chain does not lead to appreci-
nation number and Cu–S distance (Table 4). able changes. The C–S bond lengths in derivatives involv-

ing different alkyl substituents are nearly equal; it can,
3.2. IR spectrum therefore, be assumed that the electronic effects practically

do not influence the v(C–S) vibrations. It is thus reason-
Table 5 shows the most significant IR bands of the able to attribute the lowering of the v(C–S) frequencies

prepared compounds. The band in the range 1480–1510 with the lengthening alkyl chain to the growing mass of
21cm is attributed to the v(C–N) stretching vibration [27], the alkyl group, the irregularities in the wavenumbers

21the band in the range 940–990 cm , belonging to the being associated with their spatial arrangement. Neverthe-
v(C–S) stretching vibration [27,28], is considered indica- less, it is necessary to note that the spectra of the Cu

Table 4
Effect of different alkyl substituents

a aCompound Cu(Me dtc) Cu (Et dtc) Cu (n-Pr dtc) Cu(i-Pr dtc)2 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2

˚Cu? ? ?Cu distance (A) 4.043 3.572 3.418 7.629
Coordination number 6 5 5 4

˚Cu–S distance (A) 2.3105 2.3117 2.3183 2.2886
a Means data from crystal structure redetermined.

Table 5
21Most significant IR bands (cm ) of Cu(R dtc) complexes2 2

Compound Cu(Me dtc) Cu (Et dtc) Cu (n-Pr dtc) Cu(i-Pr dtc)2 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2

v(C–N) 1511s 1504s 1498s 1491s
v(C–S) 975s 913s, 997s 985s 940s
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complexes, [Cu (n-Pr dtc) ] and [Cu(i-Pr dtc) ], for which between [Cu(Et dtc) ] and [Cu(n-Pr dtc) ]. In addition,2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2

the structure have been determined here using X-ray the half-field signal is not observed for (b) and (c) at room
diffraction and which have a bidentate chelate and a temperature, which suggests no magnetic interaction be-
bidentate bridged ligand, do not show any complexity in tween the two Cu ions through the sulfur bridge. The
the zones of v(C–N) or v(C–S). For this reason it does not values of g $ g . 2.0 of (a) and (b) suggested that thei '

appear easy to decide from such IR data whether chelate or ground state was d and the coordination geometry was2 2x –y

bridging dithiocarbamates are present. octahedral or square–pyramidal [30,31]. The EPR spec-
trum of [Cu(i-Pr dtc) ] exhibited the expected four-line2 2

3.3. EPR spectra and magnetic properties patterns, narrow linewidths characteristic of CuS com-4

pounds [32]. The observation of g and g indicatesi '

The polycrystalline powder room-temperature EPR tetragonal distortion and supports the square–planar struc-
spectra for [Cu(R dtc) ] complexes are shown in Fig. 3. It ture [15,23,33]. These results were consistent with the2 2

may be seen from Fig. 3 that the shape and the parameters crystal structures.
of the EPR spectra of (b) and (c) are very similar, which The temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep-
shows that there are the same coordination environments tibility per two copper atoms for the [Cu(n-Pr dtc) ]2 2

compound is shown in Fig. 4. The smooth decrease of xm

with T in the range 300–75 K indicates that an anti-
ferromagnetic interaction operates between the two copper
atoms. With application of the Hamiltonian H 5 2 JS S ,1 2

the J values can be calculated from the modified Bleaney–
Bower equation:

2 2
x 5 2Nb g /KT [3 1 exp(2J /KT )] 1 2Nm a

where J is the single–triplet (S–T ) energy gap. The other
symbols have their usual meaning. Assuming a constant

26value for N of 60310 , the parameters J and g werea
obsdetermined by minimizing R described as o(x 2m

calc 2 obs 2 21
x ) /o(x ) , with J544.93 cm , g52.032 and R5m

24.1.88310 .

3.4. Equilibrium studies

The equilibrium studies are taken in the EtOH solution
by adding the ligands to the copper(II) compound. The
intensity measurements were taken at the wavelength 435
nm, using the Meng–Jiang two-points formula [21]. The

Fig. 4. Experimental (m) and calculated (——) temperature dependence
Fig. 3. Room-temperature EPR spectra of the [Cu(R dtc) ] complexes. of x for [Cu(n-Pr dtc) ].2 2 m 2 2
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Table 6
Stability constants of [Cu(R dtc) ] complexes in EtOH solution2 2

Compound Cu(Me dtc) Cu (Et dtc) Cu (n-Pr dtc) Cu(i-Pr dtc)2 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2

7 7 7 8K 3.03310 6.85310 6.29310 1.40310eq

[7] E.M. Hersh, G. Brewton, D. Abrams, J. Bartlett, P. Gill, R. Gorter,equilibrium constants obtained are listed in Table 6. As can
M. Gottlieb, J.J. Jonikas, S. Landesman, A. Levine, A. Marcel, E.A.be seen in Table 6, the order of the stability of the
Petersen, M. Whiteside, J. Zahradnik, C. Negron, F. Boutitie, J.

difference alkyl groups in [Cu(R dtc) ] decreased as2 2 Caraux, J.M. Dupuy, R. Saimi, J. Am. Med. Assoc. 265 (1991)
follows: 1538.

[8] G.R. Gale, L.M. Atkins, E.M. Walker Jr., A.B. Smith, M.M. Jones,i-Pr . n-Pr ¯ Et . Me
Ann. Clin. Lab. Sci. 14 (1984) 137.

This order due to the variety of alkyl groups may be partly [9] L.A. Shinobu, S.G. Jones, M.M. Jones, Acta Pharmacol. Toxicol. 54
(1984) 189.attributed to changes in the residual positive charge and

[10] F.H. Allen, O. Kennard, Chem. Des. Autom. News 8 (1993) 31.also partly to the steric hindrance of branched alkyl groups,
[11] M. Bardaji, N.G. Connelly, M.C. Gimeno, J. Jimenez, P.G. Jones, A.

but the electronic effects are rather more important than Laguna, M. Laguna, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. (1994) 1163.21steric effects in this case. Also we found, when the [Cu ] [12] J. Xie, T. Funakoshi, H. Shimada, S. Kojima, Res. Commun. Mol.
is surplus, there is a breakpoint in the absorption curve Pathol. Pharmacol. 86 (1994) 245.

[13] Jiri Stary, in: The Solvent Extraction of Metal Chelate, Pergamon,which suggests the formation of M:L51:1 instability
1964, p. 180.coordination complexes.

[14] B.X. Jian, in: The Floating Agent, Metallurgy Industries Press,
To compare with the solid state, the [Cu(R dtc) ]2 2 Beijing, 1981, p. 215, In Chinese.

complexes in the solution have a similar change for a [15] C.A. Sureshan, P.K. Bhattacharya, Polyhedron 16 (1997) 489.
variety of alkyl groups. [Cu(i-Pr dtc) ] has the shortest [16] G.M. Sheldrick, SAINT v4 Software Reference Manual, Siemens2 2

Analytical X-ray Systems, Madison, WI, 1996.Cu–S distance in the solid and the highest stability in the
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Abstract

Reaction of nickel(II) chloride with 2-trimethylsilylethanethiol in the presence of potassium hydroxide yields a dark red–brown solid
IImaterial which contains hexakis[di-m-(2-trimethylsilylethanethiolato)nickel ]. The main building block of this complex, the NiS unit,4

deviates significantly from planar geometry in comparison with other known hexanuclear cyclic nickel thiolates. The steric effect of the
bulky groups at the b-position of the thiolate ligands is suggested to be responsible for a tetrahedral distortion of the NiS units in clusters4

with large rings.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel; Thiolates; Clusters; Crystal structure

1. Introduction interactions have minor importance. Nevertheless, the
dominating factors of the degree of oligomerization of

Metal thiolates, including nickel thiolates, are of interest nickel(II) thiolates are still unknown. The study of struc-
not only due to their rich chemistry and structural diversi- tural systematics and relationships may lead to an under-
ty, but also as synthetic models related to both active sites standing of the architecture of these compounds in order to
in certain biological systems and metal sulfide catalysis design new tiara-complexes with larger rings. We report
[1–4]. Cyclic polynuclear nickel thiolates have been here the synthesis and crystal structure of hexakis[di-m-

IIknown since the pioneering work by Woodward et al., [5] (2-trimethylsilylethanethiolato)nickel ].
on the structure of the hexanuclear Ni (SEt) complex. So6 12

far, several tiara-nickel thiolates have been synthesized
and characterized, including cyclic tetranuclear [6–8], 2. Experimental
pentanuclear [7,9] and hexanuclear [5,10–17] complexes.
An octanuclear nickel thiolate has also been characterized 2.1. Synthesis
[18]. The common structural feature of these tiara com-
pounds is a polygonal cluster built up of approximately All experimental work was carried out under a pure
planar, rectangular NiS units that are linked by bridged4 nitrogen atmosphere. Hexakis[di-m-(2-trimethylsilyl-
thiolate ligands. Another trend, which is more pronounced ethanethiolato)nickel] was prepared by the slow addition of
for tetragonal clusters, is a displacement of nickel atoms a solution of 2-trimethylsilylethanethiol (50 mg, 37.2
out of the plane formed by the four sulfur atoms. This can mmol) and KOH (21 mg, 37.2 mmol) in ethanol (5 ml) to
be described as a pyramidal distortion of NiS units. A4 a solution of NiCl ?6H O (44 mg, 18.6 mmol) in ethanol2 2study on the structure and bonding in these compounds (10 ml) with vigorous stirring at room temperature. The

¨using extended Huckel calculations [19] revealed that these reaction mixture was heated to 508C for a short period, it
structural features are dominated by Ni–S bonding, while was then filtered off and the solvents were completely
Ni???Ni interactions may destabilize the structure and S???S removed from the filtrate under vacuum. A dark red–

brown solid material was obtained which later on was
extracted with benzene. The solvent was again removed*Corresponding author. Tel.: 146-31-772-2861; fax: 146-31-772-
under vacuum. Recrystallization of the product from its2853.

E-mail address: amir@inoc.chalmers.se (A.H. Mahmoudkhani) solution in acetone gave dark–red crystals suitable for the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00245-4
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Table 1X-ray diffraction analysis. Absorption spectrum (CHCl ):3
21 21 Crystallographic and refinement datal in nm (e in M cm ): 339.5 (41348.1), 412.5max M

1 Empirical formula C H Ni S Si(11867.6), 514.0 (4562.6). H-NMR spectrum of a solution 60 156 6 12 12

Formula weight 1951.91of the sample in CDCl , gave only single sets of broad3
Crystal system, space group Trigonal, R-3 (No. 148)signals indicating fast exchange phenomena, thus no ˚a (A) 21.4048(2)

information could be obtained using this method. ˚c (A) 20.5666(4)
3˚V (A ) 8160.47(19)

Z 3
2.2. Crystal structure determination T (K) 183(2)

23
r (g cm ) 1.192calc

21
m (mm ) 1.408A dark–red parallelepiped crystal with dimensions
F(000) 31320.3030.3030.20 mm was used for data collection at 183
u range (8) 1.48–32.76K using a Siemens SMART CCD diffractometer with Mo
Index ranges 231#h#32˚K radiation (l50.71073 A, graphite monochromator).a 231#k#31

More than a hemisphere of reciprocal space was scanned 230#l#29
Reflections collected 29661by v-scans with 0.38 steps at a crystal-to-detector distance
Independent reflections 6347of 3.97 cm and exposure time 20 s. The preliminary
R 0.0368intorientation matrix was obtained from the first frames using
Reflections obs. (I . 2s(I)) 4684

SMART [20]. The collected frames were integrated using Data /parameters 6347/168
2the preliminary orientation matrix which was updated GooF (F ) 1.089o

aR1/wR2 for obs. reflections 0.0369/0.0877every 100 frames. Final cell parameters were obtained by
aR1/wR2 for all data 0.0646/0.1004refinement of the positions of 6601 reflections with I .

bWeighting scheme x /y 0.0392/14.581010s(I) after integration of all the frames data using SAINT 23˚Larg. res. Peak/hole (e A ) 1.074/ 20.473
[20]. The data were empirically corrected for absorption

a 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R1 5 oiF u 2 uF i /o uF u, wR2 5 ho [w(F 2 F ) ] /o (F ) jo c o o c oand other effects using SADABS [21] (min/max b 2 2 2 2 2w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (xP) 1 yP], P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3o o ctransmission50.6773/0.7659). The structure was solved
by direct methods and refined by full-matrix least squares

2on all F data using SHELXTL [22]. Non-H atoms were
refined anisotropically and the hydrogen atoms isotropical-
ly, using the appropriate riding models.

3. Results and discussion

The Ni (SCH CH SiMe ) complex has been prepared6 2 2 3 12

by a self-assembly reaction of Ni(II) ions with 2-tri-
methylsilylethanethiolate ligands. It crystallizes in the
trigonal system with space group R-3 (R3bar), see Table 1.
The asymmetric unit consists of one crystallographically
independent NiR group, where R5SCH CH SiMe . The2 2 2 3

crystal structure of the compound is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The main core of the complex is built up of six nickel
atoms linked by thiolate ligands forming a hexagonal
prismatic framework of sulfur atoms (Fig. 2). The mean
Ni? ? ?Ni distances and Ni–S bond lengths are 2.924(1) and

˚2.19(1) A, respectively, both comparable to the corre-
sponding values in similar complexes (see Table 2). Nickel

˚atoms deviate just slightly (60.001 A) from the plane they
2define which is almost perfectly planar (x 539.5). The

S–Ni–S angles involving sulfur atoms situated on the
same side of the Ni plane (u ) average to 99.5(2)8 and for6 2

those sulfur atoms lying on the opposite side of the plane,
hS–Ni–Sj (u ) and hS–Ni–Sj (u ), are 81.9(1)8 andcis 1 trans 3

166(4)8, respectively. This shows a remarkable difference Fig. 1. (a) Molecular structure of Ni (SCH CH SiMe ) . (b) Alternating6 2 2 3 12
of the mean value for u in comparison with other axial–equatorial configuration of side chains around the Ni S core.3 6 12

hexanuclear complexes (173(4)–178(1)8) and is even less Only the a-carbons attached to the sulfur atoms are shown for clarity.
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of the thiolate-S atom, by changing the number of alkyl
groups attached to the a-carbon atom of the thiolate ligand,
could have a significant influence on the Ni–S–Ni angle
and thus on the degree of aggregation of resulting polynu-
clear complex. This is in agreement with the formation of
homoleptic hexanuclear Ni (SR) complexes, R5methyl6 12

[13,15], or ethyl [5,11], as well as the tetranuclear
Ni (SR) complex, where R5isopropyl [8]. This trend is4 8

more dramatically manifested in the case of a binuclear
2-[Ni (SR) ] complex (R5tertbutyl) [25], where the steric2 6

effect of bulky ligands seems to prevent the formation of a
cyclic complex. Therefore, in order to achieve the forma-
tion of nickel thiolates with large rings, one should avoid
placing bulky groups at the a-position of the thiolateFig. 2. ORTEP drawing of Ni S core. Displacement ellipsoids are6 12

˚shown at the 50% probability level. Selected distances and angles [A, 8]: ligand. Nevertheless, the formation of Ni (SCH CH )5 2 3 10
Ni1? ? ?Ni1A 2.9241(3), Ni1–S1A 2.1786(5), Ni1–S1 2.1917(5), Ni1–S2 [7] and Ni (SCH SiMe ) [9] and even octanuclear5 2 3 10
2.2068(5), Ni1–S2B 2.2047(5), S1–Ni1–S2B 81.74(2), S2–Ni1–S1A Ni (SCH COOEt) [17] complexes cannot be explained8 2 1681.99(2), S1–Ni–S2 99.73(2), S1A–Ni1–S2B 99.36(2), S1–Ni1–S1A

by the above theory.170.44(3), S2–Ni1–S2B 163.25(3), Ni1–S2–Ni1A 83.04(2), Ni1–S1–
Ni1B 83.99(2).

than the corresponding value for the tetranuclear species 4. Conclusion
(168(6)8). For more details see Table 2. Moreover, the

˚sulfur atoms deviate significantly (0.25(1) A) from the S NiS units in the Ni (SCH CH SiMe ) complex4 4 6 2 2 3 12

plane they define. This results in non-planarity of NiS deviate from planar geometry and exhibit a tetrahedral4

units. However, the deviation of the Ni(II) ion from the S distortion. The u parameter represents the magnitude of4 3
˚least-square mean plane is only 0.069(1) A. The Ni–S–Ni this distortion. Although Ni? ? ?Ni repulsive antibonding

angles (u ) average to 83.5(5)8 and lie within the range of interactions for small rings and optimization of the Ni–S4

the hexanuclear complexes. Therefore, no further compres- bonding overlap have been suggested to be responsible for
sion or elongation of the Ni S core has occurred. the pyramidal distortion of NiS units [18], no attempt has6 12 4

It has been suggested [24] that an electronic modulation been made to interpret tetrahedral distortion, especially for

Table 2
˚Comparison of some bond distances (A) and angles (8) of cyclic nickel(II) thiolates

a a a aS-ligand Ni? ? ?Ni Ni—S u u u u1 2 3 4

Ni (SR)8 16

SCH COOEt [18] 3.05(4) 2.19(1) 82.4(4) 98.3(8) 171(3) 88(2)2

Ni (SR)6 12

SCH [15] 2.91(4) 2.19(2) 82.6(4) 97.3(5) 177(2) 83(2)3

SCH [13] 2.9(2) 2.20(1) 82.4(5) 98(1) 173(4) 83(7)3

SCH CH [11] 2.91(2) 2.20(1) 82.1(2) 97.8(2) 177(2) 83.1(1)2 3

SCH CH [11] 2.91(3) 2.20(1) 81.9(2) 98.0(4) 177(2) 83(1)2 3

SCH CH OH [17] 2.92(1) 2.21(1) 82.6(3) 97.5(6) 176(3) 82.9(5)2 2
bSCH CH S [16] 2.9(1) 2.19(2) 80(2) 100(1) 178(1) 83(4)2 2

SCH CH CH [14] 2.919(1) 2.201(5) 82.2(2) 97.7(4) 177(1) 83(2)2 2 3

S(CH ) NMe [12] 2.918(6) 2.19(2) 82.2(5) 98.0(5) 174(4) 83.6(6)2 3 2

S(CH ) NHMe [10] 2.93(7) 2.20(1) 81.9(4) 98.2(4) 175(3) 83(3)2 3 2

SCH -Ph-Cl [23] 2.9(1) 2.20(3) 82.2(8) 98.0(7) 173(5) 83(4)2

SCH CH SiMe 2.924(1) 2.19(1) 81.9(1) 99.5(2) 166(4) 83.5(5)2 2 3

Ni (SR)5 10

SCH CH [7] 2.81(7) 2.20(1) 81.8(6) 98(4) 170(6) 79(2)2 3

SCH SiMe [9] 2.83(2) 2.21(1) 81.5(6) 98(5) 173(4) 79(1)2 3

Ni (SR)4 8

SC H [7] 2.685(4) 2.213(6) 80.9(2) 98.2(5) 168(6) 74.7(2)6 11

SC H NMe [6] 2.665(3) 2.208(4) 81.0(3) 98.2(3) 168(6) 74.3(1)5 9

a Definition has been given in the text.
b For Ni (SCH CH S) .6 2 2 6
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Abstract

The heterometallic polymeric cluster complexes Na Ga [Mo O (O CEt) ] (1) and Na AlGa[Mo O (O CEt) ] (2) have been2 2 3 4 2 8 2 2 3 4 2 8 2

prepared by reaction of Mo(CO) , NaMoO ?2H O with GaCl and a mixture of AlCl and GaCl (1:1 molar ratio), respectively, in6 4 2 3 3 3

heated propionic anhydride and characterized by X-ray crystallography. The structures are isostructural and each consists of two triangular
42propionate cluster units [Mo O (O CEt) ] , which act as polydentate ligands to link trivalent heterometal and sodium ions forming3 4 2 8

41one-dimensional chain structures. Both clusters decompose in 2 M HCl at room temperature to produce discrete [Mo O ] cluster units.3 4
41Thermal analysis of 1 reveals that the complex is air stable up to 2508C. IR spectra show the characteristic bands of [Mo O ] cores at3 4

21745–812 cm .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Aluminum; Gallium; Molybdenum; Cluster; Carboxylate complex; Chain complex

1. Introduction of the well studied [M S M9] cubane-type cluster chemis-3 4

try but also add to the extensive and developing chemistry
In the past ten years, it has been well established that of [M O ] cluster units including, for example, Zn Mo O3 4 2 3 8

41 41 41[M S ] (M5Mo, W) units can been connected by one or [13,14], [Mo O ] [15–17], [Mo WO ] [18,19] and3 4 3 4 2 4
41two metal ions to form [M S M’]-type clusters of discrete, [W O ] [20,21]. More recently, some main group metals3 4 3 4

edged-linked or corner-shared double cube structures [1– have also been successfully incorporated into this family in
8]. All these clusters were prepared directly from the our laboratory and Al–Mo, Ga–W and In–W species have

41adduction of [M S ] units with metallic elements or been reported [22–24]. Herein we present two new group3 4

their compounds. On the other hand, no similar reaction is 13 metals and molybdenum mixed-metal polymeric deriva-
41established for similar [M O ] units to form [M O M9]- tives, Na Ga [Mo O (O CEt) ] and Na AlGa-3 4 3 4 2 2 3 4 2 8 2 2

type clusters. However, recently we obtained a series of [Mo O (O CEt) ] , and describe their synthesis, prop-3 4 2 8 2

novel heterometallic chain clusters of the general formula erties and crystal structures.
9Na M [M O (O CEt) ] (M5Mo, W; M95V, Cr, Mn, Fe,2 2 3 4 2 8 2

42Mo), with two [M O (O CEt) ] units bridged by two3 4 2 8

M9(III) metal ions via oxo and carboxylate groups forming
2. Experimetal22cyclic cores, from the redox reaction system of MO and4

M(CO) [9–12]. The clusters Na Cr [M O (O CEt) ]6 2 2 3 4 2 8 2 All starting chemical reagents were commercially avail-
are the first two examples of this type of compound [9].

able and were of reagent grade. Elemental analyses were
Such species are of great interest because they not only

performed by the Analytic Chemistry Group of this
introduce new [M O M9] ring chemistry as a counterpart3 4 institute. The proportions of Mo, Al and Ga were de-

termined by an inductively coupled plasma-atomic emis-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-591-371-1368-2152; fax: 186-591-
sion spectrometer (ICP-AES) and by atomic absorption on371-4946.

E-mail address: hjs@ms.fjirsm.ac.cn (J.-S. Huang) a Perkin–Elmer 306 spectrophotometer. IR spectra were

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00246-6
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recorded on Digilab FTS-40 spectrophotometers. Thermo- Yield 0.86 g, 58%. Found: C, 28.52; H, 4.03; Al, 1.12; Ga,
gravimetric analysis was made by an Perkin–Elemer D5C- 3.08; Mo, 28.23. Calc. for C H O AlGaMo Na : C,48 80 40 6 2

214 under air atmosphere. 28.61; H, 4.00; Al, 1.34; Ga, 3.46; Mo, 28.56. IR (cm ):
1668 s, 1621 s, 1564 s, 1468 s, 1441 s, 1380 s, 1302 s,

2.1. Synthesis of Na Ga [Mo O (O CEt) ] (1) 1233 s [n(C5O)], 812 s, 796 s, 764 ms, and 745 ms2 2 3 4 2 8 2

[n(Mo O )], 644 m [n(M–O)] (M5Al Ga ).3 4 0.5 0.5

A mixture of Na MoO ?2H O (0.96 g, 4.0 mmol),2 4 2

Mo(CO) (0.53 g, 2.0 mmol), GaCl (0.35 g, 2.0 mmol) 2.3. X-ray crystallography6 3

and propionic anhydride (60 ml) was added to a 100 ml
closed flask with a fine-needle syringe and was heated at The diffraction data for 1 were collected on an Enraf-
1208C for three days. After cooling to room temperature, Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with Mo K radiation (l5a

˚the crystalline precipitate obtained was washed with Et O 0.71073 A) at 296 K, and corrected for Lorentz-polariza-2

and then with H O to yield well formed black crystals of tion using empirical scan data. The data for 2 were2

1. Yield: 0.90 g, 61%. Found: C, 28.11; H, 3.98; Ga, 6.18; collected on a Siemens SMART CCD area-detector dif-
Mo, 27.65. Calc. for C H O Ga Mo Na : C, 28.01; H, fractometer using graphite-monochromated Mo K (l548 80 40 2 6 2 a

21 ˚3.92; Ga, 6.77; Mo, 27.97. IR (cm ): 1668 s, 1622 s, 0.71073 l A) at 293 K, and corrected for Lorentz-polariza-
1564 s, 1470 s, 1442 s, 1380 s, 1304 s, 1234 s [n(C5O)], tion effects and for absorption by a semi-empirical method
812 s, 797 m, 764 m, and 746 m [n(Mo O )], 638 m from redundant and symmetry-equivalent reflections. Crys-3 4

[n(Ga–O)]. tallographic calculations were performed on an HP/586
computer with the SHELXTL-PC program [30,31] for 1

2.2. Synthesis of Na AlGa[Mo O (O CEt) ] (2) and MolEN program [32] for 2. Both structures were2 3 4 2 8 2

solved by direct methods and refined by full-matrix least-
2A mixture of Na MoO ?2H O (0.96 g, 4.0 mmol), squares techniques on F for 1 and F for 2 with aniso-2 4 2

Mo(CO) (0.53 g, 2.0 mmol), AlCl (0.14 g, 1.0 mmol), tropical thermal parameters for all non-hydrogen atoms.6 3

GaCl (0.18 g, 1.0 mmol) and propionic anhydride (60 ml) The Al and Ga atoms in 2 were disordered and treated as3

was heated at 1208C for three days. After cooling to room M50.5Al10.5Ga. The crystallographic data for the two
temperature, well formed black crystals of 2 were isolated. clusters are listed in Table 1

Table 1
Crystallographic and data collection parameters

Complex 1 2

Formula C H O Ga Mo Na C H O AlGaMo Na48 80 40 2 6 2 48 80 40 6 2
3Crystal size (mm ) 0.3030.3030.20 0.3030.2030.20

Mr 2058.18 2015.47
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic
Space group P–1 P–1

˚a (A) 12.3760(4) 12.2771(4)
˚b (A) 13.0621(3) 12.973(3)
˚c (A) 14.0747(3) 13.975(3)

a(8) 90.194(5) 90.36(2)
b(8) 109.766(4) 109.69(3)
g (8) 117.574(5) 117.617(2)

3˚V (A ) 1862.79(8) 1821.4(5)
Z 1 1

23D (g cm ) 1.835 1.797c
21

m(Mo K ) (mm ) 1.789 1.447a

F(000) 1024 1006
2u Range (8) 46.26 50.0
h, k, l ranges 211–13, 214–12, 215–9 0–14, 215–15, 216–16
Unique reflections 5153 6407
Observed reflections 3494 (I . 2s) 4595 (I . 3s)
No. of parameters 442 442

aR 0.0702 0.0379
bR 0.1652 0.0432w

Goodness of fit 0.963 1.18
a R 5 o(uF u 2 uF u) /o uF u.o c o
b 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2R 5 [o [w(F 2 F ) ] /o [w(F ) ]] where w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 (0.0815P) )] where P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3 for 1 and R 5 [o [w(F 2 F ) ] /o [w(F ) ]]w o c o o o c w o c o

2where w 5 1/ [s (F )] for 2.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis

The redox reactions of M(CO) with Na MO (M5Mo,6 2 4

W) in refluxing carboxylic anhydride are an effective route
to the well-known trinuclear bioxo-capped carboxylate
clusters of molybdenum(IV) and tungsten(IV) [25–27]. On
the basis of this type of reaction, several different routes to

9the Na M [M O (O CEt) ] family, including reactions2 2 3 4 2 8 2

of Na MO and Cr(CO) , NaVO , Mo(CO) ,2 4 6 3 6

Na[M O (O CEt) ] and Cr(CO) , as well as Na MO ,3 2 2 9 6 2 4

M(CO) and M9Cl (M5Mo, W) in heated propionic6 3

anhydride solution, have been described in our laboratory
[9–12,22–24]. The formation of these species may be

Fig. 1. ORTEP drawing of the cluster dianion Na Ga [Mo O (O CEt) ]2 2 3 4 2 8 2understood on the grounds of the reduction of Na MO or2 4 of complex 1, with 35% thermal probability ellipsoids.
the oxidation of M(CO) to produce the triangular6

42 319[M O (O CEt) ] units, which are trapped by M and3 4 2 8
1 319Na ions to form the chain products, where the M ions

tion that such octanuclear dianions are formed throughcome from the redox reaction or the starting material
combination of the triangular cluster units with theM9Cl . The last route may be more general than the other3

heterometals.three, because a far wider variety of metal(III) complexes
Thermal gravimetric analysis of 1 shows that theare easily available, compared to metalates or metal

complex is stable up to 2508C in air and then starts tocarbonyl compounds. As might be excepted, complexes 1
decompose. The decomposition comprises only one step inand 2 were obtained readily from the self-assembly
the temperature range 250–3408C and the remainingreaction of Na MoO -Mo(CO) -(EtCO) O in the presence2 4 6 2

weight was 51.4%, according to Na O, Ga O and MoOof GaCl or a mixture of AlCl and GaCl (1:1 molar 2 2 3 33 3 3

(calc. 54.1%). The thermal data was confirmed by theratio), indicative of the generality of the preparative
crystal structure data.method. The yields of 1 and 2 (ca. 60%) are both much

higher than that of the Ga–W analogy, as a consequence of
the poor redox property of tungsten. All attempts to

3.3. Infrared spectraprepare other trivalent main group metals ions such as
31 31Sb and Bi bridged derivatives using SbCl or BiCl in3 3

The infrared spectra of clusters 1 and 2 are similar andplace of GaCl were unsuccessful thus far. The preparation3
21 each shows several strong bands in the range 1100–1700of divalent Sn ion derivatives such as

21cm due to n(C5O) of the propionate ligands. TheMg Sn [Mo O (O CEt) ] using MgMoO and SnCl in2 2 3 4 2 8 2 4 2

characteristic Mo–O stretching vibrations of theplace of Na MoO and GaCl , respectively, were also2 4 3

unsuccessful.

3.2. Solution and solid stability

Products 1 and 2 are air stable and insoluble in water
and common organic solvents such as EtOH, MeOH,
EtCN, DMSO and DMF. Unlike the gallium–tungsten
analog, clusters 1 and 2 can be dissolved in aqueous 2 M
hydrochloric acid at room temperature to produce red
solutions. Their UV–vis spectra are similar and each gives

41a peak at 510 nm characteristic of red [Mo O ] aqua3 4
31 31ions [15–19], indicating that the Ga or the Ga and

31Al ions dissociate from the trinuclear centers, resulting
41in the formation of isolated [Mo O ] units, as in the3 4

case of the molybdenum analogs [9–12]. This result
suggests that solubility in aqueous acidic solution is a
consequence of the decomposition of the clusters to

41 42deposit [Mo O ] species, and also supports the assump- Fig. 2. Structure of the triangular unit [Mo O (O CEt) ] of complex 1.3 4 2 83 4
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41 21[Mo O ] core appear at 812, 797, 764 and 746 cm for [4–6]. Moreover, the adjacent Ga–Mo [Mo(1) and Mo(2)]3 4
21 ˚1 and 812, 796, 764 and 745 cm for 2, which are distances in 1 vary between 3.608(1) and 3.793(1) A with

˚analogous to those of the Al, V, Cr and Fe analogs [9–12]. an average of 3.700(1) A and are remarkably longer than
21 ˚The peaks at 639 cm are assigned to n(Ga–O) in 1. The the mean Ga–Mo distances in the latter clusters [3.52(2) A

21 ˚for n55; 3.60(2) A for n56]. Therefore the metal arrange-IR absorption band at 655 cm in the cation
1 ment of [Mo GaO ] units is significantly different from[Ga O(O CC H )(4-Mepy)] has been assigned to n(Ga– 3 43 2 6 5

that of the [Mo GaS ] moieties, which is believed to be aO) [28]. It also seems reasonable to assign the band at 644 3 4
21 result of both the strong static repulsion of Mo (IV) andcm in 2 to n(M–O) (M50.5Al10.5Ga).

Ga(III) and the small radius of the oxygen atom. The
31octahedron around the Ga ions, completed by six oxygen

3.4. Crystal structures atoms from two m -O and four propionate bridges, is3

rather regular with six similar Ga–O bonds and O–Ga–O
Clusters 1 and 2 are isostructural and each composed of angles within 48 of the ideal octahedral values.

two sodium ions and a centrosymmetric dianion As shown in Fig. 3, the octanuclear dianions
22 22 1M [Mo O (O CEt) ] (M5Ga or Al Ga ). The struc- hGa [Mo O (O CEt) ] j are connected by Na ions to2 3 4 2 8 2 0.5 0.5 2 3 4 2 8 2

22tures of the Ga [Mo O (O CEt) ] dianion, the constitute a one-dimensional chain structure characterized2 3 4 2 8 2
42[Mo O (O CEt) ] unit and the infinite chain of cluster 1 by centrosymmetric Na O four-membered rings with a3 4 2 8 2 2

1˚are shown in Figs. 1–3, respectively. Table 2 lists selected neighboring Na–Na distance of 3.531(8) A. Each Na ion
bond lengths and angles for 1 and 2. Since the two is coordinated to one capping oxygen atom and four
structures are nearly identical, only the structure of 1 is terminal propionate oxygen atoms in a distorted trigonal

˚described below. As shown in Fig. 1, the two bipyramid with rather short Na–O bonds [av. 2.311(6) A],
42 ˚[Mo O (O CEt) ] units are linked together through four as compared to the usual Na–O bonds [2.42 A]. The short3 4 2 8

Ga–O bonds to form an eight-membered ring Mo Ga O , Na–O distances and the chain structure may be responsible2 2 4
˚with Mo and Ga deviating |1.0 and 0.4 A from the plane for their ready formation and insolubility as described

of four O atoms, respectively. The Mo Ga O ring con- above.2 2 4

tains two types of near planar oxo-centered Mo GaO2

triangular arrays with bond angle sums at O of 359.2 and
347.88, respectively, being reminiscent of oxo-centered

n1[M O(O CR) L ] complexes [29]. An unusual feature Supplementary data3 2 6 3

of the trinuclear unit shown in Fig. 2 is the single bridging
propionate ligand, which has not been found in discrete Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
Mo O carboxylates [15–17]. It is noteworthy that the Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge3 4

Mo–m O and Ga–m O bonds in Mo GaO arrays are CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers3 3 2

significantly lengthened compared to the Mo–m O bonds CCDC 113863 and CCDC 113864 for compounds 1 and 2,2
41 71in [Mo O ] units and the Ga–m O in [Ga O] [28] respectively.3 4 3 3

units, respectively, implying that the former bonds lack
significant d–p p bonding. The Mo–Mo distances, ranging

˚from 2.516(1) to 2.541(1) A with an average of 2.529(1)
Å, are in accord with those in Mo O complexes [18,19] Acknowledgements3 4

and other analogous molybdenum complexes [9–12,22–
24], but are much shorter than the Mo–Mo distances found This research was supported by grants from the State
in sulfur-bridged cubane-type clusters Key Laboratory of Structural Chemistry, the National

n1[Mo GaS (H O) ] (n55, 6), where the mean Mo–Mo Science Foundation of China and the Natural Science3 4 2 12
˚ ˚distances are 2.713(3) A for n55 and 2.679(6) A for n56 Foundation of Fujian Province.

Fig. 3. Perspective view of the one-dimensional chain structure of complex 1 with Et groups omitted for clarity.
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Table 2
a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1 and 2

1 2

Mo(1)–Mo(2) 2.516(1) Mo(1)–Mo(2) 2.506(1)
Mo(1)–Mo(3) 2.541(1) Mo(1)–Mo(3) 2.526(1)
Mo(2)–Mo(3) 2.531(1) Mo(2)–Mo(3) 2.517(1)
Mo(1)–O(1) 2.012(6) Mo(1)–O(1) 2.009(4)
Mo(1)–O(2) 1.949(6) Mo(1)–O(2) 1.955(3)
Mo(1)–O(3) 1.943(6) Mo(1)–O(3) 1.934(4)
Mo(1)–O(11) 1.998(6) Mo(1)–O(11) 2.004(3)
Mo(1)–O(12) 2.114(6) Mo(1)–O(12) 2.100(4)
Mo(1)–O(13) 2.148(7) Mo(1)–O(13) 2.118(5)
Mo(2)–O(1) 2.027(6) Mo(2)–O(1) 2.011(3)
Mo(2)–O(2) 1.945(6) Mo(2)–O(2) 1.966(4)
Mo(2)–O(4) 1.907(6) Mo(2)–O(4) 1.901(5)
Mo(2)–O(21) 2.022(6) Mo(2)–O(21) 2.014(4)
Mo(2)–O(22) 2.100(6) Mo(2)–O(22) 2.101(3)
Mo(2)–O(23) 2.138(7) Mo(2)–O(23) 2.131(5)
Mo(3)–O(1) 2.053(7) Mo(3)–O(1) 2.033(5)
Mo(3)–O(3) 1.955(6) Mo(3)–O(3) 1.950(4)
Mo(3)–O(4) 1.908(6) Mo(3)–O(4) 1.909(3)
Mo(3)–O(31) 2.020(7) Mo(3)–O(31) 2.006(4)
Mo(3)–O(32) 2.125(7) Mo(3)–O(32) 2.106(5)
Mo(3)–O(33) 2.112(7) Mo(3)–O(33) 2.119(3)
Ga–O(2) 2.008(6) M–O(2) 1.953(3)
Ga–O(3a) 1.961(6) M–O(3a) 1.929(4)
Ga–O(41) 1.968(6) M–O(41) 1.969(4)
Ga–O(42a) 1.983(7) M–O(42a) 1.972(3)
Ga–O(43a) 1.997(7) M–O(43a) 1.969(5)
Ga–O(44a) 1.985(7) M–O(44a) 1.957(5)
Na–O(1) 2.328(7) Na–O(1) 2.314(4)
Na–O(14) 2.288(9) Na–O(14) 2.279(6)
Na–O(24) 2.413(9) Na–O(24) 2.402(5)
Na–O(24b) 2.338(8) Na–O(24b) 2.313(5)
Na–O(34) 2.277(11) Na–O(34) 2.250(8)

Mo(2)–Mo(1)–Mo(3) 60.07(3) Mo(2)–Mo(1)–Mo(3) 60.02(2)
Mo(1)–Mo(2)–Mo(3) 60.44(3) Mo(1)–Mo(2)–Mo(3) 60.3(2)
Mo(2)–Mo(3)–Mo(1) 59.48(3) Mo(1)–Mo(3)–Mo(2) 59.61(2)
O(1)–Mo(1)–O(2) 101.2(2) O(1)–Mo(1)–O(2) 101.7(1)
O(1)–Mo(1)–O(3) 100.9(3) O(1)–Mo(1)–O(3) 100.7(2)
O(2)–Mo(1)–O(3) 90.6(3) O(2)–Mo(1)–O(3) 90.7(1)
O(1)–Mo(2)–O(2) 100.8(2) O(1)–Mo(2)–O(2) 101.3(1)
O(1)–Mo(2)–O(4) 99.4(3) O(1)–Mo(2)–O(4) 99.6(2)
O(2)–Mo(2)–O(4) 94.1(3) O(2)–Mo(2)–O(4) 93.5(2)
O(1)–Mo(3)–O(3) 99.0(3) O(1)–Mo(3)–O(3) 99.4(2)
O(1)–Mo(3)–O(4) 98.5(3) O(1)–Mo(3)–O(4) 98.5(2)
O(3)–Mo(3)–O(4) 98.1(2) O(3)–Mo(3)–O(4) 97.9(1)
O(2)–Ga–O(3a) 94.6(2) O(2)–M–O(3a) 95.2(1)
O(2)–Ga–O(41) 89.3(3) O(2)–M–O(41) 89.0(1)
O(2)–Ga–O(42a) 175.4(3) O(2)–M–O(42a) 175.3(2)
O(2)–Ga–O(43a) 89.4(3) O(2)–M–O(43a) 89.7(2)
O(2)–Ga–O(44a) 88.6(3) O(2)–M–O(44a) 88.8(2)
O(3a)–Ga–O(41) 175.8(3) O(3a)–M–O(41) 175.6(1)
O(3a)–Ga–O(42a) 90.0(3) O(3a)–M–O(42a) 89.5(2)
O(3a)–Ga–O(43a) 89.3(3) O(3a)–M–O(43a) 90.5(2)
O(3a)–Ga–O(44a) 90.6(3) O(3a)–M–O(44a) 90.2(2)
O(41)–Ga–O(42a) 86.1(3) O(41)–M–O(42a) 86.3(2)
O(41)–Ga–O(43a) 89.1(3) O(41)–M–O(43a) 88.3(2)
O(41)–Ga–O(44a) 91.1(3) O(41)–M–O(44a) 91.1(2)
O(42a)–Ga–O(43a) 90.4(3) O(42a)–M–O(43a) 90.2(2)
O(42a)–Ga–O(44a) 91.7(3) O(42a)–M–O(44a) 91.3(2)
O(43a)–Ga–O(44a) 177.9(3) O(43a)–M–O(44a) 178.4(1)
Mo(1)–O(2)–Ga 146.9(3) Mo(1)–O(2)–M 147.6(2)
Mo(2)–O(2)–Ga 131.8(3) Mo(2)–O(2)–M 132.0(2)
Mo(1)–O(2)–Mo(2) 80.5(2) Mo(1)–O(2)–Mo(2) 79.5(1)
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Table 2. (Continued)

1 2

Mo(1)–O(3)–Ga(a) 133.9(4) Mo(1)–O(3)–M(a) 134.0(2)
Mo(3)–O(3)–Ga(a) 132.6(3) Mo(3)–O(3)–M(a) 133.4(2)
Mo(1)–O(3)–Mo(3) 81.3(2) Mo(1)–O(3)–Mo(3) 81.1(1)
O(1)–Na–O(14) 80.0(3) O(1)–Na–O(14) 80.4(2)
O(1)–Na–O(24) 82.2(3) O(1)–Na–O(24) 81.9(1)
O(1)–Na–O(24b) 156.8(4) O(1)–Na–O(24b) 157.1(2)
O(1)–Na–O(34) 82.4(3) O(1)–Na–O(34) 82.6(2)
O(14)–Na–O(24) 146.9(4) O(14)–Na–O(24) 146.5(2)
O(14)–Na–O(24b) 102.4(3) O(14)–Na–O(24b) 102.5(2)
O(14)–Na–O(34) 115.7(4) O(14)–Na–O(34) 115.9(3)
O(24)–Na–O(24b) 84.0(3) O(24)–Na–O(24b) 83.9(2)
O(24)–Na–O(34) 89.1(4) O(24)–Na–O(34) 89.5(2)
O(24b)–Na–O(34) 115.9(3) O(24b)–Na–O(34) 115.2(2)

a Symmetry codes: a: 2 x 1 1, 2 y, 2 z; b: 2 x 1 2, 2 y, 2 z 1 1; M5(Al1Ga) /2 for 2.
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Abstract

Four macrocyclic trans-dioxo-tetraamines containing sulphur or oxygen as additional donors have been prepared: 1-oxa-3,14-dioxo-
4,7,10,13-tetraazacyclopentadecane, 1-thia-3,14-dioxo-4,7,10,13-tetraazacyclopentadecane, 1-oxa-3,16-dioxo-4,8,11,15-tetraazacyclohep-

21tadecane and 1-thia-3,16-dioxo-4,8,11,15-tetraazacycloheptadecane. Their protonation as well as their metal binding properties with Cu
21 23and Ni have been determined at 258C in 0.10 mol dm KNO . The complexation process was investigated by potentiometric,3

calorimetric and UV/VIS-spectroscopic titrations. IR-spectroscopy was used to establish the involvement of the amido groups in the
coordination. Oxidation of the complexes to the trivalent state of the metal ion was also investigated by cyclic voltammetry. Metal ion
complexation promotes the deprotonation of the amide nitrogens, resulting in a neutral complex with four nitrogen donors and a MLH-2

stoichiometry at pH 8. Additional complexes with stoichiometry ML and MLH were needed to describe the complexation in the pH-1

range 2–11. Their stability constants were calculated. The presence of oxygen or sulphur donors as well as ring enlargement influence the
complexation properties. The electronic spectra indicate rather distorted tetragonal coordination geometries for the Cu(II)-complexes. The
Ni(II)-complexes are all square–planar with the exception of an equilibrium between a square–planar and an octahedral form for

1NiL H . All complexes are easily but irreversibly oxidized to the trivalent state of the metal ion.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All22

rights reserved.

Keywords: Macrocycles; Polyamines; Protonation; Stability constants; Copper(II); Nickel(II)

1. Introduction chemistry of dioxo-polyamine macrocycles with two
amido groups in trans-position in their MLH complexes22

21[1,2,6–8]. The most complete study concerned the CuThe aqueous coordination chemistry of cyclic dioxo-
21polyamines has been the subject of many investigations and Ni complexation by 2,6-dioxo-1,4,7,10-tetra-

during the last fifteen years. In particular the dioxo-tetraaza azacyclododecane which forms square–planar MLH22

macrocycles have attracted considerable interest as these complexes in which the macrocycle was thought to be
21 21ligands can coordinate Ni and Cu ions in a square– somewhat too small to encompass the metal ion, as

planar geometry with dissociation of two protons from the indicated by a reduced ligand field strength [6].
amido groups, thus forming neutral 1:1 complexes general- Recently we reported on the coordination chemistry of
ly designated as MLH [1–5]. In most of these studies two trans-dioxo-pentaamines 2,6-dioxo-1,4,7,10,13-penta-22

the dioxo-polyamine ligands have the two amido groups in azacyclopentadecane and 2,6-dioxo-1,4,7,11,14-penta-
21 21neighbouring positions, thus occupying cis-positions in the azacycloheptadecane with Cu and Ni [9]. It was found

equatorial plane of their MLH complexes. Only a few that in the main complex MLH (M5Cu of Ni), the two22 22

studies have been reported on the aqueous coordination deprotonated and coordinated amido groups seriously
hampered the axial coordination of the fifth donor. The
CuLH complexes were tetragonal but distorted, whereas*Corresponding author. Tel.: 132-9-264-4427; fax: 132-9-264-4983. 22

E-mail address: gerrit.herman@rug.ac.be (G.G. Herman) the NiLH complexes were square–planar.22

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00247-8
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The study is now extended by four trans-dioxo-tetra- 2. Experimental
amines: 1-oxa-3,14-dioxo-4,7,10,13-tetraazacyclopenta-

1decane (L ), 1-thia-3,14-dioxo-4,7,10,13-tetraazacyclo- 2.1. Synthesis of the ligands
2pentadecane (L ), 1-oxa-3,16-dioxo-4,8,11,15-tetraazacy-

3 1cloheptadecane (L ) and 1-thia-3,16-dioxo-4,8,11,15- L was prepared by mixing 0.10 moles (16.21 g) of the
4tetraazacycloheptadecane (L ). Their structural formulae dimethylester of diglycolic acid and 0.10 moles (14.62 g)

3are presented above, together with the formulae of the of triethylenetetraamine in 1.0 dm methanol. This mixture
5 6trans-dioxo-tetraamines of the previous study (L and L ). was kept in the dark under nitrogen at room temperature

1 4 21 21 for seven days. The solvent was then removed underThe coordination chemistry of L –L with Ni and Cu
reduced pressure. The remaining oil was dissolved inis explored by potentiometric pH-metry and UV/VIS
chloroform and chromatographed over silicagel (Merckspectroscopy. As it was expected that several complexes
60F ) using methanol /chloroform (20/80 by volume) ascould be formed over the pH range 2–11, IR spectroscopy 264

solvent. The hydrochloric salt of the obtained product wasin D O was used to establish the involvement of the amide2
23prepared by adding HCl in methanol (2 mol dm ) untiloxygen or nitrogen donor in the course of the com-

pH 1. The precipitate was filtered off, recrystallized fromplexation process.
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methanol and dried under reduced pressure until constant ometric titrations with the disodium salt of ethyl-
1weight (3.68 g, 11%); m /z 245 (M 1 H ); d /ppm (360 enediaminetetraacetate using appropriate conditions [10].H

MHz, solvent D O pD 1.8, reference H O) 4.35 (4H, s, All final solutions for the potentiometric, calorimetric and2 2

OCH CONH), 3.70 (4H, t, CONHCH CH NH), 3.67 (4H, UV/VIS measurements were made up to an ionic strength2 2 2
23s, NHCH CH NH), 3.41 (4H, t, CONHCH CH NH). of 0.100 mol dm with potassium nitrate (Merck).2 2 2 2

2L was prepared in the same way using the dimethyl
ester of thiodiacetic acid and triethylenetetraamine (5.8 g,

1 2.3. Potentiometric measurements17%); m /z 261 (M 1 H ); d /ppm (360 MHz, solventH

D O pD 1.8, reference H O) 3.66 (4H, s,2 2
The potentiometric measurements were carried out inNHCH CH NH), 3.62 (4H, t, CONHCH CH NH), 3.442 2 2 2

duplicate at 25.060.18C with the equipment and the(4H, s, SCH CONH), 3.35 (4H, t, CONHCH CH NH).2 2 2
3 general procedure previously described [11–13]. The glassL was prepared in the same way using the dimethyles-

electrode was calibrated for hydrogen-ion concentrationter of diglycolic acid and N,N9-bis(3-aminopropyl)-ethyl-
measurements. A summary of the experimental parametersenediamine as tetra-amine (6.9 g, 19%); m /z 273 (M 1

1 is given in Table 1. All equilibrium constants for ligandH ); d /ppm (360 MHz, solvent D O pD 1.8, referenceH 2
protonation and for metal–ion complexation were calcu-H O) 4.29 (4H, s, OCH CONH), 3.57 (4H, s,2 2
lated with the program SUPERQUAD [14]. DistributionNHCH CH NH), 3.47 (4H, t, CONHCH CH CH NH),2 2 2 2 2
curves were calculated with the program EQUIL [15].3.26 (4H, t, CONHCH CH CH NH), 2.02 (4H, q,2 2 2
Equilibrium was reached instantaneously for all systems.CONHCH CH CH NH).2 2 2

4L was prepared in the same way using the dimethyles-
ter of thiodiacetic acid and N,N9-bis(3-aminopropyl)-ethyl-

2.4. Calorimetric measurements
enediamine as tetra-amine (4.9 g, 13%); m /z 289 (M 1

1H ); d (360 MHz, solvent D O pD 1.8, reference H O)H 2 2 The calorimetric measurements were carried out in
3.50 (4H, s, NHCH CH NH), 3.40 (4H, s, SCH CONH),2 2 2 duplicate with a Tronac model 1250 isoperibol calorimeter
3.35 (4H, t, CONHCH CH CH NH), 3.20 (4H, t,2 2 2 as described [11]. The protonation heats were determined
CONHCH CH CH NH), 2.00 (4H, q, CON- 32 2 2 by titrating a solution (25.00 cm ) containing the ligand in
HCH CH CH NH).2 2 2 its basic form (ca. 0.05 mmol) with a standardized solution

23of HNO or HCl (ca. 0.1 mol dm ); KNO was used as3 32.2. Materials
indifferent electrolyte. The complexation heats were de-

3termined by titrating a solution (25.00 cm ) containing the
All reagents were of reagent grade. Distilled and deion-

ligand in its basic form (ca. 0.05 mmol) with the appro-
ized water (Milli-Q quality, specific conductance ,0.05

priate metal nitrate solution. Dilution experiments were21
mS cm ) was used throughout. Carbonate-free (,0.5%)

also done. The exact concentration of the components in23potassium hydroxide solutions (ca. 0.25 mol dm ) were
each solution was determined by separate potentiometric

prepared from Titrisol ampoules (Merck) and standardized
titrations.

by titration with stock solutions of hydrogen chloride. The
stock solutions of hydrogen chloride were standardized by
argentometry. Metal-ion stock solutions were prepared 2.5. UV/VIS measurements
from metal nitrates (Merck) and standardized by complex-

The electronic absorption spectra were recorded at 258C
on a Hewlett–Packard 8451A diode-array spectrophotome-

Table 1 ter in the wavelength region between 300 and 820 nm.
Summary of experimental parameters for the potentiometric stability 21 21Aqueous solutions of Cu or Ni and the appropriateconstant measurements

ligands were prepared with a c :c ratio of ca. 1.05–1.00.1 4 1 21 21 L MSystem: L –L with H , Cu or Ni in water
A calculated volume of a standardized KOH solution was23Solution composition: [L] range /mol dm : 0.002– 0.005

23 then added to obtain spectra at different neutralization[M] range /mol dm : 0.002– 0.005
23 values.ionic strength /mol dm : 0.100

electrolyte: KNO3

Experimental method: pH-metric titration in the pH range 2–11;
log b 5213.78; instruments and00–1 2.6. IR measurements
calibration: see Refs. [13,37]

Temperature: 25.08C
a The spectra were recorded at 258C with a FTIR spec-n 50–70tot
b trometer ATI Mason in the wavelength between 1500 andn 3–5tit

21Method of calculation: SUPERQUAD [14] 1700 cm . Solutions in D O (Merck, 199%) were2
a prepared at different neutralization values in the same wayNumber of titration points per titration.
b as for the electronic spectra.Number of titrations per metal–ligand system.
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2.7. Cyclic voltammetry this is consistent with the formation of CuLH as main22

complex (charges omitted for simplicity) with the four
Cyclic voltammetry was used to determine half wave ligands, but optimization using the SUPERQUAD software

potentials E of Cu(II,III) and Ni(II,III) couples of the [14] necessitated the introduction of CuL and CuLH as1 / 2 21

MLH complexes in solution. An Autolab PGSTATIO in additional complex species in the complexation set. The22

combination with GPES 4.3 software from ECO Chemie presence of these additional species is chemically accept-
was used to obtain the cyclic voltammograms. Cyclic able in view of previous findings that the amido group is
voltammograms were obtained for the MLH complexes readily involved in the coordination of a metal ion through22

23 23 23(5.0310 mol dm ) in 0.100 mol dm KNO at pH its carbonyl oxygen donor [17,18]. The calculated stability3
218.0 and 258C with different scan rates (50–300 mV s ). In constants are given in Table 3. The species distribution

1 2every case however the systems showed to be irreversible. curves calculated for L and L are deposited as supple-
mentary material. The species distribution curves calcu-

2 4 1lated for L and L were similar to those for L . The
3. Results and discussion formation of the CuLH species as end-complex and the22

fact that no further hydrolysis occured, indicates that in
3.1. Protonation of the ligands each CuLH complex both amino groups and the two22

amido groups in the deprotonated form are undoubtedly
1 4 21The ligands L –L , each containing two secondary involved in the coordination of the Cu ion. The forma-

amino groups, were found to take up two protons in the pH tion of CuL is significant for all four ligands, whereas the
1 2range 2.5–11. The thermodynamic data for the successive CuLH species is only of importance with L and L .21

3protonation are given in Table 2. The larger rings L and Each sulphur containing ligand forms stronger Cu(II)-
4 1 2L are at each protonation step more basic than L and L , complexes than its oxygen containing analogue of the

1 2reflecting the greater positive inductive effect of the larger same size, although the difference between L and L is
number of carbon atoms in the ring. It can also be seen that more pronounced. This may indicate that the S donor

21the influence of the hetero-atom, O or S, on the basic might be involved in the coordination of the Cu ion.
properties of the ligands with the same ring size is Compared with the CuLH complex stabilities of cis-22

negligible, at least at the first protonation step. The dioxo-tetraamines (log b -values: 22.22 for dioxo-11–2

protonation enthalpy changes for the four ligands are in the [13]aneN , 1.00 for dioxo-[14]aneN or 24.49 for dioxo-4 4
1 3range typical for secondary amino groups [16], the values [15]aneN ) [5] the oxygen ligands L and L form much4

3 4 1 2 2 4for L and L being more exothermic than for L and L , weaker complexes. Only the sulphur ligands L and L
in line with their greater basicity. The TDS 8 values are form complexes with a stability comparable with then

comparable and reveal no special solvatation or hydrogen CuLH complex of dioxo-[15]aneN . The overall com-22 4

bonding effects. plexation heat (see Table 4) for the formation of the
CuLH complexes is less endothermic for the sulphur22

3.2. Cu(II) complexes ligands than for the oxygen ligands and may support the
involvement of the sulphur as stronger s-donor than

21 21All pH-metric titration curves with Cu and ligand in a oxygen in the coordination of Cu . The more negative
1:1 molar ratio showed one featureless buffer region with TDS8 values (see Table 4) for the sulphur ligands than for
an end-point at a54 (‘‘a’’ is the number of moles of KOH the oxygen ligands in the formation of CuLH corrobo-22

titrant added per mole of ligand present). A weak inflection rate sulphur coordination.
1point at a52 was visible in the titration curve with L . All

Table 3
Table 2 21 21 1 4Stability constant data for the Cu and the Ni complexation by L –L1 4Thermodynamic data for the successive protonation of the ligands L –L 23at 258C in aqueous KNO (I50.100 mol dm )23 a 3at 258C in aqueous KNO (I50.100 mol dm )3

aMetal pqr log bb H c 21 21 pqrn log K 2DH8 /kJ mol TDS8 /kJ moln n n ion 1 2 3 4L L L L1L 1 8.85 37.9 12.5
21 b2 4.50 34.4 28.8 Cu 110 6.84(4) 8.08(1) 7.15(3) 7.95(5)

2L 1 9.00 37.2 14.1 1121 20.08(1) 2.44(1) 0.06(2) 1.30(1)
2 5.49 36.0 24.7 1122 26.50(2) 24.29(1) 25.60(1) 24.48(1)

3L 1 9.40 43.1 10.4
212 6.32 41.9 25.9 Ni 110 2.70(2) 3.60(2) 3.37(5) 3.80(1)

4L 1 9.54 43.9 10.5 1121 25.00(1) 24.65(3) 25.00(2) 24.19(7)
2 6.53 42.8 25.6 1122 213.90(2) 212.55(1) 212.15(1) 211.89(3)

a H 21 21 a p q rlog K 60.01, DH860.8 kJ mol , TDS860.9 kJ mol . b 5[M L H ]/ [M] [L] [H] .n pqr p q r
b bnth Protonation step. Average standard deviation obtained from the program for single
c HK 5[H L] / [H][H L]; charges omitted. titration curves in parentheses.n n n21
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Table 4 The values for the asymmetric amide carbonyl stretching
a 21 1 4 21DH8 and TDS8 data for the complexation of Cu by L –L at 258C in frequencies recorded at different a-values for each Cu –

23aqueous KNO (I50.100 mol dm )3 ligand system are summarized in Table 5. At a50 where
1 2 3 4L L L L H L is the only species present, the carbonyl band is found2

2121 at about 1640 cm for the four ligands. Its intensityDH8 /kJ mol
21 21Cu 1L→CuL 230.8 230.0 226.4 230.6 decreases gradually upon neutralization. The band has
21 1 1Cu 1L–H →CuLH 46.7 41.2 42.0 44.921 completely disappeared at a54. This band is thus diagnos-21 1Cu 1L22H →CuLH 29.7 17.2 23.7 16.022 tic for the presence of an amido group free from inter-

21
21 action with the Cu ion. With all four ligands free L isT DS8 /kJ mol

21 21 never present, and the ligand species HL is only found toCu 1L→CuL 8.5 16.0 14.3 15.2
21 1 1 2Cu 1L2H →CuLH 7.1 9.0 1.6 7.0 an appreciable extent with L (33% of total ligand at a5121
21 1Cu 1L22H →CuLH 26.9 221.2 28.6 217.022 and 15% at a52). At a54 where CuLH is the only22

a 21 21
DH860.8 kJ mol , TDS860.9 kJ mol . complex species present, the amide absorption is now

21observed in the region 1565–1601 cm featuring a less
21intense shoulder or band about 18 cm lower. These

bands may be assigned to the absorption of an amido
21group deprotonated and coordinated to Cu through the

amido nitrogen as exemplified in numerous studies [17,19–Table 5
Infrared spectral data of the asymmetric amide carbonyl stretching 21]. Thus at a54 the two amino nitrogens and the two

1 4vibration in the Cu(II)- and Ni(II)-complexes of L –L at various negatively charged amido nitrogens (imido groups) must
21neutralization degrees in D O solution at 258C2 be coordinated to the Cu ion in CuLH . The absorption22

a 21a Wave number /cm of the imido groups in CuLH is found some 25 to 3522
21 3 421 1 cm higher with the larger rings L and L than with theCu /L

21
0 1647 smaller ones. This may indicate that the Cu –imido

3 42 1647 1615 nitrogen bond strength in CuL H and CuL H is some21 21
3 1647 1575 1558 what weakened as the carbon chain between the imido
4 1575 1558

group and the anchoring amino group [21] is lengthened
21 2 by one carbon atom, thereby forming two less stable sixCu /L

3 4
0 1639 membered chelate ring in L and L instead of five-

1 22 1639 1608 1594 membered ones only in L and L .
3 1634 1590 1565 1551 At intermediate a-values the IR-spectra are more com-
4 1565 1551

plex, primarily due to the simultaneous presence of several
21 3 species.Cu /L

0 1641 At a52 where CuL is the dominant species with all
212 1644 1610 ligands, the absorption at ca. 1640 cm due to uncoordi-

3 1643 1601 1583 nated amide is present together with an absorption at
4 1601 1583 211606–1615 cm which may be assigned to an amido

2121 4 group coordinated to Cu by the carbonyl oxygen. ThisCu /L
0 1636 assignment is in accordance with the situation found for
2 1637 1606 1576 many metal ion complexes of polyaminocarboxylates
3 1637 1596 1576 containing one or several amido groups and in which
4 1596 1576

amide coordination through the carbonyl oxygen at low pH
21 1 was evidenced [17,19]. Thus in the CuL complexes,Ni /L

21
0 1648 coordination to Cu is achieved by the two amino groups

24 1608 1590(sh) and at least by one carbonyl oxygen. For L with 19% of
2 2 2H L , 62% of CuL and 19% of CuL H present at a52,21 2 2 21Ni /L 21a third absorption is observed at 1594 cm . As this band0 1648

is absent at a54, it cannot be assigned to a N-coordinated4 1605 1583
imido group, but is likely to belong to a second but

21 3 2Ni /L stronger carbonyl oxygen coordination in CuL and/or
0 1640 2CuL H . Since the position of this band remains more or214 1552 1538 2less fixed but has gained intensity at a53, where CuL H21

221 4 is now dominating, and where CuL has almost dis-Ni /L
0 1636 appeared (less than 15%), this third absorption must be

2 24 1594 1571 due to carbonyl oxygen coordination in CuL H . L is21
a Number of moles KOH added per mole of ligand present. the only ligand for which the CuLH is formed to an21
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appreciable extent (19% at a52 and 63% at a53), for a normal tetragonal coordination environment around
21making a different strength in carbonyl oxygen coordina- Cu [26]. This would mean that the ether oxygen donor is

2 21tion observable. The IR-data for the complexes with L not involved in the coordination of the Cu ion in
1support the involvement of the sulphur donor in the CuL H . The low in-plane ligand field is then the22

CuLH complex. Sulphur being a stronger s-donor than consequence of serious distortions originating from the21

oxygen, may by coordination in the equatorial plane large 8-membered chelate ring between the two coordi-
reinforce the oxygen carbonyl interaction of the amido nated imido nitrogens. It is interesting to note that for the
group located between the sulphur donor and the amino CuL complex of the saturated pentadentate [15]aneN O4

21group. The electronic spectral data will further support this ligand a much higher n value of 17 000 cm was foundd–d
hypothesis. [25], more in line with a CuN O -tetragonal environment4 2

At a53 and for all four ligands the free amide absorp- of normal strength [27].
3 4tion is still present together with the absorptions due to The d–d absorption bands for CuL H and CuL H22 22

N-imido coordination. This is in agreement with the are broad but consist of two well-defined maxima of about
simultaneous presence of CuL, CuLH and already21 the same intensity resulting in twin peaks. The first peak is

3 4CuLH at this point.22 located at about 19 500 for both CuL H and CuL H .22 22Further neutralization from a53 up to a54 causes the This high value is in accordance with a strong in-plane
absorption due to N-coordinated imido group further to ligand field [26,27] as can be realized by the four nitrogen
increase to its maximum intensity at a54 while all other donors thereby forming linked but alternating 6–5–6
amide absorptions disappear. This confirms the coordina- membered chelate rings. The second peak is at 16 050
tion of both imido groups in the CuLH complexes. 21 3 21 422 cm for CuL H and at 15 380 cm for CuL H . An1 4 22 22The CuLH complexes of L –L exhibit quite a22 analogous d–d spectrum was also found for the CuLH22variation in their electronic spectra (see Table 6). A n 6d–d complex with L (2,6-dioxo-1,4,7,11,14-pentaazacyclohep-21maximum at 17 240 cm with a shoulder at about 14 300

tadecane) [9], with the first peak somewhat lower at 18 52021 2cm is found for CuL H . This spectrum is typical for a 21 2122 cm and the second one at 14 500 cm . It is reasonable
square–pyramidal configuration in a distorted tetragonal

to assume that the overall coordination environment in
environment [22–24]. The spectrum of this complex in

these three CuLH complexes is therefore comparable.22aqueous solution was already reported by E. Kimura and
The varying position of the two bands in the threeco-workers [25]. From additional MCD-, ESR- and Cu(II) /
complexes may reflect different degrees of distortion in theCu(I) reduction potential data, they concluded that the
complex geometry as a result of axial interaction by thesquare–pyramidal geometry was rather distorted. They

21 N-, O- or S-donor. To our knowledge however neitheralso reported an absorption maximum at 37 300 cm
21 penta- nor tetra-coordinated Cu(II)-complexes in aqueousattributed to a S→Cu LMCT band proving the axial

2 solution were reported in the literature to show an elec-approach of the sulphur donor. At a53 where CuL H is21
tronic spectrum comparable with the twin-peak spectra ofthe dominant complex, we observed a much more symmet-

21 these CuLH complexes. The position of the lower22ric absorption band with a n maximum at 17 540 cmd–d
3 21 21 energy peak which most probably contains the d →d2 2 2z x 2yand a higher molar absorptivity (148 dm mol cm ),

electron transition, decreases in energy with increasingindicating a more usual tetragonal coordination geometry
s-donor strength of the hetero-atom (N.S.O) betweenconsisting of two amino groups, one N-coordinated imido
the two imido groups. This may support the involvementgroup and the sulphur donor bound in the equatorial plane.

211 of these donor atoms in the coordination of the Cu ion atThe electronic spectrum of CuL H on the contrary22
an axial site, thereby raising the energy of the d -orbital.2shows a broad but approximately symmetric absorption z

21 As the in-plane ligand field strength will be weakened byband with n maximum at 15 430 cm which is muchd–d
2 axial interaction of a fifth donor [26], this effect must belower than the n maximum of CuL H . This is typicald–d 22 5the strongest with the nitrogen donor in CuL H . The22

6higher energy peak in the d–d spectrum of CuL H isTable 6 22
211 4 indeed found at a lower wavenumber (18 520 cm ) thanElectronic spectral data of the CuLH and NiLH complexes of L –L22 22

23 3 4in aqueous KNO solution (I50.100 mol dm ) at 258C and at a543 for CuL H or CuL H . Not in line with this reasoning22 22
421 is the position of the higher energy peak of CuL Hn / cm 22d–d, max

21which is found at higher energy (19 610 cm ) than theCuLH NiLH22 22 3 21corresponding one of CuL H (19 420 cm ) despite the221 aL 15 430 (155) 16 130; 21 050 (79); 25 380 (43) stronger s-donor strength of the sulphur. An explanation is2 bL 17 540 (148) 21 050 (171)
not obvious. In addition it was found previously [9] that14 300 (90)(sh); 17 240 (125)

63 the interaction of the fifth donor in the CuL H complexL 16 050 (157); 19 420 (115) 20 830 (62) 22
4L 15 380 (154); 19 610 (150) 20 830 (185) can only be weak, considering the high basicity (log

H 6 1 6 6
a 3 21 21 K 59.2 for CuL H 1H áCuL H ) of the CuL HMolar absorptivity coefficient in dm mol cm in parentheses. 1 22 21 22
b At a53. complex. A better understanding of the electronic spectral
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2features of these CuLH complexes must await further NiL H was detected. This is surprising as the mac-22 22
2 1structural information. Attempts to obtain single crystals of rocyclic ring size in L is about the same as for L , and the

2these complexes suitable for crystallographic structure yellow band of NiL H is at the same position (21 05022
21 1determination were unsuccessful up to now. The precise cm ) as for NiL H . Whether solvatation effects play a22

coordination environment in these complexes therefore stabilizing role for the high-spin form of the O-donor
1remains speculative. ligand L is difficult to tell.

21The Cu ion in the CuLH complexes can irreversibly The square–planar ligand field in the NiLH complex-22 22
1 2 3 4be oxidized to the trivalent state of the metal ion. The half es is stronger with L and L than with of L and L . This

oxwave potential for the oxidation (E ) was 0.7460.01 V is in agreement with the much stronger square–planar1 / 2
1 2for the four CuLH complexes, showing no influence of ligand field created by L or L forming three linked22

ring size or donor atoms. The irreversibility of the oxida- five-membered chelate rings around the small low-spin
1 4 21tion to Cu(III) with L –L is in contrast with the re- Ni ion. It is a general observation that the ligand field

versibility found for most CuLH complexes with a large strength in low-spin Ni(II)-tetraaza complexes decreases as22

range of cis-dioxo-diamine ligands [28,29]. five-membered chelate rings are replaced by six-membered
ones, thereby also increasing the ligand ring size in the

3.3. Ni(II) complexes case of macrocyclic tetraaza ligands [5,31–36]. The ligand
3 4field strength in NiL H and NiL H is also comparable22 22

21 6 21The potentiometric pH titration curves of Ni with with that of NiL H (20 140 cm ) [9]. The square–22
1 4 21 6L –L in 1:1 molar ratio show a titration end-point at planar geometry around Ni in NiL H implied that one22

a54. This corresponds to the formation of a NiLH of its five nitrogen donor atoms remained uncoordinated22

species. The complexation set was further completed with [9]. This was related to the structural implication of the
2the species NiL and NiLH , the latter being formed up to trigonal nature of the deprotonated sp -hybridised amide21

1 2 450% with L and less than 20% with L –L . The calcu- nitrogens when bound in trans-positions in the equatorial
lated stability constants are given in Table 3. The species plane of the metal ion: axial coordination of a fifth donor is

1 2distribution curves for L and L are deposited as supple- structurally hampered, whereas the joint ligand field effects
mentary material. The differences in stability for the of the two imido groups and the two amino groups are

1 2corresponding Ni(II)-complexes of L and L are rather strong enough to overcome the destabilizing effect of the
3small. The stability of the NiLH complex with L and very large chelate ring present in the complex and to22

4 1 2L is slightly higher than with the corresponding L or L . maintain a square–planar coordination geometry.
In the NiLH complex of the four ligands both amido The NiLH complexes are irreversibly oxidized show-22 22

21groups are deprotonated and coordinated to the Ni ion as ing rather complicated oxidation and reduction waves.
evidenced by the IR-spectra at a54 (see Table 5): absence
of the carbonyl stretching band of the free ligand at

211636–1648 cm , and presence of new strong absorptions
4. Conclusionat much lower frequencies.

The electronic absorption spectra of both NiLH22 The ligands under investigation form distorted tetragonalcomplexes are typical for diamagnetic square–planar
CuLH complexes as the main species in aqueous22Ni(II)-complexes with absorption maxima at about 20 920
solution. There is experimental evidence that all donor21cm . The corresponding d–d transition energies are given
atoms including the sulphur or the oxygen ring atoms are

in Table 6. They are in line with the strong ligand field
coordinated to the copper ion. The ligands form square–

produced by the two imido anions and the two amino
planar NiLH complexes leaving the sulphur or the7 22groups [30]. It was reported [7] that L which is structural-
oxygen uncoordinated. IR-spectroscopy was essential for2 4ly similar to L or L also forms a low-spin NiLH22 establishing the involvement of the amide groups in the

complex. However, the electronic absorption spectrum of
coordination of the metal ions as a function of the pH. The1NiL H also shows an additional weak band at 25 380 3 422 electronic spectra of the Cu(II)-complexes with L and L21cm and an ill-defined shoulder at approximately 16 130
will need further examination when more details on the21cm . These bands may be assigned to an octahedral form
precise geometry of the CuLH complexes will be1 22of the NiL H complex in equilibrium with the square–22 available.

planar form, since they disappear upon increasing the ionic
23strength of the solution (up to 7.0 mol dm KNO (aq)),3

21while the yellow band at 21 050 cm increases in
21intensity [26]. The band at 25 380 cm may be assigned Supplementary data

3 3to the A (F)→ T (P) transition, whereas the shoulder2g 1g
21at about 16 130 cm may correspond to the The species distribution curves calculated for the Cu(II)-

3 3 1 2A (F)→ T (F) transition in a formally high-spin octa- and the Ni(II)-complexes with L and L are deposited and2g 1g

hedral Ni(II)-complex. No high-spin octahedral form of are available from the authors.
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Abstract

Copper(I) complexes with di-2-pyridylketone oxime (DPKox) of the type CuLX?nH O, n51 for X5Cl and Br, and n50 for X5I and2

SCN, have been synthesized and characterized. The overall physical results suggest tridentate and bidentate DPKox ligand in the Cl, Br
and I, SCN complexes, respectively, and terminal X in the former but bridging X in the later. These complexes display MLCT bands in
the visible region, but they do not fluoresce at room temperature. The structure determination has shown the chloride complex (1) to have
a centro-symmetrically related dimeric unit, in which each copper atom is coordinated by Cl(1), N(1), N(2) and N(3) (of the second
ligand molecule) in a distorted tetrahedral environment. Hydrogen bonds are formed by the O(1) of the oxime group and a lattice water
molecule, and between different lattice water molecules and Cl(1). The structure of the thiocyanate complex (2) features tetrahedral
geometry around copper atoms, a chelating bidentate DPKox ligand coordinating via one of the two pyridyl nitrogens, N(1), and
N(oxime) only and m-1,3-thiocyanate group forming zigzag chains along the c-axis of the unit cell.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper(I) complexes; Di-2-pyridyl ketone oxime complexes; Crystal structures; Electronic and IR spectra

1. Introduction oxidative cyclization of 2-benzoylpyridine occurs with the
formation of [(9-oxo-indolo[1,2-a]pyridinium]?[CuX ]2

Recently, di-2-pyridyl ketone oxime (DPKox), which ionic compounds [4,5]. As the corresponding reactions
potentially acts as a poly-dentate ligand, was found to react between copper(I) salts and DPKox have not yet been
with silver(I) nitrate and copper(II) chloride in aqueous mentioned in the literature, we have investigated such
solutions producing dimeric complexes in both cases, reactions. These reactions resulted in the formation of
although it acts as a tri-dentate in the former and as a copper(I) complexes of the type [CuX(DPKox)]?nH O2

bidentate in the copper (II) chloride complex [1]. DPKox where n51, for X5Cl and Br and n50 for X5I and NCS,
has also been found to behave as a tetradentate ligand in which are entirely different from those of 2-ben-

21 24the inv(O)2[12-MCzn N ] (inv 12-MC5inverse zoylpyridine. The synthesis and characterization of these(DPKox)

12-Metallacrown) [2]. Previously, we have shown that new copper(I) complexes along with the crystal structure
2-benzoylpyridine reacts with copper(I) salts in aqueous / analysis of the chloride and thiocyanato complexes are the
ethanol media producing complexes of the types CuXL subject of this paper.
and (CuX) L [3,4]. On the other hand, when a mixture of2

I ICu I or Cu NCS and 2-benzoylpyridine in ethanol stands
over about two weeks in open air, an intramolecular

2. Experimental

Di-2-pyridyl ketone oxime (DPKox) was purchased*Corresponding author. Present address: Department of Chemistry,
from Aldrich and the other chemicals are of analyticalFaculty of Science, Alexandria University, P.O. Box 426, Ibrahimia,

21321 Alexandria, Egypt. Tel.: 12-3-596-7883; fax: 12-3-491-1794. grade quality.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00250-8
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212.1. Preparation of complexes cm ); 3428 vs, 3069 m, 2810 m, 1610 ms, 1595 s, 1564
wm, 1461 vs, 1436 m, 1338 ms, 1283 w, 1203 wm, 1160

2.1.1. [Cu(DPKox)Cl]?H O complex (1) wm, 1056 ms, 1036 s, 1014 s, 974 m, 958 ms, 898 wm,2

This complex was prepared by reducing CuCl ?2H O 869 m, 785 s, 757 s, 744 m, 686 s, 664 w, 631 wm, 4982 2
3(0.17 g, 1 mmol) in ca. 10 cm water by L(1)-ascorbic wm, 412 m.

acid, followed by addition of concentrated aqueous NaCl
solution until complete dissolution of the precipitate and 2.1.4. [Cu(DPKox)I] complexn

filtration. To the filtrate, DPKox (0.40 g, 2 mmol) dis- This complex was prepared by mixing aqueous solutions
solved in EtOH was added dropwise with shaking of the of Cu(NO ) ?3H O and KI and L(1)-ascorbic acid, and3 2 2

mixture after each addition. The mixture was heated gently the procedure completed as given above for complex (2).
to dissolve any formed precipitate and the clear solution The final solution mixture was allowed to stand over ca
mixture allowed to stand in an open air over several days two weeks to produce red crystals of the complex. Yield,

21until red brown crystals were deposited. Yield, ca. 20%. IR ca. 20%. IR (KBr pellet, cm ); 3171 vs, 3061 s, 2753 m,
21(KBr pellet, cm , w5weak, m5medium, s5strong, v5 1607 m, 1590 s, 1564 m, 1472 s, 1436 s, 1384 vs, 1332 s,

very); 3392 vs. (H–O . . . H), 3064 m, 2799 s, 1620 m, 1288 w, 1195 m, 1160 m, 1058 s, 1028 s, 1015 s, 974 m,
1595 wm, 1565 wm, 1463 vs, 1439 m, 1339 m, 1283 w, 951 m, 786 s, 746 ms, 681 vs, 633 ms, 615 w, 599 m, 490
1202 wm, 1162 ms, 1057 ms, 1038 s, 1013 s, 973 m, 956 w, 479 m, 408 m.
m, 900 ms, 886 ms, 784 s, 756 s, 742 ms, 687 m, 664 w, The analytical data for the isolated complexes are given
631 m, 600 m, 500 wm, 479 w, 417 wm, 407 wm. in Table 1.

2.1.2. [Cu(DPKox)(NCS)] complex (2) 2.2. Physical measurementsn

This complex was prepared by mixing aqueous solutions
of Cu(NO ) ?3H O (1 mmol) and NaNCS (1 mmol) The experimental procedures and instruments used for3 2 2

followed by addition of L(1)-ascorbic acid. To the precipi- different physical measurements are as described previous-
Itated Cu NCS a concentrated solution of NaNCS was ly [6].

added until complete dissolution, followed by the addition
of DPKox (2 mmol) dissolved in EtOH. The final clear 2.3. X-ray crystal structure analyses
mixture was allowed to stand over ca. two weeks to yield
good quality crystals of the complex. Yield, ca. 25%. IR A modified STOE four circle diffractometer was used

21(KBr pellet, cm ); 3060 s, 2700 vs, 2090 vs, y(C–N); for single crystal X-ray measurements. Orientation matrix
1630 wm, 1594 s, 1564 wm, 1464 s, 1427 m, 1340 m, and lattice parameters were obtained by least-squares
1282 w, 1202 m, 1156 wm, 1057 ms, 1017 m, 976 m, 956 refinement of the diffraction data from 39 reflections in the
wm, 893 wm, 859 m, 784 ms, 758 ms, 742 m, 688 m, 662 u range 7.9–18.18 (compound 1) and 61 reflections in the u

w, 631 w, 497 m, 421 wm. range 3.8–13.58 (compound 2). Data were collected at
298(2) K using graphite crystal-monochromatized Mo Ka

˚2.1.3. [Cu(DPKox)Br]?H O complex radiation (l50.71069 A) and the v-scan technique. The2

This complex was prepared according to the procedure intensities were corrected for Lorentz-polarisation effects
given under complex (2) except that NaBr was used and for absorption. Crystallographic data and processing
instead of NaNCS. The final solution mixture was allowed parameters are given in Table 2.
to stand over several weeks to deposit aggregation of small The structures were solved by direct methods and
crystals of the complex. Yield, ca. 18%. IR (KBr pellet, subsequent Fourier analyses. Anisotropic displacement

Table 1
Analytical and electronic spectral data

aComplex Color Analysis: (%) Found/(Calcd.) MLCT
l (nm)maxC H N Cu X

Cu(DPKox)Cl?H O red brown 41.3 3.4 13.6 19.7 11.1 417 br, 5502

crystals (41.7) (3.5) (13.3) (20.1) (11.2)
Cu(DPKox)Br?H O red brown 36.8 3.3 11.3 17.9 22.7 419 br, 5502

crystals (36.6) (3.1) (11.6) (17.6) (22.2)
Cu(DPKox)I dark red 33.8 2.4 11.0 16.0 32.3 435 br, 580 br

crystals (33.9) (2.3) (10.8) (16.3) (32.6)
Cu(DPKox)(NCS) dark red 45.2 2.7 17.7 20.0 9.6(S) 450, 550, 600

crystals (44.9) (2.8) (17.5) (19.8) (10.0)
a Solid samples mulled in Nujol.
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Table 2 3. Results and discussion
Crystallographic data and processing parameters

ICompound 1 2 The reaction between Cu X salts dissolved in excess
aqueous NaX or KX and DPKox dissolved in EtOHEmpirical formula C H ClCuN O C H CuN OS11 11 3 2 12 9 4

Formula mass 316.22 320.83 afforded the copper(I) complexes given in Table 1. As can
Color red red be seen from the stoichiometries of the present complexes,
System, space group Triclinic, P–1 Orthorhombic, Pna21 and from the structures of the chloride and thiocyante˚a (A) 8.169(2) 10.092(2)

complexes (see later), DPKox forms with copper(I), com-˚b (A) 9.217(3) 18.555(5)
plexes in which it acts as a bi-, or tri-dentate and no˚c (A) 9.891(4) 7.153(2)

a (8) 69.19(3) 90 oxidative cyclization occurs as in case of 2-Bzpy [4,5].
b (8) 88.85(3) 90 The present colored, diamagnetic compounds are suffi-
g (8) 65.01(3) 90 ciently stable in air when well dried. They are insoluble in3˚V (A ) 623.5(4) 1339.4(6)

many common polar or non-polar solvents but soluble inZ 2 4
21 DMF and DMSO giving rise to non-conducting solutions.m(Mo K ) (mm ) 1.962 1.782a

Normal. transmission factors 1.000–0.546 1.000–0.587 The solubility of these complexes, however, in deuterated
23D /D (mg m ) 1.684/1.67(3) 1.591/1.58(3)calc obs DMF or DMSO is not sufficient for NMR measurements.

Approx. crystal size (mm) 0.2730.1630.08 0.2830.1730.10 All the isolated complexes display no visible emission
u range of data collection (8) 2.78–26.04 2.98–24.99

spectra in the solid state or in solutions at room tempera-Reflections collected 2706 2802
ture, despite the fact that many copper(I) complexes ofIndepend. refl. /R 2192/0.0246 2357/0.0242int

Parameters 174 176 pyridine, pyridine derivatives, quinoline, morpholine and
2Goodness-of-Fit on F 1.097 1.082 ammonia display room-temperature emission due to

R1/wR2 0.0370/0.0939 0.0372/0.0910 MLCT excitation [9–15]. The non-emitting character ofaWeighting factors: a /b 0.0533/0.2455 0.0560/0.0000
these complexes may be effected by the oxime groupAbsolute structure parameter 20.03(2)

3 which alter the energy levels of the aromatic rings to make˚Largest peak/hole (e /A ) 0.422/ 20.462 0.337/ 20.265
the excitation of greater energy or to make other, radiation-a 21 2 2 2 2 2w 5 [s (F ) 1 (aP) 1 bP] and P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3.o o c less decay mechanisms more efficient. A similar situation
has been reported for copper(I) complexes derived from
quinaldic acid esters, which display no visible emission

parameters were applied to non-hydrogen atoms in full- when excited in the UV region [16].
2matrix least-squares refinements based on F . The hydro-

gen atoms were assigned with isotropic displacement 3.1. Electronic spectra
factors and included in the final refinement cycle by use of
geometrical restraints. Analytical expressions of neutral- The electronic spectra (Table 1) of the solid complexes
atom scattering factors were employed, and anomalous mulled in Nujol display at least two strong absorption

Idispersion were incorporated. The program DIFABS [7] bands in the region 400–600 nm, attributed to Cu →LCT
and SHELXTL/PC program package [8] were used for transitions. The spectrum of the chloride resembles that of
computations. Selected bond distances and bond angles are the bromide whereas the iodide and thiocyanate complexes
given in Tables 3 and 4. show identical spectra. This may reflect the similarities in

Table 3
a˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for (1)

Cu(1) . . . Cu(1a) 4.826(1) Cu(1)–N(3a) 2.033(3)
Cu(1)–N(2) 2.063(3) Cu(1)–N(1) 2.075(3)
Cu(1)–Cl(1) 2.2766(13) N(2)–O(1) 1.377(4)
C(7)–N(3) 1.341(4) O(1) . . . O(2) 2.605(4)
O(2) . . . Cl(1) 3.170(4) O(2) . . . Cl(1b) 3.160(4)
H(5) . . . O(2) 1.75(2) H(6) . . . Cl(1) 2.32(2)
H(7) . . . Cl(1b) 2.33(3)

N(3a)–Cu(1)–N(2) 124.62(12) N(3a)–Cu(1)–N(1) 104.44(11)
N(2)–Cu(1)–N(1) 78.45(11) N(3a)–Cu(1)–Cl(1) 107.18(9)
N(2)–Cu(1)–Cl(1) 115.00(9) N(1)–Cu(1)–Cl(1) 125.92(8)
C(6)–N(2)–O(1) 113.4(3) O(1) . . . O(2) . . . Cl(1) 94.59(11)
Cl(1) . . . O(2) . . . Cl(1b) 97.39(10) N(2)–O(1)–H(5) 103(3)
O(1)–H(5) . . . O(2) 172(5) O(2)–H(6) . . . Cl(1) 163(5)
O(2)–H(7) . . . Cl(1b) 160(4)

a Symmetry codes: (a) 2 x 1 1, 2 y 1 2, 2 z; (b) 2 x 1 1, 2 y 1 2, 2 z 1 1.
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Table 4
a˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for (2)

Cu(1) . . . Cu(1a) 5.845(1) Cu(1)–N(4a) 1.917(4)
Cu(1)–N(1) 2.072(4) Cu(1)–N(2) 2.130(4)
Cu(1)–S(1) 2.332(2) S(1)–C(12) 1.650(4)
C(12)–N(4) 1.150(6) C(6)–N(2) 1.283(5)
N(2)–O(1) 1.377(4) N(1) . . . N(2) 2.616(5)
O(1) . . . N(3c) 2.684(5) H(5) . . . N(3c) 1.836(12)

N(4a)–Cu(1)–N(1) 122.6(2) N(4a)–Cu(1)–N(2) 127.4(2)
N(1)–Cu(1)–N(2) 76.97(14) N(4a)–Cu(1)–S(1) 113.40(14)
N(1)–Cu(1)–S(1) 110.50(12) N(2)–Cu(1)–S(1) 99.80(11)
C(12)–S(1)–Cu(1) 105.3(2) N(4)–C(12)–S(1) 177.9(5)
C(12)–N(4)–Cu(1b) 167.8(4) C(6)–N(2)–O(1) 114.0(3)
N(2)–O(1)–H(5) 109(3) O(1)–H(5) . . . N(3c) 174(5)

a Symmetry codes: (a) 2 x, 2 y, z 1 1/2; (b) 2 x, 2 y, z 2 1/2; (c) x 2 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, z.

the structures of each pair of complexes. The positions of which are due to the pyridyl rings do not show systematic
the MLCT bands in the later complexes, however, ex- shifts to higher or lower frequencies when the spectra of
perience a substantial shift to lower energies (¯30 nm) the iodide and thiocyanate are compared with those of the
when compared with the former complexes. This may be chloride and bromide complexes. The largest shifts to
due to the participation of the oxime nitrogen atom in higher frequencies, however, are observed for the 1013,

21bonding formation, which may alter the energy levels and 999, 744 and 623 cm .
increases the HOMO–LUMO gap in case of the chloride The spectrum of the thiocyanato complex, 2, exhibits a

21and bromide complexes. very strong band at 2098 cm due to n (CN), whereasas

These spectra are, however, similar to those reported for the n (CS) could not be located due to the absorptions
21copper(I) complexes of pyrazine [17], as well as for bands of the ligand in the range of 1350–1270 cm . The

bis(arylazooximates) of copper(I) [18,19] and bis(2- position of the former band is not consistent with the
phenylazo)pyridine) copper(I) complex [20], except that m-N,S thiocyanate bridges which are expected to show two

21the two bands appear around 700–780 nm and 550–580 bands above and below 2100 cm [21–23]. However, the
nm in the latter two cases. If the two MLCT bands in these appearance of such a single band is not uncommon in
spectra are the t —p* (550–580 nm) and e—p* (317–450 metal complexes containing this type of the thiocyanate2

nm) (assuming a tetrahedral molecular environment), the bridges [24–26].
energy gap between them lies in the range 6800–4000

21cm . This difference is much greater than those observed 3.3. Structures
in the cases of the above arylazo oximato or phenylazo
pyridine copper(I) complexes. Nevertheless, detailed mo- Structure determination has shown complex 1 is
lecular orbital calculations should be carried out in order to [Cu(DPKox)Cl] ?2H O, as seen from Fig. 1, which illus-2 2

obtain a best understanding of the above effects. trates its principal structural features and atom numbering
scheme; selected bond distances and bond angles are listed

3.2. IR spectra

The IR spectra of the chloride and bromide complexes
show very strong and broad band centered around 3400

21cm , due to hydrogen bonded lattice water molecules.
This band is absent from the spectra of both iodide and
thiocyanate complexes. The spectrum of DPKox shows
three very strong and broad bands at 3166, 3073 and 2810

21cm due to the hydrogen bonded oxime OH group. The
former band remains at almost the same position and the
intensities of the other two are substantially reduced in the

21iodide and thiocyanate complexes, whereas the 3166 cm
disappears and medium bands appear around 3071 and

212800 cm in the chloride and bromide complexes. These
differences are due to the coordination and non-coordina-
tion of the oxime group in the former and later complexes, Fig. 1. Molecular structure and atom labeling scheme of dimeric

21respectively. In the region 1600–400 cm , the vibrations [Cu(DPKox)Cl] ?2H O (1). Broken lines indicate hydrogen bonds.2 2
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in Table 3. Dimeric molecules of 1, which has crys-
tallographically imposed –1 symmetry, contain terminal
chloride and tridentate DPKox ligands. Both copper atoms
in the dimeric unit have a coordination number 54. Each
pyridine function coordinates to separate Cu(I) atom
forming a bridge between two metals as can be seen from
Fig. 1. The remaining two coordination sites on each Cu(I)
are occupied by a Cl atom and the nitrogen donor of the
Schiff base function. The geometry around the metal
centers can be described as distorted tetrahedra with a

˚separation between metal centers of 4.826(1) A. Thus each
DPKox behaves as a chelating bridging N,N9,N0-tridentate

˚neutral ligand [Cu–N (average)52.057 A]. The Cu–Cl
˚distance of 2.2766(13) A is shorter than terminal Cu–Cl

˚bond length of 2.458(2) A found in the structure of
[Cu(3-Mepy) Cl] [27]. The significantly longer Cu–Cl3

distance in the later complex may be attributed to the
3-Mepy ligand being a weaker p acceptor than DPKox and
hence having a greater effective contribution to the charge
density on the copper. The acute angle formed by planes of
the six-membered pyridyl-rings of DPKox ligand is

Fig. 3. Perspective view with atom labeling scheme of polymeric73.40(10)8 and the oxime group (i.e. C(6)–N(2)5O(1)) is
[Cu(DPKox)(NCS)] (2). The copper(I) tetrahedra are connected bynpractically coplanar to the pyridyl-ring of N(1) [N(2), O(1) m(N,S)-bridging thiocyanato ligands to form chains of polyhedra oriented

˚deviates less than 0.05(1) A from ring plane; Cu(1): along the c-axis of the unit cell.
˚0.244(5) A]. The bite distance N(1) . . . N(2) is 2.617(4)

Å.
The present structure is consolidated by different types bond angles are given in Table 3. The structure of 1 is

of hydrogen bonds; a hydrogen bond of the type O– similar to that found in [Ag(DPKox)(NO )] except that3 2

H . . . O between the oxime group [O(1)] and O(2) of the an O atom from a nitrate group occupies the fourth
lattice water molecule, and two hydrogen bonds of the type coordination site of the Ag(I) atom [5].
O–H . . . Cl between the water molecule and Cl(1) and The principal structural features of complex 2 are given
Cl(1b) (Figs. 1 and 2). The hydrogen bond lengths and in Fig. 3; selected bond distances and bond angles are

Fig. 2. Packing view of [Cu(DPKox)Cl] ?2H O (1): Hydrogen bonds (indicated by broken lines) connect the dimeric units along the c-axis of the unit cell.2 2
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Fig. 4. Cell plot of polymeric [Cu(DPKox)(NCS)] (2). Chains of polyhedra (oriented along c-axis) are linked by O(1)–H(5) . . . N(3c) type hydrogenn

bonds along the a-axis of the unit cell.

listed in Table 4. In this structure the distorted tetrahedrally CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers
coordinated copper center, Cu(1), is surrounded by S(1) CCDC-118540 and CCDC-118541 for 1 and 2, respective-
and N(4a) from different thiocyanato ligands. The Cu–S ly.

˚and Cu–N distances of 2.332(2) and 1.917(4) A, respec-
tively, fall well within the range of those previously
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Abstract

The local structures of lanthanoid(III) chloranilate complexes of Pr(III), Nd(III), Tb(III) and Er(III) have been studied by EXAFS
(extended X-ray absorption fine structure). Hydrated structures of the lanthanoid(III) ions in these complexes have been investigated with
respect to their coordination numbers and interatomic distances. Six or four water molecules coordinate to the lanthanoid(III) ion of
Pr(III) or Nd(III), respectively, just after preparation of the complexes. The temperature dependence of the first coordinated structures has
been studied in order to reveal the behavior of the coordinated water molecules in dehydration process. The coordination number around
the central lanthanoid(III) ion decreases stepwise as temperature increases, depending on the type of central lanthanoid(III) ion present.
The interatomic distance between the central lanthanoid(III) ion and oxygen atoms in the first shell decreases, accompanying the decrease
of the coordination numbers. A parameter representing proportion shows the reduction of interatomic distance as one coordinated water
molecule removes from the central ion, depending on the type of lanthanoid(III) ions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: EXAFS; Lanthanoid(III) chloranilate; Dehydration process

1. Introduction

It is well known that a good knowledge of the structure
of complexes is needed to allow a thorough interpretation
of the various physical and chemical properties, e.g.
magnetic property, of polynuclear complexes. However,
frequently these compounds are prepared as polycrystalline
powders. EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine struc-
ture) is a powerful technique for structural study of such a
polycrystalline powder and even for liquid state samples.
The X-ray powder diffraction method is another useful
technique to study the structures of metal complexes,
however the interpretation of diffraction patterns was
difficult in the present case. On the other hand, it is easy to
obtain structural information about such complex systems,
at least for the nearest neighbor shell, from EXAFS.

The chloranilate ligand has a molecular structure as
represented schematically in Fig. 1. It is easily understood
that the chloranilate ligand can connect two metal ions and
these complexes have a chain-like or network structure,
which is interesting from the viewpoint of structural

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 181-172-39-3551; fax: 181-172-39-
3551/3451. Fig. 1. The schematic molecular structure of chloranilate ligand and

E-mail address: takaf@cc.hirosaki-u.ac.jp (T. Miyanaga) Ln(III).
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chemistry. These complexes are also prepared as poly- were prepared from aqueous solutions of the chloranilic
crystalline compounds. Verdaguer et al. [1] have studied acid and the lanthanoid(III) trichloride hydrates in the
the local structure of copper chloranilate complex, molar ratio 3:1. The solution was kept hot for about 1 h.
Cu(C O Cl ), by EXAFS. They reported that the complex The precipitates were filtered, washed with hot water to6 4 2

does not have a two-dimensional structure but a one- remove unreacted chloranilic acid completely, and dried
dimensional ribbon like structure. under vacuum. All the complexes synthesized are poly-

We have studied the local structures of a series of the crystalline fine powders and are insoluble in almost all
lanthanoid(III) chloranilate and bromanilate complexes by organic solvents.
EXAFS spectroscopy [2,3], IR spectroscopy [4] and L -edge X-ray absorption spectra were obtained at BLIII

thermal analysis [5]. The existence of some coordinated or 7C of the Photon Factory in KEK (Tsukuba). A Si(111)
lattice water molecules was conformed by thermal analysis double crystal monochromator was used. The energy and
and diffuse reflectance IR spectra at various temperatures. current of the storage ring were 2.5 GeV and 250–400 mA,
To investigate the origins and behavior of these coordi- respectively. About 100 mg sample was mixed with 700
nated water molecules in the first coordination shell, mg BN powder and pressed into a uniform disk with 10
temperature dependent EXAFS studies for Nd(III) and mm diameter and 1 mm thickness. Thickness was opti-
Er(III) chloranilate complexes have been performed [6–8]. mized to give edges for an X-ray absorption spectrum of
It was reported that the coordination number of the oxygen about 1.5. The disk was held on the heating attachment and
atoms in a first shell changes stepwise as the temperature heated under nitrogen atmosphere. X-ray absorption spec-
increases, for Nd(III) and Er(III) chloranilate and bromani- tra were recorded in transmission mode using ionization
late complexes. In the present paper, we present further chamber detectors. The measurement temperatures for the
temperature dependent EXAFS data for the chloranilate X-ray absorption spectra were selected carefully from the
complexes of Pr(III) and Tb(III), and discuss the coordina- thermal analysis (the flat region of TG and DT curves) as
tion structure of the water molecules and the dehydration shown in Ref. [5]. Higher harmonics were rejected by
process more generally from the microscopic view-point. inserting the mirror or by detuning of one of the mono-
The present system under consideration is appropriate for chromator crystals.
EXAFS study because both the coordination number and The EXAFS interference function, x(k), was extracted
the interatomic distance change concurrently with tempera- from the absorption spectra and was Fourier Transformed
ture. using the program of XANADU code described elsewhere

Conventionally, dehydration processes have been [11]. In order to obtain the structural parameters of
studied by macroscopic techniques, e.g. the thermal analy- interatomic distance and the coordination number, the
sis method. Recently, the dehydration process associated EXAFS function was fitted by a non-linear least-square
with chemical reactions in a MgO catalysis has been method to the theoretical function as:
successfully studied by Yoshida et al., by using XAFS [9].

Bf(k, r) 2 2The formation process of Ag clusters in zeolite 4A by the ]]x(k) 5 exp(22r /l) exp(22s k )2krdehydration process has been studied by EXAFS [10]. It
was reported that the Ag–O distance decreases as dehydra- 2 3]F Gsin 2kr 1 f(k) 1 C k (1)3tion proceeds and the Ag cluster forms. It is important to 3
understand the dehydration process not only for the

where r is the interatomic distance between X-ray absorb-syntheses of organometallic compounds, but also the
ing and photoelectron scattering atoms, f(k, r) and f(k) areadsorption and desorption process in the molecules, the
the backscattering amplitude and phase shift functions,catalyses and the surfaces.
which are calculated by McKale et al., using a curved-
wave method [12]. l is the electron mean free path being
defined as l5k /0.5 which is a typical value for inorganic2. Experimental and data analysis 2compounds [13]. s is the mean square relative displace-
ment and C is third-order cumulant. The third-order3The chloranilic acid was prepared from
cumulant can not be neglected in the analysis of tempera-chloranil(C Cl O ) by alkaline hydrolysis, and recrystal-6 4 2 ture dependent EXAFS [14]. k is the wave number givenlized from hot water. Lanthanoid(III) trichloride
byhydrates(LnCl ?nH O, Ln5Pr, Nd, Tb, Er) were prepared3 2

]]]]from the corresponding lanthanoid(III) oxides, i.e., dissolv- 2m
]ing the oxides into dilute HCl solution completely, concen- k 5 (E 2 E ). (2)0œ "

trating the solution on a water bath and cooling it, the
lanthanoid(III) trichloride hydrates were separated. All The edge energy E was selected at the energy position of0

lanthanoid(III) trichloride hydrates were recrystallized the half edge jump in the absorption spectra and the energy
from 2N-HCL solution. The lanthanoid(III) chloranilate shift DE was corrected using Ln(thd) complexes as the0 3

2complexes (Ln (C O Cl ) ?nH O, Ln5Pr, Nd, Tb, Er) standard sample [15]. B5S N, where N is the coordination2 6 4 2 3 2 0
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2number and S is the reduction factor due to many body0

effect, was also determined from the standard sample of
Ln(thd) [16]. Fourier filtering was performed for the first3

main peak. The k-range for the curve-fitting method was
21˚around 4–10 A , in which k-range, the McKale’s param-

eters are satisfactory. The r-range for filtering, to remove
the contribution from second nearest Ln–C distance, is

˚about 1.0 A around the top of the first peak.
The index of fit is a residual, f, calculated by
]]]]]

6 2O k (x 2 x )cal
]]]]]f 5 (3)

6 2O k xœ
where x is the EXAFS signal and the summation is taken
over all the data points in the k-range used for fitting. In
the present study, f values are approximately 5–10%.

IR diffused reflectance spectra of the lanthanoid(III) Fig. 3. Fourier transforms of EXAFS spectra for Tb (C O Cl ) ?nH O2 6 4 2 3 2

chloranilates were measured at various temperatures using at 258C (solid line), 1208C (dashed line) and 2008C (dot-dashed line).
a Bio–Rad fourier transform spectrometer FT–IR T30.

should be considered for the analysis of higher shell peaks.
However, in the present study, our discussions focus on the

3. Results and discussions analysis of the first coordination shell, so the multiple
scattering can be neglected. McKale’s parameters are

2The k -weighted EXAFS x(k) spectra of Tb(III) suitable for the analysis of the first shell EXAFS. We found
chloranilate complexes at three different temperatures are that the peak shifts decrease and the intensities become
given in Fig. 2 as an example. These spectra demonstrate smaller as temperature increases. Structural parameters
the quality of the data. The corresponding Fourier trans- such as the interatomic distances and the coordination

21˚forms for the k-range from 3 to 12 A in which numbers for the first peak (Ln–O) can be determined by
backscattering amplitude and phase shift were corrected the curve-fitting method described in the previous section.
using the approach of McKale et al. [12] are shown in Fig. Fig. 4 shows the curve-fitting result for Nd (C O Cl ) ?2 6 4 2 3

˚3. The first peak around 2.5 A corresponds to Tb–O in first nH O at 1408C as an example. The indices of fitting f are2
˚coordinated shell and the second one around 3.2 A 5–10% for various lanthanoid(III) complexes. The struc-

corresponds to Tb–C. Clearly multiple scattering effect tural parameters are summarized in Table 1. The large
values of s may come from the large static disorder or
variation of r in the first shell, however multi-shell fittings
could not give reasonable results. We found generally that
the s values monotonically increase with temperature.

2Fig. 2. k x(k) EXAFS spectra for Tb (C O Cl ) ?nH O at (a) 258C, (b) Fig. 4. The curve-fitting result for Nd (C O Cl ) ?nH O at 1408C. Solid2 6 4 2 3 2 2 6 4 2 3 2

1208C and (c) 2008C. line represents the experimental data and dashed line is theoretical curve.
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Table 1
The structural parameters determined from the curve-fitting method of
EXAFS for Ln (C O Cl )?nH O2 6 4 2 2

˚ ˚Ln(III) Temp. / 8C r /A s /A N
60.001 60.005 60.8

Pr(III) 25 2.594 0.098 11.7
145 2.587 0.105 9.1
200 2.570 0.113 6.1

Nd(III) 25 2.499 0.090 10.2
110 2.480 0.105 8.0
140 2.476 0.108 7.1
200 2.462 0.125 6.3

Tb(III) 25 2.439 0.080 7.7
120 2.420 0.088 6.7
200 2.400 0.097 5.8 Fig. 6. The variation of Coordination number, N, with temperature for

Ln (C O Cl ) ?nH O. Ln5Pr (open circle), Nd (solid circle), Tb (solid2 6 4 2 3 2
Er(III) 25 2.340 0.084 7.2 triangle) and Er (open triangle).

107 2.293 0.084 6.2
150 2.288 0.095 5.4
220 2.283 0.112 5.2

chloranilate complexes. The coordination numbers for
Tb(III) (Er(III)) complexes decrease 7.7 (7.2), 6.7 (6.3),

This indicates that in the present fitting method values of N 5.7 (5.2) stepwise as temperature increases. This result
and s can be successfully obtained. Temperature depen- indicates that complexes of Tb(III) and Er(III) include

2dences of S and C can be negligible. approximately two extra coordinated water molecules after0 3

Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of the XANES preparation and the water molecules are removed com-
(X-ray absorption near edge structure) for Nd (C O Cl ) ? pletely after heating at 2008C. This means that the net2 6 4 2 3

nH O complexes as an example. Although XANES is only number of coordination oxygen atoms belonging to the2

slightly temperature dependant, we can observe the change chloranilate ligand is six, i.e. three chloranilate ligands are
of the intensity of the white line A and the shoulder coordinated to the central lanthanoid(III) ion. This sug-
structure B. These results suggest that some structural gests that the Ln (C O Cl ) ?nH O complexes have a2 6 4 2 3 2

changes occur with temperature increase. three-dimensional network structure as shown in Fig. 1,
Fig. 6 shows the change of coordination number of the although Cu(C O Cl )?nH O has a one-dimensional rib-6 4 2 2

central lanthanoid(III) ion with temperature for the bon like structure in which two chloranilate ligands are
coordinated to Cu atom [1]. On the other hand, for
complexes of lanthanoids with the larger ionic radii, such
as Pr(III) and Nd(III) complexes, the coordination num-
bers are 11.7 and 10.2, respectively, which are much larger
than those of Tb(III) and Er(III) at room temperature.
After heating the sample, the coordination number was
reduced to six, similar to that of Tb(III) and Er(III). It is
noted that there are about six and four extra water
molecules, respectively, around Pr(III) and Nd(III) ions
just after the preparation. It has been reported that the
coordination numbers and the atomic distances for re-
cooled samples are similar to the values obtained after
heating at 2008C [6,7].

Hydrated structures of lanthanoid(III) ions in aqueous
solution have been studied by Yamaguchi et al., using
EXAFS [16]. It was reported that the average number of
coordinating oxygen atoms in the first shell are 9.5 for
Nd(III), 8.0 for Tb(III) and 7.5 for Er(III). The relation of
coordination number to the ionic radius of lanthanoid(III)
ions in aqueous solutions is similar to that for chloranilate
complexes at room temperature. The interatomic distances
between the central lanthanoid(III) ion and coordinatedFig. 5. Temperature dependence of XANES for Nd (C O Cl ) ?nH O2 6 4 2 3 2

complexes. (a) r.t., (b) 1058C, (c) 1408C, (d) 1958C. oxygen atoms in the chloranilate complexes are also shown
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anoid(III) chloranilates at room temperature (or just after
preparation) is similar to the hydrated structures of lanth-
anoid(III) ions in the aqueous solutions.

The interatomic distances between the central lanth-
anoid(III) ion and coordinated oxygen atoms for corre-
sponding temperatures are shown in Fig. 7. As temperature
increases, the interatomic distances decrease, i.e., the
distance between central lanthanoid(III) ion and oxygen
atoms in the ligand becomes shorter as coordinated water
molecules are removed. An interpretation is that the local
volume around the lanthanoid(III) ions becomes com-
pressed as coordinated water molecules are removed. The
linear relationships between the change in the interatomic
distances, Dr, and that of the coordination numbers, DN,
with temperature for these lanthanoid(III) complexes are
plotted in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Variation of interatomic distance, r, with the temperature for Here we introduce the constant parameter, R 5 Dr /DN,
Ln (C O Cl ) ?nH O. Ln5Pr (open circle), Nd (solid circle), Tb (solid2 6 4 2 3 2 that indicates the variation of atomic distance as one
triangle) and Er (open triangle).

coordinated water molecule is removed. In Fig. 9, the R
values determined by linear fittings from Fig. 8, are plotted

in Table 1. It has also been reported that the interatomic against the ionic radius (r ) of the central lanthanoid(III)ion
˚distances for aqueous solutions of Nd–O is 2.51 A, that of ion [17]. It is interesting that the R value depends on the

˚ ˚Tb–O is 2.39 A and that of Er–O is 2.34 A [16]. These type of central lanthanoid(III) ion and has a good correla-
values are quite close to the results observed for lanth- tion with r : the larger R value, the smaller r . Fromion ion

anoid(III) chloranilate complexes at room temperature these qualitative observations of the relationship between
(Table 1). We conclude that the local structure of lanth- the R and r , we may derive the relationion

Fig. 8. The relation between r and N for Ln (C O Cl ) ?nH O. (a) Ln5Pr(III), (b) Nd(III), (c) Tb(III) and (d) Er(III).2 6 4 2 3 2
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Fig. 9. Variation of the parameter R( 5 Dr /DN) with r for variousion

Ln (C O Cl ) ?nH O.2 6 4 2 3 2

R 5 (Dr /DN) ~ 1/(r 2 r ) (4)ion 0

where r is the characteristic ionic radius. Taking r as0 ion

Fig. 10. IR diffused reflectance spectra of Tb (C O Cl ) ?nH O atthe variable, Eq. (4) can be integrated as 2 6 4 2 3 2

various temperatures; (a) 258C, (b) 1108C, (c) 1408C, (d) 2008C.

E (r 2 r ) dr 5 c E dN (c is constant) (5)ion 0 ion
of EXAFS spectra in which the Ln–O distance became
shorter as the temperature increases.and finally we obtained the simple relation

2N ~ r (6)
4. Conclusion

at large value of r. The result represented by Eq. (6) is
expected, i.e. the coordination number is proportional to The temperature dependence of the local structures of
the surface area of the central lanthanoid(III) ion sphere. lanthanoid(III) chloranilates using EXAFS and IR spec-
From the present experimental data r is optimized to be0 troscopy has been discussed. The local structures of

˚1.01 A, which can be considered as the minimum value of lanthanoid(III) chloranilates are similar to the hydrated
r for the coordination of water molecule to the lanth- structures of lanthanoid(III) ions in aqueous solution. The
anoid(III) ion (or, at which only six oxygen atoms of the present EXAFS results indicate that a large number of
chloranilate ligand are coordinated). water molecules, about six and four, coordinate in the first

Observations of the structural changes of the lanth- shell to the central lanthanoid(III) ions for Pr(III) and
anoid(III) complexes are supported by IR spectroscopy. Nd(III), respectively. There is a linear relation between the
Fig. 10 shows the diffuse reflectance spectra of change of interatomic distance, Dr, and that of the coordi-
Tb (C O Cl ) ?nH O, as an example, in the region from2 6 4 2 3 2 nation number, DN, during the dehydration process. There

21 21400 cm to 1100 cm at different temperatures which is a good correlation of the parameter R 5 Dr /DN with
were determined from TG curves [5]. These spectra are ionic radius of the lanthanoid(III) ion. The coordination
characterized by the of following three points: (1) There is number is proportional to the surface area of the central

21 21a broad band from 400 cm to 900 cm due to lattice or lanthanoid(III) ion in the present prepared lanthanoid(III)
coordinated water molecules in the complexes. (2) This complexes.
broad band disappears when temperature increases. (3) The results from the techniques of EXAFS and IR

21The band at 450 cm which is assigned to the Tb–O spectroscopy are consistent.
stretching vibration shifts to the higher wavenumbers with
the increase of temperature i.e., 443.8, 444.9, 445.0 and

21447.3 cm for (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively, as shown
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Abstract

A series of new addition compounds of bis(2-hydroxyaryloximato) nickel(II), [Ni(ox) ], with an a-diimine (enR), under the general2

formula [Ni(ox) enR], were synthesized and characterized. The IR and electronic excitation spectra indicate that the bidentate2

coordination mode of the ligands consists with the chromophore NiN O . The octahedral environment around nickel(II) was confirmed by4 2

an X-ray structure analysis of [1,10-phenanthroline-bis(2-hydroxy-benzaldoximato)nickel(II)], [Ni(saox) phen]?H O. The equatorial2 2

plane, which encompasses the nickel atom, is formed by four nitrogen atoms, two coming from the phenanthroline molecule and two from
the two molecules of the 2-hydroxybenzaldoxime (salicylaldoxime). In the apical positions lie the two deprotonated phenolic oxygen
atoms of the two salicylaldoxime ligands. The thermal stability and decomposition mode were studied in nitrogen using the technique of
thermogravimetry (TG/DTG). Mass spectrometry was also used, and possible fragmentation patterns are given and discussed.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Nickel(II) complexes; 2-Hydroxyaryloximes; a-Diimines; Crystal structure; Spectroscopy; Thermal behaviour

1. Introduction coordination numbers exceeding four when forming bonds
with nitrogen or oxygen donor atoms. While this tendency

The analytical and biological importance of 2-hydroxy- is strong in the case of the ligands bipy and phen, leading
oximes and their chelates with some ions of 3d transition to the formation of cationic octahedral complexes [8–10],
metals are well known [1–4], as well as the chelates with with the 2-hydroxyaryloxime (ox) ligands, nickel(II) forms
bidentate heterocyclic nitrogenous bases such as a- neutral complexes, [Ni(ox) ], of square–planar geometry2

diimines [5]. Research interest for the latter compounds is [3,11–13].
enhanced in the case of the ligands 2,29-bipyridyl (bipy) The Lewis acidity of the [Ni(ox) ] chelates renders them2

and 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) after the discovery of their susceptible to nucleophilic attack and addition compounds
photoredox and catalytic properties [6,7]. Because of the can be obtained. While unidentate ligands, such as
less-flexible nature of a-diimines, the steric effects are pyridine, may impose tetragonal distortion by occupying
usually severe, resulting in different coordination numbers trans positions [Ni(ox) (py) ] [14], structural requirements2 2

and unusual geometries for the metal ions. These effects of bidentate Lewis bases, such as a-diimines, dictate
usually affect the spectroscopic and other significant occupancy of cis positions. It has not been reported,
properties of the coordination compounds. however, in the literature any nickel(II) compound with

Spectroscopic and structural studies of nickel(II) che- mixed-ligands a-diimine and 2-hydroxyaryloxime, al-
lates revealed the tendency of this metal ion to achieve though there are mentioned complexes of nickel(II) and

zinc(II) with phenanthroline and 1-(2-pyridylazo)-2-naph-
thol5(PAN), a compound that coordinates similarly with

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 130-31-997-844; fax: 130-31-997-844.
salicylaldoxime, under the formula [M(phen)(PAN)] [15].E-mail address: lalia@chem.auth.gr (M. Lalia-Kantouri)

1 Recently, mixed-ligand complexes of nickel, cobalt andPermanent address: Department of Chemistry, University of Chittagong,
Chittagong, Bangladesh. copper with bipyridine or phenanthroline and the amino

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00253-3
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by physico–chemical methods and spectroscopic (IR,
electronic, MS) studies. Their structures were verified by
X-ray diffraction analysis of a representative complex, the
hydrated compound [phenanthroline-bis(2-hydroxyben-
zaldoximato) nickel(II)], [Ni(saox) phen]?H O, while their2 2

thermal stability was investigated in nitrogen atmosphere
by thermogravimetric studies. The compounds prepared,
their elemental analyses and some physico–chemical data
are listed in Table 1.

2. ExperimentalFig. 1. Structural formulas of the 2-hydroxyaryloximes.

acid L-phenylalanine (donor atoms O, N), as well as the 2.1. Synthesis and physical methods
X-ray study of the complex [Cu(phen)(H O)(amino2

acid)]ClO [16] have been reported. It is also worthwhile The synthesis of 2-hydroxyaryloximes (ox) was4

to mention the formation and structural characterization of achieved employing literature methods [18,19]. Fig. 1
a copper(II) addition compound with bipyridine and a illustrates the oximes used in this work, which are: 2-
tridentate Schiff base, derived from the condensation of hydroxybenzaldoxime or salicylaldoxime (Hsaox); 2-hy-
2-hydroxypropiophenone-salicylhydrazide (donor atoms N, droxyphenyl, 1-ethanoneoxime or 2-hydroxy-
O and O9), [Cu(bipy)(Schiff base)] [17]. acetophenoneoxime (Hapox); 2-hydroxyphenyl, 1-prop-

For a better understanding of the bonds and structure of anoneoxime or 2-hydroxypropiophenoneoxime (Hppox);
mixed-ligand compounds with 2-hydroxyoximes and a- 2-hydroxy-5-methyl-phenyl, 1-ethanoneoxime or 2-hy-
diimines, we here report the synthesis of a series of new droxyacetophenoneoxime (Hmpox); 2-hydroxyphenyl, 1-
nickel(II) addition compounds with a-diimines (enR), such benzophenoneoxime or 2-hydroxybenzophenoneoxime
as bipyridine or phenanthroline and 2-hydroxyaryloximes (Hbpox); and 2-hydroxyphenyl-4-methoxy, 1-ben-
(ox), such as 2-hydroxybenzaldoxime (salicylaldoxime, zophenoneoxime or 2-hydroxy-4-methoxy-ben-
Hsaox) and its derivatives (Fig. 1). The resultant octahed- zophenoneoxime (Hopox).
ral nickel(II) compounds [Ni(ox) enR], were characterized The a-diimines (enR), 2,29-bipyridine (bipy) and 1,10-2

Table 1
Elemental analyses and physico–chemical data of the addition compounds [Ni(ox) enR]2

a
a /a Compound Colour Yield M.P. (8C) C% H% N% m (m )eff B

1 [Ni(saox) bipy]?H O Yellowish 62 227–229 56.58 4.52 10.81 3.082 2
b(57.03) (4.39) (11.13)

2 [Ni(saox) phen]?H O Brownish–yellow 67 222–224 58.72 4.25 10.25 3.142 2

(58.98) (4.18) (10.62)
3 [Ni(apox) bipy] Brownish–yellow 65 .300 58.24 5.03 10.24 3.062

(58.54) (4.91) (10.54)
4 [Ni(apox) phen] Brownish–yellow 61 254–256 62.10 4.19 10.29 3.112

(62.32) (4.48) (10.42)
5 [Ni(ppox) bipy]?H O Yellowish 75 197–199 60.26 4.77 9.68 3.042 2

(60.11) (5.04) (10.06)
6 [Ni(ppox) phen]?H O Brownish–yellow 65 227–229 61.45 4.67 9.41 3.082 2

(61.75) (4.84) (9.64)
7 [Ni(mpox) bipy] Yellowish 64 194–196 61.82 4.69 10.13 3.012

(62.07) (4.84) (10.38)
8 [Ni(mpox) phen] Yellowish 61 187–189 61.53 4.28 9.34 3.032

(61.75) (4.84) (9.64)
9 [Ni(bpox) bipy] Yellowish 69 231–233 67.24 4.19 8.96 3.192

(67.57) (4.41) (9.22)
10 [Ni(bpox) phen] Brownish–yellow 58 214–216 68.42 4.11 8.24 3.072

(68.75) (4.25) (8.47)
11 [Ni(opox) bipy]?H O Yellowish 63 202–204 63.38 4.45 7.53 3.022 2

(63.60) (4.77) (7.84)
12 [Ni(opox) phen]?H O Brownish–yellow 60 234–236 64.41 4.32 7.21 3.062 2

(64.78) (4.62) (7.58)
a Decomposition.
b Calculated values in parentheses.
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phenanthroline (phen) were purchased from Aldrich, while squares. Crystallographic data and other pertinent infor-
hexahydrated NiCl was procured from Fluka in extra pure mation are given in Table 2. All data were corrected for2

grade. Solvents for preparation and physical measurements Lorentz and polarization effects.
of ‘extra pure’ or ‘spectro grade’, were obtained from The nickel position was detected by direct methods
Merck and used without further purification. using the SHELXS-86 program [20], while subsequent

calculations were performed employing the CRYSTALS
program [21]. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined aniso-2.2. Synthesis of the addition compounds [Ni(ox) enR]2 tropically. In the final stages of the refinement, the
DIFABS method [22] was used for an absorption correc-A solution of 4 mmol of 2-hydroxyaryloxime and 2
tion, the reflections were reweighted and an overallmmol of a-diimine in 25 ml of warm EtOH, which became
isotropic extinction parameter introduced. Final refinementslightly basic with 1 ml aqueous 15% NaOH, was added
was continued until the sum of the shift /esd (estimateddropwise to a solution of 2 mmol of NiCl ?6H O (0.476 g)2 2 standard deviation) ratio was less than 0.01. All hydrogenin 15 ml of water. The solution turned darker after 5 h
atoms were found but only the positions of them belongingcontinuous stirring and a yellowish solid formed. The
to the methyleno and the hydroxyl groups of the oximeprecipitate was washed with ethanol and ether and dried in
were refined. The rest of the atomic hydrogens werevacuo. The newly prepared Ni(II) addition compounds are
positioned geometrically, their positions recalculated aftercrystalline powders, stable in air and insoluble in almost
each refinement cycle. The figures of the clinographicall organic solvents.
projections were produced with the CAMERON program
[23].

2.3. Physical measurements

Stoichiometric analyses (C, H, N) were performed on a
Perkin-Elmer 240B elemental analyzer. Molar conduc- 3. Results and discussion
tivities were measured in DMF solutions employing a

21WTW conductivity bridge and a calibrated dip type cell. The reaction of Ni with an a-diimine (enR) and the
Magnetic susceptibility measurements on powdered sam- anions of 2-hydroxyaryloxime (ox) leads, under proper
ples were performed at 258C employing the Faraday conditions, to the formation of yellowish crystalline prod-
method on a home-built balance calibrated against ucts. Their elemental analyses and the absence of electrical
Hg[Co(SCN) ]. Diamagnetic corrections were estimated4 conductivity in DMF solutions indicate neutral com-
from Pascal’s constants. Infrared spectra were recorded on pounds, with general formula [Ni(ox) enR], while their2a Perkin-Elmer 1600 FT-IR spectrometer with a range magnetic moments (m 5|3.1 m ; Table 1) corroborateeff B214000–200 cm calibrated against polystyrene. Electronic with octahedral coordination [24,25].
spectra in DMSO solution were measured on a Shimatzu The successful isolation of these compounds depends on
160A spectrophotometer using 10-mm Teflon stoppered the concentration of the two ligands, the stereoelectronic
quartz cells. The solid-state electronic spectra were ob- factors of the a-diimines and the oximes, the formation of
tained from Nujol mulls. Mass spectra were run at 70 eV hydrogen bonds and on the pH in which the oxime can be
on an RMU-6L Hitachi Perkin-Elmer double-focusing deprotonated (usually a slightly basic environment). How-
mass spectrometer, using probe insertion for the samples. ever, it appears that the stereochemistry of the a-diimines

The thermogravimetric curves TG/DTG were recorded outweigh the importance of concentration and constitutes
on a Perkin-Elmer model TGA 7 thermal analyzer. Sam- the determining factor for the composition of the newly
ples of |1.5 mg were heated in platinum crucibles, in prepared addition compounds, [Ni(ox) enR]. For instance,2nitrogen atmosphere, within the temperature range 40– replacement of the oxime Hsaox with the bulkier Hopox

219808C. The heating rate was 108C min . X-ray powder does not alter the preparation process significantly. On the
diffraction analyses of the final residues were made with a contrary, after the replacement of the a-diimine phen with
Phillips PW 1130/00 X-ray diffractometer, using Cu Ka 2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline (neocuproin, ncup) or
radiation. with 2,29-dipyridylamine (dpamH) the isolation of the

corresponding addition compounds [Ni(ox) ncup] and2

2.4. X-ray crystallography [Ni(ox) dpamH] is not possible.2

The coordination mode of the ligands in the addition
The X-ray data were measured on an Enraf-Nonius compounds was studied using spectroscopic methods. The

CAD4 automatic X-ray diffractometer employing graphite- X-ray diffraction study of [Ni(saox) phen]?H O provided2 2
˚filtered Mo Ka radiation (l50.71070 A). Unit cell evidence regarding the geometry around the Ni(II) ion, the

parameters and orientation matrix of the crystal configuration of the ligands and the existence of strong
[Ni(saox) phen]?H O were obtained from the setting an- hydrogen bonds formed between the 2-hydroxyoxime2 2

gles of 25 reflections (125u5158) and refined by least- ligands of the addition compounds.
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Table 2
Crystal data and experimental details for the structural study of [Ni(saox) phen]?H O2 2

Formula [C H N O Ni]?H O26 20 4 4 2

Molecular mass, M 529.19r

Crystal parameters
Crystal shape Yellowish prisms
Crystal size (mm) 0.4230.5330.47
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group C2/c
Reflections for cell measurement (8) 25 with 12#u #15

Unit-cell dimensions
˚a (A) 7.880(1)
˚b (A) 26.755(2)
˚c (A) 11.172(1)

a (8) 90
b (8) 97.96(1)
g (8) 90

3˚V (A ) 2332.8(4)c

Molecules per cell 4
23D (Mg m ) 1.829 (calculated)x

Measurement of intensity data
Instrument CAD4-F

˚Radiation, wavelength Mo Ka, l50.71069 A
Monochromator Graphite
Scan mode v /2u

21Scan speed (8 min ) 2.5 (min.); 20.1 (max.)
v range (8) 2.3–26.3
Reflections measured 2540
Independent reflections 2367
Reflections observed 1744 reflected [I $ 2s(I)]
Parameters refined 174
Indices limits 2 9 # h # 9, 0 # k # 33, 0 # l # 13
F(000) 968

Refinement
R 5 o(uF u 2 uF u) /ouF u 0.0370o c o

w 5 1/s(F )o
2 2 1 / 2R 5 [o w(uF u 2 uF u) /o w(uF u ] 0.0412w o c o

2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F

3.1. Description of the structure of [Ni(saox) phen]?H O formed by four nitrogen atoms, two coming from the2 2

phenanthroline molecule N(2), N(2a) at a distance of
˚2.093(2) A and two from the two molecules of 2-hydroxy-The unit cell comprises four nickel atoms, each in an

benzaldoxime (salicylaldoxime) N(1), N(1a) at a distanceoctahedral environment created by one phenanthroline
˚of 2.045(2) A. The four nitrogen atoms that define themolecule and two anions of the 2-hydroxybenzaldoxime

equatorial plane hN(1), N(1a), N(2), N(2a)j and expressedligand. The position parameters of [Ni(saox) phen]?H O2 2

by the equation h7.064x26.290z521.572j present a slightreveal two separate entities: The addition compound
deviation from it, smaller than the error for N(2) and[Ni(saox) phen], and the water molecule that does not2

˚N(2a), equal to 0.05(7) A, while the nickel atom liesinteract with the central metal ion.
exactly on it. The two deprotonated phenolic oxygen atomsEach molecule of [Ni(saox) phen] is generated by2

of the two salicylaldoxime ligands O(1) and O(1a) lie insymmetry from the asymmetric unit when rotated around
˚the C axis of the compound passing through the nickel the apical positions at a distance of 2.061(2) A, while the2

atom and overlying the phenanthroline C axis. O(1)–Ni–O(1a) angle is 171.2(1)8. The molecular struc-2

In each molecule of [Ni(saox) phen], the nickel atom is ture of the compound [Ni(saox) phen]?H O is depicted in2 2 2

surrounded by the six donor atoms from the ligands. The Fig. 2, and the interatomic distances and bond angles are
arrangement of the atoms in the ensuing NiN O chromo- given in Table 3.4 2

phore describes a distorted octahedral structure. The The phenanthroline ligand is planar and its plane, which
equatorial plane, which encompasses the nickel atom, is encompasses the nickel atom, is nearly parallel to the
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˚2.045 and 2.061 A, respectively), are appreciably longer
than those reported for the corresponding square–planar

2complexes [Ni(ox) ] [3,11–13]. Each of the two saox2

ligands is bonded through the oxime nitrogen atom and the
deprotonated phenolic oxygen forming a six-membered
chelate ring with the metal ion. The phenyl ring of the
oxime ligand and the coordinated oxygen atom are nearly
coplanar with slight deviations from planarity, while the
N(2) and O(2) atoms lie above and below the plane,

˚respectively, with deviations of 0.06(8) and 0.08(8) A. The
formed mean plane hequation 22.880x121.041y2

4.944z56.272j shows an almost perpendicular arrange-
ment to both the phenanthroline plane and the coordination
plane, forming with each of them dihedral angles of
86.0(7) and 96.1(7)8, respectively.

It is worth mentioning that rather strong intramolecular
hydrogen bonds are observed between the phenolic oxy-

2gen, O(1), of one saox ligand and the oximic hydrogen
2H(10a) of the second saox ligand hO(1)–O(2a)52.656(6)

˚ ˚A, O(1)–H(10a) . . . O(2a)51.75(2) A, O(1)–H(10a)–
O(2a)5116(1)8j. The existence of these hydrogen bonds

Fig. 2. CAMERON diagram and atom labelling scheme of
has a profound effect on the values observed for the[Ni(saox) phen]?H O.2 2

oximic hydroxyl group in the vibrational spectrum, as can
be seen later. Besides, the distances H(11)–O(1)51.98(2)
˚ ˚equatorial coordination plane forming a dihedral angle of A and O(1)–O(3)53.02(3) A, where H(11) and O(3) are

3.4(8)8. In the rigid nickel–diimine entity, the intraligand atoms belonging to the water molecule, suggest a weak
˚distance N(2)–N(2a) of 2.686(4) A and the bite angle of intermolecular hydrogen bonding interaction [29].

79.8(1)8 are similar to reported values of chelated poly-
cyclic diimines [10]. The Ni–N(phen) bond lengths are

˚ 3.2. Infrared spectraequidistant (2.093 A, due to symmetry reasons) and similar
to the values reported for other a-diimine complexes in

A plethora of discrete bands appears in the IR spectra ofcomparable structures [26–28].
the new addition compounds. The bands may be classifiedThe oximic coordination bond lengths of the octahedral
as those originating from the 2-hydroxyoxime, thosecompound under investigation (Ni–N(1) and Ni–O(1)5
emanating from the a-diimine, those emanating from
crystal water and those due to the bonds formed between

Table 3 nickel(II) and ligating atoms. A list of the most relevant
˚Selected interatomic distances (A) and bond angles (8) of infrared frequencies of the nickel(II) compounds is given

[Ni(saox) phen]?H O2 2 in Table 4. The origin of the bands may be deduced by
Ni(1)–O(1) 2.061(2) O(1)–Ni(1)–O(1a) 171.2(1) comparison with the spectra of the [Ni(ox) ] and2

21Ni(1)–N(1) 2.045(2) O(1)–Ni(1)–N(1) 86.96(8) Ni(enR)X or [Ni(enR) ] compounds of known struc-2 3Ni(1)–N(2) 2.093(2) O(1a)–Ni(1)–N(1) 86.94(9)
ture.O(1)–C(2) 1.329(3) N(1)–Ni(1)–N(1a) 91.6(1)

The anionic character of the 2-hydroxyoxime ligandsO(2)–N(1) 1.397(3) O(1)–Ni(1)–N(2) 90.85(8)
N(1)–C(7) 1.272(4) O(1a)–Ni(1)–N(2) 95.88(8) and their bidentate coordination mode through the nitrogen
C(1)–C(7) 1.458(4) N(1)–Ni(1)–N(2) 173.52(9) atom and the phenolic oxygen are inferred from the

N(1a)–Ni(1)–N(2) 94.33(8) positions and the shifts observed in the IR bands of the
N(2)–Ni(1)–N(2a) 79.8(1)

studied addition compounds, compared to the bands of theNi(1)–O(1)–C(2) 127.7(2)
free ligands and the bis(2-hydroxyoxime) complexes asNi(1)–N(1)–O(2) 115.3(2)

Ni(1)–N(1)–C(7) 130.7(2) described elsewhere [3,30–33].
O(2)–N(1)–C(7) 113.9(2) The band observed in some of the new nickel(II)

21Ni(1)–N(2)–C(8) 129.0(2) compounds at |3440 cm is indicative of the vibration
Ni(1)–N(2)–C(12) 112.6(2)

n(OH), which is due to the non-coordinated water mole-C(2)–C(1)–C(7) 124.1(3)
cule. Bands typical of a-diimines are abound in the IRC(6)–C(1)–C(7) 116.0(3)

O(1)–C(2)–C(1) 124.1(3) spectra of the [Ni(ox) enR] compounds. Some bands in the2
21O(1)–C(2)–C(3) 119.3(2) 1600–1400 cm region, emanating from the pyridyl ring,

N(1)–C(7)–C(1) 123.9(2) a constituent omnipresent in the enR ligands, were masked
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Table 4
21 21Vibrational frequencies (n / cm ) for selected absorption bands in the IR spectra and band maxima in the electronic excitation spectra (/mm ) of the

a[Ni(ox) enR] compounds2

N N
a /a Compound n(=N–OH) n(C–O) n(N–O) n(=C–H) n(Ni–N) Band I Band II n /n B2 1

(pyridine) n n1 2

1 [Ni(saox) bipy]?H O 2987m 1333s 993, 907 762s, 720s 583m 1.060 1.740 1.64 10252 2

2 [Ni(saox) phen]?H O 2924m 1334s 996, 908 846s, 763s 584m 1.090 1.830 1.68 13002 2

3 [Ni(apox) bipy] 2770m 1330s 1010, 945 762s, 734s 588m 1.080 1.790 1.66 11372

4 [Ni(apox) phen] 2769m 1325s 1003, 937 853s, 762s 558m 1.110 1.810 1.63 10172

5 [Ni(ppox) bipy]?H O 2870m 1319s 985, 928 759s, 735s 556m 1.060 1.750 1.66 10072 2

6 [Ni(ppox) phen]?H O 2875m 1319s 983, 928 846s, 754s 557m 1.090 1.800 1.65 11102 2

7 [Ni(mpox) bipy] 2857m 1320s 1022, 956 770s, 736s 590m 1.090 1.780 1.63 10102

8 [Ni(mpox) phen] 2859m 1325s 1030, 960 849s, 727s 592m 1.090 1.750 1.60 8872

9 [Ni(bpox) bipy] 2848m 1319s 1013, 939 768s, 752s 588m 1.090 1.830 1.68 13002

10 [Ni(bpox) phen] 2858m 1313s 1011, 938 841s, 754s 586m 1.090 1.790 1.65 10582

11 [Ni(opox) bipy]?H O 2837m 1321s 1009, 960 771s, 728s 589m 1.080 1.790 1.66 11372 2

12 [Ni(opox) phen]?H O 2834m 1340s 1013, 964 844s, 726s 590m 1.070 1.720 1.61 8832 2

a s5strong, m5medium, N5Nujol.

21by the more intense absorptions originating from the 2- (B 51084 cm ), the exceptions being those found for theo

hydroxyoxime ligands, while others were employed to compounds [Ni(saox) phen]H O and [Ni(bpox) bipy] (B52 2 2
21 8reaffirm the presence of the a-diimines in the compounds 1300 cm ). The n /n ratio for a d ion in a regular2 1

under consideration. Actually, the intense band at 750620 octahedron is 1.8. The smaller values (1.54–1.68) ob-
21cm , ascribed to the rocking vibrations of the pyridyl served for the compounds under consideration and the B

21C–H bonds, and the band at 870615 cm , attributable to values mentioned above, are indications of slight distor-
the deformation vibrations of the pyridyl C–H bonds tions of the octahedral symmetry.
disclosed the occurrence of nitrogenous bases in the In the electronic spectra of the studied compounds in

21prepared addition compounds. solution, band II is shifted (|0.2 mm ) towards lower
energy, while band I looses its intensity and becomes
broader, rendering in this way uncertain its position. Based

3.3. Electronic excitation spectra on these, we could suggest the existence of an equilibrium
between octahedral and square–planar geometry in solu-

The electronic excitation spectra of the addition com- tion, resulting in some rearrangements of the ligands
pounds were studied in the visible and the near-infrared around Ni(II).
region, in the solid state (nujol mulls) and in solution
(DMSO). All the spectra in the solid state are of the same 3.4. Mass spectra
general form and consist of three principal bands. Band I is

21 21observed at about 1.020 mm and band II at 1.640 mm In the mass spectra of the nickel addition compounds
21(Table 4), while band III at |2.65 mm suggests an under investigation, the molecular ions are not detected,

octahedral arrangement of the ligands around Ni(II) [34]. probably due to their high thermal instability in the
Accordingly, these bands could be assigned to the spin- ionization beam. The most prominent mass spectral peaks

3allowed excitations from A (F ) ground state to the are given in tabular form in Table 5, while a representative2g
3 3 3electronic levels T (F ) (n ), T (F ) (n ) and T (P) spectrum for the compound [Ni(saox) phen]?H O is given2g 1 1g 2 2g 2 2

(n ). In most cases, however, the highest energy band is in Fig. 3.3

only poorly resolved because of overlap by the most In the higher mass-number region, the detected ions
s;intense charge transfer bands. Credence to this arose from correspond to the fragments Ni(ox) , taking also into2

the comparison of the spectra of [Ni(ox) ] complexes, account the relative intensities, including the abundance2
58 60where two CT bands are observed at |2.60 and |2.70 ratio of nickel ( Ni: Ni52.59:1.00). These might be

21
mm [3,12]. Besides, the weak absorption observed as a regarded as direct fragments of the molecular ion,

21 s;shoulder, band IV, at 1.28 mm could be assigned to the [Ni(ox) enR] , resulting from the elimination of the a-2
3 1spin-forbidden transition A (F ) → E (F ). diimine molecule. Evidence for this also arises from the2g g

The ligand field parameter 10 Dq was taken to be equal existence of the free base, as can be deduced from the
to the energy of the first spin-allowed transition (10 Dq5 peaks at m /e 180 and 156, which correspond to the
ṽ ). The Racah parameter B was calculated by inserting phenanthroline and dipyridyl molecule, respectively, and1

the n and n values in simplified forms of the equation for compose the base peak of the mass spectra.1 2
8 21the d systems. The calculated values B (883–1137 cm , In the low mass-number region, the intense peaks are

Table 5) were found to be quite close to the free-ion value those corresponding to the released oxime and its daughter
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Table 5
The most relevant mass spectral peaks of the compounds [Ni(ox) enR]2

a
a /a Compound m /e (R.I.)

1 [Ni(saox) bipy]?H O 50(51), 51(74), 52(56), 58(11), 60(4), 64(26), 76(28), 77(25),2 2

78(71), 91(36), 102(18), 119(19), 137(18), 155(86), 156(100),
177(10), 178(13), 282(11), 284(7), 300(6), 302(4), 312(5), 314(4),
330(37), 332(15)

2 [Ni(saox) phen]?H O 39(30), 50(15), 51(19), 58(11), 60(7), 64(24), 76(17), 77(17),2 2

91(60), 102(13), 115(15), 119(23), 137(27), 179(40), 180(100),
282(7), 284(5), 300(7), 302(4), 312(6), 314(3), 330(20), 332(9)

3 [Ni(apox) bipy] 39(25), 40(21), 42(26), 58(19), 60(5), 63(22), 65(29), 77(37),2

78(42), 91(41), 92(19), 105(65), 119(14), 120(36), 133(24),
134(37), 135(42), 149(19), 150(14), 151(58), 155(53), 156(100),
177(42), 192(74), 193(34), 194(34), 207(7), 208(6), 306(23),
312(16), 326(16), 342(42), 344(17), 358(96), 359(71), 360(28)

4 [Ni(ppox) phen]?H O 51(60), 55(13), 58(44), 60(18), 63(78), 76(94), 77(63), 90(69),2 2

91(82), 92(54), 119(83), 120(69), 146(66), 147(35), 148(80),
149(48), 150(36), 151(46), 152(64), 153(72), 154(74), 165(82),
166(60), 179(89), 180(100), 181(87), 193(48), 201(43), 204(53),
205(54), 206(70), 220(12), 221(16), 238(32), 370(47), 372(18),
386(73), 387(48), 388(63)

5 [Ni(mpox) phen] 39(42), 41(39), 42(44), 51(46), 55(60), 56(30), 77(85), 78(59),2

91(43), 105(78), 121(80), 147(37), 149(48), 150(11), 152(16),
161(27), 165(29), 179(40), 180(100), 191(24), 204(20), 206(27),
220(7), 222(12), 386(22), 388(16)

6 [Ni(bpox) bipy] 40(28), 44(30), 50(28), 51(58), 52(30), 64(12), 77(17), 78(63),2

92(4), 101(6), 102(9), 103(11), 152(46), 155(83), 156(100),
157(39), 182(12), 195(6), 196(4), 197(3), 213(30), 252(7),
254(6), 482(12), 484(5)

7 [Ni(bpox) phen] 50(61), 51(71), 52(48), 57(10), 62(49), 63(70), 64(63), 76(61),2

77(100), 78(52), 92(54), 93(43), 103(54), 120(40), 121(60),
139(39), 151(37), 152(56), 153(56), 167(66), 179(61), 180(72),
195(71), 196(64), 210(31), 213(50), 252(7), 254(8), 268(4), 270(3),
482(15), 484(7)

8 [Ni(opox) bipy]?H O 51(92), 52(68), 63(24), 64(28), 76(41), 77(40), 78(92), 79(46),2 2

101(20), 102(26), 103(29), 104(24), 155(98), 156(100), 157(71),
227(7), 228(6), 243(30), 446(8), 448(3), 542(8), 544(3)

a R.I.5Relative intensity.

fragments following well-known pathways [35–38]. The
s;decomposition modes of the Ni(ox) ions are in agree-2

ment with those reported previously for the [Ni(ox) ]2

complexes with the same 2-hydroxyaryloxime ligands
[35,39]. A simplified picture of the main fragmentation
pathway for the studied addition compounds is presented
in Fig. 4.

3.5. Thermal behaviour

The thermal behaviour of the six nickel addition com-
pounds under investigation was studied using the simulta-
neous thermogravimetry /derivative thermogravimetry
(TG/DTG) technique, in nitrogen atmosphere over the
temperature range 40–9808C. Representative thermal
curves for [Ni(saox) bipy]?H O are given in Fig. 5 and2 2

thermoanalytical data derived from the thermal curves are
presented in Table 6.

The anhydrous studied compounds, after the elimination
of the crystal water molecule in the range 60–1108C,

Fig. 3. Mass spectrum of [Ni(saox) phen]?H O. decompose in three or four stages. Their thermal decompo-2 2
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Fig. 4. Possible fragmentation pattern of the [Ni(ox) enR] compounds.2

sition mode does not follow a definite mode, depending on Supplementary data
the oxime ligand. It was quite surprising that the decompo-
sition does not begin with the elimination of the a-diimine Supplementary data (Tables 1s–7s with crystallographic
molecule as expected and deduced from the mass spectral data of the compound [Ni(saox )phen]?H O and Figs.2 2

data. It proceeds mostly with rupture of the bonds inside 1s–2s concerning the unit cell and the excitation spectrum
the first 2-hydroxyoxime ligand, resulting in the elimina- of it, respectively) are available from the Cambridge
tion of a nitrile and a phenanthroline molecule, in agree- Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
ment with the thermal decomposition mode of the CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition number
[Ni(ox) ] complexes [39]. The second molecule of the CCDC 114439.2

oxime ligand is subsequently eliminated, with rupture of
the coordination bonds and finally, the a-diimine molecule
is gradually eliminated over the temperature 5008C. In
some cases, the last procedure can be merged, resulting in Acknowledgements
the simultaneous elimination of the oxime and the a-
diimine ligands. Thanks are due to State Scholarship Foundation (S.S.F.)

In all cases, the intermediates formed are unstable and Greece for post graduate scholarship of Dr Monir Uddin.
undergo further decomposition at higher temperatures, The authors also express their thanks to Prof. C.Kipar-
until the stable NiO is formed at about 9408C, as verified risides (Chemical Engineering Department, Thessaloniki)
from the X-ray powder diffraction data. for providing the necessary technical assistance for thermal

Fig. 5. Thermoanalytical curves (TG/DTG) of the compound [Ni(saox) bipy]?H O.2 2
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Table 6
Thermoanalytical data (TG/DTG) for the [Ni(ox) enR] compounds in nitrogen2

Compound Stage Temperature DTG max. Mass loss Evolved Mass calc.
range (8C) (8C) (%) moiety formula (%)

[Ni(saox) bipy]?H O 60–110 76 3.4 H O 3.562 2 2

1 110–270 225 17.8 C H OH 18.416 4

2 270–420 326, 473 32.0 saox1HCN 32.28
420–550

3 550–960 770 31.3 bipy 30.89
Residue .960 15.5 NiO 14.85

[Ni(saox) phen]?H O 60–110 80 3.6 H O 3.42 2 2

110–205 Plateau
1 205–270 240 8.4 HCNO 8.13
2 270–440 330, 360 14.0 C H 15.556 5

3 440–960 500, 745 60.0 saox1phen 59.7
Residue .960 14.0 NiO 14.18

[Ni(apox) bipy] 1 150–230 219 21.7 C H CNO 22.92 6 4

2 230–345 286 19.8 C H CN 19.86 4

3 345–425 376 13.1 2(CH OH) 12.43

4 425–800 550, 665 30.8 bipy 30.29
Residue .800 14.6 NiO 14.56

[Ni(ppox) phen]?H O 60–110 80 3.0 H O 3.12 2 2

1 200–290 265 16.2 C H OH 15.96 4

2 290–530 360 9.2 C H CN 9.42 5

3 530–900 670(br) 58.6 ppox1phen 58.8
Residue .900 13.0 NiO 12.8

[Ni(mpox) phen] 1 100–420 318 29.4 Hmpox 29.12

2 420–980 647, 757br 57.0 L1ox1phen 57.8
Residue .980 13.6 NiO 13.2

[Ni(opox) bipy]?H O 60–110 80 2.8 H O 2.52 2 2

1 110–210 198 18.2 CH OC H CN 18.43 6 3

2 210–300 272 12.6 PhOH 13.1
3 300–650 360, 470 33.6 Hopox 33.9
4 650–960 670 22.4 bipy 21.7
Residue .960 10.4 NiO 10.5

[12] A.G. Hatzidimitriou, M. Uddin, M. Lalia-Kantouri, Z. Anorg. Allg.analysis experiments and to Miss O. Kammona for running
Chem. 623 (1997) 627.these measurements.

[13] G.P. Voutsas, K.G. Keramidas, E. Dova, M. Lalia-Kantouri, M.
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Abstract

The 12-membered macrocyclic ligand 1-thia-4,7,10-triazacyclododecane ([12]aneN S) has been synthesised, although upon crys-3

tallization from acetonitrile a product in which carbon dioxide had added to one secondary amine in the macrocyclic ring (H[12]aneN S–3

CO ?H O) was isolated and subsequently characterised by X-ray crystallography. The protonation constants for [12]aneN S and stability2 2 3

constants with Zn(II), Pb(II), Cd(II) and Cu(II) have been determined either potentiometrically or spectrophotometrically in aqueous
solution, and compared with those measured or reported for the ligands 1-oxa-4,7,10-triazacyclododecane ([12]aneN O) and 1,4,7,10-3

tetraazacyclododecane ([12]aneN ). The magnitudes of the stability constants are consistent with trends observed previously for4

macrocyclic ligands as secondary amine donors are replaced with oxygen and thioether donors although the stability constant for the
21[Hg([12]aneN )] complex has been estimated from an NMR experiment to be at least three orders of magnitude larger than reported4

previously. Zinc(II), mercury(II), lead(II), copper(II) and nickel(II) complexes of [12]aneN S have been isolated and characterised by3

X-ray crystallography. In the case of copper(II), two complexes [Cu([12]aneN S)(H O)](ClO ) and [Cu ([12]aneN S) (OH) ](ClO )3 2 4 2 2 3 2 2 4 2

were isolated, depending on the conditions employed. Molecular mechanics calculations have been employed to investigate the relative
metal ion size preferences of the [3333], asym-[2424] and sym-[2424] conformation isomers. The calculations predict that the

˚asym-[2424] conformer is most stable for M–N bond lengths in the range 2.00–2.25 A whilst for the larger metal ions the [3333]
1conformer is dominant. The disorder seen in the structure of the [Zn([12]aneN S)(NO )] complex is also explained by the calculations.3 3

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Macrocycle; Complex; Structure; Conformation; Molecular mechanics; Stability constant

1. Introduction comparisons made with 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane
([12]aneN ) and 1-oxa-4,7,10-triazacyclododecane ([12]-4

Interest in 12-membered ring macrocyclic ligands stems aneN O) [4]. Studies of the interactions of some of these3

from the fact that divalent transition metal ions cannot metal ions with [12]aneN , [12]aneN S and [12]aneN O4 3 3

usually be accommodated in a coplanar manner, i.e. within have been reported previously [3–6].
the macrocyclic cavity, and conformational changes in the
ring may be necessary to accommodate the metal ion [1,2].
We have chosen the 12-membered macrocyclic ligand

2. Experimental1-thia-4,7,10-triazacyclododecane ([12]aneN S) [3] to in-3

vestigate the implications on structure and conformation
2.1. Materialsalong the series of metal ions Zn(II), Hg(II), Pb(II), Cu(II)

and Ni(II). The binding constants for [12]aneN S with3

Dimethylformamide (DMF) was distilled from CaHZn(II), Pb(II) and Cd(II) have also been investigated and 2
13 1before use. Fourier-transform C-h Hj NMR spectra were

recorded with a Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer, 1,4-diox-
ane and sodium 3-trimethylsilylpropane-1-sulfonate (D O)2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 161-7-3365-3844; fax: 161-7-3365-
or SiMe (CDCl ) being the internal reference. Chemical4299. 4 3

13 1
E-mail address: gahan@chemistry.uq.edu.au (L.R. Gahan) shifts (d ) for the C and H NMR spectra recorded in

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00254-5
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CDCl are reported in ppm as positive down field from the in a cream coloured solid. (Found: C, 50.9; H, 10.21; N,3

internal reference. 1-Oxa-4,7,10-triazacyclododecane 22.40. C H N S requires C, 50.7; H, 10.13; N, 22.2%).8 19 3
1([12]aneN O) was prepared as described previously [4]. H-NMR (D O): 2.47–2.56 (m, –CH –S–CH – and3 2 2 2

1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane ([12]aneN ) was available –CH –NH–CH –). d (CDCl ): 32.1 (CH S); 45.5, 45.8,4 2 2 C 3 2

from earlier work. The ligand 3,6,10,13,16,19-hexa- 47.2 (CH N) ppm.2

azabicyclo[6.6.6]icosane (sar) and its mercury complex, Upon crystallization of [12]aneN S from acetonitrile3

[Hg(sar)](ClO ) , were prepared as described [7,8]. The colourless crystals, suitable for crystallographic analysis4 2

competition experiment to determine the relative stability and subsequently identified as the zwitterion
of the [12]aneN and sar mercury(II) complexes was H[12]aneN S–CO ?H O, were obtained. (Found: C, 42.4;4 3 2 2

performed as described [8]. The measurements were H, 8.57; N, 16.3. H[12]aneN S–CO ?H O requires C,3 2 2
13performed at 301 K with a Bruker 400 MHz NMR 43.0; H, 8.44; N, 16.7%). C-NMR (D O), d : 30.02 C

instrument. (–CH –S–CH –); 47.1 (–CH –NCO –CH –); 48.1, 48.22 2 2 2 2

(–CH –N–CH –); 163.7 (–N–CO ).2 2 2

2.2. Preparations

2.2.3. [Zn([12]aneN S)(NO )](NO )3 3 3
Bis(2-aminoethyl) sulfide [9], N,N9-bis( p-methyl- Zinc nitrate (0.1270 g, 0.525 mmol) was dissolved in 5

3phenylsulfonyl)bis(2-aminoethyl)sulfide, disodium N,N9- cm of methanol, and added dropwise to a solution of
3di( p-methylphenylsulfonyl)bis(2-aminoethyl)sulfide [9], [12]aneN S (0.1002 g, 0.524 mmol) in 10 cm of metha-3

and N,O,O9-tris( p-methylphenylsulfonyl)diethanolamine nol. The mixture was heated for 10 min, filtered to remove
were prepared as described previously [10]. any precipitate, and cooled to room temperature. Slow

evaporation of the solvent gave colourless crystals (0.029
g) suitable for X-ray crystallographic analysis. (Found: C,2.2.1. 4,7,10-tris(p-methylphenylsulfonyl)-1-thia-4,7,10-
25.1; H, 5.01; N, 18.49. C H N O SZn requires C, 25.38;triazacyclododecane 8 21 5 7

H, 5.02; N, 18.50%).To a stirred solution of disodium N,N9-di( p-
The Hg(II), Pb(II), Ni(II) and Cd(II) complexes weremethylphenylsulfonyl)bis(2-aminoethyl)sulfide (48 g, 0.10

3 prepared in the same manner using the appropriatemol) at 908C in dry DMF (300 cm ) was added dropwise
3 metal(II) nitrate salt. Unless otherwise indicated crystalsover 2 h a DMF solution (200 cm ) of N,O,O9-tris( p-

suitable for X-ray crystallographic analysis were obtainedmethylphenylsulfonyl)diethanolamine (57.7 g, 0.10 mol).
from methanol solution upon standing.The resulting mixture was stirred and heated at 1008C for a

further 20 h. At the completion of the reaction period the
solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the

2.2.4. [Hg([12]aneN S)(NO ) ]3 3 2resulting slurry poured into a large volume of water (1000
Found: C, 18.73; H, 3.77; N, 13.66. C H HgN O S3 8 19 5 6cm ). The resulting solid was collected on a filter and

requires C, 18.69; H, 3.70; N, 13.62%.dried in air (38 g, 57%). The product could be crystallised
from boiling methanol (Found: 53.1; H, 5.8; N, 6.3.
C H N O S requires C, 53.4; H, 5.7; N, 6.4%); d 2.2.5. [Pb([12]aneN S)(NO ) ]29 37 3 6 4 C 3 3 2
(CDCl ) 21.5 ( p-CH C H SO NR ), 31.67, 50.92, 51.98, Found: C, 18.41; H, 3.62; N, 13.39. C H N O PbS3 3 6 4 2 2 8 19 5 6
52.07 (CH ), 127.6, 127.8, 129.8, 129.85, (aromatic CH), requires C, 18.45; H, 3.65; N, 13.44.2

and 133.97, 134.48, 143.8, 143.9 (aromatic quaternary C).

2.2.6. [Ni([12]aneN S)(NO )(H O)](NO ) (recrystallized3 3 2 32.2.2. 1-thia-4,7,10-triazacyclododecane ([12]aneN S)3 from acetonitrile)
4,7,10 - tris( p -methylphenylsulfonyl) -1 - thia -4,7,10 -di- Found: C, 24.30; H, 5.45; N, 17.90. C H N NiO S8 21 5 7azacyclododecane (20 g, 0.03 mol) was dissolved in a mix- requires C, 24.64; H, 5.38; N, 17.95%. Visible spectrum3

21 21ture of glacial acetic acid (200 cm ) and hydrobromic acid [l nm (´, M cm ) in H O]: 942 (29), 568 (10), 3603 2(300 cm ) and the mixture heated at reflux for 24 h. At the (20). m 3.07 m (300 K).eff Bcompletion of the reflux period the volume of the solution
3was reduced to 30 cm , the solution diluted to large

3 2.2.7. [Cd([12]aneN S)(NO ) ]volume with water (1000 cm ) and loaded on a Dowex 3 3 2
1 Found: C, 23.0; H, 4.32; N, 15.59 C H CdN O S.50W32 cation exchange resin (H form, 200–400 mesh). 8 19 5 6

3 1
]CH OH requires C, 23.1; H, 4.80; N, 15.85%.After washing with water (1000 cm ) the column was 32

eluted with ammonia solution (25%) and a fraction (1000
3 Caution! Although the perchlorate salts described in thiscm ) eluted with the solvent front collected. Removal of

work do not appear to be sensitive to shock or heat thesethe solvent under reduced pressure resulted in a dark
materials, like all perchlorates, should only be prepared incoloured oil which solidified on standing (2.4 g, 41%).
small quantities and treated with caution.Distillation (Kugelrohr 150–2008C, 0.01 mm Hg) resulted
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2.2.8. [Cu([12]aneN S)(OH )](ClO )3 2 4 2

The complex was prepared using copper perchlorate (1
3mmol) dissolved in 20 cm of methanol. The solution was

warmed and added dropwise to a solution of [12]aneN S3
3(1 mmol) in 20 cm of methanol. Upon standing dark blue

crystals (0.021 g, 25%) suitable for X-ray crystallographic
analysis were obtained. (Found: C, 19.9; H, 4.35; N, 8.96.
C H Cl CuN O S requires C, 20.4; H, 4.51; N, 8.95%).8 21 2 3 8

2.2.9. [Cu ([12]aneN S) (OH) ](ClO )2 3 2 2 4 2

This complex was prepared using the same procedure Fig. 1. Plot of H[12]aneN S–CO ?H O, 30% probability ellipsoids are3 2 2

described for the monomeric complex but employing a shown.

slight excess (1.1 equivalents) of ligand. Crystals suitable
for X-ray crystallographic analysis were obtained on
standing. (Found: C, 24.3; H, 4.79; N, 10.3.
C H Cl Cu N O S ?1/2NaClO requires C, 24.0; H, chromated MoKa radiation. The structures were solved by16 40 2 2 6 10 2 4

5.05; N, 10.51%). heavy-atom methods for the zinc, mercury, lead and nickel
complexes and the copper dimer, and direct methods for

2.3. Crystallography the copper monomer and the ligand, and refined using
2full-matrix least squares on F . Programs used were

2.3.1. Crystal data and refinement details SHELXS [11], and SHELXL-93 [12] for solution and
For diffractometry the crystals were mounted onto glass refinement, respectively, and PLATON [13] for plotting.

fibres with Supa Glue. Lattice parameters were determined Crystal data and structure determination are given in Table
by least squares fits to the setting parameters of 25 1. The geometries of the molecules are shown in Figs. 1 –
independent reflections, measured and refined on an 7 together with atomic numbering schemes. Selected bond
Enraf–Nonius CAD4 diffractometer using graphite-mono- lengths and bond angles for H[12]aneN S-CO ?H O, and3 2 2

Table 1
Data collection and processing parameters ((1)5[12]aneN S)3

(1)COOH?H O [Zn(1)](NO ) ] [Hg (1)](NO ) ] [Pb(1)](NO ) [Cu(1)(OH )](ClO ) [Cu (1) (OH) ](ClO ) [Ni(1)(NO )](NO )?H O2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 3 3 2

Empirical formula C H N O S C H N O SZn C H HgN O S C H N O PbS C H CuN Cl O S C H Cu N Cl O S C H N NiO S9 21 3 3 8 19 5 6 8 19 5 6 8 19 5 6 8 21 3 2 9 16 40 2 6 2 10 2 8 21 5 7

Formula weight 251.35 378.71 513.93 520.53 469.78 738.64 390.07

Crystal system Monoclinic Orthorhombic Orthorhombic Triclinic Orthorhombic Monoclinic Monoclinic
¯Space group P2(1) /n Pna2 Pbca P1 Pca2 P2 /n C2/c1 1 1

˚a (A) 8.731(2) 17.185(8) 12.918(1) 9.3463(9) 16.9094(9) 8.419(3) 16.172(5)
˚b (A) 14.123(2) 8.833(1) 12.803(1) 11.840(1) 13.1946(9) 12.287(2) 15.350(2)
˚c (A) 10.925(2) 9.997(2) 18.158(2) 13.688(1) 16.002(4) 12.855(10) 14.228(5)

a (8) 85.801(7)

b (8) 112.214(9) 88.621(8) 103.36(2) 120.29(10)

g (8) 80.570(8)

Temperature (K) 293(2) 293(2) 293(2) 293(2) 293(2) 293(2) 293(2)
˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073

3˚V (A ) 1247.2(4) 1517.5(8) 3003.1(5) 1490.1(2) 3570.3(9) 1293.8(5) 3049.8(15)

Z 4 4 8 4 8 2 8
23D(calcd) (g cm ) 1.339 1.658 2.273 2.32 1.748 1.896 1.699

21
m (mm ) 0.258 1.789 10.423 11.497 1.686 2.076 1.451

F(000) 544 784 1968 992 1928 764 1632

crystal size (mm) 0.630.2730.17 0.330.330.3 0.630.230.2 0.1330.0730.07 0.6030.6030.30 0.6030.2030.14 0.5030.2030.20

u min, u max (8) 2.48, 24.98 2.37, 24.97 2.24, 24.97 1.75, 24.97 1.54, 24.97 2.32, 26.76 1.97, 24.98

Limiting indices 0#h#10, 0#k#16, 0#h#20, 0#h#15, 211# h#11, 0#h#20, 0 #h#10, 0#h#19,

212#l#12 0#k# 5, 0#k# 15, 213#k#14, 0#k#15, 0 #k#14, 0#k#18,

24#l#11 221#l# 0 0#l#16 0#l#19 216 #l#15 216#l#14

Independent reflections 2182 984 2637 5224 3262 2420 2675

Observed reflections 1329 607 1340 2061 2669 1510 1801

Data,restraints, parameters 2182, 0, 155 984, 1, 163 2637, 0, 191 5222, 0, 339 3262, 1, 440 2420, 0, 176 2675, 0, 216

S 1.113 1.102 1.218 1.122 1.084 1.082 1.030

R1 (I . 2F(I)) 0.0423 0.0426 0.034 0.0598 0.0429 0.07 0.0437

wR2 0.1046 0.1007 0.0939 0.1120 0.1147 0.182 0.1081
23˚Largest peak and hole (A ) 0.259, 20.240 0.294, 20.603 2.236, 21.099 1.409, 21.553 0.582, 20.448 0.970, 21.080 0.799, 20.439
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Fig. 4. Plot of [Pb([12]aneN S)(NO ) ], 30% probability ellipsoids are3 3 2

shown (cation A).

Fig. 2. Plots of the symmetric-[2424] (63%) and [3333] (37%) confor-
1mers [Zn([12]aneN S)(NO )] , 30% probability ellipsoids are shown.3 3 21Fig. 5. Plot of the cation [Cu([12]aneN S)(H O)] , 30% probability3 2

ellipsoids are shown (cation A).
the metal complexes, are given in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively.

2.3.2. Abnormal features
H[12]aneN S–CO ?H O: the water molecule was dis-3 2 2

ordered over two sites and the partial occupancies of the
two sites were refined complementarily.
[Zn([12]aneN S)(NO ) ]: disorder in the chelate rings3 3 2

N(1)–C(3)–C(4)–N(2) and N(3)–C(7)–C(8)–S(1) were
modeled by refining the occupancies of the relevant C-
atoms in their gauche conformations with complementary
occupancies and isotropic thermal parameters.
[Hg([12]aneN S)(NO ) ]: At convergence, a large amount 213 3 2 Fig. 6. Plot of the cation [Cu ([12]aneN S) (OH) ] , 30% probability2 3 2 2

ellipsoids are shown.

1 1Fig. 3. Plot of [Hg([12]aneN S)(NO )] , 30% probability ellipsoids are Fig. 7. Plot of the cation [Ni([12]aneN S)(NO )(H O)] , 30% probabili-3 3 3 3 2

shown. ty ellipsoids are shown.
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Table 2 2.4. Potentiometric and spectrophotometric titrations and
˚Bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for H[12]aneN S–CO ?H O3 2 2 data evaluation

S(1)–C(8) 1.806(3) S(1)–C(1) 1.808(3)
N(1)–C(3) 1.449(4) N(1)–C(2) 1.456(4) The potentiometric titrations were carried out under a
N(2)–C(9) 1.384(4) N(2)–C(4) 1.448(4) nitrogen atmosphere of nitrogen saturated water in a water-
N(2)–C(5) 1.449(4) N(3)–C(6) 1.476(4)

jacketed vessel maintained at 298.0 K. Data were obtainedN(3)–C(7) 1.480(4) C(3)–C(4) 1.511(4)
3from 10 cm aliquots of solutions containing 0.006 MC(1)–C(2) 1.512(4) C(5)–C(6) 1.511(5)

23C(7)–C(8) 1.497(5) C(9)–O(1) 1.250(4) HClO , 0.10 M Et NClO and approximately 1.03104 4 4
C(9)–O(2) 1.265(4) O(3A)–O(3B) 1.501(8) mol of ligand titrated with 0.10 M Et NOH. A Metrohm4

3E665 Dosimat autoburette equipped with a 5 cm burette
C(8)–S(1)–C(1) 103.1(2) C(3)–N(1)–C(2) 112.7(2)

was used to deliver the titrant and the potential measuredC(9)–N(2)–C(4) 120.5(3) C(9)–N(2)–C(5) 120.0(3)
with an Orion Ross Sure Flow 81-72BN combinationC(4)–N(2)–C(5) 118.9(2) C(6)–N(3)–C(7) 113.7(2)

N(1)–C(3)–C(4) 111.3(2) C(2)–C(1)–S(1) 116.5(2) electrode containing 0.1 M Et NClO in water as the4 4
N(1)–C(2)–C(1) 112.1(3) N(2)–C(4)–C(3) 114.0(2) filling solution and connected to an Orion 720A pH meter.
N(2)–C(5)–C(6) 114.3(2) N(3)–C(6)–C(5) 112.1(2) The autoburette and pH meter were connected to an IBM
N(3)–C(7)–C(8) 113.6(3) C(7)–C(8)–S(1) 113.4(2)

compatible personal computer which controlled the addi-O(1)–C(9)–O(2) 125.3(3) O(1)–C(9)–N(2) 118.6(3)
tion of titrant using a locally written program so thatO(2)–C(9)–N(2) 116.1(3)
successive additions of titrant caused a decrease of 4 mV in
the potential reading. The electrode was calibrated by a

23˚of electron density (|2.2 eA ) close to the Hg atom strong base to strong acid titration in the absence of ligand
remained, which is attributed to uncorrected absorption and fitting the resulting data to the Nernst equation. The
effects. [Pb([12]aneN S)(NO ) ]: As a consequence of the pK and stability constants were determined using the3 3 2 a

rather weak data, anisotropic refinement of all non-H program SUPERQUAD [14]. Stability constant data were
atoms could not be sustained; atoms N(2A), C(6A), C(8A), gathered from solutions to which metal perchlorate or
O(32), C(2B), C(3B), C(4B), O(23) were refined with nitrate solutions were added to give metal-to-ligand ratios
isotropic thermal parameters. [Cu([12]aneN S)- in the range 0.5:1 to 1:1. At least three titrations, with3

2 2(OH )](ClO ) : anions Cl(1)O and Cl(2)O exhibited different ratios, were performed. The titrations were under-2 4 2 4 4

disorder in all of their O-atoms, and these two orientations taken in a pH range up to the formation of precipitate. In
were each refined with complementary occupancies. The the models employed in order to fit the data metal, ligand

2Cl(4)O anion was rotationally disordered about the (1, 1, 0) and metal, ligand and hydroxo (1, 1, 21) species4

Cl(4)–O(14A) bond length, and the remaining three O- were included, although we have reported only the stability
atoms were again refined with complementary occupancies constant for the 1, 1, 0 species.
and isotropic thermal parameters. [Ni([12]aneN S)(NO )- Spectrophotometric titrations were carried out under a3 3

(OH )]NO : nitrate O-atom disorder was identified for the nitrogen atmosphere of nitrogen-saturated water in a water-2 3

anions containing N(1B) and N(1C), and these atoms jacketed vessel equipped with a magnetic stirrer and
were refined with complementary occupancies and isotropic connected to a thermostat to maintain the temperature of
thermal parameters. the vessel at 2560.28C. The titration vessel was connected

Table 3
˚ ˚Selected bond lengths (A), bond angles (8) and out-of-plane (OOP) distortions from N S plane (A)3

II II II a II a II II aZn Hg Pb Cu Cu Ni2

M–N(1) 2.07(2) 2.430(8) 2.57(2) 2.043(8) 1.975(7) 2.047(4)
M–N(2) 2.112(9) 2.353(9) 2.47(2) 2.017(8) 2.496(6) 2.081(4)
M–N(3) 2.08(2) 2.347(9) 2.55(2) 2.032(8) 2.049(7) 2.078(4)
M–S(1) 2.541(3) 2.656(3) 3.156(9) 2.307(2) 2.592(3) 2.421(2)
M–O 2.20(2), 2.245(7), 2.69(2), 2.133(8) 1.833(6), 2.105(3),

2.27(3) 2.832(8) 2.79(2) 1.926(6) 2.130(3)
N(1)–M–N(2) 83.0(1) 75.9(3) 71.0(6) 86.4(4) 76.9(3) 85.3(2)
N(1)–M–N(3) 110.9(4) 119.9(3) 98.2(7) 146.9(3) 94.1(3) 97.3(2)
N(2)–M–N(3) 86.0(1) 76.6(3) 69.7(7) 84.6(3) 81.4(3) 82.4(2)
N(1)–M–S(1) 83.8(6) 78.5(2) 65.4(5) 87.9(3) 85.5(2) 86.0(1)
N(2)–M–S(1) 158.6(3) 129.9(2) 111.7(5) 156.8(2) 155.6(2) 163.0(1)
N(3)–M–S(1) 82.8(6) 80.2(2) 67.8(5) 87.9(2) 83.2(2) 84.2(1)
OOP displ. of 20.36, 0.40 20.07, 0.08 20.05, 0.06 20.07, 0.08 20.44, 0.44 20.50, 0.56

bdonor atoms 20.38, 0.34 20.07, 0.06 20.05, 0.05 20.07, 0.07 20.39, 0.39 20.53, 0.47
OOP displ. of metal 0.8 1.13 1.61 0.51 0.51 0.85

a Data for cation A.
b Orders of donors N(1), N(2), N(3) and S(1).
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˚to the spectrophotometer cell by Gilson peristaltic pump. 1.97 A, 152.38) (Fig. 1). The heteroatoms are located at the
The pH of the titration was monitored with a TPS digital sides of a rectangle defined by the corners C(1), C(4),
pH meter and Ionode glass electrode. An interval of 5 min C(5) and C(8), the macrocycle in a [2424] conformation
was employed for equilibration of the system prior to the (the nomenclature employed to describe the conformations

3next reading. Data were obtained from 50 cm aliquots of of the macrocyclic ligands consists of a sequence of
solutions containing 0.006 M perchloric acid (or nitric numbers, contained within square brackets, which enumer-
acid) in 0.10 M tetraethylammonium perchlorate (or ate the number of bonds between corners in the mac-

23potassium nitrate) and approximately 1.02310 M of the rocyclic ring, a corner defined by the relationship between
23 2ligand and 1.03310 M of metal ion solution titrated the torsion angles of adjacent bonds) [18–20]. The COO

with 0.10 M tetraethylammonium hydroxide (or potassium moiety is in the same plane as C(4) and C(5) (C(4)–N(2)–
hydroxide). The spectra were recorded with a Beckman C(9)–O(1), 8.478; C(5)–N(2)–C(9)–O(2),21.838) and
DU7500 spectrophotometer. The titration curves were practically perpendicular to the plane of the macrocyclic

2fitted using the SPECFIT program, the titration data ring, the bond angles around N(2) suggestive of sp
modelled to include metal, ligand (1, 1, 0) and metal, hybridization (C(5)–N(2)–C(9) 120.0(3)8; C(4)–N(2)–
ligand, hydroxo species (1, 1, 21) [15]. C(9) 120.5(3)8; C(4)–N(2)–C(5) 118.9(3)8). The prepara-

tion and structural characterization of a similar carbamate
2.5. Molecular mechanics calculations product resulting from CO addition to the amine mor-2

pholine has been reported previously [21,22].
Molecular mechanics calculations were performed with Metal complexes were prepared by reaction of

the program MOMECPC [16] using a published force field [12]aneN S in methanol with the appropriate metal salt,3

[17]. The strain energy of each conformer was calculated also dissolved in methanol. In the case of the reaction of
as a function of the M–N bond length. The ratio of M–N [12]aneN S with copper(II), two products were obtained.3

to M–S bond lengths was restrained at a constant value When a stoichiometric amount of the ligand and copper(II)
(1:1.43), which was the ratio found in the strain energy perchlorate were mixed [Cu([12]aneN S)(OH )](ClO )3 2 4 2

21minimized structure of [Ni([12]aneN S)(H O) ] . In was isolated, whereas in the presence of an excess of3 2 2

each calculation, the metal–ligand bond length made no [12]aneN S, the bis(m-hydroxo) dimer [Cu ([12]ane-3 2

contribution to the strain energy so the plots are metal N S) (OH) ](ClO ) was obtained.3 2 2 4 2

independent. The stepwise protonation constants for [12]aneN S (log3

K 9.59, log K 7.78, log K 2.84) are similar toHL H2L H3L

those reported previously for this ligand [3]. The interac-
3. Results and discussion tions of Zn(II), Pb(II) and Cd(II) with [12]aneN S were3

studied using potentiometric methods. The metal–ligand
The N-tosylated macrocycle 4,7,10-tris( p- equilibria were described by the equation

methylphenylsulfonyl)-1-thia-4,7,10-triazacyclododecane
M 1 LáMLhas been isolated from reaction between disodium N,N9-

di( p-methylphenylsulfonyl)bis(2-aminoethyl)sulfide and with K 5[ML]/([M][L]) (0.1 M Et NClO ; 298 K;ML 4 4

N,O,O9-tris( p-methylphenylsulfonyl)-diethanolamine, in M5Zn(II), Pb(II), Cd(II); L5[12]aneN S), essentially3

dimethylformamide. The protecting groups were removed only the 1, 1, 0 species being considered. The stability
21with HBr-CH COOH under reflux and the ligand constant for [Cu([12]aneN S)] was determined by spec-3 3

[12]aneN S isolated from an ion exchange column after trophotometric titration. Stability constant data for3

elution with ammonia solution. The free ligand could be [12]aneN , [12]aneN S and [12]aneN O are collected in4 3 3

purified by distillation. Table 4.
A synthesis of the [12]aneN S has been reported The stability constants for Hg(II), Ni(II) (358C) and3

previously from reaction between dimethyl thiodiglycolate Cu(II) with [12]aneN S have been determined previously3

and 1,5-diamino-3-azapentane, resulting in 1-thia-4,7,10-
triazacyclododecane-3,11-dione with subsequent reduction

Table 4
of the dione with diborane [3]. In that case the ligand was Formation constants for 12-membered ring macrocyclic ligands
crystallized from acetonitrile [3]. In our hands the bulk

[12]aneN [12]aneN S [12]aneN O4 3 3product, when crystallized from the same solvent, showed
a13 Zn(II) 16.2 [5] 9.58(7) 10.53(1) [6]a resonance in the C NMR spectrum at 163.7 ppm in

aHg(II) 25.50 [5] 24.32(5) [3] 14.83(7)addition to those observed for [12]aneN S itself. The a3 Pb(II) 15.9(2) [5,6] 10.96(11) 11.54(1) [6]
acrystalline solid was identified as 1-carboxy-7-thia-1,4,10- Cd(II) 14.3(2) [5,6] 9.91(4) 10.78(1) [6]

triazacyclododecane (H[12]aneN S–CO ?H O), the X-ray Ni(II) 16.4(1) [6] 9.45(3) [3] (308 K) 12.15(5) [6]3 2 2
a ,bCu(II) 24.80 [3], 23.29(6) [6] 17.85, 17.98(5) [3] 15.85(2) [6]structure of which confirmed that carbon dioxide had

aadded to a secondary amine. The product was a zwitterion This work (298 K, 0.1 M Et NClO ).4 4
bwith an intramolecular hydrogen bond (N(3)–H . . . N(1), Spectrophotometric titration.
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21using a polarographic method [3]. In the case of copper(II) [Hg([12]aneN )] complex could be detected over sever-4

the present work confirms the previous result for the al weeks, thus confirming the validity of the competition
21formation of the 1, 1, 0 complex [3], [Cu([12]aneN S)] , experiment. The result suggests that the stability constants3

21 21but the titration was modeled to include also the 1, 1, 21 for [Hg(sar)] and [Hg([12]aneN )] are of the same4
21species, the fit to the data suggesting that the order and that the stability constant for [Hg([12]aneN )]4

21[Cu([12]aneN S)(OH )] complex has a pK of approxi- may be higher than that reported previously. It also3 2 a

mately 5.9. suggests that replacement of a secondary amine donor with
Comparison of the stability constant data shows that a thioether (i.e. [12]aneN and [12]aneN S) leads to a4 3

replacing a secondary nitrogen by a thioether ([12]aneN decrease in stability constant of approximately three orders4

and [12]aneN S) results in a reduction of nearly five orders of magnitude, provided that the stability constant for the3

of magnitude in stability constant for Ni(II), Cu(II), mercury(II) complex of [12]aneN S is, as reported,3
Zn(II), Pb(II) and Cd(II) whilst for Hg(II) effect of (log K) 24.32 [3].10
replacement of N by S appears quite small. The effect of The structure of the zinc complex [Zn([12]ane-
replacement of a thioether by an ether oxygen ([12]aneN S3 N S)(NO )](NO ) consists of the six coordinate metal3 3 3
and [12]aneN O) is most pronounced for Hg(II) with a3 cation, the macrocycle and a bidentate nitrate group
reduction of almost ten orders of magnitude in the stability coordinated to the zinc (Fig. 2). The Zn–N interactions
constant, whereas for the other metals the change is one to ˚ ˚ ˚(2.09(2) A, 2.07(2) A, and 2.110(8) A) are typical of
two orders of magnitude. The trend of donor affinity for those found for [ZnL(NO )(H O)]ClO , (L56,7,14,15-di3 2 4Ni(II), Zn(II), Pb(II) and Cd(II) is N.O.S, although the benzo-8,13-dioxa-1,4,17-triazacyclononadecane; 2.091(4)–
discrimination of oxygen over thioether is small. For ˚2.141(4) A) [23], and for [Zn(L)(NO )](NO ) (L53 3Cu(II) and Hg(II) the trend is N.S.O, with a much more 6,7,15,16 - dibenzo-8,14-dioxa-1,4-diazacycloheptadecane,
marked differentiation between the thioether and the ˚2.091(13)–2.093(13) A) [24] but shorter than those
oxygen and illustrating the strong affinity of Hg(II) and observed for the encapsulated complexes [Zn-
Cu(II) for the thioether donor [3]. ˚(AMN S sarH)](ClO )(NO ) (2.128(9)–2.223(9) A) and4 2 4 3 2We were interested in the relatively small difference ˚[Zn(AMN Ssar)](ClO ) (2.146(5)–2.176(5) A) (AMN -5 4 2 4between the reported stability constants for Hg(II) with

S sar 5 1-methyl-8-amino-3,13-dithia-6,10,16,19-tetra-2[12]aneN (log K525.5) and [12]aneN S (log K54 10 3 10 azabicyclo[6.6.6]icosane; AMN Ssar51-methyl-8-amino-524.32) [3]. In order to establish the magnitude of the
21 1 3-thia-6,10,13,16,19-pentaazabicyclo[6.6.6]icosane) [25].stability constant of the [Hg([12]aneN )] complex an H4 ˚The Zn–S distance (2.543(3) A) is longer than thoseNMR ligand–ligand competition experiment was em-

observed for [Zn([9]aneS ) ](ClO ) ([9]aneS 51,4,7-tri-3 2 4 2 3ployed to determine the relative stability between
˚21 thiacyclononane; 2.491(3)–2.497(3) A) [26] but similar[12]aneN and the [Hg(sar)] complex (Eq. 1) in 0.01 M4

to those seen for the complexes [Zn(AMN S sarH)]-4 2NaOD [8].
(ClO )(NO ) and [Zn(AMN Ssar)](ClO ) (2.539(3),4 3 2 5 4 2

21 ˚2.559(4), 2.588(2) A) [25]. The structure exhibited disorder[sar][(Hg([12]aneN ) ]4
]]]]]]]K 5 (1)rel 21 in the macrocyclic C-atoms, and was refined as a mixture of[[12]aneN ][Hg(sar) ]4 the symmetric-[2424] (63%) and [3333] (37%) confor-

mers [18–20] (with the same configuration of donorThe equilibration of [Hg(sar)](ClO ) with [12]aneN4 2 4
atoms).and of premixed mercury acetate and [12]aneN with sar4

1 The structure of the mercury(II) complexwas followed by H NMR spectroscopy and found to be
[Hg([12]aneN S)(NO )](NO ) consists of the metal cat-complete within less than one week at 258C. Due to fast 3 3 3

ion, the macrocycle and an asymmetric bidentate nitrateexchange on the NMR time scale the resonances from the
21 (Fig. 3). The metal atom is situated above the plane of the[12]aneN ligand and the [Hg([12]aneN )] complex had4 4

macrocyclic ring. The Hg–N bond distances (2.346(9),coalesced. Thus, the composition at equilibrium of these
˚2.353(9), 2.432(8) A) are similar to those reported forspecies could not be estimated. Instead, the resonances

21 [Hg([12]aneN OS)(NO ) ] ([12]aneN OS51-oxa-4-thia-from the sar ligand (3.08 ppm) and the [Hg(sar)] 2 3 2 2
˚7,10-diazacyclododecane; (2.35(1), 2.35(2) A) [2] andcomplex (3.27 ppm) were used together with the simple

21 [Hg([9]aneN S) ](HgBr ) ([9]aneN S51-thia-4,7-diaza-concentration relationships [Hg(sar) ]5[[12]aneN ] and 2 2 4 24
21 ˚cyclononane; 2.44(2) A) [27], but longer than that found[Hg([12]aneN ) ]5[sar] which apply because the total4

21 ˚in [Hg([12]aneNO S)(NO ) ] (2.277(12) A) [1]. Theconcentrations of Hg , sar and [12]aneN were identical 2 3 24
˚to within three significant figures. The analysis yielded a Hg–S bond distance (2.656(3) A) is similar to that seen

˚value of K 5563. By combining K with the stability for [Hg([12]aneN OS)(NO ) ] (2.682(5) A) [2], longerrel rel 2 3 2
21constant of the [Hg(sar)] complex (log K528.1(1)) [8] a than that observed for [Hg([12]aneNO S)(NO ) ]2 3 2

˚value of log K528.860.4 for the stability constant for (2.5146(6) A) [1] and shorter than those observed for
21 ˚[Hg([12]aneN )] could be estimated. In a control experi- [Hg([9]aneN S) ](HgBr ) (2.714(8)–2.724(7) A) [27].4 2 2 4

ment, no base hydrolysis (0.01 M NaOD) of the The coordinated nitrate exhibits two distinctly different
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˚ ˚Hg–O interactions (2.245(8) A, 2.832(8) A). The con- the crystal lattice (Fig. 6). The complex is centrosymmet-
formation of the macrocycle is [3333] [18–20]. ric, the shortest metal–donor interactions being Cu–O

˚ ˚The asymmetric unit of the lead complex (1.833(6) and 1.926(6) A) Cu–N(1) (1.975(7) A) and
˚[Pb([12]aneN S)(NO ) ] consists of two independent Cu–N(3) (2.049(5) A). The two sulfur donors are anti.3 3 2

˚complexes, both having essentially identical configurations The Cu–S bond distance (2.592(3) A) is longer than those
of donor atoms and conformations of the macrocyclic found previously for [Cu([12]aneS )(H O)](ClO )4 2 4 2

˚ligand. The structure consists of the metal cation, (2.30(1)–2.37(1) A) [34] and [Cu(cis-
˚the macrocycle and two associated monodentate nitrate [12]aneN S )](ClO ) (2.320(1)–2.375(1) A) [35]. The2 2 4 2

˚anions (Fig. 4). The Pb(II) is formally six coordinate. The Cu–N(2) trans to this bond is also elongated (2.496(6) A)
˚Pb–N bond distances (2.47(2), 2.55(2) 2.57(2) A) are and this is a consequence of the Jahn–Teller effect on the

comparable with those found previously for six-coordinate complex. The Cu . . . Cu distance (2.814(2)
˚ ˚[Pb([12]aneN OS)(NO ) ] (2.57(2) and 2.67(1) A) A) and Cu–O–Cu angle (96.9(3)8) are close to those2 3 2

[2], [Pb([9]aneN S)][PbBr ] ([9]aneN S51-thia-4,7- observed for [Cu (Me [9]aneN S) (OH) ](PF )2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 2
˚ ˚diazacyclononane; 2.544(21) and 2.549(22) A) [28], and (2.866(1) A and 95.1(1)8, respectively) [36]. The unique

the oxa-aza-coronands 1,4,7,10-tetraoxa-13-azacyclopen- O–Cu–O bond angle is 83.1(3)8. The conformation of the
tadecane and 1,4,7,10,13-pentaoxa-16-azacyclooctadecane macrocycle is an asymmetric-[2424] [18–20]. The isola-

21˚ ˚(2.465(5) A and 2.539(9) A, respectively) [29], and tion of both the monomer [Cu([12]aneN S)(OH )] and3 2
21other larger macrocyclic rings [30], and longer than the dimer [Cu ([12]aneN S) (OH) ] is consistent with2 3 2 2

for [Pb([9]aneN )(NO ) ] [31] ([9]aneN 51,4,7-tri- the observations of the spectrophotometric titration in3 3 2 3
1˚azacyclononane; 2.41(1)–2.44(1) A). The Pb–S distance which a [Cu([12]aneN S)(OH)] species was modelled.3

˚(3.155(9) A) appears typical for this interaction The structure of the nickel(II) complex
˚([PbL(NO ) ] (L51,5-dithiacyclooctan-3-ol; 3.208(3) A [Ni([12]aneN S)(H O)(NO )](NO ) reveals the complex3 2 3 2 3 3

˚ cation, comprising an aqua ligand and a nitrate groupand 3.179(3) A) [32], [PbL(OAc)](PF ) (L53,13-dithia-6

coordinated to the metal ion in a monodentate manner6,10 - diaza - 1,8(2,6) - dipyridinacyclotetradecaphane - 6,9-
˚ ˚ (Fig. 7). Formally the nickel atom is six coordinate with adiene; Pb–S53.172(6) A and 3.145(6) A) [30] although

distorted cis-octahedral geometry, consistent with thecomplexes with cyclononane ligands display shorter bond
˚ magnetic moment indicative of an S51 system. Thelengths ([Pb([9]aneN S)][PbBr ], 2.860(5) A;2 4

˚ macrocyclic ligand has been folded into an envelope[Pb([9]aneS ) (ClO ) ], 3.015(5)–3.129(5) A) [26,28].3 2 4 2
˚ ˚ conformation to give the complex a cis-octahedral geome-The Pb–O (nitrate) distances (2.69(2) A and 2.79(2) A)

try [37,38]. The same geometry is also observed in 15-indicate that both nitrates are coordinated to the cation in a
membered macrocycles such as [15]aneN S O [39,40].monodentate configuration. The conformation of the mac- 2 2

The shortest metal–donor interactions are Ni–N(1)rocycle is [3333] [18–20]. The arrangement of donors
˚ ˚(2.047(4) A), Ni–N(2) (2.081(4) A) and Ni–N(3)around the metal ion suggests a gap in the coordination

˚(2.078(4) A). These distances are close to those foundgeometry, occupied possibly by a stereo active lone pair of
in [Ni([12]aneN )(H O) ] (C O )(ClO ) (2.01(1)–electrons on the lead(II) [31]. 4 2 2 2 4 4 4 2

˚2.124(9) A) [37,41], and the Ni(II) complex of theThe asymmetric unit of the copper(II) complex
[15]aneN S O (1-oxa-7,10-diaza-4,13-dithiacyclopen-[Cu([12]aneN S)(H O)](ClO ) consists of two indepen- 2 23 2 4 2

˚tadecane (2.044(7)–2.075(6) A) [39,40]. The Ni–S bonddent complexes. Both complex molecules have essentially
˚length (2.427(6) A) is typical of that found inidentical configurations with all four donor atoms of the

˚[Ni ([12]aneS ) Cl ][BF ] (2.373(3)–2.4144(25) A)macrocyclic ligand coordinated to the metal and a water 2 4 2 2 4 2
˚[42]. The Ni–O (nitrate) distance (2.130(3) A) indicatesmolecule occupying the fifth coordination site (Fig. 5). The

that one nitrate is coordinated in a monodentate manner,copper ion is five coordinate with a square pyramidal
and the bond distance is typical of that observed forarrangement of donors. The conformation of the macrocy-
[NiL(NO ) ][NiL(NO )(H O)]NO (L55,6,15,16-diben-cle upon complexation in each independent complex is 3 2 3 2 3

zo-1,4,8,13-tetraazacyclohexadecane, 2.088(7)–2.108(8)[3333] [18–20]. The Cu–N bond distances range from
˚ ˚˚ A) [43]. The Ni–O (water) bond distance (2.105(3) A)2.017(8) to 2.043(8) A whilst the Cu–S interaction is

˚ falls within the range of the Ni–O (water) bond distancerelatively long (2.307(2) A). The structure is similar to
observed for [Ni([12]aneN )(H O)] (C O )(ClO )that reported for [Cu([12]aneN )(NO )](NO ) with the 4 2 2 2 4 4 24 3 3

˚(2.113(9)–2.187(7) A) [37]. The conformation of thefive coordinate copper(II) in a square pyramidal environ-
˚ macrocycle in the complex is asymmetric- [2424] [18–20].ment with Cu–N distances between 2.001(6)–2.023(5) A

In the series of crystal structures reported above, threeand the [3333] conformation [33].
distinct conformationally isomeric forms of a tetradentate-The structure of the copper complex [Cu -2

coordinated [12]aneN S ligand were identified. The struc-([12]aneN S) (OH) ](ClO ) consists of two metal 33 2 2 4 2
1tures of [Ni([12]aneN S)(OH )(NO )] and the dimercations bridged by hydroxo ligands, two [12]aneN S 3 2 33

21macrocyclic ligands each coordinated to a metal ion via h[Cu([12]aneN S)(OH)] j found the ligand adopting a3 2

four donor atoms, and two associated perchlorate anions in folded, asymmetric cis-octahedral coordination mode
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(asym-[2424]), and Table 3 shows that the donor atoms are tion geometries were reproduced by the calculations at
well displaced from their ‘average’ N S plane. By contrast, large M–N bond lengths. Inspection of Fig. 8 shows that3

the crystal structures of the five-coordinate [Cu[12]- the strain energies of the [3333] and sym-[2424] confor-
21 ˚aneN S)(OH )] , and the six-coordinate [Hg([12]ane- mers cross over at about 2.2 A, so disorder between these3 2

1N S)(NO )] and [Pb([12]aneN S)(NO ) ] complexes all two conformations in the crystal structure of3 3 3 3 2
1find the ligand coordinating in a planar [3333] conforma- [Zn([12]aneN S)(NO )] is not surprising. The larger3 3

II IItion, with the metal lying above the N S plane. It is metal ions Hg and Pb are not accommodated by the3

apparent that this out-of-plane displacement increases with ligand in either the sym- or asym-[2424] conformers.
II II IImetal ion radius (Cu ,Hg ,Pb ). The structure of The conformation of the square–pyramidal

1 21[Zn([12]aneN S)(NO )] is an interesting case. Disorder [Cu([12]aneN S)(H O)] complex cannot be discussed3 3 3 2

between the [3333] and the symmetric-[2424] conformers on the basis of the data in Fig. 8. Molecular mechanics
was identified, where both conformers exhibit the same calculations were also performed on the five-coordinate

21absolute configuration of their donor atoms i.e. all amine [M([12]aneN S)(H O)] system in each of the three3 2

H-atoms are on the same side of the N S plane, in contrast conformations mentioned above. It was found that the3

with the diastereomeric asym-[2424] conformer. strain energies of the three conformers (Fig. 9) coincide
˚We have investigated the relative metal ion size prefer- between 2.00 and 2.10 A (spanning the range of Cu–N

21ences of the [3333], asym-[2424] and sym-[2424] con- bond lengths found in [M([12]aneN S)(H O)] ). On this3 2

formational isomers of [12]aneN S through molecular basis any of the three conformers might have been3

mechanics calculations. The calculations predict that the observed. An interesting result to emerge from the calcula-
1asym-[2424] conformer ([Ni([12]aneN S)(OH )(NO )] tions was the change in coordination geometry (but not3 2 3

21and h[Cu([12]aneN S)(OH)] j ) is most stable for M–N ligand conformation) as a function of metal ion size. At3 2
˚bond lengths in the range 2.00–2.25 A, so this is consistent small M–N bond lengths, a trigonal bipyramidal geometry

with our experimental observations. For larger metal ions is found for the sym- and asym-[2424] conformations,
˚(i.e. M–N.2.25 A), the six-coordinate [3333] conformer whereas a square pyramidal structure (with the axial bond

1is dominant. The complexes [Hg([12]aneN S)(NO )] and being to the N-atom opposite the S-atom) is favored at3 3
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21 21Fig. 8. Plots of total strain energy (kJ mol ) as a function of M–N bond Fig. 9. Plots of total strain energy (kJ mol ) as a function of M–N bond
˚ ˚length (A) for six-coordinate complexes of [12]aneN S (m-m-m asym- length (A) for five-coordinate complexes of [12]aneN S (m-m-m asym-3 3

[2424]; d-d-d sym-[2424]; j-j-j [3333]). [2424]; d-d-d sym-[2424]; j-j-j [3333]).
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Abstract

A coordination compound with a tetrahedral molecular configuration, Zn(NH py) Cl (2-NH py52-aminopyridine), was prepared. It is2 2 2 2

transparent in the visible region and shows second harmonic generation (SHG) effect 8.0 times as strong as that of KDP. X-ray single
crystal structure analysis reveals that all Zn(NH py) Cl molecules are aligned in a fully parallel direction. The advantages and2 2 2

disadvantages of tetrahedral zinc coordination compounds as nonlinear optical (NLO) materials are discussed. The results may represent a
novel strategy for designing a new class of transparent NLO materials.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Synthesis; Crystal structure; Nonlinear optics; Coordination compound; Zinc

1. Introduction reveals a possible reason. The results may represent a
novel strategy for designing a new class of transparent

In recent years the search for new nonlinear optical NLO materials.
(NLO) materials has included organometallic and coordi-
nation compounds due to their advantages over traditional
inorganic and organic compounds [1–3]. Among this 2. Experimental
research a variety of metal–pyridine coordination com-
pounds have been explored for the design of new NLO 2.1. Reagents and instruments
materials [4–10].

We have designed and synthesised hundreds of or- The 2-aminopyridine and ZnCl were used as received2
ganometallic and coordination compounds with a variety commercially without further purification. IR spectra were
of molecular configurations and found a relationship obtained on a Nicolet-170 SKFT-IR spectrometer as KBr
between configuration and NLO property [11]. In this pellets. UV–vis spectra were recorded on an UV-240
paper we present the synthesis and NLO property of a spectrometer. The elemental analysis was performed on a
coordination compound, Zn(2-NH py) Cl , which posses- Calo-Erba elemental analyser (Model 106). The SHG2 2 2

ses a tetrahedral molecular configuration (where 2-NH py effect was measured with a Nd:YAG laser by the Kurtz2

is 2-aminopyridine). This compound is fully transparent in powder technique [12]. The wavelength of the Nd:YAG
the visible region and shows a SHG effect 8.0 times as laser is 1064 nm. KDP powder was used as the reference.
strong as that of KDP. Its single crystal structure analysis The crystal structure was determined on a CAD-4 diffrac-

˚tometer using Mo K radiation (l50.71073 A) at aa

temperature of 85 K.
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-278-768-4117; fax: 186-278-764-

7617. 2.2. Synthesis of Zn(2-NH py) Cl [13]2 2 2E-mail address: jgqin@whu.edu.cn (J. Qin)
1Current address: Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of

A solution of 2-aminopyridine (14.12 g, 0.15 mol) in 35Technology, 77 Massachusetts Ave., Room 18-444, Cambridge, MA
02139-4307, USA. ml of ethanol and a solution of ZnCl (10.22 g, 0.075 mol)2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00255-7
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement

Formula C H Cl N Zn10 12 2 4

Formula weight 324.51
Crystal system Orthorhombic
Space group Pba2

˚Unit cell dimensions a57.531(2) A a 5908
˚b512.052(2) A b 5908
˚c56.8720(10) A g 5908

3˚Volume 623.7(2) A
Z 2

23D (g cm ) 1.728c
21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 2.378

u range for data collection 3.08 to 35.08

Index ranges 212#h#12, 0#k#19, 1#l#11
Max. and min. transmission 1.09 and 0.87
Treatment of hydrogen atoms Unrestrained
Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R150.0239, wR250.0550

in 30 ml of ethanol were mixed together in a 100 ml flask. L 5 2-NH py, 2-CH py, 3-CH py, 4-CH py, 3-CH COpy2 3 3 3 3

Activated charcoal was added. The mixture was heated to
reflux for about half an hour with stirring, and filtered 2L 5 2, 29-bipyridine, o-phenanthroline
while hot. The filtrate was allowed to cool to room or Ph PCH CH PPh2 2 2 2temperature. The precipitate was filtered and washed with

The SHG effect of these compounds were measured by theethanol and ether, then dried in air. Yield 18.65 g, 76.6%.
Kurtz powder technique with a Nd:YAG laser (1.064 mm)Calc. For C H Cl N Zn: C, 37.04; H, 3.70; N, 17.28%.10 12 2 2

as an incident light. Most compounds did not show a SHGFound: C, 37.26; H, 3.70; N, 17.15%. IR absorption
21 effect with the exception of Zn(2-NH py) Cl which(cm ) n n : 1618, 1564, 1496. In the UV–vis 2 2 2C5N, C5C

exhibited a SHG effect 8.0 times stronger than that ofspectrum, its maximal absorption wavelength is 325 nm
KDP.when CH COCH is a solvent. Colourless single crystals3 3

In order to understand why Zn(2-NH py) Cl is unique,suitable for X-ray determination were obtained by re- 2 2 2

the crystal structure of the compound was determined bycrystallisation from CH ClCH Cl.2 2

X-ray diffraction.
The molecular structure of Zn(2-NH py) Cl is shown2 2 22.3. X-ray crystallography of Zn(2-NH py) Cl2 2 2 in Fig. 1. It is noteworthy that the two amino groups are

both located in the side close to two chlorine atoms. The
A colourless block single crystal (0.1530.1930.41 distances between each chlorine atom and the two hydro-3mm ) was mounted on Enraf Nonius CAD-4 diffractome- gen atoms of the closest amino group are 2.480 and 3.910

ter. The unit cell dimensions were obtained from the Å. The shorter distance indicates the existence of an
setting angles of 25 reflections with high 2u values. The intramolecular hydrogen bond (N–H . . . Cl) [15] and
data were collected with v scan type with Mo K radiationa explains why the amino groups take a position close to the˚(l50.71073 A) at the temperature of 85 K. A total of chlorine atoms.
5314 reflections were collected between 3.08,u ,35.08. Some important bond distances and bond angles are
The data were merged in point group mmm to give 2747 listed in Table 2. As shown, the zinc atom is coordinated
unique reflections (R 50.016, GOF 51.12). Crys-merge merge by two chlorine atoms and two nitrogen atoms, one from
tallographic data and structure refinement are listed in each pyridine ring. These atoms are arranged in a distorted
Table 1. The structure was solved by Direct Methods with tetrahedral configuration. The molecular 2-fold axis is
SHELXS-87. The structure refined by full matrix least coincident with the crystallographic 2-fold axis along the
squares with SHELXL-93 [14]. z-axis with the zinc atom siting on the crystallographic

2-fold axis. The two Zn-Cl distances are, by symmetry,
˚equal at 2.2651(6) A. They are longer than those in the

dichlorobis(substituted pyridine)zinc(II) complexes. For3. Results and discussion
˚example, d 52.214(2) and 2.204(2) A in Zn(4-vin-Zn–Cl
˚ylpy) Cl , d 52.216(3) and 2.206(3) A in Zn(4-ac-We have studied a series of ZnL Cl coordination 2 2 Zn–Cl2 2

tylpy) Cl [15]. This longer distance is an effect of thecompounds that possess the following structure, 2 2

N–H . . . Cl hydrogen bonding.
Fig. 2 shows the crystal packing of Zn(2-NH py) Cl as2 2 2

viewed along the x-axis. The figure shows the alignment of
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of Zn(2-NH py) Cl .2 2 2

molecular 2-fold axis and the z-axis of the unit cell.
Interestingly, the molecules are almost parallelly aligned in
the lattice so that the geometrical superposition of the
molecular dipole moments and the first molecular hy-
perpolarizibilities (b ) are optimally enhanced. As a result,
the compound shows a relatively strong SHG effect.

Although it is not very clear at the moment why the
molecules in the Zn(2-NH py) Cl crystal lattice are2 2 2

aligned in such an almost parallel direction, which is a
rather rare case to encounter. It seems that the small value
of the molecular dipole moment has played an important
role. The small molecular dipole moment results from poor
intramolecular charge transfer in this tetrahedral molecule
and should lead to weak Coulomb interactions between
molecules, thus favouring such a parallel alignment.

In summary, this series of tetrahedral compounds of
zinc(II) are transparent in the visible region, and most of
them do not show a significant SHG effect. This excellent
transparency and poor SHG effect can be understood by
the fact that the metal in the tetrahedral molecule does not
form an effective electron conjugation system with the
ligands, and thus is not well involved in intramolecular
charge transfer. However, it is possible for molecules of

Table 2
˚Some important bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for Zn(2-NH py) Cl2 2 2

Bond lengths
Zn–N(1) 2.0326(13)
Zn–N(1)[1 2.0326(13) Zn–Cl 2.2651(6)
Zn–Cl 2.2651(6)

Bond angles
N(1)–Zn–N(1)[1 111.48(7) N(1)[1–Zn–Cl 105.36(3)
N(1)–Zn–Cl 111.95(3) N(1)[1–Zn–Cl[1 111.95(3)
N(1)–Zn–Cl[1 105.36(3) Cl–Zn–Cl[1 110.86(3)
C(5)–N(1)–C(1) 117.91(12) C(1)–N(1)–Zn 119.78(10)
C(5)–N(1)–Zn 122.02(10)

Fig. 2. Crystal packing of Zn(2-NH py) Cl along X-axis.2 2 2
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such molecular configuration to align in a suitable direc- of China and National Science Foundation of China. Dr.
tion to favour the geometrical superposition of b, as in the S.R.Marder of California Institute of Technology is ack-
case of Zn(2-NH py) Cl , the overall NLO effect in the nowledged for valuable help.2 2 2

solid state (macroscopic effect) may be strong. In this way,
a new transparent NLO material with a relatively strong
SHG or electro-optical (EO) effect can be obtained. References
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Abstract

The reaction of trans-Fe(CO) (CS )(Ph Ppy-P) (Ph Ppy52-(diphenylphosphino)pyridine) with FeCl resulted in the formation of the2 2 2 2 2 3
2binuclear complex [h -Ph P(O)py] Fe(m-Cl) FeCl (1), while the reaction of trans-Fe(CO) (Ph Ptaz-P) (Ph Ptaz52-(diphenylphos-2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2

2phino)thiazole) with Fe(NCS) gave Fe(NCS) [h -Ph P(O)taz] (2). The crystal structures of (1) and (2)?C H have been determined3 2 2 2 6 6

using X-ray crystallography.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Iron carbonyl; Organoiron polydentate ligand; Dinuclear complex; Phosphine oxide

1. Introduction For example, heterobinuclear complexes containing an
iron(I)–mercury(I) bond have been obtained from oxida-

Previous work in our laboratories [1–6] has demon- tion of trans-Fe(CO) (CS )(Ph Ppy) with HgX (X5Cl,2 2 2 2 2

strated that neutral 18-electron organometallic compounds SCN) [7] (Scheme 2).
typified by trans-Fe(CO) (Ph Ppy-P) , where Ph Ppy52- Recently we described the site-specific Fe–C;O???S3 2 2 2

(diphenylphosphino)pyridine, can react with Lewis acids interaction that leads to self-assembly of polymeric chains
such as group 11 and 12 metal halides /pseudohalides to in the crystal structures of the binuclear Fe(0)–M(II)
form heterobinuclear complexes that are consolidated by a complexes (CO) Fe(m-Ph Ptaz-P) MX (M5Hg, X53 2 2 2

donor–acceptor metal–metal bond (Scheme 1). SCN; M5Cd, X5I), where Ph Ptaz52-(diphenylphos-2

phino)thiazole [8].
In the ensuing study as reported in the present paper, the

reaction of trans-Fe(CO) (CS )(Ph Ppy) with FeCl was2 2 2 2 3

found to result in the formation of the binuclear complex
2[h -Ph P(O)py] Fe(m-Cl) FeCl (1), whereas the reaction2 2 2 2

of trans-Fe(CO) (Ph Ptaz) with Fe(NCS) gave3 2 2 3
2Fe(NCS) [h -Ph P(O)taz] (2).2 2 2

Results and discussion

Scheme 1. The reaction of trans-Fe(CO) (CS )(Ph Ppy) with2 2 2 2

FeCl was investigated as a route to the intended ox-3

idation-elimination product ClFe(CO) (m-Ph Ppy) FeCl ,2 2 2 2*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1852-303-492-6531; fax: 1852-2603-
by analogy to the known reaction of trans-5057.

E-mail address: tcwmak@cuhk.edu.hk (T.C.W. Mak) Fe(CO) (CS )(Ph Ppy) with HgCl that gave2 2 2 2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00256-9
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Scheme 2.

ClFe(CO) (m-Ph Ppy) HgCl [7], but only the binuclear mal for a terminal Fe(II)–Cl bond and nearly the same as2 2 2
2 2–˚complex [h -Ph P(O)py] Fe(m-Cl) FeCl (1) was iso- the corresponding value of 2.231(2) A in the [Fe Cl ]2 2 2 2 2 6

lated. The compound trans-Fe(CO) (CS )(Ph Ppy) here anion [9], and is comparable to the average Fe–Cl distance2 2 2 2
–˚acts as a reducing regent, with both of its phosphine groups of 2.29 A in the [FeCl ] anion that contains high-spin4

converted to phosphine oxides by oxygen in the air, and Fe(II) [10].
The bond distance involving the bridging chlorinethe carbonyl and carbon disulfide groups expelled from the

˚ligand, Fe(2)–Cl(1)52.409(2) A, is longer than that of theorganoiron(0) center by the incoming chloro ligands.
terminal group, but it also closely matches those inAn ORTEP drawing showing the atomic numbering

2– ˚[Fe Cl ] (2.385(5) and 2.409(2) A), [FeCl (OPMe )]scheme for 1 is presented in Fig. 1. The molecule has 2 6 2 3 `

˚symmetry C with two iron atoms in quite different (2.350(1), 2.367(1), 2.518(1) and 2.603(1) A) [11], and2
˚coordination environments. For the octahedron around Fe Cl (THF) (2.355(1) and 2.488(2) A) [12].4 8 6

˚Fe(1), an equatorial plane is formed by two chlorine atoms As expected, the Fe(1)–Cl(1) distance, 2.481(2) A, is
somewhat longer than that of Fe(2)–Cl(1) as the coordina-and two oxygen atoms with bond angles of Cl(1)–Fe(2)–
tion number of Fe(1) is higher. The Fe–O bond distance ofCl(2)5104.3(1)8, Cl(1)–Fe(1)–O(1)592.1(1)8 and O(1)–

˚2.108(4) A is longer than that of [FeCl (OPMe )]Fe(1)–O(1A)586.4(2)8, while the axial positions are 2 3 `

˚ ˚occupied by two pyridyl nitrogen atoms. The N(1)–Fe(1)– (1.954(2) A). The P–O distance of 1.486(4) A is normal
N(1A) axis is nearly linear (bond angle5173.8(2)8) and for phosphine oxide complexes [13]. The bridging arrange-
deviates by only a few degrees from perpendicularity to ment of the chloro ligands normally precludes the forma-
the equatorial plane. On the other hand, the coordination tion of a metal–metal bond; the Fe(1)???Fe(2) separation of

2–˚geometry at Fe(2) is distorted tetrahedral, the individual 2.421(2) A is slightly longer than that in [Fe Cl ]2 6
˚bond angles being 104.3(1), 93.2(1), 113.3(1) and (2.350(4) A), but shorter than those in [FeCl (OPMe )]2 3 `

˚˚ (2.560(0) and 2.680(0) A).124.3(1)8. The Fe(2)–Cl(2) distance, 2.234(2) A, is nor-
A similar attempt to synthesize the binuclear complex

Fe(CO) (m-Ph Ptaz) Fe(SCN) by the addition reaction of3 2 2 3

trans-Fe(CO) (Ph Ptaz) with Fe(SCN) also failed. In-3 2 2 3
2stead, the oxidation product Fe(NCS) [h -Ph P(O)taz]2 2 2

(2) was isolated and characterized. The metal center as
well as the phosphine ligands have been oxidized, conse-
quently giving rise to an Fe(II) complex containing a
chelating Ph P(O)taz ligand.2

An ORTEP drawing showing the atomic numbering
scheme for 2 is presented in Fig. 2. The coordination
octahedron about the Fe(II) atom consists of nitrogen

–atoms from the cis-coordinated NCS groups, plus nitro-
gen and oxygen atoms from the pair of Ph P(O)taz2

ligands. Both five-membered chelate rings are each nearly
planar with interior angles summing to 538.9 and 539.98,
respectively, and are nearly mutually perpendicular with a

–dihedral angle of 85.88. The NCS ligands each coordinate
in a linear mode to the Fe(II) center with its nitrogen atom,
which is trans to the oxygen atom of a Ph P(O)taz ligand.2

˚The Fe–N distances of 2.071(9) and 2.089(9) A areFig. 1. ORTEP view of [Ph P(O)py] Fe(m-Cl) FeCl (1) with atom2 2 2 2
virtually the same as those in trans-Fe(NCS) (C H N)labeling. The thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 35% probability level, 2 5 4 4

˚and hydrogen atoms have been omitted. (Fe–N 2.09 A) [14]. The Fe–O distances of 2.188(6) and
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23.1. Preparation of [h -Ph P(O)py Fe(m-Cl) FeCl (1)2 2 2 2

FeCl (0.16 g 1.0 mmol) was added to a solution of3

trans-Fe(CO) (CS )(Ph Ppy) (0.36 g, 0.5 mmol) in2 2 2 2

dichloromethane (20 ml). The mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 12 h and filtered. The filtrate was concen-
trated to about 5 ml and methanol (10 ml) was carefully
layered on the solution for 3 days to give brown crystals.
Yield: 0.09 g (22.2%). Anal. calc. for
C H Cl Fe N O P : C, 50.29; H, 3.48; N, 3.45. Found:34 28 4 2 2 2 2

C, 49.85; H, 3.29; N, 3.55.

23.2. Preparation of Fe(NCS) [h -Ph P(O)taz] (2)2 2 2

The above procedure was repeated starting with
Fe(NCS) (0.23 g, 1.0 mmol) and trans-3

2 Fe(CO) (Ph Ptaz) (0.34 g, 0.50 mmol). Compound 2 wasFig. 2. ORTEP view of Fe(NCS) [h -Ph P(O)taz] (2) with atom 3 2 22 2 2

labeling. The thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 35% probability level, recrystallized from benzene to give a 1:1 solvate. Yield:
and hydrogen atoms have been omitted. 0.11 g (26.8%). Anal. calc. for C H FeN O P S ?C H :32 24 4 2 2 4 6 6

C, 55.61; H, 3.68; N, 6.83. Found: C, 55.78; H, 3.86; N,
6.62.˚2.196(6) A are significantly longer than those in 1 and in

˚[(Ph PO) FeCl ][FeCl ] (Fe–O 2.005(4)–2.019(4) A)3 4 2 4
– 3.3. X-ray crystallography[15], owing to the fact that the NCS ligand exerts a

–stronger trans influence than Cl .
The intensity data were collected at 294 K on a RigakuIn summary, the reaction of 2-(diphenylphosphino)-

RAXIS IIC imaging-plate diffractometer using MoKapyridine and -thiazole organoiron(0) polydentate ligands
˚with Fe(III) salts resulted in oxidation products, in which radiation (l50.71073 A) from a rotating-anode generator

the iron center as well as the phosphine ligands have been operating at 50 kV and 90 mA (2u 548, 2u 5528, 58min max

oxidized. oscillation frames in the range 0–1808, exposure 8 min per
frame) [17–20]. A self-consistent semi-empirical absorp-
tion correction based on Fourier coefficient fitting of
symmetry-equivalent reflections was applied using the

3. Experimental ABSCOR program [21]. The structure was determined
using direct methods and refined using full-matrix least-

trans-Fe(CO) (CS )(Ph Ppy-P) [16] and trans- squares using the SHELXTL-PC program package [22–2 2 2 2

Fe(CO) (Ph Ptaz) [8] were prepared using published 24]. Hydrogen atoms belonging to ordered atoms were3 2 2
˚procedures. placed in their calculated positions with C–H50.96 A,

Table 1
Crystal and structural data for 1 and 2?C H6 6

Formula C H Cl Fe N O P (1) C H FeN O P S (2?C H )34 28 4 2 2 2 2 32 24 4 2 2 4 6 6

MW 812.0 820.7
Space group P2 /c (No. 14) P2 /c (No. 14)1 1

˚a (A) 9.463(2) 11.074(3)
˚b (A) 21.661(4) 23.397(2)
˚C (A) 18.398(4) 15.692(4)

b (8) 103.86(3) 93.01(2)
3˚V (A ) 3661.4(13) 4060.2(15)

Z 4 4
23d (g cm ) 1.456 1.350calcd

No. of unique reflections 3604 7980
No. of observed reflections 1816 3196
No. of variables, p 209 421
R 0.041 0.075F

2R 0.17 0.19wF
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Abstract

5 1 5 1 5The kinetics of the thermal substitution of (h -C H C(O)CH )Mn(CO) SC H , (h :h -C H C(O)CH SCH )Mn(CO) and (h :h -5 4 3 2 4 8 5 4 2 3 2

C H C(O)CH CH SCH )Mn(CO) by phosphines and phosphites have been measured in toluene and xylene. A proposed dissociative5 4 2 2 3 2

mechanism involving cleavage of the manganese–sulfur bonds as the rate-determining step is supported by the activation parameters
obtained.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Chelation; Substitution mechanism; Thermodynamic parameter

1. Introduction substituents like carbonyl or the nitro group, or through
delocalization by a fused benzene ring like indenyl or the

Ligand substitution is of interest to chemists because it fluorenyl ligand, increasing the reaction rate. On the other
is an important process during catalysis. Its mechanism hand, an electron-releasing substituent destabilizes the
describes how a reactant accesses a coordinate site of a reaction intermediate and decreases the reaction rate. This
metal complex. Current studies on this topic indicate that was also found to be true for cyclopentadienyl complexes
both metals and ligands play important roles in the of group VIII metals during their ligand substitution.
substitution process. In a dissociative substitution, a vacant However, it is unclear as to which factor is more
site on the metal is created by metal–ligand bond cleavage. important to the reaction mechanism, metal or ligand.

5It can be achieved by using good leaving groups or bulky Although it was found that (h -C H )Co(CO) favors an5 5 2
3ligands to permit dissociation or via photochemical bond associative process [9], (h -C H )Co(CO) was reported3 5 3

cleavage [1]. However, in the case of some organometallic to undergo a dissociative mechanism during its CO
5compounds having cyclopentadienyl or NO ligand, it was substitution with PR [10]. (h -C H )Mn(CO) is inert to3 5 5 3

found that a vacant site on the metal can be created by substitution by phosphines and phosphites [11], but a
5 5localizing a pair of electrons on the cyclopentadienyl compound with an open chain h - ligand, (h -

5 3ligand through h to h ring slippage [2] or on the nitrosyl C H )Mn(CO) , slowly substitutes CO with PPh through5 8 3 3
2group via a linear coordinated structure to an sp bonded N an associative mechanism [12]. The indenyl and fluorenyl

with a bent structure [3–6] during substitution. Such an analogues of cymantrene, where one or two benzene rings
intermediate maintains an 18-electron count during its are fused to the cyclopentadienyl ring, readily undergo CO
coordination number expansion. Examples can be found in substitution with phosphines and phosphites via an associa-

5 5the substitution of compounds such as (h - tive pathway [13–15]. In the same metal family, (h -
5 5C H )Re(CO)(NO)CH , (h -C H )W(CO)NO and (h - C H )Re(CO) was found to undergo associative substitu-5 5 3 5 5 5 5 3

5C H )Mo(CO) NO [7,8]. In the substitution process, the tion with PMe [16]. Compounds (1)- and (2)-(h -5 5 2 3

localized electron pair on the cyclopentadienyl ring was C H )Mn(NO)(COC H )P(C H ) were reported to un-5 5 5 6 5 6 3

believed to be stabilized by electron-withdrawing ring dergo racemization via dissociative ligand substitution
[17], both ligand cyclopentadienyl and NO failing to
increase the coordination number of the metal during the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-21-656-43885; fax: 186-21-656- 5 5nucleophilic attack. The h -indenyl compounds, (h -41740.

E-mail address: zpang@fudan.edu.cn (Z. Pang) C H )Mo(CO) X (X5Cl, Br, I), react with phosphine and9 7 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00257-0
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phosphite ligands by both dissociative and associative frigerator. The temperatures of the reaction were kept
pathways [18,19]. It is difficult to strike a delicate balance within 0.18C with an external circulation bath (Neslab
between the change of metal and ligand. model RTE-210, ethylene glycol coolant). The volumes of

Here we report our study on the chelated cymantrene the ligand solutions were measured at room temperature
1 5derivatives, (h :h -C H C(O)(CH ) SCH )Mn(CO) , n5 and the concentrations at working temperature were cor-5 4 2 n 3 2

1, 2, which have an electron-withdrawing ring substituent. rected for volume expansion at that temperature. Ligand
It was found that ring slippage was not involved in the solutions were prepared in a dry-box, sealed in serum
substitution reaction with phosphines and phosphites. bottles and stored in a dry-box. The solutions were mixed

in the dry-box in Teflon-stopped quartz cuvettes and then
placed in the cuvette holder of the spectrometer for 15–20
min before initiating the collection of kinetics data. The

2. Experimental ligand concentrations were varied from 30 to 1000 times
greater than that of the metal complex to ensure pseudo

2.1. Compounds and solvents first-order reaction conditions. Ligand solutions without
metal complex served as blank absorption samples during

All manipulations were carried out using standard the kinetics measurements.
Schlenk techniques under an atmosphere of prepurified Ar. Rate constants were determined by monitoring the
Tetrahydrofuran, toluene and xylene were distilled over disappearance of the absorption of tht1 at 450 nm, che2 at
Na/benzophenone under Ar. PPh was recrystallized from 370 nm and che3 at 474 nm, respectively, in the 0–1.03

ethanol before use. P(OEt) and P(n-Bu) were obtained absorbance range using standard 1.0-cm silica cuvettes. All3 3

from Strem and distilled under an Ar atmosphere at reactions went to completion and the absorbances mea-
reduced pressure. P(OPh) and P( p-tol) were also ob- sured after at least 10 half-lives were used as the A3 3 `

tained from Strem and were used without further purifica- values. Data were analyzed by employing a linear least-
tion. The preparation and characterization of cymantrene squares computer program (obtained from HP) or from

5derivatives (h -C H C(O)CH )Mn(CO) SC H (tht1), ln(A 2A ) vs. time plots, which were linear to at least5 4 3 2 4 8 t `
5 1 5 85% completion. The rates were reproducible to within(h -C H C(O)CH )Mn(CO) P(C H ) ,(h :h -C H C(O)-5 4 3 2 6 5 3 5 4

1 5 65%. The average of at least three trials is given in theCH SCH )Mn(CO) (che2), (h :h -C H C(O)CH CH -2 3 2 5 4 2 2
5 tables. The standard deviations of the averages are given inSCH )Mn(CO) (che3), (h -C H C(O)CH SCH )Mn-3 2 5 4 2 3

5 parentheses.(CO) P(C H ) , (h -C H C(O)CH SCH )Mn(CO) -2 6 5 3 5 4 2 3 2
5P(OC H ) , (h -C H C(O)CH SCH )Mn(CO) P-2 5 3 5 4 2 3 2

5(OC H ) ,(h -C H C(O)CH SCH )Mn(CO) P(n-C H ) ,6 5 3 5 4 2 3 2 4 9 3
5(h -C H C(O)CH SCH )Mn(CO) P(p-C H CH ) and5 4 2 3 2 6 4 3 3 3. Results and discussion5(h -C H C(O)CH CH SCH )Mn(CO) P(C H ) were5 4 2 2 3 2 6 5 3

described in the literature [20]. In all cases good isosbestic points were observed in the
UV spectra of the reaction mixtures during substitution.
Hence only one product, a monophosphine substituted

2.2. Instrumentation derivative, was formed during reaction and no long
lifetime intermediate was observed during the substitution

NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian VXR-300 NMR (Fig. 1). For tht1, che2 and che3, all the reaction rates
or Jeol 270 NMR spectrometer and referenced to the were of first-order in metal complex, and plots of ln(A 2tappropriate solvent resonance. IR spectra were recorded on A ) vs. time were linear for three half-lives or longer.21 `a Mattson Galaxy 2020 FTIR with a resolution of 2 cm .
UV–visible spectra were recorded on a HP diode-array

53.1. Substitution reaction of (h -model 8452a and Gilford Response II spectrometers.
C H C(O)CH )Mn(CO) SC H (tht1)5 4 3 2 4 8

Pseudo first-order rate constants, k , were determined2.3. Kinetics measurements obs

from the slope of plots of ln(A 2A ) vs. time for differentt `

concentrations of PPh and are presented in Table 1. TheSince the IR-active CO stretching frequencies of the 3

k values in Table 1 are independent of solvent (toluenereactants and products are very similar and no significant obs

and xylene) and the concentration of the incoming ligandintensity changes were observed during the reactions, the
(PPh ). This is the typical characteristic of a dissociativerates were determined by a UV photometric method. All 3

reaction mechanism. The activation parameters from thesethe compounds prepared above obey the Lambert-Beer law
data were obtained from Eyring plots (Fig. 2) and thein the concentration range studied. Stock solutions of the
results are listed in Table 2. The large enthalpy ofchelated compounds were made in toluene or xylene in a

± 21activation (DH 5138 kJ mol ) and the positive entropydry-box under an Ar atmosphere and stored in a re-
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± 21 21of activation (DS 538 J K mol ) suggest that the
reaction undergoes a dissociative mechanism. These pa-
rameters are comparable to those of dissociative reactions,
but larger than those of associative reactions [13–15]. In
addition they are very similar to those activation parame-

5ters of the reaction of (h -C H )Mn(CO) THT (THT55 5 2

SC H ) and PPh reported by Butler [21], for which a4 8 3

dissociative mechanism was suggested. Since tht1 and
5(h -C H )Mn(CO) THT are very similar in structure and5 5 2

both react with the same ligand, the mechanisms of these
two reactions might be expected to be the same. A possible
mechanism for the reaction of tht1 and PPh is illustrated3

5by Scheme 1. The intermediate (h -C H )Mn(CO) (M)5 5 2

(M5matrix) has been observed by matrix isolation studies
at low temperatures [22]. Applying the steady-state as-

Fig. 1. Isosbestic point in the UV–visible spectrum of the reaction of sumption for I and S yields the rate expression:1che3 and PPh in xylene. The first solid line is the spectrum of the3

starting reaction mixture. The last dashed line is the spectrum of the k k [L]1 3reaction mixture after 480 min; the time interval between each line is 40 ]]]]]k 5 (1)obs k [THT] 1 k [L]21 3min.

Since k and k are expected to be the rate constants of3 21

diffusion-controlled reactions, k should be nearly the3
Table 1 same as k . [L] was set at least 30 times larger than21aRates for the reaction of tht1 with PPh in xylene3 [THT], thus the k [THT] term can be omitted, and Eq.21

5 21Temperature (8C) PPh (mM) 10 3k (s ) (1) is simplified to k 5k . Then k would be in-3 obs obs 1 obs

dependent of ligand concentration as we observed. The90.5 9.446 1.24(0.09)
37.74 1.31(0.09) first step only involves cleavage of the Mn–S bond, and

b ±96.7 9.392 3.26(0.09) thus the value of DH , which is the same as that found for1b 537.49 3.37(0.05) (h -C H )Mn(CO) THT, represents the lower limit of the5 5 296.9 9.394 3.16(0.06)
bond energy between Mn and THT [23]. If L attacks S in37.53 3.33(0.04)
an interchange mechanism, then the corresponding kinetic102.4 9.341 5.82(0.08)

37.32 5.83(0.04) expression has the same form as Eq. (1), and our experi-
108.8 9.270 11.7(0.4) ments cannot distinguish this mechanism from that given

37.04 12.1(0.1) in Scheme 1. For simplicity, we will ignore this alternative
148.1 11.9(0.5)

mechanism. Such interchange character in a dissociate296.3 11.7(0.3)
reaction was found by Yang et al. in substitution reactions

a Metal concentration is 0.3007 mM. Concentrations have been cor- of cymantrene [24].
rected for solvent expansion. 5

b The substitution of (h -C H X)Co(CO) was reported5 4 2Reaction carried out in toluene.
to undergo an associative pathway [9]. A faster rate was
observed when X was changed from H to C(O)OCH .3

This is attributed to the stabilization effect of C(O)OCH3
3on the h -intermediate. This is contrary to what was

observed in our study where the rate of substitution of tht1
5is slower than that of (h -C H )Mn(CO) THT. This is in5 5 2

account with the electron-withdrawing nature of the ring
substituent C(O)CH , which increases the interaction3

between Mn and S and is consistent with the substitution
5mechanism of tht1 being different to that of (h -C H X)-5 4

Co(CO) . This also demonstrates that rate constants are a2

much more sensitive measure of small kinetic differences
than are activation parameters [25].

1 53.2. Reaction of (h :h -C H C(O)CH SCH )Mn(CO)5 4 2 3 2
1 5(che2) and (h :h -C H C(O)CH CH SCH )Mn(CO)5 4 2 2 3 2

(che3)

Fig. 2. Eyring plot of the reaction of tht1 with PPh . Crosses and open3
The k values of che2 (in toluene) with PPh , P( p-triangles represent the data from xylene and toluene, respectively. obs 3
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Table 2
Kinetic parameters for reaction of tht1 with PPh in xylene3

5 21 ± 21 ± 21 21Compound 10 3k (s ) DH (kJ mol ) DS (J K mol )1 1 1

atht1 1.23(0.09) (908C) 138(6) 38(17)
a4.28(0.08) (1008C)

5 b c c(h -C H )Mn(CO) THT 7.2 (908C) 142(4) 67(21)5 5 2

a Data obtained from extrapolation.
b ± 21 ± 21 21Data are cited from Ref. [21]. Solvent was methylcyclohexane. DH 5134(8) kJ mol , DS 542(21) J K mol , re-calculated by the authors with1 1

data from Ref. [21].
c The errors quoted represent one standard deviation.

Scheme 1.

tol) , P(OEt) , P(n-Bu) and P(OPh) and of che3 (in was proposed to avoid an unfavorable 20-electron configu-3 3 3 3

xylene) with PPh have been obtained. A typical plot of ration. I , I and I are three possible ring-slipped3 2a 2b 2c
3 3k vs. ligand concentration is shown in Fig. 3. The data h -intermediates involved in path A. Each h - intermediateobs

points deviate from a linear relationship and bend towards should be stabilized by a favorable electronic interaction
the abscissa as the concentration of incoming ligand with the localized double bond moving away from the
becomes larger. Scheme 2 is proposed to account for this reaction site [26]. In such a ring-slipped process, ligand
kinetic behavior. Two possible pathways are proposed: attack to Mn should occur on the opposite side of the
Path A represents an associative process and path D a double bond which ‘leaves’ the metal to avoid repulsive

9dissociative process. For associative substitution, a ring- interactions in the transition state I , as illustrated in2a
3slippage process with the formation of a h - intermediate Scheme 3.

The crystal structure of che2 shows a dihedral angle of
488 between the cyclopentadienyl plane and the carbonyl
group, which indicates a strong chelate ring strain that
brakes the conjugation between the cyclopentadienyl ring
and the carbonyl group [20] (Fig. 4). This ring strain is
also indicated by the data of the carbonyl stretching

3frequencies shown in Table 3. An h -cyclopentadienyl ring
is known to bend 20–288 to the allyl plane away from the
metal as shown in Fig. 5 [28–30]. The formation of the

9transition state I is disfavored by additional ring strain2a

when the ring double bond is ‘leaving’ the metal to avoid
repulsive interaction in the transition state even though it
could be stabilized by the electron withdrawing group of
carbonyl in the chelate chain.

Ligand attack to form I requires the formation of the2b

9transition states I . Obviously it is inhibited due to the2b

electronic repulsion of the ‘leaving’ double bond.Fig. 3. Plot of k vs. [L] for reaction of che2 with PPh at 100.68C.obs 3
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Scheme 2.

Scheme 3.

Table 3
Carbonyl stretching frequencies of tht1, che2 and che3 in cyclohexane

aCompound A B Organic carbonyl Dn [27]1 1
21 21 21 21(cm ) (cm ) (cm ) (cm )

tht1 1944 1885 1674 223
che2 1956 1898 1713 131
che3 1952 1894 1676 218

aFig. 4. ORTEP view of che2. Ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability Compare to the organic carbonyl stretching frequency of their
level. unsubstituted tricarbonyl compounds C H RMn(CO) .5 4 3
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3Fig. 5. The geometry of related compounds with h -coordination between
the cyclopentadienyl ligand and the metal.

9The disfavored formation of I can be described with2c

reference to the following considerations. First, the COSY
spectrum of che2 (Fig. 6) shows that the four ring protons
display four different peaks and the two methylene protons
in the chelated chain are split into two doublets with a J
value of 13 Hz, which is the typical coupling constant for
geminal protons [31]. The doublet at the lower field is

Fig. 6. COSY spectrum of che2 and its proton space coupling. Note theassigned to H6 which is located on the same side as the
anisotropic effect on H5 and H6 and the long range coupling between H5lone pair of the S atom and lies in the cone whose axis is
and H6.

along the ketone carbonyl bond. Therefore, H6 is de-
shielded by the anisotropic effect of the ketone carbonyl
[32]. It is interesting to note that H6 is coupled with H5, stabilization of the allyl group is limited by the metal
and H7 does not couple with any other ring proton. It coordination (formally a cross-conjugation effect).
indicates that the flipping of the five-membered chelate
ring is ‘frozen’ by the ‘rigid’ structure of Mn–C H R and5 4

the high inversion barrier of the sulfur atom. The ketone
carbonyl can oscillate about its equilibrium position, which
is about a 488 dihedral angle to the Cp ring plane, but will
not pass 908 unless the ring flips. If the ketone carbonyl
were to undergo a larger range of flipping movement, the
four Cp ring protons would probably show two triplets like Based on the above arguments, we ignore the possibility
its unchelated parent compound, and the two methylene of path A in deriving the rate law. Applying the steady-
protons would have no difference in their chemical shifts. state assumption for I and S of Scheme 2 yields the rate1
Second, there is p interaction between the lone pair of the expression:
chelated S atom and the d orbital of the metal which lies
parallel to the plane of Cp ring. This orientation of the k k [L]1 3

]]]]k 5 (2)obsdp–pp interaction was demonstrated by Huttner through k 1 k [L]21 3
the comparison of the crystal structures and the electro-
chemical properties of C H Mn(CO) SPh and Eq. (2) is consistent with the observation that k5 5 2 obs

CH C H Mn(CO) SC F [33]. Although there is no deviates from linearity at high ligand concentration. In the3 5 4 2 6 5

9additional ring strain to the formation of I , steric case of tht1, there is little chance for THT to recombine2c

hindrance from the SCH group or H6 and electron with Mn after it escapes from the solvent cage. However,3

repulsion from the dp–pp interaction disfavor the ap- if the leaving group is always in the solvent cage as is the
proach of the incoming ligand. Furthermore, carbonyl case for I in Scheme 2, then the effective concentration of1
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Table 4the substituent should be very high, and there is always the
Kinetic values for the reactions of che2 and che3 with different ligandschance of ring closure. Although the k term is expected21 for two different data treatments

to be large, the k [L] term is competitive when the3
Ligand 1/k vs. 1 / [L] plotsobsconcentration of L increases, and that is what we observed

4 21 21 4 21in Fig. 3. Rearranging Eq. (2) gives the reciprocal expres- T (8C) 10 3k k /k (M s ) 10 3k (s )1 3 21 1

sion: PPh 80.6 6.99(0.017) 4.5(6.11)3

84.15 9.75(0.09) 7.33(4.54)k1 121 91.05 15.9(0.4) 14.6(5.3)] ]]] ]5 1 (3)k kk k [L] 95.6 25.4(0.1) 28.7(9.0)obs 11 3

101.85 47.0(0.2) 165.0(74.8)
The reciprocal plots of the kinetic data, 1 /k vs. 1 / [L],obs P( p-tol) 80.9 6.66(0.13) 2.14(1.20)3

show very good linear relationships over the whole range 85.2 10.5(0.2) 6.72(7.43)
90.6 17.2(0.1) 13.5(3.3)of ligand concentrations (Fig. 7).
95.0 26.7(0.1) 20.7(7.6)If we consider both path A and path D, applying the

100.0 43.9(0.8) 68.0(21.5)steady-state assumption for I , I (I , I and I ) and S1 2 2a 2b 2c P(n-Bu) 80.3 10.2(0.1) 9.55(12.0)3yields the rate expression: 85.48 16.8(0.2) 34.8(13.7)
90.65 25.7(0.3) 30.4(15.2)

k k [L] k k [L]1 3 4 5 94.8 33.6(0.1) 81.3(50.7)]]]] ]]]k 5 1 (4)obs 100.06 51.5(0.1) 130.8(7.6)k 1 kk 1 k [L] 24 521 3
aP(OPh) 80.0 4.91(0.1)3

85.05 10.0(0.2) 23.2(96.9)Rearranging Eq. (4) gives the reciprocal expression:
a90.5 14.9(0.7)
a(k 1 k [L])(k 1 k )1 94.95 23.8(0.10)21 3 24 5
a] ]]]]]]]]]]]]5 (5) 99.95 36.9(0.29)k k k [L](k 1 k ) 1 k k [L](k 1 k [Lj)obs 1 3 24 5 4 5 21 3 P(OEt) 80.3 7.34(0.26) 65.8(1.0)3
a85.7 11.3(0.9)Eq. (5) does not predict a linear relationship between

90.0 18.3(1.1) 541.0(26)1 /k and 1/ [L] and it is inconsistent with our experimen-obs 95.6 31.4(1.8) 76.9(2.5)
tal results. If k in Scheme 2 is very small, then Eq. (5) can4 100.6 51.7(2.1) 81.9(2.6)

bbe simplified to Eq. (3). A significant contribution from PPh 104.4 1.62(0.03) 1.05(0.12)3

107.6 2.11(0.03) 0.96(0.34)path A can then be ruled out.
112.4 3.00(0.09) 3.20(0.72)The reciprocal plots [from Eq. (3)] have satisfactory
115.0 4.21(0.10) 3.53(0.37)2correlation coefficients (R $0.998). From the reciprocal

a Negative values were obtained.plots of 1 /k vs. 1 / [L] we can obtain k k /k from theobs 1 3 21 b Reaction with che2 in xylene.slopes and k from the intercepts which are listed in Table1

4.
and PR , k and k describe the rate of the chelated ringThe activation parameters obtained from the Eyring 3 1 21

opening and closing. They should be independent of theplots are listed in Table 5. Results from QALE analysis
incoming ligands. Only k will be affected by the differentsuggested by Giering also support the above-proposed 3

incoming ligands. Ratios of k k /k , which come fromdissociative mechanism [34]. In the reaction between che2 1 3 21

the slopes of the reciprocal plots, are accurate enough to
allow comparison of k for different PR in the reaction.3 3

Given that log(k k /k ) 5 log k 1 log k 2 log k 5 log1 3 21 1 3 21

k 1 (log k 2 log k ) 5 log k 1 constant, the electronic3 1 21 3
1and the steric profiles of k (Fig. 8) can be obtained.3

P(OPh) and P(OEt) are p acids, and their rate of reaction3 3

will be promoted by the p interaction. Without the p

interaction, their log k should be smaller or morest

negative. P(n-Bu) as a p base will have an opposite effect.3

Even without these considerations, Fig. 8 shows that there
is no steric effect for the ligand with cone angles up to
1458. This result supports a dissociative mechanism with a

1An electronic profile is a plot of log(k k /k ) for a series of isosteric1 3 21

ligands vs. a measure of the s donicity (commonly pK values) of thea

phosphorus(III) ligands. log k is the difference (at the same pK )st a

Fig. 7. Plots of 1 /k vs. 1 / [L] for reaction of che2 with PPh in toluene between the data points for the remaining ligands and the electronicobs 3
24at various temperatures. [che2]53.27310 M. profile (log(k k /k ) 2 log ks). See Refs. [35–37].1 3 21
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Table 5
Activation parameters for reactions of che2 and che3 with different ligands in toluene and xylene

3 21 ± ± ± ± ± ±Ligand 10 3k k /k (s ) DH 1DH –DH DS 1DS 2DS1 3 21 1 3 21 1 3 21
21 21 21at 100.08C (kJ mol ) (J K mol )

aPPh 3.78 94.1(4.7) 241(13)3
aP( p-tol) 4.32 105(1) 212(4)3

aP(n-Bu) 5.17 85.6(2.7) 261 (7)3
aP(OEt) 4.77 104(4) 212(10)3
aP(OPh) 3.82 106(6) 29(17)3

bPPh 0.108 107(4) 237(6)3

a Reaction with che2.
b Reaction with che3.

Fig. 8. Analysis of the ligand substitution reactions of che2. (A) Electronic profile of che2. The line is drawn through the data points for PPh and3

P( p-tol) . (B) Steric profile of che2. Data are taken from Table 5.3
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Abstract

A new N-carboxymethyl derivative of the oxa-tetraaza macrocyle, 4,7,10,13-tetrakis-(carboxymethyl)-1-oxa-4,7,10,13-tetra-
azacyclopentadecane, has been synthesised. The protonation constants of this compound and the stability constants of its complexes with
several di- and trivalent metal ions were determined by potentiometric or spectrophotometric methods, at 258C and ionic strength 0.10 M
in tetramethyl ammonium nitrate. The ligand exhibits two high or fairly high values of protonation constants and two low ones, and its
overall basicity is about 27 in log units. Mono- and dinuclear complexes were found. The stability constant values of the 1:1 complexes
with most of the metal ions studied are lower than expected, but not those of the dinuclear complexes. This was interpreted, in the case of
mononuclear complexes, as the non-involvement in the co-ordination to these metal ions of two nitrogen atoms of the macrocycle

21backbone and, probably also, of one or two carboxylate groups. The Cu ion has an exceptional behaviour, its 1:1 complex exhibits a
high stability constant value. Spectroscopic data have indicated, for the last complex, the presence of two octahedral isomers in solution,
one of them having only two nitrogens in the co-ordination sphere, while in the other three nitrogen donor atoms of the macrocyclic
framework are co-ordinated in the equatorial plane. A third species appears at pH values higher than 7. These features suggest that the
presence of four carboxymethyl arms and the relatively large size of the macrocycle severely constrains the geometric arrangement of the
nitrogen donor atoms of the macrocyclic backbone around the metal centre decreasing the co-ordination number or leading to a preferred
co-ordination with oxygen atoms. Another consequence of these structural features, is their easy ability to form dinuclear complexes, as

21found in the equilibria studies in solution and also by EPR spectroscopy of the Cu complexes where the presence of two types of
signals in the DM 51 and DM 52 regions, clearly reveals the presence of the dinuclear complex.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. Alls s

rights reserved.

Keywords: Macrocycle; N-carboxymethyl oxa-tetraaza macrocyle; Metal complexes; Stability constants; Dinuclear complexes; EPR copper(II) complexes

1. Introduction dodecane], and some of their derivatives, are distin-
guished from the others by their high stability constants

In the search for compounds which may form suitable and the kinetic inertia of some of their complexes. These
metal complexes for analytical or medical applications, we properties make them useful in medical applications, such
noticed that knowledge of pentadentate macrocycles with as in the treatment of metal poisoning intoxications or as
N-carboxymethyl pendant arms is missing [1–3]. Indeed, contrast-enhancing agents in magnetic resonance imaging
there are several works dealing with metal complexes of (MRI), or as radiopharmaceuticals for diagnostic or thera-

99mN-carboxymethyl derivatives of triaza-, oxadiaza- and peutical uses. Lanthanide or radionuclide (generally Tc,
67 68 64 67 111thiadiaza-macrocycles [1–4], of tetraaza-, oxatriaza- and Ga, Ga, Cu, Cu and In, among others) complexes

dioxadiaza-macrocycles [3,5–7]. In general, nota [1,4,7- are used in the last applications mentioned [8–13]. The
tris(carboxymethyl)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane] and dota compounds with larger cavity size, specially the 14-mem-
[1,4,7,10 - tetrakis(carboxymethyl) - 1,4,7,10 - tetraazacyclo- bered ligands, although forming complexes of lower

thermodynamic stability constants than the corresponding
complexes of the 9- or 12-membered, show interesting*Corresponding author. Tel.: 135-11-446-9737; fax: 135-11-441-
selectivities for the divalent first-row transition metals1277.

E-mail address: delgado@itqb.unl.pt (R. Delgado) [7,14].

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00258-2
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KOH solution before use. The organic solvents used were
purified by standard methods [16].

2.2. Synthesis and characterisation of ligands

1L was prepared by the alkylation of the tetrahydro-
bromide salt of 1-oxa-4,7,10,13-tetraazacyclopentadecane
(2.87 mmol; 1.04 g) with potassium bromoacetate (ob-
tained by addition of 3 M KOH solution to concentrated
aqueous bromoacetic acid, 11.48 mmol, 1.7 g, at 58C), in
aqueous basic solution. The temperature was increased
during the reaction to a maximum of 808C and the pH was
kept below 12 by slow addition of 3 M KOH (8.4 ml)
during 72 h. At the end of the reaction the mixture was
cooled and the pH was adjusted to 2.1 with 3 M hydro-
bromic acid. The solution was concentrated, methanol
added and the inorganic matter formed was filtered off.
The filtrate was passed through a chromatography column

2(OH form, 28.032.0 cm). The flow rate was kept at 1.0
21ml min . After washing with water (¯250 ml), the

desired compound was eluted with a solution of 0.1 M
hydrobromic acid (¯500 ml). The pure product was
isolated upon concentration of the solvent and precipitated
by addition of ethanol. Yield: 55%. M.p. 225–2278C

1(decomp.); H NMR (D O pD52.9, 3-(trimethylsilyl)-2

propanoic acid-d -sodium salt): d 3.23 (4H, s), 3.42 (4H,4

t), 3.51 (4H, t), 3.63 (4H, t), 3.73 (4H, s), 3.83 (4H, t) andScheme 1.
133.95 (4H, s) p.p.m. C NMR (D O, dioxane): d 49.96,2

51.66, 53.22, 54.60 (d), 55.02, 64.85, 168.56 and 171.79
Trying to fill the gap referred to above, we have p.p.m.. Found: C, 29.19; H, 5.60; N, 7.50%. Calc. for

prepared a new carboxymethyl derivative of a pentadentate C H Br N O .3H O: C, 29.01; H, 5.55; N, 7.52%.18 35 3 4 9 2
macrocycle containing nitrogen and oxygen as donor

1atoms, L (Scheme 1). The acid–base equilibrium re- 2.3. Potentiometric measurements
actions and those with several di- and trivalent metal ions
have been studied. This compound has nine potential

2.3.1. Reagents and solutionsdonor atoms with a N O co-ordination sphere. The size of4 5 Metal ion solutions were prepared and standardised asthe macrocycle, which is larger than most of the metal ions
described before [7,14,17]. The solutions of the trivalentstudied and, simultaneously, the large number of donor
metal ions were kept in excess of nitric acid to preventatoms are interesting features of the ligand allowing the
hydrolysis. Carbonate-free solutions of the titrant,choice of the donors (in number and type) by the metal ion
N(Me) OH, were freshly prepared as described [17] and4according to its stereochemical requirements or possible
maintained in a closed bottle under nitrogen. Solutionsco-ordination number, and also the possible formation of
were discarded when the percentage of carbonate wasdi- or polynuclear complexes.
about 0.5% of the total amount of base.

2.3.2. Equipment and work conditions2. Experimental
The equipment used has been described before

[7,14,17]. The temperature was maintained at 25.060.18C;2.1. Reagents
atmospheric CO was excluded from the cell during the2

titration by passing purified argon across the top of theThe parent ligand, 1-oxa-4,7,10,13-tetraazacyclopen-
experimental solution in the reaction cell. The ionictadecane, was synthesised in our laboratory by previously
strength of the solutions was kept at 0.10 M withreported procedures [15]. Bromoacetic acid was obtained
NMe NO .from Merck and Dowex 138 ion exchange resin 20–50 4 3

2mesh in the Cl form from Sigma. All the chemicals were
of reagent grade and used as supplied without further 2.3.3. Measurements

1purification. The ion-exchange resin was treated with 5% The [H ] of the solutions was determined by the
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measurement of the electromotive force of the cell, E5 Mononuclear species, ML, MHL, MH L and M(H )L,2 21
1 1 2E981Q log[H ]1E . E98, Q, E and K 5([H ][OH ]) and also binuclear ones, M L, M HL, M H L andj j w 2 2 2 21

were obtained as described previously [7,14,17]. The term M (H ) L, were found for most of the metal ions studied2 21 2
1pH is defined as 2log [H ]. The value of K was found (being b 5b 3K , b 5b 3w M(H )L ML(OH) W M (H )L M L(OH)21 2 21 2213.80 2 2equal to 10 M . K , and b 5b 3(K ) ). Differences, inW M (H ) L M L(OH) W2 21 2 2 2The potentiometric equilibrium measurements were log units, between the values of protonated or hydrolysed

23made on 20.00 ml of (2.50310 M ligand solutions and non-protonated constants, respectively for the mono-
diluted to a final volume of 30.00 ml, in the absence of mer and dimer reactions, provide the stepwise reaction
metal ions and in the presence of each metal ion for which constants. The species considered in a particular model
the C :C ratios were 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1. A minimum of twoM L were those which can be justified by the principles of
replicates were made. The emf data were taken after co-ordination chemistry. The errors quoted in brackets in
additions of 0.050 ml increments of standard N(Me) OH4 Tables 1 and 2 are the standard deviations of the overall
solution, and after stabilisation in this direction, equilib- stability constants given directly by the program for the
rium was then approached from the other direction by input data which include all the experimental points of all
adding standard nitric acid. titration curves. The standard deviations of the stepwise

21 31 31 31In the cases of Cu , Ga , Fe and In the degree of constants were determined by the normal propagation
formation of the metal complexes was too high to prevent rules.
the use of the direct potentiometric method. Ligand–ligand

21competition titration methods [14,17] were used for Cu , 2.3.5. Hydrolysis species of the trivalent metal ions
31 31Ga and In , for which edta (dimethylenedinitrilotetra– The constants for the hydrolytic species formed by the

2acetic acid), OH and 3,6,9-tris(carboxymethyl)-3,6,9,15- trivalent metal ions studied in this work were taken from
tetraazabicyclo[9.3.1]pentadeca-1(15),11,13-triene [19], re- the literature, reported and discussed before [14,18,19].
spectively, were the second ligands. For the determination

31of stability constants of the Fe complex a direct redox 2.4. Spectroscopic studies
method was performed [18]. Direct spectrophotometric

21 31method was also used for Cu and Fe . Data from all NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker CXP-300
the methods used for each metal ion were collected to spectrometer, using 3-(trimethylsilyl)-propanoic acid-d -421 1obtain the final results; for instance for Cu , the data from sodium salt as an internal reference in the H NMR and

13three direct potentiometric titrations (in different propor- dioxane in the C NMR spectra. Magnetic moments of the
tions), from two titrations using edta as second ligand and complexes were determined by the Evans method in
two spectrophotometric titrations were included in the solution [21], at 298 K. The metal complexes were
calculations. prepared in H O by addition of the metal ion, in the form2

For competition reactions the equilibrium was attained of nitrate salts, to an equivalent amount of the ligand and
slowly, 10–20 min being required for the equilibration of enough KOH to the final pH and after evaporation of water
each point of the titration in the pH range where the taken in D O.2
competition reaction was carried out. The same values for Electronic spectra were measured with a Shimadzu
stability constants were obtained either using the direct or model UV-3100 spectrophotometer for UV–vis-near IR,
back titration curves. using aqueous solutions of the complexes.

21 21EPR spectroscopy measurements of the Co and Cu
2.3.4. Calculation of equilibrium constants complexes were recorded with a Bruker ESP 380 spec-

Protonation constants: trometer equipped with continuous-flow cryostats for
liquid helium or for liquid nitrogen, operating at X-band.H Lf giH ]]]]K 5i The EPR parameters were determined by the simulation ofH L Hf gf gi21 1 22 23the spectra [22]. The spectra of [CoL ] (1.33310 M

were calculated by fitting the potentiometric data obtained in 1.0 M NaClO ) were recorded at 5 K at the pH 5.03 and4
1 22for the free ligand to the HYPERQUAD program [20]. 7.06. The spectra of [CuL ] (1:1 ratio) were recorded for

23Stability constants of the various species formed in solu- the pH 2.53 to 7.21 at 113 K (1.25310 M in 1.0 M
tion were obtained from the experimental data corre- NaClO ) and for the 2:1 ratio for pH 2.62, 5.07 and 7.82 at4

23 22sponding to the titration of solutions of different ratios of 5 and 115 K (2.50310 M and 4.5310 M in 1.0 M
the ligand and metal ions, also with the aid of the NaClO ).4
HYPERQUAD program. The initial computations were
obtained in the form of overall stability constants or
b values:M H L 3. Resultsm h l

M H Lf g 1m h l The new compound, L , has been synthesised in good]]]]]b 5M H L mm h l l hM L Hf g f g f g yields by alkylation of the parent amine [15] with bromo-
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Table 1
H 1Protonation (log K ) constants of L and stability constants (log units) of alkaline-earth metal complexes with this ligand and other similar ones fori

acomparison [T525.08C; I50.10 M in N(CH ) NO ]3 4 3

1 2 4 b 5 6Metal Ion Equilibrium L L L L L ttha
quotient [17] [29] [31] [26,27]

1 cH [HL] / [H]3[L] 10.33(2) 10.02 10.15 9.067 11.61 10.63 [25]
[H L] / [HL]3[H] 9.03(2) 7.93 9.41 8.544 7.70 9.46 [25]2

[H L] / [H L]3[H] 4.74(3) 3.93 6.14 1.75 4.05 6.11 [25]3 2

[H L] / [H L]3[H] 2.69(4) 2.41 4.11 ,1 2.77 4.04 [25]4 3

[H L] / [H L]3[H] ,2 – 3.19 – – 2.75 [25]5 4

[H L] / [H L]3[H] – – – – – 2.34 [25]6 5
4[H L] / [L]3[H] 26.78 24.29 29.81 ,20.4 26.13 30.244

21 dMg [ML]/ [M]3[L] 7.31(2) 7.34 5.0 7.534 10.254 8.43
[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] – – – – 5.67 9.31
[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 2.5(1) – – – – 5.472

21 dCa [ML]/ [M]3[L] 10.14(2) 8.51 8.7 8.680 12.984 9.89
[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] – – – – 3.93 8.53
[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 3.04(7) – – – – 4.312

21 dSr [ML]/ [M]3[L] 9.53(2) 8.09 7.31; 9.1 8.09 11.370 9.26
[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] – – – – 4.72 7.78
[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 2.8(1) – – – – 3.442

21Ba [ML]/ [M]3[L] 8.74(2) 7.25 – 7.25 9.915 8.22
[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] – – – – 6.04 7.66
[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 3.01(7) – – – – 3.382

a 3Values of protonation constants for L : log K 59.55, log K 58.92; log K 54.51; log K 51.59; log b 524.57, Ref. [28].1 2 3 4 4
b I50.20 M in NaNO , Ref. [23].3
c Values in parenthesis are standard deviations in the last significant figures.
d I50.20 M in NaNO , Ref. [24].3

acetate in basic aqueous solution, and purified by anion value which is between that of other 15-membered mac-
2(OH )-exchange chromatography. The final product, rocyclic complexones having two oxygen atoms in the

1 2 3eluted from the column with HBr, was obtained as (H L )? backbone, 24.29 for L [17] or 24.57 for L [28] and that7
43Br, from which only four protonation constants could be of L , 29.81 [23], having only nitrogen atoms in the

determined by the potentiometric technique. macrocyclic framework.
1In Fig. 1 are shown the titration curves of this compound The stability constants of L with alkaline-earth metal

alone and with several metal ions at 1:1 ratio, and in Table ions are collected also in Table 1 and those with the other
31 31 311 its protonation constants and also those of other similar divalent metal ions, Ga , Fe and In in Table 2,

1compounds are collected. L exhibits two high or fairly together with the corresponding constants of complexes of
high values of protonation constants and all the others are similar macrocycles taken from the literature. Also the
below 5. The highest values are of the order of those of the values of ttha were summarised in the same tables, as this

4 1parent macrocycle [15] and also of those of L [23] or ttha compound can be seen as the open chain model of L .
1(triethylenetetraamine-N,N,N9,N0,N-,N--hexaacetic acid) Several complexes were found in solution for L with the

[25–27]. They correspond to the protonation of amine studied metal ions: mononuclear [ML, MH L (i51, and ini

centres, the second one occurring in the amine located at a some cases 2), and M(OH)L] and dinuclear ones (M L,2

longer distance from the first already protonated to mini- M HL and M (OH) L, i51 and/or 2). In several cases2 2 i

mise charge repulsion [15,17,25]. In analogy to what some protonated species are not formed or it was im-
happens with ttha [25], for which the first two protonations possible to determine constants for some hydroxocomplex-

1occur in the terminal nitrogen, in the case of L they must es, because precipitation occurred or the kinetics of the
occur at those nitrogen atoms of the macrocycle adjacent reaction were too slow for the technique used. In all cases
to the oxygen. The value of the third protonation constant the proposed model was easily accepted by the HY-
can be ascribed to the protonation of the third amine or, PERQUAD program [20] running for the total data points
probably, this proton will be distributed between the two of all titration curves, converging with good statistical
equivalent central nitrogen atoms. The fourth and the parameters.
following protonations occur in carboxylate groups and the Except for the complexes of the alkaline-earth metal
last nitrogen would be very acidic due to the resulting ions, the other metal ions studied hardly expand the co-
strong repulsion in the ring [15,17]. The overall basicity of ordination number beyond six, so for these cases two metal

1the compound is about 27 in log units, which is the ions can be involved in the co-ordination to L forming
expected value for a 15-membered macrocyclic complex dinuclear complexes. It is also expected that in the 1:1
having N O as heteroatoms in the macrocyclic backbone, a complexes the metal ion determine the preferred type of4
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Table 2
1Stability constants (log units) for metal complexes of L and other similar ligands with several di- and trivalent metal ions (T525.08C; I50.10 M

aMe NNO )4 3

1 2 3 b 5 6Ion Equilibrium L L L L L ttha
quotient [17] [29,30] [31] [26,27]

21Mn [ML]/ [M]3[L] 14.63(2) 14.44 – 12.11 16.09 16.0
[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] – 3.98 – – 4.14 8.74
[MH L]/ [MHL]3[H] – – – – – 3.452

[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 3.53(3) – – – – 6.542

[ML]/ [MLOH]3[H] 8.5(1) – – – – –
21Co [ML]/ [M]3[L] 15.38(5) 16.47 16.38 13.72 19.54 18.4

[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] 5.77(3) 3.99 3.73 – 2.64 8.05
[MH L]/ [MHL]3[H] – – – – – 4.032

[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 4.57(4) 3.30 1.73 2.65 – 9.72

[M HL]/ [M L]3[H] 4.72(3) 3.95 – – – 3.02 2

[ML]/ [MLOH]3[H] – (8.9) 11.20 – – –
21Cu ML]/ [M]3[L] 19.23(5) 17.25 17.54 17.79 20.17 20.5

[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] 4.38(2) 3.63 5.63 – 3.10 7.98
[MH L]/ [MHL]3[H] – – 1.49 – – 4.052

[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 4.56(2) 2.96 – 5.0 – 13.42

[M HL]/ [M L]3[H] – – – – – 3.02 2

[ML]/ [MLOH]3[H] (8.1) (9.5) 11.91 – – –
[M L]/ [M L(OH)]3[H] – (5.7) – – – –2 2

2[M L]/ [M L(OH) ]3[H] – 12.26 – – – –2 2 2
21Zn [ML]/ [M]3[L] 15.48(4) 16.82 16.38 14.44 18.66 18.0

[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] 5.99(3) 3.69 3.73 – 2.85 8.13
[MH L]/ [MHL]3[H] – 2.05 – – – 4.62

[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 4.35(5) 2.76 2.14 2.91 – 11.92

[M HL]/ [M L]3[H] 4.86(3) 3.86 – – – 3.02 2

[ML]/ [MLOH]3[H] – (9.0) 10.68 – – –
[M L]/ [M L(OH)]3[H] 6.01(5) 7.65 – – – –2 2

[M L]/ [M L(OH)]3[H] (8.0) – – – – –2 2
21 bPb [ML]/ [M]3[L] 15.94(4) 16.92 16.58 13.26 19.27 18.5

b[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] 5.82(2) 3.62 4.88 – 3.48 8.15
[MH L]/ [MHL]3[H] 3.32(3) 2.0 2.18 – – 3.82

[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 4.80(4) 3.48 3.24 2.44 – 10.82

[M HL]/ [M L]3[H] 4.18(3) 3.21 – – – 3.02 2

[M L]/ [M L(OH)]3[H] 7.06(5) 7.19 – – – –2 2
2[M L]/ [M L(OH) ]3[H] – 14.49 – – – –2 2 2

31 bGa ML]/ [M]3[L] 19.98(4) – 17.1 14.0 [34] 21.3 27.75 [18,25]
b[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] 2.85(5) – 3.48 – 2.66 4.8 [18,25]

[MH L]/ [MHL]3[H] – – – – 3.9 [18,25]2

[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 4.85(5) – – – – 12.40 [18,25]2

[M HL]/ [M L]3[H] – – – – –2 2
b[ML]/ [MLOH]3[H] – – – – 7.84 9.43 [18,25]

[M L]/ [M L(OH)]3[H] – – – – – 3.25 [18,25]2 2
2[M L]/ [M L(OH) ]3[H] – – – – – 7.46 [18,25]2 2 2

31 bFe [ML]/ [M]3[L] 23.82(4) – 19.82 – 26.8 27.66 [18,25]
b[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] 3.03(4) 2.65 2.15 7.49 [18,25]

[MH L]/ [MHL]3[H] – – 2.05 [18,25]2

[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 6.87(5) – – 12.13 [18,25]2

[M HL]/ [M L]3[H] – –2 2
b[ML]/ [MLOH]3[H] (5.5) 6.15 7.75 –

[M L]/ [M L(OH)]3[H] – – – 2.11 [18,25]2 2
2[M L]/ [M L(OH) ]3[H] – – – 5.91 [18,25]2 2 2

31 bIn [ML]/ [M]3[L] 22.88(4) – 23.56 – 25.48 26.88 [18,25]
b[MHL]/ [ML]3[H] 3.88(3) 2.49 1.8 7.30 [18,25]

[MH L]/ [MHL]3[H] – – – 2.33 [18,25]2

[M L]/ [ML]3[M] 6.57(5) – – 9.0 [18,25]2

[M HL]/ [M L]3[H] – – – –2 2
b[ML]/ [MLOH]3[H] 9.56(5) – 9.59 –

[M L]/ [M L(OH)]3[H] – – – 4.2 [18,25]2 2

a Values in parenthesis are standard deviations in the last significant figures.
b I50.10 M KNO , Ref. [28].3
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Table 3
a 1pM values for metal complexes of L studied and for some other similar

ligands, at pH57.4
1 2 3 5 6Ligand L L L L L ttha

pMg 5.01 5.11 – 5.25 5.73 5.40
pCa 5.73 5.78 – 5.94 8.30 5.85
pSr 5.36 5.29 – 5.48 6.70 5.18
pBa 5.11 5.07 – 5.21 5.51 5.02
pMn 10.09 11.18 – 9.27 11.40 12.04
pCo 10.82 13.22 12.70 10.88 14.85 13.82
pCu 14.90 13.99 13.86 14.95 15.48 15.86
pZn 10.92 13.57 12.70 11.60 13.97 13.49
pPb 11.30 13.66 12.90 10.42 14.58 14.00
pGa 17.83 – 17.81 17.81 17.88 22.44
pFe 20.20 – 17.41 – 22.27 22.69
pIn 18.31 – 19.88 – 20.80 22.81

a Values calculated for 100% excess of free ligand at physiological
25 25conditions, pH57.4, C 51.0310 M, C 52.0310 M, using theM L

Hyss program [35], from the published stability constants, see Tables 1
and 2.

mentioned metal ions. Structural features ought to be on
the basis of this behaviour, suggesting that the enhanced
hindrance induced by the presence of four carboxymethyl
arms severely constrains the geometric arrangement of the

1 nitrogen donor atoms of the macrocyclic backbone aroundFig. 1. Titration curves, a vs. pH, of L (– s –) and this ligand with
21 21 21 21 21 the metal centre restricting the co-ordination number orMg (– ♦ –), Ca (– j –), Sr (– ^ –), Ba (3), Mn ( ),

21 21 21 21Co (– h –), Cu (– d –), Zn (–) and Pb (– m –) in the 1:1 ratio leading to a preferred co-ordination with oxygen atoms.
2(a being the number of moles the base per mole of ligand). This situation was already observed with complexes of L

[17], but the effects are obviously amplified in the case of
1 21donor for the co-ordination and the best position, inside or L . The behaviour of the Cu complex seems exceptional

outside the macrocyclic cavity, for the strongest associa- but certainly arises of the plasticity effect of this metal ion
tion. and its capacity to occur with significantly different

The values of stability constants of most of the mononu- geometries.
1clear complexes of L are very low for a ligand having The comparison of stability constant values of the

1nine potential donor atoms, of which four are nitrogens. complexes of L and ttha show that no macrocyclic effect
However, its dinuclear complexes are the most stable is perceived, as expected for a macrocyclic ligand having
among the complexes of the macrocycles listed in Tables 1 appending arms [36]. The studied macrocycle although
and 2, but ttha exhibits a much higher tendency to form more rigid than linear ligands, is flexible enough to adapt
M L species. to the metal ion by changing conformations. However the2

If the differences of the overall basicity of the various cyclic nature of the backbone prevents the free adaptation
ligands considered in Table 1 are taken into account by the of the donor atoms to the steric demands of the metal ions.
calculation of the pM values at the physiological pH Although X-ray structures of complexes of N-carbox-
[14,17,19,25,32], see Table 3, it can be inferred that the ymethyl derivatives of 15-membered macrocycles are

1values of L complexes with the alkaline-earth metal ions scarce [37–39], they show that the size of the cavity is
2 5 1 21are of the order of the corresponding complexes of L , L appropriate for metal ions such as Na [37], or Cd [38],

21and ttha. In all these cases the involvement of only two but also for smaller ions like Cu [39]. In all these
nitrogen and three or four oxygen atoms of the ligands for examples the full participation of donors was found.

1the co-ordination to the alkaline-earth metal ions was However, L has more imine groups than the ligands for
proposed [17,29,30,33]. It can be observed in Tables 2 and which X-ray determined structures are available, and this

13 that the same happens with complexes of L with other may force the macrocycle to adopt a folded conformation,
1 21 2metal ions studied. Indeed, the stability constants of L as happens with the Cu complex of L [17]. In the last

21 21 21 21with Mn , Co , Zn and Pb are of the same order of case the complex adopts a compressed distorted trigonal
5those of L , taking into account the differences in basicity bipyramid (the equatorial plane being defined by two

2 3of the ligands. Solutions of L , L and ttha with the same nitrogen atoms and an oxygen atom of the macrocycle and
metal ions, present higher pM values at physiological pH. the axial positions occupied by the other nitrogen of the
This means that probably only two nitrogen atoms of the macrocycle and an oxygen atom of one carboxylate

1backbone of L are involved in the co-ordination to the group), with the macrocycle in a folded conformation and
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Table 4
21 21 31 1Spectroscopic UV–vis–near-IR data and magnetic moments (m) for the Co , Cu and Fe complexes of L (T525.08C)

Complex; pH UV–vis–near-IR m
3 21 21colour l /nm (e /dm mol cm ) (MB)max molar

1 2-[CoL ] 7.58 1080 (sh., 2.9), 1008 (4.1), 560 (sh., 13.0), 4.7
(pink) 525 (18.2), 460 (sh., 13.7), 347 (sh., 30.0)

1 2-[CuL ] 7.04 911 (sh., 41.4), 832 (sh., 62.7), 693 (103.2), 1.8
3(blue) 272 (9.97310 )

1 2 3[FeL ] 4.80 970 (25.7), 624 (sh., 54.1), 340 (sh., 2.87310 ), 5.4
3(yellow) 275 (4.10310 )

two other atoms in the equatorial plane but at distances complexes with linear or cyclic polyaminopolycarboxylate
31which are too long to be considered co-ordination dis- ligands which are in general more stable than Ga , in

tances, half way toward forming a pentagonal bipyramid. spite of the mainly electrostatic interactions that this metal
As the three nitrogen atoms of the ring are involved in the ion forms on complexation and of the higher effective

31 31co-ordination, the stability constants of the complexes of ionic radius of In [19,25,28]. The lower values for Ga
2 31L with the studied series of metal ions are relatively high. complexes relative to those of Fe are generally ascribed
Another indication of the non involvement of a part of to the greater covalent character of the complex bonds of

the macrocycle in the co-ordination to the metal centre of the last ion [28]. The pM values indicate that the affinity of
31the 1:1 complexes is the high values of the constants the present ligand for Ga is similar to that of other

31corresponding to the formation of the protonated complex- macrocycles in Table 3. In fact, Ga forms six co-
es, MHL. ordinate complexes and has the lowest ionic radius of the

The great number of appended arms on the macrocycle three, so that it remains indifferent to the increase of the
combined with the increased cavity size imply an enhanced number of donors, its relative position or the increase of
tendency for formation of dinuclear species, as shown on the cavity size of the macrocycle. The same does not

31 1Tables 1 and 2. Also teta, [1,4,8,11-tetrakis(carbox- happen with the Fe complex for which L shows larger
1ymethyl)-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane], a 14-mem- pM values, probably because one nitrogen of L is

3bered macrocycle, has a higher tendency to form dinuclear involved instead of one oxygen of L .
complexes than similar 12- and 13-membered ligands, as
shown by solid state X-ray diffraction structures [40,41] 3.1. Structural studies in solution
and solution studies [6,40].

1 21 21The stability constants of L with the trivalent metal Spectroscopic UV–vis–near-IR data for Co , Cu and
31 31 31 31 1 21ions, Ga , Fe and In , are close to the corresponding Fe complexes of L and EPR parameters for the Co

3 21values of L , see Tables 2 and 3. The trend of stability for and Cu complexes of the same ligand in water solution,
31this series of metal ions is the expected one, the In forms were collected in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Table 5
21 1Spectroscopic EPR data for the Cu complexes of L and other similar complexes

4 21Complex l /nm EPR (A 310 cm ) Ref.max i
3 21 21(e /dm mol cm )molar g g g A A Ax y z x y z

1 2- a[CuL ] (A) 2.036 2.104 2.295 3.2 30.2 160.6 This work
1 2- a[CuL ] (B) 693 (103.2) 2.036 2.075 2.239 1.7 23.4 172.9 This work
1 2- a b[CuL ] (C) - - 2.265 - - 167.5 This work
2 2[CuL ] 662 (121.4) 2.046 2.078 2.246 12.9 33.5 175.2 [17]
7[CuL ] 685 (37.5) 2.055 2.080 2.284 1.0 0.9 168.7 [53]

2-[Cu(edta)] 735 (99) 2.071 2.295 - - 166.0 [53]
8[CuL ] 686 (95.8) 2.040 2.087 2.262 0.7 18.4 163.0 [7]

a At pH52.53, A517% and B583%, at pH55.05, A541% and B559% and C appear only at pH57.21.
b The EPR parameters in this case were taken directly in the spectrum.
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3.1.2. Cobalt(II) complexes
1 2-The electronic spectrum of [CoL ] exhibits three

principal bands of low intensity (cf. Table 4) and the value
of the magnetic moment is 4.7 BM, pointing to a six
co-ordinate tetragonally distorted symmetry of a high-spin
species [42–44]. The complex is very stable, when ex-
posed to the air during 50 days did not undergo any
degradation. The calculated value of the octahedral field

21splitting parameter, 10 Dq [43], of 11 050 cm for
1 2-[CoL ] indicates the lower crystal field stabilisation

energy (CFSE) of this complex when compared with the
21 2 2value of 11 422 cm for [CoL ] [17], which is in

agreement with the determined values of stability constants
(Table 2).

21The EPR spectrum of the Co complexes at 5 K show
as principal feature a broad and intense band at low field,

9centred at about 1400 G and apparent g values at g 55.53,1

9 9g 54.31 and g 52.05. No hyperfine splitting was de-2 3

tected. The spectrum is typical of high-spin cobalt(II)
complexes (S53/2) in a rhombically distorted environ-
ment and can be interpreted by using a S51/2 effective
spin Hamiltonian [17,45–47].

21 1In spite of the EPR parameters not allowing the de- Fig. 2. EPR X-band spectra of the Cu complexes of L in 1:1 ratio at
pH52.53 (a), 5.05 (b) and 7.21 (c) in 1.0 M NaClO , recorded at 113 K,termination of the symmetry of high-spin cobalt(II) com- 4

microwave power of 2.4 mW, modulation amplitude of 1.0 mT. Theplexes, the broadness of the signal at lower field in the
frequency (n) was of 9.409, 9.407 and 9.408 GHz for a, b, and c,

spectrum of the complex is indicative of distorted octahed- respectively.
ral or square pyramidal symmetries [17]. The low-intensity
bands of its electronic spectrum and the absence of a weak
band appearing in the 830–660 nm region, led us to infer hyperfine coupling constants and g values are compiled in
that this cobalt(II) complex adopts distorted octahedral Table 5, together with those of other complexes from the
geometries. The observed anisotropy is indicative of a literature. All the complex species show parameters which
rhombic distortion which is linked to the high sensitivity of are characteristic of rhombic symmetry with elongation of
any weak distortion of the ligand field in the case of the the axial bonds and a d ground state. Elongated2 2x 2y

21Co . Similar spectra are common in the literature [46] rhombic-octahedral, rhombic square-coplanar or distorted
and found in some enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase square pyramidal stereochemistries would be consistent
of E. coli. [48]. with these data, but trigonal-bipyramidal or tetragonal

geometries involving compression of axial bonds should be
3.1.3. Copper(II) complexes excluded [17,49,50].

1The copper(II) complex of L (1:1) exhibits a broad However, the simulation of the EPR spectra has not
band in the visible region at 693 nm with two shoulders at revealed a correspondence between the species and its
lower energies, due to the copper d–d transitions, an percentage in frozen solutions (obtained by simulation of
intense band in the UV region and a small broad band in the EPR spectra) and those found in the solution studies
the near-IR region. The EPR spectra of the 1:1 ratio (see distribution curves in Fig. 3). Indeed, the EPR spectra
complex were performed for a large pH range (from pH show two main species (A and B) in the studied pH range,
2.03 to 7.21). Three of them are shown in Fig. 2. The the relative proportion of the first species increasing with
spectra at the lower pH values (from 2.03 to 6.55) show the pH relatively to the second one and a third species, C,
the presence of two species, but at pH57.21 a third having intermediate parameters appears at the higher pH.
species appears, as can be observed by the splitting of the The speciation diagram, at 258C, shows that the protonated
resonances at low field. For each species the spectra show complex (MHL) is the main species between 2.5 and 4.5
the four expected lines at low field, due to the interaction pH values, which decreases in percentage with the pH
of the unpaired electron spin with the copper nucleus, and increase due to the formation of the ML species. For pH
no superhyperfine splitting due to the coupling with the values higher than 6.5 a M(OH)L species will be formed,
three nitrogen atoms of the macrocycle has been observed. whose stability constant was not possible to determine with
The simulation of the spectra [22] indicated three different accuracy due to its very slow formation, but probably the

21principal values of g, showing that the Cu ion in these same species is formed in the frozen solutions, corre-
complexes is in a rhombically-distorted ligand field. The sponding to the C species. The apparent discrepancy
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geometry with three nitrogen atoms directed involved in
the co-ordination of the copper ion was proposed [17]. The
electronic parameters of our complex can also be com-

8pared with those of [CuL ] [7], see Table 5. The single
21crystal structure of this complex has shown that the Cu

adopts an octahedral geometry, tetragonally elongated, the
equatorial plane being formed by the three nitrogen atoms
of the macrocycle and the oxygen atom of one carboxylate
group, and the axial positions occupied by the oxygen
atom of the other carboxylate group and the oxygen atom
of the ring [56]. The B isomer of the studied complex, andFig. 3. Species distribution curves calculated for an aqueous solution 2 2

21 1 also [CuL ] , have slightly smaller g , a slightly larger Acontaining Cu and L at a molar ratio of 1:1. Percentages relative to the z z
821 23 when compared with the EPR parameters of [CuL ], whichtotal amount of Cu at an initial value of 1.250310 M.

is a clear indication that our complex is six-co-ordinate,
8between the two techniques can be attributed to the with a slightly stronger equatorial field than that of [CuL ],

formation of isomers (A and B) of different geometry, not and having three nitrogen and one oxygen atoms in the
exactly corresponding to MHL and ML complexes, which equatorial plane and two oxygen atoms in axial positions.

1can not be perceived by the macroscopic studies in EPR spectra of solutions of copper(II) with L in the 2:1
solution. Additionally, the different temperature used in ratio, at several pH values (2.62, 4.10, 5.07, 6.51 and 7.82)
each technique and the different aggregation state of the were also recorded, three of them are shown in Fig. 4. The
complexes in the frozen solutions necessary for the EPR spectra at the lower pH are quite different from those
measurements obviously will contribute for the mentioned obtained for the 1:1 ratio (see Fig. 2), contrary to what
discrepancy. happens with that recorded at pH 7.82, which is a spectrum

The EPR parameters ( g and hyperfine constants A ) characteristic of a 1:1 ratio complex. Additionally, at thei

may be related to the electronic transitions by the factors lower pH values also a signal at g54.1 was observed, for
derived from the ligand field theory [7,17,19,51,52]: the g higher concentrations, indicating the presence of a dinu-
values increase and the A value decreases as the planar clear species, see Fig. 5 for the spectrum at pH55.07. Thisz

ligand field becomes weaker or as the axial ligand field is in agreement with the species distribution diagram for
becomes stronger and this occurs with the simultaneous
red-shift of the d–d absorption bands in the electronic
spectra. This sequence, in principle, parallels the degree of
distortion from square-planar to square pyramidal, C , and4v

then to octahedral (O ) or tetragonal (D ) geometries.h 4h
7Data in Table 5 show that the A species, [CuL ] and

2-[Cu(edta)] have similar EPR parameters and analogous
electronic spectra [53]. It is known by X-ray diffraction

2- 7analysis that [Cu(edta)] [54] and [CuL ] [55] exhibit
octahedral structures, both ligands having a N O co-2 4

21ordination sphere. In the last complex the Cu is in a very
distorted octahedral environment, with the macrocycle in a
folded conformation, the two nitrogen atoms and the two
oxygen of the acetate groups forming the equatorial plane
and the two oxygen atoms of the ring in axial positions
(the O –Cu–O angle being 147.78). Therefore theaxial axial

electronic parameters of the A species of the studied
complex point out to an identical structure having only two
nitrogen atoms co-ordinated directly to the central atom
and oxygen atoms completing the octahedral geometry.
From these data it is not possible to know if the oxygen
atom of the macrocycle is involved in the co-ordination.

However the EPR parameters and the maximum of the
d–d absorption band of the B species are completely

21 1Fig. 4. EPR X-band spectra of the Cu complexes of L in 2:1 ratio atdifferent from those of the A species, having a lower gz pH52.62 (a), 5.07 (b) and 7.82 (c) in 1.0 M NaClO , recorded at 115 K,4and a higher A parameters, pointing to a stronger equa-z microwave power of 2.4 mW, modulation amplitude of 1.0 mT. The
torial field. In fact, the parameters of this species are close frequency (n) was of 9.408, 9.407 and 9.405 GHz for a, b, and c,

2 2to those obtained for [CuL ] for which an octahedral respectively.
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range of the magnetic field, the weak signal at lower field
being obtained for solutions of higher concentrations and is
amplified in the figure. This spectrum is typical of a
copper(II) dinuclear complex, although in high field the
presence of the monomeric species is clearly perceived, as
expected (see the speciation diagram in Fig. 6). The
spectrum obtained in Fig. 5 can be interpreted as that of a
triplet of a coupled dinuclear copper site with a S51 total
spin and zero-field splitting, having two types of signals in
the DM 51 and DM 52 regions [57]. The region corre-s s

sponding to the DM 51 transition is contaminated with thes

monomeric species, as already mentioned. The peak
corresponding to the DM 52 transition was observed ats

low temperatures (5 K) with hyperfine structure due to the
coupling of the two copper nuclei. The signal comprises
seven lines with about 73 G splitting (hyperfine coupling
with the two copper nuclei with nuclear spin 3/2). The
hyperfine constant found is about half the value of the
mononuclear complex, as is expected for homonuclear
dimers. The Cu–Cu distances expected for this dinuclear

˚species will be between (3 and (5 A [58]. Indeed, for
small distances, the zero-field splitting components of both

21 1 transitions overlap and when the distances are larger theFig. 5. EPR X-band spectra of the Cu complexes of L in 2:1 ratio, at
intensity of the band at low field will be low [58].pH55.07 in 1.0 M NaClO recorded at 115 K. The signal at low field4

was obtained at 4 K and is amplified in the bottom. Microwave power of
2.4 mW, modulation amplitude of 1.0 mT. The frequency (n) was of
9.407 and 9.641 GHz for the DM 51 and DM 52 transitions, respective-s s 4. Conclusionsly.

The values of stability constants of the mononuclear
1the mentioned metal:ligand ratio obtained with data of complexes of L are low enough to assume that only two

Table 2, see Fig. 6. This speciation diagram shows that the nitrogen atoms of the macrocycle of this ligand are directly
dinuclear complex is the main species between pH 3.5 to co-ordinated to most of the metal ions studied in the
about 8, decreasing slightly in percentage for pH values present work, although it is not possible to ascertain the
higher than 5.5 due to the increase formation of the number of co-ordinated oxygen atoms, but for most of the

21monomeric species, ML first and [M(OH)L] for pH values metal ions two or three among them will be free. The Cu
higher than 7, the last complex being the main species at complex, however, exhibits a higher stability constant
pH values higher than about 8.5. It seems that in frozen value. Spectroscopic data for the latter complex reveal the
solutions the mononuclear complexes start to be the main presence of two octahedral isomers in solution. In the first
species at pH values lower than that found in solution at one (A) only two nitrogen are involved in the co-ordination
room temperature, as the EPR spectrum recorded at pH5 to the copper ion, while in the other (B), three nitrogen

217.82 is already characteristic of mononuclear Cu com- atoms of the macrocyclic backbone are co-ordinated in the
plexes. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum at pH55.07 in a larger equatorial plane. A third species is present at pH values

higher than 7.
These structural features suggest that the presence of

four carboxymethyl pendant arms, on one hand, and the
relatively large cavity size of the macrocycle in com-
parison to the size of most of the metal ions studied in this
work, on another hand, severely constrain the geometric
arrangement of the nitrogen donor atoms of the mac-
rocyclic framework around the metal centre restricting the
co-ordination number or leading to a preferred co-ordina-
tion with oxygen atoms. Another consequence of these
structural preferences is the easy formation of dinuclear
complexes, as indicated by the chosen model in the
determination of the stability constants in solution and alsoFig. 6. Species distribution curves calculated for an aqueous solution

21 1 by the EPR spectroscopy of the copper complex whichcontaining Cu and L at a molar ratio of 2:1. Percentages relative to the
21 23total amount of Cu at an initial value of 2.500310 M. clearly reveals the presence of the dinuclear complex.
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Abstract

The lead halide adducts Pb(L)I (L52,29-bipyridine, 1,10-phenanthroline) have been prepared and structurally characterized. Each lead2

atom adopts a distorted octahedral coordination and shares an edge to form one-dimensional polymer. There is p–p interaction between
aromatic rings of the interchains in PbI (phen), this stacking causes PbI (phen) to be more stable than PbI (bpy) in thermal behavior.2 2 2

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Lead halide adducts; X-ray structure; Lone pair of electrons

1. Introduction ganic backbone have attracted little attention, and structur-
al information on such compounds is still rather scarce.

There is increasing interest in the study of magnetic, Herein we report the synthesis of 1-dimensional lead
electronic and optoelectronic properties of low-dimension- halide-based hybrid polymers of the coordinational type
al organic–inorganic hybrid compounds [1–6]. Studies and the isolation of solid 1:1 adducts between PbX (X52

suggest that complex systems consisting of organic and Cl, Br, I) and 2,29-bipyridine(bpy) or 1,10-phenanthro-
inorganic components have great potential for the creation line(phen), measure their luminescence properties, and
of functional materials utilizing the wide variety of prop- determine the structures of two of the complexes.
erties associated with each component. Hence, the syn-
thesis of low-dimensional organic–inorganic hybrid com-
pounds with novel physical properties is motivated by this
notion. Lead halide-based (PbX , PbX , PbX ) molecules 2. Experimental3 4 5

with ionic-type hybrid compounds have recently attracted
much attention [7–9], because they form a stable exciton 2.1. Synthesis of the complexes
with a large binding energy of several hundred meV, and
exhibit attractive optical properties such as strong and All chemicals were reagent grade and used without
sharp photoluminescence [10,11] and electroluminescence further purification.
[12,13], and highly efficient nonlinear optical effects [14]. 1. Slow addition of a methanol solution of NaI (0.6 g, 4
However, the lead halide adducts Pb(L)X (X5halide, mmol) to a methanol solution of Pb(OAc) ?3H O (0.7582 2 2

L5ligand) with ligands coordinatively linked to the inor- g, 2 mmol) and bpy (0.312 g, 2 mmol) gave a yellow
precipitate, which was filtered. Found: C, 20.02; H, 1.43;
N, 4.60%. Calc. for C H N I Pb: C, 19.45; H, 1.30; N,10 8 2 2

4.54%. PbI (phen) was synthesized by the same method,2
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-25-359-3522; fax: 186-25-331- Found: C, 23.03; H, 1.36; N, 4.42%. Calc. for

4502. C H N I Pb: C, 22.46; H, 1.25; N, 4.37%.12 8 2 2E-mail addresses: zhiyu@public1.ptt.js.cn (Z. Yu),
2. PbX (bpy) (X5Cl, Br) and PbX (bpy) (X5Cl, Br)2 2youxz@netra.nju.ac.cn (X.-Z. You)

1 were prepared in the same manner by replacing NaI withCorresponding co-author. This author can also be contacted for corre-
spondence. NaBr and (CH ) NCl.3 4

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00280-6
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Table 22.2. Preparation of single crystals
a˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] for 1 and 2

Compound 1 Compound 2PbI (bpy) (1): A methanolic solution of bpy was slowly2

diffused into a DMF solution of PbI (molar ratio 1:1). Pb(1)–N(1) 2.516(5) Pb–N 2.518(8)2

Yellow and orange crystals of 1 were formed in one week Pb(1)–N(1B) 2.516(5) Pb–N(B) 2.518(8)
Pb(1)–I(1C) 3.2084(5) Pb–I(C) 3.321(1))at 108C. The yellow and orange crystals show the same
Pb(1)–I(1A) 3.2084(5) Pb–I(A) 3.321(1)unit cell parameters. Found: C, 19.83; H, 1.42; N, 4.61%.
Pb(1)–I(1B) 3.3155(5) Pb–I(B) 3.190(1)

Calc. for C H N I Pb: C, 19.45; H, 1.30; N, 4.54%.10 8 2 2 Pb(1)–I(1) 3.3155(5) Pb–I 3.1899(9)
PbI (phen)(2) crystals were obtained by the same2

method. Found: C, 22.86; H, 1.32; N, 4.45%. Calc. for N(1)–Pb(1)–N(1B) 64.1(2) N–Pb–N(B) 66.4(4)
N(1)–Pb(1)–I(1C) 83.13(13) N–Pb–I(C) 87.6(2)C H N I Pb: C, 22.46; H, 1.25; N, 4.37%.12 8 2 2
N(1B)–Pb(1)–I(1C) 84.43(13) N(B)–Pb–I(C) 158.3(2)
N(1)–Pb(1)–I(1A) 84.43(13) N–Pb–I(A) 158.3(2)

2.3. Physical measurement N(1B)–Pb(1)–I(1A) 83.13(13) N(B)–Pb–I(A) 87.6(2)
I(1A)–Pb(1)–I(1A) 165.30(2) I(C)–Pb–I(A) 92.0(2)

Elemental analysis was performed on a Perkin–Elmer N(1)–Pb(1)–I(1B) 159.57(12) N–Pb–I(B) 87.6(2)
N(1B)–Pb(1)–I(1B) 95.50(12) N(B)–Pb–I(B) 82.9(2)240 instrument. TGA and DTA measurements were mea-
I(1C)–Pb(1)–I(1B) 94.272(11) I(C)–Pb–I(B) 94.52(2)sured using an SDT 2960 Simultaneous TGA–DTA under
I(1A)–Pb(1)–I(1B) 94.668(14) I(A)–Pb–I(B) 109.61(4)21flowing dry nitrogen (100 ml min ) by heating from N(1)–Pb(1)–I(1) 95.50(12) N–Pb–I 82.9(2)

21room temperature to 8008C (108C min ). Reflectance N(1B)–Pb(1)–I(1) 159.57(12) N(B)–Pb–I 87.6(2)
spectra of solids were recorded on a Shimadzu UV 240 I(1C)–Pb(1)–I(1) 94.668(14) I(C)–Pb–I 92.0(2)

I(1A)–Pb(1)–I(1) 94.272(11) I(A)–Pb–I 94.52(2)spectrophotometer with solid MgO as reference. Lumines-
I(1B)–Pb(1)–I(1) 104.92(2) I(B)–Pb–I 168.66(3)cence property investigations were performed on an
Pb(1C)–I(1)–Pb(1) 85.728(11) Pb(C)–I–Pb 85.492(20

Aminco Bowmer Series 2 luminescence spectrometer, and
a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: A:the samples were excited with a wavelength of 357 nm

2 x 1 1, 2 y 1 1, 2 z; B: 2 x 1 1, y, 2 z 1 1/2; C: x, 2 y 1 1, z 1 1/2.from an ultra-violet lamp.

2.4. X-ray crystallography information on the structure analysis. The samples were
both examined with graphite-monochromated Mo Ka

˚Crystal data are listed in Table 1 together with other radiation (l50.71073 A). Data for 1 were obtained on a

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement parameter for 1 and 2

Identification code CCDC118122 CCDC118121
Empirical formula C H N PbI C H N PbI10 8 2 2 12 8 2 2

Formula weight 617.17 641.22
Temperature (K) 293(2) 296

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 0.71073
Diffractometer Siemens CCD Enraf-nonius CAD4
Crystal system space group Monoclinic, C2/c Monoclinic, C2/c

˚ ˚Unit cell dimensions a516.4804(3) A, a 5908 a516.400 (3) A, a 5908
˚ ˚b510.4358(3) A, b 5103.025(1)8 b511.132 (2) A, b 5103.02(2)8

˚ ˚c58.2727(2) A, g 5908 c58.240 (2) A, g 5908
3 3˚ ˚Volume 1386.18(6) A 1466 (1) A

Z 4 4
23Calculated density (Mg m ) 2.957 2.91

21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 16.598 157.55
F(000) 1080 1128
Crystal size (mm) 0.3430.2430.12 0.2530.2030.10
u range for data collection (8) 2.33 to 28.38 26.0 (max)
Limiting indices 221#h#21, 0#k#13, 0#l #10 220#h#20, 0#k#13, 0#l #10
Reflections collected /unique 4741/1711 [R 50.056] 1239int

Absorption correction Empirical using ADABS Empirical ‘psi’ scans
(Sheldrick, 1996)

Max. and min. transmission 0.241 and 0.071 1.000 and 0.4376
2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F Full-matrix least-squares on F

Data / restraints /parameters 1711/0 /70 1239/0 /78
2Goodness-of-fit on F 1.031 1.22

Final R indices [I.2s(I)] R150.034, wR250.086 R150.037, wR250.045[I.3s(I)]
Extinction coefficient 0.0024(2) –

23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 1.35 and 21.08 0.8 and 21.19
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2Siemens SMART CCD area-detector diffractometer, and refined by full-matrix least-squares methods based on F
intensities were integrated from a series of 0.38 v-rotation values. Programs were standard control and integration
frames chosen to give over a hemisphere of data. Empirical software (Siemens and Enraf–Nonius), SHELXL-97, TEX-
absorption corrections were based on a high degree of SAN. Selected bond lengths are listed in Table 2.
redundant and equivalent reflections. Data for 2 were
obtained on an Enraf–Nonius CAD4 diffractometer, and
intensities were measured with v /2u scans. Empirical 3. Results and discussion
absorption corrections were based on azimuthal scan
measurements. The structure of complex 1 consists of an infinite chain

The structures were solved by direct methods and of alternating lead and iodine atoms. Fig. 1(a) shows the

Fig. 1. (a) Perspective view showing the chain structure and coordination environment of lead(II) atoms in PbI (bpy) with atom labelling. (b) The2

molecular packing in PbI (bpy) with 1-D chain structure, the chains run parallel to the c-axis.2
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backbone of the chain formed by non-planar asymmetrical- up to 3008C, PbI (bpy)→bpy1PbI . The solid product is2 2

ly bridged –Pb(m-I) Pb– units. The lead atom lies in a a-PbI , and there is a phase transition at 4108C(a→b2 2

very distorted octahedral environment (cis angles 64.1(2) phase) with increasing temperature. The third weight loss
to 104.92(2)8), bonding to two pairs of bridging I ligands from the TGA curve starts at approximately 5008C and

˚(Pb–I(1) 3.315, Pb–I(1A), 3.208 A), and to the N atoms of ends at 6608C, corresponding to vaporization of PbI .2
˚the chelating bpy ligand (Pb–N, 2.516 A). The bpy units Complex 2 has similar structure to 1, each lead atom

lies on alternate side of each chain, which runs parallel to adopting a distorted octahedral PbN I coordination in a2 4

c-axis. The packing of the molecular chains is illustrated in one-dimensional chain extending parallel to the crystallo-
˚Fig. 1(b). As the formal oxidation state of lead is 12, the graphic c-axis. The Pb–N bond is 2.518(8) A and the Pb–I

˚6s orbital is populated by a pair of non-bonding electrons. distances are 3.119 and 3.321A respectively. The strikingly
The presence of the lone pair generally results in a non- different feature of 2 compared to 1 is that there is p–p

˚spherical charge distribution around lead cations in solids, stacking interaction (3.46 A) between the parallel aromatic
and furthermore, to a lowering of the symmetry of the rings belonging to adjacent chains, as shown in Fig. 2. This
co-ordination of the negative ions around them. The Pb–N results in some differences in their thermal behavior;
distance is in agreement with strong Pb–N bonds within compound 2 remains more stable than compound 1 at

˚2.40–2.60 A [15], and the observed Pb–I distances (3.208 higher temperature because of the p–p stacking between
˚and 3.315 A) lie in the range of intermediate and weak the parallel aromatic rings in 2 [17]. At the same time,

bonds [16]. It has previously been suggested that metal– there is no phase transition at about 4008C.
ligand distances are shorter in lead complexes where the It is worth mentioning that the presence of charge-
lone pair is stereochemically active [15]; the stereochem- transfer bands is obvious from the different colors for the
ically active lone pair of electrons leads to the lead cations series of [PbX (L)] compounds, though reliable absorption2

being situated in low-symmetry environments with the spectra of the complexes in solution cannot be obtained.
˚Brown’s model having two strong Pb–N(2.516 A), two Luminescence spectra for solid complexes show that there

˚ ˚intermediate (3.208 A) and two weak (3.315 A) Pb–I is no significant shift in emission spectra of PbX (bpy)2

bonds [16]. However, the repulsion from the lone pair on from Cl to I (PbCl (bpy), 567 nm; PbBr (bpy), 566 nm;2 2

the anion is mild since there is still basically a 6-fold PbI (bpy), 568 nm). However, complex 2 exhibits emis-2

coordination, and it is most likely that the lone pair of sion at 538 nm, and the bands of emission exhibit blue
electrons are only partially localized in a 6s orbital of the shifts for PbX (phen) from chloride to bromide and to2

lead(II) ion [16]. Thermal analysis for 1 shows three iodide (PbCl (phen), 579 nm; PbBr (phen), 569 nm).2 2

weight loss processes (from TGA) and four endothermic Therefore the assignment of the lowest electronic excited
processes (from DTA). The first thermal process with a state in PbX (L) poses an interesting problem because of2

onset temperature of 2808C and observed 12.5% weigh the effect of lone pair electrons on the properties of
loss, is in good agreement with the expected value (12.6%) low-lying excited states of complexes. The detailed assign-
from the following equation: PbI (bpy)→0.5bpy1 ment of the emission spectra for PbX (L) and further2 2

PbI (bpy) . The solid product continued to decompose, studies are in progress.2 0.5

Fig. 2. Showing p–p stacking interaction in PbI (phen) with atom labelling.2
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Abstract

The addition of pinacol to mixtures of titanium and cerium isopropoxides as well as the use of insoluble titanium and cerium pinacolate
synthons was investigated as a route to M-Ce (M5Ti, Nb) species. Pinacol was able to promote the formation of mixed-metal species and

i 2 ithe first Ce-Ti and Ce-Nb species namely Ce (pin) (OPr ) and [M Ce (m -O) (m,h pin) (OPr ) H ] [M5Ti, x52; M5Nb, x50;2Ti 2 8 2 2 3 2 4 6 x
1pin5OCMe -COMe ] were isolated and characterized by FT-IR and H NMR. The latter were also characterized by X-Ray diffraction.2 2

Their structures are based on a rhombus compressed along the M???M direction with 6-coordinated metals. The pinacolate moieties act as
ibridging-chelating ligands. The metal–oxygen bond lengths vary according to M–O(pin),M-m –O,Mm–O(pin),Ce–OPr ,Ce–m O.3 3

 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Niobium; Cerium; Titanium; Alkoxides; Diolates; Mixed-metal alkoxides

1. Introduction either spontaneous or due to some microhydrolysis [11] or
activation of dioxygen [12] are quite common. Representa-

Chemical routes to multicomponent oxides have lead to tive oxo species based on transition metals and lanthanides
the synthesis of a number of homo or heteroleptic mixed- are for instance [La Mo O (m-OR) (OR) ] [13],2 4 8 8 6

metal alkoxides [1–3]. Most of them associate transition [Sm Ti(m -O)(OR) ] [14]. Ancillary ligands such as4 4 14

metals and main group elements often alkali metals and to carboxylates [15] or diolates [16] can also provide a means
a lesser extent heavy metals such as barium or lead [4,5]. of connecting different metals. The formation of the

nWell-characterized species based on two transition metals zirconium derivatives [Zr Ti O (OAc) (OPr ) ] [15] and6 3 6 8 16
iremain scarce. Compounds such as [NbTa(OMe) ] [6], [Gd Zr (m -O) (m-OAc) (Pr ) ] [17] illustrates this10 2 6 4 2 4 20

i[FeZr (OPr ) ] [7], [LaNb (OR) ] [8], have been re- strategy. Control of the stoichiometry between the metals2 9 2 13

ported. EXAFS studies were used to support the formation is another issue. The reactivity of coordinated ligands
iof Zr-Ti species [9] in PZT processing conditions while a namely alcohols might be used. [LaNb (OPr ) (tea) ]3 12 3

V-Ti species was reported recently to be formed at the (teaH 5triethanolamine) for instance was built up in a3

surface of titania [10]. An appropriate assembling ligand is controlled stoichiometry by deprotonation of coordinated
often required since limited stability might be observed triethanolamine [18]. Metalloligands were found to be
when only alkoxide ligands are present in the metal efficient synthons for access to stable mixed-metal species
coordination sphere. Oxo ligands, whose formation is [19].

Cerium is associated to titanium oxide for photocatalytic
activity [20] as well as for electrode materials in electro-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 133-47-243-1570; fax: 133-47-243-
chromic devices [21–23]. Formation of mixed-metal1568.

E-mail address: hubert@univ.lyon1.fr (L.G. Hubert-Pfalzgraf) species based on cerium has proven especially tedious
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1[24]. We wish to report here the synthesis and structural n(M–OR); H NMR (C D , 208C, ppm): 4.67sept (8H,7 8

characterization of the first Ce-Ti and Ce-Nb species, CH, J56 Hz), 1.38s (12H, Me), 1.23d (48H, Me, J56
i i 1namely [Ce Ti O (pin) (OPr ) (Pr OH) ], Ce Ti(pin)2- Hz). H NMR (C D ,2308C, ppm): 4.67sept (6H, CH, J562 2 2 4 4 2 2 7 8

i i(OPr ) and [Ce Nb O (pin) (OPr ) ] (pinH 5pinacol5 Hz), 4.15br (2H, CH), 1.36s (24H, Me), 1.27d (12H, Me,8 2 2 2 4 6 2
13 1Me C(OH)C(OH)Me ). J56 Hz), 1.20d (48H, Me, J56 Hz). Ch Hj NMR2 2

(CDCl , ppm): 93.0, 92.2 (CH); 28.0 26.5, 26.4 (Me).3

4 could also be obtained by adding pinacol (0.8 g, 6.8
mmol) in 5 ml of toluene to a mixture of

i i i2. Experimental Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH) (1.5 g, 3.4 mmol) and Ti(OPr ) (12 8 2 4

ml, 3.5 mmol) in 15 ml of toluene. After separation of an
All manipulations were routinely performed under a insoluble, 4 crystallized from the filtrate (30%).

nitrogen atmosphere using Schlenk tubes and vacuum line
itechniques with dried and distilled solvents. Nb(OPr )5

i i i[25,26], Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH) [27], and [Nb O (pin) -2 8 2 2 2 2 2.4. Synthesis of Ce Ti O (pin) (OPr ) (PriOH) (5)2 2 2 4 4 2i(pinH) (OPr ) ] [28] were prepared according to the2 2 m
1 13 iliterature. H and C NMR spectra were recorded on The reaction between Ti(OPr ) (1 ml, 3.35 mmol) and4

solutions on a Bruker AC-200 spectrometer. Infrared [Ce O(pin) (pinH) ] (1.69 g 2.09 mmol) in 20 ml of2 2 2 m
spectra were registered with a Perkin Elmer FT-IR Paragon toluene afforded crystals of 4 (30%/Ti). The second crop
500 spectrometer as Nujol mulls between KBr plates. corresponded to 5 (10%) whereas further crops were a

21Analytical data were obtained from the Centre de mixture of 4 and 5 IR (cm ): 3180 br (nOH); 1520m
Microanalyses du CNRS. (dOH); 1325m, 1192m, 1159sh, 1129vs, 1110vs (nC–O),

992vs, 972vs, 949s, 900m, 853m, 837m, 705m; 604vs;
1580sh, 527m, 497m, 439m, 406m (nM–O). H NMR

2.1. Synthesis of [Ce O(pin) (pinH) ] (2)2 2 2 m (CDCl ): 4.85 sept (2H, J56 Hz, CH) 4.76 sept (J5 6Hz,3

4H, CH), 4.2 (br, 2H, OH), 1.40s (48H, Me), 1.23d (J56
1.09 g (9.24 mmol) of pinacol were added to

Hz, 24 H, Me), 1.10d (J56 Hz, 12H, Me).i iCe (OPr ) (Pr OH) (2.02 g, 2.31 mmol) dissolved in2 8 2

toluene giving 5 (1.5 g, 85%) as a yellow powder. Anal.
Found: C, 37.95; H, 6.97; Calc. for C H O Ce , C, i24 50 9 2 2.5. Synthesis of [Ce Nb O(pin) (pinH) (OPr ) ] (6) and21 2 2 6 2 637.74; H, 6.55. IR (cm ): 3435m, 3180br, 3100 br n(O– iof [Ce Nb O (pin) (OPr ) ] (7)2 2 2 4 6H); 1143s, 1136s; 980s, 879m, 838m, 683m; 565m, 550m,
475 m, 450m, 432m, 435m n(Ce–OR). i1.07 g (1.37 mmol) of [Nb O(pin) (pinH) (OPr )]2 4 2 m

i iwere added to a solution of Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH) (1.2 g,2 8 2
i 1.37 mmol) in 10 ml of toluene. After 2 h, the reaction2.2. Synthesis of [Ti(pin)(pinH)(OPr )] (3)m

medium was concentrated. 0.45 g (45%) of yellow crystals
of 6 soluble in common organic solvents were obtained.A solution of pinacol (0.8 g, 6.72 mmol) was added to

i 6 was also obtained as the first crop of crystals byTi(OPr ) (1 ml, 3.35 moles) in toluene. 3 was isolated as a4
adding pinacol (0.8 g, 6.7 mmol) in 5 ml of toluene to awhite powder (1.02 g, 90%). Anal. Found: C, 52.62; H,

i) i
21 solution of Ce (OPr (Pr OH) (1.4 g, 1.6 mmol) and of2 8 29.41; Calc. for C H O Ti: C, 52.89; H, 9.40. IR (cm ):15 32 5 iNb (OPr ) (1.3 g, 1.6 mmol) in 20 ml of toluene. (1.2 g,2 103343m n(O–H), 1150s, 1120s n(C–O), 1000s, 997s, 966s,

50%). Recrystallization of the crude product obtained after887m, 855m, 709m, 605m; 553m, 491m, 402m n(Ti–OR)
evaporation to dryness in hexane afforded a mixture of 62 and 3 were insoluble in common organic solvents.
and for 7.

Anal. Found for 6: C, 42.11; H, 7.53, Ce, 18.20; Nb,
i2.3. Synthesis of Ce Ti(pin) (OPr ) (4) 13.10. Calc. for C H O Ce Nb : C, 42.19; H, 7.55;2 2 8 54 116 19 2 2

21Ce, 18.24; Nb, 12.09. IR (cm ): 3280 m n(O–H), 1154s,
3 (0.34 g, 0.99 mmol) was added to a solution of 1121 vs, 1141vs, n(C–O), 1002m, 977vs, 956vs, 884vs,

i iCe (OPr ) (Pr OH) (0.86 g, 0.98 mmol) in 10 ml of 838m, 703m, 614s; 581m, 542m, 526m, 492m, 454m,2 8 2
1toluene, dissolution was observed. The reaction medium 407m, 385m n(M–OR). H NMR (CDCl , ppm): 4.77 sept3

was concentrated after 3 h. 0.62 g (60%) of yellow crystals (6H, CH, J56 Hz), 1.44s (36H, Me), 1.29d (J56 Hz,
13 1of 4 insoluble in hexane and alcohols but soluble in 36H, Me), 1.24d (36H, Me, J56 Hz). Ch Hj NMR

toluene and THF were obtained. Anal. found: C, 40.78; H, (CDCl , ppm): 94.4 (CH), 27.9, 26.3, 25.6 (Me).3

7.41, Ce, 27.90; Ti, 4.40. Calc. for C H O Ce Ti: C, Anal. Found for 7 C 38.47; H 6.92; Nb 14.25; Ce 21.55.36 80 12 2
2141.85; H, 7.75; Ce, 27.15; Ti, 4.63. IR (cm ): 1155s, Calc. for CH H O Ce Nb , C 38.30; H 6.89; Nb 14.11;2 90 16 2 2

11139s, 1122s n(C–O); 1004m, 977s, 950s, 880m, 837m, Ce 21.28. H NMR (CDCl , ppm): 4.85m (6H, CH); 1.35s3

695m, 627m; 587m, 576m, 526m, 507m, 420sh, 410m (48H, Me); 1.23d (36H, Me, J56 Hz).
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2.6. Crystallography of 5 and 7 3. Results and discussion

Suitable crystals of 5 and of 7 were obtained directly 3.1. Synthesis
from the reaction medium. Accurate cell dimensions and
orientation matrix were obtained by least-squares refine- Lewis acid–base reactions between metal alkoxides is a
ments of 25 accurately centered reflections. No decay was common way to build up mixed metal species [1–3].
observed in the intensities of two checked reflections However no evidence for reaction could be found by

i iduring data collection. Complete crystallographic data and mixing cerium isopropoxide Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH) 1 and2 8 2
1collection parameters are listed in Table 1. The data were titanium or niobium isopropoxides (FT-IR, H NMR) in

corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. Computa- toluene at room temperature. The poor thermal stability of
itions were performed by using the PC version of CRYS- 1 giving Ce (m -O)(OPr ) and other oxo species at4 4 14

TALS [29] Scattering factors and corrections for anomal- temperatures as low as 508C precluded activation by
ous dispersion were taken from Ref. [30]. The structure heating [32]. We have shown previously that ancillary
was solved by using SHELXS [31] and refined by full- ligands such as b-diketones could promote the building up
matrix least squares with anisotropic thermal parameters of Ba-Ce species [24]. The use of the reactivity of
for all non hydrogen atoms. For 7, a disorder was observed coordinated ligands namely alcohol molecules has been
for isopropyl groups, the carbon atoms linked to the another means to ensure the assembly between different
oxygen atoms O(5) and O(7) are distributed over two sites metals [19], and if the metalloligand used as reagent is
(namely C(5) and C(50), C(7) and C(70) respectively), stable [33], to control the stoichiometry. The reaction
each of these sites are half occupied. Hydrogen atoms were between the insoluble lanthanum atrane [La(tea) H ] and2 3 m

introduced in calculated positions on the carbon atoms of niobium isopropoxide has illustrated the potential of this
the pinacolate groups, they were allocated an overall approach [18]. The constrained triethanolamine directs the

irefinable isotropic displacement parameter. For 5, hydro- topology of the complex [La(tea) Nb (OPr ) ], the central2 3 12

gen atoms were introduced in calculated positions as fixed atrane acting as a template for the assembly. However, if
contributors in the last refinement. triethanolamine is valuable for stabilization toward mois-

Table 1
i i iCystal data for Ce Ti O (pin) (OPr ) (Pr OH) and for Ce Nb O (pin) (OPr )2 2 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 4 6

C H O Ce Ti C H O Ce Nb42 92 16 2 2 42 90 16 2 2

Fw 1229.2 1317.2
˚a (A) 10.182(3) 10.088(4)
˚b (A) 12.125(2) 12.201(6)
˚c (A) 13.151(4) 13.420(4)

a (8) 105.56(2) 104.57(3)
b (8) 109.40(3) 109.51(3)
g (8) 100.75(2) 100.66(3)

3˚V (A ) 1405.7(8) 1440(1)
Z 1 1
Crystal system Triclinic Triclinic
Space group P-1 P-1

21Linear absorption coefficient m (cm ) 19.4 20.02
3Density r(g cm ) 1.45 1.52

Diffractometer CAD4-Enraf-Nonius CAD4 Enraf-Nonius
˚ ˚Radiation Mo K (l50.71069 A) Mo K (l50.71069 A)a a

Scan type v /2u v /2u

Scan range (8) 0.810.345 tgu 0.810.345 tgu

u Limits (8) 2–25 2–25
Temperature of measurement (8C) 2100 2100
Octants collected h 0, 12; k 214, 14; l 215, 15 0, 11; 214, 14; 215, 15
Number of data collected 5232 5360
Number of unique data collected 4928 5044

2 2 2 2Number of unique data used for refinement 3265 (F ) . 3s(F ) 4124 (F ) . 3s(F )o o o o

R 0.0280 0.0300int

R 5 o iF u 2 uF i /o uF u 0.0463 0.0335o c o
2 2 1 / 2 aRw 5 [o w(uF u 2 uF u) /o wF ] 0.0514 w51.0 0.0381o c o

Number of variables 280 300
3˚Dr min (e /A ) 21.08 20.57
3˚Dr max (e /A ) 1.40 0.97

a 2 2w 5 w9[1 2 ((iF u 2 uF i) /6.s(F )) ] with w9 5 1/o A T (X) with three coefficients 7.28, 22.85 and 5.16 for a Chebyshev Serie, for which X iso c o r51 r r

F /F .o o(max)
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iture, the relatively high temperatures required for elimina- 1 /m[Ce O(pin) (pinH) ] 1 2Ti(OPr )2 2 2 m 4

tion of this tetradentate ligand are less attractive for i i→ Ce Ti O (pin) (OPr ) (Pr OH) 1 . . . (2)2 2 2 4 4 2material processing. Alternatives using more thermally
labile polyols such as pinacol were thus investigated.

The reaction between 1 and [Nb O(pin) (pinH) -2 2 2Insoluble pinacolate derivatives based on cerium, titanium i(OPr ) ] conducted in a 1:1 stoichiometry led to the2 mand niobium were prepared as a means to mixed-metal
isolation of yellow crystals. These correspond to [Ce Nb O-2 2species using a strategy analogous to the La-Nb system. i(pin) (pinH) (OPr ) ] 6 according to elemental analysis4 2 6An insoluble species of formula [Ce O(pin) (pinH) ]2 2 2 m and were obtained in a 45% yield. By contrast, the reaction2 was obtained by adding four equivalents of pinacol to a ibetween [Ce O(pin) (pinH) ] and Nb (OPr ) (1 /m:12 2 2 m 2 10solution of 1 in toluene at room temperature. A non-oxo

i stoichiometry) afforded an homometallic niobium de-titanium derivative 3, [Ti(pin)(pinH)(OPr )] was ob-m, irivative [Nb O (pin) (OPr ) ] (40% yield) as the only4 4 2 8tained in similar condition starting from titanium iso-
identified species.propoxide. The insoluble metalloligands namely 2, 3 and

i[Nb O(pin) (pinH) (OPr ) ] prepared previously were2 2 2 2 m

3.2. Reaction between pinacol and mixtures of metalused for the building up of mixed-metal species. The issue
alkoxidesof the reaction was compared to the course of the reaction

where pinacol was added directly to a mixture of the metal
The addition of pinacol (4 equivalents) to a solutionisopropoxides in toluene at room temperature. Schemes 1

i icontaining an equimolar mixture of Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH)and 2 collect the results for the Ti-Ce and Nb-Ce system 2 8 2
iand Nb (OPr ) in hexane resulted in the formation ofrespectively. 2 10

i i two products 6 and 7 having similar solubility propertiesThe reaction between Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH) and2 8 2
i and a Ce Nb stoichiometry. Their spectral characteristics[Ti(pin)(pinH)(OPr )] afforded a yellow compound 2 2m

1i differ mainly by the OR/pin ratio in the H NMR and byanalysing as Ce Ti(pin) (OPr ) in a 60% yield (Eq. 1)2 2 8
21the presence for 6 of an absorption band at 3280 cm inThe same product was obtained but less selectively by

2i the FT-IR. 7 was identified as [Ce Nb (m -O) (m,h -reacting Ti(OPr ) and [Ce O(pin) (pinH) ] . Indeed it 2 2 3 24 2 2 2 m
ipin) (OPr ) ] by X-ray diffraction. No crystals suitable forwas isolated in 30% yield (Eq. 2) together with a com- 4 6

2 X-Ray studies could be grown for 6pound 5, characterized as [Ce Ti (m -O) (m,h -2 2 3 2
i The addition of pinacol (4 equivalents) to an equimolarpin) (OPr ) (PriOH) ] by single crystal X-ray diffraction4 4 2

i i isolution of Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH) and Ti(OPr ) did not(see below). 2 8 2 4
i iafford compound [Ce Ti O (pin) (OPr ) (Pr OH) ] 5i i i 2 2 2 4 4 21 /m[Ti(pinH)(pin)(OPr )] 1 Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH) im 2 8 2 more selectively. Ce Ti(pin) (OPr ) 4 was the only2 2 8

i i→ Ce Ti(pin) (OPr ) 1 3 Pr OH (1) product which could be identified (yield 30%).2 2 8

Scheme 1.
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Scheme 2.

3.3. Characterization

The insoluble metalloligands [Ce O(pin) (pinH) ]m and2 2 2
i[Ti(pin)(pinH)(OPr )] are essentially characterized in then

FT-IR by broad absorption bands attributed to the nOH
21stretchings (3435, 3180 and 3100 cm for 2 and 3343

21cm for 3). These suggest that insolubility originates
from the presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonds [28].
The absorption bands characteristic of the pinacolate

21ligands were observed at 879 and 887 cm for 2 and 3
respectively. By contrast with the homometallic moiety
and with the exception of 5 and 6, no absorption bands due

i ito hydroxyl functionalities were observed for the Fig. 1. Molecular structure of [Ce Ti O (pin) (OPr ) (Pr OH) ] showing2 2 2 4 4 2

the atom numbering scheme (thermal ellipsoids drawn at 30% probabili-heterometallic Ce-Ti and Ce-Nb species 4 and 7.
ty).The solubility of the heterometallic species allowed their

1characterization by NMR. The H NMR spectrum of 5 in
CDCl displays two septuplets for the methine groups at3

4.85 and 4.76 ppm (2:4 integration ratio), two doublets due
to the methyl of the isopropyl ligands and a singlet at 1.40
ppm corresponding to the methyl of the pinacolate ligands.
A broad peak at 4.2 ppm is attributed to the hydroxyl
functionality. A comparable spectrum is observed for
compound 7 but only one type of isopropyl ligands at 4.85
ppm is detected at room temperature. These data suggest
the presence of only one molecular species in solution and
that the solid state structures are retained. Moreover, the
broad septuplet of compound 5 at 4.85 ppm corresponds
most probably to that of the alcohol coordinated to cerium.
(Figs. 1, 2)

iIn the absence of X-ray data, structural information of Fig. 2. Molecular structure of [Ce Nb O (pin) (OPr ) ] showing the2 2 2 4 6i 1Ce Ti(pin) (OPr ) was gained by H NMR at variable atom numbering scheme (thermal ellipsoids drawn at 30% probability).2 2 8
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temperature in deuteriotoluene. At 208C, the spectrum 3.4. Molecular structures of
[Ce Ti O (pin) (OR) (ROH) ] and of [Ce Nb O (pin)consists of a septuplet at 4.67 ppm, a doublet at 1.23 ppm 2 2 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 4

i(OR) ] R5Prand a singlet at 1.38 ppm with an integration ratio of 6

8:48:24 in agreement with the formula. At 2308C, two
2The molecular structure of [Ce Ti (m -O (m,h -pin) -types of magnetically non-equivalent isopropyl ligands are 2 2 3 2 4

i i(OPr ) (Pr OH) ] (Fig. 1) is based on a centrosymmetricaldetected at 4.67 and 4.15 ppm (integration ratio 6:2) 4 2
13 rhombuscompressedalong theTi . . . Ti axis [Ti(1) . . . Ti(19)confirmed by C NMR. These data are in agreement with

2 i i ˚distances of 3.050(3) vs. 6.08(3) A for Ce(1) . . . Ce(19)].a structure of type [Ce Ti(m,h -pin) (m -OPr ) (OPr ) ]2 2 3 2 6

Selected bond lengths and angles are collected in Table 2.(A) based on a triangular framework as usually observed
The various metals are all six-coordinated and are con-for derivatives of type M M9 (Fig. 3) [1–3]. The metals2

nected by bridging-chelating pinacolate and trigonal oxoare six-coordinate with bridging-chelating pinacolate lig-
ligands [O(5)5320.58]. The Ti–O distances range fromands. The structure of this non-oxo species accounts

˚also for the assembly between a dinuclear 1.856(6) to 2.026(2) A and are as anticipated quite shorter
i i i ˚[Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH) ] unit and a [Ti(pin)(pinH)(OPr )] than the Ce–O ones [2.051(7)–2.431(7) A], the order of2 8 2

moiety. variation corresponds to Ti–O(pin),Ti–m O,Ti–3
i

mO(pin),Ce–OPr ,Ce–mO(pin),Ce-m –O. The sur-3

rounding of all metals is severely distorted as illustrated by
the O–M–O angles [68.0(2)–162.5(3)8 for cerium,
79.1(2)–172.1(2)8 for titanium]. The electroneutrality of 5
implies the presence of two remaining hydroxyls. The

iterminal Ce–OPr bond lengths vary quite largely from
˚2.051(7) to 2.431(7) A. The latter distance namely Ce(1)–

O(8) is consistent with a cerium–isopropanol bond length

Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 5

˚Bond lengths (A)
Ce(1)–Ti(1) 3.383(1) Ce(1)–Ti(19) 3.420(2)
Ce(1)–O(19) 2.370(6) Ce(1)–O(4) 2.326(6)
Ce(1)–O(5) 2.207(5) Ce(1)–O(6) 2.073(8)
Ce(1)–O(7) 2.051(7) Ce(1)–O(8) 2.431(7)
Ti(1)–Ti(19) 3.050(3) Ti(1)–O(1) 2.012(6)
Ti(1)–O(2) 1.856(6) Ti(1)–O(3) 1.907(5)
Ti(1)–O(4) 2.026(6) Ti(1)–O(5) 1.941(5)
Ti(1)–O(59) 1.981(5)

Bond angles (8)
O(19)–Ce(1)–O(4) 90.2(2) O(19)–Ce(1)–O(5) 68.0(2)
O(4)–Ce(1)–O(5) 68.5(2) O(19)–Ce(1)–O(6) 162.5(3)
O(4)–Ce(1)–O(6) 96.1(4) O(5)–Ce(1)–O(6) 99.2(4)
O(19)–Ce(1)–O(7) 96.6(3) O(4)–Ce(1)–O(7) 103.7(3)
O(5)–Ce(1)–O(7) 162.1(3) O(6)–Ce(1)–O(7) 97.7(4)
O(19)–Ce(1)–O(8) 76.3(2) O(4)–Ce(1)–O(8) 147.2(2)
O(5)–Ce(1)–O(8) 78.8(2) O(6)–Ce(1)–O(8) 89.9(3)
O(7)–Ce(1)–O(8) 107.3(3) O(1)–Ti(1)–O(2) 79.1(2)
O(1)–Ti(1)–O(3) 96.6(2) O(2)–Ti(1)–O(3) 100.9(3)
O(1)–Ti(1)–O(4) 172.1(2) O(2)–Ti(1)–O(4) 95.1(3)
O(3)–Ti(1)–O(4) 79.2(2) O(1)–Ti(1)–O(5) 105.8(2)
O(2)–Ti(1)–O(5) 98.3(2) O(3)–Ti(1)–O(5) 152.8(2)
O(1)–Ti(1)–O(59) 79.8(2) O(2)–Ti(1)–O(59) 156.6(2)
O(3)–Ti(1)–O(59) 91.4(2) O(4)–Ti(1)–O(5) 80.1(2)
O(4)–Ti(1)–O(59) 106.8(2) O(5)–Ti(1)–O(59) 77.9(2)
Ce(19)–O(1)–Ti(1) 102.3(2) Ce(19)–O(1)–C(1) 140.4(5)
Ti(1)–O(1)–C(1) 115.5(5) Ti(1)–O(2)–C(2) 122.5(5)
Ti(1)–O(3)–C(3) 119.1(5) Ce(1)–O(4)–Ti(1) 101.8(2)
Ce(1)–O(4)–C(4) 143.5(5) Ti(1)–O(4)–C(4) 114.3(5)
Ce(1)–O(5)–Ti(1) 109.1(2) Ce(1)–O(5)–Ti(19) 109.3(2)
Ti(1)–O(5)–Ti(19) 102.1(2) Ce(1)–O(6)–C(6) 169.0(17)
Ce(1)–O(7)–C(7) 163.5(9) Ce(1)–O(8)–C(8) 136.0(9)
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i i˚[2.523(6) A for Ce (OPr ) (Pr OH) ] [28]. This considera- 163.2(1)8]. The bite angles of the diolate ligands are2 8 2

tion is corroborated by a small Ce(1)–O(8)–C(8) angle of comparable, 79.2(1)8 av for 5 and 76.2(1)8 for 7 respec-
136.0(9)8 as compared to 159.78 for terminal cerium tively. The Nb–O bond distances spread over the range

˚isopropoxide linkages. The long Ce–O bond lengths and 1.894(3) to 2.049(3) A whereas the cerium oxygen ones
˚small Ce–O–C angles are in the favor of two isopropoxide are longer varying from 2.040(3) to 2.497(3) A. These data

groups being actually isopropanol molecules. No short are in agreement with the literature body [34–37]. The over-
intermolecular contacts due to intermolecular hydrogen all order of variation corresponds to Nb–O(pin),Nbm –3

ibonding are observed. O,Nbm–O(pin),Ce–OPr ,Ce–m O,Cem–O(pin).3

Compound 7 displays a framework similar to that of The overall Ce M frameworks correspond to the usual2 2

compound 5, compressed along the Nb–Nb axis rhombus observed for mixed-metal species of 1:1 stoi-
˚ ˚[Nb(1) . . . Nb9(1) 3.1043(6) A, Ce(1) . . . Ce(19) 6.59 A], chiometry, with pinacolate and trigonal oxo moieties as

the niobium centers bearing the pinacolate ligands (Fig. 2). assembling ligands. The metal–oxygen skeleton ressem-
Selected bond length and angles are listed in Table 3. The bles to that of the homoleptic, tetranuclear M (OR)4 16

iterminal Ce–OPr bond distances range from 2.040(3) to (M5Ti, W) alkoxides [1–3]. By contrast with the LaNb
˚2.071(4) A [,Ce–O–C 147.6(6)–175.2(5)8] and are system [18], the reactions proceed with notable modi-

consistent with cerium alkoxides metric data reported in fication, namely redistribution of the pinacolate and iso-
the literature [36–38]. As observed for the Ce Ti species, propoxide ligands between the two different metals and2 2

the metals-all hexacoordinated-have a quite distorted generation of another oxo ligand. A general observation is
2stereochemistry [,O–Nb–O varying from 76.3(1) to that the m,h -pinacolate ligands are linked to niobium or

173.7(1)8 and,O–Ce–O varying from 62.95(8) to titanium in the final mixed-metal species, independently of

Table 3
i a˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Ce Nb O (pin) (O Pr) ]2 2 2 4 6

˚Bond lengths (A)
Ce(1)–Nb(1) 3.6476(4) Ce(1)–Nb(19) 3.6344(4)
Ce(1)–O(1) 2.497(3) Ce(1)–O(3) 2.490(3)
Ce(1)–O(5) 2.071(4) Ce(1)–O(6) 2.060(3)
Ce(1)–O(7) 2.040(3) Ce(1)–O(8) 2.405(2)
Nb(1)–Nb(19) 3.1043(6) Nb(1)–O(1) 2.040(2)
Nb(1)–O(2) 1.894(3) Nb(1)–O(3) 2.049(3)
Nb(1)–O(4) 1.897(3) Nb(1)–O(8) 2.000(2)
Nb(1)–O(89) 1.985(2)

Bond angles (8)
Nb(1)–Ce(1)–Nb(19) 50.465(8) Ce(1)–Nb(1)–Ce(19) 129.535(8)
Ce(1)–Nb(1)–Nb(19) 64.55(1) Ce(1)–Nb(19)–Nb(1) 64.99(1)
O(1)–Ce(1)–O(3) 83.75(8) O(1)–Ce(1)–O(5) 100.8(1)
O(3)–Ce(1)–O(5) 95.5(1) O(1)–Ce(1)–O(6) 86.4(1)
O(3)–Ce(1)–O(6) 163.2(1) O(5)–Ce(1)–O(6) 99.7(2)
O(1)–Ce(1)–O(7) 157.1(1) O(3)–Ce(1)–O(7) 88.1(1)
O(5)–Ce(1)–O(7) 101.2(2) O(1)–Ce(1)–O(8) 62.55(8)
O(3)–Ce(1)–O(8) 62.95(8) O(5)–Ce(1)–O(8) 152.8(1)
O(6)–Ce(1)–O(7) 95.8(2) O(6)–Ce(1)–O(8) 100.4(1)
O(7)–Ce(1)–O(8) 94.7(1) O(1)–Nb(1)–O(2) 76.2(1)
O(1)–Nb(1)–O(3) 173.7(1) O(2)–Nb(1)–O(3) 99.2(1)
O(1)–Nb(1)–O(4) 100.1(1) O(2)–Nb(1)–O(4) 100.3(1)
O(1)–Nb(1)–O(8) 78.1(1) O(2)–Nb(1)–O(8) 151.9(1)
O(1)–Nb(1)–O(89) 106.2(1) O(2)–Nb(1)–O(89) 98.6(1)
O(3)–Nb(1)–O(4) 76.3(1) O(3)–Nb(1)–O(8) 107.2(1)
O(4)–Nb(1)–O(8) 95.4(1) O(3)–Nb(1)–O(89) 78.6(1)
O(4)–Nb(1)–O(89) 150.6(1) O(8)–Nb(1)–O(89) 77.7(1)
Ce(1)–O(1)–Nb(1) 106.6(1) Ce(1)–O(1)–C(1) 134.4(2)
Nb(1)–O(1)–C(1) 116.9(2) Nb(1)–O(2)–C(2) 124.8(2)
Ce(1)–O(3)–Nb(1) 106.0(1) Ce(1)–O(3)–C(3) 137.0(2)
Nb(1)–O(3)–C(3) 116.2(2) Nb(1)–O(4)–C(4) 122.9(2)
Ce(1)–O(5)–C(5) 147.6(7) Ce(1)–O(5)–C(50) 159.3(6)
Ce(1)–O(6)–C(6) 175.2(5) Ce(1)–O(7)–C(7) 154.5(6)
Ce(1)–O(7)–C(70) 162.1(7) Ce(1)–O(8)–Nb(1) 111.5(1)
Ce(1)–O(8)–Nb(19) 111.4(1) Nb(1)–O(8)–Nb(19) 102.3(1)

a (9) labelled atoms are in position 2 x, 2 y, 1 2 z.
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Abstract

Two manganese(II) hexafluoroacetylacetonate complexes, dihydrate, the Mn(hfa) (H O) (1), and the bimetallic KMn(hfa) (2) have2 2 2 3

been synthesized and characterized by X-ray single crystal structure analysis. They have a molecular structure and a polymeric structure,
respectively. The high stability of 2 allowed sublimation without decomposition. It was then used as a precursor for MOCVD of
fluoroperovskite, KMnF .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.3

Keywords: b-Diketonates; manganese(II); Crystal structure; MOCVD

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Manganese b-diketonates are useful as volatile pre- 2.1. Synthesis
cursors for the deposition of thin films of various Mn-
containing materials by MOCVD [1]. Solid electrolytes

2.1.1. Mn(hfa) (H O) (1)2 2 2A MnO [2], magnetoresistive oxide perovskites12x 21d The synthesis was carried out in a Soxlet apparatus.R A MnO [3], and fluoroperovskites AMnF with12x x 32d 3 Four mmol of MnCO powder was dissolved completely3unusual structural and magnetic transitions [4,5] could be
during 3 h in a boiling solution of 12 mmol hexafluoro-prepared with b-diketonates of manganese or bimetallic
acetylacetone in 50 ml benzene. The suspension obtained

b-diketonates containing manganese and an alkali metal
was dried under aspiration and then sublimed in vacuo at(A5alkali metal, R5rare earth element). The chemistry of
1108C (yield 90%). Single crystals were obtained aftermanganese(II) b-diketonates has not been explored as
recrystallization of the sublimed complex in benzene. Theextensively as the chemistry of manganese(III) b-diketo-
Mn content was determined by gravimetry as Mn O : calc.2 3nates. This is due to an easy decomposition of Mn(II)
for Mn(hfa) (H O) : 10.88%. Found: 11.2%.2 2 2complexes with unfluorinated b-diketonates under forma-

tion of manganese(III) b-diketonates [6]. The latter are
coordinatively saturated compounds and do not form 2.1.2. KMn(hfa) (2)3
bimetallic b-diketonates. If manganese(II) b-diketonates First, 12 mmol K(hfa) in 10 ml of 96% ethanol was
were stabilized, a variety of bimetallic compounds could added with stirring to 4 mmol Mn(NO ) ?6H O in the3 2 2

be prepared and used for the MOCVD of complex oxides same solvent. Fine cubic crystals were obtained after
and fluorides. evaporation of the solvent. The crystalline product was

In this paper, we report a successful preparation and purified by vacuum sublimation at 1908C (yield 70%, Mn
structural study of volatile manganese(II) hexafluoro- content: calc. for KMn(hfa) 7.68%. Found: 8.0%).3

acetylacetonate Mn(hfa) and bimetallic potassium man- The same product was obtained with an Mn(III) com-2

ganese(II) hexafluoroacetylacetonate KMn(hfa) . The lat- pound as a reactant instead of Mn(NO ) ?6H O, e.g. by3 3 2 2

ter compound was used to prepare KMnF films by the reaction of K [Mn(C O ) ]?3H O with K(hfa) in the3 3 2 4 3 2

MOCVD. ratio 1:3 in the water /ethanol solution. Under the same
conditions, the reaction of K [Mn(C O ) ]?3H O with3 2 4 3 2

K(thd), K(acac) or K(pta), where thd52,2,6,6-tetra-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 17-095-939-1240.
E-mail address: sergej5troyanov@rz.hu-berlin.de (S.I. Troyanov) methylheptandionate, acac5acetylacetonate, and pta5
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pivaloyltrifluoracetonate, resulted in the precipitation of 3. Results and discussion
Mn(thd) , Mn(acac) , or Mn(pta) , respectively.3 3 3

The Mn(II) valence state is stabilized in the complexes
with hfa and not with the thd, acac and pta ligands. The

2.2. Structure determination
thd, acac and pta ligands are stronger donors and therefore
stabilize the Mn(III) state by hybridization of the occupied

Data for single crystals placed in glass capillaries were
2p orbitals with the empty e orbital of the metal ion. Thegcollected on an image plate diffractometer (IPDS, Stoe)
donor activity is suppressed in the hfa anion due to the

using Mo Ka radiation and a graphite monochromator.
negative inductive effect of the CF groups. In the case of3Crystallographic data and some details of structure refine-
increased ionicity of the metal–oxygen bonds, the symmet-

ment for structures 1 and 2 are given in Table 1. The 5ric high spin d configuration is preferable.
structures were solved using direct methods (SHELXS-86
[7]) and refined anisotropically for all non-hydrogen atoms
(SHELXL-93 [8]). The hydrogen atoms were placed in 3.1. Structure description
calculated positions and refined in the riding mode.

Phase purity of bulky samples of 1 and 2 was proved by Compound (1), Mn(hfa) (H O) , has a molecular struc-2 2 2comparing their powder diffraction patterns with those ture with distorted octahedral coordination environment of
calculated from the structural data. Mn by four O from two hfa ligands and the two O of two

water molecules in the cis-position (Fig. 1, left). The Mn
atom lies on a two-fold axis and the length of Mn–O2.3. MOCVD

˚bonds are in the narrow range of 2.15–2.18 A (Table 2).
Structure 1 is isotypic with the Mg derivative of the sameSublimed KMn(hfa) was used for the deposition of3

stoichiometry; however, the average Mn–O distance (2.16KMnF film by a flash evaporation MOCVD. Experimen-3
˚ ˚A) is a little longer than Mg–O (2.00 A) [10]. Thetal details have been published elsewhere [9]. The flash
molecules are connected to chains running in the z-direc-evaporation of KMn(hfa) was carried out at 2508C in an3

˚tion by four pairs of hydrogen O–H???O bonds at 2.65 A.argon flow. The deposition conditions were as follows:
The oxygen atoms of water act as the hydrogen donors,deposition temperature 7008C, total pressure 6 mbar,
while those in hfa are hydrogen acceptors (Fig. 1, right).oxygen partial pressure 1 mbar, deposition rate found from

21 Structure 2, KMn(hfa) , is polymeric. There are threethe sample weight measurements |1 mm h , substrate 3

crystallographically different Mn atoms and four K atoms,(001) MgO single crystal plate. Prepared films were
all aligned on the three-fold axis. Each Mn atom coordi-studied with XRD (DRON 3M diffractometer), SEM with
nates three hfa molecules to give a MnO polyhedron inEDX and WDX. 6

the form of a twisted prism (Fig. 2, top). Mn–O distances
˚are 2.13–2.16 A. The Mn coordination environments are

Table 1 similar to that of Cd in the corresponding tris(b-diketo-
Crystal data and structure refinement for Mn(hfa) (H O) (1) and2 2 2 nate) complex NH Cd(fta) (Hfta54,4,4-trifluoro-1-(2-4 3KMn(hfa) (2)3 furyl)1,3-butanedione) with a twisting angle of 34.98 [11].

1 2 However, the twisting angles are different for Mn(1) 24.88,
Formula C H O F Mn C H O F KMn Mn(2) 29.48 and Mn(3) 41.58; the latter corresponding10 6 6 12 15 3 6 18

Formula weight 505.07 715.21 better to an antiprismatic geometry. Consequently, the
Crystal system Monoclinic Cubic Mn(3)–O distances are shorter than those in the other two
Space group C2/c Pa3

MnO polyhedra. The symmetric electronic configuration˚ 6a (A) 21.724(7) 24.578(3)
˚ of Mn(II) allows a loose twisting of the MnO polyhedra.b (A) 8.022(2) 24.578(3) 6
˚c (A) 9.750(3) 24.578(3) Apparently, the twisting angle of the different Mn atoms is

b (8) 96.39(3) 90 controlled by the package mode of the polymeric chains.3˚V (A ) 1688.6(9) 14847(3) Each K atom coordinates six O atoms at distances of
Z 4 24 ˚23 2.75–2.82 A, which belong to two triangular faces ofD (g cm ) 1.987 1.920calc

21 different MnO polyhedra, i.e. six oxygens are comingm (Mo Ka) (cm ) 9.36 8.67 6

Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.330.330.2 0.330.330.3 from six different hfa ligands. The arrangement of O atoms
Temperature (K) 160 180 around each K atom can be described as a very elongated
Max u, (8) 26.2 23.0 trigonal antiprism. Additionally, each K atom coordinates
Reflections measured 6682 26 378

six F atoms (one from each CF group) at distances of3Reflections unique 1581 3447
2 2 ˚3.11–3.37 A, which are situated in the middle plane of theData with F . 2s(F ) 911 2004

Number of parameters 142 393 trigonal KO antiprism under the formation of five6%4 %%%%%%%%4
wR (all data) 0.0591 0.06222 member K–O5C–C–CF F cycles (Fig. 2, bottom).2
R (I . 2s(I)) 0.0333 0.03361 The interchanging arrangement of MnO and KO6 6
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Fig. 1. The structure of Mn(hfa) (H O) . The view of the molecule with a horizontal two-fold axis (left); the chain fragment of the molecules connected2 2 2

with hydrogen bonds, the two-fold axis being along the view direction (right).

polyhedra forms a system of non-intersecting infinite no significant amount of oxygen was incorporated. Ac-
chains running in the direction of the four diagonals of the cording to XRD, the fluoroperovskite phase in the films
cubic unit cell (Figs. 3 and 4). The rigid chain construction was randomly oriented (Fig. 5). The peak intensity ratio
is additionally supported by three O=C–C–C=O connect- was somewhat different to that in the bulk perovskite
ions within each Mn polyhedron as well as by six K???F KMnF due to the preferable orientation parallel to (111).3

interactions in each K polyhedron. The outer shells of the Polycrystalline films deposited at high temperature usually
chains are formed by F atoms which are not involved in have a preferable orientation. The reflections observed can
the K???F interactions (two F from every CF group). be assigned to the cubic structure with the parameter3

˚Apparently, the existence of six K???F interactions contri- a54.1560.01 A. This value is comparable to that of the
butes substantially to the stability of KMn(hfa) and makes stoichiometric bulk KMnF at the room temperature: a53 3

˚it possible to sublimate the compound without decomposi- 4.189 A [12]. The lattice parameters of the bulk fluoro-
tion. perovskites can change by some hundredth angstrom due

to the nonstoichiometry. A very weak peak of manganosite
3.2. MOCVD experiments was also observed. The surface of the films studied with

electron microscopy was featureless up to a magnification
Colorless opaque films were prepared. This shows that of 10 K. EDX and WDX proved the presence of K, Mn

and F and the absence of significant amounts of O in the
film with a K/Mn ratio of 0.9. This agrees with nonstoich-Table 2

˚Selected interatomic distances (A) for structure 1 and 2 iometry suggested from XRD data. A quantitative analysis
of the F-content was not possible.Bond Distance Bond Distance

The formation of the fluoroperovskite phase by the
Structure 1

decomposition of KMn(hfa) correlates with the rule of3Mn–O(1) 2.149(2) C(2)–O(1) 1.271(4)
thumb that fluorides form easily from the b-diketonatesMn–O(2) 2.176(3) C(4)–O(2) 1.256(4)

Mn–O(3) 2.162(3) with shorter metal–fluorine distances.

Structure 2
Mn(1)–O(1) 2.157(3) K(1)–O(1) 2.822(3)

4. ConclusionsMn(1)–O(2) 2.152(3) K(1)–F(1) 3.110(4)
Mn(2)–O(3) 2.165(2) K(2)–O(4) 2.802(2)
Mn(2)–O(4) 2.154(2) K(2)–F(10) 3.146(3) A rather unusual structure of KMn(hfa) was found in3
Mn(3)–O(5) 2.132(2) K(3)–O(2) 2.746(3) our work. Further investigations are worthwhile to see if
Mn(3)–O(6) 2.131(2) K(3)–O(6) 2.779(3) this structural type is common for bimetallic b-diketonates.
C(2)–O(1) 1.238(5) K(3)–F(4) 3.115(3)

It seems possible to preserve the structure, if K isC(4)–O(2) 1.249(4) K(3)–F(16) 3.366(7)
substituted by Rb (not Na), or if Mn(II) is substituted byC(7)–O(3) 1.248(4) K(4)–O(3) 2.765(3)

C(9)–O(4) 1.257(4) K(4)–O(5) 2.783(3) Mg, Zn, or Ni.
C(12)–O(5) 1.250(4) K(4)–F(7) 3.143(3) As we demonstrate in this paper, such bimetallic com-
C(14)–O(6) 1.254(5) K(4)–F(13) 3.153(3) pounds are useful for the MOCVD of fluorides with a
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Fig. 4. The structure of KMn(hfa) shown along one of the three-fold3

axes. All chains are given as sequences of MnO and KO polyhedra. The6 6

representation of the central chain includes C and F atoms, the F atoms
coordinated by K forming an inner shell.

2Fig. 2. The coordination of Mn(2) in the [Mn(hfa) ] anion shown in the3

direction of the three-fold axis. The coordination of Mn(1) and Mn(3) are
similar, with somewhat smaller and larger twisting angles (top). The
coordination polyhedron of K(1), with an approximately planar arrange-
ment of F atoms around the K atom, is viewed along the three-fold axis
(bottom).

Fig. 5. The XRD pattern of the film deposited from KMn(hfa) vapor on3

MgO. Legends denote the (hkl) indices of the reflections.

perovskite structure, especially taking into account low
sublimation output typical of the alkali metal b-diketo-
nates.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available from the CambridgeFig. 3. A fragment of the infinite linear chain in the structure of
KMn(hfa) . Coordination of only one K and two Mn atoms are shown. Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge3
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Abstract

The addition of quaternary ammonium salts, R NX, to PdCl leads to mononuclear anionic complexes: (R N) PdX . A dinuclear4 2 4 2 4

complex, (n-Bu N) Pd Cl , has been characterized from the crystallization of the corresponding monomeric species under controlled4 2 2 6

conditions. These complexes revealed a similar efficiency as mixtures of PdCl and R NX for the catalytic oxidation of alcohols using2 4

1,2-dichloroethane as both solvent and stoichiometric oxidant.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Catalysis; Oxidation; Complexes; Palladium; Quaternary ammonium salts; X-ray structure

1. Introduction palladium-catalyzed oxidation of olefins to ketones in a
benzene /water medium (Wacker reaction) has been re-

Quaternary ammonium salts (AXs) have been commonly ported by Alper’s laboratory [17]. This oxidation did not
used as additives for metal-catalyzed reactions since the appear to be of a micelle character [17,18]; the effect of
pioneering work of Des Abbayes and Alper [1–6]. How- AX would be rather to extract the metal salts into the
ever, in most of the systems described, particularly in organic phase and to improve their catalytic activity
palladium-catalyzed chemistry, the role of AX is not clear [17,19,20].
[5]. For example and following the studies of Jeffery [7,8], Previously, we recorded that alcohols are readily oxi-
the addition of stoichiometric quantities of AXs, mainly dized to the corresponding carbonyl compounds when
n-Bu NCl, is often involved in enhancing the reactivity subjected to catalytic amounts of both PdCl (1) and4 2

2and selectivity of the palladium-catalyzed reaction of Adogen 464 in addition to sodium carbonate in refluxing
organic halides with alkenes (Heck reaction) [9] (see also 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) [21]. Subsequently, this pro-
references cited in Ref. [10]), but tentative rationalizations cedure where DCE regenerates the active Pd-species, was
of their effects are not obvious [10–12]. AXs have also extended to the oxidative cyclization of 1,4- and 1,5-diols
been employed to stabilize palladium clusters [13–15]. [22]. The solubilization of 1 was facilitated by Adogen
When AX is used in substoichiometric amounts, it can 464. Indeed, the addition of an excess of this ammonium
either act as a phase transfer agent through weak interac- salt to a heterogeneous mixture of 1 in DCE led to a
tions with the metal catalyst or react with the metal species homogeneous red-orange-colored solution [23]. Thus, we
to form a new complex which is the real active catalyst decided to determine the structure of these soluble species
[1–6,16]. The use of catalytic quantities of AXs for the by using 1 and various AXs. During the course of these

studies, we became aware of: (i) the preparation of
(BMI) PdCl from 1 and 1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium2 4

chloride (BMI-Cl) [24], whose the structure is similar to
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 133-3-2691-3237; fax: 133-3-2691- that previously reported [25,26], and (ii) the optimisation

3166. of hydrogenations using (PhCH NMe ) PdCl (prepared2 3 2 4
E-mail addresses: amaury.d-hardemare@ujf-grenoble.fr (A. du

Moulinet d’Hardemare), jacques.muzart@univ-reims.fr (J. Muzart)
1 2Corresponding address for information regarding X-ray crystallographic Adogen 464 is a registered trademark of Ashland Chemical Co. for
analyses. Fax: 133-4-7651-4251. methyltrialkyl(C8–C10)ammonium chloride.
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from H PdCl ) as catalyst [27]. The results are presented H 8.83; N 3.41; Cl 8.63; Br 19.44; Pd 12.94. Found: C2 4

here. 46.68; H 9.04; N 3.28; Cl 8.62; Br 19.31; Pd 13.07.

2.1.4. PdCl (n-Bu N) , 0.5 H O (5)2. Experimental 4 4 2 2
21Yield: 96%. IR (cm ): 3400, 2959, 2872, 1600, 1480.

1H NMR: 1.00 (t), J56.2, CH ; 1.55 (sextuplet), J56.2,Solvents were distilled under argon before use and kept 3

˚ MeCH ; 1.78 (m), NCH CH ; 3.55 (broad t), J59.4,over molecular sieves (3 A). Reagents, substrate and 2 2 2
13NCH . C NMR: 13.8, CH ; 19.8, MeCH ; 24.4,catalysts are commercial and were used as received except 2 3 2

NCH CH ; 59.3, NCH . Anal. calcd. (%) forn-Bu NCl which was recrystallized from diethylether 2 2 24
1 13 C H N Cl O Pd: C 51.79; H 9.91; N 3.77; Cl 19.11;before its use. H and C NMR spectra were recorded on 32 73 2 4 0.5

Pd 14.34. Found: C 51.78; H 9.98; N 3.75; Cl 19.59; Pdan AC 250 Bruker in CDCl . IR spectra were recorded3
14.92.with Spectrafile IRE Plus MIDAC as KBr pellets. Elemen-

tal analyses were performed either in our laboratory
(Perkin Elmer 2400 CHN) or by the Service Central

2.2. Crystal structure of Pd Cl (m-Cl) (n-Bu N) (6)d’Analyses du CNRS in Lyon. 2 4 2 4 2

A sample of 5 was dissolved in a 1:2 mixture of ethanol2.1. General procedure for the synthesis of
1 2 and acetone. The solution was partially evaporated andPdCl (R R NX)2 3 2 then stored at 258C; this led to the formation of crystals

suitable for X-ray analysis. A crystal, with approximateTo a stirred mixture of PdCl (2 mmol) in methylene2
1 2 dimensions 0.4030.4530.45 mm, was selected for thechloride (20 ml) was added a solution of R R NX (43 diffraction data collection performed with a CAD4 Enraf–mmol) in CH Cl (10 ml). The heterogeneous medium2 2 Nonius diffractometer, using a graphite plate as mono-slowly became a red-colored homogeneous solution. After

chromator. Additional details for the relevant crystallo-12 h at room temperature, the solution was evaporated
graphic data are given in Tables 1 and 2. The accurate cellunder vacuum to give a red oil. The addition of diethyl-

ether (20 ml) gave a precipitate which was collected by
filtration, affording a brick-red powder.

Table 1
2.1.1. PdCl (Adogen 464) , H O (2) Crystal and structure determination data of Pd Cl (m-Cl) (n-Bu N)2 2 2 2 4 2 4 2

21 1Yield: 90%. IR (cm ): 3300, 2938, 2853, 1462. H Formula Pd Cl ?2N(C H )2 6 4 9 4

NMR: 0.90 (t), J56.0, CH ; 1,40 (m), (CH ) ; 1.85 (m),3 2 6 Formula weight 910.4513CH ; 3.60 (m), N–CH ; 3.45 (broad s), N–CH . C NMR:2 2 3 Crystal system Triclinic
]14.1, CH ; 22.61, 26.4, 29.0, 29.1, 29.4, 31.7, 31.9,3 Space group P1

˚(CH ) ; 49.8, N–CH ; 61.1, N–CH . Anal. calcd. (%) for a (A) 11.113(3)2 7 3 2
˚b (A) 12.190(8)C H N OCl Pd (calculated with an averaged C9 chain):56 122 2 4 ˚c (A) 17.565(6)C 61.83; H 11.30; N 2.58; Cl 13.04; Pd 9.78. Found: C

a (8) 91.20(4)62.34; H 11.68; N 2.60; Cl 12.9; Pd 9.30.
b (8) 104.39(2)
g (8) 105.64(4)

3˚V (A ) 2209(2)2.1.2. PdCl Br (n-Octyl NCH ) (3)2 2 3 3 2
21 1 Z 2Yield: 94%. IR (cm ): 2930, 2856, 1465. H NMR: 23D (mg m ) 1.368calcd0.88 (t), J56.2, CH ; 1.40 (m), (CH ) ; 1.85 (m), CH ;3 2 5 2 Crystal color Brownish133.65 (m), N–CH ; 3.60 (broad s), N–CH . C NMR: 14.0, Temp, K 2932 3

˚CH ; 22.6, 22.7, 26.4, 29.0, 29.1, 31.6, (CH ) ; 50.0, l (Mo Ka) (A) 0.71073 2 6
21

m (mm ) 1.198N–CH ; 62.3, N–CH . Anal. calcd. (%) for3 2
2u scan limit (8) 60C H N Br Cl Pd: C 55.89; H 10.13; N 2.61; Cl 6.60;50 108 2 2 2 No. of reflections measured 13256

Br 14.87; Pd 9.90. Found: C 55.72; H 10.20; N 2.57; Cl Intensity decay (%) 3.947
6.57; Br 14.48; Pd 9.55. No. of unique reflections 12863

No. of reflections (F . 2s(F )) 7472o o

No. of data /parameters 19.72.1.3. PdCl Br (n-Bu N) (4)2 2 4 2 GOF, (D /s) 1.872, 0.01221 1 max
aYield: 92%. IR (cm ): 2955, 2872, 1470. H NMR: R(F ) 0.036

b1.03 (t), J56.4, CH ; 1.55 (sextuplet), J57.5, MeCH ; Rw(F ) 0.0453 2
2313 ˚Largest diff. peak (e A ) 20.540–0.5161.70 (m), NCH CH ; 3.52 (broad t), J58.5, NCH . C2 2 2

aNMR: 13.8, CH ; 19.9, MeCH ; 24.4, NCH CH ; 59.3, R(F ) 5 S(uF u 2 uF u) /SuF u.3 2 2 2 o c o
b 2 2 1 / 2NCH . Anal. calcd. (%) for C H N Br Cl Pd: C 46.76; Rw(F ) 5 [Sw(uF u 2 uF u) /Sw(uF u ] .o c o2 32 72 2 2 2
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Table 2 2.2.1. Pd Cl (m-Cl) (n-Bu N) (6)2 4 2 4 2a
21 1Selected bond lengths and angles of Pd Cl (m-Cl) (n-Bu N)2 4 2 4 2 IR (cm ): 2957, 2853, 1600, 1470. H NMR: 1.05 (t),

˚Bond lengths (A) Bond angles (8) J56.5, CH ; 1.57 (sextuplet), J56.5, MeCH ; 1.82 (m),3 2
13NCH CH ; 3.58 (broad t), J510.0, NCH . C NMR:Pd(1)–Cl(1) 2.2586(8) Cl(1)–Pd(1)–Cl(2) 92.80(4) 2 2 2

Pd(1)–Cl(2) 2.2711(9) Cl(1)–Pd(1)–Cl(4) 177.76(3) 13.9, CH ; 19.9, MeCH ; 24.4, NCH CH ; 59.3, NCH .3 2 2 2 2
Pd(1)–Cl(4) 2.3001(8) Cl(1)–Pd(1)–Cl(3) 92.02(3) Anal. calcd. (%) for C H N Cl Pd : C 42.22; H 7.97; N32 72 2 6 2
Pd(1)–Cl(3) 2.3380(8) Cl(2)–Pd(1)–Cl(4) 89.44(3) 3.08; Cl 23.36; Pd 23.37. Found: C 41.90; H 8.07; N 2.90;
Pd(2)–Cl(6) 2.2582(8) Cl(2)–Pd(1)–Cl(3) 175.18(3)

Cl 22.95; Pd 23.11.Pd(2)–Cl(5) 2.2745(8) Cl(4)–Pd(1)–Cl(3) 85.74(3)
Pd(2)–Cl(4) 2.2994(8) Cl(6)–Pd(2)–Cl(5) 92.31(3)
Pd(2)–Cl(3) 2.3273(7) Cl(6)–Pd(2)–Cl(4) 90.06(3)

Cl(6)–Pd(2)–Cl(3) 175.90(3) 2.3. General oxidation procedure of alcohols
Cl(5)–Pd(2)–Cl(4) 176.98(3)
Cl(5)–Pd(2)–Cl(3) 91.65(3)

A mixture of the Pd-catalyst (0.1 Pd equiv.), Na CO (22 3Cl(4)–Pd(2)–Cl(3) 86.01(3)
mmol) and alcohol (1 mmol) in dichloroethane (10 ml)a Standard deviations are given in parentheses. was heated at 808C under an air atmosphere for 6 h. After
cooling to room temperature, the resulting mixture was
filtered on a short pad of silica gel eluting with dichloro-

parameters were refined from setting angles of 25 reflec- methane. After evaporation of solvents, preparative thin-
tions with 10.27,u ,11.818. Measurements were run in layer chromatography of the residue, eluting with AcOEt /
the range 215#h#15, 217#k#17, 0#l#24, using an petroleum ether (1:9, v /v), led to the unreacted substrate
v-type scan and a scan width of 1.208. Two orientations and the ketone.
(every 400 reflections) and two intensity reflections (every
2 h) were used. Lorentz, polarization and decay corrections
were applied. The crystal structure was solved using direct
methods completed by difference-Fourier syntheses and 3. Results and discussion
refined by full-matrix least-squares procedures on F with

2 2w 5 1/ [s (F ) 1 0.00022/F ]. The extinction coefficient Since Adogen 464 as additive has contributed largely too o
27was refined to the value 0.7.10 (3). H-atoms, located by the success of our catalytic oxidation processes [16,21–

difference-Fourier syntheses, were not refined. Scattering 23], we first studied the reactivity of 1 with this quaternary
factors for neutral atoms were taken from the International ammonium salt. The use of 1 equiv. of Adogen 464 led to
Tables for Crystallography. All calculations were per- an incomplete solubilization of 1. In contrast, the use of 2
formed using the teXsan software [28]. The ORTEP of the equiv. of this ammonium salt afforded an homogeneous
crystal is shown on Fig. 1. red-colored solution. After evaporation of the solvent and

recrystallization of the residue from diethyl ether, we
isolated the red-colored anionic palladium complex 2 (Eq.
(1)) which dissolved easily in dichloromethane, dichloro-
ethane, ethanol, methanol, acetonitrile and acetone. Fur-
thermore, 2 was even slightly soluble in water. Interesting-
ly, the new complex was air stable in solution as well as in
the solid state.

(1)

The structure of Adogen 464 is not really well defined;
therefore, it was not possible to establish the structure of 2
with great confidence and our study was pursued with
n-Octyl NMeBr and n-Bu NX (X5Cl, Br) (Eq. (1)).3 4

Thus, complexes 3–5 with colors and solubility propertiesFig. 1. Molecular geometry and atomic labeling scheme for Pd Cl (m-2 4

¨Cl) (n-Bu N) drawn with 40% thermal ellipsoıds. H atoms are omitted. similar to those of 2 have been isolated. As for 2, some2 4 2
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water was included in the crystals of complex 5 although
n-Bu NCl was recrystallized from diethylether before use.4

When the reaction of 1 with n-Bu NCl was carried out in4

DCE at reflux instead of methylene chloride at room
temperature, i.e. under the experimental conditions used
for our catalytic oxidations [21], no modification of the IR
spectrum of the isolated complex was detected. Thus, we
concluded that the same species are obtained at room
temperature and at 808C.

The commercial samples of palladium chloride exhibit (2)
an oligomeric structure [29,30]. In contrast, the good

Having in hand identified palladium(II)–ammonium com-solubilities of 2–5 in various solvents, their elemental
plexes, we examined their propensity to catalyze theanalyses and the literature data [24–26] led us to propose
oxidation of 1-indanol (Eq. (3), Table 3). For comparison,monomeric structures where four halides are coordinated
the oxidation was also carried out using 1 as catalyst withto one palladium(II). Nevertheless, an X-ray crystallo-
or without Adogen 464 (runs 1 and 2). The absence of thegraphic analysis was highly desirable in order to point out
ammonium salt led to a large decrease in the conversionthe real structure of these complexes. Unfortunately, the
(run 2). Interestingly, the exchange of the PdCl /Adogen2recrystallization of 3 and 4 under various conditions
464 mixture for 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 provided high conversions

always afforded sharp needles which did not allow such an
of the substrate and good yields of 1-indanone (runs 3–7).

analysis. Fortunately, we obtained suitable crystals from 5
Therefore, the coordination of AXs to palladium chloride

by using a mixture of ethanol and acetone as solvent at low
increases greatly the efficiency of the process. Besides the

temperature. Surprisingly, the X-ray structure of such a initial solubilization of the palladium salt, we suspect also
crystal did not agree with the expected structure, PdCl (n-2 that AX stabilizes the palladium intermediates developed
Bu NCl) , but showed the formation of a dimeric species,4 2 in the course of the catalytic cycle.
Pd Cl (m-Cl) (n-Bu N) (6), containing the anionic2 4 2 4 2

Pd Cl moiety (Fig. 1, Eq. (2)). This entity is built by two2 6

crystallographically independent palladium atoms sepa-
˚rated by 3.3786(3) A. As each palladium has its usual

square planar coordination, the sums of the Cl–Pd–Cl
(3)angles around each of the two palladium being 3608 within

the range of experimental errors. The eight Pd–Cl dis- The results obtained using 1-indanol as substrate led us to˚tances spanned the range 2.2582(8)–2.3380(8) A. The examine the oxidation of a few other representative
Pd–Cl distances involved in the Pd–Cl–Pd bonds ranged alcohols catalyzed by complex 5 (Table 4). Since it is

˚between 2.2994(8) and 2.3380(8) A and are significantly revealing to compare these new results with those obtained
longer than those corresponding to the external Pd–Cl previously from catalysis by PdCl /Adogen 464 [21,23],2˚bonds (2.2582–2.2745 A). One can also notice that the the latter have been added in Table 4. Inspection of Table
two Cl–Pd–Cl angles corresponding to the common Cl–Cl 4 reveals that the two catalytic systems provided similar
edge (85.74 and 86.018) depart very significantly from the results although the chosen reaction times were shorter for
average of the Cl–Pd–Cl angles. These values are in the new runs.
perfect accordance with those already described for similar
entities by Maassarani and al. [31,32], for instance. The Table 3

asame applies for organic entities whose geometrical fea- Oxidation of 1-indanol into 1-indanone
btures are all comparable to those compiled by Allen et al. Run Cat. Conv. % Yield %

[33]. It is important to note that bridged complexes of the c1 1 100 86
(R N) Pd X type have already been documented4 2 2 6 2 1 19 18
[27,34,35] but the corresponding single crystals were not 3 2 100 87

4 3 98 93suitable for X-ray crystallographic analysis [34]. In our
5 4 88 85case, the dimeric form is generated by removal of 1 equiv.
6 5 92 90of tetrabutylammonium chloride in the course of the
7 6 100 95

recrystallization procedure. The C, H, N, Cl, Pd combus-
a Reaction carried out at 808C for 6 h in DCE in the presence of thetion analysis confirmed the molecular formula of this new

Pd-catalyst (0.1 equiv. for 1–5 and 0.05 equiv. for 6) and Na CO (22 3complex. Furthermore, the mother liquors obtained from equiv.).1
bthe crystallization of 6 were evaporated to dryness; the H Isolated yields calculated on the quantity of 1-indanol introduced.
cNMR of the residue confirmed the presence of n-Bu NCl. Adogen 464 (0.2 equiv.) was mixed with 1 before adding 1-indanol.4
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Table 4
aOxidation of other representative alcohols

Alcohol PdCl (n-Bu N) , 0.5H O PdCl (0.1 equiv.)4 4 2 2 2
b(0.1 equiv.) 1Adogen 464 (0.2 equiv.) [21,23]

Conv. Product Time Conv. Product
c c(%) (Yield %) (h) (%) (Yield %)

3-Me-cyclohexanol 78 3-Me-cyclohexanone (69) 9.3 73 3-Me-cyclohexanone (69)
Isophorol 71 Isophorone (57) 20 77 Isophorone (53)
Geraniol 61 Citral (48) 20 69 Citral (58)
Me(CH ) OH 71 Me(CH ) CHO (36) 24 64 Me(CH ) CHO (25)2 17 2 16 2 16

a All reactions have been carried out at 808C in DCE in the presence of Na CO (2 equiv.).2 3
b Reaction time: 6 h.
c Isolated yields calculated on the quantity of alcohol introduced.
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Abstract

Mono- and heterodisubstituted 1,10-dicarba-closo-decaboranes 1 have been prepared from substituted nido-carboranes 3 and by
carboxylation and arylation of 1-alkyl-p-carboranes. Thermal dehydrogenation followed by skeletal rearrangement of 3 furnished 1 in
modest yields. Alkyl substituents tolerated the high temperature process whereas the 4-bromophenyl derivative 1d underwent partial
disproportionation. The preparation of the nido-carboranes 3 was accomplished in three ways: by acetylene insertion to nonaborane 6,

ˇmodified Plesek oxidation of dicarbaundecaborate anions 4 with Fe(III), and a new homogenous oxidation of 4 using gaseous SO . The2

ˇnewly developed homogenous deboronation with SO appears to be more efficient than the classical Plesek oxidation especially for highly2

lypophilic carboranes. The overall yields for the preparation of substituted p-carboranes 1 using the three methods from 6 or 4 are about
8% and 14%, respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

ˇKeywords: Substitued caboranes; Plesek oxidation; Synthesis

1. Introduction 10-Vertex p-carborane is obtained in a similar way to its
12-vertex analog by thermal rearrangement of the corre-
sponding o-carborane 2 [6]. The temperatures required forDifferentiation of carbon atoms in p-carboranes is an
the skeletal rearrangement of the 10-vertex carborane to 1important step in the preparation of compounds for materi-
are in the range of 330–3508C [6], which are lower thanals applications [1,2]. Recently [3], we developed an
the thermal stability limit (|4508C) for 12-vertex alkylcar-efficient route to heterodisubstituted 12-vertex p-car-
boranes [7]. Thus the thermal rearrangement of substitutedboranes via silyl derivatives that can, in principle, be
carboranes 2 (Scheme 1) appears to be a viable option forextended to 10-vertex p-carborane (1a). Parent carborane
the preparation of 10-vertex p-carborane derivatives in1a, however, is a volatile solid whose preparation [4,5] is
contrast to the 12-vertex analogs, which require tempera-cumbersome and its heterodisubstituted derivatives might
tures above 6008C [8]. In fact, thermal isomerization ofbe more conveniently synthesized using appropriately
C-methyl [6,9], C-phenyl [6] and C-C H F [10] 10-vertexfunctionalized precursors. 6 4

closo-carboranes has been reported to form the 1,10
isomers 1 almost quantitatively at 3508C.

A key intermediate in the preparation of 10-vertex
closo-carboranes is the nido-carborane 3, which undergoes
thermal dehydrogenation to form the closo derivative 2
[4,11]. The reaction requires temperatures above 1808C for
the parent carborane [4,11] but is much lower for anions
[12] and aryl derivatives [13].

The nido precursor 3 has been prepared by the carefully
*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-615-322-3458; fax: 11-615-322- ˇcontrolled Plesek oxidation [11,14] of 11-vertex anion 4

3458. [15–17] obtained either from o-carborane 5, or using the
E-mail address: piotr@ctrvax.vanderbilt.edu (P. Kaszynski)

1 recently described reaction of B H ?L (6) with acetylenes9 13Permanent address: Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, The Academy of
ˇ[13,18]. The biphasic Plesek reaction works relatively wellSciences of the Czech Republic, 250 68 Rez near Prague, The Czech

Republic. for the parent nido-5,6-dicarbadecaborane (3a) but substi-

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Scheme 1.

tution at the carbon atoms with lipophilic organic groups 2. Results and discussion
dramatically diminishes the yields [14]. The nonaborane
reaction with two equivalents of acetylene is much less 2.1. Synthesis
sensitive to the substitution and reported yields of 3 are
50–80% based on 6 [13]. The preparation of C-substituted Treatment of o-carborane 5b with methanolic KOH
nido-5,6-dicarbadecaboranes by alkyne insertion of gave a racemic mixture of the nido anion 4b in analogy to
octaborane(12) is much less practical due to the limited the preparation of the parent anion [15] 4a and some of its
availability of the borane [19]. alkylated derivatives [16,17]. Unlike 4a, the hexyl deriva-

Both the carborane 5 and nonaborane 6 are conveniently tive 4b is highly lipophilic, and it can be efficiently
prepared from decaborane by alkyne insertion to B H ? extracted into hexanes as the corresponding acid 4b-H10 12

L [17,20,21] and a reaction with Me S/methanol [22], upon protonation of its 1 M aqueous solutions. Use of2 2

respectively. Alternatively, 1,2-heterodisubstituted o-car- ether, rather than hexanes as solvent, increases the ef-
boranes 5 are easily prepared using 1-(t-butyl)dimethyl- ficiency of extraction of the free acid, which can be easily
silyl-o-carborane [23,24]. dissolved in hexanes after removing the ether. The treat-

Overall, the preparation of 1,10-dicarba-closo-de- ment of potassium salt 4b-K with NMe Cl precipitates the4

caborane derivatives 1 relies on the net removal of two corresponding ammonium salt 4b-NMe , which is com-4

boron atoms from and introduction of two carbon atoms to pletely soluble in benzene and ether, but only sparingly
decaborane followed by thermal dehydrogenation / re- soluble in hexanes.
arrangement. Most of the individual steps in this synthesis
have been performed for the parent compounds or their 2.1.1. nido-5,6-Carboranes

ˇmethyl or phenyl derivatives. There has been no attempt, Oxidation of 4b-K with FeCl under Plesek conditions3

however, to develop a reliable synthetic procedure for [11,14] was unsuccessful and only traces of the desired
preparation of p-carboranes 1 disubstituted with aryl and nido product 3b were obtained. The relatively low pH of
long chain alkyl groups using commercially available FeCl aqueous solutions caused protonation of anion 4b to3

precursors. 4b-H, which quickly accumulated in the hexane layer
Here we focus on two aspects of the procedure: (a) where it was prevented from further contact with the

preparation of substituted nido-carborane 3 using a new oxidant. Increasing the pH of the solution by the addition
homogenous deboronation reaction of the nido anion 4 and of potassium acetate proved helpful. A small increase in
(b) conversion of 3 to p-carborane 1. We used n-hexyl and the conversion rate was observed when 1 equivalent of
n-pentyl alkyl groups and 4-bromophenyl as a function- AcOK was used, but a 1:3 FeCl /AcOK ratio turned out to3

alized aryl substituent. Finally, we describe the synthesis be more practical. No further optimization of the reaction
of carboxylic acids and the first example of Wade’s C- conditions was attempted. The reaction took place over a
arylation of the monoalkylated p-carborane as important period of several hours, during which the anion 4b was
intermediates for liquid crystalline materials. slowly extracted to the aqueous phase while the much less

Our synthesis is complemented with 2-D NMR spec- acidic product 3b was accumulated in the hexane layer.
troscopy of the products, which allows the complete A short path vacuum distillation of the crude product

11structural assignment of the B NMR signals. allowed for isolation of 3b in about 10%–16% yield,
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leaving behind a viscous oligomeric material, which was
presumably mostly a dimer similar to that reported for
oxidation of 3a under different conditions [25].

In an attempt to improve the yield of the nido-carborane
3b, we turned to homogenous deboronation reactions. In
particular, we focused on SO as the oxidant, inspired by2

the observation that SOCl is reduced by polyhedral boron2

hydrides [26].
The reaction of the free acid 4b-H with SO in hexanes2

proved successful and a 16% yield of the desired nido
compounds was isolated by distillation. The analogous
reaction of the anhydrous salt 4b-NBu in benzene did not4

work and only the unchanged starting material was ob-
served by TLC. This suggests that a proton, or more likely Scheme 2.
a hydronium ion, is necessary for the reaction to occur.
Thus, the stoichiometry of the deboronation reaction can
be written as a reduction of S(IV) to elemental sulfur, Scheme 2) in carborane 4, while the removal of the more
which is consistent with our observations of formation of a hindered boron vertex (path b in Scheme 2) would result in
yellow insoluble material. the 6-isomer. Complete isomerization of the 5-isomer 3b-I

to the 6-isomer 3b-II was observed upon treatment with a1R-C B H 2 H O 1 SO → R-C B H 1 B(OH) 1 S2 9 11 3 2 2 8 11 3 x base [27].
(1) Another route to nido-carboranes was explored in which

carboranes 3c and 3d were prepared from nonaborane 6
Unlike the Fe(III) oxidation, the reaction with SO was and appropriate acetylenes in about 50% yields according2

complicated by the formation of minor quantities of sulfur- to the literature method [13]. The isolated carborane 3d
containing byproducts according to GCMS. These products was accompanied by about 30% of the closo derivative 2d.
were not further characterized and a discussion on their
structure and formation will be presented elsewhere. Some 2.1.2. closo-1,10-Carboranes
of the sulfur-containing species were removed from the The preparation of p-carborane 1 from nido-carborane 3
reaction mixture by aqueous workup and filtration through was accomplished in two steps: dehydrogenation to the
a silica gel plug. A short-path vacuum distillation of the closo-carborane 2 and a high temperature skeletal re-
resulting crude product typically gave about 15–18% of a arrangement. The presence of the aryl substituent in 3d
mixture of carboranes containing less than 5% of sulfur- permits its dehydrogenation at relatively low temperatures
containing species, and the yield of the reaction was and vacuum distillation of the crude reaction mixture at
independent of the 4b-H drying procedure. A pure mixture about 2008C afforded the o-carborane 2d in 23% yield
of isomeric nido-carboranes 3b can be obtained by chro- based on nonaborane 6. Similar dehydrogenation of alkyl
matographic separation. nido-carboranes requires higher temperatures. Thus, heat-

In situ generation of SO from aqueous Na SO and ing neat alkylcarboranes 3b or 3c at 2608C for 1 h resulted2 2 3

sulfuric acid in a water /hexane system did not work well in dehydrogenation to 2b and 2c, respectively, and their
and only traces of 3b were obtained. Other attempts using partial rearrangement to the corresponding meta isomers.
SOCl or SO Cl in hexanes or in hexane /water resulted The resulting closo-carboranes were distilled from a2 2 2

in relatively large amounts of sulfur- and chlorine-con- polymeric residue to avoid further degradation of the
taining carboranes as detected by GCMS. product. The decomposition was particularly pronounced

The regiochemistry of the deboronation reactions was in 3 obtained using SO , and is presumably related to the2

rather unexpected. According to a recent literature report, thermal instability of the sulfur-containing species catalyz-
6-alkyl isomer (3-II) was formed in preference to its ing product degradation.
5-isomer (3-I) in a ratio of about 3:1 under the Fe(III) To lower the temperature for the formation of 2 and to
oxidation conditions [14]. In the present case, however, limit the extent of decomposition of the substrate, the
oxidation of 4b either with SO or buffered FeCl pro- nido-carborane 3c was converted to its sodium salt 3c-Na,2 3

duced the two isomeric products 3b-I and 3b-II in almost which was disproportionated to form the 2c and disodium
equal proportions according to the GCMS and NMR salt 3c-Na upon vacuum distillation at 1408C (Scheme 3).2

analyses. Surprisingly, however, the SO oxidation of a The remaining disodium salt 3c-Na was oxidized with2 2

rigorously dried 4b-H resulted in the preferential formation anhydrous CuCl [5] to furnish an additional portion of the2

(|3:1) of the apparently less thermodynamically stable ortho-carborane 2c, bringing the total yield to an accept-
carborane 3b-I. This is consistent with the removal of the able level of 23% based on 6. Thus, the use of the sodium
boron vertex from the less hindered position (path a in salts increased the yield of the dehydrogenation and also
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Table 1
NMR chemical shifts (d /ppm) and coupling constants (J /Hz) and their
assignments for 1-hexyl-1,2-C B H carborane 5b2 10 11

a 11 1 11 1 1 bVertex d( B) J( B– H) d( H)
c d1 – –
c e2 – – 2.46

3,6 213.15 152 2.08
Scheme 3. 4,5 212.12 142 2.36

7,11 213.87 161 2.29
8,10 29.95 150 2.70

improved the purity of the final carborane 1c as compared 12 26.36 150 2.78
9 22.95 147 2.90with only the temperature-induced reaction.

aThe formation of the para isomers was accomplished by Assignments based on relative intensities and COSY correlation run
in benzene-d .thermolysis of the distilled alkyl-closo-carboranes in a 6

b Chemical shifts of directly bound hydrogens obtained fromsealed tube at 3308C. The isolated carboranes 1b and 1c
1 11Hh B(selective)j experiments.were sufficiently pure (.97% by NMR and GCMS) for c 13 2 1Skeletal carbon atoms: C NMR d 61.3 (C ), 75.5 (C ).

d 1subsequent transformations. Thermolysis of the bromo- Signals from the hexyl group: 1.55 (t, J58.6 Hz, C H ), 1.13–1.192
2 3 4 5phenyl derivative closo-carborane at 3008C resulted in (m, C H ), 0.96–1.03 (m, C H C H ), 0.80–0.84 (m C H ), 0.87 (t,2 2 2 2

6 13 6 5J57.2 Hz, C H ). C NMR d 14.14 (C ), 22.75(C ), 28.67 and 29.16complete rearrangement to the meta isomer with a minimal 2
2 3 4 1(C C ), 31.40(C ), 37.89(C ); assignments based on a general trend andloss of bromine (|2%). Increasing the temperature to

additivity rules (O.A. Subbotin, T.V. Klimova, V.I. Stanko, Yu.A.3508C resulted in complete rearrangement to 1d and about
Ustynyuk, Russ. J. Gen. Chem. 49 (1979) 363).

e 210% disproportionation, forming debrominated and dib- Signal from the skeletal C H unit.
rominated products according to GCMS.

11 112.1.3. Functionalization of p-carboranes resonances were correlated in B– B COSY [30,31] and
1 11 11Carboxylation of monoalkyl p-carboranes 1b and 1c Hh B(selective)j [32] experiments. B chemical shifts

according to a general procedure [3,28] has led to the observed for hexyl-o-carborane 5b (Table 1) and hexyl-
corresponding carboxylic acids 1e and 1f, respectively, in nido-carboranes 4b (Table 2) and 3b (Table 3) are in
about 90% yield (Scheme 4). Wade’s arylation [29] of agreement with general trends [33] and very similar to
1-pentyl-p-carborane (1c) provided an alternative route to those found in the analogous methyl derivatives [27].
the bromophenyl derivative 1d and represents the first As expected, removal of a m proton from the neutral
example of such an arylation of a 10-vertex closo-car- nido-carboranes 4b-H and 3b-II and the formation of the
borane. The reaction proceeds in high yield with no corresponding anions 4b(2) and 3b-II(2) [27] results in a
byproducts, unlike the synthesis of 1d from the nido substantial change in the chemical shifts. Deprotonation of
precursor 3d. 4b-H results in a 16 ppm shift downfield of the directly

affected boron atoms 9 and 11 and an upfield shift by 17
2.2. NMR analysis ppm for boron atom 10 (Fig. 1). Boron atoms 2 and 4

antipodal to B9 and B10, respectively, are substantially
The structures for the hexyl carboranes have been shifted upfield by 25 ppm whereas B3, antipodal to B10 is

11 1confirmed by NMR spectroscopy and all B and H unaffected by the deprotonation. Resonances of the re-

Scheme 4.
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Table 2
NMR chemical shifts (d /ppm) and coupling constants (J /Hz) and their assignments for for 7(8)-hexyl-7,8-C B H (4b-H) 7(8)-hexyl-7,8-C B H NMe2 9 12 2 9 11 4

(4b-NMe )4

aVertex 7-Hexyl-7,8-C B H (4b-H) 7-Hexyl-7,8-C B H NMe (4b-NMe )2 9 12 2 9 11 4 4

11 1 11 1 1 b 11 1 11 1 1 b
d( B) J( B– H) d( H) d( B) J( B– H) d( H)

c d e7 – – – –
c f f8 – – 2.77 – – 2.39 (1.84)
1 226.76 155 2.25 237.64 (238.57) 137 1.12 (0.42)
2 1 6.26 162 3.43 218.36 (219.42) 125 1.78 (1.13)
3 214.44 174 1.92 214.14 (215.00) 149 2.50 (1.68)
4 1 2.53 162 3.14 222.51 (223.33) 130 1.97 (1.24)
5 2 8.35 153 2.68 218.36 (219.42) 125 1.78 (1.13)
6 2 6.18 153 2.77 218.36 (218.76) 125 2.20 (1.44)
9 227.84 143 1.77 211.65 (212.67) 134 2.66 (1.94)

10 216.86 147 2.12 233.87 (234.69) 132/60 0.71 (0.00)
11 227.84 143 1.77 211.30 (212.29) 137 2.73 (1.94)
m-H – – 21.90 – – 21.84 (22.62)

a Assignments based on relative intensities and COSY correlation run in benzene-d or in CDCl (in parenthesis).6 3
b 1 11Chemical shifts of directly bound hydrogens obtained from Hh B(selective)j experiments.
c 13 8 7 8 7Skeletal carbon atoms: C NMR d 4bH: 68.6 (C ), 87.6 (C ); 4bNMe : 49.6 (C ), 62.0 (C ).4
d 1 2 3 4 5Signals from the hexyl group: 1.46–1.54 and 1.60–1.68 (m, C H ), 1.18–1.29 (m, C H ), 1.06–1.16 (m, C H C H ), 0.95–1.03 (m, C H ), 0.91 (t,2 2 2 2 2

6 13J57.2 Hz, C H ); C NMR d 14.23, 22.91, 29.29, 31.19, 31.74, 39.17.2
e 13 1Signals from the hexyl group: C NMR d 14.39, 23.09, 30.12, 32.13, 32.32, 40.40, (NMe at 55.05).4
f 8Signal from the skeletal C H unit.

1maining boron atoms 1, 5 and 6 are shifted upfield by proton and carbon atoms of the a-methylene group. The C
1about 11 ppm. carbon is shifted downfield by 11.24 ppm. Likewise in H

Deprotonation of 4b-H and the formation of a tetra- NMR the set of diastereotopic hydrogens of the methylene
methylammonium salt also affect the resonance of other group adjacent to the cage is shifted downfield by 10.57
nuclei and the most significant effect is observed for the ppm.

7 8cage atoms. The skeletal carbon atoms C -R and C -H are
significantly shielded and their resonances are shifted by
226 and 219 ppm, respectively. Similarly, the skeletal 3. Discussion and conclusions

8C -H proton in 4b-NMe is more shielded by 20.31 ppm4

as compared to 4b-H. The two new methods for oxidation of substituted nido-
The hexyl chain atoms are modestly deshielded in 4b- dicarbaundecaborates 4 with buffered Fe(III) or with SO2

NMe relative to 4b-H and the most affected are the produce the nido-carboranes 3 in similar modest yields of4

Table 3
NMR chemical shifts (d /ppm) and coupling constants (J /Hz) and their assignments for 6-and 5-Hexyl-5,6-C B H carboranes 3b2 8 11

aVertex 6-Hexyl-5,6-C B H (3b-I) 5-Hexyl-5,6-C B H (3b-II)2 8 11 2 8 11

11 1 11 1 1 b 11 1 11 1 1 b
d( B) J( B– H) d( H) d( B) J( B– H) d( H)

c d5 – – 4.85 – – –
c d6 – – – – – 6.60

1 2.02 143 3.27 6.13 156 3.48
e2 222.80 177 1.52 225.10 174

3 23.68 |140 2.73 22.07 146 2.73
4 240.34 150 0.50 238.88 156 0.62
7 2.99 144 3.21 4.30 147 3.39
8 2.02 143 2.84 0.36 |160 2.83
9 25.50 |160 2.97 22.07 146 3.08

e e10 29.06 156 27.02 |160
m-H (9,10) – – 22.12 – – 21.88
m-H (8,9) – – 22.52 – – 22.39

a Assignments based on relative intensities and COSY correlation run in CD CN.3
b 1 11Chemical shifts of directly bound hydrogens obtained from Hh B(selective)j experiments.
c Skeletal carbon atoms.
d Signal from the skeletal CH unit.
e Not identified.
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11Fig. 1. Stick representation of the B NMR chemical shifts for 7(8)-hexyl-7,8-dicarba-nido-undecaborane (4b-H) and its tetramethylammonium salt
4b-NMe recorded in benzene-d .4 6

ˇabout 15% after distillation. The latter deboronation with Plesek synthesis [14] and the modified anion dispropotio-
SO takes place under homogenous conditions which lends nation method can be as high as 45%. Assuming statistical2

itself to extension to highly lipophilic anions 4. Both monoalkylation of 1a, the overall yield for preparation of
methods, however, are less efficient than the synthesis of 3 1b or 1c from either o-carborane 5a or nonaborane 6
from nonaborane 6 and acetylenes (.25%). should be around 20%. This is higher than the synthesis of

The conversion of the alkyl nido-carboranes 3 to the the monoalkyl derivatives from substituted precursors.
more chemically stable closo compounds is a low yield Monoarylation of carboranes [3,29,34] is generally more
process during which the reactants and products undergo efficient than monoalkylation and overall yields higher
partial polymerization. The yield of the dehydrogenation than 20% should be expected for preparation of aryl
and the purity of the final product is improved by using the derivatives of 1a.
dispropotionation of the nido-carborane sodium salt fol- The largest loss of material occurs on the nido to closo
lowed by oxidative cage closure with CuCl . ring closure step and yields higher than 50% have not been2

The high temperatures required for the skeletal re- observed. This may be due to a reactivity difference
arrangement of the closo-carboranes were tolerated by between the two isomers 5-alkyl and 6-alkyl-nido-car-
alkyl groups well but the 4-bromophenyl substituent borane. It is possible that one of the isomers is less
underwent partial (10%) disproportionation. Filtration of a chemically and thermally stable and/or is less prone to
pentane solution of the closo-carboranes 2c through a short form the closo cage and undergoes polymerization whereas
silica gel plug immediately prior to the thermolysis was the other isomer is largely transformed into the closo
found to increase the yield. product. This hypothesis requires further experimental

The overall yields for the preparation of substituted work.
para-carboranes are rather low. 1-Hexyl-p-carborane 1b The procedure developed here for preparation of alkyl-
was obtained in about 8% overall yield based on 5b using p-carborane 1 is simple and reliable but the overall yields
either the Fe(III) or the SO methods whereas the pentyl are lower than those obtained by statistical monoalkylation2

analog 1c was prepared in 15% overall yield from of the parent p-carborane 1a. Arylation of 1c to form 1d is
nonaborane 6, or 7% yield based on commercial technical another successful adaptation of reactions typical for 12-
grade B H . vertex p-carborane. Alkylation, carboxylation, ethynylation10 14

For comparison, the preparation of the parent p-car- [35], and now arylation constitute a set of key synthetic
borane (1a) from o-carborane (5a) using the improved tools for preparation of liquid crystalline materials [36].
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4. Experimental 29.7, 27.5, 26.3, 23.8, 23.1, 22.2, 1.1, 2.2, 3.1, 4.6,
6.4.

1 13 11The H, C and B NMR spectra were obtained in The neat distilled nido compounds (0.96 g) were heated
CDCl on Bruker instruments operating at 400.1 MHz, at 2508C under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen for 1 h and3

75.5 MHz, and 128.4 MHz, respectively and referenced to vacuum distilled to give 0.25 g of closo-carboranes
1 13the solvent ( H and C) or to B(OMe) (18.1 ppm) unless [(GCMS, rt 9.1 min, m /z 184–193 (max at m /e 191, 38),3

specified otherwise. Two dimensional spectra were per- 169–176 (max at m /e 174, 45), 154–163 (max at m /e 159,
formed on a Varian XL-500 instrument and coupling 35), 57 (100), 43 (32), 41 (41)]. Alternatively, a crude

1 11 1constants J( B– H) are taken from resolution-enhanced mixture of the nido-carboranes (2.2 g) was dissolved in
11B spectra with digital resolution of 68 Hz. IR spectra of dry ether (20 ml) and added to a suspension of NaH (0.50
neat samples were recorded in NaCl using an ATI Mateson g, 60% in mineral oil, twice washed with ether) in ether (5
instrument. Mass spectrometry was performed using Hew- ml). The mixture was stirred for 1 h at ambient tempera-
lett–Packard 5890 instrument (GCMS) using a 15 m ture and the yellow supernatant liquid was transferred to a
methylsilicone column. Elemental analysis was provided dry flask. The remaining excess NaH was washed with
by Atlantic Microlab, Norcross, Georgia. ether and the collected ethereal solutions were evaporated

to dryness. The resulting viscous oil was short path
4.1. 1-Hexyl-1,10-dicarba-closo-decaborane (1b) distilled (1558C/0.5 torr) to yield 0.56 g of a colorless oil

and a glassy residue, which was stirred overnight with
A crude mixture of nido isomers 3b obtained according anhydrous CuCl (2.0 g) in dry methylene chloride (202

to Method A (0.97 g) was heated (Wood’s metal bath) in a ml). The resulting dark mixture was passed through a silica
flask equipped with a Liebig condenser under dry nitrogen gel plug and washed well with hexanes. The filtrate was
atmosphere at 2608C for 1 h. The resulting yellow oil was evaporated and the residue distilled to furnish an additional
transferred to a heavy glass tube with aid of a small 0.31 g of a mixture of pentyl-o-carboranes 2c.
amount of pentane. The tube was sealed and heated at The closo-carboranes (0.87 g) were dissolved in pentane
3308C for 10 h and the resulting yellow product was and passed through a small silica gel plug (a pipette). The
short-path distilled (858C/0.15 torr) to give 0.34 g (35% resulting colorless solution was evaporated in a heavy wall

1yield or 8% yield based on 5b) of a colorless oil: H NMR glass tube which was filled with nitrogen, sealed and
d 0.93 (t, J57.0 Hz, 3H), 1.25–1.47 (m, 4H), 1.48–1.54 heated at 3308C for 12 h. The resulting yellowish product
(m, 2H), 1.6 (br d, J5159 Hz, 4H), 1.90-1.98 (m, 2H), 2.4 was short-path distilled (1408C/10 torr) to give 0.56 g

1(br d, J5159 Hz, 4H), 3.18 (t, J58.2 Hz, 2H), 6.69 (br s, (65% yield) of a colorless oil: H NMR d 0.93 (t, J57.0
131H); C NMR d 14.11, 22.65, 29.32, 31.71, 31.85, 35.16, Hz, 3H), 1.25–1.47 (m, 4H), 1.48–1.54 (m, 2H), 1.6 (br d,

1193.6 (br), 125.8 (br); B NMR d 214.4 (d, J5165 Hz, J5159 Hz, 4H), 1.90–1.98 (m, 2H), 2.4 (br d, J5159 Hz,
134B), 212.2 (d, J5163 Hz, 4B); IR 3113, 2956, 2930, 4H), 3.18 (t, J58.2 Hz, 2H), 6.69 (br s, 1H); C NMR d

21 112860, 2597, 1465, 1103 cm ; EIMS, m /e 205 (M, 1), 14.03, 22.52, 31.53, 31.79, 35.11, 93.6 (br), 125.4 (br); B
166–177 (max at m /e 175, 27), 153–164 (max at m /e 161, NMR d 214.4 (d, J5165 Hz, 4B), 212.2 (d, J5163 Hz,

2186), 71 (66), 57 (40), 43 (100). 4B); IR (neat) 2958, 2932, 2862, 2594 cm ; EIMS, m /e
Thermolysis of nido-carboranes 3b obtained according 205 (M, 1), 166–177 (max at m /e 175, 27), 153–164 (max

to Method B gave 6% of carborane 1b based on 5b. at m /e 161, 86), 71 (66), 57 (40), 43 (100). Anal. Calc. for
C H B : C, 44.08; H, 10.57. Found: C, 44.93; H, 10.35.7 20 8

4.2. 1-Pentyl-1,10-dicarba-closo-decaborane (1c)

4.3. 1-(4-Bromophenyl)-10-pentyl-1,10-dicarba-closo-
A solution of nonaborane 6 (3.45 g, 20 mmol) and

decaborane (1d)1-heptyne (3.85 g, 40 mmol) in dry toluene (80 ml) was
refluxed for 30 min under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen.
The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the 4.3.1. Method A
yellow oily residue was diluted with hexanes (25 ml) and A solution of 1-(4-bromophenyl)-1-heptyne (1.56 g, 6.2
passed through a silica gel plug (100 ml) which was mmol) and nonaborane 6 (0.54 g, 3.1 mmol) in dry toluene
washed with hexanes (250 ml). The hexane washings were (30 ml) was refluxed for 30 min. The solvent was
evaporated and the oily residue (3.0 g) was short-path evaporated and the viscous residue was treated with
vacuum distilled (1558C/0.5 torr) to give 0.96 g of a hexanes and passed through a SiO plug which was2

colorless oil and 1.48 g of a dark viscous residue. The washed with hexanes (100 ml). Evaporation of the hexane
distilled mixture contained almost equal proportions of the eluent left 0.64 g of a yellowish oily mixture of car-
5-pentyl and 6-pentyl carboranes: GCMS, rt 10.7 and 11.2 boranes. The crude mixture (0.64 g) was short-path
min, m /z 183–194 (max at m /e 192, 43), 167–180 (max at distilled. The first fraction (0.19 g), collected up to 1508C,
m /e 174, 48), 154–163 (max at m /e 159, 54), 57 (100), 43 was discarded and a second (0.25 g) was collected up to

11(25), 41 (44); B NMR d 240.8, 239.6, 225.6, 223.3, 2208C/0.1 torr. The carboranes were heated at 3508C using
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Wood’s metal bath under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen 1.36–1.44 (m, 4H), 1.50–1.57 (m, 2H), 1.91–1.99 (m,
13for 8 h, cooled down, dissolved in hexanes, and filtered 2H), 3.23 (t, J58.3 Hz, 2H), 11.7 (br s, 1H); C NMR d

through a silica gel plug. The hexane washings were 14.09, 22.62, 29.24, 31.65, 31.86, 35.23, 105.1 (br), 130.0
11evaporated and the oily residue was short-path distilled (br), 171.33; B NMR d 211.5 (d, J5159 Hz); IR 3012,

21(2008C/0.1 torr) to give 0.21 g of 85% pure product which 2943, 2924, 2860, 2599, 1714, 1432, 1307, 1209 cm .
was purified using chromatography (silica and hexanes). Anal. Calc. for C H B O : C, 43.46; H, 8.91. Found: C,9 20 8 2

43.47; H, 8.95.

4.3.2. Method B
4.5. 10-Pentyl-1,10-dicarba-closo-decaborane-1-1-Pentyl-1,10-dicarba-closo-decaborane (1c, 0.51 g, 2.7
carboxylic acid (1f)mmol) was dissolved in dry DME (15 ml) and treated with

BuLi (2.3 M, 1.2 ml, 2.8 mmol) at 2788C. The mixture
The acid was obtained according to the procedurewas allowed to reach room temperature, stirred for 20 min, 1described for 1e: subl. 1208C/0.3 torr; mp 102–1038C; Hand dry CuI (0.73 g) was added in one portion. The

NMR d 0.97 (t, J57.0 Hz, 3H), 1.42–1.54 (m, 4H),resulting black solution was stirred for 15 min and dry
1.91–1.99 (m, 2H), 3.22 (t, J58.3 Hz, 2H), 11.5 (br s,pyridine (1.6 ml) was added, followed by 4-bromo-1- 131H); C NMR d 14.02, 22.49, 31.56, 31.71, 35.18, 104.9iodobenzene (3.0 g, 10.6 mmol). The resulting mixture 11(br), 129.9 (br), 171.35; B NMR d 211.5 (d, J5160was stirred, gently refluxed overnight, cooled, and poured
Hz). Anal. Calc. for C H B O : C, 40.94; H, 8.59.8 20 8 2into dilute hydrochloric acid. The product was extracted
Found: C, 41.46; H, 8.70.with hexanes (33), dried and passed through a silica gel

plug. The colorless hexane washings were evaporated. The
4.6. 5-Hexyl- and 6-Hexyl-5,6-dicarba-nido-decaboraneresulting semicrystalline material (3.6 g) was recrystallized
(3b)twice from a small amount of pentane yielding starting

p-bromoiodobenzene. The mother liquors were evaporated
4.6.1. Method A (FeCl )3and the remaining bromoiodobenzene was sublimed off

Potassium acetate (47.0 g, 480 mmol) was added to a(1258C/10 torr). The product (0.81 g, 87% yield) was
1 mixture of FeCl ?6H O (44.0 g, 160 mmol) in water (1503 2collected at 1908C/0.5 torr as a colorless viscous oil: H

ml) and hexane (100 ml) followed by 1 M solution ofNMR d 0.97 (t, J57.1 Hz, 3H), 1.40–1.57 (m, 4H),
4b-K (20 ml, 10 mmol), prepared according to a general1.91–1.99 (m, 2H), 3.19 (t, J58.3 Hz, 2H), 7.56 (d,

13 procedure, added over a period of 30 min. The resultingJ58.4 Hz, 2H), 7.65 (d, J58.4 Hz, 2H); C NMR d
red reaction mixture was stirred overnight and then reflux-14.03, 22.51, 31.57, 31.77, 34.53, 114.9 (br) 121.4 (br),

11 ed for 4 h, cooled and filtered through Celite. The hexane122.55, 130.55, 131.43, 137.30; B NMR d 212.0 (d,
layer was separated, dried, and solvent removed, leavingJ5159 Hz); IR (neat) 2956, 2931, 2860, 2593, 1493, 1465,

21 0.50 g of a colorless oil. The aqueous layer was extracted1069, 1012, 817 cm ; EIMS, m /e 340–350 (cluster with
with ether (50 ml). Removal of the ether gave a red oil (4max at m /e 345, 100), 57 (10), 43 (29), 41 (32). Anal.
g) which was extracted with hexanes yielding additionalCalc. for C H B Br: C, 45.17; H, 6.71. Found: C, 45.76;13 15 8 0.12 g of the crude product. The combined crude productsH, 6.67.
were short-path distilled (125–1508C/0.1 torr) to give
0.40–0.60 g of colorless oil of 3b (10%–15% yield based

4.4. 10-Hexyl-1,10-dicarba-closo-decaborane-1- on carborane 5b).
carboxylic acid (1e)

4.6.2. Method B (SO )2

1-Hexyl-1,10-dicarba-closo-decaborane (0.51 g, 2.5 A 1 M solution of 4b-K (20 ml, 10 mmol) prepared
mmol) was dissolved in dry THF (15 ml), treated with according to a general procedure [15] was acidified with
BuLi (1.6 1.M, 1.8 ml, 2.9 mmol) at 2788C. The mixture 10% HCl and the oily product was extracted with ether.
was allowed to reach room temperature and stirred for 20 The organic layer was dried, solvent evaporated, and the
min and cooled down. Then carbon dioxide generated from oily residue was dried under vacuum overnight leaving 4.4
dry ice was bubbled through the stirred solution for 1 h. g of colorless viscous oil 4b-H (For more rigorous drying
The solvent was removed, the resulting white solid was the material was dissolved in hexanes, evaporated, and

1washed with hexanes, dissolved in water and acidified with drying was continued for 12 h at 458C): H NMR d (300
conc. HCl. The resulting product was extracted with ether MHz, C D ) 0.90 (t, J57.1 Hz, 3H), 0.96–1.04 (m, 2H),6 6

hexane 1:1 mixture (3310 ml), the organic layer was 1.06–1.16 (m, 4H), 1.18–1.30 (m, 2H), 1.45–1.55 (m,
13dried (Na SO ) and the solvent evaporated to yield 0.60 g 1H), 1.58–1.68 (m, 1H), 2.74 (br, 1H); C NMR d2 4

of crude product. Sublimation (100–1108C/0.15 torr) (C D ) 14.23, 22.91, 29.29, 31.19, 31.74, 39.17, 68.7 (br),6 6

followed by recrystallization of the product (0.59 g) from 87.6 (br); EIMS, m /z 214–219 (max at m /z 216, 13),
pentane (2788C) gave 0.53 g (86% yield) of white acid 180–188 (max at m /z 185, 30), 167–175 (max at m /z 171,

11e: mp 83–858C; H NMR d 0.94 (t, J57.0 Hz, 3H), 34), 71 (40), 57 (28), 43 (100).
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Abstract

21 32 2The redox reaction between [Pt(NH ) ] and [W(CN) ] in the presence of Cl anions in aqueous solution affords single crystals of3 4 8
II IV IV 42[Pt (NH ) ] [W (CN) ] and [Pt (NH ) Cl ]Cl . Trapped cyano ligands of [W(CN) ] rectangular antiprisms of D point symmetry3 4 2 8 3 4 2 2 8 2

2between parallel Pt(II) square planes show that the inner-sphere redox pathway is prohibited. The presence of Cl counterions enables the
32formation of [Pt(NH ) Cl ]Cl as the product of the rare outer-sphere pathway of the oxidation of Pt(II) by [W(CN) ] .  19993 4 2 2 8

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Octacyanotungstate(V); Octacyanotungstate(IV); Tetraammineplatinum(II); Tetraamminedichloroplatinum(IV); Crystal structure; Redox
reactivity

IV IV IV1. Introduction action surprisingly failed to give trimeric W Pt W
cyanide-bridged species according to the inner-sphere

32 / 42The [M(CN) ] (M5Mo, W) redox couples have requirements of the oxidation of Pt(II) to Pt(IV). The8

attracted in recent years a considerable deal of attention, crystal and vibrational structure of the product
II Vparticularly from the viewpoint of inter- and intramolecular [Pt (NH ) ] [W (CN) ][NO ]?2H O gave an insight into3 4 2 8 3 2

electron-transfer pathways in the bimetallic ion-pairs and the stereochemical barrier of redox process created by the
21like-charged species [1–3], as well as in cyano-bridged system. The presence of [Pt(NH ) ] square planes3 4

complexes [4]. An attractive acceptor complex is substitu- parallel to square and triangular faces of octacyanotung-
32tionally inert [W(CN) ] ion, offering the interesting state anion of square–antiprismatic D configuration8 4d

combination of redox potential and square–antiprismatic prohibits formation of the CN-bridge, which can be
geometry with potential binding sites for the other metal at realised only by perpendicular orientation of square plane
the cyanide ligands. As a step toward the development of of Pt complex to the W–CN bond. We have suggested also
the bimetallic class of donor–acceptor systems based on that the alternate outer-sphere redox pathway, characteris-
anionic octacyanometalates, we are interested in studying tic for octacyanides, is blocked by intercalated triangular

32the possibility of binding [W(CN) ] anions to planes of nitrate anions between parallel Pt square planes.8
21[Pt(NH ) ] square planar cation by the redox reaction. For such a pathway either formation of monomeric six-3 4

In our previous studies [5,6], we have found that in spite of coordinated Pt(IV) ions or mixed-valence or platinum blue
the overall favourable redox potential for the two-electron type species can be postulated. The best strategy to prove
oxidation of [Pt(NH ) ](NO ) by K [W(CN) ], the re- the uncommon outer-sphere oxidation of Pt(II) to Pt(IV)3 4 3 2 3 8

32by [W(CN) ] should be the use of suitable counterions8

which can function as an additional ligands to a Pt(IV)
product.

This paper describes the redox reactivity of the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-12-633-6377 ext. 2223; fax: 148- 21 32 2[Pt(NH ) ] –[W(CN) ] system in the presence of Cl12-634-0515. 3 4 8

E-mail address: siekluck@trurl.chuj.edu.pl (B. Sieklucka) as the counterions. The formation, spectroscopic properties

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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and crystal structures of [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ] and m, 524 w, 476 w, 401 vw, 378 vw, 336 w, 282 m, 2453 4 2 8
21[Pt(NH ) Cl ]Cl are presented giving the evidence of the vw (cm ). The diffuse reflectance spectrum of3 4 2 2

32 II IVouter-sphere oxidation of Pt(II) to Pt(IV) by [W(CN) ] . [Pt (NH ) ] [W (CN) ] shows the presence of the bands8 3 4 2 8

at l 245, 285, 368 and 435 nm. The bands at 245, 368max
IV 42and 435 nm are characteristic of [W (CN) ]8

[l (e ): 248(27 840), 368(273) and 430 nmmax max
21 212. Experimental (116 cm M ), respectively] [10], whereas the band at

II 21285 nm can be attributed to [Pt (NH ) ] (l 5286 nm,3 4 max
21 212.1. Materials

e 542.5 cm M ) [11]. The green crystals obtainedmax
IV(yield 6%) were identified as [Pt (NH ) Cl ]Cl , tetra-3 4 2 2The compounds K [W(CN) ]?1.5H O [7] and3 8 2 mminedichloroplatinum(IV) chloride by X-ray crystal-

[Pt(NH ) ]Cl ?H O [8,9] were prepared according to3 4 2 2 lography to be same as previously reported [12,13]. IR:
published procedures. All other materials were of ana- 3431 m(br), 3168 s, 3067 s, 1630 w(br), 1550 m, 1347 s,

21lytical grade (Aldrich) and used as supplied. 942 m, 524 w (cm ). Raman: 1937 w, 1373 vw, 1323 vw,
638 vw, 615 vw, 550 s, 535 m, 515 vw, 442 vw, 430 vw,

21378 vw, 338 vs, 311 s, 242 vw, 214 vw (cm ). The2.2. Analytical methods and physical measurements
observed colour of [Pt(NH ) Cl ]Cl differs from that3 4 2 2

reported of yellow one [12,13]. The diffuse reflectanceCarbon, nitrogen and hydrogen were determined by
spectrum of green crystals shows the presence of the bandsorganic microanalysis. The UV/VIS reflectance spectra
at l 285, 362, 397 nm and the broad band at 669 nm.max(Shimadzu 2101 PC with Shimadzu ISR-260 device) were
While the bands at 362 and 397 nm can be attributed torecorded in a normal manner. Infrared spectra were

IV 21[Pt (NH ) Cl ] [l (e ): 334 (91.4) and 376 nm3 4 2 max maxmeasured from a KBr disc (3 mg of a sample and 200 mg
21 21(18 cm M )] [14], the band at 285 nm can beof KBr) on a Bruker model FT-IFS 47. For FT-Raman

II 21assigned to [Pt (NH ) ] [11]. Taking into account themeasurements, 1.5 mg of sample was diluted with 100 mg 3 4

experimental conditions employed we suppose that theof KBr and placed in Pyrex capillary tube. Spectra were
presence of undetectable by X-ray amount ofobtained on a Bio-Rad Raman Accessory model 60N

II IV II[Pt (NH ) ] [W (CN) ] and/or [Pt (NH ) ]Cl in thecoupled with a Bio-Rad step-scan interferometer model 3 4 2 8 3 4 2
IVcrystal lattice of [Pt (NH ) Cl ]Cl [15] gives rise to theFTS 6000 furnished with cold (liquid nitrogen) germanium 3 4 2 2

appearance of the band at 669 nm as the result of andetector. A Nd:YAG cw laser (1 W) from Spectra-Physics
intervalence interaction W(IV)↔Pt(IV) or Pt(II)↔Pt(IV)was used as an excitation source with 130 mW at the
[16–20]. It seems that the green colour of single crystal ofsample. A total of 4000 scans were collected at the

IV21 [Pt (NH ) Cl ]Cl comes from internal contaminationresolution of 4 cm at room temperature. The accuracy of 3 4 2 2
21 since it was retained after carving before the X-raythe wavenumbers for FT-Raman spectra was 61 cm .

measurements. However, we are totally aware that such
results may be due to the contamination by the W

2.3. Preparation of [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ] and compound of sample in bulk not the single crystal, as it3 4 2 8

[Pt(NH ) Cl ]Cl was suggested by the referee.3 4 2 2

23The reaction of equimolar (0.10 mol dm ) aqueous
solutions of K [W(CN) ] and [Pt(NH ) ]Cl in 1:1 molar 2.4. Crystal structure analysis of [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ]3 8 3 4 2 3 4 2 8

ratio within a few days afforded the mixture of two kinds
of single crystals with predominated yellow prisms and a Data were collected with an Enraf–Nonius CAD-4
tiny amount of green tetragonal pyramids. Crystals were diffractometer, with graphite-monochromated Cu Ka

filtered out, washed with EtOH, dried in air and separated radiation and v-2u scan. Absorption correction was per-
manually under the microscope because of their insolubili- formed using ABSCAL [21] and Phi-scans of the 200
ty in water and other common polar solvents. Yellow reflection. The structure was solved by the PATT option of

II IVcrystals were identified as [Pt (NH ) ] [W (CN) ] bis- SHELXS-97 [22] program, next by successive Fourier synth-3 4 2 8

[tetraammineplatinum(II)] octacyanotungstate(IV). Yield: eses all non-hydrogen atoms were found. Details of the
32.7% (Found: C, 10.96; N, 24.33; H, 2.52%. Calc. for crystal structure solution and refinement are presented in
C H N Pt W: C, 10.46; N, 24.40; H, 2.63%). IR: 3293 Table 1. The position of hydrogen atoms of the NH8 24 16 2 3

s, 3237 s, 3117 s, 2138 vw, 2129 vw, 2124 vw, 2113 s, groups were calculated and refined assuming rigid geome-
2098 vs, 2071 w, 2057 w, 1601 m(br), 1335 s, 898 w, try of NH group. Full matrix least-squares refinement on3

2873 w, 842 m, 805 w, 541 vw, 485 m, 481 m, 470 w, F , anisotropic for all but hydrogen and isotropic for
21460 w, 446 w (cm ). Raman: 2129 vs, 2114 s, 2110 s, hydrogen atoms were performed with SHELXL-97 [23]

2078 vw, 2057 vw, 1599 w(br), 1366 vw, 1317 vw, 544 program.
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ]3 4 2 8

Empirical formula C H N Pt W8 24 16 2

Formula weight 918.46
Temperature (K) 293(2)

˚Wavelength (A) 1.54178
Crystal system, space group Tetragonal, P4n2

Unit cell dimensions
˚a (A) 9.2959(4)
˚b (A) 12.3593(6)

3˚c (A ) 1068.01(8)

Volume
23Z, calculated density (mg m ) 2, 2.856

21Absorption coefficient m (mm ) 34.008
F(000) 828
Crystal size (mm) 0.130.1530.1
u range (8) 5.96 to 74.59
Index ranges 0 # h # 11

0 # k # 8
2 15 # l # 0

Reflections collected /unique 627/627 [R 50.0000]int
2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F

Fig. 1. An ORTEP [24] drawing of tetragonal cell ofData / restraints /parameters 627/0 /66
2 [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ] with the non-hydrogen atom-labelling scheme,Goodness-of-fit on F 1.135 3 4 2 8

showing 50% probability ellipsoids.Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R1 5 0.0311
wR2 5 0.0805

2 2 2Weighting scheme 1/ [s (F ) 1 (0.0661P)o
2 2P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3o c Table 2

Absolute structure parameter 0.03(5) a˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ]3 4 2 8Extinction coefficient 0.00083(10)
23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 1.986, 22.067 Bonds

24[W(CN) ]8

W–C(1) 2.138(12) C(1)–N(1) 1.169(17)
3. Results and discussion W–C(2) 2.186(13) C(2)–N(2) 1.091(18)

21[Pt(NH ) ]3 4

3.1. Crystal structure of [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ] Pt–N(3) 2.056(13)3 4 2 8

Pt–N(4) 2.062(10)

The structure of [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ] complex consists3 4 2 8 a
42 21 Anglesof [W(CN) ] anions and [Pt(NH ) ] cations which8 3 4

42[W(CN) ]are linked through electrostatic forces and van der Waals’ 8

N(1)–C(1)–W 178.5(12)interactions. A perspective view with the non-hydrogen
N(2)–C(2)–W 176.7(14)

atom numbering scheme is presented in Fig. 1. The
bselected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 2. The C(1)–W–C(2)[3 77.3(5)

btetragonal cell contains two [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ] units. C(1)[1 –W–C(2)[3 70.5(5)3 4 2 8
b21 C(1)[3–W–C(2)[2 141.5(4)The [Pt(NH ) ] cations exhibit the expected D3 4 4h

C(1)[3–W–C(2)[3 76.8(5)square–planar geometry with the average Pt–N bond
C(2)[3–W–C(2) 74.8(7)˚lengths of 2.059 A and N–Pt–N angles practically equal to C(1)[1–W–C(1)[2 147.2(6)

908, very close to that reported for other Pt(II) square– C(1)[1–W–C(1) 110.4(7)
planar complexes [6,18,20,26,27]. Tungsten atom of C(1)[2–W–C(1) 79.1(7)

42 C(2)[3–W–C(2)[1 137.2(6)[W(CN) ] moiety occupies the D crystallographic site8 2
C(2)[1–W–C(2) 121.8(7)symmetry. Tungsten centre is coordinated by eight cyano

21[Pt(NH ) ]ligands in a rectangular–antiprism polyhedron of D point 3 42
N(3)[3–Pt–N(3)[2 174.4(8)group symmetry, being halfway between square–antiprism
N(3)[3–Pt–N(4)[2 90.5(5)(D ) and triangular dodecahedron (D ). Fig. 2 presents a4d 2d N(3)[2–Pt–N(4)[2 89.4(5)

perspective view of the shapes and mutual orientation of N(4)[3–Pt–N(4)[2 177.8(6)
W(IV) and Pt(II) ions in the [110] direction. The charac- a Symmetry equivalent angles are omitted.42teristic feature of the [W(CN) ] shape are two parallel b8 Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [1,
identical rectangular planes formed by N1, N1[1, N2[2 y 2 1/2, x 1 1/2, 2 z 1 1/2; [2, 2 x 1 1, 2 y 1 2, z; [3, 2 y 1 3/2,
and N2[3 and N1[2, N1[3 N2 and N2[1 atoms, 2 x 1 3/2, 2 z 1 1/2.
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II IVbetween reagents affords [Pt (NH ) ] [W (CN) ] as the3 4 2 8
IVpredominant product and [Pt (NH ) Cl ]Cl . The crystal3 4 2 2

structure provides an insight into the reactivity of the
system, assuming that the preferred geometry of the ion-
pairs formed in solution are retained during the reduction
of W(V) centre and remain unchanged in the solid state.

21 32The precursor h[Pt(NH ) , [W(CN) ] j ion-pair, in the3 4 8

absence of additional ligands, is able to coordinate to the
Pt centre, in the solid state affords double complex

21[Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ][NO ]?2H O, where [Pt(NH ) ]3 4 2 8 3 2 3 4

square planes are parallel to square faces of W(V)-antip-
risms [6]. The identical parallel orientation of

21 42[Pt(NH ) ] planes to rectangular planes of [W(CN) ]3 4 8
II IVin [Pt (NH ) ] [W (CN) ], resulting in the characteristic3 4 2 8

2feature of ‘trapped’ CN ligands between Pt–N bonds has
been found. Such extremely stable geometrical configura-

Fig. 2. A PLUTON [25] diagram showing the shapes of the structural tion ongoing from the substrate to the product shows that
elements of [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ] and parallel orientation of3 4 2 8 the inner-sphere oxidation of Pt(II) to Pt(IV) pathway21 42[Pt(NH ) ] square plane to rectangular planes of [W(CN) ] , with3 4 8 2requiring perpendicular orientation of CN ligand to Pt(II)˚W–Pt separation of 4.54 A; viewed in [110] direction.

planes can be excluded. The oxidation of Pt(II) to Pt(IV)
32by [W(CN) ] can proceed via the alternate outer-sphere8

respectively and mutually twisted by 408 ([1, [2 and [3 pathway in the presence of suitable counterions acting as
mark symmetry transformations used to generate the the axial ligands to the Pt centre. The formation of

21coordinates of the equivalent atoms, Table 2). The two [Pt(NH ) Cl ] is consistent with the increase of coordi-3 4 2
2pairs of edges, (N1[1? ? ?N2[3 and N1[1? ? ?N2[2), are nation number to six by addition of two Cl ligands during

of significantly different lengths, 3.809(19) and 4.077(19) the oxidation of Pt(II) to Pt(IV), facilitated by the forma-
42 21 2Å, respectively. In the [W(CN) ] moiety two sets of tion of h[Pt(NH ) ] ,Cl j ion-pair [34,37]. The oxidation8 3 4

21 32 2˚bond lengths exist: W–C [2.138(12) and 2.186(13) A], of [Pt(NH ) ] by [W(CN) ] in the presence of Cl3 4 8
˚C–N [1.169(17) and 1.091(18) A] giving the W? ? ?N can be described formally by the following equation:

˚separations of 3.307(14) and 3.276(12) A, respectively.
21 32 2[Pt(NH ) ] 1 2[W(CN) ] 1 2ClThe W–C–N angles do not show significant deviations 3 4 8

from linearity [178.5(12) and 176.7 8(14)]. The values of 21 42→ [Pt(NH ) Cl ] 1 2[W(CN) ]3 4 2 8bond lengths and angles are in agreement with those
32reported for other octacyanometalates (IV) of W and Mo with [W(CN) ] trapped between two parallel8

21 42[28–33]. The characteristic feature of [Pt(NH ) ] - [Pt(NH ) ] square planes. Finally, [W(CN) ] and3 4 2 3 4 8
21[W(CN) ] structure is parallel orientation of square planes [Pt(NH ) Cl ] precipitate as the practically insoluble8 3 4 221 42of [Pt(NH ) ] to rectangular planes of [W(CN) ] with [Pt(NH ) ] [W(CN) ] and [Pt(NH ) Cl ]Cl , respectively.3 4 8 3 4 2 8 3 4 2 2˚W? ? ?Pt separation of 4.54 A with the cyano ligands

‘trapped’ between Pt–N bonds. The symmetry of the
21crystal lattice implicates the presence of two [Pt(NH ) ]3 4 Supplementary data42cations trapping [W(CN) ] anion between them resulting8

in the appearance of infinite one-dimensional strips
Supplementary data (final atomic coordinates, all bond

? ? ?Pt(II) ? ? ? W(IV)? ? ?Pt(II)? ? ?Pt(II)? ? ?W(IV)? ? ?Pt(II)? ? ?
distances and angles, and additional material, including˚with the Pt? ? ?Pt separation of 4.07 A in [110] and [110]
H-atom coordinates, anisotropic thermal parameters) are

directions.
available from the ICSD, Fachinformation Zentrum,
Karlsruhe, Germany on request, quoting deposition number

21 32 2 CSD 410788.3.2. Reactivity of [Pt(NH ) ] –[W(CN) ] –Cl3 4 8

system
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Abstract

22 22[Tris(1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolato)stannate] , [Q] [Sn(C S ) ], [tris(1,3-dithiole-2-one-4,5-dithiolato)stannate] ,2 3 5 3
22[Q] [Sn(C S O) ], and [tris(1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-diselenolato)stannate] [Q] [Sn(C S Se ) ], complexes, have been synthesised2 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 3

and characterised. Crystal structure determinations of [Q] [Sn(C S ) ] (Q51,4-dimethylpyridinium, monoclinic and orthorhombic forms;2 3 5 3

NMe , NEt , and PPh ) and [NEt ] [Sn(C S O) ] revealed variations in the overall dianion structures. The geometry about tin in each4 4 4 4 2 3 4 3

case is essentially octahedral with the chelate bite angles in the range 80.7(5)–87.45(4)8: the range of Sn–S distances is 2.5207(18)–
˚2.571(17) A. A statistical analysis, carried out on the crystal structure data for the six complexes, indicated that the most critical factors in

controlling the overall shape of the dianion were the distances of the Sn atom from the dithiolate ligand planes [Sn–OOP]. Interanionic
S???S interactions, within the sum of the van der Waals’ radii for two S atoms, are affected by the size of the cation, Q; the secondary
connectivity is 3-dimensional for the smallest cations, Q51,4-dimethylpyridinium and NMe , in chains for the somewhat larger cation,4

NEt and is absent for the still larger, PPh cation.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.4 4

Keywords: Tin complexes; Trisdithiolato complexes; 1,3-Dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate complexes; 1,3-Dithiole-2-one-4,5-dithiolate complexes; 1,3-
Dithiole-2-thione-4,5-diselenolato complexes

221. Introduction other metals [1–3]; structures of a few [Zn(dmit) ] salts2

have been reported [10,11]. Our interest with dmit com-
plexes has centred on main group metal and organometal-22The 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate (C S , dmit)3 5 lic complexes, especially tin [12–19], antimony [20–22]

ligand, Fig. 1, has been a much used ligand with both
and lead compounds [23]. For tin, mono-, bis- and tris

transition and main group metals in recent times [1–9].
dmit–complexes can be isolated, e.g. [Q][R SnX(dmit)]2Transition metal–dmit complexes have been well studied

9[12–14] and R Sn(dmit) [15,16], [Q][Sn(dmit) X ] [17],2 2 2with particular regard to their conducting properties [1–9].
[Q][RSn(dmit) ] [16,18], and [Q] [Sn(dmit) ] (Q5onium22 2 2 3Of the main group metal complexes, [Zn(dmit) ] salts2 cation; R5organic group; X5halide or pseudohalide; X95

have a particular role as stable dmit precursors for use with
Br or I) [19]. The tris(dmit)stannates are ubiquitous
complexes, being isolated both by design, e.g. from SnCl4*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-122-4272-930; fax: 144-122-4272-
reactions with [Q] [Zn(dmit) ], and by serendipitous2 2921.
means, e.g. on attempted recrystallisation of pure [1,4-E-mail address: j.wardell@abdn.ac.uk (J.L. Wardell)

1Previously known as S.M.S.V. Doidge-Harrison. Me -pyridinium] [Ph Sn(NCSe)(dmit)]. A more limited2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00284-3
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22 13single [Sn(dsit) ] complex. The d C(C=C) values were3
22121–122, 134–135 and 132 ppm for [Sn(dmit) ] ,3

22 22[Sn(dmio) ] and [Sn(dsit) ] , respectively; for the dmio3 3

complexes, n(C=S) appears at 1665–1657 and 1612–1600
21cm , while n(C=O) occurs at 1057–1042 and 1034–1026
21 21cm for the dmit species, and 1055 and 1028 cm for

Fig. 1. Dmit and related 1,2-dithiolato ligands. the dsit compound.
22Characterisations of five [Sn(dmit) ] salts, 1–5, and3

22one [Sn(dmio) ] salt, 6, were completed using X-ray3

crystallography. The reaction media from which the in-study has indicated the ready formation of the related
22 dividual compounds were isolated and the recrystallization1,3-dithiole-2-one-4,5-dithiolate (C OS , dmio) and 1,3-3 4

22 media employed were (i) [1,4-Me -pyridinium] -dithiole-2-thione-4,5-diselenolate, (C S Se , dsit) com- 2 23 3 2

[SnBr (dmit) ] and KF in CH Cl /H O for 1, with re-plexes (Fig. 1). Characterisation of the tris(dithiolato)stan- 2 2 2 2 2
inate salts has been generally carried out by spectroscopy crystallisation from Me CO/Pr OH, (ii) Na (dmit), SnCl2 2 2

22and for five [Sn(dmit) ] complexes (1–5) and one and [1,4-Me -pyridinium]I in MeOH for 2, with re-3 2
22 i[Sn(dmio) ] complex (6) by X-ray crystallography (Fig. crystallisation from CH Cl /Pr OH, (iii) [NEt ] -3 2 2 4 2

2). The X-ray diffraction studies have revealed subtle [Zn(dmit) ] and SnCl ?5H O for 3, with recrystallisation2 4 2

differences in the symmetry and shapes of the tris(1,2- from Me CO, (iv) [PPh ] [Zn(dmit) ] and SnCl ?5H O2 4 2 2 4 2

dithiolato)stannate dianions. We now report our results, for 4, with recrystallisation from Me CO/CH Cl , (v)2 2 2

including a statistical analysis of the structural variations. [NMe ] [Zn(dmit) ] and SnCl ?2H O for 5, with re-4 2 2 2 2

crystallisation from MeOH and (vi) [NEt ] [Zn(dmio) ]4 2 2

and SnCl ?5H O for 6, with recrystallisation from Me CO.4 2 2

2. Results and discussion
2.1. Structures of the dianions

As reported in the Introduction, the tris(dmit)stannates
have been produced by both design and chance. Isolations The X-ray structures of the five dmit compounds and the
of the tris(dmit)stannate salts were achieved, in addition to single dmio compound are discussed together with the
the routes specified in the Introduction, from reaction geometric data presented as ranges and mean values for the
mixtures containing [Q] [SnX (dmit) ] (X5Br or I) and group of complexes as a whole. Only the dianion structures2 2 2

fluoride ion, and of SnCl and [Q] [Zn(dmit) ], as well as are discussed here: the cations exhibit no unusual features.2 2 2

from reactions of a dmit source [such as H (dmit)] with The six compounds exhibited seven distinct spatial2

Sn(OAc) in the presence of [Q]X (X5F, Br or I). Of dianion arrangements, designated as I (in 1), IIa and IIb (in4
22interest, while the dianions, [SnX (dmit) ] (X5Br or I), 2), III (in 3), IV (in 4), V (in 5) and VI (in 6), see Figs. 32 2

have been synthesised, the corresponding fluoride and and 4; these in turn yielded 18 distinct geometries of the
chloride compounds have yet to be isolated. dithiolato ligands. The general atom numbering scheme

22 22The related [Sn(dmio) ] and [Sn(dsit) ] salts were used within each dithiolate ligand is indicated in Fig. 5.3 3

obtained by the direct reaction of tin(IV) compounds with The dithiolate ligands in dianions, which are in general
dithiolato and diselenolato precursors. positions, i.e. those not subject to the operations of

119The d Sn NMR values in various solvents indicate crystallographic symmetry elements, are identified by letter
ionized species with anions containing 6-coordinate tin as A, B or C. The ligands designated B and C are those

119 22atoms: d Sn values for 224962 ppm for [Sn(dmit) ] , which appear to be related, at least approximately, by a3
22

227865 ppm for [Sn(dmio) ] and 2237 ppm for the two-fold axis. These designations are somewhat arbitrary.3

Fig. 2. Compounds used in the X-ray diffraction study.
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Fig. 3. Atom arrangements for I–V.
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2.1.1. Geometry about tin
The range of the Sn–S bond lengths are from

˚2.5207(18) to 2.571(17) A, that of the S–Sn–S bite angles
from 80.7(5) to 87.45(4)8, and that of the trans S–Sn–S
angles from 162.3(2) to 174.57(6)8. The geometry at tin in
each of the dianions is essentially octahedral. An ideal
SnS octahedral arrangement [trigonal antiprism, symme-6

try D (O ), see graphic in Table 1] has parallel triangular3d h

faces, with the centroids of the upper face and of the lower
face, M and M , respectively, lying on the normal to theu l

two faces: the tin atom will also lie on this vector, i.e.
/M –Sn–M 51808, and will be midway between M andu l u

M . In addition the twist angle, u, will be 608, inl.

comparison to the angle for an ideal trigonal prism (D3h

symmetry) of 08 [24]. Each of the S arrays in I–VI is only6

slightly distorted from an ideal octahedral geometry as
shown by the angle between the planes of the triangular
faces [0.1–4.298], the M –Sn–M angle [176.1–179.08],u l

the values of the twist angles, u, and additionally, for
some, by the difference in the Sn–M and Sn–M dis-u l

tances (Table 1).
Other measures of the distortion of a structure from

ideal octahedral geometry are provided by the transoid
Fig. 4. Atom arrangements for VI. angles [25], the ratio of the length of the triangular sides, s,

to the separation of the triangular faces [M –M 5h] [24]u l

(see graphic in Table 1), and the dihedral angles between
For ligands, B and C, S1B and S1C are always trans to the faces of the polyhedron [26]. Transoid angles for an
one another; no such restriction applies with ligand A. This ideal octahedron, i.e. with a chelate bite angle of 908, are
labelling scheme permits reference to atoms, bonds and 1808 [25]. The transoid angles, however, for complexes
other features in groups and sub-groups, e.g. S1 implying with bite angles between 80.7(5) and 87.45(4)8 are less,
the atom S1 in every ligand of every anion or S1A being 170.70–177.458: the values obtained for I–VI are
implying S1 in every ligand of type A in every anion. In 162.3(2)–174.57 (6)8 are clearly very close to these
addition individual ligands can be designated as IIa–A, i.e. values. The values of s /h, shown in Table 1, also point to
ligand A of anion IIa and so on. near octahedral geometries, being close to the ideal value

The dianions, I, IIb and III, each have a crystallographic of ?(3 /2), (¯1.22); the larger s /h values for III, V and VI
two-fold axis passing through Sn and C3A (C3 of ligand indicate compressed octahedra.
A) and are therefore a special case. For these, the atom
pairs, S1A/S2A, C1A/C2A and S3A/S4A, are related by 2.1.2. Overall dianion shape
crystallographic symmetry as are the entire ligands desig- The central fragment, comprising S1, S2, C1, C2, S3
nated B and C: hence S1A9, C1A9 and S3A9 are used and S4, in each dithiolate ligand is essentially planar and
instead of S2A, C2A and S4A, respectively, and ligand C thus makes an ideal ligand reference plane. The S1–S2 and
is replaced by B9. Anion IIb constitutes a further special S3–S4 vectors act as pivots about which the tin atom and
case. Here, because of the occurrence of anion IIa in the the atoms of the thione [C3 and S5] or the one group [C3
same structure, D and E are used in place of A and B. and O] can be rotated out of the ligand reference plane (see

Fig. 5); the rotation of the Sn atom is shown in Fig. 5 by
the angle, f. Any displacement of Sn and C3–S5 or C3–O
from the ligand reference plane generates envelope con-
formations for the Sn, S1, C1, C2, S2 and C1, S3, C3, S4,
C2 rings. The overall conformation for the larger ring,
comprising Sn, S1, C1, S3, C3, S4, C2, S2 and which
incorporates the atoms in both five membered rings, can be
either chair or boat shaped. Values of the tin out-of-plane
distances [SnOOP] and the thione or one atoms out of the
plane distances [C3OOP and XOOP (X5S5 or O] for
individual ligands are listed in Table 2. As can be seen, the

Fig. 5. Dithiolate numbering scheme. ranges of C3OOP and XOOP distances are generally
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Table 1
aGeometric data relating to the SnS fragment in 1–66

bDianion Angle between s [mean] h s /h Sn–M Sn–M M –Sn–M u values (8)u m u l
˚ ˚ ˚triangular faces (A) (A) [Sn–M ] (A) (8) [mean]l

˚(8) (A)

I 1.01 3.542 3.012 1.18 1.506 0.037 177.2 51.6; 43.6; 43.6
[1.506] [46.3]

IIa 3.24 3.544 3.030 1.17 1.524 0.035 177.5 53.5; 38.9; 39.9
[1.506] [44.1]

IIb 0.10 3.537 3.055 1.16 1.528 0.014 179.0 45.5; 39.6; 39.6
[1.528] [41.6]

III 1.21 3.623 2.892 1.25 1.447 0.046 176.4 52.9; 51.7; 51.7
[1.447] [52.1]

IV 0.20 3.602 2.951 1.22 1.486 0.051 176.1 47.7; 43.6; 54.5
[1.466] [48.6]

V 4.29 3.701 2.807 1.32 1.391 0.038 177.1 51.7; 45.2; 54.5
[1.417] [50.5]

VI 0.80 3.674 2.852 1.29 1.434 0.024 178.2 49.6; 51.3; 53.4
[1.418] [51.4]

a u, upper face; l, lower face.
b M , midpoint of the M –M vector.m u l

smaller than that for the SnOOP distances. It is apparent alternative measure of the tin departure from the ligand
that the overall shape of the dianions is controlled to the reference plane is the angle tilt, defined as the Sn–S1m–
greater extent by the distances and directions of the tin S3m angle, where S1m and S3m are the mid-points of the
atoms from the dithiolate ligand reference planes. An S1–S2 and the S3–S4 vectors, respectively: values of the

Table 2
˚Distances (A) and angles (8) relating to the Sn–S–C–C–S rings

aLigand Mean Mean Mean Mean SnOOP C3OOP XOOP Tilt
bite angle Sn–S–C S–C–C Sn–S S–C

IA 86.30(13) 99.3 127.4(3) 2.535(3) 1.736(9) 0.0 0.0 0.14(5) 180
III–A 86.30(10) 99.3(2) 127.6(2) 2.538(2) 1.734(7) 0.0 0.0 0.226(19) 180
IIb–A 84.8(2) 101.7(7) 126.0(6) 2.545(6) 1.79(2) 0.0 0.0 0.0 180
IV–C 87.45(4) 98.28(11) 128.0(3) 2.5373(10) 1.752(4) 0.0019(18) 0.020(5) 0.067(2) 180
IIa–A 85.9(16) 99.4(4) 127.4(10) 2.543(4) 1.749(13) 0.222(5) 0.018(19) 0.093(10) 173
I–B 83.59(9) 97.6(2) 125.9(4) 2.543(2) 1.738(6) 0.993(4) 0.006(9) 0.001(5) 149
III–B 83.93(6) 96.0(1) 126.4(4) 2.5454(13) 1.739(5) 1.057(3) 0.065(7) 0.172(4) 146
IIa–B 83.74(16) 96.8(4) 125.5(10) 2.552(4) 1.721(13) 1.088(8) 0.04(2) 0.068(12) 145
V–A 84.0(5) 94.25(13) 126(3) 2.556(11) 1.64(4) 1.10(2) 0.10(6) 0.08(3) 143
IV–A 83.16(5) 96.17(11) 125.6(3) 2.5563(9) 1.748(4) 1.1334(19) 0.024(5) 0.077(2) 144
VI–C 83.81(6) 94.7(2) 125.8(4) 2.556(1) 1.741(6) 1.245(3) 0.055 0.114(6) 140
IIb–B 82.18(6) 95.1(4) 125.8(9) 2.553(4) 1.716(11) 1.251(8) 0.03(2) 0.014(11) 140
VI–B 82.95(6) 95.2(2) 125.5(4) 2.5584(14) 1.744(5) 1.266(3) 0.059(7) 0.118(6) 139
VI–A 82.94(7) 94.7(2) 125.3(4) 2.5544(14) 1.741(5) 1.358(3) 0.106(8) 0.141(7) 136
IIa–C 81.97(17) 95.0(4) 124.9(10) 2.546(4) 1.763(12) 1.372(7) 0.08(2) 0.054(11) 136
V–C 80.7(5) 92(1) 125(3) 2.549(12) 1.75(4) 1.521(19) 0.08(6) 0.02(3) 129
IV–B 81.36(5) 92.71(11) 124.4(3) 2.5587(11) 1.742(4) 1.6063(19) 0.131(5) 0.288(2) 126
V–B 80.9(5) 94.2(15) 124(3) 2.5670(12) 1.72(4) 1.64(2) 0.20(6) 0.38(3) 127

a X5S5 or O.
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Table 4tilt are displayed in Table 2. Standard uncertainties are not
Correlation coefficients (R) and regression line parameters and outliers forgiven for these quantities because of the manner of their aselected column pairs in Table 3

derivation but are believed to be of the order of 18.
X Y R A BAs the C3, S5 and O displacements contribute only to a

small, and random, extent to the shape of the structure of a Sn–OOP Tilt 0.999 180.2(4) 232.7(3)
Bite Angle S–C–C 0.948 80.6(38) 0.54(4)dianions, the three S3m coordinates are considered to be
Sn–OOP Bite angle 0.924 86.4(3) 22.9(3)suitable reference points, along with the tin position, to
Sn–OOP Sn–S–C 0.918 99.9(5) 23.9(4)

define the overall shape of each dianion. Table 3 lists the Sn–OOP S–C–C 0.891 127.4(2) 21.6(2)
angles the three S3m positions subtend at the tin centre. S–C–C Sn–S 0.820 3.361(14) 20.0064(11)
With some imagination, symmetric shapes can be consid- Bite angle Sn–S–C 0.812 6.0(16) 1.08(19)

Sn–OOP Sn–S 0.811 2.539(2) 0.012(2)ered to be T- or Y-shaped: T-shaped structures have one
Bite angle Sn–S 0.749 2.83(6) 20.0034(7)large (.1508) and two smaller and near equal S3m–Sn–
Sn–S–C S–C–C 0.726 96(7) 0.31(7)

S3m angles, while Y-shaped structures have one smaller Sn–S–C Sn–S 0.702 2.77(6) 20.0023(6)
(,908) and two larger and near equal S3m–Sn–S3m

a The regression equation is of the form: Y 5 A 1 B 3 X. Values inangles. The three S3m–Sn–S3m angles in each dianion
parentheses are standard uncertainties applicable to the least significant

sum to very near 3608, i.e. the four reference points are digit.
near planar. Tris(dmit) dianions with structures closest to a
T-shape are I, IIa, and IIB, i.e. with the planar 1,4-Me -2

pyridinium counter cations. The structure of the complete correlation of ligand tilt with Sn–OOP and so
22[Sn(dmit) ] with the smallest tetrahedral cation, correlations of Sn–OOP with other geometric parameters3

1[NMe ] is asymmetric, that with the larger cation, apply equally to the tilt parameter. There is a strong4
1 1 correlation between Sn–OOP and ligand bite angle, and[NEt ] , is Y-shaped and with the still larger, [PPh ] ,4 4

correlations, which are not much weaker, between Sn–near T-shaped. In contrast to the Y-shape of the dianion in
OOP and the Sn–S–C and S–C–C angles, although in the[NEt ] [Sn(dmit) ], the shape of the dianion in4 2 3

last two cases the magnitude of the effect is much smaller.[NEt ] [Sn(dmio) ] is asymmetrical. It is noticeable that4 2 3

As Sn becomes more distant from the ligand plane, i.e.the complexes with the least symmetric dianion structures
as the system becomes more envelope-shaped, the Sn–S–are the tris(dmit) salt with the smallest cation, i.e.
C angles tend to decrease. Geometry calculations were[NMe ] [Sn(dmit) ], and the salt with the smaller tri-4 2 3

carried out with Sn–S, S–C and C–C distances and thes(dmio) dianion.
S–C–C and S–Sn–S angles fixed at the average values
found in the planar ligands I–A and III–A. With Sn distant

˚2.1.3. Statistical analysis |1.6 A from the ligand plane, as is the case for ligands
A statistical analysis of the data for the tris(dithiolato)s- IV–B and V–B, the Sn–S–C angles were calculated to be

tannates was carried out using the program MINITAB [27], to about |858, values which would result in a very highly
yield the results shown in Table 4. There is virtually a strained system. It is not surprising, therefore, to observe

Table 3
Shapes of dianions defined by S3M–Sn–S3m angles

Ligand S3m–Sn–S3m (8) Shape

I 103.8, 103.8, 152.4 T
IIa 97.6, 98.5, 163.5 T
IIb 97.1, 97.1, 165.7 T
III 84.7, 137.6, 137.6 Y
IV 90.4, 101.7, 167.2 Near T
V 72.3, 120.7, 166.7 Asymmetric
VI 81.1, 113.8, 163.9 Asymmetric
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that a decrease in the Sn–S–C angles is accompanied by a respectively, and are associated with pairs of cen-
decrease in the ligand bite angle and a corresponding but trosymmetrically related dianions.
smaller decrease in the S–C–C angles, both of which serve In 5, S4A–S5B9 contacts (symmetry operation: 2 2 x,

˚to limit the extent to which the Sn–S–C angle need be 1 2 y, z 2 1/2) at 3.61(3) A connect the dianions into
reduced. The only interatomic distance which is sensitive infinite chains parallel to c. The anions so connected are
to ligand tilt to any significant extent is the Sn–S distance. related to one another by a crystallographic two-fold screw

For all dianions in crystallographic general positions, i.e. axis and in this limited sense the chains are in the form of
the dianions which are not subject to the operation of a spirals. Further contacts, S5A–S3C0 (symmetry operation:

˚crystallographic two-fold axis, Sn is displaced from the 3/2 2 x, 1 /2 1 y, z 2 1/2) at 3.45(2) A, interconnect the
dianion basal plane: distances are 0.222(5), 0.3812(2), chains and complete the 3-dimensional connectivity.

˚0.316(14) and 0.169(5) A for IIa, IV, V and VI, respective- For 6 interionic contacts, S1B–S1C9 and S1B–S3C9
ly. In these cases, the ligand mid-lines are displaced above (symmetry operation x, 2 y, z 2 1/2) at 3.592(3) and

˚and/or below the dianion basal plane producing a slightly 3.554(3) A, respectively, link the anions into zig-zag
umbrella shaped species. As a consequence, the Sn–S1 and chains extending in the direction of c.
Sn–S2 distances for the ligands themselves always differ. It is apparent that the secondary connectivity is 3-
Similar Sn–S distance differences are, of course, found in dimensional in nature for salts with the planar cation,
ligands B of I, IIb and III, because of the crystallographic 1,4-dimethylpyridinium [i.e. 1 and 2 (both having T-
symmetry. Two-sample t-test calculations suggest that the shaped dianions)] and with the smallest of the tetraorgano-

1mean value differences for the groups Sn–S1 vs. Sn–S2, onium cations, [NMe ] , [i.e. 5 with an asymmetric4
1S3–C1 vs. S4–C2 and S3–C3 vs. S4–C3 are significant to dianion). With the somewhat larger [NEt ] , as in 34

the 99.9, 99.5 and 91.0% confidence levels, respectively. (Y-shaped dianion) and 6 (asymmetric dianion) only chains
1The confidence level for the S1–C1/S2–C2 pair is much are formed, and with the still larger [PPh ] , as in 4 (near4

lower at 71%. Despite this, the trends Sn–S1,Sn–S2; T-shaped dianion) no significant connectivity is present.
S1–C1.S2–C2; S3–C1,S4–C2 and S3–C3.S4–C3 are Linear chains were found both for 3 and 6, which indicates
as would be expected for changes in bond length and bond the change from the thione to the carbonyl group has no
strength transmitted along the chains in a regular manner. impact on the form of the interanion interactions and so it

was reasonable to include discussion of the dmio structure
along with those of the dmit complexes. There appears to

2.1.4. S???S interanion interactions be no correlation between dianion shape and interanionic
In addition to the primary intra-anionic bonding, com- S? ? ?S interactions.

pounds 1–5 exhibit interanionic S???S contacts, within the Interestingly, solvent molecules were found in the voids
˚sum of the van der Waals’ radii of 3.70 A. In 1, S2B–S2B9 of the structure of 4 – the only compound to be free of

and S2B–S4B9 (symmetry operation: 2 x, 2 y 1 1, 2 z) interanion interactions.
˚contacts at 3.642(3) and 3.423(3) A connect the dianions

into infinite zig-zag chains extending in the direction of a.
Further contacts, S5B–S3A0 and S5B–S3A- (symmetry

3. Conclusionsoperations: ii: x, 1 /2 2 y, 1 /2 1 z, and iii: 2 x, 1 /2 1 y,
˚1/2 1 z) at 3.630(4) and 3.679(4) A, interconnect chains

The model used here in the description of the coordina-related by body centering to complete the 3-dimensional
tion of Sn and the overall shape of the dianions, for all itsconnectivity.
simplicity, has proved to be extremely useful in seekingThe dianions of 2, the orthorhombic form of 1, occur in
out and in some cases quantifying relationships among thewell defined layers parallel to 010 centred on y50, 1 /4,
molecular parameters. Although this study is perhaps1/2 and 3/4. Contacts exemplified by S5A–S5E9, S5A–
unusual in the number of different but closely related casesS5C9 and S5B–S5D9 (symmetry operation 1 2 x, 1 /2 2 y,
which are available for consideration, the model should be˚1/2 1 z) at 3.605(7), 3.643(8) and 3.557(6) A occur within
capable of wider application, i.e. to virtually any system ofthe layers. Other contacts as S1C–S2E0, S1C–S4E0 and
octahedral complexes formed by three bidentate ligandsS4C–S3D- (symmetry operations: (ii) 1 /4 1 x, 3 /4 2 y,
provided that key reference planes and lines can bez 2 1/4, and (iii) 1 /4 1 x, 1 /4 2 y, 1 /4 1 z) at 3.602(7),
identified.˚3.469(8) and 3.632(7) A interconnect the layers.

In 3 the dianions are connected into chains extending
infinitely in the direction of c by contacts S1B–S1B9 and
S1B–S3B9 (symmetry operation: 1 /2 2 x, 1 /2 2 y, 1 /2 2 4. Experimental

˚z) at 3.311(2) and 3.448(3) A, respectively.
There are no S–S contacts less than the sum of the van 4.1. General

der Waals’ radius present in 4. The shortest contacts
observed are S3B–S1B9 and S3B–S3B9 (symmetry opera- Melting points were measured on a Kofler hot-stage and

˚tion: 2 x, 1 2 y, 2 z) at 3.9989(19) and 3.8503(19) A, are uncorrected. NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
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250 MHz instrument, [shift references: Me Si (for H and C) (dec.). Calculated for C H P S Sn: C, 49.4; H, 2.9%.4 57 40 2 15
119and Me Sn (for Sn)], IR spectra on a Philips Analytical Calculated for C H P S Sn10.33CH Cl 14 57 40 2 15 2 2

PU9800 FTIR instrument and visible spectra on a Perkin 0.16Me CO: C, 48.6; H, 2.9. Found: C, 48.4, H, 2.7.%.2

Elmer Lambda 15 instrument. The compounds, [Q] NMR (CDCl ): d 52.17 [s, 1.0H, Me CO], 5.30 [s, 0.66,2 3 H 2

[Zn(dmit) ] [Q5NMe , NEt , 1,4-Me -pyridinium, PPh or CH Cl ], 7.2–7.9 [m, 40H, Ph]; d 5117.3[J(PC) 89 Hz,2 4 4 2 4 2 2 C

ferrocenylmethyl(trimethyl)ammonium, (FcCH NMe )] C ], 130.7 [J(PC) 13 Hz, C ], 134.3 [C=C], 134.3 [J(PC)2 3 i m

[10,11,28] and [Q] [Zn(dmio) ] [Q5NEt , 1,4-Me -pyrid- 11 Hz, C ], 135.6 [J(PC) 3 Hz, C ], 208.5 [C=S]; d 522 2 4 2 o p Sn

inium, PPh or ferrocenylmethyl(trimethyl)ammonium] 251.3. [FcCH NMe ] [Sn(dmit) ] was recrystallized from4 2 3 2 3

[10,11] were obtained by general procedures. 4,5-Bis(ben- Me CO as a red crystalline solid, m.p. 205–2078C; yield2

zoylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione [29,30], 4,5-bis(benzoyl- 0.96 g, 72%. Calculated for C H Fe N S Sn: C, 36.3;37 40 2 2 15

selenato)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione [31] and [NBu ] - H, 3.3; N, 2.9. Found: C, 36.8; H, 3.1; N, 2.9%. NMR4 2

[Zn(dsit) ] [31] were prepared by published procedures. ([d ]DMSO): d 52.9 [s, 9H, Me], 4.3 [s, 5H, unsubsti-2 6 H

tuted cp-H], 4.4 [m, 4H, substituted cp-H], 4.5 [t, 2H,
4.2. Preparation of [Q] [Sn(dmit) ] from SnCl and J(HN) 1.7 Hz, CH N]; d 553.0 [t, J(CN) 3.9 Hz, Me],2 3 4 2 C

[Q] [Zn(dmit) ] 67.1 [CH ], 70.6 [unsubstituted cp-C], 71.7, 73.6, 74.82 2 2

[substituted cp-C], 136.7 [C=C], 208.4 [C=S]; d 52Sn

4.2.1. General procedure 247.7. IR (KBr): g: 1482, 1443, 1420, 1053, 1034, 1001.
Solution of [Q] [Zn(dmit) ] (1.00 mmol) in acetone2 2

(10 ml) and SnCl ?5H O (0.230 g, 0.66 mmol) in4 2

MeOH(20 ml) were mixed and stirred. After 15 min., the 4.3. Other preparations of [Q] [Sn(dmit) ]2 3

reaction mixture was filtered; the filtrate was collected,
concentrated and methanol added. The precipitate, which
formed overnight at 08C, was collected and recrystallised. 4.3.1. [NMe ] [Sn(dmit) ] (5)4 2 3

Solid SnCl ?2H O (0.902 g, 4.0 mmol) was added to a2 2

4.2.2. [NMe ] [Sn(dmit) ] suspension of [NMe ] [Zn(dmit) ] in MeOH (10 ml) at4 2 3 4 2 2

[NMe ] [Sn(dmit) ] was recrystallised as a dark red 2788C under a nitrogen atmosphere. The stirred reaction4 2 3

crystalline solid from MeOH, m.p. 209–2108C. NMR mixture was maintained at 2788C for 2 h, and allowed to
([d ]DMSO): d \3.10 [s, 24H, Me]; d 556.0 [J(CN) warm up to room temperature. The solvent was removed6 H C

8.0 Hz, Me], 134.2 [C=C], 206.2 [C=S]; d 52247.6. IR and the residue was Soxhlet extracted using MeOH.Sn

(KBr): g: 1457, 1426, 1057, 1026. Cooling the MeOH extract produced a mixture of white
and orange crystals, which were washed successively with

4.2.3. [NEt ] [Sn(dmit) ] (3) EtOH, ether and water to remove the colorless crystals4 2 3

[NEt ] [Sn(dmit) ], (3), was recrystallised from Me CO Recrystallization from MeOH gave [NMe ] [Sn(dmit) ] as4 2 3 2 4 2 3

as a deep-red crystalline solid, m.p. 209–2118C, yield 0.45 an orange crystalline solid, m.p. 205–2108C.
g, 70%. Calculated for C H N S Sn: C, 31.0; H, 4.2; N,25 40 2 15

2.9. Analysis. Found: C, 31.3; H, 4.3; N, 2.8%. NMR
([d ]acetone): d 51.41 [tt, 24H, J(HH) 1.9 Hz, J(HH) 7.3 4.3.2. [1,4-Me -pyridinium] [Sn(dmit) ] (2)6 H 2 2 3

Hz, Me], 3.50 [q, 16H, J(HH) 7.3 Hz, CH ]; d 57.6 (i) To a suspension of 4,5-bis(benzoylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2 C

[Me], 53.0 [CH ], 134.2 [C=C], 206.1 [C=S]; d 52 2-thione (1.62 g, 4 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml), was added a2 Sn

250.8. IR (KBr): g: 1482, 1443, 1420, 1389, 1053, 1033. solution of sodium ethoxide, obtained from Na (0.18 g) in
UV–Vis (MeCN): l 458 nm. ethanol (8 ml) with stirring and under N atmosphere.max 2

After 20 min stirring, ether (150 ml) was poured slowly
4.2.4. [1,4-Me -pyridinium] [Sn(dmit) ] into the dithiolate solution with stirring. The crimson-red2 2 3

[1,4-Me -pyridinium] [Sn(dmit) ] was obtained as a precipitate of Na (dmit) was collected under N using the2 2 3 2 2

dark brown crystalline solid, m.p. 201–2028C; yield 45%. Schlenk technique, washed with ether and dried under N .2

Calculated for C H N S Sn: C 29.9, H 2.2, N 3.0; The di-sodium salt was redissolved in degassed methanol23 20 2 15

found: C, 29.7; H, 2.2; N, 3.0%. NMR ([d ]DMSO: (60 ml). To this solution was added a degassed solution of6

d 52.70 [s, 6H, Me–C], 4.52 [s, 6H, Me–N], 8.08 [d, 4H, SnCl (0.38 g, 2.0 mmol) in methanol (10 ml), followedH 2

J(HH) 6.6 Hz, H-31H5], 8.92 [d, 4H, J(HH) 6.6 Hz, by a solution of 1,4-Me -pyridinium iodide (0.91 g, 4.02

H-21H-6]; d 523.1 [Me–C], 48.8 [Me–N], 129.6 [C3 mmol) in methanol (10 ml). The orange-red precipitate,C

1C5], 134.6 [C=C], 146.1 [C21C6], 159.9 [C-4], 208.7 0.94 g, was collected and recrystallized from CH Cl /2 2
i[C=S]; d 52247.9. IR (KBr): g: 1474, 1431, 1416, Pr OH, m.p. 2148C.Sn

1042, 1026. (ii) A solution of [1,4-Me -pyridinium] [SnBr (dmit) ]2 2 2 2

(0.89 g, 1 mmol) in CH Cl (100 ml) and acetone (50 ml)2 2

4.2.5. [PPh ] [Sn(dmit) ] (4) was heated until complete dissolution. A solution of KF4 2 3

[PPh ] [Sn(dmit) ], 4, was recrystallized from Me CO/ (0.2 g, 35 mmol) and cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide4 2 3 2

CH Cl as an orange crystalline solid, m.p. 122–1238C (¯0.1 g) in H O (75 ml) was added. The reaction mixture2 2 2
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was stirred in a ultra-sonic bath for 1 h and left standing 4.4.3. [PPh ] [Sn(dmio) ]4 2 3

overnight. The organic layer was collected, dried over [PPh ] [Sn(dmio) ] was obtained as an orange crys-4 2 3
13magnesium sulfate and rotary evaporated to leave an oily talline solid, m.p. 186–1898C; yield 0.58 g, 69%. C NMR

residue. Addition of CHCl yielded a precipitate (0.50 g), ([d ]DMSO, 62.9 MHz): d : 118.8 [J(PC) 89 Hz, C ],3 6 i
i 31 13which was recrystallized from Me CO/Pr OH to give red 120.2 [J(PC) 13 Hz, C ], 121.2 C=C], 132.0 [J( P– C)2 m

31 13crystals of 1, m.p. 205–2088C. 11 Hz, C ], 136.2 [J( P– C) 2 Hz, C ], 194.1 [C=O];o p
21

d 52273.6. IR (KBr, cm ): 1665, 1610, 1472, 1465,Sn

1360, 1333, 1304, 1061, 1033, 897, 744, 730.4.3.3. [NEt ] [Sn(dmit) ]4 2 3

(i) 4,5-Bis(benzoylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione (0.92 g,
4.4.4. [FcCH NMe ] [Sn(dmio) ]2 3 2 32.26 mmol) was added with stirring, under an argon

[FcCH NMe ] [Sn(dmio) ] was obtained as a dark2 3 2 3atmosphere, to a solution of NaOMe (10 mmol, 20 ml).
brown-red crystalline solid, m.p. 217–2198C; yield 0.53 g,The reaction mixture was hydrolyzed with 0.2 M acetic
68%. Calculated for C H Fe N O S Sn: C, 35.8; H,37 40 2 2 3 12acid (7.5 mmol, 15 ml) to pH 5.5. The solution color
3.5; N, 2.5. Found: C, 35.6; H, 3.2; N, 2.7%. NMRchanged from violet to red. A solution of Sn(acetate)4 ([d ]DMSO): d 52.9 [s, 9H, Me], 4.3 [s, 5H, unsubsti-6 H(0.35 g, 1 mmol) in methanol (15 ml) was added dropwise
tuted cp-H], 4.4 [m, 4H, substituted cp-H], 4.5 [t, 2H,to the thiol solution, with stirring. A solution of NEt F4 J(HN) 1.7 Hz, CH N]; d 553.2 [t, J(CN) 3.9 Hz, Me],2 C(0.15 g, 1 mmol) in methanol (10 ml) was added dropwise
67.2 [CH ], 70.8 [unsubstituted cp-C], 71.7, 73.7, 74.82and a orange solid precipitated out, which was collected
[substituted cp-C], 121.2 [C=C], 194.2 [C=O]; d 52Snand recrystallized from MeOH, m.p. 206–2088C.
283.4. IR (KBr): g : 1661, 1657, 1606, 1545, 1485, 1436,(ii) A solution of [NEt ] [SnI (dmit) ] (0.269 g, 0.2284 2 2 2 1343, 1327, 1260, 1242, 1181, 892, 782, 751, 734.mmol) and [NEt ]F (0.085 g, 0.456 mmol) in CH Cl (204 2 2

ml) and MeCN (5 ml) was stirred overnight. On slow 4.5. [NBu ] [Sn(dsit) ]4 2 3
evaporation over days, crystals of [NEt ] [Sn(dmit) ]4 2 3

separated, m.p. 203–2058C. Solutions of [NBu ] [Zn(dsit) ] (0.24 g, 0.21 mmol) in4 2 2

CHCl (40 ml) and NBu Br (0.71 g, 0.63 mmol) in CHCl3 4 3

4.4. [Q] [Sn(dmio) ] (10 ml) were successively added to a solution of SnCl ?2 3 4

5H O (0.074 g, 0.21 mmol) in CHCl (25 ml) under2 3

These compounds were prepared by mixing solutions of nitrogen with stirring. After 1 h, the reaction mixture was
[Q] [Zn(dmio) ] [1.00 mmol] in Me CO (15 ml) and rotary evaporated and the oily residue crystallized from2 2 2

SnCl ?5H O (0.230 g, 0.66 mmol) in MeOH (30 ml), and CHCl /PriOH as a black powder, m.p.120–1258C (dec).4 2 3

agitating the reaction mixture in an ultra-sonic bath for 15 NMR (CDCl ): d 52237.0. IR (KBr): g : 1474, 1466,3 Sn

min. The precipitate was collected and recrystallized from 1458, 1053, 1034.
Me CO.2

4.6. [NEt ] [Sn(dsit) ]4 2 3

4.4.1. [NEt ] [Sn(dmio) ] (6)4 2 3 4,5-Bis(benzoylseleno)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione (1.01 g,
[NEt ] [Sn(dmio) ] (6) was obtained as a dark-red4 2 3 2.02 mmol) was added with stirring under an argon

crystalline solid, m.p. 206–2088C; yield 0.48 g, 71%.
atmosphere, to a solution of NaOMe (10 mmol) in MeOH

Calculated for C H N O S Sn: C, 32.6; H, 4.4; N, 3.0.25 40 2 3 12 (20 ml). The reaction mixture was stirred for 10 min and1Found: C, 32.8; H, 4.2; N, 2.9%. H NMR ([d ]DMSO,6 hydrolyzed with 0.2 M acetic acid (7.5 mmol, 15 ml) to
250 MHz): d : 1.15 [tt, 24H, J(HN) 1.86 Hz, J(HH) 7.3

pH 5.5. A solution of Sn(acetate) (0.355 g, 1.00 mmol) in4Hz, Me], 3.17 [q, 16H, J(HH) 7.3 Hz, NCH ]; d \8.82 C methanol (15 ml) was added dropwise to the reaction
[Me], 53.1 [J(C–N) 6.0 Hz, NCH ], 121.9 [C=C], 192.42 solution with stirring, followed by a solution of NEt F4(C=O); d 52281.2. IR (KBr): g : 1663, 1605, 1372,Sn (0.15 g, 1 mmol) in methanol (10 ml). A dark brown solid
1183, 1170, 894, 782, 753.

was collected and was recrystallized initially from
iMe CO/CH CN, and subsequently from Me CO/Pr OH,2 3 2

4.4.2. [1,4-Me -pyridinium] [Sn(dmio) ]2 2 3 as minute black needles, m.p. 200–2028C. Calculated for
[1,4-Me -pyridinium] [Sn(dmio) ] was obtained as a2 2 3 C H N S Se Sn: C, 24.2; H, 3.0; N, 2.2. Found: C,25 40 2 9 6

dark-red crystalline solid, m.p. 197–1988C; yield 0.28 g, 24.0; H, 3.2; N, 2.2%. IR (KBr): g : 1446, 1055, 1028.
68%. Calculated for C H N O S Sn: C, 31.5; H, 2.3;23 20 2 3 12 NMR ([d ]-acetone): d 57.6 [Me], 53.0 [t, 67.2 CH ],6 C 2
N, 3.2. Found: C, 31.7; H, 3.4; N, 3.2%. NMR 132.4 [C=C], 216.2 [C=Se].
([d ]DMSO): d 52.6 [s, 6H, Me–C], 4.3 [s, 6H, Me–N],6 H

7.9 [d, 4H, J(HH) 6.6 Hz, H-31H5], 8.9 [d, 4H, J(HH) 4.7. X-ray structure determinations
6.6 Hz, H-21H-6]; d 521.4[Me–C], 47.2 [Me–N], 120.0C

[C=C], 128.2[C3 1C5], 144.4 [C21C6], 158.3 [C-4], 4.7.1. Data collection
190.8 [C=O]; d 52273.2. IR (KBr): g : 1660, 1657, Data for 1–3 and 5 were obtained at room temperatureSn

1612, 1488, 1470, 1362, 1310, 1195, 1062, 892, 743, 735. with a Nicolet P3 4-circle diffractometer with graphite
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monochromated Mo Ka radiation. The 2u range was 0– pleted with SHELXL-97 [41] and ORTEX [42] used for
molecular graphics.508 for 1, 2 and 3 but only 0–408 for 5 due to the poor

The structures vary considerably in terms of symmetryquality and weakly diffracting nature of the sample crystal.
and cell content and the nature of the asymmetric unit fromFor 1, 3 and 5 the u-2u scan procedure was used with
structure to structure reflects this. Thus in the case of 4–6variable scan speeds determined by the prescan intensity
the asymmetric unit consists of two complete but in-(I ) in the range from 58.6 (I .2500) to 5.33 (I ,150)8p p p

21 dependent cations (Q) and one complete anion. In the case2u min and scan width 2.4–2.88 for 1 and 3 and 2.4–
of 1 and 3, however, the asymmetric unit is now one2.658 for 5. For 2 the v-scan procedure was used with a
complete cation but only one half anion. The latter consistsfixed scan width of 0.68 in v and variable scan speeds
of Sn (on a crystallographic two-fold axis) one completeagain determined by the prescan intensity in the range 29.3

21 ligand and somewhat more than one half of a second(I .2500) to 1.0 (I ,150)8 v min . In all cases station-p p

ligand (also on the two-fold axis). In 2 no less than threeary crystal, stationary background counts were taken on
independent cations are present in the asymmetric uniteither side of the peak, 18 in v from the Bragg angle in the
along with one and one half anions.case of 2, with count times such that the total background

The difference in the size (number of atoms) andcount time was equal to the peak scan count time. In all
complexity of the asymmetric unit and the amount andfour cases Nicolet P3 software [32] was used for cell
quality of the available intensity data from structure torefinement and data collection and the program RDNIC was
structure is reflected in the refinement strategy adoptedused for data reduction [33]. For conformity with the
from case to case. Thus in 1, 4 and 6 all non-H werestandard settings of the space groups the unitcells of 2 and
refined anisotropically although seven reflections exhib-5 were adjusted and the intensity data reindexed with the
iting particularly poor agreement were omitted in the caseappropriate row-wise transformations as 0 0 21; 0 1 0;
of 4. For 3 only the non-H of the anion were refined1 0 0 for 2 and 0 0 1; 1 0 0; 0 1 0 for 5. Absorption
anisotropically, for 2 only Sn and S and for 5 only Sn.correction based on psi-scans was applied in the case of 5
Hydrogen (of the cations) was not included in the refine-but in no other case [34].
ment of 2 and 5 due to disorder in the cations which, in theFor 4 and 6 the unit cell and intensity data was obtained
case of 5, was so extreme as to require refinement of theat 120 and 150 K, respectively, out to 508 2u on the Delft
non-H of the tetramethylammonium cations as ‘variableInstruments FAST diffractometer of the EPSRC’s crystal-
metric’ rigid bodies (AFIX 9 in SHELXL-97) and in the caselographic service. The unitcells were determined and the
of 2 required rigid body (AFIX 66) refinement of one of thedata collected with Mo Ka radiation using the routines
1,4-dimethylpyridinium cations. In all other cases H wereENDEX, REFINE and MADONL of the MADNES software [35]. The
introduced in calculated positions and refined with a ridingdata was processed using ABSMAD [36]. Full procedural
model. In 1, 3 and 6 H were assigned common group Udetails are described elsewhere [37]. The triclinic unit cell iso

according to type, aryl, methylene or methyl. Methylinitially determined for 6 was found to correspond to a
groups were treated as rigid bodies, either simply idealizedC-centred monoclinic cell and the cell dimensions were
(AFIX 137) in 3 and 6 or idealised but two-fold disorderedadjusted accordingly and the intensity data re-indexed with
(AFIX 127) in 1. The H of 4 were assigned U 1.23U ofthe row-wise transformation matrix 21 21 0; 21 1 0; iso eq

the non-H (C) to which they were attached.0 0 21.
23˚Residual electron density maxima in excess of 1 e A

were observed in the final difference maps for 1, 4 and 5.
˚4.7.2. Structure solution and refinement These were always in the vicinity (|1 A) of Sn and are

SHELXS-86 [38] provided solutions of the structures by attributed to ripple caused by series termination.
Patterson methods for 1–3 and 6 and by direct methods for Crystal data and structure refinement details are listed in
5. Compound 6 proved to be a special case in that although Table 5.
the initial solution of the structure was achieved in the
centrosymmetric space group C2/c, refinement was com-
pleted in the non-centrosymmetric space group Cc to yield Supplementary data
a racemic but polar structure with roughly 33% disorder of
the anions. The structure of 4, on the other hand, was Supplementary data available from the Cambridge Crys-
solved by the SOLVER routine of the NRCVAX software [39]. tallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2
This structure is also peculiar in that in the later stages of 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers
refinement highly disordered solvent molecules of an CCDC-119853–119858.
indeterminate nature present in interstices between the
constituent ions were ‘removed’ by application of the
SQEEZE component of PLATON [40]. The refinement pre- Acknowledgements
sented here is based upon the ‘squeezed’ intensity data and
consequently underestimates such things as the X-ray The authors thank CPNq (Brazil), Islamia University
density of the crystals. In all cases refinement was com- (Pakistan), the European Union, EPSRC and the University
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Table 5
Crystal data and structure refinement

Compound 1 2 3 4 5 6

Empirical formula C H N S Sn C H N S Sn C H N S Sn C H P S Sn C H N S Sn C H N O S Sn23 20 2 15 23 20 2 15 25 40 2 15 57 40 2 15 17 24 2 15 25 40 2 3 12

Formula weight 924.00 924.00 968.18 1386.42 855.97 920.00

Temperature (K) 298(2) 298(2) 298(2) 120(2) 298(2) 150(2)
˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073

Crystal system, Monoclinic Orthorhombic Monoclinic Triclinic Orthorhombic Monoclinic

Space group I2/a Fdd2 I2/a P-1 Pna21 Cc

Unit cell dimensions
˚a (A) 14.416(14) 63.25(3) 16.283(8) 11.176(7) 18.125(12) 14.346(4)
˚b (A) 15.037(13) 22.380(11) 15.556(7) 14.8237(16) 11.211(9) 16.203(5)
˚c (A) 16.290(11) 15.033(8) 16.404(7) 19.937(4) 16.225(13) 16.885(5)

a (8) 980 90 90 99.415(18) 90 90

b (8) 97.30(7) 90 96.67(3) 100.402(9) 90 100.422(14)

g (8) 90 90 90 101.532(12) 90 90
3˚Volume (A ) 3503(5) 21281(18) 4127(3) 3114(2) 3297(4) 3860(2)

Z 4 24 4 2 4 4
23D (mg m ) 1.752 1.730 1.558 1.479 1.724 1.583c

21Absorption coefficient (mm ) 1.645 1.625 1.400 1.001 1.740 1.341

F(000) 1848 11088 1976 1404 1720 1880

Crystal colour Dark red Dark red Red-brown Orange Dark red Red

Size (mm) 0.5030.3030.02 0.4030.2030.20 0.6030.3430.06 0.6030.5030.30 0.3530.1630.16 0.3730.1430.14

u range for data collection (8) 1.85–25.06 1.29–24.99 1.81–25.06 2.10–25.11 2.14–20.07 1.91–25.05

Index ranges 0 # h # 17 2 75 # h # 0 0 # h # 19 2 10 # h # 12 0 # h # 17 2 16 # h # 15

0 # k # 17 0 # k # 26 0 # k # 18 2 17 # k # 11 0 # k # 9 2 12 # k # 17

19 # l # 19 0 # l # 17 2 19 # l # 19 2 21 # l # 21 0 # l # 15 2 18 # l # 13

Max. and min. transmission 0.7344 and 0.4934 0.7370 and 0.5626 0.9207 and 0.4872 0.7532 and 0.5849 0.7215 and 0.4821 0.8345 and 0.6367

Reflections collected /unique 3237/3108 4869/4869 3789/3656 12483/8592 1589/1588 6708/4660

[R 50.0912] [R 50.0000] [R 50.03] [R 50.0654] [R 50.0103] [R 50.0797]int int int int int int

Completeness to 2u 25.06 50.0% 24.99 25.4% 25.06 49.9% 25.11 77.3% 20.07 97.9% 25.05 42.2%

Absorption correction None None None None Psi-scan None
2 2 2 2 2 2Refinement method Full-matrix l-s on F Full-matrix l-s on F Full-matrix l-s on F Full-matrix l-s on F Full-matrix l-s on F Full-matrix l-s on F

Data / restraints /

parameters 3108/0 /195 4869/1 /356 3656/0 /206 8592/0 /676 1588/1 /123 4660/2 /399
2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.988 0.926 0.948 1.003 0.892 1.173

Final R indices [I . 2s(I)] R1 5 0.0630, R1 5 0.0677, R1 5 0.0587, R1 5 0.0451, R1 5 0.1033, R1 5 0.0392,

wR2 5 0.1449 wR2 5 0.1364 wR2 5 0.1208 wR2 5 0.1115 wR2 5 0.2223 wR2 5 0.0988

R indices (all data) R1 5 0.1084, R1 5 0.1338, R1 5 0.1108, R1 5 0.0528, R1 5 0.2318, R1 5 0.0401,

wR2 5 0.1568 wR2 5 0.1517 wR2 5 0.1318 wR2 5 0.1138 wR2 5 0.2541 wR2 5 0.0991

Absolute structure parameter 0.03(6) 0.0(2) 0.00(7)
23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 1.313 and 21.287 0.710 and 20.608 0.494 and 21.835 1.443 and 21.217 1.239 and 20.722 0.680 and 20.996
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A ‘preformed chelate approach’ model for coupling amine-modified
rhenium and technetium ‘311’ mixed ligand complexes to carboxylate

residues
Crystal structure of ReO[CH SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ] and3 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 2
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Abstract

Selected ‘311’ mixed ligand oxorhenium and oxotechnetium complexes containing the SNS/S donor atom set have been modified by
introduction of a bifunctional amine anchor on the p-position of the thiophenolato monodentate ligand. A representative series of

99mcomplexes containing several tridentate ligands was prepared both at macromolar (Re complexes) and nanomolar ( Tc complexes)
amounts. Coupling of these complexes to activated carboxylate groups was performed according to the ‘preformed chelate approach’
using benzoyl chloride as a model molecule. Coupling yields were high both at nanomolar and millimolar metal concentration, as revealed

99mby high-performance liquid chromatographic analysis of Tc and Re species adopting parallel radiometric and photometric detection
modes. All Re compounds have been characterized by classical analytical methods. In addition, the structures of representative parent
ReO[CH SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ] and daughter ReO[CH SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NHCOC H ] complexes3 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 6 5

were solved by X-ray crystallography. Both compounds adopt a distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry around rhenium, wherein the oxo
group and the sulfur atoms of the SNS ligand occupy the equatorial plane and the nitrogen atom and the sulfur of the monothiol are
located at the apical positions trans to each other.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Mixed ligand approach; Oxotechnetium; Oxorhenium; Preformed chelate approach

99m1. Introduction The dominance of Tc radiopharmaceuticals in nu-
clear medicine practice is based on its ideal nuclear

The field of nuclear medicine is expanding toward the properties (t 56 h, gamma photons 140 keV) on the one1 / 2

early stage diagnosis and therapy of disease at the molecu- hand, and its cost effectiveness and wide availability
99 99mlar level. As a result, the demand for effective site-directed through commercial Mo/ Tc generator systems on the

molecular probes, that labeled with the appropriate other [1–3,7]. Therefore, a main challenge in radiophar-
radionuclide will carry the radioactivity selectively to maceutical design today is the development of highly

99mtarget tissues, is worldwide recognized. For this purpose, specific, site-directed Tc probes. However, the incorpo-
99mefforts are currently focused on the development of novel ration of Tc into a small bioactive molecule is not an

specific radiopharmaceuticals, e.g. labeled monoclonal easy task as it often requires tethering of a metal chelating
antibodies, receptor seeking peptides or bioactive drugs, agent to its backbone [4–6,8,9]. This coupling proceeds
that can interact efficiently at the molecular level with high via a bifunctional anchor present on the ligand backbone –
affinity low capacity systems in vivo [1–6]. often an amine or a carboxylate unit – either after

(‘preformed chelate approach’) or prior to (‘post-conjuga-
tion approach’) complex formation [6,9]. The introduction*Corresponding author. Tel.: 130-1-650-3908; fax: 130-1-654-3526.

E-mail address: mainathe@mail.demokritos.gr (E. Chiotellis) of the bulky metal chelate has a drastic influence on the

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00286-7
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physicochemical characteristics of the bioactive molecule, IR spectra were recorded as KBr pellets in the range
21which is usually small [6]. Several bifunctional chelating 4000–500 cm on a Perkin-Elmer 1600FT-IR spec-

1agents have been used for coupling to specifically acting trophotometer and were referenced to polystyrene. The H
compounds, mainly tetradentate ligands suitable for ox- NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker FT-NMR/250
otechnetium and oxorhenium [10]. The time consuming AF spectrometer using tetramethyl silane (TMS) as an
synthetic routes involved in the above strategy can be internal standard. Elemental analyses were performed on a
facilitated by the application of bifunctional mixed ligand Perkin-Elmer 2400/ II automated analyzer. For thin layer
systems. chromatography silica gel coated aluminium F sheets254

In this work we propose the use of representative ‘311’ from Merck were used. High performance liquid chroma-
mixed ligand oxotechnetium and oxorhenium complexes of tography (HPLC) analyses were performed on a Waters
the SNS/S type for coupling to activated carboxylate chromatograph equipped with the 600E solvent delivery
groups via an amine bifunctional anchor introduced on system. A LiChrospher 100 RP C-18 (10 mm, 4.03250
the common monothiolate ligand. The synthesis and mm) column from Merck was eluted at a flow-rate of 1.0

21characterization is performed by variation of the trid- ml min using 2% triethylammonium phosphate (TEAP)
entate SNS ligand for the following complexes: buffer pH 7.4 /EtOH as the eluent applying the following
ReO[CH SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ], 1, gradient system: 3 to 20 min from 100 to 30% TEAP3 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 2

ReO[C H SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ], 2, buffer; 20 to 30 min 30% TEAP buffer isocratic. Detection2 5 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 2

ReO[(C H ) NCH CH N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ], 3 of complexes was accomplished by a Waters 991 photo-2 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 2

and ReO[C H N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ], 4, as well diode array detector (UV trace for Re and the ligands) and2 5 2 2 2 6 4 2
99m 99mas for their Tc analogs 19, 29, 39 and 49. Coupling of the a Beckman 171 detector (gamma trace for Tc).

above complexes to activated carboxylate groups is then
investigated using C H COCl as a model molecule accord- 2.2. Synthesis of rhenium complexes6 5

ing to the ‘preformed chelate approach’ at both millimolar
99m(Re) and nanomolar ( Tc) level. The daughter amide 2.2.1. ReO[CH SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][p-SC H NH ], 13 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 2

complexes thereby formed are: ReO[CH SCH CH N- To a 0.5-M AcONa solution in MeOH (4 ml)3 2 2
V(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NHCOC H ], 5, ReO[C H SCH - Re OCl (PPh ) (166.6 mg, 0.2 mmol),2 2 2 6 4 6 5 2 5 2 3 3 2

CH N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NHCOC H ], 6, ReO- CH SCH CH N(CH CH SH) (42 mg, 0.2 mmol) and2 2 2 2 6 4 6 5 3 2 2 2 2 2

[(C H ) NCH CH N(CH CH S) ][ p - SC H NHCOC - p-aminothiophenol (25 mg, 0.2 mmol) were suspended2 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 6

H ], 7 and ReO[C H N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NHCO- under stirring. The mixture was refluxed until a clear5 2 5 2 2 2 6 4
99mC H ], 8, as well as their Tc counterparts, complexes solution formed. After addition of CH Cl the organic6 5 2 2

59, 69, 79 and 89. The structure of complexes 1 and 5 as phase was washed with H O, dried and concentrated to a2

elaborated by X-ray crystallography is also reported. small volume. Red crystals separated by slow evaporation
from CH Cl /MeOH. Yield: 75 mg (70%). R2 2 f

(SiO :MeCN:MeOH:CH Cl :Et NH; 75:3.5:15:6.5):0.7;2 2 2 2

2. Experimental elemental analysis, % found: C, 29.50; H, 4.20; N, 5.65; S,
24.17; % calculated for C H N OReS : C, 29.14; H,13 21 2 4

2.1. General 3.95; N, 5.23; S, 23.94; UV–Vis (l /nm): 259, 447; IRmax
21(KBr, n / cm ): 3420, 3337, 2963, 2914, 1621, 1593,max

1Reagent grade chemicals and HPLC solvents were 1289, 947 (Re=O str), 823; H NMR d (250 MHz,H

obtained from commercial sources (Fluka, or Aldrich *CDCl , Me Si): 2.10 (3H, s, CH S) 2.86 (2 H, t,3 4 3

Chemicals), as well as p-aminothiophenol and ben- * * *CH CH N–Re), 2.75–3.00 (4H, m, exo, NCH CH S),2 2 2 2

zoylchloride. Synthesis and purification of *3.45 (2H, m, endo, NCH CH S), 3.60 (2H, m, endo,2 2

CH SCH CH N(CH CH SH) , C H SCH CH N(CH C- * *NCH CH S), 3.68 (2H, b, NH ), 3.93 (2H, t, CH CH N–3 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

H SH) , (C H ) NCH CH N(CH CH SH) [11], and Re), 6.70 (2H, dd, m-Ph-H), 7.45 (2H, dd, o-Ph-H).2 2 2 5 2 2 2 2 2 2

C H N(CH CH SH) [12,13], ligands were performed2 5 2 2 2

according to reported protocols. Rhenium was purchased 2.2.2. ReO[C H SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][p-SC H NH ], 22 5 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 2

from Aldrich as KReO and was converted to the This complex was prepared by reacting equimolar4
VRe OCl (PPh ) precursor according to a described meth- amounts of C H SCH CH N(CH CH SH) (45 mg, 0.23 3 2 2 5 2 2 2 2 2

od [14]. Complexes 3 and 4 were available from a previous mmol) and p-aminothiophenol (25 mg, 0.2 mmol) on the
Vstudy [15]. Re OCl (PPh ) (166.6 mg, 0.2 mmol) precursor in a3 3 2

99m[ Tc]NaTcO was obtained in physiological saline as similar manner as for 1. Red crystals separated by slow4
99 99ma commercial Mo/ Tc generator eluate (Cis Interna- evaporation from CH Cl /MeOH. Yield: 82 mg (75%). R2 2 f

tional). Commercial glucoheptonate kits containing a (SiO :MeCN:MeOH:CH Cl :Et NH; 75:3.5:15:6.5):0.7;2 2 2 2

lyophilized mixture of calcium glucoheptonate (200 mg) elemental analysis, % found: C, 30.79; H, 4.39; N, 5.65; S,
and SnCl (0.2 mg) (Gluco/Demoscan, NCSR ‘Demok- 22.95; % calculated for C H N OS Re: C, 30.58; H,2 14 23 2 4

ritos’) were used. 4.22; N, 5.10; S, 23.32; UV–Vis (l /nm): 258, 445; IRmax
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21(KBr, n / cm ): 3424, 3338, 2953, 2916, 1611, 1593, 2.2.5. ReO[(C H ) NCH CH N(CH CH S) ][p-max 2 5 2 2 2 2 2 2
11289, 941 (Re=O str), 821; H NMR d (250 MHz,H SC H NHCOC H ], 76 4 6 5*CDCl , Me Si): 1.30 (3H, t, CH CH S), 2.50–2.90 (6H,3 4 3 2 This complex was prepared by reacting

* * *m, CH CH S, exo, NCH CH S), 3.20–3.55 (4H, m,3 2 2 2 ReO[C H NCH CH N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ] (1122 5 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 2* *endo, NCH CH S), 3.67 (2H, b, NH ), 3.88 (2H, t,2 2 2 mg, 0.2 mmol) and C H COCl (112 mg, 0.8 mmol) in a6 5*SCH CH N–Re), 6.65 (2H, dd, m-Ph-H), 7.40 (2H, dd,2 2 similar manner as for 5. Green crystals separated by slow
o-Ph-H). evaporation from CHCl /EtOH. Yield: 113 mg (85%). R3 f

(SiO :MeCN:MeOH:CH Cl :Et NH, 75:3.5:15:6.5):0.8;2 2 2 2

elemental analysis, % found: C, 41.77; H, 5.00; N, 6.21; S,2.2.3. ReO[CH SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][p-3 2 2 2 2 2 14.33%; calculated for C H N O ReS : C, 41.55; H,23 32 3 2 3

4.85; N, 6.32; S, 14.42%; UV–Vis (l /nm): 271, 427,SC H NHCOC H ], 5 max6 4 6 5
3259, 2963, 2929, 2800, 1641, 1586, 1288, 942 (Re=OTo a solution of ReO[CH SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][ p-3 2 2 2 2 2 1str), 830, 703, 643, H NMR d (250 MHz, CDCl ,SC H NH ] (107 mg, 0.2 mmol) and diisopropylethyl- H 36 4 2

*Me Si): 1.05 (6H, t, CH CH N), 2.57 (4H, q,amine (77.5 mg, 0.6 mmol) in CHCl a solution of 4 3 23
* *CH CH N), 2.85 (2H, t, CH CH N–Re), 2.75–3.00 (4H,C H COCl (112 mg, 0.8 mmol) in CHCl was added 3 2 2 26 5 3

* *m, exo, NCH CH S), 3.38–3.70 (4H, m, endo,dropwise under stirring. After 5 min, aliquots of this 2 2

* * *NCH CH S), 3.90 (2H, t, CH CH N–Re), 7.50–7.90mixture were analyzed by TLC (SiO ; 2 2 2 22
(9H, m, aromatic).MeCN:MeOH:CH Cl :Et NH; 75:3.5:15:6.5) for follow-2 2 2

ing the completion of the reaction. The organic phase was
washed with H O, dried, and concentrated to a small 2.2.6. ReO[C H N(CH CH S) ][p-SC H NHCOC H ], 82 2 5 2 2 2 6 4 6 5
volume. After addition of some EtOH and slow evapora- The complex was prepared by reacting
tion of the solvents at ambient temperature the product ReO[C H N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ] (98 mg, 0.22 5 2 2 2 6 4 2
separated as green crystals. Yield: 102 mg (80%). R mmol) and C H COCl (112 mg, 0.8 mmol) in a similarf 6 5
(SiO :MeCN:MeOH:CH Cl :Et NH; 75:3.5:15:6.5):0.8; manner as for 5. Green crystals separated by slow evapora-2 2 2 2

m.p. (from MeOH/CH Cl ): 209–2108C; elemental analy- tion from CHCl /EtOH. Yield: 95 mg (80%). R2 2 3 f
sis, % found: C, 37.81; H, 3.72; N, 4.26; S, 19.85; % (SiO :MeCN:MeOH:CH Cl :Et NH; 75:3.5:15:6.5):0.8;2 2 2 2
calculated for C H N O ReS : C, 37.54; H, 3.94; N, elemental analysis, % found: C, 38.15; H, 3.10; N, 4.35; S,20 25 2 2 4

4.38; S, 20.04; UV–Vis (l /nm): 271, 423; IR (KBr, 16.30; % calculated for C H N O ReS : C, 38.43; H,max 19 23 2 2 3
21

n / cm ): 3373, 2974, 2919, 1664, 1580, 1305, 943 3.90; N, 4.72; S, 16.20; UV–Vis (l /nm): 271, 425; IRmax max1 21(Re=O str), 831, 707; H NMR d (250 MHz, CDCl , (KBr, n / cm ): 3291, 2971, 2960, 2927, 1645, 1578,H 3 max
1* *Me Si): 2.20 (3H, s, CH S), 2.92 (2H, t, SCH CH NRe), 1288, 941 (Re=O str), 816, 740, 696; H NMR d (2504 3 2 2 H

* *2.6–3.0 (4H, m, exo, NCH CH S), 3.3–3.6 (4H, m, endo, *MHz, CDCl , Me Si): 1.40 (3H, t, CH CH N), 2.60–2.952 2 3 4 3 2
* * *NCH CH S), 4.0 (2H, t, SCH CH NRe), 7.5–7.8 (9H, * *(4H, m, exo, NCH CH S), 3.12–3.65 (4H, m, endo,2 2 2 2 2 2

m, aromatic). * * *NCH CH S), 3.95 (2H, q, CH CH N–Re), 7.50–7.852 2 3 2

(9H, m, aromatic).

2.2.4. ReO[C H SCH CH N(CH CH S) ][p-2 5 2 2 2 2 2 99m2.3. Synthesis of Tc complexes
SC H NHCOC H ], 66 4 6 5

99mThe analogous complexes: 19 TcO[CH SCH CH N-To a solution of ReO[C H SCH CH N(CH CH S) ]- 3 2 22 5 2 2 2 2 2
99m(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ], 29 Tc[C H SCH CH N-[ p-SC H NH ] (110 mg, 0.2 mmol) and diisopropyl- 2 2 2 6 4 2 2 5 2 26 4 2

99m(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ], 39 Tc[(C H ) NCH -ethylamine (77.5 mg, 0.6 mmol) in CHCl a solution 2 2 2 6 4 2 2 5 2 23
99mof C H COCl (112 mg, 0.8 mmol) in CHCl was added CH N(CH CH S) ] [ p-SC H NH ] and 49 TcO-6 5 3 2 2 2 2 6 4 2

and the reaction proceeded in a similar manner as for [C H N(CH CH S) ][ p-SC H NH ] were prepared at the2 5 2 2 2 6 4 2

5. Green crystals separated by slow evaporation from tracer level as previously described for 39 and 49 [15]. Briefly,
CHCl /EtOH. Yield: 104 mg (80%). R to a centrifuge tube CH SCH CH N(CH CH SH) (4.23 f 3 2 2 2 2 2

(SiO :MeCN:MeOH:CH Cl :Et NH; 75:3.5:15:6.5):0.8; mg, 0.02 mmol) and p-aminothiophenol (2.5 mg, 0.22 2 2 2
99melemental analysis, % found: C, 38.77; H, 4.23; N, 4.01; S, mmol) were placed and a solution of Tc-glucoheptonate

19.22; % calculated for C H N O ReS : C, 38.57; H, (1.0 ml, 3–10 mCi) was added. The mixture was stirred21 27 2 2 4

4.16; N, 4.28; S, 19.61; UV–Vis (l /nm): 271, 423; IR vigorously on a vortex mixer and was then exctracted inmax
21(KBr, n / cm ): 3424, 2964, 2925, 2867, 1641, 1584, CH Cl (331.5 ml). The combined organic extracts weremax 2 2

1943 (Re=O str), 827, 704; H NMR d (250 MHz, CDCl , dried over MgSO , which was then filtered off. TheH 3 4

* *Me Si): 1.2 (3H, t, CH CH S), 2.6 (2H, q, CH CH S), radioactivity content of both the aqueous and organic4 3 2 3 2

* *2.7–3.0 (4H, mm, exo, NCH CH S), 2.95 (2H, t, phases was measured separately [Yield (as determined by2 2

* * *SCH CH NRe), 3.2–3.5 (4H, mm, endo, NCH CH S), organic extraction): .85%].2 2 2 2
99m*3.95 (2H, t, SCH CH NRe), 7.50–7.90 (9H, m, aromatic). The Tc coupled complexes 59, 69, 79and 89 were2 2
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prepared as follows for 59: Complex 19 was first prepared were located by difference maps and refined isotropically,
as described above and then purified by HPLC. The eluent while all non-H atoms were refined anisotropically. For 1:
was concentrated to a small volume under a mild stream of reflections collected /unique /used, 3325/3196[R 5int

nitrogen and transfered into a centrifuge tube, to which 0.0255] /3196; parameters refined, 274; [D /s] max5
23˚C H COCl (1 mg) was added. The mixture was stirred 0.020; [Dr] max/ [Dr] min50.622/ 20.768 e A ; R1/6 5

vigorously on a vortex mixer for 5 min and was then wR2 (all data)50.0327/0.0656. For 5: reflections col-
analyzed by HPLC. lected /unique /used, 4207/4011[R 50.0080] /4011; pa-int

HPLC analysis was performed as described above. After rameters refined, 362; [D /s] max50.005; [Dr] max/
99m 23co-injection of analogous Re and Tc complexes the ˚[Dr] min50.518/ 20.703 e A ; R1/wR2 (all data)5

corresponding UV/Vis and gamma HPLC profiles were 0.0171/0.0496.
compared.

2.4. X-ray diffraction data and crystal structure 3. Results and discussion
determination and refinement

In this work representative bifunctional oxometal ‘311’
A red (0.1030.2030.40 mm) crystal of 1 and a green mixed ligand complexes of the SNS/S combination were

(0.1030.1530.40 mm) of 5 were mounted in air. Diffrac- synthesized and characterized both at millimolar (Re
99mtion measurements were made on a Crystal Logic Dual complexes 1 and 2) and nanomolar ( Tc complexes

Goniometer diffractometer using graphite monochromated 19–49) concentration. In these compounds a bifunctional
Mo Ka radiation. Unit cell dimensions were determined amine anchor is introduced on the para position of the
and refined by using the angular settings of 25 auto- phenylthiolate coligand. In this way coupling to activated
matically centered reflections in the range 118,2u ,238 carboxylate residues was pursued using C H COCl as a6 5

and they appear in Table 1. Intensity data were recorded model molecule. Thus, the daughter Re complexes 5–8
using a u-2u scan. For 1: 2u max5508, scan speed were easily generated under mild conditions from their

213.58 min , scan range 2.41a a separation; For 5: 2u respective parents (Re complexes 1–4) in millimolar1 2
21max5508, scan speed 3.28 min , scan range 2.41a a amounts and characterized by classical methods of analy-1 2

99mseparation. Three standard reflections monitored every 97 sis. Similarly, their Tc counterparts 59–89 were gener-
reflections showed less than 3% variation and no decay. ated at tracer level from their respective parents and their
Lorentz, polarization and c-scan absorption corrections structure assigned after HPLC chromatographic compari-
were applied using Crystal Logic software. The structures son to the respective Re analogs after adopting parallel
were solved by direct methods using SHELXS-86 [16] and radiometric and photometric detection.

2refined by full-matrix least-squares techniques on F with The oxorhenium complexes 1, 2, 3 and 4 were syn-
SHELXL-93 [17]. All hydrogen atoms, in both structures, thesized by reacting equimolar amounts of tridentate and

Vp-aminophenylthiol ligands with Re OCl (PPh ) precur-3 3 2

sor, as shown in Scheme 1. Given that the thiolate groups
Table 1 31are deprotonated upon binding to the MO core, neutralSummary of crystal, intensity collection and refinement data

complexes are finally produced. Complexes 1 and 2, are
Complex 1 Complex 5

newly synthesized, while the synthesis and chemical
Formula C H N OReS C H N O ReS13 21 2 4 20 25 2 2 4 characterization of complexes 3 and 4 has been reported
Formula weight 535.76 639.86 elsewhere [15]. Compounds 1 and 2 were purified by˚a (A) 13.197(7) 9.370(5)

extraction in CH Cl and slow crystallization from˚ 2 2b (A) 9.695(4) 10.403(6)
˚ CH Cl /MeOH. They are crystalline solids, soluble inc (A) 14.657(7) 12.883(7) 2 2

a (8) 83.58(2) CH Cl and CHCl , slightly soluble in EtOH and MeOH2 2 3
b (8) 104.69(1) 88.82(2) and insoluble in pentane and water. They are stable in solid
g (8) 66.21(2)

3 state as well as in organic solutions for a period of months.˚V (A ) 1814(1) 1142(1)
Coupling of complexes 1, 2, 3 and 4 with C H COCl6 5Z 4 2

23 affords the daughter compounds 5–8 in high yields, asD /D (mg m ) 1.962/1.94 1.861/1.84calcd measd

Space group P2 /n P-1 shown in Scheme 1. The latter were purified by crys-1

Temperature (K) 298 298 tallization from CHCl /EtOH. They are crystalline solids3˚Radiation, l (A) Mo Ka (0.71073) Mo Ka (0.71073) with physicochemical properties similar to those of their21Abs. coeff, m, (mm ) 7.159 5.708
parent analogs.Octants collected 6h, 2 k, 2 l 6h, 6k, l

2 Formation of complexes 1, 2 and 5–8 was establishedGoF on F 1.056 1.048
a b 1R1/wR2 0.0246/0.0609 0.0160/0.0486 by elemental analysis, IR, UV–Vis and H NMR spec-

a troscopies. Thus, they all show an intensive band at 941–For 2727 reflections with I . 2s(I).
21b For 3840 reflections with I . 2s(I). 947 cm assigned to the Re=O stretching vibration. These
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99mScheme 1. Preparation of Re and Tc complexes and coupling to C H COCl.6 5

values are consistent with those reported for several other deshielding effect compared to the exo protons, as being
well-characterized syn monooxo complexes of rhenium closer to the core. By coordination the amine substituent
[18–24]. The aromatic monothiolate coligand is present in may be locked in either a syn or an anti configuration in
the final complexes, as evidenced by the peaks between respect to the oxometal core and consequently two isomers

21 1821 and 819 cm . Complexes 1 and 2 show a double are theoretically expected. However, correlation of the H
21peak in the region 3337–3422 cm , characteristic of the NMR data to that of reported SNS/S rhenium analogs is

primary amine. The presence of the C H CO-fragment in easily achieved and is consistent with the formation of6 5

5–8 complexes is demonstrated on the one hand by the only the syn isomers in a trigonal bipyramidal array around
21signals between 643 and 742 cm and on the other hand the metal [15–21]. Complexes 5–8 display a more compli-

21by those between 1641 and 1665 cm originating from cated pattern in the aromatic region than the characteristic
the amide bond. The UV–Vis spectra show maxima at 445 double of doublets of complexes 1 and 2, due to the added
and 448 nm for the parent rhenium complexes and at the aromatic ring.
range 424–430 nm for the respective amide compounds, X-ray structure analysis has been performed for com-

Vcharacteristic of Re O–S charge transfer band(s), as re- plexes 1 and 5 and the pertinent ORTEP diagrams are
ported for analogous rhenium complexes [15–21]. shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, whereas selected

1The H NMR spectra show the expected signals, which bond distances and angles are listed in Table 2. The
can be unambiguously assigned. In particular, all parent coordination geometry about the rhenium atom, in both
ligand peaks – except the three thiolate protons – are complexes, is distorted trigonal bipyramidal with the oxo
found shifted downfield. The deshielding effect of the group and the sulfur atoms of the tridentate ligand forming

31ReO core, due to the anisotropy caused by the circulat- the basal plane and the apical positions occupied by the
ing electrons of the ReO bond, is related to the distance nitrogen atom and the sulfur of the monodentate thiol. The
from the core. Accordingly, the peaks of the vicinal two complexes correspond to the syn isomer with the
protons are strongly shifted downfield. Moreover the N-substituent positioned cis to the oxo group. The tri-
protons, that are endo to the ReO core, display a stronger gonality index, t, calculated for both compounds is 0.61
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Table 2
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8)

Complex 1 Complex 5

Bond distances
Re–O(1) 1.691(4) 1.704(2)
Re–N(1) 2.205(4) 2.224(3)
Re–S(1) 2.266(2) 2.267(1)
Re–S(2) 2.286(2) 2.290(2)
Re–S(4) 2.299(2) 2.306(1)

Bond angles
O(1)–Re–N(1) 96.6(2) 94.9(1)
O(1)–Re–S(1) 118.4(2) 119.8(1)
N(1)–Re–S(1) 83.5(1) 83.3(1)
O(1)–Re–S(2) 119.0(1) 119.6(1)
N(1)–Re–S(2) 83.0(1) 83.5(1)
S(1)–Re–S(2) 122.1(1) 119.9(1)
O(1)–Re–S(4) 104.7(1) 104.8(1)
N(1)–Re–S(4) 158.5(1) 160.3(1)
S(1)–Re–S(4) 83.8(1) 88.3(1)
S(2)–Re–S(4) 89.1(1) 85.3(1)

Fig. 1. ORTEP diagram of 1.

˚and 0,67 A for 1 and 5, respectively. Rhenium is almost displaced from the mean plane of the remaining four atoms
˚coplanar with the atoms of the basal plane of the trigonal (displacements 0.57 and 0.65 A for C2 and C3, respective-

˚bipyramid, lying 0.087 and 0.100 A out of the plane ly, in both structures).
toward the monodentate thiol, in 1 and 5, respectively. The A feature, which should be examined in 5, is the
torsion angles of the tridentate chelating agent (S1–C1– planarity of the amide unit, which is defined by the torsion
C2–N1 and N1–C3–C4–S2) are 44.52 and 52.498 for 1 angles v 5C–C–N–C, v 5O–C–N–H and v 5O–C–1 2 3

and 44.22 and 53.788 for 5. The two five-membered rings N–C and the values of the calculated parameters t 5 (v 11

in the coordination sphere adopt the stable envelope v ) /2(uv 2 v u , p), x 5 (v 2 v 1 p) mod 2p and2 1 2 N 2 3

configuration with the carbon atoms adjacent to N1 x 5 (v 2 v 1 p) mod 2p, where x and x representC 1 3 N C

the out-of-plane bending at the amide nitrogen or carbon,
respectively [25]. In our case, the three torsion angles
v 5C15–C14–N2–C11, v 5O2–C14–N2–HN2 and1 2

v 5O2–C14–N2–C11 take the values 2167.74,3

2168.80 and 12.008, respectively. Thus, the calculated
parameters are: t 52168.278, x 520.88 and x 50.268,N C

indicating that the trans amide group is planar.
The pendant amine group of the monothiol in 1 is

H-bonded to the sulfur atoms S2 and S3 of the tridentate
ligand (Table 3) of neighboring complexes and as a result,
layers parallel to the diagonal of the ac plane are formed.
In 5, the amide hydrogen atom interacts with S2, the
coordinated sulfur of the tridentate ligand of a neighboring

Table 3
aHydrogen bond parameters for complexes 1 and 5

Interaction D–H H . . . A D . . . A D–H . . . A
˚ ˚ ˚(A) (A) (A) (8)

Complex 1
( i)N2–HN2 . . . S3 1.112 2.617 3.697 163.5
(ii)N2–HN2 . . . S2 0.843 2.871 3.599 145.7

Complex 5
(iii)N2–HN2 . . . S2 0.828 3.024 3.839 168.9

a Symmetry transformations: (i) 2 0.5 1 x, 0.5 2 y, 2 0.5 1 z, (ii)
Fig. 2. ORTEP diagram of 5. 2 0.5 1 x, 0.5 1 y, 0.5 2 z, (iii) x, 2 1 1 y, z.
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complex, resulting in the formation of polymeric chains clearly identified single metal species. As a result, this
99m(Table 3). strategy can be applied for efficiently tagging Tc to

99mThe analogous Tc complexes 19–49 were prepared at pharmacologically interesting target molecules carrying
99mtracer level by a ligand exchange reaction via Tc- activated carboxylate residues.

glucoheptonate, as shown in Scheme 1. Labelling yields,
as calculated by CH Cl extraction of the aqueous reaction2 2

mixture, exceeded 85%. The radiochemical purity of the Supplementary data
organic extracts was tested by HPLC. Given that the
chemistry of Tc and Re are quite similar, corroboration of Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge

99mstructure of Tc and Re analogs was achieved by HPLC. Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
By coinjection of respective samples on a reverse phase CB2 1EZ, UK on request, where two CIFs have been

99mcolumn both radioactivity (for Tc) and UV–Vis (for Re) deposited with deposition numbers CCDC 127939 and
traces were identical, demonstrating the formation of CCDC 127940 for compounds 1 and 5, respectively.
isostructural metal species (Fig. 3A,B for complexes 39

and 3, respectively).
In order to investigate the efficiency of this method for Acknowledgements
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Abstract

1 3 1 2[CrX (thf) ] (X5Cl or Br) reacts with L (L5L –L or Ph [14]aneP S ) (L 5Ph P(CH ) S(CH ) S(CH ) PPh , L 53 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3Ph P(CH ) S(CH ) S(CH ) PPh , L 5Ph P(CH ) S(o-C H )S(CH ) PPh , Ph [14]aneP S 54,8-diphenyl-1,11-dithia-4,8-diphos-2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2

phacyclotetradecane) and TlPF in MeNO solution to yield the distorted octahedral complexes [CrX (L)]PF as green coloured solids in6 2 2 6

high yield. UV/visible spectroscopy suggests that these are cis-dihalo species and they have also been characterised by IR spectroscopy,
1electrospray mass spectrometry and microanalyses. The Co(III) analogues [CoX (L)] are readily prepared in a two-stage reaction,2

1 3involving treatment of CoX ?6H O with L (L5L –L ) and NH PF in EtOH solution to give a green/brown solid, followed by halogen2 2 4 6
2oxidation of this product in CH Cl solution using X /CCl , to give the final products as brown coloured solids. A mixture of PF and2 2 2 4 6

22 2[CoX ] anions are present in the final Co(III) compounds in varying ratios. Crystal structures of [CoCl (L )] [CoCl ]?4H O and4 2 2 4 2
3[CoCl (L )]PF ?CH Cl confirm tetradentate P S coordination of L in each case, with mutually cis halogens completing the distorted2 6 2 2 2 2

octahedral geometry. In both cases the complex cation adopts the cis-a form in the solid state and this is also consistent with the solution
31 1 59Ph Hj NMR spectroscopic data. Co NMR spectroscopy reveals a very broad single resonance at ¯3200 ppm for these species.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Mixed phosphathia ligands; Cr(III) and Co(III) complexes; Crystal structure

1 11. Introduction [Cu(L)] and the helical dinuclear species [Au (L ) ]Cl ,2 2 2
2which incorporates a Cl anion within the metallocyclic

Recently we have been interested in investigating the cavity [1–6]. However, complexes involving these and
binding characteristics of mixed phosphathia ligands such other phosphathia ligands with 3d metal ions such as

1 3 1 2as L –L (L 5Ph P(CH ) S(CH ) S(CH ) PPh , L 5 Co(III) and Cr(III) are rather less common. The prepar-2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3Ph P(CH ) S(CH ) S(CH ) PPh , L 5Ph P(CH ) S(o- ation of the Co(II) species [CoXhPh P(CH ) S(CH ) -2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 3

C H )S(CH ) PPh ) and the macrocyclic analogue S(CH ) PPh j]BPh (X5Cl, Br or I) [7] and Co(II) and6 4 2 2 2 2 3 2 4

Ph [14]aneP S (4,8-diphenyl-1,11-dithia-4,8-diphos- Co(III) complexes involving the bidentate o-2 2 2

phacyclotetradecane) with a variety of transition metal C H (PPh )(SMe) [8] have been reported. Also, Ciam-6 4 2

centres. The majority of our work to-date has focused upon polini and co-workers have reported the preparation of
21the platinum group metals, e.g., the square planar [M(L)] several Co(II) complexes involving the hexa-coordinated

21 1 3and octahedral [PtX (L)] (M5Pd, Pt; L5L –L or P S -donor macrocycles [9–13]. A range of Cr(III) com-2 4 2
1Ph [14]aneP S ; X5Cl or Br), [M9Cl (L)] (M95Rh or plexes involving coordinated phosphine or thioether lig-2 2 2 2

Ir) and RuCl (L)], as well as complexes involving the ands are known, including several macrocyclic thioether2

group 11 elements, including for example tetrahedral derivatives, several of which have also been structurally
characterised [14–21].

We report herein the preparation and spectroscopic
characterisation of a range of distorted octahedral Cr(III)*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-170-359-5000; fax: 144-170-359-
and Co(III) complexes involving the phosphathia ligands3781.

1 3
E-mail address: gr@soton.ac.uk (G. Reid) L –L and the macrocycle Ph [14]aneP S , of general2 2 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00285-5
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formula [MX (L)]PF , including the crystal structures of tained. A solution of this species in CH Cl was then2 6 2 2
3 2 treated with excess X (X5Cl or Br) in CCl to give a[CoCl (L )]PF ?CH Cl and [CoCl (L )] [CoCl ]?4H O. 2 42 6 2 2 2 2 4 2

brown solution, which yielded a brown solid upon addition
of Et O. The electrospray mass spectra for these final2

products each show peaks with the correct isotopic dis-
12. Results and discussion tribution for [CoX (L)] . IR spectroscopy shows peaks2

due to the coordinated L, and in some cases only weak
2 21Reaction of [CrX (thf) ] (X5Cl or Br) with one molar absorptions due to PF counter anion (840 and 558 cm ).3 3 6

1 3 2equivalent of L (L5L –L or Ph [14]aneP S ) in anhydr- This suggests that while PF acts as the counterion in2 2 2 6

ous MeNO solution and in the presence of one molar some cases, in others an alternative anion is present,2
22equivalent of TlPF , gave a deep green or brown solution probably [CoX ] . The presence of this anion is clearly6 4

2and a white precipitate (TlX). After removal of the TlX identified in the crystal structure of [CoCl (L )] [CoCl ]?2 2 4

and concentration of the solution, dry Et O was added to 4H O (see below). This type of partial decomposition to2 2
22afford green or brown powdered solids in high yield. These produce some [CoX ] counterion has been observed4

15compounds are stable in the solid state as long as they are previously for other Co(III) complexes and, consequent-
protected from a moist atmosphere. Similarly, they are ly, severely hinders attempts to obtain meaningful mi-
quite stable in anhydrous solvents and are soluble in croanalytical data for these compounds.

31 1MeNO , MeCN and acetone. Their electrospray mass Ph Hj NMR spectra were also recorded for the Co(III)2

spectra (MeCN) show intense peaks, with the correct compounds (Table 1). In each case a singlet is observed
1 1 3isotope pattern corresponding to [CrX (L)] . IR spectra due to the coordinated ligand L (L5L –L ) and the large,2

were recorded as Nujol mulls and show peaks associated positive coordination shift (d –d ) is indicative ofcomplex ligand
2 21with the non-coordinating PF anion (840 and 558 cm ) the P donor atoms being part of a five-membered chelate6

as well as peaks associated with L and n(Cr–X) /n(Cr–S/ ring, thus confirming tetradentate P S coordination in2 2
21P) below 400 cm . Together with microanalytical data, solution [24]. The presence of a single resonance precludes

these results indicate the successful formation of the the existence of the cis-b isomer for these species,
products [CrX (L)]PF , involving a distorted octahedral although it does not distinguish between the trans and2 6

3P S X donor set at Cr(III). For an octahedral d metal cis-a forms. In some cases a septet at approximately 21452 2 2
2ion, theory predicts three spin allowed d–d transitions ppm is also observed due to PF . Although, for the6

2although, in practice, usually only the two at lower energy reasons discussed above, the relative integrals of the L:PF6
4 4 4 4 2( A → T and A → T (F)) are observed, the third resonances does not indicate a stoichiometric PF anion.2g 2g 2g 1g 6
4 4 59( A → T (P)) being obscured by more intense charge Co NMR spectroscopy (I57/2, 100%) has previously2g 1g

transfer transitions [22]. For the Cr(III) compounds re- been shown to be a useful technique for the characterisa-
ported here we observe two d–d transitions and their tion of cobalt(III) dihalogeno complexes of group 15 and
energies are similar to those observed for other Cr(III) 16 donor ligands, although the relatively high quadrupole
phosphine and thioether complexes and are consistent with moment results in significant broadening of the resonances
the relatively soft P S X donor set at Cr(III) [14–21]. [23,25–27]. For the complexes prepared in this work we2 2 2

Furthermore, since no splittings of these bands are ob- observe a very broad resonance at ¯3200 ppm, w ¯1 / 2

served, the compounds are assigned as cis isomers (trans 10 000–20 000 Hz. These chemical shifts compare with
isomers usually exhibit marked splittings). For octahedral shifts in the range 7062–7384 ppm for

1 3 1complexes involving L –L , three gross geometric isomers [CoX ([14]aneS )] ([14]aneS 51,4,8,11-tetrathiacyclo-2 4 4

are possible, cis-a, cis-b and trans. The cis a arrangement tetradecane) [25] and 8436–9590 ppm for [CoX -2
1has been observed for several other octahedral complexes ([16]aneSe )] (X5Cl, Br or I; [16]aneSe 51,5,9,13-4 4

1 2 3 1 1involving L , L and L , e.g., cis-[RhCl (L )] , cis- tetraselenacyclohexadecane) [26]. The previously re-2
1 2 2 1 3 1[RuCl (L )] , cis-[CoCl (L )] and [CoCl (L )] (see ported phosphathia ligand complexes trans-[CoCl ho-2 2 2 2

below), thus it seems likely that the Cr(III) complexes
1 3involving L –L ligation also adopt the cis-a form. Since

Table 1
31 1 59 athese Cr(III) species are paramagnetic, NMR spectroscopy Ph Hj and Co NMR spectroscopic data

cannot be used to confirm which isomer is adopted, and 31 1 59
d( Ph Hj) /ppm d( Co) /ppm w /Hz1 / 2attempts to obtain crystals of these rather unusual com-

1 1[CoCl (L )] 40.7 3410 10 5002plexes involving coordination of the soft phosphathia
1 1[CoBr (L )] 40.7 3420 10 0002ligands to hard Cr(III) ions were unsuccessful. 2 1[CoCl (L )] 45.5 3390 20 0002
2 1The Co(III) complexes were prepared in a two-step [CoBr (L )] 46.5 3290 20 0002
3 1procedure from CoX . Thus, equimolar quantities of CoX [CoCl (L )] 53.6 3210 20 0002 2 2
3 1[CoBr (L )] 56.5 3180 17 000(X5Cl or Br) and NH PF were dissolved in degassed 24 6

1 2 3
aEtOH. One molar equivalent of L (L5L , L or L ) was Spectra recorded in MeCN/CDCl at 145.8 and 85.6 MHz, respec-3

31 1 59then added. After work-up, a dark green solid was ob- tively, for Ph Hj and Co.
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59 Table 2C H (PPh )(SMe)j]BF show d( Co)53475 (X5Cl) and6 4 2 4 3 1Selected bond lengths and angles for [CoCl (L )]23430 (X5Br) ppm [28] and the line widths for these
˚Bond lengths (A)species are comparable with the w values found for1 / 2

1 Co(1)–Cl(1) 2.269(3) Co(1)–Cl(2) 2.252(2)[CoX (L)] . These are considerably larger than those2
Co(1)–S(1) 2.202(3) Co(1)–S(2) 2.207(3)observed for the thioether and selenoether macrocyclic
Co(1)–P(1) 2.281(3) Co(1)–P(2) 2.269(3)

complexes, reflecting the high dependence of the line-
widths upon subtle changes in the electric field gradient at Bond angles (8)

Cl(1)–Co(1)–Cl(2) 97.3(1) Cl(1)–Co(1)–S(1) 176.5(1)the metal centre. Cobalt-59 NMR data have been obtained
Cl(1)–Co(1)–S(2) 86.5(1) Cl(1)–Co(1)–P(1) 87.7(1)for a range of Co(III) phosphine complexes [27], e.g.,

31 59 Cl(1)–Co(1)–P(2) 89.8(1) Cl(2)–Co(1)–S(1) 84.2(1)[Co(Me PCH CH PMe ) ] d( Co) 22530 (w2 2 2 2 3 1 / 2 Cl(2)–Co(1)–S(2) 175.4(1) Cl(2)–Co(1)–P(1) 92.2(1)110 000 Hz) and trans-[CoCl (Me PCH CH PMe ) ]2 2 2 2 2 2 Cl(2)–Co(1)–P(2) 90.7(1) S(1)–Co(1)–S(2) 92.2(1)
59

d( Co) 11660 (14 000). S(1)–Co(1)–P(1) 89.0(1) S(1)–Co(1)–P(2) 93.4(1)
S(1)–Co(1)–P(1) 90.6(1) S(2)–Co(1)–P(2) 86.6(1)In order to confirm the stereochemistry at Co(III), the
P(1)–Co(1)–P(2) 176.4(1)ligand conformation and the bond length and angle dis-

tributions, single crystal X-ray structure analyses were
3undertaken on two samples, [CoCl (L )]PF ?CH Cl and2 6 2 2

22 The crystals of [CoCl (L )] [CoCl ]?4H O were rather[CoCl (L )] [CoCl ]?4H O. Crystals were grown by dif- 2 2 4 22 2 4 2

poor quality and hence the data were weak and the finalfusion of Et O into a solution of the appropriate complex2
1residuals higher than normal. However, the analysis wasin CH Cl . The structure of the former shows (Fig. 1,2 2

sufficient to establish unambiguously the coordinationTable 2) the Co(III) ion coordinated to a distorted octahed-
geometry at Co(III) and the nature of the anion present.ral P S Cl donor set. The complex cation adopts the cis-a2 2 2

The structure shows (Fig. 2) a very similar coordinationform, with the P-donor atoms trans to one another and the
geometry to that above, with the Co(III) centre coordinatedS-donor atoms trans to the Cl ligands, consistent with the

2 to a distorted octahedral P S Cl donor set with the ligandsolution spectroscopic data. A PF anion maintains elec- 2 2 26
22in the cis-a form. A tetrahedral [CoCl ] anion on atroneutrality. The bond lengths around the Co ion reveal 4

two-fold site maintains electroneutrality in this case,that d(Co–S),d(Co–Cl),d(Co–P), a similar trend is
21 1 1 2 despite the addition of PF during the reaction (see above).observed in cis-a-[RhCl (L )] and in cis-a-[RuCl (L )], 62 2

The bond lengths around the metal ion in the Co(III)and is attributed to the greater trans influence of
3 1cations are similar to those in cis-a-[CoCl (L )] above,S(thioether) over Cl in these species. The angles involved 2

with d(Co–S),d(Co–P), however, more detailed com-in the five-membered chelate rings are only marginally
parisons of the geometric parameters are not justified forsmaller than the ideal 908, indicating that the ligand is well
this rather poor quality crystal.suited to the ionic radius of Co(III).

These results confirm that the acyclic phosphathia
1 3ligands L –L and Ph [14]aneP S coordinate readily to2 2 2

the 3d metal ions Cr(III) and Co(III) via both the P- and
S-donor atoms, giving tetradentate binding. The resultant
distorted octahedral complexes probably all exist as cis

1 3isomers, with those involving L –L adopting the cis-a
form and involving a P S X donor set. The new com-2 2 2

pounds are relatively stable both in solution and in the
solid state.

1C H Co Cl O P S – blue-green crystal (0.2530.1530.10 mm), M562 76 3 8 6 4 4

1597.8, monoclinic, space group C , a531.495(3), b515.197(5), c52 / c
3˚ ˚ ˚17.266(5) A, b 5117.54(1)8, V57237(3) A , l50.71073 A, Z54, D 5c

23 211.448 g cm , m 512.07 cm , F(000)53284, T5150 K. Rigaku
AFC7S four-circle diffractometer, graphite monochromated Mo Ka radia-
tion, 6271 unique data. The structure was solved by heavy atom Patterson
methods [29] and expanded using Fourier techniques [30] to reveal one

2 1 22[CoCl (L )] cation occupying a general position, one half [CoCl ]2 4

anion occupying a two-fold site and two solvent H O molecules. At2

isotropic convergence the data were corrected for absorption using
DIFABS [31]. All non-H atoms refined anisotropically, H atoms included

˚in fixed, calculated positions [d(C–H)50.96 A] (the H atoms associated
with the H O solvent molecules were not located and therefore were2

omitted from the final structure factor calculation), 1740 observed
3 1 21Fig. 1. View of the structure of [CoCl (L )] with the numbering reflections with (I.2.0s(I)), 219 variables, R50.097, R 50.105, w 52 w

2scheme adopted. Ellipsoids are drawn at the 40% probability level. s (F ).
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1TlPF (0.085 g, 0.24 mmol) and L (0.12 g, 0.24 mmol).6

Stirring for ¯2 h gave a white precipitate (TlCl) which
was removed by filtration, leaving a green solution. After
concentrating this solution in vacuo, Et O was added to2

afford a dark green solid (Yield 0.10 g, 54%). Required for
[C H Cl CrF P S ] C, 45.8; H, 4.1; found: C, 45.4; H,30 32 2 6 3 2

4.0%. Electrospray mass spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5
52 35 1 1640; calculated for [ Cr Cl (L )] m /z5640. IR spec-2

21trum (nujol): 834 s, 556 s, 353 br,w (cm ). UV-visible
21spectrum (BaSO /cm ): 16 950, 21 370.4

14.1.2. [CrBr (L )]PF2 6

Yield 51%. Required for [C H Br CrF P S ] C, 41.1;30 32 2 6 3 2

H, 3.7; found: C, 41.6; H, 3.9%. Electrospray mass
spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5730; calculated for

52 79 1 1[ Cr Br (L )] m /z5728. IR spectrum (nujol): 836 s,2
21556 s, 320 w (cm ). UV–visible spectrum (BaSO /4

21cm ): 16 470, 20 370.

24.1.3. [CrCl (L )]PF2 6

Yield 45%. Required for [C H Cl CrF P S ] C, 48.1;31 34 2 6 3 2
2 1 H, 4.5; found: C, 49.1; H, 4.8%. Electrospray massFig. 2. View of the structure of [CoCl (L )] with the numbering2

scheme adopted. Ellipsoids are drawn at the 40% probability level. spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5654; calculated for
52 35 2 1Co–Cl(1)52.25(1), Co–Cl(2)52.257(9), Co–S(1)52.22(1), Co–S(2)5 [ Cr Cl (L )] m /z5654. IR spectrum (nujol): 840 s,2˚2.27(1), Co–P(1)52.28(1), Co–P(2)52.26(1) A. 21557 s, 348 br, w (cm ). UV–visible spectrum (BaSO /4

21cm ): 15 360, 20 880.
3. Experimental

24.1.4. [CrBr (L )]PF2 6

Infrared spectra were measured as KBr or CsI discs or Yield 62%. Required for [C H Br CrF P S ] C, 43.2;31 34 2 6 3 2

as Nujol mulls between CsI plates using a Perkin-Elmer H, 4.0; found: C, 43.0; H, 4.0%. Electrospray mass
21983G spectrometer over the range 200–4000 cm . Mass spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5744; calculated for

52 79 2 1spectra were run by fast atom bombardment (FAB) using a [ Cr Br (L )] m /z5742. IR spectrum (nujol): 837 s,2
21VG Analytical 70-250-SE normal-geometry double-focus- 557 s, 283 br, w (cm ). UV–visible spectrum (BaSO /4

21ing spectrometer or by positive electrospray using a VG cm ): 14 470, 19 120.
1Biotech Platform. H NMR spectra were recorded using a

3Bruker AM300 spectrometer operating at 300 MHz. 4.1.5. [CrCl (L )]PF2 6
31 1 59Ph Hj and Co NMR spectra were recorded in 10 mm Yield 60%. Required for [C H Cl CrF P S ] C, 48.9;34 32 2 6 3 2

O.D. tubes containing ¯10% deuterated solvent, using a H, 3.8; found: C, 48.9; H, 3.8%. Electrospray mass
Bruker AM360 spectrometer operating at 145.8 and 85.6 spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5688; calculated for

31 52 35 3 1MHz and are referenced to external 85% H PO [d( P)5 [ Cr Cl (L )] m /z5688. IR spectrum (nujol): 836 s,3 4 2
32 210] and external aqueous [Co(CN) ] respectively. Mi- 556 s, 368 w, 348 w (cm ). UV/visible spectrum6

21croanalyses were performed by the University of (BaSO /cm ): 16 720, 21 280.4

Strathclyde microanalytical service, although, as discussed
3in the text, facile rearrangement of the Co(III) complexes 4.1.6. [CrBr (L )]PF2 6

22resulted in some [CoX ] acting as counterion, and Yield 40%. Required for [C H Br CrF P S ] C, 44.2;4 34 32 2 6 3 2

precluded satisfactory microanalytical data. This behaviour H, 3.5; found: C, 44.5; H, 3.6%. Electrospray mass
15 1 3is well known in cobalt coordination chemistry. L –L spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5778; calculated for

52 79 3 1and Ph [14]aneP S were prepared by the literature pro- [ Cr Br (L )] m /z5776. IR spectrum (nujol): 835 s,2 2 2 2
21cedures. 556 s, 319 w (cm ). UV–visible spectrum (BaSO /4

21cm ): 16 260, 20 410.

4.1. Preparations
4.1.7. [CrCl (Ph [14]aneP S )]PF2 2 2 2 6

Yield 71%. Required for [C H Cl CrF P S ] C, 38.4;22 30 2 6 3 2
14.1.1. [CrCl (L )]PF H, 4.4; found: C, 38.5; H, 4.2%. Electrospray mass2 6

To a stirring solution of [CrCl (thf) ] (0.09 g, 0.24 spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5542, 421; calculated for3 3
52 35 13 [ Cr Cl (Ph [14]aneP S )] m /z5542, [Ph [14]ane-mmol) in dry, degassed MeNO (20 cm ) was added 2 2 2 2 22
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1 3 1P S ] m /z5420. IR spectrum (nujol): 840 s, 557 s, 348 4.1.13. [CoCl (L )]2 2 2
21 21br,w (cm ). UV–visible spectrum (BaSO /cm ): Electrospray mass spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5695;4

35 3 1 116 750, 23 100. calculated for [Co Cl (L )] m /z5695. H NMR: d 7.1–2

8.1 (br, m, aromatic CH, 24H), 2.4–3.5 (m, CH , 8H). IR2

spectrum (KBr disk): 3056 w, 2968 w, 2920 w, 2852 w,4.1.8. [CrBr (Ph [14]aneP S )]PF2 2 2 2 6
1486 m, 1459 m, 1435 s, 1410 sh, 1359 s, 1263 w, 1194 w,Yield 62%. Required for [C H Br CrF P S ] C, 34.0;33 40 2 6 3 2
1094 m, 998 w, 839 s, 753 w, 742 m, 695 m, 668 m, 614H, 3.9; found: C, 33.5; H, 3.5%. IR spectrum (nujol): 835

2121 w, 558 m, 526 m, 497 w, 403 w (cm ).s, 557 s, 315 br, w (cm ). UV–visible spectrum (BaSO /4
21cm ): 16 290, 22 730.

3 14.1.14. [CoBr (L )]21 14.1.9. [CoCl (L )] Electrospray mass spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5785;2
79 3 1 1CoCl ?6H O (0.046 g, 0.19 mmol) and NH PF (0.063 calculated for [Co Br (L )] m /z5783. H NMR: d 7.2–2 2 4 6 23g, 0.39 mmol) were dissolved in degassed EtOH (10 cm ). 8.2 (br, m, aromatic CH, 24H), 2.6–3.5 (br m, CH , 8H).21L (0.100 g, 0.19 mmol) was added and the resulting IR spectrum (KBr disk): 3056 w, 2964 w, 2924 w, 1569 w,

mixture was stirred for 3 h to give a green solution. 1433 m, 1404 m, 1359 s, 1264 w, 1092 m, 992 w, 850 m,
Concentration of the solution in vacuo, followed by 833 m, 808 m, 752 w, 745 m, 712 w, 695 m, 668 w, 613

21addition of Et O gave a green solid. This compound was w, 546 w, 524 m, 486 w (cm ).2
3then dissolved in CH Cl (4 cm ) and excess Cl in CCl2 2 2 4

was added. The mixture was stirred for 1 h, yielding a
4.2. X-ray crystallographybrown solid which was filtered, washed with Et O and2

dried in vacuo. FAB mass spectrum (3-NOBA): found
35 1 1 Details of the crystallographic data collection andm /z5647, 612, 577; calculated for [Co Cl (L )] m /z52

35 1 1 1 1 1 refinement parameters are given in Table 3. Crystals of647, [Co Cl(L )] m /z5612, [Co(L )] m /z5577. H 3[CoCl (L )]PF ?CH Cl were grown by vapour diffusion2 6 2 2NMR: d 7.0–8.0 (m, Ph, 20H), 2.0–3.5 (m, CH , 12H). IR2 of diethyl ether into solutions of the complexes in CH Cl .2 2spectrum (CsI disk): 3060 w, 2980 w, 2930 w, 1481 m,
Data collection used a Rigaku AFC7S four-circle diffrac-1432 s, 1408 w, 1093 s, 998 w, 840 vs, 743 s, 697 s, 558 s,

21 tometer operating at 150 K, using graphite monochromated521 s, 490 w, 312 w, 298 w (cm ).

Table 31 14.1.10. [CoBr (L )] Crystallographic data collection and refinement parameters2

FAB mass spectrum (3-NOBA): found m /z5737, 658, 3[CoCl (L )]PF ?CH Cl2 6 2 279 1 1577; calculated for [Co Br (L )] m /z5735,2
79 1 1 1 1 1 Formula C H Cl CoF P S35 34 4 6 3 2[Co Br(L )] m /z5656, [Co(L )] m /z5577. H NMR:

M 926.43
d 7.1–8.1 (m, Ph, 20H), 2.1–3.6 (m, CH , 12H). IR2 Colour, morphology Deep red, column
spectrum (CsI disk): 3050 w, 2980 w, 2920 w, 1481 m, Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.5530.2030.10

Crystal system Monoclinic1431 s, 1093 m, 998 w, 840 vs, 744 s, 703 s, 558 s, 520 s,
21 Space group P2 /c1490 w, 298 w (cm ).

˚a (A) 16.263(3)
˚b (A) 12.632(3)

2 1 ˚4.1.11. [CoCl (L )] c (A) 19.198(3)2

b (8) 103.39(1)Electrospray mass spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5661,
335 2 1 ˚U (A ) 3836(1)626; calculated for [Co Cl (L )] m /z5661,2

35 2 1 1 Z 4[Co Cl(L )] m /z5626. H NMR: d 7.1–8.0 (m, Ph,
F(000) 1880

2320H), 2.0–3.3 (br m, CH , 14H). IR spectrum (CsI disk):2 D (g cm ) 1.604c
213057 w, 2970 w, 2926 w, 1568 w, 1482 m, 1432 s, 1162 s, m (Mo Ka, cm ) 10.16

2u (8) 501095 s, 1040 m, 998 w, 920 w, 894 w, 851 w, 820 m, 745 max

Unique obs. reflections 7103s, 690 s, 525 s, 483 w, 422 w, 406 w, 366 w, 336 w, 306
2

21 R (based on F ) 0.074intw, 297 w (cm ).
Obs. reflections 3109
with [I .2s(I )]0 0

2 1 No. of parameters 4554.1.12. [CoBr (L )]2
Goodness of fit 2.14Electrospray mass spectrum (MeCN): found m /z5751,

a
79 2 1 R 0.057698; calculated for [Co Br (L )] m /z5749, b2 R 0.06179 2 1 1 w[Co Br(L )] m /z5695. H NMR: d 7.0–7.8 (br m, Ph, Final D (s) 0.01

23˚20H), 1.8–3.2 (br m, CH , 14H). IR spectrum (CsI disk): Max. residual peak (e A ) 2.252
23˚Max. residual trough (e A ) 20.673054 w, 2970 w, 298 w, 1481 m, 1431 s, 1408 s, 1261 w,

a1092 s, 998 w, 907 w, 814 m, 743 s, 693 s, 522 s, 485 w, R 5 o(uF u 2 uF u ) /ouF u .obs i calc i obs i
21 b 2 2297 w (cm ). R 5 œ[o w (uF u 2 uF u ) /o w uF u ].w i obs i calc i i obs i
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˚ [7] D. DuBois, D.W. Meek, Inorg. Chem. 8 (1969) 146.Mo Ka X-radiation (l50.71073 A). No significant crystal
[8] H.C. Jewiss, W. Levason, M.D. Spicer, M. Webster, Inorg. Chem. 26decay or movement was observed. The structure was

(1987) 2102.
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Synthesis and crystal structure of ZnPhen(i-Pr NCS ) and molecule2 2 2

packing types in complexes ZnPhen(R NCS ) (R5Me, Et, i-Pr,2 2 2

n-Pr, i-Bu, n-Bu)
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Abstract

A novel mixed-ligand complex ZnPhen(i-Pr NCS ) has been synthesized and its single crystals grown. We have determined its crystal2 2 2

structure from X-ray diffraction data. The structure consists of monomeric molecules; a zinc atom surrounded by two nitrogen and four
sulfur atoms making a distorted octahedron.Various packing modes of molecules forming isolated ‘dimers’, ribbons (chains), columns and
layers have emerged from the study of the spatial molecule arrangement in the complexes ZnPhen(R NCS ) (R5Me, Et, i-Pr, n-Pr,2 2 2

i-Bu, n-Bu). The interactions between the Phen molecules have also been studied for these complexes.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Complex; Zinc; Sulfur; Nitrogen; Crystal structure; Molecule packing; p –p Interactions

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Mixed-ligand complexes based on zinc(II) 2.1. Preparation of ZnPhen(i-Pr NCS )2 2 2

dialkyldithiocarbamates and 1,10-phenanthroline (Phen)
are very promising as molecular precursors of ZnS [1,2]. Weighed samples of Zn(i-Pr NCS ) (1.0 g, 2.4 mmol)2 2 2

We have previously synthesized volatile complexes and Phen?H O (0.7 g, 3.5 mmol) were dissolved in CHCl2 3

ZnPhen(R NCS ) with R5Me, Et, n-Pr, i-Bu, prepared (|20 ml) with heating in a water bath. The resulting yellow2 2 2

single crystals, and carried out X-ray analysis [3–6]. A solution was filtered under vacuum and an equal amount of
similar complex with R5n-Bu [7] also belongs to this EtOH was added. The mixture was cooled to room
group. temperature and then held at 2158C for 2 h. The yellow

The aim of this work was the preparation and X-ray precipitate was vacuum filtered, washed with cooled EtOH,
study of ZnPhen(i-Pr NCS ) , as well as a study of the and dried in air. The complex was purified by recrystalliza-2 2 2

packing of molecules in crystals of ZnPhen(R NCS ) tion from a hot saturated solution in CHCl by adding2 2 2 3

(R5Me, Et, i-Pr, n-Pr, i-Bu, n-Bu) containing alkyl groups EtOH. Yield: 1.08 g (75%). Found: Zn, 10.8; C, 51.8; H,
R of a different length and a spatial structure. The 6.3; N, 9.3%. Calc. for C H N S Zn: Zn, 10.9; C, 52.2;26 36 4 4

intermolecular contacts and packing types are of particular H, 6.0; N, 9.4%.
interest for possible calculations of the molecular crystal
lattice energy. 2.2. X-ray structure determination

Single crystals of the title complex were prepared by
slow cooling of the hot saturated solution in the chloro-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 17-383-237-7766; fax: 17-383-237-
form–toluene mixture and then by evaporation at room7789.

E-mail address: glinsk@che.nsk.su (R.F. Klevtsova) temperature. Clear well-cut yellow-rich crystals were

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00287-9
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Table 1
˚Selected interatomic distances (A) and angles (8) in the structure of ZnPhen(i-Pr NCS )2 2 2

Zn(1)–N(1f) 2.232(3) S(1)–C(1) 1.724(4)
Zn(1)–S(1) 2.513(1) S(2)–C(1) 1.715(3)
Zn(1)–S(2) 2.487(1) C(1)–N(1) 1.342(4)
N(1f)–Zn(1)–N(1f)9 73.9(2) S(2)–Zn(1)–S(1)9 102.72(4)
N(1f)–Zn(1)–S(2) 86.06(8) S(1)–Zn(1)–S(1)9 97.47(5)
N(1f)–Zn(1)–S(2)9 101.06(8) C(1)–S(1)–Zn(1) 85.79(9)
S(2)–Zn(1)–S(2)9 171.17(5) C(1)–S(2)–Zn(1) 86.78(9)
N(1f)–Zn(1)–S(1) 154.52(8) N(1)–C(1)–S(2) 122.4(3)
N(1f)–Zn(1)–S(1)9 98.72(8) N(1)–C(1)–S(1) 121.8(3)
S(2)–Zn(1)–S(1) 71.23(4) S(2)–C(1)–S(1) 115.7(2)

˚Intermolecular distances less than 4 A
S(1)–C(2) 3.657(4) C(4)–C(6f) 3.759(8)
S(1)–C(3) 3.708(5) C(7)–C(3f) 3.691(8)
S(1)–C(4) 3.985(4) C(7)–C(4f) 3.755(6)

aS(1)–C(3f) 3.825(6) N(1f)–C(2f) 3.684(7)
aS(2)–C(6) 3.927(6) C(1f)–C(1f)9 3.702(7)
aC(2)–C(3f) 3.798(6) C(1f)–C(2f) 3.305(7)
aC(3)–C(6) 3.850(8) C(1f)–C(3f) 3.581(8)
aC(3)–C(7) 3.918(7) C(2f)–C(2f)9 3.471(8)
aC(4)–C(6) 3.823(7) C(2f)–C(3f) 3.976(8)

C(4)–C(7) 3.876(6)
a Denote the contacts forming the ribbon of phenanthroline rings.

selected for X-ray studies. A crystal of size 0.1630.243 that of Fig. 2). The central Zn atom coordinates four S
atoms of two bidentate chelating dithiocarbamate ligands0.48 mm of a thickened hexagonal plate form was used for
and two N atoms of the bidentate chelating Phen moleculedata collection. A total of 2876 reflections (1993 in-
resulting in a distorted octahedron. The S atoms aredependent) were measured at room temperature on a CAD-

˚ ˚separated from the Zn atom by 2.487(1) and 2.513(1) A,4 Enraf–Nonius diffractometer using a standard technique
˚(l Mo Ka radiation, u-2u scan with a variable rate, and the N atoms by 2.232(3) A, respectively.

graphite monochromator, maximum 2u5508). Absorption An analysis of intermolecular distances shows that the
]

was accounted for by using an azimuthal scan curve (117 structure has contacts of the van der Waals type as in the
21reflection), m (Mo Ka)511.57 cm . The crystals are majority of investigated structures of ZnPhen(R NCS ) .2 2 2

assigned to the monoclinic system and have the unit cell Of these contacts, one can calculate the closest distances
˚dimensions: a518.744(4); b510.954(2); c514.548(3) A; between the Phen carbon atoms: C(1f)–C(2f), C(2f)–

3˚b 5103.97(3)8; V52898.7(10) A ; Z54; D 51.371 C(2f)9, C(1f)–C(3f) of 3.305(7), 3.471(8), and 3.581(8)calc
23g cm , space group C2/c. The structure was solved by

direct methods and refined by full-matrix least-squares
employing anisotropic thermal parameters for non-hydro-
gen atoms using SHELX-97 program package [8]. All
hydrogen atoms were located geometrically and included
in the refinement for isotropic approximation. The re-
sulting R1 is 0.0287 for 1205 independent F with F $hkl o

4s(F ), 178 refined parameters, and with hydrogen atomso

taken into account, R250.0555 for all data. Selected
interatomic bonds and angles are given in Table 1.

3. Results and discussion

The crystal structure of ZnPhen(i-Pr NCS ) is built of2 2 2

discrete monomeric molecules similar to previously in-
vestigated compounds with R5Me, Et, n-Pr, i-Bu, n-Bu
[3–7]. As seen in Figs. 1 and 2, atoms are linked by the
two-fold rotation axis that runs through the Zn atom and
lies in the plane of the phenanthroline rings (in Fig. 1, the
axis is in the drawing plane, and it runs perpendicular to Fig. 1. Structure and numbering scheme for ZnPhen(i-Pr NCS ) .2 2 2
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Fig. 2. Crystal structure of ZnPhen(i-Pr NCS ) projected on the (010) plane. Two layers of the molecules parallel to the (100) plane run at x50 and2 2 2

x50.5, respectively. The dotted lines show the interplanar separations d.

Table 2
Comparison of structure characteristics of complexes ZnPhen(R NCS )2 2 2

a aR5 1, Me 2-t , Et 2-m , Et 3, i-Pr 4, n-Pr 5, i-Bu 6, n-Bu
] ]

Space group C2/c P1 C2/c C2/c Aba2 C1 Pbcn
Unit cell dimensions

˚a (A) 13.340 9.745 7.220 18.744 18.621 18.564 15.386
˚b (A) 13.827 10.252 18.095 10.954 14.701 10.487 22.487
˚c (A) 24.698 14.331 19.050 14.548 10.676 17.505 9.923

a (8) 99.18 84.04
b (8) 102.58 91.01 95.87 103.97 94.88
g (8) 113.28 90.87

3˚Z, V/Z (A ) 8, 556 2, 647 4, 619 4, 724 4, 731 4, 844 4, 858
23D (g cm ) 1.452 1.392 1.454 1.371 1.360 1.287 1.270calc

˚Zn–S (A) 2.452–2.569 2.436–2.637 2.486–2.549 2.487–2.513 2.491–2.532 2.481–2.577 2.516–2.530
˚Zn–N (A) 2.179–2.211 2.18–2.25 2.211 2.232 2.193 2.185–2.247 2.218

˚S–C (A) 1.695–1.716 1.68–1.72 1.704–1.708 1.715–1.724 1.689–1.714 1.707–1.720 1.688–1.723
˚C–N (A) 1.338–1.334 1.33–1.34 1.350 1.342 1.340 1.338–1.340 1.32

S–Zn–S (8) 71.7, 71.1 69.9, 71.3 71.2 71.2 71.4 71, 71.8 70.8
N–Zn–N (8) 75.2 74.4 74.8 73.9 75.2 73.8 73.9

a
x (8) 8.2, 5.8 2.2, 1.1 5.6 8.1 13.1 12.3, 16.5 0.3

˚C –C (A) 3.38 3.35 3.46 3.31 4.22 4.00 3.27Ph Ph
˚C –C (A) 3.55 3.70 3.74 3.69 3.57 3.69 –Ph R

Packing Chains Dimers Chains Ribbons Discrete Discrete Column
Phen-rings: i c axis i a axis i c axis molecule molecule i c axis
Reference [3] [4] [4] This paper [5] [6] [7]

a
x is a dihedral angle between the S–Zn–S and S–C–S planes in ZnS C chelate cycle; t is a triclinic modification; m is a monoclinic modification.2
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Fig. 3. Symmetry centre-connected monomeric molecules forming (a) isolated ‘dimers’, (b) chains of ‘dimers’, and (c) columns, in the structures of
ZnPhen(R NCS ) .2 2 2
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Å, respectively (Table 1). As a consequence, continuous The phenanthroline rings are virtually planar in all
staggered ribbons of the phenanthroline rings are formed complexes. The greatest difference is observed in the
parallel to the c-axis. dihedral angles between the S–Zn–S and S–C–S planes in

X-ray structural analysis of ZnPhen(i-Pr NCS ) com- the chelate cycles ZnS C. In complexes 2-t and 6, the2 2 2 2

pletes a research of the structures of ZnPhen(R NCS ) chelate cycles are almost planar with the atomic deviations2 2 2
˚with different alkyl substitutes. The structure parameters of from the average plane of no more than 0.015 A. The

six mixed-ligand complexes (seven structures) are summa- chelate cycles are close to planar configurations with
˚rized in Table 2. greater deviations (minimum 0.05 A) in complexes 1, 2-m,

It should be noted that the crystal structures of all and 3, while in 4 and 5, they are noticeably ‘broken’ along
mixed-ligand complexes investigated involve discrete the S . . . S line. A different distortion of the chelate cycles
monomeric molecules. A comparison of geometric charac- is perhaps due to the tendency of the molecules to be
teristics shows that their values correlate well and are packed as close as possible.
within standard limits [9]; Zn–S and Zn–N distances, for Despite a similarity of molecular structures of

˚example, vary between 2.436–2.636 and 2.179–2.250 A, ZnPhen(R NCS ) , differences in their spatial packing are2 2 2

respectively. Other linear and angle characteristics also very considerable.
vary slightly: the S–C and C–N bond distances are 1.680– A comprehensive analysis of intermolecular distances

˚1.724 and 1.320–1.350 A, respectively, and the S–Zn–S shows that in the five structures (1, 2-t, 2-m, 3 and 6) the
and N–Zn–N bond angles differ by 1.9 and 1.48 in shortened C . . . C contacts in the Phen molecules stand out
different compounds. The difference in the Zn–S bond against the van der Waals’ interactions. Typical of these

˚distances does not exceed 0.117 A in six structures and structures is the presence of cylindrical channels occupied
only in compound 2-t (using numeration of Table 2) the by the Phen molecules with the rings of a different

˚asymmetry rises to 0.201 A. Hence, it follows that in the orientation and arrangement density in each structure. The
structures of these mixed-ligand complexes, ZnN S octa- phenanthroline ring planes, parallel to each other, with an2 4

˚hedra (the coordination core of the molecules) remain interplanar separation, d, of 3.24–3.49 A may be isolated
unchanged and depend on the nature of the central atom in the structures. This allows an examination of the nature
and ligand donor atoms. of p –p interactions between two neighbouring Phen

Fig. 4. Chains and ribbons of the phenanthroline rings formed by identical molecules: (a) structure 2-m, (b) structure 3.
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˚molecules in the context of the model proposed in Ref. The ‘dimers’ in the structure of complex 1 (d53.33 A
˚[10]. and r55.36 A) are also derived from the p –s attraction.

In complex 2-t (triclinic modification), the phenanthro- In addition, the given structure exhibits p –p interaction
line rings of two molecules, multiplied by the symmetry caused by p –s attraction of two Phen molecules in the

˚centre and separated by d53.33 A, form a kind of ‘dimer’. neighbouring ‘dimers’. The latter are multiplied through
Since the offset of the ring centres relative to each other, r, the two-fold rotation axis forming an angle of 348; the

˚ ˚is 4.98 A, then p –s attraction dominates in p –p interac- Phen molecule centres being separated by 7.05 A. This
tions in accordance with rule 3 of Ref. [10]. These extra interaction results in continuous staggered chains
‘dimers’ are isolated because the shortest distance between running along the c-axis (Fig. 3b).

˚them is 5.49 A (Fig. 3a). In the structure of complex 6 with R5n-Bu, all the Phen

Fig. 5. (a) Projection along the a-axis of structure 4, (b) projection along the b-axis of structure 5.
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˚molecules are coplanar and equally separated (d53.29 A The results obtained may be applied in the crystal
˚and r55.00 A) to form columns parallel to the c-axis (Fig. engineering of new volatile mixed-ligand complexes.

3c). The p –s attraction dominates in this offset p-stack-
ing.

In the structure of complex 2-m (monoclinic modi- Supplementary data
fication) as well as in 3, the centres of the coplanar

˚phenanthroline rings (d53.49 and 3.24 A) are offset Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
relative to each other by considerably larger distances Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge

˚(r57.20 and 7.50 A) than in the complexes above, CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition number
resulting in chains or ribbons (Fig. 4a,b). 118972.

The structures of 4 and 5 have no short contacts between
the phenanthroline ring atoms – their minimal values are

˚4.22 and 4.00 A in 4 and 5, respectively. In this case, the References
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Abstract

t tBu ,Me Bu ,MeThe aluminum and gallium dimethyl complexes, [Bp ]AlMe and [Bp ]GaMe , are readily obtained by the reactions of2 2
t t tBu ,Me Bu ,Me Bu ,Me[Bp ]Tl with Me Al and Me Ga, respectively. [Bp ]AlMe and [Bp ]GaMe have been structurally characterized by X-ray3 3 2 2

diffraction, which indicates that the most noticeable difference in these otherwise very similar structures is the C–M–C bond angle, which
t tBu ,Me Bu ,Meincreases from 118.9(3)8 for [Bp ]AlMe to 124.0(2)8 for [Bp ]GaMe .  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.2 2

Keywords: Poly(pyrazolyl)hydroborato ligand system; Aluminum; Gallium; Dimethyl complexes

1. Introduction 2. Results and discussion

2The poly(pyrazolyl)hydroborato ligand system has The aluminum and gallium dimethyl complexes,
t tBu ,Me Bu ,Mebeen used with much success for the synthesis of unusual [Bp ]AlMe and [Bp ]GaMe , are readily ob-2 2

tBu ,Mecomplexes of the main group elements, including those of tained by the reaction of [Bp ]Tl [13] with Me Al and33
4group 13. For example, the bulky tris(3,5-di-t- Me Ga, respectively (Scheme 1). These reactions rely3butylpyrazolyl)hydroborato ligand has been used to syn- upon the instability of [TlMe] to provide an efficienttBu2thesize [Tp ]Ga, the first structurally characterized driving force by its decomposition to elemental Tl. While

monomeric monovalent gallium complex [9], and also the this method has been widely used for the synthesis oftBu2terminal chalcogenido complexes [Tp ]GaE (E5S, Se, poly(pyrazolyl)borato alkyl complexes of several metalstBu2Te) [10,11] and [Tp ]InSe [12]. In this paper we report [1,8], it has not to our knowledge been used for the
the syntheses and structures of a pair of aluminum and synthesis of gallium alkyl derivatives. Thus, complexes
gallium dimethyl complexes supported by the bis(3-t- such as [Bp]GaMe and [Me Bp]GaMe have previously2 2 2
butyl-5-methylpyrazolyl)hydroborato ligand, namely been obtained by halide metathesis reactions of

t tBu ,Me Bu ,Me[Bp ]AlMe and [Bp ]GaMe . Me GaCl(OEt ) with K[Bp] and K[Me Bp], respectively2 2 2 2 2tBu ,Me[15,16]. The synthesis of [Bp ]GaMe from Me Ga is2 3

of relevance since it readily allows for the synthesis of
chloride-free material (vide infra).

tBu ,Me*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-212-854-8247; fax: 11-212-932- The molecular structures of [Bp ]AlMe and2t1289. Bu ,Me[Bp ]GaMe have been determined by X-ray diffrac-2E-mail address: parkin@chem.columbia.edu (G. Parkin)
1 tion, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. SelectedPresent address: Elf Atochem, North America, 900 First Ave., P.O. Box
61536, King of Prussia, PA 19406, USA. bond lengths and angles are summarized in Table 1. As
2Bis- and tris(pyrazolyl)hydroborato ligands are represented by the expected, the aluminum and gallium centers are approxi-

RR9 RR9abbreviations [Bp ] and [Tp ], with the 3- and 5-alkyl substituents mately tetrahedrally coordinated and the two methyl
listed, respectively, as superscripts. A substituent (X) on boron other than

RR9 RR9 groups occupy axial and equatorial positions of the sixhydrogen is listed as a prefix, i.e. [XBp ] and [XTp ]. For recent
reviews, see Refs. [1–6].
3For reviews of poly(pyrazolyl)borate complexes of gallium, indium and

t4 Bu[Bp ]AlMe has been obtained by a similar method (see Ref. [14]).thallium, see Refs. [7,8]. 2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00305-8
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Table 1
tBu ,Me˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Bp ]MMe (M5Al,2

Ga)
t tBu ,Me Bu ,Me[Bp ]AlMe [Bp ]GaMe2 2

˚d(M–C1) (A) 1.958(6) 1.948(6)
˚d(M–C2) (A) 1.951(6) 1.975(5)

˚d(M–N12) (A) 2.006(4) 2.052(4)
˚d(M–N22) (A) 1.987(5) 2.072(4)

C1–M–C2 (8) 118.9(3) 124.0(2)
N12–M–N22 (8) 102.2(2) 100.2(1)

dialkyl complexes has been reported, for example,
tBu[Bp ]AlMe [14], [Et Bp]AlEt [17], [R Bp]GaMe2 2 2 2 2

Me2(R5H, Me) [15,16], [Bp ]GaMe [18], [R Bp]GaEt2 2 2
Scheme 1. Me2(R5Et, Ph) [17], [Bp ]InMe [18], and [Bp]InMe [19].2 2

However, relatively few have been structurally character-
ized by X-ray diffraction, as summarized in Table 2, which
also includes for comparison bidentate tris-
(pyrazolyl)hydroborato dialkyl complexes.

There are no structurally characterized bis(pyrazolyl)-
borato aluminum methyl complexes listed in the Cambridge

5Structural Database [20,21] for direct comparison. How-
ever, several structurally characterized gallium analogues are
known, and the Ga–C bond lengths in these complexes, e.g.

˚ ˚[Me Bp]GaMe [1.962(7) A and 1.971(8) A] [15] and2 2
Me2 ˚[Bp ]GaMe(Cl) [1.917(7) A] [18], are comparable to

tBu ,Me ˚those of [Bp ]GaMe [1.948(6) and 1.975(5) A].2

Further examination of the data in Table 1 indicates that
t tBu ,Me Bu ,Me[Bp ]AlMe and [Bp ]GaMe have very similar2 2tBu ,MeFig. 1. Molecular structure of [Bp ]AlMe .2 geometries, with the Al–X (X5C, N) bond lengths being

only marginally different from the corresponding values
for gallium. The similarity of these bond lengths is in

6,7accord with the identical covalent radii of Al and Ga, amembered [AlN B] ring. However, although the methyl4
consequence of the ‘scandide contraction’ [24]. Further-groups are chemically inequivalent, they exhibit single

1 13 more, the Al–CH and Ga–CH bond lengths inresonances in the H and C NMR spectra, indicating 3 3
t tBu ,Me Bu ,Mefacile inversion of the boat structure. [Bp ]AlMe and [Bp ]GaMe are comparable to2 2

A variety of related group 13 bis(pyrazolyl)borato the mean values for other structurally characterized four-
coordinate [L MMe ] complexes listed in the Cambridge2 2

Structural Database (Table 3) [20,21]. Despite the similar
bond lengths, however, a subtle distinction in the coordina-

5Bidentate tris(pyrazolyl)borato aluminum dialkyl complexes
t t t t tBu Bu Bu 3-Bu 5-Bu[pz Bp ]AlEt and [pz (H)B(pz )(pz )]AlEt have, however,2 2

been structurally characterized (see Ref. [22]).
6 ˚ ˚Covalent radii (i.e. single bond metallic radii): Al (1.25 A), Ga (1.25 A),

˚and In (1.50 A) [23].
7A reviewer has commented that the ‘covalent radius’ of an element is
compound dependent and depends upon the nature of the bonds under
consideration. For example, in contrast to the similar Al–C and Ga–C

˚bond lengths observed here, the mean Al–O bond length (1.79[33] A) in
terminal L Al–OR complexes listed in the CSD is shorter than the meann

˚Ga–O bond length (1.932[27] A) in related gallium complexes. Thus,
depending upon the class of compound studied, the covalent radii of Al
and Ga differ. For simplicity, we just cite the value reported by Pauling

tBu ,MeFig. 2. Molecular structure of [Bp ]GaMe . [23].2
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Table 2
RR9˚Comparison of bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [R Bp ]MR complexes2 2

˚ ˚d(M–C) (A) d(M–N) (A) d(M–N) – C–M–C (8) N–M–N (8) (C–M–C)– Referenceav av av
˚d(M–C) (A) (N–M–N) (8)av

tBu ,Me[Bp ]AlMe 1.955 1.997 0.042 118.9 102.2 16.7 This work2t tBu Bu[pz Bp ]AlEt 1.974 1.990 127.6 101.0 26.6 [22]2t t tBu 3-Bu 5-Bu[pz (H)B(pz )(pz )]AlEt 1.973 1.952 20.021 118.9 97.7 21.2 [22]2tBu ,Me[Bp ]GaMe 1.962 2.062 0.100 124.0 100.2 23.8 This work2

[Me Bp]GaMe 1.967 1.979 0.012 121.3 92.0 29.3 [15]2 2
Me Me2 2[pz Bp ]GaMe 1.969 1.983 0.014 117.9 95.4 22.5 [37]2

[Bp]InMe 2.136 2.247 0.111 141.8 85.5 56.3 [19]2

t tBu ,Me Bu ,Metion geometries of [Bp ]AlMe and [Bp ]GaMe Specifically, since the covalent radius of oxygen is smaller2 2
˚does exist with respect to the difference between C–M–C than that of carbon, a Ga–OH bond [2.033(5) A] that is

9˚and N–M–N bond angles (Table 2). Specifically, upon longer than a Ga–CH bond [1.957(8) A] is unexpected.3
t tBu ,Me Bu ,Me tBugoing from [Bp ]AlMe to [Bp ]GaMe , the C– For example, the Zn–OH bond in [Tp ]ZnOH [1.850(8)2 2

M–C angle expands while the N–M–N angle contracts. Å] [26] is significantly shorter than the Zn–C bond in
tThis trend becomes even more pronounced upon consid- Bu ˚[Tp ]ZnMe [1.971(4) A] [27]. Since the crystal of

eration of the indium complex [Bp]InMe [25]. Thus, the2 ‘[Me Bp]Ga(Me)OH’ was obtained from the reaction of2difference in C–M–C and N–M–N bond angles increases
[Me Bp]K with Me GaCl(OEt ), it is possible that it could2 2 2in the sequence Al (16.78),Ga (23.88),In (56.38), thereby
actually be a cocrystallized mixture of [Me Bp]GaMe and2 2indicating an increased departure from tetrahedral coordi-
[Me Bp]Ga(Me)Cl, with the latter possibly resulting from2nation. Furthermore, the variation of mean C–E–C bond 10reaction of [Me Bp]K with traces of MeGaCl (OEt ).2 2 2angle in four-coordinate [X EMe ] (E5B, Al, Ga, In, Tl)2 2 Such chloride contamination would result in both (i) an

complexes suggests that the angle expansion is a general
anomalously small displacement parameter when the atom8phenomenon (Table 3). Indeed, Reger has previously
is refined as carbon (since there is, in effect, a greater

noted that large C–In–C bond angles are a common
average electron density at the site), and (ii) an apparent

feature of four-coordinate [X InMe ] structures [25].2 2 bond length that is greater than that for a pure Ga–CH3The aforementioned significance of using Me Ga to3 fragment (since the larger chloride ligand is located further
prepare chloride-free material is concerned with a previous

from the gallium atom). Indeed, previous studies of
report on a bis(pyrazolyl)borato gallium methyl complex,

crystallographic artefacts [28,29] have demonstrated that
[Me Bp]GaMe , the first crystal structure of which re-2 2 apparent metal–methyl ‘bond lengths’ are very sensitive to
sulted in an anomalously small displacement parameter for

artificial extension by the presence of halide impurities.
one of the gallium methyl carbon atoms [15]. In order to

For example, the molecular structure of Cp HfMe was2 2rationalize this observation, it was proposed that the errant
originally reported to exhibit two significantly distinct

methyl group was, in fact, a hydroxide ligand, and that the ˚Hf–CH bond lengths [2.318(8) and 2.382(7) A] [30], but3crystal corresponded to the hydroxy complex
was subsequently recognized to be a result of cocrystalliza-

[Me Bp]GaMe(OH). However, although refinement of the 112 tion with the chloride derivative Cp Hf(Me)Cl [31,32].2anomalous atom as oxygen resulted in a more reasonable
Since no analytical or spectroscopic data were provided

displacement parameter, the derived Ga–O bond length is
to support the proposed formulation of

not consistent with its assignment as a hydroxide ligand.
‘[Me Bp]Ga(Me)OH’, the body of evidence is more in2

accord with the crystal studied being a mixture of
Table 3 [Me Bp]GaMe and [Me Bp]Ga(Me)Cl. In this light, the2 2 2Mean E–Me bond lengths and C–E–C bond angles for four-coordinate tBu ,Me

a use of halide-free reagents, [Bp ]Tl and GaMe , in the[X EMe ] compounds (E5B, Al, Ga, In, Tl) 32 2
tBu ,Mesynthesis of [Bp ]GaMe is of note. It is also worth˚d(E–Me) (A) C–E–C (8) 2

reemphasizing the use of the thallium derivative in such
B 1.62 (0.11) 112.3 (15.5)
Al 1.98 (0.29) 114.4 (33.0)
Ga 1.98 (0.34) 119.5 (34.9)

9In 2.17 (0.18) 123.0 (55.1) Furthermore, any potential p-bonding interaction between oxygen and
Tl 2.13 (0.40) 161.9 (77.9) gallium would serve to shorten the Ga–O bond even further from that of

a a Ga–C bond, rather than lengthen it.The numbers in parentheses indicate the range for the value.
10It is not unreasonable to consider that traces of MeGaCl (OEt ) would2 2

be formed in the synthesis of Me GaCl(OEt ) by reaction of Me Ga with2 2 3
8In addition, the range of E–Me bond lengths also increases in the HCl. Alternatively, small quantities of [Me Bp]GaMe(Cl) could be2

sequence B,Al,Ga,In,Tl, indicating that the coordination environ- obtained by partial methyl versus chloride exchange of Me GaCl(OEt ).2 2
11ment becomes less well-defined for the heavier elements. For other examples, see Ref. [27].
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tBu ,Mereactions, since the use of the potassium complex [Bp]K to 3.3. Synthesis of [Bp ]GaMe2

prepare [Bp]GaMe was reported to be unsuccessful [16],2

presumably due to a less effective driving force. GaMe (0.6 ml, 6.0 mmol) was added to a solution of3
tBu ,Me[Bp ]Tl (0.6 g, 1.2 mmol) in benzene (40 ml), giving

an immediate precipitate of Tl. The mixture was stirred
overnight and then filtered. The solvent was removed from3. Experimental details tBu ,Methe filtrate to give [Bp ]GaMe as a white solid (0.452

g, 95%). Analysis calculated for C H N BGa: C, 55.9;18 34 43.1. General considerations
H, 8.8.; N, 14.5. Found: C, 55.3; H, 8.7; N, 14.2%. IR data

21(cm , KBr pellet): 2496, 2454, 2399, 2364, 2343, 2292All manipulations were performed using a combination
12[n(B–H)].of glovebox, high-vacuum or Schlenk techniques [33–35].

Solvents were purified and degassed by standard pro-
cedures. Commercially available reagents were not further

3.4. X-ray structure determinations1 13purified. H and C chemical shifts are reported in ppm
relative to SiMe (d50) and were referenced internally4 Crystallographic data were collected using a Siemens P413with respect to the protio solvent impurity or the C

diffractometer. Crystal data, data collection and refinement
t tresonances, respectively (Table 4). All coupling constants Bu ,Me Bu ,Meparameters for [Bp ]AlMe and [Bp ]GaMe are2 2are reported in Hz. C, H, and N elemental analyses were

summarized in Table 5. The unit cells were determined bymeasured using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHN elemental
t the automatic indexing of 25 centered reflections andBu ,Meanalyzer. [Bp ]Tl was prepared by the literature confirmed by examination of the axial photographs. In-

method [13]. tensity data were collected using graphite monochromated
˚Mo Ka X-radiation (l50.71073 A). Check reflections

tBu ,Me3.2. Synthesis of [Bp ]AlMe were measured every 100 reflections, and the data were2

scaled accordingly and corrected for Lorentz, polarization
A solution of AlMe (1.8 ml of 2 M in hexane, 3.6 and absorption effects. The structures were solved using3 tBu ,Memmol) was added to a solution of [Bp ]Tl (0.6 g, 1.2 direct methods and standard difference map techniques,

mmol) in benzene (40 ml), giving an immediate precipitate and were refined by full-matrix least-squares procedures
of Tl. The mixture was stirred overnight and then filtered. using SHELXTL [36]. Hydrogen atoms on carbon were
The solvent was removed from the filtrate to give included in calculated positions.

tBu ,Me[Bp ]AlMe as a white solid (0.36 g, 86%). Analysis2

calculated for C H N BAl: C, 62.8; H, 9.9.; N, 16.3.18 34 4
21Found: C, 62.7; H, 10.2; N, 15.9%. IR data (cm , KBr Table 5

t12 Bu ,MeCrystal, intensity collection and refinement data for [Bp ]MMepellet): 2451, 2364, 2344 [n(B–H)]. 2

(M5Al, Ga)
t tBu ,Me Bu ,Me[Bp ]AlMe [Bp ]GaMe2 2Table 4

tBu ,MeNMR spectroscopic data for [Bp ]MMe (M5Al, Ga) Lattice Monoclinic Monoclinic2

t t Formula C H BAlN C H BGaNBu ,Me Bu ,Me 18 34 4 18 34 4[Bp ]AlMe [Bp ]GaMe2 2 Formula weight 344.3 387.0
1H NMR Space group P2 /n (No. 14) P2 /n (No. 14)1 1

˚C(CH ) 1.36, s 1.31, s a (A) 14.874(3) 14.856(7)3 3] ˚CH 2.12, s 2.19, s b (A) 10.165(2) 10.157(5)3] ˚C N CH 5.73, s 5.77, s c (A) 15.746(3) 15.736(5)2 2 ]
MCH 0.11, s 0.43, s a (8) 90 903]

b (8) 112.99(1) 112.90(3)
13C NMR g (8) 90 90

3˚C(CH ) 31.5, q, J 5126 31.4, q, J 5126 V (A ) 2197(1) 2180(1)3 3 C–H C–H]
C(CH ) 31.6, s 32.4, s Z 4 43 3]
CH 12.9, q, J 5129 13.0, q, J 5128 Temperature (K) 298 2983 C–H C–H] ˚C N CH 105.8, d, J 5173 105.2, d, J 5174 Radiation (l, A) 0.71073 0.710732 2 C–H C–H] 23C N CH 144.6, s 145.9, s r (calcd.), g cm 1.041 1.1792 2] 21164.9, s 163.5, s m (Mo Ka), mm 0.099 1.269
M–CH 22.4, q, J 5109 1.1, q, J 5122 u max, 8 45 453 C–H C–H]

No. of data 2859 2839
No. of data [F .4s(F )] 1761 2092
No. of parameters 220 226
R 0.068 0.042512 RR9The [n(B–H)] region of the IR spectrum of h[Bp ]Mj complexes is
wR 0.0702 0.0489

frequently surprisingly complicated, often exhibiting more than two
GOF 1.54 1.18

absorptions. See for example, Ref. [13].
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Abstract

Metal-containing dendrimers (metallodendrimers) have attracted a great deal of attention recently and their study is becoming a
growing field. Many workers have entered the field and it is rapidly developing. In this review, the preparation, characterisation and
applications of metal-containing dendrimers are discussed. The principal methodologies for the preparation of dendrimers are first
demonstrated and then the derivatisation of organic dendrimers to form suitable potential ligands is presented. Finally the formation of
transition–metal complexes of the dendrimers is discussed. The manuscript is organised such that the metallodendrimers are discussed by
donor element in the dendrimer. As one might expect, phoshine and nitrogen-donor complexes have dominated this initial phase of
synthesis. However, there are reports of metallodendrimers with a wide variety of donor atoms. In the few years since the first
metallodendrimers were prepared, the field has moved rapidly towards potential applications, and this has been noted.  1999 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Metal-containing dendrimers; Dendrimeric ligands; Transition–metal complexes

1. Introduction from those of traditional linear step-growth polymers, offer
exciting prospects of new applications [19–22].

Over the last twenty years, a new class of polymers Before 1940, branched molecular structures had been
known as dendrimers has fascinated many chemists. This considered to be responsible for the insoluble and intract-
review concentrates on those dendrimers that contain able materials formed during polymerisations [2]. These
metals. However, a brief introduction to dendrimers in materials were largely ignored since it was invariably
general and the major approaches to their syntheses is impossible to isolate discrete molecular compounds and
given. More detailed reviews on this subject have been assign them definite structures.

¨given elsewhere [1–16]. In 1978 Vogtle and co-workers published a synthetic
The term dendrimer is derived from the Greek word strategy which involved the ‘‘cascade-like’’ synthesis of

dendra meaning tree. These highly branched macromole- acyclic, branched polyamines [23]. The synthesis, which is
cules have compelling molecular structures that are remin- illustrated in Scheme 1, began with an exhaustive Michael
iscent of patterns often observed in nature and particularly addition of the monoamine 1 to acrylonitrile, leading to the
those found in trees and in coral. Dendrimers – also called annexation of two branches per amino group, thus afford-
arborols [17] or cascade [18] molecules – exhibit con- ing the bisnitrile 2. The nitrile groups were then reduced to
trolled patterns of branching and ideally are monodisperse, amine functions, using cobalt(II) / sodium borohydride to
i.e., all the molecules should have exactly the same give the bisamine 3. Repetition of these two steps afforded
molecular masses, constitutions and average dimensions. the hexa-branched tetraamine 5, via the tetranitrile 4.
The larger dendrimers, which have globular structures, Although this synthesis was not continued beyond this
carry many close-packed surface end groups and contain point because of problems encountered in the reduction
internal cavities. The interest in dendritic polymers stems step, the principle that repeated cycles of reactions could
from the possibility that their architectures, which differ lead to controlled polymer growth had been demonstrated.

In 1981, Denkewalter et al. [24] patented the synthesis
of highly branched polylysine derivatives. Each member of*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-171-594-5763; fax: 144-171-594-
this series of compounds was monodisperse, consisting of5804.

E-mail address: t.welton@ic.ac.uk (T. Welton) branching units of differing lengths. From 1985 onwards,
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upon old branch points is called a generation (G):
generations are numbered at 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . and so on.
(iv) The branch cell unit lengths (l) are determined by
the choice of branched monomers.

The number of monomer units in a dendrimer increases
exponentially as a function of the generation. As the
dendrimer grows in size, the end groups reside closer and
closer to one another. Eventually, this branch-growing
process results in surface congestion, a feature that pre-
vents further growth from all branch points with the
consequence that the dendrimer can no longer be monodis-
perse. The highest generation at which the dendrimer is

Scheme 1. ‘‘Cascade-like’’ synthesis of acyclic, branched polyamines. still potentially monodisperse is described as its ‘‘starburst
limit’’.

two research groups, one headed by Tomalia [25–28] and
the other by Newkome [17,29,30], simultaneously de-
veloped families of dendrimers synthesised using this 3. Dendrimer synthesis

´divergent method (see below). In 1990, Frechet and
Hawker [31] employed a different method, the convergent Dendrimers are constructed in stages using repetitive
approach (see below), to prepare poly(aryl ether) den- synthetic strategies. Both the divergent and convergent
drimers. approaches to dendrimer synthesis have advantages and

disadvantages.

3.1. The divergent approach
2. Dendritic structure

The synthetic approach to dendrimer formation, which
Fig. 1 depicts the structure of a typical dendrimer. The has become known as the divergent method, emerged

following points must be considered and, where appro- during the period 1978–1987 with many of the seminal
priate, adapted when describing the structures of den- contributions coming from Newkome [17,29,30] and
drimers: Tomalia [25–28]. The basic concept, which is that of

starting at the core and working outwards in a divergent
fashion to create a highly branched structure, has sub-(i) There is a central point known as the initiator core:
sequently been developed and exploited by many researchin the dendrimer shown in Fig. 1, four branches
groups world-wide [32–35]. An illustration of the di-emanate from a core and so the core multiplicity (N ) isc

vergent approach to the synthesis of a dendrimer is shownfour.
in Scheme 2. A multifunctional core molecule – in this(ii) Each branch contains further branching sites: in the
case, one with four functional groups – is reacted with fourexample illustrated in Fig. 1, the degree of branching
monomer molecules to give the first generation dendrimer.(N ) is two.b

Repetitive addition of similar building blocks – usually(iii) Each new layer of branches that are constructed
achieved by a protection – deprotection procedure–affords
successive generations. It is important to ensure that each
set of reactions leading to these new generations has been
completed before the next cycle of reactions is com-
menced, if defects in the dendritic structure are to be
avoided.

Using the divergent approach, it is possible to prepare
up to tenth generation dendrimers with molecular weights
of the order of 700 000 and with more than 3000 end
groups per molecule [36]. The advantage of the divergent
method is that the production of several grams of den-
drimer is easily attainable since, with each subsequent
generation, the molar mass of the dendrimer is greatly
increased.

This method is not without its drawbacks. As the
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a dendrimer. dendrimer grows in size, the number of end groups
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Scheme 2. Schematic representation of the divergent synthesis of dendrimers.

involved in the reaction increases and the likelihood of to a multifunctional core. This approach is illustrated in
incomplete growth steps leading to defects in the structure Scheme 3.
becomes greater. It is often difficult to detect the precise The attraction of the convergent method lies in the fact
extent of conversion from one generation to the next. As a that only a small number of molecules are involved in the
consequence, imperfect samples of dendrimers, which are reaction steps that form each successive generation. In
virtually impossible to purify and characterise, since they contrast, increasing numbers of molecules are involved in
may differ only slightly from the desired monodisperse the reactions in the later stages of a synthesis using the
samples, are obtained. Therefore, if the divergent method divergent approach. Large excesses of reagents and slight
is to be employed successfully, extremely efficient and impurities can also be avoided, without sacrificing high
high-yielding reactions are required in order to ensure the yields and, because of easier purification, reactions no
production of dendrimers with low polydispersities. This longer need to be as efficient, meaning that a much larger
often poses a great synthetic challenge. choice of reaction types are available.

The main disadvantage of the convergent approach is
3.2. The convergent approach that it is not accompanied, after each reaction cycle, by the

marked increase in molar mass, which is observed in the
´Frechet and Hawker first proposed an alternative ap- case of the divergent method. The total number of steps

proach to dendrimer syntheses, known as the convergent involved in the construction of the dendrimer using the
method [31,37]. Here, the reverse of the divergent method convergent method is not actually reduced compared with
is applied; the synthesis starts at what will eventually that needed in the divergent approach, yet significantly
become the periphery of the dendrimer and progresses more starting material is required. Also the higher genera-
inwards. Surface units are linked together with more tion dendritic wedges can experience severe steric prob-
monomers until a wedge-shaped molecule is generated, lems when reactions to attach their reactive apex groups to
carrying a reactive group at its apex. The final step of the core molecules are attempted. Thus, the convergent ap-
synthesis involves attaching the desired number of wedges proach has been found to be less useful than the divergent

Scheme 3. Schematic representation of the convergent synthesis of dendrimers.
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one for the synthesis of dendrimers approaching their when the complexes were bound to dendrimers as com-
starburst limit. pared with unbound complexes. It was concluded that the

21 21quenching of dendrimer-bound Ru(phen) by Co(phen)3 3

occurs at the surface of the dendrimer. These results
214. Metallodendrimers indicate that the cationic Ru(phen) binds strongly to the3

negative surface of the dendrimer. This has been confirmed
21During the last decade, those working with dendrimers by another study study of Ru(phen) labeled with a3

have switched their focus from the initial synthetic direc- nitroxide radical, via –NHC(O)OCH – or –O(CH ) O–2 2 8

tions explored mainly by organic chemists to a more units, as an EPR probe [41]. More recently, similar results
applied emphasis. Thus, metallodendrimers are becoming using protonated amino-terminated PAMAMs and Ru(4,7-

42of interest from a materials science perspective because of (SO C H ) -phen) as the probe have been reported3 6 5 2 3

their unique physical properties, leading to potential photo- [42]. Hence, these systems provide examples of a den-
physical and catalytic applications. Metallodendrimers drimer acting as an exo-receptor.
show substantial structural diversity and their properties
and applications are wide-ranging. Metallodendrimers may 5.1. Phosphorus-donor metallodendrimers
be classified by where the metal appears in the dendrimer,
at the centre, as connectors, as branching units, or as Phosphorus-containing dendrimers, in which the core
peripheral units of the dendrimer [38]. However, here the and subsequent branch points are pentavalent phosphorus
metallodendrimers are classified by ligand type, i.e., the atoms and which possess peripheral aldehyde groups have
particular ligand which complexes the metal centre to / been prepared by Majoral et al. [35] The dendrimers–up to
within the dendrimer – thus viewing them from the per- the tenth generation–were functionalised with phosphino
spective of the inorganic chemist. In many of the following groups and then reacted with AuCl(tetrahydrothiophene) to
illustrations, only one section of the dendrimer has been give dendrimers with AuCl moieties as the peripheral units
portrayed and a ‘‘W’’ within a wedge-shaped motif [43]. The authors note that the reactivity of all generations
represents other dendritic arms identical to the one which towards gold complexation is similar, and therefore,
has been drawn out in full. independent of the size of dendrimer used. Most recently,

Majoral et al., [44] have reported the incorporation of gold
into different generational layers of dendritic molecules.

5. Dendrimers as counter ions Complexation occurs both at the sulfur-donor P=N–P=N–
P=S fragments and the terminal CH PPh moieties. The2 2

Perhaps the simplest way in which to include metals in a dendritic fragment, shown in Fig. 2, has been modified at
dendritic structure is to use the dendrimer as a counterion the generation 1 level to introduce ligands, which are able
for a well-defined metal or metal complex. The metal may to coordinate gold. The metallodendrimer has eighteen
bind to a surface site on the dendrimer (exo-receptor) or to internal AuCl units–six at the P=N–P=N–P=S linkages
a site within the internal cavities of the dendrimer (endo- and twelve at the phosphino groups. The complexes

31receptor). formed can be characterised unambiguously by P NMR
Hydrolysis of ester-terminated PAMAM dendrimers spectroscopy. Studies are currently underway to extend

1 1 1 1with Group 1 metal (Na , K , Cs and Rb ) hydroxides this methodology to incorporate a variety of different
resulted in the formation of salts as white hygroscopic metals within the cascade structure of dendrimers.
powders [28]. Direct observation of these single dendrimer Majoral et al., [45,46] have also prepared diphosphino-
molecules by Channel Tunelling Electron Microscopy has terminated dendrimers complexed to rhodium, palladium,
been achieved. Further studies were conducted using platinum and ruthenium. Addition of hydrazine to den-
carboxylate-terminated PAMAMs and their complexes drimers–generations 1–3–with terminal aldehyde groups

31 31 21 31 31with Fe , Gd , Mn , Pr and Y ions [7]. produced CH=NNH end groups and subsequent reaction2

In another investigation [39], which sought to support with Ph PCH OH (2 equivalents per NH group) led to2 2 2

the molecular mechanics simulations with experimental the formation of the desired diphosphine ligands. Reaction
evidence, the properties of the carboxylate salts of the of these ligands with RuH (PPh ) gave the metalloden-2 3 4

half-generation PAMAM dendrimers were likened to those drimers shown in Scheme 4. The reactivity of these
of anionic micelles. The ability of these anionic den- dendritic complexes was found to be very limited, com-
drimers to effect the kinetics of the electron-transfer pared with the reactivity of the monomeric starting materi-

21quenching of photoexcited Ru(phen) has been examined al complex. However, the metallodendrimers reacted slow-3

[40]. The emission decay of the metal-to-ligand charge ly with CO to give dihydrido carbonyl derivatives, where
21transfer (MLCT) excited state of the probe–Ru(phen) the CO ligand is located trans to one of the hydrides. In3

bound to half-generation PAMAMs was analysed in the order to produce a more reactive ruthenium site, the
31presence and absence of the quencher–Co(phen) . The diphosphino-terminated dendrimers were reacted with3

studies showed that the probe lifetimes were enhanced RuH (H ) (PCy ) to give the isomeric dihydride2 2 2 3 2
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Fig. 2. Gold complexation within the cascade structure of a dendrimer.

dihydrogen derivatives shown in Scheme 4. The isomer Schmidbaur et al. [47,48] have used ‘‘spacers’’, e.g.,
produced is dependent on the reaction conditions em- 3-(diphenylphosphino)propionic acid, to functionalise third
ployed, but all of the isomers reacted with CO to give one and fourth generation poly(propylene)imine dendrimers
unique dihydrido carbonyl complex. Majoral et al. [45,46] with terminal diphenylphosphino groups. Subsequent addi-
are currently investigating the extent of the chemical tion of (dimethyl sulfide)gold chloride gave the metal-
reactivity displayed by these complexes and their applica- lodendrimers as stable colourless solids (Scheme 5).
tion as catalysts for ketone hydrogenation. Monomeric model compounds were also synthesised from

Scheme 4. Reactivity of diphosphine-terminated dendrimers.
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Scheme 5. Synthesis of chlorogold(I)diphenylphosphino-terminated dendrimers.

methylamine and ethylenediamine in order to ascertain occurring – a major problem for the monomeric complex-
suitable coupling conditions for the synthesis of the es. By contrast, the rhodium-containing dendrimers display
dendritic N-alkylamides. Schmidbaur et al. [47,48] envis- comparable catalytic activities in hydroformylations to that
age applications for these metallodendrimers in biochemi- of the monomeric complex.
cal diagnostics and imaging and as antiflammatory and Palladium complexes of several small organophosphine
antitumour drugs. dendrimers synthesised by DuBois et al. [34] exhibit

Second and third generation polypropylene(imine) catalytic activity for the electrochemical reduction of CO2

[49,50] dendrimers have also been surface functionalised to CO. The synthesis of one example of these metalloden-
by Reetz et al. [51] In this case, a double drimers is shown in Scheme 6. Addition of diethyl
phosphinomethylation – similar to that of Majoral et al. vinylphosphonate to the primary phosphine 6 gave the
[45,46] described above – of each of the peripheral pri- phosphonate 7 and subsequent reduction with lithium
mary amine functions was achieved. A variety of pal- aluminium hydride resulted in the phosphine 8. Repetition
ladium, iridium, nickel and rhodium complexes were of these two steps afforded the phosphine 9 which under-
reacted with the diphosphino-terminated dendrimers. The goes reaction with vinyldiphenylphosphine or vin-
palladium-containing dendrimers were employed as yldiethylphosphine to give dendrimers 10a and 10b,
catalysts in the Heck reaction. A significantly higher respectively. The reaction of 10a,b with
catalytic activity was observed for the dendritic catalysts [Pd(MeCN) ][BF ] formed the metallodendrimers 11a,b4 4 2

compared with the activities of the monomeric analogues. containing five square planar metal centres. These de-
The authors attributed this enhancement of activity to the ndritic acetonitrile complexes catalyse electrochemical
thermal stability of the dendrimers which prevents the CO reduction with rates and selectivities which are2

undesired formation of elemental palladium from similar to analogous monomeric catalysts.

Scheme 6. Synthesis of palladium-containing dendrimers.
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5.2. Nitrogen-donor metallodendrimers labile chlorides – therefore representing a ‘‘complex as
metal’’ – and two bridging ligands, which have been

The majority of the metallodendrimers described in the protected to prevent further metal coordination. The re-
literature belong to this category, with many examples action of 12 with 13 gives the first generation metalloden-
involving polypyridine-type ligands. drimer 14 and deprotection of the six peripheral chelating

Balzani et al. [52–57] have developed a synthetic sites yields compound 15. The second generation den-
procedure in which a complex is used as a ligand and drimer 17, which has ten ruthenium centres, is formed by
another is used as a metal (‘‘complexes as ligands /com- the reaction of 15 with the capping unit, [Ru(bpy) Cl ] 16.2 2

plexes as metals’’) to prepare luminescent and redox-active In the convergent approach, the dendritic wedge 18–
metallodendrimers. Dendrimers that incorporate specific ‘‘complex as metal’’ is reacted with the core compound 12
‘‘pieces of information’’ in their building blocks, such as to give the metallodendrimer 17.
the abilities to absorb and emit visible light and to undergo The absorption spectrum and redox patterns of the
reversible multielectron redox processes, have potential dendrimer resemble the sum of those of its mononuclear
applications in molecular electronics and photochemical component units and each of these units brings its own
molecular devices. redox properties into the macromolecular structure. By

Both the divergent and convergent approaches to the varying the metals and/or ligands of the building blocks
synthesis of nitrogen-containing metallodendrimers have employed, it is possible to design dendrimers with pre-
been employed and are illustrated in Scheme 7. Using the determined redox patterns. Thus, synthetic control of the
divergent method, the first step is the construction of the number of electrons exchanged at a certain given potential

21core, [Ru(2,3-dpp) ] (12), which has three chelate sites is achieved and their application as multielectron-transfer3

available and is, therefore, a ‘‘complex as ligand.’’ The catalysts is of potential interest.
21building block, [Ru(2,3-Medpp) Cl ] (13) has two Constable and co-workers [58–63] have prepared a2 2

Scheme 7. Convergent and divergent synthesis of the Balzani dendrimers.
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variety of metallodendrimers employing terpyridine-based absorption and emission properties to those of an unsubsti-
ligands using both divergent and convergent methodolo- tuted Ru(II) bipyridine complex. However, a longer ex-
gies. Their latest development, using convergent assembly, cited-state lifetime was observed for the higher generation
is shown in Scheme 8. A ruthenium complex 19 is reacted dendrimers because of the shielding effect of the dendritic
with an electrophile – bis(bromomethyl)benzene – to give branches on the metal core, which limits the quenching
complex 20 possessing an electrophilic site remote from effect of molecular oxygen.
the metal centre. Reaction with a nucleophile–4,49- Recently, more attention has been focused on the ability
dihydroxy-2,29-bipyridine–yields the binuclear dendritic to incorporate predetermined subunits into the dendritic
wedge 21 which has a bipyridine ligand at its focal point. structure, thus possessing the synthetic control necessary to
Thus, rapid coordination with either iron(II) or cobalt(II) create series of ‘‘dendritic assemblies.’’ With this aim in
leads to the formation of the heptanuclear metalloden- view, Newkome et al. [65] investigated the connection of
drimer 22. two different sized dendritic fragments to a ruthenium

¨Vogtle and Balzani [64] have employed a similar centre, thus forming a bis-dendrimer. A recent publication
strategy to that described above in the synthesis of by Newkome et al. [66] describes the connection of two
ruthenium complexes of dendritic bipyridine ligands. The different dendritic fragments to two separate dendritic core
ligands have been prepared by the attachment of branches molecules to give the snowflake-like metallodendrimers
at the 4 and 49 positions of bipyridine using a procedure shown in Fig. 3. This shift in focus from the synthesis of
reported by Newkome et al. [29,30] The dendritic traditional dendrimers, where the repeat /branching units
bipyridines – generations 1–3 – were reacted with Ru(III) are identical, to the preparation of macromolecular de-
chloride to produce a metallodendrimer where the metal is ndritic assemblies is becoming more apparent in recent
only present in the core. These complexes exhibit similar research. Chemists are interested in tailor-made dendritic

Scheme 8. Convergent synthesis of a Constable dendrimer.
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Fig. 3. Newkome’s tailor-made dendritic assemblies.

molecules that allow a greater control of the properties repeated to give the dendritic wedge 28 and subsequent
exhibited by the macromolecular array. reaction with the core compound 29 – 1,2,4,5-tetrakis-

A convergent synthesis of organoplatinum dendrimers (bromomethyl)benzene – yielded metallodendrimer 30
developed by Puddephatt et al. [67–69] is illustrated in containing 28 platinum centres.
Scheme 9. An oxidative addition reaction of the bromo- Dendrimers that possess a metal porphyrin unit as the
methyl groups on bipyridine 24 to two square planar core have the potential to mimic the biological functions of
dimethylplatinum centres on 23 gave the dendritic unit 25. haemoproteins and act as sterically hindered oxidation
The diimine group at the centre of the molecule was then catalysts. Dendrimers (generations 1–3) with a zinc-por-
complexed to a different dimethylplatinum centre 26 to phyrin core and Newkome-type [29,30] polyether amide
yield the trinuclear complex 27. These two steps were branches synthesised by Diederich et al. [70] can be
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Scheme 9. The convergent synthesis of an organoplatinum dendrimer.
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viewed as encapsulated redox-active centres. The influence around the metal porphyrin prevents this close contact and
of the close-packed dendritic branches on the redox hence inhibits electron transfer. The latter is a solution
properties of the central zinc porphyrin unit was studied by experiment where the flexibility of the dendritic arms
cyclic voltametry. A decrease in the first reduction po- allows the probe molecule to approach the metal centre.
tential of the zinc-porphyrins with increasing dendrimer Suslick et al., [73] have studied the role of dendritic
generation was observed. Thus, the dendritic fragments porphyrins as regioselective catalysts in the epoxidation of
serve to shield the porphyrin centre and hinder the addition olefins. The metallodendrimer shown in Fig. 4 and its first
of electrons to it. More recently, Diederich et al. [71] have generation equivalent were prepared using a convergent
modified the peripheral groups on the dendrimer to prepare synthesis. The peripheral tert-butyl groups served to
water-soluble dendritic iron-porphyrins and similar electro- increase steric hinderance and enhance solubility. Epoxida-
chemical behaviour was observed. tion of nonconjugated dienes and mixtures of linear and

´Frechet et al. [72] have also investigated the effects of cyclo-alkenes were carried out using iodosylbenzene as the
the dendrimer generation on the properties of a porphyrin oxygen donor. Using 1:1 alkene mixtures, the dendrimer-
core. They discovered that although higher generation metalloporphyrins showed greater selectivity for epoxida-
dendrimers can bury the core site and hinder electron- tion of 1-alkenes over cyclooctene. This selectivity was
transfer to it, small molecules such as benzylviologen are higher for the second generation metallodendrimer than for
able to penetrate the dendritic shell. Photophysical studies the first generation one. The reason for this increase in
revealed that the dendritic shell does not interfere with the selectivity shown by the dendritic catalyst was attributed to
ability of benzylviologen to quench the fluorescence of the the steric influence of the bulky second generation den-
metalloporphyrin. This result suggests that dendrimers drimer which led to preferential penetration of the linear
with metalloporphyrin cores could be employed as alkenes.
catalysts. Modification at the periphery of the dendrimer, The synthesis and properties of dendrimer porphyrins
or incorporation of rate enhancing ligands into the de- have also been reported by Aida et al. [74–76]. Most
ndritic structure, would allow their fine-tuning for specific recently, they have used negatively and positively charged
catalytic applications. dendrimer-metalloporphyrins to construct electrostatic as-

These, apparently contradictory, results can be explained semblies [77]. Studies on these systems showed that the
by the methods used to study the electron transfer (cyclic spatial arrangement of these two communicating function-
voltametry) and excited state quenching (fluorescence alities could be controlled with nanometric precision. Thus,
spectroscopy). The former is an interfacial experiment their potential application in nanomaterials science can be
where the metal centre is required to come into close anticipated.
contact with a large solid electrode. The dendritic structure Porphyrin-functionalised dendrimers have also been

Fig. 4. A dendrimer-metalloporphyrin.
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investigated for their potential biological / therapeutic uses.
The use of antibodies, modified with radioisotopes or
cytotoxic drugs in cancer imaging and therapy, is of great
interest on account of the inherent specificity of the
antibody–antigen interaction. However, these modifica-
tions often diminish or eliminate the biological activity of
the macromolecule, therefore destroying its targeting po-
tential. In order to prevent these problems, intermediate
linker molecules, which can be highly modified with a
drug, but which will only modify a single site on the
surface of the antibody, would be of great advantage.
Roberts et al. [78] have used PAMAM dendrimers to
covalently couple synthetic copper-chelated porphyrins to
antibody molecules. The antibody–dendrimer–porphyrin
conjugate is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Gansow et al. [79] have attached the nitrogen-donor
macrocycle 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecanetetraacetic acid
to PAMAM dendrimers and then formed antibody conju-

Fig. 6. Second generation silane dendrimer functionalised with nickel
gates. The chelator–dendrimer–antibody constructs were complexes.90 111 212easily labeled with Y, In and Bi, suggesting that
these types of complexes could be used in radiotherapy
and imaging. In a more detailed study, dendritic magnetic lytic activities of the dendrimers were found to be lower
resonance imaging contrast agents, consisting of Gd(III) than that of the monomeric analogue, the catalysts could be
complexes of the chelator 2-(4-isothiocyanatobenzyl)-6- easily precipitated from solution and therefore recycled.
methyl-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid anchored to More recently, van Koten et al. [83] have reported the
amino-terminated PAMAMs, were developed by Tomalia preparation of platinum-containing dendrimers which pos-
et al. [80] These complexes enhanced magnetic resonance sess the same surface functionalities as those of the
images and were found to be more effective contrast dendrimer shown in Fig. 6, yet contain aryl-ester branching
agents than other commercially available macromolecule- units instead of carbosilane backbones. The complexes
chelate complexes, such as those formed using albumin, reversibly bind SO both in the solid state and in solution2

polylysine and dextran. and can therefore be used as molecular sensors for this
Nickel-containing dendritic catalysts have been designed toxic gas. Desorption of SO is achieved using mild2

and tested for their catalytic activity in the Kharasch conditions, thus regenerating the ‘‘detector’’ compounds.
addition by van Koten et al. [81,82] The catalysts – a Chow and Mak [84] have prepared dendritic bis(ox-
second generation example of which is shown in Fig. azoline) copper complexes (generations 0–3) which cata-
6 – are carbosilane dendrimers, which have been surface- lyse the Diels–Alder reaction. The catalytic centre is at the

´functionalised with nickel complexes. Although the cata- focal point of a dendritic wedge constructed of Frechet-
type [31] polyaryl ether dendrons. The catalysis of the
Diels–Alder reaction between cyclopentadiene and
crotonyl imide (Scheme 10) was studied. Lower rates of
reaction were observed using generation 3 dendrimer
catalysts than when generations 0–2 were used. This
observation is thought to be a consequence of the mor-
phological change shown by the dendrimer as the genera-

Scheme 10. Diels–Alder reaction catalysed by bis(oxazoline)copper(II)
Fig. 5. Representation of an antibody–dendrimer–porphyrin conjugate. dendrimers.
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tion increases. The catalytic core is essentially open to the the dendrimers was enhanced by the presence of cyclo-
surroundings at lower generations but is partially buried in dextrin, it decreased with increasing dendrimer generation.
the interior of the dendritic branches at generation 3. These In addition to this, they also observed two different
and other studies discussed above indicate that a variety of voltammetric waves for the highest generation dendrimer,
types of dendritic catalyst can be synthesised but further indicating that complexed and uncomplexed ferrocene
work on the dendritic structure is needed before superior units were present and thus, complete complexation of all
catalysts can be prepared. surface moieties was not possible. Both these observations

were attributed to the steric congestion present at the
5.2.1. Organometallic dendrimers surface of the larger dendrimer, which limits the number of

Astruc et al. [85–88] reported the synthesis of fer- ferrocene residues that can be included by the bulky
1rocenyl star polymers using the Fe(h-C H ) induced cyclodextrin hosts.5 5

perfuctionalisation of polymethylaromatics. Very recently Pugin et al. [94] have attached chiral diphosphine
[89,90], they have reacted amino-terminated dendrimers ferrocenyl complexes to dendritic ligands in order to
with ferrocenylcarbonylchlorides to give amidoferrocenes examine their catalytic activity in hydrogenation reactions.
such as the example illustrated in Fig. 7. A dendritic effect The rhodium-catalysed asymmetric hydrogenation of di-
in molecular recognition has been demonstrated using methyl itaconate was studied using different sizes of
these metallodendrimers. The binding of several inorganic dendritic complexes. The enantioselectivities shown by the
anions to the ferrocenyl units was investigated by examin- dendritic catalysts were found to be slightly lower than that
ing the shift in the position of the cyclic voltammetric of the corresponding mononuclear catalyst. Pugin et al.
wave. The apparent association constants were found to [94] are currently investigating the use of larger den-

2 2 2 2increase in the order NO ,Cl ,HSO ,H PO . In drimers in other catalytic reactions in order to ascertain the3 4 2 4

addition, the magnitude of the interaction of higher genera- influence of the dendrimer backbone on the selectivities of
tion dendrimers with the anions was greater than that of reactions.
the lower generation analogues. Another recent report by Kaifer et al. [95] describes the

Organosilicon dendrimers with ferrocenyl peripheral synthesis of asymmetric redox-active dendrimers. A single
units have been prepared by Cuadrado et al. [91] and their ferrocene unit is appended to a dendritic branch of variable
electrochemical properties studied. Cyclic voltammograms size to form compounds such as the one illustrated in Fig.
of the first and second generation dendrimers show a 8. The electrochemical behaviour of these dendrimers is
unique wave corresponding to the oxidation of all of the similar to that described by Diederich and co-workers [70]
redox centres. Therefore, the ferrocenyl moieties are for their porphyrin-based systems. Again, the redox-active
electrochemically equivalent non-interacting redox centres. centre is partially shielded by the higher generation
Cuadrado et al. [92,93] have also surface-functionalised dendritic branches, thus hindering electron transfer to the
poly(propylene imine) dendrimers with ferrocenyl units. In ferrocene unit.
order to prepare inclusion complexes where the dendritic Reinhoudt et al. [96,97] have utilised palladium-con-
terminal groups act as the guests, the binding of taining building blocks to construct metallodendrimers
cyclodextrin – a well known molecular host – to the fer- using both convergent and divergent approaches. Dendritic
rocene moieties in these dendrimers was studied. The growth was achieved by the substitution of an N-donor
authors discovered that although the aqueous solubility of ligand for a chloride in a two-step process. Scheme 11

shows the convergent synthesis of a second generation
dendritic wedge. Firstly, the palladium complex 31 was
activated by removing the chloride ion using Ag[BF ].4

Fig. 7. An amidoferrocene dendrimer. Fig. 8. Asymmetric redox-active dendrimer with ferrocene subunit.
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a combination of both coordinative and hydrogen bonds
[98].

Another type of organopalladium dendrimer has been
prepared by van Koten et al. [99] via the insertion of
palladium into peripheral carbon–iodine bonds of car-
bosilane dendrimers. The organopalladium moieties were
attached to the periphery of the dendrimer exclusively via
palladium–carbon bonds. Reactions of these complexes
with transmetalation reagents LiMe and SnMe were4

attempted but were unsuccessful.
Stang et al. [100] and Takahashi et al. [101] have also

employed metal–carbon bonds to construct their organop-
latinum dendrimers. In these examples, the metals are
present in every generational layer of the dendrimer. Stang
et al. [100] used a stepwise divergent approach to syn-
thesise first and second generation metallodendrimers with
a backbone of s-bonded tri- and tetra-ethynylbenzene
units. A similar strategy devised by Takahashi et al. [101]
used triethynyl-trimethylbenzene as a building block to

Scheme 11. Convergent synthesis of palladium-containing dendritic form metallodendrimers such as the one illustrated in Fig.
wedge. 9.

A final example of the use of metal–carbon s-bonds in
the construction of organotransition metal dendrimer syn-

Subsequent addition of two equivalents of pyridine-based thesis has been reported by Liao and Moss [102,103]. They
building block 32 gave a second generation dendritic have prepared dendrimers with the functional group
wedge 33 with a cyano group at its focal point. Repetition (CpM(CO) CH CH CH –) – where M5Fe, Ru – located2 2 2 2

of these two steps afforded a third generation wedge. In the exclusively at the periphery. Using the convergent ap-
´final stage of the synnthesis, the dendritic wedges were proach, the metal complexes were attached to a Frechet-

coupled to a trifunctional palladium-containing core mole- type [31] poly(aryl ether) dendritic wedge. The largest
cule. In one report, the dendrimers were synthesised using dendrimer synthesised – generation 4 – contained 48

ruthenium atoms and has an estimated diameter of about 5
nm.

5.2.2. Sulfur–donor dendrimers
Majoral et al. [44] have prepared gold chloride con-

taining dendrimers with the gold atom coordinated to
sulfur in the internal cavaties of the dendrimer and to
phosphorus at the surface (see Fig. 2). The palladacycle
dendrimers of Reinhouldt et al. [96–98] also use sulfur
donors in S–C–S double pincer ligands.

Welton et al. have prepared PAMAM dendrimers with a
terminal secondary amine rather than the normal primary
amine [104]. They have then used these to prepare sodium
dithiocarbamate dendrimers that they then coordinated to a
variety of ruthenium complexes (Scheme 12).

6. Conclusions

These aesthetically pleasing macromolecules known as
dendrimers are attracting an increasingly large amount of
attention from chemists and biochemists in all research
areas. Over 600 papers in this field were published during
1998 alone. Metallodendrimers are beginning to show real
promise in catalysis, with catalytic activities per metal
centre being equivalent to those of monomeric analogues.Fig. 9. Organoplatinum dendrimer.
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Scheme 12. The synthesis of a ruthenium dithiocarbamate dendrimer.
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Abstract

2[Co(h -CO )(NH ) ](NO )?0.5H O and [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O were prepared by prolonged aerial3 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2

oxidation of a solution of Co(NO ) ?6H O and ammonium carbonate in aqueous ammonia. The formation of these side products3 2 2

highlights the richness of the chemistry of these systems and the possibility of by products if methods are not strictly adhered to. The
2X-ray crystal structures of [Co(h -CO )(NH ) ][NO ]?0.5H O and [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O reveal a3 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2

2 22monomeric octahedral cobalt center with h -bound CO in the former, while the latter consists of a dimeric array where the two cobalt3
2 22centers are bridged by two OH and one m -CO groups with three terminal NH ligands for each Co center. In both complexes2 3 3

extensive hydrogen bonding interactions are evident.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cobalt coordination complexes; Co(III) hapticity coordination; Unexpected reaction by-products

1. Introduction complexes so high-yielding and clean synthetic procedures
are required [5]. Structural characterisation of mononuclear

1 22complexes of Co(III) with h -bound CO , and N-func-Co(III) shows a strong affinity for nitrogen donors, and 3

tionalised ligands are rare with only one example in thethe majority of its complexes contain ammonia, amines
5literature, viz, [Co(CO )(NH ) ]Br?H O while complex-(e.g., ethylenediamine), nitro groups or nitrogen bonded 3 3 5 2

2 2 22SCN groups. In recent years, carbonato complexes of es with h -bound CO ligands are more prevalent [6].3

Co(III) have become increasingly popular as traps for CO Typically, the carbonato ligand is bound in a symmetrical2
˚[1], potential models for insights into photosynthetic water fashion with Co–O distances of ca. 1.90 A and with a

oxidation [2] and the cobalt catalysed oxidation of aro- O–Co–O angle of ca. 698 indicating the small bite of
22matic hydrocarbons [3,4]. Furthermore, carbonato com- CO [6]. The chemistry of Co(III) complexes which3

22plexes are useful starting materials for other Co(III) contain bridging CO ligands are limited. A Cambridge3

Crystallographic database search revealed four such exam-
ples. In three of these, [Co CO (tcoa)]ClO ?3H O [7],2 3 4 2

[Co CO (taec)]ClO ?NaClO ?H O [8] and [Co(HB(3,5-2 3 4 4 2

iPr pz) )] (CO )?2MeCN [1] (tcoa51,5,8,12,15,19,22,26-2 3 2 3

octaazatricyclo[17.9.2.2]dotriacontane, taec51,4,8,11-
tetrakis(2-aminoethyl)-1, 4, 8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane,
HB(3, 5-iPr pz) 5hydrotris(3, 5-diisopropyl-1-pyrazolyl)-2 3

borate) the carbonate binds in a m -O, O, O9, O0 fashion2

(Fig. 1, 1a) while one example [trans-Co(2,3,2-tet)
Fig. 1. (NO )] Cl ?3H O (tet5H N(CH ) NH(CH ) NH(CH )2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2

NH ) shows a m -O, O9 (Fig. 1, 1b). [9] In addition, there2 2
*Corresponding author. Fax: 161-74-725-1394. exists a closely related example to one of the com-
E-mail addresses: peter.junk@jcu.edu.au (P.C. Junk),

pounds in the present study, [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )-3 3 2 3jon.steed@kcl.ac.uk (J.W. Steed)
1 Co(NH ) ][SO ]?5H O where there also exists the geome-Corresponding co-author. Tel.: 144-20-7843-2117; fax: 144-20- 3 3 4 2

7848-2810. try shown in (1b) [10].
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Table 1There has been some conjecture on the synthesis of
2˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for [Co(h -CO )(N-3compounds where there are carbonato bridges in cobal-

H ) ][NO ]?0.5H O3 4 3 2t(III) species [10], predominantly due to the existence of a
˚Bond lengths (A)number of complexes in solution. We find in the prepara-

Co(1)–O(1) 1.914(3) Co(2)–O(4) 1.902(3)tion of monomeric [Co(NH ) (CO )](NO ), that similar3 5 3 3 Co(1)–O(2) 1.901(3) Co(2)–O(5) 1.910(3)
synthetic problems can occur. Herein, we report the Co(1)–N(1) 1.945(4) Co(2)–N(5) 1.957(4)

2syntheses, isolation and X-ray crystal structures of [Co(h - Co(1)–N(2) 1.953(4) Co(2)–N(6) 1.946(4)
Co(1)–N(3) 1.952(4) Co(2)–N(7) 1.950(4)CO )(NH ) ](NO )?0.5H O and [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-3 3 4 3 2 3 3 2
Co(1)–N(4) 1.964(4) Co(2)–N(8) 1.956(4)CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O which arise from just small3 3 3 3 2 2

changes in the reaction conditions for the preparation of
Bond angles (8)

[Co(NH ) (CO )](NO ). In the first of these two new3 5 3 3 O(1)–Co(1)–O(2) 68.6(1) O(4)–Co(2)–O(5) 69.0(1)
2compounds, a monomeric octahedral complex with h - O(1)–Co(1)–N(1) 98.9(1) O(4)–Co(2)–N(5) 89.5(1)

22 O(2)–Co(1)–N(2) 88.8(1) O(4)–Co(2)–N(6) 168.4(1)bound CO is observed, while in the second a compound3
O(1)–Co(1)–N(3) 168.4(1) O(4)–Co(2)–N(7) 97.9(2)exhibiting a bridging carbonato species as well as doubly
O(1)–Co(1)–N(4) 90.7(1) O(4)–Co(2)–N(8) 88.5(1)bridging hydroxides is revealed. These compounds occur
O(2)–Co(1)–N(1) 167.5(1) O(5)–Co(2)–N(5 89.0(1)

as by-products in the isolation of a frequently studied O(2)–Co(1)–N(2) 89.2(1) O(5)–Co(2)–N(6) 99.4(1)
1cobalt(III) complex, [Co(NH ) (h -CO )][NO ] [5,11]. O(2)–Co(1)–N(3) 99.9(1) O(5)–Co(2)–N(7) 166.9(2)3 5 3 3

O(2)–Co(1)–N(4) 88.0(1) O(5)–Co(2)–N(8) 90.2(1)
N(1)–Co(1)–N(2) 91.3(2) N(5)–Co(2)–N(6) 90.5(2)
N(1)–Co(1)–N(3) 92.6(2) N(5)–Co(2)–N(7) 89.9(2)
N(1)–Co(1)–N(4) 91.5(2) N(5)–Co(2)–N(8) 178.0(2)

2. Results and discussion N(2)–Co(1)–N(3) 89.1(2) N(6)–Co(2)–N(7) 93.7(2)
N(2)–Co(1)–N(4) 177.2(2) N(6)–Co(2)–N(8) 91.4(2)
N(3)–Co(1)–N(4) 90.9(2) N(7)–Co(2)–N(8) 90.5(2)Reaction of Co(NO ) ?6H O and ammonium carbonate3 2 2

in aqueous ammonia, followed by aerial oxidation, (pro-
vided by bubbling air through the reaction mixture for 48
h, during which time the solution is frequently topped up
with aqueous ammonia), results in the formation of a pink asymmetric unit. Selected bond lengths and angles are
precipitate and a deep red solution. Treatment of this shown in Table 1. The geometry about each cobalt centre
aqueous solution with ethanol fully precipitates the major is significantly distorted from regular octahedral with four
component derived from this reaction, monodentate ammonia ligands and a bidentate carbonate

22[Co(CO )(NH ) ][NO ]. However, we find that cooling of ligand (Fig. 2). The small bite of the CO ligand3 3 5 3 3

the mother liquor at ca. 58C overnight deposits small produces this distortion from a regular octahedron about
quantity of a second compound, consisting of large deep Co with O–Co–O angles of 68.6(1) and 69.0(1)8 for the

2red crystals which analyse for [Co(h -CO )(NH ) ][NO ]? two unique molecules respectively, with other angles also3 3 4 3

0.5H O. This component is mixed with a third species deviating from 90 or 1808 (see Table 1). Each of the2
2 1comprising pink crystals of [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m- [Co(NH ) (h -CO )] cations is involved in an extensive3 3 2 3 4 3

CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O. Both new materials were hydrogen bonding system (see Fig. 2). Thus, hydrogen3 3 3 3 2 2

characterised by X-ray crystallography (vide infra).Varying bonding exists between almost all H donor and acceptor
the conditions of the reaction we find that if topping up the sites in the complex (see Table 2 for hydrogen bonding
solution with ammonia is neglected, formation of the contacts).
rather insoluble pink [Co(CO )(NH ) ][NO ] does not [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O cr-3 3 5 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2

¯occur, rather, cooling the solution to ca. 58C overnight ystallised in the triclinic space group P1 with a single
2deposits large dark-red crystals of [Co(h -CO )(N- unique molecule in the asymmetric unit. The X-ray3

H ) ](NO )?0.5H O in moderately good yield (60%) structure revealed a dimeric cobalt(III) species with a3 4 3 2

along with small amounts of [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m- m -O,O9 bridging carbonato ligand (Fig. 1, 1b) as well as3 3 2 2

CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O (5% yield). The infrared two bridging hydroxo groups, with three ammonia ligands3 3 3 3 2 2

spectrum of the deep red crystals of the monomer showed completing the octahedral coordination about each cobalt
21four strong absorbances at 1632, 1461, 1270, 820 cm , center (Fig. 3). The structure can be directly compared

which are comparable with the strong peaks found at 1593, with the sulfate analogue [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-3 3 2
211482, 1265 and 835 cm for bidentate and monodentate CO )Co(NH ) ][SO ]?3H O with which it is isostructural3 3 3 4 2

carbonates [12]. It was not possible to isolate [10]. The Co–O ) distances of 1.902(3) and(carbonate)
˚[(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O free 1.910(3) A are similar to the sulfate of 1.899(2) and3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2

from contaminants, so no meaningful microanalysis or 1.903(2), and the Co–O distances (1.912(3) to(OH)
˚ ˚infrared spectrum was possible. 1.928(3) A) are also comparable (1.896(2) to 1.922(2) A)

2[Co(h -CO )(NH ) ](NO )?0.5H O crystallised in the [10]. The Co–O–Co angles are 94.32(11) and 94.72(11)83 3 4 3 2

monoclinic space group P2 /n with two molecules in the for the OH bridges (cf. 94.37(10) and 95.90(10)8 for the1
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Fig. 2. Hydrogen bonding interactions in [Co(m -CO )(NH ) ](NO )?0.5H O.2 3 3 4 3 2

sulfate) [10]. Angles about the Co center (Table 3) show a involves the water of hydration, ammonia ligands, the
geometry which is somewhat distorted from an octahedral hydroxide ligands, the nitrate counterions and the car-
array, presumably as a consequence of the O,O9 bridging bonato oxygen atoms (which effectively involves all
mode of the carbonato ligand which is incompatible with potential Lewis bases in the molecule) which may well
its narrow bite angle. The four-membered Co O ring exert a driving force towards crystallisation of the present2 2

involving the doubly-bridging hydroxide ligands and the Co(III) carbonato complex.
2four equatorial amine nitrogen atoms are not coplanar, but The isolation of both [Co(h -CO )(NH ) ][NO ]?3 3 4 3

form a butterfly conformation. This arrangement appears to 0.5H O and [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(N-2 3 3 2 3

maximise hydrogen bonding within the material which is H ) ][NO ] ?H O from the reaction mixture in the syn-3 3 3 2 2

very extensive, with every acidic proton engaging in inter- thesis of [Co(CO )(NH ) ][NO ] as by-products high-3 3 5 3

or intramolecular interactions of varying distances (Table lights the wealth of chemistry incorporated into these
4). The hydrogen bonding network within the structure

Table 2
2 ˚Hydrogen bonds for [Co(h -CO )(NH ) ][NO ]?0.5H O (A and 8)3 3 4 3 2

D–H . . . A d(D–H) d(H . . . A) d(D . . . A)

N(1)–H(1b) . . . O(4) 1.015(4) 1.974(3) 2.980(5)
N(1)–H(1c) . . . O(6) 1.015(4) 1.916(4) 2.898(5)
N(1)–H(1a) . . . O(1s) 1.177(4) 1.900(5) 2.984(6)
N(2)–H(2b) . . . O(5) 1.013(4) 2.206(3) 3.061(5)
N(2)–H(2a) . . . O(3b) 0.997(4) 2.059(5) 3.055(6)
N(3)–H(3b) . . . O(1a) 1.020(4) 2.473(5) 3.054(6)
N(3)–H(3a) . . . O(3a) 1.011(4) 2.149(4) 3.047(6)
N(4)–H(4b) . . . O(4) 1.016(4) 2.025(3) 2.968(5)
N(5)–H(5a) . . . O(2a) 1.012(4) 2.185(5) 3.025(6)
N(5)–H(5c) . . . O(1s) 1.013(4) 2.185(5) 3.094(6)
N(6)–H(6b) . . . O(2a) 1.017(4) 2.365(5) 3.088(6)
N(6)–H(6c) . . . O(2) 1.006(4) 1.962(3) 2.947(5)
N(6)–H(6a) . . . O(3) 1.008(4) 1.888(4) 2.893(5)
N(7)–H(7b) . . . O(1b) 1.023(4) 2.057(5) 3.046(6)
N(8)–H(8c) . . . O(2) 1.021(4) 2.002(3) 2.987(5)

Fig. 3. Structure of the [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(NH ) ] cation.3 3 2 3 3 3
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Table 3 3. Experimental
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-3 3 2

CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O3 3 3 3 2 2 3.1. Synthesis of [Co(CO )(NH ) ][NO ]3 3 5 3
˚Bond lengths (A)

Co(1)–O(1) 1.927(3) Co(2)–O(1) 1.912(3) A solution containing cobalt(II) nitrate hexahydrate (20
Co(1)–O(2) 1.923(3) Co(2)–O(2) 1.928(3)

g, 69 mmol) in water (ca. 10 ml) was thoroughly mixedCo(1)–O(3) 1.902(3) Co(2)–O(4) 1.910(3)
with a solution of ammonium carbonate (30 g, 312 mmol)Co(1)–N(1) 1.950(4) Co(2)–N(4) 1.931(4)

Co(1)–N(2) 1.941(3) Co(2)–N(5) 1.940(3) in water (ca. 30 ml) and concentrated aqueous ammonia
Co(1)–N(3) 1.935(3) Co(2)–N(6) 1.939(3) (50 ml). A stream of air was bubbled through the mixture
Co(1)–Co(2) 2.8239(7) for 48 h, with the ammonia level being topped up from

time to time. The solution was then stored at 58C and theBond angles (8)
pink solid then collected by vacuum filtration.O(1)–Co(1)–O(2) 82.5(1) O(1)–Co(2)–O(2) 82.7(1)

O(1)–Co(1)–O(3) 93.0(1) O(1)–Co(2)–O(4) 91.2(1) [Co(CO )(NH ) ][NO ] could be recrystallised from pre-3 3 5 3
O(2)–Co(1)–O(3) 91.9(1) O(2)–Co(2)–O(4) 95.1(1) warmed water containing 5 ml of concentrated ammonia,
O(1)–Co(1)–N(1) 88.9(1) O(1)–Co(2)–N(4) 90.1(1) collected and dried after washing with ethanol and ether
O(1)–Co(1)–N(2) 93.8(1) O(1)–Co(2)–N(5) 93.0(1)

(yield typically .60%). On several occasions, large deepO(1)–Co(1)–N(3) 175.6(1) O(1)–Co(2)–N(6) 173.7(1)
2red crystals of [Co(h -CO )(NH ) ](NO )?0.5H O andO(2)–Co(1)–N(1) 90.8(1) O(2)–Co(2)–N(4) 89.6(1) 3 3 4 3 2

O(2)–Co(1)–N(2) 175.0(1) O(2)–Co(2)–N(5) 175.7(1) pink crystals of [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(N-3 3 2 3
O(2)–Co(1)–N(3) 93.2(1) O(2)–Co(2)–N(6) 91.0(1) H ) ][NO ] ?H O crystallised when the solution was3 3 3 2 2O(3)–Co(1)–N(1) 176.9(1) O(4)–Co(2)–N(4) 175.2(1) cooled. These were collected and washed with ethanol
O(3)–Co(1)–N(2) 85.0(1) O(4)–Co(2)–N(5) 84.8(1)

(335 ml) and dried (yield was generally low, ca. 5–10%,O(3)–Co(1)–N(3) 87.6(1) O(4)–Co(2)–N(6) 89.4(1)
but if ammonia was neglected to be topped up during theN(1)–Co(1)–N(2) 92.4(2) N(4)–Co(2)–N(5) 90.6(2)

N(1)–Co(1)–N(3) 90.8(1) N(4)–Co(2)–N(6) 89.9(2) course of reaction, the yield was as high as 60% for
2N(2)–Co(1)–N(3) 90.6(1) N(5)–Co(2)–N(6) 93.3(2) [Co(h -CO )(NH ) ](NO )?0.5H O). These crystals were3 3 4 3 2Co(1)–O(1)–Co(2) 94.7(1) used for the X-ray diffraction experiments. (Found: C,

Co(1)–O(2)–Co(2) 94.3(1)
4.68; H, 4.78; N, 27.39. C H O N Co requires C,2 26 13 10 2

214.65; H, 4.65; N, 27.14%). Infrared (Nujol, n / cm ):
3500s (br), 1632s, 1461s, 1270s, 1018w, 830m, 820s,much-studied systems. Furthermore, it demonstrates the
757m, 676m.possibility of side reactions if the methods are not strictly

adhered to; in this case keeping the concentration of NH3

in solution to significant levels and regulation of pH.
3.2. Structure determinations

2Table 4 3.2.1. [Co(h -CO )(NH ) ](NO )?0.5H O3 3 4 3 2Hydrogen bonds for [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2
a A unique room temperature diffractometer data set (T|˚(A and 8)

˚295 K; monochromatic Mo K radiation, l50.7107 A;a 3D–H . . . A d(D–H) d(H . . . A) d(D . . . A) ,(DHA)
2u /u scan mode) was measured on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4

O(1)–H(1H) . . . O(1S) 0.98 1.83 2.718(4) 149.3 diffractometer. Anisotropic thermal parameters were re-
O(2)–H(2H) . . . O(2B)[1 0.87 2.02 2.867(4) 164.0 fined for all non-hydrogen atoms using large block least
N(1)–H(1A) . . . O(2A)[2 0.91 2.36 3.053(5) 133.2

squares refinements. Hydrogen atoms were placed inN(1)–H(1C) . . . O(5)[3 0.91 2.01 2.906(4) 168.3
calculated positions and were not refined. ConventionalN(2)–H(2A) . . . O(1A)[3 0.91 2.15 3.049(5) 170.0

N(2)–H(2B) . . . O(1S) 0.91 2.40 3.217(5) 148.7 residuals R, R on uF u are quoted, statistical weightsw
2 2 4N(2)–H(2C) . . . O(3)[1 0.91 2.15 3.039(4) 164.4 derivative of s (I)5s (I )10.0004s (I ) being used.diff diffN(3)–H(3A) . . . O(5)[3 0.91 2.20 3.097(4) 167.3 Neutral atom complex scattering factors were employed,

N(3)–H(3B) . . . O(5)[1 0.91 2.04 2.933(4) 165.7
and computation was by the XTAL 3.4 program system,N(3)–H(3C) . . . O(3B)[1 0.91 2.15 3.059(5) 178.2
implemented by Hall [13]. A summary of crystal data andN(4)–H(4A) . . . O(3A)[2 0.91 2.59 3.060(5) 112.4

N(4)–H(4B) . . . O(2B)[4 0.91 2.18 3.032(5) 155.0 data collection is found below and relevant structures are
N(4)–H(4C) . . . O(3A)[4 0.91 2.11 2.986(5) 161.3 shown in the figures; material deposited comprises all
N(5)–H(5B) . . . O(1B)[2 0.91 2.21 3.007(5) 146.4 atomic coordinates and thermal parameters, complete bond
N(5)–H(5C) . . . O(1B)[5 0.91 2.06 2.963(5) 169.7

distances and angles tables and full non-hydrogen atomN(6)–H(6A) . . . O(4)[6 0.91 2.37 3.164(4) 145.8
geometries.N(6)–H(6B) . . . O(1A)[4 0.91 2.39 3.216(5) 151.5

O(1S)–H(1S) . . . O(2A) 0.88 2.05 2.879(5) 156.8
O(1S)–H(2S) . . . O(1)[2 0.87 1.92 2.784(4) 174.0

a 3.2.2. [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?H O3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: [1,
Crystals were mounted on a thin glass fibre using a fast2 x, 2 y, 2 z; [2, 2 x, 2 y 1 1, 2 z; [3, x 2 1, y, z; [4, x 2 1, y,

z 2 1; [5, x, y, z 2 1; [6, 2 x, 2 y, 2 z 2 1. setting epoxy resin and cooled to 120 K on the diffrac-
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tometer using an Oxford Cryostream low temperature 3.2.2.2. [(NH ) Co(m-OH) (m-CO )Co(NH ) ][NO ] ?3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2

attachment. A total of 90 oscillation frames of width 28 in H O2
¯f and of 30 s exposure time were recorded using a Nonius CH Co N O , M 456.13. Triclinic, space group P1,22 2 8 12

Kappa ˚CCD diffractometer, with a detector to crystal distance ([2), a57.7038(8), b59.673(1), c510.861(1) A, a 5

of 25 mm. Crystals were indexed from the first ten frames 104.826(2), b 5109.405(2), g 591.553(2)8, V5732.3(3)
3 23˚using the DENZO package [14] and positional data were A . D (Z52) 2.069 g.cm ; F(000) 468. 2u 51.988; Nc max

refined along with diffractometer constants to give the final 6268, N 2669; no. of parameters varied5209, R1 [I.o

unit cell parameters. Integration and scaling (DENZO, 2s(I)]50.0474, wR250.1271.
Scalepack [14]) resulted in unique data sets corrected for
Lorentz and polarisation effects and for the effects of
crystal decay and absorption by a combination of averag- References
ing of equivalent reflections and an overall volume and
scaling correction. Structures were solved using SHELXS-
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Abstract

A monoclinic form of the complex between lanthanum(III) nitrate and tetraethylmalonamide (TEMA), La(NO ) (TEMA) , 1, differing3 3 2

from the triclinic form 2 previously reported, is described. 1 undergoes an evolution with time which leads to the form 2, which in its turn
undergoes a temperature-driven phase transition previously unreported, leading to the formation of 3.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Lanthanum(III); Tetraethylmalonamide; Crystal structure; Phase transition; Ion extraction; Nuclear reprocessing

1. Introduction N,N9,N,N9-tetraethyl-, N,N9-dicyclohexyl-N,N9-dimethyl-
and N,N9-dimethyl-N,N9-diphenylmalonamide with lanth-

31 31 31 31 31The isolation of long-lived minor actinides, such as anides (La , Nd , Sm , Er , Yb ) have been des-
americium and curium, from the other ions present in cribed [2–5]. Two cases must be considered, depending on
nuclear wastes, in view of their conversion into short-lived the bonding character of the counter-ion. With bonding

2isotopes, is presently the subject of intensive research [1]. counter-ions like NO , the malonamide /metal ion stoi-3

The first step towards this goal could be the coextraction of chiometry is 2:1 and the ligand is bidentate, the coordina-
trivalent actinides and lanthanides, which present very tion sphere being completed by three bidentate counter-
similar chemical behaviours. Some ligands like car- ions [3–5]. On the other hand, with non-bonding counter-

2 31 31bamoylmethylphosphine oxide (CMPO) are suitable for ions like PF , the stoichiometry is 4:1 (Sm , Er ) or 5:16
31this purpose. However, one drawback of these ligands is (La ), depending on the cation size and, in the latter case,

the presence of phosphorus atoms which may prevent one of the malonamide molecules is monodentate [2]. The
incineration of the wastes produced during the process. present study deals with the lanthanum(III) complex of
Malonamides RR9N–CO–CHR0–CO–NRR9 have also N,N9,N,N9-tetraethylmalonamide, noted TEMA in the fol-
been proposed, which have the advantage of being inciner- lowing text. The structure of one crystal form of this
able. Some structural work has been devoted to the complex has been previously described [3]; the four
investigation of lanthanide /malonamide complexes in bonding oxygen atoms from the two TEMA ligands are
order to determine the bonding mode of the ligand and the roughly coplanar, two bidentate nitrate ions being located
role of counter-ions, which are important parameters in the on each side of this plane and the third one crossing it. We
ligand optimization process. The complexes of various have reported elsewhere the crystal structures of the
malonamide derivatives, namely N,N9,N,N9-tetramethyl-, neodymium and ytterbium complexes of TEMA, as well as

solid state and solution EXAFS measurements on com-
plexes with americium and various lanthanide ions [5]. We
report herein the crystal structures of two new crystal*Corresponding author. Tel.: 133-1-6908-6329; fax: 133-1-6908- 31 2forms of the complex La (NO ) (TEMA) obtained6640. 3 3 2

´E-mail address: thuery@drecam.cea.fr (P. Thuery) during the course of this work.
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2. Experimental parameter (20.04(2)) [11]. Crystal data and structure
refinement parameters are given in Table 1. R 5 o iF u 21 o

2.1. Preparation of La(NO ) (TEMA) uF i /o uF u, calculated on ‘observed’ [I.2s(I)] reflec-3 3 2 c o
2 2 2 4 1 / 2tions; wR 5 ho [w(F 2 F ) ] / [o wF ]j with w 52 o oc2 2 2 21 2 2The TEMA molecule was provided by Panchim, Lisses [s (F ) 1 (xP) 1 yP] where P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3 and xo o c

2 2 2 1 / 2(91), France, and used without further purification. and y are refined values; S 5 ho [w(F 2 F ) ] /(n 2 p)jo c

La(NO ) ?6H O (303 mg, 0.7 mmol) was reacted with where n and p are the number of reflections and the3 3 2

liquid TEMA (300 mg, 1.4 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml) at number of parameters refined respectively. The molecular
room temperature. Slow evaporation to dryness quantita- drawings were done with SHELXTL [12]. All calculations
tively yielded colourless single crystals suitable for X-ray were performed with a Silicon Graphics R5000 worksta-
crystallography. The crystal form first obtained, noted 1, is tion.
isomorphous to that of the neodymium complex reported
elsewhere [5]. These crystals stored in air then underwent
an evolution with time without any loss of crystallinity

3. Results and discussionand, about one month later, appeared to correspond to a
polymorphic modification noted 2, identical to the struc-

31 2We first obtained La (NO ) (TEMA) in a crystalture already reported for this compound [3]. This form 2 3 3 2

form 1 differing from the one already known, but iso-presents a phase transition with temperature, giving form 3
31 2morphous to the structure of Nd (NO ) (TEMA) , 4.at low temperature. 3 3 2

The monoclinic cell of 1 contains three crystallographical-
ly independent molecules. One of them is represented in
Fig. 1. In each molecule, the metal ion is ten-coordinate,2.2. Crystal structures
being bonded to two nearly coplanar bidentate TEMA
ligands and three bidentate nitrate ions positioned as in 4.The data were collected on a Nonius Kappa-CCD area
The terminal alkyl chains of the ligands are affected bydetector diffractometer using graphite monochromated
some disorder, five atoms being distributed over two sites˚Mo K radiation (0.71073 A). The crystals were intro-a

each (two for molecule A, one for B and two for C). Thisduced in Lindemann glass capillaries. The lattice parame-
crystal form presents an evolution with time; after aboutters were determined from ten images recorded with 18
one month, the same crystals have transformed into af-scans and later refined on all data. A 1808 f -range was
polymorphic modification 2, which corresponds to thescanned with 28 steps during data recording [6]. The
structure previously described [3]. The two crystal-crystal-to-detector distance was fixed at 28 mm. The data
lographically independent molecules in 2 do not presentwere processed with the HKL package [7]. The absorption
any disorder; the phase transition leading from 1 to 2 thuseffects were empirically corrected with the program
appears as a disorder /order transition. The slightly lowerMULABS from PLATON [8]. The structures were solved

3˚volume per molecule in the case of 2 (834 A to beby the heavy-atom method (1, 2) or by direct methods (3)
3˚compared to 853 A in 1, i.e. a variation of about 2.2%)with SHELXS-86 [9] and subsequent Fourier-difference

312 indicates a lower internal energy for 2 [13]. The La -synthesis and refined by full-matrix least-squares on F
O(TEMA) distances in both structures (mean valueswith SHELXL-93 [10]. An important disorder is present in

˚2.50(2) and 2.50(3) A for 1 and 2 respectively) are inthe alkyl chains in the structure of 1 (five disordered
agreement with those already reported (mean value 2.53(5)atoms) whereas only one terminal carbon atom is dis-

31Å) as well as the La -O(nitrate) distances (2.63(5) andordered in 3. These disordered atoms have been modelled
˚ ˚2.65(6) A, 2.70(8) A for the structure of 2 previouslyby two positions with refined occupation factors con-

published). The geometry of the TEMA molecules can bestrained to sum up to unity. All non-hydrogen atoms were
characterized, as previously proposed [4], by the O . . . Orefined anisotropically, except the disordered ones in all
distances and the values of the torsion angles, which arecases, three atoms which behaved badly in 1 and the
reported in Table 2. The O . . . O distances in the TEMAnitrogen atoms of the nitrate ions and the three central
moieties are comparable to those already reported, rangingcarbon atoms of each malonamide moiety in 3 (in order to

˚from 2.731 to 2.863 (mean value 2.80(5)) A in 1 and fromkeep the number of parameters within the limits of the
˚ ˚program). The hydrogen atoms were introduced (unless in 2.745 to 2.845 (mean value 2.80(4)) A in 2 (2.89(2) A for

the disordered parts) as riding atoms with a displacement the structure previously published). However, slight differ-
parameter equal to 1.2 (CH ) or 1.5 (CH ) times that of ences are observed in the torsion angles values. As usual,2 3

the attached carbon atom. Analytical scattering factors for all the C –N–C–C angles (C being the carbon atomsext ext

neutral atoms were corrected for the anomalous dispersion of the terminal chains bonded to nitrogen) are near to the
terms Df 9 and Df 0. In the case of 1, the correct enan- ideal values 0 or 1808, whereas the torsion angles involv-
tiomorph was determined from the value of the Flack ing the central atoms of the TEMA moieties can be rather
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement details for 1–3

a1 2 3

Empirical formula C H La N O C H La N O C H La N O66 132 3 21 39 44 88 2 14 26 88 176 4 28 52
21Fw (g mol ) 2260.66 1507.10 3014.21

T (K) 293(2) 293(2) 123(2)
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic Triclinic

¯ ¯Space group P2 P1 P11
3Crystal size (mm ) 0.2030.1830.15 0.2030.1830.15 0.2030.1830.15

˚a (A) 11.3424(8) 11.3743(4) 11.2885(3)
˚b (A) 20.6304(18) 11.4486(4) 21.8862(5)
˚c (A) 22.3981(12) 27.1223(8) 28.1589(6)

a (8) 90. 95.085(1) 108.046(1)
b (8) 102.513(4) 84.508(1) 91.825(1)
g (8) 90. 108.037(1) 101.247(1)

3˚V (A ) 5117(2) 3336(2) 6456(2)
Z 2 2 2

23D (g cm ) 1.467 1.500 1.551c
21

m (mm ) 1.318 1.348 1.393
u range (8) 2.7–23.2 2.8–23.3 2.8–26.4
F(000) 2316 1544 3088
Index ranges 212#h#12 212#h#12 213#h#13

222#k#22 212#k#12 227#k#27
0#l#24 0#l#30 0#l#35

Reflections collected 27528 17859 46158
Independent reflections 14191 9104 23638
Observed reflections [I.2s(I)] 6884 7216 13247
R 0.075 0.040 0.045int

T , T 0.67, 0.69 0.67, 0.68 0.66, 0.67min max

Number of parameters 1162 791 1401
R 0.043 0.037 0.0361

wR 0.085 0.087 0.0782

S 1.012 1.054 0.802
23˚Dr , Dr (e A ) 20.43, 0.45 20.63, 0.49 21.02, 0.73min max

a Structure identical to the one already reported [3], given here only for comparison with polymorph 1 and low temperature form 3. Not deposited at the
CCDC.

far from this value. The O=C . . . C=O torsion angles
indicate that, in molecule A of 1, the TEMA central parts
are more planar than in the other ligand molecules, with
values as low as 15.0 and 22.88, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Compound 2 presents a temperature-driven phase transi-
tion, the critical temperature of which has not been
determined, to give structure 3 at 123(2) K. This triclinic
low-temperature form contains four independent molecules
in the asymmetric unit. The differences with the room
temperature form are slight ones, with a correspondence
between molecules A and B in 2 and B–D and A–C in 3,

31respectively. The mean value of the La –O(TEMA)
31˚distances in 3 is 2.50(3) A and that of the La –O(nitrate)

˚distances 2.65(6) A, identical to those in 2. The central
part of the TEMA molecules also appears unchanged

˚(mean O . . . O distance 2.81(5) A) and only the position of31 2Fig. 1. Crystal structure of La (NO ) (TEMA) in 1 with atomic3 3 2 some terminal chains differ between the two forms.
numbering scheme. Molecule A only is represented. Hydrogen atoms

Obviously, the volume per molecule cannot be comparedomitted for clarity. Only one component of disordered parts is represented
with the preceding ones due to thermal contraction.(label J).
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Table 2
˚Selected distances (A) and torsion angles (8) in 1–3

aCompound 1 2 3
Molecule

A B C A B A B C D

Metal ion environment
31M –O(TEMA) 2.475(8) 2.495(7) 2.508(7) 2.528(4) 2.539(4) 2.551(3) 2.521(3) 2.527(3) 2.532(3)

2.486(7) 2.504(9) 2.528(9) 2.473(4) 2.520(4) 2.501(3) 2.476(3) 2.522(3) 2.465(3)
2.534(8) 2.499(8) 2.461(8) 2.468(3) 2.486(4) 2.477(3) 2.462(3) 2.483(3) 2.464(3)
2.503(7) 2.506(6) 2.498(7) 2.497(3) 2.514(4) 2.499(3) 2.482(3) 2.528(3) 2.485(3)

31M –O(nitrate) 2.637(8) 2.596(9) 2.707(11) 2.681(4) 2.638(5) 2.632(4) 2.573(3) 2.630(4) 2.572(3)
2.673(7) 2.597(8) 2.593(10) 2.634(4) 2.629(5) 2.642(4) 2.815(4) 2.643(3) 2.809(4)
2.600(9) 2.707(10) 2.638(9) 2.826(5) 2.670(5) 2.682(4) 2.688(4) 2.683(4) 2.678(4)
2.699(7) 2.648(9) 2.743(8) 2.579(4) 2.656(5) 2.676(4) 2.625(3) 2.652(3) 2.617(3)
2.561(9) 2.646(10) 2.613(10) 2.615(4) 2.612(4) 2.622(3) 2.609(3) 2.611(3) 2.615(3)
2.570(8) 2.605(11) 2.549(11) 2.612(4) 2.598(4) 2.601(3) 2.620(3) 2.592(3) 2.616(3)

Ligand geometry
O(1) . . . O(2) 2.863(8) 2.780(7) 2.818(9) 2.820(4) 2.845(6) 2.869(5) 2.845(4) 2.853(5) 2.822(5)
O(3) . . . O(4) 2.846(9) 2.774(8) 2.731(8) 2.745(4) 2.794(5) 2.781(5) 2.745(5) 2.823(5) 2.740(5)

C(8)–N(5)–C(1)–C(2) 0.0 166.5 168.1 26.2 2.7 2.9 29.6 2.2 29.4
N(5)–C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 135.5 133.9 126.0 2145.7 166.6 167.4 2140.7 169.4 2145.0
C(1)–C(2)–C(3)–N(4) 2106.1 2176.1 2171.2 112.3 2115.1 2113.1 109.8 2114.6 113.4
C(2)–C(3)–N(4)–C(4) 176.3 26.6 21.1 2177.5 2177.3 2178.0 2173.6 2177.5 2177.8
C(19)–N(8)–C(12)–C(13) 2179.0 21.9 22.3 22.4 178.9 2.2 20.9 22.6 21.7
N(7)–C(12)–C(13)–C(14) 141.7 2138.2 2146.8 167.3 131.6 140.0 168.4 117.8 166.7
C(12)–C(13)–C(14)–N(6) 2112.0 2175.1 2174.6 144.7 175.0 168.2 142.6 2175.7 143.8
C(13)–C(14)–N(6)–C(15) 20.7 2169.1 4.2 2177.4 27.5 2167.3 2177.0 172.5 20.7
O(1)–C(1) . . . C(3)–O(2) 15.0 236.2 237.0 227.3 44.6 46.4 225.3 46.3 227.5
O(3)–C(12) . . . C(14)–O(4) 22.8 42.9 43.4 246.4 249.5 249.4 246.6 251.3 246.4

a Data from the structure determination on the same crystal as 1 and 3.
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rence of polymorphism and phase transition phenomena in
the solid state. This information could be of importance for
the fine interpretation of spectrometric measurements, such
as EXAFS data, when multiple scattering is considered,
and for molecular modelling.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available, on request, from the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road,
Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK, quoting the deposition numbers
118708 and 118709 for 1 and 3, respectively.
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Abstract

Binuclear complexes [hCu(NN)(PhNHpy)j (m-OH) ](PF ) , where NN52,29-bipyridine (bipy) or 1,10-phenanthroline (phen), have2 2 6 2

been synthesized and characterized by chemical analysis, conductance measurements and IR and electronic spectroscopy. The X-ray
crystal structure of [hCu(bipy)(PhNHpy)j (m-OH) ](PF ) shows a distorted square-planar pyramidal coordination for Cu(II), defined by2 2 6 2

two nitrogen atoms of bipy, two bridging oxygen atoms and the pyridinic nitrogen atom of the ligand. Magnetic susceptibility
21measurements (in the 4.8–290 K range) reveal coupling which is antiferromagnetic for the bipy complex (2J5224.2 cm ) and slightly

21ferromagnetic for the phen complex (2J53.3 cm ). The EPR spectra show the expected triplet signals.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cu dimers; 2-Anilinopyridine; Magnetic properties; Ferromagnetic dimer; Antiferromagnetic dimer; Crystal structure

1. Introduction metallic atoms [10–12]. The anionic form is generated by
the reaction with sodium in methanol [13]. The stretching

21The magnetic aspects of dinuclear Cu(II) complexes, n(N–H) band at 3300 cm is characteristic of the neutral
[hCu(NN)(m-OH)j ]X with NN5bidentate nitrogen lig- form and it is absent in the anionic one [13–16].2 2

and, have been intensively studied since the magnetostruc- In this paper we describe the interaction between the
tural correlations described by Hatfield et al. [1] for planar ligand PhNHpy and the dimers [hCu(NN)(m-
dimers of Cu(II) with the Cu O group. More recently, OH)j ](PF ) ?2H O, where NN52,29-bipyridine (bipy) or2 2 2 6 2 2

these correlations have been extended and theoretically 1,10-phenanthroline (phen), as well as the characterization
justified by Ruiz et al. [2,3]. and the magnetic properties of the resulting

2-Anilinopyridine, (N-phenyl-2-pyridinamine, PhNHpy), [hCu(NN)(PhNHpy)j (m-OH) ](PF ) complexes.2 2 6 2

is an asymmetric ligand, with two nitrogen atoms in the 1,
3 positions, which can coordinate as monodentate or
bidentate. As a monodentate ligand the coordination is 2. Experimental
established through the pyridinic nitrogen and as an
anionic bidentate through both nitrogen atoms [4,5]. The 2.1. Synthesis
anionic ligand can behave as chelating forming four-atom
rings [5–9] or as exo bidentate bridging between two [hCu(NN)(m-OH)j ](SO )?5H O and [hCu(NN)(m-2 4 2

OH)j ](PF ) ?2H O where NN5bipy or phen are prepared2 6 2 2

according to Harris et al. [17].*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-94-301-8208; fax: 134-94-321-
The anionic form of PhNHpy is prepared in situ. The2236.

´E-mail address: qppgogam@sq.ehu.es (M.J. Gonzalez Garmendia) ligand is dissolved in the minimal volume of abs ethanol

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00295-8
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˚and metallic sodium, in stoichiometric proportion, is radiation, l50.71069 A, at 295 K. The unit cell parame-
added. The mixture is allowed to stand for 15 min before ters were determined by least-squares refinement of the 2u

using it [13]. values of the 25 strong well centered reflections in the
[hCu(bipy)(PhNHpy)j (m-OH) ](PF ) (1) and range 108,2u ,228. The intensities of all 6482 unique2 2 6 2

[hCu(phen)(PhNHpy)j (m-OH) ](PF ) (2): a solution of reflections (after merging) were measured in the angular2 2 6 2
2PhNpy (0.17 g, 1 mmol) in abs ethanol (5 ml) is slowly range 18,2u ,608 (hkl range 211, 20, 0 to 11, 26, 20)

added to a solution of [hCu(NN)(m-OH)j ](PF ) ?2H O using the v /2u scan technique. There was no appreciable2 6 2 2

(0.25 mmol) in methanol (80 ml). The mixture is refluxed change in the intensities of the three standard reflections
for 5 h. After 19 h of stirring without heating, it is again periodically monitored. The raw data were corrected for
refluxed for 5 h. This process is repeated until the solution Lorentz and polarization effects and 1605 reflections were
becomes green in colour. The solution is concentrated and considered as observed with I.1.5s(I). Scattering factors
the green precipitate is filtered off, washed with methanol for neutral atoms and anomalous dispersion correction for
and acetone and dried with ether. Both compounds are Cu and F atoms were taken from the International Tables
soluble in acetonitrile, methanol, nitromethane and nitro- for X-Ray Crystallography [19]. Crystals of 1 are mono-

˚benzene. clinic and have the P2 /n space group; a58.383(3) A,1
˚ ˚Compound 1. Yield: 70%. PF: 1978C (d). Elemental b518.690(4) A, c514.355(4) A, b 584.01(3)8. The unit

analysis, found: Cu, 11.6; C, 45.4; H, 3.4; N, 10.3; calcd. cells contains two Cu C N O H P F units (M51101.82 42 8 2 38 2 12
21for Cu C F H N O P : Cu, 11.5; C, 45.6; H, 3.5; N, g mol ). The heavy atom (Cu) position was determined2 42 12 40 8 2 2

10.1. The crystals for X-ray diffraction were obtained by by analyzing the three-dimensional Patterson function. The
evaporation of a solution in acetonitrile. positions of the light atoms (C, O, N, P and F) were

Compound 2. Yield: 59%. PF: 2058C (d).Elemental obtained by Fourier synthesis. An empirical absorption
analysis, found: Cu, 10.9; C, 48.0; H, 3.5; N, 9.9; calcd. correction [20] was applied at the end of the isotropic
for Cu C F H N O P : Cu, 11.0; C, 48.0; H, 3.5; N, refinements. A final refinement was undertaken with2 46 12 38 8 2 2

9.7. anisotropic thermal motion for the non-hydrogen atoms,
By the reaction with PhNHpy, in the neutral form, no except for the fluorine atoms belonging to the PF group6

2reaction occurs. When an excess of PhNpy :Cu(II) of 5:1 which were refined isotropically to minimize the effect of
is employed, Cu(II) is reduced to Cu(I), and the compound the thermal disorder. The hydrogen atoms were included
Cu(PhNpy) is obtained. with fixed isotropic contributions at their calculated posi-

tions determined by the molecular geometry, except for the
2.2. Physical measurements one labelled as H(041) bonded to N(4) and involving a

hydrogen bond with O(1) which was located by difference
C, H and N were analysed in a Perkin-Elmer 240C synthesis. Mixed full-matrix least-squares refinement mini-

2Elemental Analyzer. Copper was measured with an Atomic mizing ow(uF u 2 uF u) led to agreement factors R 5o c
2Absorption Spectrophotometer Perkin-Elmer 2380, l5 ouDF u /ouF u 5 0.105 and R 5 [ow(uF 2 F u) /o w o c

2 1 / 2324.8 nm. Melting points were measured on an Elec- owuF u ] 5 0.119. These relatively high values of theo

trothermal 9300. Conductivity measurements were made agreement factors can be explained taking into account the
using a Metrhom E518 conductimeter. IR spectra were poor quality of the crystals and the difficulty in modelling
recorded on a Nicolet FT-IR 510 spectrometer in the range the motion of the PF groups. Since no trend in DF vs. F6 o

214000–400 cm using KBr pellets and on a Nicolet 740 in or sin u /l was observed, no special weighting scheme has
21650–50 cm using nujol on a polyethylene film. Elec- been applied. The maximum and average shift-to-error

tronic spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-265 FW ratios were 0.03 and 0.006, respectively, while the maxi-
spectrophotometer. mum residual electron density near the F(4) atom was 1.4

23˚Magnetic measurements were carried out in the 290–4.8 e A . Most of the calculations were carried out with the
K range with a magnetometer (Manics DSM8) equipped XRAY80 program [21].
with a He continuous-flow cryostat and Drusch EAF 16UE
electromagnet; the magnetic field was approximately 1.5 T.
Diamagnetic corrections were applied [18]. The EPR
spectra were recorded on a Bruker ESP 300 spectrometer 3. Results and discussion
with a Bruker ER 035 M Gaussmeter, Oxford ITC4
cryostat and HP 5325B frequency counter. 3.1. Electrical conductivity

2.3. Crystal structure determination The molar conductivity of 1 and 2 in acetonitrile (Table
1) correspond to a 2:1 electrolyte [22], according to the

The X-ray diffraction data for compound 1 were col- dimeric character of the cations. The application of the
lected for a 0.0830.0830.25 mm, needle-like, blue-green Onsager equation [23] confirms the dimeric character of
crystal with a Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer, using MoKa the cations. Table 1 shows found and calculated values for
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Table 1
aElectrical conductivity results

bCompound c L A AM M found calc
21 21 2 21(mol l ) (V cm mol )

241 7.6310 268 610 664
242 78.7310 272 609 660

a ]A is the slope of the plot of (L 2L ) vs. c ; L is the equivalento e œ e e

conductivity; L is the limit equivalent conductivity; c is the equivalento e

concentration.
b Calculated for the ionization: [hCu(NN)(PhNHpy)j (m-2

12 2OH) ](PF ) →[hCu(NN)(PhNHpy)j (m-OH) ] 12PF .2 6 2 2 2 6

]the slope of the plot of (L 2L ) vs. c for variouso e œ e

equivalent concentrations. The agreement between the
calculated and observed values is clear.

3.2. IR spectra

The more significant bands are those due to the Cu–O
2bond and to the bridging OH group. The stretching

21
n(O–H) band, at 3600 cm , is not modified with respect
to the initial compounds [hCu(NNj (m-OH) ](PF ) [24].2 2 6 2

The n(Cu–O) band shifts to a higher frequency: 490 and
21 21 21486 cm for the original dimers and 507 cm for 1 and Fig. 1. ORTEP view of the [hCu(bipy)(PhNHpy)j (m-OH) ] cation.2 2

2.
The n(N–H) band of PhNHpy is not observed due to the

˚dal coordination with Cu–O(1) distances 1.94(1) A andhydrogen bond between this H atom and the oxygen of the ˚1.96(1) A, while both the Cu–N(1) and Cu–N(2) distancesbridge group, as indicated by the structural determination. ˚are 2.00(2) A, the fifth distance Cu–N(3) being larger,
˚2.28(1) A. The copper atom rises from the basal plane to

3.3. Electronic spectra ˚the apical N(3) atom by 0.289(3) A. This value is higher
than that found in the original dimers [25–31].

The electronic spectra of the solutions in acetonitrile The Cu O group is planar and symmetric, with angles2 2
exhibit, besides the ligands bands, the d–d band of Cu(II) of 81.3(6)8 in Cu and 98.7(6)8 in O atoms. The Cu–Cu

21 21at 680 nm (´ 5165 l cm mol ) and a shoulder at 310 ˚max separation across the hydroxyl bridges, 2.95(4) A,
4 21 21nm (´ 54.1310 l cm mol ) for 1 and at 290 nmmax HO . . . OH and the average Cu–OH distances of 2.54(2)

4 21 21(´ 53.6310 l cm mol ) for 2 due to charge trans- ˚max and 1.95(1) A, respectively, agree with the values found in
fer transition. In the diffuse reflectance spectra the d–d other copper hydroxyl dimers [28,30,31].
band is very broad. The pyridinic nitrogen atoms of the PhNHpy ligand,

N(3), are bonded to the copper atom and the anilinic atom,
N(4), is bonded to the hydrogen atom H(041). This3.4. Structural analysis of [hCu(bipy)(PhNHpy)j (m-2

hydrogen atom is involved in a hydrogen bond with theOH) ](PF ) (1)2 6 2

O(1) atom; its relevant distances and angles are: N(4)–
˚ ˚Compound 1 consists of [hCu(bipy)(PhNHpy)j (m- H(041)50.82(2) A; H(041) . . . O(1)52.32(2) A;2

21 2 ˚OH) ] divalent cationic dimers and (PF ) anions. The N(4) . . . O(1)52.80(2) A; and N(4)–H(041)–O(1)52 6

dimers consist of two sections, composed of an essentially 119(1)8. The N(4)–H(041) distance agrees with the data
planar but slightly bent bipy molecule and a PhNHpy for other compounds of PhNHpy with hydrogen bonds on
neutral ligand bonded to a copper atom, linked together by the anilinic nitrogen [4,14].
two hydroxyl bridges across a center of symmetry. Fig. 1 The phenyl rings of PhNHpy are stacked almost parallel
shows an ORTEP view of the cation geometry with 50% to the pyridine rings of the bipy molecule (Fig. 2), the
probability ellipsoids that include the atom labelling. The angles being in the range 7.8(8)–10.7(8)8, at distances of

2 ˚(PF ) group and hydrogen atoms have been omitted for 3.56(2) A which exclude significant electronic interaction.6

clarity, only H(041) involved in an hydrogen bond is Due to the steric effect associated with the molecular
included. Selected bond distances and angles are listed in packing and to the copper coordination, the bipy molecule
Table 2. is slightly bent, the angle formed by the two planar py

Each copper atom has a distorted square-planar pyrami- groups being 2.9(7)8.
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Table 2
a˚Selected interatomic distances (A) and angles (8) for [hCu(bipy)(PhNHpy)j (m-OH) ](PF ) (1)2 2 6 2

Cu–O(1) 1.94(1) N(3)–C(11) 1.34(2)
Cu–O(19) 1.96(1) N(3)–C(15) 1.36(3)
Cu–N(1) 2.00(2) C(11)–C(12) 1.44(3)
Cu–N(2) 2.00(2) C(12)–C(13) 1.43(3)
Cu–N(3) 2.28(1) C(13)–C(14) 1.38(3)
Cu–Cu9 2.96(4) C(14)–C(15) 1.37(3)
N(1)–C(1) 1.37(2) N(4)–C(11) 1.37(2)
N(1)–C(5) 1.32(3) N(4)–C(16) 1.45(2)
C(1)–C(2) 1.37(3) C(16)–C(17) 1.36(3)
C(2)–C(3) 1.40(3) C(16)–C(21) 1.34(3)
C(3)–C(4) 1.35(3) C(17)–C(18) 1.37(3)
C(4)–C(5) 1.39(3) C(18)–C(19) 1.43(4)
C(1)–C(6) 1.45(3) C(19)–C(20) 1.37(4)
N(2)–C(6) 1.33(3) C(20)–C(21) 1.43(3)
N(2)–C(10) 1.35(3) O(1)–O(19) 2.54(2)
C(6)–C(7) 1.42(3) N(4)–H(41) 0.82(2)
C(7)–C(8) 1.37(4) O(1)–H(41) 2.31(2)
C(8)–C(9) 1.36(4) N(4)–O(1) 2.80(2)
C(9)–C(10) 1.45(3)

O(1)–Cu–O(19) 81.3(6) Cu–O(1)–Cu9 98.7(6)
N(1)–Cu–N(2) 80.1(7) Cu–N(1)–C(5) 127(2)
O(1)–Cu–N(2) 98.4(6) Cu–N(1)–C(1) 116(1)
O(19)–Cu–N(2) 160.6(7) Cu–N(2)–C(10) 124(2)
O(1)–Cu–N(1) 165.6(6) Cu–N(2)–C(6) 116(1)
O(19)–Cu–N(1) 95.3(6) N(3)–C(11)–N(4) 115(2)
N(2)–Cu–N(3) 101.7(7) Cu–N(3)–C(15) 117(1)
N(1)–Cu–N(3) 94.9(7) Cu–N(3)–C(11) 125(1)
O(1)–Cu–N(3) 99.5(6) N(4)–H(41)–O(1) 119(1)
O(19)–Cu–N(3) 97.4(6)

a The atoms labelled with a prime (9) are obtained using the symmetry operation (1 2 x, 1 2 y, 1 2 z).

3.5. Magnetic measurements associated with lower values of u and correspond to 2J
being more positive (ferromagnetism). For u ,97.58 and

Magnetic susceptibilities of 1 and 2 have been measured t .408 a ferromagnetic effect is to be expected. The
in the 4.8–290 K temperature range. The variations of non-planarity of the Cu O group (g ) reduces the anti-2 2

magnetic moment per Cu(II) atom for compound 1 were ferromagnetic character and enhances the influence of t.
m 51.73 MB (290 K) and m 50.31 MB (4.8 K) (Table 3), In compound 1, u (98.78) is higher as the limit between
characteristic of an antiferromagnetic intradimeric inter- the ferro- and antiferromagnetic character (97.58). The
action. The plot of the corrected molar magnetic suscep- influence of t (568) may reduce the antiferromagnetic

21tibility per Cu(II) atom as a function of temperature for 1 interaction: u2Ju value (224.2 cm ) is lower than that
21(Fig. 3) shows a maximum, T 521.8 K, characteristic of calculated for the u correlation (286 cm ), but thismax

an antiferromagnetic interaction. According to the expres- reduction is not enhanced by the non-planarity (g 50.158).
21sion for antiferromagnetic dimers: u2Ju /kT 5 1.599 [21], The difference between the value of 224.2 cm for 2Jmax

212J 5 2 24.2 cm . and that calculated by the Hatfield et al. correlation with
21The application of the correlation deduced by Hatfield et d (2321 cm ) may be explained by the fact thatCu . . . Cu

al. [1] between 2J and u (bridging angle CuOCu) or this correlation is not valid when the copper atom arises
d (separation between two copper atoms in the from the basal plane of the Cu(NN)O coordination.Cu . . . Cu 2

dimer) for di-m-hydroxo planar copper dimers: 2J Melnik [32] shows data of a series of compounds for
21 21 which the correlation between 2J and d is linear(cm )5274.53u 17270 and 2J (cm )524508 Cu . . . Cu

21˚ when the distance from the Cu atom to the basal plane isd (A)113018 gives 2J values of 286 (cm ) forCu . . . Cu
21 ˚˚ ,0.16 A. Thus, for instance, for [hCu(bipy)j (m-u 598.78 and 2321 (cm ) for d 52.959 A. 2Cu . . . Cu

˚Ruiz et al. [2,3] studied the effect of other structural OH) ]SO ?5H O the Cu–basal plane distance is 0.205 A,2 4 2
21parameters for copper dimers with hydroxo and alkoxo 2J calculated by the Hatfield correlation is 223 cm and

21bridges. These are, besides u, the angle t, formed between the experimental 2J value is 49 cm . In complex 1 the
˚the O–O direction and the hydrogen or carbon atom bound distance to the basal plane is 0.29 A and this value can

to the bridging oxygen atom, and the non-planarity of the explain a decrease of the antiferromagnetic effect (Fig. 5).
Cu O group, measured by g (Fig. 4). High t values are The magnetic results for 2 indicate a ferromagnetic2 2
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Fig. 4. u, t and g angles in the Cu O group.2 2

2 2Cr /4, where C 5 Ng b /kT, x 5 2J /kT, and r is the
fraction of monomeric impurity. The fitting results are:

21 252J53.3 cm , g52.046, r 50.006 and R59.97310
2 2(R 5 o[(x T ) 2 (x T ) ] /o(c T ) ). The 2J valuei i exp i i calc i i exp

indicates a slight ferromagnetic interaction. As the crystal
structure is unknown in this case it is not possible to make
a correlation with the structural data. It is possible that
small variations of the structural parameters in relation to
those of 1 may correspond to this variation of the magnetic
properties.

3.6. EPR spectra

Fig. 2. Dimers disposition in the crystal along the [1,1,1] direction.
21The X-band (hn 50.3149 cm ) EPR spectra of 1 and 2

show four signals: three derived from the triplet stateTable 3
(H51624, 6252 and 7847 G for 1 and H51604, 6262 andMagnetic results

a a 21 8111 G for 2) and one (H53356 G) connected to theCompound m (290 K) m (4.8 K) 2J (cm )
monomeric impurity. By compound 1 the intensity of the

b1 1.73 0.31 224.2 triplet signals decrease with respect to that of the impurityc2 1.81 1.94 3.3
signal with decreasing temperature, according to its anti-

a Magnetic moment per Cu(II) atom. ferromagnetic character. For 2 the effect is the opposite.b Calculated from u2Ju /kT 5 1.599.
c x x The spectra are similar to those observed for otherCalculated from x 5 Ce (1 2 r) /(1 1 3e ) 1 Cr /4.

copper dimers with D . hn (D is the zero field splitting
parameter) [1,34–37]. As observed for some cases, it is notbehaviour. The data have been fitted using the Bleaney-
possible to analyse the spectra with the Wasserman et al.Bowers equation modified by the inclusion of the fraction

x x equations for the triplet state [38]; it is not possible to doof monomeric impurity [33]: x 5 Ce (1 2 r) /(1 1 3e ) 1

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of Fig. 5. Plot of x and xT vs. T for [hCu(phen)(PhNHpy)j (m-2

[hCu(bipy)(PhNHpy)j (m-OH) ](PF ) . OH) ](PF ) .2 2 6 2 2 6 2
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Abstract

2 1Hydrolytic reactions between cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ] and cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ] , in which L-Ala is alanine coordinated2 2 2

through N and O atoms, and N-acetylated peptides L-histidylglycine (MeCO-His-Gly), glycyl-L-histidine (MeCO-Gly-His), glycylglycyl-
1

L-histidine (MeCO-Gly-Gly-His) and glycyl-L-histidylglycine (MeCO-Gly-His-Gly) were studied by H NMR spectroscopy. All reactions
were carried out in the pH range 2.0–2.5 and two different temperatures, 22 and 608C. In the reactions of these two palladium(II)
complexes with MeCO-His-Gly, complete hydrolysis of the amide bond involving carboxylic group of histidine occurs in less than 24 h.
The cleavage is regioselective. With peptides containing free a carboxylic group of histidine, MeCO-Gly-His and MeCO-Gly-Gly-His,
palladium(II) complex promote the cleavage of the MeCO–Gly and Gly–Gly amide bonds. No cleavage of the Gly–His amide bond was
observed. The mechanism of these hydrolytic reactions involves release of L-Ala ligand and aquation of the palladium(II) complex
chelated to the substrate through the imidazole N-3 atom and deprotonated nitrogen atom of the amide bond involving amino group of
histidine. This aqua complex represents a catalytically active form different from the initially added catalytically inactive complex. In the
reactions of palladium(II) complexes with tripeptide MeCO-Gly-His-Gly, two amide bonds, MeCO–Gly and His–Gly, were cleaved. The
mechanism of the cleavage of these amide bonds is correlated with two different palladium(II)–substrate catalytically active forms. These
findings contribute to the better understanding of selective cleavage of peptides and proteins and must be taken into consideration in
designing new reagents for this purpose.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Peptide hydrolysis; Palladium(II); Artificial peptidase

1. Introduction es are promising reagents for hydrolytic cleavage of
peptides and proteins. These complexes bind to the

Selective cleavage of peptides and proteins is one of the heteroatom in the side-chain of methionine [9–13] or
most common and most important procedures in biochem- histidine [14–17] and promote cleavage of the amide bond
istry. The extreme inertness of the amide bond makes this involving the carboxylic group of this anchoring amino
reaction interesting from the chemical point of view. acid. This regioselectivity in the cleavage of histidine-
Several proteolytic enzymes are used for cleavage [1], but containing peptides promoted by platinum(II) and pal-
application of enzymes is limited by their rather narrow ladium(II) aqua complexes is clearly demonstrated in the

21requirements for temperature and pH. Therefore, new reaction of cis-[Pd(en)(H O) ] with a series of MeCO-2 2

methods for selective hydrolysis of peptides and proteins His-X peptides, in which X is Gly, Ala, Leu, Ser, Thr, Tyr
are required. Transition-metal complexes are ideally suited or Phe [14]. In this reaction, the amide bond involving the
for hydrolytic cleavage of inactivated amide bonds [2–8]. carboxylic group of histidine is completely hydrolyzed at

´Recently, Kostic and coworkers have shown that relatively mild and unrestrictive conditions (608C and
platinum(II) [9] and palladium(II) [10–17] aqua complex- 1.5#pH#2.5) in less than 2 days, while the amide bond

involving the amino group of histidine is not cleaved. It
was found that only catalyst monodentally bound to the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1381-34-335-039; fax: 1381-34-335-
N-3 atom of imidazole can effect this reaction; none of the040.

E-mail address: djuran@uis0.uis.kg.ac.yu (M.I. Djuran) other modes of coordination is effective [14,15]. The

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00290-9
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reaction is unimolecular with respect to the palladium(II)– recrystallization from a small amount of water after
peptide complex. However, when the carboxylic group of cooling. Found: C, 10.67; H, 3.05; N, 4.40. Calc. for
histidine is free, as in MeCO-Gly-His, cis- C H Cl NO PdK: C, 10.57; H, 2.93; N, 4.11%. Elemen-3 10 2 4

21[Pd(en)(H O) ] does not effect hydrolysis. The mecha- tal microanalyses were performed by the Microanalytical2 2

nism of this regioselective hydrolytic reaction promoted by Laboratory, Faculty of Chemistry, University of Belgrade.
1palladium(II) aqua complex is not fully understood yet. The complex cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ] was pre-2 2

The present study deals with stoichiometric hydrolysis pared by treating the corresponding dichloro complex with
of inactivated amide bonds in histidine-containing peptides 2 equivalents of AgNO and removing AgCl by centrifu-3

2promoted by cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ] and cis-[Pd(L-Ala- gation, all in the dark.2
1N,O)(H O) ] complexes (L-Ala is amino acid alanine2 2

coordinated via N and O atoms). We analyze the mecha-
nisms of hydrolytic reactions and find interesting differ-

2.3. Measurementsences between the active form of the palladium(II) com-
plex and the reagent that is initially added. This study

All pH measurements were made at 228C. The pH meterbrings us closer to designing a new palladium(II) complex
(Iskra MA 5704) was calibrated with Fischer certifiedfor regioselective cleavage of the amide bonds in peptides
buffer solutions of pH 4.00 and 7.00. The results were notand proteins.
corrected for the deuterium isotope effect. Proton NMR
spectra of D O solutions containing TSP (3-trimethyl-2

silylpropane-1-sulfonate) as internal reference were re-
corded with a Varian Gemini 200 spectrometer.2. Experimental

2.1. Reagents
2.4. Detection of hydrolysis products

Distilled water was demineralized and purified to a
21resistance greater than 10 MV cm . The compounds Single amino acids, Gly and MeCO-Gly, were identified

1D O, DNO , NaOD and K [PdCl ] were obtained from by their H NMR chemical shifts at 3.78 and 3.97 ppm,2 3 2 4

Aldrich. All common chemicals were of reagent grade. respectively, and by enhancement of their resonances,
L-Alanine and peptides L-histidylglycine, glycyl-L-his- without the appearance of any new resonances, upon
tidine, glycylglycyl-L-histidine and glycyl-L-histidylglycine addition of the free amino acid to the reaction mixture. The
were obtained from Sigma. The terminal amino group in free acetic acid was identified by its singlet peak at 2.08
the peptides was acetylated by standard methods [10]. ppm. No new resonances appeared upon addition of the

2The reactions of cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ] and cis- free acetic acid to the reaction mixture.2
1[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ] , in which L-Ala is L-alanine2 2

coordinated through nitrogen and oxygen atoms, with
MeCO-His-Gly, MeCO-Gly-His, MeCO-Gly-Gly-His and

1MeCO-Gly-His-Gly were followed by H NMR spec-
troscopy. Equimolar amounts of the palladium(II) complex 3. Results and discussion
and peptide were mixed in NMR tubes. The final solution

2was 10 mM in each reactant. The pH was varied in the Hydrolytic reactions between cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ]2
1range 2.0–2.5. All reactions were carried out at 22 and and cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ] , in which L-Ala is2 2

608C. alanine coordinated via N and O atoms, and N-acetylated
peptides L-histidylglycine (MeCO-His-Gly), glycyl-L-his-
tidine (MeCO-Gly-His), glycylglycyl-L-histidine (MeCO-

2.2. Preparation of cis-K[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ]?2H O2 2 Gly-Gly-His) and glycyl-L-histidylglycine (MeCO-Gly-
1His-Gly) were studied by H NMR spectroscopy. All

K [PdCl ] (0.326 g, 0.001 mol) was dissolved in water2 4 reactions were carried out in the pH range 2.0–2.5 and two
(10 ml), and to this solution L-alanine (0.089 g, 0.001 mol different temperatures, 22 and 608C.
in 5 ml of water) was added. The mixture was stirred at
608C for 1.5 h and 1 M KOH (1 ml) was added slowly to
this solution to keep the pH at ¯3.0. The resulting brown
solution (10 ml) was left at room temperature for 2 h and
then refrigerated overnight. The crystalline powder was
filtered off, washed with ethanol, and dried in air. Yield
0.220 g, or 65%. The pure complex was obtained by
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Fig. 1. Palladium(II)–peptide complexes formed in the reaction between
2 1cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ] or cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ] and the N-2 2 2

acetylated histidine-containing peptides.

3.1. Binding of the catalyst to the substrate

Mixing of the palladium(II) complex with an equimolar ladium(II) atoms per peptide. In the complex designated C,
amount of the peptide under the above experimental the deprotonated imidazole bridges two palladium(II),
conditions resulted in a spontaneous formation of three while in the complex E, coordination of the peptide occurs
NMR detectable palladium(II)–peptide complexes, desig- via the N-1 atom of imidazole and the carboxylate group.
nated A, B and D (see Fig. 1). These three types complex- The complexes C and E also did not exist in the reaction
es were distinguished on the basis of the chemical shifts of of cis-[Pd(L-HMet-S,N)Cl ] (L-HMet5L-methionine2

1the H-2 and H-5 imidazole protons. H NMR chemical coordinated through sulfur and nitrogen atoms) with
shifts of these protons are consistent with those for the MeCO-Gly-His and MeCO-His-Gly [16].

21reaction of cis-[Pd(en)(H O) ] with MeCO-His-Gly and2 2

MeCO-Gly-His [14]. In the latter reaction, five complexes, 3.2. Release of chelated L-Ala
designated from A through E, have been characterized and

2linkage isomerism of these complexes were clarified by In the reactions between cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ] and2
1methylating N-1 and N-3 atoms of the imidazole ring [15]. cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ] and histidine-containing pep-2 2

The complexes C and E were not detected in the reactions tides at 2.0#pH#2.5 a release of chelated L-Ala ligand
2of cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ] and cis-[Pd(L-Ala- from Pd(II) was observed. The doublet of the methyl2

1N,O)(H O) ] with histidine-containing peptides even protons was shifted downfield from 1.43 to 1.56 ppm for2 2

after 3 days. These two complexes contain two pal- coordinated and free L-Ala ligand, respectively. The de-
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2tachment of L-Ala can be also observed from the chemical In the reaction of cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ] and cis-2
1shifts of the methine proton for this ligand coordinated to [Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ] with MeCO-Gly-His and2 2

palladium(II) (3.64 ppm), and for free ligand at 4.15 ppm. MeCO-Gly-Gly-His hydrolysis of the MeCO–Gly and
1 1Release of L-Ala was slow enough to be monitored by H Gly–Gly bonds was observed (Table 1). From H NMR

NMR and total amount of the free ligand was calculated spectroscopy we did not notice the cleavage of the Gly–
from integral values of the methyl protons for the free and His bond. If hydrolysis of this bond occurs it should be
coordinated ligand. In the reactions between these pal- negligible because the primarily reaction of these two
ladium(II) complexes and histidine-containing peptides at palladium(II) complexes with the above-mentioned pep-
608C, ¯36% of chelated L-Ala ligand released after 24 h. tides is the formation of the chelate complex of type D. As
When these reactions were carried out at a lower pH value shown in this complex, the peptide coordinates to the
of 2.0 release of L-Ala from Pd(II) was very fast and the palladium(II) via imidazole N-3 and deprotonated amide
replacement of the ligand with the water molecule almost nitrogen of the histidine. Palladium(II) is one of the most
finished within 2 h. We found that release of alanine is effective transition-metal ions in displacing the amide
slightly faster in the reactions with chloro than with aqua proton [18]. The estimated pKa for this reaction effected
complex. by palladium(II) is ¯2, and displacement was observed

even in solutions with pH ,2.0 [18–24]. The absence of
3.3. Hydrolysis of the amide bonds cleavage of the Gly–His bond in these peptides is in

accordance with the fact that binding of the N3-anchored
2When an equimolar amount of cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ] palladium(II) atom to the deprotonated nitrogen in the2

1or cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ] was incubated with amide bond stabilizes the C–N bond and inhibits its2 2

MeCO-His-Gly at 608C and at 2.0#pH#2.5 complete cleavage [12,18]. However, we found that complex D
hydrolysis of the amide bond involving the carboxylic plays a very important role in the cleavage of the amide
group of the histidine occurred in less than 24 h (Table 1). bonds between MeCO-Gly and Gly-Gly residues (Scheme
When this reaction occurs, free glycine is easily detected in 1). The next step after formation of complex 1 (complex of
1H NMR spectra. No cleavage of the amide bond involving type D) is release of the L-Ala ligand from palladium(II)
the amino group of the histidine was detected. This and its displacement by water. This conversion of 1 into 2
regioselective cleavage of the amide bond was also found is evident by the simultaneous decline of the doublet at
in the reaction of this peptide, and many other MeCO-His- 1.43 ppm due to methyl protons of the chelated L-Ala and
X peptides (X5Ala, Leu, Ser, Thr, Tyr or Phe) with growth of that at 1.56 ppm due to free L-Ala ligand.

21 21cis-[Pd(en)(H O) ] and cis-[Pd(L-HMet-S,N)(H O) ] Release of L-Ala ligand is supported by the trans influence2 2 2 2

[14–16]. It was assumed that only catalyst bound to the of the negative charge on the deprotonated amide nitrogen
N-3 atom of imidazole can effect the cleavage of the amide atom and acidic medium. The coordination mode in the
bond because this coordination mode permits the close complex 2 (see Scheme 1) permits the close approach of
approach of the metal atom and its aqua ligands to the the metal atom and its aqua ligand to the MeCO–Gly and
peptide bond. No cleavage of the peptide bonds was Gly–Gly amide bonds. Hydrolysis of these two bonds can
observed in the reaction of cis-[Pd(en)Cl ] and cis-[Pd(L- occur by two limiting mechanisms as represented in2

HMet-S,N)Cl ] with MeCO-His-X type of peptides. complex 2 (see Scheme 1). The first possibility is that2

Table 1
Monitoring of peptide hydrolysis promoted by palladium(II) complexes at 2.0#pH#2.5 and at 608C

1Monitoring group H NMR chemical shifts (d, in ppm) Percentage (%) of hydrolyzed amide bond after 24 h
2 1Substrate Hydrolysis products cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)Cl ] cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ]2 2 2

CH CO-His-Gly Gly 100 1003

GlyCH (s) 4.00 3.782

CH CO-Gly-His CH COOH 25 203 3

CH CO (s) 2.00 2.083

CH CO-Gly-Gly-His CH CO-Gly 65 623 3

CH CO-GlyCH (s) 3.92 3.973 2

CH COOH 19 123

CH CO(s) 2.00 2.083

CH CO-Gly-His-Gly Gly 43 363

GlyCH (s) 4.00 3.782

CH COOH 19 273

CH CO (s) 2.00 2.083
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Scheme 1.

palladium(II) acts as a Lewis acid and forms a chelate amide bond. From data in Table 1 it may be concluded that
involving a deprotonated amide nitrogen of the amino cleavage of the MeCO–Gly and Gly–Gly bonds in MeCO-
group of histidine and the oxygen atom of the scissile Gly-His and MeCO-Gly-Gly-His, respectively, is slower in
amide bond. The interaction with the oxygen atom polar- comparison with the cleavage of the amide bond involving
izes the carbonyl group and activates the carbon atom the carboxylic group of the histidine in MeCO-His-Gly.
toward attack by water molecule from the solvent (external This is clearly demonstrated in the reaction of cis-[Pd(L-

2 1attack). For the reaction to occur by this mechanism the Ala-N,O)Cl ] and cis-[Pd(L-Ala-N,O)(H O) ] with tri-2 2 2

palladium(II) and carbonyl oxygen atoms should be proxi- peptide MeCO-Gly-His-Gly. In the reaction of these two
mate. Another possibility is that an aqua ligand on palladium(II) complexes with MeCO-Gly-His-Gly at 2.0#

palladium(II) is delivered to the carbon atom in the amide pH#2.5 two amide bonds MeCO–Gly and His–Gly were
bond (internal attack). For the cleavage of the amide bond cleaved. When this reaction was carried out at 608C
to occur by this mechanism an aqua ligand at palladium(II) approximately 40% of the His–Gly and 23% of MeCO–
should be proximate to the carbonyl carbon of the scissile Gly bonds were cleaved after 24 h. The cleavage of the
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Abstract

Salen type complexes, CuL, the corresponding tetrahydrosalen type complexes, Cu[H ]L, and N,N9-dimethylated tetrahydrosalen type4

complexes, Cu[H Me ]L, were investigated using cyclic voltammetry, and electronic and ESR spectroscopy. In addition, the analogous2 2

copper(II) complexes with a derivative of the tetradentate ligand ‘salphen’ [salphen5H salphen5N,N9-disalicylidene-1,2-diaminoben-2
tzene] were studied. Solutions of CuL, Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L are air-stable at ambient temperature, except for the complex Cu( Bu,4 2 2

t tMe)[H ]salphen [H ( Bu, Me)[H ]salphen5N,N9-bis(2-hydroxy-3-tert-butyl-5-methylbenzyl)-1,2-diaminobenzene]. Cu( Bu,4 2 4
tMe)[H ]salphen interacts with dioxygen and the ligand is oxidatively dehydrogenated (–CH –NH–→–C=N–) to form Cu( Bu,4 2

t tMe)[H ]salphen and finally, in the presence of base, Cu( Bu, Me)salphen. X-ray structure analysis of Cu( Bu, Me)[H Me ]salen confirms2 2 2

a slightly tetrahedrally distorted planar geometry of the CuN O coordination core. The complexes were subjected to spectrophotometric2 2

titration with pyridine, to determine the equilibrium constants for adduct formation. It was found that the metal center in the complexes
studied is only of weak Lewis acidity. In dichlormethane, the oxidation Cu(II) /Cu(III) is quasireversible for the CuL type complexes, but
irreversible for the Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L type. A poorly defined wave was observed for the irreversible reduction Cu(II) /Cu(I) at4 2 2

potentials less than 21.0 V. The ESR spectra of CuL at both 77 K and room temperature reveal that very well resolved lines can be
14attributed to the interaction of an unpaired electron spin with the copper nuclear spin, N donor nuclei and to a distant interaction with

Cu N Ntwo equivalent protons [uA (iso)u¯253 MHz, uA (iso)u¯43 MHz, uA (iso)u¯20 MHz]. These protons are attached to the carbon atoms
14adjacent to the N nuclei. In contrast to CuL, the number of lines in the spectra of the complexes Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L is greatly4 2 2

Nreduced. At room temperature, only a quintet with a considerably smaller nitrogen shf splitting constant [uA (iso)u¯27 MHz] is observed.
Both factors, planarity and conjugation, are thus essential for the observation of distant hydrogen shf splitting in CuL. Due to the C=N
bond hydrogenation, the coordination polyhedra of the complexes Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L is more flexible and more sensitive to4 2 2

ligand modification than that of CuL. The electron-withdrawing effect of the phenyl ring of the phenylenediamine bridge is reflected in a
t treduction of the copper hyperfine coupling constants in Cu( Bu, Me)[H ]salphen and Cu( Bu, Me)[H Me ]salphen complexes4 2 2

Cu[uA (iso)u¯215 MHz].  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper salen and salphen complexes; Oxidative dehydrogenation; Electrochemical properties; ESR; Effect of hydrogenation; Crystal structure;
Effect of ligand modification

1. Introduction ticularly their active sites, various model metal complexes
containing Schiff base ligands have been synthesized and

The environment around the metal center and its con- studied for their dioxygen uptake [1–6] and oxidative
formational flexibility are the key factors for a metallopro- catalysis [7–11]. Most of the earlier investigations were
tein to carry out a specific physiological function, e.g. carried out with the tetradentate Schiff base ligand salen
dioxygen binding, oxygen utilization etc. In order to [12] and its derivatives, while tetrahydrosalen [12] and
emulate the biological activity of metalloproteins, par- N,N9-dimethylated tetrahydrosalen [12] and their deriva-

tives have rarely been studied with the exception of the
hydrogenation product of non-substituted salen*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1421-7-593-25520; fax: 1421-7-524-
(H [H ]salen). The coordination chemistry of this ligand93198. 2 4

´E-mail address: mazur@cvt.stuba.sk (M. Mazur) with nickel [13,14], zinc [13,14], cobalt [14,15],

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00291-0
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molybdenum [16–18], copper [14,19], and iron [20,21] genation under aerobic conditions. In the first step, the
twas studied, and mononuclear as well as dinuclear com- intermediate Cu( Bu, Me)[H ]salphen is formed, which2

plexes (Fe [20], Cu [22], Co [15]) were obtained. The was isolated in solid. Finally, in the presence of base, the
teffect of ligand modification on complex formation with complex Cu( Bu, Me)salphen is formed [12].

copper was investigated with various derivatives of The present contribution deals with a spectroscopic and
II II II IVH [H ]salen [22–24]. Complexes of Cu , Co , Ni , V an electrochemical investigation of substituted salen, tetra-2 4

21 III II(5VO ), Mn and Pd with H (Bu) salen and hydrosalen, N,N9-dimethylated tetrahydrosalen, and corre-2 2

H (Bu) [H ]salen [12] were prepared and ESR-studied by sponding salphen copper(II) complexes depicted in Fig. 1.2 2 4

Kasumov et al. [25]. The influence of the methylation of the ethylenediamine
Comparing the ligand properties of salen and its hydro- bridge, N,N9-methylation of the tetrahydrosalen ligands

genated analogue tetrahydrosalen, one expects increased and the effect of the phenylenediamine bridge on structural
N-basicity and greater flexibility as a consequence of C=N and magnetic properties of those complexes is discussed.
bond hydrogenation. Tetrahydrosalen should thus coordi- In addition, the results of the single-crystal X-ray analysis

tnate more easily in a folded fashion as well, which is of the complex Cu( Bu, Me)[H Me ]salen are presented.2 2

indeed found for dinuclear iron complexes [20,26]. In
mononuclear complexes, such as Ni[H ]salen, the ligand4

was suggested to be coordinated in its planar, unfolded 2. Experimental
form [13]. The lost of conjugation in coordinated tetrahy-
drosalens generates interesting electronic and magnetic 2.1. Chemicals
properties of copper(II) complexes reflected in the absence
of weak distant magnetic interactions [27,28]. All reagents used were of reagent grade (Fluka, Merck).

We have recently reported an interesting behaviour of The solvents were of AR grade and purified further by
II IINi and Co tetrahydrosalen complexes, which interact using standard methods [33]. The supporting electrolyte,

with dioxygen [29–32]. In organic solution, the complexes tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (NBu PF4 6

are subject to oxidative dehydrogenation in the sense that, Fluka, puriss.) was dried in vacuo for 1 h at 808C, and
IIin the presence of dioxygen, one (Ni complex) or both stored in an evacuated desiccator.

II(Co complex) of the two C–N bonds are dehydrogenated
to form C=N imine bonds. The corresponding copper(II) 2.2. Preparation
complexes are stable towards O . A remarkably different2

behaviour, compared to Cu[H ]salen-like complexes, was 2.2.1. Schiff base ligands and their hydrogenated4
tfound for the complex Cu( Bu, Me)[H ]salphen [12]. analogues4

1 2 4 tSurprisingly, this complex, as found for the nickel and The Schiff base, H L (L5L , L , L ), ligands (H ( Bu,2 2
t tcobalt complexes, undergoes stepwise oxidative dehydro- Me)salen, H ( Bu, Me)saldimen and H ( Bu, Me)salphen)2 2

Fig. 1. Structural formulae of the complexes CuL, Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L. For abbreviations see Ref. [12].4 2 2
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1[12] and their hydrogenated analogues, H [H ]L, were The ligands were characterised by H-NMR, IR (N–H,2 4

¨prepared in the same manner as reported by A. Bottcher et C=N) and elemental analysis (C, H, N); the complexes
al. [29,31]. were characterized by IR and elemental analysis (C, H, N).

1Ligands: Anal. calcd. for H [H Me ]L : C, 76.32; H,2 2 2
t t2.2.2. Ligands H ( Bu, Me)[H Me ]salen and H ( Bu, 10.06; N, 6.36. Found: C, 76.15; H, 10.06; N, 6.34. Calcd.2 2 2 2

1 2 2Me)[H Me ]saldimen (H [H Me ]L, L5L , L ) for H [H Me ]L : C, 76.88; H, 10.32; N, 5.98. Found: C,2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4The N,N9-dimethylation of the hydrogenated ligands 76.48; H, 10.27; N, 5.90. Calcd. for H [H ]L : C, 78.22;2 4

was carried out by the modified procedure of Borch et al. H, 8.75; N, 6.08. Found: C, 78.51; H, 8.82; N, 5.71. Calcd.
4[34,35]. A solution of 8 mmol of H [H ]L and 75 mmol of for H [H Me ]L : C, 78.65; H, 9.07; N, 5.98. Found: C,2 4 2 2 2

1 2formaldehyde (37% aqueous solution) in 110 ml of 78.68; H, 9.07; N, 5.64. IR(KBr) of H L , H L and2 2
4 21acetonitrile and 16 ml of glacial acetic acid was stirred at H L : 1620, 1620 and 1615 cm [n(C=N)]. IR(KBr) of2

1 2 4room temperature. After 40 min of stirring, 32 mmol of H [H ]L , H [H ]L and H [H ]L : 3280, 3260 and 3310,2 4 2 4 2 4
21 1Na[(CN)(BH )] was added in one portion and the solution 3330 cm [n(N–H)]. H-NMR (200 MHz, CDCl ): d3 3

4 1was stirred for a further 12 h. After that the solvent was 3.63 (2H, s, NH) for H [H ]L ; for the ligands H [H ]L2 4 2 4
2evaporated in vacuo, and 50 ml of 4 M NaOH was added and H [H ]L , protons of the NH functions were not2 4

1to the residue. The resulting mixture was extracted with resolved. H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl ): d 2.24 (6H, s,3
1three 20-ml portions of CH Cl to separate the ligand. The NCH ) for H [H Me ]L , d 2.05 (6H, s, NCH ) for2 2 3 2 2 2 3

2organic phase was shaken once with 20 ml of saturated H [H Me ]L and d 2.70 (6H, s, NCH ) for2 2 2 3
4 1aqueous NaHCO , dried with solid Na SO , and concen- H [H Me ]L . Melting point: 1698C (H L ), 1378C3 2 4 2 2 2 2

1 1 2trated to precipitate the colourless ligand H [H Me ]L. (H [H ]L ), 1188C (H [H Me ]L ), 2288C (H L ), 1238C2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2
2 2 4The crude product was recrystallized from ethanol (yield (H [H ]L ), 2278C (H [H Me ]L ), 1428C (H L ), 1338C2 4 2 2 2 2
4 4about 60%). It should be noted that it was not possible to (H [H ]L ), 1368C (H [H Me ]L ). Complexes: Anal.2 4 2 2 2

t 1prepare the ligand H ( Bu, Me)[H Me ]saltmen calcd. for CuL : C, 66.43; H, 7.29; N, 5.96. Found: C,2 2 2
3 1(H [H Me ]L ) using the described procedure. 66.91; H, 7.42; N, 5.98. Calcd. for Cu[H ]L : C, 65.86; H,2 2 2 4

8.08; N, 5.91. Found: C, 65.67; H, 8.05; N, 6.07. Calcd.
t 12.2.3. Ligand H ( Bu, Me)[H Me ]salphen for Cu[H Me ]L : C, 66.97; H, 8.43; N, 5.58. Found: C,2 2 2 2 2

4 2(H [H Me ]L ) 66.95; H, 8.72; N, 5.64. Calcd. for CuL : C, 67.51; H,2 2 2
4To a vigorously stirred solution of 2 mmol H [H ]L in 7.69; N, 5.62. Found: C, 67.36; H, 7.67; N, 5.58. Calcd.2 4

240 ml glacial acetic acid, which was cooled below 208C, for Cu[H ]L : C, 66.97; H, 8.43; N, 5.58. Found: C, 66.42;4
212 mmol of Na[(CN)(BH )] was added portionwise. Then, H, 8.70; N, 4.94. Calcd. for Cu[H Me ]L : C, 67.95; H,3 2 2

20 mmol of formaldehyde (37% aqueous solution) was 8.74; N, 5.28. Found: C, 67.79; H, 8.77; N, 5.22. Calcd.
4added in one portion under stirring and cooling. After 12 h for CuL : C, 69.54; H, 6.61; N, 5.41. Found: C, 69.79; H,

4of stirring, 100 ml of 4 M NaOH was added to establish a 6.60; N, 5.49. Calcd. for Cu[H ]L : C, 69.54; H, 6.61; N,2

pH¯7 in the solution, which was extracted with three 5.41. Found: C, 67.40; H, 6.69; N, 5.20. Calcd. for
420-ml portions of CH Cl to separate the ligand. The Cu[H Me ]L : C, 69.85; H, 7.69; N, 5.09. Found: C,2 2 2 2

1 2organic phase was shaken twice with aqueous solution of 67.55; H, 7.55; N, 4.74. IR(KBr) of CuL , CuL and
4 21NaHCO , dried with solid Na SO , and concentrated to CuL : 1620, 1630 and 1615 cm [n(C=N)]. IR(KBr) of3 2 4

1 2 21precipitate the crude ligand as a brownish solid. The Cu[H ]L and Cu[H ]L : 3220, 3180 and 3240 cm4 4
4 21product was recrystallized from ethanol as colourless solid [n(N–H)]. IR(KBr) of Cu[H ]L : 1600 and 3180 cm2

(yield, 65%). [n(C=N) and n(N–H)].

2.2.4. Complexes
The complexes CuL, Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L (L5 2.3. ESR spectroscopy4 2 2

1 2 4 tL , L , L ) [12], with the exception of Cu( Bu,
4Me)[H ]salphen (Cu[H ]L ), were prepared according to The ESR spectra at both room temperature and 77 K4 4

the procedure described elsewhere [29,31]. Because of were recorded on a Bruker SRC-200 D spectrometer
oxidative dehydrogenation of the tetrahydrosalphen ligand, operating in the X-band, using the 100-kHz field modula-

4the complex Cu[H ]L could not be isolated in the solid. tion; g-factors are quoted relative to the internal reference4
4The complex Cu[H ]L was prepared using the following standard marker (DPPH). Spectral simulations were per-2

procedure: Under air, ethanolic solutions of 1 mmol formed using computer programs described elsewhere [36–
4H [H ]L and 1 mmol Cu(AcO) –4H O were mixed and 38].2 4 2 2

4stirred at 508C. The resulting dark green solution was Due to the oxidative dehydrogenation of the Cu[H ]L ,4

filtered and left at room temperature without stirring. The the complex was prepared in situ by mixing the ethanol
4microcrystalline dark needles were collected by filtration, solutions of copper acetate and H [H ]L ligand under an2 4

washed with a small amount of ethanol and dried on air argon atmosphere; the concentration of the complex solu-
23 21(yield 70%). tion was 10 mol l . A small amount of that solution
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Table 1was inserted into an ESR quartz tube and stored under an
tCrystallographic data for the complex Cuh( Bu, Me)[H Me ]salenj2 2argon atmosphere. The sample was run either at room 1(Cu[H Me ]L )2 2temperature or frozen at 77 K (liquid nitrogen).

Formula C H N O Cu28 42 2 2
21Formula weight (g mol ) 502.18

2.4. Electronic and IR spectra Space group P2 2 2 (No. 19)1 1 1
˚a (A) 27.655(8)
˚b (A) 10.005(3)The electronic spectra were recorded in acetone on a
˚c (A) 9.653(3)Specord S10 diode-array spectrometer (Carl Zeiss, Jena). 3˚V (A ) 2670.9(14)The IR spectra for KBr pellets were measured at 298 K on

Z 4
an FTIR spectrometer, Impact 400 (Nicolet). T (8C) 27

23
r (g cm ) 1.249calcd

˚l (A) (graphite monochromatized) 0.71069 (MoKa)2.5. Electrochemical measurements
21

m (MoKa) (cm ) 8.43
aR indices with I.2s(I) (data) 3490

Cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out with wR 0.14022
Princeton Applied Research equipment (PAR 173, PAR R 0.05391

b 2276, and PAR software) [39]. All solutions were de- Goodness-of-fit s on F 1.048
aoxygenated by passing a stream of pre-purified Ar into the Definition of the R indices: R 5 (o(iF u 2 uF i) /o uF u, wR 5 ho1 o c o 2

2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 21 2 2 2solution for at least 10 min prior to recording the volt- [w(F 2 F ) /o w(F ) ]j with w 5 [s (F ) 1 (0.0959P) 1 1.78P],o c o o
2 2where P 5 (max(F , 0) 1 2F ) /3.ammogram. To maintain an O -free environment, the o c2

b 2 2 2 1 / 2s 5 ho [w(F 2 F ) /(n 2 p)j , where n is the number of observedo csolution was blanketed with Ar during all experiments. All
reflections and p is the number of parameters refined.potentials reported herein were measured at 258C and

referenced to the SCE with ferrocene (fc) as an internal
1 3124. An empirical absorption correction was applied. Thestandard (E8[fc / fc ]510.46 V vs. SCE). A Beckman

structure was solved by direct methods using the computerPt-button electrode was used as the working electrode. The
program SHELXS-86 and refined by full-matrix weightedcyclic voltammograms of the complexes were recorded in
least-squares to the R values given in Table 1 (programdichlormethane.
SHELXL-93) [40,41]. The U ’s for all the hydrogen atoms
were fixed and isotropic. The final difference map was2.6. Spectrophotometric titration 23˚featureless with a highest peak of 0.54 and 20.38 e A ,
respectively. The summary of the crystal and diffractionThe addition of pyridine to copper(II) complexes (CuL,
data is given in Table 1 and selected bond lengths andCu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L) according to reaction (1) was4 2 2 angles are given in Table 2.followed spectrophotometrically in acetone.

K
CuL 1 py⇔CuL–py (1)

3. Results and discussion

A 5 (A 1 A K[py]) /(1 1 K[py]) (2)0 `
3.1. Preparation of the complexes

The A / [py] data for a given wavelength were computer-
4fitted to Eq. (2) to obtain K. The symbols A and A refer The ligands H L, H [H ]L, except for H [H ]L , and0 ` 2 2 4 2 4

to the absorbance, A, of the species CuL and CuL–py,
respectively, at a concentration, [Cu] . Table 2tot

1˚Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for Cu[H Me ]L2 2

2.7. X-ray structure determination Cu(1)–O(2) 1.893(4) C(8)–C(14) 1.522(10)
Cu(1)–O(33) 1.884(4) C(14)–N(15) 1.467(9)

t Cu(1)–N(15) 2.014(5) N(15)–C(16) 1.508(10)Crystals of [Cu( Bu, Me)[H Me ]salen] were grown2 2
Cu(1)–N(19) 2.038(5) N(15)–C(17) 1.488(9)from acetone as short prisms. The crystal chosen for X-ray
O(2)–C(3) 1.326(7) C(17)–C(18) 1.521(10)

measurement had the dimensions 0.330.4530.55 mm. C(3)–C(8) 1.403(9)
Intensities were measured on a four-circle diffractometer

O(33)–Cu(1)–O(2) 90.5(2) N(15)–C(14)–C(8) 112.1(5)(Stoe-Stadi-4) using graphite-monochromatized MoKa
O(2)–Cu(1)–N(15) 92.9(2) C(14)–N(15)–Cu(1) 109.6(4)˚radiation (l50.71069 A; scan 2u –v 51:1). Cell constants
N(15)–Cu(1)–N(19) 86.0(2) C(14)–N(15)–C(17) 109.6(5)were determined by least-squares from the 2u angles of 42
O(33)–Cu(1)–N(19) 92.4(2) C(14)–N(15)–C(16) 110.4(6)

reflections (T5300 K) in the range 32.5–39.08 on the O(33)–Cu(1)–N(15) 170.0(2) N(15)–C(17)–C(18) 107.7(6)
same instrument. The intensities of 7419 reflections O(2)–Cu(1)–N(19) 169.7(2) C(17)–N(15)–Cu(1) 107.4(4)

C(3)–O(2)–Cu(1) 128.1(4) C(16)–N(15)–Cu(1) 109.7(4)( 2 29 # h # 29, 2 10 # k # 10, 0 # l # 10) were mea-
O(2)–C(3)–C(8) 121.3(6) C(17)–N(15)–C(16) 110.1(6)sured in the interval 2.16,u ,22.518. Independent reflec-
C(3)–C(8)–C(14) 118.8(6)tions: 3492 (R 50.0703). Reflection with F . 4.0s(F ):int 0 0
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1 2 4H [H Me ]L (L5L , L , L ), react with the copper 3.2. IR and electronic spectra2 2 2

acetate in ethanol with an immediate colour change, to
4form crystalline green or brown (CuL ) complexes in a IR spectra of the CuL complexes show a band in the

21good yield (.80%). The reaction of copper acetate with range 1610–1630 cm attributable to the azomethine
t 4H ( Bu, Me)[H ]salphen (H [H ]L ) in ethanol, however, group. In the spectra of the complexes Cu[H ]L, this band2 4 2 4 4

was remarkably different: is missing and the stretching vibration of the N–H band at
213140–3320 cm is observed. A sharp band in the rangeO O ,base2 24 4 4 21[Cu[H ]L ] → [Cu[H ]L ] → [CuL ] (3) 1250–1300 cm is assigned to n(C–O).4 2

22H 22H
Electronic spectra of the complexes CuL in acetone

21 21The isolated green product was surprisingly found to be show an intense (´|10.000–19.000 M cm ) band at4dihydrosalphen Cu[H ]L , instead of the expected tetrahy-2 |380 nm, having a mainly metal-to-ligand [Cu(d ),xz4drosalphen complex Cu[H ]L ; the IR spectrum of the4 O(2p ), Ph(p)→C=N(p*)] charge-transfer (MLCT)21 zgreen product exhibited bands at 1602 and 3180 cm , character [58,59]; there is a transition from the HOMO
which can be attributed to C=N and N–H stretching (partially filled MO), which is principally composed of
vibrations, respectively. Attempts to isolate the tetrahydro- Cu(3d ), O(2p ), Ph(p) orbitals, to the LUMO [C=N(p*)]xz zsalphen complex under a strictly argon atmosphere have 21 21orbital. The weak (´|500–600 M cm ) asymmetric4not been successful. The complex Cu[H ]L is air-stable in2 broad band in the visible region at |570 nm, observed
ethanol and acetone solution; however, the addition of any

only for the complexes, was assigned to a d–d transition.
base (e.g. dmf, py) to these aerated solutions initiates

The spectra of the complexes Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L4 2 2further oxidative dehydrogenation of the ligand in the 21 21
4 4 show a medium intensity band (´|1600–2000 M cm )complex Cu[H ]L , and finally the brown complex CuL is 21 212 at |420 nm, and a broad band (´|700–1200 M cm )formed; the IR spectrum of the brown product obtained

4 at 580–630 nm, respectively. The band at the shorterdiffered from that of Cu[H ]L in the virtual disappearance2
21 wavelength can be attributed to the MLCT transitionof the N–H stretching vibration at 3180 cm . The

(Cu(II)→phenolate (p*) transition; CT band from thedioxygen uptake measurements revealed that dmf solution
4 filled d (3d , 3d ) orbitals of copper(II) to the antibond-xz yzof Cu[H ]L consumes O in the molar ratio [Cu]:[O ]54 2 2

ing orbitals of the phenolic residue) [60], and the broad1:1, and water is most likely the product of the dioxygen
4 band to a d–d transition. In comparison to the Schiff basereduction [42]. Solutions of the ligand H [H ]L are air-2 4

CuL complexes, both bands are red-shifted. The charac-stable; the ligand does not undergo oxidation, even after
teristics of the visible spectra of the complexes areseveral days.
compiled in Table 3.These observations are strong evidence for an oxidative

dehydrogenation of the two secondary amine (–CH –NH–)2

to imine (–CH=N–) functions and imply an intramolecular
3.3. Adduct formation with pyridineoxidative-rearrangement reaction. Unfortunately, a con-

sistent mechanistic interpretation of Reaction (3) is not yet
The metal center in the complexes CuL, Cu[H ]L andat hand, and further experiments should be done to clarify 4

Cu[H Me ]L, is only of weak Lewis acidity. Spectro-it. We suppose, however, that the deprotonation of the 2 2
1 1 4photometric titration of CuL , Cu[H ]L and CuL withamino group undergoing the oxidative dehydrogenation 4

pyridine in acetone leads to spectral changes which fitcan be considered as an essential part of the reaction
satisfactorily the relationship (2), describing monoadductmechanism. This is in agreement with our observed base-
formation according to Eq. (1). The values obtained for theassisted ligand oxidative dehydrogenation and is also

4demonstrated by the fact that the complex Cu[H Me ]L is2 2

stable towards dioxygen; N,N9-methylation of the tetrahy- Table 3
21 21drosalphen ligand blocks the formation of the C=N bond. Visible absorption [l (nm) (´ (M cm )] of the complexes CuL,max max

aCu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L in acetoneA number of recent reports also indicated that deprotona- 4 2 2

21 21tion of the coordinated amine is a necessary prior step in Complex l (nm) (´ (M cm )]max max

oxidative dehydrogenation of macrocyclic polyamine lig- 1CuL 380(10700); 572(580)II II I / II IV
2ands in Ni [43–46], Co [47,48], Cu [49,50], Os CuL 380(12000); 570(650)

III II 3[51], Ru [52–54] and Fe [55–57] complexes. CuL [31] 380(14000); 570 (600)
4 4CuL 405(13700); 444(19500); 580 (540)In contrast to the complex Cu[H ]L , the other tetrahy-4

11–3 Cu[H ]L 416(1590); 605(770)4drosalen type complexes, Cu[H ]L , studied herein are4 2Cu[H ]L 416(1700); 595(930)4air-stable. This is most likely the consequence of the much 3Cu[H ]L [31] 410(2200); 584 (1200)4
4lower acidity of the protons adjacent to the nitrogens in the Cu[H ]L 453(9920); 610(720)21–3 4 1ligands H [H ]L than in the ligand H [H ]L ; an Cu[H Me ]L 440(1780); 637(1200)2 4 2 4 2 2

2Cu[H Me ]L 440(1800); 630(1100)electron-withdrawing effect of the phenyl ring of the 2 2
4Cu[H Me ]L 452(1860); 672(1300)2 2phenylenediamine bridge causes an increase in the acidity

a 24of the N–H group. [complex]510 M; d51 cm.
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21 1equilibrium constant K are small, 0.25 M for CuL and 3.5. Electrochemical behaviour of the complexes
1 21 4Cu[H ]L and 0.4 M for CuL , respectively. Titration of4

1 2 4 2Cu[H Me ]L (L5L , L , L ), CuL and Cu[H ]L (L5L , Cyclic voltammograms of the complexes CuL and2 2 4
3L [31]) with pyridine produces only very minor spectral Cu[H Me ]L showed an anodic peak, in the range 10.6 to2 2

changes, too small for the evaluation of reliable K data on 1.0 V (vs. SCE), corresponding to the one-electron oxida-
1 2 II / IIIthe basis of Eq. (2). tion CuL→CuL 1e reaction (Cu ) at the Pt elec-

The very limited Lewis acidity of the copper complexes trode. The counter peak, less pronounced for the
is obviously due to the steric and electronic effects of the Cu[H Me ]L complexes, corresponding to the electro-2 2

1 2t-Bu groups and the methyl groups on the ethylene bridge chemical reduction CuL 1e →CuL reaction, was also
and nitrogen atoms, respectively. This follows from the well resolved. The peak-to-peak separations and I /I .p,c p,a

tcomparison of complex Ni( Bu, Me)[H ]saltmen (K < 1) 0.9 imply quasi-reversible electrochemical behaviour4
twith complex Ni( Bu, Me)[H ]salen, as studied earlier (heterogeneous electron transfer) of the CuL complexes,4

[29]. The latter complex, which differs only by the absence but irreversible behaviour of the complexes Cu[H Me ]L.2 2

of the four methyl groups on the ethylene bridge, adds two The redox potentials are summarized in Table 4.
molecules of pyridine. An interesting redox behaviour, which is completely

4irreversible, gave the complexes Cu[H ]L and Cu[H ]L .4 2
t3.4. Structure of the complex Cu( Bu, Me)[H Me ]salen In a way similar to the complexes CuL and Cu[H Me ]L,2 2 2 2

an anodic peak at positive potentials was observed in
The view of the coordination geometry of the complex voltammograms of both types of complexes. However, for

tCu( Bu, Me)[H Me ]salen shown in Fig. 2 suggests that the Cu[H ]L complexes, the less pronounced counter peak2 2 4
21the N O set of donor atoms binds the copper in a nearly was observed only at higher scan rates (500 mV s and2 2

21square-planar geometry. The planar arrangement of the higher). At a scan rate of 100 mV s , no reduction peak
chromophore is tetrahedrally distorted; the four O–Cu–O, (counter peak) was observed on the reverse cathodic scan

4O–Cu–N, and N–Cu–N angles differ only slightly from in their cyclic voltammograms. For the Cu[H ]L complex,2

908, and the two O–Cu–N angles are close to 1708. The the anodic oxidation takes place at a potential of 10.67 V.
˚two Cu–O distances are 1.884 and 1.893 A and the Cu–N During the reverse scan, the corresponding counter peak

˚distances are 2.014 and 2.038 A, respectively. The mean was found to be significantly shifted to a more cathodic
deviation from the least-squares plane, formed by the four potential; the counter peak was observed at a potential of

˚donor atoms and the copper atom, is 60.168 A. The two 20.43 V.
methyl groups on the tertiary amine N atoms are situated The irreversible redox behaviour of these complexes is
out of the CuN O plane and in the trans position. The most likely due to the ligand deprotonation, namely amino2 2

two aromatic rings are slightly bent off the chromophore (–CH –NH–) function group deprotonation, in the electro-2
1plane. The metal–metal distance between the neighbouring chemically oxidized complexes Cu[H ]L and4

4 1˚complex units is so large (8.243 A) that intermolecular [Cu[H ]L ] . The ligand deprotonation, which takes place2
IIIinteraction can be excluded. Using the chiral point group in the electrochemically generated complexes of Cu with

222 for the space group P2 2 2 and the value of the Flack cyclic amino ligands, was also reported by Olson et al.1 1 1

parameter x520.012(26) the absolute structure was suc- [61] and Deming et al. [62]. Thus, the heterogeneous
cessfully solved. The crystallographic data of the complex electron transfer is followed by a chemical reaction,
and selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Tables 1 namely ligand deprotonation. It should be noted that the
and 2. electron-withdrawing effect of the phenyl ring of the

Table 4
a,bVoltammetric data for CuL, Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L in dichlor-4 2 2

methane at 293 K

Complex E E E 2E Notepa pc pa pc

1CuL 980 860 120 Quasirev.
2CuL 940 830 110 Quasirev.
4CuL 1070 960 110 Quasirev.

1 cCu[H ]L 620 470 150 Irr.4
2 cCu[H ]L 660 470 190 Irr.4
4Cu[H ]L 670 1430 160 Irr.2

1Cu[H Me ]L 690 580 110 Irr.2 2
2Cu[H Me ]L 660 520 140 Irr.2 2
4Cu[H Me ]L 720 580 140 Irr.2 2

a In mV.
t b 21Fig. 2. View of the coordination geometry in the complex Cuh( Bu, n 5100 mV s .

c 21Me)[H Me ]salenj. n 5500 mV s .2 2
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phenylenediamine bridge and most likely the extended however, clearly shows two intense peaks spaced at about
conjugation in the dihydrosalphen complex molecule 450 G, which could be attributed to the allowed, DM 5S

facilitates deprotonation of the N–H function group of the 61, transitions (at g|2) [73,74]. Moreover, the hyperfine
4ligand in the Cu[H ]L complex, compared to the Cu[H ]L structure is clearly seen on each allowed transition. For the2 4

4 1 2complexes; the pK data of the bases phenylenediamine complexes CuL and Cu[H ]L (L5L , L ), the DM 561a 4 S

and ethylenediamine also suggest easier deprotonation of transitions are less pronounced and to a greater extent are
the amino functions in the phenylenediamines. Thus, as a overlapped by the signal of the monomeric species; the
consequence of ligand deprotonation in the complex hyperfine structure of the transitions is resolved. After the

4 4 2Cu[H ]L , the reduction of the [Cu[H ]L ] species is addition of acetone, the signal due to the ‘dimeric’ species2 1

more difficult. This is reflected in the more cathodic was no longer observed. The aggregation was not observed
3potential of the reverse (counter) peak. in toluene solutions of the complexes CuL [27,28],

3 1 2 4The decrease in oxidation (anodic) potential E ob- Cu[H ]L [27,28] and Cu[H Me ]L (L5L , L , L ),p,a 4 2 2

served upon going from CuL to Cu[H ]L and which is obviously due to the steric effect of the two4

Cu[H Me ]L is not unexpected, since the more basic terc-Bu substituents of the salicylaldehyde moieties and2 2

hydrogenated ligand should induce a higher electron the four methyl groups on the ethylenediamine bridge in
1density on the metal center. The anodic potentials of the the former two complexes and two methyl groups,

Cu[H Me ]L complexes are more positive than those of situated out of plane, attached to the nitrogen donors in the2 2

the corresponding Cu[H ]L complexes, most likely due to latter ones (Cu[H Me ]L), respectively. The same effect is4 2 2

the steric effect of methyl groups on the nitrogen atoms. most likely responsible for the impossibility of preparing
3The electron-withdrawing effect of the phenylenediamine H [H Me ]L ligands and the corresponding2 2 2
3bridge is reflected in a more anodic potential. Cu[H Me ]L complex; in contrast to the N,N-methylation2 2

1 2 4In contrast to previously studied copper complexes with reaction of the H [H ]L (L5L , L , L ) ligands in the2 4

similar Schiff base ligands [31,63–66], we observed only formaldehyde–cyanoborate (Na[(CN)(BH )]) system3
II / Ipoorly defined irreversible reduction (Cu ) waves at (modified procedure of Borsch et al. [34,35], see ex-

Ipotentials less that 21.0 V [66,67]. Since the Cu centre is perimental part) which proceeds in the reaction mixture
more stabilised in the tetrahedral coordination, the square- with a good yield, the N,N-methylation reaction of the

3planar arrangement around the copper centre may prevent ligand H [H ]L in the formaldehyde–cyanoborate system2 4

the complexes from being reversibly reduced. It should be was not observed at all. Moreover, it is important to note
noted that a reduction of the complexes at the Pt electrode that the methyl groups attached to the nitrogen donors
may also be complicated by the electrode kinetics [68–70]; hinder the axial coordination of a base (e.g. pyridin) to a
at the Hg electrode the reduction of the complexes CuL greater extent than the methyl groups on the ethyl-

2and Cu[H ]L is reversible [31]. enediamine bridge.4

The ESR spectra of the CuL complexes in toluene–
acetone (20% v/v acetone) solutions at 77 K exhibit axial

3.6. ESR spectra of the complexes CuL, Cu[H ]L and symmetry with well-resolved hyperfine in parallel and4
1 2 3Cu[H Me ]L (L5L , L , L ) superhyperfine (shf) structures in the perpendicular region2 2

of the spectra [Fig. 3(a)]. In the parallel region, three of
The ESR spectra of the complexes studied were re- four hyperfine features are well resolved while the fourth

corded in toluene–acetone solution (20% v/v acetone)
because in toluene the molecules of complexes CuL (L5

1 4 1 2 1 3 3L , L ) and Cu[H ]L (L5L , L ) tend to aggregate upon The structures of the complexes CoL [31] and Cu[H ]L [28] clearly44
demonstrates the shielding effect of the two tert-Bu groups and the fourfreezing. Aggregation of the similar copper(II) Schiff-base
methyl groups on the ethylenediamine bridge. The four methyl groups ofcomplexes in the inert solvent mixture (chloroform–
the ethylenediamine bridge (two in the axial and the other two in the

toluene) was reported by Toy et al. [71,72]. In their ESR equatorial position) and the six methyl groups of the two tert-butyl
spectra, the weak signals of the dimeric species at |1500 substituents in the 3-position of the salicylaldehyde moieties produce
G (forbidden, DM 562, or so-called half-field transitions) extensive sterical crowding around the metal [28,31], and thus make theS

3above-mentioned aggregation of the molecules of the complexes CuLwere observed; the observation of the allowed, DM 561,S 3and Cu[H ]L much more difficult.4transitions at g|2 proved difficult due to the dominant 2This is documented by the fact that the ESR spectra of the complexes
signal of the monomeric species in this region. CuL and Cu[H ]L in toluene–pyridine (5% v/v pyridine) solutions at 774

The spectra of the complexes CuL and Cu[H ]L in K show one signal which can be attributed to the pyridine adducts4

toluene solutions consist of signals which can be attributed CuL(py) and Cu[H ]L(py), while the spectra of the complexes4

Cu[H Me ]L in toluene–pyridine (5% v/v pyridine) solutions at 77 Kto monomeric (more intense) and most likely to dimeric 2 2

show two mutually overlapped signals: one can be attributed to thespecies (less intense); for ‘dimeric’ species, no half-field,
pyridine adduct Cu[H Me ]L(py) and the other one, based on the spin2 2DM 562, a transition at |1500 G, arising from theS Hamiltonian parameters, to the Cu[H Me ]L species. Spin Hamiltonian2 2

magnetic dipolar coupling between the copper(II) ions, parameters associated with the ESR spectra of the pyridine adducts of the
1was observed. The ESR spectrum of the complex CuL , complexes studied were not determined.
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increases as the s /p ratio (ratio of the unpaired electron
population on the s and p nitrogen orbitals) decreases. The

HA (iso) was found to have the same sign as the nitrogen
isotropic shf coupling constant [83], which is also in
agreement with the prediction of the model of s delocali-
zation.

The spectra of the complexes Cu[H ]L and4

Cu[H Me ]L in frozen toluene–acetone solutions are2 2

similar to the spectra of the CuL complexes; however, the
number of lines in the perpendicular region of the spectra
is greatly reduced [Fig. 3(d)]. The hyperfine splitting in
that region originates from the interaction of the unpaired
electron spin with the copper and two equivalent nitrogen
nuclei alone; no hydrogen shf splitting was observed. The
spin Hamiltonian parameters are summarized in Table 5.

The loss of the hydrogen superhyperfine structure is also
clearly seen from the fluid-solution ESR spectra. The
spectra show four equally spaced resonances with mI

3
]dependent line widths. The high field line (m 51 ) isI 2

narrower and more intense than the low field lines;
moreover, we can see a clearly defined superhyperfine

3
]structure [Fig. 3(c,f)]. For the CuL complexes, the m 51I 2

component of the room-temperature spectrum exhibits 11
of the 15 theoretical lines (two equivalent nitrogens and
hydrogens); for Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L the number of4 2 2

lines is reduced to five (two equivalent nitrogens). The
superhyperfine coupling parameters were calculated to be

N HA (iso)|43 MHz and A (iso)|20 MHz for CuL, and
NA (iso)|27 MHz for Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L, respec-2 2 4 2 2Fig. 3. Experimental ESR spectra of CuL (a) and Cu[H Me ]L (d)2 2 tively; and are listed in Table 5.complexes, respectively, in toluene–acetone solution at liquid nitrogen
The spectral parameters of the complexes studied are intemperature (77 K) compared with simulated ESR spectra (b,e). Insets

3
] a good agreement with data reported for related copper(II)(c,f): experimental expanded ESR spectra of the m 51 copper com-I 2

ponent for the same complexes in toluene–acetone solution at 298 K. complexes [75–78,83–88]. The smaller g values for thei

CuL complexes indicate increased delocalization of the
unpaired electron spin density away from the copper
nucleus and may also be interpreted in terms of increased

one is overlapped by g features. As recently reported covalency of the metal–ligand bond. In comparison to the'

[27,28,75–78], the splitting in the perpendicular region of CuL complexes, the g for the complexes Cu[H ]L andi 4

the spectra can be attributed to interaction of an unpaired Cu[H Me ]L is shifted to the higher values and the A2 2 i
Cuelectron spin with the copper nuclear spin (I 53/2), two values are slightly reduced.

14 Nequivalent N (I 51) donor nuclei and with two distant As reported by Yokoi et al. [89,90], for the given donor
Hhydrogens (I 51/2), which are attached to the carbon set, an increase in the degree of tetrahedral distortion is

14atoms adjacent to the N. In addition an extra ‘overshoot’ reflected in the changes of the spin Hamiltonian parame-
line resulting from the angular spectral dependence of the ters, namely, in a tendency of g to increase and A toi i

copper hyperfine lines in the perpendicular region is decrease; the ratio of g / uA u being a good measure of thisi i

observed [79,80]. distortion [89–92]. The values of the g / uA u ratio for thei i

The hydrogen shf splitting may be satisfactorily ex- CuL complexes are approximately 105 cm; this correlates
plained by delocalization of unpaired electron spin density well with the square-planar arrangement around the copper
through the s-bond via the spin-polarization mechanism center. The corresponding values of |112 cm for the
[81,82]. This interpretation was supported by the ENDOR hydrogenated analogues reveal a slight tetrahedral distor-
study on Cu(salen) doped to corresponding nickel complex tion. The results of the low-temperature frozen solution
[83], in which the authors found that the isotropic proton study are thus in good agreement with X-ray analysis
hyperfine coupling constant correlates well with the un- [28,29].

14paired electron population on the 2p ( p and p ) nitrogen The N shf couplings observed in frozen and fluid-s z
Horbitals; i.e. A (iso) increases as the unpaired electron solutions ESR spectra arise mainly from the unpaired

Hpopulation on the 2p nitrogen orbitals increases; A (iso) electron delocalization on the nitrogens. Theoretical calcu-
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Table 5
aESR spin Hamiltonian parameters for copper CuL, Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L complexes4 2 2

Cu Cu Cu N N H HSystem g g g uA u uA u uA u uA u uA u uA u uA uiso i ' iso i ' iso ' iso '

1CuL 2.094 2.194 2.041 253 621 87 43 42 20 20
2CuL 2.094 2.194 2.041 253 621 94 43 43 20 22
3CuL [27,28] 2.094 2.191 2.040 270 627 80 46 41 23 17
4CuL 2.096 2.198 2.041 260 625 87 42 42 18 19

1Cu[H ]L 2.106 2.225 2.044 249 576 95 27 32 – –4
2Cu[H ]L 2.103 2.216 2.042 253 592 101 27 33 – –4
3Cu[H ]L [27,28] 2.100 2.213 2.042 253 590 32 25 32 – –4
4Cu[H ]L 2.121 2.267 2.044 215 524 NR NR NR – –4
4Cu[H ]L 2.098 2.210 2.041 247 590 86 42 41 21 222

1Cu[H Me ]L 2.106 2.220 2.044 249 572 96 26 32 – –2 2
2Cu[H Me ]L 2.105 2.213 2.041 253 592 98 29 37 – –2 2
4Cu[H Me ]L 2.124 2.246 2.0445 218 531 NR 24 NR – –2 2

a 21 24The hyperfine and shf splitting constants are given in MHz. To convert hyperfine constants to cm divide values in the table by 3310 . NR, not
resolved.

lation predict that an unpaired electron on the nitrogen 2p other hand, for Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L, the methyla-4 2 2

orbital should give an shf coupling constant of 47.8 MHz, tion of the ethylenediamine bridge results in an increase of
while that on the nitrogen 2s orbital gives 1540 MHz [93], the A values and a decrease of the g / uA u ratio. Thei i i

which is much larger than the former, suggesting that the changes in these parameters imply an decrease in the
unpaired electron spin on the nitrogen orbitals having a degree of tetrahedral distortion. This is not unexpected,
higher s /p ratio will give larger shf coupling constants. since the C=N bond hydrogenation leads to a greater
This is in good agreement with the observed data for the flexibility of the ligands H [H ]L and H [H Me ]L.2 4 2 2 2

Ncomplexes CuL, Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L (A 546–25 Consequently, the structure of the complexes Cu[H ]L and4 2 2 4
2MHz). The nitrogens having planar conformation, sp type Cu[H Me ]L is more flexible than that of CuL and more2 2

conformation (in CuL), show larger shf coupling constants sensitive to ligand modification.
3than the nitrogens having tetrahedral, sp (less s-character)

conformation (in Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L). An effect of 3.7. ESR spectra of the complexes CuL, Cu[H ]L,4 2 2 4
4distortion from the planar array to a tetrahedral array in the Cu[H Me ]L and Cu[H ]L (L5L )2 2 2

first coordination sphere may also lead to some reduction
4in nitrogen shf coupling [94], since it results in a reduction The ESR spectrum of the complex CuL in toluene–

of overlap of the copper unpaired electron orbital with the acetone (20% v/v acetone) solution at 77 K is similar to
1 2 3ligands and hence causes the decrease in the spin density those reported for CuL (L5L , L , L ); the spin Hamilto-

on nitrogens and consequently nitrogen coupling constants. nian parameters are not significantly affected by the
3The approximate spin densities on the nitrogens in the sp presence of the phenylenediamine bridge in the molecule

state (|0.067), estimated from the experimental shf cou- (Table 5).
4pling constant by using the theoretical values (47.8 and The spectra of the Cu[H ]L complexes in frozen4

41540 MHz), are slightly less than those on nitrogens in the ethanol and Cu[H Me ]L in frozen toluene–acetone2 2
2sp state (|0.078). solutions exhibit axial symmetry and in comparison to the
Different geometrical arrangement of the nitrogen orbi- spectra of Cu[H Me ]L and Cu[H ]L, mentioned above,2 2 4

2 3tals (planar-sp , tetrahedral-sp ) may also be responsible their perpendicular part is not resolved [Fig. 4(c)]. There
for the loss of the hydrogen shf structure in the spectra of are also marked differences in spin Hamiltonian parame-
the complexes Cu[H ]L and Cu[H Me ]L, because it ters. The g is shifted to the higher values and A values4 2 2 i i

14results in the decrease of the spin population on the N are significantly reduced from approximately 580 MHz for
2 3upon going from sp to sp states and, moreover, in a the tetrahydrosalen-like complexes to 530 MHz for hydro-

reduction of overlap of the copper unpaired electron orbital genated salphen (Table 5). The marked decrease in A andi
2with the ligands. Thus, the planar, sp , conformation of the increase in g values can be attributed to an increased totali

nitrogens and p-conjugation seem to be essential for the formal positive charge on the donor atom set, as concluded
observation of the distant hydrogen shf splitting in the CuL by Peisach and Blumberg [91,92,95], obviously due to the
complexes. electron-withdrawing effect of the phenyl ring of the

As a consequence of the relatively high rigidity of the phenylenediamine bridge. The tetrahedral distortion of the
structure of the CuL complexes, the planarity of copper coordination polyhedra also contributes to the reduction of
surroundings and the spectral parameters are not affected the A values.i

by the methylation of the ethylenediamine bridge. On the The electron-withdrawing effect of the phenyl ring is
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Abstract

From reactions between different Cu(II) salts and the Schiff base 6-amino-5-formyl-1,3-dimethyluracil-benzoylhydrazone (H BEZDO)2

in alcohol, six new copper complexes with simplified formulas [Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO (1), [CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] (2),2 3
1
][CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O (3), CuBr(HBEZDO) (4), Cu(ClO )(HBEZDO)?H O (5), and Cu(SO ) (HBEZDO)?1 H O (6) were2 4 2 4 1 / 2 22

isolated. The structures of compounds 1, 2 and 3 have been established by means of XRD diffraction methods. In the three compounds,
the Schiff base acts as a tridentate monodeprotonated ligand through the N(6), N(51) and O(52) atoms, making two five- and
six-membered chelate rings. In the structure of 1 and 2, the solvent molecules are coordinated giving square-based pyramidal
environments, with the basal plane completed by a MeOH (1) or Cl (2) and the apical positions occupied by the oxygen atom of a water
(1) or a DMF molecule (2). The molecular unit of the complex [CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O (3) is defined by a square-plane containing the2

˚three donor atoms of the organic ligand and a bromide ligand (Cu–Br 2.384 A), but there is a stronger tetragonally elongated pyramidal
˚geometry around the metal, the apical position of the polyhedron being occupied by a weakly bound-to-copper bromine atom (3.086 A) of

a neighbouring molecule. This fact gives the appearance of an apparent dimer with very asymmetric bromine bridges, in which there are
no exchange interactions between metal centres. Also, infrared, magnetic and EPR data of the isolated complexes are reported.  1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Complexes; Schiff bases; Uracil

1. Introduction despite the strong antimicrobial activity found in some of
these compounds [10], none of these compounds contain

It is well known that hydrazone complexes display an uracil moiety. Different uracil derivatives, for example
interesting biological activity as antibacterial, antitumoral, 5-formyl and 5-aminouracil Schiff bases [11,12], have
antiviral, antimalarial and antituberculosis agents [1]. been used to join DNA through hydrogen or transition
Metallated thiosemicarbazone compounds exhibit great metallic ions bondings; this behaviour has been observed
pharmacological activity as antitumoral and antiviral drugs in vitro in some natural antibiotics too [13–15].
[2–5]. In these complexes, the N,N,S tridentate chelating For these reasons, we are using hydrazone-derived
behaviour is usually found. However, a substantially lower ligands [16–19] in which we have tried to join the activity
number of reports about O,N,O or N,N,O hydrazone of the hydrazone moiety with that of the uracil derivatives.
compounds are available; thus, only a few papers about Thus, in this work, the ligand 6-amino-5-formyl-1,3-di-
benzoylhydrazone complexes have been published [6–10], methyluracil-benzoylhydrazone (H BEZDO) has been2

used; as it has been previously shown from theoretical [16]
and structural studies, this molecule has been designed to*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-53-212-150; fax: 134-53-212-186.

E-mail address: mmoreno@ujaen.es (M.N. Moreno-Carretero) act as a potential tridentate either O,N,O [17] or N,N,O

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00292-2
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[18] chelating ligand in a similar way to those thiosemicar- (green, 26), found 38.1% C, 4.0% H, 15.8% N, 5.7% H O,2

bazones with biological activity. calc. 38.3% C, 3.9% H, 16.0% N, 6.1% H O. Only2

complexes 1 and 5 show a 1:1 electrolyte nature, the other
ones being non-electrolytic [20]; this fact has been cor-

2. Experimental roborated in the X-ray structures.

2.1. Preparation of the metal complexes
2.2. Crystallographic studies

The Schiff base ligand (H BEZDO) was prepared as2

described elsewhere [17]; the molecular structure is shown Single crystals of [Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO2 3

in Fig. 1. (1), [CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] (2) and [CuBr(HBEZDO)]?

The synthesis of the complexes was carried out by 2H O (3) were suitable for X-ray diffraction studies. The2

reacting equimolar amounts (0.5 mmol) of the organic structures were solved at 293 K using a Stoe Ipds
˚ligand and the metallic salts in alcohol (50 ml). diffractometer with Mo K radiation (l50.71073 A). Thea

¯[Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO (1), [CuBr(HBE- three compounds crystallize in the triclinic system (P12 3
1
]ZDO)]?2H O (3) and Cu(SO ) (HBEZDO)?1 H O (6) space group) with Z52. Cell dimensions were measured2 4 1 / 2 22

were obtained from methanolic solutions; [CuCl(HBE- from 25 random reflections (7,u ,15). Data were cor-
ZDO)(DMF)] (2), CuBr(HBEZDO) (4) and Cu(ClO ) rected by Lorentz and polarization but not for absorption.4

(HBEZDO)?H O (5) were obtained from ethanolic Other crystal data and structure refinement details are2

ones. The resulting solutions were stirred and strongly given in Table 1.
heated during several hours; then, in order to facilitate a The structures were solved by direct methods using the
very slow evaporation of the solvent, the flasks were MULTAN system locating most of the non-H atoms. The
covered with a plastic layer containing small holes. Some remaining non-H atoms were revealed from a subsequent
days later, crystals of [Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO Fourier synthesis. The refinement was carried out aniso-2 3

2and [CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] were obtained, whereas the tropically by full-matrix least-squares on F . Hydrogens
other compounds were isolated as powdered materials. treatment: (1) All H atoms, except that attached to N6,
Recrystallization from a MeOH/H O solution of the were located in the difference map and refined isotropical-2

compound CuBr(HBEZDO)?2H O yielded a few crystals ly, constraints were only put on the H of the methanol2

of [CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O. All the isolated products group and in water; (2) All H atoms were located in the2

were filtered off, washed with ethanol and diethyl ether difference map and refined isotropically using riding
and air dried. The analytical data, color and conductivity models; (3) All H atoms (except for those of water

2 21values (mho?cm ?mol ) were as follows: molecules) were placed in geometrically calculated posi-
[Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO (1) (green, 62), found tions with isotropic displacement parameters related to2 3

38.1% C, 4.2% H, 17.7% N, 11.1% H O1MeOH, calc. those of the parent atom using riding models. All calcula-2

37.9% C, 4.2% H, 17.7% N, 10.5% H O1MeOH; tions and drawings were performed using the SHELXL932

[CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] (2) (green, 14), found 43.0% C, and PLUTON95 systems.
4.1% H, 17.7% N, 15.0% DMF, calc. 43.2%C, 4.5%H,
17.8%N, 15.5% DMF; [CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O (3)2

2.3. Physical measurements(green, 44), found 34.2% C, 3.8% H, 14.4% N, 8.0% H O,2

calc. 35.0% C, 3.8% H, 14.6% N, 8.5% H O;2

Microanalyses of C, H and N were performed on aCuBr(HBEZDO) (4) (black, 28), found 37.7% C, 3.1% H,
Fisons EA1108 apparatus. The water, methanol or di-15.7% N, calc. 37.9% C, 3.2% H, 15.8% N;
methylformamide contents were determined from the TGCu(ClO )(HBEZDO)?H O (5) (green, 73), found 34.6%4 2

plots, which were recorded with a Shimadzu TGA-50C, 3.6% H, 14.1% N, 4.1% H O, calc. 34.9% C, 3.3% H,2
21 211

] thermobalance (heating rate 108C min , 100 ml min14.6% N, 3.7% H O; Cu(SO ) (HBEZDO)?1 H O (6)2 4 1 / 2 22

pure air, samples from 5 to 15 mg). Conductivity measure-
23ments were carried out using 10 M freshly prepared

dimethylformamide solutions on a Hanna HI8820 instru-
ment. Infrared spectra were measured on a Perkin–Elmer

21FT-IR 1760-X (KBr pellets, 4000–400 cm ) and FT-IR
Bruker Vector-22 spectrophotometer (polyethylene pellets,

21600–220 cm ). The EPR spectra were obtained in the
X-band at room temperature on a Bruker ESP 300E
apparatus, with a microwave frequency of 9.79 GHz and a
modulation frequency of 100 kHz. Magnetic measurements

Fig. 1. Structure of ligand H BEZDO. (77–290 K) were carried out on a Manics DSM-8 system.2
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement of [Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO (1), [CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] (2) and [CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O (3)2 3 2

Compound 1 2 3
Color, habit Green, tabular Green, tabular Green, tabular
Empirical formula CuC H N O CuClC H N O CuBrC H N O15 20 6 8 17 21 6 4 14 18 5 5

˚Unit cell dimensions: a (A) 7.559(1) 7.211(1) 8.012(2)
˚b (A) 11.112(2) 11.561(2) 10.021(3)
˚c (A) 11.539(2) 12.223(2) 12.068(3)

a (8) 97.92(2) 97.10(2) 74.82(3)
b (8) 98.11(1) 101.17(2) 79.73(3)
g (8) 99.45(2) 96.42(2) 80.01(3)

3˚Volume (A ) 933.5(3) 982.2(3) 911.9(4)
Crystal size (mm) 0.2630.1830.18 0.2830.1830.16 0.2430.2030.16
u range (8) 1.81–24.28 3.05–24.12 1.77–24.18
Index ranges 28#h#8 27#h#7 29#h#9

212#k#12 213#k#13 211#k#11
0#l#13 213#l#13 213#l#13

Reflecs. collected, indep. 2757, 2757 5311, 2541 6929, 2675
R – 0.0655 0.0799int

Reflecs. I.2s(I) 2364 1656 1962
Weighting scheme

21 2 2 2 aw 5 s (F ) 1 ( yP) 1 xP: y50.0647, x51.5213 y 5 0.0424, x 5 0.0000 y 5 0.0990, x 5 0.0000o

Data / restraints /parameters 2754/4 /345 2539/0 /306 2670/0 /235
2G.o.f. on F (all, obs.) 1.115, 1.033 0.893, 1.028 0.948, 1.059

2R indices [I.2s(I)] R, wR 0.0385, 0.1050 0.0398, 0.0839 0.0556, 0.1355
2R indices (all data) R, wR 0.0511, 0.1361 0.0713, 0.0937 0.0732, 0.1469

23˚Max. and min. Dr (e A ) 0.659, 20.653 0.350, 20.257 0.921, 21.021
a 2 2P 5 [Max(F , 0) 1 2F )].o c

3. Results and discussion C(6)–N(6), the first always being shorter than the latter
one (see Table 2), which allows us to carry out an easy and

3.1. Crystallographic studies sure assignment of either O(4) or N(6) metal ligation.
In compounds 1 and 2 the geometry around the metal

The bond lengths and angles around the metal centres defines a square-pyramidal coordination polyhedron in
are given in Table 2. The three complexes consist of which the base is formed by the N(6), N(51) and O(52)

2monomeric units in which the Schiff bases act as tridentate atoms of the HBEZDO ligand and the oxygen atom of
ligands through the N(6), N(51) and O(52) atoms, making the MeOH in 1 and the chloride anion in 2. The apical
two five- and six-membered chelate rings, as it is depicted position of the polyhedron is occupied by an oxygen atom
in the molecular units of [Cu(HBEZDO)(H O) of a water molecule in 1 or a dimethylformamide one in 2.2

(MeOH)]NO (1) and [CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] (2) The shape of the polyhedra has been quantified using the t3
1(Fig. 2). parameter proposed by Addison [27]. The t values clearly

The electroneutrality of the compounds requires that the assign slightly distorted square pyramid for the coordina-
organic ligand becomes deprotonated; thus, only one tion environment in compounds 1 (t 50.13) and 2 (t 5

hydrogen atom attached to N(6) has been located. This fact 0.00). Furthermore, the ratio between the apical and
also permits assured assignation of N(6) as the metal equatorial metal–ligand bond lengths (1: R51.16; 2: R5

binding site because, due to the pseudo-symmetry of the 1.24) is significantly smaller than the one cited in bibliog-
uracil moiety through the pseudo-two-fold axis connecting raphy [28], R.1.4, to propose a square-planar geometry
O2–C2–C5–C51 atoms, an alternative possibility in which around the Cu(II) ion.
the O(4) acts as donor atom could also be proposed. In the structure of [CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O (3) (Fig.2

However, it has been previously reported from both 3), the 411 coordination around the metal ion shows a
crystallographic [17,18] and theoretical [16] points of view stronger tetragonal distortion than the above-cited ones; the
that the N6-metal ligation is strongly associated with base of the pyramid is formed by the three donor atoms of
deprotonation over this atom, this idea being also sup-
ported by structural studies on several complexes with
6-amino-5-substituted uracils [21–26]. On the other hand,
in the structures described in this paper and others related 1

t is defined as (a 2b ) /60, where a and b are the greatest angles around
found in the bibliography [17,18,21–26], there is a clear the metal ion, being 0.00 for the square-based pyramid and 1.00 for the
accordance in the distances found for the C(4)–O(4) and trigonal bipyramid.
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) in the crystal structures of [Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO (1), [CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] (2) and2 3

[CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O (3)2

1 2 3

Around the metal ion:
Cu–N(51) 1.930(3) 1.919(4) 1.939(4)
Cu–N(6) 1.921(3) 1.921(4) 1.907(5)

1 2 3Cu–O(23) ,Cl ,Br 1.981(3) 2.236(1) 2.384(1)
Cu–O(52) 1.971(3) 2.045(3) 1.980(4)

1 2 3bCu–O(W) ,O(7) , Br 2.306(1) 2.546(1) 3.086(4)
N(51)–Cu–N(6) 91.3(1) 88.9(2) 90.3(2)

1 2 3N(51)–Cu–O(23) ,Cl ,Br 161.9(2) 168.6(1) 166.2(2)
1 2 3N(6)–Cu–O(23) ,Cl ,Br 95.0(1) 95.6(2) 94.8(2)

N(51)–Cu–O(52) 80.8(1) 79.9(1) 80.4(2)
N(6)–Cu–O(52) 170.1(1) 168.6(2) 170.6(2)

1 2 3O(23) ,Cl ,Br –Cu–O(52) 90.9(1) 95.12(9) 94.4(1)
1 2 3bN(6)–Cu–O(W) ,O(7) , Br 96.9(1) 102.7(2) 92.8(1)

1 2 3bN(51)–Cu–O(W) ,O(7) , Br 103.0(2) 95.6(2) 98.2(3)
1 2 3 1 2 3bO(23) ,Cl , Br –Cu–O(W) ,O(7) , Br 93.1(1) 93.65(2) 94.4(2)

1 2 3bO(52)–Cu–O(W) ,O(7) , Br 90.7(1) 80.3(1) 88.1(3)
C(51)–N(51)–Cu 128.6(3) 128.6(3) 128.3(4)
N(52)–N(51)–Cu 111.7(2) 113.1(3) 111.6(3)
C(52)–O(52)–Cu 113.3(3) 111.7(3) 113.2(4)
C(6)–N(6)–Cu 128.7(3) 131.2(4) 129.6(4)

In the organic ligand:
C(2)–O(2) 1.215(5) 1.216(6) 1.220(8)
C(4)–O(4) 1.230(5) 1.223(6) 1.217(7)
C(6)–N(6) 1.311(5) 1.308(7) 1.301(8)
C(5)–C(51) 1.402(6) 1.385(7) 1.402(8)
C(51)–N(51) 1.289(5) 1.304(6) 1.270(7)
N(51)–N(52) 1.387(4) 1.385(5) 1.390(6)
N(52)–C(52) 1.325(5) 1.325(6) 1.319(8)
C(52)–O(52) 1.256(5) 1.262(5) 1.249(7)
N(6)–C(6)–C(5) 123.2(4) 122.0(5) 123.2(5)
C(6)–C(5)–C(51) 123.1(3) 121.9(4) 122.9(5)
C(5)–C(51)–N(51) 124.9(4) 126.1(5) 125.1(5)
N(51)–N(52)–C(52) 115.0(3) 115.6(4) 114.8(4)
N(52)–C(52)–O(52) 119.1(4) 119.3(4) 119.9(5)

1 2 3 3bCompound 1; Compound 2; Compound 3; Compound 3 (atom in 1 2 x, 1 2 y, 2 2 z).

2the HBEZDO ligand (N(6), N(51) and O(52)) and a and another one in axial position [29–35]. So, from the
˚bromine atom coordinated to the metal (2.384(1) A). point of view of the bond distances, the interaction is

However, in the crystal structure, each molecule has a bigger, as the difference between the different Cu–Br
˚neighbouring one (1 2 x, 1 2 y, 2 2 z) whose bromine distances gets smaller, which in our case, (|0.7 A) is too

˚ large.atom (Br9) is placed 3.086(4) A from the copper, defining
The chelate rings are virtually planar (average torsiona tetragonally elongated square-based pyramid (t 50.07);

angles smaller than 78), the five-membered chelate beingthis fact gives an apparent dimer with very asymmetric
slightly angled with respect to the six-membered one (1,bromine bridges (see Fig. 3), in which both Cu(II) ions are

˚ 3.48; 2, 7.48; 3, 4.58). The uracil and phenyl rings aredistanced 3.752 A. As indicated by the Cu–Br distances,
almost coplanar (1, 1.18; 2, 3.48; 3, 6.38) due to the stericthe interaction of the copper atom with the axial Br9 atom
requirements of the chelates; in the free ligand, in whichis substantially weaker than the one established with the
only an intramolecular N6–H? ? ?N51 hydrogen bond ex-equatorial Br atom (ratio between distances Cu–Br9 and
ists, the uracil and phenyl rings are angled by 38.28 eachCu–Br is 1.29). Moreover, the values of the Cu–Cu9 and
other [16].Cu–Br9 distances are too long for interactions to exist

The ligand geometry (Table 2) is very similar in thebetween the metallic centres neither direct, due to the
three complexes, and it is not much different from that ofoverlapping of the metal orbitals, nor through the bromine
the free ligand [16]. Thus, it is observed that the C(6)–atoms since the exchange interaction is very little when a
N(6) distance becomes shorter as a consequence of thebridging bromine atom is placed in an equatorial position
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increasing imino character of this group on deprotonation,
and the C(52)–O(52) bond gets longer because of the
coordination.

[Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO (1) is packed via2 3

hydrogen bonding in which simple chains are formed
through hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl group of
the methanol and the N(52)–H with two oxygen atoms of
nitrate groups acting as bridges. These chains are paired
through two hydrogen bonds between the O(4) atom and
the remaining oxygen atom of the nitrate group with both
hydrogen atoms of a water molecule of a neighbour chain
unit as shown in the Fig. 4. The structure is placed
following the b axis direction with the organic ligands

¯roughly perpendicular to the 101 direction.
In [CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] (2), the absence of coun-

ter-anions suitable for hydrogen-bonding hinders the for-
mation of chains as described above; there are just
hydrogen-bonded dimers (Fig. 5), between the N(52) of
the ligand and the O(7) of the dimethylformamide in

˚which both copper atoms are 6.211 A distant from each
other. These dimers are very similar to the minimum units
of the double chains described previously. In the crystal,
the dimers are placed with the organic ligands nearly
parallel to the bc plane.

Finally, in the structure of [CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O2

(3), the molecular units are chain-like hydrogen-bonded
following the b axis, with the bromine atoms orientated out
of the chains (Fig. 6). In the structure, centrosymmetrically
related twined pairs of equivalent units are linked through

Fig. 2. Molecular drawing and numbering scheme for the monomeric unit
of [Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO (top) and [CuCl(HBEZDO)2 3

(DMF)] (bottom). Despite the fact that in the first complex, the H
attached to N6 has not been observed, it has been simulated to
preserve the correctness of the structural formula.

Fig. 4. Stereoview of the H-bond arrangement of
Fig. 3. Molecular drawing and numbering scheme in the molecular unit [Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO . Only the hydrogen atoms involved2 3

of [CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O, showing the relative arrangement of two in H-bonds are depicted for clarity. Hydrogen bonds: O(23)? ? ?O(2A),2
˚ ˚neighbouring molecules (x, y, z; 1 2 x, 1 2 y, 2 2 z). Hydrogens from 2.667 A; N(52)? ? ?O(1A) (x, y 2 1, z), 2.792 A; O(W)? ? ?O(3A) (1 2 x,

˚ ˚water molecules are simulated. 1 2 y, 1 2 z), 2.974 A; O(W)? ? ?O(4) (1 2 x, 2 y, 1 2 z), 2.805 A.
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Fig. 7. Structure of the possible tautomeric forms of the monoanion
2HBEZDO . According to the reported structural data, which indicate the

presence of N6-H and N52-H groups, only the forms with both hydrogen
atoms are depicted.

N(52)–C(52) distances do not change. These data are in
accordance with a bigger contribution to the monoanion
structure of the A and C forms depicted in the Fig. 7, in
which the negative charge is mainly over the donor N6 and

Fig. 5. Stereoview of the [CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] H-bonded dimer. N51 atoms. However, the C(52)–O(52) bond distance gets2
˚Hydrogen bonds: N(52)? ? ?O(7) (2 2 x, 2 2 y, 2 z), 2.797 A. longer, but this must be due to the involvement of the O52

atom in the coordination process, since this lengthening
hydrogen bonds with four water molecules, with the mean has been also observed in the copper complex with the
planes defined by the organic ligands roughly perpen- neutral ligand [17].
dicular to 110 direction. Also, very weak interactions of
the chains with each other through the Cu–Br9(1 2 x, 3.2. Infrared spectra
1 2 y, 2 2 z) bonds could be pointed out.

In order to analyze which possible tautomeric forms of The most interesting features of the infrared spectra are
2the monoanionic ligand HBEZDO (Fig. 7) may better listed in Table 3. Upon complexation, there are significant

describe the real form, the mean values of the bond lengths changes in the bands assigned to the n(N–H) mode, as a
and angles in the three copper complexes have been consequence of both coordination and deprotonation pro-
compared with the ones in the free ligand structure [16] cesses, the most remarkable being the appearance of a very

21and in the complex [Cu(ClO )(H BEZDO)(H O)]ClO sharp and strong band, at around 3300–3400 cm ,4 2 2 4

[17], in which the ligand acts in neutral form. assigned to the n(N–H) mode of an imino group. Also, the
On deprotonation and metallation, the C(4)–O(4) and bands assigned to the stretching vibration of carbonyl

˚C(6)–N(6) bonds are slightly shortened (ca. 0.02 A), groups appear to be shifted to lower wavenumbers. In all
whereas the C(5)–C(51) bond distance gets shorter (ca. these cases, as it has been observed in related complexes

˚0.03 A). Moreover, the C(51)–N(51), N(51)–N(52) and [17–19], the band assigned to the n(N–N) mode is shifted
to an upper wavenumber. The bands assigned to the
nitrate, perchlorate and sulfate groups have been clearly
detected; in all the cases, these bands do not appear in the
ligand spectrum. Thus, the presence of three bands for the
n(Cl–O) of the perchlorate group indicates it acts as a
monodentate ligand, although the distortion of the Td

symmetry towards C may be promoted by other kind of3v

interactions, for example hydrogen bonding [36]. In the
case of the sulfate complex, the IR spectrum clearly shows
the expected four bands belonging to the n(S–O) vibration
in a C symmetry (bidentate or bridging). The bands2v

corresponding to metal–nitrogen and terminal metal–
halogen vibrations have been assigned according to the
data found in bibliography [37,38].

3.3. Magnetic and EPR studies

Magnetic susceptibility measurements at different tem-
peratures have been succesfully fitted to the Curie–Weiss

Fig. 6. Stereoview, from the 1 0 1 direction, of the H-bonded chains in
law (see Table 4) [39]. The effective magnetic momentsthe structure of [CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O. Hydrogen bonds: N(52)? ? ?2
are in accordance with diluted monomeric units, although˚ ˚O(W1) (1 2 x, 1 2 y, 1 2 z), 2.789 A; O(W2)? ? ?O(4), 2.810 A; O(W1)? ?

˚ ˚?O(W2) (x, 1 1 y, z), 2.805 A; O(W1)? ? ?O(2), 3.001 A. the u values may indicate antiferromagnetic interactions
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Table 3
21Selected infrared data (cm )

Compound n(N–H) n(C5O) n(N–N) n(Cu–N) n(Cu–X)

H BEZDO 3311 1705 927 – –2

3243 1646
a[Cu(HBEZDO)(H O)(MeOH)]NO 3414 1703 970 433 –2 3

3358
[CuCl(HBEZDO)(DMF)] 3411 1699 966 435 292

1637
[CuBr(HBEZDO)]?2H O 3436 1689 967 476 2382

3400
CuBr(HBEZDO) 3468 1699 964 479 241

3389
bCu(ClO )(HBEZDO)?H O 3363 1690 971 435 –4 2

3208
c1

]Cu(SO ) (HBEZDO)?1 H O 3413 1706 969 433 –4 1 / 2 22

3200
a 2 21

n(N–O) NO (D ): 1384 cm .3 3h
b 2 21

n(Cl–O) ClO (C ): 1137, 1121 and 1091 cm .4 3v
c 5 21

n(S–O) SO (C ): 1173, 1122, 1041 and 969 cm .4 2v

Table 4
Magnetic and EPR data

21Compound m, BM x 5(T2u ) /C (77–290 K) gM

21C, cgsu K mol u, K r

1 1.68(1) 0.219(6) 1(8) 0.9925 g 52.05i

2 1.99(4) 0.339(8) 23(7) 0.9946 g 5n/a, g 52.03i '

3 1.96(4) 0.334(6) 20(5) 0.9966 g 52.22, g 52.04i '

4 2.01(6) 0.393(4) 8(3) 0.9991 g 52.17, g 52.04i '

5 1.91(3) 0.305(7) 26(6) 0.9949 g 52.20, g 52.05i '

6 1.93(5) 0.338(6) 15(5) 0.9968 g 52.23, g 52.06i '

between the metallic atoms. The complex 1 has an Supplementary data
apparently isotropic EPR powder spectrum whereas the
other complexes display axial EPR powder spectra. The Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
measured g values (Table 4) are in accordance with the Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
tetragonal symmetry found from diffraction studies CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers
[40,41]. CCDC 119847 (1), 121426 (2) and 120949 (3).
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Abstract

A new cryptand H L was synthesized by the direct condensation of tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (tren) with 2,6-diformyl-4-methoxyphenol3

(dmp) in the absence of a template ion. The complexes [M(H L)(NO )](NO ) ?xH O?yMeOH (M5Y, Sm, Nd; x51–3, y51,2) were3 3 3 2 2

characterized by several physical methods. The behaviours of the ligand and Nd(III) complex were investigated by electrospray mass
spectrometry. The Nd(III) cryptate exhibits high thermodynamic and kinetic stability in solution for no cryptate fragmentation peaks were
observed. A complex peak formed by the overlap of two species is also observed. The isotopic distributions of peak clusters in the mass
spectrum of the Nd(III) cryptate were calculated.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cryptate; Lanthanide; Electrospray mass spectrometry

1. Introduction those obtained by the template method and need no further
purification.

The design and synthesis of macrocyclic complexes of Electrospray mass spectrometry (ES–MS) is a new
the lanthanides continues to receive much attention owing technique for the characterization of unstable species and
to their important application in fundamental and applied intermediates in solution since it allows preexisting ions to
science [1,2]. For example, lanthanide complexes of be transferred to the gas phase with minimal fragmentation
macrocyclic ligands may be used as catalysts for RNA [14,15]. In 1995, ES–MS was first used to investigate the
cleavage [3], NMR shift and relaxation reagents [4], coordination ability of macrocyclic ligands toward metal
contrast-enhancing agents in magnetic resonance imaging ions in solution [16], but characterization of cryptates by
[5], fluorescent probes in biological systems, and lumi- ES–MS has rarely been reported [17]. Here, we study the
nance labels in medical diagnostics [6–9]. The mac- peak assignment of the cryptand ligand and the Nd(III)
rocyclic ligands can also be used as effective chelators in cryptate in methanol. The isotopic distribution of the peak
the separation and purification of lanthanides [10]. clusters was calculated and the complex isotopic peak

Some lanthanide cryptates derived from the reaction of clusters were analyzed.
tris-(2-aminoethyl)amine (tren) with 2,6-diformyl-4-R-
phenol (R5CH , Cl, etc.) have been reported [11–13].3

They may be synthesized by a two-step procedure which 2. Experimental
includes the preparation of the sodium complex and then a
transmetallation reaction [11], or a direct template reaction 2.1. Physical measurements
with the help of the corresponding lanthanide ion [12,13].
Herein we report an improved procedure for the prepara- Elemental analysis was performed using a Perkin-Elmer
tion of the complexes which involves the synthesis of the 240c analytical instrument. The electrical conductivity of
free ligand which is then used to react with the corre- the solution of each compound in CH OH at 2560.18C3sponding lanthanide ions. The products are purer than was measured using a BSD-A conductometer (Jiangsu, PR.

China). The IR spectrum was measured as a KBr disc*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-25-359-4030; fax: 186-25-331-
using a Nicolet 5DX FT-IR spectrophotometer. Ther-7761.

E-mail address: qhluo@jlonline.com (Q.-H. Luo) moanalysis of the complex was performed on a SDT

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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2960C TA thermoanalyser under an argon atmosphere at a
21rate of 108C min . Proton NMR spectroscopy was per-

formed on a Bruker AM-500 spectrometer (SiMe used as4

the internal reference). The electrospray mass spectrum
(ES–MS) was determined on a Finnigan LCQ mass
spectrograph, and the concentrations of the samples were

23about 1.0 mmol dm . The diluted solutions were electro-
26 3 21sprayed at a flow-rate of 5310 dm min with a needle

voltage of 14.5 kV. The temperature of the heated
capillary in the interface is 2008C and a fused-silica
sprayer is used. The mobile phase was an aqueous solution
of methanol (1:1, v /v). The sample was run in the
positive-ion mode. Magnetic susceptibility was measured
using a CHAN-2000 Faraday-type magnetometer.

2.2. Materials

Tris-(2-aminoethyl)amine (tren) and 2,6-diformyl-4- Scheme 1. The synthesis of the cryptates [M(H L)(NO )](NO ) ?xH O?3 3 3 2 2

yMeOH.methoxyl-phenol (dmp) were synthesized according to
literature methods [18,19]. Hydrated lanthanide nitrate was
prepared by dissolving Ln O (99.99%) in an excess2 3

amount of nitric acid. Solvents were of reagent grade and 2114.00%). IR spectrum (cm ): n(OH), 3445w; n(C=N),purified by the usual methods.
1653 s, 1638 s; n(–OCH ), 1047 s, 1050 s; n(ph–O), 15503

2s; n(N=O), 1485 s; n(NO ), 1380 s; n (NO ), 1296 s;3 asym 2
2.3. Preparation of the compounds n (NO ), 1031 s. UV–Vis (l (nm), CH OH): 222.5 (esym 2 max 3

3 21 21 3 21 2154 050 dm mol cm ); 420 (15 100 dm mol cm ).
NMR d (CD CN, 295 K, ppm): 13.01(3H, br, s, OH);2.3.1. Synthesis of the ligand H 3

3 8.51(3H, d, J515 Hz, N=CH); 8.30(3H, s, N=CH);Tren (0.1083 g, 0.74 mmol) in 10 cm methanol was
7.47(3H, s, aryl H); 7.17(3H, s, aryl H); 3.84–3.14(24H,added dropwise to a stirred solution of dmp (0.1639 g,

3 m, CH CH ); 2.82(9H, s, OCH ). Lm(CH OH, 298 K)0.74 mmol) in 30 cm ethanol at 508C. After refluxing for 2 2 3 3
2 21172.2 S cm mol .3 h, the product H L?CH OH was filtered off, recrystal-3 3

lized from acetone and then dried in a vacuum desiccator.
Yield, 0.07 g (42%). (Found: C, 62.98; H, 6.64; N, 14.63.

2.3.2.2. [Sm(H L)(NO )](NO ) ?3H O?2CH OHC H N O requires C, 63.47; H, 6.92; N, 14.80%). IR 3 3 3 2 2 340 52 8 7
21 The above synthesis procedure was repeated except thatspectrum (cm ): n(OH), 3300 w; n(C=N), 1639 s; n(–

Sm(NO ) ?6H O was used. Yield, 0.2 g (87%). (Found: C,OCH ), 1068 s, 1050 s; n(Ph–O), 1541 s. UV–Vis (l 3 3 23 max
3 21 21 41.87; H, 4.98; N, 12.84. C H N O Sm requires C,(nm), CH OH): 233 (e 45150 dm mol cm ); 370 41 62 11 203 213 21 21 3 21 21 41.75; H, 5.29; N, 13.06%). IR spectrum (cm ): n(OH),(7200 dm mol cm ); 446 (6700 dm mol cm ).

3418 w; n(C=N), 1656 s, 1637 s; n(–OCH ), 1043 s;NMR d (CDCl , 295 K, ppm): 11.06(3H, s OH); 3H 3 2
n(ph–O), 1550 s; n(N=O), 1481 s; n(NO ), 1387 s;7.44(6H, s, N=CH); 7.19(6H, s, aryl H); 3.79(12H, s, 3

n (NO ), 1297 s; n (NO ), 1012 s. UV–Vis (l=N–CH ); 3.77(9H, s, OCH ); 2.56(12H, s, CH –N). asym 2 sym 2 max2 3 2 3 21 21(nm), CH OH): 219.5 (e 52 650 dm mol cm ); 4343
3 21 21(15 450 dm mol cm ). Lm(CH OH, 298 K) 165.932.3.2. Synthesis of the complexes (Scheme 1) 2 21S cm mol . m /m (292.4 K) 2.06.B

2.3.2.1. [Y(H L)(NO )](NO ) ?2H O?2CH OH3 3 3 2 2 3
3 2.3.2.3. [Nd(H L)(NO )](NO ) ?H O?CH OHH L?CH OH (0.151 g, 0.2 mmol) in 10 cm methanol 3 3 3 2 2 33 3

The same synthesis procedure was repeated usingand chloroform (4:1, v /v) was added dropwise to a
Nd(NO ) ?6H O. Yield, 0.17 g (79%). (Found: C, 42.91;methanol solution of Y(NO ) ?6H O (0.075 g, 0.2 mmol). 3 3 23 3 2

H, 5.08; N, 13.86. C H N O Nd requires C, 43.47; H,The solution was refluxed for 4 h, while the color of 40 54 11 17
214.92; N, 13.94%). IR spectrum (cm ): n(OH), 3451 w;solution turned orange. Concentration of the solution

n(C=N), 1656 s, 1638 s; n(–OCH ), 1043 s; n(Ph–O),resulted in precipitation of the product which was filtered 3
21550 s; n(N=O), 1483 s; n(NO ), 1381 s; n (NO ),off, washed with cold methanol and then dried in a vacuum 3 asym 2

1300 s; n (NO ), 1018 s. UV–Vis (l (nm), CH OH):desiccator. Yield, 0.15 g (69%) (Found: C, 44.46; H, 5.31; sym 2 max 3
3 21 21N, 13.70. C H N O Y requires C, 44.77; H, 5.49; N, 221 (e 32 750 dm mol cm ); 433 (16 85041 60 11 19
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3 21 21dm mol cm ). Lm(CH OH, 298 K) 179.7 of metal ions [20,21], but were unable to isolate the3
2 21S cm mol . m /m (292.4 K) 3.50. products. Fenton and co-workers [12] synthesized aB

cryptand under very dilute conditions. We synthesized the
cryptand under concentrated conditions by controlling the

3. Results and discussion molar ratio of tren to dmp at 1:1.
In the IR spectra of the complexes, the stretching

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of the compounds vibration peaks of the imine C=N group separated into two
absorptions. Due to coordination of the cryptand, the peak

21A new cryptand H L was obtained by the direct at 1650 cm is shifted to a lower energy region compared3

condensation of tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (tren) with 2,6- to that of the free ligand, whereas the other peak remains at
21diformyl-4-methoxyphenol (dmp) in the absence of a 1638 cm . This means an asymmetric structure was

template ion. The formula is H L?CH OH which is formed after the ligand reacted with the lanthanide ions.3 3
21confirmed by elemental analysis. The infrared spectrum of The bands at 1481 and 1296 cm are due to n(N5O) (n )1

21the ligand has a strong peak at ¯1637 cm corresponding and n (NO ) (n ) of the coordinated nitrate, respective-asym 2 5
21to the stretching vibration of imino C=N bonds. The ly. The n (NO ) vibration (n ) at 1012 cm is charac-sym 2 2

absence of carbonyl and amine signals means they all have teristic of the bidentate nitrate group. The observed
21been condensed to C=N bonds. The peaks at ¯1068 and magnitude of separation (185 cm ) indicates bidentate

211050 cm may be attributed to the asymmetric vibration coordination of the nitrate ion. The strong sharp peak at
21of the methoxyl group. Three intense absorptions in the 1384 cm is characteristic of ionic nitrate [23,24]. The IR

electronic spectrum of the ligand are observed, which are spectra show that there are both coordinated and ionic
designated to the p –p* transitions of the K band of the nitrates in the complexes, and the coordination number of
benzene rings and of the C=N groups. the metal ions is proposed to be nine.

Molar conductivities in methanol solutions of the com- Two intense absorptions at ¯220 and 430 nm in the
plexes indicate that they are 1:2 electrolytes [22], as is also electronic spectra of the complexes may be assigned to
confirmed by elemental analysis. The results showed that p –p* transitions of the K band of the benzene rings and
no phenolic proton of the cryptates was lost during of the C=N groups. The NMR spectrum of the yttrium
coordination to metal ions. All the lanthanide cryptates complex in CD CN shows one broad signal at 13.01 ppm3

derived from the condensation of tren with 2,6-diformyl-4- and two signals for the azomethine hydrogens [8.51(d),
1R-phenol (R5CH , Cl) were synthesized with Na or J515 Hz; 8.30(s)], quite similar to those reported by3

lanthanide ions as template. Here we report a step-by-step Fenton and co-workers [12]. As they pointed out, it cannot
1synthesis method without the help of template. The be ascertained from the H NMR spectrum whether the

cryptates are pure enough and need no further purification. broad signal resulted from the phenolic proton or the imino
Previous authors tried to prepare cryptands in the absence hydrogen.

Fig. 1. Thermogram of [Nd(H L)(NO )](NO ) ?H O?CH OH. (a) Percentage of mass loss vs. temperature. (b) First derivative.3 3 3 2 2 3
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The magnetic susceptibilities of the complexes are near
to those of the free ions, meaning that the 4f electrons of
the metal ion do not take part in coordination.

3.2. Thermogravimetric analysis of
[Nd(H L)(NO )](NO ) ?H O?CH OH3 3 3 2 2 3

The thermogram of [Nd(H L)(NO )](NO ) ?H O?3 3 3 2 2

CH OH is shown in Fig. 1. The macrocyclic entity3

remains unchanged up to 3608C and this means the
coordinated macrocycle has a relatively high stability. This
result is in agreement with that of ES–MS. From the figure
we see that there are three weight-loss processes from
room temperature to 5008C. The complex began to lose
4.74% of its weight at about 50–1108C corresponding to
one water molecule and one methanol molecule (calc.
4.53%). However, the exact temperature at which loss of
water and methanol occurred could not be determined
because their endothermic peaks in the DTA curve over-
lapped with each other. The low temperature of weight loss
means that the two molecules are in the outer sphere of the
complex. In the second process from 110 to 3108C,
11.44% of the total weight was lost which corresponded to
the loss of two outer sphere nitrate ions (calc. 11.22%). In
the end, a weight loss of 9.66% at 310–3608C was
recorded due to loss of a coordinated nitrate and the three
methyl groups on the benzene rings.

3.3. ES–MS of the ligand and the Nd(III) cryptate

Figure 2 shows that the cryptand ligand may catch one
or two protons in solution to form a protonated species
which may have a relatively high abundance. The cryptand

1 1ligand could bind Na and K ions to form adducts. The
1 1Na and K are present in trace amounts. Therefore, the

1peaks at m /z 763.3, 747.5 and 382.3 are from [H L1K] ,3
1 21 Fig. 3. The ES mass spectrum of Nd(III) cryptate in methanol. (a) The[H L1Na] and [H L1K1H] , respectively.3 3 whole spectrum. (b) The isotopic distribution of peak cluster at m /z

The positive-ion ES mass spectrum of the Nd(III) 433.8. (c) The isotopic distribution of peak cluster at m /z 926.9.
cryptate in methanol is shown in Fig. 3. The simplicity of
the spectrum is attributed to the thermodynamic and
kinetic stability of the cryptate as well as the relatively low energy of the ES process. Several peak clusters are

observed due to the combination of seven and two
abundant isotopes for neodymium and carbon atoms,
respectively. The mass spectrum is dominated by the peaks
at m /z 433.8 and 463.4; the former is due to the formation

21 2of [Nd(H L)] , loss of a NO and a phenolic proton from2 3
21[Nd(H L)(NO )] , and the latter may be assigned to the3 3

1 21cation [Nd(H L–OCH )15H O] . The other main3 3 2

peaks can be assigned to new species formed by solvation
or binding sodium ion, protonation of complex cation, loss
of nitrate ligand, methoxyl radical or of phenolic proton.
No cryptate fragmentation peaks were observed, showing
that the cryptate entity is quite stable in methanol solution.
The isotopic pattern of the peak cluster at m /z 433.8 is
shown in Fig. 3b. It is made up of five main peaks with

Fig. 2. The ES mass spectrum of H L in methanol. intervals of 0.5, and this is characteristic of a doubly3
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Table 1 The two peak clusters begin to overlap at the peak of m /z
21The isotopic distribution of the [Nd(H L)] fragment at m /z 433.82 927.3, which cause the peak of m /z 927.3 to be the most

Peak position Relative abundance (%) abundance peak. This agrees with the observed result. If
m /z 927.3 (observed m /z 926.9, relative abundance 82%),Calculated Observed Calculated Observed
the most abundant peak of the species [Nd(H L–OCH )12 3432.6 432.9 86 78 15H O] is used as a standard, the relative abundance of2433.2 433.4 76 76

1the species [Nd(H L)(NO )] may be obtained by deduct-433.6 433.8 100 100 2 3

434.2 434.3 64 61 ing the relative abundance of the species [Nd(H L–2
1434.6 434.7 73 66 OCH )15H O] from the total observed values. The3 2

435.2 435.2 27 26 results are shown in Table 2.
435.6 435.8 24 20
436.2 436.2 9 9
436.6 436.8 19 13
437.2 437.2 8 8 Acknowledgements
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Abstract

i iFour novel tetranuclear macrocyclic complexes of the formula [(CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?3H O (i51–4, L are the dianions of the [14]N3 4 3 2 4

and [15]N macrocyclic oxamides, namely 2,3-dioxo-5,6:13,14-dibenzo-7,12-bis(ethoxycarbonyl)-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradeca-7,11-4

diene, 2,3-dioxo-5,6:13,14-dibenzo-9-methyl-7,12-bis(ethoxycarbonyl)-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradeca-7,11-diene and 2,3-dioxo-
5,6:14,15-dibenzo-7,13-bis(ethoxycarbonyl)-1,4,8,12-tetraazacyclotetradeca-7,12-diene] have been prepared and characterized. These
complexes are the first examples of oxamido-bridged Cu(II)–Fe(III) heterometallic species. Cryomagnetic studies on

1 3[(CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?3H O (1) and [(CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?3H O (3) (77–300 K) revealed that the Cu(II) and Fe(III) ions interact3 4 3 2 3 4 3 2
21 21antiferromagnetically through the oxamido bridge, with the exchange integral J5230.8 cm for 1 and J5228.7 cm for 3 based on

ˆ ˆ ˆH 5 2 2J o S S . The interaction parameters have been compared with that of the related [Cu Mn] compound.  1999 Elsevieri j 3

Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Macrocyclic compound; Oxamide; Tetranuclear complexes; Copper(II)–Iron(III) complexes; Magnetism

1. Introduction prepared and studied in recent years, and particular atten-
tion has been paid to the heterobimetallic complexes

Polynuclear metal complexes are currently of consider- containing Mn(II) as the other metal ion [1,10–17].
able interest in relation to magnetic exchange interactions Surprisingly, although Fe(III) has the same spin as Mn(II)
between metal ions through bridging ligands, as building (S55/2), no work has been devoted to oxamido-bridged
blocks to obtain new materials with novel properties and as Cu(II)–Fe(III) polynuclear complexes, probably due to
models for the active sites of metallobiomolecules. One of synthetic difficulty caused by the hydrolysis of the Fe(III)
the best strategies to design and synthesize polynuclear ion in aqueous solutions. Black and co-workers and
species is the ‘complex as ligand’ approach, i.e. using Christodoulou and co-workers prepared a large number of
mononuclear complexes that contain potential donor diamagnetic Ni(II) complexes of [14]N and [15]N4 4

groups for another metal ion [1–18]. A good example is macrocyclic oxamides [18–22], but much fewer para-
represented by the use of the Cu(II) complexes of N,N9- magnetic Cu(II) analogues have been reported [19–21].
disubstituted oxamides as ligands [1,6–17]. It has been Recently we prepared several new Cu(II) complexes of
found that the oxamido group is an efficient bridging this type, whose chemical structures are shown in Fig. 1
mediator of magnetic exchange between neighbouring
metal ions, the type and magnitude of coupling depending
upon the metal ions used and their coordination environ-
ments. Using the above Cu(II) precursors, a large number
of oxamido-bridged polynuclear complexes have been

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-22-2350-1013; fax: 186-22-2350-
2779.

E-mail address: coord@sun.nankai.edu.cn (D.-Z. Liao) Fig. 1. Structures of the macrocyclic copper(II) precursors.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00297-1
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[23,24]. These complexes are soluble in some organic 2.3. Physical measurements
solvents, thus allowing us to prepare Cu(II)–Fe(III) com-
plexes in the absence of the hydrolytic problem. Elemental analyses (C, H, N) were performed on a

In this paper we describe the synthesis and characteriza- Perkin-Elmer 240 analyser. Molar conductances were
II III 23 23tion of the tetranuclear [Cu Fe ] complexes derived measured in 10 mol dm DMF solutions, using a DDS-3

from the above Cu(II) precursors. These complexes 11A conductometer. IR spectra were recorded on a
1have the formulas [(CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?3H O (1), Shimadzu IR-408 spectrometer as KBr pellets, UV–Vis3 4 3 2

2 3 reflectance spectra on a Shimadzu UV-2101PC UV–VIS[(CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?3H O (2), [(CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?3 4 2 2 3 4 2
4 scanning spectrophotometer. Variable-temperature mag-3H O (3) and [(CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?3H O (4). They repre-2 3 4 2 2

netic susceptibilities over 77–300 K were measured on asent the first examples of oxamido-bridged heterobimetal-
Cahn 2000 microbalance. Diamagnetic corrections werelic Cu(II)–Fe(III) complexes. The magnetic properties of 1
made with Pascal’s constants for all the constituent atomsand 3 has been studied and compared with those of the
[25].Mn(II) analogues.

3. Results and discussion
2. Experimental

3.1. Synthesis
2.1. Materials

The mononuclear complexes shown in Fig. 1 contain
free oxamido carbonyls that can act as potential donorAll starting materials were obtained from commercial
groups for another metal ion, and therefore can be used assuppliers and were of AR grade. The mononuclear pre-

i ligands for polynuclear complexes. Unlike other Cu(II)–cursors, [CuL ] (i51–4), were synthesized by the pro-
i oxamido precursors such as [Cu(oxpn)] [26] andcedures analogous to those for [NiL ] (i51,3,4)

Na [Cu(obbz)]?4H O [17] [oxpn5N,N9-bis(3-amino-[21,23,24]. 2 2

propyl)oxamido, obbz5N,N9-bis(2-carboxyphenyl)ox-
amido], the present Cu(II) precursors are soluble in

2.2. Synthesis of the tetranuclear complexes organic solvents such as ethanol, acetone and acetonitrile.
They react with iron(III) perchlorate in ethanol to yield

The four complexes were prepared by the general tetranuclear Cu(II)–Fe(III) complexes. The hydrolysis of
procedure described as follows: A solution of Fe(ClO ) ? the Fe(III) ion was avoided by the use of the organic4 3

39H O (0.155 g, 0.3 mmol) in ethanol (10 cm ) was added solvent instead of water. The tetranuclear complexes are of2
i 3 ito the solution of CuL (0.9 mmol) in ethanol (20 cm ). formula [(CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?3H O (i51–4), as suggested3 4 3 2

The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 h, and by the analytical data and the molar conductance values,
then filtered. The precipitate thus obtained was washed which fall in the expected range for 1:3 electrolytes [27].
successively with ethanol and diethyl ether, and dried Relevant physical data for these complexes are given in
under vacuum. Yield: 76–85%. Anal. Found for 1: C, 43.1; Table 1.
H, 3.3; N, 8.2. Calc. for C H Cl Cu FeN O : C, 43.5;72 72 3 3 12 33

H, 3.7; N, 8.5%. Found for 2: C, 44.3; H, 3.6; N, 7.9. Calc. 3.2. Spectroscopic studies
for C H Cl Cu FeN O : C, 44.4; H, 3.9 N, 8.3%.75 78 3 3 12 33

Found for 3: C, 44.6; H, 3.6; N, 8.3. Calc. for The IR spectra of the four complexes are similar (Table
C H Cl FeCu N O : C, 44.4; H, 3.9; N, 8.3%. Found 1). The strong bands that are attributed to n(C=O) (ester)75 78 3 3 12 33

for 4: C, 47.8; H, 3.5; N, 8.3. Calc. for and n(C=N) are observed at nearly the same wavenumbers
C H Cl Cu FeN O : C, 47.4; H, 3.4; N, 7.9%. in the spectra of the corresponding Cu(II) precursors84 72 3 3 12 33

Table 1
Relevant physical data for the complexes

a 21Complex L IR bands (cm ) l (nm)max

b c
n(O–H) n(C=O) n(C=O) n(C=N) n(ClO ) d–d CT4

1 232 3400 br 1730 s 1572 s 1625 s 1090 s, br 530 sh, br 420 s
2 251 3400 br 1735 s 1578 s 1625 s 1090 s, br 532 sh, br 410 s
3 243 3400 br 1730 s 1575 s 1625 s 1100 s, br 625 br, 500 sh 415 s
4 218 3400 br 1724 s 1570 s 1660 s 1100 s, br 635 sh, br 450 s

a 21 2 21 23 23
V cm mol , in 10 mol dm DMF solutions.

b Ester carbonyl.
c Oxamido carbonyl.
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[21,23,24], whereas the band due to n(C=O) (oxamido) is
21shifted towards lower wavenumber by ¯70 cm in the

tetranuclear complexes, indicating coordination of the
oxamido carbonyl groups to the Fe(III) ion. The broad

21bands centered at 1085–1100 and 3400 cm indicate the
presence of the perchlorate ion and water, respectively
[28].

The reflectance spectra of the complexes are dominated
by the intense charge transfer and intra-ligand absorptions.
With reference to the spectra of the Cu(II) precursors
[23,24], the bands at 500–530 and 625–635 nm in the
spectra of the tetranuclear complexes are attributed to the
2 2 2 2B → E and B → B transitions of the Cu(II) ion,1g g 1g 2g

respectively, assuming a D local symmetry for the4h

[CuN ] chromophore [10]. The d–d transitions of the4

Fe(III) ion were not observed due to their spin-forbidden
nature, assuming a high-spin ground state for the Fe(III)
ion.

To the best of our knowledge, no oxamido-bridged
tetranuclear complex of [M M9] type has been structurely3

determined by X-ray crystallography, and in the present
work, all our efforts to grow single crystals also failed.
Spectroscopic results, together with analytical data and
magnetic studies (vide infra) support the proposed structure
schematized in Fig. 2, with Fe(III) in a pseudo-octahedral
environment and Cu(II) in a pseudo-square planar environ-
ment. Similar structures have been proposed for the

1[Cu Mn] and [Cu Ni] species [10,23,24]. Fig. 3. x versus T and x T vs. T plots for (a) [(CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?M M 3 4 33 3
33H O (1) and (b) [CuL ) Fe](ClO ) ?3H O (3).2 3 4 2 2

3.3. Magnetic studies
21mol K) expected for an uncoupled [Cu Fe] unit. The3

Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibilities for 1 and experimental value of the product decreases upon cooling,
3 were measured in the 77–300 K temperature range and indicating an antiferromagnetic interaction between the
are shown as x and x T vs. T plots in Fig. 3. The Cu(II) and Fe(III) ions through the oxamido bridge. TheM M

experimental x T values at room temperature are 3.8–3.9 magnetic data was analyzed using the Heisenberg Hamilto-M
3 21 3 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆcm mol K, lower than the spin-only value (4.9 cm nian H 5 2 2JS (S 1 S 1 S ). The magnetic sus-Fe Cu1 Cu2 Cu3

ceptibility is deduced as

2 2
x 5 Ng b A /kTB 1 TIPM

with

A 5 2 1 10 exp(4J /kT ) 1 20 exp(7J /kT )

1 28 exp(10J /kT ) 1 56 exp(13J /kT )

1 60 exp(18J /kT )

and

B 5 3 1 5 exp(4J /kT ) 1 10 exp(7J /kT )

1 7 exp(10J /kT ) 1 14 exp(13J /kT ) 1 9 exp(18J /kT )

where J is the exchange integral between Cu(II) and
Fe(III) ions. With TIP (the temperature independent

26 3 21paramagnetism) fixed at 400310 cm mol , the simu-
lation of the experimental data by the above theoretical

21expression gives J5230.8 cm , g52.00, R52.043
24 21 2410 for 1, and J5228.7 cm , g52.02, R51.74310Fig. 2. Proposed molecular structures for the tetranuclear complex

2 21 31cations examplified by [(CuL ) Fe] . for 3, where R is defined as R5o(x 2x ) /o x .3 obsd calcd obsd
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Abstract

The X-ray structure analysis of mer-trans-[Co(aepn)Cl (OH )](ClO )?H O (1) (aepn5N-(2-aminoethyl)-1,3-propanediamine) reveals2 2 4 2

that the compound crystallizes in an enantiomorphic space group P2 2 2 implying a spontaneous resolution of its racemic solution,1 1 1

known as conglomerate crystallization. Substitutions of the two chloride ligands with bromides result in the isostructural compound
mer-trans-[Co(aepn)Br (OH )](ClO )?H O (2), which also crystallizes as a conglomerate in the space group P2 2 2 . Meanwhile, a2 2 4 2 1 1 1

substitution of the coordinated OH of 1 with NH gives mer-trans-[Co(aepn)Cl (NH )](ClO ) (3), which crystallizes as a simple2 3 2 3 4

racemate in P2 /n space group. When N-(3-aminopropyl)-1,3-propanediamine (dpt) is used instead of aepn in the preparation of 1, it1

gives racemic crystals of mer-trans-[Co(dpt)Cl (OH )](ClO ) (4) whose molecular packing pattern is identical to that of 3. In the2 2 4

conglomerate structures, the protons of coordinated water ligand are strongly hydrogen-bonded to the oxygen of a water of crystallization
to form a spiral packing structures. In the packing structures of 3 and 4, two molecules of opposite chirality are brought together around a
crystallographic center of inversion by hydrogen bonds of the protons of the corresponding tridentate amine ligand with oxygens of
perchlorate anion.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Crystal structure; Co(III); aepn; Conglomerate

1. Introduction In this study, we prepared two isostructural compounds
mer-trans-[Co(aepn)X (OH )](ClO )?H O (X5Cl, 1;2 2 4 2

We have been investigating the crystallization behavior X5Br, 2), which crystallize as conglomerates and simple
of Werner-type Co(III) compounds in order to understand racemic compounds mer-trans-[Co(aepn)Cl (NH )](ClO )2 3 4

the spontaneous resolution of racemic solutions by crys- (3) and mer-trans-[Co(dpt)Cl (OH )](ClO ) (4), where2 2 4

tallization, a phenomenon known as conglomerate crys- aepn and dpt are N-(2-aminoethyl)-1,3-propanediamine
tallization [1]. According to a rigorous statistical analysis and N-(3-aminopropyl)-1,3-propanediamine, respectively.
[2], the chance to observe such a phenomenon is about The crystal structures of the four compounds are reported
10% for molecular compounds which can crystallize in and their molecular packing structures are compared. The
either racemic or chiral space groups. Therefore, our title compounds are common in that the tridentate amine
efforts have been focused on the syntheses and structural ligand, aepn or dpt, has meridional configuration and the
characterizations of compounds whose molecular geomet- coordination site trans to the secondary nitrogen of the
ries are closely related. tridentate ligands is occupied by a neutral ligand with

protons capable of forming hydrogen bonds.

qFor Part 51, see R. Wen, I. Bernal, F. Somoza, W. Li, F. R. Fronczek,
Inorg. Chim. Acta 282 (1998) 96.

2. Experimental*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-713-743-2718; fax: 11-713-743-
2709.

E-mail address: ibernal@uh.edu (I. Bernal) mer-Co(aepn)Cl and mer-Co(aepn)Br were prepared3 3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00304-6
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by a literature method [3] used for Co(dien)Cl using the 10.90. C H N O Cl Co (FW: 382.51) requires C, 15.70;3 5 19 3 6 3

corresponding aqueous acid and aepn instead of HCl and H, 5.01; N, 10.99%.
dien, respectively. mer-Co(dpt)Cl was prepared by a3

known method [4]. Elemental analyses were carried out by 2.2. mer-trans-[Co(aepn)Br (OH )](ClO )?H O (2)2 2 4 2

the Galbraith laboratories [5].
Warning! Metal complexes containing perchlorate are The same procedure as in the case of 1 was employed

potentially explosive and should be handled with care. using Co(aepn)Br instead of Co(aepn)Cl . The color and3 3

habit of the resulting crystals are same as those of 1.
Found: C, 12.49; H, 4.42; N, 8.70. C H N O Br ClCo5 19 3 6 2

2.1. mer-trans-[Co(aepn)Cl (OH )](ClO )?H O (1) (FW: 471.43) requires C, 12.74; H, 4.06; N, 8.91%.2 2 4 2

A 30-ml aqueous solution containing 0.5 g of 2.3. mer-trans-[Co(aepn)Cl (NH )](ClO ) (3)2 3 4

Co(aepn)Cl was heated until the solution became light red3

color (¯10 min). The solution was cooled to room First, 1.0 g of Co(aepn)Cl (3.5 mmol) was dissolved in3

temperature and 1 ml saturated solution of sodium per- 20 ml of 2 M aqueous ammonia and the resulting solution
chlorate was added. When the resulting mixture was was warmed for 10 min. After adding 0.63 g (5.1 mmol)
allowed to stand at room temperature for a few days, of sodium perchlorate, the solution was filtered and
prismatic single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction allowed to stand. Rod-shaped greenish crystals suitable for
study were obtained. The crystal showed a dichroic X-ray study were formed within 24 h and collected.
property (purple-green) according to its orientation with Further standing of the solution did not yield crystals of
respect to a light source. Found: C, 15.66; H, 5.23; N, X-ray quality. Found: C, 16.47; H, 4.93; N, 14.13.

Table 1
Summary of data collection and refinements for 1–3

1 2 3

Empirical formula C H N O Cl Co C H N O ClBr Co C H N O Cl Co5 19 3 6 3 5 19 3 6 2 5 18 4 4 3

Formula weight 382.51 471.43 363.51
˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073

Crystal system Orthorhombic Orthorhombic Monoclinic
Space group P2 2 2 P2 2 2 P2 /n1 1 1 1 1 1 1

˚a (A) 6.310(3) 6.507(2) 6.333(2)
˚b (A) 14.696(3) 14.866(2) 22.767(5)
˚c (A) 15.707(4) 15.592(3) 9.268(2)

b (8) 90 90 95.49(3)
3˚Volume (A ) 1456.6(8) 1508.3(6) 1330.2(5)

Z 4 4 4
3D (g /cm ) 1.744 2.076 1.815calc

21
m (mm ) 1.748 6.633 1.901
Absorption correction c-scan
T /T 0.9982/0.8445 0.9341/0.6911 0.9989/0.8477max min

Crystal size (mm) 0.6330.2330.22 0.6630.2630.19 0.5430.1930.11
Theta range (8) 2–25 2–27.5 2–26
Index ranges (h, k, l) 17, 117, 118 18, 119, 120 67, 128, 111
Reflections collected 1497 2001 2768
Independent (R ) 1497 (0.0000) 2001 (0.0000) 2612 (0.0538)int

Observed [I.2s(I)] 1171 1147 1119
2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F

Data / restraints /parameters 1497/2 /180 2001/2 /180 2612/0 /226
2GOF on F 1.079 0.961 0.885

aFinal R indices [I.2s(I)] R 5 0.0318 R 5 0.0408 R 5 0.04181 1 1

wR 5 0.0811 wR 5 0.0933 wR 5 0.06672 2 2

R indices (all data) R 5 0.0532 R 5 0.0987 R 5 0.15871 1 1

wR 5 0.0883 wR 5 0.1059 wR 5 0.08122 2 2
bFlack x parameter 0.0(4) 0.0(2)

3˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 0.477 and 20.347 0.934 and 20.584 0.449 and 20.454
a 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2 2 2 2 2 2R 5 oiF u 2 uF i /ouF u, wR 5 [o w(F 2 F ) /o w(F ) ] and w 5 1/ [s F 1 (aP) ], where P 5 (F 1 2F ) /3.1 o c o 2 o c o o o c
b After racemic twin refinements. See Crystallography section for details.
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C H N O Cl Co (FW: 363.51) requires C, 16.52; H, were added to their calculated positions. Refinements of5 18 4 4 3

4.99; N, 15.41%. the Flack x parameter [9] resulted in the values of 0.38(4)
for 1 and 0.34(3) for 2 suggesting inversion twins with

2.4. mer-trans-[Co(dpt)Cl (OH )](ClO ) (4) approximately 30–40% of inverted component. Therefore,2 2 4

refinements of racemic twinning were performed and
The same procedure as in the case of 1 was used using improvements in the R factors and GOF were observed for

Co(dpt)Cl instead of Co(aepn)Cl . Greenish crystals of both structures. Parameters for data collection and struc-3 3

rod shape were obtained directly from the reaction mixture ture refinements were summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
and used to collect X-ray data. Found: C, 18.47; H, 4.83;
N, 10.65. C H N O Cl Co (FW: 378.53) requires C,6 19 3 5 3

19.04; H, 5.06; N, 11.10%. 3. Results and discussion

2.5. Crystallography Compounds 1, 2 and 4 can easily be prepared from their
trihalo derivatives. However, a number of attempts to grow

For all four compounds, the intensity data were col- single-crystals of mer-Co(aepn)X (X5Cl, Br) were un-3

lected with an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer at room successful because of labile Co(III)–halide bonds in
temperature (218C). SHELXS-86 [6] and SHELXL-93 [7] were aqueous solutions. The recrystallization method used by
used to solve and refine the structures of compounds 1–3 Curtis et al. [4] for mer-Co(dpt)Cl did not work when the3

and the PC version of the NRCVAX program package [8] was tridentate amine ligand was dien or aepn. Compound 3 also
used for 4. For compounds 1 and 2, hydrogen atoms of was prepared from mer-Co(aepn)Cl after several trials and3

aepn ligand were placed in their geometrically ideal errors at different concentrations of aqueous ammonia.
positions with isotropic temperature factors 1.2 times those When the hydrolysis of a halide ligand in the starting
of the attached non-hydrogen atoms; remaining hydrogens trihalo compounds occurs, the one trans to the secondary
were located from difference maps and refined isotropical- nitrogen of the tridentate amine ligand is expected to be
ly. For compound 3, all hydrogen atoms were found from more labile than the other two which are trans to each
difference maps and refined with isotropic temperature other, due to the trans-influence and the resulting geometry
factors. All hydrogen atoms but those of aqua ligand of 4 is mer-trans, as shown in this study. Fig. 1 compares the

structures of the cations of 1 and 2.
Table 2 In both structures the protons of the aqua ligand are
Summary of data collection and refinements for 4 hydrogen-bonded to the two internal halide ligands. The

4 structures of the cations of 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 2.
As tabulated in Table 3, structural parameters around theEmpirical formula C H N O Cl Co6 19 3 5 3 31Co ion in any of the four compounds show no unusualFormula weight 378.53

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 features.
Crystal system Monoclinic In the packing structure of 1 shown in Fig. 3, a
Space group P2 /n1 crystallization water molecule bridges two neighboring˚a (A) 6.803(8)

cations through strong hydrogen bonds between the oxy-˚b (A) 22.817(24)
˚ gen of a water molecule and a proton of an aqua ligand inc (A) 9.022(7)

˚b (8) 96.17(8) each cation(1.796(39) and 1.877(57) A).
3˚Volume (A ) 1392.3(25) The other proton of the aqua ligand in each cation also

Z 4 forms a hydrogen bond with a water molecule of crys-3D (g /cm ) 1.806calc
21 tallization; however, because the protons in each cationm (mm ) 1.83

point in opposite directions, each proton is hydrogen-Absorption correction c-scan
T /T 0.6526/0.0928 bonded to water molecules located at different positionmax min

Theta range (8) 2 to 30 along an imaginary axis which is parallel to a direction of
Index ranges 29#h#9, 0#k#32, 0#l#12 the unit cell. This hydrogen bonding pattern extends along
Reflections collected 4408

the axis to form a spiral string made of homochiralIndependent (R ) 4082(0.133)int

molecules. Perchlorate anions play the same role as theObserved [I.3s(I)] 1835
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F waters of crystallization do. That is, on one side of the
Data /parameters 1835/163 spiral rim, a perchlorate anion bridges two adjacent cations

aGOF 0.72 by hydrogen bonds with protons of the aepn ligand in eachbR [I.3s(I)] 0.076F
c cation; on the other side of the rim, a single perchlorateR 0.092W

3˚ cannot form hydrogen bonds with protons of aepn ligandLargest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 1.620/ 20.930
a 2 1 / 2 of two adjacent cations because they point oppositeGOF5[o w(F 2 F ) /(no. of reflections2no. of parameters)] .o c
b directions. The imaginary spiral axis is colinear with the 2R 5 o(F 2 F ) /o(F ). 1F o c o
c 2 2 1 / 2R 5 [o w(F 2 F ) /o(wF )] . screw axis parallel to the a axis of the unit cell. However,W o c o
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Fig. 2. Structures of the cations of 3 (a) and 4 (b) drawn at 30%
probability level. Hydrogens of the aqua ligand of 4 are missing which

Fig. 1. ORTEP diagrams of the cations of 1 (a) and 2 (b) drawn at 30% could not be located from difference electron density maps.
probability level.

Substitutions of the two chloro ligands of 1 with
molecules around the other two 2 screw axes parallel to b bromides of 2 produced no difference in their packing1

and c directions do not form any spiral arrays. The packing structures except for the slight increase in the unit cell size.
structure of 2 will not be discussed here since there is Especially, the increases in the a and b axes of the unit cell
virtually no difference between the packing modes of 1
and 2. The molecular packing of compound 3 is depicted

Table 3in Fig. 4(a). ˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8)
As shown in that figure, a perchlorate anion linearly

1 2 3 4bridges two homochiral cations by forming hydrogen
Co–N(1) 1.962(5) 1.953(8) 1.952(5) 1.971(11)bonds with the proton of the secondary nitrogen of aepn
Co–N(2) 1.930(4) 1.954(7) 1.954(5) 1.955(5)ligand of one cation and with one of three protons of an
Co–N(3) 1.954(5) 1.945(7) 1.962(5) 1.947(12)ammine ligand of another cation. The linear chain made of aCo–X(1) 2.245(2) 2.373(2) 2.261(2) 2.204(4)

homochiral cations running along the c axis of the unit cell Co–X(2) 2.239(2) 2.388(2) 2.228(2) 2.258(4)
bis now alternatively connected to an adjacent string of Co–L 1.935(5) 1.917(10) 1.950(7) 1.968(9)

N(1)–Co–N(3) 178.8(2) 178.4(4) 178.6(3) 166.9(5)opposite chirality by hydrogen bonds between an oxygen
N(2)–Co–L 177.0(2) 176.5(5) 176.9(3) 176.2(4)of a perchlorate anion and a proton of a primary nitrogen
X(1)–Co–X(2) 177.80(8) 177.65(7) 178.39(7) 177.48(15)of the aepn ligand. The result is a row of fused dimeric
L–Co–N(1) 91.6(3) 90.9(4) 91.7(3) 83.2(5)

cycles which is racemic. No significant hydrogen bond was L–Co–N(3) 88.0(2) 88.7(4) 89.6(3) 83.9(5)
found between two neighboring rows running along the c L–Co–X(1) 89.2(2) 88.4(4) 90.0(3) 89.6(3)

L–Co–X(2) 88.6(2) 89.3(4) 88.5(3) 89.0(3)axis. As compared in Fig. 4, the packing structure of 4 has
athe same hydrogen bonding pattern as that of 3 and X5Cl for 1, 3 and 4; Br for 2.
btherefore the details will not be repeated. L5O(1) for 1 and 2; N(4) for 3; O(1w) for 4.
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Fig. 3. A perspective view showing the molecular packing of 1 with hydrogen bonds among cations, anions and water molecules of crystallization. Dotted
˚lines represent hydrogen bonds shorter than 2.5 A.

reflect the relative orientation of metal–halide bonds with It is difficult and not appropriate at this moment to draw
respect to the unit cell vectors, as shown in Fig. 3. At a any general conclusion for understanding the crystalliza-
first glance, the structural change from 1 to 3 seems to be tion pathways of the title compounds or compounds of
the result of different hydrogen bonding modes of OH similar structure types since the chirality of a molecule2

and NH ligands. For example, of three protons of the comes from conformational differences of the side chains3

ammine ligand of 3, only one forms a weak hydrogen bond of a multidentate ligand, not from different three-dimen-
˚with an oxygen of a perchlorate anion (2.559(69) A). sional arrangements of ligands around a metal ion. There-

Meanwhile, in the structure of 4, the distance between the fore, our current work is focused on the syntheses and
oxygen of the aqua ligand and an oxygen of perchlorate determination of crystal structures of compounds with

˚anion is 2.772(8) A suggesting the presence of a strong chirality from non-conformational origins.
hydrogen bond. Yet, as compared in Fig. 4, the packing
structures of 3 and 4 show the same pattern of inter-
molecular hydrogen bonds. Therefore, the difference in the

Supplementary data
structures of 1 (or 2) and 3 (or 4) must be discussed taking
the presence or absence of a water of crystallization

Supplementary data for the structures reported in this
molecule into account. That is, in both conglomerate and

paper are available from the Cambridge Crystallographic
racemic structures, a single perchlorate anion is hydrogen-

Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge, CB2 1EZ, UK
bonded to three neighboring cations; however, unlike the

on request, quoting the deposition numbers 121945–
racemic structure 3 (or 4), a water of crystallization

121948.
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Abstract

The ligand 5-(49-dimethylaminobenzylidene)-2-thiohydantoin (HDABTd) was prepared and its structure determined by X-ray
Idiffraction. In the crystal, ligand molecules are linked in chains along the [110] direction by intermolecular N(3)–H(3)???O(1) and

iiN(1)–H(1)???S hydrogen bonds. The complexes [HgMe(DABTd)] and [TlMe (DABTd)] were prepared by reaction of the ligand with2

methylmercury acetate or dimethylthallium hydroxide, and were characterized in the solid state by IR spectroscopy and in solution by
1 13 199 205conductivity measurements and H, C, Hg and Tl NMR spectroscopy. The dimethylthallium complex crystallized in DMSO

solution as [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)], an X-ray diffraction study of which showed its thallium atoms to be coordinated to the two methyl2

C atoms, the oxygen atom of a DMSO molecule, the S and N(1) atoms of one DABTd ligand and, more weakly, to the oxygen atom of a
neighbouring DABTd. This last interaction links the molecules of the complex in chains parallel to the b axis. Crystals of the
methylmercury(II) complex contain three [HgMe(DABTd)]?DMSO structures per asymmetric unit, but poor data quality prevented
complete refinement.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Methylmercury and dimethylthallium complexes; Crystal structure; NMR (multiprobe) spectroscopy

1. Introduction to two methyl C atoms, the S and N(1) atoms of one BTd
ligand, the S atom of another and the O atom of a third,

1Reaction of the cation TlMe with heterocyclic ligands leading to a distorted octahedral TlC S NO kernel.2 2 2

for which the tautomeric equilibrium –NH–C(S)–á–N5 [TlMe (PyTd)] consists of tetrameric units in which the2

C(SH)– is possible affords compounds with a wide variety ligand exists in two desmotropic forms with different
of Tl environments and forms of intermolecular associa- coordination modes: one resulting from deprotonation of
tion. HPyTd at N(3) and coordinating primarily to Tl atoms

In recent years we have explored the interactions of with a TlC S NO environment, the other resulting from2 2
1 1TlMe (and HgR ) with thiohydantoin (imidazolidin-4- deprotonation at N(1) and coordinating primarily via N(1)2

one-2-thione, HTd) and its 5-substituted derivatives 5- and N(py) to Tl atoms with a TlC SN environment.2 2

(benzylidene)-2-thiohydantoin (HBTd) [1] and 5-(2-
pyridinylmethylene)-2-thiohydantoin (HPyTd) [2]. We
were unable to obtain crystals of [TlMe (Td)], but did2

manage to crystallize [TlMe (BTd)] and [TlMe (PyTd)]2 2

whose structures differed significantly. [TlMe (BTd)] has2

a polymeric structure in which each thallium is coordinated

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-981-594-636; fax: 134-981-594-
912.

E-mail address: qiscasas@usc.es (J.S. Casas) To further explore the influence of the C(5) substituent

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00298-3
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on the structure and thallium environment of compounds 2.4. Preparation of [TlMe (DABTd)]2

of this series, we have prepared the ligand 5-(4-di-
methylaminobenzylidene)-2-thiohydantoin (HDABTd) and An aqueous solution of dimethylthallium hydroxide
its complex [TlMe (DABTd)]. This paper describes their (0.52 g, 2.1 mmol) was added with slow stirring to a2

preparation, spectroscopic characterization and crystal solution of HDABTd (0.50 g, 2.0 mmol) in ethanol. After
structures. In addition, since previous work on HTd and the mixture was stirred for 48 h and concentrated, the
HBTd complexes [1] showed dissimilarities in the spectro- precipitate formed was filtered out and vacuum dried over
scopic behaviour of dimethylthallium(III) and methylmer- CaCl . M.p.: 2238C. Found: C, 36.5; H, 3.6; N 8.9%. Calc2

cury(II) complexes, we likewise prepared and character- for C H N OSTl: C, 35.0; H, 3.8; N, 8.8%. Mass14 18 3

ized the complex [HgMe(DABTd)]. spectrum (ion, m /z (%)): uMu, 481(6); uM22CH u,3
2 21451(23); uLu, 247(100). L 517.1 S cm mol . IRM

21spectrum (cm ): 3180m, n(N–H); 1670m, b, n(C5O),
1065w, n(C5S), 550m, n (C–Tl–C). Slow evaporationas

2. Experimental of the solvent from DMSO solutions of this complex
afforded single crystals which X-ray diffraction studies

2.1. Materials and instrumentation showed to have the composition [TlMe2

(DABTd)(DMSO)].
Methylmercury acetate was purchased from Alfa. Di-

methylthallium hydroxide was obtained from dimethylthal- 2.5. X-ray data collection, structure solution and
lium iodide [3] using a freshly prepared suspension of refinement
Ag O. Elemental analysis, mass spectrometry, molar con-2

23ductivity measurements (10 M in DMSO), IR spectros- All X-ray crystallographic measurements were carried1 13 199 205copy and H, C, Hg and Tl NMR spectroscopy (in out at 293 K using a CAD-4 Enraf-Nonius diffractometer
DMSO solution) were performed as before [1]. with graphite-monochromated Mo K radiation (l5a

˚0.71073 A).

2.2. Preparation of 5-(49-dimethylaminobenzylidene)-2-
2.5.1. HDABTd and [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)]2thiohydantoin, HDABTd

Data were obtained with the v /2u scan technique and
were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. AnA mixture of HTd (1.60 g, 13.8 mmol), NH Cl (0.43 g,4
empirical absorption correction was also made [4]. Crystal8.0 mmol) and p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde (2.09 g,
and refinement data are listed in Table 1. Both structures15.1 mmol) was suspended in 20 ml of NH and ca. 203(ac)
were solved using direct methods [5] and difference-ml of methanol and then refluxed for 20 min. Upon
Fourier techniques. In the final cycles of the full-matrixcooling, a dark pink solid was isolated by filtration and
least-squares refinement, all non-hydrogen atoms werevacuum dried over CaCl . Crystallization from methanol2
treated anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms were added toafforded pink crystals suitable for X-ray analysis. M.p.
the structure calculations as fixed contributions (B 54.0iso2608C. Found: C, 58.5; H, 5.2; N, 17.4%. Calc. for
˚ ˚A in the ligand, 5.0 A in the thallium complex) with theirC H N OS: C, 58.3; H, 5.3; N, 17.0%. IR spectrum12 13 3

21 positional parameters obtained from difference Fourier(cm ): 3220m, 3180m, b, n(N–H); 1715vs, n(C5O);
maps (for the ligand) or geometrically calculated from1100w, n(C5S).
positional parameters (for the thallium complex). Programs
and sources of scattering factor data are named in Refs.
[6–9].2.3. Preparation of [HgMe(DABTd)]

Bond distances and angles for HDABTd and the DABTd
fragment of the dimethylthallium derivative are listed inMethylmercury acetate (0.50 g, 1.8 mmol) was added to
Table 2. Relevant interatomic distances and angles arounda solution of HDABTd (0.50 g, 2.01 mmol) in ethanol, and
the metal in [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)] are listed in Table2the mixture was stirred for 24 h. The solid precipitate was
3.filtered out, washed with ethanol and vacuum dried over

CaCl . M.p.: 2308C. Found: C, 33.5; H, 3.3; N, 8.7%.2

Calc. for C H N OSHg: C, 33.8; H, 3.3; N, 9.1%. Mass 2.5.2. [HgMe(DABTd)]?DMSO13 15 3

spectrum (ion, m /z (%)): u(M2CH )1Hu, 449(13); uLu, [HgMe(DABTd)]?DMSO crystallized in the monoclinic3
2 21 21247(100). L 50.2 S cm mol . IR spectrum (cm ): system, space group P2 /c, with cell parameters: a 5M 1

˚3180m, n(N–H); 1690vs, n(C5O); 1080w, 1060w, n(C5 36.033(3), b 5 13.497(2), c 5 11.508(1) A and b 5

S); 545m, n(Hg–C). Slow evaporation of the solvent from 98.67(1)8. The crystal contains three [HgMe(DABTd)]?

DMSO solutions of this compound yielded red single DMSO structures per asymmetric unit, but poor data
crystals. quality prevented refinement.
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement

HDABTd [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)]2

Empirical formula C H ON S C H O N S Tl12 13 3 16 24 2 3 2

Formula weight 247.31 558.89
Temperature (K) 293(2) 293(2)

˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 0.71073
Crystal system/Space group Monoclinic /P2 /n Monoclinic /C2/c1

Unit cell dimensions
˚a (A) 7.851(1) 20.0150(1)
˚b (A) 8.087(1) 8.3860(2)
˚c (A) 19.319(3) 25.8320(1)

b (8) 101.39(1) 106.531(3)
3˚Volume (A ) 1202.4(7) 4156.6(4)

Z 4 8
23Density (calculated) (mg m ) 1.366 1.786

21Absorption coefficient (cm ) 2.44 7.985
Crystal size (mm) 0.2530.2530.15 0.1530.2030.20
u range for data collection (8) 3–29 3–29
h, k, l index range 0, 10; 0, 11; 226, 26 0, 21; 0, 11; 235, 35
Reflections collected 3626 5861
Independent reflections (R ) 3178 (0.025) 5699 (0.021)int

Reflections observed, criterion 1374, I.3s(I) 2980, I.3s(I)
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F
Final R indices R , Rw [I . 3s(I)] 0.054, 0.053 0.049, 0.0531

27 29Secondary extinction coeff. 1.139 10 1.254 10
23˚Largest diff. peak (e A ) 0.257 1.254

Table 2 Table 3
Main bond distances and angles in HDABTd and the DABTd fragment of Main interatomic distances and angles around the metal atom in

a[TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)] [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)]2 2

HDABTd [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)] Tl–S(1) 2.928(4) Tl–N(1) 2.687(9)2

Tl–O(2) 2.63(1) Tl–C(21) 2.14(1)
S(1)–C(2) 1.645(4) 1.68(1) iTl–O(1) 2.898(9) Tl–C(22) 2.11(2)
O(1)–C(4) 1.219(6) 1.22(2)

S(1)–Tl–O(2) 93.4(2) O(2)–Tl–C(22) 88.4(5)
N(1)–C(2) 1.357(5) 1.35(1) i iS(1)–Tl–O(1) 175.5(2) O(1) –Tl–N(1) 126.6(3)
N(1)–C(5) 1.400(5) 1.38(1) iS(1)–Tl–N(1) 57.2(5) O(1) –Tl–C(21) 82.6(5)
N(3)–C(2) 1.381(6) 1.41(2) iS(1)–Tl–C(21) 95.2(5) O(1) –Tl–C(22) 85.7(5)
N(3)–C(4) 1.375(5) 1.40(2)

S(1)–Tl–C(22) 96.5(5) N(1)–Tl–C(21) 94.8(6)
N(10)–C(10) 1.364(5) 1.37(2) iO(2)–Tl–O(1) 82.7(3) N(1)–Tl–C(22) 92.5(5)
N(10)–C(13) 1.457(6) 1.45(2)

O(2)–Tl–N(1) 150.4(3) C(21)–Tl–C(22) 168.2(7)
N(10)–C(14) 1.448(7) 1.46(2)

O(2)–Tl–C(21) 89.8(5)
C(4)–C(5) 1.465(5) 1.47(2)

aC(5)–C(6) 1.350(5) 1.34(2) Symmetry equivalent atoms are generated by: i5x, 1 1 y, z.
C(6)–C(7) 1.438(5) 1.45(2)
C(2)–N(1)–C(5) 111.4(3) 108.0(1)

3. Results and discussionC(2)–N(3)–C(4) 111.6(3) 109.2(9)
C(10)–N(4)–C(14) 121.4(4) 121.0(2)
C(10)–N(4)–C(13) 121.9(4) 121.0(1) 3.1. Structure of the ligand HDABTd
C(13)–N(4)–N(14) 116.8(3) 117.0(2)
S(1)–C(2)–N(1) 129.0(3) 126.0(1)

Fig. 1 shows a three-molecule fragment of the crystalS(1)–C(2)–N(3) 124.6(3) 124.0(9)
structure of HDABTd and the atomic numbering schemeN(1)–C(2)–N(3) 106.5(3) 111.0(1)

O(1)–C(4)–N(3) 125.6(4) 125.0(2) used. Relevant bond distances and angles are listed in
O(1)–C(4)–C(5) 129.0(4) 132.0(1) Table 2. The compound adopts Z-conformation about the
N(3)–C(4)–C(5) 105.4(4) 104.0(1) C(5)5C(6) double bond, which places O(1) cis to H(6).
N(1)–C(5)–C(4) 105.0(3) 110.0(1)

The thiohydantoin ring is planar, as would be expected,N(1)–C(5)–C(6) 133.9(4) 131.0(1)
and makes an angle of 25.7(3)8 with the plane of theC(4)–C(5)–C(6) 120.9(4) 120.0(1)

C(5)–C(6)–C(7) 133.0(4) 130.0(1) dimethylaminophenyl ring.
C(6)–C(7)–C(8) 126.8(4) 125.0(1) The lengths of the C5S and C5O bonds are unremark-
C(6)–C(7)–C(12) 116.7(3) 121.0(1) able, being similar to those found in free 2-thiohydantoin
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Fig. 2. ZORTEP [8] diagram of the complex [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)],2

showing the numbering scheme used (hydrogen atoms are omitted).

Fig. 1. ZORTEP [8] plot showing the structure and association of
approximation of the angles around C(2) to the ideal 1208HDABTd molecules.
and the reduction of the angle between the two rings to
7(2)8.

Bond distances and angles around the metallic centre are[10,11] or its 9-methyladenine [12] and iodine [13] ad-
listed in Table 3. The thallium atom is coordinated to twoducts. By contrast, the N(1)–C(5) and C(4)–C(5) dis-

˚methyl carbons (Tl–C52.11(2) and 2.14(1) A), to thetances are appreciably shortened as the result of the
S(1) and N(1) atoms of one thiohydantoin molecule (Tl–condensation with p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde and con-

2 ˚S(1)52.928(4) and Tl–N(1) 2.687(9) A), to the oxygensequent sp hybridization of the C(5) atom, at which the
˚N(1)–C(5)–C(4), C(6)–C(5)–N(1) and C(6)–C(5)–C(4) atom of another (Tl–O(1)952.898(9) A, 95x, 1 1 y, z),

angles sum to very nearly 3608. The N(1)–C(5), C(4)– and to the oxygen atom of a DMSO molecule (Tl–O(2)5
˚C(5) and C(6)–C(7) distances and the N(1)–C(5)–C(4) 2.63(1) A), creating the hitherto unreported kernel

bond angle are all similar to the corresponding distances TlC O NS [18]. In this polyhedron, C(21)–Tl–C(22) and2 2

and angles in other Z isomers of compounds in which S(1)–Tl–O(1)9 are not far from their ideal values for
hydantoin is substituted at position 5 [14–17]. octahedral coordination (168.2(7)8 and 175.5(2)8, respec-

In the crystal lattice the molecules are linked in chains tively), but the chelation of the Tl via S(1) and N(1) leads
along the [110] direction by pairs of hydrogen bonds of to the values S(1)–Tl–N(1)557.2(5)8 and O(1)9–Tl–

itwo types: N(3)–H(3)? ? ?O(1) (0.877(3), 2.044(3), N(1)5126.6(3)8. The Tl–O(1)9 interactions associate the
˚2.833(4) A and 149.3(3)8, i5 2 x, 2 y, 2 2 z) and N(1)– [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)] molecules in chains running2

ii ˚H(1)? ? ?S(1) (1.043(3), 2.420(1), 3.498(4) A and parallel to the b axis (Fig. 3).
168.4(2)8, ii51 2 x, 1 2 y, 2 2 z) (Fig. 1). Similar associa- The structural parameters of the DMSO molecule are
tion is observed in the Z isomer of 5-(49-methox- unremarkable [19]. Its coordination to the thallium atoms
yphenyl)hydantoin [17], the molecules of which are linked is stabilized by a hydrogen bond between the DMSO
in chains by two N–H? ? ?O(1) hydrogen bonds (H? ? ? oxygen atom and the N(3)–H group of the neighbouring

˚ ˚O(1)52.09(1), 1.99(1) A; N? ? ?O(1)52.89(1), 2.86(1) A; thiohydantoin (N(3)–H? ? ?O(2), 0.967(9), 2.30(2), 2.83(1)
˚N–H? ? ?O(1)5166(1), 168(1)8). A and 113.6(7)8), leading to a virtual five-membered
chelate ring (TlOCN(H)O)).

3.2. Structure of [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)] Comparison of this structure with those of similar2

dimethylthallium compounds that have been studied by
Fig. 2 shows a plot of [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)] with X-ray diffractometry shows interesting differences in2

the atomic numbering scheme used, and Fig. 3 a fragment coordination and association mode. In the complex
of the crystal structure. The DABTd ligand retains the Z dimethyl(5-(benzylidene)-2-thiohydantoinato)thallium(III),
conformation present in the free ligand. The involvement [TlMe (BTd)] [1], the thallium atom is chelated by a2

1of S(1), N(1) and O(1) in coordination to TlMe cations ligand molecule via sulfur and N(1) atoms at distances2

lengthens the N(3)–C distances. The C(2)–S(1) distance is similar to those observed in [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)]2
˚ ˚also lengthened showing a significant contribution by the (Tl–S52.922(2) A, Tl–N(1)52.674(6) A), and the bite

thiolate canonical form. The effect on the C5O bond angle is also very similar (S–Tl–N(1)557.2(1)8), but the
length and N(1)–C distances is uncertain given the large position trans to the sulfur atom is occupied by the sulfur
e.s.d.s of these parameters (Table 2). Other consequences atom of the neighbouring molecule instead of its oxygen

i ˚of complexation on the structure of DABTd are the (Tl ? ? ?S 53.434(2) A), and the S–Tl–S axis is less linear
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Fig. 3. SCHAKAL [9] diagram of the complex [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)], showing the supramolecular association and the coordination polyhedron2

around the thallium atom (hydrogen atoms are omitted).

i 21(S–Tl? ? ?S is 161.46(6)8) than the S(1)–Tl–O(1)9 axis in n(C5O) by only 25 cm might be just a consequence of
[TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)]. Also, the position trans to deprotonation, S-coordination and subsequent electronic2

N(1) in [TlMe (BTd)] is occupied by the carbonyl oxygen reordering, rather than the result of O-coordination [21].2

of a neighbouring [TlMe (BTd)] molecule instead of a Although the crystal structure of the mercury compound2
ii ˚DMSO oxygen, and the Tl–O distance, 2.771(7) A, is could not be determined in detail due to poor crystal

significantly longer than the Tl–O(2) bond in quality, the results clearly showed coordination of the
[TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)]. sulfur atom to the mercury, in agreement with the spectro-2

In the complex dimethyl[5-(2-pyridinylmethylene)-2- scopic results.
thiohydantoinato] thallium(III), [TlMe (PyTd)] [2], the2

presence of the pyridine ring at position 5 of the Td ring 3.4. Studies in solution
leads to the coexistence of two structural units with
different coordination spheres (see Introduction). In unit II, Both complexes are moderately soluble in DMSO. The

23in which the N is uncoordinated, the thallium achieves molar conductivity of 10 M DMSO solutions ofpy
2 21octahedral coordination with a TlC S NO kernel by for- [TlMe (DABTd)] (17 S cm mol ) indicates high but2 2 2

mation of a four-membered chelate ring involving S and partial ionization (the lower limit for 1:1 electrolytes is 23
2 21˚ ˚N(3) (Tl–S52.986(4) A and Tl–N(3)52.807(9) A) and S cm mol [22]), and [HgMe(DABTd)] is clearly non-

2 21weak interactions with the oxygen and sulfur atoms of ionogenic in this medium (L 50.2 S cm mol ).M
i ˚neighbouring ligand molecules (Tl–O 52.681(9) A and Data derived from NMR spectra are collected in Table

˚Tl–S953.038(4) A). As in [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)], the 4. Signals were assigned by comparing the spectra with2

approach of the oxygen atom seems to be facilitated by a published data for similar compounds [23] and with the aid
1 13hydrogen bond, in this case with the N(3)–H group of the of H– C COSY experiments. Data for the anion

i 2molecule coordinating weakly via its sulfur (N(3)9? ? ?O 5 DABTd are included for comparison. The relative num-
i ˚2.84(1), N(3)9–H? ? ?O 5162.3 A) and a virtual five-mem- bers of protons, obtained by integration, match the pro-

bered chelate ring, [TlO(H)NCS], is again formed. posed stoichiometry of the complexes, and the presence in
The differences are greater with respect to the rhodanine their spectra of a single peak assignable to N-H indicates

analogue. The Tl–S distance in [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)] deprotonation of the ligand upon metallation.2
1is shorter and the Tl–N distance longer than in In the spectrum of the TlMe complex, as in those of2

[TlMe (DABRd)] (DABRd55-(49-dimethylamino- other ionogenic compounds of this cation [2], the changes2

benzylidene)-2-rhodaninato) [20]. in the ligand signals (e.g., the shielding of C(6)-H) mostly
correspond to those observed in the spectrum of the

3.3. Vibrational spectra monoanion; and thus suggest that there is no change in the
205configuration of the ligand upon dissolution [24]. The Tl

2 1 205The features of the IR spectrum related to the coordina- nucleus is more shielded and J( H– Tl) is smaller than
tion mode of DABTd resemble those previously found for in previously studied similar compounds with a TlC S NO2 2

the BTd complexes [1], although in this case we were kernel [2].
1unable to assign the n(C–N–C) band. Deprotonation and In the HgMe complex all the ligand signals appear at

1 1coordination to TlMe shift n(C5O) and n(C5S) to equal or lower field than in the TlMe complex. The2 2

lower wavenumbers than in the spectrum of the free change in the behaviour of C(6)-H, which is less shielded
ligand, indicating coordination via S and O; although we than in the free ligand, may be due to more pronounced
cannot be certain, it seems likely that in [TlMe (DABTd)], evolution towards the thiol form (see below) and to the2

1as in [TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)] and [TlMe (DBTd)] [1], non-ionization of this compound. The fact that the d( H)2 2
2 1 199 1the Tl atom is also N-coordinated. In the mercury com- and J( H- Hg) values of the HgMe moiety in this

pound the shift of n(C5S) to lower wavenumbers indi- compound are very close to those found in other com-
cates S-coordination but the shift to lower wavenumbers of pounds in which this cation is only coordinated to an S
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Table 4
aNMR data of HDABTd and its complexes in DMSO-d solution6

2 bHDABTd DABTd [TlMe (DABTd)] [HgMe(DABTd)]2

1H NMR
d [N(1)–H] 11.91sbr(1) – – –
d [N(3)–H] 12.15sbr(1) – 10.70sbr(1) 11.33sbr(1)
d [C(6)–H] 6.39s(1) 6.23s(1) 6.15s(1) 6.43s(1)
d [C(8,12)–H] 6.62d(2) 6.70d(2) 6.65d(2) 6.65d(2)
d [C(9,11)–H] 7.57d(2) 7.72d(2) 7.73d(2) 7.90d(2)
d [C(13,14)–H] 2.91s(6) 2.97(6) 2.89s(6) 2.95s(6)
d(MR ) – – 1.00d(6) 0.85s(3)n
2 1J( H–M) – – 411 191

13 aC, M NMR
d [C(2)] 177.4s – 175.6s 165.2s
d [C(4)] 166.0s – 171.3s 170.6s
d [C(5)] 123.7s – 137.1s 135.9s
d [C(6)] 114.4s – 113.7s 119.6s
d [C(7)] 119.7s – 123.3s 122.2s
d [C(8,12)] 132.3s – 131.5s 132.7s
d [C(9,11)] 111.9s – 111.9s 111.5s
d [C(10)] 150.9s – 149.8s 150.6s
d [C(13,14)] 39.7s – 39.4s 39.4s
d [CH –M] – – 24.6d 8.0s3
1 13 205J( C– Tl) – – 2929

c
d [M] – – 3539s 2717s

a
d in ppm, J in Hz, s5singlet, sbr5broad singlet, d5doublet. In parentheses relative numbers of protons.

b Prepared in situ adding NaOD to a solution of the ligand in DMSO-d .6

c 205 199Tl or Hg NMR data.

atom [21] suggests the same type of coordination in this Supplementary data
complex.

13The C NMR data of the two complexes also differ, Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
especially as regards the peaks assigned to C(2) and C(6). Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge

1While in the TlMe compound C(2) undergoes only slight CD2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers2

shielding, indicative of little evolution towards the thiol CCDC 127516 (HDABTd) and CCDC 127517
form of the ligand, the shielding of this carbon by ca. 12 ([TlMe (DABTd)(DMSO)]).2

1ppm in the HgMe complex shows the same marked
evolution to the thiol form as in previously studied
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Abstract

Two new cobalt complexes: Co (NO ) (NH CH CH O) ?H O (1) and (NH (C H ) ) [Co (NO ) OH]?3H O (2) and the3 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 11 2 3 2 2 8 2

compound (NH (C H ) )NO (3) were synthesised and their structures have been determined using single-crystal X-ray diffraction.2 6 11 2 2

Compound 1 consists of two centrosymmetrical trinuclear complexes and a water molecule of crystallization. Ligands coordinated to Co
atoms are nitro and aminoethanolato groups. Structure 2 is built up of biscyclohexylammonium cations, dinuclear anions with hydroxo
and nitro groups coordinated to Co atoms and water molecules. The coordination of Co atoms in both structures is roughly octahedral.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cobalt complexes; Crystal structure; Synthesis; Nitrosation; Biscyclohexylammonium cation; Hydrogen bonding

1. Introduction primary or secondary aliphatic amines could not act as
nitrosating entities. In addition, aliphatic amines were

As a part of our continuous efforts concerning reactions easily released from the complexes upon addition of
of hydrazines and their derivatives [1–7] we have recently NaOH, followed by the extraction with CH Cl . The2 2

reported on the application of Na Co(NO ) (trisodium formation of the above complexes on the reaction of3 2 6

hexakis(nitrito–N)cobaltate(III), SHNC) as a new reagent SHNC with aliphatic amines is in accordance with numer-
for the nitrosation [8]. Namely, hydrazides were trans- ous examples where the reagent was employed for the
formed with SHNC to the corresponding acyl azides, and synthesis of Co(III) complexes by the displacement of
the reactions with arenesulfonyl hydrazides afforded nitro groups by amine ligands using ammonia [9], mono-
arenesulfonyl azides. Furthermore, SHNC was found to be dentate, bidentate, or multidentate amines [10–13], amino
the reagent of choice for the preparation of 1,3- acids [14], or the mixture of an amine and an amino acid
diaryltriazenes in excellent yields from primary aliphatic [15]. To support our previous explanations, we herein

31 21amines. The reaction of Co to Co , accompanied by report the synthesis and characterization of products,
2the oxidation of NO to N O , and the subsequent obtained from SHNC on reaction with either dicyclohex-2 2 4

hydrolysis of N O to nitrous and nitric acid was consid- ylamine or 2-aminoethanol.2 4

ered a crucial step for successful nitrosation with SHNC.
On the other hand, our inability to use SHNC for the
nitrosation of primary or secondary aliphatic amines 2. Experimental
seemed to be connected with the formation of stable
Co(III) complexes. Nitrite ions, which were liberated Melting points are uncorrected. Dicyclohexylamine,

2during the substitution of NO ligands in SHNC with ethanolamine and Na Co(NO ) were used as received2 3 2 6

from commercial sources (Fluka, Aldrich). Infrared spectra
were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 1720X spectrometer*Corresponding author. Tel. 1386-61-176-0544; fax: 1386-61-125-
(FTIR, CsI, Nujol mulls). Elemental analyses were ob-8220.

ˇE-mail address: amalija.golobic@uni-lj.si (A. Golobic) tained using a Perkin-Elmer 2400CHN analyzer. NMR

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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spectra were recorded at 300.13 and 75 MHz, respectively, (45). Anal. calc. for: C H N O : C, 63.12%; H, 10.59%;12 24 2 2

in DMSO-d . Mass spectra were obtained on a VG-Ana- N, 12.27%. Found: C, 63.2%; H, 11.00%; N, 12.16%.6

lytical AutospecQ instrument.

2.3. X-ray crystal structure determination of 1, 2 and 3
2.1. Synthesis of Co (NO ) (NH CH CH O) ?H O (1)3 2 4 2 2 2 4 2

Crystals of 1, 2 and 3 were stable in air at room
temperature. They were stuck on a glass fibre. TheEthanolamine (122 mg, 2 mmol) was added to a
reflection data for all three compounds were collected atsolution of sodium hexanitrocobaltate(III) (606 mg, 1.5
293(2) K using an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometermmol) in water (50 ml). The mixture was left at room
using MoKa radiation in v scan mode for 2 and v –2utemperature for 15–20 days. The solid material was
scan mode for 1 and 3. The data were corrected forfiltered off and washed with ethanol–water (1:1, 235 ml)
intensity decay, and Lorentz and polarisation effects.to give 59.9 mg (yield, 29%) bis(bis(m -2-amino-2

Absorption correction was done only for 1 and 2; due toethanolato–N,O,O)–cobalt(III)–cobalt(II) hydrate (1). The
the low value of the linear absorption coefficient (m 5solution was evaporated to dryness giving 31 mg of

210.0701 mm ) absorption was ignored in the case of 3.isolated sodium nitrate(III): mp.3008C; IR: 35138(m),
Averaging of the data gave R factors of 0.0201, 0.03663437(w), 3336(w), 3308(w), 3283(w), 3262(w), 3236(w), int

and 0.0583 for 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The Friedel pairs1639(m), 1595(sh), 1581(sh), 1435(br), 1378(s), 1359(w),
for 3 were not merged. The structure of 2 was solved using1331(m), 1273(br), 1161(m), 1144(s), 1059(vs), 1024(s),
a heavy-atom method using the XTAL3.4 [16] program898(sh), 889(sh), 836(sh), 825(sh), 734(s), 624(m), 584(m),

21 package, whereas those of 1 and 3 were solved by direct496(s), 468(m) cm . Anal. calc. for: C H Co N O : C,8 26 3 8 13

methods using SIR92 [17]. The coordinates of hydrogen15.52%; H, 4.23%; N, 18.10%. Found: C, 15.45%; H,
atoms in 1 and 3 were obtained from a difference Fourier4.11%; N, 17.55%.
map. For 2 the positions of the hydrogens attached to the
nitrogen or oxygen atoms were obtained from an inter-
mediate difference Fourier map; the remainder were2.2. Synthesis of (NH (C H ) ) [Co (NO ) OH]?3H O2 6 11 2 3 2 2 8 2

calculated according to geometry. In all three cases the(2) and (NH (C H ) )NO (3)2 6 11 2 2

non-hydrogen atoms were refined with their anisotropic
displacement parameters. For 2 and 3 hydrogen atomDicyclohexylamine (362 mg, 2 mmol) was carefully
parameters were not refined. For 1 we refined the positionsadded to the solution of sodium hexanitrocobaltate(III)
and isotropic displacement factors of all hydrogen atoms(606 mg, 1.5 mmol) in water (60 ml). The mixture was left
with the exception of hydrogens of water molecules. Theat room temperature for 18 days. Then the product was
largest peak and hole in the final difference Fourier mapfiltered off, washed with water (3320 ml), suspended in
were 4.204 and 22.393 (both in the vicinity of the heavyhot methanol (30 ml) and the insoluble material was
atom) in 1, 0.793 and 20.546 in 2, and 0.492 and 20.164separated by filtration. The methanol solution was concen-

23˚trated to 5 ml, treated with 8 ml of cold water and cooled e A in 3. The XTAL3.4 system of crystallographic
to 2158C. Red crystals were separated giving 171 mg programs was used for the correlation and reduction of
(yield, 31%) of tris(biscyclohexylammonium)m-hydroxo– data, structure refinement and interpretation. ORTEPII [18]
bis(m -nitro–N,O)hexanitro–dicobaltate(III) (2): mp 130– was used to produce molecular graphics.2

1318C; IR: 3413(br), 1580(w), 1506(m), 1456(vs), The crystallographic data are presented in Table 1. The
1377(sh), 1347(w) 1303(s), 1177(s), 1045(w), 969(m), selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 2.
947(m), 919(m), 852(m), 823(s), 722(s), 522(m), 477(m)

21cm . Anal. calc. for: C H Co N O : C, 39.17%; H,36 79 2 11 20

7.21%; N, 13.96%. Found: C, 39.07%; H, 7.13%; N,
13.62%. Water solution, obtained after the first filtration 3. Results and discussion
and treatment with water (3320 ml, see above), was
evaporated to dryness leading to 168 mg (yield, 37%) of 3.1. Crystal structure of Co (NO ) (NH CH CH O) ?3 2 4 2 2 2 4

biscyclohexylammonium nitrate(III) (3): mp 182–1848C; H O (1)2

IR: 2548(w), 2454(w), 2391(w), 1612(s), 1496(s), 1460(vs),
1415(m), 1376(vs), 1318(m), 1302(m), 1274(w), 1260(w), The unit cell of compound 1 consists of two complex
1164(m), 1135(br), 1063(m), 977(s), 926(m), 899(sh), molecules which are shown in Fig. 1 and two non-coordi-
849(m), 806(sh), 721(m), 558(sh), 486(sh), 450(m), 446(m) nated symmetry-related (by a centre of inversion) water

21 1cm . H NMR: d 1.05–1.12 (m, 2H), 1.19–1.33 (m, 8H), molecules. Both complexes have a trinuclear structure with
1.58–1.62 (m, 2H), 1.73 (m, 4H), 1.97 (m, 4H), 2.90–3.12 an inversion centre occupied by a Co(1) atom in the first

13(m, 2H), 8.60 (bs, 2H). C NMR: d 23.9, 24.8, 28.8, 52.0. molecule and a Co(3) atom in the second molecule. The
1MS (EI): m /z (%)5181 (M , 17), 138 (100), 83 (12), 56 coordination of all Co atoms is roughly octahedral. The
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Table 1
Crystallographic data for 1, 2 and 3

Compound 1 2 3

Colour Red Red Colourless
Crystal size (mm) 0.3630.2430.09 0.6430.2630.18 1.0030.4430.36
Formula C H Co N O C H Co N O C H N O8 26 3 8 13 36 79 2 11 20 12 24 2 2

˚a (A) 8.674(2) 25.313(6) 8.161(1)
˚b (A) 10.648(1) 13.372(4) 8.573(1)
˚c (A) 11.860(2) 17.410(4) 19.626(1)

a (8) 86.85(2) 90.00 90.00
b (8) 80.57(2) 116.92(2) 90.00
g (8) 69.32(1) 90.00 90.00
Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic Orthorhombic

¯Space group P1 (No. 2) Cc (No. 9) P2 2 2 (No. 19)1 1 1

Z 2 4 4
a

u range for cell definition (8) 8.02, 15.95 8.00, 16.03 8.23, 17.34
Intensity decay (%) 21.29 21.15 20.93

bIndex limits (h k l) (211, 2) (214, 13) (215, 15) (233, 0) (217, 17) (220, 22) (210, 10) (211, 11) (225, 25)
t , t 0.456, 0.820 0.715, 0.891 –min max

No. of refl. measured 6018 26003 13332
No. of unique refl. 4884 6352 3315

cNo. of observed refl. 3204 4158 2158
dFinal R, R 0.078, 0.094 0.044, 0.051 0.050, 0.056w

No. of parameters 389 621 147
Max. D /s (last cycle) 0.0287 0.0381 0.0455

a No. of reflections used for cell definition: 75.
b

u of collected data: 288.max
c Cut-off parameter I.2.5s(I).
d Definitions of R, R : R 5 o(uF u 2 uF u) /ouF u, R 5 o(w(uF u 2 uF u)) /o(wuF u).w o c o w o c o

˚terminal Co atom is surrounded by two amine nitrogens, nitro–N–Co(III) of 1.940(2) A are close to the corre-
two oxygens from two aminoethanolato groups and two sponding bond distances in our structure: Co(1)–O(3),
nitrogens from a nitro group in a cis, cis, cis configuration. 2.159(6); Co(3)–O(9), 2.138(7); Co(2)–N(1), 1.931(7);
The terminal nitro group is coordinated trans to the ˚and Co(4)–N(5), of 1.914(7) A, respectively. The bond
bridging O of the first aminoethanolato group while the ˚lengths for Co(2)–N(4) of 1.932(7) A and for Co(4)–N(8)
bridging nitro group is coordinated trans to the N atom of ˚of 1.929(6) A are very similar to the average Co–N–nitritethe second aminoethanolato group. The central Co atom is ˚(sNO ) bond distance of 1.932(23) A [23]. In the terminal2held by the bridging pair of nitro O atoms in the trans

nitro groups both N–O distances are nearly the same,position and two bridging pairs of aminoethanolato O
while in the bridging nitro group the N–O distanceatoms, being strictly in plane.
between N and the coordinated O is longer. The bondThe stoichiometry, charge balance and symmetry sug- ˚lengths for Co(2)–N(2) [1.957(7) A], Co(2)–N(3)gest a Co(III)–Co(II)–Co(III) arrangement of oxidation

˚ ˚[1.931(11) A], Co(4)–N(6) [1.954(10) A] and Co(4)–states of Co atoms. This is supported also by the lengths of
˚N(7) [1.955(10) A] are a little shorter but are still close tothe Co–O bonds: for the central Co atoms (Co(1)–O(1),

the average primary amine–N–Co(III) bond distance of2.064(5); Co(1)–O(2), 2.053(6); Co(3)–O(7), 2.074(5);
˚˚ 1.965(21) A [23]. The distances between Co(1) . . . Co(2)and Co(3)–O(8), 2.055(5) A) they are significantly longer

˚than those for the terminal Co atoms (Co(2)–O(1), and Co(3) . . . Co(4) atoms are 2.864(1) and 2.865(1) A,
1.908(7); Co(2)–O(2), 1.904(5); Co(4)–O(7), 1.916(6); respectively.

˚and Co(4)–O(8), 1.898(5) A), which is consistent with the The asymmetric unit of 1 contains one water molecule
larger ionic radius of Co(II) relative to Co(III) [19]. The which is a donor of two weak hydrogen bonds. The
same was observed in the similar Co(III)–Co(II)–Co(III) acceptor of the first H bond is an O(6) atom of the terminal
trimere complex [20], where the oxidation state was nitro group in the same asymmetric unit and of the second

13confirmed also by magnetic measurements and C NMR it is an O(1) atom of the bridging nitro group of the same
spectroscopy. complex molecule but from the symmetry-related unit. The

In the CSDS database [21] we have found only two geometry of the hydrogen bonds is described in Table 3.
crystal structures where the nitro group acts as a (N–O) The second complex molecule is not involved in the
bridge between two Co atoms [20,22]. One of them is the hydrogen bonding. This is probably the reason for the main
above-mentioned Co(III)–Co(II)–Co(III) trimere complex. difference between the conformation of the two complexes

˚The bond distances for nitro–O–Co(II) of 2.140(2) A and which is in the orientation of the terminal nitro group (that
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Table 2
˚Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for 1, 2 and 3

Compound 1
Co(1)–O(1) 2.064(5) Co(3)–O(7) 2.074(5)
Co(1)–O(2) 2.053(6) Co(3)–O(8) 2.055(5)
Co(1)–O(3) 2.159(6) Co(3)–O(9) 2.138(7)
Co(2)–O(1) 1.908(7) Co(4)–O(7) 1.916(6)
Co(2)–O(2) 1.904(5) Co(4)–O(8) 1.898(5)
Co(2)–N(1) 1.931(7) Co(4)–N(5) 1.914(7)
Co(2)–N(2) 1.957(7) Co(4)–N(6) 1.954(10)
Co(2)–N(3) 1.931(11) Co(4)–N(7) 1.955(10)
Co(2)–N(4) 1.932(7) Co(4)–N(8) 1.929(6)
O(1)–C(1) 1.413(14) O(7)–C(5) 1.431(12)
O(2)–C(3) 1.413(14) O(8)–C(7) 1.426(13)
O(3)–N(1) 1.269(9) O(9)–N(5) 1.258(8)
O(4)–N(1) 1.222(12) O(10)–N(5) 1.228(11)
O(5)–N(4) 1.216(12) O(11)–N(8) 1.225(11)
O(6)–N(4) 1.209(13) O(12)–N(8) 1.216(11)
N(2)–C(2) 1.478(16) N(6)–C(6) 1.469(16)
N(3)–C(4) 1.482(12) N(7)–C(8) 1.483(12)
C(1)–C(2) 1.502(13) C(5)–C(6) 1.499(12)
C(3)–C(4) 1.523(16) C(7)–C(8) 1.502(14)

O(1)–Co(1)–O(2) 77.9(2) O(7)–Co(3)–O(8) 77.5(2)
O(1)–Co(1)–O(3) 81.8(2) O(7)–Co(3)–O(9) 82.7(2)
O(1)–Co(2)–O(2) 85.6(3) O(7)–Co(4)–O(8) 85.4(2)
O(1)–Co(2)–N(1) 89.6(3) O(7)–Co(4)–N(5) 88.3(3)
O(1)–Co(2)–N(2) 86.9(4) O(7)–Co(4)–N(6) 86.8(3)
O(1)–Co(2)–N(3) 173.0(3) O(7)–Co(4)–N(7) 171.3(3)
O(1)–Co(2)–N(4) 92.9(3) O(7)–Co(4)–N(8) 96.0(3)
O(2)–Co(2)–N(1) 87.5(3) O(8)–Co(4)–N(5) 88.6(2)
O(2)–Co(2)–N(2) 87.7(3) O(8)–Co(4)–N(6) 88.4(3)
O(2)–Co(2)–N(3) 87.4(3) O(8)–Co(4)–N(7) 86.0(3)
O(2)–Co(2)–N(4) 178.0(4) O(8)–Co(4)–N(8) 178.6(3)
N(1)–Co(2)–N(2) 174.2(3) N(5)–Co(4)–N(6) 174.5(3)
N(1)–Co(2)–N(3) 89.7(3) N(5)–Co(4)–N(7) 90.1(4)
N(1)–Co(2)–N(4) 93.7(3) N(5)–Co(4)–N(8) 91.2(3)
N(2)–Co(2)–N(3) 93.3(4) N(6)–Co(4)–N(7) 94.3(4)
N(2)–Co(2)–N(4) 90.9(3) N(6)–Co(4)–N(8) 91.9(3)
N(3)–Co(2)–N(4) 94.1(4) N(7)–Co(4)–N(8) 92.6(3)
Co(1)–O(1)–Co(2) 92.2(3) Co(3)–O(7)–Co(4) 91.7(2)
Co(1)–O(2)–Co(2) 92.7(2) Co(3)–O(8)–Co(4) 92.8(2)
Co(1)–O(3)–Co(2) 70.3(2) Co(3)–O(9)–Co(4) 70.6(2)

Compound 2
Co(1)–O(1) 1.882(7) O(2)–N(5) 1.291(10)
Co(1)–O(2) 1.964(6) O(3)–N(1) 1.296(9)
Co(1)–N(1) 1.960(6) O(4)–N(1) 1.188(11)
Co(1)–N(2) 1.934(7) O(5)–N(2) 1.220(15)
Co(1)–N(3) 1.938(11) O(6)–N(2) 1.230(10)
Co(1)–N(4) 1.907(9) O(7)–N(3) 1.221(17)
Co(2)–O(1) 1.904(6) O(8)–N(3) 1.229(12)
Co(2)–O(3) 1.966(7) O(9)–N(4) 1.217(12)
Co(2)–N(5) 1.964(8) O(10)–N(4) 1.246(16)
Co(2)–N(6) 1.915(8) O(11)–N(5) 1.214(12)
Co(2)–N(7) 1.909(9) O(12)–N(6) 1.232(15)
Co(2)–N(8) 1.913(9) O(13)–N(6) 1.241(11)
N(10)–C(13) 1.517(14) O(14)–N(7) 1.215(11)
N(10)–C(19) 1.489(16) O(15)–N(7) 1.216(16)
N(11)–C(25) 1.520(19) O(16)–N(8) 1.226(16)
N(11)–C(31) 1.549(24) O(17)–N(8) 1.213(13)
N(9)–C(1) 1.503(12) N(9)–C(7) 1.522(11)
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Table 2 (continued)

O(1)–Co(1)–O(2) 87.5(3) O(1)–Co(2)–N(7) 88.4(3)
O(1)–Co(1)–N(1) 88.1(3) O(1)–Co(2)–N(8) 92.3(3)
O(1)–Co(1)–N(2) 87.6(3) O(3)–Co(2)–N(5) 87.0(3)
O(1)–Co(1)–N(3) 174.4(3) O(3)–Co(2)–N(6) 91.0(3)
O(1)–Co(1)–N(4) 92.5(4) O(3)–Co(2)–N(7) 176.5(3)
O(2)–Co(1)–N(1) 89.8(3) O(3)–Co(2)–N(8) 87.4(3)
O(2)–Co(1)–N(2) 91.7(3) N(5)–Co(2)–N(6) 89.0(4)
O(2)–Co(1)–N(3) 87.2(3) N(5)–Co(2)–N(7) 92.7(4)
O(2)–Co(1)–N(4) 177.2(3) N(5)–Co(2)–N(8) 174.3(3)
N(1)–Co(1)–N(2) 175.4(4) N(6)–Co(2)–N(7) 92.5(4)
N(1)–Co(1)–N(3) 93.8(4) N(6)–Co(2)–N(8) 92.3(4)
N(1)–Co(1)–N(4) 87.4(3) N(7)–Co(2)–N(8) 92.8(4)
N(2)–Co(1)–N(3) 90.6(4) Co(1)–O(1)–Co(2) 108.5(4)
N(2)–Co(1)–N(4) 91.1(3) Co(1)–O(2)–N(5) 115.2(5)
N(3)–Co(1)–N(4) 92.9(4) Co(2)–O(3)–N(1) 116.9(5)
O(1)–Co(2)–O(3) 88.2(3) C(1)–N(9)–C(7) 116.3(7)
O(1)–Co(2)–N(5) 86.4(3) C(13)–N(10)–C(19) 118(1)
O(1)–Co(2)–N(6) 175.3(4) C(25)–N(11)–C(31) 120(1)

Compound 3
N(1)–C(1) 1.500(3) O(1)–N(2) 1.176(5)
N(1)–C(7) 1.502(3) O(2)–N(2) 1.241(4)

C(1)–N(1)–C(7) 118.3(2) O(1)–N(2)–O(2) 115.1(4)

Table 3
Geometry of hydrogen bonds in 1, 2 and 3

˚ ˚D–H . . . A D . . . A (A) H . . . A (A) D–H . . . A (8)

1
aO(13)–H . . . O(1) 2.949(13) 1.936(6) 148.2(8)

O(13)–H . . . O(6) 2.952(16) 1.727(12) 159.5(6)

2
N(9)–H . . . O(19) 2.813(17) 1.995(13) 169.2(6)

bN(10)–H . . . O(18) 2.774(14) 1.801(11) 166.7(6)
N(10)–H . . . O(6) 2.917(13) 2.083(10) 137.8(6)

cN(11)–H . . . O(12) 2.841(17) 1.756(10) 166.6(7)
N(11)–H . . . O(14) 2.952(19) 2.001(13) 140.9(8)
O(18)–H . . . O(16) 2.906(12) 2.001(8) 162.5(8)

dO(18)–H . . . O(20) 2.767(18) 2.188(14) 132.4(7)
eO(20)–H . . . O(7) 2.905(20) 1.657(13) 158.1(5)

O(19)–H . . . O(12) 2.938(12) 2.273(9) 114.3(6)

3
N(1)–H . . . O(2) 2.885(3) 2.219(2) 156.4(2)

fN(1)–H . . . O(2) 2.808(3) 1.931(2) 175.0(2)
a

2 x, 2 y 1 1, 2 z 1 1.
b x 1 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, z 1 1/2.
c x, 2 y, z 1 1/2.
d x 2 1/2, 2 y 1 1/2, z 2 1/2.
e x, 2 y 1 1, z 1 1/2.
f

2 x, y 2 1/2, 2 z 1 1/2.

is hydrogen bonded only in the first complex). The
dihedral angle between the plane through the N(4), O(5)
and O(6) atoms and the best plane through the Co(2),
N(1), N(2), N(4) and O(2) atoms is 9.3(5)8, while the
corresponding dihedral angle in the second complex

Fig. 1. An ORTEP drawing of complex molecules
molecule between the plane through the N(8), O(11) and[Co (NO ) (NH CH CH O) ] in 1 showing the atom labelling scheme.3 2 4 2 2 2 4
O(12) atoms and the best plane through the Co(4), N(5),For clarity, molecules are shown on separate pictures, (a) and (b), with a
N(6), N(8) and O(8) atoms is 79.4(5)8.40% probability level of displacement ellipsoids.
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3.2. Crystal structure of
(NH (C H ) ) [Co (NO ) OH]?3H O (2)2 6 11 2 3 2 2 8 2

The asymmetric unit of 2, shown in Fig. 2, consists of
three biscyclohexylammonium cations, one complex anion
and three water molecules of crystallization. An ORTEP
picture of the anion is presented in Fig. 3. The complex
anion has a dinuclear structure, where the two Co atoms
are bridged by one hydroxy group and two nitro groups.
Each Co(III) atom is six-coordinated (roughly octahedral
arrangement of ligands), three sites being occupied by the
N atoms of terminal nitro groups in a facial configuration.

32Fig. 3. An ORTEP drawing of the anionic complex [Co (NO ) OH]2 2 8The remaining three sites are occupied by N atom of the
showing the atom numbering in 2 (40% probability level of displacement

bridging nitro group, an O atom of the second bridging ellipsoids).
nitro group, and an O atom of the bridging hydroxy group.

The Co to hydroxy–O bond distances of Co(1)–O(1)
˚ ˚[1.882(7) A] and Co(2)–O(1) [1.904(6) A] are close to the

˚average Co–O (m-OH) bond length of 1.905(19) A [23].
˚Bond distances for Co to N, where N belongs to the Co(2)–O(3) (1.966(7) A), are significantly shorter than the

˚ corresponding Co(II) to nitro–O bond lengths in thebridging nitro groups, for Co(1)–N(1) [1.960(6) A] and
˚ structure of 1; this corresponds to the larger ionic radius offor Co(2)–N(5) [1.964(8) A] are longer than those where

the Co(II) ion relative to the Co(III) ion. The distanceN is from the terminal nitro group (in the range 1.907(9)–
˚ ˚1.938(11) A). Similarly, as observed in the structure of 1, between Co(1) and Co(2) is 3.072(2) A.

both N–O distances in the terminal nitro groups are nearly In the biscyclohexylammonium cations the C–N–C
the same, while in the bridging nitro group the N–O bond angles are opened up to 116.3(7), 118(1) and 120(1)8
between the N and the coordinated O is significantly relative to the ideal tetrahedral angle of 109.58, as a result
longer than the second N–O bond. Bond lengths for of the steric bulk of the two cyclohexane rings. All of the

˚Co(III) to nitro–O, i.e. for Co(1)–O(2) (1.964(6) A) and cyclohexane rings maintain a chair conformation.

Fig. 2. A picture of the asymmetric unit of 2: (NH (C H ) ) [Co (NO ) OH]?3H O.2 6 11 2 3 2 2 8 2
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The biscyclohexylammonium cations, the complex presence of N-bonded and bridging nitro ligands. The IR
21anion and the water molecules are connected via a spectrum of 1 in the 3600–3200 and 1650–1550 cm

complicated network of intermolecular hydrogen bonds regions shows bands corresponding to the lattice water and
which stabilize the crystal structure. The geometry of the N–H vibrations.

13hydrogen bonds is presented in Table 3. In the C NMR spectrum of compound 3 four different
1lines appear for four different carbon atoms. Similarly, H

spectra confirm the proposed structure for the dicyclohex-
3.3. Crystal structure of (NH (C H ) )NO (3)2 6 11 2 2 ylammonium cation, showing a broad singlet at 8.60 ppm

for the two N–H protons. The mass spectrum for 3 shows
The asymmetric unit of 3, consisting of a biscyclohex-

a peak at 181 m /z for the dicyclohexylamine with low
ylammonium cation and a nitrite anion, is shown in Fig. 4.

fragmentation.˚The N(2)–O(2) bond in the nitrite anion of 1.241(4) A is
significantly longer than the N(2)–O(1) bond distance of

˚1.176(5) A, which is probably due the participation of
O(2) in the hydrogen bonding. The N(1) atom from the Supplementary data
biscyclohexylammonium cation is a donor of two hydro-
gen bonds which are described in Table 3. The acceptor of Supplementary data for structures 1, 2 and 3 are
the first hydrogen bond is the O(2) atom of the nitrite available from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Cen-
anion in the same asymmetric unit. The acceptor of the tre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK on request,
second intermolecular hydrogen bond is the O(2) atom quoting the deposition numbers 130633, 130634 and
from the symmetry-related ( 2 x, y 2 1/2, 2 z 1 1/2) 130635, respectively.
nitrite anion. As in dicyclohexylammonium chloride [24]
and in the structure of 2 the C–N–C angle in the cation
(118.3(2)8) is larger than the ideal tetrahedral angle due to

Acknowledgementsthe steric hindrance of the two cyclohexane rings which
both have a chair conformation.
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Abstract

Reaction of a-amino acids (HL) with [Ru(PPh ) Cl ] in the presence of a base afforded a family of complexes of type3 3 2
6 1 31[Ru(PPh ) (L) ]. These complexes are diamagnetic (low-spin d , S50) and show ligand-field transitions in the visible region. H and P3 2 2

NMR spectra of the complexes indicate the presence of C symmetry. Cyclic voltammetry on the [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes show a2 3 2 2

reversible ruthenium(II)–ruthenium(III) oxidation in the range 0.30–0.42 V vs. SCE. An irreversible ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(IV)
oxidation is also displayed by two complexes near 1.5 V vs. SCE.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium; a-Amino acids; Synthesis; Characterization; Electrochemistry

1. Introduction bidentate N,O-donor forming five-membered chelate rings
(2) [4,16]. A family of bis a-amino acid complexes of

Amino acids, being the building blocks of protein, are ruthenium(II) has been synthesized, where triphenylphos-
an essential component of all living matter. Therefore, to phine has served as the coligand. The synthesis, characteri-
investigate the interaction between metals and proteins, the zation and electrochemical properties of complexes of type
necessary prerequisite is to study the interaction between [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] are described in this paper.3 2 2

amino acids and different metals. The chemistry of transi-
tion metal complexes of amino acids has been of signifi-
cant interest in this respect [1–5]. Synthesis of different
types of complexes using various amino acids is becoming
increasingly important primarily because of the various
applications of such complexes in biological fields [6–8].
With this background we set out to explore the chemistry
of amino acid complexes of ruthenium. Among many
transition metals ruthenium has been chosen because of its

2. Experimental
efficiency in electron-transfer reactions and particularly
because of its remarkable role in DNA intercalation

2.1. Materials
reactions [9,10]. It may be mentioned here that ruthenium
chemistry of amino acids appears to have received very

Commercial ruthenium trichloride (Arora Matthey, Cal-
little attention [11–15]. For the present study we have

cutta, India) was converted to RuCl ?3H O by repeated3 2chosen a-amino acids (1), abbreviated in general as HL
evaporation with concentrated hydrochloric acid. Tri-

where H stands for the dissociable carboxylic proton, as
phenylphosphine (PPh ) was purchased from SD Fine3the principal ligand. The a-amino acids are known to bind
Chemicals, Mumbai, India. [Ru(PPh ) Cl ] was synthes-3 3 2to metal ions, via dissociation of the acidic proton, as
ized, starting from RuCl ?3H O, by following a reported3 2

procedure [17]. The a-amino acids were purchased from
Loba Chemie, India. HPLC-grade dimethylsulfoxide for*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-33-483-8393.

E-mail address: icsg@mahendra.iacs.res.in (S. Bhattacharya) electrochemical work was purchased from Spectrochem,
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Mumbai, India. Purification of dichloromethane and prepa- Perkin-Elmer 240C elemental analyzer. IR spectra were
ration of tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP) for obtained on a Perkin-Elmer 783 spectrometer with samples
electrochemical work and was performed as reported in the prepared as KBr pellets. NMR spectra were recorded on a
literature [18,19]. All other chemicals and solvents were Brucker DRX-500 NMR spectrometer. Electronic spectra
commercial reagent-grade and were used as received. were recorded on a Shimadzu UV 240 spectrophotometer.

Magnetic susceptibilities were measured using a PAR 155
2.2. Preparations vibrating sample magnetometer fitted with a Walker sci-

entific L75FBAL magnet. Electrochemical measurements
12.2.1. [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] were made using a PAR model 273 potentiostat. A3 2 2

1 2To a solution of glycine (HL ) (17 mg, 0.22 mmol) in platinum-disc (area 0.04 cm ) working electrode, a
3warm ethanol (30 cm ) were added [Ru(PPh ) Cl ] (100 platinum wire auxiliary electrode and an aqueous saturated3 3 2

3mg, 0.10 mmol) and triethylamine (0.03 cm , 0.22 mmol) calomel reference electrode (SCE) were used in a three-
with constant stirring. Stirring was continued for 1.5 h electrode configuration. A RE 0089 X–Y recorder was
keeping the solution warm (|408C). Within 30 min, a used to trace the voltammograms. Electrochemical mea-
yellow microcrystalline compound began to separate out. surements were made under a dinitrogen atmosphere. All
The reaction mixture was then allowed to settle at room electrochemical data were collected at 298 K and are
temperature (|258C). The precipitated solid was collected uncorrected for junction potentials.
by filtration, washed thoroughly with water followed by
hexane and acetonitrile and dried in vacuo over P O . The4 10

yield was 66% (53 mg).
3. Results and discussion

22.2.2. [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ]3 2 2
Five different amino acids have been used in the presentThis complex was synthesized following the above

2 1 work. The ligands and their respective abbreviations areprocedure using alanine (HL ) instead of glycine (HL ),
shown in 3. Reaction of these ligands with [Ru(PPh ) Cl ]3 3 2methanol instead of ethanol and sodium hydroxide instead
in the presence of a base afforded the desired complexes inof triethylamine. The yield was 62% (52 mg).
decent yields. [Ru(PPh ) Cl ], our starting material, has3 3 2

3 served as a useful source of ruthenium(II) because of the2.2.3. [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ]3 2 2
considerable substitutional lability of the chlorides and oneThis complex was synthesized following the same

1 PPh ligand. The composition of these complexes have3procedure for [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] using phenylalanine3 2 2
3 1 been verified by their elemental (C, H, N) analytical data(HL ) instead of glycine (HL ). The yield was 64% (64

(Table 1). All the [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes are diamag-3 2 2mg).
netic which corresponds to the bivalent state of ruthenium

64 (low-spin d , S50) in these complexes.2.2.4. [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ]3 2 2
4To a solution of tyrosine (HL ) (40 mg, 0.22 mmol) in

3warm ethanol (30 cm ) were added [Ru(PPh ) Cl ] (1003 3 2
3mg, 0.10 mmol) and triethylamine (0.03 cm , 0.22 mmol)

with constant stirring. Stirring was continued for 1.5 h
keeping the solution warm (|408C). A greenish-yellow
solution was obtained, which upon evaporation afforded a
solid. This was washed with water followed by hexane and
dried in vacuo over P O . Purification was achieved by4 10

chromatography through a silica gel (60–120 mesh) col-
umn. Using 1:1 benzene–acetonitrile as the eluent, a deep
yellow band came out which was collected and evapora-

4tion of the eluate gave [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] as a yellow solid.3 2 2

The yield was 60% (62 mg).
As a-amino acids are unsymmetrical bidentate ligands,

52.2.5. [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] the [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes may exist in five different3 2 2 3 2 2

This complex was synthesized following the same geometric isomeric forms (4–8). Complexes of ruthenium
4 5procedure for [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] using leucine (HL ) in- having the Ru(PPh ) moiety are known to prefer the two3 2 2 3 2

4stead of tyrosine (HL ). The yield was 61% (56 mg). PPh ligands in the cis position for better dp–dp inter-3

action [20,21]. Assuming a similar cis disposition of the
2.3. Physical measurements triphenylphosphines in these [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes,3 2 2

the number of possible stereoisomers reduces to three
Microanalyses (C, H, N) were performed using a (4–6). Out of these three isomers, two (4 and 5) have a C2
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Table 1
Characterization data of the [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes3 2 2

aCompound Microanalytical data Electronic spectral Cyclic voltammetric
b cdata data

21 21%C %H %N l (nm) [´ (M cm )] E (V) (DE (mV)]max 1 / 2 p

1[Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] 62.06 4.94 3.63 524 (359), 424 (671), 0.33 (60)3 2 2
d d(62.09) (4.91) (3.62) 340 (1661), 292 (3767),

268 (5712)
2[Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] 62.98 5.20 3.50 524 (257), 420 (485), 0.30 (60)3 2 2

d d(62.92) (5.24) (3.49) 344 (1149), 296 (2234),
260 (3828)

3 d[Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] 67.86 5.27 2.88 420 (286), 344 (1072), 0.37 (60)3 2 2
d(67.90) (5.24) (2.93) 300 (2287), 270 (5289)

4 d e[Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] 65.83 5.10 2.86 420 (563), 344 (1408), 0.42 (60) ,3 2 2
d e,f(65.78) (5.07) (2.84) 302 (5582), 272 (8989) 1.56

5 d e[Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] 65.11 6.10 3.17 420 (411), 344 (1643), 0.39 (60) ,3 2 2
d e,f(65.08) (6.10) (3.16) 304 (3481), 276 (7744) 1.48

a Calculated values are within parentheses.
b In dimethylsulfoxide solution.
c Solvent, dimethylsulfoxide; supporting electrolyte, TBAP; reference electrode, SCE; E 50.5(E 1E ), where E and E are anodic and cathodic1 / 2 pa pc pa pc

21peak potentials, respectively; DE 5E 2E ; scan rate 50 mV s .p pa pc
d Shoulder.
e In dichloromethane solution.
f E value.pa

1axis while the other (6) does not have C symmetry. H qualitatively similar, each complex showing several vi-2
21brations of different intensities below 1700 cm . All theNMR spectra of the [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes are a little3 2 2

31 [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes show strong vibrations nearcomplicated. However, P NMR spectra of these complex- 3 2 2
21530, 700 and 750 cm which are also displayed byes show only one sharp resonance near 47 ppm which

[Ru(PPh ) Cl ]. Hence these vibrations are attributed toclearly indicates the presence of a C axis. Therefore, the 3 3 22

the Ru(PPh ) moiety of [Ru(PPh ) (L) ]. In the spectra[Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes have structure 4 or 5. 3 2 3 2 23 2 2

of all the [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes a broad and very3 2 2
21strong vibration is observed near 1610 cm and a sharp

21and strong vibration near 1380 cm , which are absent in
the spectrum of [Ru(PPh ) Cl ] and these are assigned3 3 2

[22] to the n stretching and n stretching of theas(CO) s(CO)

coordinated carboxylate groups. The distinct peaks near
213300 cm are attributed to the N–H stretching vibrations.

The infrared spectral data are therefore in accordance with
the composition of the complexes.

1 2The [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ], [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] and3 2 2 3 2 2
3[Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] complexes are soluble only in di-3 2 2

methylsulfoxide and dimethylformamide, while the other
4two complexes, viz. [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] and3 2 2

5[Ru(PPh ) (L ) ], are soluble in dichloromethane, acetoni-3 2 2

trile and chloroform as well as in dimethylsulfoxide and
dimethylformamide. All the solutions are yellow in colour.
Electronic spectra of these complexes have been recorded
in dimethylsulfoxide solution. Spectral data are presented
in Table 1 and selected spectra are shown in Fig. 1. Each
complex shows absorptions in the visible and ultraviolet

Further distinguishing between these two structures could region. The intense absorptions in the ultraviolet region are
not be done from the NMR spectral results. However, all assignable to transitions within the ligand orbitals. The
the complexes are assumed to have structure 4, where the absorptions in the visible region are rather weak and are
nitrogens of the amino acid ligands are trans and the less probably due to ligand-field transitions [23,24].
crowded carboxylate oxygens are cis and hence this Electron transfer properties of the [Ru(PPh ) (L) ]3 2 2

geometry is expected to be sterically more favorable. complexes have been studied by cyclic voltammetry in
1 2 3IR spectra of all the [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] complexes are dimethylsulfoxide (for L5L , L and L ) and dichlorome-3 2 2
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This oxidative response is assigned to the ruthenium(II)–
ruthenium(III) oxidation. The oxidation is reversible with a
peak-to-peak separation (DE ) of |60 mV which does notp

vary with variation in scan rates and the anodic peak
current (i ) is almost equal to the cathodic peak currentpa

(i ). The one-electron nature of this oxidation was estab-pc

lished by comparing its current height with that of the
standard ferrocene / ferrocenium couple under identical
experimental conditions. The magnitudes of the oxidation
potential indicate that the bivalent state of the ruthenium is
comfortable in this N O P coordination sphere. A second2 2 2

4irreversible oxidation is observed in [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] and3 2 2
5[Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] near 1.5 V which is tentatively assigned3 2 2

to the ruthenium(III)–ruthenium(IV) oxidation. The one-
electron nature of this oxidation is confirmed by comparing
its current height (i ) with that of the respectivepa

ruthenium(II)–ruthenium(III) oxidation. This oxidation has
not been observed in the first three [Ru(PPh ) (L) ] (L53 2 2

1 2 3L , L and L ) complexes because of the smaller voltage
window offered by dimethylsulfoxide.1Fig. 1. Electronic spectra of [Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] (——) and3 2 2

4[Ru(PPh ) (L ) ] (- - - - -) in dimethylsulfoxide solution.3 2 2

4. Conclusions
4 5thane (for L5L and L ) solutions. Voltammetric data are

given in Table 1 and a selected voltammogram is shown in The present study shows that a-amino acids can form
Fig. 2. Each complex shows an oxidative response on the stable complexes with ruthenium, and in the presence of
positive side of SCE in the range 0.30–0.42 V vs. SCE. p-acid ligands such as PPh the 12 state of the metal3

becomes stabilized. Replacement of the PPh ligands by3

hard donors is expected to favour the higher oxidation
states of the metal and this work is currently in progress.
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Abstract

Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes of 2-mercaptonicotinic acid of formulae [M (mercaptonicotinic acid) Cl ] were synthesized and3 3 3

characterized by the usual spectroscopic techniques including mass spectrometry. The crystal structure was obtained for the palladium
complex. The molecule has a ternary symmetry, and mercaptonicotinic acid coordinates in a bidentate (N,S) mode to each palladium ion.
The sulfur atom acts as a bridge between two palladium atoms. The fourth coordination site in the plane square geometry of the Pd(II) is
occupied by a chloride ion. Identical molecular structure is proposed for the platinum compound in agreement with the spectroscopic and
theoretical results.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Mercaptonicotinic acid complexes; Crystal structure Pd(II) mercaptonicotinic complex; Trinuclear palladium complex; Trinuclear platinum
complex; Density functional calculations

1. Introduction organic solutions consists of a mixture of neutral
tautomeric or zwitterionic forms. The pKa of the thiol

Nicotinic acid (niacine) and nicotinamide play interest- group is 8.82 and that of the carboxylic group is 5.78.
ing roles in biology. Recently, it has been confirmed that a Thereby, the possibilities of coordination depend on the
deficiency of niacine reduces the levels of NAD which pH conditions [12]. 2-Mercaptonicotinic acid may act as a
may contribute to increase the carcinogenesis [1]. In fact, deprotonated ligand through either the carboxylate or the
nicotinic acid is the precursor of NAD which controls the thiolate groups, or as a bidentate ligand through the
metabolism of ADP–ribose polymer. It is considered a cell pyridinic N of the heterocycle and thiolate S atoms
protector which repairs damaged DNA. 2-Mercap- coordinated to the same metal ion or bridging two metal
tonicotinic acid is an interesting derivative of niacine in ions (Fig. 1). Only a few complexes of the 2-mercap-
which the introduction of the sulfur atom opens possi- tonicotinic acid have been described. These studies were
bilities to coordinate soft metals. mainly carried out in solution [13–15].

Pyridincarboxylic acids have been described as versatile We have synthesized and characterized two new com-
ligands [2–11] which form metal complexes useful in plexes of Pd(II) and Pt(II) with 2-mercaptonicotinic acid
medicine because of their physiological properties. (HMENA), [Pd (MENA) Cl ] and [Pt (MENA) Cl ]. The3 3 3 3 3 3

The study of the interaction of 2-mercaptonicotinic acid crystal structure of the palladium complex has been solved
with metal ions may contribute to the knowledge of the and the trimeric nature of this compound was confirmed.
mechanisms involved in relevant biological processes. 2- Only the crystal structure of a few complexes with a
Mercaptonicotinic acid is a solid that in aqueous and trinuclear cluster of palladium having a sulfur atom

bridging the metal atoms has been reported [16–21]. In the
case of the platinum compound, no crystals suitable for*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-93-402-1225; fax: 134-93-490-
X-ray diffraction studies were recovered. However, the7725.

E-mail address: vmoreno@kripto.qui.ub.es (V. Moreno) spectroscopic study seems to confirm the same trimeric
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the binding modes of 2-mercaptonicotinic acid.

195structure. In the literature, the structure of several trinu- internal reference. Pt NMR was registered in the same
clear complexes of platinum with sulfur [22–25] or oxygen machine using d -DMSO as a solvent and K PtCl as6 2 6

[26,27] atoms bridging the platinum centers have been also internal reference. Conductivity was measured on a
described. One of these trimeric compounds of Pt(II) with Crison-525 conductimeter using DMF as a solvent.
L-methionine similar to the structure proposed here was FAB1 mass spectra were obtained on a Fisons VG
recently reported [25]. A theoretical density functional Quattro spectrometer, furnished with a Cs canyon oper-
study of the Pd(II) and Pt(II) compounds is presented, ating at 10 kV. Samples were dissolved in DMSO and the
which shows that similar structures should be expected for matrix used for experiments was NBA (3-nitrobencylic
the two metal ions. alcohol).

2.2. Syntheses and characterization of the compounds
2. Experimental

2.2.1. [Pd (MENA) Cl ] (Pd-MENA)3 3 3

2.1. Materials and methods K PdCl (1 mmol, 0.3264 g) was dissolved in 10 ml of2 4

distilled water and mixed at 508C with another solution of
The starting materials K PdCl and K PtCl were 2-mercaptonicotinic acid (1 mmol, 0.1552 g) in 5 ml of2 4 2 4

supplied by Johnson Matthey (Reading, UK) and 2-mer- water and 10 ml of ethanol. After stirring for 4 h at 408C
captonicotinic acid by Fluka (Barcelona, Spain). All the an orange precipitate was obtained, filtered, washed with
other reagents used were from Aldrich (Madrid, Spain) and water and ethanol and dried over silica gel. The precipitate
were used without further purification. was dissolved in DMSO and after 1 week, orange crystals

All the compounds were characterized by elemental suitable for X-ray diffraction were collected.
analysis, melting point, conductivity measurements, mass Pd C H N S O Cl ?2H O requires: C, 23.39; H, 2.07;3 18 12 3 3 6 3 2

1 13 195spectrometry (FAB1), IR, H, C and Pt NMR spec- N, 4.55; S, 10.41%. Found C, 23.60; H, 2.02; N, 4.37; S,
21 2 21 23troscopy. The analyses of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen were 10.01%. L (V cm mol ) 10 M DMF solution,M

carried out using a Carlo Erba model 1106 microanalyzer 208C513.6.
´ `at the Serveis Cientıfico-Tecnics from Universitat de

Barcelona. Chlorine was determined by conventional 2.2.2. [Pt (MENA) Cl ] (Pt-MENA)3 3 3

chemical methods. The infrared spectra were recorded in K PtCl (1 mmol, 0.4148 g) was dissolved in 10 ml of2 4

solid state (KBr pellets) on an FT-IR Nicolet 5DZ spec- distilled water and mixed at 508C with another solution of
1 13trometer. The H NMR and C NMR spectra were 2-mercaptonicotinic acid (1 mmol, 0.1552 g) in 5 ml of

recorded at room temperature on a Bruker 250 MHz water and 10 ml of ethanol. After stirring for 4 h at 408C
spectrometer. d -DMSO was used as a solvent and TMS as an orangish brown precipitate was obtained, filtered,6
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washed with water and ethanol and dried over silica gel.
Pt C H N S O Cl ?H O requires: C, 19.03; H, 1.33; N,3 18 12 3 3 6 3 2

3.69; S, 8.46%. Found: C, 19.01; H, 1.30; N, 3.54; S,
21 2 21 238.04%. L (V cm mol ) 10 M DMF solution,M

208C58.4.

2.3. Crystallography

A prismatic crystal (0.130.130.2 mm) of
[Pd (MENA) Cl ]?5DMSO was selected and mounted on3 3 3

an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 four-circle diffractometer. Unit
cell parameters were determined from automatic centering
of 25 reflections (12,u ,21) and refined by least-squares
method. Intensities were collected with graphite mono-
chromatized Mo Ka radiation, using v /2u scan technique.
A total of 9085 reflections were measured in the range
2.12#u #30.26, 3999 of which were non-equivalent by
symmetry (R (on I)50.044). In all, 3949 reflections wereint

Fig. 2. Molecular structure of [Pd (mercaptonicotinic acid) Cl ].assumed as observed applying the condition I.2s(I). 3 3 3

Three reflections were measured every 2 h as orientation
and intensity control, significant intensity decay was not

for all the atoms, supplemented with d-polarization func-
observed. Lorentz-polarization, but not absorption correc-

tions for third period atoms (0.55 for S and 0.64 for Cl).
tions, were applied.

The geometries were fully optimized using gradient tech-
The structure has a trigonal cell, space group R-3, with

niques.˚cell parameters a518.008, b518.008 and c524.404 A;
3˚a 590, b 590, g 51208; V56854(5) A . The structure

was solved by Patterson synthesis, using the SHELXS

computer program [28] and refined by full-matrix least-
3. Results and discussion

squares method with the SHELX93 computer program [29];
23˚l50.71069 A, Z56, D 51.859 g cm , F(000)53816,c Conductivity measurements for both Pd(II) and Pt(II)21

m(Mo Ka)517.6 cm . The function minimized was
complexes are consistent with the non-electrolyte formulae2 2 2 2 2o v[(F ) 2(F ) ] , where v 5 [s (I) 1 (0.1153P) 1o c

21 2 2
Table 12.8128P] , and P 5 [(F ) 1 2(F ) ] /3, f, f 9 and f 0 wereo c
Crystal data and summary of data collection and refinement fortaken from the International Tables of X-Ray Crystal-
[Pd (MENA) Cl ]?5DMSO3 3 3lography [30]. Three H atoms were computed and refined
Empirical formula C H N O Pd Swith an overall isotropic temperature factor, using a riding 28 42 3 11 3 8

Molecular weight 1278.68model. The hydrogen atoms for the DMSO molecules and
Crystal system Hexagonalthe COO group were not included in the refinement. Two
Space group R-3

DMSO molecules are in disorder positions. In the first, ˚a (A) 18.008 (8)
˚where the S atom is on three-fold axes, C and O atoms b (A) 18.008 (8)
˚c (A) 24.404 (7)have been refined with an occupancy factor equal to 2 /3

a (8) 90and 1/3, respectively. The second is close to three-fold
b (8) 90axes, and an occupancy factor of 1 /3 has been assumed for
g (8) 120

3all atoms. Max. shift / esd520.004. Mean shift /esd50.00 ˚V (A ) 6854 (5)
(See Supplementary data). Z 6

21Absorption coeff. (mm ) 1.763
23D (mg m ) 1.859c

2.4. Computational details F(000) 3816
T (K) 293 (2)
Crystal dimensions (mm) 0.130.130.2Density functional calculations were carried out using
Radiation Mo Kathe GAUSSIAN94 package [31]. The hybrid B3LYP-DFT
u range for data collection (8) 2.12,u ,30.26

method was applied, in which the Becke three-parameter No. reflections measured 9085
exchange functional [32] and the Lee–Yang–Parr correla- No. unique reflections 3999

No. observed reflections 3949tion functional [33] were used. The double-z basis set for
Final R [I.2s(I)] R150.058, vR250.1063the valence and outermost core orbitals combined with
Final R (all data) R150.104, vR250.143pseudopotentials known as LANL2DZ [34,35] were used
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Table 2 The complex presents three metallic atoms of palladium
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) for [Pd (MENA) Cl ]?5DMSO3 3 3 related through a ternary axis. Each 2-mercaptonicotinic
˚Bond lengths (A) Angles (8) acid acts in a bidentate (S,N) fashion, whereby each S is

bridging two palladium atoms. Each thiolate is also actingPd–N(1) 2.043 (5) N(1)–Pd–S(1) 71.6 (2)
Pd–S(1) 2.304 (2) N(1)–Pd–S(1)[1 166.96 (14) as a bridge between two palladium atoms. The Pd(II) has a
Pd–S(1)[1 2.309 (2) S(1)–Pd–S(1)[1 96.07 (8) distorted square planar geometry, in which the bond angles
Pd–Cl 2.330 (2) N(1)–Pd–Cl 95.0 (2) corresponding to the chelate rings significantly deviate
S(1)–C(5) 1.792 (6) S(1)–Pd–Cl 166.48 (6)

from 908: N–Pd–S571.68. The chelate ring of thioamideS(1)–Pd[2 2.309 (2) S(1)[1–Pd–Cl 97.40 (6)
group of each MENA ligand is practically coplanar withO(1)–C(6) 1.203 (8) C(5)–S(1)–Pd 81.2 (2)

O(2)–C(6) 1.293 (10) C(5)–S(1)–Pd[2 105.7 (2) the square planar PdNS Cl fragment. The three palladium2
N(1)–C(1) 1.307 (8) Pd–S(1)–Pd[2 100.48 (6) atoms together with the bridging sulfur atoms form a
N(1)–C(5) 1.396 (8) C(1)–N(1)–C(5) 120.7 (6) six-member ring with a chair conformation. The coordina-
C(1)–C(2) 1.398 (11) C(1)–N(1)–Pd 137.8 (5)

tion planes of the palladium atoms form an invertedC(2)–C(3) 1.390 (11) C(1)–N(1)–Pd 101.5 (3)
tronco-conical figure that resembles the form of a crown.C(3)–C(4) 1.445 (8) N(1)–C(1)–C(2) 121.4 (7)

C(4)–C(5) 1.342 (8) C(3)–C(2)–C(1) 119.3 (7) The angle between the basal plane formed by the three
C(4)–C(6) 1.538 (10) C(2)–C(3)–C(4) 118.7 (7) sulfur atoms and the PdNS Cl planes is 133.38 (Fig. 3).2
S(3)–O(31) 1.407 (10) C(5)–C(4)–C(3) 118.1 (6) Each [Pd (MENA) Cl ] molecule is surrounded by five3 3 3S(3)–C(33) 1.774 (12) C(5)–C(4)–C(6) 120.3 (5)

DMSO molecules, three of them are perpendicular to theS(3)–C(31) 1.804 (9) C(3)–C(4)–C(6) 121.5 (6)
coordinated plane of the palladium atoms and themselvesS(2)–O(21) 1.46 (3) C(4)–C(5)–N(1) 121.8 (5)

S(2)–O(21)[2 1.46 (3) C(4)–C(5)–S(1) 132.5 (5) related by a ternary axis localized in the center of the
˚S(2)–O(21)[1 1.46 (3) N(1)–C(5)–S(1) 105.7 (4) molecule, having a long Pd . . . S distance of 3.58 A.

S(2)–C(21) 1.81 (2) O(1)–C(6)–O(2) 126.4 (8) Others two DMSO molecules are crystallized in the solid
S(2)–C(21)[2 1.81 (2) O(1)–C(6)–C(4) 120.7 (7)

structure, above and below of the Pd S ring and non-3 3S(2)–C(21)[1 1.81 (2) O(2)–C(6)–C(4) 112.7 (6)
coordinated to the metal atoms, and are probably involvedS(4)–O(41) 1.48 (2) O(31)–S(3)–C(33) 102.6 (6)

S(4)–C(41)[1 1.76 (2) O(33)–S(3)–C(31) 101.8 (6) in several hydrogen bonds. The palladium atoms are kept
S(4)–C(41)[2 1.80 (2) C(33)–S(3)–C(31) 99.5 (7) in proximity by the bridging ligands, with a Pd . . . Pd

C(21)–S(2)–C(21)[2 96.0 (7) ˚distance of 3.55 A.
O(21)–S(2)–C(21)[1 108.0 (2)
C(41)–S(4)–C(41)[1 132.0 (2)
O(41)–S(4)–C(41)[1 114.5 (10)

3.2. IR spectra

proposed [36]. The pH values measured correspond to the The frequencies corresponding to the mercaptonicotinic
deprotonated ligand range. acid and its Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes are given in Table

4. The disappearance of the n(SH) band in the spectra of
3.1. X-ray study the complexes indicates that the thiolate group is bound to

the metal ion. The thioamide IV band related to the torsion
A perspective of the molecular structure of of sulfur in the C–S bond and H in the CH [37] splits and

[Pt (MENA) Cl ] is shown in Fig. 2. Crystal and refine- shifts towards higher frequencies. The shift to higher3 3 3

ment data are summarized in Table 1. Bond lengths and frequencies of the thioamide I band in the two complexes
angles are presented in Table 2, and intermolecular dis- indicates the coordination of the mercaptonicotinic acid
tances and angles are summarized in Table 3. Anisotropic through the N atom [38]. The band corresponding to
thermal parameters are included as supplementary materi-
al.

Table 3
˚Other intramolecular distances (A) and angles (8) for [Pd (MENA) Cl ]?3 3 3

5DMSO

C(1)–H(1) 0.93
C(2)–H(2) 0.93
C(3)–H(3) 0.93

N(1)–C(1)–H(1) 119.3 (4)
C(2)–C(1)–H(1) 119.3 (4)
C(3)–C(2)–H(2) 120.4 (4)
C(1)–C(2)–H(2) 120.4 (4)

Fig. 3. Definition of the angles between the basal plane of three sulfur
C(2)–C(3)–H(3) 120.6 (4)

atoms and the metal coordination planes in [M (MENA) Cl ] com-3 3 3C(4)–C(3)–H(3) 120.6 (4)
pounds.
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Table 4 Table 6
21 13 aSignificant IR frequencies (cm ) from the spectra of 2-mercaptonicotinic C NMR chemical shifts (ppm) of 2-mercaptonicotinic acid and its

aacid and its Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes

Assignment MENA Pd-MENA Pt-MENA Compound C(2) C(7) C(6) C(4) C(3) C(5)

n (SH) 2405 m – – MENA 173.17 165.17 143.82 143.18 129.49 114.98st

n(C=S) 1194 m 1152 w 1152 w Pd-MENA 178.29 164.29 147.77 141.89 125.49 116.89
1142 m 1093 m 1130 s Pt-MENA 179.84 164.07 146.82 141.78 126.24 117.25

164.21 151.32 139.28
n(C=N)1n(C=S) 1073 w – – a Registered in DMSO-d at room temperature (internal ref.: TMS).6(Thioamide III) 1060 w 1060 w 1061 m
g (CH) 1g(CS) 757 s 763 s 758 moop

(Thioamide IV) 712 w 728 m doublet of doublets corresponds to H(4) coupled with H(5)
n(M–S) – 431 w 458 w in ortho (J 55.21 Hz) and with H(6). Finally, a doublet54

of doublets localized at higher field was assigned to H(4)
n(C=C)1n(C=N) 1623 w 1615 w 1515 w

coupled with H(6) and H(5). In the spectrum of the Pt(II)1563 vs 1566 s 1567 s
complex the same group of signals are observed. The

n(N=C)1n(SH)1d(NH) 1444 m 1450 m 1450 m proton H(6) shifted upfield (Dd 50.22 ppm) but H(5) and
(Thioamide I) H(4) do not change. The mode of coordination seems to be
n(M–Cl) – 322 m 328 w

the same in both Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes.
d(M–N) – 257 w 271 w 13The C NMR spectra data are shown in Table 6. The
n(COO–H) 3200 sh 3300 sh 3350 sh changes for both Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes are similar.
n(C=O) 1680 s 1709 vs 1674 vs The greatest downfield shifting corresponds to the C(2)
n (COO) 1421 s 1409 s 1399 ss due to the coordination by the S atom. The C(6), close to
n(OC–OH)1d(OC–OH) 1320 m 1316 m 1314 m

the N atom shifts downfield because this atom is also
d (OC–OH) 827 m 830 w 820 wip

involved in the coordination.
a vs, very strong; s, strong; m, medium; w, weak; sh, shoulder. 195In the Pt NMR spectrum of [Pt (MENA) Cl ] a3 3 3

single signal appears at 23228 ppm. This value is
n(COOH) does not disappear according to the bidentate consistent with the NS Cl environment for the platinum2

(S,N) mode of coordination of the ligand. atom [38]. The presence of only one signal agrees with the
Finally, new bands are assigned to n(M–S), d(M–N) structure proposed where the three platinum atoms are

21and n(M–Cl). The last band, at 322 cm for the Pd- equivalent.
21MENA and at 328 cm for the Pt-MENA, is consistent

with the presence of a terminal chloro ligand. 3.4. Mass spectrometry

1 13 1953.3. H, C and Pt NMR Tables 7 and 8 show the results of FAB1 spectra
corresponding to the Pd(II) and Pt(II). In the case of the

1The H NMR signals corresponding to the mercap- palladium complex the low intensity peak 1 corresponds to
tonicotinic acid and its Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes are the molecular ion [39] in good agreement with the
collected in Table 5. In the case of the palladium(II) proposed formula for this complex [Pd (MENA) Cl ]. The3 3 3

complex, the signals corresponding to the H(5) and H(4) peaks 2, 3 and 4 correspond to the species formed after the
protons appear in the same position as in the free ligand. loss of the three Cl atoms. The more intensive peak,
The H(6) proton have shifted 0.19 ppm upfield according namely peak 2, is that corresponding to

1to the coordination by the N atom. The first doublet of [Pd (MENA) Cl ] .3 3 2

doublets was assigned to H(6), coupled with the H(5) in In the Pt(II) complex, peak 1 corresponds to the
ortho position (J 58.0 Hz) and with the H(4) in meta molecular ion in good agreement with the formula65

position (J 51.57 Hz) at lower fields. The following [Pt (MENA) Cl ]. As in the case of the palladium com-64 3 3 3

plex, the loss of the three Cl atoms is identified in peaks 2,

Table 5
1 aH NMR chemical shifts (ppm) of 2-mercaptonicotinic acid and its Table 7

aPd(II) and Pt(II) complexes FAB1 spectrum of Pd-MENA

Compound H(6) H(4) H(5) N Ion m /z
1MENA 8.51 dd 8.15 dd 7.13 dd 1 [Pd (MENA) Cl ] 890.3 (w)3 3 3
1Pd-MENA 8.32 dd 8.19 dd 7.11 dd 2 [Pd (MENA) Cl ] 852.3 (s)3 3 2

1Pt-MENA 8.33 d 8.18 d 7.22 m 3 [Pd (MENA) Cl] 816.3 (m)3 3
18.25 d 8.08 d 6.97 m 4 [Pd (MENA) ] 779.4 (m)3 3

15 [Pd (MENA) Cl] 661.4 (w)a 3 2Registered in DMSO-d at room temperature (internal ref.: TMS); m,6
amultiplet; d, doublet; dd, doublet of doublets. Registered in DMF. Matrix: NBA. s, strong; m, medium; w, weak.
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Table 8 mary, the present calculations with R5H reproduce very
aFAB1 spectrum of Pt-MENA well the experimental structure for the Pd(II) compound,

N Ion m /z with the exception of the Pd–S bond distances and the
1 resulting overestimation of the non-bonded Pd . . . Pd dis-1 [Pt (MENA) Cl ] 1154 (w)3 3 3
12 [Pt (MENA) Cl ] 1117 (w) tances. Omission of the COOH group at C(4), though,3 3 2

13 [Pt (MENA) ] 1082 (w)3 3Cl results in a slightly more open crown as shown by the
14 [Pt (MENA) ] 1046 (w)3 3 torsion angles around of M–S bonds of the ring or the15 [Pt (MENA) ] 1005 (w)3 3-(COOH)

1 M–S–M* angle. We note that, for R5H, the hydrogen6 [Pt (MENA) ] 959 (w)3 3-2(COOH)
1 atom at C(1) is at a short distance from the chloro ligand,7 [Pt (MENA) Cl ] 925 (m)2 3 2

1 ˚8 [Pt (MENA) Cl] 887 (m) both computationally (2.87–2.89 A) and experimentally2 3
1 ˚9 [Pt (MENA) ] 852 (s)2 3 (3.07 A), well within the range of Cl . . . H–C hydrogen

110 [Pt (MENA) ] 810 (m) ˚2 3-(COOH) bonds (Cl . . . H#3.15 A) identified by Orpen [42]. The111 [Pt (MENA) Cl ] 768 (m)2 2 2
1 Cl . . . H(4) distance in the model compound with R5H is12 [Pt (MENA) Cl] 733 (w)2 2 ˚1 also relatively short (3.06 A), and we think that this13 [Pt (MENA) ] 696 (m)2 2

114 [Pt (MENA) ] 653 (w) hydrogen bond (see Fig. 4), absent when R5COOH as in2 2-(COOH)

a the experimental structure, is responsible for the slightlyRegistered in DMF. Matrix: NBA. s, strong; m, medium; w, weak.
more open crown found in the model calculation.

The analogous platinum complexes appear also to be
stable and the optimized structures (Table 9) are very

3 and 4. The most intense peak corresponds to the similar to those calculated for palladium. The differences
1[Pt (MENA) ] ion. in bond distances between the platinum and palladium2 3

˚complexes are less than 0.02 A. These results suggest that
the molecular structure of the platinum complex syn-
thesized is analogous to that of the palladium compound,

4. Theoretical study and the differences in their crystallization behavior arise
from different packing interactions with the DMSO mole-

In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed struc- cules.
ture for the Pt(II) compound, we have carried out density In conclusion, the present study reports the synthesis of
functional calculations (see Computational details) for the palladium and platinum neutral complexes having 2-
model Pd(II) and Pt(II) compounds, in which three mercaptonicotinic acid as bidentante ligands (S,N) with the
carboxylic groups have been omitted and replaced by formula [M (MENA) Cl ] (M5Pd, Pt). The trinuclear3 3 3

hydrogen, and for the complete molecule. Table 9 shows nature of the palladium compound is determined by X-ray
the optimized values for the main geometrical parameters diffraction, and well reproduced by DFT calculations. The

195of such compounds. The calculated bond distances and spectroscopic data, especially Pt NMR, and the calcula-
angles for the Pd(II) complexes are in good agreement tions suggest the same structure for the platinum com-
with the experimental values, except for the Pd–S dis- pound.
tances, which are significantly longer in the calculations.
The largest deviations from the experimental values corre-
spond to the non-bonded Pd . . . Pd and S . . . S contacts.

˚The long Pd . . . Pd distance of 3.55 A (reproduced in our Supplementary data
˚calculations at 3.85 and 3.69 A for R5H and COOH,

respectively) is consistent with the absence of an attractive Supplementary data are available from the Cambridge
metal . . . metal interaction [40]. Each Pd atom is in the Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge
plane formed by its four donor atoms as found in the CB2 1EZ, UK (fax: 144-1223-336-033; e-mail:
experimental structure, not affected by the presence of the deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.ik) on request, quoting the deposition
axial DMSO ligands [41]. number 116243.

The optimized geometry of the trinuclear complex is a
crown shape as determined by X-ray diffraction. Only the
angle between the basal plane formed by the three sulfur
atoms and the coordination planes of the Pd atoms (w in Acknowledgements
Fig. 3) is somewhat larger in the calculations (138.28 for
R5H) than in the experimental structure (133.38). It must We are grateful to DGICYT for financial support
be stressed, however, that incorporation of the COOH through projects PB94-0922-C02-01 and PB95-0848-C02-
group into the model molecule at C(4) gives a calculated 01, and to Johnson Matthey for K PdCl and K PtCl2 4 2 4

angle (133.38) identical to the experimental one. In sum- supplied.
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Table 9
Theoretical data for the optimized structures [M L Cl ] (experimental data included for comparison)3 3 3

Experimental Calculated B3LYP
M5Pd, R5CO H2

M5Pd, R5H M5Pd, R5CO H M5Pt, R5H M5Pt, R5CO H2 2

Distances
M . . . M* 3.548 3.853 3.689 3.863 3.790
S . . . S* 3.431 3.672 3.631 3.647 3.622
M–S 2.306 2.450 2.428 2.427 2.416
M–S* 2.310 2.369 2.380 2.351 2.360
M–Cl 2.329 2.355 2.365 2.376 2.385
M–N 2.044 2.060 2.061 2.051 2.050
N–C(1) 1.313 1.351 1.349 1.352 1.351
C(1)–C(2) 1.382 1.405 1.405 1.404 1.405
C(2)–C(3) 1.393 1.410 1.405 1.409 1.404
C(3)–C(4) 1.425 1.409 1.413 1.410 1.414
C(4)–C(5) 1.341 1.399 1.408 1.395 1.403
C(5)–N 1.395 1.362 1.361 1.367 1.366
C(5)–S 1.795 1.800 1.798 1.806 1.808
C(4)–C(6) 1.544 – 1.485 – 1.486
C(6)–O(1) 1.199 – 1.239 – 1.239
C(6)–O(2) 1.279 – 1.388 – 1.387
Cl . . . H (1)–(C1) 3.071 2.886 2.871 2.852 2.833
Cl . . . H (4)–(C4) 3.364 3.055 – 3.030 –

Bond angles
S–M–S* 96.0 99.3 98.1 99.5 98.6
M–S–M* 100.5 106.1 100.2 107.9 101.9
S*–M–Cl 97.4 96.0 97.1 96.1 97.0
Cl–M–N 95.2 95.4 95.4 95.2 95.1
N–M–S* 71.4 69.2 69.3 69.2 69.3
S–M–Cl 166.5 164.5 164.7 164.3 164.3
S*–M–N 166.8 168.2 167.0 168.6 167.7
M–N–C(5) 101.8 103.9 103.8 104.7 104.7
M–S–C(5) 81.5 78.3 78.8 79.2 79.4
N–C(5)–S 105.4 108.6 108.1 106.8 106.6
N–C(1)–C(2) 121.1 119.6 119.6 119.5 119.6
C(1)–C(2)–C(3) 119.4 119.2 119.2 119.4 119.4
C(2)–C(3)–C(4) 119.4 120.3 120.4 120.2 120.3
C(3)–C(4)–C(5) 117.6 117.6 117.6 117.5 117.6
C(4)–C(5)–N 122.1 121.3 120.7 121.6 121.0
C(5)–N–C(1) 120.4 122.0 122.5 121.7 121.1
C(6)–C(4)–C(3) 121.5 – 121.7 – 122.0
C(6)–C(4)–C(5) 120.8 – 120.7 – 120.4
O(1)–C(6)–C(4) 119.9 – 125.8 – 125.6
O(2)–C(6)–C(4) 112.9 – 111.9 – 111.9
O(1)–C(6)–O(2) 127.1 – 122.3 – 122.5

ao(M) 360.0 359.9 359.9 360.0 360.0

Torsion angles
M*–S–M–S* (intra) 80.4 74.3 79.5 72.6 78.0
M–S–M*–S* (inter) 80.4 73.1 78.7 71.5 77.0

bAngles between planes
hArj–hCO j 11.5 – 7.3 – 8.12

hSSSj–hS Mj 133.3 138.2 133.3 139.7 134.72

hSSSj–hArj 136.8 141.4 135.2 142.4 136.0
a o(M) is the sum of four angles around of the metal atom.
b hArj: aromatic plane of C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4), C(5) and N. hCO j: plane of the carboxylate group C(6), O(1) and O(2). hSSSj: plane of the three2

sulfur atoms (see Fig. 3). hS Mj: plane of S, S* and M.2
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Abstract

1The bidentate Schiff-base ligand, HL , prepared by condensation of equivalent molar amount of o-nitrobenzaldehyde with S-benzyl
1dithiocarbazate, yielded the neutral square-planar complex, NiL (1) in the presence of Ni(OAc) ?4H O. Addition of pyridine to (1) and2 2 2

1phenanthroline (phen) to NiL (3) afforded the adducts NiL (py) ?1.5H O (2) and NiL(phen) (4), respectively, where H L is a known2 2 2 2

quadridentate (NS) ligand. Single crystal X-ray analysis of (2) and (4) showed that the pyridine rings and phen occupy cis-positions in2

the octahedral adducts. In both cases, one N–Ni bond in the parent Ni(NS) complexes is severely perturbed, thus facilitating cis-addition2

of the Lewis bases. The present results together with those reported previously show that cis-addition is preferred in the addition reaction
of Ni(NS) Schiff-base complexes derived from S-alkyl dithiocarbazate. Addition of pyridine and 2,29-bipyridine to NiL (3) is also2

discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction 2. Experimental

There is continuing interest in Schiff-base complexes All chemicals were reagent grade and used as received.
derived from thiosemicarbazides and their derivatives, the The solvents were purified by conventional methods. NiL
biological activity of which may come from their inter- (3) was prepared as described previously [8].
action with potential donors of biological heterocycles in
vivo [1,2]. In previous papers the addition of bidentate

2.1. Physical measurementsdiamine such as phenanthroline (phen) to the neutral
Ni(NS) Schiff-base complexes derived from S-alkyl2 IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet FT-IR-170sxdithiocarbazate was reported by us and a cis-addition 21instrument (KBr discs) in the 4000–400 cm region.mechanism was tentatively proposed [3–5].

Elemental analyses were performed on a Perkin-ElmerIn order to further study ligands containing mixed NS 1240C analytical instrument. H NMR spectrum in CDCl3donors [6–8], we describe herein the syntheses and crystal
1 was obtained on a Bruker AM-500 spectrometer usingstructures of bis(pyridine) adduct NiL (py) ?1.5H O (2)2 2 2 TMS as internal standard. Electronic absorption spectraand phenanthroline adduct, NiL(phen) (4) derived from

were obtained on a Shimadzu UV3100 spectrophotometerS-benzyl dithiocarbazate. The cis-addition mechanism is 25using a prepared dichloromethane solution (10clearly confirmed. 23mol dm ) in the 250–500 nm region. The solid state
reflectance spectra were obtained on a Shimadzu UV240
spectrophotometer using MgO as the reference material.

*Corresponding author. Tel. 186-25-359-2787; fax: 186-25-331- Room temperature magnetic susceptibility data were col-
7761.

lected with a Cahn 2000 magnetobalance and diamagneticE-mail address: xyz@netra.nju.edu.cn (X.-Z. You)
1 corrections for the constituent atoms were made usingCorresponding co-author. This author can also be contacted for

correspondence. Pascal constants. Thermal gravimetric (TGA) and differen-
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21tial thermal analysis (DTA) were performed on a simulta- C H N O S Ni: C, 60.9; H, 4.1; N, 9.7%. IR(cm ):44 36 6 2 4

neous SDT2960 thermal analyzer under flowing N with a n(C=N), 1480, 1420. Electronic spectrum: 290 nm (4.54),2
21heating rate of 58C min . 340 nm (4.64). Reflectance spectrum: 860 nm.

2.4. X-ray structure determination of 2 and 42.2. Preparation of the ligand

1 The molecular structures with atomic numbering2.2.1. HL
schemes of 2 and 4 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respective-S-Benzyl dithiocarbazate (0.40 g, 2 mmol) was dis-
ly; the relevant crystal data and structure parameters aresolved in warm ethanol (20 ml). To this solution was
summarized in Table 1. Selected bond lengths and anglesadded o-nitrobenzaldehyde (0.3 g, 0.2 mmol). After reflux-
are listed in Table 2. The diffraction experiments wereing for 3 h, the reaction mixture was cooled. The precipi-
carried out on a Siemens SMART CCD diffractometertate obtained was filtered and washed with cold ethanol to
with Mo Ka sealed tube at 293(2) K [9]. The datayield 0.56 g (85%). Found: C, 54.2; H, 3.9; N, 12.4. Calc.

21 collection covered over a hemisphere of reciprocal spacefor C H N O S : C, 54.3; H, 3.9; N, 12.7%. IR(cm ):15 13 3 2 2
21 1 by a combination of three sets of exposures; each set had an(N–H), 3110, n(C=N), 1522, n(C=S), 1095 cm . H

different w angle (0, 88 and 1808) for the crystal and eachNMR (CDCl , TMS): d 4.55(2H, –SCH ), d 7.29–8.183 2 exposure of 10 s covered 0.38 in v. The crystal-to-detector(9H, aromatic –C=CH), d 8.50 (1H, –CH=N), d 10.32
2 distance was 4 cm and the detector swing angle was 2358.(1H, C=N–NH). Electronic spectrum: 320 nm (4.04 ), 350

Coverage of the unique set was over 99% complete.nm (4.05)
Crystal decay was monitored by repeating 30 initial frames
at the end of data collection and analysing the duplicate

2.3. Preparation of the complexes
reflections, and was found to be negligible. The collected
data were reduced by using the program SAINT [10] and12.3.1. NiL (1)2 empirical absorption correction was done by using the1HL (0.33 g, 1 mmol) and Ni(OAc) ?4H O (0.10 g, 0.52 2 SADABS [11]. The structure was solved by direct methods

2mmol) was dissolved in ethanol (20 ml). After refluxing and refined on F using SHELXTL97 [12].
for 3 h, the dark red precipitate formed was filtered and All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically by
washed with ethanol to yield 0.40 g (.90%). Found: C, full-matrix least-squares. Hydrogen atoms were placed in
50.3; H, 3.3; N, 11.9. Calc. for C H N O S Ni: C, 50.1; ˚30 24 6 4 4 their calculated positions (C–H, 0.96 A), assigned fixed

21H, 3.3; N, 11.7%. IR(cm ): n(C=N), 1488. Electronic isotropic thermal parameters, and allowed to ride on their
spectrum: 293 nm (4.23), 460 nm (3.47, absorption tail). respective parent atoms. The contributions of these hydro-
Reflectance spectrum: 560 nm. gen atoms were included in structure-factor calculations.

12.3.2. NiL (py) ?1.5H O (2)2 2 2
1NiL (0.18 g, 0.25 mmol) was dissolved in tetrahydro-2

furan (10 ml) containing pyridine (0.1 ml). The solution
was evaporated at room temperature to obtain shiny black
single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. Yield: 0.22 g
(.90%). Found: C, 53.2; H, 3.8; N, 12.2. Calc. for
C H N O S Ni?1.5H O: C, 53.0; H, 4.1; N, 12.4%.40 34 8 4 4 2

21IR(cm ): n(O–H), 3400; n(C=N), 1485, 1440. Electronic
spectrum: 297 nm (4.40), 340 nm (4.13) and 410 nm
(3.85, absorption tail). Reflectance spectrum: 860 nm.

2.3.3. NiL(phen) (4)
NiL (0.17 g, 0.25 mmol) was dissolved in 10 ml

CH Cl (10 ml). To this solution was added a little excess2 2

of phenanthroline (57 mg, 0.3 mmol). On addition, the
color of the solution became red. After stirring for 1 h, the
solvent was removed and washed with ethanol to afford
pure product. Single crystals, suitable for X-ray analysis,
were grown by slow evaporation of THF solution at room
temperature. Found: C, 60.7; H, 4.6; N, 9.5. Calc. for

Fig. 1. Molecular structure with atomic numbering scheme of 2 (dis-
2Band maxima in nm (log e). ordered water molecules omitted for clarity).
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Fig. 2. Molecular structure with atomic numbering scheme of 4.

3. Results and discussion thermal gravimetric (TGA) and differential thermal (DTA)
analysis and an X-ray single crystal structural study. The

3.1. Syntheses and characterization of the ligand and DTA curve shows that the bis(pyridine) adduct (2) under-
metal complexes goes an endothermic phase transition at ¯1948C, followed

by immediate loss of water. This is mirrored in the TGA
1The structural diagrams of H L and HL are illustrated plot with a weight loss of 3%, corresponding to 1.5 water2

in Scheme 1. molecules. The presence of water in (2) is totally un-
1The Schiff-base HL was obtained by condensation of expected in view of the extremely hydrophobic nature of

1S-benzyl dithiocarbazate with o-nitrobenzaldehyde. The IR NiL (1), and may result from introduction of hydrophilic2
1 21spectrum of HL does not display v(S–H) at ¯2750 cm pyridine [5].

1[13] and the H NMR shows no signal at ¯d 4.0 for S–H Addition of phenanthroline to NiL (3) afforded a stable
proton, indicating that it remains as the thione tautomer (I) adduct both in the solid state and in solution; however, no
both in the solid state and in solution (see Scheme 2). In addition product was observed on addition of monodentate

1 99the presence of Ni(OAc) ?4H O, the Schiff-base com- pyridine, which is different from NiL (1) and NiL where2 2 2 2

pound is rapidly converted into its thiol tautomer (II) to HL0 is a bidentate N,S Schiff-base ligand derived from
99facilitate formation of the neutral complex of the deproto- S-alkyl dithiocarbazate and forms the adduct as ML ?B2 n

1nated ligand, NiL (1), which is confirmed by the absence (B is a monodentate Lewis base and n51, 2) [14]. The2
21of the vibration of n(N–H) at 3110 cm in the ligand addition product NiL(2,29-bipyridine) was separated in the

1HL . presence of an excess of 2,29-bipyridine. However, it is
1The composition of the bis(pyridine) adduct (2) of NiL unstable and undergoes dissociation into NiL (3) upon2

was verified by IR spectroscopy, elemental analysis, being dissolved in CH Cl , and the unstability may be due2 2

to the fact that there exists a small dihedral angle between
the two pyridine rings in 2,29-bipy.

Scheme 2.Scheme 1.
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Table 1
Crystal data and refinement parameters of 2 and 4

1NiL (py) ?1.5H O (2) NiL(phen) (4)2 2 2

Empirical formula C H N NiO S C H N NiO S40 37 8 5.5 4 44 36 6 2 4

Formula weight 904.73 867.74
Crystal color Black Orange
Crystal morphology Slab Plate
Space group P-1 (No. 2) C2/c (No.15)
Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic

˚a (A) 12.7484(3) 29.875(1)
˚b (A) 14.4406(3) 9.8733(3)
˚c (A) 14.7720(2) 28.527(1)

a (8) 82.203(1) 90
b (8) 72.047(1) 102.898(1)
g (8) 64.0031) 90

3˚U (A ) 2325.27(8) 8202.1(5)
Z 2 8

23D (mg m ) 1.292 1.405c
21

u (mm ) 0.647 0.723
Crystal size (mm) 0.40530.2430.14 0.3830.1430.06
u range (8) 1.45 to 25.00 2.71 to 27.50
Index ranges 215#h#13, 17#k#16, 238#h#38, 0#k#12,

217#l#13 0#l#36
Reflections collected 12197 25837
Independent reflections 7797 9366
Rint 0.09 0.0823
Data / restraints /parameters 7797/0 /550 9366/0 /515

2Goodness of fit on F 0.905 1.048
Final R, wR2[I . 2s(I)] 0.0962, 0.2325 0.0619, 0.0893
(all data) 0.2112, 0.2920 0.1535, 0.1154
Extinction coefficient 0.00010(4)

23˚Largest difference peak and hole (e A ) 1.048, 20.967 0.284, 20.302

Table 2 21The presence of a new band at 1440 cm in the IR˚Selected bond lengths [A] and angles [8] of 2 and 4 21spectra of 2 and 1420 cm in 4, may be due to the
1NiL (py) ?1.5H O (2)2 2 2 vibration of n(C=N) of coordinated pyridine and phen-

Ni(1)–N(2) 2.128(7) Ni(1)–N(7) 2.135(8)
anthroline, which is absent in the parent complexes 1 andNi(1)–N(5) 2.138(7) Ni(1)–N(8) 2.145(8)
3. The occurrence of d→d transition at ¯860 nm in theNi(1)–S(3) 2.404(3) Ni(1)–S(1) 2.407(3)

N(2)–Ni(1)–N(7) 172.1(4) N(2)–Ni(1)–N(5) 87.1(3) reflectance spectra of 2 and 4 and the magnetic moment of
N(7)–Ni(1)–N(5) 92.7(3) N(2)–Ni(1)–N(8) 92.1(3) about 3.0 BM are typical of octahedral Ni(II) complexes,
N(7)–Ni(1)–N(8) 89.3(3) N(5)–Ni(1)–N(8) 171.2(4) while d→d transition of the diamagnetic square-planar
N(7)–Ni(1)–S(3) 91.6(3) N(5)–Ni(1)–S(3) 80.7(2) 1NiL occurred at ¯560 nm [15].2N(8)–Ni(1)–S(3) 90.8(3) N(2)–Ni(1)–S(1) 80.4(2)
N(7)–Ni(1)–S(1) 91.8(3) N(5)–Ni(1)–S(1) 95.8(2)
N(8)–Ni(1)–S(1) 92.6(3) S(3)–Ni(1)–S(1) 175.3(1) 3.2. Description of the crystal structures
N(2)–Ni(1)–S(3) 96.2(2)

13.2.1. NiL (py) ?1.5H O2 2 2NiL(phen) (4)
The coordination geometry about Ni(II) is best de-Ni–N(5) 2.080(3) Ni–N(3) 2.105(3)

scribed as octahedral with the N(5)S(3)N(8)S(1) atomsNi–N(1) 2.109(3) Ni–N(2) 2.129(3)
Ni–S(1) 2.361(1) Ni–S(4) 2.397(1) forming the equatorial plane and the N(2)N(7) atoms
N(5)–Ni–N(3) 98.8(1) N(5)–Ni–N(1) 168.2(1) occupying the axial positions [The mean deviation from
N(3)–Ni–N(1) 88.3(1) N(5)–Ni–N(2) 91.8(1) ˚the best plane is 0.014 A; the bond angle of N(2)–Ni(1)–
N(3)–Ni–N(2) 93.5(1) N(1)–Ni–N(2) 78.3(1)

N(7) is 172.1(4)8]. The dihedral angles of the coordinatingN(5)–Ni–S(1) 93.66(9) N(3)–Ni–S(1) 81.1(1)
ring S(1)C(8)N(3)N(2)Ni(1) with its counterpartN(1)–Ni–S(1) 96.73(9) N(2)–Ni–S(1) 172.84(9)

N(5)–Ni–S(4) 81.51(8) N(3)–Ni–S(4) 174.6(1) N(5)N(6)C(23)S(3)Ni(1) and the phenyl ring [C(1)–C(6)]
N(1)–Ni–S(4) 92.28(8) N(2)–Ni–S(4) 91.88(8) are 90.4 and 58.98, respectively, being suggestive of
S(1)–Ni–S(4) 93.47(4) decreasing p-electron delocalization in the adduct.
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˚The mean bond lengths of 2.136 A for N–Ni and 2.406 Crystallographic Data Centre 12 Union Road, Cambridge,
Å for S–Ni are comparable with the values reported for CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numbers
related compounds [3–5]. The unexpected water (1.5 121656 and 121657.
molecules) in the structure is quadruply disordered with
each occupancy ratio fixed at 0.375. The two pyridine
rings occupy cis-positions in the structure, and the mole-
cule is so congested and unfavorable in energy that a Acknowledgements
centrosymmetric packing in space group P-1 is adopted to
reduce the steric hindrance in the unit cell. The work was financially supported by the National
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Abstract

Solution studies to elucidate the coordination behaviour and the electrochemical response of the ferrocene-functionalized poly-
1azamacrocycle 1,4,7,10,13,16-hexa(ferrocenylmethyl)-1,4,7,10,13,16-hexaazacyclooctadecane (L ) by potentiometric methods and elec-

21 21 21 21trochemical techniques have been carried out. Potentiometric methods in the presence of Cd , Hg , Pb and Zn were carried out in
231,4-dioxane /water (70:30 v/v, 258C, 0.1 mol dm KNO ). Electrochemical studies were carried out in acetonitrile /dichloromethane3

23(50:50 v/v, 258C, 0.1 mol dm TBAClO ) in the presence of transition metal ions and anions.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights4

reserved.

Keywords: Electroactive receptor molecules; Redox active groups; Polyaza derivatives

1. Introduction redox-active ligands specifically designed to display an
electrochemical response against a large variety of both

There is considerable interest in the synthesis of elec- anions and cations using polyaza or aza-oxa crown deriva-
troactive receptor molecules with the ability to electro- tives. Most of these studies have been carried out in an
chemically recognise the presence of substrates. These aqueous environment due to the solubility of polyaza
systems are generally formed by redox-active groups derivatives in water or water /organic solvent mixtures
(ferrocene, cobaltocene . . . ) anchored to suitable organic [5–17]; however less effort has been devoted towards the
frameworks capable of binding cationic or anionic target study of their electrochemical response in non-aqueous
guest [1–4]. Bearing in mind that the binding process may solvents. We have recently published the synthesis of the
lead to a shift of the oxidation potential of the redox-active hexa ferrocenyl-functionalised hexaamine 1,4,7,10,13,16-
groups, these systems may be considered as new potential hexa(ferrocenylmethyl)-1,4,7,10,13,16-hexaazacyclooc-

1electrochemical sensing molecules. One of the most prom- tadecane (L ) and have studied its coordination behaviour
21ising applications of redox-active systems would be the in 1,4-dioxane /water mixtures in the presence of Cu

development of modified electrodes and their use as [18]. Additionally, the electrochemical response to transi-
amperometric sensors. It is known that amines can co- tion metal ions and anions in an aqueous environment was
ordinate metal ions and anions and, due to electrostatic also studied. To further investigate the through-bond mode
forces, the oxidation potential of the redox groups is and the electrochemical behaviour of the ferrocene-func-

1usually shifted anodically for cations and shifted cathodi- tionalised receptor L , we report here the potentiometric
1 21 21cally for anions. We and others have recently prepared new results of L in the presence of the metal ions Cd , Hg ,

21 21Pb and Zn and the electrochemical response in
acetonitrile /dichloromethane to some transition metals*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-96-387-7343; fax: 134-96-387- 21 21 21 21 21ions (Cd , Cu , Hg , Pb and Zn ) and anions7349.

˜´ ´E-mail address: rmaez@qim.upv.es (R. Martınez-Manez) (TBAHSO and TBAH PO ).4 2 4
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2. Experimental set or as separated entities without significant variations in
the values of the stability constants. Finally the sets of data

2.1. Solvents and reagents were merged together and treated simultaneously to give
the stability constants. Electrochemical data were carried

Commercially available solvents were purified according out in a mixture of dry acetonitrile /dichloromethane
1 23to literature procedures. The synthesis of receptor L has (50:50 v/v, 0.1 mol dm tetrabutylammonium perchlor-

21 21been published elsewhere [18]. Metal cations Cu , Ni , ate, 258C), with a programmable function-generator Tacus-
21 21Zn and Cd were used as their nitrate salts, metal sel IMT-1, connected to a Tacussel PJT 120-1 potentiostat.

21 21cations Pb and Hg were used as their perchlorate salts The working electrode was platinum with a saturated
and anions sulfate and phosphate were used as their salts calomel reference electrode separated from the text solu-
of tetrabutylammonium perchlorate, TBAHSO and tion by a salt bridge containing the solvent / supporting4

TBAH PO , respectively. (Scheme 1) electrolyte. The auxiliary electrode was platinum wire.2 4

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Metal co-ordination

1The protonation behaviour of L and the stability
1 21constants for the formation of complexes of L with Cu

23in 1,4-dioxane /water (70:30 v/v 0.1 mol dm KNO )3

have been published elsewhere [18]. We have completed
the study of the coordination behaviour of the poly-

1azacycloalkane receptor L against transition metal ions
and have carried out studies directed at the determination
of the stability constants for the formation of complexes of

1 21 21 21 21L with Cd , Pb , Hg and Zn in 1,4-dioxane /water
23(70:30 v/v, 0.1 mol dm KNO ). The stability constants3

for these metals are shown in Table 1. For all metals, the
1 21 1 31 1 41species [ML ] , [MHL ] , [MH L ] and2

1 1[ML (OH)] have been found to exist; additionally, for
21 1 51Hg , we also found the formation of [MH L ] species.3

The stability constants for the formation of the complexes
1 21 1 21 1 21 21of [ZnL ] , [PbL ] and [HgL ] , (M 1

1 1 21L á[ML ] ) are similar, whereas the stability constant
1 21 21 1 1 21for the formation of [CdL ] (Cd 1L á[CdL ] ) is

one order of magnitude smaller. Fig. 1 shows the dis-
1 1 21 1 1tribution diagrams for the L –H –Cd and L –H –

21Scheme 1. Hg systems. It can be observed that in both cases the
distribution diagrams are very similar, the species

1 41 1 31 1 21[MH L ] , [MHL ] and [ML ] existing from pH 52
1 21to 10, whereas at pH.10 the [ML ] and the hydroxo2.2. Physical measurements

1 1species [ML (OH)] coexist. The distribution diagrams
1 1 21 1 1 21for the L –H –Cd and L –H –Hg systems are alsoPotentiometric titrations were carried out in 1,4-diox-

1 1 2123 1 close to that found for the L –H –Cu system that hasane /water (70:30 v/v, 0.1 mol dm KNO ) for L using3

been published elsewhere [18]. The formation constant ofa reaction vessel water-thermostatted at 25.060.18C under
1 21 21 1 1 21 6[Cu(L )] (Cu 1L á[Cu(L )] ) is about 10 timesnitrogen. Experimental potentiometric details have been

21 21 21larger than that found for Zn , Hg or Pb .published previously [19]. The concentration of the metal
For all metals studied, the logarithms of the first and theions was determined using standard methods. The com-

1 21second protonation constants of [ML ] in 1,4-dioxane /puter program SUPERQUAD [20] was used to calculate the
1 21 1 31water (for instance [PbL ] 1H1á[PbHL ] andprotonation and stability constants. The titration curves for

1 31 1 1 41each system (¯250 experimental points corresponding to [PbHL ] 1H á[PbH L ] are 7.72(2) and 6.62(4),2

at least three titration curves, pH52log [H] range investi- respectively) are higher than those of the third and fourth
1 1 21gated 2.5–10, concentration of the ligand and metal ion protonation constant of L (log K for [H L ] 12

23 23 1 1 31 1 31 1 1 41was ¯1.2310 mol dm ) were treated either as a single H á[H L ] and [H L ] 1H á[H L ] are 6.71(3)3 3 4
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Table 1
21 21 21 21 1 23Stability constants (log K) for the formation of metal complexes (Zn , Cd , Pb and Hg ) of L determined at 258C in 0.1 mol dm KNO in3

1,4-dioxane /water (70:30 v/v)
21 21 21 21Reaction Zn Cd Pb Hg

21 1 21 aM 1L á[ML] 7.97(2) 6.52(2) 7.86(2) 7.46(2)
21 1 1 1 31M 1L 1H á[MHL ] 15.13(2) 14.92(2) 15.58(1) 16.21(2)
21 1 1 1 41M 1L 12H á[MH L ] 22.20(2) 22.05(3) 22.20(3) 23.27(2)2
21 1 1 1 51M 1L 13H á[MH L ] – – – 29.02(3)3
21 1 1 1 1M 1L 1H Oá[ML (OH)] 1H 20.21(3) 22.79(3) 21.35(3) 22.58(3)2

1 21 1 1 31[ML ] 1H á[MHL ] 7.16(3) 8.40(3) 7.72(2) 8.75(3)
1 31 1 1 41[MHL ] 1H á[MH L ] 7.07(3) 7.13(4) 6.62(4) 7.06(3)2

1 41 1 1 51[MH L ] 1H á[MH L ] – – – 5.75(4)2 3
1 21 1 1 1[ML ] 1H Oá[ML (OH)] 1H 28.18(4) 29.31(4) 29.21(4) 210.04(4)2
1 21 2 1 1[ML ] 1OH á[ML (OH)] 8.02(4) 6.89(4) 6.99(4) 6.16(4)

a Values in parentheses are standard deviations on the last significant figure.

2 3and 6.01(2), respectively [18]) suggesting that not all the stants of ligands L and L with the same metals ions in
water [21,22]. The logarithm of the formation constant ofnitrogen atoms are involved in coordination to the metal

2 21 2 21 2 21 2 21[CdL ] and [ZnL ] in water (L 1M á[ML ] ,ion.
21 21 3M5Cd , Zn ) is 18.80 and 18.70, respectively. L alsoIn order to evaluate the contribution of the N-func-

3 21 3 21forms the complexes [CdL ] and [ZnL ] with valuestionalization, it can be compared with the stability con-
3of the logarithms of the formation constant (L 1

21 3 21 21 21M á[ML ] , M5Cd , Zn ) of 16.75 and 13.27,
respectively. This shows that the effect of the N-func-
tionalisation sharply reduces the coordination capability of

2the non-functionalised hexaazacyclic amine L . Addition-
ally, the values of the formation constant of the complexes

1 21 1 21 11[CdL ] and [ZnL ] are about 10 times smaller than
2that of receptor L .

21 21In a similar manner Hg and Pb form the complexes
2 21 2 21[HgL ] and [PbL ] with logarithms of the formation

constant of 28.5 and 17.3, respectively, and a substantial
reduction is found when compared these values with those

1 21 1 21found for the formation of the [HgL ] and [PbL ]
complexes (see Table 1). Two effects can contribute to the
observed reduction: (i) the use of a different medium
(water and 1,4-water and dioxane /water mixture), or (ii)
the presence of six bulky ferrocenylmethyl groups attached
to the N-coordination sites. We recently found that both
effects can reduce the formation stability constants found
with transition metal ions. For instance, the formation

2 21 8constant of [CuL ] in 1,4-dioxane /water is about 10
times smaller than that in water (log K524.40). Addition-

1 21ally the formation constant of the complex [CuL ] is
11about 10 times smaller than that found for the formation
2 21of [CuL ] in water, a similar difference to that found

1 21 1 21between the stability constants of [CdL ] , [ZnL ] and
1 21 2 21 2 21[PbL ] in 1,4-dioxane /water and [CdL ] , [ZnL ]

2 21and [PbL ] in water. It can be concluded, as a general
rule in this system, that the contribution of the solvent
change reduces the formation constant of the complexes

8about 10 , whereas functionalization decreases the stability
3constant ¯10 times. Thus, the effect appears to be larger

using a different solvent medium than the N-functionaliza-
tion with bulky groups. It is also interesting to notice that

1 21 21 this reduction of the stability constant with transitionFig. 1. Distribution diagrams of L with Cd (a) and Hg (b).
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Table 2
1 1Voltammetric data for L and for L in the presence of protons in dry

23acetonitrile /dichloromethane, 50/50 v/v, in 0.1 mol dm tetrabutylam-
amonium perchlorate

E /V E /V E /V E /mV i /ipa pc 1 / 2 ac pa pc

1L 0.490 0.400 0.445 90 1
1 1L 16 equiv. H 0.620 0.360 0.490 260 1

a E and E are the oxidation and reduction wave potential on the CV;pa pc

E 5 (E 1 E ) /2; E 5 (E 2 E ); i and i are the oxidation and1 / 2 pa pc ac pa pc pa pc

reduction wave currents.

metals ions in water /organic solvent mixtures when com-
pared with the analogous stability constant found in water,
is opposite to that observed when polyamines interact with

1 21Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammetric behaviour of L in the presence of Cd inanions. In that case the use of water /organic mixtures 23dry acetonitrile /dichloromethane, 50 /50 v/v, in 0.1 mol dm tetra-
usually increases the values of the formation constants due butylammonium perchlorate.
to a reduction of the dielectric constant of the medium
[15].

1First, we studied the electrochemical shift of L after
1progressive addition of H (up to 10 equivalents). The

3.2. Electrochemical behaviour maximum anodic shift was found after the addition of 6
equivalents of protons (see Table 2) as expected due to the

1The main interest in the L receptor is the incorporation presence of 6 protonation sites. Protonation of the amine
of redox centres near binding sites. This gives the possi- group produces positively charged groups close to the
bility of recognising substrates electrochemically [23–28]. ferrocene unit that make oxidation of the ferrocenyl
We have already reported the electrochemically behaviour moieties more difficult producing an anodic shift in the

1of the L ligand in 1,4-dioxane /water (70:30 v/v, 258C, oxidation potential peak up to 130 mV.
23 10.1 mol dm KNO ) showing L , in this medium, a poor For all the metal ions studied the shift of the oxidation3

shift (DE ,20 mV) in the presence of transition metals potential peak is smaller than that obtained in the presence1 / 2
21 21 21 21 21ions (Cu , Cd , Pb , Ni , Zn ) [18]. We present of protons (see Table 3). Cyclic voltammograms were

1here the electrochemical behaviour of the L ligand in an recorded after progressive addition of the corresponding
1aprotic solvent in the presence of protons, the transition metal cation (to 4 equivalents) to a solution of L . Fig. 2

21 21 21 21 21 2 1metal ions Cu , Cd , Pb , Hg , Zn and the H PO shows the cyclic voltammogram for L in the presence of2 4
2 21and HSO anions. The results are shown in Tables 2 and Cd . Plots of peak potential against ligand-to-metal ratios4

21 21 213. The studies have been carried out in acetonitrile /di- show a break close to 1:1 for Cu , Zn and Cd
1chloromethane mixtures 50:50 v/v 0.1 M TBAClO indicating that complexes with 1:1 L /metal stoichiomet-4

1because of the insolubility of L in acetonitrile. ries are formed. Fig. 3 shows the plot of the anodic peak
1 21The compound L presents a one-electron reversible potential versus equivalents of Cd added. In the case of

21 21oxidation wave with the anodic potential peak at 490 mV Pb and Hg the development of the new waves is
and the cathodic potential peak at 400 mV, values very complete after addition of 2.0 equivalents of cation sug-
close to those obtained for ferrocene in the same con-
ditions. The ferrocene redox couple appears as a single
wave, indicating that the six-ferrocene groups are electro-
chemically independent.

Table 3
1Electrochemical response for L vs. selected cations in dry acetonitrile /

23dichloromethane, 50/50 v/v, in 0.1 mol dm tetrabutylammonium
perchlorate

aSpecies DE (mV) (65 mV)
1 21L 1Cu 75
1 21L 1Cd 85
1 21L 1Zn 60
1 21L 12 equiv. Hg 70
1 21L 12 equiv. Pb 110 1Fig. 3. Plot of the anodic peak shift of L versus stoichiometric

a 21
DE is defined as E (receptor1cation)2E (free receptor). equivalents of Cd added.pa pa
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gesting the presence of 1:2 ligand-to-metal stoichiometries
for these cations in this medium.

1The electrochemical response of L in the presence of
[H PO ][TBA] and [HSO ][TBA] salts (TBA, tetra-2 4 4

butylammonium) in acetonitrile /dichloromethane mixtures
50:50 v/v 0.1 M TBAClO has also been studied. The4

2oxidation potential peak shows, for H PO , a cathodic2 4

shift of 178 mV with the development of a new wave
accompanied by the disappearance of the original oxida-
tion wave, a process which is complete after the intro-

2duction of 8 equivalents of H PO (Fig. 4). Additionally,2 4
1the cathodic potential in the original wave of L is shifted

to more negatives potentials (up to 350 mV) upon addition
2of the H PO anion. That gives a typical EC (electro- 12 4 Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammetric response of L in the presence of sulfate

23chemical–chemical) wave after addition of the anion. To anions in dry acetonitrile /dichloromethane, 50 /50 v/v, in 0.1 mol dm
explain the observed behaviour, one should be aware of the tetrabutylammonium perchlorate.

kind of interaction produced between the anion and the
1‘reduced’ and oxidised form of L . The cathodic shift of

1the oxidation potential of the ferrocenyl groups in L is that there is not any significant interaction between ligand
1 2 1 2due to the to interaction of L and the H PO anion L and HSO after addition of 8 equivalents (see Fig. 5).2 4 4

probably via hydrogen bonding contacts. The presence of a This result suggests that there is an electrochemical
1negative charge in the L –H PO complexes causes the selective response against phosphate over sulfate in this2 4

oxidation potential to be shifted cathodically. This electro- medium. Additionally for sulfate, a shift of the cathodic
chemical shift is therefore produced by the presence of a potential peak to more negative potentials was also ob-
polyammine receptor attached to the ferrocenyl units. In served, characteristic of the formation of ion pair between

2 2fact, addition of H PO to ferrocene under similar ex- ferricinium and HSO accompanied with an absorption2 4 4

perimental conditions does not produce any oxidation process.
1potential shift. The origin of the observed shift in the The electrochemical behaviour of receptor L has re-

cathodic potential peak (cathodically ¯350 mV) has to be cently been reported in aqueous environment (1,4-dioxane /
1attributed to the formation of an ion pair between the water 70:30 v/v) [18]. L displays a poor electrochemical

1 2ferricinium cations in L and the H PO anion accom- response against transition metal ions and anions in this2 4

panied by a possible absorption process. A similar effect is medium with electrochemical shifts less than 20 mV. In
produced in the cyclic voltammogram of simple ferrocene acetonitrile /dichloromethane solutions, although there still

2in the presence of 5 equivalents of H PO , as has also is a poor non-selective response for transition metal ions,2 4

been reported elsewhere by Beer et al. [29]. the response against phosphate is quite significant. This is
1The electrochemical response of L in the presence of of some interest bearing in mind that there is not too much

2 2the HSO anion is different to that found for H PO as no work reported dealing with the development of oxoanion-4 2 4

cathodic shift of the oxidation peak is observed suggesting sensing receptors of environmental importance such as
phosphate. Further work will be focused on the incorpora-
tion of this and related receptors to amperometric sensing
devices.
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Abstract

4Reaction of group 12 metal halides in ethanol with the thiosemicarbazones 2-acetylpyridine- N-ethylthiosemicarbazone (H4EL) and
42-acetylpyridine-N-oxide- N-ethylthiosemicarbazone (H4ELO) produced the compounds [M(H4EL)X ] and [M(H4ELO)X ] [M5Zn(II),2 2

1 13Cd(II) or Hg(II), X5Cl, Br or I]. The ligands and complexes were characterized by elemental analysis and by IR and NMR ( H, C,
113 199Cd, Hg) spectroscopy, and the structures of H4ELO?H O and the complexes [Cd(H4EL)I ]?2DMSO, [Hg(H4EL)Br ]–DMSO,2 2 2

[Zn(H4ELO)Cl ] and [Zn(H4ELO)Br ] were determined by X-ray diffraction. The metal centers in the complexes have coordination2 2

number five, H4EL and H4ELO behaving as neutral NNS- and ONS-tridentate ligands, respectively. The coordination polyhedra are close
to tetragonal pyramids, the degree of distortion towards trigonal bipyramids was estimated by t calculation. Against the pathogenic fungi
Aspergillus niger and Paecilomyces variotii, the mercury complexes of H4ELO had activities that at some doses exceeded that of nystatin.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

4Keywords: 2-Acetylpyridine- N-ethylthiosemicarbazone; Group 12 metal(II) complexes; X-ray structures

1. Introduction coordination chemistry of the heterocyclic thiosemicar-
4bazones 2-acetylpyridine- N-ethylthiosemicarbazone

4Thiosemicarbazones are known to have a wide range of (H4EL) and 2-acetylpyridine-N-oxide- N-
biological applications [1–5]. Heterocyclic thiosemicar- ethylthiosemicarbazone (H4ELO), with a view to correlat-
bazones have attracted the greatest attention, particularly ing their structures with their antifungal activity.
those in which the ring is bound through position 2, as
bonding through positions 3 and 4 renders the compounds
inactive. The results of a number of conformational studies
of these thiosemicarbazones show that the thione form is
the most common, and that the azomethine group can
adopt various positions in relation to the heterocyclic ring
(Z, E and E9 isomers) [6], which may affect chemical
behavior. The third donor atom, present in the ring of
heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones (N in the case of the
pyridine ring, O in the case of pyridine N-oxide) makes

2. Experimentalthem potentially tridentate. In this work we studied the

2.1. General*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-981-594-636; fax: 134-981-547-
163.

˜E-mail address: qiac01@usc.es (A. Castineiras) Elemental analyses (C, H, N) were carried out with a

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00309-5
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Carlo Erba 1108 microanalyser. Melting points were for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained (X5Cl, Br).
¨measured with a Buchi apparatus. Infrared spectra were Crystals of [Cd(H4EL)I ]?2DMSO and [Hg(H4EL)Br ]?2 2

21recorded using KBr discs (4000–400 cm ) and nujol DMSO were obtained by recrystallization from DMSO.
21between polythene films (500–100 cm ) with Mattson

Instruments model CYGNUS-100 FTIR spectrophotome- 2.5. Crystal structure determinations
1 13ters. H and C NMR spectra were recorded in DMSO-d6

with a Brucker WM-300 spectrophotometer using TMS as All X-ray data were collected on an Enraf-Nonius
113 199internal reference. Cd and Hg NMR spectra were CAD4 diffractometer. The unit cell dimensions were

obtained with a Brucker WM-250 spectrophotometer, obtained from a least-squares fit to setting angles of 25
22using approximately 10 M DMSO solutions, and 0.1 M reflections (SET4) [13]. Reduced-cell calculations did not

Cd(ClO ) and HgMe , respectively, as references. Mass indicate higher lattice symmetry [14]. Crystal data and4 2 2

spectra of the ligands were recorded on a Kratos MS-50 details of data collections are listed in Table 1. Data were
mass spectrometer using the FAB technique (matrix: 3- corrected for Lorentz-polarization effects and for observed
nitrobenzylalcohol). 2-Acetylpyridine, 4-ethyl-3- linear decay of the reference reflections. Absorption cor-
thiosemicarbazide, ZnBr , CdCl ?H O, CdBr ?4H O, rections (DIFABS [15] or c-scans [16]) were applied for2 2 2 2 2

CdI , HgBr , HgI (Aldrich), HgCl (Merck) and ZnCl , all compounds. The structures were solved by automated2 2 2 2 2

ZnI (Ventron) were used without prior purification. The Patterson or direct methods [17] and subsequent difference2

ligands were prepared using the general method for Fourier techniques and refined on F (SDP/VAX) [18] or
2condensation of amines with aldehydes or ketones as F (SHELXL97) [19] by full-matrix least-squares tech-

described by Klayman et al. [7–11]. niques with anisotropic displacement factors for all non-
hydrogen atoms. All hydrogen atoms were located from

4 difference Fourier maps and refined isotropically (H4ELO2.2. 2-Acetylpyridine- N-ethylthiosemicarbazone (H4EL)
and [Zn(H4ELO)Cl ]) or were included in the refinement2

in calculated positions riding on their carrier atomsA solution of 2-acetylpyridine (7.56 g, 0.062 mol) in 50
([Cd(H4EL)I ], [Hg(H4EL)Br and [Zn(H4ELO)Br ).2 2 2ml of ethanol was slowly added to a solution of 4-ethyl-3-
Neutral atom scattering factors and anomalous dispersionthiosemicarbazide (7.44 g, 0.062 mol) in 100 ml of warm
corrections were taken from the International Tables forwater. The mixture was refluxed for 2 h. The white product
X-ray Crystallography [20]. Geometrical calculations andwhich formed was filtered off and recrystallized from
illustrations were performed or generated with theethanol. Yield, 92%; m.p. 1438C. C H N S (222.09):10 14 4 SHELXL97 [19], ZORTEP [21] and PLATON [22] pack-calc.: C, 54.2; H, 6.3; N, 25.2; found: C, 54.2; H, 6.4; N,

1 1 ages.25.5; MS-FAB, m /z (%): [L1H] , 223(100); [L] ,
222(25.6).

3. Results and discussion42.3. 2-Acetylpyridine-N-oxide- N-ethylthiosemicarbazone
4(H4ELO) Reaction of the N-monosubstituted thiosemicarbazones

H4EL and H4ELO with halides of group 12 metals in
The N-oxide of 2-acetylpyridine was prepared by oxida- ethanol afforded the complexes listed in Table 2 in good

tion with hydrogen peroxide by the method described by yields. These compounds are yellow, stable in air and just
Winterfeld and Zickel [12]. The synthesis of H4ELO was slightly soluble in common organic solvents, and have
analogous to that of H4EL. After room-temperature re- melting points ranging from 160 to 3138C and mi-
crystallization, crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were croanalytical data consistent with 1:1 metal:ligand ratios.
obtained by storing the mother liquor at low temperature. Their spectroscopic properties in the solid state (IR) and in

1 13 113 199Yield, 90%; m.p., 1028C. C H N OS (238.08): calcd.:10 14 4 solution ( H, C, Cd and Hg NMR) are reported
C, 48.6; H, 6.1; N, 22.7; found: C, 47.3; H, 6.1; N, 22.1; below, as are the crystal structures of the thiosemicar-

1 1MS-FAB, m /z (%): [L1H] , 239(100); [L] , 238(9). bazones and of the complexes [Cd(H4EL)I ],2

[Hg(H4EL)Br ] and [Zn(H4ELO)X2] where X5Cl, Br.2

2.4. Synthesis of complexes
3.1. Description of crystal structures

To a solution of each thiosemicarbazone in warm
ethanol, was added an equimolar solution or suspension of The most relevant bond lengths and angles of the
the corresponding metal salt in ethanol. The mixture was thiosemicarbazones moiety in H4EL [6] and H4ELO are
stirred for about 1 week, after which time the yellow solid listed in Table 3. Like similar thiosemicarbazones [23,24],
which formed was filtered off, washed with ethanol, and both have E conformations with the thiosemicarbazone
vacuum dried. After slow concentration of the filtrates at moiety directed away from the pyridyl nitrogen atom
room temperature, crystals of [Zn(H4ELO)X ], suitable (Figs. 1 and 2).2
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Table 1
aCrystal and structure refinement data for H4ELO and the complexes of H4EL with CdI and HgBr and of H4ELO with ZnCl and ZnBr2 2 2 2

Compound [Cd(H4EL)I ]?2DMSO [Hg(H4EL)Br ]?DMSO2 2

Empirical formula C H CdI N O S C H Br HgN OS14 26 2 4 2 3 12 20 2 4 2

Formula weight 744.81 660.85
˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 0.70930

Crystal size (mm) 1.5030.4530.45 0.5030.3030.25
Crystal shape Plate Plate
Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic

¯Space group P1 (No. 2) P2 /n (No. 14)1
˚a (A) 9.319(8) 14.386(2)
˚b (A) 10.742(10) 8.3199(4)
˚c (A) 13.340(14) 16.693(3)

a (8) 97.68(5) 90.000(2)
b (8) 103.22(5) 99.416(6)
g (8) 103.79(5) 90.000(2)

3˚V (A ) 1237(2) 1971.0(4)
3Z, D (Mg/m ) 2, 2000 4, 2.227calcd.

F(000) 712 1240
u range (8) 3.00–26.00 2.99–27.90
Temperature (K) 293(2) 223(2)
h /h 0/11 21/18min max

k /k 213/13 0/10min max

l /l 216/16 222/21min max
21

m (mm ) 3.65 12.080
Max. /min. transmissions 1.229/0.702 0.999/0.939
Refl. collected /unique 5149/4525 5264/4718
Data /parameters 4235/244 4717/199
Final R 0.056 0.045
Final wR2 0.063 0.085
GOOF 0.947 1.158

23˚Max. Dr (e A ) 2.253 1.421

Compound H4ELO–H O [Zn(H4ELO)Cl ] [Zn(H4ELO)Br ]2 2 2

Empirical formula C H N O S C H Cl N OSZn C H Br N OSZn10 16 4 2 10 14 2 4 10 14 2 4

Formula weight 256.32 374.61 463.50
˚Wavelength (A) 0.71073 1.54056 0.71073

Crystal size (mm) 0.4030.1530.10 0.3530.2030.20 0.2030.1530.10
Crystal shape Prism Plate Prism
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P2 (No. 4) P2 /n (No. 14) P2 /n (No. 14)1 1 1

˚a (A) 7.294(2) 8.394(1) 8.525(2)
˚b (A) 7.367(1) 14.196(1) 14.070(2)
˚c (A) 12.084(4) 12.857(1) 13.525(4)

a (8) 90.00(2) 90.000(2) 90.00(2)
b (8) 103.57(1) 103.972(5) 102.00(1)
g (8) 90.00(2) 90.000(2) 90.00(2)

3˚V (A ) 631.2(3) 1486.8(3) 1586.8(6)
3Z, D (Mg/m ) 2, 1.349 4, 1.674 4, 1.940calcd.

F(000) 272 760 904
˚u range (A) 3.26–30.92 5.00–69.00 3.08–29.91

Temperature (K) 293(2) 293(2) 293(2)
h /h 0/10 210/10 0/11min max

k /k 0/10 21/17 0/19min max

l /l 217/16 21/15 218/18min max
21

m (mm ) 0.254 6.901 6.712
Max. /min. transmissions 0.975/0.904 0.779/0.398 0.553/0.347
Refl. collected /unique 2281/2138 3542/2329 4852/4575
Data /parameters 2138/218 2329/229 4575/174
Final R 0.043 0.031 0.048
Final wR2 0.110 0.033 0.095
GOOF 1.030 1.072 0.961

23˚Max. Dr (e A ) 0.379 0.419 0.662
a ˚The unit cell measurements of the other [Cd(H4EL)X ] were as follows: [Cd(H4EL)Cl ]?2DMSO, a58.373(6), b58.835(6), c515.157(11) A,2 2

a 586.12(7), b 584.83(9) and g 578.67(6)8; and [Cd(H4EL)Br ]?2DMSO, isotypic with [Cd(H4EL)I ]?2DMSO, a58.719(8), b510.133(8), c52 2
˚13.888(11) A, a 597.27(6), b 5103.70(8) and g 5101.46(8)8.
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Table 2
aAnalytical data and some properties of the complexes with H4EL and H4ELO

Compound Colour M.p. Yield Analysis (%)
(8C) (%)

C H N

[Zn(H4EL)Cl ] Yellow 306 62 34.1(33.5) 3.6(3.9) 15.5(15.6)2

[Zn(H4EL)Br ] Yellow 313 62 27.4(26.8) 2.6(3.1) 12.4(12.5)2

[Zn(H4EL)I ] Yellow 296 67 22.8(22.2) 1.6(2.6) 10.4(10.4)2

[Cd(H4EL)Cl ] Yellow 300 67 29.7(29.6) 3.4(3.5) 13.7(13.8)2

[Cd(H4EL)Br ] Yellow 303 65 24.5(24.3) 2.4(2.8) 11.2(11.3)2

[Cd(H4EL)I ] Yellow 189 62 20.6(20.4) 1.9(2.4) 9.7(9.6)2

[Hg(H4EL)Cl ] Yellow 237 74 24.6(24.3) 2.3(2.8) 11.3(11.4)2

[Hg(H4EL)Br ] Yellow 230 63 20.9(20.6) 1.8(2.4) 9.7(9.6)2

[Hg(H4EL)I ] Yellow 160 59 18.0(17.7) 1.4(2.1) 8.1(8.3)2

[Zn(H4ELO)Cl ] Yellow 256 53 32.2(32.1) 3.7(3.7) 14.9(15.0)2

[Zn(H4ELO)Br ] Yellow 261 55 26.0(25.9) 2.9(3.0) 11.9(12.1)2

[Zn(H4ELO)I ] Yellow 249 67 21.8(21.5) 2.3(2.5) 10.0(10.1)2

[Cd(H4ELO)Cl ] Yellow 247 78 27.9(27.3) 3.8(3.2) 12.6(12.8)2

[Cd(H4ELO)Br ] Yellow 239 59 23.4(23.5) 2.7(2.7) 10.8(12.0)2

[Cd(H4ELO)I ] Yellow 218 66 19.9(19.9) 2.1(2.3) 9.0(9.3)2

[Hg(H4ELO)Cl ] Yellow 181 62 24.1(23.6) 3.1(3.8) 10.8(11.0)2

[Hg(H4ELO)Br ] Yellow 186 68 20.5(20.1) 2.3(2.3) 8.8(9.4)2

[Hg(H4ELO)I ] Yellow 200 66 17.4(17.3) 1.8(2.0) 8.0(8.1)2

a Calculated values are in parentheses.

Table 3
˚Selected lengths (A) and angles (8) in free and complexed H4EL, H4ELO

aH4EL [Cd(H4EL)I ]?2DMSO [Hg(H4EL)Br ]?DMSO H4ELO?H O [Zn(H4ELO)Cl ] [Zn(H4ELO)Br ]2 2 2 2 2

C(6)–N(2) 1.287(2) 1.289(9) 1.276(10) 1.287(3) 1.289(5) 1.282(6)
N(2)–N(3) 1.370(2) 1.369(9) 1.359(9) 1.372(3) 1.370(4) 1.368(6)
N(3)–C(7) 1.364(2) 1.373(9) 1.344(11) 1.368(3) 1.359(4) 1.367(7)
C(7)–S(1) 1.676(2) 1.683(9) 1.715(8) 1.687(2) 1.688(4) 1.686(6)
C(7)–N(4) 1.326(3) 1.322(9) 1.318(11) 1.315(3) 1.320(4) 1.311(7)
N(1)–O(1) – – – 1.316(3) 1.321(4) 1.327(5)
N(1)–C(5)–C(6) 115.9(2) 116.9(8) 116.8(7) 117.7(2) 122.2(3) 121.9(5)
C(5)–C(6)–N(2) 114.7(2) 113.2(9) 114.6(7) 114.3(2) 118.5(3) 118.3(5)
C(6)–N(2)–N(3) 119.4(2) 119.2(1) 121.0(7) 115.9(2) 116.9(3) 117.7(4)
N(2)–N(3)–C(7) 118.3(2) 119.7(7) 120.6(7) 120.4(2) 120.2(3) 120.0(4)
N(3)–C(7)–S(1) 120.1(2) 124.2(6) 123.0(7) 118.2(2) 122.5(2) 122.7(4)
N(3)–C(7)–N(4) 115.7(2) 113.7(8) 116.3(7) 116.7(2) 114.2(4) 114.5(5)
S(1)–C(7)–N(4) 124.2(1) 122.1(8) 120.6(7) 125.1(2) 123.4(3) 122.7(5)
C(5)–N(1)–O(1) – – – 119.9(2) 123.1(3) 122.3(4)
C(1)–N(1)–O(1) – – – 119.4(2) 115.7(3) 116.2(4)

a Ref. [6].

Fig. 2. Perspective drawing and atomic numbering scheme of the
thiosemicarbazone H4ELO.

The values of the bond lengths and angles are within theFig. 1. Perspective view of H4EL molecule, showing 50% probability
ranges expected for this kind of thiosemicarbazone [23,24].ellipsoids for the non-hydrogen atoms and the numbering scheme of the

atoms in the molecule. The bond lengths reflect extensive electron delocalization
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involving both the thiosemicarbazone moiety and the
aromatic heterocycle.

H4ELO crystallizes with a water molecule involved in
intermolecular hydrogen bonding. For example, the oxygen
of the water molecules from the equivalent positions
2 x 1 1, y 2 1/2, 2 z 1 2 and 2 x, y 2 1/2, 2 z 1 2 are
hydrogen-bonded to both the thioamide nitrogen [N(4)–

˚H(40)? ? ?O; 0.85(4), 2.33(4), 3.029(4) A and 140(3)8] and
the hydrazinic nitrogen [N(3)–H(30)? ? ?O; 0.77(3),

˚2.31(3), 3.044(4) A and 161(3)8], respectively.
Fig. 3. Molecular structure of [Cd(H4EL)I ].2Relevant bond distances and angles in the thiosemicar-

bazone fragments and coordination spheres are listed in
Tables 3 and 4, respectively, for the DMSO-solvated
complexes [CdH4EL)I ]?2DMSO and [Hg(H4EL)Br ]?2 2

DMSO, and for the zinc complexes [Zn(H4ELO)Cl and2

[Zn(H4ELO)Br ]. Figs. 3–6 show the molecular structures2

of these complexes.
In all four complexes, the metal has a coordination

number of five binding two halide ions, the sulfur and
azomethine nitrogen atoms of the thiosemicarbazone, and
either the pyridine nitrogen (when the ligand is H4EL) or
the pyridine N-oxide oxygen (when the ligand is H4ELO). Fig. 4. Molecular structure of [Hg(H4EL)Br ].2

The t values [25], listed in Table 5 show that the
coordination geometry is closer to tetragonal pyramidal
than to trigonal bipyramid with the ligand atoms and a
halide ion at the base of the pyramid and the second halide
ion at the apex. Distortion toward trigonal bipyramidal
geometry is much greater in the H4ELO complexes than in
the H4EL compounds. This is in keeping with the general
trend among other complexes of group 12 metal halides
with this kind of thiosemicarbazone [23,24,26]: Cd and Hg
complexes with an M(NNS)X nucleus usually have a2

quite clear tetragonal pyramidal geometry, while
Zn(ONS)X complexes exhibit strong distortion towards Fig. 5. Molecular structure of [Zn(H4ELO)Cl ].2 2

Table 4
˚Bond lengths (A) and angles (8) around the metallic centre of each complex

[Cd(H4EL)I ]?2DMSO [Hg(H4EL)Br ]?DMSO [Zn(H4ELO)Cl ] [Zn(H4ELO)Br ]2 2 2 2

M–X(1) 2.748(1) 2.565(10) 2.252(1) 2.392(1)
M–X(2) 2.748(1) 2.573(11) 2.366(1) 2.514(1)
M–S(1) 2.591(2) 2.560(3) 2.363(2) 2.362(2)
M–N(1) 2.350(8) 2.475(7) – –
M–N(2) 2.398(9) 2.547(7) 2.250(3) 2.271(4)
M–O(1) – – 2.017(3) 2.010(3)
N(1)–M–X(1) 97.3(2) 93.6(2) – –
N(1)–M–X(2) 100.3(2) 98.4(2) – –
N(1)–M–N(2) 66.3(2) 62.9(2) – –
N(2)–M–X(1) 138.8(3) 137.5(2) 99.16(7) 96.6(1)
N(2)–M–X(2) 100.2(3) 98.1(2) 151.64(7) 155.4(1)
X(1)–M–X(2) 120.34(4) 121.21(4) 108.66(4) 107.49(3)
S(1)–M–X(1) 100.61(7) 107.06(6) 111.78(4) 114.85(6)
S(1)–M–X(2) 104.55(7) 107.95(7) 94.22(4) 94.18(5)
S(1)–M–N(1) 136.0(3) 129.8(2) – –
S(1)–M–N(2) 73.9(2) 71.5(2) 80.14(7) 79.9(1)
O(1)–M–X(1) – – 108.09(7) 109.5(1)
O(1)–M–X(2) – – 87.86(7) 89.6(1)
O(1)–M–N(2) – – 78.17(9) 77.4(1)
S(1)–M–O(1) – – 136.96(7) 131.9(1)
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binding to Zn forces the ring to rotate about the C(5)–C(6)
bond. Another important difference, of course, is that the
H4ELO complexes feature both five- and six-membered
chelate rings and the H4EL complexes two five-membered
rings. With respect to this, six-membered chelate rings
deviate from planarity while five-membered chelate rings
generally do not.

Curiously, whereas in the CdI complex of H4EL (Fig.2

3) the terminal ethyl carbon C(9) is trans to the thioamide
carbon C(7) (and to the sulfur atom), in the HgBr2

complex (Fig. 4) it is cis; and both these conformationsFig. 6. Molecular structure of [Zn(H4ELO)Br ].2
differ from that of free H4EL (Fig. 1). Similarly, although

trigonal bipyramidal geometry [no structures are available the relationship between the C(8)–C(9) bond and the
for Zn(NNS)X , Cd(ONS)X or Hg(ONS)X ]. This does thioamide group in the ZnCl complex of H4ELO is the2 2 2 2

21 21not seem to be due to Cd and Hg being larger than same as in the free ligand (Figs. 2 and 5), in the ZnBr2
21Zn , but rather to the orientation of the bonding electron complex C(9) is trans to C(7) and the sulfur atom. It is

pair on the donor atom of the thiosemicarbazone heterocy- difficult to attribute these differences to factors other than
cle. the packing constraints on the terminal ethyl group.

The Cd–S, Cd–I and Cd–N distances in [Cd(H4EL)I ]?2

2DMSO agree with the values found in complexes of
cadmium(II) halides with similar thiosemicarbazones 3.2. Infrared spectra
[23,26,27]. Similarly, in the mercury(II) complex, the
Hg–S, Hg–N and Hg–Br bond lengths are within the The most significant IR bands of H4EL [32], H4ELO

21ranges normally recorded for complexes of mercury(II) and their complexes in the region 4000–400 cm are
halides with ligands in which the donor atoms are a available as supplementary data. In all the complexes

21 21thiocarbonyl sulfur and nitrogen [23,28,29]. The tendency n(C=N) (at 1580 cm in H4EL and at 1553 cm in
to axial distortion of the compounds [Zn(H4ELO)X ] is H4ELO) shifts to higher wave numbers [33] and n(C=S)2

21 21seen in the difference between the two Zn–X distances — (at 824 cm in H4EL and at 822 cm in H4ELO) to
the shorter is approximately of the same order of mag- lower wave numbers [34], reflecting coordination via the

˚nitude as those found in terminal Zn–Cl (2.257 A) and azomethine nitrogen and the thiocarbonyl sulfur.
˚Zn–Br (2.378 A) bonds [29] while the other is about 0.12 In the H4EL complexes, unequivocal proof that coordi-

Å longer — and in the fact that the Zn–N distance is nation occurs through the pyridine ring nitrogen [35],
significantly longer than in complexes of zinc with hy- increasing the double bond character of the C–C and C–N

˚ ˚drazines (2.158 A) [30] or Schiff bases (1.998 A) [31]. bonds in the ring, is provided by the shifts to higher wave
˚The Zn–S distances, of about 2.36 A, are slightly longer numbers of the bands involving n(C=C) and n(C=N) and

that those present in other zinc complexes containing of the in-plane and out-of-plane ring deformation bands
21 21ligands in which the donor atom is thiocarbonyl S (2.300 [a(CCC) shifts from 619 cm in H4EL to 637–654 cm

21Å) [30], while the Zn–O distances (Table 3) are slightly in the complexes, f(CC) from 407 cm to 409–416
21shorter than those in hexacoordinated complexes of zinc cm ]. The IR spectra therefore confirm that H4EL, like

˚with pyridine N-oxides (2.076 A) [18]. similar thiosemicarbazones [7–12,14], is NNS-tridentate in
The most marked geometrical difference between the all the complexes that have been studied.

ligands in these complexes is that H4EL is planar and In most Cd and Zn H4ELO complexes, n(N–O) and
H4ELO considerably less so (Fig. 2). This appears to be d(N–O) have lower wave numbers than in the free ligand

21 21mainly due to the tetrahedral oxygen atom, which upon (at 1223 cm and 849 cm , respectively), suggesting

Table 5
Deviation from tetragonal pyramidal coordination geometry (t values)

Compound b(N–M–X) a(S–M–N/O) b 2 a t 5 (b 2 a) /60

[Cd(H4EL)I ] 138.8 136.0 2.8 0.052

[Hg(H4EL)Br ] 137.5 129.8 7.7 0.0132

[Zn(H4ELO)Cl ] 151.6 137.0 14.6 0.242

[Zn(H4ELO)Br ] 155.4 131.9 23.5 0.392
atbp 120.0 180.0 60.0 1.00

btp 180.0 180.0 0.0 0.00
a Trigonal bipyramid.
b Tetragonal pyramidal.
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coordination through the N-oxide oxygen. Although these bazones with an N-oxide group [24,26]. In most complexes
bands do not undergo significant shifts in the Hg complex- the ring carbon atoms are deshielded (more markedly in

21es, the band near 400 cm in the spectra of HgI and the H4EL complexes than the H4ELO, but in some cases2

HgBr derivatives, which may be due to n(M–O), means one or other of the carbons ortho to the nitrogen atom,2

that the mercury complexes also may involve coordination C(1) and C(5), is slightly shielded.
via oxygen.

21In most spectra, two bands in the 380–320 cm and 113 1993.5. Cd and Hg NMR spectra21310–270 cm regions that are not present in the spectrum
of the free ligand probably correspond to n(M–N) and

Only the H4EL complexes of cadmium were sufficiently
n(M–S), respectively. As in the case of other group 12 113soluble for Cd NMR spectra to be recorded. In each
halo-complexes with thiosemicarbazones which contain the

case, a single signal appeared (at 372.8, 349.9 and 281.6
pyridine N-oxide group [24,26], coordination via oxygen is

ppm for the chloro, bromo and iodo complexes, respective-
suggested in the spectra of almost all the complexes of

ly). The metal atom is in each case less deshielded than in21H4ELO by a band close to 400 cm that is attributable to
the corresponding halide (CdX ), most markedly in the21 2n(M–O). Finally, two bands in the 300–130 cm region,
case of the chloro complex [40]. These findings are

assigned to metal–halogen stretching exhibit n(M–Br) /
consistent with those obtained for other complexes of

n(M–Cl) and n(M–I) /n(M–Cl) frequency ratios similar to 4cadmium(II) halides with 2-acetylpyridine N-alkyl- and
these reported for other complexes of this type [24,26]. 4N-arylthiosemicarbazones [23,24].

[Hg(H4EL)Cl ] was the only complex soluble enough to2
1 1993.3. H NMR spectra allow the recording of an Hg NMR spectrum. The

single signal at 21269.4 ppm, indicates that there is only
1The H NMR signal assignments proposed for the free one kind of coordination environment. The chemical shift

ligands and their complexes on the basis of previously shows shielding relative to both HgCl and the analogous2

reported spectra [33,36–39] are available as supplementary complex [Hg(H4ML)Cl ] [23].2

data. The presence of the N(3)H signal in the spectra of
the complexes implies that neither ligand is deprotonated,

3.6. Antifungal activity
and the general shift of this signal to lower fields than in
the free ligand reflects coordination through the

In a previous study [32], H4EL appeared to have a
azomethine nitrogen. The N(4)H signal (at 8.64 ppm in

certain activity against Aspergillus niger but its complexes
H4EL and 8.51 ppm in H4ELO) undergoes a downfield

with transition metals were inactive. In this study, the only
shift that is very marked in the mercury(II) complexes,

active H4EL complexes were the zinc compounds, and
indicating coordination via the sulfur atom. The downfield

even these were only active at very high doses (Table 6).
shifts of the signals of the pyridine protons H(1), H(2) and

However, the H4ELO mercury complexes had activities
H(3) as a result of coordination via N(1) or O are, as
expected, smaller for the H4ELO complexes than for the

Table 6H4EL compounds.
Antifungal activity data of active compounds

a200 400 600 1000133.4. C NMR spectra
Aspergillus niger

c
13 H4EL 6.0 6.0 7.5 11.5The C NMR signals assignments proposed [36,38,39]

[Zn(H4EL)Cl ] 6.0 6.0 9.3 –2for the free ligands and those complexes that were soluble [Zn(H4EL)Br ] 6.0 6.0 9.8 –2

enough to allow the recording of spectra are available as [Hg(H4EL)Cl ] 6.0 11.5 13.3 12.52

[Hg(H4EL)Br ] 10.0 10.8 10.5 11.3supplmentary data. The signals attributed to the ethyl 2

[Hg(H4EL)I ] 8.0 11.5 13.8 16.32group attached to the thioamide nitrogen atom, C(8) and
bNysatin 9.0 10.7 12.8 17.3C(9), are deshielded in the complexes, confirming that in

DMSO solution coordination via the sulfur atom is main- Paecilomyces variotii
tained. The thiocarbonyl carbon, C(7), is shielded princi- [Zn(H4EL)Cl ] 6.0 8.2 9.3 13.82

[Zn(H4EL)Br ] 6.0 7.1 8.5 11.8pally in the mercury(II) complexes (from 177.64–178.00 2

[Zn(H4EL)I ] 6.0 7.8 10.0 12.72ppm to 171.57–173.08 ppm). The signal of azomethine
[Hg(H4EL)Cl ] 6.0 12.5 13.0 12.12carbon, C(6), shifts to a higher field in the H4EL complex-
[Hg(H4EL)Br ] 10.0 14.0 13.0 8.12es (from 147.89 ppm in the free ligand to 146.68–147.58 [Hg(H4EL)I ] 8.8 12.2 12.3 19.02

ppm in the complexes) and to a lower field in H4ELO Nysatin 12.8 14.5 16.5 25.2
complexes (from 139.76 ppm in the ligand free to 139.83– a Diameters of growth inhibition zone (6.0 indicates no inhibition).

b139.92 ppm in the complexes), as has also been observed Commercially available therapeutic agent.
cfor other complexes of halides with group 12 thiosemicar- Ref. [28].
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Abstract

Complexes with the formula CuX(L) (X5N 1, NCO 2 and NCS 3) and [Cu(NO )(HL)(H O)](NO ) 4, where HL5C H N S,3 3 2 3 7 8 4

(pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone), have been characterised. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies on compounds 3 and 4
have been carried out. The structure of compound 4 consists of monomeric distorted square pyramidal copper(II) species. The copper(II)
ions are coordinated to the NNS atoms from the tridentate thiosemicarbazone ligand and one oxygen atom of a nitrate group in the
equatorial position. The oxygen atom of the water molecule occupies the apical position. The structure of compound 3 consists of
non-centrosymmetric hCu (m-SR) j entities in which the copper(II) ions exhibit five-coordinate square–pyramidal geometry. The2 2

thiosemicarbazone ligand and one nitrogen atom from the thiocyanate ion are in a basal position. The sulfur atom of the tridentate ligand
acts as a bridge occupying the apical position. Structural and spectroscopic results suggest the presence of relevant s ligand-to-metal
charge transfer and metal-to-ligand p-backdonation character in these compounds. The ESR spectra of compounds 3 and 4 show rhombic
symmetry. For complexes 1 and 2 the ESR spectra exhibit axial signals. Magnetic measurements on compounds 1, 2 and 3 show
antiferromagnetic couplings. The susceptibility data were fitted by the Bleaney–Bowers’ equation for copper(II) dimers. The obtained J /k
values are 24.22, 26.10 and 27.33 K for compounds 1, 2 and 3, respectively.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper complexes; Structure; Magnetic and spectroscopic properties; ESR; Thiosemicarbazone complexes

1. Introduction geometry for the copper(II) ions in compounds derived
from pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone, except

Thiosemicarbazones and their metal compounds exhibit in the octahedral [Cu(ClO )(HL)(H O)]?2H O complex4 2 2

relevant biological properties. In the last twenty years, the [7]. The thiosemicarbazone ligand can act as either anionic
copper(II) complexes of pyridine-2-carbaldehyde or neutral forms. In the first case, it is usually present in
thiosemicarbazone (HL) have drawn some attention. polynuclear complexes. In these compounds, the copper(II)

1Studies on the interaction of the [Cu(L)] entity with centers can be bridged through either the sulfur thioamide
physiological media showed that it forms adducts with atom [8,9] or the non-thiosemicarbazone ligands [8,10–
histidine [1], reacts with intracellular thiols such as gluta- 12]. This polynuclear behaviour is not followed in com-
thione [2], and is readily taken up by red cells, where is pounds containing multidentate [13] or bulky non-
bound to hemoglobin and inhibits hexokinase [3,4]. thiosemicarbazone coligands [14]. When the ligand acts as
Besides, this complex exhibits higher antitumoral activity a neutral one, both monomeric [15] and dimeric [7,11]
than the free ligand on Ehrlich cells [5,6]. entities can be observed.

Crystallographic studies evidence a pentacoordinated Comparative structural studies and approximate molecu-
lar orbital calculations have been developed for these
systems [16]. The magnetic properties of these complexes*Corresponding author. Tel.: 134-94-601-2458; fax: 134-94-464-
have not been extensively studied [7,8]. They show weak8500.

E-mail address: qiproapt@lg.ehu.es (T. Rojo) antiferromagnetic couplings, in which the bridge angles

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00310-1
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and distances together with the type of bridge atom play an with the proposed stoichiometries. The results are given in
Table 1.important role. In this sense, it is interesting to know the

Crystallographic details for compounds 3 and 4 aremagnetic behaviour of complexes in which planar
given in Table 2. The crystal structure of complex 4thiosemicarbazone-copper(II) entities containing asymmet-

1consists of cationic [Cu(NO )(HL)(H O)] monomericric and highly conjugated ligands are stacked and bridged 3 2

entities and nitrate groups as counterions. A perspectivethrough different molecules.
view of the molecular structure of the cationic entity isIn this paper we present the crystal structures of the
shown in Fig. 1. Selected interatomic dimensions are given[Cu(NO )(HL)(H O)](NO ) 4 and [hCu(NCS)(L)j ] 33 2 3 2

in Table 3. The copper(II) ions are five coordinated withcomplexes. A study of the spectroscopic and magnetic
two nitrogen and one sulfur atom(s) from the thiosemicar-properties of these compounds together with that of
bazone ligand [Cu–N(1), N(2), S: 2.025(2), 1.984(2),CuX(L) (X5N 1, NCO 2) has been carried out. Approxi-3

˚¨ 2.271(1) A] and the oxygen atom of one of the nitratemate molecular orbital calculations of the extended Huckel
˚molecules [Cu–O(1) 1.975(2) A] in the basal position. Thetype have been made to understand the magnetic features

axial position is occupied by the oxygen atom of the waterin these systems.
II ˚molecule [Cu–Ow 2.233(2) A]. The distortion of theAs far as we are aware, 3 is the first hCu (m-SR) j2 2

coordination polyhedron from the limit square pyramidalsystem crystallographically studied which contains N-
(SP) and trigonal bipyramidal (TBP) topologies has beencoordinated thiocyanate ligands. It is also a unique binu-
analysed by using the Muetterties and Guggenbergerclear compound, incorporating non-symmetrically related
model [19]. The obtained value D50.84 clearly indicateshCu(N S )j entities linked through stable dithiolate3 2

that the environment of the copper(II) ions is close to thebridges. These compounds may serve as structural models
1 SP topology.for the interaction of the [Cu(L)] system with S- and

The thiosemicarbazone ligand exhibits high planarity inN-donor ligands present in the physiological medium, such
complex 4. The maximum deviation from the pyridineas glutathione or histidine.

˚plane corresponds to the sulfur atom, 0.135(1) A. Consid-
ering the basal plane as that formed by the thiosemicar-
bazone N(1)N(2)S set, the oxygen atom of the nitrate2. Results and discussion

˚group falls 0.243(2) A below the basal plane, while the
The pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazone (HL) copper(II) ions and the Ow atom sit above it at 0.113(1)

˚ligand and its complexes were synthesised following and 2.311(2) A, respectively.
published methods with slight modifications [11,13,17,18]. Several hydrogen bonding interactions are established in
In all cases, the Cu(NO )(L) complex was used as starting the lattice in which the nitrate ions, the water molecules3

material. This too was prepared following a previously and the N(3) and N(4) atoms of the thiosemicarbazone
described method [11]. Elemental analyses were consistent ligand are involved. Such linkages tend to stabilise the

Table 1
Analytical and UV–visible spectral data for several pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazonecopper(II) complexes with compound 5 (Cu(NO )(L)),3

included for comparison

Found (Calculated)
aC (%) N (%) H (%) Absorption maxima

b1 29.2 (29.5) 34.0 (34.4) 2.4 (2.5) 270, 340, 370, 440 (sh), 575, 735 (sh)
b2 33.3 (33.7) 24.2 (24.6) 2.4 (2.5) 280, 335, 395, 435 (sh), 650
b3 31.7 (31.9) 23.0 (23.3) 2.2 (2.3) 275, 335, 405 (sh), 445 (sh), 595
b4 21.8 (21.8) 21.5 (21.8) 2.5 (2.6) 260 (sh), 290, 325 (sh), 360 (sh), 425 (sh), 645
b5 27.3 (27.6) 22.8 (23.0) 2.3 (2.0) 265, 300, 370, 420, 495 (sh), 640 (sh)
c5 415 (13050), 630 (200)
d5 410 (9750), 630 (200)
e5 405 (8250), 630 (200)
f5 315 (12450), 385 (11100), 630 (200)
g5 310 (10350), 385 (8400), 630 (200)

a 21 21Values of l in nm. In brackets, the molar extinction coefficient e in M cm .
b In solid.
c 25In DMSO solution 6.67 10 M.
d 25In acetone–DMSO (14:1) solution 6.67 10 M.
e 25In ethanol–DMSO (14:1) solution 6.67 10 M.
f 25In water–DMSO (14:1) solution 6.67 10 M.
g 25In water solution 6.67 10 M.
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Table 2
Summary of crystallographic data and parameters for [Cu(NO )(HL)(H O)](NO ) and [hCu(NCS)(L)j ]3 2 3 2

[Cu(NO )(HL)(H O)](NO ) [hCu(NCS)(L)j ]3 2 3 2

Formula C H CuN O S C H Cu N S7 10 6 7 16 14 2 10 4

Crystal size (mm) 0.530.530.3 0.430.330.2
Mol. wt (g) 385.81 601.68
System Monoclinic Triclinic

¯Space Group P2 /c P11
˚a (A) 13.690 (2) 9.483 (3)
˚b (A) 10.286 (2) 9.678 (3)
˚c (A) 10.121 (1) 13.281 (4)

a (8) – 99.57 (3)
b (8) 109.4 (1) 108.89 (3)
g (8) – 97.71 (3)

3˚V (A ) 1344.4 (4) 1113.9 (6)
Z 4 2
F(000) 780 604

23
r g cm 1.903 (5) 1.787 (9)obs.

23
r g cm 1.906 1.794calc.

21
m (Mo K ) mm 1.640 2.312a

Temperature (K) 29362 29362

Measurements
˚Radiation lMo K (A) 0.71069 0.71069a

Scan type v /2u v /2u

u Range (8) 2–30 2–30
No. measured reflections 4103 6509
Interval h, k, l 19, 14, 614 213#h#12, 613, 18
Selection criteria I#2s(I) I#2s(I)
Unique reflections 3906 6509
R 0.027 0.012int

Refinements
2Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F

Data / restraints /parameters 3905/0 /239 4527/6 /308
S 0.534 1.002

2 2 2 2 2 2w 1/ [s (F ) 1(0.0384 P) ] 1 / [s (F ) 1(0.0180 P) ]o o
2 2 2 2P [(F ) 1 2(F ) ] /3 [(F ) 1 2(F ) ] /3o c o c

R(F ) 5 (o iF u 2 uF i) /(o uF u) 0.028 0.067o c o
2wR (F ) 0.067 0.092

23˚Largest diff. peak and hole (e A ) 0.807, 20.303 0.577, 20.735

N(3)–H(6) bonding and, therefore, the neutral form of the
thiosemicarbazone ligand.

The crystal structure of compound 3 is formed by
discrete quasi-planar [Cu(NCS)(L)] entities linked through
the sulfur atom of the thiosemicarbazone ligand, which
leads to binuclear non-centrosymmetric [hCu(NCS)(L)j ]2

species. The molecular structure is shown in Fig. 2.
Selected interatomic dimensions are given in Table 4. Each
copper(II) ion exhibits a five coordinated geometry. It is
coordinated by two nitrogen and one sulfur atom(s) of the
thiosemicarbazone ligand [Cu(1)–N(1), N(2), S(1):

˚2.02(1), 1.98(1), 2.276(4) A; Cu(2)–N(5), N(6), S(2):
˚2.00(1), 1.92(1), 2.294(4) A] and the nitrogen atom of the

˚respective thiocyanate molecule [Cu(1)–N(9) 1.96(1) A;
˚Cu(2)–N(10) 1.89(1) A] in the basal position. The axial

position is occupied by the sulfur atom belonging to the
1 thiosemicarbazone ligand of the adjacent [Cu(NCS)(L)]Fig. 1. Molecular structure of the [Cu(NO )(HL)(H O)] entity with3 2

˚ ˚thermal ellipsoids at 50% probability level. entity [Cu(1)–S(2) 2.726(5) A; Cu(2)–S(1) 2.783(5) A].
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Table 3
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [Cu(NO )(HL)(H O)](NO )3 2 3

Cu–S 2.271(1) N(1)–C(5) 1.358(3) N(2)–N(3) 1.357(2)
Cu–N(1) 2.025(2) C(1)–C(2) 1.385(4) N(3)–C(7) 1.356(3)
Cu–N(2) 1.984(2) C(2)–C(3) 1.359(4) N(4)–C(7) 1.308(3)
Cu–O(1) 1.975(2) C(3)–C(4) 1.390(4) N(5)–O(1) 1.278(2)
Cu–Ow 2.233(2) C(4)–C(5) 1.376(3) N(5)–O(2) 1.213(2)
S–C(7) 1.702(2) C(5)–C(6) 1.463(3) N(5)–O(3) 1.245(2)
N(1)–C(1) 1.333(3) N(2)–C(6) 1.269(3)
O(1)–Cu–Ow 90.43(9) Cu–N(2)–N(3) 119.2(1) S–C(7)–N(4) 122.2(2)
N(2)–Cu–Ow 102.74(9) Cu–S–C(7) 97.08(9) S–C(7)–N(3) 121.2(2)
N(2)–Cu–O(1) 163.10(8) Cu–N(1)–C(5) 113.2(2) S–Cu–Ow 97.14(6)
N(1)–Cu–Ow 91.41(8) Cu–N(1)–C(1) 128.5(2) S–Cu–O(1) 104.31(5)
N(1)–Cu–O(1) 89.71(7) Cu–O(1)–N(5) 125.0(1) S–Cu–N(2) 84.74(6)
N(1)–Cu–N(2) 79.54(8) S–Cu–N(1) 163.45(6) Cu–N(2)–C(6) 117.6(2)

Hydrogen bonding contacts A–H? ? ?B
˚ ˚ ˚A–H (A) A–B (A) H? ? ?B (A) A–H? ? ?B (8)

iOw–H(10)? ? ?O(3) 0.79(3) 2.939(3) 2.19(3) 158(3)
iN(4)–H(7)? ? ?O(5) 0.84(3) 2.817(3) 2.00(3) 165(3)
iN(3)–H(6)? ? ?O(4) 0.86(3) 2.808(3) 1.97(3) 167(3)
iiN(4)–H(8)? ? ?O(6) 0.90(3) 2.826(7) 2.05(3) 171(3)

iiiOw–H(9)? ? ?O(3) 0.72(3) 2.823(3) 2.16(3) 152(4)

i5x, 1 /2 2 y, 1 /2 1 z; ii51 2 x, 1 2 y, 1 2 z; iii5 2 x, 2 y, 2 z.

˚The intramolecular Cu(1)? ? ?Cu(2) distance is 3.450(3) A. ions and the nitrogen atoms of the pseudohalide sit at
˚The distortion of the coordination polyhedron gives a value 20.079(2), 0.56(1), 0.031(2) and 20.37(1) A, for Cu(1),

of D50.94 which clearly indicates that the environment of N(9), Cu(2) and N(10), respectively. The dihedral angle
the copper(II) ions is close to the SP topology. formed by the least square planes of both thiosemicar-

It is important to note the non-symmetric nature of this bazone molecules is 4.4(2)8.
dimer, mainly due to the position of the thiocyanate The structure of this compound exhibits hydrogen-bond-
ligands. In this sense, it can be angle compared; N(9)– ing through N(4), N(7), N(8) and S(3) atoms (see Table
Cu(1)–S(2) vs. N(10)–Cu(2)–S(1), N(9)–Cu(1)–N(2) vs. 4). The presence of a C–H? ? ?S linkage between the C(8)
N(10)–Cu(2)–N(6) and Cu(1)–N(9)–C(15) vs. Cu(2)– and S(4) atoms is also remarkable.
N(10)–C(16) angles, with values of 103.5(4) vs. 94.4(3), The lack of symmetry relating both intradimeric portions
158.6(5) vs. 166.7(5) and 146(1) vs. 167(1)8, respectively. in a dithiolate-bridged binuclear copper(II) complex is

The thiosemicarbazone ligand exhibits high planarity in very unusual. In this sense, we have found only one
complex 3. Considering the basal plane as that formed by compound with the same structural behaviour [20]. How-
the thiosemicarbazone NNS chelating set, the copper(II) ever, the latter exhibits m-thiolate basal bridges, while in 3

the bridge-atoms occupy both basal and apical positions.
Taking into account the set of chelating centers, 3 can be

described as a m-thiolate bridged hCu (N S ) j system.2 3 2 2

There are two similar compounds in the Literature [21,22].
They contain basal-bridged symmetry related entities
unlike 3.

IIIn addition, 3 is the first hCu (m-SR) j system crys-2 2

tallographically studied which contains N-coordinated
thiocyanate ligands.

The presence of m-thiolate bridges between the metal
centers is also unusual in iminothiolate systems such as
heterocyclic thiosemicarbazone complexes [23], although
it has been found in other related thiosemicarbazone
compounds [8,9,24–27]. In any case, compound 3 is the
first non-centrosymmetric dimer in this kind of
thiosemicarbazone systems.

21The IR spectra show intense bands at above 1600 cm
which can be attributed to the n(C5N) , n(C5Fig. 2. Molecular structure of [hCu(NCS)(L)j ] with thermal ellipsoids at azomethinic2

50% probability level. N) and d(NH ) modes. An increase in the wave-pyridinic 2
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Table 4
˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for [hCu(NCS)(L)j ]2

Cu(1)–N(9) 1.96(1) Cu(2)–S(1) 2.783(5) N(3)–C(7) 1.31(2)
Cu(1)–N(2) 1.98(1) Cu(2)–S(2) 2.294(4) S(4)–C(16) 1.64(1)
Cu(1)–N(1) 2.02(1) S(1)–C(7) 1.74(1) N(9)–C(15) 1.12(2)
Cu(1)–S(1) 2.276(4) N(10)–C(16) 1.16(2) N(5)–C(12) 1.30(2)
Cu(1)–S(2) 2.726(4) N(1)–C(5) 1.34(2) N(5)–C(8) 1.34(2)
Cu(2)–N(10) 1.89(1) N(1)–C(1) 1.36(2) N(6)–C(13) 1.28(2)
Cu(2)–N(6) 1.92(1) N(2)–C(6) 1.28(2) N(6)–N(7) 1.39(1)
Cu(2)–N(5) 2.00(1) N(2)–N(3) 1.37(1) N(4)–C(7) 1.32(1)
N(9)–Cu(1)–N(2) 158.6(5) C(12)–N(5)–Cu(2) 110.6(9)
N(9)–Cu(1)–N(1) 97.2(5) C(8)–N(5)–Cu(2) 126.5(9)
N(2)–Cu(1)–N(1) 81.7(4) C(16)–N(10)–Cu(2) 167(1)
N(9)–Cu(1)–S(1) 96.3(4) C(5)–N(1)–Cu(1) 114.6(8)
N(2)–Cu(1)–S(1) 82.4(3) C(1)–N(1)–Cu(1) 130.0(9)
N(1)–Cu(1)–S(1) 163.8(3) C(6)–N(2)–Cu(1) 110(1)
N(9)–Cu(1)–S(2) 103.5(4) N(3)–N(2)–Cu(1) 126.3(9)
N(2)–Cu(1)–S(2) 97.8(3) C(15)–N(9)–Cu(1) 146(1)
N(1)–Cu(1)–S(2) 90.6(3) N(10)–Cu(2)–N(6) 166.7(5)
S(1)–Cu(1)–S(2) 95.1(1) N(10)–Cu(2)–N(5) 98.9(5)
C(7)–S(1)–Cu(1) 94.9(4) N(6)–Cu(2)–N(5) 79.4(4)
C(7)–S(1)–Cu(2) 95.7(4) Cu(1)–S(1)–Cu(2) 85.4(1)
N(10)–Cu(2)–S(2) 96.6(4) N(6)–Cu(2)–S(2) 84.3(3)
N(5)–Cu(2)–S(2) 163.7(3) N(10)–Cu(2)–S(1) 94.4(3)
N(6)–Cu(2)–S(1) 98.8(3) N(5)–Cu(2)–S(1) 90.7(3)
S(2)–Cu(2)–S(1) 93.2(1) C(14)–S(2)–Cu(2) 95.3(5)
C(14)–S(2)–Cu(1) 103.5(4) Cu(2)–S(2)–Cu(1) 86.4(1)
C(13)–N(6)–Cu(2) 120.6(9) N(7)–N(6)–Cu(2) 125.2(8)

Hydrogen bonding contacts A–H? ? ?B
˚ ˚ ˚A–H (A) A–B (A) H? ? ?B (A) A–H? ? ?B (8)

ivN(4)–H(41)? ? ?S(3) 0.95(9) 3.42(1) 2.53(8) 154(6)
vN(4)–H(42)? ? ?N(7) 0.95(6) 3.06(2) 2.12(7) 174(6)

viN(8)–H(81)? ? ?S(3) 0.95(5) 3.38(1) 2.52(5) 151(4)
viiN(8)–H(82)? ? ?N(3) 0.95(5) 2.97(2) 2.12(7) 149(5)

viiiC(8)–H(8)? ? ?S(4) 0.93(2) 3.59(2) 2.94(2) 128(2)

iv5–x, 1 2 y, 1 2 z; v5x 2 1, y, z; vi51 2 x, 2 2 y, 1 2 z; vii5x 1 1, y, z; viii5 2 x 2 1, 1 2 y, 2 z.

21numbers with respect to that of the band at 1610 cm in bazone ligand coordinated to the copper(II) ions through
the free ligand is observed. However, comparing the the N N S chelating centers.pyridine azomethine

crystallographic data of these compounds with those of the For compound 4, absorptions corresponding to the
free ligand [28], there is not a clear decrease in the nitrate groups can also be observed. In this way, bands at

21double-bond character of the C–N azomethine bond on 2110, 1395, 1075 and 820 cm corresponding to the free
21chelation to the copper(II) ion. These results can be nitrate and at 1770–1760, 1030, 720 and 715 cm

attributed to the stabilisation of the C–N azomethine bond corresponding to the monodentate nitrate ligand [31,32],
in the copper(II) complexes due to the presence of an can be seen, in good agreement with the structural results.
important metal-to-ligand p-backdonation. The absorptions corresponding to the pseudohalide ligands

21The strong band at 1525 cm in the free ligand are also observed in the infrared spectra of compounds 1, 2
undergoes an increase in energy on complexation [29] and and 3.
its intensity decreases in compounds containing deproto- The UV–visible spectra of the title compounds show
nated ligand, probably due to the rupture of the N3–H bands in the 210–230, 260–295, 310–345, 360–495 and

21bond. The thioamide IV band, which appears at 820 cm 575–735 nm regions (see Table 1). They are assigned to
in the free ligand, is absent in the copper(II) complexes. (p→p*) , (n→p*) , (n→p*) ,pyridine pyridine thiosemicarbazone

This fact can be due to both a decrease in the double-bond LMCT N/X/S→d and d→d transitions, respectively
character of the C7–S bond and the change in the [33,34].
conformation along the N3–C7 bond on complexation The intense absorption observed in the 360–415 nm
[30]. The bands observed in the 465–440, 375 and 340 range is attributed to a S→Cu(II) charge transfer transition

21cm regions have been assigned to the n(Cu–N ), [11]. In order to make a good assignment of this band anazomethine

n(Cu–S), and n(Cu–N ) vibrations, respectively. exhaustive study in solution has been carried out forpyridine

These results indicate the presence of the thiosemicar- compound 5 which exhibits good solubility in different
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solvents. As can be seen in Table 1 there is a dependence
of this band with respect to the polarity of the solvents in
good accordance with the results observed for other similar
compounds. This band is shifted to lower energies than in
compound 4. This decrease in energy has also been
observed in other compounds with anionic thiosemicar-
bazone ligands suggesting the presence of lower p-interac-
tions between the copper and sulfur atoms [7,15]. This fact
would imply a C–S bond close to thiolate behaviour in
systems containing anionic thiosemicarbazones.

The absorptions at 425 and 420 nm in the nitrato
derivatives can be attributed to the LMCT O→Cu(II)
transition, as was observed in other related compounds
[35]. The bands in the 435–445 nm region for complexes
1, 2 and 3 are assigned to the LMCT X →Cu(II) Fig. 4. Q-band ESR spectra of the (a) azide, (b) cyanate and (c)pseudohalide

thiocyanate derivatives in solid state at RT.transitions.
The bands observed in solid samples in the 575–735 nm

region are characteristic of d→d transitions for compounds
exhibiting a square pyramidal geometry with a d 2 2x 2y

quently only the molar susceptibility (x ) and x T vs. Tground state. m m

curves for compound 3 have been represented in Fig. 5. InThe Q-band ESR spectra of the title complexes are
all cases, the magnetic measurements obey the Curie–shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Compounds 1 and 2 exhibit axial
Weiss law at temperatures higher than 50 K. The Weisssignals with values g 5 2.139, g 5 2.053 and g 5 2.193,i ' i

temperatures are 23.91 (NCS), 23.22 (NCO) and 22.19g 5 2.043, respectively. On the other hand, the spectra of'

K (N ). The C experimental value is approximately 0.41compounds 3 and 4 show the characteristics of a rhombic 3 m
3 21cm K mol and the calculated m values at roomtensor with values g 5 2.148 and 2.224; g 5 2.064 and eff1 2

temperature are 1.80 MB for all compounds. The x2.060; g 5 2.040 and 2.053, respectively. These values m3

values increase with decreasing temperature, reaching aare similar to those observed for other pyridine-2-carbal-
3 21maximum at 10.0 (0.022 cm mol , NCS), 7.5 (0.028dehide thiosemicarbazone derivatives containing cop-

3 21 3 21per(II) ions in distorted square pyramidal topologies, with cm mol , NCO) and 4.6 (0.038 cm mol , N ) K. The3

a d ground state [7,9,13,15]. However, the g (or g x T value continuously decreases with decreasing tem-2 2x 2y i 1 m

values) are relatively small for compounds 1 and 3. This perature indicating the presence of antiferromagnetic inter-
fact can be attributed to a small influence of the spin–orbit actions in these compounds.
coupling in the parallel direction, which could be due to a Taking into account the structural features, we fitted the
large d →d energy gap. susceptibility data by the expression given by Bleaney–2 2xy x 2y

The magnetic susceptibility for compounds 1, 2 and 3 Bowers for copper(II) dimers [36], derived from the
was measured from 1.8 to 300 K. A similar magnetic Heisenberg isotropic spin Hamiltonian (H 5 2 2JS S ),1 2

behaviour was observed for the three phases and conse- for two coupled S51/2 ions:

Fig. 3. Q-band ESR spectrum of [Cu(NO )(HL)(H O)](NO ) in solid Fig. 5. Thermal variation of the molar susceptibility (– d –) and x T3 2 3 m

state at RT. Detail of its rhombic nature. (– s –) for [hCu(NCS)(L)j ].2
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Table 5
2 aComparison of the J, D and bridging angle values for pyridine-2-carbaldehyde thiosemicarbazonecopper(II) dinuclear complexes

21 2 2Compounds Bridging atom Bridging angle (8) J (cm ) D (eV)

[hCu(Ac)(L)j ] [11] O 103.5(1) 23.10 0.0022

[hCuCl(L)j ] [9] S 87.01(4) 24.70 0.0112

[hCuBr(L)j ] [9] S 87.12(5) 24.70 0.0172
b[hCu(NCS)(L)j ] S 85.9(1) 25.09 0.0452

a The atoms are numbered following the nomenclature established in the present work.
b Average value.

2 2 hCu(N S )j entities linked through stable dithiolate3 2Ng b 2
]] ]]]]]x 5 5 1 Na bridges, the coexistence of basal and apical m-thiolateS DkT 3 1 exp(22J /kT ) IIbridges and the hCu (m-SR) j system containing N-coordi-2 2

26 3 21 nated thiocyanate ligands. In addition, compound 3 is thewhere Na 560310 cm mol per copper(II) ion, N is
first non-centrosymmetric dimer in this kind ofthe Avogadro’s number, b 5Bohr magneton, and k5
thiosemicarbazone systems.Boltzmann constant. The best least-square fit (solid line in

The UV–visible studies show the importance of theFig. 5) is obtained from the parameters J /k527.33 K
21 21 S→Cu(II) s-donor and Cu(II)→S p-donor charge trans-(25.09 cm ), 26.10 (24.24 cm ) and 24.22 K (22.93

21 fers in these compounds. The increase in energy of thecm ). The g-values are 2.085, 2.102 and 2.082 for
azomethine group stretching vibration band suggests thethiocyanate, cyanate and azide complexes, respectively.
existence of metal to ligand p-back donation in theseThese g-values are in good agreement with those obtained
complexes.from ESR, 2.084 (NCS), 2.093 (NCO) and 2.082 (N ).3 Magnetic susceptibility data indicate the presence ofIt has been proposed [37] that the antiferromagnetic
weak antiferromagnetic interactions in the pseudohalidecontribution to the magnetic exchange constant J for a
derivatives. In the case of the thiocyanate compound,binuclear system is proportional to the square of the energy

2 exchange coupling takes place in the Cu S units. This2 2difference (D ) between the two magnetic orbitals in-
behaviour can be qualitatively described from an EHMO¨volved. An Extended Huckel molecular orbital (EHMO)
study on real molecules. The results show that the mag-analysis has been performed by means of the CACAO
nitude of the bridge angle and the type of bridge atom playprogram [38,39] to give a qualitative explanation for the
an important role in the magnetic behaviour of thesestructural characteristics observed in these complexes and
systems.some of their magnetic features. EHMO calculations were

carried out using the crystallographic coordinates of the
compounds followed by reorientation of the molecules to

4. Experimental sectionensure a maximum overlap [40]. The data are given in
Table 5. The results show a qualitative agreement between

4.1. Preparation of the complexesthe gap of the two d magnetic orbitals involved and2 2x 2y

the J values. The results are consistent with the influence
Thiosemicarbazide, pyridine-2-carbaldehyde, sodiumof the bridge angle and the bridge atom in idealised dimers

and potassium pseudohalides and copper(II) nitrate were[9]. In our case, angles closer to 908 and oxygen bridge
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co and Fluka. All theatoms tend to diminish the J value.
complexes were dried under vacuum. In all cases, theThe small values of the magnetic interactions are in
Cu(NO )(L) complex was used as starting material.3accordance with the structural details and show that the

Good quality green single crystals of compound 4 wereexchange propagation direction is in a different plane than
achieved from the mother-liquor of an aqueous solutionthat formed by the magnetic d orbitals. These results2 2x 2y containing copper(II) nitrate and the thiosemicarbazoneagree well with the existence of an intradimer exchange
ligand after separating the Cu(NO )(L) precipitate. A3coupling in the Cu S units.2 2 solution of compound 3 in DMSO under a slow decrease
of temperature led to the attainment of dark green crystals
adequate for X-ray analysis.

3. Conclusions Caution! Azide derivatives can be explosive on strong
heating. Thermogravimetric measurements showed that

The crystal structures of compounds 3 and 4 reveal compound 4 violently decomposes at 398 K.
binuclear and monomeric molecules, respectively, with the
copper(II) ions in a distorted square–pyramidal environ- 4.2. Physical measurements
ment. Compound 3 exhibits several features which make it
unique, as the presence of non-symmetrically related Microanalyses were performed with a LECO CHNS-932
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analyser. A Perkin–Elmer system-7 was used for thermo- CCDC-102310, and -102320 for compounds 4 and 3,
gravimetric measurements. Infrared spectra were obtained respectively.
with samples prepared as KBr pellets in the 400–4000
region on a MATTSON FTIR 1000 spectrophotometer and

21in the 250–600 cm range on a Perkin–Elmer 1430 Acknowledgements
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Abstract

The synthesis and characterisation of two novel Cu(II) eight and six coordinate compounds with the bidentate ligands 4-methyl-5-
imidazolecarboxaldehyde (4-Me-5-CHOIm) and 1-benzyl-2-hydroxymethylimidazole (1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) are described. Single crystals2

of [Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO ) (1) and [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ](NO ) (2) were used in structure determinations. The two4 2 2 3 2 2 4 3 2
¯compounds both crystallise in the monoclinic space group P1 with Z52 for (1) and Z51 for (2). The structural data for (1) indicated that

Cu(II) ion is involved in a flattened tetrahedron of N(1), N(2), N(3) and N(4) atoms of imidazoles ring as well as in a more distant
elongated tetrahedron of four of the z-axis oxygen atoms O(1), O(2), O(3), O(4) of aldehyde groups. The coordination scheme of the
six-coordinate Cu(II) complex (2) is a slightly distorted tetragonal bipyramid and the ligands act as a monodentate and bidentate.
Additionally, the coordination processes with Cu(II) were detected and characterised in solution using spectroscopic (EPR and UV–VIS)
as wall as potentiometric methods.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Eight-coordinate copper complex; Bidentate ligands; Crystal structure; EPR spectra; Stability constants

1. Introduction interest in the coordination chemistry of Cu(II) complexes
with imidazoles containing hydroxymethyl or carboxal-

Cu(II) has been termed a ‘‘plastic’’ metal center [1] due dehyde substituent situated in position 2 of the imidazole
9to the ability of a d configuration to take on various ring led us recently to the conclusion that in aqueous

modifications of coordination numbers from 4 to 8. It gives solution the oxygen atom of the substituents interacts with
a great number of various coordination polyhedra, related the metal ion participating in five-membered chelate ring
to the possibility of distortion of the coordination poly- together with imidazole nitrogens. Quantitative analysis of
hedron around Cu(II) [2]. A limited number of complexes log K / log K does not indicate the existence of typical,n n1 1

with eight-coordinate distorted dodecahedral Cu(II) en- strong chelates in solution because the metal–oxygen bond
vironments have created a great deal of interest [3–7]. is weak and easily broken. On the other hand, the values of
Most of them are tetrakis-chelated carboxylate-like Cu(II) a substituent constant, log*b , are apparently higher for1

complexes This work reports a new type of Cu(II) complexes with 1-Pr-2-CHOIm or 1-Pr-2-CH OHIm2

complex with an eight-coordinate CuN O chromophore (where Pr5propyl) and furthermore, the specific EPR4 4

realised by four 4-methyl-5-imidazolecarboxaldehyde lig- spectral parameters of one of the species formed suggest
ands. Interactions of copper ions with the imidazole group the participation of the ligand oxygen atom as a partner of
of histidine residues have been widely observed in many pyridine-like nitrogen in the coordination sphere around
biological molecules and metalloproteins [8–10]. Our Cu(II) [11–13]. In light of our previous results we extend

our studies to other imidazoles providing potentially
coordinating oxygen donors, 4-methyl-5-imidazolecarbox-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 148-41-361-4942; fax: 148-41-361-
aldehyde (4-Me-5-CHOIm) and 1-benzyl-2-hydroxy-6011.

E-mail address: basiab@pu.kielce.pl (B. Barszcz) methylimidazole (1-Bz-2-CH OHIm). Special attention2

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00311-3
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3was paid to find direct proof of their chelation role towards 240 1C combined electrode in a glass vessel (10 cm )
Cu(II) ion on the basis of X-ray crystal structure analysis. thermostated at 2560.18C and at an ionic strength of I

23The complexes were studied by IR, EPR UV–VIS and (KNO 50.5 mol?dm ). The electrode was calibrated by3

TGA measurements. The coordination processes with means of titration of HCl solution of known titre with
Cu(II) in solution were detected and characterised using solution of NaOH according to ref. [14].

3spectroscopic (EPR and UV–VIS) as well as potentiomet- The initial solution volume was 5 cm and the con-
21 23ric methods. centration of ligands was 1?10 mol?dm for determi-

nation of the protonation constants and of the stability
21 1constants. The molar ratio Cu :HL was 1:4 and 1:6 and

2. Experimental titrations were carried out in the region 2–5 pH and for
determination of the protonation constants 2–8.5 pH range.

2.1. Chemicals The total number of data points for both complexes was
more than 200. The stability constants b of the complexesn

4-Me-5-CHOIm was obtained from the Aldrich Chemi- and dissociation constants of the conjugate acids were
cal Co (168–1708C) and 1-Bz-2-CH OHIm (96–978C) refined by SUPERQUAD [15] program.2

´was synthesised at the Technical University of Poznan.
The purity of 1-Bz-2-CH OHIm was additionally moni- 2.4. Spectra at visible region2

tored by chromatography and through using the poten-
tiometric method. The complexes of Cu(II) with 4-Me-5-CHOIm and 1-

Bz-2-CH OHIm were also investigated by a spectral2

2.2. Instrumentation method over the visible range. The ligands’ concentration
21 23were 1.2?10 mol?dm and the concentration ratio of

Elemental analyses were run on a Model 240 Perkin- metal–ligand was 1:6. The absorption spectra were re-
Elmer CHN Analyzer. corded after pH adjustment by NaOH or HNO at constant3

21The infrared spectra (4000–400 cm ) in KBr and FIR ionic strength (I50.5 M).
21spectra (400–30 cm ) in Nujol with specimens applied as

suspension of the complexes in Nujol onto a polyethylene 2.5. EPR spectra
window, were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 180 spec-
trophotometer. EPR spectra were performed at 77 K in ethylene glycol–

The absorption spectra were recorded using Specord water (1:1 v/v) solutions. The ligand concentration was
21 3M-40 (Carl Zeiss Jena). The reflectance spectra were 1.0310 mol dm and the concentration ratio of metal–

measured on a Cary 5 UV–Vis–near IR spectrometer. ligand was 1:5. The EPR spectra were recorded after pH
The EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ESP 300E adjustment by HNO and/or NaOH at constant ionic3

spectrometer operating at X-band (9.1–9.9 GHz) and strength (I50.5 M). The spectra were analysed by a
equipped with the Bruker NMR gaussmeter ER 035M and computer simulation program based on resonance fields
the Hewlett-Packard microwave frequency counter. calculated according to method of Sakaguchi et al. [16,17]

T.Q.A. and D.S.C. studies were carried out using Du
Part AT 1090 Termal Analizer with TG-951 Thermo- 2.6. Synthesis of the coordination compounds
gravimetric Analyzer and DSC-910 Differential Scanning
Calorimeter in dynamic air atmosphere over the tempera- 2.6.1. [Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO )4 2 2 3 2

3ture 0–6808C range. An aqueous solution of 4-Me-5-CHOIm (20 cm ) was
The X-ray patterns of the find residues were obtained on added dropwise, while stirring to an aqueous solution of

3a SIEMENS D-500 diffractometer with Cu K radiation Cu(NO ) ?3H O (15 cm ). The molar ratio Cu:L was 1:2.3 2 2
˚lamp (l51.5814 A). The solution was left to stand at room temperature for a

23Conductivity measurements were carried out (1?10 few days and the resulting blue crystals were filtered and
23mol?dm ) with N572 (Mera–Elvro) conductivity meter washed with cold Et O and after that were dried for three2

23 23using 1?10 mol?dm solution of the complex. days in a vacuum box. Under these preparative conditions
Magnetic measurements were carried out on Magnetic a complex of definite stoichiometry was formed (Found: C,

Susceptibility Balance (Sherwood Scientific) at room 36.66; H, 3.75; N, 21.15; C H N O Cu Calc.: C,20 28 10 12

temperature by Guoy’s method using Hg[Co(NCS) ] as 36.15; H, 3.62; N, 21.08%). m 51.81 BM (295 K). The4 eff
2 21the calibrant. complex has L 5283 S cm ?mol in H O, consistentM 2

with a 2:1 electrolyte.
2.3. Potentiometric titrations

2.6.2. [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ](NO )2 4 3 2

Potentiometric measurements of Cu(II) complexes were The complex was obtained by mixing a 1:4 molar ratio
carried out using PHM-64 pH meter (Radiometer) and GK of Cu(NO ) ?3H O and 1-Bz-2-CH OHIm by the follow-3 2 2 2
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ing method. An aqueous solution of Cu(NO ) ?3H O (1 using SHELXL-93 [20]. Experimental details are given in3 2 2
3mmol, 20 cm ) was added dropwise, stirring, to an Table 1. The positions of hydrogen atoms of water

3ethanolic 1-Bz-2-CH OHIm solution (4 mmol, 20 cm ). molecules were located from differential Fourier synthesis.2

When the mixture was allowed to stand at room tempera- Other hydrogen atoms were placed in geometrically calcu-
ture, solid compounds formed, which were collected by lated positions with the isotropic temperature factors taken
filtration. After washing with cold Et O and drying, as 1.2 Ueq of the neighbouring heavier atoms. Several2

crystals of definite stoichiometry, suitable for X-ray analy- cycles of refinement of the co-ordinates and anisotropic
sis were obtained (Found: C, 56.25; H, 5.08; N, 14.90; thermal parameters for non-hydrogen atoms (parameters of
C H N O Cu Calc.: C, 56.14; H, 5.10; N, 14.88%). the H atoms were fixed) reduced the R value to 0.0762 and44 48 10 10

2
m 51.83 BM (295 K). The complex has L 573 S?cm ? 0.0480. The R and Rw values are higher for Cu(II)eff M

21 complexes with 4-Me-5-CHOIm due to the twin form ofmol at 258C in EtOH, consistent with a 2:1 electrolyte.
the crystals.

2.7. X-ray crystallography
3. Results and discussion

Weissenberg photographs showed the crystal system,
space group and approximate unit cell dimensions. Accur- 3.1. Description of the structures
ate unit cell parameters and orientation matrices were
calculated using least-square techniques. Intensities were 3.1.1. [Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO )4 2 2 3 2

collected using a KUMA K-4 diffractometer in the w-20 The crystal structure of the complex consists of two
21scan with graphite-monochromatic CuK radiation at room [Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ] units; the charge of the cationic4

temperature. The stability of intensities was monitored by complex is balanced by two non-coordinated nitrate an-
measurement of three standards after every 100 reflections. ions. Additionally, two water molecules per one complex
The data were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation are present. A molecular diagram presenting the atomic
effects [18] No absorption correction was applied. The numbering scheme is shown in Fig. 1, while selected bond
structures were solved by direct methods using SHELXS- distances and bond angles for non hydrogen atoms are
86 [19] and refined by full-matrix least-squares on all F listed in Table 2, hydrogen bond lengths and angles are

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement for [Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO ) and [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ](NO )4 2 2 3 2 2 4 3 2

[Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO ) [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ](NO )4 2 2 3 2 2 4 3 2

Empirical formula C H N O Cu C H N O Cu20 28 10 12 44 48 10 10

Formula weight 664.06 940.46
T/K 293(2) 293(2)
Wavelength 1.5418 1.5418
Crystal system triclinic triclinic

¯ ¯Space group P1 P1
˚a /A 9.232(2) 9.580(2)
˚b /A 9.887(2) 11.216(2)
˚c /A 15.859(3) 12.606(3)

a / 8 88.62(3) 110.70(3)
b / 8 82.70(3) 96.95(3)
g / 8 88.45(3) 112.65(3)

3˚U /A 1435.0(5) 1116.3(4)
Z 2 1

23D /g cm 1.537 1.399c

Crystal size /mm 0.1530.1530.20 0.1230.1530.20
F(000) 686 491
2Q range / 8 5.6–161.5 7.0–161.2
Extinction coefficient 0.0035(9) 0.0135(11)
Range of h, k, l 211→11, 211→11, 0→20 212→12, 214→13, 0→16
No. reflections measured 5449 4364
No. reflections observed 4608 [I.2s(I)] 3813 [I.2s(I)]
No. parameters varied 393 296

2Goodness-of-fit (on F ) 1.100 1.094
R1 5 o (uF u 2 uF u) /o uF u 0.0762 0.0480o c o

awR2 0.2225 0.1403
Largest diff. peak 0.984 and 21.321 0.786 and 20.711

23˚and hole /e A
a 2 2 2 2 2 1 / 2wR2 5 ho (w(F 2 F ) j /o [w(F ) ]j .o c o
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Table 2
˚Bond lengths [A] and angles [8]

[Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO )4 2 2 3 2

Lengths
Cu–N(11) 2.013(3) N(11)–C(13) 1.391(5)
Cu–N(21) 1.995(3) N(21)–C(21) 1.311(5)
Cu–N(31) 2.028(3) N(21)–C(23) 1.407(5)
Cu–N(41) 2.006(3) N(31)–C(31) 1.314(5)
Cu–O(11) 2.987(3) N(31)–C(33) 1.382(5)
Cu–O(21) 2.977(3) N(41)–C(41) 1.305(5)
Cu–O(31) 2.816(3) N(41)–C(43) 1.393(5)
Cu–O(41) 3.002(3) O(1)–N(1) 1.191(7)
O(11)–C(15) 1.197(5) O(2)–N(1) 1.263(7)
O(21)–C(25) 1.177(6) O(3)–N(1) 1.163(8)
O(31)–C(35) 1.216(5) O(4)–N(2) 1.272(6)
O(41)–C(45) 1.191(6) O(5)–N(2) 1.230(6)
N(11)–C(11) 1.306(5) O(6)–N(2) 1.242(6)

Angles
N(11)–Cu–N(31) 165.8(1) O(31)–Cu–N(41) 81.7(1)
N(21)–Cu–N(11) 91.9(1) O(41)–Cu–N(11) 86.8(1)
N(21)–Cu–N(41) 166.9(1) O(41)–Cu–N(21) 126.4(1)
N(21)–Cu–N(31) 90.3(1) O(41)–Cu–N(31) 80.6(1)
N(41)–Cu–N(31) 91.3(1) O(41)–Cu–N(41) 66.7(1)

Fig. 1. Atomic numbering scheme and the structure of the complex
N(41)–Cu–N(11) 89.7(1) C(11)–N(11)–Cu 125.8(3)

[Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO ) .4 2 2 3 2 O(11)–Cu–O(21) 135.1(1) C(13)–N(11)–Cu 126.4(3)
O(11)–Cu–O(31) 58.4(1) C(21)–N(21)–Cu 127.1(3)
O(11)–Cu–O(41) 141.3(1 C(23)–N(21)–Cu 127.1(3)given in Table 3. Four ligands are bound to the metal ion
O(11)–Cu–N(11) 66.8(1) C(31)–N(31)–Cu 129.4(3)in a bidentate fashion through the pyridine-like nitrogen
O(11)–Cu–N(21) 84.0(1) C(33)–N(31)–Cu 123.8(2)atom of the imidazole ring and oxygen atom of the
O(11)–Cu–N(31) 127.4(1) C(41)–N(41)–Cu 126.0(3)

carbonyl group attached to each imidazole leading to a O(11)–Cu–N(41) 84.7(1) C(43)–N(41)–Cu 127.5(3)
CuN O local molecular chromophore being formed. The O(21)–Cu–O(31) 144.8(1) O(11)–C(15)–C(13) 124.5(4)4 4

structural data indicate that the Cu(II) ion is involved in a O(21)–Cu–O(41) 60.2(1) O(21)–C(25)–C(23) 124.9(5)
O(21)–Cu–N(11) 80.4(1) O(31)–C(35)–C(33) 122.6(4)flattened tetrahedron of N(1), N(2), N(3) and N(4) atoms
O(21)–Cu–N(21) 66.7(1) O(41)–C(45)–C(43) 126.2(5)as well as in a more distant elongated tetrahedron of four
O(21)–Cu–N(31) 87.6(1) O(3)–N(1)–O(1) 122.3(7)

off-the z-axis oxygen atoms (O(1), O(2), O(3), O(4)). The O(21)–Cu–N(41) 126.3(1) O(3)–N(1)–O(2) 118.1(8)
Cu–N(imidazole) bond distances are between 1.995(3) and O(31)–Cu–O(41) 135.4(1) O(1)–N(1)–O(2) 119.4(7)

˚2.028(3) A, whereas long Cu–O(carbonyl) bonds distances O(31)–Cu–N(11) 125.0(1) O(5)–N(2)–O(6) 120.7(5)
O(31)–Cu–N(21) 86.7(1) O(5)–N(2)–O(4) 119.4(5)˚have a wider range [2.816(3)–3.002(3) A]. The form of

21 O(31)–Cu–N(31) 69.1(1) O(6)–N(2)–O(4) 119.9(5)distortion in the Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) cation involves not4

only bond-length but also apparent bond-angle distortions. [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ](NO )2 4 3 2

The angles N(11)–Cu–N(31) and N(21)–Cu–N(41) show
Lengths

deviation from the least-squares plane to tetrahedra of 14.5 iaCu-N(11) 2.009(2)
and 138 respectively; the slight tetrahedral distortion is Cu–N(11) 2.009(2)

idistinctly pronounced in the angle of 19.68(2) between the Cu–N(21) 2.028(2)
Cu–N(21) 2.028(2)N(11)–Cu–N(41) and N(21)–Cu–N(31) planes. The

iCu–O(11) 2.472(2)stereochemistry about the copper(II) is similar to that
Cu–O(11) 2.472(2)

found for other structurally characterized eight-coordinate O(11)–C(14) 1.408(3)
complexes: CaCu(OAc) ?6H O [3], [Cu(6-aminohexanoic- O(21)–C(24) 1.403(4)4 2

acid) ](ClO ) [4] and [Cu(Me NCH COO) ](NO ) [7] N(11)–C(11) 1.318(3)4 4 2 3 2 4 3 2 ,
N(11)–C(13) 1.375(3)with long Cu–O(carboxy) bonds of 2.788(2), 2.88,
N(21)–C(21) 1.324(3)˚2.833(4) A, respectively, however the extent of tetrahedral
N(21)–C(23) 1.378(3)

distortion is comparable only to that found for O(1)–N(1) 1.224(3)
CaCu(OAc) ?6H O [3]. The next four examples of eight- O(2)–N(1) 1.217(3)4 2

coordinate complexes are X [Cu(o-phtalato) ]?nH O O(3)–N(1) 1.219(3)2 2 2

(where X5Li [5], Rb [5], Na [6], K [6]), in which in all
Anglescases two different long Cu–O(carboxy) bonds (ca. 3.06 i iN(11) –Cu–N(11) 180.0 O(11)–Cu–N(11) 72.6(1)˚and 2.71 A) are present. The coordination polyhedron of i iN(11) –Cu–N(21) 89.8(1) O(11)–Cu–N(21) 86.6(1)

i iall these structures was described as a distorted dodecahed- N(11)–Cu–N(21) 90.2(1) O(11)–Cu–N(21) 93.4(1)
iron, except for Li [Cu(o-phtalato) ]?4H O [5], with the N(11) –Cu–N(21) 90.2(1) C(11)–N(11)–Cu 120.9(2)2 2 2
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Table 2 (continued) Cu(II) environment assigned to an irregular square-antip-
rism. The O atoms participating in the long bonds areN(11)–Cu–N(21) 89.8(1) C(13)–N(11)–Cu 132.6(2)

iN(21) –Cu–N(21) 180.0 C(21)–N(21)–Cu 128.8(2) displaced usually by about 408 from the apical octahedral
iO(11) –Cu–O(11) 180.0 C(23)–N(21)–Cu 124.4(2) sites because of the restricting geometry of the carboxylate
iO(11) –Cu–N(11) 72.6(1) O(11)–C(14)–C(11) 107.5(2) O–C–O groups. In the case of the [Cu(4-Me-5-i iO(11) –Cu–N(11) 107.4(1) O(21)–C(24)–C(21) 109.3(3) 21
i CHOIm) ] both N(imidazole) and O(carbonyl) donors of4O(11) –Cu–N(21) 93.4(1) O(2)–N(1)–O(3) 120.0(3)
i i each imidazole ligand are involved in a five-memberedO(11) –Cu–N(21) 86.6(1) O(2)–N(1)–O(1) 121.5(3)

O(11)–Cu–N(11) 107.4(1) O(3)–N(1)–O(1) 118.6(3) chelate ring, however due to significant differences be-
a tween Cu–N and Cu–O distances the chelation is definite-Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: (i) 2 x,

2 y, 2 z. ly asymmetric. The formation of the chelate ring leads to a
smaller displacement from the z-axis direction than for
Cu(II) complexes with carboxylate groups; the bond angles

Table 3
a (including off z-axis oxygens) O(21)–Cu–O(41) and˚Hydrogen bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8)

O(11)–Cu–O(31) are 60.2(1) and 58.4(1)8, respectively. It
D–H? ? ?A Lengths Angles

is noteworthy that the location of a CHO substituent in theDHA
imidazole ring provides the possibility of tautomericD–H H? ? ?A D? ? ?A
equilibrium (Scheme 1) between 4-CHO-5-MeIm and 4-

[Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO )4 2 2 3 2 Me-5-CHOIm isomers; the molecular structure revealsiO(7)–H(1)? ? ?O(6) 0.98 1.85 2.820(6) 172.7
stabilisation of 4-CHO-5-MeIm isomer as the only formO(7)–H(2? ? ?O(2) 0.84 1.97 2.800(7) 169.0
able to form a chelate ring. The two H O molecules andO(8)–H(3? ? ?O(31) 0.89 1.93 2.809(5) 170.1 2

i 2O(8)–H(4)? ? ?O(5) 0.93 2.18 3.073(6) 160.6 two NO ions present in the complex molecule are3iiN(12)–H(12)? ? ?O(1) 0.86 1.86 2.697(6) 165.4 engaged in hydrogen bonding interactions. There are
N(22)–H(22)? ? ?O(7) 0.86 1.94 2.800(6) 174.4

hydrogen bonds between N–H of two imidazole moleculesiiiN(32)–H(32)? ? ?O(8) 0.86 1.93 2.738(5) 156.5
iv and water oxygen atoms N(22)–H(22) . . . O(7) andN(42)–H(42)? ? ?O(4) 0.86 2.03 2.861(6) 161.0

N(32)–H(32) . . . O(8) (Table 3). The hydrogen atoms of
[Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ](NO ) two remaining imidazoles [N(12)–H(12) and N(42)–2 4 3 2

vO(11)–H(1)? ? ?O(1) 1.03 2.04 2.898(4) 138.9 H(42)] and H O molecules participate in hydrogen bond-v 2O(11)–H(1)? ? ?O(3) 1.03 2.01 2.957(4) 152.4 2ing interactions with NO oxygen atoms.3O(21)–H(2)? ? ?O(2) 0.96 1.84 2.741(4) 154.0
a Symmetry code: (i) 2 x 1 1, 2 y, 2 z, (ii) 2 x 1 1, 2 y 1 1, 2 z 1 3.1.2. [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ](NO )2 4 3 21, (iii) x 2 1, y, z, (iv) x, y 1 1, z (v) 2 x, 2 y 2 1, 2 z.

The crystal structure of the complex consists of a [Cu(1-
21Bz-2-CH OHIm) ] cation and two non-coordinated ni-2 4

trate anions. Hence the asymmetric unit consists of one
half of the complex molecule and nitrate ion.. The struc-
ture of the complex and the labelling of its atoms are
presented in Fig. 2. The metal ion lies on a centre of
symmetry and is surrounded by four nitrogen atoms of the
imidazole rings, N(11), N(11i), N(21), N(21i), and two

Scheme 1.

Fig. 2. Atomic numbering scheme and the structure of the complex [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ] (NO ) .2 4 3 2
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oxygen atoms O(11), O(11i) of the hydroxymethyl group. carbonyl oxygen in a weak metal–ligand interaction
The coordination scheme of six-coordinate Cu(II) is a (according to the Cu–O bond distances within 2.816(3)

˚slightly distorted tetragonal bipyramid. The plane of its and 3.002(3) A range).
base is formed by four electron-donor nitrogen atoms of The Cu(II)-1-Bz-2-CH OHIm complex, which consists2

the imidazole rings with Cu–N bond lengths of 2.009(2) of two kind of ligands, mono- and bidentate, exhibits two
21˚ absorption bands of O–H vibration, at 3336 cm andand 2.028(2) A, while two oxygen atoms of CH OH2

21˚ 3112 cm . The first one owing to a n(O–H) vibration isgroups are located at its vertices 2.472(2) A from Cu(II).
assigned to the free OH group and the second to OH-groupThus, two of the ligands act as monodentate and two as

2participating in hydrogen bonds to the NO and beingbidentate, forming five-membered chelate rings with the 3

sensitive to metal coordination via oxygen atom. Thecentral ion. The presence of benzyl substituents clearly
21spectrum of free ligand shows a strong band at 1031 cmbrings about steric hindrance for involvement of each of

which is attributed to the n(C–O) frequencies. Afterthe CH OH groups in Cu(II) coordination. Valency angles2
21coordination, the band at 1031 cm splits into two bandsand bond lengths in the complex are listed in Table 2. The

21 21at 1052 cm and 1040 cm which are assigned to thetetragonality, T50.809, which is given by the ratio of the
n(C–O) frequencies of CH OH group of mono andin-plane copper–ligand bond length R to the out-of-plane 2S

bidentate ligand respectively.copper–ligand bond-length R [4], is smaller than for aL

Both of the Cu(II) complexes, with 4-Me-5-CHOIm andtypical six-coordinate tetragonal complex Cu(HCO ) ?2 2

1-Bz-2-CH OHIm show new bands, compared to the4H O [4] (T50.85). Thus, the results unambiguously 22
21ligand spectra, at 300 and 278 cm , respectively, whichsupport ability of CH OH oxygen atom to be involved in2

21arise from n(Cu–N) stretches [22–24] and 363 cm , 462Cu(II) chelation, however at longer z-axis distances. The
212 cm , respectively, which may arise from n(Cu–O) stret-crystal structure shows that the NO ions interact by3

ches.hydrogen bonds with the O–H of hydroxymethyl group
(Fig. 2); there are hydrogen bonds between H(1) or H(1i)

3.3. Thermal propertiesand O(1), O(3), or O(1i) and O(3i) (Table 3) leading to
˚O(11)–H(1) . . . O(1) (2.04 A) and O(11)–H(1) . . . O(3)

˚ The thermal behaviour of the Cu(II) complex with(2.01 A) interactions.
4-Me-5-CHOIm was investigated from their T.G.A. and
D.S.C. plots. Analysis of the solid decomposition products

3.2. Vibrational spectra were performed using analytical data and X-ray diffracto-
gram. The data characteristic of the termal decomposition

The free ligands, 4-Me-5-CHOIm and 1-Bz-2- processes are collected in Table 4. The decomposition of
21CH OHIm exhibit broad absorption bands at 2806 cm the Cu(II) complex proceeds in three stages in the ca.2

21and 3136 cm , respectively, which are assigned to inter- 0–6808C range in air atmosphere. In the first step the
and intramolecular hydrogen bond n(O . . . H . . . N) vi- compound loses two molecules of water. An endothermic
brations. It was shown (Scheme 1) that 4-Me-5-CHOIm peak and a weight loss step which only appears around
having unsubstituted NH nitrogen can exist in two 758C informs that the molecules of water are not directly
tautometric forms due to movement of a proton between bound to the central ion but only interact by hydrogen
annular nitrogen atoms. Complex formation hampered this bonds with N–H of imidazole molecules in accordance
proton exchange but the involvement of two H O mole- with the X-ray molecular structure. The next two steps2

2cules and two NO in hydrogen bonding interaction with between 80 and 5238C correspond to the release of the3

N–H of the imidazole ligands leads to an absorption band 4-Me-5-CHOIm which proceeds through the non-stoichio-
21at 2822 cm which is broad too. The IR band at ca. 1667 metric products and remaining N O . Further heating gives2 5

21cm in the free 4-Me-5-CHOIm may arise from n(C5O) CuO as the final products, additionally identified on the
of the aldehyde group, it is affected upon Cu(II) coordina- basis of X-ray diffractogram. The decomposition scheme
tion and slightly shifted to lower wavenumbers ca. 1663 once more confirms the analytical data of the complex and

21cm as expected, taking into account involvement of the good agreement with some of the X-ray structural data.

Table 4
T.G.A. and D.S.C data for [Cu(4-Me-5-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO )4 2 2 3 2

Step of Process Weight loss (%) Calcd. DT T.G.A. D.S.C. peaks Heat
decomposition Found (8C) (8C) effect

I 22H O 4.96 5.42 30–80 74.8 endo2

II 22.25L 37.20 37.30 80–253 207.3 exo
III 21.75L; 2N O 43.80 45.30 253–523 4298 exo2 5
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Table 63.4. Potentiometry
EPR parameters of Cu(II) complexes with imidazole derivatives

1-Bz-2-CH OHIm 4-Me-5-CHOImThe protonation constants of 4-Me-5-CHOIm, 1-Bz-2- 2

a aCH OHIm, and some imidazole derivatives playing the pH A g pH A g2 i i i i

role of references, as well as the equilibrium stability
2.29 145 2.360 3.19 154 2.356

constants of their complexes with copper(II) ions de- 4.33 145 2.360 4.14 166 2.310
termined by the pH potentiometric technique a 258C are 165 2.293

4.80 165 2.293given in Table 5. The results clearly indicate that the
5.80 170 2.280basicity of imidazoles depends on electron density located
6.10 175 2.277on the basic nitrogen atom. The presence of the methyl

Ethanolic solution 175 2.277 Ethanolic solution 176 2.277
substituent in position 2 (1-Bu-2-MeIm or 4,5-DMeIm) of Polycrystalline Polycrystalline
the imidazole ring increases the basicity because of a sample 180 2.274 sample 179 2.276
positive induction effect. The basicity of hydroxymethyl a 24 21Aqueous solution; A in 10 cm .i
and carboxaldehyde derivatives is about one to three orders
of magnitude smaller due to the strong electron-withdraw-
ing effect of CH OH or CHO group. imidazoles containing the carboxaldehyde group in posi-2

The coordination ability of the imidazoles towards tion 2 which is only possible with one of the tautometric
Cu(II), as is seen from Table 5 depends not only on the forms of 4-Me-5-CHOIm.
basicity of ligands but also on the degree of steric Therefore, complex formation with Cu(II) ion in aque-
hindrance of the substituents or their chelation effect. As ous solution would stabilise the 4-CHO-5-MeIm isomer. In
the ligand basicities differ, it is possible to use the the same way 1-benzyl-2-hydroxymethylimidazole can
parameter log*b 5log b 2pK , called the replacement interact with a Cu(II) ion forming a similar chelate ring in1 1 a

constant, in order to characterise factors responsible for aqueous solution. The 4-Me-5-CHOIm forms the species
21 21 21 21complex stability, other than acidity (Table 5). The type ML , ML , ML and ML over the pH 2–52 3 4

21substituents situated in position 2 of the donor nitrogen range and ML complex predominate in the pH range4

atom usually represent a steric hindrance to complexation. 4.5–5. It was confirmed by crystal structure and analytical
Therefore 1-Bu-2-MeIm and 4,5-DMeIm, in spite of their data that the last complex corresponds to that isolated from

21high basicity, form less stable complexes with transition water solution in the solid state. Only two species ML ,
21metal cations [11,21]. However, as is seen from Table 5, ML with L51-benzyl-2-hydroxymethylimidazole have2

the presence of a CH OH or carboxaldehyde group in this been identified because the complexes with higher coordi-2

position increases the stability of Cu(II)-complexes taking nation number appeared to be insoluble in the water.
into consideration the basic properties of the ligands, being
about three orders of magnitude smaller. As it is seen from
Table 5, the values of log*b are highest for Cu(II) 3.5. EPR and electronic spectra
complexes with 4-Me-5-CHOIm. It follows that the stabili-
ty of 4-Me-5-CHOIm complexes is modified by the The EPR spectra of the species formed between Cu(II)
participation of carboxaldehyde group oxygen atoms in the ions and 4-Me-5-CHOIm or 1-Bz-2-CH OHIm, show axial2

Cu(II) coordination sphere. This results in the formation of S51/2 spectra consistent with a square-planar or slightly
a five-membered chelate ring involving the exocyclic tetragonal (due to weak z-axis coordination) Cu(II) en-
oxygen atom and the pyridine-like nitrogen atom of the vironment. The change of EPR spectral parameters (Table
imidazole ring. The chelate rings can be formed by 6) followed by pH increase allows to detect and identify

Table 5
23*Stability constants and log b of Cu(II)-imidazole derivatives complexes in aqueous solution at 298 K and I50.5 mol?dm (KNO )1 3

*Ligand pK log b log b log b log b log ba 1 2 3 4 1

4,5-Dimethylimidazole [21] 8.19 3.72 6.92 9.55 10.78 24.47
(4,5-DMeIm)
4-Methyl-5-imidazolecarboxaldehyde 4.20 3.39(1) 5.80(3) 7.37(6) 8.38(1) 20.81
(4-Me-5-CHOIm)
1-Butyl-2-methylimidazole [12] 8.18 3.74 6.98 9.44 11.26 24.44
(1-Bu-2-CH Im)3

1-Butyl-2-hydroxymethylimidazole [12] 7.00 4.11 7.62 10.39 11.89 22.89
(1-Bu-2-CH OHIm)2

1-Benzyl-2-hydroxymethylimidazole 6.58 3.34(3) 7.54(5) – – 23.24
(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm)2
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different complexes for Cu(II)-4-Me-5-CHOIm system. each of these two compounds. The specific hyperfine
Aqueous solution studies are strongly limited in the case of structure due to nitrogen nuclei is easy seen in g region'

1-Bz-2-CH OHIm ligation due to its precipitation at pH. and is changed upon the consequent increase of the2

4.5. The complex containing one ligand can be character- number of nitrogen atoms interacting with copper’s un-
ised as species formed only between pH 2.93–4.33, paired electrons. It is noteworthy, that the parameters

24 21however some change in the perpendicular region of the A 5176?10 cm and g 52.277 for the species formedi i

spectrum at pH 4.33 may be treated as an indication of the between Cu(II) and 4-Me-5-CHOIm or 1-Bz-2-CH OHIm2

second complex formation. Similar parameters (A 5140? in aqueous solutions resemble quite closely those fori
24 2110 cm and g 52.360) to those stated for the related ethanolic solutions of crystalline [Cu(4-Me-5-i

complex with 1-Pr-2-CH Im [13] should be treated as CHOIm) ](H O) (NO ) or [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ]3 4 2 2 3 2 2 4

evidence that an oxygen donor is not present in Cu(II) (NO ) (Figs. 3e, 3f, respectively). Hence, according to3 2
24binding. On the other hand, the parameters (A 5156?10 the crystal and molecular structure data of the latter twoi

21cm and g 52.355) of the first complex with 4-Me-5- complexes, these EPR parameters correspond to the co-i

CHOIm are analogous to these found for 1-Pr-2-CHOIm ordination realized by four nitrogen atoms in Cu(II) plane.
and should be assigned to the effect of the oxygen atom The crystal structure packing imposes ligand oxygen atoms
provided by the functional group onto Cu(II) binding. to be involved in out-of-plane coordination; the weakly
When the pH is increased to 4.14 formation of two species bound oxygen donors are easily replaced by the solvent
being in equilibrium is observed (Fig. 3c) for Cu-4-Me-5- molecules and/or by the fifth imidazole nitrogen in the
CHOIm system; one of them exhibits parameters (A 5 solutions. This is a rare case when the EPR for thei

24 21165?10 cm , g 52.293) assigned [13] to the chelate solutions of the structurally characterised crystals and fori

ring formed by oxygen (CHO or CH OH), the pyridine- the species formed between Cu(II) and the same ligands in2

like nitrogen and the Cu(II) ion (Fig. 3a), while the second aqueous solutions may be confronted allowing clear identi-
24 21(with A 5166?10 cm and g 52.310) was found [13] fication of the complexes. Consequently, the spectrum ati i

24 21for systems containing imidazoles without oxygen donors the highest pH (A ¯190?10 cm and g ¯2.260) fori i

(Fig. 3b). It is most likely that isomeric forms, 4-CHO-5- Cu(II) in the presence of 1-Pr-2-CHOIm or 1-Pr-2-
CH Im or 4-Me-5-CHOIm, act as ligands, respectively, in CH OHIm or 1-Pr-2-CH Im and specific hyperfine split-3 2 3

ting of the spectrum due to nitrogen nuclei observed by us
recently [13] may be now unambiguously assigned to

21CuL complex, where the ligands are coordinated to the5

Cu(II) ion in a distorted square pyramid fashion, in
agreement with the assumption made previously only on
the basis of solution spectra [25]. It is noteworthy, that the
spectra of polycrystalline samples exhibit clearly resolved
parallel components of copper hyperfine structure without
any dilution of Cu(II) complexes (Fig. 3d) suggesting that
Cu(II) centers are efficiently isolated by the diamagnetic
ligands. The resolution of the hyperfine splitting is better
for [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ](NO ) than for [Cu(4-Me-5-2 4 3 2

CHOIm) ](H O) (NO ) in agreement with the values of4 2 2 3 2

the shortest Cu–Cu distance based on the crystal structure
˚ ˚data, 9.6 A in the former and 8.1 A in the latter complex.

The reflectance spectra of polycrystalline [Cu(4-Me-5-
CHOIm) ](H O) (NO ) exhibit stronger ligand field (6204 2 2 3 2

nm) than its ethanolic solution at pH56 (694 nm) and
aqueous solution of Cu(II) ions in the presence of the same
4-Me-5-CHOIm ligand at pH54.1 (680 nm). This indi-
cates that coordination at apical positions becomes more
efficient when oxygen atoms of the functional groups in
the crystals are substituted by solvent molecules in solu-
tion. Consequently, it leads to weaker in-plane Cu(II)
bonding. For the Cu(II) complex with 1-Bz-2-CH OHIm2

Fig. 3. EPR spectra of: the complexes formed in water solutions between in aqueous solution at about pH 4 the electronic absorption
Cu(II) and (a) 1-C H -2-CHOIm at pH 5.6, (b)1-C H -CH Im at pH53 7 3 7 3 spectrum shows the ligand-field band of much lower
6.6, (c) 4-CHO-5-CH Im at pH 4.8, (d) 4-CHO-5-CH Im at pH 6.2; (e)3 3 energy (774 nm). This fact is in agreement with EPR datapolycrystalline [Cu(1-Bz-2-CH OHIm) ](NO ) or [Cu(4-Me-5-2 4 3 2

suggesting predominant contribution of the complex withCHOIm) ](H O) (NO ) ) (f) ethanolic solution of [Cu(1-Bz-2-4 2 2 3 2

CH OHIm) ](NO ) or [Cu(4-Me-CHOIm) ](H O) (NO ) . only one ligand in Cu(II) plane. On the other hand, the2 4 3 2 4 2 2 3 2
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Abstract

Twenty one ternary complexes of lanthanide with 3,5-di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylic acid (L) and seven different substituted pyridine-N-
1–7 1–7 1 2oxides (L ), with compositions of REL L ?nH O (RE5Nd, Gd, Er; L 54-picoline-N-oxide; L 54-phenyl-pyridine-N-oxide;3 2 2

3 4 5 6 7L 5pyridine-N-oxide; L 53-picoline-N-oxide; L 5quinoline-N-oxide; L 5iso-quinoline-N-oxide; L 54-methoxyl-pyridine-N-oxide;
n50, 1, 2, 5), were synthesized and characterized by means of elemental analysis, electrical conductivity, thermal analysis and IR spectra.

3The novel crystal structure of ErL L ?(EtOH) has been determined by a single-crystal X-ray diffraction method. It shows that each3 2

erbium ion is linked to three 3,5-di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylic acid ions through two different types of dentation modes in which only the
carboxylate oxygen atoms participate. The coordination geometries of erbium ion can be described as a distorted octa-coordinated
bicapped trigonal prism.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ternary complexes; Lanthanide; 3,5-Di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylic acid; Substituted pyridine-N-oxides; Characterization; Single-crystal structure

1. Introduction [12]. The respective coordinating forms of the carboxylate
ions are: unidentate, chelating-type bidentate, Z, Z-type

Metal ions in soil are predominantly bound to complex bridging bidentate, Z, E-type bridging bidentate, E, E-type
humic and fulvic matter originating from the decomposi- bridging bidentate, and bridging tridentate. Some inter-
tion of natural organic substances. These ligands are mediates between two typical forms are also found.
composed of a limited number of rather simple aromatic Lanthanides(III) are known to have high coordination
molecules, mainly carboxyl and phenolic substituents held numbers, such as 7–10, that make the coordination
together by secondary bonds [1]. The study of metal geometries around the metal atom more diversified. The
complexes formed using polyhydroxy benzoic acids can most popular coordination geometries of lanthanide car-
provide reliable information about the binding of metals to boxylates are the octa-coordinated square-antiprism and
humic substances that are of primary importance to the ennea-coordinated tricapped trigonal prism geometries.
environmental behavior of trace elements. A number of 3,5-Di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylic acid, whose structure is
studies have been performed on transition metal complexes shown in Fig. 1, not only can be regarded as one of the
[2–10], the main group metal complexes [11], and diox- humic-like models, but also has medical or pharmaceutical
ouranium(VI) complexes [5] formed by simple humic properties. It is also useful as a stabilizing agent for
models, both in solution and in the solid state. However, polymer compounds and as an intermediate for dyes and
until recently few structures of lanthanide complexes have polymers [13–16].
been formed by substituted salicylic-liked acids.

From the reported X-ray structure analyses of lanthanide
carboxylates, diverse coordination types are recognized

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 186-931-891-3256; fax: 186-931-891-
2582.

E-mail address: tusl@lzu.edu.cn (Y.-C. Gao) Fig. 1. The structure of 3,5-di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylic acid (L).

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00312-5
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In view of the theoretical and practical aspects of the mmol), the first ligand L (1.5 mmol) and the second ligand
1–7ternary complexes of lanthanide(III) with 3,5-di-tert-butyl- L (1.0 mmol) in 10 ml of ethanol at room temperature

g-resorcylic acid and substituted pyridine-N-oxide, we and stirring for 4 h. A large amount of water was added to
synthesized them and investigated their properties and the stirred mixture. The precipitation was filtered off,

3 2structure. The crystal structure data of ErL L ?(EtOH) washed with water several times until no Cl could be3 2

obtained through single-crystal X-ray diffraction reveal detected in the filtrate, and dried in vacuo. The crude
conclusively the bonding specificity and coordination products were recrystallized from the mixed solvent sys-

3position of these complexes. The compound ErL L ? tem of ethanol and water. The best yield was about 85%.3 2
3(EtOH) accommodates two coordination forms of the The single crystal of ErL L ?(EtOH) was prepared by3 2

3carboxylate ions: unidentate and chelating-type bidentate. dissolving a small amount of solid ErL L ?H O in dehy-3 2 2

The coordination number is eight, while the coordination drated ethanol to afford a yellow solution that was filtered
geometries around the erbium ion can be described as a and evaporated at room temperature. Several weeks later a
distorted bicapped trigonal prism. The result provides an mass of pink needle crystals appeared. It is noteworthy that
example for a new type of lanthanide complex. the a single crystal was achieved, not from the solvent

system for synthesizing the solid complexes, but from
dehydrated ethanol. Perhaps one oxygen from the ethanol

2. Experimental ligand replaced one dentate of a chelate-type bidentate
carboxylate to participate in the coordination with the

2.1. Apparatus and reagents central metal ion in forming the single crystal.

The metal ion was determined by EDTA titration using
32.3. X-ray structure determination of ErL L ?(EtOH)xylenolorange as an indicator. C, H and N were de- 3 2

termined using an Elementar Vario EL elemental analyzer.
Accurate crystal parameters were measured and dataIR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 170SX FT-IR

collections made on a Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer usingspectrophotometer in KBr pellets in the range 4000–220
21 graphite monochromatized Mo Ka radiation (l50.7107cm . Thermal analyses were carried out under either

21 ˚nitrogen or oxygen flow at a heating rate of 108C min on A) at room temperature. The determination of lattice
a Du Pont 1090B thermoanalysis apparatus. Electrolytic constants and the intensity data collection were performed
conductance measurements were made with a DDS 11A- using a single crystal with approximate dimensions 0.303

23 21type conductivity bridge using 10 mol l solution in 0.1530.15 mm. Of a total of 10 081 unique reflections
anhydrous ethanol at room temperature. collected using the v-scan technique 2u 5508, 5678max

Seven different substituted pyridine-N-oxides were ob- having uF u > 3.0s uF u were used for structure determina-
tained from Aldrich. Lanthanide oxides were purchased tion. Intensity data were corrected for Lorentz and polari-
from Shanghai Yuelong and were of at least 99.9% purity.
The other reactants and solvents were of reagent grade. Table 1

3Lanthanide(III) chloride was prepared from RE O by Crystal data and experimental parameters of ErL L ?(C H OH)3 2 2 52 3

being dissolved in 6 N HCl, and then heating the solution Formula Er(C H O ) (C H NO) ?(C H OH)15 21 4 3 5 5 2 2 5

to evaporation over stoichiometric amounts of HCl until Formula weight 1199.52
Crystal system Tricliniccrystals of RECl ?6H O appeared, and were ready for3 2
Space group P1using after drying in vacuo.

21
m (Mo Ka) (mm ) 1.50
F(000) 1246

2.2. Preparation of 3,5-di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylic acid (L) ˚a (A) 9.2328
˚and complexes b (A) 17.6572
˚c (A) 19.3042

a (8) 106.1613,5-di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylic acid was synthesized by an
b (8) 100.223improved method of Kolbe-Schmitt [13,16–18] through
g (8) 92.243

3the treatment of the 4,6-di-tert-butyl-resorcinol [18,19] ˚V (A ) 2961.426
with dried carbon dioxide at atmospheric pressure in a Z 2

23D (g cm ) 1.344highly basic environment in dehydrated N,N-dimethyl calc

Range h 0.10acetamide medium at a temperature of 165–1808C. The
Range k 0.21basic environment can be provided by adding potassium
Range l 0.23

carbonate. The product was a white needle crystal melting Unique reflections 10 081
at 172.58C (lit. [18] 173.58C). Anal. Calc. for C H O : Reflections used 5678 (uF u > 3.0s uF u)15 22 4

R 0.072C, 67.65; H, 8.32. Found: C, 67.47; H, 8.36%. f

(D /s) 0.028maxThe ternary complexes were prepared by mixing stoich-
GOF 0.406ometric amounts of RECl ?6H O (RE5Nd, Gd, Er; 0.53 2
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Table 2
Analytical data and the molar conductance values of the ternary complexes

Complex Found (Calc.) (%) Lm

21 2 21RE C H N (V cm mol )
1NdL L ?2H O 12.26(12.08) 57.29(57.31) 6.71(6.85) 2.72(2.34) 15.413 2 2
1GdL L ?2H O 13.40(13.02) 56.71(56.69) 6.90(6.77) 2.63(2.32) 14.863 2 2

1ErL L ?2H O 14.09(13.74) 56.62(56.23) 6.71(6.72) 1.69(2.30) 13.903 2 2
2NdL L ?2H O 11.40(10.93) 61.01(61.02) 7.07(6.51) 2.12(2.12) 19.513 3 2
2GdL L ?2H O 11.47(11.81) 60.88(60.42) 6.96(6.45) 2.12(2.10) 14.993 2 2

2ErL L ?H O 11.99(12.64) 60.99(60.79) 6.24(6.33) 2.12(2.12) 20.623 2 2
3NdL L ?5H O 12.33(11.82) 53.88(54.12) 6.62(6.87) 2.10(2.30) 4.893 2 2
3GdL L ?H O 13.12(13.54) 57.16(56.87) 6.64(6.52) 1.84(2.41) 4.583 2 2

3ErL L ?H O 14.48(14.28) 56.10(56.39) 5.78(6.47) 2.43(2.39) 4.483 2 2
4NdL L ?2H O 11.88(12.08) 57.20(57.31) 6.83(6.85) 2.13(2.34) 15.283 2 2
4GdL L 13.34(13.42) 58.01(58.44) 6.55(6.64) 2.78(2.39) 14.783 2

4ErL L ?H O 13.61(13.94) 56.79(57.07) 6.05(6.65) 2.44(2.34) 13.503 2 2
5NdL L ?2H O 11.85(11.39) 59.45(59.74) 6.18(6.64) 2.14(2.21) 4.303 2 2
5GdL L ?2H O 12.86(12.29) 59.34(59.13) 6.71(6.39) 2.39(2.19) 4.323 2 2

5ErL L 13.26(13.34) 59.96(60.36) 6.56(6.20) 1.74(2.24) 4.433 2
6NdL L 11.90(11.72) 61.48(61.49) 6.49(6.32) 2.33(2.22) 15.683 2
6GdL L ?H O 12.62(12.46) 59.58(59.97) 6.72(6.32) 2.39(2.22) 13.243 2 2

6ErL L ?2H O 13.08(12.97) 58.14(58.67) 5.24(6.34) 2.38(2.17) 10.893 2 2
7NdL L ?2H O 11.84(11.76) 55.99(55.81) 6.53(6.67) 2.41(2.28) 4.303 2 2
7GdL L ?H O 12.65(12.87) 55.99(56.04) 6.36(6.53) 1.89(2.29) 4.983 2 2

7ErL L 13.65(13.78) 56.85(56.41) 6.23(6.41) 1.52(2.31) 7.363 2

zation effects and at isotropic convergence after the petroleum ether, trichloromethane etc., but insoluble in
structure was solved. They were corrected for absorption. water. The elemental analyses show that their composi-

1–7The crystal structure was solved by direct methods using tions are REL L ?nH O. Analytical composition and3 2 2

the SHELXS-86 package. The erbium and of the non-hydro- molar conductance values of the ternary complexes in
gen atoms were located from an E map. Difference Fourier dehydrate ethanol are shown in Table 2. A comparison of
syntheses and full-matrix least-squares adjustment of posi- these molar conductance values, which lie in the range of

21 2 21tional and anisotropic temperature factor parameters, with 4.30–20.62 V cm mol , with those previously re-
hydrogen atoms included at their calculated position during ported in the literature [20] shows the non-electrolytic
final iterations, converged to R50.072, (D /s) 50.028. nature of the complexes in ethanol.max

The crystal data and experimental parameters relevant to The first weight losses observed in the thermogravi-
the structure determination are listed in Table 1. metric curves of typical complexes are due to the dehydra-

tion process which occurred at 72.3–80.98C. After removal
of the water molecules, the complexes decomposed

3. Results and discussion through several stages with the liberation of a non-stoich-
ometric amount of organic ligand. It is interested that all

The twenty one ternary solid complexes of lanth- the complexes begin to decompose at about 2738C which
anide(III) with 3,5-di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylate and substi- is much higher than the melting and decomposition
tuted pyridine-N-oxide are all soluble to some extent in temperature of 3,5-di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylic acid (1738C),
organic solvents, such as methanol, ethanol, benzene, and indicates that the complexes are more thermostable

Table 3
IR spectral data for some typical ternary complexes and their relative assignments

Complexes Assignments

n d n n n Dn n d n n nHOH O–H O–H as(O–C–O) s(O–C–O) N–O N–O RE–O–N RE–D–C C–O(phenolic)

L 3442 2961 – – – – – – – – 1223
1ErL L ?2H O 3393 2957 1622 1570 1513 57 1257 827 418 534 12233 2 2
2GdL L ?2H O 3348 2952 1614 1569 1479 90 1259 827 413 534 12243 2 2
3NdL L ?5H O 3329 2953 1604 1568 1474 94 1257 832 411 534 12243 2 2
4GdL L – 2955 1628 1570 1488 82 1260 828 412 534 12253 2
5GdL L ?2H O 3047 2955 1626 1566 1484 82 1257 829 412 534 12253 2 2
6NdL L – 2955 1625 1570 1486 84 1257 831 411 534 12243 2
7NdL L ?2H O 3346 2955 1631 1570 1503 67 1258 831 413 534 12243 2 2
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along with their relative assignments are given in Table 3.
Compared with the bands of the first ligand [21], it can be
seen that the bands due to C=O stretching vibration

21locating at 1639 cm is not observed in the spectra of
these ternary complexes. Instead, new bands appear around

211570 and 1490 cm which can be assigned to the
asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibration, respective-
ly. A decrease of the D(n 2n ) value indicatesas(C=O) s(C=O)

that bidentate carboxylate groups exist in the ternary
complexes [2–5,10]. Absorptions ascribed to n of theC–O

21phenolic group are detected at about 1224 cm for both
the first ligand and ternary complexes [22–24]. This
observation shows that the phenolic groups did not partici-
pate in the coordination with the central metal ion. It can

3Fig. 2. An ORTEP view of the complex ErL L ?(EtOH).3 2 also be found that two new bands which are located at
21about 1257 and 828 cm are assigned as d and nN–O N–O

than the first ligand. The final decomposition product at [25,26], which are all shifted to lower frequencies com-
about 5708C was found to be RE O . pared with the second ligands. The latter supports the2 3

The IR spectral data for some typical ternary complexes hypothesis that the substituted pyridine-N-oxides are

Table 4
3˚Selected bond distances (A) and angles (8) for ErL L ?(EtOH)3 2

˚Bond distances (A)
Er–O 2.27(1) Er–O 2.32(1)1 5

9 9Er–O 2.35(1) Er–O 2.43(1)1 2

99 99Er–O 2.40(1) Er–O 2.39(1)1 2

N–O 1.30(2) N9–O9 1.29(2)
O –C 1.26(2) O –H 1.58(2)1 1 1 O4

O –C 1.27(1) O –H 1.55(3)2 1 2 O3

99 99 99 99O –H 1.61(3) O –C 1.23(2)1 O3 2 1

99 99 99 99O –H 1.67(3) O –C 1.35(2)2 O4 3 3

99 99 9 9O –H 1.13(3) O –C 1.30(2)3 O3 1 1

9 9O –H 1.61(3)1 O3

Hydrogen bonding
O . . . O 2.50(4) O . . . O 2.54(3)3 2 4 1

9 9 9 9O . . . O 2.51(4) O . . . O 2.55(5)3 1 4 2

99 99 99 99O . . . O 2.52(4) O . . . O 2.55(0)3 1 4 2

Bond angles (8)
O–Er–O9 152.1(4) O–Er–O 86.9(4)1

9O–Er–O 83.1(4) O–Er–O 134.1(4)5 1

9 99O–Er–O 80.1(4) O–Er–O 77.0(4)2 1

99O–Er–O 90.1(4) O9–Er–O 105.0(4)2 1

9O9–Er–O 76.0(4) O9–Er–O 73.6(4)5 1

9 99O9–Er–O 126.8(4) O9–Er–O 80.9(4)2 1

99O9–Er–O 90.1(4) O –Er–O 75.0(4)2 1 5

9 9O –Er–O 79.9(4) O –Er–O 76.8(4)1 1 1 2

99 99O –Er–O 150.6(4) O –Er–O 152.8(3)1 1 1 2

9 9O –Er–O 133.5(4) O –Er–O 147.7(4)5 1 5 2

99 99O –Er–O 78.8(4) O –Er–O 131.5(3)5 1 5 2

9 9 9 99O –Er–O 54.1(3) O –Er–O 128.7(4)1 2 1 1

9 99 9 99O –Er–O 82.9(4) O –Er–O 123.2(4)1 2 2 1

9 99 99 99O –Er–O 76.0(4) O –Er–O 53.0(3)2 2 1 2

Er–O–N 128.2(9) Er–O9–N9 125.8(10)
Er–O –C 143.4(9) Er–O –H 114.1(9)1 1 1 O4

99 99Er–O –C 132.9(11) Er–O –C 92.6(9)5 16 1 1

99 99 99 99Er–O –H 155.9(10) Er–O –C 93.6(9)1 O3 2 1

99 99 9 9Er–O –H 156.9(9) Er–O –C 95.8(8)2 O4 1 1

9 9Er–O –H 155.5(9)1 O3
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coordinated with the central metal ion in the ternary Supplementary data
complexes. In agreement with other studies [27], two new

21 Supplementary data are available from the Cambridgebands can be observed at about 415 and 534 cm that are
Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridgeattributed to n and n , respectively.M–O–N M–O–C

3 CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition numberThe ORTEP view of single crystal of ErL L ?(EtOH) is3 2

109440.portrayed in Fig. 2. Selected bond distances and angles are
summarized in Table 4.

Each central erbium ion is octa-coordinated to three
3,5-di-tert-butyl-g-resorcylic acid anions, two molecules of

Referencespyridine-N-oxide and an ethanol ligand. The structure of
3the compound ErL L ?(EtOH) accommodates two coordi-3 2

[1] M. Schnirzer, S.U. Khan, Humic Substances in the Environment,nation forms of the carboxylate ions which are unidentate
Marcel Dekker, New York, 1972.and chelating-type bidentate. The resulting coordination

[2] F. Cariati, L. Erre, G. Micera, A. Panzanelli, G. Ciani, A. Sironi,geometry is best described as distorted bicapped trigonal
Inorg. Chim. Acta 80 (1983) 57.

prism with the atoms O, O and O being in the upper1 5 [3] G. Micera, L. Erre, P. Piu, F. Cariati, G. Ciani, A. Sironi, Inorg.
99 9plane and the atoms O , O and O9 in the lower one. Chim. Acta 108 (1985) 223.2 1

[4] G. Micera, L. Erre, F. Cariati, G. Ciani, A. Sironi, Inorg. Chim. ActaThese two planes are approximately parallel. The dihedral
108 (1985) L1.9 99angle between the two planes is 3.578. O and O are at2 1

[5] G. Micera, L. Erre, F. Cariati, D.A. Clemente, A. Marzotto, M.the additional positions of the original trigonal prism
Biagini, Inorg. Chim. Acta 109 (1985) 135.

9 99forming two caps. In the complexes, Er–O and Er–O2 1 [6] T. Kiss, H. Kozlowski, G. Micera, L. Strinna Erre, Polyhedron 8
˚distances are 2.43(1) and 2.40(1) A, respectively, which (1989) 647.

[7] T. Kiss, H. Kozlowski, G. Micera, L. Strinna Erre, J. Coord. Chem.are obviously a little longer than the average distance
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tended by adjacent oxygen pairs at the erbium ion are in Kozlowski, J. Baranowski, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. (1988) 363.

[10] T. Glowiak, H. Kozlowski, L. Strinna Erre, B. Gulinati, G. Micera,the range 73.6–152.88, except for the two chelate-type
A. Pozzi, S. Bruni, J. Coord. Chem. 25 (1992) 75.9 9 99 99bidentate carboxylate O –Er–O (54.18) and O –Er–O1 2 1 2

[11] T. Glowiak, H. Kozlowski, L. Strinna Erre, G. Micera, B. Gulinati,(53.08). In the structure, it is interesting to note that the
Inorg. Chim. Acta 202 (1992) 43.˚ ˚distances Er–O (2.27 A), Er–O9 (2.33 A) and Er–O (2.325 [12] A. Ouchi, Y. Suauki, Y. Ohki, Y. Koizumi, Coord. Chem. Rev. 92

Å) are a little shorter than the average metal–oxygen bond (1988) 29.
˚ [13] C.A. 72: 66634c. Ger. offen. 1,926,063 (cl.c07c, A61K, C08k)distance (2.34(6) A). The former two are due to the fact

[14] C.A. 80: 56460u, Antibiotics for controlling diseases of silkworms,that these two oxygen atoms are adjacent to nitrogen atoms
Japan, 73 16, 169.having higher electronegativity than carbon atoms, while

[15] T. Deflev, V. Kaulla Kurt, J. Med. Chem. 13 (1970) 3503.
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[18] M.H. William, F.H. Charles, J. Chem. Eng. Data 14 (3) (1969) 388.structure, it is noteworthy that all C–O distances are
[19] US Patent, 2,051,473 (8, 18, 1936).˚uniform (1.2460.06 A for carboxylic groups), regardless
[20] W.J. Geary, Coord. Chem. Rev. 7 (1) (1971) 107.of the type of bonding, monodentate or chelate bidentate,
[21] Y. Gao, F. Shen, B. Cheng, Xi Tu 1 (1990) 29.

to erbium. In particular, the asymmetry of coordination for [22] J.H.S. Green, D.J. Harrison, W. Kynaston, Spectrochim. Acta 27A
the monodentate carboxylate groups is not reflected by (1971) 2199.

[23] R.J. Jakobsen, Spectrochim. Acta 21 (1965) 433.different C–O bond lengths. Since all the carboxylic
[24] J.C. Evans, Spectrochim. Acta 16 (1960) 1383.oxygen, either coordination or not, are intermolecular
[25] W. Liu, M. Tan, Thermochim. Acta 191 (1991) 135.hydrogen bound to ortho-phenolic groups with the similar
[26] A. Winciguerra, P.G. Simpson, Y. Kakiuti, Inorg. Chem. 2 (2) (1963)
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Abstract

We report the synthesis and structural characterisation of three five co-ordinate indium(III) bis-chelate complexes of imidodiphosphi-
inates with general formula InClhN(PR X) j , (R5Ph or Pr , X5S or Se), formed from the 1:2 reaction of indium(III) trichloride and the2 2 2

potassium or sodium salt of the ligand in methanol /THF. The complexes consist of discrete monomeric, molecules and show a
trigonal–bipyramidal co-ordination pattern. These are the first examples of five co-ordinate complexes containing this type of ligand, in
contrast to other indium(III) and main group element complexes of similar ligands in which only the six co-ordinate tris-chelates are
known.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Indium; Imidophosphinates; X-ray structure; Inorganic chelates; Trigonal–bipyramid

1. Introduction ands appear to be scarce and those of selenium even rarer.
Most examples are found with the anion of toluene-3,4-

22Substantial research has, over recent years, been dedi- dithiol, TDT and the related anions of 1,2-
22cated to the co-ordination chemistry of iminobis(phos- dicyanoethylene-1,2-dithiolate, (MNT ) and 1,1-

2 22phinechalcogenides), [R P(X)NP(X)R ] (R5alkyl, aryl; dicyanoethylene-2,2-dithiolate (i-MNT ), giving either2 2
2X5S, Se) [1–5]. The major reasons for this interest are the four co-ordinate, as in [In(MNT) ] , five co-ordinate [In(i-2

flexibility of the XPNPX system, the large X???X ‘bite’ (ca. MNT) X], (X5Cl, Br or I) or six co-ordinate anionic2
32˚4 A) which allows the formation of chelate rings resulting complexes, such as [In(i-MNT) ] [10,11].3

2in a symmetrical co-ordination pattern through the donor A number of [RCS ] ligands, for example dithioben-2

atoms and the relative ease in which the organic groups, R, zoate and alkyl xanthates, have been identified in forming
and the donor atoms, X, can be varied. This has resulted in neutral InL complexes with either pseudo-octahedral or3

the preparation of many complexes with tetrahedral and trigonal prismatic stereochemistry [9].
octahedral geometries and the more unusual square planar Indium and other main group metal complexes of the
complexes of Te(II) [6] and Sn(II) [7]. However, to our bidentate ligand tetraphenylimidodiphosphinate and its
knowledge there has been no report of these ligands derivatives have been reported [12,13] and have all been
present in five-coordinate complexes and we report here shown to be the six-co-ordinate tris complexes, i.e.,
the first three structurally characterised examples as com- [Mh(XPPh ) Nj ] (X5O, S or Se) Therefore, complexes2 2 3

plexes of indium(III). 1–3 represent the first structurally characterised five co-
The co-ordination chemistry of indium(III) is dominated ordinate complexes with this ligand type.

by four and six co-ordinate complexes with relatively few
structural examples of five co-ordinate species [8,9].
Moreover, indium(III) complexes of bidentate sulfur lig-

2. Experimental

The mass spectra of the compounds was recorded on a
*Corresponding author. Current address: Institute of Inorganic Chemis- 1VG 70–250 mass spectrometer, the H NMR on a Bruker´try, University of Fribourg, Perolles, CH-1700 Fribourg, Switzerland.

AC-250 spectrometer and the IR spectra on a Perkin–Tel.: 141-26-300-8744; fax: 141-26-300-9738.
E-mail address: liam.gilby@unifr.ch (L.M. Gilby) Elmer Paragon 1000 FTIR spectrometer.

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00314-9
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Indium(III)trichloride trihydrate and tetrahydrate were Data for 2 and 3 were collected at 150(2) K at the EPSRC
obtained from BDH and Aldrich respectively. X-ray Crystallography Service, University of Southam-

i iThe ligands NH(Pr PS) , NH(Pr PSe) and pton, all using graphite monchromated Mo K radiation2 2 2 2 a

˚NH(Ph PSe) were prepared according to the literature (l50.71073 A). Details of the data collections and2 2

methods [14–16]. structure refinements are given in Table 1.

i2.1. Synthesis of InCl(NhPr PSj ) 12 2 2 2.5. Structure analysis and refinement

Potassium tert-butoxide, (0.04 g, 0.32 mmol) and Structures were solved by Direct Methods using
iNH(Pr PS) , (0.10 g, 0.32 mmol) were dissolved in2 2 SHELXL-93 [17] and refined by full-matrix least-squares.

methanol, (10 ml). The resulting solution was added Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and
dropwise to a stirring solution of InCl ?3H O, (0.04 g,3 2 hydrogens included in fixed positions. Absorption correc-
0.16 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran, (10 ml). A white precipi- tions were applied using the SORTAV program [18,19].
tate formed and the mixture was allowed to stir for an
additional 1 h. The product was filtered, washed with
methanol and air-dried. Yield 0.06 g (78%). Calculated for

3. Results and discussionC H ClInN P S , %C 37.2, %H 7.2, %N 3.6. Found %C24 56 2 4 4
31 137.0, %H 7.4, %N 2.9. P-h Hj NMR (CDCl ): d 64.7.3

i i The complexes 1–3 were obtained by the 2:1 stoichio-EI–MS, 716 InClN(Pr PS) N(Pr PS)(CHCH PS), 6992 2 2 3
i i i metric reaction of the potassium or sodium salt of theInClN(Pr PS) . N(Pr PS)(CPS), 462 InClN(Pr PS) 3122 2 2 2, 31

i 21 ligand with indium trichloride. The room temperature P-N(Pr PS) . IR (KBr disc), cm , 1232s y(PNP), 540m,2 2 NMR spectra of each complex revealed a singlet at d 64.7563m y(PS).
(1), 61.1 (2) and 31.6 (3), the latter with selenium

1 77 31satellites, J( Se- P) 536.6 Hz. No satellites were ob-i2.2. Synthesis of InCl(NhPr PSej ) 22 2 2 served in the spectrum of 2. The shifts for 1 and 2 reflect
the electron releasing properties of the alkyl group and

The procedure for 1 was followed but using
possibly a more effective overlap between the P–S orbitalsiNH(Pr PSe) , (0.30 g, 0.74 mmol), NaOMe, (0.04 g, 0.742 2 than those of P–Se. The IR spectra of the complexes were

mmol) and InCl ?4H O, (0.11 g, 0.37 mmol). Yield 0.27 g3 2 examined and the bands for y(P–S), y(P–Se) and y(P–N–
(77%). Calculated for C H ClInN P Se , %C 29.9, %H24 56 2 4 4 P) assigned, although exact assignment of the y(P–Se)31 15.9, %N 2.9; found %C 29.8 %H 5.9, %N 2.8. P-h Hj

stretches are difficult because of overlap with the corre-iNMR (CDCl ): d 61.1(s). EI–MS, 558 InCl[N(Pr PSe) ],3 2 2 sponding g(PNP) bands which occur in the same regioni i 21408 N(Pr PSe) , 197 Pr PSe. IR (KBr disc), cm , 1233s2 2 2 [13]. EI mass spectroscopy of 1 and 2 displayed ion
y(PNP), 519m y(PSe) /g(PNP). fragments resulting from initial fragmentations of the

complexes, whereas that of 3 displayed only peaks assign-
2.3. Synthesis of InCl(NhPh PSej ) ?CH Cl 3 able to the ligand. The observed signals exhibited the2 2 2 2 2

expected, isotopic distribution patterns.
The procedure for 2 was followed, requiring Attempts to prepare the final member of this series,

NH(Ph PSe) (0.30 g, 0.55 mmol), NaOMe (0.03 g, 0.55 InClhN(SPPh ) j , by similar methods resulted only in the2 2 2 2 2
mmol) and InCl ?4H O (0.08 g, 0.28 mmol). The solid return of the protonated ligand. X-ray studies on crystals of3 2

¯product was recrystallised from dichloromethane /Pet. this ligand gave the space group as P1, as opposed to P1
Ether (40–60). Yield 0.26 g (75%). Calculated for previously reported in the literature [20].
C H N P Se InCl , %C 44.6, %H 3.2, %N 2.1; found X-ray crystallography studies on single crystals of 1, 249 42 2 4 4 3

31 1%C 45.0, %H 3.2, %N 2.1. P -h Hj NMR (CDCl ): d and 3 revealed each complex to consist of discrete3
77 3131.6(s), J( Se- P) 536.6 Hz. EI–MS, 542 N(Ph PSe) , monomeric molecules, in which the co-ordination geome-2 2

464 N(PhPSe)(Ph PSe), 384 N(Ph P) , 262 SePPh , 183 try can be described as distorted trigonal-bipyramidal. The2 2 2 2
21PPh . IR (KBr disc), cm , 1204s y(PNP), 527m y(PSe) / molecular structure of 1 is shown in Fig. 1 as an example2

g(PNP). of the structures and selected bond lengths and angles of
all compounds are given in Table 2. Compounds 1 and 2
are isomorphous and possess C symmetry.2.4. X-ray crystallography 2

In the molecular structure of 1, 2 and 3, represented in
Fig. 2, one donor atom from each of the ligands, X , formCrystals of 1 suitable for X-ray diffraction studies were ax

the apices of the bipyramid, while the two remaining donorgrown by slow evaporation of a CH Cl /EtOH solution2 2

atoms, X , and the chloride ligand occupy the equatorialand those of 2 and 3 from CH Cl /Pet. Ether (40–60). eq2 2

positions. This stereochemistry probably arises because ifData for 1 was collected at 293(2) K by the EPSRC X-ray
the chloride was axial, one imidophosphinate ligand wouldCrystallography Service, University of Wales, Cardiff.
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Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement of 1, 2 and 3

1 2 3

Molecular formula C H N ClInP S C H N ClInP Se C H N Cl InP Se24 56 2 4 4 24 56 2 4 4 49 42 2 3 4 4

M 775.20 962.80 1319.84
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space Group C2/c C2/c P2 /c1

Crystal size 0.330.1530.2 mm 0.1530.1530.15 mm 0.530.230.2 mm
Crystal shape /colour White block Colourless plate Colourless plate

˚a /A 18.731(4) 19.0500(2) 11.7080(2)
˚b /A 13.613(3) 13.6500(2) 12.2950(3)
˚c /A 14.555(3) 14.7670(2) 35.9040(8)

a / 8

b / 8 104.38(3) 106.6000(8) 98.9500(12)
g / 8

3˚U /A 3595.0(13) 3679.86(8) 5105.45(19)
Z 4 4 4

23D /g cm 1.432 1.738 1.717c
21

m /mm 1.117 4.725 3.603
F(000) 1616 1904 2584
2u range / 8 4–50 3.5–52 3.5–52
Reflections collected 7221 33083 54233
Independent reflections 2778 3767 10175
Parameters 188 185 588

2Goodness-of-fit on F 0.985 1.042 0.797
R1, wR2 0.0413, 0.0936 0.0294, 0.0759 0.0342, 0.0540

23˚Largest residuals /e A 0.922, 21.188 1.008, 20.930 0.507, 20.612

Table 2occupy two equatorial sites putting a great deal of strain
˚Selected bonds lengths (A) and angles (8) in complexes 1–3into one InX P N ring. This incomplete substitution of the2 2

1 2 3halides, forming 2:1 adducts, is to our knowledge seen
here for the first time, as the known indium(III) and other In–Cl 2.410(2) 2.428(1) 2.440(1)

a cIn–X 2.616(1) 2.720(3) 2.750(5)main group element complexes of tetraphenylimidodiphos- ax
cIn–X 2.527(1) 2.645(3) 2.595(4)eq

b9X –In–X 179.83(5) 176.69(2) 166.42(2)ax ax
cCl–In–X 114.27(3) 114.73(1) 117.30(3)eq

9X –In–X 131.45(5) 130.54(2) 125.28(2)ea ea

P–N–P 138.0(2) 139.44(17) 128.85(18)
a X5S for 1 and X5Se for 2 and 3.
b

9 denotes symmetry generated atom-applies to 1 and 2 only.
c Average values.

phinates are all found with a ligand to metal ratio of 3:1,
i.e., M(hXPPh j N) , X5O, S, or Se [12,13,21,22].2 2 3

The In–Cl bond lengths in complexes 1–3 have an
˚average value of 2.426(1) A, slightly longer than those

found in other trigonal–bipyramidal indium(III) complex-
es, for example InCl (Me AsS) , average In–Cl distance3 3 2

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 1, (Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity). Fig. 2. Representation of Structures, illustrating positions of X and X .aq eq
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˚2.412 A [23], yet within the known range of In–Cl bond
lengths [8].

The In–X bond lengths in 1–3 are found to fall into two
groups with distinctly longer contacts between the axial
S /Se donors compared to those in the equatorial sites. This
distinction occurs because of the characteristically longer
bonding to atoms in axial positions in trigonal–bipyrami-
dal molecules [24,25]. It has been proposed that in five
co-ordinate indium complexes the metal 5s orbital has a
greater contribution to the equatorial bonds than the axial
ones [26]. A three-centre four electron bond has been
suggested for the axial bonding and for indium would
involve the 5p orbital with minimal contribution from thez

25d orbital [8,24,25].z
˚The In–S bond lengths in 1 are 2.527(1) A and 2.616(1)

Å, the latter being the axial bond length. This longer
distance is comparable to the average In–S bond lengths in

˚the tris-complex In(hSPPh j N) at 2.63(3) A [12],2 2 3
˚ ˚2.647(3) A in InCl (Me PS) [23], 2.607(8) A in3 3 2

In[S P(OEt) ] [27] and distances found in other dithiolate2 2 3

derivatives [28]. In the selenium derivatives, 2 and 3, the
axial bonds are longer than the axial In–S distances in 1,

˚as would be expected being 2.720(3) A in 2 and 2.750(5)
Å in 3. These are comparable to the bond lengths found in
In(hSePPh j N) , in which the mean In–Se distance is Fig. 3. Molecular structure of 3 showing Se –In–Se angle less thanax ax2 2 3

˚ 1808, (Phenyl groups and dichloromethane solvent molecule removed for2.75(3) A [13]. The equatorial In–Se contacts in 2 and 3
clarity).are shorter than the axial In–Se distances because of the

increased involvement of the 5s orbital, as discussed
above. delocalisation around the InX P N rings. No structural data2 2

i 2The angles between the donor atoms demonstrate the is yet available for the ligand [N(PPr Se) ] , although this2 2

trigonal bipyramidal structures, with the X –In–X lengthening and shortening does probably take place. Theax ax

angles almost 1808, although the angle in 3 is approximate- InX P N rings themselves have a puckered geometry and2 2

ly 108 smaller than in 1 and 2. A possible explanation for adopt a pseudoboat conformation. This seems to be the
this could be that due to the phenyl groups on the preferred conformation for complexes of

2phosphorus atoms in 3 there is a great deal of steric [R P(X)NP(X)R ] ligands, although others have been2 2

crowding which forces the Se –In–Se angle to de- reported [26,29].ax ax

crease, as shown in Fig. 3.
The axial and equatorial angles are fairly consistent in

all complexes, with those in 1 and 2 very similar.
However, differences can be noted in 3 with the Cl–In– Supplementary data
Se angles about 38 larger and the Se –In–Se angleeq eq eq

smaller by around 58 than the corresponding angles in 1 Atomic co-ordinates, bond lengths and angles and
and 2. It is possible that these effects are also a conse- thermal parameters have been deposited with the Cam-
quence of the steric crowding mentioned above. bridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road,

A significant difference in the P–N–P angle of 1 is Cambridge, CB2 1EZ, UK. The deposition codes are
observed, at 138.0(2)8, compared to only 131.6(1)8 in the 125434, 125435 and 125436 for 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
free ligand [14]. Similar increases are observed in the
Co(II) and Ni(II) complexes of this ligand [14,15]. In
contrast to this, the P–N–P angle in 3 is reduced only
slightly to nearly 1298 compared to 132.3(2)8 in the free Acknowledgements
ligand. The P–N–P angle in 2 is comparable to that in 1, at
139.44(17)8, and no structural information is available for We are grateful to the EPSRC for the funding of a

ithe free acid, NH(SePPr ) . Post-Doctoral Fellowship (L.M.G.) and a studentship2 2

In the complexes 1 and 3 the P–S bonds are lengthened (P.R.H.). We thank the EPSRC X-ray Crystallography
and the P–N bonds are shortened relative to their free Service, University of Wales, Cardiff and University of
acids [14,16], this is consistent with some p-electron Southampton for the collection of the X-ray data.
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Abstract

Reaction of Ru(PPh ) Br with the NNS chelating tridentate ligand 2-pyridyl-N-(29-methylthiophenyl)methyleneimine (L) led to the3 2 2

isolation of the ruthenium(II) complex [Ru(L)(PPh )Br ]. Reactivity of this complex with different bidentate chelating ligands revealed3 2

that the products are quite different from those obtained by reacting Ru(L)(PPh )Cl (the corresponding cis dichloro complex) with the3 2

same ligands under comparable conditions. The mixed chelates were isolated and characterised by elemental analysis, magnetic moment
measurement and by different spectroscopic methods along with their precursor. Electrochemistry of the complexes was examined by
cyclic voltammetry using a platinum working electrode and a Ag/AgCl electrode as reference. The crystal structure of [Ru(L)(PPh )Br ]3 2

disclosed that, unlike Ru(L)(PPh )Cl , the two bromo ligands are in trans position and this explained the difference in its reactivity3 2

pattern from the corresponding chloro complex.  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ruthenium(II) complexes; Trans dibromo complex; NNS ligand; Chemical and electrochemical studies; X-ray crystal structure

1. Introduction from those of the corresponding complexes obtained from
(A) and none of the resultant species contain any tri-

In our exploration of the chemistry of ruthenium coordi- phenylphosphine though its precursor is Ru(L)(PPh )Br3 2.

nated to different types [1–11] of mixed hard-soft N–S Each of the complexes prepared from (A), however,
chelating ligands, we reported the synthesis, crystal struc- contains one triphenylphosphine moiety. It is difficult to
ture and reactivity of cis-Ru(L)(PPh )Cl (A) [L52- explain such observations because the Ru–Br bond is3 2

pyridyl-N-(29-methylthiophenyl)methyleneimine] in a re- weaker than the Ru–Cl bond. Also, if complex (1) is
cent publication [11]. In this work (A) was prepared by structurally similar to (A), it is expected to yield similar
reacting Ru(PPh ) Cl with the ligand (L) in refluxing types of mixed chelates. In order to find an unambiguous3 3 2

benzene. When we reacted Ru(PPh ) Br with the ligand solution to this problem we prepared good single crystals3 3 2

under identical conditions, a product of similar composi- of (1) and determined their structure by X-ray diffraction.
tion, Ru(L)(PPh )Br (1), was obtained. However, the It was then confirmed that (1) is trans-Ru(L)(PPh )Br .3 2 3 2

reactivity pattern of (1) was found to be quite different This finding explained the difference in the reactivity
from that of (A) with respect to similar reagents under pattern of (A) and (1). The difference between the stereo-
identical experimental conditions. Metathetical reactions of chemistry of (A) and (1) may be due to steric factors
(1) with bidentate ligands lead to the formation of a and/or the electronic character of the monodentate ligands
number of compounds having compositions quite different attached to the Ru(II) centre since the size of the ligands

increase in the order of Cl,Br,PPh . The steric factor3

alone could not preclude the formation of the cis-dibromo*Corresponding author. Tel.: 191-33-473-4971; fax: 191-33-473-
derivative. However, in practice we find that instead of two2805.

E-mail address: icspg@mahendra.iacs.res.in (S. Ghosh) bromo ligands, one PPh and one bromo ligands occupy3

0277-5387/99/$ – see front matter  1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PI I : S0277-5387( 99 )00313-7
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cis positions in (1). This observation points to the fact that methanol and the mixture was refluxed for about 12 h.
the electronic factor is also playing an important role in After cooling, the volume was reduced to one-third of its
deciding the actual stereochemistry of the compounds (A) original volume in a rotary evaporator and the compound
and (1). The importance of the electronic factor is also precipitated with aqueous ammonium hexafluorophosphate
evidenced from the fact that the presence of the tri- solution. The precipitate was filtered and washed throughly
phenylphosphine moiety raise the Ru(II) /Ru(III) oxidation with water. The compound was dried over fused CaCl and2

potential compared to those having no triphenylphosphine recrystallised from MeOH/EtOH. Yield: 230 mg, 75%.
moiety. Anal. found: C, 29.2; H, 3.3; N, 9.0. Calcd. for

RuC H N SPBr : C, 29.3; H, 3.2, N, 9.1%. Conduct-31 27 2 2
21 2 21ance in CH CN (L ) 132 Ohm cm mol .3 M

2. Experimental
2.2.3. [Ru(L)(pic)Br] (3)

RuCl was purchased from Arora-Matthey Limited. Again, 375 mg (0.5 mmol) of compound 1 was dis-3

Ru(PPh ) Cl [12] was prepared using a previously pub- solved in 50 ml of methanol. Then, 70 mg (0.5 mmol) of3 3 2

lished procedure. The ligand 2-pyridyl-N-(29-methyl- picolinic acid and 0.60 mg (0.5 mmol) of sodium carbon-
thiophenyl)methyleneimine (L) was prepared according to ate was added and the mixture was refluxed for 12 h. After
the literature [11]. All other common chemicals and cooling, the volume of the solution was reduced in a rotary
solvents used were of reagent grade and were used as evaporator. The compound was then precipitated with
received. Acetonitrile obtained from E. Merck (India), was ether, filtered and washed with ether. The compound was
freshly distilled over CaH prior to electrochemical experi- dried over fused CaCl and recrystalised from MeOH/2 2

ments. Et O. Yield: 186 mg, 70%. Anal. found: C,.43.0; H, 3.0;2

N, 7.8. Calcd. for RuC H N SPBr : C, 42.9; H, 3.0, N,31 27 2 2
21 22.1. Physical measurements 7.9%. Conductance in CH CN (L ) 30 Ohm cm3 M

21mol .
Elemental analyses were performed on a Perkin Elmer

240 CHNS/O analyser. Solution conductance was mea- 2.2.4. [Ru(L)(ox)Br] (4)
sured on a Systronics direct reading conductivity meter First, 375 mg (0.5 mmol) of compound 1 was dissolved
(model 304), and room temperature magnetic moments in 50 ml of methanol, then 80 mg (0.5 mmol) of oxine and
were measured with a PAR vibrating sample magnetometer 60 mg (0.5 mmol) of sodium carbonate was added and the
using Hg[Co(SCN) ] as calibrant. IR and electronic spec- mixture refluxed for 12 h. After cooling, the volume of the4

tra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer 783 IR spec- solution was reduced in a rotary evaporator. The com-
trophotometer and Shimadzu UV–Vis recording spec- pound was precipitated with ether. It was then filtered,
trophotometer, respectively. NMR spectra were recorded washed with ether, dried over fused CaCl and recrystal-2

on a Bruker 300-MHz NMR spectrometer using TMS as lised from MeOH/Et O. Yield: 199 mg, 72%. Anal. found:2

the internal standard. Cyclic voltammetry experiments C, 47.5; H, 3.3; N, 7.5. Calcd. for RuC H N SPBr : C,31 27 2 2

were carried out on a BioAnalytical System (BAS) 27 47.6; H, 3.2, N, 7.6%. Conductance in CH CN (L ) 373 M
21 2 21electrochemical analyser and a BAS Model X–Y recorder Ohm cm mol .

using a platinum disc electrode.
2.3. Crystallographic structure determinations

2.2. Preparation of the complexes
A single crystal of the complex Ru(L)(PPh )Br suitable3 2

2.2.1. Trans-Ru(L)(PPh )Br (1) for X-ray structure determination was grown by slow3 2

First, 1049 mg (1 mmol) of Ru(PPh ) Br was dis- diffusion of petroleum ether into a dichloromethane solu-3 3 2

solved in 40 ml benzene and the solid ligand (470 mg, 2 tion of the compound. A deep brown crystal of dimension
mmol) was added to it followed by 30 ml of benzene. The 0.2530.1331.2 mm was used for data collection. Accurate
mixture was refluxed for 5 h. The compound separated out unit cell parameters were determined by a least-square fit
within 30 min. The reaction mixture was cooled and of 25 machine-centered reflections in the range 24,2u ,

filtered. The dark violet residue was washed thoroughly 368. Data were collected at 293 K on a PC-controlled
with benzene and dried in vacuo over fused CaCl . Yield: Nonius CAD-4 single crystal X-ray diffractometer using2

˚600 mg, 80%. Anal. found: C, 49.7; H, 3.4; N, 3.9. Calcd. Mo Ka radiation (l50.7107 A). Three standard reflections
for RuC H N SPBr : C, 49.5; H, 3.6, N, 3.7%. Conduct- measured every hour showed ,4% variation in average31 27 2 2

21 2 21ance in CH CN (L ) 40 Ohm cm mol . intensity. The structure was solved using MULTAN-803 M

(NRCVAX programs) [13]. Full matrix least-squares refine-
22.2.2. [Ru(L)(en) Br](PF ) (2) ment on F of scale factor and positional anisotropic6

First, 375 mg (0.5 mmol) of compound 1 and 30 mg thermal parameters for non-hydrogen atoms using SHELXL-
(0.5 mmol) of ethylenediamine was dissolved in 50 ml of 93 [14] converged to a final R50.073 and and Rw50.219
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sponding chloro compound but they differ in stereochem-
istry, i.e. disposition of the donor atoms around the
ruthenium centre. In bromo compound 1, two bromo
ligands are trans but in chloro compound (A) the two
chloro ligands are cis to each other. The coordination
geometry around ruthenium is distorted octahedral. The
ligand acts as a tridentate donor coordinating to the
ruthenium(II) center through pyridine nitrogen N(1), imine
nitrogen N(2), and thioether sulfur(S), which occupy three
positions of the equatorial plane; the forth position being
occupied by a triphenylphosphine moiety. The two axial
positions are occupied by two bromo ligands. The Ru–S

˚bond length of the complex 1 (2.314 A) is nearly equal to
˚the corresponding bond length (2.309 A) of the chloro

complex (Table 2). The rather short distance of this bond
[15] indicates a strong ruthenium thioether interaction. The

Fig. 1. ORTEP diagram and atom numbering scheme of trans- ˚Ru–P distance in the bromo complex (2.341 A) is larger
Ru(L)(PPh )Br (1).3 2 ˚than that of the chloro (2.292 A) complex. In the bromo

complex there is a competition of p-back bonding between
(using reflections with I $ 2s(I) only). One molecule of PPh and imine nitrogen but in the chloro complex such3

dichloromethane was located from the difference Fourier. p-bonding of the chloro ligand trans to PPh is not so3

It was found to be disordered, with each chlorine atom effective. This phenomenon is reflected in the slightly
˚occupying two different positions of equal occupancy. The longer Ru–N(2) imine (2.034 A) bond distance in the

solvent atoms were refined isotropically (Fig. 1). Coordi- bromo complex compared to that of the Ru–N(9) (1.988
˚nates of the hydrogen atoms (except the one for solvent A) distance in the chloro complex.

molecule) were geometrically determined and held fixed All compounds are diamagnetic at room temperature.
during the refinement. The hydrogen atom scattering Compounds 1, 3, and 4 are non-electrolytes and compound
contribution was included in the subsequent calculations. 2 behaves as a 1:1 electrolyte in acetonitrile. The ligand
The crystal data, data collection and refinement parameters (L) behaves as a neutral tridentate ligand. The involvement
are summarised in Table 1. of the pyridine nitrogen, imine nitrogen and thioether

sulfur of the ligand in coordination to the ruthenium centre
is indicated by analysis of IR spectra (Table 3). The

213. Results and discussion pyridine ring vibrations at 630 and 430 cm , a fairly
21strong band at 1620 cm , assigned to n(CN) vibration

213.1. Description of the crystal structure of compound 1 and the n(CS) band present at 790 and 760 cm in the
free ligand are found to undergo a red shift in the

Compound 1 has a similar composition to the corre-

Table 2
˚Table 1 Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (8) for trans-

Crystallographic data for trans-[Ru(L)(PPh )Br ] (1) [Ru(L)(PPh )Br ] (1)3 2 3 2

Formula C H Br N PRuS?CH Cl Ru–Br(1) 2.502(2) Ru–Br(2) 2.531(2)31 27 2 2 2 2

Formula weight 835.38 Ru–N(2) 2.034(8) Ru–N(1) 2.089(8)
Crystal system Triclinic Ru–S 2.314(3) Ru–P 2.341(3)

¯Space group P1 C(13)–S 1.814(11) C(12)–S 1.789(11)
˚a (A) 10.651(2) C(7)–C(12) 1.41(2) C(6)–N(2) 1.276(14)
˚b (A) 12.065(2) C(5)–C(6) 1.45(2) C(5)–N(1) 1.340(13)
˚c (A) 14.918(2) P–C(14) 1.848(11) P–C(27) 1.823(10)

a (8) 113.53(2) P–C(26) 1.841(11)
b (8) 89.78(2)
g (8) 103.23(2) N(1)–Ru–N(2) 78.6(3) N(2)–Ru–S 84.2(3)

3˚V (A ) 1702.7(5) N(1)–Ru–S 162.8(2) N(2)–Ru–P 177.2(3)
Z 2 N(1)–Ru–P 100.6(2) S–Ru–P 96.59(10)

˚l (A) 0.70930 N(2)–Ru–Br(1) 84.3(2) N(1)–Ru–Br(1) 84.7(2)
23

r (g cm ) 1.629 S–Ru–Br(1) 94.11(8) Br(1)–Ru–P 98.29(8)calc
21

m (mm ) 3.097 N(2)–Ru–Br(2) 87.9(2) N(1)–Ru–Br(2) 95.0(2)
R (F ) 0.0730 S–Ru–Br(2) 83.81(8) Br(2)–Ru–P 89.57(8)
wR (F ) 0.2189 Br(1)–Ru–Br(2) 172.06(6) C(12)–S–C(13) 100.9(6)

2GOF (F ) 1.027 C(12)–S–Ru 98.5(4) C(13)–S–Ru 114.3(4)
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Table 3
21Important IR bands (in cm ) of the complexes

Compound n(NH ) n(C=C)1n(C=N) n(CS) Other frequencies2

L 1620, 1580, 1570, 1510 790, 760 630, 580, 490, 420
a[Ru(L)(PPh )Br ] (1) 1620 (sh) , 1590, 1515 775, 750 620, 570, 480, 4203 2

[Ru(L)(en)Br]PF (2) 3320, 3220 1645, 1595, 1575, 770, 740 850, 550, 520, 460, 4206

[Ru(L)(pic)Br] (3) 1640, 1595, 1575, 1555 770, 745 695, 520, 445, 420
[Ru(L)(oxin)Br] (4) 1605, 1580, 1550 775, 745 690, 570, 505, 455, 420

a sh, shoulder.

bromo ligands. This effect may be due to the highercomplexes due to M–N and M–S bond formation [16,17].
21 electronegativity of the chlorine atom [6,7]. Reactions ofThe strong, broad band at 850 cm indicates the presence

[Ru(L)(PPh )Br ] with a different bidentate ligand (L9)of ionic hexafluorophosphate in compound 2. The broad 3 2
0 / 121 gives compounds of the general formula [Ru(L)(L9)Br]band centered at 1690 cm due to the presence of free

formed by the substitution of a PPh and a Br ligand. Allcarboxylic acid group of picolinic acid is lowered to 3
21 8these compounds exhibit a lower E potential1605 on complexation. The presence of the NH proton Ru(II) / Ru(III)2

than that of the mother compound, which indicates that allof ethylenediamine in complex 2 is revealed by the
the three bidentate ligands are less effective in stabilisingsymmetric and assymmetric n(N–H) modes at 3320 and

21 21 the Ru(II) oxidation state compared to PPh and Br jointly.3220 cm and the NH bending at 1645 cm . 32

Among the three complexes, monocation compound 2
8shows a higher E potential than that of theRu(II) / Ru(III)

neutral compounds [18,19]. Though both picolinic acid and3.2. Electrochemistry
oxine are uninegative donors, the oxinate compound is
more difficult to oxidise than that of the picolinateThe redox behaviour of the complexes were studied by
compound due to greater delocalisation of the dp electronscyclic voltammetry in acetonitrile (Table 4). All the
in the oxinate complex than in the picolinate complex,compounds show one Ru(II) /Ru(III) oxidation on the
because oxine has more low lying p* orbital to receivepositive side. The separation between the anodic and the
back donated electron from the Ru(II) centre and stabilisecathodic peak (DE ) value is close to the ideal Nernstianp

the Ru(II) state.value of 59 mV and i /i 5 1. So the Ru(II) /Ru(III)pc pa
8couple is reversible. The E value of the bromoRu(II) / Ru(III)

complex is lower than that of the chloro complex indicates
3.3. Electronic spectrathat chloro ligands stabilize the Ru(II) state more than the

The electronic spectra of Ru(II) complexes is dominatedTable 4
a,bCyclic voltammetric results of the complexes in CH CN by charge transfer transitions (Table 5). In the free ligands3

there are three bands at 380, 251 and 210 nm. The bands atComplex E /V (DE , mV)1 / 2 p

251 and 210 nm can be interpreted as p →p* transitionsOxidation
of the pyridine and phenyl ring respectively, the band at[Ru(L)(PPh )Br ] (1) 0.39(60)3 2
380 nm is probably a charge transfer transition from the[Ru(L)(en)Br]PF (2) 0.59(60)6

[Ru(L)(pic)Br] (3) 0.22(60) filled sulfur orbital to one of the p* orbital of the diimine
[Ru(L)(oxin)Br] (4) 0.42(60) moiety. In the asymmetric crystal field prevailing in the

a complexes, the dp orbitals of Ru(II) are expected to beWorking electrode, glassy carbon; reference electrode, Ag/AgCl;
E 5 0.5 (E 1 E ), where E and E are cathodic and anodic peak non degenerate. Considering the number of vacant p*1 / 2 pc pa pc pa

potentials, respectively. Supporting electrolyte 0.1 M TEAP; solute orbitals of suitable symmetry in the thioether ligand as
23 21concentration 10 M; scan rate 50 mV s . well as in the coligands, a large number of metal-to-ligandb Peak height of the couple compared with one-electron oxidation of

charge transfer transitions are expected, in addition to theRu(II) /Ru(III) of cis-[Ru(bpy) Cl ] under identical molar concentration2 2

intraligand charge transfer transitions. This makes theand experimental conditions.

Table 5
Electronic spectral data of the complexes in CH CN3

23 21 21Complex l /nm (e 310 , M cm )max

[Ru(L)(PPh )Br ] (1) 282(4.3), 314(0.664), 338(0.463), 516(0.142), 596(0.0157)3 2
a a[Ru(L)(en)Br]PF (2) 226(1.906), 307(0.6515), 341 (sh) (0.4228), 365 (sh) (0.2876), 490(0.1525)6

a a[Ru(L)(pic)Br] (3) 227(2.3112), 307(0.8985), 341 (sh) (0.6847), 359 (sh) (0.4599), 518(0.1907)
a a[Ru(L)(oxin)Br] (4) 227(1.9728), 250(1.3929), 315(0.3717), 357 (sh) (0.2710), 406(0.3008), 468 (sh) (0.2103)

a sh, shoulder.
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interpretation of the electronic spectra extremely difficult. CB2 1EZ, UK on request, quoting the deposition number
However, it may be concluded that bands in the 400–600 132815.
nm region are due to MLCT involving Ru(dp)→S(dp)
and Ru(dp)→p* (imine) transitions. Besides, in some of
the complexes there is an additional MLCT band around Acknowledgements
360 nm. The two bands around 340 and 310 nm are
probably intraligand charge transfer transitions, while the M.M. thanks the CSIR, New Delhi, for the award of a
band below 300 nm are due to p →p* transitions of fellowship. Financial assistance from the Department of
pyridine and phenyl rings. Science and Technology (DST), Government of India,

New Delhi, is also gratefully acknowledged.
3.4. NMR spectra

The methyl signal of the free ligand is observed at 2.37 References
ppm [20]. On complexation, this signal appears at different
d values for different complexes, ranging from d 1.25 to [1] F. Bregrant, S. Pacor, S. Ghosh, S.K. Chattopadhyay, S.K. Sava,

Anticancer Res. 13 (1993) 1007.2.1 ppm. The two CH signals of the ethylenediamine2
[2] S.K. Chattopadhyay, S. Ghosh, Inorg. Chim. Acta 131 (1987) 15.complex appear at 2.95 and 2.88 ppm. The phenyl protons
[3] S.K. Chattopadhyay, S. Ghosh, Inorg. Chim. Acta 163 (1989) 24.

are observed in the d 6.0–7.3 range. [4] M. Maji, S.K. Chattopadhyay, S. Ghosh, T.C.W. Mak, Inorg. Chem.
26 (1997) 2988.

[5] M. Maji, S.K. Chattopadhyay, S. Ghosh, Trans. Met. Chem. 23
(1998) 81.4. Conclusion

[6] M. Maji, S.K. Chattopadhyay, S. Ghosh, Trans. Met. Chem. 23
(1998) 261.

This study points to the fact that a particular procedure [7] M. Hossain, S.K. Chattopadhyay, S. Ghosh, Polyhedron 16 (1997)
involving similar reactants can lead to chemically and 143.
structurally different products. When the ligand 2-pyridyl- [8] M. Hossain, S.K. Chattopadhyay, S. Ghosh, Polyhedron 16 (1997)

1793.N-(29-methylthiophenyl)methyleneimine reacts with the
[9] M. Maji, M. Chatterjee, S. Ghosh, S.K. Chattopadhyay, Bu-Mo Wu,very similar Ru(II) complexes Ru(PPh ) Cl and3 3 2 T.C.W. Mak, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. (1999) 135

Ru(PPh ) Br , two different complexes of the same3 3 2 [10] M. Maji, M. Chatterjee, S.K. Chattopadhyay, S. Ghosh, Acta Chem.
general formula Ru(L)(PPh )X (X5Cl/Br) were isolated. Scan. (in press).3 2

But the reactivity pattern of the two are found to be [11] M. Hossain, M. Maji, S.K. Chattopadhyay, S. Ghosh, A.J. Blake,
Polyhedron 17 (1998) 1897.entirely different. Structure determination of (A) showed

[12] P.S. Hallman, T.A. Stephenson, G. Wilkinson, in: R.W. Parry (Ed.),that it is a cis dichloro derivative and all its metathetical
Inorganic Synthesis, Vol. vol. 2, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1970, p.

reactions with chelating bidentate ligands lead to the 237.
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